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If

I

Were

An

At the Start of this 1943:

American

I would thank God for the right to live.

I would thank God
right to speak up.

for the right to worship as I please and for the

I would thank God
shape my destiny.

for the right to vote for whomever

I please to

I would thank God for flowing rivers and majestic mountains — for
towering cities and golden prairies.
I would thank God for illustrious American patriots and legions
of ordinary men and women, all of whom gave much to build a great
heritage.
I would thank God for the American

Press and American

Radio.

I would thank God for the right to do my utmost to vouchsafe
this to me and preserve it for my children who will follow.

all

And for all this I would pledge my loyalty to America and solemnly
swear not to abuse my sacred right as an American citizen.
368 members

of the Fort Industry Company

organization are glad

they are Americans.
THE
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Five years ago Roy Acuff. the son of a small town traveling
preacher, came to WSM.
He said he was an entertainer.
So we set him to work proving
far to justify his statement.

it. Here's

what

he's done

so

During the past two years Roy and the Smoky Mountain Boys
and Girls have sold over 2,000,000 recordings. In 12 months
they have sold over 320,000 song books. So sensational has
been their popularity, not only in the WSM
market, but all
over the country, that they have made two movies. Both of
them
been

"hits." So successful has been their program that they've
on the NBC network for two years with the same * sponsor. They have played to over 1,000,000 people in person.

Why

does

WSM

recount

this story?

Not because

WSM

was

privileged to "discover" Roy Acuff. But because it proves
something we've long maintained. Get the right show on
WSM
and you'll get results that can't be topped by any other
advertising medium anywhere.
Write us now. We'll show you what we
at a cost that fades into nothing when
results.

can do for you, and
compared with the
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50,000

ORLEANS

watts

- - clear

Listeners in the far North hear WWL

channel

clearly. And they prove our
A better buy is KFAB. Fits perfectly over the farm and small town
markets throughout Nebraska and
her neighboring states. Won't pop
a runner in anybody's advertising
campaign. For shear profits, get

power by writing in to say: "Program's coming in fine."
Listeners in the deep South go to their retailers — and prove WWL's
selling-POWER — by buying the products we help advertise. WWL
gives you complete dominance over the New Orleans area — growing,
prospering, and profiting smart WWL advertisers.

The

greatest

selling

KFAB to give you a"leg up" in this
midwest area. We're rationing
some of our time — but there are
still good availabilities left, for you.

POWER

in the

Souths

greatest

city

DON

SEARLE— Gen'l Mgr.

Ed Petry & Co., Nat'l Rep.
CBS

Affiliate —

Nat'l Representatives, The

Katz Agency,

Inc.
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9 October 1942

Naval
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Gentlemen:
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CAMPAIGNS

Allied Mills, Inc. {Wayne Feeds)
American Chicle Co. {Black Jack Gum)
American Industries Salvage Committee
{Steel Scrap Drive)
Bismarck Motel Co.
BuickSales
Motors
Corp.Division of General Motors

Comdr. A-(V)G US
NR
Senior Member

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and
Pacific R. R.
Chick Bed Company {Chick Bed Litter)
Colgate-Palmolive Peet Company

When

{Vel, Palmolive)
Emerson Drug Company {Bromo Seltzer)
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
{Feigenspan
and Dobler P. O. N.
Beers
and Ales)

the Naval Aviation Cadet Selection

in words, by the "voice" of a Navy divebomber. . . . We imagine you can imagine
the results!

Board of Chicago had a big recruiting drive
on its hands, it turned to radio's newest,
most dramatic and resultful broadcasting

x\s Lieut. Commander

technique — Sonovox.
Transcribed 1-minute Sonovox

Olson says, they were

"very effective" . . . But no more effective
than your Sonovox commercials can be, if

announce-

ments were used on seventy-one Midwestern

you'll let us submit an idea! How

stations. The enlistment appeal was spoken,

about

dropping us a line — today?

Feltman-Curme Shoes
Forum Cafeterias of America
Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
[Fould's Macaroni Products)
Chr. Hansen Laboratory, Inc.
{Junket Quick Fudge Mix)
Andrew Jergens Co.
Products)
Lever{Woodbury's
Brothers Co.
{Lifebuoy Soap)
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Sea bees {U. S. Navy, Construction
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Purity
Bakeries
Corp. {Taystee Bread,
Grtnnan
Cakes)

WRIGHT-SONOVOX,
"Talking
CHICAGO
FREE

&

....

PETERS,

and

NEW

Singing

YORK

INC., Exclusive

INC

Sound*9

....

HOLLYWOOD

National

broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra (in all
Shell Oil Company
U.S. Treasury Dept.
Orange Drink)
Velie-Ryan,
Inc. {Nesbitt's California

Representatives

CHICAGO: ,8oN. Michigan NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO: 111 Sutler HOLLYWOOD:
Gordon ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4131
Sutter 4353
Gladstone 3949
Main 5667
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OWI
War
Is

WASHINGTON,

Offers

Information
First
New

Under
Plan

WORKING
IN complete harmony with the broadcasting
industry and taking full cognizance of existing operating
problems, the Radio Bureau
of the Office of War Information at a three-day conference
in Washington last week with
its corps of radio consultants
and field information managers ratified an all-inclusive
scheme of prudent planning
of Government war - effort
programs.
Highlighting the sessions
was the announced inauguration Feb. 1 of a five-day-perweek 15-minute transcribed
program strip to be available for
sponsorship on all stations, to afford stations some means of recouping extraordinary programming overhead. Announcement of
this innovation was made by William B. Lewis, chief of OWI's Radio Bureau, who presided at the
sessions.
Detailed explanation of the scope
of the new Station Allocation Plan,
adopted by OWI to become effective

OWI

BROADCASTING

AND

Advertising
D. C, JANUARY

Program

Jan. 18, was given the regional consultants, selected from among
broadcasters' ranks to function in
their designated radio districts.
This plan is geared toward dissemination of important war information on a planned basis so first
things will be cared for first.
The sessions were addressed by
Elmer Davis, OWI director; Gardner Cowles Jr., assistant director
of OWI in charge of domestic operations, including radio; John
Houseman, chief of OWI's Overseas Branch Program Bureau; Ken
R. Dyke, chief of the Bureau of
Campaigns of OWI, and Richard F.
Connor, director of station relations, Radio Bureau. Each of the
score of radio consultants and aides
discussed field reactions to the warprogramming campaign.
The new Station Transcription
Plan, under which stations have
been requested to set aside a 15minute strip Monday through Friday, was received enthusiastically
by delegates, particularly those
from the smaller stations.
Sponsors Must Be Approved
Under the proposed setup all
Government agencies, except the
Treasury and its three-weekly Star
Parade, will make their individual
transcriptions a part of this plan,
this applying to programs like
You Can't Do Business With Hitler,
OPA's rationing programs, the
Marine and Merchant Marine programs and all the others. Writing
and production will be of "top caliBROADCASTERS

• Broadcast

Advertising
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.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

for

Sponsorship

ber", Mr. Lewis has assured.
Furthermore, he said that all subjects will fit logically into the overall framework.
The purpose of the plan, Mr.
Lewis explained, is to build audiences for the important war information broadcasts. With well
produced, well-written programs,
Mr. Lewis pointed out that "if they
attract really big audiences, local
advertisers can be interested in
sponsoring them". To aid stations
using their time on behalf of the
war effort, Mr. Lewis said that
provision has been made so that
programs individually, or as a series, may be sponsored subject to
several conditions.
Types of Sponsors
These conditions provide that
no beer or liquor accounts may be
accepted; that the sponsor or sponsors as well as the type of commercial must be approved by the
radio bureau; no commercials may
be inserted in the body of the program; all programs should be preceded by an announcement containing the name of the sponsor and
programs must be separated at the
end by a prepared statement before the concluding commercial;
lastly, all programs must carry a
disclaimer which establishes the
fact that sponsorship does not
constitute Government endorsement of product sponsored.
Program clearance was presented Thursday morning in a general
discussion session as one of the
major problems facing stations unDISCUSS

WAR

der the terms of Regulation 2
which

gives OWI complete authority over all programs of Government agencies on a national, regional or local plane. Throughout
an attempt was made to clarify
the station's position.
It was made clear that no Government agency' could approach a
station directly with a request for
time ; all such requests must be approved by OWI. This is not autonomous control by OWI, it was pointed out, but rather protection for
the stations from various pressures.
Lewis Opens Session
Mr. Lewis greeted the Monday
morning session with a brief story
of the radio coordination accomplished to date and acknowledged
the important contributions of the
regional consultants in this progress. He announced the effective
dates for the Station Allocation
Plan and the Station Transcription
Plan, the former for Jan. 18, 1943,
and the latter, Feb. 1, 1943.
After explaining the purpose of
the three-day sessions, Mr. Lewis
introduced Elmer Davis, director of
OWI, who discussed "OWI Policies
and Philosophies". Mr. Davis said
he was grateful to the radio industry for its aid in the OWI effort to
bring the truth to the greatest possible number of people. "We are
giving the public truthful information," he said, and explained that
the OWI's function is to serve as
a buffer between the Government
and the people, representing to each
group the needs of the other. He

PROBLEMS

January

4, 1943
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lief on personnel and business problems which only Washington can
afford. He said the small stations

felt this was especially important
in the case of military information
but he stressed the important control which must be exercised at
times to insure military security.
He showed the need for closer
coordination between Government
agencies releasing- news to the public and recognized the constant need
for servicing the radio and press
with more voluminous news and
more accurate news. News is an
important adjunct to the armed
forces, he said, by way of explaining the constant need for clear,
truthful news reports.
Overseas Activity
In the absence of Milton S.
Eisenhower, associate director of
OWI, who has been in North Africa
on a special mission, John Houseman, chief of the Programs Bureau
of OWI's Overseas Branch, addressed the gathering on "OWI Overseas Operations".
He described the outpost setup
of the organization, the largest of
which he said was in London, and
explained the need for close collaboration with the FCC in the matter of selection of broadcast frequencies. Compared to the Axis,
he admitted, our transmitter total
is hopelessly outnumbered. Nonetheless, he maintained the U. S. is
doing an effective job.
In explaining the operation, he
said 90% of the program material
aired consists of news which is
transmitted by radio. Daily, 38,000
words are sent to 18 points
throughout the world. In addition,
feature material is shipped by mail
and picture material is sent by
radio-photo.
To emphasize effectiveness of
this activity, he cited the case of
Turkey, where four months ago
there was only 5% of American
news in Turkish newspapers. Today there is 50%. This represents
(Continued on page 46)
WHAT

NEW

FROM KALAMAZOO TO Columbia (S. C.) came these broadcasters
to participate in the OWI program planning conference at Washington:
(1 to r) : Dick Shafto, WIS, Columbia; Thad Holt, WAPI, Birmingham;
James D. Shouse, WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati; John Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo; Harold Fellows, WEEI, Boston; Herbert L. Pettey, WHN, N. Y.

Economic
Small
OWI

Losses

Stations
Regional

Manpower

PLAN

Problem

Is Found

MEANS

WHAT does the new allocation plan for Government programming mean
to the average station? Following the three-day conference of regional
consultants and regional directors of OWI in Washington last week, the
high spots were summed up in this fashion by OWI Radio Bureau officials:
1. OWI policy is definite that the only need is for better war shows
and refinements and improvements of others instead of more time.
2. OWI's
radio bureau is clearly established as the one place to go for
a final
decision.
3. The OWI's operating philosophy must be to give war information
first call. This is the Government's responsibility to determine. OWI
officials have been told this and they are cognizant of their responsibility.
4. Through OWI controls, pounds of material sent to stations have been
and will continue to be reduced. Furthermore OWI aims to decrease its
demands wherever possible and increase quality of material generally.
5. A recognition by OWI that there is a danger of surfeit and that
there must be a fair balance between "war" and entertainment to preserve audiences.
6. The end of questionnaire reports to OWI from individual stations.
7. No demands. OWI recognizes that it operates only through the free
will of the radio industry and desires only to cooperate with the industry to the end of establishing orderly planning.
8. Decrease in duplication of effort as well as the elimination of nonessential effort.
9. Elimination of conflicting policies and statements by central clearance through OWI of all other war agencies' material.
10. Organization of war information campaigns and drives on a
planned basis as to timing, length of campaign and size of campaign.
Page
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Consultants

URGING development of national
business for local non-network stations which have suffered severe
economic losses since the war,
rather than any plan of Government subsidy, several delegates to
the OWI conference in Washington Dec. 28-30 told of the economic
situation faced by these stations.
From two delegates — Sheldon F.
Sackett, regional consultant,
KOOS, Marshfield, Ore., and Robert B. Hudson, regional consultant
in the Rocky Mountain area and
head of the Rocky Mountain Radio Council — the conference heard
reports on the small station situation, now being actively considered
both by OWI and the FCC.
Mr. Hudson said that if the
present trend continues it is inevitable that many local stations
will "leave the air during 1943".
He urged prompt and immediate
action.
In a detailed report, Mr. Sackett, who also is publisher of the

OWI

May

Force

Suspend

Urge

Immediate

Aid;

to Be Acute

Coos Bay Times, offered two concrete remedies — alleviation of the
manpower drain on such stations
and further relaxation of operators' requirements by the FCC. He
said he found no support for Government subsidy, direct or indirect,
pointing out that if the manpower
requirements are taken care of, the
smaller stations may be able to
find men to sell sponsored war programs, such as OWI programs.
Loss of Service Threatened
Mr. Hudson, who previously had
discussed with Gardner Cowles Jr.,
OWI assistant director in charge
of domestic operations, the plight
of smaller stations in the Rocky
Mountain area, said the small station problem is one of simple economics which finds many of the
non-network stations in the "economic squeeze which sooner or later will be felt throughout the radio
industry". In addition to stations
that already have given up the
ghost, Mr. Hudson said the "handwriting ison the wall for scores of
He cited specific cases in the
others".
Rocky Mountain area and said it
was just a question of time before
such stations are forced to turn
in their licenses unless relief is
afforded. Most of these stations
provide service in areas not otherwise adequately served, he declared. He stated that the same
situation is faced by nearly a score
of stations in the Rocky Mountain area alone — with complete loss
of service threatened to many
thousands of listeners.
Declaring that local stations
have their own audiences irrespective of metropolitan station coverage, Mr. Hudson told the conference that the problem was of "such
urgent importance to the winning
of the war that OWI must give
it immediate and serious considerIn his report, based on a canvass of the 60 stations in Washation".
ington, Oregon, Montana and
northern Idaho, Mr. Sackett
pledged the 100% cooperation of
all the stations but emphasized that
the smaller ones urgently need reBROADCASTING

are suffering an "alarming decline
in business" due to the exodus of
population to wartime centers, curtailment or elimination of consumer goods, and business fatalities
among smaller firms. He claimed
the majority of these stations are
not served by networks and national spot business is small or nonexistent.
Manpower Important
Mr. Sackett declared the War
Manpower Commission should cease
"the relentless drain on small station personnel, which unthinking
draft and enlistment tolls have
caused". He said that percentagewise he doubted if any American
business has been so depleted by
war calls as the radio industry and
yet it is asked to stay on the job
as many hours and give thousands
of dollarsernmentofcalls.time monthly to GovIf the Government orders the
smaller stations to continue, he said
it must act new to keep them on
the air. He described manpower as
the all-important problem and said
it applied to salesmen as well as to
operators and announcers. Contrary to some draft board views,
he said, salesmen cannot be had
by magic or trained overnight.
Without them to obtain the "sinews of costs from private business, operation and free time for
OWI
is impossible".
Secondly,
he urged the FCC to
immediately order "blocking-in all
Class III operators, without examination, for the duration of the
war". Permission granted such
operators to work for six months
without further examination has
been helpful, he said, but he saw
no reason why such operators now
should be forced to take time for
examination. He urged the Commission to make the ruling prior to
the yearend.
Mr. Sackett said he found no
stations, large or small, seeking
or wanting subsidy, direct or indirect. Given personnel, he declared, the smaller station will
"slug it out successfully with the
war's problems".
OWI

Chieftains

Back

MILTON S. EISENHOWER, associate director of the Office of War
Information, returned to Washington Dec. 27 from a special mission
to North Africa [Broadcasting,
Dec. 21]. Also back are Murry
Brophy, chief
of Facilities
the Bureau,
OWI Communications
who
accompanied him, and Harold
Guinzburg, chief of the Outpost
Bureau, who went to London.
James Weldon, one of Mr. Brophy's
engineers, remained in Africa.
Pillsbury

Spots

PILESBURY FLOUR MILLS Co.,
Minneapolis (flour), is placing
three to six participating announcements weekly on 13 stations. Complete schedule will start Jan. 18.
McCann-Erickson, Chicago, is
agency.
• Broadcast

Advertising

GROUP
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in
Authorized
Stations
New
Six
Waterloo,
la.;
WSNY,
SchenecEquipment Crisis Causes
tady, N. Y., and WJRM, Elkins,
DIRECT FROM ALASKA
W. Va.
Curtailment of New
News Shortwaved From KFAR
Applicants for new stations,
other
than
those
for
facilities
of
To This Country
Applications
stations now in existence are : ChatFIRST DIRECT broadcast from
ACTIVITIES of the Broadcast Litahoochee Broadcasting Co. (250
Alaska since the start of the war
censing Division of the FCC were
was heard from KFAR, Fairbanks,
confined to a minimum in 1942, a
w., 1420 kc, unlimited) at Columbus, Ga. ; Eastern Broadcasting
Sept. 26, after many delays due to
Broadcasting survey shows, with
censorship. NBC reported reception
Co. (1 kw., 1520 kc, LT to WKBW,
only six new standard stations auon a transcontinental network
Buffalo) at Bayshore, Long Island;
thorized for the year, and only one
Beauford
Jester
et
al.
(250
w.,
1230
"100% with fair quality."
application granted since April 27
Special authorization for the
kc,
unlimited)
at
Waco,
Tex.;
J.
for a new station requiring instalbroadcast was granted by the War
C. Kaynor (250 w., 1310 kc, unlimlation of equipment.
Department and the FCC The
ited) at Ellensburg, Wash.; NewThe lull in the work of the BroadKFAR
transmitter, a small comark Broadcasting Co. (5 kw., 620
cast Licensing Division resulted
posite shortwave set, was once a
kc, unlimited) at Newark, N. J.; "ham rig." Directive beam antenfrom the equipment shortage and
Herman Radner (250 w., 680 kc,
nas, already installed for receiving
the "freeze order" of April 27,
daytime)
at Dearborn, Mich.;
press reports, were switched onto
along with the FCC Orders 79 and
San Francisco, 2,300 miles away,
South Florida Broadcasting Co.
79-A of March 20 and July 1, 1941
and the first direct broadcast since
(250 w., 1450 kc, unlimited) at
suspending action on cases involvHoward Hughes was heard from
Miami; West Allis Broadcasting
ownradio
and
ing joint newspaper
there on his round-the-world flight
Co. (250 w., 1450 kc, daytime) at in 1938 was received in the States.
ership.
West Allis, Wis.
End of 1942 finds the FCC with
Of the applicants for new staa record low in applications for
Gillingliam a Major
tions, one of the four corporations
new stations. Applicants total only
GEORGE O. GILLINGHAM, inseeking WBAX, Wilkes Barre, has
17, and include several instances
formation director of the FCC, who
newspaper affiliations. The appliwas called to active duty last year
of multiple applications for facilicant for WTMC, Ocala, Fla., also
ties of stations already in existas a captain in the Chemical Warhas newspaper activities, and the
fare Service, Dec. 17 was promoted
ence. Four separate applications
Chattahoochee Broadcasting Co.,
to the rank of major. He is headare pending for the facilities of
quartering in Washington in the
according to the FCC, has newsWBAX, Wilkes Barre, Pa. for
office of the chief of the Chemical
paper connections.
example.
Warfare Service, and among other
The Commission also has in its
functions
produces the monthly
FM and 'Tele' Down
files 61 applications for increased
News
Letter
of the service in reguAt the same time, the FCC has
facilities.
lar magazine format.
only two applications for new commercial FM stations, and three for
commercial television outlets. FM
Yankee
Sale
to General
Tire
applications include one at Superior, Wis., and the application of
the Worcester Telegram PublishExpected
to Get
FCC
Sanction
ing Co., for an FM station in Worcester, Mass. Television applicaFinal Details Before Commission as Transfer
tions pending are by the Hughes
Of New England Regional Is Considered
Production Co. for Los Angeles and
San Mateo County, Cal., and by
SALE OF the Yankee Network to
would not be approved at the
the WCAU Broadcasting Co. for
the General Tire & Rubber Co. for
Thursday meeting, but would be
Philadelphia.
set down for further hearing.
approximately $1,200,000 was
Since April 27, the Commission
slated for approval by the FCC at
Lawyers for both General Tire and
has granted only 11 applications
Yankee, however, were working
a
special
meeting
called
last
Thursfor increased facilities, most of
overtime procuring the necessary
day
(a
day
after
Broadcasting
them involving no new equipment.
additional details, particularly
went
ule). to press on its holiday schedIncreased facilities were awarded:
apropos the alien stock ownership
KUTA, Salt Lake City (CP. for
Considered by the Commission
5 kw-DA); WBNY, Buffalo (unat its regular Tuesday meeting,
question.
Along with the application for
limited Time) ; KB WD (1 kw. LS) ;
approval was withheld because of transfer, filed with the Commission
KPQ, Wenatchee, Wis. (CP. for
the comprehensive nature of the
Dec. 16, was a detailed 25-page
1 kw. DA-N) ; WWRL, Woodside,
purchase contract, which had not
contract covering the acquisition
N. Y. (unlimited) ; KIEM, Eureka, Cal. (1 kw. Conditional) ; been fully reviewed by members.
by General Tire of the Yankee inMoreover, additional information
WAPI, Birmingham (CP. for 5
terests, including the four Yankeeon stock ownership of General Tire
owned stations (WNAC, Boston;
kw., 1070 kc, unlimited); WINS,
was sought by the Commission, in
W A A B, Worcester ; WEAN,
New York (CP. 10 kw. unlimview of the statutory requirement
Providence;
WICC, Bridgeport)
ited) ; WSAM, Saginaw, Mich.
that not more than 25% of the
(250 w., 1400 kc, unlimited) ;
and its two highpowered FM adstock of a parent company may be
juncts. Colonial Network Inc., a
KBTM, Jonesboro, Ark. (250 w.) ;
owned by aliens.
separate corporate entity, also is
WNYC, New York (Increased
Stock Ownership

Time).
Six in '42
Of six new stations authorized in
1942, one, KGDK, Kodiak, Alaska,
has already been deleted at request
of the applicant. WSAP, soon to
go on the air at Portsmouth, Va.,
is the only outlet which required
new equipment authorized since
the freeze order. KTKN, Ketchi' kan, Alaska was authorized Aug.
18, but this station uses facilities
! of the former KGBU. Other staj tions granted in 1942 are KXEL,
BROADCASTING

At a late hour Wednesday, before Broadcasting closed, this information had been procured and
indicated that far less than the
requisite maximum stock was held
by aliens. All told, there are some
3,000 stockholders of General Tire,
which absorbs Yankee as a corporate entity, with about 650,000
shares issued.
There was some possibility,
though regarded as extremely remote, that the actual transfer
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acquired.
The contract provides for payment of $950,000 cash and covers
all of the network and station properties, plus quick assets.
John Shepard 3d, president of
Yankee, under the contract is retained in an executive capacity,
and it is understood that General
Tire will designate him chairman
of the board and general manager.
It is expected William F. O'Neil,
president of General Tire, will become president of Yankee, though

OF

6 BUYS

INTEREST

IN

WEMP

ACQUISITION of half-interest in
WEMP, Milwaukee, by a syndicate of six men prominent in official and broadcasting circles was
effected last week for a consideration of approximately $50,000. The
group acquired the 45% interest of
Gene Dyer, operator of WAIT and
WGES, Chicago, as well as 5% of
the interest of Glenn Roberts, Madison, Wis., attorney, who retains
the remaining half.
Papers were filed with the FCC
late last week for dissolution of the
corporation operating the BLUE
Network outlet and creation of a
partnership.
half -ing theRobert
acquirin
group
The terest
comprises
A.
Senator
La Follette (P-Wis.) ; Leo T.
Crowley, Alien Property Custodian; James Markham, assistant
to Mr. Crowley; and Dr. Wellwood
Nesbitt, Madison physician, all
from Wisconsin. William B. Dolph,
executive vice-president of WOL,
his brother-inton, and
Washing
L. Pettey, director
Herbert
law,
of WHN New York, are the other

rs.
purchase
operates with 250The station
watt fulltime on 1340 kc.
Wine

Series Change

JACK PEARL, comedian, and his
stooge, Cliff Hall, stars of the
Cresta Blanca Carnival Program,
sponsored on Mutual by Cresta
Blanca Wine Co., New York, since
Oct. 14, are going off the show after
the Jan. 6 broadcast, as a result
of reported disagreements between
sponsor and the comedian. The
Wednesday evening series will conMorton Gould's
tinue to feature
and according to William
orchestra,
H. Weintraub & Co., New York,
agency in charge, the format will
and changed
variety to
acts.
include guest stars
be

both these matters must await a
session of the new board of directors. Mr. Shepard, along with Linus
Travers, executive vice-president
of Yankee, are expected to be on
the new board.
Some question was raised, it is
understood, regarding the desirability of ownership of an important broadcasting operation by
a corporation foreign to the radio
field, such as General Tire. This
was not considered a barrier to

the existhowever, under
approval, and
it was generally felt
ing law,
that there must be an expression
from Congress before the FCC can
reject such an acquisition, if all
other aspects are consistent with
the statutes and regulations.
Six of the seven members of the
FCC were present at the Tuesday
meeting, at which time the whole
matter was discussed, but went over
because of the alien ownership
proof and the desire of members to
fully acquaint themselves with the
terms of the contract. The only
absentee was Commissioner George
to be in Florida.
H. Payne, said
As Broadcasting went to press
Wednesday evening, all signs
pointed to unanimous approval of
the transfer despite the inferred
opposition of possibly one or two
subsidiary corporato the aspect.
s ownership
member
tion
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1942
Future

Is Uncertain

Agency

Business

Spot

Men

But

Reflect

Optimism
DESPITE a slight slackening in
the final quarter of the year, spot
broadcasting during 1942 hit an
all-time high, with spot advertising
expenditures for the year probably
10% or more above the 1941 total.
That, at least, is the consensus
of a dozen or so leading station
representatives and as many advertising agency radio executives
queried by the New York office of
Broadcasting last week. While the
roundup of opinions was by no
means ambitious enough to be
called a survey, it ought to give a
fairly accurate idea of the overall
spot picture.
Future Held Uncertain
As to the future, the only agreement was that it is fraught with
uncertainty and no one was willing to venture even a guess beyond
the first three months of 1943. For
the immediate future, opinion was
divided. The representatives, whose
lists comprise mainly highpowered
stations in major markets, were
optimistic about spot holding up to
or even bettering the 1942 figures.
Those representing smaller stations in secondary markets in general expect some decline in business, although it should be added
that even they anticipate a volume
not very far below the present
level. The agency men were, on the
whole, optimistic, predicting many
increases in spot campaigns which
they felt would overbalance the
losses.
On the plus side for spot is the
fact that many major users of this

Shows

type of broadcast advertising are
selling products which have not
been affected by rationing, such as
soaps, cereal products, drugs and
proprietaries, cigarettes and pipe
tobaccos which may be expected to
continue or even to expand their
advertising as the national income
rises, while the list of things for
sale is curtailed by shortages or
governmental restrictions.
Rationing May Help
Spot users for products such as
soft drinks, candies and chewing
gums, have been hit by rationing
and have made their adjustments,
so that they have already curtailed
their advertising about as much as
will be necessary. Still others, like
certain gasoline and motor car
companies, have little or nothing
to sell to the public but are continuing to use time to sell service and
to maintain their brand prestige.
While the effects of food rationing are still problematical, several
representatives pointed out that
they may be good as well as harmful to advertising. Rationing, they
explained, is designed to prevent
bare shelves in retail stores by
limiting the purchases of each
shopper so that there will be
enough merchandise to supply the
needs of all. Therefore, it should
stimulate competitive selling, with
each advertiser stressing the values
his goods give for each coupon
they take and with coupons rather
than monetary prices being
stressed in copy.
The major adverse influence on
spot business, cited by many representatives, is the full-network
discount plan adopted in one form
or another by all nationwide networks during 1942. Advertisers

10%

who previously used networks of
50 or 75 stations and supplemented
these with spot programs in selected secondary markets are being
induced by the extra discounts to
discard their spot advertising in
favor of full networks.
This influence is strengthened by
the Petrillo ban on musical recordings, making it difficult to record
network programs for supplemental use by transcriptions unless the programs contain no music
at all. Some advertisers are recording- dramatic network shows, separating out theme and bridge music
and omitting them from the records, to be filled in locally at the
stations, but the necessity of doing
this is not exactly a selling point
for spot radio.
Spot Activities Continue
The increasing shortages of materials, forcing advertisers to
change their copy from direct selling to institutional or service advertising, may be bad for spot,
some representatives fear, as advertisers who have successfully
used announcement campaigns for
direct sales do not think of spot
radio as an institutional medium
and are apt to turn to network
programs or magazine advertisements as having more dignity and
prestige value.
These fears are not reflected in
the statements by agency executives, however, who reported that
their clients are continuing their
spot activities. The flexibility of
spot advertising, enabling the advertiser to places his messages
where and when they will be most
effective and allowing him to
change copy and schedules rapidly
when such changes are necessary
is of great value to many advertisers in these rapidly changing times,
the agency men report. Spot is also
attractive in that it requires the
advertiser to make no long term
commitments, which he is hesitant
to do under present conditions.
The coming year may be expected to bring a lot of changes to
the American scene, changes that
will affect all consumers, all business, all advertising and all advertising media, including spot broadcasting. Itmay also be anticipated,
however, that spot broadcasting,
which won its place among the nation's major advertising media in
times of depression and against the
strongest competition of other
media, will continue to hold that
place during 1943.
Robinson

REUNION IN WASHINGTON for the Kennedys occurred Christmas
Day at the temporary residence of the owner of the West Virginia Network and WCHS, Charleston, now on active duty in Washington as chief
of the labor utilization and smaller war plants sections of the Office of
Procurement & Material of the Navy, under Vice Admiral S. M. Robinson. The Kennedys (1 to r) : Stoddard Johnston, 18, step-son, VOC candidate in the first year at Virginia Military Institute; John H. Kennedy,
17, student at St. Alban's Washington and Lt. Com. John A. Kennedy.
Other Kennedy children not present are Davis Lee, 4, Patricia Henry, 7,
and Lee Johnston, step-daughter, 15. Stoddard has worked as control room
operator at the Kennedy stations during vacations.
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Gain

Promoted

HUBBELL ROBINSON Jr., manager of talent in the radio division
of Young & Rubicam, New York,
has been named associate director
of radio of the agency, assisting
Thomas F. Harrington, vice-president and radio director. Mr. Robinson will continue to handle talent
contacts with clients and to supervise auditions.
BROADCASTING

Network

Coercion

Is Denied

by

OWI

Head

Davis

Says Three

Chains

Agreed on Broadcast Time
LASHING OUT at charges attributed to Senator Burton K.
Wheeler (D-Mont.) that the Government had demanded time from
the networks, Elmer Davis, Director, Office of War Information, at
his news conference last Wednessaid the Senator's allegations
were dayincorrect.
Mr. Davis said that three major networks, and not four, had
agreed to a suitable time for his
and Secretary of Agriculture
Wickard's broadcast 8-8:30 p.m.,
Dec. 27. He declined to name the
fourth network but declared that
OWI did not force participation.
Instead, he added, "they came
along
of their
own volition."
Senator
Wheeler,
chairman of
the Interstate Commerce Committee which deals with radio legislation, was quoted by International
News Service as saying:
"The next thing these bureaucrats will do is to demand that
newspapers carry stories in the
first column of page one with
streamerwhat
headlines.
I'm wonderingunder
authority
they can
make these demands and I'm
dering if chain broadcasting
panies will give opponents of
grams the same privileges

woncomprothey

give
bureaucrats."
Replying
charges
a member of the toOWI
had that
threatened
network officials by saying, "we
can eventually take you over," Mr.
Davis branded them as entirely
false. In fact he emphasized that
such a statement was not made
by any one in his organization.
Expansion of communications facilities in North Africa within a
week was announced by Milton S.
Eisenhower, associate director of
OWI, just returned from North
Africa. Mr. Eisenhower said a new
40 kw. communications transmitter
of six channels will be in operation
shortly. Five channels will be
used by the Army and the six for
OWI purposes and news correspondents. This will mean direct communication between North Africa
and New York.
RADIO

PERSONNEL

DENIED

C

RATION

Amendments to the extra gas ration restrictions, adopted by OPA
last week, virtually remove radio
employes from the classes of workers eligible for C rations.
New provision specifies that engineers and technicians shall receive extra gasoline for transportation from their homes to permanent
facilities in suburban areas, but
specifically eliminates other radio
broadcasting workers from the
essential workers entitled to supplementary rations.
OPA officials point out, however,
that this does not prevent radio
employes from seeking extra gasoline for other reasons.
• Broadcast
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PRIMARY
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standards, WHO

has the largest
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nighttime primary coverage
0

Drawing

a 0.5 millivolt contour line around
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baloney! There

a

coverage" is plain

are such things as cross-talk with

stations on adjacent channels, inadequate
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in Iowa, plus large areas in Missouri, Nebraska,
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signal

strength for certain areas, etc. to be considered
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Selective

Service

Considers

Remote

Crosley

Swap

W8XO
Broadcasters9
Deferment
Plan
NAB
Seeks Representation on National Group
Which Would Decide Draft Cases
ACTIVE consideration is being
given a request by the NAB that
Selective Service include the broadcasting industry in its plan for
occupational deferments established
in critical scientific and other highly specialized fields.
After receipt of the request from
Russell P. Place, NAB counsel,
it was stated last week at Selective
Service headquarters that a ruling
can be expected soon. The overall
plan, which probably would require
modification to fit the requirements
of the broadcasting industry, was
released last November and covers
only physicists.
If the broadcasting industry is
brought within the purview of the
plan, or some variation of it, an
industry committee would be appointed and authorized to endorse
all applications filed on Form 42-A
which, in its judgment, make out
proper cases for occupational deferment. Should the industry plan
be approved, local boards would be
so notified by Selective Service and
proper weight would be given deferment requests thus approved
by the projected industry committee.
Suggests National Committee
In his letter to Maj. Gen. Lewis
B. Hershey, director of Selective
Service, Mr. Place requested that
a "national committee on radio
broadcasting", functioning under
the NAB, be authorized in line with
the plan for creation of "national
committees for critical scientific
fields". He pointed out that Neville
Miller, NAB president, had designated the six directors-at-large of
the NAB and would designate the
network directors of the association to constitute the committee.
Because these directors are elected
by the membership of the NAB, he
said he was sure the industry would
have complete confidence "in the
integrity and judicial temperament
of the committee".
The committee as designated
would comprise Edwin W. Craig,
WSM, Nashville; J. O. Maland,
WHO, Des Moines; Eugene P.
O'Fallon, KFEL, Denver; Don S.
Elias, WWNC, Asheville; Herbert
Hollister, KANS, Witchita, and
James W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL,
Columbus, Ga. If the networks care
to be represented, these committee
members would be Paul W. Kesten,
vice-president and general manager of CBS, and Frank M. Russell,
Washington vice-president of NBC
— the only two networks represented in NAB membership.
"Inasmuch as the greater part
of the industry's requests for occupational deferment deal with
t e c h n icians requiring scientific
knowledge or others in highly specialized fields," Mr. Place wrote,
"I believe the industry can be ap-
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propriately brought under the National Committee Plan.
"The adaptability of the Manning
Table plan to the radio broadcasting industry has been thoroughly
explored. We have concluded that
our industry, chiefly composed as
it is of 909 relatively small units,
is not well suited to that plan. Exclusive of network employes as
such, the average number of employes per radio station is estimated to be 21, with the range of
employment running from two to
only 132.
21 Employes to Station
"Based on returns from a survey
we have recently completed, 601
stations out of 909 in operation all
over the United States and its territorial possessions have indicated
that there were in their employ
on Sept. 16, 1942, only 2,464 men
whom they deem to be "necessary
men" in critical occupations. Of
this number, 150 are in Class I-A,
116 are in Class II-A or II-B, and
1,958 in Class III-A or III-B. Approximately 67% of the men in
Class III-A and III-B have dependent children. Thus it may readily
be seen that the number of registrants in the radio broadcasting
industry likely to be affected during the next year is exceedingly
small, and that our situation is
one well adapted to the National
Committee Plan set forth in LBR
159, and ill adapted to the Manning Table Plan."
WINNER of the nationwide contest
for the hest amateur interpretation of
any Spanish song heard on NBC's
"Pan-American Holiday," is Eugenia
Demetriou, of Maspeth, Long Island,
N. Y. Formal announcement will be
made on the Jan. 9 broadcast of the
program, which was instituted as a
regular series last year to promote
an understanding of the Spanish and
Portuguese languages through the
presentation of Latin American music.
UNITED

BUSINESS

THE FAME
of NAB's
equipment swap service has
now spread to higher, if remoter institutions. Howard
Frazier, NAB engineering director, last Wednesday reported receipt of this offer
from an unnamed registrant
at the Minnesota State Rean
indirect aid formatory,
to St. Cloud:
the war "As
effort
I should like to register as
available a transmitting tube
which I now have. The tube
is a Raytheon RK-36. Although the tube is about 5
years old, it has been used
only about 100 hours. This
tube has not been abused, and
unless the tube has deteriorated while laying on the
shelf it should be in good
condition. My minimum price

is $3.75."
Doremus

Names

Miller

GEORGE LAFLIN MILLER, director of general advertising accounts of Doremus & Co., New
York, has been named vice-president of the agency. He was formerly with Wildrick & Miller, J.
Walter Thompson & Co., and Lord
& Thomas, all in New York. Also
joining Doremus & Co. are Charles
F. Schroeder, formerly of Spot
Film Productions, who will be a
copywriter; Edward H. Pearson
Jr., of Lord & Thomas, also to be
a copywriter and account executive,
and Reginald W. Tickner, formerly
in the investment banking business,
to join the agency's general staff.
Detrola

Corp. Sold

DETROLA Corp., Detroit radio set
manufacturers now engaged solely
in production of special equipment
for the armed forces has been sold
to Strong, Carlisle & Hammond Co.
of Cleveland, acording to C. Russell
Feldmann, principal stockholder of
the Cleveland firm which will operate Detrola Corp. as a subsidiary
company. Sale was consummated
Dec. 12, 1942, with the acquisition
by Strong, Carlisle & Hammond
Co. of the entire stock holdings of
John J. Ross and family.

JANUARY

FORECAST

This map, reproduced by courtesy of United Business Service, Boston,
shows business conditions in all parts of the U. S. and Canada
as indicated in its surveys.
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Denied

Rehearing

FCC Action Means

the End for

500,000-Watt Transmitter
W8XO, the 500,000-watt developmental adjunct of WLW, Cincinnati, was to stop operating with
the end of the year as a result of
final action taken by the FCC last
Tuesday denying the Crosley
Corp.'s petition for rehearing. Crosley sought a new hearing on the
FCC action denying W8XO authority to experiment with increased
power of 750,000 watts and at the
same time allow the station's 500000-watt experimental authorisation to expire under its own terms.
War

Role Slated

The Commission, in its action
Dec. 29, not only denied the petition for rehearing, but dismissed
the Crosley application for renewal
of license of W8XO. Use of the
500,000 watt W8XO transmitter
for international psychological warfare purposes is under consideration at the Office of War Information though, so far as is known,
no definite negotiations have taken
place for its acquisition.
Reports have been current that
the transmitter either will be used
as an international shortwave station or for standard broadcast band
transmission to occupied countries.

Cudahy's Schedule
CUDAHY PACKING Co., Chicago,
in promoting its all-purpose mineral livestock and poultry feeds, has
set up the following schedule: Six
participating spots a week on farm
programs of WIBW, Topeka; three
quarter-hours weekly on Sky
Riders, WNAX, Yankton, S. D.;
quarter-hour thrice-weekly on Herb
Plambeck's Farm News, WHO, Des
Moines; five five-minutes of Texas
Rangers, WDAY, Fargo, N. D.;
quarter hour thrice-weekly on
Early Birds, WFAA-WPAB, Dallas-Ft. Worth, and quarter-hour
thrice-weekly on the Good-Will
Family Hour, KWTO, Springfield,
Mo. Agency is Grant Adv., Chicago.
Jewish Market Data
EXPLAINING the Jewish radio
market, WBNX, New York, has
prepared a pamphlet to familiarize
national advertisers with the buying habits, customs and the population of this group. The pamphlet
is intended to promote a better understanding ofthe buying group on
the part of advertisers and thus
improve their sales opportunities.
Kent

to Gardner

KENT VITAMINS, being marketed by food outlets from the Kent
Labs., a division of the Cupples
Co., St. Louis, has appointed the
Gardner Adv. Co., as agency. Radio and newspapers will be media
for the new Kent product.

ABOVE
AVERAGE
AVERAGE
BELOW
AVERAGE

Is

□

BROADCASTING

VAL FLEMING, financial editor of
the Christian Science Monitor, has
started a weekly analysis of the economic
aspectsp.m.
of the war on NBC, Saturday, 1 :45
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American
and women
who

industry is working

making

breakfast
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24 hours a day to win the war. A third of the men

this total effort work

at bedtime

Sw**^

at night. They compose

and dine at dawn.

They miss much

the swing shifts,

of normal

life.

But United Press sees to it they do not miss the news. United Press 24-hour
news

swings along with them, keeps them

and around-the-clock

them of the world's best coverage

AROUND

peak radio hours.

part of the nation or at what time Americans

United Press across-the-country
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work,
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Evans
As

Sees

Vital

Factor

Post -War
Westinghouse
To Peacetime

in

Period

top radio executive.
Himself an engineer, who,
started as a

"brass pounder" on fruit ships in
the early days of wireless, Mr.
Evans said in a yearend statement
for Broadcasting that extension
of peacetime uses of radio will wait
until "we beat our enemies into
submission".
He pointed out that a few weeks
ago the Government permitted
revelation of a new industrial use
for radio in the flowing of tin which
saves approximately 60% of the
tin formerly required in tinplating
processes. A single installation of
this high-frequency equipment
equals the output of 70 highpower
broadcasting stations, he said.
'Battle of Radio'
Following is the full text of Mr.
Evans' statement:
"When a thousand warplanes
take off at dusk for an all-out raid
on Continental Europe, radio
guides and controls this air armada; when a Navy Task Force sets
out on its mission, radio communication enables hundreds of warships to act as a compact striking
unit or to disperse for individual
adventure; when a mechanized
army slashes at enemy lines, radio
commands direct complex action
denied military leaders who fought
the classic battles of earlier history.
"Well-known is the use of radio
to demoralize enemy military units
in a thousand ways and by cleverly
contrived propaganda to dissolve
resistance of civilian populations.
"The fighting of men and machines today has been called the
'Battle of Radio', a term which attests to the way armies and navies
of the world now depend upon radio
equipment. More than anything
else the term hints at what's ahead
in radio because it encompasses
every development now in use and
others just out of the laboratory
and ready to go into action against
the Axis.
"A few weeks ago we were permitted to reveal a new industrial
use for radio in the flowing of tin
which saves approximately 60% of
the tin formerly required in tinplating processes. A single installa16
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Cone

&

Belding

Lord&Thomas
Name

Engineering

war", according
to Walter Evans,
vice-president of
Westinghouse E
& M Co. and its

Page

Foote,

Official Looks

MIRACULOUS radio inventions
developed for modern warfare,
when they can be revealed, "will
point to ever-increasing service
that radio will
provide the world
after we win the

Mr. Evans

COCA

Radio

Famous

Discontinued

in

A NEW advertising agency, Foote,
Cone & Belding, has made its appearance since the New Year began, to take over the interests of
Lord & Thomas.
Emerson Foote, vice-president in
charge of the Lord & Thomas New
York office ; Fairfax M. Cone, vicepresident in chai'ge of the Chicago
office, and Don Belding, vice-president and head of the Los Angeles office, are officers of the new
firm.
Lord & Thomas bowed out of the
national advertising picture Dec.
31, with the announcement that
Albert D. Lasker, principal owner, president and director, was retiring to devote himself once more
to public affairs. A name which for
70 years was prominent in the advertising field, has been erased.
Liquidation of Lord & Thomas completes a course of action determined upon by Mr. Lasker in 1938,
when he retired as president and
director to give his attention to
public affairs.
War Drained Personnel
With the outbreak of war, however, the agency's personnel was
affected and Mr. Lasker returned
as active head early in 1942 after
the successive withdrawals of Don
Francisco, president, now radio director for the Office of the Coordinator of Inter- American Affairs;
Edward Lasker, general manager,
was appointed an officer in the
Navy, and L. M. Masius, New York
manager, who became a major in
the Army.
Personnel changes in the past
few weeks have seen the resignation in the Chicago office of John
tion of this high frequency generating equipment equals the output
of 70 highpower broadcasting stations. Several of these installations
are in operation today.
"As soon as they can be told, the
secret activities of radio engineers
on which our armed forces will depend for sturdy defense as well as
surprise attack will point to ever
increasing service that radio will
provide the world after we win the
war.
"Extension of peacetime uses of
radio is going to wait until we beat
our enemies into submission. Right
now, the best brains of the industry and all of its facilities are devoting every second to the job of
turning out units in such volume
and to such purpose that they deal
punishment to the Axis and shackle
every attempt to gain new conquest.
"What's ahead in radio? First,
the winning of the war and after
that a peacetime surge toward as
many new fields as engineering and
business ingenuity can apply the
new radio techniques.
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F. Whedon, vice-president; Howard Jones, vice-president, who has
joined Grant Adv. as executive on
the Folger account; Don Stoddard,
account executive who joined MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago;
Eugene Powers, copywriter, to Leo
Burnett & Co., Chicago, and others.
In the new organization Leo Rosenberg and Robert J. Koretz will remain as vice-president; William R.
Sache, secretary and treasurer; H.
R. Van Gunten, director of media;
Dave Lockwood, art director;
Genevieve Lemper, timebuyer, and
George Heiland, production manager, will retain the positions they
now hold.
Lord & Thomas was incorporated in 1872 by Daniel M. Lord and
Ambrose L. Thomas and by 1898,
when Mr. Lasker joined the firm,
it was one of the country's three
largest advertising agencies. In
1910 Mr. Lasker became sole owner, taking over the interests of
Charles R. Erwin. Mr. Thomas died
in 1904 and Mr. Lord had retired.
In 1918 Mr. Lasker took a leave
of absence to become assistant
chairman of the Republican National Ccmmittee. Later he was
named chairman of the U. S. Shipping Board. He returned to the
agency in 1923 and three years
later Lord & Thomas was merged
with Thomas F. Lcgan Inc. under
the firm name Lord & Thomas and
Logan. After Mr. Logan's death in
1928 the agency reverted to its
original name.
Pioneered in Radio Time
During the first four years of radio network operation, Lord &
Thomas is reported to have placed
more than 30% of the entire advertising placed nationally on the air.
For its accounts, the agency introduced such well-known programs as Your Hit Parade, Cities
Service Concert, The Goldbergs,
Mr. District Attorney and The
Story of Mary Marlin, one of the
first daytime serials.
A pioneer in the use of radio
advertising, Mr. Lasker introduced
the conception of advertising as
"salesmanship in print" in 1908,
began scientific copy and product
tests, handled the first national advertising for automcbile tires, and
was the first to use doub'e-page
spreads in magazines other than
the center pages.
Noted for his philanthropic interests in the medical, educational
and charitable fields, Mr. T asker
conceived the reorganization of
baseball known as the "Lasker
Plan," in 1920 when Judge Kennesaw Mountain Landis was named
Baseball Commissioner. He also was
responsible for the first public 18hole golf course with grass greens
constructed in Pasadena, Cal.
The
Canadian
offices of the
BROADCASTING

COLA

NEW

SIGNS

BLUE

SERIES

COCA COLA Co., Atlanta, one of
the most extensive users of radio
with its current Spotlight Bands
program on the BLUE and the
Pause That Refreshes on the Air
on CBS, is planning still another
network program to start the end
of January on the BLUE. Series
will be heard five times weekly, 33:15 p.m., and will feature tenor
Morton Downey with orchestral
background.
Further details of the new show
will not be announced until after
a meeting of Coca Cola bottlers, to
be held in Atlanta, Jan. 10-14.
Agency is D'Arcy Adv. Co., New
York.
agency, known as Lord & Thomas
of Canada Ltd., with branches in
Toronto and Montreal, will be continued under the direction of G. F.
Mills and J. W. Spitzer, both managing directors of the firm. They
will handle all current Lord &
Thomas business in Canada, and
for the present, it is understood, no
change in the name will be effected.
Commenting on the dissolution
of the firm, George W. Hill, president of The American Tobacco Co.,
said that his firm would continue
to place its advertising with the
successors of Lord & Thomas. Mr.
Hill's statement declared:
"Mr. Lasker has advised us of
his decision to dissolve the firm of
Lord & Thomas. Of course, we are
sorry. I have always looked upon
Mr. Lasker as outstanding in his
profession — a genius, in fact. He
and I have been continuously associated for 19 years. During all
that time his firm has handled the
advertising of The American Tobacco Co. with a success that has
made advertising history. We will
continue to place our advertising
with the young men Mr. Lasker
has trained and who are now associated with him. The firm is to

be Clients
called Foote, Cone and Belding."
of Lord & Thomas listed
in the announcement of the newly
organized firm of Foote, Cone &
Belding are:
Accessories; Albers Milling- Co.AllAircraft
Year Club
of Southern California:
American Dairy Assn. ; American President Lines; American Tobacco Co.; Armour & Co.; Associated Hotels of the
West; Beatrice Creamery Co. ; Bechtel-McCone Parsons Corp.; BLUE Network; Bourjois ; Chanel-Barbara Gould; Califomians
Inc. ; Carnation Co. ; Cities Service Co.;
C. I. T.C*lif^r-va
Corp.; Calava Growers of Calif~r"ia:
Fruit Growers Exchange;
Commercial National Bank & Trust
Co.
Del Monte Properties Co.; Finance
Comm. Milk Fun 1 : First National Bank
of
Chicago;
d'vision,
Motors
Corp.; Frigidaire
J. A. Folger
& Co.; General
Illinois
No. Utilities Co.; Internrtional Cellucotton
Products Co. : Kimberly-Clsrk Corp.: Lindsay Rioe Olive Co. : Lockheed Aircraft
Corp.;
Air Term'nal;
Luxor
Ltd.;
M. & M.L"fl'heed
Ltd.; Menasco
Mfg. Co.;
National
Broadcrsting Co. ; New Ynr't Central System; Montgomery Ward & Co.; Owl Drug
Co.; Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co.;
Prune Proration Zone No. 1: Peoples Gas
LVht
Coke Co. ;Co.;
Publ-'c
Service &of Lake
No.
Illinois;& Pepsodent
Pittsburgh
Eri= R. R. Co.; Purex Corp.
RKO Radio Pictures; Roos Bros.: Safeway; Schenley Distillers Corp. ; Security
First National Bank of Los Anereles; Shaler
Food Products; Southern Pacific Co.; Sun
Mail Raisin Growers Assn.; Sunnyvale
Packing Co.; Swerl Products Co. ; Tidewater Associated Oil Co.; Union Oil Co. :
Unacal Oil Products Co.; Vega Airplane
Co., and Western United Gas & Electric.
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Nashville

1 940
MADISON
5000
WSIX

W.

980

NASHVILLE,

KC.

TENN.

THE BLUE NETWORK
WSIX, now operating with 5000 Watts, covers 107,100 Radio
Homes in Tennessee and Kentucky with a Primary Signal.
0.5 MV/M and 0.1 MV/M
Engineers, July, 1942.

measured by Ring and Clark, Radio

National Representatives
SPOT
New

York
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Chicago
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Population
Families
Radio Homes
Sales. $
Total Retail Stores
Sales, $
Food Stores
Sales, $
General Merchandise Stores
Sales, $
Filling Stations
Sales, $
Drug Stores
Sales,
$
Other
Stores

Market

MARKET
0.5 MV/M
610,984
156,908
107,100
144,078
6,755
2,299
33,282
270
17,400
1 1,542
827
238

DATA
0.1 MV/MMV/M
0.5
653,510
155,914
95,100
5,944
72,039
1,979
15,624
265
7,758
834
158
6,988

Total
312,822 ,
202,200
12,699
216,1 17
1,264,494 *
4,278
48,906
535
25,158
18,530
1,661
396

2,705
6,284
114,534
8,989
2,708
5,829
38,964
3,121
75,570
of dollars.
1940 families
All
in thousands
Radiomoney
homesvalues
by Joint
Committee Radio Research 1938 percentages of
(occupied
dwelling
All
other data
from units).
sixteenth decennial Census of U. S., 1940.
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Rule

Outlets

Regulations Are Amended
Aid Assignment Shifts

to

AMENDMENT of its special service authorization ruling, to make it
applicable to all classes of radio
stations instead of standard broadcast stations only, was voted by the
FCC last Tuesday at its regular
meeting. The change in regulations is designed to allow the Commission greater latitude in quickly
shifting assignments of international shortwave and other types
of stations to meet the exigencies
of wartime operation.
Simultaneously, the FCC adopted
an order extending the normal license period of international broadcast stations in conformity with
the new operating plan evolved for
wartime purposes with the OWL
Following is the full text of the
FCC's public notice covering both
actions.
Amended Section 1.366 of its Rules
and Practice and Procedure in order
to make it apply to special service authorizations for radio stations generally, instead of applying only to
standard broadcast stations. The
amended Section reads :
"Sec. 1.366 Special service authorizations. Special service authority may
be issued to the licensee of a radio
station for a service other or beyond
that authorized in its existing license
for a period not exceeding that of its
existing license upon proper application therefor,2 and satisfactory showing in regard to the following, among
others :
(a) That the requested operation
may not be granted on a regular basis
under the existing rules governing the
operation of the class of stations to
which the applicant station belongs ;
(b) That in the event the application is on behalf of a standard broadcast station, that experimental operation is not involved as provided for by
Section 3.32 of the Rules and Regulations ;
(c) That public interest, convenience, and necessity will be served by
granting
authorization
requested."
At the the
same
time the Commission
adopted an Order designed to extend
the normal license period of an international broadcast station. The Order
states :
"1. The license term for every international broadcast station, either licensed at this date or licensed hereafter, shall end at the earlier of the
.following dates :
| (a) November 1, 1945, or
! (b) The first day after October 31,
1943, on which its operations are not
controlled, by agreement or otherwise,
'by the Office of War Information or
the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs ;
"2. The portion of Section 4.3 of
'the Rules and Regulations, which
established for international broadcast
^stations a normal license term of one
year, is hereby suspended until further
order of the Commission."

IRE
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• January

Conduct

By Radio;
Regional
INSTITUTE of Radio Engineers,
foregoing its usual January threeday convention in New York to
conserve transportation facilities,
has turned to radio to link its members into an international convention Jan. 28.
That evening, IRE members, at
meetings in 11 cities in the United
States and Canada, will hear their
retiring president, Arthur F. Van
Dyck of RCA, and their new president, Mr. Lynde P. Wheeler, chief
of technical information of the
FCC engineering department, speak
from New York. The program, to
be carried by CBS, 10:30-10:45
p.m., will switch to Washington
for the principal address by James
Lawrence Fly, FCC and Board of
War Communications chairman.
An all-day technical meeting to
be held in New York Jan. 28 will
be duplicated in ten or more other
cities. Copies of papers and other
material presented at the New
York conference will be mailed to
the regional meetings, the Institute
reported.
^rlE
GROHAA
THAT MALICIOUS
CHANGES TURNTABLE
SPEED FROM 33 * TO 7©.
(DIFFICULT TO CATCH
WORKING)

Annual

Convention

Meetings
Planned
H. W. Leverenz, H. F. Olson and
O. H. Schade, all of RCA, and R.
S. Julian of Bell Telephone Labs.,
will present papers during the
morning session. In the afternoon
retiring President Van Dyck will
give the annual report and Dr.
Wheeler will be installed, following
which the session will be devoted
to the part the radio engineer is
playing in the nation's war effort.
Lloyd Espenchied of AT&T will
briefly summarize radio in two
World Wars. Rear Admiral S. C.
Hooper of the Navy will speak on
"The Production of Radio Facilities for the Armed Services." Ray
Ellis, director of the Radio-Radar
Division, War Production Board,
will discuss the function of the
WPB in radio. F. R. Lack of the
Army-Navy Electronics Production
Agency will describe the work of
that agency. H. P. Westman of the
war committee on radio of the
American Standards Assn. will
speak on "Radio Standards Go to
War." Kirk Miles of the National
Roster, War Manpower Commission, will define the status of the

"The spiked suoe grohmtwat,
by
gopy.causes
it towalking
be readover
incorrectlv.
(breeding
a\a!nlv
in
doc's office) (((

lUt DESTRUCTIVE GROUM WHO CUMbS
IN
SIGN-OFF
ANDRECORD
BREAKSFILES
fcESTAFTER,
RECORDS?HE PRANKSTER THAT HIDES
in Mr. Ai&uRTrs Pocket and
MAKES FACES AT ANNOUNCERS
WHEN BOK ENTERS CONTR0LR00". The SMALLEST GROW*,
CAUSING MISTAKE TO BE MADE
TO HIS YFACE.
USUALL
CAUED
MAKES
'DAAM
bUSY
T"
ANNOUNCER THINK PHONE
IS RINGING.
grohm.vvorking
He happyonly
, on the hourjickles
„ news commentators,
(not verv bp.\ght, but aluuws
OUT FOR A GOOD TlrAt)

The
bushy-hair.
GROHM
THAT
TURNS ON
STUDIO MIKES
AT W,ON6 TIWE.
-HtRt, IN ACTION, IS THE
MISCHIEVOUS GROW THAT
SHUTS OfF THE TELETYPE
BET ORE AND AFTER. NEWS
WHEN TICKER, SHOULD BE
HEARLyr-URNlSHEOBY INS)

'^Applications
for authorizations
to use
frequencies
assigned
to the international
broadcast service may be made on an
informal basis: formal application must
be made for other authorizations."
I
Ripley M.C. of Series
BOB RIPLEY, originator of "Believe
It Or Not" features, has been assigned
as m.c. of Scramble, BLUE series presented under the auspices of the National Aeronautic Assn. and the Junior
Air Reserve in cooperation with the
Army Air Forces. Program is designed
'to interest young people in aviation.

Will

I HE KLE PTO • G R.OHM ,
SHOE
GROHM,
RUN? OEF
WITH
CLOSELY
RELATED
TO SPIKEDCOPY AT OPPORTUNE MOMENT.
VERY TRICKY ATtt> HAS IDEAS -

'DUFFLE BAG' KOBAK
Station Relations Men Take
BLUE Executive In
HUGE DUFFLE BAG containing
traveling necessities of a member
of the station relations department, was presented to Edgar
Kobak, BLUE executive vice-president, who claims to have visited 40
BLUE affiliates during his travels
in 1942.
Headed by Keith Kiggins, vicepresident in charge of stations, a
delegation descended on Kobak in
full force Christmas-eve to make
him a member of the station relations department with the duffle
bag offering,
marked "Egad!
Kobak! Station relations
contact representative No. 8."
ED BYRON, director of Mr. District
Attorney, sponsored on NBC by Bristol-Myers Co., New Tork, was the
host during the Dec. 30 broadcast to
a group of radio directors. This was
one of a series of visits to broadcasting studios being made by the Radio
Directors Guild, of which Byron is
vice-president.
radio engineer in the Selective
Service and manpower program.
In the evening Dr. George C.
Southworth, Bell Telephone Labs.,
will speak on ultra-high frequencies before a joint session of the
IRE and the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers.
Woods Heads NUR
APPOINTMENT of Leslie J.
Woods as vice-president and general manager of the National
Union Radio Corp., Newark, N. J.,
manufacturers of electronic devices
and radio tubes, has been announced
by S. W. Muldowny, president. Experienced in the development of a
worldwide communications system
from 1919 to 1923, when he aided
in construction of wireless stations
in Hamadan, Teheran and Bagdad
in the Middle East, Mr. Woods in
1923 became associated with Philco
in this country as California district representative, later becoming
the company's
firstcharge
television
engineer. He was in
of export
radio receivers and vacuum tube
development, 1930-38, served in the
Auto Radio Division of Philco in
Detroit for the following three
years, becoming general manager
in 1941. At the outbreak of war,
Mr. Woods represented Philco in
Washington.

WANTED
ANNOUNCER
Thoroughly experienced man special events as well as studio — for
Columbia's station in Washington, D. C.

record- riding grolm-the one that is
constantly Pushing the needle off •«
the re oord (also ujorks on transcriptions i

Give full details in letter accomcopy.
panied by transcription of voice
on brief news and commercial

RADIO'S SHARE OF GROHMS— those maddening little elves that are
reported to be Hitler's secret weapon — are illustrated in this cartoon
by C. H. Price, 19-year-old announcer of WHBQ, Memphis. Mr. Price,
Station Manager Bob Alburty writes, also has an eye on the induction
Grohm, which will be visiting him at an early date.

Address program manager, WJSV,
Washington, D. C.
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Another

year

another

STANDOUT

!

Nineteen forty-two topped klz's 22-year span of
service to the Rocky Mountain region. It was a year of
standout accomplishment from every standpoint.
Yet today even greater efforts are being made to extend
KLZ's service and influence in this region still further . . .
to concentrate all its imagination and creative ability on the
problem of more effective wartime programming ... to
continue to grow in the favor and esteem of its community,
its state, and in the service of its country.
By being that kind of station for its listeners, KLZ will
be the right kind of station for advertisers. Another year
has started . . . another STANDOUT year for Denver's
STANDOUT station and the advertisers who use it.

Columbia
Network
S60

Affiliated in Management

with The Oklahoma

BROADCASTING
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Publishing Company

and WKY,

Oklahoma

City— Represented

Advertising

January

Kc.

by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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Government
Says

Should
Station

Small

Institutional

Advertisers

Stop' Outlets;
Krasin
ANNOUNCEMENT
that the
OWI would investigate declining income of small stations
with a view of formulating
some plan to save them brought
the following letter to the FCC
from Lester Q. Krasin of the
Krasin-Krutzner Broadcasting
Co., operators of KTNM, Tucumcari, N. M. The letter follows :
WE

NOTICED in the Dec. 14 issue of Broadcasting that there
was to be some sort of a probe by
the Office of War Information into
the declining income of local broadcast stations; and an investigation
made of some way to help keep
these "whistle-stop" broadcasters
on the air.
Today, in a news dispatch from
Washington, we see that Elmer
Davis, director of the OWI, is
quoted as saying that any suggestion that the Government should
subsidize radio stations is "a very
unsatisfactory idea". Mr. Davis
was further quoted as saying that
"their strength and freedom lies in
the fact that they operate free
from a government subsidy". On
the surface this might appear true,
but we would like to get in the record several things which Mr. Davis
is evidently not taking into consideration.
No Institutional Revenue
We understand that Mr. Fly, the
chairman of the FCC, will probably figure quite prominently as
a witness before any investigating
committee, and we are taking the
liberty of presenting the side of
the small, local, non-network station.
The first point that we would
like to present our view on is the
point that the small local non-network station does not receive any
of the money being spent by major
companies on so called "institutional advertising" programs being
carried by networks. We might be
a bit wrong on this and if we are,
we would appreciate being corrected, but it seems to us that the
Government is actually sponsoring
these programs, in a way of speaking.
The Government allows these
companies a certain percentage for
advertising, a certain percentage
of the money being paid them to
make munitions. We're not kicking
about this, but it seems to us that
the Government is just as surely
paying the networks and their
affiliated stations, as they would be
if they paid us for running the
Treasury Star Parade or other
programs put out by various Government agencies.
We don't want an outright grant
of so much a month and have complete Government control, (which
Page
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Said

Buy

Time,

Operator
to Ignore

'Whistle-

Favors Fly Plan for Aid
is our idea of a subsidy) nor do we
believe that a loan would help the
situation. A study of the profit and
loss statements by local stations
will show that even in good times
they would have a hard time of
paying back indebtedness which
they would incur now. Loaning stations money would be a mighty
fine way of putting the Government into the broadcasting business. For our part we wouldn't accept a Government loan of sufficient amount to carry us over a long
period of losing money, because at
the time we were taking it we
would
it back. know that we couldn't pay
Wanted : Action
If it is important to keep us
small stations on the air, and we
believe that most Government agencies believe it is, something is going
to have to be done, and done soon.
A word about what the average
small local station is doing. We're
located in a town of probably not
over 10,000 people, and cover probably more people in the surrounding rural area than in the urban
center. We give radio service to
people who have no other stable
service — granted that the more
powerful stations at times cover
our area, but day in and day out,
we are the station that they depend
on. If it were not so, the average
small station would have ceased to
exist long ago, for after all we cannot hope to compete with network
program material for listeners, but
we do have two important things
on our side, signal strength and
local interest. We don't know the
exact figure, but a good share of
America is dependent upon local
non-network stations for news, en-

tertainment and educational features. This number is on the increase, due to sets (receivers) not
being in the perfect condition they
once were, and the impossibility of
obtaining new receivers.
Offhand we would imagine that
the income of the average small
station has declined much as ours —
right now we have about 65% of
the income we had before December 1941. If the income, or the
gross business of a grocery store
for example, fell off that amount,
it wouldn't necessarily be serious,
but in a broadcast station the expenses remain almost constant. Of
course there are things that can
be done to reduce the overhead
somewhat, but without curtailing
the quality of service, a substantial
cut cannot be taken in the average
small station.
So it is evident that the cut
comes off the top of the pile, or out
of the pocket of the owner almost
entirely, so when the income of a
station is reduced 35%, the net
income is reduced not 35%, but almost completely, in some cases it
may throw the station completely
in the red.
Prevailing Situation
So much on what is happening
to us today, and from what we
have been able to find out, this
situation is a pretty general one
in this area. As chairman Fly said,
a 5% deduction in our income tax
will not keep us on the air next
year, meaning of course that we
made only peanuts this year, and
the outlook for the next is less
favorable.
May we go on record as being
in favor of the tentative suggestion made by Mr. Fly, that through
some method the Government buy
time from these locals, time that
could be utilized for the important
messages now being carried gratis
by these stations. This would be
all the landfall we would need, and
it surely would be a small price to
keep the American system of broadcasting alive.

AGAINST A MONTAGE background Bullock's Inc., downtown Los
Angeles department store, broadcasts on KNX, Hollywood, its daily fiveminute mid-afternoon newscast from the store's window. Interested are
(standing) 1 to r: Frank Oxarart, account executive of KNX; Harry
Witt, Southern California CBS sales manager; 0. V. Johnson, account
executive of Dana Jones Co., Los Angeles agency servicing the account;
Franklin Archer, advertising and public relations director of Bullock's.
Seated: Charleene Eddings, news copyist, Jack Slattery, newscaster.
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WLB

to

Simplify

Adjustment
Wage
Regional Groups Handle Case
Involving Less Than 100
SIMPLIFICATION of War Labor
Board procedure in handling wage
freeze adjustments is being studied
by the board and steps have already been taken to speed administration of cases involving employers of not more than 100 persons.
A WLB order issued Dec. 24 delegated to ten regional directors
power to rule on proposed voluntary wage increases where 100 or
less persons are involved. This action is expected to insure prompt
handling of any wage adjustments
that broadcasters may undertake.
Permission is needed from the
WLB for increases for employes
ordinarily under the Wage & Hour
Act, except in special cases of promotion, or merit increases. Informal rulings on jurisdiction may
be had at 100 local offices of the
Wage and Hour administration.
Simple Form Planned
Still under consideration of the
WLB in Washington, but scheduled
for release within a few days, is a
new simplified form of application
for wage adjustments. The exact
nature and scope of this form has
not yet been revealed, but one
WLB official said "it will make it
easier for the small business firm
to apply for rulings on proposed
At present all such applications
adjustments."
must
be made in quintuplet on the
highly
complicated
Form
10. WLB's
new form
is expected
to streamline
the questionnaire when 100 or less
persons are involved, in keeping
with the Dec. 24 ruling expediting
these cases.
A second WLB Order Dec. 24
delegated power to the ten regional
boards to rule on disputed wage
adjustments, so that the National
Board in Washington becomes virtually a supreme court for appeals.
Cases may go to the National
Board on its own motion or on appeal, the announcement said, but
employers may obey decisions of
regional boards without fear of
versal.
penalty in case of subsequent reSince Miniature
James F.WLB's
Byrnes, Economic Stabilization Director, issued the freeze order Sept. 27, the
WLB has stationed regional directors in ten cities: Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Dallas, Kansas City, Cleveland, Chicago, Denver, San Francisco.
Each of these Regional Offices
also has a local War Labor Board
made up of four representatives
each of public, labor, management
— exactly like the Board in Washington. These regional directors
will act in cases of voluntary agreements where 100 or less are involved, and will intervene in future
wage disputes.
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Francisco
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Tags

Used

in Campaign

4-STATION
to

Preserve Radio Equipment
AN EQUIPMENT conservation
no replacement. There must be no
campaign is now under way on
waste. Make the same bit of equipCanadian stations. Dr. J. S. Thomment do twice; make it do three
times, four times, even more if you
son, general manager of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., has
can.
"Don't throw anything out. Keep
recorded the campaign's opening
talk which was sent to all CBC
it. Repair rather than discard.
stations and studios. Canadian staThere must be no use of equiptions have been supplied with
ment beyond what is absolutely
bright yellow tags to hang on
necessary. It is better to do withmicrophones in all studios to point
out now than to do without it hereout to take care in handling.
after when you may need it rather
urgently.
Keep what you have in
The tags read : "This Mike is the
Last. Make it Last". "If You Must
Bust Something Try the Axis, but
The CBC War Emergency Opergood condition."
ations Committee consists of
Lay Off Me. Yours for the DuraCharles Jennings, Toronto, protion, Mike", "For the Love of Mike,
Handle with Care." On the reverse
gram planning supervisor, chairside of each tag is a similar brief
man; D. C. McArthur, Toronto,

DRIVE

A 52-WEEK radio campaign is under way for the Frank Palumbo
cafe, Philadelphia, one of several
night clubs operated by the Frank
Palumbo interests. In the past the
cafe's advertising budget was devoted almost entirely to newspapers, although
was budget
used periodically. Withradio
a 1943
of
$75,000 for radio, newspapers and
outdoor advertising, radio will receive more than $20,000 for a series of 72 transcribed spot announcements each week on four
Philadelphia stations, WFIL WIP
WPEN WDAS. The campaign began Dec. 24. Recording Labs., PhilRobinson
adelphia, cuts the records. Commercial
copy,
emphasizing
the cafe's
banquet facilities,
is handled
by
Jack Steck, WFIL publicity director. Radio and outdoor advertising
were placed by David Lodge Adv.
Agency, Philadelphia. Morton J.
Schwartz Agency, Philadelphia,
handled newspaper copy.
Other cafes and night clubs in
the Palumbo group, for which radio campaigns are under consideration, are the New 20th Century,
Philadelphia; Renault Tavern, Atlantic City; Club Avalon, Wildwood, N. J., and Paradise Cafe.
Trenton. A new club, The Cove,
will be opened shortly in Philadel-
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LAST

CBC
Issued in the interests of conservation by
War Emergency Operations Committee, CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION.
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message calling attention to conservation of copper and rubber,
with a caution that there are no
replacements or repairs for microphones. The tags were issued by
the War Emergency Operations
Committee of CBC.
In his recorded talk Dr. Thomson said: "Being an old infantryman, Ithink wars are won by the
men who fight them on the battlefronts, on sea or land or in the air.
But I also know how wars can be
lost, and among the most important factors is a collapse in public confidence. That is where you
and I come into the picture of the
war.
"Like all other branches of the
services, we need our munitions.
They consist of physical apparatus
such as transmitters, connections,
batteries, wires, telephones, and
that familiar, sensitive and all-important instrument into which all
that we produce must first of all
go — the microphone. There can be
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chief news editor; E. W. Jackson,
Toronto, traffic supervisor; J. A.
Ouimet, Montreal, assistant chief
engineer. The subcommittee on
conservation is composed of Wells
Ritchie, Toronto, Ontario Press and
Information representative, and
H. E. S. Hamilton, Toronto, technical liaison officer.
_c

Enemy

Patents

to Buy

News

Aphia.
NEW PLAN whereby the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will pay
for its news from Canadian Press
and British United Press, which
it has been receiving free since the
inception of the CBC News Bureau
Jan. 1, 1941, is now nearing completion. According to the Toronto
Financial Post, the new system
goes into effect April 1, 1943, and
the CBC will pay the Canadian
Press $40,000 a year for its full
news coverage. A similar arrangement is being made with BUP, the
newspaper states. Before the CBC
set up its own news bureau, it was
supplied with CP bulletins and the
expense of getting these ready for
radio use for the CBC was paid by
the CBC, amounting $20,000 a year.
Now CP sells news to individual
broadcasting stations through its
subsidiary, Press News Ltd.

Open

THOUSANDS of enemy-held patents, including almost 2,000 processes of special interest in the electronics and radio field, are now
controlled by the office of the Alien
Property Custodian, it was announced in Washington last week,
and unrestricted licenses are being
offered to American manufacturers. Index of available patents may
be obtained at the Office of Alien
Property Custodian, Chicago. A
$50 fee is charged for licenses, but
no royalties or other charges are
involved.

BROADCASTING

FDA Issues Reports
FARM market reports carried daily
by more than 450 radio stations
and the recently started wartime
food bulletin used by 175 stations,
will be issued by the Food Distribution Administration, instead of the
Agricultural Marketing Administration which will be dissolved effective immediately. The Various
offices and local branches of AMA
will also operate under the new
name. The department will be directed by Roy Hendrickson, former
commissioner of the AMA.

Transcribed Prayers
VOICES of Springfield, Mo.,
ministers are heard over
KWTO each morning at 7:45
in a transcribed prayer. Half
of the one-minute period is
devoted to silent prayer.
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The Hollywood Victory Committee was paid tribute for its cooperation with the CIAA in supplying
radio and film talent for the transcribed and shortwave shows.
With the goal of complete coverage of the 20 South American republics in all languages and full
negation of Axis propagandists,
the radio division director of CIAA
expressed as heartening the progress being made in breaking down
Latin prejudices towards the
United States. "The people," he
stated, "are gradually being slanted
away from the Axis-propaganda
conception of Americans as mercenary, selfish and lacking in culture. Our virtues are being accepted due to the excellent job being done by our organization here
and in New York."
To illustrate how that job is being accomplished, Mr. Francisco
pointed to the numerous Latin
American programs offered by
NBC and CBS monthly. Each week
some 36 shows are released with
daily schedules comprising 16 hours
of Spanish programs, seven hours
of Portuguese and eight hours of
English. With development of native talent for radio seen as the
present need, Mr. Francisco revealed that work was already under way.

DRIVE

Recorded

American

Efforts Through CIAA
COUNTERACTING the flood of
Axis propaganda released in 20
Latin American republics via shortwave from 100 transmitters in Germany and the subjugated European nations, the United States,
with current shipments of nearly
two tons of transcriptions monthly,
is well on its way to dislodging
enemy propaganda, according to
Don Francisco, radio division director of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs.
Mr. Francisco thus summarized
activities of CIAA during a Hollywood conference in late December
with Jack Runyon,, Hollywood representative of the CIAA radio division staff on 1943 plans of that
organization. Admitting that Germany still has the edge in beaming
propaganda px-ograms to South
American countries, he went on to
point out that this country is fast
overtaking it.
"Just now," Mr. Francisco continued, "Germany has 100 transmitters feeding South American republics as against England's 54
and our 14." Latter number will be
increased by 22 now projected or
under construction, he revealed.
Emphasizing the Axis programs
are losing their pull while those
from this country have picked up
materially, he went on to cite musical programs as most popular with
South American listeners. Specifically mentioning Your Hit Parade
and the March of Time, he added
that commentators are high in
favor.
Hollywood Praised
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Radio

Booms

Merchandise

Moves

During Normal
Lulls
By WILLIAM CRANE
President
Crane Brothers Furniture Co., Philadelphia
FINDING OURSELVES in a period of upset business conditions,
just before the sneak attack of the
Japanese on Pearl Harbor, it was
a bold venture that led Crane
Brothers Furniture Co. to an entirely new medium of advertising.
Radio, while not exactly "new",
was untried and untested so far
?s our business was concerned. It
was quite a step when one considers that until then the scope of
our advertising was confined to
small insertions of an institutional
nature in the classified columns of
only one local newspaper.
The job that radio proved it
could do for us far exceeded our
wildest hopes and dreams. Little
wonder for all my enthusiasm when
the topic of conversation is kilocycles. Ican now look back to our
first 12 months in radio and, attributable entirely to the radio,
find that it has brought us the
most profitable year in our history.
And that goes back to 35 years ago
— over similar periods of wartime
stress, periods of depression and
periods of prosperity.
Credit Rejections Drop
Radio has done for us two things,
which I am certain no other medium could have been able to do.
First, it brought to our furniture
showrooms, which are just outside
the central shopping district, a
better class of customer — creating
a new market for us in finer furniture merchandise. And just as important, it has expanded — and at
the same time refined — our budget
business. Prior to our entrance into
radio, our credit rejections were
averaging around 15%. Now, after
a full year on the air, credit rejections average only 1% of applicants.
It was on Nov. 3, 1941, that we
purchased It Happened Today, a
15-minute dramatized news show
cn WPEN, Philadelphia, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays. The
only dramatized news show on a
Philadelphia station, it had been
building an audience for several
weeks as a sustaining feature.
Written and directed by Robert
H. Bloomfield, continuity director
of WPEN, the program was highly
satisfactory. We provided only
commercial material and the station wrote the entire show, including commercials.
Business Soars

period.
Once on the air, it did not take
us long to realize that we had
"struck it rich" with radio. Although we had not, at the time,
broken down our sales figures for
1941, by early January, 1942, our
sales had begun to soar to unprecedented heights. Our business for
1941 had shown the greatest rise
for November and December which
is normally a slack period. It was
our first two months in radio. The
answer was obvious. Our radio program was doing the job we expected. Iam frank to admit that
we Itfound
in radio
a "potremarkable
of gold."
was all
the more
to us because this was a period that
brought depressing war news at
home and abroad. It was a period
of growing Government regulation.
It was a period of general recession
in furniture trade as sales dropped
sharply in other stores. But it was
radio that turned the trend for
Crane Brothers.
Entire Sale Item Told
There was no question but that
it was our radio program which
brought about this rise in business.
We were sure of it. We had been
able to check by the response of our
customers. In many instances they
told us they had heard our program. In other cases we noted that
they asked for the particular merchandise being advertised on the
air. During the Christmas buying
season of 1941, the commercial
copy on three programs was devoted entirely to fireplace sets.
Before Christmas day we had com-

all, it is an advertiser's privilege
to be cautious and to seek full value
for each dollar he spends. If the
results justified it, we intended to
24
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Furniture

renew for the balance of the contract year after the 13-week trial

Since radio was an untried venture for us we took the program
on a trial basis for 13 weeks. After
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Mart

pletely sold out our entire stock of
fireplace sets.
It was only the ninth week of our
13-week trial period and already
we found it expedient to act upon
our option earlier than we had
expected. Accordingly* we renewed
the program to continue for the
full 52-week period until Oct. 31
of last year. And it was without
any hesitation, in face of continuing adverse conditions in the furniture industry, that we again readily renewed It Happened Today for
52 more weeks to make for our
second year in radio.
Earlier last year, when we fully
analyzed our sales records, we
found that the year 1941 was the
biggest in sales and dollar volume
in ourture35business.
years And
in thesince
retailmost
furniof
this volume came in November and
December, we were just as correct
in assuming that a large portion
of it was due directly to our radio
program.
Higher Type Customers
Before many more weeks rolled
by, we began to realize a most significant fact. Our radio program
was bringing about a change in
the type of our customer. A change
for the better. We began getting a
more substantial type of customer
and our unit sales began to rise
accordingly. Although we were out
of the better shopping district, we
were getting the better class of
furniture buyers who do not usually shop in this neighborhood. It
was the kind of otore traffic we had
always hoped to get. And now,
thanks to our radio program, we
were actually getting it. Moreover,

Name

Omitted

INSTEAD of a concise station break, the control room
of WPDQ, Jacksonville,
waited on a dead silence.
Managers, editors, directors
rushed in to confront an unhe
bleated, happy
"I announcer.
couldn't "Gosh,"
remember
the call letters!"
St. John in New Series
ROBERT ST. JOHN, commentator and former London correspondent of NBC, will be heard on NBC
starting Jan. 4, at 10 a.m., in a
five-weekly discussion of prominent
personalities actively engaged in
various phases of the war effort.
Program will open with a chatty
biography of the news personality
of the day, followed by a discussion of his work and problems, and
an analysis of their impact on the
average listener.
Series is designed to clarify for
the housewife the basic problems
of the war, in terms of persons
concerned with their solution. Proreplaces recently
St. John'son 1:45
series gram
started
NBC p.m.
on
a five-weekly basis.
our budget business continued to
expand.
Our sales reports for July also
proved very interesting. In keeping
with the upward trend of our sales,
it was our biggest month. We regarded that as an unusually fine
record, especially since the weather
in July was onagainst
us. Oneprogram
week's
promotion
our radio
of living room chairs and easy
chairs brought us the biggest volume of business in that line during
the firm's entire 35 years in business. More recently, in October of
last year, our records showed the
biggest month sales on expensive
bedroom suites, which we featured
extensively in our radio copy.
Business Still Grows

RENEWAL TIME at NBC central division finds A. E. Taylor, advertising manager of Skelly Oil Co., signing for an additional 52 weeks on the
company's early-morning news show, featuring Alex Dreier, commentator recently returned from a London assignment. Contract ceremony
approvers are: (1 to r) George Diefenderfer, NBC salesman; J. W.
Shaw, account executive of Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, agency;
Paul McCluer, NBC central division sales manager, and W. Ward Dorrell, who is the radio director of Henri, Hurst & McDonald.
BROADCASTING

Our system of checking each day
against the same day in 1941
shows that we are equalling and
even bettering our 1941 mark. Our
business in 1942 promises to be
more profitable than in any other
year. That we attribute entirely
to the better class of customer we
are getting since we began our radio program, and to the expansion
in budget business.
I think we are putting the advertising medium on the spot when I
say that we are relying on our
radio program to continue to pull
for us the way it has been doing.
Except for some small insertions
of an institutional nature in the
classified columns of only one local
newspaper, we are depending solely
on radio to keep bringing in business. From the undeniable evidence
of our sales records, we feel certain
that a radio program which can
build an audience for us also is a
sales-getter.
Is it any wonder we are so firm
in our conviction that radio can
be depended upon to create sales
for the retail furniture store in
face of a sagging market?
• Broadcast
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City's "best-seller"

guess as to Kansas

this year and every year. Exactly— it's KMBC,
the author of so many

fascinating stories of

successful radio advertising. The record book
shows

KMBC

carrying

more

national

spot

business than any other Kansas City station—
which

speaks

power.

volumes

for KMBC's

pulling

Strictly for publication, KMBC

leads

in Kansas City by nine different standards of
radio station superiority. We're

first in pro-

gram production— first in promotion, in public
service— in popularity of network

programs.

First, in fact, by almost any gauge

you might

apply.

So

if you're interested in getting

"rave" reviews from your severest critics, the
listeners, put a show on KMBC.
edition on, you'll know

From the first

you've got a classic
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Place

of

Advertising

Will Be Studied
by
A SCIENTIFIC study of advertising and the place it will occupy
in the post-war economy, with special attention to its part in the
reconstruction of the consumer
market after the war, will be
started early this year by the
National Industrial Conference
Board, a non-profit institution for
research in problems of industrial
economics and management.
Study, as outlined to Broadcasting by Leonard Kuvin, administrative director of the Conference
Board, will appraise advertising
as an instrument of economic development and social progress and
not merely as a means of promoting the sale of consumer goods.
Raising Fund
It will take from six months to
a year to complete, he said, and
will be underwritten by the entire
advertising industry. A committee
of 11 leaders of American business
is now raising a fund of $200,000
to finance the study.
Explaining that the NAB has
already pledged its support of the
project in the name of the broadcasting industry and that the four
nationwide networks have also
pledged contributions, Mr. Kuvin
said that a letter to the regional
networks and individual stations
will go out shortly. In mid-December, he said, letters were mailed
to national advertisers, advertising
agencies and publishers of magazines and newspapers.
Idea for such a study was first
broached to the NICB last summer

WSAI

GOOD

After

the

Conference
Board
by James F. Bell, chairman of the
board of General Mills, Mr. Kuvin
explained. When the organization
agreed that such a study was
needed and that it was equipped
to handle the research, Mr. Bell
organized his sponsoring committee, whose other members are: W.
B. Bell, president, American Cyanamid Co.; Ralph Budd, president,
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Railroad; C. M. Chester, chairman
of the board, General Foods Corp.;
W. D. Fuller, president, Curtis
Publishing Co.; Walter S. Gifford,
president, Americal Tel. & Tel.
Co.; A. W. Robertson, chairman
of the board, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.; Alfred P. Sloan
Jr., chairman of the board, General
Motors Corp.; Arthur Hays Sulzberger, president, New York Times;
Niles Trammell, president, NBC;
Thomas E. Wilson, chairman of the
board, Wilson & Co.
Objective of the study, as stated
in a prospectus prepared by the
committee, "is to assemble and present impartially for general use
the facts regarding the extent of
the use of advertising as a tool of
the American enterprise economy,
and its economic and social effects
upon the level and pattern of
American living during the period
of expansion since the last war.
The investigation is designed to
bring together for the first time in
a comprehensive way, for the use
of everyone concerned with advertising as consumers, producers,
advertisers, or from the point of
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War

view of public policy, reliable and
practical information about advertising as an industry and as an
economic and social force in American life."Scope of Study
Study will not concern itself
with the problems of advertising
copy or presentation or other matters of technique, Mr. Kuvin said,
but will investigate such fields as
the part advertising plays in stimulating technological progress
which produces new consumers'
goods and new fields of employment, or the cultural contributions
of advertising, such as the sponsorship of broadcasts of symphony
concerts by industrial companies,
which tend to raise the musical
tastes of the nation.
Questionnaire method will be
largely used, he said, in collecting
data which will then be studied by
technical advisory committees of
experts from the various fields of
advertising. A number of these
committees will be formed and will
be called together frequently to
give practical guidance to the various phases of the research and to
keep it alive and prevent its degeneration to a mere desk job.
The money which is being raised
to finance the work will be divided
into two equal parts, Mr. Kuvin
stated. $100,000 will be allotted to
research and the other $100,000 to
the presentation of the findings of
that research in popular form. The
sponsoring committee, he said, has
insisted that this not be a dry-asdust reference work to be studied
by a few research students but a
usable guide for advertising men
that can also be understood by
public at large.
Among the main topics to be
studied, with the cooperation of the
technical consulting groups in the
various fields affected, the prospectus lists the following:
1. The relation between advertising
productive expansion and employment.
2. The relation between advertising and
technological developm
ent.
3. The effect
ng on total
living.
national consumptiofon,advertisi
i.e., on plane of
4. The effect of advertising on diversity
living.
of
goods and services, i.e., on pattern of
5. The effect of advertisin
use of staple commodities. g on per capita
6. The effect of advertising on distribution ofandfamily
tion
savings.income between consump7. The effect of advertising on per capita
use of specialties.
8. The effect of advertising on flow of
necessaries,
tively.
comforts and luxuries, respec9. The relation between advertising and
the growth of use of consumer credit.
10. Advertising as integral part of management of selling and cost of distribution.
11. The role of advertising in support
of the press.
12. The support given by advertising to
broadcasting, to the system of radio communication, in private hands, as distinguished from government broadcasting.
13.
The
dimensions
of advertising as an
industry.
Gould-Moody Pamphlet
TECHNICAL standards and good enginering practices of the NAB for
electrical transcriptions and recordings for radio have been published in
handy leaflet form on durable stock by
Gould-Moody
Co., New York, manufacturers of Black
Seal Glass Base
discs, and are being distributed without charge to those requesting the
folder.
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Harry
AMP,

Fox

Signs

WBS

Pacts

Copyright Fees for 1943 to
Remain at $10 per Master
HARRY FOX, agent and trustee
for a large number of publishers
including the majority of ASCAP's
publisher members, has negotiated
contracts with Associated Music
Publishers and World Broadcasting System for the use of the music
of these publishers in their transcription library services during
1943 at the rate of $10 per tune
per master recording, Mr. Fox reported last week.
In November, Mr. Fox had announced that his principals were in
1943 reverting to the former royalty fee of $15 per composition per
master on the basis that the reduction had been given only as a
temporary measure until the majority of stations had again taken
out licenses from ASCAP following the break between that music
licensing organization and the
broadcasting industry in 1941.
When the increase was announced, however, Mr. Fox said
that the transcription companies
protested that with the Petrillo
ban on the recording of new music
they would like to retain many
previously recorded numbers in
their libraries and that this would
be prohibitive at the $15 rate, so
his publishers consented to continue the reduced fees for another
year. New contracts are practically the same as those for 1942, he
said.
NBC a Holdout
NBC radio recording division
and Lang-Worth feature programs
did not last year sign the contracts
offered by Mr. Fox and are not
expected to sign for him for 1943.
NBC has made individual longterm contracts with a number of
ASCAP publishers for the use of
cordings.
their music on the Thesaurus reLang-Worth has followed the
policy of making individual deals
for whatever ASCAP compositions
it may wish to record, declining
to accept the terms of the Fox
contract which it feels would in effect make it a collection agency
for Mr. Fox. NBC has stated that
it would have no objection to dealing with Mr. Fox should any publishers request it to do so, as long
as music can be obtained at terms
acceptable to NBC.
New Boston Symphony Series
A SERIES of concerts by the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
Serge Koussevitzky, and designed for
Latin
American
audiences
NBC's
international
division,
beganbyDec.
30.
Spanish listeners will hear the concerts Wednesdays, 11 p.m. to 12 midnight on WNBI WBOS WGEA
WGEO WRUW, while Portuguesespeaking South Americans will hear
the broadcasts on WRCA and WCBX,
Thursdays, 6-7 p.m. The Boston Symphonyfor started
a special
series of
American
listeners
on conthe
BLUE certsDec.
26.
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Poll

of

18 on

NBC!

Entertainer— Bob Hope

Favorite Commercial

Program— Bob Hope

Favorite Comedian— Bob Hope
Favorite
FamilyDramatic

Series— One

Man's

Favorite Male Vocalist (Classical)—
Richard Crooks

FAVORITE

7 out

of

ENTERTAINER

10 on

Bob Hope
Favorite

Quiz

Show— Information

Please

Favorite

Sports Commentator— Bill Stern

Favorite Symphony Conductor—
Arturo Toscanini

Favorite
Dinah

Female

Vocalist (Popular-

Shore*

Favorite Male Vocalist (Popular)—
Bing Crosby
Favorite Educational ProgramChicago Round Table
*AUo heard on another network

Jack Benny
Bing Crosby
Fibber

McGee

Edgar

Bergen

Red Skelton
Eddie

Cantor

& Molly

NBC!
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NBC!
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NBC!

Bob Hope

8 out
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& Molly

of 9 on

Jack Benny

Kraft Music

Hall

Information

Please

Fibber McGee

& Sanborn
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It Would
Help
DEEP CONCERN over the future of scores
of small radio stations has been expressed by
various Government agencies. The FCC has
just sent to some 300 stations questionnaires
designed to provide data on revenue, operating losses etc. [Broadcasting, Dec. 28]. With
that information the FCC hopes, in collaboration with the OWI, to arrive at some solution
to the fast-dwindling income problem which
confronts the smaller stations.
During World War I— before radio's meteoric development — the Government put across
many ideas through newspaper advertising.
Copy was provided by Government agencies
and newspapers were privileged to sell the
space to local merchants, either as individuals
or on a participation basis.
Today conditions have changed. With rationing of virtually all essentials scheduled in the
near future, the smalltown retailer must necessarily curtail his advertising budget, with national advertisers placing the larger share.
That national advertisers plan to keep trade
names before the public, is indicated in present
copy. C. M. Chester, chairman of General Foods
Corp., in his yearend summary for the Dec.
28 Broadcasting, said: "A recent survey
among our 67,000 stockholders indicates that
more than 88 in every 100 believed that the
company's policy on continued advertising of
its brands, the sale of which has been restricted because of war conditions, is 'advisable', or 'of some benefit'."
Radio reaches into virtually every home in
the country. In the year just ended the four
major networks alone devoted well over 4,000
hours to broadcasting war effort programs and
announcements [Broadcasting, Dec. 28]. That
figure does not include the hundreds of hours
given by small stations. It was estimated by
Elmer Davis that aggregate time worth $64,000,000 was donated by the industry last year.
Network revenue has been a boon to the
larger outlets but the small non-network broadcaster, who has depended on national spot
advertising, plus some local sales, has seen his
income dwindle while his operating expenses
have increased or, to say the least, have remained stationary.
Networks and larger stations, with necessary facilities, are permitted to originate sponsored programs from Army and Navy camps
and stations. But most of the smaller broadcasters, who have neither facilities nor personPage
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nel for such pickups, can't replenish their lost
revenue with similar programs.
As a thought in line with the "save-thesmall-stations" campaign, why not provide
them with Government programs for sponsorship? Libraries of transcribed broadcasts and
scripts embracing Government objectives (similar to the type now being aired gratis) could
be offered those small non-network stations
which are doing outstanding jobs in their
respective communities.
Fortunately the OWI is considering a move
in that direction. At the three-day meeting
of the regional directors and consultants in
Washington last week (see page 9) William
B. Lewis, OWI radio bureau chief, announced
plans for a daily transcription to be offered
stations with the privilege of selling the time
if they wish.
Some stations might prefer, however, to
draw on local volunteer talent and pioduce
their own shows. In such cases the Government
could provide scripts.
The various Government agencies maintain
radio branches, staffed with experienced personnel largely drawn from the industry. In the
last year these agencies have turned out hundreds of hours of radio scripts, transcriptions
and spot announcements which have been used
by every broadcaster in the country. If Government programs are necessary and the American people listen to them, then certainly on a
sponsored basis they would provide fertile
fields for the advertisers with money to spend
to keep trade names alive.
We call this thought to the attention of the
OWI, FCC and other Government agencies
interested in the continued operation of radio
as an integrated broadcast service, as perhaps offering a partial solution of the vexing
problem of saving the "losers".

HOW BIG is radio's manpower problem?
As Mr. McNutt and Gen. Hershey ponder
the question of whether this position or
that in radio should be classified as essential, it is interesting to note the results of
a survey completed recently by the NAB.
This reveals that in 601 of the 909 stations
in operation there are only 2,U6U men
whom the owners deem "necessary men in
critical operations". Not so big a problem
after all, if radio is really an "essential"
industry, as we've been told.

4Lay-Away'
Plans
OUT OF A Washington that is bursting its
buttons with war strategists and workers
emanate hundreds of ideas, plans, reports and
rumors about what's going to be done to hedge
against disruption of things in the post-war
economy. Most of the plans go up in smoke, but
that doesn't stop the deluge. Washington continues to teem with plans and projects. Now
and again there bobs up something that appears to have real merit. We're talking now
about the economic side. Naturally there's no
belaboring the job of the military commands
who necessarily work behind a cloak of secrecy,
and against whom these days there's little comOne project that has been looking for a spot
plaint.
to light in the economic sphere now appears
to have gained sufficient momentum to get a
real hearing. It's the "lay away" buying plan —
purchase of post-war products such as automobiles and durable goods, on a merchandise
certificate basis. Several different ideas have
been advanced. There appears to be no integrated plan yet but, with proper support, one
is destined to take hold.
Even without the details, we believe the
Office of Price Administration is on the right
track. There must be inducements to the public. If the people, now enjoying a greater earning capacity than ever before, can buy merchandise certificates that will appreciate in value,
to be used to purchase that new car or radio
(and perhaps television-combination) or other
merchandise now frozen when they become
available, all concerned are helped.
The Government thereby siphons off excess
purchasing power as a hedge against inflation.
The Treasury gets immediate funds to help
finance the war, buttressing tax and war bond
receipts. Business generally gets a lift, because
retailers would get a sales commission (6% is
mentioned). Manufacturers would be given
further incentive to promote brand names.
Actually such a project, properly exploited,
might insure a post-war boom rather than a
depression. It would provide manufacturers,
now patriotically geared to war production
100%, with a back-log of orders geared to consumer demand. And it would immediately enable brand-name advertisers to divert from
pure institutional and prestige themes to commarket. petitive promotion for the postwar or "victory"

We don't profess to know all the answers. A
well-integrated plan hasn't yet been developed.
Objections are raised to any plan under which
certificates would specify particular brandname items. There are reasons advanced, contrarywise, to any plan which would provide for
the purchase of any items, or to the allowance
of priorities of purchase to certificate holders.
Of one thing we are convinced. Some such
"lay-away" plan can prove a real boon all-down
the line. OPA is working on one, shortly to be
released. The American Marketing Assn. has
called a conference to devise a plan. Henry J.
Kaiser, the master ship-builder, has proposed
something along the same line. Many national
advertisers already are exploiting one facet
of the same thing — purchase of war bonds for
acquisition of their products after the war.
With that calibre of brain-power and genius
at work, something close to a fool-proof plan
should evolve. Here's one project that will win
the support of a united broadcasting industry.

BROADCASTING
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LORIN MYERS, former merchandising and publicity director of WSB,
Atlanta, has been named assistant
sales manager. Charles McClure will
now handle merchandising and Mary
Caldwell takes over the publicity
duties.
K. L. YOURD, attorney for CBS
Washington, recuperating from an
operation,
returned to his desk last
week.

MILLER

McCLINTOCK

JUST before the turn of the 20th
century, a four-year-old boy
stood before the one-cylinder
Oldsmobile his mother had left
at the curb while shopping. As if in
a dream, he slowly approached the
heaving, coughing, noisy car. With
great difficulty he clambered onto
i the high, front seat. Tenderly he
fondled the instruments. Then, with
I sudden determination, he yanked a
lever and off went the horseless
i carriage. And while the gentle folk
j of Cedar Rapids watched — petrified, frightened — the car careened
down the street until it came to an
abrupt halt at the curb.
This was Miller McClintock's
first encounter with an automobile.
Twenty-five years later Miller
McClintock who, back in 1898 had
himself created a traffic problem.,
was again deeply absorbed in automobiles. But this time it was his
job. He was director of the Bureau
for Street Traffic Research at Harvard— a job that proved to be the
forerunner of a brilliant career in
a vital field, and culminating in his
ascendency the other day to the
presidency of Mutual Broadcasting
System.
Within a few years Miller McClintock became the man whose job
it was to stop the brutal, needless
killing and mutilation of millions
by automobiles. Only in his early
30's, McClintock was regarded as
the founder and foremost member
of a new engineering profession
that took upon itself the momentous
task of changing the highways,
trade markets and social habits of
America — the task of perfecting
our flow of traffic so that it is unrestrained and safe.
McClintock began applying this
scientific, analytical ability to the
economic interpretation of traffic
data, realizing that traffic was
merely a reflection of the daily
trade and economic habits of the
American people. In quick succession he founded, on behalf of the
advertising industry, the Traffic
BROADCASTING

Audit Bureau which has analyzed
the daily movements and people in
17,000 cities and towns throughout
the United States. Then he became
the head of the Advertising Research Foundation, dipping into the
functions of all advertising media.
This is the Miller McClintock
who, at 48, becomes the first paid
president and chief executive of
Mutual.
How does McClintock, who has
never been in radio, feel about taking over the management of this
207-station network, the largest in
the world?
That's a question you don't ask
McClintock if you know anything
about his life. McClintock is used
to tusseling with new jobs and new
problems. He has never stayed with
any job where he doubted the social
value of his work.
His first job after graduating
from Leland-Stanford in 1918, was
on the San Francisco Bulletin as a
reporter. But his employment in the
Fourth Estate was short-lived.
Overpowering temptation to remain
under Lem Parton (now of The
North American Newspaper Alliance), McClintock announced to his
wife one morning at breakfast that
he was going to teach English at
his alma mater, with considerably
less pay.
Now

the young university instructor had every right to be
happy. At 26 he was married and
well-established in the teaching
profession.
One day, however, the young instructor dismissed his class in
Chaucer, came home, called for his
wife, and said: "We're getting out;
I'm quitting! I thought I'd be
happy shaping the lives of young
men, but I'm not doing much shaping, and even if I were, I wouldn't
be happy at it. I want to get into
something that has to do with modern problems, real ones!"
His wife listened calmly. "What
would you like to do?"
"We'll go to Harvard. I'd like to
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DON U. BRIDGE, former advertisdirector
of the New
Yor^ Times,
has ing
been
appointed
consultant
to the
advertising section of the Treasury
War Savings Staff to handle newspaper War Bond advertising.
HON. J. L. THORSON, former Minister of National War Services in the
Canadian government, under whose
jurisdiction came radio broadcasting,
has been appointed judge of the Copyright Appeal Board at Ottawa.
MILTON N. GWALTNEY, former
commercial manager, has been promoted to manager and program director of WPID, Petersburg, Va. New
commercial manager is Ralph L.
Spangler.
study municipal government under
Professor Munro; there's a field
that's
Once alive."
in Boston the thing to do
was to get a job. At Boston the
only course left was financial pubtock. licity. "I'll take it," said McClin"I don't know finance and I don't
know publicity, but no one knows
anything about the subject. The
students and I will find it out together." The dean, impressed with
the young man's frankness, gave
him the position and Miller taught
the course for two years.
Before Mr. McClintock had been
at Boston three full years his
thesis, "Street Traffic Control", was
completed. So vital had this question become that the thesis was
published as a book and the young
instructor found himself holding
the reins of a real problem.
Automobiles were rolling off the
assembly lines; Americans were
buying them; but the roads were
fast becoming choked. Action had
to be taken and traffic commissions
were quickly organized to carry out
Dr. Miller McClintock's suggestions in his book, Street Traffic
Control.
Soon Mr. McClintock became director of the Bureau for Street
Traffic Research at Harvard, holding that post 13 years. During this
same period he also directed
Harvard's Bureau for Municipal
Research.
In 1933 he began to meet some
of the men who later appointed
him to the post of chief executive
of the Traffic Audit Bureau, set up
by the Assn. of National Advertisers. Under his direction the bureau
became the national authority that
evaluates outdoor advertising.
Mr. McClintock's work with the
ANA and other advertising organi-

MATTHEW CORDON, former news
editor of CBS, currently chief of the
Foreign Service division of the OWI
and author of the recent book, News
Is a Weapon, was guest speaker Jan.
2 on Of Men & Books on CBS.
G. S. McALLISTER, CBS director of
construction and building operations,
has been given a leave of absence to
attend the War Dept. Third Army
orientation course, designed to train
business executives in coordinating war
activities with civilian life. Course is
given at the Command & General Staff
School, Ft. Leavenworth, Kan.
LT. KENNETH W. STOWMAN,
former public relations manager of
WCAU, Philadelphia, has been assigned to radio publicity with the public relations office of the Navy in Philadelphia.
PERRY HYLER, formerly of KDYL,
Salt Lake City, was inducted into
the Army last week.
ROBERT M. SCHOLLE, formerly
sales manager of WQXR, New York,
and more recently affiliated with the
Atlantic Coast Network, has been appointed director of sales of WLIB,
Brooklyn. Louis W. Berne continues
as sales promotion manager.
BOYD RIPPEY, merchandising and
promotion manager of KFRC, San
Francisco, for the past year and a
half, recently was transferred to the
sales department as account executive.
Frances Sarcander, formerly manager
of the Santa Cruz studios of KDON,
Monterey, Cal., has replaced Rippey
in the promotion department.
zations led to his selection in 1939
as director of the Advertising Research Foundation. He was soon
working closely with representatives of various industries through
their trade associations. Recently
he was market research advisor to
the can manufacturing industry.
In the fall of 1941 Messrs. Paul
West, ANA president, John Benson
of the 4A's and Chester LaRoche,
et al, got together to find an active
director for advertising's wartime
organization, The Advertising
Council. They picked Miller McClintock, a brilliant speaken, a
skillful organizer and a diplomatic
executive, to head the council, sponsored by all elements in the industry to help the Government utilize
the power of advertising in war.
Now in January, 1943, Mutual
ership.
turns to Miller McClintock for leadWhat future does Mutual's new
president see in radio? Network
radio, he says, had "during this
war period made phenomenal contribution to the unity, understanding and morale of our people. The
challenge of the war period, however, dwindles into insignificance in
comparison with the reconstruction
problems after the war.
"American radio will, as no other
influence, tie together the culture
and civilization of a new world,"
said Mr. McClintock as he looked
ahead to the role of radio in a postwar world, an industry in which he
is destined to occupy a prominent
For the benefit of the statisticalplace.
ly minded, Miller McClintock was
born in Cedar Rapids, Neb., June
13, 1894. He married the former
Hazel Barton, and is the father of
two sons, Thomas, aged 15, and
John William, 13.
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PRODUCTION

MAN'S

REVENGE

The promotion department of CKOC, Hamilton, Ont., clipped out
Thomas Nelson's "Early Morning Shift" from a recent issue of Broadcasting and put it on the production department's bulletin board.
Wes Cox, currently handling CROC's "Daybreak Serenade", early
rebuttal.
risers' program, took note of it and penned what might be termed a
DON WILSON, announcer on
the
KE
AI
weekly NBC Jack A
Benny
Shoio, sponsored by General Foods Corp., and
Marusia Radunska, were married in
Harrison, N. Y., Dec. 17.

How can a man write stuff like that
In the upper belfry he's got a bat.
The morning shift ain't quite so glamorous
It's something about which you can't get amorous.

FRANCIS J. KENNEDY, continuity
director of WHBF, Rock Island, is the
father of a boy.

You wake up cold in the 6 o'clock moonlight.
You
out of inbeda crowded
saying, "It
You crawl
go to work
bus just ain't right" :
Or walk through the wind and the rain and the slush.

DEANE DICKASON, San Francisco
author, traveler and foreign affairs
expert, has started a twice-weekly
quarter-hour commentary on CBS
Pacific stations. He has circumnavigated the world 22 times.

There's not time for breakfast — there's
You mutter and curse as you walk and
You shiver and shake and prop up your
You stammer and stutter and envy the

PERRY KING, announcer on the
nightly two-hour program, Evening
Concert, sponsored by Southern California Gas Co., on KFAC, Los Angeles, has joined the Navy as lieutenant (s.g.). Richard H. Cutting has
taken over his former duties. Bruce
Norton Buell, formerly announcer of
KGFJ, Los Angeles, has also been
added to KFAC.
MILTON BACON, New York writer,
producer and narrator on the weekly
CBS program,
God'slate
Country,
was in
Hollywood
during
December
to
collect special California material for
future broadcasts.
DON

CUNLIFFE has joined the continuity department of CKMO, Vancouver, and Audrey Wood is a new
receptionist.
CLAIRE
WALLACE, Toronto
women's commentator, currently of
CFRB, Toronto, and Canadian Broadcasting Corp. network daily They Tell
Me quarter-hour for the Department
of Finance, was married to Lieut.
James E. Stutt, Royal Canadian
Ordnance Corps on Dec. 26.
MARGARET HERRON, traffic manager of CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask.,
is convalescing from an appendectomy.
FREDA M. SCHMEDT, traffic supervisor of WMAL, Washington, recently
was married to George F. Meeter of
Philadelphia, Pa. John Barlett and
Bill Jenkins, formerly of WGNY,
Poughkeepsie, have joined the announcing staff of WMAL.
FRED PARSONS, announcer of
WSB, Atlanta, has announced his
recent marriage to the former Doris
Bassett.
MARGARET
New York, was
page "Profile"
of New Yorker

McBRIDE, of NBC
the subject of a sevenin the Christmas issue
Magazine.

JACK LOWE, formerly of WOR,
WAAT and other Eastern stations,
has joined the announcing staff of
WWDC, Washington.
VAL CLARE, news commentator of
CKLW, Windsor, now has three children in the Canadian fighting services.
Two sons are in the Canadian Army,
and recently 18-year-old daughter
Betty joined
the WRENs, Women's
Royal
Naval Service.

7<4e Only
Station

Columbia

in Maryland
★

Paul H. Raymer Co.
National Salti Repite&midtioe
New York • Chicago • Sin Francisco • Los Angeles
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MARGARET WARNOCK, formerly
a freelance writer, has joined the
continuity department of WHBF,
Rock Island, 111.
CARL GOODWIN,
formerly of
WTBO, Cumberland, Md., and Crane
Adv. Agency, Plainfield, N. J., has
joined the announcing staff of WPEN,
Philadelphia. He succeeds Ray Derry,
inducted into the Army Dec. 29.
JACK

RILEY, former freelance announcer and actor of Philadelphia stations, where he was known as Jack
O'Riley, has joined the announcing
staff of KYW, Philadelphia.

4, 1943

no time for talk ;
you walk.
eyelids
news kids.

You go on the air, you're blue with the cold,
And read of the Russians enjoying the snow.
You tell of calamities, earthquakes and strikes :
You chatter 'bout violence and international dislikes.
Then you're supposed to say with a smile —
"Get up — catch a bus — and how's your bile?"
So— from their lofty peaks— PHOOEY !
ALICE T. WILSON, secretary to A.
L. Ashby, NBC vice-president and
general counsel, was married Monday,
Dec. 21, to Pvt. John J. Marger, Army
Air Forces, formerly real estate manager of the Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank.
CPL. MICHAEL J. FOSTER, formerly of the CBS publicity department, reported at Camp Stewart, West
Point, early in December, to work on
the post newspaper. While stationed
at Geiger Field, Spokane, Washington,
with the Army Air Force engineers,
Cpl. Foster wrote a column for the
Base newspaper entitled "Dust From
JACK
ROURKE, formerly an anEngineers."
nouncer of W67NY, CBS FM station
in New York, has been transferred to
the all-night announcing staff of
WABC, New York.
ROGER WAYNE, assistant musical
director of WLIB, Brooklyn, has been
assigned to serve as acting chief of
the station's production department.
Recent additions
to the Zucker,
station's sales
personnel include : Asya
staff, and Ken Josephs, news staff.
CHARLES A. EARLEY, formerly of
various Pennsylvania press associates,
has joined the staff of KDKA, Pittsburgh, as night news editor.
ALUN WILLIAMS, chief announcer
and night program manager of
WMCA, New York, left Jan. 3 to join
the Perry Command. He is succeeded
by Joe O Brien, who has handled various assignments for the station in the
past, including sports, special event
and feature program announcing.
ROBERT BALL, from Salt Lake
City, Utah, is the newest addition to
staff of WWDC, Washington.
SAM SCHNEIDER, farm editor of
KVOO, Tulsa, is the father of a girl.
Gene Beach, former AAA employe,
has joined the farming editorial staff
of KVOO.
SYLVIA L. CHANDLER has joined
KVAN, Vancouver, Wash., as office
manager and program director. She
was tormeriy at KAST, Astoria, Ore.,
and KOOS, Marshfield, Ore.
JIMMY SIMPSON has been appointed program director of WA1M,
Anderson, S. C, succeeding Charles
Ford. Sam Gaines has been added to
the WA1M announcing staff.
DAVID HINSHAW, for the last
four years with Standard Oil Co. of
New Jersey in a public relations capacity in connection with Latin American problems, has joined the Institute of Public Relations, headed by
Ben Liehtenberg, as vice-president.

BROADCASTING

MILLICENT TRALLE, former director of women's programs of WFAS,
White Plains, N. Y., has been appointed assistant to the director of the
American Flying Services Foundation.
MARTIN BLOCK, announcer on
various network shows, and conductor
of the Make Believe Ballroom on
WNEW, New York, has resigned his
commercial announcing chores on the
CBS and NBC broadcasts of Pepper
Young's Family, sponsored by Procter
& Gamble Co., Cincinnati. He continues on the Ballroom and on several Lucky Strike programs.
MAC C. MATHESON, formerly
traffic director of Arizona network and
now with the Army Air Forces, has
been promoted to corporal. He is currently stationed at Roswell Field,
N. M.
JACK ELIASSEN, formerly with
KDON, Monterey, has joined the announcing staff of KFBK, Sacramento.
GEORGE WEISS, formerly announcer at WGAC, August, Ga., and now
radar engineer in the Army Air
Forces, has joined a bombardment
squadron in Louisiana.
JOAN

HARDING, Washington commentator and BLUE network conductor of the Men of the Sea program,
recently was married to Lt. Robert
Heller, USNR. After a short leave of
absence, Mrs. Heller will resume her
duties with BLUE.
KENNETH ROMNEY, news editor
of WMAL, Washington, has been inducted into the Army, and is now stationed at Fort Stevens, Ore.
Hooper

Day

Report

THE Hooper December National
Daytime Report shows Kate Smith
Speaks and Portia Faces Life tied
for first place as the most listened
to daytime program of the month,
according to tne coincidental surveys of the hooper organization.
Otners of the top ten weeKday daytime programs ior December are:
Stella Dallas, Life Can Be Beautiful (tied) ; Big Sister, Our Gal
Sunday (tied) ; When a Girl Marries, Right to Happiness, Young
Widder Brown, Vic and Sade (CBS
broadcast). Variation in ratings of
first and tenth program is only 1.4.
Top rating weekend programs not
included in the weekday list are
William L. Shirer, first, and Prudential Family Hour, second.
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WGAN

launches the largest radio promotion schedule
area . . . starting with a

ever put on in the Maine
12-COLUMN
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stars . . . which appeared
newspapers
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paper.
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Maine

radio

including every daily news-
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sible by the combined
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MONEY
radio as

and information.

Voice oj Friendly Service

PORTLAND,
5000
Watts

WITH

MAINE

MEMBER COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING SYSTEM

560
Kilocycles
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Buffalo's
Most

Metckandfainj
&
J^tomotion
Newspaper Ads — Teaser Campaign — Sealtest Study
Milwaukee Survey — Bakery Catalogue

Powerful
Transmitter
Plant

GIVES

BUFI

Test

REGIONAI
5000 WATTS

fERAGE
BY DAY

1000 vy^m directionally
INTENSIFIED BY NIGHT

STATEWIDE newspaper
campaign calling attention to
A its CBS programs is being
used by WGAN, Portland,
Me.
Station placed a 12-column ad,
picturing talent of 53 programs, in
every daily newspaper in Maine, in
addition to some of the outstanding
weeklies. The 12-column ad is being followed up in weekly publications in WGAN territory with twocolumn ads, exploiting and promoting the star and his program. This
campaign will run 13 weeks.
"We believe strongly in the effectiveness of the weekly newspaper," said Creighton E. Gatchell,
WGAN manager. "Readers interest
is very high and for all practical
purposes a weekly newspaper is
read completely."
That's one reason why WGAN is
exploiting the individual stars in
the weekly campaign. Another is
the fact that the smaller newspapers carry little radio information.
^ %i s|i
Milwaukee Survey
WTMJ, Milwaukee, has released a
booklet with results of more than
85,000 telephone calls in local survey. Milwaukee and its suburbs are
booming industrially with purchasing power of residents far
above average purchasing power,
it is claimed.

BALTIMORE'S
BLUE
NETWORK
n

OUTLET

■I

Sweet Sixteen
REFERRING to the number

LADIES,
of

cities in the station's guaranteed
area," the
slogan "It's
Sweet
'16'
is featured
in a A"teaser"
campaign conducted by the promotion department of WOR, New
York. Campaign emphasizes the
population increases in these cities
since December of last year, as a
result of increased war production.
Station is stimulating employe interest in the drive by displaying
the slogan on large posters in studios and hallways. Sales division
is supplied with cards bearing the
slogan, and an additional line which
reads: "Ask your WOR account
executive why it is and what it
is!" A similar technique was used
successfully in an eai'lier "New
Business Front" campaign.
Sealtest Survey
HOW SUCCESSFUL the Rudy
Vallee Sealtest program on NBC
has been in promoting sales of
Sealtest multi-brand ice cream
products in 29 States is the subject
of an NBC brochure now being
distributed to advertising agencies
and industrial firms by NBC as the
third case history in a continuing
series of product studies by the
network. Figures on which the
presentation is based, were compiled from a survey by C. E. Hooper
Inc., in 18 representative cities in
the East, Midwest and South during the week of Aug. 17-22.
Huge Catalogue
GIANT 17x22 inch catalogue,
printed on heavy stock and stapled
with plastic rivets has been distributed by W. E. Long transcription service, makers of spot featurettes. Catalogue plugs W. E. Long
bread sales programs and includes
huge
enlarged pictures of Featurette stars.
% % %
$1,000,000 Bond-Man
FACSIMILE of the Ohio State
Journal, Columbus, with a sales
message overprinted in large red
letters, plugs "Genial Jim" Cooper,
news commentator for WBNS, Columbus, as million-dollar "bondman" at large.
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VIRGINIA

MANSELL

WLAC, Nashville, will tell
you to "keep your eye on
of
MENT
GE
MA
THE
ia NA
l", and any
ion sel
with gin
oneVir
any visMan
at all will
agreethat it is an excellent idea. But in
the case of this talented young
lady, it is also a pleasure to listen
as she m.c.'s the program Beyond
The Looking Glass, six-weekly over
WLAC, Nashville, in addition to
heading the traffic department of
this 50,000-watt station.
Virginia Mansell is a native of
Boston, and was educated there, being graduated from Emerson College in June, 1942. She participated
in many shows presented by WEE I,
Boston, and produced student shows
for WMEX. Virginia had planned
a prosaic life as a teacher of speech
and dramatics after graduation.
Came the war, however, and the
best laid plans, etc. etc. So she
volunteered for a job with the USO
at Camp Forrest, near Nashville.
Shortly thereafter, WLAC beckoned
and Virginia answered.
If you ask Virginia about her
favorite pastimes, hobbies, or amshe will
you: pastime
"I'm in
radio forbitions,
life;
my tell
favorite

is attending the theatre, but — confidential y— sleeping and eating are
running it a close second and third

BILL STERN, NBC sports director
and sportscaster,
has been signed to
choice !"
play himself
in Walter
Wanger's
"We've
Never Been
Licked" film
based
on the history of Texas A & M. After
completing the Rose Bowl broadcast
on NBC mainedNew
Tear's Day,
rein Hollywood
for Stern
the time
needed to shoot his part in the picture.

WHKY

WATTS DAY

HICKORY
NORTH CAROLINA

5,000
1,000
WATT*
NIGHT
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PROGRAMS

EMPHASIS not so
WITH
much upon the physical
dangers of war but upon
ways of keeping small
children emotionally healthy in
times of stress, a CBS network
series titled Children and the War
Jan. 4, 4:30 p.m. Mrs. Clifbegins Fad
ton iman, editor of Child Study
Association publications and expert
on child problems, conducts the
programs, which will be based on
material from the "Children in
Wartime" course to be given at the
Child Study Assn. beginning in
January.
During the broadcasts a series
of interviews with mothers, factory
workers, noted psychologists and
experts on child problems will deal
with topics such as "How can children be expected to behave under
conditions of anxiety and danger?",
"What can we learn from British
wartime experience with children?", "How can we explain war
to young children and how keep
them from being frightened at
war?" Mrs. Fadiman discusses
these during the first broadcast.
Future programs will be devoted
to family background, how to handle behavior problems, the importance of play, children in war
emergencies, bringing children into
the war program, the effect of emotion on the physical stage and parents and children under war status.
& ^ ^
Original Love Letters
TO ENCOURAGE letter writing
to men in the service, Notes of
Love, a transcribed musical series
of 39 programs just released by
Harry S. Goodman Radio Productions, New York, features Joey
Nash, vocalist. Consisting of original love letters which lead into
love ballads sung by Nash, each
program includes three letters
and three songs. Already several
stations have contracted for the
series to be offered for local sponsorship. According to the company
the series was transcribed just
prior to the recording ban and contains very recent melodies.
Rumor Quasher
TO HELP clarify various rulings
and campaigns of Government
agencies, with the ultimate purpose
of dispelling false rumors, a halfhour evening program will be
started on the Atlantic Coast Network, in cooperation with the Office of War Information. ACN is
planning to augment its present
schedule of live dance band remotes to a solid three hours nightly of straight dance music by name
bands.
Commentators' Forum
THREE COMMENTATORS
of
WHN, New York,— Fulton Oursler, George Hamilton Combs and
B. S. Bercovici — take part in a
weekly discussion forum on WHN,
entitled Commentators' Round
Table. Robert Bellaire, former
manager of the UP office in Tokyo, was heard as guest commentator on the initial broadcast of the
series.
BROADCASTING

War

Information Bulletins

PLANNED system to keep listeners of WTAG, Worcester, more fully informed on local and national matters relating to the war, has
been inaugurated recently in the
form of "war information bulletins" reminding listeners of time
limits for use of ration stamps,
messages from the WPB and OPA
of tin can collection dates. Bulletins follow each 15-minute local
news period and are in addition
to Government spots.
!fc * Sf5
Living Problem in Washington
PROBLEMS of men and women of
all ages in wartime Washington is
the subject of a new sustaining
program on WINX, Washington,
8:15-8:30 p.m., Mondays, titled
My Problem 7s .... In charge
is Martha Day, radio and magazine writer, of long experience in
Washington. Without revealing
identities she will bring to the microphone for discussion of their
problems those seeking advice.
* * *
Art for Servicemen
KEEPING
SERVICEMEN in
touch with their artistic interests
is the object of the new KGO, San
Francisco program Artists in Uniform, started recently. The program consists of a forum discussion among men from all branches
of the service.
* * *
American Democracy
GERMAN-LANGUAGE programs
interpreting American democracy
are running on WHOM, Jersey
City, following a pattern similar
to the Italian series now heard on
that station. Italian-speaking faculty members of the city colleges
talks on various phases of
give
democracy.
* * *
Food Problems
TO AID the housewife in the problems attending food shortages durecoJane Lee,a home
war,has started
ing the nomist
series of
round table discussions on Woman's Magazine of the Air. KPO,
San Francisco. Authorities on the
various food subjects are invited
to appear on the broadcasts.
— Broadcasters!'
LET YOUR AUDIENCES HEAR

Farm Roundtable
EXPERIMENTING with a new
forum discussion of farm problems,
WGY, Schenectady, on Jan. 8 will
start a new series, Dinner With the
Bishops, which is set to run for six
months. Guest on that day will be
Millard C. Faught, of the New
York office of the Agriculture
Dept.'s recently
reorganized Food
Distribution
Administration.
To
bring to public attention Farm
Mobilization Day (Jan. 12), he will
discuss with Mr. and Mrs. Bishop,
directors of the series, what farm
mobilization means to the farmer
and consumer. A real dinner will
be served during the broadcast by
those in charge.

t
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Transmitter
Plant

Junior News
NEWS

for young people is presented by MBS in a daily series
featuring Connie Desmond, announcer and sportscaster, and
Georgie Ward, 13-year-old radio
actor. Titled Junior Newscaster,
the program brings brief summaries of the day's major news, a
dramatized story of the day's American hero, educational features, letters to a big brother or father in
story.
the service and a human interest
WATT
Sports Thrills
SPORTS stars from Cincinnati and
the nation take part in "My Favorite Sports Thrills," new feature of
Lou Smith's Sports Review on
WCKY. Guests relate their biggest
thrill in a sports event as a participant or spectator.

Blanketing 11 ^Bstern
Seaboard States
227,000 Square files
Over 12,000,000 peof

WCOf bat wh«t
it takes to put
a feather in the
cap of any timebuyer. Just ask
us.
HEPRESENTED BT
HEADLEY-REED CO.

STARLIGHT SONATA
the most unforgettable melody »ince
"My Sieter and I"
Lyrics by Helen Bliss
Music by Henry Manners
and
AMERICA'S VICTORY SHOUT
HALLELU!

ent Day Is Comin')
to be(Judgm
featured by Judy Canova in
her forthcoming Republic piettsre
"Chatterbox". Words and music by
Paul J. Winkoop
Both songs have been arranged far
orchestra by JACK MASON
BROADCAST
980 Fifth Ave.
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ACCOUNTS

sp— studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KECA, Los Angeles
Chamberlain
Sales Corp., Des Moines
(hand lotion), 3 sa weekly, thru CaryAinsworth, Des Moines.
Omega Shoe Polish Co., Los Angeles (shoe
polish), 12 sa weekly, thru John H.
Riordan Co., Los Angeles.
Pep Boys of California, Los Angeles (auto
accessories), 6 sp weekly, thru Milton
Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
Log Cabin Bread Co.. Los Angeles (bread),
6 sa weekly, thru Dan B. Miner Co., Los
Angeles.
Turco Products Inc., Los Angeles (cleanser), 3 sp weekly, thru Warren P Fehlman Adv., Huntington Park, Cal.
Adam Hat Stores, N. Y. (chain), 10 ta
weekly, thru Glicksman Adv. Co., N. Y.
Knudsen Creamery Co., Los Angeles
(dairy), 2 sp weekly, thru Heintz Pickering & Co., Los Angeles.
Leslie Salt Co., San Francisco (salt)
weekly ta, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
San Francisco.
Mercury Mystery Magazine, New York, 8
weekly ta, thru H. C. Morris & Co., NewYork.
Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica, Cal.
(employment), 2 weekly t, thru Essig
Co., Los Angeles.
KQW, San Francisco
Simon & Schuster, New York (tax book)
4 t weekly thru Northwest Radio Adv.,
Seattle.
Continental Baking Co., New York, 13 sa
weekly, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Durkee Famous Foods, Chicago (troco)
3 sa weekly, thru Emil Reinhardt Adv..
Oakland, Cal.
Washington State Apple Growers, Seattle,
4 sa weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., San Francisco.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(surgical dressings) 3 sa weekly, thru
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
KHJ, Hollywood
Alta Winery, Dinuba, Cal. (St. Charles
wine), 3 weekly sp, thru Barton A.
Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles.
Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica, Cal.
(employment), 4 weekly sp, thru Essig Co., Los Angeles.
Nutri-mone Plant Food, Los Angeles, 3
weekly sp, placed direct.
Partmar Corp., Los Angeles (theatre attendance) weekly
,
ne, thru Scholts Adv.
Service, Los Angeles.

WHO, Des Moines
Miles Labs.. Elkhart, Ind. ( Alka-Seltzer,
Nervine),
195 ta, thru Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, 23 sp, thru
Roche-Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Peter
Paul
Inc.,
Naugatuck, Conn.
(Mounds). 39 ne thru Platt-Forbes Inc.,
N. Y.
Paul F. Beich Co., Bloomington, 111.
(Whiz), 26 ta, thru Kane Adv., Bloomington.
Peters Certified Poultry, Newton, la. (baby
chix), 6 sp weekly, thru Coles Inc., Des
Moines.
Paramount Pictures, New York, 104 sa,
thru Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
Crow's Hybrid Corn Co. (seed corn), 13 sa,
thru Critchfield & Co., Chicago.
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corp., Tulsa, 365
ne, thru R. J. Potts, Kansas City.
Chase Candy Co., St. Joseph, Mo., 26 ta,
thru Potts-Turnbull Co., Kansas City.
General Cigar Co., New York, 26 t, thru
Federal Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Lewis-Howe Co., St. Louis (NR tablets),
78 sp, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
DeKalb Agricultural Assn., De. Kalb, 111.
(hybrid corn), 12 ne, thru Western Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Crazy Water Crystal Co., Crazy Water,
Tex. (Crazy Water crystals), 6 t weekly,
thru Pondrom & Collins, Dallas.
Monticello Drug Co., Jacksonville, Fla.
(666 cold tablets), 27 sa, direct.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
Iowa Master Breeders, Onawa, la., 5 sp
weekly, 26 weeks, direct.
Lincoln Hatchery, Lincoln, Neb., 6 sp
weekly, 26 weeks, thru BuchananThomas, Omaha.
Hamburg Hatchery, Hamburg, la., 6 sp
weekly, 26 weeks, thru BuchananThomas, Omaha.
Chick-Bed Co., Cedar Rapids, la. (chicklitter), 16 ta weekly, 18 weeks, thru W.
D. Lyon Co., Cedar Rapids.
Peter's
Newton,Certified
la., 3 nePoultry
weekly, Breeders
26 weeks,Assn.,
thru
Cole's Inc., Des Moines.
CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask.
Wartime Prices and Trade Board, Ottawa
(government) sa, thru E. W. Reynolds
& Co., Toronto.
Canada Packers Ltd., Toronto (meat products) ne daily, thru Cockfield Brown &
Co., Winnipeg.
WTNJ, Trenton
Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago, 120 sa,
sp, 26 weeks, direct.
Nehi Corp., Columbus, Ga. (Royal Crown
cola), sa, ta, 1 year, direct.
Sinclair Refining Co., New York (oil), sa,
13 weeks, direct.
WEBR, Buffalo
Petri Wine Co., San Francisco (wines), 20
sa weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
San Francisco.

Reps. — Joseph Hershey McGillvra— 10,000 Watts, 750 Kc.
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Troy

Procino-Rossi Corp., Auburn, N. Y. (macaroni), 5 sp weekly, thru Flack Adv.
Agency,
RCA Mfg. Syracuse.
Co., Camden (records), 38 sa
weekly, direct.
Utica Mutual Insurance Co., Utica, 3 ta
weekly, thru Devereux & Co., Utica.
Plough Inc., Memphis (St. Joseph aspirin),
11 ta weekly, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurmar.,
Memphis.
Dairymen's League, Syracuse (farmer institutional), 2 t weekly, thru Barlow
Adv. Agency, Syracuse.
Fillmore Farms, Bennington (certified
milk), 5 sp, thru Hevenor Adv. Agency,
Albany.
New York State Milk Bureau. Albany, 5
sp, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
WRC, Washington
Grabosky
Bros., Philadelphia (Royalist
cigars), 30 sa, thru Harry Feigenbaum
Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
Hudson Pulp & Paper Products Corp., New
York (paper napkins). 65 sa, thru James
G. Lamb Co., Philadelphia.
The Hubinger Co., Keokuk, la. (Elastic
starch),
Louis. 13 ta, thru Ralph Moore Inc., St.
Thomas Leeming & Co., New York (Baume
Bengue), 5 sp weekly, sa, 4 weeks, thru
William Esty & Co., N. Y.
Macfadden Publications, New York (True
Story
sa, thru Aithur Kudner
Inc., N.Magazine),
Y.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, New York ("For
Me and
Coe,
N. Y.My Gal"), sa, thru Donahue &
KOA, Denver
Republic Drug Co., Denver, 13 t, thru Raymond Keane Adv. Agency, Denver.
Eagle Flour Mills, Denver, 100 sa, thru
Woolley & Hunter, Denver.
Cottrell Clothing Co., Denver, sa, thru
Robertson Adv., Denver.
Sears Roebuck & Co.. Chicago, .x« 1 year,
thru E. O. Shaw Adv. Agency, Denver.
Weicker Transfer & Storage, Denver, sa, 1
year, thru Robertson Adv., Denver.
KROW, Oakland, Cal.
Adam Hat Stores, New York, series of ta
for Oakland and San Francisco branch
stores, placed direct.
Personal Finance Co., Los Angeles (loans),
6 so weekly, thru Al Paul Lefton Agency, Hollywood.
Mission Pak Fruit, San Francisco (Xmas
gift packages), 12 sa weekly, thru Allied Adv. Agencies, San Francisco.
WLAC, Nashville.
Smith Bros., Poughkeepsie, N.Y.,
weekly, thru J. D. Tarcher & Co.,
Vick Chemical Co., New York,
weekly, thru Morse International,

3
N.
10
N.

sa
Y.
sa
Y.

WJZ, New York
Carter Products, New York I Little Liver
pills),N. 5Y. t weekly, thru Ted Bates
Inc.,

WMAQ, Chicago
Peter Fox Brewing Co., Chicago, 3 t
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Schwimmer
&
Scott Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Wieboldt Stores, Inc., Chicago 6 sp weekly, thru Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
Hubinger Co. (Quick Elastic starch) 13 sa
weekly, thru Ralph Moore, Chicago.
Chicago
Sun, Chicago,
Adv. Agency,
Chicago. 5 sa thru Wade
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick. N. J.
(surgical dressings), 24 ta, 4 weeks,
thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Illinois Bell Telephone Co., Chicago, 11 sa
thru N. W. Ayer & Co., N. Y.
Washington
State
Apple Commission,
Wenatchee, Wash., 6 sa thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., San Francisco.
WIND, Chicago
First Church of Deliverance, Chicago, 1
sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Bonden &
Cobb, Chicago.
Family
direct. Bible League, Chicago, 4 sp weekly,
Soy Food Mills, Chicago, (pancake flour),
12 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Jim Duffy
Inc., Chicago.
Hawthorne Mellody Farms, Chicago, (dairy
products), 6 sa weekly, thru Harry E.
Clarke Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Sears Roebuck & Co., Gary, 40 sa, direct.
Milk Dealers Bottle Exchange, Chicago, 12
sa,
thru Newby, Person & Flitcraft,
Chicago.
Chicago
Chicago.Sun, 7 sa, thru Wade Adv. Agency,
WBBM,

Consolidated Drug Trade Products, Chicago (Velure hand lotion), 11 sa weekly.
13 weeks, thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
Chicago.
Fitzpatrick Bros.. Chicago (Kitchen Klenzer) , 6 ta weekly. 13 weeks, thru Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Illinois Bell Telephone Co., Chicago, 16 sa,
5 days, thru N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia. Evening Post, Philadelphia, 5 sa,
Saturday
2 days, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Ludens Inc., Reading Pa. 6 sa weekly
17 weeks, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Grove Labs., St. Louis ( Bromo-Quinine)
6 t weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds, Chicago.
Northern
Mutual Casualty Insurance Co..
Chicago, 3 sp, 13 weeks, thru First
United Broadcasters, Chicago.
E. J. Brach & Sons, Chicago (candy) ta
weekly, 13 weeks, thru U. S. Adv. Corp.,
Chicago.
KFRO, Longview, Tex.
Plough
Inc., Memphis
(St. Lake-Spiro-ShurJoseph's aspirin,
Penetro),
500 ta, thru
City.
man,
Memphis.
Larabee Flour Mills Co., Kansas City, 192
sa, thru Potts-Turnbull Adv. Co., Kansas
Magnolia Petroleum Co., Dallas, sp, thru
Ratcliffe Adv. Agency, Dallas.
KFAC,

Los Angeles

Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica (employment), 5weekly sp, thru Essig Co.,
Los Angeles.
Broadway Department Store, Los Angeles,
13 sa, thru Lee Ringer Adv., Los Angeles.
KNX, Hollywood
Chemicals Inc., San Francisco (Vano). G
sy>, weekly, thru Sidney Garfinkel Adv.,
Los Angeles.

New York-Chicago Reps.— The Walker Co.
BROADCASTING
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Will Extend Wartime Program
To 200 New Communities
PRIDHAM DAVIS, Los Angeles
(optometrist), on Jan. 2 started using
five-time signal announcements daily
on KFAC, that city. Contract is for
52 weeks. Allied Adv. Agencies, Los
Angeles, has the account.
CANADIAN CHEWING GUM Co.
Ltd.. Toronto (Dentyne) has started
three spot announcements daily six
days per week on CKCL, Toronto.
Account was placed by Baker Adv.
Agency Ltd., Toronto.
THOR-CANADIAN Co. Ltd., Toronto (washing machines) used spot
announcements during week of Dec.
28 on a number of Ontario stations
to announce that the company had
gone into war work exclusively, would
only repair washing machines. Account was placed by Frontenac Broadcasting Co., Toronto.
JOHN M. MARTIN, former assistant
general manager of the Eastern marketing division of Socony- Vacuum Oil
Co., New York, has been named general
manager of that division to direct
sales activities in New England, the
Middle-Atlantic and various Southern
states.
WILLIAM C. MARTENS has resigned as treasurer and a director of
Personal Products Corp., Milltown,
N. J., a subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
THE Procter & Gamble Co. Saturday
night program, Truth or Consequences,
is the subject of a 16-page picture
story titled "Everything but the Truth"
in the January issue of Coronet.

EXTENSION OF the wartime
activities of the Advertising Federation of America into 200 communities not served by member
clubs is now under way, the Federation's War Advertising Committee said last week, and the campaign is expected to be in full
operation by March 1.
Under the arrangement, leading
advertising men in radio, newspapers, agencies and other fields
will pool their talents to promote
various community war projects,
the committee explained.
Project has been undertaken at
the request of the Office of Civilian
Defense and the OWI, the Advertising Federation said, and eventually is expected to cover other communities in addition to the 200
trial centers.
In a letter commenting on the
plan, Elmer Davis, OWI chief, told
the Federation, "The importance
cannot be overstressed of properly
executed war information programs to direct and inform our
people of the many things which
they must do on the home front
to help win the war.
"To do this, the Defense Councils in every town need the advice
and skilled production services of
advertising people — on an organized basis."
Importance of the plan was outlined in a letter from James M.
Landis, OCD Director, to Earl
Pearson, Advertising Federation
general manager. Explaining that
Civilian defense activities include
much more than air raid precaution, Mr. Landis wrote, "I believe
the Advertising Federation of
America can do an enormous
amount of good by urging its members to participate in and
strengthen local defense council information committees where they
already exist, and provide the impetus for the creation of good committees where none exist."
Folger Moves
J. A. FOLGER & Co., Kansas City
(coffee), has appointed Grant Adv.,
Chicago, as agency effective Jan. 1.
Former agency was Lord &
Thomas, Chicago. Company has
been a large user of spot radio in
the Midwest with transcribed quarter-hour Monday through Friday
daytime serial, Judy & Jane, which
will continue to be broadcast on its
current list of 19 stations.

CRICI60
NEW YORK
ST. LOUIS
SAN fRAHCISCQ
LOS INGRES
&> COMPANY
NATIONAL RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

BROADCASTING

'Tabernacle' Ends
CANCELLATION of Cadle Tabernacle, religious Sunday feature on
Mutual, followed the death of Howard Cadle, who conducted the
broadcasts, as founder and pastor
of the Cadle Tabernacle, Indianapolis. The half-hour series will be
discontinued Jan. 10. Program is
sponsored by Peoples Church Inc.
Agency is Ivey & Ellington, Philadelphia.
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43.6%

CROCER/ES

W/"E WON'T belabor the point that Philadelphia is one
" of America's major markets. We simply wish to point
out that by comparison with the No. 1 Farm Market served
by KMA, Philadelphia comes out second best!
Take grocery sales for example. In KMA's 151 primary
counties, 7,113 grocery stores normally do a business of
$156,044,000 a year! And that's exactly 43.6% more than
Philadelphia's $108,610,000. Which makes the No. 1 Farm
Market a bonanza for grocery advertisers.
Equally important is the fact that 70%

of these 7,113

grocery stores are located in small towns — "neighborhoods", ifyou please, where farm and small-town families
do the bulk of their buying.
Ergo: it takes a truly regional station to cover this tremendous market intensively. And that's why KMA is your
best bet to do it. The only full-time farm station in the
No. 1 Farm Market — the only station serving the entire
area with two major networks — KMA is listened to as most
stations would like to be. Which is why grocery accounts
like Oxydol, Dreft, Omar Flour, Butternut Bread, Wheaties
and others, use KMA

on a year-round schedule.

If you're not using KMA, you're not getting your full
share of the No. 1 Farm Market's grocery business. For a
complete picture of this market, write today for a copy of
asking.
the
KMA

Atlas of Wholesale Grocers. It's yours for the

AM
'BLUE AND MUTUAL NETWORKS'
The

No.

1 Farm

Station

151
Free & Peters, ml
Exclusive National Representatives

in the No. 1 Farm

COUNTIES

AROUND

SHENANDOAH.
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But That Was Before Barney's Found That
Radio Could Do a Job for It
tributed to the slogan itself, but
A CATCHY SLOGAN, a headline
its effect can be measured by the
trial, and nearly 500 consecutive
weeks of advertising on one of a fact sales jumped noticeably when
it was first introduced on the air
number of stations, have all played
in May, 1935, by Martin Block,
their part in the growth of Barnow m.c. of Make Believe Ballney's, Manhattan men's clothing
room on WNEW, New York.
store, radio advertiser since 1933,
when the business volume averaged
Others associated with the in$250,000 a year.
troduction ofthe slogan, and guidBarney's, which now does a miling forces in the company's nine
lion-and-a-half dollars worth of years of broadcast advertising are :
business in a year, has used radio
Barney Pressman, president of
almost exclusively from the time
Barney's ; Emil Mogul, president of
Emil Mogul Co., agency servicing
the store was a mere "hole in the
wall", with a single program di- the account from the start; Herman Bess, vice-president, and Berrected at the city's Irish populanice Judis, general manager of
tion, to its present schedule on
seven stations in the New York
WNEW; and A. B. Schillin, then
vice-president, now commercial
area, involving a total of approximately seven and one half hours of manager of WAAT, station which
has always figured prominently in
station time plus over 280 transcribed announcements weekly.
Barney's radio setup.
Barney's entered radio in 1933
Calling All Men
with a quarter-hour daily program
of Irish tunes on WODA-WAAM,
Outstanding factor in the store's
use of radio has been the slogan,
later to become WNEW, New York.
"Calling All Men, — To Barney's —
Station has carried Barney's adSeventh Avenue and Seventeenth
vertising unremittingly from week
Street— The Only Store of Its to week, for the past nine years,
and the same agency, Emil Mogul
Kind in New York." It would be
hard to find a listener in the New
Co., has handled the account from
the start.
York area unable to repeat the
commercial in part, or word for
The Hauptman trial for the
word. It is hammered out up to Lindberg kidnapping in 1935 was
70 times weekly on some stations.
indirectly instrumental in establishing radio as an advertising
Sales results cannot be directly at-

IN THE RADIO
LIMELIGHT
a series of informative articles for radio advertisers
and time-buyers, prepared by The Branham Company

RADIO

KRIC
STATION
250 Watts

BEAUMONT,

TEXAS

1450 Kc.

JACK NEIL, Generai Manager

Employment

up 96.6% . . . Payrolls up 198.4% . . .

that's the Beaumont

picture today!

In the Beaumont area covered by KRIC, which includes Orange and Port Arthur, huge shipyards and
refineries are turning out materials of war . . . construction isgoing ahead on a giant rubber plant . . .
plans are laid for a naval blimp base . . . farmers have
harvested bumper rice crops. Millions are being made
and spent as fast as you can say "KRIC
vital market."
KRIC

is the answer

covers this

medium for Barney's. With
WNEW possessing exclusive coverage rights for the court trial in
Flemington, N. J., a huge listening
audience was built up practically
over night, and sales at Barney's,
then using about 12 announcements
and five-minute news periods,
jumped spectacularly during this
time. This coincidence, coupled
with the introduction of the successful slogan several months
earlier,
did much for the store's
sales charts.
Since that time the advertising
appropriation increased gradually
until 1939, remaining more or less
at a constant level since that time.
Threatened with curtailment of
merchandise, by current wartime
restrictions on men's clothing, Barney's met the challenge by throwing
the spotlight on its boy's department, using radio exclusively to
build up the section into one of the
store's main attractions.
Juvenile versions of the famous
commercial were prepared, with
Ronny Liss, boy-actor and announcer, "Calling All Boys", the
transcriptions being interspersed
throughout the store's radio schedule. Through
device,
Barney'sin
has more
thanthis
offset
decreases
volume of men's clothing sold.
Power of Women
Barney's is inclined to hold on
to a good program, once it has
proved its worth. The Irish song
program remained on the air for
seven years, and Beat the Band has
been sponsored on WAAT, Newark,
by the store for the past five years.
Until wartime regulations changed
the format, this series was built
around request numbers and
birthday greetings, averaging from
10,000 to 15,000 requests a year.
The firm was one of the first local
advertisers to use quiz programs,
when they first came in to vogue,
sponsoring You Don't Say, a wordpronunciation contest, on WMCA,
New York, from 1935-1939.
One of the first to recognize that
women, rather than men, were the
buyers or influential factors in the
purchase of men's wear, Barney's
policy has been to use 85% of their
radio time on day-time programs
directed at feminine listeners. For
example, a ten-minute segment of
Start
The New Year
Out Right

Now 'Radio Street'
BY OFFICIAL act Mayor T.
W. Harris of Columbus, Miss,
has renamed the street on
which WCBI's studios are
located "Radio Street". White
way lights
areRadio
to be St.,
installed along
which has become one of the
busiest thoroughfares in Columbus.

recorded songs by Bing Crosby is
aired six-times weekly on WNEW
at 11:45 a.m., followed at 3 p.m.
by a ten-minute period on Music
Hall on that station, also on a
six-weekly basis.
Light opera recordings are favored in the placement of 70 announcements weekly on WLIB,
Brooklyn. Barney's addresses itself
to men listeners, through dance
music and news programs, having
just completed a schedule of 12
news periods weekly on WHN,
New York. Firm also uses sixweekly half-hour and quarter-hour
music programs on WAAT.
In addition to sponsoring a
thrice-weekly news analysis by
Hans Jacob on WOV, New York,
Barney's uses a fairly heavy schedule of spot announcements in
Italian on that station, and on
WHOM, Jersey City.
Stays on One Medium
Keynote of the advertising policy
of Barney's might be found in the
character of the store, confined as
it is to one large, centrally-located
building, having foregone the usual
tendency of an expanding store to
set up chain branches. Evidently
satisfied with the results of its
first radio ventures, Barney's has
concentrated on one advertising
medium.
Hitting on a catchy commercial,
the advertiser has plugged it in
spot announcements from 200 to
300 times a week, exclusive of regular programs used, until it has become almost as familiar as the
police call from which it is derived.
Continued association with the
same agency, and in one instance
with one station, for over nine
years is also characteristic of the
firm. Yet, conservative is not the
word for Barney's as it continues to
explore ways of making the best
use of broadcasting and to prove
its ability to buck the hazards of
war-time merchandising with the
help of radio.

With—

to advertisers interested in top

trend markets for profitable spot advertising.
For Spots that SELL, Call a Branham-man
THE

BRANHAM
COMPANY
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
DETROIT ATLANTA CHARLOTTE DALLAS ST. LOUIS MEMPHIS
KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES SEATTLE
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Edison

Medal

Goes
to Armstrong
Radio Developments Cited in
Making Award to Inventor
AMERICAN Institute of Electrical
Engineers has announced that the
Edison Medal for 1942 will be
awarded to Dr. Edwin H. Armstrong, professor
of electrical engineering at Co1 u m b i a U, for
"distin g u i s h e d
contributions t o
the art of electric a 1 communication, notably the
regenerative circuit, the superheterodyne and Dr. Armstrong
frequency modulation."
Medal, awarded annually by an
AIEE committee for "meritorious
achievement in electrical science,
electrical engineering or the electrical arts", will be presented to
Dr. Armstrong on Jan. 27 during
the Institute's national technical
meeting, to be held in New York,
Jan. 25-29.
Important Discoveries
"Probably no one man has contributed as many fundamental radio inventions which so closely
touch on our every day life as Dr.
Armstrong," says the Institute announcement ofthe award. The discovery of the regenerative circuit
made possible long distance wireless communication and the building and operation of worldwide
communication systems. Then as
broadcasting began to grow, the
superheterodyne circuit became the
greatest stimulant to the art, bringing with it better reception and the
attendant increase in enjoyment
to millions of listeners. At the same
time the manufacture of appara-

a Big Future

.

.

EDWARD W. MURTFELDT has
been appointed associate advertising
manager of Post cereal products for
General Foods Corp., New York, succeeding Howard M. Chapin, now on
leave of absence in Washington. Mr.
Murtfeldt joined General Foods in
August 1941 as assistant to Mr. Chapin. He was formerly with Lord &
Thomas and Young & Rubicam.
BETTS-KOERBER Inc. Adv., Denver, retired as a corporation Jan. 1
and will operate as a partnership, moving to offices in the First Natl. Bank
Bldg., Denver.
HAZEL GWYNN, formerly of the
copywriting staff of Lennen & Mitchell,
New York, on Jan. 1 joined BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago, as copywriter. Miss Gwynn started with the
George Batten agency writing on the
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet account and
later joined Young & Rubicam, New
York.
DORATHEA DUNCAN, formerly
with the publicity department of N.
W. Ayer & Son, New York, has joined
that department of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York. She replaces Ruth
Oviatt, who has joined the WAVES.
ALLAN HOVEY, copywriter with
Geare-Marston Inc., for three years,
has joined the writing staff of Al Paul
Lefton Inc., Philadelphia.
JESSE R. MAYERS, executive of
the Mayers Co., Los Angeles agency,
has taken a leave-of-absence to become general manager of the new
western plant of Microstat Corp., recently established in that city.
tus and the building and operation
of stations brought work and prosperity to thousands.
"The superregenerative circuit
made practical the first two-way
police communication systems on
the ultrashort waves and has resulted in more rapid police action
in safeguarding property and in
the protection of life and limb.
Now the frequency modulation system of communication is beginning
to give the public a finer radio
service and like Dr. Armstrong's
other inventions is destined to add
much to the nation's enjoyment and
wealth."
Philadelphia
Would

li

p

k

Selling

Power

LOWEST
PRICE
HIAMIV »FfO CO
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Curtail

Operators
FM

Time

CURTAILMENT of the operating
time for Philadelphia's five FM stations because of manpower shortage is under consideration. Tentative plans call for operation of
each station one day a week, permitting announcers and engineers
to fill the gap at regular studios
brought about by loss of personnel
to the armed forces.
Because of the limited number
of FM sets, station managers feel
the Philadelphia listening area
would be adequately served by one
FM station a day. Broadcasters
have discussed their plan with the
local OWI office. Operating six
hours daily on staggered schedules,
the Philadelphia FM stations include WFL's W53PH; WIP's
W49PH; WCAU's
W69PH;
WPEN's W73PH; KYW's W57PH.
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'Big Freddy' Miller moves merchandise like nothing
human — because he is so human! He has a natural facility
for putting across a warm, genuine personality on his
"Timekeeper Program" that has made his feature one
of the most popular in the whole Tri-City area. How?
By utilizing to the fullest advantage 10 adventurous
years' experience in big-time radio {most of it on WSM,
WLW, and Yankee Network) — by developing the participating program to its very best.
Sales results prove his great value — day after day,
and he proves that WTRY's policy of creating superior
local programs builds a continuous listening audience.
"Big Freddy" is ready to sell your product as it should
be sold on his Timekeeper Program, or on an individual program built to fit your special requirements.

TROY, NEW
1000 Watts

YORK
980 Kc.

Only Basic BLUE Station in the
Tri-City Area
Represented by Raymer

WTRY
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ANNOUNCERS are being trained by
WEEI, Boston. Draft-deferred men
are being auditioned this week, and
actual training will commence on Jan.
11. Arthur Edes, director of radio at
Emerson College, will conduct individual training courses in voice, production and style, twice-a-week. Lectures
covering all phases of studio work will
be an added feature of the WEEI endeavor.
ARTHUR BORAN, well-known mimic of prominent stage and screen
celebrities, acted as "Guest Salesman" for War Bonds and Stamps on
WBYN, Brooklyn, Dec. 30. 10-11
p.m., for the Keep Freedom Ringing
program.

WITH a script written by officers of
the Eighth Naval District, and a cast
of 18, together with a 20-piece orchestra, WWL, New Orleans, presented
One Year Later to call the attention
to its listeners to the progress America
has made in the year since Pearl
Harbor.

BLACKOUT IN FT. WAYNE inspired the winning entry, Blackout
Preview, of Fred Moor, WOWOWGL announcer, in the H. P. Davis
Memorial Award contest for the
central time zone. Moor receives

MURDER IN STFDIO A of WON,
Chicago, complete with catsup covered
corpse was all part of a recent Easy
Money broadcast. Studio producers,
sound men, audience and Robert Fenner, president of the Consumers Co.,
Chicago, sponsor, portrayed themselves in the script in attempting to
assist Detective Mike Trent, hero of
the weekly drama, in solving the crime.
SOME 85 members of NBC Hollywood staff are now serving with the
armed forces in the United States and
abroad.
WAVY TIME, popular program of
WCKY. Cincinnati, formerly broadcast from the model warship USS
Victory in Fountain Square, has been
transferred to the USO Donut Center,
The program features news of the
Navy and Navy men from the metropolitan area of Cincinnati, interviews
with Navy celebrities, heroes and local
sailors on leave. The program is aired
Monday through Friday at 4 :30 p.m.
WOV, New York, will prepare all
features for the radio section of La
Vita, Italian-language newspaper
sponsored by the Italian-American
Grocer's Assn. Station's publicity department will contribute program listings, descriptions of programs, a radio news and gossip column, by-line
by Herb Landon, publicity director,
and a cooking column prepared by
Diana Baldi. commentator.

Well, for one thing, any radio advertiser who

thinks

he's reaching the 798,000 people in the $211,000,000
Roanoke-Southwest
WDBJ.

Virginia market

Actually, only WDBJ

without

WARTIME WASHINGTON is setting such a mad pace, Washington's
WWDC, under program direction of
Norman Reed, has stepped up its news
schedule to five minutes every 15 minutes, between six and nine a.m. During remainder of the day. until midnight, news in presented hourly.

using

reaches the whole territory

wiJh a "lisfenable" voice at all times. Want

the facts

that prove it?
WCHS
CHARLESTON,

CBS Affiliate .. 960 K.C, %f%#
and Operated

Discs

Serial

W. VA.

used on such programs shall receive extra pay for the recordings,
a three- judge panel of the American Arbitration Assn. has ruled in
deciding a dispute between AFRA
and Blackett-Sample-Hummert.
Two serial programs, Light of
the World, and Lone Journey, sponsored by General Mills and Procter
& Gamble Co. respectively, and
both placed by B-S-H, were specifically involved in the dispute. Programs had previously been recorded
during the network broadcasts, for
which no extra talent fee is
charged. The Petrillo ban on musical recordings, however, made it
necessary to make the transcriptions without music, which can be
filled in locally by the stations carrying the recordings. Since - this
separation could not be made while
the program was on the air, the
agency recently had the recorded
versions of the programs made
during the dress rehearsals,
Fees Awarded
AFRA contended that these were
prior recordings and that a dress
rehearsal perfect enough to be
recorded for use on the air is in
reality an additional performance
for which the artists should be
paid. Agency held there is no essential difference between recordings made during the rehearsal
and those made during the network
broadcasts and that therefore no
extra charge is justified.
Judges upheld the AFRA argument and awarded the union members employed on the programs in
question fees of $10 for each recorded performance. Members of
the panel were: M. E. Tompkins,
vice-president and general manager of BMI, chosen by BlackettSample-Hummert; Her m a n A.
Gray, professor of law at New
York U, selected by AFRA, and
Holgar J. Johnson, president of
the Institute of Life Insurance
Companies. Trio heard argument
from union and agency counsel on
Dec. 18.

Columbia's

Station for the

SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA

ROANOKE

Owned

Net

programs recorded from dress rehearsals constitute prior recordings as denned by the commercial
code of the American Federation
of Radio Artists and the talent

a ruby ring' presented bv Mavor
Harry W. Baals on behalf of the
Microphone Playhouse and the Ft.
Wayne Civilian Defense Council.

What is so silly as a six-day bike rider on a velocipede?

Define

AFRA Upheld in Claim Over
Recording of Rehearsals
TRANSCRIPTIONS of network

WPAT, Paterson, N. J., has opened
offices in New York in the Paramount
Bldg., 1501 Broadway. Sidney Flamm,
vice-president in charge of sales, will
make his headquarters in the new
offices.
LAWYERS and representatives of
Government agencies will staff a projected "rumor clinic" to serve as a
replacement for Voice of Freedom on
WMCA, New York, when the latter
series is completed around the first of
February. Program will be presented
by Freedom House, New York, organization now running the current series.

Arbitrators

W

W

U

5000

by the TIMES-WORLD
Free & Peters, n.
■ National RepresenU

Watts

Full Time

CORPORATION

5,000

CBS

ok 580

AFFILIATE

WICHITA
KANSAS
Call Any Edward Petry Office
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BUTTER

RATIONING

ON BAYER'S
'ALBUM'
DONALD GORDON, Chairman of
Canada's Wartime Prices & Trade
Board, perhaps set a new format
for Governmental use of radio,
when he announced Canada's butter rationing over the Bayer
aspirin network time on Album of
Familiar Music, and added that
there was "something in the association of rationing, headaches and
aspirin".
The occasion arose when the
WPTB was confronted with issuing
the butter rationing order under
circumstances of utmost secrecy
and at a time when it would be impossible for hoarders to take advantage of the situation. Sunday
night on CBC is almost entirely
commercial, and Ray Sperber,
sales and advertising manager of
the Bayer Co. was approached for
time on The Album. He readily assented, but was faced with the
problem of splitting a program
from the United States, ordinarily
piped to Canada, during which the
American Bayer Co. was being
awarded a coveted "E" for developing a substitute for quinine.
CBC was equal to the occasion,
however, when Bayer Co. passed
up the Canadian portion of the
award program, and substituted
Jean Marie Beaudet of Montreal,
for the time not required by Mr.
Gordon's announcement on butter
rationing.
WMAZ

Appoints

OWI Serials Booked
THROUGH arrangements with the
OWI, WHN, New York, last week
started five-weekly transcriptions
of the daytime serials with wartime themes which the OWI produced the last three months of 1942
on NBC and CBS as Victory Volunteers and Victory Front, respectively. The quarter-hour serials
feature the same casts heard on
the regularly sponsored network
programs and take for their subjects such projects as heating conversion, scrap salvage, children in
wartime and other war projects.
According to the OWI, some 400
stations throughout the country
are initiating regular broadcasts
of these special transcriptions
sometime this month.
A SHIFT from 610 kc.
and an increase in power
to 10,000 watts is sought
Fairbanks. Alaska, in an
to the FCC.

to 660 kc.
from 5,000
by KFAR,
application

209,782

Oct.

31st

New

York

AFRA

Local

Approves
REVISIONS in Agreements
the sustaining
agreements between the American
Federation of Radio Artists and
the major networks and key stations resulting from recent negotiations were approved by members
of the New York local of the talent
union at a special meeting Dec. 29.
Chicago and West Coast locals
were
tion. expected to take similar acMeanwhile the revised contracts
submitted by AFRA to the broadcasters during Christmas week
were still being scrutinized bv attorneys for the networks and stations and none had been signed
and returned to the union as BROADCASTING went to press. No significance is seen in the delay, however,
which is considered as natural in
view of the holiday interruptions
to business. The new terms had
been generally agreed to at meetings between the groups.

Bales

from

of

'Equipment
SPIRITS
FELL Frozen'
at WKZO,
Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids,
Mich., the other day when an
engineer, late for a remote
pickup at Fort Custer, refrozen".
Visions ported
of "equipment
the Army
impounding
much-needed
material gave
Chief
Engineer
Carl Lee new worries. But he
breathed easier when the enreturned to that
the studios gineer
and explained
the
lid of his automobile trunk,
which contained the amplifier,
had been frozen shut.

RAYMOND K. STRITZINGER, formerlyof
general
manager and
a vicepresident
Continental
Baking
Co.,
New York, has been elected president.
He succeeds M. Lee Marshall, who
remains chairman of the board.

Cotton

Fifteen

to

Counties

.

.

.

Cobb

To Be General Manager
WILTON E. COBB has been appointed general manager of WMAZ,
Macon, Ga., replacing E. K. Cargill,
commissioned a lieutenant in the
Naval Reserve.
Lt. Cargill reported at Quonsett Point, R. I.,
Dec. 22. George P.
Rankin Jr., who is
largest stockholder in Southeastern Broadcasting
Co., was advanced
from vice-president to president
Mr. Cargill
and Wallace Miller was named to the vacant office.
Mr. Cobb remains as secretary and
treasurer. All stock of the operating corporation is owned by Messrs.
Rankin, Cobb, Cargill and Miller.

AND
THE

WHEN

THAT'S
HALF

November

NOT

OF

and December

IT!

figures are in, the

total bales of cotton for the year should be 450,000
or more — all in fifteen compact counties centered at

■ -v&i'aix&WiLi. f

Lubbock. And

Add to this the city's truly enormous

the price is pegged at $94.25 per bale!

military payroll — and if your advertising over KFYO

doesn't

astound you in results, you're mighty hard to startle!
Merchants

can't believe their sales figures. Their only worry is merchandise
— for cash customers
THE

with price no object are a dime a dozen.

Of the 49,885 dwelling units in KFYO's
have radio units — compared

with Texas' 66.9%.

advertising bet for you that can't miss!
'<
^ KGNC ''//St/,/,//,

GROUP

primary market, 74.54%
Here's a radio

LUBBOCK,

TEXAS

^ KFYO
WITH

////////

KTSA
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CENTRAL SALES OFFICE: 805-6 Tower Petroleum Bldg., Dallas, Texas.
Ken L. Sibson, General Sales Mngr.
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It Pays

Aims to Help Motorists Keep
Their Cars in Operation
DESPITE the increasing difficulty
of operating a car under wartime
restrictions, the Chicago Motor
Club, automotive service organization, has not only maintained its
radio appropriation but has increased its advertising during the
past season.
Effective Dec. 28th, company
realized its schedule with a thriceweekly news program on WENR,
Chicago, with Norman Barry and
a quarter-hour newscast six times
a week on WCFL, Chicago. The
company sponsored a schedule of
Big Nine games on WGN, Chicago,
this last fall.

Territory

^

"With rationing of tires and
gasoline in effect," Charles M.
Hayes, president, declared, "there
is no question but that there will be
fewer cars on the road and less
business to go around. But those of
us allied with the automobile industry should realize our responsibility to the motorist to keep cars in
operation.
"We also have a responsibility to
our concerns to keep our names
before the public. Not as memories
of once big companies, but as organizations doing their level best
to serve the public when the average motorist most needs our aid.
The average man might think that
we should reduce our advertising
expenses at this time, but when
maintaining radio advertising will
give us an opportunity to serve
more people at a time when they
need our service, it seems perfectly
logical."
THEODORE GRANIK'S American
Forum of the Air, heard on Mutual,
Sunday, 8-8 :45 p.m., celebrated its
15th year on the air Jan. 3. Granik,
originator of the series, and moderator, is a Washington attorney and
public relations counsel.

POPULAR
■
Station
Sail lolf Grly

SMILING DESPITE RATIONING was this coffee sponsor while chatting with working staff of the weekly NBC Maxwell House Coffee Time
backstage prior to a recent broadcast. Conversers are (1 to r) : Bill
Kline, West Coast representative of General Foods Corp., sponsor of the
series; Fanny Brice, who portrays Baby Snooks on the show; Mrs. Joseph
E. Davies, director of General Foods Corp.; Al Kaye, Hollywood manager and producer of Benton & Bowles Inc., servicing the account.

Sees Responsibility

put

station

Air

Club

SMALL
FAA

BANKS

USE

RADIO

Bulletin Cites Instances

Appropriations
RADIO advertising comes in for
a sizeable share of the advertising
appropriations of certain smaller
commercial banks with deposits of
$10,000 or under, according to figures given in the Dec. 7 issue of
the Bulletin of the Financial Advertisers Association. Of appropriations averaging $850 per
month by a bank in Denver, 30%
is allotted to radio, the same as
that for newspaper advertising.
An Ohio bank in the same category, out of a $5,500.00 budget, allocated $1,000 to radio, while an
Indiana bank reports that about
half of an $8,100.00 budget is divided between radio and newspaper
advertising, says the Bulletin.
Of five other banks reporting to
the Bulletin on advertising expenditures, only one gives a breakdown
and radio is not included. One bank
in Iowa slashed its budget for
1942, eliminating radio, apparently in favor of increased billboard
advertising.
On this action the Bulletin comments: "I wish we had the oppor-

of Major

for Broadcasts
tunity of asking and receiving a
direct reply as to why they eliminated radio advertising when it
reaches so many people these days
... I am sure this idea of billboards vs. broadcasting would call
forth a considerable discussion".

Copyright Report
REPORTS must be filed with the
Alien Property Custodian by all
U. S. citizens claiming an interest in any copyright in which a
national of an enemy or enemyoccupied country may also have
an interest, Leo T. Crowley, chief
custodian, ordered last week. Reports are to be filed by Jan. 15,
1934. They must describe the interest, and supply financial reports
covering
all contracts
under which
royalties
have been
paid or are payable to foreign
nationals. The order is expected
to affect principally music publishers and licensing associations,
radio broadcasting affiliates and
manufacturers of records and
transcriptions.

I
I
I

JOHN BLAIR/
& COMPANY ,r.'™"'^

c
NBC
.STATION
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Shortwave

Programming

Fast

in

Pace

American

Stations

World
Expanding

at

Facilities

Sets
War
to Meet

International

Broadcasting Demands
broadcasts, bringing the total of
A YEAR of global war has probdifferent tongues spoken to 10.
ably brought about more radical
Broadcast time to Latin-America
and far-reaching changes in the inhas been increased and numerous
ternational phases of American
features, such as coverage of the
broadcasting than in any other aspect of the industry, a review of visits of Latin American officials in
the networks' reports for 1942 in- this country, have been introduced
dicates.
or expanded.
When American outposts were
In expansion of technical facilities, increase in the amount of
set up in all parts of the world,
shortwave time and developments
NBC started shortwaving abroad
in shortwave programming, the
the servicemen's favorite programs,
past year has set a pace which, if and at the close of the year was
matched in 1943, will find the
transmitting an average of 35
United States far ahead of the
hours of commercial and sustainpoint it would have reached if the
ing broadcasts a week to the armed
Pearl Harbor attack had not forced
forces. During 1942 CBS shortthe nation into high gear.
waved 17 different regular proShortwave Activities Increase
Most spectacular event of the
year in the international field of
American radio was undoubtedly
the leasing of U. S. shortwave
transmitters -to the Government
Nov. 1. Government acquisition of
CBS stations found that network
with greatly expanded facilities
over a year ago. Two 50 kw. transmitters, WCBX and WDRC, had
been completed and placed in regular service along with the 10 kw.
transmitter, WCDA. All three increased their broadcast day — from
17 hours in the case of the first two,
and nine hours for WCDA — to 20
hours each.
CBS network of the Americas
was dedicated in May of last year,
adding 100 Latin-American stations as outlets for North American
programs. The southern hookup
proved its potentialities during the
first days of the invasion of North
Africa, when CBS transmitted
news of the event in Spanish and
Portuguese for 29 consecutive
hours.
CBS demonstrated the speed and
adaptability of the radio medium
following Dec. 7, 1941, when news
broadcasts to the world were increased by 400% in 64 hours, and
continued on a 24-hour schedule
until the end of the year. CBS
shortwave programs to Europe, the
Near East and Africa are now on
the air ISV2 hours a day in 12 languages.
NBC, during the past year, added three languages to its shortwave

gram series, such as Your Hit Parade and We, the People, to our
troops abroad.
Using the facilities of the BBC
and the CBC, Mutual pioneered in
programs giving soldiers and sailors an opportunity to exchange
greetings with their families back
home, and in bringing the British
and American people in closer rapport through BBC programs such
as Stars and Stripes in Britain,
and American Eagle Club.
As we enter the new year, CBS
operates the only privately-owned
listening post in the United States
concentrating on voice broadcasts.
Last year 33,500 shortwave broadcasts from 40 different points of
the globe were recorded and translated. Members of the listening post
scan Axis propaganda for any definite line of attack they may reveal.
Newspaper editors, magazines and
wire services are then properly
warned of the pattern of the
enemy's psychological warfare.

WAR-BUDDY
NBC

PACT

Central Division Staff
To Share Commissions —

NBC

CENTRAL division announcers have invoked a unique warbuddy pact whereby the dependents
of any staff member leaving a
commercial program to enter the
service will receive 40% of the program
remuneration
cessor on the
show. from his sucThe agreement provides also that
the funds may be distributed in any
other manner the departing staff
member stipulates. Pact signers
are : Dave Garroway, Charles Lyon,
Fort Pearson, Bob Brown, Cleve
Conway, Don Elder, Norman Barry, John
Holtman, Dick Noble and
Louis
Roen.
MRS. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
and Harold L. Ickes, secretary of the
Interior, will broadcast on the Atlantic Coast Network Jan. 6, 8-8 :30 p.m.,
on the occasion of the presentation of
a mural to the Interior Dept.

*

VIA

Icomes its third year of thrilling association with the men and machines
of the growing United States Air Force. The cream of Uncle Sam's fighters has turned the perfect
flying conditions and unlimited facilities of this State into the Nation's greatest Air Corps Training
Center. Yes, Arizona is a flyer's paradise. It's an advertiser's paradise, too, because millions
of dollars are flowing through the State's trade channels.

The
5000

WATT

Voice
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the

Tri-Cities
Affiliate; Rock Island ARGUS
MUTUAL NETWORK - 1270 KC
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WPB
365.000

people make

the

Ynungatown metropolitan district the third
largest in Ohio.

WFMJ
Has

more
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this rich market
any other
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than

station.

Headley-Reed Co.
National Representatives

TO

REGULATE

CIVILIANS9 TUBES
DISTRIBUTION of receiver tubes
will probably be regulated in the
future, the WPB said last week,
and a plan is now under consideration to require owners of receiving
sets to turn in their old tubes when
they buy new ones.
The plan, similar to the procedure used to prevent hoarding of
toothpaste and other items, would
be designed to insure proper distribution of receiving tubes soon to
be manufactured under the Radio
& Radar Division tube program.
Although it may later develop
that parts of returned tubes will be
salvagable — particularly the bases
— WPB considers the regulation
basically as intended to control distribution. A similar plan has been
used voluntarily by many distributors with considerable success.

CORNIEST

SHOW

on the air was claimed by WHO,

that station's six annual Corn Festival was broadcast from lobby of
Hotel Kirkwood. Awards totaling $350 were presented in 23 classes. Corn
growers of midwestern and eastern States entered 1,164 ears.
TIME

They're

Stcutin

Employes
and

RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
offices
MONTREAL • WINNIPEG
TORONTO

Fighting

Men

Keep

Contact

ONCE a radio man — always one,
despite a global war. That's the
impression conveyed by scores of
former radio employes, now in the
armed forces in all parts of the
world, in letters to Broadcasting.
From Langley Field, Va., to Australia, to "somewhere at sea" these
individual members of Broadcasting's family of readers tell the
same story. They're fighting for
the things they hold dear — for their
families, the Four Freedoms. But
through it all they're keeping a
keen eye on the industry through
Broadcasting.
Around the Globe

KFQD
ANCHORAGE
Alaska
1 Alaska's

Oldest Station

» Still doing

a swell job

» Always appreciative
Accounts
• Hdqtrs.
Forces

Alaska

790

of

Armed

you'd sell it yourself . . .
person-to-person . . .
sincerely recommending
it as one neighbor to
another. And it gets results!
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"At this distance from home
Broadcasting is my only contact
with the industry and enables me
to keep abreast of happenings,"
writes Cpl. Ira D. Kealy from Australia.
From an advanced base, Aviation
Radioman f/c Henry Poole asks
that his Broadcasting be sent air

KC

We sell your product as

WIBW

Several men who not so long ago
were sending programs over the air
waves in a peaceful United States
are keeping abreast of radio times
in Australia. From Warrant Officer
Deane R. Flett, formerly of KTRI,
Sioux City, la.; KYSM, Mankato,
Minn., and KFBB, Great Falls,
Mont., comes a note that Broadcasting is as welcome as letters
from home. He adds that Lt. Scott
R. Clawson, formerly of KSL, Salt
Lake City, is a next-door neighbor
who
ing. reads his copy of Broadcast-

mail so he'll get his copy sooner.
He was chief engineer of KWAL,
Wallace, Ida., and KRJF, Miles
City, Mont., before joining the
Navy.
Another, somewhere with the Pacific Fleet, is Jamei D. McCully,
pharmacist's mate 2/c. He writes:
"It is needless to tell you how much
I am enjoying Broadcasting. That
trite saying about meeting an old
friend is really applicable out here
in the middle of the Southwest Pa-
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Des Moines, when

Now

But

With

Radio

Industry

I like to feel I was once a part of."
Robert H. Bruner, former newscaster-an ouncer at WSOY, Decatur, 111.,, and WAOV, Vincennes,
Ind., writes: "In no other way
could I have kept as close touch
with the radio industry as I have
through your magazine. And I am
sure I speak for the majority of
the servicemen when I say that radio plays a major part in everyday
army life. Without it things might
be pretty dull." He's now a second
lieutenant in the Air Corps.
Pvt. William 0. Holm Jr., formerly of WEED, Rocky Mount,
N. C, writes from the Army Air
Base at Greenwood, Miss.: "Five
weeks of life in the Army Air
Forces have not served to dim the
liking developed for your weekly in
civilian life."
Keeping in Touch
Donald A. Mihan, formerly of
Waukegan, 111., now with the Sixth
Service Command, Chicago, writes :
"Even in the Army I find definite
need for Broadcasting Magazine."
Five months ago Fred Murray
Hall left WWDC, Washington, for
the Navy. As Radio Technician,
2/c, stationed at Treasure Island,
Cal., he writes: "I'd like to keep in
touch with the profession".
Seaman 2/c Herbert Resnick of
the Coast Guard found Broadcasting invaluable in civilian radio
work. He added, "since then I have
found it indispensable to me in my
desire to keep in contact with the
industry. I have been looking forward to receiving my copy of
Broadcasting each week and feel
that the time I spend studying this
'text' will insure my place in radio
when I come back."

INC.

STARTS

NEW
WQXR
SERIES
SECOND program series set up
on WQXR, New York, by the radio programs department of Time
and Life magazines through arrangements made last August by
the two organizations [Broadcasting, Aug. 17], will start Jan. 4.
The thrice-weekly broadcasts, titled
Let's Learn Spanish, will take the
form of a succession of conversational exchanges between "Joe
Bishop", man-on-the-street, and a
Spanish teacher. They are aimed
at giving the listener a working
Spanish vocabulary with scripts by
Joel Sayre assisted by I. A. Richards, director of the English Langvard. uage Studies Commission at HarAccording to the Time Inc. radio
programs department the program
is intended to prepare listeners for
business, social and political relations with Latin America. Schools
and colleges in the area covered
by WQXR have been notified of
this new radio method of learning Spanish via lessons on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at
5:30 p.m.
The first program series developed jointly by Time Inc. and
WQXR was Time Views the News,
a five-weekly evening roundup of
news gleaned frcm the reports sent
in by Time correspondents from all
parts of the world. The news series
has been on WQXR since early this
fall and will continue after the
start of Let's Lea,rn Spanish. Further programs may be worked out
later this winter, according to
Time, for broadcast on WQXR.
Alexander to WOR
A HUMAN INTEREST feature of
WHN, New York, for the past several
Alexander'
s Mediation years,
Board,A.willW. shift
to WOR,
New
York Jan. 11. Program invites individuals to submit their personal problems to a board of judges for settlement. Series will be heard on WOR,
Monday, 9:15-10 p.m.
Blue Network

WTCN
5000-1000
MINNEAPOLIS

Watts

- ST. PAUL'S

BEST

BUY!

to ask the Colonel!
^m? ^
FREE Cf PETERS,
Inc., National
Representatives
Ask your Agency
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Hit

Tunes

On

Luckies

New Warnow

of

Ages
Series

Feature Replaces

'Info Please' on Feb. 12
REPLACEMENT for Information
Please when that quiz show and its
sponsor, American Tobacco Co.,
New York, part company Feb. 5
at the end of the current contract
will take the form of a musical
variety program featuring the
standard hit tunes of all time,
titled Ail-Time Hit Parade.
The new program will start Feb.
12 in the Friday evening 8:30-9
period on NBC, spot now occupied
by Information Please. It will be
heard on the full NBC network and
will have a repeat performance
from 11:30 p.m. to 12 midnight.
Music by Warnow
The new Lucky Strike series, as
reported in Broadcasting, Dec. 21,
will definitely originate in Carnegie
Hall, New York. Star will be Barry
Wood, who will shift from American Tobacco's show on CBS, titled
Your Hit Parade, which will in
turn feature Frank Sinatra as
singing star in Wood's place.
Music will be provided by Mark
Warnow's orchestra, Lyn Murray's chorus, Ethel Smith at the
Hammond electric organ, and Marie
Greene, singer. Milton Cross will
announce. Agency in charge is
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York.
As Broadcasting went to press
last week, no sponsor had been
signed by Dan Golenpaul to take
over sponsorship of Information
Please after its last broadcast for
Luckies Feb. 5. Gclenpaul's office
reports several advertisers are discussing the show with its owner.
Coast Three-Hour Show
DEDICATED to overseas servicemen, Packard Bell Co., Los Angeles, (radios, equipment), sponsored a special three-hour Christmas Day all-star program on 33
Don Lee Pacific Coast stations,
Friday, 1-4 p.m. (PWT). The show
was under production supervision
of Z. Wayne Griffith, radio director
of Berg-Allenberg Inc., Beverly
Hills talent service, with Cyril
Armbruster as musical director.
Parents of servicemen now overseas were studio guests during the
broadcast, which originated from
Don Lee studios, Hollywood. Agency is Barton A. Stebbins Adv., Los
Angeles.

Get the lad, from W01 - WASHINGTON. D C
TEM <
Affiliated with MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYS
National Representatives:
gg|
SPOT SALES, Inc.

BROWN

ANNOUNCES

NBC

STAFF

SHIFT

MARION

W. MYLES, former assistant to Joseph A. Ecclesine,
manager of NBC's network promotion division, has been made creative assistant to Charles B. Brown,
NBC director of advertising and
promotion. Also joining Mr.
Brown's staff as administrative assistant isCharles P. Hammond, recently with ANPA Bureau of Advertising. The position vacated by
Miss Myles has been assumed by
Jean Harstone, until recently director of sales promotion of Saks
Fifth Ave., New York department
store, and previously account executive of McCann-Erickson, New
York.
Widely known in the advertising
field as a copywriter and promotion expert, Miss Myles was acsociated with McCann-Erickson for
five years, later joining Saks Fifth
Ave. as sales promotion director.
Prior to her NBC appointment in
February, 1942, Miss Myles was a
free-lance copywriter for several
firms, including Elizabeth Arden
and the British Empire Chamber
of Commerce.
Mr. Hammond has been with the
Bureau of Advertising since 1936,
having previously worked on several New York newspapers. He also
was assistant foreign news editor
of Literary Digest.
WGBI, Scranton,
with the Federal
to desist certain
for its market and
announced Jan. 2.

Pa., has stipulated
Trade Commission
advertising claims
facilities, the FTC

'Tell'
Modern flooded
LISTENERS
KOA,
Denver, with calls during a
recent Hunting and Fishing
broadcast conducted by Ed
M. Hunter. They wanted to
know if Mr. Hunter had survived when Winn Sale, using
a pistol, shot a lollipop from
Hunter's mouth in the studio.
Jack Carberry, Denver Post
sports editor, did a running
description of the stunt as
Sale, head down and shooting backward between his
legs, shattered the candy
with one shot.

FOR

WKRC
14.6%
Local

business

Spot business

UP
UP

Total

UP

154.5%
57.7%

business

29.3%
quarter-hours

UP

of advertisers . . .

UP

Commercial
Number

Renewals

36.9%
24.4%

UP
107.8%

rating.

UP

per radio dollar . . .

UP

News-on-the-hour
Homes

65.4%

(for the 12 months period ending Nov. 30, 1942)
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Flint Michigan

says I

should hare my hat reblocked."
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OWI
War

Offers

Information
First Under

Program

for

Sponsorship

Ranks

New

Allocation

those points. These include a onehour transmission in English for
the troops and another hour in
French each day. To date the bulk
of this material has consisted of
news.

(Continued from page 10)
the percentage of American news to
the total volume of news published
in Turkish newspapers.
Another phase of the branch's
operation is concerned with the
transmission of news to the troops
scattered throughout the world.
This news is sent by radio to bases
where it is employed in the publication of local editions of Stars &
Stripes, AEF newspaper.
To show the growth of OWI programming activity, he pointed out
that OWI's first program, a 15minute show, was aired early in
February. Today there are 4,649
transmissions per week, equivalent
to 2,400 programs per week. This
involves the use of 1,400 hours per
week broadcast in 22 languages. In
addition to the program material
written, produced and aired by
OWI, he said that an important
part of the total is originated by
NBC and CBS, using their own
staffs.
Describing the operation of the
22 shortwave transmitters, Mr.
Houseman said they have been or-

Service for Troops
AS COMRADES IN ARMS, Canada tuned in on the OWI Radio Bureau
sessions with one of its most prominent broadcasters an invited guest.
Seated at the luncheon table are John Shepard 3d, Yankee Network
president; Leo J. Fitzpatrick, executive vice-president of WJR, Detroit;
Beatrice B. Thomas, Canadian Wartime Information Board, New York;
Harry Sedgwick, New York representative of the Canadian Board, and
operator of CFRB, Toronto and CKLW, Windsor-Detroit; Gene Dyer,
operator of WAIT and WGES, Chicago.
ganized in what is known as the
Bronze Network, an arbitrary
hookup which allows OWI to plug
any given program over any number of transmitters.
Before Pearl Harbor, he explained, broad shortwave beams
were for wide distribution throughout the world, with the resultant
lack of concentration in any given
area. To remedy this condition, he
said, the beams have been narrowed
so they may be pointed at specific
regions. In illustration, he cited the
case of a 10 kw. communications
transmitter beamed to North Af-

had

JANUS
January was named

two

faces

for the Greek goddess Janus,

who had two faces — one looking forever forward,
the other back. Every manager needs to be a Janus,
looking back to learn from experience, looking
forward to prepare for the future.
Experience in 1919 showed that the business which
survives best in a post-war period is the one which
maintains its customer goodwill during the war.
Experience of the last twenty years has shown that

rica, and he said field reports indicate that reception is "perfect".
To enable his listeners to comprehend the volume of OWI overseas
activity, he presented the following
figures. The branch daily broadcasts news around the clock in 15minute sections — in English, German, French, Italian Spanish and
Portuguese. Since Nov. 7, for example he said that broadcasts in
French have been constant, totaling
86 per day transmitted via shortwave from this country. Intelligence reports indicate reception is
uniformly good throughout France.
In addition to broadcasts originating by shortwave from this
country, other material is transmitted via AT&T point-to-point
connections in London, for example.
There, he said, it is recorded and
rebroadcast by BBC transmitters
throughout the continent. This type
of broadcast amounts to about 2V2
hours per day. All U. S. programs
are identified as the Voice of America and the theme music employed
is "Yankee Doodle". In explaining
this type of operation, he said it
was found necessary since mediumwave transmission is the most effective means of reaching German
listeners. The reasons are confiscation of shortwave radio sets in most
cases and lack of replacements for
existing underground listening sets.
This type of transmission is also

one of the soundest ways to maintain goodwill is
to give your customers something they value —
radio entertainment — to remember

you by.

GFRB
TORONTO
860

KILOCYCLES

WLAW
Lawrence. Mall.
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Broadcasts to the troops throughout the world are known as News
From Home. Material consists of
local commentary, sports and messages from home. Aired over all
transmitters nine times per day,
the program is also heard by civilian populations locally. In fact,
Mr. Houseman pointed out that any
program transmitted by shortwave
may be heard by any listener able
to tune in the broadcast. This he
felt was an important factor in
psychological warfare, since it
proved to Axis listeners that only
one version of the news was being
presented from America. He described the program's tone as
"good-natured, and tough".
Another type of broadcast operation consists of transcriptions produced in New York and shipped to
the branch's various overseas stations for local broadcast purposes.
In the last six months, he reported,
18,000 discs have been prepared. In
explaining their use, he cited the
case of India, where speeches of
the President, Vice-President and
other prominent national figures
have been heard, along with music
and information explaining problems such as industry conversion.
Although many of these features
arrive late, Mr. Houseman insisted
that timeliness is not the essential
factor since local listeners have
not been aware of their content
earlier. He cited, the fact that residents of French North Africa were
ignorant of the Doolittle raid on
Tokio or the commando raid at
Dieppe until the time that American forces invaded the continent.
In India, for example, a transcription of a Gershwin festival broadcast several months late was considered of such moment as to rate
local newspaper headlines. More
and more use will be made, he said,
of material obtained from U. S.
domestic stations.
Jamming, he admitted, was a

5000 Watts
680 KC
C.B.S.

WLAW
THE
CAPITAL
OF
NEW
7TH STATE
ENGLAND'S
Nat. Rep., The Katz
Agency

Page

made daily to Leopoldville, Africa,
a Belgian possession, for one hour
a day, as well as to Australia,
Cairo and Algiers. Broadcasts to
Algiers are also transmitted by
medium-wave to such points as
Oran and Casablanca, where they
are recorded and rebroadcast from
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term not entirely understood by
many people, and he attempted to
explain the operation in layman's
terms, pointing- out that it is primarily effective on medium waves.
He explained that all jammingfalls into two categories — basic and
local.
Basic patterns consist of sounds
such as airplane motors, waterfalls
and hurdy-gurdy noises. These are
used to break the shortwave beam
of transmissions which pass over
Axis-controlled areas. Local jamming- is effective in an area of 15
to 20 miles and is managed by noise
transmission of a transmitter in
any given area.
To combat Axis jamming, he said
that programs are speeded up and
slowed down to meet atmospheric
conditions. The "operating philosophy'' in all broadcasts which face
the possibility of jamming is to deliver 350 words in 15 minutes, repeated three times to insure complete listening. Despite intensive
jamming activity by the Axis, he
reported that the United States
never jams its opponents. The
Axis cannot jam North Africa, he
pointed out, since they are unable
to break our shortwave beam to
that area.
In describing current operations,
he mentioned plans for new transmitters in England and North
Afx-ica and projected plans for
others. He substantiated the fact
that OWI is currently negotiating
for the WLW 500 kw. transmitter.
In the operation of some 22 shortwave transmitters, he explained
that the Office of Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs uses broadcast time from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. on
all but two transmitters which are
reserved for special needs, he said.
During the recent African campaign, he pointed out that it was
necessary to take over CIAA time
for two full nights.
Program Material
Describing program material, he
mentioned Answering You, a new
program transmitted to Great Britain once a month, featuring national personalities such as Dr.
George Gallup, Rex Stout, Clifton
Fadiman and others in frank answers submitted through BBC listeners. Other program material is
sent to China and India.
Domestic foreign language program materials have been useful in
broadcasts to Axis-dominated countries, he said. For example, German
programs from the Midwest have
been rebroadcast for German listeners under Hitler's heel. Prominent
German- American personalities
have recorded testimonials for similar use. This type of material has
also been employed in broadcasts to
Sweden and Italy.
Gardner Cowles Jr., director of
domestic operations, explained the
"overall operation of the Domestic
Branch". The operating philosophy
of OWI, he asserted, is a voluntary
approach without resort to compulsion. In fact, he said that "we have
meticulously avoided" crackpot suggestions to take over radio and the
press. Instead, he said that OWI
BROADCASTING

USING

THE

DOME

KFAB Amplifiers Play Carols
-Atop State CapitolLOUDSPEAKERS were installed
450 feet above the ground in the
dome of Nebraska's state capitol —
highest point in Lincoln — by engineers of KFAB, so that 80,000 local
citizens might hear carols on
Christmas Eve.
Mark Bullock, station's chief
technician, hit on the idea, and
obtained pei-mission from Governor
Dwight Griswold. Transcriptions
were
played in KFAB studios a
mile away.
has seen fit to use established channels and only bring order, planning and more sense out of the
news originating from Washington.
Unless this is accomplished, he
warned, news of the war agencies
will only result in conflict and confusion. Carefully he analyzed the
operations of the seven bureaus under his office and emphasized that
volume is not the yardstick of successful publicity. It's the kind of
publicity that counts, he asserted.
What helps to win the war quickest
is the best publicity.
Basing his opinion on intelligence reports developed by OWI,
he maintained that America is
more united now and possessed of
more of a will to cooperate than
ever before. He urged radio people "beyond Washington direction"
to solve local problems. No one can
anticipate all the problems from
Washington, he said, and it is important for local critics to "get
down out of the bleachers" and
join in the actual play.
Point Rationing No. 1 Job
Mr. Cowles, who left his Des
Moines activities as president of
the Cowles stations, editor-in-chief
of the Des Moines Register-Tribune
and directing head of Look Magazine to come to Washington at the
President's behest last July, unfolded to the group some of the

No. 1 job ahead for OWI. Pointing
to the many complexities involved,
he said it will require a terrific
amount of work to educate the public along proper lines.
Alluding to the recent resignation of Leon Henderson as OPA director, Mr. Cowles described him as
a "high-grade public official of admirable courage" who was the viclicity.
tim of improperly handled pubHandles Many

world's stubbornest man", he undertook
has done an outstandingit and
job.
Mr. Dyke, in turn, paid tribute
to the work of the radio branch in
setting up what he thought was a
"real pattern" for radio participation in the war effort. He called
the functions of his bureau primarily those of a traffic cop.
The bureau now is handling some
63 different campaigns, he pointed
out. One difficulty is that in this
field, there is a "terrifically high
birth rate but no death rate," he
said.
The effort now is to segregate all
these campaigns into six or eight
overall efforts, retaining all of the
essential facets of the individual
efforts. Progress is being made

Campaigns

Ken R. Dyke, chief of OWI's Bureau of Campaigns and former
NBC director of promotion, recounted the activities of that comparatively new bureau. In introducing- him, Mr. Lewis said he was
handed a tough problem of coordination, but because
"he's the
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more intimate phases of OWI's
planned domestic operations.
He explained one of the initial
functions was the removal of OWI's
field offices from supervision of the
news bureau to his own office, to
broaden its scope.
Point rationing was labeled the
THE VOICE
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along this line, he declared, explaining the modus operandi of each
separate undertaking. The advertising agency formula is adhered to,
he said, because it constitutes the
best known method.
Dominant NBC Basic Station
In This Area

COVERAGE
THAT
PAYS

Recently stepped up to
5,000 Watts day and night,
WDEL assures advertisers
wider and more concentrated coverage in a rich
agricultural and industrial
market — Delaware, southern New Jersey and parts of
Maryland and Virginia —
in the heart of the war
production area.
Normally prosperous,
steadily expanding — this
market is sales productive.
WDEL sells it profitably
and economically. Write:
Sales Representative :
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
New

York
Chicago
San Francisco

Ten Top Campaigns
Mr. Dyke stressed the fact that
priority control was essential to the
success of campaigns since no one
campaign may employ every
medium every time. Furthermore,
to eliminate the possibility of confusion in the minds of the people,
he said that it was unwise to give
them too much at any one time.
Three categories have been established to be applied to campaigns in determining their priority, he said. They are maximum,
average and sustaining effort. The
criteria established in determining
any given campaigns priority are
three in number: 1. Its importance
to the war effort; 2. The degree of
effort required to get the job done;
3. Timeliness.
The top ten or maximum campaigns for the month of January
are the Food Situation (reasons
for shortages), Point-to-Point Rationing, Manpower, Fuel Conservation, Fats & Grease Salvage, War
Bonds, Security of War Information (anti-loose talk etc.), Rubber
Conservation, Gas Rationing, Share
the Meat.
The average campaigns for the
month of January are OCD Recruiting, Nurses Aides, Truck Conservation, Nutrition, Bus and Train
Travel, Consumer Deliveries, Victory Gardens, General Conservation of Clothing and Electrical
Equipment.
Radio Bureau Explained
Furthermore, Mr. Dyke pointed
out the need for participation in
the organization of community
campaigns by local stations over
and above Washington direction.
At the conclusion of Mr. Dyke's
address, Mr. Lewis introduced key
members of his organization, presenting those available and describing the functions of others whose
duties prevented them from attending the sessions. Following
this the program turned to a consideration ofthe radio bureau's development. Mr. Lewis showed how
it became necessary to coordinate

"This program has met with
favorable response from our
listeners/ and the announcers
are enthusiastic/' wjpf
• More than five hundred radio
stations are using programs prepared by ASCAP Radio Program
Service. They are written by writers
experienced in the problems of
both the Program and Commercial Departments. They are available, without cost, to any ASCAPlicensed station. Write or wire at
once.
ASCAP
Radio Program Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York
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ATTENDANCE

AT

OWI

CONFERENCE

Howard Browning, Philadelphia ;
Eugene Cervi, Denver ; Dowsley
Clark, Minneapolis ; Marvin Cox, Atlanta ; Paul Jordan, Chicago ; Yale
Merrill, Baltimore; L. L. Sisk, Dallas ; Samuel Slotky, Cleveland ; E.
Bigelow Thompson, Boston ; Clifton
Read, New York ; Dean Jennings, San
Francisco.

FIFTEEN of the OWI's regional
represenconsultants, chosen from
tative stations in all parts of the
country, attended the Dec. 28-30
sessions with officials of the Radio
Bureau and with OWI regional
directors and radio aides. The attendance included:

RADIO AIDES TO REGIONAL
DIRECTORS— S. Broughton Tall,
Philadelphia; William H. Welsh Jr.,
Denver ; Mrs. Hayle Cavenor, Minneapolis Willett
;
Kempton, Atlanta ; M.
H. Petersen, Chicago ; David Russell,
Dallas ; Alfred H. Llewelyn, Cleveland ; Walter A. Hackett. Boston ;
Harry Levin, New York ; Taylor Mills,
Los Angeles ; Walter McCreery, Los
Angeles.
OWI RADIO BRANCH— William
B. Lewis, Douglas Meservey, Philip
Cohen, Dick Dorrance, Elaine Ewing,
Joe Liss, Richard Connor, Nat Wolff
(Hollywood) .

REGIONAL CONSULTANTS —
WBAP,
WFAA-T.
l, Gene
Campbel
Martin
Dyer,
Worth;
Dallas-Fort
WAIT, Chicago ; Harold Fellows,
WEEI, Boston ; William Gillespie,
KTUL, Tulsa; Thad Holt, WAPI,
Birmingham ; Robert Hudson, Rocky
Mountain Radio Council, Denver;
Merle Jones, KMOX, St. Louis ; Leon
Levy, WCATJ, Philadelphia ; Herbert
; Sheldon
Pettey, , WHN, New York eld,
Ore.;
Sackett KOOS, Marshfi
Robert S. Nichols, KEVR. Seattle;
G. Richard Shafto, WIS, Columbia,
S. C. ; Lawrence W. McDowell,
KFOX, Long Beach ; Lincoln Dellar,
KSFO, San Francisco; H. K. CarWHK-WCLE,
Unto attend
J. T. d.Ward,
were Clevelan
able penter,
WLAC. Nashville and Don Searle,
KOIL, Omaha.
STATION ADVISORY BOARD—
Neville Miller, NAB; John Shepard
3rd, Yankee Network; James D.
Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati ; George B.
Storer, Fort Industries Inc. ; O. L.
Taylor, KGNC. Amarillo ; Eugene
Pulliam, WIRE, Indianapolis ; John
Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo.
OWI REGIONAL DIRECTORS
— William
Bourne, Philadelphia;

OWI STAFF — Robert Huse,
deputy ; James Secrest, Field Division ;
Lee Falk, Foreign Language Section ;
B. Chinook and Dan Levin, Bureau of
Intelligence; Jack Houseman and
Merritt Barnum, New York ; Helen
Bayard. Chicago.
GUESTS — John Mullen, Benton &
Bowles. New York ; Maj. Ralnh Forester. British
General Staff
(rep- ;
resentingArmy
British Broadcasting
Corp.)
Harry
SedgewicV and Beatrice
Corp.
T h o m a s, Canadian Broadcasting

Government announcements as
soon as the U. S. became involved in the war, and he traced the
radio bureau from its start in the
Cffice of Civilian Defense, through
its OFF stage and finally as it
emerged as a bureau of the OWI.
When the radio bureau took over,

on existing audiences without recourse to the use of untested
methods. Essentially, Mr. Lewis
said that OWI has chosen to let
industry do the job with the aid
and advice of the Government
through statements of the problem
and provision of the proper information to be transmitted to
listeners for a full understanding
of the various problems.

he pointed out the lack of coordinating facilities which prevailed, with the result that each
Government agency was pulling
for itself in the matter of announcements and programming. There was
one station, for example, which
received 28 lbs. of announcements
and assorted information from
various Government agencies in
one week. Stations were using announcements covering as many as
25 subjects a day. In part this
condition was considered responsible for the drop in listener interest during the first three months of
1942 as reflected in Hooper surveys. This led to the adoption of
the Network Allocations plan announced April 27.

Mr. Lewis expressed great confidence in the order which has resulted from Regulation No. 2,
which was intended to centralize
control of all programs prepared
for Government agencies in the
hands of the radio bureau. He said
that the results have been encouraging, but added that a sterner
measure would be adopted in the
future if it was felt necessary to
the function of Government radio
operations and to the welfare of
the industry as a whole.
Two OWI plans are already in
operation, the Network Allocation
program and the Special Assignment plan. The Station Transcription plan and the Station Announcement plan, two new operations, will take effect early in the
year. Two more plans, known as
the Special Features plan and the
Station Live Program plan, are
under study and preparation.
In discussing these six plans, Mr.

Industry Does the Job
In drafting this plan and others
in subsequent months the OWI's radio bureau was concerned primarily with the welfare of the listening
public, Mr. Lewis said. Another
aspect of their philosophy called for
plans which could be superimposed
TO SELL ARIZONA
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Lewis categorized them as of the
"understanding type" and the "action type". In the first group he
put the Special Features, Special
Assignment and Station Transcription plans. The other three were
placed in the category of action. By
understanding, he explained he
meant ideas and war aims which
had to be interpreted and submitted
for assimilation, whereas the action plans are intended to provoke
overt action of one sort or another
such as WAAC and WAVES recruiting, scrap salvage and the like.
He said that the Special Assignment plan had two goals to render
personal service to a limited number of existing sustaining and commercial programs, and to guide information inan integrated fashion.
This plan, understandably, calls for
a limited number of stations and he
pointed out the original list of stations which received personal service had to be reduced, owing, in
part, to the limitation of personnel.
None of these shows is called upon
every week, he explained. He
pointed out that programs are
asked to help only when their appeals suit the needs of a particular
message.
In all there are 56 programs to
be serviced in this fashion. But, he
added, the existence of a program
in this classification at present is
no guarantee of its continued position. Programs will be monitored
jto determine effectiveness and close
i studies will be made constantly to
obtain a maximum effect. If it is
J felt that another program could be
more useful it would replace one
i now on the list.

Suggestion
POWER of suggestion was
well illustrated when Bill's
Beanery, half-hour daily
sustaining feature on KECA,
Los Angeles, and supposedly
remoted from a mythical hash
house next door, led Darby
Kelly, businessman of that
city, to lease building adjacent to the station for a similar purpose. Bonafide beanery equipped with 12 stools
opened Dec. 21, on week following inauguration of the
program.
which takes effect Feb. 1, 1943, entails the use of three or five-times
weekly transcriptions such as the
Treasury Star Parade, heard for
15 minutes on single programs of
30 or 60 minutes in length. Under
this program each station sets
aside a 15-minute spot Monday
through Friday for a program with
the general appeal of a "My Country 'Tis of Thee" theme. In communities which have more than one
station, representatives of each get
together to decide who will carry
the program in the morning, afternoon and evening.
The OWI will prepare these programs in kits of five. The discs
are to be mailed to stations, complete with publicity material to
permit full exploitation of the
series locally. When the plan is
started, he said the schedule would
be staggered locally so that sta-

tions will not all open with the same
program nor will all the stations
in a given community present the
same program on the same day.
Discs will allow for local sponsorship but no beer or liquor advertisers will be countenanced.
Furthermore each program, when
sponsored, must carry a disclaimer
of Government endorsement of the
advertiser's product.
710 Stations Accept
Already 710 stations have agreed
to this plan and results are not yet
complete. Only 12 of the 722 staLewis tions
said.tabulated don't want it, Mr.

fold in its aims : paramount needs,
orderly distribution and finally
wise distribution. To accomplish
this end a plan, originally presented by the Advertising Council
to the OFF, has been refined in the
course of practice and the presentday Network Allocation system is
the result.
The need for the plan was recognized, according to Mr. Lewis, to
reduce the volume of demands and
increase the effectiveness of spot
announcements. Its effect resulted
in the elimination of separate requests from various agencies and
departments and in centralized control. The plan enables the emphasis
on quality of announcements rather

The Network Allocation plan,
Mr. Lewis pointed out, is three-
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Material Fits Program
General Foods Corporation

He cited the case of the Metro| politan Opera Co. series which is
utilizing United Nations' material
in its weekly broadcasts. Similarly,
[ other copy is adapted to other
; types of programs, dramatic maj terial series or single programs,
i continuity themes for musical pro! grams, speech material, quiz quesI tions, out of character talks by
stars of programs and the like. In
j this work he mentioned the aid of
1 the War Writers Board in New
York and a similar organization in
Hollywood.
The Station Transcription plan
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than on sheer quantity and prevented the same messages from following each other over stations in
the same city on different networks.
Currently there are about 3,500
programs carrying messages covering 50 campaigns, according to Seymour Morris, administrator of the
OWI's allocation branch. Mr. Morris explained that positive results
are not generally possible, since
there are too many other simultaneous factors working to the
same end. However, he pointed to
a campaign which successfully recruited 30,000 glider pilot applicants for the Army within two
weeks after all other methods
failed. Similarly the OPA called
upon the radio bureau to aid in getting storekeepers to put up price
ceiling signs in their retail establishments. In mid-June there were
only 20 of the nation's retailers
complying with the request. When
the radio bureau stepped in with a
spot campaign they succeeded in
boosting participation to 50% one
month later.

stands for "We Toiled

On Christmas" tabulating mail
count for the Derst Baking
Company Santa Clans show.
Watch your mail for eye opening bulletin.

WTOC
Savannah, Georgia
CBS - UP News - 5,000 Watts

Radio Comes Through
The existing range in the number of station announcements daily
is 3-88, whereas an average of 12
per day is desired of network stations and 16 per day from independents. Under the Station Announcement plan, which takes effect in January, equitable support
will be achieved, Mr. Lewis explained. To provide for maximum
results, stations have been organized into four groups to produce an
effective coverage, in each case and
allow for more announcements at
the same time. All announcements
must be one-minute in length for
complete effectiveness, Mr. Lewis
explained. Where it appears difficult, owing to local advertising
commitments, he suggested that the
cooperation of advertisers be
sought. Up to now, he said, this has
been found to be both practicable
and satisfactory to advertisers.
Regional Reports
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Tuesday morning's session was
occupied with the delivery of formal reports from each regional
consultant detailing the problems
and attitudes of stations in each
of the 17 districts which cover the
country. In general all consultants
reported a favorable reception to
the allocation plans.
Otherwise most talk concerned
minor problems which had come up
in the operation of the conduct of
the OWI's various war information campaigns through spot announcements and transcribed programming. For the most part no
complaints or criticisms were serious and many had already been
remedied. Others were known to
have foundation and the OWI officials were already prepared with
the proper solutions.
One recurrent theme in comment
reported by the various consultants
was the development of a system
of payment for Government messages in the light of the paid schedules being used by various Government agencies and departments

4, 1943

of clearance resulting from the issuance of OWI Regulation No. 2,
which empowers OWI to supervise all radio programming by
every Government agency.

LUNCHEON BREAK during the
first
the three-day
OWI day's
radio session
session offound
Gardner
Cowles Jr. (left), assistant director
of OWI in charge of domestic operations, in animated conversation
with Dr. Leon Levy, president of
WCAU, Philadelphia, OWI radio
consultant who collaborated in organization ofthe regional plan.
in other media. It was pointed out
that stations appreciate the OWI's
recognition of the importance of
audiences which can only be maintained through entertainment as
well as news.
Regional consultants assured
OWI officials that the industry had
faith in their efforts to bring orderly planning to radio's part in
the war effort and urged them to
continue this trust.
Philadelphia Test
In the afternoon, considerable
time was devoted to the "Philadelphia Plan" of regional administration of Government war agency
announcements. Under this plan,
the broadcasts of four local stations were studied carefully under
the direction of Dr. Leon Levy, consultant for the Philadelphia region
of OWI and president of WCAU,
Philadelphia, in collaboration with
Herbert Brucker and Howard
Browning, of the OWI staff.
They endeavored to determine
what stations were doing in terms
of war information broadcasting
in an effort to plan and coordinate
the message lineup of each station
in the area to produce the greatest
possible good.
Finally when the extent of overlapping was recognized it provided
the OWI with a basis of coordinated operation within an area.
Next it also afforded a means
through which local or regional
applications of national informational campaigns could be modified
to best suit the area's needs.
Late in the afternoon the first
reports of regional directors began,
but the meeting was adjourned
early to allow members attending
the session to sit in on a meeting
conducted by Paul V. McNutt on
manpower problems as handled
through, labor-management commitCensorship
te s. ;'. Not
I
The Thursday morning session
opened with a brief discussion of
the problems of regional directors,
which had not been covered Wednesday afternoon. From this the
discussion developed into a complete consideration of the problems
BROADCASTING

It was explained that this control is not intended as censorship
of material broadcast by the nation's stations, but rather aimed
at relief of the stations from constant approaches by individuals
representing various agencies.
Essentially, clearance consists of
two types — field and central. In
neither case, Mr. Lewis admitted,
does perfection currently exist, but
he explained that the mechanism
will be tightened as experience is
obtained. Scripts cleared for policy in one region may stand as
cleared for all regions, since this
indicates that the scripts are in
line with OWI war information
policy, Mr. Lewis emphasized.
However, scripts for time priority in one region do not stand as
cleared for another region, because
the decision regarding time priority rests with each regional OWI
office, which will know the war information needs of the Government agencies in its area best.
The prime purpose of OWI control of all Government programming is predicated upon the recognition of a need for war information, rather than entertainment
with a war flavor. In other words,
it has been found that stations can
overweight their daily or weekly
broadcast schedules with too much
of one type of material and an insufficient amount of another.
Through the coordinate plans embodied in the OWI's program the
aim is balance of all war information programs.
Eliminating Contacts
This will mean that through the
aid of OWI regional offices on regional and local problems, and
through the aid of the central office in Washington on overall national problems, stations will be
able to obtain all needed information, thereby eliminating the necessity for individual contact with
individual Government agencies
and departments.
Although many stations are currently using Army and Navy talent
available at local or nearby posts
for programming, it was suggested
that much of this material may be

PORTLAND, OREGON
WKEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts-620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

• Broadcast

Advertising

aimed at entertainment primarily,
rather than upon war information.
To remedy this condition, the possibility was discussed of using
these programs which have built
audiences for the projection of Government information messages.
While the hope was expressed
that OWI control of all other agencies' programming would succeed
completely, the possibility is nevertheless seen of individual exceptions. In cases such as these, it was
decided that contact with the OWI
regional office would likely eliminate the confusion and produce conformity with the terms of OWI
Regulation No. 2.
During the afternoon, conference
attendees gathered for their last
session, which was run on a question-and-answer basis in an attempt
to eliminate confusion on a variety
of subjects resulting from either
any one of the plans for programming or announcements, or Regulation No. 2.
Upon conclusion of the Wednesday afternoon session, Dr. Levy
observed that the meeting was the
best-conducted radio session he had
attended in more than 20 years as
a broadcaster. He paid high tribute
to Mr. Lewis' handling of the meetings, to the applause of the meeting group.
Holiday

Travel

Crisis

Is Eased by Broadcasts
RADIO performed a major public
service in curtailing unnecessary
travel during the Christmas-New
Year holiday period, according to
spokesman in the office of Joseph
B. Eastman, Director of the Office
of Defense Transportation.
In reports received from transportation agencies throughout the
country, with but a single exception in the South, it was revealed
that men of the armed services
were able to travel home for holiday leaves on ordinary schedules,
without undue crowding of the
transportation facilities.
WBIR

Joins Blue

WBIR, Knoxville, Tenn., joined the
BLUE Jan. 1, as a member of the
Southcentral group, bringing the
total of BLUE affiliates to 147.
Station operates with 250 watts on
1240 kc. and is owned by J. W.
Birdwell. WBIR operates on a fulltime basis, with an evening hour
rate of $120.

MAY

EASE

DISC

Lewis Tells Conference

That FCC

Is Studying

Waiver of One-Minute Identifications
CONSIDERATION is being given
of getting it waived for OWI and
by the FCC to elimination of the
other government one-minute rerequirement for the announcement
corded spots. There is no expectation it will be waived for longer
of one-minute Government transcriptions as such, delegates to the
programs, he said.
The FCC already has waived
OWI conference in Washington last
week were told by W. B. Lewis,
the rigid transcription announcerule in connection with recorded
OWI radio bureau chief.
air raid warnings, it was pointed
After the question of announceout.
ment of such transcriptions had
Mr. Lewis indicated that if the
been raised by John Shepard 3d,
announcement rule is relaxed, the
president of the Yankee Network,
Mr. Lewis said the matter already
requirement may call for clear-cut
had been discussed with the FCC
disclosure that the spot in question
is a Government announcement.
and that there is a "fair chance"
NBC Rate Card
NBC rate card, No. 30, effective
Jan. 1, 1943, was issued last week,
for the first time in a 10-page
pocket size, with stapled binding
"to make it easier to read and
use," according to Roy C. Witmer,
NBC vice-president in charge of
sales. Ten new stations joined NBC
during 1942, bringing the total of
NBC affiliates to 140. Those stations, as listed on the new rate
card, are: WBZ-WBZA, BostonSpringfield; W S Y R, Syracuse;
WMRF,Lewistown, Pa.; WSAM,
Saginaw, Mich.; WMVA, Martinsville, Va.; KWBW, Hutchinson,
Kan.; KOB, Albuquerque, N. M.;
WRAK, Williamsport, Pa.; WMFG,
Hibbing, Minn.; WHLB, Virginia,
Minn. As announced during 1942,
the full network discount of 10%
to advertisers using 125 or more
NBC stations for at least 13 consecutive weeks, and the conditional
payment
discount of 2% are included.
MBS

Back

Double Mix-Spots
WITH SALES increasing, the
Double-Mix Co., Kansas City, masufacturers of a tablet-form butter
amplifier, through Jerome Galvin
Adv. Co., Kansas City, has placed
a schedule of spot announcements
on WIBW KFEQ KWTO WMT
KTSW WOW KSD. Expansion to
other markets is planned. Introduced via radio six months ago,
Double-Mix is an example of wartime ingenuity. A tablet whipped
together with a pint of milk and
a pound of butter doubles the volume of butter, according to W. F.
Ryan, who set up the Double-Mix
Co. in Kansas City last June after
his auto accessory manufacturing
business became a war casualty.

on WSIX

DISPUTE between WSIX, Nashville, and MBS has been resolved
and the station is again receiving
full Mutual service, the network
reported last week. WSIX has
stopped broadcasting Mutual programs in October, claiming that
MBS had breached its contract
with the station last Spring when
it stopped serving WSIX with musical programs in order to halt
a strike called by AFM against the
network as a result of local difficulties between WSIX and the
AFM local in Nashville.

f-

program included a 50-piece orchestra conducted by Elias Breeskin; the internationally known
50-voice choir, Coro del Conservatorio National de Mexico, and 19
radio, stage and screen stars from
Mexico and Central America.
Manuel Bernal was the announcer.
Good reception was reported by
the participating
stations
included XEW XEWW
XEQwhich
XEQQ,
Mexico; TGR, Guatemala; YSR,
El Salvador; HRN, Honduras; La
Voz de Victor, Costa Rica; La Voz
HP5G.
de Nicaragua, and Panama's
AUTHORIZATION to change the
name of Hecker Products Corp., New
York, to the Best Foods Inc. was
voted Dec. 29 at a special meeting of
stockholders in New York, following
Hecker's purchase in November of
General
Foods Corp.'s
29% interest
in Best Foods,
giving Hacker
100%
ownership [Broadcasting, Nov. 2].
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Handled by Grant Adv. Agency
of Mexico City, the program ran
from 10:30 p.m. to midnight. Produced by L. G. (Bucky) Harris,
formerly with NBC in Chicago and
now radio director for Grant, the

war- worker

by

HIPOWER CRYSTAL CO.
Sales Division — 205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago
Factory — 2035 Charleston Street, Chicago, III.

Handles

Special
Latin Program
RADIO HISTORY was made in
Mexico City Christmas eve when
Pan American Airways System
presented a 90-minute program
over a special network of stations
in Mexico and Central America. It
was the largest commercial broadcast from the standpoint of talent
expenditure
Mexico City. ever undertaken in

<„an<{
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Influencing Sales

Thousands of vital transmitting installations rely on the accuracy and dependability of Hipower Precision Crystal
units. With recently enlarged facilities,
Hipower is maintaining greatly increased
production for all important services.
When essential demand begins to return
to normal, Hipower will be glad to help
with your crystal needs.
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MRS. ADELAIDE C. WITMER,
mother of Roy G. Witmer, NBC vicepresident, died Dec. 28 at the age of
92 in Pasadena, Fla.
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Actions
FEDERAL

of the

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

-DECEMBER

24 TO DECEMBER 30 INCLUSIVE"
Tentative Calendar . . .
Decisions . . .
WTNJ. Tren'on, N. J. — Penewal and
DECEMBER 29
modification of license.
(Jan. 5).
WCAM. Camden, N. J. Renewal and
WBAL, Baltimore — Granted consent for
voluntary alignment of license from
modification of license. (Jan. 5).
WBAL Broadcasting Co., to Hearst Radio
WCAP, Asbury Park, N. J.— Renewal
Inc.
a-d motHc~tion of license. (Jan. 5).
WATR, Wa'e»-bury. Conn. — Granted con
(Other nor'jcjpantSj
New York
in re WTNJ, WCAM WNEW.
sent to voluntary assignment of license
and WCAP).
from
Co.
WATR
to
Inc.,
the
Harold
KVOE. San*a Ana. Cal.— CP for 1480
Thomas.
kc, 1 kw. unl'mited. (Jan. 6).
KFEQ. St. Joseph, Mo. — Granted modiWQBC. V'cV«bnr<*. Miss.— Modification of
ficat'on of CP for change in davtime DA
license f~r 1470 kc, 510 w N; 1 kw
pattern and extension of completion date.
D : unlimited; Other part-'cipants WMBD,
Pee^a. Til., and N. C. Broadcas
KARM, F-es-o, Ca'. — Designated for
Co.,
hearing application for modification of
WP'G. Greensboro, N. C. (Jan. ting
7).
license to change operating assignment
WLW, Cincinnati — Modification of lifrom 1430 kc, with 5 kw. power, unce-s-\ 700 kc; 50 kw. N; 500 kw. D;
limited, usintr DA. to 1030 kc ; denied
unlimited; using W8XO transmitter (Jan.
application
for snec'*-l
authoriza8).
tion to operate
on 1030 service
kc. usi"g
DA as
proposed in foregoing modification of license application.
WLW's TEN BEST
W8XO, Cincinnati — Denied petition for
rehearing directed a-»ain=t FCC's Dec'sion
American Invasion of Africa
and
Oderdismissed
of N-v. application
30 de^v'ng for
application
for CP;
renewal
of station license.
Voted Top Place
DECEMBER 30
INVASION of Northwest Africa
bv American troops was the outWPTF, Pa!ei-h, N. C— Granted petit'on
for l'a'» *e •r,^erVontl hearing on applistanding news story of 1942, in the
cation of WBNY, Buffalo, for modification
of license.
opinion of a majority of newscasters, commentators, editors and
WBIG, Greensboro. N. C. — Granted petition for leave to :ntervene in hearing on
writers of WLW-WSAI, Cincinapplication of WQBC for modification of
license.
nati, who selected the year's ten
best stories.
WMBD, Peoria, 111.— Same
WQBC, Vicksburg, Miss. — Granted conof the the
Crosley
12 Eight
men voted
move newsroom's
to liberate
to Feb. 15.tinuance of hearJng on license modification
France as the top story of the year.
KYA, San Francisco — Granted motion to
Second place went to the Japanese
dism.ss without prejudice application to
conauests in the southwest Pacific.
move
s'ndio from San Francisco to Palo
Alto, Cal.
Voting the African campaign the
number one story were William
Dowdell, news editor; Arthur Reilly, Gregor Ziemer, William H.
Applications . . *
Hessler, commentator and foreign
DECEMBER 28
editor of the Cincinnati Enquirer;
Cecil Hale, Fred Thomas, veteran
KFAR, F-Mrhnnk*. Alaska — Special service autbo**'z-t;on for changes in equipnewswriter; Carl Roth and Gilbert
ment. cha""-e of frequency from 610 to
Kingsbury.
660 kc, i-cr~ase power from 5 to 10 kw,
Carroll D. Alcott, Far Eastern
for per'od ending June 1, 1944.
W?X'"T- - ■ - • Y— '-— Modification of CP
observer and former newsman in
for ex^ens:on of co~m]etion date and rethe Orient, and John Rae Earl,
duction of nnwer ^or anral and visual
transmitters from 250 to 50 w, and change
newswriter,
placed
Navy's
reequipment.
cent disclosure
of the
Pearl
Harbor
losses as the number one story.
WHKP. Co'-mbus, O.— CP amended to
change D A system.
Milton Chase, who spent several
WKY, Ofr'a' — a C't* — Kfod-fic-tJon of
years in the Far East, and Carlton
CP for extension of completion date.
Beaudette selected the Japanese
WMAZ, Macon, Ga. — L:c°nse to cover
conquests for the top spot. John
CP frr change of frequency, increase
Stinson, Sohio Reporter, thought
power, DA-day and night, and move transmitter (940 kc.)
Gen. MacArthur's trip to Australia
from the Philippines was the most
important story of the year.
WCSC Changes
RUSS I ONG, nnouncer of WCSC,
Charlcstor. S. C, hss been appointed progr?m direct-r of the station,
replacing Charles McMahon, who
has joined WC?0, Cincinnati, as
night
newsbecome
e "itor.
Thomas
Means has
traffic
managerL.
in addit,vn t"> heading the promotion department. Miss Helen Marlowe has leTt the copy desk to become a fulltime announcer. Mrs.
Martha Smith, ontrol operator, is
awaiting orders to report for officers training sch cl of the WAAC.
SERIAL publication rights to Last
Train from Berlin, book written by
CBS Foreign Correspondent Howard
K. Smith, have been sold by the United
Feature S ndicate to the Boston
Globe, Toronto Star, Los Angeles
News, Montreal Ga-ette. Neiv Orleans
Times-Picayui e, and Philadelphia Inquirer.Firs
ailments will appear
Jan. 4.
Page
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Je.t'erson (O.) Gazette
We Don't Have a Chance Since He
Got That Portable Radio!"

Wet work (Kccovnts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
BARBASOL Co., Indianapolis (shaving
products),
Jan. 5 starts
Sam
on
52 MBS on stations.
Tues. Singin'
and Thurs.,
8- 8:15 p.m. Agency: Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
N. Y.
KELLOGG Co., Chicago (cereal), on Jan.
4, starts Superman on 39 MBS stations,
Mon. thru . Fri., 5:30-5:45 p.m. (EWT).
Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt Adv., Chicago.
RALSTON PURINA Co., St. Louis (Purina feeds), on Jan. 2 started Grand Ole
Opry on 29 NBC stations, Sat.. 7:30-8
p.m. (repeat, 11 stations, 9-9:30 p.m.)
Agency: Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
GILLETTE SAFETY Razor Corp., Boson Fri., Jan. vs.
8, 10Chester
p.m., Rico
w"ll sponsor
Bob ton,
Montgomery
boxing
match on 211 MBS stations and on Fri.,
Jan. 15, will sponsor Willie Pep vs. Allie
Stclz bout on 211 MBS stations. Agency:
Maxon Inc., N. Y.
PCHUTTER CANDY Co., Chicago (Bit-OHoney Candy Bars), on Jan. 10 starts
Colonel Stoopnagle's Stooperoos on 40 CBS
stations, Sun.. 1:45-2 p.m. Agency: Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Renewal Accounts
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co. Ltd.. Toronto
(gum) on Jan. 5 renews Treasure Trail on
9 Prairie Region Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. stations, Tues. 10:15-10:45 p.m.
Agency: Tandy Adv. Agency Ltd., Toronto.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati
(Duz), on Dec. 28 renewed The Goldbergs
on 59 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 1:452 p.m. Agency: Compton Adv., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati
(Ivory soap), on Dec. ?8 renewed Life Can
Be Beautiful on 61 CBS stations and 15
CBC stations, Mon. thru Fri., 1-1:15 p.m.
Agency: Compton Adv., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati
(Oxydol). on Dec. 28 renewed Ma Perkins
on 59 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 1:151:30 p.m.
Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati
(Duz, Crisco), on Dec. 28 renewed Vic
& Sade on 48 CBS stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 1:30-1 :45 p.m. Agency: Compton
Adv., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati
(Camay, Chipso), on Dec. 28 renewed
Peppertions,Young's
Family
on p.m.
25 CBS
staMon. thru Fri.,
2:45-3
Agency:
Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
WM. WRIGLEY JR. Co., Chicago (chewing gum), on Dec 31 renewed The First
Line on 117 CBS stations, Thurs.. 10-10:30
p.m.
Chicago.Agency : Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge (Lux toilet
soap), on Jan. 4 renews Lux Radio Theatre
on 117 CBS and 30 CBC stations, Mon.,
9- 10 p.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co., Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camels, Prince Albert
smoking tobacco), on Jan. 2 renewed
Thanks to the Yanks on 117 CBS stations,
Sat.,
N. Y.7:30-8 p.m. Agency: Wm. Esty & Co.,
CELANESE CORP. OF AMERICA, New
York, on Jan. 6 renews Great Moments
in Music on 117 CBS stations, Wed., 1010:30
N.
Y. p.m. Agency: Young & Rubicam,
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co., New
York (Chesterfields), on Dec. 29 renewed
Harry James and His Music Makers on
117 CBS stations, Thurs., 7:15-7:30 p.m.
Agency : Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
CURTISS CANDY Co., Chicago, on Jan. 2
renewed Warren Sweeney — News on 117
CBS stations, Sat., Sun., 11-11:05 a.m.
Agency C. L. Miller Co., N. Y.
PARKER PEN Co., Janesville, Wis.,
(Quink),
on Dec.on 26117renewed
Eric Sevareid
and
the News
CBS stations.
Sat.,
Sun., 8:55-9 p.m. Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
EVERSHARP Inc., Chicago (pens and
pencils), on Jan. 10 renews Take It Or
Leave It on 117 CBS stations. Sun., 1010:30 p.m. Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Swan soap), on Jan. 4 renews Bright
Hnrizon on 52 CBS stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 11:30-11:45 a.m. Agency: Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
BROADCASTING

WAR
WORK
AIDED
BY RCA GROUPING
ANTICIPATING closer coordination and increased flexibility of operation, the RCA Mfg. Co., subsidiary of Radio Corp. of America,
was consolidated Dec. 31 with the
parent organization, David Sarnoff, RCA president, announced following a special meeting of the
RCA Board of Directors Dec. 30.
George K. Throckmorton, a director of RCA and former chairman of the RCA Mfg. Co. executive
board, was elected vice-president
of the parent company.
The company, which will be
known as the RCA Victor Division of Radio Corp. of America,
has approximately 30,000 employes.
Management, personnel, operations
and sales policies will be unPrincipal and
plantsHarrison,
are located inchanged.
Camden
N. J.; Indianapolis and Bloomington, Ind. ; Lancaster, Pa., and Hollywood, Cal., with the RCA Laboratories at Princeton, N. J. In announcing the consolidation Mr.
Sarnoff said:
"The unification of the administrative, research and manufacturing activities of RCA will result
in closer coordination and increased
flexibility of operation. It is exthat this unity
and coordinationpected
of services
will facilitate
the
company's war efforts."
JOHNS-MANVILLE Corp., New York
(insulation products), on Dec. 28 renewed
Cecil Brown and the News on 57 CBS stations. Mon. thru Fri., 8:55-9 p.m. Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, New York (Squibb
products), on Dec. 28 renewed Keep Working, Keep Singing, America on 61 CBS
stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 6:30-6:45 p.m.
Agency: Geyer, Cornell & Newell, N. Y.
IRONIZED YEAST Co., Atlanta, on Jan.
5 renews Lights Out on 76 CBS Ftations,
Tues., 8-8:30 p.m. Agency: Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
CARNATION Co. Ltd., Toronto (canned
milk)
on Jan.on 5 4renews
Le Quart
d'Heure
de Detente
Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp. French stations, Tues. and Thurs.
10:45-11 p.m. Agency: Baker Adv. Agency
Ltd., Toronto.
Network Changes
P. LORILLARD Co., New York (Old
Golds), on Jan. 27 replaces Nelson Eddy
with Sammy Kaye's orchestra on 117 CBS
stations, Wed., 8-8:30 p.m., and adds repeat 12-12:30 a.m. (EWT). Agency: J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New York
(Lucky Strikes), on Feb. 12 replaces
Information Please with All Time Hit
Parade on 120 NBC stations, Fri., 8:30-9
p.m. (repeat, 11:30 p.m. -12 midnight).
Agency : Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
PEOPLE'S CHURCH Inc., Indianapolis,
on Jan. 10 discontinues The Cadle Tabernacle on 207 MBS stations. Sun., 12 Noon
to 12:30 p.m. Agency: Ivey & Ellington,
Philadelphia.
Purina

on NBC

PURINA MILLS, St. Louis
(Checkerboard feeds) , starting Jan.
2 is sponsoring Grand Ole Opry
Saturday evenings on 29 NBC
Southern stations. Program is being fed out of WSM, Nashville, at
7:30-8 p.m. to the southcentral
group and repeated at 9-9:30 p.m.
for the Southeastern stations. The
network program replaces the
quarter-hour transcribed variety
Checkerboard Time, a casualty of
the Petrillo ban against music recordings which ran on 100 stations
on a year-round basis until the
Petrillo edict Aug. 1. Gardner Adv.
Co., St. Louis, is agency.
• Broadcast
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REVISED

CASUALTY

LISTS

WAR

CASUALTY .lists, heretofore restricted to local territories,
now may be broadcast or published
in full, under a joint Army-Navy
agreement announced last week.
Until the announcement radio stations and newspapers were asked
to confine the use of casualty lists
to the names of men from their respective ai'eas.
At the outbreak of war the NAB
drew up a guide for broadcasters
in which the broadcast of casualty

lists as such was opposed. Then the
White House issued a ban on the
release of any casualties and the
problem was momentarily solved.
Finally war casualties were announced by. both Army and Navy
but with the provision that only
local names be used. With restrictions lifted newspapers may publish complete lists for the entire
country and radio stations may
broadcast them in full.
The NAB still recommends
against the broadcast of casualty
lists, however, according to C. E.
Arney Jr., assistant to the president, on the grounds that such

Carter Picks McKee
BLANCH ARD McKEE, featured on
the Texas Network in a program of
homely philosophy, titled Neighbors,
will he heard in the eastern area and
in Canada in the same program, under
sponsorship of Carter Products, New
York. Transcribed versions of his program will be placed on WJZ, WOR
and nine Canadian stations. Jan. 4,
for Little Liver Pills [Bhoadcasting,
Dee. 21]. Agency is Ted Bates Inc.,
New York.
broadcasts would serve no useful
purpose. Broadcasters are asked,
Mr. Arney said, to confine casualties to news stories involving widely-known men or unusual acts of
heroism.
WANTED

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
ing, Washington, D. C.

Help Wanted
Announcers — References, state salary, draft
exempt, must not have localized accent,
permanent position, $1.00 per hour,
transportation reimbursed after six
months. Only steady, reliable need apply.
References. J. H. Uhalt, WDSU, New
Orleans, Louisiana, "Heart of the Sugar
Bowl".
1 ANNOUNCER-ENGINEER — Any ticket.
< Permanent. Box 158, BROADCASTING.
First or Second Class Operator — Permanent position for draft-exempt sober
I man or woman. State experience and
references. Radio Station KLO, Ogden.
Utah.
Transmitter Engineer Wanted — Write in
for full details and send your qualifications. Permanent position, not a draft
replacement. WAGE, Syracuse, N. Y.
[Combination Control Room Operator-Announcer— Tranportation reimbursed after
six months. J. H. Uhalt, WDSU, New
Orleans, Louisiana, "Heart of the Sugar
Bowl".
Capable Newscaster Wanted — If this description fits you, please mail your qualifications to Box 166, BROADCASTING.
Include references, complete experience
record, draft status, and salary require! ments.
Salesman Wanted — For Eastern basic
BLUE station, with promotion to sales
manager's
job forandaggressive
party.
Write
experience
salary expected
with draft status. Box 161, BROADCASTING.
Operator — Qualified to operate broadcast
6B transmitter, permanent position. Open
immediately. $1.00 per hour, forty hours
guaranteed. Transportation reimbursed
after six months. J. H. Uhalt, WDSU,
New Orleans, Louisiana, "Heart of the
Sugar Bowl".
Situations Wanted
jAnnouncer-Producer
— 39 discharge
now in thepending
armed
services with 4-H
(under new Army ruling) seeks offer.
A Prior to induction PD 5 KW CBS. Thorj oughly maticseasoned.
Excellent
musical, Much
draand educational
background.
as possible first letter please. Unusual
personnel buy ! Box 159, BROADCASTING.
Woman Operator- Announcer — Licensed
I, operator, available immediately. Thori oughly versed in all phases of station
work, including local, regional and net||
work
operation. Will
Twelve
years' experiI ence. References.
go anywhere.
Write
I or wire Barbara Sprague, Osterville,
I Mass. Telephone 832.

BROADCASTING

classi
CAPS,
three
issue.
Build-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer — 4F, 3 years college, experience with major network, 5 KW up. Box
160, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 4F with diversified experience.
Singer, actor. Prefer west coast or warm
climate. Available immediately. Jim
Hardie, 2518 East Second, Wichita,
Kansas. Phone 3-7169.
Announcer — Restricted permit. $40. 7 years
experience.
3A. Box 165, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Writer-Executive — 44 years of
age, 3 dependents, five years radio experience, including writing and delivering news analysis program — and his wife,
writing and mike experience seek position with station WEST, NORTHWEST
or SOUTHWEST. Both college graduates— with three programs, exclusive,
that have proven audience and sponsor
pull. Want all around position. Man has
had 15 years newspaper experience before radio work. Box 162, BROADCASTING.
Program Director — Writ°, produce and direct original shows. Know selling. Can
announce. Nine yeai's in radio. Three-A.
$65 per week to start. Write — Proeram
Director, 2314 Vasanta Way, Hollywood, Calif.
Announcer — Westerner, 31, 4F, B. A., excellent news and commercial reader, actor, writer. Nee ls experience. Box 163,
BROADCASTING.
Program-Production Manager — With exceptional radio experience and background
desires connection with large station.
Executive with rare imagination and
originality. Age 34, married, draft 3-A.
Write Box 156, BROADCASTING.

General

Manager

General Manager of proven
ability, experience, who can
lead and direct Station personnel, and manage according
to FCC Rules and Regulations;
1,000-watts, CP 5,000, southern market in excess of half a
miH'on, Network Affiliate, references, experience, state salary, age, etc.
Box 167, BROADCASTING

'Victory Front' Finale
THE VICTORY FRONT, daytime
drama series produced by the OWI
on CBS since October ended its
campaign last week with Stephen
Vincent Benet, Maxwell Anderson,
Norman Corwin, Carl Carmer and
Sinclair Lewis as narrators on the
five-days' presentation of Give Us
This Day, special program on food
and farm production created and
produced
by OWI.
Bernard Zisser, producer of the

Program Executive
. . . with imagination, show
sense and the experience and
ability to assume full responsibility for programming major
network affiliate in midwest
market. Must be able to handle and train announcers, conceive program ideas and have
the drive to see them through.
No traffic work involved. We
think our man may now be
employed by a smaller station
or one in a smaller market
and deserves an opportunity
to assume greater responsibilities and an opportunity for
self-development. Send details
to
_ Box 164, BROADCASTING

_

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECT

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
Nation.- 1 Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
EY *
PAUL F GODLN.J.
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859

O

R

Y

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SK1FTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

CLIFFORD YE WD ALL
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR — ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N.Y.

Radio Engineering Consultcnts
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134
Main
St.
f^/\
the World Cal.
Kansas City, Mo. I jC ] Hollywood,

GEORGE

C

DAVIS

Wanted to Buy
Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pick-ups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.
For Sale
Two 6D Turntables — Equipped with time
scales, microscope. 1-C Cutters, vertical
dampers. One 85 E Amplifier, 50A
Radio tuner, Special 130C Mixer. Included in sale price, mixing table, 3"
RCA oscillograph, Clough-Brengle audio
oscillator: RCA, Shure. Brush, mikes
and
get" $1300.
items.
For many
quick other
sale, "impossible
as one unitto only
CASH. Kay Laboratories, 54 S. State
Street, Painesville, Ohio.
500-Watt Transmitter — Available January
15th when mid-western station completes
new transfer to high-power operation.
Address inquiries Box 168, BROADCASTING
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Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.

FOR

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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FCC

Slated

Going-Over
Expenditures by
1934

for

by New
Congress
Non-War Agencies Under Fire:

Communications

NON-WAR independent , agencies
of Government — including the
FCC — are slated for a going-over
at the new session of Congress
which gets under way this Wednesday, according to legislative
observers.
While the FCC, at this writing
in any event, has not been singled
out for separate treatment, House
leaders on both sides predict the
accent will be on Government
economy in non-war pursuits and
that civil agencies and peacetime
operations will be stripped to the
bone. The FCC, even in non-war
years, has been a consistent target
of Congress and has been subjected
to vigorous criticism.
Revision May Be Sought
The House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, in
which radio legislation usually
originates, will undergo about a
30% change in personnel, due to
defeats in the last election, as well
as resignations of several members. The committee, however, appeared to be preponderantly in
favor of revision of the Communications Act of 1934 and last year
heard detailed testimony on the
Sanders Bill (HR-5497) for remoulding of the Commission and
curtailment of its regulatory functions, particularly in regard to
broadcasting.
With the defeat of Rep. Sanders
(D-La.) in the elections last fall,
that particular measure is without
an author. It died, anyway, with
the adjournment of Congress,
though several committee members
thought it might be reintroduced
early in the new session in revised form, based on testimony adduced at the protracted hearings.
Chairman Lea (D-Cal.) has evinced
great interest in the measure, and
may himself champion such legislation, after urgent war measures
are cleared away early in the session.
Democratic members of the
House committee who will be replaced at the new session are William P. Cole Jr. of Maryland, who
resigned to accept a judgeship;
Herron Pearson of Tennessee, resigned; James P. McGranery of
Pennsylvania, resigned; and Edward A. Kelly of Illinois; Charles
L. South of Texas; Luther Patrick of Alabama; Rudolph G. Tenerowicz of Michigan, and Sanders,
who were defeated. J. B. Sullivan
of Missouri, appointed to the committee to replace McGranery, also
was defeated.

Act
to
is
be

May be Revised
the Paddock vacancy, so there
only one Republican vacancy to
filled.
Personnel of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, in
which radio legislation originates
in the upper body, is destined to
remain relatively unchanged. Only
one member of the 21-man committee—H. H. Schwartz, (D-Wyo.) —
was defeated in the fall elections.
With the end of the last session
Dec. 16, the most important measures affecting radio which died
were proposals of Senator White
(R-Me.) to rewrite the Communications Act somewhat along the
lines of the Sanders Bill and to
investigate the FCC from stem to
stern. Hearings were held early
in the year on his inquiry resolufinally. tion, but no action was taken
In both Houses of Congress it
is expected that several resolutions, seeking revision of the Act
and an investigation of the Commission, will be reintroduced. That
follows custom. Then, whether
there will be legislative action depends upon the degree of followthrough, both in Congress and by
the groups affected.
Non-War Funds Under Fire
But it is a foregone conclusion,
say the legislative leaders, that the
new Congress won't spare the
knife in pruning non-war appropriations and expenditures. The House
already has developed a plan for
retention of an expert staff of auditors and investigators to conduct
the fund probes.
In the case of the FCC, which
uses an appropriation of approximately $8,000,000, more than half
of it earmarked for war activities,
it appears certain that the Appropriations Committee will inquire into the expenditure of the non-war

Senate Group Unchanged
Republican vacancies are Oscar
Youngdahl of Minnesota and
George A. Paddock of Illinois, who
were defeated. Rep. Evan Howell
of Illinois already has been named
Page
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mark back
hitten
IN C4PIT4T.
R mm
*NSi
™™L**Rl9
MAJ. GORDON HITTENMARK,
former nouncer
WRC
"Timekeeper"
in Washington,
returns anto
the air on WMAL, Washington
BLUE Network outlet, Monday
(Jan. morning
4), handling
the station's
early
programs,
(7 to 9
a.m.) He remains on active duty in
Washington with Army Emergency
Relief, but has been authorized to
resume his radio work, subject to
Army call.
Maj. Hittenmark replaces The
Kibitzers (Toby David and Larry
Marino), who have been a feature
on WMAL for the last two years.
They start in New York Jan. 18
on WJZ with a half-hour program,
featuring their gagged commercials. They also appear on other
BLUE programs, to be announced.
Maj. Hittenmark was called
to active duty as a National Guard
captain in Sept. 1940. He was with
the Morale Branch, subsequently
absorbed by the Special Service Division, and later was assigned to
duty in Cincinnati. Now he is identified with Army Emergency Relief in Washington.

'Lidice' Repeat
REPEAT performance of Edna St.
Vincent Millay's commemorative
poem, The Murder of Lidice, will be
presented on NBC Jan. 8, at an
early afternoon hour, in response
to a number of requests from parents and school officials, who felt
that children should have an opportunity to hear it. The original
production was aired on NBC Oct.
19 in the late evening.
portion of the budgetary request
for the ensuing fiscal year.
The only automatically scheduled
personnel matter to come before the
new Congress will be that of confirmation of one member of the
FCC. The term of Commissioner
George H. Payne, appointed originally in 1934 as a Republican from
New York, expires June 30. The
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee passes on nominations made
by the President for the FCC, preparatory to Senate confirmation. So
far as is known, Commissioner
Payne seeks reappointment.

Miller
01. .1.'.
Sholis

Succeeds
irr'Tta
in CCBS

Retiring Director Inducted
Into
Army
As Private
APPOINTMENT of Allan B. Miller, assistant director of the Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service, as
director, succeeding Victor Sholis,
who was inducted
into the Army
Dec. 18, nounced
was
anlast week
by Edwin W.
Craig, WSM,
man of the group
Nashville,
chairof independentlyownednel stations.
clear chanPvt. Sholis
Mr. Sholis has
been assigned to Camp Lee, Va.,
reporting Jan. 1. After his induction at Fort Meyer, Va., he returned
to his home in Chicago for the holidays for his pre-induction furlough. Pvt. Sholis, a former Chicago newspaperman, became director of CCBS in February, 1941, at
which time Mr. Miller was named
assistant director.
Prior to that, Mr. Miller in 1939
joined the Department of Commerce as assistant chief of the
Division of Current Information,
under Secretary
Harry L. Hopkins. Later he became chief of the
division.
Mr. Miller is a
former Washingt o n newspaperman, having been
on
ial the
staffsreportorof the
Washington
andof INS
Mr. Miller
New
York offices
and the
Washington Times. He is a graduate of the University of Missouri
School of Journalism. Mr. Miller
is a lawyer and a member of the
District of Columbia bar. He
studied law at Georgetown U and
was graduated with an LL.B. degree in 1939.
Old Golds on CBS
P. LORILLARD Co., New York,
which has been looking around for
a half-hour network program for
Old Golds, has decided on a variety of guest stars with music by
Sammy Kaye's orchestra to start
Jan. 27 on the full CBS network.
Program will be heard 8-8:30 p.m.,
period currently occupied by the
Nelson Eddy show for Old Golds.
A repeat will be added for the
Sammy Kaye program, 12 midnight to 12:30 a.m. (EWT). Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"You're Carrying this Camouflaging Business too Far!
We Can't Find the Radio Station!"
BROADCASTING

Stromberg-Carlson's FM
LIVE talent will be used this year
by the Stromberg-Carlson Mfg. Co.
for the first time on its Treasury
of Music program on WQXR, New
York and the station's FM adjunct,
WQ2XR. Though firm is now engaged entirely in war work, the
programs will promote FM.
• Broadcast
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AFTERNOON

MERCHANDISE-ABLE

The

success

WLW

of

daytime

AREA

advertisers
audience

with

the

is common

knowledge wherever
radio is known. Here

the power
is a market

more

than

souls, who

more

than

and

who

million

ten million
10%

buy

of all farm

nearly

dollars

seven

worth

of

of
of

own

radios,
hundred
drug

and

grocery products
every year. You
dominate in daytime
over WLW!

WLW

DIVISION OF THE CROSLEY CORPORATION

3^\®[|®o

o o

NERVE-CENTER

This is a war of science. Radio tubes add speed, precision and safety to
hundreds of industrial operations, as well as to the performance of planes,
ships and tanks. Radio science is in the fight on every battlefront.
This is a war of mobility and speed. Mobility on land, sea and in the air
is made possible by speed of communication. Radio carries voice, code and
pictures at the speed of light.
This is a war of morale. Soldiers, sailors and home folks must be informed
and entertained. Understanding must be maintained with allied peoples.
Courage and hope must be brought to those awaiting liberation. Radio
broadcasting builds morale.
For more than two decades, the Radio Corporation of America has pioneered in the progressive development of radio, electronics and television.
In the present crisis, those developments — in communications, broadcasting, research, engineering and manufacturing — are performing services of
vital importance to the United Nations. Out of RCA's war experience will
come new and finer products and services for industry, the home, and the
nation — to help make life more than ever worth living.

OF

VICTORY!

For outstanding achievement in the
production of vital radio equipment,
these awards have been given to
ARM
RCAY plants:^

IE

i

Army-Navy
"E"f toplant
anVYRCA
NA
\p
Instrument
ARMY

1EJ
iO* NAVY
Army-Navy
to an RCA
Tube"E"plant
ARMY

m
RADIO
RCA

CORPORATION

LEADS THE WAY
The Services of RCA: RCA
Radiomarine Corporation of America
Blue Network

OF

AMERICA

IN RADIO, ELECTRONICS, TELEVISION
Victor Division • R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
• RCA Laboratories
• National Broadcasting Co., Inc.
Co., Inc.
• RCA Institutes, Inc.

Army-Navy
"E" toService
the RCA
NAVY
Radiomarine

BUY WAR

BONDS

EVERY

PAYDAY
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PRICE

T

The

Weekly

Newsmagazine

Dear

Four
for the WOR
He talked

What
12 brief
worth

weeks

ago this

to talk

happened?

WOR announcements

coming

man paid

to people

a (ugh!) book

of the book

are still

Radio

Willie:

time

about

of

on taxes.

$390.00

with.

on taxes.

Dear

Willie!

sold

$1,000.00

And

Why,

the orders

in . . .

AMPLIFYING NOTE — the orders came from all over. From the
majority of the 16 great, war-active cities, WOR covers; i.e.,
New Haven, Conn.; Bridgeport, Conn.; Trenton, N. J.; Newark, N. J.;
Allentown, Pa.; Philadelphia, Pa.; New York, N. Y.; Jersey City, N. J.;
Paterson, N. J. ; Yonkers, N. Y. ; Camden, N. J. ; Elizabeth, N. J. ;
Reading, Pa.; Wilmington, Del.; Waterbury, Conn.; Hartford, Conn.
* * * WOR

does not argue the point that each of the cities

mentioned is served in a very special way by one or more
local stations. Their job is an important and unique one. So,
too, we feel is WOR's collective 16-city impact.

our address is—
WOR
— that power-full station at 1^0

Broadway, in New

York

P. S. People who prefer to use the telephone can get us
pronto by calling PE 6-8600

15 CENTS
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KILOCYCLES **

50,000 WATTS
BLUE NETWORK

+

+

*

S

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION

represented
John

Burridge D. Butler
President

by

Blair & Company

Glenn Snyder
Manager
CHICAGO

MANAGEMENT

AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA

NETWORK

- KOY PHOENIX

* KTUC TUCSON

* KSUN

J
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F YOU'RE one of those people who think
you can judge a man by his appearance,

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WJWC . . .CHICAGO-HAMMOND
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WINS
NEW YORK
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFDL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

slipped up and conscientiously recommended
things that we (and our customers) later

you're wrong about Fred Palmer! Because

regretted. But at such times we believe we
have booted ourselves far harder than the

regardless of appearances, Fred isn't a deacon! Matter of fact, Fred is a salesman — a

customer himself has wished to boot us!

super salesman in that he has the happy
All of which isn 't a matter of mere ' honesty".
We believe it's just plain stupid to purvey
bad bargains, and just good business to offer

faculty of selling you only those things that
time will prove you wanted!
And that, say we, is the smartest goal that

the sort of merchandise that "repeats ". And
maybe that's why you in turn will like to
repeat with us, here in this pioneer group

any salesman can have. It's been our goal,
here at F&P, during all the years we've been

of radio-station representatives.

in business. Occasionally, we know, we've

Free
Pioneer
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
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NEW YORK: 247 Pari Ave.
Plaza 5-4131
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Peters,

Station
Representatives
Since May, 1 932
■*HOLLYWOOD: 15,2 V. Gordon
SAN FRANCISCO: lit Sutter
Sutter 4353
Gladstone 3949
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ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
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Cox

WASHINGTON,

Calls

Charges
'GestapoIs Operated
in
Commission
RESURGENCE
of Congressional sentiment for an investigation of the FCC, aimed
largely at the stewardship of
FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly, developed the first
day of the new session last
Wednesday, with the prediction by Rep. Cox (D-Ga.), a
majority stalwart, that authorizing legislation will be
enacted.
Reintroducing his resolution of last year for a select
five-man committee inquiry,
Rep. Cox loosed a short but
vitriolic tirade against Mr.
Fly and charged the FCC with
maintenance of a "gestapo" and
establishment of "terroristic control" of all media of communications. Senior majority member of
the all-powerful House Rules Committee, to which the resolution
(HRes-21) was referred, Rep. Cox
appeared to have committee support for his resolution.
Last February, after Rep. Cox
had introduced his original resolution, efforts were made by the
FCC majority to thwart the inquiry. Linked with Chairman Fly
in this effort was Commissioner C.
J. Durr, newest member. It finally
was blocked, presumably through
Administration moves.
Change in Sentiment
A change in Congressional sentiment, however, widely heralded
with the convening of the new
(Congress, was believed to have
[sufficient momentum to carry the
^resolution through. The House leadership, including Speaker Sam
iRayburn, was said to have no opposition to inquiries into independent agencies, and particularly the
FCC, which has been under fire
repeatedly.
Reintroduction of the Cox resolution came a day after the FCC,
in executive session, had given its
ilaw department the green light on
a hearing to begin Monday (Jan.
^11) involving renewal of the license of WALB, Albany, Ga., in
which Rep. Cox allegedly is implicated, and which
embraced a
ROADCASTING

II

Advertising
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11, 194.3

for
House
Dept. of Justice investigation made
at the instance of Chairman Fly
last April.
At that time it was revealed the
department had been asked to investigate the exchange of $2,500
checks between Rep. Cox and the
Herald Broadcasting Co., licensee

Investigation
of
Fly
Cox expressed
his confidence
the
special investigator to look into
measure
will
be
adopted
at an
old charges of purported improprieties in FCC regulation.
early date. "The story of the operations of the Commission under
It was learned authoritatively
the chairmanship of Mr. Fly will
that the department had notified
the Commission the statute of limprove shocking," he said. "It has
itations made moot any questions
almost completely established terroristic control of all media of
involving Mr. Pickard's stewardcommunications.
It maintains a
ship. He left the Commission in
of WALB. The Commission, it is"
Gestapo,
the
equal
of which has
understood, authorized its legal
1929. Nor was the Dept. of Justice
never
been
seen
in
free governstaff to conduct the renewal prodisposed to pursue an investigament, and has developed the smear
ceedings in judicial fashion, after
tion of inferred acceptance of grabusiness into a fine art. Of all
it had been advised by the Dept.
tuities by members of the former
of Justice that it would not be
abuse of power by bureaucrats,
Commission from a station owner
embarrassed if such procedure is through his attorney, evidently connothing approaches the record of
followed.
cluding that the weight of testithis
Commission."
mony, adduced at a secret hearing
Rep.
Cox said passage of the
Old Probe Dropped
in Chicago several months ago, did
resolution would carry with it aunot warrant action. This implied
Although not directly related to
thority to retain an investigating
the Congressional eruption, it also
allegation placed all members of staff and special counsel. The resowas learned last week that the
the Commission under a cloud, it
lution provides for an investigaAttorney General had notified the
was thought in some quarters, but
tion
of
the "organization, personFCC his department did not inthe
department's
reaction
is
benel
and
activities" of the FCC,
tend to pursue charges purportedly
lieved to dispel this doubt.
with
a
view
to determining whether
made by the FCC involving Sam
The Pickard inquiry, along with
or
not
the
Commission in its orPickard, former member of the
these other allegations, were dealt
ganization, selection of personnel
old Radio Commission and a forwith in Congressional debates last
and
conduct
has been and is acting
mer vice-president of CBS. Chairin accordance with the law and
year during the heat of the Cox
man Fly is said to have instigated
resolution consideration.
public interest. The committee
this inquiry also, having been inIn a statement accompanying in- would be required to report to the
strumental in retaining John D.
troduction of his resolution, Rep.
House during the present session,
Farnham,
Midwest
attorney, as
with recommendations for remedial action. The committee would
be empowered to subpoena witInstalment
Plan
Would
Ease
nesses and books, papers and documents it deems necessary.
Peacetime

Economy

TO

SIPHON an estimated annual $18,000,000,000 in consumer
purchasing power, which would
provide a backlog to ease return
to a peacetime economy, an Instalment Selling for Post- War Delivery plan developed by Rolf Nugent, special advisor of the Office
of Price Administration, was revealed last week.
Treasury-Reserve Participation
The plan would utilize instalment machinery to sell currently
unavailable goods such as autos,
refrigerators, pianos, oil burners
and automatic stokers. These would
be delivered at the earliest possible date in the post-war period,
based upon established orders of
priority. Payment would be made
by individuals over established periods of time and certificates would
be sold only on an instalment basis
to encourage payment out of current income.
As the plan stands, payment
schedules are to be related to cer-
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Economy

Return

tificate values, ranging from 12
monthly payments for $100 certificates to 25 monthly payments
for $2,000 certificates. Priority
numbers would be fixed by the
month in which an individual entered his instalment contract.
The plan depends upon participation of the Treasury Dept.
and Federal Reserve Board. The
Treasury is expected to pay a part
of the purchase price of each certificate for the use of the purchaser's money. The Federal Reserve
would manage the plan's operation.
As conceived, certificate sales
would be made by such dealer organizations as automobile sales
agencies, refrigerator and piano
dealers and heating equipment
manufacturers. The consumer
would sign a post-war delivery contract and make a small down-payment, which would remain with the
dealer as his first commission. The
down payment would vary depend(Continued on page 50)

Sentiment

With the current Congress
economy-bent, it is expected the
House Appropriations Subcommittee for independent offices will
delve deeply into the FCC's justification for appropriations. Against
a normal peacetime appropriation
of approximately $2,000,000, the
FCC now is seeking in excess of
$8,000,000, most of it for war activities, including its war-born Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service and its Radio Intelligence
Division.
Some question has been raised
about the desirability of these
operations in a non-war agency.
The peacetime personnel of the
FCC, before the formation of these
services, totaled about 700, both
in the field and in Washington.
The last personnel figures show an
aggregate of 2,262 employes as
of Oct. 1, of whom all but 145
were permanent. Of the latter, 130
(Continued on page 51)
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OWI

Urges

Used

in

Consumer

Spots
RADIO'S

Newscasts

Suggestions for Government
Announcements Sent Out
TO AID stations in the placement
of Office of War Information spot
announcements, William B. Lewis,
chief of OWI's radio bureau, last
week sent to broadcasters who
have accepted the Station Announcement Plan a memorandum
of suggestions.
Among the suggestions, stations
are advised to place announcements
at the beginning or end of news
broadcasts whether sponsored or
unsponsored. The OWI memo
points out that evidence indicates
high listener interest in newcasts.
Shows fi'om service camps and
training centers and sponsored
programs of any other type also
are recommended.
National Plan Cancelled
The memo advises that advertisers have shown a marked willingness to include OWI announcements in their programs. Fui"thermore, stations are informed that
effective with the start of the Station Announcement Plan, Jan. 18,
OWI has cancelled the National
Spot Plan. Instead, the OWI has
written to the 76 national and regional advertisers who have been
using spot programs, explaining
that messages scheduled into their
shows in the future will be done by
War Program Managers instead
of by Washington headquarters. In
line with the new plan, baseball
and football allocation plans also
will be discontinued, and advertisers sponsoring this type of program have been advised to inform
stations of their willingness to continue Government messages in
their programs next season.
No Commercial Tie-up
In connection with the use of
Government messages, the OWI
memo warns that no beer or liquor
programs may be used; the commercial message "must not be
scheduled or written with respect
to the OWI announcement in such
a way that the listener is led to believe there is a connection between
the two". Single OWI announcements may not be sponsored.
Instead of using the recorded
message provided by OWI, a station may rewrite the message to
suit the script of the advertiser's
program, but it must contain all
the essential points covered in at
least a minute's time.
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HERO
May
Civilian Drop
Purchase, Further
Production
To Fall More, Says WPB
FURTHER reduction in civilian

BY DIRECTION of President
Roosevelt, First Lt. Thomas E.
Knode, former Washington news
editor of NBC, has been awarded
the Distinguished Service Cross for
extraordinary heroism in action,
the
day. War Dept. announced last Fri-

purchase, as well as in the production, of consumer goods and
services is forecast in 1943 below
comparable
tion in 1942,purchases
according and
to aproducstudy
announced last week by the Office
of Civilian
of the War Production Supply
Board.

Now recovering in a military
hospital in Australia from wounds
received Dec. 5 [Broadcasting,
Dec. 21] Lt. Knode, on recommendation of Gen. MacArthur, has
been given the second highest
honor this country bestows on its
soldiers. It is topped only by the
Congressional Medal of Honor.
Radio's First Hero
Thus Lt. Knode, who was called
to active duty last March as a
reserve second lieutenant, becomes
radio's first man to be decorated
with the distinguished service
cross. The citation follows:
"The Award of the Distinguished
Service Cross, by Direction of the
President. Thomas E. Knode, 1st
Lt., 126th Inf., USA, for extraordinary heroism in action near
Buna, New Guinea, on Dec. 5,
1942.
"During an attack on Buna Village, 1st Lt. Knode led his platoon
with conspicuous bravery. When
wounded in the leg he disregarded
the wound and continued to lead
his platoon in the attack. When he
was again wounded in the foot and
was unable to go on, he refused to
be evacuated until he had given
final
hisheroism,
platoon."it
Withinstructions
the citationtofor
was disclosed that Lt. Knode refused to accept appointment to a
desk job in Washington when he
was called to active duty. Because
of his wide experience in the radio
news field, Lt. Col. E. M. Kirby,
chief of the War Dept. Bureau of
Public Relations radio branch,
requisitioned the Washington radio
man for duty in the radio branch.
Knode, however, rejected the offer
with the remark, "I'm a soldier and
I want to fight this war on the
Award to Du Pont
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS
& Co., Wilmington, Del., has received aspecial wartime award for
"Distinguished
Service
to Council,
Safety"
from the National
Safety
currently engaged in a "Save Manpower for Warpower" campaign.
Presentation was made Jan. 4 during a broadcast of the company's
NBC program, Cavalcade of America. BBDO, New York, handles the
account.

Ruppert Adds WINS
JACOB RUPPERT Brewery, New
York, has signed a 52-week contract for six quarter-hour news
broadcasts by Waverly Root, and
four one-minute spot announcements weekly on WINS, New York.
Beer firm uses a thrice-weekly
quarter-hour news program on
WOR, New York, and spot announcements in selected markets.
Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York.
Page
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LT. KNODE
battlefield, not at a desk in WashLater, when he arrived in Australia, Lt. Knode turned down an
ington."
assignment
to the public relations
staff of Gen. MacArthur. He preferred to go into battle with his
men.
Just two days before the War
Dept. notified his wife, Mrs. Catherine Knode, former Washington
NBC employe, of the citation, Mrs.
Knode received a letter from her
husband in Australia. He said
nothing about his exploits in action, but told his wife that he had
been shot in the right foot. The
bullet entered at the ankle and
came out through the sole of the
foot, shattering the bones. His
optimism is reflected in his admonition to Mrs. Knode not to
worry.
"The doctors say I'll be able
to walk again but I'll be in the
hospital another three months," he
wrote. "Then I hope to come home
andTheseeKnodes
you all."
have three daughters, the youngest born last September while Tom was on duty in
the Southwest Pacific.
Camel

Change

COINCIDENT with the shift from
an hour program to a 45-minute
show, effective Jan. 8, Camel Caravan, sponsored on CBS by R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co., WinstonSalem, has changed its name to
Comedy Caravan, in line with its
recent announcement to feature
guest comedians. Program is now
heard Fridays, 10-10:45 p.m. on
the full CBS network. Agency is
Wm. Esty & Co., New York.

sting'
andorder'Broadca
Rationi
Paper
IN
CONFORMITY
with ng
the WPB
curtailing by
10% the
supply of print paper of all magazines, Broadcasting is glad to make
its contribution to the war effort by way of saving manpower and
transportation facilities involved in the production and delivery of
paper. Broadcasting will continue to provide full coverage of essential industry developments without detracting from interest and
appearance since no alteration of basic format is necessary at present.

Appliances Affected
Whereas civilian purchases are
expected to drop 10-15% below
figures for 1942, production of consumer goods and services is expected to drop 15-20% below 1942,
with the resulting deficiency being
reflected in inventory. The reduction of inventory was estimated
at 25% of stocks on hand at the
beginning of 1943.
The biggest buying drop is seen
in purchase of durable goods, including radios and electrical appliances, continuing the trend created in 1942 by limitation order
halting production. The study
shows that in 1942 purchase of
durable goods dipped 45% below
1941 and augurs a 35% decrease
during 1943 under 1942 figures.
The study further reports low
inventories prevailing among consumer goods no longer being produced for civilians, such as radios,
phonographs, washing machines,
safety razors and others. Offsetting the production of civilian
goods to some extent, the report
reviews the introduction of substitutes such as plastics in the manufacture of many products.
Some Relief Seen
In considering the civilian standard of living, the report states
that much will be decided by the
fortunes of the war in 1943. The
basic civilian economy is not expected to be reached in 1943, according to the report, except for
civilian goods manufactured from
critical materials.
Some relief in the quantity of
available consumer goods is expected through simplification and
standardization. Reviewing some
progress already attained, the report looks to continued action in
this direction in 1943. By reducing
types and simplifying others,
needed raw materials are made
available to produce the maximum
amount of civilian goods from the
limited available material.

Cosmetic Plans
COLONIAL
DAMES Corp., Los
Angeles (cosmetics), is including
a larger appropriation for radio
in its 1943 advertising budget and
will continue to use West Coast
spot as well as network
time.
Firm
recently
renewed
for 52
weeks Find the Woman on 9 CBS
Pacific and Arizona stations, Friday, 9:55-10 p.m. (PWT). Agency
is Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los An-
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As the 1943 curtain goes up on war-time Detroit, farsighted advertisers will see here the most promising sales
opportunities that time has yet revealed. And just as surely
as Detroit's accelerated, roaring production lines spell doom
for Hitler and Tojo, so also do conditions in this great
market assure safety for advertising investment to all who
have merchandise to sell, or a good name to uphold. Here
are contributing factors:
1. Detroit's population is now at an all-time high. Estimates show a gain of 336,000 between April 1, 1940,
and May 1, 1942, with newcomers still pouring
into Detroit at the rate of 20,000 each month}

2. Factory employment, too, is at an all-time high.
Latest authoritative estimate (November 30, 1942)
showed more than 510,000 hourly paid factory
workers, alone, in the Detroit industrial area, and
that figure grows daily!
3. Wage scales in Detroit are the highest ever. Latest
estimates place the average weekly earnings of
Detroit factory workers at $56. That places the
present factory payroll in this area at more
$28,500,000 a week!

than

Yes, Detroit is your BONUS market for '43, and WWJ
is the station through which you can reach it most effectively and economically.

NBC Basic
Network

Associate Station
W45D—FM.
WWJ
America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station — First in Detroit
National Representatives
HE

GEORGE

P. HOLLINGBERY

COMPAQ

Owned and Operated by The Detroit News

BROADCASTING
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New
Sales
Retail
Federal Reserve Report
Refutes

Newspaper

Charges
REFUTING certain newspaper
charges that radio "failed to do a
job" for advertisers during New
York's newspaper delivery strike
in mid-December, advertising and
station executives pointed to Federal Reserve figures which showed
a 4% increase in department store
sales in New York during the week
of the strike over the same week
in 1941.
That same 4% increase holds
good for store sales in the whole
of the New York Federal Reserve
district, including Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse and Newark, all
of which had regular newspaper
delivery. But New York dependent
almost entirely on radio during the
strike for news and advertising
[Broadcasting, Dec. 21], kept pace
with the rest of the district in increased sales.
No Fall-off in Business
Among New York retailers who
used radio time were Bloomingdale's, a regular client of WQXR,
and R. H. Macy & Co. Bloomingdale's added an extra quarter-hour
to its schedule the second day of
the strike while Macy's took a
quarter-hour of the Pegeen Fitzgerald program on WOR as well
as one-minute and five-minute
spots on the same station.
Frances Corey, in charge of
Bloomingdale's radio programs,
told Broadcasting that sales of
certain items advertised only on
the air had been good, indicating
that radio was responsible. Business at Bloomingdale's did not fall
off, she added. Macy's advertisingdepartment expressed a similar
thought, adding that business was
at least as good as on the same
days in 1941 when newspaper
space was used.
For three days during the strike
New York broadcasters successfully kept the public informed on
news developments and did a
pinch-hit advertising job for spacebuyers who normally depend chiefly
on newspapers. In fact radio cooperated with New York newspapers in broadcasting local news,
gathered by staff reporters, in addition to the usual world affairs.
Radio advertisers, particularly
those who reaped benefits from
broadcasts during the strike, were
shocked when Royal F. Munger,
financial editor of the Chicago
Daily News, singled out radio for
a bitter attack. Reporting the
strike's effect on department store
business, Mr. Munger's story said
on Monday the stores were full of
shoppers, due to the "momentum
furnished by the advertising of the
previous week". On Tuesday, his
article stated, "there was a faint
thinning of the buying stream" and
"by Wednesday a buying slump
was in full blast.
"The crowds had fallen off," his
Page
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Strike
N.»|Y.
During
Up
'I might mention that all the
story continued, "and the attempts
to use radio in place of the missing
observations in your article were
advertising were getting nowhere
made not by the retail merchandisrapidly. In fact, even through their
ers themselves but by New York
anguish the newspaper advertising
newspaper observers. To the contrary, those advertisers who were
men grinned at the job radio didn't
able to turn to radio did get outstanding results. For example, the
Following Mr. Munger's story,
movie
industry,
who are heavy
the Chicago Daily News, editorinewspaper
advertisers
in New
ally called the strike a "laboratory
test of the necessity of newspaper
York, reported no loss of business
do."
and found that radio was an exadvertising to retail trade," and
cellent method of reaching movieadded: "Radio didn't do the job.
goers. As a result, a number of
Wartime prosperity didn't do it.
them are negotiating or have neThe enviable and deserved reputagotiated year-round radio contions of famous stores didn't do it.
The slump came, as every newspaperman knew it would come, and
Pointing out that radio advertising is built on consistency, Mr.
New York's Christmas was curtracts."
Goldman continued: "The observations made by reporters concernThese
newspaper
reports
and
tailed."
ing this strike showed a volume of
comments were published prior to
radio activity, but in the main most
the release of the Federal Reserve
retailers were trying to plan their
District department store sales fig- radio advertising, rather than to
ures.
jump in for the sake of jumping
A reprint of the Munger article
in, and the strike was over before
as a half-page display ad in the
most of these plans materialized."
Jamestown (N. Y.) Post-Journal
evoked a response from Simon
"Story Unfair"
Goldman, manager, WTJN, Jamestown, who wrote Mr. Munger in
letGoldman'
to Mr. wrote,
Replying
ter, Mr. Munger
in spart:
part as follows:
"As a piece of reporting I have no
Cites Newspaper Ownership
particular apologies to make for
the story. The facts were as stated.
"After I finished the article, the
While I am glad to have your
first thought that came to my mind
comments, the whole matter is
was that here was a newspapersomewhat remote for me at the
man who is surprised that newsmoment, as I am leaving immedipaper advertising works. We in
ately for active military service
radio recognize the newspaper's
with the United States Marines."
place in the advertising world and
When the Munger story was rea great number of newspapermen
printed in the Buffalo Evening
recognize radio's place in the adNews, John A. Bacon, director of
vertising world. (As a matter of sales, Buffalo Broadcasting Corp.
fact, an analysis of radio stations
(WGR-WKBW), wrote to nine
shows that newspapers own more
New
York stations asking for defistations than any other group. If
nite
information regarding the exmy memory serves me correctly, I
periences of New York advertisers
believe one-third of the radio staduring the newspaper strike. Extions in the United States are
(Continued on page 46)
newspaper-owned. )

York

Hike
Mere

Radio

Mention

Papers
Rates

of Program

in

Regular Copy Costs Double
NEW
YORK newspapers last
week put into effect a ruling that
any advertising of a radio program will be accepted only at the
general or national rate. Rule
applies not only to radio page advertisements ofprograms, but also
to mention of programs inserted
into display advertising for merchandise, Broadcasting was told.
If, for instance, a department
store were to insert into a page
ad one line asking readers to tune
in the store's radio program, the
whole page would be billed at the
national rate, in most cases about
twice the rate normally charged
for department store advertising.
"Short-Sighted Policy"
Retail advertising men, queried
by Broadcasting last week, were
unanimously indignant over the
move. Ira Hirschmann, vice-president of Bloomingdale Bros., which
last week used space in a number
of metropolitan dailies to advertise
a new radio course in sewing, to be
conducted during the store's broadcasts on WQXR, New York, expressed the feeling that Bloomingdale's newspaper contracts cover
all of their newspaper advertising,
regardless of subject matter, and
said he did not intend to accept
the new rate.
Terming the move a "shortsighted policy," Mr. Hirschmann
said that newspapers should utilize radio instead of opposing it,
citing the many examples of wise
newspapers that "have used radio,
bought radio and worked with
radio instead of adopting defensive
tactics of this kind".
Denying that the move represented any antagonism toward radio on the part of the newspapers,
Richard Murray, in charge of department store advertising for the
New York World-Telegram, said
that the new rule is merely an
extension of various limitations the
papers have found it necessary to
put on department store advertising from time to time.
Terming the rates given to deas "absurdly
low"
in relationpartmenttostores the
general rates
(37 cents a line to 78 cents is the
World-Telegram's ratio), Mr. Murray explained that "the papers
won't permit the stores to exploit
them" and "over the years we have
had to clamp down on various
types of advertising to protect our
rate structure. This new move does
not represent any discrimination

ROAST DUCK was served staff members of KLZ, Denver, at their recent annual banquet after the station's four nimrods went hunting1.
When Station Manager Hugh B. Terry sat down at the head of the table
his four employes literally gave the boss the bird. Serving roast duck to
Mr. Terry (center) are (1 to r) : Jack Ross, bookkeeper; Les Waterman,
engineer; Harvey Wehrman, chief engineer; Fred Mueller, sales chief.
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While the new ruling applies to
against radio."
New York only, its effect will undoubtedly be closely watched by
newspapers and department stores
throughout the country and it is
expected to receive considerable attention during the advertising session of the National Retail Dry
Goods Assn. meeting at the Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New York, early
this
week.
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(Continued on page 41)
brought about by the AFM recordevening. At the dinner meeting,
In some quarters it was predicting and transcription ban.
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MANPOWER

TITLES

DUE FOR RELEASE
REVISION of specific manpower
titles covering the broadcast industry were approved by the Inter-Departmental Committee o f
the Manpower Commission last
week and may be expected to be
released to draft boards within the
next 10 days. Although the specific
titles have not yet been made
known it is understood that the
new list is a marked improvement
over the original list released Oct.
12 and known as Occupational Bulletin No. 27.
Careful consideration was given
to the needs of the small stations
in particular it is understood, to
insure their continued operation.
This does not mean, it was pointed out, that the larger station and
network personnel have been overlooked but the need for keeping
small stations on the air is very
much in the foreground of all
planning for radio's wartime future.
Although specific administrative

Skelly Adds News
SKELLY OIL Co., Kansas City,
on Jan. 2 expanded its network
program schedule by adding a Saturday morning quarter-hour newscast at 8-8:15 a.m. in addition to
the Monday through Friday quarter-hour commentary broadcast at
the same time on 19 Midwestern
NBC stations. Alex Dreier, NBC
correspondent recently returned
from London, who is commentator
on the daily newscast is featured
on the Saturday program while
Lloyd Burlingham, midwest farm
authority, presents the W. G. Skelly
award for Superior Achievement in
Agriculture to the outstanding farmer of the week. Agency is Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
titles were omitted in the original list it is understood that a
title has been provided for station managers in the new version.
Otherwise, titles will cover engineers, newsmen, traffic personnel
and program directors with careful breakdowns to cover specific

Calavo

Spots

CALAVO GROWERS of California, Los Angeles (avocados), on
Jan. 6 resumed its scattered spot
schedule campaign in selected markets and is utilizing twice-weekly
participation in Economy Kitchen,
WKRC,Wells,
Cincinnati;
Merrian
WGAR, Ruth
Cleveland;
Mrs. Page's Household Economics,
WJR, Detroit; Kay Morton, WIL,
St. Louis; Hopeful Homer, KPRC,
Houston; Marilyn Day, KSL, Salt
Lake City; Budget Brigade, KLZ,
Denver; Beulah Karney, WENR,
Chicago; Bee Baxter, KSTP, St.
Bender's Woman's
Paul; ofLeone
Page
the Air, WOAI, San Antonio. Firm also sponsors twiceweekly five-minute participation in
Breakfast at Sardi's on 13 BLUE
Pacific stations, Wednesday, Friday, 9:30-10 a.m. (PWT). Agency
is J. Walter Thompson Co., Los
Angeles.
JOHN GUNTHER. commentator,
will shift his news commentaries on
BLUE Friday and Saturday, from
10:30-10:45 p.m. to 10-10:15 p.m..
starting Jan. 15.

jobs.

MBS

Billings

Up

32%
During
1942
All-Time High of $9,636,122
Gross Time Sales Reported
MUTUAL
billings for the 12
months of 1942 totalled $9,636,122, the network announced last
week, making an all-time high in
gross
timeMBSsaleswasforformed
a year's
period since
in 1935.
This total for 1942 marks a 32%
increase over 1941, when billings
were $7,300,955.
In a breakdown of MBS billings by agency and client for the
year
of
1942,
three
agencies
placed $1,000,000 or more for their
clients : Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
$1,195,822; Ivey & Ellington, $1,305,503, and R. H. Alber Co., $1,064,935.
The
other
33 agencies
placed business on MBS for their
accounts
under the one million
mark.
The following advertisers
placed nessthe
lai-gest during
amount the
of busion Mutual
past

|
I
I

!
1
j
|
1
f

:
i
.
j

Gospel Broadcasting Assn. — $1,064,935. j
Bayuk Cigars— $973,072.
Coca Cola Co.— $642,984.
year
:
Gillette
Safety Razor Co.— $604,670.
General Cigar Co.— $448,087.
Pharmaco Inc. — $447,057.
R. B. Semler— $438,916.
Anacin Co.— $333,738.
Whitehall Pharmacy— $321,712.
Richfield Oil Corp.— $304,729.
Richfield Renews
RICHFIELD OIL Corp., New
York, has renewed for the fourth
consecutive year
Arthur
Hale's
Confidentially
Yours
on Mutual,
continuing to feature the wartime
services offered motorists by local
dealers, according to an announce- j
ment by B. N. Pollak, sales promo- "
tion manager. Sponsor will continue to cooperate with the Office
of War Information in scheduling
Government announcements under
the network allocation plan. Program is aired thrice-weekly, 7:307 :45 p.m., and repeated at later
hours, on 24 Mutual stations.
York.
Agency, Hixson-O'Donnell, New
Recruits for Red Cross
TO HELP the American Red Cross
recruit 36,000 graduate nurses,
100,000 nurses'
aides,
and a classes,
million
students
in home
nursing
NBC and its affiliated stations will
begin a 13-week campaign Jan. 17,
using a half-hour dramatic program
They Tiffany
Might Live.
DirectedThat
by Jane
Wagner,
NBC director of women's war activities, the series will be aired
Sundays at 12:30 p.m., with stage,
screen and radio stars donating
their services. In addition to the
network series, NBC affiliates will
present locally transcribed
each week twodramas,
quarter-hour
March of Mercy.
MBS

Series

to Latins

SPANISH
and
Portuguese language broadcasts of the weekly
Mutual This Is Our Enemy, series exposing Axis brutalities in
Nazi-dominated territory, will soon
be released in Latin-American republics, according to officials of the
Office of the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs. Half-hour program
expands
the current
LatinAmerican
schedule
of some
36
shows being released daily in the
20 republics.
Page
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PHOTO BY EWING GALLOWAY

A

NEAR

. DOESN'T

MISS

COUNT

That's the experience of smart advertisers.
Particularly in Baltimore . . . today the
country's 6th largest market.
If you want to hit this Baltimore trading
area target, when you aim at it . . . here are
three reasons why advertisers interested in
reducing sales costs . . . are swinging to
Radio Station WFBR:

IN
2. There

RADIO!
is no waste with WFBR.

We

do not use a hopped-up signal to cover the
surrounding states in which you may or may
not have sales ... or states in which you have
already bought time. Our job is the Baltimore
trading area. Not Pennsylvania,West Virginia,
Delaware, New
3. WFBR

Jersey, Virginia.

is the station all Baltimore has

NIGHT with an efficiency known to few
stations in so big a city. There are no dead

been listening to for 2 1 years. In the last 3 years
over one half million people have visited our
studios or participated in sponsored shows.

spots. That isn't magic . . . it's just good
engineering.

It's good business to get on the target in
Baltimore. WFBR makes it automatic.

1. WFBR

covers

Baltimore

RADIO
NATIONAL
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

STATION

DAY

and

WFBR

REPRESENTATIVE:
Advertising

JOHN

BALTIMORE
BLAIR

&
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Food

Sponsors

On

Blue

Schedule

Quaker Oats, Warner
To Sign With Network
.

.

.

If

you're

using

radio

now

in

Charleston,

irginia

Latest

OF

the

West

market

THE 50 commercially sponsored programs on the BLUE Network as of Jan. 1, 1943, start of its
second year of independent organization, 21 are sponsored by food
producers, a larger representation
than that of any other industry.
Tetley Tea Co., which launched
first consumer advertising for its
dehydrated Soup-Mix on the BLUE
in November, has indicated expansion of its current schedule in view
of increased sales and its confidence in the future of dehydrated
products. Produced in six flavors,
the Soup-Mix is promoted thriceweekly on Isabel Manning Hewson's Morning Market Basket.
The same program on the BLUE
is used by C. F. Mueller Co. for its
macaroni on a thrice-weekly basis,
a schedule to be continued indefinitely. Agency for both accounts is
Duane Jones Co., New York.
New Kellogg Account

or

planning

so

in

Grossley

the

just

tribute to the program's pulling
power on Nov. 3 when it increased
its quarter-hour participations
thrice-weekly on 87 stations to five
days weekly on 143 stations. J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago,
handles the account.

do

future—

the

see

should

you

The BLUE adds another advertiser to its food accounts Jan. 4
when Kellogg Co. promotes Pep on
13 Pacific stations five times weekly on Breakfast at Sardi's. Agency
is Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
Williamson Candy Co., in November, renewed Famous Jury Trials
on 64 BLUE stations for 52 weeks.
Show is for Oh Henry candy bars
and is handled by Aubrey, Moore
& Wallace, Chicago.
Swift & Co., sponsor of a segment of the BLUE's Breakfast
Club for more than a year, paid

to

Study

Another J. Walter Thompson account contributing to the BLUE's
food industry group in 1942 was
Libby, McNeill & Libby, using the
entire BLUE network Oct. 19 for
a special one-time broadcast dramatizing its forthcoming advertising
campaign. Introducing a different
idea of consumer relations, the
food processing company invited
consumers, as well as Libby salesmen and dealers to a "sales meet-

completed.

;ooo

on
«

CBS

580 WCHS

John A. Kennedy, President
Charleston,

Howard
West

represented
THE

L. ChemoH,

BRANHAM

AFFILIATE
Managing

Virginia
by

COMPANY

Dir.

ing of the Oats
air." Co., Chicago, will
Quaker
take over Terry & the Pirates,
quarter-hour children's program,
effective Feb. 1. The series, based
on the comic strip syndicated in
200 newspapers, has been heard on
the BLUE since Jan. 4, five times
weekly, 6-6:15 p.m., and will continue at that time when Quaker
Oats sponsors it for Puffed Wheat
and Puffed Rice Sparkies.
The program is written for radio by Al Barker, who has written
such children's shows as Don Winslow of the Navy and Orphan
Annie. It will be heard on 143
BLUE stations, largest network

REPRESENTING

TWO

branches

of the fighting forces are these former employees of WGN, Chicago,
station's
beforeLt.theCom.
pose flag.
as they
new
service
Carl
Meyersneer, is stationed
(left), formerly
chief
engiwith the Navy in
Washington. Private Bob V enables,
formerly staff announcer, is attached to Camp Grant, 111.
ing its many years of network and
spot radio. Agency is Sherman &
Marquette, Chicago. Terry & the
Pirates is not new to radio listeners, having been sponsored in the
past via transcription by Libby,
McNeill & Libby, and on NBC by
Bowey's Inc. for Dari-Rich.
Other food accounts on the
BLUE at the start of this year are
Cream of Wheat Corp., General
Mills, Hecker Products, A. S. Boyle
Co., Calavo Growers of California,
Fisher Flouring Mills Co., Langendorf Bakeries, Coca Cola Co.,
Wonder Co., Northwestern Yeast
Co., Skinner & Eddy Corp., Washington Cooperative Egg & Poultry
Assn., and Wilson Milk Co.
Coca

Cola

Plaque

COCA COLA Co., Atlanta, sponsor of Victory Parade of Spotlight
Bands on the BLUE, received a
silver plaque during a recent
broadcast, from Movie-Radio Guide
for "outstanding contribution to
the morale of the men in the
United was
States
armedby forces."
Award
presented
Harry
Hayden, general manager of the
Guide Magazines, to Felix Coste,
vice-president of Coca Cola Co. The
tribute followed shortly after
Coca Cola's nine-hour Christmas
Day program for service men, originating from 42 camps throughout the country, and aired on the
full BLUE network.
MITISH COtUMMA
LAND Of OfPOtTUNITT

VANCOUVER. CANADA
J. W. McCILLVRA (U S.)
H N STOVIN (CANADA)

QWmittmAtiei/K ,

yet employed by Quaker Oats durPage
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KRUEGER

ACQUIRES

REGIONAL
HOOKUP
EXPANDING its radio advertising from a local to a regional
basis, G. Krueger Brewing Co.,
Newark, will discontinue Go Get It,
audience participation program, on
WOR, New York, and on Feb.
3, starts a radio adaptation of
Michael Arlen's short story "The
Gay Falcon", Wednesday, 7:30-8
p.m. on seven or eight NBC stations in New England.
Writers for the new series are
Gene Wang, scripter of The Thin
Man on CBS; and Harry Hermann, author of Mr. and Mrs.
North on NBC. Chief character of
the story on which the program is
based has been featured since 1941
in a series of RKO films, "The Gay
Falcon".
Krueger is discontinuing Go Get
It at the conclusion of a year's
contract which has been entirely
satisfactory, according to a spokesman for Compton Adv., New York,
agency in charge. Firm used a
regional hook-up several years ago,
with a news program on the
Yankee Network. New sponsor for
Go Get It has not been revealed.
Lindow Made PRO
LT. LESTER W. LINDOW, of
Milwaukee, has been appointed public relations officer at Camp Wolters, Texas, succeeding Capt. H. D.
Kight, whom he had assisted for
six months. In civilian life Lt. Lindow had been active in radio and
mewspaper work for nine years,
,serving as manager of WFBM, Indianapolis, assistant manager of
WCAE, Pittsburgh, and at one time
was associated with Hearst newspapers in New York City. Before
'assuming public relations duties
with the Army he had been assigned to a radio specialist training company at Camp Wolters.
Maj. Borrett's Book
STORIES and legends Sunday afternoons over CHNS, Halifax,
Nova Scotia, are compiled in a
book titled Tales Told Under the
Old Town Clock just published by
Imperial Publishing Co. Ltd., Halifax. The narrator and the author
of the book is Maj. William Borrett, CHNS manager. Actual continuities of 25 broadcasts are used
to put in permanent form the historical tales of Canada's "most
storied province." Proceeds from
the sale of the first 300 copies are
to
go Victims
to the Queen's
for Air
Raid
in GreatFund
Britain.
Resinol in New York
RESINOL CHEMICAL. Co., Baltimore, makers of Resinol soap and
ointment, using radio for the first
time in New York, has started
participations in Pegeen Prefers,
six-weekly program of consumer
news heard on WOR, New York,
8:30 a.m. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Agency is Cortland D. Ferguson,
Baltimore. Series now has eight
sponsors.
Zwieback Test
DUTCH TEA RUSK Co., Grand
Rapids (zwieback) through Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago
is testing radio in the Milwaukee
market with transcribed musical
harmonica announcements five days
daily on WEMP. If successful, test
will be expanded to other markets.
Phil Stewart is account executive.
BROADCASTING

Quaker
QUAKER
OATS Serial
Co., Chicago
(Sparkies) on Feb. 1 will start
sponsorship of Terry & the Pirates on 139 BLUE stations, 66:15 p.m. with repeats at 7 and 8
p.m. Program
will 4start
on a Don
sustaining basis Jan.
replacing
Winslow of the Navy, which was
discontinued on Jan. 1 by General
Foods Corp., New York (Post
Toasties) thru Benton & Bowles,
New York. Sherman & Marquette,
Chicago, is the agency, newly appointed, for Sparkies.

COORDINATING EFFORTS of radio for Victory were stressed by these
IV Fighter Command officers; NBC executives and personnel of the
weekly Eyes Aloft program on that network, during a recent Hollywood
conference. Presented under auspices of the IV Fighter Command, halfhour program is designed to maintain morale of Pacific Coast volunteer
observers and workers. Coordination discussers are (1 to r), Gayne
Whitman, narrator on Eyes Aloft; Brig. Gen. William E. Kepner, commanding general of IV Fighter Command; Lt. Col. John C. Gray; Col.
Carl low,
Wallie;
Lewis Frost,
assistant
to Sidney
Strotz;winter-producer;
John W." Swalprogram
director;
Robert N.
L. Redd,
western division
Capt. Fred Barriger, Capt. Gomer Lewis.

SALE

business

Simkist Slices
CALIFORNIA FRUIT Growers
Exchange, Los Angeles (Sunkist
oranges, lemons), revising its
1943 advertising schedule, with
broadcast of Feb. 2 will cut the
thrice-weekly quarter-hour serial,
Today at the Duncans, on 46 CBS
stations to once per week, Friday,
6:15-6:30 p.m. (EWT). Foote,
Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, is
agency.
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barometers
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Up...

Up...

Bank

Up...

clearings up 16.5 per cent . . . debits up 20.3 per cent . . .

business in most all lines running this much

or better ahead

before . . . figures like these give an idea of how
is on a permanent

business in Nashville

boom.

There's no secret about
the coverage.
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Succeeds

Connor

MRS. ETHEL BELL, well-known
in West Coast broadcasting, has
been appointed radio coordinator
of the Southern California Broadcasters Assn., according to Lawrence W. McDowell, association
president and commercial manager
of KFOX, Long Beach, Cal. Headquartered in Los Angeles she succeeds Richard F. Connor who resigned in early December to become chief of station relations,
Radio Bureau, Office of War Information. Mrs. Bell joined the SCBA
in February, 1942, as assistant to
Mr. Connor. She continues as assistant radio coordinator of the
Pacific Coast War Emergency
Broadcast Plan set up by Mr. Connor under supervision of the IV
Fighter Command in early 1942.
She is the wife of Howard Bell,
program director of KPAS.
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He Says, Pointing to Troubles Ahead
WHAT IS the future of recorded
lar tunes in recorded form have
music in case the Petrillo-dictated
not been available. Transcribers
ban on AFM musicians continues.
had built up a sufficient backlog of
That was the question posed by
recordings to absorb minimum rebroadcasters and transcribers on
quirements during that period.
the eve of the Senate inquiry into
Gerald King, Hollywood partner
of Standard Radio, who has acted
Petrillo's bans and edicts, which
gets under way Tuesday, Jan. 12.
as spokesman for independent
In the more than five months
transcribers, asserted last week
that have elapsed since the Petrillo
that prior to the Aug. 1 ban, recordings were made of a sufficient
ban on transcriptions and recordings became effective, the full force, number of the entire present hit
of the production stoppage has not
list to get by. How stations and
other users of recorded music will
been felt, even though new popufeel when none of the top tunes will
be available in recorded form some
60 days hence is quite another
matter, he said. New music will be
published and played over the networks so that the publishers get
their performance credits, he
pointed out, because until recently
recorded music did not count in
the performance ratings anyway.
Nets Not Seriously Hit

'

After talking to many broadcasters at the NAB district meetings— which wound up Dec. 10 —
on the music problem, Mr. King
reported that because of the greater
interest in war and manpower
problems, the music issue became
secondary and was taken up when
many broadcasters had left or were
tired.
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The problem, according to Mr.
King, is essentially that of the independent station rather than the
network, which he said has little
to lose in a controversy over recorded music with the exception of
some spot business and the effect,
in the case of NBC, upon Thesaurus. And he poses the question:
"In the long run has not recorded
programming been a competitor of
network broadcasting?"
The primary interest of the networks, Mr. King points out, is
maintenance of their network
schedules. Consequently, he said,
it is only logical and evident that
they should seek to avoid any quarrel with AFM, through moves that

might entail use of non-AFM musicians or perhaps musicians identified with CIO. A dispute with
AFM might result in strike or
secondary boycotts, it has been
pointed
out. toward the immediate
Looking
future, Mr. King said most of the
backlog of recorded music already
is in the hands of stations. Some
transcription companies, and in
several instances phonograph recorders, have recorded choral
groups a capella, or without instrumental accompaniment. Some music, he said, lends itself admirably
to such groups, but in the field of
popular music, which surveys show
uses up at least 60% of the time
devoted to music on the air, it is
difficult to make satisfactory renditions. So-called "bounce" tunes do
not lend themselves to vocal treatment of this sort.
Consequently, Mr. King said,
lack of suitable groups for popular tunes is bound to prove a restrictive influence on music. As
NAB President Neville Miller has
pointed out, it is just as restrictive
on patriotic music, as evidenced
by
the patriotic
fact that song
not a has
single
while
beenwort'
pi
lished since the ban Aug. 1.
While transcribers have the
privilege of recording music outside the United States and Canada,
Mr. King pointed out that much of
this recording always has been
done, but most of it has emanated
from points where it is not now
possible to record because of the
war. England, Italy, Germany and
Austria were the main sources of
imported music before the war,
with Latin America contributing
only typical music.
Even if music other than this
could be recorded outside the
United States, he reported the cost
is very high and few studios and
mechanical setups are available
for high quality transcriptions.
Moreover,
he said,
unions in some
Southmusician's
and Central
American countries, anticipating a
windfall, have increased their rates
by as much as 100% and by restrictions on the use of conductors.
While possible supply of instrumental music from these countries
is not bright, he predicted much
of it would begin flowing from
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them If the current situation continues for many months.
A third possible outcome, according to Mr. King, is the use of
non-AFM musicians. Pointing out
that CIO has a musicians' union
in New York, Mr. King declared
a survey made by one of the transcription companies indicated 99%
of stations interviewed had no objection to use of non-AFM musicians. Many of them demanded
music of this character as an invitation for Mr. Petrillo to do his
worst.
However, the industry heads
as a whole, he declared, have felt
it unwise to use non-AFM music,
although no one has yet given any
adequate reason why CIO unions
could not be used without the stigma of "scab". While transcription
companies have delivered their
regular releases to stations for
the half-year since the ban became
effective, due largely to recordings
made in advance of that date, Mr.
King emphasized this backlog is
practically exhausted.
All transcribers have experimented with vocal groups without
instrumental accompaniment, he
said. Some of these results have
been good, but on popular tunes
"we cannot hope to equal Bob
Crosby's band with four kazoos
and an ocharina. He pointed out
that ocharina players, in fact, are
on the union list in Los Angeles.
Trouble Ahead

Two

Barney's Big Slate
BARNEY'S, New York men s
clothing store, has signed for six
quarter-hour news periods, six 10minute musical programs, and 35
announcements weekly on WMCA,
New York. Barney's recently completed a cycle of 12 news periods
weekly on WMCA. With the new
contract, firm now uses a total of
1,450 announcements, 654 quarterhour periods, 722 ten-minute periods, and 32 half-hour programs
on seven stations in the New York
area: WNEW
WMCA
WAAT
WOV
WINS WLIB WHOM.
Agency is Emil Mogul Co., New
York.

Formed

From

Law

Firm

Godfrey Goldmark, Ralph F. Colin
and Sydney M. Kaye, members of
the original firm, are partners in
the new firm of Goldmark, Colin
& Kaye.tinues asJames
concounsel N.to Rosenberg
the firm. Other
NEW SALES MANAGER of Radio Programas de Mexico, S. A., is
Juan M. Duran Casahonda (right),
well-known advertising man, who
will assist Clemente Serna Mertinez, general manager of the organization. With headquarters in
Mexico City, the network serves
Mexico through 65 stations.

transcription companies being the
gun which Mr. Petrillo and the
AFM are holding to their heads.
We are going along, therefore, secure in our belief and desire to do
our best and with the knowledge
that radio can and will solve this
problem, perhaps not to Mr. Petrillo's liking but to the best interests of the American public in war-

WHEN President Roosevelt addressed
the newly assembled Congress Jan.
7, his speech was broadcast by Mutual,
NBC, the BLUE and CBS, as well
as independent stations.

members of the firm are Walter J.
Petschek and Max Freund. The
firm will continue at 165 Broadway.
Formation of the firm of Bergerman & Hourwich simultaneously
was announced, with offices at 14
Wall St. Members of the firm are
George Kennan Hourwich, Milton
M. Bergerman and Herman Jervis.
FRANK

WOODRUFF, formerly producer of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Hollywood, is directing production of
the Universal film, "Cowboy From
Manhattan", which features Frances
Langford and Robert Page.

time."
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"But in a month or so, if the
present situation continues, stations will find their library releases
cut and popular tune renditions
only by non-instrumental groups,"
he declared.

The

latest report

of Crossley

erative Analysis of

"Up to this time, no one has felt
the pinch; the top tunes of the
most played numbers were all recorded in some fashion before Aug.
1. We recorded White Christmas in
June, as an example of why this
pinch has not yet been felt.
"Those of us who attended the
NAB district meetings just concluded feel that we have the support and goodwill of the broadcasters, who recognize the fact
that the fight is theirs with the

the
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programs

of their listener preference.
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FIRSTI
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Top-ranking popular programs are
heard in St. Louis over Station KSD

CENTER

KSD

has carried the NBC
programs leading in "Firsts"
1935 in Nation-wide Star-program popularity polls.
A

ATLANTA
■

Partnerships

DISSOLUTION of the New York
law firm of Rosenberg, Goldmark
& Colin and formation of two new
separate nouncedpartnerships
was week.
anin New York last

In the case of Standard Radio,
Mr. King announced that his company had just recorded the famous
Don Cossack Chorus, one of the
world's outstanding male vocal
groups. He predicted the vocal sections of the transcription libraries
generally will be greatly enriched.
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Special
To

Peabody

Scan

Award

Entries

for

Group
Judges

Preliminary Digest to Be Ready for Final Study
By Advisory Board in New York on Jan. 15
The board report is to be ready
ENTRIES for the George Foster
by March. Members of this board
Peabody Radio Awards will be reare: Bruce Barton, BBDO, New
viewed by a special University of
York; John H. Benson, AAAA,
Georgia faculty committee, accordNew York; Dr. Ralph Casey, U of
ing to Dean John E. Drewry of the
Minnesota; Jonathan Daniels, RaHenry W. Grady School of Journalism, which in conjunction with
leigh News & Observer; Mark Eththe NAB administers these awards.
ridge, Louisville Courier-Journal
and Times; Joseph Henry Jackson,
The committee's report will be
considered by the advisory board in
San Francisco Chronicle; WaldeNew York Jan. 15. The board makes
mar Kaempffert, New York Times;
final selections.
Alfred A. Knopf, publisher, New
Committee members are: Tyus
York; Mrs. Beatrice Sawyer RosButler, journalism, chairman;
sell, Chicago; Dr. I. Keith Tyler,
Hugh Hodgson, music; Carolyn
Ohio State U; Mrs. Marjorie PeaVance, radio and speech; L. M.
body Waite, daughter of George
Ballew, drama; B. 0. Williams,
Foster Peabody; Edward Weeks,
Atlantic Monthly, Boston; S. V.
sociology; and Warren Jones, journalism, clerk.
Sanford,
Chancellor, University

System of Georgia; Earl J. Glade,
chairman, NAB Code Compliance
Committee.
Entries for 1942 are more numerous and more varied than in former
years, according to Dean Drewry.
Response from small stations has
been greater and more nominations
have come from outside groups
such as schools, colleges, and listener groups. Although several network programs have been entered
by outsiders, NBC, CBS and BLUE
did not submit individual entries.
Dr. James R. Angell, public service
counsellor of NBC, Douglas Coulter, director of broadcasts of CBS
and Dr. H. B. Summers, manager
of public service of the BLUE,
explained they would be glad to
supply data on any programs in
which the Peabody board is interested.
The CBS 1941 presentation required "more than 1,000 man-hours
of thinking, planning, and production," Mr. Coulter wrote. "Even if

Right Medium
WHEN shortages of stenographic help occurred lately
in the offices of WKRC, Cincinnati, General Manager
Ken Church decided to use
his own medium in securing
replacement. nouncements
One day's
provided anan
over-supply of available girls,
war widows who would not
generally be reading the help
wanted columns.
we could take the time, it would
be grossly out of character to sidetrack our war work and give rightof-way to a prize-seeking presentation." The CBS official, however,
lists twenty CBS programs which
he said "merit the attention of the
NBC, CBS and BLUE programs
will be considered, according to
Dean Drewry, under a board regulation which reads: "The board in
judges".
its selections will not necessarily
be restricted to entries, but may
on its own initiative select a program or a station for an award."
Six Types of Awards
The Peabody awards last year
went primarily to programs. The
year before stations and networks
were recognized. For 1942, both
programs
and stations are to be
cited.
As originally set up, the Peabody
awards were designed to recognize
the most disinterested and meritorious public service rendered each
year by the broadcasting industry,
and to "perpetuate the memory of
George Foster Peabody, benefactor
and life trustee of the U of Georgia, and friend of educational pro-

Everyone

knows

that Rushmore

Memorial

is in South

Dakota's beautiful Black Hills . . . 325 miles from
Bismarck.
But in terms of listening habits and sales
results, it's in Bismarck's front yard!
No other station covers the wealthy Black Hills market,
as does KFYR ... in fact. KFYR is DOMINANT in dozens

This gress
year
the awards will be
everywhere."
made in at least six categories:
1. That program or series of programs inaugurated and broadcast
during 1942 by a regional station
which made an outstanding contribution to the welfare of the
community the station serves. 2.
That program or series of programs inaugurated and broadcast
during 1942 by a local station
which made an outstanding contribution to the welfare of the community the station serves. 3.
Outstanding reporting of the news.
4. Outstanding entertainment in
drama. 5. Outstanding entertainment in music. 6. Outstanding educational program. The awards under reporting, drama, music and
education may go to either a station or a network program.
Columbia's

Station for the

SOUTHWEST

of similarly rich markets in the Great Northwest.
May

we show

the proof? . . . there's plenty of it.
KFH

Ask any John Blair man.

KFBR

550
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PROGRAMS
Regional Farm News
ed cause
alli
the
in
1EADERS ribu
te their views on
will cont
MERTON V. EMMERT, who on
J war and peace aims in a SunJan. 1 joined NBC as farm proday feature scheduled to start
gram director of WEAF, New York
on BLUE Feb. 14 under direction
outlet of the network [Broadcastof Arch Oboler. Statements especiing, Dec. 28], started a five-weekly
series at 6:30 a.m. on WEAF Jan.
ally requested from high rankingfigures, such as Wendell Willkie,
4 under the title of The Modern
General DeGaulle and General
Farmer. According to C. L. MenMacArthur, who have already reser, NBC vice-president in charge
sponded to the idea, will be dramaof programs, this series by Mr. Emtized by various members of the
mert "is the first step in the deScreen Writers and Radio Writers
velopment of a general plan for
Guild, and presented under the
making NBC's farm presentation
title Free World Theatre, in the
on a regional network plan. Using
6 : 05-6 : 30 p.m. period on the
the program as a model, we hope
BLUE.
eventually to organize four rePresident Roosevelt, Winston
gional farm programs for regional
Churchill, and Josef Stalin are
networks in the four time zones."
among those who have already
been contacted. Idea for the series
Birthday Party
originated with the OWI and was
suggested to Oboler at the conTO CELEBRATE the second anniclusion of his recent BLUE series,
versary of its weekly transatlantic
To the President.
❖ £ ^
program, Answering You, the BBC
presented a special broadcast on
For Graveyard Shifters
Jan. 8 from a cocktail party at the
TO REACH the thousands of San
Waldorf-Astoria, New York, with
Francisco bay district war plant
Elsa Maxwell as hostess and Peter
workers on their 3 a.m. "lunch
Donald as m.c. Prominent speakers, who were heard during the
period" during the graveyard
shift, the new quarter-hour sixpast year, spoke from both sides of
weekly Graveyard Gaieties is on
the Atlantic during the birthday
KGO, San Francisco. The program
program. Series is normally heard
1 is sponsored by Roos Bros, clothSundays, 5:30-6 p.m. (EWT) and
ing store chain. Arrangements
is broadcast locally in New York
have been made in several war
on WNYC, municipal station.
^ % ^
\ plants to pipe the program over
the plant public address systems.
Women's Role
The commercial announcements
MOBILIZATION of women for
are short and institutional in type.
i Lord & Thomas
is the agency
war work is discussed by guests
handling the *account.
on Saturday afternoon half-hour
* *
program, Women in the War, on
State Legislature Reports
WJJD, Chicago. Series, conducted
FOR the fourth consecutive year,
by American Women's Voluntary
Service, is produced and directed
and as a public service, CBS on
by
W. Ward Dorrell, radio director
Jan. 4 began a series of five-weekly
of Henri, Hurst & McDonald,
quarter-hour reports on progress
of the 55th session of the California
Chicago, who is voluntarily serving as radio director of the AWVS.
State Legislature, meeting in Sacramento. Released to California
CBS stations, the programs emaBy Students
nate from the State Capitol
QUARTER - HOUR
Saturday
through facilities of KROY, Sacramorning program on WJWC, Chimento. First four minutes of the
cago titled Kid Commentator is
daily broadcasts features worldcompletely written, directed and
wide news and originates from
presented by high school students.
KNX, Hollywood, under superviNews of teachers, schools and acsion of Fox Case, Western division
tivities isdiscussed by the student
public relations director of the netparticipants and student aid in
work.
the war effort is stressed.
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of these folks are highly paid war pro-
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spending
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For nearly twenty years folks in Norfolk, Portsmouth and Newport News have been depending
on Station WTAR

for their news

ment. New-comers quickly

and entertain-

learn

that

WTAR

brings them more of the Nation's favorite programs than all the other stations in this area combined.
Foods, drugs, cosmetics, household

•

WTAR

products —

in fact anything that folks need and want will "sell
like hot-cakes" when you tell your story on WTAR.
Contact Edward Petry & Co. or write to us for
complete

information.
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Planters
Deacon

Ruetz

Adds

News

PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE Co., San Francisco (peanuts), on Jan. 19 starts sponsoring
Harry W. Flannery, news analyst,
on 7 CBS Pacific Coast stations
(KNX KARM KROY KGDM
KQW KOIN KIRO) Tuesday,
Thursday, 5:30-5:45 p.m. (PWT).
Contract is for 52 weeks. Firm on
Jan. 10 started for 52 weeks sponsoring William Winter, news analyst on 11 CBS Western stations,
Sunday, 5:30-5:45 p.m. (PWT).
Planters Edible Oil Co., San Francisco (peanut oil), also sponsors
William Winter on 7 CBS Pacific
Coast stations, Monday through
Friday, 12:30-12:45 p.m. (PWT).
Agency is Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood.

IT'S Deacon now! J. Franklin Ruetz, announcer of
WELI, New Haven, was
ordained Dec. 29 in the Episcopal Church and now will
serve as assistant in the
Christ Church, West Haven,
until March 15, when his
studies at Berkeley Divinity
School, Yale U, will be completed. Until then he will
continue his announcing duties at WELI in addition to
his religious responsibilities.
Before joining WELI, Deacon Ruetz was an announcer
at WACO, Waco, and
KNOW, Austin.

AT THE ANNUAL CONFAB of the sales staff of WGN, Chicago,
(Prof.) Bill McGuineas (center, seated), WGN sales manager, gives
the boys a few pointers on the art of selling. They are (1 to r) , Joseph
Speyer, George Dietrich, New York office; James Anderson (on table),
Norman Boggs, manager New York office; Mr. McGuineas, Reed Myers,
Ben Berentson, promotion; George Harvey, Charles Coffin, Charles Gates.

5000
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WATTS
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Night
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680

Kc.

KFE

Q

St. Joseph,

Mo/

Twenty

years of broadcasting service to responsive audiences in Northern Missouri,
Southern Iowa, Southeastern Nebraska and
Northeastern Kansas. (KFEQ's original license
was granted Feb. 16, 1923)
BLUE
National Representatives

NETWORK
AFFILIATE

Headley- Reed
Co*
New York
Chicago
Atlanta
Detroit
San Francisco

STATION

* Population, Metropolitan District 86,991. U. S. Dept.
of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Series P-H-l No. 39.
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Reduction
by

WPB

Newspapers, Magazines to Get
10% Less This Year
PAPER reductions face newspapers and magazines in 1943 as the
result of limitation orders governing the use of paper in these media,
issued by the War Production
Board. Newspapers will be limited
to 100% of the amount used to produce net paid circulation in 1941
plus a 3% spoilage allowance and
magazines are restricted to 90%
of the tonnage used by each publisher during 1942.
The difference in bases for the
two media results from the attempts made to be most equitable,
it was explained. Whereas newspapers, owing to voluntary restrictions, used less paper in 1942,
while magazines used more paper
than in 1941. In explaining the
selection of 3% for spoilage, W. G.
Chandler, director of the printing
and publishing division, said this
was found to be a satisfactory average for all papers over a period
of years.
10% Reduction
Under Limitation Order L-240
governing newspapers, it is estimated by the WPB's printing and
publishing division that the effect
will be a reduction "approximately
10% in current consumption" for
the industry generally but will not
mean a 10% reduction to each publisher. Weeklies and small dailies
using eight or less pages per issue,
amounting to 25 tons or less of
print paper during any one quarter,
are exempt from this order.
Magazines may in any calendar
quarter, the order states, use up
to 15% more than the quarterly
quota, the excess to be subtracted
from the quota of the succeeding
calendar quarter.
WPB officials, indicating that this
order was not likely to stand for a
year, said that there would be at
BROADCASTING

least one revision applied to both
magazines and newspapers and possibly more. Provision has been
made for consideration of individual cases in terms of appeal where
"undue hardships" result.
Reasons for the curtailment were
given as lack of production resulting from shortages in manpower, tires and trucks. Increased
military demands for pulp wood
made the move advisable in the
light of production uncertainties,
it was said.
New

WE

Contract

CONTRACTUAL notice has been
given by Western Electric Co., New
York, of its intention to terminate
two years hence its license contracts with motion picture producers in the United States operating
under Bell System sound recording
patents, the Western Electric sound
system, it has been announced by
T. K. Stevenson, vice-president of
the company. Scheduled to run to
the end of 1954, the new contract,
a draft of which will soon be presented to licensees, will continue
to make available Bell System patents for sound recording in the motion picture field and recording fees
will be substantially lower.
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Roosevelt,
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Saturday,
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stations, sponsors, advertising

agencies, musicians,

have already joined us but more
this fight!

are needed

—
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30th.

Everyone

can help — radio

actors, singers, writers. Many
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Pleasure
Listening
THE BAN on pleasure driving invoked last
week by OPA because of the critical gasoline
situation, perforce adds to radio's ever-growing
public service obligation. Listening, already
at unequalled levels, will hit new highs.
There will be less movie-going, night-clubbing
and partying generally in the 17 Eastern
States and in Washington — the most densely
populated section of the country. Thus there
will be a corresponding increase in listening,
early and late.
Broadcasters in these States may find it
expedient to revise program schedules somewhat to accommodate this new audience segment. All evening time up to midnight is
destined to become the equivalent of Class A
time. There will be a corresponding increase
in listener reaction, too, but radio, schooled
as it is in the changing tempos dictated by the
war, is prepared to handle the load.

Caesar's
Secret
THE GREAT Petrillo mystery (why he
banned transcriptions and recordings) may
be cleared up before the week is out. For
the Great Petrillo himself is slated to appear before the Senate Interstate Commerce
Subcommittee in answer to the Clark Resolution which authorizes a probe into the whole
Petrillo-provoked music controversy.
Aside from a few meaningless and futile
ejaculations about how "canned music" has
caused "unemployment" in musicians' ranks,
the AFM head has never explained why he
1 ordered some 34,000 AFM members to quit
recording last Aug. 1. He has practically
ignored entreaties from the nation's war leaders that the ukases be lifted in the war interest, so our armed forces abroad as well as
at home can hear popular music when they
want it. He has turned a deaf ear to the plea
that the restrictions be relaxed so small broadcasting stations vital to the war effort can
continue full program schedules of music. He
just hasn't uttered anything beyond his unemployment line, which falls flat with manpower shortage stories in the headlines daily.
Mr. Petrillo gets his opportunity to explain
all this and many other things in his Senate
Committee testimony. He can tell about standby orchestras which must be hired at public
1 benefit performances, about the banning of
amateur orchestras from the air and about

;
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sional scales. He can't disclaim knowledge of
these as isolated incidents, because he perhaps more than any other union czar controls the operations of his locals from his
own front office.
Chairman Clark of the subcommitte is fully
aware of the seriousness of the recording ban
and its effects upon the public, in and out of
uniform. If legislative relief is not forthcoming, he proposes to go to the President with
the suggestion that his broad wartime powers
be invoked to force a cessation of the recording "strike".recording companies had built up
Because
a substantial backlog before the Aug. 1 ban,
stations haven't yet felt the real pinch. That
is destined to come from now on, however, because the reservoir is about dry. It is significant, too, that no new hits have been developed
since the ban became effective; that important bands have been broken up because of
reported lack of recording dates, and that
union musicians who used to make recordings have lost between $1,000,000 and $2,000,000 in fees. We imagine Mr. Petrillo has
the answers.
There's one thing we hope won't happen
during the Petrillo hearings, and that's the
temptation for committee members to go off
on a tangent and inquire into unrelated matters. This hearing, as we understand the resolution, has to do with the arbitrary bans on
recorded music performance and their relation
to the war effort. It is not an investigation
of the FCC, its licensing policy or the sufficiency of the radio law, or the adequacy of
the industry. Those matters, if they require
legislative attention (and we heartily believe
some of them do) should be handled under
legislative authorization specifically drawn to
cover them.

Jewelry
Trade
ODDLY ENOUGH, despite curtailing supplies, the jewelry trade seems to be flourishing
in many localities these days. Though some
of its stock cannot be replaced and though
deliveries of some goods such as watches are
dwindling, its short-term business outlook appears good. Last year, according to the Wall
Street Journal, sales rose to approximately
$750,000,000, up $200,000,000 from the best
previous year on record.
This is a phenomenon also perceptible in
England, where the silversmiths of London,

and especially the antique shops, which handle
metallic gadgets beloved by women, are doing
a brisk business even after three years of war.
There money is also plentiful and factory
workers and other lower income groups, favored by good wages and anti-inflation price
ceilings on nearly all necessities, have few
luxury goods to buy.
Bill Gillespie, operator of KTUL, Tulsa,
whose station has been one of the most aggressive developers of department store accounts,
reported last week that his local jewelry store
business is in a fair way to offset other local
business losses, though he added that his station has not yet felt the diminution of local
business perceptible in so many other areas.
He suggests — and we are glad to pass on the
suggestion — that now is the time to cultivate
and extend the use of radio by jewelry establishments.

Ownership

Policy

PURCHASE of the Yankee Network by General Tire, an important manufacturing entity
now engaged in war work, poses an interesting
policy question concerning radio ownership.
Two members of the FCC — Walker and Durr
— opposed the granting of the transfer without
hearing of licenses of the Yankee-owned stations largely because of policy precedent governing transfer of station ownership to another industry.
Actually, the transfer constituted no precedent. Many broadcast stations are owned by
companies and individuals engaged in other
business pursuits. The broadcasting industry
would not have enjoyed its meteoric development if outside capital had not been attracted
to this intriguing but definitely hazardous field
in its earlier days. Newspapers are abundantly
represented in station ownership, although admittedly they are much more closely allied in
function than the tire business.
We heartily agree that radio can't become
subservient to other fields of endeavor. Because
of its intimate contact with all the public, it
must maintain independent policy of operation.
But the real test is not ownership but operating practice and experience. General Tire, for
example, could but shouldn't call Yankee the
"General Tire Network" — and it probably
won't. Yankee was purchased as an investment, as we understand it, and its facilities
will be open to General Tire and its competitors on the same terms. That is as it should be
and must be.
Stations (or networks) can't be used as the
private mouthpieces of their owners. There is
ample legal precedent for that. Brinkley and
Baker and the Rev. Bob Shuler saw their stations silenced because they used their microphones in that way. The same fate finally befell the late "Hello World" Henderson of
Shreveport.
Under existing law, the FCC is not authorized to license networks as such. Moreover, it
can't do anything about station ownership so
long as the proposed owners are citizens of
good reputation and are financially responsible.
It's up to Congress to establish any other
policy.
In the final analysis, there's no problem at
all so long as the privilege of licensed operation is not abused. Should that happen, there
are adequate remedies under the existing
statutes and court precedents.
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ROY HARLOW, former assistant to
John Shepard 3d, president of the
Yankee Network, is now State organization officer for the Massachusetts Office of Price Administration,
in charge of the 351 rationing boards
in the State.
HENRI C. BOHLE, assistant vicepresident of International Standard
Electric Corp., has been elected a vicepresident. He was formerly in charge
of
the company's French and Italian
subsidiaries.
K. L. YOURD, CBS Washington attorney, is the father of a daughter.
W. McGREGOR PARKER, sales
promotion director of WBT, Charlotte, has been elected president of
the Charlotte Junior Chamber of
Commerce, after serving on the board
of directors.
JOHN

HASKELL

est viceMEET
ent,'s Jonew
hn Haskell
presidNBC
MacDonald. Elected by the
board of directors at its
meeting last Dec. 4, the vicepresidency was conferred in recognition of his many contributions
to the financial and administrative
problems of the network.
Although able to make a bunch

'of statistics sit up and say "Uncle",
Mr. MacDonald has no love of
figures for their own sake.
"Figures," he said, "are valuable only when they give management information which enables it
to operate its business more effectively. That means, at NBC, that
those who prepare the budgets and
operating statements for the vari; ous departments must know enough
about the operations of those de; partments to make the figures easily translatable into terms of proi grams, sales, promotion, engineerIing and other network activities."
In addition to his financial responsibilities, Mr. MacDonald also
is supervisory head of the company's personnel relations, representing NBC in its dealings with
unions and directing its policies
with regard to its unorganized em, ployes. He had a hand in the de|velopment of the salary rate schedjule which, after a year of research,
has just been put into operation,
I constituting a major step toward
II putting
NBC's basis.
personnel relations
on a scientific
To his host of friends in all
ranks of the industry, Mr. MacDonald's outstanding characteristic is the unusual warmth of his
: personality. His close associates,
however, probably would name as
his chief asset his ability to cut,
without hesitation, through the
verbal trappings of an argument
to its essential truth or error. It is
| probably the combination of the
two qualities which has enabled
him, a comparative newcomer to
BROADCASTING

MacDONALD
NBC, to crash the ranks of its
vice-presidential hierarchy with
such celerity.
Mr. MacDonald hails from
Brunswick, Maine, where he was
born Sept. 1, 1896. At 46, he can
look back on two decades of broad
and diversified experience which
began when he was graduated from
New York U's School of Business
Administration in 1922. His degree of bachelor of commercial
science was followed a year later
with a master's degree. Thereafter
for four years he pursued academic
work as a member of the NYU
faculty. When he forsook that field
he held an assistant professorship
in the School of Commerce.
In the half dozen years which
followed, Mr. MacDonald was associated successively with McGrawHill Publishing Co. as office and
personnel manager, and with A. I.
Namm & Sons and Walker &
Heisler Inc., as controller.
His first-hand knowledge of radio dates from 1932 when he joined
Trade Ways, an organization
formed to study business problems
and management. In the three years
which followed, he was buried deep
in research and the preparation of
reports pertaining to the affairs of
NBC, one of the firm's clients. His
work led to an offer from NBC to
install a cost accounting system
based on surveys he had made while
with Trade Ways. The system was
duly put in operation and Mr. MacDonald thereupon was made NBC
budget officer. Three years later
he was assigned to the Radio-Recording Division as business manager.
The proposed separation of the
Red and Blue networks a year ago
presented many complex problems
and Mr. MacDonald was moved up
to the executive floor in Radio City
to assist the NBC management in
their solution. The value of his
work was speedily recognized, and
he became
right-hand
man to
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LEO S. KEEGAN, former time
salesman of WNBC, Hartford, is
now stationed at Ft. Slocum, N. Y.
FRANK L. SHEEHAN Jr.. former
account executive of KOMO-KJR, Seattle, has enlisted in the Navy as a
Petty Officer (first class), and is
stationed at the San Diego Naval
Training Base. Spencer C. Green, former publicity director, has been appointed lieutenant in the aviation
branch of the Naval Reserve and retraining. ported Jan. 2 at Ohio State U for
LES BIEDERMAN, manager of
WTCM, Traverse City, Mich., has
joined the Operational Research
Group in the Directorate of Planning
of the Office of the Chief Signal Offices of the Army. Drew McClay replaces him during his leave of absence.
LYMAN BRYSON, CBS director of
education, will deliver the mid-winter
commencement address at his alma
mater, U of Michigan, Jan. 23.
DR. H. A. JONES, manager of sales
of GE electronic tubes for nonradio
applications, has been commissioned a
lieutenant colonel in the Signal Corns,
and is attached to the research and development section located in the War
Department's
lington, Va. Pentagon Building, ArHARRY MAIZLISH, general manager of KFWB, Hollywood, is in New
York conferring with national advertisers and agency executives.
FRED C. SELZER Jr., formerly of
the A. C. Nielsen Co., New York, research firm, has been appointed western division coordinator of spot and
local sales for NBC, replacing Norman
Noyes, who has joined the Army.
Frank E. Mullen, vice-president
and general manager.
In the recently announced organizational realignment of NBC,
Mr. MacDonald became financial
officer, now carrying with it the
title of vice-president.
While acquiring one office after
another, he has found time to write
three authoritative volumes on his
favorite subjects, Office Management, Practical Budget Procedure
and Controllership — Its Functions
and Technique.
Since leaving the NYU faculty,
Mr. MacDonald has been active in
the affairs of the Controllers' Institute of America. He was president of the institute's New York

A. M. MacLENNAN, advertising manager of IT&T, New York, previously
with N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia,
has been appointed assistant vicepresident and will also continue his
duties as advertising manager.
DONALD E. INMAN, coordinator
for the Cedar Rapids studios of WMT,
has been transferred to the Waterloo
studios of WMT to act in the same
capacity. His Cedar Rapids duties
are being divided between Sumner
D. Quarton, station manager, and L.
von Linder, production manager. Betty Shimek, who left the Cedar Rapids
bookkeeping department of WMT
prior to the birth of her daughter a
year and a half ago, has rejoined the
staff as receptionist.
SIDNEY STROTZ, NBC western division vice-president, following twoweeks conference with New York executives, returns to his Hollywood headquarters in mid-January.
EDWIN M. SPENCE, former general
manager of WWDC, Washington, and
ex-secretary-treasurer of the NAB, and
Mrs. Spence, have left Washington to
spend the winter in Stewart, Fla. Mrs.
Spence is recuperating from a recent
serious illness. Their daughter, Anne,
is accompanying them.
W. Frank Hipp
W. FRANK HIPP, 53, president
of the Liberty Life Insurance Co.
of Greenville, S. C, and chief
owner of WIS, Columbia, S. C.
died in Greenville Jan. 3 after a
brief illness. Mr. Hipp owned approximately 40% of the stock of
WIS, managed by G. Richard
Shafto. He formerly was one of
the owners of WCSC, Charleston,
but that station was sold last year
to its manager, John Rivers. Mr.
Hipp organized the Liberty Life
Insurance Co. in 1917 and was its
first and only president. He was a
native of Newberry, S. C. and was
a trustee of Newberry College.
McCullough to WIOD
T. O. McCULLOUGH has been
named commercial manager of
WIOD, Miami, Fla., to replace
Steve Vetter, who resigned Jan. 2
to join WFTL, Ft. Lauderdale.
Mr. McCullough was a member of
the sales department of WSPD,
Toledo, from 1939 to April 1942,
becoming national sales manager
of WAGA, Atlanta, where he remained until joining WIOD.

Marines
LOUISRuppel
RUPPEL,to who
resigned as
CBS publicity head last fall to become assistant to the president of
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., will
leave that post about the middle of
January to enter the Marine Corps.
Control in 1938, a member of the
National Board of Directors 19401942, and vice-president and chairman of its executive committee in
1941-1942. He is a member of
Delta Sigma Pi, a national professional fraternity.
Mr. MacDonald married the former Victoria Zukowsky, and is the
father of two daughters, Jeanette,
20, and Helene, 14. Jeanette is a
student at Wellesley College, while
Helene attends Northfield Seminary. He lives in Pelham, N. Y.,
and spends his summer vacations
at Lake George. For recreation,
the new NBC vice-president plays
golf and bridge.
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KMA

Is Tops

for

Grocery

Advertisers
THAT KMA is probably the top
sales producer in the No. 1 Farm
Market is proved by the case history of the P
Company,
manufacturers of a new household
cleaner. The product is a powder
2)acked in eight-ounce cartons retailing at 25c.

Founded in 1939, the P
Company used KMA as its exclusive advertising medium. But in
1-941 — after only two years — the
company did a $60,852 business
through 49 jobbers in Iowa, 37 in
Nebraska, 16 in Missouri, and 7 in
Kansas. And at an advertising cost
of only 6%%!
In other words, as a direct result
of KMA advertising, 243,408 boxes
of the cleaner were sold in retail
stores to 14.9% of the families in
the KMA primary of 151 counties.
But getting 14.9% distribution
among all families in two years is
only part of the story. The figures
for 1942 (though not completely
available yet) represent magnificent increases over 1941 in every
way.
Get all the facts. Write today for
your copy of the KMA Atlas of
Wholesale Grocers. It shows you
how to get your share of the $156,044,000 business done by the 7,113
grocers in the prosperous KMA
primary. Copies are limited, so
write — right now.

THOMAS B. ELVIDGE. formerly
assistant office manager, University
of Chicago Press, has been appointed
head of the continuity editing department of WBBM. Chicago, replacing
Bob Hartman, who has joined the
Army. George Roosen. former WBBM
staff producer, becomes manager of
the continuity writing department,
succeeding Ward Caille, now with J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
BILL DEAN, former publicity director of WDAY, Fargo, N. D„ who
joined WIRE, Indianapolis, in the
same capacity several months ago, has
been promoted to program director.
JOSEPH O. MEYERS, formerly
head of the news staff of KSTP.
Minneapolis-St. Paul, has joined
NBC's department of news and special
events as a writer. Meyers has worked
on the Detroit News, and the St. Paul
Daily News.
GROVER COBB, announcer of
KSAL, Salina. Kan., has entered the
Air Corps in the U. S. Naval Reserves. Robert McCrerry. announcer,
has reported for duty with the armed
forces. Mrs. McCrerry, of the continuity staff, has returned to her home
at Hagerstown, Md. Mrs. Letha Ritter of McAUen, Tex., replaces her.
RUTH BERENSTEN has joined the
announcing staff of WHAM, Rochester, as Rochester's first woman announcer. Former radio experience includes writing, directing and acting.
HARVEY FRITSCH, of St. Petersburg, Fla., has joined the announcing
staff of WJNO, West Palm Beach.
ARTHUR MILLER, Eastern editor
of Movie-Radio Guide, has joined the
magazine section of the CBS publicity
department. Miller left Movie-Radio
Guide to enlist in the Army Air
Forces and was subsequently honorably discharged.
GILBERT BRAUN, New York press
agent, is up for induction into the
Army Jan. 15.
ABE LYMAN, producer of Jewish
programs on WBNX, New York, has
been named chairman of the Jewish
Radio, Press and Stage Committee
sponsoring
President's
party,
to be the
held at
the Centralbirthday
Plaza,
New York, Jan. 30, for the benefit of
the national infantile paralysis campaign.
PHIL BAKER has recovered from
an operation for appendicitis and resumed his duties as quiz master on
CBS Take It Or Leave It, Jan. 10.
During his illness he was replaced by
Ralph Edwards and Eddie Cantor.
AGRICULTURAL
dollars

from

INDUSTRIAL
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in the I\o. 1 Farm Market

AROUND

HERLIHY, BLUE anWALTERnouncer, isfather
of a daughter, born
Jan. 1. A daughter was also born to
Slocum Chapin of the sales staff of
WJZ, New York, Dec. 30.
, BLUE producerMICHAEL
KEN
director,
will be inducted into the
Army Jan. 11. Harry Frazee, production "manager of the BLUE, left last
week for a two-week vacation.
GEORGE TAYLOR, program director of KSAN, San Francisco, was injured in an automobile accident New
Year's Eve.
TED LENZ, newscaster of KSAN,
San Francisco, entered the Merchant
Marine officers' training school Jan. 4.
LOUIS SCALES, writer of KFRC,
San army.
Francisco, has been inducted into
the
MARIE KEENAN, formerly of Richard R. Smith & Assoc., Chicago, has
joined the press staff of WGN, Chicago.
FRED PARSONS, announcer of
WSB. Atlanta, has joined the U. S.
Maritime Service and is stationed at
ing.
Sheepshead Bay, N. Y., for trainCHARLES J. BRAS, assistant programhas been
managerinducted
of KOMO-KJR,
Seattle,
into the Army
and is stationed at Ft. Lewis, Wash.
Dorothy Lee, formerly traffic manager of KPQ, Wenatchee, replaces him.
Fred Patterson, assistant program
manager, is the father of a boy.
WABC

BECAUSE of "the enlarged business and increased production needs
of WABC, New York," the station's staff has been expanded, it
has been announced by Arthur
Hull Hayes, general manager of
the CBS New York City outlet.
C. R. Swift, formerly in charge of
operations in the WABC program
department, has been appointed an
account executive. Replacing him
is Gordon Graham, an assistant
director. Paul Mowrey, of the CBS
television staff, has been named
an assistant in the WABC program
department, and John Tormey, formerly of Esquire and WFAS,
White Plains, N. Y., joins WABC
sales as an account executive.
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GEORGE STALLMAN, new to radio, has joined the announcing staff
of WSBA, York, Pa.
GROVER COBB, former announcer of KSAL, Salina, Kans., has entered the Naval Reserve Air Corps.
GUY SAVAGE, formerly of WGN,
Chicago, has joined the Air Edition
of the Sun, sponsored by the Chicago
Sun, succeeding
with
the Army. Michael Connor, now
WAUHILLAU LA HAY, radio editor of the Chicago Sun, has been apamusement editor,
ing Wolfepointed
Kaufman,
resigned.succeedBetty
Burns, assistant radio editor, will
handle the daily column, but Miss
La
Hay will
the radio
page. continue to supervise
FULTON LEWIS Jr., MBS Washington news commentator, on Jan.
14 will start a two-week lecture tour,
broadcasting as usual.
DON WAYNE, announcer of WHIO,
Dayton, is father of a boy, David
Lee, born Dec. 31.
WILLIAM HITCH, formerly of
WFLA, Tampa, and WBML, Macon,
has joined the announcing staff of
WW J, Detroit, replacing Hugh
Downs, who is now in the Army.
Frances Harris, girl reporter in Nancy
Dixon on WWJ for several years, has
been made a member of the WWJ
newscasting staff.
JOE CONNELLY, Hollywood writer,
is collaborating with Joe Bigelow,
script writer of J. Walter Thompson
Co.,
the weekly
NBC Chase
& Sanoorn onShow,
sponsored
by Standard
Brands.
CHET HUNTLEY, on the special
events staff of CBS Hollywood, has
started a thrice-weekly ten-minute
news analyst program on Pacific
Coast stations of that network.
JOHN DEHNER, announcer-writer,
has been promoted to news editor of
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. He succeeds William (Archie) Hall, who resigned to join the civilian pilots training division of the CAA. Lamond
Johnson, former announcer of
KMPC.
KWKW,
Pasadena, has joined

Here's why WBIG
such

amazing

gets

results.

Our 5,000 watts on 580
kc lays down a signal

COUNTIES
SHENANDOAH,

Muffs for VINCENT
O'Brien
HOWARD
O'B R I E N, Chicago Daily
News columnist, recently
complained in print that his
happy household was being
ruined by the 6 a.m. radio appearance of Paul Gibson and
the Housewives Protective
League on WBBM, Chicago,
since Mrs. O'Brien is an avid
admirer of the early-morning
philosopher. To appease the
ruffled
nerves sent
of Mr.
Mr. Gibson
him O'Brien,
a pair
of elaborate ear muffs and

of dol-

lars in payrolls from big-time war industries
. . . BOTH
make the area served by WJHL
. . . and WJHL alone . . . one of the richest

Blue Network

151

ALLAN H. KALMUS, for the past
several years with Government agencies in Washington as information
specialist, has joined WQXR, New
York, as publicity director.
W. McGREGOR PARKER, sales
promotion and publicity director of
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, has been
elected
president
the Charlotte
Junior Chamber
of of
Commerce
for 1943.

equal to a 100,000 watt
station on 1 ,000 kc.

NET

City,L
Tenn.
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WJohnson
SPOT SALES, Inc.
W. Hanes Lancaster
Representatives
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GEORGE M ATTAR, new to radio,
has joined KGFJ, Los Angeles, as annou ncer.
GEORGE G. SKINNER, announcer of KGFJ. Los Angeles, and Pearl
Theresa Maroros, were married in
Glendale. Cal.. Dec. 23.
JOHN CARLSON, of the publicity
staff of WBBM, Chicago, has joined
the Army.
EDWARD S. KING, of the NBC
Chicago production staff, has joined
the Army. Mr. King formerly directed
Vic d- Sade and Author's Playhouse.
ROBERT M. FLANIGAN. salesman
of the spot and local sales department
of NBC Chicago, has joined the Army.
JOY REID Jr. and Trent Christian
of the NBC Hollywood maintenance
department have been inducted into
the Army.
RTJSS WIDOE, formerly of WHFC,
Cicero. 111., has joined the announcing staff of WIND, Chicago.
JEROME J. KARPF Jr.. former
news editor of AVINS, New York,
is now an Army private, stationed at
Fort McClellan, Ala.
BOB MARKS, professionally known
as Mark Roberts, former musical director of KFMB, San Diego, recently joined the Navy and is stationed
at Alameda, Cal.
PAUL F. BENTON, office manager
and auditor of KMO, Tacoma, Wash.,
is the father of a boy born Dec. 26.
FRANK GILLESPIE, formerly of
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., has joined
KTAR, Phoenix, as announcer-newscaster.
ELNA
ERICKSON
of the KOY,
Phoenix, news staff, has joined the
WAACs. Peggy Brennan, KOY cont tinuity department, has resigned to
.join her husband in Salt Lake City
I where he is taking advanced training
in the Army Air Forces.
IRVIN
S. ATKINS,
formerly in
jthe radio department of Dan B. Miner
Co., Los Angeles agency, has been
.appointed writer and business manI ager of Art Baker, network announcer, newscaster and m.c.
MATT GETTINGS, formerly of
WLLH, Lowell, and WBML. Macon,
ihas joined the staff of WPDQ. Jack! sonville, as production manager. Bob
Truere, former program director of
IWCNC, Elizabeth City, N. C, has
I joined the program department.
jCHARLES S. MONROE, of the
CBS department of program writing,
Dec. 31 married Gwynedd Owen, consultant at the Junior League.
iGLEN H. WALKER, onetime man• ager
of KFXD,
now
an Army
aviation Nampa,
cadet at Ida.,
West isCoast
Air Corps Training
Center, Santa
Ana, Cal.
CREAN

PATTERSON,
former announcer of WNBC, Hartford, the first
WNBC staffman to be sent overseas,
recently arrived at an unnamed foreign port, according to a cable to the
studio. Jack Lacy, former chief announcer, has been inducted into the
Army and is stationed at Ft. Jackson,
I S. C. Jack Howard, identified with
J WNBC variety musical productions,
" has joined the announcing staff.
I RALPH KLEIN, continuity director,
I WNBC, Hartford, has reported to
| Fort Devens, Mass., for Army servj ice. Succeeding him is Miss Almina
j Kodis, of Worcester.
AIDAN FITZPATRICK, formerlv of
| WSM, Nashville, and Don Gordon,
Chicago freelancer, have joined the
announcing
staff of NBC Chicago.
Richard Irving, guide, and William
Riley, night secretary, have joined the
Navy, and Alvin Carver, formerly of
. the music library, has been inducted
\ into the Army.
GEORGE STALLMAN, new to radio, has joined the announcing staff of
WSBA, York, Pa.

'M?KE WOMEN'
Employment Office Commends
WBIG Staff Move

APPOINTMENT of two women
announcers to the staff of WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C, has brought congratulations from the Greensboro
office, U. S. Employment Service.
In a letter to Maj. Edney Ridge,
WBIG general manager, Waldo
Porter, head of the Greensboro
employment office, wrote:
"I have noticed recently the addition of two lady announcers to
your staff. I want to congratulate
you on this move, as I think it
good business on your part. The
time is fast approaching when
women are going to replace men
in many occupations, and it is the
smart thing to make this change
while qualified women are still
available. I might add that the
young lady announcers are doing

a Mr.
fine job."
Porter also thanked WBIG
for the time it had devoted to
recruiting workers for war industries, adding, "the results obtained
from your announcements have always been excellent."
Zipf Joins WLW
APPOINTMENT of William H.
Zipf as assistant to Ed Mason,
farm programs director, WLW,
Cincinnati, has been announced.
He succeeds Merton V. Emmert,
who resigned Jan. 1 to join WEAF,
New York, as farm program director [Broadcasting, Dec. 28]. A
native of Columbus, O., Mr. Zipf
was graduated from the College
of Agriculture, Ohio State U in
1935. During his college days he
conducted the program, Campus
Mirror, on WOSU. After graduation he became field editor of the
American Fruit Grower and later
was appointed agriculture extension director of Delaware U. Mr.
Zipf goes to the Crosley station
from Louisville, where he was information agent for the Farm
Credit Administration.
TONY WHEELER, announcer of
WFIL, Philadelphia, is the father of
a girl born Dec. 26.
RAY LEWIS, free lance announcer
and m.c, who conducts several commercial programs on KFRC. San
Francisco, was slightly injured New
Year's Eve while riding in a taxicab.

Program
Executive
. . . with imagination, show
sense and the experience and
ability to assume full responsibility for programming major
network affiliate in midwest
market. Must be able to handle and train announcers, conceive program ideas and have
the drive to see them through.
No traffic work involved. We
think our man may now be
employed by a smaller station
or one in a smaller market
and deserves an opportunity
to assume greater responsibilito ties and an opportunity for
self-development. Send details
Box

■I

NEW
TIMELY
PROGRAM
FOR AND
ABOUT

WOMEN

and
help
ical
brin
TOguida
ands
nceg topract
of womenconthous
...
servation-conscious
to stimulate a lively exchange of
ideas on ways to save food, fuel
and clothing ... the WMAQ
Woman's Home Council was
organized with Elizabeth Hart,
ality
ingNBCperson
direc
shintor
es.moni
and mistress of cereas
Response to this 15 -minute
Friday morning feature was immediate, enthusiastic and heartwarming! enthusiastic
And each week'sletters
mail
brings more
from housewives anxious to do
their part on the home front.
Here's an up-to-the-minute
woman's program reaching the
largest and most responsive audience of women buyers in the
Nation's Second Market . . . ready
for an alert local sponsor.
In the WMAQ primary area,
you have a total potential listening
audience of 2,855,700 radio families who spend $3,535,957,000
every year.
Place your radio advertising
campaign where it will do you
the most good . . . on WMAQ!
For facts and figures about this
great station and this great sales
opportunity . . . write or phone

WMAi

Chicago Key Station of the Famous NBC Network
Represented Nationally by the NBC Spot Offices
NEW YORK
BOSTON CHICAGO
WASHINGTON CLEVELAND DENVER
SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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GRANT
TO A PUBLICITY

Who

Is

AMD

On

PROMOTION

The

Way

MAN

Up

OMEWHERE there is an "up-and-coming" young man,
thoroughly schooled in radio publicity and promotion, who is
probably now doing a splendid job for a reputable station,
agency or advertiser. He is perfectly happy and is not a
"shifter" — but, his present opportunities are limited, and he
feels the urge to "spread his wings" in a larger organization
where his talents can be more profitably utilized.
This man is adequately educated, well versed in media promotion, trade journal and newspaper advertising, direct mail,
sales presentations— and the mechanics of all phases of
publicity. And he is tremendously enthusiastic about radio.
He is a family man who enjoys his home, wants to settle
down permanently in a community and become a part of it.
He possesses the judgment and stability to direct the activities
of others under him.
For such a man, there is a place at Radio Station KMBC of
Kansas City. Under the leadership of Arthur B. Church, President, KMBC has earned an enviable reputation in this major
market as well as in the radio industry as a whole.
If you are interested, write us, giving detailed information
about yourself — age, exact draft status, educational background, employment record, salary, religion, etc. Apply in
writing only. Your reply will be held in strict confidence. This
advertisement is with the full knowledge of our staff and our
present Publicity Director who is going to work for Uncle Sam.
Address Karl Koerper, Managing Director, KMBC, Pickwick
Hotel, Kansas City, Mo.

IN THE RADIO
LIMELIGHT
a series of informative articles for radio advertisers
and time-buyers, prepared by The Branham Company

RADIO

STATION KTBS
SHREVEPORT, LA.
a SHREVEPORT TIMES Station
J 000 Wafts
1480 Kc.
NBC Network
JOHN C. McCORMACK. General Manager

Shreveport, trading center of over 360,000 radio
families of the KTBS area, today has a resident population of 109,028 (sugar ration registrations) — a gain
of 10,861 over the last census.

EXPANDING

STAFF
IN CHICAGO
GRANT ADV., Chicago, with announcement of the addition of
Howard Jones, formerly vice-president of Lord & Thomas, Chicago,
who has joined the agency as account executive on the Folger account, is expanding personnel and
facilities of the Chicago office. An
additional floor in the Palmolive
Bldg. has been added to the present
space on the 23d floor.
Mr. Jones, who joined the agency
last Monday was formerly account
executive of Blackett-Sample-Hummert and Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago. James Whipple, radio producer, Frank Newton, Margaret
Carson, copywriters and Fred Norman, contact man, all formerly of
Lord & Thomas, Chicago, have also
joined the agency.
The agency is conducting marketing tests for Vitamar, a new
oleomargarine manufactured by
Cudahy. Grant has been appointed
the agency for the entire Cudahy
account which includes Old Dutch
Cleanser, All-Purpose Mineral
Feed, Puritan Meat products, shortening and processed meats, as well
as the American Salt Co., a subsidiary of Cudahy.
Club

Hears

Buck

BEFORE the largest crowd of the
season, talent from the National
Concerts & Artists Corp., New
York, entertained the Radio Executives Club of New York on Jan. 6.
Frank "Bring 'Em Back Alive"
Buck talked, Ellen Mitchell, NBC,
sang, and Pat Barnes acted as m.c.
Out-of-town guests included Don
Stratton, WTAM, Cleveland; A. N.
Armstrong Jr., WCOP, Boston;
George Jaspert, WPAT, Paterson;
Hal Seville and George Mclntyre,
WJEJ, Hagerstown; Mary Carpenter, WHK, Cleveland; Charles
Stahl, WDAS, Philadelphia; Lew
Avery, NAB-Washington; Harry
Jacobs of Harry Jacobs Productions, Hollywood; Aaron Bloom,
Kasper-Gordon Productions, Boston; Shirley Hollander, John H.
Pearson Co., Chicago; Fred Palmer, WCKY, Cincinnati, and Jack
Rose, advertising manager of
Busch Credit Jewelers, New York.
C.TGX, Yorkton, Sask., Canada, has
appointed Joseph Hershey McGillvra
Inc. exclusive national sales representatives throughout the TJ. S.

Coupled with that, Shreveport's buying power is
greafer by $17,190,000 than in 1941; Effective Buying
Income was $95,404,000 for 12 months ending Sept.
30, 1942 ("Sales Management"

outlet — you']] find

For Spots that SELL, Call a Branham-man
BRANHAM
COMPANY
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
DETROIT ATLANTA CHARLOTTE DALLAS ST. LOUIS MEMPHIS
KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES SEATTLE

Is Appointed

Named
to
Advertising Post at
Westinghouse
By
Philadelphia, Mills Succeeds
FRANK V. WEBB, sales manager
of WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, for
two years, has joined the headquarters staff of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. in Philadelphia as
assistant advertising and sales promotion manager. The appointment
was announced by Lee B. Wailes,
manager of Westinghouse Radio.
Transfer of Mr. Webb followed
induction of George A. Harder into

Mr. Mills

Mr. Webb

the armed forces. He will assist
W. E. Jackson, general sales manager of the Westinghouse group.
Mr. Jackson has been given the
added responsibility of advertising
and promotion.
Before going to WOWO-WGL
Mr. Webb managed KTMS, Santa
Barbara, Cal., and prior to that
was with the Santa Barbara NewsPress as assistant advertising and
promotion manager. He was born
in Mexico City where his father,
Frank V. Webb Sr., was publisher
of the American newspaper in the
capital. He entered the advertising
business as a salesman for the
Arizona Republic-Gazette in Phoenix.
Paul E. Mills has been promoted
from the WOWO-WGL sales staff
to succeed
cial manager.Mr. Webb as commerCarl Ohliger Promoted
CARL F. OHLIGER has been
elected vice-president of McCannErickson Adv. Agency, New York.
Mr. Ohliger, who has been associated with the agency since 1923,
was formerly advertising manager
of H. J. Heinz Co. and is at present lecturer in advertising at
Stanford U School of Business. He
has also held various offices in advertising associations, both in the
East and on the Coast.
Agency House Organ
A MONTHLY house organ with a
format modeled after PM newspaper, will be published by the Philip
Klein Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
The four page agency paper, to be
called PK, will contain news stories
and radio
pictures
of the
clients.
A
column
willagency's
tell what
the
agency and its clients are doing in
radio, and one called the Listening
Post will report on business trends.
The paper will be sent to the agency's
clients, business managers and ediindustry.
tors of newspapers and to the radio

estimate).

Aim your spot sales messages at this money-making
market. Lever Bros., Beech-Nut, Standard Brands,
Sterling products. General Foods, Standard Oil, Procter & Gamble and other leading accounts air their
advertising on this popular NBC
it pays too!

Webb
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H. V. KALTENBORN, NBC commentator, reveals his predictions for
1943 in the current issue of Look
magazine.
• Broadcast

Advertising

WEEKLY Market News Service and
Radio Round-Up service to housewives
from the Food Distribution Administration are being issued to stations by
the nearest regional office of FDA
instead of tke central office in Washington. The material comes from seven
regional offices of FDA : New York,
Chicago, Des Moines, Denver, San
Francisco, Dallas and Atlanta. More
localized news is now provided.
FIVE STATIONS to acquire the
AP radio wire from Press Assn. recently are WHBQ, Memphis ; WINN,
Louisville ; KRIS, Corpus Christi ;
KXYZ, Houston; WJLB, Detroit.
ASSOCIATED Music Publishers reported two new subscribers to the
Associated transcription library service during December and eight renewals. New stations are KPAS,
Pasadena, and WSON, Henderson,
Ky. Renewals are WGN, Chicago ;
WCOS, Columbia, S. C. ; WFBM,
Indianapolis ; W H A S, Louisville ;
WIOD, Miami; KPHO, Phoenix;
KXOK, St. Louis; W51C, Chicago
(Zenith FM station).
WELI, New Haven, beginning Jan.
9, is presenting Congressman Ranulf
Compton of the 3d Connecticut District every Saturday, 6 :30-6 :45 p.m.
Other members of the Connecticut
delegation, including newly-elected
Congresswoman Claire Boothe Luce,
are expected to be heard on the program from time to time.
WITH
appointment
of Sidney
Vaughan as director of the New England Radio News Service, the reports
will be continued to farmers despite
jdeparture of 100% of the news service
'staff for the Army. Mr. Vaughan replaces Charles E. Eshbach, inducted
into the Army Dec. 30. The New England Radio News Service has been
operated as a Federal-State agency
jsince 1928.
MARKING the New Year, Centlivre
|Brewing Corp., St. Louis, bought the
Skyline Club, 11:30 p.m.-12 :30 a.m.
!Over WOWO, Ft. Wayne, for holiday
institutional advertising from Dec. 27
through Dec. 30. The company topped
|off its 1942 activity on the station with
|a New Year's Eve party beginning at
'110:15
p.m., Agency
Dec. 31,iscontinuing
2:30 a.m.
Westheimeruntil&
!Co., St. Louis.
RECOGNITION of the Allen County
salvage committee's scrap efforts was
made recently with the presentation of
la WPB pennant by Dudley Smith,
executive chairman of the WPB in
| Indiana, in the studios of WOWOIWGL, Ft. Wayne. Broadcast over
WGL, the program was arranged by
Jack O'Mara, station promotion manager and a member of the local comj mittee.

m^m

Broadcasters! "^^™'^—
LET YOUR AUDIENCES HEAR

STARLIGHT SONATA
the most unforgettable melody since
"My Sister and I"
'
Lyrics by Helen Bliss
Music by Henry Manners
and

!

AMERICA'S VICTORY SHOUT
HALLELU!
(Judgment Day is Comin')
to be featured by Judy Canova in
her forthcoming Republic picture
"Chatterbox".
and music by
Paul Words
J. Winkoop
Both songs have been arranged for
orchestra by JACK MASON

TRANSCRIBED VOICES of twelve
Indiana and Kentucky women in training or stationed at the WAAC Training Center at Fort Des Moines were
heard over WGBF-WEOA, Evansville, Ind., recently. Prior to airing
of the transcriptions, families and
friends of particpating WAACs were
notified of date and time of broadcast.
The show, conducted by Glen Law,
news commentator for the Iowa Broadcasting System, was in the form of interviews. Similar recordings are
planned for other stations by the Public Relations Office of the First
WAAC
Moines. Training Center at Fort Des
KROW, Oakland, Cal., broadcast
the ceremonies when the Army-Navy
"E" award was presented to Ben C.
Gerwick Inc., contractors, for their efficient construction work at the Oakland port of embarkation. A repeat
broadcast was released for the benefit of the employes who were unable
to hear the original program.
WDLP, Panama City, Fla., set up
mikes for launching ceremonies, Dec.
30, of the S. S. E. Kirby Smith, first
Liberty ship to take the ways from
the Wainwright Shipyard. Highlight
was reading of telegram from wife of
Lt. Gen. Jonathan M. Wainwright,
for whom the yard is named.

Plays

of

1941

MOHAWK

EDITED by Norman S. Weiser,
The Writer's Radio Theatre, 19 hi,
presents a selection of the ten outstanding radio plays of the last
year, in which, as in its companion volume The Writer's Radio
Theatre, 19U0-19U, is illustrated
the more successful techniques
worked out for radio plays. Included are aids for the study of
radio drama in the introduction,
notes on plays and writers, glossary of terms and list of agents.
Published by Harper & Bros. —

SERENADE

Loudspeaker Cheers Rodents
Marooned By River
STRAINS of "Bob Burns The
Arkansas Traveler" from the loudspeaker entertained more than a
score of big rats marooned on the
balustrade of the steps to the
transmitter house of WIBX, Utica,
Columbia's Mohawk valley station.
Marooned with the rats when five
inches of water crept into the transmitter room was engineer Paul
Dixon.
So swift was the stream that
rescuers with provisions for the
Dixon larder had only to steer their
boat without rowing when snow
and increasing cold caused a recession of the record high level of the
Mohawk river.

$2.00.
RETURNING to the air after a
brief absence, Green Valley, USA has
been resumed on CBS Monday
through Friday, 4:15-4:30 p.m. Program dramatizes the life of typical
homespun folk who are bending every
effort to speed the nation's war program. Himan Brown is creator, producer and director.

MADELEINE CARROLL, star of
motion pictures and radio, is scheduled
to conduct the Radio Reader quarterhour program, when it returns to CBS
Jan. 11 for another series.

MASS donation by 29 staff members
of Don Lee Broadcasting System,
Hollywood, was made to the local Red
Cross Blood Bank in early January.

Radio networks and stations advertising in
PRINTERS' INK during 1942

Blue Network Co., Inc.
Buffalo Broadcasting Co.
Columbia Broadcasting System
Columbia Pacific Network
Cowles Stations
Don Lee Broadcasting System
Mutual Broadcasting Co.
National Broadcasting Co.

WHO,

WBT, Charlotte
WBZ-WBZA, Boston
WCAE, Pittsburgh
WCAU, Philadelphia
WCCO, Minneapolis

WJR, Detroit
WJSV, Washington

tle
KJR, Seat
KMBC,
Kansas
City
KMOX, St. Louis
KNX, Los Angeles
KOMO, Seattle
KRNT, Des Moines
KSO, Des Moines
KWKH, Shreveport
KYW, Philadelphia

Des Moines

WJWC, Chicago-Hammond*
WJZ,
York
WKBW,NewBuffalo
WLIB, New York
WLS, Chicago

Cincinnati*
Boston

WMBD, Peoria
WMC, Memphis

WDAY,
WDRC, Fargo*
Hartford
WDZ, Tuscola
WEAF, New York
WEEI, Boston
WEVD, New York
WFIL, Philadelphia
WGAR, Cleveland
WGBI, Scranton
WGL, Fort Wayne
WGN, Chicago

th*
KDAL, Dulu
KDKA,
Pittsburgh
KFEL, Denver

WMT, Cedar Rapids-Waterloo
WNAX, Sioux City -Yankton
WNEW, New York
WOR, New York
WORL, Boston
WOW, Omaha
WOWO, Fort Wayne
WRNL, Richmond
WSGN, Birmingham
WSM, Nashville
WSYR, Syracuse
WTAM, Cleveland
WTRY,
WTAR, Troy
Norfolk

WGR, Buffalo
WGY, Schenectady
WHBF, Rock Island
WHEC, Rochester
WHK, Cleveland

WWL,

*Space placed by FREE & PETERS,

New Orleans

INC.

Ink
Printers9
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WABC, New York
WBBM, Chicago

WCKY,
WCOP,

N.B.C. Spot and Local Sales
New England Regional
Network
Westinghouse Radio Stations
Yankee Network

j BROADCAST MUSIC, Inc.
I 580 Fifth Ave.
•
New York City
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SudincdA
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STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WJJD,

Chicago

American Poultry Journal, Chicago, 6 sp
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Shaffer-BrennanMargulis Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Paramount Hosiery Co., Lexington, N. C,
3 sp weekly, thru Shaffer-Brennan-Margulis Adv. Co., St. Louis.
New Church Union, Chicago, 1 sp weekly, 52 weeks direct.
Peter Fox Brewing Co. (beer), Chicago, 35
sa weekly, thru Schwimmer & Scott
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Soy Food Mills (soy pancake flour), Chicago, 12 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Jim
Duffy, Chicago.
Service Life Ins. Co., Omaha, 7 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Benson & Dall, Chicago.
Hawthorne Mellody Farms Dairy, Chicago
(dairy products), 6 sa weekly, thru
Harry E. Clarke, Chicago.
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, 30 sa,
thru Charles Daniel Frey Co., Chicago.
Milk Dealers Bottle Exchange, Chicago, 12
sa, thru Newby, Peron & Flitcraft, Chicago.
WMAQ, Chicago
Beaumont Co., St. Louis (4-Way cold tablets), 2 sp weekly, 7 weeks, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago.
American Chicle Co., New York (gum),
36 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru Badger,
Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
Continental Baking Co., New York. 480 ta,
45 weeks, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Lever Brothers, Cambridge (Rinso), 144
ta, 8 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.
Illinois Publishing & Printing Co., Chicago
(Chicago Herald-American) 1 sp weekly,
13 weeks, direct.
Doubleday, Doran & Co., New York (How
to Prepare Your Income Tax) 30 ta, 10
weeks, thru Huber Hoge & Sons, New
York.
Skelly Oil Co., Kansas City, 1 sp weekly,
50 weeks, thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.

WHK-WCLE, Cleveland
The I. T. S. Co., Elyria, Ohio (rubber
heels), 3 sa weekly, 1 year, thru CarrLiggett Adv. Agency, Cleveland.
Monticello Drug Co., Jacksonville, Fla., 3
sa weekly, 7 weeks, direct.
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Magitex),
22 sa weekly, 3 weeks, thru J. M. Korn
& Co.. Philadelphia.
Pepsodent Co., Chicago (toothbrushes), 8
sa weekly, thru Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
Carter Products, New York (Arrid), 260
ta, thru Small & Seiffer, N. Y.
Cocilana Inc., Philadelphia (cough drops),
104 sa, thru Al Paul Lefton Co., Philadelphia.
Smith Bros., Poughkeepsie (cough drops),
57 ne, thru J. D. Tareher & Co., N. Y.
Loew's Inc., New York (motion pictures),
5 ta weekly, thru Donahue & Co., N. Y.
KTBC, Austin
Park Lab. Co., San Antonio, 3,650 sa, thru
Heral 1 Adv. Agency, San Antonio.
El Modelo Medicine Co., San Antonio (FirVita tonic), 1 sp daily, direct.
Renfro Drug Stores, Austin, 42 ta daily,
direct.
Plough Inc., Memphis (Penetro nose
drops, St. Joseph aspirin), 21 ta weekly,
thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
B & J Sales Co.. Dallas, 6 sa daily, direct.
Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., Austin,
180 sa, direct.
Sears Roebuck & Co., Austin, 50 sa, direct.
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of Austin, 285 ta,
direct.
Simon & Schuster, New York (publishers),
6 t weekly, thru Northwest Adv. Co.,
Seattle.
CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask.
Standard Brands Ltd., Toronto, 700 ta,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Montreal.
Saskatchewan Wheat Pool, Regina (grain),
17 sp, direct.
Dodds Medicine Co. Ltd., Toronto (proprietary), ta, thru A. J. Denne & Co.,
Ltd., Toronto.
T. Eaton Co., Ltd., Toronto (chain department stores), 4 sa daily, direct.
WEAF,

New York

Beech-Nut Packing Co., Canajoharie,
N. Y. (coffee), 5 tie weekly, thru Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
RCA Victor Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J. (records), 5 ne weekly, thru Lord & Thomas,
N. Y.
Ward Baking Co., New York, 136 sa, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.

WBT, Charlotte
Florida Citrus Commission. Lakeland, 3
ta, 2 sa, weekly, thru Arthur Kudner
Inc., N. Y.
Larus Bros. & Co., Richmond. Va. (Edgeworth tobacco), 3 ta weekly, thru Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
Monticello Nursery Co., Jacksonville, Fla.,
3 sa weekly, thru Burton E. Wyatt &
Co., Atlanta.
Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha (macaroni
products), 14 ta weekly, thru FerryHanly Co., Kansas City.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago (smoked salt
division), 3 ta weekly, thru BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago.
Miami Butterine Co., Cincinnati, 6 sa, 3 ta
weekly,
thru Ralph H. Jones Co., Cinnati.
Fleming Bros., Chicago (veterinary medicines), sp weekly, thru Couchman Adv.
Agency, Dallas.
WHN, New York
Purepac Corp., New York (proprietary),
46 ne weekly, 13 weeks, thru Klinger
Adv., N. Y.
P. Lorillard Co., New York (Old Golds),
5 tie weekly. 13 weeks, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Roxy Theatre, New York, sa, thru KaytonSpiero Co., N. Y.
Wm. H. Wise & Co., New York (books),
7 ne weekly, thru Huber Hoge & Sons,
N. Y.
Sunway Vitamin Co., Chicago, 11 t weekly,
thru Sorensen & Co., Chicago.
Monticello Drug Co., Jacksonville, Fla.
(666), sa, 9 weeks, direct.
Simon & Schuster, New York (Income
Tax Booklet), 20 t weekly, thru Northwest Radio Adv., Seattle.
WJZ, New York
Paramount Pictures, New York ("Star
Spangledchanan &Rhythm"),
Co., N. Y. 1 sp, thru BuBenson & Hedges, New York (Virginia
Rounds), weekly sp, thru Duane Jones
Co., N. Y. Salt Co., Scranton, Pa.
International
(Sterling Salt), 2 sa weekly, thru J. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Continental Baking Co., New York, 9 ta
weekly, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Penick & Ford Ltd., New York (My-TFine), 5 ta weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.
Boston & Maine R. R., Boston, 26 sa,
thru Harold Cabot & Co., Boston.
J. J. Newberry Co. (Boston dept. store),
192 so, direct.

New

Participators

Take

WEAF

Spots

Programs Added by Station as
Inducements to Sponsors
FIVE ADVERTISERS signing
with WEAF, New York, for participation spots on various programs
on the local NBC outlet were announced last week by Sherman D.
Gregory, WEAF general manager.
Continental Baking Co., NewYork, for Wonder Bread, has taken
3 12 announcements on Ralph
Dumke's The Two Minute Ma:i,
which replaced Studio X Jan. 4.
Ted Bates Inc., New York, is
agency.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, for
Rinso, will also use the Dumke
show as well as the 6-6:15 p.m.
Family Time with Don Lang as
m.c, on a five weekly basis, through
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
Tax Book Promoted
To
book,
York
Time

advertise a new income tax
Doubleday Doran Co., New
publisher, is using Family
on Thursdays for 10 weeks,

in addition to Pat Barnes' Morning
in Manhattan on Mondays and
Wednesdays. Agency is Huber
Hoge & Sons, New York.
A new thrice-weekly five-minute
news program on WEAF, is sponsored by F. & M. Schaefer Co.,
New York (beer), through BBDO,
New York. Fifth new sponsor is
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia, promoting The Saturday
Evening Post on Family Time and
the Dumke show. Agency is BBDO,
New York.
Several new programs built for
local sponsorship started recently.
They are Just Between Us; Family
Time, for quarter-hour groups;
farm program with Merton V. Emmert;
Spice
of Life;
All infrom
the
Record,
Robert
St.It'sJohn
Washington; news by W. W. Chaplin, former INS war correspondent
who
caster.has joined NBC as a news-

Chaplin Joins NBC
WILLIAM W. CHAPLIN, former
war correspondent of INS, has

Covering 1,739,886 in Pacific Northwest
KXL
Joseph H. McGilivra
KFPY
The Katz Agency
Z NET
The Walker Company
Write for new brochure on this group— or
—phone any of above representatives for
brochure and explanation of 5% discount
when two markets are used and 10% discount when all three markets are used.
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joined NBC's
of news
com-a
mentators, andstaff
last week
started
six-weekly series of newscasts in
the 6:25-6:30 p.m. period. Chaplin
served in the INS Rome and Paris
Bureaus, later covering the war
in Ethiopia. Subsequent assignments included the British Expeditionary Force in France, where
he remained until just before Dunkirk; a survey of the Pacific theatres of war and a term as war editor of the New York City staff of
INS. In April of last year he went
to India and was later transferred
to Moscow where he remained until
November. Chaplin is the author
of two books, Blood and Ink, and
When War Comes.
JOHN J. ANTHONY celebrated the
start of his seventh year as analyst
of human problems on the Good Will
Hour, BLUB Sunday program, on
Jan. 10. Series started in January.
1037. Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta, lias
been sponsor since 1938. Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York, is agency.
• Broadcast

Advertising

BEN TUCKER's Hudson Bay Co.,
Brooklyn, has made a substantial increase in time used on WINS, New
York, on behalf of its furs, under a
new 52-week contract effective Jan. 5.
Firm has signed for 125 transcribed
one-minute announcements weekly, a
six-weekly quarter-hour live musical
program, and a six-weekly quarterhour news period. The fur company
previously used a schedule of 70 announcements weekly on WINS, and
advertised on two or three other stations in the New York area. All radio advertising has been switched to
WINS for the coming year. Account
is handled by Sidney Robbins Adv.
Agency, Brooklyn.
R. B. DAVIS SALES Co., Hoboken,
N. J. (Cocomalt, Davis baking powder, Cut-Rite waxed paper, San Fay
tissue), started a daily quarter-hour
series Good Morning, Madam!, on
WEVD, New York. Series marks the
firm's third year of consistent advertising. Agency is Joseph Jacobs Jewish Market Organization, New York.
EX-LAX Ltd., Montreal (medicinal),
placing an announcement campaign,
has added CFOS, Owen Sound, Ont. ;
CKPR, Fort William, Ont.; CKSO,
Sudbury, Ont., and has increased its
schedule of spot announcements to
ten-weekly on CKAC, Montreal. Account is placed by Cockfield Brown &
Co., Montreal.
HYDE PARK BREWERIES Assn.,
, St. Louis, has contracted
for its
I variety show with a quiz feature, Tic
1 Toe Time, to run Saturdays, 9 :15I 9 :45 p.m. on KMOX, St. Louis. Don
McNeill is m.c. Mary Ann Mercer,
contralto soloist, the Hyde Park Orchestra and a mixed sextette provide
1 musical entertainment. Young & Rubicam, New York, handles the account.

Pacific Ad Session
WITH presidents of affiliated clubs
and board of director members
from the 11 western States attending, the Pacific Adv. Assn. will
hold its annual mid-Winter Conference in San Francisco Jan. 22
and 23. Sessions will be held in
the Mark Hopkins Hotel with
President Larry Lane presiding.
Work by organized advertising in
the war effort will be among the
major subjects discussed.
B. F. FEW, director and vice-president of Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.,
New York, has been named to handle
advertising for the company, succeeding W. D. Carmichael, vice-president
and director, retired. W. A. Blount, a
director, in charge of production and
purchase of leaf tobacco, has been
elected vice-president, and G. W.
Thompson, assistant to G. W. Whitaker,
vice-president, has been elected a
director.

W. R. GERSTENBERGER, formerly of the copy department of Brooke,
Smith, French and Dorrance Inc., Detroit, has joined the copy staff of
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.

B. F. GOODRICH Silvertown Stores
recently began sponsoring Sing For
Victory every Sunday at 1 .30 p.m.
Show, a community sing, is staged on
Friday nights at the Paramount Theatre and transcribed.
RADIO COLLEGE OF CANADA,
Toronto (commercial radio), has
started a weekly quarter-hour series of
talks on the use of electronics in the
present war on CFRB, Toronto. Account was placed by R. C. Smith &
Son, Toronto.

THIRD COURSE offered American and Latin-American listeners
to NBC's Inter-American University of the Air, to go on NBC early
this spring, will be devoted to a
cross section of the outstanding
literature of all American nations,
it has been announced by Dr. James
Rowland Angell, NBC public service counselor, and Sterling Fisher,
director of the University. College
teachers are invited to offer sug-

O'CONNOR, MOFFATT & Co., San
Francisco (department store), has renewed for 13 weeks its six-times weekly Last Minute Netvs presented by
Ruth Anderson on K F R C, San
Francisco. Agency is Ruthrauff &
Ryan, San Francisco.

gestions.

JAX BREWING Co., Jacksonville,
Fla., has started The World at Large,
a six-weekly quarter-hour news and
sports round-up at 6 p.m. on WSLI,
Jackson, Miss. Program features Roy
Weinedel. Account was placed through
Anfenger Adv. Agency, St. Louis.
P. LORILLARD Co., New York, on
Jan. 18 is starting a 13-week campaign
for Friends' Tobacco using thriceweekly spot announcements on 15 stations. Agency is Lennen & Mitchell,
, New York.
RICHARD

EDWARD

BAYFORD (Joe to you)
MESSER wishes to thank
all his friends in the radio

NBC

Latin

Reed Resigns GE Posts
PHILIP D. REED, chairman of
the board of the General Electric
Co., has resigned all of his company posts, effective Jan. 1, having
been requested by both Ambassador John G. Winant and W. Averill
Harriman to continue as Deputy
Chief of the Harriman Mission in
London. "In view of the indefinite
duration of this government work
overseas and in view also of the
return to active service of Owen
D. Young as acting chairman of
General Electric, I felt that I
should relinquish my posts as Director, Chairman of the Board, and
Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Company," Mr. Reed
stated. The Harriman Mission covers many fields of war activity in
addition to representing the LendLease Administration in London.

Series
Mrs. Dalton Sues
CHARGING that the late Victor E.
Dalton, capitalist and owner of
KMTR, Hollywood, had attempted to
deprive her of community property
rights at time of their 1940 divorce,
Mrs. Gloria Dalton in late December
started legal action in Los Angeles
Superior
Court toNamed
recoveras defendants
half interest in the station.
are K. L. Banning, office manager and
secretary to the late Mr. Dalton, and
Reed E. Callister, his attorney.

SPORTS

ON

CALIFORNIA WINE Co., Chicago
(Barloma Wine), has started sponsorship of a thrice-weekly newscast on
WENR, Chicago. Agency is Ervin
Meyerson, Chicago.
INTERSTATE BAKERY Corp., Los
Angeles (Town Talk bread), in a
52-week campaign, started Dec. 25, is
using an average of 20 transcribed
and live spot announcements weekly
on four stations in that area, KNX,
KFI KECA KHJ. Agency is Dan B.
Miner Co., Los Angeles.

NATIONAL Shoe Stores, New York,
70-store chain using radio advertising locally for several years, has purchased six quarter-hour periods, six
ton-minute periods and 35 announce
incuts weekly on WMCA, New York.
Firm has renewed for (he third consecutive year a 52-week contract for
segments Ballroom
on Martin
Block's Make
Believe
on WNEW,
New
York, and plans to add other stations shortly. Agency, Emil Mogul
Co., New York.
LT. FRED WILMAR, former timebuyer of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
San Francisco, is assigned to the Army
Air Forces gunnery school at Las
Vegas, Nev., as Special Service Officer.

OPEN
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The Time

to Buy in

Central Pennsylvania
HARRY M. COLEMAN, publicity
director of MacFarland, Aveyard &
Co., Chicago, has been appointed vicepresident
in charge of public relations.
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ROBERT F. ELRICK, former research director of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago, has joined Quaker Oats Co.
as research director of advertising
and marketing.
GEORGE H. STELLMAN, director
of General Mills radio at BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago, is the
father of a girl born Jan. 4.
JOHN M. LYDEN, former director
of copy and plans of Atherton & Currier, New York has joined Ted Bates
Inc., New York, as an account executive on the Standard Brands accounts. Mr. Lyden will probably work
on advertising plans for that comand Stanpany'sB.new vitamin products, Stams
EARLE STEIERT, former freelance
designer in Philadelphia and New
York, has been appointed art director of Richard A. Foley Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
ERNEST WERNER has resigned as
market analyst of Muzak Transcriptions Inc., to join Christian Feigenspan ketBrewing
Co., Newark, as marresearch assistant.
W. R. JOHNSTON, for the last three
years commercial representative of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, and well-known to American agency executives and network officials,
on Jan. 11 joined the Royal Canadian
Air Force as an administrative officer. Before coming to CBC he was
17 years with the James Fisher Co.,
Toronto advertising agency.

G. F. MILLS and J. W. Spitzer,
managing directors of Lord & Thomas
of Canada, Toronto and Montreal, have
announced that with the retirement
of A. D. Lasker of Lord & Thomas
[Broadcasting, Jan. 4], arrangements are now being made whereby
full ownership of the Canadian company will be taken over by them.
Both Mills and Spitzer have been with
Lord & Thomas of Canada since its
inception in 1929, serving in all capacities of agency operation and working up to the managership a year ago.
Details of the change of ownership are
to be announced later.
EDWIN COX, vice-president of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, has been
in Hollywood in interest of the Kellogg
Co. (Pep) account. The firm on Jan.
4 started for 52 weeks daily participaat Sardi's Monday
on 13
BLUEtion in Breakfast
Pacific stations,
through Friday, 9:30-10 a.m. (PWT).
RUSSELL R. RULLMAN, account
executive of the Caples Co., Omaha,
has been commissioned ensign in the
Navy Air Force and is stationed at
Lewis School of Aeronautics, Lockport,
111. SMITH. West Coast radio
HASSEL
director and Los Angeles manager of
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, has
been elected a vice-president of the
agency. Mrs. Elizabeth Eyerly, New
York manager, and Burton Durkee,
account executive of the Portland, Ore.,
office, have also been elected vicepresidents. Agency has moved its Los
Angeles offices to 621 S. Hope St.
Telephone is Michigan 1427.
THOMAS FREEBAIRN - SMITH,
producer of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hollywood, has joined Lord & Thomas, that
city, and is assigned to the weekly
CBS Ceiling Unlimited, sponsored by
Lockheed & Vega Aircraft Corps. He
replaces
the Army.Bill Gay, who recently joined
JAMES E. CECIL, president of Cecil
& Presbrey, New York, has accepted
the chairmanship of the committee on
public information for the 1943 Red
Cross War Fund of New York City.
He held the post during the 1942 camJACK
paign. PRIVETT, account executive
of J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco, has been transferred to the
agency's Los Angeles office.
CLARK A. (Fritz) SNYDER, for
six years radio director of J. Stirling
Getchell, New York agency to be liquidated on Feb. 1, joined the BLUE
station relations department Jan. 4.
LESLIE J. WOODS, recently representing Philco in Washington, has
been made vice-president and general
manager of the National Union Radio
Corp.,
Newark, affiliated with Philco.
CARLOS FRANCO, manager of the
radio timebuying division of Young &
Rubicam, New York, has been made
a stockholder of the agency.

Agency
InsuranceAdv.
LEON
LIVINGSTON
Agency,
San Francisco,
under a recent
arrangement,
protects its clients' material
against any damage while
they are in the custody of
that firm. Through the agency's insurance brokers a special "property floater policy"
has been put into effect with
Insurance Co. of North
America.

JAY

CLARK, former free lance director of network programs, including
Hop Harrigan, on BLUE, and BackStage Wife, on NBC, has joined the
radio department of Ted Bates Inc.,
New York. Clark has also been associated with Pierre Huss news proHARRY
C. WATERSTON, former
grams.
account executive of Deutsch & Shea,
New York, has joined S. Duane Lyon
Inc., New York, in a similar capacity.
GEORGE H. GUINTER, previously
with Maxon Inc., New York, has joined
O. S. Tyson & Co., New York, sucRichardof Morrison,
countceeding
executive
the latter now
firm. acMILFORD J. BAKER, account executive of Young & Rubicam, New York,
for the past 18 years and Frank Fagan, account executive of the same
agency for four years, and previously
an executive of the merchandising department, have both been elected vicepresidents
Y & R. and account supervisors of
E. DeWITT HILL, vice-president of
McCann-Erickson, New York, has
joined the Army Air Forces as a captain.
JAMES COMINOS, timebuyer of
BBDO,rines as Chicago,
joined and
the Maa second has
lieutenant
will
report for training Jan. 15 at New
River, N. C.
CHARLES PINKHAM, author of
numerous articles on advertising, mailing and marketing and active in development of a yardstick for measuring quantitative value of radio stations, has been appointed vice-president and chairman of plans board of
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York.
J. R. Hamilton
J. R. HAMILTON, 65, president
of the J. R. Hamilton Adv. Agency,
died Jan. 2 in Chicago. He is survived by Mrs. Hamilton, a daughter, Mrs. Charles W. Cushman,
and a beck.nephew,
A former author
editor John
of theSteinSan
Francisco Wasp, he organized the
J. R. Hamilton Agency 25 years
ago, but has been inactive in the
management since 1939. The agency will continue operation with no
change in personnel or facilities.
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Raymond L. Hurst
RAYMOND L. HURST, former
vice-president in charge of the
San Francisco office of BBDO,
died at his home at Laguna Beach,
Cal., Dec. 30, following a three
months' illness. He is survived by
his
ents. widow, two sons and his parDavid

E. Bloch

DAVID E. BLOCH, 56, vice-president of Peck Adv., New York, died
in Bronxville, N. Y., Jan. 5. Prior
to joining Peck Adv. in 1930, Mr.
Bloch had an agency of his own,
the Dave Bloch Co.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Foote,

New

Agency

More

Than

Cone

Starts Business
$20,000,000

PRINCIPAL officers of Foote,
Cone & Belding, new agency created from the interests of Lord &
Thomas [Broadcasting, Jan. 4],
were announced
last week by the
agency. Emerson
Foote has been
elected president
and will continue
in charge of the
A
New York office;
A
JPn^
Fairfax M. Cone,
of Chiin charge
Ik. AhB
cago operations,
will be chairman
Mr. Foote
of the executive
committee, and Don Belding of the
Los Angeles office will be in charge
of Pacific Coast activities for the
agency and will serve as chairman
of the board. The San Francisco
office will continue to be directly
managed by Eugene I. Harrington.
To carry out the firm's conception of "central direction", frequent meetings of the principal of-

Mr. Belding

Mr. Cone

ficers will be held in Chicago and
New York, the first to take place
Jan. 16 in Chicago when other officers will be elected. Plans are under way for an expansion of personnel, although no changes are
contemplated in the present personnel as it functioned under the
name of Lord & Thomas.
$20,000,000 in Billings
The new agency starts business
with total billings well in excess
of $20,000,000 annually. It will definitely handle a total of 50 accounts,
all formerly placed by Lord &
Thomas, and belief was expressed
by the agency last week that it
could shortly be announced that

Accounts

&
With

Covering

Belding
Total

Billings of

50 Accounts

"no account which was handled by
the former agency at the time of
its dissolution will have failed to
signify its intention to remain with
the new agency."
Born in Alabama in 1906, Emerson Foote has had a varied career
since his schooling in California.
His first business experience was
in the wholesale end of the automobile industry. He was also associated with the Pacific Mutual
Life Insurance Co. and served as
secretary of the Western Statistical Assn. before joining the Leon
Livingston Adv. Agency, San Francisco, at the age of 24.
He stayed there three and a half
years before starting his own agency, Yeomans & Foote, in partnership with Lewis H. Yeomans. In
1936, he joined the research department of J. Stirling Getchell, New
York, selling out his interests in
the agency to Mr. Yeomans.
Research director, account executive and general executive at
Getchell, Mr. Foote then joined
Lord & Thomas to handle printed
advertising for the American Tobacco Co. account, later taking over
the entire account including radio.
In 1940, he was elected a vice-president of the agency, a member of
the board of directors in May, 1942.
Two months later, he was elected
executive vice-president and placed
in charge of all New York operations.
Varied Career
Fairfax M. Cone attended the U
of California in his native state,
and upon graduation joined the
art department of the San Francisco Examiner, where he remained
three years. In 1939, he was offered a job as copywriter in the
San Francisco office of Lord &
Thomas, and after ten years, became manager of that branch, as
well as vice-president.
In 1941, Mr. Cone came to New
York to take charge of all creative
work at Lord & Thomas, and in

1942 was sent to Chicago in the
same capacity, later becoming general manager in charge of all Chicago operations.
A graduate of the U of Oregon
with a B.S. degree, Don Belding became manager for Western Union in
Klamath Falls, Ore., for two years,
also running a daily newspaper in
that town. He joined Lord &
Thomas in 1923, working up from
office boy to space buyer to copywriter. During the ten years from
1927-37, Belding handled practically every account
the in
agency's
Los Angeles
office,ofand
1938,
when Don Francisco came East to
become president of the agency,
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later, he became one of the firm's
three executive vice-presidents.
One of the original members of the
Advertising Council, Mr. Belding
is also a director of the Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce, and Merchants and Mfgrs. Assn.
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he was named vice-president and
manager of the office. Three years
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Radio City Visitors
DKSl'ITE war restrictions on travel,
a total of 1,20(1.00(1 persons visited
(he studios of NBC in 1942. More
than 700.000 of this number visited
the studios to watch their favorite programs. Since NBC instituted guided
tours at Radio City, eight years ago,
4,400,000
radio center.persons have come to the

{I

Write tor details of programs and
time available, rates and market
data.
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Contract

Department
Store
Boston Retailer Carries News
Hourly
During the Daytime
A NEW department store-radio
link, presaging a closer relationship between the two industries,
has resulted from the recent NAB
District meeting in Boston, with
signing by Gilchrist department
store, that city, for nine five-minute newscasts daily on WORL,
Boston.
The store's decision to utilize radio for institutional and goodwill
advertising came about after the
NINE NEWSCASTS A DAY by Gilchrist Department Store on WORL,
Boston, resulted from discussion at a recent NAB meeting in Boston.
The five-minute newscasts, originating from the Gilchrist radio newsroom every hour on the hour from 8 a.m. through 5 p.m., were lauded
by Gov. Leaveritt Saltonstall of Massachusetts and Mayor Maurice Tobin
of Boston at the inaugural broadcast. Attending were (standing, 1 to r) :
Fred S. Bailey, WORL account executive; Richard Salinger, head of the
agency handling the Gilchrist account; F. Frank Vorenberg, president
of Gilchrist's; Bob Perry, WORL's chief announcer and program director.
Seated are Mayor Tobin and Gov. Saltonstall.
ker, was responsible for the department store plan. He attended the
first district NAB meeting in Boston Dec. 9-10 at which Lew Avery,
chairman of the NAB sales division, outlined the retail promotion
plan for department store use of
radio. He made an intensive study
of his station's setup of department
store advertising, held conferences
with store executives and agency
heads and outlined a plan for radio
programs which resulted in Gilchrist's WORL campaign.
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Coast Oil Expansion
STANDARD OIL Co. of California, San Francisco, oldest consistent user of West Coast radio,
on Jan. 24 increases its weekly 45minute Standard Symphony on 6
NBC Pacific stations (KFI KPO
KGW KOMO KHQ KMJ), to a
full hour and shifts from Sunday,
9-9:45 p.m. (PWT), to Sunday,
8:30-9:30 p.m. (PWT). With
name conductors in charge, program will continue to originate
through Feb. 14 from Earl Carroll's Theatre-Restaurant in Hollywood. Balance of the series will
emanate from NBC studios in that
city and San Francisco. Agency
is BBDO, San Francisco.
Theatre Chain Series
TO ASSIST war relief agencies
and philanthropic groups in the
New York area, Skouras Theatres
Corp., New York, has started a series of half -hour Sunday afternoon
programs on WINS, New York,
titled This Is Our Cause. Contract
is on a 52-week basis, and was
placed direct.

For outstanding performance • strength to
meet severest wind conditions and low initial cost use Wincharger Vertical Radiators.
These superior radiators are already demonstrating their efficiency and economy in over
300 commercial broadcasting and police
stations throughout the United States.
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and built to withstand 100 mile wind velocity -these towers guarantee you years of
low cost service. Complete erection service,
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and ground systems is available.
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Institute

Planned by NBC-UCLA
ESTABLISHMENT of a Radio
Institute under joint cooperation
of NBC and the U of California
at Los Angeles, has been announced
by Sidney N. Strotz, Western diwork. vision vice-president of the net-

Gilchrist

station's sales department presented to Gilchrist executives the
opportunities inherent in such an
alliance. A sound stage has been
equipped on the fourth floor of the
department store for the broadcasts, which run every hour on the
hour from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The news is fed directly by
United Press ticker service, installed in a newsroom adjoining
the sound stage. The broadcasts
will also be used for recruiting
messages of Army, Navy, Marines,
and War Bond sales talks.
Customers and visitors are invited to visit the newsroom, read
the news flashes and headlines
which are posted on bulletin boards,
and attend the broadcasts. With
news becoming more and more important to the public, it is expected
that Gilchrist's news .service will
be of increasing value to listeners
in New England.
WORL's manager, George Las-

Coast

1943

Patterned along lines of a similar project held at Northwestern
U, located at Evanston, 111., last
summer under joint sponsorship,
the Radio Institute will be for six
weeks. Limited to 100 students, enrollment will be from June 28 to
Aug. 21. Classes are to be held at
NBC Hollywood studios and
UCLA. Faculty members, drawn
from the network staff, will include Arnold Marquis, writing;
Earl Ebi, acting; Clinton E. (Buddy) Twiss, announcing; Ned Tollinger, production-direction; Jennings Pierce, public service proA similar Radio Institute, to be
held at Stanford U, Stanford, Cal.
grams.
next summer, is being negotiated
by Mr. Pierce, NBC Western division public service and station
relations manager who is coordistitute. nating the UCLA-NBC Radio InFarm Day on Nets
SCHEDULED to speak from
Washington on a special broadcast
over major networks commemorating Farm Mobilization Day Jan.
12, are Pres. Roosevelt; Secretary
of Agriculture Wickard; Morse
Salisbury, Director of Information of the Agricuture Dept.;
Maxim Litvinov, Soviet Ambassador to the United States; and Admiral William Brent Young, Chief
of Supplies and Accounts of the
Navy. Lord Woolton and the
mother of a British fighting man
will be heard from London. From
Chicago, Edwin Keller, Chairman
of the Dept. of Agriculture War
Board in Delaware County, 111.,
and a farm woman from Jordan,
Minn., will speak.
Schenley Division
FIRST broadcast in the revised
edition of The Cresta Blanca Carnival, sponsored on Mutual by
Schenley Distillers, New York,
will be heard Jan. 13 with noted
guest stars replacing Comedian
Jack Pearl [Broadcasting, Jan. 4].
Pearl, according to William H.
Weintraub & Co., New York, agency for the show, is leaving the series to take a role in a new Broadway play. Highlight of the Jan. 13
program will be a specially-written drama "2043" by Norman Corwin, CBS writer-producer.
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Shepard

Continues
as Yankee
Head
(Continued fi om page 16)
as a vehicle to promote the tire
portant cog in our system of ecobusiness, was revealed as having
nomy by aiding in the widest posbeen filed with the Commission.
sible low-cost distribution of the
Two members of the Commission
commercial produce of the nation's
— Walker and Durr — dissented
productive genius and capacity.
General Tire said it believed adfrom the approval, holding that
the transfer should have been set
vertising techniques that deprecifor hearing. Both raised the quesate the public acceptance of broadtion of policy on transfer of broadcasting programs constitute not
cast stations to another industry
only bad programming but very
and the precedent thus established.
bad advertising. The affidavit
stated General Tire intended to
Commissioner Durr also cited absentee ownership and control and
buy some time on stations in the
questioned whether it would be in
New England area and would use
the Yankee Network stations to
the public interest to have large
some extent for that purpose.
business establishments in a position to mold public opinion, which
"It will buy time, facilities and
services from Yankee at rates and
is inherent in the operation of
broadcasting stations.
under conditions that are available
to all other sponsors who seek to
Colonial Net Acquired
buy time on the Yankee Network
The FCC approved the transfer
and its stations. No better deal for
of the four standard broadcast,
facilities, time or services will be
made to General Tire than is made
four relay stations, two experimental and two FM stations to
to any other user of time. It recogGeneral Tire at a special meeting
nizes and will meet the necessity
Dec. 31 [Broadcasting, Jan. 4]. for it, as a broadcast licensee, to
Commissioners Fly, Craven, Case
use the time sparingly to promote
or advertise its own manufactured
and Wakefield voted affirmatively.
Commissioner Payne was absent.
products and never, in any manner,
form or practice that will give it an
The price was given as $1,240,000, plus an additional amount to
unfair advantage over any combe determined equal to 94% of the
petitor or convert the stations and
the network into a mere advertising
aggregate net quick assets of Yankee over $100,000. General Tire
or merchandising medium of the
General Tire & Rubber Co.
also acquired, in a separate transaction, the stock of Colonial NetTo Reserve Net Decision
work Inc., which is not a licensee,
and whose income has been derived
"Furthermore, as the transferee
primarily from the sale of station
has agreed in its employment contract with John Shepard 3d, copies
time and wired transcription servof which were furnished to the law
ice (Muzak) to subscribers.
department of the Commission, the
The O'Neil affidavit recited that
General Tire believed that post'advertising programs and announcements ofthe General Tire &
war America "is going to be an
entirely new America, with inRubber Co., its affiliates or distributors will be subject to change
creased manufacturing capacity
in time when the time can be sold
and facilities, entirely changed
methods of merchandising and adcommercially to other sponsors.'
vertising, a tremendous buying
"The program policies and structure of the Yankee Network Inc.
power and an even higher standard
will
be
continued, but every effort
of living." The affidavit added General Tire believed radio has the
will be expended to increase the
potentiality for a tremendous conpublic acceptance of these protribution to this new pattern by
grams by keeping abreast of new
techniques in program building and
employment of technological adby the recognition of new interests
vances and new program techniques
to not only entertain and inform
of the listeners."
Apropos
affiliation with any
listeners, but to become an im-
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KELLOGG
RETURNS
TO NATIONAL
AIR
ABSENT from national network
radio since 1939, Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich., on April 5 will
expand its regional use of the
BLUE network of 130 stations located from the East Coast to and
including the Rocky Mountain area.
Contract calls for Monday through
Friday sponsorship of the last
quarter-hour of the network's
Breakfast at Sardi's program,
heard 11-11:30 a.m. (EWT). The
first portion of the broadcast from
11-11:15 a.m. will be used to build
up the ensuing quarter-hour, sponspored by Kellogg in the interest
of Pep cereal.
This new contract is in addition
to the company's five-minute participations onBLUE
Breakfast
at Sardi's,
heard on 13
Pacific
Coast
stations five times weekly, 9:3010 a.m. (PWT). Kellogg began
these participations, also in the
interest of Pep, on Jan. 4 of this
year. Agency in charge is Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York.
other network organization, the
O'Neil affidavit said that Yankee
now has an affiliation contract with
Mutual that runs for approximately
two years.
"No negotiations have been
initiated or plans formed for the
affiliation of the Yankee Network
Inc. with any other national network. The present intention of the
transferee, actually, is to fulfill its
obligations specified in its affiliation
contract with the Mutual Broadcasting System and to reserve decision on an extension thereof or
affiliation with some other national
network until facts and circumstances warrant consideration of
such a program."
Two Dissents
The dissenting statements of
Commissioners Walker and Durr
follow :
Commissioner Walker : The application should be set for hearing. A finding that a transfer shall be in the
public interest is mandatory. The application herein does not show on its
face, or contain therein, convincing
facts that the public interest would be
served by the proposed transfer. A
public hearing would, therefore, seem
advisable.
The application should, in any event,
be set for hearing on the issue of
transferring broadcast stations to another industry. The instant application involves not only the control of
certain broadcast stations but also of
The Yankee Network Inc.
Broadcasting is of such public interest and importance that an effort
should be made to keep it separate
from other businesses. If a transfer
of chain broadcasting interests, as
herein proposed, may be granted to a
tire and rubber company, may it not
likewise be granted to a motor company or to a public utility? The precedent having once been established of
transferring licenses controlling a network to other interests, where can the
line be drawn? Chain broadcasting is
of such vital public consequence and
public interest that it should be a
business in and of itself, and disassociated from any other business.
Commissioner Durr: I think the application should be set for hearing.
First, a question of absentee ownership and control is presented. The stations involved in the transfer are all
located in New England. The control
is now in the hands of people who are
residents of New England and familiar
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FRIENDSHIP is spelled differently in every
language but 5,000,000* listeners in
greater New York have learned to identify WBNX as the FRIENDLY VOICE of
their own tongue. All of which adds up
to proven sales satisfaction for national and regional ad ertisers in the

with its problems and needs. Transferee is an Ohio corporation with its
principal place of business in Akron.
Its officers and directors are resdents
of Ohio with the exception of one who
resides in Florida. With the exception
of two brokerage houses in New York
City, all stockholders owning 1% or
more of the oustanding capital stock
are residents of Ohio. Nor does the application show that the transferee and
those controlling it have a familiarity
with or interest in the problems of the
New England area. Accordingly, I do
not believe that sufficient showing has
been made to warrant a finding that
the transfer of control would be in the
public interest.
Second, the transferee is a large
manufacturing concern whose products
have a nationwide distribution. By
this transfer it will acquire, as an
adjunct to its private business operations, a number of broadcasting stations which together serve a major
portion of the New England states.
With the networks to be acquired as a
part of the same transaction, it will
have access by radio to virtually the
entire New England area.
The issue presented here is not
whether interests engaged in other
lines of business should be prevented
from owning any broadcasting stations, but rather the extent to which
they should be permitted to go in the
acquisition of such stations. Unless
some limitation is imposed, they may
embark upon a program of station acquisition which will force their competitors, and even concerns in entirely
different lines of business, to follow
the same course in order to survive.
Such a course would tend to make
radio broadcasting an adjunct of
private commercial enterprise instead
of the independent medium of entertainment and expression which it
must be if it is really to serve the public interest. Moreover, the war has
greatly accelerated the tendency toward bigness in industrial concerns
which has long been under way. Will
it be in the public interest to consolidate under a common control the economic power of large business establishments and the power to mold public opinion which is inherent in the
operation of broadcasting stations?
These are questions which I believe
should be carefully investigated before the application is granted.
WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU Co.. national sales representative of WDGY,
Minneapolis, for the last three years,
has been reappointed.

SCROLL IS PRESENTED by Lt. Walter J. Schwalb, public relations
officer at the U. S. Maritime Service Training station, Brooklyn, to E. R.
Squibb & Sons, New York, in appreciation for a broadcast of the company's CBS series Keep Working, Keep Singing, America, from the training center. Schwalb, who was formerly associated with Squibb, gives the
scroll to the firm's advertising manager, Lauren Ashe, in presence of
program's former singing star, Frank Parker (left) , now in the Maritime Service, and Eleanor Larsen, who directs the broadcasts for
Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New York, agency in charge.
Harry Hosford
HARRY HOSFORD (Uncle Harry), 53, for many years m.c. of
children's programs in Chicago, on
the staff of WGN, Chicago, for
the last four years, died last
Wednesday at his home there of
a heart attack. He conducted Uncle
Harry's Jamboree and Uncle
Harry's ABC Club on WGN. In
1934 he organized the children's
Safety Legion, a radio club numbering 1,700,000 children. He is
survived by his wife, Agnes, who
was his radio partner.
James

Tierney

TIERNEY, radio representative for the Texas Co., New
York, handling the Fred Allen and
Eddie Cantor shows during the
past eight years, died Jan. 6 of
heart trouble at his home in Brooklyn. He is survived by his wife and
two sons.

Folger Reply to FTC
J. A. FOLGER
& Co.,
San having
Francisco and Kansas
City,
been charged by the FTC with misleading misrepresentation in claims
that its coffees are mountain grown
and possess a rarer flavor and, in
the case of the latter firm, that
its coffee benefits nerves and digestion, have filed answers to the
complaints. The Kansas City company states that the complaint
does not fully or fairly reflect its
representations, and that when considered together they are not misleading. The California firm denies the allegations as to its claims
for the health producing qualities
of its coffee.

JAMES

world's richest market. For effective yet
•conomical coverage of metropolitan New
Vork, WBNX is an outstanding value.
Over 70% of New York's population is foreign born or of foreign parentage.
Winner of the PEABODY
CITATION for Public Service to Foreign Language
Groups.

Roy

E. Dodge

ROY E. DODGE, 65, vice-president
of First United Broadcasters, Chicago, died Jan. 4 of a heart attack.
Mr. Dodge was formerly an account executive of the Albert W.
Kercher Co., Chicago, before joining First United 2V2 years ago.
He was an expert on the use of
radio for mail order accounts, and
had previously been associated
with a number of mail order publications, including People's Popular Monthly.
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CHILDREN OF WTIC, Hartford, personnel, literally took over the station on a recent December morning when Nan Clarke played hostess to
WTIC's younger generation during her Women's Radio Bazaar. The
youngsters, who welcomed Santa Claus to Hartford, are back row (1 to r) ,
Joan Patricelli, daughter of Leonard J. Patricelli, assistant program
manager; Judy and Fred Wade Jr., children of Fred Wade, heard as
Zeke Peck on the Wrightville Clarion and assistant production chief of
WTIC; Paul Lucas Jr., son of Production Chief Lucas.
Second row, Clive Cowper, son of Irwin Cowper of the commercial
department; Santa Claus, in private life Announcer Tom Carr; Arthur
and Kathleen Jarvis, nephew and niece of Miss Clarke; Joan Kingsley,
daughter of Edward Kingsley, engineer.
Front row, Robert Patricelli, Joan's brother; Robert Lucas, another
son of Paul Lucas, and Miss Clarke.
Vetters

Johns Buying WOSH
NEGOTIATIONS are in progress
for the sale of WOSH, Oshkosh,
Wis., 250-watt outlet on 1490 kc.
which first went on the air Jan. 1,
1942, to William Johns and his son,
Miles. The elder Johns, former
general manager of the St. Paul
Pioneer-Press and Dispatch, is now
head of Ridder - Johns, Chicago
firm of newspaper representatives
associated with the Ridder newspapers. His son is employed in the
firm. The station, a BLUE outlet,
would be purchased for approximately $50,000, with young Johns
holding 55% of the stock and operating the station. It is now owned
by Howard H. Wilson, head of the
station representative firm bearing
his name.

Heads

WFTL

S. A. (Steve) VETTER, commercial manager of WIOD, Miami,
and a veteran in Florida radio,
has resigned to become general
manager
of
WFTL,
Fort
Lauderdale, according to an nouncement
an-last
week. Mr. Vetter
will establish offices and studios
in Miami supplementing those in
Fort Lauderdale
in prepara t i o n
Mr. Vetter for the operation
of the station on 710 kc. with 10,000 w. scheduled about Feb. 1.
Miami quarters will be on Biscayne Blvd. at 16th St. Mr. Vetter
succeeds R. M. Tigert, who resigned several weeks ago. WFTL,
an MBS outlet, now operates with
250 w. on 1400 kc, and is owned
by Ralph A. Horton, local business
man.

NEWSCASTS on the hour from 1 a.m.
to 5 a.m. (EWT) have become a regular part of the WLW, Cincinnati,
news service which is now an aroundthe-clock feature.
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rates:

A. L. coincident
ALEXANDER'S
Mediation
Board,
with its shift
from
WHN to WOR, New York, Jan. 11,
has
been placed on Mutual as a regup.m.
lar weekly series, Monday, 9 :15-10

KLX Staff Changes
ager.
WITH recent remodeling of studios, KLX,
Oakland,
Cal., announced
several staff additions.
Earle Caldwell has been appointed
public relations director. Newcomers to the production department
are Don Victor and Helen M. Camara. Added to the script department are Betsy Brown Porcher and
Janet P. Bogert, formerly of Windsor Productions, New York. Robert
Garner has joined the transmitter
staff.
Atlass Buys Interest
EDWIN G. FOREMAN Jr., of the
Foreman Co., station representatives, announced last week that
Ralph L. Atlass, president of
WIND-WJJD, Chicago-Gary, has
an interest in the Foreacquired
man Co., and will be active in the
management of the firm. WIND is
man Co.
represented nationally by the Fore-

HENRY

... The
Pole Vaulting Fish?
If not, visit beautiful WAKULLA SPRINGS, 20 miles south
of Tallahassee, Florida. See enchanting underwater scenes and
thousands of rare fish through the glass bottom boat. Enjoy
a boat cruise through primeval Florida jungles. See the new
home of underwater photography. Swim in the crystal clear
water
of the
world's largest single spring, and relax in Florida's
healthful
sunshine.

The

Wakulla Springs Lodge
Wakulla, Florida

EVERY
DAY
IS "V" DAY
IN WHAMLAND
WHAMland
folks are prosperous. They
In WHAMland's 43 county primary area
before the war were 5,305 factories with
are buying WHAM advertised essentials
307,863 workers . . . one of the factors
. . . and War Bonds, too . . . Bonds they
helping then to make WHAMland a stable
will some day use to buy the products
year 'round market.
the names of which WHAM makes familTODAY those figures have been vastly
iar to them today.
increased. In Rochester alone 1942 emFor sales today and for your sales of toployment was more than 50% higher than
in '41. WHAMland is wholeheartedly in
morrow, use WHAM's 50,000-watt, clearchannel coverage.
the war, turning out the tools of Victory.
National Representatives:
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
50,000 Watts . . . Clear Channel ... 1180
WHAM
Kilocycles . . . Full Time . . . Affiliated with
the National Broadcasting Co., and The Blue
Network, Inc.
ROCHESTER,
N . Y.
£
■Ganlfon
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President

RALPH W. GALLAGHER, chairman of the board of Standard Oil
Co. of New Jersey since last November, has been elected president
and chief executive officer of the
company, succeeding the late W. S.
Farish. Eugene Holman, a vicepresident and director of the company, was elected to membership
in Standard's executive committee
by the board of directors, which
met last week. Named general sales
manager of the company to succeed
R. T. Haslam, recently elected a
director, is A. Clarke Bedford, formerly assistant general sales man-

WKBB,
IN DUBUQUE
WKBB, Dubuque, which four weeks
ago had considered shutting down
for the duration, has decided to
remain on the air, according to
Manager James Carpenter. Under
the erroneous assumption that the
FCC had decided to permit stations
to suspend operation without prejudice during the war, Walter
Klauer, president and majority
stockholder, decided to cease operation Dec. 31 [Broadcasting, Dec.
7].
Announcements were broadcast
on the station to that effect. This
resulted, according to Mr. Carpenter, in the receipt of large quantities of telegrams, letters and petitions asking the station to remain
on the air. A few days later Mr.
Klauer notified the FCC he was
reconsidering.
Mr. Klauer is understood to have
been anxious to withdraw from the
station to devote all his time to his
manufacturing concern engaged in
war production. Negotiations for
purchase of the station by Mr.
Carpenter and a group of local
businessmen are under way.
WKBB operates on 1490 kc.
with 250 watts and is a BLUE
affiliate. It was involved in litigation against FCC licensing of
KDTH, Dubuque, contesting the
grant on economic grounds. The
case went to the Supreme Court
where the FCC was upheld.
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Clear Channel Group Devotes
10% of Time to Government

The report, prepared by the
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, embraces the broadcast schedules of KDKA, Pittsburgh; KFI,
Los Angeles; WBAP, Fort Worth;
WFAA, Dallas; WGN, Chicago;
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.; WHAS,
Louisville; WHO, Des Moines;
WJR, Detroit; WLS, Chicago;
WLW, Cincinnati; WOAI, San
Antonio; WSB, Atlanta; WSM,
Nashville; WWL, New Orleans.
The survey covers the period from
Dec. 7, 1941, to Dec. 7, 1942.
War Programs Increase

MEANS

Last month when the local
Defense Savings Staff informed us they sold over
#80,000 in Bonds in one
day through a special promotion with the assistance
of WTOC.

THE

• January

CCBS

THE GROWING scope of radio's
war functions is recorded in a survey of one year's broadcasting
since Pearl Harbor by the 1A Clear
Channel stations.

*• ,not
i«* **• • • •
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-*
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At the beginning of this country's active participation in the
war, station programming was devoted primarily to spot announcements, news broadcasts and a limited degree of educational work
cn the background of war developments. As the year progressed,
stations gradually began putting
more and more showmanship and
individual management into their
war programs. This is illustrated
by the different methods now employed by Clear Channel stations
in the sale of War Bonds, scrap
metal and rubber salvage collections, new stunts and shows for
servicemen and in creating organizations of listeners to do many
other activities for the war effort.
With the second year of war now
under way, broadcasts related to
the war have become one of the
largest single types of programming on Clear Channel stations'
schedules. Figures for the first
year reveal a total of 63,606 spot
announcements concerned with the
war effort broadcast by CCBS stations, approximately 2,028 hours
of lccally originated live programs,
954 hours of locally originated and
transcribed shows and 2,436 hours
of network war shows.
Only Sustainers Counted
Although war programming is
just a necessary function of radio
in wartime, the hours devoted to
war broadcasts by each station
were more than 10% of its total
broadcasting time. The total value
of all time dedicated to the war
effort, estimated on the basis of
each station's card rates and discounts, but making no allowance
for production and talent costs,
runs over $4,400,000.
Programs and announcements
used in the compilation of this survey were broadcast on a sustaining
basis. No newscasts, sports programs and late-hour orchestra music— of interest and for the entertainment of practically all listeners— were included.
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NAB
To

Head

Calls

Morale;

Petrillo

Patriotic

By NEVILLE MILLER
President, NAB
FULLY five months have elapsed
since James C. Petrillo put into
effect his ban on electrical transcriptions and other types of musical recordings. Since Aug. 1, no
new recordings have been made; in
fact, few songs have been written
during the intervening five months.
Such inspiring events as the Battle
of the Solomons, the North African
campaign and the scuttling of the
French fleet at Toulon, which ordinarily would have been celebrated
in song, have gone unnoticed by the
composers, and the inspirational
values of new patriotic music have
been lost to the people. The result
is a distinct blow at the morale of
the American people; and consequently to the war effort.
Industry Employed Thousands
The passage of time has made
the claim on which Mr. Petrillo
went to the public, namely, a claim
of unemployment, even more patently absurd than it was on Aug.
1. It is recognized that the country
at the present time faces manpower
shortages. Even before 1942, however, the American Federation of
Musicians had no legitimate issue
of unemployment outside of a few
large centers of population, and
there is no evidence to show that
recordings have ever thrown musicians out of work. The NAB has repeatedly pointed out that the radio
industry, far from reducing employment of musicians, has provided continually expanding opportunities for their employment;
and that musicians today have more
employment in radio at better
wages, than ever before.
From the broad social and economic viewpoint, it can be demonstrated that the invention of the
phonograph and radio not only
brought distinct cultural gains to
all the people, but made possible
the employment of several hundred
thousand persons and hundreds of
millions of dollars of capital.
NAB has demonstrated the
speciousness of the argument that
the record is responsible for unem-

''National
WHCU

Music

a

Blow

Stymied

ployment among musicians. It is,
of course, obvious that in many industries machines have been invented which have caused men and
women to lose their jobs. The
phonograph, however, was invented
more than half a century ago, before any union musician now alive
had decided upon music as a career.
The industries which make use of
the phonograph or record can
hardly be expected to assume a responsibility in perpetuity of providing jobs to men and women who
elect instrumental music as a
career.
Mr. Petrillo, on June 25, made
public his order banning the making of transcriptions and recordings, beginning Aug. 1. At no time
has he made any demands on the
affected industries which they
might accept or reject. Indeed it is
possible that he has not even formulated the terms and conditions
upon which he would permit his
men to return to work.
The various points of view, as
well as all the facts in the situation, are expected to be thoroughly
explored by the subcommittee of
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee, headed by Senator D.
Worth Clark (D-Idaho), whose investigation isscheduled to begin on
Jan. 12.
Five months have seen no change
in the ban; have emphasized the
absurdity of Mr. Petrillo's claim of
unemployment. And the musicians
who used to make recordings are
already out of pocket in the sum
of $1,000,000 to $2,000,000.

To Film 'Command'
VERSION
of Command Performance, Army program shortwaved
to the AEF, will be produced by a
new Hollywood independent company
now being formed. Headed by Myron
S. Marks, formerly partner of Marks
B ros. Theatre Circuit, Chicago, and
Jule Styne, songwriter, the firm acquired film rights to the shortwave
radio program June 28, it was said.
Picture will combine both drama and
music. It will relate story of the program from its inception, dramatizing
wartime conditions under which the
AEF receives the show. Actual production starts following conferences
by Marks with Government officials.
FILM
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Special
Programs
For Overseas
Men
Navy-OWI Broadcasts Beamed
to All War Theatres
HOME TOWN news is featured in
two new programs beamed to Navy
and Marines personnel overseas
and begun recently through cooperation of the Navy's Public Relations radio branch, headed by J.
Harrison Hartley, and the OWI
Overseas Forces Division, of which
Louis G. Cowan is chief.
The Navy program, Calling the
Navy, is a daily quarter-hour, recorded by the OWI and transmitted at various times on shortwave
stations to all theaters of operations. It contains local news items
and notes of interest to naval personnel.
Designed for the Southwest Pacific area only, Tell It to the Marines is aired by KGEI, San Francisco, at 1:05 a.m. (PWT), immediately following KGEI's regular
newscast, Tues., Thurs. and Sat.
This program follows the Navy
show in format, although Marine
combat correspondents have been
asked to provide material and keep
Washington headquarters posted on
the type of news the Marines want.
Greetings from Adm. Ernest J.
King, Commander-in-Chief and
Chief of Naval Operations, the
Hon. Ralph A. Bard, Assistant Secretary of the Navy, and Lt. Gen.
Thomas Holcomb, USMC, commandant, were broadcast on all
Navy programs Jan. 1 and 2. The
Calling the Marines broadcast
started Jan. 5.
Pall Mall Changes
AMERICAN CIGARETTE & Cigar Co., New York (Pall Mall),
with broadcast of Jan. 11 increases to quarter-hour and shifts
the Gracie Fields program on 126
BLUE stations, Monday through
Friday, 9:55-10 p.m. to 10:1510:30 p.m. Besides Miss Fields
and Harry Sosnik's orchestra, program features the Sportsmen
Quartet. Don Hancock announces.
Sam Pierce is Hollywood producer
of Ruthrauff & Ryan, agency servicing the account. Chuck Lewin
represents the network.
CBS Signs With Radio Writers
RADIO WRITERS GUILD, Chicago, has signed a contract with CBS
covering the continuity and news writers providing for wage increases ranging from ten to 15% over present
salaries. Contract, pending approval
of the War Labor Board, is retroactive to Oct. 1.
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IRA L. GRIMSHAW, 55, assistant
general counsel of NBC, died suddenly of a heart attack at his home
in Scarsdale, suburb of New York
City, on New Year's Day. He had
been with NBC for 10 years, located in the company's New York
offices, with A. L. Ashby, vicepresident and general counsel.
Born May 31, 1887, in Denver,
he moved to San Francisco at an
early age and in his teens, to Santa
Fe. Graduated from the U of Michigan with the degrees of A.B.
and LL.B., he returned to New
Mexico to practice law, later becoming clerk for the Supreme
Court of New Mexico.
Moving east, Mr. Grimshaw was
associated with the late Stephen
Brooks Davis, formerly Justice of
the Supreme Court of New Mexico, as assistant counsel for the
National Electric Light Assn. He
was also assistant to Judge Davis
when the latter had charge of radio licenses when these were administered by the Department of
Commerce. He was subsequently
associated with Judge Davis in general law practice in New York
until the Judge's death in 1933,
following which he became a member of the legal staff of NBC.
During his decade at NBC, Mr.
Grimshaw devoted himself chiefly
to legal problems arising in the network's sales and program talent
divisions and he was also in close
touch with legislative matters perP&G

Adds

Ralph B. Huber
RALPH B. HUBER, 54, president
and general manager of the Petersburg Newspaper Corp., licensee of
WPID, Petersburg, Va. and publisher of the Petersburg ProgressIndex, died Jan. 4. He is survived
by Paul S. Huber, president of Norfolk Newspapers Inc., publishing
the Norfolk Virginian- Pilot and
Ledger-Dispatch, with which
WTAR is affiliated, and co-owner
of the Richmond News-Leader and
Times-Dispatch, with which WRNL
is affiliated. He was a veteran of
the AEF in the last war and had
held the Petersburg post since 1919
except for six years as business
manager of the Richmond TimesDispatch.
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Quaker Oats Newscast
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, has

MR. GRIMSHAW
taining to radio and with the industry's union negotiations.
Mr. Grimshaw served as a major
in the Army in World War I.
He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Beatrice Grimshaw, and by
two sons, Robert and Thomas, both
students at the U of Michigan.
Funeral services were held at
Scarsdale on Jan. 3 and were in
part conducted by the Masonic
Lodge of which Mr. Grimshaw was
a high ranking member.

Robinson's
Prescott
purchased
minute
early
morning
newscastfiveon
WOR, New York, six days a week
with commercials for Quaker Oats
and Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour
on alternating days. Agency for
Quaker Oats is Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago;
for Aunt
man K. Ellis
& Co., Jemima,
Chicago. SherMore Stern Shorts
BILL STERN, NBC sportscaster who
recently renewed his contract with
Columbia Pictures Corp. for a series
of shorts, has signed two additional
contracts with film companies. He has
signed for two more years with
M-G-M's "News of the Day," and will
do a Universal feature to be produced
by Walter Wanger under the title
"They've Never Been Licked."

Stations

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, on Jan. 18 will increase
the station lineup for four of its
Monday through Friday daytime
serials to the full NBC network of
128 outlets. Programs affected are:
Road of Life (Duz), 11-11:15 a.m.,
currently on 80 stations; Vic and
Sade (Crisco), 11:15-11:30 a.m.,
on 73 stations; Right to Happiness
(Ivory Soap), 3:45-4 p.m., on 81
stations, all handled by Compton
Adv., New York. Also Ma Perkins,
(Oxydol), 3:15-3:30 p.m., now on
84 stations, placed by BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago.

. . . and in New York, no station has ever so quickly
and firmly established itself with alert advertisers —
both local and national — as WL1B. The answer is
RESULTS — checkable, traceable, demonstrable
RESULTS in volume out of all proportion to the
extremely low cost!
... AND WLIB IS STILL MAINTAINING THE
LOWEST RATE FOR EFFECTIVE COVERAGE OF
THE NEW YORK BUYING MARKET.
RKO Building, New York
Chicago Representative — THE WALKER CO.

365,000 people make the
Youngstown metropolitan district the third
largest in Ohio.

WFMJ
Has

more
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any other
630

KC.
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HITLER

Sales Up in Strike
(Continued from page H)

SHORTWAVE

anything."
Most Stores Sat Tight
Hugh Kendall Boice, vice-president, WQXR: "Bloomingdale's,
which was already on the station
on a regular schedule, bought some
additional time. But most of the
other stores and specialty shops
simply sat tight, thinking every
morning and afternoon that the
strike would be over. We have
checked on the effect of the news-

BALTIMORE'S

BLUE

LA PALINAS IN HAND, these three gentlemen go over the contract
which appoints Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, as agency for the Congress
Cigar Co. (La Palina) account. They are (1 to r), David A. Jenks, vicepresident of Congress Cigar Co., Newark; R. J. Scott, partner of Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago; Lou Colen, treasurer of Congress. Company is currently using one-minute spot announcements on midwestern stations.
paper strike on the theaters and
motion picture houses through an
agency here which handles a lot of
this advertising, Kayton-Spiero
Co. The motion picture houses had
no falling-off at all; in fact, they
were very busy. They were the
ones who bought most of the time
on stations here. The theatres always note a falling-off in business
during the few days before ChristEdgar Kobak, executive vicepresident of the BLUE, said that
WJZ,
mas." BLUE station in New York,
made no effort to go after department store advertising during the
strike. When one medium is in
trouble the other media should help
out and not go in competitively,
he said, adding he would ignore
attacks of the Munger variety as
not typical of the views of the
newspaper industry.
WHN's answer to Mr. Bacon had
not been completed as Broadcasting went to press, but Herb Chason, WHN
promotion manager,
pointed to the Federal Reserve figures showing the department store
sales increase as an answer to the
newspaper stories.
When "Random Harvest" opened
at Radio City Music Hall on Thursday, without the usual three-day
newspaper
advertising
but with

i
kolo
MASON CITY, IOWA

DIP
NOW

INTO

5000

THt

only radio promotion, crowds
swamped the lobby more than an
hour before the first show began.
Sherman D. Gregory, general
manager, WEAF, said: "When the
strike was called we immediately
increased our news periods as
much as possible . . . the amusement industry, plus Curtis Publishing Co., immediately contracted
for live spot announcements on a
day-to-day basis and have since
continued to buy announcements on
WEAF. . . . After the first 24
hours three department stores
asked for rates for 15-minute periods in case the strike went on.
"When the strike entered its
third day, the New York HeraldTribune asked WEAF for a 15minute period in which to inform
radio listeners what would be in
the next day's issue of the HeraldTribune. That afternoon the strike
was called off, but the HeraldTribune had been prepared to buy
a 15-minute spot, write the copy
for this period and have it read by
one of our announcers."
MARK GREGORY, formerly an announcer of WMCA, New York, WFIL.
Philadelphia. WNAC, Boston, and
WCPO, Cincinnati, has joined WLWWSAI, Cincinnati, replacing Howard
Woodard, announcer who has joined
the armed formes.

Our farm-listeners are getting
big dough for producing PORK.
Our city -listeners are getting
likewise for packing PORK. Why
don't you be the little piggy that
"goes to town" in this market?

P0!L^S^^

WATTS

Old 1000 watt rates
are still in effect
National Representatives;
SPOT SALES, INC.
New York - Chicago - Son Francisco
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INDICATING that United Nations
news broadcasts are having their
effect upon Germany and occupied
Europe, the Nazis last week

cerpts from some of the answers
follow :
Bernard Estes, director of public relations, WINS: "This story is
as unfair as it is inaccurate . . .
to my knowledge no radio station
in New York deliberately went out
and solicited accounts that were
currently running in the newspapers— thereby taking advantage of
a fellow advertising medium in
distress. The amusement field (restaurants, theatres and movies),
which did increase its use of radio,
found it to be so successful that a
good portion of the temporary business has become permanent without affecting the amount being
done with the newspapers; in
other words, the amusement field
is spending more money for advertising without decreasing its
newspaper appropriation — so that
while radio has gained, newspapers
cannot claim that they have lost

JAMMING

CBS AFFILIATE

11, 1943

WEED

& COMPANY,

NAT'L REPRESENTATIVES
BROADCASTING

opened
wavelengthin "jamming"
campaigna described
a Jan. 7
United Press dispatch as "one of
the greatest ether offensives of the
war". The dispatch said they were
attempting to jam every foreign
broadcast which might disclose the
extent of Germany's setbacks.
While Propaganda Minister
Goebbels' commentators maintained a strategic silence on the
Russian war, Nazi jamming transmitters attempted to reduce all
foreign
broadcasts to a jumble of
noise.
They concentrated particularly
on German-language broadcasts by
the Moscow radio, but also attempted to block British broadcasts
to Sweden, which hitherto have
been untouched, and Swedish
transmission to Europe.
The Nazis' jamming efforts indicated new fears of cracks in
the German home front, where foreign broadcasts apparently are
still being heard, despite the severe penalties which long have
been imposed upon persons caught
listening. British radio engineers
reported, however, that their
broadcasts were getting through
forts.
to Europe despite the Nazis' efVa. Rounds

on WOR

BENSON & HEDGES, New York,
added a fourth program on behalf
of Virginia Rounds cigarettes in
the New York area Jan. 12 when
it took over sponsorship of John
Gambling Musical Clock on WOR,
New York, Tuesday, 7:15-8 a.m.
In addition to sponsoring news
analyses by Paul Schubert five
times weekly on six MBS stations,
Benson & Hedges also uses a
weekly quarter-hour musical program on WJZ, titled Songs America Loves, dedicated to the Sunday
evening officers' tea dances at the
Hotel Plaza, New York, and a sixweekly news program on WEAF.
York.
Agency, Duane Jones Co., New

New Kroger Show
KROGER GROCERY & BAKING
Co., Cincinnati, is combining news
and a dramatic show in its transcribed serial drama, Mary Foster
— The Editor's Daughter, the
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati,
agencyting for
announced.
of theKroger,
weekday
programSetis
the newspaper office of a small New
England village to which comes
world news of Associated Press,
United Press, Wide-World, International News Service and Reuters. The editor and his daughter
bring news of vital interest to their
people and
munity life.seek to guide their com-

STOVIN & WRIGHT Ltd.. Toronto, has been resentative
appointed
repin Canada exclusive
for CJGX,
Yorktown, Sask., and CFPR, Prince
Rupert, B. C, and Joseph Hershey
McGillvra has been appointed exclusive United States representative for
CJGX, it was announced by Stovin
& Wright at Toronto.
• Broadcast
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10% Salary Raise Provided;
Nets, Union in Aeeord
AMERICAN Federation of Radio
Artists expects to submit its revised network sustaining contracts
to the War Labor Board for approval sometime this week. Attorneys for the networks and AFRA,
in a meeting last week, agreed
on the final form of the new contracts, which were sent out by the
union to broadcasters for signatures.
"The alterations were changes of
expression and not of content,"
said Emily Holt, AFRA executive
secretary. She added that the
meeting adjourned on a note of
complete agreement and that signing the contracts is now only a
formality.
The four AFRA locals whose
members are affected by the contract revisions — New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and San Francisco— have approved the new
terms, so that when the contracts
come in from the broadcasters
AFRA will sign them and submit
them to the WLB, probably early
this week.
This is necessary because the
contracts call for a 10% increase
in the minimum scales for the employment of radio artists on sustaining programs on the nationwide networks and key stations.
All wage increases must be approved by the WLB before they
are put into effect, under the Government's wage stabilization program.
AFRA board on Thursday approved contracts negotiated by the
union with WCAE, Pittsburgh,
and WJWC, Chicago. Both are
new contracts and standard AFRA
documents with wages and conditions for artists and announcers
at each station on a par with other
stations of similar rating in their
communities. WCAE contract runs
for one year. WJWC contract expires Nov. 1, common expiration
date of most AFRA contracts with
Chicago stations.
Ray Jones, secretary of the
AFRA Chicago local and a member of the union's national board,
has enlisted in the Army and enters officers' training school Jan.
15. Vic Connors, field representative of AFRA, has been notified
to report for induction on Jan. 29.
AIDING in conservation of rubber
and gasoline. Producer Don Bernard
of the Blondie programs, sponsored by
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. on CBS
for Camels, has eliminated the Sunday night readings and increased the
length of the Monday rehearsals. Saving amounts to 150 miles of driving
weekly for the cast of the program.

NEW 52-WEEK CONTRACT for
125 one-minute announcements a
week, Monday through Friday,
participation in 15-minute live
musical program Monday through
Saturday, a 15-minute newscast
Monday through Saturday was
signed recently by (1 to r) Cecil
H. Hackett, managing director of
WINS, New York, and Ben Tucker,
president of Hudson Bay Fur Co.
Contract, which was placed through
Sidney Robbins Agency, Brooklyn,
is effective Jan. 5. Radio was first
used by the Hudson Bay Fur Co.
in
1942 with 70 spots a week on
WINS.

AGEJCY

3

THE Ranger's
COWBOY Tenth
of the air,
the Lone Ranger, celebrates
a decade of broadcasting
with the Jan. 20 program on
65 BLUE stations, sponsored
by General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, for Cheerioats thriceweekly 7:30-8:00 p.m. Program was begun in 1933 under the supervision of George
W. Trendle, president of the
King-Trendle Broadcasting
Corp., Detroit, who with John
H. King founded WXYZ in
1929. Fran Striker has witten
scripts since the series
started.

You'll
Go

Intermountain
Territory

Agency Names Weber
GEORGE WEBER, for five years
manager of the Seattle office of
Mac Wilkins & Co., Portland agency, has been made a partner in
the firm, which will be known as
Mac Wilkins, Cole & Weber. Mr.
Weber has been with the agency
since 1930. Arlyn Cole, third partner of the firm, has been appointed
a chief specialist in the Navy and
is on leave of absence.
Blue Names All-Stars
All Players All America Football Team for '42, for ten years a feature of Liberty magazine, became a
BLUE Network feature for the first
time Dec. 30 when Norman Sper presided over a specal BLUE broadcast.
It was the first time in history that
this award has ever been made by a
radio network. Each player was presented with a gold football.
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Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
\p FREE <> PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
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RICHARD HUDNUT Inc., New York, to
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, for
Richard Hudnut Salon and Du Barry
Success School. No radio contemplated
at present.
PHILADELPHIA TRANSPORTATION
Co., Philadelphia, to Ivey & Ellington Inc.,
Philadelphia, effective Jan. 1.
MYSTIC LABS., Jersey City, subsidiary
of American Home Products, Jersey City,
to Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York, for
cosmetic products. No radio contemplated
at present.
R. M. HOLLINGSHEAD Corp., Camden,
N. J. (Whiz products), to Aitkin-Kynett
Co., Philadelphia, for Whiz auto products,
Household Division. Industrial Division
and Export Division.
KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE Co., Cumberland, Md., to Compton Adv., New
York. Media plans not set.
JACOB REED'S SONS, Philadelphia
(men's clothing),
Inc.,
Philadelphia.
Said to touse Seberhagen
radio.
CATALANIA CITRUS Co., Anahein, Cal.
(Drop-o-Lemon Juice), to Harry M. Frost
Adv. Agency, Boston. Said to use newspapers and radio.
DAVIS & CATTERALL. New York (cotton goods), to Lester Harrison & Assoc.,
N. Y. Said to use direct mail, dealer helps,
window display and radio.
EVER-FLO SALES Co.. Cleveland (antifreeze), to Ohio Adv. Agency, Cleveland.
Newspapers and radio.
FRANKLIN CHEMICAL Co., Rochester,
N. Y. (Trig Sani-Garb), to Brewer-Hayes,
Rochester. Said to use newspapers, posters and radio.
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago (Aunt
Jemima dehydrated soup), to Sherman K.
Ellis & Co., Chicago.
J. A. FOLGER & Co.. San Francisco
(coffee, tea), to Grant Adv., Chicago.
ALLIS-CHALMERS MFG. Co., Milwaukee
(agricultural equipment), to Compton
Adv., New York. No advertising plans at
present.
ROBERTto REIS
& Co.,& New
wear),
Ruthrauff
Ryan,York
New (men's
York
and other offices. No media plans announced as yet.
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT Co., Santa Monica,
Cal., to Essig Co., Los Angeles.
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FTC

Holds

Scripts

17,925

for

Commercial

Further

Scrutiny

Broadcasters Cooperate by Submitting
Continuities for Review in Fiscal Year
DURING the fiscal year 1942, the
Federal Trade Commission's Radio
& Periodical Division marked 17,925 commercial broadcast scripts
for further study as containing
claims that might be false or misleading, according to the FTC's
annual report made public Jan. G.
The figure compares with 18,221
periodical advertisements noted as
containing claims that appeared to
be false or misleading.
Drugs Lead
Broadcasters cooperated with
the FTC in submitting continuities for examination, the report
states. The Commission staff received 1,053,875 commercial broadcast continuities during the fiscal
year and examined 1,001,450. The
continuities received amounted to
2,032,417 pages, with 1,912,725
pages examined. These consisted of
1,416,606 pages of individual station script and 13,119 pages of
script representing the built-in
commercial portions of transcription recording productions destined
for broadcast through multiple
pressings. An average of 6,230
pages of script was read each
working day.
Of the radio and periodical cases,

86.5% resulted from the routine
survey of advertising material and
13.5% came from complaints or
information received from other
Government agencies, competitors
and other members of the public.
Breaking down questioned continuities by types of products, the
FTC found that 75.6% were in the
food, drugs, devices and cosmetics
class. These are divided into human food 10.6%; animal food
2.9%; drugs 44.3%; cosmetics
15.4%; devices 2.4%. Other products are: Specialty and novelty
goods, 5.4%; auto, radio, refrigerator and other equipment 1.3%;
home study courses 1.6%; tobacco
products 1%; gasoline and lubricants .9%; poultry and livestock
supplies and equipment .2%; miscellaneous, including apparel, fuels,
house furnishings and building
materials 14%.
Fewer Pending Cases
During the year the FTC sent
questionnaires to advertisers in
432 cases and to advertising agencies in 36 cases, and accepted 219
stipulations involving radio and
periodical advertising, of which 27
were amended, substitute or supplemental stipulations.
A total of 451 cases received
Commission handling under its
methods of procedure. Of this number, 207 cases were considered settled upon receipt of reports showing compliance with previously negotiated stipulations. In 17 cases
the FTC waived compliance reports. Of the remaining 227 cases,
208 were closed without prejudice
to the right of the Commission to
reopen if warranted by the facts.
Of these 208 cases, 99 were for
lack of jurisdiction or lack of evidence sufficient to establish a violation of law, 94 because of discontinued business and practices or insufficient public interest, 15 because
corrective action by the Post Office
Dept. made further action by the
Commission unnecessary, and 19

KFDM lights the way to super
sales . . . Through a full coverage of the Gulf Coast area, that
rich war industries market,
KFDM brings you assurance of
increased attention and sales.

BLUE

NETWORK

KFDM
BEAUMONT
REPRESENTED BY HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
Page
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"This program has met with
favorable response from our
listeners, and the announcers
are enthusiastic." wjpf
• More than five hundred radio
stations are using programs prepared by ASCAP Radio Program
Service. They are written by writers
experienced in the problems of
both the Program and Commercial Departments. They are available, without cost, to any ASCAPlicensed station. Write or wire at
once.
ASCAP
Radio Program Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York

PLEDGING SUPPORT to the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis campaign, now under way, members of the New York Foreign Language Broadcasters Committee met recently for lunch at the Hotel Roosevelt to discuss plans. Seated were (1 to r) : Jacob F. Lurch, director, United Peoples Division; Edward A. Powers, director, Greater New
York division of the Foundation; Joseph Lang, general manager of
WHOM, New Jersey, and chairman of the Committee; Henry Greenfield, manager of WEVD; Norman Warembud, program director of
WBYN, Brooklyn, while standing, in the same order, are Ralph Weil,
manager of WOV; Edward Ervin, production manager of WBNX; Fred
Coll, press agent; Sy Samuels and Beverly Kelly, handling publicity.
NBC

supplemental investigations were
filed without action for various
reasons.
In addition, the Commission in
42 cases directed issuance of complaints, 31 because advertisers
failed to stipulate and 11 because
of violations of previous stipulations. Field investigations were
ordered in 28 cases and 779 radio
and periodical cases were pending
July 1, 1941, as against 726 on
June 30, 1942.
Among FTC activities last year
are included surveys, analyses,
summaries and reports to various
United States agencies covering
advertising having relation to the
war effort, armed services, price
trends, rationing, priorities and
other war-related topics. Possible
violations of the Code of Wartime
Practices for American Broadcasters as promulgated by the Office of Censorship were transferred
to the FTC.
% ifc ifc
Errors in Morehouse Article

Midwest

Setup

A STAFF Operations Committee
in NBC Central Division has been
organized along the same lines as
a similar group in NBC New York,
to assist in determination of operating policies and to integrate
network action and procedures, it
was announced by Harry C. Kopf,
vice-president and general manager of NBC Central Division. The
group includes heads of the network's departments: William Wedell, network sales, chairman;
Leonard Anderson, assistant office
manager; Eric Danielson, traffic;
E. A. Stockmar, sales traffic;
Charles
Urquhart, production ;
sales.
Phil Steitz, national and local spot
Pro-Ten

Test

WARFIELD Co., Chicago, Thomson & Taylor Division, plans to use
spot radio in testing Pro-Ten, a
meat extender, in midwestern markets. Company is using space in
midwestern newspapers. Product
is made of soy meal and oats and
is used with hamburger, hash, etc.

IN AN ARTICLE by PGad B.
Morehouse, director of the Radio &
Periodical Division, Federal Trade
Commission, which appeared in the
Dec. 28 Broadcasting, two errors
appeared. In a paragraph dealing
with Commission procedure, the

Agency
is McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.

word "high" appeared as "low".
This paragraph, at the bottom of
the first column, page 15, should
have read:
"That the Commission never
proceeds except after a careful investigation into the facts and law
of the case has been demonstrated
by the extremely high percentage
of court affirmances of its decisions

omitted from a sentence in the middle of the second column. This
sentence should have read:
"About 85% of such advertising
cases as are deemed to warrant
corrective action are settled after
informal conference by voluntary
stipulations on the part of the advertiser and his agency to discontinue the unfair and deceptive
claims with no expense whatever

THE FTC has charged C. H. Stemmons, trading as C. H. Stemmons
Mfg. Co., with falsely representing
health
corrective qualities
of "Air
Flow and
Arch-Ezurs"
in newspaper,
magazine and other media advertising.

on Anappeal
entire therefrom."
line of manuscript was
for litigation."
wm
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HIGH ON THE SHOULDERS of his co-workers sits R. Morris Pierce,
chief engineer of WGAR, Cleveland, at a going-away party in his honor.
He is headed for an OWI assignment abroad. Supporting Morris (1 to r)
are engineers Walt Widlar and Bill Slater. Peering under Pierce's arm
is Harry Camp, sales manager. At right is Sereno Smith, engineer.
Mcdirdy to Capital
ROBERT G. McCURDY, veteran
radio
engineer
associated with
Graybar for nearly two decades,
last week joined the Army & Navy
Electronic
P r oduction Agency
in Washington as
production engineer. He retired
from Graybar by
virtue of 37 years'
continuous service. Mr. McCurdy
was manager of
the Western Electric products deMr. McCurdy
partment ofGrayI bar, at St. Louis, when he joined
the Government bureau. His su1 perior is Fred R. Lack, director of
ANEPA, on leave from his post as
vice-president of Western Electric
in charge of production and specialty products. Before going to
St. Louis, Mr. McCurdy was with
Graybar in New York and prior to
that was manager of the Western
; Electric Products Co. in St. Louis.

Engineers' Pay Boost
AFTER several months of negotiation, the National War Labor
I Board has approved and author1 ized an agreement signed by
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. with
I Los Angeles Local No. 40, IBEW,
' which calls for improved working
I conditions and a $40 per month
I salary increase for station technicians, the increase retroactive
to Aug. 15. Original agreement between station and union was signed
last Oct. 14.

CONTROLS
ROOM
LOUIS VALENTINE, formerly with
WRUL, is now with the control room
of WAAB, Worcester. Fred Ricker,
studio engineer of WAAB, recently
married Miss Dorothy Neal, of Eastport, Me. Gerry Hession, W43B FM
transmitter engineer, and George
Johnson, same position, recently became the fathers of a boy and girl,
respectively. Elmer Blanchard, formerly of WEIM, Fitchburg, Mass., and
Leo Farrenkopf, new to radio, have
joined the engineering staff of WAAB.
EDWARD OATES. former chief engineer of WINS, New York, now an
Army private stationed at Fort Dix.
N. J., on Jan. 2 in New York married
Dorothy Kirsten, soprano with the
Chicago Civic Opera Co. and protege
of Grace Moore, operatic singer.
ROY BRIDGEMAN, of the WWJ,
Detroit, engineering staff, is now a
first lieutenant in the Army Signal
Corps.

Strike

Contract

Negotiated With IBEW
STRIKE of employes of WTTM,
Trenton, over salaries and wages
[Broadcasting, Dec. 28], was settled Dec. 30, according to the
IBEW. Participating in final conferences between A. Harry Zorg,
WTTM general manager, and Lawson Wimberly, IBEW representative, was U. S. labor conciliator,
William M. Margolis. Agreement
provides for return of employes to
positions without prejudice; recognition of IBEW as exclusive bargaining agency with closed shop;
payment in full of current wages
weekly; negotiation with the IBEW
for a collective bargaining agreement by Jan. 15, with provision
that the matter will be referred to
an arbitration board failing settlement by Feb. 1. Arbitration procedure is established.
NLRB-WOW
Ruling
IBEW Local Union B-305 has
been named collective bargaining
agent for all technical employes
of WOWO-WGL, Ft. Wayne, as
the result of an NLRB decision
handed down Dec. 29. The action
was taken in connection with negotiations under way on a renewal
contract for technicians at the station, IBEW representatives in
Washington explained.
HAROLD SPENGLER has been
named chief engineer of WAIM, Anderson, S. C, succeeding William P.
Callahan.

DeWitt

to Signal

Corps

JACK DeWITT, chief engineer of
WSM, Nashville, who has been on
loan to the Bell Labs., last week
reported to the Army Signal Corps,.
Washington, as special consultant
to the Chief Signal Officer. Two.
other WSM engineers, John Campbell and Arthur Omberg, already
are on duty as civilian consultants
with the Signal Corps in Washington. Lt. Col. E. M. Kirby, chief of
the War Dept. Bureau of Publie
relations radio branch, and Capt.
Jack Harris, radio branch executive officer, were once at WSM.
ALFRED J. RAPER. formerly of
WJAG, Norfolk, Neb., has joined the
engineering staff of KLZ, Denver.

Electric
Western
ARSENAL
OF
COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT

ERNEST BERRY has joined the control room staff of WKZO, KalamazooGrand Rapids. Willis Jenkins, has
joined the WKZO transmitter staff.
ROSS F. DEROY, formerly on the
engineering staffs of WWDC and
WMAL, Washington, has joined the
engineering staff of WJSV, Washington.
PATRICIA MARIE PAPE recently
joined the control room staff of WHO,
Des
ber. Moines, as its first feminine mem-

Easy

KDKA
Post to Kenney
I TED KENNEY has been named
i chief engineer of KDKA, Pitts' burgh,
to replace
Meyer,of
who has
assumedDwight
the A.
duties
: technical manager of all Westinghouse stations. Mr. Meyer replaces
I Joseph
E. Baudino, assigned to
j supervise
industrial installations
I for a newly-developed Westinghouse process of electronic tinplating.
Higgins Joins Navy
HAROLD HIGGINS, for the last
ten years master control room engiI neer of WCAU, Philadelphia, has
joined the Navy as a warrant officer. He reported last week to the
Naval Research Station at Anacostia.
BROADCASTING

WAIR is famous for its quick results. That's because WAIR has the
listeners P
andStheclisteners1
kinconfidence.
' income
Add to this the exceptional
of Winston-Salem workers and you
have a golden combination.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
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Cox

Asks

Probe

{Continued from page 11)

TEXT

were identified with war service
regulations and 15 were temporary. Of the aggregate, 1,093 were
in Washington and 1,169 in the
field.
Compiling Data
The FCC already is working on
its justifications for the new appropriation, compiling data of the
character usually requested by
members of the Appropriations
Subcommittee, of which Rep.
Woodrum (D-Va.) is chairman.
Rep. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.) persistently has requested the Commission to furnish the committee
with detailed information on station sales and transfers and on
certain aspects of network operation.
Last March, Chairman Fly made
two appearances before the House
Rules Committee and denied knowledge of any effort to block passage of the resolution. There were
fireworks aplenty then. It was
strongly indicated that the Administration, because of the pressure
of war activity and emergency legislation, preferred to avoid an inquiry. Subsequently, hearings were
held before the House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee
on the Sanders bill for reorganization of the FCC, but the measure
died with the adjournment of the
last session.

OF

COX

RESOLUTION

FOLLOWING is the full text of the resolution (HRes.-21) introduced
Jan. 6 by Rep. Eugene E. Cox (D-Ga.) for an investigation of the FCC,
which was referred to the House Rules Committee :
RESOLVED. That there is hereby created a select committee to be composed of
five members of the House to be appointed by the Speaker, one of whom he
shall designate as chairman. Any vacancy occurring in the membership of
the committee
ment was made.shall be filled in the same manner in which the original appointThe committee is authorized and directed to conduct a study and investigation
of the organization, personnel, and activities of the Federal Communications
Commission with a view to determining whether or not such Commission in
its organization, in the selection of personnel, and in the conduct of its
activities, has been, and is, acting in accordance with law and the public
interest.
The Committee shall report to the House (or to the Clerk of the House if
the House is not in session) at the earliest practicable date during the present
Congress the results of its investigation, together with such recommendations as
it deems desirable.
For the purposes of this resolution the committee is authorized to sit and
act during the present Congress at such times and places within the United
States, whether or not the House is sitting, has recessed, or has adjourned,
to hold such hearings, to require the attendance of such witnesses and the production of such books, papers, and documents, and to take such testimony, as
it deems necessary. Subpoenas may be issued under the signature of the chairman of the committee or any member designated by such chairman or member.

FCC

Changes

Identification

For
Non-Standard
APPLYING TO SERVICES other
than standard broadcasting, the
FCC last Tuesday adopted regulations pertaining to announcement
of call letters for station identification. All standard stations, under
existing regulations which are in
no wise altered, are required to
announce call letters at half-hour
intervals except under conditions
where a continuous program service would be interrupted. The new
regulations, applicable to such services as television, FM, developmental, relay and studio-transmitter service require call letter announcements at least every hour.
Following is the text of the public
notice:
Adopted Section 2.65, relative to the announcement of call letters, which reads as
follows:
"Section 2.65. Station Identification.
When not required to identify itself by
some other provision or provisions of the
Rules and Regulations, every radio station
shall identify itself by its regularly designated call letters as follows:
"1.
Every
station
the
broadcast service
shalloperating
transmit in
its call
letters at the beginning and end of each

Rules

Broadcast
Stations
period of operation, and, during operation,
at least once every hour.
"2. Everyservice
stationshall
usedtransmit
for otherits than
broadcast
call
letters at the end of each transmission, and
at least once every 15 minutes during an
exchange
of communications."
The Commission
also adopted Sections
4.27 and 4.38 providing for station identification by relay and ST (studio transmitter) broadcast stations, as follows:
"Section 4.27. Station Identification.
Each relay broadcast station shall announce its call letters at the beginning and
end of each period of operation, and during
operation, at least once every hour it either
shall announce its call letters or shall make
an announcement which will permit it to
be identified.
"Section 4.38. Station Identification.
Each ST broadcast station shall announce
its call letters at the beginning and end
of each period of operation, and during
operation, at least once every hour it either
shall announce its call letters or shall make
an announcement which will permit it to
be identified.'
Now

Write for your
copy — it's free!
Address Dept. SW
BELONGS ON YOUR
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Reps. Rankin (D-Miss.) and
Mundt (R-S.D.) agreed that legislative steps to control commentaries would be desirable, but they
offered no precise formula. Variations of the equal time issue have
been raised during every recent
session of Congress. Mr. Rankin
loosed a tirade against "a few
flannel -mouthed propagandists".
He said Congress is constantly
"abused, maligned and vilified over
the radio" and asserted this was
one of the problems it would have
to meet.
"As far as I am concerned, I am
in favor of making arrangements
whereby we may either have a national radio system or time divided
between the two sides of both
House and Senate, in order that
members and Senators may go on
the radio and speak to the American people on issues that confront
the Congress, and thus offset a lot
of the propaganda and insinuations
that are being spread by a few
flannel-mouthed propagandists who
are doing more to destroy American institutions than they are to
spread public information."
Shaw in U. S. Post
DONALD S. SHAW, general manager of WMCA, New York, has
been granted an indefinite leave of
absence from the
station to go into

Lt. Col. Hill

at the Army Air Forces Replacement Center, Miami Beach, Fla.
He is a West Point graduate and
a veteran of World War I.

SURVEYED

— vital facts disclosed
Iowa farmers this year will reap
their biggest harvest in years.
Do you know how best to reach
them via radio? The new "Summers-Whan" Iowa radio audience survey gives the whole
story — station, time and prog r a in preferences, listening
trends — all the facts you need
to sell this rich market. The
fifth of a continuing survey,
the best of them all!

Urged by Two Members
REVIVAL of the perennial issue
of equal time for discussion of
public questions developed with the
convening of the new Congress
last Wednesday, with two members of the House unburdening on
commentators and commercials.

s p e cial Governm e n ture
t ofwork,
which na-is

LUTHER L. HILL, vice-president
of the Iowa Broadcasting Co., and
station manager of KSO-KRNT,
now on leave of absence while in
the military service, has just been
promoted
major
to lieutenant colonel.from
Col. Hill
is now
on duty

A BILLION-DOLLAR
MARKET

Equal
Time
Issue
Debated
by House
Control of Air Commentators

WUete.

Bid

Mr. Shaw

undisclosed. According
to
WMCA,
Mr.
Shaw's duties will
be absorbed by
E. E. Anderson,
president of the
station.

WAY
Manager to Navy
RALPH H. PATT Jr., manager
of WPAY, Portsmouth, has been
tenant (jg) in
appointed a lieuthe Navy,portedand
refor duty
Jan. 1 at the
naval training
station Heights,
at Noroton

UISVR
SYRACU

S

E

Conn. Paul Wagner, with WPAY
since 1936, covMr. Patt
ering sports, special events and
handling newscasts, has been appointed acting manager during
Mr. Patt's absence.

WHO
Des Moines
50,000 watts

4 r

*c.

„YooGe

Basic

WJZM Joins Mutual
WJZM, Clarksville, Tenn., on Feb.
1 will become an affiliate of Mutual,
bringing
lets to 212.the network's total out-
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Floods

Gross

When

Inst aim ent Buying
(Continued from page

Threaten

Ohio Valley Stations Remain
On Job as Waters Rise
RECALLING the emergency job
radio performed in the disastrous
1937 Ohio valley flood, stations in
affected areas during the recent
high-water scare were prepared
for any eventuality.
In Wheeling, W. Va., WWVA,
operating on a 24-hour basis, kept
listeners informed on the condition
of the swollen Ohio with bulletins
at half-hour intervals.
Portsmouth, O., one of the hard
hit cities of the 1937 flood, made
ready to meet the emergency
should the Ohio go over a 62-foot
wall which protects the city. Under Acting Manager Paul Wagner, WPAY organized its staff for
fulltime duty. Bulletins were broadcast. The station did much to
allay fears brought about by unfounded rumors. With no local
newspapers published New Year's
day, Portsmouth inhabitants turned
!to WPAY for full information. The
swollen waters came within .8
feet of reaching the flood wall top
before receding.
Cincinnati
In Cincinnati, Program Director
'Fred Dodge of WKRC organized
(for an all-out emergency operation, but when it became appar1 ent that the Ohio river would not
reach
severe
flood proportions
there, WKRC devoted its special
broadcasts to the city's preparedness campaign. A record library
of the WKRC broadcasts will be
presented to the city for reference
iuse in future flood control planning.
In New York, the Red Cross
needed oil stoves for victims of the
Onandaga valley high water. Fred
I Ripley, whose music and poetry
program for Carling's is a feature
jof WSYR, broadcast the appeal.
Within a few minutes the Red
Cross had 103 stoves.

ing on the certificate's total values.
The dealer would forward this contract to a sales finance agency authorized by the Federal Reserve
Bank to handle collections and
bookkeeping.
Payments Locally Made
In possession of the post-war
delivery contract, the sales finance
agency would issue a payment book
to the purchaser and open a ledger
account for him. Plans contemplate
that the purchaser would make
payments through local organizations, such as public utilities firms
already equipped for budget collections. Local agencies would forward payments to the proper sales
agencies and they, in turn, would
transit the funds to the Federal
Reserve Bank or district branch
which would credit receipts to a
special post-war delivery account
in the name of the Treasury Dept.
Sales finance agencies and local
collection agencies would be allowed
small commissions, which would be
subtracted from collections. Sales
and collection commissions would
be taken directly from purchaser
payments but covered when the certificate was entirely paid by the
Treasury.
Reverse of Present Buying
The incentive offered to the consumer is dual: a prior claim on
goods finally available when postwar production commences and a
10% discount from the established
post-war price, achieved by assigning a merchandise value in excess
of the purchase price.
In developing the plan, Mr. Nugent pointed out that there was no
intention of having it replace normal savings, purchase of War
Bonds or any other existing tax
method. He declared that the existing machinery for reduction of purchasing power is inadequate to handle the enlarged buying power resulting from increased production
of war goods and reduced production of consumer goods.

Plan

cated in part, Mr. Nugent contended, on the established habit of
instalment buying which is merely
being turned in reverse. Normally
the consumer is able to pay a small
amount down and obtain the merchandise for immediate use. Under
the proposed plan, payments would
be made periodically but total payment would precede actual use.
The plan is not intended to enlarge the post-war market but
rather to preserve goods and services that might otherwise be sacrificed to meet payments for durables.
Some opposition is anticipated
from those who will maintain that
consumers will be unwilling to buy
goods not yet in existence. In answer, the plan points out that mail
order houses have had success with
sales of merchandise on the basis
of catalogues where only descriptions of goods can make a sale. It
is pointed out, however, that the
consumer is not committing himself
to a specific make or brand beforehand. Furthermore consumers are
well aware of the performance of
goods manufactured by such names
as Ford, Chevrolet, Plymouth, Frigidaire, General Electric or any
other. The consumer is free to
choose among makes and models at
the time of delivery.

"and

when

you're

in Navy

GERALD C. GROSS,
engineer and acting
in charge of common
tions, last Tuesday
active duty as a
lieutenant c o m mander
in the Naval Reserve.
He
has been assigned
to the Bureau of

veteran FCC
chief engineer
carrier operawas called to

Ships, radio diviworking undersion,
Lt. Com.
W.
mer
G. H. FCC
Finch,assistfor- '
ant
engineerchief
and head
of
the Finch Labs. Com. Gross in
December 1941 was transferred
from his permanent post as assistant chief engineer in charge of
broadcasting to the temporary assignment in the common carrier
field. He filled the vacancy created
by the call to active duty of Com.
Andrew W. Cruse.
Baldwin

Promoted

MAJ. JAMES W. BALDWIN, former NAB managing director, now
assistant executive in the office of
the Chief Signal Officer, has been
promoted to lieutenant colonel. He
left an executive post with the
Finch Laboratories to accept the
commission.
BABI- JUICE Corp., Boston (oranges) plans to use radio, newspapers
and billboards in its extensive campaign. David Malkiel Adv. Agency,
Boston, is agency.

it's

after,

Dayton

remember""

The plan's success will be predi-
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The largest unduplicated coverage in Maine radio

•fc Centering in Portland where
payrolls exceeded records
Where rate of gain in retail
sales exceeds that of any
other city in America
Over 69% of CBS network
commercial programs
WHIO/s
5000

WATTS

•

PORTLAND,

-

560

MAINE

KC
•

THE

DAYTON

5000 WATTS— BASIC CBS
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Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

DECEMBER

31 TO JANUARY

Decisions . . .
DECEMBER 31
Yankee Network Inc. — Approved sale of
capital stock of The Winter Street Corp.,
to General Tire & Rubber Co., Akron.
Commissioners Walker and Durr dissented.
WSBT, South Bend, lnd.— Granted license to use present licensed auxiliary
transmitter as main transmitter, and main
transmitter as auxiliary.
WAAB, Worcester — Granted license to
cover CP for increase in power to 5 kw.,
new transmitter and DA for day and
night use, and move transmitter and studio.
WTMA, Charleston, S. C— Granted license to cover CP new transmitter, DA
for night use, change to 1250 kc, increase power to 1 kw, and move transmitter.
WRDW, Augusta, Ga. — Granted license
to cover CP for change of frequency to
1480 kc, increase in power to 5 kw, instal ation of new equipment and DA for
night use, and move of transmitter.
KBTB, Duluth, Minn.— Granted license
to cover CP authorizing move of transmitter to Front St., & 63d Ave., West
Duluth.
JANUARY 2
WLW,
Cincinnati — Granted motion for
postponement of hearing set for Jan. 8
on application for modification of license;
hearing continued to Feb. 8.
JANUARY 6
The Metropolis Co., Ocala, Fla. — Granted
motion to dismiss without prejudice application for license to operate on 1490 kc,
100 w, unlimited time, on facilities of
WTMC.
Bay County Publishers Inc., Panama
City, Fla. — Granted motion to dismiss
without prejudice application for license
for new station to operate on 1230 kc,
100 w N; 250 w D; unlimited; using
facilities of WDLP.
WISH, Indianapolis — Granted petition to
dismiss without prejudice application for
CP to operate on 1310 kc, unlimited ; DAnight.
WBRB, Red Bank, N. J.— Granted petition to withdraw without prejudice to refiling, and cancellation of hearing on application for CP to operate on 1240 kc,
100 w; S-WGBB and WFAS; and application for renewal of license.
Gloria Dalton, Los Angeles — Granted petition to intervene in hearing on application of KMTR, Los Angeles, for renewal of
license; continued hearing from Jan. 12 to
March 1; dismissed without prejudice request for transfer of hearing to Los Angeles.
KGER, Long Beach, Cal.— Granted license to cover CP for new equipment, increase in power, DA for night use, and
move of transmitter.
CBS Russian Series
BASED on the experiences of Larry
LeSeuer, CBS foreign correspondent, a new series, An American
in Russia, will be broadcast, beginning Jan. 19, in the 10-10:30 p.m.,
spot now featuring Norman Corwin's An American in England
program. Mr. Corwin will supervise the new program and Guy
Delia Cioppa will direct.
Philco Television Survey
A SURVEY of listening habits among
Philadelphia's television receiving set
owners is being conducted bv Paul
Knight, program manager of WPTZ,
Philco television station in Philadelphia. WPTZ is conducting experimental programs to tests its newlyconstructed transmitter at Wyndmoor,
Pa. Plans contemplate resumption of
regular programs in the near future.
ATLAS BREWING Co., Chicago
(beer), beginning Feb. 15 will sponsor a five-minute news summary 6
nights weekly and 4 spot announcements weekly on WBBM, Chicago.
Agency is Arthur Meyerhoff & C.,
Chicago.
Page
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• January

COMMISSION
8 INCLUSIVE

Applications . . .
JANUARY 5
KVAK, Atchison, Kan. — Voluntary assignment of license from Carl Latenser to
S. H. Patterson. (1450 kc).
KMAC, San Antonio, Tex. — Voluntary
assignment of license from W. W. McAllister and Howard W. Davis, d/b as The
Walmac Co., to Howard W. Davis tr/as
The Walmac Co.
WEMP, Milwaukee — Voluntary assignment of license to Glenn D. Roberts, Melva F. Roberts. Wellwcod Nesbit, Robert
M. LaFolIette Jr., Evalyn H. Dolph, Hope
D. Pettey, Leo T. Crowley, James E.
Markham, co-partners d/b as Milwaukee
Broadcasting Co. (1340 kc).
JANUARY 7
WQXR, New York — Extension of special
service authorization to April 1, 1944
(1560 kc).

Transmitter

Stolen

MOBILE transmitter WJSN
of WTJS, Jackson, Tenn.,
was stolen from the streets
of Jackson recently. Alarm
was broadcast throughout
four States. The blue Studebaker coach which housed the
transmitter, gaily painted in
silver letters, front, sides and
rear, was spotted parked in
front of a hotel in Columbus,
Miss., by Bob McRaney,
manager of WCBI, Columbus.
Nothing was damaged.

We fwork rKccounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE Co.,
San Francisco (peanuts), on Jan. 19
starts for 52 weeks Harry W. Flannery
on 7 CBS Pacific stations (KNX KARM
KROY KGDM KQW KOIN KIRO), Tues.,
Thurs., 5:30-5:45 p.m. (PWT) Agency:
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
MENTHOLATUM Co., Wilmington, Del.
(Mentholatum) , on Jan. 10 started for 13
weeks, Phil Stearns — News, on 18 CBS
western stations. Sunday 5:45-5:55 p.m.
(PWT). Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
KELLOGG Co.. Battle Creek (Pep), on
Jan. 4 started for 52 weeks, five-minute
participation
Breakfast Mon.,
at Sardi's
13
BLUE Pacificin stations,
thru onFri.,
9:30-10 a.m. (PWT). Agency: Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y.
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich. (Pep
cereal), on April 5 starts Breakfast at
Sardi's on 130 BLUE stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 11:15-11:30 a.m. Agency: Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co., Meriden,
Conn., on Jan. 3 renewed for 13 weeks
Edward R. Murrow From London on 26
CBS stations, Sun., 6-6:15 p.m. Agency:
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
LEWIS-HOWE Co., St. Louis (Turns), on
Jan. 19 renews Treasure Chest on 126
NBC stations, 8 :30-9 p.m. Agency : Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, N. J.
on Dec. 22 renewed Radio Reader's Digest
on 66 CBS stations. Sun., 9-9:30 p.m.
Agency: Ward, Wheelock Co., N. Y.
VOICE OF PROPHECY Inc., Los Angeles (religious), on Jan. 3 renewed for 52
weeks Voice of Prophecy on 33 Don Lee
Pacific and 3 Arizona stations, Sun. 9:159:45 p.m. (PWT). Agency is J. C. Hoskin & Associates, Chicago.
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Picture for a Pay Increase
and
Now, as never before, you men in the
control rooms have a golden opportunity to
go after — and get the higher engineering
positions and the increased pay that go
with them. The broadcasting industry
needs competent men. By improving your
own technical ability, you will help yourself, and at the same time make yourself
more valuable to your employer and
company.

Better

Position

CREI home-study training in practical
radio engineering is a proven method for
equipping yourself for advancement. For
the past 16 years CREI courses have been
known and respected throughout the industry. Now, with time so important and the
need so urgent, every ambitious radioman
should investigate the advantages of the
CREI planned program of study for advancement and future security. Write today
for free booklet.

CREI STUDENTS AND GRADUATES, ATTENTION!
The CREI Placement Bureau is flooded with requests for CREI trained radiomen.
Employers in all branches of radio want trained men. Your government wants
every man to perform his job, or be placed in a job, that will allow him to work
at maximum productivity. // you are or will be in need of re-employment write
your CREI Placement Bureau at once.

CAPITOL
RADIO
ENGINEERING
INSTITUTE
Home Study Courses in Practical Radio Engineering for Professional Self-Improvement
DEPT. B, 3224 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Contractors to U. S. Signal Corps and U. S. Coast Guard.
Providers of well-trained Technical Radiomen for Industry
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N. Y. Gas Spots
TO SHOW housewives how they
can save cooking gas, Consolidated
Edison Co., of New York will run
an intensive one-week campaign
starting Jan. 11 on New York
stations WEAF
WOR
WMCA
WNEW and WJZ. Institutional announcements will be aired on a
three-a-day basis on each outlet.
The company ran a similar schedule last fall to urge observation of
dimout regulations. McCann-Erickson, New York, handles the account.
CUMMER PRODUCTS Co., New York
(Energine) on Jan. 20 renews for 52
weeks Manhattan at Midnight on 63 BLUE
stations, Wed., 8 :30-9 p.m. Agency : Young
& Rubicam, N. Y.
RICHFIELD OIL Corp.. New York (dealY.
er service), on Jan. 5 renewed Arthur
Hale's Confidentially Yours on 24 MBS
stations, Tues., Thurs. and Sat., 7:307:45 p.m. Agency: Hixson-O'Donnell, N.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New York (cigarettes, tobacco), has renewed Johnny
Presents Ginny Sims on 129 NBC stations, Tues., 8-8:30 p.m. (repeat 11:3012 midnight). Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.
CENTAUR Co., Rahway, N. J. (Molle
Shaving Cream), has renewed Battle of
the Sexes on 55 NBC stations, Tues.,
9-9:30 p.m. Agency: Young & Rubicam.
N. Y.
CHARLES H. PHILLIPS CHEMICAL Co.
(Phillip's
Milk onof 74
Magnesia),
has renewed?
Waltz
Time
NBC stations,
Fri.,
9-9:30
p.m.
Agency:
Blackett-SampleHummert, N. Y.
R. L. W ATKINS Co., New York (Dr.
Lyon's hattan
Toothpowder)
, has
Merry-Go-Round
on renewed
69 NBC Manstations, Sun., 9-9 :30 p.m. Agency : BlackettSample-Hummert, N. Y.
BAYER Co., New York (Bayer Aspirin),
has renewed American Album of Familiar
Music on 72 NBC stations, Sun., 9:3010 p.m.
Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
N. Y.
CITIES SERVICE Co., New York (petroleum advisers), has renewed Cities
Service Concert, on 66 NBC stations, Fri.,
8- 8:30 p.m. Agency: Lord & Thomas,
N. Y.
Network Changes
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co., New York
(Vaseline products), on Jan. 6 shifted Dr.
Christian on 66 CBS stations, Wed., 8:308:55 p.m. with West Coast repeat 8:308:55 p.m. (PWT), from Hollywood to New
York for four weeks or more. Agency :
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
AMERICAN CIGARETTE & CIGAR Co.,
New York (Pall Mall), on Jan. 11 increases to 15 minutes and shifts Gracie
Fields on 126 BLUE stations, Mon. thru
Fri., from 9:55-10 p.m. to 10:15-10:30
p.m. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
STANDARD OIL Co., of Cal., San Francisco, on Jan. 24 shifts Standard Symphony
Hour on 6 NBC Pacific stations, Sun.,
9- 9:45 p.m. (PWT) to 8:30-9:30 p.m.
(PWT). Agency: BBDO, San Francisco.
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Lifebuoy soap), on Jan. 7 shifted Bob
Burns' Arkansas Traveler from 117 CBS
stations, Wed., 9-9:30 p.m. to NBC.
Thurs., 7:30-8 p.m. (repeat 9:30-10 p.m.),
at the same time shifting Mayor of Our
Town (Rinso) on 117 CBS stations. Wed.,
from 9:30-10 p.m. to 9-9:30 p.m. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
SKELLY OIL Co., Kansas City (petroleum products), on Jan. 2 expanded
Alex Dreier's news commentaries, on 22
NBC stations, Mon. thru Fri., 8-8:15
a.m., adding Sat., 8-8:15 a.m. on all staChicago.tions. Agency: Henri, Hurst & McDonald,
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO
Corp., Louisville, (Kools, Sir Walter Raleigh Smoking Tobacco), on Jan. 29 shifts
People Are Funny, on 67 NBC stations,
from Fri. 10-10:30 p.m. to Fri., 9:30-10
p.m. Agency: Russel M. Seeds Co., N. Y.
HALL BROTHERS, Kansas City (greeting cards), on Jan. 15 shifts Meet Your
Navy on 94 BLUE stations from 10-10:30
p.m. to 8:30-9 p.m., Fridays. Agency:
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
W. A. SHANE, for five years
neer in charge of CBL, Oakville,
has resigned. He pioneered in
both in the United States and
ada.
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
ing, Washington, D. C.

Help Wanted

Situations Wanted (Continued)

SPORTS ANNOUNCER — To do play-byplay and daily sports show on 5 kw. station. State full details and salary required. Our staff knows of this ad. Box
185. BROADCASTING.

Two Announcers — Draft deferred, want
better positions. One staff, M. C. and
production: one news and sports. Will
come
separately or together. Box 170,
BROADCASTING.

News Re-Write Man — With either radio or
newspaper experience. State experience
and draft status. Write Jack Shelley,
WHO, Des Moines, Iowa.
First or Second Class Operator — Male or
female. NBC Outlet. WMVA, Martinsville, Virginia.

Available at once — First phone, deferred.
Reliable, conscientious, seeks permanent position. State salary and living
conditions. Fare to job must be paid.
Box 171, BROADCASTING.

Announcer — Qualified to act as program
director, preferably over draft age. Local
station deep south. Box 183, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCERS — Outstanding clear-channel New York State station. Give experience, references, draft status. Box 181.
BROADCASTING.

Sir

classiCAPS,
three
issue.
Build-

Commercial Manager — With executive ability to become general manager of independent full time radio station 100 miles
from New York. Give full details of past
and present position in rad;o. Box 177,
BROADCASTING.
(Two first or second class operators — Local
i station in midwest city of 46,000. Excellent living conditions. Wire or write
1 KFPW, Fort Smith, Arkansas.
WGCM, Gulfport, Mississippi — Has opening
for program director. Single man prefer ed— age 38 or over.
1000 Watt Network Station — Has opening
for experienced draft exempt announcer.
Ideal working conditions. State salary
expected, complete details first letter.
WTJS, Jackson, Tennessee.
First or Second Class Operator — Permanent position for draft-exempt sober
man or woman. State experience and
references. Radio Station KLO, Ogden,
Utah.
ANNOUNCER-NEWSCASTER— Draft exempt, reliable, rounded experience. One
seeking permanency with leading Central New York Station. If interested
send transcription. Also state salary,
experience and references in detailed
letter. Address Box 191, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Time Salesman — By large regional station in southwest. Must have
proven radio sales ability and record
must stand careful examination. Excel| lent opportunity. Sell yourself in letter
' stating education, experience, age, draft
1 status,
salary requirements. Box 194,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Experienced "Musical - Clock" Announcer
and Time Salesman — With Plenty of
Personality and Selling ability. Now
with Blue-Mutual Station in Major Midsouth Market. Desires similar connection with more progressive station. Age
35, Married, 3-A. Excellent background,
references. Will arrange personal interview. Box 190, BROADCASTING.

STATION MANAGER— Young executive,
now employed as Commercial Manager
by West Coast station desires Station
Manager's
On peak
presentof job
five
years;
but position.
has reached
earning
and advancement. Nine years' experience
in sales, announcing, writing, production, programming. Thirty years old,
married, two children, 3B-4. If you
need a Station Manager, write Box 175,
BROADCASTING.
News Editor-Commentator-Writer — Thorough news room experience with finest national references. Draft exempt.
Box 176, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Station Manager — Progressive, young college man, now employed, with eight
years' radio experience in programming
and sales, desires permanent connection
with progressive station as manager.
Proven sales record. Best business and
character references. Family. Box 173,
BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — 5 kilowatt network station. Nine years. Desires change. Experienced Doherty circuit, bridge and field
measurements, studios, etc. Draft
exempt. Best reference. Box 178,
BROADCASTING.

Transmitter Engineer — First phone license.
years'permanent.
experience, Box
4F. Network Five
station,
184,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Experienced — 4F. Commercials, news, disc jockey, control board.
New York vicinity. Box 186, BROADCASTING.

Tieup

WORLD PREMIER of "Hitler's
Children", RKO screen version of
Gregor Ziemer's Education for
Death, on Jan. 14, 11:15 p.m.
(EWT), will include a three-way
broadcast on WLW, Cincinnati,
featuring Gregor Ziemer, WLW
commentator and author of the
bcok, who will interview two of
the leading stars of the picture,
Bonita Granville, who portrays
"Anna", and H. B. Warner, who
plays the fearless Bishop. Other
notables of screen and radio will
also speak. Broadcast will be from
the Albee Theatre, Cincinnati, Palace Theatre,
Columbus and Keith's
Theatre,
Dayton.
Lever Moves Burns
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Mass. (Lifebuoy), on Jan. 7 shifted Bob Burns Show on 115 CBS
stations, Wednesday, 9-9:30 p.m.
(EWT), to NBC stations, Thursday, 7:30-8 p.m. (EWT), with
West Coast repeat, 6:30-7 p.m.
(PWT). Show occupies the 30minute spot on NBC stations recently vacated by Kraft Music
Hall. Lacking studio space, NBC
has rented El Capitan Theatre on
Vine St., Hollywood, for the two
broadcasts. Ruthrauff & Ryan is
agency.

Radio Engineer — Ten years' experience,
first class phone license. Desires permanent position. Address Box 179, BROADCASTING.
WRITER — Copy, continuity, dramatic
script. 2% years' radio experience. Draft
deferred. Wants position with larger station or agency. Reliable. Now employed.
Box 180, BROADCASTING.
COLLEGE WOMAN — Excellent announcing voice, low pitch. Talented writer,
producer-director. Experienced announcing, writing, producing. Box 182,
BROADCASTING.

Film

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
Nation- I Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL

F GODLEY

First Class phone — Some experience. Mentiontions.
wage scale
town's living
condiDeferred.and
Available
immediately.
Box 172, BROADCASTING.

MO 2-7859

Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pick-ups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.
For Sale
Presto Equipment For Sale — Two 6D turntables, equipped with time scales, microscope. 1C cutters, vertical dampers. One
85E Amplifier, 50A Radio tuner, Special
130C Mixer. Included in sale price, mixing table,audio
3" RCA
oscillograph,
Brengle
oscillator;
RCA, CloughShure,
Brush, mikes and many other "imposto get" $1300.
items. For
quick Harold
sa'.e, as Kay
one
unit sibleonly
CASH.
Laboratories. 54 South State Street.
Painesville, Ohio.
TUBES— Five 212E, one 204A, two 242C.
All excellent condition. Box 187,
BROADCASTING.

• Broadcast

Advertising

New

Law

Firm

RUFUS G. POOLE, former associate general counsel of the Wage &
Hour Division, Dept. of Labor, and
Darius F. Prince, tax attorney, recently joined the firm of Vesey &
Wheeler, with offices in the Bowen
Bldg., Washington. The new firm
is Vesey, Wheeler, Poole & Prince.
Howard Vesey and Edward Wheeler, son of the Montana Senator,
were formerly in the law offices of
Louis G. Caldwell, Washington,
and established their own practice
last year.
STANLEY TALBOT, former merchandising manager of Dr. Pepper Co.,
Dallas, has been appointed advertising
manager of Pabst Sales Corp., Chicago, succeeding C. H. Wolfe, who is
now account executive with Biow Co.,
New York.

DIRECTORY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS

Professional Type — Portable or console
model playback machine. Must be able to
play 12 and 16 inch records at both 78
and 33 1/3 RPM. AC or AC-DC. Furnish
all details including ccst. Box 174,
BROADCASTING.

program from the 4,500-seat
Shrine auditorium to its studios A and B, to which audiences were admitted, beginning Jan. 2.

PROFESSIONAL

Manager — Who produced substantial 1942
profit, desires change because owner
won't play ball. Box 188, BROADCASTING.

Wanted to Buy

Frolic In A and B
PATRIOTIC interest in conserving transportation equipment has led WHO, Des
Moines,
transfer
21/4hour
Iowato Barn
DanceitsFrolic

MONTCLAIR,

GEORGE

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N.Y.

RING

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

CLIFFORD YEWDALL
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main St.
the World
Kansas City, Mo. IX] Hollywood, Cal.
kmtiP

8t CLARK

BROADCASTING

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.

FOR

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

RESULTS!

January

11, 1943
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OWI

Overseas
Barnes

Last Wednesday new transmission facilities were opened from
North Africa directly to Washington, Elmer Davis said at his news
conference. Operating one channel
of a six-channel transmitter, OWI
is sharing time with press associations and newspapers in the direct
transmission of news to this country instead of through London as
heretofore.
The new setup will provide foT
the transmission of news at the
rate of about 3,000 words per hour
for three or four hours a day, Mr.
Davis said. It will be delivered to
Washington by Western Union and
then transmitted to the news associations in New York, he explained.
Censorship will be cared for at the
African end, Mr. Davis felt, and
said that no provision had been
made for further censorship at this
end.

OF

Official Army Air Forces Photo
SALUTED for his contribution of
radio time to Duncan Field, San
Antonio, was R. Early Willson,
owner-manager of KABC, San Antonio. On Christmas day, 1941, Mr.
Willson started a series of Duncan
Field programs which have continued throughout the year. On
first anniversary, Duncan Field's
Women in the War program saluted Mr. Willson for his patriotism and air field's publication Flying Times carried story and picture of the radio executive.

14 Million

Hear

FDR

PRESIDENT
ROOSEVELT'S address to Congress
last Thursday on the State
of the Nation reached a total
radio audience of 14,290,200,
according to a tabulation
made by C. E. Hooper Inc.
The President's message, carried by all four major networks, was given a 27.7
Hooper rating.
A 24-PAGE book titled Calling All
Nations was issued last month by the
British Broadcasting Corp. to commemorate the tenth anniversary of its
Overseas Service, originated in 1932
as the Empire Service under the direction of the now joint directorgeneral of BBC, Sir Cecil Graves.

In a statement following Mr.
Mullen's election, Niles Trammell,
NBC president, said:
"Mr. Mullen's election to the
NBC directorate is a recognition of
his fine service to broadcasting and
to his many contributions to the
network's part in the war effort.
as NBC's
years
his four his
During manager,
as an
ability
general
subhas
organizer and executive
stantially contributed to the progthe network."
Mr.ress ofMullen
has participated in
the development of radio since 1923,
organized the first broadwhen castheservice
for farmers. He joined
NBC in 1926 and for eight years
served as its director of agriculture with headquarters in Chicago.
In 1939, he was transferred to
New York as manager of the RCA
Dept. of Information. Five years
later he was elected RCA vicepresident in charge of advertising.
In 1940 Mr. Mullen was elected to
his present position with NBC.
Edward

J. Lynett

EDWARD J. LYNETT, 86, owner of the only commercially-owned
but non-commercially operated
broadcasting station in this country, died Jan. 1 in Scranton, Pa.
following a short illness. He was
publisher of the Scranton Times,
largest
newspaper His
in Northeastern Pennsylvania.
station is
WQAN, which operates with 1,000
watts daytime and 500 night on
910 kc, sharing with WGBI,
Scranton. WQAN accepts no advertising and operates only 1%
hours per day, not including Sundays— 12 noon to 1 p.m. and 4:30
p.m. to 5 p.m., carrying largely
news. All the remaining time is allocated to WGBI. Mr. Lynett is
survived by two sons, William R.
Lynett, assistant publisher of the
Times, and Edward J. Lynett Jr.,
assistant business manager of the
newspaper; also by a daughter,
Elizabeth Lynett.

on Tour

CAPT. AMILCAR DUTRA, director of the Brazilian Government
department of press and information and in charge of all broadcasting in Brazil, arrived in the United
States last week for a month's
visit at the invitation of Nelson
Rockefeller, Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs. Chief purpose
of his visit is to promote a further
exchange of programs between the
United States and Brazil, he told
a press conference in New York,
at which he stated his belief that
radio is one of the most important
media for effecting a closer understanding between the peoples of
the two republics.
DAUGHTERS of two famous actors,
Eddie Cantor and Fred Stone, will
start radio careers simultaneously and
for the same station, as staff artists
of WNEW, New York. Paula Stone
will conduct the Broadicay Beam, a
weekly program of Broadway and
Hollywood news formerly conducted by
Bill
Bernie.
Cantor's
daughter,
Marilyn,
will Eddie
be a staff
announcer.
Page
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NBC's
Break

NBC

FRANK E. MULLEN, vice-president and general manager of
NBC, was elected a director of the
at a meeting of the board
company
of
directors last Friday.

Director

In Streamlined Setup
STREAMLINING operations of
the Office of War Information
Overseas Branch, several personnel
changes were announced last week
under which Joseph Barnes, chief
of the New York headquarters of
the Overseas Branch was advanced
to the post of associate director of
the branch, continuing in charge
of the New York office; Harold
Guinzburg was relieved of his responsibilities inthe direction of the
outpost setup and promoted to
deputy director in charge of recording and transcriptions; and James
Linen was advanced to take charge
of outpost operations.
Along with changes in personnel, the branch was reorganized on
the basis of geographical areas.
Under the new arrangement, material will be prepared by areas.
Under this decentralization it is
expected, officials say, that broadcast operations will be improved
through specialization.
Communications With Africa

Brazilian

DIRECTOR

Branch

is Associate

ELECTED

MULLEN

Reorganizes

• January

Spot
Sales
All Records

Increase of 12% Is Recorded,
According to McConnell
NBC's National Spot Sales Division had the best year in its history during 1942, James V. McConnell, national spot sales manager, announced last week. Reporting that the division had an increase of more than 12% over
1941, Mr. McConnell also stated
that since Jan. 1 of the new year
business has continued to be well
ahead of a year ago, with new accounts and renewals on all the 11
stations represented by national
spot
sales. during the first week
Business
of 1943 included a 13-week contract
from Maryland Pharmaceutical
Co., Baltimore, for 78 spot announcements on six stations, placed
through Joseph Katz Co., Baltiparticipations
seven of
sta-a
tionsmore;
for ten
weeks onon behalf
new income tax book, issued by
Doubleday Doran & Co., New York,
handled by Huber Hoge & Sons,
New York; and 13 weeks of announcements on five stations for
Vick's Inhaler, purchased by Vick
Chemical Co., New York, through
Morse International.
Two Lever Series
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass.,
has

signed for one-minute announcements for Rinso, eight weeks
on nine outlets, and has renewed
for another 52 weeks Aunt Jennie,
five-weekly quarter-hours on three
stations, through Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York. Lever also signed
for 52 station breaks on six outlets for Swan Soap through Young
& Rubicam, New York.
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati,
has renewed for 52 weeks station
breaks for Duz on seven stations,
and has signed for five outlets on
behalf of Lava, through its agency,
Biow Co., New York. Continental
Baking Co., New York, has signed
a 52-week contract on four stations
for Wonder Bread, in addition to
312 announcements on WEAF,
New York, through Ted Bates Inc.,
New York. Another 52-week contract was received from Johnson &
Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.,
for station breaks on six stations.
Agency is Ferry & Hanley Co,,
New York.
Advice to Housewives

\

p

m

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"And Now the Dixie Comfy Mattress Corp. Greets You From the PalmKissed Shores of Miami!"

11, 1943

BROADCASTING

Beechnut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y., contracted for 13
weeks of station breaks on seven
stations, plus a five-weekly news
program on WEAF, New York,
through Newell-Emmett Co., New
York. Curtis Publishing Co. has
increased its announcements on the
same station.
Housewives receive instructions
on how to save cooking gas through
a series of institutional announcements sponsored by Consolidated
Edison Co. of New York on three
WEAF programs, placed through
McCann-Erickson, New York.
• Broadcast
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5000

for victory.

workers

with

is SPENDING
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WATTS

money.

THIS

• 950

bulging

ON

Jfifec

THE

DIAL

Affiliated station of the Atlantic Coast Network

CAPACITY

: ONE

GALLON

. . . Doesn't

Mean

a

Thing!

' J^'HE "capacity" is the same whether the jug is full
or empty. A radio station's capacity to cover square
miles is identical whether or not anyone is listening.
And unless people are listening, you can't pour a drop
of selling into their ears. No amount of potential
listeners can possibly equal one who actually does.
WKY's capacity for covering square miles in Oklahoma exceeds that of any other Oklahoma City station, but what is more important, WKY delivers that
coverage with the greatest available volume of actual
listeners. Hooper is authority for that.
WKY delivers LISTENERS with its coverage . . .
and decisively more of them per square mile and per
dollar than does any other Oklahoma City station.

WKY
• OKLAHOMA
CITY
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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of mail from 30 to 37 states. This bespeaks a secondary audience at least two-thirds as large as our
Iowa audience — and we know

I f f f

listened-to-most by 60.4%
#

Usually when a station man begins talking about

that in Iowa we are

of all nighttime listeners

in the State. (1942 Iowa Radio Audience

Survey.)

secondary coverage, he is of sad necessity plunging
into a never-never land of guesses, conjectures and

That's Plus No. 2 for WHO.

blue sky from which he is lucky to return with any

Iowa — and get a really spectacular bonus

remaining

sense-of-proportion

whatever.

to discuss that part of WHO's

But during the winter months,
mail comes
the summer

40%

not in-

cluded in the price of admission — you can do it

Hence

with WHO
we hesitate even
audience.

If you want to cover

alone, and only with WHO.

Write us

for all the other plusses, or just ask Free & Peters!

of WHO's

from outside Iowa — and even during
months

we pull enormous

quantities

WHO

T

for

DES

IOWA

MOINES

PLUS

. . . 50,000

!+

WATTS

B. J. PALMER,

PRESIDENT

J. O. M ALAND,

MANAGER

FREE & PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives

15 CENTS

A

9Cant

U

Hea£

Combi

natio

On

n

January 2nd, the Ralston Purina Company, in cooperation with their agency, the Gardner Advertising Company,

aired

Purina's

first major

network

show

for feeds.

Originating from WSM and carried by 31 stations, the Purina
show is a half hour slice of the nationally famous Grand Ole
Opry.

Thanks

a million,

Purina!

And

thanks

to you,

Gardner!

With a ready-built audience numbering millions, a staple
three billion dollar agricultural market and an industrial
growth
50,000

that is the fastest in the nation, you've got an advertising opportunity with an upper case O. Add to this
watts, a clear channel and a low frequency and

you've got a "Can't be Beat" combination. So good
many sales, congratulations and thanks again!

HARRY
THE

NATIONAL
.

LIFE
NATIONAL

luck,

L. STONE, Gen'l. M3r., NASHVILLE,
OWNED AND OPERATED BY

TENNESSEE

AND
ACCIDENT
INSURANCE
REPRESENTATIVES, EDWARD PETRY & CO.,

COMPANY,
INC.

INC.
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NEW

50,000

ORLEANS

watts

- - clear

channel

FE6?
rssr/iMANT TO BUY AN EXTRA CUP OF C0F
Listeners in the far North hear WWL

clearly. And they prove our

You'll have better luck buying spots
on KFAB. We're rationing some of
our time, but there are still places
on our schedule open to smart,
quick-moving advertisers who .never
let good opportunities knock twice.
You really need this station, to do
a complete selling job in the farm
markets throughout Nebraska and
her neighboring states. Call us, today.

power by writing in to say: "Program's coming in fine."
Listeners in the deep South go to their retailers — and prove WWL's
selling-POWER — by buying the products we help advertise. WWL
gives you complete dominance over the New Orleans area — growing,
prospering, and profiting smart WWL advertisers.

The

greatest

selling

in the
CBS
Page

Affiliate —
4

POWER

South's

Nat'l Representatives, The

• January

18, 1943

greatest

city

Katz Agency,

DON

SEARLE — Gen I Mgr.

Ed Petry & Co., Nat'l Rep.

Inc.
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VICTORY

YORK

Ralph N. Weil, Gen. Mgr.

ONE

OF

AMERICA'S

IMPORTANT

RADIO

STATIONS

I

Over

the

December

door

of

7, 1941,

down

came

musket

the

every

radio

a symbolic

station

and

in America,

invisible

there

musket—

in

hung,

the

on

tradi-

tional American manner.

December
section,

grabbed

every

7, 1941,
station

without

in the

powder-horn,

United

shot,

panic

or

States

ramrod

and

flourishes
yanked

from

down

flint, and

the

went

the

brass

musket,

to

work.

L

January

6, 1943, Variety announced,

station enterprise

throughout

after a year of searching

the nation

standing Wartime Service." Five are CBS
land, Ore. • WBT
2* And

Charlotte, N. C. • WHP

Variety made

and two of these went
standing."WRVA
•
3* And
working

special awards
to: WBT

within

Irving Abel off WRVA

WCKY

Cincinnati,

Ohio

City, Mo.

Pa. • WJR

• KOIN

Detroit, Mich.
field of war

medals"

Broadcasting

Gene Dennis KMBC

especially for "good

• WBBM

Chicago,

ideas"

States, nine

for rare marksmanship

The

awards

the fact that throughout

THE

readiness

COLUMBIA

and

with

Dick Redmond WHP

applied

to the victory effort:

congratulates
the CBS

them.

Network,

resourcefulness.

BROADCASTING

for

System's stations:

111.

stands at salute to these stations and individuals,
simply sharpen

the United

*Clare Hays KOIN

CBS

unrelenting

endeavor

army of individuals

there is not only singleness of purpose, but a keen eye on the target of victory,
and

Port-

of military-civilian understanding."

throughout

"sharpshooter

in Columbia

Grady Cole WBT

Variety commended

Kansas

for distinctive merit in some

of local stations

marksmen

4« And

Harrisburg,

to local stations, "for out-

the ranks of the great civilian-technician

the hundreds

were

stations: KMBC

Va. "for contributions

individual citation — that is, gave them
the musket.
Five of them

special awards

Charlotte, N. C. "for fostering racial good-will and under-

Richmond,

Variety chose, from

seven

analysis of all individual

SYSTEM

* Someday we hope Clare will meet Jr. Lieut. Liudmila Pavlicbenko of the Russian Army.

ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

Odin

S.

COMMERCIAL

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATION

Ramslmd

MALUKU,

KDAL,

DULUTH

1934 Graduated University of North Dakota
School of Commerce
1936 Graduated U. of Minnesota School of Law
1936 Aetna Casualty Company, Minneapolis
1937 Local salesman, KDAL
1941 Commercial Manager, KDAL

E
VERY coon's age or so you meet some
young man who is quiet, restrained and

sorts of benefits which simply don't other-

modest, but who you just know is stuff —
and Odin Ramsland is that sort of fellow.

that any station wants to do your salesmen's
foot-work. But you know and we know that

In radio now for only a few short years, Odin

where there's a vivid interest, most stations
can handle certain strategic telephone calls,

wise accrue. . . . No, we don't seem to imply

has made himself an expert on merchandising in his home area, and is helping to

requests to wholesaler friends, etc., etc., that
often make a lot of difference. . . .

sell a phenomenal amount of his customers'
goods as well as his station's time!

simply comes in when the station flips a

about spot broadcasting — the fact that you
make each station a virtual partner in your

switch. That's why we started this business
in the first place, here in this pioneer group

job of selling goods, and therefore get all

of radio station representatives.

Pioneer
CHICAGO: 180 S. Michigan
Fianklin 6373
Page
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So we re happy we're connected with spot
broadcasting instead of with something that

That (if you'll pardon a little commercial
for our product) is one of the swell things

Free
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Peters,

Radio

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WJWC
.
.
.
CHICAGOHAMMOND
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WINS
NEW YORK
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
. . :
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

inc.

Since May, 1932 Representatives
Station

SAN FRANCISCO: m Sutter
Sutter 4353

HOLLYWOOD: 15/2 N. Gordon
Gladstone 3949
BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
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Early
Petrillo
Senate
For

Truce

Agrees

to

Demand
Terms

CONFIDENT predictions that
recording of popular music
will be resumed next month
after an enforced six-month
vacation summarily ordered
by James C. Petrillo, president of the American Federation of Musicians, were made
last week after the AFM executive had promised a Senate
investigating committee he
iwould draw up a "program"
of terms precedent to lifting
of his onerous ban.
Under the lash of Senatorial committee pressure, Mr.
Petrillo promised to convene
his international executive
!board Feb. 1 in New York and
evolve a plan to be presented to the
committee and to the broadcasting
and recording industry. His commitment followed two days of rigjorous examination during which
Mr. Petrillo had repeatedly refused
to disclose his terms for termination of the "strike", other than to
describe its goal as "more work"
and relief of purported unemployment in musicians' ranks.
Senators Break Impasse

in

bute from all users of music, recorded and live. He made a far
better witness than was anticipated
and was complimented for the way
he handled himself and parried
questions.
As a witness, Mr. Petrillo was
no shrinking violet. At times he
pounded the table to emphasize his
pleadings in behalf of the "starving
musician". He said point blank that
he would lift the ban in advance
of an agreement with the recording companies only if President
Roosevelt, after hearing the facts,
asked him to do so. Then, he said,
he would "grant the request".
Wants Legislation
Mr. Petrillo disclosed, under
sharp questioning of committee
members and of Committee Counsel Herbert M. Bingham, Washington attorney, that what he really
wanted was protective legislation
from Congress that would give
AFM members a property right in
recordings and allow them to collect royalties on each record, in the
same fashion as ASCAP collects
tribute. His counsel, Joseph A. Padway, had suggested that a levy of
one or two cents per record might
accomplish that purpose.
In his two-day seige on the
stand Tuesday and Wednesday,
Mr. Petrillo confessed many things
and cleared up many mysteries
about the inner workings of the
powerful labor union of 148,000
members. He said that if the war
lasts five or six months longer,

It was only after committee members, lead by Chairman Clark (DIda.) author of the inquiry resolution and Chairman Wheeler of the
full Interstate Commerce Committee, had importuned Mr. Petrillo
to break the impasse and disclose
his demands that he finally yielded.
He had been told pointedly that his
f ban was interfering with the war
interest, and that his position was
untenable. He steadfastly declined,
however, to say precisely what he

(threatened him with "five years in
the can" if he participated in a
I "secondary boycott".
But the AFM president made a
J number of disclosures and shed
|| much light on what AFM would
■ like to accomplish in exacting tri-

j
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Recording

AFM

would not have enough competent musicians available to supply radio's requirements, as he
appraised them.
Mr. Petrillo was chagrined because the recording companies had
not attempted to negotiate a settlement of the controversy. When
committee members pounded away

storage" recordings since Aug. 1.
The committee, after hearing
Counsel Padway on legal aspects,
last Thursday recessed subject to
the call of the chair, probably
for a fortnight. Presumably it
proposes to await receipt of the
Petrillo settlement plan before resuming its inquiry. Because the
legislative authority to conduct the
inquiry under the Clark Resolution
expires Jan. 31, Sen(SRes. ator286)
Clark said the committee

at his "untenable" position in failing to make known his demands,
he said simply that that was for
the companies
"to find the
out"whole
and
that
he was confident
problem could be settled around the
conference table. He attacked the
NAB as rolling in wealth, and
the recording companies as being
mere subsidiaries of the major radio interests. He ascribed to the

would seek to have the resolution
reconsidered and adopted by the
Senate prior to the end of the
month. He expressed confidence
this would be done.

NAB a vicious "smear" campaign
which insulted AFM and himself.
To Consult Board
Upon suggestion of Chairman
Clark, after several preliminary
proposals had been rejected point
blank, Mr. Petrillo agreed to have
his international board of nine
members, at its scheduled meeting
in New York Feb. 1, draw up a
program of demands for settlement
of the controversy and submit it
to the Senate committee. Chairman
Clark observed that such a plan,
drawn in writing, might bring an
end to the Senate's inquiry and
benefit all concerned. He stressed
the need for new popular music
for our armed forces and for public morale, pointing out that the
country

has

subsisted

on "cold

Strike

Following the recess, the Committee under present plans proposes to hear testimony from representatives ofthe affected industries, including the NAB, the transcription companies, record manufacturers, and coin-operated machine concerns, as well as music
organizations representing the public. Further testimony from government officials, probably including OWI Director Elmer Davis and
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, also is expected, supplementof last Sepnts ary
stateme
ing their
tember in the
prelimin
inquiry,
also conducted by Chairman Clark
but with a different subcommittee.
These officials attested to the dire
consequences of a continued ban,
not only upon public and military
morale but upon smaller broadcastwhich would be forced
ing stations
out of
business with the drying up
of recorded music supplies.
Refused Truce
Before agreeing to the Clark
proposal, Mr. Petrillo rejected a
suggestion that he call off the
strike now, and negotiate with the
transcription and record companies. He said he had dealt with these
"big business" people for 20 years,
and that it would take "two or
three years" to negotiate a deal.
When Senator Clark suggested that
a 30-day deadline be set, the AFM
head said the companies could record enough popular music in that
time to last a year.
Mr. Petrillo told the committee
he earned an aggregate of $49,000
a year, aside from allowances and
contingent funds. He gets $26,000

llsought
"moreAttorney
work",
claiming other
that than
Assistant
General
Thurman
Arnold had
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Radio
Vast

Reaches

Audiences

Year

Are

Jan. gress,
6, 12:30
Roosevelt's
p.m., 52.0.Address to 77th ConFeb. 23, Roosevelt, "Progress of the
War", 10:00 p.m., 83.0.
April
28, 69.5.
Roosevelt, "War Economy",
10:00 p.m.,
Sept.
Roosevelt, "Cost of Living",
9:30
p.m.,7, 55.8.
Nov. 17, Roosevelt, Herald Tribune
Forum Address, 10:30 p.m., 45.8.
The address on the "Progress of
the War" tied two previous broadcasts at the all-time high. The
April 28 talk on War Economy
ranked fifth among the President's
radio efforts, being just a few
points behind his famous Greer
• January

the

Nation

news
programs as shown in Table
I.
I— Set-Owners Hearing One
News Broadcasts

Noted

War Messages
Within the month between Pearl
Harbor and the New Year of 1942,
radio demonstrated not only its
great social force, but its vast audience potentials. During those
days when public interest was at
full pitch, our President twice obtained phenomenal record-breaking
audiences expressed in the twin
CAB ratings of 83%.
After Americans recovered somewhat from the shock of the notwholly-unexpected, but treacherous outbreak of war, there was a
slight decline in the size of President Roosevelt's radio audiences.
His broadcasts, however, continued
to draw twice the listeners of his
1941 pre-Pearl Harbor addresses.
Four talks measured by CAB between March 15 and Dec. 1, 1941,
averaged 31%, while five Presidential addresses cf 1942 were recorded at from 45.8 to 83% and yielded an average of 61%.
These Presidential addresses,
broadcast over all the major networks, were rated as follows:

10

of

Voice

in

By the CAB
By A. W. LEHMAN, Manager
The Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting Inc.
THE YEAR 1942 was the first
calendar year in which American
radio broadcast the wares of its
advertisers under the shadow of
war — a global war for the survival
of a way of life and the nation.
Under the impact of war, the radio record of the year revealed a
fulfillment of its promise rather
than any widespread change in listening habits.
With a growth in audiences
throughout the year, radio revealed itself as a powerful channel of information. In World War
I, radio telegraphy — the wireless
— was only a means of communication. In the years between, radio
grew to maturity as an advertising
medium, as a source of entertainment and culture, and even a vehicle of education. But the demands
of World War II have given radio
the opportunity to show its ability
to reach and speak to the people
of the nation.

Page

as

Peak

or More

(Based on Wednesday night first nine months of 19^2 vs. first nine
months of 19 Ul)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

Between
Between
Between
5 - 7 P. M.
7 - 9 P. M.
9 - 12 P. M.
1941 1942
1941 1942
1941 1942
27.7% 35.3% 12.6% 17.2% 18.3% 21.5%
25.0 31.6
10.5 15.9
19.0 22.3
27.7 29.8
10.5 15.6
17.9 21.0
26.1 25.9
10.8 12.1
16.6 17.6
21.5 22.8
9.6 12.0
18.1 18.2
20.3 26.6
8.5 12.3
15.9 15.4
18.1 26.5
9.8 8.9
14.4 25.2
18.6 24.2
9.3 12.3
15.7 15.9
19.6 35.4
9.3 12.8
16.9 17.7

Average—
Average—
Average—
Average—

26.8
22.8
19.4
23.0

First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Nine Months

II— Monthly
For

32.2
25.1
28.7
28.7

Ranking

Seven

Winter

An increase in a fortnight's time
of 30 to 40% in listening — same
programs, same days of the week
— could only have provoked outspoken disbelief at any time before
America went to war. But the
shifting tides of battle in the global war have produced these sharp
shifts in listening to radio news
programs.
The American landing in North
Africa is a case in point. Loudspeakers pouring out reports of action at Oran, Algiers, Casablanca,
and other African ports attracted
listeners who saw the dawn of victory in the efficient display of Anglo-American initiative.
CAB investigation of listening
Nov. 8, 9 . and 10 — the troop landings began Nov. 7 — found that
commercial network news broad-

18, 1943

16.2
12.2
11.3
13.2

of the Ten

18.4
16.9
15.7
17.0

21.6
17.1
19.6
19.4

Leaders

irch
3
1
1 April3
2
2
6
NB
4
4
5
5
7
6
9
7
13
12
8
10

Nov.
2
Oct.
3
4
1
5
7
8
9
13
10

Chase and Sanborn Program
Fibber
McGee and Molly
Jack Benny
Pepsodent Program — Bob Hope
Kraft Music Hall
Lux Radio Theatre
Red Skelton
Maxwell House Coffee Time
The Aldrich Family
Kay
Rudy Kyser
Vallee
Fitch
Bandwagon
Mr. District Attorney
Time to Smile — Eddie Cantor
Kate Smith Hour
One
Man's Family
Hit Parade
Texaco
Star Theatre
Abie's Irish
Rose — Fred Allen
The Great Gildersleeve
In comparison with the year before there is little change in this
roster of radio's great productions.
The programs that were not in the

Months-1942

For the
Period Jan. Feb.
Fibber McGee & Molly
1
1
1
Jack Benny
2
2
3
Chase & Sanborn
3
3
2
Bob Hope
4
6
5
Aldrich Family
5
4
4
Lux Radio Theatre
6
5
6
Maxwell House
7
7
7
Kraft Music Hall
8
10
8
Walter Winchell
9
9
9
Kate Smith Hour
10
8
10
NB — Not Broadcast.
Incident speech in the fall of 1941
which was recorded at 72.5.
Two of Prime Minister Winston
Churchill's orations were rated by
CAB during 1942. One broadcast
on Feb. 15 was scored at 41% of
radio set-owners, while he was rated 27.4 on May 10. Both were on
Sunday afternoon. The Feb. 15
broadcast, Churchill's second most
popular effort, was surpassed only
by his famous speech before a
joint session of the Congress of the
United States (Dec. 26, 1941). The
May 10 talk ranked third among
the six Churchill addresses which
the CAB has measured since earlier in 1941.

11.2
9.6
9.5
10.1

For December, 1942, the 20 programs the CAB scored as nighttime leaders, listed in order of the
size of their ratings, were:

1
2
3
4
6
5
8
7
11
15

Dec.2
3
1
4
9
6
8
5
15
NB

casts had an average rating of 8.9
by day-part and 9.5 by coincidental. Two weeks earlier, and on the
same days of the week, Oct. 25, 26
and 27, news programs had a daypart average of 6.2 and a coincidental rating of 7.3. The rise in the
day-part average amounted to a
fat 43.5%, while for the coincidental audience score it was a fulsome 30.1%. Either gain was unmistakable evidence again, and for
the umpteenth time, that war news
has a compelling urgency absent in
the peacetime affairs of the world.
But increases in news listening
were not confined solely to commercial network news programs.
Probably the most outstanding radio development in 1942 was the
marked rise in listening to all

previous
list are:
Rudy Vallee, Mr.year's
District
Attorney,
Hit
Parade, Abie's Irish Rose and The
Great Gildersleeve. Of these five,
two — Abie's Irish Rose and The
Great Gildersleeve — are relatively
new to radio. The former, a radio
version
of one ofwasBroadway's
famous attractions,
first broadcast
in January, 1942, earning an initial rating of 11.8. The Great Gildersleeve made his debut in September, 1941, with an opening
score of 5.6. There again is the
evidence that many leading radio
programs start with modest, if not
low, ratings.
In Table II the ten nighttime
leaders for the winter months — the
traditional standard time period —
are given by rank. Changes in position during the seven months are
few. Eight of the ten were among
the ten leaders for the same
months of 1941. New to this group, Or
when compared with the same period of 1941, are Kraft Music Hall
and Walter Winchell.
A noteworthy development in
network radio during the summer
months of 1942, the traditional
daylight saving period, is the stability in the rankings of the leaders (Table III). This lack of fluctuation is particularly significant
I

III— Monthly
For

Five

Ranking
Summer

of the Ten

Leaders
Months— 1942

For the
Period May June July Aug. Sept.
Chase & Sanborn
1
1
i
j^B NB
1
Lux Radio Theatre
2
3
3
NB
NB
3
Aldrich Family
3
2
2
NB
1
2
Kraft Music Hall
4
6
4
*
5
Maxwell House-a
5
5
5
4
4
4
Mr. District Attorney
6
4
6
3
3
7
Jergens Journal — Walter Winchell 7
7
7
2
*8
Hit Parade
8
8
8
1
5
10
One Man's Family
9
9
10
5
7
Rudy Vallee
10
10
9
*
6
96
* Not rated.
a — also called Post Toasties Time.
NB — Not broadcast. Only programs broadcast three or more months out of the five
summer months
were used for the purpose of this analysis.
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IV-Comparison by Program Types of Ratin
gs
And Amount of Time on the Air
Nighttime
(October

:AMILIAR MUSIC

V— Comparison by Program
Amount of Time

Programs

1941-April

Nighttime

1942)

and

Programs

(May-September

1942)

CLASSICAL AND
"SEMI-CLASSICAL 2.8

5.2

_CLASSICAL
FAMILIAR

fype of Program Average
Variety
1G.1
Audience Participation 11.4
Orama
Straight
12.4
Comedy
10.9
1I Melodrama
9.9
jV.ll Drama
11.3
Popular Music
8.7
Classical & Semi-classical
j Music
8.4
familiar Music
7.4
Commentators, News, Talks__ 5.3

Types of Ratings
on the Air

!
Rank
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

how
1.9
2.1
5.7
3.5
4.8
3.5
1.8

Range
High

2.8
1.7
1.0

22.4
36.5
31.6
33.1
20.9
33.1
21.9
13.3
11.6
22.7

No. of
Programs
22
29
12
19
14
45
13
194
8

AND

MUSIC 5.9 J- SEMI-CLASSICAL

2.5

Amount of Time
On TheRankAir in
Time
%22.6
14.5of
12.7
10.9
7.8
31.4
12.6
5.2
10.9
2.8

Time
%of
2
3

Type of Program
Variety
Drama
Straight
All Drama
Audience Participation

Ratings
Range No. of
Average
Rank Low
High Programs
13.4
1
1.6
34.3 32
10.0
3.3
24.8 16
3.2
8.3

2
3

2.7
2.0

24.8
15.3

38
21

Amount of Time
on the Air
% of Rank in %
Time of Time
18.7 2
9.5
29.6
17.5

1
3

Commentators, news, talks__ 4.9
7
1.7
17.4 17
15.5 4
OTE — Each program type has been allotted the number of hours which all programs
NOTE — Each program type has been allotted the number of hours which all programs
|n that type represent. The chart is based on the table of program types. Fifteen-minute
in that type represent. The chart is based on the table of program types. Fifteen-minute
>rograms five times a week rate as 1% hours per week, 15-minute programs 3 times a
programs
a week 9
% five
hour,times
etc. a week rated as 1% hours per week, 15-minute programs 3 times
yeek % hour, etc.
.
1
P
ials
having
been
broadcast
for
at
rating of eight for the leaders of for the previous summer. Another
m comparison with the wide variaop
u
la
least five years.
the same month
;ions which have occurred regular3.0 of 1941. The ratdevelopment of 1942 was an inr
ings of the three
Sunday shows,
y in many previous summers.
crease in the number of commenLike the nighttime list, the day24 each instance,
tator and news programs, (see
time schedule discloses little change
moreover, are, in
Leading Daytime Programs
.
charts IV and V).
during the past year.
8 slightly higher than 6a 1year ago.
The network weekday leaders of
The foregoing group lists only .
Programs by Types
3
The Audience Level
6.
Fam
3ecember, 1942, in the order of
15-minute programs
11. 1939-40,
ili broadcast each 5.7 9 1
On
the
whole, 1942 audiences of
Since
the
winter
of
4
;he size of their ratings, were:
r
weekday — that is, aMonday
to Fri5
nighttime
network programs exwhen
audience
participation*
pro6
2
.7
Kate Smith Speaks
day, inclusive. If the Sunday pre2grams
ceeded
somewhat those of the prereached
a
high
level
of
pop.
4
Big Sister
sentations were added, three more
2.7 ularity,
18 there has been little
vious year. Generally, the upswing
Our Gal, Sunday
programs would be included: The
.
Romance of Helen Trent
from 1941 was more substantial
change in716program
types until
Ma Perkins
.3 4 9
Pause That Refreshes On The Air,
7.6
.
in the latter half of the year.
Life Can Be Beautiful
1942. That year
5 1 brought the defiPrudential Family Hour, and WilRight to Happiness
2
nite
emergence
of
the
comedy
This rise is reflected in the dis3
8.
liam R. Shirer. These would place 4drama. During the
Aunt
Jenny's
tribution of program ratings for
10 7 summer of
Road of
Life Stories
4.8
respectively in fourth, sixth, and
2amount
.
December
month (Table VI).
1942
not
only
the
of
time
.5 3
Pepper Young's Family
seventh positions. In the previous
5 increased,
devoted 9
to comedy plays
7
.6
1 Seven of the ten were also on
year these same programs not only
Special Events
but the average
rating for last sumIn addition to gauging the auplaced
among
the
leading
daytime
he previous year's roll of leaders,
mer climbed 7
to 9.1 as against 6.9
diences of President Roosevelt and
vhile three appeared among the
productions, but two of them out* Audience participation
(programs in
Prime
Minister
Winston Church5
ten having the largest audiences
which
members
of
the
audiences
actualrated the weekday offerings.
.9
ly or vicariously participate)
emerged as
ill, the CAB also recorded ratings
luring December, 1940. The three
The average rating of the ten
6
a type in the winter of 1937-38.
During
for several
other noteworthy
that period they had an average rating
weekday leaders for December of
ijvhich were not on the 1941 roster
of 9.7. The following winter season they
1942
works
out
at
a
little
better
speeches
and
programs
in 1942:
|ire : Big Sister, Aunt Jenny's Storaveraged 10.5. In 1939-40 they moved to
11.4,
and
held
that
average
for
the
two
ies, and Pepper Young's Family.
than ten, and permits the signifi{Continued
on page
2b) Hull's
Secretary
of State
Cordell
succeeding winters.
Vll, however, are relatively old sercant comparison with the average
BROADCASTING
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Arnold

Finish

Georgian

Fight

Would

Whereas Rep. Cox failed last session in his effort to get House approval of his inquiry resolution, he
confidently predicted action this
week. Approval of the resolution,
at least by the Rules Committee,
was generally regarded as likely
by House members, providing for
a select committee of five to conduct the inquiry. Funds for counsel and investigators also is provided. How such a resolution would
fare in the House was problematical, though Judge Cox said he
thought it would pass this week
with not more than a score of votes
against it.
In his half-minute speech to the
House Thursday, Rep. Cox said:
"The time has come for this House
to protect itself and the country
against the scorn and abuse of bureaucratic dictatorship by resorting
to the process of impeachment."
Asked by newsmen afterward
what "bureaucrats he had in mind,"
Rep. Cox would not amplify the
statement but predicted speedy
Rules Committee approval of his
resolution and suggested that re12

• January

in

porters "draw their own

Punish

'Bureaucrats' ; WALB
Renewal Hearing
WASHINGTON seethed last week
with reports of a finish fight between the Georgia Democrat, Rep.
Eugene Cox, and FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly, with talk of
"impeachment proceedings" against
"bureaucrats" levelled on the
House floor by the Georgian.
Activity occurred on two fronts
— in the House, where Judge Cox
made a half-minute speech Thursday on impeachment without naming names, and at the FCC, where
a renewal hearing involving
WALB, Albany, Ga., was in progress, with allegations of improprieties by Rep. Cox refuted by the
station.
The Cox-Fly feud has flared up
intermittently during the last
couple of sessions, but now it has
reached white heat. Mr. Fly declined to comment on these latest
developments.
Rep. Cox, ranking majority member of the all-powerful House Rules
Committee, is the author of a resolution (HRes-21) introduced at
the opening day of this session, to
investigate the FCC generally and
Mr. Fly in particular. Mr. Fly, on
the other hand, is said to have been
largely responsible for having instigated a Department of J,n~'ice
inquiry into Rep. Cox's p-rtieipation as counsel for the Albany Herald Broadcasting Co., and his receipt of a $2,500 fee. The whole
subject of WALB license renewal
was being inquired into by the FCC
at a formal hearing all last week.
Georgia's two senators — Russell
and George — appeared at the FCC
hearing. Senator George attested
to the integrity and character of
his House colleague.
Cox Confident

Page

Looms

Cox-Fly
infer-

In another address to the House
ences."
last
Friday, Rep. Cox charged the
"frame" him
was toseeking
FCCorder
in
defeat tohis resolution.
"This inquisition is not because of
any infraction of FCC rules by the
station, but merely because of my
resolution to investigate Fly's dictatorial setup," the Congressman
said. "It's a frame-up, pure and
simple. They are trying to blackmail me into laying off the ComRep. Cox again predicted to the
mission."
House
that his resolution would
pas
"withhe few
votes."
He said
was dissenting
not interested
in
"witch hunting," but solely in protecting the communications industry "against Fly's gestapo tactics."
If permitted to continue and spread
to other fields, he added, "we will
lose freedom of the press and
In reintroducing his resolution
with
the opening of Congress Jan.
speech."
7, Judge Cox said the story of the
operations of the Commission under the chairmanship of Mr. Fly
"will prove shocking." He charged

WILLIAM C. GILLESPIE, 38,
vice-president and manager of
KTUL, Tulsa, and supervising director of KOMA, Oklahoma City,
died last Wednesday after suffering a fractured skull the preceding
Saturday night in a fall at his
home. He was injured in a freak
accident. While talking over the
telephone, he leaned against a basement door which was unlatched
and fell about eight feet. Blood
transfusions and a brain operation
failed to revive consciousness.
One of Tulsa's civic leaders and
one of the most aggressive personalities in the broadcasting field,
"Bill" Gillespie was commercial
manager of WKY, Oklahoma City,
when he conceived the idea of purchasing the non-commercial KOCW,
Chickasha, Okla., from the Oklahoma College for Women, and moving it into Tulsa where a CBS
franchise was available.
In 1934 he sought the backing
of Tulsa newspaper publishers for
the project, and they turned him
down. Thereupon he persuaded J.
T. Griffin, president of the Griffin
Wholesale Grocery Co., Muskogee,
and a local banker, that radio was
a good investment, and Mr. Griffin
backed the purchase of the college
station and its reconstruction in
Tulsa. Mr. Gillespie became manager and part owner, building it
into one of the most successful regional stations in the Midwest.
Mr. Gillespie's career includes
his service with WKY as well as
service in sales capacities with
NBC Chicago, and WMBD, Peoria.
For a time he was manager of the
Iowa
Broadcasting
System. In
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Row

it had almost completely established "terroristic control" and that
it "maintains a Gestapo the equal
of which has never been seen in
nt." Fly is the pringovernme
free
Chairman
While
cipal target of the Georgia congressman, the name of Commissioner C. J. Durr, newest member
of the FCC, also has been drawn
into Congressional talk. Mr. Durr,
along with Chairman Fly, has acted
more or less as legislative liaison
official for the FCC.
Judge Cox's name was drawn
into the WALB renewal hearing as
a result of investigations instituted
by the FCC's law department.CoxIt
had been expected that Rep.
himself would be called to testify,
but that had not eventuated last
Friday when Broadcasting went
to press. Rep. Cox inferred he
doubted whether the Commission
had the "nerve" to call him. Testimony relating to the $2,500 transaction, however, highlighted the
proceedings.
Last Thursday, almost coincident
with Judge Cox's half-minute
speech in the House, Marcus Cohn,
(Continued on page U5)

New

Will

Argue

Petrillo

Plea

Justice Dept. Wins Reopening
Feb. 8 in Conspiracy Case
THE ANTI-TRUST suit seeking
an injunction against the recording
ban of James C. Petrillo and his
American Federation of Musicians,
reopened in the Chicago federal
court in a surprise move by the
Department of Justice last Monday
and arraigned for hearing on Jan.
18, will be tried before John P.
Barnes on Feb. 8. The extension to
Feb. 8 was granted by Judge
Barnes last Thursday at the request of the AFM, which, through
David Katz, Chicago counsel, explained that Joseph A. Padway,
counsel for the AFM, would be occupied until that time. Likelihood
on argument Jan. 25 on an AFM
motion to dismiss was indicated,
however.
Thurman Arnold, Assistant Attorney General, again plans to
argue the case for the Government.
Although the amended complaint
against Petrillo was quietly filed in
Chicago Dec. 24, the Government
did not petition Judge Barnes for
a hearing until last Monday. The
new suit reiterates the charges of
"conspiracy in restraint of trade"
against the AFM enumerated in the
original complaint summarily dismissed by Judge Barnes on Oct. 12,
but there is one important addition: Petrillo is charged with conspiring, through the recording: ban,
to force 550 non-network affiliated
stations off the air. These stations,
the Government adds, depend largely or entirely upon phonograph
records or transcriptions for their
musical requirements, since no live
musicians are available.
Affidavits Renewed

1939 he negotiated the half -million
dollar deal with Elliott Roosevelt,
then head of Hearst Radio Inc.,
for the purchase of KOMA, Oklahoma City, by the Griffin interests.
Just 12 hours before the accident
he had returned from a ten-day
business trip to New York and
Washington. In the latter city he
had attended the OWI convention
of regional consultants, having
been the regional consultant for
the 12th district. He was also prominent in NAB affairs and a member of its sales promotion committee.
He was born in Nostagula, Ala.
in 1904, and is survived by his
wife, a son, William, his parents,
two sisters and one brother.
BROADCASTING

This charge, according to Daniel
M. Britt, special assistant to the
attorney general in Chicago, reinforces the allegation of AFM monopoly. Judge Barnes, in handing
down his Oct. 12 decision, characterized the case as a labor dispute and outside the pale of the
anti-trust statute. However, in
handing down his decision, he said
he had not read the affidavits filed
in support of a temporary injunction. These affidavits have been reintroduced by the Government as
part of the new suit asking temporary and permanent injunction.
The affidavits cite the plight of
small stations, many of whom do
not have a union local in their territory even if they could afford musicians. Seventy-five per cent of the
air time of most of these stations is
devoted to playing recorded music
and programs. The affidavis were
filed by KERN, Bakersfield, Cal.;
WMAZ, Macon, Ga. ; WRLC, Toccoa, Ga.; WAGM, Presque Isle,
Me.; KGVO, Missoula, Mont.;
WWNC, Asheville; KVOO, Tulsa;
KBND, Bend, Ore.; KUSD, Vermillion, S. D.; KGBS, Harlingen,
Tex.; KRRV, Sherman, Tex.;
WTAR, Norfolk; WAJR, Morgantown, W. Va. ; WRJN, Racine, Wis. ;
WHUB, Cookeville, Tenn.
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of industry in Nashville
8.3 per cent over those of a year ago
stations

telephone

MAP

is audible in current statistics: car loadings up
(industrial) up 9 per cent . . .
. . . electric power

up 6.8 per cent.

Retail sales show even greater increases, for there's money pouring into the Nashville
market also from army camps and agricultural prosperity in the surrounding areas.

For

thorough

coverage,

lighted by star programs

WSIX,

from

SPOT

both

"the

Voice

the Blue

of Nashville",

Network

SALES, INC., NATIONAL

and

presents

Mutual

a spot on the dial

Broadcasting

System.

REPRESENTATIVE

980

000

KILOCYCLES

WATTS

If

NASHVILLE,
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Winners
Howard

of the Annual
Petrie, WEAF,

Gil Verba, KOA,
Lorne

Greene,

H. P. Davis

New

Denver,
CBL,

Ted Meyers,

KFL

Fred Moore,

Memorial

York, National
Mountain

winner

zone winner

Toronto, Eastern
Los Angeles,
WGL,

Announcers'

zone winner

Pacific zone ivinner

Ft. Wayne,

Central

zone winner.

Awards

Never
one

before in its history has NBC

cause and one

been

NBC

standards.

NBC's

is permitting

ing, iscontinuing

mobilized

for

purpose .. .The cause of Victory!

Yet even in the midst of a busy schedule
programs,

so completely

constant

no detour

of public service and war effort

from

perfection, no letdown

striving to give America

today, and will continue

of its

the finest in broadcast-

despite the pressures and demands

of war.

Evidence
H. R Davis
owned,

The

of this is the recently conducted
Memorial

Announcers'

NBC

Awards,

open

competition

for the annual

to every NBC

station —

operated, or affiliated.

H. E Davis Memorial

Announcers'

by Mrs. Davis, in tribute to the memory
broadcasting"

and founder

were established in 1935

of the late Mr. Davis, "the father of

of KDKA.

For the radio industry, these awards
ment in the art of announcing.
to maintain

Awards

For NBC,

stand as symbols of the highest attainthey represent the never-ending

the highest level of performance

-Mml

in an important

branch

effort

of radio.

ANA

May

From

the

Intervene

in Netivork

Appeals

FCC

Monopoly
Regulations
ANA brief would be filed as a
LIKELIHOOD that the Assn. of
National Advertisers will seek to
friend of the court and would supintervene in the Supreme Court
port the networks' overall contention that network broadcasting as
appeals of NBC and CBS from the
it is known today would be seriousFCC's network monopoly regulations was reported in New York
ly distui'bed if not demoralized
should the regulations become opadvertising circles last week. Conerative.
versations to that end have been
in progress for some time, it was
It is presumed that ANA, replearned, and the matter was conresenting some 150 of the nation's
sidered bythe ANA executive board
leading
advertisers,
would bringlast week.
out that it was only after development of the network system of
Argument before the highest tribroadcasting that radio became an
bunal on the network appeals from
advertising medium. National adthe statutory three-judge decision
vertisers believe that any change
in New York is tentatively set Feb.
10. Briefs normally are due three
in the present system of network
weeks ahead of argument by the
broadcasting would be inimical to
their best interests. General counappellants and about one week by
sel for ANA is I. W. Digges of
the Government and by MP3, inNow York.
tervener on the FCC's behalf. The

War Dept. Radio Guide
REVISED radio guide for public
relations officers, effective as of
Jan. 1, 1943, was released last
Thursday by the War Dept., Adjutant General's office. Under the
new procedure, the Office of War
Information now clears all Government radio time. Army public
relations officers in the field will
clear any new local program
through OWI field men except in
the case of commercial or network
broadcasts. These programs must
be submitted to the Radio Branch,
War Dept., Washington, which in
turn will clear through the OWI.
Arthur Murray Spots
ARTHUR MURRAY School of
Dancing, New York, has allocated
$100,000 for a spot campaign
throughout the country, part of
a $500,000 allottment for advertising. The studio has used occasional
spot broadcasting. Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York, is agency.

RECORDS...

WLW

Asks

To
Seeks

Reverse
Order

Court
FCC

Giving It Right

To Operate 750 kw. W8XO
COURT action to order the FCC
to grant it authority to operate the
experimental WLW
transmitter,
W8XO , with 750,000 watts was
sought by the Crosley Corp. last
Friday in an appeal filed with the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. Crosley also filed
with the FCC a petition for rehearing on the denial of the application
of W8XO to continue operating
with 500,000 watts from midnight
to morning.
In its appeal, Crosley, through
its attorneys, William J. Dempsey
and William C. Koplovitz, pointed
out that the application for increase in power from 500,000 to
750,000 watts for W8XO was to
prove the technical feasibility of
transmitting equipment. It held the
Commission's denial was erroneous
and arbitrary under the FCC's own
regulations and in failing to accord the applicant the type of hearing provided under FCC procedure.
The court was asked to reverse the
Commission's orders of Nov. 30
denying the construction permit application, and of Dec. 29 denying
W8XO renewal of license.
Procedure Questioned

Commercial

to

Mail

Sensational
Totals

for

the

Soars

Heights!

start of

1943

TRIPLED
same

period

of

1942

Serving a Primary
Area of 5,000,000
Americans
That's Eastern Ohio,
Western Pennsylvania
and Northern West Va.

An

Advertiser

writes:

I am pleased to see that orders are increasing
now that Christmas holidays have passed. We
are very well pleased with the volume of business being brought in by your fine station.

JOHN
BLAIR
Represents us

In its petition for rehearing before the FCC, Crosley set out that
the Commission is required to establish procedure in handling renewals of license and that the application for renewal could not be
dismissed in the manner in which
it was ordered.
It was held there is nothing in
the regulations governing developmental broadcast stations which
distinguished their procedural
rights from those of any other class
of station and that full hearing
should be accorded Crosley before
action is taken.
No announcement has yet come
from the Office of War Information
regarding probable acquisition of
the WLW. 500,000-watt transmitter
for psychological warfare purposes, either in international shortwave work or for longwave broadcasting abroad. The matter is being
considered. If the transmitter is
employed for international broadcast purposes, it probably will be
made into several 50,000-watt units.

Amos

50,000

50,000

Watts

Page
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'n' Andy

Open

FACING further curtailment in
canned goods, Campbell Soup Co.,
Camden, N. J., after five years,
will cease sponsoring the five-weekly CBS Amos V Andy with broadcast of Feb. 19. Firm, it was reported, had offered the team a
weekly half-hour spot in lieu of
their five-weekly quarter-hour program. Due to lateness of the season, it was said, team declined the
offer. Firm will continue its sponsorship of the weekly CBS Radio
Reader's Digest. Ward Wheelock
Co., Philadelphia, is agency.
• Broadcast
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DAVIS

Co-Op
to Sponsor
Discs in 30 Cities
Sunday Afternoon Selected
For Post-War Themes
RADIO SERIES by the Cooperative League of the U.S.A., originally scheduled to start Oct. 11,
1942, but temporarily suspended
pending clarification of its format
to conform with the NAB code
[Broadcasting, Oct. 12, Dec. 21],
will definitely begin a 13-week
campaign on 30 stations, effective
Feb. 14, under the title of Here Is
Tomorrow, Neighbor.
Dealing with various post-war
opportunities in such fields as
housing, education, culture, transportation, industry and agriculture, the transcribed quarter-hour
series will be heard Sunday afternoons at any time between 12:30
p.m. and 5:45 p.m. best suited to
the individual station selected.
Short Talks
Leading figures in the fields
mentioned will deliver two to threeminute talks on their chosen subjects at the end of each program.
Dramatizations, dealing with food,
clothing, health, new jobs and
other topics of prime importance
after the war, will fill the main
portion of the transcriptions. Clinton Johnston, CBS, will produce
and Gerald Kean will write scripts.
Agency is Atherton & Currier, New
York.
Quarterly meeting of the
League was held Jan. 6-8 in Chicago. A review of the year and a
report on the pending radio campaign as well as on the joint meetings between League officials and
the NAB Code Committee, held in
Washington in December, were
presented.

Bank Buys Radio
DRYDOCK Savings Institution,
New York, following a one-month
test campaign on two New York
stations [Broadcasting, Nov. 30],
has signed a 52-week contract on
WJZ, New York, to promote its
bank services. Drydock's contract
calls for four participations weekly
on Ed East in Breakfast in Bedlam,
and started Jan. 11. Requests for
a savings plan booklet offer were
still coming in last week, although
the test offer campaign was concluded in mid-December. Agency
is Anderson, Davis & Platte, New
York.
Carnation Stops Spots
A SHORTAGE of evaporated milk,
caused by the heavy drain on supply by overseas troops, has resulted
in the cancellation of the Carnation Bouquet, transcribed program,
on 33 United States and 35 Canadian stations, by Carnation Co.,
Milwaukee. Cancellation virtually
removes Carnation from the spot
field, but the NBC broadcasts of
Carnation Contented Program
Monday, 10-10:30 p.m. were renewed as of Jan. 4. Erwin, Wasey
& Co., New York, handles the account.
Page
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STILL

AIMS

TO TAKE
THE
AIR
CONCEDING he still hopes to go
on the air with a regular broadcast
series, Elmer Davis told his news
conference last Wednesday, "I'd
still like to do it, but I can't see my
way clear to getting around to it
He reported the transmission of
6,000 words a day to this country
from North Africa over the recentyet." channel of the new Sigjust
ly opened
nal Corps transmitter in the area.
News intended for the troops and
for local rebroadcast in North Africa is transmitted from this country daily over the same channel.
He said that atmospheric conditions have interfered with the
transmission at times but added
that increased service is anticipated
despite that factor.
PROGRAM TALK occupied these four CBS Coast executives during
recent Hollywood visit of Gilbert Seldes, director of television for that
network and currently working on daytime programs. Idea exchangers
(1 to r) are Hal Hudson, Pacific Coast program director; Mr. Seldes;
Rull Johnston, program sales director; Arthur J. Kemp, sales manager.
Monday
Is

Period

Selected

on

by

NBC
Heinz

For 'Information Please'
AFTER several weeks speculation
as to what advertiser would take
over Dan Golenpaul's Information
Please program when American
Tobacco Co., New York, discontinuses its sponsorship of the Friday
evening show on NBC Feb. 5, H. J.
Heinz Co., Pittsburgh, last week
announced it will sponsor the show.
Now heard Fridays at 8:30 p.m.,
the program will be moved Feb. 15
to Mondays 10:30-11 p.m., but will
continue its present format of guest
experts appearing with the regular trio of John Kieran, Franklin
P. Adams and Oscar Levant.
Heinz plans
to promote
varieties
of food
products itson "57"
the
show, and has signed a 44-week
contract with an eight-week summer hiatus, at an undisclosed weekly price. Maxon Inc., Detroit, is
agency.
American Tobacco, which has
sponsored the quiz program for
Lucky Strikes since November,
1940, was asked by Mr. Golenpal
to give up the show Feb. 5, when
he objected to the company's teaser
campaign on "Lucky Strike green
has gone to war" [Broadcasting,
Dec. 21]. Several advertisers were
interested in Information Please,
it was reported, with Lever Bros.
Co., Cambridge, supposed to have
the inside track.
New

P

&

G

Serial

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, which has had an option
on the Monday through Friday
10:45-11 a.m. period on NBC since
Jan. 1 when the time was relinquished by General Foods Corp.'s
serial Young Dr. Malone [Broadcasting, Dec. 28], will place a new
serial in that spot, effective Jan.
25. Titled Woman of America, the
program will deal with post-Civil
War days, starring Anne Seymour
as a pioneer woman. Product promoted will be Ivory Snow and agency is Benton & Bowles, New York.
WKAT,
Co.

18, 1943

Miami Beach, Fla., has appointed Spot Sales Inc as station representative, replacing Paul H. Ravmer

Welles Relieved
ON PLEA that he is overburdened
with work, Orson Welles, narratorwriter-producer of the weekly CBS
Ceiling Unlimited, sponsored by
Lockheed & Vega Aircraft Corps.,
is being relieved of that assignment
following broadcast of Feb. 1,
which completes his 13-week contract. Sponsors indicated the series
will continue, although no replacement has been announced. His release is reported as "amicable and
by mutual consent". Time demands
of his current schedule which includes the CBS sustainer, Hello,
Americans, and film assignments,
were cited. Agency is Foote, Cone
& Belding, Los Angeles.
J. B. Ford Merger
J. B. FORD Co., Wyandotte, Mich.,
and the Michigan Alkali Co., of the
same city, have been consolidated
as Wyandotte Chemicals Corp. J. B.
Ford, maker of Wyandotte cleaning products, has used spot radio
in the past and is lining up plans
for 1943, according to N. W. Ayer
& Son, Philadelphia. Officers of the
new company are E. M. Ford, president and director; I. H. Taylor,
sales vice-president; C. B. Robinson, sales vice-president for J. B.
Ford division, and Bert Cremers
for the Michigan Alkali division.
Kreuger Drops Plans
KREUGER BREWING Co., Newark, has abandoned plans for the
The Gay Falcon series on a New
England hookup of NBC stations,
scheduled to start Feb. 3 [Broadcasting, Jan. 11] due to difficulties
in obtaining time clearance. No
further radio is contemplated following discontinuance late in January of Go Get It, weekly participation program on WOR, New
York. Compton Adv., New York,
handles the account.
Parfax Expands
RADIO is being considered to accompany the introduction of Parfax Gasoline Booster in the selected markets of Buffalo, Rochester, Niagara Falls, Batavia, Olean
and Erie, Pa. Parfax Sales, Buffalo, is distributor and Ellis Adv.
Co., Buffalo, handles the account.
Newspapers are already being used.

BROADCASTING

Clark

Candy

Expanding

Blue Network Activities
RETURNING to BLUE with almost double the number of stations
used on its former program Service With a Smile, D. L. Clark Co,.
Pittsburgh candy manufacturers,
will sponsor John Gunther, and
John Vandercook, both authors and
commentators, on 110 stations,
Sunday, 5 to 5:30 p.m. starting
Feb. 28, or earlier.
Promoting Clark candy bars and
Zagnut bars, the broadcasts will
consist of news analyses, for the
first quarter-hour, followed by a
period during which Gunther and
Vandercook will answer questions
submitted by listeners. A world atlas and a 24-bar box of Clark candy
will go to listeners submitting questions used on the program. Clark
entered network radio for the first
time October, 1941 with Service
With a Smile, weekly army talent
show, which ran for 26 weeks.
Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh, is
agency.
Gulden Adds
CHARLES GULDEN Inc., New
York, has added WCAO, Baltimore,
and WFBL, Syracuse, to the list of
six eastern stations carrying quarter-hour recorded programs and
news
Gulden's
from periods
two to for
three
times mustard
weekly
[Broadcasting, Oct. 19]. In addition, advertiser uses seven weekly
news periods on WQXR, New York.
Agency is Charles W. Hoyt Co.,
New York.
Standard

Brands

Buying

STANDARD BRANDS, New York,
is placing a schedule of 15 spot
announcements weekly on eight
New England stations for Fleischmann's B Vitamin Yeast tablets,
one of its four new products recently announced. Campaign to
start Feb. 15 is being placed by
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
Nursery Campaign
GARDNER NURSERY Co., Osage,
Iowa, on Jan. 18 began its twelfth
consecutive radio advertising campaign with daily schedules of one
minute spots and five and fifteenminute programs on 64 stations.
Stations will be increased gradually to 350. Campaign continues to
June. Agency is Northwest Radio
Adv. Co., Seattle.
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"C

BS

ET"

OUTL

-

-

-

an

incomplete

label!

• KLZ, along with 115 other stations, carries CBS programs.
But the similarity ends there.
KLZ possesses an individual character and personality which
distinguishes it from all other stations and which makes it stand
out in its own community.
To KLZ's label as a "CBS Outlet" should be added its additional important functions as an outlet for local news, for farm
and market information, for local religious, educational, and
sports broadcasts, and for a vast assortment of service programs
of special interest and importance to the Rocky Mountain region.
KLZ is proud of its CBS label. It is prouder still of its opportunity and record of service in its community and of the estimate
attached to it by the listeners which it serves in this area.

\ffiliated in Management

with The Oklahoma

Publishing Company

and WKY,

Oklahoma

City — Represented

by The Katz Agency, Inc.

$8,089,000
For

FCC

$2,000,000
Despite

Curtailment;

Significant was the statement in
the President's message that he
would cooperate with Congress in
effecting reductions in "non-war"
expenditures, even through revision
of "underlying legislation" and in
any other way.
While $6,000,000 of the projected
$8,000,000 appropriation is earmarked for national defense appropriations, the fact that a $2,000,000 fund is sought for normal
peacetime operations of the Commission occasioned some surprise.
The Commission's normal functions
have been reduced appreciably —
possibly as much as 75%, it was
estimated in informed quarters.
The President's message, accompanying his total war budget of
nearly 109 billion dollars, and seeking additional taxes and compulsory savings of 16 billions for
the new year, made recommendations only for non-war expenditures of the Government. The President pointed out that he would submit next spring detailed information covering war expenditures,
since their disclosure now would
"reveal information to our
enemies".
The budget estimate for the FCC
allocates $6,070,000 for national
defense activities, with the $700,000
increase in that field alone. This
would cover activities of the Radio
Intelligence Division and Foreign
Broadcast Intelligence Service,
created two years ago as war operations, along with national defense
expenditures for engineering, law
and accounting, in behalf of the
Board of War Communications.
A supplemental appropriation of
$140,500 for the fiscal year 1943
was sought for the FCC last Tuesday in an executive communication
sent to Congress. This fund was for
the national defense activities of
the FCC and was referred to the
appropriations committee.
The budget breakdown indicated
the sharply increased cost of FCC
operation during recent years. In
1936, when the FCC undertook its
20

Asked

Operations
in
Year
Functions
Is Requested for Normal

HOW THE FCC will fare during
the new fiscal year beginning next
June, in the light of increased demand for curtailment of Government overhead, was considered by
the House Appropriations Subcommittee for independent offices at
hearings held behind closed doors
last Friday.
The President, in his budget
message last week, recommended
an appropriation for the 1944 fiscal
year of $8,089,000 for the Commission, an increase of $703,000 over
the current fiscal year funds and
four times the amount the Commission received in the pre-war and
war planning period.
Normal Functions Reduced

Page

Is

Budget
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War

Funds

Soar

far-reaching telephone investigation, the appropriation, including
the special inquiry fund, aggregated $2,262,000. In 1937, it dropped to about $2,000,000 and in 1938,
1939 and 1940 it was in the neighborhood of $1,800,000. The first
year of defense activities, in 1941,
boosted the appropriations to approximately $3,465,000. Then in
1942 it jumped to $5,244,000 and
the current fiscal year to $7,386,000.
The explanatory statement in
the President's budget message pertaining to FCC appropriations follows :
"The estimates submitted for the
fiscal year 1944 provide for a continuation of the regulatory work of the
Commission at the same level as for
1943 and an expansion in its war activities. For the latter purpose, an increase of approximately 11% is submitted in the estimates. This will
make provision for the work of monitoring stations which are operated on
a 24-hour basis to insure a continual
and effective policing of all radio communications channels and signals. It
will also provide for coordination with
the War Dept. Interceptor Commands
in the silencing of radio stations during air-raid danger and insure prompt
return to the air when the danger is
over. Other activities affected by the
increase are : Listening in on foreign
radio transmissions of intelligence and
propaganda, thereby guiding counterpropaganda and other necessary actions and
;
maintenance of an adequate
communications service to meet the
needs of the Nation, including the
formulation of plans for the Board of
War Communications."

In the breakdown by projects or
functions, the 1944 estimates for
the FCC allot $284,207 for regular
activities of the engineering department and $3,626,557 for its war
activities; the law department's
regular functions for 1944 were
estimated at $264,008 and for national defense at $292,763; the acaccounting
department's regular
tivities
were estimated
at $249,576
and for national defense at $52,589 ;
the administrative department regular functions $470,526 and for national defense $273,387. The Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service
had a 1944 budget estimate of
$1,824,704, an increase of about
$150,000 over the current appropriation. In the regular functioning of the Commission, the field
staff of the engineering department
would receive, under the 1944 estimate, $618,402 and the field accounting department $113,281.
Other items in the budget message relating to radio include a
State Dept. allotment of $2,089,950
for communications services, as
against $1,394,350 in the 1943 fiscal
year. Of this aggregate, a figure of
$165,600 for radio transmissions
in code is allotted, and described as
a new communications venture for
the State Dept.
A slash of $200,000 in the appropriation for the Anti-Trust Division of the Dept. of Justice is recommended, with a total budget of
$1,600,000. This is regarded as of
significance, because of pending
anti-trust suits instituted by Assistant Attorney General Thurman
Arnold, involving the major networks, and also the Associated
Press suit, which is believed to involve principles applicable to network broadcasting.

FURNITURE
STORES*
11th YEAR
South Carolina Dealer, Making 3500th Talk,
Praises Steady Use of Radio Time
C. P. HAMMOND, president of
Hammond-Brown-Jennings furniture stores, steady users of radio
advertising, delivered his 3,500th
talk on WSPA, Spartanburg, S.
C, recently, and took time out
from his customary fishing commentaries to advise other merchants that radio advertising pays.
Mr. Hammond has been giving
informal 15-minute talks on the
station for 11 years. In that period
he has seen his furniture business
grow by leaps and bounds.
In his 3,500th talk, he credited
this success to his steady use of
radio. "To make radio advertising
pay," he said, "an advertiser has
to take a program and stick with
it. Spasmodic advertising over the
radio does not pay," he asserted,
adding he had been on the air three
Hammond's 3,500th Talk
to six times weekly for 11 years.
Addressing other merchants, he
year he fished all the way to California. His fishing tales have alsaid, "It will pay you fellows who
are doing business in the old way
ways been within reason — perhaps
to do it the new way — use radio. I because he is a leading Methodist.
know Hammond-Brown-Jennings
The program is shaped from
has profited by our programs over
notes on the back of envelopes.
Mr. Hammond tells not only his
The furniture store presidentown experiences, but fish stories
WSPA."
commentator
is a constant angler,
that listeners send in. For commerhaving fished all over the Carocials— after 3,500 talks — he still delinas, Georgia and Florida. Last
pends on informal memos.
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JUSTICE RUTLEDGE
VERSED
JiV RADIO
THE SUPREME Court acquires a
justice conversant with radio regulatory problems with the appointment last week by President Roosevelt of Associate Justice Wiley
Blount Rutledge Jr., of the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia,
to the Rutledge,
nation's highest bench. Justice
who
fills the seat left vacant by the
resignation of James F. Byrnes,
Economic Stabilization Director,
has
1939.served on the lower court since
The appellate court handles virtually all appeals from decisions of
the FCC, and while Justice Rutledge has not written any of the
more important opinions pertaining to radio regulation, he nevertheless has participated in practically all of these cases.
Mentioned as possible successor
to Justice Rutledge on the circuit
court is Thurman Arnold, Assistant
Attorney General in charge of antitrust prosecutions.
Arnold's
nomination,
however, Mr.
likely
would
precipitate considerable Congressional controversy because of his
labor views and his aggressive
anti-trust
policy.
Rutledge's
confirmation,
on Justice
the other
hand,
was
regarded as a foregone conclusion.
Only 48, Justice Rutledge was
born in Cloverport, Ky., the son of
a Baptist preacher. He was dean
of the law school of the U of Iowa
when named to the lower court and
is the first Roosevelt appointment
from the west.
Union

Buying

Time

TRANSPORT Workers Union, an
affiliate of the CIO, has purchased
a weekly program on WLIB,
Brooklyn, Sundays, 3-3:15 p.m. to
present the case of New York subway workers, for whom it is seeking higher wages. Broadcasts
started Jan. 10, with Michael Quill,
TWU international president, as
speaker. Union officials and representative citizens are to be heard
on subsequent programs, for a period of four weeks. Addition of
other outlets is contemplated. Walter Wiley Adv., New York, is handling the account.
Stationery

Spots

STATIONERS SPECIALTY Co.,
New York, using radio for the first
time, will start a national campaign on 50 to 60 stations later
this month on behalf of a servicemen's combination diary and scrap
book titled My Buddy Book. Fiveminute and quarter-hour programs
and spot announcements will be
used on a varying basis. First
stage of the campaign got under
way Jan. 11 on New York stations
WHN and WJZ, with a schedule
of from three to five live announcements weekly. Carl Caiman Inc.,
New York, handles the account.
Cosmetic Latin Spots
MICHEL COSMETICS Inc., Long
Island City, N. Y., has started a
transcribed
quarter-hour
series, Romance
& Melody onmusical
XEQ,
Mexico City, on a twice-weekly
basis, and may place the programs
on other Latin American stations.
Agency
is Irwin Vladimir & Co.,
New York.
• Broadcast
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OWI

V-MAIL

DRIVE

TO
BEGIN
JAN. 25
UTILIZING more than 70 commercial and sustaining network programs as well as all independent
stations, a three-weeks' campaign
for V-Mail will start Jan. 25, the
OWI radio bureau disclosed last
week.
Commercial and sustaining programs will weave in their own
plugs to suit the material of their
particular shows, and the local stations will receive three one-minute
recorded announcements for use
each day during the drive.
Some of the commercial programs to be used are Lux Radio
Theatre, Kate Smith, Eddie Cantor,
Amos 'n' Andy, Dinah Shore, One
Man's Family, Andre Kostelanetz,
Vic & Sade, Backstage Wife, Mayor
of the Town, Maxwell House Time,
Big Sister, Grade Fields, Easy
Aces, Bill Stern, Jack Benny, Life
Can Be Beautiful.
Backing up the campaign to insure proper distribution within
easy reach of the average citizen
is the OWI's Merchandising Committee on Army and Navy V-Mail
consisting of Stanley L. Wessel,
chairman, The Wessel Co.; Craig
R. Sheaffer, president, W. A. Sheaf fer Pen Co.; T. J. Hargrave, president, Eastman Kodak Co.; W. C.
Wittemore, executive secretary,
Wholesale Stationers Assn.; W. F.
Kittell, F. W. Woolworth; Robert
J. Bender, president, Gartner &
Bender Inc.; John W. Dargavel,
executive secretary, National Assn.
of Retail Druggists; Charles P.
Garvin, general manager, National
Stationery Assn., and Harry Affelder, president, Envelope Mfrs.
Assn.

Jack

O.

Gross

Named

General

Manager
JACK 0. GROSS, former sales
manager of KFWB, Hollywood, has
been appointed general manager of
KFMB, San Diego, Cal., with option to buy subject to FCC approval. Station
owner, Worcester
Broadcasting Corp., on Jan.
11 applied to the
FCC for voluntary transfer of
control to the
First National
Mr. Gross
Trust & Savings
Bank of San Diego, as trustee for
the late Warren B. Worcester.
In radio more than 20 years as
announcer, producer, sales executive and manager, Mr. Gross has
been identified with the former
KEHE, Los Angeles, Southwestern Broadcasting System and
KTBS-KWKH, Shreveport.
KFMB

Walker

Heads

WJHP

WALLACE A. WALKER, former
chief statistician of MBS in New
York and also formerly with C. E.
Hooper Inc., New York research
firm, has been appointed manager
of WJHP, Jacksonville, Fla., succeeding Henry G. Wells, now in
the Navy. Mr. Walker was graduated from Yale in 1930 and in
1928 was a member of the national
championship fencing team.
Page
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CHANGE IN DISC RULE
Announcement on War Series

FOR SAFE-KEEPING, Hollywood BLUE executives stored this beribboned egg and quarter-pound of butter in improvised larders following
Dec. 27 broadcast on the four major networks announcing general rationing. Keepers of the egg and butter are these BLUE western division
officials (1 to r) : Sydney Dorais, auditor; Milton Samuel, publicity
director, and Don E. Gilman, vice-president.
Bob

Hope

Top

Comedian,

In
gram's
FOR World-Tele
THE SECOND consecutive
year Bob Hope has been voted
favorite comedian, and his show
the favorite program, by 120 radio
editors of United States and
Canada in the 12th annual poll conducted by the New York WorldTelegram. Jack Benny, winner for
eight years up to 1941, again is
second comedian. He is third in the
"favorite program" group.
Information Please moved to second place in that class, and after
Benny, the editors chose Fred
Allen, Bing Crosby, New York
Philharmonic, Charlie McCarthy
and Lux Radio Theatre. Favorite
quiz show was Information Please
and top dramatic program was Lux
Radio Theatre.
Dinah Shore New

Star

Outstanding new star is Dinah
Shore, followed by Zero Mostel and
Red Skelton, last year's winner in
that category. Harry James nosed
out Guy Lombardo as most popular
orchestra, a position Guy has held
for 11 years. Bing Crosby again
won the vote for male popular singers, while Dinah Shore was favored
girl singer.
Best Government show was The
Army Hour and outstanding broadcast of the year was Cecil Brown's
description of the sinking of the
HMS Repulse and the Prince of
Wales.
Following is the list of favorite
programs which secured 10 or more
votes (the number following the
name of the star or program represents the total vote after averaging on the basis of three votes for
first choice, two for second and one
for third) :
Favorite Program— Bob Hope 74, Information Please 68, Jack Benny 54, Fred
Allen 50, Bing Crosby 48, New York Phil-
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Benny

Second

Annual
Radio
Poll
harmonic 42, Charlie
McCarthy 36,
Radio
Theatre 34, Fibber McGee & Molly 30,
Henry Aldrich 24, Duffy's Tavern 22, NBC
Symphony 22.
Comedians — Bob Hope 167, Jack Benny
94, Fred Allen 87, Fibber McGee & Molly
80, Red Skelton 28. Charlie McCarthy 27,
Duffy "s Tavern 25, Burns and Allen 14.
Quiz Programs — Information Please 197,
Take It Or Leave It, 105, Quiz Kids and
Truth or Consequences 56, Bob Hawk 41,
Dr. I.Q. 29, Double Or Nothing 22. Kay
Kyser 19.
Dramatic Programs — Lux Radio Theatre
173, Screen Guild 47, Henry Aldrich 44,
Cavalcade of America 34, Inner Sanctum
26,
20, 14,
FirstMarch
Nighterof
18, One
Mr. Man's
DistrictFamily
Attorney
Time 13.
Juvenile Programs — Let's Pretend 118,
Quiz Kids 47, Lone Ranger 39, Jack
Armstrong 29, School of the Air 21, Little
Blue Playhouse and Henry Aldrich 20.
Children's Hour 13, Superman 12.
Popular Orchestras — Harry James 89,
Guy Lombardo 69, Tommy Dorsey 47, Fred
Waring 43, Sammy Kaye 40, Andre
Kostelanetz 32, Kay Kyser 29. Benny
Goodman 22, Freddy Martin and Xavier
Cugat 19, Jimmy Dorsey and Glen Miller
17, Phil Spitalny 12.
Quarter-Hour Programs — Fred Waring
99, Vic and Sade 43, Walter Winchell 30.
News
of the15,World
Andy
16,
Easy Aces
Lum 21,
and Amos
Abner'n' 14,
Harry
James and Dinah Shore 12, Treasury Star
Parade 11, Ceiling Unlimited and Here's
Morgan 10.
Girl Popular Singers — Dinah Shore 191,
Kate Smith 84, Ginny Simms 79, Connie
Boswell 33, Frances Langford 25, Mary
Martin 23, Helen O'Connell 11.
Male Popular Singers — Bing Crosby 184,
Dennis Day 54, Barry Wood 33, Frank
Sinatra 29. Lanny Ross and Frank Parker
28, Bob Eberle 26, Frank Munn 11.
New Star — Dinah Shore 50, Zero Mostel
45. Red Skelton 44, Herb Shriner 25, Ed
Gardner 20, Victor Borge, Harry James
and Ginny Simms 15, Joan Davis and
Wilbur Evans 10.
Concert Singers — Lily Pons 77, Nelson
Eddy 70, Richard Crooks and Gladys
Swarthout 64, Lawrence Tibbett 43, Jan
Peerce 32. James Melton 29, Marian Anderson 25, John Charles Thomas 24,
Margaret Speaks 22, Conrad Thibaut 12,
Vivian della Chiesa 11, Helen Traubel 10.
Symphonic Programs — New York Philharmonic 190, NBC Symphony 160, Kostelanetz Orchestra 46, Philadelphia Symphony 45, Voorhees Orchestra 22, CBS
Symphony and Wallenstein's Concert Or17, Wallenstein's
ClevelandchestraSymphony
14. Sinfonietta 16,
Sports Announcers — Bill Stern 236, Ted
Husing 122, Red Barber 89, Mel Allen 33.

BROADCASTING

May Come at End
ACTING upon recommendations of
the Office of War Information, the
FCC announced last Tuesday it
had granted permission for stations to identify mechanical recordings as such by appropriate
announcement either immediately
preceding or immediately following
the broadcasting of transcribed
Government messages of maximum
duration of two minutes on war
information. Existing regulations
require the identification announcement immediately preceding all
transcribed broadcasts, irrespective
of length, except where incidental
music is involved.
The FCC announced the action
was taken upon request of OWI
on Jan. 6 for permission to make
announcement, "This transcribed
communication is from the Office
of War Information", following
one-minute spot transcribed announcements.
The Commission went beyond the
OWI suggestion by waiving the
rule on war information transcriptions up to two minutes in length
and by permitting the announcement before or after, rather than
only after rendition, as recommended bv OWI.

'Dimes'

on

Blue

WITH Eddie Cantor as m.c, the
annual March of Dimes, featuring
radio and film name talent, this
year will be released exclusively
over BLUE stations Jan. 23, 11:15
p.m.— 12:15 a.m. (EWT). Preceding President Roosevelt's birthday
by one week, the 60-minute benefit
broadcast for Warm Springs
(Ga.) Foundation will originate
from Hollywood. Vick Knight,
West Coast manager and producer of the Biow Co. is to handle production. Edgar (Cookie) Fairchild
has been assigned musical director.
Talent arrangements are through
cooperative efforts of Hollywood
Victory Committee and Committee
Birthday.
for Celebration of the President's
Winchell Due Soon
LT. COM. WALTER WINCHELL,
on leave of absence in Brazil from
his Sunday night program, sponsored
on the BLUE by Andrew Jergens Co.,
Cincinnati, may return to the program by Jan. 24, according to Lennen
& Mitchell, New York. His Sunday
night 9-9 :15 p.m. period has been
filled by four commentators.
Don Dunphy 21, Stan Lomax 15, Clem
McCarthy 11.
Announcers — Milton Cross 115, Ken Carpenter 56, Harry von Zell 55, Don Wilson
45, Martin Block 25, Bill Goodwin 20, David j
Ross 15, Howard Petrie, Harlow Wilcox,
Ken Niles 10.
News Commentators — Raymond Gram
Swing 107, H. V. Kaltenborn 69, Lowell
Thomas 55, Gabriel Heatter 32. William L.
Shirer 31, Fulton Lewis jr. 30, Raymond
Clapper 28, Earl Godwin 26, Cecil Brown
22, Edward R. Murrow 19.
Outstanding Broadasts — Cecil Brown
on
sinkings 40,
50, The
Roosevelt's
message
to Congress
Murder war
of Lidice
30,
Churchill's address to the U. S. Congress
21,
Premiere
Symphony
20, of
BondShostakovich's
Night on theSeventh
Blue.
Roosevelt's Speech to the French, Bill of
Rights Show, and Willkie's report on
world
tour 15, 10.and MacArthur's speech
from Australia
Hour.
Best
Government
Show — The Army-
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...a

memorable

contribution

77

the

WNEW

war

can be proud, without boasting, of Variety's

Special Award

for 1942 — a citation for its program

memorializing

Nazi rape of the Czech town of Lidice.

In making

'We

Refuse To Die', WNEW

played vision, courage and showmanship

freely gave their services to this broadcast.

If, through "We

Refuse To Die," millions of peo-

ple, or even a handful, came to understand

better what

the United Nations are fighting for, that is reward

the award, Variety's editors said:

"In producing

others who

dis-

in

ample measure.

of first-rate

calibre ... It was a major undertaking. The original
broadcast was aired on October

25th. Subsequently

it

Recent

WNEW

Awards

was heard over the entire world.
"Thus a single station was responsible for telling all
the peoples of the world that America noted well the
infamy of Lidice. By so doing, WNEW

made

a memor-

1940

Variety Showmanship Award.
Billboard Radio Publicity and Exploitation Award.

1941

Variety Honorary Award.
Billboard Radio Publicity and Exploitation Award.

1942

Motion Picture Daily Special Exploitation
Award.

able contribution to the war."
WNEW

expresses its thanks

Madeleine

Carroll, Joseph

Stroheim,

Clifton Fadiman,

IRVING

NEW

YORK

AND

NEW

to Variety, and to

Schiidkraut,

Erich

Philip Cohan,

JERSEY
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PORTLAND, OREGON
UKEY TO THE GREAT WEST"
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5,000 Watts- 620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by

Ijj^EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc
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Hartford, Conn.
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Sereno B. Gammell,
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Director.
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(Continued from page 11)

the

Youngstown metropolitan district the third

at Peak

talk on "The Seriousness of the
War", delivered on July 23, which
was scored at 34, is the highest rating the CAB has credited any
member of President Roosevelt's
cabinet.
The President, the Vice-President, and the Secretary of Agriculture, speaking on a 15-minute program celebrating the ninth anniversary of the Administration's
Farm Program, March 9, were
heard by 49% of radio set-owners.
The talk, entitled "A visit to the
United States Forces in Britain",
which Mrs. Roosevelt broadcast
Nov. 20 at 9 p.m. over the NBC
network upon her return from overseas, yielded a rating of 10.9.
Sports
As usual, the CAB in 1942 reported on many sports events, including 11 boxing matches, numerous baseball games, the All-Star
games, and the World Series.
Boxing — 11 fights were rated in
1942 as against 17 such events tabulated in 1941. Of these 11 blowby-blow broadcasts, only one was a
championship affair — the LouisBaer bout broadcast over the Mutual Broadcasting System at 10
p.m. on Jan. 9. This leading fight
of the year was tallied at 43.5. The
ratings of the 10 other matches
ranged from 2.5 to 6.7.
Baseball — Throughout the season, the CAB reported on listening to play-by-play descriptions of
both major and minor league games
broadcast in CAB cities. The
monthly averages of these games
were below those of the previous
season. The figures for both years
are:
19 Ul 1U2
May
15.6 13.5
June
14.6 13.9
July
15.1 12.8
August
13.6 12.3
September
15.7 13.1
Season average 15.0 13.2
The All-Star games of 1942,
played (and broadcast over Mutual) on July 6 and 7, drew large
audiences. The first game, played
between the American and National League teams in New York, had
a rating of 16.1. On the following
evening the game played in Cleveland between the American League
and Service Team had a rating of
15.2.
The World Series broadcasts of
1942 reached a mark of 30.1. This
rating of the championship battle
between the St. Louis Cardinals
and the New York Yankees compared favorably in size of audience with previous years. Since
1939 the broadcasts of World Series games have been presented exclusively over the Mutual Broadcasting System. These one-network
broadcasts have ranged in rating
from 21.3 to 32.8. In 1939 the New
York Yankees-Cincinnati Reds series rated 21.3. In 1940 the series
between the Cincinnati Reds and
the Detroit Tigers rated 25.2. The
record for a one-network World
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VI— Distribution
Programs

of Sponsored

According

Network

Nighttime

191,1
to Ratings—
191,2December
No. of
% of

Rating
(% of Set Owners)
40% and over
35.0—39.9
30.0—34.9
25.0—29.9
20.0 — 24.9
15.0—19.9
10.0—14.9
5.0— 9.9
0.0— 4.9

Series presentation was made in
1941 when an audience measuring
32.8 was recorded for the five-game
contest between the New York
Yankees and the Brooklyn Dod-

No. of
Programs
154
370
305
4
17
120

Tota\
%3.Sof
0
4.2
3.3
12.5
6.7
25.0
30.8

Programs
140
2
3
2
6

Total
1.8
0
1.8
12.4
2.6
28.3
5.3
30.1

32
34
113
20

17.7
100.0

14.2
100.0

CHART

VII

CONTINUOUS DAY
PART'S
OVERLAPPING
TECHNIQUE

The highest World Series rating
ever
gers. reported by the CAB was the
1935 Detroit Tigers-Chicago Cubs
Series which, broadcast over the
Columbia, National, BLUE, and
Mutual networks, attained a rating of 35.

Tube
Gets

THIS HALF HOUR SPAN
HAS BEEN BLANKETED
BY 4 SETS
of interviews; thus
throughout the day

Researcher
IRE

Dr. William Wilson
Fellowships to Ten

Medal
Honored;

DR. WILLIAM WILSON, retiring
as assistant vice-president of Bell
Telephone Labs, after 28 years
with the Bell System, will be
awarded the Institute of Radio Engineers 1943 Medal of Honor at the
IRE midwinter conference Jan. 28
in New York. Dr. Wilson, for many
years in charge of vacuum tube
research and development for the
Bell System, is a Fellow of the
Institute, which he served for
three years as a director.
Ten Fellow awards will be granted by the IRE, as follows: Andrew Alford, head of Air Navigation Labs, of International Telephone & Radio Mfg. Co., New York;
Ivan S. Coggeshall, general cable
supervisor, Western Union Tel.
Co., New York; Capt. Jennings
B. Dow, Bureau of Ships, USN,
Washington; Lee A. DuBridge,
professor of physics and dean of
faculty, U of Rochester.
Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, chief engineer, CBS television department;
Daviel E. Harnett, chief engineer,
Hazeltine Service Corp., Little
Neck, N. Y. ; Dorman D. Israel,
chief engineer, Emerson Radio and
Phonograph Corp., New York.
Axel G. Jensen, television research engineer, Bell Telephone
Labs., New York; Lt. Col. George
F. Metcalf, Office of the Chief Signal Officer, War Dept., Washington, and Dr. Irving Wolff, physicist, RCA Laboratories, Princeton,
N. J.
ALL-CANADA Radio Facilities Ltd.
has taken Canadian rights to Hollywood Headliners and Look in Your
Mirror, produced
Recording
division. by NBC's Radio-

BROADCASTING

H

-WHEN CALLS ARE MADE
> ■ TIME SPAN COVERED

Nikola

Tesla

NIKOLA TESLA, electrical genius and immigrant from AustriaHungary, died in his sleep Jan. 7
at the Hotel New Yorker, New
York City after two years of failing health. Mr. Tesla, who among
other things conceived the idea of
the rotating magnetic field and invented arc lighting, the Tesla
motor, the Tesla coil, and discovered many electrical principles
used in radio, had worked to the
end, and recently was experimenting in radiation, material streams
and emanations. His first invention
was made in Budapest in 1881, but
since 1884 he has lived in the United States. He was 85.
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Wartime
What

Have

Time

On
CAB
Agenda
Annual Convention Feb. 15-17
To Hear NAB Officials

You?

WARTIME SUBJECTS will highlight the ninth annual convention
of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, scheduled for Feb. 15-17
at the King Edward hotel, Toronto.
It will be the fourth wartime meeting for the CAB.
Preceding the official sessions
will be a directors' meeting Feb.
13. A directors' dinner, Feb. 14,
will be given Neville Miller, NAB
president; Lew Avery, sales director, and Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, coordinator of listener activity of
the NAB, Washington.

Do you have time on a
major metropolitan station
that you assume "covers"
the nourishing Q u i n c y
area?
If you have time at 8:00
to 8 : 15 A. M., for example,
on the top ranking "outside" station, you're actually heard by only 17%
as many people as listen
to WTAD at that hour.
At 12:00 to 12:15 noon —
only 24%. At 8:00 to 8:15
P. M.— only 35%!
And at any time, outside
Quincy proper, 50% more
people indicate WTAD is
their favorite station (over
its nearest competitor).
If you have time on any
one of 10 "outside" stations, you're paying something to "cover" Quincy.
Looks like a pretty spotty
selling job at whatever the
cost, doesn't it? Especially when you can have time
on WTAD — at very moderate rates — and really
reach 563,000 listeners
who spend more than 130
million

dollars annually.

A CBS STATION
1000 Watts, Day and Night
930 Kilocycles

WTAD
QUINCY,

ILLINOIS

Represented Nationally
by the Katz Agency

Page
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• January

Avery Leads Sales Talks
At the first closed meeting,
scheduled for the morning of Feb.
15, Glen Bannerman, president and
general manager, will make his annual report. Standardization of
rates also will be discussed. Dr.
J. S. Thomson, recently appointed general manager of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., will speak
at a luncheon session that day.
Advertisers, agency executives
and CBC officials have been invited to attend an afternoon session
at which a preliminary report of
the CAB Research committee on
"Recommendations for Setting Up
an Authoritative Method of Measurement of Coverage and Listener
Habits" will be made. Following
the report Mr. Avery will lead a
roundtable discussion on "Selling
the Medium".
War Problems Scheduled
Second day will begin with a
breakfast roundtable discussion of
"Broadcasting and the Armed
Services", with speakers from the
Canadian armed forces public relations office. Government officials
will discuss manpower, priorities,
war finance and the Wartime
Prices and Trade Board at a morning session Feb. 16.
Officers will be elected at a
closed afternoon conference to be
followed by the annual CAB dinner. |l ! I
Mrs. Lewis is scheduled to lead
a discussion on "Interesting to the
Listener" at a breakfast session
Feb. 17. Both morning and afternoon meetings will be closed, with
censorship, public relations, internal relations, transcribed music
and general business on the tentative agenda. A joint luncheon for
the CAB and Broadcast Sales Club
of Toronto is set for the same day.
Waldman Promoted
EMERSON WALDMAN, chief of
foreign language and farm programs of the Treasury War Savings Staff, has been appointed assistant chief of the Radio Section.
Mr. Waldman came to the Treasury from Steve Hannigan Associates in October, 1941, and had previously been with NBC, Transradio
Press and the Washington Daily
News.
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Promotion
&
Merchandising
Program Buildup — Northwest Discounts — Whipping Sales
Filbert the Flea — Fishing for Time

, headed pro
bym promotionNT
, has
asgra
Thom
D. ME
Connollyof
PART
DE
CBS
sent envelopes of suggested
al and publicity material
ion
mot
pro
on Adventures of the Thin Man,
which started on CBS Jan. 8 sponsored by General Foods; Colonel
beStoopnagle's Stooparoos, which red
gan on CBS Jan. 10, sponso
by Schutter Candy Co., and Harry
James, heard since last fall on CBS
for Chesterfields and recently voted
the best swing band in the Motion
Picture Daily poll, to stations
broadcasting these programs for
ir s.use in building up local authe
dience
Northwest Discounts
STRESSING discounts over and
above the frequency discounts,
when advertisers buy two or all
three of the markets of the Pacific
Northwest group of stations, a new
booklet is being sent to prospective
advertisers. Daytime and nighttime coverage market data and
listener capacity are listed for
KXL, Portland, Ore., KFPY, Spokane, Wash., and three stations of
the Z net, Montana — KGIR, Butte,
KRBM,
Bozeman, and KFPA,
Helena.
* * *
Whipping Sales
"TO WHIP the Axis, buy War
Bonds and Stamps ... to whip low
sales, hire WIBW", reads the Topromostation's latest
peka,tionKan.,
gift to prospective
advertisers.
Encased in a long red box is an attractive whip of vari-colored woven
silk thread. Pasted on the accompanying card containing the sales
message is a War Stamp. CarterOwens Adv. Agency, Kansas City,
originated the idea.
* * *
Radio's Part
LAUDING radio's part in civilian
defense, in the War Bond campaign, in farm programs, in building morale, and in all phases of
the war effort on all fronts, officials of the Government and private industry pay tribute to the industry in five full-page advertisements which appeared in the Baltimore News-Post recently. The
The first of a series, the ads quote
leading Federal officials.
* * *
Dedicating Bonds
DEDICATION of War Bonds to
individual boys in the armed forces
is a feature of the War Bond and
Stamps campaign of KWTO,
Springfield, Mo. For every Bond
purchased at their studios, the stations makes a spot announcement
of the boy in whose honor the Bond
was purchased, also writes to him
about it.
* * *
Rambling for Radio Fans
PERSONALITIES and programs
of WTAG, Worcester, and networks
are discussed for radio fans in a
new
column,
"Radio Telegram,
Ramblings",
in the
Worcester
WTAG's affiliated newspaper. Author is Paul Larkin, for 10 years
on the paper's editorial staff.
BROADCASTING

Plugs Radio
A DISTINCTIVE advertising layout was employed by WCAU, Philadelphia, on the last day of the old
year. A complete page was taken
in the three major Philadelphia
dailies to present a boxed message,
six inches wide by four inches deep,
entirely surrounded by white
space. In its copy, WCAU commended all the broadcasting stations in Philadelphia and throughout the country as well for the
role they played in the war effort
in 1942, and prophesied that the
greater job to be done in 1943
would be similarly accomplished.
The full-page ads, combining a dignified institutional message with
showmanship, were placed in the
Inquirer, Bulletin and Record,
with which WCAU enjoys a spacefor-time swap arrangement.
Scrappy Mascot
FILBERT THE
FLEA, the
scrappy mascot who stings sluggish
citizens into active defense work,
is
a patriotic
creation of
"Skipper"
Dawes,
education
director
of
WFIL, Philadelphia, aired on the
station's Quaker City Scrappers
program for school children. The
mascot will be featured in a cartoon on a "Scrappers Score Card",
sent by WFIL to 500 schools in the
Philadelphia area to provide a pictorial means of recording the
patriotic activities of the boys and
* * classes.
*
girls in the school's
Angling for Advertisers
FISHERMAN'S CALENDAR for
1943 has been published by WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C, with day-to-day
instructions telling the best days to
fish. In the center of the calendar
WBIG tells advertisers that they're
out for
a "big catch", angling for
their
trade.
* * *
WOR-Paper Tie-in
IN A PROMOTIONAL tie-in on a
time for space basis, with the New
York Herald-Tribune, WOR, New
York, has turned over the 6:45-7
p.m. period,mentariesSunday,
com-a
by Richard toL.news
Tobin,
member of the Tribune staff.
Broadcasts started Jan. 10.
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Caesar's Lament
FOR TWO DAYS last week Little Jimmy Petrillo shadow-boxed with the Senate Interstate
Commerce Subcommittee on his recording ban
and refused to be pinned down on precisely
what he wanted. "More work" was his answer
— a sort of broken record repetition.
But Jimmy did reveal what he would like
to have during his testimony and in his dealings with glittering generalities. He would
like to have legislation, he said, whereby AFM
would be placed in the position of ASCAP
and receive royalties for each record and
transcription made. Nice stuff, if you can get
it. So would every other organization and
manufacturer who in any wise supplies part
of radio's raw materials. All Jimmy wants is
a property right in radio.
Petrillo didn't make a bad showing. He
flouted his authority. Though he deprecated the
"czar" title which he alleged is used by the
NAB in its "smear" campaign, he brandished
his power at every turn. He even said that he
would "grant" the request of the President of
the United States if, after he had reviewed the
facts, Mr. Roosevelt should ask that the recording ban be lifted. We understand why AFM
elected him president, for Jimmy acquitted himself well, considering the jam he was in.
AFM hasn't made known its demands because those President Petrillo has in mind
wouldn't bear Congressional scrutiny. He
would like to get that property right, a la
ASCAP, but he knows the Supreme Court
has already held the performing artist has
no such right. The truth is that radio has
made the musicians — not the reverse — and Jimmy almost admitted it.
What AFM really wants, we believe, is a
deal with the transcription companies whereby they won't deliver discs or library services
to stations that do not hire staff orchestras.
He wants a recorded music counterpart of
the "squeeze" he has been able to apply to
the networks when their affiliates do not hew
to the line and retain fixed quotas of musicians (whether they perform or not) with the
quotas fixed by AFM. He talked blandly about
"secondary boycott" threats by Trust-Buster
Thurman Arnold. We imagine AFM knows
well that open negotiations of the character
proposed would fly in the face of the statutes.
Hence, no disclosure.
Chairman Clark of the Senate subcommittee finally drew from Petrillo the commitment
that he would get his executive board to draw
Page
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up a "program" of demands which it desires
met before the recording ban is lifted. That
was a master stroke. We feel confident Mr.
Petrillo won't come forward with the kind of
squeeze-play he had in mind when he slammed
the door last Aug. 1.
Meanwhile the ban is still on, despite the
assertion in high places that the wartime
morale is being adversely affected. Petrillo
says he'll withdraw it only if the President so
requests. It may come to that.
Funny
Money
SOME SURPRISE may be occasioned by the
fact that the FCC appropriation has increased
some 400% since 1940. A slight lifting of the
eyebrows may greet the disclosure that it seeks
about $700,000 additional, or a new high figure
of eight-million-odd for the new fiscal year
1944, which begins next June.
But there's one figure in the President's
budget message to Congress last week that we
just can't fathom. It's an item of $2,000,000 for
the "nonwar" or regular activities of the FCC
— equal to the amount it required last year or
any year since 1937. This in the face of the
announced intention, both of the administration and of Congress, to cut nonwar activities
to the bone.
Normal

operations of the FCC, since the

war's advent, have been curtailed probably to
as great a degree as those of any other independent agency. There are no new station
grants, requiring investigations. There aren't
even modifications of licenses which might entail hearings. Routine broadcast traffic has
been slowed to a walk by the freeze orders.
Television and FM are on ice. There are no
costly inquiries into newspaper ownership,
multiple ownership, "sudden death" network
regulations, or anything of that nature.
Then how can the Commission justify the
same overhead, personnel and staff for purely
normal functions? In 1936, when the FCC conducted its broad investigation into the telephone industry and retained a special staff for
the purpose, it required an appropriation of
only $2,262,000. The next year it dropped to
$2,067,000; then $1,840,000, and it hovered
around that figure until 1941 when it received
$4,465,000, covering the first year of defense
activity. In 1942 it jumped to $5,244,000, and
for the current 1943 fiscal year to $7,386,000.
And now the proposed 1944 figure is $8,089,000.
Justification for the FCC's national defense

fund, which accounts for two-thirds of the
estimates, is difficult in these times. The Independent Offices Subcommittee of the House
Appropriations Committee held preliminary
hearings on the FCC appropriations last week.
It had already served notice that it would inquire deeply into all estimates and essay to
appraise the need for the national defense
budgets of all agencies.
It has been suggested that agencies like the
FCC, for the war's duration, should be curtailed to skeleton operations, with reduced
personnel and staffs all down the line. Most of
the FCC's functions these days are dictated
by the Board of War Communications. And in
some quarters, we hear, activities of BWC are
regarded as impinging on functions of the
military arms.
We don't profess to know the answers on the
defense activities. To us it seems, overall, a
creditable job has been done. But we can't
reconcile a full peacetime appropriation for
the normal work of the FCC when its operations probably do not exceed 25% of the prewar work load.

Senseless

Harping

STILL INDULGING in "why-don't-you-playwith-me, I've got-a-better-ball" childish tactics,
a few newspapers are wont to harp on the
"job radio didn't do" for advertisers and in
covering the news during the New York deliverymen's strike.
Referring to the strike which deprived New
Yorkers of daily newspapers for three days
in the week ended Dec. 19, the Chicago Daily
News commented [Broadcasting, Jan. 11] :
"Radio didn't do the job. Wartime prosperity
didn't do it. The enviable and deserved reputations of famous stores didn't do it. The slump
came, as every newspaperman knew it would
come,
tailed. and New York's Christmas was curThe Chicago Daily News and a few other
publications failed in their first duty to their
readers — that of reporting the facts. Federal
Reserve Bank figures of department store volume in New York City during the week ended December 19 shows a 4% increase over the
corresponding week of the previous year. More
than that, the figures show that sales were
higher than in any other week since the
Weekly Federal Reserve Index was begun.
Those figures were available to the newspapers which attempted to criticize radio because
a few advertisers, deprived of newspapers,
bought radio time.
Comment that "the enviable and deserved
reputations of famous stores didn't do it" is
an indictment of the daily newspaper as an advertising medium, yet nobody will deny that
for years newspapers have done an admirable
job for their clients. It's childish to infer that
New Yorkers, because they were without newspapers for three days, had forgotten such
stores as Saks Fifth Avenue, Macy's, Bloomingdale's and others.
Those criticisms of radio really were a blow
below the belt. New York radio stations did
not go after extra business during the strike.
In fact, most of them had to turn down advertisers who wanted time. Furthermore, several broadcasters canceled established commercial programs to cooperate with New
dailies by broadcasting local news.
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LT. E. P. H. JAMES, former sales
promotion manager of NBC and later
publicity manager of the BLUE, who
joined the Army Air Forces last spring
and trained at Miami Beach, is to be
married Jan. 23 at Harrisburg, Pa.
The bride is to be Laura Wyatt-Brown,
daughter of the Episcopal Bishop of
Harrisburg.
D. E. (Plug) KENDRICK, operator
of WINN, Louisville, is recuperating
from an operation which he underwent
Dec.
months.26. He has been ill for several
MARK WOODS, president of BLUE,
has been named chairman of the public service division of the businessmen's committee for the 1943 finance
campaign
of the Boy
tion of Greater
New Scout
York. FoundaAmong

JAMES

ROBERT

in every
FRIENDS by the score
State of the Union. That's
what those who know him say
about James Robert Doss Jr.,
genial operator-owner of WJRD,
Tuscaloosa, Ala.

To prove it they'll tell you that
for years Jimmy's favorite greeting on the street is "Morning,
Friend" or "Afternoon, Friend". It
makes no difference whether Jimmy
Doss knows a man or not — the
other fellow always is addressed as
"friend".
That cheery, friendly manner,
plus astute business judgment, has
made Mr. Doss one of the South's
best-known broadcasters. Since Oct.
6, 1936, when WJRD was opened,
it has grown to be one of the most
popular stations in the South, for
in its programming is reflected the
cheery, happy characteristics of its
owner.
Jimmy Doss wasn't always a
broadcaster but he has been successful in all his business ventures.
Soon after his birth in Rome, Ga.,
in 1900 Jimmy moved with his
parents to Decatur, Ala. He attended elementary schools in Decatur and was graduated from the
Decatur High School in 1915. Then
followed four years at Mrs. Lettingham's Private School where he
earned the nickname "Rabbit". As
an athlete he outdistanced many a
fast runner in track events.
Upon his graduation in 1917 he
dabbled a bit in real estate on the
West Coast. In 1921 he went to
Hollywood and became a producer
and director for the Federal Picture Corp.
Jimmy Doss became interested in
radio in its early stages and 1928
found him bidding adieu to the motion picture business for the new
field. He became territory supervisor for the Grigsby-Grunow Co.,
manufacturers of the Majestic radio, covering the panhandle of
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Tennessee, Ohio, Kentucky, Mississippi
and Louisiana.
Two years later Mr. Doss reBROADCASTING

DOSS

Jr.

turned to the town of his youth to
open a candy manufacturing business in Decatur. Buying time to
sell his wares, he realized the value
of radio advertising as his "Jimmy's Sauerkraut Candy" became
famous throughout the Southeast.
With radio the powerful medium
of advertising that he found it to
be, Mr. Doss decided to go into the
business himself. In June, 1935, he
and his brother, J. L. Doss, opened
WMFOi, Decatur.
Not satisfied with the job he was
doing with WMFO, Mr. Doss set
out to expand, and on Oct. 6, 1936,
came the fullfilment of his dream
when WJRD, Tuscaloosa, went on
the air. There his brother again
was a business partner, an association that continued until just the
past year when J. L. Doss opened
WJLD in Bessemer, Ala.
On Sept. 12, 1939, Mr. Doss sold
WFMO to the Tennessee Valley
Broadcasting Co., of which the Mutual Savings and Life Ins. Co. was
a large stockholder. The call letters
were changed to WMSL.
Jimmy Doss is a bachelor, devoted to his parents who still live
in Decatur. His chief hobby is
traveling, but for the duration he
has curtailed that desire. He likes
golf and horseback riding, plays
tennis and is a devotee of motor
boating, although that hobby, too,
has been shelved for the time being.
He is an Elk and a member of the
Tuscaloosa Chamber of Commerce.
His interest in civic affairs and
charities has been exemplified in his
liberal contributions, both in radio
time and finances.
Abert Named

DONALD B. ABERT, former manager of WTMJ, Milwaukee, has been
named business manager of the Milwaukee Journal, with the promotion
of Irwin Maier to publisher. Mr.
Maier succeeds Leonard L. Bowyer,
who died Dec. 19. Mr. Abert has
been assistant business manager of
the Journal, which operated WTMJ,
since September, 1940.
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those
servingWhite,
in Woods'
divisionwhowillwillbe:be Frank
CBS
treasurer, for radio broadcasting, and
James C. Petrillo, president of the
American Federation of Musicians,
for musicians.
COLBY M. CHESTER, chairman of
the board of General Foods Corp.,
New York, and chairman of the 1943
on Jan. 14 made a special radio apRed Cross War Fund of New York,
peal
on drive
behalfduring
of thetheorganization's
current
intermisson
of the Ranger hockey broadcast on
WHN, New York.
JOHN COWLES, president of the
Minneapolis Star-Journal and Tribune, and brother of Gardner Cowles
Jr., assistant director of the OWI,
has taken a leave of absence from the
newspapers to become special assistant to Edward W. Stettinius Jr., Administrator of Lend-Lease in Washington. John Thompson, publisher,
will be in charge of the newspapers
during Mr. Cowles' absence.
WALLACE BOONE, assistant manager of the auditing department of
NBC
Hollywood,
has been inducted
into the
Army.
PAUL FORCHHEIMER, formerly
manager of KNOW, Austin, Tex., and
now a second lieutenant in the Army
Air Forces, is stationed at Williams
Field, Ariz, as assistant public relations officer for the Advanced Flying
School.
GEORGE ROESLER, formerly of the
Chicago sales staff of Edward G. Foreman Co., has joined the national sales
department of WAAF, Chicago. Howard Dunnevan, program director of
WJOB, Hammond, Ind., has joined
WAAF as war program director.
ALMA

F. GRAEF has been appointed assistant to Sidney J. Flamm.
vice-president in charge of sales of
WPAT, Paterson, N. J., and will also
handle publicity from the New York
offices. Miss Graef entered radio in
1931 as secretary to A. C. Cormier,
at that time general manager of WOR,
resigning in 1935 to join WMCA as
assistant to the general manager.
CHARLES W. MITCHELL, of the
sales staff of the Branham Co., New
York, has been elected a vice-president
of the radio and newspaper representative firm.
IRWIN STEINGUT, chairman of the
New York State Assembly, a post he
has held since 1931.

Mygatt, Howard to CBS
GERALD MYGATT, a former editor of This Week, and of Liberty
magazine, and Ella Howard, previously promotion manager of House
and Garden and Glamour have
joined the sales promotion department of CBS. Mygatt, author of a
novel, two movies and a number of
short stories, was at one time copy
chief of Calkins & Holden Inc., New
York, and has served as associate
editor of The Philadelphia Inquirer,
as managing editor of Cosmopolitan magazine, and as sales promotion manager of Good Housekeeping. Miss Howard, who will assist
Louis Hausman, CBS supervisor of
presentations, has served as assistant advertising manager of a Seattle department store, and as advertising manager of several Oregon
papers.

LT. MONTE A. KLEBAN, former
production manager of WOAI, San
Antonio, is now head of the radio department of the public relations office,
Camp listed
Campbell,
Klebanfound
enlast April Ky.
and Lt.
quickly
himself promoted to officers' training
at Fort Benning, Ga., from which he
graduated to his present post.
BILL
Clain
WTJS,

WINSETT and Denny Mcof the announcing staff of
Jackson,
Tenn., Leslie
have been
inducted
into the Army.
Brooks,

programsioned andirector,
ensign inhas
the been
Navy.commisH. L.
Branson, Jackson, new to radio, has
joined the announcing staff. James
Blaine has returned to the announcing staff from WRAL, Raleigh.
LINDA DARLING, wife of Bob
Knox, chief announcer of WRAW,
tion.
Reading,
is recovering from an operaJEPSON LUNDQUIST has joined
the announcing staff of KGVO, Missoula, Mont., replacing Bill StrothArmy.
man, who shifted to news editor, replacing Rod Belcher, now in the
MILDRED GREGERSON, has been
appointed publicity director of WDAY,
Fargo. Don King, George Dale and
Lester Sackett have joined the announcing staff.
JANICE SCHWENSEN has been
named to replace Virginia Mikulak,
resigned, of the continuity department
of KGO, San Francisco.
ROSEMARY BOLLES, new to radio, has joined the continuity department of WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.,
taking over the duties of Julia Hill,
now in the bookkeeping department.
Brenda Caswell, also new to radio,
has been added to the sales division,
and Mrs. Edward Violet replaces
Mona Nason in the business office.
MEL
New
from
name

ALLEN, sportscaster of WABC,
York, has changed his legal name
Melvin Israel, to Mel Allen, a
he has used for the past five

A. TAPPIN has been appointed manager of the WLW grocer
relations department, succeeding W.
H. Oldham Jr., who has joined the
Navy.

GORDON BURWASH, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. scriptwriter and
years. is now a sub-lieutenant in the
actor,
Royal Canadian Navy, attached to the
information branch, and is assigned
to broadcast work.

NAT WOLFF, deputy chief of the
radio division, OWI, has returned to
Hollywood after two months in New
York where he set up OWI offices.

ROSS MULHOLLAND, announcer
of
boy.
of aWCAU,
Philadelphia, is the father

JOHN
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ERIC F. LUND, former director of
WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., is training
in the Army military police. Claude
Taylor is now program director. Lt.
Bill Loren, former WLVA music director and announcer, has received
his wings in the paratroops.
JIM YOUNG, formerly of WTMA,
Charleston, S. C, and other Southern stations, has joined the announcing staff of WWDC, Washington, in
connection with special features.
JACQUELYN KEESE, formerly of
WMAL, Washington, WATL, Atlanta, and WTMA, Charleston, S. C,
has joined the staff of WWDC, Washington, as coordinator of programs.
ROBERT ERHMAN, production
manager of WJSV, Washington, Jan.
18 will join the radio section at national headquarters of the American
Red Cross, Washington.
KENNETH JOSEPH, formerly of
the announcing staff of WOLF, Syracuse, has joined WLIB, Brooklyn, in
a similar capacity.
ROBERT McFADDEN of the NBC
research department on Jan. 12 became the father of a boy.
BILL CARTY, former announcer of
WIP, Philadelphia, reported for duty
Dec. 31 as an ensign in the Navy.
William Banks and Charles Kaplan are celebrating their tenth year
on the station as announcers.
THURSTON HOLMES has left the
announcing staff of WCAU, Philadelphia, to join WPEN, Philadelphia, in
a similar capacity.
GEORGE W. CRAWFORD Jr.,
Conrad G. Smith, John P. Hendricks
and Arthur S. White have joined the
guide staff of NBC-Chicago.
BOB ROBERTS has left WPEN,
Philadelphia, to join KYW, that city,
as announcer. Since the KYW announcing staff already has a Peter
Roberts, he will be known as Robert
Warren.
MARION BASEL, formerly announcer at Radio City Music Hall,
has joined WLIB, Brooklyn.
CARL POST, formerly of DavisLieber, Inc., New York, has joined
David Alber Associates, New York,
also a publicity firm. Isobel Frary,
formerly of Lennen & Mitchell Inc.,
New York, replaces Post on the DavisLieber staff.
ZAN DIAMOND, previously associated with J. G. Proctor Co., New
York, has formed an advertising and
publicity agency under his own name
at 527 Fifth Avenue, New York.
JACK WILLIAMS, transcription
librarian of WBT, has been commissioned asecond lieutenant in the Army
Air Forces and is stationed at Victorville, Cal.
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MARJORIE MORROW has resigned
as casting director of CBS, effective
Feb. 5 to join the Eastern office of
Warner Bros., movie firm, as associate director. Millicent Holloway
and Ruth Norman, of the casting
division, will take over her duties at
CBS.
PETER HARKINS, manager of the
Kibitzers, Toby David and Larry Marno, whose early morning program was
heard on WMAL, Washington, will
act as the Kibitzers' writer, production
man and personal manager for their
program on BLUE, originating from
WJZ, New York.
MARJORIE JORDAN, Brantford,
Ont., former freelance scriptwriter
for the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
is now stationed at the Women's
Royal Canadian Naval Service headquarters, Ottawa, and recently took
part in her WREN uniform in the
Comrades at Arms weekly CBC network feature.
HOWARD
HARRIS, Hollywood
writer on the NBC Abbott & Costello
Show, sponsored by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes), has
resigned to accept a similar assignment on the weekly Bob Burns Show,
sponsored by Lever Bros. Co. (Lifebuoy), on that network.
WILLIAM PARKER, Los Angeles
news analyst, and Ellamae Collette, of
of that city, were married in Las
Vegas Jan. 9.
LEONARD DAVIDSON, statistician
of Keystone Broadcasting System,
Chicago, is the father of a daughter
born Jan. 6.
PAUL GROVES, staff vocalist of
WJJD, Chicago, is the father of a girl
born Jan. 1.
OWEN BABBE, formerly announcer
of KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., recently joined KFWB, Hollywood, in a
similar capacity. Other announcers
added to the KFWB staff include Dave
Ormont, Bentley Morris, Dick Garton,
Joe Yocam, Terry O'Sullivan.
JACK O'CONNOR, announcer of
WRBL, Columbus, Ga., on Jan. 3 married Amie Butler, also of Columbus.

National Rcpraienfah' ve»
P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

OATH IS TAKEN by Johnny
Jacobs, announcer of KMOX, St.
Louis, for Merchant Marine service, from Chief Petty Officer Manuel Snipes, Maritime recruiting
officer in St. Louis. Jacobs is the
28th KMOX employe to enter the
armed services.
CHARLES S. MONROE, of the CBS
program writing department, married
Gwynedd Owen, consultant at the
Junior League Dec. 31.
HENRY BRAINERD, music rights
department of NBC Hollywood, has
joined the Coast Guard.
PENNY SINGLETON, who portrayed
title role in the weekly CBS Blondie
program, sponsored last season by R.
J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel
cigarettes), returns to the cast Feb. 1.
LT. HOWARD FINCH, formerly
production manager of WJIM,
Lansing, Mich., and now in the Army
Air Forces, has been promoted to public relations officer of Kirtland Field
Advanced Flying School, Albuquerque,
N. M.
FRANK WELTMER, continuity editor of KOY, Phoenix, has resigned to
join KTMS, Santa Barbara, Cal. His
duties have been taken over by Paul
Charles Benard, in charge of dramatics
at KOY.
ROBERT J. McANDREWS, formerly
western division sales promotion manager of NBC Hollywood, and now at
West Coast Air Forces Training Center,motedSanta
Ana,
Cal., has been proto first
lieutenant.
ART YOEMAN, formerly with various Hollywood film studios, has joined
the research staff of Foote, Cone &
Belding, that city, to gather material
for the weekly CBS Ceiling Unlimited,
sponsored
craft Corps.by Lockheed and Vega AirCARROLL H. MARTS has been
named assistant to Miles E. Lamphiear, MBS auditor, replacing Frank
J. Dvorak in the network's Chicago
headquarters.
R. A. LIMBERG, field engineer of
NBC Chicago, has joined the Army
Signal Corps. N. J. William and C.
McDonald Jr., also of NBC Chicago,
have joined the Navy Air Corps.
JOHN CARLSON, of the publicity
staff of WBBM, Chicago, has been
inducted into the Army.
MAURICE CONDON, sales promotion manager of WGAR, Cleveland,
reported for Army duty Jan. 11.
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LT. TOM HARMON, former
Michigan football star, who
became a sports announcer
of WXYZ, Detroit, has not
forsaken sportscasts altogether even though his present job is flying bombers for
Uncle Sam at the Army Air
Base at Greenville, S. C. During the season just ended he
made frequent broadcasts on
WFBC, Greenville giving
predictions and comments on
outstanding games.
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PHILIP
J. O'FARRELL,
with WCAP,
Asbury Park,formerly
N. J.,
has joined WPAT, Paterson, N. J.,
as announcer, replacing Bernard Gaylor, who resigned to enter military
service.

PATRICIA KELLEY, Camel Caravan
publicist, joined the CBS publicity department last week. Miss Kelley has
worked as feature writer for the Chicago Daily Times, and as a reporter
on the New York Mirror.

TOM BENSON, announcer of CKY,
Winnipeg, is the father of a boy.
CHARLE S EDWARD (Chuck)
BARNHART, former head of the continuity staff of WMBD, Peoria, has
been appointed director of the continuity department of KMOX, St.
Louis, replacing Lloyd Clay, now with
the FBI.
ROBERT E. LARRABURE has been
appointed war program manager of
WCOA, Pensacola, and will have
charge of governmental agency announcements and programs concerning
the war effort.
HARRY KOPLAN, former associate
in the Sue Carol Agency (radio and
motion picture talent), has joined the
announcing staff of KHUB, Monterey.
JIMMY JAMES, former sports editor of WPDQ, Jacksonville, Fla.,
has joined the Army Air Forces, and
is in training at the Flight Training School, Nashville, Tenn.
MAX HUTTO, former producer of
NBC Hollywood, was graduated Jan.
6 as flight officer from Army Air
Forces Advanced Flying School at
Stuttgart, Ark.
TRAV CABANNIS has joined the
announcing staff of WOAI, San Antonio, and will also handle news editing.
MERRILL MABL, former announcer of KEVR and KOL, Seattle, has
joined the announcing staff of KOMOKJR, Seattle.
, LEW WALKER, formerly associated
with Federal Transcribed Programs,
| New York, WCNW. and WBYN,
| Brooklyn and KYW. Philadelphia, has
; joined the staff of WCOP, Boston, as
program director.
i CARTER WAYNE, formerly of
' WPIC, Sharon, Pa., has joined the
1 announcing staff of WFDF, Flint.
I JANE BURKHALTER, ballet dancer, and Don Meeks, formerly of
WPIC, Sharon, Pa., have joined the
I announcing staff of WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
I JOHN VERSTREATE, rewrite man
| in newsroom of KSTP, St. Paul, has
I been promoted to news editor. Del
Franklin, from KDAL, Duluth, has
joined the announcing staff of KSTP.
MARTHA SMITH, control operator
i of WCSC,
Charleston,
S. C, was
star interview materal for Lt. Dorothy
; Cooper, South Carolina WAAC rejI cruiting
officer, who
a recruiting program
the broadcast
day Mrs. Smith
left for Fort Des Moines, having already been sworn into the WAACs.

TOM ARMSTRONG, publicity director of WTRY, Troy, recently became
the father of a daughter.
MELVIN JASS, formerly of KUTA,
Salt Lake City, has joined KLO,
Ogden, Utah, as announcer at KLO's
Salt Lake City studio, and Bill Carpenter of Rochester, N. Y., has joined
KLO as announcer at Ogden.
JOHN LYNCH, former news editor
of WDAY, Fargo, has joined the staff
of United Press in Chicago. Mercedes
Gilbreath, formerly of the Dickinson
Press, and Gerald Seaman have joined
the news staff of WDAY.

I NORVIN C. DUNCAN Jr., former
program director of WFBC, Greenville, S. C, has been inducted into
the Army and assigned to the public
relations office of Army Air Base at
j Greenville, S. C.
BOB
BOUCHIER,
formerly of
! KOBH, Rapid City, S. D., has joined
the announcing staff of WLOL, Minneapolis.
JOE MULVIHILL, announcer of
WCAE, Pittsburgh, on Feb. 27 will
marry Anne McCormick.
NELSON GRIGGS, announcer of
1 WGY,
Schenectady,
recently began
training as a transport pilot at the
/ Civilian Pilot Training Center at Ver'<I mont U.
HILLIARD GATES, sports announcer of WOWO-WGL,
Fort Wayne,
j Ind., has been inducted
into the
I Army.
I ROBERT M. FLANIGAN, formerly
('
the has
Chicago
NBC andSpotis
l of
Sales
joinedstaff
the of
Army
| stationed at Camp Wallace, Texas.
BROADCASTING

WALTER S. ZAHRT, sales promotion and merchandising manager of
WOAI, San Antonio, has been elected
president of San Antonio's Advertising Club.
ARDEN E. SWISHER, merchandising manager of WNAX, Sioux CityYankton, has been commissioned an
ensign in the Navy.

KWK

KALBFLEISCH, former assistant news editor of KWK, St.
Louis, is a prisoner of war, captured by the Japanese in the Philippine Islands, according to official
notice received from the War Dept.
by his
a member ofparents.
a coast Kalbfleisch,
artillery unit,
had
been sent to the islands shortly before the war began.
HAL MOORE, organist and musical
director of WSPA, Spartanburg, S.
C, has been inducted into the Army
and is stationed at Fort Jackson, S.
C.
SIMILARITY BETWEEN Dudley
Field Malone and Winston
Churchill, as apparent in this
picture published in Broadcasting,
Aug. 3, 1942, has led Mr. Malone to
the role of the man he resembles in
the forthcoming picturization of
Mission to Moscow, popular seller
authored by Joseph E. Davies, former ambassador to Moscow.

The mighty voice of WOAI roars
forth over a clear channel, blasting
Central and South Texas with the
full force of 50,000 watts. , There's
no wasted ammunition here!
In San Antonio, WOAI has a greater
audience— morning, afternoon and
night— than the four other stations

50,000 WATTS
CLEAR CHANNEL
LI ATE

MEMBER

Captured

ED

IT

AFFI

Newsman

TOM MOORE, former announcer of
WIBG,
now a recently
lieutenant in thePhiladelphia,
Army Air Forces,
married Dolores Mellberg, daughter
of Capt. Carl E. Mellberg, chaplain
of the 34th Bombardier Group.
IRVING FOGEL, formerly transcription producer of Hollywood, and now
with the Army Special Services Dihas been promoted from captain tovision
major.

DOESN'T

GO

combined, as shown by the latest
C. E. Hooper Station Listening Index.
Because the same outstanding listener preference extends throughout this
big and prosperous Texas market,
advertisers use WOAI in the certain
knowledge that they will receive
"big-gun" coverage.

OAI

NBC
TQN

Son
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Coast

TOM LEWIS, formerly Hollywood
manager and vice-president of Young
& Rubicam, now with the Special
Services division, Radio Section of
the War Dept., has been promoted
from major to lieutenant-colonel.
ROBERT L. SMOCK, previously
with Young & Rubicam, McCannErickson, WNEW, New York, and
WIRE, and WFBM, Indianapolis, has
joined the copy department of Marschalk & Pratt Co. New York.
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JOHN BARNETSON, formerly with
Ward Wheelock Co., Philadelphia, has
joined Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York,
as a copy writer.
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GEORGE CARLTON ROHRS, formerly regional food rationing representative of the OPA has joined
Swertfager & Hixon Adv., New York,
as executive in charge of marketing
and merchandising and as a member
of the plan board.

have 57-i> /o

SALLY CRAMER, formerly with
Abott Kimball Co., New York, has
joined Lennen & Mitchell, New York,
to handle sales promotion on cosmetic
accounts. Christine Le Vathes, previously advertising manager of Jay
Thorpe, New York department store,
has joined L. & M.
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STEWART-LOVICK LTD., Vancouver, is the new name of the former agency of Stewart-Mcintosh Ltd.
J. E. H. Lovick, an executive of the
agency, has become a partner with V.
L. Stewart.
THOMAS F. HARRINGTON, vicepresident and radio director of Young
& Rubicam, New York, is under observation in Misericorda Hospital,
New York. He will probably be there
about ten days.

ByFoote,Cone&Belding ;
Successors in Canada

AGENCY

APPOINTMENT of two vice-presidents in the San Francisco and
Los Angeles Foote, Cone and Belding offices has been announced by
Don Belding, chairman of the
board [Broadcasting, Jan. 4],
Eugene I. Harrington and Herb
Reynolds, formerly Lord & Thomas
vice-presidents, are the new San
Francisco executives. Mr. Harrington, San Francisco manager, has
been made a partner, advanced to
executive vice-president and placed
in charge of Northern California
operations. Mr. Reynolds will function as copy director.
William J. Pringle and Robert
Freeman are vice-presidents in Los
Angeles. Mr. Pringle, a former
vice-president of Lord & Thomas,
is chairman of the plan board and
supervises advertising of such accounts as California Fruit Growers Exchange; All-Year Club of
Southern California; Union Oil
Co.; Purex Corp.; Southern Pacific Lines; Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co.; California Chain
Stores Assn., and various divisions
of Safeway Stores Inc. Mr. Freeman, likewise a former vice-president of Lord & Thomas and art
director, will continue in that ca-

TTppainftnefCb
ELWAY FOOD PRODUCTS, New York,
to H. A. Salzman Inc., New York, for
Vitamalt, a new roasted malt product
which can be used as a beverage or as
a coffee stretcher. Media plans will not be
settled until April.
HIXSON PRODUCTS Co., Chicago, (dehydrated soups, coffee stretcher), to Cunningham Co., Chicago. Said to use radio.
SEIDLITZ PAINT & VARNISH CoKansas
sas City.City, to Barrons Adv. Co., KanSTANDARD BRANDS, New York, to
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y. (SteJ
Cereal Beverage) ; Ted Bates, N. Y.
(Stams tablets, Stan B complex tablets);
& Eckhardt,
N. Y. (Fleischmann's
BKenyon
vitamin
yeast tablets).
I. J. FOX Co., New York, furriers, to
David Malkiel Adv. Agency, Boston.
SANTA FE TRAILWAYS Bus System to
Calkins & Holden, Chicago, R. J. PottsCalkins & Holden, Kansas City, cooperating.
for spot radio in selectedAppropriations
areas will be increased.

pacity.
Spitzer & Mills Ltd., agency succeeding Lord & Thomas of Canada
Ltd., is composed of J. W. Spitzer
and G. F. Mills, who had been managers of Lord & Thomas for several years. Both joined the agen1929.cy when it opened in Canada in

JANE BAKER, formerly of WJJD,
Chicago, and Lord & Thomas, Chicago, has partment
joined
the Adv.,
production
deof Grant
Chicago.

BBDO has transferred Wayne Tiss
from Minneapolis to Hollywood as
associate radio director and also
moved the latter offices to 1680 N.
Vine St. Telephone is Hollywood
7337. Jack Smalley continues as
Hollywood manager. Firm in addition
has established Los Angeles offices at
523 W. Sixth St., with W. B. (Doc)
Geissinger as manager.

HARRY
RICHARDSON,
dio director
of Needham, former
Louis ra-&
Brorby, Chicago, is the father of a
girl, born Jan. 4.
EDWARD
LANE,
formerly
partner in Director
& Lane,
New a York,
has sold his interest and is no longer
connected with the firm.

CHARLES J. DURBAN, advertising
manager of the Tire Division of U. S.
Rubber Co., New York, has taken on
additional duties as assistant advertising director of the entire company.
FRANK J. CORKERY, for nine years
associated with Richard A. Foley
Adv., Philadelphia,
has agency.
been named director of radio of that

The Guidin

■<-"M:-:r
LI
loudy Weather

Officials Appointed

it is

DAVID MARCUS, formerly business
manager and treasurer of Printer's
Ink, has been appointed to the newlycreated position of general manager of
Deutsch & Shea Adv., New York.

ADDISON SMITH of the director
staff of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, left ten days ago for a crosscountry tour of cities in which Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore, airs
its Quiz of Two Cities programs, in
behalf of skin creams and oils, product handled by R. & R. Smith is due
back in New York in mid-February.
LEE COOLEY, production supervisor
of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, recently became the father of a baby
daughter.

WILLARD BUTLER, timebuyer of
McCann-Erickson, New York, on Jan.
19 will be inducted into the Army.
LILLIAN DeCOSTA, former secretary of Paramount Pictures, New
York, has joined Thomas LaBrum
Agency, Philadelphia, as office manaJ. B. VAN URK, formerly of the
Bureau of Industrial Service, New
York, has joined the public relations
staff of N. W. Ayer & Son, New York.
ger.

In business it is intelligence that guides
safely through clouded situations
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ferred to the radio department, answering to Carlos Franco, station
relations director. He has been
there ever since, buying spot for
Rheingold, Lipton, R. H. Macy,
Bordens and network for Time
(March of Time), Gulf Oil (We
the People) and Celanese Corp. of
America
(Great Moments in
Music).

.--"1 '■VjtS

Russ married Gay Morgan in
1940 and on most any snowy weekend, gas rations permitting, you
might find the Youngs enjoying
their favorite sport of skiing up in
the hills of Vermont.

Harry Margulies
HARRY MARGULIES, 46, vicepresident and radio director of
Guenther-Bradford & Co., Chicago,
died Jan. 9 at his home in Chicago
of a heart attack. He joined the
agency shortly after his graduation from Northwestern U in 1917.

McCann-Erickson V-Ps
CLARENCE A. HOPPOCK and
Julian L. Deane, of the New York
office of McCann-Erickson, and
Carl Ohliger of the agency's San
Francisco office, have been elected
vice-presidents of the firm, following the annual board of directors
meeting. The following vice-presidents of McCann-Erickson have
been elected to the board: L. O.
Coulter, G. E. Hyde, M. C. Leckner,
E. D. Madden, W. E. McKeachie,
H. A. Mitchell and Jackson Taylor.
Two Elected VPs
STEPHEN M. KENYON and
Samuel Dalsimer, both account
executives and members of the plan
board of Cecil & Presbrey, New
York, have been named vice-presidents of the Agency. L. F. Triggs,
formerly of Ruthrauff & Ryan, and
previously of Charles Daniel Frey,
Chicago, has been named director
of the creative department of Cecil
& Presbrey.

Silvernail

Joins

BBDO

As Radio Business Chief
FRANK SILVERNAIL, timebuyer
of Young & Rubicam, New York,
on Jan. 18 joins BBDO, New York,
as business manager of the radio
department, taking over the position held by Carroll Newton, who
has been promoted to associate radio director of the agency in charge
of the eastern division.
Entering radio in 1929 as talent
on WEAF, New York, and later
as NBC merchandising counsel, Mr.
Silvernail was with Stephen Slesinger's radio program service prior
to joining Pedlar & Ryan, New
York, in 1938 as timebuyer. He has
been a member of the timebuying
staff of Y & R since 1941, handling both network and spot for such
accounts as Gulf Oil Co., General
Foods Corp., and Bristol-Myers Co.
No successor has been named as
yet at Y & R.

RUSSELL

A. YOUNG
Orient
TALK about either the
or timebuying, and you'll
have the ears of Russell A.
Young, one of Young & Rubicam's buyers of spot and network
time in New York. For Russ knows
the score on the Orient, and he
knows all the timebuying angles,
i inasmuch as he has spent a goodly
portion of his career in both
spheres of commerce.
Russ Young was born Nov. 12,
1914, at New Rochelle, N. Y. After
schooling at Lawrenceville (N. J.)
School for Boys, he joined the merchant marine to see how other people lived in the world. He claims
he jinxed every ship on which he
scrubbed decks, as three of the
ships carrying him to the Orient
later met with mishaps. He saw the
Far East from Yokohama to the
Philippines with intermittent trips
to Holland and Belgium.
Finally deciding that his seafaring days were over, he applied
for a job at Young & Rubicam
and on St. Patrick's day 1936, entered the filing and proof rooms of
the agency to learn what the advertising business was all about.
He learned fast and soon was
shifted to the media department.
In due time he was spacebuying
for such important accounts as
Bordens, Travelers Life, CluettPeabody, Metropolitan Life and
Life Savers. In 1939 he was trans-
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"You will find Hallicrafters
Communications Equipment working three

The Hallicrafters Equipment you can buy —
when communications equipment may again

shifts at our Country's "Listening Posts"...
searching the airways for illegal programs and

be sold for Civilian use — will incorporate all of
the endurance and top quality performance you
will ever demand.

espionage messages.
Hallicrafters Communications

Equipment

is

engineered to "take it" on this constant operatDO

YOU

CHIEF

NEED

A

ing . . . there are no rest periods, no time out, it's
constant performance!

ENGINEER?

Twelve years broadcast engineering and executive experience, interested if you
can pay $4800 per annum.
Prefer Florida, South, or
Southwest. Write or wire —
BOX 224
BROADCASTING
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Illustration — typical view of Hallicrafters
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ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta-^transcription announcements
WJZ, New York
Doubleday, Doran & Co., Garden City,
N. Y. (income tax book), weekly ta, thru
Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., Brooklyn,
6 sa weekly, 39 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Drydock Savings Institution, New York
(bank), 4 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Anderson, Davis & Platte, N. Y.
P. tobacco)
Lorillard, 3Co.,ta New
York13 (Old
Friend's
weekly,
weeks,
thru
Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
Consolidated Edison Co., New York (fuel
conservation) , 15 sa, 1 week, thru
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Stationers Specialty Co., New York (My
Buddy Book), 3 sa weekly, 2 weeks, thru
Carl Caiman Inc. N. Y.
Reader's
Digest 13Assn.,
3 sa weekly,
weeks,Pleasantville,
thru BBDO, N.N. Y.,
Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Duz) ,
9 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Compton
Adv., N. Y.
WHN, New York
Poultry Tribune, Chicago (magazine), sp,
2 weeks, thru First United Brodacasters,
Chicago.
Stationers Specialty Co., New York, (My
Buddy Book), six sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Carl Caiman Inc., N. Y.
Carter Products, New York (Arrid), so, 52
weeks, thru Small & Seiffer Inc., N. Y.
American Chicle Co., L. I. City, N. Y.
(chewing gum), 7 sa weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Badger, Browning & Hersey Inc.,
N. Y.
Philadelphia Daily News, Philadelphia, sp,
thru First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
Franklin School of Dancing, New York, 3
sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Franklin Adv.
Co., N. Y.
Gospel Tabernacle, New York, weekly sp,
52 weeks, direct.
WABC, New York
Ward Baking Co., New York, 3 sa weekly,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Marlin Firearms Co., New York (razor
blades), 3 sa weekly, thru Craven &
Hedrick, N. Y.
Pepsi-Cola Co., New York, 12 ta weekly,
thru Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
Penick & Ford Ltd., New York (M-T-Fine
desserts), 5 ne weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
North American Accident Insurance Co.,
Newark, N. J. weekly ne, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.

Brooklyn

Barney's
Clothes,
York 52(men's
ing store)
, 12 saNew
weekly,
weeks, cloththru
Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
Pepsi-Cola Co., New York, 20 ta weekly,
52 weeks, thru Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 70 sa weekly,
52 weeks, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
Franklin School of Dancing, New York, 14
sa weekly, 4 weeks, thru Director &
Lane Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Everglo
Vitamins,
New York,
40 sa
weekly, 4 weeks, thru Director & Lane
Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Universal Broadcasting Co., New York, 3
sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Furman,
Feiner Co., N. Y.
I. J. Fox Co., New York (furs), 45 sa
weekly, 4 weeks, direct.
Michael Bros., New York, 6 ne weekly, 52
weeks, direct.
Harman
Watch Co., New York, 7 ne
weekly,
N. Y. 13 weeks, thru Moss Associates,
KFI, Los Angeles
Penick & Ford, New -York (Brer Rabbit
molasses), 3 weekly sp, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Nehi Corp., Columbus, Ga. (Royal Crown
cola), 6 weekly sa, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Sparkletts Drinking Water Corp., Los Angeles, 5 weekly ne, thru Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Hollywood.
Garden City Publishing Co., New York
(income tax booklet), weekly sa, thru
Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
BC Remedy Co., Durham, N. C. (BC
headache powders), 3 weekly ta, thru
Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
Bullock's
Inc., Los
Angeles
store) , weekly
sp, thru
Dana (department
Jones Co.,
Los Angeles.
Pure Food Co., Mamaroneck, N. Y. (HerbOx bouillon cubes), 5 weekly sp, thru
J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Coast Federal Savings & Loan Assn., Los
Angeles (finance), 8 weekly sp, thru
Robert F. Dennis Inc., Los Angeles.
Reader's
Assn.,BBDO,
Pleasantville,
3 weeklyDigest
sa, thru
N. Y. N. Y.,
Knox Gelatine Co., Johnstown, N. Y.,
weekly
N.
Y. sp, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt,
WMCA, New York
John Surrey Ltd., New York (Snow Apple
pipe tobacco), 3 ne weekly, thru Jasper,
Lynch & Fishel, N. Y.

KFRC, San Francisco
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco (Holsum, American meal bread),
110 ta, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., San
Francisco.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco (Hollywood bread), 70 sa, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
Acme Breweries, San Francisco, 13 sp, 51
t, thru Brisacher, Davis & Staff, San
Francisco.
Leslie Salt Co., San Francisco, 192 t,
thru
cisco. Erwin, Wasey & Co., San FranMurine Co., Chicago (eye lotion), 65 t,
thru BBDO, Chicago.
Standard Beverages, Oakland, 22 sa, thru
Emil Reinhardt Adv. Agency, Oakland.
Wellman, Peck & Co., San Francisco
(wholesale grocers), 2 sa weekly, thru
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San
Francisco.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 25 sa weekly, thru The Biow Co., N. Y.
O'Connor, Moffatt & Co., San Francisco,
(department store) 6 ne weekly, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
Feminine Products Inc., New York (Arrid
deodorant) 2 ta weekly, thru Small &
Seiffer Inc., N. Y.
Fox West Coast Theatres, San Francisco,
3 me weekly, direct.
CKWS, Kingston, Ont.
Bata Shoe Co. of Canada, Ltd., Frankford,
Ont. 26 sp, thru J. J. Gibbons, Toronto.
Standard Brands, Montreal (Magic baking
powder), 330 ta, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Montreal.
Standard Brands Ltd., Montreal (Fleischmann's Yeast) , 270 ta, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., Montreal.
Bristol-Myers Co. of Canada, Montreal
(Sal Hepatica) 39 sa, thru Ronalds Adv.
Agency, Montreal.
CHEX, Peterborough, Ont.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Toronto (Super
Suds) 626 ne, thru L. J. Heagerty & Associates, Toronto.
Canada Starch Co. Ltd., Toronto (corn
starch, syrup) 30 sp, thru Vickers &
Benson, Montreal.
Wonder Bakeries, Toronto, 78 sa, thru J.
J. Gibbons, Toronto.
WQXR, New York
Barnes & Noble Inc., New York (publishers), weekly sp, 7 weeks, direct.

MUST

STANDBY

PAY
TIME

RULING
that time
taken
up bystation breaks
is not
deductible
from the sponsor's payment for the
programs on which they occur, the
Supreme Court of New York has
awarded a $5,000 judgment to Donald Flamm, former executive of
WMCA, New York, against Famous Furriers, New York. Suit
filed by Flamm called for $5,000,
payment by the defendant as sum
still due for broadcasts sponsored
by the fur company on WMCA during 1939 and 1940.
The sum had remained unpaid
to Flamm upon sale of his interest
in the station some time ago. Famous Furriers had failed on the
payment, which represented cost
of time used for station identifications, contending that the station
had not fulfilled its contract in supplying the full amount of time
called for.
Ruling in favor of the plaintiff,
the court recognized the practice
wherein station identifications required by the FCC make it impossible to deliver the full quarter- or
half -hour contracted for in the purchase of time.
Luft Latin Boost
GEORGE W. LUFT Co., New
York, manufacturers of Tangee
cosmetics, has increased from 15
to 19 the number of Latin American stations, carrying a thriceweekly live quarter-hour of Hollywood news, titled Habla Hollywood. Commercials include a slogan. Lineup is part of a recently
enlarged export advertising campaign, the bulk of which has been
placed in newspapers and magazines. Program was started last
spring [BROADCASTING, April 6,
September 7]. Export Adv. Agency, New York, handles the account.
FTC Hits Franco Labs
CHESTER D. FRENCH, trading as
the Franco Labs., Long Beach, Cal.
(Py-O-Ten, Pap-Tabs, Pap-Tea) is
charged with misrepresentation in radio continuities and other media in a
complaint issued by the Federal
Trade Commission Jan. 12.

KERN, Bakersfield, Cal.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 7 weekly
sa, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
Pet Milk Sales Corp., St. Louis (condensed
milk), 2 weekly t, thru Gardner Adv.
Co., St. Louis.
Rainier Brewing Co., San Francisco, 7
weekly sa, thru Buchanan & Co., San
Francisco.
Regal Amber Brewing Co., San Francisco,
7 weekly sa, ta, thru M. E. Harlan
Adv., San Francisco.
WOR, New York
Serutan Co., Jersey City (Laxative), 5 sp
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Raymond Spector
Co., N. Y.
Carter
Products, New
York (Arrid),
weekly t, 52 weeks, thru Small & Seiffer,
N. Y.
KIDO,

Boise, Ida.

Utah Oil Refining Co., Salt Lake City, to.
thru Gillham Adv. Agency, Salt Lake
City.
Page
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VAN CAMP'S Inc., Indianapolis
(Tenderoni), has started sponsoring
daily participation in the Chef Milani
program on KPWB, Hollywood. Contract is for 26 weeks, having started
Dec. 21. Placement is through Calkins & Holden, New York. Other
current participating sponsors of the
program are Wilson & Co., Los Angeles (Oleomargarine), through Brisacher, Davis & Staff, that city ; Seasonettes Co., Santa Barbara, Cal. (food
seasoning), through Eugene F. Rouse
& Co., Los Angeles.
CALCO CHEMICAL Div., American
Cyanamid Co., Bound Brook, N. J.
has purchased a half-hour on WJZ,
New York, Jan. 20 only, for a broadcast of ceremonies marking the award
of the Army-Navy "E" to the company for production achievement.
Agency is J. M. Mathes Inc., New
York.
SHREDDED WHEAT CO., Niagara
Palls, Ont. (Shreddies) has renewed
and expanded the 5-minute five-times
weekly transcribed
program
Today's
Adventure
With Gordon
Sinclair
on
13 Canadian stations. Account was
placed by Cockfleld, Brown & Co., Toronto.
KELLOGG CO. of Canada Ltd., London, Ont. (corn flakes) has started a
special daily spot announcement campaign during January and February
on six Canadian stations. Account
was placed by J. Walter Thompson
Co. Ltd., Toronto.
DAGGETT & RAMSDELL (Canada)
|Ltd.. Toronto (cosmetics) has started
Do You Remember 5-minute program
five times weekly on CFRB, Toronto.
Account was placed by Cockfleld,
Brown & Co. Ltd., Toronto.
DR. McDONALD Vitaminized Feed
Co. has started sponsoring The Farm
Forum, on KSO, Des Moines. Program is conducted by Mai Hansen,
farm director of KSO, and features
market and farm news.
BEN HUR PRODUCTS Inc., Los
Angeles (coffee), on Jan. 12 started
the weekly half-hour variety program,
Hollywood Showcase, on KNX, Hollywood. Contract is for 13 weeks. Featuring Mary Astor m.c, the program
presents contest performers. Lud Gluskin is musical director. Paul Pierce
produces. Agency is Barton A. Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles.
FRANK W. GRAY, formerly sales
promotion manager of Mission Dry
i Corp., Los Angeles (orangeade), has
been appointed a vice-president of that
firm.

Is

Best

Foods

Advertising
Director
ELECTIONS and appointments
within The Best Foods Inc., New
York, were announced last week by
William J. Wardall, chairman of
the board, and L. G. Blumenschine,
president, following the liquidation
of Best Foods into Hecker Products
Corp., and subsequent adoption of
the new name [Broadcasting, Jan.
4]. Albert Brown has been named
director of advertising and merchandising for Best Foods Inc.; B.
F. Nelson, director of purchases,
and W. A. Truslow, director of industrial relations.
Both companies are extensive
users of radio advertising for their
products, through two New York
agencies. Benton & Bowles will continue to handle Nucoa, the Best
Foods and Hellmann's lines of mayonnaise and dressings, Fanning's
bread and butter pickles, Shinola,
2-in-l and Jet Oil shoe polishes.
Advertising for Hecker's family
flours, cake flours and cereals is
placed by Arthur Kudner Inc.
BROADWAY Department Store, Los
Angeles, on Jan. 20 starts sponsoring
a weekly 20-minute home economics
program. Broadicay's Sewing Circle,
on KHJ, Hollywood. Agency is Lee
Ringer Adv., Los Angeles.
VICK CHEMICAL CO., New York
(Va-Tro-Nol) has placed eight station breaks weekly on WBBM, Chicago on a 13 week schedule. Contract placed by Morse International.
COORS BREWING Co., Golden,
Colo., renews for a year its weekly
quarter-hour Shorty & Sue of Coors on
KOA, Denver.

When

you think

Ide Named

PREDICTIONS PAY
Harold Deal Wins War Bond
In 'Time1 Contest

KNOX

ACCURATELY PREDICTING
the pulling power of six letters
won for Harold R. Deal, advertising and sales promotion manager
of Tide Water Associated Oil Co.,
a $100 War Savings Bond.
Conducted by Time magazine, the
circulation Letter Sweepstakes contest involved eight letters which
were sent to a selected list of executives. Contestants were asked to
forecast
fulness. the order of their resultMr. Deal, one of 12 winners, has
just concluded supervision of the
17th season of football broadcasts
released weekly by Associated to
the entire West Coast area.

«MAKIN'

THE

GRADE

VALLEY AINvJ
HOW.' WHICH
FARGO-THE

V-P

IDE, vice-president, general counsel and secretary of
American Home Products, Jersey
City, has been elected to the new
post
executive
vice-president.
Alvin of
G. Brush
is chairman
of the
board. Mr. Ide, who will be administrative executive to the board
chairman and will continue as secretary of the company, has been
a director since 1936, secretary
since 1937, and a vice-president
since November 1941.
PRESENTATION Banquet of the
1942 Annual Advertising Awards will
be held Feb. 5 at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York, it was announced
last week by Advertising & Selling
Magazine, sponsor of the annual
awards.
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Early

Truce

Petrillo

Submit

to

Demands

for

His

Disc

Settlement
(Continued from page 9)
THE

MOST

AND

EFFECTIVE

APPROACH

the American Federation, plus
$3,000 contingent funds, as well
as current expenses and a car and
chauffeur in each city. He said he
paid his income tax out of his Chicago Federation contingent fund.
Efforts to ascertain whether
AFM sought more money from radio brought the response that he
wanted "more work" which would
mean less unemployment. He said
he wasn't seeking a higher wage
scale. "That comes later", he declared, asserting AFM couldn't
fight "on all fronts at the same
time". He also promised that the
motion picture industry was to be
dealt with because of the unemployment of pit men, which he estimated at 22,000, caused by introduction of the sound track. He gave
no reason for failure to attack the
movies ahead of radio, and he admitted finally that radio actually
has created work opportunities for
musicians, as evidenced by the
steady increase in AFM membership since 1934.
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While the witness didn't say so
flatly, the inference was drawn that
what AFM seeks from recorders is
an agreement of some nature that
service will n6t be provided by
them to stations which do not engage staff orchestras. This technique has been employed in the
case of network-affiliated stations,
and Counsel Bingham brought out
the situation last year of WSIX,
Nashville, which was dropped by
MBS because of Petrillo's demands
that it increase its payments for
a staff orchestra, under pain of
having music withdrawn from the
whole network. (The station since
has been reinstated and also is a
BLUE outlet.) Petrillo said he
had not taken such action in the
case of 201 other network-affiliated
stations which he cited as employing no musicians.
That all has not been well in
AFM since he invoked the ban was
admitted by President Petrillo. He
said he was ready "now" to enter
negotiations and settle the controversy, but he wanted it done on a
fair and equitable basis. The recording companies he said, have
"some justice" on their side, but
he insisted they should share their
"enormous pi-ofits" with us.
That AFM is far from destitute
was admitted by Petrillo too, under
questioning of Chairman Clark.
He said he didn't like to talk about
"our treasury", but he thought it
had about $2,500,000 in its reserve fund.
Mr. Padway, in an all-day appearance Thursday, read a 50-
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page statement, but spent most of
his time ad libbing and answering
questions. He explained he was
general counsel of the AFL, as well
as counsel for AFM, and that he
appeared also as an expert witness
on all labor matters. He substantiated everything the AFM president
had said, but went beyond him in
criticizing the NAB campaign of
"vilification and abuse."
Endeavoring to show a split in
the broadcasting industry on the
AFM issue, Mr. Padway quoted at
length from statements made by
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, president of
WFIL, Philadelphia, deprecating
the AFM campaign and describing
"billingsgate, bilge and bluff" as
no longer successful weapons in
labor negotiations.
Senator Tobey urged that Mr.
Rosenbaum be called as a witness
and Chairman Clark said the invitation would be issued. Stanley
Hubbard, president of KSTP, St.
Paul, also asked to appear before
the committee, but was told by
Chairman Clark that his testimony
would be heard during presentation
of the broadcasting industry case,
perhaps some two weeks hence. The
subcommittee, Senator Clark said,
would be called together in executive session during the Jan. 18 week
to consider future procedure.
In his attack upon NAB, Mr.
Padway predicted that someday
"free private enterprise will go out
the window because of these tactics." He said it would be difficult
for Petrillo to sit down with the
NAB because of this campaign and

NRDGA

Meeting

NEW

RULING of New York newspapers that mention of a radio program in retail advertising copy
will cause the advertising to be
billed at the national instead of the
local rate [Broadcasting, Jan. 11],
was discussed at the dinner meeting of the sales promotion board
of directors of the National Retail
Dry Goods Assn. last Tuesday, but
no action was taken. Consensus of
the board was that the problem is
one which concerns only New York
stores, and that differences in the
contracts of various stores with the
different papers make it a matter
to be settled individually and not
one for group action at this time.
It is understood that NRDGA executives refrained from scheduling a
radio discussion until the study of
radio for retailers which the broadcasting industry is undertaking has
been completed.
Moore

Paint on Blue

ANNUAL CAMPAIGN of Benjamin Moore Paint Co., New York,
will get under way on 56 BLUE
stations March 6, with a quarterhour program Saturday, 10:45
a.m., hints
featuring
"Betty
Moore"
with
on interior
decoration.
Series is designed to coincide with
spring house-cleaning, and has
been on the air 13 seasons. Account is handled direct.
BROADCASTING

Strike

that such men as Judge L. B.
Morris, general counsel of RCA
Victor Division, Camden, and Mark
Woods, president of the BLUE
Network, would be able to dOTnore
with AFM "in an hour than NAB
in a month" to settle the controversy. He asserted that these
officials had not been unfair and
had not engaged in the NAB

cam-

The commitment also was made
by
Mr. Padway that AFM would
paign.
not demand money from the smaller
stations, calling them "innocent
victims" of the controversy. He
agreed with Senator McFarland
(D-Ariz.) that the stations were
important in the war effort.
Mr. Padway praised the committee and its work, describing it as
the most constructive effort yet
made to settle the controversy, and
that he thought it would be solved.
Opening Day's Testimony
Every effort of committee members, including Chairman Wheeler
of the full committee, to draw from
Mr. Petrillo the reason for his arbitrary ban, proved futile during
the first day's inquiry. His repeated
answer was that he wanted "more
work" to relieve purported unemployment in musicians' ranks — not
more money from the standpoint of
scale.
Pounding the table at times, the
union leader, surrounded by a retinue of counsel and assistants, repeatedly insisted that if the committee and the Government hadn't
interfered, he probably would have
Lever

Dual

Spots

DESPITE protests against two
products being linked in a single
commercial announcement as voiced
by stations at many of the NAB
district meetings held last fall,
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, on
Jan. 18 is resuming its use of 60second announcements in a nationwide campaign, divided equally between Rinso and Vimms vitamins.
A similar drive was used last fall
by Lever. Agency for Rinso is
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, and
Vimms is handled by BBDO, New
York.

Regular License to WCOC
IN THE ISSUE of Dec. 21, 1942,
Broadcasting inadvertently reported that
WCOC, aMeridian,"
had been
granted
temporaryMiss.,
renewal of license to Aug. 1, 1944, because of the fact that renewal was
for a period of less than two years.
However, it has been ascertained
that the renewal was of a regular
nature, the short period being due
to the FCC's new policy of stabilizing renewal dates.
HARRY DARE REYNOLDS, 69,
president of Reynolds-Fitzgerald Inc.,
New York, radio and newspaper representative, onJan. 13 died at his home
illness.
in Mount Vernon, N. Y., after a year's
• Broadcast

Advertising

;ntered negotiations with the indus;ries affected by now. He admitted
;hat all was not well as a result of
;he ban and that he was more
worldly wise now, but he said he
lidn't propose to lift the ban unless
President Roosevelt, after knowing
,he full facts, ordered him to do so.
He said he would then "grant the
request".
Morale Threat Cited
Whereas the original membership of the committee was to be
ive (Clark, Ida.; Tunnell, Del.;
WcFarland, Ariz., democrats ;
iVhite, Maine; Tobey, New Hamp.,
Republicans), Senator Andrews
(D.-Fla.) was added Jan. 12 when
;he hearings opened. But 8 or 9
nembers of the committee attended
;he sessions because of the widepread interest. In addition to
Chairman Wheeler, others who par;icipated included Senators Johnson (D-Colo.) and Stewart (DTenn.).
Opening the hearing in the Senate's caucus room, nearly filled to
:apacity, Chairman Clark recounted
the history of the proceedings and
emphasized the serious threat to
wartime morale, here and abroad,
provoked by the Petrillo ban. Since
Aug. 1, he said, the American people have been without any form of
new recorded music and have had
to subsist entirely on "cold storage
music". That applies to the armed
forces too, he said. He summarized
the exchanges of correspondence
(between Petrillo and such Government officials as Elmer Davis, director of OWI, and James Lawrence Fly, FCC chairman, wherein
the union head refused to lift the
ban. He cited the Interlochen and
other bans, and said the situation
was progressively becoming "intolerable" as an obstruction to the
war effort. He predicted the ban
would become "suicidal to American music" if continued.
Mr. Petrillo, in slow, measured
delivery, read his 500-word prepared statement, urged the committee to shift its inquiry to an investigation of the "tremendous control
of the entire music industry, injcluding record making", exerted
by "a few giant corporations at the
expense of the live musicians". He
levelled charges of "monopoly, interlocking arrangements and large
profits" against these companies.
Dodges Issue
"This information can only be
obtained by a thorough inquiry by
this committee into the inner workings of the industry and a com-

PETRILLO PROBERS as the Senate Interstate Commerce Subcommittee convened Monday to launch its
investigation of the AFM recording ban are (1 to r)
Andrews,
Fla.; Tunnell,
Del.; McFarland, Ariz.;
plete examination and cross-examination of the higher officials managing the industry, as well as a full
and complete examination of all
records, data and information gathered by the FCC," he asserted.
He charged AFM had been
abused and insulted, and called the
NAB the worst offender, declaring
it had engaged in an "expensive
publicity campaign composed of
nothing but false issues and personal abuses". AFM welcomes the
investigation if it is full and complete and includes the entire industry, he declared.
Exercising his prerogative as
chairman of the full committee,
Senator Wheeler asked point blank
what AFM wanted, putting his
finger on the crux of the issue.
When Petrillo dodged the question
by saying the issue could be settled
only if the transcription and recording companies sat around the
table, Senator Wheeler commented
it was the first time he had ever
heard of a strike being called with
no demands made. He said the attitude seemed to be "to hell with
the public".
Feeling Against Union
Petrillo admitted he had called
the "strike" without notifying the
transcription companies or the public in advance. He said he thought

BROADCASTING

it was the thing to do and that it
could be settled by negotiation. But
none of the companies called on
him, he protested, and they relied
upon the Government to settle the
matter. He said it was a question
of who goes broke first — the stations, recording companies or AFM.

and business men against unions
and that tactics of this type feed
that kind of feeling.
While he refused to divulge his
demands upon recording companies, Petrillo said Assistant AttorGeneral me
Thurman
ArnoldI "has
been neyafter
ever since
took

Sharply
Petrillo's
position, Mr. criticizing
Wheeler said
that labor
unions will destroy themselves if
they do not change their policies.
He said that there is a tremendous
feeling growing
among farmers

office" and that Mr. Arnold threatened "secondary boycott" action
if Petrillo made demands upon music users. He declared there are
201 stations on networks that do
not hire a single musician and that
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he wanted them to stop performingrecorded music unless they retained
staff orchestras. For every dollar
that is spent on live music in radio,
he charged $4 was procured gratis.
Claims 'Hard Questions'
Admitting he had never told the
record companies what he wanted,
Petrillo said in reply to Chairman
Clark that the union might have
in mind a permanent ban on recordings. Asked point blank whether
he proposed that, Petrillo responded
with a sharp "No".
Petrillo protested repeatedly that
he was being asked "hard questions" about how much the union
wanted from record companies. He
charged that transcription companies were making "thousands of
copies" of commercial transcriptions and collecting "thousands of
fees", whereas the AFM got only
one for each recording arrangement. He gave that as the reason
for his sudden withdrawal last
September, of authority to continue
recording of commercial transcriptions. These would have been banned originally, he declared, if he
had known the facts.
AFM now is making an investigation of off-the-air recordings of
name bands being sold to stations,
Petrillo said. He charged too that
many locals are "dubbing" recordings of network programs and selling- them commercially.
When pressed by Chairman
Clark, Petrillo said he would lift

the ban only if President Roosevelt
requested it after hearing the facts,
but that until then union members
will not play for recordings of any
nature.
"After an explanation to the
President, if he desires to stop the
ban and says records should be
made for the duration of the war,
I say
the request will be granted",
he
said.
In his repeated clashes with committee members, Petrillo said all
he sought was unemployment relief for his members. He was unable to cite detailed figures on unemployment, however, but held that
Senator Clark's estimate that only
10,000 of the union's 138,000 members were full-time musicians, was
in error. A survey was made last
week in 20 lai"ge cities, he said,
which indicated that of a membership of 63,000, nearly half, or 25,000, were unemployed. But this
survey did not show how many were
otherwise gainfully employed or
were part time.
Highly critical of Assistant Attorney General Arnold, Petrillo
said that "anything we put in writing, Arnold says is a secondary boycott". He alluded to the Schedule
A contracts with the broadcastingindustry on hiring of staff orchestras agreed to in 1937 in this connection. Arnold, he charged, had
said that if such a contract were
renegotiated, he would "put us in
the can for five years."
Appropos the Interlochen inci-
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Petrillo Says Anyone With
Fee Can Join
WHY IS THE membership of the
American Federation of Musicians
set at 138,000 whereas perhaps less
than 15% can be regarded as full
time professional musicians. James
C. Petrillo, AFM president, gave
the answer last Wednesday to the
Senate Probe Committee.
Answering Senator Tobey (R.N.H.) who said he was a "mediocre
pianist", Petrillo declared in many
local jurisdictions anyone can join
the union "if he has the desire".
In other locals, examinations may
be required, but "they never turn
anybody down". The initiation fee
is from $5 to $50, he said.
dent, Petrillo insisted that the music camp was a "commercial enterprise" despite
observation
thatChairman
its ratesClark's
were
nominal and that its head claimed
it was non-profit. Because the
school is on a "commercial basis",
Petrillo held that it could not be
broadcast as a sustaining series.
Beyond that, he revealed that "several months ago" he had banned
the broadcasting of any amateur
school bands as competitive with
professional musicians.
Petrillo did not say he wanted
more money from the transcription
and record companies. He said if
these companies came to AFM, he
was confident the problem coul.l
be solved. Asked point blank what
he wanted from them, he rejoined,
"That's for them to find out". He
said he only "wanted to be fair",
but Senator Wheeler interrupted
that everybody wanted that, just
as they wanted "peace".
Says 'Musicians Starving'
When the union head commented that AFM might not make any
more records, Senator Wheeler
said if that happened there
promptly would be legislation to
curb labor unions. He told Petrillo his first obligation was to get
a formula and say "this is what
I want". But Petrillo said the musicians were in a "unique" position,
and wanted the companies to come
to him.
Petrillo said he didn't believe the
ban alewas
the nation's
or thehurting
war effort.
He said morthat
while as a "general policy" AFM

had turned down requests that the
ban be lifted, the Army and Navy
had not been denied use of recordings. But he admitted upon further
questioning of Chairman Clark
that recordings couldn't be made
for that purpose alone.
The recording companies, Petrillo exploded, "are making all the
money while the musicians are
starving". He said he couldn't understand why no one was interested in the plight of the musicians.
Unless amateur musicians are
banned from the air, Petrillo said,
the broadcasting stations will use
their services "as a club against
us" by contending they don't need
staff orchestras. He admitted this
was only surmise and that it hadn't
happened, but that he knew "big
Confessing that the ban "has not
business".
helped us", Petrillo said he was not
satisfied to "let it stand, but that
he did not know where he stood,
with the court proceedings pending in Chicago and the hearings
before the committee.
Pearl Harbor Changed Plans
Petrillo said there was small
hope of getting money out of the
smaller stations. "If there's no
money there, you simply can't get
it," he said. Pressed by Senator
McFarland on what he wanted from
the transcription companies, Petrillo said that if a mistake had been
made, then the fact that the recording companies had made no
overtures did not make that second
"mistake" right. He did not argue
that it was his "move", declaring
again he was dealing with "big
"We're not going to make records unless the Government forces
business".
us to do so", Petrillo finally asserted. "I don't think the Government
willPetrillo
do that".
revealed, under questioning by Counsel Bingham, that he
planned originally to make the recording ban effective on Jan. 15,
1942, but that the Pearl Harbor incident made such a deadline inapHe admitted no unemployment
propriate.
surveys had been made until a
week or so ago, but said he thought
about $900,000 a year is spent in
New York alone to feed AFM unemployed. The figures caused a lifting of eyebrows. He didn't know
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how many AFM members were employed in other industries, but said
that if these men "are pushed into
factories, what's going to become of
our musical culture of our country?"

Recordings 'Too Good'
Denying that AFM membership
had grown "by leaps and bounds",
1 he said it once had 158,000 members— 20,000 in excess of its present membership. The talking movies resulted in the unemployment
of 22,000 "pit men" he said, and
promised that steps would be taken
to force their rehiring. But, in reply to Senator White and Counsel
Bingham, he was unable to tell the
committee how many men had been
replaced by transcriptions and records. He charged simply that "it's
always canned music that puts them
out of work". He verified figures
produced by Mr. Bingham that in
1936 AFM realized only some
$600,000 for its members for recordings, as against about $3,000,000 in 1941.
Asked about quality of transcriptions, he said they are "too good".
Sometimes, he added, "they sound
better than the live bands. The
1 boys have got something on the ball
I that I don't know about. They make
i a second class band sound like a
first class one."
i When Mr. Bingham objected to
i interruptions by AFM counsel Pad■ way, Petrillo commented: "I've got
6 a lawyer and you won't let him
i talk. I ought to send him home".
J Only about 20 name bands make
I records, Petrillo complained. Un^ der the present system he said
"the rich man gets richer, but
^ the poor kid can't get any place".
Inspired by Public Interest
J Mr. Padway said that industry
has started a "war of attrition"
J to "beat us down". They may succeed, he said, pointing out that if
_;$15,000,000 were spent, some 15,000
3 musicians could be hired for that
I purpose. He said this was not an
exorbitant figure.
Chairman Clark stated for the
I record that he had not discussed
i introduction of his resolution with
. any official of NAB or the recordj ing companies, and that they were
I not aware of his action until after
j the resolution was introduced. He
j said he wanted that understood lest
i there be the implication that the
NAB "engineered" the inquiry. He
said he was motivated entirely by
what he regarded as public interest.
Mr. Padway said that if the

Represented by SPOT SALES Inc.
BROADCASTING

committee could "give us a satisfactory solution, we will accept
it". His client was interested, he
declared, in a solution that will
see "all of our unemployed get
jobs". Chairman Clark said the
committee "might take you up on
Petrillo's second day on the
that".
stand was highlighted by his suggestion that Congress pass protective legislation for musicians, patterned after the copyright act
which permits ASCAP to collect
royalties from users of music. Under such legislation, he said, AFM
could procure revenue from every
recording made. Mr. Padway previously had indicated that perhaps
an assessment of one or two cents
per record might be worked out
in some fashion, not to be paid
directly to musicians but to be used
in a general music fund.
Clark Urges Definite Plan
It was after Mr. Petrillo several
times refused suggestions that the
ban be lifted pending a settlement
of the dispute with record makers
that Chairman Clark proposed he
call his international executive
committee together and draw up a
definite program which could be
presented the committee and other
industrial groups involved. Previously, the AFM head had rejected
a suggestion that the ban be immediately lifted, and that negotiations be initiated, with a 30-day
deadline. Petrillo contended the
transcribers and record manufacturers could make enough recordings in 30 days to "last for a
Protests from many music clubs
and organizations, including the
American
Federation of Music
year."
Clubs, headed by Mrs. Guy P.
Gannett, of Rochester, were cited
by Senator Andrews. He called attention to resolutions condemning
the Petrillo ban of amateur orchestras from the air as striking a
"serious blow" at the nation's musical culture. He said he thought
that AFM was doing an injustice
to the country and that these orchestras ought to be returned to
the air.
Cites Manpower Shortage
Pressed by Senator Tunnell for
the kind of relief he wanted from
Congress, Mr. Petrillo first said
he wanted an ASCAP-type law.
Musicians do not want to discontinue records, he said, but they
want "the gentlemen to share the
with us".
profits
The AFM
head was subjected to
a severe grilling by Senator McFarland, who asked whether he did
not think it was more important to
have men work in factories in the
war effort than to work as musicians. He cited the shortage of
manpower, declaring that factories
are "crying for men and our boys
are dying on the other side". That
is the reason, he said, that the people have built up the "sentiment
bands".
against
Petrilloyour
insisted
that the people
are not doing it, but that the NAB
"with its hundreds of thousands of
dollars" had whipped up this senti-
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ment and had called him a czar.
He pointed to the gratis service of
AFM for the military, declaring
AFM was spending anywhere
from $25,000 to $50,000 a week for
that purpose.
Flying into a rage, and pounding on the table, Petrillo shouted
that "we are not kids" and that
AFM was "second to none in patriotism. If our men are needed,
including myself, we'll go."
'Prepared to Negotiate'
Senator McFarland persisted
that Petrillo could not be pinned
down on what he wanted, but that
it seemed he desired to have more
men do the same amount of work
and "increase the manpower shortage in the United States while we
are crying for men for the war efWhen Mr. McFarland commented
fort".
that Mr. Petrillo had changed his
story from the preceding day and
that responsible people had told
him that he was hindering the war
effort, Petrillo said he was "certainly sorry
to hear
that".
Petrillo
said
several
times he
was prepared to enter negotiations
to settle the strike, but that no
overtures had been made to AFM.
He said he was prepared to get his
executive board together and get
their ideas. Told by Chairman
Clark that such a move would

.^Lw ^ites,

"help immeasurably", Mr. Petrillo
said that he simply wanted to negotiate on a fair basis.
After Counsel Padway had attempted to answer questions for
Mr. Petrillo, Senator Tunnell interjected that the AFM president
could handle himself and that it
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was not necessary to bax'ge in with
a long argument and divert the
trend of thought.
Petrillo said that he thought
there was some justice to the recording company side, but that he
was satisfied with the committee
investigation and its desires. He
predicted that the problem would
be solved.
Petrillo first rejected the Clark
proposition that he call off the
strike, made just before the noon
recess, on several grounds. Then,
just prior to the close of his testimony Wednesday afternoon, he
avidly accepted the suggestion that
the international board draw up a
definite program.
Senator Clark had suggested initially that Petrillo consider lifting
the ban now, and then proceed to
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Mistake,

Petrillo

ADMISSION by James C. Petrillo,
president of AFM, that his requirement covering unionized "platterturners" employed by stations in
Chicago and St. Louis is not
"sound" was made last Wednesday
before the Senate Petrillo Probe
Committee.
Queried by Senator Tobey
(R.-N.H.) on the ultimatum that
stations employ union musicians
as record and transcription changers (at $90 per 25-hr. fiveday week in Chicago), the union
head said he agreed that he had
made a "mistake". He said when
he made the demand upon the Chicago stations there was no objection, so he enforced it. If they had
called his hand on the strike threat,
he admitted he would have withdrawn the demand.
Explains Standby Fee
In St. Louis, Petrillo said he understood the scale was $45 per
week. He did not know of any other
jurisdiction which requires unionized platter-turners, declaring he
didn't think the locals were powerful enough to make the demand.
He admitted too, under questioning
by Mr. Tobey, that a "child could
do the job" of turning records, but
said he based the demand upon relieving unemployment.
Petrillo sought to justify standby orchestras, contending the local
musicians were deprived of employment by travelling bands engaged for radio performances commercially. Whether or not the
standby band shows up, he said,
the union scale is paid in Chicago and in certain other jurisdictions, but not generally. He was
straightened out by Committee
Counsel Herbert M. Bingham when,
in answer to Senator Tobey, he
said that the orchestras for which
standbys were paid were not union,
declaring he thought the Senator
was referring to amateur bands.
negotiate with the industry to see
whether something couldn't be
worked out. He suggested that Petrillo think it over during the noon
recess and return with his answer,
observing that such an action would
put the organization in an infinitely better light all over the country and not weaken its bargaining
power. Petrillo promptly retorted
that if that happened, the record
companies would negotiate for
"two or three years".
Under rigorous cross-examination by Counsel Bingham, Petrillo
said he did not know of the disbanding of many name bands because of lack of manpower. He
said he had never made a check
with orchestra leaders on this
score.
There were several colloquies between Petrillo and his counsel over
the accuracy of testimony previously adduced, regarding compensation received by musicians and staBROADCASTING

Order
Admits

In Chicago, Petrillo said, the
standby fees do not go to the musicians but to the Federation orchestra and band fund to defray costs
of benefits. But he didn't say this
was so everywhere.
No Standby for Senator
Senator Tobey said that being a
New Englander, he probably didn't
get the economic significance of
such activities, and that it seemed
to him an "incongruity" that men
should be paid for work they do
not perform. He asked whether Petrillo would favor a condition
whereby a standby would be hired
"no".Senator Clark (D.-Idaho) comfor
mittee chairman, if he made a
speech in Chicago for $300 and expenses. The answer was a vehement
When Senator Clark raised the
case of the premiere of the film
"Wake Island" in Hollywood,
wherein all revenues were given to
the Marine Fund, but the union
charged $200 for a standby for a
Marine band, Petrillo said he
thought this an "extreme case". He
commented "we can't all be angels".
Asked about his requirement that
two standbys be retained on repeat
broadcasts by transcription, such
as was recently invoked in the Jack
Benny broadcasts, Petrillo said that
Benny
"twowhereas
fees" — one
for
eachreceived
broadcast,
the
band received only one. Under further interrogation, he admitted he
didn't know whether Benny was
paid twice but he "assumed" that
was so, and therefore had invoked
his ban.
To prove the magnanimity of
AFM

he said that it permits "delayed broadcasts" by stations which
cannot accept a network program
at the regular broadcast time, without additional orchestra fees. "We
could stop that, but we can't fight
on all fronts", he said. The committee let it drop there.
tistics on employment.
The AFM head said he had never
familiarized himself with industry
finances. He estimated that radio
in 1941 spent about $13,000,000
for musicians, exclusive of those
used in commercial network programs. Mr. Bingham pointed out
that the FCC's estimate was $8,000,000 and that the official figures
of the Commission revealed that
the musicians received more money
than any other employes, including
executives, but with the exception
of technicians. The FCC figures
showed average weekly earnings of
$67.25 for staff musicians, with the
average work week 19 hours, including rehearsal time.
To this, Petrillo rejoined that
musicians worked longer hours than
anyone else and were entitled to
that compensation. He insisted he
could not answer yes or no as to
whether the broadcasters "could
stand the pressure" of additional
• Broadcast

Advertising

employment of musicians, based on
their earnings, declaring that he
did not realize he would be called
upon to answer such questions and
had not prepared himself.
Standby Fees to Locals?
Counsel Bingham then cited FCC
statistics showing that 331 stations
made less than $5,000 net last year
before taxes, and that 221 additional realized less than $25,000.
Such stations, Mr. Petrillo contended, were not required to hire musicians under the 1937 agreement.
While the original AFM Schedule A contract guaranteed performance of recordings, Petrillo declared that renewal of these contracts through AFM locals did not
carry such a clause. He disclaimed
any knowledge of such a clause in
new contracts, though committee
counsel said several stations had
advised him of its existence.
Although Mr. Bingham cited
AFM reports disclosing that standby fees of some $50,000 were turned
in to the national organization by
its locals in 1941, the AFM head
said that such fees went only to
the locals. He said there was a
15% tax, but he thought the report was in error when it revealed
what amounted to a 50-50 split
between locals and the national
union on standby fees. "Something
is wrong with it," he commented.
'Neutral' Problem Unsolved
Whereas in his previous testimony Mr. Petrillo had claimed that
AFM had a peak membership of
some 158,000, Mr. Bingham produced AFM figures to show that
the organization's membership
steadily has increased since 1934,
or during radio's peak period. It
was at a low of about 101,000
in 1934 and graduated upward to
138,000 in 1942, he cited. In 1929,
it was later developed, AFM had
a membership of 146,000.
Describing as a "hard question"
Mr. Bingham's inquiry regarding
cities which have stations but no
musicians' locals, Mr. Petrillo said
I that the problem of "neutral terri| tory" had never been cleared up
but he hoped to do that someday.
Apropos coin-operated phonographs, Petrillo estimated that possibly 15% of the some 300,000 "juke
box" locations could afford to hire
four or five-piece orchestras and
that perhaps half of them could
hire one musician, resulting in increased employment for musicians.
He admitted, however, that if his

Night Owls
TESTING reaction of a
night-owl program audience,
WLS, Chicago, offered listeners .to Jiunkhouse Jamboree,
daily 3-5 a.m. recording program, free samples of rum
and maple tobacco. Healthy
volume of mail resulted, coming 30% from industrial
workers, 15% farmers, 13%
plant guards, 9% women, 5%
servicemen, 4% railroad employes.
figures were right, AFM wouldn't
be in a position to supply the necessary musicians, totaling about 45,000.
Whereas he estimated that each
juke box returned an average of
$12 a week, Mr. Bingham said he
had been advised the net return to
the operator is only about 90 cents
per week. The location owner, however, gets about $2 a week while
the machine owner gets $3 a week
but only the 90-cent net, after paying expenses.
Wanted 'Credit Line'
Petrillo insisted that the armed
forces were given carte blanche in
the making of recordings, upon request, and with the guarantee that
they would not be used for commercial purposes. He cited the case
of a rejection from the American
Legion though he said this same
request would have been authorized
tary.
if it had emanated from the miliAsked about announcements recently injected on network musical
programs that they were presented
"through the courtesy of James C.
Petrillo", the AFM head said he
has used this vehicle to combat
the NAB campaign and "get a
credit
line".admitting that there is
Finally
an impending shortage of qualified
musicians, Petrillo said that whereas AFM today could furnish all
the musicians needed by broadcast
stations, it won't be able to do so
if the war continues for "five or
six months". He said that some
25,000 AFM members are in the
armed forces or in war work. This
observation came after Senator
Clark had commented that in many

large cities, including Washington,
stations were not able to hire competent musicians. Petrillo said
they are not all "Stokowskis, Toscaninis and Petrillos" and that
perhaps the calibre of men wanted
were not available because they
worked on other jobs four or five
nights a week.
Radio Provided Work
He did not know about the inability of the St. Paul-Minneapolis
union to supply men for radio.
Summarizing, Counsel Bingham
asked Petrillo a series of questions and sought "yes or no"
answers.
down the He
line. didn't get them all
Petrillo admitted (1) that radio has actually made work for
more musicians; (2) that the phonograph was invented before AFM
was founded and therefore could
not be held responsible for present-day conditions; (3) that, in
part, musicians are making more
money today than ever before from
recordings, contending that use of
the music was an important consideration; (4) that the radio industry furnished an opportunity
for musicians' employment, as indicated by the steady growth in
AFM membership since 1934.
It was at this point that Petrillo agreed to convene his executive committee and formulate some
sort of program for solution of the
controversy.
Mr. Padway at the Wednesday
session, stoutly defended the AFM
action on recordings as a "simple
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refusal to work", which he said was
always used to redress injuries or
improve the standard of living. He
Drought out that the AFL convention in Toronto last October had
given Petrillo unqualified support.
He attacked the NAB campaign as
both expensive and "cheap." One
of the most unfair aspects, he said,
was the "attempt to wrap it in the
American flag and to question patriotism of AFM and its members."
Chairman Clark did not agree
that the NAB campaign caused the
public resentment, pointing to the
statements of public officials condemning the Petrillo action. Such
men as Elmer Davis, he said, did
not resort to "trickery." He said
that public opinion may have been
influenced somewhat by what the
NAB did, but that it was not controlling.
Backlog Still Available
Senator Tobey commented he did
not like such propaganda campaigns, terming them "the
barnacles on the ship of democracy" that have to be removed.
Mr. Padway told the committee
the whole controversy might have
been settled before the "strike"
became effective if negotiations had
been initiated by the industry. He
reiterated he thought the committee had done more to bring "this
thing to a head" by its action the
preceding day.
Contending
that the industry

HERMAN STEBBINS
Farm Editor
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rural market of Northern Maryland and Central Pennsylvania. It's
proved by . . .
THE MAP
MAIL
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BUILT!

take care of the interests of the
musicians without raising the cost
to the public "by one penny" and
at the same time leave generous
profits for stockholders.
He argued that it was not a
case of inability of the industry to
meet musicians' requirements, but
their unwillingness to do so. As
long as this attitude continues, he
said, the musicians are "compelled
to use their own means of redress,
which is their refusal to play at
their own funeral while the lion's
share of gate receipts go to a few

NEWSCASTERS OF WBBM, Chicago, wish former associate, Lt. Todd
Hunter godspeed as he leaves for active service with the Marine Corps.
Commentators on hand for the farewell were (1 to r), Harlan Eugene
Reed, Lt. Hunter, Gerhard Schacher, Alvin Steinkopf, Donald McGibney.
had not yet been hurt, Mr. Padway
cited the published reports that the
backlog of recordings has not yet
been entirely used up and that
there has been no extreme suffering. He called the amateur musician
controversy the "evil of apprenticeunions. ship" existent in practically all
Counsel Bingham, drawing the
witness' attention to statements
that AFM contributes its services
gratis to all Government agencies,
asked whether it was not a fact
that the Army's Command Performance, which is beamed to
troops abroad, uses union orchestras at regular or special rates. H.
J. Steeper, Petrillo aide in New
York, said first he did not believe
this was so, but pointed out that
locals were autonomous where nontraveling bands were concerned. He
said he would check into the matter,
after Mr. Bingham said he had been
informed that card rates are being
paid. Similarly, Mr. Steeper did not
know about the situation in St.
Paul - Minneapolis and whether
charges were made for public benefits, though here again he thought
that was not the case.
Musician Shortage
When Mr. Bingham brought out
that in Washington union musicians
were not available for stations, and
that most of the men had more
than one job, AFM officials said
they had no information on this
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Concluding
his testimony, Mr.
large
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Padway warned NAB that this was
not "an ASCAP fight." Live musicians are involved, he said, and
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they can "refuse to work." He added AFM could not be driven into
a bargain as was ASCAP and that
the quicker NAB realized that, the

and that regulations varied in
different jurdisdictions. Mr. Padway thought that the situation
stemmed from the fact that radio
wanted first-class men and that
they are not always available in all
jurisdictions because of other commitments. He knew of no prohibition against a musician holding
more than one job, he said.
After reviewing at length the
contributed series of AFM for the
war effort, Mr. Padway estimated
that the value exceeded $15,000,000.
Juke boxes alone have lost jobs
for some 15,000 members of AFM,
said the labor attorney, while
thousands of other musicians have

quicker there would be a "reasonable settlement."
NAB was characterized as "nothing more than an employers union"
by Mr. Padway. He praised Mr.
Petrillo and his work, and said
that he was simply carrying out
the mandates of his membership.
Chairman Clark concluded this
phase of the hearing with the announcement that the subcommittee
would hold an executive session on
Wednesday to determine its future
course of action. He indicated it
would be at least two weeks before
the hearings would be resumed, but
that depended upon the committee
views. More than likely the committee will not act until it receives
the program of demands from the
AFM executive board.

been put out of jobs by use of transcriptions and records in broadcasting. He cited FCC statistics to show
the widespread use of recordings
by stations and pointed out these
revealed that more than 500 stations rely "entirely on canned

Johnson Staff Meets
GATHERED in studios of NBC
affiliates in 21 cities in the U. S.
and Canada, division managers
and salesmen of S. C. Johnson &
Son, Racine (wax, polish), met
Jan. 9 in a closed circuit sales session featuring messages by Johnson executives and members of the

Mr. Padway drew from Chairman Fly's testimony at the September hearings the inference that stamusic."
tions are violating Commission
policies by performing an excess
of recorded programs and by not
using enough live local talent. He
did not mention, however, that the
FCC had no censorship powers over
programs, unless they were obscene,
profane or indecent.

company's NBC Fibber McGee &
Molly. John J. Louis, vice-president
of Needham, Louis & Brorby, agency handling the account, explained
the meeting was a wartime measure
to save time and transportation.
Pickups were piped from New
York, Chicago and Hollywood.
William N. Connolly, Johnson advertising manager, spoke.

Hits 'Monopoly'
Launching his attack upon the
"handful of tremendously wealthy
and powerful
who
control
recorded corporations"
music, Mr. Padway
cited these "little fellows" as RCA,
Columbia and Decca. He said they
have "reaped richly" from recordings and that two of them — RCA
and CBS — controlled two of the
three record companies, with only
Decca accounting for 40% of the
total production of 120 million
records, not in the broadcasting
field. He contended there were
enough resources in the industry to

Red Cross Programs
TWO new Red Cross programs are
being aired each week over NBC
and BLUE. Over NBC the series
is known as That They Might Live
featuring guest actors each Sunday promoting
the service's
drive
for nurse
recruitment.
Dramatic
stories of America's fighting forces
are heard Fridays over BLUE in
cooperation with the Red Cross,
4:30-4:55 p.m. (EWT).
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WoodelL
Join

Provost

WEAF

Staff

Promotion and Program
Are Filled by Gregory

Posts

SHIRLEY F. WOODELL, formerly sales manager of NBC's international division and later liaison
with Government officials, has been
named promotion manager of
WEAF, New York, as part of a
general change and expansion of
the station's personnel by Sherman
D. Gregory, WEAF general manager.
Mr. Woodell will have charge of
program and sales promotion and
station exploitation, taking over the
duties of Robert L. Hutton, who
has joined the NBC promotion department.
Provost Joins
Joining WEAF as assistant to
Mr. Gregory is DeLancey Provost,
formerly in charge of sales for
Empire Broadcasting Corp., and
previously general manager of
Grombach Productions. Mr. Provost will concentrate on program
building, while program publicity
will be handled by Leighton Blood,
formerly in the NBC press department.
Mr. Gregory revealed that national spot and local sales on
WEAF increased 25% in 1942.
For January, 1943, sales will be
33% ahead of the same month last
year, he stated.
War Program Sponsors
FOUR
participating programs
ibuilt by WOR, New York, in 1942,
all designed to throw light on wartime problems of food, nutrition or
home economy, have attracted a
total of 27 sponsors during the
year, 17 of whom had never used
the station before. Food companies
Jranked highest in the number of
advertisers participating, followed
|by drug products, household goods
and wearing apparel. Programs
are: Pegeen Prefers, The Consumer's Club, The Food & Home Forum,
and Claire Wilson Reports.

'Chef Series Open
RADIO figure known as "The Mystery Chef,"last
who December
started a onprogram
on BLUE
a sustaining basis, will be available for
local sponsorship to all BLUE affiliates, effective Jan. 18. Series is
aired Monday through Friday,
2:15-2:30 p.m.

OWI
TO HEAD

Names Carlin
the Office of War Information radio news division in
New York, Harry J. Carlin, former
teletype editor of the OWI Washington news desk, was named last
week. In this capacity he will service commentators and station news
departments with background information as well as providing material requested through queries.
Before joining OWI, Mr. Carlin
worked for the Asbury Park (N.J.)
Evening Press, New York Herald
Tribune, the Long Branch Daily
Record and the Brooklyn Daily
Eagle. His offices will be in Room
703, Chanin Bldg., and Room 312,
610 Fifth Ave., both in New York
City.
Waiver

Sues ASCAP

BIBO, Hollywood songwriter-publisher, inearly January
filed a $100,000 damage suit in
Los Angeles Federal Court, naming ASCAP as defendant. Action
charges ASCAP with violation of
the Sherman Act by refusing to
accept small publishers for membership. Bibo alleges that ASCAP
"is unfairly and arbitrarily prohibiting competition by refusingmembership with the result that
small operators cannot market
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MILLER McCLINTOCK, president
of MBS, and former executive director
of the Advertising Council, on Jan.
13 was guest speaker at the first
official
of theInstallation
Media Men's
Assn. ofmeeting
New York.
of
permanent officers took place.
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49 COMMERCIALS
Guarantee

Series

using

you
NBC

Blue

when
took part
in America's
Town he
Meeting
of the
Air, has
started a weekly quarter-hour program of informal commentaries on
national and world affairs on
BLUE, under the title, Sol Lewis —
Country Editor.

WHAI, Greenfield, Miss., has appointed Burn-Smith Co. its national sales
representative.

in

Institute's Program
DESPITE limitations in the time
women could spend listening to the
radio during the war year, listening trends remained fairly constant in 1942, according to the
Women's Institute of Audience Reactions, New York. The Institute,
under the direction of Agnes Grew,
is planning a variety program titled
As They Like It, which will follow
specifications set down by the
women surveyed.

Lunch

SOL LEWIS, editor and publisher of the Lynden (Wash.) Tribune, who made his network radio
debut on BLUE five months ago

OKLAHOMA'S MEMBER of the
FCC, Paul A. Walker, represented
his State in the Toast to Victory
in 'Jt3 which brought messages
from the 48 governors to WW DC,
Washington, where senators, congressmen, military leaders and
representatives of labor participated in a 14-hour continuous program saluting each of the states.
Strickland Gillilan was m.c, assisted by WWDC staffmen under
Manager Ben Larson.

IRVING

their releases."

Club

Is Programmed
by INS
INTERNATIONAL News Service
day was held Jan. 13 at the weekly
luncheon meeting of the Radio Executives Club of New York with
Leo Dolan, chief of the London
Bureau in charge of European coverage, as chief speaker. Jack
Oestreicher, director of foreign
coverage, also spoke. Burl Ely, INS
promotion manager, was in charge
of the meeting.
Out-of-town guests included Ben
Ludy, WIBW, Topeka: Jack
Draughon, WSIX, Nashville; Hy
Levinson, WCAR, Pontiac; Irwin
Koppen, WTIC, Hartford; Ben
Baylor, WMAL, Washington; Jack
Van Sweringen, WPIC, Sharon;
James Milne, WELI, New Haven;
John Livingston, West Coast representative of Spot Sales.

Refused

NOTICE was served by the FCC
last Tuesday that it would not
grant requests of networks to eliminate station identification announcements during the President's birthday ball program on
Saturday, Jan. 30. Disclosing it
had denied the request of the
BLUE Network for a waiver of
Section 3.406 to eliminate the announcements during its 11:15 p.m.
to 12:15 a.m. program, the FCC
said that similar requests from
other networks would not be granted.
Bibo

INT. Y. Radio

Crossley

Study

just
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completed.

KTFI
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NBC

Plans

Meets

in

New

Group
York

Committee Aims to Intensify
Activity for Coming Year
PUBLIC SERVICE programs on
stations affiliated with NBC will
receive increased and intensified
promotion throughout the coming
year, with special emphasis on
NBC's Red Cross series, That They
Might Live, it was announced Jan.
12, after the first meeting of the
new NBC Stations Planning and
Advisory Committee in New York.
Chairman of the Committee for
1943 will be James D. Shouse,
WLW, Cincinnati, who succeeds
Paul Morency, WTIC, Hartford,
chairman last year.
Longer Meetings
After reviewing the success of
last year's activity the committee
decided that meetings hereafter
would be of two-day duration
rather than one. Speaker at evening session, held in conjunction
with the NBC Management Committee at the Hotel St. Regis, was
Dr. James Rowland Angell, NBC
public service counselor.
In addition to Messrs. Shouse
and Morency, committee members
present included Arden Pangborn,
KGW, Portland, Ore.; Sidney S.
Fox, KDYL, Salt Lake City; Edward Zimmerman, KARK, Little
Rock; Stanley Hubbard, KSTP, St.

THE VOICE

OF MISSISSIPPI

OWI Changes
TO FILL the vacancy created by
the death of William B. Gillespie,
vice-president and general manager
of KTUL, Tulsa, who also served
as the OWI's regional consultant
for District 12, William B. Way,
manager of KVOO, Tulsa has been
named. Another change has occurred in District 15 where Arthur
Westlund, manager of KRE, Berkeley, succeeds Lincoln Dellar as regional consultant. Marcella Burke
has been engaged as a writer to
work
in the radio bureau's New
York office.
Paul; Richard Shafto, WIS, Columbia, S. C, and Harry Stone,
WSM, Nashville.
NBC executives attending were
Niles Trammell, president; Frank
E. Mullen, vice-president and general manager; William S. Hedges,
Roy C. Witmer, Clarence L. Menser, Frank Russell, Harry Kopf,
Sidney N. Strotz, 0. B. Hanson,
Dr. Angell, Charles B. Brown, John
McKay, Sheldon Hickox, Easton C.
Woolley, E. N. Lyford, Burton M.
Adams, John M. Gaines, Albert E.
Dale, William Burke Miller, A. W.
Kaney, Philip I. Merryman, and
William Brooks.
NAB

Asks

for Gas

PROTEST was filed Jan. 8 by Neville Miller, NAB
president,
against OPA regulations denying
extra fuel rations to radio employes, other than technicians
working at isolated transmitters
[Broadcasting, Jan. 4]. In a letter
to OPA Chief Leon Henderson, Mr.
Miller pointed out that radio broadcasting is considered essential to
support the war effort, and that
travel to and from temporary instal ations ispart of its job.
THE FACTS WILL OUT
We have known Mississippi figures were
UP and this week the Mississippi Unemployment Compensation Commission released confirming figures comparing the
quarter ending September 30, 1942, with
the same quarter of 1939:
Construction Workers
UP
326.5%
Earnings
UP
718.4%
Employees in Manufacturing UP
148.4%
Earnings
UP
236.3%
Employees in Retail and
Wholesale Groups
UP
120.3%
Earnings
UP
127.9%
All Other Groups
UP in proportion
Invest your 1943 advertising dollars with
WJDX — dominant radio station in the
UP Mississippi Market.
Member of Southcentral Quality Network
WJDX
WMC
WSMB
KARK
KWKH
KTBS

LESTER STONE, attorney of Atherton & Currier Inc., New York, has
been elected a vice-president.
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RURAL ROUTE

AGREEMENT between the local
Post Office and Sam Schneider,
farm editor of KVOO, Tulsa, resulted in this mailbox for engineers
at KVOO's transmitter, 11 miles
from town. Mr. Schneider, conductor of Rural Route 1170 inspects
the box, plight
which eliminates
former
of no box,engineer's
no mail.
ASA,

WPB

in

Accord

On Victory Parts Line
SUBSTANTIAL agreement has
been reached between the WPB
and the American Standards Assn.
on the Victory Model line of replacement parts, according to
Frank H. Mcintosh, chief of Radio
& Radar Divisions' Civilian Broadcasting Branch, and it now appears
that the way is clear for an
early order for their production.
Final differences between WPB
and ASA were ironed out at
meeting in New York Jan. 14,
which left only minor specifications
to be adjusted, Mr. Mcintosh said.
He also indicated that the WPB's
twin program for concentrated production of essential replacement
tubes would be in effect shortly,
with letters now being prepared to
direct manufacture of the selected
list of tubes.
NBC Division Changes
WYNN WRIGHT, former eastern division production manager of NBC,
has been appointed eastern division
program manager. He will be sucby Lesterproduction
O'Keefe, manager.
assistant
eastern ceeded
division
Walter Bunker Jr., western division
production manager, has resigned to
become producer of the Jack Benny
Show for Young & Rubicam. He succeeds Robert L. Welch, now in the
Army. Ned Tollinger, NBC producer, succeeds Mr. Bunker.

BOOST
YOUR
SALES

/ 9 0,0

BUY

BILLINGS

RISE

2.3% ABOVE
1941
CBS billings for 1942 totaled
$45,593,125, marking an increase of
2.3% over 1941, according to the
network's accounting department.
The 1941 total billings amounted
to $44,584,378.
Breaking down the CBS figures
by agencies, it was shown that
Young & Rubicam ranked in first
place with billings of $5,674,501,
followed by Ruthrauff & Ryan,
$5,101,813; J. Walter Thompson
Co., $3,206,386; Blackett-SampleHummert, $3,202,741; Ward Wheelock Co., $2,242,578; Biow Co.,
$1,950,838. The following ten sponsors placed the largest amount of
business on CBS in 1942:
Lever Bros. Co.— $4,226,500.00
General Foods Corp.— $4,223,395.00
Procter & Gamble Co. — $3,087,534.00
Campbell Soup Co. — $2,858,829.00
Wm. Wrigley Jr.— $2,462,069.00
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco — $1,779,100.00
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet— $1,697,460.00
Liggett & Myers Tobacco — $1,472,639.00
Sterling Products, Inc.— $1,469,634.00
American Products Corp.— $1,367,079.00
Ken
Dyke Quits OWI
To Enter Army Service
RESIGNATION of Kenneth R.
Dyke, former NBC promotion director, as chief of the campaigns
bureau of the Office of War Information, was announced last week
when he joined the Army as a
major, assigned to the Special
Services Division. To replace him,
Gardner Cowles Jr., assistant director for OWI domestic operations, named Andrew Dudley, acting chief of the campaigns bureau.
In his Army assignment, Maj.
Dyke will be concerned with public
relations for the various radio activities of the Special Services Division, attached to the staff of Lt.
Col. A. C. Farlow. The Division's
radio activity is concerned with entertainment in the camps, shortwave broadcasts to the troops and
the
work.use of radio in general morale

Shartle Named V-P
WILLIAM S. SHARTLE, former
director of the New York office of
Russel M. Seeds Co., and radio
executive of H. M. Kiesewetter
Adv. Agency and Erwin, Wasey &
Co., New York, has been appointed
vice-president and radio director of
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
Ward Dorrell, present radio director, has been made executive on the
Skelly oil account, succeeding Jack
Shaw,can Redwho
has joined the AmeriCross.
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640 Kc.
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Rep.: Melchor Guzman Co. Inc.
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CBS

Attention Station Owners

Advertise over Central America's 1
most modern stations ~\

AMERICANS
OF THE CANAL ZONE

Owned and Operated by
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COMPANY
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Kaye-Martin To Blue
ALLEN C. KAYE-MARTIN, formerly of the sales staff of Printers
Ink, New York, and Margaret Sidney Eaton, previously promotion
director of The American Legion
magazine, have been appointed to
the sales promotion staff of BLUE
by B. J. Hauser, sales promotion
manager.

BROADCASTING

EXECUTIVE

at present General Manager of a
Mid-West Station desirous of making
a change. 15 years experience as a
station manager and owner. 43 years
of age, a college graduate, newspaper
background,
known on
in request.
the industry, best ofwell
references
Must have a 30 day notice before
making a change.* Write or wire . . .
Box 215
BROADCASTING
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application for renewal by showing
Cox-Fly Fight to Finish
(Continued from page 12)
FCC attorney assigned to the
WALB proceedings, denounced as
"unsupported innuendoes and insinuations," allegations made by
Delacey Allen, WALB attorney
and a stockholder in the station,
that the Commission investigators
were more interested in trying to
"get something on Rep. Cox than
they were in the station's business."
He asserted the purpose of the
renewal proceedings was largely
based on failure of the station's
records to reveal that Arthur Lucas
and William K. Jenkins, southern
theatrical operators and part owners of WDRW, Augusta; WMOG,
Brunswick, and WLAG, Lagrange,
Ga., were stockholders in WALB.
Thus, it was contended, the Commission's inquiry was prompted
largely by the multiple ownership
aspect.
Mcintosh Admits Payment
Earlier in the proceedings, H. T.
Mcintosh, president of the Herald
IPublishing Co., licensee of WALB,
and of the Albany Herald Broadcasting Co., had testified that $2,500
:had been paid Rep. Cox, congressman from the district in which Albany is located, for legal services.
He said the entire transaction had
been handled "in an ethical and
legal manner" in no wise in conflict
jwith his status as a member of
]Congress.
Judge Cox, when the incident
originated, had reported that the
I $2,500 check had been endorsed and
Isent back by him and that he had
ireceived stock in the new corporation "which never has functioned."
The stock subsequently was transferred to "a private charity," he
said.
Rep. Cox, discussing his pending
resolution, asserted there was no
doubt whatever that the measure
would pass. He reiterated charges
against Chairman Fly and his
"gestapo agents". (Two FCC investigators spent considerable time
going through WALB files last
|year.)
The WALB hearing was on issues
(involving voluntary assignment of
;the license from the Herald Publishing Co. to the Albany Herald
Broadcasting Co., for construction
■ipermit to install new equipment
and for renewal of license. The

hearing had been postponed on the
Commission's own motion several
times, while aspects of the applications were being investigated.
Mr. Mcintosh testified no material facts had been intentionally
withheld but that mistakes "of a
minor nature" had been made.
Witnesses called last week included, in addition to Senator
George, chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee, and Senator
Russell, former governor of Georgia, Congressmen Robert Ramspeck (D-Ga.) and Stephen Pace, of
Georgia. All testified in favor of
renewal of the WALB application.
I. C. Gortatowsky, a stockholder
in the station, testified that Rep.
Cox had been asked to act as counselor for the new company at a
$2,500 fee, that he refused the assignment and compensation at first,
but, upon insistence of stockholders, he had "agreed to perform such
duties as he could legally and ethically perform" while and as a member of Congress.
When Mr. Cohn introduced
numerous photostatic copies of
checks and other WALB financial
records, WALB Counsel Allen commented that these records were
"borrowed by FCC investigators"
known to him only as "Rowell and
Clift," with consent of Mr. Mcintosh, to be taken to Atlanta for
photostating. Instead, he charged
these were brought to Washington,
turned over to the FCC and "some
of them were sent to the FBI."
(FCC records reveal that Russell
Rowell and Claries Clift are members of the FCC law department.
They have been assigned to investigatory work.)
At the FCC hearing Friday,
Counsel Allen charged that Commission Counsel Cohn was attempting to introduce evidence on which
to base prosecution of Rep. Cox for
alleged violation of the Federal
statute prohibiting members of
Congress from receiving remuneration for services rendered before
any Federal agency. He added that
Mr. Cohn wished to "prejudice"
the Commission against WALB's

that
Rep. in
Cox1940.
acted as the station's
attorney
This prejudice might be aroused,
he declared, "because the FCC is
under the likelihood — if that is the
correct word — of being investigated by the House at the instance
of a resolution introduced by Rep.
Standard On 95
STANDARD OIL Co. of Indiana,
Chicago, will use 95 stations for a
Cox."
campaign
of noon hour spot announcements offering War Bonds
for outstanding farm achievements,
scheduled to start April 5 on a 26week basis, six announcements a
week. This is an increase over last

Frank

Walker

The

New

at
Co.,

lar for dollar,
you more, dolthan any
sfation
in the
East . . . make
us prove it!
AEPRESENTCO • »
HEADLEY-REED CO

year's campaign schedule aimed at
rural
markets.
Agency is McCannErickson,
Chicago.
WOR
Lunch in Chicago
TIME buyers and radio directors
from 25 Chicago agencies attended
a luncheon Jan. 14 at which Joseph
Creamer, promotion director of
WOR, New York, and R. C. Maddux, vice-president, explained the
WOR-Crosley continuing survey of
the New York area. Hosts were
Robert Wood and John Shelton.
FOUR new directors of StrombergCarlson Tel. Mfg. Co., Rochester,
N. Y., were elected at a special meeting held Jan.9. The new directors are :
Frank E. Devans, of Goodwin, Nixon,
Hargraves, Midlleton & Devans, law
firm ; William Fay, vice-president in
charge of broadcasting of Stromberg ;
Lloyd L. Spencer, vice-president in
charge of sales, and Fred C. Young,
vice-president, engineering.

Your

We're

BELONGS ON YOUR

Separate

SCHEDULE

Peace

all in this war together, and we'll work

together without thought of ourselves until we
win! But what peace will bring —
depends

for you —

on your individual efforts . . . now!

If peace is to bring prosperity for your business, you must continue to hold the goodwill
of your customers. One

"Ask

WCOP will give

well proven

way is to

give them something they value — radio entertainment — to remember you by.

York"
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780
lifC AM

Influencing Sales
FAR

Beyond

Pontiac

In cities . . . village! . . . farm*
. . . for miles and miles around
Pontiac . . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers are heard watts.
over WCAR's
1000 streamlined
GET THE
FACTS
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WCAR

PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
or the Foreman Co. « Chicago • New York
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OWI 5-WEEKLY
STRIP
TO be known as Uncle Sam, the
new five-weekly strip series to be
released by the radio bureau of
OWI is already scheduled to be
heard over 780 stations under the
Station Transcription Plan starting Feb. 1.
Each day's disc will constitute a
separate unit although all programs
will be tied together through the
narration of Uncle Sam telling listeners of various problems of concern to each citizen. Although the
material is informational in character, itwas pointed out that each
show will be "entertainingly preTo aid stations in the sale of the
sented."
series a presentation is being prepared for the OWI by Louis Hausmann of CBS for distribution to
each station participating in the
plan. This will be ready within a
few weeks, it was said, and will
then be distributed to each participating station. Publicity material
on the program will also be distributed within the next 10 days,
it was said.
The subjects to be covered in the
first week's set are rationing, China
and Lend-Lease, manpower, ten
years of the Nazi regime and the
war production incentive. Three
writers engaged in the preparation
of material are Carlton Morse,
author of One Man's Family, Don
Quinn, Fibber McGee & Molly
writer, and Carroll Carroll, Kraft
Music Hall scripter. Preparation of
the discs in the series is going on
in Hollywood under the supervision
of Nat Wolff, west coast OWI chief,
and George Zachary, chief of the
program service division, who has
gone to the coast to assist Mr. Wolff
on production.
New

Rio

Shortwave

NEW

50,000-watt shortwave station Radio National went on the air
at Rio De Janeiro, Brazil, New
Year's night, with Lt. Com. Walter
Winchell, then on a special mission to Brazil, as m.c. of the opening program. Station will broadcast nightly to North America on
26.5 meters. Equipment was built
and installed by RCA Victor Division.
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ROCK ISLAND - DAVENPORT - MOLINE

Food-Market Service
DECENTRALIZATION of the Market News Service and Radio RoundUp Service issued weekly from seven
regional offices of the Food Distribution Administration rather than
from the Washington office, has been
started. Elwyn J. (Mike) Rowell,
chief of the Radio & Market News
Section of FDA, last week met with
station officials and distributors of
farm products in Pittsburgh, Akron
and Cincinnati. Douglas R. Mackenzie, of FDA, will visit the seven regional offices. Service goes to nearly
500 stations. News releases will be
issued from New York, Chicago, Des
Moines, Denver, San Francisco, Dallas and Atlanta.

"New Hampshire plus Vermont
Truckload of Discs
won't give you WHBF's radio
DONATING a truckload of tranhomes coverage."
J
scriptions, Sidney N. Strotz, western
division vice-president of NBC, Hollywood, and Jack Richardson, radio
recording manager of the network,
WHBF
supplied Camp Young, Cal., remote
desert Army training center, with a
Affiliate: Rock Island ARGUS
large portion of its musical Christmas
cheer. Discs will be used year round
Basic Mutual Network
by service men sent to the camp for
L
1270 KC FULL TIME A
desert warfare training.
Page
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Record

Ban

Hurts
Too Hot
WITH the East worried about
lack of heat, studio staff of
WKZO, Kalamazoo, had to
evacuate Jan. 7 because
things were too hot. Fire in
the Burdick Hotel below the
studio caused the alarm, but
no WKZO equipment was
damaged.

Overseas
Programs
OWI Needs Discs to Combat
Nazi Attack on U. S. Music
LACK of new commercial recordings and shortage of materials has
handicapped efforts of OWI in
telling the truth about American
musical taste and talents to occupied countries. Macklin Marrow,
OWI musical director for overseas
broadcasts, told leaders in music
and morale work at a meeting in
Town Hall, New York, Jan. 12.
The OWI spokesman explained
that civilians of foreign countries
are confronted with Axis propaganda emphasizing the general decadence and barbarism of American culture, and the lack of fine
orchestras or composers. OWI is
attempting to refute these charges
by presenting a true picture of
American music, he said.
Mr. Marrow said OWI is faced
with the problem that "not only
have no new commercial recordings
been made in the past few months,
but because of the shortage of materials and one thing or another,
a large number of standard titles
are no longer available." He said
the recording companies and the
AMA had cooperated, however, and
is helping the government enlist
leading conductors, composers and
symphony societies in making records to overcome the shortage.
Mr. Marrow said American
troops overseas apparently have
greater preference for serious music than do civilians, with 29% of
the servicemen requesting that
type, compared to 17% civilians.
He said listeners abroad are getting all types of our music "due
to magnificent cooperation of musicians in all branches of the art."
Among other speakers at the
meeting were Dr. Serge Koussevitzky, conductor of the Boston
Symphony, now heard on the
BLUE, Major Howard Bronson,
music officer of the Army Special
Service Division, and Dr. Howard
Spivacke, head of the music division of the Army.

General

Baking Spots
GENERAL BAKING Co., New
York, has released a radio and
newspaper campaign throughout
territory of the firm's Pennsylvania
division. Spots on 29 stations from
Trenton to New Orleans are being
placed through Ivey & Ellington,
Philadelphia.

Former
In

Radio

War

Men

Now

Theatre

Post

MAJ. BROOKS WATSON, former
program director of WMBD, Peoria, and now radio public relations
officer on the staff of the European
Theatre of Operations, was heard
over Mutual last week when he was
m.c. of the BBC-Mutual program,
Stars & Stripes in Britain. Member of the War Dept. Bureau of
Public Relations radio branch, Maj.
Watson was assigned to Gen Eisenhower's staff a few months ago.
Maj. Howard Nusbaum, formerly of BBC, New York, also is in
London with the European staff,
while Lt. Al Wharfield, formerly of
C. E. Hooper Inc., New York, is on
Gen. Eisenhower's staff in Algiers.
All three officers were on duty in
Washington before their transfers
overseas. Capt. Rankin Roberts,
alsoin ofChungking.
the War Dept. radio branch,
is
Carleton Scott Richardson
CARLETON SCOTT RICHARDSON, president of Richardson-MacDonald Advertising Service Ltd., Toronto and Montreal, died in his sleep
Jan. 9 at his country home, Brier
Farm, Aurora, Out. He was a veteran
of the First World War, and had been
with the advertising agency, formerly
Consolidated Adv. Service Ltd., since
his return from overseas. Prior to
World War I he served on Canadian
and United States newspapers. He is
survived by his widow ; his mother,
Mrs. E. J. Allen ; a son, Flight Lt. C.
D. Richardson, of the Royal Canadian
Air Force ; a daughter, Mrs. J. MacNeill, all of Toronto.
RCA

will establish a branch in Philadelphia for its RCA Service Company Inc., dealing primarily in the
servicing of telegraphic, radio and
motion picture equipment. Application
for a certificate of authority to conduct its business in Pennsylvania was
filed recently with the State Department. The branch office will be established at 123 South Broad St.
' Broadcasters!'
LET YOUR AUDIENCES HEAR
STARLIGHT SONATA
the most unforgettable melody since
"My Sister and I"
Lyrics by Helen Bliss
Music by Henry
and Manners

WANTED
ANNOUNCER — local network station. Who can write
and read copy, read news,
play records and be useful
around studio. Starting salarly $25.00 per week.
Moderate hours. Send transcription sample of work if
possible. Write or wire,
BOX 227 BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING

AMERICA'S VICTORY SHOUT
HALLELU!
(Judgment Day is Comin')
to be featured by Judy Canova in
her
forthcoming Republic picture
"Chatterbox".
and music by
Paul Words
J. Winkoop

Both songs have been arranged for
orchestra by JACK MASON

BROADCAST
580 Fifth Ave.

. Broadcast

MUSIC, Inc.
New York City

Advertising

WOKO's

Renewal

let for
Hearing
am Pickard's Name Linked
0 Station's Ownership
VIDENTLY still seeking- to
isurrect antiquated charges of
irported improprieties in former
jadio Commission licensing polies, the FCC last Tuesday designed for hearing the renewal ap'ication of WOKO, Albany. The
mie of Sam Pickard, former memsr of the old Radio Commission
lid afterward vice-president of
BS in charge of station relations,
ks linked with the new proceed;gs.
jOnly a fortnight ago, it was
arned authoritatively [Broad-STING, Jan. 11] that the Departant of Justice had notified the
ommission that an investigation
rected against Mr. Pickard would
it be pursued because it construed
e case as moot due to the statute
limitations. This action followed
far-reaching but highly secret
quiry conducted by the FCC,
rgely upon instigation of FCC
lairman James Lawrence Fly.
Not Stockholder

After

more

Campbell

than

Soup

five years with

Company

the nineteenth

1943

the

on February

their sponsorship

will discontinue.
During

The Commission announced it
id designated the WOKO applition for hearing "to determine
hether the representations and
atements made to the Commission
its predecessor, the Federal Rap Commission, by the licensee, its
peers, directors, stockholders, or
cents, with respect to the ownerip or transfer of, subscription to,
consideration paid for the stock
: WOKO, Inc., truly and accuratereflect the facts."
It also said the hearing would
ek to determine all the circumances and conditions under which
e stock of WOKO had been issued,
ansferred or assigned and deterine whether or not the appli.nt was qualified to continue operiion of the station, and whether
e renewal should be granted.
The FCC records do not show
r. Pickard as a stockholder in
OKO, but it is understood that
e Commission action was based
oon purported information that
le of the four stockholders was

have

this period we

advertised

one

feel that we

of America's

fin-

est products.
We

want

appreciation
Company

to
to

express
the

our

deep

Campbell

Soup

for the very pleasant

ciation we have

had

with

asso-

this great

organization.
AMOS

'NT ANDY

(Freeman
(Charles

F. Cosden)
J. Correll )

jr.
Pickard's
The
ation
is a CBSbrother-in-law.
affiliate.
President and general manager
the station is Harold E. Smith,
(ho holds 25%% interest. Other
jockholders are the Knickerbocker
jews, holding 25%; Raymond B.
artis, of Garrison, N. Y., 25%%;
id R. K. Phelps, of Kansas City,

Alkine Adding
LKINE
Co., New Brunswick,
1 J., in its annual winter camaign for Flemolyn cough medicine,
arted in November, has added six
articipations weekly on WINS,
jew York, for a 13-week period.
Jirm uses WNEW, New York,
|AAT, and WHOM, Jersey City,
Fid approximately eight additional
Rations in the Midwest. Agency is
ckson Adv., New Brunswick.
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WBRB
Actions
FEDERAL

of the

COMMUNICATIONS

Kccounts
Network
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated

COMMISSION

-JANUARY

9 TO JANUARY 15 INCLUSIVEtion of CP; change of frequency from 1240
Decisions . • .
to 850 kc; increase power to 5 kw, with
DA-day and night ; change location 13.8
JANUARY 12
miles nearer Cleveland; move studios from
WOKO, Albany, N. Y. — Designated for
Akron quest
-4ofor stay
Glev-eland.
KOA's re-to
order Dismissed
without prejudice
hearing application for renewal of license
of WOKO to clarify stock ownership.
KOA's right to renew request if WJW
should seek authority for actual operation
KROY, Sacramento, Cal. — Granted consent to assignment of license for KROY
on 850 kc in Cleveland prior to final decision by Commission in this matter.
from Royal Miller to a partnership composed of Royal Miller, Marion Miller, L.
KTRB, Modesto, Cal. — Granted license
H. Penney, Gladys W. Penney and Will
to cover CP for increase in power, change
Thompson, d/b as Royal Miller Radio.
of hours of operation ; install new transWOW, Omaha Commission adopted ormitter and DA for night use, and move
transmitter.
der denying joint petition of Woodmen of
the World Life Insurance Society and RaWOC, Davenport, la. — Granted license
dio Station WOW Inc., for extension of
to cover CP for change of frequency ; intime in which assignment of license of
crease power; move transmitter and DA
WOW may be consummated.
for day and night use.
BLUE Network — Denied request for
waiver of Sec. 3.406, to eliminate station
identification announcements Jan. 30 from
11:15 p.m., to 12:15 a.m., in connection
Applications . . .
with
(Commission
JANUARY 11
stated President's
other similarbirthday.
requests would
not be
granted.)
WEEU, Reading, Pa. — Special service
JANUARY 13
authorization to operate from 7 a.m. to
local sunrise, Jan., Feb., March, 1943
WLAW, Lawrence, Mass. — Granted peti(850 kc).
tion to intervene in hearing on application
of
WBNY, Buffalo, for modification of liKFAB, Lincoln, Neb. — Extension of Speccense.
ial Service Authorization to operate synWBNY, Buffalo — Granted motion to conchronously with WBBM from local sunset
tinue hearing to Feb. 23 on modification of
at Lincoln, Neb., to 12 midnight (CST), to
license.
Feb. 1, 1944. (780 kc).
NEW, Chattahoochee Broadcasting Co.,
WBBM,(780Chicago
Columbus, Ga. — Granted continuance of
KFAB.
kc). — Same as above, with
hearing to Feb. 4 in re application for new
station.
KFMB, San Diego, Cal. — Voluntary
transfer of control from Warren B. WorKFAC, Los Angeles — Granted postponecester, deceased, to The First National
ment of hearing to March 22 in re application for CP.
Trust & Savings Bank of San Diego, as
Trustee
under Declaration of Trust for
WORK, York, Pa. — Granted postponeWarren B. Worcester. (1450 kc).
ment of hearing to Feb. 25 in re modification of CP.
KOAC, Corvallis, Ore. — License to use
JANUARY 14
formerly licensed main transmitter as auxiliary with power of 1 kw. (550 kc).
KOA, Denver — Adopted order granting
WKAQ, San Juan— Modification of CP
petition for rehearing filed by NBC as lifor extension for completion date to July
censee of KOA, directed against the grant
26.
of application of WJW Inc., for modificaJANUARY 13
WQXR, New York— Modification of CP
for change in equipment, etc., to April
I, W3XE,
1944.
Philadelphia— CP for move of
transmitter to Mermaid Ave., west of Cheltenham Ave., Springfield Twp., Montgomery Co.,
and make
changes in equipment. Pa.,
Also license
to cover.
KMLB, Monroe, La. — CP to install new
transmitter. (1230 kc).
JANUARY 14
KXYZ, Houston, Tex. — License to use
formerly licensed main transmitter as auxiliary with power of 1 kw. (1320 kc).
KGHI, Little Rock, Ark. — License to
cover CP for new transmitter. (1230 kc).
Tentative

Calendar

. . .

WCOA, Pensacola — CP for 1030 kc, 10
kw, DA-night; unlimited (Jan. 18).
WKBW, Buffalo — Renewal of license
(main & aux.), for 1520 kc, 50 kw, unlimited; DA-day and night (Jan.' 19).
WGR, Buffalo — Renewal of license (main
& aux.), for 550 kc, 1 kw night; 5 kw
day; unlimited; DA-night (Jan. 19).

7AsMMIC

New Business

ARC EQUIPMENT Corp., Bryan, O., (war
industry), on Jan. 16, 3 to 3:30 p.m.
broadcaston of117Armysponsored
CBS
award ceremonies
Navy "E" one-time
stations.
Toledo. Agency: Beeson, Faller, Reichert,
CRANE Co., Chicago (war industry), on
Fri., Jan. 29 will sponsor one-time broadawardp.m.ceremonies
Army-Navy
on 146cast ofBLUE
stations,"E"4:30-5
Agency:
Buchen Co., Chicago.
BosGILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Corp.,
ton, on Jan. 29 only, sponsors Allie Stolz
vs. Willie Pep boxing bout on 211 MBS
10 p.m. Agency: Maxon Inc.,
stations,
N. Y.
H. J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh (food products), on Feb. 15 starts Information
Please on NBC, Mon., 10:30-11 p.m.
Agency: Maxon Inc., Detroit.
FOLGER COFFEE Co., San Francisco
(coffee), on Jan. 23 starts for 13 weeks
Harry W. Flannery-News Analyst, on 7
CBS Pacific stations (KNX KQW KARM
KOIN KGDM KFPY), Sat., 5:30KROY p.m.
5:45
(PWT). Agency: Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Hollywood.
A. RAMSEY & SONS. Montreal (paint)
on Jan. 30 starts Veillee de Ramsey on
CKAC, Montreal; CHRC, Quebec; CJBR,
Rimouski, Que.; CHNC, New Carlisle,
Que., Sat. 8:30-8:55 p.m. Agency: A.
McKim Ltd., Montreal.
ROYAL CANADIAN Air Force. Ottawa
(Women's Division), on Jan. 12 started
RCAF Quiz Show on 29 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations for 13 weeks, Tues.
8:05-8:30 p.m. Agency: Adv. Agencies of
Canada, Toronto.
NATIONAL CELLULOSE Co., Toronto
(paper ronto
products)
Jan. 3 started
ToConservatoryon Program
on CFRB,
Toronto, and CFPL, London, Ont., Sun.
2:30-2:45 p.m. Agency: Ferris Adv.
Agency, Hamilton, Ont.
STUDEBAKER SALES Corp., South Bend,
Ind., on Jan. 18 starts for 13 weeks
Norman Nesbitt, newscaster, on 33 Don
Lee Pacific stations, Mon. thru Fri., 5:305:45 p.m.
(PWT). Agency:
liams & Cunnyngham,
Chicago. Roche, WilRenewal Accounts
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New York
( cigarettes ) , on Feb. 5 renews The Philip
Morris Playhouse on 114 CBS stations,
Fri., 9-9:30 p.m. (repeat, 11:30 p.m. -12
midnight). Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.
LADY ESTHER Ltd., Chicago (cosmetics),
on Feb. 15 renews Screen Guild Players on
117 CBS stations. Mon. 10-10:30 p.m.
Agency is Pedlar & Ryan Inc., New York.
Network Changes
CARTER PRODUCTS, New York (Carter's Little Liver Pills), on Jan. 10 renewed for 52 weeks Inner Sanctum Mystery on 53 BLUE stations, 8:30-9 p.m., at
the same time turning over recorded repeat on 12 additional Pacific Coast stations,
6:30-7 p.m. to Arrid. Agencies: Ted Bates
Inc., (Liver Pills), and Small & Seiffer,
N. Y. (Arrid).

WAR

VICTIM

AS RESULT
OF FIRE
UNABLE to secure replacement
equipment and personnel due to
war freezes; WBRB, Red Bank, N,
J., on Jan. 6 secured authority of
the ECC to"- remain silent for the
duration. Its petition to withdraw
without prejudice to re-filing, an
application for 100 watts on 124C
kc. was granted by the Commission,
The station, licensed to Monmouth
Broadcasting Co., headed by Thomas F. Burley and managed by John
C. Bird, formerly shared time ort
1240 kc. with WFAS, White Plains,
N. Y., and WGBB, Freeport, Long
Island. Mr. Burley continues di- rection of WCAP, Asbury ParM r
N. J.

Early last equipment
year WBRB's
transmitter
was mahi
de*
stroyed by fire. It remained silenli
despitetions special
service
authorizafor operation
issued
by thi
FCC while efforts were made tc
secure new equipment and replace
personnel. Its present status enables it to apply anew for the facility when equipment is obtainable, but presumably not until after
the war.
urer and au[
DALE CARNEGIE, lectur
trior of Hoto to Win Frie ?nds and In
fluence People, last week started
series of five-weekly broadcasts o:
the lives of famous people, on BLUE
titled Little Known Facts, Monda P
through Friday, 9 :55-10 p. m.
LAND O' LAKES Creameries Inc.. Mil
neapolis, on Feb. 2 shifts Boake Carter
news commentaries on 19 MBS stationi
from Mon., Wed., and Fri., 12 noon-12:l
p.m. to Tues. and Thurs., 12-12:15 p.r,
Agency: Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis.
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER Co., A
ron, on Feb. 8 shifts Voice of Firesto
on 126 NBC stations. Mon., 8:30-9 p.n
from New York to Hollywood for thr<
weeks. Agency : Sweeney & James C
Cleveland.
KELLOGG Co., Chicago (cereal), on Fe
1 shifts Superman on 39 MBS statioi
from Monday thru Friday 5:30-5:45 p.r
to
p.m. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhard
N. 5:45-6
Y.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco Corp
Louisville (Wings), on Jan. 29 shifts Pel
pie Are Funny on 67 NBC stations, Fri
10-10:30 p.m., to Fri., 9:30-10 p.m. Agency
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge, Masl
(Swan soap), on Jan. 29 shifts Tomm
Riggs & Betty Lou on 127 NBC station
Fri., 7:30-8 p.m., with West Coast repea
7:30-8 p.m. (PWT) to Fri., 10-10:30 p.n
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
COLONIAL DAMES Corp., Los Angel'
(cosmetics), on Jan. 15 replaced Find tl
Woman with Quiz Quotient on 9 CBS Wes
ern stations, Fri., 9:55-10 p.m. (PWT
Agency: Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los Angele
CONTI PRODUCTS Corp., New Yo:
(soap, shampoo), on Jan. 17 discontinui
Walter Compton's Background for Nei
on 9 MBS stations, Sun., 10:45-11 a.n
and on Jan. 21 starts The Treasure Hot
of Song on about 10 MBS stations, Thur:
9:30-10& Pierce,
p.m. Agency:
man
N. Y. Bermingham, Castl

CIBC££A
TO SELL arizon;

And this job takes
priority over All
—with
W B IG !
A Columbia Broadeasting System AffilU
ate.

EDNEY
RIDGE
DIRECTOR

PHOENIX

"That Explains
WBIC
CREEN/BORO,
N.C.
CEO.P. HOLLINGBERY • CO., NAT. REP.
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Situations Wanted

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
ing, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
■iWSCASTER— Recognized midwest 5KW
asic network affiliate has opening for
top-flight news broadcaster who has
fciade outstanding reputation on a good
[Ration. The starting salary will be
^100. 00 per week, and only a man with
- reputation will be considered. Please
?eply fully and in confidence to Box 204,
5ROADCASTING.
nouncer — Preferably man with news'asting experience for substantial local
Station, with network affiliation, in east.
ilive draft status. Box 225, BROADCASTING.
Orator Wanted — First or second class,
xperience unnecessary. Write Box 214,
iROADCASTING.
st or Second Class Operator — Pernanent position for draft-exempt sober
lan or woman. State experience and
II jef
erences. Radio Station KLO, Ogden,
Jtah.
nouncer — Give experience, abilities,
ermanent. Box 197, BROADCASTING.
NOUNCERS— Outstanding clear-chaniel New York State station. Give experience, references, draft status. Box 196,
'iROADCASTING.
jMMERCIAL MANAGER— For 250 W.
f.B.C. station in city of 30,000. Good
Proposition to man that can deliver.
;'refer
man now
in Florida,
tadio Station
WLAK,working
Lakeland,
Florida.
perienced News Broadcaster — Newspaper
background preferred. Good salary.
tCKN, Kansas City, Kansas.
ouncer — 3D phone ticket. Midwest net,ork station. Give complete details —
Iraft status and requirements in first
itter. Box 203, BROADCASTING.
NOUNCER — Interested in sales work.
30 plus share of profits. Will consider
roman. Box 205, BROADCASTING.
MEDIATE OPENINGS— For experienced
nnouncer and licensed operator. Both
aust be draft exempt or deferred for
lix months. Applicants give experience,
tlraft status, minimum salary expected,
jjPermanent positions and ideal working
jijonditions in Virginia citv. Write fully
I Sox 208, BROADCASTING.
nmercial Mana-rer — Virginia station has
[Immediate opening man experienced in
jijadio sales. Must have good character,
jftmbition, capable of writing selling
I ppy, and be draft exempt. Only those
I pith good sales record in radio need
L tPply. Fine opportunity, good salary.
Write full details Box 207, BROADCASTING.
cttiOGRAM — PRODUCTION MANAGER—
J Villi ideas and a sense of showmanship.
Jliood salary, permanent position to a
lnan willing to work. Regional network
I tation. In replying, detail previous experience, draft status, and attach snapshot. All replies confidential. Box 210,
Broadcasting.
J jNOUNCER— Experienced, draft de'jjerred. Permanent. 5 kw network affili'jjite. Give full particulars about yourl'1,,elf, including salary expected. Box 209,
,:;^ROADCASTING.
1 mbination Engineer-Announcer — Any
Illass license. Man or woman. Air mail
fL-eferences,
draft status, salary. KFFA,
ijraelena, Arkansas.
'fpnote Studio Manager — Must be all
".pound
Salary and Permanent
percentage, job.
or
I Straightperson.
high percentage.
jji^ir mail references, draft status. Box
If 23, BROADCASTING.
Jl'Jne
For have
network
raft Salesman
exempt. —Must
proven affiliate,
ability.
■ox 216, BROADCASTING.
ROADCASTING

classiCAPS,
three
issue.
Build-

Help Wanted (Continued)
Announcer Wanted — State full details in
first letter, including wages expected for
fifty-hour week. Send audition record.
Radio Station WRLC, Toccoa, Georgia.
Situations Wanted
TWO ATTRACTIVE SHA'T YOUNG
WOMEN FOR YOUR STATION— Bookkeeper with two years'
for
$35.00. Experienced
programexperience
director and
continuity writer for $40.00. Can handle
woman's program and announcing. Both
for duration. Change of management
means immediate availability. Address
Box 226, BROADCASTING.
Young Philadelphia!! — 4F, little experience, desires to learn all-around work in
radio
ING. station. Box 199, BROADCASTAnnouncer — 25 years old, 4F, three years
university speech and broadcasting. Experienced, employed. Will send transcription. Write Box 213, BROADCASTING.

RADIO
STATION
FOR SALE: Due to
owner being called into service, large
radio station in Capital City of large
Southern State can be bought reasonably.mation
Quicksee Moran
action necessary.
For Popuar
infor& Webb, 85
Street, Atlanta, Georgia.

Twenty-two Years Experience — Selling syndicated radio, features and advertising
services over entire USA and parts of
Canada. Married with family, age 42.
Free at once, willing to sell on drawing
account and commission . . . not salary
alone. Best references . . . known all
over.
mont, Ed
NewDolbey,
York. 14 Echo Lane, Larch-

One Used Presto — Model Y recorder in
good
condition,
Alfred Rutherford,
R.R. 2,
Box 214,$450.
Anchorage,
Ky.

Experienced Woman
Continuity Writer —
College graduate. Wants position in Middle
West.
Pleasant
radio
voice. Box 222,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pick-ups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.
For Sale
Presto Equipment For Sale — Two 6D turntables, equipped with time scales, microscope. 1C cutters, vertical dampers. One
85E Amplifier, 50A Radio tuner, Special
130C Mixer. Included in sale price, mixing table,audio
3" RCA
oscillograph,
Brengle
oscillator
; RCA, CloughShure,
Brush, mikes and many other "impossible to get" items. For quick sale, as one
unit only $1300. CASH. Harold Kay
Laboratories, 54 South State Street,
Painesville, Ohio.

Station Owners — Need a manager or commercial man with new ideas ? Married,
desiring location in city around 40,000.
Experience and qualifications for local or
network affiliate. Box 211, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — 3-A desires change. Prefer midwest or east. Box 201, BROADCASTING.
AVAILABLE — A Radio man with complete
broadcasting background. 10 years of
successful operation. Aware of sales,
promotion, production, copy, and facilities problems. 34 years old. Permanently
deferred. Sales or Station Managers poING. sition preferred. Box 202, BROADCASTCapable
Production
Announcer
3-B
draft. Desires
betterManposition.
Box — 221,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Desires employment with prostation. Fourteen
years' and
experiencegressive
maintenance,
operation,
installation. College graduate, 39 married.
Location Southwest or West Coast. Box
220, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter Operator — First ticket and
maintenance. Box 219, BROADCASTING.
MORNING PERSONALITY - NETWORK
NEWSCASTER — Now conducting successful morning show on major basic
network station, desires change with increased opportunity. Draft exempt. Married. $75.00 weekly and talent possibilities, minimum. References, added details
upon request. Box 218, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Network experience. Also feature commentator, master ceremonies,
special events. Knows press, public relations. Experienced writer. Now employed independently ; daily program 50
KW station. Draft 4F. Box 217, BROADCASTING.

• Broadcast

Advertising

HERE'S

A COMBINATION

1 . Writer, announcer, producer,
operator. 14 years in radio. Past
2 years as manager of local independent. Desires change due to
transfer
License. of ownership. 1 tt Class
2. Salesman, writer, announcer,
operator. 6 years in radio. Good
sales record. 3rd Class License.
3. Woman. Announcer, traffic,
programming. 3 years in radio.
Specialty ad lib, informal and
women's
features. 3rd Class License.
All three experienced in sales promotion and servicing as well as
routine board work. Will go
singly or as unit.
For further information and references write to
Box

195, BROADCASTING

PROFESSIONAL

Cut Expenses — With exceptionally qualified
man, engineer, first-class license, scintillating banjoist, ingenious promoter salesman, writer, manager, age 38, $250.
W. E. Hanna, 902 East St. Charles, Lombard, Illinois.

Experienced Radio Engineer — Desires responsible position with broadcast station. Box 212, BROADCASTING.

For Sale (Continued)

Writer Credits include top network commercials, evening and daytime, on contract basis. Also production. 8 years
agency and network experience. 3A,
three dependents. Available New York,
Chicago or Hollywood originations. Box
206, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-Writer — Small station. Fine references. Age 24. 4F. Box 200, BROADCASTING.

Announcer — All-around Man — Specialty
sports — baseball, basketball, hockey, football. Wants place with a future. Continuity writer and salesman. Military exempt. Twelve years experience. At liberty
in
ING.thirty days. Box 198, BROADCAST-

(Continued)

DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,

N.J.

MO 2~7859

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

CLIFFORD YE WD ALL
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N.Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads
the World of
7134 Main
Kansas
City, St.
Mo.
Hollywood, Cal.

GEORGE

RING

C.

DAVIS

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Nets

As

Take

Extra

Vulgarity
Fly Notes
Recent

Increase

Weeks;

Charge
in Number

Scripts

REPLYING to recent claims of
vulgarity and profanity prevalent
on radio programs, representatives
of CBS, NBC and BLUE issued
formal statements last week explaining that censorship of material was being enforced in accordance with network policy and that
performers have been asked to
guard against ad-lib slips of this
type.
FCC Chairman Fly said the number of complaints coming from the
listening public have been "more
than the ordinary number in recent
months and weeks." He declined
to comment any further but indicated that an investigation was
being made.
Protesting against "hells and
damns and other rough and vulgar
expressions", the Ensley Highland
Methodist Church of Birmingham,
Ala., complained to the networks
and also is reported to have sent
letters of protest to President
Roosevelt and Wendell Willkie.
NBC

Opinion

"We recognize that this is our
problem," C. L. Menser, NBC vicepresident said, "and we are doing
everything we possibly can to meet
it. We have talked to the performers personally. We have deleted and
will continue to delete all objectionable material from our scripts.
We have taken them off the air a
few times when they insisted on
re-inserting material which we
have deleted and will continue to do
so."
Then he added, "we of course,
welcome all possible assistance
from the public and the Army in
dealing with this problem." In fact
Lt. Col. Ed Kirby, chief of the
Army's radio branch, met with network and station representatives in
Washington last fall to discuss the
question of material. At that time
a letter was sent to agencies, advertisers and performers by the
War Dept. requesting them to
guard against objectionable material in their scripts.
Jan Schimek, CBS commercial
editor, states that "CBS has had
no complaints against specific programs or artists. Columbia's editorial staff has adhered to basic
points of policy, which have been
in effect and a matter of public
record since 1929, respecting the
use of comedy material and the indiscriminate use of such words as
'hell' or 'damn.'
"The network will permit no programs or announcements that are
slanderous, obscene, or profane,
either in theme or treatment. In
applying these principles Columbia has taken affirmative steps to
insure that its program material
is suitable for mixed audiences of
people of various ages and tastes.
We have always considered that
Page
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Precautions

Arises

of Complaints

Scanned

in

Carefully

radio is a guest in the home and
must not abuse its privileges."
According to Charles Barry,
Eastern program manager of the
BLUE, the network realizes that
in entertaining large groups of
men, the natural tendency of comedians is to sharpen up the lines.
Fortunately, in the case of the two
BLUE programs for Army camps,
Coca Cola's Victory Parade of spotlight bands and Hall Bros. Meet
Your Navy, broadcast from Great
Lakes Naval Training Station, the
BLUE has not come up against
the problem. If it does, he said the
BLUE "will hold to the standards
of good taste and does not intend
to deviate therefrom."
Marlin Cancels
MARLIN FIREARMS Co., New
York (razor blades), will cancel all
spot broadcasting, effective Feb. 1,
due to a cut in the company's steel
allotments, and because the flow of
steel blades to servicemen has reduced the civilian supply. Marlin
will definitely return to the air at
a later date, however, according to
a spokesman of Craven & Hedrick,
New York agency. Company has
been using spot announcements
and participations on approximately 60 stations nationally [Broadcasting, Oct. 5].
Knox

Butter

Stretcher

TO PROMOTE special "buttermix" formula, Knox Gelatine Co.,
Johnstown, N. Y., has been using
participations on women's programs since the first of the year.
Announcements have been placed
on Marjorie Mills' program in New
England; Mary Margaret McBride
on WEAF, New York; June Baker
on WGN, Chicago; KJBS, San
Francisco, and KFI and KHJ, Los
Angeles. Agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.

18, 1943

Harlow to BMI Post
CREATION of a program and
music relations department of
BMI to assist program managers
has been announced
by M._ E.

Tompkins, vicepresident and
general manager.
New department
will be headed by
ow, for-Roy Harl
- presi
ram
dentmerandviceprog
director of the
rks,
nYank
i a ee
1 and
netwoColome
-ti
and
one
Mr. Harlow
operator of
his
own agency in
New England. More recently Mr.
Harlow has been Massachusetts
state organization officer for OPA.
San-Nap-Pak on NBC
SAN-NAP-PAK MFG. Co., New
York, on Feb. 21 will take over 52week sponsorship on NBC of the
quiz program What's My Name?,
formerly sponsored on Mutual by
Standard Brands, New York, for
Fleischmann's yeast. The show was
last heard June 30, 1942, when
Standard Brands discontinued it
at the end of a 26-week contract.
The new sponsor will promote its
Lydia Grey cleansing tissues on
the show, Sundays 10:30-11 p.m.,
using 13 NBC stations. Arlene
Francis and Budd Hulick will again
be in charge of the quiz sessions.
Agency is Biow Co., New York.
Exporters Expand Time
INCREASED USE of radio advertising isanticipated on the part
of U. S. exporters during 1943,
according to a preliminary report
based on a survey by the Office
of Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs and the Dept. of Commerce.
U. S. export advertising in the
other American Republics will show
a definite increase this year over
1942, the report states, but rate
increases may force some North
American advertisers to reduce
space in Latin-American newspapers. "Manufacturers are expected
to utilize local radio stations to a
greater extent than ever before,
some for the first time," the report adds.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Earl Godwin Says They're Squawking Back Home
and Coffee Rationing!"

About Gas
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WJW
Rehearing
Is Ordered
by FCC
NBC

Petition Is Granted

in

Removal to Cleveland
IN AN ACTION that occasioned as
much surprise as the origina
grant, the FCC last Wednesday
granted the petition of NBC, as
licensee of KOA, Denver, for e
hearing on the application of WJW
Akron, for removal to Cleveland
where it would become a BLUE
Network outlet on the 850 kc. channel. The Commission on Dec. 4 hac
authorized WJW to make the move
duplicating on the 850 kc. channel
where KOA is dominant station.
The Commission said it had
adopted an order granting the petition for rehearing filed by NBC
and directed against the WJW
grant to change frequency from
1240 kc. to 850 kc. and increase
its power from 250 watts to 5,000
watts. The change in location was
to a site 13.8 miles nearer Cleve
land and removal of studios from
Akron to Cleveland, which would
make the station in effect a Cleveland outlet. It previously had been
announced that the station, now
on MBS, would join the BLUE.
Stay Order Denied
The Commission simultaneously
dismissed KOA's request for a stay
order without prejudice to the station's right to renew the requesl
if WJW should seek authority foi
actual operation on the frequency
in Cleveland prior to final decisior
on the rehearing. It was expectec
the rehearing would be expedited
It also was reported that WJW
would proceed with its construction
of the transmitter at the new loca
tion at its own risk and without
awaiting final FCC adjudication.
The Commission's original deci
sion, reached Dec. 2 but not an
nounced until Dec. 4, tended to complicate the legal situation surround- i
ing the breakdown of the 850 kc.
clear channel, on which WHDH]
Boston, was assigned over the prol
test of KOA, and on which WJWI
was authorized to operate. Last!
February the U. S. Court of Apj
peals for the District of Columbia!
reversed the FCC's decision in the!
WHDH case, but the Commission!
since has taken the case to the!
Supreme Court. William J. Demp-I
sey, former FCC general counsel,!
is acting as FCC special counsel.
Last January, WJW, owned bjl
Bill O'Neil, son of the president!
of the General Tire & Rubber Co.!
was authorized to operate on 850|
kc. for primary service in Cleve-|

land.
Subseque
it applied
for'
removal
to the
location
14 miles
ntly,
closer to Cleveland, which the FCC
granted. Commissioners Case and'
Craven dissented from the original
grant, on the ground that it would
degrade clear channel operation.
There also was complaint that
the grant was not in accord with
the full spirit of the April 27 equipment freeze order, although it was
said at the Commission that very
little new material would be re
quired.
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EARLY

EVENING

MERCHANDISE-ABLE

AREA*
Zls the night begins to lower, the thoughts of a goodly
million people who
live in this prosperous
land turn
evening's
big; they

portion of the
to dinner and

ll'/z
an

entertainment
over WLW.
These thoughts of food are pretty
amount
to almost six hundred
and fifty millions every year.
'Thisportions
map doesof not
defineadditional
the limitsslates.
ol WLWIt indieales
coverage,thewhich
eilends
into
several
31 markets
in which advertising «»er WLW enjoys a high degree ol merchandiseability with the retailers and wholesalers who move your merchandise.

WLW
fie

DIVISION OF THE CROSLEY CORPORATION

—

PEAK
WITH

I21TVD

EMISSION

CORRESPONDINGLY

LOWER

TUBE

DROP

While you've been busy making hard-to-replace transmitting tubes last longer on the
job, RCA engineers have been losing no time in building
longer potential life into the
tubes that are produced. The RCA 872-A/872 Half- Wave Mercury- Vapor Rectifier offers
a good example of achievements scored in this direction:

RATINGS
Filament Voltage, 5 volts
Filament Current, 7.5 amperes
Peak Inverse Voltage,
10,000 volts, max.*
Peak Plate Current, 5 amperes, max.
Average Plate Current,
1.25 amperes, max.
*For condensed-mercury temperoture of 20-60° C.

RCA
PROVED

Iff

Adoption of a special alloy for the cathode base has yielded materially increased emission with correspondingly low tube drop which, in turn, has resulted in greatly improved
shelf and operating life. Thermal efficiency has been greatly increased, and, therefore,
the tube will withstand higher surge currents without sputtering of the cathode coating
— an important factor in increasing life.
In brief, the RCA 872-A/872 of today is a stronger, sturdier tube
than ever before — just as numerous other RCA Transmitting Tube
types are delivering longer life and better performance as the result
of progressive RCA engineering developments.
TIPS ON MAKING YOUR TRANSMITTING TUBES LAST LONGER
_ Many valuable operation hints on making Transmitting Tubes last longer that were incorporated
in previous RCA advertising have now been compiled into a handy booklet.
A
will gkdly be
sent upon request to RCA Mfg. Co., Commercial Engineering Section. Harrison,copy
N. J.

TRANSMITTING
IN

COMMUNICATION'S

MOST

EXACTING

TUBES
APPLICATIONS
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WOR
(we mean

is

Albany,

not

an

N. ) . — not Georgia,

Albany

of

Radi

station

really)*

He was rather impatient. He was a manufacturer.

we mean, big station. And

The product was a war-substitute for mending
clothes, shades, soft goods . . .

people would think — peculiar ideas.

(Please be patient and read on
very important meat in this.)
WOR

ere is some

he had — what some

"Sell my product," he said. "Sell it in Albany,
N. Y., and Boston, which is in Massachusetts, and

th

was the only station this man could afford;

Si

Philadelphia — as well as (hold tight) Maryland."
We could try.
WOR jumped this man's Albany sales 190%. In
Boston and such surrounding territory as Connecticut, Rhode Island, WOR sold 75% more of
this man's product than ever before. Maryland?
Up, too. About 100%.
And so the story went — in practically all the 16
great war-active cities WOR
down on.
WOR

•-

4

if

even

pursuaded

platters its power

43 department

stores

which had never handled the product to handle it.
Would

you, perhaps, like to have WOR

do maybe

| this kind of job for you? In cities like Paterson,
Newark, Trenton, Bridgeport, New Haven, and
even — well, maybe
our

address

Albany, N. Y., or Boston?

is

i^P^ 4 m

WOR
— that power- full station,
at 1440

Broadway,

in New

York

* WOR does not argue the point that each of the
cities mentioned is served in a very special way by
one or more local stations. Their job is an important
and unique one. So, too, we feel is WOR's
16-city impact.
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represented
John
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by

Blair & Company

Glenn Snyder
Manager
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BISBEE-LOWELL

at

FOLKS

in New England are cooperating in gas saving, using

before

procuring medical attention, attend-

The Yankee

defined by the OPA.
ment, they are

For entertain-

staying at home,

listening to the radio.
That's why, to a greater extent
than ever before, the great proportion of The Yankee Network's audience of 7,321,796 can be reached in
their homes —

homes

that are com-

pletely covered in 21 cities by the
friendly, neighborly Yankee
home-town

Yankee
Member

>1 BROOKLINE

Published every Monday

AVENUE,

BOSTON,

Yes, your radio messages are receiving wider attention than ever

their cars for "essential shopping,

ing religious services," and other occupational or emergency purposes

THE

HOME/

Network

prospective

EDWARD

PETRY

you reach more

customers

in centers

through any other station or combination in New England.
Today, The Yankee Network's loyal
legion of friends is demonstrating
responsiveness with tremendously
accelerated tempo.
When

you buy time, keep in step

with the times —

get all-out results

through The Yankee Network's
home-town, 2 1 -station coverage in
England.

Network,
Broadcasting

with

where they live, work and buy, than

New

stations.

of the Mutual

MASS.

Network

in radio history. And

inc.

System

& CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representative

Press Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as
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second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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Christmas

furlough

It's a long way from
Pacific to the Buckeye

the South
state. But

the boys of Ohio's 37th came
home for Christmas anyhow. Not
in person . . . but on records
which arrived at Radio Station
WGAR
When

just before the holidays.
the division sailed for foreign shores, it had

packed

along

equipment

modern,

portable, record cutting

...

on

before an approved

wax!

audience.

party held by WGAR

And

so, at a private

for relatives and friends of

Ohio's Jap hunters, the
Christmas . . . on wax!

boys

came

home

for

Bringing Johnny Doughboy's "hello" to Mom,
his plea to "send one of those big chocolate
cakes," and his best regards to "the girl with all
the freckles" — this may not be the duty of a radio
station. But, it was our privilege and our pleasure!

. . . agreed to ship platters back for

broadcasting

to the home

folks over WGAR.

By

the time the transcriptions arrived, the War Department had restricted such broadcasting . . . but
said "yes"

STATION.

ASIC
% A.

to our

Richards,

ROADC

..COLUMBIA

President.

ASTING

request for a special playing

. . John

• Broadcast

BROADCASTING

F. Part, Vice
Advertising

President

and

SYSTEM

General

Manager

Edward

Petry & Company,

Inc.

National Representative
January

25,

1943
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OF
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.;
J.

Barney

MANAGER,

J:::;i:;li;hv-:i
II
9 .■

W

D

Lavin

A Y,

FARGO

1

1931- 32 Took radio course at Federal Radio
Institute, Milwaukee, after finishing High
School
1932- 35 Attended Marquette University. During
last two years, served as operator and
announcer at WHAD, the University
station
1935
Control room operator at WDAY
1935- 36 Local Salesman, WDAY
1936- 42 Sales Manager, WDAY
1942
Appointed Manager, WDAY

:::

LESS than eight years ago Barney Lavin
was a more or less typical college boy,

First in sensing the opportunity for radiostation representation itself, back in 1932 —
then, over the years, in establishing most of
the responsibilities to be assumed by this
entire branch of the radio business. . . .

doing amateur announcing "on the side"
for his school- owned radio station. But
Barney was one of those kids who seize
opportunities and responsibilities faster than

No, we're not demanding your admiration
just because we were first in so many of the

most people even recognize them. So getting an opportunity at WDAY in 1935,
Barney became Sales Manager one year

is the spirit behind these innovations — the
spirit of trying to earn your patronage by

Speaking of "seizing opportunities and
responsibilities" — that's one of the things
on which we sort of pride ourselves, too.

increasing the value of our services — a
spirit in which we believe we are still
pioneering, here in this pioneer group of
radio-station representatives.

Pioneer
CHICAGO: 180N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
Page

6

now standard practices of station representation. What we are really trying to point out

later — and then, aged 30, was appointed
Manager of The Oldest Radio Station in
the Northwest!

Free

• January

&

Peters,

in

Radio

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131
25, 1943

l■
EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WJWC
.
.
.
CHICAGO-HAMMOND
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WINS
NEW YORK
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

Station
Representatives
Since May, 1932
*■
SAN FRANCISCO: m Suiter
HOLLYWOOD: j 5/2 (V. Gordon
Sutter 4353
Gladstone 3949
BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.l
Main 5667
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WASHINGTON,

AT&T
Use

Outlets

of
on

Small
Nets

Foreseen
SAVINGS

IN

network

pro-

p-am transmission costs
amounting to approximately
£2,145,000 will accrue to
Droadcast stations as the result of rate cuts adopted by
:he AT&T, as announced last
Thursday by the FCC. Under
the total cut, AT&T
has
agreed to reductions in telephone rates which effect an
Dverall reduced revenue of its
Long Lines department
Estimated $50,700,000.

by an

The overall savings, includin lower wire and connecting costs, will affect every
aetwork outlet, plus non-network
stations which are occasional users
)f wire line service. All radio wire
line costs effective Feb. 1 will be
paid on a new base of $6 per airline
mile, as against the former rate of
J>8 per airline mile for high fidelity
service.
Will Help Small Stations
The $2,145,000 reduction applies
po estimated expenditures by national networks of $8,000,000 a
year for a Long line service, and
j>f an additional $2,000,000 spent
for regional and other remote service tnrough Associated .bell Companies. Tne overall reduction runs
|n tne neignbornood o±' 2d%-So%,
it was estimated, tnougn tne precise ngures all down tne line must
(await tne adjustment and nlmg of
tariffs by AT&T and tne Associated hell Companies.
J It was said at the FCC that one
luirect effect of this rate reduction will be to promote wider small
station use of the networks. Until
May 1942 stations wanting to
make use of network programming
.occasionally, were subject to a 30day contract. In May a one-hour
per day rate was introduced for
casual users. This served to promote the airing of public interest
programs by small stations but the
BROADCASTING

Advertising
D. C, JANUARY

Rates
Save
rates were still regarded as high
for small operators.
Under the new rate structure,
reductions have been effected all
along the line, ranging from 4050% in individual cases covering
all schedules. Now small stations
will be further encouraged to avail
themselves of such public interest
programs as the networks are willing to make available, according to
FCC sources.
Selling Job Remains
This important step does not relieve the small stations entirely,
however, for the problems of selling national advertisers on the use
of local stations and the willingness
of the networks to undersell their
standard stations still remain.
Revised rates cover Schedule
A & B line users whose frequencies range from 100-5,000 cycles,
Schedule C users who are limited
to a frequency range from 200 to
3,500 cycles, Schedule D users who
require special transmission without supervision or special operations for occasional use within the
200-3,500 cycle range, and Sched-

'Command

II

25, 1942

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Industry
$2,145,000
users.ule E which covers talking circuit
per hour instead of the former 50
cents.
Schedule A users may now obCost of service for hours between
tain service for 16 hours per day
9
p.m. and 9 a.m. will be charged
at the rate of $6 per airline per
at the rate of 75 cents per month
month instead of the former $8. for the first hour instead of $1.50.
Each additional hour per day has
Each additional hour will cost 20
been reduced from 15 cents per
cents instead of 25 cents.
mile per month to 10 cents.
Rates of Schedule D call for 10
Schedule B Cut 25%
cents instead of 15 cents for the
first hour or fraction thereof and
Under Schedule B, hour proeach additional period will be
grams will be transmitted at the
rate of 15 cents per mile per hour
charged at the rate of 3 cents instead of 3% cents. These are all
instead of 20 cents as heretofore.
inter-exchange
channel per airline
Each additional 15-minute period
mile costs.
or fraction thereof consecutive
with the initial period will be
Changes in the rates of station
charged at the revised rate of 3%
connections are as follows: Schedule A users (16 hours per day)
cents
rate. instead of the former 5-cent
must now pay $75 per month instead of the former $125. Each adRate charges under Schedule C
ditional hour per day is to be
for 24-hour service have been recharged at the rate of $15 per
duced from $5.20 to $4 per airline
month instead of $20 as heretofore.
mile per month. Those using less
than 24 hours a day between noon
Hourly connections operating under Schedule B are to be charged
and 9 p.m. have been reduced
from $3 to $1.50 per airline mile
at the steadrate
of $30. of $20 per month inper month for the first hour. Each
additional hour will be charged at
Under Schedule C, each bridgthe rate of 25 cents per airline mile
(Continued on page 50)

Performance'

sion. Recent examples include Kay
Kyser, Harry James and Benny
Carter. Musicians Union also recognizes gratis use of remote bands in

Costs

Music
for
Year
$25,480
Army
With
orchestra
averaging
20 men,
LATEST application of the AFM
the Army is now paying musicians
recording ruling finds musicians
on Command Performance $490 per
who formerly donated time and talweek, or $25,480 on a yearly basis,
ents on Command Performance
to entertain soldiers, sailors and
U. S. A., government-produced
marines overseas.
weekly shortwaved transcribed program for overseas servicemen, now
In cancelling its previous contribution arrangement, Los Angeles
charging the Army $24.50 per man.
Local 47 officials contended that the
This is for a three-hour session,
including rehearsal time and the
Army Special Service Division had
30-minute performance.
a budget for production, and pointed out that music and talent on
During initial 42 weeks, when
other transcribed shows were being
series was produced by radio
paid. This stand, it is said, was
branch, Bureau of Public Relations
with the approval of AFM national
of the War Dept., no charge was
servheadquarters. Army Special Servmade by musicians for their
ices. Gesture was widely publicized
ice Division, in addition to Command Performance, also produces
at that time as an AFM contribution to the war effort.
the weekly halfhour variety show
Mail Call, which uses a band, and
Costs Army $25,480
Jubilee, all-Negro variety program,
built around an orchestra.
With production of the program
It was pointed out though, that
shifting to the Army Special Serv-n
ice Division Nov. 30, the situatio
travelling
name bands are permittook on a different aspect. The
ted to contribute services gratis to
AFM cancelled that particular conCommand Performance and other
tribution tothe war effort and pregovernment produced transcribed
vailing contract rates were put into
47.
Local
Angeles
Los
programs for overseas transmisby
effect

• Broadcast

Advertising

production.
Artists on the weekly Command
Performance regularly receive air
credit in lieu of compensation. In
isolated instances, however, where
credit is not specifically given, payment is made in accordance with
prevailing minimum AFRA rates,
it was said.
Besides government shortwave
programs to men overseas, military
bases originating commercial programs are also subject to an AFM
ruling which, in many instances,
discourages sponsors from sending
shows on such tours. Although
there are no standby fees for these
commercial bands on military-base
originating broadcasts, it was
pointed out that the sponsor pays
a 15% fee on the overall per man,
per hour, to the AFM national
headquarters when orchestra plays
outside the local union jurisdiction.
In addition the advertiser pays an
extra one-hour rehearsal time fee
for travel. For after broadcast offthe-air entertainment for servicemen at the military bases, the AFM
one-hour overtime charge prevails.

January

25, 1943
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ANA

Says

Enforcement
Option

Ban

of

FCC
Time

Would

Injure Locals
A DEVASTING indictment of the
FCC's chain-monopoly regulation
banning exclusive time options was
delivered by the Association of National Advertisers last Thursday in
a brief filed with the Supreme
Court, in which it predicted that
national network business would
gravitate to the highest powered
stations and would tend to create
the sort of monopoly the FCC contends it is seeking to avert.
The brief, filed by Isaac W.
Digges, of New York, ANA counsel, accompanied a motion for leave
to intervene as a friend of the court
in the NBC and CBS suits against
the FCC chain-monopoly regulations. It was revealed by Mr.
Digges that plans already are under
consideration by many national advertisers to use the 30 most powerful stations (50,000-watt unlimited
time outlets) and the 64 stations
comprising the best coverage of the
United States as sort of "tailormade" networks, if the option time
regulation becomes effective.
Final Phase of Controversy
ANA buttressed both the NBC
and CBS arguments that enforcement of the option time regulation,
aside from the other seven rules,
would kill network broadcasting
as it is known today. The major
networks had consistently predicted
that enforcement of the regulation
would open the way for "fly-bynight" operators and for creation
of tailor-made networks by national
advertisers or their agencies.
Coincident with the filing of
briefs by the appellants, NBC and
CBS, last week, the Supreme Court
docket indicated argument of the
cases about Feb. 10. This argument
constitutes the final phase of the
"life and death" controversy with
the FCC which began with the issuance of the Commission's chainmonopoly regulations on May 2,
1941.
Obviating the need for Supreme
Court action extending the mandate of the statutory three-judge
court in New York deferring enforcement of the much-litigated
regulations, the FCC last Friday
announced it had, on its own motion, suspended the effective date
until April 1 or the date of the
decision of the Supreme Court,
whichever is earlier. The previous
deadline, fixed by the lower court
when it suspended the FCC's action
last November, was Feb. 1 or the
argument of the appeal, whichever
was eariler .
Stations Intervene

ANA's brief contended that the
regulation was invalid and that
there was no finding by the Commission that public interest required its enactment. The brief
cited that ANA's membership comPage
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Rule

Creates

Monoply

prises not only important users of
broadcast advertising but many potential users of the medium. It
cited compilations made by Publishers Information Bureau and
Broadcasting that members of
ANA placed with the networks 72%
of gross business of the networks in
1940.

well accepted in advertising, merchandising and distribution, and
the generally known past experiences of the broadcasting industry

ANA brought out that it had.
procured written consent of all the
parties to the litigation for filing of
its brief as a friend of the court.
The court presumably will act on
the motion prior to scheduled argument. Opposing the network appeals are the FCC, as the respondent, and MBS, which has intervened in the Commission's behalf,
as it did in the lower courts.

from their affiliates".
Despite the fact that these economic considerations, inherent in
the placement of advertising contracts, easily could have been ascertained upon inquiry by the Commission, "the Commission nevertheless issued no invitation to the
advertising community, as represented by buyers of radio advertising, to present evidence to the
Commission," ANA contended.

Briefs in support of NBC's position were filed by Stromberg-Carlson, as licensee of WHAM, Rochester, and Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society, as the then
licensee of WOW, Omaha. Both of
these stations, as typical Blue and
Red outlets, respectively, joined in
the original NBC litigation in the
lower courts.
Nets Depend on Options
Mr. Digges argued that the record is barren not only of substantial evidence but even of a scintilla
of evidence to support any finding
that "wholesale destruction of radio stations' freedom to contract
for time options will not deal a
damaging blow to network broadcasting".
To the contrary, said the brief,
common knowledge and experience

Petrillo
From

Pulls

Blue

itself, establish that "the network
system of broadcasting is dependent upon the ability of networks
to obtain options for radio time

'Practical Impact'
ANA argued that comprehension
of the facts was essential to an understanding of the "practical impact" of the option rule upon the
business of national advertisers.
Most significant was the disclosure
that business would gravitate to
the 30 most powerful stations in
the United States — the 50,000 watters — if the option rule became effective, and to the 64 stations which
cover 100% of the population most
economically. These 64 outlets have
a time cost of $12,015 as against
$14,778, which would have to be
spent for the same time on the air
on 160 stations to reach only 84.1%
of the population.
Thus, it was pointed out that
(Continued on page 48)

Dance

Network

AMERICAN Federation of Musicians last Wednesday ordered all
remote dance band pickups off
CBS and the BLUE network, which
filled the vacancies in their program schedules with a variety of
studio programs and, on the BLUE,
with some recorded programs.
Move was made by the national
AFM to speed a settlement of a
dispute between the Pittsburgh
local of the union and WJAS and
KQV, affiliates of CBS and the
BLUE respectively, in that city.
Both stations are owned by H.
J. Brennen. It was explained at
AFM headquarters in New York
that with the expiration of the
stations contracts with the Pittsburgh local, the union had asked
that the staff musicians at KQV
and WJAS be employed for more
weeks each year then they were
formerly. Mr. Brennen, the union
reported, not only did not accede
to these demands but presented a
counter proposition that the annual term of employment for these
musicians be shortened.
Commenting on the AFM action

Remotes
and

CBS

last Thursday, Mark Woods, president of the BLUE, described that
network as the "innocent but injured party in the current ban
against broadcasting of dance
bands from remote pickup points
issued by the AFM." Pointing out
that the dispute is a local one
to which the BLUE is not a party,
"the network as a matter of fact
employing musicians under terms
completely agreeable to the union,"
Mr. Woods said: "Not only is the
network penalized by conditions
beyond its control, but 145 independent American broadcasting
stations, affiliated with the BLUE
network are also penalized because
one BLUE affiliate has differences
with the musicians organization."
Dance Pickups Affected
Only the dance pickups were
affected, it was understood, with
the BLUE to be permitted to broadcast the Boston Symphony Orchestra on Saturday night and
CBS to be allowed to broadcast
the New York Philharmonic on
BROADCASTING

New
Developments
As
Senate
Group
Awaits

AFM

Petrillo Invokes

Old

i

|

Plan
Tactics

In Denying Net Remotes
THE PETRILLO music situation
ii
remained in a state of suspendec
animation last week, while the Sen 11!.
ate Interstate Commerce Commit s
tee
of "demands'
from awaits
the AFMreceipt
international
boarc
for removal of the transcription
recording ban.

Two developments during the
week, however, were pointed to as
additional examples of the arbitrary mailed-fist methods of James
C. Petrillo, AFM president, despite
his testimony to the Senate committee afortnight ago to the con
trary. Petrillo's action in jerking
remote bands from CBS and BLUEfl
Wednesday, because of the controversy of WJAS, Pittsburgh, with
the AFM local, and the disclosure
in Los Angeles that the Army is
:a
paying $25,000 a year for music
for the Command Performance program, aroused considerable interest

Uses Old Tactics
Chairman Clark (D-Idaho), of
the Senate committee, said plans
for resumption of the broad-scak il
inquiry into AFM would not be developed until after the committee 3D
received the AFM proposal [Broad |w
casting, Jan. 18]. Meanwhile, he
introduced a resolution in the Sen- 18
ate to continue the life of his sub
committee for the duration of the if!
new Congress. Approval of the
resolution is regarded as auto- h
matic. All existing resolutions ex- ili
pire Jan. 31 under previous Senate i
action,
unless renewed prior to thai
date.
Meanwhile, argument was set foi
today (Jan. 25) on the AFM mo
tion to dismiss the new anti-trusl
suit of the Department of Justice
against AFM, based primarily or
the recording ban, pending before
Federal Judge John P. Barnes ir
Chicago. If the motion to dismiss
is refused, regarded as likely ir
the light of developments, the case
will be heard Feb. 8. Last October
Judge Barnes dismissed the origi
nal suit, filed and argued by As
(Continued on page UU)
Sunday even if the dance bands
were still off the network.
The CBS remote action, it was
reported, developed after Mr,
Brennan had failed to come to an
agreement with his local on demands for an increased allotment
for musicians on the CBS outlet,
WJAS. Mr. Brennan, it is understood, had been contracted for
$19,000 per year for the station,
with the union demanding $22,000.
He has paid $10,000 for KQV. The
negotiations reached an impassei
with the result that Petrillo or-'
dered the remotes pulled, resorting
to customary tactics branded by in
dustry as a secondary boycott.
• Broadcast
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jfly
Main
Target
in
House
Probe
of
FCC
of the FCC, its war activities will
ox Measure
Gets
tit
gressional liaison, and while Judge
be covered, insofar as they may
Cox has not openly criticized Mr.
duplicate functions of the military,
Durr in the manner he has flailed
Overwhelming
which presumably includes such opChairman Fly, it nevertheless is
erations as the Foreign Broadcast
known that he proposes to have
Intelligence Service.
him on the carpet, along with other
Approval
Judge Cox said a number of atFCC members.
itUMORS flew thick and fast
torneys were being considered for
Presence of Rep. Wigglesworth
,bout impending changes on
the key post of chief counsel but
on the select committee occasioned
that no decision had been reached
he FCC in the wake of the
considerable comment, since he has
and that one would not be until
been a persistent critic of both the
,lmost unanimous action of
FCC and of purported monopoly
the committee held an organization
meeting. Appointment of the counhe House last Tuesday votin the industry virtually from the
sel, however, as well as of the chief
creation of that body. A member
ng out the Cox resolution for
investigator, is expected at least a
of the Independent Offices subcom0 investigation of the organifortnight before the hearings get
mittee of the House Appropriations
under way.
:ation, personnel and activiCommittee, Rep. Wigglesworth has
subjected Commission executive
ies of the FCC, with ChairOnly Two Nays
personnel to intense grillings on
Hnan James Lawrence Fly the
broadcast
regulations and affairs,
There was no question about the
REP. COX
liarincipal target, but with the
behind
the
closed doors of that comattitude of the House toward the
mittee.
FCC. After the Rules Committee
vhole Commission branded by
of Missouri (a first-termer). A full
on Monday had reported the Cox
staff of attorneys and investigators
The hearing
the FCC's recordbreaking
1942 onappropriation
was
lep. Cox (D-Ga.) as "the
resolution unanimously, the House,
will
be retained, according to Judge
lastiest nest of rats in this
held
Jan.
15,
with
Chairman Fly,
as the first order of business the
Cox.
according to reports, questioned
following day, heard Rep. Cox deWhile the inquiry is directed
"S1fmtire country."
rigorously
on defense funds as well
While confirmation of renounce Chairman Fly as "the worst
only against the FCC and the
as normal FCC expenditures. The
stewardship of its members, it was
bureaucrat in Washington". Prefull Appropriations Committee
irganization plans was lackviously, Rep. Fish (R-N. Y.), rankfreely predicted that many aspects
has
served notice that it proposes
ng in official quarters, there
ing minority member of the Rules
of industry operations might well
to slash non-war expenditures and
Committee, had supported the resobe covered. After frustrating floor
47.)
ropped up rumors, repeatedto inquire deeply into so-called nalution. (Text of speech on page
efforts of Rep. Sparkman (D-Ala.)
tional defense appropriations of
ly heard in the past, that
to have the scope of the inquiry
military.
Governmental
agencies outside the
Chairman Fly might be given anThe skids were greased and efbroadened to include the industry,
other Government assignment. Offforts, ascribed to the FCC, to
Judge Cox indicated he might later
The fact that the FCC seeks an
Petting this, however, was the obamend the resolution to encompass
agree
to
allow
the
committee
to
ordinary
appropriation for normal
servation in informed circles that
a broad-gauged investigation of the
enter other aspects of radio.
activities
of $2,000,000 — equal to
luch a development was unlikely,
broadcasting industry, fell comAlso linked as a prime target of that of last year — has occasioned
low that an inquiry had been orpletely flat. Only two "nays" were
some comment, particularly in the
dered.
Judge Cox's ire is Commissioner
heard when Speaker Rayburn called
C.
J.
Durr,
newest
member
of
the
light
of the sharp reduction in northt< No comment whatever was heard
for the vote and he promptly apFCC named in November of 1941
mal
activities, studies and investiitojjrom Chairman Fly following the
pointed the committee.
to succeed Frederick I. Thompson
almost unprecedented House action
On the committee with Chairman
of Alabama. Mr. Durr generally
At the last hearing before the
gations.
atfind the vitriolic attack upon the
Cox will be Democrats, Hart, of has been regarded as the logical
appropriations
subcommittee, volliajihairman and the Commission by
New Jersey, and Magnuson, of
successor in the event Chairman
uminous data on station sales and
lep. Cox, but the atmosphere
Washington; Republicans, WigglesFly was called to other duties. He
transfers, on other normal expendifouiround the Commission was surworth, of Massachusetts and Miller
tures of the Commission, and on
has
been
the
Commission's
Concharged. While the Commission
draft deferments and personnel
£as been attacked many times bewas requested, largely by Rep.
ictjj'ore in Congress, there had never
HOUSE
FCC INQUIRY
COMMITTEE
Wigglesworth, it is understood.
teen such a scathing denunciation
The report has spread that the
- it since its creation in 1934.
mi&f
FCC has sought and procured as
RICHARD B. WIGGLES WORTH,
EDWARD EUGENE COX. DemoTo Name Counsel
Republican, of Milton, Mass., born in many draft deferments, per capita,
crat,uateof ofCamilla,
GradBoston in 1891. Graduate of Harvard,
as any agency of Government.
Mercer Ga.,
U, chaw-man.
1902. Attorney.
J The select committee, headed by
A.B. 1912, LL.B. 1916. Served in
Other members of the subcomJudge,
superior
court,
Albany
cirPhilippines as assistant private secrejSfeep. Cox himself, probably won't
cuit, 1912-16. Has served 10 conmittee have not been identified parJret under way until about midtary to W. Cameron Forbes, Governor
secutive terms in Congress, since
ticularly with radio matters, but
General, 1913. Served in France durMarch, according to the Georgian.
March 4, 1925. Ranking majority
all
are
attorneys.
The committee
ing
World
War
as
captain,
Field
Artilmember. House Rules Committee.
lslhe first order of business is selec•
lery. Office of Secretary of the Treawas
regarded
as
a
capable and
tion of counsel — whom Judge Cox
sury as legal advisor to assistant secreeffective one. It will constitute the
EDWARD J. HART, Democrat,
said would
be outstanding — and
tary in charge of foreign loans, and secborn in Jersey City in 1893. Graduate
only select committee of the House
retary of World War Foreign Debt
—if a chief investigator. It will be
of Georgetown University, 1924.
conducting a special inquiry at this
Commission,
1922-24.
Assistant
to
time.
Member of D. C. and New Jersey
idjli thorough -going job, he said, and
agent general for reparation payments,
bar since 1925. In practice in Jersey
(vill delve deeply into every aspect
Berlin, 1924-27. Paris representative
Broad Powers
City since 1927. Secretary of Excise
and general counsel for organizations
ra<:|f Chairman Fly's stewardship, of
Commission.
Washington,
D.
C,
1913created
under
Dawes
plan,
1927-28.
Preparatory
to getting the in[i;CCC operations, of purported "ges17. Chief Field Deputy, Internal
Elected to Congress Nov. 6, 1928 to fill
quiry
under
way,
Rep. Cox desires
Revenue Bureau, 1918-21. Assistant
unexpired term of the late Louis A.
aiifapo" tactics, of alleged Communisto select counsel and investigators
corporation counsel, Jersey City,
Ifjiic taint and, in effect, every charge
Frothingham. Reelected to successive
who will ferret out material upon
1930-34. Member 74th to 78th ConCongresses. One of the most vocal
„jtevelled against that body since
ts creation.
gress, since 1935. •
critics of the FCC and of purported
which to base the study. The commonopoly in radio in Congress.
mittee has broad powers and the
.(''Chairman Cox said he would call
WARREN
G.
MAGNUSON.
Demoright
to
subpoena records, books,
o;;his committee together this week
crat, of Seattle. Born in Moorhead,
papers
and
documents and to take
m to go over preliminary matters
LOUIS EBENEZER MILLER. ReMinn., 1905. Graduate of U of Washtestimony under oath. The comington Law School, 1925, entering
publican, of St. Louis, born in Willisjtipnd determine the size of the inimittee is ordered to report to the
burg. Ky., in 1899. Educated in Kenlaw practice that year. Special prosej,tiial appropriation. It is thought a
cuting attorney. King County, 1932.
House during the present Congress
tucky and at St. Louis U. Valedic. fund of about $35,000 to $40,000
torian of class, he graduated with
Elected to Washington State Legislature in 1933. Assistant United States
the results of its investigations "toLL.B. and LL.M. degrees. Lawyer
^Vill be sought. He asserted the comgether with such recommendations
District Attorney, 1933. Elected prosepracticing for 20 years, specializing in
,'mittee was interested in maintaincuting attorney of King County, 1934.
trial
work.
In
the
Army
during
the
as it deems desirable".
fng "free speech, free press and
taking office in 1935. Elected to 75th
first World War. Elected to the new
free radio".
Actually,
thereon were
(Continued
page no
46) stateCongress
in
1937
and
has
served
conCongress Nov. 3, 1942.
! In addition to normal functions
secutively since.
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Government
for
Job
Big
Does
Radio
have been scheduled it has been
MOST people are probably not
impossible to check results. Many
Is Used
Plan
aware that this country has just
Allocation
Network
other campaigns have been carried
weathered successfully what promin so many media that it has been
ised to be the greatest passenger
s
Million
Effectively to Reach
impossible to state with finality
transportation crisis in our hiswhich one was primarily responsiIS
MORR
tory— in the recent holiday period.
OUR
By SEYM
ble for the results. If it were not
Mr. Joseph B. Eastman, Director
Bureau, OWI
c
Radio
,
Domesti
Division
ion
Allocat
Chief,
for Mr. Eastman's statement, we
of Defense Transportation, credits
the fact that we came through this
Could you have that on your conscience?
bus traffic will be an increasingly
would have to put the "Don't
Could you make a pleasure trip anywhere
Travel at Christmas" campaign ir.
potential crisis without the muchserious problem. However, the first
this
Christmas
time
—
knowing
that
_
when
that
category. There are som«
feared breakdowns in our railroad
you do you deprive some soldier of his last
sucbeen
has
point
danger
major
campaigns,
however, which were
and bus systems in large part to
chance civilian
of seeing
family a? seat
Y'seeonfora
every
that his
occupies
cessfully passed — thanks largely to
carried
on
our
Allocation Plan exradio's help.
train — or a bus — or a plane this Christmas
the two-week radio campaign on
time
—
some
soldier
is
going
to
stay
in
camp
clusively,
and
these
tell an inter"Don't Travel at Christmas" which
esting story.
■— -and may miss a final visit with those he
Reaches Large Audiences
was carried on the Office of War
loves before he goes over seas. We have
Last June the Civil Aeronautics
just so much equipment for transportation.
The Network Allocation Plan is
Information's Network Allocation
What we have cannot be replaced. It must
Administration
came to us anq
last us throughout the war. And the major
Plan in the period Dec. 7 to Dec. 20.
certainly one of the most remarkportion of that equipment must be reserved
told us of their great need foi
able innovations in the use of radio
for use that is essential to the war. Moving
Scientifically Scheduled
young men to volunteer for theii
troops — shipping tanks — -guns — food ! Getever devised. And it is interesting
ting workers in vital war industries from
glider pilot schools. The Army was
Many other media were, of
that it was not suggested bv the
one spot to another ! The equipment that
increasingly anxious to get all the
course, used in this campaign —
is left must be rig'dly conserved. ConGovernment, nor urged upon the insome of them quite successfully.
served for important business trips — emerglider pilots the CAA could progency sick calls civilians may need to make
dustry by the outside. Rather, it
But no medium was used as radio
duce, yet there was no way of sebetween now and the end of the war. So
was conceived, developed, and forcuring candidates for CAA courses
was used — with a series of mesdon't travel this Christmas tin** unless
mally proposed to the Government
you must ! Remember — some soldier may
through Selective Service, and the
ages scientifically scheduled across
by a representative group of radio
number of volunteers was almosl
miss ing his
if you're occupyall types of programs, hammering
a seatlast
on visit
a bushome,
or a train!
people who have had key positions
negligible. CAA had studied the
away on the same point, and each
within the industry for the past
What Can Be Done
decade.
problem and knew the reason whj
day delivering those messages to
— to most young men piloting i
approximately one-third of the
The above message is not cited
Most of the readers of Broadhomes in the country.
glider sounded like a rather un<
as an "outstanding" example of the
casting are aware of the mechaninspiring kind of job. If a boy was
Furthermore, probably no other
kind of messages which network
ics of the plan. They know that
going
to take up flying, he wanted
medium delivered a "Don't Travel
advertisers are regularly deliverevery commercial network program
to fly a motor plane or none at alii
ing: for the OWI under the Network
at Christmas" message with the
(plus a group of sustaining proAllocation Plan. It is presented
Dispelling a Myth
impact of radio's messages on this
grams requested by OWI) is regsubject. For in the great majority
rather, as an expert, workmanlike
of cases this appeal was not simply
ularly carrying war messages asexample of what can be expected
In the Fact Sheet which was senj
to all shows to which this message
a bald announcement, but either
signed by OWI on a certain perwhen the best commercial writing
centage of its broadcasts.
an effective dramatization of the
talent in the advertising business
was assigned, we stated : "Let radii
Essentially,
the factor that
subject or a fervent plea from one
tackles the war messages which are
. . . through your efforts . . . Disp
makes this plan such an innovation
the myth that: Although most pe<
of the country's best known radio
regularlv assigned their programs
personalities.
is the staggeringly large audipie haven't even thought of it> ,
by our office.
ences which it reaches every day.
The message reproduced below is
powered plane is not the only effeo
This particular message was carWe estimate that we have a total
a typical example, and is signifitive type of aviation. Gliders . .
ried on a daytime serial which was
of about 90 listening units (C. E.
cant because it indicates so clearly
properly directed . . . are equall
broadcast over two different netHooper) at our disposal every day
how a proven advertising technique
important; offer air-minded men
works the same day to a total audilends itself to a Government camthrough the programs participating
ence of 12.1 (coincidental rating).
bigger opportunity for adventui
paign.
in the plan during the big listenIn addition, this same subject was
After two weeks on the Networ
Announcer: Do you want this to happen?
ing months. In general, we schedule
carried on 64 other radio programs
Girl (about 10) : Will Daddy be wearing
ous
service."
only
three
different
campaigns
on
his uniform when he comes home?
Plan, 30,000 glider pilots had bee
within the previously mentioned
the plan during a given week. If
He'stime.
not coming home, dear —
turned up, and every CAA schoi
two-week period. Assuming mininotWoman
for a :long
each of these campaigns had equal
in the country packed to capacit;
Girl: Not even for Christmas, Mommy?
mum duplication, every radio famMen in charge of this operatio
Woman:
dear, he time.
can't And
get
weight, they would, of course, dia seat
on theNo-o-o.
train Y'see
at Christmas
ily in the country heard a "Don't
vide the 90 points per day among
told
us later that they were frankl
right after that he's going far (Fade) far
Travel at Christmas" message
away.
amazed
at our ability to fill thei
them
insofar
as
possible.
In
other
somewhere
around
4.3
times.
In
Announcer : Or this ?
needs in record time, since every]
words, each campaign would have
Sound: (Long distance telephone ring)
view of this, it is no wonder that
(Continued on page A2)
(Receiver being taken off hook).
— in effect — a 30 rating program
on some railroads during the holiMan (about 25) : Yes ....
every day of the week, or slightly
Woman: (Doubling) (On filter) Ready
day period traffic was actually bewith your call to California.
over 200 points in the 7-day period.
low
the
1940-41
level.
And
over
the
Man: Oh — hello? Mom? (Pause) Say —
And important campaigns can be
country as a whole there were no
I guess I won't get to see you before I
scheduled for two, three or four
leave. (Pause) Yeah — I got the furlough
serious tie-ups and no breakdowns,
all right. But looks like the whole country's
weeks, or longer.
as
had
been
feared.
traveling this Christmas. I can't get a seat
on the train. What? (Pause) Nope — I tried
Best Testimony In Results
The "Don't Travel" campaign
the busses — they're jammed, too. And Mom
will
be
picked
up
again
in
the
near
—like
I'll (Fade)
be goingThis
overis right
after
—
so
it
looks
goodbye.
Aside from "special events" like
future, inasmuch as railroad and
Announcer : Folks I put it up to you.
a Presidential radio address or a
newspaper-story campaign of almost unprecedented proportions,
THAT RADIO is performing an outstanding job for the Govthe Government has no other way
ernment in disseminating necessary wartime information is it can reach upwards of 50%* of
the population of the country every
graphically told by Seymour Morris, chief of the allocation
single day — with subjects of its
division, Domestic Radio Bureau, OWI. Upon his graduation
own choosing, weighted exactly as
the needs justify.
from Princeton in 1933, Mr. Morris joined Lord 8C Thomas
But the best testimony to the
and subsequently served with Benton dC Bowles and Compton
soundness of the plan is not the
Adv. Inc., until March, 1942, when he became agency liaison
people it reaches, but the results it
for the OFF. The following June when OFF was absorbed by has achieved.
On many of the campaigns which
the OWI, Mr. Morris became chief of the allocation division,
* Making allowance for considerable duwhere he has done an admirable job in channeling Governplication within the 90 listening units
despite the fact that the shows making up
this total are scattered across all 4 netment copy through the nation's broadcasting outlets.
works at all times of day.
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Like

a

Like

Flatbush

Like

Hollywood

LIKE

The

erudite

call it mutuality

but we

as THE

Chicago

WGN

are so well aware

and

dog . . .

the

and

CHICAGO

Dodgers
the

. . .

movies

AND

WGN

. • •
. . .

and WGN
of WGN

"Chicago's outstanding radio station."

aware

market have also been

of this fact for in 1942 they placed more local and

national spot time on WGN
Chicago

than on any other two major

stations combined

Clear

Channel
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MUTUAL

{EASTERN SALES OFFICE: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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720 Kilocycles

50,000 Wafts
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station that in surveys they have chosen

The advertisers in the Chicago

A
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say — ' Some

things just belong." It's that way with Chicago
The people of Chicago
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Coca

Cola

Plans

Third

Blue

Series

BLUE
4,400,000

Radio

Sets

Sold

in

Bringing
U.
S.
Total
to
59,340,000
DESPITE the fact that the War4,400,000, including 350,000 auto
Production Board ordered the cesradios and 500,000 sets exported.
Mr. Caldwell estimates that the
sation of all radio set production
last April when all radio set plants
total bill for radio during 1942
converted to a probable 2 billion
amounted to $280,000,000, which
dollar military production program,
included $203,000,000 in time sales
the total number of radio sets in
by broadcasters, $40,000,000 talent
use as of Jan. 1, 1943 rose to 59,costs, $225,000,000 for electricity,
340,000, according to estimates by
batteries etc. to operate receivers,
O. H. Caldwell, editor of Radio
$136,500,000 for 3,900,000 radios
Retailing Today. During 1942 the
sold at retail. His year-end statisnumber of radio sets sold totaled
tics follow:

Local Bottlers to Buy Time
For Afternoon Program
A THIRD NETWORK program,
sponsored by Coca Cola Co., Atlanta, will be launched Feb. 8 on
the BLUE when the company presents Songs by Morton Downey
Monday through Friday from
3-3:15 p.m. The number of stations
on which the program will be aired
depends on the number of bottlers
who arrange to sponsor the series
in their respective cities. Contracts
Civilian Radio Sales, 1942
now in their hands will be delivNumber Retail Value
ered to the D'Arcy Adv. Co., agency in charge, which in turn will
Sets exported
500,000 17,500,000
make final arrangements with the
Auto radios
350,000 12,250,000
BLUE.
Home radios, U. S.
3,550,000 124,250,000
Prior to the start of the new
show, which also will feature Raymond Paige's orchestra, two closed
circuit talks were scheduled last
Parts, supplies
70,000,000
week. On Tuesday, Keith Kiggins,
Tot Phonograph records
110,000,000 48,000,000
al
vice-president in charge of stations
tub
Annual U. S. Radio Bill
es,
of the BLUE, gave an outline of
U.
T
the future show to BLUE affiliates,
ube
Sales of time by broadcasters
$203,000,000
explaining to them how Coca Cola s, Talent costs
40,000,000
was responsible for productionT and
Electricity,
batteries,
etc.
225,000,000
u e
3,900,000 radios sold retail
136,500,000
talent, and the bottlers for bthe
s,
time.
replacement
tubes
58,000,000
Totalinit53,000,000
sRadio
eitals
parts, supplies, etc.
70,000,000
Bottlers Enlisted
Servicing radio sets
70,000,000
87
The second closed circuit talk,
,7
00
TOTAL
$802,500,000
unique in that it was a campaign
,0 4,
00 400,00
0
9
to enlist the bottlers' support of
$154,0
Radio53 Sets in Use6,0
00,000
the program, was held Jan. 20 with
,0
00,
0
0
0
0
Jan. 1, 19 US
3
bottlers in their home cities invited
0
4,7 ,0
0
0
0
0
to preview the show by the sponsor
,0058,
U. S. homes with radios
30,800,000
0 3000
and station managers of BLUE afSecondary sets in homes
16,660,000
8,0,00
Battery portables 00,00
3,130,000
filiates. Talks were presented by
00
Auto radios
8,750,000
Mark Woods, president of the
BLUE ; Harrison Jones, chairman
of the board of Coca Cola; Mrs.
Alfred J. Mathebat, president of
the American Legion Auxiliary in
Indianapolis, as well as short messages by representative housewives
and rating experts who set forth
the necessity for such a new type
of afternoon radio show.
Coca Cola also sponsors the Sunday afternoon Pause That Refreshes on the Air on CBS, as well
as Victory Parade of Spotlight
Bands six nights weekly on the full
BLUE network.

Total sets in use, U. S.

Pillsbury Spots
PILLSBURY FLOUR MILLS Co.,
Minneapolis (flour) has placed participating announcements, two to
six weekly, starting Jan. 18 on
WCAO WEEI WBEN
WGAR
KRLD KXYZ KCMO WTMJ
WCCO
KSTP WCAU
WRC
WBBM. Agency is Mcann-Erickson, Chicago.

59,340,000

Everglo Extends Spots
EVERGLO VITAMIN Co., New
York, which entered radio a few
months ago with a spot campaign
on WLIB, Brooklyn has extended
the announcements for its vitamin
product to 15 stations in the Eastern area on a basis of 10-295 times
weekly.
Agency is Director & Lane,
New York.

Humphrey's Drive
HUMPHREY'S HOMEOPATHIC
Medicine Co., New York, which on
Jan. 4 started a campaign on five
Eastern stations for its drug products, has added three New England
outlets. Contract for 24 weeks calls
for live announcements from five
to seven times weekly on WOR,
WNEW
WBAL WCAU WBEN
WICC WDRC WJAR. Humphrey's
schedule is larger this year than
last, when five outlets were used.
Atherton & Currier, New York, is
the agency.
WSAP Opens Feb. 1
WSAP, Portsmouth, Va., which has
postponed its opening a number of
times, due to technical difficulties,
expects to start operations Feb. 1.
WSAP will operate with 250 watts
on 1490 kc, and will be affiliated
with Mutual. Portsmouth Radio
Corp. is owner.
Page
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FETED BY NBC officials with a luncheon at the 21 Club, Jan. 15 was
Capt. Amilcar Dutra, head of the radio division of the Brazilian department of press and propaganda, in America for a visit at the invitation
of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs [Broadcasting, Jan. 11]. Among luncheoners were (1 to r) : John F. Royal, NBC
vice-president in charge of international broadcasting; Capt. Dutra;
Don Francisco, head of the radio division of the CIAA; Frank E. Mullen, NBC vice-president and general manager.
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BILLINGS

UP

1942

BROADCASTING

22% DURING
1 942
GROSS TIME sales for the BLUE
during 1942, its first full year of
operation as an independent network, totaled $15,782,493, representing a 22.74% increase over
BLUE billings in 1941 which totaled $12,858,169.
Six agencies placing business of
$1,000,000 or more on the BLUE
for their accounts during 1942 are:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, $2,454,298; Young & Rubicam, $1,423,288; Wade Adv. Agency, $1,277,917; J. Walter Thompson, $1,168,219; Maxon Inc., $1,030,288 and
Roche Williams & Cunnyngham,
$1,015,598. The ten leading adverwere: tisers last year on the BLUE
Sterling Drug Inc., $1,710,654
American Home Products, $1,453,832
Miles Lab., $1,277,917
Ford Motor Co., $1,012,626
General Mills, $843,352
Coca Cola Co., $822,874
Sun Oil Co., $786,928
Carter Products, $578,191
Andrew Jergens Co., $541,488
Swift & Co., $504,205
Brisacher

in N. Y.

R. T. VAN NORDEN, vice-president of Brisacher, Davis & Staff,
San Francisco, has been placed in
charge of a New York office for the
agency, which will be set up in the
near future at an unnamed location.
The agency will hereafter be known
as Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden,
it was announced. According to Mr.
Brisacher, the New York office is
being opened to facilitate service to
the growing number of Pacific
Coast manufacturers who are already conducting market research
in anticipation of national distribution after the war.
Spots for Shreddies
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., Los
Angeles (Shreddies), in a 10-week
campaign which starts Jan. 25 will,
use a total of 55 dramatized oneminute transcribed announcements
weekly on 11 western stations. List
includes KNX KFI KHJ KPO
KQW KJBS KOIN KIRO KJR
KTAR KERN. Agency is Botsford
Constantine & Gardner, Los An
KPAS Boosts Power
geles.
KPAS, Pasadena, Cal., on Jan. 14
increased its power from 5,000 to
10,000 watts fulltime on 1110 kc
Western Electric-equipped studios
are located in the Huntington
Hotel. J. Frank Burke is president
of Pacific Coast Broadcasting Co.
operating KPAS. Loyal K. King
and John L. Akerman are general
tively.
and commercial managers, respec
ANPA Meets April 20
AMERICAN NEWSPAPER Pub
lishers Assn., will hold its 57th annual convention April 20-22 at the,
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York
preceded, as usual, by a one-day
meeting of the Associated Press
April 19.
. .
Pabst to Place
PABST SALES Corp., Chicago
(beer) program
will sponsor
a half-hom'
variety
on NBC.
Starting
date and time period have not beeri
decided. Agency is Warwick & Leg-i
ler, New York.
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Committee

House

Approval

Likely

completion of the organization of the two Congressional committees identified with radio legislation was effected last
week, with the Senate committee
appointments definite and those of
the House, subject to floor approval, regarded as virtually automatic.
Holdover Democratic members of
the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee are: Lea,
Cal., chairman; Crosser, Ohio; Bulwinkle, N. C; Chapman, Ky. ; Boren, Okla., Kennedy, N. Y.; and
O'Toole, N. Y. Already selected by
the Democratic caucus for the committee, subject to House approval,
are Beckworth, Tex.; D'Alesandro,
Md.; Myers, Pa.; Priest, Tenn.;
Harris, Ark.; Sadowski, Mich.;
Harless, Ariz.
Wheeler Heads Senate ICC
Holdover Republican members of
the House committee are Wolverton, N. J.; Holmes, Mass.; Reece,
Tenn.; Wadsworth, N. Y.; Halleck,
Ind. ; Hinshaw, Cal. ; Brown, Ohio ;
Howell, 111. Already named by the
Republican conference for the committee, subject to House approval,
are Tibbott, Pa. ; Hall, N. Y. ; Winter, Kan.; and O'Hara, Minn.
Membership of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, approved Jan. 14 by the Senate, includes the following Democrats:
Wheeler, Mont., chairman; Smith,
S. C; Wagner, N. Y. ; Barkley,
Ky. ; Bone, Wash.; Truman, Mo.;
Johnson, Colo.; Hill, Ala.; Stewart,
Tenn.; Clark, Idaho; Tunnell, Del.;
McFarland, Ariz. Republicans are
White, Maine; Austin, Vt.; Shipstead, Minn.; Tobey, N. H.; Reed,
Kan.; Gurney, S. D.; Brooks, 111.;
Hawkes, N. J.; Moore, Okla.

Goodwin
to Test Spots
In East for Skin Cream
N. C. GOODWIN LABS., New
York, which has been testing in
various eastern markets since September of last year for a skin
ointment, Tobene, moves into the
New York market for another test
Jan. 25, with a 13-week contract
for spot announcements on WHN.
While testing markets, including
WICC, Bridgeport; WAAT, Newark; and WAGE, Syracuse, Goodwin has been using both live announcements and transcriptions,
latter titled Tobene Telephone
Dramas, in an attempt to compare
effectiveness of the two types of
commercials.
To date the live spots have
brought the best results. Firm
continues on WAGE in addition to
starting on WHN and plans to carry on its tests in both radio and
newspapers. Product is new to the
general market, but has been used
in clinical tests in hospitals for
several years. Ray-Hirsch Co., New
York, handles the account.
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DEPARTMENT
Unit Paves Way

X

OPERATES

for Handling

of Problems

Likely to Arise in Post-War Era
IN A STATEMENT written for
ing for demobolized service men
and war workers, and many more.
Broadcasting's yearend symposiPlans for Department X have
um on "What's Ahead for Radio?"
[Broadcasting, Dec. 28], CBS
developed largely at the weekly
conferences held by Mr. Bryson
President William S. Paley first revealed the existence of the netwith other CBS executives, writers
work's "Department X," which, he
and producers, including Edmund
stated, "devotes all its time to
A. Chester, director of the shortwave department; Norman Corwin,
studying the war aims, post-war
planning, the probable nature of writer-producer-director; Robert J.
the problems that we shall have to
Landry, director of program writsolve. Department X has already
ing; Leon Levine, assistant direcgiven us enough challenging data
tor of education; William E.
to make us definitely forwardForbes, executive assistant; Davidson Taylor, assistant director of
looking." Headed by Bryson
broadcasts; Robert L. Shayon and
William Robson, producers.
Asking CBS for more detailed
information about Department X,
Department X research staff
Broadcasting learned that it is comprises Mildred Adams, writer
on international politics; Sylvia
really a part — what might be
Stone, economist; Rudolph Felsch,
termed the post-war division — of
the program department; that it is bibliographer; Mrs. Ruth Friedlich, science research worker; Mrs.
headed by Lyman Bryson, CBS director of education and chairman
Ann Spinney and Helen Kandel,
general
research workers.
of the network's adult education
board, currently on leave of abWAR
CANCELS
OHIO
sence from his position as professor of education at Teachers ColENGINEERING
MEET
lege, Columbia U; that it was
ANNUAL
Ohio
State
Broadcast
started more than a year ago, on
Engineering Conference, usually
Dec. 1, 1941, six days before Pearl
Harbor.
held in February, has been cancelled this year due to the war.
"We realized then," Mr. Bryson
Dr. W. L. Everitt, director and
originator of the Conference, is on
explained, "that whether or not the
United States was drawn into war,
leave from Ohio State to the Signal
it would inevitably have to take
Corps. Lynne C. Smeby, former
Director of Engineering for the
part in the tremendous rehabilitaNAB, who cooperated with Dr.
tion program which would follow
Everitt in handling the sessions, is
World War II. The vital role which
now with Dr. Everitt in the Signal
Corps.
radio will play in world-wide reconstruction was apparent even
It is probable that there will not
then, since, for the first time in the
be another conference until after
history of wars and peace treaties,
the war. According to the Ohio
such a means of mass communicaState announcement, the conference will be resumed as soon as contion has been available."
ditions permit.
Undertaking what CBS believes
to be one of the most complete surveys of post-war planning in the
country, the staff of Department X
has already made 400 digests from
important books, pamphlets and
articles, representing the opinions
of more than 1,000 writers, and is
now cross-indexing this mass of
material. The group has also prepared five elaborate charts of postwar issues which it has placed at
the disposal of public officials, experts on foreign affairs and other
post-war planners.
The CBS post-war division is
also studying the work of more
than 300 organizations, representing all facets of political and economic thinking, who are active in
this field. Its agenda for further
study includes such diverse topics
as the establishment of an international or regional federation, the
necessity for an international police force, a World Court, an international system of production and
distribution of goods and services,
reemployment of war veterans, economic counsels, labor control, the
place of small nations in the postwar world set-up, the youth problem, compulsory education, prevention of inflation or deflation, hous-
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B.

RYAN

HEADS
KFI-KECA
WILLIAM B. RYAN, general manager of KGO, San Francisco, has
been appointed general manager
of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles,
tive Feb.effec15,
Earle C. Anthony,
head of the Los
Angeles stations,
announced. Mr.
Ryan succeeds the
late Harrison
H o 1 1 i w a y, who
died last Sept. 23.
Mr. Ryan

For the past severaltions
months,
sta-a
operating
under
have
been

three-man board, set up under direction of Mr. Anthony.
Well known in Pacific Coast ra-j
dio and advertising, Mr. Ryan became manager of KGO after serving four years as sales manager of
NBC, San Francisco. Previously
he was with Foster & Kleiser Co.,
outdoor advertising firm.
Mr. Ryan was one of the first
executives named to the BLUE network Co. when it was organized in
February, 1942. He will continue
his San Francisco activities until
appointment of a successor, Mr.
Anthony said.
Richardson on Flight
EXCLUSIVE story of the British
bombing of Berlin on the night of
Jan. 16 was related by Stanley P.
Richardson, manager of the NBC.
London office, in!
two NBC broadcasts. The followsoningwasnight,
heardSunon
day, Mr. RichardNBC 11:01-11:05
p. m.. reciting his
eyewi
accountt n eofs s the
Mr. Richardson broadcaster
flight. He was the
to
only American
„. , ,
witness the bombing. He re-told
the story Jan. 18 on the MBC
Alka-Seltzer News of the World,
7:15-7:30 p. m. Before going to
London
lastassistant
autumn, toMr.J.Richardson was
Harold
Rvan. assistant director of censorshipwavefor activities.
radio, in charge of short-

CONFIDENCE IN BASEBALL for
this year was shown when France
Laux (seated), sports announcer
of KMOX, St. Louis, was signed
by Hyde Park Breweries for the
play-by-play account on KXOK,
St. Louis, of American and National League games played in that
city, beginning April 21. Celebrating Laux's return to the mike
are (1 to r) Gene Gordon, Hyde
Park advertising manager, and
Elton (Bud) Hascall, account supervisor, Chicago office of Young
& Rubicam, agency handling the
account. Laux was loaned to KXOK
by KMOX.
BROADCASTING

Furniture Discs
CHARLES MICHELSON, New
York, radio transcription firm, has
b«en appointed to handle sales of
My Prayer Was Answered, procram now sponsored on 65 stations
bv as many furniture stores belong
ins- to the Retail Furniture Assn., I]
Baltimore. Series started in September on a weekly basis for a 39
week period. Other members of the
furniture croup may assume sponsorship of the program shortly.
Two Join F & P
DAVID G. JONES and Jones
Scovern have joined the New York
sales staff of Free & Peters, sta
tion representatives. Mr. Jones was
formerly business manager of
WLAW,countLawrence,
Mass..
and acexecutive of N.
W. Ayer
Son, ern Philadelphia,
while ofMr.
is a former member
the Scovsales
staff of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
and recently at the affiliated station, KSD, St. Louis.
• Broadcast
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of

Made
FCC

Surplus
Available

Catalogs

Supplies,

With

Results

Types of Equipment
Equipment covered in the manual
appears under the following headings: Antenna Equipment; Transmission Line and Coupling Equipment; Transmitters and Associated
Equipment; Audio Equipment (not
integral part of transmitter) ; Test,
Measuring and Maintenance Equipment; Fabricated and Raw Materials; Receiving Equipment; Recording Equipment; Tubes, all
kinds; Quartz Crystals; Miscellaneous Equipment.
As soon as the Manuals are
ready for distribution a copy will
be available for use in the office
of each inspector in charge of the
FCC's radio districts, in the FCC's
Washington office and at the stations contained in the list below.
These stations were selected, it
was explained, to provide the "best
possible geographical distribution".
Stations in any given city were
determined by selecting the first
standard station in the alphabetic
call-letter order.
Stations which do not choose to
accept the responsibility for the
manual will have it passed on to
the next station in that city according to alphabetic order.
The FCC urges that those interested inspect the lists personally instead of attempting to correspond with the stations or the
FCC, since this would impose "an
unreasonable burden".
Since questionnaires received
later than Jan. 12 were not tabulated, the FCC advises owners
whose equipment is not listed to
wait since supplements will be issued. In fact the FCC recognizes
that the value of this type of informational service depends on its
being up-to-date and assures that
this will be done. Catalogued equipment disposed of through sale or
otherwise should be taken off the
16
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Stations

Nationwide

Supplements

SURPLUS equipment held by
standard broadcast stations as well
as by other licensees except amateurs was announced last Friday
by the FCC in announcing results
of a nationwide survey.
Known as "The Catalog of Surplus and Salvageable Equipment",
the bulletin will shortly be distributed to interested Government departments, inspectors-in-charge of
regular and sub-field FCC offices
as well as to a list of 124 broadcast stations located throughout the
United States and its territories to
provide the best possible geographical distribution.
Since the material assumed
greater bulk than anticipated, it
will not be possible to distribute
one copy to each station. Instead,
centrally located stations have been
named in each State where the
1,100-page manual is to be kept
available to those interested.

Page

Equipment

Survey

of

to Be Issued

list and the FCC requests such
transactions be reported promptly.
Material contained in the Manual
results from questionnaires mailed
Nov. 20 to the nation's 8,000 licensees including all except hams.
Precise figures are not yet available as to how many standard
broadcast stations among others
responded.
Complete Manuals are available
at these stations:
Alabama — WAPI, WALA, WCOV;
Alaska — KFQD, KFAR, KTKN; Arizona—
KOY, KTUC, KYUM; Arkansas— KFPW,
KARK; California— KHSL, KIEM. KARM ;
Colorado— KGIW, KFXJ, KGHF ; Connecticut—WDRC; Florida— W J AX, WDBO,
WTAL; Georgia— WRBL; Hawaii— KTOH,
KOTH; Idaho— KIDO, KSEI ; Illinois—
WSOY, WTAD; Indiana— WGL, WFBM :
Iowa— WOC, KRNT, KGLO; Kansas—
KGNO, KSAL, KANS.
Kentucky — WAVE. WPAD; Louisiana —
KALB, KVOL, KRMD; Maine— WABI,
WCSH, WAGM; Maryland— WTBO : Massachuset s— WHAI; Michigan — WASH,
WJMS. WDMJ, WSOO, WTCM; Minnesota— KDAL; Mississippi — WCBI, WJDX;
Missouri— KWOS, WMBH, KMOX ; Montana—KGIR, KFBB. KGEZ, KRJF ; Nebraska—KMMJ, KGNF, KBON; Nevada—
KENO, KOH; New Mexico — KGGM,
KAVE, KICA; New York— WABY, WSLB,
WAGE; North Carolina— WISE, WAYS,
WPTF, WMFD.
North Dakota— KFYR, WDAY, KLPM;
Ohio — WCKY, WBNS ; Oklahoma— KOCY;
KOME; Oregon— KORE, KFJI, KOOS,
KWRC; Pennsylvania — WHP, KDKA,
WARM; Puerto Rico — WPRA, WPAB ;
South Carolina — WCSC, WCOS; South
Dakota— KABR, KOBH, WNAX; Tennessee—WAPO. WBIR, WHBQ, WLAC.
Texas— KFDA, KEEW, WTAW, KROD,
KFYO, KGKL, KABC, KWFT ; Utah—
KSUB, KDYL; Vermont— WCAX; Virginia — WLVA, WBBL ; Washington —
KFIO. KIT; West Virginia — WHIS,
WSAZ; Wisconsin — WTAQ, WKBH,
WEMP;
Wyoming — KDFN, KVRS,
KWYO.
Cudahy Spots
CUDAHY Packing Co., Chicago,
has placed a varying schedule of
station breaks from 10 to 70 each
on WBBM WIND WGN WLS
WAIT for Old Dutch Cleanser.
Agency is Grant Adv., Chicago.
OLD

BANK

BREAKS

Weekly Series on WJZ

ICE
Plugs

Savings, War Bonds
ENTERING radio for the first
time in its 92-year history, Williamsburgh Savings Bank of Brooklyn, last week started a quarterhour world news summary on WJZ,
New York, titled History As It
Happens. Featuring Gilbert Martyn, BLUE announcer, and newsreel commentator, the series is
heard Saturday, immediately following the BLUE broadcasts of
the Metropolitan Opera, which ends
between 5 and 5:15 p.m.
Commercials promote the bank's
Savings Account services, and also
advocate the purchase of War
Bonds. Announcement of the contract, handled by Muir & Co., New
York, follows shortly after another
savings bank, Drydock Savings Institution, New York, signed a 52week contract on the same station,
following a successful test campaign at the end of last year
[Broadcasting, Jan. 18, Nov. 30].
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B. LEWIS

GIVEN

^.POSTATpwi
WILLIAM B: LEWIS, chief of the
OWI radio bureau, was promoted
to the post of assistant director of
the OWI domestic branch, assisting Gardner Cowles Jr., domestic
director, in the
formation of
plans tion.and
producNo successor
was named to
Lewis' post and
meanwhile Douglas Meservey will
serve as acting
chief.
In this capacity, Mr. Lewis will
Mr. Lewis
absorb the planning function of the bureau of
campaigns with Drew Dudley becoming chief of campaigns. James
Allen continues as assistant director of the domestic branch except
for duties assigned to Mr. Lewis.
UNION

PROTESTING

AIR TIME
DENIAL
DIFFICULTIES encountered by
the Transport Workers Union, New
York, in attempting to buy time on
New York stations for broadcasts
on behalf of higher wages for New
York subway workers may lead the
organization to take the matter to
the FCC, according to Walter Wiley
Adv., New York, agency handling
the account.
The union started a weekly quarter-hour on WLIB, Brooklyn, Jan.
10 [Broadcasting, Jan. 18] but so
far has been unsuccessful in purchasing time on other New York
stations. Outlets refusing to sell
time, on the grounds that the subject is too controversial, according
to the agency, are: WHN WOR
WEAF
WABC
WQXR
WJZ
WNEW.
WHN however has offered a onetime half-hour broadcast free of
charge, on the condition that it be
in the form of a debate giving both
sides of the issue. The union will
probably take advantage of the
offer. Negotiations are pending with
two other stations, WEVD and
WOV, neither of which has refused the account. WMCA and
WINS have not so far been approached on the matter.
The union has sought to buy time
for a twice-weekly quarter-hour
program, preferably in the 7-9 p.m.
period. Current series on WLIB
presents addresses by union officials
and representative citizens. Michael
Quill, TWU international president
appeared on the initial broadcast.
Buffalo Hearing
HEARINGS on a renewal of license by the Buffalo Broadcasting
Corp. operators of WKBW-WGR,
Buffalo, were conducted in Washington last week with the applicant
and the Commission being heard.
The record is open until March 1
for further witnesses and exhibits.
New Soup Tested
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago is
testing its new dehydrated Aunt
Jemima soups in the Milwaukee
market with six participating announcements on Nancy Gray on
WTMJ, Milwaukee. The product
is being packaged in yellow, green
pea and navy bean varieties. Agencago.cy is Sherman K. Ellis & Co., Chi-

BROADCASTING

Standard
plans

Brands

New

Drive

Effort to Plug New Vitamin
Product in Midwest States
IN WHAT IS DESCRIBED as onej
of the "most intensive advertising
and sales promotion campaigns in'
the history of the drug industry,"
Standard Brands, New York, isl
launching a drive in six middle^
western states next month for,
Stams, new multi-vitamin and
mineral tablet product, recently announced by the company.
Main portion of the campaign
will be the Charlie McCarthyj
Edgar Bergen program, sponsored
on NBC by Standard Brands foil
Chase & Sanborn coffee. Stams will
be advertised on the show in the
six selected states, effective Feb.
28. Announcements will also be carried daily on the company's NBC
serial program The O'Neills, while
special announcements will be
placed on leading CBS, Mutual and
BLUE stations in that area.
Bowman Promoted

Coincident with the announcement of the Stams campaign by Ted
Bates Inc., New York, agency in
charge, it was reported that the
pharmaceutical division of Standard Brands has been reorganized
under the direction of Charles L.
Bowman. John LaWare, formerly
in charge of bulk vitamin sales in
Chicago, becomes sales manager ot
bulk products, while John W. Clissold, formerly in charge of bull*
products on the Atlantic Coast, ben
comes sales manager of consumer
products. According to Mr. Bowman, other pharmaceutical product?
will be added to the company's drug
line in the near future, while th<i :'•
distribution of Stams, now market*
ed through chains and service
wholesalers in the drug field, will ID
be widened to a national basis in q
short time.

KGGF Joins BLUE
KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan., has joined]!
the BLUE network as of January! ei
15. The station operates on 690 kc
with 500 w. night and 1000 w. day
in

M.
M. BLINK, co-owner of Standard
power.
Radio,
has left for the West Coast tc|in
Ms
confer with Jerry King, his partner! ita:
concerning future plans of the firm.
Essential Men
PAUL V. McNUTT, War
Manpower chief, urged all occupationally deferred men to
take pride in their deferment
last week when he said: "Although a great deal of emphasis has been laid on the
fact that essential workers
are vital to war production
there is still much work
ahead in registering this fact
with the public, and with the
workers themselves. Occupational deferment usually indicates that a man is making
a more valuable contribution
to the war, right now, than
if he were in uniform."
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1943 OPENS, 70 accounts

are

liing regional network radio to
11 the Pacific Coast the way it
- n best be sold — as one market.
hese 70 advertisers realize that Pacific
past network radio provides the largest
fculation at the lowest cost per thousand
! any medium they can buy.
fhey know that network radio is the
edium for instant and complete coverage
the West's highly-paid war industry
arkers. That network radio is the only
gional medium that provides a monthly

THE

ASTING

• Broadcast

it

as

rket!

check on the net
circulation of
their advertising.

1* COMPLETE COVERAGE: Recent moil patterns show
that Pacific Blue's 13 stations deliver primary coverage,
day and night, of the counties where 95 % of the
Coast's retail sales are made.

That

2* READY- BUILT PROGRAMS: You can buy a salesproven program on 13 Pacific Blue stations for as. Irftle
as $246 (time and talent). On nine California stations
for only $150 (T and T) .

network

Increasingly, Pacific Blue is the network
regional advertisers are buying. Since August 1 more new regional accounts have
started on Pacific Blue than on any other
two Coast networks combined. These are a
few of the reasons —

BLUE

illywood, Sunset and Vine • San Francisco, Taylor and O'Farrell ★ REPRESENTED
RO ADC

sell

radio's priority on the finest available time
periods guarantees maximum results from
their radio expenditures.

PACIFIC

Coast

3* GUARANTEED TIME: Pacific Blue protects your
program investment by guaranteeing your time against
preemption. Many guarantees are on a 52-week basis.
You retain the time you buy on Pacific Blue.
4* RATE ECONOMY: Pacific Blue costs 20% less
than any other Coast network offering comparable facilities. See Pacific Blue Rate Card No. 2 for new discounts
and rebates.

NETWORK

BY

BLUE

Advertising

SPOT

SALES - New York • Chicago • Detroit
January

25,
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Thanks,Thanks,AlwaysThoseThanks
Courtesy,
Be

Perhaps,

Overdone

Can
on

the Air
Editor's Note : Customarily,
contributed editorials carry
the by-line of the writer. The
contributor of this column, a
well - known newspaperman
and afterward a radio news
editor, prefers to remain
anonymous, because of his
present government connection.
"THANK YOU Mister! . . ."
More and more radio leans to the
courteous side to thank sponsors,
commentators, performers and anyone else within mike distance. For
what?
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This writer is thinking particularly of the vast numbers of news
commentators who graciously consent to interpret the news (at a
stipulated price, of course) for the
multitudes.
Andthe when
they'vecomes
finished their bit
announcer
in with: "Thank you So-and-So."
Courtesy is good stuff. A bit of
it in our daily lives helps to keep
the rough edges off war jitters.
But on the air mike courtesy goes
a long ways.
They Depend on Radio
With a nation fighting for its
very existence the people are entitled to know what's going on.
They turn to their radios to hear
the commander-in-chief. They listen for news on the war's progress
because they know radio comes
through. What's more they depend
on radio for war news.
When American forces invaded
North Africa Nov. 7 the world
was electrified as the first bulletins
were broadcast. Regularly scheduled programs were interrupted as
developments unfolded. Millions
sat up late that night, ears glued
to the radio. It was news that bolstered morale back home. It was
news a world had been awaiting.
One thing marred the whole occasion for radio listeners. Following a time-worn custom announcers
came in with: "We wish to thank
the sponsors of Blank, Blank and
Blank for relinquishing their time
that we might bring you this imnews." ago when President
A few portant
weeks
Roosevelt's New York Herald-Tribune Forum talk was aired by NBC
a certain pride welled in the hearts
of more millions as they thrilled
to the National Anthem following
an inspiring talk. Then came the
awful truth! Hardly had the
strains of . . . "the land of the free
and the home of the brave" faded
when listeners learned that a sponsor had relinquished part of his
time that NBC might bring them
the President's voice! At least so
the announcer said in thanking
the sponsor.
Have we reached the point where
an address by our President de1943

pends upon the whims of a sponsor or two . . . where advertisers
must be thanked publicly because
they "relinquish" their time that
important news affecting an entire
world might be broadcast . . . where
commentators deserve a vote of
thanks for earning a living?
Darn nice of the sponsors to
sacrifice their regular time for the
President! Kind of the advertisers
to give up their spots for news of
utmost importance! Most delightful of the commentators to devote
a 15-minute period of their daily
lives to interpret the news as they
see it!
They'll Gladly Cancel
A consistent listener soon gets
the impression that the foregoing
is true; that radio and its advertisers are conferring a great favor
upon the public by letting them in
on what's going on.
Actually such conditions do not
exist. On the contrary there isn't
a radio timebuyer who wouldn't
gladly cancel his program for the
President or for important war
news. Chances are he'd probably
cancel his contract if radio carried
his show in preference to the President or vital news. And if it were
necessary he'd willingly pay for
the time consumed by broadcasting
such events.
No, the United States of America
still is a Republic in which the
roots of Democracy are deeply
rooted. The answer to this mad
scramble to thank this firm and
that and individuals lies in radio
itself.
We cannot criticize the commentators because they are publicly
thanked for doing a job. Don't
forget the announcer reads prepared copy and chances are some
agency writer tossed in that "thank
you". Still adhering to hide-bound
tradition which originated some
years ago radio clings to the format of thanking sponsors, commentators, performers and anyone
else on the least pretext.
Let's look at this mike courtesy
from today's viewpoint. What's the
listener's reaction? The sponsors
who were so lavishly thanked the
night of Nov. 7 should thank God
that we had an Army capable of

Kyser' s Cutlery
IN RESPONSE to an appeal
for knives for soldiers in the
Solomons, made by Kay
Kyser on a recent NBC College of Musical Knowledge
program, a deluge of cutlery
of all types and descriptions
is pouring into Army Headquarters in San Francisco.
The campaign, titled "Send
awasKnife
and Save
a Life",
suggested
to Kyser
by
Frank Martinelli, San Francisco restaurant man, who
thought his own collection of
kitchen knives could be put
to better use in Guadalcanal.

BROADCASTING

invading North Africa and carrying the war to our enemy. They
should be thankful that they can
advertise their merchandise and
enjoy the fruits of a Government of
the people, by the people and for
the people.
They Want to Listen
Why should announcers thank
commentators ? The newsmen
should thank the public that commentators are privileged to expound their own interpretations.
When a million or so Americans
tune in a commentator they don't
do it because they were ordered to
listen. They want to listen.
Let's change the script. Make it
read, "The such-and-such program
sponsored by So-and-So, which was
canceled tonight, will be heard at
theIfusual
time next
week." to toss
we have
any thanks
around let's thank God for America and a Free Radio.
"Thank you Mister!"
CN Disc Series
WEST DISINFECTING Co., Long
Island City, has signed for a fiveminute transcribed program on
KXOK, St. Louis, titled Fact Or ,
Fantasy, for CN Disinfectant. Program features stories of mental
and psychic phenomena and is produced by Basch Radio Productions,
New York. West will place another
program on a station in the New
York area in February. Company
has used spot broadcasting on a
limited basis for several years.
Agency is Alfred J. Silberstein Inc.,
New York.
DR. L. D. LeGEAR MEDICINE Co.,
St. Louis (poultry, livestock remedies), has started a thrice-weekly quarter-hour series on WLS, Chicago, featuring Doc Hopkins and Karl and
Harty. Agency is Pondrom & Collins,
Dallas, Tex.

CONTRACT FOR CLASSICS to be
sponsored by a dry cleaning chain
is signed by Joseph Blau, president,
L. Blau & Sons, Long Island City,
for a daily hour of music for 13
weeks on WLIB, Brooklyn. Approving are WLIB Saleswoman
Sylvia Ansen, who handles the account, and Louis W. Berne, WLIB
sales promotion manager. Commercials emphasize wartime conservation of clothing by dry cleaning.
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Three

Radio

Cases

In Supreme
Court
Network, Clear Channel and
Petrillo Ban Are Pending
THREE important radio cases —
network monopoly, clear channel
breakdown and the Petrillo recording ban — now are before the Supreme Court by virtue of the action
of the highest tribunal last Monday
in approving the FCC's petition
for review of the NBC-KOA clearchannel breakdown case.
Previously the court had accepted
for review the appeals of NBC and
CBS from the decision of the statutory three-judge court in New York
upholding the FCC's network monopoly regulations now tentatively
scheduled for argument Feb. 10.
The Dept. of Justice has asked
the highest tribunal to review the
action of the Federal District Court
in Chicago, dismissing its antitrust suit against the American
Federation of Musicians and James
C. Petrillo, but this proceeding has
been reopened before Federal Judge
John P. Barnes.
KOA

Hearing

In granting the FCC petition for
certiorari in the KOA case, it was
indicated argument would be heard
during the second week in March.
William J. Dempsey, former FCC
general counsel, has been retained
by the Commission to argue the
case.
The U. S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia, in a split
opinion last September, reversed
the Commission's decision allowing
WHDH, Boston, to operate fulltime on the 850 kc. channel, resulting in the breakdown of that
frequency through duplicated operation. Subsequently, the Commission assigned WJW, Akron, to
the frequency and authorized its
removal to Cleveland, but this matter was set down for rehearing by
the Commission Jan. 13 on motion
of NBC [Broadcasting, Jan. 18].
New

Class

of

Stations

Covers Civil Air Patrol
CIVIL AIR PATROL stations to
be used during emergencies were
established last week by the FCC,
which modified its radio emergency
rules. The Civil Air Patrol established by the Director of the Office
of Civilian Defense, provides forest
patrol, courier service, disaster
relief, rescue missions and trains
aircraft and ground personnel. The
new class of stations, designed by
the Commission to be used exclusively for its essential communications except when use of such a
station is under military control,
will operate on the ultra-high frequencies now available for War
Emergency Radio Service.
All Civil Air Patrol stations
will be licensed within a State in
the name of a Wing Commander,
who supervises the State branch
of Civil Air Patrol. A Communications officer will direct actual
operation of the stations.
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LIPSTICK BARRAGE was bestowed upon Mr. Amplistat's cheeks and
forehead by the feminine staff members of WGAR, Cleveland. "Mr. A"
is Maurice Condon, publicity and promotion manager of WGAR, whose
cracks at radio cliches have amused the readers of Broadcasting for
many months. Now he is entering the military service and will devote
his devastating talents to embarrassing the Axis countries.
Educators

Ask

Radio

to

Cooperate

In
College-Level
Program
Analysis
or volunteers; program subjects,
WITH universities and colleges
such as philosophy, music, literafacing curtailment because of the
ture, science, government, etc. ; type
war, the Assn. for Education by
of presentation, whether dramatic,
Radio and the National Assn. of
roundtable, lecture, music; how
Educational Broadcasters shortly
long program has been on the air,
will survey the industry to determine the extent and effectiveness of
how and by whom series is pro"university level" broadcasting.
moted or sponsored; concrete evidence of achievement of purpose,
Little thought has been given to
and how it is measured, whether
programs in the university level
Crossley, registration, mail, phone,
category, according to Maj. Harold
student response.
W. Kent, president of AER. The
When the results of the survey
two organizations list as college
are tabulated the AER and NAEB
level broadcasts programs dealing
with research and interpretation in
believe they will be able to ascertain how educators can utilize presthe fields of Government, music, international affairs and literature
ent programs to the fullest extent
and how radio might be better used
which are intended either for lisfor educational broadcasts. The
teners whose interest and backsurvey will be conducted under the
ground are on the college or unidirection of Michael R. Hanna,
versity level or for the college
general manager of WHCU, Ithaca,
classroom itself.
N. Y., and chairman of the AER
Classified as university level prosurvey committee.
grams are Invitation to Learning,
The Inter-American University of
the Air, Lands of the Free, Of Men
Nicht in King Features
and Books, symphony music and
others of that nature.
Post, Includes INS Sales
FRANK J. NICHT has been proReport Forms Available
moted to the post of general sales
In an effort to analyze university
manager of King Features Syndicate, International News Service
level programs now on the air to
ascertain their effectiveness in filland International News Photos, according to an announcement this
ing the anticipated gap brought
week by J. V. Connolly, president
about by war conditions, the AER
of King Features Syndicate. This
and NAEB will ask broadcasters
appointment
and coto fill out report forms which are to
ordinates theconsolidates
selling activities
of
be mailed them. Network programs
the sales staffs of all three syndiare not listed unless they are oricates,
the radio
division. including
Erich Brandeis,
veteran
ginated by the station which makes
the report.
King Feature promotion manager, was named chief of the proInformation requested by the edmotional department of all three
ucational groups includes program
syndicates.
title; whether it is sustaining or
commercial; under whose auspices
Offering Records
it is presented; what the sponsorSTUDIO RECORDS Inc., new reing agency hopes to achieve through
cording firm in New York, has
the broadcast; whether the promailed offers to radio stations
gram is planned jointly by sponsor
promising two records per week
and station; sources of content;
for $1.50, with no contract necessary. Letters says tunes are played
writer, producer, whether professional, students, faculty members
by a CIO orchestra.
BROADCASTING
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BURCH

SHOT

Details of Radio

DOWN
Engineer's

Last Year

Death

JAPS
in Action

Just Disclosed

INFORMATION that Maj. Joseph
A. Burch, former consulting engineer for RCA, met death in a
plane shot down by Japs over
Soerabaia, Java,
in the Dutch
East Indies, has
just been received
by Broadcasting.
-* '-■ : Although the War
1) e p t. notified
Maj. B arch's family on Feb. 3,
that hein had
1942, killed
been
action details were
not available until disclosed by the Rev. W. W. Patterson of Minneapolis, who recently returned from Java.
He was stationed in Java as a
communications
expert
when a
BhuA
Jil
L Itsl
Maj. Burch

BY

wave of Japanese planes attacked
the city and shot down the plane
in which he and fellow officers were
just taking off.
Maj. Burch was commissioned in
the Army Specialist Reserve in
March, 1941, and was on hand in
Teheran, Iran, when that country
was occupied by the British and
Russians. He restored communications traffic to normalcy within
three days. In World War I, Maj.
Burch served overseas as sergeant
and radio operator in the Signal
Corps.
Born at Valley Mills, Tex., in
1899, Maj. Burch became a railroad telegrapher at 14 and at 16
was a radio operator on sea-going
vessels. He later took up radio and
electrical engineering and built the
first highpowered radio transmit-

ter at Halifax, N. S., for United
Press.

Radio

He is survived by five brothers,
two sisters, and his mother, whose
home is in Waco, Tex. Three
brothers are connected with radio:
H. B. Burch, with CBS New York;
H. A. Burch, Army Air Forces, McDill Field, Fla., and Leo S. Burch,
Office of the Chief Signal Officer,
Washington.

For
Non-Heating Uses
BROADCASTING and radio communications centers are classified
as essential users of fuel oil under
Petroleum Administrative Order
No. 3 issued Jan. 18, and are entitled to unrestricted use of fuel
oil for non-heating purposes.
Essential users of oil for nonheating
purposes
a schedule of needs
withmust
thefilePetroleum

Minwax

to Expand

MINWAX Co., New York, completing
plans for floor
national
bution
of Preen
wax,distriwill
expand radio advertising to new
markets. Second station to be added
Feb. 10, when the company starts
a weekly participation in Nancy
Booth Craig's Woman of Tomorrow
on WJZ, New York. Minwax introduced the product to radio six
months ago, using three participations weekly on WTIC, Hartford,
in a test campaign. Firm continues
on WTIC. Minwax has used some
spot broadcasting in the past for
other products. R. T. O'Connell Co.,
New York, handles the account.

Is

Allotted

Oil

Administration for War's New
York and regional offices. Application under the new regulations,
which do not affect oil rations for
heating, must be accompanied by
a statement that the non-heating
allotment will be used exclusively
in the essential operation.
Alice Hughes To WMCA
ALICE HUGHES, columnist of
King Features Syndicate, and formerly heard on WINS, New York,
for Rogers Department Stores, has
moved to WMCA, New York, starting off Jan. 25 with two sponsors
for different portions of a six-weekly program,
Woman's New
Views.York,
Hygrade
Food A Products,
sponsors Miss Hughes Sunday,
7:45-8 p.m., for meat products,
while Phil Cooper, New York cleaning establishment, uses the 9-9:15
a.m. period Monday and Tuesday.
Series is heard sustaining at that
time Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday. In addition to news of general interest to women, Miss
Hughes latingwill
feature
"Crusades"
reto various
phases
of the war
effort, such as food prices. Business
was placed direct by both accounts.
Latin American Drive
NORWICH PHARMACAL Co.,
Norwich, N. Y., last week released
an extensive Latin-American campaign for Pepto-Bismol and Unguentine, using
transcribed
nouncements on nine
stations anin
Cuba, Puerto Rico and Panama,
in addition to concentrated newspaperandadvertising
in those
tries
Bermuda.
The counradio
schedule got under way last week,
with announcements on five chain
outlets in Cuba, three in Puerto
Rica and one in Panama. Norwich
has not used radio in Latin America for several years. Export Adv.,
New York, handles the account.
Domestic Advertising, handled by
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv., New
York, may include spot broadcasting early this year.
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Westman to ASA
HAROLD P. WESTMAN, formerly secretary of the IRE, resigned
last week to devote full time to
the American Standards Assn.,
working on war standards for
radio. Mr. Westman had been active in IRE's standardization work
for 14 years, and more recently
had
time been
basis.on loan to ASA on a partCANADIAN radio producers, entertainers and artists now in the Canadian Army Shoto, broadcasting unit
of the Canadian Army, include Capt.
Geoffrey Waddington, band leader ;
Capt. Robert Farnon, arranger and
actor ; Capt. Rai Purdy, producer,
owner of Rai Purdy Production Ltd.,
Toronto ; Sgt. Jimmy Shields, tenor ;
Sgt. Russell Titus, baritone ; Sgt.
Prank Shuster and Sgt. Johnny
Wayne, comedy duo.
• Broadcast
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TEN
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AGO

THIS

MONTH

From the 1932 files of Broadcasting
EDWARD PETRY, former manager
of the Bulova radio account, has organized Edward Petry & Co. as exclusive national representative of stations, with New York offices headed by
Henry Christal, Chicago offices by Edward Voynow and San Francisco offices by J. R. Doig. Mr. Voynow has
resigned as Chicago manager of Scott
Howe Bowen Inc. and joining him in
the new Petry organization is George
Kercher, former radio editor of the
Chicago Evening Post and later with
NBC, Chicago. Mr. Petry announced
that his firm will represent the following stations : WFAA, Dallas ; WBAP,
Fort Worth; WHAS, Louisville;
KPRC, Houston; WDAF, Kansas
City ; KSD, St. Louis ; KFH, Wichita ;
WSMB, New Orleans; WSM, Nashville; KFYR, Bismarck, N. D. ;
WTMJ, Milawukee; KSL, Salt Lake
City; WBRC, Birmingham; KTHS,

Hot Springs, Ark. ; KLZ, Denver ;
WFBM, Indianapolis; WMC, Memphis, and WWJ, Detroit.
•
HERBERT L. PETTEY, who was
radio director of the Democratic National Campaign Committee, has been
named chairman of the committee in
charge of radio for the Roosevelt inauguration March 4, working under
Rear Admiral Cary T. Grayson, inaugural chairman. Mr. Pettey has
been mentioned as a probable successor to the Radio Commission post left
vacant by the resignation last summer
of Maj. Gen. Charles McK. Saltzman,
chairman.
•
FRANK M. RUSSELL, NBC Washington vice-president, has announced
the acquisition by NBC of a five-year
lease on WMAL, Washington, effective Feb. 1. The deal was made with
M. A. Leese, owner of the station, and

WMAL will be linked as the NBC
Blue Network outlet. Mr. Russell
announced that Vincent F. Callahan,
his assistant, who has been commercial manager of WRC, and Kenneth
H. Berkeley, WRC manager, will take
full charge of WMAL.
•
FULFILLING the mandate of the
NAB St. Louis convention in November, to engage a man of commanding
stature to represent it in its copyright
fight, the NAB has retained as counsel
Newton D. Baker, noted Cleveland
attorney and Secretary of War during
the Wilson Administration.
•
FEDERAL Radio Commission records
as of Jan. 1, 1933, show that there are
39 stations licensed to educational institutions of which 12 sell time. Of
the original 95, some 30 voluntarily
assigned their licenses to commercial
enterprises, 18 were deleted by reason
of voluntary abandonment, and about
a dozen were deleted for cause.
•
THE 1933 New Year heralded the
tenth anniversary of the Gilbert and
Sullivan opera sponsorship on KPO,
San Francisco, by George W. Caswell
& Co., San Francisco (Caswell Coffee). Emil Brisacher, president of

« ""V

M. (Hank) Norton, former
continuity writer of KGW;
producer is Homer Welch.

Emil Brisacher & Staff, claims that
the program, which has not missed a
single week in ten years, is the oldest
continuous radio feature on the air.
•
A NEW turntable for broadcast purposes, which will reproduce lateral-cut
records and transcriptions at either
78 or 33 1/3 r.p.m., is announced by
RCA Victor Co. for outright sale to
stations. The apparatus was originally
developed for NBC.
•
RADIO SALES Inc. has been formed
as a subsidiary of CBS to handle national spot business for stations operated by that network. Roger T. Vernon is in charge at New York offices
of CBS, and Robert V. Stephenson is
in charge in Chicago.
•
A TEST conducted by the Denver
Post, which omitted radio program
listings for several days, led to such
a deluge of telephone inquiries both to
the newspaper and local radio stations
that the schedules were reinstated
and more space devoted to radio.
•
WCAU, Philadelphia, celebrated the
New Year with the opening of new
studios and general offices in its own
building at 1622 Chestnut St., to be
known as the WCAU Bldg.
•
NEGOTIATIONS are underway for
the sale of WJBO, Baton Rouge, La.,
to a corporation controlled by Charles
P. Manship, publisher of the Baton
Rouge State Times & Advocate. Val
Jensen is present owner.
DR.
ALFRED
N. GOLDSMITH.
vice-president and general engineer of
RCA and former president of the Institute of Radio Engineers, has re■ft signed effective Jan. 24 to enter private consulting engineering practice
in New York.
•
WALTER PRESTON has replaced
Keith MeLeod in the music department
of the NBC program division, Mr.
MeLeod having resigned.
•
'<"»0 ARTHUR J. KEMP, formerly an account executive with the Rodney E.
Boone Organization, newspaper repS°ffc
resentatives, has been appointed advertising manager of KHJ, Los Angeles.

phoeni*. a*

s0 GOOD T»M « "'"scrIPTIW

KGW 'Soap Opera'
KGW, Portland, Ore., last
week premiered its own
"soap opera", House Divided, which tells the story of
an average American family
in which the mother remains
at home to care for two
young children while the
father is in the Army. Program is broadcast Monday
through
ing basis.Friday
Script onis abysustainHenry

T„ESt »« »

Til

HASSEL
with the
McCann SMITH*
Erickson formerly
and HammanLesan agencies, has been appointed
commercial manager of KFRC, San
Francisco. Rush Hughes and Wyn
Louthain
are leaving WFRC to join
NBC.
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CHARLES W. PHELAN, of the
Yankee Network, has applied to the
Radio Commission for a new station
in Portland, Me., to operate with 500
watts on 1340 kc.
•
WILLAN
C.
ROUX,
sistant to the advertising formerly
manager asof
L. Bamberger & Co., Newark, has
joined the sales promotion staff of
NBC in New York.
•
DON BECKER, radio writer, has rejoined WLW, Cincinnati, and is writing a new detective series titled KenRad Unsolved Mysteries.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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PROGRAMS
Final Exams
ALLIENE, actress of
EVAthe LeG
British and American
GRADUATION of the radio class
stage, stars in a quarterin nutrition, an experiment in public education added last November
hour murder-mystery series
started on BLUE, Jan. 17, titled
to
Carlton Fredericks' program,
Living Should Be Fun, on WMCA,
Horror Inc. Works of classic auar
such
en
thors
as Edg
All
Poe,
New York, is scheduled early in
February. Enrollment has jumped
Bulwer Lytton and others are renne, who dralated by Miss LeGalliellin
from
300 to 5,400. Listeners wei'e
s
ent
g
mom
matizes the more thri
invited to enroll as regular stuof the tales in monologue style.
dents. Tests based on the broadMort Lewis, radio writer, collaborcasts
of the five-weekly series have
ates with the actress in preparing
been mailed each week to students.
the broadcasts.
Their answers are graded and
* * *
these tests, plus a final examination this month, determine those
The Reporting Game
who will receive the special diploCONTESTANTS are cast as cub
mas issued by the station.
reporters in a quiz show now heard
* * *
on NBC. The "city editor" recites
a news story, and then selects a
Safety in Industry
contestant to handle the assignTO BUILD listener interest among
ment. Money prizes are awarded
war
workers, to whom Men, Mato those who show the best powers
chines and Victory on BLUE is
of observation and memory. Guest
largely directed, a feature has been
star each week is a real reporter,
added whereby
a "Safety
Ace" hasis
who relates his most interesting
selected
each week
as one who
story. Additional feature is a mumade an outstanding contribution
sical assignment, requiring partito the safety of his fellow plant
cipants to piece together a story
workers. Poster picture of the first
from the titles and lyrics of music
winner will be distributed widely
played during the program. Franthroughout war industries. Series,
ces Scott conducts the NBC prowhich is presented by the War Production Fund of the National
gram, named Let's Play Reporter.
Safety Council, has been extended
Humor in History
for another 13-week run, the fourth
since its inception early last year.
DAYS in 1609 when Kingston, New
* * *
York, was made a trading post by
Air Cadet Show
Henry Hudson, come to life in a
FEATURING Army Air Forces
j new weekly quarter-hour comedy
i skit, Sophia & Joshia, on WKNY,
cadets in training at Minter Field,
Kingston. Featuring local historiCal., weekly half-hour musical
program titled Flying High was
cal events chiefly of early 1900's,
Sophie Miller, script writer of the
started on Don Lee network Jan.
station and author of the show,
20,
Wednesday, 4:30-5 p.m.
dips into ancient newspapers and
(PWT). Under supervision of Col.
directories for names and addresses
Pyle, commanding officer, show will
of one-time livery stables, blackbe written by Corp. Howard Bausmith shops and old newspaper
man, with Pvt. Dave Scofield, foroffices.
A
merly of KFRC, San Francisco, as
announcer. Warrant Officer Harold
War Weapon No. 1
Hines is musical director, with
TO INCREASE understanding of Corp. Paul Frey as vocalist. Program is to be shortwaved via
the place of foDd in the war, CBS
has started a new series, Food and
KWID, San Francisco, to the AEF.
* * *
the War, Wednesdays 4:30-4:45
p.m. Interviews with authorities on
Musical Quiz
food production, shopping, marketA MUSICAL QUIZ for soldiers,
ing, rationing and other consumer
What's Your Name, Soldier? weekfood problems are scheduled. Rely feature of War Bond Section
| cently interviewed were Roy Henof the Eighth Service Command
j drickson, director of the Food Dison WFAA - WBAP, Dallas - Fort
[ tribution Administration, and C.
Worth, WOAI, San Antonio and
I W. Kitchen, assistant director of
other Texas Quality network staFDA.
* ❖
tions, gives soldier audiences a
chance to identify song titles.
To Point the Way
Prizes of War Stamps are offered.
PRESENT TREND toward reMusic is provided by the Fifth Ferligion and the part spiritual life
rying Group Orchestra from Love
takes in the war emergency is Field under the direction of Masrecognized in a new 10-minute
ter Sgt. Frank Malone.
* * *
weekly series on WOSH, Oshkosh,
Wis., Books That Point the Way,
Home Ec Series
featuring reviews of religious books
HOME
ECONOMICS
problems in
by Rev. Jesse Pindall Peirce of the
war are considered in a Saturday
local Congregational Church. The
morning program on KYW, PhilaOshkosh Library is cooperating
delphia, titled Living _ in Wartime.
with the project.
Leading home economists of schools
will participate in discussions of
Eyewitnesses
dehydrated foods, make-over meals,
EYEWITNESS accounts of serrationing and the rubber situation.
Series is under the direction of Dr.
vicemen on foreign war fronts will
Holman White, of the Pennsylbe aired on Jerry Belcher's intervania State Education Assn., and
view programs Tuesdays and SatWilliam C. Galleher, educational
urdays, 6:30 p.m. on WCKY, Cincinnati.
director of KYW.
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With the choice programs of both Blue
Network and Mutual carried over WSIX,
an unusual collection of the finest programs
in radio is daily serving to build a substantial audience for all WSIX advertisers.
Through

this galaxy

of star attractions

WSIX

is drawing listeners in greater number than ever before — and from a terrihistory.
tory that is richer than ever before in its
For availabilities among

these headline

programs, and any other information, contact the station or Spot Sales, Inc., National
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SENDS
TO

CAPITAL

ROBERT S. WOOD, assistant director of CBS news broadcasts in
New York, joined CBS Washington last week, as director of public
affairs in the capital city, Paul W.
White, CBS director of news broadcasts, announced.
Mr- Wood will direct all news,
public affairs and special events
broadcasting which originate in
Washington. Effective Feb. 1, Ann
Gillis, director of CBS special
events in Washington, will resign.
Eric Sevareid remains as chief correspondent ofthe CBS Washington
bureau, relinquishing his administrative work owing to the pressure
of broadcast duties.
To replace Mr. Wood, Everett
Holies, CBS night news editor, has
been named. Harry Wefmg becomes
night news editor.
Mr. Wood is a native New
Yorker, educated at Cornell U and
graduating from the U of Toronto.
After service in World War I with
the Royal Air Force, he remained
on the continent as a newsman with
the London Times. Returning to the
U. S., he joined the New York
World, successively becoming reporter, rewrite man, copy reader,
foreign correspondent and assistant
managing editor. When the Evening World expired, he started Radio Guide in 1931, remaining until
the start of the New York World's
Fair in 1939, when he became assistant director of radioFry Leaves

NBC

Ray
Named
Successor
WILLIAM B. RAY, manager of
the press department of NBC-Chicago has been appointed news and
special events director of the central division to succeed Kenneth D.
Fry, who has resigned, effective
Feb. 1, to join the Overseas Branch
of the OWL John F. Ryan, NBC
news editor, will take over his duties as press department manager.
Mr. Ray joined NBC in 1933,
coming from the news staff of the
Chicago Evening Post. In 1937 he
was named press department manager. Mr. Ryan, formerly with the
Chicago Times has been in the NBC
press department for the last four
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John A. Kennedy, President
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THE

Pleads

PLEADING GUILTY to charges
of falsely claiming U. S. citizenship,
Arthur G. Linkletter, San Francisco freelance announcer and m.c,
is at liberty on $2,500 bail while
his case has been referred to a probation officer at his request. Linkletter was indicted last Dec. 9 by
a Federal grand jury [Broadcasting, Dec. 21]. At that time he issued
a statement that he was an adopted
child and hadn't learned of his
Canadian birth until Aug. 15, 1942.
Department of Immigration officials testified, however, that his
college enrollment records showed
the radio man had reported his
Canadian birth several years ago.

Station

TUNE

Managers!

CONTEST"

and

Dir.

Virginia

THE

BAND

CONTEST"

Copyrighted in detail and available for
use only in certain localities

by
COMPANY
HOWARD

Page

Linkletter

AFFILIATE

"NAME
Charleston,

Navy by 1978 should Uncle Sam
turn him down. His own invigorator is to keep him in trim.

1;

years.
NORMAN BARASCH, BLUE page
boy, has sold three scripts to the
BLUE for the Three R's series.

completed.

5000

Feb.

FUTURISTIC PICTURE of Don
Searle, general manager of KOILKFAB-KFOR, Omaha, as created
by station employes at a recent
banquet at the conclusion of which
he presented each with a $25 War
Bond in the name of KOIL-KFABKFOR. The beard, hair gray from
worry, ears overdeveloped from listening to all three stations are due
in 25 years. Glasses are from reading Government questionnaires ;
telephone headset is for listening
to
himself
talk;
hat
marks
him as
headadmiral's
of his own

Holder of Copyrights
apply to
W. DAVIS, Smith-Young Tower, San Antonio, Tex.
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Rules
Operator's
by FCC
Are Eased
Radiotheory Test Waived
Limited License Holders

For

HOLDERS of restricted radiotelephone licenses may operate stations
of 1000 watts maximum power without passing examinations in radiotheory, the FCC ruled Jan. 19 in
adopting- Order 91-C, further relaxing wartime standards foxbroadcast technicians.
The order, adopted at the recommendation of BWC, will remain in
effect until further notice, the Commission said, indicating that emergency technicians may be employed
at least until the manpower problem is overcome.
FCC's latest action waives the
compulsory theory examination
that previously had limited tenure
of emergency permits to six
months. It also widens the field of
operations for limited permit holders, allowing them to work at any
1,000-watt outlet in addition to
Class IV (local) stations.
The order also provides that
holders of any commercial license
may be employed at any broadcast
station so long as at least one first
class radiotelephone license holder
is on the staff, and that holders of
restricted license may be similarly
employed, provided that they pass a
special radiotheory test similar to
the examination for a Class A (the
most difficult) amateur license.
In issuing the order, which superseded the earlier Order 91, 91-A,
91-B, FCC explained that military
needs has decreased the number of
operators qualified for station posts,
and that a shortage had resulted.
Movement for revision of Order
91-B, adopted in May, 1942, authorizing employment of limited permit
holders at Class IV stations, arose
at the 17th District NAB meeting
Nov. 19-20 at Portland, Ore. Marshall H. Pengra, manager of
KRNR, Roseburg, Ore., told the
session that very few parttime
technicians would be able to pass
the theory test. A petition was
adopted by the 17th District, and
subsequently at other NAB meetings, urging BWC to drop the theory requirement.
KROY
Transfer Approved
TRANSFER of license of KROY,
Sacramento, was approved by the
FCC Jan. 12, under an agreement
whereby Royal Miller, the owner,
makes a voluntary assignment of
license to a partnership comprising
himself, his wife, Marion Miller,
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Penny, certified
p u b li c accountants, and Will
Thompson Jr., doing business as
Royal Miller Radio. Mr. Thompson
is general manager of the station,
while Mrs. Miller has heretofore
been supervisor of operations. Under the agreement, Miller and his
wife each retain 22%% of the
stock; Mr. and Mrs. Penny acquire 22V2% of the stock for $6,750
each; Mr. Thompson purchased
10% for $5,000.
RCA

Dept. of Information has published a 20-page booklet, "Radio and
Electronics", explaining in simple,
non-technical language the scientific
and historical background of the Elecworld. tronic Age predicted for the post-war
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PEPCO
Power

HELPS

HOUSEWIVES

Firm's Daily Program

Service, Rationing,
WARTIME PROBLEMS form a
three-way basis for Home Service
Daily, service-type program scheduled to begin Jan. 25 on WJSV,
Washington (9:45-10 a.m.), daily
except Sunday, under sponsorship of the Potomac Electric Power
Co. Henry J. Kaufman, advertising
agency handling the account, placed
it for a 26-week period.
Menu Suggestions

SERVICE is keynote of Home Service Daily featuring Elinor Lee, WJSV
director of women's programs, scheduled for 26 weeks on Washington's
CBS station by Potomac Electric Power Co. Signing the contract is
A. G. Neal, president of PEPCO, with Carl J. Burkland, WJSV general
manager, also seated. Standing are (1 to r) H. A. Brooks, PEPCO
vice-president and commercial manager; Mrs. Lee; Miss Mary Turner,
director of PEPCO's home service; J. T. Terry, PEPCO vice-president.
DICK MACK, Hollywood manager of
McKee & Albright and director of the
weekly NBC Rudy Vallee Show sponsored by Sealtest Inc., has written a
new song "When the WAACs Go
Marching Along", premiered on that
program Jan. 22.

TV£

GEORGE KING, co-director of Student Workshop on WLIB, Brooklyn,
is author of a dramatic script, Young
in
Heart,forselected
by the distribution
War Writer'sto
Board
nationwide
high schools and colleges for performance.

Dams

ttitbit

J

Stop

Featuring Elinor Lee, WJSV's
director of women's programs,
Home Service Daily will be divided
into three sections, an electrical
equipment registry or trading post,
latest rationing news and food and
nutrition suggestions. Increasing
scarcity of electrical appliances
and replacement parts is responsible for the trading post idea. Persons who want to sell any extra
devices such as irons, washing
machines and such, are invited to
register them with Mrs. Lee. Potential purchasers also will register
their wants and the information
gleaned from both lists will be corPEPCO. related by a special staff at
In connection with broadcasting
late rationing news developments,
Mrs. Lee will offer suggestions for
menus using foods available in

Tki±

Nutrition News
Washington and vicinity the day
of broadcast. When point rationing
becomes effective she will announce
points required for items in each
day's menus. From time to time
special menus tested and prepared
by the PEPCO Home Service division, headed by Miss Mary Turner, will be broadcast. These will
be sent in booklet form to listeners
who write for them.
Special promotional tie-ins with
the program are planned by the
power company. A series of newspaper ads will run daily in the
four Washington papers the first
week the program is on the air and
at intervals following. Special inserts will be mailed with electrical
service bills to 200,000 customers,
and announcements will be printed
on the backs of bills.
Promotion Tie-ins
Counter cards calling attention
to the Home Service Daily with
Elinor Lee will be distributed to
all electrical stores for windows
and counters. Besides a street window display, planned for the entire
run of the broadcast, a booth featuring pictures of Mrs. Lee will be
maintained in the show-rooms of
the power company, where booklets

7food....aA.

DAYTIME

/£/imp

Includes Swap

Delude

SPOTS

oft

AIL
t$G®PIECES/M
Recently, after going on the air with 10,000 watts, Scripps-Howard's WNOX ran
a total of seven daytime announcements in two days (4 one day, 3 the next) offering listeners a free plant bulb.
7,308 wrote the station within four days.
While most of them live within 150 miles of Knoxville, hub of East Tennessee war-,
time activity, yet daytime listeners in 24 states heard the offer and wrote for the gift.
A similar offer with a total of four nighttime announcements in two nights (two each night)
brought mail from 1,879 listeners in 23 states.
The Branham Company will be glad to tell you more about the ability of 10,000watt WNOX to pull mail— and to produce results in the booming Tennessee Valley.

KNOXVILLE

TENNESSEE

. . . Covering East Tennessee, Northern Georgia,
Northwestern South Carolina, Western North
Carolina,
Kentucky. Southwestern Virginia and Southern
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mentioned on the broadcast will be
available.
The booklets, also to be mailed,
will include "Recipes and Balanced
Menus", "Use and Care of Electrical Equipment", "Vegetable Cookery" and "Wartime Recipes" featuring available and useable foods.
All recipes will be tested and prepared under Miss Turner's direction in the company's home service
kitchens.
Right at home when it comes to
working with food programs, Mrs.
Lee was graduated from Beaver
College in Pennsylvania with a
major in home economics. She
studied dietetics at a Baltimore
hospital. For two years she was
home economist with the Potomac
Light and Power Co. in West Virginia, later serving as district home
economist for the Government in
West Virginia. From there she
went to Westinghouse Electrical
Manufacturing Co. as Middle Atlantic home economist, resigning in
1938 to become WJSV home economist and later director of women's
programs.

Local

Stations

Must

Sell

Advertisers

On Ability to Do Job, Says KTSW
Head
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
to the larger markets on the perWithout attempting to argue a
haps justified theory that if the
"cause", I should like to express
name is kept alive in the metropolitan market it can re-spread to the
an opinion regarding your editorhinterlands.
ial entitled
pearing in"It
the Would'
Jan. 4Help",
issue apof
Admittedly, this is a "selling"
Broadcasting.
problem of the smaller stations —
While your suggestion that the
and we have good selling ammunition in a recent Hooper survey
government supply programs for
which showed that, on an average,
local sponsorship applies to local
local stations in a single station
non-network stations, I believe
many local network stations fall
community can triple the national
into the same curtailed revenue
rating of a network program.
classification. Such stations, for
But this same selling problem
example, as those whose network
would apply to any program procontracts do not equal either their
duced by the government for local
network contract time commitment
sale. We have programs with good
or their cash outlay for network
followings for sale right now, but
lines. To these stations, network
aren't the retail adveraffiliation is merely a source of there just
tising budgets to handle these proprogram material. Their condition
grams. No, I'm afraid additional
is not improved by the national
programs "for sale" wouldn't help.
We have too many of those now.
"institutional" advertisers' policy
of restricting the war-time budget
Our problem, though more acute

now, is no different than it was
before Pearl Harbor or will be
after victory. We in the local market have got to convince the institutional advertisers today and
the merchandise advertisers tomorrow that the best way to maintain their names and sell their
products is through the stations
that serve their local customers,
the owners and operators of their
local outlets — broadcast their
church services, high school sports
contests, and community events —
report their local news — help put
over their community chest drives
— in fact are an active part of the
community. The bigger stations are
doing the
thisadvertisers
in their "local
and
knowmarkets";
it. The
local stations are doing the same
job (on a smaller scale and with
a lower rate card) in their communities; the advertisers must be
told about it!
J. Nelson Rupard,
General Manager,
KTSW,

Emporia, Kan.

WNRC
Ballots Out
FOR THE second successive year,
only programs serving the war effort will be considered in the ninth
annual survey of network programs by the Women's National
Radio Committee, which is sending
out ballots to listeners this month.
Announcement of results will be
made at a luncheon May 5 at the
Waldorf-Astoria, New York, according to Mme. Yolanda Meroi Irion, founder and chairman of the
i committee. Ballots this year are
confined to five classes — drama,
music, forums, news analyses, juvenile programs.

Home Listening Up
HOME LISTENING in New York
on Jan. 10, first Sunday after the
ban on pleasure driving, showed an
increase over other Sundays of
; last 14 months, a survey completed
by the Pulse, New York, shows.
' Morning period Jan. 10, with 9%
increase over previous month,
showed average sets-in-use per
quarter-hour at 11.0, highest figi ure ever recorded by the Pulse for
Sunday mornings. Afternoon and
night listening showed an increase
of 8% over the previous month.
New England Farm News
WITH appointment of Sidney
Vaughan as director of the New England Radio News Service, New England farmers will continue to receive
farm news on New England stations.
The service, started Nov., 1928, has
been handicapped by entrance of its
entire staff into the armed services.
Mr. Vaughan, assistant county agricultural agent of Worcester County,
Mass., Extension Service, conducted a
farm program on WTAG, Worcester.
He replaces Charles E. Eshbach, inducted into the Army Dee. 30. Also
inducted were Donald Goldthorpe and
Philip Fleming. Stanley Flower has
been appointed to the staff. Cooperating in the New England service
are the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,
six State departments of Agriculture,
Yankee network, Westinghouse stations WBZ-WBZA. In addition to
programs on the Yankee network, and
WBZ-WBZA, a syndicated farm news
program is aired on 23 New England
stations.
BROADCASTING

"Two

heads are better than one — even

In spite of the above implication, there's
one thing we do know that will help your
sales problem in Kansas and adjoining states.
We know how the folks in this area listen —
think — and act!
Because of this, WIBW programs, personalities and services are those of established
interest and appeal.

WIBW
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if one happens Old
to be
a calf's
head"
Farm
Proverb
THE

RESULT?

WIBW

is the most-lis-

tened-to station in this six-state area. You're
more certain that your message will be
HEARD. And because such messages are
personal recommendations of established,
friendly personalities . . . more certain they
will be ACTED upon.
Let's get our heads together
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Bell

Tolls

A LONG step toward supplying outlying stations with "casual" or intermittent network
service was taken jointly by the FCC and the
AT&T in effecting long lines rate reductions
which would amount to 25% on network line
service. The savings, it is estimated, will
amount to $2,000,000 on a $10,000,000 base,
which will mean correspondingly reduced overhead for network outlets generally, covering
both wire and connecting costs.
Most significant is the reduction by some
50% in the cost of service for "casual" users
of lines, either for one-hour or contract service.
Regular network outlets benefit from $8 to $6
per air line mile. There are about 200 small
stations now removed from network circuits
by an average of 45 miles. It seems reasonable
that some of the $2,000,000 in line costs saved
could be diverted to providing intermittent
service to some, perhaps all, of these outlying
stations. Perhaps it wouldn't entail more than
$100,000 of the savings.
Here is an instance where industry and
Government have worked harmoniously for the
public's benefit.

Cox's Round
IT WAS IN THE CARDS for the Cox Resolution to pass the House. The FCC has run
a reckless course under the chairmanship of
James Lawrence Fly. He has brooked no opposition, and went out of his way to engage in
a controversy with the fiery Georgian. Now
Mr. Fly must face the music, along with his
majority colleagues who have rubber-stamped
these unrelenting grabs for power.
We would have preferred a fact-finding inquiry looking toward new legislation that
would spell out the Commission's functions and
leave no room for doubt. Such a study was
undertaken last year on the Sanders Bill by
the House Interstate Commerce Committee. A
vast amount of valuable testimony was adduced. But it got nowhere — largely because
of Mr. Fly's steadfast opposition.
Dead cats aplenty will be thrown during the
Cox Committee inquiry, if past performances
are any criterion. That's inevitable in this kind
of inquiry, which has no definite legislative
objective. Members of the House have been
Page
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predicting such an investigation for at least
two years.
We are not sanguine enough to believe the
inquiry will be confined to an investigation
solely of the FCC. Brickbats will hit the industry, too. But Mr. Fly may not be able to
trot out his "two New York corporation" technique, or blame it all on the NAB, as he has
done so adroitly in the past.
To indulge in personalities is distasteful.
We don't agree with Mr. Cox that the FCC
houses the "nastiest nest of rats in the country". But we do know, by dint of years of
contact and observation, that the relationship
between the regulators and licensees has been
anything but what Congress intended and that
the FCC, by slow degrees, was arrogating to
itself complete control over all aspects of
communications.
The temper of the House was reflected in the
speed with which it approved the Cox measure.
There were only two dissenting voices of some
300-odd votes. Last year the identical resolution was stymied in the Rules Committee. The
Administration was against it and the House
leadership thereby was impelled to withhold
its support.
This time, however, it was just as apparent
that the Administration did not intercede and
that Mr. Fly was on his own. Evidently there
had been too much complaint and Mr. Fly
has been navigating in too much hot water
for the White House to step in. Or perhaps
the House leadership felt there was no way
of holding the resolution back.
One need but look back over Chairman Fly's
three-year tenure to glean the reasons for the
House action. The Cox incident capped the climax. Network-monopoly, newspaper divorcement and the rifling of station-newspaper files,
the television fiasco, multiple ownership, the
NAB fight, internecine strife on the FCC —
all have caught up with the Commission. It
has been too much of a one-man show.
Even at the eleventh hour efforts were made
to head off the Cox Resolution through introduction of another proposal by Rep Sparkman,
Alabama Democrat, to divert the investigation
to cover the industry. It was blocked. Obviously the move had its origin within the FCC,
for it dealt too intimately with industry affairs
to have been born on the Hill. Moreover, Rep.
Sparkman never before had interested himself
in radio, as far as we are aware.

The Cox subcommittee appears to be competently manned. All are attorneys — and all !
but one — Miller of Missouri — are House veterans. Judge Cox is a commanding House figure
and a former State jurist. Rep. Wigglesworth
(R-Mass.) is well-known to radio, for he has j
been the most persistent Congressional critic
of the FCC and the industry.
Most important is selection of competent t
committee counsel. A reputable and fearless attorney should be selected, one who will accept
such a call from his Government.

Results, Unlimited
WITH THE NATION well into its second
year of war, radio has forged ahead as perhaps
the most powerful medium on the home front, j
In this issue, Seymour Morris, chief of the
allocation division, Radio Bureau, OWI, gives I
a concise picture of what radio is doing [see 1
page 10]. To quote Mr. Morris: "The best
testimony of soundness of the (network allocation) plan is not the people it reaches, but
the results it has achieved."
The Network Allocation Plan, now used by
OWI and which had its beginning in the industry itself even before the war, is recognized
in many quarters
in Washington
the most
effective
information
vehicle the "as
Government
has at its disposal," writes Mr. Morris. And
he pays tribute to the "imagination, technical skills and hard work of the writers, pro-

ducers, sponsors and network officials."
Radio has gone along, doing its job without
any thought of personal aggrandizement, interested only in winning the war. In spite of j
authentic statements and definite evidence that
broadcasting has become a most potent medium I
of spreading information, a few disgruntled
members of the press, living in the past, have
made every effort to create disunity by ridicul- ,
ing the industry. For example:
An attempt was made not long ago to
discredit radio with reference to the news : <
that American troops had landed in North 1
Africa. A newspaper trade journal comment- I
ed: "Those who are inclined to think of radio ]
first in the field of war reporting must have j j
been chagrined when the first broadcasts di- !
rect from the radio correspondents with Amer- j|,
ican forces in North Africa came trailing i
through the ether nearly a week behind the |jI
first stories filed by war correspondents rep- j t

resenting U. S. news services."
What the trade journal failed to say was I
that radio gave first news of the landing to j
Americans and the world a few minutes after ' ,
official announcements were issued at 9 p.m. ] ,
Nov. 7. Major networks and individual sta- ||,
tions interrupted scheduled programs to broad- 1,!
cast the White House statement and War I |
Dept. communique. During the remainder of I 1
the evening commercial broadcasts were inter- !
rupted — some canceled — while radio reported \ '
developments
from
both
Washington
and I
abroad. The trade journal failed, also, to men- | ,
tion that the broadcasts heard "a week late"
were not, in any sense, newscasts. Rather they
were special events pickups from Africa.
We commend these facts to our newspaper | I
colleagues, along with Mr. Morris' article, i
Both radio and newspapers have a definite job
to do. Radio is doing its task.
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CLAYTON J. COSSE, formerly dissales representative
of the Stanback trictCo.
(headache powders),
at
Philadelphia, has been appointed assistant advertising manager of the
Stanback Co., at Salisbury, N. C,
where he will be assistant to Dr. T. M.
Stanback.

NOTES

BOB SEAT, promotion manager of
KXOK, St. Louis, has gone on active
duty with the Army Air Forces, and
has been assigned to Kelly Field, Tex.
Dave Mars, promotion manager of the
him.
St. Louis Star-Times, will replace

KEMPER WILKINS has joined the
staff of WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne,
as salesman.
JAMES N. CRANDALL, senior news
editor of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., Vancouver, has joined the
Royal Canadian Air Force. He was
formerly news editor of British United Press, and a war correspondent in
England in 1940 for BUP. He is being merly
replaced
by Canadian
Richard L.Press,
Elson,andfor-a
with the
brother of Robert T. Elson, Washington correspondent
the Southam Canadian
chain of for
newspapers.
JOHN MARTIN, for the last six
months on loan to the Canadian Government as coordinator of government
advertising and secretary to the Interdepartmental Publicity Committee at
Ottawa, has resumed his former position as advertising manager of the
Massey-Harris Co. Ltd., Toronto.
GERTRUDE LANZA, formerly of
the
and promotion
CBS artists'
bureau,
and NBC
freelance
agent,
has
been appointed publicity director of
the Yankee Network.
WILL THOMPSON Jr., general
manager of KROY, Sacramento, Cal.,
has been commissioned an ensign in
the Navy and is at the U of Arizona,
Tucson. D. E. Lundy, formerly sales
manager of KROY, has been made
business manager, with Mrs. Royal
Miller, as owner-manager, supervising
operations.
BEATRICE COLONY, former stage
actress, and a granddaughter of John
Wilkes Booth, has ioined the sales
department of WKNE, Keene, N. H.
David Carpenter, general manager of
WKNE, became the father of a son
born Jan. 12.
FRED MITCHELL, identified with
public relations and theatrical work
in New York, has joined the sales
staff of National Concert & Artists
Corp.,
New York, to handle package
show sales.

FRANK SQUIRES, owner-manager
of CJCS, Stratford, Ont., and former
manager of CKWX, Vancouver, has
been commissioned captain in the
Canadian Army, and attached to the
Army Shoio as press agent. He is a
veteran of World War I, in which he
served with the Royal Flying Corps.

MARION R. HARRIS, for 14 years
with Don Lee Broadcasting System.
Hollywood, has joined KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., as account executive.
W. CABELL GREET, CBS speech
consultant, has completed a book,
"War Words : Recommended Pronunlish.
ciations". Columbia U Press will pub-

HUGH A. L. HALFF, president and
general manager of WOAI, San Antonio, has been elected a member of
the
board
directorsforof the
thecurrent
city's
Chamber of ofCommerce

EDWARD

ROSCOE

to his
FITTED
MAN
A
/%
time and to his task, a
-LM. student, a philosopher, at
heart a poet of mankind and, therefore, a great reporter"— these
were
the words
used by William S. Paley, CBS
president, to describe Edward R.
Murrow, CBS European chief, at
the dinner in Murrow's honor on
'his return from Europe in December, 1941.
j Elmer Davis, head of the OWI,
jwhen he was a CBS news analyst,
spaid Murrow this tribute in an
[introduction to Murrow's book,
^This
Is London:
"We who
work
with Murrow
are keenly
aware
of
ff

|his excellence as a reporter of pure
news."
i Archibald MacLeish, Librarian
of Congress, at the Murrow dinner told Murrow, "Because you
told them the truth and because
,you destroyed the superstition of
[distance and of time which makes
the truth turn false you have
learned the admiration of your
Icountrymen."
i All this must be deserved. It is.
! In the five years since Murrow became chief of the CBS European
staff, stationed in London, his
voice has entered into the homes
and public places of the American
Ipeople giving a picture of life in
•Great Britain during wartime that
jearned, and is earning, such high
Iencomiums.
Tall, slim and dark, with an expression both keen and cultured,
Murrow is perhaps the only foreign
correspondent who could play a
foreign correspondent in the
movies and give the role all the
glamour Hollywood wants. Though
Murrow's looks are a bit on the
.ascetic side, this is misleading as
he is famous for his conviviality
and for his down-to-earth love of
people. The almost poetic insight
into the feelings of the war stricken
'English that his broadcasts often
jevince, is due to his spending every
available moment, day and night,

BROADCASTING

MURROW

talking to the clerks, shopgirls,
munitions workers, pub sitters, raid
wardens and housewives all over
the British Isles.
His acquaintance among the
molders of Empire policy has become so great that he has been
described as the best-informed
American in London outside the
American Embassy. The Murrow
capacity for making friends has
become almost legendary.
Twice bombs fell on Columbia's
London offices as Murrow was
broadcasting his famous "This is
London." But he sticks to his post,
for he is an almost uncontrollable
daredevil. His New York superiors
positively forbade him to take a
cruise on a minesweeper, but he
did it anyway and broadcast a
description of his experiences. During the blitz on London, he spent
night after night atop the roof of
BBC's Broadcasting House practicing ad lib descriptions of the flaming raids. He wanted to broadcast
an eyewitness account, but the
censors refused for fear his words,
heard in Berlin, might be shortwaved back to the high-flying Nazi
planes. So he practiced descriptions which would give nothing
away and finally won permission to
make an ad lib broadcast.
Although Murrow is high in the
esteem of the British people, many
of whom have often expressed a
wish that BBC had an "Ed Murrow" in America, his actions,
typically American, sometimes
astonish them. For instance, Paul
White, CBS director of public affairs, tells of the time Murrow
decided to buy a car. He windowshopped until he found a long, lowslung rakish model in a London
salesroom. He simply walked in,
and astonished the placid salesman
by saying, "I want that car." The
salesman protested that he'd be
glad to arrange a demonstration,
but, Murrow, in typical fashion,
repeating "I want that
just —kept
car»
until
the
awed Briton
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EDWARD E. HALE, formerly meryear.
chandising representative of WLW,
Cincinnati, at Fort Wayne, Ind., has
been brought to Cincinnati as assistant to Miss B. Strawway, WLW director of merchandising.
ROBERT W. FRIEDHEIM, Eastern
sales manager of NBC's Radio Recording Division, has been appointed business manager of the division, according to C. Lloyd Egner, NBC vicepresident in charge. Friedheim, who
has been acting business manager since
May, 1942, joined the division in 1937
as a salesman. He had previously been
at WBBM, Joplin, Mo.
CECIL HOLMAN, director of FM
station K49KC in Kansas City, is now
recuperating from bronchial pneumonia, and will shortly resume his duties at the station. During Ms illness
programming and announcing was
handled by Elizabeth Whitehead, assistant program director, and Karl
Hoff, announcer.
EDWARD R. HITZ, assistant to Roy
C. Witmer, NBC vice-president in
charge of sales, has returned after
an Ulness of seven weeks.
LT. LESTER W. LINDOW, former
manager of WFBM, Indianapolis, now
public relations officer at Camp Welters, Tex., has been promoted to the
rank of captain.

CECIL SLY, secretary-treasurer of
Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood.
Cal.. is in Washington, for a series
of War Dept. conferences.
finally consented to sell it to him,
untried !
Paul White also tells of Elmer
Davis' return from England after
staying with Murrow during part
of the blitz; Davis reported that
he had never fully understood the
horrors of war until he had driven
with Murrow !
Ed Murrow returned to the
United States in November, 1941
for a vacation and then embarked
on a lecture tour of the country,
speaking before workers in war
plants and gatherings from coastto-coast. At the conlusion of his
lecture tour last April, he returned
to London and began broadcasting
regularly once again.
Always generous, Murrow donated the fee for a recent Sunday
night broadcast to the Community
Chest of Greensboro, N. C, his
home town. The National Com(Continued on page 35)

POWEL CROSLEY Jr., president of
the Crosley Corp.. Cincinnati, recently married Mrs. Longworth Wallingford, of Indiana.
Priaulx

Heads

WMCA

C. NICHOLAS PRIAULX, treasurer of WMCA, New York, has
been appointed general manager of
WMCA, New York, according to
E. E. Anderson, station president.
Mr. Priaulx joined WMCA two
years ago as treasurer and will
continue in this post. As general
manager, he succeeds Donald S.
Shaw, on leave of absence in the
Government. Charles Stark has
been named sales manager to vicepresident in charge of sales.
Mrs. William J. Slocum
WIFE of William J. Slocum, director
of baseball broadcasts for General
Mills, and mother of William J. Slocum Jr., director of special events and
sports for CBS, Mrs. Sallie Egan Slocum, died recently at her New York
home following a long illness. Surviving also are three other sons, John
F. Slocum, press representative of
the New York Yankees; Sgt. Charles
E., of the Army, and Francis E. Slocum.
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RICHARD HUBBELL, CBS television writer-producer-director and author of 4000 Years of Television has
joined March of Time Inc., New York,
as a director.
RAY

MACKNESS, formerly an announcer of CBR, Vancouver, is now
a Pilot Officer in the Royal Canadian
Air Force, stationed as radio representative at RCAF headquarters in London.
FRANK McGLOGAN, staff announcer of KSTP, St. Paul, has enlisted in
the Army Air Forces.

ROBERT B. STONE, program production department of GE television
station WRGB, Schenectady, has been
promoted to program manager, replacing John G. T. Gilmour, who has entered the Army as a first lieutenant
of the Signal Corps.
CHARLES BALTIN. assistant war
activities director of WHOM, Jersey
City, is the father of a boy.
ALAN FREED, formerly of WKST,
New Castle, Pa., has joined the announcing staff of WIBG, Philadelphia, and Clare McClatchy has joined
the program department.
ALVIN BRAMSTEDT has returned
to the announcing staff of KFAR,
Fairbanks. Alaska, after serving with
KSFO-KWID, San Francisco.
BOB WILLIAMS, newscaster at
KSFO, San Francisco, formerly with
Grant Adv., Chicago, and announcer
at WGN, Chicago, has joined the
announcing staff of NBC.

ATIONAL ADVERTISERS and New York's
numerous nationalities have one thing
in common. They both agree that
WBNX is THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION of
GREATER NEW YORK.
No wonder, then, that WBNX with its 5,000 watts,
directional, plays the dominant role in selling the
5,000,000* foreign-language-speaking-audience of
the world's greatest market.
To cash in on the opportunities of this super-market,
advertise your national products over WBNX, the
Winner of the Peabody Citation for Public Service to
Foreign Language Groups.
*Over 70°fc
of metropolitan
New York'g
population is
foreign
born or of foreign
parentage.
Your

Best

National

Spot

Buy

CBS

Script Shift

CBS' script department has been
renamed the department of program writing and comes under the
jurisdiction of Robert J. Landry,
recently appointed director of program writing. Albert Perkins assumes the title of manager of writing staff and John C. Turner is
script editor. Joseph Ruscoll, who
"Our Town"
has beenforwriting
sketches
Camel Caravan proment. gram, last week joined the departJACK WAGES, announcer-producer
of KOY, Phoenix, has been inducted
into the Army and assigned to Fort
MacArthur, Cal.
CARLETON KADELL, Hollywood
announcer, has been assigned to the
weekly CBS Ceiling Limited, sponsored by Lockheed and Vega Aircraft
firms.
J. CLINTON STANLEY, assistant
production manager of the BLUE
Chicago,tenanthas
in the been
Navy commissioned
and reported lieufor
active duty last week.
HERBERT CHITTICK, formerly of
KUTA, Salt Lake City, and other
Western stations, has joined the announcing staff of WFDF, Flint, Mich.
PAT FLAHERTY, announcer of
WOAI, San Antonio, has been assigned to handle the announcing and
m.c. duties for the Golden Gloves
tournament on Jan. 27, 28 and 29.
HOOPER WHITE, continuity editor
of WKZO, Kalamazoo, became the
father of a girl born Jan. 14.
KATHERINE FOX, coordinator of
war activities and director of public
service of WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati,
has been asked to serve as chairman of
Women's Radio Activities for the
State of Ohio, by the Treasury Dept.
PVT. TONY AINSLEY of the Seaforth Highlanders, has been placed
on detached service to the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. from the Canadian
Army, and is currently at CBR, Vancouver, from where he goes next month
to CFPR, Prince Rupert, B. C, now
leased and operated for the duration
by the CBC. Ainsley wears army
battle-dress on the job, and came to
CBR direct from London where he
had been detached with the BBC as
announcer and producer. He joined
in Vancouver in September, 1939,
spent nearly three years overseas as
dispatch rider, physical training and
Bren gun instructor and, recently, with
the BBC. Originally from New York,
he has been broadcasting in New
York, Chicago and San Francisco for
the past 15 years.
MERLE SNIDER, program director
of KOH, Reno, Nev., is the father of
a son born Jan. 16.

THERE'S

NOT

LIKE

ANOTHER
IT!

CONGRATULATIONS are extended to Ward Wilcox, senior
account executive of KTSA, San
Antonio (right) by Sgt. A. Ambrose, Marine Recruiting Office,
San Antonio, on the occasion of
his acceptance for Marine Corps
officer candidate school. Manager
George Johnson, of KTSA, watches.
MORTON G. BASSETT, timebuyer
of Morse International, New York,
has entered the armed forces. He has
been replaced at Morse by Betty Barrett, assistant timebuyer for several
PVT. DAVE SCOFIELD of the Army,
formerly announcer of KFRC, San
years.
Francisco, has been assigned the announcing role in the new program Flying High which originates at the Army
Air
Field.Forces Training Center at Minter
FRANK MERRILL, formerly commissioner of radio at the U of California, has joined the announcing staff
of KROW, Oakland, Cal.
FLETCHER MARKLE, script writer
at Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Vancouver studios is now in the Royal
Canadian Air Force.
SGT. DORWIN BAIRD, assistant
publicityadiandirector
radiopromoted
in the Can-to
Army, hasforbeen
lieutenant.
KATHIE ADDISON, dancer, formerly with the San Francisco Opera
Ballet, recently joined KFRC, San
Francisco, as receptionist.
KENT PATERSON, formerly in the
merchandising department of General
Foods Corp., New York, and a graduate of Stanford U and Harvard Business School, has been added to the
Detroit sales staff of BLUE. George
Schreier, formerly sports commentator of WAAT, Jersey City, has been
named night publicity manager of
BLUE.
WILLIAM THOMAS HAMILTON
has resigned from the sales division
of WOR, New York, to become an
advertising solicitor for Puck, The
Comic Weekly. Prior to joining WOR
Hamilton was with WNEW, New
York, and Tide Magazine.
FORT PEARSON, announcer of
NBC
Chicago,
born Jan.
15. is the father of a boy
DAVE GARROWAY, staff announcer of NBCmissioned an Chicago,
ensign in has
the been
Navy. comHe
will report Feb. 1 at Harvard U for
his indoctrination period.
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MARTIN BLOCK, ni.c. of The Make
"ielieve Ballroom on WNEW, New
Stork, and announcer for two of the
letwork Lucky Strike programs, has
jieen appointed chairman of the entertainment committee of the President's
Birthday Ball Celebration.
TIM KANE of the CBS press department in Chicago has been transferred to the network's New York
publicity department, under the direction of George Crandall, CBS publi:ity director. He will be succeeded in
Chicago by Sheppard Chartoc, formerly with Tom Fizdale publicity
irm in N. Y.
WILBUR WELSH, formerly with
NBC, where he served in the traffic,
program and central booking offices
ior seven years, last week joined the
sales service dept. of Mutual.
IOE KING, announcer of WJSV,
Washington, has joined the New York
innouncing staff of CBS. His assignments include sports and special
svents. A member of the network's
photo department, Aloysius (Chris)
Christie, joins the Army Jan. 26.
R. C. ATHERTON, former production writer of WTAD, Quincy, 111.,
has joined KSAL, Salina, Kan., as program director.
AL NEWKIRK, news editor and publicity director of WICA, Ashtabula,
0., is the father of a girl born recently.
DICK MINER and Jack Stranahan,
announcers of WICA, Ashtabula, O.,
inducted into the Army Jan. 12, have
been replaced by Eleanor Mirabell and
Patricia Heasman.
iLT. ROBERT L. BURGER, former
program director of WCAX, Burling!ton, Vt., has been appointed public relations officer of the Army Air Base,
.Greenville, S. C. Zeb Lee, former announcer of WPTP, Raleigh, N. C. also
jassigned to that public relations office, announces the daily Yawn Patrol
program.
ROBERT W. PRIGGE, new to raidio, has joined the sales department
of WSAI, Cincinnati.
jLEW KENT, former station aninouncer, has been appointed director
of WMAZ, Macon, Ga., replacing Allie Williams.
DRESSER DAHLSTEAD, chief announcer of BLUE Hollywood, has
■been inducted into the Army. His
place has been taken by Victor Peririn. Recent additions to the staff include Reed Browning, transferred
from KGO, San Francisco, and Ralph
'Rogers, formerly of KGW-KEX, Port'land.
•LINDSAY MACHARRIE, chief of
)the radio section of the American Red
?Cross in London, writes and narrates
the weekly Red Cross Reporter, heard
ion CBS Saturday from London. .
•LEON

GUTTERMAN, publicity director of KFWB, Hollywood, has recovered from injuries received when
jhe was hit by an auto.
BILL

PENNELL, CBS staff announcer, has resigned to become announcer for the new Westinghouse
program aired Sunday afternoons on
the full NBC network.

Fred

BENEDICT HARDMAN, news editor of KOB, Albuquerque, recently
married Murel Watson of Minneapolis, Minn.
DOROTHY
ity director
ing to join
ot
of the Army

subsequently wrote for Peter Grant,
Jay Sims and Arthur Reilly, who
have done the 11 p.m. news.
JIM VAN KUREN, announcer of
CKLW, Windsor-Detroit, married
Catherine Bolton, Windsor, Ont., Jan.
23.
JACK MALLOY has joined the announcing staff of WOWO-WGL, Fort
Wayne.
MARCUS BARTLETT, production
manager of WSB, Atlanta, has entered the Navy as a lieutenant (j.g.)
and after indoctrination training at
Tucson, Ariz., will be assigned Navy
public relations work at Charleston,
S. C.
ENS. WM. B. MURPHY, production
manager of KWIL, Albany, Ore., has
been ordered to active duty at Chicago, and will be succeeded by Bob
Reinholdt.

i %

VALUE

WALT DENNIS, sales promotion
manager of KVOO, Tulsa, has been
named to chairmanship of the President's Birthday, the American Legion
War Bond, and Tulsa Press Club
War Committees.
GLADYS CRANDALL, of Milton,
Mass., new to radio, has joined the
service department of WEEI, Boston,
succeeding Dorothy Barbera, who recently joined the WAVES.
ROBERT DeLANEY, new to radio, has joined the announcing staff of
WFBL, Syracuse, replacing Charles
Batters who left to join the staff of
WRC, Washington.
WALTER BUNKER Jr., production
manager of NBC's western division,
has resigned to become producer of
the Jack Benny show for Young &
Rubicam, agency placing the NBC
show for General Foods Corp. He succeeds Robert L. Welch, who left last
week to join the Army.
BOB HAWK, quizmaster of the CBS
Thanks to the Yanks program, sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
Winston-Salem, for Camels, on Feb.
23 will become guest editor of the quiz
feature in Look Magazine.
THOMAS M. BELVISO, manager
of the Music Library Division of
NBC, on Jan. 24 was awarded the
honorary degree of Doctor of Music
at the first mid-year commencement
of Bethany College, Bethany, W. Va.
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McCUNE, women's activof KVOO, Tulsa, is leavher husband, a lieutenant
Air Forces, in California.
California.
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to WCKY

FRED R. THOMAS, for eight
years newswriter and night news
editor of WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati,
on Jan. 18 joined WCKY, Cincinnati, as news editor. One of the
first writers in the Crosley newsroom when it was created in 1935,
Thomas had written the 11 p.m.
news copy for several years. He
wrote
SullivanPaul
left Sullivan's
WLW in copy
1939 until
and

BILL WINSETT, special events announcer of WTJS, Jackson, Tenn., has
been inducted into the Army. Leslie
Brooks, program director, has been
commissioned ensign in the Navy.
GLADYS HODGE, for the last ten
years a commentator of CJOR, Vancouver, recently was married to Archibald Sturrock, Victoria, B. C.

Thomas
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Des Moines, Iowa
,
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Advertising
But
FRANK WALSH has resigned as
copy chief of Nelson Chesman Co.,
Chattanooga, Tenn., to become assistant advertising manager of the Chattanooga Medicine Co. Nelson Chesman will continue to handle the medicine company account, with Henry
Tritschler, agency president, and John
Fontaine, vice-president, acting as media director ai^d account executive, respectively.
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WALTER KANE Agency, Los Angeles, Cal., talent service, has been renamed the Kane-Armstrong Agency.
Sam Armstrong now is a partner with
Walter Kane.
DIANA CARLSON, script assistant
of Dick Mack, producer of McKee &
Albright, on the weekly NBC Rudy
Vallee Show, has joined the WAACs
and reports within six weeks.
DONALD A. BREYER, vice-president of Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los
Angeles agency, is the father of a
girl born Jan. 10.
M. L. GOWANS, formerly account
executive of The McCarty Co., Los
Angeles, has joined Darwin H. Clark
Adv., that city.
BERNICE E. NEWMARK, for the
past six months in the copy department of Director & Lane, New York,
and previously copy writer for Halpern Adv., New York, has been named
copy chief of Director & Lane, replacing Edward Lane, who has left the
agency. Samuel Howitt, freelance
scripter, has joined the copy department to handle radio continuity.
JAMES T. GALLAGHER, formerly
of Gallagher & Muir and Young &
Dutton, has joined the copy staff of
Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia.

by

Payment

Government

Angle

FIVE businessmen agree that the
Government should advertise, but
disagree sharply as to whether the
Government should pay for it, according to a symposium in the curterly. rent issue of Public Opinion QuarSupporting the view that the Government should not buy advertising
are Chester J. La Roche, chairman of the Advertising Council
and chairman
of the board of
GEORGE McGARRETT of the radio department of Young & Rubicam,
New York, has been named program
supervisor of that division of the
agency, succeeding Harry Ackerman,
who has been promoted to production
chief.
JOHN utiveM.
account execof of FARRELL,
Santa Fe Trailways
Bus
System, has moved with the account
from Ferry-Hanly Adv., Chicago, to
Calkins & Holden, Chicago.
CALVIN WOOD, formerly Southwestern manager of Miller-Freeman
Publications, Los Angeles, has been
appointed
copywriter& and
director of Buchanan
Co., media
that city.
He succeeds Margaret McDermott, resigned.
AUSTIN PETERSON, formerly radio
supervisor of Young & Rubicam, Hollywood, who has been civilian liaison
between OWI and radio section of the
Army Special Services Division, has
been commissioned a captain and assigned to the latter organization.
GLENHALL TAYLOR, manager of
Young & Rubicam, Hollywood, is in
New York for conferences with home
office executives.
JAMES S. MacVICKER, assistant
account executive of Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York, has been commisan ensign
sion sioned
of the
Navy.in the aviation divi-

The Guidin

oudy Weather

ROBERT BUECHNER, formerly of
Free & Peters, Chicago, station representatives, has joined N. W. Ayer &
Son, New York, as account executive.
ARTHUR KUDNER, president of
Arthur Kudner Inc., New York, is
in England as a member of the W.
Averell Harriman mission.
JAMES G. ROGERS Jr., vice-president and general manager of Benton
& Bowles, New York, left the agency
last week on indefinite leave to serve
as an assistant to Gardner Cowles
Jr., Director of Domestic Operations
of the Office of War Information in
Washington.

it is
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;

In business it is intelligence that guides
safely through clouded situations
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Young & Rubicam, New York advertising firm; Arthur Price, mail
order sales manager of Sears, Roebuck & Co.; and Ralph Coghlan,
editorial page editor of the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch. Opposite view
is taken by Arthur T. Robb, editor
of Editor & Publisher, and Leonard
Dreyfuss, president of United Adv.
Corp., New York.
Mr. Price insists that present
experience in Canada and England
does not support the belief that
improved results follow where
Government advertising is paid for.
He further asserts that under our
present system there is no apparent lack of advertising sufficient for the Government's purposes,
and calls attention to the danger
to the media inherent in the spending of vast sums for Government
advertising.
Strongest protester against such
a paid program is Mr. Coghlan,
who points to the subsidized press
of France as the horrible example
of lost freedom of expression under a system where a media accepts "important and continuing
funds" from the State, and warns
against that danger here.
Basing his opinion on a different
viewpoint, Mr. La Roche believes
that the Government should not
pay for advertising until it has
used available facilities more completely and has analyzed the total
effect more fully.
Paid campaigns such as that for
Army recruiting and others, he
reminds, drew heavy contributions
from local advertisers, and he suggests that more use be made of
radio sustaining time, newspapers,

prominent public figures for "exploitation purposes" and the possibility of distributing information
through the house-to-house organization being set up by the OCD.
Concerning freedom of the press,
he believes that the press, with
public support, can take care of
itself. Future prospects are encouraging, he feels, because of the
demonstrated willingness of the
various advertising media to help,
as well as advertisers who may
have no goods to sell, but have
brand names and good will to keep J
alive.
Mr. Robb, noting that the Army
and Navy and their subordinate
branches have employed paid campaigns, concludes that the matter
of Government advertising involves
only a question of why, what and
how.
With a realistic approach, advertising can be applied to all
Government plans and programs,
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he concludes, and should be carried out in the same manner used
by any successful business firm.
With a strictly business attitude
toward the task, there would be no
question of a subsidy which might!
be used to influence editorial expression, thinks Mr. Robb.
• Broadcast

Advertising

al, and Jerry Vernon, now BLUE
research manager, Chicago.
Early in 1942 Mr. Gardner left
NBC to join the sales staff of
John H. Perry Associates, selling
both newspaper space and radio
time. When Tom Carson left Pedlar & Ryan last fall as timebuyer
to join the Armed forces, Mr.
Gardner was named Mr. Carson's
successor.

WHAT

EVERY

RADIO ADVERTISER

With Bill Steers, director of
media, Mr. Gardner handles both
network and spot radio buying, including such network shows as
Lady Esther's Screen Guild (115
CBS stations), Bristol-Myers programs with Dinah Shore (119
BLUE stations) and Mr. District
Attorney (127 NBC stations), plus
Procter & Gamble's Pepper
Young's Family.
Born in East Orange, N. J.,

i j HOWARD

GROVER

GARDNER
to the timebuying field
NEW
but experienced in network
and
spot radio, Howard
Grover
Gardner, who recently joined Pedlar & Ryan, New
York, has enjoyed a wide assignment of jobs.
During his college days at Colgate, he ran a shooting gallery,
managed a miniature golf course
And was messboy aboard a tramp
freighter to Belgium. He was graduated in 1934 with a B.A. degree,
j For the next three years young
Gardner was on the auditing staff
M Prudential Life Ins. Co., New
York. In June, 1937, he joined
[NBC as page boy and six months
.later was transferred to the research department, where he delved
jnto radio statistics.
In 1939 Mr. Gardner moved inijto the newly-created circulation department under Jack Greene,
where he assisted in NBC's alljcounty survey studies. His colleagues included Mort Bassett, now
kimebuyer for Morse Internation-

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

BROADCASTING

Immediately following his graduation from Washington State
College in 1930, Murrow became
president of the National Student
Federation. He visited some 300
American colleges and universities
and travelled extensively in Europe
in the two years he was with the
Federation, organizing a special
student travel bureau and arranging for the first international debates between American and
European universities. In 1932 he
joined the Institute of International Education as assistant director. He left the foundation to

and
listening

area
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WMC-MEMPHIS
SIGNAL CONTOURS
5KW DAY - 790KC
MEASUREMENTS MADE
McNARY

& CHAMBERS
BY
* Radio

Station

WMC,

broadcasting over a
frequency of 790
kilocycles, with a
day and night power
of 5, 000 watts, gives
a strong signal to
379,810 radio homes
in its primary daytime listening area,

join CBS.
He was born April 25, 1905, in
Greensboro, moving to Washington State with his family in 1920.
He attended Stanford, the U of
Washington and Washington State
College, earning an A.B. and an
M.A. with honors. He majored in
political science, speech and international relations. In 1935 he
married Janet Brewster, of Connecticut, who is now with him in
England.
Since his appointment as CBS

European chief in 1937, Murrow's
reporting has brought him much
praise and many prizes. He was
selected for the Overseas Press
Club's first award for best foreign
news coverage; his book This Is
London, was a best seller; Kappa
Sigma, his college fraternity voted
him "Man-of-Year" in 1941. London After Dark, which he produced for CBS, won first award of
the Fifth American Exhibition of
Recordings of Educational Programs for European News held
for
by the Ohio State's Institute And
Education by Radio in 1941.
the recent, highly successful CBS
series from London with Norman
Corwin, An American in England,
was produced by Ed Murrow.

KNOW!

Coverage

Nov. 20, 1912, Mr. Gardner married Elma Grover in 1941. His hobbies include golf, football and furniture refinishing.
Edward R. Murrow
(Continued from page 31)
munity Chest had asked for a plug
on Murrow's program and this was
his answer.

SHOULD

covering a total of
3,052,647 people, in
which there are 9
cities of more than
10,000 population,
55 cities with a population of 2,000 or
more.
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STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KDKA, Pittsburgh
Potter Drug & Chemical Corp., Maiden,
Mass. (Cuticura soap and ointment), ta.
1 year, thru Atherton & Currier, New
York.
Meadow Gold Dairies, Pittsburgh, sp, 1
year, thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport (Bexel
vitamin B), ne, 3 months, thru J. D.
Tarcher & Co., N. Y.
O'Cedar
(polishes,Moore
mops),&
sa, 3 Corp.,
months, Chicago
thru Aubrey,
Wallace, Chicago.
Pittsburgh Brewing Co., Pittsburgh, 6 s»
weekly, 1 year, thru Smith, Taylor &
Jenkins, Pittsburgh.
Dairy Assn. Co., Lyndonville, Vt. (Kow
Kare) , sa, 3 months, thru Hays Adv.
Agency, Burlington.
Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha
(raisin bran
cereal), ta, 1 year, direct.
Barbasol
Co.,
Indianapolis (shaving
cream), sa, 3 months, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Cd., N. Y.
Plough Inc., Memphis (St. Joseph aspirin),
sa, t, 5 weekly, 4 months, thru LakeSpiro-Shurman, Memphis.
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati (Duz) sa,
1 year, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
Little Crow Milling Co., Warsaw, Ind.
(Coco Wheats), sa, 3 months, thru Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Pan American Coffee Bureau, New York,
5 sa weekly, 3 months, thru J. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Pure Food Co., Mamaroneck, N. Y. (Herb
Ox bouillon cubes) so, 3 months, thru
J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Duquesne Brewing Co., Pittsburgh, sp, 1
year, thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Rumford Chemical Works, Rumford, R. I.
(baking powder), sa, 3 months, thru
H. B. Humphrey Co., Boston.
Hulman & Co., Terre Haute, Ind. (baking
powder) , sa, 1 year, thru Pollyea Adv.,
Terre Haute.
International Salt Co., Scranton. sa, 6
months, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
E. L. Knowles Inc., Springfield, Mass.
(Rub-ine), ta, 6 months, thru Chas. W.
Hoyt Co., N. Y.
Bristol Myers Co., New York (Minit Rub),
ne, 1 year thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Benrus Watch Co., New York, sa, 1 year,
thru J. D. Tarcher & Co., N. Y.
Grove Labs., St. Louis (vitamins), 3 sp
weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
WFIL, Philadelphia
American Chicle Co., Long Island City,
N. Y. (Chiclets), 60 ta and sa weekly.
52 weeks, thru Badger, Browning &
Hersey, N. Y.
Christian Voices, Philadelphia (religious),
6 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Cox &
Tanz, Philadelphia.
Abbotts Dairies, Inc., Philadelphia, 8 sa
and 5 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Richard A. Foley Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
Carter Products, Inc., New York (Arrid),
2 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Small &
Seiffer, N. Y.
National Biscuit Co., New York (Premium
crackers), 12 sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Thos. Leeming & Co., Inc.. New York
(Baume Bengue) , 3 sa weekly, 8 weeks,
thru William Esty & Co., N. Y.
WEVD, New York
Grocery Store Products Co., New York,
(cream of rice), 5 ne weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Joseph Jacobs Jewish Market Adv.,
N. Y.
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WGY, Schenectady
International Salt Co., Scranton. Pa., 2 so
weekly, 26 weeks, thru J. M. Mathes
Inc., N. Y.
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co., New York,
weekly sp, 26 weeks, thru Arthur Rosenberg Co., N. Y.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, 12 ne, thru
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport (Calox),
3 sa weekly, 7 weeks, thru J. D. Tarcher
& Co., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati (Duz), 3 sa
weekly, 1 year, thru Compton Adv.,
N. Y.
Beech-Nut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N.
Y. (gum), 2 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
Planters Nut & Chocolate Co., WilkesBarre, Pa. (peanuts), 6 sp weekly, 1
year,
Chicago.thru Goodkind, Joice & Morgan,
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick
(toothbrush), 261 sa, thru Ferry-Hanly
Co., N. Y.
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Vimms),
weekly sa, 3 months, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso),
11 ta weekly, 8 weeks, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan, N. Y.
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Swan),
6 sa weekly, 3 months, thru Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(Chiclets), 3 sp weekly, 6 months, thru
Badger Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
Caruso & Rinella, Schenectady (Bluebird
citrus fruits), 15 sa thru Robert C.
Russell, Schenectady.
KTFI, Twin Falls, Ida.
Faultless Starch Co., Kansas City, 3 ta
daily, thru Ferry-Hanly Co., Kansas City.
Carter Products Inc., New York (Little
Liver Pills), 3 ta weekly, thru Ted
Bates, N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart soap), 4 ta weekly, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Gospel Broadcasting Co., Los Angeles (religious), weekly t, thru R. H. Alber Co.,
Los Angeles.
Sego Milk Products Co., Salt Lake City,
2 t weekly, thru Gillham Adv. Agency,
Salt Lake City.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 7 t weekly,
thru Biow Co., N. Y.
Voice of Prophecy Inc., Chicago (religious),
weekly t, thru Geo. C. Hoskin & Assoc.,
. Chicago.

1943

WBBM, Chicago
Fitzpatrick Bros., Chicago (cleanser), 6
sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Nehi Inc., Columbus, Ga. (Royal Crown
cola ) , 6 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
BBDO, N. Y.
Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp., Chicago (Velure, Zymole), 6 sa weekly, 26
weeks,
Chicago. thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
Murphy Products Co., Burlington, Wis.
(feeds) 3 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Fashion Frocks, Cincinnati (dresses) 6 sa
weekly, 4 weeks, thru Franklin Bruck
Adv. Corp., New York.
American Poultry Journal, Chicago (magazine) 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Shaffer-Brennan-Margulis, St. Louis.
Cudahy Packing Co., Chicago (Old Dutch
Cleanser) 42 sa weekly, 8 weeks, thru
Grant Adv., Chicago.
Kerr Glass Co., Los Angeles (bottles) 5 sa
weekly, 8 weeks, thru Raymond Morgan
Co., Hollywood, Cal.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
( Tek toothbrush ) , 6 sa weekly, 52 weeks
thru Ferry-Hanly Co., New York.
First Federal Savings & Loan Assn., Chicago, 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Jewell
F. Stevens, Chicago.
WMAQ, Chicago
Rit Products Corp., Chicago (dyes), 20 ta
weekly, 23 weeks, thru Earle Ludgin &
Co., Chicago.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Super Suds) 60 ta weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Wm. Esty, New York.
Marlin Firearms Co., New Haven (razor
blades), 39 ta, 13 weeks, thru Craven &
Hedrick, New York.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post) 8 sa, 1 week, thru
BBDO, New York.
WINS, New York
Alkine Co., New Erunswick, N. J. (Flemolyn),son Adv.,
6 saNew
weekly,
13 weeks,N. thru
Brunswick,
J. JackColgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City,
(Super Suds), 780 ta, 39 weeks, thru
Ted Bates Inc., New York.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City, N. J. (Gold
Medal capsules), 6 sa weekly, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Jacob Ruppert Brewery, New York, 6 ne,
24 sa weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.
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Hooper
Ratings Show
Bob Hope Holds Lead
BOB HOPE continues to lead in
the C. E. Hooper National ProRatings
the he
"First
In the gram
Jan.
15 for
report
held 15".
top
place, followed by Charlie McCarthy, Fibber McGee & Molly, and
Jack Benny. Bob Burns, who has
moved to a spot where he is relieved of Eddie Cantor's competition, appears on the list for the
first time, in 15th place. Programs
following the first four, are: Aldrich Family, Mr. District Attorney, Frank Morgan-Fanny Brice,
Abbott & Costello, Radio Theatre,
Rudy Vallee, Music Hall, Kay Kyser, Eddie Cantor, Take It or Leave I
It, Bob Burns.
Red Skelton leads with 40.3, his
all-time high, among programs
broadcast after 10:30 p.m. (EWT).
The Set-in-Use index stands at
34.2, 3.2 below the after-PearlHarbor all-time high of the corresponding period a year ago. Average rating is 12.4, the same as that
reported a year ago, and the highest average rating in Hooper recordsvaded
sinceNorway.
1940, when Hitler inRed Cross Canada Drive
A CAMPAIGN for funds by the Canadian Red Cross starts early in
March in conjunction with a similiar
drive by the American Red Cross.
Plans for the utilization of radio in
the campaign includes network programs on the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. network and paid spot announcements before and during the
campaign on all Canadian stations.
Glenn Bannerman, president and general manager of the Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters is chairman of the radio committee for the Red Cross, with
George Taggart of the CBC and Jack
Slatter of Radio Representatives Ltd.,
all of Toronto, on the committee.
Paid advertising is placed through a
group of four agencies, J. J. Gibbons
Ltd., Toronto ; Russell T. Kelley Ltd.,
Hamilton, Ont. ; Cockfield, Brown &
Co.,
Torontoradio).
; A. McKim Ltd., Toronto
(handling
PIONEER HIBRED CORN Co.,
Princeton, 111., (seed corn) is sponsoring news commentator Julian Bentley in a quarter-hour program three
times a week, on WLS, Chicago. Agency is R.City.
J. Potts-Calkins & Holden,
Kansas

• Broadcast

Advertising

FREIHOFER BAKING Co., Philadelphia, has started a test spot campaign on WFIL, Philadelphia, which
uses 18 live spot announcements
scheduled for 13 weeks, a total of 234
spots. It is planned to extend the
campaign to additional stations in
the Philadelphia market. Agency is
Richard A. Foley Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
ALBERT BROWN, advertising director of Best Foods Inc., New York
[Broadcasting, Jan. 18], has named
J. L. Callahan, to be assistant in
charge of sales promotion, production,
trade and specialized advertising of
all products of the company. George
E. Hummert takes charge of consumer
media, kitchens, offers, recipe developments and copy detail. Carl Helm remains in charge of public relations for
Best Foods.
ABBOTTS DAIRIES, Philadelphia,
has started a campaign on three Philadelphia stations. A series of announcements has been placed on
WFIL, KYW and WCAU and, depending upon wartime conditions, will
continue 52 weeks, along with a commentary program. Agency is Richard
A. Foley Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
SERUTAN Co., Jersey City, on Jan.
4 started for 52 weeks, Journal of Living, transcribed on two Don Lee California stations (KH.I KFRC), Monday through Friday, 8 :45-9 a.m.
(PWT). Agency is Raymond Spector
Co., N. Y.
ALTA WINERY, Dinuba, Cal. (St.
Charles wine), on Jan. 18 started
sponsoring the nightly quarter-hour
Sports Page with Sam Baiter on
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., at 6 p.m.
with a repeat broadcast at 10 p.m.
directed to defense industry workers.
Contract is for 13 weeks. Agency is
Barton A. Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles.

STERLING DRUG Inc. directors last
week elected six new vice-presidents of
the company, which in December absorbed 16 subsidiaries to simplify the
corporate structure. Vice-presidents
and their divisions are : Joseph D.
Bohan, Centaur Division, Rahway, N.
J.; Maxwell R. Hott, Dr. W. B.
Caldwell Division, Monticello, 111. ;
James N. Cooke, Cummer Products
Division, Bedford, Ohio ; Alfred J.
Burns and Robert R. Harsell, Charles
H. Phillips Division, New York ;
David H. Williams, R. L. Watkins Division, Lowell, Mass.
BEKINS VAN & STORAGE Co., Los
Angeles, in early January increased
its daily spot announcement schedule
to include KLZ KOIN KIRO KHQ
as well as KNX and KQW. Firm
also started sponsoring the BLUE
commentary Baukhage Talking on
KFSD, San Diego. Bekins also sponsors the thrice-weekly quarter-hour
program of Harry W. Flannery, news
analyst, on 5 CBS California stations
(KNX KQW
KARM
KROY
KGDM), Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 5:30-5:45 p.m. (PWT). Brooks
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the
account.
FULTON LEWIS Jr., Washington
news commentator, Feb. 15 begins his
third year of broadcasts over KSAL,
Salina, Kan., without a single sustaining broadcast. On Feb. 15 Western Star Milling Co., maker of Kansas Star Flour, takes over sponsorship
of Mr. Lewis, who was sponsored by
Franklin Life Ins. Co., Springfield,
111., for the past year.
CONTI PRODUCTS Corp., New
York (shampoo), on Jan. 24 started
for 13 weeks a transcribed version of
Alfredo Antonino Concert, on two Don
Lee California stations (KFRC
KHJ), Thursday, 7 :30-8 p.m. (PWT).
Agency is Bermingham, Castleman &
Pierce, N. Y.

EMPIRE GOLD & Diamond Buying Service, New York, is conducting
a campaign on five New York stations,
using 35 to 70 announcements weekly,
for a 52-week period ending October,
1943. Agency is Carl Caiman Inc., New
York.

W. & J. SLOANE, Beverly Hills,
Cal. (chain home furnishings), placing direct, on Feb. 1 starts sponsormorning
ing
a dailyonearly
newscast
KMPC,
thatquarter-hour
city. Contract is for 13 weeks.
GOLDEN AGE Corp., Los Angeles
(macaroni), after several weeks layoff,nal
on Jan.
17 resumed
sigannouncements
dailyfouron time
KECA,
that city. Agency is Brisacher, Davis
& Staff, Los Angeles.

BEST YEAST Co., Toronto (Hi-Do
yeast), onscribedJan.
25 started dailyontranflash announcements
20
eastern Canadian stations. Agency is
Tandy Adv. Agency, Toronto.
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SEARS, ROEBUCK & Co., Los Angeles, supplementing its regular spot
announcement campaign on Southern
California stations, on Jan. 12 started
sponsoring a thrice-weekly quarterhour program, Nelson Pringle, news
analyst on KNX, Hollywood. Contract is for 13 weeks. Agency is the
Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
TO PROMOTE the Broadway play,
I "Dark Eyes", Harris Theatrical Eni terprises, New York, last week started
|sponsorship of a five-weekly news period on WEAF, New York, from midnight to 12 :05 a.m. ; three station
breaks weekly on WOR, New York,
and WQXR, New York. No time limit
has been placed on the campaign. Pioneer Adv. Corp., New York, is agency.

FULTON

America's
Now

most

LEWIS,

famous

on 180 Mutual

JE.

news

Stations

name
nightly

Five years ago Fulton Lewis, jr., stepped from his
role as a Washington newspaper correspondent to
the microphone at WOL. In a few months he was
featured on the Mutual Network, and in- a few

lU>dfld

years he has "upset more political applecarts" and
made more "news scoops" than any other radio personality! Congratulations to you, Fulton Lewis,
jr., for a good job well done . . . not only from
your millions of listeners . . . but from your many
sponsors for whom you have brought extraordinary
results.

RADIO

Fulton Lewis, jr., is still available for sponsorship

STATION

in a few "open" cities at the one time quarter hour
rate per week! Phone, wire, or write at once for full
details to . . . WM. B. DOLPH, WOL, Wash., D. C.
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BLECTROLUX Corp., Old Greenwich, Conn., has started weekly sponsorship of The Parade of Business,
Sunday 6:45 p.m. program on WSRR,
Stamford, Conn. Program presents little known facts about business trends
and how they affect the public, and
is directed to employes as well as employers.

81

IMPERIAL MUTUAL Life Insurance Co., Los Angeles, on Jan. 18
started a six-weekly quarter-hour
newscast on KFWB, Hollywood, for
13 weeks. Other Southern California
radio is contemplated. Agency is W.
B. Ross & Assoc., Los Angeles.
CARTER COAL Co., Washington,
D. C. (coal), has renewed sponsorship of transcribed half-hour mystery
drama,
Hermit's
Cave, Account
for 26
weeks onTheWBBM,
Chicago.
was placed through Ralph H. Jones
Co., Cincinnati.
KELITE PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles (Kenu cleanser), through Little & Co., that city, on Jan. 25
starts sponsoring a thrice-weekly fiveminute program The Name in the
News, on KNX, Hollywood, with transcribed version on KQW, San Francisco. Dave Vaile is featured as commentator. Contracts are for 52 weeks.
Firm contemplates expanding to other
West Coast stations.
HOOSIER STYLE SHOP, Hammond, Ind., is sponsoring a five-minute period five-times weekly on
WJWC, Chicago titled Hollywood
Question Box. Amzie Strickland is
commentator. Account was placed
direct.
UNION LIFE Insurance Co., Chicago, is sponsoring thrice-weekly 10minute series of organ recitals by Herb
Foote on WBBM, Chicago. Account
was placed through Irving Rocklin
& Assoc., Chicago.

HITTING ON ALL EIGHT despite nationwide gasoline curtailment are
these five network, agency and Union Oil Co. executives who met recently to hold a discussion of that California firm's weekly NBC Point
Sublime series. Half-hour program recently entered its third consecutive year on 11 NBC Pacific Coast stations. Confabbers are (1 to r) :
Theodore L. Stromberger, advertising manager of Union Oil Co.; John
W. Swallow, western division program director of NBC; Jack Smock,
account executive of Lord & Thomas; Ed Barker, network sales executive; Alex Robb, package sales manager of NBC western division.
CANADIAN RED CROSS, Toronto
(financial drive) starts on March 1
daily dramatized spot announcements
on all Canadian stations. Account is
placed through A. McKim Ltd., Toronto, which is one of four agencies
placing advertising for the campaign.
Winchell Returns
WALTER WINCHELL resumed his
Sunday Jan.
program,
Jergens' Journal
on
BLUE
24, following
his return
from a special assignment in Brazil.
During
Winchell's
his sponsor, Andrew
Jergensabsence
Co., Cincinnati,
substituted a three-commentator program, Three-Thirds of the News with
Baukhage, John Gunther and Robert
St. John in the 9-9 :15 spot. Agency
is Lennen & Mitchell, New York.

IN THE RADIO
LIMELIGHT
a series of informative articles for radio advertisers
and time-buyers, prepared by The Branham Company

RADIO STATION WTJS
JACKSON,
1000 Watts
1390 Kc.

TENN.
MBS

A. B. ROBINSON, Commercial Mgr.
Solid sender to over 31,000 radio families in West
Tennessee is WTJS at Jackson, bringing them top
local and regional programs in addition to the best
features of the Mutual Network.

AGENCY

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Jersey City, to William Esty & Co., New
York, for Vel, a packaged detergent for
washing dishes and fine fabrics. No media
plans have been made.
WIRE & CABLE Division, Electric AutoLite Co., Toledo, to Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York. R & R now handles all 26
Auto-Lite divisions.
WOODWARD-WAGNER Co., Philadelphia (plumbing items), to Fox & MacKenzie, Philadelphia.
PRATT FOOD Co., Philadelphia (animal
and poultry products), to McKee & Albright, Philadelphia.
PERKINS GLUE Co., Lansdale, Pa. (vegetable, cassein and resin glues), to John
Falkner Arndt Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
Robert Arndt is account executive.
WESTERN SAVINGS FUND Society of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia banking institution, to John Falkner Arndt Adv. Agency,
Philadelphia. David B. Arndt is account
executive.
FILTREX Co. of New Jersey. Elizabeth,
to Neff-Rogow Inc., New York, for Heatrex boiler cleaning compound. Some spot
broadcasting being used locally.
CALIFORNIA-GROWN SUGAR Group,
San Francisco, to J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
SCHUTTER
CANDY
Co., Chicago, to
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, N. Y.
E. FOUGERA
Co., New York (Magitex
dog bath), to Donahue & Co., N. Y.
WOODMAN ACCIDENT Co., Lincoln,
Neb.,
Omaha, toNeb.Richard Cole Adv. Agency,
I.
FOX Co.,
Boston, to David Malkiel
Adv.J. Agency,
Boston.

Spot advertisers on this 1000 watt Mutual outlet today
tap new wealth from high farm prices (cash farm incomes up 30.3% in Tennessee) and industrial expansion such as the $34,000,000 ordnance plant and depot
employing

thousands in and around Jackson.

WTJS alone affords complete, consistent coverage in
West Tennessee . . . and WTJS alone can make your
sales message

ring the cash registers in this market.

In

the

Buy

Sweet

and

If you'd like that grand and glorioni
feeling that cornea from seeing jour
merchandise move almost like magic,
put WAIR to work in this great
American
ability. market. You'll learn quickly
why WAIR is famous for its sales-
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Firms
Plug Bonds
5%
of Advertising Budgets
Devoted to Treasury
REVISED LIST of food, drug
and other firms cooperating with
the Treasury War Savings staff,
released last week by Lee H. Bristol, chairman of the Industry Policy Committee, names 81 companies now devoting approximately 5%
of their advertising budgets exclusively to War Bonds.
Campaign has been under way
several weeks, Mr. Bristol said,
but the number of participating j
firms is still expanding. He stated
that space and money already contributed by the food and drug in- j
dustry under the plan are in a
volume comparable with some of
the most extensive business campaigns in the nation.
All Media Used
In addition to spot and network
radio time, the firms include newspaper, magazine, billboard and
other media in the schedule. In
most cases companies are placing
the War Bond advertising through
their own agencies, but all copy is
prepared by agencies chosen by
the Advertising Council to insure
integration of the appeal.
Firms now participating are:
Alkalol Co., American Cyanamid
Co., American Home Products, Elizabeth Arden, Armand Co., Associated
Distributors (Dana cosmetics), Barbasol Co., Bathasweet, Bauer & Black,
Becton & Dickinson, Bristol-Myers
Co., Bourjois, Burma Vita, Burroughs
& Wellcome, Carter Products, Ceribello, Chap Stick Co., Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Conti. Coty, Denver Chemical Co., Drug Products Co., Father
John's, Emerson Drug Co., Fellows,
Forhan's, Fougera & Co., Foley & j
Co., Frailey Products Inc.
Grove Labs., Guerlain, Gillette
Safety Razor Co., Hoffman-LaRoche,
Johnson & Johnson, Houbigant, Hudnut
SalesIodent,
Corp., Kilmer
International
cotton,
Co., CelluLady
Esther, Lambert Pharmacal Co., Lederle Labs., Lewis-Howe, Thomas
Leeming, Lucien Lelong.
Lever Co..
Bros.,
Maybelline,
O. E.Labs.,
Mc- (
Kewen
Mennen
Co., Miles
McKesson & Bobbins, Parke-Davis &
Co., Pepsodent Co., Pinex, Norwich
Pharmacal Co., Parfums Ciro, Parfums
Weil, Pharmacraft Co., (Fresh deodorant), Resinol Co.. Schutter Candy
Co., Seeck & Kade, R. B. Sender.
Sterline Products, Serutan, Helena 1
Rubenstein, Sales Builders (Max
Factor), Shulton, Vadsco Sales, Vick I
Chemical, Weco Products, William R.
Warner
Co., (Sloan's
liniment),
Willard Tablet
Co., White
Labs.,
Zonite Products Corp.

Buy

For Spots that SELL, Call a Branham-man
BRANHAM
COMPANY
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
DETROIT ATLANTA CHARLOTTE DALLAS ST. LOUIS MEMPHIS
KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES SEATTLE

Food

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
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Radio for broadcasting
'Marginal Americans'
ITALIAN
in Boston, j
says Jeanette
Sayre
Smith
an article in the current Public inOpinion
Quarterly
titled "Broadcasting for
Marginal Americans", does little to
help the local Italian population adjust itself to the American way of
life and to its role in the war effort,
since no specific information is given
on the nature of the world today and
the struggle of the Democracies against
Fascism. About one-fifth of the Italians in the Italian North End community speak
no English,
and since
the recent
banning
of newscasts
in
Italian have turned to Italian shortwave tion,broadcasting
for out.
their informathe article points
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Cooperation
SOLDIERS of Jefferson Barracks and KXOK, St. Louis,
cooperate tainment
tofor the
provide
Army enterpost

RADIO DIRECTORS and timebuyers of Chicago agencies were guests at
a recent luncheon given in Chicago by WOR, New York, at which slide
films of the WOR Crossley continuing study were exhibited and explained by R. F. Maddux, WOR vice-president in charge of sales, and
Joseph Creamer, sales promotion manager. Representing their agencies
are (seated 1 to r) : Genevieve Lemper, Foote, Cane & Belding; Bergliette Boe, H. W. Kastor & Sons; June Rollinson, Russel M. Seeds Co.;
Dorothy Samuel and Muriel Wagman, Sorenson & Co.; Carolyn Bonnesen, Sherman & Marquette; (standing) : L. J. Nelson, Wade Adv.; H.
W. Mallison, Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y. ; Buckingham Gunn, J.
Walter Thompson Co.; George Duram, H. W. Kastor & Sons; Ralph Cushing, Presba, Fellers & Presba; Al Callies, Ruthrauff & Ryan; John Gordon,
Needham, Louis & Brorby; Jack North, Aubrey, Moore & Wallace.

USING FACILITIES OF WHBC,
Canton, Ohio, the MBS recently broadcast ceremonies attending award of
the Army-Navy "E" to the Hercules
Motors Corp. for outstanding war
production activities. Newly-elected
Rep. Henderson H. Carson acted as
m.c.
WITH
Warm

proceeds being donated to
Springs (Ga.) Foundation, infantile paralysis fund, KOY, Phoenix,
( in late January released a play-byplay description of rugby match between cadets of the nearby RAF traini ing field. Match decided winner of a
I three-game
series between Scottish
and English players stationed there.
I SCRIPTS of Democracy's Workshop,
recent series designed as report on
i Los Angeles County school activities
' and presented on KNX, Hollywood,
I have been turned over to U. S. Office
Education
for bydistribution
nationiIof
ally.
Originated
Frances Farmer
, Wilder, director of education of CBS
Hollywood, the programs were written and produced by Chester Huntley
of
that
ment. network's special events departi TO HIGHLIGHT its Sunday night
schedule, KMTR, Hollywood, is presenting a series of half-hour dramatized playlets, Portraits for Americans, written by Arch Oboler. Using
young motion picture name talent as
well as members of the station's
Matinee Playhouse players, the halfhour dramatic programs are produced
by Robert L. Bice.

WAKE

UP

Your
Georgia
Sales
with

TO BRING HOME to its employes
the importance of broadcasting as an
essential war industry and to encourage self-criticism, announcers of the
stations operated by Northern Broadcasting & Publishing Co., Ltd., in Ontario, were recently asked to submit
answers to the question : What, in
your estimation, are qualities necessary in a good announcer? Answers
were judged by Guy Herbert of AllCanada Radio Facilities Ltd., Toronto, and first award went to Harry R.
McLay, announcer of CKWS, Kingston, Ont., second award to Warren
Robinson, announcer of CFCH, North
Bay, Ont.
ANNUAL REPORT issued by E. E.
Hill, managing director of WTAG,
Worcester, reports that the station
lost only 56 minutes during 1942, out
of a total of 6,386 hours. Auxiliary
transmitters were used only 91 hours,
while WTAG's FM station, W1XTG.
was on the air 6,051 hours, with a
daily average of 16:37, and WTAG
had a daily average of 17 :30, for a
total of 23,350 programs. The FM
affiliate carried 20,175 programs.
WELI, New Haven, recently received
praise from local OPA and ODT officials for the part the station has
played in disseminating information
to the public. Letters received by the
station from the agencies complimented the spirit and effectiveness of
WELI's cooperation.
KMPC, Beverly
Hills,
established additional
sales Cal.,
officeshas
at 617
les.
S. Olive St., in downtown Los AngeWKY, Oklahoma City, on Jan. 23,
9:30-10 p.m. (EWT), started a new
thriller series. The Strange Dr. Carnak, authored by Scott Bishop, continuity editor of the Oklahoma City
Broadcaster, who is known to radio
tasy. for his horror series, Dark Fanfans
WTJS, Jackson, Tenn., has acquired
the AP radio news wire from Press
Assn.

and the public. A special
newscast daily at 2:50 p.m.
from KXOK is piped over the
public address system and a
series of bugle calls, transcribed by the station, is used
at the post. The soldiers do a
weekly half-hour variety
show, Meet the Men of Your
Army, broadcast over KXOK.
In addition, the post's air
corps orchestra has made
transcriptions at the station
which are played over the
P.
A. system to entertain the
soldiers.
KSO
ADDITION OF two new programs
was announced by WJWC, ChicagoHammond this month. Features are
an early-morning half-hour, broadcast
six times weekly, titled WJWC Farm
Hour, and quarter-hour newscast,
five-nights weekly with Edward D.
Flynn as commentator.
WHEN A HEAVY New Year's snow
storm gave Brockville, Ont., a tenday blackout because of damage to
electric power lines, CFLC, Brockville, was off the air. The station
moved to Brockville some months ago
from Prescott, Ont.
WEEKLY talks by Gov. Robert E.
Baldwin will be broadcast to the people of Connecticut on WTIC, Hartford and WICC, Bridgeport, while
the state legislature is in session.
Practice originated during the Governor's first term of office, and talks
are devoted to analyzing various measures before the legislature.
A SERIES of lectures before college
students in the San Francisco Bay
area has been launched by NBC-KP0
department heads under the direction
of John W. Elwood, KPO general
manager.
WLW
Appointments
TWO appointments in the trade
extension department, WLW, Cincinnati, have been announced by
John E. Rudolph, director. John A.
Tappin becomes manager of the
grocery division and Ralph E. Visconti heads the drug field. Trade
extension department is studying
war problems facing retailers and
wholesalers with view of aiding
dealers in merchandising.
Radio Stars in Films
EDGAR BERGEN and his Charlie
McCarthy, featured on the weekly
NBC Chase & Sanborn Show, have
been signed for a role in the RKO film,
"Keep 'Em Singing", which goes into
production during mid-March. They
will be teamed with Kay Kyser, star
of the weekly NBC College of Musical
Knowledge. Kyser will also be starred
in
film, "Right
nowthe inMGM
production.
Bud About
AbbottFace",
and
Lou Costello, on NBC, signed a new
two-picture contract with MGM.

gave

&

Tenderoni

a flying start
— Chas. H. Flanders, Jr.
As broker for Tenderoni, Charles
H. Flanders, Jr., has a right to be
proud of the complete distribution
achieved in a very short time. Commenting on radio's part in that job,
Mr. Flanders says:
"Rarely have I seen a new product take such rapid strides in Iowa
as Van Camp's Tenderoni has made
since last June.
"We

know we have an outstand-

ing product, but surely a good share
of the applause goes to spot broadcasting on KSO and KRNT, which
gave Tenderoni a flying start in
Iowa.
"We

cover 53 Counties and find

the spot broadcasts were effective
in all of them. Your stations did a
lot toward getting the wholesale
trade to tie up with our introductory campaign so I am sure the results for these first six months are
as pleasing to you as they are to
me.
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WPTF's NEW STUDIOS
Station Located in Durham

WCOP stands
on its own feet,
as a test station or part of
a campaign.
Let's show you
how!
REPRESENTED «v
HEADLEY-REED CO-

-Life Bldg., RaleighMODERN and well-planned studios have just been opened by
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, on the mezzanine and second floors of the new
Durham Life Ins. Co. Bldg., a
16-story structure just completed.
The station set-up includes audition rooms, audience-participation
studios, a special musical studio
for orchestras, and a master control room that resembles the Ritz
Grill Room in its appointments.
The station, an NBC affiliate, 50,000 watts on 680 kc, is managed by
Richard H. Mason.
B & W Change
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp., Louisville, on Jan.
22 discontinued Plantation Party
heard Fridays at 9:30-10 p.m. for
Bugler & Sir Walter Raleigh tobacco on 66 NBC stations. The
period vacated by this program will
be filled Jan. 29 by the B & W program, People Are Funny (Wings
King Size cigarettes), formerly
heard 10-10:30 p.m. Plantation
Party is a five-year-old program,
having first been broadcast locally
on WLW in 1938. Agency is Russel
M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Turco

on Coast

TURCO

BEL0NG5 ON YOUR

SCHEDULE

• COVERAGE
• EFFICIENCY

PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles (cleaning compound), on
Feb. 9 renews for 13 weeks Smile
in the Morning on KECA, that
city. Featured is Mark Breneman
as commentator, with Wilson Edwards, announcer. Firm also sponsors participation in Art Baker's
Notebook on KFI, that city. Having increased its advertising budget, Turco Products will use other
Southern California radio during
1943. Warren P. Fehlman Adv. Co ,
Huntington Park, Cal., has the account.

o ECONOMY
Record
• SATISFACTION

YOU
get all four
when

you

OE

Orders

WAR orders totaling $2,003,039,000 were received in 1942 including heavy demands for electronic
and communications equipment
by General Electric Co. compared
with $1,132,837,000 in orders during 1941. The orders for 1942 represent an increase of 77% over the
previous year.

AGREEMENT for NBC affiliates to expand and intensify promotional
activities for public service programs was made at the first quarterly
meeting of the 1943 NBC Stations Planning & Advisory Committee at
Radio City [Broadcasting, Jan. 18]. Members of the committee are
(standing, 1 to r) : Stanley E. Hubbard, KSTP, St. Paul; S. S. Fox,
KDYL, Salt Lake City; James D. Shouse (chairman for 1943), WLW,
Cincinnati; Paul W. Morency, WTIC, Hartford. Seated: G. Richard
Shafto, WIS, Columbia, S. C; Arden X. Pangborn, KGW, Portland, Ore.;
Harry Stone, WSM, Nashville; G- E. Zimmerman, KARK, Little Rock.

NBC
In

Officials

Series

of

to

Resume

Meetings

NBC's "radio war clinics", held
last year between March 16 and
April 1 [Broadcasting, March 9],
proved so successful in giving network officials and NBC affiliate stations an opportunity to discuss
broadcasting problems brought
about by the war, that a second
series has been scheduled to start
Jan. 28, with 13 NBC executives
making a tour of seven cities from
coast to coast.
Arranged by William S. Hedges,
NBC vice-president in charge of
stations, the clinics will be conducted as two-day sessions in selected
geographical sections of the country. Full sanction of the tour has
been given by the Office of Defense
Transportation, although NBC is
urging affiliated station officials to
attend the clinic held nearest to
their city to keep traveling at a
minimum.
Post- War Plans
The first meeting will be held
Jan. 28-29 at the Hotel WaldorfAstoria, New York, with subsequent sessions scheduled as follows:
Feb. 1-2, Hotel John Marshall,
Richmond; Feb. 3-4, Netherland
Plaza Hotel, Cincinnati; Feb. 5-6,

install

Vertical
RADIATORS

Radio Division
Lehigh Structural Steel Co.
17 Battery Place. New York City
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Clinics

During

Spring

Drake Hotel, Chicago; Feb. 9-10,
Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans;
Feb. 11-12, Hotel Rice, Houston;
Feb. 16-17, Hotel Ambassador, Los
Angeles.
Discussions will center around
increasing radio's usefulness in the
war effort. Technical developments
in the broadcasting field, including
television and FM, will be highlighted along with planning radio's
place in the new industrial and
economic post-war world.
NBC officials making the trip, in
addition to Mr. Hedges, will be
Niles Trammell, president; Roy C.
Witmer, vice-president in charge of
sales; Clarence L. Menser, vicepresident in charge of programs;
Dr. James Rowland Angell, public
service counselor; Frank M. Russell, vice-president in charge of the
Washington office; O. B. Hanson,
vice-president and chief engineer;
John F. Royal, vice president in
charge of international broadcasting; Charles B. Brown, promotion
and advertising director; John McKay, manager of the price department; Sheldon B. Hickox Jr., manager of station relations department; Noran E. Kersta, director of
television, and James M. Gaines of
station relations.
Sanctioned by ODT
In announcing the second annual
group of clinics, Mr. Hedges said:
"Last year's meeting throughout
the country were highly successful
in producing a better understanding by network officials of the daily
problems of affiliated stations comprising the network. In renewing
the war clinics again this year in
the face of diminishing civilian
transportation facilities, it is our
feeing that the stations and the
network will be able to better serve
the war effort, our communities and
our nation as a result. We are

LEHIGH

Page

War

happy that in this decision we have
the sanction of the ODT."
1943
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for
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of
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Air

HAS

To

Build

Up

Box

THEORIZING that persons living
great distances from theatres know
more about radio performers than
they do screen stars, Hollywood
film studios are spotting wellknown personalities in pictures in
an effort to bolster box-office receipts.
Although such radio stars as
Jack Benny, Bing Crosby, Al Jolson, Bob Hope, Red Skelton, the
Andrews Sisters, Abbott and Costello and others are well known in
both radio and films, the new
Hollywood trend is to use more radio personalities and portions of
well-established programs in forthcoming pictures. Producers believe
that radio listeners will go to theatres to see their favorite air stars
on the screen.
Program to Be Filmed
Among radio talent to be presented shortly in pictures are Ginny
Simms and Freddy Martin's orchestra of the Philip Morris program, Johnny Presents Ginny
Simms, NBC. They will be featured
with Harold Peary, star of the
NBC Great Gilder sleeve, sponsored
by Kraft Cheese Co., in the RKO
production, "Seven Days' Leave",
which will include the NBC Truth
or Consequences, sponsored by
Procter & Gamble Co.
Bill Stern, NBC sportscaster,
| and Bill Walker, NBC announcer,
i will be seen in the Universal film,
"We've Never Been Licked". Dick
Joy, another announcer, portrays
a newscaster in the film, "CorregiI dor", produced by Dixon R. Hars win for Producers Releasing Corp.
Phil Baker m.c. of the CBS Take
It or Leave It, sponsored by Ever1 sharp Inc.; Eddie O'Shea, New
York radio actor; Bill Goodwin,
| announcer-actor of the CBS Burns
' & Allen show, and Frank Graham,
Hollywood CBS announcer-narrai tor, also will be in pictures. Graham's Cosmo Jones program, forj merly heard on CBS Pacific sta] tions, is being filmed in a series of
! 22 releases by Monogram.
Ken Niles, Hollywood announcer,
i is in demand at film studios, while
John W. Vandercook, NBC news

50,000

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nat'! Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.
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Office

Pull

of

Films

LA PRIMERA

commentator, does the narration in
Columbia's short, "Our Second
Front".
Vera Vague, comedienne of the
NBC Bob Hope show, sponsored by
Pepsodent Co., has signed a twopicture contract with Republic. Her
first film, scheduled for production
in February, will include Lulu
Belle and Scotty of the Alka-Seltzer National Barn Dance, NBC,
and the Tennessee Ramblers of
WBT, Charlotte, N. C. Lulu Belle
and Scotty have made several pictures for Republic.
The NBC Time to Smile, sponsored by Bristol-Myers Co., is used
in sequences of the Warner Bros,
film, "Thank Your Lucky Stars",
featuring Eddie Cantor, Dinah
Shore, Harry Von Zell, Bert Gor-.
don, the Mad Russian and Edgar
Fairchild's orchestra. Miss Shore
also stars in her own BLUE network program, In Person, Dinah
Shore, sponsored by Carter Products Inc.
Other radio personalities, scheduled for film debut, are Conrad
Binyon and Mary Lou Harrington
of the NBC One Man's Family,
sponsored by Standard Brands, and
Phil Spitalny and his all-girl orchestra of the General Electric
Hour of Charm, NBC.
New

Disc

Regulations

Adopted by CBC Board
A CHANGE in the regulations for
the use of transcriptions was made
at the last meeting of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. board of
governors [Broadcasting, Dec.
14] and has now been announced
as a new regulation 7(m) replacing 18(4). The new regulation,
announced in a circular letter over
the signature of J. R. Radford,
CBC supervisor of station relations, and dated Toronto, Jan. 8,
reads :
7. No one shall broadcast: (m) any
of mechanior speechor byin means
program
cal reproductions
any other manner
so as to achieve indirectly or by an evasion that which a regulation or ruling of
the corporation prohibits, and the general
manager of the corporation shall be the
sole judge of what constitutes an evasion
under this regulation and his ruling shall
be final and binding with respect to any
such matter.

RECENT
ADDITIONS
to the
transmitter staff of WGN, Chicago,
are Fritz & Lottie, Dobermann
Pinschers, posing here with George
Thies. The dogs formerly appeared
in vaudeville and have been trained
to assist in guard duty at the WGN
transmitter near Roselle, 111.
AMP-Alpha Deal
ASSOCIATED Music Publishers has
announced its licensees are now authorized to perform all copyrighted
music of Alpha Music. Deal was made
by AMP last fall but at that time it
could not obtain exclusive rights to
five selections.
W. W. CHAPLIN, war correspondent, now heard on NBC, has contracted with D. Appleton-Century Co.,
New York, to wftte a book tentatively
titled Maginot to Moscow.
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STATIONS
Cadena Argentina

de Broadcastings, South America's
oldest network, opens the 1943 season with 18 member stations, a
record total that includes outlets in
Paraguay and Uruguay as well as
Argentina, according to a yearend
statement made by Sr. Jaime
Yankelevich, director of the network and owner of its key station,
Radio Belgrano — LR3 — Buenos
Aires, to the United Press.
For its programs, which are
relayed nightly to member stations
by wire lines and shortwave radio,
the network has a 1943 budget of
$625,000, the story reported. Ferruccio Calusio, recently returned
from the United States where he
acted as guest conductor of the
NBC Symphony, will organize and
conduct a symphony orchestra for
the Primera network. Other top
talent for the year includes the
Argentina movie star, Libertad
Lamarque, who will star in a dramatic series; Los Rancheros, Mexican singing trio; Mercedes Simone,
Amanda Ledesma, Agustin Irusta,
Fernando Borel and Francisco
Canaro.
Featuring a mobile chain show
arrangement, the network does
not keep its permanent staff at
Belgrano all year, but shifts it
from station to station so that
each member of the network becomes in turn the origination point
for the major network broadcasts.
The Primera chain also receives
CBS programs via the Continental
Chain. Radio Belgrano is serviced
with regular news broadcasts by
UP.

Whats

Power

is people

in great numbers/

who listen to WHN's entertaining
and informative programs.
Power

is millions

impressions
of listeners,

4No Arrests'
USING recording equipment, Dave
Driscoll and John Whitmore of war
services and news division, WOR,
New York, recently cruised about
the city four nights looking for accidents. They recorded on-the-scene
traffic violations and broadcast the
transcriptions in a program Death
on Wheels Jan. 17, in which Driscoll remarked "we didn't encounter
a policeman making an arrest for
traffic violations." Program drew a
statement from Police Commissioner Valentine, denying police
were laggard, and an inquiry from
Globe Indemnity Co., on possibility of using the radio material in
the company's safety campaigns.

IN, announcer-comeBILLdian on GOODW
the CBS Burns & Allen Show,
has started working in the Paramount
film, "Riding High".
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RECORDED

SERIES

Radio

Does
Job for Government
(Continued from page UO)

PLACED
BY CO-OP
COOPERATIVE LEAGUE of the
thing else they had attempted preU. S. A. will use the following list
viously had scarcely had any effect
of 30 outlets for a transcribed prowhatsoever.
gram, Here Is Tomorrow, Neighbor, [Broadcasting, Jan. 18], startRadio Helps OPA
ing Feb. 14: WJSV WHDH WELI
Six weeks after the price control
WTRY WQXR WSYR WFIL WIP
KDKA WHKC
WING WSPD
law went into effect, the Office of
WJMS WHDF
WDMJ WIND
Price Administration made a surKSTP WISN WTAQ
WEBC
vey and found out that only 20 perWHLB WMFG WDAY WNAX
cent of the country's dealers were
KGNC KFYO KFWB KQW KHQ
posting ceiling prices. OPA asked
KGW.
us for help.
Series has been the center of a
controversy caused by the refusal
They didn't want to turn the
housewives of America into a feby CBS and NBC to sell the League
male Gestapo. On the other hand,
time on stations owned and operated by the networks. Stations intheir budget didn't permit them to
volved in the dispute were KDKA
hire anything like the force that
and WTAM (NBC), and WJSV
would be necessary for them to pay
and WCCO (CBS) [Broadcasting,
a personal call on every retailer in
Oct. 12, Dec. 21].
the
country. Therefore, it was obNegotiations for time were susvious that the general public would
pended pending clarification of the
have to be used to put pressure on
series, format to conform with the
the retailers if the law was to
NAB code. Agency is Atherton &
mean anything.
Currier, New York.
The Fact Sheet emphasized the
point that a dealer who was not
Interior's Radio Time
posting prices was probably not
MORE THAN 250 programs, redoing so because he didn't realize
quiring over 3,300 presentations,
he should, or because he had forwere broadcast without charge for
gotten to do so.
the Dept. of Interior by major netA few weeks after the conclusion
works and local stations in the year
of a 14-day drive on "Look for
ending June, 1942, Secretary Ickes'
Posted Prices" on the Network
annual report to the President rePlan, a second survey disclosed
veals. Programs were prepared by
that the number of dealers complythe Radio Section of Interior's Division of Information, and some
ing with the law had jumped from
20 to 50 percent. Not perfect by a
originated
in
the
department's
studio.
long shot, but certainly a considerable step in the right direction.
Recruits Nurses
Later in the summer the Red
Cross came to us and asked our
BALTIMORE'S
BLUE
help in increasing their pool of
nurses who had volunteered for
active duty in the Army and Navy.
The latter were then calling for
3000 a month, and it looked as if
the pool might soon be exhausted
unless new volunteers were secured. The difficulty of the problem
was heightened by the fact that
the nurses who could volunteer
were also needed at home, because
of the doctor shortage. Also, it
takes quite a bit of persuading to
encourage such women to give up
a salary as high as $25 a day for
the trials and sacrifices of a nursing career at a Pacific island outpost. We wrote the most effective
Fact Sheet we could, and asked
writers and producers to play up
the nobility of such sacrifices in
order that nurses might be more
widely appreciated by the general
public.
At the conclusion of the threeweek Allocation Plan drive, volunteers were already coming in at
50 percent above the pre-drive rate.
Several weeks after the conclusion
of the drive, the number jumped
to well over 100 percent — and in
many communities as high as 250
percent above the pre-drive rate.
Up to that time the biggest nurse
recruitment month in the history
of the Red Cross had been February, 1942, when the aftermath of
Pearl Harbor had sent every unattached nurse out seeking active
duty. But September, 1942, topped

Notional Representatives;
SPOT SALES, INC.
New York - Chhago - 5an Francisco
Page
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February by a considerable margin, and the Red Cross attributed
it entirely to the three-week radio
drive.
There are similar stories on all
recruitment campaigns we have
undertaken. Candidates for Marine
officers' schools jumped 40 percent
after two weeks on the Network
Plan. Mechanics for three branches
of the Army were solicited in late
September, and by mid-October
quotas were passed. This was a
particular achievement, in view of
the enormous pressure from industry for this very type of skilled
technical personnel.
104,000 More for CAA
In mid-November the CAA called
us again, this time asking for our
help in getting non-combat pilots.
It was decided that applicants
should be told to write to Washington and they would then be referred to the proper training field
in their neighborhoods. The CAA
stated they believed they could get
the right number of qualified applicants out of 50,000 returns. In
view of the great pressure for
manpower from many directions,
we knew this would not be an easy
job. We did some pretty long guessing to decide what total circulation
would be necessary in order to turn
up 50,000 returns. We finallv decided upon 150 points of audience
within a 7-day period as a campaign of sufficient impact.
Fifty thousand inquiries are by
no means difficult to get on an
ordinary commercial radio offer.
But it must be remembered that
asking a man to change the whole
future course of his life, becoming
a non-combat pilot — particularly in
the face of other pressure from
Army and Navy sources, together
with lucrative offers from all
branches of industry — made the
securing of these 50,000 inquiries
a vastly different matter from the
ordinary "box-top" operation.
But despite the anticipated difficulties, we overshot our mark and
a total of 104,000 inquiries was
secured. This, of course, met all
CAA's immediate needs. They are
now making every effort to keep
in regular touch with the "surplus
applicants" in order to reserve
space for them when future training courses open up.
Heating Crisis Averted
Even though the fuel oil situation is extremely serious at the
present time, the fact is, it might
have been much worse. Last September at the time fuel oil rationing was announced, we launched
a three-week campaign in which
listeners were urged to do two
things: (1) Make their homes
"heat-tight" by installing insulation, storm windows, weather stripping, etc. (2) In areas where fuel
oil would be rationed, all oil users
should convert to coal where possible.
Actually, we were later advised
that every insulating and weatherBROADCASTING

stripping company in the East and
midwest was working at capacity
speed, and that many home owners who had tried to weatherstrip
their houses were unsuccessful because of labor and materials shortages.Cooperation Brings Results
When we first launched the Network Allocation Plan we shared
with everyone who had agreed to
cooperate in it a scepticism as to
its ability to handle certain types
of subjects.
We knew that as the war heightened and as more and more restrictions were imposed, the type of
war message which this vehicle
would be asked to handle would be
increasingly serious. Nevertheless,
in the past 40 weeks we have seen
messages like "Get a War Job",
"Mileage Rationing", and "Share
the Meat" carried on some of the
top programs on the air — comedy
programs, variety shows, dramas,
musical shows, etc. — almost all of
which have handled these subjects
with a blend of entertainment and
seriousness more skillful than anything we dared hope.
That the plan is now recognized
in so many quarters in Washington
as the most effective information
vehicle the Government has at its
disposal is due to the imagination,
technical skills and hard work of
the writers, producers, sponsors
and network officials who are responsible for the shows to which
these messages are assigned.
These people have proved that
the radio can take the lead in
bringing the American public the
true facts on the hard realities of
the war. At the same time they
have also proved they can keep
entertaining the public to the end
that their spirits will not fail, and
their determination not falter to
prosecute the war until victory.
A year ago this double job
seemed like a large order. Today it
is an accomplished fact.
Luncheon for Cuhel
FRANK CUHEL, former MBS foreign correspondent in Australia and
the Dutch East Indies, who returned
to this country in December, 1942,
was honored Jan. 15 at a luncheon at
Toots Shor's, New York, tendered him
by Miller McClintock, Mutual president.
★ ****★**★*★★
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AFM
Czar Gets Rough
Treatment for His
'Mullarkey'
A TORRENT of editorial criticism
of James C. Petrillo and his AFM
has been loosed by the nation's
leading newspapers, in the wake
of his testimony before the Senate
Interstate Commerce subcommittee
Jan. 12-14.
Even though Petrillo, in the opinion of observers, made a far better
impression than was expected, the
editorial reaction not only condemned Petrillo and his dictatorial
practices, but, in one of two instances, chided the committee for
"exchanging jokes" with the union
leader. His plea of technological
unemployment was branded as "so
much mullarkey" in another editorial, while there was general
condemnation of his admission
that $90-a-week "pancake turners"
would not have been forced on stations if the stations had not capitulated.
'Times' Rebuke
In a lead editorial, the New York
Times held that the testimony of
Petrillo and his counsel, Joseph A.
Padway, who is also general counsel of AFM, did not put their policies in any better light. Their excuses, the newspaper said, have
jbeen offered hundreds of times before and none of them holds water.
The Times held intolerable the
"kind of private dictatorship"
Petrillo is permitted to exercise
and pointed to his admission that
he might attack the motion pictures
I next because of purported unemployment. In addition to telling
the American public what music it
can or cannot hear, "he may soon
| be telling it what motion pictures
' it can and cannot see."
jwasPetrillo's
to "negotiate"
brandedpromise
meaningless
by the
newspaper, which took Congress to
! task for the "tyrannical economic
j life-and-death powers" which allow
Petrillo to impose "the most exj travagant demands on the industry." It urged legislative action,
; advising both Congress and the Ad! ministration to "look at Mr. Pei trillo well. He is their creature."
' As long as Congress acquiesces in
the Supreme Court decision that
labor unions enjoy sweeping immunity from antitrust acts and
from the Federal anti-racketeering
act, "we shall have Petrillos."
The New York Herald-Tribune
commented editorially on Petrillo's
commitment that he would lift the
ban on recordings if the President
asked him to. It pointed out that
the implications are (1) that he
need not consult his union with respect to rescinding the order, and
(2) one of "lordly condescension".
This newspaper also criticized
the labor policy of the Administration and the more recent decisions
of the Supreme Court which, it
held, have persuaded labor leaders
that they need not consult public
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Barrage

convenience even in wartime. Because of these policies and decision,
it stated, the union leader in his
magnanimity, he comes forth: "I,
James Caesar Petrillo, will withdraw my ukase if the President
requests it."
Purity of Motives
The Washington Post said Petrillo made several "damaging admissions" in his testimony, among
them that his motives "were neither
so pure nor so lofty as they have
been made out." All he wanted was
simply "a larger cut in the profits
for the musicians employed in the
bands which make these records,"
said the newspaper.
Alluding to his admission that
the $90-a-week pancake turner
edict was "a mistake", the Post
said Mr. Petrillo "must have felt
like biting off his tongue aft°r such
an admission. It is bad enough
when a dictator admits, as Mr.
Petrillo did, that he is not an angel,
but when he confesses a mistake —
that is well-nigh fatal. No wonder
he is now ready and even eager
to negotiate with almost anybody
about anything."
The Spartanburg (S. C.) Journal also flayed Petrillo's "slip of
the tongue." Alluding to Petrillo's
iron grip on the union and the
requirement that a permit to play
can be obtained only by paying
dues to AFM, the Journal said
"pirates used to use the same system." The newspaper predicted
that Petrillo's pancake turner slip
may be used against him by the
broadcasters and recorders when
he starts dealing with them about
the matter of making records.
Pegler's Comment
Westbrook Pegler, hard-hitting
Scripps-Howard columnist, alluded
to the "ribald spectacle of Jimmy
Petrillo, a rich and rowdy unioneer,
kidding the Senators and defying
them to interfere with his makework and mock-work program, even
at a time when Paul McNutt is
proceeding to squeeze nonessential
businesses out of business, because
there is said to be a shortage of
vital manpower."
Pegler commented that Petrillo
was "in the right" and knew it and
that they (the Senators), not Petrillo, are to blame. He pointed out,
as did other newspapers, that the
Supreme Court delivered to Congress "two insulting challenges
within the last couple of years" in
opinions from which Petrillo derives his power. The court said
"unions could do no wrong, and
gave approval to systematic and
outrageous waste of manpower under the standby system, which is
the whole cause of the controversy
with Petrillo's union of musicians."
The Philadelphia Inquirer resumed its editorial tirade against
Petrillo, citing particularly the
pancake-turner faux pas and the
need for Congress to revise the
labor laws. "This
is only one
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instance of the way Petrillo works.
He has got away with many things
during his career as dictator of
music for the American people. It's
time to call a halt. Exemptions for
labor organizations, provided by
the laws and their interpretation
by the courts, have prevented remedial action. The new Congress
can and should do something about
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'Hitler's Children' Premiere
Breaks Records
HOUSE RECORDS in 34 midwestern theatres were broken recently when the RKO picture
"Hitler's Children", based on the
book Education
for Death by
it."
Gregor Ziemer, WLW, Cincinnati,
news commentator, was given its
world premiere preceded by radio
promotion.
In Cincinnati spearhead of the
premiere performances, the Albee
theatre gross was 192% above the
average for top pictures. A peak of
300% over the average was reported by the Sipe theatre, Kokomo,
Ind. In view of preliminary reports
last Thursday, Ned E. Dipenet,
president of RKO Pictures Inc.,
said, "Box office and attendance
figures from both large cities and
small towns in the world premiere,
sponsored in its listening area by
WLW, have clearly demonstrated
the intensive coverage and selling
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365,000 people make the
Youngstown metropolitan district the third
largest in Ohio.

WFMJ
Has
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this rich market
any other

than

station.

Headley-Reed Co.
National Representatives

WLW of promoted
the premiere a
power
radio."
week in advance, principally on
Ziemer's 11:15 p.m. program News
Background. Night before opening,
a 30-minute air preview was broadcast by WLW with station dramatic staff members augmented by
Bonita Granville and H. B. Warner,
stars of the picture.
Radiothermic

more

Process

Opens New Power Field
A NEW use for radio frequency
power in industry is described by
I. R. Baker of RCA Victor Division in the January issue of RCA's
Radio Age, in an article which predicts that the process will shortly
require equipment with an output
greater than all the U. S. broadcasting stations.
Process, known as radiothermics,
was developed in the laboratories
last year, Mr. Baker says, but will
prove of such importance in the
war effort that equipment rated at
more than 3,700.000 watts will be
needed in 1943. Radiothermics will
"shorten production cycles, improve products and accomplish
manufacturing processes which
were previously impractical," he
writes, pointing out that it can be
used to heat, glue, dry, anneal,
rivet, weld, and reactivate enzymes.
CHARLES RYDER, West Coast
chief auditor of CBS, Hollywood,
doubles as producer of a series of fiveminute interviews devoted to information on Federal income tax, recently
begun on KNX, that city, as part of
the weekly program, Let's Face the
Facts.
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Announcer Lauded
AN INVENTION by Bill
R o b b i n s, announcer of
WCKY, Cincinnati, converting the Thompson submachine
gun from 45 to 22 calibre for
training is subject of an article in the current issue of
Army Ordnance, official publication of the Army Ordnance Assn., Washington.
Unit perfected by Robbins is
regarded by Government
officials as an economical feature in training men, says
article by Lt. Col. Calvin
Goddard. Also in the same issue is a story by Robbins on
simplified spark photography
in which he describes his experiments with what he terms
a "sparkograph".
NO ZOOT SUITS, but plenty of bathrobes as a couple of radio personalities do their stuff in a clothing store. Because of manpower shortage
Russ Hodges (left) and Art Brown, specialty announcers of WOL,
Washington, offered their services to one of their sponsors, Regal Clothing Co. Before turning them loose on customers the management asked
Hodges and Brown to practice fitting themselves in the robe department.
AFM

Disc

Plan

Awaited

(Continued from page 8)
sistant Attorney General Thurman
Arnold, on the ground that it was
a labor dispute and beyond the pale
of the anti-trust statutes.
Mr. Arnold again plans to argue
the case, which already has been
taken to the Supreme Court. In
some quarters it was reported this
may be his last principal argument,
since he is mentioned as the likely
selection by President Roosevelt to
fill the vacancy on the U. S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia, created by the elevation of
Associate Justice Wiley B. RutRutledge to the Supreme Court.
This court handles practically all
radio appeals. Whereas Mr. Arnold
is understood to have declined several other Federal court appointments, itwas felt in some quarters
he might be disposed to accept this
time.
* * *
THE GOVERNMENT anti-trust
suit against AFM appeared to be
strengthened last week, according
to legal observers, by the unanimous
Supreme Court decision upholding

the conviction of the American
Medical Assn. for violation of the
Sherman Anti-trust law in a case
somewhat similar to the current
litigation against the AFM.
The AMA and the AFM suits are
parallel in this respect: The AMA
was charged with "restraint of
trade" in an attempt to drive the
Group Health Assn., a nonprofit cooperative for medical care, out of
business by coercing physicians
from accepting employment in the
association.
Conspiracy Charged
The AFM, the new complaint
against the union charges, is conspiring to drive independent stations, which depend on recordings
and transcriptions for their musical requirements, out of business by
refusing to lift an arbitrary ban
on the recording of music.
The AFM motion to dismiss denies the government allegation of
conspiracy. The union also alleges
that the case involves a labor dispute and therefore
under the
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Williamson to London
LT. GREGORY WILLIAMSON,
former radio director of Pedlar &
Ryan and for the last year with the
Navy in a radio capacity, has taken
up new duties in London as assistant public relations officer in
charge of radio on the staff of Admiral Harold R. Stark, commander
of U. S. Naval forces in European
waters. Lt. Williamson, formerly
with NBC, joined the Navy in January, 1942, and was assigned to the
Industrial Incentive Section in the
Navy.
office of the Undersecretary of the
FOX CASE, western division public
relations director of CBS, Hollywood,
has been re-elected chairman of legislative committee of NAB, 16th district and Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
Norris-LaGuardia act the court has
not the jurisdiction to grant an injunction against the AFM. It was
on this latter point that Judge
Barnes dismissed the original suit
three months ago. However, the
AMA made the same allegation in
its suit — that a labor dispute was
involved in its fight with Group
Health covered by the Norris-LaGuardia act, but the court refused
to hold the association immune
from prosecution under the antitrust laws.
The Department of Justice original suit against Petrillo, dismissed
by Judge Barnes, is an appeal to
the Supreme Court and its status
remains unchanged by the new case
before that same judge on Monday. If the motion to dismiss is
denied, the case will be heard Feb.
8, for a temporary injunction. If
the injunction is granted, the case
will be closed as far as the Federal
District Court is concerned.
The AFM filed a last minute
short memorandum brief last Friday in support of its motion to dismiss the anti-trust suit. The memorandum, filed by David Katz, local
counsel of AFM, before Judge
Barnes, expands the allegations set
forth by the AFM dismissal motion
filed last Monday: 1, That the case
is a labor dispute; 2, That it is covered by section 20 of the Clayton
act; 3, That there is no difference
between this new action and the one
dismissed by Judge Barnes Oct. 12.
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U.S., AFRA
OFFICIALS
CONFER
ON SALARIES
CONFUSION arising from attempts to apply the provisions of
the government's wage stabilization regulations to radio performers was reported to be "considerably clarified" following a conference held in Washing
ton early last
week between A. D. Burford, chief
of the Salary Stabilization Division of Internal Revenue, and a
delegation from the American Federation of Radio Artists comprising Lawrence Tibbett, AFRA president; Emily Holt, national executive secretary; George Heller, executive secretary of the New York
union's
Jaffe,
H. of
local; Henry
counsel.
Details
the the
discussi
on
were not divulged.
The union is not expected to submit its revised sustaining contracts
to the War Labor Board for at
least another week, according to
AFRA headquarters, where it was
explained that the working out of
minor details had held up signing
of some of the contracts, which in
turn had delayed the union in filling out the extensive forms required by the WLB. AFRA is expected to submit all the new contracts at once so that they may be
considered together as an industry
propositi
on contracts.
rather than as 40 individual

Trommer

Placing

JOHN F. TROMMER Inc., Brooklyn, brewer, has renewed The Answer Man, quarter-hour program
heard on WOR, New York, Tuesday and Thursday, 7:45-8 p.m., for
13 weeks, and has placed a combination live and transcribed version
of the series on WBZ, Boston, and
WBZA, Springfield, Mass., Wednesday and Friday, 6:15-6:45 p.m.
Trommer continues its spot announcements on five or six stations
in the New York area. Federal.
Adv.,
count. New York, handles the ac-

Coca Cola Invades Canada
COCA-COLA of Canada on Feb. 1
starts its first network broadcast in
the Dominion. Having for years used
the transcribed Singin' Sam program,
the new departure features a war
theme and will be known as the Victory Parade; it will be aired Mondays
and Fridays for 25 minutes, 8 :05-8 :30
p.m., on 29 Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. stations, through D'Arcy Adv
Co., Toronto.
Forest Fire Plugs

AS PART of the promotion campaign
prepared by a volunteer group of West
Coast advertising men throug the
Advertising Council to combat hforest
nres, one-minute announcements will
be distrbuted to stations throughout
the country this month.
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Mr.

A

Goes

to

War

Music Fees
Pay Higher
CANADIAN
broadcasting stations
during 1943 will pay $146,113 for
use of copyright
music
to the
Canadian Performing
Rights
Society

-BY MAURICE CONDONIn which Mr. K. W. Amplistat, an ingrate if ever there was one,
turns on his creator and exposes him as a cliche-ridden promotion man. The author of this series, sales promotion director of
WGAR, Cleveland, is now in the Army and this is his last, contribution for the duration.
Q. Well! You're Condon, aren't
you?
A. Yes, and you're K. W. Amplistat, the nebulous collector of radio cliches. Please get the hell out
of here because I'm in a hurry.
Q. I thought you'd recognize me.
What are you doing in such haste?
A. I'm writing a letter to be sent
to the Cleveland food chain executives and to 350 selected retail grocers.
Q. Interesting. Why are you
writing this letter?
A. Because BoswelPs Birdseed,
"A song in every seed, a melody in
~ery mouthful", has purchased a
hedule of Class "D" spots on
-/GAR.
Q. And you are acquainting the
various grocers of this advertising
expenditure?
A. That's right. Now please go
devil John Patt or Harry Camp
while I get this out. Gotta make
this fast.
Q. No, I'll stay and assist you.
For instance, how are you going
to describe this schedule?
A. Why, a schedule is big, substantial, impressive, elaborate, terrific, unusually aggressive, considI erable, fine, ample, excellent. Sometimes if the agency is insistent, I
describe the schedule as thumping
jbig, unprecedentedly large.
Q. That should impress the gro| cer. How do you describe the announcements?

Q. In what way?
A. I hint at more sales, greater
profits.
Q. For instance?
A. When radio goes to work for
you — goods move, sales skyrocket,
there's a greater turnover.
Q. / see.
A. Results shower in — more dollars and cents in the cash register— customers come back again
and again — it's like an unexpected
legacy — you reap the benefits of
radio's unparalleled sales potency.
Q. This, in turn, has some effect on the cash register?
A. Your cash register will ring
like a carillon — tinkle merrily —
play a happy, profitable tune — or,
in the words of the popular song,
the cash register goes jingle, jangle, jingle.
Q. Timely, timely.
A. And, I point out, that tune
"ain't so very far from wrong"
when you're selling Boswell's Birdseed.
Q. Therefore the grocer stands
to be what?
A. The gainer.
Q. And this campaign merits
what?
A. Your closest cooperation.
Q. It will what?
A. Bolster your sales.
Q. All this, if you — Mr. Grocer —
A. Capitalize on this outstanding campaign.

A. They're sparkling, effective,
carefully-worded, persuasive,
friendly, action-compelling, sales! stimulating, impelling.
I Q. And when
are these an1 nouncements scheduled?
A. You'll be pleased to know
that Boswell's Birdseed announcements are scheduled between programs having large, steady audiences, proven audiences. Yes, these
spots are scheduled advantageously, where buying audiences are assured.
Q. What does your coverage do?
A. Our coverage embraces half a
million radio homes.
Q. And each listener is what?
A. Each listener is a potential
customer.
Q. Therefore this coverage is —
A. Gilt-edged.
Q. Do you appeal to the avarice
that is in all men?
A. I appeal to their larceny.

By—
Q. seed
A.
Displaying
Boswell'scanBirdwhere the customers
see
it. Put some right on the counter,
next to the cash register. Make
an "island" in the main aisle. Put
in a window display. Remind your
customers. Talk it up!
Q. These cooperative helps will
do what?
A. They will help you realize the
full possibilities of this campaign.
Q. The response will be —
A. Quickly noted. A definite,
cumulative response.
Q. So you urge the grocer to
give the campaign — ■
A. That extra push.
Q. You end the letter with a
clever little something?
A. Oh, it's nothing. Maybe I'll
close with "Hoist sales!"
Q. Ingenious indeed.
A. And now, Mr. Amplistat, will
you please take it on the Arthur
Q. Duffy? I know very well why

Broadcasters

SPEAKERS at a meeting of the
American Marketing Assn., in New
York, Jan. 14, were (1 to r) :
George H. Allen, chairman of the
radio group of the New York section of AMA; Dr. W. R. C. Baker,
vice-president in charge of radio,
television and electronics of General Electric Co., Schenectady; Dr.
Herman S. Hettinger, marketing
research authority of the OWI.
Sat. Afternoon Audience
SATURDAY afternoon listening in
the New York market is larger than
is generally considered in radio circles, according to the Pulse of NewYork Inc., which has completed a survey of radio audiences on four Saturdays, one in each month, October
through January. Measuring listening
between 12 noon and 6 p.m. through
personal house-to-house interviews,
both roster and coincidental methods
revealed that on the average 18.2%
of the homes were listening to the rad'o
during each quarter-hour. Women c >mprised 60% of those listening.
MARY MARGARET McBRLDE.
woman commentator of WEAF, New
York, is the author of a book, Amerca for Me, published by MacMillan
Co., New York.

(Canadian ASCAP) and to BMI
Canada Ltd. This is an increase of
more than $15,000 above the 1942
payments,
due receivers
to an increased
num-in
ber of radio
licensed
the last fiscal year. The Canadian
Copyright Appeal Board announced
the schedules in the Canada Gazette Jan. 18.
Under the approved schedule,
CPRS collects in 1943 $129,879 as
against $116,377 in 1942, based on
the rate of 8 cents per licensed receiver; BMI Canada Ltd. will receive $16,234 in 1943 as against
$14,547 in 1942, based on the rate
of 1 cent per licensed receiver. In
connection with the Petrillo fight
against juke boxes, the Canadian
Copyright Appeal Board deleted a
proposed license fee for coin music
machines
frombythe
original schedule submitted
CPRS.

WIRES May Be WAACs
QUALIFIED members of the
WIRES (Women in Radio & Electrical Services), technical course for
women given by the Army Signal
Corpsout the
at country,
schools and
throughare colleges
now eligible
for
membership in the WAAC. Women
training in the WIRES may have
inactive status as WAACs until their
communications training is finished,
and take their WAAC basic training
after completion of the course.

you've quizzed me. Undoubtedly it
is to lampoon promotion letter
writing in one of your future articles.
Q. You guess correctly. I will
leave now.
A. Oh — just a moment, Mr.
Amplistat.
Q. Yes, Condon?
A. I know where there is a great
fertile field of cliches for you.
Q. You do? Where?
A. In the armed forces of the
United States Army, Mr. A.
Army!
Q. But, Condon, I'm not in the
A. The hell you're not, Mr. A!
We're both in! Forward — march!
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Searching
As

Cox

Probe

of

Resolution

FCC
Is

Seen

Passed

(Continued from page 9)
ments in opposition to the Cox resolution on the House ffoor. Reps.
Sparkman (D-Ala.) and Rankin
(R-Miss.) both sought amendment
of the Cox proposal to cover an industry investigation, but under
House rules, clearly pronounced by
Speaker Rayburn and Rep. Michener (D-Mich.), assistant majority
leader, the Cox resolution went
through intact, like greased lightning.
Since Chairman Fly assumed the
FCC helm in 1939, he has been in
the storm-center of repeated controversies, largely pertaining to
broadcasting. He succeeded Frank
R. McNinch as FCC chairman,
when the North Carolinian's health
broke under pressure of Commission operations.
Mr. Fly has been in controversy
not only with the industry but with
members of the House and Senate
and with others in public life. A
courageous and deft witness, however, he has successfully weathered
every Congressional storm, including one at the last session precipitated at the outset of the Cox controversy.
There has been some talk of possible "ripper" legislation at this
session to reduce the size and operations of non-war agencies. Linked
with the FCC has been talk of curtailing itfrom seven to three members, but this has not reached the
form of a legislative proposal. That
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is one possible outcropping of the
Cox inquiry.
The only scheduled legislative
matter, aside from the Cox inquiry,
dealing with the FCC is that of
confirmation of one commissioner.
The term of George H. Payne, Republican, of New York, expires
June 30. In the Commission's earlier days, he was its stormy petrel,
but he has not been openly involved
in any controversies during the
last year or two.
The attack appears to be levelled
largely against the FCC majority,
which on most policy matters has
comprised Chairman Fly and Commissioners Paul A. Walker, Ray
C. Wakefield, Durr and Payne.
Commissioners T. A. M. Craven and
Norman S. Case usually have been
in the minority on policy matters,
including such transcendental considerations asthe network monopoly report, newspaper ownership,
and clear channel breakdowns.
On His Own

Now

Last year the Cox resolution was
before the Rules Committee and
hearings were conducted before
that body, but White House intercession blocked action. This session
it appeared quite evident the White
House either had no interest in or
thought it futile to attempt to
block the resolution. In some quarters, it was reported the White
House had advised Chairman Fly
he was on his own.
Strenuous efforts to thwart passage of the resolution in its original form were made even up to the
eleventh hour, it was reported, with
the Sparkman proposal regarded
as a move in that direction. Several
House members commented that
the Sparkman proposal had all
the earmarks of having been handled within the FCC. Mr. Sparkman never before has been identified with radio legislation, though
he has served in Congress since
1936. His home state of Alabama
also is the home state of Commissioner Durr.
Rep. Sparkman's address to the
House last Monday, following the
favorable Rules Committee report
on the resolution, cited the need
for an investigation of the whole
subject of radio. He talked intimately of the plight of small stations,
their inability to get network service, the recording situation, the
outlook for the transcription companies as a result of the Petrillo
ban, the Cooperative League controversy, and other controversial
phases of commercial radio. He
quoted magazine and other articles
dealing with purported indecency
in network programs and dealing
with network operations generally.
Observers pointed out that obviously Mr. Sparkman had either
made an intensive study of the
whole subject quite recently, or
had been supplied the information.
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All of these matters have been covered in recent Commission activities, and have drawn comments
from Chairman Fly at his press
conferences.
Rep. Fish vigorously supported
the Cox proposal, pointing out that
Chairman Fly was heard by the
committee at the last session on a
similar resolution and that therefore no new testimony had to be
taken. Though the House seldom
appoints select committees, in contrast to the Senate which has a
half-dozen of them, Rep. Fish said
there is involved the freedom of
speech of the nation in the current
FCC activity.
Cites Watson

Case

He cited the case of Goodwin
Watson, chief of the broadcast division of the Foreign Broadcast
Intelligence Service, and alluded
to his purported Communistic leanings. He urged that a complete investigation be made, but said that
while he was in sympathy with the
Sparkman proposal he felt it was
designed to cover a much broader
field and that a separate committee of Congress should undertake
that.
Rep. Halleck (R-Ind.) a member
of the House Interstate Commerce
Committee, pointed out that this
committee had conducted an exhaustive inquiry into radio generally last session, pursuant to the
Sanders bill, and that this phase
of the inquiry already had been
covered. He said he did not profess
to speak for the committee, but
indicated that legislative steps
might be taken at this session pursuant to that study.
In his address, Rep. Cox said he
talked about a matter that was
of "deepest personal interest". He
reviewed the Albany Herald-W ALB
case and explained his activities on
behalf of the newspaper applicants
to procure a station for needed
service in the Albany area. He said
he had talked with Chairman Fly,
Commissioner Paul A. Walker,
Andrew D. Ring, former assistant
chief engineer, and William J.
Dempsey, then general counsel of
the Commission, regarding the application, and that a license subsequently was granted. Because
Mr. Dempsey felt that the Commission's hostile attitude toward
newspaper ownership and operation of stations might prove a deter ent, a new corporation was set
up, divorced from the newspaper.
There was much correspondence on
this. Alluding to the $2500 item,
for which stock later was issued,
Judge Cox explained that this
money
charity. was turned over to a local
Sees 'Dictatorship'
Last March, after the station
had operated for a year, an application for transfer to the new company was set for hearing. Judge
Cox explained he had introduced his
resolution originally last year as
a result of representations made
to him by many small stations,
newspapers, people in Government,
and officials of the Army and Navy,
BROADCASTING

Watches

for Russia

IN RESPONSE to a plea
for watches for the Russian
Army, made by Lisa Sergio,
commentator, over WQXR,
New York, listeners sent in
more than 150 timepieces
in three days. Watches will
be forwarded to Russia
through the Ambijan Committee for Emergency Aid
to the Soviet Union.

and because of what he called the
general bad reputation of the Commission. He said he thought Chairman Fly was "trying to set up a
despotic
After dictatorship".
the resolution had been
introduced, Judge Cox charged "Fly
sent out his gestapo" like a "pack
of wolves" and rifled the files of
all parties and individuals in any
wise identified with the Albany
Herald operations. He said his own
income tax returns were checked,
both Federal and State, and that
even Post Office Dept. records were
examined for registered communications. Moreover, he charged that
Chairman Fly had sat on the "doorstep" of the Dept. of Justice, seeking to goad the Attorney General
into instituting criminal charges
against him, and that the WALB
hearing had been deferred several
times apparently to give him more
time to accomplish that result.
Charging
thatwho
"of seek
all thetobureaucrats in town
smear
Congress, this man Fly is the
worst," Judge Cox unleashed as
bitter an attack as has been heard
in many a day in the House. He
said that as to the $2,500 item the
stock in the new firm had been
given him "as a gift and without
my knowledge". (The FCC had
sought to prosecute Governor Cox
on the ground that he had violated
the Federal statute preventing
members of Congress from accepting fees for practice before Government department.)
The FCC was charged with being
a "nest of Reds" and Chairman
Fly's former activities as general
counsel of TVA were branded as
having
munism. the purported taint of Com-
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TEXT

OF

SPEECH

BY

REP.

COX

FOLLOWING is the text of the speech made in the House Jan. 19 by
Rep. Cox (D-Ga.), when he called for an investigation of the FCC:
Mr. Speaker, I am this morning
operating for more than a year, and
bringing to you a matter in which I after the Albany Herald had filed its
have the deepest possible personal inapplication for leave to transfer, about
terest. If the resolution I am offering
which I had nothing to do and no information, Iintroduced a resolution
is adopted, it will operate as a depressant upon the bureaucrats seeking to
to 'investigate the Commission.
swallow up all legislative power which
Neither the Albany Herald nor Mcbelongs alone to Congress and should
intosh nor any other person interested
be of like concern to you.
in the Albany property had any knowledge, much less anything to do with
In 1939 the Albany Herald, a newspaper, the editor of which is Mr. Henry
my introducing the resolution to inT. Mcintosh, the model man of my
vestigate. The resolution which I ofstate, its first citizen, brought to my
fered was the result of representations
attention that it was interested in the
made to me by the small broadcasters
development of a small broadcasting
throughout the country, by newspapers
having an interest in broadcasting,
station in Albany, Ga. Ours is something of a desert land insofar as radio
and by people in the Government- — ■
is concerned. In Albany there is a people connected with the Army and
small station, but it did not render
with the Navy, and many others, and
because of the bad reputation of the
entirely satisfactory service to the people within that territory, though it Commission ever since it was first
rendered a service that was valuable
created ; all these people insisted that
and appreciated.
Mr. Fly, the Chairman of the CommisFollowing this first communication
sion, was undertaking to set up a despotic dictatorshin over all media of
from Mr. Mcintosh, the Albany Herald filed its application for leave to communication. That he has been endeavoring to do that I attest to be a
establish a station. The Albany Herfact.
ald is a daily newspaper, the largest newspaper published in the southTo those of you who doubt the truthwest quarter of my State, and is the
fulness of this statement, if you know
paner of widest circulation.
anybody connected with the CommisThe people who own and operate the
sion in whom you have confidence and
Albany Herald are my lifelong friends.
will telephone them now, they will tell
They are people with whom I was
you. Or if you still have doubt and
reared. They are my confidants. They
you know anybody in the newsnaper
are people whom I love and who love
field who in anvw'se is interested in
me. In the spring of 1940 permission
broadcasting, ask them and they will
to build and operate a station was
tell you so.
granted by the Federal CommunicaNow. after the resolution was intions Commission.
troduced. Mr. Fly sent his agents into
While the application was pending
my district. He did for me just what
in the Commission I made manv visits
he has done for other Membprs of Congress. He did for me iust what he has
, to the Commission. I visited w>ith Mr.
Fly, with Mr. Ring, its engineer, with
done for everybodv else who has made
any criticism of the Commission and
[ Mr. Walker, another member of the
Commission, with the counsel of the
of its commun'stie operations. He set
, Commission. I consulted freely and
his Gestapo like a pack of hunsrrv
frequently with Mr. Dempsey, its genwolves on mv trail, and thoy have
eral counsel.
trailed me since the dav I offered the
first resolution, and they are trailing
'
After the license had been granted
me now.
j and the station had been built and
, had been operating for about a year,
Agents Search Files
a new corporation was set up to take
over the property and its operation.
As stated he sent these agents into
That new corporation was created hemy district. They went to the office of
I cause of advice siven to me. to the
the broadcasters and they rifled their
counsel of the Albany Herald and to
files. Th"v went to the office of the
its manager, by Mr. Dempsey, the
.A'hany Herald and they rifled its files.
j general counsel of the Commission in
They went to the office of the counsel
which Mr. Demosey said that because
of the Herald
the hisbroadca«t'*ng
j of the hostile attitude of the Commiscompany
and thevandrifled
files. They
I sion toward newspaper ownership and
came back and brought a bale of maoperation of radio, a new corporation
terial here to Washington over the
, to take over and to operate the staprotest of the people whosp nronprtv it
tion should be created. Tremendous
was. Thev broncht it to Washington
correspondence passed between Mcinand they have it now. and they refused
tosh, the Albany Herald, counsel, and
to return it over reneated appeals on
j others interested in the station and
the part of the people whose property
myself.
it is.
When the new corporation was set
That was not all. They went in the
up, and without any knowledge on my
hanks of mv district in an effort to
part, thev issued to me. upon the sugfind something on me ; they went to
gestion of Mr. Mcintosh, according to
the post offices in my district and made
j the minutes, a check for $2,500, which
investigation as to registered mail that
was in turn endorsed by me and rehad been sent to me. and thev sousjht
' turned as payment for stock in a like
to make an investigation of that. And
amount in the new cornoration. Later
on the stock was issued for $2,500 in that is not all.
This man Fly. when his agents got
the new corporation. It may be worth
back to Washington, went down to
$2,500 or it may not be worth a dime.
It will not be worth a dime unless
the Department of .Tusftce and appealed to the Department to prosecute
jJ function.
the new corporation is permitted to
me or to initiate some sort of investigation. He and his snoopers and
'; sisted
_ Friends
the new
in- spies have in a sense sat upon the
they inwanted
me corporation
connected with
steps of the Department of .Tnstiee
i the station; that they wanted me to
for a year almost makinsr anpeal after
serve in an advisory canacity. They
appeal that the Denartment initiate
I had been told that I could not reprean iuvestisrat'lon of me. They cited
| sent them before the Commission or
the Herald radio station to show cause
J anyone connected with the Commission
as to whv the license granted to it
or any other agency of the Governshould not be revoked and as to why
! ment. They said they did not want
other applications that it had on file
this
;
that
they
had
their
regular
counsel.
should not he denied.
Those hearings were continued from
When the new corporation was set
time to time for the purpose of giving
up, an application for transfer of ownFly further opportunity to influence
ership of property and license to operate was made to the Commission. In
the Department of Justice to investiMarch 1942, after the station had been
gate me, continued not once, not twice,
BROADCASTING
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but more than that; and following
every continuance another visit by I he
Gestapo of this man Fly, who is the
worst of a bad lot, was made to the
Department of Justice.
And that is not all, my friends ;
that is not all. This same Fly — and
if I were disposed to go into his
record I could bury him with filth —
he sent his agents into the Internal
Revenue, his Gestapo into the Bureau of Internal Revenue to examine
my returns from 1931 up to last
year ; they made photostatic copies of
them. That was not all: They made a
like investigation in Internal Revenue of a clerk in my office. Think of
it, my friends. A clerk in my office.
They went into the Internal Revenue Department in my State and made
a similar investigation there.
As to the stock that was issued to
me, that was in the new corporation ;
it was issued on the basis of an opinion, furnished by their attorney, that
it was perfectly ethical and legitimate
for a Member of Congress to represent
anybody insofar as he did not apnear
before any agency or agent of the Government in the'ir behalf. From the time
that stock was issued I have never communicated directly or indirectly with
the Commission with reference to any
interest of the broadcasting company
or of anvbody else ! There was no irregularity inthe transaction, no effort
to cover up at all ; and I m'ight say
to you as to what disposition was
made of the stock, not made in the
endeavor to cover up anything, it was
transferred to a little private charity.
Charges Blackmail
This resolution that is pending here
now is a reintroduction of the first
resolution. I am endeavoring to have
a snecial committee set up to investigate the Commission and its operations and I say to you that of all the
bureaucrats who have sought to smear
Congress this man Flv is the worst.
His pursuit of me has been nothing
but blackmail.
When he was down here in the Tennessee Vallev Authoritv a cell of the
Communist Party wWich was referred
to as the best unit of the entire organization was set up in the Authoritv; and there are other things I might
tell vou. His whole outfit now is a nest
of Reds. Th's man Dodd. who onnosed
Howard Sm'th four years aco. is
there ; so is the man who wrote the
statement that Congress was the joke
of thf century; he is still therp. this
man Dodd who said to his draft board
over in Virginia about fivp w°eks ago
that he was coin*"- to Sonth Africa, but
applied to the State Denartment for
a nassnort to England was denied a
passnort because of his communistic
affiliations, he 'is down th°re now.
This Commission as run bv Flv is the
nastiest nest of rats to be found in
the entire country.
Mr. Speaker, I move the previous
question on the resolution.
The previous question was ordered.
The resolution was agreed to.
A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.
The SPEAKER: Pursuant to the
provisions of House Resolution 21,
Seventy-eighth Congress, the Chair
anpoints as members of the Select
Committee to Conduct a Study and
Investigation of the Organization,
Personnel, and Activities of the Federal Communications Commission the
following- Members of the Ho»se : Mr.
Cox (chairman). Mr. Hart. Mr. Magnuson. Mr. Wigglesworth and Mr. Miller of Missouri.
Latin Drama Courses
BECAUSE of the increase in dramatic
radio broadcasting to Latin America
from this country, the Office of the
Coordinator of Inter-Am°rican Affairs,
in cooperation with NBC and CBS,
has woti-ed out a plan whereby Snanish and Portuguese sneaking people in
this country can become trained radio
artists. Two schools are beins: organized to get under way in Fphruary
under the direction of Alfred Barrpft,
a program supervisor of the OCIAA.
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ANA

Says

FCC
Creates
Monopoly
(Continued from page 8)

inevitably competition among purchasers would be keenest for the
use of the 30 most powerful stations, or for the 64 stations comprising the best coverage of the
country "for the simple reason that
of the possible combinations for
nationwide coverage above set
forth, the cheapest and most conveniently obtainable would be comprised of the best stations."
ANA continued it was "common
knowledge" in the advertising business that plans "presently are under consideration into just such
time contracts if Regulation 3.104
is to be held valid." The brief continued:
"The reason for such a trend is
quite apparent. Many large national advertisers have a great investment in goodwill represented by
consumer acceptance of given programs at given hours. It is only
natural that they should wish to
preserve the goodwill inherent in
these listening habits at a minimum of cost. Thus, when contracts
for the best stations have been entered into, a lesser opportunity will
be offered to the remaining radio
stations throughout the country, as
well as a lesser opportunity to the
remaining national advertisers. Under existing conditions, no national
advertiser is so enabled to monopolize the market, for according to
the charts cited, supra, he would
be obliged to purchase time on stations affiliated with at least three
different networks in order to get
time on all of those stations."
ANA held that if it were true,
as the Commission found, that exclusive network affiliation contracts
severely limit the number of national networks then it is doubly
true that the ability of a few large
and powerful national advertisers
to contract for key stations of the
country "would substitute for the
four highly competitive existing nationwide network organizations a
monopolistic network of the larger
stations."
An even greater hazard, ANA
said, is presented in the power to

Co.
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to the extent possible."
Barriers Seen
Pointing out that each national
advertiser is operating in a highly
competitive market, ANA said the
use of advertising is interwoven
into the economic fabric of the
nation as a whole. The Commission erred in not seeking to explore
these inter-related factors, which
are "at the heart of the question."
If such an exploration had been
made, "Regulation 3.104 would
have been quite differently conceived," ANA predicted.
Citing that the regulation "will
create barriers against use of radio by national advertisers," the
brief quoted liberally from recognized works on advertising and how
campaigns are developed, from
market investigation to finished
campaign. Advertising appropriations, itwas stated, "do not spring
full-panoplied from the head of
If uncertainty prevails as to
availability
time in such an imJove." portantofmedium
of advertising as
broadcasting, or any important
part of it, it would become impossible for the advertising specialists
to plan with any real foresight
how to coordinate the medium of
radio with the other media desired
to serve the needs of the national
advertiser.
The optioning of time of stations has brought radio advertising
"into harmony with the actual
needs of the national advertiser

Ask
Wythe
at The Walker

monopolize, in the ability of a few
large advertising agencies to tie
up the most desirable radio facilities in the United States. 75% of
the gross dollar volume of the advertising business of the networks
was received in 1940 through 10
leading advertising agencies acting
in behalf of their clients, it said.
With a deteriorated efficiency in
radio broadcasting, the court was
told, it is axiomatic that newspapers and other competitive media
of advertising "would gain at the
expense of radio." Then ANA said
pointedly that national advertisers
can reach their audience "if radio
is eliminated entirely." National
advertisers "are interested in one
thing only — the efficiency of their
advertising messages in producing
sales at a low cost, with a minimum
of waste," said the brief. They have
no concern with the "fortunes of
a particular medium of advertising,
or of the fortunes of the various
instrumentalities that comprise
that medium, whether it be radio
or anything else, except as the facilities obtainable may be used as
a tool for the scientific marketing
of their wares. The advertiser
wants to reach his exact market,

25,

and with his marketing problems."
The uncertainty resulting from enforcement of the regulation would
make the use of the advertising
dollar less efficient, add to the cost
of distribution, and lessen the revenue to radio from advertisers
1943

whose combined dollars now support the structure. Moreover, it
was held that the regulation would
lessen competition in the purchase
of advertising.
It would also render a "marked
disservice to the public interest
generally" for the whole structure
of radio, with its emergent value
to the people and the Government
of the United States" is supported
by the advertising dollar. Thus, it
was pointed out, the advertising
dollar in radio takes on a broader
aspect than its purely commercial
uses.
"The destruction of network organizations— the inevitable result
of the application of Regulation
3.104 — will, at the same time, destroy the incentive of the national
advertiser, and result quantitatively in a marked deterioration of
the listening audience." While the
FCC majority pays "lip service to
the network concept," it proceeds,
by the option time regulation, "to
destroy the very principle which it
enunciates." The court was asked
to
order.set aside the Commission's
CBS Argument
CBS devotes more than threequarters of its brief of over 100
printed pages to technical legal
the network's
argument supporting
contentions
that the FCC regulations exceed its authority and are
based on an "erroneous interpretation by the Commission of the
extent of its power;" that if the
Act were construed to authorize
the FCC orders it would be unconstitutional; that the regulations
are arbitrary and capricious, that
the District Court erred in dismissing the complaint without a tral.
The brief was filed by Charles
E. Hughes Jr., who argued the case
in the lower court, Allen S. Hubbard, Harold L. Smith and Wright
Tisdale, of his firm.
CBS points out that the effect
of the regulations "would be to
destroy the network as a joint enterprise, of which the network organization and all its affiliated stations are cooperating members, and
to ccmpel a condition whereby, regardless of affiliation relations,
every network is available to every
station and every station to every
network on a 'first come, first
served' basis. . . . This strikes at
the root of the existing affiliation
system." CBS would also be required to dispose of WBT, Charlotte, N. C, and possibly of WCCO,
Minneapolis, and WJSV, Washington.
Apart from impairment of Columbia's economic ability to continue to render its costly sustaining
service and to maintain its high
commercial standards, it would be
highly inequitable to make the circulation and goodwill which Columbia has built up for its affiliated
stations salable by competing network organizations which had contributed nothing to such circulation and goodwill."
NBC in its 100-page brief, supBROADCASTING

ASCAP Ban Lifted
BILL REPEALING all sections of
the 1937 Anti-ASCAP statute of
the State of Tennessee was passed
by the state legislature and became
a law last Tuesday, John G. Paine,
general manager of ASCAP, announced Jan. 21. Similar bills were
introduced in the state Senate by
Senator J. H. Ballew and in the
House by Representative Fred S.
Powell.
plemented by a
contended the
the trial upon
contracts with
trict Court in

100 page appendix,
proper forum for
the validity of its
stations is the DisChicago. (There is

pending before that court the antitrust suit of the Department of
Justice against RCA-NBC and
CBS). If that contention is denied,
NBC held,
"appellants
theless entitled
to a full are
and nonefair
trial in the District Court in New
York.
Sees Irreparable Injury
John T. Cahill, chief counsel for
NBC, asked the highest tribunal
to reverse the three- judge court's
action and remand with instructions for a permanent injunction
against the FCC's order, or, in
the alternative, for issuance of a
temporary injunction and a new
trial before that court on the issues
raised. Like the ANA brief, NBC
contended that the national advertiser, under the FCC regulations, would seek to broadcast his
program "over the largest and most
powerful stations in each area
without regard to their network
affiliation". Instead of four competing networks, the best stations
in each area will absorb a disproportionate share of available advertising "to the irreparable injury
of On
the the
present
service".
NBC radio
Counsel
with Mr.
Cahill were James D. Wise, A. L.
Ashby, NBC vice-president and
general counsel; Harold S. Glendening and John W. Nields. For
WOW, David M. Wood and John
B. Dawson of counsel held the district court erred in dismissing the
NBC complaint without trial, and
that the FCC acted beyond its authority. E. Willoughby Middleton
and Thomas H. Middleton, of
counsel for WHAM, asked the Supreme Court to reverse the lower
court and remand the case for issuance of a permanent injunction
against enforcement of the Commission's order.
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FTC

CLOSES

PROBE

Two

OF NETS' CHARGES
WITH no clear indication that any
irregularities had been uncovered
in network rate and discount practices, Samuel L. Williams, staff investigator of the Federal Trade
Commission returned to Washington last week to prepare his report
on a preliminary investigation of
the four major radio chains.
Officials of the FTC expect Mr.
Williams' report and recommendations within a month, as the investigator has announced that he
will leave to accept a Navy Commission.
Investigations of this type are
common FTC procedure, Commissioner Ewin L. Davis cautioned in
explaining the probe last month
[Broadcasting, Dec. 7]. He pointed
out that in a majority of the cases,
they are routine checks, and never
lead to formal complaint.
Chevrolet

to

Sponsor

CBS
Kennedy
Series
CHEVROLET MOTOR Division of
General Motors Corp., Detroit,
which has used extensive transcribed announcement campaigns
in past years, is turning to network radio Feb. 2 with twiceweekly sponsorship of news by
John B. Kennedy on CBS. Program,
presented on an institutional basis,
will be heard Tuesdays and Thursdays, 6:30-6:45 p.m., on an undecided list of stations. Agency is
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.
Mr. Kennedy already is doing
itwo newscasts weekly on CBS for
Barbasol, Mondays and Fridays at
6 p.m., and will continue this series
as well as his broadcasts on
WNEW.
LITTLE CROW MILLING Co.,
Warsaw, Ind. (Coco Wheats), on Jan.
12 began sponsorship of five quarterhour periods a week on WLS. Chicago. Account was placed by Rogers
& Smith, Chicago.
SELL CAR-BUY RIDE
West Coast Dealer Uses Novel
■N. Y. Campaign!AN EFFORT to solve two wartime
problems — individual transportation and what to do with a useless
auto — has brought
The Smiling
! Irishman, Los Angeles used car
|dealer, to the New York radio
market. By the beginning of cur, rent week, time will have been purchased on 14 New York outlets, according to Tony Holzer, dealer representative.
Spot campaign began Jan. 16
I with 150 announcements a week
ion WPAT, Paterson, N. J., and
I seven
weekly
on WMCA
and
WWRL, New York. The Smiling
■ Irishman offers to buy used cars
then invites listeners to "buy a
ride" to the West Coast or points
; between in the used cars acquired
i by the dealer in New York. Mr.
i Holzer said priorities have been
',granted for motor fuel for the
project as partial solution to transportation problem.
The used car-transportation radio campaign will continue for
three months, Mr. Holzer said. Account is handled by Advertising
Bureau of America.
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Suits

Filed

in

N.

Y.

Challenge

Control,
ASCAP
TWO SUITS were brought against
ASCAP in the New York Supreme
Court last week, one charging the
society's directors and officers with
mismanagement of ASCAP funds
and demanding a complete accounting of financial transactions since
ASCAP's founding in 1914, the
other a suit to determine the ownership of public performance rights
in musical compositions in 1951,
following the expiration of the
current contracts assigning these
rights to ASCAP.
Plaintiffs in both suits are Gem
Music Corp. and Denton & Haskins
Corp., music publishers, who are
publisher members of ASCAP. In
the second suit they are the only
plaintiffs and ASCAP the sole defendant. In the first suit George
Whiting, ASCAP writer member,
is also listed as a plaintiff, and
the trio is described as "suing
on behalf of themselves and all
other members of ASCAP similarly situated who may desire to
join in this action and contribute

Tenure
Copyright
expenditures, but that they have
also failed to make proper collections and have "diverted substantial funds of ASCAP to their private use." In addition to a full
accounting, this complaint asks the
court to award judgment "in favor
of ASCAP" and against the other
defendants for losses resulting
from the "waste, dissipation or diversion" of ASCAP funds by the
defendants.

to the expenses thereof."
Complaints Served
Both complaints were prepared
by Andrew D. Weinberger, attorney
for the plaintiffs, and were served
last week on the defendants, who
in the suit for an accounting include ASCAP and 34 of its officers
and directors and 19 music publishing companies. Complaint in
this case alleges that the defendants have not only consistently refused to give the society's membership any report on collections and

Citing the requirement of
ASCAP's articles of association
that "each member shall, upon
election to membership execute an
assignment . . . vesting in the society the right to license the nondramatic public performance of
the member's works for the period
of any then existing agreement between the society and its members",
the brief admits that each plaintiff
has made such an assignment to
ASCAP, both agreements expiring
Dec. 31, 1950.

Furay Honored
JAMES H. FURAY, vice-president
and member of the board of directors of United Press, has been
awarded a citation for his contribution to Pan-American unity, by
Rochester U. A certificate of distinguished service will be presented
to him Wednesday, Jan. 27 at the
University's Latin-American conference "in appreciation and recognition of his notable contributions to mutual understanding between the republics of North and
South America and to the fostering
among them of true friendship and
a sense of common purpose." Mr.
Furay has just returned from his
10th tour of South American countries, where he has been active for
the past 25 years in extending UP
service to the newspapers of that
continent.

Quaker
CBS Chicago
QUAKER
OATSon Co.,
(Aunt Jemima Pancake flour) on
Feb. 7 will start a five-minute Sunday musical program featuring
Aunt Jemima and the Old Plantation Singers. Program originating
in Chicago, will be broadcast at
2:55-3 p.m. on 34 CBS stations following World News Today. The
network series is in addition to the
five-minute transcribed Aunt Jemima program currently running on
50 stations three to six times a
week. Agency is Sherman K. Ellis
& Co., Chicago.

For Paralysis Fund
MINUTE RECORDINGS by radio
talent have been made and distributed to more than 300 stations in
connection with the 1943 "Fight
Against Infantile Paralysis", which
reaches its climax on the President's
birthday Jan. 30. Transcriptions were
made by WBS.

Second suit, asking for a definition of performance rights following the expiration of contracts between the owners of the musical
compositions and ASCAP, arose
from the answer made by ASCAP
counsel to the suit of BMI and Edward B. Marks Music Corp.
[Broadcasting, June 8]. This answer, in effect, held that once any
right has been assigned to ASCAP
it remains a right of ASCAP in
perpetuity and that the withdrawal
of a publisher from membership
in ASCAP does not deprive
ASCAP of the right to license his
music.

#

KMPC,

OWI

Chief

Telegraphs

to Radio
Appreciation
IN
TELEGRAMS addressed
to all
station managers last week Elmer
Davis, director of the Office of War
Information, thanked radio and
sponsors for their cooperation with
the various war information activities. The telegram, dispatched Jan.
21, follows:
"For the United States Government
may I express sincere appreciation to
you and your war program manager
and staff for your cooperation with
the various war information activities
so important to America's prosecution
of this war and particularly for recognition you are giving new OWI annoucement and transcription plans.
Our thanks also goes to those sponsors
who are so willingly aiding you to
assure good time and regular audiences by giving their time for these
important war efforts. (Signed) Elmer
Davis, Director, Office of War Infor-

OPA
May Act Tuesday
mation."
On
Extra Gas Rations
DECISION may be made this
Tuesday on an NAB appeal for
relaxation of OPA's ban on extra
gas rations for radio technicians
working on temporary remote locations, Richardson C. Harrison,
chairman of OPA Eligibility Committee for gasoline said Friday.
Neville Miller, NAB president,
had written two letters complaining that OPA regulations discriminate against radio,
"C" books
are distributed
to since
photographers
using bulky equipment. Mr. Miller
pointed out that radio is an essential service and that broadcasts
from temporary remote locations
involve transportation of heavy
equipment. "C" books have already
been issued to engineers employed
at permanent isolated radio transmitters. [Broadcasting, Jan. 4].
Bulla ii tine on CBS
P. BALLANTINE & SONS, Newark, out of network radio since last
summer when it sponsored Three
Ring Time on the BLUE, returns
to the air March 8 on CBS with a
musical program featuring Guy
Lombardo and His Royal Canadians and guest stars, Monday evenings 10:30-11 on a large group of
Eastern stations. Agency is J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York.

most powerful

independent

West, is tops in value in Southern
One of the "first three" stations
coverage and prestige, KMPC is

in the

California!
in
power,
only fifth

:

formerMICHAEL J. MANSFIELD, KGVO,
ly station commentator of
Missoula. Mont., was elected to Congress in November and has this month
assumed his seat in the 78th Congress.
W.IHL, Johnson City, Tenn., has apCo. exH. Wilson
Howardrepresenta
pointednational
tives.
clusive
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HEAVY

SCHEDULES

FOR
AS

UNCUT

New

BREAD

THE

Government order restricting the production of sliced
bread went into effect last Monday,
General Baking Co., New York,
started a heavy schedule of spot
broadcasting on 27 stations in New
York State and New England, to
explain the order to consumers, and
to
the company's uncut
Bondpromote
Bread loaves.

ing connection will cost $20 per
month instead of $40. Those using
less than 24 hours per day will pay
$15 per month for the first hour
instead of the former $25 and each
additional hour will be charged at
the rate of $1.50 per hour instead of the $3 per hour rate.
Under Schedule D, each bridging
connection has been reduced from
$1.25 to 62% cents. Minimum
charge for this service has been
reduced from $20 to $10.

Sudden activity on the part of
General Baking was indicated last
week [Broadcasting, Jan. 18] with
announcement that the company
was using 29 stations from Trenton to New Orleans, through Ivey
& Ellington, Philadelphia agency
handling the Middle Atlantic and
Southern divisions.

Reversed Charges Reduced
Schedule E, which covers talking
circuits, will now be charged at the
rate of 62% cents instead of $1 per
bridging connection.
Reversal charges also have been
revised. Type I charges will be
$75 per month on Schedule A junction point equipment for reversals
instead of $100 as heretofore. Type
I inter-exchange channels on
Schedule A have been reduced
from $1 to 75 cents.
Type II reversal charges per airline of inter-exchange channels reversals have been reduced from 4
to 3 cents. Inter-exchange channels
under Schedule C have been reduced from 2% cents to 2 cents.
Switches — in with sections of networks for reversals have been reduced from $1 to 75 cents. All
other switches for Schedules A
& B have been reduced from 50
cents to 40 cents for each switch.
Switches under Schedule C, D and
E. have been reduced from 25
cents to 20 cents.

In New York City General Baking started an average of five transcribed announcements weekly and
some participations on WEAF
WMCA
WJZ WNEW
WOR
WQXR. Upstate New York and
New England stations received a
heavier allotment of transcribed
announcements, varying from eight
to 24 times weekly, with Buffalo the
center of the most concentrated advertising. Upstate stations include :
WBTA
WBEN
WBNY
WGR
WKBW WBL WSYR. In New England, General is using WBZ-WBZA
WEEI WHDH
WNAC WDRC
WTIC WFBI WGAR
WPRO
WSPR WBRY WORC WTAG.
BBDO, New York, handles General's East and Northeastern advertising.

******

"Real Significance," Says Fly
Commenting on the benefits of
the rate reduction, FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly said:
"I believe this agreed settlement accomplishes some highly desired results. The importance of
the extension of the great benefits
of network broadcasting to the
small and remote radio stations of
this country can hardly be overemphasized; they are an essential
part of our modern system of mass
communication and every effort
ought to be made to preserve these
small stations and to improve the

When you see the
Above Coat of Arms
You Think of Nova Scotia
When You Think of
Nova Scotia
You Must Think of
CHNS
The Key Station of the
Maritimes at Halifax
Rep.: WEED
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Wakulla Springs Lodge
Wakulla, Florida

service they are rendering to the
public. I think, too, the benefits to
the press of the nation and to the
nation, itself, in making more economical the free flow of news and
information is of real significance."
Miller Praises Commissioners
Active in the negotiations were
FCC Chairman Fly and Commissioners Clifford Durr, Ray C.
Wakefield and Paul A. Walker. Accounting details were handled by
William J. Norfleet, chief accountant of the Commission, assisted by
Harold G. Cowgill, FCC head rate
examiner.
In recognition of the rate revision, Neville Miller, NAB president, said: "FCC Chairman Fly and
Commissioners Walker, Wakefield
and Durr are to be heartily congratulated on the outcome of the
move to secure a reduction in telephone rates and line charges by the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co. With the broadcasting industry, and especially the smaller stations struggling under the added
burden incident to war responsibilities, this reduction in line charges
is Since
certain the
to prove
a boon".
Government

leases

43% of private telephone and telegraph lines it is apparent that
many of the benefits will go to the
taxpayer. Indirect benefactors will
be war industry. All individuals or
organizations using leased private
lines are expected to benefit substantially from the reductions representing about 25% in the case of
private telephone lines and 35%
in private telegraph lines. Small
broadcasting stations benefit from
the casual rate reduction amounting to about 50%. The heavier
broadcast users derive their benefits from the downward revision
from $8 to $6 per airline mile.
Some Overlapping
Rates are effective Feb. 1 for
long lines and Mar. 1 for the Associated Companies' interstate services. The reductions are applied to
the following existing rates of the
Long Lines Dept.:
$11,900,000 to private line telephone and telegraph as well as program rates; $11,200,000, which is
the increased share of connecting
carriers' (Assoc. Cos. and Independent Cos.) divisions of long lines
revenue on the present board-toboard basis, retroactive to Jan. 1;
$13,700,000 covering increased
share connecting carriers' divisions
of interstate toll revenue on station-to-station basis, effective the
date of tariff filing (within two or
three weeks) ; $22,800,000 reduction in overtime rate per minute
from approximately one-third the
initial period rate (initial period
rates of over 30 cents) to onefourth on Long Lines and Assoc.
Cos. interstate business, effective
Feb. 15 for Long Lines and March
1 for the Assoc. Cos.
There is some overlapping in the
foregoing figures owing to the reBROADCASTING

Tribute to Lombard
HALF-HOUR tribute to the late
Carole Lombard, screen star killed
last year while on a War Bond selling tour, was broadcast Jan. 15 by
a special network of Indiana stations, with WENR, Chicago and
WLW, Cincinnati. Program originated at WIRE, and was m.c.d by
Eugene C. Pulliam, WIRE president, and Indiana War Savings
Staff chief. Indiana stations participating, in addition to WIRE,
were: WBAA, West Lafayette;
WLBC, Muncie; WSBT, South
Bend; WAOV, Vincennes; WBOW,
Terre Haute; WE OA, Evansville.
Transcriptions were rebroadcast
by: WIBC, Indianapolis; WENR,
Chicago; WLW, Cincinnati ; WIND,
Gary; WOWO, Ft. Wayne.
'Three Squires' on Air
WESTMINSTER TOBACCO Co.,
a subsidiary of Rum & Maple Tobacco Corp., New York, in February is starting a series of one-week
radio campaigns, offering listeners
free samples of its "Three Squires"
pipe mixture, which retails for
15 cents a package. One-minute announcements will be used intensively
for
a
week's
period
on a
four-times-a-year
basis,
according
to Raymond Spector Co., New
York, agency in charge.
Sexton

to Army

VINCENT SEXTON, night editor
of the CBS publicity department,
has been appointed a captain in
the Bureau of Public Relations,
War Department. He reported for
duty in Washington last week.
Sexton joined CBS three years ago,
after 15 years as City Hall reporter and legislative correspondent of
the New York Journal American.
lationship of AT&T

and the Bell

Systems.
Typical

Savings
Small Station

Miles Distant
From Point
One Hour Any Time 200
During Month 100
50

New
Rate

Five Hours Any Time
During Month
BO
200
1 Hour Per Day Per 100
Mo. Between Noon
and 9 p.m
50
100
1 Hour Per Day
Per. Mo. Between 200
9 a.m. & 9 p.m. 10050
200

90
35
60
110
$ 165
15
30

20

35
Bate
95
Old
50
57.50
$ 27.50

315
65
90
165

170
175
325
625
100
175
325
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•STEPPER DOWNER'
Voltage Step-Switch Devised
To Save WCKY Tubes
NECESSITY MOTHERED another invention in prolonging the
life of the valuable tubes of WCKY,
Cincinnati, and a voltage step-down
switch was devised by H. B. Glatstein, transmitter supervisor, and
William Heitzman, transmitter en-

CONTROL
L

GEORGE RITCHIE and Gordon
Thompson, operators of CKY, Winnipeg, have joined the Royal Canadian
Air Force.

HOWARD C. WAGAR, technician
of KFWB, Hollywood, has been commis ioned alieutenant in the Navy.
DEAN WICKSTROM and N. Vincent Parsons, former technicians of
KPAS, Pasadena, Cal., have joined
ity.
CBS, Hollywood, in a similar capacALICE CARLEY and Eleanor
Brendemuhl have joined the control
room staff of WDAY, Fargo.
C. W. JONES, engineer and control
room operator of WTMS, Jackson,
Tenn., is father of a boy.
CLE ON McKNIGHT, formerly of
KFAC, Los Angeles, has joined the
technical staff of CBS Hollywood.
MEREDITH E. THOMPSON, chief
engineer of WSAV, Savannah, is cooperating with Dr. R. L. Sweigert,
state director of the Engineering Science Management War Training Program for Georgia, in giving a training course in Savanah using facilities
of WSAV.

gineer, under the direction of
Charles H. Topmiller, chief engineer. Switch was constructed
from parts of an electric fan, a
gear-case pan, a camera tripod,
and other scrap brass and bakelite. It reduces voltage to tubes in
three stages, over a two-minute
period. Here Glatstein points to
the new switch, which eliminates
destructive stresses in the filaments
of the tubes when they are turned
off.
CBS

to

Hold

Classes

In
Radio
Operations
MEN and women engaged in radio,
advertising, department store and
allied activities will be offered a
new evening course in "The Business Side of Radio", to be held Feb.
4 through May 20 at CBS headquarters in New York under auspices of New York U. John J.
Karol, CBS market research counsel, and former manager of Crossley Inc., will conduct classes, which
will analyze functions of all important departments of individual
station and network operation.
Application of promotion and research will be discussed as will the
relationships of FCC, ASCAP,
BMI and NAB to station and network operation, in addition to a review of recent developments and
progress in FM, television and facsimile broadcasting.
Darlington Stays with ACA
RESIGNATION of Edgar T. Darlington as national vice-president of
the American Communications Assn.
and head of the Broadcast District
Local No. 1, comprising the Eastern
Seaboard with central offices in Philadelphia, was rejected by the union's
national executive committee. Mr. Darlington, an engineer of WFIL, Philadelphia, resigned over differences with
the local union's board of directors
over policy in station negotiations.
CECIL L. SUITT has been appointed
chief engineer of KTHS, Hot Springs,
succeeding J. Clinton Norman.
BROADCASTING

HAROLD

BECKHOLT has been appointed chief engineer of WSPA,
Spartanburg, S. C, and Murray Coleman as chief engineer of WORD,
Spartanburg.

RALPH

BENNETT, former chief engineer for the Spartanburg, S. C,
Adv. Co., has joined the engineering
department of NBC New York.
LT. LORAN WICKER, former engineer of WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort
Worth, has been appointed assistant
Regional Control Officer, Airways
Communication Squadron (somewhere
in Australia).
ALVA SMITH, chief engineer of
WOWO, WGL and W49FW, Fort
Wayne, Ind. recently spoke to the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers in Fort Wayne on subject of
frequency modulation.
GLEN GLASSCOCK, formerly of the
engineering staff of KOA, Denver,
now stationed in San Francisco, has
been promoted to Lt. Com. in the
Navy.
IRENE WAHLE, new to radio, has
joined the engineering staff of WFVA,
Fredericksburg, Va.
SAM ROTH has joined the engineering staff of KSTP, St. Paul.
ELVY C. SCULL, formerly of the
Merchant Marine, has been added to
the engineering department of WHEB,
Portsmouth, N. H., partally replacing
Fred Lines, now on half-time duty.
BERNARD SCHNEPS, previously
engineer of WNYC, New York, has
joined WLIB, Brooklyn, as studio
control engineer.
WALTER LARDNER, transmitter
engineer of WTRY, Troy, N. Y., was
inducted into the Army Jan. 12.
WILLIAM WATSON, former engineer of WTRY, Troy, has joined
the OWI shortwave branch in New
York City as control engineer.
GAYLE PEARSON is the first girl
operator for the Tri-City Network,
with key-station WLVA, Lynchburg,
Va. Maynard M. Duvall, maintenance
engineer for the network, left Jan.
20 for Army Signal Corps officers candidate school.
S. SOMERS SMITH, former engineer
of WBT, Charlotte, now with the
Army somewhere in the Pacific, has
been promoted to major.
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Loudspeakers' Quality
Measured in ASA
Test
EXPLANATION of tests conducted by a committee of the American Standards Assn. to establish
loudspeaker volume measurements
appears in the December 1942 issue of Industrial Standardization,
ASA house organ.
Written by Alfred N. Goldsmith,
chairman of the ASA sectional
committee on radio the article declares that although speakers are
common to every home and theatre, no standards had previously
existed to judge their quality. He
says such measurements must include physical and psychological
studies and must overcome such
problems as acoustic qualities of
the room.

STATION

LESLIE J. WOODS, representing
National Union Radio Corp., Newark,
in Washington on war orders, has
been named vice-president and general
manager of the company. Woods joined
National Union in 1923, becoming general
manager of its auto radio division
in 1941.

Ivfc
ICO

Space
Officers
(RossBuyers
Federal &Research
& SalesPICK
Management)

STANTON D. BENNETT, chief engineer of KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska,
has left to accept a position on the
research staff of the Mass. Institute
of Technology.
FRANK KERN, engineer of WFIL,
Philadelphia, has been added to the
teaching staff of Drexel Institute of
Technology, his alma mater.
WALTER STONGER, control room
supervisor of WFBL, Syracuse, has
returned to duty, on crutches, after
suffering
a broken leg three weeks ago
while
skiing.
HAROLD R. HIGGINS, former master control operator of WCAU, Philappointed
a warrant officeradelphia,inhas been
the Naval
Reserve
and
is currently stationed at Washington.
DONALD A. WELLER, chief engineer of WISN, Milwaukee, has been
commissioned, a first lieutenant in
the Army
active
duty.Signal Corps and is now on
FRED U. WAMBLE, formerly of
WCRS, Greenwood, S. C, has joined
KGVO, Missoula, Mont., as chief engineer. Gene Nalley and Laurence
Smith are assistant engineers.
SGT. CLARK CASEY and Pvt. Cliff
Thorness. formerly sound engineers
of CBS Hollywood, are now stationed
at West Coast Air Forces Training
Center, Santa Ana, Cal.
MEL

NOE, technician of CBS Hollywood, has been commissioned a lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy and reports for
duty Jan. 28.
BUD BOREN, chief engineer of
KYOS, Merced, Cal., recently became
the father of a girl.
LLOYD KNIGHT and Bob Cline,
soundmen of WGN, Chicago, hare
been inducted into the Army.
MARGARET LOWE, of Moundsville,
W. Va., new to radio, has joined the
control room staff of WWVA,
Wheeling.
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CECIL SLY, comptroller of Universal
Microphone Co., Inglewood, Cal., has
been made secretary-treasurer. He
succeeds I. I. Sevey who remains on
administrative staff.
M. S. ADAMS, field engineer of NBC
Hollywood, has been commissioned a I
first lieutenant in the Marines.
JOSEPH E. KAY, field supervisor of
NBC Hollywood, is the father of a girl
born Jan. 5.
"Just because her husband adDALE SHIMP and Gus Flassig, envertises on WFDF, everybody
gineers of WJWC, Chicago, have
joined the Army.
in Flint Michigan thinks she's
CHARLES BARNHART, formerly
of WIND, Chicago, has joined the engineering staff of WBBM, Chicago.
so important!"
January
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Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

JANUARY

16 TO JANUARY

Decisions . • .
JANUARY 19
WDEL, Wilmington, Del.— Granted modification of CP to change DA-daytime, and
extension of commencement and completion
dates; granted with understanding that station assumes full responsibility for interference due to blanketing.
KWTO, KGBX, Springfield, Mo.— Granted additional time within which licensees
may effect a plan to separate the common
ownership of the stations, not to extend
beyond
18, 1943.forAlso
granted
KWTO's
request May
to operate
30 days
as presently
licensed with 5 kw. at new site specified in
outstanding CP, using single tower and indirect power measurement.
Renewal of Licenses — KADA KELO
KFXD KGDE KGHI KMLB KODL KPHO
KPOW KVCV KVEC KWNO KYSM
WAJR WBLJ WCED WCLO WCOL
WCPO WDSM WENY WESX WHOP
WIBX WIL WISE WJBC WJOB WKBO
WMFR WMPC WRBL WSKB KGEK
WBOW WHBY WJRD WLVA WMOB.
Granted temporary renewals of license —
KFUN KHAS KOOS KVNU KVOS
WAIM WBHP WCAT WITH W.JNO
WLOG WTHT WTOL KWG WABI WAYX
WBOC WOLS KWFC WLBJ WCRS
WFPG KID KBUR WAAB.
W3XAD, W3XEP, Camden, N. J.—
Granted authority to cancel CP and close
records of the Commission with respect to
these stations, cancel licenses, and delete
call signals.
JANUARY 20
KEX, Portland, Ore.— Granted motion to
dismiss without prejudice application for
CP to operate on 1190 kc, 50 kw, unlimited time, using DA.
JANUARY 21
WGRC, New Albany, Ind.; WKPT,
Kingsport, Tenn. — Scheduled for oral arguments on Feb. 3 applications for change in
operating assignments (Dockets 6052 and
6249).
WCOA, Pensacola, Fla.— Granted petition
to dismiss without prejudice application
for
CP to operate
unlimited
time. on 1030 kc, 10 kw power,
WKY, Oklahoma City— Granted modification of CP, as modified, for installation of
DA-night, move of transmitter, increase of
power day and night to 5 kw, and extension of completion date to July 20.
W3XWT, Washington, D. C— Granted
modification of CP, as modified, for extendates. sion of commencement and completion
Licensed Radios in Canada
CANADA'S receiving set licenses, for
which a $2 fee must be paid, numbered
1,681,230 as of Dec. 31, 1942, according to a report last week by the Radio
Division of the Canadian Dept. of
Transport. This compared with 1,623,489 on the same date of 1941. Licensed
radios were distributed as follows :
Prince Edward Island, 8,065 ; Nova
Scotia, 79,590; New Brunswick, 50,879; Quebec, 427,319; Ontario, 620748; Manitoba. 105,078; Saskatchewan, 123,382; Alberta, 121.396; British Columbia, 144,200; Yukon and
Northwest Territory, 573.
Bill's Thrill
THE Columbus (O.) Citizen
published a story recently
about Bill Barlow, director of
publicity of WLW-WSAI,
Cincinnati, to this effect: Bill
stepped into a cab in a snowstorm and said, "Union Station, please!" Two pairs of
eyes glared at him from the
front seat. "Say that again,
mister. And would you like a
rug over your feet?" Apologizing, Barlow jumped out of
the cab in a hurry. He had
tried to appropriate a police
cruiser.
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Applications . . .
JANUARY 20
KFDM, Beaumont, Tex. — License to cover
CP for installation of new transmitter.
W6XLA, Los Angeles — Modification of
CP, authorizing new television relay station, to make changes in equipment, reduce power from 800 w to 25 w (100 w
peak), and extension of commencement
and completion dates.
Tentative Calendar . . .
NEW, Wilkes-Barre Broadcasting Corp.,
Central Broadcasting Co., Northeastern
Penna. Broadcasters Inc., Key Broadcasters Inc., Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — For CP on
1240 kc, 250 w ; unlimited ; using facilities
of WBAX.
(Further hearing — Jan. 26.)
W5SNY, New York— Modification of CP
for 45.000
8,50028.)
square-mile area, unlimited kc
time. ;(Jan.
COMMISSION
RADIO

NEEDS

INSPECTORS

AN APPEAL for radio inspectors
at annual salaries of $2,600 and
$2,000 has been issued by the Federal Communications Commission.
Under modified requirements applicants will not be required to
take written tests. They will be
rated on education and experience.
To qualify for the post of radio
inspector at $2,600 applicants must
have had a full four-year course
in electrical or communications engineering at a recognized college
or university, a full four-year college course with major study consisting of at least 24 semester
hours in physics, four years of
technical experience in radio work,
or any time-equivalent combination
of the first three requisites.
Amateur radio experience under
a class A license may be substituted for two years or less of experience. To qualify for assistant
radio inspector at $2,000 the applicant must have had three years
of education or experience as outlined for inspectors.
All applicants must hold valid
second-class radiotelegraph operators' licenses or must demonstrate
during the first six months of service their ability to transmit and
receive 16 code groups per minute
in International Morse code. Applicants must be able to drive automobiles.
Persons doing war work are not
er.couraged to apply unless they
may use higher skills in the FCC
positions. Applications may be
made to the U. S. Civil Service
Commission, Washington, Civil
Service regional headquarters or at
post offices.
Television Abstracts
COMPILED from The Proceedings of
'he National Television System Committee and Its Panels, Television Standards & Practice [McGraw-Hill Book
Co., New York, $5], edited by Donald
G. Fink, is a thorough examination of
the technical bases of a public television service and enables the reader
to understand the reasons for standards adopted by the FCC. The symposium consists of technical reports
and papers directly underlying these
standards and includes an introductory
chapter by Mr. Fink for the reader
not familiar with the work of the
NTSC.
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We fwork riccounh
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business ,
BARBASOL Co., Indianapolis (shaving
cream), on Jan. 27 starts for 52 weeks.
Nelson Pringle — News Analyst, on 7 CBS
Pacific stations (KNX KARM KROY
KQW KOIN KIRO KFPY), Wed.. Fri.,
7:45-8 p.m. (PWT). Agency is Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
BRITISH-AMERICAN OIL Co. Ltd., Toronto (oil, gasoline) on Feb. 4 starts
Fighting Navy on 31 Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.
9:30-10
m.
Agency: J.stations,
Walter Thurs.
Thompson
Co. p.Ltd.,
Toronto.
COCA-COLA Co. of Canada Ltd., Toronto
(beverage)
Feb. 1 Broadcasting
starts Victory Corp.
Parade on 29 onCanadian
stations, Mon. and Fri. 8:05-8:30 p. m.
Agency : D'Arcy Advertising Co., Toronto.
WASHINGTON STATE Apple Adv. Commission, Wenatchee. on Jan. 18 started
for 13 weeks The World Today on 8 CBS
Pacific and Arizona stations, Mon., Wed.,
Fri., 3:45-4 p. m. (PWT). Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.. Seattle.
DOUGLAS SHOE CO., Boston, on March
7 starts news commentary on MBS, Sun.,
10:30-10:45 p. m. Agency: Harold Cabot
Agency, Boston.
Renewal Accounts
BEST FOODS Inc., New York (Force and
H-O Oats) on Feb. 14 renews The Moylan
Sisters, on 14 BLUE stations, shifting
from Sun., 5-5:15 p.m. to 3-3:15 p.m.
Agency: Arthur Kudner Inc., N. Y.
SUN OIL Co.. Philadelphia, on Jan. 25
renews Loivell Thomas — The Day's News
on 23 BLUE stations. Mon. thru Fri., 6:457 p.m. Agencv: Roche, Williams & Cunr.yngham, Philadelphia.
HALL BROS., Kansas City (institutional),
on Feb. 2 renews for 13 weeks Meet Your
Navy on 114 BLUE stations, Fri., 8:309 p.m.
Agency : Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
Network Changes
ANDREW JERGENS Co.. Cincinnati
(Jergens Lotion), on Jan. 24 discontinued
Three-Thirds of the News on 110 BLUE
stations. Sun.. 9-9:15 p.m. and resumed
Walter Winchell's
Jergen's Journal in that
period.
N. Y. Agency: Lennen & Mitchell Inc.,
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New York
(Chase & Sanborn Coffee) on Sun., Jan.
24. only, extended Chase & Sanborn Program on 134 NBC stations, 8-8 :30 p.m. to a
full hour for "E" award ceremonies, replacing One Man's Family (Yeast), 8:309 p.m. Agencies : J. Walter Thompson Co.
(C. & S. coffee, tea) ; Kenyon & Eckhardt
Inc. (Yeast), N. Y.

Changes

at WNOX

SEVERAL changes have been announced in the engineering staff of
WNOX, Knoxville. Joseph B. Epperson, chief engineer, who also
has been chief engineer of ScrippsHoward Radio, has taken a technical post with the Government. He
is succeeded by George Smith, formerly of WAPO, Chattanooga. Additions to the WNOX engineering
staff include Rex Horton, formerly
of WBIR, Knoxville, and Ray
Evans, recently with WPFO, Knoxville police department station.
OWI Additions
FOUR radio men have been added
to the Office of War Information's
Overseas Branch.
Ken ofFry,
midwestern
director
newsNBC's
and
special events, will head an outpost unit (see page 26). John McTigue, formerly of BLUE, is in
charge of teletype operations in
the field. Ralph J. Gleason, trade
news editor of CBS, serves as a reproduction editor in the field. Bill
Miller, formerly of NBC, is headed
for a field operation.
BROADCASTING

GREMLINS!

They Delight in Making Life
Tough for Engineers
A NEW SPECIES of Gremlin,
that nuisance prankster so notorious in things military, has been
discovered in the control room of
WFIL, Philadelphia. Typed as the
Electro-Tabulus Radiatron Gremlin, "ET" for short, this cunning
creature has an inordinate mania
for fondling transcriptions. One of
his pet diversions consists of waiting until an engineer has cued up
an ET, then slipping up and moving the needle over a couple of
ridges, so that the transcription
starts
with in
a "wow".
An up
expert
sleight-of-hand,
this "ET" Gremlin has been known
to juggle transcriptions when the
engineer's back was turned, even
putting an Ex-Lax where a PepsiCola spot should be. Little is known
of "ET", except that he is dressed
in brown, has two antennae instead
of a feather in his cap, and a cute
habit of whistling through his
teeth to confuse the engineer's
ears.

CBS

COAST
NETS
ADD
3 ACCOUNTS
REFLECTING the general activity
of radio advertising on the West
Coast, three regional network programs have been placed with CBS
during the past week through San
Francisco agencies, it was announced by Charles E. Morin,
Northern California manager.
Washington State Apples Adv.
Commission, Wenatchee, on Jan. 18
started for 13 weeks sponsoring
thrice-weekly The World Today on
8 CBS Pacific and Arizona stations
(KNX KQW
KROY Monday,
KIRO
KFPY
KTUC KOY
KARM),
Wednesday, Friday, 3:45-4 p.m.
(PWT). Placement is through J.
cisco.
Walter Thompson Co., San FranChemicals Inc., San Francisco
(Vano), through Sidney Garfinkle
Adv. Agency, that city, on Jan. 24
started for 52 weeks, Dean Dickason,
4 CBSKARM
Californi commentator,
stations (KNXon KQW
KROY), Sunday, 9:15-9:30 p.m.
(PWT).
Sperry Flour Co., San/Francisco,
on March 15 starts fori 52 weeks
Nelson Pringle, news analYgt^onS
CBS Pacific station (KNX KARM
KROW KQW KOIN KIRO KFBY
KGDM), Monday through Friday,
7:45-8 a.m. Knox Reeves Adv.,
San Francisco, has the account. In
addition, Barbasol Co., Indianapolis (shaving cream), on Jan. 27
starts for 52 weeks a twice-weekly
quarter-hour program with Nelson
Pringle on 7 CBS Pacific stations
(KNX KARM KROY KQW KOIN
KIRO KFPY), Wednesday, Friday,
7:45-8 p.m. Agency is Erwin,
Wasey & Co., New York.
After the War
TO KEEP the American people informed of all aspects of post-war
planning, including activities of pressure groups attempting to promote or
protect their selfish aims, John B.
Hughes is devoting the Sunday broadcasts of his five-a-week Neivs and
Views
program on MBS to discussions
of
what
the war. the world will be like after
• Broadcast

Advertising

CLA7$$IFIE

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
ing, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
Experienced Announcer — Draft exempt.
Flat salary plus commercial fees on one
of
most progressive
stations.
5,000South's
watt network
affiliate. Write,
wire
or phone Henry P. Johnston, WSGN,
Birmingham, Alabama.
Two Combinations — Announcer-operator
and salesman-announcer. New York
State, real opportunity right men. Write
fully. Box 246, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — For general studio work. $40
to the right man. Write fully. WLLH,
Lowell, Massachusetts.
KFDM, 1000 Watt Network Affiliate — Beaumont, Texas, has opening for good versatile announcer. Prefer single man, draft
exempt. State all first letter.
$40 for 44 Hours — Or can use any ticket.
WLOG, Logan, West Virginia.
Salesman With Ambition — Permanent exexutive position and ability to sell 250
watt Mutual station metropolitan market
90,000. Excellent opportunity. State income required and full details. Box 237,
BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — 250 watt network station.
Splendid opportunity permanency right
man. Give complete information. Box
238, BROADCASTING.
Independent Station in Southern City —
Needs experienced announcer. Only
steady, reliable man accepted. $35 weekly starting salary. Give complete information in detailed letter. Address Box
233, BROADCASTING.
250 Watt Non-Network Station — Needs reliable announcer-newscaster with well
rounded, independent station experience.
Permanent position with pleasant working conditions, Give draft status, starting salary requirements, full details and
references in letter. E. A. Alburty, Manager WHBQ, Memphis, Tenn.
IN CALIFORNIA — Operator-announcer
wanted. Union station. Send transcription. KFRE, Fresno, California.
Are You a Capable, Ail-Around Announcer?
If so, there may be a position for you
on the staff of a progressive western station. Send qualifications, age, draft status, and salary requirement to Box 230,
BROADCASTING.
Operator Wanted — First or second class,
experience unnecessary. Write Box 243,
BROADCASTING.
First or Second Class Operator — Permanent position for draft-exempt sober
man or woman. State experience and
references. Radio Station KLO, Ogden,
Utah.
COMMERCIAL MANAGER— For 250 W.
N.B.C. station in city of 30,000. Good
proposition to man that can deliver.
Prefer man now working in Florida.
Radio Station WLAK, Lakeland, Florida.
Situation Wanted
Announcer-Writer
4-F,remotes.
22. Four years'
experience.—Studio,
Minimum
$40.00. North or Midwest. Box 250,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced Program Director — News,
sports, writing dramatics. Draft exempt.
Box 245, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Good experience, good
ences, over 38 — 3-A. Dependents.
sober, hard worker, high producer,
matic; qualified to supervise sales
Box 247, BROADCASTING.

referIdeas,
diploforce.

Sales Manager — Of 250 watt station now
employed in large eastern city wants
change. Inquire Box 240, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

classiCAPS,
three
issue.
Build-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Director-Announcer-Writer — Ten years
major networks. Seven years small station experience. Interested in permanent
agency or station opportunity. Draft
exempt. Box 228, BROADCASTING.
Excellent Radio Comedy — Experienced gagwriter.
Brooklyn.Donnelly, 147 Meserole Avenue,
VASSAR-'39 — Radio, publicity experience.
Interested in script-writing, public relations and journalism. New York, WashCASTING.ington. California. Box 229, BROADChief Engineer — 250 watter. Desires change.
Good voice, transcription if desired.
Answer Box 231, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter Operator Position Desired —
First class license, broadcasting experience, draft exempt. Box 239, BROADCASTING.
COMMERCIAL MANAGER — 3-A. 31. 9
years'ing forexperience.
employed. Prefer
Looklong rangeNow
opportunity.
Midwest. Box 236, BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM-PROMOTION
MANAGER —
Network and local experience. Excellent
background. Seeking Midwest local.
Write, announce. 4-F (medical discharge). Married. All inquiries answered.
Box 235, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Desires change to more
modern, progressive station. Former RCA
Engineer, seven years' broadcast experience. Three years' supervisor 5000 watt
regional. Station size immaterial if position permanent with opportunity. Box
232, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Woman — Program director,
copywriter,
airs East
women's
programs and operator,
news. Prefer
or Midwest, state salary. Box 248, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Desires employment with prostation. Fourteen
years'and
experiencegressive
maintenance,
operation,
installation. College graduate, 39, married.
Location Southwest or West Coast. Box
244, BROADCASTING.
Twenty-two Years Experience — Selling syndicated radio, features and advertising
services over entire USA and parts of
Canada. Married with family, age 42.
Free at once, willing to sell on drawing
account and commission . . . not salary
alone. Best references . . . known all
over. Ed Dolbey, 14 Echo Lane, Larchmont, New York.
Experienced Radio Engineer — Desires restawith broadcast
ING.
tion. Box sponsible
242, position
BROADCAST
Announcer — All-around Man — Specialty
sports — baseball, basketball, hockey, football. Wants place with a future. Continuity writer and salesman. Military exempt. Twelve yeai-s experience. At liberty in thirty days. Box 241, BROADCASTING.
Clever, resourceful college woman — Experienced promotion, publicity, merchandising, seeks difficult job, commensurate
remuneration. Make offer. Box 234,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted — 2 crystals and holders, any frequency from 1200 kc to 1400 kc ; 1 holder
for RCA 250 D transmitter and 1 holder
for G. R. Frequency Monitor. Parts will
be purchased separately or as unit. Must
have TC less than 3 p. p.m. Also want
1 F.C.C. approved modulation monitor.
Box 249, BROADCASTING.
Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pick-ups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.

• Broadcast

Advertising

Miller 'Testimonial'
STATEMENT ascribed to "Melville Miller, president of the National Assn. of Broadcasters" on
the jacket of The Rajoe of Radio,
by Robert West was not made by
the NAB executive, according to
Russell Place, NAB counsel. Mr.
Place declared that Rodin Publishing Co., publishers of the book, admitted the purported quotation was
an "egregious blunder". Jacket
quotes "Melville Miller" as saying
"the most revealing book on radio
since the advent of broadcasting."

IBS Elects Naomi Fine
NAOMI ROSS FINE was elected
executive secretary of the Inter-collegiate Broadcasting System, New
York, at the fourth annual convention of the IBS, succeeding Jean
Maclnnis, who resigned last February. Miss Fine has been associated
with IBS for the past year, and previously served with a Baltimore
agency. Leslie Katz, son of the head
of the Joseph M. Katz Co., Baltimore,
was elected program director of IBS.
He has been acting program director
for the past few months.

Boylston to WBRW
VERNON BOYLSTON, formerly
commercial manager of WKMO,
Kokomo, Ind., and previously with
WASK, Lafayette, has been appointed general manager of
WBRW, Welch, W. Va. He replaces
James Flanniken, who has joined
the staff of WBLK, Clarksburg,
W. Va.
William T. Brace
WILLIAM T. BRACE, 51, vicepresident of A. McKim Ltd., advertising agency, and manager of its
Montreal office, died in Montreal Jan.
17 after a two-day illness. He had been
with the agency more than 25 years
and from 1926 to 1934 was manager
of its London Office. Born in Brockville, Ont., he is survived by his wife,
three children and two brothers.
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of
Qualified Radio Engineer*
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Radio
Not

Time

Donated

Deductible

Treasury

Holds

Of Government

War
Needs

TIME DONATED to the armed
forces and other government agencies is not deductible from federal
taxes, Guy T. Helvering, Internal
Revenue Commissioner, ruled last
week, answering an inquiry from
Russel P. Place, NAB counsel.
The ruling was the second explanation requested by Mr. Place
to clarify broadcasters' rights under Section 23 (q) of the Internal
Revenue Code which provides for
deductions up to 5% for contributions to the Government.
Credit for Operations
Answering an earlier inquiry
from the NAB, Mr. Helvering
ruled that actual costs of producing government shows may be
credited from taxes as a necessary
business expense [Broadcasting,
Dec. 14].
Mr. Place's second letter asked
whether radio time could be considered a deductible gift, using
published card rates as a measure.
The Commissioner's answer last
week declared that radio time could
not be considered a gift within the
meaning of Section 23 (q), but repeated that operating expenses
could be credited.
His letter follows:
Further reference is made to your
letter of Dec. 17, 1942, stating that
radio stations at the request of the
Treasury, War and Navy Departments, and other Governmental agencies, have contributed the use of their
broadcasting facilities without charge
to the Government to broadcast various programs and announcements designated by such agencies as necessary
or desirable in furtherance of the sale
of war bonds and stamps, the recruiting men for the armed forces, and
other Governmental purposes.
You request to be advised whether
radio stations so contributing the use
of their facilities to the Federal Government are entitled to deduct in their
Federal income tax returns under section 23 (q) of the Internal Revenue
Code, as amended, the value of the
radio broadcast 'time' contributed, using as a measure of value the published card rates customarily charged
advertisers for similar use of the station's facilities.
Section 23 (q) of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended effective for
the taxable years beginning after
Dec. 31, 1941, by section 125 of the
Revenue Act of 1942 approved Oct.
21, 1942, provides for the deduction
in the case of corporations of contributions or gifts, payment of which
is made within the taxable year to or
for the use of :
"(1) ritory,
Theor anyUnited
States,
any State,thereof
Terpolitical
subdivision
or the District of Columbia, or any possession of the United States, for exclusively public purposes; .... to an amount
which does not exceed 5 per centum of the
taxpayer's net income as computed without the benefits of this subsection."
The records of the Bureau disclose
that the question presented in your
letter was made the subject of a
communication addressed to you by
the Bureau on Dec. 9, 1942. I. T.
3593, I.R.B. 1942-51, 3, which was
subsequently issued on the subject
reads in part as follows :
"The includes,
business among
of a radio
station
other broadcasting
things, the
broadcasting of news, advertising of prodPage
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of Industry

ucts, and dissemination of other matters of interest to the public. In broadcasting information with respect to the
purchase of United States War Bonds, radio broadcasting stations are carrying on
one of the functions for which they are
organized, and the expenses incurred in
connection therewith are deductible as ordinary and necessary business expenses
under section 23 (a) 1 of the Internal Revenue Code,office
as amended."
This
is of the opinion that
the value of the radio broadcast time
does not represent a payment made
to the United States within the meaning of section 23 (q) of the Internal
Revenue Code as amended, and no
deduction on account thereof is allowable. However, expenses incurred
by radio broadcasting stations in connection with broadcasting information
regarding the purchase of United
States War Bonds, recruiting men for
the armed forces etc., are deductible
as ordinary and necessary business expenses under section 23(a)(1) of the
Internal Revenue Code as amended.
WDAY
Fetes NBC
PHEASANT DINNER will be
given in New York Monday, Jan.
25 by WDAY, Fargo, N. D., for the
sales and executive staff of NBC,
parent network and for Free &
Peters, New York representatives
of the station. Barney Lavin, general manager, is arranging the dinner, which will be held at the Hotel
Ambassador. Pheasants served to
the party will come from North
Dakota, famed pheasant country.
Birch
RAY

Gets Coast

Post

BIRCH, formerly radio engineer of the Army Signal Corps,
and prior to that on the technical
staff of KPRO, Riverside, Cal., has
been appointed regional communications officer of the Ninth Civilian
Defense Region and is serving in
the Civilian Protection Division under Lt.-Col. Austin C. Matheny. He
is headquartered in San Francisco,
where he is active in other defense
work.

25, 1943

Boler

Secures

Control

Of North Central Chain
JOHN W. BOLER, president and
general manager of the North Central Broadcasting System, has acquired all common stock in the regional net work
from his associates, David C.
Shepard and
Howard
John-is
son. HeS.also
u n d e r s tood to
have purchased
terest
in the
Mr.
Shepard's
inJamestown
(N.
D.) Broadcasting
Co., operators of
KSJB, in which Mr. Johnson also
has an interest.
Organized Nov. 1, 1937, by
Messrs. Boler, Shepard and Johnson, all of St. Paul, the NCBS has
24 affiliated stations in Minnesota,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin, Iowa and northern Michigan. Until the recently announced
transfer each of the owners held
one-third common stock. Messrs.
Shepard and Johnson retain 817
shares of preferred stock.
The three associates also own
KVOX Broadcasting Co., Moorhead, Minn. Mr. Boler is president
and manager-director of KVOX
and KSJB, Jamestown, N. D.
1
Mr. Boler

WPB Advisors
LAWRENCE
VALENSTEIN,
president and treasurer, and Joseph
Lorin, vice-president and account
executive of Grey Adv., New York,
have taken on additional duties as
members of the staff of the campaignsof andInformation
media branchof ofthetheWar
Division
Production Board. They will serve
as advisors and consultants in the
campaign ventory
to explain
the WPB's
Limitation Order
L-219. InCapt. Thompson Now
JOSEPH A. THOMPSON, former
NBC production man on duty with
the War Dept. radio branch, has been
promoted to captain. He is assigned
to field duty, assisting in production
of Pass in Review, the Army Hour
and other programs in which the
War Dept. is interested.

MRS.

ROOSEVELT

LATE

First Lady Walks to WMAL
Dimes Broadcast
MRS. ELEANOR ROOSEVELT,
the nation's First Lady, became a
radio-victim
"no last
pleasure"
driving edict ofoftheOPA
week,
when, forced to walk more than
four blocks from The White House
to a broadcast of WMAL, in a sidewalk booth, she was five minutes
late for an address in connection
with the "Mile O' Dimes" cam-

Bryson Rash, director of special
features of WMAL, Washington,
paign.
filled in
First-Lady's
with
a the
recorded
music tardiness
program,
and, after her brief address, Mrs.
Roosevelt retraced her steps to The j
White House, four blocks away,
on foot.
Cocilana

Expanding

COCILANA Inc., New York, this
month is expending its spot broadcasting for Cocilana Cough Drops
in addition to the seven stations it
has been using since last October
in New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Washington [Broadcasting, Oct. 5]. Announcements on a
varying basis are now heard on
WGAR
and WHK, Cleveland,
WBAL, Baltimore, and on WEEI,
as well as on WBZ-WBZA Boston.
Company recently extended its
thrice-weekly sponsorship of news
by Johannes Steele on WMCA,
New York, to WIP, Philadelphia,
via direct line. Agency is Al Paul
Lefton Co., New York.
New Canadian Group
ADVISORY committee on interdepartmental advertising has
been set up under the Wartime Information Board, Ottawa, with
John C. Porter, advertising manager of Robert Simpson Co., Toronto, national department store
chain, as chairman. The new group
replaces a committee which was
headed by the Hon. T. C. Davis,
former deputy minister of the National War Services Dept., and on
which John Martin, advertising
manager of Massey Harris Co.,
Toronto, was coordinator of Government advertising. Mr. Martin
has returned to private business.
AN

Air Express Names Agency
AIR EXPRESS division of Railway
Express Agency, New York, has
appointed Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
New York, as its agency effective
March 1. Advertising will be coordinated more closely than before
with Air Transport Assn., an account also handled by Erwin,
Wasey. The possibility of resuming
radio advertising by the Air Express division has been considered
but has been dismissed for the

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'Visit Glamour Gams Shoppe Early Today! One Thousand
Pairs of Nylon Hose on Sale at Nine O'clock!"
BROADCASTING

present.
Brinckerhoff in Marines
E. V. BRINCKERHOFF, president
of General Sound Corp., New York,
recording firm, was sworn in last
week as captain in the Marine
Corps. Capt. Brinckerhoff will take
a leave of absence from his company for the duration, and reports
for active duty Feb. 5. Miss Dorothy
GeneralVanston,
Sound willvice-president
take over his ofduties.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Why

-uSS

*.

Fairs

For years KMBC's listener-leadership in Greater Kansas City has been
a well-recognized fact. It took visits, however, to both the Missouri and
Kansas Fairs of 1942 (Sedalia, Mo., August — Topeka, Kans., September)
to establish the margin of preference for KMBC in the rural sectors of
the Heart of America Area — the region encircled by KMBC's
millivolt daytime contour.

This is the story: An independent

market-analysis

half-

organization sent its

trained, professional interviewers to both State Fairs. There, they conducted personal-interview surveys of persons
Heart of America Area.

living in this 78-county

They asked specifically to what stations these listeners tune for "service
programs" . . . News, Markets, Farm Talks, Farm Programs, and Home
Service Features. These, we believe, are the features best calculated to
contribute to Tural listening habits.

Results of these studies, based on nearly 5,000
In the Heart

of America

Area, KMBC

interviews, show that:

audiences

outrank

those of all other stations in each of the five "service proficati ons!
gram classi
And for "service programs"
The choTt below contains more detailed

KMBC

results of the "State Fairs Survey." The
KMBC audience in each program classification iscompared with audiences of

competing

the next three highest-ranking stations.
Percentage figures indicate what portion of the entire rural Heart of America

has 350%

in general:

more

regular listeners than the nearest

station . . . virtually as many listeners as 25 other

stations combined — all that were mentioned!

Here, at last, is reliable evidence that in rural as well as urban portions of the Heart of America, listeners
definitely
prefer KMBC.

audience habitually tunes to each station.
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SEATING

CAPACITY:

doesn yt mean

a

2,000

thing!

• How many people come to your show? • Thafs
the important thing!
When your act is on the stage, how many people
are in the seats? It's the audience that counts.
"Seating capacity" doesn't mean a thing.
WKY in Oklahoma City has the seating capacity
. . . and packs 'em in. WKY not onlyIf rents you
the hall ... it gives you an AUDIENCE!
No other Oklahoma City station has the coverage
capacity of WKY. No other Oklahoma City station
delivers so many LISTENERS in Oklahoma, nor
so many listeners per dollar.

WKY

•

OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

-

■ ■■tilt I . I « - I

0SK !

PRICE

Newsmagazine

of

15 CENTS

Radio

YEARS

A million

a year — for thirteen successive years. Again in

1942, listeners sent WLS
13 million
Yes, another

letters in 13 years — 13,882,685
year — another

a lot of mail, representing

it

to be exact!

million letters at WLS!

That's

a lot of listening ... by listeners

loyal and responsive to WLS
who

1,172,220 letters, making

programs

and to the advertisers

present them. You, too, can be one of the lucky advertisers sharing this confidence.

-Y

Just ask the John Blair man.

890

KILOCYCLES

50,0 00 WATTS
BLUE NETWORK
The
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
represented
John

Burrioce D. Butler
President

by

Blair & Company

Glenn Snyder
Manager
CHICAGO

AFFILIATED WITH

KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA

NETWORK

— KOY

PHOENIX

* KTUC

TUCSON

* KSUN

BISBEE-LOWELL

KLZ

The

Friendly

Station"

• That's more than a slogan . . . it's a reputation. That's the way
listeners have felt about and talked about KLZ for years. And
KLZ has adopted the phrase, "The Friendly Station", because it
regards this public expression both as a compliment and a challenge.
Since broadcasting its first commercial program 23 years ago,
KLZ has managed to remain "one of the folks", nor without sacrificing either its own dignity or that of its listeners. Through all these
years, KLZ has maintained a keen interest in the thoughts, activities,
and problems of the people it serves, rubbing shoulders with them
at every opportunity, on their farms, in all their civic, educational,
religious activities.
KLZ

speaks to its listeners as a friend, is regarded as a friend

by its listeners. Isn't that the way you want your selling message
put over . . . just between friends?

Columbia
Network
560

Affiliated in Management

with The Oklahoma

Publishing Company

and WKY,

Oklahoma

City — Represented

Kc.

by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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Baton Rouge is right in the heart of 59,-

THIS

Agencies

WWL — five times

more powerful than any station for hundreds of miles.

COFFEE
fS-sr! if/ANT TO BUY AN EXTRA CUP OF

You'll have better luck buying spots
on KFAB. We're rationing some of
our time, but there are still places
on our schedule open to smart,
quick-moving advertisers who .never
let good opportunities knock twice.
You really need this station, to do
a complete selling job in the farm
markets throughout Nebraska and
her neighboring states. Call us, today.

5P£
ORLEANS

50,000

WATTS-CLEAR

CHANNEL

The Greatest Selling POWER in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate — Nat'l Representatives, The Katz Agency, Inc.
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SEARLE — Gen'l Mgr.

Ed Petry & Co., Nat'l Rep.
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SINCE THE birth of NBC — 16 short, history -packed
years ago — the total number

of years that NBC-affiliated

stations have broadcast to the people would, if laid end
to end, reach back to 743 A.D.— the year in which
another lusty infant was born — Charlemagne.
During

these 1200

these NBC

years of broadcasting, each of

stations has earned the loyalty and confi-

dence of the people of its community;

has established

itself as a progressive force of enlightenment, as well as
a popular source of entertainment.
When

war struck, NBC

the government

moved

immediately

to aid

in every way possible and to maintain

at the same time the high calibre of radio service the
people have come

to expect from NBC

was upon this foundation that NBC
first War Clinic in 1942.

stations. It

established radio's

O ggW,
Today,

as NBC

affiliates and network

meet for their 1943

War

executives

Clinic, they have behind

them a proud record of war-service achievements

. . .

before them the goal of even greater contributions to
traditional American broadcasting and to the nation's
successful prosecution of the war.
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BUSINESS

WHO

MAIMER,

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATIONS

Bausman

WISH,

INDIANAPOLIS

[
1927-32
1932-34
1934- 35
1935- 37
1937-41
1941

The Richmond (Ind.) Palladium
The Rockford (111.) Register-Republic
The Dayton (Ohio) Daily News
Business Manager, The Vincennes (Ind.)
Sun Commercial
Business Manager, Radio Station WIRE,
Indianapolis
Business Manager, Radio Station WISH,
Indianapolis

if:

1EVER" wrote Robert E. Bausman in send-

explain the fact that no two stations ever

ing us his thumb-nail biography — "never
have I seen a more vivid case of a country

consistently produce equal results — no
matter how well-matched as to power, location, time-of-broadcast, etc.?

boy remaining a country boy"! . . . But Abe
Lincoln was a country boy too, and modest

"Management makes the radio station"
because it's management that sets the

as Bob Bausman is, he isn't fooling anybody
about his business ability. Bob knows as
much about human contacts as about radio

quality of its station's contacts, and hence
sets the size, type and receptivity of your

contracts — and therefore has plenty of both!
Ever

audience. The stations at the right are wellmanaged stations. They give you larger,

consider that radio stations, too,

better, more receptive audiences for every

succeed by the quality of their human contacts— that the nature of these contacts

dollar. We'd like a chance to prove it to you,
here in this pioneer group of radio-station

determines the size, type and receptivity of
their audiences? Well, how

else do you

Free
Pioneer
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NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WJWC . . . CHICAGO-HAMMOND
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WINS
NEW YORK
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUEROUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

iic.

Station
Representatives
Since May, 1032
■*

SAN FRANCISCO: ; 11 Suiter
Sutter 4353

HOLLYWOOD: 1 5/2 N. Gordon
Gladstone 3949
BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
•
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WASHINGTON,

^OL. 24, No. 5

New

Critical

Occupations
Named
IMPORTANT
manpower relief for radio results from a
revised list of critical occupations within the communications services, including
broadcasting, announced last
Friday by National Selective
Service headquarters. This
represents an amended and
final version of Occupational
Bulletin No. 27, first issued in
October [Broadcasting, Oct.
19, 1942].
Ten new occupational titles
have been added to the list
Which is dated Jan. 23 and
is currently in the hands of
draft boards throughout the
jjjbountry. These new "necessary occupations" include station
Imanager; program director; news
[editor, managing editor, news, special events, or public affairs;
'(traffic manager; radio broadcast
technician (all around), and maintenance mechanic.
(See complete
list of critical occupations below) .
New List More Liberal
The new list results from the
'efforts of an industry committee
composed of Frank M. Russell,
|NBC Washington vice-president;
Kenneth Yourd, CBS Washington
'counsel, and Howard Frazier, NAB
(director of engineering, who
worked closely with representatives
fof the Board of War Communications, the FCC and the War Manpower Commission.
Far more liberal than the first,
the revised list includes most of
the key personnel essential to the
1operation of small stations. At
j the same time, industry leaders in
["Washington
that for
it the
is more
than adequatefelt
to care
vital
personnel of larger stations as well
as networks.
Criteria for deferment under the
new list remain the same. First, all
occupations covered require a "reasonable degree of training, qualijfication or skill to perform the
duties involved", the bulletin points
out. Second, the list is intended to
cover those occupations "which
must be filled by persons capable

BROADCASTING
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Manpower

Revised
Ten

Advertising

of performing
the duties
involved"
to
insure efficient
maintenance.
Lastly, all occupations listed require "six months or more of training
preparation".
The and bulletin
advises draft
boards to consider the following
factors in the classification of registrants employed in broadcasting
as well as in the other communications services:
"The training, qualification, or
skill required for the proper discharge of the duties involved in his
occupation; the training, qualification, or skill of the registrant to
engage in his occupation; and the
availability of persons with his
qualifications or skill, or who can
be trained to his qualification, to
replace the registrant and the time
in which such replacement can be
The list does not provide blanket
made."
deferments
for occupational titles
listed but is rather intended to
serve draft boards with a guide
to the key occupations.
It will be seen in the complete
list below that the occupations in
the broadcasting field are named

List

of

Critical

Advertising

List

Sffl

Radio

technician (all-around) ; rigger
radio; television engineer; traffic
manager and translator.
The development of the revised
list is the final step in the definition of the industry's essentiality.
In July, 1942, radio was included
among the body of 34 industries
essential to the war effort. In October last year the first list covering key occupations was issued.
At that time it was pointed out
in Broadcasting that there was a
strong likelihood of a revision.
The only remaining development
in broadcasting's manpower picture
will come in two or three weeks

Local Boards Autonomous
Specific titles in the list covering broadcasting include: director
of operations, radio broadcasting;
electrician (all-around) ; engineer,
professional or technical ; engineering draftsman, design; instructor,
training program ; maintenance
mechanic; manager, employment or
personnel; station manager; managing editor, news, special events
or public affairs; news editor (domestic or international broadcasting) ; news editor-announcer (international broadcasting) ; program director; radio broadcast

for

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Aids

specifically by reference to domestic or international broadcasting or
both. Other occupations named are
specifically labelled radio communications if not broadcasting.
Communications services covered are divided in seven sections:
radio broadcasting, radio communications and television services;
magazines of general circulation;
production of motion pictures;
protective signal systems; submarine cable services; telegraph services; telephone services.

Occupations

FOLLOWING is the list of
"critical occupations" contained in
Selective Service Occupational Bulletin No. 27 (Amended Jan. 23),
pertaining to radio broadcasting;
radio communications (radio-telephone and radiotelegraph) and
television services:
Radio Broadcasting ; Radio Communications (Radiotelephone and Radiotelegrapand
h) ;
Television Services.
Director of Operations, Radio
Broadcasting (Domestic or International). (This title includes those persons who are in charge directly, or
through subordinates, of the activities
of the various operating departments
of a network. It also includes assistants who are directly responsible to
the director of operations for the efficient functioning of the various operating departments of a network. It
does not include any directors or assistants concerned with sales, promotional, legal, tax, clerical and other
non-operating aspects of a network.)
Dispatcher, Radio Communications.
Electrician (All Around.)
Engineer, Professional or Technical.
(This title covers persons who are
actually engaged as engineers in the
operating or research phases of this
of educational backactivity
ground.) regardless
Engineering Draftsman, Design.

• Broadcast
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"dictionary"
when a detailed
breakdown
of the new
list will
be issued by the WMC to its local
offices to aid draft boards.
Local boards remain autonomous
in their decisions. Furthermore
a local Selective Service spokesman warned that forms known as
42-A as last amended Sept. 15,
1942 must be filed for all men in
the broadcasting industry considered essential by their employers,
even though their job titles are
contained in the revised list.

Communications

Foreman, Radio Communications
(Installation and Repair).
Inspector, Radio Communications
Equipment.
Installer, Radio Communications
Equipment.
Instructor, Training Program (Radio Communications). (This title covers only those persons engaged in the
occupations included in this list who,
because of their skill and experience,
are detailed as instructors in an established training program.)
Instrument Maker (All Around).
Machinist (All Around).
Maintenance Mechanic (Domestic
or International Broadcasting, and
Radio Communications).
Manager, Employment or Personnel.
Manager or Superintendent, Radio
Communications System or Station.
(This title covers those persons who
are actively engaged in supervising
directly, or through subordinates, various technical and operating departments of a system or station in the
radio communications industry. This
title covers, also, assistants who are
directly responsible to such managers
for the efficient functioning of the various technical and operating departments. It does not cover managers or
their assistants concerned with promotional, sales, legal, clerical, tax.
rate structure, or other segments of
a nonoperating character.)

.

.

.

Managing Editor, News, Special
Events or Public Affairs (Domestic
or International Broadcasting).
Mechanician, Radio Communication
Equipment.
(Domestic or InterNews Editor
national Broadcasting).
Newstional
EditorAnnouncer (InternaBroadcasting).
Plant Maintenance and Operations
Supervisor (Radio Communications).
Program Director
(Domestic or International Broadcasting).
Radio Broadcast Technician (All
Broadcasting).
(Domestic or International
Around)
Radio Communications Technician
(All Around).
Radio Telegrapher (This title covers radiotelegrapher of both stationary and mobile radio services.)
Radiophoto Operator.
aCommunic
onal Broadcast
ing.)
tions and Internati
Radio (Radio
Rigger
Station Manager
(Domestic
or
International Broadcasting ) .
nicatons).
Storekeeper,
Chief (Radio CommuTelevision Engineer.
Traffic Manager
(Domestic or International Broadcasting).
nications).
Traffic Supervisor (Radio CommuTranslator (International Broadcasting, Shortwave
Monitoring Services, or radio
communications).

February
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WJWC

A&P

Operation

WJWC, Chicago, using 5,000
watts on 1520 kc, and operated by
John W. Clarke, Chicago investment broker, last week notified the
FCC it was surrendering its license and will discontinue operation within the next few days.
Marshall Field 3d, owner of the
Chicago Sun, is a minority stockholder in the station.
The entire physical facilities and
transmission equipment of the station have been offered to the Government by Mr. Clarke. The employees were notified of the dissolution last Thursday by William
R. Cline, general manager.
Losing Money
In a letter to FCC Chairman
James L. Fly, Mr. Clarke stated
that the operation was losing money and that wartime conditions
made the development of wider
coverage impossible.

area."
The present stock alignment of
the corporation is: Mr. Clarke,
51%; Dr. Courrier, 41%; Doris
Keane, 4%
and Mr. Field 4%.
Outstanding debenture bonds of
the licensee corporation in the
principal sum of $150,000, issued
for station expansion last June,
are held by Mr. Field and Mr.
Clarke in the amount of $75,000
each.
Page
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CBS FOOD
SERIES
GREAT ATLANTIC & Pacific Tea
Co., New York (retail grocers), on
Feb. 17 begins a twice-weekly program at 11 a.m. on 32 CBS stations
as far west as Kansas City, area

To
Be
Suspended
Chicago Station Blames Loss
Of Revenue Due to War

"We have discussed the problem
of carrying on in the face of constant and regular operating losses.
We have considered our possible
duty of continuing the service, regardless of cost. While the public
of Chicago is not now receiving the
type and kind of service which we
intended to give that public, we
have reached the conclusion that
the service now received by the
public from other existing facilities will be adequate under present
conditions. . . ."
Liquidation of WJWC closes a
chapter in Chicago radio started
just one year ago with Mr. Clarke,
Mr. Field, Dr. George F. Courrier,
minister of Elgin, 111., and original owner of the station and Doris
Keane, formerly vice-president and
general manager, as the principals.
Last January Mr. Field acquired
30% interest in the station (then
operating with the call letters,
WHIP) for $50,000, and Mr.
Clarke, a 15% interest for $25,000.
Mr. Clarke last May purchased
26% of the stock from Mr. Field
and 10% of the stock from Dr.
Courrier, obtaining 51% or control
of the station.
The Hammond-Calumet Broadcasting Corp., licensee of the station, will be kept alive according
to Mr. Clarke, who wrote Chairman Fly "we hope when the time is
propitious to again ask the permission of the FCC to be the
grantee of a license and re-enter
the service of the public in our

STORES

F

most intensively covered by A&P's
retail outlets. The quarter-hour
series, to be heard Wednesdays and
Fridays, will be based on food talks
by a CBS newsman, as yet unselected, and advice to housewives on
how to buy food by a woman commentator.
Material will be made up in
Washington with all food reports
given
seenstars
fromwillthe
nation's
capital. asGuest
appear
and
occasional remote pickups from
commissaries of Army camps are
planned. Agency is Paris & Peart,
New York.

Knight on Leave
VICK KNIGHT, executive radio
producer of Biow Co. in the agency's Hollywood office, is on a twoweeks' leave of absence because of
illness, according to Milton H
Biow, nard
president
of the radio
agency.
BerProckter, Biow
director
in the New York office, is now in
Mrs. Mullane Bares the Consequences
DELUGE of pennies was the result of a Staten Island housewife's
wrong answer to a question asked
her by Ralph Edwards (above) on
the Jan. 23 Truth or Consequences,
sponsored by Procter & Gamble Co.,
Cincinnati, on NBC.
Mrs. Dennis Mullane was asked,
"How many kings of England possessed the name of Henry" and
when she mistakenly guessed five,
Edwards suggested as her "consequences" that listeners send her
one-cent contributions to buy War
Bonds for her son Harold, a 17year-old Marine.
Mrs. Mullane had received 200,000 letters by last Wednesday with
no let-up in sight. Although NBC
has sent to her house a staff of
15 persons to help her open the mail

750

kw.

and count the cash — the average
seems to run 3 to 4 cents per letter
— it doesn't look as though the official total, either of individual letters or amount collected, could possibly be added up for another week
or so.
Besides the letters, packages by
the score have been arriving. Post
office regulations provide that they
must be delivered to Mrs. Mullane's
home in West Brighton, Staten
Island, N. Y., so huge mail trucks,
filled with packages containing
gifts for her son, roll up to her
door. One radio listener sent a bank
with 304 pennies; another sent 186
coppers and a grandmother of 13
children sent a penny for each
grandchild. Some letters contained
quarters, half dollars and currency.

Authorized

for

WLW

Adjunct
at
Request
of
OWI
EVEN THOUGH the FCC ordered
probably to be used for longwave,
rather than international shorttermination of the 500,000-watt opwave broadcasting. If it is used
eration of WLW's developmental
for shortwave, the transmitter may
transmitter effective the first of
be split up into several 250,000
the year, that transmitter, using
watt units.
the call letters W8XO, has been
authorized to continue operation
Litigation Pending
with power up to 750,000 watts for
After the FCC denied the appliexperimental purposes. The plant —
cation of the WLW adjunct for auhighest powered in the continent
thority to experiment with 750,000
and probably in the world — is earwatts during early morning hours
marked for psychological warfare
and had terminated its authorizaservice at points unknown sometion to operate with 500,000 watts
time in the future.
during the early morning, Crosley
At the request of OWI, it was
Corp., licensee, appealed last month
learned last week, the WLW transmitter was authorized by the FCC
to the Court of Appeals. That litigation now is pending.
to continue engineering tests with
The new authorization, presumapeak power, which probably will
bly for the purpose of getting the
reach 750,000 watts. In the near
"bugs"
out of 750,000-watt operafuture, it is thought, the transmitter will be sent abroad as part of
tion preparatory to war shipment,
the psychological warfare effort,
was said to have no bearing what-

1, 1943
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Hollywood
handle
Mr. Although
Knight's
duties
untilto his
return.
it has been rumored that Mr.
Knight had handed in his resignation, no confirmation could be obtained from Mr. Biow.
Kaltenborn

Tonr

H. V. KALTENBORN, NBC news
analyst, leaves Feb. 19 when the;
commentator sets out on a flying,
trip to Latin America to study
conditions there. He will visit Cuba,!
Puerto Rico, Brazil, Trinidad, Pan-j
ama and Mexico in a three-week]
tour, returning to New York for}
his March 15 broadcast on NBC
He will also make periodic broad
casts from Mexico City during the
trip, but his regular five-weekly
7:45 p.m. news spot will be filled by
a substitute program.

ever on the Commission's denial of
the formal applications. It was re
garded entirely as a matter having'
to do with the war effort. The sta-,
tion continues to use the developmental call letters W8XO, rather
than a new set of call letters whichj
might have been assigned for thej
experimental operation.
It was pointed out that the tests'
are purely of an engineering orl
technical character, and have nol
bearing on program operations, j
Crosley engineers were instructed!
to report the results, so that cover- \
age and related data on peak power :
performance could be ascertained.!
Operation with 750,000 watts, according to engineering opinion,!
would constitute the highest power!
used for broadcast transmissions.'
While power of that order is re- 1
ported to have been used in Europe
— notably Russia — engineers point
out that different methods of measurement are employed. In this counrated off the antenna,
try power
rather
thanis input.
• Broadcast
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Sanders
Reintroduced
Holmes

Measure
by

REVIVAL of the Sanders Bill, to
•eorganize the FCC and spell out
inany of its functions, with the
possibility of legislative action at
;he current session, was seen last
veek with the reintroduction of
he measure by Rep. Pehr G.
Holmes (R-Mass.) in the House.
The new bill (HR-1490) was
offered last Monday and promptly
yvas referred to the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Comnittee, which held hearings on the
jriginal measure last session. With
ompletion of the organization of
;he committee for the new term,
it was indicated that Chairman Lea
(D-Cal.) shortly would appoint a
subcommittee to study the voluminous testimony and perhaps
draft a new committee bill.
Action Significant
It was indicated in Chairman
Lea's behalf that he had no concrete plan of action and that the
first step was the naming of a
subcommittee — probably of five or
seven — to evaluate the evidence and
make recommendations on revision
of the new bill or drafting of a
committee bill. Chairman Lea himJself, it was thought, probably
would undertake the chairmanship
of the subcommittee.
The action last week was regarded as significant, in the light
of the overwhelming vote of the
JljlHouse on the Cox Resolution
H (HRes-21) for a far-reaching inIquiry into the FCC and the stewardship of its personnel [Broadcasting, Jan. 25]. Just prior to
ijpithat action, question was raised
|on the House floor regarding a
^full-scale industry
inquiry and
s broadening of the scope of the
Cox Resolution. This was met with
the observation by Interstate Commerce Committee members that
they had already conducted the
inquiry, having heard representa-

BROADCASTING

Adds

SAVINGS BANKS of New York
Bill
Revived
in
House
State,
continuing their statewide
tives of the industry and of the
have seven members, but three
campaign to promote thrift and
members each would be appointed
FCC, pro and con, on the original
savings during 1943, will compleSanders Bill. The FCC opposed the
ment an intensive newspaper drive
to a particular division with the
Sanders measure in the form it was
with
three to six announcements
chairman to serve as executive offiintroduced, while the NAB gave
cer, with no regular duties on
weekly on 10 women's participait full support.
either division.
tion programs in nine New York
cities. Special promotion augments
Keen observers thought that the
The division of public communicaoutcome of the Cox inquiry would
tions would have jurisdiction over
the newspaper and radio advertising through distribution to war
all broadcast and related matters,
have a bearing on legislative acplants of a special booklet Spend,
tion at this session. If that inquiry,
and that of private communicaSucker, Spend, and a film titled
tions over services in the common
slated to get under way about midcarrier field. Each division would
"Your Dollars — In Uniform".
March, according to its chairman,
Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
have its own chairman, with the
Rep. Cox (D-Ga.), supports the
York.
chairman of the full commission
contentions of members of Conto serve on a division only when
gress that the FCC has not functhere is a vacancy.
tioned pursuant to the statute, and
Grove Extends
Clearly delineated in the bill
that there are loopholes in the law,
would be provisions for hearing
then it was felt that speedy legisGROVE LABS., St. Louis (Bromo(Continued on page 51)
lative action might be taken.
Vitamins) has exQuinine,tendedDaily
Cox Committee at Work
its schedules three to four
SEP Plans Drive
Some question was raised
weeks on over 100 stations curCURTIS PUBLISHING Co., Philrently carrying announcements and
whether Congress would be disadelphia,
has
appointed
MacFarposed to effect a revamping of the
programs. Commitments were to
land, Aveyard & Co., Chicago, to
February. Simultaneously,
expire
Commission through "ripper" or
handle promotion on the Saturday
schedules
reorganization legislation during
company
Evening Post. Campaign of spot
on most ofhastheintensified
stations with copy
the war. In that connection it was
announcements on an extensive list
on Daily Vitamins.
thought that if no immediate need
emphasisM.placed
of stations to start Feb. 16 is planned.
Russel
Seeds Co., Chicago, is
was found for a reorganization as
agency.
a result of the Cox hearing and of
the subcommittee's consideration,
a proposed law might be drafted
Cox
House
Committee
Asks
to become effective after the war
is won.
Rep. Jared Y. Sanders (D-La.),
author of the original measure in
the House last session, was defeated in the elections last November. The Committee, when the
session closed, had concluded hearings on his bill, however, and a
subcommittee was to have been appointed. Subsequent defeat of Rep.
Sanders, plus the status of emergency war legislation, however, resulted in the decision to withhold
that action until the new Congress
and the designation of new committee personnel.
Appeals Liberalized
Meanwhile, Rep. Cox plunged
into the task of organizing for the
FCC inquiry. His five-man select
committee met last Tuesday for
discussion of preliminaries and
consideration of appropriations, as
well as a committee staff. No announcement was made following
the meeting, though Rep. Cox indicated that selection of chief
counsel and chief investigator
might be made shortly.
It was indicated a fund of
$60,000 will be sought to get the inquiry under way, probably by midMarch. Members of this committee, in addition to Chairman Cox,
who loosed a vitriolic attack on FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly in
jamming through his inquiry resolution, are Hart, N. J., and Magnuson, Wash., Democrats; and
Wigglesworth, Mass., and Miller,
Mo., Republicans.
The Holmes Bill, like the Sanders

JUST BACK from Australia, where
he served as MBS correspondent,
Frank J. Cuhel (left) was tendered
a luncheon Jan. 15. Miller McClintock, recently installed MBS president, is greeting Mr. Cuhel.

Group

Bill, provides for two separate autonomous FCC divisions — one of
public communications and the
other of private communications.
The Commission would continue to

• Broadcast
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FCC
of
Probe
For
$60,000
AN INITIAL fund of $60,000 to
Judge Cox's principal target,
launch its investigation into the
though he indicated the investigaFCC will be sought by the five-man
tion would go into all phases of
select committee authorized by the
FCC
operation since its creation in
House to conduct the inquiry, Rep.
1934.
E. E. Cox (D-Ga.), chairman, anThere is no present plan, Judge
nounced last Wednesday following
ing.
Cox said, to open up the inquiry
the committee's organization meetinto a general industry investigation. The committee's findings, howApproval of the budget is seen
ever, will be with a view to remewithout serious opposition, in view
dial legislation, he said. The House
of the overwhelming vote of the
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
House Jan. 19 in support of the
Committee is charged with the origCox resolution, with only two disination of radio legislation and
cernible dissents. The budget renow has before it the modified
quest will go to the House AcSanders bill, reintroduced last
counts Committee prior to floor acweek
by Rep. Holmes (R-Mass.).
tion— probably this week.
At its organization meeting last
The committee, according to
Tuesday, Judge Cox declared, his
Chairman Cox, will appoint its staff
five-man committee discussed genof attorneys and investigators as
erally the preliminary plans for the
soon as funds are available, preinquiry. He indicated frequent
paratory to launching the public
meetings would be held in connechearings, now scheduled to get untion with selection of personnel and
der way about mid-March.
in
preparing
material for the openSelection of counsel will be one
ing of the inquiry. It is likely that
of the first actions of the commitall members of the FCC, plus detee, Chairman Cox said, with the
partment heads, will be called durlikelihood that one or more aping the earlier stages of the inpointments will be announced durquiry.
ing the next fortnight. A number
That the probe will go beyond
of names are under consideration
routine FCC activities was made
for the key post of chief counsel,
clear by Judge Cox. He said attenhe asserted.
tion will be given its war activities
Questioned regarding suggestions
and relationship with the Board of
War Communications, also headed
that the inquiry, aimed at purported "bureaucracy" and "Comby
Chairmanupon
Fly. Army
Effect and
of BWC's
operations
Navy
munism" on the FCC, be broadened
to encompass the whole industry,
communications will be studied,
based on data in committee hands.
Judge Cox said the committee proposes at this time only to carry out
Rep. Voorhis (D-Cal.) on Jan. 22
the mandate of the House, which
praised the FCC for its AT&T
covers an investigation of the FCC
rate cut [Broadcasting, Jan. 25].
and the stewardship of its execuHe said the saving was many times
tives and personnel. Chairman
tivities.
the FCC appropriation for all acJames
Lawrence
Fly has been
February
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Meetings

IRE

Regional
Linked

by

Sessions

Chairman Fly's address, delivered from the Washington section's banquet in the Willard Hotel
before high ranking military communications officers, civilian production officials and research engineers, praised the job radio
engineers are doing to win the
war, but urged that "the rate of
engineering progress must be
maintained".
Speed Needed
"The engineering marvel of January may be the obsolete technique of December," Mr. Fly
warned. "The enemy, too, has
skilled engineers and must not be
underrated.
"If American forces are to advance with superior communications equipment, the rate of engineering progress must be maintained and indeed accelerated. If
the enemy engineers are good, our
own are and must be even better."
The FCC-BWC chairman told
the IRE that the merits of radio's
job so far in the war warranted
some satisfaction. He reviewed the
achievements in converting the industry and congratulated the engineers on "the completeness, efficiency and smoothness with which
you have done the job."
Mr. Fly paid tribute to the eagerness with which the engineers
faced inventing, designing and
manufacturing jobs "seemingly
impossible, and as demanding in
ingenuity and hard work". He described the new electronics tools
needed by the military and said:
"After such equipment has been
invented and designed, it must be
manufactured. It's one thing to
invent a new radio circuit or design a new piece of apparatus ; it's
something else again to put that
12

Reports

apparatus into mass production,
with a minimum of delay and a
maximum saving of scarce raw

Radio

For Fly Talk
USING radio to conserve transportation, the Institute of Radio Engineers last Thursday held simultaneous conferences in New York,
Washington, Boston, Detroit, Montreal, Toronto, Cincinnati, St.
Louis, Kansas City, Portland, Ore.,
and San Francisco, with the main
address of the evening, that of
James Lawrence Fly, FCC Chairman, from Washington, brought to
all 11 conferneces, as well as to
thousands of other IRE members
in their homes, through a CBS
broadcast, 10:30-10:45 p.m.
This broadcast and the local
meetings replaced the usual threeday mid-winter convention in New
York. Broadcast also brought a
message from the new IRE president, Dr. Lynde P. Wheeler, chief
of technical information division,
FCC, who was introduced by the
past president, Arthur F. Von
Dyck, director of RCA license laboratories.
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materials."
Preceding this nationwide broadcast, the New York meeting heard
an address by Sir Noel Ashbridge,
chief engineer of the BBC, shortwaved from London, also through
the cooperation of CBS. Describing the technical difficulties of
operation during enemy bombings
and air raid alarms, when stations
must be taken off the air promptly
to prevent their use by enemy aircraft as electrical landmarks, and
the repair of bomb damage to stations and to lines, he said that in
spite of some close misses the service has never lost a minute at a
time when it was vital that it be
on the air with information essential to public welfare.
Rapid Expansion
Technical session in Washington
Thursday afternoon was devoted to
a study of radio's war work on both
military and civilian war fronts,
with speeches by Frank H. Mcintosh, WPB Radio Division civilian radio chief; Brig. Gen. Frank
E. Stoner, director of Army Communications; Capt. Carl F. Holden,
director of Naval Communications;
Roy C. Corderman, OWI Bureau of
Communications Facilities.
Mr. Mcintosh's speech reviewed
WPB's job in directing the production of the vastly expanded electronics industry. "Before the war,"
McINTOSH

EXPLAINS

CIVILIAN PARTS PLAN
PREDICTION that WPB will be
able to meet skeleton requirements
of nonmilitary radio for vacuum
tubes and replacement parts, was
voiced at the IRE Washington Section's meeting last Thursday by
Frank H. Mcintosh, chief of the
Domestic and Foreign Radio Branch
of WPB's Radio & Radar Division.
Explaining that long runs of the
same item are necessary for efficient
production, Mr. Mcintosh outlined
briefly the program for a standardproduction
that ized
will
meet ofthe"Victory
needs Models"
of 90%
of the nation's radio receivers.
The WPB spokesman said scheduling of civilian production would
be handled so it would not interfere
with military needs, but would make
more efficient use of existing facilities.
Victory Models had been adopted,
Mr. Mcintosh said, after a study
by WPB. To achieve long runs. The
program called for a review of designs, simplification of equipment,
and standardization of components.
Support for standardization programs like Mr. Mcintosh proposed
was expressed in the speech read
to the meeting for Capt. Carl F.
Holden, Director of Naval Communications, who declared that "we
are now able to achieve standardization under pressure of war, which
could never have been achieved
otherwise. After the war, the industry will never regret this."

2, 1943

on

Work
War
"When you're on Guadalcanal,
and you have no equipment, it
doesn't do you a bit of good to
have a lot on order," the message
said. "You are better off with something that works a little bit, than

RADIO CONVENTION of 11 IRE
Sections was addressed Jan. 28 by
FCC-BWC Chairman James Lawrence Fly, from the Washington
Section's banquet in the Hotel
Willard. With Mr. Fly is Clyde M.
Hunt, chief engineer of WJSV,
Washington, new chairman of IRE
Washington Section.
he said, "we never dreamed the radio business would be expanded to
the extent it is today. A month's
production in 1943 will amount to
more than the entire output of
"In vacuum tubes, the contrast is
even more marked. At the pre-war
rate,
1941. a" century of production would
have been required to meet our
needs in 1943. Engineers have developed machinery for producing
tubes so that some that formerly
were made at a rate of 21 a week,
are now turned out by the thousands in the same period.
Mr. Mcintosh said the program
for transmitters and electronic
equipment would be $4,000,000,000
this year, four times the figure of
1942. He expressed confidence this
would be met, or that "if we don't
approach it, we'll come darned
Gen. Stoner described the operation of the Army communications
system,
close." a worldwide setup maintained by the Signal Corp. Although his description was seriously hampered by military secrecy,
he was able to give a picture of the
Signal Corps work. "If you want
to guess the number of radio stations we maintain," Gen. Stoner
said, "take any number, multiply it
by five, and chances are you'll still
be only about 25% right."
Types of Equipment
The Signal Corps uses 4,500
types of communication equipment,
Gen. Stoner said, and since this is
a communications war, the Army
depends on radio. "Communications have to keep up with the
troops," he explained, "so our
Army requires equipment that is
sturdy, that can be thrown in the
water, and meet the thousands of
knocks
willengineers
get."
A callitfor
to rush their
ideas into production instead of
seeking scientific perfection was
voiced by Capt. Holden, whose
speech was read by Com. G. B.
Myers of his staff, after the Naval
communications director had been
disabled by a cold.
BROADCASTING

Capt. at
Holden
nothing
all." asked that production engineers and design engineers
work together from the moment
a new idea is born, so problems of
manufacturing may be eliminated
and the idea rushed into use.
Capt. Holden asked for lighter
equipment, for new testing machinery, for standardization of parts,
and finally for "a Henry Kaiser
or Willow Run of radio and electronics manufacturing." He predicted that such developments
would later react to the benefit of
commercial radio.
Last talk of the afternoon was by
Mr. Corderman, who reviewed the
U. S. efforts in overseas broadcasts,
outlining OWI's program for 22 new
shortwave transmitters. The first
of these will be delivered late in
February, he said, and the last,
early next year.
Production of the transmitters
has been so scheduled to avoid interference with military needs, he
explained. He pointed out that in
1942, the Germans, despite their
general production pinch, were
building 12 or more 200,000 watt
transmitters.
New officers of the Washington
section, installed at the evening
banquet before Chairman Fly spoke,
are: Clyde M. Hunt, chairman; J.
D. Wallace, vice chairman, and
H. A. Burroughs, secretary-treasurer. Capt. E. M. Webster, Coast
Guard, retiring chairman, introduced the new officers.
Chief speaker of the New York
evening meeting, which was a joint
session of the IRE with the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, was Dr. George C. Southworth of Bell Telephone Laboratories. Speaking on the subject
"Beyond the Ultra Shorts", he
visualized the use of microwaves —
with frequencies above a billion
cycles a second — for both television and general communication.
With high directivity, following the
line of sight and so not interfering
wth signals beyond their useful
range, these waves may be conducted from generator to antenna
through wave guide tubes instead
of in wires or coaxial cables, he
said.
After a technical session in the
morning, the afternoon meeting
opened with the induction of the
new president, followed by the
award of the institute's medal of
honor to William Wilson, recently
retired after 28 years with the Bell
System, for "his achievements in
the development of modern electronics, including its application to
radio-telephony, and for his contributions to the welfare and work of
theRemainder
institute." of the afternoon meet(Continued on page 4,0)
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in Iowa — especially when you remember that,
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REMOTES

Petrillo
Recall
May
Probers
Senate
he thought he ought to review the
Rosenbaum
Offers Plan
for the employment of live musicase and that if he didn't "another
cians.
court will". The original case, disTo Apportion Cost
The juke-box was cited particumissed by Judge Barnes, already
Of Records
larly by Mr. Rosenbaum as a user
has been taken to the Supreme
who should be paying a portion of
Court by the Department of Justice
PROSPECTS for recalling AFM
the AFM bill. Motion pictures, too,
and awaits trial.
President James C. Petrillo by the
were drawn in. Whereas larger
Yet another development, viewed
Senate Probe Committee, to check
radio stations now pay approxiwith considerable significance, was
discrepancies in testimony previmately 5V2% of their gross income
a communication to all broadcastously given by himself and by
for live musicians, he said that
ers last Tuesday by Samuel R.
Joseph A. Padway, AFM general
under the plan he proposed this
Rosenbaum, president of WFIL,
counsel, and also to look into other
expenditure might be reduced to
Philadelphia, former chairman of
AFM developments since the ini1% or 2% if other users paid roytial appearances last month, are
Independent Radio Network Affilialties on an equitable basis.
ates
and
one
of
the
most
active
seen by Chairman D. Worth Clark
Based on testimony adduced at
figures in the original negotiations
(D-Ida.) of the committee. Chairthe hearings, Mr. Rosenbaum estiwith AFM in 1937-38. Mr. Rosenman Clark did not indicate when
mated that approximately $150,baum steadfastly had opposed the
the hearings would be resumed, as000,000 represents the annual gross
all-out fight of the industry against
serting the five-man committee
of juke-boxes. If a 4% royalty facPetrillo and AFM, holding that
was awaiting action of the AFM
tor for his proposed employment
international board on the whole
there was merit in the unemployfund
were invoked, this would proment claim of Petrillo.
recording situation preparatory to
duce about $6,000,000 to operate a
In his explanatory statement,
evolving future plans.
system "for the employment and
Mr.
Rosenbaum
alluded
to
direct
Before the committee resumes its
encouragement of live musicians".
quotation from his original statehearings, with testimony expected
At an average of $1,000 per annum
ment on the AFM situation at the
for
parttime employment, he said,
from opponents of the Petrillo poSenate hearings. He said he wished
sition, an analysis will be made of
this fund would provide work for
to make it clear why he felt the
the proposals for an armistice in
some 5,800, while at an average of
official position of the industry has
the recording ban, or for its full
$2,000 for fulltime employment, it
been "more anti-broadcasters than
settlement, to be drawn by the AFM
would provide livelihood for 2,900
skilled musicians.
it was anti-Petrillo". Stating flatly
board. Commitment to this end
that he thought radio was carrywas made to the committee by
Mr. Rosenbaum pointed out that
ing too much of the AFM load, Mr.
Mr. Petrillo in his appearances
amendments
to the copyright laws
Rosenbaum said he proposed that
Jan. 12-13.
would
be
necessary
to make such
all commercial users of records conroyalties
collectible.
With
such legRestores Remotes
tribute afair royalty to an employislation, he said, an organization
ment fund to be operated under
There has been spirited activity
could be set up in which the union,
independent control. Credit against
the public and the industry could
on several fronts involving the musuch a royalty obligation would
sic recording ban since the Senate
have adequate representation and
necessarily be allowed any comhearings recessed. Withdrawal on
confidence. He suggested that the
mercial user of records for the
Jan. 19 by Petrillo of remote name
(Continued on page 50)
amount of expenditures he makes
bands from both CBS and the
BLUE, occasioned by the unwillingness of Hugh J. Brennen, owner
Federal
Court
Studies
AFM
of WJAS and KQV, Pittsburgh,
to agree to a demand for an increased budget for musicians,
caused considerable consternation.
The remotes were restored, however, on Jan. 26.
Reports also were received that
a controversy had developed in
Louisville between the AFM local
and both WINN, BLUE outlet,
and WGRC, MBS affiliate, over
increased union demands.
Meanwhile, significance was attached to the action last Monday
(Jan. 25) of Federal Judge John
P. Barnes in reserving decision on
the AFM motion to dismiss the Department of Justice anti-trust suit
against AFM. Whereas this jurist
acted summarily last October in
throwing the Government out of
court, he withheld decision on the
amended complaint of Assistant
Attorney General Thurman Arnold,
argued last Monday. The amended
complaint pcsed the question whether a union could use "organized
coercion to eliminate competing
businesses" and mentioned particularly the plight of small stations
dependent upon recordings.
Judge Barnes, in taking the case
under advisement, said the new
complaint made allegations that
"gave me pause". He commented
Page
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Suit,

Reopened

AFTER HEARING oral arguments last Monday on the AFM
motion to dismiss the anti-trust
suit, reopened against the union by
the Dept. of Justice in Federal District Court in Chicago, Judge John
P. Barnes reserved his decision,
and asked both Thurman Arnold,
Asst. Attorney General, who appeared for the Government, and
Joseph A. Padway, AFM counsel,
to file briefs in support of their
positions by Feb. 1 and reply briefs
not later than Feb. 8.
New

Developments

"Although I am content that my
previous decision of Oct. 12 dismissing this suit covers the case in
general I want to think over these
new allegations brought by the
Dept. of Justice", Judge Barnes
told Mr. Padway, who had sought,
in an hour-and-20-minute argument, to prove that the AFM recording ban involved a labor dispute and therefore the union was
immune from any court action under the Norris-LaGuardia Act.
Mr. Arnold, in a 15-minute
pleading, contended that no labor
dispute was involved, that under

I, 1943

in

Chicago

the new complaint the AFM was
charged with conspiracy to drive
independent radio stations out of
business. Mr. Arnold said further
that certain developments since the

RESTORED

TO CBS AND
BLUE
REMOTE dance band pickups,
withdrawn from CBS and the
BLUE [Broadcasting, Jan. 25],
were restored last Tuesday by the
American Federation of Musicians
following settlement of differences
between the AFM local in Pittsburgh and WJAS and KQV, CBS
and BLUE outlets, respectively.
nen.
Stations are owned by H. J. BrenLocal break occurred during nefor a newandcontract
between the gotiations
stations
the AFM
local following expiration of the
previous contract. Union asked for
increased terms of employment for
the staff men; stations countered
with a request that the annual
period of employment be shortened.
In the absence of Mr. Brennen from
Pittsburgh, negotiations broke
down, following which the national
union withdrew the remotes from
the two networks.
Settlement represents a compromise, with the terms of the former
contracts being continued for the
time being. It was understood that
this is only a temporary arrangement, with negotiations to be resumed in Pittsburgh in the spring,
following the return of Mr. Brennen from Miami.
Continental Continues
CONTINENTAL BAKING Co.,
New York, which started its 1943
spot campaign for Wonder Bread
this month, has decided to continue
the announcements on an average
of about 15 per week throughout
the year. Station list is not available, although it is understood to be
a large one. Agency is Ted Bates
Inc., New York.
Feenamint

in Hawaii

WHITE

LABS., New York (Feenamint), on a 39-week contract
which started Jan. 21, is sponsoring a transcribed version of the
weekly half-hour program Double
or Nothing on KGMB Honolulu,
and KHBC Hilo. Firm sponsors the
live series on MBS. Agency is William Esty & Co., New York.

Judge Barnes'
12 decision
warranted that theOct.
motion
to dismiss
be denied and that the case be
heard on its merits.
These developments, Mr. Arnold
said, were: (1) the extension of
the recording ban by James C.
Petrillo, AFM president, to include
transcriptions broadcast just once;
(2) the Senate hearings investigating Petrillo and the AFM, and (3)
the Supreme Court decision upholding the conviction of the American
Medical Assn. for violation of the
anti-trust laws.
When Mr. Padway told the
court that the case will be eventually reviewed in the Supreme
Court "so that we know where we
stand", Judge Barnes leaned across
the bench and said crisply: "I
value my opinions as highly as
anyone else's and
case should be
court, I will do
(Continued

if I feel that this
decided in this
so regardless of
on page 50)

BROADCASTING

BLACKOUT IN DENVER was described recently over KOA from a
Civil Air Patrol plane. Loading
shortwave equipment aboard the
plane,
to 20-minute
blackoutpreparatory
broadcast are
(1 to r) :
Maj. H. R. Smethills, commanding officer, Wing 83 CAP; Lt. J. R.
Perkins, pilot; Capt. Robert H.
Owen, assistant manager and engineer in charge, KOA, who is
CAP wing communication officer.
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Congress
'States' Rights' Cry Presages
Revival of Radio Headache

In
Compton
Test
Robert Sloane to Do Serial
In Quest for New

Ideas

FIRST AUTHOR to be signed up
by Compton Adv. Inc., New York,
under the agency's plan to find and
develop new writers for the daytime serial field [Broadcasting,
Dec. 21] is Robert Sloane, freelance writer who is currently
scripting Commandos, Sunday evening dramatic series on CBS. Program which Sloane will write for
Compton is the story of a young
minister titled Mr. Jonathan.
Initial contract calls for four
weeks scripts, or 20 episodes of the
drama, which Compton will purchase at a nominal fee. If these are
satisfactory, the agency will offer
to renew the contract for another
four weeks at the same figure.
If, after several renewals, Compton and the writer are both satisfied that the story sequence can be
sustained indefinitely, program will
be tested on the air, either on a
regional network or via transcriptions in selected cities. If this test
is successful, Procter & Gamble Co.
will sponsor the program on a nationwide network.
Plan to attract writers who have
proved their ability in other fields
of writing to daytime serials by
paying for their experimental
scripts was develeped by Procter &
Gamble, which is underwriting the
venture, and Compton, which is
working with writers interested in
trying to write serial dramas.
Sponsor and agency both hope that
the scheme will result in new ideas
and techniques that will revitalize
this type of program.
Heavy

Radio

Schedule

Planned by Drug Firm
McKESSON & ROBBINS, New
York, to inform its employes and
salesmen how the 1943 advertising
appropriation of $1,500,000 will be
spent, is distributing a six-page
folder including individual schedules for Calox, Bexel, Soretone,
Abolene and Yodora.
Spot announcements in 56 cities
will be used to promote Calox tooth
powder. News programs and spot
announcements are scheduled on
64 stations to advertise Bexel Vitamin B capsules. Plans are under
way to add 14 more stations to the
latter list during 1943. One-minute
dramatic transcriptions are slated
for Soretone, and radio will be
used throughout the year for both
Abolene cleansing cream and Yodora deodorant. Agency is J. D.
Tarcher & Co., New York.
Hoover 4E' Special
HOOVER SWEEPER Co., Canton, O., on Feb. 2 will sponsor a
special half-hour broadcast on 39
Mutual stations in honor of the
joint Army-Navy
presented to the firm"E"foraward
outstanding achievement in war production.
M.c. of the program is Mutual
commentator Fulton Lewis Jr.
Agency is Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Page
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Saving

THE

FARGO PHEASANT FETE brings out smiles of satisfaction from NBC
executives attending WD AY banquet held Jan. 27 at Hotel Ambassador,
New York, for Free & Peters, station's national representatives, and
NBC sales and station relation departments. Seated are Mrs. Barney
Lavin, Barney Lavin, manager of WDAY, and H. Preston Peters, president of Free & Peters. NBC officials standing are William S. Hedges,
vice-president for station relations; Frank Mullen, vice-president and
general manager, and Clarence L. Menser, vice-president in charge of
programs. Some 70, including wives of radio men, attended the dinner.

Hedges

Tells

Proper

Publicity

Network's
In

Eastern

Opening

NBC
Is

Necessary

Affiliates Discuss

District

NBC's second annual war clinic
series got under way last Thursday at the Waldorf-Astoria, New
York, where more than 100 executives of NBC and the network's
eastern affiliates gathered in a
two-day session to discuss the outlook for 1943, with special emphasis on how both the network and
the stations can best coordinate
their activities with the national
war effort.
Arranged by William S. Hedges,
NBC vice-president in charge of
stations, the New York clinic
opened with a welcoming address
by Paul W. Morency, eastern district member of the network's
planning and advisory committee.
Talks on the various aspects of
network operation, given by top
NBC executives, occupied the first
day's meeting, while the Friday
sessions were devoted chiefly to
general and group discussions. At
the conclusion of the New York
meeting the network executives departed for Richmond, Va., where
the second clinic begins this morning (Feb. 1).
Broadcaster a Leader
Terming public relations the
"perpetual No. 1 problem" of
broadcasting, Mr. Hedges stressed
the point that "the power of broadcasting to mold public opinion, to
arouse emotion, to inspire action,
points clearly to the necessity for
the ever pervading shadow of good
public relations to be in our consciousness at all times."
"The broadcaster," Mr. Hedges
declared, "must take his place
alongside of the newspaper pub-

1, 1 943

Committee

Meeting

in

War
New

Problems
York

lisher as a community leader. To
take that place requires a public
consciousness which can view
broadcasting as a long-lived industry, not as a means of turning
a quick dollar, but as a business
from which healthy profits will
come to support a discriminating
schedule of programs designed to
play an important role in commuStating that the task calls for
nity life."balance between network
a proper
and local programs, he continued
that: "successful public relations
programming requires first, the
ability to analyze the community's
likes and dislikes, its needs, its
shortcomings, and then to build intel igently aschedule of programs
that will help the community to
grow and prosper and to become a
better place to live in, because
you had recognized your opportunity to serve your own community."No Sponsor Control
In addition to dealing with his
listening public, the broadcaster's
public relations also include dealing with the representatives of
the public, notably Congi'ess, Mr.
Hedges said. Pointing out that
some Congressmen are bothered by
vague fears that advertisers are
using the commentators they sponsor for "insidious campaigns of
propaganda," he declared:
"It is the job of broadcasting
to make clear to Congress that no
commercial sponsors control the
thoughts of their commentators;
that sponsors are barred from advocating or opposing legislation,
BROADCASTING

OLD bugaboo of daylight saving vs. standard time has bobbed
up in Congress and in the States,
and bids fair to inspire radio's
perennial headaches over what time
prevails where.
In addition
to Georgia's
act last
week
terminating
its recognition
of
Eastern War Time and shifting to
Central War Time, delegations
from Michigan and Ohio are in
Washington belaboring Congress to
gives the States autonomy in selection of "fast" or other time. The
biggest complaint has come from
farm communities, it is reported.
Representatives Urge Repeal
The Attorney General, it was
learned, has been asked by members of the Michigan congressional
delegation to give an opinion on
the constitutionality of the law enacted on Jan. 20, 1942, at the request of President Roosevelt, placing the entire nation on war time.
Two concurrent resolutions have
been introduced in the House seeking repeal quirement
of the
nationwide
reand urging
that the
power of governing and regulating
business of the individual States be
returned to their legislatures (see
page
38). in effect, abolished dayGeorgia,
light saving time when Gov. Ellis
Arnall last Thursday signed into
immediate law a bill changing the
State's time from Eastern War
Time to Central War Time, which
puts Georgia on a basis of normal
Eastern Standard Time.
Commenting that abolition of
daylight saving time was "a fine
thing", Gov.
Arnallp.m.
signed
the
measure
at 12:30
(EWT),
only a few minutes after it had
passed the House by an overwhelming vote. The State Senate previously had approved the bill.
As the Governor signed the
measure he proclaimed that the
official time in Georgia "is now
11:30 a.m. Central War Time".
state or nation; that if the commentator should get into the realm
of controversy the broadcaster will
and does provide time to responsible persons who hold opposing
views.
"It should be made clear that
through commercial sponsorship,
whether news or comment or entertainment, the American public
is assured of maintaining its broadcasting system as a fair and impartial medium. Only through commercial sponsorship can broadcasting be kept out of Govex-nment
ownership and hence the domination of any one political party.
Thus, commercial sponsorship is
the means of assuring a freedom
of the air based upon the guarantee of freedom of speech contained
in the Bill of Rights."
Despite wartime conditions,
NBC's net revenue in 1942 was 7%
ahead of the 1941 figure, Roy C.
Witmer, vice-president in charge
(Continued on page 49)
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WORLD
Radio
With

Reached
News

Hooper

Survey

In; Networks

of
Shows

Followed

BUILDUP GIVEN last week's radio announcement of President
Roosevelt's conference with Prime
Minister Winston Churchill at
Casablanca brought the peoples of
the world en masse to their radio
sets on a scale of "simultaneous"
radio listening seldom surpassed in
the history of broadcasting.
Newspaper and radio announcements, both long and shortwave,
preceded the revelation of the historic meeting, urging all to "tune
in to your radio at 10 p.m. Jan. 26
for an announcement of vital importance."
Networks Carry News
In this country alone, 56,560,000
adults or 71.0 of the set-owners
heard the 10 p.m. report according
to a special survey made for CBS
by C. E. Hooper Inc. This total is
exceeded only by the 62,100,000
adult listeners tuning to President
Roosevelt's war message on Dec. 9,
1941, and the 61,365,000 adults recorded by Hooper as hearing Roosevelt's "Three Purposes of the War"
speech on Feb. 23, 1942.
All four major networks, of
course, carried the announcement
at the appointed hour, following

WANTED—
A
SUPER
SALESMAN
If you are unusually successfull in any job that involves
selling radio time or service
— and have had experience
selling program ideas, here
is an opportunity such as
has rarely been offered in
radio before —
— an opportunity of almost
unlimited future, and with
an excellent present (salary
plus).
The man we want may now
be the star salesman of a
good radio station, or its
sales manager. He may be a
network man or a radiominded account executive in
an advertising agency . . .
The qualifications desired
are: Radio experience; unsurpassed sales ability; fine
personal character; stability
of temperament; age over
38 — or 4-F!
Our own organization knows
of this advertisement. Write
fully, and if possible please
send photograph. Address
Box 251
BROADCASTING
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Huge

Audience

Roosevelt

Trip

56,560,000

Listened

News

With

Adults

Commentaries

up the startling news with reports
and analyses from their correspondents and commentators in this
country and abroad. Both Mutual
and the BLUE had regular news
programs scheduled at 10 p.m., thus
John B. Hughes from the West
Coast read the MBS notice, and
Raymond Gram Swing built his
BLUE program around the North
African conference. Mutual followed Hughes with a roundup until
10:30 p.m. by Raymond Clapper
and Fulton Lewis, jr. from Washington; Paul Shubert from New
York, and a special comment by
Wendell L. Willkie, former Presidential candidate.
The 10:15 p.m. program on the
BLUE featuring Gracie Fields was
broadcast as usual after Swing,
and at 10:30 p.m. the BLUE put
on Earl Godwin and H. R. Baukhage from Washington, giving reactions to the news from the nation's capital. Then William Hillman came on with comments from
Senate and House representatives
attending a special dinner in Washington for Dr. Guani, Uruguay foreign minister. At 11 p.m., the
BLUE ended its coverage with Roy
Porter from New York and Maj.
Gen. Paul D. Malone from San
Francisco.
Besides broadcasting the cabled
report from John MacVane, NBC
correspondent in North Africa who
covered the conference, NBC presented Robert St. John from Washington and Stanley Richardson
from London 10-10:15 p.m., then
proceeded with its regular Bob
Hope and Red Skelton programs
until 11 o'clock. Its review after
that hour included H. V. Kaltenborn, John W. Vandercook, W. W.
Chaplin, George Putnam, from New
York; Morgan Beatty and Elmer
Peterson, London, and St. John
and Richard Harkness, Washington.
None of the nets was able to contact Algiers on Jan. 26 at the prearranged time of the announcement, but NBC made contact with
John MacVane at 8 a.m. Jan. 27,
repeating his comments via transcription at 12:45 p.m. the same
day.
CBS, from 10-10:45 p.m., broadcast comments on the London and
Washington reaction to the news
by Edward R. Murrow and Eric
Sevareid, respectively, together
with a reading by John Daly of the
cabled report from its correspondent in Algiers, Charles Collingwood, and talks by Douglas Edwards, William L. Shirer, Maj.
George Fielding Eliot and Cecil
Brown, all from New York.
The entire world received advance warning of the coming news
through the OWI, which used 23

i, 1943

IS

NOTIFIED

OF AFRICA
SESSION
STARTING at 10 p.m. coincident
with the domestic announcement
that President Roosevelt and Winston Churchill had met in North
Africa, the Office of War Information and the British Broadcasting
Corp. opened a 24-hour campaign
to inform the world through shortwave.
Working with the BBC, shortwave stations WJP, WJD and
WGEO beamed the news to Southern Europe, North Africa and
Northern Europe. To reach a maximum audience, broadcasts were
carried in 21 languages. In addition 15 other transmitters were
used to relate the story to Latin
American listeners in Spanish and
Portuguese. West Coast shortwave
stations carried the story in Oriental languages.
Radio Algiers broadcast the news
to Tunis in French and Italian
for the local population as well as
in German for the German troops
within listening range. Radio Morocco served the countries of Southern Europe. OWI outposts in such
places as Ankara and Chungking
relayed it by longwave from region
to region.

Drug
Industry Leads
In Blue
Time
Bought
MORE TIME on the BLUE was
purchased during 1942 by the drug
and toilet goods industry than
any other industrial grouD. according to a breakdown of BLUE gross
expenditures which totalled $15,782,493 for the year. Of this, drugs
and toilet goods accounted for $6,841,576, followed by foods and food
beverages with an expenditure of
$2,989,264. Other industries spending more than $1,000,000 were confectionery and soft drinks, $1,583,163 ; lubricants, petroleum products
and fuel. $1,346,562, and automotive, $1,023,513.
shortwave transmitters from midnight Jan. 25 to 10 p.m. Jan. 27,
first for teaser and build-up announcements, followed by the complete story as released to all radio
and press services.
A breakdown of figures by the
OWI shows that during the first 22
hours of this concentrated schedule, the "teaser" announcements
were made 548 times in 21 languages, while the last 24 hours saw
the story itself shortwaved 721
times in 21 languages. The BBC

also sent out similar "build-up"
reports, as well as rebroadcasting
on seven wave lengths the OWI's
Voice of America program in English, French and German.
The Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs began laying the
groundwork for the Latin American audience for the Casablanca
conclave communique Monday evening, presenting on all programs
special announcements of the special Tuesday evening report.
Throughout Jan. 26, the CIA A
press division handled news, . commentaries and biographical material in Spanish, Portuguese and
English.
BROADCASTING

Industry
For

Praised

Holding

Secret

Ryan
Praises Discretion of
Stations, Commentators
NOT one radio station in the country violated any phase of the voluntary censorship requests concerning President Roosevelt's disappearance from Washington and
his subsequent conference with
Prime Minister Churchill in North
Africa, according to J. Harold
Ryan, assistant director of censorship in charge of radio.
Furthermore he pointed out that
the nation's stations had received
word of the trip over their various
press wires several hours before
the actual time for release but none
violated the release time and discretion was shown by all in their
announcements of the news to come.
"When you consider that the
story was in the hands of 900 radio
news editors and several thousand
newspaper editors it's quite a compliment to those concerned," Mr.
Ryan said. Then he cited this case
as "a marvelous example of what
self-censorship will do."
On Jan. 9, newsmen were informed the President was "taking
another trip" and were requested
by Office of Censorship to refrain
from comment on the subject. At
7:35 p.m.formedJan.
24, the
wireimminence
services inclients of
of
dispatches
"unusual
importance"
indicating of
they
were likely
to be
released on Wednesday. Shortly
after the warning the news started
to come in on a "hold-for-release"
basis.
Anxious to cooperate with the
Office of Censorship wherever possible, stations and commentators
constantly queried the Office when
in doubt. Mr. Ryan praised them
for this care and cited the case of
one prominent commentator who
even submitted his entire script to
be sure
no pertinent information wasthat
released.
Actual censorship of dispatches
was cared for by military authorities in North Africa.
Baudry

of

CBC

Killed

Flying to Africa Meeting
WHEN a plane carrying correspondents from North Africa to
Casablanca was struck by anti-air- i
craft fire over Spanish Morocco
last week, Edward Baudry, CBC
correspondent, was killed. He was
one of a group of correspondents
being flown to cover the meeting between President Roosevelt and Winston Churchill.
Owing to poor visibility, the
plane carrying Baudry flew low
over Spanish Morocco and a machine gun bullet him him while the
pilot was turning the plane out to
sea. He died a few hours later.
Mr. Baudry had done freelance
broadcasting since 1931, and about
five years ago, he formed Baudry
& Harwood, a radio program agency. Recently, assigned to a CBC
Overseas Unit, he had been interviewing French-Canadian troops in
Britain. His wife, the former
Yvette Gagnon of the Montreal j
CBC staff, and one child, survive.
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of Industrial

WYNFORD

did Music While You
WHEN
Work begin in Britain?
It is really impossible to
say. Here, however, is a
report referring to an incident that
took place 30 years ago:
"The employes of an important
engineering firm had to march up
and down four miles an hour, for
two hours at a time, testing breath ing apparatus. In order to break
the monotony, the management introduced agramophone and played
such stirring marches as "Soldiers
of the King". The effect on the men
was so marked that the works
have had music ever since and
now every shop is linked up with
radio."
'Pampering' at First
This brings me to what we know
of the radio development. In 1936
installation firms were testing the
reactions of works managers and
executives throughout Britain to
the introduction of music in factories, and at that time the response was not too encouraging.
In many quarters, indeed, the idea
was regarded as fantastic and
"pampering" — a matter not to be
associated with serious work at all.
By 1937, however, the idea had
taken root and installation firms
were receiving an increasing flow
of orders and inquiries.
It was on June 23, 1940, and
after consultations with industrial
and welfare organizations, that the
British Broadcasting Corp. inaugurated a series of programs intended to meet the special requirements of working conditions, and
these programs were given the
title now familiar to all British
workers — Music While You Work.
For over two years the programs
have been broadcast twice daily at
10:30-11 a.m. and 3-3:30 p.m., and
on Aug. 2, 1942, a third session was
introduced at 10:30-11 p.m. for the
night workers.
Music as Mental Tonic
I was appointed Music While
You Work organizer in May, 1941,
and have found the work to be of

THREE

TIMES

DAILY,

They
Improve

Workers

REYNOLDS
absorbing interest, embracing as
it does three subjects of particular interest to me — music, social
welfare and industrial output.
My research has proved conclusively that music acts as a mental
tonic, relieves boredom and encourages the tired worker, promotes
happiness, improves health, relieves nervous strain and gives increased production. Here are a
few actual extracts from factory
reports :
"It is one of the finest things
ever introduced into industry for
the benefit of the workers".
"For an hour or an hour-and-a
half after a program of music,
production is increased by 12^ to
"The right music is a mental
15%". and is especially appreciated
tonic
by those engaged on monotonous
and repetitive work."
It may be of interest if I explain briefly the means by which
the programs are received in workshops in this country. The BBC
broadcasts the programs as part
of its normal service and on the
usual wavelengths. Thus the programs are available for the home
or factory listener. The factories
are equipped with sound systems
usually installed by electrical firms
who specialize in this work. The
sound system comprises a central
amplification equipir.ent which controls loudspeakers suitably located
and mounted throughout the area
to be covered.
Typical Specifications
A typical technical specification
of a central control equipment
might read as follows: radio unit,
speaker control panel, air-raid
warning speaker, monitor speaker,
gramophone and auto - record
changer, 50-watt power amplifier,
reserve amplifier and pre-amplifier, mike mixer.
With this equipment the factory's control operator can either
tune in the radio unit to pick
up the BBC's program or, at other

the 60-hour-per-week

workers

in

6,000 of Britain's humming war factories are treated with special half-hour BBC programs titled 'Music While You Work,'
which are also highly popular with home audiences. Between
times, managements also furnish phonograph music via their
loudspeaker systems. How the system works is here told by the
organizer and director of the service, a veteran musician and
band leader, whose observations might well be useful to station
managers in our war factory areas who could urge local managements that it could be done in this country also.
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Work

in

times when music is desired, he can
operate the gramophone unit. The
installation can be used also for
staff location and air-raid precautions control. It is important to
appreciate that for Music While
You Work sound reproduction
should be treated as a service
which has to be arranged to suit
the actual work in progress.
To mention two points : Speakers
have to be so placed that there is
an even distribution and diffusion
of sound; and it is usually preferable, for a large area, to have a
number of small speakers placed at
frequent and correct intervals than
to attempt to cover the area with
one large speaker.
Anything that affects the proper
balance and diffusion of sound,
such as structural alterations,
changes in the placing of machines
or grouping of operatives, should
be reported to the installation company so that they may make the
necessary modifications or additions.
Tonic not Stimulant
The BBC's program policy is
based on the opinion that Music
While You Work should not be
considered as a means of increasing the rate of working during a
program period but rather should
be looked upon as a tonic which
will so improve the morale of the
workers that output will be steppedup during the whole of the work
spell. It should be an incentive
without becoming a distraction.
If for any reason the workers
feel it necessary to stop work to
listen, the result is bound to be
unsatisfactory from the management's point of view. For this
reason
the
playing
of "request"to
items may often
be detrimental
the
primary
duction.

Factories
"hot", either rhythmically or
melodically, is unsuitable. Lack of
a melodic line, involved harmony
and complex rhythm all tend to
create a confusion of sound under
the test of factory amplification.
Another essential is constant
tone level. A disparity of volume
may hardly be noticeable on an
ordinary radiogram, but owing to
the amplification in a factory
sound system it becomes exaggerated. We hold the view that the
fourth essential, rhythm, should
not be thought of in terms of
"working speeds" but rather
should be considered as a means
of creating a spirit of cheerfulness and gaiety that can be of
benefit to operators engaged on
any and all processes.
Dance bands are able to supply
most suitable rhythms for creating
a bright and cheerful background
to work, but all types of bands or
orchestras can be satisfactory
from the point of view of rhythm
if the programs are well chosen
and played in a cheerful, bright
and lilting manner.
Extremes of tempo should be
avoided. Slow items may act as a
soporific, fast items as an irritant.
The rhythm should not be too
strongly accented; drum solos can
sound like machine gun fire when
amplified. Any numbers that depend for their effect on strongly
accented rhythm rather than
melody are unsuitable.
No vocal items are included in
these specialized programs. Research has proved that vocal items
are unsuitable from the managerial
point oftrusiveview.
become the
inand tendThey
to distract
attention of the workers. For the
same reason, apart from the brief
opening and closing announcements, no announcements are made

consideration — pro-

Though dance music is the most
popular and can most easily create
an atmosphere of cheerfulness and
gaiety, there is a big demand always for other types of music
such as Viennese waltzes, selections from light operas and musical
comedies, marches and intermezzi.
Want Familiar Tunes
We have found that four essentials are necessary for all program
building and playing — familiarity,
melody, constant tone level and
rhythm. Workers definitely want
tunes that they know and the most
popular and successful program is
one that enables them to "join in"
by singing or humming.
Numbers that have no melody or
that are so orchestrated or played
that the melody is lost are not
satisfactory. The workers want to
hear the "tune", and this tune
has to "ride over" any machine
noise.
Any music that can be termed
BROADCASTING

FACTORY NOISES are no deterrent to adequate listening to Music
While You Work, as Mr. Reynolds
narrates in the accompanying article. Here Mr. Reynolds is shown
observing an apparently pleased
girl war worker as she listens to
the program. Note placement of the
loudspeaker.
• Broadcast
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FIRST

TIMERS

from

514

Towns!

Following our first 30 days' operation on 50,000 watts, we asked those lisfor the first time to write in and tell us so. There was no contest
tening to WWVA
or premium for the effort because we wanted only bona fide replies. . . . We heard
from "First Timers" in 514 towns which are indicated with dots in the map below.
The numbers contained in the circles represent the number of towns in each state
from which we received cards or letters from "First Timers". . . . We submit this
phenomenal performance as just one more exhibit of the tremendous force of our
increased service.
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BOARD
TO ASSIST
FARM-HOME
HOUR]

during the 30 minutes playing. The
programs are played as far as
possible without any break between
the items, modulating links being
played on any suitable instrument,
usually the piano.
It is important to recognize that
a musical tonic diminishes in effect
if applied in overdoses. It is better to give too little than too much,
and for a ten-hour shift 2V2 hours
music should be sufficient.

A BOARD of strategy has been
created by the Agriculture Dept. to
aid in planning the National Farm
& Home Hour, BLUE network program aired on 107 stations, which
is described by the department as
the most important medium!
through which it can serve the
nation on the home front in wartime.

day's work when employes are depressed by bad news or weather
conditions; in fact, at any time
when a "tonic" is necessary.
In general, we find that male
and female workers have similar
tastes. Workers engaged in heavy
industry want music of the more
robust type, whereas those engaged
in light industry, and especially
repetitive work, show a preference
for dance music.
There is no doubt that the
workers who benefit most from musical programs are those employed
on monotonous and repetitive
tasks. Workers employed on tasks
requiring skill and mental concentration also can derive considerable benefit, but mental concentration can easily be disturbed,
with resultant irritation, by unsuitable programs or bad reproduction.
Generally speaking, for executive and office staff music is unsatisfactory. The normal routine
of an office cannot be conducted
successfully against a background
of music.
There is abundant evidence that
music in industry has come to
stay. Already more than 6,000
British factories are using programs of music during working
hours, but it is safe to say that
the movement is only in its infancy.
The movement is spreading rapid-

WOMEN TAKE OVER news and continuity departments of WHKWCLE, Cleveland. With exception of the chiefs, the staffs are all-girl.
Newsroom personnel, above (1 to r) : Agnes Vavrek, Dorothy Dawson,
Mary Gabriel, Beatrice Furdaus, News Editor Ray McCoy.
Continuity department, below, Milli Scanlon, Mae Westfall, Helga
Preisman, Doris Endres, Kay Doney, Leslie Biebl, continuity editor.
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Scientists

Say

PROF. Harold Burris - Meyer,
director of research in sound at
Stevens Institute of Technology,
reporting on researches conducted
by himself and R. L. Cardiwell, also
of Stevens, told the New York section of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers at a recent
meeting that a new type of music
to be played for factory workers at
their jobs must be developed.
After investigations in factories
and war plants in the East, he and
Mr. Cardiwell found that the introduction of music resulted in production rate increases of 1.3 to 11.1%.

eluded that, "What industry can do
for music may be as important
when the record of this civilization
is written as anything music can

Program Planning

plant, and yet the industrial audience will at the present rate soon
be the largest audience for the musician. When the composer starts
to think of his work as being first
and oftenest performed in the factory, before people who are working while they listen, we may well
have a musical idiom which is
something new on the face of the

"A carefully selected and planned
program," he stated, "boosted production 6.8% in a typical plant
already employing music." He conly, and it is possible to foresee the
day when no up-to-date factory
will be without Music While You
Work.

do "We
for industry."
believe," he said, "that programming must ultimately be undertaken for the factory, if not for
the specific operation. Fatigue
curves (statistical charts) vary in
shape and amplitude and it is difficult to find one remedy for dips
occurring at different times in different operations.
"The leisure music is not in the
idiom of the modern industrial

FCC Eases Video Rules
earth."
Due to War Shortages
■jf The largest unduplicated coverage in Maine radio
Centering in Portland where
payrolls exceed ALL records
^

Where rate of gain in retail
sales exceeds that of any
other city in America

ic Over 69% of CBS network
commercial programs

5000
•
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Appointed to the board are : M.
L. DuMars of the Radio Service,
Agriculture Dept. ; Gove Hambidge,
representing the Agricultural Research Admin. ; Ray Heinen of the
Food Production Admin, and El- !
wyn J. Admin.
Rowell of the Food Distri-|
bution

Also Use Gramophones
The majority of factory managements use their own gramophone records for periods other
than the BBC's three half-hour
daily periods. Programs of records
have proved to be extremely beneficial when played as an antidote
to nervous strain after air raids
or at the commencement of the

!
i
I
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PORTLAND,

-
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FCC, recognizing the difficulties imposed on commercial television stations by wartime freezing
and restrictions on materials, on
Jan. 26 granted WCBW, CBS outlet in New York, a conditional license to operate with reduced
effective signal radiated on condition that construction be completed as soon as the required materials and engineering personnel
are available.
This grant, and a similar one
to Metropolitan Television Inc.,
New York, to reduce power, reflects the policy of the FCC to allow
television firms to operate with
whatever facilities are available.
Also granted were renewals of licenses for 13 experimental television broadcast stations for period ending Feb. 1, 1944.
BROADCASTING

Weekly conferences will be held
to schedule specific subjects, and
to coordinate research and Governmental rulings into well-organized programs which are presented
daily 12:30-1:00 p.m. (EWT).
A new feature of the Farm &
Home Hour scheduled to begin Feb.
8 is titled Victory Gardens, to be
presented Mondays in the last half
of the program, 12:45-1 p.m. It is \
expected the new quarter-hour series will be aired by stations in
metropolitan areas at present unable to present the entire half-hour

programs.
Ernest G. Moore, of the Agricultural Research Admin., who is in
charge of the Victory Garden campaign for the Agriculture Dept.
will m.c. the garden programs. He
will describe his own experiences
and will have as guest speakers
specialists from the Bureaus of
Plant Industry, Entomology and
Home Economics.
Popular features to be continued
on the Farm & Home Hour are the
Friday talks by Secretary Wickard,
Wednesday transcriptions of conversations with farmers, and talks
by Wallace Kadderly, chief of the
Agriculture Dept. Radio Service,
and Ruth Van Deman, editor, Bu- j
reau of Home Economics. The program is under the direction of i
William E. Drips, Chicago director
of public service programs of the \
BLUE.
TOGETHER
'

IN ARMY

Eight Former Announcers
In Morale Division

SEVEN former announcers, now
on duty with the Army Air Forces,
worked under Lt. Myron J. Bennett, former announcer of KWK,
St. Louis, now chief of the Morale
Division, Army Air Force Technical School at Sioux Falls, la., to
pipe six daily fifteen-minute news
and special feature programs as a
diversion for students 'sweating
out' three-hour sessions of copying
Morse Code.
On Lt. Bennett's staff are: Pvt.
Frank Alban, former music director and announcer of KOME, Tulsa; Pvt. Ted Brown, announcer,
WSLS, Roanoke; Pvt. Nicholas
Sanchez, KPAB, Laredo, Texas;
Larry Rosenthal, known as Larry
Rhodes, WOV, New York; Emil
Wilde, WFOU, St. Louis; Pvt.
Rodger Wolf, WABC, New York;
Cpl. Edtechnician.
Scribner, well known New
York
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Amos

V

Andy

Leave

the

Air

Feb,

13

After 15 Years
of Unbroken
Programs
hours. They had never broadcast
"AMOS 'N' ANDY will charm
families from the Bronx to Walla
any quarter-hour programs and
Walla one year or five years or
they weren't sure they wanted to
start doing so. It might make a bad
ten." Thus spoke Harlow P. Robprecedent. Also there was no other
erts, one-time advertising manager
advertiser putting on a program
of Pepsodent Co. back in February,
six times a week. Once a week was
1932, just three years and six
the customary procedure.
months after the company had become the first sponsor of the radio
"When I look at the number of
team. Mr. Roberts would have been
quarter-hour, six - times - a - week
closer the truth if he had guessed
broadcasts on the air today it does
not seem possible that we had such
15 years, for Amos 'n' Andy, who
leave CBS Feb. 19, 1943, made
a hard time starting the movement,
their first appearance as radio
but we did. It was nearly nine
characters on March 19, 1928.
months after we broached the subject before NBC lined things up to
Started Quarter-Hour
Freeman Gosden and Charles
putPepsodent
Pepsodentfound
on theitsair."
troubles had
Correll, creators respectively of
just begun, however, when it got
Amos and Andy, first tried radio
NBC to clear the early time of 7
in the fall of 1920 when an amateur operator asked them to test
p.m. for the program's presentation in the East. This caught the
his transmitter in New Orleans.
listeners in the Midwest on their
Their next entry into broadcasting
way from work or shopping downwas in Chicago in 1925 when they
town. A deluge of complaints
appeared as Sam and Henry on
forced Pepsodent to blaze another
WEBH and WGN, finally switchtrail. A re-bi'oadcast was instiing to WMAQ, that city, in 1928
tuted, making another "first" for
as Amos 'n' Andy. A year later
Amos 'n' Andy.
they were heard via transcriptions
on 45 stations, and on Aug. 19,
Even that didn't satisfy some listeners. When WJR, Detroit, was
1929, Pepsodent placed them on
NBC.
forced to take the program at 10 :30
p.m., for instance, the Toledo News
Right there, Amos V Andy beBee asked its readers for opinions
gan to chalk up radio "firsts". To
of the time shift and got 9,000 proput it in Mr. Roberts' own words,
tests in 10 days. The paper notified
when Pepsodent took the 15-minute
NBC and Pepsodent, asking them
dialog act to NBC. . . . "They
to change the time back again.
(NBC) sold time exclusively, they
The tremendous following built
told us, in units of hours and half-

up by the comedy pair is well
known — how their program started
the nation in the habit of listening
to the radio at a fixed time every
night. The public grew to love them
so that when Andy needed a typewriter, adealer in Buffalo sent him
an L. C. Smith of about 1880 vintage, which now reposes in the
Rosenwald museum. Later, when
Andy wrote a letter with a nickel
because he couldn't find a pencil,
nearly five gross of pencils came
in from devoted followers. They
have even sent in 3ollar bills to
help swell the funds of a bank set
up by Andy and the King Fish.
Over 4,000 Broadcasts
On Jan. 3, 1938, Campbell Soup
Co., the second of the only two
sponsors the team has ever had,
took over the series on NBC, now
on a five-time weekly basis. A year
later, in April, the company shifted
the program intact to CBS, where
it has remained ever since.
When Amos 'n' Andy go off the
air Feb. 19, they will have appeared
on over 4,000 broadcasts (not including repeats), and will have
portrayed approximately 550 different characters in their mythical
Harlem. It tpok the problem of
World War II to break the relationship between Campbell and the
comedians, reputedly earning

MAKING HIS FIRST visit to WBT,
Charlotte, as CBS vice-president
in charge of owned and operated
stations, Dr. Frank Stanton (left),
discusses programs with A. D.
(Jess) Willard Jr., WBT manager.
HAROLD H. CLAPP Inc., Rochester
(baby foods),
on Jan. participation
25 started sponsoring five-weekly
in
Home-Maker's Club on KHJ, Hollywood. Contract is for 26 weeks. McCann-Erickson, San Francisco, has the
account.
fered the pair, but they declined to
change their format and agreed to
terminate their current contract
with Campbell in February. According to their agent, the William
Morris Agency, New York, Amos
'n' Andy are considering several
other propositions but have made
no definite plans as yet.

$1,800,000 yearly for their broadcast. Difficulties in obtaining canning priorities for its soup products led Campbell to the decision
that a half-hour weekly show would
be more feasible in these war years.
Such a period on CBS was of-
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the torpedo speeds on its destructive

completely cover the Pacific Coast, use the only

way, it has been sent on no hit-or-miss errand. Too

network that has outlets within the important markets. The Don Lee network has 33 stations which

W^HEN

much is at stake. Only the hits count, and when the
objective is in the cross hairs, it's a hit every time.
It's the same in radio broadcasting... only the hits
count. The effectiveness of the message is measured

can release an advertiser's message locally. More
than 9 out of every 10 families on the Pacific Coast

by the number of homes it reaches. On the Pacific

have radios. More than 9 out of every 10 radio
homes are within 25 miles of a Don Lee station. If

Coast, most of the important markets are sur-

your message is important enough for all the radio

rounded byhigh mountains. Long-range broad-

families on the Pacific Coast to hear, use the only

casting becomes hit-or-miss broadcasting. To

network with enough stations to do the job-Don Lee.

Thomas

S. Lee, President

Lewis Allen Weiss, Vice-Pres., General Manager
5515 Melrose Ave., Hollywood,
represented

THE

nationally

NATION'S

Calif,

by john blair and co.

GREATEST

DON

LEE

REGIONAL

NETWORK

Mctckandhinq
Need

PRODUCING
SALES
CONSISTENTLY
Listener loyalty produces
sales for advertisers.
WDEL covers the booming
industrial and agricultural
marke t — (D elaware,
southern New Jersey, parts
of Maryland and Virginia)
— maintains loyal morning-to-night audiences
with its outstanding NBC
basic network shows and
local programs keyed to
the section.

Promotion

for Advertising — Country Weekly — Patterns
Largest Match Book — Plugging Operas

fory adv
need man
dNT even the
though
proerTO POItising
ucts are now on the priorities
list, John Drake, promotion
manager of KSO-KRNT, Des
Moines, has issued a promotion
piece Faith in the Future, containing optimistic quotations from leading industrialists and national leaders, and announcing a quiz for Des
Moines merchants and radio timebuyers. A prize is offered
to sponsors and future advertisers who can
answer questions about public officials and landmarks of bygone
days. Purpose of the quiz is to
demonstrate that people and objects usually are forgotten when
they pass from public view.
sf: ij; sj:

1150 KC • Wilmington, Delaware

&

Country Sheet
ISSUED as a promotion piece on
behalf of the Thursday night program, Newbridge, a four-page
brochure The Newbridge Bugle,
printed in the style of a country
weekly newspaper, has been sent
to Canadian stations by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. The paper
is complete with editorials, local
news, women's columns, church notices, advertising and a serial
thriller by Alan Sullivan, who
writes the weekly broadcast scripts.
Items are about imaginary life in
Newbridge.
❖
-!< *
Dept. Store Promotion
INSTRUCTION guides for listeners are furnished by Bloomingdale's Department Store and McCall Corp., pattern publisher, to
participants in their Sewing
School, a weekly feature recently
resumed on WQXR, New York.
The sponsors also offer prizes of
War Bonds and Stamps for those
submitting the three best dresses
completed at the end of the course.
The account is handled direct.
Listeners Survey
A SURVEY of listening habits in
the Philadelphia area, made under
the supervision of Dr. Sidney Roslow, director of The Pulse of New
York, has been published by
WCAU, Philadelphia.

KMOX

House Organ

KMOX,

St. Louis, has started publishing amonthly house organ The
KMOX Mike, a four-page news
folder containing stories and photographs of people on CBS programs, a schedule of daily KMOX
newscasts, a gossip column about
personalities, programs and sponsors and new program listings.
Margaret Hart of the sales promotion staff is in charge of the pub^
lication which goes to tailers. St.
Louis reHard to Match
"THE WORLD'S LARGEST match
book" 16" x iy2", over 230 matches
strikingly colored in gold and black
and making an attractive desk
piece, proclaims to agencies, local
accounts, and other station contacts: "For results that are hard
to match — WGBI (Scranton, Pa.)
is your best buy." The match book
is enclosed in a fire-proof container
and contains institutional plugs.
Plugs Operas
TO PROMOTE its Saturday night
operas, the Brooklyn Academy of
Music, during its spot announcements on WLIB, Brooklyn, is offering pairs of box opera seats to the
first persons appearing at the box
office, stating they heard the announcement. On the first day of
the offer, an opera fan claimed the
prize six minutes after the commercial was aired.
❖ &
Railroad, Drug Co. Tie-In
A RAILROAD AD headed "The
Kid in Upper 4" is featured in a
promotional piece tying in the advertiser, New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad Co. and Mutual. Placard, to be hung in N. H.
& H. trains, urged readers to tune
in on a broadcast of The American
Melody Hour, sponsored by Sterling Drug Inc., to hear a song inspired by and titled after the ad.
LEAVING THE inner sanctum of Radio City for the first time, the BLUE
Chamber Music Society of Lower
Basin Street on Feb. 3 opens a twoweek engagement at the Roxy Theatre,
New York.

5,000 Watts day and night,
WDEL can sell profitably
for you at surprisingly
little cost — write direct or
to:

Sales Representative:
PAUL
New

H. RAYMER

CO.

York
• Chicago
San Francisco

c
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KEEPING
A
FINGER
in the
BLUE's first anniversary celebration is "nearly-year-old
Bill Samuel,
son of Milton himself"
Samuel,
Western division publicity director
of that network. Launched as a separate network on January 10, 1942,
birthday cake and trimmings
marked twelve months of BLUE
operation. Young Mr. Samuel consented to cooperate by posing for
the picture.
Song Parade Makes Hit,
Treasury Official Says
FIRST 160 programs in the Treasury Song Parade,
three-minute
transcribed
series distributed
by
the War Savings Staff, have been
well received by station operators
all over the country, Marjorie L.
Spriggs,
chief of the radio section
said last week.
Programs, used by many stations
for local sponsorship, feature top
vocal artists of stage, screen, opera
and radio, and an orchestral background, and include a brief War
Bond commercial.
Linkletter Fined
BY PAYING a $500 fine, the way
was opened for Art Linkletter, San
Francisco announcer and m.c, to
become a citizen .of the United
States. Born in Canada, he recently pleaded guilty in Federal court
to falsely claiming American citizenship [Broadcasting, Jan. 25].
The court denied his plea for probation because such action would
prevent him from becoming a citizen, so Mr. Linkletter paid the fine.
Gallery Names Harkness
RICHARD HARKNESS, NBC
commentator, has been named to
serve on the executive committee
of the Radio Correspondents Gallery in Congress and also fills the
post of treasurer. He takes the
unexpired term of Earl Godwin,
BLUE commentator, who becomes
secretary to take the place of Lt.
Navy.
Francis W. Tully Jr., formerly of
Yankee Network and now in the
AP By-Laws Change
ASSOCIATED PRESS has called a
special membership meeting for 11
a.m. Feb. 9 in New York headquarters
for action on a proposed by-laws
amendment affecting newspapers.
Adopted Jan. 12 by the AP board, the
amendment provides that publisherapplicants in cities already served by
the press wire would pay 10% of the
regular assessment paid by other AP
members in the city from 1900 to date,
city.
but would drop requirements that payment be at least equal to three times
the current regular assessment for the
• Broadcast

Advertising
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MARKETS

Women's Club Program Proves Effective Medium
For Local Participating Sponsors
Editors Note: One thing
still enabling them to keep up on
led to another in a recent
what goes on. We've had all kinds
conversation ivith Howard
of favorable comment on the stunt.
L. Chemoff, managing diEach week when I go to the Rorector of WCHS, Charlestary Club, a dozen of my fraternity
ton, W. Va. and the West
Virginia Nettvork. So he
brothers nail me and ask, "What's
the latest news?" As if I had nothput them down on paper —
the success stones of two
ing to do but listen to the newscasts all morning! And the same
programs adaptable for
stations in middle-class
thing happens to the managers of
markets.
our other stations. Hence, we made
arrangements to feed a two-minBy HOWARD L. CHERNOFF
ute newscast — free of charge — to
Managing Director
each luncheon club any time they
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.
want it. What do we get out of it?
ONE OF our pet ideas is the broadAll
kinds of good comment!
casting of news into local theatres.
At the end of each newsreel one
Women's Club
of our announcers feeds a twoOne of our pet projects is the
minute newscast
"Women's 580 Club". Now more
of headline stuff
than three years old, the club is
into the theatre.
based on one of the first principles
I learned in newspapering — names
There's no commercial attached,
make news — and listeners as well.
natural 1 y, and
Membership in the club is open
the only credit we
to anyone who sends in her name.
When the club first started we
get is at the start
and finish when
asked women to send in their
our anno uncer
names. We then sent the prospecsimply s,ays,
tive member a questionnaire to
Mr. Chernoff
fill out and return.
"This is Joe
Doakes speaking to you from the
WCHS newsroom." The theatres
have plugged the idea in their
newspaper ads, on the screen, billboards, marquees, etc. We sold the
idea to the theatres by telling them
it would be the answer to their
getting people out at night and

That questionnaire was worse
than an income tax blank and when
we received the completed blank,
we knew more about that woman
and her family than she did herself. She had to answer every possible question and then we sent her
a beautifully engraved card which

entitled her "to all the benefits of
the Women's 580 Club". Benefits?
Well, we have a picnic once a year
— or did have before the war —
a theatre party and a couple of
parties in our auditorium. We had
3,000 people at the last picnic and
we generally have about 1,200 to
1,500 at the other shindigs.
Found: A New Account
Well, after we got up to a membership of 7,500 we discontinued
sending out the questionnaires because the clerical work got too
cumbersome. But I did break down
the statistics county by county and
when I showed one agency how
his client was faring in our market, we found ourselves with a new
flour account on the air. Incidentally, our membership is now more
than 32,000.
We mention names, names,
names and more names. We congratulate club members on their
anniversaries, birthdays, kids'
birthdays, etc. Almost a dozen kids
have been named Melva — Miss
580 's correct moniker — and we sent
each one a gift at birth. When
Mrs. Ike Zabosky wants a recipe
for hot biscuits and she writes to
Miss one.
580, We
why tell
we don't
just send
her
the other
club
members of Mrs. Zabosky's request
and the next day I'm damned if
we don't get 50 recipes. We read
some over the air and acknowledge
the rest. Miss 580 is frequently
called upon to speak in nearby
towns. She fills all speaking engagements. She is likewise called
upon to attend weddings, christenings, teas, etc. Obviously she can't
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WORCESTER movie fans can hear
latest WTAG news while watching
their favorite stars, since WTAG
on Christmas Day began broadcasting two to three minutes of news
direct
the stages
of Loew's
Poli andfrom
Plymouth
theatres.
Latest reports will be presented
to matinee and evening audiences
before the newsreels, with spotlights on the announcer and background displays publicizing WTAG
newscasts. The theatres are calling
attention to the new service
through
displays. newspaper ads and lobby
attend them all but she always
sends a telegram and this telegram
is generally
shown to every resident in the town.
We put the show on originally
for 45 minutes but it's down to a
half-hour now, due to other commitments. We made no effort to
sell any part of the show for one
whole year — and then — and then —
we let 'em ask for it. One merchant
phoned us and asked what a spot
announcement would cost. Then
we knew we were in and we started
to sell participation in the show.
We lined up six non-competitive
sponsors and they told us result
stories
that continues
even I didn't
believe.
The show
although
we
have had to change announcers
four times due to the draft. The
announcer merely works as a
straight man, however, so we have
been able to carry on just the same.

RANGER

Safety

the

Lone

WTAG

again!

National
given

NEWS FROM THE STAGE
Worcester Theatres Carry

Council

Annual

Ranger

outstanding

Award

program
and
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tinguished service to safety.
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that

91%
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want FM

of
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to their
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radio

friends!

radio. Facts show

that

FM has what it takes to win public acceptance.
An independent, doorbell-ringing consumer survey of hundreds of FM set owners proved this
beyond any doubt. Overwhelmingly, FM set
owners like FM's better tone quality, its virtual

EY

freedom

KNOW?

LIKE

FM

•

from static, its breath-taking "back-

ground of silence"!
For example: That FM

reception is better

than regular broadcast reception is the conviction of 85% of FM set owners. And more
than half of these classified it as a "great
improvement"! Some 79% of FM owners
expressed full satisfaction with their FM reception quality. And 91% of them would recommend FM to their friends!

Today there are 600,000 FM receivers in use.
A good record, considering that from the start
the production of FM transmitters and receivers was handicapped by the demands of war
production on the radio industry.
These facts about FM indicate a trend which
every broadcaster should watch. We believe
that the growth of FM will be rapid throughout the United States after the war, replacing
many of the present local, regional and possibly

FM Broadcast Apparatus
NO

OTHER

• FM Broadcasting

MANUFACTURER

a few of the high-power stations. Thus a twofold benefit can be expected — FM plus better
AM reception as a result of fewer and possibly
more powerful AM stations broadcasting over
clearer channels.
For more

detailed information on the FM

survey, write for the booklet, "What the Consumer Thinks of FM," to Radio, Television,
and Electronics Department, General Electric
Company,

Schenectady, N. Y.

■ FM Boceivers • FM Military Badio
OFFERS

SO

GENERAL

MUCH

FM
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ELECTRIC
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Customer's

Voice

THAT TIME-WORN adage that the "customer is always right" has never fit radio because the customer usually wants more than
the broadcaster will deliver in keeping with
program standards and public interest.
The "customer" came through with a bellringer the other day, however, and there's no
gainsaying his knowledge of the facts or the
validity of his statements. That was when the
Assn. of National Advertisers, representing
practically all of radio's biggest national advertising customers, filed a brief as a friend
of the Supreme Court in the network-monopoly
litigation. No more potent argument could have
been made, it seems to us, than citation of
the fallacy of the proposed regulations. It
seems to be proof conclusive that banning of
time-options will not be in the public or industry interest.
ANA stated flatly and simply that its business would gravitate from the established networks to loose chains, hand-picked from the
30 fulltime clear-channel 50,000-watt stations,
and from the 64 choice stations providing the
best coverage of the country, at the lowest
rates. Next choice would be the 160 stations
which cover only 84% of the population, and
so on. It brought out conclusively that the
"cheapest and most conveniently obtainable"
network would be comprised of the best
stations.
That argument comes from radio's biggest
customer. The ANA brief stated that if the
option-time regulation is held valid, plans
"presently are under consideration to enter
into just such time contracts". It completely
refutes the FCC majority's contention that
the regulation will pave the way for more
competition among the networks. Actually,
ANA contends, competition will be diminished
and "monopoly" fed because a few powerful
national advertisers "would substitute for the
four highly competitive existing nationwide
network organizations a monopolistic network
of the larger stations".
ANA said, moreover, it wasn't concerned
with the "fortunes of a particular medium of
advertising." The advertiser wants to reach his
exact market. Other media will benefit if radio's efficiency is deteriorated. And advertisers
could reach their entire audience if radio is
eliminated altogether.
That is the sort of challenge presented by
the FCC's chain monopoly regulations. When
Page
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the FCC minority, comprising Commissioners
Craven and Case, predicted network broadcasting would be seriously crippled by the
regulations, it caused the public (as well as
most of the industry) some pause. But these
officials were in the minority. When NBC and
CBS repeatedly said the regulations would
strike a death-blow to the existing radio structure, in the minds of many, they were simply
pleading their own cases though the industry
(or most of it) was jittery.
ANA words can't be brushed aside. The
association knows whereof it speaks. Its argument should remove the last vestige of doubt
about the impact of the time-option rule upon
national radio advertising.
And heed ANA's final observation that the
rule would render a "marked disservice to the
public interest generally". The ANA points
out that the whole structure of radio, with
its emergent value to the people and the Government in wartime, is supported by the advertising dollar. That dollar thus takes on a
broader aspect than its purely commercial use.
It is radio's wherewithal for its war job.
These are potent arguments against the
FCC's rules, and more particularly the timeoption ban. The stakes are too big to risk a
gamble. It isn't too late to change.
Points

for

Petrillo

A PLUG-UGLY IS BORN
By GEORGE LEE MARKS
Production Manager
WOAI, San Antonio
"BE IT EVER

so humble, there's no script like

What a feeble defense, but what more can
a continuity writer say, whose very life blood
your own."
has been poured into a commercial announcement that moves merchandise off the shelf
as fast as though it were about to be rationed?
How rude the awakening to have such potent
copy labeled "plug ugly" when
the culmination of a dream, a
tion, and represents hours of
the
keys, not counting the
shift 42key.

in reality it is
vivid imaginaendless toil at
back spacer or

No radio man needs to be told what actually
transpires behind the scenes in broadcasting.
All know the thrill that comes once in a lifetime when Throckmorton Glitch decides on
20 ET spots a day to advertise his Cockroach
Paste. From their little cubby holes a regiment
of continuity writers look up pleadingly . . .
hopefully in anticipation of the assignment.
The coveted plum is tossed to the very baldheaded gagster who has temporarily laid aside
his Thesaurus of Humor to peruse the sug(Continued on page 35)
that his organization was spending from
$25,000 to $50,000 a week to provide gratis
service to the military.
Perhaps Mr. Petrillo would like to explain why he failed to tell the Senators that
AFM members are collecting $25,480 annually
from the War Dept. for entertaining men in
combat zones through Command Performances [Broadcasting, Jan. 25], while other talent, comprised of the top radio, movie, stage
and concert stars, is donated. Petrillo's New
York aide, H. J. Steeper, questioned by Committee Counsel Herbert M. Bingham, said he
didn't believe AFM members were charging
for Command Performance although he graciously ducked through a loophole by explaining that locals are autonomous where non-travsaid. eling bands are concerned. He'd check it, he
Officials of Los Angeles Local 47 AFM,
whose members are paid $24.50 per man per

SEVERAL QUESTIONS which need clarification have developed since James Caesar
Petrillo appeared three weeks ago before
the Senate Interstate Commerce Subcommittee [Broadcasting, Jan. 18], investigating
his ban on recorded music.
Perhaps Mr. Petrillo could explain to the
Senate investigators why he vent his wrath
on both CBS and the BLUE because of a
local dispute in Pittsburgh [Broadcasting,
Jan. 25], involving WJAS and KQV, owned
by H. J. Brennen. Although remote bands
have been restored to both networks, the

program, pointed out that the fee, which totals
$25,480 a year, had been approved by AFM national headquarters.
Mr. Petrillo and his members could give good
example of their patriotism by contributing
three hours weekly to Command Performance
and asking the War Dept. to use that $25,480
a year to help eradicate the enemy. That $25,480 would pay for 200 Garand rifles, 20,000
rifle bullets, 200 bayonets, 200 helmets, 1,000
hand grenades, 200 trench knives (which our
men in the Solomon Islands find most useful),

music chieftain didn't hesitate to "punish"
millions of listeners of both CBS and the
BLUE, to say nothing of the networks, by
denying them dance band music simply because his Pittsburgh local and Mr. Brennen
hadn't agreed on a new contract affecting two
individual stations.
Mr. Petrillo might also clarify his stand
on patriotism. When he pounded a Senate
table and shouted that the AFM was "second
to none in patriotism", he proudly asserted

This formidable array of materiel could take
care of a lot of enemies and the musicians
would have the satisfaction of knowing that
they not only entertained our fighting men but
actually placed munitions in their hands.

100 37-mm. high explosive shells, 100 antitank mines, 75 60-mm. trench mortar shells,
50
3-inch
high-explosive shells and 158 20-mm.
shells.

Perhaps Senator Clark's subcommittee would
like to recall Mr. Petrillo to clarify these
questions.
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.TAMES D. SHOUSE, vice-president
in charge of broadcasting for WLWWSAI, rectorCincinnati,
Roger Baker,
diof public relations,
and Lou
Sargent, in charge of specialty sales,
attended the breakfast at the Drake
Hotel in Chicago Jan. 25 which opened
the meetings of the National American
Grocer's Assn.
RICHARD ASH, formerly of WEST,
Easton, Pa., has joined the recording
division of WOB, New York, as sales
representative.
DONALD W. THORNBURGH, Pacific Coast vice-president of CBS Hollywood, has been re-elected a director
of Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce.
CORNWELL JACKSON, assistant
deputy chief of the Hollywood radio
bureau, OWI, is in Washington for
three weeks of indoctrination.
CLEMENT

LLOYD

'T^O KNOW the story of the
growth of phonograph and
J- record sales is to be familiar
with the career of Clement
'Joyd Egner, NBC vice-president
md manager of the network's ratio recording division.
Today, Lloyd heads an elaborate
>rganization with headquarters in
iladio City, New York, and principal branches in Chicago, Hollywood, and Washington, which now
produces programs heard over 400
stations throughout the country
md in many foreign nations. NBC
Recording Division has grown
from a tiny staff in 1934 to its
present status with 45 in the sales,
program and executive departments
plus a score of technical personnel.
Born in Philadelphia Nov. 10,
1895, he was educated in the city's
school system until he had completed his high school education.
Business was his immediate objective and his first job brought him
|to Washington with the executive
office of the Panama Pacific Exposition. There he met C. B. Zabriskie, president of the Pacific Coast
Borax Co., and within a year young
Lloyd was back in Philadelphia,
working for Zabriskie's firm. Starting off as an accountant he was
soon advanced to the sales division
where he became district sales
manager.
In 1917, he left the Borax Co.
to join the old Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, as a salesman.
When the U. S. entered the war,
Egner was soon a member of the
Quartermaster Corps.
After the Armistice he returned
to Victor as assistant manager of
the traveling department — a sizeable accomplishment for a young
man of 23. In 1921, he was named
manager of the department, remaining until 1925 when he was
shifted to Chicago as Victor central western manager. Two years
later, he returned to Camden as
assistant general sales manager.

BROADCASTING

EGNER

In his years with Victor, Lloyd
Egner watched the phonograph and
record industry grow from a sideshow oddity into a major industry.
The byproduct of Edison wizardry
took its place as a major form of
entertainment. But radio, an infant industry was growing fast
and Lloyd Egner grasped the coordinate possibilities of radio and
recording.
RCA acquired the Victor Co. in
1929 and Lloyd was shifted to Chicago as president of the Victor
subsidary, Chicago Talking Machine Co. By 1931, he was back at
Camden in charge of the RCA Victor record division; finally he was
called to New York in 1934 as manager of NBC's radio recording unit.
Beginning with a small organization he has fathered this subsidiary to its present estate. In
1935 he introduced the NBC Thesaurus, a program transcription
service, sold and used by stations
in many parts of the world.
Although the Thesaurus is now
a household name in the broadcast
trade, many an anxious moment
preceded its selection. Teaser announcements heralded the coming
of the new service but a name had
not been selected. Finally the day
arrived and the deadline for the
formal trade introduction was at
hand. Frantic for a suitable title,
for a copy of Roget's
Lloyd called
word
Thesaurus. The treasure
house meaning of the word appealed and Egner smiled.
As a reward for a tremendous
administrative and sales job, Lloyd
was given an NBC vice-presidency
in 1940. This was a double satisfaction to his domestic partner, Mrs.
E., whom he married in 1919. Together they share the joys of NBC
Record progress in their Rye, N. Y.,
home where the NBC recording
chief is attentive to his favorite
sport, golf.
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MYRON K. ELGES, account executive of the BLUE Hollywood, has recuperated from a tonsil operation.
FOREST L. HENDERSON, for the
last ten years traffic manager of All
America Cables & Radio Inc., Commercial Cable Co. and Commercial
Pacific Cable Co., associates of IT&T,
was elected vice-president of All America at a meeting of the board Jan. 21.
He will continue in his capacity as
traffic head for the three companies.
He is a member of the BWC Cable
Committee.
LEE

McCANNE, secretary and assistant general manager of StrombergCarlson Tel. Mfg. Co., Rochester, has
been elected chairman of the sales
managers'
club of theHeRochester
ber of Commerce.
also hasChambeen
named vice-president of the Rochester
Electrical Assn.
ELMER L. FONDREN, publicity
and promotion director of KLZ, Denver, on Jan. 30 was mustered into
Army service as a private. He will be
on
limited
service, because of belownormal
eyesight.
JIM CANTWELL, after an absence
of several years, has returned to CBS
Hollywood, as art director. He succeeds William W. Tara Jr., resigned.
DON E. LAWS, commercial manager
of CJOR, Vancouver, has been elected
chairman of the advertising and sales
bureau of the Vancouver Board of
Trade.
JAMES A. BARBER, assistant manager of KGVO, Missoula, Mont., has
been appointed to the public relations
committee of the newly organized Community Council of Missoula, a coordinating organization for all community activities.
FRANK D. JOHNSON, of the commercial department of WFLA, Tampa,
has enlisted with the Signal Corps.
D. M. Brown, formerly with KLAK,
Lakeland, has joined the WFLA commercial department.
RAY FERGUSON, new to radio, has
joined the staff of WCLE, Cleveland,
as salesman. Harold Kintner, also new
to radio, replaces Beatrice Furdaus in
the news room of WHK-WCLE.
W. JOHN DUNLOP, for the last 3%
years with the station relations staff
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
Toronto, has been appointed commercial representative for the CBC at Toronto, succeeding Ron Johnson who
recently joined the Royal Canadian
Air Force as an administrative officer.
Dunlop, before joining the CBC in
September, 1939, had been with the
U of Toronto administrative staff.

Promoted

MAX KRAMER, for many years
assistant to Basil Brewer, publisher and radio station owner, has
been named general business manstation
Brewer's
of Mr.Bedford,
WNBH, ager New
Mass.,
and
his newspapers, The New Bedford
Standard-Times, and the Cape Cod
Standard-Times.
H. RUSS HOLT, commercial manager of WOLS, Florence, S. C, recently received the distinguished service key of the Florence Junior Chamber of Commerce for the most out1942.
standing community service during
JOSEPH BLOOM, manager of Forjoe & Co.,sentativeNew
York, ofstation
, isthe father
a boy,repreborn
Jan. 22.
WILLIAM A. FAY, general manager of WHAM, Rochester, for 14
years, has been appointed to the board
of directors of Stromberg-Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co.

JACK M. SIMPSON, announcer of
WSIX, Nashville,N
has
Dreported for
I
EH
activeB
duty
in the Navy. Volunteering last November, he was placed on
inactive duty until called up Jan. 21.
Announcer Bill Round has been promoted to 1st Lieutenant in the Tennessee State Guard. New anouncer
is Howard Byrum, formerly of
WJZM, Clarksville, and WLBJ,
Bowling Green, Ky.
HENRY MORGAN, comedian of his
own five-weekly quarter-hour participation program on WOR, New York,
has joined the Air Corps Reserve. Replacing him is Budd Hulick, former
member of the team of Stoopnagle &
Budd.
FREDERICK FREELAND, formerly of WOWO. Ft. Wayne and WHBC,
Canton, has joined the staff of WJW,
Akron, as production manager.
JAMES MAHONEY, for five years
with Crossley Inc., New York, has
joined the MBS sales promotion department as chief statistician. Louis
Higgins,ment offormerly
the art departOklahomaof Publishing
Co.,
has joined MBS sales to handle art
and production.
MARIE HIGGINS of NBC's traffic
department, is the first member of that
division
to join the WAACs. She was
call.
sworn in Jan. 20 and is awaiting
ELECTA

ROBERTSON, program coordinator and traffic manager of
WSAV, Savannah, was married recently to Howard J. Hoffman, formerly of New York, now in the 85th Coast
Artillery Anti-Aircraft.
GEORGE REEVES, former sports
announcer of WSIX, Nashville, has
joined the announcing staff of WSAV,
Savannah.
VERNAN (Duke) LIDYARD, has
joined the announcing staff of WHKWCLE, Cleveland, after working on
the production staff of CBS New York
and freelancing for various Cleveland
stations ; he replaces Francis Pettay,
who has moved to California. Milli
Seanlon, announcer, has been made
president of Lakewood Little Theatre
Curtain Club.
JACK LAFFER, announcer of WJR,
Detroit, has reported to Wichita, Kan.
for induction into the Army. Bob Longwell, formerly of WCAR, Pontiac,
Mich., replaces him.
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OLIN TICE, former staff announcer
of WBT, Charlotte, has joined WJSV,
Washington, as announcer.

Joe Hasel To Army
FIRST of the top network sports
announcers to go into the Army
is Joe Hasel of WJZ, New York,
BLUE outlet, who was inducted
Jan. 27. At the time he was called,
Mr. Hasel was doing short wave
work for the War Dept. and was to
be appointed consultant-assistant
to the Secretary of War.

KAY

OWSLEY, WBT continuity editor, was married recently to Sgt.
Thomas S. Glass, Tulane law school
graduate.

CPL. FRED HAYWARD, former
WBT production man, is attending
Officers Candidate School at Ft. Benning, Ga.
NORMAN PAUL, former sports
writer, and Francis Forrest, recently
with the radio division of the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis,
have joined the CBS publicity department.

CLANCY GREEN has been elevated
to transcription department manager
of KNX, Hollywood. He succeeds
Gene Dilthey, resigned.
NEAL REAGAN, announcer-news editor of KFWB, Hollywood, has been
signed to a Columbia Pictures Corp.
contract and will be featured in a
Navy background film. He is the
brother of Lt. Ronald Reagan, film
star and former announcer.

MRS. JANET FRANKE, traffic manager of KYA, San Francisco, has been
promoted to program manager, replacing Ed Roundtree, who is training for
a Naval commission.

KELLY, former NBC producer, has been appointed assistant
production manager for the NBC
Eastern division in charge of dramatic
shows.
TOM MURRAY, farm editor of
WHAM, Rochester, is the father of a
boy, born Jan. 18.
BRUCE GRANT, news commentator
of KSO, Des Moines, leaves shortly
for military service. Other KSO employes entering the armed services
are : Charles McCuen, announcer, and
Bill Hippee, news editor, to the Army ;
Dick Covey, announcer, to the Air
Forces.

absurd. But hardly

more so than attempting to cover the rich ($350,000,000

in buying power!)

Roanoke-Southwest

Virginia

GORDON WILLIAMSON, Western
Canadian sports announcer, has joined
the Royal Canadian Air Force and is
attached to the public relations staff
at No. 1 Training Command, Toronto,
as corporal.
JULIUS LEAVITT, former announcer of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., Mcyitreal, is now a corporal in
the Royal Canadian Air Force, stationed at the Manning Depot, Lachine,

JOHN FRANKLIN, former announcer of WCAU, Philadelphia, has been
promoted to Captain in the Army. He
is stationed at Camp Croft, S. C.
ALAN FREED, formerly of WKST,
New Castle,
has joined
the announcing staffPa.,
of WIBC,
Philadelphia,
replacing Fred Wieting, who reports
to the Navy for officer's training.
JACK STECK, public relations director of WFIL, Philadelphia, has been
assigned the production of the Philadelphia Club ofscheduled
Advertising
annual show,
for Women's
Feb. 26.
GRANT HOLCOMB Jr., news editor
of KPRO, Riverside, Cal., has been
appointed station program director.

market with "outside" stations. Engineering measurements prove that WDBJ is the only station that "comes
in clear" at all times in all of this area's 120,348 radio
homes. Try a few spots on WDBJ, and see for yourself
what that means in results!
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BACK TO THE MIKE goes Foster
May, former WOW special events
director who was defeated by Sen.
Kenneth Wherry, along with veteran Sen. George Norris in the recent Nebraska elections. Sponsor,
signing for Sunday news commentary on KSO, Des Moines, with a
repeat on WMT, Cedar Rapids, is
Haskin Bros. & Co., Omaha
(soap). Arranging the show are
(1 to r) manager;
: Victor Horn,TedHaskin's
general
Enns,
Cowles sales manager; Mr. May.
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ROBERT ARDEN, Hollywood news
analyst, has started a weekly quarter
hour sustaining feature, America
Looks Abroad, on NBC Pacific Coast all
stations.
ESTHER CHRISTIAN, formerly of
KGIR, Butte, KFPY, Spokane, and
KRLC, Lewiston, Ida., has become
traffic manager of KGVO, Missoula,
Mont., replacing Helen Faulkner.
KIRBY
CUSHING,
who formerly
handled
news, sports and special
events for NBC, now conducts a six ill
weekly news period on WNEW, New
York, titled The Washington Desk.
WALTER
TETLEY,
who portrays §)];
Leroy on the weekly NBC The Great
Oildersleeve, has a spot in the MGM

film, "Eyes in the Night".
MIDGE LEE, reporter on the Elwood
City Ledger, has been appointed di
rector of WJLS, Beckley, W. Va. and 111
Fred Yatto and Joe Girandola, NBC
page boys,
have joined the announcing
staff
of WJLS.

GEORGE BAUER and Lu Bartlow. It;1
have joined the news staff of KXOK
St. Louis.
KEN HOUSEMAN, program director
of WEIM,
a boy. Fitchburg. Mass., is father!*2

JACK MYERS of the guest relations
staff of the BLUE has been named a
night assistant in the BLUE announcing department, replacing William Elj
well, who resigned to become program <f~
manager of WKIP, Poughkeepsie

THE
ROANOKE

»

FLETCHER MARKLE scriptwriter
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
Vancouver, Avho has joined the Royal
Canadian Air Force, has been assigned
to the writer
public
relations atstaff
as scriptand announcer
Ottawa.

FLYING OFFICER Marcel Beauregard, of the Royal Canadian Air Force,
has just returned from overseas where
Que.
he was French-Canadian public relations officer at RCAF overseas headquarters. He is taking part in the
weekly RCAF program En Plein Vol
from Montreal.
CHARLES BATTERS, announcer of
WFBL, Syracuse, has joined the staff
of WRC, Washington.
DON CORD RAY, announcer of
WNEW, New York, who recently
joined
the School.
Army, will
attendhasOfficers'
Candidate
His wife
joined
the WAAC.
HARRY B. FLEETWOOD, formerly
of WCAM, Camden, N. J., has joined
the announcing staff of W49PH, FM
adjunct of WIP, Philadelphia.

We admit this is more than somewhat
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lAMES SOUTAR, chief draftsman of
le BLUE research staff, joined the
may last week, and Walter B. Herby Jr., circulation analyst of the
taff, entered Officers' Training School
feb. 1. Thelma Brandt, formerly of
pe Bell Telephone Co., Detroit, sucJ;eds Hervey. Mrs. Brandt is the wife
tlonOtto
Brandt,staff.
of the network's starelations
TEWART DILLON has joined the
aff of WMAM, Marinetta, Wis.
[RS. JOHN M. GILBERT II, forerly of WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass., has
lined the continuity staff of WNBC,
[artford.
ERRY
SOESBEE,
formerly of
rSUN,
St. Petersburg,
Pla.. has
ttined the announcing staff of WPTP,
laleigh, N. C.

■''ALTER KANER, director of publicity and special features of WLIB,
Brooklyn, originated the idea for the
[SO's current "stamps for serviee|en" campaign, a drive to enlist stamp
"Electors in contributing their extra
;amps and stamp collecting equip.ent to servicemen.
ICHARD GOGGIN, producer of
'ersonality It's Off the Record, on
VABC, New York, has left the staon to enter the Coast Guard. He is
rationed at New London.
HARLOTTE
WOLF,
formerlv of
.JS7TTM, Trenton, N. J., has joined
le continuity department of WINS,
lew York, replacing Betty Marks,
r$ow with CBS.
HARLES MacDOUGALL, former
•secutive in BBDO's San Francisco
(Bee, has been named manager of that
■ranch, succeeding the late R. L.
[urst.
mt ' MacDONNELL, until recentiOHN
director of Keep Working, Keep
■inging, America, CBS series spon>red by E. R. Squibb & Sons, handled
y Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New
, 'ork, has been named radio director
J * the United Nations information
i, jEce, New York, a clearing house
pr information
about the United
ations. Mr. MacDonnel is secretary
If the Radio Director's Guild, New
»ork and was formerly associated
iith the London office of J. Walter
nhompson Co., and with BBC and
BC.
k)IS LORRAINE, recently resigned
3 publicity representative for WEAF,
'few
York, hasbusiness.
resumed She
her isown
pubi relations
assisted
' Tor Danley, formerly assistant sales
rviee manager of CBS.
chool
legun

for

Announcers

in

Philadelphia

NNOUNCERS' training school,
inducted jointly by Philadelphia
ocal 28, American Communicaons Assn. and Committee of Phildelphia Station Operators, began
Jan. 26 in the studios of WHAT
Jfrith class of 25 selected candijjfates. Upon completion of tenpeeks'
course
iken into
the graduates
union and will
will be
be
igible to work on Philadelphia
;ations.
]Organized by Joe Dillon, vetran Philadelphia announcer and
nion president, classes will inlude courses in microphone techique, diction and salesmanship
nd lectures by Philadelphia broad^sting and advertising executives,
.andidates will be given practical
Xperience
on various stations.
(ocal28 already has underway a
:hool for radio technicians and enineers, which was organized by
Charles C. Smith. Samuel R. Roslibaum, president of WFIL, is
tjiairman of the station operators'
jroup.
5ROADCASTING

DODGED

TORPEDO

NBC Guide Was Crew Member
Of Freighter
DODGING an enemy live torpedo
while awaiting its explosion is an
experience through which Harrington Crissey, 23, member of the
NBC guide staff in New York, not
only lived but escaped unharmed.
A crewman on an American
freighter which was torpedoed, Mr.
Crissey was on the deck of the
sinking ship when a second torpedo landed on the deck and rolled
around. He leaped aside, then
waited for the inevitable explosion. In a moment, however, he recovered and got in the only sound
lifeboat. He was picked up 11 hours
later by an American vessel.
His days at sea are over. The
Navy discovered that Mr. Crissey
is colorblind.
EDWARD

R. DUNNING, sales representative ofWINS, New York, has
entered the Naval Reserve midshipmen's school at Northwestern U.
JOE HAZEL, sports commentator of
WJZ, New York, has reported to Camp
Upton, N. Y. for Army duty.
DAVE BASCOM, formerly with "Awful Fresh" MacFarlane, candy manufacturer of San Francisco, has joined
KLX, Oakland.
HEPBURN
ARMSTRONG, Bob
Sweeney and Bill Martell have joined
the news staff of KSAN, San Francisco.
DONALD KEITH CURRLIN, announcer of KGO, San Francisco, recently was commissioned an ensign in
the Navy. He has been replaced by
Frank R. Cady, formerly of KYA, Sail
Francisco and' KGDM, Stockton.
VERNE WILSON, chief announcer
of KYA, San Francisco, recently became the father of a girl.
JACK B. PEIX, former director of
public relations and executive assistant
to the general manager of the Institute
of Distribution, New York, has joined
Campbell-Ewald Co., New York.
MYRON DUTTON, Hollywood writerproducer, has withdrawn from the
radio production staff of Orson Welles,
returning to the Biow Co., that city.
BILL HAWORTH, former narrator
on the Mutual sustainer, This Is the
Hour, has been given announcing assignment on the six-weekly quarterhour Norman NesMtt- — -News, sponsored by Studebaker Sales Corp., on
33 Don Lee Pacific stations. Carleton
Kadell takes over Haworth's former
duties.

FEBRUARY—
28 Reasons Why
You

Should

ARE

YOU

A/If

ABOUT

OLD

FOGY

DRUGS?

|*Fmarket
YOU'RE
a drug
advertiser, doareas?
you judge the farm
in terms
of metropolitan
Are you overlooking the fact that most people (big-city
and small-town alike) spend most of their money right in
their own neighborhoods? Are you forgetting that it's in
the corner drug store, the neighborhood grocery, where people invariably buy when influenced by advertising?
For example, the farm people in the No. 1 Farm Market
prefer shopping in the 1,463 small towns — or "neighborhoods"— where it is easiest for them to go and where they
feel most at home.
This is especially true of drug stores. In the KMA

area,

the local drug store is an institution. The druggist himself
is a personal friend of his customers. So it really isn't surprising that the 1,685 KMA drug stores normally do a
business of $30,948,000 a year. (Compare that, for example,
with Cleveland's 467 drug stores and $14,447,000 in sales,
and you'll see how big the KMA

drug market really is!)

It's easy to get your share of the big drug business in the
KMA area. For complete details, write for your copy of the
KMA

Atlas of Wholesale and Retail Druggists.
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Buffalo's
Most

Powerful
Transmitter
Plant

MAURY RIDER, former program director of KIRO, Seattle, has joined
the BLUE Hollywood, as special
events director. He replaces Clete
Roberts, who has reported to Phoenix
Junior College for training as an air
cadet.
ED KU SHINS, announcer of KROW,
Oakland, has been inducted into the
Army.

GIVES

EST

BUFF,

ERAGE

REGIONA

EZRA STONE, formerly star of the
weekly NBC Aldrich Family, sponsored by General Foooods Corp. and
Sara Seegar, also formerly on that
program, were married in Washington Oct. 5 last, it was revealed recently. Stone, now a master sergeant in
the Army, currently is appearing in
Irving Berlin's stage production "This
Is the Army".
JACK SLATTERT, Hollywood announcer, has been assigned to the
thrice-weekly quarter-hour CBS Harry James & His Music Makers, sponsored by Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
DAVID STARLING, former announcer of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, now
in the Army, has been commissioned
a second lieutenant. He is stationed
at Camp Roberts, Cal.

VIOLET CAVETTE, commercial traffic manager of KHJ, Hollywood, and
Scott Darling, film writer, were married in that city recently.
VERNE

BY DAY
OIRECTIONAUY
BY NIGHT

BASIC
MUTUAL
5 50

K.C.

CRAWFORD, former announcer of WFIO, Philadelphia, has
joined KHJ, Hollywood, in a similar
capacity.
TONY LA FRANO, announcer of
KHJ, Hollywood, has been given that
assignment on the weekly half hour
program, Romance of the Highioays,
sponsored by Pacific Greyhound Bus
Lines on 33 Don Lee Pacific stations.
PETER
STURSBERG, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. reporter, has been
posted with the CBC overseas unit in
Great Britain. He joined the CBC national news bureau at Vancouver late
in 1940 ; before that he had served on
Vancouver and Victoria, B. C. news-

"GOOD LUCK, BUDDY," these four staff members of WGN, Chicago,
wish each other on the eve of their departure for military service. Latest batch of station employes to go into armed service include (1 to r):
Bob Cline, sound dept., who goes to the Army; Jerry Moudry, transcription, to Navy Air Corps; William Donohue, page, Army Air Forces;;
Wayne Dankowski, news room, Navy Air Corps.

papers.
MRS. PAT NEILSON has joined
C J O R, Vancouver, as continuity
writer.
EVA NELSON has joined the commercial department of CKMO, Vancouver.
FRANK FLEMING, program manager of CJAT. Trail, B. C, formerly
with CFAC, Calgary; CF.IC. Kaniloops, B. C. ; CKMO and CKWX,
Vancouver, recently married Dale
Cherchas of Trail, B. C.
SAM MOLEN, sports director of
WCHS. Charleston, W. Va., is now
handling sales promotion and publicity as well.
CHARLIE TEAS, sports announcer
and salesman of KOB, Albuquerque,
N. M., has been shifted to the announcing staff, while continuing his
evening sportscast.

365,000

people make

the

Youngstown metropolitan district the third

New Script Service
TOM DOLAN, recently inducted
into the Army and formerly of
WMAL, Washington, and Ruthrauff & Ryan, St. Louis, has started
a new script service for sports reviews and variety shows. Ten stations and five newspapers are carrying the 26-week series of twominute scripts, titled Sport Stars
in Service. Dolan is stationed at
Scott Field, Illinois.
DAN McCULLOUGH resigned from
the announcing staff of WOR, New
York, to enter the navigation school of
an airline company. John D. Seymour
replaces him.
PAUL RIDGELY, assistant in the
House Radio Gallery of Congress, has
been elected president of the senior
class of the Capitol Page School.
MELVIN SPIEGEL, of CBS press
department and previously associate
editor of Movie-Radio Guide, has been
appointed CBS trade news editor. He
succeeds Ralph J. Gleason, who is
joining the overseas branch of the
OWI as a field representative.
JACK RATHBUN, program director
and baseball announcer of WJHP,
Jacksonville, Fla., has been made war
program manager. Don Bell, of the
nouncing staff, has been made musical director. Lamarr Morgan, new to
radio, has joined the announcing staff.
EVA LEE DAVIS has been appointed
program director of KTHS, Hot
Springs, succeeding A. M. Hiryak.
GLEASON KISTLER, program director of AVKBB, Dubuque, la., has
joined the staff of WISH, Indianapolis.

largest in Ohio.
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MAJOR
TRANSFERS
IN KPO
PERSONNEL
PROMOTIONS and major shifts
within the KPO-NBC San Francis- ■
co organization, announced by John
W. Elwood, general manager, re- 1
suit in an all-girl KPO traffic and
sales traffic department.
Fay
Pattee
Smith
has been
named traffic and sales traffic su-f
pervisor, with Mary Jane Porter'
her assistant. With a staff of femi-ij
nine aides the traffic department
becomes an all-girl organization.
Last male members were Harold
Haklik, now in the Army, and hist
assistant, Lon King, in the Army!
Air Forces.
Robert R. Seal, KPO program!
manager, transfers to the program
department
of NBC's
studios. Ray Buffum,
who Hollywood'
has writ-:
ten and produced the Wesson Oil
& Snowdrift Co. Hawthorne House,,
becomes KPO program manager. 1
Floyd isFarr,
supervisor
of announc-'j
ers,
assistant
to the
program!
manager
in
addition
to
his present!
duties.
William E. Shea Jr., KPO

press

department manager, is transferred to the production department. Louise Landis of the press
department becomes its head. Most
of the changes were to take effect
Feb. 1.

Radio Saves Lives
KSAL, Salina, Kan., has
been commended by a Salina
Air Base Wing Commander
for saving the lives of ten
men and a $300,000 bomber
in December. Bound westward from the Atlantic
Coast, the bomber, so short
of gasoline that two of its
motors had already quit, was
unable to locate the Salina
base due to a low ceiling. At
the request of the Wing Commander, KSAL went on the
air a half-hour before schedule;
ship to the
locate enabling
its basethethrough
station's signal.
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WPB

'JUNIOR
MISS'
Magazine Poll Shows

PLEASES
MISSES
Program Is Favorite With

Schoolgirls; Lists Leading Radio Talent
FAVORITE radio programs and
grams and 160 others receiving
one or two votes.
stars of 'teen age girls are listed
Red Skelton, with 18.8% of the
in returns of a poll taken by Callvotes, received the approval as the
ing All Girls magazine among
3,000 readers, heavily weighted by
girls' favorite radio star. He had
12-16-year-olds.
516 votes. Other leading radio entertainers were: Bob Hope, 334;
First place among programs
Shirley Temple, 268 ; Jack Benny,
went to Junior Miss, with 338
174; Ezra Stone, 159; Bing Crosby,
votes. Other program leaders were :
101; Kate Smith, 83; Kay Kyser,
Lux Theatre, 239; Maualie's Diary,
74. Votes were cast for 190 stars,
217; Hit Parade, 213; Red Skelton,
127 receiving one or two votes.
200; Aldrich Family, 190; A Date
Ballot was printed in an issue
With Judy, 127; Bob Hope, 90;
of Calling All Girls and covered
Kay Kyser, 82. Ballots mentioned
radio, movies, books, cosmetics,
249 programs, with 40% of the
candies, drinks and other products,
rating each by brand name.
votes going to the five leading pro-

A

Plug-Ugly
Is Born
(Continued from page 30)

Of

Official

Further

Warns

Paper

Cut

WARNING of probable further
cuts in newsprint and zinc as war
conservation measures, Donald J.
Sterling, consultant to the chairman of the WPB newspapers and
publishing industries committee, on
Jan. 29 told the Kentucky Press
Assn. at Louisville that the Dee.

such diversified subjects as "Woman and the Home", "Make the Fly
at the End of Your Hook Do the

is applied, a commercial "spot"
will not produce the desired results. Therefore he slouches from
corner to corner on all fours in an
attempt to acquaint himself with
the environment and psychology of
the Cockroach.
That accomplished, our scripter
returns to his desk to concentrate
on the angles necessary to influence the "discriminating housewife". After considerable thought
in his falsetto, the embryonic Chaucer carefully pulls from his typewriter the manuscript that will
tell the world about Throckmorton
Glitch's Cockroach Paste . . . "It
fells as it smells."
Now to the production department. Over four cups of coffee and
two orders of doughnuts the production manager, sound effects man,
continuity writer and traffic manager (the last-named only because
he wanted the coffee) put their
heads together for the task of embellishing the script with waves of
diffused sound. Finally a series of
weird noises are designed to depict the various stages of a cockroach's approach to the kitchen.
These culminate in the sound effect
of a light being switched on (assuming that the switching on of
a light sends the little creatures
scurrying across the floor).
The new electrical transcriptions
are widely distributed. All over
America lights are being switched
on following which a benevolent

rushes orders. The continuity
writer, production manager and
sound effects man are congratulating each other (not by telegram,
however, which is strictly proh i b i t e d ) while Throckmorton
Glitch, overcome by the sudden success, sends each of the radio boys
a case of "Glitch's Cockroach

deep bass voice sings "It fells as
it smells". Sales boom! Housewives
beat a path to the door. The dealer

applicable to this saga. "You don't
have to be crazy to be in radio . . .

Job", "Diet Problems of the Horse,
Man's Best Friend" and "Are Your
Hens Making Shells for Defense".
His desk is cleared for action . . .
and in his creative mind Thi-ock-

BALTIMORE'S

BLUE

NETWORK
OUTLET

UTI

'g^O

few

'•■-■/'

BROADCASTING

SYRACUSE

Plant

ARTICLE titled "Radio Broadcasting, A New Industry Plays Vital War
Role", appears in the winter number
of The Index, quarterly publication of
the New York Trust Co.
Blanketing 11 Eastern
Seaboard Starts
tes
227,000 Square
Over 12,000,000
people
BASIC
COLUMBIA

The world is bright . . . then
Paste".
from the pages of a well ch-culated
periodical come the words "Plug
Ugly" . . . mounting in a crescendo
of criticism. Although aimed at
radio in general, the poisoned darts
find their way to those upon whose
broad shoulders the responsibility
must fall. The gloom is not dispelled even though Mr. Throckmorton Glitch barges in excitedly
to announce that the tirade against
"Plug Uglies" has upped his sales
200%. An opportunist, Glitch is certain that the time is ripe to launch
his "Monkey No Flea" powder.
What a "plug ugly" such a product
could inspire!
The continuity boys, however,
are still smarting under the lash
of criticism. They reflect a moment
or. the "Monkey No Flea" product
and all its implications. The boys
exchange knowing glances and then
in a body march to the Navy Recruiting Office. Their draft numbers are coming up next week anyaborning.
way. And so, a "plug ugly" dies

1520

K.C.

There is an oft-bruited moral

but it helps."

WFBL
WW
John Elmer, President
George H. Boeder, Gen. Manager^^^H
National Representatives:
SPOT SALES, INC.
New York - Chisago - San Francisco

Transmitter

paper pulp available in 1943. Referring to suspension last year of 63
dailies, he asserted: "This year's
chapter
remains
to beeffective
written".Feb.
Pointing
out that
15 zinc will be restricted 50%, Mr.
Sterling recommended the use of
smaller and thinner cuts.

morton Glitch's Cockroach Paste
becomes the focal objective.
continuity writer understands that unless every viewpoint
is considered and proper psychology

Powerful

31 newsprint cut of 10% was "a
relatively
one".
"As the gentle
war continues
there may
be a subsequent order, or orders,
which will be more drastic," he declared, adding there "is no chance
of maintaining paper production at
recent levels, let alone the high
levels
of a1941-42."
estimated
decreaseMr.
of Sterling20% in

gested commercial copy for "SureGrow" hair tonic.
He crumples into their respective folders the broadsides, circulars and advertising material on

Our

Most
Buffalo's

for Central

New

York
New

5,000 watts

• CBS

$350,000 Transmitter Plant
BUFFALO

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

Ash y°ur Agency to ask the Colonel!
wKr^Bk
X'y
FREE
<~r
PETERS.
W, w/- Inc., National Representatives
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Sales

the
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BROADCASTING

STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WKZO, Kalamazoo
Atlas Brewing Co., Chicago, 5 sa weekly,
26 weeks, thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
Chicago.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello, 111.
(Laxative Senna), 5 ta weekly, 16 weeks,
thru Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
P. 4Duff
Sons, Pittsburgh
sa &weekly,
13 weeks, (Duff's
thru W.Mixes),
Earl
Bothwell Adv. Agency, Pittsburgh.
Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn, 5 ta weekly, 13
weeks, thru Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Fashion Frocks, Cincinnati, 3 sp weekly,
4 weeks, thru Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp., N. Y.
Foley & Co., Chicago (Proprietary), 6 sp
weekly. 40 weeks, thru Lauesen & Salomon, Chicago.
Murphy Products Co., Burlington, Wis.
(stock feeds), 5 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Voice of Prophecy Inc., Los Angeles (religious), 1 sp weekly, 1 year, thru Geo.
C. Hoskin Assoc., Chicago.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (stomach tablets), 3 sp weekly, thru First United
Broadcasters, Chicago.
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort Worth
Chase Candy Co., St. Joseph, 26 ta, thru
Potts-Turnbull Adv. Co., Kansas City.
Davis Hat Co., Dallas, 13 sp, thru Grant
Adv., Dallas.
Reader's
Digest thru
Assn.,BBDO,
Pleasantville,
3 sa weekly,
N. Y. N. Y.,
B. F. Sumerour Seed Co., Morcross, Ga.
(Sumerour's
Hi-Bred
26 sa
thru
Burton E.
Wyatt cotton
& Co.,seed).
Atlanta.
Seeck & Kade Inc., New York (Pertussin
cough remedy), 120 t, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
American
Snufft, Co.,
Snuff), 260
thru Memphis
Simon &(Garrett's
Gwynn,
Memphis.
Fant Milling Co., Sherman, Tex. (flour,
baking powder), 300 ne, thru Couchman
Adv. Agency, Dallas.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Ful-O-Pep
feeds), 26 t, thru Sherman & Marquette,
Chicago.

KPO, San Francisco
Acme Breweries, San Francisco, 4 sp
weekly, thru Brisacher, Davis & Staff
San Francisco.
Meyenberg
Milkproducts),
Products weekly
Co., Sansp, Francisco (dairy
thru
M. E. Harlan Adv., San Francisco.
Pan-American Coffee Bureau, New York,
5 sa weekly, thru J. M. Mathes Inc.,
N. Y.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco, 202 ta and sa, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, San Francisco.
Durkee Famous Foods, Chicago (TrocoMargarin), 3 sa weekly, thru Emil Reinhardt Adv. Agency, Oakland, Cal.
Golden State Company Ltd., San Francisco (Golden V vitamin milk, 3 sa
weekly,
Francisco.thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, San
Beech-Nut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.
(chewing Co.,
gum),
sa, thru NewellEmmett
N. weekly
Y.
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati (Duz), 2 sa
weekly, thru Compton Adv., Agency,
N. Y.
Vick Chemical Company, Greensboro, N. C.
(Vick's Inhaler),
International,
N. 3Y.sa weekly, thru Morse
Continental Baking Corporation, New Yprk,
5 sa weekly, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Pure Food Co., Mamaroneck, N. Y. (HerbOx bouillon cubes), 3 so, thru J. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
National Funding Corp., Los Angeles (Seaboard Finance loans), 4 ne weekly, thru
Smith & Bull, Los Angeles.
Thomas Leeming & Co., New York (Baume
Bengue), 6 sa weekly, thru William Esty
6 Co., N. Y.
KECA, Los Angeles
Piso Co., Warren Pa. (proprietary), 2
weekly sa, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman,
Memphis.
Beneficial Casualty Co., Los Angeles (accident insurance), weekly sp, thru Stodel Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
Murine Co., Chicago (eye drops), 5
weekly ta, thru BBDO, Chicago.
Broadway Department Store, Hollywood,
weekly sp, thru Lee Ringer Adv., Los
Angeles.
California Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Los Angeles (finance), 7 weekly ta, thru
Elwood J. Robinson, Los Angeles.
Goodyear Service Stores, Los Angeles
(auto accessories). 5 weekly t, direct.
Western Auto Supply Co., Los Angeles
(auto accessories), 5 weekly ne, thru
Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles.

KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark.
Beeman's Lab., Atlanta (B-Q-R cold tablets), 104 ta, thru Harvey-Massengale
Co., Atlanta.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold Medal
capsules). 522 ta, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., WinstonSalem, N.312C. ta,(Brown's
Mule chewing
tobacco),
thru J. Carson
Brantley Adv. Agency, Salisbury, N. C.
Hulman & Co., Terre Haute (Clabber Girl
baking powder) , 260 sa, thru Pollyea
Adv., Terre Haute.
Shuptrine Co., Savannah, Ga. (Tetterpine) ,
156 sa, thru Harvey-Massengale Co.,
Atlanta.
E. Myers Lye Corp. (Merry War Lye),
156 ta, thru Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
KSTP, St. Paul
General Cigar Co., New York, 26 sp, thru
Federal Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 626 sa, thru
Biow Co., N. Y.
Carter Products, New York (Little Liver
pills), 365 sa, thru Ted Bates, N. Y.
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport, Conn.
(Calox),
51 sa, thru J. D. Tarcher & Co.,
N.
Y.
Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Okla.,
156 ne, thru Lambert & Feasley, N. Y.
Paul F. Beich Co., Bloomington, 111.
(candy), 52 sa, thru Arthur Meyerhoff
& Co., N. Y.
National Biscuit Co., New York, 26 sp,
312 sa, thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Gamble Stores, Minneapolis (dept. store),
624 sa, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Page
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KNX, Hollywood
American Chicle Co., Long Island City,
N. Y. (chewing gum), 35 sa weekly,
thru Grant Adv., Chicago.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield, Minn,
(Malt-O-Meal), 3 sp weekly, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso),
6 ta weekly; on Feb. 1 increased to 13
ta weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
N. Y.
Kelite Products Inc., Los Angeles (Kenu
cleanser) , 3 sp weekly, thru Little &
Co., Los Angeles.
KHJ, Hollywood
Piso Co., Warren Pa. (proprietary), 3
weekly sa, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman,
Memphis.
Thomas Leeming & Co., New York (Baume
Bengue). 10 ta weekly, thru Wm. Esty
& Co., N. Y.
Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn, 5 ta weekly, thru
Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Bohemian Distributing Co., Los Angeles
(Acme beer), 13 ta, 3 t weekly, thru
Brisacher, Davis & Staff, Los Angeles.
WEAF, New York
F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., Brooklyn,
3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru BBDO,
N. Y.
H. C. Bohack Co., Brooklyn (vegetables,
fruits), 5 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
E. M. Freystadt Associates, N. Y.
General Baking Co., New York, 10 sa
weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Hill Brothers Co., New York (muffin, cake
mixes, canned fruit roll), 5 sa weekly,
52 weeks, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
Drygoods Retailers Inc., New York (Ruby
Lane stores), 5 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Neff-Rogow Inc., N. Y.
WJZ, New York
Minwax Co., New York (Preen floor wax),
N.
Y. sa, thru R. T. O'Connell Co.,
weekly
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso),
12 Y.
ta weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N.
General Baking Co., New York 6 ta weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
WMAQ, Chicago
P. Duff & Sons, Inc., Pittsburgh (wafflemix), 4 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru W.
Earl Bothwell Adv. Agency, Pittsburgh.

On

4

37%

Higher

Blue

Outlets

Largest Increase Over 1941
After Net Separation
GROSS TIME sales of the four
BLUE stations represented by the
network's national spot sales department were 37% higher in 1942
than in 1941, Murray B. Grabhorn,
BLUE national spot sales manager,
disclosed last week.
The individual increase in billings this year over 1941 for each
station was WJZ, New York,
34.5%; WENR, Chicago, 41.5%;
WMAL, Washington, 18.6%, and
KGO, San Francisco, 73%.
Blue Took Over Feb. 1
According to Mr. Grabhorn, the
increase in time sales is doubly
significant in view of the fact that
up until Jan. 31, 1942, the four
stations were represented in the national spot field by NBC's spot
sales department. On Feb. 1, responsibility for national representation was shifted to BLUE spot
sales with the changeover in line
with the setting-up of the BLUE
as a separate organization from
NBC.
The cumulative percentages of
increases for the four stations,
month by month, in 1942 as compared to 1941 follows: January,
2% ; February, 4.6% ; March, 8.3% ;
April, 10.1%; May, 16.3%; June,
22.2%; July, 27.8%; August,
35.3%; September, 38.2%; October,
35.2%;
November, 35.6%; December, 37%.
Plane Rides Free
"BUY A BOND and receive a free
plane trip," listeners to WJMC, Rice
Lake, Wis., hear each Sunday on
Bond Time Victory Hour aired in
collaboration with the Rice Lake Junior Chamber of Commerce. Listeners
may purchasenominationaat the
War nearest
Bond of
any and
debank
receive a ticket for a free plane ride.
The Civil Air Patrol provides the
planes and gas.

WYO

t
'

ALERT! is on its toes in
The Pacific Northwest
more than one way these days. War produe' ion? You bet! Tons and tons of itl
Civilian defense? We ain't kiddin'l Armed
forces? Oodles of 'em! Anything you tell
it'll
action! won't simmer either . . .
us ongetthexradio
PACIFIC NORTHWEST GROUP
- KXL
Joseph H. McGillvra
I KFPY
The Katz Agency
\ Z. NET
The Walker Company
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Duff

AMERICAN- JEWISH BroadcastingCo., Los Angeles, on Jan. 31 started
sponsoring a weekly 60-minute program. American-Jewish Hour, on
KWKW, Pasadena. Schedule will be
increased to thrice-weekly March 3.
With broadcast of May 30 the schedule
increases to five per week. Contract
is for 52 weeks. Placement is through
Dean L. Simmons, Hollywood.
BU-TAY PRODUCTS Inc., Huntington Park, Cal. (Rain Drops water
softener), on Jan. 21 started using
49 time signal announcements weekly
on KFVD, Los Angeles. Contract is
for 13 weeks. Firm also \ises participation in Homemaker's Club on KHJ,
that city. Agency is Glasser-Gailey
& Co., Los Angeles.
CORSETORIUM, chain of corset
shops in Brooklyn, entered radio for
the first time Jan. 20 with a ten-day
test campaign on WLIB, Brooklyn,
using 20 spot announcements. A. W.
Lewin Co., New York, handles the
account.

Planning

Drive

BANK

RADIO time to blanket 32 major
markets, as well as weekly ads in
200 newspapers are planned by P.
Duff & Sons, Inc., for Duff's Waffle Mix, the company announced
last week in describing aggressive
plans
for promoting
Duff's Station
Mixes
as a war
food substitute.
list was not revealed. Bothwell
Adv., Pittsburgh, is the agency.
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT Corp., Santa Monica, in an employment/ campaign starting Jan. 24, is using a
weekly schedule of 42 transcribed oneminute announcements each on KFAC
KFVD KMPC. Essig Co., Los Angeles, has the account.
CARTER COAL Co., Washington,
(Olga coal), has started a Sunday
evening
program
The Hermit's
on CFRB.
Toronto.
Account Cave
was
placed
cinnati. by Ralph H. Jones Co., CinSEARS, ROEBUCK & Co. will sponsor the broadcast of all remaining
home games of the Oshkosh professional basketball team over WOSH,
Oshkosh, Wis.

BUYS

PROGRAM

YOUTH
OlS

WMCA

PARTICIPATION by New York
school children features Youthbuilders' Forum, weekly half-hour
program on WMCA, presented in
cooperation with Youthbuilders
Inc., a national organization, and
sponsored by the Modern Industrial
Bank. Program is conducted by Dr.
Frank Kingdon, educator, who also
is sponsored by Modern Industrial
mentary.
Bank in a five-weekly news comIn addition, the bank has begun
a weekly hour of recorded classical music and six-weekly quarterhour news commentaries by Sydney Moseley on WMCA.
Station last week also added
Sachs Quality Furniture and Argus Optical Co., Sachs sponsoring
Alice Hughes in A Woman's View
9-9:15 a.m. thrice-weekly, and recorded music programs. Argus
signed for five-weekly quarter-hour
news periods by Randall Hargraves
and thrice-weekly commentaries by
Johannes Steele, in addition to sev-

4

SMILING PROUDLY is William
Knodel, vice-president and Chicago
sales manager of Free & Peters,
while James Free, chairman of the
board, presents him with a solid
gold engraved watch, marking Mr.
Knodel's fifth anniversary with the
F&P organization.
eral recorded music broadcasts.
Modern Industrial Bank account
is handled by Metropolitan Adv.,
New York, and Argus Optical by
Furman and Feiner, New York.
Sachs was placed direct.

MARSHALL MOTOR Co., ChryslerPlymouth dealer, Salina, Kan., has
signed an uncancelable contract for
nearly 1,000 announcements plus sponsorship of The Johnson Family on
KSAL, Salina.
KIRKMAN & SON, division of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City,
N. J., will shift Can You Top This on
WOR, New York, from Tuesday, 88:30 p.m. to Wednesday, 7:30-8 p.m.
I on Feb. 3. Newell-Emmett Co., New
, York, handles the account.
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These are days to pass the ammunition, — but

How

certainly not days to waste it!

does its job is best summed

WHEC

cover Pennsylvania,

WHEC

is the favorite Rochester station with

Ohio, nor reach into Canada. Its job is the

BOTH

local and national program sponsors.

does

NOT
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economically WHEC
up in the fact that
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well and how
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available. We'd like to talk with you about
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DANIEL M. GORDON, former manager of the magazine space buying department of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, has been appointed manager of
the media department. Walter G.
Smith, vice-president and account executive, continues to direct all media
planning activities. Theodore C. Fisher
remains in charge of radio timebuying
section.
PAUL F. ADLER, head of Eastern
Advertisers' Service, has discontinued
his Hollywood agency for the duration.
He has joined the Civil Aeronautics
Adm.
ALICE ROSS, formerly with Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv., New York,
has joined Franklin Bruck Adv., New
York, as assistant in charge of media.
Jules Nathan is media director.

KENNETH W. PLUMB, vice-president and director of Federal Adv.,
New York, on leave of absence for
the duration, has been commissioned
a lieutenant in the Naval Reserve, assigned to the public relations office, 3d
Naval District.
VINCENT (Vick) LAUSTSEN, formerly in the production department of
McCann-Erickson, New York, has
joined Tracy Kent Inc., New York,
as production manager. He succeeds
C. W. Thomas, now in military service.
HOWARD C. BROWN Co., representative of Australian and New Zealand radio interests, has moved Hollywood offices to 6404 Sunset Blvd. Tel.
is Hollywood 6045.
LLOYD

HERROLD, professor of advertising at Northwestern U, has been
made research director of H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
EDWIN M. SCHNEEBERG has left
the radio copy department of Compton Adv., New York, to join the Army.

Maj. Hart Is
War Prisoner

Reported
of Japan

REPORTED MISSING in action,
Maj. George B. Hart, former executive of the Frederic W. Ziv agency, Cincinnati, is held prisoner of
war by the Japanese in the Philippines, the War Dept. has notified
his parents. Maj. Hart, former engineer of WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati,
and later sales manager of WCPO,
Cincinnati, before entering the
agency field, was a lieutenant in
the Signal Corps Reserve when he
was called to active duty before
the war.
After indoctrination in Washington he was sent to the Philippines in the summer of 1941,
earned promotion to captain. Later, because of outstanding bravery
he was made a major and cited for
heroism by Gen. MacArthur. Maj.
Hart was with Gen. MacArthur on
Bataan and later with Gen. Wainwright on Corregidor. He was reported missing just before the fall
of Corregidor. The American Legion in Cincinnati has named an
auxiliary post the George B. Hart
Post in his honor.
GRAY

& ROGERS. Philadelphia advertising agency, has added 20% additional space to its offices in the Philadelphia Saving Fund Society to house
the expanded art and production departments.
E. WARREN BROOKS, former production manager of J. M. Mathes Inc.,
New York, has been named account
executive. Charles Tomlinson, of the
production department, succeeds him
as production manager.
CLIFFORD FAUST, formerly with
Chicago agencies, has joined The McCarty Co., Los Angeles, as account
executive.
OF

ADVERTISERS

MINNEAPOLIS

BLUE NETWORK

Renew

Their

Year

After

Year

sage on This Most Popular
Station in the Twin Cities
Market.

FREE & PETERS,
INC., National Representatives
New York
Chicago Detroit Atlanta
Los Angeles San Francisco
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ST. PAUL

Contracts

They Wouldn't Do It If They
Didn't Get Results! Take a
Tip . . . Put Your Selling Mes-

Page

ON

G. F. MILLS, Toronto, has been elected president of Spitzer & Mills, Toronto and Montreal, successors to Lord
& Thomas of Canada. J. W. Spitzer,
Toronto, is executive vice-president
and William G. Power, Montreal, vicepresident.
ROBERT PAUL SMITH, former
script writer of CBS and William
Esty & Co., New York, has joined
the script staff of Foote, Cone & Belding, New York.
GORDON AUCHINLOSS, director
and continuity writer of Hit Parade
and the New American Tobacco Show,
scheduled to start Feb. 19, who also
handles continuity for Kay Kyser's
program, will resign from Foote, Cone
&
Belding, New York, July 15, to
freelance.
F. W. FEDERER. former space buyer of Geyer, Cornell and Newell, and
previously associated with J. Stirling
Getchel Inc., has been appointed manager of the media department of Black ett-Sample-Hummert, New York office.
BRUCE RYAN, son of Frederick B.
Ryan, president of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, has received his wings and
commission as second lieutenant in
the Army Air Forces, assigned to the
Flying Fortress advanced training
command as pilot.
KIRBY HAWKES, radio director of
Benton & Bowles, is expected to join
the Ma rine Corps, Intelligence Division. He has passed his examinations
and awaits final action on his application for a commission.
EVANS PLUMMER. formerly on the
Hollywood staff of Tom Fizdale. publicity service, has joined Earle Ferris
Asso., that city. He was for several years West Coast editor of MovieRadio Guide, fan publication.

B-S-H

Names

McNeil

ROBERT A. McNELL, account executive and on the timebuying staff
of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, New
York, for the past seven years, has
been appointed
vice-president of
the agency,
announced lastasweek
by Maurice H.
Bent, vice-president of the company. Mr. McNeilto
will continue
make

his headquarters in the
New York office.
Mr. McNeil
Mr. Bent also announced the appointment of David
J. Kepner as a vice-president in the
agency's office at Lakeland, Fla.
Reps.

Cole

and

Brehm

Would Repeal Wartime
REPEAL of daylight time and return to standard time is sought in
concurrent resolutions (H-Con-Res
9 and H-Con-Res 10) introduced
in the House last week by Reps.
Brehm (R-O) and Cole (R-Mo.).
Declaring he had had complaints
from mothers of school children,
farmers, business and professional
men and individuals in all walks of
life, Rep. Cole said war time,
which became effective Feb. 9,
1942, has resulted in "untold inand hardships"to with
"no material conveniences
contribution
our
war effort." Both resolutions were
referred to the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee.
Return to standard time again
would plunge radio into its semiannual headaches involving shifting of all programs and general
realigning of schedules, since the
eastern states adopt daylight saving time from April to September.
JOHN M. BRIDGE, formerly creative head of the Minneapolis office of
McCann-Erickson, has joined BBDO,
Minneapolis, as account representative
for the public services department of
General Mills.
HELEN LEITHAUSER has left the
publicity staff of Foote, Cone & Belding, New York.
JAMES R. FERGUSON, formerly of
Knollin Adv. Agency, San Francisco,
has been commissioned a lieutenant in
the Field Artillery.
TOM HARDT, Hollywood assistant
producer of Young & Rubicam on the
NBC Time to Smile, has been given
production assignment on the CBS
Those We Love.

"I was just listening to WFDF
Flint Michigan, with a kilowatt

BROADCASTING on • 910!"
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GOP Names Selvage
APPOINTMENT of James P. Selvage, of Princeton, N. J., as an assistant to the chairman of the Republican National Committee in
charge of publicity, was announced
last week by Chairman Harrison
E. Spangler. Mr. Selvage, a former
newspaperman, was director of
public relations for NAM and
later opened his own public relations firm. He organized the Navy
"E" program, and was one of the
directors of the national scrap salvage campaign.

AGENCY

JAMES

SHELBY

VARIED career, including
acting, stunt-riding and computing, marks the young
life of James Shelby, radio
director of McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
He started at 16 with the American Eadiator & Sanitary Corp.,
Chicago, where his chief job was
computing heating units in buildings under construction. Counting
i radiators was a bit dull, so young
Jim Shelby struck out for new
fields that subsequently led him
to a hitch in the Army, radio announcing and acting, the stage and
movies.
As a member of the 122d Field
.Artillery he became adept at stunt
riding and later became a hardriding extra in Gene Autry picjtures. Between times he modelled
. for commercial photos and films,
played in stock and did some announcing.
Mr. Shelby entered the agency
] field as publicity director for Grant
: Adv., Chicago. He handled public
j relations for the Dale Carnegie ac| count and took part in writing and
j producing the NBC Dr. I. Q. show.
A year ago he joined McCannErickson as assistant to E a r 1 e
a Thomas, then radio director. When
Mr. Thomas was commissioned a
; captain in the Army last November,
Mr. Shelby became radio director,
j With the McCann-Erickson firm
I he has written and produced Musij cal Millwheel on the BLUE, assisted with the NBC Auction Quiz, and
supervised production of Clara Lu
V Em on CBS. Currently, he su;.,pervises radio for the accounts of
j Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, Pillsj,1bury tionFlour
Mills, Dairy
Milk Assn.
Foundaand American
A

I

yn'ppaifitmentf
HOUSE OF THE TRE-JUR Inc., New
York, to Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
PILSENER BREWING Co., Cleveland, to
Gregory Adv., Cleveland.
RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY, New
York (Air Express Div. ), to Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
KENT LABS., St. Louis (vitamins), to
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
POLLOCK-KEY Co., Fort Scott, Kan.
(work clothes), to McJunkin Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago, to Joseph
Jacobs Jewish Market Organization as
counsel in the Jewish field. Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago, continues as agency.
HIRESTRA LABS, New York, to Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y., for Endocreme, a skin cream. Discontinuing program on local station. No radio
contemplated till next fall.
PARFUMS
L'ORLE,
New York,
A.
Salzman Inc.,
New York.
Radio tois H.
being
considered.
FISHBACH COSMETIC Co., New York,
to Wildrick & Miller, N. Y., for Irene
Blake Jar of Stockings, a leg lotion ;
Phantom Glove, protective hand preparation, and other products. Media plans not
set.
DELEHANTY Institute, New York, to
Devine Adv., New York, for business, secretarial and war industry courses. Has
used radio but none is contemplated at
present.
ALKINE Co., New Brunswick, N. J., to
Jackson Adv., New Brunswick, for Flemolyn cough medicine. Using four eastern
and eight midwestern stations, for winter
campaign.
LEHIGH Coal & Navigation Co., Philadelphia, to Lewis & Gilman, Philadelphia.
LA CONGA HOSIERY Co., New York,
to Hicks Adv. Agency, N. Y.
MAURICE J. WALSH Ltd. (ring manufacturers), to Walsh Adv. Co. Ltd., Toronto. Plans for 1943 being made.
has two children, Jimmy, aged 2%,
and Judy, 1. His hobbies include
horseback riding, skiing, deep-sea
fishing and, unofficially, computing
radiators in the homes of friends.
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Lockheed

Guests

IRE

WELLES having- withdrawn as narrator, writer and producer, a guest talent policy will be
started on the weekly CBS Ceiling Unlimited, sponsored by Lockheed & Vega Aircraft Corps., starting Feb. 8. No format change is
contemplated. Series was renewed
on 56 CBS stations for 13 weeks
effective Feb. 1, Monday, 7:15-7:30
p.m. with West Coast repeat, 8:158:30 p.m. (PWT). Thomas Freebairn-Smith is producer of Foote,
Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, agency servicing the account. Welles
withdrew Feb. 1 from the series
on plea of being overburdened with
other work, which includes his
CBS sustainer, Hello, Americans,
and film assignments. [Broadcasting, Jan. 18].

Probes

ORSON

WIL, St. Louis, Mo.
. . . incidentally, AP
radio is terrific.

for

news

Mel Kampe,
Publicity Director.

ing was devoted to papers dealing
with the production and use of radio facilities for the armed services. Rear Admiral Stanford C.
Hooper, U. S. Navy, pointed out
that "communications within the
armed forces, detection and location of the enemy, identification and
radio control are essential to nearly every mobile unit." He stressed
the need for American radio engineers to "out-think, out-plan, outproduce the Axis competition in the
production of radio facilities."
Harold P. Westman, secretary,
war committee on radio, American
Standards Assn., described the
work of the committee in setting up
standards for military radio equipment that, as far as possible, can
be used "anywhere on the surface
of the earth, below the sea, or in
the sky above. This is a global war
and our fighting forces will be
found in every climate. Any component which is limited to one extreme service, as in the Arctic or
in the tropics, presents a serious
problem." In the manufacture of
equipment, he said, "there can be
only one economy in wartime. Each
item must be produced in the shortest time with the least expenditure
materials and manpower."
Pointing out that the ranks of
radio engineers increased by more
than 20 per cent during 1942, with
thousands of newcomers to radio
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now," he said, "to decide to do
something in the future which will
encourage happier results and
safer progress in the development
of civilization. Something must be
done in the future which will give
saner judgment and more scientific control of the forces unleashed
by science. Isolation is now impossible, for scientists as well as for
TRANSRADIO
ACTION
nations."
LED
TO
RATE
CUT
PROCEEDINGS against AT&T
which brought about a 25-50% reduction in the cost of radio broadcasting transmission lines [Broadcasting, Jan. 25] were initiated,by
Transradio-Press two years ago,
according to a statement by Transradio last week.
"Seeking specifically to obtain a
press rate reduction, which had
never been made since the mileaga
rate was established in 1917," the
statement said, "Transradio petitioned for an investigation of the
AT&T rate structure." The FCC
set a date for the hearing, later
enlarging the scope of the hearings
to the cut in rates, announced by
AT&T as effective Feb. 1.
The original Transradio action,
out of which the investigation grew,
the news service stated, is "still
not completely settled, since Transradio was seeking a change in certain of AT&T's rate-making principles as well as the reduction that
was
agreed
to". Final
action
come after Feb.
15 when
the may
new

J, 1943

tariff schedules are filed, according to Herbert Moore, Transradio president.

Alva J. Carter
ALVA J. CARTER, 60, president of
the Carter Motor Co., Chicago, pioneer radio manufacturer and television designer, died Jan. 24. He founded the Carter Radio Co. in 1922 and
developed it into one of the largest
radio parts companies in the world.
In 1928 he started and demonstrated
a new television system, xising regular broadcast wave lengths to beam
voice and picture simultaneously. For
a number of years he was in charge
of construction of automatic telephone
plants in Iowa and the middle west.
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WILSON

Retiring v.p. of Bell Labs
Ten Fellowships Awarded J
PRESENTATION of the IRE
Medal of Honor for 1943 to Dr.
William Wilson, retiring assistant
vice-president of Bell Telephone
Labs, took place Jan. 28, at the
midwinter IRE convention in New
York.
Dr. Wilson, a Fellow of the institute, had been with Bell for 28
years, for many years in charge of
vacuum tube research and development. He has served as an IRE
director for three years.
Ten IRE Fellowships were
awarded at the meeting. Included
among those honored was Dr. Peter
C. Goldmark, chief CBS television
engineer, and inventor of color televisionAndrew
;
Alf ord, head of Air
Navigation Labs, of I.T.&T.; Ivan
S. Coggeshall, general cable supervisor, Western Union; Capt. JenShips. nings B. Dow, USN, Bureau of
Lee A. DuBridge, professor of
physics and dean of faculty, U of
Rochester; Daniel E. Harnett, chief
engineer, Hazeltine Service Corp;
Dorman
D. Israel, chief engineer,
Corp.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Axel G. Jensen, television research engineer, Bell Telephone;
Lt. Col. George F. Metcalf, office
of the Chief Signal Corps Officer,
War Dept.; Dr. Irving Wolff, physicist, RCA labs.
HOUSE

GIVEN

BILL

ON QUESTIONNAIRES
CENTRALIZATION of Government reports and questionnaires in
the Dept. of Commerce, was proposed in a bill (HR-1575) introduced in the House last Thursday
by Rep. Harness (R-Ind.) to alleviate the "paper work" deluge long
criticized in Congress.
The bill would prohibit Federal
agencies from requiring persons to
furnish "burdensome and nonessential information" and to reCensus
Bureauquire
to bethe department's
sole agency for
questionnaires.
Mr. Harness alluded to the wave
of Government reports and questionnaires "now swamping American free
and commendedenterprise"
Congress for enacting,
late
in the last session, the law directing the Bureau of the Budget to coordinate and simplify collection.
"Self-important little bureaucrats in a dozen different Washington agencies have been running riot
in red tape and so overburdening
business with paper work that thousands of enterprises simply will
not be able to keep up with the
demands," he said. The task was
particularly difficult for smaller
firms, he declared, calling the questionnaire deluge one of the "most
flagrant abuses of administrative
Frank

Zdarsky

FRANK ZDARSKY, for 13 years
musical director of WTCN, Minneapolis-St. Paul, died from a heart
attack at the studios Jan. 24 follaw." lowing a program. Mr. Zdarsky had
been leader of pit orchestras in
Twin Cities' theatres for many

BROADCASTING years.
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Golenpaul

Denied

Injunction
Jingle
-'Information Please' Must Use
Plug in Final Broadcasts
MOTION for preliminary injunction to restrain American Tobacco
Co. from repetitious use of the
jingle — "The best tunes of all move
to Carnegie Hall" — on the final two
broadcasts of Information Please
under that company's sponsorship
was denied Dan Golenpaul, ownerproducer of the program, last
Thursday by Justice Bernard L.
Shientag in New York Supreme
Court. Jingle is a "teaser" announcement for Your All-Time Hit
Parade, which American Tobacco
will sponsor in the Friday evening
period on NBC now occupied by
Information Please, beginning
Feb. 12.
Golenpaul had asked that the sponsor be prohibited from "presenting the broadcast in such a manner
as unlawfully to injure the property rights of the producers", holding that, the jingles as used are
"low, vulgar and offensive". The
court's findings did not uphold this
charge, the decision stated, although Judge Shientag continued
that the repetition of the jingle is
"apt to be irritating and annoying
to radio listeners". He said, however, that "the irritation of the
radio audience would naturally tend
:to be directed not so much against
jthe producers of the program as
against its sponsor."
Court points out that only two
broadcasts are affected since
American Tobacco sponsorship
ends with the program of Feb. 5
and that Information Please has
already been sold to a new sponsor,
H. J. Heintz Co. "at a price said
to be in excess of that paid by
American Tobacco". No malice was
charged by the plaintiff who also
concedes that the time taken up
by the jingles and all other advertising for Lucky Strikes does not
exceed 10% of the total program
time in accordance with NBC's regulations.
Decision continues that "it would
undoubtedly have been in much
ibetter taste" for American Tobac!co to have acceded to the request
of the producer to cut down the
number of repetitions of the jingle
per program, but that this does
not warrant a court of equity in
granting a preliminary injunction.

Station

Maintenance

be responsible for determining
minimum civilian requirements,
and for obtaining these from the

Promised

general program.
Mr. Ellis' talk dealt in detail
with the place of electronics in
the war. He pointed out there is a
vast difference between the radio
which sits comfortably in the corner of a living room, and at the
front.

By
Ellis
as Wartime
Necessity
ASSERTING that maintenance
The Radio & Radar Division's
of broadcasting stations and home
military production groups will be
radios is a wartime necessity, Ray
organized parallel to the main
WPB setup. One group will have
C. Ellis,
of thepromised
WPB* Radio
&
Radardirector
Division,
the
charge of planning the entire proIRE convention in New York Jan.
gram; a second will see that all
28 that "the radio set is going to
critical
parts and matei'ials "are
get its proper allotment of tubes
delivered at the right time and deand condensers."
livered to the right places"; the
To insure this, in the light of
third group makes certain that the
military needs, Mr. Ellis described
equipment and facilities of the ina new Radio & Radar Division setdustry are adequate to meet the
schedules which have been set.
up which includes an expanded
The Civilian Radio Section would
group dealing with all civilian radio equipment.
Must Maintain Sets
Pointing out that the radio division is primarily concerned with
war production, the radio & radar
chief said, "It is vital that the
broadcasting stations and ladio
sets in our homes be maintained."
Mr. Ellis warned there could
not be supplies of all civilian replacement parts. "Civilian radio
is in approximately the same position as domestic housekeeping," he
said. "The great variety of designs
for each component is not feasible
in wartime" but economic use of
our resources should "insure that
the radio sets in our homes will
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Production has jumped from
$8,000,000 a month in July, 1941
to almost $200,000,000 per month,
he said. Plants of some 50-odd
home radio producers are now entirely in war work, he said, and
about 1,500 concerns are participating in production or radio detector equipment.
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be adequately nourished."
It is true that stations may no
longer expand their facilities, and
manufacturers may not introduce
new sets, Mr. Ellis said, but "to
keep existing broadcasting and receiving apparatus in working order
requires some part of the output
of the radio industry; it is the
division's responsibilty to determine what this part is and to see
that its efforts are properly alUnder the Radio & Radar Divilocated."
sion organization described by Mr.
Ellis, the war production program
for radio will be handled by three
new groups, which will be made
up in part from existing branches
or sections. There will also be a
special group to care for all civilian
needs ; a field section to assist manufacturers, and an engineering advisory section to watch developmental work in laboratories.
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• Programs prepared by the
ASCAP Radio Program Service are
salable and entertaining. Written
by the best script writers in the
business, they are available to
any ASCAP-licensed station without cost. Write or wire at once.

Get the f.cts from W01 - WASHINGTON. 0. C.
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NE, daughter of
STO
A Fre
PAUL
d Stone, last week
Actor
gave the first of a series of
special Saturday broadcasts
on WNEW, New York, from the
show window of the Civilian Defense Volunteer Office Information
Center, located opposite Grand
Central Station, in New York.
Series is designed to present the
accomplishments of the CDVO,
and to secure public cooperation
with the organization. Servicemen
who are invited to the broadcasts
are asked to leave their addresses
with Miss Stone so that they will
receive her weekly news letter,
based on a program of Hollywood
news she conducts on WNEW under the title, The Broadway Beam.
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PROGRAMS
Reminiscences
Adolescence in Action
CONTRASTING
ITS store of alTEEN-AGE caprices of "Corliss
most
a
century
ago
with its new
Archer", played by Priscilla Lyon,
facilities today, Kahn & Rosenau,
14-year-old actress known to raPhiladelphia furniture dealers,
dio listeners as "Fluffy" in the
former CBS Junior Miss series,
have started a Then and Now
quarter-hour week-day series at
are the center of a Thursday evening series started on CBS last
5:45 p.m. on WIP, Philadelphia.
week. Each episode is a complete
Recorded music, old and new, emstory in itself, revolving around
phasizes the "then and now" nature of the furniture store's busithe young lady's household. Charness.
Bob Horn, of the station
acter was introduced in the Janstaff, conducts the program, as
uary issue of Good Housekeeping,
"The Man From Kahn & Roseby F. Hugh :je
Herbert.
+ %i
* * *
For Housewives
HIGHLIGHTED by interviews
Womanpower
with prominent members of GovFEMININE cooperation in the naernmental, State or civic committion's war effort is theme of Saturtees such as the Red Cross, Office of
day
afternoon womanpower series,
nau."
War
Jobs for Women on WBBM,
Price Administration or a nurses'
school, At Your Service, five-weekly
Chicago. Frayn Utley, lecturerseries on KFBK, Sacramento, inwriter wife of Clifton Utley, news
forms housewives of new regulacommentator, directs the discussion
tions affecting the home and gives
with representatives of the
stories of women in the news. Local
WAACS,
SPARS,
and
*N WAVES
%
WAFS.
response has been favorable.
Hitting Careless Talk
RUMOR SQUELCHER campaign
started by WTAG, Worcester, includes announcements and dramatized skits throughout the day to
show how "careless talk costs
lives." Listeners are invited to
contribute rumor squelcher slogans
of 10 words. Winning slogans are
broadcast.

Hidden Talents
AFFORDING station announcers
an opportunity to display creative
ability, a thrice-weekly quarterhour workshop idea program titled
Announcers Are People, was started on KECA, Los Angeles- A different announcer for each broadcast announces, writes, edits and
produces his respective program.
* * *
Women's

ISAACS

APPLE

' I 'HEY say a falling apple started Sir Isaac Newton thinking about the Law of Gravity. But the
Law was there, whether anybody thought of it or not.
The Law of Supply and Demand also is always with
us. And many a business will drop into the red when
the props of artificial wartime restrictions are pulled
out from under.
Don't wait till the apple hits you on the head. Building a firm foundation of goodwill now will help to
sustain your business when the "buyers' market"
comes back again. Give people something they value
— radio entertainment — to remember you by.

Features

CHILD HEALTH and women's
talks for the winter and spring seasons on the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. stations cover the following topics: The Perils of Junior,
Fireside Fun, Women Workers Today, How Freedom Works, interviews with Women On The Job,
Enemy.
Wartime Shopping and The Hidden
* * *
To Simplify Rationing
COOPERATING with OPA to
give listeners up-to-date information about all types of rationing,
WBT, Charlotte, is presenting a
six-weekly program at 7:15 a.m.,
titled WBT's Ration Calendar.
THE VOICE

OF MISSISSIPPI

CFRB
TORONTO
860

KILOCYCLES
Owned and Operated by

Surveys prove at least one quarter of all radios in Canada's
richest market are always tuned to CFRB
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Alertness of Listeners
ATTENTIVE LISTENING to programs on WIBG, Philadelphia,
pays dividends in theatre ducats in
the new program The Family Quiz,
at 5 p.m. daily on that station.
Four questions, one each about
news, movies, sports and music,
must be answered by mail. Prize
for answering all questions correctly is a pair of movie tickets.
Lloyd Thompson of WIBG staff directs the program.
^ ^ ^
Evolution of a Tune
A PROGRAM showing how new
popular dance tune ideas have
been borrowed from the classics is
heard on KWK, St. Louis, nightly
at 5:15. Titled Cutting the Heart
from the Classics, the series features a new dance record, followed
by a record of the classics from
which the popular tune has been
"lifted". Rush Hughes directs the
programs.

Observation
:£
$ -sfsQuiz
ALERTNESS rather than general
knowledge is tested in a weekly,
half-hour quiz show, Good Listening on CBS. Miniature dramas,
blackouts and various incidents on
the studio stage provide the basis
for questions. Five contestants are
chosen but any member of the audience is likely to be quizzed without
warning. Cash prizes are awarded
for correct answers.

if; '
For ij<tWar$ Brides
ADVICE TO BRIDES on trousseaux, etiquette, wedding traditions
and procedure is offered by the
Philadelphia Bridal Secretariat in
a 10-minute program, Getting Married, Thursdays at 3:20 p.m. on
WCAU, Philadelphia. Mrs. Logan
Bentley, head of the Secretariat
and consultant on many of Philadelphia's society weddings, conducts the programs.
*
* #
FBI in Wartime
SABOTAGE, espionage and other
FBI wartime problems are discussed in a new series of weekly
interviews on WOAI, San Antonio,
between Corwin Riddell, of WOAI,
and M. W. Acers special agent in
FBI.
charge of San Antonio branch of

John

W.

Moore

Heads

Canadian
Advertisers
JOHN W. MOORE, advertising
and sales promotion manager of
the Maple Leaf Milling Co. Ltd.,
Toronto, has been elected president
of the Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, succeeding Paul K. Abrahamson of the Borden Co. Mr. Abrahamson has been made district
sales manager of the Borden Co. in
Chicago,
after sixhe years
Canada. Previously
was in
product
advertising manager for the company's New York office.
L. E. Phenner, president of Canadian Cellucotton Products Co.,
Toronto, has been named ACA vicepresident, succeeding J. W. Moore.
C. W. Chamberlin, advertising
manager of Shell Oil Co. of CanLtd., ACA
Toronto,
has ofbeen
elected toadathe
board
directors.
SExVRS, ROEBUCK & Co., to promote Sears Allstate Tire Store, .Nashville, will sponsor the Sports Spotlight on WSIX, Nashville, six nights
weekly at 6 :45.
• Broadcast

Advertising

30%

For

License

Fee

January

Program
In New

Managers

York

Voted
to Attend

as Guests

A REDUCTION of 30% in the
BMI license fees for January was
voted by the board of directors at
its meeting in New York last Tuesday. Letter notifying stations of
this saving points out that it is in
line with the BMI policy to keep
20sts at a minimum for its licensees,
who have already enjoyed substantial reductions under previous contracts. BMI warns that the 30%
cut in fees is for January only and
is not to be taken as a precedent as
future reductions will be determined on a month-to-month basis.
Board also voted to establish a
monthly series of two-day meetings of groups of about 20 station
program managers each month at
BMI headquarters in New York.
These executives, from stations selected by a scientific sampling system, BMI reports, will be BMI's
guests with all expenses paid in
transit and during their stay in
New York.
Test Meetings Held
"Plan," BMI announced, "has
two broad aims: to inform BMI
more completely of station problems and suggestions and, of equal
importance, to give station men at
first hand the full scope of BMI's
catalogs and services. Affiliated
publishers are also afforded an opportunity of meeting station personnel for discussion of mutual
problems."
Before being adopted as standard
practice, the plan was carefully
tested by Merrit E. Tompkins, BMI
dee-president and general manager, and two groups of program
men from eastern stations at preliminary meetings in November and
pecember. These sessions were so
successful that the original plan
svas amplified for larger and more
frequent meetings. Roy Harlow,
who recently joined BMI as manager of program relations, is working closely with Mr. Tompkins in
preparation for the next meeting,
tentatively scheduled for the third
week in February.
Attendance at the earlier meetings included: Herbert C. Rice,
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CENTER

ATLANTA
■

MBS

Represented by SPOT SALES Inc.
BROADCASTING

Reduction

by
Monthly

BMI
Meetings

of Organization
WKBW; James C. Begley, KYW;
A. O. Coggeshall, WGY; Charles
Siverson, WHAM; James T. Milne,
WELI; Sam Lawder, WINX; Miss
Marie Wilk, WWSW;
Walter
Haase, WDRC; Thomas C. McCray, WTIC; John Lee, WOWOWABY; Tod Williams, WSPD ;
William J. Adams, WCHS; George
C. Biggar, WLW; Jack Stapp,
WSM; John Wahlstedt, WHB; Al
Hollander, WIND-WJJD; William
McGrath, WNEW; Miss C. A. Porreca, WOV; Edward J. Lord,
WLOF.
Broad Plans for Expansion
BMI board meeting, in addition
to authorizing the reduction in
January license fees and the new
service, was devoted to routine organization affairs. Present were:
Neville Miller, president of BMI
and NAB; Paul Morency, WTIC;
John Elmer, WCBM; William S.
Hedges, NBC; Frank White, CBS.
Letter notifying stations of the
board's actions follows:
This letter brings you news from
BMI of both increased service and a
reduction in your January license fee.
BMI enters 1943 with broad plans
for the expansion of its service to
licensees, including amplified station
relations, increased script service, a
new 100,000 entry index, shortly to be
published, etc. Already launched is a
new project of inviting program managers to New York, as the guests of
BMI, for two-day meetings in the mutual interests of the station and of
BMI. Preliminary meetings already
have indicated the great value of these
contacts. Roy Harlow, long program
manager of the Yankee and Colonial
Networks, has been engaged by BMI
in connection with this work.
Despite these added activities, increased revenues from new licensees
and economies from the streamlining
of the organization make it possible to
effect reductions in cost for all BMI
licensees.
You will recollect that all license
agreements since the beginning of BMI
have consistently provided that the license fees agreed to be paid are maximum, subiect to reduction by BMI's
Board of Directors. Licensees have already enjoyed substantial reductions
under previous contracts.
The Board of Directors has now
voted a reduction of 30% in the January fee, which is payable on Feb. 20.
This means that you will figure out
your January payment, payable on
Feb. 20, in the same manner as usual,
but will make a 30% reduction in the
final figure before making payment.
We ask that you will promptly notify
your accounting department of this
deduction.
Because it is necessary that we
leave our financial position sufficiently
flexible so that we can continue to
render maximum service to you, the
Board of Directors is determining reductions on a monthly basis. This reduction should not. therefore, be considered aprecedent for the future, and
you should continue to pay on the
contract terms icithout reduction unless you receive specific notification to
the contrary. You may be sure tbf t no
reduction will be made which will affect the service you are receiving from
BMI.
Carl Haverlin
Vice-President
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RAISING

19 MILLION

Washington State Outlets
Join to Sell Bonds
TOPPING sales of any previous
monthly Bond drive by more than
six million dollars, radio stations
in the state of Washington in December sold $19,286,189.25 worth of
War Bonds and Stamps in a "Radio
Bond Month" campaign supported
by the state's 26 stations. Highest
previous month's sales was recorded last September, when retailers
conducted the drive.
Described by state War Savings
Staff officials as "the best organized
and most enthusiastically supported
campaign" held in Washington,
"Radio Bond Month" included six
statewide programs, individual program competition, special events
and closed circuit meetings. Taking
part
were: KFIO, KHQ and KGA,
KFPY,
Spokane; KUJ, Walla Walla; KPQ,
Wenatchee; KIT, Yakima; KVAN,
Vancouver; KWLK, Longview;
KXRO, Aberdeen; KELA, Chehalis; KWSC, Pullman; KGY,
Olympia; KMO, KVI and KTBI,
Tacoma; KVOS, Bellingham;
KRKO and KEVE, Everett;
KEVR, KXA, KOL, KOMO, KJR
and KIRO, Seattle.
MCA

Band

Spots

MARKING what is probably a precedent in promoting the personal
appearance in a theatre of a name
band, Music Corp. of America, New
York, last week placed a two-day
campaign on WABC, CBS New
York outlet, to plug the current
appearance
of Guy
orchestra at the
Roxy Lombardo's
Theatre, New
York. Time purchased included a
participation on the Jan. 22 broadcast of Personally It's Off the Record, as well as a spot announcement adjacent to the regular midnight news on Jan. 25. Account
was handled direct.

0

Racing Ban Urged
A BILL to prevent broadcasting of
horse races in California, as an additional penalty to illegal gambling, has been introduced in the
State Assembly now in session. Lee
T. Bashore who presented the bill,
stated it would add radio to the
existing ban on telephone and telegraph communications from tracks
while races are being run.
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Studio
UNAWARE
Woollcott

OF

Records

Co.

TRAGEDY
Delays
Disc
Plan
Firm Offers to Sell Records

Fatally Stricken During Broadcast

But Audience Not Told
Mr. Woollcott, 56, was first sponLISTENERS to CBS's The Peosored on WABC as "the Town
ple's Platform Jan. 23 perhaps
noticed that Alexander Woollcott,
Crier" from September to December, 1930 by Gruen Watch Co.,
"the Town Crier of the Air" since
1930, was not heard toward the
Cincinnati. His program consisted
of 15 minutes of story telling, in
end of the discussion, but they had
no other indication that the authorwhich he drew on a world-wide
reservoir of friendships.
critic — and reputed inspiration of
It was the opinion of some of
the stage and motion picture hit,
his friends, such as Walter Lipp"The Man Who Came to Dinner",
— had suffered a heart attack at
mann, that friendships and conthe microphone. He died a few
tacts with well-known persons, were
hours later at Roosevelt Hospital.
Mr. Woollcott's deepest interest in
life, although he had been included
Program Went On
among matic
the
critics.country's greatest draMr. Woollcott, together with Rex
From October, 1934 to March,
Stout, author; Dr. George N. Sinister, president of Hunter College,
1935, he was sponsored by Cream
and Mrs. Marcia Davenport, novelof Wheat Corp., Chicago on a halfist, had been the guest of Dr. Harry
hour Sunday evening program as
a critic-raconteur on CBS. He reD. Gideonese, president of Brooklyn College in the CBS building,
sumed from October to December,
the 20th floor dining room from
1935, and in 1937 The Town Crier
was heard a quarter-hour twicewhich the People's Platform originates in New York. The group had
weekly for Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., New York.
been discussing "Is Germany InExcept for numerous guest apcurable?", when Mr. Woollcott
passed a message to Dr. Gideonese
pearances, Mr. Woollcott's radio
stating that he felt ill.
career suffered a lull on a regular
basis after 1937 until 1941 when
Signaling the others to continue,
the roundtable chairman helped
he went to England, resuming his
the stricken author out of the sturole of "Town Crier" to broadcast
dio, and summoned a physician.
on CBS encouraging reports on the
Mr. Woollcott was removed to the
endurance and courage of the British under Nazi bombings.
hospital.

IN THE RADIO
LIMELIGHT
a series of informative articles for radio advertisers
and time-buyers, prepared by The Branham Company

RADIO STATION WPAR
PARKERSBURG, W. VA.
250 WATTS
1450 Kc.
CBS
W. VA. NETWORK
JOHN A. KENNEDY, Pres. GEO. H. CLINTON, Station Director
Oil and gas production, plus big industries manufacturing a score of varied products including strategic
war materials and employing additional thousands of
workers — men and women — at increased wages
account for the present business activity in the WPAR
area.

Made by CIO Orchestras
STUDIO RECORDS Co., which recently circularized stations
by
postcard offering to supply them
with records of new popular music

Livestock, dairying, poultry and other farm products
now are bringing higher prices, higher cash incomes to
the rural WPAR audience.

1
I
t

played by CIO orchestras, is hold- r
ing its plans in abeyance pendSAYING IT WITH FLOURS is
Paul Gerot, midwestern division
sales manager of Pillsbury Flour
Mills Co., Minneapolis, as he
thrusts another Pillsbury product
into the arms of Harold Isbell. The
heavily-laden Mr. Isbell is m.c. of
the thrice-weekly quarter - hour
program, Meet the Missus on
WBBM, Chicago now being sponsored by Pillsbury. Agency is McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
WEAF
For

Provides
Radio

Talent

Executives

ANOTHER in the group of "staat the
Club tion
ofdays"
New
YorkRadio
was Executives
celebrated
last Wednesday when WEAF, New
York, presented a variety of talent. Ralph Dumke, the early morning "Two-Minute Man", was m.c.
Entertainment included jokes by
Ben Brady, songs by Gloria Estebez, Cuban guitarist, and Marcia
Neil, concluding with sketches by
the Reviewers.
Out-of-town guests included
Walter Johnson and Paul Morency,
WTIC Hartford; Hal Seville,
WJEJ Hagerstown, Md.; Lew
Avery, NAB; Dorothy Starbuck,
Courtland D. Ferguson, Baltimore;
James Fishback, WOL Washington; Charles Denny, WERC Erie;
John Laux WSTV Steubenville,
0.; W. A. Wilson, WOPI Bristol, Tenn.; Jess Swicegood, WKPT
Kingsport, Tenn., Harold Thorns,
WISE Asheville, N. C, and Jim
Wills,
Broadcast Advertising, Boston.
Blue Names

Hillman

WILLIAM HILLMAN, former European manager for Colliers, has
been appointed Washington correspondent for the BLUE, it was
announced last week, At one time,
Mr. Hillman was a chief of the
INS London Bureau, and worked
overseas for AP. He has been heard
frequently on BLUE programs.

Retail Sales for Parkersburg show the trend: increased
35.8% — to $20,773,000 in 1941 over the census figures.

U

KFQD
ANCHORAGE

ing the outcome of this week's
meeting of the executive board of
the American Federation of Musicians to formulate a statement of
the conditions under which it will
permit its members to resume work
for recording companies.
Michael Hoffman, in charge of
the Studio office in New York,
declined to reveal how many stations had responded or to discuss
any details of the plan, stating he
did not want to stir up any trouble
or to get broadcasters involved in
arguments with the AFM if they
will soon be able to get new discs
from the AFM. Mr. Hoffman also
refused to talk about the present
status of the CIO musicians union.
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Tunes from New Show
Meanwhile, music shops last
week were selling orchestral records of the tunes from the new
Cole Porter show, "Something for
the Boys", which opened on Broadway early in January. Labeled
"Hit Records", these discs identified the band leaders by such pre- I

sumably fictional names as "Hal
Goodman", "Johnny Jones", and
"Peter Piper".
Eli Oberstein, president of Classic Record Co., distributor of the !
Hit recordings, declined to divulge
the source of the discs, stating that
"all I do is buy master recordings ,
and then make copies" and express- ; I
ing ignorance of where the masters
were made or by whom. He similarly withheld names of the individuals or companies who supply him 1 i
with the masters.
Harry Fox, agent and trustee j
for the publishers whose music ap- ■ l
pears on the Hit records, said the
license fees paid by the company
indicate
widespread distribution
of the records, probably on a na- l
tional basis. Other companies have (
made inquiries about recording li- j
censes, he said, but the Hit records j ■
are the only ones to be distribut- ^
ed in any quantity. He reported \ ■
that he had had no inquiry from
Studio Record Co., confirming the j
fact that this company has not be- j .
'
gun recording.

Alaska
Choice spot-time is available now on this popular CBS
outlet . . . low-cost coverage of 61,393 radio homes.
Investigate!
For Spots that SELL, Call a Branham-man
THE

BRANHAM
COMPANY
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NEW YORK
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McKellar

Bill

for

Of
Top-Pay
Jobs
AT LEAST 135 FCC staff appointments would be subject to Senate
approval, under a bill introduced
by Senator McKellar (D-Tenn.)
last week, calling for Senate ratification of all Federal officeholders
receiving more than $4,500 a year.
Although similar bills have been
introduced in previous years, the
rMcKellar measure is conceded a
good chance of passing in the light
of Congressional feelings about recent dealings with officials of Government agencies. Rep. Ramspeck
(D-Ga.) , administration spokesman and exponent of Civil Service
extension, has warned that he "saw
no chance of stopping it" in the
House.
4-Year Tenure Proposed
Sen. McKellar will explain his
bill to the Senate Judiciary Committee at a hearing set for today
(Feb. 1). According to Chairman
Van Nuys (D-Ind.), it will then
go to a subcommittee for further
study.
Sen. McKellar's bill would affect
new appointees and all persons now
in Government jobs which pay
more than $4,500. It also limits tenure of these positions to four years,
except where a different term is
set by statute.
According to 1944 budget requests, FCC has 73 positions in its
regular organization paying above
$4,500, and 62 more in its "national
defense" organizations. Altogether,
the Commission had approximately
2,260 employes in Oct., 1942.
Commissioners Unaffected
Not affected by the McKellar bill
would be the seven Commissioners,
who term is set at seven years, and
whose appointment already is made
by the President with concurrence
of the Senate. An FCC Commissioner's salary is set at $10,000.
Other FCC executives, such as
the heads of the engineering, law
and accounting departments — all
$9,000 job s — are named by the
Commission.
FCC's proposed budget for 1944
rovides for 17 "executives" on the
ngineering staff in Washington,
4 in the legal dept. and 11 in accounting. Altogether, there are 32
"executives" classified as profesional; 21 as administrative, inluding the Commissioners, and 20
n the field service. Field service
includes three principal engineers,

Senate
Would

Approval

Affect

FCC

12 senior engineers, an accountant
in charge and four head accountants.
FCC war activities groups call
for 62 "executive" jobs, topped by
the director of the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service, the FCC
monitoring unit for foreign broadcasts, at $9,000. FBIS also has a
staff of engineers, attorneys and
accountants. Included are a head
attorney at $6,500; a principal attorney, at $5,600; eight senior attorneys at $4,600 each; an assistant
to the chief engineer at $5,600; 12
senior engineers and head accountant at $4,800 each, and several
executive editors and social scientists.
Wife

of

Rep.

Lyndon

Would
Acquire KTBC
TRANSFER of KTBC, Austin,
Tex., from the State Capital Broadcasting Assn. Inc. to Mrs. Claudia
T. Johnson, wife of Rep. Lyndon
Johnson (D-Tex.) is sought in an
application filed by Mrs. Johnson
with the FCC Jan. 26. She would
acquire all stock (250 shares) for
$17,500 from R. B. Anderson, former Texas State Tax Commission
chairman; R. A. Stuai't, former
Texas state senator, and A. W.
Walker Jr., law professor of the U
of Texas.
Filed with the application is a
quitclaim from the J. M. West interests, who withdraw their application to purchase facilities of
KTBC [Broadcasting, May 15,
1940] on condition that Mrs. Johnson's plea is approved. KTBC was
one of six outlets involved in the
Rev. James G. Ulmer "hidden ownership" investigation [Broadcasting, Feb. 15, May 1, 1940].
Gold Medal on Air
GOLD MEDAL Hair Products,
Brooklyn, through its newly appointed agency, Redfield-Johnstone,
New York, will enter radio for
the first time in the near future
with a test campaign for Medalo
shampoo and face powder on several southern stations, to be followed by an extensive schedule of
spot announcements on stations
throughout the South.

George Ludlam
Joins
Radio Bureau of OWI
GEORGE LUDLAM, former assistant radio director of the Office
of Civilian Defense, joins the Office
of War Information radio bureau
Feb. 1 as chief of the special assignment section replacing Leonard Levinson, who resigned because
of ill health. Under Mr. Levinson,
the special assignment plan has
been tested several months, providing war information to a limited
number of network programs.
Mr. Ludlam hopes to set the program in operation on a fulltime
basis about Feb. 15. At present 56
programs per week are used with
day.
an average of two per network per

YOU

Returns

OFFICIAL SPOKESMAN
for the Atlantic Coast Network from Washington now
is Norman Brokenshire, pioneer announcer who returned
to Capital radio last week
after an absence of nearly 20
years. Mr. Brokenshire, who
has appeared on all major
networks and many independent stations during his career, will also handle the
WWDC, Washington, morning show, 7-10 a.m.
WAGA, Atlanta, has appointed Headley-Reed Co. as national representative, effective Feb. 1.

Several months later than we origplanned —Our
but present
we hope power
it won't
be longinallynow!
of
250 watts will be upped to . . .

5000

600

WATTS

Full

Kilocycles

Ever try to build a new transmitter

Time

in war-

time? Take our advice and DON'T! However, after plenty of sweat and quite a few
tears (the latter over a series of dissapointing but unavoidable delays), we believe the job is about done! We hope to be
on the air with that new
very

increased cover-

age of "The Heart of the Piedmont" in a
short time. Meantime, thanks for

bearing with us as you have.
Harold Essex, Director

WSJS
The Journal- Sentinel Station
Network

ARE

Pioneer

by NBC

•

Spot by Headley-Reed

Co.

DIFFERENT?

Men needed with distinctive styles. No straight
announcers. Send trans-

HER FRIENDLY ADVICE,
WIT AND HUMOR, KEEP
WOMEN TUNED TO....

scriptions.
WMAL
BLUE KEY STATION
WASHINGTON,

WC

K

Y

BY THE WAY— have you seen NBC's "A
Tale of 412 Cities", the new nationwide
survey of nighttime radio listening habits?
WSJS comes through with 76% of the
listeners in the Winston-Salem area! For
a 250 watter, is that bad?
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"While it is recognized that in
certain communities there may be
difficulties in obtaining live talent,"
said Dr. Thomson, "nevertheless it
is the considered policy of the CBC
that the best interests of broadcasting in Canada will be served if a
provision is made for local stations
to encourage as far as possible the
presentation of local performers on
the Canadian air. Thus it may be
possible, through the administration of the regulations, to give Canadian listeners a varied fare in
which they will be able to hear national and local broadcasts with
the best balanced use of recordings

RADIO

STATION
100

Talent

Well-Balanced Programs Aim
Of New Recording Rule
REGULATIONS governing recorded programs during evening
hours on Canadian stations have
been amended by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. board of governors to provide Canadian listeners with well-balanced programs,
using more live talent.
The new regulations, which were
to become effective Feb. 1, provide
for entertainment "in which there
will be some kind of proportion between recorded and live programs
and between commercial and sustaining features," CBC General
Manager Dr. J. S. Thomson told
Broadcasting.
Live Talent Encouraged

IUSVR

NEAREST

Encourages

and Canadian performers."
The new Regulation 18 allows
for four classifications of stations
and their use of transcribed evening programs. These are:
A-l — Basic stations of the CBC network or stations which may be permitted to become Canadian outlets for
American networks. The new plan
grants one-half hour for commercial
programs of recordings, transcriptions
or delayed broadcasts and one-half
hour for sustaining broadcasts. Under
the previous administration of the
regulation, they were permitted only
one-half hour of recordings or transcriptions between 7 :30 and 11 :00
p.m. local time.
B-l — Stations receiving sustaining
CBC network only. This group is permitted one and one-half hours of recorded
with aformaximum
allowance programs
of one hour
commercial
sponsored programs.
C-l — Stations located in centers of
less than 50,000 population not regularly receiving CBC network service.
This group is permitted two and onehalf hours of recorded programs with
a maximum allowance of one and onehalf hours of commercially sponsored
programs.
C-2 — Stations located in centers of
50,000 population or over not regularly receiving CBC service or service
from American networks. This group
is granted an allowance of one and
one-half hours with a maximum of
one hour for commercially sponsored
programs.
Bus Company Rhymes
IRENE BEASLEY, songstress on
CBS promoting Ivory Flakes for Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, five
times weekly at 1 :30 p.m., has written,
produced and sold to the Connecticut
Bus Co., New Haven, her second series
of rhymes for bus riders. The series
comprises 10 two-minute transcriptions, and is heard on WDRC, Hartford;WNLC, New London; WELI,
New Haven, and WSRR, Stamford.
Agency is "Wilson & Haight, Hartford.

I, 1 943

WOMEN'S PART in the war was the discussion topic following a recent
Pittsburgh luncheon, called by Mrs. Victoria Corey, KDKA coordinator of
war programs, and attended by Pittsburgh district NAB women. Seated,
first row, are (1 to r): Janet Ross, KDKA shopping circle director;
Francine, commentator for Gimbel's Dept. Store; Gladys Borne, WISR,
Butler, Pa.; Evelyn Gardiner, KDKA home forum director; Marie Wilk,
WWSW, program department; Patti Littel, program director of KDKA's
FM station W75P. Top row: Elsie Lichtenstul, who has her own advertising agency; Virginia Wade, WCED, DuBois, Pa.; Mrs. Corey; Marjorie
Thoma, KDKA continuity department. Harry Kodinsky, head of the
Pittsburgh OWI office, was the luncheon speaker.

PLATONIC
Commercials

UNDER'
'DOWN
PLUGS
for Rationed Goods in Australia

May Direct Attention, But Not Sel!
and such appealing phrases as
ADVERTISING of rationed goods
'Blessed foot-bliss in superbly
in Australia has been curtailed by
Government orders to mere anstyled slippers' or 'definitely a
nouncements of items that are
must-have for your wardrobe' canavailable, according to an article
in Foreign Commerce Weekly for
not be used." to 'latest fashions' or
References
January 23, by Elinor F. Sylvester
'new spring styles' — irresistible to
of the Department of Commerce.
women shoppers — must be forgotten, according to Miss Sylvester,
Goods "can no longer be adverand since there can be no bargain
tised as 'glamorous' or the 'value
sales of rationed goods, copy sugof the year', nor can rationed servgesting reduced prices or limited
ices be described as 'super-special'," the article states. All forms
supplies is taboo. ,
Denied Sales Appeal
of advertising such goods and services are now under strict GovernRadio copy is governed by the
ment control, and copy must be of
same restrictions as other media,
purely directive nature — a guide to
denied all sales appeal. The only
goods incentivestock
to buy. rather than an inadditional requirement is that radio commercials must be from preItems included in the rationing
system at the time the Australian
paredscripts
scripts with
and that
mustno be'ad
heldlibbing'
for a
government moved to regulate admonth after the broadcast.
vertising were: yarns, cloth (wovEven more stringent rules may
en, felted, knitted, netted, crocheted) made from textile other
be put in force soon, Miss Sylvesthan jute; wearing apparel; blanGovthe Australian
forhas made
ter says, ernment
kets; bed and table linens; towels;
repeated pleas
handkerchiefs; footwear; tea;
for austerity and has sought to
sugar.
Advertising is permitted by radio scripts of a purely directive
nature, and in periodicals and other
media, with strict limitations on
letter sizes and illustrations.
Copy may include the name and
address of the firm; an established
slogan; a statement that the goods
are available ; the price in cash and
ration coupons ; a description of the
methods in which they can be used
economically; and an account of
the contributions the advertiser is
making toward successful prosecution of the war.
"Extravagantly worded copy is
forbidden," the article declares.
"Such familiar adjectives as 'glamorous', 'exciting', and 'stimulating'

BROADCASTING

discourage luxury spending. Included in future rules may be one
prohibiting reference to special holidays and celebrations.
I'm Hurrying

Home to
Listen to

MO.
ST.
LOUIS,
K
MCKO

630 KC. 5000 WATTS DAY AND
NIGHT ★ BLUE NETWORK
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Army

MERLE

PETERSON, technician, formerly of KJBS, San Francisco, has
joined the Navy as warrant officer.
DOUG CARD, engineer of C.TAT,
Trail, B. C, formerly with CFAC,
Calgary, has been commissioned a Flying Officer in the Royal Canadian Air
Force. John Hepburn, CJAT engineer
has also joined the RCAF. He has been
succeeded by Dick Kendall of Vancouver. Bob Grey, chief operator of
CJOR, Vancouver, has joined the
Royal Canadian Signal Corps.
FRANCIS A. FILLMORE, formerly
of KMOX. St. Louis, has joined the
staff of KWK, St. Louis, as transmitter engineer.
ED CLOWES, formerly with KPAS,
Pasadena, Cal., has joined the engineering staff of KPRO, Riverside, Cal.
NELSON NICHOLS, former engineer
of WCAE, Pittsburgh, has been commissioned ensign in the Naval Air
Corps, stationed at Jacksonville, Fla.
WILLIAM WUNDERLICK, control
room engineer of WFBL, Syracuse,
entered the Army Jan. 19.
JACK

SCHANTZ, engineering supervisor of WFIL, Philadelphia, has been
commissioned a captain in the Army
Signal Corps and assigned to Ft. Monmouth, N. J. Frank Kern of the
engineering staff succeeds him.

RAY BAIRD, formerly of WCED,
Du Bois, Pa., has joined the engineering staff of WJW, Akron.
CECIL MASON, of Williamstown,
Mass., has joined the staff of WTRY,
Troy, N. Y., as first full time woman
control room engineer. Miss Mason
has had previous radio experience.
Blue-OWI Series
I EXPOUNDING the basic issues of
the war and peace to come, a new radio
series titled Free World Theatre will
begin Feb. 14 on BLUE stations, Sunday, 0:05-6:30 p.m. (EWT), with
West Coast transcribed repeat, 4 :304:55 p.m. (PWT). Arch Oboler is
to direct the series with scripts from
j members of Hollywood Writers Mobil1 ization. OWI will cooperate in the
I series, launched at its suggestion.
VIDEO

EXPERIENCE

Gained by College Students
In Recent WRGB Series

PROFESSIONAL NOW is Betty
Boyle, first woman to graduate
from the NBC Hollywood sound
effects class recently begun for
feminine members of the staff. She
assumed the post on Jan. 18 and
is assigned to the weekly halfhour NBC Eyes Aloft, endorsed by
the IV Fighter Command. Watching Betty "do her stuff" is John
W. Swallow, western division program director; Harry Saz, sound
effects chief, and Robert L. Redd,
writer-producer of the program.
Canada's

RMA

on Air

CANADA'S RADIO manufacturers are starting a Sunday afternoon network program to tell Canadians why they are not able to
obtain new radio receivers, to tell
of the vital part radio is playing
in war communication, and to give
a look into future radio reception.
The program, Yesterday, Today and
Tomorrow, will tell the story of
radio with a dramatic cast and a
large orchestra, 5:30-6 p.m., on 32
stations of the CBC national network. Program starts Feb. 21, and
was placed by MacLaren Adv. Co.
Ltd., Toronto, for the Radio Manufacturers Assn. of Canada, Toronto.
N. Y. Ad Club Speakers
SPEAKERS and subjects for the Radio Production Clinic of the Advertising Club of New York, have been announced by Eugene S. Thomas, sales
manager of WOR, New York, and director of the clinic, as follows : Feb. 4,
"Programming", Julius Seebach, WOR
vice-president in charge of programs ;
Feb. 8, Robert Simon, WOR director
of continuity, "Words and Music" ;
Feb. 11, Roger Bower, WOR senior
producer,
in the Studio".
The three "Production
remaining sessions
will be
conducted by Frank Dahm, freelance
writer; Robert Colwell, J. Walter
Thompson Co.. New York ; Mrs. Harold Milligan, NAB.

• Broadcast

to Buy

Used

Equipment of Amateurs
NEED for 25 to 450-watt shortwave transmitters, receivers and
other radio components was announced by the Army last week,
with a request that radio amateurs
sell such items to a special Signal
Corps purchasing mission now on
tour of major cities.
Especially needed for training
and operation work, the Army said,
are audio-frequency and radio-frequency signal generators and oscilloscopes, precision AC and DC voltmeters, ammeters, miliammeters
and other testing equipment. The
mission also will purchase motion
picture cameras and photographic
equipment.
Novy Praised
JOSEPH NOVY, assistant chief
engineer of CBS, Chicago, was
commended last week by the Army
Signal Corps for organizing, setting up and putting into operation
a radar school in the Sixth Service
Command. Mr. Novy, who rejoined
the network in Chicago two weeks
ago, was granted a leave of absence last May to do the job. Praise
came from Col. C. N. Sawyer, Commandant of Signal Schools in the
Sixth Service Command.

It's

Better

THE

to

NEW

FIRM

WE
REPRODUCERS
REPAIR of Western Electric 9-A
Reproducers is a specialty offered
stations by Broadcast Repair Service Co., 334 Arcade Bldg., St.
Louis, new organization set up by
engineers of KMOX to ease maintenance problems raised by Westtivities.
ern Electric's war production acL. W. Burrows, KMOX maintenance supervisor, and Gordon Sherman, station recording engineer,
set up the firm after successfully
repairing equipment at KMOX,
and other midwestern stations.
Service offers several types of
work, including a complete service
and repair, rebuilding switch assemblies, meter repairs, cleaning
and realigning coils. Delivery generally requires one week.
A. J. (Nick) Carter
A. J. (Nick) CARTER, founder
and former director of Radio Manufacturer's Assn., and president
of the Carter Motor Co., Chicago,
died suddenly at his home Jan.
24. An RMA organizer and member
of the first governing board, 192425, Mr. Carter was a pioneer in
television, and among the promoters of the first television exhibitions in Chicago, 1928-29.

Have

RIGHT

REPAIRS

jg

INTRODUCTION

Cooperation — not sales resistance — is what you want in any market
you sell. Let WMBD carry your message into the homes of rich
Peoriarea — it's the right introduction.
WMBD influences Peoriarea because it is Peoriarea's own and only
radio station. This rich market depends on WMBD for news, sports,
entertainment.
Complete, DOMINANT

TELEVISION program experience
is given students of several northeastern colleges at WRGB, General Electric station at Schenectady. Plays, dance and musical recitals and demonstrations have
been presented by groups from the
colleges.
Mount Holyoke College girls recently gave a variety program ;
Russell Sage College staged a wartime fashion show and dramatic
programs; Union College dramatized "An Ode to Liberty", a one-act
play written by the college president, Dr. Dixon Ryan Fox, and featured its glee club; dramatic programs were also presented by
Skidmore College, Northwestern U,
Sienna College, College of St. Rose,
N. Y. State Teachers College,
Springfield College and Yale. Robert B. Stone, WRGB program manager, plans to continue the series.
BROADCASTING

Asks

Coverage

Robert S. Conlan & Associates have just completed
a 36,955 call survey. Below are figures for AFTERNOON. For complete
facts, call Free & Peters
or write WMBD.
AFTERNOON
FREE &

Advertising

LISTENERS

IN Peoriarea!

PETERS, 111
Exduuve National
Representatives

WMBD gives you com- 50.7%. WMBD
RIAREA! New Conlan
1 8.2% - Station "A"
plete coverage of PEOSurveys for morning and
"B"
- Stati
evening show similar
iononother
All
8.0%
8.4%
/o--Stat
"C"s I
10.8°
dominance.
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Increased

Budget

for MBS
Approved
President McClintock Tells
Officials of Expansion
A SUBSTANTIAL increase in the
1943 MBS budget was approved by
the board of directors and the executive committee at the conclusion of a three-day meeting in
Chicago last Friday. The budget
increase will be used to carry out
a definite plan of network expansion, outlined to the board of directors by Miller McClintock, new
president of MBS.
Two stock transactions were reported. The General Tire and
Rubber Co., owner of the Yankee
network, purchased 7% additional
shares of MBS stock, bringing its
total to 13% shares. William 0.
O'Neil, president of General Tire,
attended the meetings. WIP, Philadelphia, exercising its option, became a Mutual stockholder to the
extent of six shares as of Jan. 1.
Effects on Mutual operation of
the reduction of Long Lines costs
by the AT&T were discussed. Economies will be immediately applied
to improving operation and service, it was said, and the reductions will be studied for further
advantages accruing to the network and to the stations.

WCOP

is Boston's family
station — when
you're selling
families, buy
WCOP!
AEPRESENTED BY
HEADLEY-RECO CO-

BELONGS ON YOUR

SCHEDULE

The Reforma is truly
the hotel of the
future, providing deluxe and ultra-mode r n accommodations with every
facility for c o m fort and convenience right in the
midst of Mexico's
glorious recreaopportunities.tional
American
and Mexican
food. Low European Plan rates.
For reservation and
information address: Atlantic Hotel Service, Essex
House,
New York
City.

Presiding over executive committee meetings Wednesday was
W. E. MacFarlane, WGN, Chicago. Alfred J. McCosker of WOR
New York, presided over the board
meetings Thursday and Friday.
Members of the executive committee who attended were: Messrs.
McClintock, MacFarlane, McCosker, H. K. Carpenter, WHK-WCLE
Cleveland, John Shepard 3d, Yankee network, and T. C. Streibert,
WOR New York.
At the directors' meeting, in addition to the foregoing, were: E.
M. Antrim, WGN; H. H. Barroll
Jr.; H. W. Batchelder, WFBR
Baltimore; J. E. Campeau, CKLW
Detroit; Herman Fast, WKRC
Cincinnati; Ben Gimbel, WIP Philadelphia; I.R. Lounsberry, WGR
Buffalo; Fred Weber, MBS general manager, and Lewis Allen
Weiss, Don Lee network.

"TH£

WORL

D'S

TALENT POOL in panel discussion of radio broadcasting featured Radio
Day program of St. Louis Advertising Club Jan. 26. Representatives
of St. Louis' seven commercial stations, with Arthur Casey, KMOX
program director, as m.c, spoke on topics affecting the industry. Seated
(1 to r) are Nicholas Pagliara, WEW; George Burbach, KSL; Arthur
Casey, KMOX; David Pasternak, WIL. Standing, Merle Jones, KMOX;
Robert Convey, KWK; Michael Henry, WTMV; C. L. Thomas, KXOK.
Nets
On

Are
Line

Quiet
Rates

NO

widespread addition of stations to the nationwide networks
will follow the reduction in line
charges which the AT&T is putting
into effect Feb. 1, in the opinion of
station relations executives of the
major networks who were queried
last week by Broadcasting. New
rates will be $6 per airline mile,
instead of $8, resulting in an annual saving of approximately $2,145,000 for the radio industry
[Broadcasting, Jan. 25].
Reduced line charges were
viewed by MBS at its three-day
board of directors meeting in Chicago last week as "a great opportunity for the network to improve
its service." The board approved
plans soon to be announced whereby
economies effected through the reductions will be applied to improving the MBS operation and
service. Whether the MBS station
list will be expanded as result of
the reduced line charges was not
revealed.
Agreeing that the line charges
may result in increased requests
for network affiliation from stations with no present network connections, the station relations men
pointed out that line charges are
only one of a number of factors
to be considered in adding outlets
to the present network line-ups.
The national advertisers, from
whom the networks derive their
support, are usually interested only

Columbia's

Station for the

SOUTHWEST

"Horn* of Ciro's— Mexico's Most Clamorous
Night Club".
HOTEL
KFH
REFORM

WICHITA

THE

KANSAS

HOTEL

OF TOMORROW

Call Any Edward Petry Office
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BROADCASTING

PIERCE'S
EXPANDS
RADIO
SCHEDULES
PIERCE'S PROPRIETARIES,
Buffalo, is expanding a radio schedule started Oct. 5 [Broadcasting,
Oct. 5] on behalf of Favorite Prescription and Golden Medical Discovery. Pierce's started off last fall
with six to 12 announcements weekly on 50 stations for each product.
Golden Medal Discovery has come
in for the largest station increase,
with 19 outlets already added or
scheduled to be added shortly. To
the list of stations airing announcements for Favorite Prescription
has been added WLAC, Nashville,
and three news programs weekly
have replaced spot announcements
on WLW, Cincinnati.
Thomas

Thompson

THOMAS THOMPSON, 65, founder and president of WHBQ, Memphis, died last Friday afternoon
at his suburban home from an
illness with which he had suffered
for eighteen months. He had been
in semi-retirement for the last few
years. WHBQ was the outgrowth
of Mr. Thompson's hobby, and is
the oldest station in Memphis operating under its original call
letters. With the addition of Hoyt
B. and S. D. Wooten as stockholders, the present corporation
was formed in 1927. E. A. Alburty
continnps as manager of WHBQ.
in the major markets of the country, which are already covered by
the networks as well as possible
with existing stations, they said,
and the addition of more remote
stations would increase the overall
cost of the network without making
it more saleable to advertisers.
Addition of stations may create
as well as solve station relation
problems, it was pointed out, as
for example the addition of an outlet in a secondary market which
is already covered by a high-powered affiliate station located in a
nearby metropolis. Consensus was
that the chief effects of the rate
reduction for lines will be an improvement in network service to
"A"
by putting
lines
territories
now served
stations,
presentinto
by "C" lines and by decreasing
"out-of-service" periods.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Hedges

Stresses Publicity
(Continued from page H)

)f sales, told the station men.
3very month of the year showed
in increase over the same month
l>f 1941, he said, adding that this
;rend is continuing and that the
first three months of NBC network business in 1943 will be at
least 3% ahead of the same period
!>f 1942.
A year ago, Mr. Witmer said, he
'iad somewhat hesitantly predicted
;hat business would not fall off
oelow 1941. Since "85% of our
letwork business came from four
jasic industries — food, drugs, soap
ind tobacco", he said he felt that
'becau'se
American
people
would
eat the
as much,
keep just
as
:lean, smoke as many cigarettes
md probably have even more aches
ind pains than ever before — which
;hey certainly have — the chances
vere that customers like General
Foods, American Tobacco, Procter
& Gamble and Sterling Products
would not give up their prime periods of time in which to use ralios extraordinary force as a public service under war conditions, to
say nothing of the added service
they could render in cooperation
with the war effort, so long as
bheir own gross volume of business
did not fall off."
Lauds Advertisers
For the same reasons, he continued, he could make the same
prediction for 1943, that it ought
to equal last) year's total. "There
is still no reason why the great
quartet — soap, drugs, tobacco and
food — shouldn't hold up with us
just about as before," he said.
Certainly there is no sign of any
change in their picture now. Their
gross income seems to be on the
upswing, their place in post-war
life is obvious and their desire to
aid in the war effort and at the
same time maintain their own prestige is even greater now than
ever."
I Calling attention to "what I
think was the great phenomenon
of 1942 and still is", Mr. Witmer
declared: "It is the way in which
so many advertisers have used
their time and programs to slow
down the sale of their products to
the ordinary citizens — their listeners— and otherwise give the war
effort right-of-way over their own
advertising interests.

"It takes the finest kind of courage for an advertiser to reverse
his whole field and ask his customers to buy his products sparingly. We should all salute these
industrialists for their fine patriotism and faith in the appreciation and eventual renewed patronage that will come to them from
their millions of friends in the
radio audience after the war."
C. L. Menser, vice-president in
charge of programs, said that
NBC's "first imperative in programming is to serve the war effort and yet insure a program
structure which will hold the listener." Summarizing statistically
the network's war programming,
he stated that the network sent out
to its affiliated stations more than
740 hours of war effort programs,
or two hours a day.
Of these, about one-third or 264
hours were sponsored, 476 hours
were sustaning. There were 2,174
programs, 925 commercial, 835 sustaining series and 414 special onetime broadcasts. In addition, NBC
put on almost 6,000 announcements
for War Bonds, recruiting, etc.
"But," Mr. Menser stated, "these
are only quantitative figures. If
you multiply these figures on frequency, by the ratings of the audience to which these announcements
came, you get something of the real
picture of NBC's war effort."
Commenting on the recent criticism of daytime serials, Mr. Menser said that "without posing as a
prophet, I stated nine months ago
that if the writers of daytime serials got too far into the business
of developing theses in place of
stories, they might expect trouble.
The only thing I can say now that
it has happened is that we hope
what has been accomplished by the
propaganda themes has been more
important to the war effort even to
a smaller audience than the entertainment type of story might have
been to additional listeners."
Declaring that the government
includes many intelligent and experienced men who realize and appreciate the wartime job that the

BETWEEN

UP THE AISLE with his bride goes
Lt. E. P. H. James, Army Air
Forces, on leave as director of promotion and publicity for the BLUE.
The bride is the former Laura
Wyatt-Brown, daughter of the
Episcopal Bishop of Harrisburg,
Pa., where Lt. James has been stationed for the past two months.
broadcasting industry is doing,
Frank M. Russell, NBC Washington vice-president, reiterated the
statement he made at the first War
Clinic last spring that "Government
is fully cognizant of the necessity
of maintaining our radio audience
and of seeing that the impact of
war upon us does not cripple the
industry or prevent its return to
peaceful pursuits at the close of
Dr. James Rowland Angell,
the war."
NBC's public service counselor, was

the featured speaker at the dinner
on Thursday evening. Niles Trammell, NBC president, made the
opening address Friday morning.
John F. Royal, vice-president in
charge of international broadcasting, discussed "NBC in the International Picture", Charles B.
Brown, director of advertising and
promotion, spoke on promotional
plans for 1943, John McKay, manager of the press department, reviewed the network's reactions, and
Noran E. Kersta, manager of the
television department, talked on
"Post-War Television."
Attending the NBC clinic were:
Clifford M. Chafey, WEEV,
WRAW; A. C. Baltimore, WBRE ;
Harold C. Burke, Ed Harvey, WBAL ;
Maf. E. M. Stoer, Hearst Radio ;
George Kelley, William H. Rines,
WCSH; Clair R. McCullough, Mason Dixon Group ; J. Gorman Walsh,
WDEL;
C. G. Moss,
; Harold E. Miller,
WORK;WKBO
Walter
O.
Miller, WGAL; J. Robert Gulick,
Mason Dixon Group ; Roy Thompson,
WFBG; D. F. Shurtleff ; WFEA ;
Harold O. Thorns, WISE; Vernon
Pribble, WTAM ; H. C. Wilder, F.
R. Ripley, R. S. Boyd, WSYR; B.
B. Musselman, George Snyder,
WSAN; Jess Swicegood, WKPT ;
Hugh Short, Jr., WHIS ; E. E. Hill,
WTAG;
F. C. Leslie
Tully, WJoy,
JAC KYW
; Har- ;
ould Coulter,
Frank Webb, Joe Bandino, D. A.
Myer, Lee Wailes, Bill Jackson,
Gordon Hawkins, Westinghouse ; C.
S. Young, WBZ; Paul S. Morency,
L. J. (Pat) Patricelli. WTIC ; Joseph M. Nassau, WMRF ; Ed
Twamley, WBEN ; S. D. Gregory,
WEAF; G. E. Jay, WRAK ; W. I.
Wilson, WOPI; B. J. Rowan. Kolin
Hager, Alex MacDonald, WGY.

acts

YOU

)JT Dayton is a great war
market, but that is because Dayton has the basic business, industrial and agricultural characteristics
that have ALWAYS made it a good
market — in war or peace.

THERE'S

NOT

LIKE
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Value

And this market — always a good buy

ANOTHER

is most easily and economically influenced through the station that serves it best.
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The Travelers Broadcasting Service

Telegraph
CHARGES FOR TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN APPEAR ON YO
TELEPHONE BILL.

BROADCASTING

Corporation ■
Member of NBC and New England
Regional Network
Represented by: WEED & COMPANY
New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco and Hollywood
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Probers

public might be represented
through the public school system
and the funds could be expended
for employment of live musicians
to perform in conjunction with the
educational system of each state.
This would provide employment
for live musicians without unfair
competition with present commercial musical interests. Moreover, it
would provide "a great inspiration
and stimulus for the young people
of America and for the art of
music".
Not an Unfair Burden
Breaking down the manner in
which the royalty system would
function and its applicability to the
broadcasting industry, Mr. Rosenbaum said:
Such a royalty would not impose an
unfair burden on the juke-box industry. Mr. Bingham's (committee counsel) figures include an estimate that
the net return to the average operator
is $40 a week on $12,000 invested capital. He estimates the average operator runs 40 machines with an average
gross of $12 or a total gross of $480
per week. On this figure a royalty of
4% would cost $19.20. Half of this
could well be paid by the proprietors
of the taverns or establishments where
the juke-boxes are in operation, and
the other half by the juke-box syndicate. On this basis, the juke-box operator would earn $30 net per week instead of $40 and, if his invested capital

Thousands of women buyers in the
rich Pennsylvania and Northern
Maryland markets are reached by
WSBA's full coverage of . . .
THE MAP
MAIL

he said, "was in effect from 1937
until 1939 when Mr. Arnold announced that these contracts were
in violation of the anti-trust laws
and the states withdrew. Mr. Arnold attempts to proscribe the activities of trade associations and
unions according to his own eco-

Petrillo
Recall
May
(Continued from page H)

THAT

BUILT!

is $12,000, he would still earn approximately $1,500 per annum, or 12% on
invested capital.
On the other hand, this new source
of revenue for the employment of live
musicians should, and in fairness ought
to, enable the union to reduce the burden now being voluntarily borne by
the radio networks, the network-affiliated stations and many of the nonaffiliated stations which gross over
$20,000 per annum and employ live
musicians.
As there probably are not sufficient
competent musicians to increase live
employment by 3,000 on a fulltime
basis, I contend that the radio stations which are now paying approximately 5%% of their gross for live
musicians should under this plan be
permitted, if they choose, to reduce
their expenditure to 4% of their gross,
in order to be on a uniform basis with
the juke-box industry.
The above factor of 4%, applicable
to the entire juke-box and radio industries, is purely an estimate. It may be
that a factor of 3% or 2% would provide sufficient revenue over the entire
country to create employment for
every competent musician available
for employment. These figures can
only be ascertained by an impartial
national survey in which I am sure
the juke-box and the radio industries
and the union would be glad to cooperate.
I am not unmindful of the fact that
the motion picture industry contributes to the unemployment of live musicians to a far greater extent than
the radio industry, and I contend that
before this entire controversy is settled
fairly and completely, the motion picture industry must contribute a fair
proportion of the revenue necessary
to provide adequate employment for
live musicians. If this is done, the
present burden on the radio industry
could be even further reduced, possibly
to a figure of 1% or 2% of our gross.
It appears there are several hundred
radio stations which employ no musicians, and precisely those stations are
the ones most dependent upon records.
It is a beautiful but illogical act of
generosity if these stations get a free
ride in this use of music at the expense
of those stations that do pay for it. If
the desired object is to provide an
agreed volume of employment over
the country, it is obvious that any contribution to an employment fund made
by such stations will, to the same extent, enable the other stations to pay
less.
It has been said these smaller stations cannot afford it. It is also argued
they must go out of business if they
are denied the use of records. By this
logic it could also be argued they
should be provided free with electric
power for their transmitters, or coal

HORSESHOE ANTICS mark return of Bob Burns to NBC after an
absence of two years. He is featured as the Arkansas Traveler on
the Bob Burns Show which shifted
from CBS Jan. 7 after 18 months
on that network. Sponsor is Lever
Bros. Co. (Lifebuoy). Funsters (1
to r) are John W. Swallow, Western division program director of
NBC; Bob Burns; Don Clark, producer of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
Hollywood, agency for the account.
to heat their studios, or any other essential element of their business.
Under the formula here proposed, a
reasonable royalty for the use of the
reproduced music, to be paid in to an
employment fund if not expended for
live musicians, is a fair and equitable
charge and spreads the burden over
all commercial users of music instead
of lumping it on one class.
Since 1938 the radio industry alone
has been carrying the load. It is time
part cial
of users
it of
be music.
shifted Doing
to other
commerso will
also
enable all of us to rectify a just complaint of the musicians. They are entitled to fair protection against free
exploitation by commercial users of
records made for home use and which,
when used for profit, destroy the further employment of the very men who
made them. They happen to be well
enough organized to discontinue performance for records if some such protection is not proposed.
If we do not propose it, and further
demands are imposed on the radio industry alone, we have only ourselves
to blame.
Court Studies Suit
(Continued from page H)
whether it takes a few minutes or
In his argument, Mr. Padway
pleaded that no issues were involved that had not been previously
passed upon by the court and the
added
allegation in the new bill of
years."
complaint that "the union was conspiring to force independent radio
stations off the air" could not be
isolated or a decision granted
solely on the basis of that allegation. Whereupon Judge Barnes remarked, "If I don't isolate that
charge, some other reviewing court

concepts." referred to possiMr. nomic
Padway
ble negotiations between AFM and
the broadcasters. "The only way
to solve the problem", he concluded,
"was for the broadcasters and the
union to sit around the conference
table. There are a number of possible solutions that can be considered such as increase in band
personnel, or an amendment to the
copyright laws restricting the use
of recordings. The burden for settlement has shifted to the broadcasting industry. The union has
made a forceful and specific demand before the Senate InvestigatMr.ingArnold
in his pleading drew
Committee."
a parallel between the American
Medical Assn. case and the current
anti-trust litigation against the
AFM. "There is no distinction,"
he contended, "between the AMA
decision and this case. Both involve the destruction of competing
businesses. The doctors attempted
to destroy Group Health, a cooperative for medical care, by forcing physicians from accepting employment in the Group Health
organization, while the union is
seeking to destroy independent raJudgestations."
Barnes said he would hand
downdio a
written decision on the
case after weighing the arguments
and the briefs. The Feb. 8 date set
by Judge Barnes two weeks ago
for hearing the case on its merits
has been postponed until the decision on the motion to dismiss is
handed down. The case dismissed
Oct. 12 by Judge Barnes is on appeal to the Supreme Court. However, both Mr. Arnold and Mr.
Padway indicated last Monday
that regardless of how Judge
Barnes ruled on the new suit, both
cases would be consolidated and
appealed to the higher tribunal.
Vano on CBS Coast
CHEMICALS Inc., Oakland, Cal.
(Vano household cleaner), has
started a weekly show Close-ups of
the Fghting Fronts, Sundays at
9:15 p.m. on five CBS Pacific network stations, KQW San Jose;
KNX Hollywood; KARM Fresno;
KROY Sacramento; KGDM Stockton. Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency,
San Francisco, handles the account.

"What kind of injunction would

PORTLAND, OREGON
KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts -620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK

YORK
PENNSYLVANIA
Nation* I Representative: The Walker Co
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Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

you grant", Mr. Padway rhetorically asked the court. "The fact
that stations will have to go off
the air is incidental. Our argument is with the transcriptions and
will."
record manufacturers. And suppose you do grant an injunction,
the stations won't get relief, they
won't get music and a major labor
controversy
will develop."
Mr. Padway
maintained that
stations had recognized musicians'
unemployment problem when the
industry agreed to hire more musicians in 1937. "This agreement,"
BROADCASTING
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SITTING PRETTY are plans for Where Do We Stand, Sunday half-hour
news program to be sponsored on BLUE by the Pittsburgh candy manufacturers, D.C. Clark Co., starting Feb. 28 [Broadcasting, Jan. 18]
ire (seated, 1 to r) : David Clark and Charles Clark, vice-presidents of
;he firm, and Fred M. Thrower, BLUE vice-president in charge of sales.
Standing are John Donohue, BLUE Detroit sales staff, and C. P. (Pete)
Jaeger, manager of BLUE commercial program dept. BLUE commentators John Gunther and John Vandercook will be featured in the series.
Agency handling the Clark account is Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
FCC Ripper Bill
(Continued from page 11)
on applications for licenses, form
)f licenses and conditional licenses. The appellate provisions
likewise would be liberalized and
uroadened to insure appeals in all
warranted cases.
Subcommittee Probable
Covered in the measure, as was
she case in the Sanders Bill, are
I series of requirements that the
FCC shall study and report to Congress by Jan. 1, 1944 recommendations on a number of policy
natters. These cover the Commission's power to regulate contractual relations between stations and
networks (aimed at the networknonopoly regulations) ; whether
networks should be licensed;
whether Congress should redefine
ind fix the qualifications of the
licensee of any station which is
Intended to communicate with the
public (geared toward the newspaper ownership issue) ; whether
md upon what terms Congress
should limit the number of services which may be conducted by
I network and the number of stations which may be licensed to a
letwork; that the Commission report to Congress not later than
July 1, 1943 standards and principles adopted by it to effectuate the
mandate contained in the act requiring the Commission to make
md maintain "a fair, efficient and
jquitable distribution of radio facilities among the several states
and communities", together with
ts recommendations for further
egislation on this; and, finally,
;hat the Commission shall report
>y July 1 steps taken and policies
idopted by it to effectuate the purposes of that section of the Comnunications Act having applicaion to the "larger and more effecBROADCASTING

More Gen. Baking
GENERAL BAKING Co., New
York, in addition to intensified spot
campaign on eastern and southern
stations [Broadcasting, Jan. 25],
is using in the midwest area 40
announcements weekly on WCLE,
Cleveland, and 18 one-minute and
chainbreak announcements weekly
on WHBC. Canton, 0.. WXYZ. Detroit KOIL, Omaha, WDAS, Kansas City, and KVOO, Tulsa. Agency is Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.

Promotes

Film

RADIO PROMOTION will continue to be used locally in cities
where the new RKO picture "Hitler's Children" opens, following the
record breaking attendance at the
picture's premiere this month in
Cincinnati [Broadcasting, Jan. 25].
Advance spot announcements, as
well as a half-hour preview broadcast, were used for the premiere on
WLW, Cincinnati, and plans call
for further promotion through 16
one-minute dramatic transcriptions
prepared by WOR recording studios, under the supervision of S.
Barnet McCormick, Director of Advertising and Publicity of RKO.
Recordings feature motion picture
and radio talent enacting parts
from the picture. RKO is placing
the spots in advance of the pictures
opening in St. Louis and New Orleans Feb. 4, and will continue the
policy during the month.
5 Shows

in Tie

FIVE PROGRAMS share first
place in the January National daytime report on the top 10 weekday
programs by C. E. Hooper Inc.,
which reports not mox-e than 0.5%
separating the shows. The leaders
are Big Sister, Young W i d d e r
Brown, Aunt Jenny, Portia Faces
Life and The Romance of Helen
Trent. Others following in order
are Stella Dallas, When a Girl Marines, Kate Smith Speaks, Our Gal
Suyiday and Ma Perkins. Heading
the list of weekend daytime programs, not included in the aforementioned list, is William L. Shirer
ajid the News, followed by the Prudential Family Hour.
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And this job takes
priority over All
—with
W B IG !
A Columbia Broad- I 7r fi* RIDGE
easting System Affili- F~ director
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WBIC
CREEN/BORO,
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CEO.P. HOLLINCBERY • CO., NAT. REP.

tive use of radio by stations which
are intended to and do communicate with the public".
Rep. Holmes left town promptly
after reintroduction of the bill and
could not be reached for any statement as to his intention. At the
committee, it was stated that a
subcommittee probably would be
named by Chairman Lea to study
and make recommendations on legislative action.
Last week, formal organization
of the Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee was completed,
though there was some talk of impending changes. If Congress decides to create any standing committees to handle aviation matters,
it was thought several present
members of the committee would
elect to serve on the new committee,
affected with the war interest. As
approved by the House last week,
Democratic members of the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee are: Wolverton, N. J.;
Holmes, Mass.; Reece, Tenn. ; Halleck, Ind.; Hinshaw, Cal. ; Brown,
Ohio; Howell, 111.; Tibbott, Pa.;
Hall, N. Y.; Winter, Kan.; O'Hara,
Minn.
Republican members are: Lea,
Cal., chairman; Crosser, Ohio;
Bulwinkle, N. C; Chapman, Ky.;
Boren, Okla. ; Kennedy, N. Y. ;
O'Toole, N. Y.; Beckworth, Tex.;
D'Alesandro, Md.; Myers, Pa.;
Priest, Tenn.; Harris, Ark.; Sadowski, Mich.; Harless, Ariz.
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Advertising

another

reason

Los Angeles retailers — the
boys who check every advertising dollar at the cash
register — used more time on
KECA in 1942 than on any
other Los Angeles network
station. . . That's ANOTHER
REASON proving KECA is
really the Bargain Buy.
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Nets
Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

JANUARY

Race

WINNER by less than five
hours was John 3radford,
production man of WFMJ,
Youngstown, in a race toward
fatherhood with station engineer Seymour Raymond. Mr.
Bradford's little bundle arrived at 10:10 a.m., while
baby Raymond entered the
world at 3 p.m. the same day.
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COMMISSION

23 TO JANUARY

Decisions . . .
JANUARY 26
KTRB, Modesto, Cal. — Granted modification license move main studio locally.
KFAB, Lincoln, Neb. — Granted extension of special service authorization to
operate synchronously with WBBM, Chicago, sunset Lincoln to 12 midnight CST,
period ending Feb. 1, 1944.
WBBM, Chicago— Same.
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark. — Granted extension of special service authorization to
operate unlimited time simultaneously
with WBAL, Baltimore, power of 1 kw
night, 10 kw. local sunset, for period ending April 1, 1944.
WOWO, Ft. Wayne, Ind. — Granted extension of special service authorization
for 60 days to operate unlimited time.
WINS, New York — Granted special service authorization to operate unlimited time
with 1 kw., DA-night.
WFTM, Fort Myers, Fla,— Denied permission to change call letters.
Renewal of licenses— KBTM, KFDA,
KFIO KFJB KGFJ KSTJN.
KINY, Juneau, Alaska — Renewal of license for period en ling Dec. 1. 1944.
Granted temoorary renewals — KBST.
KCMC KCRJ KFMB KGEZ KGFW KGGF
KGKL KHBC KHBG KIEM KPLT KRBA
KRBC KVGB KWKH KXL WBBZ WBNX
WBRW WCAZ WCBT WEDC WFCI
WFTC WGES WHOM WING WJBW
WLOF WNBZ WOCB WSYB WTEL
WTRC KAST KRLH.
JANUARY 26
W3XE, Philadelphia— Granted CP to
move from Philadelphia to Wyndmoor,
Pa., renewal of license to operate on 66,000-72,000 kc (channel 3), 10 kw. visual
11 kw. aural; emission A5, special for
FM (aural).
Metropolitan Television Inc., New York
— Granted modification of CP to reduce
power to 50 w (peak) visual and 50 w.
aural, emission A3 and A5, special for
FM (aural); complete construction March
13, 1943.
WCBW, New York— Granted conditional
license to operate with reduced ESR of
1000, on condition that construction be
completed soon as required materials and
engineering personnel are available.
Granted temoorary renewals of license
— W2XBT W2XBU W2XGE W2XI W2XVT
W2XVW W3XP W3XPR W6XAO W6XDU
W9GPR W9XZV W10XKT.
WRGB, Schenectady — Granted renewal
of commercial station for period ending
Feb. 1, 1944.
W9XBT, Chicago — Temporary extension
of license for experimental station to
March 1, 1943. pending decision on renewal application.
WNBT, New York — Temporary extension of license to March 1, 1943, for commercial station, pending decision on application for removal.
W9XUI, Iowa City, la. — Temporary extension of licens" to March 1, 1943, for
experimental station, pending receipt of
and action on application for renewal.
WRUL, Boston — Temporary extension of
license for international station to March
1, 1943, pending decision on application for
renewal.
JANUARY 27
W55NY, New York— Granted motion for
continuance of hearing from Jan. 28 to
Feb. 26, in re application for modification of CP for FM station.
NEW, Chattahoochee Broadcasting Co.,
Columbus, Ga. — Granted motion for continuance of bearing from Feb. 4 to March
4, in re application CP for new broadcast
station.
WSAV, Savannah, Ga. — Granted motion
for dismissal without prejudice application
for CP to onerate on 1370 kc, 1 kw.,
DA-night, unlimited.
Stork

of the

• February

29 INCLUSIVE
JANUARY 28
WALB, Albany, Ga. — Denied petition
for leave to continue further hearing from
Feb. 1 to March 15 on applications for
renewal of license, CP and voluntary assignment of license.
KXEL, Waterloo, la. — Granted license to
cover CP, new station, move studio, etc.
WMAZ. Macon, Ga. — Granted license to
cover CP, change frequency, increase
power, DA for D-N, etc.

Applications . . .
JANUARY 23
NEW, Baylor University, Corpus Christi,
Tex. — CP for new broadcast station on
1010 kc. with 50 kw. unlimited, directional
antenna for day and night.
KSL — Modification of CP for further
changes in equipment and extension of
commencement and completion dates.
JANUARY 26
WINS, New York — Special service authorization to operate on 1,000 kc. 1 kw.
power, unlimited time, DA day-night, near
Kingsland, N. J., for period ending April
1, 1944.
WOOD, Grand Rapids, Mich.— Modification of license to change hours of operation from shares time with WASH to unlimited; requests facilities of WASH
(1300 kc).
KTBC, Austin, Tex.— Transfer of control from A. W. Walker Jr., R. B. Anderson and R. A. Stuart, licensee corporation, to Claudia T. Johnson (250 shares).
(1150 kc).
KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan. — CP to install
new transmitter (690 kc).
JANUARY 27
WNAC, Boston, Mass — License to use
formerly licensed composite main transmitter of WAAB as auxiliary transmitter
with 1 kw., on 1260 kc
KTBS, Shreveport, La.— CP to move
main and auxiliary transmitters.
W75NY, New York— Granted license for
CP in part and approval studio location
for new FM station.
W71NY, New York— Granted modification of CP for extension of completion
date ; waiver Section 3.261, 90 days.
W5XAU, Oklahoma City— FM license
temnorarily extended, pending decision o \
application for renewal to March 1, 1943.
W9XLA, Denver— Same as W5XAU.
Tentative

Calendar

. . .

WALB, Albany, Ga. — R enew license for
1 kw. on 1590 kc. unlimited; voluntary
assignment of same; CP for 1 kw. on
1550 kc unlimited (Feb. 3).
KVOE, Santa Ana, Cal.— CP for 1 kw.,
1480 kc, unlimited (Feb. 3).
WGRC, New Albany, Ind.— CP for 1
kw N, 5 kw. D, on 790 kc. (Feb. 3).
Ameche

Leaves

EXERCISING the four-week cancellation clause in his contract, Don
Ameche, m.c. of the weekly NBC
Chase & Sanborn Show, sponsored
by Standard Brands Inc. (coffee,
tea) , withdraws from that program
following broadcast of Feb. 21. According to George Frank, Ameche's
agent, the Hollywood radio actor
will take a two-month rest from
radio work. He contemplates a return to the air with his own program, it was said.
A RECENT issue of Broadcasting
mentioned a publication of the Office
of Civilian Defense, "What Can I
Do", distributed by WTAG, Worcester,
in a special station campaign. From
New Zealand Ian K. Mackay, station
director of 4ZB, Dunedin, C. I., wrote
David H. Harris, WTAG programproduction manager, requesting copies
of the handbook for use in that war
area.
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Technical

Chiefs

Ask Gas for Engineers
MEETING of engineering chiefs
of the four major networks, and
OPA gas rationing officials was
held in Washington Jan. 29, with
radio representatives appealing for
extra rations for engineers setting
up temporary remote locations.
Request had already been denied
at an OPA committee session Jan.
26, but through efforts of NAB,
the matter will be reconsidered on
the basis of last Friday's hearing.
Represnting broadcasters in the
office of Richardson C. Harrison,
chairman of the OPA eligibility
committee were: Russell Place,
NAB counsel; George McElrath,
NBC operating engineer; George
Milne, BLUE chief engineer; Burton Harkins, in charge of traffic
and engineering operations of
WOR for MBS; Clyde Hunt, chief
engineer WJSV, for CBS; Ken
Berkeley, Washington BLUE manager. Samples of equipment, photos and memoranda on mileage requirements were presented.
Schenley

Wine

to

Add

New Program on BLUE
SCHENLEY IMPORT Corp., New
York, which already sponsors the
Wednesday evening Cresta Blanca
Carnival on Mutual, will start a
second network show Mar. 1 when
it presents Alec Templeton Time
on 84 BLUE stations as a thriceweekly five-minute feature. Following the BLUE's Grade Fields program on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays, the show will be heard
10:30-10:35 p.m. in the interests
of Dubonnet wine. The blind pianist, noted for his imitations and musical satires, was last heard on
his own half-hour program under
sponsorship of Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind., which discontinued the
series on NBC in April, 1941.
Schenley agency is William Weintraub & Co., New York.
New

RCA

Subsidiary

SEPARATE subsidiary of the
RCA Victor Co. to handle all technical service activities has been announced by the parent firm. New
organization, RCA Service Co. Inc.,
is headed by Edward C. Cahill,
manager of RCA Victor's sound
equipment activities, who will continue in both capacities. Vice-president and general manager of the
new company is W. L. Jones, formerandmanager
of RCA Division.
Victor's Service
Installation
The
Service organization is incorporated entirely in the new company,
with no changes in personnel.
Pepsodent Special
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago, will
enter the New York Jewish Market for the first time Feb. 1, with
a five-weekly quarter-hour serial,
From Lublin to New York on
WEVD, New York. Contract was
placed by Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago .through Joseph Jacobs
Jewish Market Organization, which
has
justin been
named field.
Pepsodent's
counsel
the Jewish
WILLIAM J. THOMAS, manager of
radio publicity division of the Bureau
of Industrial Service Inc., a subsidiary
of Young & Rubicam Inc., has been
appointed vice-president of BIS.
BROADCASTING

We fwork Accounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New

Business

BALLARD & BALLARD, Louisville
(flour), on Feb. 2 starts Renfro Valley
Folks on 18 CBS stations, Tues., thru Fri.,
8:15-8:30
a.m. Agency: Henri, Hurst &
McDonal, Chicago.
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA
Co., New York (chain retail grocers), on
Feb. 17
starts Wed.
Food News
Talks11-11:15
on 32*
CBS
stations.
and Fri.,
a.m. Agency: Paris & Peart, N. Y.
RADIO MFRS. of Canada, Toronto (radiol
tubes, receivers), on Feb. 21 starts Yesteri
day, Today & Tomorrow on 32 Canadian
stations, Sun. 5:30-6 p.m. Agency: MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto.
BETTER PROPRIETARIES, Toronto
(Bromo-Seltzer, Noxzema) , on Feb. 1 starts
Lionel Parent Chanse on CKAC, Montreal,
CHRC, Quebec, Mon. thru Fri. 7:45-8 p.m.
Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Corp., Boston, on Feb. 5 sponsors Fritzie Zivic-Beau
Jack bout on 211 MBS stations, 10 p.m.,
and on Feb. 26 sponsors Gus LesnevichMelio Bettina on 211 MBS stations, 10 p.m.
Agency: Maxon Inc., New York.
Renewal Accounts
B. T. BABBITT Co., New York (Bab-O,
Lycons), on Jan. 18 renewed for 52 weeks
David Harum on 52 NBC stations, Mon.
thru Fri., 11:45 a.m. -12 noon. Agency:
Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
AUSTIN STUDIOS, Los Angeles (portrait photographer) on Feb. 13 renews
for 26 weeks Hero of the Week on 7 BLUE
California stations (KECA KGO KFSD
KTMS KERN KTKC KWG), Sat., 6:55-7
p.m. (PWT). Agency: Glasser-Gailey &
Co., Los Angeles.
CARTER PRODUCTS, New York (Arrid).
on Feb. 28 renews for 52 weeks Jimmy
Fidler From Hollywood on 70 BLUE stations, Sun., 9:30-9:45 p.m. Agency: Small
& Seiffer, N. Y.
Network Changes
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co., New York
( Vaseline products), on Jan. 27 shifted
Dr. Christian on 114 CBS stations. Wed..
8:30-8:55 p.m.. (EWT), with West Coast
repeat 8:30-8:55 p.m. (PWT), from Hollywood to New York for five weeks. Agency:
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Jeff Wade to OWI
JEFF WADE, assistant to his father, Walter A. Wade, executive
vice-president of the Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago, has been appointed to a position in the foreign
service branch of the OWI. Mr.
Wade expects to leave shortly and
will be stationed in New York City.
Formerly on the continuity staff of
WLS, Chicago, he has also assisted
in production of NBC Alec Templeton Time, BLUE Quiz Kids and
the WLS Murphy Jamboree.
Fishback

Leaves

WOL

JAMES FISHBACK, for the last;
four years commercial manager of
WOL, Washington, has resigned!
effective March 1. He has not announced his future plans. Prior td
joining WOL five years ago as a
salesman, Mr. Fishback was for sixi
yearsNewon York
the advertising
staff of1
the
Sun.
Baker Executive V-P
WILLIAM R. BAKER Jr., vicepresident of Benton & Bowles, New
York, was elected executive vice-;
president of the agency last week
at a meeting of the board of dij
rectors. With B & B since 1933, i\
vice-president since 1935 with ac-|
tive charge of the General Foods
account, Mr. Baker was formerly
with BBDO, New York.
• Broadcast

Advertisin,

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, dooble. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted

Situations Wanted

mo— DES MOINES, IOWA needs men
experienced in radio, 28 years or older,
married with at least two children, two
or more years college education, preferably from Middle West. SALES PROMOTION MANAGER, write to Hale Bondurant. TRAFFIC MANAGER, write to
Hale Bondurant. ANNOUNCER, write
" write
to Harold
Fair. Shelley.
NEWS RE-WRITE man,
to Jack
nnouncer— Wanted by 5000 watt CBS
station in Midwest. Please state marital
and draft status. Also send picture and
disk. A steady job for a steady man.
Write Box 266, BROADCASTING.
ermanent Position — For draft-exempt licensed operator. State experience and
references. Radio Station WGRC, Louisville, Kentucky.
xperienced Salesman — New England
Basic Network Station, leader in vol. ume. Major market, city of 200,000. State
1 draft status and salary requirements in
1 first letter. Box 264, BROADCASTING.
ngineers — Transmitter and control. For
Fort Lauderdale and Miami studios.
I Wire WFTL, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
.nnouncers — For Fort Lauderdale and
Miami studios. New 10,000 watt power.
710 kilocycles. Rush voice disc. Full details and salary required. WFTL, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.
HE ANNOUNCER WE WANT— Is about
" 25 years of age, or older ; preferably
married.
He has
few years'
experience,
but
has not
yet afound
the right
station
I with opportunities for advancement. He
is perhaps a college graduate, but above
• all is a man of ability and good charI acter. He is probably located at some
local station in a small market. We have
iia job for this man at a fine station in
. a south central state. If you are the man
— write full details and salary expected.
Box 258, BROADCASTING.
iwo Combinations — Announcer-operator
; and salesman-announcer.
New York
State, real opportunity right man. Write
.'fully, Box 269, BROADCASTING.
Jirst or Second Class Operator — Peri manent position for draft-exempt sober
man or woman. State experience and
references. Radio Station KLO, Ogden,
; Utah.
^ CALIFORNIA — Operator-announcer
; wanted. Union station. Send transcripi tion. KFRE, Fresno, California.
.NNOUNCER-ENGINEER — Any ticket.
, Permanent. Box 271, BROADCASTING.
WO ANNOUNCERS— Must be good on
I news and ad lib. Give details of experii ence, including draft and marital status,
when available, and salary desired.
iKBIZ, Ottumwa, Iowa.
Situation Wanted
jiROADCASTER— Merchandising minded,
* to utilize services of qualified Sales
Promotion-Merchandising man, presently producing results for major network
affiliate. Aged 28, family. Available immediately for eastern connection — preferably New York, New England. Write
Box 268, BROADCASTING.
echnician and Operator — One year radio
engineering experience, U.H.F. experience, commercial license, and draft de- ferred. Desires to join forces of a progressive station or concern. Please in| elude location, salary, living conditions,
' and other
pertinent data with reply. Box
(267,
BROADCASTING.
I'uditor — Available. $75.00 weekly salary
Y requirement. Box 265, BROADCASTING.
5ROADCASTING

(Cont'd)

Announcer-Newscaster — Reliable, not a
flash in the pan. 9 years staff work
including programming. Congenial family. Box 262, BROADCASTING.
Station or Commercial Manager Available
— Experienced regional and local operations, employed, draft exempt, excellent
record. Southern station only. Good references. Box 259, BROADCASTING.
AGENCIES — Big Three graduate, 24 years
old, desires connection with New York
ad agency. Four months editorial experience on leading daily . . . one year
experience regional station in selling,
copy writing and servicing accounts. Honorable discharge from army. Box 257,
BROADCASTING.
STATION MANAGER— Seeks larger station connection as manager or commercial manager. Outstanding record will
bear closest scrutiny. Five years management present station has made a volume increase unequaled by most. Present
connection excellent but does not permit
further income growth personally. Ambitious, aggressive, can build volume, audience. Good agency contacts. Box 256,
BROADCASTING.

Boyle on Coast
A. S. BOYLE Co., Los Angeles
(Harmony vitamins, Old English
products), on Feb. 1 starts a twice
weekly quarter-hour news commentary featuring Fleetwood Lawton
on 6 NBC Pacific stations (KFI
KMJ KPO KGW KOMO KHQ),
Tuesday, Wednesday, 8:15-8:30
p.m. (PWT). Contract is for 13
weeks. Firm also sponsors fiveweekly participation in Breakfast
at Sardi's on 13 BLUE Pacific
stations, Monday through Friday,
9:30-10 a.m. and in addition currently utilizes daily spot announcements on KNX, Hollywood, and
KOMO, Seattle. Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., Los Angeles.
You

Know

PLAY BY PLAY SPORTS ANNOUNCER
All
sports.
years' season.
experience.
Available
for Nine
1943 baseball
Box
253, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — University graduate, NBC Announcing School graduate. 4F. NBC network experience. Salary plus commercials
desired.
Box 261, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Program Director ■— News,
sports, writing dramatics. Draft exempt.
Box 270, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — A chance to do a real job in a
managerial capacity — preferably in the
South. Now employed by leading clear
channel station. Experienced in all
phases Thirtv-one, family, best of references. Box 263, BROADCASTING
Attractive Alert Young Woman — Commentator, sales, dramatics, program arranging, and -commercial writer. Due to husband and five brothers in Service, must
locate near Los Angeles or Seattle to be
near sick mother. Attended Northwestern University, worked on various Chicago stations. Willing to learn board
operation. Available after March 1.
Box 260, BROADCASTING.
Wanted by Experienced Broadcasting Executive^— Position as manager or sales manager with progressive station. Box B55,
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER-WRITER — 4F, 20. Announcing, control board experience.
Three years college writing, production.
Box 273, BROADCASTING.
TWO YEARS
CHIEF ENGINEER— Now
employed, draft exempt. Desires change.
Box 274, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy

• Broadcast

Advertising

a new product, Ranch House Pancake Flour, with a transcribed
quarter-hour musical programbyfeaturing Curley Bradley, vocalist, and
the Harmoneers thrice weekly on
WOW, Fort Wayne and WMBD,
Peoria. Agency is MacFarland,
Aveyard & Co., Chicago.

WANTED
Emcee

ANNOUNCER

Capable of writing and
handling variety shows
and other station
productions

CREATOR
Leading Network Affiliate in Midwest City.
Address

AND
PRODUCER

Mr. Plez S. Clark
Business Supervisor
Radio Station KFH
Wichita, Kansas

Ask what top agency executives, network and station heads, radio editors
write about this man's work. Just over
draft age. Just right for an important
agency, network or station post. Box
272, BROADCASTING.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineer!
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.

Dl. 1205

Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

CLIFFORD YE WD ALL
Empire State Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N.Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main St.
the World
Kansas City, Mo. I X J Hollywood, Cal.

GEORGE

RING

C.

DAVIS

& CLARK

BROADCASTING

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON,

Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pick-ups. Station KLO.
Ogden, Utah.

Omar Test
MILLS, Omaha, is testing

PROGRAM

ENGINEER— Capable young man, draft deferred, with chief engineer and transmitter installation experience, desires
steady position with good living conditions, preferably in New England. Immediately available. State salary. Box
252, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Four years' network experience. Excellent references, draft exempt.
Box 254, BROADCASTING.

His Work!

OMAR

FOR

D. C.

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

RESULTS!
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LeGATE
Collins

Behind

Would

Use

50

Baylor
kiv.

CONTINUING his unrelenting
quest for a high-powered station
on a desirable frequency, Carr Collins, head of the Crazy Water Crystals Co., Mineral Wells, Tex., and
operator of XEAW, Reynosa, Mexico, last week was disclosed as being
behind the application of Baylor
U, Corpus Christi, for a new 50,000- watt station to operate on 1010
kc. channel. Existing equipment of
XEAW, now being used at Reynosa
on 1570 kc, would be moved to the
college site.
The application seeks assignment
on 1010 kc. with fulltime and a directional antenna for day and night
use. The transmitter would be located northeast of Gregory, Tex.
KLRA, Little Rock, now is assigned
to this frequency, a Canadian 1-A
channel with Cuba having a secondary outlet on it. KLRA is now
completing program tests for 10,000 watts day and 5,000 watts night
on the frequency.
The application states that Mr.
Collins, who has worked feverishly for the last year to acquire a
desirable frequency, has agreed to
move XEAW to Baylor and would
pay all expenses. Mr. Collins would
present the facilities as a "gift"
to the University, but would have
a contract to manage and operate
the station for 25 years. He would
buy the land and would pay the
University $25,000 per year rental.
Last fall, pursuant to protests by
this Government the Mexican Government ordered the XEAW transmitter, with claimed power of 100,000 watts, to cease operating on
1010 kc. It went back to its regular
assignment of 1570 kc. but subsequently was authorized temporarily
to operate on 1050 kc, a Mexican
1- A channel. This frequency, however, since has been reassigned to
XEG, at Monterrey, where it is
being used with 50,000 watts by a
Mexican corporation but with
James A. Savage, of San Antonio,
as the directing head.
In the new application, filed by
Thomas B. Love, Mr. Collins' attorney, who was assistant secretary of the Treasury during World
War I, states the proposed new
station would be the only one serv-

XEAW
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Application;
Transmitter

ing the entire Texas, Louisiana and
Gulf Coast with its primary signal.
Moreover, it was said the station
would not accept advertising of intoxicants, including beer.
It was contended that removal of
the facilities of XEAW would be
in conformance with the Havana
Treaty and that no vital materials
would be involved.
In view of KLRA's assignment
on the frequency, plus the freeze
applicable to wartime operations,
it was thought unlikely that any
action would be taken by the FCC
without the formality of a hearing.
Dellar

Leaves

KSFO;

Jansen
New
Manager
LINCOLN DELLAR, for several
years general manager of KSFO,
San Francisco, and KWID, shortwave station owned by Associated

Mr. Dellar

Mr. Jansen

Broadcasters Inc., has joined the
Overseas Branch of the Office of
War Information's Pacific Coast
section as radio division chief.
Edward J. Jansen, general manager and part owner of KTBI, Tacoma, has been appointed his successor, effective Feb. 14.
Mr. Jansen has been in radio
since 1929 in sales and managerial
capacities, most of that time with
KVI, Tacoma. He also was sales
director of KGU, Honolulu.
Before his affiliation with the
Associated stations, Mr. Dellar was
general manager of WBT, Charlotte, N. C. He also has been station relations manager for CBS.
R. W. Dumm, assistant manager of
KSFO and KWID, leaves soon for
a commission in the Navy.

Dillon to Army
ROBERT DILLON, commercial
manager of K S O - K R N T, Des
Moines, left last week for military service and will be stationed
temporarily a t
Camp Dodge,
Des Moines. Prior
to his appointment as commercial manager, replacing Craig
Lawrence, acting
station manager,
he was on the
sales staff of the
stations several
years. He had
Mr. Dillon
previously been
with the advertising department of
the Register and Tribune.
Page
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WNRC
Studios
"I'D LIKE to see your studios if I may",
Dick Edmondson,
staff said
engineer
of
WELI, New Haven, who happened to be passing a building containing the sign
"WNRC" while on a recent
visit to New York City. "Studios?" queried the receptionist. "Yes," said Dick, "Isn't
this WNRC?" "Yes," said
the puzzled lady, "this is the
Women's National Republican Club."
WINS
For

Gets

Fulltime

Authority
With

1 kw.

PENDING installation of a new
transmitter, WINS, New York was
granted special service authorization by the FCC last Tuesday to
operate fulltime with 1,000 watts
on 1,000 kc, using directional antenna at night. Since June 19,
1934, WINS has been limited to
sunset, Chicago, because WCFL is
also on the 1,000 kc. channel.
In an unprecedented decision last
October, the FCC had approved
concurrent construction permits
for WINS to operate with 5,000
and 10,000 watts on 1,000 kc. At
the same time the Commission extended a construction permit previously granted for a 50,000 watt
transmitter, after WINS had
turned over the equipment to the
Government for "urgent war service". [Broadcasting, Oct. 12].
WINS announced that its official
program schedule for nighttime operations would go into effect Feb.
1 although it has been operating
till 12 midnight since Jan. 27.
Gravymaster Spots
DRYDEN
& PALMER, Long
Island City, N. Y., which started
participations on two eastern stations last fall for Gravymaster, is
now using WGY WABC WTAM
and WJZ, and in addition is participating in Marjorie Mills Hour
on the New England Regional Network. Samuel C. Croot Co., New
York, is agency.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'She Was a Wall Flower Until We Got Coffee Rationing!"
BROADCASTING

MOODY

TO

WIOD;

PROMOTED

PROMOTION of James LeGate,
manager of WHIO, Dayton, to a
similar post at WIOD, Miami, and
elevation of Robert H. Moody, commercial manager
of the tion,
Dayton
stato its helm,
were announced
last week.
J. Leonard
Reinsch, director
of the Cox stations, which include WSB, Atlanta, in addition
to WIOD
and

Mr. LeGate

WHIO,
announced the promotions
following other
personnel changes last month. Mr.
LeGate, formerly promotion director of the Miami Daily News, re-j
turns to his home ,
as head of the
NBC outlet after
a two sence.
- year
abMr. Moody
started on WHIO
in 1935 as a local
salesman and in
1940 became head
of regional and
national sales.
Simultaneously,

Mr, Moody

promotion
of Lester Spencer,
program director of
WHIO, to assistant manager in
charge of programs and produc
tion, also was announced. Mr. Spen
cer also joined the station in 1935
as an announcer and became program director two years later,

NAMED
OF KTUL
of John Esau,

JOHN ESAU
MANAGER
APPOINTMENT

general sales and promotion manager of KTUL, Tulsa, as general
manager, succeeding William C.
Gillespie, who
died last month
following
accident in hisan home,
was announced
last week by J. T.
Griffin,
president
of the station
and of KOMA.
Oklahoma City.
Mr. Esau, who
Mr. Esau
came up from the
ranks, was chief
assistant to Mr. Gillespie. He had
served in 1935 with the station. In
1937 and 1938 he managed WBBZ,
Ponca City, and KASA, Elk City,
Okla.
Mr. Esau immediately announced
promotion of R. P. (Bud) Akin,
veteran member of the KTUL salesi
staff, to general sales manager.
Eddie McKean was named program!
director and Jack Hoffman public
relations manager.
Well-known in radio and advert
tising circles, Mr. Esau is active in
the Chamber of Commerce and
local business groups. He is a lieutenant in the Civilian Air Patroli
CHML, Hamilton, Ont, effective im
mediately, announces exclusive repre
sentation in Montreal and Winnipe;
by Stovin & Wright Ltd. In Toronti
Metropolitan Broadcasting Servic
Ltd., continues to be exclusive repre
sentative.
• Broadcast

Advertisina

NIGHTTIME

MERCHANDISE-

ABLE

AREA

*This map does not define the limits of WLW coverage,
which extends into portions of several additional states. It
indicates the 38 markets in which advertising over WLW
enjoys a high degree of merchandise-ability with the
retailers and wholesalers who move your merchandise.

Here's
buy
and

truly

one

of

the

world's

more drug and food products
the City of Chicago combined.
of

1 Based on Hooper Mid-Winter WLW

the

audience

largest

markets:

over

12

million

than are sold in New
York's five
Rnd WLW
has a weighted average

in 25

major

cities

of the

souls

who

boroughs
of 4S.7%t

area.

Area rating 1942; a weighted average figure which does not represent the size of our audience in any one city.

WLW

DIVISION OF THE CROSLEY CORPORATION

YOUNGEST

WARRIOR

. . .

My voice is loud, louder than a thunderclap— even a whisper of mine
goes 'round the world.
I travel fast, faster than winged Mercury— only the speed of light is
my rival.
I am strong,
Fear. stronger than the might of Hercules— for I can destroy
I bind the world together like the oceans.
I cover the earth like the skies.
I speak the language of a thousand tongues.
Men know me everywhere— from the Mississippi to the Volga, from
the Yukon to the Nile, and beyond . . .
For I am the youngest Warrior— riding the murderous skies, the shelltorn earth, the bloody highways of the sea . . .
I am the Warning— strident, immediate, merciful . . .
The shaft of Hope to men in darkness,
The Trumpeter of Truth.
My name is universal:
I am the voice of RADIO, deathless and forever.
The Radio Corporation of America has long pioneered in the development of radio, electronics and television. Today, these developments
are performing vital war services. And this war-experience will lead
to a richer, fuller Tomorrow . . . for industy, home, and nation.

For outstanding achievement in the production of vital radio
equipment, these awards have been given to RCA plants:

to an RCA
Tube
plant
Army-Navy "E"

RADIO
OF

to the RCA
Radiomarine Division
Army-Navy "E"

CORPORATION
AMERICA

RCA Leads the Way in Radio, Electronics, Television
The Services of RCA: RCA Victor Division • RCA Laboratories
R.C.A. Communications, Inc. • Radiomarine Corporation of America
National Broadcasting Co., Inc. • Blue Network Co., Inc.
RCA Institutes, Inc.
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PRICE

A

Newsmagazine

m

WOR

let me

cast

see . . .
S0?

covers 16 cities.
l

The cities include such war arsenals as—
Camden,

Radio

§

Broad

Hmm-m,

of

Trenton, Paterson, Jersey City . . .

301,012 people in Jersey City! Quite an
assortment of mouths to fill, backs to be

life--;

clothed, and so forth.
Rochester?
No, WOR

Rochester, N. Y., you mean?
doesn't cover Rochester.

Yes, I read that letter from the buyer
at National Clothing Company

in Rochester.

Yes, interesting what he says. Goes
something like, "We are now selling
more Gotham Hosiery than any other
brand of rayon hose we carry."
Doesn't it?
Yes, I know.

Gotham

used

"Pegeen Prefers" on WOR.
First time it had used radio and
the only station it used.
Buy WOR?
who

Why, my dear fellow,

wouldn't! The station's weird,

that's what! Does the most amazing
things for so little.
But, tell me . . . outside of Jersey City,
Camden, etc., WOR covers New Haven,

— that power-full

station,

doesn't it? And Hartford and Bridgeport
and Wilmington and many other places?
I mean,

even though it does sell in

Albany, Rochester
Marvelous

and even Boston.

WOR

station that WOR!
1440

MEMBER

OF

THE

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

Broadway,

in New

York
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So, get me

P.

WE'VE

a program

on WSM.

name, "Blank," to go into every
radio homes. Tell them I want

MOTH

Tell them

I want

ING

TO

SELL

!

the

one of their 2,000,000
them to produce the

show. They're producing seven network programs
including the famous Grand Ole Opry, so I guess they
know what they're doing. Now get out of here. I'm
busy with this war contract. Nothing to sell! Bah!

HARRY

THE

NATIONAL

L. STONE, Gen'l Mgr.

.
LIFE
NATIONAL

NASHVILLE,

TENNESSEE

*
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wov..._for

Victory

One

America's

of

IMPORTANT

Radio

The

four-page

article in the current

tells the absorbing

Democracy

to

It's this kind
America's

Stations

story of WOV

New

York's

of public

important

radio

WOV
if
V
■

and

two

issue

of Click

the job it is doing

million

service

Magazine

that

selling

Italo-Americans.

makes

WOV

one

of

stations.

...

-

FOR

VICTORY

National Representatives: Joseph Hershcy MeGMIvra

Ralph N. Weil, Gen. Mgr.
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SONOVOX

"Talk

pretty,

CAMPAIGNS

Allied Mills, Inc. {Wayne Feeds)
American Chicle Co. {Black Jack Gum)
American Industries Salvage Committee
(Steel Scrap Drive)
Bismarck Hotel Co.
BuickSales
Motors
Corp.Division of General Motors

please-for
If

BROmO-SEliTZER!

Since 'way back in September, the Bromo- Seltzer Talking Train has been

Chicago,
St. Paul and
PacificMilwaukee,
R. R.

a consistent star performer in the famous

Chick Bed Company {Chick Bed Litter)
Colgate-Palmolive Peet Company

show

(in which

Parks Johnson

Emerson

and Warren

Drug Co. "Vox Pop"

Hull have been wowing

{Vel, Palmolive)
Emerson Drug Company {Bromo-Seltzer)
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company

both the general public and army camp audiences all over the nation).
As a matter of fact this loquacious locomotive

immediately

became

popular that it was also put on Bromo -Seltzer's Ellery Queen show!
So Sonovox

scores again! Now

of any locomotive
"Fight headaches
dramatized

to millions of people the familiar chuff

says "Bromo -Seltzer" — any distant whistle says

three ways!" . . . What

in sound?

name

{Feigenspan
and Dobler P. O. N.
Beers
and Ales)

so

or slogan do you want

Feltman-Curme Shoes
Forum Cafeterias of America
Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
{Fould's Macaroni Products)
Chr. Hansen Laboratory, Inc.
{Junket Quick Fudge Mix)
Andrew Jergens Co.
Products)
Lever{Woodbury's
Brothers Co.
{Lifebuoy Soap)
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Seabees {U. S. Nary, Construction

Let us know — and we'll do the rest!

Pan American Coffee Bureau
Purity
Bakeries
Corp. {Taystee Bread,
Grennan
Cakes)
WRJGHT-SONOVOX,
"Talking
CHICAGO
FREE
CHICAGO: j8oS. Michigan
Franklin 6373
Page
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PETERS,

NEW

Singing

YORK

INC., Exclusive

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131
8, 1943

and

INC.

Sound"

....

HOLLYWOOD

National

broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra {in all
Shell Oil Company
U. S. Treasury Dept.
Velie-Ryan,
Inc. {Nesbitt's California
Orange Drink)

Representatives

SAN FRANCISCO: uiSnlter
Sutter 4353

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer BUg.
Main 5667

HOLLYWOOD: i5;2N. Gordon
Gladstone 3949
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Hit

$191,000,000
in
1942
the industry from operations in
Regional networks accounted for
6.1% Gain
Over
Previous
Year
1942 were in the neighborhood of
Shown;
the residue of $3,300,000.
$199,000,000. Receipts from the
It should be emphasized that
Gross Time
Sales $254,800,000
sale of talent and miscellaneous ingross billing is in fact a fictitious
come
are
difficult
to
estimate.
IN THE FACE of wartime dislocations which affected all
figure based, as it is, on one-time
These receipts do not include dirates. It is the only figure comparbusiness, broadcast advertising volume rode through 1942
rect expenditures for program and
able to volume of other media, for
to a new high of $191,000,000 in net time sales — 6.1% ahead
talent — as compared with expendithe purposes of making compariof the 1941 peak.
tures for time — made by advertissons and establishing trends as to
ers. Such disbursements probably
the use of radio by various classes
run in the neighborhood of $40,Gross time sales, the "quick figure" comparison with the
of industry and trade. Due to the
000 to $45,000 annually, bringing
volume of other media, reached $254,800,000, or an increase
large variations in discount structhe total expenditures for Ameriof 7.2% ahead of the preceding year. This figure represented
tures .between media — and even
can radio program service in 1942
within the radio field itself — it
the one-time rate of stations and networks multiplied by the
to between $230,000,000 and $235,number of times the medium was
zine volume dropped 10% as cornusally is impossible to secure ade000,000.
quate net time and space sales figused, without regard to frequency
pared to 1941, advertising in womures. Consequently, gross billings
Gross
Billing
Breakdown
discount or sales expense.
en's magazines decreased about
represent
the one-time rate of peri5%, while advertising in weekly
These figures are based upon esWith estimated gross billings of
odicals or stations and networks
magazines fell off 1%%. Outdoor
timates made by Broadcasting to
$254,800,000, the national networks
multiplied by the number of times
be released in its 1943 Yearbook
advertising
dropped approximately 18%. _
the medium is used. Obviously,
accounted
for
$118,200,000.
Nationnumber, now on the presses, with
therefore, no advertising medium
al and regional non-network (spot)
distribution to start within a fortSince in recent years net time
ever receives its gross billngs as
business totalled $69,500,000, acnight.
sales have accounted for approxicording
to
the
estimates,
with
local
dollar
receipts; and it is inacGurmately 92% of radio's revenues, it
Only Medium Unscathed
ate
to
use such figures as a final
business
aggregating
$63,800,000.
is probable that total receipts of
measure of advertising volume.
i These preliminary data reveal
that radio was the only medium to
Nevertheless, they are the best figcome through the first year of the
ures available.
war comparatively unscathed with
Willard
D. Egolf
Is Appointed
Net Business Leads
regard to its economic position. All
other media, according to best
To
New
NAB
Executive
Post
The analysis for 1942 revenues
available records, have experienced
is based on a formula successfully
losses during the year.
AFTER SEVERAL months of conused by Broadcasting since it beThe $191,000,000 net time sales
sideration, NAB President Neville
Yearbook
of the
gan tistics
compilation
figure (gross billings less frequenin 1935. In
past, staDr.
Miller last Friday announced apcy and promotional discounts) conHerman S. Hettinger, associate
pointment ofWillard D. Egolf, for
stitute the gross receipts of the in- the last decade commercial manaprofessor of marketing, U of Penndustry from the sale of time. While
ger of KVOO, Tulsa, to the NAB
the dollar volume in net time sales
sylvania, has served as Broadcastexecutive staff in charge of public
ing's consulting economist in the
increased in all classifications, the
and industry relations. He succeeds
percentage increase was greatest
Lt. Col. E. M. Kirby, chief of the
preparation of the annual analyin the national field. Local volume
sis. This year, however, Dr. HetArmy's Radio Branch as public
tinger, because of his Government
increased dollar-wise slightly, but
relations director but will have adwork with the Office of War Inditional duties.
it showed a percentage decline of
formation, was not available for
1.6%. All other categories showed
Expansion Authorized
percentage increases.
the assignment, but the methods
While radio in 1942 did not mainemployed by him since 1935, and
Appointment of the Oklahoman
which have shown a remarkable
bain its past ratio of increase, it to the newly created post was made
nevertheless was the only medium
degree of accuracy, were used in
following consideration of a numto show an overall increase. In
projecting this analysis.
ber of candidates by a committee
1941, gross time sales were 14.2%
Despite the 6.1% increase in net
of the NAB board named by Presitime sales over 1941, it is evident,
(ahead of the preceding year and
dent Miller. The committee combecause of taxes, manpower, overnet time sales 13.2%, as against
head and other factors, that the
prised Edgar L. Bill, WMBD, Pe7.2% and 6.1%, respectively, for
oria; Eugene O'Fallon, KFEL,
industry will show no substantial
1942.
Denver, and James W. Woodruff
improvement in net profits. These
Jr., WRBL, Columbus, Ga.
Total Near $200,000,000
MR. EGOLF
, will not be availhowever
figures,
Mr. Egolf, active in industry and
several months or until
able for
Newspaper advertising lineage,
trade association affairs and curthe FCC completes its annual anand a research assistant. The post
according to the analysis, decreased
rently avice-president of the Adalysis of financial returns from
of
public
relations
director
has
about 5% compared to 1941, with
vertising Federation of America,
s
and networks, questionstation
been vacant since Col. Kirby joined
the heaviest decline occurring in will report for duty about March
naires on which currently are bethe
War
Department
early
in
1941.
1. He will organize a staff to carry
[automotive advertising, which was
ing dispatched.
The NAB board authorized the encut by more than half. General adOf the $191,000,000 net time
on the public and industry relalarged post about a year ago, based
vertising as a whole, however,
sales aggregate, $86,500,000, or
tions functions, probably to in(Continued on page 42)
(Continued on page 46)
gained about 1%. Monthly magaclude a publicity-promotion aide
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Elmer

Air

Plans

Davis

Series

Bill
To

As

'War

Voice'

All

On

Networks

ELMER DAVIS, director of the
Office of War Information, announced last week his intention to
take the air in a weekly 15-minute
period of comment as the war
voice of the Government.
Under plans announced last Friday, the weekly radio roundup of
war information will be broadcast
by Mr. Davis on Friday evenings
at 10:45 EWT, over NBC, CBS and
BLUE. It will be rebroadcast by
Mutual at 4 p.m. Saturday afternoons for the benefit of night shift
workers and others unable to hear
the broadcast Friday nights.
Time Cleared
The commencement date, OWI
said, would be announced shortly.
Since the networks already have
cleared the time, it was thought
likely the series might be launched
this week. Originally, a simultaneous broadcast over all four networks was sought, but Mutual was
unable to clear for the Friday night
period.
Mr. Davis has made it clear that
his broadcast will be a weekly
roundup "intended to place developments in perspective" and give the
country a complete understanding
of what is done and the reasons
behind various Governmental actions. Furthermore he has emphasized he does not intend to compete with commentators in any way
and will not use news which has
not already been released.
In the role of regular commentator, Mr. Davis will assume a position which he relinquished in midJune, 1942 when he resigned as a
CBS news analyst to assume his
governmental post. Since that time
he has not been on the air regularly.
The combined facilities of the
four networks have been used only
once before for a regular program
series. In early 1941, This Is War
produced by Norman Corwin was
aired for 13 weeks on a four-net
basis.

MR. DAVIS
MORTON SALT Co., Chicago (table
salt) is preparing a four-week campaign announcements on 140 stations
to start Feb. 15. Agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.

OWI Post Unfilled
WITH the resignation of Archibald
MacLeish, assistant director of the
Office of War Information, to devote his full time to the post of
Librarian of Congress, one major
position disappears from the organization's administrative structure. Mr. MacLeish originally came
into the picture through his position as head of the Office of Facts
& Figures and joined OWI when
his agency was taken over. Another
vacancy which was created when
William B. Lewis resigned as chief
of the radio bureau to become assistant director of the domestic
branch, has yet to be filled. Several
names are under consideration but
no decision has been reached as to
the person to be named for the
position.
Page
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Food
To

Industry

Aid

Bailey
News

WEIGHT of the food industry's $100,000,000 annual promotion budget will be thrown behind
the Government's six-point food
rationing and production campaign
under plans finally worked out
last week by the affected Government agencies with leading food
producers.
The first important step in evolving a coordinated campaign, which
will see leading brand-name manufacturers devote much of their
time and space to the war effort,
was evolved at a meeting at the
Waldorf-Astoria in New York last
Thursday of a score of representatives of the industry and Government agencies.
Six Goals for Year
Participating were representatives of the Grocery Manufacturers
of America, largest trade entity in
the food field, OWI, The Advertising Council, OPA, Department of
Agriculture, Nutrition Division of
the Office of Defense Health & Welfare Services, and of the War Manpower Commission,. Presiding was
John Murphy, assistant to the
president of GMA.
The six major drives cover 1943
farm product goals, victory gardens, point rationing, nutrition and
food conservation, recruiting of
agricultural labor, and particularly
the problem of parttime employes
during harvest periods, and an explanation of the overall food situation, i.e., why shortages exist during periods of peak food production.

Editor

Post

(Bill) BAILEY, who resigned Jan. 30 as news editor of
the War Dept. Radio Branch, has
on headquartheof Washingt
joined
Broadcasting as news
ters staff
editor. He will function in the news
department under J. Frank Beatty,
managing editor.
Mr. Bailey had joined the War
Dept. in July 1941 after several
years with Crosley Corp., Cincinnati, where he had been continuity
writer-producer, publicity director,
and then news editor of WLWWSAI. Born June 13, 1901, at
Winchester, Ind., he began his
newspaper career on the Coffeyville (Kan.) Morning News, later
working on a number of metroHe is marnewspapers.
ried andpolitan
has three
children.
J. N.

Lockheed Guests
FIRST GUEST to appear on
Ceiling Unlimited, CBS series sponsored by Lockheed & Vega Aircraft
Corp., will be Ronald Colman, who
will be heard Feb. 8 describing the
emotions of a pilot in a dive
bomber. Policy of presenting guest
talent each week was adopted by
following the withthe sponsor
drawal from the show of Orson
Welles, formerly narrator-writerproducer
ing, Feb. of
1.] the series [Broadcast-

Approves

Government

THE

Appointed

Plans

Program

Dr. Herman S. Hettihger, associate professor of marketing of the
U of Pennsylvania and a foremost
radio economist, has been designated campaign manager of the
food drives by OWI. He has been
working on preliminaries for several weeks, under Gardner Cowles
Jr., assistant director of OWI in
charge of domestic operations.
Campaign books prepared by
OWI have been sent by GMA to
its entire membership, emphasizing
the war theme. About 500 advertising agencies, handling the accounts
of the GMA membership, also have
been circularized with the likelihood that a general meeting launching the campaign will be held
shortly.
The campaign is one of voluntary
advertising cooperation. No Government budget is contemplated. It
is estimated that the concerns represented by GMA, including the
biggest manufacturers, processers
and distributors in the country,
spend about $100,000,000 a year in
advertising billing, a substantial
portion of which goes to radio.
It is presumed that point rationing, scheduled to become initially
effective March 1, will be the object of the first campaign, and that
radio will figure prominently in
this effort. Because point rationing
begins in less than a month, it was
indicated that radio will be called
upon to do a rush job, as it has
done on several other occasions
since the war started.
BROADCASTING

WJWC
OPERATIONS
ENDED
ON FEB.

7

WJWC, Chicago-Hammond, officially went off the air Sunday
morning, Feb. 7, at 12:30 a.m. The
station which operated on 1520 kc.
with 5,000 watts on Jan. 28 through
John W. Clarke, principal stockholder, notified the FCC of intention to surrender its license and
discontinue
ing, Feb. 1].operation [BroadcastWar

conditions restricting materials for remedying insufficient
coverage and resulting operational
loss were advanced as the reasons
for quitting. Most of the 38 employes, according to General Manager William Cline, have been
placed in positions with other stations. Although the equipment had |
been offered to the Government, |
physical facilities had not been dis- 1
posed of by last weekend. Station |
has a 5 kw. Western Electric trans- 1
mitter,
five directional towers,!
along with standard equipment of
rectifier tubes, etc.
The Hammond Calumet Broad
casting Corp., corporate licensee of
the station, will remain alive, ac
cording to Mr. Clarke, for the time
being. "After the war is won," he
said, "we may apply for a license
to render a public service in the
Chicago area." Stockholders of the
corporation are, in addition to Mr
Clarke, Dr. George F. Courrier
minister of Elgin, 111.; Marshall
Field 3rd, owner of Chicago Sun
and Doris Keane, wife of Bill
Irwin, radio editor of Chicago
Times.

SHORTWAVE

OUTLET

READY
TO OPERATE
FIRST of the new Government
shortwave stations in its 22-station program for additional high 0
powered units to be used in psy
chological warfare has been com
pleted and awaits approval of the
FCC before going on the air. Op
erated by Associated Broadcast
ters Inc., San Francisco, the ne\* r
unit, with call letters not ye
assigned, will be a sister station ft
to KWID, operated bv Weslev II
Dumm, owner of KSFO, standard
broadcast station in San Franciscc
It is expected that a second nev
transmitter, also designed to serv
the Pacific and Far Eastern area&
will be completed soon and li
censed to the General Electric Co.
which owns KGEI, near Belmont
Cal. The 22 new stations decide*
upon by the Government last fal
are in addition to the 14 existing
ones which were leased for opera
tion under direction of the OWlpi
Although Associated Broadcast
ers applied for specific frequencie 81
on share time basis, the new Gov
ernment policy is to specify frej|t
quencies to be used on a stagj
gered schedule for the most effec
tive beaming to selected areas an
also for best engineering results fto
It is hoped that construction o,
remaining transmitters will W
completed by the end of this yea?
according to Roy C- Cordermar
Assistant Chief of the Bureau oj
Communication Facilities, of thj
OWI. The manufacturing schedul
has been integrated so as not ti
interfere with military production
• Broadcast
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House

May
Slash
FCC
Appropriation
feud between Rep. Cox and FCC
to authorize the Committee on Apboth checks were deposited and
Rep. Cox Prepares
Chairman James Lawrence Fly in cleared through the same bank on
propriations, or a subcommittee,
some measure has stemmed from
to study and examine the organiStem
to Stern
Aug. 30, 1941.
Inq
zation and operation of any execFCC efforts to implicate the GeorOther evidence presented purutive departments or Government
gia Representative with improper
uirv
ported to show that the station had
agencies with a view toward econlegal representation of WALB in
granted power of attorney to Hugh
proceedings before the FCC. A
omies in operation. This measure
A SLASH in FCC appropriations
C. McCarthy, then Mr. Cox's sec$2,500 transaction, involving payfor the oncoming fiscal year may
promptly was reported favorably
retary, to represent the station bement to Judge Cox by the Albany
fore the FCC at a hearing for apbe the first manifestation of the
by the Rules Committee last MonHerald
Publishing
Co.,
licensee
of
day. Since it is consistent with the
obviously hostile attitude of the
plication for a new station in TamHouse toward the FCC.
the station, has figured prominenteconomy temperament of the new
ly in these proceedings, which have
With the Independent Offices
Congress, it is expected the measIn a report presented in testireached white heat on several ocure shortly will pass the House.
Appropriations bill due to be remony it was shown that a bill had
cations.
It was learned last week that
been presented by Mr. McCarthy
ported this week, carrying the
Checks Questioned
members of the House Appi-opriafor "approximately $240" which
FCC's appropriation, Congressiontions
Subcommittee
handling
the
jal observers thought that a fight
The name of Rep. Cox was
was not paid since "services proIndependent Offices Bill already
vided had already been covered
♦might be made either in the Comlinked to WALB at the FCC remittee of the Whole or on the floor
have inquired into the FCC's war
newal proceeding last week as
under
an arrangement
Cox".
Furthermore,
Mr. Cox, with
the report
activities, looking toward econoto cut the appropriation. The Pres"Washington
representative"
for
pa.
mies. Also tying into the efforts to the station. Despite the objection
cited, understood that Mr. Mcident's budget message last month
Carthy would not be paid since he
curb Governwent spending are the
recommended $8,089,000 for the
of Delacey Allen, station lawyer,
functions of the Byrd Committee in
was an employe of the CongressFCC, all save $2,000,000 of which
FCC Counsel Marcus Cohn was al- man.
the Senate and the Ramspeck Comlowed to introduce two checks and
would be for war or national demittee
of
the
House,
which
already
The hearings, a resumption of
a
bank
statement which purported
fense activities. Whether the Apare
looking
into
overstaffing
of
to
disclose
how
Mr.
Cox
came
to
proceedings
begun a year ago, lastpropriations Committee will aped for three days. John W. Crouch,
Government agencies. These comprove this recommendation will not
own 25 shares of the station's
mittees have not yet covered the
CPA for the station, was quesstock.
be known until the measure is resmaller commisisons and bureaus,
tioned regarding actual ownership
The checks introduced were for
ported.
of
WALB.
such as the FCC, though the pre$2,500 each. One dated Aug. 18,
Committee Approved
liminary studies already have been
1941, was from the station to Rep.
Lt. Charles Russell Rowell, forundertaken.
Cox while the second for the same
Meanwhile, Rep. Cox (D-Ga.)
mer FCC employe who had "invesThere were other activities bearhas plunged into the task of oramount was from the Congressman
tigated" the WALB affair, was
ing on FCC operations and personto the station dated Aug. 15, 1941.
ganizing an expert staff for his sealso put on the stand during Monnel on Capitol Hill, while the FCC
lect committee of five to investigate
day's session to identify various
Rep. Cox's check covered payment
;he FCC from stem to stern. Makitself concluded hearings involving
documents which were presented
for 25 shares of stock in the Aling haste slowly, Rep. Cox dethe application for renewal of libany-Herald Broadcasting Co. It in evidence, including the checks
(Continued on page UU)
clared that the committee has sevcense of WALB, Albany, Ga. The
was alleged by FCC counsel that
jral names under consideration for
ippointment as chief counsel but
,;hat no announcement would be
ing brought about under Wartime.
Hade until top men had been select"Because of the enormous conDaylight
Saving
Controversy
id for both the legal and investigatribution being made by Michigan
tion staff. An initial fund of $60,industry to the production of War
)00 to launch the investigation has
materials, this saving is obviously
Action
Presidential
Bring
May
a vital factor in the war against
;aeen requested, and Judge Cox said
;he House Accounts Committee
our enemies and any action which
PRESIDENTIAL ACTION in the
tions from Ohio and Michigan, who
operates to the detriment of this
probably would report favorably
sought to abolish daylight saving
daylight saving problem which
»n the request this week. Judge
saving is obviously a matter of
in
their
own
states,
declared
that
threatens to disrupt the nation's
grave
concern to the nation in these
j^ox has not altered his plans to
war production program was seen
"to abandon Wartime would result
jet the inquiry underway by midin confusion and would bring about
by some Washington observers last
times," said Mr. Nelson's letter.
March.
A table showing savings effected
week, should the move of individual
an increase in power requirements".
by
Ohio industries under Wartime
! Meanwhile, there were other deIn a letter to Sen. Ferguson
States to abolish Wartime gain moreveals a total annual conservation
mentum.
velopments on the Hill regarded
(R-Mich.) Mr. Nelson took the poin energy production of 100,000,000
is sympomatic of things to come
Opinion was expressed in some
kw. hours.
sition that "any change in the presm connection with functioning of
ent
Wartime
Statute
would
result
quarters that in war the President
Since Georgia set its clocks back
Government agencies. The House
has emergency powers to override
in serious detriment to war producan hour [Broadcasting, Feb. 1]
lules Committee, of which Judge
tion, that the enactment of state
any State's action which might imby passing legislation placing that
jOX is ranking majority member,
legislation by the Legislature of
pede victory. Mr. Roosevelt has folState in the Central Time Zone, a
ast Wednesday reported favorably
Michigan would have the same
lowed a course of state autonomy
movement has grown to return
% resolution to set up a commitand legislation by Congress, al- detrimental effect."
some sections of the country to
;ee of five members to investigate
though it was pointed out that on
Mr. Nelson said he would not opwhat,
in effect, is normal time.
t.
some occasions he has used his
Iny agency of Governmen
pose
Interstate
Commerce
CommisBroadcasters
are watching deIntroduced by Rep. Howard
executive powers when he felt it
sion action if the ICC, after investivelopments with keen interest, for
necessary to expedite certain acmith (D-Va.) the bill empowers
gation, transfers Michigan from
no industry knows the headaches
tions.
the Eastern Zone to the Central
Jihe committee to receive complaints
of
time differential like radio. BeHgainst Government agencies which
Time Zone. He pointed out to Sen.
fore the Wartime Statute was
WPB Opposes Change
mre acting "beyond scope of power
passed broadcasters were confrontFerguson that his attitude "with
respect to state legislation or
ed with complete program schedule
Basically, the Federal GovernRanted by Congress". Because, inamendment of the Wartime Statute
changes each April and September,
ment has jurisdiction over interI'iofar as the FCC is concerned, the
is in accord with the views ex| ;ame ground will be covered by
when time changes were made in
state commerce. Any state legislapressed
...
by
the
Chairman
of
some regions.
tion
which
would
result
in
interfer|;'he Cox Committee, it is expected
the Federal Power Commission and
ence with the movement of such
With radio a vital factor on the
i'lhat the proposed Smith Committhe
Director
of
the
Office
of
Decommerce
would
be
interpreted,
home
front [Broadcasting, Jan.
es
of
IJee would cover other agenci
legal authorities generally agree,
jovernment, probably following a
25],
there
are those who feel that
fense Transportation."
as unconstitutional.
Explaining that under Wartime,
a disruption in universal time
|;ourse similar to that pursued in
Meantime the War Production
would do more than interfere with
Michigan alone had effected an anjjhe last Congress by the Truman
nual
saving
in
energy
production
war production. It would hamper
Board
entered
the
daylight
saving
tee
.
in the Senate
' Commit
of 115 million kw. hours, the WPB
II Of equal significance was the
controversy last week. Chairman
radio's important job in reaching
chairman said that alone amounted
Donald M. Nelson, in a statement
the maximum
audiences with Gov'Resolution (HRes-69) introduced
ernment messages.
to about 10% of total national savan. 22 by Rep. Cannon (D-Mo.)
following conferences with delegaBROADCASTING
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12.6
Procurement

Expedited

by

of

Tubes,

New

WPB

Replacement

Without

Under

Priority Ratings;

Higher

MOVING to cut red tape and reduce paper work in the administration of P-133, radio maintenance
and repair order, WPB last week
boosted the priority rating of the
order to enable stations to obtain
parts and tubes without assistance
from Washington.
The improved rating of P-133
was interpreted as part of the
Radio Division's program to maintain as near normal operation of
the radio industry as possible.
Along this line, it was revealed
by Frank H. Mcintosh, chief of
domestic and foreign broadcasting, that WPB's program to insure vacuum tubes for receiving
sets was well under way, with a
production estimated at 8 to 11
million anticipated for the first
quarter of 1943.
Order Amended
Change in maintainance order
P-133 was brought about by amending the original order adopted
Oct. 5, 1942, raising priority value
from A-l-j to AA-2X and at the
same time extending P-133 to include recording equipment and recording discs.
Until now, stations have obtained parts by certifying the A1-j rating on sales slips. However,
this priority was inadequate when
scarce parts were needed. Stations
then had to seek emergency preference ratings from Washington
by filing complicated PD-1X forms.
With the new AA-2X rating,
WPB officials are hoping that the
need for PD-1X forms will virtually disappear, and that the rating AA-2X will be sufficient to provide all necessary parts.
The order requires stations to
certify the AA-2X rating on sales
slips, and to keep records of their
purchases. Officials at the Radio
Division emphasized that purchases
must be for maintainance and reWesson

Oil &

10

Red

Order
Aid
Tape

Possible
Cut

pair only, and must not represent
additions to equipment.
Plans for production of the receiver tubes had been under consideration of the Radio Division
for almost three months. As proposed by Mr. Mcintosh, the industry would undertake concentrated
production of a selected list of
fast-selling tube types.
After long negotiation with the
vacuum tube advisory committee,
Mr. Mcintosh adopted a list of
117 tube types, sufficient to meet
90% of radio needs. Production
has been allocated to various
makers, and the scheduling is controlled in Washington [Broadcasting, Nov. 30].
Mr. Mcintosh has also been
working on a standardized list of
"Victory Model" replacement parts.
Although this line has finally been
worked out and approved by the
American Standards Assn., he
said production would probably
not be attempted this quarter because of a relatively greater need
for tubes, and because the replacement part situation has eased as
a result of increased supplies of
formerly scarce raw materials.
Chicago Games Sold
BROADCAST rights to the home
games of the Chicago Cubs and
White Sox for 1943 have again
been sold to P. Lorillard Co., New
York, for Old Golds on WGN, Chicago. The company will also sponsor this season's baseball games of
the Brooklyn Dodgers with Red
Barber again handling the playby-play descriptions on WHN, New
York. J* Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, is agency.

Snowdrift

Daytime Series to CBS
WESSON OIL & Snowdrift Sales
Co., New Orleans, which has been
using the NBC Pacific Coast network for the last several years with
a program titled Hawthorne House,
is entering the southern markets
as well on March 1 when it starts
a musical program starring Frank
Crumit and Julia Sanderson on
CBS. Stations, totalling about 40,
are located in the South and on
the West Coast, and will carry the
series Monday through Friday, 33:15 p.m.
Products promoted will be Wesson salad oil and Snowdrift, with
commercials stressing their use in
various types of cooking. Agency
is Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
The team of Crumit and Sanderson is heard on CBS for LewisHowe Medicine Co.'s Saturday evening quiz program for Turns.
Page
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ONE SMILE from Howard Kohl
(left), personnel head of J. Walter Thompson Co., saved Herbert
A. Kent (right), president of P.
Lorillard Co., N. Y., $1 for the
guest appearance recently on the
premiere of Sammy Kaye's CBS series for Old Gold cigarettes of Ed
(Archie) Gardner of Duffy's Tavern, sponsored on the BLUE by
Bristol-Myers Co. When Mr. Kent
suggested that Mr. Gardner cut his
fee, the performer, former J. Walter Thompson producer, quipped:
"I'll work for $999 and one smile
from Howard Kohl." The contract
read "$999 and a smile."

S, 1943

FDR

Lauds

Secrecy

RADIO and the press were
commended last week by
President Roosevelt for maintaining the secrecy which
surrounded his trip to Africa
for war conferences with
Prime Minister Churchill.
Virtually every radio and
newspaper correspondent in
Washington knew the President was gone on an importantbroadcasters
mission. The President said
and
newspapers had lived up
faithfully to the Office of Censorship request to keep secret
the movements of the Commander-in-Chief and other
ranking officials.

WPB
Seen

Promotion
for

Mcintosh

Proposed
Shuffle Would
Expedite Civilian Radio Needs
PROMOTION of Frank H. Mcintosh, civilian radio's representative
in the WPB, to an assistant directorship in the Radio & Radar Division is expected shortly in a
structural reorganization which
is expected to
insure additional
protection for
the maintenance
needs of broadcasters.
advancement
Mr. Mcintosh's
would come as
Mr. Mcintosh
part of a general reshuffling of the
Division described by Ray C. Ellis,
Radio & Radar chief, at the IRE
convention in New York, Jan. 28
[Broadcasting, Feb. 1],
Autonomous Groups
In explaining the new Radio &
Radar setup, Mr. Ellis pointed out
that civilian radio would be handled by an autonomous group,
which would be charged with estimating minimum needs for the industry and stewarding production
of these essentials.
Although civilian needs have
been handled by a separate branch
under Mr. Mcintosh, jurisdictional "no man's lands" have interfered with operation of any program. As an assistant director, Mr.
Mcintosh would be able to deal
more directly with production and
scheduling officials within the Division, and to follow his program
from planning board to distributors^ shelves.
Under the new arrangement, war
production would be in the hands
of three groups, composed of existing Radio & Radar branches. These
three groups are: Planning, to
draw the program; Production, to
see that critical parts are delivered
to the right places at the right
time ; Resources, to make sure that
equipment and facilities are adequate for the schedule. In addition,
there would be three other groups :
Engineering, to watch developmenBROADCASTING

HOOPERA

TING

IS WARTIME
PEAK
HIGHEST LEVEL of listening to
commercial network programs since
the real start of the "shooting war"
is reported in the C. E. Hooper National Program Ratings list of Jan.
30. The current rating of 12.6 is
topped only in the eight-year
Hooper record by average ratings
reported early in 1940, during the
Russian-Finnish
combat, and when
way.
Hitler invaded Denmark and NorWith a rating of 40.9, the highest Hooper figure he has ever attained, Bob Hope heads the list of
first 15 shows, followed by Fibber I
McGee & Molly, Edgar Bergen and
Charlie McCarthy and Jack Benny.
Others of the first 15 are: Aldrich
Family, Mr. District Attorney,
Frank Morgan-Fanny Brice, Radio
Theatre, Kay Kyser, Rudy Vallee,
Bing Crosby, Bandwagon, Fred
Allen, Eddie Cantor, and Take It
or Leave It. Mr. District Attorney
and Kay Kyser reached their alltime high Hooperatings, with 28.3
and 24.5 respectively.
Red Skelton continues to lead the
programs broadcast after 10:30
p.m. with a new Hooper high for
his show — 40.7.
tal work in laboratories; Field
Section, which would attempt to
cope with bottlenecks as they appear at production centers, and Mr.
Radio
Group. Foreign & Domestic
Mcintosh's
First step toward the reorganization occurred two months ago
when Frank S. Horning, then chief
of priorities, set up the Field Section. Mr. Horning is expected to
continue in his post, with a staff
of about 40 men working from
seven field offices.
The entire Radio & Radar Division will continue under Ray C.
Ellis, who reports directly to
Charles E. Wilson, WPB vicechairman for the critical aircraft,
shipping, rubber and radio proTentative personnel lineup places
grams.
Sidney K. Wolf, present chief of
the components branch, in charge
of the Resources Group. Included
on his staff would be Capt. William
A. Gray, now chief of vacuum
tubes branch; Myron E. Whitney,
now chief of plant facilities &
schedule branch; Milton J. Lowenstein, critical materials branch,
and Elmer Crane.
Others Affected
Gerald Miller, now administrative assistant to Mr. Ellis, is schedfor Program Group assignment.
Frederick S. Boland, present chief
Group.
of
priorities, and W. H. Anderson
are slated for the Production
The Engineering Group probably will be under Marvin Hobbs,
present chief of special electronic
radar reand radio & branches.
application,
ceiver and transmitter
PAUL SCHUBERT, MBS commen
tator sponsored by Benson & Hedges,
New
York,
a syndicated
umn for theis writing
Des Moines
Registercol-&
Tribune.
• Broadcast
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WGN

Station

in

SPORTS!

★

CONSIDER

THIS

RECORD

IN

1942:

it WGN

was

the only Chicago

station to carry the World's

jr WGN

was

the only 50,000

watt

Chicago

Series.

station to broadcast

major league

baseball.
if WGN

was

the only Chicago

station to carry the National

Professional

Foot-

ball Championship game.
if WGN

was

the only Chicago

station to carry the All-Star Football Game.

it WGN
was the only Chicago
boxing bouts.
ic WGN

was

the only Chicago

station to carry the World's

station to carry the Golden

And besides these exclusive features, WGN

Championship

Gloves

bouts.

daily offers a Sports Review that is miles ahead

of similar programs. Packed with original ideas such as the WGN

trophy to the most valuable

basketball player of the Western Conference — selection of the "Team of the Year," "Player
of the Year," "Coach of the Year," and the "Play of the Year" — all officially approved and
recognized by the Western Conference — WGN's
the news but makes it.
WGN
A

is truly the "Nation's
Clear

Top Station in Sports"

Channel

50,000 Watts

MUTUAL

EASTERN

Sports Review at 6:15 P. M. not only reports

SALES OFFICE: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Station
720 Kilocycles
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*
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PAUL H. RAYMER

SYSTEM

CO., Los Angeles, Co/.,- San Francisco, Cal.

NEW
Grade

Labeling

Required
Rep.

Halleck

WPB

and

OPA

Seeks

Inquiry

Covering

Halleck's Request
Opposition to further marketing
regulations was expressed on the
House floor Wednesday, when Rep.
Halleck (R-Ind.) asked for an inquiry into the plans of WPB and
OPA. Specifically, the Congressman asked that a committee determine whether these agencies were
considering abolishing brand
names, or standardizing and centralizing production, distribution
and marketing.
Presenting a resolution calling
for an inquiry by the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, Rep. Halleck said that Congress should know to what extent
such plans were essential to the
war effort. His resolution was referred to the Rules Committee.
In announcing the present regulations, OPA declared that the
Government's only purpose was to
protect the consumer by insuring
"that she is getting what she is
paying for."
Program requires canners to
print on the label a statement of
the quality of contents, in type at
least as large as that used to declare net contents. Standards have
been set by the Agriculture Marketing Administration, which will
inspect the pack. Terminology permitted includes either the Government "A", "B", or "C", or common
"Fancy", "Choice" or "Standard."
In offering his resolution for an
inquiry into grade labeling plans,
Rep. Halleck declared, "if we are
going to have this sort of regulation here, we in Congress must demand that we know in detail what
the program is and that our needs
justify it."
He said there is much good in
standardization but there can be
great danger in the regimentation
of standards." Misused, he said,
they can destroy quality, create
mediocrity, stifle competition, slow
up progress, destroy initiative,
help the shyster, eliminate brands
as consumer guides and regiment
production."
Turning to the defense of brand
12
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1943

Into

Marketing

Pack

Orders

OPA

Under

GRADE LABELING, a marketing
reform urged for many years by
consumer groups, will be required
on almost all packed fruits and
vegetables of the 1943 crop, OPA
announced last week in setting
maximum prices on citrus fruits,
first new food ready for canning.
Ruling was described by ofiicials
as "the best mechanical means of
instituting equitable, effective, and
enforceable price control." OPA
said it was primarily intended to
prevent reducing quality in order
to avoid price ceilings. Grade labeling has been opposed in many
quarters of the food industry as a
possible prelude toward wiping out
brand selling.

Page

of

Regulations

of

Methods

names, Rep. Halleck said: "Brands
have a public value. By long experience the housewife and the ordinary citizen have learned that
certain brands are satisfactory and
these brands guarantee a desired
quality.
"It is a disservice to the housewife and to all citizens to deprive
them of these guides to intelligent
purchasing of goods unless the need
therefor is clearly demonstrated.
The brands should be protected,
therefore, more in the interest of
the consumer than in the interest
of the owner of a brand who has
created public confidence by selling
an honest quality of service under
that brand."
Avalon

on

Coast

BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco Corp., Louisville, on March 1
will start Floyd Farr in an early
morning Monday - through - Friday
quarter-hour newscast on 6 NBC
Pacific Coast stations for Avalon
cigarettes. Program, to be broadcast 7-7:15 a.m. (PWT), will be
fed by KPO, San Francisco, to
KFI, Los Angeles, KMJ, Fresno,
KGW, Portland, KOMO, Seattle,
KHQ, Spokane. Agency is Russel
M. Seeds Co., Chicago.

Current

CORPORATION

WOULD
BUY
WKBB
NEW
corporation composed of
local businessmen and a finance organization has been founded to take
over the interests of Walter E.
Klauer, owner of WKBB, Dubuque,
it was revealed Feb. 4 when an application for voluntary transfer of
the station was filed with the FCC.
Sale price would be $25,000.
Mr. Klauer, president of the
Klauer Mfg. Co., a plant engaged
entirely in war work, had revealed
his intention to retire from radio.
Last December he announced that
WKBB would go off the air, but
later notified the FCC that he was
reconsidering [Broadcasting, Jan.
11, Dec. 7].
The new corporation was organized by James D. Carpenter, station
manager. It is controlled by Interstate Finance Corp-, which holds
50% of the stock, and has two
members on the board of directors.
Officers would be: Charles T. Landon, retail furrier, and finance
company vice-president; Mr. Carpenter, vice-president and director;
0. F. Christofferson, controller of
Interstate Finance, secretary-treasurer; A. A. Hauptil, president of
Maizewood Insulator Co., director;
and D. B. Cassat, general manager
of Interstate Finance, director.
The remaining 50% of WKBB
stock would be split 12 ways with
Mr. Carpenter holding 7.15%.
WKBB, a BLUE affiliate operating on 1490 kc. with 250 watts, was
the participant in the celebrated
"free competition" case in the Supreme Court.

Manpower

Attitude

Radio
Benefit
to
Expected
Through a program of this type,
RADIO is in the best possible
established locally, the manpower
position to receive what benefits
needs of essential industries are
the War Manpower Commission is
studied and a list of "critical" ocwilling to accord essential incupations established. Only those
dustries, developments last week on
employes holding such jobs in areas
the manpower front indicated.
under this type of control are reFirst the WMC advised local
quired to obtain certificates of reboards that certain activities and
lease when they plan a switch to
occupations were to be considered
another organization. Otherwise
"non-deferable" after April 1, for
employes are free to shift from one
men in the 18-38 age group, regardindustry to another, or within an
less of dependents. Men subject to
industry, subject only to the dismilitary service were advised to
position of their local draft boards.
seek employment in essential inLocal Boards Get Tough
dustries. Although some reports indicate that actors, musicians and
As part of the program of "getprofessional athletes are likely to
ting tough" National Selective
Service officials indicated last week
be added to the "non-deferable" list
this is not seen immediately. But
that local boards have been init was said that the list would be
structed to consider carefully the
enlarged from time to time.
type of occupations and industries
engaged in by registrants. Simply
Radio Unaffected by Freeze
stated, this means that men emLast Friday, Paul V. McNutt
ployed by firms not counted among
the list of 35 essential industries
announced a program of local hiring controls designed to solve manare not likely to receive consideration for dependents. The only cause
power shortages in essential industries, particularly in areas of
for consideration given to any in"critical shortages". In the main,
dividual case will depend upon emthis program is not likely to affect
ployment in an essential industry.
the industry at first unless there
This is to be the general national
are already conditions existing in
policy.
certain areas with regard to "necesAt the same time it is well to
sary occupations" in broadcasting
remember
that local boards deterwhich compare to the shortages in
(Continued
on page 40)
war manufacture plants.
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Radio

Draft

Remains
Current

Policy

Unaltered

Procedure

Unaffected

By Revised 'Necessary' List
RECENT REVISION of the Selective Service Occupational Bulletin sent to draft boards last month
and listing more jobs in broadcasting as essential, including station
managers, program directors and
news editors as well as technical
personnel [Broadcasting, Feb. 1],
will have little effect on current
procedure in requesting deferment
for key employes, New York station and network personnel executives said last week. They added
that the expanded list might bolster up some of their pleas, however, by showing that the Government agrees with the broadcaster
that certain individuals are necessary in this essential industry.
Salesmen Held Essential
There was general agreement
that in asking deferment more
stress was placed on the essential
nature of broadcasting as a public
service in time of war and on the
importance of the individual to his
station or network than on the
presence or absence of his job on
the official "necessary" list. The
personnel men said that they would
neither ask for deferment for any
man, just because his job was
listed, nor refrain from requesting
it if his name was not listed, but
that his true value to the station
or network operation would be the
basis of any appeal.
One personnel director pointed
out that a good salesman or sales
promotion man might readily be as
essential to a station's ability to
render meritorious service to its
audience as the station manager or
chief engineer, as long as the
American system of broadcasting,
supported by revenue from commercial programs, is maintained.
He added, not entirely facetiously,
that an attorney who is able to interpret and comply with the numerous Government regulations is
often a station's most essential
employe, even though lawyers, like
sales and sales promotion men, are
not included on the official list.
Another station executive reported that everyone seems to realize the necessity for maintaining
broadcasting service except the
draft boards, stating that his station had lost two engineers to the
Army within the last week, both
married and with families, despite
the
station's appeals for their deferment.
It was predicted that the Feb. 2
warning of the War Manpower
Commission that men between 18
and 38 in certain occupations will
be drafted, regardless of dependency, by spring unless they found
jobs meanwhile in more essential
industries, including broadcasting,
may

result in increased applications for employment at radio stations. No special increase was reported last week in New York.
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to

turn

in

a

performance

We could go about tootin' our
own horn, — but it wouldn't
make half as pretty music as
a couple of plain and simple
facts that we've rounded

like

this!

country. (One affluent listener toddled in and
shelled out $5200 cold cash!) That means one
thing : our listeners
have
confidence in
us!

up.

Are you listenin'? . . .

Want

MORE Startling Statistics? . . .
We've plenty . . .

From September 15th to December 15th, 1942,
WHOM
did its darndest to help the War Bond
Sale Campaign over the air waves. And — hold on

F'rinstance ... a few
WHOM

to your hats — here's what happened . . .

announcements requesting

contributions to the

Over this 3-month period, WHOM
heaped up
the phenomental toal of $1,553,675 in direct bond
sales (not pledges or phone orders) ... or over
40 times the average showing of all stations! Exactly 10,571 individuals of foreign extraction —
Jewish, Italian, Polish, German, Spani s h, Lithuanian,
Greek — travelled an

March of Dimes brought in a deluge of jack that
totalled over $11,000 in 10 days time.
So — what does it all prove?

It proves that WHOM
has the audience . . .
that the audience has money to spend . . . and
that this huge mass of buying-populace follows
WHOM's messages

just as eagerly as

average of 15.4 miles
(with cash in
pocket), passing
other bond - selling

all those kids followed the Pied

points galore — to
make their purchases

er loyalty has paid

Piper.
This kind of listen-

big dividends to advertisers using
WHOM.

direct at WHOM's studio in New York. The
amount of the average sale was $141.11 ... or
three times the Federal Reserve average for the

THE

"BEST

SELL-

ER" TO APPROXLION

IMATELY 5MILFOREIGN

LANGUAGE
LISTENERS IN THE
N. Y. MARKET

AMERICA'S
NEW

BROADCASTING

YORK

LEADING
OFFICE

• Broadcast

AND

Advertising

FOREIGN
STUDIOS— 29 W.

LANGUAGE

STATION

57th St.; Joseph Lang, Manager
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Set
Arguments
gue the case for the Government.
Final Briefs Are Filed;
Charles Evans Hughes Jr., CBS
Mid-March Decision
chief counsel, and John T. Cahill,
NBC's head attorney, will argue
for those networks.
Expected

Monoply

THE

FATE of the FCC's explosive network monopoly regulations,
in litigation for nearly two years,
probably will be decided by the
Supreme Court by mid-March, it
was indicated last week with the
filing of final briefs and the scheduling of argument for Feb. 10.
Court attaches said that a case of
this importance, brought under the
Urgent Deficiencies Act, would be
given right of way, with the decision forthcoming within a month
following argument.
FCC Denies Ruinous Results
Last Wednesday reply briefs
were filed in behalf of the FCC and
Mutual, which support the Commission's position. Two additional
briefs, filed amicus curiae (as
friends of the court), also were
submitted — by the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies, which
vigorously opposed the Commission's regulations and saw dire
consequences to commercial broadcasting, and by the American Civil
Liberties Union, which upheld the
FCC's position and called for diversity and increased competition
in network operations.
Charles Fahy, the Solicitor General, personally is expected to ar-

EXCLUSIVE

ST. LOUIS

If] A DISTINGUISHED

The FCC, in its reply brief filed
by the Solicitor General and Charles
R. Denny Jr., FCC general counsel, staunchly upheld the legality
of its regulations and discounted
the ruinous results predicted by
the appellants. The appeals of
NBC and CBS are from the decision of the three- judge statutory
court in New York, upholding the
FCC's contention of authority to
issue the regulations, touching innermost phases of network-station
business and contractual obligations and in effect making all stations free agents in their network
dealings.
Net Crumbling Foreseen
Other Government attorneys on
the brief are Robert L. Stern, Victor Brudney, Richard S. Salant, of
the Solicitor's office, and Harry M.
Plotkin, Daniel W. Meyer and Max
Goldman, FCC attorneys.
Previously, the court was in receipt of the briefs of NBC and
CBS, both of which predicted disintegration of network operation
as it is known today as the ultimate
effect of the proposed rules, and
of the Association of National Advertisers opposing the regulations
as ruinous of present-day broad-

OUTLET

BROADCASTING

FOR

NBC

STATION'

DOMINANT
IN

GREATER

ST.

LOUIS

K S D has the largest Daytime Population
Coverage Area of any St. Louis radio
station.
K S D is the only St. Louis station with the
full 24-hour Associated Press news service.

N B C-K S D programs have led in "Firsts"
in St. Louis in National Popularity Polls
since 1935.

Station KSD—
The BUILDING,
St. Louis
POST-DISPATCH
ST. LOUIS,Post-Dispatch
MO.
FREE 4 PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORX
SAN FRANCISCO
HOLLYWOOD
Page
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for

Feb.

10

casting and as tending toward creation of the very type of monopoly
the FCC majority held it sought
25].
to break up [Broadcasting, Jan.
The FCC brief, covering approximately 150 pages, was the most
voluminous of those filed. It recited
a case history of the proceedings
from the beginning of the network
monopoly inquiry in 1938. Claiming
not only that the Congressional
intent was observed to the letter
and that full jurisdiction reposed
with the FCC within the Communications Act, the FCC disputed every
contention made by NBC and CBS
of undue interference with the ability of the broadcasting industry to
serve public interest. It contended,
on the other hand, that greater opportunity would be permitted for
stations and networks alike to serve
public interest and that the way
would be open for additional competition, which would inure to the
public good.
AAAA Predicts Destruction
In infinite detail, the FCC unfolded the highest tribunal a case
history of network broadcasting,
the manner in which networks
function, a break-down of revenues
and profits, and in fact every phase
of network-station relations and
program service. Even Congressional debates in 1927 were alluded to
in the Commission's effort to support its contention that the Congressional intent was complied
with.
AAAA, in its brief filed by
George Link Jr. of New York, supported the opposition contention
that destruction of the present
four-network structure and creation of a single super-network
would result from enforcement of
the rules, particularly that banning time options. Such a single
network would occupy a "powerfully entrenched monopolistic position" contrary to the public convenience, itstated. The vigorouslyworded brief was filed together
with a motion for leave to intervene as a friend of the court. With
this action, AAAA, as spokesman
for the country's advertising agencies, joined ANA in protesting application of the regulations.
'Competition Stifled'— MBS
MBS, in a 20-page brief, contended that the regulations of the
Commission were neither arbitrary
nor capricious. It was filed by Louis
G. Caldwell, chief counsel, and
Percy H. Russell, Mr. Caldwell's
associate, and Leon Lauterstein and
Emanuel Dannett, of New York,
WOR-Mutual counsel.
Mutual held it was under severe
handicaps due to the restrictive
provisions of the contracts held by
the other network companies, and,
in particular, the exclusive optiontime provision and the network exclusivity clause (which NBC since
has dropped). It pointed out that
BROADCASTING

many of its affiliates are also affiliates of the other networks and
that in a large number of important cities Mutual is "effectively
barred" from entry on any terms
as a result of CBS contracts which
prohibit its stations from carrying programs on another network.
Mutual contended that restrictive features in the major network
contracts "effectively stifle competition". It cited these features as
(1) those which bar the affiliate
from broadcasting programs of any
other network organization; (2)
provisions by which the affiliate
grants the network an exclusive option exercisable on 28 days' notice,
and (3) provisions by which the
term of such contracts is fixed at
a period of five years or more.
Moreover, it held the ownership by
the other networks of stations in
certain cities having less than four
fulltime stations has the same restrictive effect.
Claims 'Super-Network'
Attacking the appellants' position that the regulations would destroy network broadcasting, Mutual
claimed that no insuperable obstacles are placed in the way of
maintenance of network service on
a "first call" basis. It stated that
BLUE progress might be adversely affected in that in cities served
by less than four fulltime stations
it henceforth would be deprived of
its power to prevent its affiliates
in such cities from accepting and
assuring the continuous broadcasting of commercials provided by
another network. Since most of the
more desirable hours are already
in use over NBC and CBS, it said
in most instances the competition
would be reduced to that between
BLUE and Mutual.
Answering the appellants' argument that the regulations would
have the effect of creating a supernetwork of high-powered stations,
Mutual said that two such "supernetworks" already exist, by virtue
of the presence of 21 clear channel
stations of 50,000-watts on NBC
and 20 on CBS. BLUE has six and
Mutual two, it cited.
American Civil Liberties Union,
in a brief filed by Homer S. Cummings, former Attorney General;
Morris L. Ernst, Benjamin S. ||
Kirsh, William Draper Lewis and
Harriet F. Pilpel, urged the court
to sustain the lower court holding
that public interest requires removal of "artificial impediments to
diversity over the radio". The attorneys held the challenged regulations are appropriate to that end.
Calls for Competition
Citing the importance of radio
as a medium of communication, the
Union said that because of the overwhelming coverage of radio, diversity of control over what goes over
the airwaves is particularly vital.
Bad as it might be for 10 or 12 or
20 men to have the absolute power
(Continued on page 45)
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Number

Sixteen

!People are not in the habit of trusting someone
else with a highly prized possession unless they
have faith in that someone else.
That is why we are proud of the fact that practically every organization in this area which
Ijhas won

the Army-Navy

up

the

Mast

All of these broadcasts are pointed to aid the
war effort ... to turn workers from nonessential
labor toward
war bond

the war

plants, to encourage

purchases by the public through

demonstrating how
turned into arms.

invested dollars are being

Production Award

has bought time on WGAR
broadcast the ceremonies.

exclusively to

Recently, upon helping employees of The Bryant
Heater Company

goes

(and the famed Bryant pup)

raise the "E" flag on their mast, we chalked up
■the sixteenth such ceremony which WGAR has
been cbosen to air.

These WGAR

programs may not win the war,

but they will help.
★

★ - *

P.S. — Six other Cleveland industrial firms are
sponsoring regular broadcasts over WGAR

to

recruit man power, aid in employee and public
relations, keep alive product names.

BASIC STATION • COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
G.A.Richards, President; John F. Part, Vice Pres.&Gen.Mgfi
Edward Petry & Company, Inc., National Representative

Treasury
to

be

series
Nazi Decree
DEATH has been ordered for
any person in German occupied Southern Greece found
with radio sets, or transporting radio parts, the Greek
Office of Information said
last week. Frequent acts of
sabotage instigated the Nazi
edict.

continued

CONTINUATION of the Treasury
Star Parade for its second broadcasting year was announced last
week by Marjorie L. Spriggs, chief
of the War Savings Staff's radio
section following a poll of stations,
j Vincent F. Callahan, director
of radio and press for the War
Savings Staff, asked stations for
comments on the series with 608
wanting the programs continued.
None asked to be dropped from the
list.
Treasury Star Parade programs,
15 minutes in length, are not included in OWI's transcribed Uncle
Sam series, which stations are using as a five-weekly strip.
Schenley Names Cella
J. B. CELLA, president of Roma
Wine Co., New York and California
winery recently acquired by Schenley
Distillers Corp., has been named a director of Schenley.

New Soap Series
HASKINS BROS. & Co., Omaha,
for its soap is presenting Foster
May, recently defeated Nebraska
Democratic candidate for the Senate, in a new show for the midwest, News, Views and Interviews
on WOW, Omaha and KSO, Des
Moines, Sundays 1 p.m. and on
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la., Sundays
6:30 p.m. The first broadcast featured an interview with the Governor of Nebraska welcoming the
new Governor of Iowa. Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, San Francisco,
handles the account.

W-E

Co. Alcan

Feat

WESTERN ELECTRIC Co., New
York, achieved a miracle last autumn when it produced 14 tons of
intricate communications equipment for the new Alaska-Canada
Army Highway in 26 days instead
of the 26 weeks normally required.
A 442-mile telephone circuit was
completed in record time for the
Alcan project between Edmonton,
Alberta, and Dawson Creek, B. C,
the southern terminus of the highway.

Score: 301,464 Pennies
301,464 WAS the total count Feb.
3 of pennies received by Mrs. Dennis Mullane, Staten Island housewife who muffed a Truth or Consequences question Jan. 23 on NBC
and was told to bear the consequences of pennies from listeners
who wished to send them to help
buy War Bonds for her son Harold,
a 17-year-old Marine.

Action!

When

the

Marines

land

on

a South

Pacific Island,

that's action!
When

you schedule

your advertising

over

WSIX,

you

get action, too.
Case
MEMBER

histories

show

how

WSIX

pulls. For example,

STATION

The Blue Network and Mutual
Broadcasting System
SPOT SALES, INC.,
National representatives

one

$1.00

a small
Get

item

made

1,810

mail

sales recently

with

spot schedule.

action

—

put

WSIX

to work

on

your

980

WATTS

KILOCYCLES
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Guide

Progress

Ad

Group

Study

to Supervise

Business Leader's Survey
HOWARD HUSTON, assistant to
the president, American Cyanamid
Co., has been appointed chairman
of the recently organized progress
committee of the Advertising
Study, an appraisal of advertising
as an instrument of American economic development, sponsored by a
group of leading business executives who have engaged the National Industrial Conference Board
to conduct the research in connection
ing, with
Jan. the
4]. project [BroadcastOther members of the Progress
Committee, which will act for the
sponsoring group in supervising
the course of the survey, are: Karl
W. Fischer, land and tax commissioner, Burlington Lines; Harold
Hall, business manager, New York
Times; Fred Healey, vice-president and director of advertising,
Curtis Publishing Co.; Arthur W.
Page, vice - president, American
Telephone & Telegraph Co.; G.
Edward Pendray, assistant to the
president, Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co.; Barry Rumple, research director, NBC ; Don Smith,
advertising and publicity manager,
Wilson & Co.; Dr. Alonzo E. Taylor, General Mills.
Killifer Is Secretary
D. H. Killifer, public relations
counsel, has been appointed executive secretary of the committee,
which has established headquarters
at 60 E. 42nd St., New York.
Sponsors of the advertising
study are planning to expend approximately $200,000 for the project, half for the research and the
remainder for the presentation of
the results in popular form. More
than one-third of the required
funds have already been pledged,
it was announced last week, with
advertisers, agencies and advertising media all contributing. Announcement stated that "small contributions, roughly proportioned
to advertising expenditures or incomes, are preferred to large sums
in order to insure the complete
independence of the study from
dominance.
Top Tunes Listed
LAST WEEK'S top tunes from
the standpoint
networkAre
performances were:ofThere
Such

5000

Page

To

Named

spring

schedule.

NASHVILLE. TENN.

Committee

■I

BROADCASTING

Things, You'd Be So Nice to Come
Home To, I Had the Craziest
Dream, Brazil, and Moonlight Becomes You, according to the audience coverage report of the radio division of the Office of Research, headed by Dr. John G.
Peatman. The Index of performances is based on total number of
performances heard and reported
in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles during the week; the estimated number of additional station-uses on network programs,
and the relative size of listening
audiences as estimated from setsin-use ratings per program and per
time period.
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They

but

Imitate

an

Political and industrial leaders in recent months have
been making great use of the phrase, "Know-How."
But no one has bothered to explain it.

American Know-How is a combination of things.
It is our conglomeration of races, welded together
by a great national spirit. It is American training in
mechanics; it is the millions of American boys who
drive automobiles and work with tools, who play with
electric trains and make model airplanes. It is our
system of education, giving to each boy the training
needed to enable him to take his part in our national
industrial economy. It is that economy itself ... an
economy of free enterprise wherein every boy has a
chance to become a Henry Ford, a Walter Chrysler,
a Thomas Edison. It is the American system of incentive, which permits even the lowest laborer to become foreman, superintendent, or president of his
company. It is the ability of the man in the American
factory to do things just a little bit better than any
other man in the world can do them.
And it is American industrial management, fitting
into their proper niches the men of the country, determining who shall direct the operation, surrounding
itself with engineers and chemists and tool designers
and purchasing agents and specifications clerks, each
with a definite job to do. It is the ability of American
management to select the right man for the right job,
whether that man come from our technical colleges or
from the rank and file of factory employees.
In time of peace — because of American Know-How
— Detroit and Pittsburgh and Akron supplied the
world with automobiles and steel and tires. No other
country could compete successfully against American

Can't

Americanl

peacetime mechanical production, will turn out more
war materials per man and per factory and will win
the war. Our enemies had a big start on us. But the
imitators never can equal the originators.
And our foes are imitators . . . Germans

and Japs alike.

In peacetime they imitated all our mechanical goods.
The best automobile Germany had was one designed
in Detroit. The company producing it was a Detroitowned company. The best airplane engine they had
was one designed in Hartford five years ago. Because
they froze production of it . . . didn't change the
model . . . they were able to turn out these motors
in great quantities. Today we have reached and passed
their highest production with an improved model. And
we are just starting!
It is the Hitler creed that no one not a German

can

be a good chemist or a good engineer. He limits his
Know-How to people of the German race alone. In
America we are a mixed race. The adventurous of all
the peoples of Europe have come to this country
because they believe in the American system of free
enterprise. We have assimilated them and made them
Americans. We have granted them the same opportunities to advance that belong to us who have long
lived here.
This is American Know-How. This and the flaming
spirit of freedom which democracy begets . . . the
spirit which makes our boys in uniform better than
any other soldiers in the world . . . because they are
fighting for freedom.
With this spirit, backed by American
Know-How, we shall win this war!

industry's

maker of airplanes, washing machines, radios or mechanical refrigerators.
Our

scientists and engineers out-designed our competition in foreign fields, our sales departments outsold them, our
factory
men
out-produced them.

This is a mechanical war. American

Know-How

which

placed this country far ahead of its competitors in

President
THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, AKRON,
and THE YANKEE NETWORK, INC.

O.
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1500,000
Is

DALY

Camp aign

Started

by

OTHER

Wise

AFTER EXTENSIVE testing of
radio for 2Vz years, Wm. Wise &
jSons, New York publisher, has decided to spend $500,000 during
1943, using five-minute quarterhour and women's participation
iprograms for its varied publications. Huber Hoge & Sons, New
ork, is placing the entire cam>aign.

putlets
for Wise
the is World's
Great
[Books. Wm.
also expanding
all schedules for Popular Mathematics, Popular Decorator, Airhraft Spotters' Guide, Victory GarHen Encyclopedia, and other booklets.
j Station list for Modern Home
Physician follows:
S CKLW KALE KFBB KFBK KGA KGHL
KHJ KIEM KJR KLRA KLX KMJ KOL
(KONO KSFO KSO KVOD KXL KYA
jWCAE WFDF WHCU WIP WLAW WLS
MBB WNBH WOL WPEN WWDC
WJ| WWSW WXYZ KFIZ KGLO KMAC
MTR KPAB KVFD WBIR WELI WFHR
FMD WHBL WJPA WLAV WLBC
OL|F KSAZ KFNF KID KLO KLUF
SMYC KPOW KRLC KSJB KSUN KTOC
[KUJ KUOA KVI KWKW KWOC KWTO
KXEL WAGA WAJR WCOP WFVA
WHLN WKST WMAM WMEX WMMN
WMRF WPIC WRAL WRRF WSKB
WSOp WSTV WSYB WWSR XEAC XEG
XELO XEMO XENT XEON KFWB
KGGK KICD WAAT WDGY WJBK
WMCA WOV WMAZ.
The book on knitting and crocheting lis promoted on:
CKLW KFBK KFWB KGGK KICD KLX
KMJ KONO KSFO KVOD KXL WAAF
WDBO WDGY WHBL WJBK WMCA
WOV WWSW KALE KDKA KDYL KFBB
KFH KFNF KFRC KFVD KGHI KGO
KHJ KIRO KLRA KLUF KMDC KMO
KMOK KMYC KOIL KOIN KOMO KSJB
KSL KSO WMT KSTP KSUN KTUC KUJ
KVI KWJJ KWKW KWTO KXEL WABC
WAGE WAJR WBBM WBZ WCAE WCCO
WCFJL WCOP WCSH WEEI WEIL
WFMD WJZ WHBL WHEB WHK WHLN
WIBC WIBW WINS WJPA WJSV WKST
WLBp WLAV WLS WMAL WMAM
WMAZ WMEX WMMN WNAC WOL
WP^N WPIC WXAM WRJN WSAZ
WSKB WSMB WSTV WTCN WTIC WWL
WXYZ XEAC XEAW XENT KFI KFPY
KLZiKPO KPRC WBAL WCAO WFBR
WGAR WGY WHAM WIOD WJZ WRC
WRNL WWDC.
The World's Great Books is
scheduled on:
KFBK CKLW KFWB KGGK KICD KOL
KSFO KVOD KXL WAAF WDBO WDGY
WHBL WJBK WMCA WOV WWSW
WFBB KFNF KLUF KMYC KUJ KRLC
,KSJB KSUN KTUC KVI KWJJ KWKW
KWTO KXEL WAGA WAJR WCOP
WEEI WEW WFMD WHLN WINS
WJPA WKST WLAV WLBC WMAM
WMEX WMMN WCCB WPEN WPIC
fWSAZ WSKB WSTV WSVA XEAC
XEAW XENT WHEB WTIC.

Orderly Despite Fire
AN AUDIENCE of 400 at the
CBS program Only Yesterday, last
Tuesday night remained quietly in
CBS' Radio Theatre 3 on Broadway, New York, despite a fire back
stage, which resulted from a short
circuit in the switchboard panel
box. The fire started at 10:25 p.m.
near the end of the broadcast.
Benny Rubin requested the audience to file out in good order, and
no confusion occurred.
Page
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LONDON;
CBS

SHIFTS

JOHN DALY, CBS news analyst
and narrator on Report to the Nation, has been assigned to the network's London bureau as correspondent, according to an announcement last week by Paul W.
White, CBS director of news broadcasts, who revealed several changes

Publishing Firm Promoting
In Participating Programs

A |total of 99 stations is schediled! for promotion of the Modern
Iom,e Physician, 118 stations for
■T/ie Complete Guide to Modern
Knitting and Crocheting, and 58

TO

in thecoverage.
personnel of CBS' world
news

SEEN AT STAG party given in honor of Ernest (Cappy) Capobianco
(center), CBS art director who reported for duty at Fort Dix recently,
were Howard Meighan (left), CBS eastern sales manager; and George
R. Dunham, supervisor of promotion for CBS-owned stations.
House

Resolution

Demands

Furnish
Report
on
DEMANDS that the Secretary of
the Navy be directed to furnish
Congress a report on the status
of Lt. Com. Walter Winchell,
USNR, as a result of Winchell's
Jergen's Journal on the BLUE Jan.
31, are contained in a resolution
(HRes-95) introduced last week
in
the House by Rep. Hoffman (RMich.).
During the "now-for-the-mail-asthe-time-will-allow" portion at the
close of his broadcast, Winchell
allegedly said, according to a transcript of the program: "You bet
I'm prejudiced against those in
high office who guessed so wrong
before Pearl Harbor. They're still
guessing wrong. I'm not in the
least comforted by their confessions of ignorance. What worries
me most are all those damn fools
who re-elected them."
The following day Reps. Keefe
(R-Wis.) and Bradley (R-Mich.)
took exception to Winchell's broadcast on the floor of the House. Asserting he "supposed that the rules
and regulations of the Communications Commission prohibited the
use of profanity and the utterance
of sentiments calculated to stir up
hatreds and disunity on the radio",
Rep. Keefe, declared: "It seems
to me, Mr. Winchell, that you owe
an apology to the people of AmerRep. Bradley, speaking of the
Winchell broadcast, demanded :
"How much longer are you going
to ica."
permit this man Winchell to get
away with that stuff and violate
the regulations of the FCC with
impunity?"
Rep. Hoffman said: "It is doubtful if it is good salesmanship to
tell prospective customers that they
are dumb. Walter told us last Sunday that there were some 14,000,000 damn fools in America who
voted for Members of Congress. I
wonder whether he thinks he is
going to persuade any of those
14,000,000 to buy that lotion sold
by his sponsors?"
Specifically, Rep. Hoffman's resolution asks the Secretary of the
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That

Replacing Daly on Report to the
Nation, and as reporter on The
World Today, is Douglas Edwards.
Returning to New York for a vacation are Winston Burdett, CBS correspondent in Cairo, and William
J. Dunn, chief of CBS Far Eastern news correspondents, stationed
in Australia.
Farnsworth Fowle, who has been
heard on CBS from Ankara, Turkey, takes over for Burdett, while
George Moorad, American Red
Cross press representative, assumes Dunn's assignment.

Navy

Status of Winchell
Navy if Navy officers are subject
to section 1534, title 10, U. S. Codes
which provides than "an officer
who uses contemptuous or disrespectful words against . . . the
Congress of the United States shall
be dismissed from the service or
suffer such other punishment as
a court martial may direct." If
not, is there any "Federal statute
or rule or regulation of the Navy
of similar import?"
Referring to several of Winchell's alleged statements both on
the air and in published articles,
the resolution demands to know
"what, if any, action has been
taken by the Navy or any officer
thereof to punish the said Walter
Winchell for making such statements, or to put an end to the
making of such statements?"
With reference to his Jan. 31
broadcast the resolution asks:
"During the month of January
1943 was Walter Winchell an officer in the United States Navy?
And, if he was, what was his
rank? If Walter Winchell was an
officer in the United States Navy
during January 1943 did he, on
Jan. 31, 1943, in a radio broadcast, or in his column as printed,
in substance refer to American
citizens who voted for certain Representatives inCongress as 'damned
fools who voted for them'?"
Rep. Hoffman seeks Winchell's
complete record as a Naval officer
for 1941 and 1942 and his assignment of duties.
Again on Thursday Rep. Hoffman addressed the House, taking
issue with the Jergens-Woodbury
Sales Corp. He read into the Record
a FTC "cease-and-desist" ruling
affecting the firm's face creams,
powder and soap, adding "Winchell
was, as we used to say, 'a mite
teched — just a little queer'."
Winchell, who recently returned
from a secret mission to South
America, has said during his
broadcasts that he does not go on
the air in the uniform of a Navy
officer but as a civilan.
BROADCASTING

Damm
Made V-P
WALTER J. DAMM, general manager of WTMJ, Milwaukee, owned
by the Milwaukee Journal, has been
elected a vice-president of The
Journal Co. He
will continue as
general manager
of radio. Mr.
Damm, former
NAB
president
and
active
in ind u s t r y affairs,
nal inthe
1916Jourand
joined
has served in the
advertising, reMr. Damm
search and promotion departestablishment
of
ments. Since
WTMJ in 1925, he has specialized
in radio and is in supervisory
charge of all the Journal's radio
activities, including FM and development of television.
Seay Heads WOL
Sales
HENRY V. SEAY of the advertising department of WOL, Washington, has been appointed sales
manager, replacing James Fishb a c k, resigned.
Mr. Seay, born in
Virginia, started
his advertising
career on the
Detroit Free
Press in the national advertising
Mr. Seay

and merchandisHe next
moved to
ing department.
the advertising

of
WWJ, Detroit, department
and in 1931 he
joined the commercial department
of WOL. He is married and has
one son.
Vinylite Unchanged
VINYLITE allocations for February are approximately the same as
January, when small quantities
were available for commercial recorders, according to WPB officials.!
Numerical figures on the Vinylite
supply are considered a military!
secret since a great percentage of
the nation's production goes intoi
raincoats and other supplies for]
the Armed Forces.
• Broadcast
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The war has cost broadcasters many trained news

editors and writers. For their news

programs, they

often must get along as best they can with inexperienced men. They are caught green-handed.
But with United Press radio news copy to rely upon, this is no handicap. For United Press gives its
clients the benefit of all the know-how

of radio news writing and editing that seven years of experience

have developed. The United Press radio wire gives broadcasters daily nine 5-minute news digests
and seven 1 5-minute news summaries — sixteen complete newscasts, delivered on fixed schedule, ready for
broadcast without rehandling.
So long as it receives United Press service, any station— even though green-handed— can assure its listeners of
radio's foremost news

coverage.

United

FOREMOST

BECAUSE

Press

IT

OFFERS

MOST

Good
Is

si?:?

Taste

CBC

Copy

Thomson Rules Commercials
Must Be Inoffensive
GOOD TASTE is emphasized in a
new standard for radio advertising
announced recently by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
"All advertising matter and commercial announcements shall be of
such character that they can be
freely introduced into a mixed company of adults and children as a
subject of ordinary conversation,"
said Dr. James S. Thomson, CBC
general manager, who urged private stations also accept the new
standards.
'Steady
due

to

gains
Irene

and

Rich

KSO'

.... Ralph Deuben

As broker for Welch's Grape Juice
and other Welch products in 76 Iowa
counties, Ralph Deuben knows at
first-hand the selling pull of broadcast advertising. Reports Mr. Deuben:
"During all the years of my contact
with Welch, which began in 1933, the
foundation of Welch advertising has
been a dramatic radio program featuring Irene Rich. In Des Moines, the
program has been carried over Station KSO".*
"Once we had established adequate
Welch distribution with our trade, responsibility for further progress rested squarely on the advertising.
"The steady gains in Welch sales for
our territory, year after year up until
wartime, prove what a splendid job
Irene Rich and KSO have done in
moving Welch products off grocers'
shelves."
♦Program changed to KRNT in 1942.

KSO

BASIC
COLUMBIA
5000 WATTS

The Cowles Stations in
>ES

MOINES

Affiliated with the Des Moines
Register & Tribune
Represented by The Katz Agency
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standards of home life."
Dr. Thomson pointed out that
under the Canadian Broadcasting
Act the CBC is empowered "to
make regulations to determine the
proportion devoted to advertising
in programs broadcast by stations
of the corporation or by private
stations, and to control the character of such advertising."
Announcement
is in line with
Dr. Thomson's views on advertising as expressed in a paper "The
New Policy for Radio" which he
presented to the CBC Board of
Governors while a member of the
Board and in line with his first
statement following his appointm e n t [Broadcasting, Sept. 7.
1942], in which he said "the whole
question of advertising in radio
should be reviewed and perhaps
overhauled".
WIB

Shifts

SEVERAL changes in executive
personnel of the Canadian Wartime Information Board have been
announced by Charles L. Vining,
chairman. John Grierson, Canadian
film commissioner, has been appointed general manager of WIB.
Campbell L. Smart, formerly with
Cockfield Brown & Co., Ltd., Montreal advertising agency, has resigned as head of the external
branch. Before joining the WIB he
was with the British Ministry of
Information, New York. Frank
Ryan, on loan from Hudson's Bay
Co., which he served as public relations director, has been placed in

BASIC BLUE
AND MUTUAL
s
5000 WATTS

KRNT

"The distinctive character of radio," he added, "has determined the
adoption of this ruling. Radio is
principally a medium of communication directed in the Canadian
home; the family circle is the normal listening group. We have therefore to maintain canons of good
taste that are in line with the finest

Canadian

temporary charge of Canada's foreign propaganda. Mr. Ryan at one
time was manager of CKLW,
Windsor. Chairman Vining is expected to resign shortly because of
ill health.
WPB Releasing Instruments
MORE than 50% of musical instruments frozen by WPB Jan. 1. 1942,
have been released for civilian consumption. Nearly 10,000 B-flat clarinets, 8,000 bugles, and 4,000 trumpets were included among the 40,000
instruments sold between early September and Jan. 18, 1943. Non-metal
instruments — violins, guitars, ukeleles — were not included in the freeze.
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BEST

State Professor

RADIO

ADS

Lists His Choices of Best Copy
Last Year

The survey of which this is a summary was undertaken by Prof.
Heberer of his own accord and without any previous arrangement with,
or knowledge of, this publication. He advises us that it covered all trade
journals in which radio stations and networks placed advertising last
year. Prof. Heberer made a similar survey last year [Broadcasting,
March 30, 1942].
By H. ofM.Radio
HEBERER
Professor
Advertising
Kansas State College of Agriculture and Applied Science
UNLIKE many another advertiser, radio stations during 1942 still had
plenty to sell. Priorities and rationing have not cut into radio time.
"Time for Sale" was the predominant theme used to promote stations in
their trade journal advertising program the past year. Coverage, public
service, success stories, local program availabilities, and available markets also served as copy. And there was some "war effort" copy. But for
the most part stations used comparatively little space telling what they
were doing to win the war.
These conclusions were reached in attempting to find the 20 best station
advertisements which appeared during 1942 in the various trade papers.
In order to give equal opportunity to all stations and networks in
the selection of the "best" ads the networks were divided into two
groups: National and Regional; the stations into three groups, according
to power: Those using over 10,000 w., those using between 5,000 and
10,000 w., and those using less than 5,000 w.
In this way the advertisements which were finally selected represent
three national networks, two regional networks, seven stations over
10,000 w., four stations using between 5,000 and 10,000 w., and three
stations under 5,000 w. In addition, Special Mention was given one ad
which fell into none of these classifications. It was used to advertise two
stations which are not a network but which are under one management.
No attempt was made to limit the number of ads in any group; but it
was decided not to use more than one ad representing any network or
station. No comparison was made of the ads in any group or between
those in the various groups.
The following ads have been selected:
NATIONAL NETWORKS
Columbia
System . . to
. It's
Right in
EffectiveBroadcasting
use of a photograph
illustrate
theHiscopyLap.which deals with the Average
American and his relation to radio.
Mutual Broadcasting System . . . Oh, To Be on Mutual . . .
Used clever cartoon and headline.
Copy listed some advertisers on the network.
National Broadcestng Co. . . . NBC Announces a 10'i Full-Network Disci'-t
Using red and black, this formalized ad was a straightforward presentation of the
network's discount plan.
REGIONAL NETWORKS
Westinghouse Radio Stations . . . Drawing Made Easy.
Simple colored drawing used as eye-catcher. Copy dealt with network's ability to draw
customers.
Yankee Network . . . There's No Place Like Home . . .
A bar of "Home Sweet Home" superimposed on a photograph illustrated effectively
the copy's "acceptance in New England homes" appeal.
REPRESENTING STATIONS OVER 10,000 WATTS
KFI ... Do Not Twist the Dial. Mother . . .
Clever headline and poem gave unusual presentation of station's results.
WABC
. . . There's
No Placeto But
Home potential
This Summer.
Used cartoon
and headline
illustrate
summer audience.
WCCO . . . What Is That Northwest Flavor?
Illustration of Paul Bunyan and ox emphasized station's acceptance by northwestern
audience.
WGY ... I Understand You're Interested in the Catskills.
Cartoontion'sand
headline eye-catchers used to punch across colloquial copy concerning stacoverage.
WLW . . . Morning Merchandise- Able Area.
Colored coverage map combined with nostalgic rural scene and copy about potential
morning listeners.
WOR . . . Map of Guaranteed Area.
"In the manner of Treasure Island" coverage map. Copy consists of brief notation
that . ad. . isThenotFifth
"smart"
and forty word statement of coverage.
WSM
Estate.
A series of simple ads using the same format but with changed copy on the theme of
radio's place in America to-day.
STATIONS FROM 5.000 t,. 1O.0OO WATTS
WFBR . . . Bomb Sight To Hit Baltimore.
Eye-appeal with photograph of bomber laying eggs. Copy emphasizes local coverage. |
WNAX . . . Defense Plants? Sure . . .
Colored illustration of "Big Aggie", station's new symbol. Copy dealt with farm
"defense plants" and available market.
WRNL . . . Announcement of debut as 5,000 watt station.
Dignifiedas presentation
picture
eve-catcher. of "birthday" tie-up with Robert E. Lee, using the General's
WSYR . . . The Forgotten Rich Man . . .
York
copy. of clay model catches interest to illustrate farm market in central New
Photograph
STATIONS UNDER 5.000 WATTS
KFRU .! . . Name It and Win.
Effective
ad using ad
question and answer to emphasize station's location.
WHIZ
.small
Anwatt
effective
value .of. 250
station. using copy interspersed with small cartoons to point out
WROK . . . Everyhing Points to Rockford . . .
Good display of opportunities in local market.
SPECIAL MENTION
WJR and WGAR . . . Controllieren Sie das Mikrophon!
Dramatic headline and illustration with copy urging radio's usefulness in the war.
BROADCASTING
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PICK

DON'T

TRY

YOUR

TO

COVER

In radio, too, it's usually wasteful to cover
the whole countryside when you can hit the
big market with one economical station.
The

big market

we're talking about is

BIRD

THE

WHOLE

Jersey, Virginia, Delaware
with stepped-up wattage.

SKY!

and West Virginia

In the first place, hopped-up signals cost
you money. In the second place, you may not
have sales in those surrounding states. And

Baltimore. Today the nation's 6th largest
city. You can take a bead on it.. .and not miss!

in the third place, if your goods are available

You do it by loading your sales gun with
WFBR. When you pull the trigger . . . smart
advertisers have learned something happens:

in those scattered states . . . you're probably
buying economical time on those local radio
stations that have their own loyal listeners.

You

cover Baltimore with a radio inten-

sity known to few cities so big. You don't
waste your shot all over Pennsylvania, New

RADIO
NATIONAL

STATION

Baltimore, with WFBR,

hunting. Now more than ever .. .with payrolls
at a new peak... WFBR is your buy.

WFBR

REPRESENTATIVE:

is always good
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National

Representatives

Criticizes

OWl

Lengthy

received OWI's form "thank you"
telegram of a fortnight ago. Mr.
Ward wrote Broadcasting that the
smaller stations did not want the
Government to buy time — even
though it may buy newspaper
space — but asks that station manpower should not be drafted indiscriminately.

T*

hs

Sending

Editor's Note: The following
letter was sent by S. O. Ward,
owner of WLAK, Lakeland, Fla.
local, to Elmer Davis, Director of
OWI Jan. 29, after the broadcaster

in*

i
ako
C
h
out is thc

Broadcaster

Here is Mr. Ward's letter in full:
Dear Mr. Davis:
This letter will acknowledge receipt of your long telegram of
thanks for our cooperation in connection with the broadcasting of
the various war information activities, j
This station is giving all the time
requested of us to Government announcements and programs. This
service will continue to be available to our Government. We are
indeed happy to be living in a
country where we can do this.
Costly Message
In spite of our desire to be of
service to our country, it is most
galling to us to receive a long, 80word telegram that cost from $1.50
to $2 to send, the sole purpose of
which was to thank us for our cooperation and time. A 3-cent letter
would have carried the message
and the Government prints the
stamps. You spent $1.50 or more
with Western Union to thank us
for carrying free transcribed programs that you paid the transcription companies to make and the
express company to deliver to us.
We run them free, fill in a lot of
forms, return the transcriptions to
the proper sources, everyone is
paid for their part except the radio
station.
We, the radio stations of USA,
give and give free radio time for
Government messages and our
competitors, the newspapers, receive pay advertisement for many
of the same messages. The selective system drafts every available
employee we have of draft age —
we are classified as an essential
industry, yet all our men are
drafted without any consideration
as to whether or not we can continue operation. The draft boards
take our engineers and act as
though they think others can be
picked up off the streets as you
would a grocery store clerk. It
takes training for a radio man.
Even an announcer must have experience and training to be acceptable to our advertisers, who keep
us in business.
No, I do not want pay from our
Government for its messages. All
I want is some consideration and
recognition from our draft system
in the way of permitting us to keep
men essential to our continued
operation. (1) We, the small radio
stations, would appreciate thanks
for our cooperation and service exBROADCASTING

Wire
of Thanks
pressed by letter and not an expensive telegram. (Our personnel
must be left alone or we will be
forced out of business.) Spend
Government money for newspaper
advertisements and we will still
give our Government free radio
time, but don't pay everybody else
and then rub it in by thanking us
with a long telegram.
(Signed) S. O. Ward

Army Show on CBS
RADIO PREMIERE of Irving
Berlin's Broadway hit "This Is
the Army" has been scheduled on
CBS as the dramatic offering on
the Feb. 22 broadcast of Lux Radio
Theatre, sponsored by Lever Bros.
Co., Cambridge. Included in the
original all-soldier cast in starring
roles are Ezra Stone, well known
as "Henry Aldrich" prior to going
into the Army, and the composercreator of the musical show, Irving
Berlin. Cecil B. deMille will produce and direct the radio version.
All money realized from the broadcast will be turned over to the
Army Emergency Relief fund. J.
Walter
Thompson Co., New York,
is the agency.

U.

S.-British

Service

DIRECT radiotelegraph service
between the United States and
Great Britain was opened Feb. 1
by Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co.,
New York, and Cable & Wireless
Ltd., London. Admiral Luke McNamee, president of Mackay, exchanged greetings
with Sir
Edward Wilshaw,
managing
director
of Cable & Wireless, to open the
service. All types of commercial
telegraph services will be handled
on the circuit, the 14th international radiotelegraph circuit to be established by Mackay since the
United States entered the war.
THE

RADIO

RADIO'S POESY appealed to thr
"say something" urge of 17-year-old
John C. Fehlandt Jr., son of Fehlandt
Sr., vice-president of the Russell C.
Comer Adv. Co., Kansas City, during
his high school days. The poem ivas
found among the son's papers recently
after he had gone to college and
Broadcasting
gives it
publication because of its present
aptness.
News bureau for the world ;
Entertainer of millions ;
Employer
of thousands,
Yours is the
voice of —
a giant
Once loud and demanding ;
Then soft and pliant.
From
deepflood
resounding
Pours your
a golden
of melody,throat
Surrounding each listener
With a softly flowing moat.
Then hard and clear
Comes a voice carrying
News good or bad from far and near.
A station break ;
A change of pace,
And now we find
Loud and joyous laughter
To be the order of the race.
From your
metallicsoftly
core crooning
Blatant
andhard
raucous,
(Jomes the beauty and the humor
Of the land we all adore.
John C. Fehlandt, Jr.
• Broadcast
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RADIONICS

THE

MIRACLE

Goes

full

speed

INDUSTRY

ahead

for

Exactly what

Zenith

Victory

is making

is a military

secret, but we can tell you we are dealing with
the thing we know

best, Radionics

it

exclusively.

it

It should be a source of real satisfaction to
Zenith dealers to know

that Zenith is producing

war radio and Radionic apparatus in great quantity for our armed

forces; learning and perfect-

ing much that will mean

a real contribution to

post-war radio.
it

it

Zenith prefers to speak
it conservatively of this
war experience, and to promise conservatively
for the future. But Zenith does promise

that

every ounce of energy, ingenuity and inventiveness that has been put forth to create war
radionic devices, will later be channeled

into

the making of a superb peacetime Zenith Radio
line, once the war is won
tion resumed.

ZENITH

RADIO

CORPORATION

Chicago,

BETTER
U.
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S. WAR
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PRODUCTS

LEADING

EXCLUSIVELY-

MANUFACTURER

A

&

S

Gold

Awarded

.

.

.

II

using

you're

radio

now

in

Charleston,

the

West

Medal

LaRoche

Crossley, Two Agencies Cited
For 1942 Contributions
FOR DISTINGUISHED services
to advertising and for his efforts
on behalf of advertising in wartime
through the Advertising Council,
Chester J. LaRoche, chairman
of the board of
Young & Rubicam, was awarded a gold medal
at the annual advertising awards
dinner last Frithe Wald o r fday -at Astoria,
given by
Advertising & Selling

or

planning

so

in

you

the

do

to

future

should

Grossley

—

market

Virginia

see

Study

the

just

Mr. La Roche
magazine.
Silver medals went to Archibald
M. Crossley, president of Crossley
Inc., New York radio research firm,
and two agencies for their contributions to radio in 1942. Mr. Crossley was cited as "the individual
who, by contemporary service, has
added to the knowledge of radio
advertising".
Medal for "outstanding skill in
commercial program production"
went to Young & Rubicam for
March of Time, sponsored on NBC
by Time Inc. For production of The
Secret. Weapon, sponsored on CBS
by Philco Radio & Telev. Corp.. a
silver medal for "a commercially
sponsored program which contributes most to the advancement
of radio advertising as a social
force" went to Sayre M. Ramsdell
& Associates. There was no award
this year for "excellence of commercial silver
announcements".
Ten other
medals and 21
honorable mentions were awarded
in five classifications other than
radio. In research CBS was given
honorable mention for its 19411942 "Listener Panel Study".
Dinner speakers included Sir
Godfrey Haggard, British Consul
General; Gardner Cowles Jr., OWI
Director of Domestic Operations;
and William Reydel, partner of
Newell-Emmett Co., New York.
Presiding at the awards presenta-

HOUSE

ORGAN

CUT

UP TO PRINTERS
PUBLISHERS of house organs,
such as station promotion pieces,
are being advised by WPB officials
in Washington to consult with their
printers over the paper shortage
which is likely to develop this year.
Although printers have already
suffered a 10% cut in their paper
allotment for the first quarter of
1943, the WPB does not expect a
marked effect on size or number of
house organs. However, paper industry representatives are predicting a more severe cut before the
year
As isa over.
result of paper limitation
Order L-241, printers are allowed
90% of their 1941 paper requirements. WPB officials point out that
they are free to use this paper as
they see fit and it is expected that
most printers will be able to meet
the needs of their regular customers.
BLUE Debate Series
DEBATERS from many of the
nation's colleges are currently
readying themselves for the Second Series of National Intercollegiate Radio Prize Debates to be
conducted from Feb. 15-April 18
under the auspices of the American
Economic Foundation in cooperation with the BLUE. Four finalists from among the 261 entrants
will appear in New York April 18
on the Wake Up America radio
forum, broadcast by BLUE. The
two best speakers will receive War
Bond prizes.
Emblem Use Challenged
COMPLAINT charging unlawful
use of the name and emblem of the
American National Red Cross was
filed l-ecently by the Federal Trade
Commission against Candy Bros.
Mfg. Co. and Universal Match
Corp., both of St. Louis. Among
other things, FTC said the cough
drop firm's broadcasts implied a
connection with American National Red Cross and that its radio
continuities failed to make clear
that
Bros. the manufacturer was Candy

tions was Stuart Peabody, advertising director of the Borden Co.
and chairman of the administrative
board which governs the awards.

completed,

■fc The largest unduplicated coverage in Maine radio
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Where rate of gain in retail
sales exceeds that of any
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Army

to

Overseas

Set
Up
Stations

37

Transmitters

Shortwave

To Provide

AEF

Cleanser Series
WYANDOTTE Chemicals Corp.,
Wyandotte, Mich., on Feb. 8 was
to start a 20-week campaign for
its Wyandotte cleanser, using oneminute transcriptions 10-15 times
weekly on 12 stations. A similar
campaign will start in New England later this month, but stations
are not yet lined up. Scheduled
list includes WHIO WADC WJR
WFIL WGR
WCAE
WCPO
WOOD-WASH
WCOL
WFMJ
WSPD. Agency is N. W. Ayer &
Son, New York.

Programs

INSTALLATION of 37 shortwave
transmitters in foreign countries to
provide radio entertainment for
American troops overseas is included in plans of the Army's Special Service Division, Maj. Irving
Fogel, officer in charge of the New
York radio section, disclosed at the
Feb. 3 meeting of the Radio Executives Club of New York.
Maj. Fogel explained that
through cooperation of the Office of
War Information and the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, the
SSD is sending to the AEF by
plane and vessel 20,000 12-inch and
6,000 16-inch recordings and transcriptions amonth. A total of 30
domestic commercial programs,
with commercial announcements deleted, and 41 half-hour shows are
shortwaved weekly from this country.
Many Difficulties
Addition of the 37 transmitters
overseas will enable the SSD to better handle its tremendous task of
providing entertainment for our
troops, said Maj. Fogel. Tracing
the development of SSD in the last
10 months, he declared that many
difficulties were encountered in getting proper playback equipment to
men in isolated spots. He listed the

No Tax Gifts
EMPLOYERS may not pay the

BOVINE BAWLS were the objects of both Charles Michelson (left), New
York sound effects transcription maker, and Rex Brown, KOA farm editor. Michelson wanted to record a cow's "moo" for sound effects. The
photo accompanied a recent article about Speedy-Q sound effects in
American magazine. Mr. Brown had a different idea in mind. He wanted
a champion bull at the Denver National Western Stock Show to say
"moo" for the KOA audience. Both animals were unobligingly reticent.
countries in which American troops
are now receiving recorded pro-

Victory Tax on behalf of employees without deducting it from
their pay envelope, a joint statement by wage stabilization officials of the Bureau of Internal Revenue and the War Labor Board
pointed out recently. Payment of
such a tax by the employer constitutes a wage or salary increase, the
officials said, and thus requires
Government approval under the
President's Stabilization order.

Hollender to OWI
AL HOLLENDER, assistant to
president Ralph Atlass, of WINDWJJD, Gary-Chicago, has been appointed to a post in the overseas
branch of the OWI. He will be stationed in New York City. A graduate of the U of Illinois, Hollender
has been with the Atlass stations
for eight years. Fred Reed, Edward
Humphrey
will split his duties.

5%

grams.
Lt. Col. Thomas H. A. Lewis,
chief of the radio section, information division, SSD, Washington,
was scheduled to speak but was unable to attend.
Out-of-town guests included John
T. Carey, WIND, Gary; Fred Germaine, WALL, Middletown, N. Y.,
and John E. Thayer, WWNC, Asheville, N. C.

A TRANSCRIPTION explaining the
new plan whereby communities buy
their own food for lunches in neighboring schools instead of food purchased at headquarters in Washington, is available to stations from their
nearest Food Distribution Administration regional office.

Denver Chemical Spots
DENVER CHEMICAL Co., New
York, since Jan. 18 has been conducting an intensive campaign for
Antiphlogistine, a medicated poultice, using one-minute
announcements
in 12 transcribed
markets
throughout the country. Company
continues its six-weekly 10-minute
program on WNEW, New York,
which began last October. Agency
is Badger, Browning & Hersey,
New York.

FOOTE, PIERSON & Co., Newark,
has purchased a half-hour on WOR,
New York, Feb. 17, for a broadcast
of
Army-Navy
"E" award
Account
was handled
direct.ceremonies.
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HOOPER REPORT (Nov.-Dec, 1942)
Shows WNOX, Now as Always Before,
TOPS With Knoxville Listeners . . .

#
%

WNOX

"B"

"C"

Others

Morning Index
Afternoon Index

52.2
43.9

23.1
17.6

24.5
38.2

0.2
0.3

Evening Index

43.5

38.4

16.5

1.6
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Fighting
Windmills
OPERATING in parallel with its overall client
— industry — advertising underwent the rigors
of conversion to war in 1942. All media shifted
from normal peacetime pursuits to wartime
operations with the single goal of selling Democracy and hastening victory.
New lessons were learned. For some media
the process was costly. All have been hit in
one way or another. Tougher days are ahead,
with prospect of further rationing, limiting
and other concomitants of full-scale prosecution of modern warfare. Even grade-labeling
is upon us, though in its most innocuous form.
The year's overall result for advertising appears to have been a drop of 5%. Radio advertising alone shows a gain — -6.1% over its
1941 net time sales. This is shown in Broadcasting's 1942 analysis of industry revenue
reported in this issue, and based upon its 1942
Year-book compilation, now in production. But
the gain is not as impressive as it seems at
first blush. It was about half the improvement
of 13.3% recorded in 1941 over 1940.
Widely proclaimed as radio's biggest problem for the new year has been the plight of
the smaller stations — radio's so-called ill-fed,
ill-clothed one-third. There isn't any question
that smaller stations are in the most precarious position. So it has been with the smaller
newspapers and small business generally. The
newspaper trade press reports that 70 dailies
suspended in 1942. About half suspended and
the others went weekly or semi-weekly.
In radio, six stations suspended, with the
ultimate reason purely economic. Seven others
didn't follow through on construction permits,
or were denied extensions, but these were not
mortalities since they weren't on the air anyway. WJWC, the John W. Clarke-Marshall
Field station in Chicago, also proposes to turn
in its license, but in this case the war-born
freeze orders evidently dictated the action.
There's talk about encouraging national advertisers to buy these smaller outlets to insure their continued operation. Failure to accomplish that, we hear, may force the Government by some means, direct or indirect, to
subsidize such stations. That would be a calamity. The reasons are well-known, or should be,
to every broadcaster.
Based on available data, it appears that the
small station plight is not entirely economic.
Probably the greatest headache is manpower.
While relief has been afforded in some measPage
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ure through declaration of radio as an essential industry, local draft boards still are not
under rigid mandate to exempt or defer vital
station personnel. And we know of no way to
prevent smaller station people from "graduating" to the big leagues.
If the Government surveys now being jointly conducted by the FCC and the OWI reveal
there are no more "losers" among stations in
1942 than last year (as we now suspect it will)
then the problem won't be as serious as at
first thought. Moreover, the records show there
are a fixed number of "chronic" losers in poor
markets, or markets operated as subsidiaries
of otherwise profitable businesses.
National advertisers won't buy time or space
on a purely eleemosynary basis. They're hardbitten business people, in highly competitive
fields. Most of these secondary outlets have
something to sell, just as do the smaller newspapers. But they've never successfully sold it.
Those in impossible markets, otherwise covered, and which have never made money, can
only be pegged as poor investments.
In every pursuit, where the fundamentals
of earning a living are present and where
there is resourceful management, ends are
made to meet, whatever the contingency. Otherwise, in wartime or peace, it's simply a case
of fighting windmills.
Davis- War

Voice

ELMER DAVIS, one of ralio's best known
and most authoritative voices, returns to the
air. The former radio analyst goes on a regular 15-minute schedule over all networks
as Director of the Office of War Information and Government official spokesman.
We know Mr. Davis' return will be welcomed. His simple, sincere, earthy commentaries won for him perhaps the most consistent audience held by any news analyst.
But we believe a mistake has been made in
aligning all networks for the series. It
amounts to forced listening. Mr. Davis made
his reputation over a single network by attracting audience. It seems to us this new
series, highly desirable as it is, could be rotated over the several networks, with independent stations tieing in wherever feasible.
Universal hookups, in our judgment, should
be reserved to the President of the United
States, or to broadcasts of transcendental
importance. They occur spontaneously, as
special events. They are the best that radio

has to offer. Mr. Davis is entitled to that
best, but it seems to us the universal hookup
should be reserved for extraordinary occasions. The universal hookup is radio's loudest
voice. If used on regular schedule, its value
for special occasions will be lost.
There's another aspect, too ! No matter what
degree of care may be exercised, there are
bound to be Congressional repercussions. This
is a political year. Inevitably, statements
made by any Government spokesman betimes
will be challenged by the political opposition.
It goes without saying that members of the
Senate, and perhaps others in public life,
will demand equal treatment from radio.
Broadcasters know that talk in overdoses
repels rather than encourages listening. The
paramount consideration, if maximum results
are to be achieved in the war effort, is maintenance of balanced schedules.
Points

From

Pennies

MORE than a mere million pennies have come
from the famous crack that Ralph Edwards
made when Mrs. Mullane didn't know how
many Henrys had been kings of England.
The false answer that inspired a nation to
bury the Mullane household in an avalanche
of pennies served also to remind those who
frame radio sales messages that it isn't necessary to swing bludgeons across listeners' ears.
Mr. Edwards little knew the consequences
when he penalized Mrs. Mullane on the Jan. 23
Truth or Consequences program by suggesting
that listeners send her one-cent contributions
for her 17-year-old boy in the Marines. And
the chances are that Procter & Gamble and
NBC promptly forgot the matter.
They were forcibly reminded of it, though,
when the deluge of mail started. Day after
day the pennies came by the bagfull and
even truckload. Right now the West Brighton
postoffice on Staten Island is bulging at the
seams with pennies from the public.
To those who adhere to the theory that
you've got to slug them hard and often to dent
the craniums of a hundred million radio followers, the Mullane saga offers an interesting
study. For Mr. Edwards merely made a quick
suggestion and went on to the next contestant.
He didn't tell listeners 10 times to take a
pencil and note carefully that Mrs. Mullane,
spelled M-U-L-L-A-N-E, lived at West
Brighton, spelled W-E-S-T — well, you get the
idea. Nor did he add: "Why not write Mrs.
Mullane now (M-U-L-L-A-N-E) and send her
a penny, only one tiny penny, and remember
the address W-E-S-T etc."
Curiously, one of radio's worst public kickbacks is coming right now from a knock-'emout plug that bids to give all advertising a;|
black eye. All America may be chanting about
the meritorious tunes that are moving to Carnegie Hall. Certainly the American Tobacco
Co. is chanting it, and often. But unfortunately the reaction has been brutal. And unfortunately radio is taking the worst rap, though
all media catch a share of the socks. Even advertising folk are taking up the cudgels
against their own profession, yet the chant,
goes on and on, just like the jingle about chromatic alteration of the Luckies jacket.
4
If the advertiser has a message, and if hei
can interest the listener — if he can meet thesel^
basic advertising requirements it won't be!
necessary to harangue and harrass the greatj
American public.
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We

Pay

Out

JQtepect*

GEORGE L. MOSKOVICS, Pacific
Coast, sales promotion manager of
CBS Hollywood, as guest speaker of
the Fresno (Cal.) Rotary Club on
Feb.
1, discussedPicture
"Radio'sunder
PlaceWarin
the Advertising

'To
NOTES

HASSEL

WENDELL

use
BELIEVING in a wider
for "reason why" copy, Hassell Wendell Smith, vicepresident in charge of radio for Botsford, Constantine &
.Gardner, West Coast advertising
igency, today applies some of the
fundamentals to advertising he
learned in college more than three
lecades ago. He is a firm advocate
o
roach
'of
ing app
rtisent
problems. to radi
advestud
and the
J Born in Princeton, Ind., May 4,
^1889, he received his early education in that city's public schools,
[n high school Hassel was art ediB;or of his school paper, winning a
jold medal for one of his cover illustrations. He graduated from
Northwestern U in 1911 with an
A. B. degree, having majored in
iconomics, business administration
ind advertising.
! The young fellow worked his
jvay through college by a succession of jobs, which ranged from
stoking furnaces to supervising seection
and
purchase
of piano
idayer rolls for the music room of
$he Evanston
library. Between
ork and study, he found time to
oin the debating team; become
usiness manager of Syllabus, colege yearbook, and also university
epresentative at the Washington
D. C.) intercollegiate civic league
onference in 1910. His last year
rough t membership
in Deru,
enior honor society for men who
ontributed most to the university
uring their four years.
Following graduation, Hassel
ntered the business world as a cub
opywriter for Mahin Adv., Chiago, then one of the largest agenies in the country. Hired by Bert
resba, now president of Presba,
ellers & Presba, young Smith had
orked as copyist for six months
when John Lee Mahin, agency
president, named him account executive succeeding Herbert Irving,
resigned.
In the spring of 1915 Mr. Smith
lOined Kirsch Mfg. Co., Sturgis,

BROADCASTING

SMITH

Mich., as sales and advertisingmanager. Four years later he
moved to Denver and established
a sales agency for several eastern
dry goods manufacturers. He
joined Buckingham & Hecht, San
Francisco shoe manufacturers, in
1921, but two years later returned
to the Kirsch firm in Michigan as
assistant to the president in charge
of sales and advertising.
Mr. Smith and his family returned to San Francisco in 1930
and for the next two years he held
several posts, including one with
Hamman-Lesan Adv. During that
period Hassel Smith saw the possibilities ofradio as an advertising
medium and in January 1932 he
joined the Don Lee Broadcasting
System as sales manager of KFRC,
San Francisco.
He joined Long Adv. Service in
December 1935, establishing San
Francisco offices, and in December
1941 he became affiliated with Botsford, Constantine & Gardner as
radio director. Seven months later
he was placed in charge of the Los
Angeles office and only last December was elected vice-president in
charge of radio. In that capacity
he services such accounts as National Biscuit Co. for Western
states; Foreman & Clark, chain
clothiers, as far east as Kansas
City; Tillamook County Creamery
Assn.; Wellman-Peck Co., food
products; and George W. Caswell
Co., coffee.
Lanky, 6 feet, 2 inches, with
brownish grey hair, Hassel Wendell Smith has an easy geniality
which has been compared to that
of the late Will Rogers. His humor
is on the whimsical side.
He married a classmate, Helen
Adams, June 24, 1914, at Belvedere, 111., following a college romance. The Hassel Smiths currently make their home on a 1%
acre garden spot in Montebello,
Cal. Their two sons, Hassel Jr., an
artist, and Lewis, a commercial
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Conditions".
B. SANDERS, time salesman
of WNOX, Knoxville, is father of a
boy. born Jan. 12.

AL SIIEHAN. assistant general manager of WCCO, Minneapolis, recently
married Miss Bee Bailey, daughter of
Mrs. B. M. Levitan of Minneapolis,
and staff organist of WCCO.
FRANCE RAINE Jr., son of France
Raine, radio editor of the Cincinnati
Times-Star, and news-o-graph operator
of WCKY, Cincinnati, was called to
military service last week. He had
been attending the TJ of Cincinnati.
SYDNEY GAYNOR, general sales
manager of Don Lee, Hollywood, is
father of a girl born Jan. 24.
ALVIN BRAMSTEDT has returned
to KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska, as assistant manager, after three months
at KSFO, San Francisco.
IRVIN BORDERS, copy chief of
CBS Hollywood West Coast sales
promotion department, as guest speaker at the combined meeting of Fresno (Cal.) Adv. & Sales Club, Junior
Chamber of Commerce, Exchange
Club and Engineer's Club, discussed
"Public Relations for the American
Way" Feb. 4. Mr. Borders is a vicepresident and director of the Los Angeles Ad Club.
J. W. G. CLARK, chief of information. Dept. of National Defense, Ottawa, on loan from the Toronto office of Cockfield, Brown & Co., Ltd.,
advertising agency, is in England to
discuss public relations with Army,
Navy and Air Force authorities.
IRVIN R. BAKER, RCA transmitter
sales executive, is father of a boy,
born Jan. 4.

ADRIAN FLANTER, salesman of
WHN, New York, is the father of a
baby girl.
HUGH FELTIS, of BLUE station relations department, became the father
of a second girl born Jan. 29.
ROBERT GLASS has been appointed
commercial manager of W F B C,
Greenville, S. C, replacing William
H. Clews, who is studying at CurtissWright Tech., Glendale, Cal. Avesta
Sutton has been added to the commercial staff.
HERB CHASON, advertising and
sales promotion manager of WHN,
New York, is engaged to Phoebe
Weinstein, of Harrison, N. Y.
COL. DAVID SARNOFF, president
of RCA, spoke Feb. 11 at the monthly meeting of the New York State
Chamber of Commerce on "Post- War
Horizons" and the speech was broadcast over WJZ, 1-1:30 p.m.
JOHN W. ELWOOD, general manager of KPO, San Francisco, has been
elected
a director
Downtown
Assn. of San Francisco's
M. R. (Dick) TENNERSTEDT, formerly of the Chicago sales staff of
William G. Rambeau Co., has joined
the local and spot sales department of
NBC Central division, replacing RobFlanigan, recently inducted intoerttheM. Army.

PAUL S. WILSON, formerly of Radio Adv. Corp., New York, Radio
Sales, Chicago office, and the New
York office of United Press, has been
appointed head of the New York office of William G. Rambeau Co., station representative.
EUGENE CORCORAN, vice-president of The Branham Co., Chicago, is
father of a boy born Jan. 28.
EUGENE SPECK, formerly assistant
news editor of NBC and a foreign correspondent, has joined the overseas
bureau of the Office of War Information.

SYDNEY GAYNOR, sales manager
of the Don Lee Broadcasting System,
is the father of a girl born Jan. 24.
EDGAR KOBAK, BLUE executive
vice-president, has been elected a
trustee of the Engineer's Club of New
York.
MARK JOHNSON, formerly in the
insurance business in Savannah, has
joined WSAV, Savannah, as advertising account executive, succeeding Dr.
John P. Dyer, who was recently appointed regional Price Administrator
for the OPA.

photographer now in war work, are
both married.
Gardening — and that not limited
to vegetables — is Hassel's admitted
hobby. His suburban home boasts
some 250 species of choice roses
and every known type of fuchsia.
An ardent reader, his tastes follow
out college interests and center
about social and economic problems
of the day. Not a "joiner", Hassel
protests that with a strict regimen
of work there is little time for
recreation outside of reading and
plant cultivation, but he admits he
loves it!

RICHARD HARKNESS. a morning
newscaster on NBC for the past year,
begins a five-weekly news program on
NBC, 11 :15 p.m.. originating in
Washington. Mr. Harkness came to
NBC from the Philadelphia Inquirer's
Washington Bureau. He had previously been with United Press.
TED STEELE, currently serving in
an advisory capacity on music to the
Atlantic Coast Network, is conducting his own Sunday evening program
of
songs
the Steel
1920's
on
WOR, Newpopular
York. inMr.
sings,
m.c.'s, conducts his own orchestra and
plays the Novachord.
CARL MANNING, a freelance writer who has been doing the Truth or
Consequences program on NBC, has
replaced Jay Sommers on the script
writer's staff of BLUE. Sommers has
been relieved of staff duties because
of commercial commitments, which inLion's clude
Roar.MGM's BLUE program, The

NORMAN BARASCH, BLUE page
who did script writing, left last week
to join the Army Air Forces.
ROGER BOWMAN, announcer of
WHN, New York, has moved to the
station's FM outlet, Palisades, N. J.
Announcers Bob
Benson, formerly of
KYW. Philadelphia, and Bill Pernell, of CBS, have joined WHN.
JUDY CHATTERTON, former teacher in the English Dept. of Garrison
Forest school. Md., has joined the
ist.
Atlantic Coast Network as receptionJEANNE DOYLE, daughter of J. E.
(Dinty) Doyle, publicitv director of
WABC, New York, has joined the
Auxiliary.
SPARS, Women's Coast Guard
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BESSIE DIMPAPAS, new to radio,
has joined the staff of KWK, St.
Louis, as assistant to the traffic manager.
VIVIAN ACORD, former sales department secretary of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, has resigned to join the Red Cross overseas division.
GEORGE KEINZLE, formerly of
WDEL, Wilmington, Del., has joined
the announcing staff of WSBA. York.
Pa. Mary Nell Kling, in charge of a
consumer
program
Don'tof
Listen Men,information
has been given
charge
the consumer interest division of the
Civilian Defense Volunteer Services in
York.
PHILIP GOULDING. announcer of
WEEI, Boston, CBS outlet, has
joined
network's announcing staff
in New the
York.
PAUL NEILSON, of the New York
staff of Press Assn.. AP radio subsidiary, has succeeded Ken White as
chief of the Denver PA bureau. Ken
White is entering the Army.
MAC C. MATHESON, former traffic director of Arizona network and
now in the Army Air Forces, has been
promoted to sergeant and is stationed
at Roswell Air Force School, N. M.
LEE BUELOW, formerly with World
Broadcasting System, has joined the
NBC transcription department.
MITZI KORNETZ, former trade paper editor and copy chief of WTAG,
Worcester, has been appointed publicity director. Philip Jasen, who has
handled local publicity, has been appointed promotional director. Pierrina
Zampatti, of the continuity department, has been made chief copywriter,
and John Dowell, script writer, transferred to continuity staff. Madeline
Sohlstrom, of the program department, has been appointed script editor.

Douglas

Young

DOUGLAS YOUNG, former member of the KMTR Hollywood Matinee Playhouse Guild, was killed in
action during the Coral Sea offensive. As a memorial to him, the
dramatic group sold enough War
Bonds to buy two anti-aircraft
guns. Now they are out to sell
enough Bonds to buy a bomber, according to Robert Bice, director.
JOSEPH PIATKIEWICZ, news
writer, and Charles Cormier, accountant, of WGN, Chicago, have recently
joined the Army as aviation cadets.
WOODROW MAGNUSON, program
manager of WHBF, Rock Island, is
delivering a series of four lectures
to the radio-speech classes of Augustana College, Rock Island.
CHARLES SEBASTIAN, former
staff announcer of WHBF, Rock
Island, has been appointed news editor, succeeding Howard Emich, now
with United Press, Indianapolis.
ZALA LANPHERE. former traffic
manager of WGIL, Galesburg, 111.,
has joined the program department
of WHBF, Rock Island, 111.
LES MITCHELL, producer of
WBBM, Chicago, has been appointed
assistant program director of the station.
DANNY DEE, formerly of NBC, has
joined
nouncer. WMCA, New York, as anELEANOR BOYD WHITELAW,
continuity
writer
and women's
gram director
of WMOB,
Mobile, prohas
taken on additional duties as relief announcer. Jim McNamara, announcer,
has reported for duty in the Naval
Reserve. Frank McKibben, a college
student, replaces him.

When . . .
BULOVA WATCH COMPANY (through the Biow
Company) adds only WLIB to its schedule for 1943 . . .
and when . . .
PEPSI-COLA (through Newell-Emmett) adds only
WLIB in New York for 1943 .. .
There can be only ONE reason . . . WLIB's programs
of "the popular classics with a blend of the modern
. . . and news" reach a responsive market that none
of our contemporaries consistently serve.
And here's MORE food for thought — and
ACTION: WLIB is still maintaining the
LOWEST RATE for effective coverage of
the New York buying market.

BOB SHINBAUM, announcer of
WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn., has joined
the staff of WSM, Nashville. Newcomers to WNOX are Charles Greenlese, new to radio ; and Bill Orlean,
formerly of the Chicago Board of
Education's radio council, and announcer on mid-west stations.
FRANK McLOGAN, announcer of
W.IR. Detroit, has reported to the
army flying school at Miami, Fla.
SAM WOODALL Jr., staff announcer
of WRVA, Richmond, Va„ is training
as an aviation cadet in the Army Air
Forces.
JIMMIE BRIDGES, assistant production manager, and Charles McClure, merchandising director of WSB,
Atlanta, have reported to Miami
Beach, Fla., for training in the Army
Air Forces.
BLAINE CORNWELL, program director of KMOX, St. Louis, is father
of a girl, born Jan. 17.
JOYCE HALSEY
joinedLubbock,
the announcing staff of has
KFYO,
Tex., also replacing her brother, Hop,
as announcer of the Halsey drug store
HAROLD
ALLEN, formerly of
program.
WBNS, Columbus, is now on active
duty in the Navy. Bill Cook, former
announcer,
is attending
didate School
at Camp Officers'
Davis, N.CanC.

KAY OWSLEY, continuity editor of
WBT, Charlotte, N. O, was married
Dec. mer4 football
to Sgt.
S. Glass,
forstarThomas
of Tulane
U.

GEORGE DOBSON, program director of CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask.,
Canada, isCo.leaving to join the M & C
Aviation

ROD BELCHER, former news editor
of KGVO, Missoula, Mont., is now
attached topartmentthe
publicField,
relations
deof Paine
Everett,

BERNIE BARTH, announcer of
WFIL, Philadelphia, and Kathleen
Doran, of Sturgis, S. D., have announced their engagement, with the
wedding set for June. Annemarie Ehlers of the station's continuity department and Robert Sefcik of Detroit, also have announced their engagement.
MALCOLM CHILDR, freelance announcer and producer, has joined
WLIB, Brooklyn, as announcer.
PHILIP GOULDING, announcer of
WEEI, Boston, will join the announcing staff of CBS New York on Feb. 1.
WILLIAM H. HESSLER, newscaster
of WLW, Cincinnati, and one of the
WLW commentators who broadcast
Views On The News, a Sunday roundtable discussion of news developments,
has received a commission in the U. S.
Naval Reserve. He will be sent to
Dartmouth College where he will specialize in military government. Bud
Army.
Ingalls, of the WLW-WSAI accounting department, is leaving to join the
LARRY WALKER. formerly of
WIOD, Miami, where he and Mrs.
Walker broadcast a daily variety program, has joined the announcing staff
of WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
RALPH MADDOX, production manager of WFAA-KGKO, Dallas, has
been
made assistant to the program
director.
★ ***★**★★★★★
Lowest Cost per Listener
In the Tri-City Area

RKO Building, New York
Chicago Representative — THE WALKER CO.

STATE GUARDS at WLAC,
Nashville, are (1 to r) : Capt. Oscar Griffin, operator; 2nd Lt. Robert Maddux, merchandise manager; 1st Lt. Herman Grizzard, announcer; Master Sgt. Charles
N.agy, music director. These staff
members are performing volunteer
services
in the Tennessee State
Guard.

TROY - ALBANYSCHENECTADY

Wash. John Harmon of the commercial department recently married Virginia Davidson of Spooner, Wis.
EARLE STEELE,
formerly of
WPRO, Providence,
and
chief has
announcer of WTHT, Hartford,
joined the announcing staff of WTAG,
Worcester.
JOE KING, former announcer of
WJSV, Washington, has joined the
staff of CBS, New York.
MRS. BEATRICE GOODRICH, formerly of the women's
department
of
the Washington
Post, has
joined the
staff of WJSV, Washington, as assistant director of women's programs.
MIKE GOLDWIRE, formerly with
the Macon office of the U. S. Employment Service, and Bill Brownlee,
of Atlanta, have joined the announcing
staff of WBML, Macon.
CHARLES DAVID, announcer of
WOV, New York, has joined the Army
Air Fo rces. Aldea Maurino has joined
the sound effects staff.
WILSON EDWARDS, announcer of
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, portrays a
sportscaster in the RKO film, "Ladies
JAY JONES, of the guest relations
department of NBC central division,
has joined the Army Air Forces.
Day".
EDWARD D. ALLEN Jr., formerly
of WGN, Chicago, has joined NBC
Chicago, succeeding Dave Garroway,
the
Navy. commissioned
recently
an ensign in j
NORMAN BARRY, staff announcer
of NBC sioned alieutenant
Chicago, has
(j.g.)been
in thecommisNavy.!
On Feb. 1 he reported to Dartmouth
U.
Packs a SUNDAY
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STUART WAYNE has returned to
the announcing staff of KYW, Philadelphia, after being ill with a throat
(infection.
'WARREN ROBINSON, musical director of CFCH, North Bay. Ont.,
,has been transferred to CKGB, Timmins. Ont. Cy Strange, announcer of
'CKGB, has moved to CKWS, Kingston, Ont.
I.TANE DAY of the WIBC. Indianapojlis. continuity department, has been
appointed traffic manager, replacing
IJoe Ann Shay, resigned to assume
'home-making duties. Byron Taggert,
announcer, has been promoted to as
sistant program director.
FRED WILLSON, former continuity
editor of WIND, Chicago, has been
appointed program director of the
station's
Gary,
Ind.,nowstudios,
ing Robert
Diller,
in thesucceedArmy.
Florence Folsom, formerly of Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace, Chicago, and
WAAF, Chicago, takes over the post.
DICK TERRY, former announcer of
KMTR, Hollywood, is father of a boy
.born in New York Jan. 24. Mother
is the former June Preisser, film acitress.
'LUCILLE
MOSES,
commentator
and
traffic manager
of KERN,
Bakersfield,
Cal., has ioined the publicity department of BLUE Hollywood.
HARRIET ROSEN, formerly of the
research department of the U of Chicago, has joined the continuity staff
of WJJD, Chicago.
HARRY CREIGHTON. former staff
announcer of WHBF, Rock Island,
'lias been honorably discharged from
the Army because of physical injury,
and has rejoined WHBF.

NED LEFEVRE, former announcer
of NBC Chicago, now a Chief Petty
Officer in the Coast Guard, has been
assigned
District. to the Chicago Coast Guard

Grandpops
A NEW baby granddaughter,
Evelyn Elizabeth, has caused
Hugh A. Cowham, in charge
of CBS traffic in New York,
to make an extravagant
claim to fame — that he, together with
Harold
E. Fellows,
station
manager
of
WEEI, Boston, are the only
grandfathers
now active in
CBS.

DICK JOY, Hollywood announcer,
has been assigned to the twice-weekly
quarter-hour program. Harry W . Flannery-News Com men tu tor, sponsored by
Planters Nut & Chocolate Co., on
seven CBS Pacific stations.
CLARA GROVES, in charge of program tickets for NBC, Hollywood, has
been made a sound effects technician.
FROM

EDUCATION to public relations is the transition the war
brought about for Lt. (jg) Hazel
Kenyon Markel, now on duty in
the Navy Public Relations Office,
Washington. She was educational
director of KIRO, Seattle, before
joining the WAVES.
CHET

HUNTLEY, special events announcer of CBS Hollywood, is narrator on a War Dept. training film
which will be used by the 85th armored division for instruction of officers and men in use of combat equipment.

GEORGE PROVOL, program director of KDYL, Salt Lake City, has
been appointed by the Salt Lake City
Junior Chamber of Commerce to
handle the radio phase of a drive,
in which all three local stations will
participate, to secure used athletic
equipment for the smaller army camps
of that region.
MRS. ESTHER BALDWIN has
joined the publicity staff of WCCO,
Minneapolis, replacing Lelia Gillis.
NARDA STOKES, formerly of
KTUL, tinuityTulsa,
has joined
the City,
constaff of WKY,
Oklahoma
replacing
the Army. Dave Garrett who entered

GEORGEnouncer of KSFO,
FENNEMAN,
former has
anSan Francisco,
joined KGO, San Francisco, replacing
Reed Browning,
who hasstudios
been of
transferred to the Hollywood
the
BLUE, where he succeeds Abbott
Tessman, who recently entered the
Army ferrying command.
BILL RODDY, announcer of KPO.
San Francisco, has signed with the
Merchant Marine as radio operator.
ROBERT OGLE, of the guest relations staff of KPO, San Francisco,
was recently inducted into the army.

FRANCES O'BRIEN, a member of
the staff of Tom Fizdale Inc., New
York, is oil leave until Sept. 1.
JOHN

STEBBINS, former announcer of WDAY. Fargo. N. D.. has
joined the announcing staff of KOB,
Albuquerque, N. M.

J3EN QUICK, formerly with an Atlanta station and Kenneth Wolfe, of
Savannah, have joined the announcing staff of WTOC, Savannah. Mr.
JWolfe dividing time with sales. Mary
Lou Mullen, with former network affiliations, has joined the continuity department.
ALBERTA ROBERTSON, head of
Jfche continuity department of WSAV.
jSavannah, has also been appointed
war program manager.
ROY KERNS, chief announcer of
WKY. Oklahoma City, has been inducted into the Army. Charles Welch,
formerly of KFBI. Wichita, Kan., replaces him. Scott Bishop, chief of
Continuity, is author of new BLUE
feature Strange Dr. Karnac. He also
authored Dark Fantasy, former WKY
origination to NBC.
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That's why the army of new warworkers (and their families) in the Norfolk Metropolitan Area naturally tune to
WTAR for the programs they have always
preferred. And these new-comers soon
depend on WTAR for most of their radio
listening just as old Norfolk residents have
been doing for over 19 years.
Top quality 'programs are one important
reason why WTAR
regularly influences
more listeners in this war-booming area
than all other stations combined. Write,

Here's why WIBW gets
such amazing results.
Our 5,000 watts on
580 kc lays down a
signal equal to a
100,000 watt station
on 1 ,000 kc.

for WTAR's complete story of the sales
possiblities for your product in this fabulous market.
15,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT

TheVoiLwKansas
in TOPE KA
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^HARVEY ofCAREY,
staff has
anMiouncer
WBBM,former
Chicago,
|oined the Army Air Forces and is
stationed at Atlantic City.
LEONARD DAVIDSON, statistician
Ln the Chicago
office of Keystone
Broadcasting System, has been granted
jk leave of absence to join the War
iLabor Board in Chicago as associate
pconomist.
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JERRY AUSTIN, chief announcer of
W73PH, FM adjunct of WPEN,
Philadelphia, and assistant news editor of the station, has resigned to
enter a jewelry firm in New York.
Miss Smith, former continuity writer of WSBA, York, Pa., has joined
the announcing staff.
BILL BIRD, copyright head of WHN,
New York, has joined the Army, and
is stationed at Camp Upton, N. Y.
MARION BASIL, former announcer
of WLIB, Brooklyn, has joined
WHOM, Jersey City.
WCOP does a
full time job,
whether it's a
spot or a full
hour ... we
can back that
up!

Francisco

Ad

Men

Honor R. T. Van Norden
A SURPRISE farewell luncheon
recently was tendered R. T. Van
Norden, vice-president of Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, by more
than 50 San Francisco advertising
men at San Francisco's Palace
Hotel, often referred to as the

RALPH CAMPBELL, former package producer of Ted Bates Inc., Maxon Inc., and Newell-Emmett Co., New
York, and Howard Williams, freelance script writer, have joined J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York, as
directors.
PHIL MINIS of the radio production staff of Young & Rubicam, New
York, has resigned to join the War
Dept. as a civilian consultant in the
Army Special Services Division. He is
succeeded by Day Tuttle, of the agency's commercial department. Mr. Tuttle's new duties include those of assistant director of Battle of the Sexes,
and March of Time, and contact
on the Edwin C. Hill program.
ROBERT F. HAMILTON has been
promoted from assistant space buyer
to head space buyer of Geyer, Cornell
& Newell Inc., New York.

MAJ. GEN. PAUL B. MALONE, retired, who served in the Philippines
and during World War I in Europe,
on Feb. 3 began a daily program of
military analysis of news of KGO,
San Francisco.
EDDY KING, announcer of KPO,
San Francisco, has been inducted into
the army. Bill Williams, formerly of
WGN, Chicago, replaces him.
BEN COLE, freelance producer of
Student Workshop, on WLIB, Brooklyn, has joined the station staff. Joan
Sack, continuity writer, has been promoted to continuity director. Roger
Wayne, production chief, assists Waldo Mayo, musical director.
LINDA MARVIN, heard on WOR,
New York, is writing a book to be
published shortly under the title.
2002 Time & Money Saving Helpful
Hints.

ftEPRESENTED BY
HEADLEY-REED CO-

AL STEVENS, chief announcer, and
Mike Hunnicutt of the announcing
staff of WFIL, Philadelphia, have
joined the volunteer Coast Guard Patrol Reserve in Philadelphia.
JOE McCAULEY has returned as the
pilot of the all-night Dawn Patrol
record show on WIP. Philadelphia,
sponsored by the Pep Boys, auto accessories chain. He replaces Tom
Livezy.
BELONGS ON YOUR

San

SCHEDULE

HUGHager ofO'MALLEY.
promotion
WISN, is father
of a manboy
born Jan. 21.

Mr. Davis

Mr. Van Norden

West Coast's after-hours advertising headquarters.
Mr. Van Norden, whose name recently was added to the firm name,
is being transferred to New York
[Broadcasting Jan. 25] to take
charge of an office the firm is
opening in that city. He joined the
agency 22 years ago as office boy.
Robert J. Davis, also vice-president, heads the agency's Los Angeles office.

LANSFORD F. KING, until recently with Aitkin-Kynett, Philadelphia
agency, has been named managing editor of ficial
PosttradeExchange,
New for
Yoi"k,
ofpublication
Army,
Navy, Marines and Coast Guard post
exchanges.
JANE BLACK, writer-producer, has
joined the staff of Jack Parker &
Assoc.. Hollywood agency. She succeeds Ray Bond, who has joined the
Army. Harold Graham, composer and
publisher of religious music, has been
appointed special music advisor.
FRANK T. QUINN, formerly of the
copy staff of Lord & Thomas, Chichago,
has joined
Cramer-Krasselt Co.,
Milwaukee,
as copywriter.
PAUL WARWICK, president of
Warwick & Legler, New York, has returned following a series of Hollywood
conferences in late January.
EDWARD LANE, former partner in
Director & Lane Adv., New York, has
joined Franklin Bruck Adv., New
York, as copywriter.
EDWARD R. BEACH, head of the
copy section of Procter & Gamble,
on Feb. 1 joined Benton & Bowles,
New York, as assistant to Clarence
B. Goshorn, president.
WILLIAM H. CUNNINGHAM has
resigned from the New York staff
of N. W. Ayer & Son to join Lewis
& Oilman, Philadelphia.

DON HUGHES, formerly of the
Hollywood Palladium, has joined the
sound effects department of CBS
BallanHollywood,
tine,
now an succeeding
ensign in Gene
the Navy.
SAM SILVER, new to radio, has
joined the announcing staff of KFAR,
Fairbanks, Alaska. Fern Rivers, of
the University of Alaska, new 'to
radio, menthas
Coined the traffic departof KFAR.
MASTER SGT. Dan Park, former
salesman of KYW. Philadelphia, has
been
School.selected for Officers' Candidate
JEAN HOLLOWAY. New York
writer on the weeklv CBS Mayor of
the Town, sponsored by Lever Bros.
(Rinso), is recovering from a serious
illness.
ARTHUR W. LINDSAY, newly appointed program manager of KIRO,
has taken on additional duties as Seattle area radio coordinator for the
Pacific Coast Emergency Broadcast
Plan. He succeeds Maury Rider, now
special events and news director of
I'.LUE Hollywood.

Cloudy Weather it is
Beacon that Guides

CONSTANCE McKENNA, copywriter of Ruthranff & Ryan, New York,
has joined the Overseas Unit of the
American Red Cross, and reports this
month for duty in the Overseas Clubs.
BERGLIETTE ROE, formerly of H.
W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago,
has joined the radio department of
McFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago,
as timebuyer, working under Evelyn
Stark, radio director.

JAMES McKIBBEN, script writer of
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, has reported to Hie Army Air Forces Training Center, Santa Ana, Cal.

Announcing
In business it is intelligence that guides
safely through clouded situations

the appointment of
HOWARD

H.

WILSON

CO.

Exclusive Representatives
Effective Feb. 1, 1943
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N. Y. Branch

Donald

TO

AID Eastern clients, including- Curtis Publishing Co. (Saturday Evening Post), National
Board of Fire Underwriters and
Standard Steel Spring Co., MacFarland, Aveyard & Co. has opened
a branch office in New York in the
RCA building, Rockefeller Center.
This continues an expansion program begun by the agency nearly
a year ago in which personnel and
space of the Chicago home office
have been increased 50%. A. E.
Aveyard, vice-president, will head
the New York office.
ARTHUR J. DALY has resigned as
radio director of William H. Weintraub Co., New York, and leaves the
agency soon to join the office of the
Coordinator of Inter- American Affairs.
He will leave for South America
around the first of March, to take
charge of the CIAA office in Buenos
Aires. Daly has been producer of the
Cresta Blanca Carnival on Mutual in
behalf of Cresta Blanca Wine.
ED BYRON, director and owner of
the program Mr. District Attorney,
sponsored on NBC by Bristol-Myers
Co., New York, on Feb. 10 reports
for duty in the radio field service of
the Army as a Captain, unattached.
Although Mr. Byron will retain ownership rights to the program, Jerry
Devine, his script collaborator, will
take over production of the show. Mr.
Byron will also retain his interests
in What's My Name quiz show, starting Feb. 21 on CBS for San-Nap-Pa k
Mfg. Co., New York.
RILEY JACKSON, assistant prolucer of the Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago, and formerly director of WIND,
Gary, has been inducted into the
Army. He reported to Fort Sheridan
recently.

ALL

CAN

DAY

LONG

NOT

R. Dawson

Wilkins,

Cole

&

Joins
Weber

DONALD R. DAWSON, promotion manager of KGW-KEX and
The Oregonian, Portland, Ore., has
joined Mac Wilkins, Cole & Weber
advertising agency, that city, Mac
Wilkins, senior
firm
partner, has
announced.
His career began in 1929 as
sistant in the
production
asPortland office of
CRYING TOWELS were much in evidence when Walter Bunker recently
resigned as western division production manager of NBC Hollywood
to join Young & Rubicam as producer of the weekly Jack Benny Show
on that network. But Ned Tollinger, producer, was all smiles because
he inherited Bunker's former network duties. Besides the smiling Mr.
Tollinger, comrades-in-arms (1 to r) are Lew Frost, assistant to Sydney N. Strotz, Western division vice-president of NBC; Mr. Bunker;
John W. Swallow, Western division program director of the network;
Glendall Taylor, Hollywood manager of Young & Rubicam, agency
servicing- account of General Foods Corp., sponsors of the series.
Beach

to B & B

EDWARD R. BEACH, for the last
10 years with Procter & Gamble
Co., Cincinnati, most recently as
head of the copy section for all
P&G brands, on Feb. 1 joined Benton & Bowles, New York, in the
newly-created post of assistant to
the agency's president, Clarence B.
Goshorn. In addition to his regular
duties at P&G, Mr. Beach went
abroad at various times in the interests of P&G's English and Cuban
subsidiaries.

3

EQUAL

OTHER

WCOL
Joins Blue
WCOL, Columbus, O., operating
fulltime with 250 watts on 1230 kc,
became a member of the basic
BLUE network, Feb. 1, making a
total of 148 BLUE affiliates. Station is owned by WCOL Inc.
VICK
office
a two

KNIGHT, executive radio producer of Biow Co. in the Hollywood
has returned to his duties after
weeks rest. Ted Sills, his associate, who has been producing and directing the Eversharp program Take
It Or Leave It on CBS for Biow,
is understood to have resigned.

CINCINNATI

WCPO's

GREAT

Botsford - Constantine & GardMr. Dawson
ner. In 1933 he
was transferred to the San Francisco office and later became art
director, spacebuyer and account
executive. For two years Mr. Dawson has been program director of
the Advertising Federation of Portland. Last June he was elected to
Alpha Delta
vertisingSigma,
fraternity. honorary adNew

Hollywood Firm

BORIS MORROS Co., new publishing firm headquartered at 1479 N.
Vine St., Hollywood, has filed incorporation papers with the Los Angeles County Clerk. Mr. Morros, producer of 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp., is president. Abe Frankl, formerly manager of Greene & Revel,
music publishers recently disbanded,
is vice-president and general manager.
Samuel Rheiner is secretary-treasurer.
TED SILLS, Hollywood producer of
the Biow Co., has resigned.
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STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — sptt announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WBBM, Chicago
Reid Murdoch & Co., Chicago (food products) , 38 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso),
10 ta weekly, 8 weeks, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan, N. Y.
Interstate Bakeries Corp., Kansas City, 6
sa weekly, 4 weeks, thru R. J. PottsCalkin & Holden, Kansas City.
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corp., Tulsa,
Okla., 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru R. J.
Potts-Calkin & Holden, Kansas City.
Union Life Ins. Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly,
13 weeks, thru Irving Rocklin & Assoc.,
Chicago.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post) , 3 sp weekly, 2
weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Cudahy Packing Co., Chicago (Old Dutch
cleanser) 10 sa weekly, 8 weeks, thru
Grant Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WFDF, Flint, Mich.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City,
N. Y. (gum). 5 sa weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
Doubleday, Doran & Co., New York (publishers), 3 sp, thru Huber Hoge &
Sons, N. Y.
Eckhardt & Becker Brewing Co., Detroit,
9 sa weekly, 4 weeks, thru Martin,
Frank Inc., Detroit.
Lix Co., Detroit, 5 sp weekly. 8 weeks,
thru Century Adv. Agency, Detroit.
Purity Bakers Corp., Chicago, 14 sa
weekly, 16 weeks, thru Campbell-Mithun,
Minneapolis.
Simon & Schuster Co.. New York (publishers), 7 sp weekly, 10 weeks, thru
Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
WHN, New York
N. C. Goodwin's Labs., New York (Tobene), sa, 13 weeks, thru Rav-Hirsch Co.,
N. Y.
F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co.. Brooklyn,
3 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold Medal
capsules), 6 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso), sa,
2 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Greater N. Y. Conf. of the Seventh-Day
Adventists, New York (religious), weekly sp, 13 weeks, direct.
B. C. Remedy Co., Durham, N. C. (headache powders), 6 sa weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Chas. W. Hoyt Co.. N. Y.
WABC,

WRC, Washington
Beaumont Co., St. Louis (4-Way cold tabweekly,
weevs,
thr'i H. W.
Kastor lets)&, 5 spSons
Adv. 6Co.,
St. Louis.
Breyer Ice Cream Co., Philadelphia, 260 sa,
thru McKee & Albright, Philadelphia.
Chestnut Farms Chevy Chase Dairy, Washington, sa, 1 year, thru McKee & Albright, Philadelphia.
Continental Baking Co., New York, sp,
11 months, thru Ted Bates, New York.
General Baking Co., New York, 24 sa, thru
Ivey & Ellington, Philadelphia.
Chr. Heurich Brewing Co., Washington,
3 ne weekly, 1 year, thru Romer Adv.
Service, Washington.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(surgical dressings), 312 sp, thru Young
& Rubicam, N. Y.
Mangels-Herold Co., Baltimore (King syrup), 17 sa, thru Stewart- Jordan Co.,
Philadelphia.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York, 3 ne weekly, 1 year, thru Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp., N. Y.
Monticello Drug Co., Jacksonville, Fla.
(666 remedy), 27 sa, direct.
Pan American Coffee Bureau, New York,
5 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru J. M. Mathes
Inc., N. Y.
RCA Mfg. Co.. Camden, N. J. (records,
accessories), 6 sa weekly, 1 year, direct.
KFI, Los Angeles
Grove Labs., St. Louis (Bromo-Quinine),
2 weekly ne, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
Western Savings & Loan Assn., Los Angeles (investments), 8 weekly sa, thru
Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.
Vick Chemical Co., Greensboro, N. C.
(Voratone, Vapo Rub, Vatronal) , 5 weekly sp, thru Morse International, N. Y.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.,
(Tek toothbrushes), 5 weekly sp, thru
Ferry-Hanly Co., N. Y.
Continental Baking Co., New York (bread),
5 weekly ta, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
WLIB, Brooklyn
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold Medal
capsules), 3 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Brooklyn Academy
of Music, Brooklyn,
6 sa weekly, 4 weeks, thru Gunn-Mears
Adv. Agency, N. Y.
WOR, New York
P. Duff & Sons, Pittsburgh, (Waffle Mix),
5 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru W. Earl
Bothwell Adv. Agency, Pittsburgh.
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KFRC, San Francisco
Dairy Bell Farms, San Francisco (dairy
products) weekly sp, thru Brisacher,
Davis & Staff, San Francisco.
Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn, 5 ta weekly, thru
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Thomas Leeming & Co., New York (Baume
Bengue) 3 ta weekly, thru William Esty
& Co., N. Y.
Petri Wine Company, San Francisco, 12
ta weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
San Francisco.
Pacific Brewing & Malting Co., San Francisco, 313 ta, thru Leon Livingston
Adv., San Francisco.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City,
N. Y. (Beeman's),
ta weekly,
Badger,
Browning & 35Hersey,
N. Y. thru
WIND, Chicago
Sears
direct.Roebuck & Co., Gary, Ind., 78 sa,
Wholesale Plant Growers Assn., Chicago,
53 sa, direct.
Allied Florists Assn., Chicago, 24 sa, thru
Brookes & Sons Co., Chicago.
KERN, Bakersfield, Cal.
National Biscuit Co., Los Angeles (Shreddies), 7 ta weekly, thru Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Los Angeles.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold Medal
capsules) . 5 ta weekly, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.

IER Set for April 30
CONFORMING with a request of
the Office of Defense Transportation to avoid weekend travel, the
Fourteenth
Institute for Education
tant."
by Radio will be held in Columbus,
0., April 30-May 3 provided transportation problems at that time do
not force cancellation. Conducted
under auspices of the Ohio State
U, the Institute will be held at the
Deshler-Wallick hotel. The program has not been completed, according to Dr. Keith Tyler, Institute director, although radio's
growing responsibility in collegelevel education is expected to be
one of the chief topics.

Drive onin Fascism
'Click' by
AN WOV
ATTACK
WOV, New York, is pictorially described in a four-page spread in
the March Click magazine, titled
"Why America's Italians Hate
Fascism". The article emphasizes
WOV's policy of "clarifying the
true reasons for the war, advising
propermillion
behavior"
to the more than
two
Italo-Americans
in
New York and "telling what listeners might expect if they fall
for subversive propaganda". Photos show the station's Italian talent
at work.

New York

E. Fougera & Co., New York (Ramsdell's
Sulphur Cream), 3 sa weekly, for MagiTex Dog Shampoo, 3 sa weekly, thru
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce. N. Y.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 3 ne weekly, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Savings Bank of N. Y. State, 3 sa weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Music Corp. of America, New York (Guy
Lombardo's Orchestra), 2 sa 2 days,
direct.
West Disinfecting Co., Long Island Citv
(CN), 2 sp weekly, thru Alfred J. Silberstein Inc., N. Y.
WEAF, New York
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart), 5 sa weekly, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Grove Labs., St. Louis ( Bromo-Quinine) .
3 ne, 3 sa weekly, thru Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago.
North American Accident Insurance Co.,
New York, 2 sp weekly, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Agency, N. Y.
WMAQ, Chicago
Reader's
Digest,
weekly, 3 weeks,Pleasantville.
thru BBDO,N. N.Y., Y.7 sa
Page

WHO, Des Moines
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold Medal
capsules), 3 sp weekly, 1 year, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
American Poultry Journal, Chicago, 2 sp,
thru Shaffer, Brennan, Margulis, St.
Louis.
Olson ba,
Rug
Chicago, Chicago.
13 ne, thru PresFellersCo.,
& Presba,
Associated General Contractors of America, 1 t weekly, direct.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Quaker Oats),
3 sa weekly, 5 weeks, thru Sherman &
Marquette, Chicago.
Sun way Fruit Products Co., Chicago (vitaChicago. mins), 3sp weekly, thru Sorensen & Co.,
Cudahy Packing Co., Chicago (meats), 3 sp
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Grant Adv., Chicago.
J. A. Folger Co.. Kansas City (coffee),
186 t, thru Grant Adv., Chicago.
Vick Chemical Co., New York (Vapo
Rub), 5 sa weekly, 10 weeks, thru Morse
International, N. Y.

FTC
Questions Claims
Made by Baume Bengue
CHARGES that Baume Bengue,
widely advertised drug preparation made by Thomas Leeming &
Co., New York, is a counter-irritant with no curative or remedial
properties, are contained in a Federal Trade Commission complaint
filed Feb. 2.
FTC said the product does not
penetrate the skin in sufficient
quantities to provide systemic relief from muscular aches and pains,
as described in radio and other advertising. Use of Baume Bengue,
FTC charged, "tends to temporarily mask pain, but it cannot relieve pain as it has no curative or
remedial properties, its effect beinglimited to that of a counter-irri-
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IT'S IN THE CARDS! ....
• Yep . . . War industries have tucked aces
held up here in
the hands
kings intoPacific
and booming
the
Northwest. Folks are j
anything
in the
tell
'em chips
aboutandyour
businessyou'd
will like
get toa
real response!
PACIFIC NORTHWEST GROUP
Joseph H. McGillvra J
KXL
KFPY
The Kati Agency
Z NET
The Walker Company
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WELCH Grape Juice Co., Westfield,
N. J., on Feb. 2 started quarter-hour
musical studio program Deep Purple
Tuesday, Thurs., and Sat. on CFRB,
Toronto. Agency is Cockfield Brown
6 Co. Ltd. Toronto.

OLSON

RUG Co., Chicago, is sponsoring early morning 10-minute program Monday, Wednesday and Friday, on WGN, Chicago. Titled Strange
Tales, program features commentator
Alexander McQueen. Agency is Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
METENBERG Milk Products, Salinas, Cal. (evaporated milk), is sponsoring a twice-weekly quarter-hour
transcribed musical program, Remember Me, on KFWB, Hollywood. Contract is for 52 weeks, having started
Jan. 13. M. E. Harlan Adv., San
Francisco, has the account.
ANDY LOTSHAW Co., Chicago
(Gorjus hair dressing) starting Feb.
5 will place 14 one-minute announcements a week on WENR, Chicago,
and six-weekly on WBBM, Chicago.
Agency is Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
Chicago.
INTER-STATE BAKERIES Corp.,
Kansas City, Mo. (Butternut Bread),
has renewed its five-weekly news series, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 55:15 p.m. (CWT), Tuesday, Thursday, 5:30-5:45 p.m. (CWT), effective
Feb. 15, continuing same format.

MILES LABS, Toronto (Alka-Seltzer, One-A-Day vitamin tablets), has
added CJCB, Sydney, N. S., to stations carrying Lum & Abner transcribed program four times weekly.
Agency is Cockfield Brown & Co. Ltd.
Toronto.
ROCKWOOD & Co., Brooklyn (chocolate bits), in a 13-week campaign
starting Feb. 1 is sponsoring daily
participation in the combined Sunrise
Salute and Housewives' Protective
League on KNX, Hollywood. Federal
Adv. Agency, New York, has the account. Berkshire Knitting Mills,
Reading, Pa. (hosiery), through
Geare-Marston Inc., Philadelphia, also
on Feb. 1 started daily participation
in those programs. Contract is for 13
weeks.
ITALIAN SWISS COLONY, Asti,
Cal. (wines and vermouth), on Feb.
7 renewed for 52 weeks a daily rebroadcast of Fulton Lewis Jr. on
KFRC, San Francisco. Agency is
Leon Livingston Adv., San Francisco.

PEP BOYS of California, Los Angeles (auto accessories), in a 52- week
campaign which started Feb. 5 is
sponsoring the weekly Hollywood Legion fights on KECA, that city. Firm
also
quarterhour sponsors
newscast aon twice-daily
KECA in addition
to a similar type program five times
weekly on KFI, Los Angeles. Nightly
quarter-hour
newscasts Long
are alsoBeach
spon- ;
sored on KFOX,

2,888th Half-Hour
SOME SORT of a record is
claimed by KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash., for its 2,888th
consecutive broadcast recently of the same daily half -hour
program, at the same time by
the same sponsor, BradenBell Co., distributors of Cattractors in Washington anderpillar
Oregon.
PVT. R. E. ATCHISON, formerly
advertising, manager of Calavo Growers of tached
California
is atto the Sixth(avocados),
Ferrying Group
of the Army Air Transport Command,
Long Beach, Cal.
ALMS & DOEPKE, Cincinnati department store, has just signed its
15th consecutive 13-week renewal with
WSAI, Cincinnati, for daily 15minute program Vogues and Values,
featuring Rita Hackett, commentator.
LAURA SECORD Candy Shops
Ltd., Toronto, has started quarterhour musical recordings thrice-weekly on CFRB, Toronto. Agency is Cockfield Brown & Co. Ltd., Toronto.

ROBERTSON'S
South
Bend, Ind., DEPT.
on Jan. STORE,
25 started
sponsoring a 15-minute five-weekly
newscast, Mort hinder Reporting, on
WSBT, South Bend.
THEO HAMM BREWING Co., St.
Paul, through Mitchell-Faust Adv.
Agency, Chicago, has purchased the
transcribed Bye Witness News for
WCCO, Minneapolis and WOW,
Omaha, and the transcribed Sparky
£ Dud for KXEL, Waterloo, la. Both
/series were produced by Frederick W.
;i5iv Inc., Cincinnati.
BALL BROS., Muneie, Ind. (fruit
jars, caps) has contracted for 54 paricipations in Household Forum on
5STP, Minneapolis-St. Paul, starting
n March. Agency is Applegate Adv.,
Vluncie.
VIC CHEMICAL Co. has renewed for
L3 weeks Highlights in Headlines,
Tuesday - Thursday - Saturday, 5 :45
<b. m., on KSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul.
SNYDER DRUG STORES, (Minnesota retail druggists), have contracted
:or a daily spot series on KSTP, Min"leapolis-St. Paul.
IOBERTSON BLVD. NURSERY,
Cjos Angeles, in a 13-week Victory
;arden information campaign which
tarted Jan. 2, is sponsoring a series
>f spot announcements on KMPC,
Jeverly Hills. Agency is Gerth-Pacific
idv., Los Angeles.
WHAT
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"LISTENED TO MOST"
BY 55.7% OF IOWA?
Newest survey tells all!
The biggest and best of the famous
"Summers-Whan"
surveysall on the
Iowa facts
radio audiences. Gives
plainly, impartially— listening trends,
station and program preferences, effects of age and education on listening, etc. Every sales executive needs
this book. Get yours today. No costl
Address Dept. S,
CENTRAL BROADCASTING CO.
Des Moines, Iowa
*— GET THIS BIG
BOOK TODAY!
No Cost
No Obligation
BROADCASTING

KFXM, San Bernardino. Milton
Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles, has
the account.
M. SHAIVITZ & SONS, Baltimore
(retail furniture store), starts soon a
transcribed series, It Takes A Woman,
on WOBM, Baltimore, twice-weekly.
9 :55-10 p.m. Agency is I. A. Goldman
& Co., Baltimore.
LOS ANGELES SOAP Co., Los Angeles, for White King laundry soap
and Sierra Pine toilet soap, has contracted for a five-weekly newscast,
12:15 p.m. on KOH, Reno, for 52
weeks. Agency is Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Hollywood.
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge
(Spry)
recently renewed
15-weeks
the
thrice-weekly
Yiddish for
program
on
WEVD, New York, Let There Be
Song. Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York.
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BMI
KMA

Puts

a

CONTROLS
ROOM

Drug

on

Farm

No.

1

Market

WANT to introduce a new drug
product in the No. 1 Farm Market?
Or revitalize an old one? KMA,
Shenandoah, Iowa, can help you do
it, as proved by the case history
of the "X" Company, cough syrup
manufacturers.
Prior to October, 1941, not a
single bottle had ever been sold
in this market. Then the "X" Company signed up with KMA for a
Monday-through-Friday show at
8:15 A.M., with greeting cards as
premiums in return for box-tops.

Typical KMA

Drug Store

KMA was the only advertising
medium used. Yet, within six
months, the campaign produced
9,433 box-tops — and the specialty
man selling behind the program
sold 876 retail druggists $13,000
worth of syrup!
This year the "X" Company is
doing a better business than ever,
and happily refer to themselves as
"a permanent KMA client". Which
ought to prove something!
KMA will be glad to tell you
more about its big drug market,
in which 1,685 drug stores normally do a business of $30,948,000
a year. Simply wx-ite for your free
copy of the KMA Atlas of Wholesale and Retail Druggists.

LEE N. HON and Leon W. Crager,
of the engineering staff of WBBM,
Chicago, have joined the Navy.
FRED HOXSIE. of the engineering
department of WICC Bridgeport,
Conn., is father of a hoy born Jan. 19.
ROYDEN FREELAND, studio engineer of WKY, Oklahoma City, is
father of a boy.
CAROLYN WATSON and Patty
Roberts, recent graduates of NYA radio school at Tonkawa. Okla., have
joined the studio technical staff of
WKY. Oklahoma City.
BERT COIL, transmitter supervisor
of WTCN, Minneapolis-St. Paul, has
enlisted in the USNR as lieutenant.
STANTON D. BENNETT, chief
engineer of KFAR, Fairbanks, Alas'a, has resigned to join Massachusetts
Institute of Technology where he will
be engaged in technical experiments
for the Navy. August G. Hiebert succeeds him as chief engineer at KFAR.
J. HOWARD RIDGWAY has joined
WIP. Philadelphia, as transmitter engineer.
HERBERT ECKSTEIN, master control engineer of AVIP, Philadelphia, is
teaching the Rad-Art course at Swathmore College.
SOL DUBIN, former operator of
C.IKL. Kirkland Lake, Ont., and
CHEX. Peterborough, Ont.. has
joined CKWS. Kingston, Ont.
ROBERT HENLEY, former chief engineer of WAOV, Vincennes, Ind., has
joined WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati, as
studio engineer.
VICTOR KALDER, former engineer
on WNYC, New York, and W47NY,
New York FM station, has joined
WLIB, Brooklyn, as studio control
operator. He replaces Phillip Greenstone, now on the engineering staff
of WOV, New York.
HAL BROWNE, previously with
Rockhill Recording, and Advertisers
Recording, has joined WLIB, Brooklyn, as studio control engineer. Sam
Felsinger has resigned as studio control operator to join the OWL
ROBERT DE HART, former engineer of WKRC. Cincinnati, and
WEEI, Boston, has joined CBS as assistant to Guy Hutcheson, engineer in
charge of international broadcasting.

WW
TIRE

COVERS placed on all Yellow Cabs in Cincinnati by WLW
are part of a campaign to tell the
public
the station's victory pledge
for
1943.

F. W. Vandover
FREDERICK W. (Bud) Vandover,
35, soloist of the Tom, Dick &
Harry trio, died Feb. 3 of a heart
attack in the main studio of WGN,
Chicago, 15 minutes before his
scheduled appearance on MBS. He
is survived by his wife, Margaret.
He started in radio, with his
brother, Gordon, on KMOX, St.
Louis in 1926 and in 1929 came
to WGN, where the two brothers,
together
the trio. with Marlin Hurt, formed
ALLIED

RADIO

CORP., Chicago,
mana pocket-sized
published
has just
ual by Maj.
J. G.
Tustison, Army
describes practiCorps, which
Signal
cal field-tested
short-cut methods for
servicing electronic and radio devices
with simplest equipment and tools.
WILSON PACE has resigned as chief
audio-engineer of WFBC, Greenville,
S. C, to teach advanced classes for
the Army Signal Corps at National
Defense Training Center, WashingHe is technical
succeeded staff.
by Richard
bin ofton. the
Robert LuW.
Webb, new to radio, and Gordon Pace,
formerly of WMRC, Greenville, have
been added to the control room staff.
THOMAS COPELAND, engineer of
WOWO-WGL, Ft. Wayne, Ind., is
father of a girl.

Seeks

Music

Of ASCAP
Writers
Provisions of Consent Decree
Studied by Copyright Group
POSSIBILITY that new music
composed by ASCAP members may
be made available to broadcasters
and other music users through
BMI was revealed last week, when
executives of the broadcasting industry's music licensing organization admitted that they had been
studying the situation for some
time and believed that it might
be possible for BMI to license the
work of ASCAP members without
violating the provisions of the
Government Consent Decree with
ASCAP.
Key to the situation is disclosed
by a difference in wording between
the ASCAP Consent Decree, which
empowers ASCAP to prohibit its
members from assigning to BMI
"the right to license or assign to
others the right to perform publicly for profit the respective copyrighted musical compositions of
which performance rights are
owned or controlled" by ASCAP
members, and the ASCAP articles
of Association, which omit the
word "copyrighted".
May Ask Interpretation
BMI's belief is that by expressly
speaking of "copyrighted musical
compositions" the Consent Decree
leaves the way open for ASCAP
members to assign to BMI any
works which have not been copyrighted. ASCAP agrees that the
Consent Decree confines its provi
sions to copyrighted works of
ASCAP members, but contends that
by so doing the Government permits ASCAP to make whatever restrictions it desires on all other
works of its members. According toASCAP's interpretation, there is
nothing either stated or implied in
the Consent Decree giving the So-t
ciety's members any wider powers
of licensing for non-copyrighted!
works than for their copyright*
compositions.
Conflict in interpretations may
be shifted by a request to the
Dept. of Justice for an official in
terpretation or BMI may open tht
way for a court test by securing
from an ASCAP member an as
signment of licensing authority oil
a non-copyrighted work and dis-i
tributing it to BMI licensees.
PRIZE of $2,000 is offered bj|
Chesebrough Mfg. Co.. New York, foil
the best script submitted for the CBg|
Dr. Christian program.
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AFM
All

Board

Week;

Meets

No

Plan

Recording
Ban,
Vital Issue
On Agenda, Not Brought Up
EXECUTIVE board of the American Federation of Musicians opened
its annual midwinter meeting last
Monday in the union's national
(headquarters in New York and met
daily through the week without
touching on the most important
business of the meeting, the formulation of conditions under which
the union would permit its members to resume work on phonograph records and transcriptions.
1 An AFM official said that the
^preliminary sessions had been demoted largely to routine union business but that the recording situation would probably come up for
[consideration before the end of
;;his week.
Senate Awaits Plan
Promise that the board would
i&eet to evolve a plan of settlement for presentation to the broad:asting and recording industries
and also to the Senatorial committee designated to investigate the
A.FM ban on recording was made
oy James C. Petrillo, AFM president, during hearings held by the
:ommittee last month in Washing;on [Brdadcasting, Jan. 18]. Senatorial inquiry into AFM practices
s being held in abeyance until
after the committee has received
ijhe AFM proposals.
j In addition to Mr. Petrillo, attendance at the board meeting includes: Charles L. Bagley, viceloresident, Los Angeles; Harry E.
iBrenton, treasurer, Boston; Leo
Cluesmann, secretary, Newark,
and the following members of the
union's executive committee: Osiar F. Hild, Cincinnati; Walter
M. Murdoch, Toronto; John W.
parks, Dallas; A. Rec Riccardi,
Philadelphia; Chauncey A. Weav:r, Des Moines.
Joseph M. Weber, president emeritus, and William J. Kerngood,
ecretary emeritus, are also presnt at the midwinter meeting.
Clark Probe Continued
I Meanwhile, the Senate last
|Thursday approved without opposition the Clark Resolution (SRes31). continuing the life of the
ijPetrillo Probe Committee. Under
• previous Senate action, all resolutions authorizing inquiry commitIJees expired Jan. 31. The measure
kuthorizes the five-man committee,
Jieaded by Senator Clark (D|('daho), to investigate the action
|iif AFM in denyihg its members the
Jfight to play or contract for re(ording or other forms of mechanical reproduction of music.
,' Senator Clark told Broadcasting
jast Friday that no word had been
ieceived from AFM regarding its
lommitment to offer a plan for settlement. He said the committee
would go ahead with its inquiry at
jn early date, hearing testimony
Irom representatives of industries
|ffected by the arbitrary ban and
|'rom public organizations as well
Js Government officials.
iRO

AD

CASTING

AGENCY

f
ent
ppoifitrn
yrfINSTITUTE
TECHNICIANS
of New
York
City (air conditioning), to J. R. Kupsick
Adv., N. Y. Radio is contemplated.
PERSONNA BLADE Co., New York, to
Amos blades.
Parrish Radio
& Co.,
sonna
willN.be Y.,
used.for PerAMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS, Jersey
City, to J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, for institutional advertising only.
No radio planned, although the company
uses it extensively for various drug products, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert. N. Y.
PENNSYLVANIA CENTRAL Airlines
Corp., New York, to J- Walter Thompson Co., New York. No radio contemplated.
LEHIGH COAL & Navigation Co., Philadelphia, to Lewis & Gilman, Philadelphia.
Pasadena

Minister

MITCHELL

6 = 15-6:45

A.M.

Taken

Off the Air Third Time
FOLLOWING REQUESTS by the
FCC for copies of talks given by
the Rev. Robert (Fighting Bob)
Shuler, pastor of Trinity Methodist Church, on KPAS, Pasadena,
Cal.j J. Frank Burke, station owner
and manager, cancelled the weekly
broadcast in the "interest of harmony", effective Jan. 31. It was the
third time the Rev. Mr. Shuler has
been ousted from the air. In 1930
the Federal Radio Commission revoked his license to operate the former KGEF, Los Angeles, from
Trinity Methodist Church. The Supreme Court upheld the Commission's action. KMTR, Hollywood, in
early April 1942, cancelled its
scheduled twice-weekly broadcasts
by the pastor following request for
script from FCC and Office of Censorship [Broadcasting, April 20,
1942].
The Rev. Mr. Shuler blamed his
latest run-in on "the same communistic bunch that has been out
to get me for a long time" and further declared that "the Congressional investigation of the FCC,
which was ordered recently, will
bring out a lot of startling information, especially as to the influence communists have in its funcHIGH-FREQUENCY radio is being
tion."by the Duramold division of
used
Fail-child Engine & Aviation Corp. to
make molded wood and plastic airplanes for military use, according to
recent reports which stated that although the process is still in the experimental stages it has been successfully employed by the company in producing the AT-14 all-wood Army
trainer.

365,000

EVERETT

people make

the

lT the beginning of every new day, Monday through
Saturday, Everett Mitchell, famous farm commentator,
greets his many friends in the cities, towns, rural communities and on the farms in the great Chicago Market,
with rollicking songs, smiles and a bit of cheer in the
form of helpful information and suggestions.
He is the Handy Man of the Air — the genial, helpful
neighbor whose hearty salutation is welcome in the
homes of the early risers all over the vast WMAQ listening area. Radio listeners invite him into their homes because he is such good company— because he renders real
assistance to his friends— both men and women.
Everett brings to the men farm news from the various
farm organizations, U. S. Department of Agriculture and
breed organizations, and Home Economist Lois Schenck,
a real farm girl, brings to the women practical help in
the preparation of nourishing, inexpensive meals so necessary in these days of conservation and rationing.
This is a program for town and farm people. So, if you
have a message for them, whether it be to increase your
sales or conserve your output, let Everett Mitchell give
it to his millions of friends during his attractive earlymorning program.

Youngs town metropolitan district the third
ON...

largest in Ohio.

WFMJ
The Chicago
Has more

listeners

this rich market
any other

Headley-Reed Co.
National Representatives
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ufUAn
Station most People listen to most

CHICAGO KEY STATION OF THE NBC NETWORK
50,000 WATTS
• 670 KILOCYCLES
Represented Nationally by NBC Offices in
NEW YORK
BOSTON
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON CLEVELAND
DENVER
SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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packaged shows
W tes
NEng
TWO
ted by CBS.
are bei
Ripples of Elm Street, a
weekly half-hour comedydrama centering about problems of
a mythical ancient history professor, was started Jan. 29, 6-6:30
p.m. (PWT) on Pacific Coast stations. Scriptwriter is Lane Lussier
of RKO Radio Pictures, Ted Bliss
is network producer, and the series
features Arthur Q. Bryan. WinnerTakes All, a new weekly half-hour
quiz show 9:30-10 p.m. (PWT),
tested Sundays on CBS Pacific
Coast stations, has five contestants
bid against one another, winner
risking his amount against total
lost bids. Perry Ward m.cees, Paul
West is scriptwriter and Paul
Pierce, network producer.

PROGRAMS
fi**&t
Air Corps Show
Food-for-Freedom Drive
PRESENTED from an airplane
COOPERATING with chairmen of
Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky War
hangar by the Sixth Ferrying
Boards of the Dept. of Agriculture,
Group of the Air Transport ComWLW, Cincinnati, is scheduling as
mand, Long Beach, Cal., Wings
Over the World started Feb. 3 on
a weekly feature during EveryBLUE Pacific stations, Wednesbody's Farm Hour, important deday, 7:30-8 p.m. (PWT). Series
velopments in the Food-for-Freedom campaign. New series, Your
combines music, comedy and draWar Board Reports, is under sumatizations based on actual experiences. Lt. Mitchell Frankovitch,
pervision of Ed
Mason, station's
former sportscaster of KFAC, Los
farm program
director.
ifc Sj! %
Angeles; Bill Johnson, BLUE, and
Pvt.
Hank
McCune,
former
m.c.
of
Aviation Course
Quiz on Rationing
NBC Hollywood, are producers.
AVIATION, its history, science
QUIZZING the audience of the
Corp. Ed Helwick, formerly of J.
Poli Palace Theatre, Hartford,
and invention, is featured in a
Walter Thompson Co., is scriptnew weekly WNBC, Hartford,
trio of quarter-hour programs
writer; Pvt. Nathan Scott, former
show. Cash awards and theatre
titled World of Wings, on WIND,
BLUE musical director, is in
tickets are prizes given by United
Chicago, under the direction of the
charge of musical arrangements.
Aircraft Club. Three OPA officials
radio council of Chicago public
Other participants include Bill
answer questions submitted by the
schools. Government military and
Andrews, former guest relations
audience.
airline sources furnish Chicago
manager of NBC Hollywood; Lt.
classrooms with supplemental flight
Pat Kearin; Pvts. Edward A.
maps, North Pole projection maps,
Favorite Melodies
Cooper, John Beal, Ken Martinand pictures sje
of planes.
dale; Corp. Alvie Grey and Sgt.
FAVORITE
songs for all ages and
i£
Dave Williams.
#
❖ *
War Workers Service
an account of today's war hero are
featured in Preferred Melodies, a
With United Nations
DIRECTED to service men and
thrice-weekly quarter-hour proINTERLACED with dramatic sewomen and war workers, a religgram on WCCO, Minneapolis. Proious program originating from the
quences, music and information
ducer-director isDoug McNamee.
Chambers-Wylie Memorial Presbystatistics, a new weekly moraleSeries is sponsored by Hamm Brewterian Church, Philadelphia, Sunbuilding program dealing with the
ing Co., St. Paul.
United Nations, The Thousand
days began Feb. 7 on WFIL, Phil* ♦ ♦
adelphia. The Rev. Charles J. McMillion, has begun on KOY, PhoeLife of a Saint
Kirachan, church pastor, conducts
nix. Series of 13 programs is
THE LIFE of a Catholic saint is
written and produced by Paul
the broadcast, which is non-denominational in appeal.
Charles Benard, continuity editor.
presented in dramatic form on Sunday morning half-hour broadcast
on WIND, Chicago. Series, titled
Ave Maria Hour, is sponsored by
the Franciscan Friars of the
Atonement.
IN THE RADIO
LIMELIGHT
* * *
a series of informative articles for radio advertisers
Children's Newscasts
and time-buyers, prepared by The Branham .Company
NEWS of the day adapted to
children is featured in twice-weekly five-minute newscasts on KGVO,
Missoula, Mont. Ruth Greenough
Schleber, education director of the
RADIO STATION WBLK
CLARKSBURG, W. VA.
station, directs the News for Children broadcasts.
250 WATTS
1400 Kc. NBC BNC
W. VA. NETWORK
* # *
JOHN A. KENNEDY, Pres. GEO. C. BLACKWELL, Station Dir.
Aids Gardeners
Hazel Atlas Glass, National Carbon, Pittsburgh Plate
Glass, Du Pont, Carnation Milk are among the industrial giants in the Clarksburg area — an area geared
by nature to war production, manufacturing and
dairying.
With higher wages and farm prices, incomes and buying powei incieased 71.5% for 1941 over 1939 . . .
Effective Buying Income totalling $28,885,000 in
Clarksburg
1942).

("Sales Management"

Magazine,

Spot, local and network advertisers use WBLK

NOTICE:

to cover

"NAME

coverage

BRANHAM
COMPANY
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
DETROIT ATLANTA CHARLOTTE DALLAS ST. LOUIS MEMPHIS
KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES SEATTLE
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# * *
Forbes "studio".
Navy Services
NAVY church service is broadcast
on WOR, New York, each Sunday
from the Brooklyn Navy Yard be
fore a congregation of American
and
British sailors. Service in
eludes the reading of a human in
terest letter received
by Navy
chaplains from men in active com
bat.
* Today
* *
Art

Radio

CONTEMPORARY American art
is interpreted for the layman by
guest artists, critics, gallery and
museum directors on a weekly
quarter-hour forum on WLIB
Brooklyn, titled Art for Americans

Station

Managers'.

THE

TUNE

CONTEST"

and

"NAME

THE

BAND

CONTEST"

Copyrighted in detail and available for
use only in certain localities

THE

38

A week later, Chief Engineer
W. M. (Mac) McGoffin (below)
go
who on.doubles with a daily toast and
coffee get-'em-up program, landed
in Room 6 down the corridor after
an operation. Mac stayed on the
air, too, thanks to an extension
from the remote setup in Ruth

Apr.

For Spots that SELL. Call a Branham-man

Page

ing by emergency measures taken
recently when key staff members
were confined for treatment
Christmas morning, Ruth Forbes
(top), staff announcer, and star
of For Women Only, suffered
shattered knee in an auto accident
Remote setup in General Hospital
Room No. 1 permitted the show to

TO HELP amateur gardeners grow
the most in the smallest space,
Cecil Solly, gardening authority,
has started a three-weekly quarterhour series on KJR, Seattle, titled
Gardening for Food.

this market'sRetail
potential
$66,363,000
Sales. of 60,183 radio families and
Ask a Branham-man to show you the WBLK
picture and the potential for your product.

STUDIO 'X' of KXRO, Aberdeen,
Wash., would come in handy in the
Aberdeen General Hospital, judg

HOWARD

Holder of Copyrights
apply to
W. DAVIS, Smith-Young Tower, San Antonio, Tex.
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FEW

CHANGES

WOR-Mutual

IN

Survey

RADIO

COLUMNS

Indicates Outlook

for

Radio Publicity During 1943 Is Good
By RICHARD M. PACK
question, only 10% cut radio space
l Director of Publicity, WOR, New York
during 1942. Moreover, the severe
WITH the end of every year,
cuts made in metropolitan New
ihe WOR press department does its
York were largely responsible for
pnual fall housecleaning. Out to
making the figure this high. Outeveryone who receives WOR proside of New York, the curtailment
gram folios and/or publicity refigure was less than 5%. Incideneases, goes a flock of post card
tally, two papers reported an injuestionnaires. The general idea,
crease in space devoted to broad>f course, is to check on newscasting. They were the Wall Street
japer staff changes, bring all the
Journal and the Daily Worker!
ness lists up to date and toss out
Mutual Questionnaire
iead wood that has piled up during
At
the
time the WOR press de:he year. Comes this annual oncepartment issued its questionnaire,
>ver and you discover to your
the Mutual press department,
imazement that you have been
headed by Lester Gottlieb, sent out
lending releases regularly to a
a similar questionnaire which covpeeper in a State penitentiary —
ered the entire country, with the
why you'll never know.
exception of the area reached by
This year we decided to make
WOR.
^ur press questionnaire serve anThe war brought about no radi>ther important purpose beside the
cal changes in newspaper radio
!>ne of making sure that every
columns throughout the country,
lewspaper and magazine in our
according
to Gottlieb's extensive
survey.
area is getting the kind of publicity service it wants. Sticking
Almost 50% of the publications
■')ur necks out all the way, we
queried by Mutual reported that
idded the following leading questhe situation remains very much
the same as it did a year ago.
tion to the query card: "Has your
)aper curtailed radio space dur10% have added lineage to their
ng the past year?"
columns in the last 12 months, due
Returns In
chiefly to the constantly increasing number of war features and
' Then we sat back and waited —
,i bit fearfully — for the returns to
public service programs on the air.
Only 2% of all those questioned
jjOll in. At the start of the year we
iad anticipated that war might
reported their columns had been
eliminated. There was no comment
>ring a curtailment of the space
hewspapers devote to radio colfrom the remainder of those querimns, listings and pictures. The
ied. The WOR and MBS surveys
japer shortage — or at least the
together covered some 750 newspapers and magazines.
alk about it — might result, we had
figured, in a general cutting down.
In the magazine field generally,
Moreover, there was the possibility
there was no curtailment of space
devoted to radio. In fact, there was
'hat, if newspaper advertising
a noticeable increase in the attenineage dropped sharply the editoral axes would hack first at the ration given by national magazines
lio columns.
of all kinds to broadcasting and
As 1942 rolled ahead, we saw
broadcasters. The trend to inome of those axes start swinging,
creased magazine coverage of radio was particularly apparent in
particularly around New York
the picture magazines.
pity. The New York Post dropped
Also noticed by both WOR and
lljts daily radio column and radio
lictures; the New York HeraldMBS surveys was the effect of the
war on the personnel handling the
tribune killed practically all of its
radio departments of newspapers.
iunday radio space except for listScores of radio editors went into
hgs; the Journal- American startId using even fewer radio pictures
ijian before and the New York Sun
ropped all of its Saturday radio
eatures. The Newark Star-Ledger
jnd • the Long Island Daily Press
|bandoned their radio columns.
I But we weren't sure what the
icture was outside of metropolian New York. WOR's press department services several hundred
fiwspapers outside of New York
!ity, and it wasn't so easy to desrmine to what extent, if at all,
iie out-of-towners were cutting
own. That was the reason for askig that new question.
When all election districts were
nally accounted for, the results
rere far better than we had dared
ope. Out of all the papers in New
1'ork, New Jersey, Connecticut,
Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts
hich answered our curtailment
BROADCASTING
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the armed services during 1942
or to Government agencies. In
many cases, women replaced them.
Comment from radio editors indicated generally that they want
their releases short and like lively
anecdotes about radio personalities, brief behind-the-scene features and plenty of straight news.
What about the year ahead?
Judging by these surveys of the
1942 radio publicity scene, we can
expect that there will not be any
considerable curtailment of space
in 1943 — unless, of course, there
is a major paper shortage that
would result in newspapers drastically slashing the number of their

ever are interested in radio programs and radio personalities.
They want not only program listings,
news,radio
features
and The
pictures ofbuttheir
favorites.
job radio is doing in the war has
increased their interest in broadcasting. Certainly, if the broadcasting industry continues — and expands— its war activities in 1943,
radio should be a more newsworthy
subject than ever.
Beech-Nut

News

BEECH-NUT PACKING Co., Canajoharie, N. Y., on Feb. 15 will start
a 52-week campaign for its gum
and coffee, using Rad Hall and the
News, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, 8:30-8:45 a.m. on WEAF,
New York. Agency is Newell-Emmett Co., New York.

By all indications, by all availpages.able evidence, newspaper and magzine readers these days more than
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Radio

(Continued from page 12)
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CREATING
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Freindshafi
Przyjazn
Amistad

mine essentiality in terms of local
needs. In other words, the existence
of a given broadcasting occupation
among the list of essential occupations within the industry's list does
not guarantee deferment consideration. The board is served with this
list as a guide. If the opinion of
any given board is such as to
negate the essentiality of one man
in any given circumstance, it is
likely the man will be drafted.
Listed as "non-deferable" are 29
occupations and 36 entire activities. Examples of "non-deferable"
occupations are porters, messengers, errand boys, office boys,
doormen and starters, and elevator
operators and starters.
For the present this edict which
establishes "non-deferable" occupations and industries is meant to
apply only to those within the 1838 age group and WMC's plan is
to enable men with dependents in
this age range to switch to more
essential war jobs through cooperation with local USES offices. Although WMC officials admitted the
^ possibility of expanding the age
group to include older men in the
future, they suggested replacements for "non-deferable" jobs
should be sought among women and
physically handicapped and overage men.
Sterner Measures Seen

Freundschajt
FRIENDSHIP is spelled differently in every
language but 5,000,000* listeners in
greater New York have learned to identify WBNX as the FRIENDLY VOICE of
their own tongue. All of which adds up
to proven sales satisfaction for national and regional ad-ertisers in the
world's richest market. For effective yet
economical coverage of metropolitan New
York, WBNX is an outstanding value.
Over 70% of New York's population is foreign born or of foreign parentage.

Considerable speculation was
given to the possibility of adding
actors and musicians to the list of
non-deferable occupations, although
nothing in that direction is likely
to materialize in the immediate
future. One WMC spokesman told
Broadcasting that he could "appreciate the logic" of such a move
but declined to comment on the
proximity of such a possibility.
Another development seen likely
is the inclusion of sales, promotional, clerical, legal and similar
personnel among the "non-deferable" occupations. Although Mr.
McNutt said last week that 10 of

Winner of the PEABODY
CITATION for Public Service to Foreign Language
Groups.

They

J

Numerous stories in the press
last week pointed up the fact that
all men in essential industries, deferred for reasons of dependency,
were to be classified 3-B instead of
3-A, whether or not they held essential occupations. These stories made
it seem as a new development, although actually the directive went
out to local boards last April
(known as LBR-123) and the failure or tardiness of boards to adopt
the policy was explained away by
National Selective Service officials
as "the pressure of increased defor military
WMC mandsofficials
haveservice".
stressed the
fact that representation of an individual's occupation on the list of
essential occupations is in no way
a guarantee of deferment. In fact
no blanket deferment is possible
under the terms of the National
Selective Service Act. The only
benefit to be derived from the list
of critical occupations is the deferment of an essential man for at
least six months to allow for the
training of a replacement.
Under the system of hiring controls announced last Friday, machinery will be possible in all laborshortage areas to insure the manpower needs of essential industries.
Immediately this system applies to
32 areas in the country where
"critical shortages" have been designated. Other areas may be installed in the system if the local
needs dictate such a program in
the estimate of the Regional WMC
Director after determination of
needs with the regional management-labor war manpower committees.

Like

Local "Critical" Tests
Where the need is felt for such

Style

a system,pationsa willlist
"critical" by
occu-a
be ofestablished
local manpower chief of the area
and "all hiring, rehiring, solicitations and recruitment of workers
for specified employments shall be

A station either DOES or DOES NOT
have that certain something you
know the honcst-to-goodness ability
to move merchandise from dealers'
shelves. WAIR is famous for its
salesability. A test will prove it.

WBNX
5000

Our

every 14 physically-fit men would
be in the services by the close of
the year, Congressional opposition
has risen against drafting of fathers before the reservoir of single
eligibles has been exhausted.
In view of the military manpower needs, it is apparent that
sterner deferment practices will increase. Deferment policies have
been tightened and only men in
strictly essential jobs may look to
deferment, despite dependency.
No Blanket Deferments

conducted solely through the agency designated by the WMC or in
accordance with such arrangements
as the regional manpower director
In practice this system is not
likely
to affect broadcasting for
may approve".
the present- It is primarily intended to solve the manpower quotas of
war plants. However, if certain radio occupations, considered essential in Occupational Bulletin No.
27, also are considered essential
locally in view of the available supply, then they would be appended
to the local critical list.
Supply of cumstancespersonnel
of this kind under
would cirbe
based upon priority in terms of importance to the war effort. In manufacturing industries this would
likely be determined on the basis of
War Production Board priorities
accorded industries. In service industries, such as broadcasting,
"common sense" would likely be the
determinant, it was learned.
Areas of critical labor shortage,
listed by WMC, are:
Akron ; Baltimore ; Bath, Me. ;
Beaumont ; Bridgeport ; Brunswick,
Ga. ; Buffalo; Charleston, S. C. ;
Cheyenne ; Dayton ; Detroit ; Elkton,
Md. ;ford Las
; Hart- ;
; Hampton
Vegas ; Roads,
Macon ; Va.
Manitowoc
Mobile ; New Britain, Conn. ; Ogden,
Utah ; Panama City, Fla. ; Pascagoula. Miss.
Ore.; ;Seattle
Ports- ;
mouth, N. H.; Portland,
; San Diego
Somerville, N. J. ; Springfield, Mass. ;
Sterling, 111. ; Washington ; Waterbury, Conn. ; Wichita.
Performing Right Bills
Are
Offered in House
REVIVAL of efforts to establish
a performing right in transcriptions and recordings, providing for
payment of royalties to the performing artists, was seen in two
measures introduced in the House
Jan. 28 by Rep. Scott (R-Pa.). The
measures followed in principle similar bills introduced periodically
for several years by a Pennsylvania
Congressman and endorsed by the
National Assn. of Performing Artists, which essayed to procure a,
right in recordings- These
propertysubsequently
efforts
lost out in thei
Supreme
Court.
The Scott bills (HR-1570 andj
1571) would amend the Copyright
Act of 1909, to encompass record^
ings of every character, involving
commercial public performance.
The main bill covers the proposals
in infinite detail while a second
in1
one paragraph
only amend
measure,would
the 1909 Act
length,
by eliminating its last paragraph
specifying that the reproduction oij
rendition of a musical composition
machine?
by or upon becoin-operated
deemed a public pershould not
unless an admissionformance
fee isfor profit
charged.

SOUND EFFECTS produced by th<
Curtiss-Wright Helldiver plane havd
been recorded for broadcasting b^
Gennett Records, New York.

Watts
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CBS

- BBC

Series

Aids United
Cause
i NEW SERIES of International
jrograms, Transatlantic Call:
°eople to People, started yesterday
(Sunday, Feb. 7) on CBS here and
,he BBC in England. Series, conceived by CBS President William
3. Paley during his London visit
ast year, is designed to bring
ibout a closer relationship between
England and America by telling
;he people of each country how
heir allies live, work and fight.
Broadcast simultaneously on both
rides of the ocean, the programs
>riginate alternately in England
xnd the United States. First program, People With Jobs, came from
•ndustrial North England; second
■vill originate in Hollywood.
Norman Corwin will write,
)roduce and direct the American
>rograms. Geoffrey Bridson, BBC
>roducer, produces and directs
hose from England, under the
guidance of Lawrence Gilliam, director of features of BBC, now in
;he U. S. conferring with CBS exscutives about the series. Bob
Trout, CBS correspondent in Lonmn, is narrator of the programs
roming westward; Ronald Colman
vill handle the same asignment on
hose going east from here.
NBC Chicago Session
CLOSER cooperation between press
ind radio "to defend if necessary
jjhe
right Trammell,
of free speech"
urged
»y Niles
NBC was
president,
it the Chicago sessions of the NBC
traveling war clinic last Friday
i.nd Saturday. Representatives of
!|3 NBC midwestern affiliates atended. Stanley Hubbard, president
>f KSTP, St. Paul, presided. Other
peakers included Roy C. Witmer,
■ice-president in charge of sales;
I L. Menser, vice-president in
harge of programs; John M'cKay,
' nanager of Eastern Division Press
Department; Frank M. Russell,
'ice-president in charge of NBC
Vashington; John F. Royal, viceiresident in charge of International Broadcasting; Charles B.
Srown, director of advertising and
Promotion; Noran E. Kersta, manager of the television department;
j)r. James Rowland Angell, public
ervice counsellor ; William S.
Jedges, vice-president in charge of
Itations.

AFM Files Brief
A SUPPLEMENTAL brief in the
Government anti-trust suit before
Judge John P. Barnes in Chicago
was filed last Monday by AFM
Counsel Joseph A. Padway. The
brief reviews the oral argument
presented by the union two weeks
ago before Judge Barnes on the
AFM motion to dismiss the suit.
After hearing the arguments of
both Thurman Arnold, who appeared for the Government, and
Mr. Padway, Judge Barnes reserved his decision asking both
parties to file briefs in support of
their positions by Feb. 8 [BROADCASTING, Jan. 25]. Up to Friday,
however, the Dept. of Justice had
not submitted any papers since
the oral arguments two weeks ago.
Decision on the AFM motion to
dismiss the suit based on the oral
pleadings and the written arguments is expected to be made in
writing by Judge Barnes next
week.
UP Promotes Flory
HARRY R. FLORY, former European news manager of United
Press and for the last two years in
charge of UP coverage and communications arrangements on various war fronts, has been appointed
foreign news manager and director
of communications. He will supervise service to UP's 567 newspaper
and radio clients outside the continental United States. Mr. Flory
also will direct the UP communications facilities, including listening posts at New York, San Francisco, London, Santiago and Buenos
Aires.
WKBV
Sale Asked
TRANSFER of WKBV, Richmond,
Ind., from Knox Radio Corp. to
Central Broadcasting Corp. is
sought in an application filed by
William O. Knox with the FCC
Jan. 27. All the stock (1,000
shares) would be acquired for $30,000 by the following: Gerald F.
Allbright, president, 125 shares ;
Wilfred Jessup, vice-president, 5
shares; Eugene E. Alden, secretary, 5 shares; Rex Schepp, 125
shares; Central Newspapers Inc.,
740 shares. Allbright, Jessup and
Alden are directors.
Central Newspapers Inc., a subsidiary of Central Broadcasting,
owns 100% of WIRE, Indianapolis,
WAOV, Vincennes, Ind., and Oklahoma Newspapers Inc., publishers
of the El Reno Daily Tribune.

Rosenbaum

Stand

Gets

Reply

WOW

Gillin
Head

Sees Objections

In Proposed Settlement
JOHN J. GILLIN JR., general
manager, WOW, Omaha, in a letter to all broadcasters, dated Feb.
6, answers the recent communication to the industry by Samuel R.
Rosenbaum, president of WFIL,
Philadelphia, proposing that that
the AFM ban on recordings be settled by an agreement of all commercial users of recordings to pay
performance fees into a musicians
unemployment fund [Broadcasting, Feb. 1].
Letter points out that although
James C. Petrillo, AFM president,
has agreed to formulate specific
demands and to make them public
within the next week or ten days,
"Mr. Rosenbaum's suggestion is
that the broadcasting industry
should make a proposal to Mr.
Petrillo before Mr. Petrillo keeps
hisDescribing
promise." Mr. Rosebaum's solution as similar to that advanced by
Bernard Smith [Broadcasting,
Nov. 30], Mr. Gillin continues: "It
calls upon all commercial users of
recorded music to pay a percentage
of their receipts into a fund for the
benefit of unemployed members of
Mr. Petrollo's union and suggests
that broadcasters should recognize,
and should help Mr- Petrillo compel other industries to recognize, an

HEAR
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*A*4,215,000 industrial pay
roll in Orange and Jefferson
ReacAej 2ff0fl0
vi/0XK£7& /at
counties.
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obligation to these members."
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REAL

OPPORTUNITY

FOR

AN

ALERT,

AGGRESSIVE

SALESMAN

/~"kNE of the best-known companies in its field of
advertising needs another salesman — a personable fellow who at the same time is the kind of
salesman who uses his head to select a good, saleable product, and then uses both his head and his
feet to sell it, despite "Hell and high-water".
For such a man who combines real sales ability
with intelligence and integrity, we have a permanent, highly-paid job leading to constantly increasing responsibility, authority and income.

'"'

«„«

RADIO
RAU>

STATIONS

Think it over — or pass this advertisement on to
somebody you think would fill the bill. Men over
38 with successful experience in selling advertising media will naturally get preference. Our organization knows of this advertisement, so please
write fully. Address Box 275, Broadcasting Magazine, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington, D. C.
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Dr.

Jordan

Religious

Heads

NBC

Egolf Joins
NAB 7)
{Continued
from page

Broadcasts

DR. MAX JORDAN, research assistant to NBC's public service
counselor, Dr. James Rowland Angell, was appointed last week to
serve as NBC director of religious
broadcasts. He
will continue his
special assignment with Dr.
Angell, on the
Inter - American
University of the
Air.
Dr. Jordan
joined
NBC in
Dr. Jordan
1931 as European
representative, subsequently covering anumber of historical events,
including Hitler's march on Austria, the Munich Agreement, the
Ethiopian invasion and the first
stratosphere ascension by Dr. Pickard. Previously, he had studied religious philosophy abroad. For five
years he was foreign editor of
INS, later doing freelance writing.
He travelled extensively for three
years before joining NBC.
261 Enter Blue Debates
A RECORD registration of 261 students from 140 colleges has been
announced for the National Intercollegiate Radio Prize Debates, conducted by the American Economic
Foundation in cooperation with the
BLUE. First series last year had 178
entries. Debates will be broadcast by
local BLUE stations, Feb. 15 to
March 15, with finals in New York
April 18 on Wake Up America, BLUE
program presented by the foundation.

on recommendations made by President Miller.
Mr. Miller asserted that the new
NAB official, in addition to general public relations activity, will
handle matters incident to relations
between the industry and religious,
educational, civic and social groups.
He also will assist in handling
broad industry matters involving
Governmental regulation.
Mr. Egolf has had extensive experience in the advertising and
radio fields, covering 15 years.
Born in Kansas City, he was educated at Muskogee, Okla. and is a
graduate of the Law School of the
U of Oklahoma.
Agency Background
In both high school and college
HEMISPHERE SOLIDARITY is symbolized by this "Trophy of the
Americas" bearing flags of 21 American republics, being distributed to
affiliates of Radio Programas de Mexico. Mrs. Gloria Gutierrez de Quintanilla received one for XEW from Mr. Francisco, Assistant Manager
of Radio Programas de Mexico, while Mario Navanjo Quintanilla (left),
manager of XEFB, Monterrey station, watched the proceedings.
WILLIAM I. WALLACE, general
sales and merchandising manager of
North Central Broadcasting System,
with home office in St. Paul, has been
granted a leave of absence for the duration to manage a 527 acre grain and
dairy farm at Hawley, Minn., in
which he holds an interest, in order
to- keep it in production. His former
duties are being assumed by other
members of the staff.

Book

on

Radio

A LAYMAN'S GUIDE to radio
speaking, scriptwriting and other
phases of microphone technique is
found in Helen Sioussat's book,
Mikes Don't Bite (L. B. Fischer,
New York, $2.50). Reactions of
prominent personalities confronted
for the first time with a mike are
recounted by Miss Sioussat, whose
experiences as CBS director of
talks, enrich the book with interesting anecdotes. Introduction was
written by Elmer Davis, director
of the Office of War Information
and former CBS newscaster. The
book is light and humorous, with
appropriate line drawings by Jack
Hoins of the CBS publicity department.
GE

Promotes

Fritschel

E. H. FRITSCHEL, who joined
the General Electric Co. following
his graduation from Iowa State
College in 1926, has been placed in
charge of sales and industrial electronic tubes, in addition to his duties as director of sales of radio
transmitter tubes. Mr. Fritschel
succeeds Dr. H. A. Jones, now a
Lt. Col. in the Army Signal Corps.
BUY
JACK

BENNY
HELPS

Guarantee

WATTS

MUTUAL
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Sales Managers' Committee of the
NAB and served as president of
the Tulsa Advertising Club. He is
a member of the Board of the Tulsa
Better Business Bureau and of the
Market Development Committee of
the Tulsa Chamber of Commerce
In 1941 Mr. Egolf was re-elected
president of the Tulsa Federation
and treasurer of the Better Business Bureau. He also served as;
first Lt. Governor of the Tenth
District of AFA. In June last year
he was elected AFA vice-president
and in November as Governor of
the Tenth District.
Mr. Egolf is a member of Phi
Delta Gamma, is married and the
father of two children.
THE
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In 1932 Mr. Egolf became commercial manager of KVOO, then a
5,000-watt station, and was active
in its growth to 25,000 watts, under
general manager William B. Way.
In 1940 he was a member of the

Voice

TO

CKLUJ
| If you sell the Detroit Area, get the facts on CKLW
| coverage at lowest cost. Over 8,000 homes in our
primary area . . . who listen to a station backed
by dynamic pogrom alertness to the trend of the
times.

Listeners

he took prominent part in students'
affairs and was editor and co-publisher of a college magazine. Following graduation, he went to Florida and engaged two years in legal work and in editing and advertising as director of publicity
of the Rose Investment Co. He returned to Oklahoma to join the
Rogers-Gano Advertising Agency of
Tulsa and Chicago as account executive and copywriter. For five
years in this work, he handled all
types of advertising in magazines,
newspapers, direct-by-mail, posters
and radio. He edited several house
organs for agency clients.
Joins KVOO Staff

Homer

Walker

Co.

Griffith Co.
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tract us from our dark thoughts
at times when we are resting from
our exertions. Truly, there are
times when the 'belly laugh' is
incomparably more effective than
the more aesthetically named vehicles for building public morale."
Music programs have the same
nerve-relaxing and inspiring effect,
he points out, but there should be
more songs in two-four or marchhas a
although
ing time,
definite
value
of its"swing"
own.

TRAINING WOMEN as announcers, just in case manpower fails, is a
precaution taken by WIZE, Springfield, O. With other students watching,
Fred Kilian, WIZE program director, looks over a novice's shoulder as
she tries a high-powered commercial.

Dr.

Berg

Claims

Daytime

Medium
to Combat
THE DAYTIME serial is the best
,possible medium to combat Axis
^propaganda, concludes Dr. Louis
Berg, New York psychiatrist, in a
'')23-page vately
pamphlet
published
prirecently under
the title
^'Entertainment Programs and
ikWartime Morale". Coming from
jtane who has made the "soap opera"
[the subject of scourging attacks,
notably in the pamphlet, "Radio
knd Civilian Morale" [Broadcasting, Dec. 7], the statement creates
^surprise, but is not at variance
tvith Dr. Berg's previously expressed views on the subject.
Continuing in his disapproval of
•fehe actual content of many current
' Idaytime dramas, "still permeated
!!['With the despair and the destructive mental set of the 1930's", he
friow emphasizes the potentialities
mi the form itself. The NBC Pea'J'body prize winner Against the
ifStorm, now off the air, is cited as
f^n example of a program which
'^achieved most of the objectives
deeded to inspire in listeners the
x'will to war".
Selects Morale Builders
The four goals for the "soap
>peras" outlined by Dr. Berg are
n brief: 1) Through dramas, to
^how the enemy as he is; 2) to
IAnticipate Axis propaganda; 3) to
,£ive an accurate portrayal of the
American way of life, demonstrating its values by showing the consequences of their loss; 4) to present wartime needs in dramatic
form, incidentally recruiting larger
audiences.

Axis

Serial

Best

Propaganda

Ten "psychiatrically
grams have been selectedsound'"
from profive
categories, as the "best morale
builders in radio." They are: Pure
Entertainment — Fibber McGee &
Molly, NBC, (S. C. Johnson & Son,
floor wax) ; Fred Allen, CBS (Texas Co.) ; Entertainment Drama,
Evening — One Man's Family, NBC
(Standard Brands, yeast) ; Amos
V Andy, CBS (Campbell Soup
Co.) ; Daytime Programs — Against
the Storm, NBC (Procter & Gamble, Duz) ; The Goldbergs, CBS
(Procter & Gamble, Duz). Entertainment with a Purpose — Cavalcade of America, NBC (E. I. Du
Pont de Nemours Co., institutional) ; The Commandos, CBS (sustaining). Military Life Programs
— Army Hour, NBC (sustaining) ;
The Man Behind the Gun, CBS
(sustaining) .
Relaxation Needed
Music and laughter rank high as
desirable ingredients for a good
"morale builder", while out-and-out
propaganda dramas, and certain
types of message-burdened radio
programs, designated as "amusementfor
programs
with a purpose,"
come in
considerable
criticism.
"Because we are prone to think
of war in terms of emotions," writes
Dr. Berg, "we have a great need
for radio programs which will dis-

Cited as an example of the best
kind of radio drama designed to
amuse and at the same time create
attitudes that will facilitate our
victory, is Cavalcade of America.
Radio plays dealing with the American spirit of fair play, our sense
of family and neighborliness, such
as One Man's Family and The
Aldrich Family, are especially commended.

m

(k

Atrocity propaganda dramas are
highly over-estimated as to their
effectiveness, according to Dr.
Berg. He points out that through
picturing Italy, Hungary and other
Axis partners as unwilling accomplices, there is a tendency to "coddle" our enemies. Declaring that
propaganda dramas are "ineffectually written and produced", he calls
upon advertisers, agencies and
others to correct that condition.
The need for a sound and unified
strategy in defensive psychological
warfare, and for the education of
officials regarding the power of
radio, are the two findings of paramount importance revealed by his
survey, concludes Dr. Berg. He
summarizes :
"Official America has developed
no adequate unity of plan, or even
conception, of strategy for conducting defensive psychological warfare with unrivaled effectiveness.
Civilian and military leaders alike
appear to have no more complete
understanding of our psychological air power — radio — than they
had of military air power before
the war." Radio, he says, is "by far
the best medium" we possess for
mobilizing morale: it reaches the
greatest number of people, estimated at 90 millions day in, day out:
listening requires much less effort
. and concentration than reading :
receiving sets are often available
to homes cut off from other media."
NOW

6
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(Continued from page 9)

to and from Rep. Cox. Edward
J. Lord, formerly general manager
of WALB, testified Tuesday regarding operation of the station
during his period of tenure. Primarily the testimony was concerned with the character of the
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station's operation and Mr. Lord
was required to submit considerable personal papers belonging to
his files concerning his association
with the station.
Will Seek Transfer
Mr. Allen, station counsel, questioned Mr. Lord's legal right to
possession of some of the papers
and finally threatened the witness
with larceny charges before a
Georgia grand jury. FCC Counsel Cohn objected and the Commission's Examiner, Donald M. Harris, finally cautioned Mr. Allen that
he would ignore such comments in
considering the facts of the case
since it represented an attempt to
intimidate the witness.
At the close of Wednesday's session the Commission ordered resumption of the hearing in Washington Feb. 25 when C. D. Tounsley is scheduled to resume his direct testimony which was interrupted Jan. 16 by the witness' ill
health. Mr. Allen expressed his intention of filing for transfer to Albany, Ga. If this is denied he said
he would seek the right to take
depositions and finally would ask
postponement of the hearing in
Washington to later in March if
both of other maneuvers fail.
Meanwhile on Capitol Hill, Rep.
Martin Dies (D-Tex.), chairman of
the House Special Committee to investigate un-American activities,
reiterated charges that three members of the FCC staff are "communists" and promised to hand
over his evidence to the Cox committee. Those named are attached
to the Commission's Federal Broadcast Intelligence Service.
The charges against FCC personnel were leveled during an
hour-long speech on the House
floor Tuesday, in which the Texan
named about 40 Government employes. At the same time, Mr. Dies
called on Congress to demand strict
accountability from agency heads
"for their acts and their conduct."
FCC employes, named in the
speech as staff members of the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service, include Frederick L. Schuman,
Goodwin B. Watson and William
E. Dodd Jr.
Mr. Dies branded Mr. Schuman,
the FBIS Chief Political Analyst
whose salary is $5,600, "as a
man of violent political views".
The Congressman read from a
campaign pamphlet for Communist
candidates Foster and Ford, signed
by Schuman, calling on workers in
the professions and arts "to join
in the revolutionary struggle
against Capitalism". Mr. Schuman,
professor of Political Science, on
leave from Williams College, Williamstown, Mass., is the author of
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WGST, Atlanta; and WMAZ, Macon, and three are in cities remaining on Eastern War Time :
WRDW, Augusta; WRBL, Columbus, and WTOC, Savannah.
The Blondie programs on the
three stations now on CWT have
been shifted from the original
broadcast at 7:30-8 p.m. (EWT),
to the rebroadcast at 10:30-11 p.m.
(EWT). Sponsor is R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem; product is Camels and agency is William Electric
Esty & Co.,
Co., Schenectady,
New York. General
has

$6,500.
Third target of the Dies' attack,
Mr. Dodd, son of the former U. S.
ambassador to Germany, has a
$3,200 FBIS job. Mr. Dies said
Dodd had recently, on advice of his
committee and the FBI, been denied a State Department visa to
go abroad. Dodd was accused of being a secretary of the American
League for Peace and Democracy,

also shifted the Frazier Hunt
broadcast in Atlanta, only city
affected for this program, from the
original broadcast at 6-6:15 p.m.
to
the repeat
at 10:45-11 p.m.
Pro
gram
is institutional,
placed
through Maxon Inc., New York.
NBC and the BLUE report that
their Atlanta outlets are the only
ones changing time and that so
far there has been no need to alter

which Rep. Dies said "had been
branded as subversive" by the Attorney General.

network
as the hour's
difference schedules,
in time broadcast
has

Rep. Woodruff (R-Mich.) in extending his remarks in the Congressional Record last Wednesday
called attention to the Dies charges
and mentioned again the names of
the three FBIS employes. He contended this sort of influence in Government "must be rooted out" and
Rep. Dies' demand that such people be "ousted from the Government payroll" should be heeded.
In the House last Thursday, Rep.
Hendricks (D-Fla.) proposed an
amendment to the Post Office and
Treasury appropriation bill, providing that no part of any appropriation contained in the act should
be used to pay the compensation of
the Government officials and employees enumerated by Chairman
Dies. These included the names of
Messrs. Schumann, Watson and
Dodd. Last session, the FCC appropriation bill carried a rider
specifying in effect that Dr. Watson be released, through the "no
appropriation" provision.

YOU

. . . The

not adversly affected any commercial network programs in that city.
MBS said that although a number
of its Georgia stations have
changed from Eastern to Central
time, the network has not had to
revamp its schedule as a result
N. J. Radio Council
REPRESENTATIVES of six radic
stations and some 30 civic and educational organizations in New Jersey weretoriumtoof the
meetBamberger
Feb. 8 in the
audistore
in
Newark to lay plans for forming
a New Jersey Radio Council. Mrs
R. W. Cornelison, educational
chairman of the New Jersey Federation of Women's Clubs, was tc
preside at the meeting, which wat
to be addressed by Mrs. Dorothj
Lewis, coordinator of listener ac
tivities of the NAB. Stations par
ticipating in the meeting were t(
be WAAT, WHOM, Jersey City
WBAB, WFPG, Atlantic City
WPAT, Paterson; WOR, Nev
York.

SEEN

Pole

HITS

PROGRAMS
ON CBS
TWO CBS programs, Blondie and
News by Frazier Hunt, are the
only commercial network programs
affected by the Georgia time
changes, according to a check of
major networks made by Broadcasting last week. Of the six CBS
affiliates in the state, three are located in cities adopting Central
War Time: W G P C, Albany;

several standard text books used in
University political science courses.
Dr. Watson, Chief Broadcast
Analyst at $6,500, was the center
of bitter controversy when the
Commission's appropriation bill
came before the House a year ago.
Mr. Dies said he warned Chairman
Fly about Watson in November,
1941.
The House version of the FCC
appropriation for 1943 provided
that none of the fund should go to
Watson, but this was later deleted
by the Senate. Mr. Dies said Tuesday that Watson has been raised
since that time from $5,600 to
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cities in 27 states, carried a total
lineage of 153,600 from Jan. 13,
when the show's format was
changed, through Wednesday of
last week. They appeared for the
most part next to radio program
listings in 128 papers, and served
as promotion for the newly-reorganized program, starring George
S. Kaufman and Oscar Levant.

Monopoly

Hearing
for Feb. 10

Set
(Continued from page H)
?to determine what we may hear in
'local meeting halls, the brief said
;it would be "far more pernicious
for a like number to dominate what
goes over the airwaves".
Calling for greater competition,
the brief held that the percentage
of profit made by the networks "is
so large as to indicate still further
that a truly competitive situation
Is

does not exist". Alluding to the
"radio pipe lines into the market
iafof thought", the Union said it
would oppose Government domination of broadcasting at least as
jStrongly as any other centralization of power over radio.
1 American System in Jeopardy
[ Contending that the regulations
are in aid of diversity over the radio, the brief stated that it seemed
reasonable that unless the Commission steps in now, the American
people will have to choose "between
control over the airwaves by a few
corporation officials and control
over the airways by a few Government officials."
The AAAA brief, pointing out
that the American system is made
rpossible by advertising revenue,
declares: "It is essential to the
[meeds of advertising practitioners and of all their clients that
there be no reduction in the number
<of radio stations which are now
available outlets for the national
advertiser in each community, and
[that there be no impairment of the
present availability of these stations for the needs of the national
advertiser of these stations."
Nets at Disadvantage
Argument is focused on the regulation forbidding exclusive options
Nof station time by the networks
[which, the AAAA contends, "places
the networks at a serious competitive disadvantage. ... In most instances, space and circulation can
]be purchased in any quantity for
,firm delivery. In broadcasting, unjJder the proposed order, no assurances of any kind can be given the
||jadvertising practitioner as to the
jLtime and stations available within
£a reasonable negotiating period,
giving due consideration to all the
elements which go into the making
of a commercial broadcasting proram."
Brief states that "no station unColumbia's Station for the
SOUTHWEST

WICHITA
KANSAS
Call Any Edward Petry Office
I5ROADCASTING

NOVEL FABRIC SCREEN conceals the pipes of the organ in the new
auditorium studio of WPTF, Raleigh, recently opened in the 16-story
Durham Life Insurance Co. Bldg. Facilities include talent, visitors and
announcers lounges, clients' audition room, music library, three smaller
studios and the audit~rium, built by Johns-Manville with non-parallel
walls to NBC acousticpl specifications. A little more than a year ago
WPTF installed a new 50-kw. Westinghouse transmitter.
der the proposed order could agree
in advance to make any time available when and if ordered on behalf
of a network advertiser. ... It
places the purchase of commercial
broadcasting from the listener circulation standpoint on a 'what-isleft' basis, rather than on an assured-in-advance basis such as is
sold by the competitors of network
broadcasting."
Competition Endangered
Arguing that "the maintenance
of vigorous competition among the
networks is in the public interest,"
the brief continues, "the advertising practitioners fear that the effect of the Commission's order will
be the extinction of this vigorous
competition by the order's tendency
to promote a network of the strongest individual stations, leaving the
weaker stations without adequate
financial support."
The present networks grew
through program popularity, building audiences for all their affiliate
stations, strong and weak alike, the
AAAA contends, so that when the
network is sold as a unit, "the
stronger stations carry the weaker
stations of the network". But under
the proposed rules "an advertising
practitioner or its client or any
other party in control of top ranking programs could set up a network comprised of the stronger stations in each locality" which would
"command the most desirable commercial broadcasting business, to
the injury — in financial returns
and listening audience — of the
weaker stations.
Would Injure Locals
"The result would be that all but
the strongest stations would become more and more undesirable
for use by advertising practitioners whose clients are national advertisers. The effect upon network
broadcasting would probably be
that instead of having four national
networks, now actively competing
among themselves, with the best
audience building programs, there
would be one all-powerful network
confined to a single group of the
strongest stations of the country.
"The weakening of the present
networks, through the loss of influential stations and of top-rank-
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ing programs, would lessen their
ability to serve the smaller stations
with audience building programs.
A vicious circle might thus be developed injurious to the great bulk
of advertising practitioners, advertisers arid weaker stations."
The AAAA also points out that
advertisers and agencies were not
invited to testify at the investigation on which the FCC based its
network-monopoly regulations, adding: "It may be that if the Commission had secured the testimony
of the principal commercial users
of broadcasting the majority would
have come to a conclusion other
than that set forth in their opinBrief concludes with a request
that the authority of the FCC "be
clarified by the Trial Court after
ion".

Stanley for Douglas
JOHN STANLEY, New England
news commentator, has been selected as commentator for the Sunday evening 10:30-10:45 period on
11 Mutual stations, which W. L.
Douglas Shoe Co., Boston, starts
March 7. Other Mutual outlets will
carry the news series on a sustaining basis. Agency is Harold Cabot
&, Co., Boston.
Hilda Lucey Leaves
HILDA LUCEY, radio timebuyer
of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York,
on March 1 is leaving to join her
husband, Ensign John C. Harley,
stationed at Quonset Point, R. I.

KGO's

CAST HAS 51%

hearing the testimony."

Advertising

Aids

Rating
Of Cresta Blanca Show
TEST of listener reactions to the
five-week newspaper advertisingcampaign for the MBS Cresta
Blanca Carnival program reveal
an increase of some five points in
the show's audience rating, according to a survey made by C. E.
Hooper Inc., New York, for William H. Weintraub & Co., New
York, agency handling the broadcast for Schenley Import Corp.,
New York.
The advertisements placed in 68
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Time
Gain
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Over

Gross

Sales
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Hits

$254,800,000
(Continued from page 7)
45.3%, constituted national network business. Local business, aggregating $52,000,000, represented
27.2%, while national and regional
non-network spot, totalling $49,500,000 accounted for 25.9%. Regional network business, aggregating $3,000,000, represented 1.6%
of the total.
Thus, with the exception of
weakness in the local sponsor field,
gains on the part of various portions of the medium were about
equal. Net time sales of national
networks rose approximately 8.5%
above the 1941 level, while regional
network advertising increased in
the neighborhood of 9%. For the
first time in several years, the gain
in national and regional non-network advertising was less than
that in the national network field.
Net time sales to national and regional spot advertisers in 1942
were 8.1% above the 1941 level
as compared to an increase of
22.9% in 1941 over 1940.
The weak showing in the local
field undoubtedly was due to dislocations of retail trade and service
industries, as well as problems con-

Hi
OIKS

1 wrseey
k

BEST

d

MOST

fronting smaller distributors, all
of which constitute important segments of local radio advertising
volume.
While limitations of sample do
not permit detailed analysis of the
trend as to radio advertising volume by class of station, nevertheless a number of significant factors appear. The majority of stations situated in primary and secondary markets of any importance
seem to have continued to enjoy
gains in net time sales volume. On
the other hand, losses probably
have been experienced by a large
number of limited, day and parttime stations of the regional and
local classes, as well as by unlimited, day and parttime stations of
the regional and local classes, as
well as by unlimited time local stations, situated in uneconomic markets. These marginal stations lead
a continuously precarious existence and are the first to suffer
when advertising volume either begins to grow more slowly or to
show an actual decline.
National non-network advertising appears to have grown relatively more rapidly over local unlimited time stations than over any
other class during the past year,
increasing between 10% and 15%
as against 1941. Advertising by
this type of sponsor seems to have
increased between 7% and 10%
over clear-channel and regional
fulltime stations. Fairly heavy declines in national and regional nonnetwork business probably have occurred for many limited time, parttime and daytime stations.
Little Basic Type Changes
Local advertising volume appears to have increased to a somewhat greater degree over clear
channel stations than over stations
of any other class, although trends
in this respect are not entirely
clear at this writing. Local sponsorship over unlimited time regional stations held its own, while
there has been a slight decline in
such business over local stations.
Declines probably also have been
heavy in the case of limited and
daytime stations.
There has been little change in

frffiii

in

1942

the relative importance of the various basic types of radio advertising. The proportion of total net
time sales represented by national
network advertising rose from
44.3% in 1941 to 45.3% in 1942.
This is a usual concomitant of
periods in which radio advertising
growth slows up or declines, due to
greater stability of national network advertising sponsorship. The
percentage of total net time sales
represented by national and regional non-network advertising rose
from 25.4% in 1941 to 25.9% in
1942, while that represented by
local advertising declined from
28.8% to 27.2% over the same period.
Volume to Be Stable
On the basis of trends in recent
years, it is ventured that radio
advertising volume in 1943 will be
comparatively stable and that few
important increases will occur during the year. The effect of wartime operations, with shortages of
many products and rationing all
down the line, however, makes prognostication hazardous. Net time
sales over the last six years are
set forth in the following table:
Total Radio Net Time Sales
(1937-1942)
Year
1937

% Change
Net time sales previous
yr.
$117,903,973
from
(Estimated)

1
Estimates
of the gross billings
1217,3
9, 79
of the major
96 ,4 networks have been
5—
made more 8,0difficult
during the last
2+691 0.
%
two years by0.74the
fact that NBC
has discontinued% issuing figures of
%
.7 3% %
719 3. .1
24+ 1+71 06
6. .2 0+0
68 53 0,
5. .7 00
15 179 191,

■!//

$191,000,000

this type. Other estimates available
show CBS with an aggregate of
$45,593,125 as compared to $44,584,378 in 1941; Blue Network Co.
with $15,782,493 as against $12,858,169 in 1941 (the BLUE was
separated from NBC at the beginning of 1942) ; and Mutual $9,636,122 as against $7,300,955 in
1941.
Because of the lack of comparable figures among the networks,
it is difficult to determine trends
in different classes of business.
Based on data available, the following table, projected from estimated gross billings for national
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Cleveland Dept. Store Tragedy
Defers Broadcast
FOR THREE years salesmen of
WGAR, Cleveland, had been working to sell officials of the Steam
Co., large Cleveland department
store. Finally Bob Forker, handling
the account, closed the contract.
The show had been auditioned, accepted and scheduled to start the
morning of Jan. 20.
The eve of the big day arrived.
Bob went to bed satisfied that nothing was left undone to give Steam's
a bang-up good program the next
morning. That night, however, fire
broke out in the big department
store.
WGAR described Bob's tragedy
thus:

"Forker, ever loyal to the account, ever loyal to WGAR, rushed |
to see, his ears could not believe. )
"But there — there — 'twas true,
his beautiful new account — burning— going up in smoke. Oh horror,
oh death, oh gawd, his 15%."
The store has postponed the program indefinitely. Damage reached
$100,000 and the store has been
closed until repairs can be com-j

pleted.
network advertising by type of J
sponsoring business for 1942, is;
computed as a guide on this im0.8%
portant phase of radio advertising.
4.0%
Estimated National Network Gross
Billings by Product Groups 0.9%
4.7%
(1942)
%
Product
billings
Gross
27.5%
1.3%
group
tota*
Automotive
$
0.2%
22.1%
Clothing & dry goods —
4,770,000
954,000
Confectionery and soft
2.7?
0.79
drinks
Drugs & toilet goods — 32,395,000
5.538,000
Financial
& insurance0.19
1,120,000
Foods & food
beverages
House furnishings & 26,204,000 15.49j
1,589,000
299,000
equipment
Jewelry
& silverware
Petroleum products &
0.1%
fuel
3,256,000 11.89!
Publications
R a d io s, phonographs,
1,410,000
etc
6.591
908,000
Soaps & household supplies
13,961,000
Tobacco products
Travel & Hotels
_ _ 18,176,000
102,000
Political
Miscellaneous
61,000
7,457,000
Total gross billings__$118,200,000 100.09
Probably the most significant di
closure in this table is the greai
stability shown by the princip£(
network
sponsors
during 194?
Cigars, cigarettes and smoking td
bacco, drugs and toilet goods, food
and food beverages, and soaps an
household
supplies
account fc
slightly more than three-quartel
of national network advertising
As far as can be determined, th
advertising of the two most inij
portant of these groups — food an
drug and cosmetics — remained con
paratively unchanged. N e t w 0 r
gross billings of the drug and co
metic group seem to have rise}
about 2% over the 1941 level, whi
those of the food group increase!
between 1.5% and 2%. Soaps ar
household
equipment advertisiri
over national networks seems
have remained unchanged in vc
ume during the past year. Of tl
• Broadcast
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'our groups mentioned above,
intobacco showed any material only
crease in national network expenditures, volume in this instance risng between 15% and 20%.
• Automotive advertising over na;ional networks increased about
'.5% during the year, probably due
nainly to the increased use of the
jnedium for good will and institutional purposes.
Confectionery Advertising Up
Confectionery and soft drink
advertising showed one of the most
mportant gains of all product
jroups, rising approximately onehird above the 1941 level. Publi:ations advei'tising also rose in the
leighborhood of one-third during
ihe year.
National restrictions on non-esential driving for the purpose of
Conserving the nation's rubber sup>ly were reflected in the marked
lecline of gasoline company adverising over the major networks. Adrertising volume for this product
rroup decreased about 45% from
he 1941 level.
Network financial advertising
>robably increased 10%, while
ravel advertising, a comparativey minor item, rose about 15%,
tewelry and silverware advertisol )Mg, on the other hand, dropped
iff about one-fifth. House furnishing and equipment advertising, rejecting limited stocks of consumrs' goods in this field, dropped off
ima itbout one-fifth from the 1941 level.
Estimated gross billings for the
hdustry as a whole, based on calulations by Dr. Hettinger and
I faul F. Peter, NAB director of
research, for the years 1927-41,
jnd Broadcasting's estimates for
^942 are as follows:
f
ted Radio Gross Billings
jlJPstima
(1927-1942)
National
'ear
Networks Others Total
m _$ 3.833.000 $
987.000 $ 4.820.000
1:428 _ 10,227,000 3,873.000 14,100,000
#929 _ 19,196,000 7,604,000 26,800.000
)30 _ 27,694,000 12.806,000 40.500,000
fMl _ 37,502,000 18.498,000 56.000.000
I»32 _ 39,107,000 22,793,000 61,900.000
m _ 31,516,000 25,484.000 67,000,000
1934 _ 42,659,000 30.228,000 72,887.000
|)35 _ 49,315,000 38,209.000 87.624,000
, )36 _ 59,671,000 47,880,000 107,551,000
1)37 _ 68,828,000 76,314,000 144,142.000
jh|38 _ 71,728,000 78,390,000 160,118,000
f»39 _ 83,114,000 88.000.000 171,114.000
IWO _ 96,456.000 111,500,000 207,956,000
;Ij)41 _ 106,900,000 130,700.000 237,600.000
|J42 _ 118,200,000 186,600,000 254,800,000
Tribute to Altman
; 10KE than 1,200 trees have been
fef lanted in a grove in Palestine as
is« tribute to Hyman Altman, who
; itfJ marking his 13th year as direcw\Aot of the Jewish Hour on WJLB,
[isi[l»etroit. The Jewish Natonal Fund
, Council of Detroit started the
' . lovement.
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DECIDED letdown in the complaint about losses in revenues of
small stations has been detected
during the last month, with indications that some revival of business has taken place and the situation may not be nearly as bad as
was thought several months ago
when the Government began looking into the picture.
While no official reports yet are
available, industry surveys reveal
that the number of losers probably
is little larger than it was in 1941.
There were approximately 180 stations in the red ink category in
1941, the majority of them in secondary markets or in outlying
areas.
Tentative Report Drafted
There are about two dozen stations, however, in the larger
markets that have been chronic
losers, most of them subsidiaries
of other businesses. Word spread
last fall that many stations were
faced with closure because of loss
of both national and local business.
The majority of these stations were
without network affiliations. The
number, however, apparently has
tapered off during the last quarter.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, who has authorized a study
into the financial status of stations,
said at a news conference last
Monday that a tentative report had
been drafted, based on an FCC
financial survey. He added, however, that a fairly substantial number of stations had been laggard
in submitting material and that
the analysis was not yet complete.
Chairman Fly said he considered
his job in the matter as an advisory
one, that the Commission would
not "intrude" on business transactions which may be involved. He
has sought, in collaboration with
the Office of War Information, to
encourage national advertisers to
buy time on smaller stations.
Advertiser-Station Problem
"I consider my job," Mr. Fly
said, "simply to help the stations
in any way I can and incidentally
I think to help the advertisers in
getting their teeth into the problem and into the potential of this
mode of advertising. I do hope to
stimulate some responsible advertising in the field of the small and
remote stations.
"I expect to simply furnish
whatever information we might
have available to the various stations, classes of stations, and move
into the background
with the
4

|

*^^THERE'S

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY AT
CFNB

I J0STON ,

FREDERIC TON — N. B.
1000 WATTS— BASIC CB.C. OUTLET
WEED
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Fewer

Complaints

Revenue

Losses

thought that the whole matter
would be one of private relations
between the advertiser and the stations. All we would expect to do
would be to furnish background
information as far as it is available to us. In other words, we want
to help in any way we can without intruding on the business

KP0, San Francisco, Cal.

up to the usual high standards usually associated with
your service ... as full as
y
we could possibl
Don F.desire.
Martin,

...

Director, News

transactions that may be involved."
New French Series
SOME 200 stations plan to carry
the half-hour transcribed series
L'Heure de la France Eternelle,
just released by the newly-organized French-American Congress
for Democracy. Consisting of
dramatizations, French songs and
talks by Fighting French leaders,
program is intended to promote
Democracy principles among the
American population of French
birth and ancestry. It is distributed free to stations in cooperation with La Voix de France,
French newspaper published in this
country. The German-American
Congress for Democracy, which issues the transcribed series We Did
it Before [BROADCASTING, July 13,
Aug. 17], has been given financial
support by the Office of War Information, Jacques Ferrand, radio
chairman of the two groups, announced.
Sweeney's Work Grows
KEVIN B. SWEENEY, Western
division sales promotion manager
of BLUE, Hollywood, has been assigned additional duties in the
sales department, according to Don
E. Gilman, West Coast vice-president. Working with BLUE spot
sales, Mr. Sweeney will develop
eastern
business
the network's
13 Pacific
Coast for
stations.
In the
latter capacity he will report to
Tracy Moore, Western division
sales manager. As sales promotion
manager he works under direction
of Mr. Gilman.
Marcantonio

Special Events.

"We

like the scripts

...we

like the ideas...

we like the progra
m"
WAGM
• If you are an ASCAP-licensed
station you will like these programs, too. They are furnished
without cost, and more than five
hundred stations are using them
regularly. If you are interested in
turning your music costs into music
profits, write or wire at once.
ASCAP
Radio Program Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York

"Listening

habit

Cent
ofra!

New

Bill

England"

BILL prohibiting abandonment
without FCC permission of "any
line, plant, office or other physical
facility" of a communications industry, including telegraph and
radiotelephone, was introduced in
the House by Rep. Vito Marcantonio (AL-N. Y.) recently. The bill
also would eliminate alien control
from companies engaged in international communications by cable
or radio.
Fireproofing Radios
NEW standards for fire prevention in electrical radios are explained by H. B. Smith, associate
electrical engineer of Underwriters
Labs. Inc., in the January 1943
issue of Industrial Standardization, house organ of the American Standards Assn. Standards set
by Underwriters Labs, and approved by ASA will be used in
post-war radio production.
ZENITH RADIO Corp., Chicago, has
announced formation of a subsidiary,
Zenith Radionics Corp., to conduct
laboratory research work formerly
carried
in the parent organization's
research ondivision.

KSTP

50,000

WATTS

CLEAR
CHANNEL
Exclusive NBC Outlet
MINNEAPOLIS
•
SAINT PAUL
lUpftufrf Nationally by Edw. Petry Co.
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M. D. GROUP
Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

-JANUARY

30 TO FEBRUARY

Decisions . . .
JANUARY 30
WALB, Albany, Ga. — Affirmed decision
of motions commissioner denying petition
to continue further hearing from Feb. 1
to March 15 on renewal application, CP
and voluntary assignment of license; completion of testimony of Witness Tounsley
postponed to Feb. 25.
FEBRUARY 2
WJRM, Elkins, W. Va.— Hear application for mod. of CP for extension commencement-completion dates of new station.
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.— Denied
special service authorization to operate
7:00 a.m. to local sunrise, Nov., Dec,
Jan., Feb., 250 w., to Feb. 1, 1944.
KVOO, Tulsa — Granted special service
authorization to April 1, 1944, for 1170
kc, 25 kw. to local sunset, unlimited ;
DA-N,
FEBRUARY 3
WLW, Cincinnati — Hearing postponed
on application for mod. license use 500
kw. Feb. 8 to March 9.
WGRC, New Albany, Ind.— WKPT,
Kingsport, Tenn. — Dismissed without prejudice applications for CP; cancelled oral
argument.
KJR, Seattle — Dismissed without prejudice application for mod. of CP to operate on 1000 kc, 50 kw., DA-unlimited.
WERC, Erie, Pa. — Continue hearing on
application for mod. of license Feb. 10 to
April 12.
FEBRUARY 4
KGHI, Little Rock, Ark., KFDM, Beaumont, Tex. — Granted licenses for new
transmitters.
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo.— Granted license
for new transmitter, DA, power increase,
change hours of operation, move transmitter.

BALTIMORE'S
v

BLUE

NETWORK

ifel^

OUTLET

i Hmer, President I j
rge H. Boeder, Gin, Managti'^^B
National Representatives;
SPOT SALES, INC.
New York - Chiiogo - Son Francisco
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of the

• February

COMMISSION
5 INCLUSIVE"

ns . 3. .
Applicatio
FEBRUARY
KVOO, Tulsa— Mod. CP for power increase, change hours, new transmitter,
DA-N, extension of completion date from
Feb. 2, 1943, to April 4, 1943; extension
of special service authorization for unlimited time, 25 kw. N, 50 kw, D, to
April 4, 1943.
WKBV, Richmond, Ind. — Transfer control from William 0. Knox to Central
Broadcasting Corp. (1,000 shares).
WJHO, Opelika, Ala.— Voluntary assignment of license to Yetta G. Samford, C. S. Shealy, Thomas D. Samford
Jr., d/b as Opelike-Auburn Broadcasting
Co.NEW, Associated Broadcasters, San
Francisco — CP new international broadKWID. cast station 50 kw., share WBOS and
FEBRUARY 4
WDEL, Wilmington, Del. — License increase power, new transmitter, DA.
WGRC, Louisville — Move studio and
ti'ansmitter from New Albany, Ind. to
Louisville.
WKBB, Dubuque, la. — Voluntary assignment of license to Dubuque Broadcasting
Co.
WAPI, Birmingham — CP change freuqency, hours, increase power ; DA-N.
KWSC, Pullman, Wash.— Change 1250
kc. to 1030 kc, power 5 kw. to 1 kw. N,
5 kw. D, hours share KTW to unlimited,
change antenna, ground system. Requests
facilities of KOB
Tentative Calendar . . .
WLW, Cincinnati — Mod. of license 700
kc, 50 kw. N, 500 kw. D; unlimited; using W8XO transmitter (Feb. 8).
WTNJ, Trenton, N. J.; WCAP, Asbury Park. N. J.; WCAM, Camden, N. J.
— Consolidated hearing in Trenton on renewal & mod. of licenses (Feb. 9).
WERC, Erie, Pa.— Mod. of license
1330 kc, 100 w. N, 250 w. D, unlimited
(Feb. 9).
Tennyson
To

OWI

on

Loan

From

FCC

TO SET UP uniform acounting
methods for the international
shortwave broadcast stations
leased by the Government last fall,
Harry Tennyson, acting head
broadcast accountant of the FCC,
last week was loaned to the Overseas Branch of the Office of War
Information for an indefinite period
and shortly will leave for a tour
of the stations.
Mr. Tennyson, with the FCC
since its organization in 1934, was
borrowed by Murry Brophy, chief
of the Communications Facilities
Bureau, with the approval of FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly and
chief
fieet. accountant William J. NorMr. Tennyson's first assignment
is in San Francisco, where he will
audit the operations of KWID, the
Wesley I. Dumm station, with
Lincoln Dellar, former KSFO general manager, appointed last
month as radio division chief of
OWI's Pacific Coast section. He
also will visit all other international stations on both coasts, according to Mr. Brophy, in setting
up uniform accounting methods.
Mr. Tennyson, before joining the
FCC, was with the ICC as an
examiner. He has been acting head
broadcast accountant since last
April, when Capt. deQuincy V. Sutton joined the Signal Corps.
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URGES

PROGRAM
STUDIES
EFFECTS of daytime serials in
featuring problems which are essentially those of ordinary American home life are helpful rather
than harmful to radio listeners, according to the report issued by a
special committee of three wellknown physicians appointed by
NBC to study the morale qualities
of network broadcasting. Headed
by Dr. Morris Fishbein, editor of
the Journal of the American Medical Assn., the committee includes
Dr. Henry R. Viets, Boston neurologist, and Dr. Winfred Overholser, professor of psychiatry at
George Washington U School of
Medicine, and is supervised by Dr.
James Rowland Angell, NBC public service counselor.
"By the very nature of the daytime serial drama," the report
states, "the pace is relatively slow,
duplicating therefore much more
nearly the pace of ordinary life
than do the dramas of stage or motion picture or the single incidents
of once-a-week drama. The daytime
serial drama must be considered,
therefore, as a whole and not related to the effects of a single incident.
"The place of radio in our culture and civilization is obviously
well established and significant.
The radio serial drama is the principal attraction of the daytime program schedule. They seem to fill
a real demand for a public of considerable size and their shortcomings are heavily overweighed by
their virtues. Obviously, they can
be much improved by a more sensitive and intelligent appreciation on
the part of the writers of the
scripts of certain dangers inherent
in the nature of these programs."
Wine Co. Expands
BISCEGLIA WINE Co., L. I. City,
which entered the New York market for the first time in December
with a contract for six quarter-hour
music programs weekly on WHOM,
Jersey City, in January added a
total of 312 spot announcements
on WOV, New York. Paradise
Wines are featured in the New
York advertising, handled by Pettinella Adv., while the Greystone
brand
is featured in Pennsylvania
18].
markets through J. M. Korn & Co.,
Philadelphia [Broadcasting, May

Higgins New Manager
GEORGE HIGGINS, for many
years head of the sports department of WTCN, Minneapolis-St.
Paul, and well known as a sports
announcer, has been appointel manager of the station's St. Paul office.
Mr. Higgins, in addition to his
new duties, will continue his announcing of sports. He has been
with WTCN for 11 years.
ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH Co.,
Eligin, 111. has purchased The Man
Behind the Gun on CBS dramatizing
the accomplishments of war workers.
Program is currently heard Wednesdays 10 :30-ll p.m. Sponsorship will
start in March. Date and time have
not been decided. Agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
BROADCASTING

We fwork Piccoun/sl
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicates!
New Business
COUNCIL ON CANDY as Food in tb
War Effort, Chicago, on Feb. 14. starts
for 13 weeks Ernest K. Lindley, commen
tator, on 40 NBC stations, Sun., 3-3:l(
p.m. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
ADAM HAT STORES, New York, oi
Tues., Feb. 23 only, sponsors Jimmy Bivins
Aonton Christoforidis bout on 120 BLUI
stations, 10:30 p.m. Agency: Glicksmai
Adv.,
N. Y. SAFETY RAZOR Corp., Bos
GILLETTE
ton, on Feb. 19 only sponsors Ray Rob
inson-Jackie Wilson boxing bout on MBS
10 p.m. Agency: Maxon Inc., N. Y.
HOOVER SWEEPER Co., Canton, O. (in
stitutional) , on Feb. 2 only sponsors broad
cast 39of MBS
Army-Navy
award
on
stations,"E"
3-3:30
p.m.ceremonie
Agency
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
P. BALLANTINE
& SONS, Newarl
(beer) on March 8 starts Guy LombardA
and His Royal Canadians on 24 CBS sta|
tions, Mon. 10:30-11 p.m. Agency: J
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
SCHENLEY IMPORT Corp., New Yorl
(Dubonnet wine), on March 1 starts Ale.
Templeton Time on 84 BLUE stations
Mon., Wed. Fri., 10:30-10 :35 p.m. Agency
William Weintraub & Co., N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
GULF OIL Corp., Pittsburgh, on Feb. U
renews We the People on 80 CBS sta
tions, Sun., 7:30-8 p.m. Agency: Youn
& Rubicam, N. Y.
NAVY

AFM

DETAILS

HALT MILK SERIES
SEVERAL
HITCHES
whic
marred the Jan. 26 opening of a 3C
minute program of WFPG, Atlai
tic City, sponsored by the Suppled
Wills-Jones Milk Co., Philadelphia
resulted in cancellation of th
second broadcast, scheduled fc
Feb. 2, only a few hours before ai
time.
Placed through N. W. Ayer
Sons, Philadelphia, the progran
scheduled for 7:30 p.m., Tuesda;
was to feature Coast Guard talei
and the Philadelphia Coast Guar
Band. First program, which orig
nated from studios of KYW, Phils
delphia, and was fed to WFPtI
finally was approved as a sustaiil
ing show by Navy Public RelatioBjJ
officers after the Philadelphia Loci*
of the AFM
protested that tm
Coast Guard band was competirj
with civilian musicians.
On the opening program tli
sponsor received no mention. Na\
officials said the Coast Guard bar]
had not been properly cleared b
because arrangements had gone fo
ward the initial program was pe
mitted as a sustainer. Rules fd
bid Navy, Coast Guard or Marh
bands from participating as tale
in sponsored broadcasts in comp
tition with civilians.
Plans then went forward to u
Coast Guard talent in a quiz pa
tion of the second program, wi
sponsor arranging for a civili:
band, but Atlantic City Loci
AFM, protested on the groun
that WFPG had been declared u
fair. Consequently the seco:
broadcast was cancelled at no
Feb. 2.
Supplee-Wills-Jones Co., whi
was entering radio for the fi^
time in recent years, has announc
no definite plans for the future.
• Broadcast

Advertish

MGM Adds WWJ
AFTER a successful experiment
>n WGN, Chicago, Metro-Goldwyni;tfayer Co., New York, has placed
'n WWJ, Detroit, a similar quar;er-hour
thrice-weekly program
itled The Lion's Roar. With Her;chel Hart, WWJ commentator, as
Be, program gives advance buildip to MGM pictures. MGM also
ponsors a five-minute program of
the same title on 55 BLUE stations Monday through Friday, in
addition to thrice-weekly series on
VGN. Agency is Donahue & Coe,
■lew York.

RADIO

GUEST

RELAXED

BAN

BY

FILMS

WITH

an added proviso, Hollywood film studios have relaxed
their policy of no radio guest appearances for film talent and are
permitting contract players to appear on network sponsored shows.
Provision specifies that all monies
earned be turned over to the motion picture companies to be placed
in escrow pending further clarification of $25,000 wage ceiling.
Principles of film talent working
out allowable income within the

motion picture industry first would
thus be retained. Talent, however,
was reported as balking at the setup. In several instances, it was
said, players had turned down radio bookings rather than let payment pass beyond their control
pending
official Congressional action.
Meanwhile, advertising agency
executives find they are able to obtain sufficient name talent to meet
the need, with radio stars booked to
exchange guest appearances. In addition, they declare there are more
than enough freelance name players for guest spots. Talent supply,
it was said, is ample to offset radio's loss of film studio contract

Food Co. Adds Time
LOMA LINDA Food Co., Arlington, Cal., recently started sponsoring thrice-weekly participation
in Norma Young's Happy Homes on
KHJ, Los Angeles. Contract is for
13 weeks. Firm also is sponsoring
weekly participation in Ann Holden's Home Forum on KGO, San
Francisco, and in addition utilizes
other California radio. Agency is
Gerth-Pacific Adv., Los Angeles.

players.
CLASSIFIED
LICENSED
Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications5c
, 1 per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted

Situations Wanted (Continued)

.nnouncer — Solid commercial man wanted.
Seventy-five dollar weekly guarantee in
AFRA shop. Please give full particulars
in letter of reply, together with times
■ you may presently be heard on the air.
^Box '291, BROADCASTING.
nnouncer — Experienced — $42 start for
regular 43 1/3 hours. Write fully, advising draft status, age, references, duties, and if quality transcription availI able. Howard Loeb, Manager, WFDF,
Flint, Michigan.
]
rANTED— News writer for NBC-affiliated
radio station in large Mid-West city. Give
references, age, draft status and present salary. Box 282, BROADCASTING.

Experienced Station Manager — Must move
family to different climate, preferably
West Coast. 14 years' experience all
phases local and regional station operations. Presently employed responsible position. Interested in making permanent
connection with aggressive organization that will pay for results. Will send
full particulars of experience and background— A-l business, character and finnanc!al references. Box 278, BROADCASTING.

anted — An experienced announcer.
WFBC, Greenville, S. C.
rANTED — Engineer. Any class. Experience unnecessary. Good salary. WJTN,
Jamestown, New York.
nnouncer — Wanted by 5000 watt CBS
station in Midwest. Please state marital
and draft status. Also send picture and
I disk. A steady job for a steady man.
jjiWrite Box 289, BROADCASTING.
I fperienced Salesman — New England
Jl Basic Network Station, leader in volJj.|ume.
city ofrequirements
200,000. Statein
1 [draft Major
status market,
and salary
t first letter. Box 288, BROADCASTING.
j! HO— DES MOINES, IOWA needs men
I experienced in radio, 28 years or older.
married with at least two children, two
1 or more years college education, prefer• ably from Middle West. SALES PROMO|TION MANAGER, write to Hale Bondu: rant. TRAFFIC MANAGER, write to
.'I. Hale
Bondurant.
ANNOUNCER,
to Harold
Fair. NEWS
RE-WRITE write
man,
'Write to Jack Shelley.
jxst or Second Class Operator ■ — PerJmanent position for draft-exempt sober
||man or woman. State experience and
preferences.
Radio Station KLO, Ogden,
Utah.
Situations Wanted
'Ogram Director — Announcer special
events, news. Bill Dillner, 3728 Sheffield,
Chicago.
VO EXPERIENCED ANNOUNCERS —
Now working — desire better positions.
Prefer Mid-West. Commercial, play-byl| play sports. Classifications, 4F. Box 277,
jBROADCASTING.
i I jrsatile, experienced, all-around announc] pr — NBC
trained, doubles at control
I uoarJ. Personable young lady has ex1 1 iellent voice diction and delivery. Well; jpducated, sparkling personality and abilli ty to cooperate in variety of station
I, work. Chicagoland only. Investigate. Box
876, BROADCASTING.
ROADCASTING
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WANTED
Call or Write WDRC,
Hartford, Conn. • Basic CBS

serve

yo* in

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Salesman ence.
— Four
years' network
experiExcellent references,
draft exempt.
Box 287, BROADCASTING.
Young Executive — Desires enter broadcasting. Wharton graduate, 28 years old, fine
appearance and background. Permanent
draft deferment. Now responsibly employed in public contact work. Excellent
references. Box 286, BROADCASTING.
Woman — With knowledge of traffic work,
also can do announcing and continuity
writing. Would like Middle West. Box
285, BROADCASTING.
Program-Production Director, ContinuityCopy Writer — Good at details. 3rd Radiotelephone. Married. 4F draft. Experienced. Anywhere immediately ! Box 284,
BROADCASTING.
ATTENTION
NEW
YORK AREA— Top
flight newscaster, studio announcer with
program production experience. Network
background. Available two weeks notice.
Box 283, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Operator — Available in about
a month. Address all correspondence to
J. M. Wall, 99 Main St., South River,
New J ersey.
Versatile Man Desires Change — Experienced program-musical director, production man. All-around announcing experience, good news presentation. Excellent
copy writer. Have unique early morning
show idea. College graduate, with ability,
initiative, ideas, reliability, appearance
and personality. Draft exempt. Now on
five kilo regional. Box 280, BROADCASTING.
Program Director — Production Manager.
— Local and network affiliate experience,
announcing, sales promotion. Married,
3-A. Box 279, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
RADIO STATION — Preferably in southern
states. Whole or part interest. Give full
particulars in first letter. Box 281,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Presto Model Y Recorder — Wire
price and condition collect to KFXJ,
Grand Junction, Colorado.
Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pick-ups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.

• Broadcast

Advertising

An Organization
of y
y &. Baile
Jansk
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

MO 2-7859

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

CLIFFORD YE WD ALL
Empire Stats Bide.
NEW YORK CITY
An Accounting Service
Particularly Adapted to Radio

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N.Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
Kansas
City, St.
Mo. r\7^\
7134 Main
the World Cal.
Hollywood,

GEORGE

RING

C.

DAVIS

8C CLARK

BROADCAST!!

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

FOR

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

RESULTS!
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Post
In

- War

Col.

Growth

Television

Of

Seen

Sarnoff Hails Opportunity
Period of Prosperity

for

intercity networks of stations as
we have them in sound broadcasting. Eventually they will become
nationwide. We look forward to television programs in theatres as
well as in the home. Thanks to war
research, these television pictures
will be technically much better

Government's Chance

than they were before the war."

"Neither industry alone nor labor
alone nor agriculture alone can
provide prosperity or security for
all. But Government, which represents all of us, can, in cooperation
with industry, labor and agriculture, help to make the entire nation prosperous and secure."
Pleading for "an American
charter for American business,"
Mr. Sarnoff urged that the Government should not usurp the function of business to "create industrial enterprises, or to finance them
or to run them,"' but that "the
government's function should be
that of an umpire to see that each
segment of society plays its part in
accordance with the rules and fulfills its obligations to the community as a whole.
"Laws should be changed by legislation, not by bureaucratic fiat,"
he stated. "What is declared lawful at one time should not at another time be upset by the caprice
of bureaucracy."
Speaking of television, Mr. Sarnoff said that "when the war started, television had barely taken its
first steps as a public service. From
engineering viewpoint, it was practical, and the public was eager for
it. The necessities for war production made commercial progress out
of the question. However, it is
gratifying to those who labored
many years to bring television out
of the laboratory to know that the
experience gained from television
research is proving of vital importance in the war.
"When the curtain of war is lifted, television will be ready scientifically to go forward as a new service of public information and entertainment. We can expect to have

KMBC's War Job
KMBC, Kansas City, has published
a booklet describing its 1942 war
broadcasting activities, and reporting that during 1942 it contributed a total of 161 hours, 12 minutes and 8,451 local announcements
toward the Victory campaign,
which did not include CBS war
messages and programs also carried by KMBC. Ten outstanding
programs were outlined, among
them, Present Arms, a series of
training camp broadcasts transcribed in Army camps of five
states; Feud For Victory, one of
three War Bond campaigns, netting more than $600,000; a salvage
drive for scrap metal; and a farm,
war service.
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Air

Corps

Brunner
Missing

LT. COL. RUSSELL R. BRUNNER, former chief of engineering
sales for Bendix Radio, last week
was reported missing by the War
Dept. while on active duty with
the
of Communications,
Air Directorate
Corps.

TELEVISION is the most spectacular development in the field of
communication to which we look
forward in the post-war era, David
Sarnoff, president of RCA, stated
at a meeting of the Chamber of
Commerce of the State of New
York last Thursday.
Speaking on "Post-War Horizons," Mr. Sarnoff first dealt with
recent scientific progress in particular in the field of radio and
electronics. He then went on to
point out that while science offers
the post-war world " a promissory
note" of a more abundant life,
"payment is contingent upon social
and economic forces over which science has no control.
"The achievements of science and
industry," he said, "hold out for us
the promise of a great post-war
prosperity — but only if the individual enterprise of our citizens makes
it a prosperity for all our people.
Peace for only a segment of the
globe and prosperity for only a section of our people will not be
enough. Our constant efforts must
be to make them universal.

Page

Russell

THIS IS A FACSIMILE of WEAF's latest program schedule, showing
morning and afternoon availabilities. And is WEAF's face cerise! As
conceived by WEAF, the plan involved a series of bi-weekly program
schedules listing all programs carried by the NBC New York key. As
executed by the printer, the second and third pages of the schedule,
intended to show morning and afternoon availabilities, were blank on
part of the press run. These blank schedules got into the mails and
WEAF now has a collection of searing cracks from agency executives.
Typical crack: "Glad to know that WEAF has all that time open.
Think we can do business." Good sports, WEAF put out a press release.

S, 1943

McCray Granted Leave
For
Censorship
Post
THOMAS C. McCRAY, assistant
general manager of WTIC, Hartford, in charge of programs and
news, has been granted a leave of
absence to join the broadcasting division of the Office of Censorship,
J. H. Ryan, assistant director in
charge of radio, announced last
week. Reporting Feb. 8 to the
Washington office, he will take a
brief instruction course, then will
be stationed in New York where
his duties will include censoring
shortwave material for export.
Leonard J. Patricelli, assistant
program manager of WTIC, will
succeed Mr. McCray, according to
Paul W. Morency, station general manager. Mr. McCray, who
has been with the Travelers Insurance Co., owners of WTIC, since
1920, has been in charge of programs and news since 1926.
KEITHident in KIGGINS,
BLUE vice-prescharge of stations,
left Feb.
-<>
for a month's "visit to West Coast
stations.

Col. Brunner, a professional radio operator since he was 16, went
on active duty as a captain in
May 1942, and was promoted to
lieutenant colonel less than a
month ago. A graduate of Purdue
U, he had managed WBAA, the
campus station, for three years
and later had done research in
television at W9XG, the Purdue
experimental station. In 1934 he
went with United Airlines communications labs., joining Bendix
when the firm was formed in 1936.
Granik
RADIO

Honored

as one of the expressions

of public opinion can be used "as
a means of winning the peace'
after World War
II, according
to
Theodore
Granik,
founder
erator andof modthe
MBS American
Forum of the Air,
visor to Donald
special
adman of the WPB,
M. Nelson,
chairand

in a commenceMr. Granik ment address delivered at St. John's U, last Thursday afternoon. Mr. Granik was
awarded the honorary degree of
doctor of laws.
Keller

a Major

JOSEPH E. KELLER, formerly
secretary to FCC Commissioner
Thad H. Brown and more recently
engaged in radio practice with the
Washington
fice of Horace o fL.Lohnes, has been
com missioned a
major,
to
the assigned
Army
Transport a t i o n
Corps, Highway
Division, under
Col. Frederick C.
Horner. Maj. Keller has been servMaj. Keller
ing for some time
as assistant to the director of
petroleum and other liquid transportation at the Office of Defense
Transportation, and will retain an
office at ODT.

Authors

Drawn for Broadcasting by Ski Hix
"Gad, What Acting! I Can Almost Feel the Gun in My Back!"
BROADCASTING

File Suit

JAMES F. WATERS and Alfred
Shebel, authors and producers of
Court of Missing Heirs, filed suit
last Tuesday in New York Federal
Court against Herbert and Dorothy Fields, Michael Todd, 20thj
Century Fox Film Corp., andt
prominent actors in the Broadway show "Something for the
Boys", claiming infringement oa
copyright and appropriation of
property rights to the idea and maj
terial belonging to the plaintiffsj
The program was on CBS undeij
sponsorship of Ironized Yeast unf
til September of last year.
• Broadcast
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of a friendly

for peace.
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world
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stars.

of Wichita,

hoists

a glass to a gallant

Russian

Rostov.

neighbors!

world

old concept
past states,
Many

Czech
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World
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smaller.

of "neighbor**
past countries

Distance

and

time
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moves past the house
to envelop the world.
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forces contribute to this new concept of ''neighbor**.
queror of time and space, high among them.
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Radio,

con-

• The existence of "coverage" is no proof whatever of
the
existence of "listeners", yet advertisers must have
BOTH.
WKY delivers both. WKY delivers more coverage
in Oklahoma on its 930 kilocycles than any other Oklahoma City station and, according to its Hooperatings,
delivers from two-and-a-half to three-and-a-half times as
many listeners, morning, afternoon, and night.
Advertisers, therefore, who have something to say or
to sell to Oklahomans can not only ring more bells,
but can get more listeners on the line over WKY than
over any other Oklahoma City station.

WKY

• OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

FEBRUARY

15, 1943

PRICE

15

ADC

Newsmagazine

eKiv^l^

cast

SHEEP

AFFILIATED IN MANAGEMENT

Advertising"

Sheep, for which Denver is the world's greatest market, helped to
give Colorado farmers their best income year in two decades.

SHEKELS

Network

Radio

• Ten ocean-going ships are now afloat, the major parts of which were
built in mile-high Denver. That is illustrative of Denver's diversified
wartime industrial activity.

SHIPS

Columbia

of

Both industry and agriculture are pouring shekels into the pockets
of KLZ listeners as never before. KLZ listeners are spending their
shekels with KLZ advertisers as never before.

•

560

WITH THE OKLAHOMA

Kc.

PUBLISHING COMPANY

AND WKY, OKLAHOMA

CITY— REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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LETTERS

A

cracker

WLS,
used

offered
on

proof

23,452

of these

In 11 weeks

entries — all with
A

breakdown

letters revealed

of the mail

came

from

politan Chicago. It proves
WLS

....

and

of
that

Metro-

again that

is listened to, that WLS

respond

on

daily prizes for jingles

of purchase!

12,000

advertising

their program.

they received

30%

company,

listeners

in Chicago,

too!

8 9 0 KILOCYCLES
50,000 WATTS
BLUE NETWORK

represented
John

IS I lilt Nil. I' D. BUTLICH
President
Glenn Snydek
\ fan after

by

Blair & Company

CHICAGO

MANAGEMENT

AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA

NETWORK

— KOY

PHOENIX

* KTUC TUCSON

*
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MODERN

WAR

We

SOUND

have

just completed

Effect records,
authentic
There

making

sounds

and

bombers

new

ground

gunning

in various

and

cannon

pressed

made

not soon

fighters

dives, etc.,

tanks, falling bombs,

machine-

realistic; the official

to 12 sides of warfare
2 featuring

something

no longer

sounds,

a Midway

crowd

*

effects, like all Standard
Victrclac,

Super-Sound

guaranteeing
to be expected

lowest
from

shellac.

giving

in the mail.

receive

modern

dog-fights,

genuine

supplement

Spitfires,

all-clear.

of reclaimed

effects is now

you do

and

on

records

new

other

fire, all amazingly

new

reproduction,

catalog

and

of natives.

surface

A

today.

effects, including

flight maneuvers,

train effects and

remarkable

Effects, are

airplane

includes, in addition

a crowd

for the first time, the

as it is fought

the P-38, P-39, P-47

2 sides of new

These

to radio

battle effects with

release

and

available

of warfare

British air raid alarm
The

a series of truly startling Super-Sound

are highly dramatic

Messerschmitts,

EFFECTS

complete
Write

descriptions

for your

copy

of these

at once, if

it.
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Orleans,

yet the Naval
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Air

New
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Center at Pensacola, Florida, is in WWL's
primary listening area! Just one more
example of how WWL blankets the Deep
South.

NO
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SOME GENUINE NYLON

H0SB

A better buy is KFAB. Fits perfectly over the farm and small town
markets throughout Nebraska and
her neighboring states. Won't pop
a runner in anybody's advertising
campaign. For sheer profits, get
NEW

ORLEANS

CHANNEL
50,000 WATTS -CLEAR
The Greatest Selling POWER in the Souths Greatest City
CBS Affiliate— Nat'l Representatives, The Katz Agency, Inc.
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you a "leg up" inthis
KFAB to give
midwest area. We're rationing
some of our time— but there are
still good availabilities left, for you.

DON SEARLE — Gen'l Mgr.
lePEd Petry & Co., Nat l Rep.
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/ This advertisement, appearing also in FORTUNE Magazine for February, is one of a FORTUNE
\
series published in the interest of Radio Stations represented by John Blair & Company.

and

Quaker

Oats

with
With

sells

"both

SPOT

at

once

BROADCASTING-

so many products to sell, in all

markets, under all conditions . . . tough advertising problems are a regular diet at Quaker
Oats. Breakfast appetites change swiftly as seasons shift, from Winter to Summer, from North
to South . . . and advertising must keep pace.
Where

some important brands are regional, advertising must fit the area without gaps and
without waste. And on every product, budgets
must be sensibly planned to get the most in sales
for every dollar spent.
It's no wonder then that Quaker Oats
relies so heavily on Spot Broadcasting. They
know how easily this fast, flexible medium is
arranged to match each season ... to fit each
region ... to coincide with potential volume in
every market. And they know that everywhere
Spot Radio gives their advertising maximum
• An interesting, informative booklet, "Spot Broadcasting," will be sent on request to advertisers and
their agencies together with a list of John Blair
markets and radio stations.

\
)

effectiveness by giving them free choice of the
best stations and of the best times with readymade audiences.
Because of its complete adaptability to all
of today's rapidly changing conditions, Spot Broadcasting has now become the fastest-growing form of
radio advertising.
Is there a lesson for you in the way
Quaker Oats makes flexible Spot Broadcasting
pay? Then talk to your John Blair man. He wilL
supplement your thinking with his merchandising experience, his knowledge of radio and his
familiarity with leading radio stations.

Chicago
New York
St. Louis
Los Angeles
San Francisco
&

COMPANY

EXCLUSIVELY REPRESENTING LEADING RADIO
STATIONS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES

* Spot Broadcasting is radio advertising of any type (from 25-word
announcements to full-hour shows) planned and placed on a flexible market-by-market basis.
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BEHOLD

ANEW

^ The world and most that we know

about it is

the gift of our eyes and ears. Listen, and Behold, an
the earliest admonitions for knowledge. Could anj
mission be higher, then, than that of expanding
the scope of human

sight and hearing? Even when

the means is modest, as an incandescent lamp, or
fluorescent lamps and equipment,
IS

or radio anc

electronic tubes? Everyday things these, of critica
value now, that we. work upon here at Sylvania
Yet they are keys to whole new worlds of boon anc
blessing. Already flaring in the vacuum
prophetic miracles, from

tubes an

television to aircraf i

landing beams, from making germ structure visi
ble to killing bacteria by light, from measuring
ocean depths to penetrating fog and storm. Smalj
wonder

we approach our work humbly. Or tha

we set for ourselves the highest standards knowr

SYLVANIA
ELECTRIC

PRODUCTS

INC.

formerly Hygrade Sylvania Corporation
Emporium, Pa.

^OaMitJied

NAME

. . . ^(laAeto rf&ncandeAcenfgaw/ia,

TO REMEMBER.

BftuaeAcent 'Sfatn/to, &ixf«teo and ' ^cceooMiei, itfadio STuSeo and S/ec/tonec&^vice^

You may find the Sylvania name and mark on radio tubes,

incandescent lamps and fluorescent lamps and equipment already in your service. It
is a name to remember— to hold in mind and seek out when time comes to make
necessary replacements. If you then find it less easy than formerly to locate Sylvania
Tubes and Lamps — just remember

that war needs must come first. We

are dofng

all we can to fill civilian needs in view of wartime necessities that must be met.

Page
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"For

extreme

"Courage

!

gallantry

typical

press

fighting

Henry

of the

of

T.

the

conduct

under

representatives

for

a

frjee

of

fire/'

a

free

world/5

Gorrell

United

is awarded

in

Press

Air

Medal

********★★★★★★★*

TN

a bombing

raid, the last plane in the flight runs the greatest risks. By the

time it comes over the target, enemy anti-aircraft has had full opportunity to
get the range, enemy fighters have had time to rise to the attack.
United Press Staff Correspondent

Henry T. Gorrell knew this when he gained

permission to fly with U. S. bombers raiding Navarino Bay, on the Greek coast.
He had his choice of planes and he chose to go with the last one because, despite
THE CITATION ACCOMPANYING
THE AWARD:
"To Henry T. Gorrell,
representative of the
Press, serving with the
can Army Air Force
Middle East.

civilian
United
Ameriin the

"While participating in a
bombing mission, Mr. Gorrell
displayed extreme gallantry in
conduct under fire. During his
mission, enemy aircraft were
encountered and in combat
two enemy aircraft were shot
down. For several hours Mr.
Gorrell rendered vital aid to a
seriously wounded member of
the crew. Mr. Gorrell's action
undoubtedly saved the life of
this soldier."

greater danger, it offered "the best view of the show."

Gorrell's outstanding coverage of that show involved every danger he had foreseen. The bomber in which he rode was riddled by fighter-plane and anti-aircraft
fire. It reached its base with two superchargers shot away, the automatic steering
gear knocked
wounded.

out, an aileron ripped away and several members

To one of the dangerously wounded

of the crew

Gorrell rendered first aid on

the flight home. His conduct won for him the Air Medal.
Major-General

Lewis H. Brereton, commander

of the U. S. Army

Air Force in

the Middle East, in presenting the award to Gorrell, declared his courage "typical
of representatives of a free press fighting for a free world."

UNITED

PRESS

OF

| ONE

A

SERIES

THE

PRESENTING

FREE

MAKE

&

PETERS

STATIONS

Roerper

Karl

MANAGING

WHO

MEN

DIRECTOR,

KMBC,

KANSAS

CITY

1922

A.B., University of Kansas, Majoring
in Journalism
1922-29 Adv. and Asst. Sales Mgr., Ash Grove
Portland Cement Co.
Secretary to International Pres., Assoc.
1924
Adv. Clubs of the World, London,
England, Conference
1925-28 Editor, The Christain, National
Religious Publication
1929-38 Vice-Pres. & Sales Mgr., Greiner-Fifield
Lithographing Co.
1938 Vice-President, KMBC
1939 Managing Director, KMBC

T
AKE

a look at Karl Koerper's thumbnail

includes many who were successful agency

biography above, and you'll discover that
he's been obviously successful in almost
every kind of advertising work there is. But

men, publication men, radio station men —
market analysis men, manufacturers, merchants, lawyers, food - specialists (but as

what doesn't show is that Karl is a successful
citizen, too, and a real civic leader in Kansas

yet no butchers, or bakers, or candlestick makers!).

City. That's practically another page-full,
all by itself.

We mention all this just to prove one point:

Speaking of doing well at many different
jobs, we've always been rather proud of the
variety of businesses in which our individual
men have made good, too (and then brought
their experience here to F&P!).

Our staff

Pioneer
CHICAGO: 1S0N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
Page
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. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX. Inc.

here in this pioneer group of radio -station
representatives?

Peters,

Radio

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131
15, 1943

To us, your business, or your clients', isn't
very "different" — because at least one or two
of us have probably worked in it! Why not
let us see if we have any ideas for you,

&

Free

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WINS
NEW YORK
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KM A
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA

inc.

ion
Since May,
/032 Representatives
Stat

SAN FRANCISCO: 111 Sutler
Sutcer 4353

HOLLYWOOD: r 522 N. Gordon
Gladstone 3949

BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
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AFM

WASHINGTON,

Proposes

Advertising

D. C, FEBRUARY

15, 1943

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Fixed

Fee
For
Recordings
other instrumental musical comThe
union
proposes:
"A
fund
Manufacturers
Would
Pay
Extra
shall be created by the payment
Cost
of a fixed fee to be agreed upon,
To Union;
Radio
Not Mentioned
Stating that "canned music" inbinations."
for each reproduction of records,
cludes records, transcriptions, litranscriptions, mechanical devices,
PROPOSALS for settlement of the American Federation of
brary services, wired music and
and library service, the master of
juke-boxes, AFM makes the folMusicians' ban on recorded music, which do not mention radio
which was made by members of
lowing proposals for each type:
but which call for fees to be paid by the manufacturers and
the American Federation of Mu"RECORDINGS:
The Federadistributors of such music into a union fund for reducing- unsicians. This fund shall be used
tion
shall
receive
from
the manemployment, were mailed last Thursday to recording and tranby the Federation for the purpose
ufacturer
of
recordings
a fixed
of reducing unemployment which
scription companies, wired music services and juke-box manufee
for
each
side
of
musical
rehas
been
created
in
the
main
by
facturers. Accompanying the proposals were invitations to
cordings
made
by
members
of
the
use
of
the
above-mentioned
meet with the AFM national executive board at the union's
the AFM, such fee to be agreed
mechanical devices, and for fosterheadquarters in New York this (Feb. 15) afternoon.
ing and maintaining musical talupon by negotiation.
Copies of the proposal also -were
destroy the incentive for the study
"TRANSCRIPTIONS AND
ent and culture and music appresent to the Senate Clark Commitciation; and for furnishing free,
of music and eventually would deLIBRARY
SERVICE OF
tee, appointed to investigate the
live music to the public by means
stroy the entire music industry and
TRANSCRIPTIONS: Members
union's ruling prohibiting its memof symphony orchestras, bands and
of the Federation will make
music culture."
bers from making recordings. The
ban took effect last Aug. 1.
commercial or sustaining tranAt a news conference Friday,
scriptions without additional fee
to the Federation providing they
James C. Petrillo, AFM president,
7-Man
Probe
are played one time only. (The
Expected
predicted a settlement "within a House
couple of weeks". He explained
number of copies made of tranthat since his appearance before
scriptions to be determined by
To
Augment
Cox
FCC
Inquiry
agreement). With respect to
the Senate Committee "all along
acceptance. It was understood that
A DOUBLE shot at the FCC by
the line they are beginning to agree
other transcriptions used on a
he is a member of an outstanding
select House investigating committhat there is some justice in our
rental
basis, the Federation shall
tees was seen last week with the
New York law firm specializing in
demands" and continued, "if they'll
receive from the company enpassage by the House of the Smith
corporate and trial practice.
be fair, this will all be settled
Resolution (HRes-102) setting up
With the announcement of coungaged in the business of rentwithin a couple of weeks."
ing-out transcriptions a pera seven-man committee with broad
sel, the Committee will appoint
Queried about the absence of
centage of the rental charge
associate counsel and an investipowers to investigate rules, reguany mention of radio in the prosuch percentage to be agreed
lations and directives of Federal
gating staff. Chairman Cox said
posals, Mr. Petrillo declared: "We
he hoped to get the inquiry under
agencies and designed to curb soupon by negotiation.
have no fight with radio. Any
"WIRED MUSIC: The Fedway by March 15.
called "bureaucratic" activities.
trouble there has been stirred up
Irrespective of the Cox ComThis inquiry will not conflict
eration shall receive from the
by the NAB." He denied that the
mittee functions the new Smith
with the Cox investigation of the
AFM proposals are the same as
company engaged in the busiCommittee also will investigate the
FCC and its personnel and policies,
ness of selling wired music a
those advanced by Samuel R. RoFCC, pursuant to the House resoslated to get under way next
percentage
of the price charged,
senbaum, president, WFIL, Philamonth.
lution. In the detailed debate last
such percentage to be agreed
delphia [Broadcasting, Feb. 1],
Thursday, mention was made of
New Yorker Chosen?
but described the AFM plan as
upon by negotiation.
the FCC as one of the agencies to
"JUKE BOXES: The Federabe covered. That Committee also is
"entirely new and without preceIt was predicted by House memtion shall receive annually for
dent".
authorized to designate special
bers that the new committee, auFixed Fee Proposed
each
juke box used, a fixed fee,
counsel and subpoena witnesses and
thorized to bring in recommensuch fee to be agreed upon by
records.
It
will
cover
the
entire
dations
for
legislation
to
restrain
Describing the plan's operation,
activities of Government bureaus
Mr. Petrillo said that the indiWashington front generally, whereand agencies, probably would delve
Chief drawback to the recording
as the Cox inquiry has a specific
vidual musicians will not receive
into FCC activities as one of its mission — the FCC, its personnel
any more pay for recording work
negotiation."
industry's
acceptance to the plan,
first orders of business. The comand their stewardship from the
than before, but that the addiaccording to industry spokesmen,
start.
mittee, it is expected, will be
tional fees will be paid directly to
is that it empowers a labor union
Chairman Cox said the Comheaded by Rep. Smith (D-Va.),
the union. "If we get a fund," he
to
collect funds for private unemauthor of the resolution and a
mittee would not overlook anything
said, "no one but the AFM will
ployment relief to be distributed
ntember
of
the
Rules
Committee
and that its members are not dishandle it." He explained that the
by the union, contrary to previous
disposal of the funds will be on a who has worked closely with Rep.
turbed by* "backfires", which he
practice that all such moneys
asserted had been set up in an
should be collected and distributed
national, not on a regional or local
Cox (D-Ga.) and supported him
basis.
effort to stymie the inquiry. Inistrongly on the FCC inquiry .
by the Government.
tial funds of $60,000 already have
Meanwhile, it was learned that
After a preamble describing the
Three spokesmen also said that
the Cox select Committee would
been
approved
by
the
House
Com"many years of study and trainin their opinion the plan would
mittee on Accounts for the invesannounce selection of its chief
ing" required to make an accomplished musician and the inroads
counsel within a few days. Reports
tigation.
work against the Government's
anti-inflation program by increasfrom New York were that a promIt was presumed that Rep. Cox's
of "canned music" upon the eming the cost of recordings; that it
reference to "backfires" dealt with
inent attorney of that city had
ployment of musicians, the AFM
the resolution adopted by the exbeen selected, but his identity
would
oppose the work of the War
statement says that "continuation
(Continued on page UU)
(Continued on page 52)
would be withheld pending formal
of this situation must of necessity
BROADCASTING
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FTC
Blue

Clarifies

House Group to Probe
Winchell Status
At Hearing
MUZZLING commentators is not
the intent of the BLUE, developments in the wake of the Walter
Winchell "damn" slip a fortnight
ago, indicated last week. Misinterpretation of a memorandum to
BLUE news editors led to published charges that the network
had forbidden criticism of Congressmen and other Government
officials and employes, according to
Mark Woods, BLUE president. It
was indicated that the whole thing
was a "tempest in a teapot" and
would blow over quickly.
Meanwhile Chairman Vinson
(D-Ga.) of the House Naval Affairs Committee, announced Friday that his Committee was to
consider the case of Mr. Winchell
as a Naval Reserve officer in executive session Monday, Feb. 15,
with public hearings scheduled to
begin Tuesday or Wednesday. Secretary of the Navy Knox, Mr.
Woods, Mr. Winchell and others
are expected to be called to testify
as to the commentator's status.
"Healthy Sign"
While discussion was aroused
over the controversy, which also
involved Drew Pearson, Washington columnist and BLUE commentator, Mr. Woods made it clear
that there was no issue of freedom
of the air involved. There was
considerable discussion about new
"rules" issued by the BLUE tending to "gag" its commentators, but
it developed that the so-called
"rules" merely were memoranda
designed to cover a specific situation not likely to recur.
Mr. Woods emphasized there had
been no new rules issued and that
the standards governing news
broadcasts invoked for several
years by BLUE, when it was a
part of NBC, still stand. The brief
instructions following the Winchell
incident were simply for the information of commentators and established no new policy. They covered only "derogatory remarks" as
against "fair criticism," which always has prevailed not only for
BLUE but for all networks and for
the industry as a whole.
"The discussion now in progress is a healthy sign," Mr. Woods
asserted last Friday. "I believe
that the views expressed by the
commentators themselves will help
to draw the line clearer between
the fair and factual, and the unfair and unfounded criticism which
would really destroy the freedom
of the air."
Long recognized as an advocate
of freedom of the air, Mr. Woods
was influential in the drafting of
the original industry code provisions and the NBC and BLUE
requirements covering handling of
news. The incident caused a furore
because of reverberations in Congrss and general agitation. It was
Page
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Stand

on

Commentators

felt that insofar as the BLUE's
news commentaries are concerned,
there would be no discernible
change in handling and no change
whatever in overall policy.
Mr. Woods took the position that
the open discussion would cause no
controversy and would help all
concerned in an understanding of
the situation. The BLUE's position
that there should be a distinction
between derogatory remarks and
fair criticism follows policies preerally. vailing in the newspaper field genFollowing the Winchell broadcast
of Jan. 31, which caused the introduction of a resolution (HRes-95)
by Rep. Hoffman (R-Mich.) for a
report on the status of the commentator as a lieutenant commander in

1303

3nmt

the Naval Reserve [Broadcasting,
Feb. 8] the BLUE notified its news
editors to beware of "derogatory
remarks". This was done simply to
keep them on their toes, it was
stated. This memorandum, which
Mr. Woods explained as an interpretation ofexisting rules, follows :
"No remarks shall be made
which are derogatory of any member of either House of Congress,
member of the President's Cabinet
or any other person holding any
public office.
"No derogatory or insulting remarks about either House of Congress or any groups of members
in either House or any Federal
agency or employe thereof.
"No remarks which might im(Continued on page -45)
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Rebate
Davis

Soon

Inquiry

Promises

House

Quick Decision on Report
PROMISE of early action by the
Federal Trade Commission on its
preliminary inquiry into radio discount and rebate policies was made
by Commissioner Ewin L. Davis to
a subcommittee of the House Appropriation Committee, records of
hearings on the Independent Offices
Appropriations Bill revealed last
week.
Replying to inquiries from Rep.
Wigglesworth (R-Mass.) on the
progress of the investigation, Commissioner Davis said that "a very
thorough
investigation"
had been
made of the whole industry
and
that the Commission would act just
as soon as it gets a report.
Report Ready
The investigation has already
been finished, and the report is now

Active Congressional interest, if
not inspiration for the case, was
also revealed at the Appropriation
Committee hearings. Congressman
Wigglesworth, in questioning FTC
counsel Kelley, asked the status of
the radio inquiry "promised us a

Baker's death was a hemorrhage,
presumably induced by high blood
pressure. He had undergone treatment for a streptococcus infection
in his thigh and recently had been
under doctor's care.

Inquiries of this nature, FTC has
repeatedly warned, are purely
routine,
and broadcasters have been
year ago."
cautioned against assuming that
complaints will inevitably result.

Joined G-E in 1927
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Ewin

Act

apparently ready for the Commissioners, since Samuel Williams,
chief examiner in charge of the
case, is known to have cleaned up
his work before leaving for military
service. FTC Counsel William
Kelley some time ago promised the
House committee that Mr. Williams
leaving.finish the radio case before
would

IRVIN R. BAKER, one of radio's
best-known pioneers, died suddenly last Tuesday in Camden of a cerebral hemorrhage. He was 39.
Mr. Baker was at his office at
RCA Mfg. Co. in Camden when
the attack came. While he had been
ill intermittently for several
months, he had lost little time from
his work. Immediate cause of Mr.

Formerly head of RCA's broadcast transmitter sales, Mr. Baker
last year was assigned to advance
the development of electronic applications to war industries and to
post-war planning. He was one of
the best-known and best-liked figures in the radio, television and
electronics fields.
Born on a farm in Freedom
Township, Adams County, Pa., on
Oct. 6, 1903, Mr. Baker attended
the public and high schools of
the township and later attended
Gettysburg College. He had become interested as a boy in "wireless". After he received his B.S.
degree, he continued his studies
toward another degree in electrical
engineering.
Shortly following his graduation,
Mr. Baker entered the employ of
General Electric Co., Schenectady,
in 1927. He was placed in charge
of operations of the famous Schenectady high-powered station,
WGY, one of the first stations in
the country. Such figures as Andrew D. Ring, former FCC broadcast- engineering chief; Lt. Com.
Joseph A. Chambers, now in the
Navy, who built the WLW 500,000watt transmitter; Lt. Com. A. B.
Chamberlain, former CBS chief
engineer, and Harold Vance, who
is with RCA in Camden, all served

On

to

LaRoche
I. R. BAKER
their
apprenticeship with
"Bake" radio
at Schenectady.
In 1929 "Bake" joined RCA and
within a few days his qualities of
leadership and pioneering knowledge led to his appointment as
head of broadcast transmitter sales
at the Camden plant. He was a
familiar figure at NAB conventions, as head of RCA's technical
contingent. He was responsible for
many innovations in design and
construction of broadcast transmitters.
With the war's outbreak, Mr.
Baker devoted most of his time to
research in the use of high-frequency radio current, to speed war
production. He remained the actual
head of broadcast equipment operations, however.
Mr. Baker is survived by his
wife, the former Eleanore Oland,
of Ewan, N. J., whom he married
two years ago, and their first child,
Robert Oland, born last Jan. 4.
12.
Interment was at Gettysburg Feb.
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to Ad Council

CHESTER J. LaROCHE, chairman of the board of Young & Rubicam, has taken a leave of absence from the agency effective
immediately to devote all of his
time to the post of chairman of
the Advertising Council, which has
lacked a fulltime operating head
since the resignation of Miller McClintock as executive director to
become president of MBS. The
council has abolished the position
of executive director. One of the
founders of the council and an active leader in its activities since
its inception, Mr. Laroche emphasized the increased responsibilities
of business in advancing the war
effort on the home front and the
place of advertising in mobilizing
the people
in keeping them informed and
and inspired.

Elgin Starts March 7
ELGIN NATIONAL Watch CoElgin, 111., (institutional) on
March 7 starts The Man Behind
the Gun on 59 CBS stations Sundays, 10:30-11 p.m. Program has
been sustaining Wednesdays, 10:3011 p.m. Agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Censorship
New

Restrictions,

Foreign
Tongue
Provisions
Text of revised code on page 2kCENTRALIZATION

of

all

domestic censorship, a few
added
restrictions, more
stringent supervision of foreign language broadcasts and
definitions of "appropriate
authority" are provided in the
revised Code of Wartime
Practices for American
Broadcasters. The new Code
was released last Wednesday
by Byron Price, Director of
the Office of Censorship.
Dated Feb. 1, 1943, the new
Code, effective immediately,
supersedes the original Code
of Jan. 15, 1942 as well as
the first revision dated June
15, 1942. It clarifies many
questions which have arisen since
the last revision eight months ago,
adding sections relating to simulated air raids and blackouts and
others.
Foreign Tongues
Most stringent regulation provided in the new Code covers foreign language broadcasts. Under
new provisions the Office of Censorship, by direction of the President, is charged with the responsibility of removing from the air a1!
persons engaged in foreign language broadcasting who, in the
opinion of Censorship, "endanger
the war effort of the United Nations by their connections, direct
or indirect, with the medium."
Bases of judgment in exercising
this function will be two-fold:
"Current material written for
broadcast or broadcast over American facilities, and past and/or
present conduct of the individual,
including evidence substantiating
his sympathy with the regimes of
our enemies."
The Code makes it clear, however, that the individual management is not relieved of the responsibility of employing only those
whose loyalty the management does
not question. Station operators further are charged with the responsibility of reporting any personnel
who might be suspected to the Office of Censorship.
Praise From Ryan
J. Harold Ryan, assistant Director of Censorship in charge of radio, asserted that some 150 foreign
language stations are broadcasting
more than 1,500 hours weekly in
29 or 30 languages and the job of
policing such broadcasts couldn't
possibly be carried on in one office.
Page
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Centralized
He commended the station operators who are cooperating fully with
Censorship. He explained that the
Broadcasting Division had set up a
separate section for foreign language operations.
The Code governing broadcast of
news generally parallels the press
Code except in weather information, where broadcasting restrictions still are severe. Sportscasters
may use such terms, however, as
"game called because of weather",
"wet grounds", "muddy field".
Terms such as "clear", "rain",
"windy", "overcast" are "an index
to weather conditions over a large
area and should not be employed,"
says the Code.
Although the Office of Censorship was established shortly after
the U. S. entered the war, individuals of several Government agencies have exercised their own censorship in the past, while others
released information held contradictory to the Code. In emphasizing
there is but one Office of Censorship, to which all queries regarding such problems should be routed,
Mr. Price pointed to a foreward
in both the broadcasters Code and
press Code which reads:
Basis of Authority
"The Code of Wartime Practices is issued pursuant to instructions by the President, who commissioned the Office of Censorship
to supervise domestic voluntary
censorship. You are reminded that
whenever anyone else, in any part
of the country, makes a request
which appears unreasonable or out
of harmony with the Code, you
ere at liberty to appeal at once to
the Office of Censorship. Much confusion would be avoided if such
appeals were more frequent."
In the last war postmasters,
sheriffs, county chairmen and other
semi-public officials were instructing newspapers as to what news
could be published and what
couldn't, Mr. Price recalled. Some
of that has been true in the present war, but more and more both
radio and the press have taken
their censorship problems to the
Office of Censorship and by-passed
other officials.
"You'd be surprised," he said,
"to know how many unreasonable
requests we have been able to
squash because publishers and
broadcasters appealed to us. There
is but one Office of Censorship. We
ask you to call us if you have any
doubts." In the overall Washington operation steps have been taken
to channel information through
public relations offices and to divert any problems of censorship to
Mr. Price's Office.
Referring to the revised Code as
representing the "progress of the
Administration to keep pace with
the progress of the war", Mr. Price
said greater emphasis has been
placed on the protection of military units overseas. Relaxations
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New

Code

latures or individual legislators as
The

Printer

Again

WHEN COPIES of the revised Code of Wartime Practices for American Broadcasters reached the Office of
Censorship for distribution,
10 minutes before Director
Byron Price was scheduled to
release the new Code at a
news conference last Wednesday, it was discovered that
the Government Printing Office omitted an important exception to weather broadcast restrictions. Consequently Censorship had to get out
riders including the following
exception : "News regarding
flood conditions may be broadcast provided it contains no
reference to weather condi-

have been allowed in information
tions." war production because
regarding
"our production is pretty good
He paid tribute to both broadcasters and publishers for their conow".
operation with the Government in
applying the voluntary Code.
"Newspapers and broadcasters
have
been singularly cooperative,"
he declared.
The Director of Censorship explained that his office is not responsible for censorship of news from
combat zones, including North
Africa. Such censorship is handled
by the military.
Referring to suppression of news
after it has once been published,
Mr. Price said his organization had
never taken the position that information could be suppressed after
publication. In rare exceptions,
where some small paper with limited circulation published a story, he
said, efforts might be made to keep
the information confined to the
local area.
Censorship position on the priority of publication is contrary to
a past War Dept. policy that even
though a story had been published
in a metropolitan newspaper, like
the New York Times, it should be
suppressed in all other media. The
"special note" which sets out that
the Office of Censorship was created
by Presidential order places full
responsibility in such instances on
the shoulders of Censorship and not
other Government agencies. Mr.
Price explained, however, that his
office is cooperating with other
Governmental functions.
Legislative Problem
Most of the new provisions in
both Codes already are outstanding
in the nature of special requests
from broadcasters and newspapers,
said Mr. Price. Solutions of many
problems without precedent, which
have been decided upon as they
arose, have become new clauses or
revisions in the Code.
One question still remains to be
settled — the status of State LegisBROADCASTING

"appropriate authority" when they
deal with information restricted by
the Code. Censorship has ruled that
a Congressman is "appropriate authority" but the problem of State
Legislatures and individuals is under consideration, according to Mr.
With reference to news about the
Ryan.
Armed Forces, the new Code elaborates over the last revision, carrying heavier restrictions in some instances and relaxation in others.
The Code lists information which
may not be used concerning troops
both at home and abroad.
In the Action at Sea section the
new Code restricts information
about the sinking or damaging
from war causes of war or merchant vessels in any waters, unless
officially released for publication
and broadcast by appropriate Naval
authority. Under the old Code information made public outside the
United States could be used, with
the origin specified.
A new clause in the Code covers
accredited military and naval correspondents, accepted by the War
or Navy stricted
Departments
to visit
reareas in the United
States.
Censorship exercises no control over
such correspondents, inasmuch as
any area attacked by the enemy
would be placed under military control immediately and censorship
would be handled by the armed
forces. The Code is applicable, howbroadcastarea.
operations outsideever,thetodeclared
Sabotage Provisions
Sabotage, which was included under Production in the old Code, now
is set aside in a separate section.
Restricted are specifications (including information on bottlenecks)
which saboteurs could use to damage war production plants, transportation lines, public utilities, or
other military objectives or any information indicating sabotage. No
mention of sabotage should be
made

in reporting accidents, unless authorized by the military
{Continued on page 55)

REST

BEFORE

AIR

FOR ELMER
DAVIS
ELMER DAVIS, director of the
Office of War Information, reiterated his intention to go on the air
with a weekly
program
war information at his
news of
conference
last Wednesday.
He added, however, the program
would not start until he first had
a chance to get away for several
days. Reports have it that Mr.
Davis' health is such as to make a
rest necessary in the near future.
In any case he may be expected
to take the air toward the end of
this month, broadcasting on Fridays over NBC, CBS and BLUE,
10:45-11 p.m. MBS will rebroad-,
cast the program each week by1
transcription, probably on Satui-i
day afternoon.
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Half-Million

Cut

Bill

group. Considerable committee interrogation covered such activities.
Also figuring in the committee
hearings was the now famous
"skeleton-rattling" inquiry of the
FCC, involving former Commissioner Sam Pickard, among others.
It was disclosed for the first time,
under persistent questioning of
committee members, that the Commission spent about $10,000 for
the inquiry and that it appeared to
be a dead issue. Chairman Fly
brought out that the Dept. of Justice was not inclined to take action
either in the Pickard case or in
another proceeding into which inferred allegations of bribery entered (see article on this page).
Allotment of Funds

Also

Deletion

Recommends
of

Another

Quarter Million
CUT OF a half-million dollars in
the FCC appropriation for the 1943
fiscal year, along with a recommendation that another quartermillion be lopped off, was made to
the House last week by its appropriations committee in submitting
the new Independent Offices Appropriation Bill. The measure was
scheduled for House consideration
Feb. 15 with indications of a fight
on some FCC funds.
The bill carries a total of $7,609,914 for the FCC, which is some
$223,000 more than its current 1942
budget but $480,000 less than the
budget estimate. Moreover, the committee called the attention of the
House to provisions for $206,000
for its "War Problems Division,"
which has been in controversy, and
of another item of about $28,000
for a hemisphere communications
unit.
Declaring it had not eliminated
these funds because they were requested as a "national defense
measure," the committee said it
regarded the value of these projects
with "some skepticism and recommends that the Commission carefully consider the desirability of
discontinuing them."
FCC Work Probed
Coincident with release of the
appropriations bill and the committee's report last Tuesday, the
subcommittee handling independent
offices made public the formal hearings on the appropriations held Jan.
15. The hearings covered testimony
by FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, Chief Engineer E. K. Jett, and
Robert D. Leigh, director of Foreign
Broadcast Intelligence Service, plus
other department heads. As in the
past, there was cross-examination
of the Commission on its policies
and expenditures.
National defense functions of
the Commission, largely reposing
in FBIS and the Radio Intelligence
Division, were reviewed for the
committee, since their operations involve all save $2,000,000 of the
FCC's appropriation. There was no
reduction in the appropriation for
regular activities of $2,000,000, but
Chairman Fly told the committee
that practically all of the Commission's work now was involved in
the war effort. The actual cut was
in connection with personnel.
With several House committees
authorized to inquire into war activities and staff of Government
agencies, the action on the FCC
appropriation is regarded as only
the first phase of the economy drive.
Congressional effort to withhold
salaries of Government employes
suspected of Communist front activities also figures in the FCC's
picture because of the mention of
three FBIS executives by the Dies
Committee as purportedly in that
Page
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Funds

The full Appropriations Committee, in its report to the House,
pointed out that it had approved
the budget estimate of $2,000,000
for regular activities, which was

FCC

Drops

Conducted

for

FCC

the amount of the 1943 appropriation, and had allowed the total
amount provided for the current
year for national defense activities
plus such sums as are necessary to
place certain personnel in FBIS
and the law department on a fullyear basis. The committee said it
had added $227,000 to the 1943
appropriation for this purpose, but
had denied additional funds requested "for the expansion of other
Chairman Fly, in his Jan. 15 apservices." pearance behind closed doors, told
the subcommittee that of the Commission's aggregate requested budget only $260,000, or about 3%,
actually would be devoted to regulation of broadcasting. The remaining 97 % is utilized for "highly important but much less known activities," he said.
Much time was devoted by Chair(Continued on page 50)

Ancient

Inquiries

Cost
of
$10,000
of
the
investigation
and whether
AFTER A year of secret inquiry
it
had
been
completed.
First the
and expenditure of approximately
chairman, who was understood to
$10,000, the FCC has about given
have been largely responsible for
up its so-called "skeleton-rattling"
the inquiry, said the inquiry was
investigation of former Commiscomplete though there might be
sioner Sam Pickard as well as inother developments. Afterward,
quiries into other purported improhowever, Mr. Denny declared that
prieties in the earlier days of radio
regulation.
unless something "new opens up
that we do not have any informaThat was revealed by FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly and Gention about now" the investigation
was closed.
eral Counsel Charles R. Denny Jr.
Mr. Fly originally commented
in testimony before the House Apthat occasionally there are offpropriations Subcommittee on Inshoots from investigations of that
dependent Offices, made public last
kind and he pointed out a serious
Tuesday coincident with the introquestion had arisen as to whether
duction of the new appropriations
or not Mr. Pickard has not had a
bill for the FCC and other independent agencies.
"secret interest, an unreported inA slash of about a half-million
terest, in Station WOKO in Albany,
N. Y." He said there was
dollars in the Commission's appro"some indication he has had that
priation was recommended by the
substantial interest in the station
Committee, along with the suggestion that another quarter-million be
through the years." (The FCC recently set the WOKO renewal down
lopped off for activities it regarded
cs of dubious value.
for hearing, to investigate allegations that one of Mr. Pickard's relaSecret Hearing
tives holds a one-fourth interest in
the
station.)
Closely questioned by Rep. WigThe statement regarding cost of
glesworth (R-Mass.), a member of
the Cox special committee to inthe investigation indicated that Mr.
Farnham had received a total of
quire into FCC's activities, and by
Rep. Dirksen (R-Ill.), Chairman
$6,115 for salary and travel, the
Fly for the first time revealed that
former on a per diem basis. The
approximately $10,000 had been
balance of the $9,804 expenditure
spent on the inquiry. John D. Farnwas for regular Commission emham, of St. Paul, had been retained
ployes and was based on estimated
as special counsel for this inquiry
time spent on the investigation.
but was assisted by five other memOn the-Record-Answer
bers of the Commission's staff, inWhen
Chairman Fly sought to
cluding Commissioner Wakefield,
who presided over a secret hearing
explain the status of the investigain Chicago several months ago.
tion "off the record", Mr. Wigglesworth insisted he wanted some
The story of the inquiry was un"answer" on the record.
folded under the prodding of the
Committee members.
Mr. Fly explained that the entire
Mr. Fly first discussed the matter
record of the Pickard matter and
off the record and Mr. Dirksen
related incidents had been referred
raised only the question of the cost
to the Attorney General, but that
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the department recently concluded
it did not contemplate taking any
action on the basis of that record.
He alluded to the conclusions by the
department that the statute of limitations had expired and denied
that the statements said to have
been reported by Mr. Farnham had
been "refuted and disproved".
After Mr. Wigglesworth had asserted he felt the matter should be
cleared up since the charges were
of a "most serious character", Mr.
Fly said he thought the Commission had devoted all of the time
and money it ought to devote to
that matter "at this time".
Describing what he understood
to be the scope of the inquiry, Mr.
Wigglesworth said he understood
Mr. Farnham reported that Commissioner Pickard's conduct had
been "grossly improper" while in
office and that he also reported that
charges had been made against
another "former member" of receiving "financial gratuities from
a licensee or licensees". It also was
reported, he said, that one of the
licensees had admitted he had mysteriously turned over to his attorney some $4,000 worth of Government bonds, "in order to acquire
the facilities he had asked the Commission for, and that he had a list
of five members of the Commission who would or had voted favorably in this case." He asked pointedly whether those charges had
been
"disproved".
Declaring
he had given the best
answer he could on the Pickard investigation, Mr. Fly said he did
not know about the particular quotations and commented that Mr.
Farnham had submitted a more
lengthy report.
Justice Dept. Rejection
"At any rate," he continued, "I
do know and will tell the committee, frankly, he did raise serious
questions of that character regarding that one station in Minneapolis.
By the way, the statements which
you refer to there, Mr. Wigglesworth, were not under oath and,
when the heads of the station who
had made the statements were put
under oath, they did not pan out
as indicated by that language.
"So that the testimony in the
investigation did not meet up, did
not have the same grave quality or
the extent which Mr. Farnham
thought it probably would have,
based upon some oral conversations
which he had had with those men.
Nevertheless, and despite the absence of such a convincing record,
we forwarded that file to the Dept.
of Justice and the Dept. of Justice
studied that file and reported back
that, on the basis of that record,
they were not prepared to proceed
in Asked
the matter."
by Mr. Wigglesworth
whether the investigation now is
closed, Mr. Denny first commented
that it was unless something new
opened up. Mr. Fly closed the interrogation with the observation
"in the absence of any further evidence on the subject, I assume so;
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Supreme
Economic
Issue

Court

Survival

Argued

At Length
THE FIGHT for economic survival
by NBC and CBS, growing out of
the four-year effort of the FCC to
assume regulatory control over the
contractual relations between networks and their affiliates, was
placed in the lap of the Supreme
Court last week, in the final phase
of the litigation over the FCC's
■chain-monopoly regulations.
The court listened four hours to
argument by counsel representing
the FCC, NBC, CBS and Mutual.
Summarized in this discussion was
the ponderous testimony gathered
by the FCC in its chain-monopoly
inquiry which began in 1938, along
with the results of three separate
judicial reviews — one of them in
the Supreme Court itself. Few new
notes were struck, but the court
listened closely and there were
questions from six of the seven
judges who sat.
Decision Challenged
NBC and CBS seeks to overturn
the opinion of the statutory threejudge court in New York, which
held that the FCC has authority
under the Communications Act to
regulate contractual relations of
networks with their affiliates,
through the stations as licensees.
The FCC, through solicitor General
Charles Fahy, steadfastly held it
had accorded a full and free hearing to all of the parties and that
they were on notice from the start
that the intent was to ferret out
the purported monopolistic tendencies of the major networks and
introduce competition.
Sitting on the court were Chief
Justice Stone and Associate Justices Roberts, Reed, Frankfurter,
Douglas, Murphy and Jackson. Associate Justice Black did not participate, presumably because C. J.
Durr, his brother-in-law, is a member of the FCC. The ninth member,
Justice Wiley B. Rutledge, who was
confirmed by the Senate last week,
had not yet taken his seat.
On June 1 of last year, the same
court sent the FCC's chain monopoly regulations back to the Federal District Court in New York
for full review on the merits, holding in a 5-3 opinion that the lower
court had jurisdiction. The majority opinion in that case was written
by Chief Justice Stone, who was
joined by Associate Justices Roberts, Murphy, Byrnes, and Jackson.
Associate Justice Frankfurter
wrote a detailed dissenting opinion,
upholding the lower court which
previously had sustained the FCC's
motion to dismiss for want of jurisdiction.
Arguing against the contentions
of the Solicitor General were John
T. Cahill, chief counsel for NBC;
Charles Evans Hughes Jr., chief
Page
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Net
Ruling
Seen
counsel for CBS, and E. Willoughconsiderable portion of the time
by Middleton, representing Stromwas consumed by questions from
berg-Carlson, licensee of WHAM,
the bench, notably during the SoRochester, NBC affiliate which was
licitor General's two separate apa participant in the original appearances — one to answer NBC
and the second in rebuttal to CBS.
peals. Louis G. Caldwell, chief counsel for Mutual, argued in defense
Mr. Cahill, in opening his argument, contended that station rights
of the Government's position, utilin effect were being denied, rather
izing
part
of
the
Government's
two
hours of time.
than regulated, under the Commission's proposed orders. He argued
While NBC directed its arguthe fundamental question of freement principally against Reguladom of speech, declaring that the
tion 3.104, banning time— options,
regulations
contravene the ConstiCBS protested virtually all of the
tution.
regulations, but attached no weight
Without the time option contract,
to the time option ban and the elimthe
attorney contended, there would
ination of exclusive network affiliabe
no
continuous supply of protion, which it contended in effect
grams and no network would be in
would make all stations free agents
insofar as network affiliation is a position to attract the necessary
concerned.
economic support. He called comThe Solicitor General insisted
mercial programs the "economic
foundation" of a free American rathat option time would be permitted
dio.
on a "non-exclusive" basis, while
Calling attention to the antiMr. Caldwell held that the lack of
trust suit brought by the Dept. of
available outlets in many imporJustice against NBC and CBS covtant markets frustrated the effort
ering practically the same issues
of Mutual or any other network
and scheduled for trial in April,
enterprise to compete effectively
Mr. Cahill argued that this prowith the old-line networks, which
ceeding, in his judgment, constihad affiliates in these essential markets.
tuted the proper course. He questioned the right of the FCC to inMr. Middleton told the court
voke the anti-trust statutes.
Stromberg had no idea that the
Recalls Old Laws
purpose of the Commission's origiSolicitor General Fahy dug back
nal inquiry was to rule out netinto the legislative archives of 1927
work affiliation contracts. He
and 1933 to prove the Government
pointed to the satisfactory relationcontention that Congress meant to
ship between his station and NBC
have
the networks regulated, pointand urged that the entire proceeding to Section 301 (i) of the Coming should have been conducted on
munications Act, which authorized
the basis of economic regulation,
rather than as a legislative inquiry.
it to make "special regulations" applicable to stations engaged in
The facts adduced, he held, would
chain broadcasting.
have been geared toward that end.
This contention, however, was
See Spring Action
strongly questioned by CBS CounCourt observers expected the
sel Hughes, who also alluded to the
court to act by mid-March, in view
same Congressional debates to supof the fact that the NBC-CBS apport his contention that the provipeals were brought under the Ursion dealt only with physical asgent Deficiencies Act and therefore
pects and means of eliminating dupwill have right of way. The argulication ofchain programs in radio's
earlier days.
ments began last Wednesday and
carried over through Thursday. A
He pointed to other provisions of

VICE-PRESIDENTS all are these broadcasters who attended the recent
NBC War Clinic at Cincinnati's Netherland Plaza hotel. Discussing
radio's wartime job are (1 to r) : Clarence Menser, NBC v-p in charge
of programs; Roy Witmer, network's v-p in charge of sales; James D.
Shouse, Crosley Corp. v-p in charge of broadcasting and chairman of
NBC's 1943 Stations Planning and Advisory Committee; William S.
Hedges, NBC v-p in charge of stations; R. E. Dunville, Crosley v-p in
charge of sales; F. M. Russell, NBC v-p in charge of Washington operations. Representatives from 30 stations in Lower Michigan, Indiana,
Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky attended clinic.
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by
Spring
Section 301, all of which, he said,
dealt with technical and physical,
rather than contract or business
factors. This argument resulted in
close questioning.
Answering the contention of Mr.
Middleton, Mr. Fahy said that the
Commission had given full notice
that it would go into contractual
matters and that there was ample
evidence of this in the more than
one million words of testimony and
in the voluminous exhibits introduced in evidence.
Holding that the networks had
had a full and fair hearing and had
not sought to introduce any new
evidence, the Solicitor General said
there was no possible reason for
a new hearing.
Within the Act?
Mr. Fahy dismissed the free
speech contention with the observation that simply because stations
are licensed, due to the crowded
condition of the radio spectrum, this
issue is not present. The regulations do not deal with what anyone
may say at any time over the air,
he said. The question is whether
the regulations come within the
statute, and not whether the statute is constitutional, he argued.
When Chief Justice Stone inquired whether the provision relied upon in the law dealt only with
"scientific or mechanical" matters
pertaining to chain broadcasting,
Mr. Fahy said it obviously covered
business aspects but had no relationship to sponsorship of programs. Mr. Fahy added the Senate
committee in its report on the original Radio Act in 1927 did not touch
upon the network regulation factor.
The Chief Justice observed that
he understood that networks were
free to run their business "any way
they choose." He asked what the
repercussions of the regulations
might be to the existing system of
broadcasting.
Mr. Fahy enumerated the regu
lations and held that on the most
controverted one, dealing with op
tion time, he was confident there
would be no hardship and that the
medium would "survive these regu
lations". Declaring that there was1
no criticism of the program service;
of the networks implicit in his ar
gument, he said that as a citizen
he enjoyed the programs and re
garded radio as the "best advertis^
ingOnmedium
known
man.'
behalf ever
of CBS,
Mr. toHughe*
declared that many points remaineq
to be covered, but that aside frorr!
the time option regulations, CBS
feels the "disastrous impact" of the
other regulations, too. He pointec
out that the FCC relied both orj
its "ruling power" and its "licens
ing power", declaring that it ha(j
to be one or the other since they arc
incompatible.
Mr. Hughes laid great stres
upon the revision of the regulation
as finally drafted, which specif
that no
station shall
"enter
(Continued
on page
54) into1
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PUBLISHED

WAR-GRAM
Western
Electric

RADIO

IN

RECOGNITION

OF

RECORD
When the Japs hit Pearl Harbor
and blasted us into total war, the
900-odd radio stations of America
leapt as one man into the service
of their country. Facing a multitude
lof new and difficult problems, networks, big stations and small stations alike have shown remarkable
■ability and versatility in helping
Uncle Sam to get on with winning
the war.
, Probably no one will ever know
just how many thousands of hours
the radio stations of America devoted to war broadcasts during the
year starting December 7, 1941.
Certainly no one can even attempt
ito measure the effect of these broadcasts on the 130,000,000 people of
the country.
But no one can doubt that radio,
along with other media, has played
an outstanding part in speeding the
transformation of a nation at peace
into a nation at war.

und effect."
a profo
havehanne
willSix-C
l Station on Way
As to news transmission. Mr.
Eisenhower explained that today
the Algiers radio was unsatisfac
of the
I tory and consequently much ting
in
Inews went to London, resul
s of cencable congestion and delay
sorship. But now, he went on^S
-Ki-iiVrSi
there will be a new -Ibi^
station with six channels, one or
these available to the OWI, which
. Withwill share it withwillthebepress
getting our
in a week "we
stated, adding
stuff direct," he erci
al station
that a new comm
ed.
erect
be
also
might
Informatioi

From The New York Times, December 31, 1942
The six-channel transmitter is now
in service in North Africa. It is one
of many Western Electric transmitters now helping to keep America's
lines of communication open around
the world.
Graybar (Western Electric Distributor in V. S. A.) stands ready to be of
any possible service.
BROADCASTING

THE

INDUSTRY'S

FINE

RADIO'S

...FOR
IN

1st WAR

YEAR

Radio has helped to make Americans the best informed people on
earth. It has sold them many millions of dollars' worth of War Bonds
and Stamps. It has speeded enlistments, helped conserve precious materials, gathered scrap, explained
rationing, aided civilian defense,
spiked rumors, raised money for our
allies, entertained our soldiers and
sailors, improved our foreign relations, short-waved the truth to Axis
nations and Axis-occupied territories in spite of Hitler's best efforts
to keep the truth from them.
Through all the difficulties of radio's first year at war, the industry
has kept its head, censored and controlled itself and hung up a record
that everyone in radio may well be
proud of. During its second year at
war — and until the day of final victory— radio will play a part of ever
increasing importance in helping to
keep America free.

Look
Come

Out,

To jo! Here

the Tornadoes !

In Milwaukee, WTMJ is looking forward to the day when the Navy's
"Pearl Harbor Flying Tornadoes"
squadron dives into action. This
squadron of 90 men was enrolled as
a special token group during an outstanding enlistment drive in which
WTMJ's "Fly for Navy" series of
15-minute broadcasts played an important part. The program featured
on-the-spot interviews with young
men being inducted into service,
daily summaries of enlistments and
highlights of Navy history.
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CONTRIBUTIONS

TO

THE

BULLETIN r The U. S. Treasury and music lovers should
give a vote of thanks to WWJ,
Detroit. Recently, when the
Detroit Symphony Orchestra
was about to fold up for the
duration, WWJ persuaded a
downtown merchant to sponsor 21 symphonic broadcasts
devoted solely to sale of War
Bonds.

Rings
WJBK

| Bell for
Uncle Sam
Out in Detroit, famed for quantity
production, WJBK is producing War
Bond sales in a big way. A one-hour
program brought in $120,000 — two
other half-hour programs added
$142,000. Total since August 9 is
well past the half -million mark.

WROK
Marines

Took

Home

200

for Xmas

At the Marine Corps Base in San
Diego were 200 youths from northern Illinois and southern Wisconsin.
Christmas was coming, but furloughs for all these boys would be
out of the question. So WROK,
Rockford, sent promotion director
Bill Traum to San Diego to record
their personal greetings to the folks
back home. On Christmas day, each
of these 200 young Marines came
home for a few seconds — across
2,500 miles — over WROK. There's a
double-barreled morale builder for

you! What's

NEW
YOU?

EFFORT

For
Extraordinary
Heroism

in

Action

A special salute to Thomas E. Knode
— former NBC Washington news
editor and first broadcasting man
to be decorated in this war! He
has been awarded the Distinguished
Service Cross for extraordinary
heroism in action near Buna, New
Guinea. Twice wounded, he is now
recovering in a hospital somewhere
in Australia.

WWL
Are

and

WLW-WSAI

Out

for Blood !

Way down yonder in New Orleans,
WWL broadcast a corpuscle-bycorpuscle account showing how easy
it is to donate a pint of blood that
may save the life of a wounded service man. This remote originated at
the Red Cross-Army Blood Bank.
In Cincinnati, WLW-WSAI are
doing a fine job in the interest of
the Hamilton County Blood Bank's
drive for donors. Besides acquainting radio listeners with the vital
need for blood, the program includes acampaign to get all WLWWSAI employees to give some of
their own.

with

If your station has developed
a novel idea for selling bonds,
for getting in the scrap, or
for otherwise promoting victory— if you're proud of results you've gotten in backing
up the war effort — tell us, so
we can spread the news! Write
to Radio War-Gram Editor,
Western Electric Co., Room
928, 195 Broadway, New York,
N. Y.

WAR

Fighting

Words

from

World's Highest Studios
High above every battle front, Army
planes fly and fight with radio command sets, vital in coordinating
warfare in the air. Western Electric is making vast quantities of
this equipment, as well as other
communications
apparatus for the
armed forces.
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Arnold
To
YOU

CAN'T

AFFORD

1943 and 1944 demand
aggressive,

Supreme
Court.
Rutledge's
nomination
wasJustice
confirmed
last

intelligent

week by ination
Senate.
Arnold's
was sent Mr.
to the
Senate nomlast
Thursday by President Roosevelt.
Confirmation is expected without
difficulty.
Pending Cases

tested and proved — and geared to wartime's
sudden demands!
Nearly

Everyone

Knows

BONUS COVERAGE
N. Y. counties.

*

TOP
DIAL

*

Our
*

AUDIENCE

WSYR

— reaching

Know

WSYR

of wartime

has

(Red)
—

. . .

merchandising

Intelligent wartime promotion methods — balancing sales-man-power shortage.
Thoroughly competent staff — among
est payrolls in radio.
You

Should

Know

WSYR

the high-

has . . .

*
the Know-How to deliver far more than your
contract calls for, to hold your sales-front until
Victory. Proof — if you wish — from General
*

radio

cases

pending

brought by Mr. Arnold are antitrust proceedings against the
American Federation of Musicians,
now awaiting decision by the Federal District Court in Chicago,
after the Government had lost its
original case on a motion to dismiss, and the anti-trust suits
brought last year against NBC and
CBS, alleging violations of the
statutes because of exclusive contracts, time options, and in fact
covering all of the original issues
raised by the FCC in the drafting
of its highly-controverted chainmonopoly regulations. These latter
cases, however, have been in suspension awaiting Supreme Court
decision on virtually parallel issues on appeals brought by NBC
and CBS from the Commission
decisions.

24 populous

schedule — "Powerhouse Programs".
POSITION AND EFFECTIVE POWER
570 Kc. at 5000 Watts.
Advertisers

Among

has . . .

— attracted by full NBC

Expert knowledge
conditions.

*

Bench

operations.
Mr. Arnold's nomination for the
appellate court, which handles
practically all radio appeals, had
been generally predicted in Washington since elevation of Associate
Justice Wiley B. Rutledge to the

readjustments. The advertiser has a new job to do . . . holding his
dealers, guarding his franchise, protecting his
valuable brands. During these two vital years
he must be deadly sure of his media. WSYR is

*

Federal

Pending Radio Litigation Not
To Be Affected by Shift
APPOINTMENT of Thurman Arnold, "trust-busting" Assistant Attorney General to the U. S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia, will have no immediate or
direct bearing on pending antitrust suits involving broadcasting

TO

/

*

Nominated

Foods, Vick's, Babbitt, Lorillard, Arpeako,
Camels, Esso, to name a few.
Yes, WSYR is a busy station . . . but to get a
tough job done, ask a busy man to do it!

Kc.

In charge of the Litigation Section of the Anti-Trust Division is
Holmes Baldridge, who has assisted Mr. Arnold in the preparation
of these and other cases. It is expected Mr. Baldridge will follow
through on handling of these cases
upon Mr. Arnold's retirement from
the Dept. of Justice.
Mr. Arnold, nemesis of the labor
unions and of "big business", has
indicated he will accept the nomination to the appellate tribunal. Mentioned prominently as his successor are Hugh Cox, of the Board of
Economic Warfare, formerly his
chief assistant, and Tom C. Clark,
also on the Anti-Trust Division
staff.

570

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

H. C. WILDER, Pres.
THE

BASIC

COVERING
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STATION

NEW

YORK

Newspaper Spots
THE Philadelphia News (news
paper), in a national circulation
drive starting Feb. 15 has placed
four to eight five-minute programs
over a ten-day period on WARM
WWVA
WBAL WIBC WRNL
WFHR WMMN
WFIN WMBF
WRUS WMAZ
WWL
WLAW
WAAT
WCLE
WSBA
WIS
WNBC WHCU WAAF WMUR
WSPR
WDZ
WSVA
WBIG.
Agency is First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
BROADCASTING

Pacific
in the
FEATUR
WCKY E Heard
articles in
American and Liberty magazines recently
mention the reception of WCKY,
Cincinnati, early morning programs
by Marines on Guadalcanal. Lt.
Col. Richard C. Mangrum in the
American writes that his squadron
heard the Cincinnati station with
clarity on two portable receiving
sets. Lt. Don E. McCafferty, as
told by Alan Hynd in Liberty, also
tells of repeated reception of
WCKY on Guadalcanal.

NEW

PABST

SERIES

STARTS
MARCH
27
PABST BREWING Co., Chicago
(beer), on March 27 starts sponsoring aweekly half-hour variet
show, Blue Ribbon Town, on CBSy
stations, Saturday, 10:15-10:45
p.m. (EWT) . Contract is for 26
weeks, with series featuring
Groucho Marx, film comedian.
Warwick & Legler packaged the
show with talent being lined up by
Paul Warwick, president of the
New York Agency, in collaboration with Dick Mack, Hollywood
producer, who will handle production of the series. Robert Armbruster is musical director. Other
scheduled talent includes Donald
Dickson and Virginia O'Brien, vocalists. Latter being under contract
to MGM, her appearance on the
program remains subject to approval by the film studio.
Format calls for weekly change
of guest stars. Mr. Mack, in addition to his new Pabst show duties,
also is producer of McKee & Albright on the weekly NBC Rudy
Vallee Show, sponsored by Sealtest
Inc. It is believed he will continue
to handle the latter weekly pro-

gram. Pep to Expand
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek,
Mich., which has been sponsoring
Superman as a five-weekly serial
on 39 Mutual stations for Pep
cereal, is planning to increase the
list to the full Mutual network of
204 stations probably the first week
in April. Program is heard 5:45-6
p. m. Agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
NEW TO THE STAFF
WGAR Presents Replacements
In Bulletin
NEW FACES on the staff of
WGAR, Cleveland, are revealed to
men in the armed services in the
station's February Service Bulletin, dedicated to Valentine
Day.
The bulletin, which has's grown
month by month, achieves a tour
de force through publication of the
staff picture, with names and new
faces clearly indicated.
With the February edition Ted
Hanna becomes editor, replacing
Maurice (Mr. Amplistat) Condon,
now in the service. In fact the
mimeographed magazine of station activities now counts Mr. Condon among its readers. In the present issue, WGAR staffers in service will find a note from John F. \\
Patt, general manager, describing
changes
on for
Cleveland's
home front
and wishes
speedy victory.
• Broadcast
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pngratulations
The "Tale of 412

and

Trammell

Cities/' revealing that NBC

3 to 1 in "Listened
the National

Niles

to Most"

Broadcasting

may

leads by more

and

than

at night, is a tribute to you, Mr. Trammell,

Company

KSD

and all NBC

lake

stations.

a

bow

for

KSD

has scored a double distinction in "The Tale of 412 Cities," the most comprehensive survey in radio history! In answer to the question "What radio
station do you listen to most at night?," KSD scored two important firsts.
In St. Louis, KSD teas named by 70% of those
tvho replied as the favorite night-time station.
Nationally, no other radio station in any of the major markets (cities over
600,000) equalled this percentage dominance of the night-time listening audience. Cost and coverage considered, KSD is one of America's top-ranking nightlime radio buys.

KSD
OWNED

AND OPERATED BY THE ST. LOUIS

POST-DISPATCH

Nationally Represented By Free and Peters

NBC

this?

Golden

Age

A FEW short years ago the
premium was a pint-sized pygmy
tugging at the hem of radio, seeking a lift. And then, with the startling suddenness characteristic of
radio trends, that "lift" matured
into an amorous embrace, after
which the premium settled comfortably on the shoulders of radio
like some benevolent gremlin,
gurgling "Happy Days Are Here
Again" to the tuneful accompaniment of pyramiding box-tops and
tinkling cash registers.
But then came the war. And
under the current impact of priorities, shipping shortage and such,
the box-top once again threatens to
become merely the top of a box
rather than the open sesame to
fabulous advertising gains.
Terrific Sales Stimulant
Yes, men, there's a war on, and
premium merchandising seems to
be one of the first casualties. Not a
fatality but nonetheless a badly
wounded soldier of radio fortune.
Too bad, too; a hot premium was
such a swell way of getting everybody excited or re-excited, all along
the line. The copywriter got a kick
out of it, because a premium deal
gave him a chance to see some
actual, traceable, honest-to-God results.
The client sales force had something to go out and wow the trade
with. The distributor and jobber
salesmen got a shot-in-the-arm that
sent them out on the street with
something to talk about besides
what happened in the sixth.
The agency got a little more
solid (temporarily at any rate)
with the client. Was everybody
happy? You said it. Well, now that
the war, priorities and such things
have (in the sentiment of Ring
Lardner) knocked premium merchandising for a double row of
early June peas, let's hold a little tenth inning bull session for
future reference.

of

Premiums

Advertising
Out

but

Hard-Selling
By

Copy

WESTON

Sherman

on a self -liquidating basis, has been
not (as so many have claimed) a
form of bribery; actually, it has
been a form of showmanship which
offers extra, added value and buying-inducement to the customer,
plus an operating profit to the advertiser as well.
Used with the average five-aweek daytime serial, premium merchandising has been a smash. Yet —
just as soap opera itself falls within very strict limitations which,
when violated, penalizes the advertiser severely — premium merchandising forces the advei'tiser to
conform to very strict rules and
these rules simply cannot be
tampered with.
Time and again, an advertiser
who deluded himself into believing that "something different"
meant something better, found he
was operating at a loss, and had to
go back to the ABC's of premium
merchandising to get on safe
ground again. Here are two actual
case examples within my own experience :
Ten-Cent Items Best
Advertiser A, operating a n
across-the-board quarter-hour daytime serial offered a pair of good
quality silk stockings for 25c and
a box top, and got rid of more than
a million pairs of stockings with a
million consequent product sales,
at an advertising cost of 2c per
return.

There isn't much doubt that
premium merchandising, properly
conducted, was and still can be a
terrific sales stimulant. It has been
frowned on, viewed with alarm,
and belabored by many an advertising conservative; yet advertisers and agencies who have taken
the trouble to discover and use its
technique often have been swept to
enormous success.
They have found that premium
merchandising, especially when put

IS PREMIUM

passe? Like many

of Showmanship

merchandising

other so-

called "institutions" premiums have been almost totally
eclipsed by the war. Here Weston Hill, copy director of Sherman 8C Marquette, Chicago, analyzes radio commercial copy.
At the close of the war he foresees a golden age of American
business and industry, and with it a golden age of good, hardselling advertising technique born of wartime ingenuity.
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Develops

Technique
HILL

Copy Director,
8C Marquette, Chicago

Advertiser B (another client, incidentally, of the same agency)
overruled the agency and offered a
pair of stockings, of far better
quality than the 25c pair, for 50c
and a box-top. He got rid of only
about 200,000 pairs of stockings, at
an advertising cost of something
like 67c per return.
This seems to be Rule 1 of premium merchandising. This one agency alone, from an experience with
over 150 million box-top returns,
found that a 10c self-liquidating
premium box-top offer has the
best chances of huge returns; a
25c offer has the next best. An
odd-amount offer like 15c, or a

Form

War

higher-priced offer like 50c, just
didn't get by at all.
The war and its strictures will
have many beneficial long-range
effects on industry, advertising and
business in general. The transportation situation is already making
itself felt in the trend to spacesaving dehydrated and frozen
foods, capsule soups and the like.
Plastics, already well on their
way before Pearl Harbor, promise
to be a basic material in millions
of premiums of the future. Automotive designing is in for almost
shocking changes which will obsolesce every car now on the road.
Synthetic rubber will probably be
a better product than the original
article.
I'll even go out on a limb and
predict tidal changes in advertising agency functions, operations
and basis of compensation. And
not the least of all these benefits
will be better skill on the part of
copywriters in writing advertisements and radio commercials that
stand on their own hind legs and
sell all by themselves, without benefit of showmanship, premiums or
any other enticement than sheer
selling-power. The "premium" will
be just good copy — nothing else.
What has made premium merchandising tick? Those who from
their ivory towers frown down on
the practice, claim that the selfliquidating box-top offer is simply
a method of buying back your own
customers. Without going into the
highways and byways of this argument (even if it were sound,
which it just ain't) the fact remains that buying back your own
customers is certainly preferable
to leaving them for your competitor to buy away from you. As a
matter of fact, self-liquidating
premium merchandising is a way
to sample and re-sample new and
old customers at the customers' exBoth Types Sell
pense.
Having written some millions of
dollars worth of copy for the agency that I believe invented the selfliquidating premium offer, and also for the agency that I believe
pretty much invented the straightsell commercial, I ought to be able
to assay the two methods for what
my own experience is worth. One
of these agencies has the largest
radio billing in the world. The
other is the world's largest user of
one-minute spots.
Let's take a look at one commercial of each type, just to get off on
the right foot. Here is a successful
BROADCASTING

Forecast
self-liquidating premium commercial used in one of the most successful five-a-week soap operas on
the air, David Harem, Feb. 10,
1939:
Tens of thousands of women are
now sending to David Harum for one
of the most amazing bracelets ever offered— a bracelet bearing a fragment
of actual stone from the original
grounds of Blarney Castle, Ireland.
Yes, fantastic as it sounds, it's true.
Stone from the original Blarney Castle estate, Ireland, has been brought
across the ocean to make this bracefor you.
firstin time
this
stonelet has
ever It's
been the
offered
America.
And you get it only through David
Harum.
You've heard of kissing the Blarney
Stone. Perhaps you are one of the
thousands who've journeyed to Blarney Castle. You know the stories of
good luck sociated
andwith the
"gift the
o' gab"
askissing
Blarney
Stone.
And now you can actually have a
bit of Ireland — a piece of stone from
Blarney Castle grounds — to wear.
And not only that. It comes as one
of four charms of a lovely golden
colored bracelet. The four charms are
a shamrock, a four-leaf clover, an
authentic miniature of Blarney Castle and the stone from Blarney Castle grounds itself. And so no one can
possibly doubt that this stone is real ;
the shamrock bears the true inscription— "Guaranteed genuine stone from
the original Blarney Castle grounds,
Ireland". Sworn records trace the
journey of this stone to the bracelet
we send you.
It's like the bracelets David is having made for June Saunders in our
story. But it's real.
Now here's why you should send
immediately.
The legislature
land is considering
passing a of
law Ireto
prohibit the export of any more of
this stone. Hence once our limited
supply is gone you may never be able
to get this stone. That's why — in years
to come — it may become a more and
more valuable keepsake.
We make this offer because we Avant
every housewife in America to try
Bab-O, the amazing cleaner that saves
needless scouring by dissolving grease.
We believe that if you try Bab-O
just once — you'll keep on using BabSo — to get your Blarney Bracelet,
just
write to David Harum. 3-8-8
O.
Fourth Avenue, New York City —
sending a Bab-O label and only 25c.
(Continued on page 22)

COMMANDING OFFICER of the
Coast Guard in the Sixth Naval District,scribed
Capt. Coast
Michael
Ryan deGuard J.fighting
on
every war front, in the first of a
Friday half-hour series, Men of
the Coast Guard, on WTMA,
Charleston, S. C. Also at the mike
are: Stanley Raymond, announcer
(center), and Robert E. Bradham,
WTMA general manager.
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I'll repeat that. All you do is to
print your name and address on the
back of a Bab-O label. Wrap the
label around a quarter — and mail to
David Harum, 3-8-8 Fourth Avenue,
New York City.
But don't wait and be left out of
this thrilling offer. Women everywhere
are going wild about these bracelets.
So send before our limited supply
of stone is gone. If you do not live
in the United States, send 35c instead
of 25c, with your Bab-0 label.
This commercial, and more like
it, more than doubled the business
of this advertiser in three years, at
a very slight increase in per-case
advertising appropriation. Now
here's a commercial of the straightsell variety; used not only as a
minute-spot but as the main commercial in a once-a-week nighttime 15-minute show. It is projected
principally to indicate that a
premium offer is not always the
only, nor often, the advisable method of successfully promoting a
product.
Boy: Sis — what does "fat" mean?
Woman : Why — it means big — oversize.
are.Boy : That's what Tom said you
Woman: (Gasps) Oh!
Announcer : Ladies ! If men call
you
it? fat — why not do something about
Several women : But what can we
do?
Announcer : Listen ! Thousands now
follow a safe, pleasant way to reduce— without strict diet lists — strenuous exercises — or drugs. The easy
Welch way ! And listen how easy it
nous
plain water, and drink before meals
glass
and at bedtime. Then this happens :
First, Welch's curbs your appetite
for rich, fattening foods — thus reducing caloric intake.
Second, the dextrose in Welch's is
quickly consumed. This regime helps
nature consume excess fat. Yet !— you
needn't suffer a hungry moment. You
feel better, as you lose weight safely. So start reducing the proved Welch
way today. Be sure to get genuine
Welch's Grape Juice ■— refuse cheap
imitations, when you ask for Welch's.
This, and others like it, so increased the sales of this product
that its annual net profit is said
to be greater today than its total
volume ten years ago. It is true
that some premium merchandising
was also done by this advertiser,
but was used principally as a
"loading deal" rather than for consumer effect. It is also true that in
both these cases, radio was heavily supported by newspaper and
magazine advertising. But traceable returns from these media
didn't compare with what
produced.
Rules for Success

radio

One of the best-known users of
self-liquidating premium merchandising in America has laid down
the following strict requisite for a
successful self -liquidating premium
box-top offer:
1. It must have glamour, pride of
ownershp ; must enable the housewife to serve a different-shaped dessert— help the appearance of her kitchen or bathroom —
her personal charm. do something for
2. It must ride the crest of a current popularity wave; bridge, income
tax, even (if you tread lightly) the
war. No premium advertiser in his
right mind, for example, would offer
a Mah Jong set today.
Page
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RAYMOND GRAM SWING'S
rating got a boost in the Kansas City area the other night.
He had just gone on the air
when the telephone rang in
KCMO's master control room.
A sweet voice informed
Charlie Marvin, night operator, that it was the Listeners
Radio Survey calling and
would he tell her to what
pi'ogram he was listening?
Charlie got a jolt but seriously replied "Raymond Gram
Swing," then added that the
only station he ever listened
to was KCMO.
3. It must be something that she
cannot buy at 10c stores or preferably
in any store. She has to get it from
be something she doesn't
you.4. It should
possess
now. If it is something she
already has, it must have high repeat value. Stockings or dish cloths,
for example, are high repeaters.
Clothes pins are not.
5. It must have "ear appeal", so
that it can be made to seem attractive over the air.
6. It must be indigenous to the product itself, and preferably should give
an inducement for greater use of the
product.
7. It must be timed right.
8. It must call for a one-coin return— preferably 10c and not more
than a quarter.
9. If a 10c item, it must go in the
mail, stamped and handled, for under
6c. If a 25c item, for 16c to 19c.
10. It must have high intrinsic value,
so
that with
the Mrs.
her money's
worth,
no ill will
will get
incurred
for the
product. If a familiar article, it must
be offered at a considerable reduction
from regular retail price. If a new
article, it must be offered at far less
than the retail price would be, if it
were offered for sale anywhere.
11. It must be easy to mail.
12. It must require only one label
or box-top. This single-proof-of-purchase method results in a large proportion of new customers; a requirement of two, three or four proofs-ofpurchase is likely only to buy back
old customers.
13. If at all possible, the premium
should benefit from some current publicity tieup. A red-white-and-blue Victory Garden should be timed for the
Fourth of July ; a Christmas Card
offer should be started after Thanksgiving, not before. The remarkable
success of Bab-O's Blarney Stone
Bracelet offer was partly due to the
fact that its final week was timed for
St. Patrick's Day.
Let's take one or two examples
of successful self-liquidating boxtop premiums, and see how they
conform to these rules.
Example 1: For several years,
in the spring, David Harum offered a packet of flower seeds
named his "Friendship Garden",
with 10c and one Bab-0 label. If
I remember correctly, over a million of these "Friendship Gardens"
were sold within a three-weeks'
period on two successive spring
seasons. See for yourself how this
premium conforms to the rules.
Example 2: Oxydol's Ma Perkins was left a widow, a lumber
yard and a typical American family, one member of which was a
son who just couldn't seem to get
going. The son invented a new type
of dish-mop, and the Ma Perkins
show ran a contest offering $1,200
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in prizes for the best name for the
mop accompanied by a box-top.
Some 500,000 entries, with boxtops, showered down on Procter &
Gamble. They then manufactured
the mop itself and offered it as a
premium; they sold, (again I am
depending on my memory) something like a million dish-mops at
an advertising cost of 1.7c each.
Another case of using the rules of
premium merchandising — not abusing them.
These premiums went in the
mail, postage
and ofall5c handling
included at a cost
to 6c each.
Figure out the profit for yourself.
Refer again please, to the rules.
Take a look at Rule 5 — a good
look — it's the most important rule
of all. A premium that doesn't have
ear the
appeal
can't be can
described
on
air —sothat
a woman
see it
in her mind's eye — is almost certain to fail miserably. Even a
thing like a transparent plastic
saw-tooth knife does not get the returns that an ordinary woodenhandled, stainless steel kitchen
knife will pull.
The average housewife needs
only a little imagination to be able
to see in her mind's eye a "17
simulated pearl-studded gold-andpurple Book
orchidof brooch",
edition
Etiquette abyspecialEmily
Post, a Univex candid-type camera,
a red-white-and-blue Victory Garden, a Blarney Stone bracelet, a
red ornamental plastic can holder or a set of red-and-green hollydecorated Christmas cards with her
name imprinted on them.
On the other hand, the mental
gyrations necessary for her (or
you) to imagine a glove-anchor, a
combination carrot-peeler and potato-eye-er, or even a patented
miniature auto-license key chain,
too much brain effort. It's
is just
got
to be simple, familiar, general
in appeal. A thing as seemingly
good as a bridge score isn't general
enough, because there ai-e still a lot
of women who don't play bridge.
Additional Rules
There are five more rules worthy
of note. They do not belong in the
foregoing list of premium do's and
don'ts, because they are still more
basic. They are:
1. Frequency of premium offers is
subject to the law of diminishing rebe "rhythm"
through turns.
the There
yearmust
; a premium
offer
every three months, lasting for three
weeks ; then straight-sell commercials
again until three more months have
2. Pre-merchandise the premium ofpassed.
fer by building it into your show.
Example. David Harum rinds a starving young artist on his doorstep about
a month before Christmas. Harum
takes him into his home, puts him to
bed, feeds him. The artist whiles away
the time designing Christmas Cards.
And what do you think happens?
David sees worth in them, forms a
company to print them, "and now
folks, for 10c and a Bab-O label you
can get two dozen of these beautiful
cards, just in time for Christmas",
etc., etc. This sort of thing (originally credited to the Hummerts) can
increase returns 20% to 33%.
3. During the premium offer concentrate your sell on the premium
BROADCASTING

MBS Billings Off
MBS BILLINGS for January,
1943, totaled $992,104, a decrease
of 3% from the corresponding
month last year when the total was
$1,024,512.
and
not on the product. Stick to a
couple of sloganized copy points if
you must, but sell the premium only.
4. Keep your offer simple. One of
the worst flops on record was a 10c
lipstick offer ; the housewife was to
send in a dime for a color-chart
containing samples of 10 different
shades of lipstick. Then when she
had matched the proper shade to
her "own glamorous personality" she
must send another dime for the lipstick itself. I'd hate to tell you how
many tons of lipsticks this manufacturer was stuck with, when the last
returns had straggled in.
5. Returning again to the matter
of multiple proofs of purchase — that
is, requesting two, three or four labels
or box-tops for one premium : Anything more than a one-label proposition simply cuts down returns without establishing the desired consumer
buying habit.
If you must go after repeats, enclose a coupon with the premium
good for additional premiums; or
use a can-band or factory-pack offer if you can.
A Definite Effect
All these rules and regulations
indicate rather conclusively that,
contrary to the opinions of copywriters and advertising men who
"don't believe in premium merchandising", the actual skill and experience and knowledge necessary
to write a good premium commercial are enormous. It's like retail
advertising; you've got to write an
ad today that will crowd your
store with floor-traffic tomorrow.
You can't afford to disregard any
single one of the rules of the game ;
the psychological chain of premium
selling is no stronger than its
weakest link. Even today, with
premiums so extremely difficult to
obtain, advertising men who have
had years of experience with
premium merchandising will allow
themselves to be swayed by enthusiasm or opinion into "trying
something different", and they invariably suffer the consequences.
Better to return to good hard-selling commercials, with or without
benefit of show, than to dot your
record with failures.
But to return to our original appraisal. Premium merchandising
has had a definitely salutary effect. Millions of American homes
have useful and decorative items
they wouldn't have otherwise. Advertisers have hundreds of millions of extra sales and new customers, and advertising men have
found out a lot about actual barehanded selling they didn't know before. So don't let anybody tell you
that premium merchandising was
a destructive force; don't let anybody tell you, either, that it is
gone for good.
File this article away somewhere,
pal. With the end of war will come
American busiage of and
the golden
ness and industry,
with it the
golden age of good, hard-selling
advertising technique developed in
a war-enforced, premium-less era
when Copy was King.
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Code

of

Wartime
As Revised

ND reviSECO
of Wartime
e ECode
THIS sionISof thTH
erican BroadPractices forIt Ammb
casters. co ines original
provisions with supplemental
which
suggestions andd interpretations eri
have develope out of our exp encse
during a year of war. It supersede
all other releases of the Office of Censorship to this date of issue.
The principle of censorship remains
the same. It is voluntary and broadcast management is responsible for
in its own medifulfilling the function
um. The broadcasting industry, to this
end, should be constantly aware of the
dangers inherent in (1) news broadcasts; (2) routine programming; and
(3) commercial copy.
To combat these dangers effectively,
broadcast management must be in complete control of all programming
every minute of every day of operation. This responsibility should not be
delegated to anyone over whom the
management does not exercise control.
The facilities of the Office of Censorship are at the disposal of broadcasters 24 hours a day, to assist them
with consultation and advice when any
doubt arises as to the application of
this Code. The following are the principal advisory guideposts (as revised)
which are intended to aid in discharging censorship responsibilities :
I. NEWS BROADCASTS AND
COMMENTARIES
Broadcasters should edit all news
in the light of this Code's suggestions
and of their own specialized knowledge, regardless of the medium or
means through which such news is obtained.

Special attention is directed to the
fact that all of the requests in this
Code are modified by a proviso that the
information listed may properly be
broadcast when authorized by appropriate authority. News on all of these
subjects will become available usually
from Government sources ; but in war,
timeliness is an important factor and
the Government unquestionably is in
the best position to decide when disclosure is timely.
It is requested that news in any
of the following classifications be kept
off the air, unless released or authorized for release by appropriate authority :
(a) WEATHER
ALL weather data, either forecasts,
summaries, recapitulations, or any details of weather conditions.
Stations should refrain from broadcasting any news of weather occurrences, such as blizzards, snowstorms,
tornadoes, hurricanes, etc, unless it is
specifically authorized for broadcast
by the Office of Censorship. Occasionally it is possible to clear such news,
but for security reasons this Office
cannot authorize blanket clearance in
advance. Each case must be considered
individually in the light of the extent to which the enemy will be benefitted if such information is broadcast.
Confusion and inequalities of competition can be avoided if stations will
consult the Office of Censorship
promptly in all such cases, either directly or through their news service.
Exceptions: Emergency warnings
may be broadcast as specifically released for broadcast by Weather Bureau authorities.
News regarding flood conditions
may be broadcast provided it contains
no reference to weather conditions.
Information concerning hazardous
road conditions may be broadcast when
requested by a Federal, State or MuIcipal source, if it avoids reference
to weather.
Page
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Note:
Special events reporters covering
sports events are cautioned especially
against the mention of weather conditions in describing contests, announcing their schedules, suspensions or
cancellations. These terms may be
used : "Game called because of weather"; "wet grounds"; "muddy field."
Terms such as "clear", "rain",
"windy", "overcast", etc., are an index to weather conditions over a large
area and should not be employed.
(b) ARMED FORCES.
Type and movements of United
States Army, Navy and Marine Corps
units, within or without continental
United States, including information
concerning
Location
Identity
Exact Composition
Equipment
Strength
Destination
Routes
Schedules
Assembly for Embarkation
Prospective Embarkation
Actual Embarkation
Such information regarding troops
of friendly nations on American soil.
Revelation of possible future military operations by identifying an individualactivity.
or group known for a specialized
Exceptions:
(1) Armed forces in the United
States : Those in training camps and
units assigned to domestic police duty,
as regards names, addresses, location
and general character (other than
service men on duty on anti-aircraft,
coastal or invasion defense or embarkation points, whose unit identifications
should not be given).
(2) Armed Forces outside the United States : Names and locations (without unit identifications) if presence of
United States forces in area has been
announced officially.
Individual addresses if they are limited to APO numbers or Navy Fleet
Post
Office (without unit or ship identifications).
Names of Naval personnel without
mention of their ships, unless said
ships have been announced by the
Navy as lost or damaged.
(c) SHIPS (CONVOYS, etc.).
Type and movements
of United
States Navy, or merchant vessels, or
transports, of convoys, of neutral vessels, or vessels of nations opposing
the Axis powers in any waters, including information concerning —

A

STATEMENT

BY

American

Broadcasters

10, 1943, Effective Immediately
Identity
Location
Port of Arrival
Time of Arrival
Prospect of Arrival
Port of Departure
Ports of Call
Nature of Cargoes
Assembly

Personnel
Enemy naval or merchant vessels in
Type
any waters,
their
Identity
Location
Movements
Secret information or instructions
about sea defense, such as
Buoys, lights and other
guides
to navigators
Mine fields and other
harbor defenses.
Ships in construction
Type
Number
Location
Size
Advance information on dates of
launchings, commissionings.
Physical
description, technical details of shipyards.
Movement of diplomatic exchange
ships under direction of the State
Department.
Exceptions:
Movements of merchant vessels on
Great Lakes or other sheltered inland waterways unless specific instances require special ruling.
(d) DAMAGE BY ENEMY LAND
OR SEA ATTACKS.
Information on damage to military
objectives in continental United States
Docks including
or possessions,
Railroads
Airfields
Public Utilities
Industrial plants engaged in
war work.
Counter-measures or plans of defense.
Appropriate authority: For information about damage from enemy attacks to military objectives on land
within continental United States or
possessions is the commanding officer
in the zone of combat, or the Army
Bureau of Public Relations, Washington. (For the Hawaiian Islands,
the Navy).
(e) ACTION AT SEA.
Information about the sinking or
damaging from war causes of war or
merchant vessels in any waters.
Appropriate authority: Appropriate

BYRON

PRICE

BROADCASTERS should ask themselves, "Is this information of value
to the enemy?" If the answer is "Yes," they should not use it. If doubtful,
they should measure the material against the Code.
From time to time the Office of Censorship may find it necessary to
issue further communications either to interpret certain existing requests, amend or delete them or otherwise to cover special emergency conditions. Such communications will be addressed to managers of radio stations and networks and should receive preferential attention.
If information concerning any phase of the war effort should be made
available anywhere, which seems to come from doubtful authority, or to
be in conflict with the general aims of these requests; or if special restrictions requested locally or otherwise by various authorities seem unreasonable or out of harmony with this summary, it is recommended
that the question be submitted at once to the Office of Censorship, Washington. Telephone: Executive 3800; Teletype: WA-434.
THE OFFICE OF CENSORSHIP

15, 1943

Byron Price, Director.
February 1, 1943.
BROADCASTING

authority for the release of news
about the sinking or damaging of
naval or merchant vessels in or near
American waters is the Naval Office
of Public Relations, Washington; for
results of United States naval action against enemy vessels in or near
American waters, the commanding officer of the district in which the action occurs, or the Naval Office of
Public Relations, Washington.
(f) ENEMY AIR ATTACK.
Estimates of number of planes involved ; number of bombs dropped ;
damage to
Fortifications
Docks
Ships
Railroads
Airfields
Public Utilities
Industrial plants engaged in
war work
All other military objectives
Warnings or reports of impending
air raids ; remote ad lib broadcasts
dealing with raids, during or after action.
Mention of any raid in the continental United States during its course
by stations outside the zone of action,
unless expressly announced for broadcast by the War Department in Washington.
News which plays up horror or sensationalismdeals
;
with or refers to
unconfirmed reports or versions, refers to exact routes taken by enemy
planes, or describes counter-measures
of defense, such as troop mobilization
or movements, or the number or location of anti-aircraft guns or searchlights in action.
Exceptions:
After an air raid, general descriptions of action after all-clear has been
given. Nothing in this request is intended to prevent or curtail constructive reporting or programming of such
matters as feats of heroism, incidents
of personal courage, or response to
duty byfensethe
military or by civilian deworkers.
(g) ACCREDITEDCORRESPONMILITARY
AND
DENTS. NAVAL
No provisions in this Code of Wartime Practices for American Broadcasters modify obligations assumed by
accredited correspondents who accompany Army or Navy forces or are given
special accrediting by the War or
Navy departments to visit restricted
areas in the United States.
These commitments, under War and
Navy Department practice, pledge
such correspondents to submit to censorship anything they write in zones
of combat or restriction, or what they
may write at a later date as result
of their observation in these zones.,
The military department concerned i
is the censorship agency for all such,
material.
In case of a protracted enemy attack on the continental United States)
necessitating military declaration of a
combat zone, censorship within suchj
an area would, of necessity, be by
military authority. Accrediting of |
news gatherers for such a zone will be<
as in any other combat area. In ther
case of such an attack and declaration of a military zone of combat, the
requests in this Code remain applicable to broadcast operations outside
the declared area.
(h) PLANES.
Air
Units — Military air units ofi
the United
tions
as to States and the United Na
Disposition
Missions
Movements
New characteristics
Strength
Information concerning new mili-;
(Continued on page 2(>)
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tary aircraft and related items of
equipment or detailed information on
performance, construction and armament of current military aircraft or
related items ; military activities of
commercial air lines or the Civil Air
Patrol.
(i) FORTIFICATIONS AND
AIR INSTALLATIONS.
Location and description of fortifications, including
Coast Defense Emplacements
Anti-aircraft guns and other
air defense installations
Defense Installation details
of public airports used for
military purposes.
Camouflaged objects
Location
of specially constructed bomb shelters
Location of civilian defense
communication control
centers
Information concerning installations by American
military units outside the
United States.
(j) SABOTAGE.
Specifications (including information on bottlenecks) which saboteurs
could use to damage war production
plants, transportation lines, public
utilities, or other military objectives ;
any information indicating sabotage to
them. In reporting accidents, no mention of sabotage should be made except on appropriate authority of the
military agency concerned or the Department of Justice.
(k) PRODUCTION, (see also
SABOTAGE).
Roundups — Collected data on a nationwide scale disclosing production
progress or capacity in connection
with ordnance, planes, war vehicles or
other munitions.
Secret designs — New or secret military weapons, designs, formulas, or
experiments
connected with war production.
Plants — Floor plans or arrangement of war production plants ; capacity of plants ; actual or prospective
progress of production, including revealing employment figures.
Statistics — Statistical information
disclosing the amounts of strategic or
critical materials produced, imported
or in reserve — such as tin, rubber,
aluminum, uranium, zinc, chromium,
tantalum, manganese, magnesium,
tungsten, silk, platinum, cork, quinine, copper, optical glass, mercury or
high-octane gasoline.
Transportation — Movement or transportation of munitions within the
United States.
Lend-Lease-Production — Method of
delivery, destination, routes or transportation ofLend-Lease war material.
(1) UNCONFIRMED REPORTS,
RUMORS.
The spread of rumors in such way
that they will be accepted as facts
will render aid and comfort to the
enemy. The same is true of enemy
propaganda or material calculated by
the enemy to bring about division
among the United Nations. Enemy
claims of ship sinkings or of other
damage to our forces should be weighed
carefully and the sources clearly identified, if broadcast.
Caution is advised against reporting, under the guise of opinion, speculation or prediction, any fact which
has not been released by an appropriate authority.

INTERT ZONE
(m) COMBA
S.
VIEWS AND LETTER
Interviews with service men or civilians from combat zones (including
accounts of escapes from foreign territory) should be submitted for review
before broadcast, either to the Office
of Censorship or to the appropriate
Army or Navy Public Relations Officer. Letters from service men in combat zones are censored at the source,
for home and family consumption
only. When used on the air, broadcasters should measure the contents of
such letters in the light of the provisions of this Code. In case of any
doubt, consult the Office of Censorship. (See clause on Armed Forces, regarding unit identifications).
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SPECIAL

NOTE

ON

WARTIME

CODE

EDITOR'S NOTE: In a forward to the revised Codes of Wartime
Practices for both radio and the press appears the following special
note, to which Censorship Director Byron Price refers all broadcasters:
"The Code of Wartime Practices is issued pursuant to instructions
by the President, who commissioned the Office of Censorship to supervise domestic voluntary censorship.
"You are reminded that whenever anyone else, in any part of the
country, makes a request which appears unreasonable or out of harmony
with the Code, you are at liberty to appeal at once to the Office of
Censorship.
"Much confusion would be avoided if such appeals were more frequent."
(n)
ERS.

WAR

PRISONERS, INTERNEES, CIVILIAN PRISON-

Information as to arrival, movements, confinement, escape or identity of military prisoners from war
zones ; identity of persons arrested or
interned as enemy aliens, or of persons moved to resettlement centers ;
locations or operations of war prisoner, or alien internment camps or
resettlement projects ; place of confinement of civilians convicted of
treason, espionage or sabotage.
Note:
The appropriate authority for information as to war prisoners or their
camps is the War Department ; for information as to resettled persons, the
project official in charge ; for information as to enemy aliens or their
camps, or civilian prisoners described
above, the Department of Justice. In
any inquiry, please make certain
whether the individuals involved are
military prisoners of war, enemy
aliens or resettled citizens or aliens.
(o) MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE.
Information concerning operations,
methods or equipment of war intelligence or counter-intelligence of the
United States or its allies ; information concerning available or captured
enemy codes or ciphers ; or that gained
from interception of enemy messages ;
or information concerning use of
secret inks or chemicals or detection
of these.
Information concerning secret detection devices.
Information concerning secret United States or Allied means or systems
of military communication, including
the establishment of new International
points of communication.
(p) WAR NEWS COMING INTO
THE UNITED STATES.
War information originating outside
United States territory may be broadcast if its origin is made plain.
In any case of vital security involvement, the Office of Censorship reserves the right to request broadcasters to censor such incoming material
on the basis of the Code requests if
it is apparent that the information has
come on to the United States.
(q) GENERAL.
Casualties — Identification of combat
casualties until made available for
publication by the War or Navy Departments or the next of kin.
Strategy — Secret war plans.
Art Objects, Historical Data — Information disclosing the new location
of national archives, or of public or
private art treasures.
Diplomatic Information — Information about the movements of the President of the United States (including
advance notice of the place from which
he will broadcast) ; information of official military or diplomatic missions
of the United States or of any other
nation opposing the Axis powers —
routes, schedules, destination, within
or without continental United States ;
movements of ranking Army or Naval
officers and staffs on official missions ;
movements of other individuals or
units on military or diplomatic missions.
Premature disclosure of diplomatic
negotiations or conversations.
1943

Forest Fires — In reports of forest
fires: descriptions of danger areas,
weather conditions, activity or methods of saboteurs, organization or
placement of special guards, damage
or threat of damage to military objectives, or extent of smoke clouds.
II. PROGRAMS
These suggestions are made in order
that broadcasters will have a pattern
to follow in accomplishing the most
important censorship function of program operation : keeping the microphone under the complete control of
the station management, or its representatives.
(a) REQUEST PROGRAMS.
Music — No telephoned or telegraphed requests for musical selections
should be accepted. No requests for
musical selections made by word-ofmouth at the origin of broadcast,
whether studio or remote, should be
honored.
Talk — No telephoned or telegraphed
requests for service announcements
should be honored, except as hereinafter qualified. Such service announcements would include information
relating toLost
— petsads
"Swap"
Mass meetings
Personal messages
Club meetings
Club programs, etc.
Vital statistics
The same precautions should be observed in accepting "classified advertisements" for broadcasting.
No telephoned, telegraphed or wordof-mouth-dedications or program features or segments thereof should be
broadcast. No telephoned, telegraphed
or word-of-mouth auction bids, contributions or similar acknowledgements
from listeners, should be broadcast.
Exceptions:
Emergency announcements (such as
those seeking blood donors, doctors, lost
persons, lost property, etc.) may be
handled in conventional manner if the
broadcaster confirms their origin. They
should emanate from the police, the
Red Cross, or similar recognized governmental or civilian agency.
Service announcements may be honored when source is checked and material is submitted in writing, subject
to re-writing by station continuity
staff. Requests for the broadcast of
greetings or other programs to commemorate personal anniversaries may
be honored if the actual broadcast is
not made on the anniversary date or
at the time or on the date designated
in the request.
All requests, subject to the above
qualifications, may be honored when
submitted via mail, or otherwise in
writing if they are held for an unspecified length of time and if the
broadcaster staggers the order in which
such requests are honored, rewriting
any text which may be broadcast.
(b) QUIZ PROGRAMS.
It is requested that all audienceparticipation type quiz programs originating from remote points, either by
wire, transcription or shortwave,
should not be broadcast, except as
qualified hereinafter. Any program
which permits the public accessibility
BROADCASTING

to an open microphone is dangerous
and should be carefully supervised.
Because of the nature of quiz programs, in which the public is not only
permitted access to the microphone but
encouraged to speak into it, the danger of usurpation by the enemy is enhanced. The greatest danger here lies
in the informal interview conducted in
a small group — 10 to 25 people. In
larger groups, where participants are
selected from a theatre audience, for
example, the danger is not so great.
Generally speaking, any quiz program originating remotely, wherein
the group is small, wherein no arrangement exists for investigating the
background of participants and wherein extraneous background noises cannot be eliminated at the discretion of
the broadcaster, should not be broadcast. Included in this classification are
all such
productions
as man-in-thestreet
interviews,
airport
interviews,
train terminal interviews, and so forth.
In all studio-audience type quiz
shows, where the audience from which
interviewees are to be selected numbers less than 50 people, program conductors are asked to exercise special
care. They should devise a method
whereby no individual seeking participation can be guaranteed participation.
VIEWS.
(c) FORUMS

AND

INTER-

During forums in which the general
public is permitted extemporaneous
comment, panel discussion in which
more than two persons participate, and
interviews conducted by authorized
employees of the broadcasting combroadcastersagainst
should the
devise
meth-of
odspany,
guaranteeing
release
any information which might aid the
enemy as described in Section I of the
Code. If there is doubt concerning the
acceptability of material to be used in
interviews, complete scripts should be
tion I.) to the Office of Censorship
submitted
for review. (See paragraph (m) Sec(d) SPECIAL
EVENTS
PORTING, (ad lib).

RE-

Special events reporters should
study carefully the restrictions suggested in Section I of the Code, especially those referring to interviews and
descriptions following enemy offensive
action. Reporters and commentators j
should guard against use of descriptive
material which might be employed by
tack.
the enemy in plotting an area for atIf special programs which might be
considered doubtful enterprises in view
of our effort to keep information of
value from the enemy are planned,
outlines
should be submitted to the Ofce of Censorship.
I). (See also Paragraph (a), Section
BLACKOUTS.
(e) SIMULATED

AIR

RAIDS

In view of the provisions contained
in Paragraph (f) Section I of this.
Code, which prescribe radio silence at 1
the scene of an air raid until the "all j
clear" is sounded, it is the belief of
this office, in which the Office of Civilian Defense concurs, that broadcasting stations should not employ their
facilities during a simulated air raid i,
in any way which would encourage j
listeners to rely upon the medium fori
advice and assistance should an actual
raid occur. This is intended to place
no proscription
on the legitimate
broadcast of descriptions and commen-j
taries dealing with simulated air raids
and blackouts after the events have
been conducted.
(f) COMMERCIAL
ITY.

CONTINU-l

Broadcasters should be alert to pre-1
vent the transmission of subversive on
restricted information through the use!
of commercial continuity in program
or- announcement broadcasts. In thisi
(Continued on page 28)
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The Taj Mahal, built by Shah Jahan

Radio advertisers have, for many

years, recognized WTIC

at Agra, India, as a tomb for his wife,

as the foremost medium

for delivering sales in the Southern

required 18 years to complete. It is

New

recognized as the most perfect ex-

and radio ownership in this wealthy area plus WTIC's

England market. The extremely high per family income
power,

prestige and listener acceptance produce a sales combination

ample ofthe Mogul style of architec-

difficult to equal.

ture, and is considered by many to be
the most beautiful building in the

Include WTIC

entire world.

in your next radio appropriation, and learn

for yourself why we continue to insist

"THERE'S

DIRECT

NOT

ANOTHER

LIKE

IT!'

ROUTE
TO AMERICA'S
NO. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation

Member

of NBC

and New

England Regional Network

Represented by WEED & COMPANY. New York, Boston,
Chicago. Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood
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(Continued from page 26)
connection, the continuity editor should
regard his responsibility as equal to
that of the news editor.

Treasury

(b) SCRIPTS.
Station managements are requested
to require all persons who broadcast
in a foreign language to submit to the
management in advance of broadcast
complete scripts or transcriptions of
such material, with an English translation. (This procedure does not apply to programs originated and produced by the Office of War Information and distributed to foreign language stations.) It is further requested that this material be checked "on
the
the approved
script
and air"
that against
no deviations
therefrom
be
permitted. These scripts or transcriptions, with their translations, should
be kept on file at the station.
(c) SUBMISSION OF SCRIPTS.
From time to time, the Office of
Censorship will ask foreign language
broadcasters to submit specified scripts
to this office for review. When such
requests are received, it is understood
that the scripts in the original language, as well as English translations
thereof, will be submitted. If a station
obtains its foreign language program
from another originating point via network, these requirements do not apply ;
in such
event responsible
the originating
"station
will
be held
for fulfilling
the requests contained herein.
(d) Station managements are reminded that all provisions of this code,
as outlined in Section I and II, apply equally to foreign language broadcasting.

J-W-T New Accounts
SINGER SEWING Machine Co.,
Companhia Gessy Industrial and
Industrias Quinicas Brasileiras Duperial S. A., have appointed the
Sao Paulo office of J: Walter
Thompson Co. to handle their advertising in Brazil. The agency's
London office is conducting national campaigns for two English companies, for Rayon Hosiery Producers Assn. Ltd. to encourage the
use of unfashioned rayon stockings to ease the demand for hosiery
using raw material; for Fire Offices Committee to lessen the incidence of fires through civilian carelessness in factory, warehouse and
home; and a campaign in the midlands to promote Sander first-aid
dressing, product of A. de St. Dalmas & Co. Ltd.
Page
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III. FOREIGN LANGUAGE
BROADCASTS
(a) PERSONNEL.
The Office of Censorship, by direction of the President, is charged with
the responsibility of removing from
the air all those engaged in foreign
language broadcasting who, in the
judgment of appointed authorities in
the Office of Censorship, endanger the
war effort of the United Nations by
their connection, direct or indirect, with
the medium. Bases of judgment in exercising this function will be twofold : (1)
current material written for broadcast
or broadcast over American facilities ;
(2) past and/or present conduct of
the individual, including evidence substantiating his sympathy with the regimes of our enemies. This function
of the Office of Censorship is not intended to relieve in any measure the
full responsibility resting with the
management of the foreign language
broadcasting station to employ only
those whose loyalty he does not question. There extends to such broadcast
management the additional responsibility to report to the Office of Censorship the names of any personnel in
this field who might be suspected for
any reason.

Chided

BEFORE FIRST broadcast Feb. 14
of Here is Tomorrow, transcribed
quarter-hour, last-minute conference was held by (1 to r) : Gerald
Kean, former BBC scriptwriter
and television director who writes
the series: J. Dennis Molnar, account executive, Atherton & Currier, New York, handling account;
Clinton Johnston, Radio Directors
Guild, director. Series is sponsored
on 30 stations Sunday afternoon by
Cooperative League of America.
Candy

Council

Series

With Lindley on NBC
COUNCIL ON CANDY as Food in
the War Effort, Chicago, a group
formed by the National Confectioners' Assn., sponsors Ernest K.
Lindley, chief of the Washington Bureau of Newsweek magazine, in a Sunday quarter-hour on
NBC, at 3 p.m., starting Feb. 14.
Rationing will be the chief broadcast topic, with Army, Navy and
other government officials serving
as guest speakers.
The Council tested network radio
for the first time Dec. 9 with a
one-time broadcast on BLUE, featuring Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Arrangements for the NBC series
were made by Joseph W. Hicks,
public relations and industrial relations counsel in Chicago. BBDO,
New York, placed the business.
Masonite 4E' on Blue
MASONITE Corp., Chicago (institutional), will sponsor a singletime half -hour broadcast commemorating the company Army-Navy
E award, Wednesday, Feb. 24 on
142 BLUE stations. Program
broadcast at 4:00-4:30 p.m. will
originate from Laurel, Miss. N. W.
Ayer & Son, Chicago is agency.

QUIZ DO'S— DONT'S
John Reed King Formulates
Program Rules
DO'S AND DON'TS for handling
quiz programs were drawn up recently by John Reed King, new m.c.
of Mutual's Double or Nothing,
sponsored by Pharmaco Inc., NewDO:ark, as follows:
Put yourself in the contestant's position.
Place the contestant in the best light
possible.
Find the one subject about which
the contestant is the most humorous.
Put the contestant at ease.
Make sure that the contestant is the
star of the show, not the m.c.
DON'T:
Ask questions unless there is absolute confirmation of facts.
Ask
tions. ambiguous or controversal quesGet personal about the contestant.
Leave a contestant feeling that he
has been unfairly treated.
Favor one contestant over another.
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in Local Newspapers
Naturally our efforts in your behalf
suffer proportionately.
Please find enclosed letter reOne salesman, who brought in
ceived today from Vincent Callaconsiderable much needed income
han of the Treasury Dept. and our
from advertisers in small towns
within a 40-mile radius of our
reply to same.
My feeling is that if enough of transmitter, was forced to resign
us make our thoughts and our poand seek more remunerative emsition known, some plan may be
ployment, when the local rationing
worked out to enable the small stations to survive. I am sure others
board
to grant
him to
a "C"
card sorefused
he could
continue
sell
in our category also appreciate the
and service this type of account.
cooperation of you and your staff
Such is the cooperation accorded us
in publicizing the precarious posiin our efforts to meet the difficulties
tion of several hundred of the counof wartime operation.
try's smallerMorgan
stations.Saxton,
Restrictions placed on the manuGeneral Manager,
facture and sale of such merchandise
as
tires, automobiles, refrigKROS, Clinton, Iowa.
erators, ranges, washing machines,
^ * ^
furniture, sporting goods, ice cream,
Mr. Callahan's Letter
groceries, jewelry, hardware, houseDear Sir:
hold goods, shoes, and clothing have
Enclosed is a proof sheet of an
just about precluded any possibility
ad which Radio Station WBAL
of profitable operation for the small
station.
ran in one of the Baltimore newsThis full page advertisement,
papers.
headlining
tribute to Secretary
the radio Morgenthau's
industry, is
one of several newspaper campaigns
by that station. WBAL has found
this type of advertising very
beneficial in the direct sale of War
Bonds.
We are sending you a mat of
this advertisement without the
WBAL call letters so that you may
insert your own call letters, in
the event you wish to use it in your
local newspapers.
Mr. Saxton's Reply
Dear Mr. Callahan:
Thank you for the proof sheet
and mat of the WBAL newspaper
advertisement. Your suggestion
that this station might wish to use
it locally is slightly out of order,
because, while we believe we are
infinitely better off than most stations of our power, we are faced
with the necessity of curtailing our
hours and service because of dwindling income, and are certainly not
disposed to purchase newspaper
space for the benefit of a Government that has not yet, in any material way, recognized the magnificent support accorded it by all
radio stations.
As long as we find it possible to
continue operation, you are welcome to the generous use of our
facilities, but it is time someone of
importance in a department that
needs us, points out to some of the
regulatory branches of the Government that their failure to respect
our designation as an essential industry, ismerely hurrying the ultimate and early demise of most
small stations.
Our case is probably a typical
example. The local draft board will
not defer even our technical men,
and we are about to lose our eighth
employe (an engineer) to the service, with another salesman and an
announcer called for early examination. Our efficiency has suffered
at least 40% as a result of this
continuous turnover in personnel.
BROADCASTING

Government purchases of War
and Lease-Lend needs from the
large manufacturers enable them
to continue their advertising appropriations and deduct it from
income tax, and national advertisers are carrying on. This is fine
for the networks, the major stations, and even the regional stations, but why can't some of that
Government money find its way to
the small stations, which proportionately, give much more generously of their time and facilities.
There is an opportunity for some
national advertisers to win the undyinghundred
support small
and good-will
of several
radio stations
by throwing out the lifeline through
the placement of part of their appropriation with these important
and much needed local stations.
Their untold gratitude will go also
to any of you men in official Governmental positions who give assistance to Chairman Fly of the
FCC in his effort to find relief for
the operators of America's small
radio stations in the desperate situation which they face.
Army

Ruling

RADIO engineering students are
included among college men taking
technical engineering courses who
will be called to active Army duty
in 1943, the War Dept. announced
recently. Revising its plans for
calling up college students in the
Enlisted Reserve Corps., the War
Dept. said students taking technicaltinueengineering
courses
will until
conin an inactive
status
graduation or upon completion of
the first full semester that begins
in 1943, whichever is earlier. Those
not members of the Enlisted Reserve Corps will, if inducted prior
to the end of the first full semester beginning in 1943, be placed
on the inactive list until the semester's end. After induction, those
selected for further training will
be given instruction under the
Army's Specialized Training Program when they complete their
basic military training.
• Broadcast
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Censorship

"WHEN IN DOUBT, ask the censor first."
Thus did Broadcasting comment editorially
last June 29 in announcing the first revised
voluntary Code of Wartime Practices for
American Broadcasters. When Byron Price,
Director of the Office of Censorship, released
the second revised Code at a news conference
last Wednesday, he emphasized appeal to the
Office of Censorship by pointing to a foreword
in the new Code which makes it pretty clear
that there is but one censor.
The revised Code, while containing some new
restrictions, overall is more liberal than either
of the first two. That's due, in a large measure, to the splendid teamwork of Government
and industry. Under the voluntary plan, instituted by Mr. Price and his assistant in
charge of radio, J. Harold Ryan, every broadcaster is a voluntary censor. Responsibility
for adhering to the Code is placed squarely
up to station management and without exception there have been no flagrant violations —
at least none with malicious intent.
What few violations occurred could be traced,
in the main, to ignorance or misinterpretation of the Code or to the release of certain
restricted information by persons not designated as "appropriate authority". Those few
errors no doubt will be corrected henceforth
since the revised Code specifically defines "appropriate authority". As Mr. Price explained,
his Office was set up by direction of the President and any broadcaster who has doubts about
certain information should immediately get in
touch with Censorship.
Restrictions on foreign language broadcasting have been tightened to include supervision
of personnel by the Office of Censorship (despite similar functions assumed by the FCC).
This new clause does not relieve station management from its responsibilities but by direction of the President it does give Censorship
the responsibility of removing from the air
any person who "endangers the war effort of
the United Nations" by connections, direct or
indirect, with foreign language stations.
The new Code embodies several new sections
covering various incidents which have arisen
since the last revision. One of these deals
with simulated blackouts and air raids. With
reference to news broadcasts the revised Code
parallels the press Code, with exception of
Page
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weather information which still is more restricted for broadcast.
All in all, however, the Feb. 1, 1943 edition
is more simplified. It gives more direct information and fewer generalities which the industry will welcome. In that connection much
credit is due Mr. Price and his staff of able
assistants. In Mr. Ryan's division every key
man is a radio veteran, thoroughly acquainted
with the industry's problems so that when
questions come up they are discussed and
solved in a manner satisfactory to both broadcasters and Government.
Time

&

Place
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Prudent

SELLING

"IT'S NO USE, we just can't sell the theatres
in this town on the use of radio!" How often
have the members of your sales staff said that?
The average theatre manager feels that for
the same amount of money he can buy more
space in the newspaper than he can on the
radio, so he shuns the air for print. He gets
a special "bang" out of laying out a fine-looking display ad, or conjuring up some special
promotion for an outstanding picture or a
"sleeper".
Frankly, we had the same trouble here. But
we applied a bit of psychology to our approach.
We took the manager of the local theatres into
our confidence, made him feel that planning his
radio promotions was equally as glamorous as
laying out a big newspaper ad.
First, we contracted him for 18 spots a
week, to be used equally over the six-day week.
These short spots calling attention to "What's
playing tonight at the Wisconsin Rapids Theatres" was preceded by the first few lines of
(Continued on page 43)
But a 16-year-old law in so dynamic a field as
radio obviously is outmoded. And after the
war, with visual radio, facsimile and the newer
electronics offshoots, it unquestionably will be
a legislative antique.
Congress, in its wisdom, has voted the Cox

NOT in the last decade has there been such
a showing of teeth by Congress in its attitude
toward Government bureaus and agencies.
There is a revolution against "bureaucracy"
which is certain to be evidenced in slashed appropriations and curtailed authority.
Just about the No. 1 agency on the Congressional Wrath Parade is the FCC. All radio
eyes are turned toward the Cox Select Committee inquiry into the FCC, its personnel and
stewardship. Passage of the Cox Resolution almost without opposition was demonstrative of
the temper of the new Congress. Those who
construe this inquiry as purely a personal
controversy between two men are, in our judgment, kidding themselves.
With all this going on, however, there is a
tendency to lose sight of the objective. That
goal is for corrective legislation, to eliminate
guesswork in radio regulation and to frustrate
the well-defined effort to put free American
radio (and perhaps the other media of expression) into a regulatory straight- jacket.
The Cox Inquiry deals with fallacy of man
and method, rather than sufficiency of the
existing law, enacted in 1927 when radio was
but a pup.
The fate of the Cox Inquiry, of course, depends upon the adequacy of its staff and counsel, more than anything else. With courageous
and informed counsel, the facts can be ferreted out. Otherwise, it probably will be just another Congressional investigation.
Speaker Rayburn, who was chairman of the
House Interstate Commerce Committee when
the original Radio Act was drafted in 1927,
consistently has contended that the statute is
a good one, but that it has been badly administered. We think he is right on both counts.

Inquiry. That's the function of Congress, for
the FCC is simply one of its creatures. Last
year a standing committee of the House — Interstate Commerce — conducted a fact-finding
inquiry into the whole communications regulatory scene. For 10 weeks the Committee heard
witnesses representing every segment of the
industry and the two regulatory philosophies
reflected on the FCC — its power-grasping maminority.jority, and its more conservative two-man
We believe a real need for revision of the
Act was demonstrated. The war, and the moratorium on new construction, give added reason
for curtailment of regulatory functions. The
Sanders Bill, upon which the hearings were
held, now has been reintroduced by Rep.
Holmes (R-Mass.) in substantially the same
form. It would clearly delineate the functions
of the FCC and separate it into two autonom
ous divisions. It would have Congress tell its
creature, the FCC, the bounds within which
it should and must function.
Irrespective of the Cox Inquiry's outcome,
prompt steps should be taken to correct what
obviously is an out-moded statute, not because
the law itself wasn't well-conceived, but be
cause it has been abused. We hope that able
Chairman Lea (D-Cal.) of the House Commit
tee will promptly name a subcommittee, with
himself as head, redraft the Sanderstestimony.
Holmes proposal pursuant to the voluminous
Radio has proved its unbounded utility and!
usefulness since the war began, so that most)
of its erstwhile critics now praise the job be-|
ing done. It is too important and too sensitive
a medium to be left to the caprice of bureau
cratic control.
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ROM programming for NBC
to programming war informaJ. i
tion for the nation's networks
and stations. That's the story
of Douglas
Wyman Meservey,
deputy director of the Office of War
Information's radio bureau.
His former chief, William B.
Lewis, now assistant director of
OWI's domestic branch, will tell
you that Doug is the balance wheel
of the bureau. Once plans are
ijadopted
it's up to him to see that
they work.
I Restless after two years at
Harvard Law Shool, Doug Meservey started his career by visiting
Europe in the summer of 1927. He
worked his way over as caretaker
for a pack of mules aboard a Gerjnan freighter. In Paris his funds
Were low and he sought newspaper
work in vain.
When things looked darkest, he
remembered a letter of introduction to the Paris head of Erwin,
Wasey & Co. He got a job and at
2 became an executive in the adertising agency business. For two
ears Doug handled the international Frigidaire account in France,
Belgium and Switzerland; the Carnation Milk account in France and
Switzerland and Armco in France.
Returning to the U. S. in the fall
929, he became affiliated with
Erickson Co., predecessor of McCann-Erickson. In December 1930,
e joined the Dupont Cellophane
orp. and two years later was
amed the firm's advertising manger. He became active in the Asociation of National Advertisers,
n activity that eventually led him
•bo radio.
In 1936, M'aj. Ken Dyke, then
promotion manager of NBC and
ater chief of OWI's bureau of
Campaigns, and Doug conceived of
i gridiron show of admen. Subsequently Doug became chairman of
;he ANA Adribber's Club.
That whetted his appetite for the
mtertainment field and in 1937 he
'esigned from the Dupont fh'm to
linj BROADCASTING

MESERVEY

join NBC as assistant to John
Royal, vice-president in charge of
programs. Later he became assistant to Bertha Brainnard, commercial continuity director, and in
November 1940 he was made sales
manager of the Program and Talent
Sales Division.
When Bill Lewis, CBS vicepresident in charge of programs,
was loaned to the Office of Facts
and Figures to head up a radio
branch in 1941, Doug Meservey
took a leave of absence to become
Mr. Lewis' assistant. Both men resigned their private industry jobs
in 1942 when the Office of War Information was created. Mr. Lewis
became chief of the OWI radio
bureau and Mr. Meservey his assistant.
Appraising his job, Doug said
he once thought of advertising as
three sides of a triangle — agencies,
clients and media. Now he sees an
important fourth dimension which
advertising assumes in wartime —
Government.
Born in Kearney, Neb., April 10,
1905, Doug attended public schools
there. He passed up a scholarship
at a local college to enter Stanford
in 1922. He was graduated in 1926
with an A.B. degree, majoring in
law. His prime extra-curricular
activity was journalism. After
graduating from Stanford, he entered Harvard law school, but the
romance of travel in Europe
ended his formal education.
He is a member of Beta Theta
Pi, Sigma Delta Chi and Phi Delta
Phi. Doug lives alone in Washington, working usually 10 hours a
day and 6 days a week. His hobbies
are golf and squash, when he has
time.
EDWARD TOMLINSON, BLUE
commentator, will soon have two
books on the market, published by
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.
One is a text on social, economic and
political conditions in 20 Latin American republics ; other is second of a
series of three general books on 10
countries of South America.
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GEORGE M. BENSON has received
military leave of absence as eastern
sales manager of the BLUE, and reports for duty this month as a lieutenant in the Naval Reserve. His successor, who takes over Feb. 22, will be
D. R. Buckham, of the BLUE sales
staff, previously with NBC sales.
PAUL RITTENHOUSE, executive
assistantlations
manager
guest redepartment, ofhasNBC's
been appointed
manager of the department, replacing
W. G. signed
(Jerry)
Martin,
has Co.,
reto join the
Lady who
Esther
Chicago (cosmetics). Mr. Rittenhouse
joined NBC in 1934.
ARCH KERR, formerly a radio representative in Chicago and previous
to that associated with KGW and
KEX, Portland, Ore., has joined the
staff of KFRC, San Francisco, as account executive.
G. STANLEY MCALLISTER, CBS
director of construction and building,
has returned from Ft. Leavenworth
where he completed the Army Orientation course at the Army Command
and General Staff School.
GEORGE ALLEN of the research
and promotion department of WOR,
New York, has been ill for two weeks.
Meetings of the Radio Discussion
Group of the American Marketing
Assn., of which Mr. Allen is chairman,
have been called off until his return.
FOY LOPEZ WILLINGHAM, formerly of WKY, Oklahoma City, has
joined KGKL, San Angelo, Tex., as
commercial manager. Allen Clark,
music director of WKY, Oklahoma
City, has returned, after serving with
the Merchant Marine.
BOB MITCHELL, account executive
of WKY, Oklahoma City, is father
of a girl, born Jan. 31.
STEVE SALLAK, former salesman
of KFEL, Denver, has joined the
sales staff of KMYR, Denver.
ELIAS GODOFSKY, general manager
of WLIB,
Brooklyn,
on Feb.
came the father
of a baby
girl. 5 be-

AL BAMFORD, commercial manager
of KROW, Oakland, Cal„ has been
named acting manager of the station
while Manager Philip G. Lasky has
been assigned to an unannounced war
job in San Francisco.
DORIS SLAYTON, Dover, New
Hampshire, has joined the WHEB
sales staff.
WILLIAM S. PALEY, president of
CBS, is in Hollywood for conferences
with Donald W. Thornburgh, Pacific
Coast vice-president.
ADELAIDE BREWSTER, transcription head of Office of Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs, New York, is
in Hollywood for conferences with
Jack Runyon,
West
radio division manager,
on Coast
distribution
of
transcribed shows to Latin-American
republics.
RAYMOND RUFF, assistant manager of KOMA, Oklahoma City, was
on Jan. 27 called to active duty in
the Army Air Forces and stationed
at Sheppard Field, Wichita Falls.
FRANK O'LEARY, new to radio, has
joined the sales staff of WIL, St.
Louis.
CHARLES COFFIN, formerly of the
sales staff of WGN, Chicago, has
joined the Chicago sales staff of
Mademoiselle, published by Street &
Smith.
HOWARD L. CHERNOFF, managing director of WCHS, Charleston,
has been made vice president of the
Charleston Broadcasting Co.
A. A. CORMIER, radio executive
formerly with the Hearst stations, and
Madeleine Stewart White, eastern
publicity director of Monogram Pictures, were married Feb. 11 in the
Little Church Ai-ound the Corner in
New York. Mrs. Cormier will continue
her position with Monogram.
HOWARD J. LONDON, director,
National Radio Division of the National Foundation for Infantile Parallysis. and former timebuyer, is the
father of a girl, born Feb. 6.
ARCH

KERR, formerly Chicago advertising agency executive, has joined
KFRC, San Francisco, as account
executive.
ROBERTtionalRAISHECK,
formerly
advertising manager
of nathe
Wichita (Kan.) Eagle, has joined
KHJ, Hollywood, as account executive.

GEORGE DIEFENDERFER, salesman of NBC Chicago, has been commis ioned alieutenant (s.g. ) in Naval
Aviation and leaves Feb. 23 for an
eight-week indoctrination period at
Quonset Point, R. I. He joins his
son in the Navy, George W. Diefenderrfer Jr., radio man, third class,
stationed on the West Coast.
WILLIAM MacMURTRIE has been
named assistant general purchasingagent of Philco Corp., Philadelphia.
He has been with Philco since 1935.

AL B. ULRICH, program director of
JND
the B
BLUE,
Chicago,
has been apEH
pointed
assistant production manager,
succeeding J. Clinton Stanley, recently commissioned lieutenant (s.g.),
now stationed at Great Lakes, 111.
FRED KLEIN, former booking agent
of the National Concert Artists Corp.,
Chicago, and of the former NBC
Artists Service, Chicago, has joined
the sales promotion department of the
BLUE, Chicago.

ARCH ROBB, general manager of
WIOD, Miami, has been named assistant to Wynn Wright, NBC eastern
program manager.
KEN MARSH, commercial manager
of WJHL, Johnson City, Tenn., has
been made manager ; he will act as
administrative assistant to W. Hanes
Lancaster, president, and continue to
direct sales activities. Carter Wall has
been made manager of WJHL's Elizabethton studios, replacing H. I. Talbert, resigned.
RAY C. WAKEFIELD. FCC commissioner, has been installed as president of the California State Society
in Washington, D. C.

DORIS DEEREY, of the program department of WCFL, Chicago, has
joined the WAACs and is stationed
in Georgia.
GEORGE MARTIN, newscaster of
KHJ, Hollywood, has received a
commission as ensign in the Naval
Reserve and awaits instructions. Francis Pettay. formerly announcer of
WHK, Cleveland ,has joined KHJ.

EUGENE MCCARTHY, formerly on
the sales staff of several New York
newspapers, has joined the sales department of WOR, New York, succeeding William Thomas Hamilton,
now with Comic Weekly.

FORREST W. CLOUGH, traffic manager of the Texas State network and
KF.IZ, Fort Worth, is the father of
a 9-pound, 10-ounce girl born Feb. 6.
Mrs. Clough is the former Mildred
Wyatt of KRBC, Abilene, Tex.
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CHRISTY KIMBALL, formerly of
Tucson, Ariz., has joined KOY, Phoenix, and is conducting a weekly morning program.
STEVE ALLEN, announcer of KOY,
Pboenix, has joined cast of the fiveweekly Love Story Time sponsored
on that station by Tovrea Packing
Co. He replaces Jack Wages, now in
the Army.

Katz wired us recently
With a sharp note of fear
Lest the Georgia time change
Would throw spots on their ear.
But we shift not a second
And loudly we chime
That Savannah (you betcha)
Stays on Eastern War Time.

TED BLISS, Hollywood producer of
the weekly CBS Don't You Believe It,
sponsored by Plough Inc. (St. Josaspirin), has
given aweekly
similareph's
assignment
on been
Suspense,
sustaining feature on that network.
TRUDY ERWIN, former featured
vocalist on the weekly NBC College
of Musical Knowledge, sponsored by
American Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strike)
has been signed as singing partner
of Bing Crosby on Kraft Music Hall,
sponsored by Kraft Cheese Co., that
network.
HUGH WEDLOCK and Howard
Snyder will write and produce one of
the two Abbott and Costello pictures
at Universal, tentatively titled "Abbott and Costello in Society".
SHELDON SHEPARD, author, has
started a five-weekly quarter-hour commentary on world affairs over KMTR,
Hollywood.
VICTOR PERRIN, chief announcer
of the BLUE Hollywood, is the father
of a boy born Feb. 7.
AUDREY MAYS, at one time writercommentator of WWL, New Orleans,
has joined Maury Foladare-Norman
Millen, Hollywood publicity service.
BEN COLE, new staff producer of
WLIB, Brooklyn, is writing and announcing the station's Army Gamp
Neivs program.

$$$ WTOC
$$$
Savannah, Georgia
CBS - UP News - 5,000 Watts
Reps: the KATZ AGENCY

HELEN MARY KNOX, formerly of
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la., has been
appointed assistant program director
of the Gary studios of WIND, Chicago.
ART FORD, formerly of WBYN,
Brooklyn, has joined the announcing
staff of WPAT, Paterson, N. J., replacing Art Raymond, who was inducted into the Army Jan. 27. Howard Fenton, new to radio, joined the
staff Feb. 1.
THOMAS FLETCHER has joined
the announcing staff of WHK-WCLE,
Cleveland.
JACK LUCAS, announcer of WELL
New Haven, is the 18th member of
the staff to be called into the Armed
Forces.
MAURICE BEDARD, formerly of
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Winnipeg, has joined the announcing staff
of CKY, Winnipeg. Russ Carrier,
formerly of CKX, Brandon, Man., and
Beth Lockerbie have joined the staff.
Maurice Burchess and Tom Benson
have joined the Royal Canadian Navy
as probationary sub-lieutenants.
JERRY McGEE, former NBC sound
effects man in San Francisco, now in
the Army, is touring the country with
"This is the Army".
STUART HANNON, writer and freelance journalist, has joined the staff
of
KGO, San Francisco, as news commentator.
JOHN BARLETT, formerly of
WDSU, New Orleans, is announcing
for Park Simmons, WJSV, Washington, while Simmons is on vacation.
BEN MORRIS, announcer of WKY,
Oklahoma City, has been called to
active duty with the Army Air Forces.
Frank Mclntyre, news editor, now
handles publicity also.

KXfiK
630 KC. 5000 WATTS DAY AND
NIGHT ★ BLUE NETWORK
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BURTON ALAN WRIGHT, announcer of WKY, Oklahoma City,
on Jan. 30 married Bette MacDonald,
NBC Chicago actress.

15, 1943

Love

Thwarted

"WILL you please play
'Moonlight Becomes You' at
exactly 1:30 Saturday morning," a Marine wrote to Ed
Fitzgerald, m.c. of Moonlight
Saving Time on WOR, New
York. "That's my girl's
favorite song and I want to
tune it in soft and sweet at
exactly that time. Then I'm
going to propose to her." It
was Ed who had to say "No",
because of wartime restrictions on request numbers.
PARKER GAYMAN, newscaster and
announcer of KFRC, San Francisco,
recently was commissioned an ensign
in the navy and left for an eastern
naval training station.
GENE KING, production supervisor
of WOR, New York, is father of a
boy born Feb. 30.
VIRGINIA BRUAER, formerly of
KLZ, Denver, is now continuity editor of KMYR, Denver.
SAUL ORNEST, formerly with
CKOV, Kelowna, B. O, has joined
CBR, Vancouver.
BOB BOWMAN, special events chief
at Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, has gone to Australia on special assignment for the British Dept.
of War Information. Mr. Bowman has
spent most of bis time since the war
in Great Britain in charge of the
CBC overseas unit.
ANDREW COWAN, formerly with
the talks department of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. is to join the CBC
overseas unit shortly to report activities of Canadian servicemen in Britain
and Africa.
AL

ERSKINE has joined the announcing staff at CKMO, Vancouver.

GLADYS BOWDEN, of the continuity staff of KXOK has resigned. She
was recently married to Lt. (j.g. )
Marty Maracek.
DWAYNE JOHNS, Bob Churcher
and Wally Grigg are new announcers of CKX, Brandon, Man.
PEGGY FIFE, formerly announcer
at CKX, Brandon, Man., was recentCreary.
ly married to Lance-Cpl. Wm. F. Mc-

REGINALD E. THOMAS has re
signed as head of the program and
production Div.
activities
of NBC's
Recording
He has
applied Radiofor a
naval commission. Succeeding him is
Oscar C. Turner, who has had charge
of Thesaurus programs and has been
acting as special assistant to C. Lloyd
Egner,
Division.vice-president in charge of the
VARNER PAULSON, program director of WCOU, Lewiston, Me., has
joined the announcing staff of WIP,
Philadelphia.
LAWRENCE (Larry) PUCK, a
member of Columbia Artists until that
organization was sold to Music Corp.
of America, is returning to CBS Feb.
15 as the network's talent scout, according to Douglas Coulter, CBS director of broadcasts.
EDWARD
DeNIKE,
of National
Union Radio Corp., Newark, has been
named public relations director of I
the company's advertising, publicity
and morale building activities.
GEORGE COPPEDGE, formerly of
WAYS, Charlotte, N. C, has joined
the announcing staff of WSB, Atlanta. Clover Gatling, copy writer of
Montgomery Ward & Co., New York,
has joined the production staff.
EDDIE COWELL, sports and news
announcer of WJHL, Johnson City,
Tenn., has been made news editor, replacing Louise Woods, resigned.
PAULINE SNAP, formerly of the
advertising department of Bamberger's
in Newai'k. has joined the continuity
staff of KOB, Albuquerque.
ERIK BARNOUW, assistant script
director of NBC, has been named a
member of the Writer's War Board.
GORDON JAMES, formerly of
WJWC, Chicago,
has joined
the announcing staff of WIND,
Chicago.
OZZIE C. WADE, for 10 years chief
announcer of WKNE, Keene, N. H.,
has enlisted in the Navy and is at
the
Great Bill
Lakes, and
111., Bob
Naval Stephens,
Training '
Station.
WKNE's twin announcers, have been
inducted into the Army. Ted Austin,
former sportscaster of WBIG, Greensboro, N. C,
Peter Bochan,
former Vt.,
announcer of WDEV,
Waterbury,
and Howard Wheelock, new to radio,
have joined the announcing staff.
KENNETH WILSON is now managing news editor of WMBS, Uniontown,
Pa. Harry C. Burwell is traffic manager.

JIM AMECHE, radio M. C. and
brother of Don Ameche, has been
named permanent
narrator
Manhattan at Midnight,
BLUEon series
sponsored by Cummer Products Co.,
New York, and handled by Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.

LT. LILLIAN FAUST, WAAC, formerly of the continuity staffs of 1
KCKN, KOMO, Kansas City, and
women's director of KRIC, Beaumont,
Tex., has been assigned to radio dithorpe, vision,
Ga. public relations, of Ft. Ogle- |

MARJORIE MORROW, former casting director of CBS, who resigned recently to become associate director of
Warner Bros.'s eastern office, is handling publicity on a free-lance basis for
Here Is Tomorrow, transcribed Sunday afternoon series which started
Feb. 14 on 30 stations under sponsorship of the Cooperative League of the
U. S. A.

DOUGLAS
WRIGHT,
tinuity writer
of WCAR,announcer-conPontiac, has I
joined WJLB, Detroit, as announcer,
and will resume freelance agency writing in Detroit.
TURNER
PASCAL
replaces Bill
Brownlee on the announcing staff of |
WBML, Macon, Ga. Brownlee joined
WBML recently on a Monday, reported for the Army the following Friday.

TED

ROBERT A. GRINDE, formerly of
WHA, Madison, has joined KFAC,
Los Angeles,
as announcer.
He suc-to
ceeds John Groller
who resigned

HUSING, CBS sports announcer, who covers the annual broadcasts of the Kentucky Derby under
sponsorship of Gillette Safety Razor
Corp., Boston, will address a meeting of the Feb.
company's
sales managers
in Boston
25.
WALT
KDKA,

FRAMER, formerly of
and Joe Holt, formerly associated with the BLUE, have joined
the announcing staff of WBYN, Brooklyn.
RICHARD EATON, former foreign
correspondent and newspaper publisher, has started a series of twiceweekly quarter-hour broadcasts on
WMCA, New York, covering the
presidential press conferences from
Washington.
BROADCASTING

join
ducer. CBS, Hollywood, as writer-proCLIFF

ANDERSON, Western division program traffic manager of
BLUE, Hollywood,
has takenmanager
on ad- I!
ditional
duties of business
for the program department.
LEE WOOD, news writer of KPO,
San Francisco, has been transferred |
to NBC, Hollywood. He replaces Jack |
Burtt Jr., who has been commissioned!
an ensign in the Navy and reports I
to
Navalon Training
son,theAriz.,
Feb. 15. School at Tuc-j
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Way..

Installed in one-fifth the time

and Production of Radio Equipment"
The new Liberty Ship radio
Developed for The Maritime Commission

Normally required —
Ready to plug in and tune in —
It is freeing skilled craftsmen
For other vital jobs.

By I. T. &T. 's manufacturing associate
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
Is helping save the manpower hours
That build our bridge of ships.

In recognition of
Outstanding performance
In the development and production

Not eight or ten separate parts
But one
Compact, all-in-one
Radiotelegraph Unit —
Takes care of
Both sending and receiving.

The Maritime Commission has awarded
Of radio equipment"
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
The Maritime "M" Pennant
The Victory Fleet Flag
And Maritime Merit Badges.

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
General Offices: 200 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, Newark, N.J.
ASSOCIATE
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IT&T

BALTIMORE'S

BLUE

BILL WOOSEY has joined the news
staff of KXOK, St. Louis, as announcer, replacing George Bauer, who
has joined WMBD, Peoria.

AS

A public service with cooperation of WOL, Washington, the weekly
series, Congressional Record of the
Air, is being transcribed in that city
for special release on KROW, Oakland. Transcriptions feature talks by
Congressmen .
NEW SERIES of interviews titled
Back Talk is conducted by announcer
Gunnar Back every Friday at 3 :4o
p.m. on WJSV, Washington. First
guest was Frazier Hunt, news commentator and former foreign correspondent. Prominent Washington personalities will appear on the show each
week.

WARREN

GIRARD has left the announcing staff of WGAE, Pittsburgh,
to join the Army Air Forces at Miami,
Pla.
JOHNNY JACOBS, announcer of
KMOX, St. Louis, has joined the Maritime Service at Boston, the 30th
KMOX employe to enter the armed
services.
BESSIE BEATTY has been named
chairman of the radio committee for
the
business and professional women's
division
Society. of the British War Relief
LOWELL C. SMITH has joined the
staff of KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
JANET LOBERT has joined the staff
of KSOO, Sioux Falls, S. D.
L. DANIEL HARLESS, chief news
editor and announcer of WSAV, Savannah, has been appointed announcer
for the B. J. Williams True or False
show on the BLUE, which originated
Feb. 8 at the Parris Island Marine
Training Base. Ruth Christianson
has joined the program staff and will
do a daily movie gossip program,
under the name of June O'Day, and
various women's features.
WILLIAM J. REDDICK, at one
time director of Ford Motor Co. radio
programs,
joined assigned
NBC's production staff ashasdirector,
to the
NBC Symphony broadcasts.
JOEL CHESNEY, former announcer of WAAT, Jersey City, has joined
WINS, New York. Jean Gilbert, of
Gilbert Adv., Rochester, has become
secretary to WINS program director,
John T. Adams.

National Representatives.
SPOT SALES, INC.
New York - Chirogo - San frantisto

DAN BOWERS, formerly of KGB,
and KFSD, San Diego, has been appointed director of news and special
events of KOMA, Oklahoma City.
DTJSTIN RHODES, formerly of
WTMV, St. Louis, has joined the announcing staff of WIL, St. Louis, replacing George Abel, now with KSD,
St. Louis.

"SELLING"

STRENGTH

..not "Signal" Strength

Just one example how WDZ's "DIRECTIONAL
PROGRAMMING" works. Learn how your
National sales story can be . . .

Aimed EXCLUSIVELY > QUICKLY
directly
at the 70% who
work with their Hands ,

DUANE A. NELSON, former staff
announcer of WJLS, Beckley, W. Va.,
has been commissioned a second lieutenant and stationed at Lexington.
FRANCES RICE, continuity editor
of WIL, St. Louis, and publication
chairman of the Women's Adv. Club,
on Jan. 12 enlisted in the WAACs
and is now awaiting orders.
OLAF SOWARD, formerly of Kansas City stations, has joined the announcing staff of WIBW, Topeka.
ROBERT H. HARTER, former traffic manager of WHO, Des Moines, has
been commissioned a second lieutenant
after completing a training course at
Harvard U.
MAJ. ERNEST C. SANDERS, announcer of WHO on leave with the
Army, is recovering from a fractured
arm in the Army hospital at Springheld, Mo.

You may be surprised at
the action your "sell" copy
generates through capable
WDZ hands. Reason?-For
21 years we've studied,
lived with the psychology
of the folks who work
with their hands.

To

Journalists

JOURNALISTS from Uruguay and Peru, now on a tour of
the United States under the auspices of the National Press Club,
HOWARD H. WILSON CO., Representatives
the State Dept. and the Office of
New York, Chicago, Hollywood, Seattle
the Coordinator of Inter-American
m
Affairs, will be honored Feb. 23 at
a reception by NBC and will par1
ticipate in a shortwave broadcast
206,154 Listener Letters During 1941!!
to Latin America from NBC stu3|* dios.
Let us help you mold appeals into a radio
selling package patterned for the "70%
masses"
you ormust
Contact us,
. . .sell in so many markets.
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GUEST STAR on Arthur Jones'
Homemaker's Club of the Air, on
KXOK, St. Louis, recently was
Tommy Jones, who observed his
first birthday by helping out on
dad's program. Fan mail indicated
the young man has a great future.

SCHOOLROOM use of radio is underway in Ithaca, N. Y., where WHCU
has started a weekly 15-minute program, Journeys Behind the News,
interpreting current events in simple
terms. Broadcast Fridays under the
supervision of W. Robert Farnsworth,
director of radio for the local schools,
the program is tied into the established
curriculum.
TO

STATE PENITENTIARY, at Huntsville, Tex., broadcasts Thirty Minutes
Behind the Walls every Wednesday
night at 10:30 over WBAP, Ft.
Worth. Program has proved a major
success in sale of War Bonds. Orders
mostly of the larger denominations
from all parts of the country continue
to pour in since the impassioned plea
of an inmate on a recent program.
Written and produced entirely by inmates, for
programPublic
won the
Peabody
Radio Award
Service
in 1941.
CONGRESSMAN Ranulf Compton,
of the 3d Connecticut district, speaks
directly from Washington over network lines on WELI, New Haven,
every Saturday evening.
FOR

MILITARY SERVICES especially, WMAQ, Miami, airs Reveille
In Rythm, Monday through Saturday,
6 :45 to 7 :00 a.m., featuring popular
recordings and news to servicemen,
produced by Pvt. Bruce Wendell of
the Army Air Base Command, Miami
Beach, a former understudy of Martin Block, New York announcer and
m.c. Men Of The Fleet, Thursdays,
9 :30 p.m., features the 7th Naval District Band and guests from radio and
stage. A local music firm makes a
transcription of a message from a service man in the audience to his family and the record is sent to the person named. WMAQ has secured radios for squadrons having none and
hooked up loudspeakers for squadrons
with assembly places at a distance.
INTERVIEWS of naval recruits of
Sampson Naval Training Station,
Sampson, N. Y., are aired by WSAY,
Rochester, N. Y., in a series titled
Blue Jacket Time, on Sundays, 3:30
to 4 :00 p.m., conducted by Mort
Nusbaum, manager, and Harold Kolb,
program director. On Tuesdays, 6 :15
to 6 :30 p.m., Frank Silva, sports commentator of WSAY, interviews Sampson recruits prominent in sports before
entering the service.
THREE SPONSORS have been added to North Jersey War of Production, five-weekly program started as a
sustainer on WPAT, Paterson, N. J.,
Oct. 19, to procure workers for war
industries. In addition to Star Electric Motor Co., Bloomfield, and Walter Kidde Co., Belleville, among the
first sponsors of the program [Broadcasting, Nov. 16]. Beach Air Brush
Co., Public Service Transportation,
and Diehl Mfg. Co. have become sponsors.
MUSIC Educators National Conference has set up a national committee
to conduct a survey of the class-room
value of Music of the Neiv World,
presented
University on
of NBC's
the Air.Inter-American
Teachers and
students will cooperate in the survey.
BROADCASTING

PROMOTE the Red Cross recruiting campaign for Army and Navy
nurses, twice-weekly quarter-hour series dramatizing wartime activities
of that organization was begun on
KFI, Los Angeles, in late January.
Written by Frederick Heider, pronurses. gram highlights careers of Red Cross
ALL-GIRL Victory Belles, weekly
half-hour program for servicemen on
KNX, Hollywood, recently expanded to CBS Pacific coast stations, Saturday, 6-6:30 p.m. (PWT). Cast includes all-girl orchestra. Ona Munson is producer.
KLZ, Denver, climaxed the Denver
B'nai B'rith Lodge War Bond drive
with a broadcast of events at the
"$1,000 per seat premiere" of Bob
Hope's "They Got Me Covered" at
the er ofOrpheum
Theatre
whenhadpurchasa ticket for
the show
to buy
at least a $1,000 War Bond during the
campaign. B'nai B'rith presented
Colorado's Collector of Internal Revenue with a check for $2,700,000 for
War Bonds.
BREAKING the pictures at nine
o'clock, four Fanchon & Marco theatres in St. Louis, in cooperation with
KXOK, St. Louis, gave audience news
meeting.
of
the Roosevelt-Churchill Africa
REMOTE 300-mile broadcast once a
week from the Tonopah bombing and
gunnery range to pick up the post
dance orchestra is originated by KOH,
Reno.
SELECTED
to participate
mand Performance
ZJ. 8. A.,in isComthe
Saturday night feature of WSM,
Nashville, Grand Ole Opry. Particularly requested by soldiers was Roy
Acuff and his Smoky Mountain Boys.
WMIN, St. Paul-Minneapolis, has acquired the AP radio news wire from
Press Assn.
WNEW, New
has resumedBritish
commentaries by J.York,
B. Priestley,
author, who speaks from the London
studios of BBC.
KGO, San Francisco, on Feb. 8
started a six-weekly all-night program
of newscasts,
music
specialon features to entertain
war and
workers
the
swing and daytime shifts.
POINT RATIONING is subject of
twice-daily broadcasts on WNYC, New
York.
TWO BASKETBALL games between
Phillips 66 and Wyoming U for the
infantile paralysis fund were broadcast by KMYR, Denver, for a special
network of stations in Wyoming, Kansas and Colorado.
WLS, Chicago, on Feb. 7 began its
Sunday schedule of broadcasting one
hour earlier than previously. Station
now signs on at 8 a.m. WLS has
started a series of Saturday afternoon quarter-hour programs promoting the activities of the SPARS titled
Ahoy, Coast Guard.
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399
more

EXPERTS

advertising
. . . 771

budgets
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expenditure
Magazines

budgets

a

four

brand

year

comparison

and

Farm

DEMAND

$100,000

different

or

name

advertising
for

Radio,

Papers,

What happened to advertising in 1942, America's first
year at war? Were budgets advanced or slashed? Did market changes cause media shifts? If so, how much?
Where

did advertising money

THE

go in 1942? How

did it

compare to 1941 ... or '40 ... or '39?
Important? Certainly is! Most advertisers and agency men
will go over the tables to compare operations ... to check
competitive effort. Media men will be checking too, to

YEAR

AFTER

YEAR!

discover where they succeeded and where they slipped.
New sales presentations will be made, others brought upto-date. All will make adjustments to capitalize on the
changing picture.
The annual report "Leading Advertisers and their Expenditures" inthe February 5th Printers' Ink is only one of
the many services P. I. performs to keep its readers informed .. . only one of the many reasons top-flight advertising, merchandising, marketing and media men keep
renewing their P. I. subscriptions year after year.
To

reach

the men

who

build and

spend

the

nation's advertising budgets use Printer's Ink,
the magazine that helps these men at their job,
the one magazine

with penetrating

. . . the one magazine

that dominates

circulation
the field.

FVintersink
The Weekly Magazine of Advertising, Management and Sales
NEW
YORK, N. Y.
205 EAST
42ND STREET
llpilH

Radio networks, stations and representatives using Printers' Ink during the past year
BLUE NETWORK CO., INC.
BUFFALO BROADCASTING CO.
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
COLUMBIA PACIFIC NETWORK
COWLES STATIONS
DON LEE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
MUTUAL BROADCASTING CO.
NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.
N. B. C SPOT AND LOCAL SALES
NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL
NETWORK
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS
YANKEE NETWORK
FREE Si PETERS, INC.
JOHN BLAIR 6C CO.
KDAL, DULUTH*
KDKA, PITTSBURGH
KECA, LOS ANGELES
KFEL, DENVER
KJR, SEATTLE
KMBC, KANSAS CITY
KMOX, ST. LOUIS
KNX, LOS ANGELES
KOMO, SEATTLE

KRNT, DES MOINES
KSO, DES MOINES
KWKH, SHREVEPOR T
KXOK, ST. LOUIS
KYW, PHILADELPHIA
WABC, NEW YORK
WBBM, CHICAGO
WBT, CHARLOTTE
WBZ-WBZA, BOSTON
WCAE, PITTSBURGH
WCAU, PHILADELPHIA
WCCO, MINNEAPOLIS
WCKY, CINCINNATI*
WCOP, BOSTON
WDAY,
FARGO*
WDRC, HARTFORD
WDZ, TUSCOLA
WEAF, NEW YORK
WEEI, BOSTON
WEVD, NEW YORK
WFIL, PHILADELPHIA
WGAR, CLEVELAND
WGBI, SCRANTON
WGL, FORT WAYNE

WGN, CHICAGO
WGR, BUFFALO
WGY, SCHENECTADY
WHBF, ROCK ISLAND
WHEC, ROCHESTER
WHK, CLEVELAND
WHO, DES MOINES
WISH, INDIANAPOLIS*
WJR, DETROIT
WJSV, WASHINGTON
WJWC, CHICAGO-HAMMOND*
WJZ, NEW YORK
WKBW, BUFFALO
WKZO, KALAMAZOO
GRANDNEWRAPIDS*
WLIB,
YORK
WLS, CHICAGO
WMAQ, CHICAGO
WMBD, PEORIA
WMC, MEMPHIS

WMT, CEDAR RAPIDS- WATER LOO
WNAX, SIOUX CITY-Y A N KTO N
WNEW, NEW YORK
WOR, NEW YORK
WORL, BOS TON
WOW, OMAHA
WOWO, FORT WAY N P.
WQXR,
YORK
WRNL, NEW
RICHMOND
WSGN, BIRMINGHAM
WSM, NASHVILLE
WSYR, SYRACUSE
WTAG, WORCESTER
WTAM, CLEVELAND
WTAR, NORFOLK
WTRY, TROY
WWL, NEW ORLEANS

iHfiB

"Space placed by FREE &C PETERS, INC.
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STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KMM.I, Grand Island, Neb.
General Mills, Minneapolis (Wheaties), 5
t weekly, 52 weeks, thru Knox-Reeves
Adv., Minneapolis.
Double Mix Inc., Kansas City (DoubleMix butter spread), 6 sa weekly, thru
Jerome Galvin Adv. Co., Kansas City.
Hamburg Hatchery, Hamburg, la. (chickens), 6 sa weekly, thru BuchananThomas Adv. Co., Omaha.
Storz Brewing Co., Omaha, 3 sp weekly,
13 weeks, thru Buchanan-Thomas Adv.
Co., Omaha.
Iowa Master Breeders, Onawa (chickens),
6 sp weekly, 26 weeks, direct.
Interstate Nursery, Hamburg, la. ( stock
seeds), 15 sp weekly, 20 weeks, direct.
Winterine Mfg. Co., Denver (Antarctic
Antifreeze), 52 sa, direct.
Poultry Tribune, Mount Morris, 111., 6 sa
weekly, thru First United Broadcasters,
Chicago.
Pathfinder Magazine, Washington, D. C,
65 sa, thru United Adv. Co., Chicago.
Weevil Fume Co., Kansas City (proprietary), 52 sa, thru Merritt Owens.
Consolidated Drug Trade Products, Chicago (Peruna, Kolor-Bak), 6 sp weekly,
thru Benson & Dall, Chicago.
O. A. Cooper Co., Humboldt, Neb. (feeds),
6 sp weekly, 26 weeks, thru France &
Duff Adv. Agency, Omaha.
Loup Valley Hatchery, Loup City. Neb.
(chickens), 6 sp weekly, 26 weeks, direct.
Gage County Hatchery, Superior, Neb.
(chickens), 6 sa weekly, direct.
Lexington Mills, Lexington, Neb. (flour,
feeds), 6 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
France & Duff Adv.. Agency, Omaha.
Charm
Kurl Co., Chicago (permanent
wave kit), 52 sa, thru Guenther-Bradford & Co., Chicago.
WJPR,

Greenville, Miss.

Lion Oil Refining Co., El Dorado, Ark.,
weekly sp, 39 weeks, thru Anfenger
Adv. Agency, St. Louis.
Humko Co., Memphis (shortening) , 3 sp
weekly, thru Simon & Gwynn, Memphis.
Jackson Brewing Co., New Orleans, 6 sp
weekly, thru Anfenger Adv. Agency,
New Orleans and St. Louis.
Virden Lumber Co., Greenville, 2 sp
weekly, 1 year, direct.
Plough Inc., Memphis (St. Joseph aspirin, Penetro nose drops) , 12 ta weekly, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
Coca-Co
la direct.
Bottling Co., Greenville, 5 ap
weekly,
Monticello Drug Co., Jacksonville, Fla.
(666 tablets), 3 sa weekly, direct.
Vick Chemical Co., New York (Vapo
Rub), 15 ta weekly, thru Morse International, N. Y.
WNOX,

KOH, Reno
Los Angeles Soap Co., Los Angeles (White
King, Sierra Pine soaps), 5 ne weekly,
52 weeks, thru Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Los Angeles.
Los Angeles Soap Co., Los Angeles
(Scotch cleanser), 6 sp, t weekly, 2
weeks, thru Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Los Angeles.
Leslie Salt Co., San Francisco, 101 ta,
thru
cisco. Erwin, Wasey & Co., San FranVoice of Prophecy, Chicago (religious),
weekly t, 52 weeks, thru G. C. Hoskins
Assoc., Chicago.
Rainier Brewing Co., San Francisco, 7 sa
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Buchanan & Co.,
Los Angeles.
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati (Duz), 20 ta,
thru Compton Adv., N. Y.
WOR, New York
R. B. Davis Sales Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(Cut Rite waxed paper), 5 sa weekly,
52 weeks, thru Chas. Dallas Reach Co.,
Newark.
Kibblets Inc., Newark (dog food), 5 s<i
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Al Paul Lefton
Co., N. Motors
Y.
General
Corp., Detroit (institu
tional), weekly t, thru Campbell-Ewald
Co., Detroit.
Savings
Bank Assn. of N. Y. State, 5 sa
weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Duffy-Mott Co., New York (Apple Juice,
Cider) , 5 sa weekly, thru Al Paul
Lefton Co.. N. Y.
Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind. (One-A-Day vitamin tablets), 5 sa weekly, thru Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WTOC, Savannah, Ga.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Allsweet margarine), 5 ta weekly, 18 weeks, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Yager Liniment Co., Baltimore, 50 sa,
thru Harvey-Massengale Co., Durham.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Rinso), 19 ta
weekly, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Hathaway Bakeries, Cambridge, 21 sa
weekly, 12 weeks, thru Louis Glasor
Adv., Boston.
Cocilana Inc., New York (cough drops),
3 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru Al Paul
Lefton Co., N. Y.
S. Albertson Co., Boston, 6 sa, thru David
Malkiel Adv. Agency, Boston.
KECA, Los Angeles
Pep Boys of Calif., Los Angeles (auto
accessories), weekly sp, thru Milton
Weinberg Adv., Los Angeles.
Universal Enterprises, Los Angeles
(paint), weekly sp, thru Adolph Wenland Adv., Los Angeles.

WDBJ,

Roanoke

Dr. Pepper Bottling Co., Dallas, 4 t weekly, thru Tracy-Locke-Dawson, N. Y.
38

WLS,

Chicago

Lever Bros., Cambridge,
Mass. (Rinso,
Vimms)
17 sa weekly, 7 weeks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N.
J. (toothbrushes), 6 sa weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Ferry-Hanly Co., N. Y.
Rit Products Corp., Chicago (dyes), 15 sa
weekly, 23 weeks, thru Earle Ludgin &
Co., Chicago.
Lane Bryant Inc., New York (clothing
catalog) 6 sa weekly, 5 weeks, thru E.
H. Brown Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, la. (poultr-y
remedies), 12 sa weekly, 5 weeks, thru
Weston-Barnett, Waterloo.

WFIL, Philadelphia
William H. Wise & Co., New York (Knitting Guide), 1 sa weekly, 4 weeks, thru
Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
Yager Liniment Co., Baltimore, 6 sa
weekly, 11 weeks, thru Harvey-Massengale, Durham, N. C.
Beecham's Pills, Bloomfield, N. J., 5 sa
weekly, 14 weeks, thru Atherton & Currier, N. Y.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold Medal
capsules), 5 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.
Doubleday, Doran & Co., New York (Book
League of America), 16 sa weekly, thru
Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
Freihofer Baking Co., Philadelphia 15 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Richard A.
Foley Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
General Baking Co., Philadelphia, 8 sa
weekly, 2 weeks, thru Ivey & Ellington, Philadelphia.
Consumers Cooperative League of U.S.A..
New York, 1 t weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Atherton & Currier, N. Y.

WEAF, New York
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart) , 3 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Franklin Bruck Adv., N. Y.
Maltex Co., Burlington, Vt. (cereals),
weekly Co.,
ne, N.26 Y.weeks, thru Samuel C.
Croot

WLIB, Brooklyn
Franklin School of Dancing, New York,
weekly sp, 13 weeks, thru Director &
Lane, N. Y.
Brass Rail Restaurants, New York, 14 sp
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Blackstone Co.,
N. Y. Broadcasting Co., New York, 5
Universal
sp
weekly,
thru Furman,
Feiner
& Co.,52N. weeks,
Y.
Roxy Theater, New York, 2 sp, 22 sa, 1
week, thru Blackstone Co., N. Y.
Wright Clothes, New York, 3 ne, 3 sa
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Mason-Relkin
Co., N. Y.

KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Duz),
6 ta weekly, thru Compton Adv., N. Y.

WJZ, New York
Dryden & Palmer, Long Island City, N. Y.
(Gravy master ) , weekly sa, thru Samuel
C. Croot Co., N. Y.

Knoxville, Tenn.

Miller & Co., Chicago (telescopes), daily
sa, 4 weeks, thru United Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
Pathfinder Pub. Co., Washington (Income
Tax Guides) , daily sa, 4 weeks, thru
United Adv. Cos., Chicago.
World's Products Co., Spencer, Ind.
(Laymon's vitamins), daily sa, 2 weeks,
thru
Phil Gordon Agency, Chicago.
Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co..
Atlanta, 10 so weekly, thru Robert
Scott Adv. Agency, Atlanta.
Miami Margarine Co., Cincinnati, 3 ta
weekly,
cinnati. thru Ralph H. Jones Co., CinSterling Insurance Co., Chicago, daily sp,
thru E. H. Brown Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Bruckmann Brewing Co., Cincinnati, daily
sp, direct.

Page

WOV, New York
Paramount Pictures, New York ("Star
Spangled
8 sp, thru Buchanan Co., Rhythm"),
N. Y.
Roxy Theatre, New York, 21 sa, thru
Kayton-Spiero Co., N. Y.
Sachs Quality Furniture, New York, 260
direct. Wine Co., L. I. City, N. Y.,
Sansp, Gabriel
312 ta, thru Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
Religious Service Kit, New York, 117 sp,
direct.
N.direct.
Y. Journal-American, New York, 9 sa,
Macfadden Pub., New York (True Story
Magazine), 5 sp, thru Raymond Spector
Co., N. Y.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold Medal
oil capsules), 156 sa, thru J. Walter
Thompson, N. Y.
Bisceglia Wine Co., L. I. City, N. Y.,
312 sa, thru Pettinella Adv., N. Y.
Family Policy Service, New York, 106 sp,
thru Intercity Adv., N. Y.
Barney's
Clothing Store, New York (men's
clothes)
N. Y. , 1716 sa, thru Emil Mogul Co.,
National Shoe Store Co., New York, 39 sp,
thru Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N.
J. (adhesive tape), 39 ta, thru Inselbric
Agency, Newark, N. J.
B. Filippone & Co., Passaic, N. J., 312 sp,
thru Filco Adv., Passaic.

KQW, San Francisco
Rainier Brewing Co., San Francisco, 5 sa
weekly, thru Buchanan & Co., San Francisco.
Kaiser Shipyards, Richmond, Cal. (housing) 2 sp Nursery
weekly, direct.
California
Co., Oakland, Cal.
weekly sp, thru Ryder & Ingraham.
Oakland.
Continental Baking Co., New York, 8 sa
weekly, thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Simon & Schuster, New York (tax instruction book) 7 sp weekly, thru Northwest Radio Adv. Agency, Seattle.
Macfadden Pub., New York (True Story)
weekly
N.
Y. sp, thru Raymond Spector Adv.,
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati (Lava soap)
9 so weekly, thru The Biow Co., N. Y.
Alameda County Nursery, Oakland, Cal.,
3 sp weekly, thru Emil Reinhardt Adv..
Oakland.
Marlin Firearms Co., New Haven (razor
blades)
Hedrick, 3N.saY. weekly, thru Cravens &
Fontana Food Products, San Francisco
(noodles) 3 sa weekly, thru Long Adv.
Service, San Francisco.
Acme Breweries, San Francisco, 3 sp weekly, thru Brisacher, Davis & Staff, San
Francisco.
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WYO
Workers, men and women, up here in the
'- Pacific Northwest are pitching in on the
War Effort like all get out! There's no time
to try this and that unknown product, so
i. it's dollars to doughnuts the goods you
TELL 'em about will get their patronage.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST GROUP
E KXL
Joseph
McGillvra
KFPY
The KatzH. Agency
Z NET
The Walker Company
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ATTENTION!
Program

Directors, Agencies,

Transcrip-

tion Producers . . . are you overlooking
You need this TUNE-DEX

a bet?

service.

This is reprint of TIDE maga
zine's number two news
story . . . current issue.
Read it here
if you missed

it.

TUNE-DEX

is the first

and

perma-

only

nent living index of popular music . . . examine
his card . . . here's
fhe whole

story.

* Note: Advance info on
recordings of
new pop tunes
will be supplied as soon
as present retion iscleared.
cording situa-

>ee this index of songs FREE. Send

no money.

If you

don't think it's a service you need after inspecting first
month's cards, return without obligation. Cost is only
30c a week if you continue the service! Mail coupon
today.

X
TUNE-DE
1619 Broadway, New York City

'*c

TUNE-DEX, INC., 1619 Broadway, New York City
Please enter order for Tune-Dex Card Index songs —
a month — $15.00 per year. Billing to be made
month's cards are sent. If we are not satisfied after
we reserve right to return cards and cancel order
to us (BC215)

100 cards
when first
inspecting,
at no cost

□ Start subscription with current month's cards.
□ Predate this order to include all cards issued since
May, 1942 which will give complete Tune-Dex file.
Name
Address
.State
City

PATRIOTIC

SIGNOFF

President's Flag Day Prayer
Closes WINX DayAMERICAN CREED, read by an
announcer, followed by a rebroadcast of President Roosevelt's Flag
Day prayer, is the patriotic signoff
now used by WINX, Washington,
a.m. The President's
from 1-1:04 voice
transcribed
is heard over
faint music of America The Beautiful.
At conclusion of the prayer the
music is up, then fades quickly for
a brief pause then three dots and
a dash. The announcer concludes
with "V is for victory."

We Thank Our Competition
— for helping publicize the
new Savannah Market. We
sell this market ... at
the lowest per-person cost
of any medium!
NBC
BLUE. TOO

UlSflV
SAVANNAH
Notional R epro i entali ve i
GEORGE
P. HOLLINGIERY CO.

SPARKLETTS DRINKING WATER
Co., Los Angeles (bottled water), directing efforts to graveyard shift war
industry workers, on Feb. 2 started
sponsoring a five- weekly after-midnight transcribed version of Fulton
Lewis Jr.. on KH.T, Hollywood. Firm
also sponsors a twice-weekly early
evening version of that program and
utilizes thrice-weekly participation in
Homemakers Club on KH.T. In addition a daily five-minute newscast is
sponsored on KFI, IjOS Angeles. Agency is Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA Conference. San Francisco (Seventh Day
Adventists), has started for 52 weeks
a weekly half-hour program on KQW,
San Francisco. Agency is George Hoskins Associates, San Francisco.
ELIZABETH HOLLOWAY School
of the Theatre, San Francisco, recently staffed a weekly half-hour participation on the KGO Home Forum.
KGO. San Francisco. Placed direct.
HOROWITZ - MARGARETEN Co.,
New York, started a weekly half-hour
variety program on WHN, New York,
Feb. 8 in behalf of Matzos. Humorous anecdotes of Jewish life will be
related and their origins traced by Irving Davidson, New York attorney and
humorist. Contract for 13 weeks was
placed thru Advertisers Broadcasting
Co., New York.
RAYMOND B. ROOS. in midwestern sales and advertising activities of
Thomas J. Lipton Inc., New York, has
been elected vice-president and general manager of Continental Foods, a
subsidiary of Lipton.

INERTIA
VERY plant superintendent knows that an idle
machine uses more power to start up than it
does to keep going. The extra power is needed to
overcome "inertia" — the tendency of a thing to keep
on doing just what it's doing now.
The laws of inertia apply just as much to people as
to machines. Once people stop thinking about your
product, it takes a lot more advertising power to
start them again than it would to keep them. Avoid
paying for public inertia by giving people something
they value — radio entertainment — to remember
by.

•t

BIG AGGIE LIVES, thanks to Phil Hoffman, manager of WNAX, Yankton, S. D., who obtained model of hefty gal featured in the station's advertising. Principals of Allen & Reynolds, Omaha agency
handling the station's account, were introduced recently to the character
they had created on paper. Mr. Hoffman (center) holds doll as he introduces her to Milton H. Reynolds (left) and Earl Allen, agency heads.
Doll was made by wife of station's promotion manager, Harold Storm.
HUMPHREYS Homeopathic Medicine Co., New York, has changed its
name to Humphreys Medicine Co.
JOSEPH M. ALLEN, advertising
manager of Bristol-Myers Co., New
York, has been named assistant vicepresident.
ATLAS BREWING Co., Chicago
(Prager Beer), on Feb. 14 started a
six-weekly five-minute newscast featuring commentators Fahev Flvnn and
John McCormick of WBBM, Chicago.
Contract for 52 weeks was placed by
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
KILPATRICK'S BAKERY. San
Francisco, recently started It's Glen
Again, quarter-hour strip, five times
weekly, on KGO, San Francisco.
Agency is Emil Reinhardt Adv., Oakland, Cal.
SAN FRANCISCO Chronicle, San
Francisco (newspaper), recently started Let's Look at the Map, quarterhour weekly program, and a series of
spot announcements, on KGO, San
Francisco.
HI V VITAMIN Corp., New York,
has started twice-weekly participations
on Ed East's Breakfast in Bedlam on
WJZ. New York for the Hi-V vitamin
capsule, and will shortly use spot announcements and participations on 15
to 20 stations in the eastern area.
Campaign will later be placed on a
national basis. Hi-V entered radio for
the first time last year [BROADCASTING, Feb. 23]. Applied Merchandising, New York, is agency.

GARRETT & Co., Brooklyn (Virginia
Dare, Garrett wines), on Feb. 10 began sponsoring 108 Theatre, weekly
half-hour dramatic program on
WBBM, Chicago, produced by Carl
Gass.
Chicago.Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan,

A. RAMSAY Son & Co., Montreal
(paints), early in March starts spot
announcements on Ontario and Maritime stations and a weekly French
language variety show on a Quebec
network. Agency is A. McKim Ltd.,
Montreal.
MURPHY Co., Montreal (paint), on
March 1 starts five-weekly spot an- it
nouncements on 14 Eastern Canadian
stations. Agency is Cockfield, Brown
& Co., Montreal.
NATONE Co., Los Angeles, (Patsweet deodorant), new to radio, on
Feb. 4 started using five participa- m
tions
on over
Al Jarvis'
Believeweekly
Ballroom
KFWB.MakeHollywood. Contract is for 13 weeks. Radio in other markets is contemplated.
Agency is Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los
Angeles.
ANGELICA LUTHERAN CHURCH,
Los Angeles (religious), in addition
to a weekly half-hour program on
KFWB, Hollywood, also sponsors the
Pacific Lutheran Hour on 4 Arizona
Network stations (KTAR KVOA
KYUM KG LIT ) , Sunday, 9:30-10i
p.m. Featured is Rev. Rudolph Burki
and male quartet. Tom Westwooi
Adv., Los Angeles, has the account
n
i
t

you

CFRB
TORONTO
860

KILOCYCLES

Surveys prove at least one quarter of all radios in Canada's
richest market are always tuned to CFRB

Page
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VICTORY TABERNACLE, Los Au;eles (religious), on a 52- week contract started Jan. 23, sponsors a weekly 60-minute live program, Victory
Tabernacle Hour, on four California
itations. KFAVB
KFOX KGFJ
vMJ. Saturday. 11 p.m.-12 midnight.
I Released simultaneously through Ra1 llio Central in downtown Los Angeles,
! brogram features Rev. Frank Morri; ;on. orchestra, choral group and vo; uilists. Agency is Tom Westwood Adv.,
Los Angeles.
! ^IGUEROA BALLROOM, Los Angees, is sponsoring a thrice-weekly quarer-hour musical program on KHJ,
Hollywood. Contract is for 13 weeks,
Parting Feb. 11. Uhl Adv., Los Angeles, has the account.
[■PHOENIX REAL ESTATE Board,
■that city, is sponsoring a half-hour
I Sunday morning round-table program
Jin KOY, Phoenix. Series covers rent
|||oiitrol and real estate listings.
lj\MERICAN
MISSION
Lepers.
I \,os Angeles ( religious
) , infora 13-week
,'und-raising campaign, started Feb.
1. is sponsoring a thrice-weekly quarter-hour program Mercy Mission, on
'IF AC, that city. Smith & Bull Adv..
sjos Angeles, is agency.
Seaboard finance Co., Los Angles, n Feb. 14 started five announcements daily on KFAC. Los Angeles. Agency is Smith & Bull Adv.,
jOS Angeles.
PEL VI ROOS, former secretary to
; Sydney Gaynor, sales manager of Don
jee Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
las been made advertising manager of
Jalavo Growers of California (avo■ados ) .
^OVEMAN'S,
Nashville department
tore, is sponsoring on WLAC, that
•ity, a daily musical series, titled
>~jadyday From
Loveman's
time donated
to the with
Office Wednesof War
['information for answers to questions
m the war effort. Sundays a transcribed series, Soldiers of the Press, is
Presented. Virginia Mansell is m.c. of
ke regular programs.
fi. C. CAPWELL Co., Oakland. Cal.
'department store), is sponsoring a
weekly half-hour home gardening
program featuring Barbara Lee on
IROW, that city. Presented in cooperation with Sunset Magazine, series
includes latest developments as furlished by U of California Agriculture
Dept.

yTppointmeftti
|
jjYNN
PRODUCTS
o Oren FOOD
Arbogust,
Chicago. Co., Chicago,

nORTHRUP, KING & Co., Minneapolis,
lo Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, San
f'rancisco.
VM. B. REILY & Co., New Orleans,
j ju. (Happy Jack Vita-Mixt beverage;
I offee extender), to Walker Saussy Adv.,
I Jew Orleans.
AARY DUNHILL Inc., New York, to St.
ieorges & Keyes Inc., New York, for cosnetics. Media plans not set.
CHRISTIAN FEIGENSPAN Brewing Co.,
Newark. N. J., to Maxon Inc.. N. Y.,
or P. O. N. beer and ale, and all advertising for Dobler Brewing Co., Albany.
■Jpports broadcasts have been used. Future
lans announced in March.
ODINE EDUCATIONAL Bureau, New
ifork, to O'Dea, Sheldon & Canaday Inc.,
^ew. .York\ to handle medicinal, animal
nutrition divisions. Media plans not set.
CHEVROLET DIVISION, General Motors
3orp., Detroit (institutional), on Feb. 16
starts John B. Kennedy on 116 CBS sta;ions. Tues., Thurs., 6:30-6:45 p.m. (rpt.
Mon. and Thurs., 12 midnight-12 : 15 a.m.)
Agency: Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.
BARBASOL Co., New York (shaving
3ream), on Feb. 19 replaces John B.
Kennedy with Paul Sullivan on 37 CBS
stations, Mon. and Fri., 6-6:30 p.m. Agency: Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
RO ADC

ASTING

It's Free
A COMMERCIAL program
without any commercials has
been launched on WFIL,
Philadelphia, by Harmon
Blackburn, owner of Old
Bookbinder's, Philade 1 p h i a
restaurant. Each evening for
10 minutes any recognized
group or representative person with an important message, can have the period for
the asking. The restaurant
pays for the time.

Religious Discs
CREW OF THE GOOD SHIP
GRACE Inc., Los Angeles (religious), expanding radio activity, on
Feb. 22 starts sponsoring a thriceweekly half-hour transcribed version of Haven of Rest on six Atlantic Coast Network stations with
split schedule (WMCA WPEN),
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 7:308 a.m. (WFBR WWDC WBOC
WJEJ), Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 9:30-10 a.m. Contract is for
52 weeks. Continuing on KPAS
KFEL WMBI, the thrice-weekly
series also starts March 8 for 52
weeks on WNAC, Boston, with a
similar schedule. Religious group
in addition sponsors that program
with live talent thrice-weekly on 33
Mutual-Don Lee Pacific stations,
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 88:30 p.m. (PWT). Other regional
network will also be utilized. Agency is Broadcast Advertising, Los
Angeles.

A

Monument

To
Religious Series
HEBREW
EVANGELIZATION
SOCIETY, Los Angeles (religious), on Feb. 15, started for 52
weeks sponsoring a six-weekly
half-hour transcribed program, Hebrew-Christian Hour, on KFBI,
Wichita; KOIL, Omaha; KWJJ,
Portland; KVI, Tacoma; KYA,
San Francisco; WPEN, Philadelphia. Series is released twice daily
on KMTR, Hollywood. Society also
sponsors live version of that program featuring Dr. A. U. Michelson on 6 Golden West Network
stations (KFBK KWG KTMS KMJ
KERN KOH), Monday through
Saturday, 6:30-7 a.m. (PWT) for
52 weeks. Tom Westwood Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles, has the account.

to

Monument

!

us there seems

solid

to be something

a

about folks who give a cemetery monument
serious consideration. Its purchase speaks so
eloquently of real people.
That 13,519 homes

have written in for an

advertiser's Cemetery Monument Catalogue
will give you an idea of the kind of people
who make up the immense 50, 000 -W ATT
WWVA
FAMILY, 70,050 of ivhom wrote
our advertisers in January. Just more proof
of our power to pull!

JOHN

BLAIR

Represents Us

50,000

WATTS

Nat. Rep.: The Walker Company
Boston: Bertha Bannan
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ofaCleanCut

"Buy"
Radio
Put a frame around this:
30 counties — 11 million acres
— of farm land as rich as any
in the world ... 3 cities thriving with diversified industry,
plus 29 prosperous urban
communities . . . 563,000 people, buying from 8,114 active
retail stores. That's
WTAD area!

the

Standing out cleanly in the
midst of this picture — is
WTAD ... the most powerful station within 100 miles
. . . the only network station
within its area . . . the only
station in Quincy.
In Quincy, 127% more people say they listen to WTAD
than to any competing station.
Outside the city, WTAD has
50% more "listenership" than
the next station heard in this
area! (According to 4,323 recent survey interviews.)
In this kind of picture your
radio money is smart money
— any time. It will pay its
way — and then some! It IS
paying its way for our long
list of consistent advertisers.
You'll LIKE this picture of a
clean cut radio "buy" — on your
own desk. Why not write for

CECIL UNDERWOOD, Hollywood
producer of Needham, Louis, & Brorby, on the weekly NBC Fibber McOee & Molly Show and The Great Gildersleeve, sponsored by S. C. Johnson
& Son and Kraft Cheese Co., respectively, is in Chicago for program conferences with home office executives.
WARREN P. FEHLMAN Adv. Co.,
Huntington Park, Cal., has moved to
4525 Produce Plaza, Los Angeles.
Telephone is Kimball 9296.

SURPRISE LUNCHEON for Elaine Carrington, author of Pepper
Young's Family, sponsored on NBC by Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, found the following executives on hand Jan. 15 to celebrate beginning of the program's eighth year on the air (1 to r) : Chick Vincent, director of the daytime serial; W. M. Ramsey, radio director of
Procter & Gamble; Mrs. Carrington; Daniel S. Tuthill, vice-president,
and host, and Alfred H. Morton, president of National Concerts and
Artists Corp., representing the author, and also a luncheon host.

RUTH JACOBS, formerly of Gotham Adv. Co., has joined the copy staff
of Reiss Adv.
WICK

CRIDER, who has been handling various production assignments
at J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, has been named manager of the
Agency'spandednewly
reorganized
and Mr.
exradio publicity
division.
Crider continues production work and
handling
chandising.station promotion and mer-

McGill Heads Guild
EARL McGILL, CBS director,
was elected president of the Radio
Directors Guild at a meeting held
in New York last Monday. McGill,

TOM HARRINGTON, vice-president
in charge of radio for Young & Rubicam, New York, returned last week
after a month's absence for a medical
check-up and treatment.
RUSSELL K. CARTER, of Gray &
Rogers, and Robert Arndt. of John
Falkner Arndt & Co., Philadelphia
agencies, have joined the Coast Guard
Reserves (temporary).
TOM WESTWOOD ADV. Agency.
Los Angeles, has moved to larger offices at 416 W. 8th St. Telephone is
Van Dyke 6457.

a member of the Guild council, succeeds George Zachary, chief of the
OWI Program Service Division.
Jerry Devine, producer of Mr. District Attorney on NBC, and other
programs, was elected vice-president, and Robert Lewis Shayon,
CBS director, treasurer. John MacDonnell, newly appointed radio director of the United Nations Insecretary. formation Bureau, was re-elected

HOWARD CRUM, former copywriter of H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, on the American Family Soap
account, has joined the copy staff of
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
He will work on Saturday Evening
Post promotion.

Ward BBDO
V-P
ALAN M. WARD, creative chief
of the Buffalo and Cleveland offices of BBDO, has been elected a
vice-president, the agency announced last week. Fred Barrett, former spacebuyer of Compton Adv.,
New York, has been named associate manager of the media department of BBDO, New York.

MORRIS (Steve) SMUDGE, formerly in the network sales division of
the BLUE and previously with Mutual and Edward Petry & Co., on
Feb. 8 joins D'Arcy Adv. Co., New
York, in the radio department.

formerly of WilCHASE,
FRANK
Jr. theatrical agency.
liam Morris
joins William H. WeinNew York,
Co.. New York, Monday, Feb.
traub
director succeeding Ar15 asthur J.radio
Dalv who has resigned to go
to South America for the Coordinator
of Inter-American Affiairs. Mr. Chase
takes over Mr. Daly's job as producer
of the Cresta Blanca Carnival, Mutual program sponsored by Schenley
Corp.,. New
DistillersWines
, York, for Cresta
Blanca

ARTHUR LOFF, formerly of RoseMartin Inc.. New York, has been
named production manager of J. R.
Kupsick Adv.. New York., post formerly held by Roger Thaxter, account
executive.
HUGO PARTOX. former head of the
copy staff of Campbell-Ewald Co., New
York, has joined Franklin Brack Adv.
EUGENE I. HARRINGTON, executive vice president of Foote, Cone &
Belding and manager of (he San
Francisco office, is scheduled soon to
take charge of creative work in the
firm's New York office.

CHARLES H. FERGUSON, account
executive of BBDO's San Francisco
was elected a vice-presioffice, dentrecently
of the firm.

all the facts you need — today?

930 Kilocycles

IN

TO

BURNETT

CHICAGO

SHIFT

FRANK W. FERRIN, formerly
vice-president and account executive of H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, has joined Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago, as vice-president in charge
of radio. Mr. Ferrin was vicepresident and radio director of

Mr. Ferrin

Mr. Herrick

Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago,
for five
ter's lastyears
year. before joining RasMr. Ferrin succeeds Burke Herrick, Burnett radio director for
three years, who has been named
account executive. Under Mr. Ferrin's direction will be the Monday
through Friday quarter-hour H. V.
Kaltenborn program on NBC for
the Pure Oil Co. and the Upton
Close weekly quarter-hour commentary on MBS Co.
for Lumbermen's
Mutual Casualty
R&R Names Emerson
GEORGE T. EMERSON, account
executive of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Detroit, where he has served since
1982,
has
been elected a vice-president.
OLIVER

MORTON,

head of NBC]

reports that
Spot Sales.
billing
out Chicago,
of the Chicago
officespot1
in
January 1943 is 10% above the same1
period last year.

A CBS STATION
1000 Watts, Day and Night

FERRIN

WISN

MILWAUKEE
»
WTAD

5,000
QUINCY,

ILLINOIS

=
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by the Katz Agency
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WINX

Now

Operates

Booster Outlet Remotely
PETITION of WINX, Washington,
to operate a synchronous amplifier
by remote control has been granted
by the FCC until qualified operators become available, but not beyond June 1, 1943. Further conditions are that meters be read and
logged daily and at all times at
least one licensed operator at main
transmitter control the synchronous
amplifier.
The FCC's action in relaxing
Sec. 2.53 of its Rules covering such
operation follows its policy of assisting broadcast stations to meet
' parttime manpower emergencies, it
was stated.
Toscanini

Biography

'LIFE of Arturo Toscanini, conrductor of the NBC Symphony
broadcasts, is pictured in Arturo
\iToscanini — A Photobiography
,[Island Workshop Press, New
York, $2.50, limited edition $5].
Dorothy Thompson, columnist and
BLUE commentator, has written
an introduction. Captions and comI'ments are by Mrs. Stefan Zweig.
I Photographs are by Mrs. Zweig's
daughter,
Susanne Winternitz
I Hoeller ; others have been contrijtributed by Toscanini himself.

made them into a grand 30-minute
show. For "Commandos Strike at
Dawn" our production staff prepared a series of four 5-minute
shows and a 10-minute show.
Other special promotions included hit tunes from a special George
M. Cohan album for his "Yankee
Doodle Dandy" with the commentator weaving in the story of Cohan's
life; and for "Johnny Comes
Marching Home" we ran 15 spots
in five days asking listeners to
write a letter to us, telling what
they're going to do when their
"Johnny Comes Marching Home"
after the war. To the writers of
the best 100 letters went free
passes and to the best letter of
them all was awarded a family
pass.
These are but a few of the special promotions we've been able to
sell the local theatres in the past
year. At the present writing, we
have scheduled special promotions

War Bond sales at the theatre that
night was made.
So, the inventive genius of even
a small 250-watt station has turned
a usually hard-to-get theatre account into a winner, with the station almost doubling its billing
with them, and the theatre manager taking Quigley theatre promotion awards right and left.
Make the theatre manager see
that he can buy time on the air at
the same ratio he can in the newspaper with results that outmeasure
the printed page. Ask him to take
an active part in planning the
special promotions. They get the
same kind of "kick" out of taking
an active part in their radio promotion as they do from laying out
a fine newspaper ad.

Got Her Clocks
JUST because she mentioned
that her alarm clock had
failed to go off that morning, Frances Scott, who conducts a program on WHN,
New York, received a brand
new alarm clock from a sympathetic listener, within an
hour. Before the day ended,
she had received three more.

to the tune of one per week for the
next 26 weeks — all this in addition
to the regular schedule of spots
and Hollywood program.
We also sell patriotic programs
like Remember Pearl Harbor on
Dec. 7, one of the finest productions ever to come out of a 250watt station. The program traced
the progress of the war since Pearl
Harbor and at the end a plea for

It takes time; it takes diplomacy ; it takes some extra effort ;
but it gives a most welcome boost
in weekly billings in these times!

Guestitorial
{Continued from page 32)
Kay Kyser's recording "Take Your
Girlie to the Movies", which added
a bit of showmanship the manager
liked.
I He also used a 15-minute weekly
program Hollyivood Chatter, which
included movie gossip from his
■press books and our news wire,
previews of coming pictures, questions and answers from listeners
regarding Hollywood — oh, yes, the
Itheatre
manager was the program's
commentator.
Our first approach for extra promotional use of radio was in using
transcribed "previews"
splen
Bhe
ceddidby most of the leading
irodu
'biotion picture studios. If we tried
to sell him the period, we knew he
wouldn't buy — so we split the difference, the previews made fine
programs and we sold the theatres
the spot preceding and following
the transcription to announce his
play dates for that particular picture. We got a more than fair price
for the two announcements.
However, the theatre manager in
question, wasn't wholly satisfied
with the usual type of promotion;
he wanted something different each
time. Our limited production staff
went to work.
On musical pictures, we used record hit tunes from the picture and
ffered free passes to listeners sending in the correct list of unannounced titles. We received a neat
price for the time, and the theatre
did a swell business.
Then came the record and transcription ban— now what to do?
Again our small production staff
went to work! We dramatized the
mows.

Here is that high-powered rig you have
always wanted to own . . . one that you can
depend
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Food Group to Meet
KEY advertisers in the food industry will meet at New York Times
Theatre in New York, Friday to
discuss plans for a voluntary food
industry advertising campaign in
support of six major Government
war programs. A budget of nearly
$100,000,000 is visualized. Meeting
was called by Gardner Cowles Jr.,
OWI assistant director in charge of
domestic activities. Herman S. Hettinger, manager of OWI food
drives, said it would be attended
by representatives of Advertising
Council, Grocery Mfrs. of America,
OWI, OPA, Dept. of Agriculture,
Nutrition Division of the Office of
Defense Health & Welfare Services
and WMC.

MAGIC

VALLEY
an

Agricultural

Paradise

served
ip
TWIN

by
if

FALLS,

a

IDAHO

NBC
National Representatives
The Walker Co.
Homer

Griffith Co.

House
7-Man
Inquiry
(Continued from page 9)
ecutive board of CIO at its meeting in Washington Feb. 7 denouncing the Cox investigation and calling on Attorney General Biddle to
"investigate the charges of improper activities of Rep. Cox and
take appropriate action immediA second development was the
ately."
transmittal, to Speaker Sam Rayburn of the House, of a letter by
John W. Boler, midwestern broadcaster and president of North Central Broadcasting System Inc., condemning the Cox inquiry and urging an investigation of the Congressman's "motive and reason for
the FCC investigation." Both obviously related to current Commission consideration of allegations that Judge Cox improperly
had represented WALB, Albany,
Ga., and had accepted a $2,500 fee.
Judge Cox, in an address to the
House prior to the passage of his
resolution last month, had asserted
that this money had been paid unbeknownst to him and that it had
been contributed to a local charity.
Meanwhile, mixed emotions were
evidenced in both industry and official circles over the Cox inquiry.
The main topic was whether the
inquiry actually was the outgrowth
of a feud between FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly and Rep. Cox,
or extended beyond that. Most sta-

tions, and notably the networks,
adhered to a hands-off and "wait
and see" policy.
The Smith resolution, introduced
Feb. 5 and reported favorably by
the Rules Committee a few days
later, passed the House last Thursday by the overwhelming vote of
294 to 50. The Cox resolution had
been adopted by a virtually unanimous vote without a roll call.
The measure authorizes the
seven-man committee to determine
whether any department or independent agency of the Federal Government has taken steps beyond the
scope of the power or authority
granted it by Congress or by executive order, whether the constitutional rights, privileges or immunities of citizens have been invaded, and whether penalties have
been inflicted for failure to comply
with such edicts without affording
the accused opportunity to present
defense before impartial tribunals.
The Committee was instructed to
report to Congress from time to
time the results of its investigations and to make such recommendations, ifnecessary, for legislation
or amendment of existing acts.
The CIO resolution cited that the
sponsors of the FCC investigation
passed by the House "under the
guise of investigating 'bureaucracy' ", had launched an attack
upon President Roosevelt and the
administrative branches of the
Government designed to discredit
the conduct of the war in the eyes
of the American people. The investigation can only have the effect
of hindering development of a war
program for the communications
industry and disrupting the functioning of a vital war agency, it
continued. It pointed out further
that evidence had been offered that
Rep. Cox "improperly rendered
services for certain broadcasting
stations and therefore is not qualified to conduct such an investigaThe CIO Executive Board expressed its "profound disapproval
of
the use by appeasement Contion".
gressmen" of the floor of Congress
and special Congressional commit-

WHERE

DOES

NOT

MARK

THE

SPOT

There's
in WHAMland thesea lot
daysof . new
. . butbusiness
the extent
of that
business and the exact location are military secrets. Training camps and construction projects have boomed the buying power
of any number of communities in the priarea of WHAM's 50,000 watt clear
channelmary signal.
Some of these new buying areas can be
reached through localized coverage of the

section in which they are located . . . but
all can be reached at once, for approximately one-third the cost of localized coverage of the same area, with WHAM, And
WHAM is the station to which these worktired construction experts and trainees turn
for
hours.entertainment and news on their off
This is the bonus coverage WHAM offers
you today.

WHAM

National Representatives:
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
50,000 Watts . . . Clear Channel ... 1180
Kilocycles . . . Full Time . . . Affiliated with
the National Broadcasting Co., and The Blue
Network, Inc.

ROCHESTER,
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WOSH

Sale

Sought

HOWARD H. WILSON, owner of
WOSH, Oshkosh, has applied for
voluntary assignment of his license
to Oshkosh Broadcasting Corp., according to the FCC. Amount involved is $45,000. Officers of the
new company are Myles H. Johns,
Wayne, 111., president, who holds
165 shares or 55%; Fred W. Renshaw, Chicago, vice-president and
secretary, 45 shares or 15%; Wm.
F. Johns Jr., Chicago, vice-president, and William F. Johns, Chicago, treasurer, each holding 45
shares. All are directors. Three
hundred shares have been issued
for $15,000. William F. Johns is
vice-president of WTCN, MinneJohns. apolis, and president of Riddertees "as a means of hindering the
successful conduct of the war and
as a forum for sabotage of the
victory program of our commander-in-chief and of vital war agencies such as the FCC." It called
for immediate enactment of a war
program in the communications industry along lines proposed by the
American Communications Assn.
and adopted by the FCC and Board
of War Communications, and then
called upon Attorney General
Biddle to investigate the charges of
"improper activities of Rep. Cox
and take appropriate action im-

Mr. Boler, in his letter to Speak
mediately."
er Rayburn, held the Cox inquiry
was "positively unwarranted and
should not be permitted." He fl
praised Chairman Fly for the work
he had done in behalf of hundreds!
of small independent stations, declaring he was the "most capable
chairman who had headed the Com
"Expenditure of $60,000 for anj
investigation which will positively
solve
nothing and will take the at
mission."
tention and physical effort of
Fly and his Commissioners in this
time of war, is wrong," Mr. Boler
said. "They should be able to!
give their full attention and their
time to the radio industry, because!
of the important part it is taking,
in Mr.
the war
Bolereffort."
said he knew the majority of the 24 independent affiliated stations on his regional network "positively object to and oppose this unwarranted, ill-timed investigation and expenditure of tax^
payers' money." He explained he
personally had dealt with the FCC
because of his ownership in the
regional network and interest iii
two stations (KVOX, Moorhead
Minn, and KSJB, Jamestown
N. D.), and that he had every respect for the knowledge and conduct of the business of the Commission. He alluded to the many things
Chairman Fly had done in the better interest of the radio industry asj
a whole.
"There is but a small group ir
number who are behind this investii
gation and they do not represen
the majority of the industry nor v\
their purpose in the best interest
of the majority in the industry."
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Blue

Clarifies News
Policy
(Continued from page 10)
truth and fairness on the air. I feel
pute guilt to individuals or orsure that after mature deliberation
ganizations not already outlawed
it will continue to be and will
by the Government."
eventually
agree that free and fair
1 In a statement Feb. 9 Mr. Woods
criticism
is
essential in a DemocHid that although the BLUE's
policies prohibit the discussion of
racy and will not again go so far
Controversial issues on commercial
as to bar the quotation of a Supreme Court decision criticizing an
programs, "several commentators
recently have departed from these
important aide in the Navy Destandards and from their prepared
partment, as it did last Sunday."
scripts to discuss controversial isIt was learned, however, that
sues in a biased and inflammatory
the reference to the Supreme Court
decision was deleted from Mr.
manner".
No names were mentioned by
Pearson's broadcast due to misinMr. Woods in his statement, but
terpretation ofthe BLUE memorn an interview with an AP coranda.
respondent in Miami on WednesThe full text of Mr. Woods' statement follows:
day, Winchell said that "one of
;he most powerful executives of
he BLUE Network sat down with
"The policies of the BLUE Network are similar to those generally
ne and guided me" in his broadadopted by the industry, and to
est of Feb. 7. BLUE officials dewhich networks and a majority of
lined to comment, but it was
American
broadcasting stations adearned that Phil Carlin, vicehere. These policies prohibit the
>resident in charge of programs,
discussion of controversial issues
was in Miami at that time.
on commercially sponsored pro"The BLUE Network has been
Very liberal and generous and I grams.
"Ample time is offered free of
':an't squawk," Winchell told the
charge to recognized groups and
\JP. "They reminded me that there
individuals for the discussion of
vere certain rules that must be
subjects concerning which people
ollowed. They told me they knew
hold divergent views. The BLUE
| wanted to stay on the radio and
Network freely gives time to rephey wanted to help me stay.
resentatives of various governmental, civic and social organiza'Fangs Removed'
tions, and to individuals, for fair
\ "However, the fact remains that
discussion of issues of public incertain people would like to stop
terest. At the same time, the BLUE
Orew Pearson and me, and my
Network
demands that all broadjangs have been removed and my
casts must be in good taste.
ypewriter fingers rapped with the
mtt of a gun.
"The BLUE Network news editors have always kept these stand"I'd like to say this — which I
ards in mind. However, several
an't say on the radio any more — ■
commentators recently have dejhe fathers and mothers of this
parted from these standards and
ountry who have sons and other
fin fighting and dying to preserve
from their prepared scripts to discuss controversial issues in a bireedom of speech and press should
ased and inflammatory manner.
■ealize that the war is already lost
iack home. The only thing left is
"This week the BLUE Network,
he newspaper. I hope the newsin a memorandum to network news
tapers will fight harder for the
editors, again emphasized these
reedom which radio has so meekly
policies, and insisted that all news
urrendered."
; In a statement last week Mr.
WLW
Correspondents
["earson said :
! "Up until last Sunday (Feb. 7)
NEWSROOM of WLW, Cincinnati,
he BLUE network in all my dealhas added two war correspondents.
hgs with it has been a champion of
Edgar Stern-Rubarth, veteran foreign correspondent, will be on duty
in London. James Wellard, formerly
of Chicago , will cover activities
from Algiers. Plans are under way
to appoint a station correspondent
in Australia. Cabled reports of the
WDRC
correspondents will be incorporated
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER ,
in WLW newscasts.

Getting Parts
STATIONS needing replacement parts are invited to
send inquiries to the NAB
Engineering Dept., 1760 N
St., N. W., Washington. NAB
has a copy of the new 1100
page inventory of surplus
parts recently compiled by
FCC, and will supply answers
by telegraph if desired. Requests should not be telephoned to NAB, however.
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In announcing the Naval Affairs
lations."
Committee
investigation into Winchell's status, Chairman Vinson
said that "at a public hearing, no
closed door," his group proposed
to call before it proper officials to
"ascertain the full status of the
Reserve Officer, Walter Winchell."

George Mazzacane
GEORGE MAZZACANE, 66, dean
of Italian announcers at WELI,
New Haven, died of a heart attack
Feb. 8 in New Haven. Mr. Mezzacane,
L'Ora
Italiana,
heard co-producer
on WELI offor
seven
years
and previous to that on WICC,
Bridgeport, was a retired druggist
and
very circles.
well-known in ItalianAmerican
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LEWIS,
hundreds

of

JR.

people

us for making it possible
to hear Mr. Lewis.
- a Men's Clothing Co.
Lewis,

Jr.

is

definitely

the 'prestige' feature of our
campaign.
- a Brewer's Agency
His news broadcasts
are highly
informative,
instructive
and
impartial in character.
- a Bakery Corporation
We feel that this portion of
our advertising program is
dignified
-

and beneficial.
a Banker

AVAILABLE
FOR SPONSORSHIP
IN YOUR CITY . . .
All over America they're hearing and talking
about Fulton Lewis, Jr. ... an outstanding
feature that means results for any sponsor
(sponsored on 121 stations by 63 advertisers). You can sell him at your one
time quarter hour rate per week. Wire,
phone or write WILLIAM B. DOLPH,
WOL, WASHINGTON, D. C.

ORIGINATING

FROM

WOL

Affiliated with the MUTUAL

WASHINGTON,
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McClintock Outlines Expansion
1943
Budget
at
Industry
and
KEY STATION program directors
of Mutual will meet in New York
within the month to examine the
network's program schedules and
plan new shows, it was announced
last Wednesday by Miller McClintock, MBS president, at a dinner
given by the network for the industry and members of the press.
First of a series of proposed
monthly program clinics to be held
in key cities throughout the country, the New York conference will
put into action a program of expansion announced Jan. 29 at a
meeting of the Mutual board in
Chicago [Broadcasting, Feb. 1]. At
that time the Board approved an
increased budget for 1943.

X

WATL

Outline Major Points
Announcing plans to increase and

improve Mutual's service to members and affiliates, advertisers and
listeners, Mr. McClintock said the
1943 budget, up 25% from last
year's, is the largest in Mutual's
history and indicative of the complete support given expansion policies by MBS stockholders.
Major points in the new plans,
said Mr. McClintock, include increased network program and promotion service to Mutual stations,
with regular program clinics of
key originating stations; enlarged
research and sales departments,
i and sales policies stressing equally
W
the major market and the smallO
L
town coverage of the 211 MBS stations.
Describing the basic Mutual policy of getting most of its sustaining
f programs from its member and affiliate stations as "particularly
*
American," Mr. McClintock said
E
W
that this will be continued, "but
with more help in ideas and participation from network program

ATLANTA

urban tastes, and are tops with

Stating that radio research has
officials."
barely scratched the surface, he expressed the determination of Mutual to "be second to none" in providing the advertiser with all the
data he needs to enable him to
make an intelligent selection of the
kind of advertising best suited to
his needs. The expanded research
staff activities of MBS will be

Atlanta listeners. Eleven years a

geared to supply "sound, factual

WATL's coverage is confined to
the metropolitan Atlanta area.
With no rural audience to cater
to, its programs

are tuned to

favorite!

MBS

If you want to cover Atlanta at
lowest cost, put WATL on your
list.

Represented
SPOT

by

SALES
INC.
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Plans Under
Press Dinner

information" to advertisers about
facilities and programs, he said.
A question about the effect of the
reduction in line charges on Mutual
operations was referred by Mr. McClintock to Fred Weber, general
manager of the network, who replied that these reductions "will
result in an improvement in service
and may make it possible to extend
Mutual's coverage into some new
markets."
WWSW-AFRA
Accord;
New Pact Set for WLB
AMERICAN Federation of Radio
Artists has signed a contract with
WWSW, Pittsbui'gh, covering staff
announcers, the union announced
last week. Contract, containing the
standard AFRA provisions, was negotiated for the union by Vic Connors, field representative.
AFRA expects to submit its recently revised sustaining contracts
to the War Labor Board early this
week. Necessity for filing five
copies and a detailed form for each
of 40 individual contracts with the
WLB prevented earlier submission,
the union explained. Demands for
increases in commercial scale minimums for network and transcription programs corresponding to the
19.7 point rise in the cost-of-living
from Dec. 15, 1940 to Dec. 15, 1942,
will be presented to advertisers and
agencies as soon as work on the
sustaining contracts is completed.
AAAA

Names

Three

THREE members of the staff of
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies have been given special
positions, it was announced last
week by the 4 A's executive board.
Robinson Murray has been appointed assistant executive secretary; Richard Turnbull, assistant
treasurer, and William A. Fricke,
assistant secretary. John Benson
continues as president; Frederic R.
Gamble as managing director and
executive secretary, and Mrs. L. W.
MacKenzie as director of service.

ON FULL
CBS NET
THE FULL CBS network of 116
stations will be used by the Chevrolet Division of General Motors
Corp., when it starts twice-weekly
sponsorship of news by John B.
Kennedy Feb. 16 [Broadcasting,
Jan. 25], making a total of 19
sponsors now benefiting by the
CBS 15% discount plan. These clients sponsor 28 individual programs on CBS, comprising 37 program periods weekly.
Kennedy's new series is presented for Chevrolet's "Victory
Service League", made up of the
company's thousands of dealers as
local directors, and some 250,000
car and truck owners. It is dedicated to "Service for Victory" and
to "Save the Wheels That Serve
America." Agency in charge is
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.
Barbasol Co., New York, which
also sponsors Mr. Kennedy on CBS,
is replacing him Feb. 19 with Paul
Sullivan, who will continue to be
heard Mondays and Fridays, 6-6:10
p.m. Agency for Barbasol is Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York.
N. Y. Campaign

Delay

ANNUAL radio campaign of the
New York State Publicity Bureau
which starts each fall and runs for
26 weeks on New York stations, has
been temporarily cancelled on the
current list of 17 stations pending
settlement of the budget recommendations submitted to the New
York State Legislature by Gov.
Thomas E. Dewey. Campaign,
which includes participations on
women's programs and spot announcements, was slated to run
until June 30. Appropriation this
year, much of which has been spent
in radio, was $360,000. Agency is
J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.
Tootsie Roll Plans
SWEETS Company of America,
Hoboken, N. J., will start dramatizations of the cartoon strip, Captain Marvel on the BLUE on behalf of Tootsie Rolls and other
"Tootsie" candies around March 1.
Broadcast time and station lineup have not been determined, but
the program will probably be aired
Monday, Wednesday and Friday in
the 5-5:15 p.m. period. This is the
first regular network advertising
for the firm, which has used spot
radio for a number of years. Duane
Jones Co., New York, is agency.

BOOST
YOUR

Offices

OFFICIAL OPENING of Mutual's
new and expanded office facilities
at 1440 Broadway, New York, took
place Feb. 8 with a staff preview
reception given Feb. 5 by Miller
McClintock, MBS president. Designed by Mary Lou Carpenter,
daughter of H. K. Carpenter, general manager of WHK-WCLE,
Cleveland, the reception, conference
and executive offices are equipped
with Thermax soundproof ceilings.
Remodeling of all other Mutual
department offices is nearing completion.
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ADVERTISING

* IS NOT
DISTURBED
: MODIFIED SURVEY by Broadcasting last week of shoe compan1S currently using radio showed
'o indication of an immediate curIdlment in radio advertising by
iat industry as a result of the
'ationing order. Although the 0'ullivan Rubber Co., Winchester,
"a., has
all for
radio
adverting forcancelled
1942 except
a renewal
f its schedule on WOV, New York,
lis is not believed to be a direct
*sult of the shoe rationing order,
;hich went into effect Feb. 9.
Agency executives queried stated
h most cases that it was too early
) predict the effects of the order
n current campaigns, but they exected no immediate curtailment
y their shoe clients.
The 1943 O'Sullivan campaign on
,FOV starts Feb. 15 with daily anouncements for 13 weeks, followed
y a 13-week campaign in the fall.
! continuing survey by the company of listener reaction to its raio advertising, as well as a check
f shoe repairmen and wholesalers,
eveals a definite tieup in brand
lentification with the campaign on
l^OV, a station specializing in covrage of the Italian market in New
rork. O'Sullivan last year used
bout 40 stations for its transcribed
nnouncements promoting its rubjer heels. Account is handled by
|,4.dv. & Sales Council Inc., New
rork.

Klein Leaves D'Arcy
IENRY C. KLEIN, former radio
director of D'Arcy Adv. Co., New
Ifork, on Feb. 8 joined the newlyLstablished
New
York
office of
llacFarland, Aveyard Co. as radio
rirector. Well known in the agency
eld, Mr. Klein has done producI (on and scriptwriting for J. Wal||3r Thompson
Co., Chicago was
adio director of both Charles DanIpl Frey and BBDO, Chicago, and
Iat one time was continuity director
Kf the Western Division of CBS.
liefore joining D'Arcy, Mr. Klein
vas handling program and talent
lilt BBDO, New York.
Lava Spots Curtailed
'SHORTAGE of raw materials, including cocoanut oil supplies, the
atter frozen last week by order of
he War Production Board, has
esulted in the cancellation of one
f Procter & Gamble's spot anlouncement campaigns for Lava,
cheduled to get under way on selected markets throughout the
Country Feb. 15. Lava drive on
mother group of stations, lined up
starting Jan. 24, continues. Agency
is Biow Co., New York.

Gnnnar
RADIO
OWI

BREAKS

SHOE

Credits Industry With

NEWS

Back

for A&P

GUNNAR BACK, CBS Washington reporter, will be featured in the
twice-weekly CBS food talks starting under sponsorship of Great
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. Feb. 17
[Broadcasting, Feb. 1]. Guests will
be interviewed by Ruth Hadley, director of the A&P
Information
Service.
is agency.Paris & Peart, New York,

Effective Job of

Informing Public About Rationing
announcements in their local staRADIO brought the American contion announcement plan beginning
sumers first word of shoe rationing, it was revealed last week at
Tuesday. This was part of the conthe Radio Bureau of the Office of
tinuing campaign to explain the
War Information.
need for rationing shoes to each
consumer.
Commenting on the manner in
Philco Floats Loan
Commercial programs utilized
which the job was done, Douglas
V-LOAN for $30,000,000, covering
for the Sunday announcements
Meservey, acting chief of the Radio
a three-year period has been arwere: Phil Baker's Take It or
ranged by Philco Corp., to provide
Bureau, said "the job could not
Leave it, The Album of Familiar
have been done without radio".
additional capital to finance production of electronic equipment for the
Music, The Great Gildersleeve, The
Furthermore, he said "it was a
Army and Navy. The credit, largGood-Will Hour, Wheeling Steel,
great proof of the emergency charest V-loan to date in the Third
Prudential Family Hour and First
acter of radio".
Federal Reseiwe District, has been
Although the news was not acNighter.
extended by 21 banks.
tually released by the White House
until shortly before 3 p.m., Sunday, Feb. 7, several key OWI exec"HOW'S
YER
PERSPECTIVE
OF RED RIVER
utives were informed 15 days earlVALLEY
SALES
POSSIBILITIES?
FER
THE
ier that an important announcement was pending. Since the news
RIGHT SLANT ON THIS HALF-BILLION
DOLLAR
was for Sunday afternoon release,
radio
was the only possible mediMARKET,
GIT IN TOUCH
WITH WDAV!"
um.
Three Methods
To deliver the message instantly
three modes were conceived — commentators, the Army Hour, and
popular commercial programs. This
was essential to the success of the
shoe rationing campaign since the
consumer had to understand the
need for rationing and retailers
had to be informed that the program was effective immediately.
At first, commercial sponsors
were approached by the Radio Bureau with an unidentified announcement of importance, known as
"oyster rationing". The sponsors
approached all accepted, awaiting
the actual news which came on
Saturday, the day before the release of the news. This was necessary to allow the material to be
worked into the scripts of the
shows concexmed. The Army Hour
was allowed several days of advance notice to work the material
into their program pattern owing
to the necessity for remote pickups.
Through OWI field offices, word
was transmitted Sunday to the
local stations for insertion of spot
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Industry
Tulsa

Supports

Broadcaster

Says

'Declaration' Offers
Protection

"WIDESPREAD industry support
ior his "Broadcasters' Declaration
■of Independence" to insure control
•of its microphones was reported
last Friday by
William B. Way,
vice-president and
general manager
of KVOO, Tulsa,
and a member of
the NAB Board.
In an identical
letter to stations,
members of the
FCC, Government
leaders and other
Mr. Way
interested parties
Hast Friday, Mr. Way answered
questions raised by the industry regarding the Declaration, now pending before the NAB Board. Last
month Mr. Way had addressed
broadcasters regarding his proposal
to provoke further discussion and
ultimate action. Mr. Way has held
that control of the medium by
broadcasters has been "slippng
away through a combination of
pressures and circumstances still
within the capacity of the industry
to correct."
The original Declaration was
presented to the NAB Board last

Control
Plan
nor
have
the networks
October by Mr. Way. He said the
guardian,
asked for such a dubious assignresponse has been so favorable that
he has gained "confidence in the
Could Cover All Classes
success of the idea". Stating the
questions posed by broadcasters and
Alluding to the network adproviding the answers, Mr. Way
visory boards as the arbiters, Mr.
ment."
concluded that the plan could be
Way said that if such boards made
put in operation by the industry
hard and fast policies and their
through appointment of a commitrespective networks observed them,
tee to perfect it, after the majority
it unquestionably would have
of the stations had signed the
"slightly varying policies for each
Declaration.
network", resulting eventually in a
Asked why the project could not
"battle of policies, with the industry
be the function of the present NAB
Code Committee, Mr. Way said it gaining
nothing
The plan
could but
covera headache".
all classes of
could. Actually, he declared, it prostations,
Mr.
Way
said,
since the
vides for a code committee which
code authority would be in a posiwould function all year with a fulltion to handle problems limited extime paid code authority backed by
clusively tosingle stations in single
the industry. He asserted the preslocalities but, for the most part, it
ent code is a "masterpiece of ethics"
would be dealing with broad, nabut that it could not administer
tional problems which are preitself.
sented to all stations alike and
Declaring that broadcasting is a
therefore could be solved for all
fast-moving, fast-growing business,
alike. Under the plan any station
Mr. Way pointed out that someone
operator would have ar. opportunity
has a new idea for radio almost
to state his case to the code committee before the final decision was
every day. Any code, to be "selfadministrative", would have to emmade, because the plan would rebrace ideas for radio "yet unborn".
quire that every participating station receive information and a
Spot Problems Important
specific recommendation from the
Responding to the highly-concode authority with a request for
troverted question whether the networks could be "trusted with the
confirmation by the station in writing. It would be difficult to conceive
broad policy-making decisions" for
the industry, Mr. Way said of of any practice that would be accourse they could be trusted, but
ceptable to one or a few stations
because of location, while repugthat such a delegation of responsinant to all others, or vice versa, he
bility is impossible if stations are
said.
to operate under their licenses. Networks as such are not licensed.
Responding to the query whether
it would not be dangerous to have
Moreover, he said that if the
industry took the position that the
a "small group of men setting the
networks were better able to operpolicies for the entire industry",
Mr. Way asserted that precaution
ate in the public interest, "we
would be inviting the Government
should be taken in choosing members of the code committee beeause
to license networks instead of statheir responsibilities would be
Furthermore, the spot broadcastgreat. The men should be experitions".
ing problems are just as important
enced station operators, representas those of the networks, he said.
ing a cross-section of the industry —
No one can handle these but the
each of the major networks and one
broadcasters. Network policies do
or more non-network operators.
not necessarily impress or concern
Each decision made by the committee would affect the operation of
spot broadcasters, so there would
be no valid precedent.
each member's own station, as well
as all others. Each decision would
"The networks are fine and trustrequire confirmation by a majority
worthy," said Mr. Way, "but the
of the stations to make it effective.
broadcasters are not looking for a

A Columbia Broadcasting System Affiliate.

Way

honest independence," he said.
The code committee would no
jointly fix rates and would not b
a combination in restraint of trade
He pointed out that acting as ?i
combination does not, in itself, vio
late the anti-trust laws. Thi
Declaration provides that th
broadcasters shall "be of one mine
and act with one accord" in th.
"interpretation of contracts, rates
and discounts", but does not specifj
the "determination" thereof. Sue!
a combination in the public interest
wherein no rates are fixed, woulc
not be held in restraint of trade
Mr. Way said this was the opinioil
of counsel. Asked how the plajl If
would operate, Mr. Way said:
"Assume that Blank Co., makers o|jj(
a remedy for burns, through its ad
vertising agency issues to stations
i
series of one-minute transcriptions i
each of which opens with a terrifyin
scream. (No reference to any actua
1
case, past or present, is indicated.)
"One or more station managers re J
port these transcriptions to the Cod
Authority. After a quick consultatio: i
with the Code Committee, the Cod
Authority issues to all stations
"hold" order, delaying the use of thes
transcriptions anywhere until the Cod
Committee can hear the records an
issue a recommendation.
"Within the shortest possible time
each station manager operating unde
the plan receives the recommendation
that his station should not accept thesfti1
transcriptions. Accompanying thi
recommendation is a "confirmatio
form" which the station manager fill
in and signs, as an individual operate]
formally refusing to accept said ms
terial
as being
contraryandto necessity
the "pul!
lie interest,
convenience
This form is returned immediately V
the Code Authority. The Code Authoi
ity then, speaking for the stations ir
dividually and as an industry, advise
the agency for the Blank Co. that sail
transcriptions will not be broadcas
because
theyconvenience
are contraryandtonecessity.
the "pul
lie
interest,
"The above is an ideal case, ij
which no differences of opinion are ej
pressed. Differences might delay thi e
final decision, but that decision, whei
finally made, still must come as th
majority opinion of the industry, tH HI
responsibility for obtaining the I
opinion resting squarely upon the Cod;
Committee and Code Authority.
"After a few such cases, advertised
and agencies would be educated to sul
mit questionable material to the Coci
Authority first and ask for a decisioi! »
thereby saving valuable time and rj
cording costs, etc., etc.
"Economies of operation would d
mand that the Code Authority h.mdiK
station!
originating
cases,fashion,
many
in
routine
even from
though
son! '
of the material might reach the a
before it could be discontinued. St^
tions still would retain the right, an!
are in fact obligated, under tho
licenses, to reject objectionable m;
terial individually, according to thej
own opinions.

"Honest Independence"
The code authority would be a
paid representative. He would be
an experienced broadcaster who had
developed a "reliable sensitivity to
the power, force, educational and
sales impact of every moment on
the
air". He would not have to be a
lawyer.

And this job takes
priority over All
—with WBIG!

mittee, Mr. Way said decision:
would be announced as an indus
try. As operators, broadcasters con
trol their respective transmitters
The code authority and committe<
would be available for consultation
"Ours would be a friendly bu

Asked how networks, advertisers
and agencies would be made to respect the decisions of such a com-
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Radio

in

Doubt

"JAB Labor, Wage-Hour
Groups Summoned
To Confer

>OUBT blanketed radio's position
*st week, as a result of President
loosevelt's Order establishing
tninimum work week of 48 hours",a
ndustry leaders were attempting
) determine the exact status of the
3 stations situated in the 32 cities
ffected by the mandatory appliation to all fulltime employment.
Although few questions were
nswered, industry leaders recogized that the War Manpower Comlission is the key agency in the
dministration of this new edict.
Whether all stations situated in
ny of the 32 cities would be reuired to have all fulltime emloyes work a 48-hour week was
n open question. WMC officials
elieved that the edict's administraon would be cared for locally and
xemptions were possible at the
iscretion of the regional or area
VMC director. Specifically they
<rere not prepared to comment upon
roadcasting's position.
NAB Calls Meeting
Union leaders questioned were
kewise dubious of their positions
'nder this latest control. They
ointed out that the Executive Orjer was obviously elastic since it
id not aim to supersede "Federal,
tate or local law limiting hours of
fork" or conflict "with the provilions of any individual or collecjve bargaining agreement with reject to dates of pay for hours
forked in excess of the agreed or
ustomary work week." Then the
Irder added that it was not inmded to suspend "or modify the
?rms" of the Wage Hour Act.
I To clarify radio's position the
fAB has wired members of its
rational Labor Executive Commit£e and members of its Wage &
our Committee to attend a special
inference in Washington Feb. 23
t the Mayflower Hotel for the purlose of discussing the effect of the
Regulation upon the industry.
Absent from the group of 32
ities subject to this control are
adio key centers, New York, ChiIago and Los Angeles, with Washigton the only major city included.
Within the next few months it is
likely that Chicago and Los Angeles
Ijiay come within this classification
because they were included in a
secondary group of 102 cities,
Ifermed "labor stringency" areas,
i^ithin the second group are 156
Stations which might be affected.
t Talent Question Unanswered
1 The 32 cities were originally selected as areas subject to local
Siring controls which had little efjlect upon the radio industry
|Broadcasting, Feb. 8]. The latest
ijdict places all employment within
these 32 cities subject to a 48-hour
week immediately and provides for
ROADCASTING

As

to

48-Hour

overtime rates as instituted. Whether each of these areas will decide
that broadcasting is subject to the
regulations is moot. Reasons offered
against this trend of thought exist
in the fact that while it may be
necessary to place engineers and
other technical help on a 48-hour
week, it might be impractical, if
not foolhardy, to attempt to cut out
a 48-hour week for clerical personnel. The question of working hours
for actors, announcers and other
talent also remains in the air.
One thought which has been advanced in some industry circles is
the fact that it would be well to
put all essential occupations on a
48-hour week basis. The reasoning
behind this is in the fact that the
filing of Form 42-A for essential
men calls for a statement of the
hours worked by the individual
deemed essential. Consequently, if
a man is essential and the purpose
of the 48-hour week is to insure
manpower needs through extension
of work hours, it would be well to
prove to local draft boards that the
man considered essential is doing
his utmost in the performance of
his job.
In any case, the plan, as it now
stands, calls for setting in operation the 48-hour week where possible. Parttime workers are not affected by the new regulation. Employers such as broadcast stations
have until March 31 to extend their
work week or to report to the WMC
how much longer it will take them
to do so. This applies only in the
critical areas.
Voluntary Adoption Urged
In all other regions WMC advises employers to assume their
responsibility in the war effort by
adoption of the program voluntarily. If adoption of the program
would mean reduced labor requirements, and yet would not mean the
discharge of workers now on the
payroll, WMC advises adoption.
Furthermore this is advised as a
protection against the draft's
drain. However, WMC cautions the
measure is intended only to increase the release of workers for
war jobs and essential jobs but is
not intended to merely increase
hours.
Recognizing that the 32 areas
originally established were not the
only regions of difficulty, WMC is-

Week

sued a supplementary list later in
the week comprising areas known
as one where "labor stringency"
prevailed. Immediately, this list is
not important but it is well to
understand that additions to the
basic list of 32 would be made from
the supplementary list. Among this
list of cities many are found representing major radio outlets such as
Los Angeles, Chicago, Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Milwaukee, Des Moines,
San Francisco, Salt Lake City and
Tulsa. A complete list of cities in
both lists follows.
Areas of critical labor shortage:
Akron; Baltimore; Bath, Me.;
Beaumont ; Bridgeport ; Brunswick,
Ga. ; Buffalo ; Charleston, S. C. ; Cheyenne ;Dayton ; Detroit ; Elkton, Md. ;
Hampton Roads, Va.. ; Hartford ; Las
Vegas ; Macon ; Manitowoc ; Mobile ;
New Britain, Conn. ; Ogden, Utah ;
Panama City, Fla. ; Paseagoula. Miss. ;
Portland, Ore. ; Portsmouth. N. H. ;
San Diego ; Seattle ; Somerville, N. .1. ;
Springfield, Mass. ; Sterling, 111. ;
Washington ; Waterbury, Conn. ;
Wichita.
Areas of "labor stringency" are:
Claremont, N. H. ; Greenfield, New
Bedford, Mass. ; Meriden, New Haven,
New London, Stamford, Conn. ; Newport, R. I. ; Portland, Me. ; Albany,
Elmira, Geneva, Massena, Rochester,
Utica, N. Y. ; Aliquippa, Allentown,
Berwick, Chambersburg, Harrisburg,
Erie, Lancaster, Lebanon, New Castle, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Pottstown, Reading, Williamsport, York,
Washington, Pa. ;
Jersey City, Long Branch, Morristown, Newark, Paterson, Perth Amboy, Trenton, N. J. ; Wilmington, Del. ;
Hagerstown, Md. ; Pt. Pleasant, W.
Va. ; Wilmington, N. C. ; Adrian, Battle Creek, Benton Harbor, Flint, Muskegon, Pontiac, Saginaw, Mich. ; Canton, Cleveland Columbus, Lima, Marion, Newark, Piqua, Sandusky, Warren, Ohio ; Louisville, Ky. ; Bloomington, 111.
Evansville, Ft. Wayne, Gary, Indianapolis, Michigan City, Richmond,
South Bend, Terre Haute, Ind. ; Joliet,
Moline, Rockford, Springfield, 111. ;
Madison, Milwaukee, Racine, Sturgeon, Wis. ; Bristol, Tenn. ; Florence,
Huntsville, Talledega Ala. ; Savannah,
Ga. ; Tampa, Fla. ; Des Moines, la. ;
Duluth, Minn. ; Grand Island, Hastings, Neb. ; Choteau, McAlester, Tulsa, Okla. ; Parsons Run, Pine Bluff,
Ark. ; Dallas, Tex. ; Pocatello, Ida. ;
Provo, Salt Lake City, Utah ; Everett,
Spokane, Wash. ; Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Bernardino, San Francisco,
Stockton, Cal.
NOW
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part of psychological warfare. The
FCC, he said, has under continuous
study the most desirable frequencies for use by particular stations
at particular times of the day and
seasons of the year, and is alsc
concerned with preventing accidental interference and with avoiding
purposeful interference or "jamming" by foreign countries.
Station Transfers

22.
WCOP has sold
everything from
a magazine to
a mattress . . .
what have YOU
to sell?

Following annual custom, Chairman Fly placed in the record £
breakdown of station sales anci
transfer of licenses from Dec. 9
1941 to Dec. 31, 1942. Such data
has been requested annually b|
Rep. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.)
who also is a member of the Cos
select committee to inquire ink
personnel and functions of the
FCC. The breakdown shows the

REPRESENTED BT
HEAOLEY-REeO COBUMPER BABY HARVEST at WSPD, Toledo, where six staff members
had visits from the stork in two months, resulted in this lesson in the
care and hygiene of infants, with apron-clad Al Snyder, station newsmanannouncer, presiding. Five fathers attending are (1 to r) : Johnny
White, chief maintenance engineer; Al Ruhfel, continuity editor; Jim
Groves, studio engineer; Glenn Jackson, chief announcer; Frank Hilbert,
studio engineer. Jim Uebelhart, news editor, missed class, being at
the moment busy pacing hospital corridors in anticipation.
Many

BELONGS ON YOUR

SCHEDULE

Rural

Sets

Need

Batteries,
Says Stefan
THOUSANDS of rural radio listeners are threatened with loss of
broadcasting service, Rep. Karl
Stefan (R-Neb.) warned Congress
last week, reporting that a shortage of batteries had already crippled hundreds of receiving sets in
his district.
Should stations lose hundreds of
thousands of listeners, he said,
Government departments and the
entire war effort would be the loser,
since "a very great number of families depend solely on radio for
news and information."
Rep. Stefan, a former commentator of WJAG, Norfolk, Neb., was
recently reelected to the House for
his fifth term.
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Its-

FOR

AM-FM

Lingo AM and FM
radiators are creating
ne,w performance
records throughput the
broadcasting field. Improved designs and
exclusive features are
responsible for their
|} ' high efficiency, unexcelled stability
low maintenance cost.
LOOK TO LINGO —
for proven, factual
information
modern antenna on
systems.

LINGO

E. H. BROWN ADV. AGENCY, Chicago, offers to advertisers its 18th annual edition of "Advertisers Rate &
Data Guide", listing rates, circulation,
closing and issuance dates for newspaper and magazine advertising, and
radio times rates and wattage of networks and larger stations through January, 1943.

WIST,

Castle, Pa.
. . increased efficiency of hourly newscasts 100% . . .
periods well balanced with
fresh news instead of customary "fill" material.
A. W. Graham,
Station Manager

VERTICA
RADIATORS
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC., CAMDEN, N. J.
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New

FCC

Fund

Cut

(Continued from page 14.)
man Fly in his direct statement to
the work of Radio Intelligence Division, headed by George E. Sterling, assistant chief engineer, and
to FBIS. He said the Commission
is the nation's "radio detective"
and constantly patrols the ether.
He said this country has control
and surveillance of the air as good
as any nation, perhaps better.
Apropos functions of FBIS, Mr.
Fly said its work was for other
Government agencies, notably the
military. Approximately 1,650,000
words are intercepted every day in
the week, he said.
The War Problems Division, for
which $20,160 is sought and which
received an unfavorable recommendation from the committee though
it did not delete the funds, was
described by Mr. Fly ac the agency
handling personnel and program
service of foreign language stations
and functions in connection with
other wartime activities. This unit
is headed by Nathan David, assistant general counsel.
It was revealed for the first time
that this division, created in January 1942 to handle legal and investigatory problems arising out
of the war emergency, has offices
in a number of cities. These include
New York, Chicago, San Francisco,
Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles, and
Portland. Its principal function,
the Commission stated, is to assemble facts in the field and prepare
reports on matters requiring action
by the Commission or the Board of
War Communications.
Describing functions of the
broadcast division, Chairman Fly
said that it is now especially concerned with international broadcasting facilities. He described in
detail how international broadcast
stations are programmed jointly
by OWI and CIAA as an integral

stations,
assignor, assignee,
cost, replacement
costs, origina'
statior
earnings or losses, price paid, anc
date granted. The list covered 75
separate transactions by statior
call letters.
Mr. Fly estimated that the Com
mission handles about 100 sucl
transactions annually. Mr. Wiggles
worth asked specifically for infor
mation on the "WGST" (Atlanta)
transaction, the WOW sale and tin
sale of the Yankee Network to
General Tire & Rubber Co.
Apropos deferment of FCC per
sonnel, Mr. Fly said in responsi
to Rep. Wigglesworth that 445
members of the Commission's stafl
have received deferments and tha
391 in the deferred status are still
on the Commission rolls. (Report;!
have circulated that the FCC ha;
received more deferments pel

BROADCASTING

capita than any other non-militar;
agency.) Mr. Fly said he hope*
'all these deferments would be fos
the duration. He said that most o
the group are specialists in a mos;
essential field of war activity. H
added he was satisfied that the;
would do a more significant wa
job with the FCC than they couM
in the military services.
Question was raised by Rep. Casl
(R-S.D.) about duplication of mon^
toring service performed by thi
FCC with work of the military seri
vices. Mr. Fly, however, contende;
there was a very clear differentis
but said that the Army at one timj
had advised that it did not requir1
particular types of reports. Thosj
were discontinued and others irJ
augurated. Later on, Chairman Flj
said that by and large there wa
practically no duplication.
Considerable testimony was elk;
ited on the status and backgroun|
of Frederick L. Schumann, of th
FBIS staff, mentioned by Chairma
Dies (D-Tex.) as one of three FBl|
employes of purportedly undesirtj
ble background. Mr. Fly said, hovJ
ever, that an investigation fails
to reveal that he was not desirabi
and lauded his ability.
Apropos William E. Dodd, soi
of the former Ambassador to Gejj
many, also on the FBIS staff, M
Fly said the Civil Service Conl
mission had approved his appoimj
ment.
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BRANDBORG

rTC

Asks

liles
Claims
Action

Court

to

Laboratories
Firm's Attempt
by
Appeal
to

3SERTING that Miles Laboraries, Elkhart, Ind., resorted to
. irregular means of redress in
aking a declaratory judgment
restrain an impending action,
e Federal Trade Commission last
;ek notified the U. S. District
iurt for the District of Columi that it was moving dismissal
the complaint filed by Miles
Dec. 14 [Broadcasting, Dec.
J.
hThe action had been brought by
[iles Labs, after FTC mailed the
Tn an agreement stipulating cerjn modifications in either the
3els or the advertising- for each
three Miles products. Miles apaled to the court for aid, declarK that FTC was assuming jurliction belonging to the Federal
iod & Drug Administration, and
at the firm was threatened with
,is and other damage.
Challenges Jurisdiction
Although no radio advertisingis involved in these cases, Miles'
peal to the court aroused inter) among broadcasters, because it
is felt that the act challenged
fC's jurisdiction in several curat cases against large manufacKers of medicinal remedies, in
ny cases involving radio scripts.
FTC's answer for the most part
gued that the Federal District
jurt has no jurisdiction, but in
dition it shed considerable light
FTC's interpretation of its
-nctions.
According to the argument, the
, S. Circuit Court of Appeals "has
:lusive jurisdiction to affirm,
llify, or set aside" FTC orders.
It Miles would have no right to
?ort to this court until the FTC
elf had issued a cease and desist
,iler, the Trade Commission asrted, in moving dismissal.
According to procedure under the
deral Trade Commission Act,
8 motion said, there can be no
sort to the court until a con■versy exists. A request for a
ulation, or notice that a comint is about to be issued does
constitute a controversy, FTC
d.

Dismiss

Complaint

to Restrain Impending
Tribunal
u6* lar
Is Irregu

FTC motion, "is, in operation,
nothing more than notice of hearings which will be held for the
purpose of taking evidence on
charges stated, and giving the respondent opportunity to show
cause why a cease and desist order
should not be issued."
The complaint itself, FTC said,
is only preliminary and procedural.
"If the respondent chooses to disregard the order and does not answer the complaint or appear at
the hearings before the Commission, it is subject to no penalty,
and does not waive its right to
obtain judicial review of any final
order which may be entered against
Until a cease and desist order
is actually issued, FTC stated, the
Commission "is not directing the
plaintiff to do anything, or cease
from it."doing- anything, and is not
threatening to do so."
FTC described itself as "a law
enforcement agency" whose only
job is to issue a complaint to determine certain things. "Issuance
of a complaint creates no adverse
legal interest because the proceeding is not for and cannot result in a judgment or decision in
favor of the Commission, but is
brought only to determine whether
a cease and desist order would
be in the public interest."
After completing arguments on
jurisdiction, FTC nevertheless took
up Miles charges that the Commission was assuming powers of
the Federal Food and Drug Administration over labeling.
FTC explained that its stipulation did not require changes in the
label, but offered that as an optional alternative to adjustments
in advertising. "It is certainly
within the province of the Commission to determine the legality
of the plaintiff's advertisements in
the light of the contents of the
labeling of the products advertised,
FTC concluded.

The Time

to Buy in

Central Pennsylvania

A complaint," according to the
THE

5000

WATT

:1

AP By-Laws Change
A SPECIAL membership meeting
of the Associated Press in New
York last Tuesday ratified an
amendment to the by-laws, eliminating the requirement that new
members must pay a fee of not
less than three times the current
annual assessment for the community. By-law now requires applicants for AP membership to pay
10% of the regular AP assessments in the community since 1900,
which in most large cities would
be considerably less than fees figured on the basis of three times
the current assessments.

GUSTAV BRANDBORG,
years sales executive of
Tulsa, has been promoted
mercial manager replacing
D. Egolf, who has
joined the NAB,
1according
i a m B. toWay,
Wilvice-president and
general manager.
Hillis Bell comes
up from KVSO,
Ardmore, Okla.,

other

for 10
KVOO,
to comWillard

to
fillpost.
Bran dborg's
Mr. Brandborg

went to Tulsa in Mr. Brandborg
1909. A background as a professional singer enabled him to transfer
to
field. radio from the construction
Mr. Bell's radio background includes KTUL and KOME, Tulsa;
KHBG, Okmulgee, Okla.; KADA,
Ada, Okla., and WORD-WSPA,
Spartanburg, S. C. He is also a
concert pianist and composer.
Listened;

Bought

NINE out of ten persons who had
heard Can You Top This on WOR,
New York, rated it "good" or "very
good", and there is evidence of
their approval in purchases of the
sponsor's product, according to a
survey prepared by Newell-Emmett
Co., New York, for the sponsor,
City.
Kirkman & Son Division of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey

bargain

A half dozen

SUCCESSOR

buy

of the finest news

com-

mentators on anybody's air and the
Blue Network features help to

build the audience

that makes

Buy of Southern

KECA

California.

4
WSBA
900
J

THE "MID-POINT" ON YOUR DIAL

ffiliate: Rock Island ARGUS

YORK,

fasic Mutual Network
1270 KC FULL TIME

National Representative: The Walker Co.

ROADCASTING

BIG LOCAL department store provided "biggest single order since
its beginning" for WHJB, Greensburg, Pa. when Bon Ton decided
to use two 15-minute news programs daily, five-minute newscast
daily and 38 time announcements
weekly, all for 26 weeks. At the
contract-signing session were (1 to
r) : George Podeyn, WHJB manager; Jim Smeltzer, station representative; Howard Hoffman, program director.

the Bargain

'oice of the Tri-Cities
)CK ISLAND - DAVENPORT ■ MOLINE
Growing Industrial Center.
Factory employment 1 11 .3 %
ahead of 1930.

EGOLF

NAMED
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LOS
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PALEY
AFM

Fee

BACK IN RADIO is Chief Petty
Officer Charles Wayne Dameron of
the Navy (left), being greeted by
Production Manager Al Bland of
WCKY, Cincinnati. Dameron, veteran hillbilly singer, m. c. and orchestra leader, left WCKY several
months ago for the Navy. Assigned
to recruiting duty in Cincinnati,
Dameron is cooperating with
WCKY in selecting Naval personnel for interviews on Navy Time
(4:30 p. m. Monday through Friday), which originates from the
Salvation Army-USO Donut Center in Cincinnati.
WRUS
Rebuilding
SPECIAL temporary authorization
for operation of WRUS, WorldWide Broadcasting Corp. station
near Boston, was cancelled last
Tuesday by the FCC. The station,
which had been operating with 7
kw., is now rebuilding its transmitter for 50 kw. operation and informed the FCC it is not in a position to render international service
at this time.

THE VOICE

OF MISSISSIPPI

N. B. C.

SKYROCKETING
In 1942 Mississippi farmers had
the biggest income in the history
of the state. Cash returns from
crops alone jumped $100,000,000
over 1941. This did not include
equally substantial increases in income from livestock and livestock
products, poultry, eggs and milk.
Record-breaking UPS in industrial
and commercial employment and
earnings — plus this picture on the
farm — make the Mississippi market
a MUST on your 1943 schedule.
WJDX Dominates Mississippi's
EXPANDED agricultural, industrial,
commercial and military
Markets — WJDX can get
RESULTS FOR YOU
Owned and Operated by
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON. MISSISSIPPI
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The AFM proposals and invitation to negotiate were sent to the
following list: Decca Records, RCAVictor, Columbia Recording Corp.,
Muzak Corp., World Broadcasting
System, Empire Broadcasting
Corp., Minoco Studios (makers of
juke-boxes with picture attachments), and the National Assn. of
Coin-Operated Phonograph Mfrs.
No explanation was advanced for
the omission of other transcription
and recording companies from the
list.
Chairman D. Worth Clark. (DIdaho), of the Senate Petrillo
Probe Committee, said last Friday
he had received from the AFM
president the text of the proposals,
along with a covering letter. Mr.
Petrillo advised him that the international board had devoted considerable time to the matter and
that they were submitted at the
earliest date possible.
Senator Clark said that he and
members of his five-man subcommittee were studying the proposals.
He made no comment as to their
scope. When the hearings were recessed last month after the committee had heard the AFM witnesses, Chairman Clark stated they
would be resumed after the Petrillo proposals had been submitted, with representatives of public
organizations, affected industries
and other groups, who have asked
for opportunity to testify, to be
heard. It is presumed a date shortly
will be fixed for resumption of
the proceedings.
Meanwhile no word whatever
was forthcoming from NAB President Neville Miller nor his chief
musician counsel, Sidney M. Kaye,
regarding the AFM proposals. The
fact that broadcasting directly was
left untouched in the demands, occasioned no real surprise.
Both the AFM president and its
counsel, Joseph A. Padway, had
told the Senate committee they had
no direct grievance against broadcasters but were interested in relieving unemployment through revenues derived from recording and
transcription companies and jukebox owners.
Question naturally arose, however, as to whether the proposed
Petrillo terms could be invoked
without amendment of the copyright laws. If the terms were

15, 1943

STAND

ON WINE AND BEER
DECLARING full advantage has
not been taken of the tremendous
reservoir of Hollywood talent, William S. Paley, CBS president, or
Feb. 9 announced production oJ
West Coast CBS programs will be
accelerated, especially programs
featuring comedy and music.
Touching upon use of radio bj
brewing companies, Mr. Paley de
fended their sponsorship as norma
business comparable with that ac
cepted by other advertising media
Latest to utilize CBS stations
Pabst Brewing Co., Chicago, ir
early February contracted for i
half-hour variety show featuring
Groucho Marx, film cemedian. Series starts March 27 for 26 weeks.

(Continued from page 9)
Manpower Commission in attempting to get as many people as possible into essential war work by retaining presently unemployed AFM
members as musicians, and that
it would impose an impossible situation on record manufacturers
who are prevented by Government
price freezing from increasing the
price of their records to the public
or transcriptions to radio stations.
In answer to questions about conflicts of the AFM plan with the
Government programs, Mr. Petrillo stated that the union's lawers
had examined it carefully and
found it to be completely lawful.

CITES

A

CHOSEN as the young man who
did the most from a civic standpoint for Columbus, Ga., in 1942,
J. W. Woodruff Jr. (right) executive manager of WRBL, Columbus ;
WATL, Atlanta, and WGPC, Albany, Ga., receives the Columbus
Junior Chamber of Commerce Distinguished Service Key from U. C.
Moyer. Mr. Woodruff is NAB
director-at-large and retiring head
of the Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters. He has many civic affiliations.

Decision

on

Jurisdiction

Expected in AFM
Suil
A SUPPLEMENTAL Governmen
brief in the Dept. of Justice anti
trust suit against the AFM wai
filed last Monday before Judge Johi
P. Barnes in the Federal Distric
Court of Chicago by Dan Britt
special assistant attorney genera
in Chicago. In addition to lega
citations, the brief reviews ora
arguments pleaded by Thurmai
Arnold before Judge Barnes thre
weeks ago, asking that the AFR
motion to dismiss be denied an
charging that James C. Petrill
and the AFM were conspirin;
through the recording ban to pu
independent radio stations out o
business [Broadcasting, Jan. 25]
Judge Barnes is expected to han
down a decision within the nex
few days on whether the anti-trus
suit should be heard in the Chicag
Federal Court or dismissed.

worked out and accepted by the industries affected, the status of the
statute presumably would not be
invoked. This would be tantamount
to the method used by the Music
Publishers Protective Assn., whereby royalties voluntarily are paid
for manufacture of transcriptions,
both sustaining and commercial.
Murray Leaving CBC ;
Enters Public Relations
GLADSTONE MURRAY, former
general manager of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., and since last
Nov. 2, director-general of broadcasting of the CBC, on Feb. 10
announced his resignation from the
CBC, with which he has been connected since November, 1936. The
announcement states he will go
into the public relations field with
special emphasis on the war effort
and on post-war reconstruction.

Philco Repair Plan
DISTRIBUTORS and district rej
resentatives will cooperate to se
up a repair service for maintenanc
of home radios, under a plan pi
into effect last week by Philco Rs
dio & Television Corp.

PROMOTION of James M. Patt, sales
promotion manager of WKRC, Cincinnati, to executive assistant to Kenneth W. Church, general manager, has
been announced. Mr. Patt will direct
public relations' promotion and war
activities.

Program involves "an activ
partnership" between Philco di;
tributors and the corporation
staff of district representatives j
make optimum use of availab
equipment and manpower.
First step in this wartime radii
service involved setting up repa;

A QUARTER-HOUR radio convention on religious education was aired
on CBS ference
Feb.
from the annual
conof the9, International
Council
of Religious Education, meeting in
Chicago.

shops in all Philco distribut«
cities. Tests have already bed
made in two cities.

IT'S

NO

SECRET

THAT

WBNS
CEUTC3AL OHIO'S ONLY
CBS
OUTLET
IS A GOOD SPOT
TELL YOUR

SALES

Ask Any Blair Man
BROADCASTING
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CBS

Members

Manpower,

>n Advisory Board
sw Group Scheduled to Meet
ith Network Executives
I RST MEETING of the new "Co[nbia Affiliates Advisory Board"
expected to be scheduled shortly
:h CBS officials in New York,
itions in each of nine geographii districts, cori'esponding roughly
ithe network's operational setup,
> voting a district representative
the nine-man board.
similar to the advisory and planig committees of NBC and the
I .UE, the board will hold frequent
n etings with CBS executives to
c ifer on problems of policy and
jtacedure affecting the network and
i| affiliates.
I idea was suggested in a letter to
S affiliates from Herbert V.
erberg, vice-president in charge
station relations. Plans for the
ranization were formulated at a
eting in New York Jan. 15 of
S officials with a group of start men appointed to direct the
ction of the permanent board.
Network was represented at the
eting by William S. Paley, presnt; Paul W. Kesten, vice-presilt and general manager; Joseph
Ream, vice-president and secre•y; Mr. Akerberg and J. G. Gude,
lliam S. Schudt Jr. and C. Howii Lane of the station relations
lartment. Station committee comIses Leo Fitzpatrick, WJR, Deit, chairman; Cecil Mastin,
NTBF, Binghamton; 0. L. Taylor,
'SA, San Antonio; Hugh Terry,
jZ, Denver; James Woodruff,
EtBL, Columbus, Ga.
\t the conclusion of the meeting
S station committee appointed the
w York accounting firm of Lyjmd, Ross Bros. & Montgomery
conduct the election of board
mbers. Ballots were mailed to
CBS affiliates on Jan. 25 and as
In as possible after the election
s been completed the advisory
krd will hold its first meeting.
Rohm & Haas Spots
)HM & HAAS Co., Philadelphia,
March 1 is starting a 13-week
ppaign for its insecticide, using
ekly and thrice-weeklv spot anuncements on 25 to 35 stations
selected agricultural areas,
mpaign will go off for the sum)r months, and plans are to reme a similar schedule this fall,
jency is Newell-Emmett Co., New
!>rk.

FOR OUTSTANDING public service in promoting Nebraska's war
salvage campaign, WOW, Omaha,
was awarded the Creighton U
Scrap Salvage plaque, presented to
WOW General Manager John J.
Gillin Jr. (right) by the Rev. Paul
F. Smith, S.J., English Dept. director of Creighton.
NET
OF $4,100,000
IN 1942 FOR
CBS
CBS had consolidated net earnings
of approximately $4,100,000 for the
year 1942, equivalent to $2.39 per
share, according to a preliminary
statement issued last week by
Frank K. White, treasurer. Earnings in 1941 were $4,804,700, or
$2.80 per share, although the figures are not exactly comparable as
the 1942 figures are for the 52
weeks ended Jan. 2, 1943, while
the 1941 figures covered a 53-week
period.
1942 earnings are after provision was made for $4,350,000 for
estimated Federal income and excess profit taxes, an increase of
$550,000 over the $3,800,000 provided for such taxes during 1941.
The $4,350,000 is after deduction
of the 10% excess profits post-war
credit ($210,000) from 1942 taxes
payable.
At a CBS board meeting last
Tuesday the directors declared a
cash dividend of 30 cents per share
of Class A and Class B stock of
$2.50 par value, payable March 5
to stockholders of record at the close
of business Feb. 19.

Priority

Problems

Featured

In Agenda
of Canadian
Broadcasters
CANADIAN broadcasters meet at
casters at the convention for the
Toronto this week, Monday to
first time; and a number of GovWednesday, to discuss wartime
ernment officials from wartime deproblems of manpower, priorities,
partments along with radio public
relations officers of the three armed
cooperation with Government deservices.
partments on war problems, and
to hear reports from representaA dinner was given by the CAB
tive American broadcasters at the
directors to American broadcasters,
ninth annual convention of the Caon Sunday evening. Stations repnadian Assn. of Broadcasters.
resented by Stovin & Wright Ltd.„
With the exception of the Monwere to hold a sales clinic and dinday afternoon and Tuesday mornner Monday evening. Stations reping sessions, all meetings this
resented by All-Canada Radio Fayear are closed. Open luncheons
cilities planned a dinner on Wednesare scheduled the three days of the
day evening, and on Thursday the
CBC is holding a meeting of CBC
conference, open breakfast meetnetwork affiliated stations in the
ings Tuesday and Wednesday, and
the annual dinner on Tuesday,
morning and with the Western
when Max Jordan, former NBC
Assn.
noon. of Broadcasters in the afterEuropean correspondent, will be
guest speaker.
Miller, Gillin to Speak
CBC Board Session
Neville Miller, NAB president,
A MEETING of the Board of Govis to be the Tuesday luncheon
ernors of the Canadian Broadcastspeaker, and John J. Gillin, Jr.,
ing
Corp.
was held at Ottawa Feb.
WOW, Omaha, the Wednesday
8-9. Political broadcasts prior to
elections were discussed and it was
luncheon speaker on "The Future
decided to keep the present policy
of Broadcasting As I See It". Lewis
Avery, NAB director of broadcast
with adequate representation of all
sales, and Mrs. Dorothy Lewis,
political parties on the CBC sustaining networks. No other topics
NAB coordinator of listener acwere announced as having been distivity, are to address various sescussed in the official statement
sions of the convention.
issued by the general manager, Dr.
Canadian speakers include Dr.
J. S. Thomson, but it is thought
J. S. Thomson, recently appointed
the CBC employee pension scheme
general manager of the Canadian
and Gladstone Murray's resignation
Broadcasting Corp., who will meet
as director-general of broadcasting;
were on the agenda.
most of the independent broad-

UNITED

STATES

TREASURY

T

Vick Extension
VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York,
has extended its spot campaign for
Vapo-Rub and Vatronal for an additional 13 weeks on some stations.
Vick's seasonal 26-week campaign
got under way last fall on a large
group of stations, using news and
music programs. Agency is Morse
International, New York.

AWARD
(Second

in the

Nation)

to

ILION,
N.
Y.
Saturday, January 23, 1943

and

ILION — Just eight miles
from WIBX, "Voice of the

ILION — home of Remington Arms (Du Pont) and
Remington Rand

Mohawk

Valley"

and
RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
offices

SPotfr
TheSeU*B
ing
intVie uy
Market
Static0

MONTREAL . WINNIPEG
TORONTO

UTICA,

N. Y. (home of WIBX) once more receives the distinction of THIRD (in New York State) SPOT CITY for March,
1943 with an index of 114.3 and 6.05 million in Retail Sales.

WIBX
'The Middle Link in Columbia's Chain from the Hudson to Great Lakes'1

Company
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Supreme
Court
Ruling
{Continued from page 16)

THE

MOST

AND

APPROACH

TO

SALES
AMERI-

CA'S LARGEST MARKET.

FOR OFFENSE • FOR DEFENSE
BUY U. 5. BONDS TODAY

365,000

people make

the

Youngs town metropolitan district the third
largest in Ohio.

WFMJ
Has

more

listeners

this rich market
any other

in

than

station.

Basic

Blue

CITY

Network

MORE PULL
f
MORE COVERAGE
[
FOR YOUR MONEY
L
National Representative
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA

WHKY

0
WATTS
5,00PAY

HICKORY
NORTH CAROLINA

alone"
"letphysical
to to
Congress itintended
because
is subject
limitations, he said.
Questioned by Justice Jackson
about Paragraph 303 (i), Mr.
Hughes said that the word "special" was the key. He alluded to the
Congressional debates and quoted
Senator Dill, co-author of the bill,
to buttress his contention that the
provision dealt only with duplication of chain programs and with
"technical engineering problems."
Right to Coerce
Asserting he did not believe Congress gave the Commission such a
"weapon to coerce stations", Mr.
Hughes said that under the regulations as proposed, some 300 to
400 network stations would be
deleted if they did not promptly
accede to the new rules. Replying
to Justice Frankfurter, he said the
Commission could not establish
such a general policy, though it
can refuse licenses on renewals individually and take into account
past performances. After the luncheon recess, he elaborated on that
observation, asserting that the
Commission has the power in adversary proceedings, and based on
the record and past performances,
to refuse to renew licenses.

Headley-Reed Co.
National Representatives

in KANSAS

Citing the "free competition" aspect of the Sanders Case decided
two years ago by the Supreme
Court, Mr. Hughes pointed out the
same tribunal said Congress did
not give to the Commission control
over the business operations of stations. Radio was an industry which

1,000
WATT*
NI6HT

In his rebuttal of the CBS argument, Mr. Fahy again alluded to
the Congressional debates to support his contention that the Commission had full authority to regulate network-affiliate contracts. Associate Justice Frankfurter commented that the five-year contract
itself appeared to "preclude comMr. Fahy contended that the
petition."
Commission
had been most lenient
in its negotiations with the industry, and inferred that requests for
relief in particular cases would be
considered. All that was left of the

For complete details write
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
Chicago - New York - Kansas City
San Francisco - Hollywood

case, he contended, was the question of reasonableness of the regulations. The issue had been raised,
he said, whether the regulations
could be imposed generally or
whether they could be invoked by

NETWORK

having each affiliate's case handled individually. He argued that

11290
Page
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OPA
For

agreements with the networks, as
while the regulations constituted a
distinguished from the regulations
"general policy", each case could
be decided individually.
as originally drafted. He emphaIn closing the argument, Mr.
sized that as now written, the regulations are general and that any
Caldwell traced the history of the
station which has a contract with
monopoly provisions of the statute
a network contravening the regula- ■ from the start. He said no one in
tions, assuming they are held valid,
those days dreamed of the development of broadcasting to its present
automatically would "end its life."
There is no provision in the law
point, and that Congress simply
which "comes within gunshot" of had in mind avoidance of monopogiving the FCC such power, he
lies in the receiving set and equipment fields.
argued.

INTIMATE

EFFECTIVE

Seen

Struggle of MBS
He outlined the struggle of Mutual, as the youngest and smallest
of the networks, in procuring outlets in important markets, asserting it was blocked because of exclusive contracts, time options and
the lack of available additional
outlets.
Mr. Caldwell related how the

Price

Rules
Quotes

General Figures May Be Used
If Dealers Are Not Listed
RADIO SCRIPTS may advertise a
general retail price for a product
without violating price control regulations, OPA explained last week
but prices must be qualified if ?
specific list of dealers is mentionec
in the broadcast.
Two rules governing advertising
responsibilities under price ceilings
were interpreted by OPA to prevent national or regional advertising from misrepresenting prices
charged by individual storekeepers
who may have to operate undei
ceilings lower than the advertisec

time option regulations would function, pointing out that blocks of
time would be available to individual networks in segments throughout the day. He claimed that virtually the same rights would be
available to the networks.
As conditions stand now, three
networks tie up the time of some
36 important markets. Under the
new regulations, he declared, that
available time on the stations not
optioned to the other networks
could be used by Mutual or other
network organizations. He asserted
it was not solely a network problem, since on the BLUE, for example, only 22% of the time is sold,
which could be utilized in part for
other network service.
Disc Sponsors
LATEST accounts for Hymn Time,
transcribed program featuring
Smilin' Ed McConnell, and produced by Charles Michelson, New
York, are Pillsbury Flour Mills
(feed divsion) on KROS, Clinton,
la. and Jacksonville Furniture Co.,
on WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla. My
Prayer Was Answered will be sponsored six times weekly on WSIX,
Nashville, by Brown Furniture Co.
The Shadow has acquired the folGoudlowing sponsor and stations:
cheau Department
Store, WJBO,
Baton Rouge, La.; Duquesne Brewing Co., WCAE, Pittsburgh; Groves
Bromo-Quinine, WHKC, Columbus ;
Four-Way Cold Tablets, KWK, St.
Louis ; Uniontown Brewery,
WMBS, Uniontown, and F & I
Products Co., WLOL, Minneaolis.
RCA

Gives

Rule Explained
The rulings stated that in in
price.
stances where radio copy mention,
price but no dealers, no other safet;
measures are necessary. Whei
price and dealers are listed, how
ever, the script must state that th
prices do not apply in stores oper
ating under lower maximum prices
OPA's rulings also apply to news
paper and magazine advertise
ments, which must always qualify
national
price when
dealers'when
name
are mentioned.
Similarly,
marketer sends copy to a retailei
ing.
it must include warning that price
above a local ceiling are not bine

Ashland Ups Newman
L. D. NEWMAN, formerly man
ager of the Huntington, W. Vj
studios of WCMI, has been mac
general manager of the Ashlan
Broadcasting
Co.,Ky.with
ters at Ashland,
Mr. headqua"
Newmal
will have charge of the tri-sta1
area served by WCMI, which hs
studios in Huntington, W. Va
Ashland, Ky. ; Ironton, O. Warre
G. Davis, former manager of WCI
has applied for Navy service.
Brach's

Spots

BRACH's CANDY SPECIALTIE!
Co., Chicago (Swing candy bar)
has appointed Sherman K. Ellis
Co., Chicago,
as announcemen;
agency. Onminute
transcribed
and five-minute programs will t\
placed in 11 markets to start FeiJ
15. George Bogart is account e|
ecutive.

Dividend

QUARTERLY dividend of 87 Ms
cents per share on the outstanding
shares of RCA $3.50 first preferred
stock and a dividend of $1.25 per
precompany's
share on
ferred the
stock was
declared "B"
recently
following the regular meeting of
the RCA board of directors. According to David Sarnoff, president
of RCA, these dividends are for the
period from Jan. 1, 1943 to March
31, 1943 and will be paid April 1,
1943 to stockholders of record at
the close of business March 5.
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PORTLAND, OREGON

KEY TO THE GREAT WEST!
5.CC0 Watts -620 Kilocycles j
NBC

RED

NETWORK

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.
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NEW
ON

NBC
DAY

LISTENING

SECOND of NBC's two
minary
reports on radio listenpreli
ing- habits
titled "A Tale of 412 Cities", was
released last week by Charles B
Brown, NBC director of advertising
and promotion.
! Like its predecessor, issued in
December [Broadcasting, Dec. 28]
the study is based on returns from
questionnaires mailed last year to
2,100,000 radio homes in the' United
,State
s, but covers daytime listen«en«nn 412, C-ities of more than
•25,000 population whereas the first
'stud
teningy. reported on nighttime lis1 Charts and graphs show tabulation results, and the brochure inj,;cludes a complete list of the cities
involved in the study, together with
the percentage figures of the radio
families investigated.
I The promotion piece breaks down
I'NBC's leadership in "coverage from
■within" (where NBC and the "sec■ ond network" provide local coverage);where neither NBC nor the
■ "second network" has "coverage
■from within"; in cities where NBC
lhas no competition from within,
land in the increase of listener preference in 92 of the largest cities.
Spur Campaign
CANADA DRY Ginger Ale, New
York, which curtailed radio advertising for Spur early last year
.because of restrictions on sugar, recently began a 10-week campaign
for that beverage on three New
York stations — WHN
WMCA
WNEW — using from 6 to 10
transcribed announcements weekly.
Announcements are also aired on
WENR, WIND and WCFL, Chicago, and have been distributed to
dealers throughout the country for
i,use on local stations. Agency, J. M.
jMathes Inc., New York.
Eveready in Canada
CANADIAN NATIONAL CARBON Co., Toronto (Eveready batteries) on Feb. 12 starts a weekly
half-hour transcribed program to
(run throughout the year on a large
.number of Canadian stations. Account was placed by Locke Johnson
Co., Toronto.
WAVES

Name

BBDO

ijBBDO, New York, which handles
irecruiting for the Navy, has been
inamed by the Navy's Bureau of
iPersonnel to direct publicity and
promotion, excluding advertising,
rlffor WAVES recruiting. Agency will
|(serve in an advisory capacity, su|i|pervising and producing the drive
llin various media.

WIBW

they may not say from where the
President will speak.
Reports of forest fires, descriptions of danger areas, weather conditions, and other information concerning possible sabotage, placement of guards, threat to military
objectives and extent of smoke
clouds are restricted.

SURVEY

TI?eVt o pek a5

BROADCASTING

STATION PROBLEMS as well as selling points engrossed attention of
this California-Arizona executive trio during recent Hollywood conferences. Problem-mullers are (1 to r): Harry W. Witt, Southern California sales manager of CBS; Harold A. Safford, general manager of KOY,
Phoenix; Lee Little, general manager of KTUC, Tucson, Ariz.

Code

Centralizes
Censorship
(Continued from, page 12)

agency concerned or the Dept. of
Justice.
Under Production, the Office of
Censorship no longer objects to
"local or national war production
roundup articles as long as they
do not reveal production rate of a
specific war product," said Mr.
Price. Restricted, however, are collected data on a nationwide scale
disclosing production progress or
capacity in connection with ordnance, planes, war vehicles, or other
munitions.
The section dealing with unconfirmed reports and rumors has been
clarified, with caution against reporting, under the guise of opinion,
speculation, or prediction, any fact
which has not been released by appropriate authority.
Letters from servicemen in combat zones are censored at the source
for home and family consumption
only, the Code points out in a separate clause under Combat Zone Interviews and Letters. When these
letters are used on the air, however, broadcasters are urged to
measure the contents in the light
of provisions of the Code.
A new clause deals with war
prisoners, internees and civilian
prisoners. Information is restricted
as to the arrival, movements, confinement, escape or identity of
military prisoners from war zones.
Identity of persons arrested or interned as enemy aliens or of persons moved to resettlement centers
also may not be broadcast. Neither
may locations or operations of war
prisoners or alien internment
camps or resettlement projects and
place of confinement of civilians
convicted of treason, espionage or
sabotage, except on appropriate
authority.
In this case the War Dept. is authority for information concerning
war prisoners or prison camps. For
information about resettled persons the project official in charge
is authority. The Dept. of Justice
is authority for information as to
enemy aliens or their camps or civilian prisoners. Broadcasters are
urged to make certain whether the
individuals involved are military

• Broadcast

Advertising

prisoners of war, enemy aliens or
resettled citizens or aliens.
Intelligence Section
Military Intelligence, dealing
with operations, methods or equipment of counter-intelligence or war
intelligence of either the United
States or its allies, comprises another new section. Any information
regarding available or captured
enemy codes, or involving the work
of military intelligence, is restricted.
War information originating outside United States territory may
be broadcast if its origin is made
plain. In any case where vital security is involved, the Office of
Censorship asks broadcasters to
censor incoming material on the
basis of the Code if the information
comes only to the United States.
Under the General classification
two additions and several clarifications have been made. Broadcast
of secret war plans is prohibited.
Under the subtitle "Diplomatic Information" the Code includes a provision which restricts advance disclosure of origination points when
the President is to broadcast. This
was added at the request of the
White House. Broadcasters may
announce, after official release, the
time of Presidential broadcasts but

"We

have found these

programs
adapted

Dealing- with programs, the Code
has been clarified and some additions made. Mr. Ryan particularly
stressed the importance of not,
broadcasting telephoned, telegraphed or word-of -mouth auction
bids, contributions or similar acknowledgments from listeners. He
explained that this restriction
might work some hardship on legitimate charitable programs on behalf of the Red Cross, Bond sales
and such, but the danger of innocently broadcasting information
from enemy agents is too great to
permit the practice.
Broadcasters are urged not to
suggest radio
as of
a means
of air
instruction in event
an actual
raid. In view of military regulations which provide for radio
silence at the scene of an actual
raid the Office of Censorship, in
concurrence with the Office of Civilian Defense, requests broadcasters not to encourage their listeners,
during blackout or air raid tests,
to depend on radio for "advice and
assistance" in case of enemy attack. No restriction is placed, however, on legitimate news and descriptions after the simulated incidents are over.
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WPB
Actions

War
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

.FEBRUARY

6 TO FEBRUARY

Decisions . . .
FEBRUARY 9
WCAR, Pontiac — Special service authorization operate 7 a.m. to local sunrise Dec,
Feb., tionMarch,
250 w.,arises.
subject to terminaif interference
KTBS, Shreveport — CP move auxiliary
transmitter ; move main transmitter subject to proof antenna capable producing
effective field 175 mv/m; installation tower
lighting.
KHBC, Hawaii — Renewal license condition install satisfactory antenna, determine
power direct measurement on Commission
request.
KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal. — Involuntary
assignment license from Ernest L. Finley
(deceased) to Ruth W. Finley.
WJHP, Jacksonville, WCOA, Pensacola
■ — renewal of licenses.
KAST, Astoria, Ore.— Extend license 90
days.
WINX, Washington— Waive Sec. 2.53 of
Rules, permit operation synchronous amplifier remote control until operators available, but not beyond June 1, 1943; log
amplifier daily; operation by a licensed
•operator at main transmitter.
License Renewals— KFUN KHAS KOOS
KVNU KVOS WAIM WBHP WCAT
WITH WJNO
WLOG
WTHT WTOL.
KGEZ, Kalispell, Mont., WGES, Chicago
- — License renewals to June 1, 1943, and
Dec. 1, 1944, respectively.
WSYB, Rutland, Vt.— Ar,r>roved power
of attorney for licensee Philip Weiss, by
brother, Jack Weiss, duration service in
Armed Forces.
WRUS, Scituate. Mass. — Cancelled special temporary authorization to operate.
FEBRUARY 10
Tennessee Radio Corp., Nashville — Dismiss without prejudice CP new broadcast
station, 1240 kc, 250 w., unlimited.

COMMISSION
12 INCLUSIVE"

. . .
Applications
FEBRUARY 10
NEW, The Crosley Corp., Mason, OhioCP international broadcast station, 200
kw., emission A3.
WEGO, Concord, N. C— Mod. CP, as
mod. for new broadcast station, extend
completion date Feb. 9, 1943 to March 9,
1943.
WFTL, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.— Mod. CP,
as mod. change frequency, increase power,
new transmitter, move, DA-N, to extend
completion date March 5, 1943 to May 6,
1943.
WSJS, Winston-Salem— Mod. CP, as mod.
new equipment, DA-DN, change frequency,
increase power, move, to extend completion date March 22, 1943 to June 22, 1943.
FEBRUARY 12
WPAT, Paterson — Transfer control liFrank (50%).
Falknor, Rex Schepp to Donaldcense
Flamm
WOSH, Oshkosh — Voluntary assignment
license Howard H. Wilson to Oshkosh
Broadcasting Co.
Tentative Calendar . . .
R. O. Hardin and J. C. Buchanan, d/b as
Nashville Broadcasting Co., Nashville — CP
1240 kc, 250 w., unlimited, fac. WXIX
(Feb. 15).

CONTRO
ROOM

SCOPHONY
AMERICAN

GRANTS
LICENSE

ORGANIZATION of Scophony
Corp. of America to handle the
"supersonic" system of television
developed in England by Scophony
Ltd. was announced last week by
Arthur Levey, president. Associated with the English company in
the new firm are General Precision
Equipment Corp. and Television
Productions Inc., the announcement stated.
The latter company is a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures which
is also a stockholder in Allen B.
Du Mont Laboratories, pioneer television research organization and
operator of an experimental television station, W2XWV, New York.
Mr. Levey reported that the
entry of the firm into American
television had been welcomed by
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly as being in the public interest
as offering an alternate system to
the electronic one which all American experimenters have utilized.
For the present, Mr. Levey said,
the company will concentrate on
the production of sound locators
and other military equipment patented by the parent company which
has been producing this type of
equipment in England.
Meanwhile, the new company has
enough television apparatus for the
construction of several sets of the
home models, the club or school
models and the theatre projection
machines, Mr. Levey said, and will
demonstrate its method of sightand-sound reception to interested
groups in areas where programs
are being televised. S. H. Dodington, chief of Scophony's electrical
department, is here to acquaint
American engineers with the company's apparatus and methods.
Page
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Simplify

of the

BOB THOMPSON, chief engineer of
KOY, Phoenix,
is conducting
a refresher course on
fundamentals
of
technical radio training.
DONALD CALLAHAN and Stanley
Reynolds of the WON, Chicago, engineering staff, have joined the Signal
Corps as civilian technicians.
PAUL

CLARK, formerly of the engineering staff of NBC central division, now on active duty with the
Army in the South Pacific, has been
promoted to Major.
CLIFFORD M. CLARKE has joined
the engineer staff of WSAV, Savannah.
TONY VACARRO, Engineer of
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H. has been
inducted into the Army.
G. A. (Scotty) MONROE, engineer
of WBT, Charlotte, N. O, is in the
hospital with injuries received when
struck by an automobile Feb. 4. Said
to be improving steadily.
DON DANIELS, engineer of KOMA,
Oklahoma City, recently enlisted in
the Army Air Forces. V. L. Clark,
formerly of San Diego, succeeds him.
GEORGE EDWARDS, announcer of
KYW, Philadelphia, has resumed his
legal name of George Steinhart and
joined the engineering staff of WFIL,
Philadelphia.
ELMER EISENMENGER, engineer
of the NBC Chicago studios, has
adopted a girl.
PVT. MAYNARD M. DUVALL, of
the Tri-City Network's control room,
Lynchburg, Va., has been appointed to
the
Signal
Corps Crowder.
Officer's Joseph
CandidateF.
School
at Camp
Wright, sales manager of WLVA,
Lynchburg, has received his first-class
operators ticket and joined the engineering staff.
FRANKLIN H. BISBING has joined
the engineering staff of WIBG, Philadelphia.
THURMAN DUKE has joined the
technical staff of WBML, Macon, Ga.
1943

Radio

Parts

Program Reduces the Types
Used In Army, Navy Sets
STANDARDIZATION program
for Army and Navy radio parts is
under study at the WPB Radio &
Radar Division, it was revealed
last week, and a plan is being
worked out to reduce the component
types now in military use.
The program, part of which is
already completed, is expected to
serve both a military and production purpose, WPB officials say.
By providing a single set of military specifications, they point out,
it will simplify repair and supply
problems in battles zones, since
parts would be interchangeable.
More Efficiency
On the production front, standardization will mean greater efficiency, WPB says. Concentrated
runs will be possible, and many
impediments to swift manufacturing will be removed. For instance,
single specifications will mean
single tests of parts, and the joint
Army-Navy program will permit
merging previously segregated inventories.
The program is being worked out
by the War Committee on Radio,
organized for that purpose by
WPB, and headed by Sidney K.
Wolf, chief of the Radio Division's
components branch. Specifications
for the standard parts are worked
out through cooperation of Army,
Navy officials, prime and sub contractors, IRE and the American
Standards Assn.
The committee has already been
able to cut types of mica-dielectric
capacitors from 10,000 to 2,000, and
to slash indicating instrument types
from 90,000 to 2,100. At present,
WPB says, it has subcommittees
studying insulating materials, fixed
capacitors, power units, transformers, and batteries.
Sam'l

W.

Edwards

Dies;

Pioneer Radio Engineer
SAMUEL W. EDWARDS, member of the consulting engineering
firm of Edwards & Martin, died
suddenly of a heart attack at his
home in Detroit last Tuesday.
A Veteran radio engineer, Mr.
Edwards had been in radio since
1910. He was with the radio division of the Dept. of Commerce before the creation of the original
Federal Radio Commission, and
afterward served as radio inspector for the 8th District, headquartering in Detroit. He was one of
radio's best-known Government figures. Mr. Edwards was in Government employ as assistant radio inspector and inspector from 1917
until 1932, when he entered private practice. Associated with him
was Robert Martin, now a lieutenant-com ander in the Navy.
GLEN R. GLASSCOK. formerly of
the engineering staff of KOA, Denver,
was recently promoted to Lt. Commander in the Navy. Former Manager Lloyd E. Yoder, and former
engineer in charge of the transmitter,
J.
rank.A. Slusser, now holds the same
BROADCASTING

Wet work /Kccomh
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated

New Business
FOX WEST COAST THEATRES Corp.,
Los Angeles, on Feb. 15 starts for 52
weeks Dr. Polyzoides commentary on 4 Don.
Lee California stations (KHJ KFRC KGB
KDB), Mon., Wed., Fri., 10-10:15 p.m
(PWT). Placed direct
UNION OIL Co., of Cal., Los Angeles,
on Feb. 22 starts for 52 weeks Gen. David,
Prescott Barrow on 9 Don Lee Pacific
Coast stations, Mon. thru Fri., 9:30-9:45
p.m. (PWT). Agency: Foote, Cone &
Belding, Los Angeles.
PUREX Corp. Los Angeles (bleach), oa
Feb. 1, for 13 weeks added to Boake Car- (
ter on 8 Don Lee Pacific stations, Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 9-9:15 a.m. (PWT), KOY
KLO, Mon., Wed., Fri., 10-10:15 a.m.
(MWT), making a total of 10 western
stations. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding,
Los Angeles.
MASONITE Co., Laurel, Miss., on Wed., I
Feb. 24ceremonies
only, sponsors
"E" \j
award
on 149 Army-Navy
BLUE stations,
4-4:30 p.m. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son,
Chicago.

PROCTER
& GAMBLE, Cincinnati
(Dash), on Feb. 15 starts Truman Bradley, newscaster, on 7 CBS Pacific Coast;
stations, Mon., Wed., and Fri., 2:30-2:45-;
p.m. Agency: Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO
Corp., Louisville, on Mar. 1 starts Floyd
Farr on 6 NBC Pacific Coast stations,
Monday thru Friday, V: 00-7: 15 a.m. PWT.
Agency: Russell M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
WESSON OIL & SNOWDRIFT Sales Co.,
New Orleans (Wesson Oil, Snowdrift),
on March 1 starts Frank Crumit-Juliat
Sanderson on about 40 CBS stations, Mon.
thru Fri., 3-3:15 p.m. Agency: Kenyort
& Eckhardt, N. Y.
WESTERN GEAR WORKS, Seattle, on,
award
ceremonies
on 4 Army-Navy
BLUE stations,
Sat., Feb.
6, sponsored
"E"
KJR KEX KGO KECA, 6-6:30 p.m. Plaeedfi
direct.
PABST SALES Co., Chicago (Blue Ribbon,
beer ) , on March 27 starts Blue Ribbon,
Town on CBS, Sit., 10:15-10:45 p.m. Agen- ;
cy : Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady}
(electronics division, radio and television';
department) , on March 2 renews G.E. Neios j
With Frazier Hunt, adding 10 CBS stations, making total of 61 CBS stations,
Tues., Thurs. and Sat., 6-6:15 p.m. Agen- j
cy: Mason Inc., N. Y.

LUMBERMAN'S
MUTUAL
CASUALTY I]
Co., Chicago (insurance), on Feb. 21 renews for 13 weeks, Upton Close, commentator, on 59 MBS stations, shifting]
from Sun., 5:15-5:30 p.m. to Sun., 6:306:45 p.m. Agency: Leo Burnett Co.
LANGENDORF UNITED BAKERIESk
San Francisco, on Feb. 9 renewed for 52)
weeks, Red Ryder, on 6 BLUE Pacific
stations, Tues., Thurs., Sat., 7:30-8 p.m.
(PWT). Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, Said
Francisco.

SKINNER & EDDY Corp., Seattle (Minute Man soup ) , on Mar. 1 renews for 131 1
weeks,
participation
in Breakfast ati\
Sardi's on 13 BLUE Pacific stations, Mon.
thru Fri., 9:30-10 a.m. (PWT). Agency:
J. William Sheets, Seattle.
Network Changes
PLANTERS EDIBLE OIL Co., San Fran- ij
cisco (peanut
March 1 on
shifts
William Winter — oil),
Newson Analyst,
7 CBSlI
Pacific Coast stations, Mon. thru Fri.,||
12:30-12:45 p.m. to Mon., Wed., Fri.,1
12:30-12:45 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
GENERAL CIGAR Co., New York (Van!)
Dyck cigars), recently shifted William:
Winter — News
on 7p.m.
CBS (PWT),
Pacific1'
stations,
Wed., Analyst,
Sun., 9-9:15
to Thurs., 9:30-9:45 p.m.; Sun., 9-9: 1.51 j
p.m. (PWT). Agency: Federal Adv., N. Y.j
GILMORE OIL Co., Los Angeles, on FeV
19 shifts Gilmore Furlough Fun on 5 NBC
Pacific stations Mon. 7:30-8 p.m. (PWT),!
to Fri. 9-9:30 p.m. (PWT). Agency:„|
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hollywood'.
CALIFORNIA FRUIT Growers Exchange!
Los
Angelesat (Sunkist),
on Feb.
1 shift-;!
ed Today
the Duncans
on 41
CBSij
stations,
Mon.,
Wed.,
Fri.,
6:15-6:30
p.m.j
to Fri., 6:15-6:30 p.m. Agency: Foote;,
Cone & Belding, Los Angeles.
SEALTEST Inc., New York (milk, ic«j|
cream), repeat
on Feb. of19 Rudy
shifts West
scribed
ValleeCoast
Showtran-|
orjj
KFI, Los Angeles, from Fri., 9-9:30 p.m
(PWT) to Fri., 9:30-10 p.m. (PWT)|
Agency: McKee & Albright, Philadelphia!
• Broadcast
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
ing, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
Experienced Sales Manager — For New England. Must have ability to produce and
I direct. Permanent connection with established station with network. Possibility of further advancement. State draft
status and salary expected. Box 293,
BROADCASTING.
SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY FOR EXPERIENCED ANNOUNCER — Seeking
more desirable connection. Reasonable
deferment preferred. Wire, write, or
phone Karl O. Wyler, Gen. Mgr., giving
references, date available, starting salary
expected. KTSM — 1000 watts — NBC —
El Paso, Texas.
Announcer — Copywriter, all around Junior
announcer, draft exempt or definitely deferred, excellent opportunity, start
$25, New England Network Station.
Special Delivery Qualifications. Box. 298,
BROADCASTING.
If you are a good all around experienced
announcer — with ambition and are draft
exempt, a Mutual Station in Massachusetts wants you as Program Director
to start a $37.00 with increase as soon
as you prove worth. Send your application promptly to Box 299, BROADCASTING.
COMBINATION — Good commercial announcer and studio technician for remote
I studios of 5 kw net station. State experi; ence and draft status. Box 301, BROADCASTING.
Two Announcers — News and ad lib. Send
details including draft status, salary and
when available. Permanent. KFNF, Shenandoah, Iowa.
:
NNOUNCER—
State salary requirement
[a draft status.
and
Apply by letter or in
person. WOSH, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
ombination First-Class Engineer-Announcer— For 250 watt station in good southern town. Best of living conditions. Good
salary; short hours. Write Manager,
WMJM, Cordele, Georgia.
ANNOUNCER — Mutual and State network
affiliate. Play-by play sports experience
desirable, not essential. Send draft, mar| tial status, age, salary desired, photo,
transcription, how soon available. WCLO,
Janesville, Wisconsin.
It Once — Salesman with proven record of
sales. If you prove your ability, will be
made commercial manager. If you can
qualify answer at once. Box 296, BROADCASTING.
Capable Announcer — Well-established New
York State network affiliate. Permanent
position in aggressive congenial organization at $40 plus talent fees. Gipe full
details, draft status and references. Box
311, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — An experienced announcer.
WFBC,
Greenville, S. C.
1 Announcer — Experienced — $42 start for
regular 43 1/3 hours. Write fully, adj vising draft status, age, references, du| ties, and if quality transcription availI able. Howard Loeb, Manager, WFDF,
I Flint, Michigan.
Announcer — Give experience, abilities.
| Permanent. Box 317, BROADCASTING.
WANTED — OPERATOR WITH FIRST
CLASS TICKET — If considering changing employers — this progressive station
j and congenial staff offers opportunity
worth investigating . . . Wire, write or
I phone
salary— stating
expected.when
KTSMavailable,
— 1000 starting
watts —
NBC—
Karl
O.
Wyler,
Gen.
Mgr.,
El
Paso, Texas.
AT ONCE — If you are working, have a
; proven background of ability to sell, and
if interested in a proposition that would
convince you of results after getting
facts, answer at once. Box 295, BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING

classiCAPS,
three
issue.
Build-

Help Wanted (Cont'd.)
ANNOUNCER-SALESMAN — Man with
ideas who can SELL, announce, write
copy, operate control board and make
himself generally useful in a small station requiring ability. Prefer interview,
taking no more chances. Radio Station
WFIG, Inc.— Sumter, S. C.
Positions open for two good advertising
men — Permanent position, growing business, liberal percentage basis with guaranteed weekly salary for high class, industrious men. Apply L. D. Newman,
general manager, Radio Station WCMI,
Ashland, Kentucky.
Wanted — Experienced commercial announcer— prefer draft exempt man — write or
wire WKBH La Crosse, Wisconsin stating experience and draft status.
Wanted — News rewrite man. Previous radio
news room or newspaper experience essential. Prefer Midwesterner. Please
send complete particulars, age, draft
status, references and desired salary to
Box 320, BROADCASTING.
In California — Operator-announcer, 5000
Blue network station. Excellent working
conditions,
CASTING. good pay. Box 321, BROADSituations Wanted
ENGINEER— 25. First phone, second telegraph. 4F. Permanent. Available now.
Please give full details. Box 309, BROADCASTING.

Announcer — Restricted license. 12 years'
experience.
3A. Box 304, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd.)
ATTENTION MANHATTAN— And nearby
metropolitan
stations.
If you'reneeding
a power-a
ful independent
or affiliate
stand-out newscaster and air-salesman
with program-production experience, network background and 4-F classification,
offer me opportunity to make $100 a
CASTING.
week minimum and I'll join you in two
weeks. Transcription. Box 322, BROADWanted to Buy

Announcer — Singer — Recently classified 4F.
College trained; network broadcast experience. Box 303, BROADCASTING.

Attention Radio Station Owners — Will purchase radio station. Price must be reaBROADCASTING.
sonable. References furnished. Box 297,

Chief Engineer — 10 year station experience,
6 as chief engineer with major network
outlets. Available immediately. Desires
change because of purely local conditions.
3-A
status. References from present emCASTING.
ployer. Write or wire Box 294, BROAD-

Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables—
Western
Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
Ogden, Utah.
or similar with pick-ups. Station KLO,

Situations Wanted (Cont'd.)
AGGRESSIVE YOUNG MAN— With promotional ideas available. Capable of building a station into a community asset. Ten
years successful background of versatile
radio production, coupled with extensive
retail merchandising, advertising and
sales-promotion.
Box 308, BROADCASTING.

STATION MANAGER AVAILABLE Can
you top present salary of $7500. Eleven
years radio. Metropolitan and local markets. 33 years. Married & 2 children.
ING.
College. 3-A. Excellent references &
agency contacts. Box 300, BROADCASTANNOUNCER — Program, continuity, operation experience of 500W station.
Handles news, special events, sports.
College, 29, 4F. Box 307, BROADCASTING.

Program-Production Director, ContinuityCopy Writer — Good at details. 3rd Radiotelephone. Married. 4F draft. Experienced. Anywhere immediately! Box 312,
BROADCASTING.
Station or Commercial Manager Available
— Experienced regional and local operations, employed, draft exempt, excellent
record. Southern station only. Good references. Box 316, BROADCASTING.
Salesmanence.
— Four
years' network
experiExcellent references,
draft exempt.
Box 315, BROADCASTING.

Experienced dramatic
writer qualified to provide fast -moving action
for the high - pressure
heroes of serial-type network programs. Excellent creative opportunity.
Please write full details.

basis. Give all essential information in first letter,
including

draft status.

Our organization knows
of this advertisement.

BOX 318, BROADCASTING

DIRECTORY

&. Bail
An ky
Organization
ofey
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,

GEORGE

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Weshington, D. C

Announcer — 20. Draft exempt two years.
Desires job where can attend college. Two
years experience. Transcription on request. Box 310, BROADCASTING.

Frequency Measuring
Service

Experienced Musical Director — Desires
change. Young lady, good musician,
organ, piano, novachord. Employed southwestern regional. Desires position staff
artist larger station. Box 319, BROADCASTING.

EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Advertising

tion located in large mid-

PROFESSIONAL

NEWS

• Broadcast

affiliated sta-

Address

Box 292
BROADCASTING

MO 2-7859

Transmitter Engineer — Experienced, di'aft
exempt, first phone license, desires
change. Permanent. State salary and living costs. Box 306, BROADCASTING.

Basic NBC

WANTED

opening for experienced
radio salesman on salary

WANTED

NEWS WRITER— Age 38. Bureau Head,
fifteen years metropolitan experience.
Can double in brass as publicity man.
Box 302, BROADCASTING.
EDITOR— WOMAN— College graduate, now employed 5 kw basic network
station — good radio voice — prefer south
— available two weeks. Box 305, BROADCASTING.

SALESMAN

west city has an attractive

Experienced Station Manager — Must move
family to different climate, preferably
West
14 regional
years' experience
all
phases Coast.
local and
station operations. Presently employed responsible position. Interested in making permanent
connection with aggressive organization that will pay for results. Will send
full particulars of experience and background— A-l business, character and financial references. Box 314, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Operator — Available in about
a month. Address all correspondence to
J. M. Wall, 99 Main St., South River,
New Jersey.

RADIO STATION— Preferably in southern
states. Whole or part interest. Give full
particulars in first letter. Box 313,
BROADCASTING.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main St. flf \
the World
Kansas City, Mo. f X J Hollywood, Cal.

RING

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

February

15, 1943
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RKO
NAB

Board

Members

Meets

Attend

WITH THE Petrillo music situation and other transcendental matters to be considered, the NAB
board of directors meets in New
York Feb. 25-26 at the call of President Neville Miller. The Roosevelt
Hotel tentatively has been selected.
Originally a meeting had been
expected in mid-February, but the
delay in announcement by the
American Federation of Musicians
of its proposition for settlement of
the recording "strike" resulted in
the delay. Other matters to be considered by the board, aside from
the overall legislative picture and
wartime operations, include settlement of the issue over the 1943 convention.
New Orleans tentatively was selected for the convention, to be held
in latter April or early May, but
indications have been that a majority of the board favored Chicago,
the second choice. There is some
speculation about holding a reguMaizlish

in New

Post

HARRY MAIZLISH, for six years
general manager of KFWB, Hollywood, has been elevated to director
.
of
radio for
WarnerInc.Bros.
^apgjjlli tures
He Picwill
^

continue to manage KFWB, dividing his time between the station
Us* *
and film studios
in Burbank, Cal.
In complete
.
charge of Warner
Bros, diverse raMr. Maizlish
dio activities, Mr.
Maizlish will act as liaison between
the film studios and advertising
agencies. All talent and story properties to be used on the air to exploit Warner Bros, films will be
handled by Mr. Maizlish in cooperation with Whitney Bolton, studio
publicity director. Associated with
Warner Bros, for 17 years, Mr.
Maizlish became manager of KFWB
in October, 1936.
Downey

for Coca

Feb.

CAB

25-26;

Sessions

lar convention at all, in view of
difficulties of transportation and of
procuring accommodations, and the
suggestion of the Office of Defense
Transportation
only
conventions vitalthat
to the
war "must"
effort
he held.
President Miller last Saturday
left for Toronto to attend the convention of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters Feb. 14-17. Other
members of the board who have announced their plan to attend are:
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha;
John E. Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo; E. L. Hayek, KATE, Albert
Lea, Minn.; and Kolin Hager,
WGY, Schenectady. NAB staff
members, aside from President
Miller, who will address the convention include Lew Avery, director of the NAB Department of
Broadcast Advertising, and Mrs.
Dorothy Lewis, NAB Coordinator
of Listener Activities.

NBC Spot Sales Shifts
IN A realignment of the NBC
Spot Sales Department, James V.
McConnell, manager, announces the
promotion of W. C. Roux to Assistant manager of NBC Spot Sales
in charge of sales development.
William 0. Tilenius continues as
assistant manager of NBC Spot
Sales with a special assignment to
supervise eastern spot sales and
local WEAF sales. Richard H.
Close, former supervisor of NBC
Spot Traffic in New York, has been
named sales service manager of
the department.
RCAF

Radio

Spots

DRAMATIZED spots seeking recruits for the women's division of
the Royal Canadian Air Force have
been placed six times weekly on
25 Canadian stations, scheduled to
start Feb. 15. Campaign is handled
by Advertising Agencies of Canada, Toronto.

OFFICIAL

SEES

RADIO, MOVIE
UNITY
A NEW ERA of cooperative effort
between radio and the motion picture industry is seen as a result of
the recent joint promotion between
WLW, Cincinnati, and RKO Radio
Pictures for the RKO release "Hitler's Children", according to S.
Barret McCormick, advertising
manager and publicity director of
RKO. Mr. McCormick was one of
the speakers last Wednesday at the
luncheon meeting of the Radio Executives Club of New York, at
which Roger Baker, director of
promotion for Crosley Corp., operator of WLW, served as m.c.
Mr. Baker, after outlining the
extensive radio promotion used by
RKO through WLW prior to the
picture's premiere in 33 cities Jan.
15 [Broadcasting, Jan. 25, Feb.
1], introduced three stars of the
picture, Bonita Granville, H. B.
Warner and Ken Smith. A short
talk was also given by Gregor Ziemer, WLW commentator, and author of Education for Death, book
on which the RKO movie is based.
Out-of-town guests at the luncheon included Lt. Col. Tom Lewis,
chief of the Radio Section, Information Division, Special Service Division, Washington; Major Irving
Fogel, SSD Radio Section in New
York; Owen Saddler, KMA, Shenandoah, la. ; Ken Brown, KOMA,
Oklahoma City; William Wyse,
KWBW, Hutchinson, Kan.; A. N.
Armstrong Jr., WCOP, Boston;
Ed Hill, WTAG, Worcester, and
Harold Cassel, WGNY, Newburgh,
N. Y.
Van

der Hoef

Raised

MAJ. GEORGE T. VAN DER
HOEF, assistant chief of public relations of the Marine Corps, last
week was promoted to lieutenant
colonel. He continues in his present
assignment as assistant to Brig.
Gen. Robert L. Denig, director of
public relations. Col. Van der Hoef
joined the Marine Corps on July 1,
1941, after having served as press
and radio director of the Federal
Housing Administration. He pioneered the development of Government programs and transcriptions
available for local sponsorship.

Cola

WHEN

Coca Cola Co.'s new program Songs by Morton Downey
started on the BLUE Feb. 8, 117
stations carried the show, indicating that 117 Coca Cola bottlers are
sponsoring the series in their respective cities. Arrangement with
local bottlers was handled by
D'Arcy Adv. Co., agency in charge
[Broadcasting, Jan 25]. Local
sponsoring bottlers will be added
from time to time. Show is heard
five times weekly at 3 p.m.
Dairy Co-Op Plans
AMERICAN DAIRY ASSN., Chicago (cooperative), through its
newly-appointed agency, CampbellMithun, Chicago, is planning a
Sunday quarter-hour commentary
presenting the dairy farmers' contribution to the war effort, on
either BLUE or NBC. Jack Rheinstrom is account executive. Starting
date and time have not been set.
Page
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Army

Shift

Sends

Major Capts.
KentRorke,
to G-3
Educator,
Boyd
Leave Radio Branch Posts
TWO

IMPORTANT moves involving military personnel in the War
Dept. Bureau of Public Relations
were disclosed last week.
Maj. Harold W. Kent, editorial
director and education liaison of
the BPR Radio Branch, has been
transferred to G-3, training and
education division of the General
Staff, as War Dept. liaison with
the U. S. Office of Education.
Capt. Hal B. Rorke, Army Air
Forces, who has been officer in

Maj. Kent

Capt. Rorke

charge of the Radio Branch's
placement section, was made assistant to Col. William Nuckols,
assistant to the Director, BPR, in
charge of Army Air Forces. Another transfer sent Capt. M. M.
Boyd of the Radio Branch to duty
with the Army Air Forces in an undisclosed assignment.
Before being called to active
1941, Maj. Kent was direcdutytor in
of radio for the Chicago Public
Schools. He is president of the Association for Education by Radio
and has been active for several
years in education by radio. In his
new post he will coordinate the
Army's educational activities with
the Office of Education.

Capt. Rorke, former CBS New
York assistant publicity director
and chief of the CBS West Coast
publicity office, and Capt. Boyd,
former NBC Chicago sales manager, both were attached to the
Army Air Forces public relations
office until reorganization of the
War Dept. BPR sent them to the j
Radio Branch last fall. Until a successor isnamed, Capt. Jack Harris,
executive officer of the Radio
Rorke's
Capt.
overthe
take of
willhead
Branch,
duties as
placement
section.
Capt. Eddie Byron, owner of
Mr. District Attorney, reported for !
duty last week
[Broadcasting, ;
Feb. 8] to the Radio Branch.
Satevepost

Drawn for Broadcasting by ciid Hix
"Let's Call It Quits, Colonel! That's Amos V Andy's Last Program!"

15, 1943

BROADCASTING

Spots

FIRST SPOT campaign for the
Saturday Evening Post placed by
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co. since
the agency acquired the Curtis
Publishing Co. account and opened
a New York office to handle it,
started last week in major cities
Announcethroughout the country.issues
of the
ments plug the weekly
Post and vary in frequency according to the stations. New York
outlets include WMCA WABC
WJZ WOR WEAF WHN WQXR
WNFW.
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WLW
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25w

4Wof
rural

index

areas

all

around

averages

WLW's dominance is familiar wherever the power of radio is known.
It is the natural outgrowth of a progressive programming policy
(WLW invests three and one-half times as much for programs as the
average 50,000 watt station )# ... a clear channel frequency with
the third highest radiation per kilowatt in radio # . . . constantly
improved news, agriculture, and public service programs handled
by the ablest staff it is possible to assemble.
This dominance is significant in one of the world's largest markets
— over twelve million people who buy more drug and grocery
products than are sold in the five boroughs of New York and the
City of Chicago combined.
biased on Hooper Mid-Winter WLW Area Rating, 1942; a weighted
average figure which does not represent the size of our audience
in any one city. Remainder of the audience is divided among fiftyone other stations identified by call letters in the Hooper report.

radio

listening

them,

2.5°/o

the

greater

DOMINANCE WITH DEALERS. Implementing your
advertising on WLW is a carefully developed plan of
merchandising which covers every phase of distribution from manufacturers' representative through consumer— climaxed by 28,000 personal contacts every
year on the wholesale and retail dealers who move
your merchandise. This comprehensive merchandising
program is controlled and directed by WLW, costs
advertisers nothing.
A NEW SALES SERVICE. Answering the problem of
the man-power shortage is SPECIALTY SALES, a WLW
affiliate. SPECIALTY SALES offers the services of experienced salesmen who cover every grocer and druggist
in all cities of our four-state area. SPECIALTY SALES
enables you to maintain dealer contacts or introduce
new products at a fraction of the cost for man-power.

# FCC Documents.
WLW audience dominance, plus the cooperation we receive as a result
of continuous dealer contact, now augmented by SPECIALTY SALES, offer
you the most effective means ever devised for directing the distribution
and sale of consumer food and drug products.

WLW
THE
TION'S

MOST

MERCHANDISE-

DIVISION OF THE CR0SLEY RADIO CORPORATION

ABLE

MANY

ADDITIONAL

HOURS

BECAUSE

OF

OF EXCLUSIVE

RCA

LIFE

DESIGN

IMPROVEMENTS

RCA engineering scores again— this time with manufacturing
improvements which make it possible for the famous RCA828 Beam Power Amplifier to deliver its 150 watts* with
only 2.1 watts of driving power many hours longer than
heretofore.
Chief among the improvements

has been the incorporation

of the RCA zirconium-coated molybdenum anode in this
popular tube. Actual service tests over a long period have
proved that this construction change increases the life of the
tube several fold!
Ordinarily, such a change might well warrant a substantial
boost in the performance ratings of a tube— but not under
war conditions. Longer and still longer tube life now looms
far more essential than high "peak" performance. Thus,
always conservatively rated in line with RCA practice, the
RCA-828 now comes to you with a safety factor several times
greater than ever before— just as similar improvements in
other RCA Transmitting Tube types have been reflected, not
in spectacular rating increases, but in terms of making the
tubes perform better and lasting longer at the ratings at which
you are already accustomed to using them.
RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
RCA Victor Division, Camden, N. J.
RATINGS
FILAMENT VOLTAGE, 10 VOLTS
FILAMENT CURRENT, 3.25 AMPERES

SCREEN VOLTAGE, 400 VOLTS, MAX.*
PLATE DISSIPATION, 70 WATTS,

PLATE VOLTAGE, 1250 VOLTS, MAX.*
*CCS rating for clatt C telegraph service.

HOW

TO MAKE

YOUR

MAX.*
TUBES LAST LONGER

This valuable booklet, based on RCA Transmitting Tube advertising of the past year, contains
dozens of helpful tips on getting maximum life
from your old tubes. Get your copy today . . . free.
Address: Radio Corporation of America, Commercial Engineering Section, Harrison, N. J.

GA
PROVED

TRANSMITTING
IN COMMUNICATION'S

MOST

EXACTING

TUBES
APPLICATIONS
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BEFORE

DAWN!

"'It's three o'clock in the morning"
Jamhoree

takes the air on WLS,

. . . and the Bunkhouse
3 to 5 A. M. For one week,

six days, we offered a tobacco sample on this pre-dawn
10,176

gram. We received
Canada,

Hawaii

and

requests!

From

all 48
To

the District of Columbia!

pro-

states,
receive

samples listeners were required to give their occupation

. . .

and we received mail from factory workers, soldiers, farmers,
students, police and others, ff This breakdown
picture of the WLS

audience — made

gives a good

up of working

people with money to spend. And it's another
long series of advertising successes to
j^^^

prove

once again that WLS
Gets Results!

families,
in a

^^^k

8 90
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IS BOOMING

IN

TAMPA!

• Alright! So there's a "ceiling" on tourists this year. And we
admit that only a "corporal's guard" is with us at this writing. But,
honestly, we couldn't take care of any more tourists if the OPA
threw the "pumps" wide open. You see, we're too busy looking
after the needs of thousands of well-paid shipyard workers; of the
skilled workers in Tampa's other war industries; of an ever-increasing
army personnel. Ask any merchant — department, drug or grocery
store. This month Tampa's population reached a new high. This
population has more money to spend than ever before. And you
can get your "spots" before the ears of the buying-minded majority
with WFLA, the NBC station in the Tampa area.
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So

TOOK

Mrs.

THE

Mullane

CONSEQUENCES...

IT WAS RALPH EDWARDS' TURN to take the consequences. Special office space
was rented— 200 clerks, working on 24-hour swing shift, were hired to handle
the mail which averaged 30,000 letters daily, and bore post-marks from every
State in the Union and from Canada. And they're still coming!

YOU'VE undoubtedly heard the story of
Mrs. Dennis Mullane, the Staten Island
lady

who

muffed

a question

on

Ralph

Edwards' "Truth or Consequences" show
on NBC
the other Saturday night and

HERE IS 17- YEAR OLD HAROLD MULLANE, brought from camp
4. Le Jeun, North Carolina, on the air with his mother and Ralph
Edwards the following Saturday with some of the 300,000
pennies the young Marine received.

ON A RECENT SATURDAY NIGHT on Procter & Gamble's "Truth or
Consequences," Master of Ceremonies Ralph Edwards told Mrs.
Dennis Mullane "We are going to ask every person listening to put
a penny in an envelope and mail it td you. You are to take the
pennies to the bank and buy War Bonds for your son, Harold,
enlisted in the Marines . . ."

promptly

became

avalanche

of pennies

the Union.

focal point
from

If not, a quick

the surrounding
you

the

photo

every

State

But

what

it all mean

— especially those
one best way

will bring

who

has

been

s
iSwell Woman'
nanza
(Radio Bo
Gifts,
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- •>/•»».

very

to advertisers

are looking

for the

to do the great variety of sell-

ing and public

M"nbs To
% fenny Mail

| j After Qui* Program Mipf ;

you'll admit,
Mullane.

does

the postman's ring. He deposited 10,000 letters in Mrs.
Mullane's living room. That batch was just the beginning
of the deluge. Tuesday, trucks drove up with 30,000 more
letters. Then Mrs. Mullane called, "Help!"
39

in

up to date.

Everybody,
nice to Mrs.

EARLY THE FOLLOWING MONDAY MORNING Mrs. Mullane answered

for an

left-to-right on

captions
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things :

Lafesf
Count!
For one 20-second announcement
on "Truth or Consequences" on NBC

2. NBC, The Network Most People Listen To Most!

1 12 sacks of mail
204.000 letters
300.157 [27 h bags) pennies
200 clerks hired
Mail from every State and Canada

It means

just two

1. Radio

l!

This

is the

NATIONAL

Heaven

TING

COMPANY

ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

MEN

Iathan

MANAGER,

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATIONS

Lord

HUE,

LOUISVILLE

1
1910 Reporter, The L<misville (Ky.) Post
1920 Police reporter to day City Editor,
The Louisville Courier-Journal
1929 Advertising Manager, The Girdler Corp.
1933 Manager and Vice President, WAVE
1933 WAVE affiliated with NBC
1940 WAVE became basic NBC Red station
1942 Director, NAB

- *
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TAKE

a look at them clear calm eyes,

tion, represents good station management
and therefore a good station. Some feature

gents, and you'll see why Nate Lord is a
good hunter, a good friend and a good

great power and widespread audiences —
some do an intensive job on concentrated

station manager as well. Thinking back over

metropolitan audiences. Some go in strongest for merchandising, or for mail pull, or

our eight years' personal experience with
him, we can safely say it's a rare pheasant,
friend or customer that ever gets away, once
Nate has drawn a bead! That's shootin',
stranger!

for farm coverage, or for urbanites exclusively. But whatever their specialties, every
one of our F&P stations is a leader in its

Be that as it may, Nate Lord is in many

community, and a leader in its industry.

ways fairly typical of all the station managers
we work for, here at F&P. Not all of them

That's the only kind of station we work for.

hunt, but every one of them, without excep-

represen tatives.

Free
Pioneer
CHICAGO: 180 S. Michigan
: Franklin 6373 Page
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EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WINS
NEW YORK
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

Station
Representatives
Since May, 1932
*SAN FRANCISCO: mSiilter
HOLLYWOOD:. 1512N. Gordon - v
Sutter 4353
Gladstone 3949
•..
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Garey

Chief
Counsel
for
FCC
Probe
feuded
with
Chairman
Cox,
largely
1934 and the stewardship of its
dozen members of the House had
over accusations that the Georgian
members, past and present. The
Appointed
by Cox;
participated, including Rep. Cox.
name of John Wesley Weeks, forimproperly had represented radio
It was only after an "appeal to
station WALB, Albany, Ga., and
Rayburn
Saves
mer principal attorney in the FCC's
reason" by Speaker Rayburn, who
broadcast section, was mentioned as
had accepted a $2,500 fee.
for the first time this session left
Budget
the rostrum to address the House,
one of Mr. Garey's possible aides.
Rayburn
Leaves
Rostrum
Mr. Weeks, a native of Decatur,
3AVED FROM possible loss
that the FCC's appropriation was
Ga., was with the FCC and the
The FCC's close call with extincsafe. By a vote of 162 to 87, the
tion came on the floor of the House
3f its entire appropriation by former Radio Commission from
motion to strike the FCC appropriJuly 1, 1933 until May 23, 1936,
last Wednesday during considerathe spectacular intervention
ation from the bill was rejected.
when he resigned to return to his
tion
of
the
Independent
Offices
ApNo
words were minced in the
of Speaker Rayburn on the
law practice.
propriation Bill. Striking out of
debate
last Monday and again on
House floor last Wednesday,
There is no present intention of
the entire appropriation of $7,609,Wednesday. Rep. Woodrum (D000 for the FCC was proposed by
the FCC has received renewed
broadening the scope of the inVa.), chairman of the appropriaquiry to include the industry,
Rep. Case (R-S. D.), a member of
evidence of the rough sledding
tions subcommittee, strongly dethough disconcerting reports to this
the Independent Offices subcommitfended the appropriation, pointing
it is destined to encounter in
end have been heard, particularly
tee, who had pointed out that genout that the budget request had
in the light of stories that certain
Congress this session.
eral
overwithholding
the FCC's offuncbeen cut by $480,000, larsrely beelements were seeking to block
tionsdispute
warranted
the
cause of duplication with functions
Following House action apthe inquiry. Main target of the infund until the Cox committee comof
the
military agencies, and that
vestigation is FCC Chairman
proving its reduced appropripleted its work.
other cuts could be made after the
Before the melee was over, a
James
Lawrence
Fly, who has
ation for the 1944 fiscal year,
Cox inquiry or after the appropribut only after heated debate proations committee investigators, auposing withholding of the entire
thorized only this session, have
fund, Chairman E. E. Cox (D-Ga.),
Sketch
of Cox
Committee
Counsel
thoroughly examined the Commisof the House Select Committee to
sion's functions and personnel.
investigate the FCC, last Friday
Smith Committee Named
BORN Aug. 28, 1891, Chicago, 111.
'announced appointment of Eugene
Reference also was made to the
L. Garey, well-known New York
Son of Eugene Francis and Ellen
attorney, as chief counsel and head
Frances Garey. Education: Chirecently created seven-man committee to be headed by Rep. Smith
cago-Kent College of Law, LL.B.,
of the investigating staff. An ini1913. Married Margaret Kashner,
tial fund of $60,000 was approved
(D-Va.) to curb so-called "bureauby the House last Thursday for the
May, 1923.
cratic" activities and which likely
Admitted to practice Supreme
committee.
will inquire into FCC operations
Court of Illinois, 1913; U. S. Dis[Broadcasting, Feb. 15].
"Mr. Garey is an eminent lawyer
trict Court, Northern District of
of great ability and high standing
Appointment of the Select Smith
Illinois, 1913; U. S. Circuit Court
and will do his work without any
Committee was announced by
of Appeals, 7th Circuit, 1920; U. S.
prejudice or predilections and with
Speaker Rayburn last Thursday. It
Circuit Court of Appeals, 2d Cirthe single purpose of constructive
cuit, 1932; U. S. Supreme Court,
includes, in addition to Chairman
1918; Supreme Court, New York,
Smith, Voorhis, Cal., Delaney, N.
:service in the public interest," said
Chairman Cox in announcing the
First Dept., 1925; U. S. District
Y., and Peterson, Ga., Democrats;
Court, Eastern District of New
and Hartley, N. J., Jennings, Tenn.,
attorney's appointment. "The Committee deems itself fortunate i n York, 1932; U. S. District Court,
and
Bennett, Mich., Republicans.
Southern District of New York,
having Mr. Garey connected with
1932. Admitted to practice before
Naming of a prominent New
the investigation."
the Treasury Dept.; Federal Trade
England attorney as chief counsel
Weeks May Be Assistant
for this Committee was regarded
Commission; Board of Tax Appeals;
Securities
&
Exchange
Comlikely.
In the Rules Committee and
The 51-year-old New York atmission; U. S. District Court, Eastfloor discussion of this resolution,
torney, described by friends and
ern District of Michigan, Southern
the FCC had been cited as one of
Division.
associates as a "fighting lawyer",
will devote his entire time to the
the
agencies to be covered because
Member of Committee on Administrative Law of the American Bar
inquiry, expected to get under way
of purported "bureaucratic" opera^
tion and assumption of unauthorby mid-March. Senior member of Assn., which collaborated in draftized powers.
ing the Walter-Logan Bill ; Knights
the New York law firm of Garey,
of Malta; Phi Alpha Delta law
The
House Thursday also author, , 'Desvernine & Garey, the attorney
fraternity; delegate to Constituized two other appropriations for
'fhas specialized in trial work and
tional Convention, 13th Senate DisEUGENE L. GAREY
committee investigations. The Dies
is experienced in administrative
trict, 1938; honorary member of
law.
Committee was given another
"Honor Legion of the Police Dept.,
Selected from a field of several
$75,000 for expenses of its investiCity of New York"; member of
Author, "The Nationality of Comlawyers highly recommended to the
gation of un-American activities
Friendly Sons of St. Patrick, Amermercial Corporations." This was
ican Irish Historical Society; New
committee, Mr. Garey was to be
(threeeralmembers
of the FCC'sService
Fedre^ad at the International Congress
York Athletic Club; Recess Club;
Broadcast Intelligence
in Washington this week to set up
of Cooperative Law, The Hague,
Winged Foot Golf Club; New York
an organization. In addition to a
recently were named by the ComState Bar Assn.; Catholic Club of
in
August,
1932.
Author
of "Wall&
staff of legal assistants, he also
mittee). Afund of $100,000 for the
Street
Looks
at
the
Securities
New York; Metropolitan Club,
!will have an investigating staff to
Appropriations Committee to make
Washington, D. C. ; former memExchange Commission." Office at
.ferret out matters incident to the
I
its own investigations of the fiscal
63 Wall St., New York. Senior
ber, New York County Lawyers
1 inquiry, which will cover activities
Assn.; Chicago Bar, Illinois State
member of firm of Garey, Desveroperations
and needs
of all45)
Governnine & Garey.
I of the FCC since its formation in Bar Associations.
(Continued
on page
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ELMER
CBS

7

p.m.

Is Bought
Schenley,
To Take

Period

by

P&G

Goodrich

PLAN
DRAWS

Slated

With the Cresta Blanca Carnival already on MBS and Alex Templeton Time starting March 1 on
the BLUE for Dubonnet wine,
Schenley Distillers, which recently
purchased Roma Wine Co., Fresno,
Cal., is expected to promote Roma
wines on CBS Thursdays, 8-8:30
p.m., starting about March 4. No
confirmation of this schedule was
forthcoming from Schenley or McCann-Erickson, agency in charge.
Also slated for CBS is a fiveweekly institutional series of news
programs, featuring Joseph C.
Harsch, of the Christian Science
Monitor, under sponsorship of B.
F. Goodrich Rubber Co., Akron.
No confirmation of the series could
be obtained from network or agency
last week but the show is understood to be starting March 8 or 15
in the 6:55-7 p.m. period. Agency
is BBDO, New York.
M-G-M Rumors
Reports were circulating last
week, after P&G had signed for
the former Amos 'n' Andy spot on
CBS, that the comedy team might
be taken by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
in the fall on CBS, or on the full
BLUE at 7-7:15 p.m. plus WLW,
Cincinnati, and WHN, New York
station owned by M-G-M. P&G had
also been named among the possible sponsors of the program, but
this appears unlikely with the announcement of the new P&G mystery show. M-G-M agency is Donahue & Coe. New York..

ELMER

DEBATE

ON

PRO
By JAMES
D. SHOUSE
Vice-President,
The Crosley Corp.

Net Quarter-Hour

CBS has sold the 7-7:15 p.m. period
vacated last Friday by Amos V
Andy to Procter & Gamble Co.,
Cincinnati, and several other programs are being lined up on that
network and on the BLUE for other
advertisers. P&G will start March
22 / Love a Mystery Monday
through Friday, for a product as
yet undetermined, according to
Compton Adv., agency in charge.
Carleton Morse, author of the program, will write, produce and direct.
Schenley Plans

FOR

I READ with interest the editorial
in your Feb. 8 issue which took the
Office of War Information somewhat severely to task for arranging a four-network release for Elmer Davis' official comments.
While I most certainly do not
question your obvious right to criticize editorially the judgment of
the OWI in working out these arrangements for Mr. Davis, I feel
that in all fairness those in the industry who might be concerned
about the matter should be informed that the propriety and
wisdom of a simultaneous release
on all four networks for an official
Government statement each week
was discussed in detail some weeks
ago by the Office of War Information with the members of their
Station Advisory Committee, consisting of John Shepard 3rd.,
George B. Storer, 0. L. Taylor, Eugene Pulliam, John Fetzer, Neville
Miller and the writer.
Committee

Agreed

While I do not remember specifically the position taken by each
individual member of the Committee, I can state as a fact that the
majority of the members of the
Committee were agreed that the
only proper and intelligent method
whereby such a broadcast should be
released was by the procedure
which has since been set up by the
Office of War Information.
I am sure that our Committee
makes no pretense to infallibility
in its judgment, and I am equally
sure that it would be obviously unfair if, having advised this procedure, we did not properly assume
a large part of the responsibility
for advocating what you so freely
criticized.
I am sending a copy of this letter to each member of the Committee, and I am suggesting that if
they are not in accordance with
my views on the matter, they communicate with you directly, in order
to prevent any misunderstanding.

HONORING Burridge D. Butler, chairman of the board of KOY, Phoenix,
Ariz., (2d from left) at a luncheon on his 75th birthday recently were
C. A. French (1), publisher of the Holland, Mich. Sentinel and City News,
who gave Mr. Butler one of his first newspaper jobs many years ago;
Donald Thornburgh, vice-president of CBS Los Angeles (2d from right) ;
and Harold A. Safford, manager of KOY (r). Mr. Butler also is president
of WLS, Chicago, and is one of the broadcasting industry's pioneer figures.
Page
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DAVIS

BROADCASTS

UNIVERSAL

HOOKUP

CON
By V.-Pres.
LEWIS &ALLEN
WEISS
Gen. Mgr.
Don Lee Broadcasting System
I WAS very much interested in
your editorial of Feb. 8, entitled
"Davis — War Voice". In this editorial, you very soundly discouraged the notion of universal hookups except for the president of the
United States, giving valid reasons.
In addition, however, to the reasons set forth in the above editorial,
I feel very strongly that universal
hookups should be discouraged except for presidential messages, because these universal hookups strike
at the very heart of the American
principle of broadcasting, which
affords the radio listener a free
choice of programs.
If universal hookups are to be
established every time some politician wants to be heard on the
air, our radio listeners will sink to
the same position of those in the
Totalitarian countries where they
must either listen to political
spokesmen or hear nothing on their
radios whenever these official
spokesmen choose to occupy it.
I sincerely hope, therefore, that
you will continue to defend the free
choice of radio listeners in this
country by editorializing against
universal hookups except in those
instances where the President of
the United States has a message of
such importance for our country
that we are warranted in tieing all
networks together so that all may
hear that message.

NAB

May

Radio
Board

Meeting

Audience Increase
THE AUDIENCE increase of evening programs is much greater
than the increase in daytime listening, according to A. C. Nielsen,
president of the market research
organization bearing his name, who
last Friday addressed a closed session of the Market Research Council in New York. This trend, he
pointed out, is marked among the
lower income families revealing the
influence of wider employment. Mr.
Nielsen explained that minute-byminute audience data revealed by
the Audimeter give information on
the effectiveness of commercials as
well as on the program itself.

Convention;

Session
Agenda

Cox
Inquiry,
Music,
PROPOSAL that the NAB cancel
its annual conventions for the duration and that a compact, fastmoving "radio war conference" be
held in latter April or early May
in lieu of this year's convention
will be considered by the NAB
Board at its meeting in New York
Thursday and Friday.
Since New Orleans definitely is
out of the picture as the convention
city, by virtue of withdrawal of its
formal invitation, and with the
declaration of the Office of Defense
Transportation that regular conventions be discouraged, it appeared likely that the board either
would approve the "war conference" proposal or cancel the convention altogether.
The war conference, which would
be stripped of customary banquets,
displays and other convention frills,
might be" packed into two days,
either „ in New York or Chicago.
Key Government officials identified
with the war program and with
radio would be asked to participate.
BROADCASTING

PLANS

NEWS
TO REVIEW
FIRST broadcast of Elmer Davis
as the voice of the Government on
all four networks will not take
place until March, the OWI chief
told a news conference last week.
Earlier the series had been tentatively set for this month [Broadcasting, Feb. 17].
Mr. Davis said he would give 15minute
summaries of the week's
news, similar
to a weekly program
he formerly had on CBS. In answer
to a question raised Feb. 14 by
members of the American Society
of Newspaper Editors on Ted
Granik's American Forum of the
Air, Mr. Davis renewed a promise
that no spot news would break on
the broadcasts.
If the series should prove dull,
Mr. Davis said, it will be discontinued. "I have more to fear than
anyone," he commented, "for I
made my living that way before,
and I hope to do it again if I
haven't offended all employers."
He said on the basis of public reaction to his CBS programs, he did
not expect his Government series
to be dull.

Cancel

War

DAVIS

This

Proposed
Week

to

Include

Manpower Problems
Proposals also have been made for
a "convention by mail", or for a
closed circuit telephone conference
by NAB districts.
NAB President Neville Miller
and Acting Secretary-Treasurer C.
E. Arney Jr., who also is conven-i
tion manager, have conferred with
members of the board and industry
representatives regarding convention plans. The whole matter will
be canvassed by the board at its;
Friday session.
Also expected to highlight the
board meeting will be an overall
discussion of the legislative and
regulatory situation. The question
of the Cox Select Committee inquiry into the FCC will be raised,
it was predicted. Reports have been
heard that a move will be made to
convince the board that it should
oppose the inquiry, or at least keep
neutral.
The tentative agenda provides
for discussion of the entire music
controversy, precipitated by the
(Continued on page 52)
• Broadcast

Advertising

Settlement
Reach
to
ties confronting the record and
record were established, based on
transcription companies were:
Petrillo
Stymie
last year's phonograph record sales,
iegal Entanglements
the tribute to that fund would total
1. The unsound public policy ina Factor
Problems
$1,300,000. That would be aside
volved in the acceptance by any inPlan; Wartime
dustry of an obligation to persons
from
royalties
sought
for
transcripwhom that industry does not employ,
EVERAL weeks may elapse before any substantial basis for
tion libraries, juke-boxes and wired
has never employed and with whom it
music. The AFM president stated
iscussion of the AFM recording strike is reached, it appeared
has no relation.
at his news conference that he had
dehad
2. The unsound public policy invident last Friday after transcribers and recorders
not decided how the juke-box provolved in permitting any organization
vision
could
be
enforced.
ultifee"
to levy taxes upon employers and the
berated all week in an effort to meet the "fixed
public steadfor
unemployment
purposes
latum of AFM President James C. Petrillo and his internNAB Recalls Statements
of leaving
such taxing
power into
ational board.
the
government.
While Mr. Petrillo said he had
industry were: C. Lloyd Egner,
3. The problem of whether the payAfter the recording group, repment of such a sum would be regarded
no
fight with radio, NAB, in a bulNBC vice-president in charge of
isenting the principal phonograph
letin to its membership last Friday,
as
an
evasion of wage stabilization
Radio-Recording Division; R. P.
:cord and transcription companies,
regulations
since, under the precedent
pointed out that the AFM presiad failed to work out a proposiMyers, NBC Radio-Recording atwhich would be created by the accepdent's original statements last sumtance of the demands, any labor leader
on, based on the abstract AFM
torney; Edward Waller stein, presimer, preparatory to the Aug. 1 ban
dent, Columbia Recording Corp.;
could, instead of asking for increased
irmula, they notified AFM last
on recordings, were the recording
pay for the members of his union, ask
Kenneth Raine, CRC attorney; Ray
hursday that the formal answer
for an equivalent amount to be paid
companies had to find a way "to
Lyon, manager, WOR, New York,
ight not be available for several
directly to the union itself.
keep the records out of radio starecording division; Judge Lawlys. Mr. Petrillo promptly dis4. The problems relating to income
tions". Moreover, reference was
tax and other liability on any industry
used his board, which had met
rence A. Morris, RCA-Victor attormade to statements by Mr. Petrillo
which made such a payment, especially
ney; Jack Kapp, president, Decca
ith the group the preceding Monand his counsel, Joseph A. Padway,
since the labor union itself would be
Record Corp.; Milton Diamond,
ly. Indications were that another
before the Senate Clark Probe Comexempt from taxation on the amounts
Decca
attorney;
A.
J.
Kendrick,
eeting with AFM might not be
received.
mittee,
wherein
claims
were
made
Bid for some time.
vice-president, World Broadcasting
5. The conflict between the accepagainst radio as having caused unSystem; C. M. Finney, president,
tance of such a principle and the desire
Subcommittees Named
employment ofmusicians. Mr. PadAssociated Music Publishers and
of the War Manpower Commission to
way, NAB cited, suggested that
Muzak Transcriptions; Ben Selvin,
draw all citizens not engaged in necesl Perplexed as to how they can
20,000 to 60,000 musicians should
sary work into war industry.
vice-president,
AMP
and
Muzak;
1 ?gotiate with AFM on a fixed fee
be employed by radio.
the anti-inflaGerald A. Kelleher, president, Em6. The conflict with
1 isis for unemployment relief, in
NAB pointed out that so far as
tionary policies of the OfiBce of Price
pire
Broadcasting
Corp.;
C.
O.
I te face of wartime manpower and
Administration, which has frozen the
transcription companies are conLanglois, president, Lang-Worth
cost of products and services at the
1 .onomic problems, the recording
cerned, "Mr. Petrillo acknowledges
Feature Program; A. Walter Socoprices charged during March 1942.
fdustry group was impelled to
that no charge should be made on
low, Lang-Worth attorney; Milton
7. The precedents which would be
» >stpone a second meeting with the
commercial transcriptions which
Blink, Standard Radio, Chicago;
(Continued on page 52)
FM Board, which had been set
are played only once, but he will
Gerald King, Standard Radio,
I t Thursday. While the negotianot remove his ban on such tranHollywood; William F. Crouch,
■jpns are not regarded as staleSuit Dismissed;
Soundies Distributing Corp. of
ASCAP
scriptions unless transcription comBated, the novel proposal of the
America.
panies accede to all of his demands."
Second Action Pending
|iFM board, a far cry from estabPointing out that he seeks from
At the initial meeting Feb. 15,
f shed labor procedures, posed so
Mr. Petrillo said he would not state
JUDGE ARON STEUR of New
the transcription companies a periliany unique legal and operating
centage
of
the
rental
on
library
York Supreme Court last week
his dollar demands until the recordI^oblems that the recording indusservices,
NAB
said
that
if
his
degranted a motion to dismiss the
ing industry accepted his basic
ij-y felt extreme caution should be
Hasaction brought by Denton & Corp.
principle of a contribution directly
rtcercised.
mands were acceded to "it is conand Gem Music
Corp.
kins
ceivable that the broadcasting inby them to the union to relieve unto obtain a declaratory judgment
iH After a half-dozen meetings, durdustry
might
be
faced
with
inemployment,
increase
cultural
inI g which much midnight oil was
against ASCAP. The motion had
terest in music and give free concreased cost of library services."
Frohlich
turned, the transcribers were to
been argued by Louis D.
Listed as among the complexicerts. If a royalty of one-cent per
of Schwartz & Frohlich, ASCAP
|;eet again today (Feb. 22) and
counsel, who contended no declara[ morrow in the hope of completing
tory judgment was necessary.
l!l counter-proposal. Several subDecision by Judge Steur follows
Trial
Ordered
in
Second
AFM
[mmittees were formed. Since
complaints brought by the plain■ FM announced the plan on Feb.
tiffs against ASCAP in January
j i [Broadcasting, Feb. 15], calling
[Broadcasting, Jan. 25], at which
j >r fees to be paid by the manuf actime two suits were filed — one to
Snit
by
Federal
Judge
Barnes
I irers and distributors of music
determine ownership of public perplaint raises issues neither raised
THE GOVERNMENT'S second
I ito a union unemployment fund,
formance rights in musical compoanti-trust suit against James C.
sitions in 1951, following expiral ie recording groups have been in
nor ruled upon in the earlier case."
Petrillo and the AFM was much
tion of current contracts assigning
Judge Barnes' ruling follows by
almost unbroken conference with
alive last week when Judge John P, two days the Supreme Court decito ASCAP.
rights
the
[heir attorneys.
sion upholding his previous opinion
The second suit, filed by the same
Barnes of the Chicago Federal DisWhile radio itself was not ditrict Court on Wednesday decided
in the earlier Government antiplaintiffs in conjunction with
to allow the case to come to trial
trust suit when he held that the
I :ctly covered for additional royalASCAP writGeorge Whiting, an an
accounting
". es, it was pointed out that the
after studying briefs and hearing
case involved a labor dispute and
er member, demands
since
tions
transac
al
financi
of
oral arguments four weeks ago by therefore could not be brought un' I feet of payment by transcription
ASCAP's founding in 1914. Last
; tympanies of royalties covering li- both Thurman Arnold, Assistant
der the anti-trust statutes.
Irary services obviously would be
week the defendants were given unAttorney General, and Joseph A.
However, in the second suit now
til March 8 to file replies.
"eplt by the broadcasting industry.
Padway, counsel for the AFM, on
before Judge Barnes, the Dept. of
It was clear that the recording
Justice in an amended complaint
the union's motion to dismiss the
Paine to Coast
case.
ldustry proposed to present a
charges that Petrillo is seeking,
JOHN G. PAINE, general manager
through the recording ban, to de'United front". At the Monday
Judge Barnes, in a four-page
of ASCAP, left New York last
stroy the 500 independent radio
written memorandum, ruled that
" ;!leeting — the only one held with
week for Hollywood to arrange for
Kr. Petrillo and the AFM Board—
stations
who
depend
on
transcribed
he was deferring a decision on the
the semi-annual meeting of West
,7 trade executives and their lawand recorded music for a large
motion to dismiss since it would be
Coast members of the society, to
liers attended. The juke-box field,
necessary, he stated, to hear the
part of their programming, an al- be held March 1 at the Beverlyawever, was not represented. The
legation not made in the original
complete evidence on both sides beWilshire Hotel. The semi-annual
fore determining whether the suit
.eeting was described as "friendcomplaint. In an oral pleading bemeeting in the East will probably
fore Judge Barnes on Jan. 25
should be dismissed or whether the
Jr by the AFM president, who
take place in the last week in
Jl Jmmented that it "seemed like the
March in New York after ASCAP
[Broadcasting, Feb. 1], Mr. Padunion is guilty of anti-trust prachave sent in their votes
members
jijen want to make a settlement".
tices. "The court is inclined to the
way, asking a dismissal of the sec(Continued on page 48)
directors whose terms on
eight
for
Present at the meeting for the
view", he stated, "that the comthe ASCAP board expire April 1.
[Recorders,
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NBC

Coast

Studies

War

BLUE

Clinic

50 Hear Roy Witmer Predict
Good Year for Network

War Service
Speaking on program trends,
Clarence L. Menser, vice-president
in charge of programs, analyzed
the 740 network hours devoted to
the war effort during 1942. He
promised continuing development of
patriotic service. William S.
Hedges, vice-president in charge of
stations, pledged NBC to untiring
public service.
In a news conference prefacing
the clinic, Niles Trammell, NBC
president, envisioned the post-war
emergence of television. "We will
start on a regional basis, building
networks out of New York, Chicago and Los Angeles," he said. "Then
we will combine the three into a
national network."
Other speakers included Harold
J. Bock, western division manager
of press-information department,
Sheldon B. Hickox Jr., manager of
station relations department, New
York; John F. Royal, vice-president in charge of international division; Charles B. Brown, director of advertising and promotion;
Noran E. Kersta, manager of television; Dr. James Rowland Angell,
public service counsellor. Attending
were:
O. P. Soule, Mrs. Ruth Fletcher,
KSEI; Arden X. Pangborn, KGW;
W. N. Wallace. Keith Collins, KM.T ;
Dick Lewis, KTAR, W. B. Stuht,
KOMO ; Mrs. Georgia Phillips, Miss
Bonnie Scotland. KIDO ; James MacPherson. KOA ; E. A. Neath. KRBM ;
K. O. MacPherson. KPFA ; S. S. Fox,
W. E. Wagstaff, G. A. Provol. Mvron
Fox, KDYL; John Elwood. Ray Buffnm. Leonard B. Gross. Ray Raker,
KPO; W. B. Ryan. H. L. Platterman, Clyde Scott, John I. Edwards,
Matt Barr. Curtis Mason. KFI; Sidney N. Strotz, Lewis Frost, John
Swallow, Joy Storm, Robert Hendricks, S. S. Spencer, A. H. Saxton,
George J. Volger. Paul B. Gale,
Wendell William, Fred C. Selzer Jr.,
Jennings Pierce, Frank Ford, Helen
Murray, Frank A. Berend. E. L.
Barker, Richard Graham, NBC Hollywood; O. B. Hanson, NBC vicepresident and chief engineer ; H. A.
Woodman, NBC traffic manager.
FDR

Fireside

Chat

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT will address the nation on all four major
networks at 10:30 p.m., Feb. 22.
Page
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CH1SIC

OiV PACIFIC COAST
WITH sessions devoted to program
activities and station relations, the
second annual meeting of BLUE
Pacific Coast operated and affiliated
stations was staged in the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, on Feb.
18-19. Attended by some 30 station
owners, managers and department
heads, sessions were presided over
by Don E. Gilman, Western division vice-president. Phillips Carlin
and Keith Kiggins, vice-presidents
in charge of programs and station
relations respectively, were princi-

Role

EXPLORING radio's war role,
seventh regional conference of the
second annual NBC War Clinic
convened at the Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, Feb. 16-17. Some 50
representatives of western stations
and affiliates assembled. They were
welcomed by Arden X. Pangborn,
general manager of KGW, Portland, Ore., and West Coast district
member of NBC planning and advisory committee. Delegates were
told by Roy C. Witmer, NBC vicepresident in charge of sales, that
despite wartime conditions, broadcasting business would be as good
in 1943 as the past year.

HOLDS

IN BETWEEN SESSIONS of the traveling NBC war clinic, participants
took time out for some informal chatter, as evidenced here at the Chicago meeting held recently at the Drake Hotel. Conferring with NBC
President Niles Trammell are: Standing (1 to r) W. S. Hedges, vice-president in charge of stations; Stanley E. Hubbard, KSTP, St. Paul; and B. J.
Palmer, WHO, Des Moines. Seated, Walter J. Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee;
Dean Fitzer, WDAF, Kansas City; Mr. Trammell, and George M. Burbach, KSD, St. Louis. The group discussed war operating problems.
NBC officials assured broadcasters the network would discourage future
"teaser" campaigns such as the recent jingle used by American Tobacco
Co. to build up new All-Time Hit Parade.

McNutt
Of

Holds

Guide
Official
Late

on

Week;

May

Not

Flexibility

NO OFFICIAL information was
available last week to give reliable
answers to questions arising everywhere over the position of broadcasters in 32 critical labor areas
under the President's order establishing "a minimum work week of
4S The
hours".
best unofficial word, however,
was that the detailed regulations,
when finally issued, will be flexible
and that business organizations
which are unable to decrease their
working force by lengthening the
workweek will be able to get exemption from the order.
Rules Delayed
Despite WMC Chief Paul McNutt's promise that the rules would
be ready "in two or three days",
they were still in the snares of the
Commission's legal machinery when
Broadcasting went to press. Indications are that they will not be
made public until at least the middle of this week.
At a news conference last Monday, Mr. McNutt emphasized the
regulations would be flexible to
accommodate instances where they
would work a handicap. He would
not reveal any details of the forthcoming rules, but repeated that
WMC expected industry to go on
48 hours wherever possible.
A report late last week said that
Mr. McNutt had signed a final
draft of the rules and that they
were already being sent to WMC
regional directors. This report was
later denied, and WMC revealed
the rules had been recalled for
further alterations.
Disappointment over this development was expressed by NAB
officials who had called a meeting
of the Labor Committee to discuss
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Release

48-Hour

Regulations

This

Back

Week

Appear

Until

Predicted

the regulations in Washington Feb.
23. The meeting will be held despite these developments, and NAB
hopes to have enough information
at that time to clarify the broadcaster's position.
Some opposition to application of
a 48-hour week in radio was heard
both from station managers and officials of the IBEW. One IBEW
representative pointed out that
where stations used small technical
staffs, no saving in manpower could
be expected.
"The only solution to radio's
shortage of technicians is to train
more technicians from non-draftable groups," this IBEW spokesman said. He added that an industry-wide 48-hour week for technicians might save some labor, but
that this would only be a partial
solution.

Among
those attending sessions
pal speakers.
were Lou Kroeck, manager of
KTMS; Deane Banta, manager of
KERN; Hewitt Kees, manager of
KOH; Charles P. Scott, manager
of KTKC; George Ross, manager
of KWG; William H. Ryan, manager of KECA; Thomas E. Sharp,
president of KFSD; Leo O. Ricketts, manager of KFBK; Harvey
Wixson, manager of KG A; Arden
X. Pangborn, manager of KEX;
W. B. Stuht, commercial manager
of KJR; Robert Dwan, program
manager of KGO.
Liberty Magazine Plans
CBS Five-Minute Series
LIBERTY MAGAZINE Inc., New
York, on Feb. 26 is starting a
weekly five minute program titled
The Ghost Shift on 38 CBS stations
in the Friday 6:10-6:15 p. m. period. Series will be built around
the theme of safety in war plants,
with each program dramatizing an
industrial accident which actually
occurred in some unnamed plant.
Awards will also be made through
the program to plants distinguishing themselves for accident prevention, prize to be a wooden replica
of the Liberty Bell.
Selection will be made in cooperation with the National Safety
Council's war production fund to
conserve manpower, and transcriptions of the show will be available
to any plant wishing to use them
as part of their accident prevention campaigns. Commercials on
the five-minute series also will promote leading features in the current weekly issues of Liberty.
Agency is Warwick & Legler, Newi
York,
while Phillips H. Lord Inc.
is producing.

Overtime Plan
Among the provisions that well
informed Washington sources predict are:
All business organizations employing eight or less will be exempt.
Overtime will be paid at straight
time for firms not under the Wage
& Hour Act, and time-and-a-half
for those under the act. (Commissioner McNutt explained there is
no provision for time-and-a-half
for firms in intrastate commerce.)
Hiring will be through WMC regional offices, and firms will have
to show compliance with or exception from the 48-hour week before
recruiting new help.
All these suggestions, nevertheless, were tentative, and no definite
rules should be anticipated before
the official interpretations are issued.
BROADCASTING

Townsend

Test

TOWNSEND NATIONAL Recovery plan, Chicago (publication),
through its newly appointee
agency, J. L. Stewart Agency, Chicago, has placed nine one-minute
spot announcements on WAAF and
WAIT, Chicago, in a one-week test
Late Barn

Dance

LATE show for swing shift
workers will be tried March
20 by Sunset Valley Barn
Dance, audience show heard
on KSTP, Minneapolis-St.
Paul, Saturdays, 8:30-9,
10:15-11. While the show
tours areas near war plants,
a late performance will be
given from midnight to 2
a.m., air.
with the 12-1 spot on
the
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Year
War
Fourth
Radio's
Reviews
industries are establishing
commitA
report
obtained
from
a
questees
to
study
their
future position
Set
Rates
tionnaire of Canadian stations
in the post-war era. It seems to me
Extra Sessions
showed that at the beginning of
For
Time
On
that no industry has more at stake
1943, 72 out of 78 Canadian staFUTURE of Canadian broadin the future than the privatelytions employed 782 men and 305
casting was discussed at a
All Outlets
owned broadcasting stations. One
dinner given Monday night
women, of whom 294 men come in
might
hope that, growing out of
the 19 to 40 single age group, and
by Stovin & Wright Ltd., staREVISION of the existing rate
this annual meeting, a committee
tion representatives, for the
350 in the 19 to 40 married men
would be set up to study the future
structure practiced by Canadian
firm's clients and American
classifications, with 240 men being
stations, election of officers and war
of this industry in the post-war
guests. Maj. Gladstone Murmedically unfit.
ray, CBC director-general of
coordination in the Government's
broadcasting; Bill Wright of
Avery Heads Panel
use of radio highlighted the threeMr. Bannerman reported that
Stovin & Wright and Joseph
while various Government agencies
day session conducted by the CaThe
convention
reflected
an
inSedgwick, CAB counsel, prenadian Assn. of Broadcasters in
have increased the use of commersented a 45-minute program
tense interest on the part of AmerToronto, beginning last Monday.
in the nature of Information
cial time, privately-owned stations
ican agency men and radio personPlease, dealing with industry
Glen Bannerman, CAB presialities for their attendance of 120
have given considerable free time
problems. A joint cocktail
to war activities. The Canadian
dent, reviewed the advertising prosmarked the largest turnout from
perity of 1942 even in the face of the U. S. ever received at a CAB
Bankers Assn. has used radio for
party for convention delereduced local dealer inventories. He
gates
was
given
Monday
afthe era."
first time, he said. A joint comgathering. In fact, Lew Avery,
ternoon by the Canadian Naexplained this in part by describmittee on manpower has been set
NAB director of broadcast sales,
tional and Canadian Pacific
ing the energetic sales promotion
lead a roundtable discussion on
Telegraphs.
up by the CBC and CAB under the
of many stations which produced
Government's National Selective
new sources and new types of "Selling the Medium".
Service board, he added.
Dr. J. S. Thomson, CBC general
sponsorship. In the national field, manager, addressed the group at
President Bannerman said in his
he looked to continued increase of
Rate Structure Discussed
annual report.
the Monday luncheon appraising
Government purchase of time. Mr.
the radio medium in its relation to
At a closed meeting Monday
Although lower inventories in
Bannerman also reported that
the civilization. He urged broadmorning
CAB members agreed that
local dealers' hands, some of which
manpower problems of the induscasters and those connected with
Government
radio advertising
cannot
be
replenished,
indicate
less
try were being carefully studied in
the
industry
to
cherish
the
developrevenue
in
1943
from
usual
local
should
be
routed
through a single
collaboration with interested Govment of the past, improve the tastes
sources,
Mr.
Bannerman
declared
agency or department. Too many
ernment agencies.
of listeners in the present and look
"it is surprising how many new
campaigns conflict for time, it was
to
the
future
with
a
thought
to
Standardize Rates
brought out, and poor programming
sources
and
new
types
of
sponsorvaster issues.
ship are and can be developed by
has created a state of war weariThe CAB decided after lengthy
Listener interest occupied considdiscussions to standardize rates
ness through too many announceerable attention and the various
an aggressive sales organization."
ments. It was the concensus that
for all member stations on all times
methods were considered. To this
Urges Postwar Study
the best use of radio is not being
except spot announcements and
Monday afternoon's session
flashes; to discuss possibility of end,
"So far as the national field is obtained by uncoordinated Governwas devoted to station coverage
ment radio advertising.
setting up a judicidary committee
measurement and listener interest.
concerned," he asserted, "there is
As a result of meetings with
composed of CAB, Canadian Broadevery indication of further use of
Largest Attendance
casting Corp. and a neutral chairagency timebuyers during the year,
the medium by the various Governman similar to the Canadian RailThe fourth wartime CAB meetMr. Bannerman reported a proment agencies. National manufacway Commission; to tell Canadian
turers and distributors who have
ing drew the best attendance of
posed revised rate structure belisteners about privately-owned starestricted or abandoned sales acginning with a basic time period
any, despite staff shortages at most
stations and the coldest Feb. 15 on
tions through a station-break pubtivities appear to be alert to the
of a quarter-hour. The proposed
licity campaign, to keep the same
half-hour rate would be twice the
necessity of keeping their names
record in Toronto. The temperature
monthly fees based on twice the
before the public as insurance
dropped to 27 degrees below zero.
quarter-hour rate less 20%, with
half -hourly rate; to oppose a CAB
The largest number of American
against being forgotten when the
the hourly rate twice the half-hour.
sponsored school for announcers;
day comes for again supplying
broadcasters to attend a Dominion
Each station should determine its
to adopt a broadcasters code.
civilian requirements. One thing is own evening hours for Class A
CAB convention registered, with
As the result of a Canadian
more than 120 from the United
certain — never since its inception
rates, he pointed out, while Class
Gallup poll held some months ago
has the medium of broadcasting
B would be from 12 noon to 1 p. m.
States.
been so much in the minds and ears
in which, through question phrasAll other time would be in Class C.
Despite growing shortages of
ing, over 50% of the public favored
of
the various advertisers as it is
today.
civilian goods and increasing reTimes less than a quarter-hour ingovernment-operation of radio
strictions, broadcast advertising
cluded 10-minute periods at 75% of i
broadcasting, it was decided that
revenues have held up well in 1942,
"In recent months a number of
(Continued on page 5-4)
the privately-owned stations had
not sufficiently identified themselves
with the listening public as being
apart from the CBC network system. It was resolved that the CAB
member stations pledge themselves
to explain their work and problems.
A report was heard from Cy
Langlois of Lang-Worth Productions on meetings held in New
York Monday and Tuesday with
Petrillo and AFM. The broadcasters were told that most likely the
transcription problem would not be
settled for some months.
Also discussed were a report on
the 1942 Parliamentary Committee
of Enquiry in Radio Broadcasting,
the work of the national radio committee on government advertising,
new CBC transcription regulations,
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS were prominent on
York. Standing, Jack Treacy, NBC, New York; H. C.
the advertising campaign of the
the agenda of the CAB convention at Toronto. Seated
Rice, WGR-WKBW, Buffalo; W. B. Parsons, NBC,
Canadian Bankers' Assn., reports
(1 to r) : Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, NAB, Washington;
New
York; Phil Lalonde, CKAC, Montreal; Chas.
on Canadian Performing Rights SoLew Avery, NAB, Washington; Glen Bannerman,
Ayers, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York; Harry Sedg-i
ciety and BMI fees, priorities and
CAB president, Toronto; Neville Miller, NAB presiwick, CFRB, Toronto. Many broadcasters from thei
manpower.
dent, Washington; Easton C. Woolley, NBC, New
in Toronto!
attended the sessions
States
United

CAB
Would
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People are moving

into Detroit! Even

alert Board of Commerce

an

finds it difficult to

keep count. But, this we know: Detroit leads
all major cities of the nation in percentage
of increase in population during the past
two years.
These newcomers

(more than 300,000 of

them) would have emptied the state of Delaware. Or cleared the city of Denver. Or left
Dallas a ghost town. But, they have come
from everywhere. Come
and guns. Come
ductive hour.
No

to build the tanks

to make every hour a pro-

routine radio schedules could serve

these men and women.

That is why WJR is

on the air twenty-four hours a day. Why
there are newscasts every hour of the night.
Why

the name band swinging for dancers in

Hollywood

is piped in for the pleasure of the

swing shift at the war plants.
Detroit is not leading a normal life these
days. It is working 'round the clock. It is
fighting a war. And so is WJR.

Hi

BASIC

STATION

... COLUMBIA

BROADCASTING SYSTEM
^AA^V^^S? OF HQ\tfc^\
G. A. Richards, President. . . Leo J. Fitzpatrick, Vice President and Gen. Mgr.

Edward Petry & Company, trice
National Representative

Two

More

States

Radio's Headaches Grow
As Others Plan
Action
INNUMERABLE headaches for
radio as well as a threat to the
nation's war production loomed
last week as two more States abolished War Saving Time, while
three others had similar legislation
under consideration.
Disregarding fervent pleas of
War Production Chief Donald M.
Nelson [Broadcasting, Feb. 8],
the Legislatures of Michigan and
Ohio passed measures to turn back
the clocks one hour. Michigan's bill
officially placed the State on Central War Time, which corresponds
to normal Eastern Standard Time,
while Ohio's legislation placed the
Buckeye State on Eastern Standard Time.
Ohio Cities Balk
Even after the Ohio Legislature
passed the bill, Gov. John W.
Bricker was besieged with a wave
of protests from the urban centers
urging him to veto the measure.
Despite the protests, Gov. Bricker
signed the bill into law last Wednesday, with the statement that
the time change would "help the
agricultural situation". Several
large manufacturing plants engaged in war production are located in Ohio.
Further complicating Ohio's
problem was the declaration of at
least 25 cities that their communities would continue to observe
Eastern War Time. The Ohio Eastern Standard Time became effective Feb. 21.
Detroit last week voted 2-1 to
remain on Eastern War Time
after the Michigan Central War
Time became effective Feb. 15. Mr.
Nelson had appealed also to the
Detroit City Council to keep that
city on Federal time.
Michigan generally was thrown
into confusion over the change,
with most of the western part of
the State going on Central Time
and the manufacturing centers
holding out for Federal time. Radio schedules were reshuffled in
many instances, as broadcasters
Mobilized by Air
WITH 14 Virginia radio stations
and WWDC of Washington participating, and approximately 618,000 school children, teachers, war
savings staffs and state and civic
dignitaries attending via radio, a
special "Virginia Schools at War
Mobilization" program was to be
broadcast from Mount Vernon Feb.
22, 9:45-10:15 a.m. Virginia stations participating were: WOPI,
Bristol, Tenn.-Va.; WCHV, Charlot esvil e ;WBTM, Danville;
WFVA, Fredericksburg; WLVA,
Lynchburg; WMVA, Martinsville;
WGH, Newport News; WTAR,
Norfolk; WPID, Petersburg;
WRNL, Richmond; WSLS, Roanoke; WLPM, Suffolk; WINC, Winchester, and WRVA, Richmond.
Page
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Abolish

worked far into the nights to
straighten out entanglements involving both commercial and sustaining programs.
A telegraphed inquiry from a
Michigan broadcaster to the WPB
asked whether his station should
operate under Federal time or under Michigan time. The wire was
referred to the FCC.
Rosel H. Hyde, assistant general counsel of the FCC, commenting on the query, said stations operating on limited time are
authorized by the FCC to broadcast certain hours under Federal
time. Those stations cannot operate under hours other than Federal time without violating the
tei-ms of their licenses.
Another headache facing the industry is the potential loss of revenue which will result in abolishing
an hour of Class A time, the most
lucrative of radio's salable hours.
Class A time generally begins at
6 p.m., with much lower rates in
the bracket between 5 and 6 p.m.
Hardship Faced
With both network affiliates and
independents confronted by reduced
revenue by the mandatory change
in time, untold hardship is faced
by many broadcasters, already financially pressed to the point of
suspending operations. Six stations
have suspended since last fall, and
Chairman James Lawrence Fly of
the FCC has been in conference
with network officials in an effort
to work out some feasible plan to
save further curtailment due to
lost revenue (see page 58).
Georgia began the move to abolish War Saving Time by legislat-

War

Time

ing that State into the Central
War Time Zone [Broadcasting,
Feb. 1]. Since then, however, several individual cities have elected
to remain on Federal time, placing
that State in confusion.
Meantime the legislatures of Indiana, Oklahoma and Kansas have
under consideration measures to
abolish War Time, according to
WPB officials. Although Chairman
Nelson plans no official action, it
was learned, he has advised the
country at large that the WPB
is unalterably opposed to anything
but universal Federal time, as established by Congress a year ago.
Inasmuch as War Time was set
up by Congressional Act, all Federal agencies and interstate commerce will continue to operate on
Federal time, rgardless of what the
individual States may do, it was
pointed out. Postoffices and transportation lines operating interstate
will continue to be guided by Federal War Saving Time, which will
further complicate the situation in
the States which abolish it.
FDR's

Crossley

67

PRESIDENT
ROOSEVELT'S
speech on Allied war plans, broadcast Feb. 12 on all four networks
from the White House Correspondents' Assn. dinner, was heard by
67% of the radio set-owners in this
country, according to a report issued last week by the Cooperative
Analysis of Broadcasting. The talk
was broadcast from 9:30-10 p.m.
FIRST anniversary of the Treasury
Star Parade was observed last week
in Washington with a gathering of
Treasury
executives. and Allied Record Mfg. Co.

TIME
CHANGE HEADACHES
were many at WSB, Atlanta, when
the Georgia State Legislature,
without warning, abruptly turned
back clocks one hour [Broadcasting, Feb. 1] by legislating the State
into Central War Time Zone. Attempting to rearrange 131.5 hours
of WSB programs, between bites
of lunch, are (seated) General
Manager J. Leonard Reinsch
(left) and Commercial Manager
John M. Outler. Standing, Program
chief Roy McMillan, Martha Brooks.

Navy
Ruling
Hits
Institutional
Fund
Radio

Time

In Cost-Pius

Not

Includable

Contracts

RADIO

advertising is not a necessary overhead expense in producing war equipment for the
Government, the Navy has ruled in
disallowing from a cost-plus contract acharge for a radio program
aired by a Michigan machine tool
firm on an independent station in
that State.
This ruling, it was learned in
Washington, is in accord with policies for war work outlined by WPB
Chief Donald Nelson and the Comptroller General of the United
States.
Mr. Nelson decided some time
ago that certain kinds of advertisements of industrial or institutional nature, principally those offering financial support to trade
or technical journals, were permissible [Broadcasting, Oct. 5].
The Army, however, does not allow any general advertising in costplus contracts. An officer of the
Service of Supply Fiscal Division
told Broadcasting that institutional advertising to maintain
brand names must be paid from the
manufacturer's
from
other funds. commission, or

ADMIRAL MEETS ADMIRAL in studios of WLS, Chicago, as Rear
Admiral John Downes, left, Commandant of the Ninth Naval District,
and Rear Admiral William B. Young, chief of the Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts and Paymaster General of the Navy, got together for a nautical
chat on the quarter-hour, Meet Admiral Dowries program, broadcast
every Saturday morning on WLS. Bystanders include (1 to r) : Harry
Templeton, war program director of WLS; Al Boyd, production manager
of WLS; J. Harrison Hartley, chief of the radio section of the Navy
Dept.; Lt. Com. Roger Q. White, district public relations officer of Great
Lakes and Lt. Holman Faust, radio public relations officer of Great Lakes.
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Two

Firms Get Awards

TWO electronics plants — Farnsworth
Television & Radio Corp., Marion,
Ind., and Colonial Radio Co., Buffalo
— are among 36 industrial plants
awarded the Army-Navy Production
Award, Undersecretary of War Robert
P. Patterson and Undersecretary of
Navyweek.
James V. Forrestal announced
last
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Planning

Baseball

Schedule

Satevepost
$600,000
for
Circulation
Drive

Oil Company Will Continue
On Curtailed Basis
DESPITE a double handicap of
gasoline rationing, and uncertainty
over the wartime future of athletics, Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia, is; planning to continue
basebal^ broadcasts in the East this
year, according to N. W. Ayer,
agency servicing the account.
Present plans indicate a definitely reduced schedule, but Atlantic hopes to continue all its
major league broadcasts, and is
considering a minor league arrangement. Agreements have already been made with both Philadelphia major league teams, and
the Pittsburgh Pirates, and negotiations are continuing with the
two Boston teams.
Minors Uncertain
Atlantic's minor league schedule
has been held up by uncertainty
over plans for continuation of
minor league baseball. At the present, Atlantic is not considering any
games south of Baltimore, although last year the company sponsored games of Jacksonville and
Savannah in the South Atlantic
League and Charlotte and Richmond in the Piedmont League.
Although agreements have already been made with three major
league teams, no station list is yet
ready. It is understood, however,
that Atlantic hopes to pipe these
broadcasts over regional networks.
First news of Atlantic's minor
league plans appeared at the annual meeting of the Eastern League
in New York early this month,
when it was learned that Atlantic
had taken up the option on its
three-year Eastern League contract, and was dealing with individual teams instead of accepting
a blanket contract with the league.
Atlantic will continue Eastern
League broadcasts in Wilkes-Barre,
Williamsport, and Elmira, but has
made no arrangement with Binghamton, Albany, Hartford or
Springfield.
Last year Atlantic had its most
ambitious schedule in seven years
of baseball broadcasting. The company aired 2000 games in six
leagues over 50 stations, using
8500 station hours.
National Biscuit Series
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New
York, will be the first national advertiser to sponsor Mystery Chef,
BLUE program available for local
sponsorship. Scheduled to start,
Feb. 22, National Biscuit will use
WEBR, Buffalo; KQV, Pittsburgh,
and WSGN, Birmingham, Ala., for
enriched bread. Program, featuring news and information on food
and heard Monday through Friday,
2:15-3 p.m., is now sponsored on
a total of 19 stations. John Shillito
Co., big Cincinnati store, is sponsoring on WSAI. McCann-Erickson, New York, handles National
Biscuit Co.
Page
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Plans
Time
Includes

Spots,
Special Campaigns
OVER $600,000 will be spent by
the Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia for year-round spot radio
promotion on Saturday Evening
Post circulation drive which started

BUSINESS TRENDS of the war-converted West Coast and program
interests of that audience get attention from this network-agency
trio. Talkers are (1 to r) : Don Belding, Los Angeles manager and chairman of the board of Foote, Cone & Belding; Donald W. Thornburgh,
CBS West Coast vice-president; William S. Paley, CBS president.
NEW

REPAIR

ORDER

HAS
AA2X
PRIORITY
OFFICIALS of the WPB Radio &
Radar Division said last week that
they believed the position of broadcasters seeking maintenance and
repair parts will not be affected by
the new general maintenance and
repair order, CMP 5, issued for virtually all industry under the controlled materials plan.
Common impression was that
CMP 5 in general parallels P-133,
the radio division maintenance and
repair order, and except for some
differences in definitions, is substantially the same. It was pointed out that the new order gives radio the same AA2X rating granted
by P-133 as amended only three
weeks ago [Broadcasting, Feb. 8].
CMP 5, by its own terms, supercedes orders of the "P" series, but
all "P" limitations remain valid.
Members of the WPB legal department say that CMP 5 will probably
be further modified before it takes
effect on March 31.
Campbell Show Set
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,
N. J., which took an option on the
Wednesday 9:30-10 p.m. period on
CBS some months ago, will start a
comedy program in that spot March
3, featuring Milton Berle, comedian. A girl vocalist, orchestra and
stooges will complete the show, to
be aired on 63 stations on behalf
of the company's soup products.
Account last Friday gave up fiveweekly sponsorship on CBS of
Avios 'n' Andy, off the air for the
present. The team declined Campbell's offer of the half-hour, now
scheduled for the Berle series. Ward
Wheelock Co., New York, is agency.
Shoe

Polish Series

KEYED to the shoe rationing
order, a campaign will be started
on New York and Philadelphia stations by Knomark Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, promoting Esquire and Knomark shoe polishes as a means of
conserving shoes. Starting date and
station lineup have not been determined. Agency is Consolidated Adv.,
New York.
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WLB

Simplifies

Adjustment
Wage
Broadcasters Aided
by New
Form 10, Now Available
A REVISED Form 10, simplifying
applications for voluntary wage increases for employes under War
Labor Board jurisdiction in the national wage stabilization program,
is now available at more than 100
local offices of the Labor Dept's.
Wage & Hour division.
The new form includes two special questions that will simplify
the work of broadcasters seeking
to adjust earnings of individual announcers, technicians or other employes. Questions 13 and 14 on the
form, which is made out in quadruplet, deal with cases of inequality, when a particular employe
claims that he is underpaid.
Wage and Hour officials point
out that many individual wage increases are permitted without recourse to Form 10, which may take
as long as two months to clear.
Employers are advised to file a
preliminary inquiry on the simple
Form 1.
Within two or three days, their
local Wage & Hour officials will
give an opinion whether the raise
requires WLB approval.
Axis

Trial

Dramas

COUNCIL FOR DEMOCRACY
will present a series of five programs on NBC starting Saturday,
Feb. 27, titled Day of Reckoning.
Well-known writers will contribute
scripts, centering around trial and
prosecution of Axis leaders. First
broadcast, written by Moss Hart,
is titled Hitler on Trial. Raymond
Massey, radio, film and stage actor,
has received special leave from the
Canadian Army to portray Lincoln,
the prosecutor. Monty Woolley will
impersonate Satan, who defends the
Nazi chief. Subsequent broadcasts,
to be heard Saturdays, 7-7:30 p. m.,
will stage trials of Mussolini, Tojo,
Laval and Quisling.
BROADCASTING

last Tuesday, Feb. 16. One-minute
transcribed announcements broadcast on Wednesdays, Thursdays,
and Fridays on varying schedules
averaging, for the most part, eight
to ten announcements weekly, have
been placed on 95 stations in 28
cities. Agency is MacFarland, Aveyard & Co. Stations on a 52-week
contract are:
WJZ WMCA WQXR WEAF WHN
WNEW WOR WABC KNX KHJ KECA
KFI WENR WCFL WIND WBBM WMAQ
WLS WGN WAAF WBZ WEEI WHDH
WNAC KFRC KPO KYA KQW KROW
WFIL KYW WCAU WIP WXYZ CKLW
WWJ WJR WJSV WRC WOL WMAL.
The following stations will be
used for special SEP promotions
from time to time:
KOA KLZ KVOD WQAM WSUN WSB
WATL WGST KOIL WFBM WIRE WWL
WSMB KSL KDYL WOW KTAR KOY
WHO KSO KRNT KIRO KOMO WTMJ
KSD KMOX KXOK WGR WGY WSAI
WCPO WGAR WTAM WHK KGW KOIN
KALE WBAL WCAO WCCO KSTP
WDAF KMBC KCMO KRLD KGKO
WFAA KTRH KPRC KDKA WJAS
WCAE.
Finance Drive
SEABOARD FINANCE Co., Los
Angeles (loans, investments),
stressing prompt payment of 1942
income tax, in a 30-day campaign
which started Feb. 15, currently is
sponsoring a varied schedule, totaling more than 5,000 transcribed 20
and 30-second announcements, on
26 western stations. Utilizing from
one to ten announcements daily,
station list includes KEVR K-RSC
KWJJ KXL KGO KFRC KSFO
KYA KROW KROY KTRB KGDM
KMJ KERN KPAS KIEV KFOX
KFAC KMTR
KFVD KRKD
KMPC KGB KFMB KPHO KTAR.
In addition, six weekly quarterhour newscasts plus live spot announcements are being used on
KFI and KPO. Smith & Bull Adv.,
Los Angeles, has the account.
War Noises on Discs
STANDARD RADIO, Chicago, has
recorded a group of transcriptions
carrying authentic battle sounds
of World War II. In addition to
aerial battles and sounds of U. S.
Air Force fighter planes, tank
maneuvers, artillery fire and plane
strafing, British air raid and allclear signals have been transcribed.
Modern steam passenger trains as
well as crowd effects are also on
the new releases. The new war
sounds, according to Gerald King,
co-owner of Standard Radio represent Standard's most ambitious
undertaking in the sound effect
field.
Farm Safety Discs
NATIONAL Safety Council, Chicago,
has prepared for national release a
series of one-minute transcriptions offering advice to farmers concerning the
prevention of accidents which may hinder the war production effort. Announced by Everett Mitchell, agricultural director of NBC-Central Division, recordings were supervised by
Ted MacMurray, production director
of BLUE, Chicago.
• Broadcast
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Big

Aggie

Says:

WILL
VICTORY
ozens of alert national advertisers agree
hat it's a sound investment to spend their
dvertising dollars out here where there's
lenty of money now and where radio liseners will continue to do business, after
ictory, at the same old stand.
Food produced on the nearly half million
farms in the WNAX area will win the war
... and win the peace. These farms are our
defense plants. They are equally important
fas those manufacturing guns, airplanes and
[ammunition.
IThere is one important difference between
ifarmers producing food and the hundreds
jbf hard working Americans employed in defense areas. Farmers will continue to produce

*0/T/?&
THE
SCATTER
foodstuffs . . . long after Hitler and Hirohito
sign on the dotted line.
WNAX
listeners are here to stay. Nearly
4,000,000 people (81% rural) make their
homes in the WNAX
primary area and
when peace comes they'll still be home
still buying your product.

. . .

Your product is needed here now. And with
a $ 1 ,5 00.000,000.00 increase in farm income,
there's more than ample money with which
to buy it. The selling investment you make
here today will bring tomorrow's dividends
. . . free from the gamble of shifting markets,
free from the uncertainty of post-war reorganization.
■x-^^
vA^r*'

A worker who migrates . . .
maybe to a defense area.

SIOUX CITY - YANKTON §70 ON YOUR DIAL
Affiliated with Columbia Broadcasting System
A COWLES STATION
Represented by the Ttatz Agency

WWNC

Radio

School

AN EMERGENCY radio school
for announcers will be conducted
by WWNC, Asheville, N. C. to
meet the station's need for trained
men and women. Beginning March
15, the course will last approximately six weeks and will cover
every phase of announcing. Students with an adequate education
who are draft exempt and who
pass preliminary voice audition
will be given three-hour courses
in the station's studios.

FM

Anniversary

FOURTH anniversary of FM
Broadcasters Inc., was observed
Feb. 15, with expansion activities
of high-fidelity stations stalled
under the equipment freeze. FM
Broadcasters Inc. said in a statement last week "the actual anniversary was Jan. 29, but we didn't
get around to mentioning it until
now." Statement predicted that
1945 would be a big year for FM.

OWI
Cautions

TIPS

FOR

Against

RADIO

WRITERS

Tieing Commercial

Plugs to

War Effort, Citing Examples
RADIO'S wartime job is to explain
and instruct, according to the Office of War Information, and to
help the industry do that job the
OWI Domestic Radio Bureau has
issued a 16-page booklet of suggestions When Radio Writes for War.
Douglas Meservey, acting chief
of the Radio Bureau, in releasing
the booklet, emphasized that it contains "suggestions — not regulations". "We have no desire to be
censors, no desire to tell writers
what they should say," the preface
advises. "We want only to point
out — in accordance with the wish
of these writers themselves — some
of the common errors that often
cause listener confusion."
Urging writers to fortify them-

selves with all facts of any subject
the booklet cautions that "radio
must present the war and its problems in true proportions, observing
always the tenets of good taste".
Playing up the United States and
belittling other United Nations is
frowned on. Use of superlatives
and catch-phrases to emphasize individual points such as those pertaining to War Bonds, food distribution and so on, is discouraged.
Each is a part of the overall campaign for victory. Calling every
new campaign a "second front" also
is bad, according to OWI.
Horror stuff on the air is not
good taste, says OWI. Care should
be exercised in placing war messages on all types of programs, it

UNIQUE TABLE designed by Ray
Lyon, recording studio director of
WOR, New York, is sloped so that
unwanted reflections of sound are
kept out of the microphone, doing
away with the distorted waves reflected back by the ordinary flat
table. Made of four inches of rock
wool acoustic treatment, topped by
a piece of perforated transite, the
surface is said to absorb undesirable tones of the voice, giving absolute, natural reproduction. Here is a
member of the WOR staff adds
decorative background to the table.
is suggested. They shouldn't be so
mixed with comedy as to be lost in
the gag; neither should a gutteral
voice come in with "Stop, in the
name of the Third Reich" and pretend to take over the station. That
type of copy gives the listener a
sense of being duped, cautions OWI.
"In our judgment it is poor
taste to tie commercial plugs in
with war messages," comments
OWI. "Listeners lose confidence,
not only in the message but also
the product which tries to capitalize on the gravity of the war. Surveys and letters of protest show
a strong public resentment to the
practice of commercial advertisers
injecting highpower pressure at
theAsexpense
of theexample"
war." of what
a "horrible
not to do, OWI cites a slogan
"flaunted by the maker of a hairremoval cream" — "For a nation
under arms, watch your underarms." The OWI also abhors commercials that urge women to feed
their war-worker husbands certain
cereals so "they can help win the
Writers are urged to clear their
scripts with proper Government
agencies — not for censorship purposes, but to be sure they have
facts correctly stated. Explaining
that clearance is "not censorship"
thewar."
OWI concludes: "The Domestic
Radio Bureau of the OWI at Washington or any of its regional offices throughout the country will
be glad to give you advice."
Pronunciation
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BROADCASTING

Guide

SO POPULAR was the first guide
book of recommended pronunciations for CBS announcers and
newscasters published last August,
a revised edition brought up to date
has been released by the network
to go to all CBS affiliates, including Canadian outlets, as well as to
the BBC. Prepared by W. Cabell
Greet, CBS speech consultant and
associate professor at Barnard College, the 138-page guide entitled
"War Words" contains over 4,000
war words, names and place. It is
published by Columbia U. Press
[$1.50].
• Broadcast
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United Press radio
IS
BRITwir
e Hclients in Canada are
scheduled to receive 24-piece
sets of illustrated colored
folders, designed to help stations
secure additional national and local
sponsors for 12 special features on
the wire. Multiple sets of the folders are to be given to client radio
stations, radio representatives and
agencies to call attention to program sponsorship possibilities.
*
* *

Who's Who
RED COVER replica of Who's
Who in America on heavy card
stock is distributed by WBBM, Chicago, promoting News Commentator Harlan Eugene Read, whose
biography from Who's Who is reprinted in the brochure. Also contained in the promotion piece is
a coincidental phone survey on the
commentator's programs.

&

Promotion

BUP Promotion — WMAQ's 'Q' — Timekeeper
Sales Formulas — Washington Factories
Successful Merch 'Q'
THE REAL 'CUE' to successful
merchandising is contained in The
Q from WMAQ, new publication
of the Chicago station, which was
mailed to 15,000 wholesale and retail grocers and druggists. Emmons C. Carlson, advertising and
sales promotion manager, NBC
Central Division, edits the brochure.
^ % %

Network Stars Exhibit
CONSTRUCTION of display cases
to contain 11 x 14 prints of network
stars which will be installed in
the Westinghouse Building, Fort
Wayne, is scheduled to begin shortly. Dick Galbreath, musician of
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, is
photographing copies of the pictures.
^*Maps
sfc *

Plugs 'Timekeeper'
ACTIVITIES of Bill Her son,
heard as the "Timekeeper" early
mornings on WRC, Washington,
feature a booklet titled "This is
NOT the Story of Peter Rabbit".

KDKA, Pittsburgh, has published
for distribution to advertisers a
brochure containing 10 performance maps describing typical listener response to random sponsored and sustaining shows.

"TINY

TABLOID", new fan publication of WHK-WCLE, Cleveland,

and
cars local,
in that city's
appears
buses
twice-monthly
to boost
Mutual and BLUE programs on the
station. Next to the "Take One"
box, K. K. Hackathorn, sales manager of WHK-WCLE, holds one of
the car cards used by the station
along with the 25,000 copies of
the
tinycurrent
"newspaper"
in the
campaigndistributed
through
contract with the Cleveland Railway Adv. Co.
Sales Formulas
ILLUSTRATED with pictures of
satisfied advertisers and agency
men with the talent they use for
their products, a sales brochure
titled "Seven Formulas That Spell
Sales in New York", distributed
to the industry by R. L. Hutton
Jr., WEAF promotion manager,
contains the sales histories of seven
WEAF sponsors: C. F. Mueller Co.,
using Don
Ice
Cream
and Goddard;
George F.Reid's
Putnam;
Tenderay Beef and Mary Margaret
McBride; RCA-Victor and Ted
Cott's Sounding Board; Old Dutch
Coffee and The Spice of Life Prodren'sandHour.
gram
Horn & Hardart's Chil* * *
Washington's 'Industries'
GOVERNMENT "industries"
form the theme of the latest brochure of WJSV, Washington, titled
"Look at Industrial Washington".
Fullpage illustrations in red and
white depict
fiveCivil
Government
"factories" such as
Service Commission, with its 4,000 employes,
and the Navy with 46,800, as tall
smokestacks superimposed on a picture of the Capitol, with columns
of employes in black and white
marching from page to page.
^
*H
Dimes from Hayes
COPY OF Collier's Feb. 20th issue
cost radio editors nothing last week
when they opened a letter from
Arthur Hull Hayes, general manager of WABC, New York, and
found one thin dime glued to the
page with instructions to buy the
magazine and "turn at once to
page 13."
Page January
13 revealed
a pic-a
ture of Lois
before
WABC mike with a column caption
describing her daily 5:30 a.m. program for soldiers in camp.
* * *
Army

Rank Display

MATERIAL used by WSYR, Syracuse, in a photographic display of
Army men and their ranks in the
Merchants National Bank & Trust
Co., that city, which was furnished
by the Army, invited the public to
tune in the Army Hour, official War
Dept. Program on NBC, 3:30-4:30
p.m. display.
Sundays.
and departthe
ment stores haveFood
requested
use of

Page
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Editor's Note: When the Office of War Information rerecently sent telegrams to all
broadcasters, praising them
for their cooperation in the
nation's war program, S. 0.
Ward, owner of WLAK, Lakeland, Fla., local, protested to
Elmer Davis in a letter, a copy
of which was printed in Broadcasting, Feb. 8. In reply to
Mr. Ward's criticism of the
OWl for spending money for
telegrams when a note by mail
would have sufficed, Richard F.
Connor, chief of station relations, Domestic Radio Bureau,
OWl, sent the following letter,
dated Jan. 29, to the Lakeland broadcaster :
"Dear Mr. Ward:
"Mr. Davis has requested that
I reply to your letter of Jan. 26
with regard to his telegram of Jan.
21.
"I am sorry the receipt of this
telegram affected you adversely.
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Representative!

Two

Civilians,

Officer

Named
to Kirby's Staff
APPOINTMENT of two civilians
and one officer to the War Dept.
Radio Branch under Lt. Col. E. M.
Kirby, chief, was disclosed last
week by announcement from Hollywood that Gary Breckner, CBS announcer-m.c, would report this
week as program production chief.
He takes over a post vacated recently by Jack Joy, who was named
chief of the Broadcast Service Section. Harry Walsh of KOIL, Omaha, joins the Radio Branch this
week as scriptwriter in the Broadcast Service Section.
Second Lt. Thomas J. Walsh,
formerly of WXYZ, Detroit, who
recently was graduated from Officer Candidate School, reported to
Col. Kirby last Monday and was
assigned to the Placement Section
under Capt. Frank E. Pellegrin.
Lt. Walsh, who was inducted last
May, was with the King-Trendle
station for eight years. In another
Radio Branch shift Joe Brechner,
chief scriptwriter, was transferred
to the Placement Section, following
appointment of Capt. Hal B.
Rourke as assistant to Col. William
Nuckols, assistant for Army Air
Forces to Maj. Gen. Alexander D.
Surles, director, Bureau of Public
Relations [Broadcasting, Feb. 15].
UP Foreign Clients
UNITED PRESS has completed
plans to serve a number of stations
in North Africa, the Middle and
Near East, bring the worldwide
total of UP radio clients to 640.
Latest additions include stations in
Ankara and Istanbul, Turkey;
Palestine Broadcasting Corp.; Iraq
Broadcasting Co., Baghdad; Egyptian Broadcasting, Cairo; South
African Broadcasting Co., Johannesburg, Capetown and Durban.
Contracts have been signed to begin service to outlets in Damascus
and Beirut, Syria, as soon as physical equipment can be completed.
BROADCASTING

to

Connor

Boost
Tells

Sale
Ward

It was sent, however, at the request of scores of stations throughout the country.
"As you know, the 'Uncle Sam'
series, which is a part of the OWl
Station Transcription Plan, begins
on Feb. 1. OWl is producing this
five-a-week series, containing important war information, and has
arranged by special ruling, that
this government-produced series
may be made available to stations
for local sponsorship without cost
to the station.
"Many stations have written us,
asking for some official indication
of the importance and significance
of this series, in order to enlist the
interest of their local advertisers.
We sent the telegram nightletter,
at a low government rate, and felt
that it was worth the relatively
small expenditure on the part of
the Office of War Information, if
it would help provide a means of
additional revenue for stations."

14 SERVICE STARS
Three More WSM Employes
Now in Army
ANNOUNCEMENT last week that
three employes had left WSM,
Nashville, to enter the Army led to
disclosure that 14 or more staff
members of the National Life &
Accident Ins. Co. station now are
in the services.
Albert E. (Hoot) Gibson, station
promotion manager the last 3%
years, recently left for Army duty.
He is a first lieutenant of infantry,
in training at Washington & Lee
U. He is succeeded at WSM by Bob
Shimbaum, formerly of WNOX,
Nashvide, and WDOD and WAPO,
Chattanooga,
as
Bob Sherry. known on the air
Winston S. (Red) Dustin, WSM
advertising and merchandising
manager, left to join the Army
Air P'orces, and is assigned to the
public relations office of the Ferrying Command, Memphis. Jud Collins, special
events
commercial
announcer,
hasand
joined
the
Army Air Forces as an aviation
cadet.
Other former WSM staff members, in the armed services are:
Lt. Col. E, M. Kirby, chief of the j
War licDept.
branch,of one-time
pub-;
relationsradio
director
the station
Capt. Jack
Harris,
Kirby's
executive officer,
former Col.
director
of news
and special events ; Jack DeWitt, chief
engineer ; John Campbell and Arthur
Omberg, engineers, now civilian consultants with the Signal Corps, Washington Lt.
;
Buncie Clements Jr., son
of the president of National Life and
former member of WSM business
office, now on duty in the Navy ; Marvin Hughes, Malcolm Crain, "Snookie"
Landman,
Royalty and
bert Ogilvie,Audrey
staff musicians,
all inHerthe
Army.
Walter
Beardon,
engineer,
also
is in the Army.
EDWARD B. MUBBOW, CBS London correspondent, is narrator on
"Leningrad Fights", feature-length
film
showing that city's resistance to
the Nazis.
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opportu-

for Victory

broadcasting entertainment that builds morale, to

information that keeps the country alert, from explanations
of war-time measures, to requests for cooperation with
Government drives, the support of the American broadcasters has been wholehearted, enthusiastic, and efficient.
RCA

has furnished equipment

and technical services

which have aided the broadcasters in the past. But because
our plants and laboratories are working around the clock
to build radio equipment for our armed forces, our service
to broadcasters may not have been up to the standards RCA
has set for itself.
We

intend to keep producing that equipment, and to

keep devoting ourselves completely to the task of winning
this war. But we intend also, to the best of our ability, to
aid the broadcasters in their important work. The skill,
the knowledge, the resources of RCA

are yours to command
'HON[>S
wherever available. If you have equipment
VICTORY
BUY
problems, and if you feel we can be of service
WAR
to you, write to us, call us, get in touch with us.
We

may be able to lick them together!

RCA

BROADCAST

i

EQUIPMENT

RCA Victor Division
RADIO CORPORATION

OF AMERICA, CAMDEN,

NEW JERSEY

V

Password of the Day

PROGRAMS

My

for personal sucBLUEPRIN
cess isT
the theme of a Sunday afternoon series on
WISH, Indianapolis, called
the 8 Cylinder Club. Regular listeners are counted members of the
club. For 10 cents they are supplied
with a large sheet similar to an
architect's blueprint on which they
may develop their own personal
plans week by week.
Aim of the club is to do for its
individual members what research
departments of business firms do
for industry. Idea originated with
Mansur B. Oakes, who conducts the
series. Noel Iliams, Indianapolis,
the Indiana manager for the Business Men's Assurance Co. of Kansas City, is the sponsor. Script of
the programs will be offered to advertisers for use on local stations.

Come

Consumers' Welfare
SLANTED to the consuming public, aweekly quarter-hour program,
Your Home, Your Welfare, Your
Pocketbook, has been started on
KNX, Hollywood. Conducted by Elsie Jensen of the local Office of
Price Administration, series explains price regulation and features
occasional guest interviews.
*
* ❖
Welfare Work

Dramatized

WELFARE work done by residents
of the city and county of Camden,
N. J., other than that performed
through agencies supported by public funds, is subject of new Monday evening series, The New Jersey Idea on WCAM, Camden. Welfare and business groups provide
material for dramatizations.

On

In

NOVEL program on WHIO, Dayton, called Hidden Password, has
evoked listener response. Unannounced songs played on an organ
must be identified to obtain the key
to the password for the day since
the hidden password is composed of
a word from titles of each song
used. Winners, selected on the
basis of accuracy, prompt reply and
neatness, are four each day — two
Dayton residents and two from
outlying districts. Simple tunes are
chosen for the program.
% # *
Negroes at War
DESIGNED to show the part Negroes are playing in the war effort,
a dramatized series, My People,
started recently on Mutual, with
a programMrs.
inspired
by Roosevelt,
Lincoln's
birthday.
Eleanor
and Roland E. Hayes, tenor, participated in the first broadcast.
George Zachary, chief of the OWI
Program Service Division, supervises the weekly programs.

Preventing Illness
TO COUNTERACT the increasing
shortage of doctors, and provide
the public with simple rules for
prevention and relief of illness,
two stations are presenting series
of health programs. WMCA, New
York, has started a five-weekly
half-hour program, titled The
Medicine Chest, conducted by Dr.
Frederic Damrau, a New York
physician. WTMJ, Milwaukee, in
cooperation with the city's health
department, has begun a dramatic
quarter-hour, March of Health,
heard Saturdays. Dr. Edward
Krumbiegal, city health commissioner, dealt with present trends in
combatting infantile paralysis on
the opening broadcast.
* ❖ %
Wartime New

Mexico

THE

ROLE New Mexico is playing in the war effort, is described
in New Mexico at War, heard Fridays, 7-7:30 p.m. on KOB, Albuquerque. A brief historical sketch
with information about agricultural, mining and oil production of
each county is featured. Two weekly prizes for school children's essays on the subject, "What Our
Community is Doing in the War Effort", are offered. Sponsor is the
Charles Ilfeld Co., wholesalers.
* * &

!

FBI True Tales
#1
Market's

The

Fine

!

FAMOUS CASES cracked by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
are dramatized in a new series on
WKY, Oklahoma City, Files of the
FBI, broadcast Fridays, 9:30 p.m.
Produced by John I. Prosser, production manager, and written by
Scott Bishop, continuity director,
from factual material approved by
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover,
the series features W. G. Bannister, Oklahoma FBI chief.
* * *
Kentucky Tomorrow
KENTUCKY'S postwar development is considered in a series of
32 weekly quarter-hour programs
on WHAS, Louisville, in cooperation with the U. of Kentucky.
Talks by University experts on

No foolin'! Nashville is one market you can't afford to miss, and
covers it to your complete satisfaction.
Prosperity is here for the duration

and

well beyond.

Whether

WSIX

you want

to increase your sales today or build your prestige for the future, Nashville and WSIX offer you an ideal combination. Write for availabilities.
Member

station the Blue Network

and Mutual Broadcasting System

Spot Sales, Inc., National Representatives

subjects such as Kentucky's manpower, mineral wealth, transportation facilities, taxes, schools, forests, agriculture, technology and
tourist possibilities are featured.
European Underground
FROM official records of the European underground movement, supplied by the Free World Assn.,
material is drawn for a weekly
half-hour series heard on WMCA,
New York. Names, dates and places
are substituted to protect persons
whose activities are dramatized.
The association is a non-profit
clearingcratichouse
for world demoforces.
* !jj #
Builders of Ships

980

5000
WATTS

ml

KILOCYCLES

NASHVILLE, TEHM.
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GLORIFYING shipbuilders' part
in the war effort, Report of the
Union on KFRC, San Francisco,
pays dramatic tribute to welders,
molders, riggers, production workers and others. Weekly show, produced by Watson Humphrey and
written by Dave Selvin, is sponsored by the Bay Cities Metal
Trades Council and placed through
Rhoades & Davis Adv. Agency,
San Francisco.
• Broadcast

Advertising

"lowest

station

cost

in

per

order

territory77

your

Thanks, Mr. Paul. It's always nice to hear of
the effectiveness of KXOK as an advertising medium,
especially when
actual sales.

you receive proof in the form

of

Here's the success story.

From November 5, 1942, up to and including December 19, 1942, KXOK ran a series of 5-minute
transcribed programs in the interest of Simon &
Schuster Tax Books, selling at one dollar a copy. This
series actually sold 7,343 books as a direct result of
these KXOK programs! And of the four St. Louis stations used, KXOK was the lowest cost per order station in this territory.
Let us give you more details on how KXOK rang
the sales bell for this sponsor, and how you can
profitably use KXOK to stimulate sales in the St.
Louis market, too!
On the air 24 hours daily.

Nationally represented

ST.

THE

ST. LOUIS

BROADCASTING
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Liquor Ad
Revived in

Regulation
Senate Bill

BILL to limit advertising of alcoholic beverages on radio stations
was reintroduced in the 78th Congress recently by Sen. Johnson
(D-Col.), and referred to the Interstate Commerce Committee. A
similar bill was introduced last session, but never reported.
Sen. Johnson's bill, a milder form
of a measure he had proposed several times before, would make it unlawful to broadcast liquor advertising into a State or adjoining
country at a time when liquor
broadcasts are illegal in that area.
The new measure, Sen. Johnson
claims, would not affect local stations since their signals generally
do not reach other states.
KSTP Adds Correspondent
KSTP, St. Paul, in addition to its
UP press-wire service, has added a
special Washington correspondent,
Frank Conner, of the Chicago Sun.

Nearly
In

200

1940,

Stations

Neiv

Lacked

Revenue

ALMOST 200 broadcast stations
of 650 that filed income tax returns
in 1940 showed "no net income"
for the year, according to a current
breakdown of corporation taxes released by Guy T. Helvering, Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
197 Showed Deficit
Radio's average was far better
than that of associated trades, according to Internal Revenue, however, for over half the magazines
and book and music and advertising firms showed losses, and nearly
50% of newspapers paid no income
taxes.
The statistics indicated that 197
broadcasting and television stations showed a deficit of $1,022,000
on a gross income of $7,862,000. At
the same time, the Bureau found

Net

Figures

Income
Reveal

that 389 broadcast stations had
a net income of $26,746,000. The
stations paid income taxes of $6,075,000, from a gross income of
$153,273,000. They distributed dividends totaling $12,944,000.
Among the allied industries, 2,197 advertising agencies filed returns. Of these, 1,011 showed profits and 1,039, "no net income".
Agencies reporting a profit, paid
$4,091,000 income taxes on $19,467,000 net income. Their dividends
were $11,282,000; their gross income, $360,069,000. Agencies with
"no net income" reported deficits
of $7,804,000.
Newspapers filed 1,434 returns
showing profits, 1,148 with "no
net income". Newspaper profits
were $87,777,000, of which $18,472,000 was paid in income taxes

BEW

RADAR DELAYED
Economist Says Industry
Was Not Interested

DEVELOPMENT of radar, radio's
miracle contribution to the war,
was delayed in the United States
before Pearl Harbor because it did
not seem to have any profitable
major peacetime use, Dr. Lyman
Chalkley, head economic analyst
for the Board of Economic Warfare, wrote last week.
Discussion of radar, a subject of
intense Army and Navy secrecy,
arose in a monograph "Technology
and the Economics of Total War"
which was prepared over six
months ago, and therefore not
cleared by OWL Dr. Chalkley maintained that the profit system is
inadequate in preparing a nation
for total war, and that national
security requires an economy based
on need rather than gain.
and $48,387,000 in dividends. Papers in the "no net income" bracket, 1,148 in number, lost $13,428,000 in 1940.
Among periodicals, 420 showed
a net of $25,947,000, paid $5,573,000 in taxes and $12,871,000 in
dividends. Deficits of 475 others
totaled $5,061,000. Book and music publishers had a net of $9,096,000 for 242 firms reporting, while
330 lost $2,039,000.
Manufacturers of communications equipment and phonographs
showed a net income of $64,838,
000 in 190 returns, the Internal
Revenue Bureau reported. These
firms paid income taxes of $15,006,000, and dividends totaling!
$30,435,000. An additional 174
manufacturers showed deficits of!
$3,070,000 in 1940.
At the same time, Commissioner
Helvering's annual report for thej
fiscal year June 1941-June 1942:
showed that manufacturers of ra-|
dio sets, phonographs and components had paid $19,144,408 in
excise taxes. Effective Oct. 1, 1941,
a 10% tax had been imposed on |
these products.
Other Internal Revenue figuresij
for the excise tax on radios, phonographs and components show thatil
from Oct. 1-Dec. 31, 1941, total
payment to the Government wasii
$9,174,623, while for the period;
Jan. 1-Dec. 31, 1942 the tax yielded!)

Especially are we proud of the exceptional gain recorded by Arizona's own Valley National Bank,
long time sponsor of the 9:15 P.M.
News from KTAR. This institution,
through its nineteen convenient
offices throughout the state, led the
way with a 66% increase. Your
perfect approach to the growing
wealth of this market is KTAR. . .

$17,080,819.
NBC

Latin Tieup

TO ASSIST the OWI in its campaign to popularize the meaning of!
the Four Freedoms of the Atlantic;
Charter, NBC's Inter-American U.j
of the Air is devoting four of its)
Sunday afternoon Lands of thel
Free broadcasts to discussions by

Ufiiyma.
^Wy^BP^^^

BROADCASTING
Represented Nationally by
San Francisco
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with the
PHOENIX

Los Angeles
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£UuC
BROADCASTING

four noted speakers of their importance. Feb. 21, Mrs. Franklin!
Roosevelt spoke on "Freedom of!
Speech"; Feb. 28, Norman Rock-!
well will talk on "Freedom of Wor-j
ship"; March 7, Stephen Vincent
Benet, "Freedom from Want", and
March 14, Archibald MacLeish,
"Freedom from Fear." Series alsoi
ties in with a campaign by the|
Saturday Evening Post, which is
devoting four of its covers to thesei
freedoms.
• Broadcast

Advertising

AND
MADE

REGIONAL
1942

Acme White Lead Works
\ Idam Hat Stores, Inc.
t UEliated Products, Inc.
i Ulcock Manufacturing Co.
1 American Bird Products, Inc.
I American Cigarette and Cigar Co.
American Cranberry Exchange
Lmerican Home Products
1 American Industries Salvage
I American Tobacco Company
J Inacin Company
I Irmour and Company
i Armstrong Cork Company
Associated Serum Producers Inc.
1,1 & P Tea Company
ludiphone Company
] larbasol Company
I Sayer Company, Inc.
f Seechnut Packing Company
i lishop Cafeterias
j lisodol Company
I iond Clothing Company
| Iristol-Myers Company
I lulova Watch Company
I Campana Company
|fCampbell Soup Company
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Co.
|;Carey Salt Company
I -arter Products, Inc.
I Celanese Corporation
I .Chatham Manufacmring Co.
I Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
► Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul &
Pacific Railroad
Chick Bed Company
'Chocolate Products Company
Chrysler Corporation
!£>. L. Clark Company
Coca Cola Company
blgate-Palmolive-Peet Company
blonial Baking Company
olusa Products Company
r. E. Conkey Company
Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp.
Continental Baking Company
Continental Oil Company
)r. B. L. Corley
Corn Products Refining Company
|. L. Coryell Oil Company
Crescent Macaroni Company
Council on Candy as Food
r' in the War Effort
Crete Mills
|Cudahy Packing Company
" Cummer Products Company
I!Curtiss Candy Company
,CHesel-Wemmer-Gilbert Corp.
CleKalb Agriculture Association
: Ctetroit Bible Class
II)ouble-Mix, Inc.
, |C>rain Tile Institute
Clgin Watch Company
Emerson Drug Company
s|ipiphany Sunday School
•Cversharp, Inc.
ipx-Lax, Inc.
!'anny Farmer Candy Shops
ijfarmers' Mutual Hail Insurance Co
^farmers' Mutual Reinsurance Co.

ADVERTISERS

OUR

BIGGEST

WHO

YEAR

TO

DATE

* An increase of more than 10% over 1941- Does not
include 180 other accounts, strictly local in nature.
Fenn Brothers, Inc.
Ford Motor Company
Foreman and Clark
Fox Chemical Company
Gamble Stores
General Cigar Company
General Electric Company
General Foods
General Mills
General Motors
Gillette Safety Razor Company
Gooch Milling Company
Good Foods, Inc.
Gospel Broadcasting Association
Gotham Silk Hosiery Company, Inc.
Griffin Manufacturing Company
Grove Laboratories, Inc.
Hall Brothers, Inc.
Hartz Mountain Products
Haskins Brothers and Company
Hecker Products Company
Highland Potato Chips Company
Hilex Company
Inland Milling Company
International Cellucotton Co.
International Silver Co.
Iodine Educational Bureau
Iowa Dairy Industry Comm.
Ironized Yeast Company, Inc.
Andrew Jergens Company
Dr. Floyd B. Johnson
Johnson and Johnson
Johns Manville Company
K. C. Baking Powder Company
Kellogg Company
Kolynos Company
Lady Esther, Ltd.
Lever Brothers Company
Lewis Howe Company
Libby-McNeil and Libby
Liggett and Myers Tobacco Co.
Thomas J. Lipton, Inc.
Lockheed-Vega Corp.
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co.
P. Lorillard Company
Lowe Brothers Company
Ludens, Inc.
Lutheran Laymen's League
Luxor, Limited

BASIC BLUE AND MUTUAL
KSO
+
5000 WATTS
THE COWLES

STATIONS

Magazine Repeating
Razor Co.
Manhattan
Soap Company
Marrow's, Inc.
Marshall Canning Company
Mennen Company
Mentholatum Company
Miles Laboratories, Inc.
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.
Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Montgomery Ward and (Loew's,
Company Inc.)
Morton Salt Company
Monticello Drug Company
Musterole Company
Mystic Mills
National
Biscuit Company
National Refining Company
National Soap Company
Nitragin Company, Inc.
Northern Pump Company
Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.
Northwestern Yeast Company
Nu-Enamel Company of Iowa
Nu-Way Manufacturing Company
Old Ben Coal Company
Olson Rug Company
Omar, Inc.
Ontario Travel Bureau
Pacific Coast Borax Company
Pan-American Coffee Bureau
Paramount Pictures, Inc.
Parker Pen Company
Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co.
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company
Pepsodent Company
Pet Milk Sales Corp.
Philco Radio and Television Corp.
Philip Morris and Company, Ltd.
Phillips Chemical Company
Phillips Petroleum Company
Pillsbury Flour Mills Company
Plough, Inc.
Postal Telegraph Company
Potter Drug and Chemical Corp.
Procter and Gamble Company
Prudential Insurance Company
Pure Oil Company
Quaker Oats Company
Ralston Purina Company

BASIC COLUMBIA
KMT
5000 WATTS
IN DES

MOINES

Affiliated with the Register and Tribune • Represented by the Katz Agency

Rath Packing Company
RCA Manufacturing Company
Reid, Murdoch, and Company
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
RKO Pictures, Inc.
Royal Lace Paper Works, Inc.
Russell-Miller Milling Co.
Sargent and Company
Schulze Baking Company
Sears, Roebuck and Company
Seeck and Kade, Inc.
Seiberling Rubber Company
R.
B. Semler,
Inc.
Serutan
Company
Service Optical Company
Shaler
Seventh Company
Day Adventist Comm.
Sherwin-Williams
Simoniz Company Company
Sinclair Coal Company
Sioux City Stockyards Co.
Smith Brothers
Socony- Vacuum Oil Co., Inc.
E. R. Squibb and Sons
Staley Milling Company
Standard Brands, Inc.
Standard Oil Company
Standard
State SalesWelding
CompanyInstitute
Sterling Products, Inc.
Stokely Brothers
Sun
SwiftWay
and Vitamin
Company Company
Tanvilac
Company
TangneyCompany
McGinn Hotels
Texas
Tidy House Products Company
Time Magazine
Thompson Hybrid Corn
Tone Brothers
True
UnitedStory
DrugMagazine
Company
United Fruit Company
U. S. Rubber Company
U. S. Tobacco Company
Vick
Chemical
Company
Wander
Company
William R. Warner, Inc.
Washington State Apple Comm.
R. L. Watkins Company
Welch Grape Juice Company
Wheeling Steel Corp.
Western States Mfg. Co.
White Laboratories, Inc.
Willard Tablet Company
Williamson Candy Company
J. B. Williams Company
Winston and Newell Company
William H. Wise and Company
J. H. Woodbury and Company
F. W. Woolworth Company
William Wrigley, Jr. Company
Zinsmaster
Baking
Company
Young People's
Church
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Broadcast
MARTIN CODEL,

War

AdvertisingPublisher

Writers

OF ALL the Government suggestions for radio,
one of the best is the current booklet When
Radio Writes for War, now being distributed
by the OWI for guidance of scriptwriters.
Well-written and brief, the booklet offers
good suggestions. The OWI, for example, advises against tieing-in commercial plugs with
war messages.
In the early part of the war many agencies
jumped at the opportunity to tell listeners to
"help win the war" by buying their clients'
products. Such commercials, to say the least,
were distasteful.
OWI doesn't pull any punches. It decries
such slogans as "For a Nation Under Arms
Watch Your Under-arms" on behalf of a depilatory. Equally opportunistic are commercials
that hitch-hike on war production.
While the general tenor of commercial copy
has been toned down considerably the last few
months there still remains room for improvement. To quote the OWI booklet: "Listeners
lose confidence, not only in the message but
also the product which tries to capitalize on
the gravity of the war."
To that all segments of the industry will
heartily agree. After all no advertiser wants
to lose customers at the expense of using the
war with all its exigencies as an excuse to sell
his products.

000 would come — not from users for profit, but
from the public. The fact that AFM asks nothing direct from radio at this time is proof of
nothing at all. It doesn't sanctify Petrillo's
standing with radio. He proposes that transcription companies agree upon a fee for
library services. These services, to non-network
stations, are what sustaining programs, available for sponsorship, are to basic network
stations.
What's to prevent Jimmy from forcing the
hiring of staff orchestras by the smaller independent outlets through a "secondary boycott" threat of jerking transcriptions from
those stations via the transcription companies?
He uses that technique against network stations on remote bands, penalizing an entire
network because of a controversy with a single
station. Then why not an entire transcription
company and its clients?
Even if there were substantial unemployment in the ranks of qualified musicians properly attributable to what Petrillo calls "canned
music", we believe his theory is wrong. Think
of the absurd extremes to which his methods
might be carried! Some of these are cited in
the powerful editorial on Petrillo's new demands published in the Feb. 16 New York
Times, and reprinted in this issue. We have
even heard mentioned the possibility that an
association of "suppressed sopranos" might
well be formed and demand tribute from radio
because they can't get radio engagements and
are entitled to unemployment relief.

Jimmy's
THERE
are those inSlush
radio who Fund
will go into
raptures over the proposals of AFM Czar
James C. Petrillo for the return of recorded
music to the air, because it appears to leave
radio scot-free. That would be foolhardy lack
of foresight, based on past experience.
Mr. Petrillo proposes fixed fees, to be agreed
upon, for the return of his minions to their
record and transcription pursuits, the money
to be paid into a union fund. If the fee for
phonograph records alone amounted to as little
as a cent per record, it would mean about
$1,300,000 in AFM's exchequer. That would
be for "unemployment" relief, says Mr. Petrillo
— relief for a union which already has a surplus fund of $2,500,000, according to his testimony last month before the Senate investigating committee. And that's aside from tribute
from transcription companies, "juke box" installations and wired radio.
Quite a sizable slush fund! And that $1,300,Page
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Jimmy wound up last week with another victory— from the nation's highest court — upholding the opinion of the Chicago Federal District
Court that the record ban could not be prosecuted under the anti-trust laws because it
constituted a "labor dispute". A new suit, still
pending before the Chicago court, brought by
the Dept. of Justice, awaits decision, but little
relief can be expected in the light of the Supreme Court's ruling.
Since it is now concluded that the recording
"strike" constitutes a labor dispute, and since
there is some question about the unique fashion
in which Petrillo desires to settle the controversy, itseems to us the matter properly should
be referred to the War Labor Board in Washington. The nation is in the grip of the worst
manpower shortage in history. AFM talks
about unemployment in musicians' ranks. The
industries affected cannot risk becoming parties
to an accord with a labor union which might

contravene war manpower policy. There should
be a prior ruling.
Moreover, a change in statute presumably
would be entailed before payment of royalties
as proposed, would be permissible. The existing
copyright law, on recordings, covers only payments to the copyright owner. The Clark
Petrillo Probe Committee, it is evident, should
hear testimony of the public and the users
before it gives its blessing to Mr. Petrillo's
private taxation project.
But first and foremost, the whole matter
should be passed upon by the War Labor Board
or perhaps by Stabilization Director James F.
Byrnes, particularly since high public officials
have attested that the recording ban has seriously interfered with the war effort, and the
Supreme Court now has ruled that a labor
controversy is involved.
As a showing of good faith, Mr. Petrillo
should lift the recording ban now, as the Government and the Congress request. Then he
should let the Government, which has been most
solicitous of labor, settle the manpower-inflation aspects.

Radio

&

Rationing

WHEN DECISION was reached last Wednesday to freeze canned meats and fish preparatory to rationing, and to halt the rush of buyers, the news came first to the American consumer via radio. Ten days earlier, in the still
of a Sunday afternoon, the bulk of the nation's
130,000,000 learned about shoe-rationing
through their loudspeakers.
This new Government technique of spot release of public notices that affect every citizen,
pegs one of radio's most important wartime
roles. There will be other examples, too. Radio,
in these two instances, supplied the "flash"
news. Commentators followed up. And the newspapers published the more detailed accounts
providing readers with necessary background
and official texts.
There was a marked difference in the
handling of these two latest rationing decisions.
The shoe ruling was not spontaneous. OWI decided, after consultation with OPA heads, to
make the announcement Sunday afternoon,
Feb. 7, when stores were closed. OWI Radio
Bureau officials approached the sponsors of a
number of network programs and explained
the need for time for an unidentified "important announcement". The plan was set to
go a week ahead of announcement. On the preceding Saturday, the sponsors were furnished
with the actual material to enable them to
work the announcement into their programs.
An entirely different set of facts prevailed
as to fish-meat rationing. There was no prearrangement, no secret to be kept. Because of the
runs on food stores, Secretary of Agriculture
Wickard requested that a 60-day freeze be
invoked, pending the rationing of meat products expected April 1. The freeze was first announced on 11 p.m. (EWT) broadcasts, to
become effective at 12:01 a.m. Thursday. It
was spot news handled in spot fashion.
Those announcements, via radio, constituted
the formal notices to public and industry alike.
The necessity for speed and flexibility in wartime motivated the course. Radio was ready
and handled the job. Radio indeed has taken
on a new and significant role, as a sort of
official chronicler of the war.
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MILLER McCLINTOCK, president
of Mutual Broadcasting System, was
honored on Feb. 15 by the Yankee
Network with a luncheon, and in the
afternoon with a cocktail party and
reception for the press.

JAMES

SUTHERLAND

A MERICAN NETWORK officiJjL als are soon going to deal
X A. with a clergyman-educator
who has left the presidency
of a great Canadian university to
head the nation's broadcasting system. The newcomer to the ranks of
radio executives is Dr. James Sutherland Thomson, a ruddy-faced
Scotsman who made a creditable
military record in World War I
and then settled down to a life of
churchwork and education. He was
formally introduced to the industry
at the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters convention last week.
Dr. Thomson's acquaintance with
i the problems of administering a
radio network are limited to two
years experience on the CBC Board
of Governors. He comes to CBC
with definite ideas about radio's
part in the community. Since he
succeeded Maj. Gladstone Murray
Nov. 2, the new CBC general manager has busied himself learning
the business to which the Canadian
Government appointed him.
Dr. Thomson is convinced, however, that radio is perhaps the
greatest development of the age.
He feels that radio, as an art, has
hardly emerged from the pioneer
stage.
"The time is now arriving," Dr.
Thomson stated recently, "for radio
to take itself seriously as falling
into the tradition of a great and
noble art — the art of the theatre.
A good deal of the so-called comedy
is slap-stick burlesque and the entertainment element still predominates. We are still at the stage of
the melodramatic or sentimental
serials that, not so long ago, were
the staple diet of the moviegoers."
Though a firm believer in publicly-owned radio— he looks at the
national radio system more than
any other institution as the voice
of Canada — Dr. Thomson says that
particularly in the United States
there are signs that the radio business is beginning to develop artistic
standards. In music, drama, and
BROADCASTING

THOMSON

education, he says that radio is at
last taking great steps forward.
Dr. Thomson believes broadcasting's future lies in programming.
While a member of the CBC Board
of Governors he stated that if commercial sponsors could not produce
programs to meet public tastes,
CBC would create shows of acceptable calibre and make them available for sponsorship, retaining control of the commercials.
The function of CBC, he said in
taking his new post, is to interpret
the spirit of the Canadian people.
"There must be fun and laughter
for the leisure hour as well as serious talk to rally our hearts in the
midst of a tremendous ordeal."
Dr. Thomson had been president
of the U. of Saskatchewan since
1937. He arrived in Halifax from
Scotland in 1930, and was professor
of philosophy and systematic theology at Pine Hill United Church
Divinity College there before going
to Saskatchewan. His fairly recent
arrival on this continent is reflected
in conversation, for he habitually
looks at situations in the Dominion
as one from the outside.
CBC's new head was born in
Stirling, Scotland, April 30, 1892.
He was just out of the U. of Glasgow and Trinity College, Glasgow,
when he joined the Queen's Own
Cameron Highlanders in 1914, returning from the war with rank of
captain.
Back from the battlefronts, he
resumed study at Trinity, graduating in theology in 1920, and winning the Paterson Fellowship in
theology. He was ordained in 1920,
and after four years as minister
in Coatsbridge, Scotland, was appointed secretary for Youth and
Education to the Church of Scotland, a post that involved lecture
tours in Canada, and the United
States.
He is author of many articles
and two books on religious subjects.
Dr. Thomson was married in 1922,
and has two children.
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DONNager of North
CLAYTON,
manCentral production
Network Corp.,
St. Paul, has been elected vice-president and assistant general manager. He
was previously production manager of
WTCN, Minneapolis, and an adviser
on radio programs for the Hutchinson
Agency, Minneapolis.
BILL PELTZER, new to radio, is
handling sales for KVAK, Atchison,
Kan. and Shirley Gassert, also new
to radio, is in the traffic department.
WILLIAM HILLPOT, director of
radio production of the Office of the
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs,
has been named chief radio program
officer and Associate Coordinator of
the CIAA. His duties remain substantially the same. Mr. Hillpot was formerly program manager of the BLUE.
HENRY M. JACKSON, former sales
manager of CBS in San Francisco
and recently western sales manager
for Radio Sales, Chicago, recently was
appointed major in the Special Service Division of the Army Signal
Corps.
BERT GEORGES, vice-president and
general manager of WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H., was re-elected at a recent stockholders meeting.
EARL HEADRICK, formerly of
KSLM, Salem, Ore., has joined the
sales staff of KGW-KEX, Portland.
Ore., replacing Arch Kerr, who has
moved to Hollywood.
WILLIAM J. DUNN, director of
CBS Far Eastern staff, returned to
this country on vacation last Wednesday from Sydney, Australia. George
Moorad, Red Cross press representative, is filling the post.
DOROTHY HAUGH. sales assistant
of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, has resigned to become office manager of the
engineering
craft Corp. school at Douglas AirGREG ROULEAU. manager of
WHLB, Virginia. Minn., is father of
a girl born Jan. 27.
.TAMES R. FOUCH, president of
Universal Microphone Co.. Inglewood.
Cal., recuperating from an operation,
will return to his desk in early March.
ROBERT B. ROWLEY, manager of
WICA. Ashtabula. O.. is father of
a boy born Jan. 29.
IVER SHARP. KSL director of station operations, has been elected a
vice-president and director of KSL.
Mr. Sharp came to KSL four years
ago to direct business operations.
PHILLIPS CARLIN,
in charge of programs
on a cross-country tour
West Coast and Chicago

vice-prpsident
of BLUE, is
to confer with
program man-

agers.
JESS BARNES, former vice-president of Outdoor Adv. Corp.. New
York, and previously on the sales staffs
of Poster Adv. Co., and General Outdoor Adv.. on Feb. 15 joins the sales
staff of MBS.
JOHN HEINEY. promotion director
of WJSV. Washington, and Esther
Kravitz, of the sales department, have
resigned. Neither have announced thenLT.
plans.GEN. J. G. HARBORD, chairman
of the board of RCA, was guest of
honor at a dinner at the Union League
Club in New York last week.

HERBERT HODGE of the British
Broadcasting Corp. is touring Western
Canada under auspices of the British
Ministry of Information.
LT. ROBERT J. McANDREWS, assistant public relations officer of the
West Coast Air Forces Training
Center, Santa Ana, Cal., and formerly
western division sales promotion manager of NBC, married Adelina Ciabarri, Los Angeles, in the latter citv
Feb. 13.
WILLIAM D. SHAW, formerly account executive of CBS, San Francisco, and now a second lieutenant in
the Army Air Forces, has reported for
duty at the new San Marcos (Tex.)
Navigation School.
JACK L. KAMSIER, former Chicago
brokerage salesman, has joined the
sales staff of WJJD, Chicago.

DON KNEASS has been promoted
ND
to chief E
news
editor
of KGW-KEX.
HI
B Ore.,
Portland,
replacing Virgil
Smith,
E
resigned. ^
DayA
Foster,
formerly
of
IK
KORE, Eugene, Ore., has been made
war program manager. Ed Bennett,
stage and radio actor, and Frank
Coffin, formerly of KXRO, Aberdeen.
Wash., have joined the announcing
staff. Fenton Ford, announcer, is now
at Naval Training Station. Farragut.
Ida. Ted Hallock, announcer, is an
Army Air Cadet at Santa Ana, Cal.
F. L. BEELBY Jr.. former continuity
editor of WAIT, Chicago, has been
commissioned a lieutenant at Ft. Sill.
Oklahoma,
and School.
is attending Officers'
Communication
Army.
GENE SEADLER, announcer of
KFBK, Sacramento, has joined the
KAY COOPER, formerly of WIP.
Philadelphia, and Florence B. Mclntyre have joined the program department of WIBG, Philadelphia.
MURRY WAGNER, former announcer of KFMB, San Diego, has joined
CBS Hollywood. He replaces Harry
Mitchell, resigned.
DICK ROSS, former night supervisor
of KHJ, Hollywood, has joined the
Army Air Forces, reporting to Fresno.
Cal.
RUTH NORMAN, former casting director of CBS television, has been
named CBS casting director, replacing
Marjorie Morrow, who resigned to
join Warner Bros, eastern office as
associate director. Miss Norman joined
CBS in 1938.
GEORGE SUDERMAN. former
versity history lecturer, and news
alyst of KSAL, Salina. Kan.,
joined
the
news staff of KSO,
Moines.

unianhas
Des

MAURICE DREICER, commentator
of WPAT. Paterson, N. J., has started
a new series of five-weekly programs
5-5 :15 p.m. Mr. Dreicer, now has a
weekly schedule of 17 programs.
ARTHUR ROSS, general assistant to
Ed Fitzgerald, conductor of Moonlight
Saving Time on WOR. New York,
enters the Army Feb. 15. Replacing
him is James Martin, of the mail room
staff. Dan McCullough, former announcer of WOR is now a navigator
of the Air Transport Command.
BOB WYLIE, chief announcer of
WFMJ, entineYoungstown,
got baby
a live girl.
valon Feb. 14, a O.,new
GEORGE HAYES, announcer and
newscaster on Say It With Music,
all-night program on WJZ, New York,
has been named night manager of
WJZ, reporting to John McNeil, general manager of the station.
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BOB MOONEY has returned to the
announcing staff of WNBC, Hartford, after being rejected by the Army
for a leg defect. He left last fall.
Greg Brown, a war plant worker, has
joined the staff for week-end duty
only.
OPL. WILLIAM BRADLEY, former
continuity editor and production manager of WHEB. Portsmouth. X. H..
is now stationed at Washington with
the 2d Signal Service Battalion. Gordon Kinney, former production director, is now with the Radio Branch of
the OWI, in Washington.
BOB HAYTON of the announcing
staff of KGVO, Missoula, is international president of the Pan-American
Student Forum. He presents a weekly 30-minute broadcast. Meet The
Americas, under the auspices of the
Montana State U. chapter of the forum.
Aline Mosby, daughter of General
Manager A. J. Mosby, is a senior in
the Montana State U. School of Journalism and serves KGVO as campus
news correspondent.
RCSS HODGES, sports commentator
of WOL, Washington, has been presented by the Washington Redskins
professional football team with a gold
football for a job "well done" in describing their games last season.
JOHN C. SCHRAMM, producerdirector of the BLUE, is teaching a
course in radio production at Queens
College, Flushing, N. Y.

complete
ANNOUNCING

Redd

Awarded

Medal

FOR OUTSTANDING service in
the war effort, Robert L. Redd,
Hollywood writer-producer of the
NBC weekly half -hour Eyes Aloft,
recently was awarded a medal by
Brig. Gen. William E. Kepner,
commanding general of the IV
Fighter Command. Ordinarily the
medal is given only to filter center
workers and ground observers for
500 hours loyal service and to civilian supervisors of the Army Air
Forces ground observers groups
for six months continuous service.
BURRITT WHEELER, formerly of
KWKW, Pasadena, Cal., has started
a five-weekly quarter-hour philosophical commentary on KECA. Los Angeles.
WALTER
BASCHALL, news editor
of WSB, Atlanta, was recently inducted into the Army at Ft. McPherson, Ga.
BLISS HARRIS, KVOO. Tulsa, continuity writer and actress, will soon
join the staff of WLW, Cincinnati,
handling her own show.
XORMAN J. KRAEFT, formerly of
WMBD, Peoria, 111., has joined the
announcing staff of WJJD, Chicago.

ROBERT R. MILLER, associate producer of the Radio Council of the
Chicago ductedPublic
Schools, has been ininto the Army.
KATHERIXE GRANTHAM, newspaperwoman and radio writer, and Edward Bliss, formerly a reporter on the
Columbus (O.) Citizen, have joined
the CBS news department, assigned
to all-night news programs. The network's production staff has lost Louis
Teicher, now in the Army.
VAXCE COLVIG, maintenance man
of NBC, Hollywood, has resigned to
join Kay Kyser, as gag-writer.
BILL HOWARD, writer-announcer of
WSPD, Toledo, has joined the Army.
Jack Harrington, newsman, has been
transfered to Fort Industry station
WAGA, Atlanta, as news editor. Don
Mathers, formerly of WTRY, Troy,
has joined WSPD, as announcer.
DALE BABCOCK, of the transcription department of KFI-KECA, Los
Angeles, has been inducted into the
Army. Rosalie Grainer of the secretrial staff, takes over his duties.
CHARLES SWALLOW, son of John
W. Swallow, western division program
director of NBC Hollywood, has
joined the Army Air Forces, reporting to Lemoore Field, Cal.
BARBARA BARNHART, conductor
of the Modern II o m e F o r u m on
WOWO, Ft. Wayne, Ind., known to
listeners as "Jane Weston", was married Feb. 5 to Sgt. Richard Ramsell.
of Baer Field.
DON WRIGHT, news editor of
C.TRC, Winnipeg, has joined Press
Xews Ltd.. Toronto, as radio news
editor.
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Miss Petty

ART LINDSAY, producer, and Charlotte Musgrave, announcer of KIRO.
present rationing news in program
titled Ann Baxter, including interviews
with local OPA administrators.
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sales staff, becomfirst saleslady.
ing the station's
Her secretarial

en by Irma Zwygart,
member.
post staff
has been
takSylvia Jones, wife of a Coast
Guardsman, became the first
woman operator of the WCKY
News-O-Graph. Hazel Kerns, former assistant to Jeanette Fuller,
traffic manager, becomes assistant
to Margaret Dotson, promotion
director.
Only male addition is Philip
Dusenbury, former sales manager
of WPAY, Portsmouth, O., who
was appointed merchandising man-

in the field of broad-

casting gives cause
We

employeretary toand
Fred secH.
Palmer, business
manager, was
transferred to the

JOSEPH LOSEY, NBC program producer, who is on eight-weeks leave
of absence to direct a play by Konstantin Finn, will continue doing spot
shows while directing rehearsals.

H. HARRIS, program- production manager of WTAG, Worcester, has been appointed radio chairman
of the annual Worcester Red Cross
membership drive.
LEN FINGER of the Blue script
staff, will write Where Do We Stand,
BLUE program starting Feb. 28 under
sponsorship
Pittsburgh. of D. L. Clark Candy Co.,

Our

posts. Sara Jane
Petty, 1 0 - y e a r

IRVING RAVETCH has joined the
CBS Hollywood staff as junior writer.

DAVID

STAFF

To Key Posts
PROMOTIONS and additions to
WCKY, Cincinnati, announced recently by L. B. Wilson, president
and general manager,
place women
in several
key

ager.
PEN BROWN
joinedColumbus.
the announcing staff of has
WRBL,
Ga. Announcer Ben Wills has been
transferred to WGPC, Albany, Ga..
affiliate of Georgia Broadcasting Co.
Bonnie Beardsley has left the announcing staff because of her soldierhusband's transfer.
ALLAN FREED has joined the announcing staff of WKEN. Youngstown.
CHRISTINE NEVILLE, of Rochester, N. Y., new to radio, has joined
the publicity staff of WOL. Washing
ton.
WALTER WALRATH, W1CA, Ash
tabula, O., program director, has been
anpointed chairman of the Ashtabula
City Council of Civilian Defense radio
publicity and manager of radio broadcasts under the war program. Pat
Heasman, announcer, has taken over
The Woman's World program, replacing Pauline Hopkins Warner, who has
left for Florida to join her husband,
who is in the Navy.

CHRIS MACK, WNAX, Sioux CityYankton, farm service director, has
been appointed radio industry representative in the farm mobilization
movement of that area, and recently
supervised production of a regional
broadcast in conjunction with the
CBS Farm Mobilization Day program. Daily farm family interviews
feature his On the Farm program aired
at 12:50, Monday through Saturday.
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WCKY SALESLADY
Wilson Station Names Women
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JOE HOOKER of the announcing
staff of WKZO, Kalamazoo-Grand
Rapids, has been made public relations
director in charge of operations in the
Grand Rapids studios. Donald Mullen,
formerly of WTCM, Traverse City,
takes over his announcing duties.
JERRY GILMAN, announcer and
continuity writer of KVAK, Atchison,
Kan., was inducted into the Army
Feb. 8 at Ft. Leavenworth. Joe Peck,
formerly of KVAK and recently of
KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo., replaces him.
Dottie Taylor, secretary, has been
promoted to program director.
DONALD CURRLIN, announcer of
KGO, San Francisco, recently was
commissioned an ensign in the Navy.
He was replaced by Frank Cady, formerly of KYA, San Francisco.
GWEN JONES, staff assistant in
charge of new program ideas in the
CBS program department, will leave
shortly to go overseas for the Red
Cross. Her duties will be assumed by
Dorothy Kammerer, who will continue
in charge of CBS literary copyright
clearance.
DICK GILBERT, record m.e. of
WHN, New York, carried on his regular musical programs on WHN last
week from a New York hospital
where
he underwent an operation on
Thursday.

JONE5BORO

0.5
2 MV

WILLIAM SPIER, CBS producerdirector, has resigned as freelance
DiRadio Reader's
scriptgest,editor
and will of
concentrate
on his two
CBS sustaining programs, Suspense
and Are You a Genius? at the same
time working on a new comedy series.
Editing of Reader's Digest program
has been taken over for the present
by John L. Clark, president of TransAmerican, producing the program for
Campbell Soup Co.
JOHN RICHMOND, formerly in
charge of CBS magazine publicity division, has joined the publicity division
of Warner Bros. Pictures, New York.
JOE H. TORBETT, for seven years
managing editor of Gannet newspapers
in upstate New York, has been named
special representative at Washington
for Press Assn., AP radio subsidiary,
according to Oliver Gramling, PA assistant general manager. Mr. Torbett
is at present
YorkCapital
headquarters and at
willPA's
takeNew
up his
assignment within a few weeks.
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Programs

build

audience,

and

WMC's program structure has made
it the most popular radio station
in the Mid-South.
According to the
most recent Hooper ratings, 11 out of
the first 15 programs are heard
overWMC.

Also,

the

latest

Hooper

sur-

veys in Memphis show WMC with better than 40% of the total listening
audience
tions.
That,
popular

of

all

4 Memphis

Mr. Advertiser,
station.

radio

sta-

is a very

RUSTY McCOLLTJM, former announcer of KXA, Seattle, and KVTA,
Salt Lake City, has joined KFRC,
San Francisco.
HERMINA GIRSON, formerly of
KGVO, Missoula, Mont., and previously with the E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. promotion department,
has been added to the sales promotionpublicity department of KQW, San
Francisco.
DICK McKNIGHT, Hollywood gag
writer on the weekly NBC Red Skelton
Army.
& Co., has been inducted into the
LEON

GUTTERMAN, publicity director of KFWB, Hollywood, has resumedfinement
his duties
a month's
followingafter
an auto
accident.con-

CLANCY GREEN, head of the transcription department of CBS Hollywood, has joined the Army Air Forces
and is at Buckley Field, Denver, for
flying cadet training.
MEMPHIS,
TH€

TENN.
BUV-UJnV" HIGHUJIIV Of TH€ AMD-SOUTH
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Member duality
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South Central Quality
Network Mill.
"
WMC-MempruV:
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KARK-Little Rock
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JACK TEMPLE, formerly announcer
of KQW, San Francisco, has joined
the Army Air Forces, motion picture
division.
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APPEAL

GEORGE MARTIN, morning supervisor of KHJ, Hollywood, is the father
of a girl born Feb. 15.
ROBERT B. FULTON Jr. and
Geoffrey Brooke have been certified
by the New
Service Commission as Jersey
fulltimeCivil
announcers
and
Jack K. Morris as parttime announcer
of
WCAM Camden, municipally-owned
station.
BROADCASTING

CHAMP

BOND

MAN

WBNS

Newscaster's Sales
Top 2 Million
CHAMPION radio War Bond salesman, according to WBNS, Columbus, 0., is Jim Cooper, who set out
to sell $100,000 worth of Bonds or
'his four - a - day
news program.
His cash sales
passed $2,000,00(
eniastill
l Jim
and"Ghe's
going strong.
Coonso
perred
" hasby beer
spo
the*
Gas Co. since he
joi
ned oftheWBnew
staff
NSs
six years ago. On
Mr. Cooper
Aug. 15, 1942, he
announced that he wanted to sell
$100,000 worth of Bonds and would
personally deliver all sales of $10C
or more. Since then he has devoted
two minutes on each program tc
reporting his total sales and plugging for Bonds.
The first $100,000 was a cinch,
and by October he had passed a
half-million. Nearing his 11,000th
broadcast, he topped $2,000,000 recently. Sales have included two of
livery.
$100,000 each. Incidently, he's had
to abandon the idea of personal de-

EDWARD L. ROGERS, Washington
freelance announcer and newscaster
has been assigned as announcer ol
the Ford Motor Co. news program
Watch the World Go By nightly or
the BLUE, with Earl Godwin.
PVT. ROBERT WALSH, known to
radio as Bob Becker, former announcer
of WNEW, New York, Mutual, am
special features director of WAAT.
Jersey City, returned to radio lasl
week for a brief assignment as announcer on a broadcast of Music From
Monmouth, all-soldier program on
WAAT and WCAP, Asbury, Park.
HENRY HOWARD and Newell Davis
have been named assistant directors in
the CBS production department. How-J
ard, with CBS since 1941, has been
assigned to The Goldbergs and Kittu
Foyle. from
DavisWHCU,
comes to
CBS' New York
office
Ithaca.
GEORGE BEEBOUT, program director of WFMJ, Youngstown, O.-j.
who has been critically ill, has been
given two pints of blood by Jacksonl
Weaver,
salesman. announcer, and Ralph Bruce,
PVT. BILL GRISKY of Philadelphia,
formerly of KYW, Philadelphia, and!
NBC is writing and producing a show
presented over WSKB, McComb, Miss.j
Pickup
is from
Van p.m.
Dorn each1
Wednesday
7 :00Camp
to 7 :30
ELINOR INMAN, formerly an assistant to Davidson Taylor, CBS as-i
sistant director of broadcasts, had
been named broadcast director of CBS
religious programs, post formerly held
by Ruth Lange, resigned.
WALTER SHELDON, formerly oil
WCAU, ferredPhiladelphia,
has been transto the Communications
Cadei
School at Valley Forge, Pa.
ALAN FREED, formerly of WKSTj
New Castle, Pa., who joined the an-i
nouncing staff of WIBG, Philadelphia^
earlier this month, leaves this weekj
to join the Armed Forces.
IRENE COWAN, at one time heard!
on WCAE, Pittsburgh, has started
a satirical program, Irene, on WOR
New York.
PARKER GAYMAN, newscaster of]
KFRC, San Francisco, has entered
the Naval Reserve as ensign.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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The possibility of a war with Japan was
liscussed three years ago at a meeting of
:elephone men.

San Francisco, their voices traveling from
coast to coast entirely by cable.
Of course, transcontinental calls have

If war is coming, they said, we had

been possible since 191 5. But until the

aetter do all we can to strengthen our
facilities to the West Coast.

opening of the new cable, they had been
carried over Western and Mountain States

So a few months

later was begun one

m the great projects in Bell System history

on exposed pole lines.
The new cable makes

W the building of a buried telephone cable

telephone service more dependable, which

^cross the Western

is especially important in time of war—
and safer from interruption by wind, snow,
sleet and storm.

plains and mountains

which would connect the great cable networks of the East and Pacific Coast.
On December

21, 1942, that new cable

Was officially put into service.
From New York, Mr. Walter S. Gifford,
president of the American

transcontinental

The new cable is not the first war-born
achievement

of American

MILES

FORESIGHT

During the first World War, in October,
191 5, the first radio-telephone messages
were successfully transmitted across the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
Now, in the midst of this war, the safety
of our communications has been strengthened byanother achievement.
In his conversation opening the line,
Mr. Gifford closed with these words:
"I now declare the new Transcontinental
Cable open to the service of the nation.
May it speed our victory and serve us
well in the peace to which we confidently

telephony.
look forward."

Telephone and

Telegraph Company, spoke across the continent toPresident Powley of The Pacific
[Telephone and Telegraph

Company

in

This is from an announcement on The Telephone Hour, a program heard each Monday evening over N.B.C. It is interesting to note that the new cable, when fully equipped, will accommodate network programs — besides telephone conversations, teletype and telegraph service.

SOUNDSCRIBER
WOR Uses Portable Recorder
At News Conference
BY MEANS of a Soundscriber, a
portable instrument used for recordings of news events, WOR,
New York, gave its listeners an
"on-the-scene" verbatim reproduction of the news conference held for
officers of French warships which
arrived in New York harbor last
week for repairs. John Whitmore
of WOR's war service and news
division recorded interviews with
Vice Admiral Raymond Fenard,
and Capt. Denis de Bourgoing, and
had them on the air at 1 p. m.
Monday, a half-hour after the news
conference. Mutual rebroadcast the
transcription at 6 : 15 p. m. that day.
CBS brought its listeners news
of the warships' arrival during the
Kate Smith Speaks program at
noon. Jack Gerber, of the CBS listening post, phoned the story in
from the conference to Ted Collins,
who conducts the program. BLUE
covered the conference through an
interview by Roy Porter, commentator, with Vice Admiral Fenard,
Tuesday. Adolf Schneider broadcast to NBC listeners direct from
the news conference. Joseph Morton, AP correspondent, and only
newsman aboard the French battleship Richelieu, was interviewed on
NBC at 6:30 the same day by Bill
Chaplin.
Claudia
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G

T. Johnson

Buys

Stock of KTBC, Austin
CLAUDIA T. JOHNSON, wife of
Rep. Lyndon Johnson (D-Tex.),
last week acquired control of
KTBC, Austin, Tex., in a transaction which gives her all stock
(250 shares) of the State Capital
Broadcasting Assn. for $17,500.
Mrs. Johnson stated that her plans
were not yet set, but that she would
remain in Washington for the present, where she is acting as secretary
to her husband. She asserted, however, that she is very much interested in the management of the
station and will keep a close eye
on operations. Aubrey H. Escoe will
continue as general manager.
Former owners were R. B. Anderson, once a member of the Texas
State Tax Commission; R. A.
Stuart, former Texas state senator,
and A. W. Walker Jr., law professor of Texas U. With Mrs. Johnson's application, filed with the
FCC Jan. 26, the J. M. West interests filed a quitclaim withdrawing
their application to purchase the
KTBC facilities [Broadcasting,
May 15, 1940] on condition Mrs.
Johnson's plea was approved.
KTBC was one of six outlets involved in the Rev. James G. Ulmer
"hidden
ownership" investigation
1940].
[Broadcasting, Feb. 15, May 1,

r a y b a R
Feldman Deferred
ARTHUR FELDMAN, former
special events director of NBC
New York, who has been in London since last fall on a special
mission for the British Broadcasting Corp., has been granted a sixmonths deferment by his local Selective Service Board to continue
his present duties. Mr. Feldman supervises production of BBC programs for North America.
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Fred

A.

Palmer

Named

As Manager of WCKY
FRED A. PALMER, sales manager of WCKY, Cincinnati, since
August 1941, has been appointed
station manager by L. B. Wilson,
owner. Mr. Wilson also disclosed
that WCKY has
taken additional
office space in the
Hotel Gibson,
wheretion'sthe
studios staare
located.
In radio since
1929, he began
his career as anMr. Palmer nouncer
of
WAIU, Columbus, 0., which later
became WHKC. Mr. Palmer later
served that station as general manager. In 1931 he was named radio
director of Mumm, Rohmer & Jaycox Adv. Agency, Columbus, and a
year later he organized and became
first president and general manager of WBNS, Columbus. He also
was instrumental in founding the
Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, which
he served as its first president.
Mr. Palmer joined WLS, Chicago in 1936, and a year later was
named vice-president and general
manager of KOY, Phoenix. While
in Phoenix he helped organize the
Arizona network and served as
vice-president of both the Phoenix
Advertising Club and the Pacific
Advertising Clubs Assn.
Born in Van Wert, O., Mr. Palmer attended Ohio Northern U. and
Wooster College. He is a member
of the Cincinnati Advertisers Club.

Nunn to Portugal
GILMORE N. NUNN, associated
with his father, J. Lindsay Nunn,
of Lexington, Ky., as owner of
WLAP, Lexington; KPDN, Pampa,
Tex.; WCMI,
Ashland and
KFDA, Amarillo,
Tex., who entered
the Army when
war came as first
lieutenant in the
Army Transport
Command,
Priorities Division,
has
been given leave
to become AmeriMr. Nunn
can vice-consul to
Portugal. He is stationed at Lisbon.
The
younger Nunn made his home
in Lexington.

POCATELLO
THE
HOT

SPOT

OF

IDAHO

RETAIL SALES UP 43%
Dec. 1942 Over Dec. 1941
Tell 'Em Thru

National Representatives
The Walker Co.
Homer

Griffith Co.
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Bat

Durr

reorgian Challenges Charge
>f Bureaucrat by Woodruff
Assurance that fcc Commisioner C. J. Durr "does not wish to
estroy private enterprises" was
oiced in CongTess last week when
tep. Grant
(D-Ala.) answered
I harges
of Rep. Woodruff (R■ lich.) that certain Government
I mployes,
Commissioner Durr
1 mong them, believed in "Governlient by bureaucratic mandate."
} iep. Woodruff had referred to
bmmissioner Durr's talks to the
^merican Economic Assn. Jan 5.
Rep. Grant told the House that
e "could find nothing in Mr. Durr's
( tatements which in the least infer
fiat any agency of Congress could
r should repeal acts of Congress by
l ureaucratic decree. I assure the
| entleman from Michigan that Mr.
l)urr does not wish to destroy priI ate enterprise.

Even

George

could

truthfully

want

blanket

California

Only Dated Facts

Washington

say

coverage

JL

at

the

|i Mr. Durr's talk in which the
l-lommissioner said "we see in operation a new kind of private enterj rise which is not based on private
I litiative — a system in which the
|;Government provides the capital
I nd takes the financial risk, while
j usiness is paid a management fee
of its organization."
the hire
J orRep.
Grant said, in describing
|Wh a system, Commissioner Durr
{/as not advocating future Government control of business, but
I tating what actually existed under
lirar programs authorized by Contress.
j The Congressman said "certainly
I iommissioner Durr cannot be classfied as a bureaucratic official when
lie makes a plea for more contact
I| e t w e e n administrative officials
quoted
1['.nd
burr Congress".
as suggestingHe that
heads Mr.
of
gencies should appear before appropriations committees to justify
Requests for funds, and file periodic
[i;eports.
[1 He further quoted Mr. Durr as
[haying "a relationship of a more
i jontinuous and less formal nature
pis required. A system of conferences between the agency heads and
he subcommittees should be arranged in which the activities and
Problems of the agencies could be
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'ully discussed."
Philip Morris Series
?HILIP MORRIS Co., New York,
jlast
week started
anlouncements
on transcribed
WMCA
WHN

"if

lowest

1 "He is an outstanding, patriotic
litizen and is himself a product of
I ur private business enterprise. We
ffave nothing to fear by way of
1 ureaucratic decrees from officials
Kf Commissioner Durr's type."
Argument arose over a passage
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WOR and WNEW, New York, at
!:he rate of 150 a week, on behalf of
Ounhill cigarettes. Morris has not
jised radio for Dunhill since its
sponsorship of a news program
Schedule in 1940. Biow Co., New
York, handles the account.
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KNOWLES ENTRIKIN, recently appointed supervising script editor of
Ruthrauff & Ryan's West Coast
originating shows, has assumed that
post on the weekly CBS Mayor of the
Town and NBC Bob Burns Shoiv,
both sponsored by Lever Bros. Co.
EMERSON FOOTE, president of
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York,
is recuperating at his home from a
throat infection.
SANDERSON SMITH, formerly with
the markets division of McCann-Erickson, San Francisco, has joined the
Overseas Branch of the OWI at San
Francisco.
THEODORE S. STRONG
and
Thomas M. Keresey have been elected
directors of Ivey & Ellington, Philadelphia. Paul A. Dorn has been elected
treasurer.
JACK MEAKIN of the production
department of William Esty & Co..
New York, will replace Gordon Auchinloss as director and continuity writer
of several American Tobacco Co. programs at Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York. Auchinloss will resign from the
agency in July to freelance. His assignments include the two Hit Parade
shows.
JAMES J. TENNYSON, former
copywriter and account executive of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, has
joined the copy staff of BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago.
JOHN DAVENPORT SCHEUER,
formerly regional sales director of
Esquire, last week joined William H.
Weintraub & Co., New York, as vicepresident in charge of new business.
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MONTE RANDALL, assistant publicity director of Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago,
manager. has been appointed traffic

Dunning to R & R
R. DEL DUNNING, advertising
manager of the Centaur & Cummer
Products Divisions of Sterling Drug
Inc., New York, has been named
account executive of Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York. Mr. Dunning was
at one time advertising manager of
the Manufactured Products Division of the Borden Co. O. J. Nickel,
formerly of Procter & Gamble Co.,
Cincinnati, succeeds him as adveructs. tising manager of Cummer Prod-

DO

YOU

YOUR

WATTS

&

ARNOLD MICHAELIS, CBS director-producer-writer, has joined the
radio department of the Biow Co.,
New York, to produce and direct
What's My Name on NBC Sundays,
10:30-11
p. m. for San-Nap-Pak Mfg.
Co.

tune »s m ^Bandana courage

NOW
5,000

CARL M. STANTON, executive in
charge of the Lucky Strike account at
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, has
been assigned to executive duties in the
radio activities of the agency and will
divide his time among New York, Chicago and Pacific Coast offices.
C. GILBERT NORTON, formerly account executive of G. M. Basford Co.,
New York, has joined O. S. Tyson &
Co., New York, as an assistant account
executive.

EDWARD W. YOUNG has been
named account executive in the Boston
office of Wendell P. Colton Co., where
he will specialize in radio accounts.
He was formerly in the production department of Harry M. Frost Co., Boston.

YES,

11

EXECUTIVES attending the party at the recent opening of the New Yorl
office of Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, advertising agency, were (1 to r) :
R. T. Van Norden, vice-president in charge of the New York office; Warrer
Jennings, BLUE; Howard Meighan, Radio Sales Inc., New York; Mrs,
Ruth Trend, New York office; Arthur J. Kemp, Pacific Coast sales manager for CBS; and Murray Grabhorn of the BLUE Network.
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KNOW
IOWA

MARKET?
<- Get this
latest survey
now- FREE!
Do you know what station
is "listened to most" by
55.7% of the Iowa radio audience? . . .
Who writes to radio stations, and why?
These and many other questions on a big
market are fully answered in the "Iowa
Radio Audience Survey". Impartial, informative, helpful. Get yours today, without obligation! Write!
CENTRAL BROADCASTING CO.
Des Moines, Iowa
916 Walnut St.
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Ann McNatt Joins Mace
ANN McNATT has joined the
radio department of Mace Adv,
Agency, Peoria, 111. Miss McNatt
was an active member of the ad
vertising staff of
the Columbia
Missourian, offic i a 1 university
publication while
attending the U.
of Missouri. During her attendance at the university
she highest
attained
honors in advertising and radio
courses in the school of journalism.
Miss McNatt

Record

Audiences

Seen

In Latest CAB
Report
RECORD - BREAKING audiences
for both daytime and nighttime
network shows are reported by the
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting in Report 23 issued last week.
Rating over the 30-mark are 12,
nighttime programs, including Lux
Radio Theatre, Kay Kyser, Chase
& Sanborn, Fibber McGee & Molly,
Jack Family,
Benny, Maxwell
Bob Hope,
The Coffee
Aidrich
House
Time, Red Skelton, Mr. District AU
torney, Rudy Vallee and Walter
Winchell.
The CAB report also listed nine
daytime programs which had rati
ings over 10, usually regarded as a
top figure for daytime ratings
Those programs are Pause That
Refreshes on the Air, Romance of
Helen Trent, Our Gal Sunday, Kate
Smith Speaks, Life Can Be Beauti^
ful, Ma Perkins, Stella Dallas,
Aunt Jenny's Stories and Big*
Sister.
Research

Book

EDITED by Paul F. Lazarsfeld,
director of the office of Radio Re
search, and by Frank Stanton.
CBS vice-president in charge of
research, the second of the Radio;
Research annuals has been released!
[Radio Research 194.2-4.3, Duell*
Sloan & Pearce, New York $5].
An analysis of daytime serials isj
included in the book, as well as a
section on "Radio in Wartime",
containing several studies of German propaganda and a discussion!
of the BBC bv its research director. New developments in radio!
research are reviewed.
• Broadcast

Advertising

1

LOU

MAXOIS
OP A

NAMED

PRESS

CHIEF

LOU R. MAXON, head of Maxon
Adv. Inc., Detroit, was named
deputy administrator of OPA last
week in a move by Price Administrator Prentiss M. Brown "to make
rationing and price control more
acceptable
to Michigan
the public."
As a north
neighbor of
the new OPA chief, Mr. Maxon
said, "We think alike and are in
general agreement as to the general
principles which should control the
job." He predicted that OPA would
no Mr.
longer
use "Commando
tactics."
Maxon
founded Maxon
Inc.
in the late 1920s. Since then the
agency has flourished in the midwest, handling such accounts as
Ford Motor Co., Heinz Foods, General Electric, and Gillette Safety
Razors. At OPA, Mr. Maxon succeeds Robert W. Horton.
jVOOLLEY
WELCOME
to the
]BS Colgate-Palmolive-Peet program featuring Al Jolson was
narked by participation of network, sponsor and agency execu;ives. Monty Woolley (on floor),
razes rapturously into the eyes of
ifolson. Spectators are (1 to r) John
;C Karol, CBS market research
sales counsel; J. Allen Barnett,
Sherman & Marquette account executive; William C. Gittinger, CBS
Sales vice-president; Stuart SherWi, S & M president; Robert E.
Lusk, C-P-P vice-president in
;harge of advertising.

AGENCY

RYSTAL PRODUCTS Co., Kansas City,
so Burton Browne Adv., Chicago. Trade
',ind national publications to be used.
|0R. N. F. SPECTOR, Chiropractic Health
Centers, to I. A. Goldman Co., Baltimore.
Radio will be used.
NATIONAL UNION RADIO Corp., Newark, N. J., and Lansdale, Pa. (electronic
;ubes), to Sayre M. Ramsdell Assoc., Philadelphia.
BLAKE GROVES, Eau Gaillie, Fla. (citrus
'ruits),
Cincinnati.to Allen, Heaton & McDonald,
pARFUMS L'ORLE, New York, to L. H.
Hartman Co., New York. Will test newsvs. radio advertising in selected
Eastern papercities.
TOWNSEND NATL. Recovery Plan Inc.,
ijChicago (weekly pub.), to J. L. Stewart
llAgency, Chicago. Radio and newspapers
iftwill be used.
FASHION FROCKS Inc., Cincinnati, to
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y. Radio
will be used.
'FLAG PET FOOD Corp., New York, to
I'Hirshon-Garfield Inc., Boston, for Boston
campaign.
INTERNATIONAL SHOE Co., St. Louis,
(to Olian Adv. Co., St. Louis.
PETROL Corp., Los Angeles (PDQ gaso[line, oil), to Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood. User of local radio, firm on
!March 7 starts a weekly amateur proIgram on KNX, Hollywood.
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Marquette

Opens New York Office
SHERMAN & MARQUETTE, Chicago, has opened a New York office
at 50 Rockefeller Plaza completely
staffed in radio and copy departments. Telephone is Circle 6-1550.
J. Allen Barnett, vice-president,
will be in charge of the New York
office, while William A. Bacher has
been appointed radio director succeeding Herb Polesie, who has been
named CBS production chief of
sustaining programs. Under his direction will be the CBS Al JolsonMonty Woolley show heard for Colgate tooth powder, 8:30-8:55 p.m.
Tuesdays, and the Bill Stern Sports
Newsreel of the Air on NBC Saturdays at 10-10:15 p.m.
Ashley Belbin, former manager
of copy department of Pedlar &
Ryan, New York, heads the creative staff of the New York office.
Kelso Taeger, S&M director of research and media and W. R. Denning, production, have transferred
to New York. The Colgate-Palmolive-Peet account (toothpowder,
brush and brushless shave creams,
Halo shampoo, Cashmere Bouquet
soap and cosmetics), formerly handled from Chicago, will be serviced
from the New office.
JOSEPH JACOBS, head of Jewish
Market Organization, has been appointed chairman of the Jewish Language Press & Radio Division of the
New
York City
Cross Information,
War Fund's
Committee
on Red
Public
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16 STATIONS
GIVEN
KROGER
RENEWALS]
the

Kudine&d.

of

BROADCASTING

STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WHK-WCLE, Cleveland
Musterole Co., Cleveland, 26 sa, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Doubleday, Doran & Co., New York (Book
League) , sa, thru Huber Hoge & Sons,
N. Y.
General Baking Co., Chicago, 80 ta, thru
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.. Chicago.
Marlin Firearms Co., New York (blades) ,
39 ta, thru Craven & Hedrick, N. Y.
Olive Tablet Co., Columbus (Olive Tablets), 130 ta, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
N. Y.
Pierce's
BuffaloJones
(Golden
Remedy),Proprietaries,
260 ta, thru Duane
Co.,
N. Y.
Ward Baking Co., New York, 626 sa, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Barbasol Co., Indianapolis, fa, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
E. Fougera Co., New York (Don Juan
lipstick) , 20 sa weekly, 8 weeks, thru
Grey Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Popular Science Pub. Co., New York
(magazine) , 15 sp, thru Craven & Hedrick, N. Y.
KFI, Los Angeles
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Lava
soap), 7 weekly sa, thru Biow Co.,
N. Y.
Universal Enterprises, Los Angeles
(paint), weekly, t, thru Adolph Wenland Adv., Los Angeles.
National Biscuit Co., Los Angeles (Shreddies), 3 weekly ta, thru Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Los Angeles.
Bank of America, San Francisco (investment), 6sa, direct.
National Biscuit Co., Los Angeles (Shreddies), 3 weekly ta, thru Botsford. Constantine & Gardner, Los Angeles.
Bank of America Trust & Savings Assn.,
San Francisco, 50 sa, dh'ect.
Durkee Famous Foods, New York (food
products) , 3 weekly sa, thru Emil Reinhardt Adv. Agency, Oakland, Cal.
Hulman & Co., Terre Haute, Ind. (Clabber Girl baking powder), 3 weekly so,
thru Pollyea Adv., Terre Haute.
KGO, San Francisco
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Aunt Jemima
pancake flour) , 6 sp weekly, thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co., Chicago.
Kilpatrick's
San Francisco,
series, and 6Bakery,
sp weekly,
thru Emil saReinhardt Adv. Agency, Oakland, Cal.
Regal Amber Brewing Co., San Francisco,
4 sa weekly, thru M. E. Harlan Adv.,
San Francisco.
Frozen Food Distributors Inc., San Francisco, weekly sa, thru Tomaschke-Elliott
Inc., Oakland, Cal.
Loma Linda Food Co., Arlington, Cal.
(Breakfast Cup), weekly so, thru GerthPacific Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Seven-Up Bottling Co., San Francisco
(7-UP), sa weekly, thru Rhoades &
Davis, San Francisco.
Piso Co., Warren, Pa. (cough syrup), 14
sa weekly, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman Inc.,
Memphis, Tenn.
Beech-Nut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.
(gum), 2 sa weekly, thru Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.

WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
Hamburg Hatchery, Hamburg, la. (Chix ) ,
6Omaha.
sa weekly, thru Buchanan-Thomas,
Russell-Miller
Milling Co., Minneapolis,
weekly sp, 13 weeks, thru CampbellMithun, Minneapolis.
Oelwein Chemical Co., Oelwein, la. (Occo),
85 sa, thru Cary-Ainsworth, Des Moines.
Oyster Shell Products Co., New Rochelle,
N. Y., t, 1 year, thru Cecil & Presbrey,
N. Y.
Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co., Philadelphia,
3 t weekly, 13 weeks, thru Sherman K.
Ellis & Co., Chicago.
Cudahy Packing Co., Chicago (mineral
feed), 5 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Grant
Adv., Chicago.
Pierce's
Buffalo 30 (Golden
Medical Proprietaries,
Discovery) , 6 t weekly,
weeks,
thru Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
Plough
Inc., Memphis
(Penetro nose
drops, St. Joseph aspirin), 1 t & ta
weekly, 1 year, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman,
Memphis.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, 26 t, thru KlauVan Pietersom-Dunlap Assoc., MilwauRoma Wine Co., Fresno & Lodi, Cal., 195
sa, thru McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
Murphy Products Co., Burlington, Wis.
( cut-cost concentrates ) , 3 sa weekly, 1
year thru Wade Adv. Agency Chicago.
Jacques Seed Co., Prescott, Wis. (HyBrid seed corn) , 78 sa, thru Triangle
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
KFRC, San Francisco
Italian Swiss Colony, Asti, Cal. (wines),
5 ne weekly, thru Leon Livingston Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco 10 sa weekly, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, San Francisco.
Bay Cities Metal Trades Council, San
Francisco (trade union), weekly sp, thru
Rhoades & Davis, San Francisco.
Durkee Famous Foods, Oakland, Cal.
(Best Foods Mayonnaise) weekly sa,
thru Emil Reinhardt Adv., Oakland,
Cal.
Levtr Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso,
Vimms) weekly ta, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, San Francisco.
WABC, New York
Spratt's
(America)
Newark,
N. J. Patent
(dog food),
5 sa Ltd.,
weekly,
thru
Paris & Peart, N. Y.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, Ind. (institutional), 3ne weekly, thru Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Doubleday, Doran & Co., New York (publishers), 3so weekly, thru Huber Hoge
6 Sons, N. Y.

WMAQ, Chicago
Colgate- Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Supersuds, Palmolive soap), 5 ta
weekly, 48 weeks, thru William Esty &
Co. and Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Chicago Sun, Chicago, 6 sa, thru Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
WOR, New York
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Spry), 5
t weekly, 51 weeks, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
Page
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WGY, Schenectady
I. J. Grass Noodle Co., Chicago (noodle
soup), 2 sa weekly, 226 weeks, thru
Chas. Silver & Co., Chicago.
P. Lorillard Co., New York (Friends tobacco), 39 ta, thru Lennen & Mitchell,
N. Y.
Penick & Ford, New York (My-T-Fine),
5 ta weekly, 11 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Macfadden Pub., New York (True Story),
4 sp, thru Raymond Spector, N. Y.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Spry), 261 t,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
N. Y. State Savings Bank, New York, 6 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Ruthrauff &
Y.
P. Ryan,
Duff N.
& Sons,
Pittsburgh (gingerbread
mix, waffle mix), 50 sa, thru W. Earl
Bothwell Adv. Agency, Pittsburgh.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Lava
soap), 130 sa, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
KNX, Hollywood
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(saving soap), 11 ta weekly, thru Ted
Bates Inc., New York.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Super-Suds), 11 ta weekly, thru Wm.
Esty & Co., N. Y.
Safeway
Cal. (DwightEdwardsStores,
coffee),Oakland,
15 sa weekly,
thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.
Durkee Famous Foods, Oakland, Cal. (margarine) weekly
,
sa, thru Emil Reinhardt
Adv. Agency, Oakland.
Vick Chemical Co., Greensboro, N. C.
(Voratone, Vapo Rub, Vatronol) , 3 sp
weekly, thru Morse International, N. Y.
WIND, Chicago
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post), 23 sa weekly, 52
weeks, thru MacFarland, Aveyard & Co.,
Chicago.
Fox Head Waukesha Corp., Waukesha,
Wis. (beer), 6 sa weekly, 52 weeks thru
Hoffman & York, Milwaukee.
Henry C. Lytton & Sons, Gary (department store) , 56 sa, 1 week, direct.
The Vitamin Club, Chicago (tablets), 3 sp,
1 week, thru United Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WBBM, Chicago
Hotel & Restaurant Cooperative Adv.
Committee, Chicago, 12 sa weekly, 13
weeks, thru Sorenson & Son, Chicago.
Doubleday, Doran & Co., New York (publisher) sa, 1 week, thru Huber Hoge &
Sons, N. Y.
Continental Baking Co., New York 5 so
weekly,
N.
Y. 48 weeks, thru Ted Bates Inc.,

THOROUGHLY SOLD on the job
that spot broadcasting has done
and will do, despite wartime conditions, the Kroger Grocery & Baking Co. last week announced 52week renewals for all of its three
quarter-hour daytime dramatic
shows on 16 stations in 11 states.
Ralph H. Jones Co. is agency.
With a combined total of more |
than 12 years on the air, the three
programs are Linda's First Love,
Maryter and
Foster
— the
Editor's DaughHearts
in Harmony.
In March 1941 Kroger introduced
a different daytime technique in
Hearts in Harmony, featuring what
it terms innovation
a "dramusical"
pattern.
Another
this year
was
inclusion of important news bulletins in Mary Foster.
Stations receiving renewal contracts for the Kroger series include
WSM KFH WBNS WIBA WMC
WJHL KFPW WTAM
KDKA
WGST WLW
WOOD
WIRE
WMBD WDBJ WSPD.
8 New

Contracts

Signed

By NBC
Disc Division
EIGHT NEW contracts have been
signed for syndicated programs of
NBC's Radio Recording Division :
KYOS, Merced, Cal. ; WTMA,
Charleston, S. C, and All-Canad;i
Radio Facilities Ltd., have purchased
Name You Will Remember, also signed
by WKBH, La Crosse, Wis., for Lit
Crosse Breweries. Series has been renewed by WSTR, Syracuse; WMBG.
Richmond, for Home Brewing Co..
and WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H., for
a local creamery.
WOW, Omaha, has signed for Five
Minute Mysteries, and KSD, St. Louis,
has renewed, for Columbia Brewing
Co. WFE'A, Manchester, N. H., contracted for Flying for Freedom for a
men's clothing store, and WTMA.
Charleston, S. C. purchased Time Out
with Ted Steele, for a dry cleaning
firm. Betty and Bob, was renewed bv
KFI, Los Angeles, and by WPRO,
Providence, for a department store.
KVOA, Tucson, Ariz., renewed
Getting the Most Out of Life, for
Bring's Funeral Home, and WLAP.
Lexington, Ky., signed for Carson
Robison and His Buckaroos.

Steering a straight course into the homes
' and hearts of millions of listeners in the
booming Pacific Northwest!
L —save
Buy two10%.
markets— save 5%. Buy all three
Write for booklet.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST GROUP
KXL
Joseph H. McGillvra
KFPY
The Katz Agency
Z NET
The Walker Company _
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RAWFORD CLOTHES, New York,
ir its men's clothing stores in Phila>lphia has contracted for 40 minutes
7 newscasts a day, Monday through
beridav, on WPEN, Philadelphia,
aming Feb. IS for 16 weeks. Package
icludes local sponsorship of Fulton
ewis Jr.. transcribed from Mutual,
. lus five 5-minute spots daily. Account
J as placed through Al Paul Lefton
gency, Philadelphia.
I EASONETTES DISTRIBUTORS,
. os Angeles (seasoning salt) recently
two participafor 52 inweeks
f artedweekly
the Home Forum
ons
\ rogram of KGO, San Francisco.
I gency is Eugene F. Rouse & Co.,
os Angeles.
[ARMON WATCH Co., New York,
as purchased six quarter-hour segments of Art Green's Magic Carpet
msical program on WMCA, New
ork, for a period of 52 weeks,
irough Moss Assoc., New York, startlg Feb. 21.
JURTISS CANDY Co., Chicago, is
itroducing in the Chicago area a new
roduct. Spread-mor, a butter ex?nder. Car cards and newspapers will
e used. No radio is planned at preset. C. Wendel Muench & Co., Chiago, is agency.
[RS. SMITH PIE Co., Philadelphia,
n Feb. 15 started a spot campaign
u WDAS, Philadelphia. Each spot
lugs a different eating place with
oly a reminder to the listener to
rder Mrs. Smith's pie as the desr'srt. From 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., every
our on the hour a spot announcement
; used, making 13 spots a day and
i 8 announcements a week. Laurence I.
I Overling Agency, Philadelphia, has the
' ccount.
CAMPBELL CEREAL Co., Minnepolis (Malt-o-Meal) on March 1 will
egin a series of early-morning quarsr-hour commentaries titled Nothing
\<)ut the Truth featuring Alexander
IcQueen on WBBM, Chicago. H. W.
Castor & Sons, Chicago, placed the
ontract for 13 weeks.

Uses

Newsmen

Promotion

Spots

AN UNUSUAL "commentators'
endorsement" campaign for the new
motion picture "Air Force" has
been running the last week on nine
New York stations under sponsorship of Warner Bros. Pictures,
New York, which plans to continue
the scheme in other parts of the
country.
Campaign last week consisted of
65 one-minute transcriptions featuring short talks about the picture's merits by H. V. Kaltenborn,
NBC; Lowell Thomas, BLUE; Edwin C. Hill, Cecil Brown, Maj.
George Fielding Eliot, and Frazier
Hunt, CBS. Prepared by BlaineThompson Co., New York, agency
for Warner Bros., the discs were
heard Feb. 15-19 on WJZ WEAF
WMCA
WNEW
WQXR WHN
WABC WINS WBYN.
HOTEL & RESTAURANT Cooperative Committee, Chicago, promoting
Chicago hotels and restaurants, has
placed chain-break and one-minute
spot announcements 7 to 14 times a
week on WMAQ WBBM WGN
WJJD, Chicago. Contracts, for 13
weeks, were placed by Sorenson &
Co., Chicago.
FLAG PET FOOD Corp., New York,
has added six stations in the New
York area to its schedule of spot announcements on WEAF, New York,
started for a dog food in January.
Firm now uses a total of 100 transcribed announcements weekly and
does not plan to expand radio advertising to a national basis at present.
Peck Adv., New York, handles the account.
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"OELIEVE

Crop/

it or not, this Iowa farmer is harvesting munitions! Munitions in the raw. Soybeans!

Soybeans that will find their way into explosives to blast
the enemy . . . into paints and varnishes to protect ships,
guns, tanks and planes . . . into feed for the production of
meat and milk . . . into bone- and muscle-building rations for
our fighting forces and allies!

Last year Iowa farmers harvested 39,312,000 bushels of
soybeans, for which they received $1.55 per bushel. And
Uncle Sam has called for a 50% increase in soybean acreage
in 1943!
That's one of the reasons why the No. 1 Farm Market is
richer today than ever before, will be richer still in the years

ii-'IINNEAPOLIS BREWING Co.,
lihvaukee, now presents Friendly
''red, transcribed music and chatter,
a a six-weekly period, 10 :30-ll p.m.,
•n WCCO, Minneapolis.
•iOKAN Co., St. Louis, for Vanish, a
landruff remover, is the newest partici>ating
sponsor
of Rush
Hughes'
variey program
heard
on KWK,
St. Louis,

ahead. As Sales Management puts it: "The farmer is doing
so well that he is a prime prospect both today and tomorrow
(his savings are tremendous)".
To reach the No. 1 Farm Market's record-breaking buying
power, you need KMA. KMA is the only full-time farm station in the entire area — the only station devoting 70% of its
time to the specific needs and wants of the 3 million people

lilO a.m. to 12 noon and 6:15-7- p.m.
[)ther
Hughes
sponsors
lieck Bros.
Brewing
Co. are
and GrieseMeyer
?ros. Drug Co., St. Louis.
DeKALB AGRICULTURAL Assn.,
t)eKalb, 111., is sponsoring a ten-minute thrice-weekly program, On the
., {on,
farm,
on WNAX,
City-Yankto help
meet foodSioux
production
goals

in its 151 primary counties.

Your copy of our latest Market Data Brochure tells the
whole story. Write for it now.

y'or
Western
Adv. Agency, Raune, 1943.
handles
the account.

J

KMA
BLUE NETWORK

ALTOONA,PA.
Complete
NBC
BLUE

Coverage

The

No.

1 Farm

Station

in the No. 1 Farm

Market

affiliate and
Network
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SONTAG DRUG STORES, Los Angeles (chain), on Feb. 15 started a
five-weekly quarter-hour newscast on
KFWB, Hollywood. Contract is for
52 weeks. Firm sponsors a similar
daily program on KFAC and KFVD,
in addition to Baukage Talking, fiveweekly on KECA. Milton Weinberg
Adv. Co., Los Angeles, has the account.
CALIFORNIA BANK, Los Angeles
(checking service), in a two-month
campaign directed to defense industry
workers, on Feb. 22 starts two transcribed announcements daily on
KMPC KFAC KECA KIEV. In addition daily participation is to be sponsored in the combined Sunrise Salute
and Housewives Protective League
programs on KNX. Participation is
scheduled in Art Baker's Notebook,
Mirandy's Garden Patch and Agnes
White's California Home on KFI.
Agency is Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
S. H. EWING Ltd., Montreal (NoCa coffee substitute) has started a test
announcement campaign on Montreal
stations. Account was placed by Desbarats Adv. Agency, Montreal.
BELL TELEPHONE Co. of Canada,
Montreal, has started a campaign on
Montreal English and French language stations to advise people to consult directories instead of calling "information". This is part of campaign
gradually being used in various parts
of Canada following a test in Quebec
City. Account is handled by Cockfield,
Brown & Co., Montreal.
BOHEMIAN DISTRIBUTING Co.,
Los Angeles (Acme beer), in a 26week campaign started Feb. 9 currently is sponsoring a thrice-weekly
five-minute transcribed program.
Bullets of Truth, on KNX. Hollywood.
A parallel schedule, plus 13 announcements weekly, is sponsored on KHJ,
Hollywood. Other Southern California
radio is contemplated. Agency is
Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, Los
Angeles.

Travel

Ban

Boosts

Sportscast
Interest
WARTIME TRAVEL restrictions
were foremost in mind when the
Associated Division of Tide Water
Associated Oil Co. recently contracted to sponsor some 75 West
Coast basketball games from
Spokane to San Diego, according
to Harold R. Deal, the firm's advertising and sales promotion manOriginating in nine cities, the
games are broadcast by K.FI0,
ager.
Spokane; KRSC, Seattle; KWJJ,
Portland; KFWB, Los Angeles;
KSFO, San Francisco; KLX, Oakland. It is the 18th year of sponsoring sports events on the part of
Tide Water.
Fans "Attend" by Air
"Interest in basketball this season is considerably stimulated by
SPONSOR'S BLESSING attended third year start of the thrice-weekly
quarter-hour Soil-Off News, when Soil-Off Mfg. Co., Glendale, Cal.
(household cleaner), renewed the series for 52 weeks on 7 CBS Pacific
Coast stations, adding KOY KTUC twice-weekly. Talking it over are:
(1 to r) Mr. and Mrs. Bernhard Nyman, owners of Soil-Off Mfg. Co.;
Jefferson K. Wood, account executive of Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles
agency servicing account; Truman Bradley, newscaster (at mike) ; R. C.
Lockman, network account executive. Firm also sponsors a thrice-weekly
five-minute newscast on KOA KOB, with daily schedule on KPRO. A
schedule started in mid-February. Other radio is planned.
J. J. GALLAGHER has been appointed manager of the Montreal office
of A. McKim Ltd. He has been with
the agency
for ten years, and a director since 1937.

Heroros

* South Florida's
non-tourist income from pay rolls in 1942
exceeded any annual income, in any year,
from her richest tourist season.
* This new, rich
market represents civilian war work
employment and spending . . . TWELVE
MONTHS A YEAR
* In dollar volume
Miami's share represented over 59 % of
the total retail sales in Florida's three
major markets.

WIOD Covers This
New Rich Market
As Completely As
Florida's Magic Sun

KIRBY'S SHOE STORES, Los Angeles (retail), out of radio for some
time, in a 52-week institutional campaign started Feb. 15 is sponsoring a
daily quarter-hour news program. Between the Lines, on KFWB, Hollywood. Lockwood-Shakelford Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles, is agency.
JOHN BENNETT, general manager
of Hutchins Adv. Co., of Canada, Toronto, has joined Philco Corp. of Canada, Toronto, as assistant to the general manager. He will continue to
handle Philco's advertising as well as
public and industrial relations.
CHICAGO RUG & CARPET Cleaners, Chicago, recently started sponsoring a weekly transcribed quarter-hour
program. Top Notch Bands, with live
commercials by Eddie Dunn. Contract
for 13 weeks was placed by Robt.
Kahn & Assoc. Chicago.
WITH the issue of Feb. 26 MovieRadio Guide changes from a weekly
to a monthly publication with a revised format, additional features and
a four-color cover. Program listings
for 20 different sections of the country will be separately printed and inserted.

competition of some first-class
Service teams," said Mr. Deal. He
mentioned such teams as St. Mary's
Navy Pre-Flight, paced by Hank]
Luisetti ; the Coast Guard, Oakland
Air Base, Camp Roberts and the
Presidio of Monterrey.
Pacific Coast Conference schools
and well-known independents, like
St. Mary's Santa Clara and the U.
of San Francisco provide the intercollegiate clashes which compose
the bulk of the schedule.
Mr. Deal said fan mail from all
sections of the Coast indicates
that hundreds of persons, who formerly attended basketball games,
now listen to the game broadcasts.
Commercial copy is institutional
with a large percentage devoted to
the War Effort. Merchandising
support is provided by window
posters listing game schedules as
well as announcements to dealers.
Tide Water also mentions its
Basketball Sportscasts in all advertising in other media. Added
promotion is the offer of American
Flag decals for auto windshields,
obtainable without charge at service stations.
Microphone assignments are
handled by Frank Bull, Los Angeles; Jack MacDonald and Bill
Tobbitt, Northern California; Ted
Bell, Seattle; George Mooney,
Spokane, and Hal Byer and
Marshal Pengra, Oregon.

National Representative
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
5,000 WATTS
Page
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Probe
to Direct House
(Continued from page 9)
fense, be terminated 60 days after
nent agencies also was approved
the cessation of hostilities unless
rithout opposition.
otherwise authorized by Congress.
' Before the vote came on the
This amendment was agreed to
}ase amendment, several Congresswithout debate.
lien unleashed bitter attacks
Deferment Requests Cited
.gainst the FCC. Judge Cox, supporting the proposal, said he had
Rep. Dworshak (R-Ida.) then
ieen "maligned, blackmailed and
offered an amendment eliminating
riminally misrepresented by this
the item of $206,160 proposed for
igency of Government". He rethe
"War Problems Division",
ferred to Chairman Fly as "this
headed
by Assistant General CounJriah Heep", who he charged had
sel Nathan David. He pointed out
'brought political pressure to bear
that the appropriations committee
lpon the Secretary of the Navy
md forced into retirement the man
itself had expressed "some skepticism" over this proposal and had
vho knew more about communicarecommended that the Commission
ions than any other man in the
consider the desirability of dis^avy, Admiral Hooper." [Rear Adcontinuing them. Mr. Dworshak
niral Sanford C. Hooper, now on
said
that
he
thought this was a
ictive duty as Senior Radio Conresponsibility of Congress and not
sultant in New York, who formerly
of the FCC.
landled communications in the
After Chairman Woodrum had
■^Office of the Chief of Naval Operi itions.]
cited that this fund was part of
Before the debate concluded,
the national defense program of
Speaker Rayburn left the chair
the FCC and that the military services believed it necessary, the
Pind asked for permission to adamendment was rejected by a vote
j Iress the House from the well, deof 99 to 76.
| faring he had a right to speak on
T;he motion to strike the appropriaWhen debate on the Independent
I tion because he happened to have
Offices bill opened last Monday,
Keen chairman of the committee
Rep. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.), a
member both of the subcommittee
f that reported the bill to set up the
I FCC in 1934, and was author of
and of the Cox Select Committee,
jithe bill. The Speaker declared he
cited the "duplication of effort"
between the FCC and the Army
[did not appeal to "your prejudices
lor to your passions," but that he
and Navy on radio intelligence opf>did want to "counsel with your
erations, striking particularly at
treason with all the earnestness I
FBIS and the FCC's Radio Intellikcan command".
gence Division. He also called at1 "A great war is on, the world
tention to the vast number of proI,is aflame and the air is full of
motions during the last year, to| propaganda from every conceivable
talling 1,806, amounting to $145,000. Then he cited to the House
Pportion of the earth," Mr. Rayburn
Isaid. "There is only one agency
requests for deferments from Sepin the United States of America
lective Service of 442 FCC em: that has any control whatsoever
over the air of the United States.
ployes.
Rep. Cox interceded that it "is
jl'Do
your vote
this time,
common gossip all over town that
wantyou,tobystrike
downat that
only
there is a higher percentage of
draft dodgers as a result of the
jfiagency?"
Time allowed for debate on the
requests of the departments in the
Communications Commission than
I'Case amendment then expired and
the vote was called. After the vote,
in any other department of the
IjRep. Dirksen (R-Ill.) proposed an
Government." He pointed out also
'^amendment whereby the FCC's naone "division" of the FCC
tional defense appropriations of that
differing with Mr. Fly contends
^$5,590,314, for the Federal Broadthat the Commission could carry
cast Intelligence Service and other
on its work for $2,000,000 instead
activities relating to national deof the $7,609,000 budget recommended.
Garey

Charges Waste
Mr. Fly, the Georgian contended,
"has no knowledge of communications other than experience that
he obtained as a switchboard operator before he was placed in the
chairmanship." Mr. Cox also alluded to statements he attributed
PORTLAND, OREGON
KEY TO THE GREAT WEST"
5,CC0Watts-620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

BROADCASTING

to the Army and Navy that "Mr.
Fly is a terrible handicap to them
in his effort to dominate completely
in foreign communications of the
Army and Navy."
Alluding to those "in the know",
Judge Cox charged that the largerpart of the FCC's appropriations
are wasted and that "you may as
well shovel the money out of the
window as to expend it in the

• Broadcast

Advertising

in which the Commission

Mr. Woodrum observed that the
Cox inquiry will apprise Congress
ofdoes."
everything "they can find that
would justify putting the Federal
Communications Commission and
Mr. Fly out of business". Meanwhile, he pointed out it was an
agency doing an important war
job and that its appropriation
should be continued. In the heat
of the debate, Mr. Woodrum said
that he would inquire of the responsible heads of the Army and
Navy about the FCC and that if
they said the Commission "is a
detriment to the war effort", he
would himself move to delete the
national defense item. Later, he
said this had been checked to his
satisfaction. He commented that a
"fair trial" should be accorded before there is an execution, and
Judge Cox protested he was not
trying to "execute anybody".
In concluding that phase of the
debate, Rep. Wigglesworth pointed
out that the record indicates the
Commission has continued approval
of transfer of stations "for considerations far in excess of the
value of the physical assets transferred, with all the danger we have
seen in other fields in the capitalization of Government franchises."
He added "serious charges said
to have been made in connection
with former Commissioner Pickard
and others have apparently been
whitewashed to the satisfaction of
the Commission and the Dept. of
Justice, in the absence of further
evidence". [Broadcasting, Feb. 15].
Finally, he pointed out that three
of those persons included in the
list of 38 recently published by the
Dies Committee are on the FCC's

on

Promptly upon opening of the
payroll.
House Wednesday, debate on the
bill was resumed. Early in the proceedings, Rep. Case proposed to delete the entire FCC appropriation
after several colloquies on procedure.

in

Rep. Ramspeck (D-Ga.) condemned the proposed procedure as
"demagogery" and charged that
tactics of this sort were responsible
for criticism of Congress.
The appropriations bill now goes
to the Senate, where brief hearings
probably will be held before the Independent Offices subcommittee of
the Senate Appropriations Committee. The Senate seldom overrides the House on appropriations
measures.
Plans

CBC

the

Dial

Georgia!

590kc.

Series

R. S. LAMBERT, educational advisor to the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., arrived in New York last
week to plan the five programs of
Lands of the Free which will be
produced in Canada for broadcast
in the United States by NBC. The
programs will be produced in their
entirety by CBC at the Toronto
studios of CBY, beginning in April.
Lands of the Free, part of the NBC
Inter-American University of the
Air series, will shift to a new time,
Sunday, 4:30 p.m., effective Feb.
21.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
HEADLEY REED COMPANY
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WSAP
Shortwave

Rulings

Clarified
by
FCC
Special Authorization Limited
To International Service
CLARIFICATION of its rules governing special service authorizations, to eliminate confusion resulting from amendments originally
promulgated Dec. 29, was effected
last Tuesday by the FCC. The regulations (Section 1.366) of its rules
of practice and procedure were revised so as to limit special service
authorizations to standard broadcast, international broadcast and
point-to-point stations only in connection with the furnishing of facilities for an international broadcast
service.
Broadness of the language originally used, it was said, led to some
confusion among the telegraph carriers. The new language does not
effect a change in policy.
The section as amended reads* :
"1.366 Special service authorizations. —
Special service authority may be issued
to the licensee of a standard broadcast
station or, in connection with the furnishing of facilities for service to the United
States Government, to the licensee of an
international broadcast station or an interational point-to-point station, for a service other or beyond that authorized in its
exising license for a period not exceeding
that of its existing license.
"Application
for special
service stations
authorization for standard
broadcast
must be made by formal application* and
a satisfactory showing must be made in
regard to the following, among others:
That theonrequested
may
not"(a)
be granted
a regularoperation
basis under
the existing rules governing the operation
of standard broadcast stations;
"(b) That experimental operation is not

FIGHTING FOR POLAND is Lt. Stefan Maciurzynski (center) formerly on the foreign language staff of WJBK, Detroit, before joining Gen.
Sikorsky's Polish army in London. Fellow foreign language staff members at the farewell party are (1 to r): Jacob Kmicic; Alexander Droszcz;
Tillie Wejroch; Eugene Konstantynowicz, director of Polish broadcasts;
Helen and Stanislaus Milewicz; Stanislaus Sielanski. Lt. Maciurzynski
had been an exchange student here when the Nazis attacked Poland.
Skelton Tops List
RED SKELTON leads the list of
"Top 10" programs released in the
January (C. E.) Hooper Pacific
Ratings Report. Bob Hope came in
second, and Fibber McGee & Molly
placed third. Others in order of
their rating were: Charlie McCarthy, Aldrich Family, Frank
Morgan-Fanny Brice, March of
Time, Jack Benny, Jergens Journal, Kay Kyser.
involved as provided for by Section 3.32
of the Rules and Regulations ;
That will
public
interest,by convenience,
and"(c)necessity
be served
the authorizationinrequested."
* Changes
italics

Caxada

HUDSON

where

CIRCLE,

WGY

makes

TUBE

REPAIR

FIRM

EXPANDS
FACILITIES
FREELAND & OLSCHNER Inc.,
New Orleans, a transmitter tube
repair firm to which CBS has lent
engineering and financial aid, has
expanded its facilities 800%, E. K.
Cohan, CBS engineering director,
advised chief engineers of the network's affiliates in a recent letter.
Following an unsuccessful attempt to interest the larger tube
manufacturers in the repair of
burned-out tubes [Broadcasting,
Sept. subsequently
14, 1942], CBSdeveloped
"discovered"
and
the
firm. was
Accompanying
letter
a statement Mr.
from Cohan's
James
Beloungy, plant supervisor, that
F & O had been successful in repairing 87% of tubes sent in, the
other 13% being too badly damaged
or requiring unobtainable material.
Mr. Beloungy was detached from
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, where he
was chief engineer, to supervise
construction and installation of a
new plant for F & O, which handles
repair work for all stations, regardless of affiliation.
WOK
'Veritone' Discs
VERITONE is the new name for
high-fidelity transcriptions produced by WOR, New York, which
has been conducting a contest
among employes for the best name.
Dudley Ruby of the WOR Artists
Bureau, submitted the winning
name.

ON

1490

kcA

IN PORTSMOUTH,
VA.l
CLAIMING the only FCC permit
g r anted
since Pearl Harbor,
WSAP, Portsmouth, Va., went on
the air Feb. 9 with 250 w. at 1490 |
kc. unlimited time.
Permission to operate was obtained in early January at the
Navy Dept.'s request because of
the station's location in the heart
of the nation's No. 1 naval base
area. FCC had held that WSAP
represented prohibited new con
struction, but the station's officials
claimed they already had the necessary equipment. It was also
shown that Portsmouth for more
than a decade has been the largest
city in the U. S. without a radio
outlet.
On the air daily from 6 a.m. to
2 a.m., WSAP is an affiliate of I
MBS and receives full leased-wire
services of United Press. Studios
and general offices are in the Portsmouth Professional Bldg., with
transmitter in the West Park View
section on the water edge. Equipment was provided by Collins, General Radio and Gates Console.

Operated by Portsmouth Radio
Corp., a stockholding company
headed by Judge Tom E. Gilman,
the staff of WSAP includes T. W.
Aydlett, general manager who is\
owner of WCNC, Elizabeth City,
N. C; Ray Penner, program director, former chief announcer of
WGKV, Charleston, W. Va.; Jack
Norfleet, commercial manager; E.
D. Pulley, chief engineer; Bud
Dawson, Paul Tryon and Michael
Brown, announcers.
W. K. Hodges is vice-president,
and Dr. L. A. McAlpine, secretary- j
treasurer of Portsmouth Radio !
Corp. Directors include Mr. Ayd-j
lett, R. A. Robertson, Dr. J. W. j
Abbitt, C. N. Boyd, A. A. Wendel
and M. B. Simpson.
Disc

Delivery

Tips

WORLD Broadcasting System, in
a bulletin to its clients, is urging
them to "anticipate broadcasting
schedules
much
possible"
so
World
can asgive
themas good
service
on recording schedules and obviate1
the necessity of relying on air
express delivery of transcriptions.
The bulletin resulted from an announcement by Railway Express1
that "henceforth non-priority air]
express shipments are accepted on
a 'space available' basis."

ONLY

WGY

has the POWER

watts), the PROGRAMS

(NBC

(50,000

region's foremost local shows), and the
POPULARITY
(based on 21 years of
service) to put together a
Dollar Market in the Hudson

NOT

BLUE

SKY...

plus the

1 ^-BillionCircle.

BUT

the best darned
lar, in actual

market

buy,*

effective

of a half million

dollar for dol-

coverage — in
steady

a

customers

* Proven by competition
HERE'S YOUR INVITATION TO BETTER BUSINESS

Represented
Nationally by

A
Low Cost
Producer

NBC
Spot Sales
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870 Kilocycles
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Savy

Puts

Winchell

on

Inactive

Closed
of Status
tfouse Investigation
always talking about free speech
/ALTER WINCHELL last week
and free press also recognize the
I 'as placed on inactive duty by the
right of citizens to vote as freely
I Tavy, and the House Naval Affairs
8 ommittee investigation of his
as they please." He said on his
broadcast, however, that had the
I tatus as a Naval officer was closed
right of free speech been denied
• efore it got under way.
him by the BLUE he would not
[' Chairman Vinson (D-Ga.) of the
have continued his broadcasts.
I ommittee told Broadcasting last
Hugh Powell Comments
I 'hursday that "the Secretary of
the Navy appeared this morning
Although all apparently is serenely quiet on the BLUE news
J'nd
advised
the
Committee
that
> esterday afternoon he had issued
front, Winchell's slip of the tongue
I rders placing Walter Winchell on
plunged the entire country into
lactive duty. That ended the matcontroversy on free speech. It resr so far as our Committee is consulted in speeches denouncing him
erned."
in
the
House,
in editorials demandSubject to Call
ing that free speech be not imSecretary Knox told the House
paired, in comments pro and con
jsroup that some 1,300 other men in
regarding the BLUE's memoranda
he Naval Reserve are on inactive
to news editors which were misinuty and that the action in Winterpreted to mean a rigid censorhell's case was not unusual.
ship forbidding criticism of public
Chairman Vinson said the Comofficials.
nittee "complimented the SecreAmong outstanding comment was
ary on his decision and approved
an editorial by Hugh J. Powell,
editor of the Coffeyville (Kan.)
I t". Secretary Knox's action means
hat Winchell will have no official
Daily Journal and owner of KGGF,
:onnection with the Navy, although
that city, a BLUE affiliate. Wrote
. le is subject to call to duty at any
Mr. Powell:
ime his services are needed.
"Winchell spoke rather recklessI The NavakAffairs Committee inly .. . Mark Woods, president of
the BLUE . . . thought, and called
vestigatwas
ion '
scheduled by
Chairman Vinson after Rep,. Hoffhim to account. Now the open seanan (R-Mich.) introduced a resoluson on criticizing Congressmen and
;ion [Broadcasting, Feb. 15] deSenators runs from Jan. 1 to Dec.
manding that Secretary Knox sup31 each year. And few want so
ply the House with full information
much as a closed day, including
as to the commentator's status as a
the 530 members of Congress.
i Naval officer.
"But almost any reasonable man
Gremlins Did It!
or woman will say there are limitations beyond which a critic
As indicated last week the diffishould
not
go in newspaper writing,
culty between the BLUE and
in
broadcasting
and even in inWinchell and Drew Pearson apdividual remarks. But that bears
parently was a "tempest in a tearemote relation to the great, inpot" [Broadcasting, Feb. 15]. On
alienable right itself. A thousand
their respective broadcasts Feb. 14
such
slaps
on the wrist as Woods
both commentators announced the
gave
W.
W.
would have little, if
misunderstandings had been ironed
any,
effect
on
radio's freedom of
out and that "freedom of speech"
expression established by law on
prevailed. Pearson praised Winchell
a par with press. . . .
as a fearless exposer of subversive
activities and Winchell likewise
"If Congress dared strip broadcasting of its constitutional right,
patted Pearson on the back for
the
people
of America would make
reporting facts.
Congress over at the first opporQuoted by the AP prior to the
tunity, so aware are they of their
amicable settlement as saying "I
hope the newspapers will fight
No. 1 item in the Bill of Rights."
harder for the freedom which radio
Wrigley Change
•.has so meekly surrendered", Winch!ell admitted in Miami, following
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co., Chicago
his Feb. 14 broadcast, that he had
(Spearmint gum), has changed its
departed from his script Jan. 31
quarter-hour inspirational war
when he referred to the electors of
worker program broadcast on CBS
Monday through Friday at 5:45certain pre-Pearl Harbor isolation6 p.m. from the Ben Bernie show to
|ist Congressmen as "damn fools".
Keep the Home Fires Burning. Ben
"There were two gremlins on my
Bernie, absent from the program
shoulder urging me to express it for a month, has been recuperating
I as I did and to give my enemies a
from a heart ailment. Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago, is
t chance to get back at me," he said.
agency.
"I knew I was wrong. We who are
The
KMA

Ear! May

BROADCASTING

The Mail Station

SHENANDOAH,
IOWA
Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
PETERS. Inc., National Representatives
• Broadcast

"MIRACLE BROADCAST" is the
name given The Sacred Heart Program produced by WEW, St. Louis,
because in 18 months it has added
101 stations and eight Canadian
outlets will shortly carry the daily
quarter-hour religious program of
hymns, prayers, talk and closing
Angelus. The Rev. Eugene P. Murphy, S. J., national director of the
religious series, explains to Lt.
Harry C. Crimmins, Army Chaplain and former president of St.
Louis U.; and Nicholas Pagliara,
manager of WEW, St. Louis, the
nation-wide coverage. WEW broadcasts the program live 7:45-8 a.m.
daily. Transcriptions are shipped
to other stations.
G-E Names

Dept.

GENERAL ELECTRIC Co.'s radio,
television and electronics department
is to be known as the electronics department, Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vicepresident in charge of the department,
has announced.

Just

Star

Net

Elects

New Operating
Staff
O. L. (Ted) TAYLOR, president of
KTSA, San Antonio, has been
elected chairman of the operating
committee of the Lone Star Network, succeeding Harold Hough of
KGKO, Fort Worth, who had held
the post since 1939. Mr. Hough continues on the committee, while T.
Frank Smith, KXYZ, Houston,
takes the third post, formerly held
tive duty.Tilford Jones, now on acby Maj.
At the same time, Mr. Taylor
announced that Ken L. Sibson
would succeed James W. Pate as
managing director of the chain. Mr.
Pate leaves to accept a commission
with the Marines. Offices of the
network have been moved from
Medical Arts Building, Fort Worth,
to Tower Building, Dallas.
National Oats Spot
NATIONAL OATS Co., Cedar
Rapids, la., entering radio for the
first time, on Feb. 9 started parDr. Walter
H. Eddy's
Food & Hometicipations onForum
on WOR,
New
York, using that station only to
advertise National Three Minute
Oats. Irwin Vladimir & Co., New
York, handles the account.
Handbook by Mrs. Lewis
MRS. DOROTHY LEWIS, coordinator of listener activities for the NAB,
has written a handbook for use by
radio chairmen of clubs and civic organizations which will soon be published by the NAB. She also has in
preparation a second report on the
current status of juvenile programs.

as moths are attracted to a

flame -so are the ears of Northeastern Ohio buyers attracted to
WHR.

WHK

has that certain

something - that certain quality of
programming

that attracts listeners

and converts them into buyers . . .
WHR

specializes in ftlocal flavor".
WHK
sells!
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Advertisers
Food

Halifax, Nova Scotia
Is Located in the Centre of the
Radio Audience of the Province.

KNIVES SAVE LIVES, Harris Breth, conductor of radio hunting and
fishing programs on KDKA, Pittsburgh, impressed his listeners. Twice
he requested listeners to send in their cutlery for use in jungle fighting
and several hundred knives were received at the studios, including a
machete and a specially-constructed German knife with an eight-inch
blade. With knives all over the place the boys have to grin and like it
(1 to r) : Dick Woodruff, radio director of Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh
agency; Mr. Breth, and James B. Rock, KDKA manager. The program is
sponsored by the Duquesne Brewing Co., Pittsburgh.
Court

Ruling

(Continued from page 11)
WPDQ,

Jacksonville, Florida

. . . easiest-to-work-with service
I have ever used.
Robert R. Feagin,
General Manager

It's

Ration

Plan

DETAILS of the largest coordinated advertising campaign developed so far in support of a
Government war program were
outlined last Friday at a news conference called by the Advertising
Council, following a two-hour meeting in New York Times Hall of
some 300 of the nation's leading
food manufacturers, their advertising agencies and representatives
of participating Government de-

CHNS

You Cannot Miss If You Use
This Station As Its Audience
Has Learned to Rely on It Over
a Period of Fifteen Years of
Uninterrupted Service.
■i.' i Representatives
WEED 6c COMPANY
350 Madison Ave., N. Y.

Draft

ond suit, sought to prove that the
amended complaint was identical
with the original that had been
dismissed and that the recording
ban, although severely affecting independent radio stations, was a
labor controversy and as such was
covered by the Norris-LaGuardia
act prohibiting injunctions in labor
disputes.
Judge Barnes has ordered the

Always

FairWeather

There are no dull seasons in Winston-Salem. They make it and spend
it the whole year 'round. Yes and
they're guided in their spending by
WAIR, one of the dangdest sales producers this side of the equator.

WAIR

AFM to file an answer to the Dept.
of Justice complaint within 20 days.
It is predicted that the case will
not come to trial for another month
at the very earliest.
In his memorandum, Judge
Barnes reviewed the oral and written arguments of both the Dept.
of Justice and the musicians, and
made these conclusions:
Counsel on both sides of the case
have indicated to the court their desire
that the court dispose of the case on
this motion, so that they may speedily
take the case to the reviewing courts.
The court would be glad to do this but
for one consideration, which will hereafter be referred to.
The court is inclined to the view
that the complaint at bar raises issues
neither raised nor ruled upon in the
earlier case.
It may be true, as the defendents
substantially contend that, even if the
allegation of a purpose on the part of
defendants to destroy independent radio stations is uew, nevertheless, the
complaint at bar does not state a
violation of the Sherman Act.
But for the consideration above referred to, the court would definitely
decide these two issues (neither is decided) and permit the losing side to
take the case up.
The consideration which the court
has now referred to twice is this — it
is not satisfied that the issues of law,
which will be made by the evidence
when it comes in, will be the same as
the issues of law made by the motion
to dismiss. In other words, the court
is inclined to think that, by ruling ou
the pending motion and making pos-

partments.
The food industry's participation
in the campaign, designed to help
the American public understand
food rationing and production, will
be voluntary, according to John
Murphy, assistant to the president
of the Grocery Mfrs. of America,
trade group designated with the
OWI and the Advertising Council
to disseminate material for the
campaign

to individual food advertisers. Mr. Murphy emphasized
that food advertisers will be urged
to incorporate rationing war
themes in existing radio, newspaper
and other media schedules.
Gardner Cowles Jr., OWI director of Domestic Operations, pointed
out that the people will turn to the
advertising of established food
companies to understand what is
expected of them as well as to
learn the simplest ways of facing
the current wartime food problems.
One of the first to announce a
specific radio campaign is General
Mills, Minneapolis, which this week
is turning over five 2:45-3 p.m.
programs on NBC to discussions
of point rationing by Government
authorities. The company is releasing full page ads to 250 newspapers
to tie in with the radio series.
sible an immediate appeal, it would be
sending to the reviewing courts issues
which will probably not be in the case
after a hearing on the merits.
The court has, accordingly, decided
to defer the ruling on the motion to the
trial on the merits, which will be
granted promptly. The court has this
day rendered an order deferring the
ruling on
the trial
defendant's
motion andto
dismiss
to the
on the merits,
ruling the defendants to answer the
complaint within 20 days from this
date.
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Church
MR.

PETRILLO'S

Reprinted from New York Times,
Feb. 15.
MR. PETRILLO is distinguished
from his fellow labor leaders by
greater audacity and imagination.
He realizes clearly the enormous
powers of private dictatorship that
the present state of the law, the
beneficent attitude of the Administration, and the timorousness and
vacillation of Congress have placed
in his hands.
He has now put forward the demand that the operators of juke
boxes, the companies that send
music over the wires, the makers
of phonograph records and the
great radio companies pay a monetary tribute directly to his union
for the privilege of doing business.
All he asks is a cut-in on every
record and every phonograph sold.
These fees will be paid into the
union treasury. The money will be
used, according to Mr. Petrillo, to
reduce unemployment, to subsidize
symphony orchestras and "to foster
and maintain musical talent and
culture and musical appreciation."
What Mr. Petrillo is proposing,
in brief, is that the recording companies — which must ultimately
mean the public that pays for the
records — must submit to a private
tax so that he can set up his own
private system of unemployment
relief.
What he is proposing is that the
members of his own union must
submit to a private income tax — in
the form of that part of their fees
which would, in effect, go to the
union instead of to themselves — in
order to support this private system of unemployment relief.
What he is proposing is that, at a
time when war demands have made
the shortage of manpower more
acute than ever, he shall have the
power of levying private tribute in
order to create unnecessary jobs
for men and women as musicians.
Mr. Petrillo no doubt looks at
these matters from so disinterested
a standpoint that he has not considered what abuses might develop
if this device were also adopted by
other unions less single-mindedly
devoted to the public weal than his.
These unions could insist that
every employer pay a special fee to
them for the privilege of employing
a member of their union. These

NEW

DEMANDS

unions could make themselves rich
beyond the dreams of avarice. In
one or two cases, no doubt, they
might even be tempted to increase
the salaries and other emoluments
of their officials. For, as Mr. Petrillo
knows, nothing but his own high
conscience would prevent him from
using these enormous fees in ways
that did not directly promote the
public welfare. There is no law
which forces unions to make an accounting of their funds or even to
publish financial statements. And
though the Wagner Act forces employers to recognize unions, it contains not a word which compels
these unions to be in any way responsible.
Mr. Petrillo, in short, can lay
down the law to the phonograph
companies, the recording companies, the radio companies, and to
the members of his own union; but
nobody can lay down the law to
Mr. Petrillo.

Nash

Praise

A RESOLUTION hailing the support given to the church by NBC
was adopted at a recent convention of the United Lutheran
Church in America. Dr. Walton
H. Greever, secretary of the Lutheran institution, wrote "T h e
church gives increasing recognition to the value of radio servSYDNEY MOSELEY, commentator of
Mutual and WMCA, New York, is
preparing a book on the subject of
American radio. Publisher and date of
publication have not been announced.
The ice."
British author has been active in
American radio for three years.

Heads

Show

OGDEN NASH, poet-humorist, has
been signed by P. Ballantine &
Sons, Newark, as m.c. of the company's new show with Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians,
which starts March 8 on CBS in
the Monday 10:30-11 p.m. spot.
Ware Heads
PAUL WARE, general manager of
Allen B. Du Mont Labs., Inc. has
been re-elected president of the Radio
Club of America, as have the entire
1042 slate of officers including : C. E.
Dean, vice-president ; J. J. Stantley,
treasurer; O. J. Morelock, corresponding secretary and L. E. Packard, recording secretary. Austin C. Lesearman.
boura was reappointed publicity chair-

2

The Supreme Court emphasized
this fact yesterday by affirming the
Chicago Federal court ruling that
the Government could not prosecute
the American Federation of Musicians under the anti-trust laws because itwill not permit new records
to be made for juke box and radio
reproduction.
As long as Congress acquiesces
in the Supreme Court's decision
that labor unions enjoy sweeping
immunity from the anti-trust acts
and from the Federal anti-racketeering act; as long as Congress
forces employers to recognize and
deal with unions, but does nothing
whatever to compel these unions to
conduct their affairs democratically
or responsibly; as long as Congress
retains a law which forces an individual to join a union, whether
he wants to or not, because his
source of livelihood would otherwise be cut off by boycott of himself
or his employer, or by other means
— as long as Congress tolerates all
this, we shall continue to have private dictators like Petrillo ; and
they will continue to find further
means for enriching their treasuries and extending their powers.
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WHERE
THEY'LL
THE MOST
GOOD!

DO

TEXAS' BOOMING GULF COAST INDUSTRIAL
1000 WATTS560 KC FULL TIME BLUEAREA
NETWORK

SIGNON TO SIGNOFF drive for
blood donors recently conducted by
Rex Davis, chief announcer of WCKY,
Cincinnati, and Stokes Industries, Let
Freedom Ring program were especially
commended features of the station's
blood donor campaign for which a
certificate for "outstanding cooperation" with the Red Cross Blood Donor
Service was recently presented L. B.
Wilson, owner of WCKY, by the
Cincinnati-Hamilton County Chapter.
TWO ANIMALS, a white half-Arabian stallion and a pure-bred Jersey
cow, were auctioned by Bill Moshier,
farm director of KIRO, Seattle, in a
War Bond selling campaign in which
certified purchases of bonds during
December constituted bids. Animals
were gifts.

WDM
BrAUIAOAft
•eprauntad by HOWARD H. WILSON COMPANY
BRITISH COLUMBIA
LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

KSAL, Salina, Kan., a Mutual affiliate, is now broadcasting the Morton
Downey program for Coca Cola from
the BLUB.
AN EXCLUSIVE New York outlet
for two of the major networks, whose
own affiliates in that city have previous commitments, WINS is broadcasting basketball games from Madison Square Garden on Mutual. On
Feb. 16, WINS will broadcast a special quarter-hour program on CBS
on the 75th anniversary of the Protective Order of Elks.
GRADUATES of the ten-week KNX
Hollywood Workshop for girl staff
members, have filled six positions in
that station as a result of that training. Theola Carr, Barbara Magee and
Marian Clark have joined the news
bureau as junior writers ; Jean King
has made a transcription operator;
Betsy O'Crotty, mail room clerk, and
Bernice Prestholdt, receptionist, are
now on the publicity staff. Training
courses are conducted by KNX department heads.
TO PROMOTE the annual Red Cross
drive during March, quarter-hour programs using Hollywood film talent are
being produced and transcribed by
NBC, that city, through cooperation of
the Hollywood Victory Committee.
Scripts are by the Writers Mobilization Committee, with transcribed series
ally.
to be released on 600 stations nation-

CINCINNATI'S

INDIVIDUAL miniature candid camera sliots of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles,
staff recently were sent to all former
staff members now in the Armed
Forces by Jim Berry, announcer.
WJLS, Beckley, W. Va., was equal
to a recent emergency when a sleet
storm forced discontinuance of telephone service. Peter Arnell, program
manager, rushed to the transmitter
two
awayand while
Al Huston,
Ginkle,
chief" miles
engineer,
Charles
HEARD DAILY
SINGING WITH
BOBBY BAKER'S ORCHESTRA
STATION
Columbia's Station for the
SOUTHWEST

W55M, Milwaukee, the Milwaukee
Journal's FM outlet, has been operating from noon to midnight since Feb.
7, instead of the former 10 a. m. to
10 p. m. schedule. 33 live talent shows
excluding news broadcasts originate
from W55M.

KFH
WICHITA
KANSAS
Call Any Edward Petry Office
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his assistant, rigged up a "gasoline
motor"
WJLSfor toa
broadcastgenerator,
from itsenabling
transmitter
day and a half.
AS AN AID to Air Raid Precautions
drill, CJVI, Victoria, daily goes off
the air at 2 p. m. for one minute, with
approval of ARP authorities. Sirens
at Victoria are tested daily at that
hour, and CJVI asks listeners to practice dialing the station without help
of its carrier, in case of emergencies.

JOHN E. PEARSON Co., station
representative, on Feb. 15 moved
its New York office from 342 Madison
Ave. to larger quarters at 250 Park
Ave. New telephone is Plaza 8-1155.
Hines Hatchett is manager of the New
York branch.

22, 1943

WELCOMED HOME by a bevy of beauties of the CBS publicity department, James Kane, until recently Western division publicity director of
CBS, takes up his duties in the New York office as assistant to George
Crandall, CBS director of publicity. Smiling at Kane are (1 to r) : Betty
Paul of the magazine division; Rosellen Callahan, CBS fashion editor,
and Nancy Martin, assistant to the press desk. Mr. Kane joined CBS
New York nine years ago. In November, 1939, he went to WBBM, CBS
Chicago outlet, where he filled the position as publicity director.
FREDERIC

W. ZIV Inc., transcription-production firm, has enlarged
its New York offices in the CBS building nel.
to accommodate
increased
Recent additions
includepersonRalf
Rosenberg, writer, transferred from
Cincinnati, and Jack Berch, who has
joined the firm in an executive capacity.
KVOR, Colorado Springs, has acquired
the AP radio news wire from Press
Assn.
WAIC, San Juan, P. R., recently
celebrated its first birthday with a
dinner given by Enrique Abarca, the
owner, for employes and their wives.
Guests of honor were Senators Dennis
Chavez of New Mexico and Homer T.
Bone of Washington, who had arrived
that day for special investigation of
critical conditions in Puerto Rico.
IN A reorganization of the artists
bureau of WOR, New York, handling
of radio talent has been transferred
to the station's program department,
while club dates and dance band remotes remain under the jurisdiction
of the bureau, headed by Nat Abramson.
HOW to radiate charm and personality is taught feminine pages in a
school recently organized by NBC
Hollywood. Teacher is Beryl Wallace,
m.c. of the weekly NBC Furlough
Fun, sponsored by Gilmore Oil Co.
Pagettes replace youths who have entered the Armed Services.
W71NY, FM station of WOR, New
York, has shifted its broadcasting
hours from 3 to 9 p. m., to 1 to 7 p. m.
KGGM, Albuquerque, and KICA, Clovis, N. M., have acquired the United
Press wire services.
Foam

Failed

TO ACQUAINT personnel
of WCHS, Charleston, W.
Va., with the use of fire extinguishers, which had been
around the station for several years, Howard L. Chernoff, managing director of the
West Virginia Network,
called a staff meeting recently. He built a fire in a
metal waste basket, then took
one of the ancient extinguishers and started to pump.
Nothing happened. He
pumped harder but the flames
only increased. In rushed a
janitor with an extinguisher
from the auditorium and put
out the blaze. Said Mr. Chernoff, as he ordered all extinguishers checked and empty ones filled: "Some fire

drill!"

BROADCASTING

RCA'S

COLLEGE

GALS

Feminine Employes to Purdue
To Study Electronics
LIKE Uncle Sam's draftees who'll
be sent to college for training, a
group of 80 to 100 girl employes of
RCA's Victor Division will soon
take up residence at Purdue U.,
where the firm is sending them to
study electronics in preparation for
advanced work in the production of
equipment for the armed forces.
Group will include girls 18-22
years old, who have had two years
of college. Curriculum calls for two
22-week terms, involving 40 hours
of study a week. Girls have all expenses paid, receive regular salaries and are urged to take part in
regular student activities.
35 Civic Groups Form
Radio Council in N. J.
FORMATION OF a New Jersey
radio council was approved by some
35 heads of civic and cultural organizations within the State at a
meeting held recently in the Bamberger Store's auditorium in Newark. Representatives of WHOM
and WAAT, Jersey City; WPAT,
Paterson, and WOR, New York,
also attended. Mrs. R. W. Cornelison, education director of the New
Jersey
Federation
Women'sof
Clubs, was
appointed of
president
a temporary committee to serve until the organization is completed
and regular officers can be elected.
Mrs. Julius Flink of the New
Jersey Council of Jewish Women
was named secretary, and R. D.
MacDougall
of N.
J. Teacher's
College, treasurer
of the
Organization
Committee, which will appoint further committees on educational programs, children's programs, etc.
Committees will hold a general organizational meeting at NAB offices in New York Feb. 19. Dorothy
Lewis, coordinator of listener activities for NAB, spoke at the meeting in Newark and will assist in
the formation of the new council.
MARTIN GOSCH, producer of the
Abbott & Costello program on NBC,
married Joan Aries, Broadway actress,
Feb. 19 in New York. Mayor Fiorello
LaGuardia, a personal friend, performed the ceremony in New York's
city
with men.
Abbott and Costello
servinghall,
as best
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AT&T

Substantial

Tariff
Savings

TARIFF schedules of the AT&T
were announced last week substantiating- the predicted savings seen
in network program transmission
costs when the reduced costs were
first announced several weeks ago
[Broadcasting, Jan. 25, 1942].
Under the new tariff schedules
the nation's stations will derive
total savings of approximately $2,145,000. The savings to stations
will come in lower wire and connecting costs and will represent a
positive saving to all network stations as well as to non-network

Schedules

Specify

to Radio
Industry
stations which choose to avail
themselves of occasional use of
wire-line service.
The tariff schedules included are

AA, BB, A, B, C, D and E. Schedule AA and BB affects only continuous and occasional users of facilities within 50-8,000 cycles
range. Schedule C and D cover
continuous and occasional use of
the 200-3,500 cycle range without
supervision. Schedule E provides
for occasional use of facilities within the 500-2,500 range for the transmission of speech only.
SCHEDULENEWA A
SCHEDULE A
OLD
OLD
NEW
Interexehange Channel
16 hours per day
$ 9.50
$ 8.00
$ 6.00
$ 8.00
.15
Each add. hr. per day
.20
.15
.10
Station Connections Per Month
16 hours per
$175.00
$125.00 $75.00
$125.00
Additional
hoursday
20.00
15.00
20.00
First hour
25.00
20.00
15.00
20.00
Next two hour period
25.00
15.00
20.00
20.00
Next five hour period
25.00
SCHEDULE AA
SCHEDULE A
NEW
OLD
NEW
OLD
For Additional Hours Not Contracted for, per
occasion of use.
When additional hours precede or succeed
and are consecutive with the daily contract period :
Interexehange Channel
per airline
.01
.012
.01 $ .0075
per hour or fraction thereof $ 1.75
1.25
Stationmi'e,
Connections
1.50 1.00
When additional hours are not consecutive
with the daily contract period
Interexehange
Channel
per airline
.025
.02
1.75
.025
mile, per hour or fraction thereof
3.00
.03
Station Connections
2.50
2.50
Reversals
Interexehange Channel arranged for
1.00
1.00
.75
.75
reversals per airline mile per mo.
Service point equipped for operating
100.00
100.00
75.00
75.00
reversals per mo.
SCHEDULE BB
SCHEDULE B
OLD
NEW
OLD
NEW
Interexehange Channel per airline mile :
.20
First hour
$ .25
.055
.05
Each add. 15-min. period or fraction .0625 $ 2.50
.22
.037R
2.00
Min. charge per occasion of use
2.50
$ 2.00
.15
Station Connections:
30.00
40.00
20.00
Each station connection per month
50.00
SCHEDULE C
OLD NEW
Interexehange Channel
Beich Candy Spots
For contract periods between 12 noon & 9 p.m.
PAUL F. BEICH Co., Bloomingof less than 24 hours per
ton, 111. (candy), in a 13-week camday
paign started Feb. 15 has placed
First hour
$ 3.00
.25
$ 1.50
four chain-break announcements a
Each additional hour _ .50
week on WGR KFH WOAI WREC
For contract per'ods between 9 p.m. and 9 a.m.
WTAM
WGAR WFAA WBRC
.75
First hour
1.50
WCKY WHKC WISH WSB for
Each additional hour — .25
.20
Bridging Connections
Whizz Candy Pie. In addition
For contract periods of
chain-break announcement camless than 24 hours per
day.
paign previously running on
Each bridging connecWCAE WJAS WJR KSTP KSD
tion per month:
15.00
WENR WGN has been extended
First hour
25.00
Additional hours
3.00
1.50
for another 13 weeks. Agency is
Maximum charge
40.00
20.00
Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Contract periods of 24
20.00
hours per day
40.00
SCHEDULE D
★*★*★★*★★★★★
OLD NEW
Per airline mile:
Lowest Cost per Listener
First hour or fraction
.10
.15
In the Tri-City Area
thereof
Each additional 15-minTROY - ALBANYute period consecutive with initial per- .0375
SCHENECTADY
.025
iod
Min. charge — _
1.50
1.50
.625
Bridging connection- 1.25
Min. charge per mo. 20.00
10.00
SCHEDULE E
NEW
OLD
-WTRYInter exchange channel
First hour
$ .10
? ao
TROY, LEW YORK
Each consecutive 15min. period
.025
.025
1.00
Minimum charge
1.00
1000 Watts
Bridging connection per
connection
1.00
.625
Min. no. Charge.— 10.00
10.00
at 980 Kc.
FOR CLOSE VOLTAGE regulation
where requisite to good operation in
radio transmitters, electronic-tube apparatus etc., Genera] Electric Co.,
Schenectady, has perfected a new
voltage stabilizer. Publication GEA3634 describes the stabilizer in detail.
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Haas

Named

Shortwave

Editor in CBS
Shuffle
REORGANIZATION of the CBS
shortwave department, effective
Feb. 15, places Lawrence S. Haas,
Latin-American editor of United
Press, in thely-creatednewpost of
CBS shortwave
editor, Edmund
Chester, director
of the network's
shortwave
broadcasting,
ced last week.announA
s t a ff promotion
and two additions
were included in
Mr. Haas the move.
Edward Michelson of the night
desk has been promoted to day
editor; Henry Lepidus, former
Latin-American editor of Associated Press, is the new night editor.
Vincent Martire, newspaperman,
has joined the shortwave newswriting staff. Mr. Haas spent more
than 20 years as executive of UP
bureaus in Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, Panama and Cuba. A native
Philadelphian, he started his newspaper career on the Asheville (N.
C.) Bulletin, later transferring to
the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin.
Several months later, he joined the
UP outgoing foreign cables desk,
and subsequently was assigned to
the Latin-American posts.

WJWC
CESSATION
HITS SUN
PROJECT
WITH SUSPENSION Feb. 7 of
WJWC, Chicago - Hammond
[Broadcasting, Feb. 8], the Air
Edition of the Chicago Sun has
been disbanded.
Set up last July at a reported
cost of $150,000, the project had
a staff of 19 announcers and newswriters, who handled all newscasts
on WJWC as a promotion for the
newspaper. The Air Edition occupied studios atop the Chicago
Daily News building, which also
houses the Sun.
Clifton Utley, whose two-year
contract as editor of the radio
news subsidiary has 18 months to
run, will be retained for other news
programs to be sponsored on Chicago stations by the Sun.
JOHN
NBCcontracted
war reporternow in McVANB,
Algiers, has
with
D. Appleton-Century Co., New York,,
for a book to be published next fall.

GIRL SCOUTS of the U. S. have issued an appeal to the radio industry
to help publicize Birthday Week,
March 12-18, which will mark the
start of a drive to recruit volunteer
leaders.
KGO's
CARD
BALTIMORE'S
BLUE
v
NETWORK

IS NOW

EFFECT.
remain

OUTLET

NEW

RATE
IN

Base rates

tne same

♦ ♦ ♦

rates for frequent
weekly schedules nave
teen made mucn more
attractive*

KGO

advertisers

can

buy more

now

advertising

impressions

and nence

a stronger advertising
impact,

at a lower

cost

per Ask
family*
your Blue Spot
representative or write
direct for details.
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WORLD

WIDE NEWS COVERAGE

UNITED

THERE'S

NOT

LIKE

PRESS

WHEN WJSV, CBS affiliate in Washington, was host
at the Feb. 17 meeting of the Radio Executives Club
of New York, these radio industry leaders turned ovt
to hear talks by J. Harold Ryan, assistant director of
censorship in charge of radio, and Sen. D. Worth
Clark (D-Ida.), chairman of the Senate Petrillo Probe
Committee. Seated (1 to r): Mr. Ryan; Earl Gammons, director of CBS Washington headquarters; Sen.
Clark; Tom Lynch, timebuyer, Wm. Esty & Co., New
York, and president of the Radio Executives Club;

Arch McDonald, WJSV sports commentator; Miller
McClintock, president of MBS; Neville Miller, president of NAB, and Linnea Nelson, timebuyer of J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York, and executive vicepresident of the Club. Standing (1 to r) : Carl J. Burkland, general manager of WJSV; Frank Mullen, vicepresident and general manager of NBC; Mark Woods,
president of the BLUE, and Sydney M. Kaye, New
York attorney. Senator CI irk discussed the Petrillo
music situation at the luncheon.

ANOTHER
IT!
Recorders-AFM
Stymied
(Continued from page 11)

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S No. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service
'
Corporation
- "
Member of NBC and New England
, Regional Network
Represented by: WEED & COMPANY
New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco and Hollywood

CLEAN

UP**

established with respect to other labor
unions representing singers, announcers, actors, engineers, etc.
8. Conflict with the National Labor
Relations Act which forbids direct contribution byemployers to unions.
9. The problems involved in the admission, implicit in the acceptance of
such a principle, that Mr. Petrillo has
a genuine grievance or any real unemployment problem.
Many newspapers editorially
took up the cudgels against the
Petrillo demands, holding that the
union was enabled to exercise such
dictatorial powers only because of
the laws and court decisions which
give labor unions sweeping immunity from the anti-trust acts. Cited
particularly was the Supreme
Court decision Feb. 15 upholding
the ruling of the Federal District
Court in Chicago, dismissing the
original Dept. of Justice anti-trust
suit against AFM on the ground
that
volved.a "labor dispute" was inNewspaper Takes Up Fight
A

ALL CBS MAJOR <$^^Sp±
PROGRAMS ^LL4£~i!5^7

KSTP

50,000

WATTS

CHANNEL
CLEAR
Exclusive NBC Outlet
MINNEAPOLIS
• SAINT PAUL
t«pr«»ent«f Nationally by Edw. Pttry Co.
Page
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• February

modified suit, citing specifically the effect of the recording
ban on broadcast stations, still is
pending and will be heard by District Judge John P. Barnes. In view
of the Supreme Court ruling, however, it was felt that relief in the
final analysis will not be forthcoming until the statute is
lamented.
In addition to a lead editorial
published on Feb. 16 (see page
49), the New York Times the following day published a second edi
torial citing the reasons "Why Mr.
Russell Tolg Promoted
RUSSELL TOLG, formerly sales
promotion director of WTMJ, Milwaukee, and assistant radio director of BBDO, Chicago, since last
October, has been named radio director of the agency's Chicago office, succeeding James G. Cominos,
who has joined the Marines. Mr.
Tolg will be assisted by Cora Hawkinson.

22, 1943

Petrillo Rules." It pointed out he
has the power to force practically
every
joinandthehow
union;
to
tell mus'cian
musicians to
when
and
whether or not they can make recordings; to tell the American
people what music they can and
cannot hear. This has been confirmed by the Supreme Court decision, said the Times, and the administration must be perfectly satisfied, as it has never proposed any
revision in the law to change it.
"Congress must acquiesce in this
arrangement, because it has never
passed, nor is it now considering,
any
law to end it," the newspaper
lamented.
WJLB, Detroit, has appointed BurnSmith Co. as national representative.
Convention
(Continued from page 10)
Petrillo recording ban, at the opening session Thursday. Also on the
agenda for that day are war problems including the manpower situation and the 48-hour week; availability of materials, including
tubes, batteries, gasoline and tires,
home receiving sets, daylight saving time, and rationing.
Labor problems, legislation and
the makeup of the new Congress,
the Holmes bill to reorganize the
FCC, the Cox resolution and taxation likewise are on the Thursday
agenda.
At the Friday session, the board
will consider the retail promotion
plan, the overall convention-war
conference situation, membership
applications and approval of a proposed new membership campaign,
amendments to bylaws, and the new
year's budget.
New Orleans had been selected
by the last convention in Cleveland,
as this year's site. Overcrowded
hotels and difficulties of transportation, however, resulted in withBROADCASTING

KBS Scrap Drive
KEYSTONE Broadcasfng System, through its 207 affiliates, will
devote over 1,500 spot announcements and 600 collective hours of
programming during the week of
March 7 to the metal scrap drive
conducted by the movie industry's
war activities committee. Anofthe KBS
t'"e-in was
made
last week nouncement
by
president,
Michael M. Sillerman, who revealed that the network had agreed
to cooperate with exhib tors on
similar activities in the future.
Listeners will be asked to search
homes for scrap metal, then watch
local theaters for news of the
"copper, brass and bronze matSHERMAN & MARQUETTE, Chicago, has appointed Tom Fizdale Inc.,
New York, to handle promotion and
inee".
publicity
for the agency and its accounts.
drawal of the invitation last week
by the city's convention organization. Second and third choices were
Chicago and Pittsburgh, respectively. If the convention plan is abandoned, however, the board would
be in a position to designate the
locale for the war conference, with
New York or Chicago best situated
from all angles.
SCREEN RIGHTS to the weekly
half-hour BLUE Duffy's Tavern, sponsored by Bristol-Myers Co. (MinitRub), have been purchased by MGM.

WIBW

TheVoice^/Kansas
in TOPE K A
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Lower
On

Court

AFM

Ruling

Sustained

Court
By Supreme
Anti-trust
Action Contrary
To Norris-LaGuardia Act
WITHOUT the formality of a written opinion, the Supreme Court
last Monday sustained the finding
jf Federal Judge John P. Barnes
)f Chicago last October, dismissing
the Government's anti-trust suit
igainst James C. Petrillo and the
American Federation of Musicians,
provoked by his ban on the recording of music, on the ground that it
was purely a labor dispute. The
affect of the Supreme Court action
is to prevent the union from being
enjoined under the anti-trust laws.
A revised suit against AFM,
brought by former Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold, argued last month, still is pending
before Judge Barnes and was based
largely on the effect of the recording ban upon wartime morale.
Judge Barnes reserved opinion
after hearing oral arguments, but
in view of the highest tribunal's
ruling, it was thought likely that
the issue already had been settled.
Injunction Citations
In its per curiam opinion, the
Supreme Court simply cited several
cases in which the Norris-LaGuardia Act, prohibiting the issuance of
an injunction where a labor dispute
is involved, had been applied. The
effect of the opinion was to give
AFM the legal right to continue
the ban on recording, in force since
Aug. 1.
Assistant Attorney General Arnold, who has been nominated to sit
on the Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia, which handles
radio appeals, personally had argued both anti-trust suits — the first
last October and the revised complaint on Jan. 25. He had held that
the ban made Mr. Petrillo virtual
dictator over musicians and that it
endangered the war effort, in that
the existence of small radio stations and many small businesses
[using juke boxes for entertainment
of the public was threatened.
In view of the fact that AFM
as proposed settlement of the reording strike by assessment of
xed fees on recordings, to be paid
nto an AFM unemployment fund,
uggestions were made that the
hole matter should be referred to
the War Labor Board. The Supreme Court decision holding that
the matter was a labor dispute, it
jwas pointed out, buttressed this
contention.
RCAC

Ends

Continuation

of

AFM

Recording

Ban

Can
Injure Entire Country* Says Clark
SEN. D. WORTH CLARK
his praise of the radio industry for
its discretion in keeping secret
(D-Ida.), chairman of the Senate
Committee investigating the AFM
President Roosevelt's recent trip to
North Africa [Broadcasting, Feb.
recording ban, told the Radio Executives Club of New York last
1], Mr. Ryan stated that such an
example of self -censorship can only
Wednesday that continuation of
mean that we, in this country, are
the ban "can become injurious to
"maintaining free speech, even
the entire country".
He referred to the AFM action
free."
cannot
speech was
though
Toastmaster
Archbe McDonald,
as probably the only strike in the
sports commentator of WJSV,
history of the nation in which the
Washington, owned and operated
strikers' demands were not made
known. He expressed hope that the
by CBS, luncheon host. Out-ofnegotiations in progress last week
town guests included Lee Chadwick, WJSV; Ray Jordon, WDBJ,
between James C. Petrillo, presiRoanoke; Howard Chernoff, WCHS,
dent of the AFM, and record manufacturers "would result in something constructive", although the
senator declined to discuss "the
merits or demerits" of Petrillo's
proposals. He reviewed actions to
date by the OWI, FCC, Dept. of
Justice and the Senate investigators to combat the ban.

Charleston, W. Va.; Sam Goldstein and Richard Goldstein,
WCHS; John Donaldson, McCannErickson; Robert R. Feagin,
WPDQ, Jacksonville; Charles Pittman, WBML, Macon, Ga.; H. A.
Lafount, Atlantic Coast Network.
Leave

Schenley

Show

GEORGE S. KAUFMAN, Broadway producer, and Oscar Levant,
musician and quiz expert, have
withdrawn
as Co-M.onC.'sMBS.
of Cresta
Blanca Carnival
Ilka
Chase, comedienne and author, will
conduct the Feb. 24 broadcast. No
permanent M. C. has been announced, however. Program is
sponsored by Schenley Distillers
Corp., New York, for Cresta
Blanca Wines. Agency is William
H. Weintraub Co., New York.

Ryan Praises Radio
J. Harold Ryan, assistant director of censorship in charge of radio, told the record turn-out of radio executives that broadcasters
themselves, together with the press,
are solely responsible for maintaining the present wartime system of
voluntary censorship. Reiterating
NBC

Spot Campaigns

FIVE national advertisers using
programs or announcements on
NBC owned and operated or affiliated stations have renewed current
schedules or are starting new campaigns, according to James V. McConnell, manager of NBC's spot
sales departments. Sponsors and
their programs include Planters
Nut & Chocolate Co., through J.
Walter Thompson Co., on WRC,
Washington; Vick Chemical Co.,
through Morse International, on
KDKA, Pittsburgh, WGY, Schenectady, KOA, Denver, WTAM, Cleveland and WMAQ, Chicago. McKesson & Robbins (Bexel and Calox),
on WMAQ, KDKA and WGY,
through J. D. Tarcher Co.; American Home Products on WBZWBZA, Boston, placed through
Blackett-Sample-Hummert. A new
contract for Stams vitamins will
start on WOWO, Ft. Wayne,
WTAM and WMAQ in addition to
those on WBZ-WBZA which Standard Brands has been using. Agency
is Ted Bates Inc.

WAKE

...
UP«r/^f

ATIONAL ADVERTISERS and New York's
numerous nationalities have one thing
in common. They both agree that
WBNX is THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION of
GREATER NEW YORK.
No wonder, then, that WBNX with its 5,000 watts,
directional, plays the dominant role in selling the
5,000,000* foreign-language-speaking-audience of
the world's greatest market.
To cash in on the opportunities of this super-market,
advertise your national products over WBNX, the
Winner of the Peabody Citation for Public Service to
Foreign Language Groups.
*Over 70%
of metropolitan
New York't
population it
foreign
born or of foreign
parentage.

Georgia
Your
with
Sales

Your

Best

National

Spot

Buy

. . .

Pacts

APPROVING a resolution already
passed by the board of directors of
RCA and RCAC, the FCC last
week authorized the firm to end
preferential agreements with foreign firms which had assured
RCAC exclusive business in handling their unrouted messages in
the United States. FCC is advisjing other radiotelegraph firms to
take similar measures.

Represented by SPOT SALES Inc.
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Radio
Reviews
(Continued from page H)

the quarter-hour rate, graduating
down to one-minute spots at 30%
of the quarter-hour. Canadian
agency men favored the proposed
structure, while American representatives, including Charles Ayers
of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York,
and Lew Avery of the NAB, Washington, expressed opinions that the
plan would be too complicated. No
decision was made.
Avery Leads Forum

ii
. . . has been sponsored
by three local merchants
from the very first
broadcast."

wsar

• ASCAP Radio Program Service
provides, without cost to any
ASCAP-licensed station, programs
of proved salability. If you are
not using them write or wire us at
once.
ASCAP
Radio Program Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York

NEW

The

Discussing broadcasting's part in
religious, social and political life as
well as in its entertainment value,
and educational features, he explained there is a difference between education and propaganda.
Education he denned as trying to
serve persons to whom we direct
broadcast programs ; propaganda
he denned as trying to use persons,
whom we reach with radio programs, to our own ends. He said
radio has a bigger role than selfish
ends, that it is an instrument of
persuasion for which the world has
long sought. He stated that radio
should not sell out to any one,
should defend its freedom as the
freedom of the press, that the CBC
would not sell out to any political
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An open meeting Monday afternoon dealt mainly with a report of
a joint committee of the CAB,
Assn. of Canadian Advertisers and
Canadian Assn. of Advertising
Agencies on measuring station coverage and listener habits. An interim report was read for the committee chairman, G. Walter Brown,
vice-president of Bristol Myers
Ltd., Toronto, by Louis Phenner,
representing the ACA, and by Jack
Cooke, representing the CAB. The
CBS ballot method of measuring
station coverage was described in
detail, while Adrian Head, representing the CAAA, discussed the
report on measuring listener habits.
A roundtable discussion on "Selling
the Medium" followed, led by Mr.
Avery, director of broadcast sales,
NAB, Washington.
Canadian broadcasters heard for
the first time at the Monday luncheon from the new general manager
of the CBC, Dr. J. S. Thomson, who
spoke on "Broadcasting and Civilization." He pointed out to the
broadcasters that their duty was
three-fold, a duty to the past whose
scientific achievements had brought
broadcasting; a duty to present
civilization, to give the listening
public something that will leave
them better than we found them;
a duty to the future, to look ahead
to vaster issues.

• February

Women

Replacing Men

A closed breakfast session, opening the second day's activities, was
addressed by Maj. Dick Diespecker
of the Canadian Army, formerly
of CJOR, Vancouver; Sub. Lt. G. A.
Burwash of the Royal Canadian
Navy, with CBC in civilian life,
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Year

and Flying Officer Andy McDermott of the Royal Canadian Air
Force, formerly of Stovin &
Wright.
Dr. T. A. Robinson, assistant director of National Selective Service, at a Tuesday morning meeting
urged broadcasters to replace men
employes with women as rapidly as
possible and in as many cases as
possible, to free men for military
duty. Priorities were discussed in
an off-the-record conference.
Complimenting radio on the job
it has done in previous War Bond
drives, David Mansur, vice-chairman of the National War Finance
Committee, Ottawa, announced a
spring Victory Loan campaign to
raise $2,000,000,000. No single
group has made a greater overall
contribution to the financial drives
since the first loan in May 1940,
than the radio industry, he asserted. A policy of bringing American
stars to Canada to assist in raising
funds will continue, he said.
CAB Code Approved
Forthcoming campaigns to conserve clothing and textiles were
outlined at a Tuesday luncheon
session by Ross Brown of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board (price
ceiling authority) information section. To promote the campaigns the
WPTB will purchase additional radio time, he indicated. He announced that for the first time in
history Canadian and American
pattern makers will present a
North American preview of women's clothing styles next month.
A resolution approving a CAB
code, similar to that of the NAB,
was adopted at the Tuesday afternoon conference. The proposed
code has nine clauses dealing with
the industry's responsibility which
is "first to the radio listeners of
Canada for the dissemination of
information and news, the supplying of entertainment . . . and the
necessity for ethical business standards in dealing with advertisers
and advertising agencies."
The treasurer's report showed a
surplus of $25,385, of which $10,000 has been set aside for Government bonds. Creation of an associate membership for official sales
representatives on the basis of $10
for each station represented was
approved, with a view to organizing
a broadcast sales committee in the
future.
Among Wednesday speakers
were Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, NAB coordinator of listener activities;
John J. Gillin Jr., manager of
WOW, Omaha, who extended an
invitation from the city of Omaha
to the CAB to hold an early postwar convention there and expressed
the hope that after the war NAB
would hold a convention in Canada,
and the CAB hold one in the United
States; W. C. Wright, of Stovin &
Wright, Toronto, sales representatives, who reviewed the short his-

BROADCASTING

SETTLING a delicate point, no
doubt, are Wis McQuillin, timebuyer, Cockfield, Brown & Co., Toronto and Bill Schudt Jr., eastern
division field manager for CBS
station relations. Setting is last
week's CBC session at Toronto.
Gross

Billings

of

CBC

Reported
$1,057,664
DELAYED annual report of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for
the fiscal year 1941-42, ending
March 31, 1942, has just been released by the CBC at Ottawa. The
report deals with the wartime activities of the CBC, establishment
of CBC National News Service at
the beginning of 1942, and various
program activities.
The report mentions additional
sponsored programs carried by the
network, composed of CBC and
privately-owned stations, and the
establishment of a second commercial network in July, 1941, to
meet growing demands of advertisers for networks. From commercial broadcasting the report,
shows receipts of $1,057,664, with!
commercial expenditures of $94,-1
139, plus $742,123 for all wirelines, j
The statement showed a net operating surplus of $299,321, with receipts from listener licenses of
$3,458,331.
MacKenzie Named
PROF. NORMAN MacKENZIE,
president of the U. of New Brunswick, has been appointed chairman
of the Canadian Wartime Information Board, succeeding Charles
Vining, who resigned due to ill
health. The new chairman was professor of public and private international law at the U. of Toronto
from 1933-1940.
tory of the Broadcast Sales Club
of Toronto.
CAB directors,
elected Tuesday
afternoon
are:
Dick Rice, CFRN, Edmonton;
Harold Carson, CFAC, Calgary ; A. A.
Murphy, CFQC, Saskatoon, and
George Chandler, CJOR, Vancouver,
representing western stations. Harry
Sedgwick CFRB, Toronto; Jack
Cooke, CKGB, Timmins, Ont. ; J. E.
Campeau,
representingCKLW,
OntarioWindsor-Detroit,
stations. Phil
Lalonde CKAC, Montreal; N. Thivierge, CHRC, Quebec, representing
Quebec stations. N. Nathanson, CJCB,
Sydney, N. S. ; L. W. Bewick, CHSJ,
St. John, N. B. representing the Maritimes.
Harry ofSedgwick
re-elected
chairman
the board, was
with Mr.
Rice,
president of the Western Assn. on
Broadcasters, as vice-chairman. Gleru
Bannerman was re-appointed president!
and general manager; Arthur Evans,;
secretary-treasurer, and Joseph Sedgwick, K.C., as legal counsel.
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CAB

DELEGATES

I J. L. Alexander, Toronto: E. L. Archibald, CHOV, Pembroke, Ont.; Lewis H.
!Avery. NAB, Washington ; Ray Avery, Ronalds Adv. Agency, Toronto; C. T. Ayres,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
! W. H. Backhouse, CKY, Winnipeg; Alan
C. Ball, Canadian Advertising, Toronto;
,G. C. Banks, L. J. Heagerty & Assoc., Toronto; R. Barry-Witton, British United
Press, Toronto; Jack Beardall, CFCO, Chatham, Ont.; J. Reg. Beattie, All Canada
'Radio Facilities, Toronto; C. L. Berry
CFGP, Grande
Prairie,
L. W.Bourassa,
Bewick',
CHSJ,
St. John,
N. B.;Alta.;
George
CKCH, Hull, Que.; Maj. W. C. Borrett,
CHNS, Halifax; N. Botterill, CJOC, Lethbridge, Alta.; Ralph F. Bowden, Stovin &
Wright, Toronto; J. W. B. Browne, CKOV
Kelowna, B. C. ; H. C. Buchanan, CHAB,
Moose Jaw, Sask.; W. K. Buckley, W. K.
Buckley Ltd., Toronto.
J. E. Campeau, CKLW, Windsor, Ont.;
Leonard D. Callahan, SESAC, New York;
Fred W. Cannon, All Canada Radio Facilities, Toronto; H. R. Carson, CFAC, Calj gary, Alta. ; G. C. Chandler, C JOR, Vancouver; K. G. Chisholm, RCA Victor, Toronto; Howard Clark, CKX, Brandon, Man. ;
Fletcher Coates, CHNS, Halifax; J. K.
Cooke, Northern Broadcasting & Publishing, Timmins, Ont.; W. T. Cranston, CKOC,
Hamilton,Sask.
Ont.; Harold Crittenden, CKCK,
Regina,
Vernon Dallin, CFQC, Saskatoon, Sask.;
Wilf. Dippie, Radio Representatives Ltd.,
Montreal; H. F. Dougall, CKPR, Fort William, Ont. ; C. D. Dowling, British United
Press, Toronto.
W. E. Elliott, Elliott Haynes Ltd., Toronto; Walter Enger, Stovin & Wright, Toronto ;F. H. Elphicke, CKWX, Vancouver.
G. Gaetz, CJRC, Winnipeg; John J.
Gillin, WOW, Omaha, Neb.; Norman Goldman, Broadcasting, Washington; Henry S.
Gooderham, CKCL, Toronto; A. Gauthier,
CHLT, Sherbrooke, Que.
Kolin Hager, WGY, Schenectady ; Burt
Hall, All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd.,
Montreal; George W. Holman, Exclusive
Radio Features, Toronto; Paul Haynes,
Elliott Haynes Ltd., Montreal; Gordon
Henry, CJCA, Edmonton, Alta.; G. F. Herbert, All-Canada Radio Facilities, Toronto ;
Harold Higgins, Joseph H. McGillvra,
New
York; J. G. Hyland, CJIC, Saulte St.
-, Marie, Ont.
I R. W. Keyserlingk, British United Press,
I Montreal
Montreal. ; George Kitchen, Canadian Press,
; Phil. Lalonde, CKAC, Montreal; G. A.
Lavoie, CJBR, Rimouski, Que. ; Al Leary,
CKCL, Toronto ; Neil B. Leroy, Radio Rep.: resentatives, Toronto; Mrs. Dorothy Lewis,
NAB, Washington ; Richard G. Lewis, Canadian Broadcaster, Toronto; G. Liddle,
CKCR, Kitchener, Ont.; Charles B. Lynd,
British United Press, Toronto.
H. McMahon, Taylor & Pearson, Calgary,
Alta.; Joseph H. McGillvra, Joseph Hershey
McGillvra Inc., New York ; R. McGuire, AllCanada Radio Facilities, Toronto; C. W.
McQuillin, Cockfield, Brown, Toronto ; M.
Maxwell, Associated Broadcasting Co. Ltd.,
Montreal; C. P. MacGregor, Hollywood,
Cal.; Howe Martyn, Lever Brothers, Toronto; A. J. Messner, CKY, Winnipeg;
( Love'l
Stovin CKCR,
& Wright
Ltd.,
MontrealMickle
; W. C.Jr.,
Mitchell,
Kitchener,
Ont. ; Lloyd Moffat, CKBI, Prince Albert,
Sask.; James Montagnes, Broadcasting,
Toronto; Lloyd Moore, CFRB, Toronto;
Philip M. Morris, CFPL, London, Ont. ;
A. A. Murphy, CFQC, Saskatoon, Sask.
1 N. Nathanson, CJCB, Sydney, N. S.; J.
Stewart Neil], CFNB, Fredericton, N. B.
W. B. Parsons, NBC New York; John
H. Part, United Radio, Toronto; G. Alec
Phare, R. C. Smith & Son, Toronto; Charles
W. Pointon, Audio Devices Inc., New York.
Frank Radcliffe, CFOS, Owen Sound,
Ont. ; William J. Reilly, Weed & Co., Chicago; G. R. A. Rice, CFRN, Edmonton;
Herbert C. Rice, WGR-WKBW, Buffalo;
Sam G. Ross, Press News, Toronto.
E. T. Sandell, CKTB, St. Catharines,
Ont. ; F. V. Scanlan, CJRM, Regina, Sask. ;
Harry Sedgwick, CFRB, Toronto; J. M.
Shaw, CFCF, Montreal; Charles Shearer,

CLIPPED by a candid cameraman is Maj. Gladstone Murray (left, without ear) at the CAB convention in Toronto last week. Others busily discussing Dominion radio problems are (1 to r) : Bill Wright, Stovin &
Wright Ltd., Toronto; Joseph Sedgwick, CAB legal counsel; H. N. Stovin,
Stovin & Wright.
Chief Radio Censor, Ottawa ; Alex Sherwood, Standard Radio, New York; Jack
Slatter, Radio Representatives, Toronto;
Ken Soble, CHML, Hamilton, Ont.; Wm. A.
Speers, CKOC, Hamilton, Ont.; H. N.
Stovin, Stovin & Wright, Toronto.
J. M. Taylor, Taylor & Pearson, Calgary,
Alta.; Louis E. Toppe, Lang-Worth, New
York ; Lois M. Thompson, Howard H. Wilson Co., Chicago; R. H. Thomson, Northern
Broadcasting, Timmins, Ont.; Brian A.
Tobin, British United Press, Toronto ; Jack
Treacy, NBC New York ; John Tregale,
All-Canada Radio Facilities, Toronto.
William Watson, CJOC, Lethbridge,
Alta. ; Patrick Waddington, Toronto Daily
Star; H. G. Walker, CBC Winnipeg; H. S.
Walker, RCA Victor, Toronto; W. J.
Woodill, CKSO, Sudbury, Ont.; Easton C.
Woolley, NBC New York; R. H. Wright,
CFAR, Flin Flon, Man.; William S. Wright,
Weed & Co., New York ; Adam J.
Young Jr., J. H. McGillvra Inc., New
York; Joseph J. Weed, Weed & Co., New
York; Neal Weed, Weed & Co., Chicago.
Registering later were: Cy Langlois,
Lang-Worth, New York; Gordon Love,
CFCN, Calgary, Atla.; Louis Leprohon,
CKAC, Montreal; Marcel Lefebvre. CHLP,
Montreal; Sam Norris, Amperex, New
York; Col.
'own,
P.E.I.Keith Rogers, CFCY, CharlotteSeeman Starts Early
WITH the current shortage and
expense of ingredients of pure vanilla extract, Seeman Bros., New
York, makers of a substitute known
as Flava-Bake, is starting its annual spring campaign unusually
early, and on a more extensive
basis, since the product is unaffected by the shortages. Formerly
using participations on WABC,
New York, Seeman this year uses
three full quarter-hour news programs weekly by Jay Sims on
WABC, using that station only
for its radio advertising. J. D.
Tarcher & Co., New York, handles
the account.
Jennings Named
DWIGHT JENNINGS, formerly
assistant director of the Office of
National Service, morale group
sponsored by the Maritime Commission, has been named director
of U. S. activities of the Office of
the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs. Domestic activities of the
CIAA are to be accelerated in the
near future, according to a spokesman for the agency. Mr. Jennings
was at one time vice-president and
director of Lord & Thomas.
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POST-WAR

RADIO

HARVARD

PROJECT

A POST-WAR
advertising research project, to assist business in
the use of radio advertising, will
begin soon at the Harvard Business
School, according to Dr. Melvin T.
Copeland, the School's Director of
Research.
Designed to study experiences of
local users of radio advertising in
the hopes of defining the role such
advertising will play in marketing
peacetime products, the project will
be conducted by Prof. Charles H.
Sandage,
visiting
of business research
and professor
head of the
1935
Census Bureau's investigation of
broadcasting. Results are expected
to provide retailers, service operators, local manufacturers, broadcasters and advertising agencies
with information beneficial in the
use of advertising.
Neil H. Borden, professor of advertising and Harry R. Tosdal and
Malcolm P. McNair, professors of
marketing, all of Harvard, will comprise an advisory committee to assist Prof. Sandage.
RKO

Film

Food Rationing Series
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis, will turn over for discussion
of food rationing five of its regular
broadcasts on NBC during the week
of Feb. 22, foregoing usual commercial credits. The 2:45-3 p.m.
period, occupied Monday through
Thursday, by Hymns of All
Churches, and Fridays by Betty
Crocker, will feature interviews by
Miss Crocker; Claude Wickard,
Secretary of Agriculture; Prentiss
Brown, OPA administrator; Maj.
Gen. E. B. Gregory, Army Quartermaster General; Milton Eisenhower, associate director of the
OWI, and a fifth speaker, as yet
unnamed. Broadcasts were promoted with full-page ads Feb. 21 in
250
newspapers.
Softasilk
cake flour,General
regularlyMills'
advertised on NBC in the 2:45 p.m.
period,
is handled by BBDO, New
York.
Kaltenborn's Plans
SUBSTITUTING for H. V. Kaltenborn, while the NBC commentator makes a whirlwind survey tour
of Latin America and the Caribbean
area [Broadcasting, Feb. 1] are
four commentators who will take
over the 7:45 p.m. spot on NBC
starting Feb. 22, with a broadcast
by Leland Stowe. Upton Close,
Gregor Ziemer and Clifton Utley
also will be heard. Kaltenborn will
broadcast from the Canal Zone,
Mexico City, and other points, returning to New York March 13.
Kaltenborn is sponsored by Pure
Oil Co.

Series

RKO RADIO PICTURES Inc.,
Hollywood, to exploit West Coast
release of the film, "Hitler's Children", sponsored three broadcasts
of the quarter-hour commentaries
by John B. Hughes on 33 Don Lee
Pacific stations, Feb. 15, 17, 19,
Mon., Wed., Fri., 9:30-9:45 p.m.
(PWT), as well as a special 15minute news period for Feb. 23,
Tues., 9:15-9:30 p.m. (PWT). A
heavy schedule of spot announcements with local tie-in is being used
on Pacific Coast stations. Agency is
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.

Allen-Baker Special
HIGHLIGHT program merger of
the season will occur Sunday, Feb.
28, on CBS, when Fred Allen, star
of the Texaco Star Theatre, and
Phil Baker, of Take It or Leave It,
tie their two half-hour shows together, walking in and out of each
other's programs from 9:30-10:30
p.m. The feature is climax of a
word battle in which Baker has
charged that Allen lets his Star
Theatre time droop over into Take
It or Leave It. To regain the alleged "swiped time", Baker will appear as Allen's guest, and vice
versa. Allen's sponsor is Texas Oil
Co. Eversharp Co. sponsors the
Baker program.
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Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

.FEBRUARY

13 TO FEBRUARY

Decisions . . .
FEBRUARY 16
WOOD, Grand Rapids, Mich. — Mod. license change share WASH to unlimited,
facilities WASH.
KTBC, Austin, Tex. — Transfer control
Capital Broadcasting Assn. to Claudia T.
Johnson for $17,500 cash.
KRBA, Lufkin. Tex. — Hearing license
renewal
and vo'.
license E.RedYates.
Lands
Broadcasting
Assn.assgt.
to Darrell
WBAL, Baltimore — Cancel special service authorization expiring April 1, 1944,
request applicant.
WORK, York, Pa.— CP new transmtter.
FEBRUARY 18
WWNC, Asheville, N. C. — Grant motion
dismiss plea mod. CP operate 570 kc, 5
kw., DA-N, unlimited.
KARM, Fresno, Cal. — Grant motion dismiss plea mod. license operate 1030 kc, 5
kw., DA-DN, unlimited.
Central Broadcasting Co., Key Broadcasters Inc., Wilkes-Barre Broadcasting Corp.
of Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Deny petitions waive
rules (Sec. 1.231 (d)) for Sept. 15 hearing; grant joint petition findings heretofore fi'ed comply Sec. 1.231 (d) these proceedings.

Applications . . .
JANUARY 16
WBYN, New York — Move main studio
Brooklyn to New York.
KLRA, Little Rock, Ark. — Extension permission operate 1010 kc, 5 kw. D, DA-N
to Dec. 1, change DA for N use, extend
completion date March 13, 1943 to June
13, 1943.
WTOC, Savannah, Ga. — Mod. CP, as
mod. install DA-N, increase power, extend completion date Feb. 15, 1943, to
April 15, 1943.
WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.— Extend permission operate unlimited to April 1, 1944.
W6XYZ,, Los Angeles, Cal.— Mod. CP, as
mod. for experimental television station,
extend completion date March 15, 1943,
to Sept. 15. 1943.
KSWO, Lawton, Okla.— Operate unlimited (Sec. 4).
~5T

5E

CONTROL
ROOM
CHARLES A. ANDREWS, fo<-merlv
of Philco's television station WPTZ,
Philadelphia, has joined engineering
staff of WHAT. Philadelphia, replacing Bob Connally. who died recently.
GEORGE HINES. engineer of WELI,
New Haven, left Feb. 15 to join the
Army Air Forces.
THOMAS E. NALLEY of the engineering staff of KGVO, Missoula, is
father of a girl born Feb. 5.
GEORGE CHAPMAN, engineer of
KVOO, Tulsa, is father of a girl.
MARSHALL DAVIE, engineer of
WSB, Atlanta, has reported for Signal
Corps Officers' Candidate School at
Monmouth, N. J.
WILLIAM HANNA, new to radio,
has joined the engineering staff of
WBBM, Chicago.
HOLLY PEARCE, engineer supervisor of WBBM, Chicago, has been
appointed program traffic manager,
succeeding Bill Seymour, recently commissioned an ensign in the Navy.
CHARLES WATSON DYKE has resigned from the engineering office of
WOR, New York.
BEECHER GOLD, control room operator of WDRC, Hartford, has been
drafted, assigned to the Marine Corps
and sent to Parris Island, S. C.
CLIFFORD C. HARRIS, chief technical supervisor of WIP, Philadelphia,
is father of a girl born Feb. 8.
CHARLES JONES, engineer of
KH.J, Hollywood, is the father of a
girl born Feb. 14.
Page
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LISTENING
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19 INCLUSIVE"

Tentative Calendar . . .
WBNY, Buffalo — Mod. license 680 kc,
250 w., unlimited (Feb. 23).
W55NY, New York— Mod. license 45,500 kc, 8,500 sq. mi., unlimited (Feb. 26).
Ga.— Consolidated hearWALB, Albany,
CP
ing renew license, vol. assgt. license,
1550 kc, 1 kw., DA-N. unlimited (Feb.
25).

Wetwork /Kccomh
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, on
March 3 starts Milton Berle, comedian,
on 63 CBS stations, Wed., 9:30-10 p.m.
Agency: Ward Wheelock Co., New York.
ELGIN WATCH Co., Elgin. 111. (instiBeThe Man Sun.,
starts stations.
tutional), on March
hind the Gun
on 607 CBS
10:30-11 p.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
Renewal Accounts
RCA VICTOR Co. Ltd., Montreal (radio
tubes, records), recentlv renewed Voire
of Victor on 30 Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. stations, Thurs. 8:05-8:30 p. m.
Agency: Spitzer & Mills Ltd., Toronto.
LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL CASUALTY
Co., Chicago, on Feb. 21 renewed Upton
Close on 60 MBS stations, Sun., 5:15-5:30
p.m. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Network Changes
MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL Reg. Co.,
Minneapolis (air conditioning machinery),
on Feb. 17 shifts Alias John Freedom,
heard once every four weeks on 134 BLUE
stations, 9-9:30 p.m. (Rpt, 12-12:30 a.m.)
from San Francisco to Chicago. Agency:
Addison Lewis & Assoc., Minneapolis.
WESTINGHOUSE MFG. Co., Pittsburgh
(institutional), on Feb. 28 shifts The
We.itinghouse Program from New York to
Hol'ywood on 127 NBC stations. Sun.,
2:30-3 p.m. Agency: Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Swan), on March 2 shifts Burns & Allen
on 114 CBS stations, Tues, 9-9:30 p.m.
from Hollywood to New York for three
weeks. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
STANDARD OIL Co., San Francisco, on
Feb. 21 shifted Standard Symphony on 6
NBC Pacific stations, Pun., 8:30-9:30 p.m.
(PWT), from Hollywood to San Francisco. Agency: BBDO, San Francisco.
LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL CASUALTY
Co., Chicago, on March 20 adds Sat. 8:308:4560p.m.
Upton Close's
commentaries,
on
MBS to stations,
Sun., 6:30-6:45
p.m.
Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati (Camay), on Feb. 22 adds 46 NBC stations
to Pepper Young's Family, making a total
of 128 NBC stations, Mon. thru Fri., 3:303:45 p.m. Agency: Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
HOWARD VOGELI has joined the
technical staff of KFBK, Sacramento.
NOBLE E. BREWER has joined the
transmitter staff of KOB, Albuquerque, N. M.
ALBERT LOEHLEIN, new to radio,
has joined the transmitter staff of
WCCO, Minneapolis.
AL SMITH, chief engineer of
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind., has
been commissioned a lieutenant in the
Army and will report at Fort Monmouth, N. J., Feb. 19. Dorsa M. Yoder,
local high school teacher, has joined
the engineering staff for night duty.
GLENN THAYER, of the WOWOWGL, Fort Wayne, Ind., technical
staff, is father of a girl born Jan. 31.
EMMA LOU JACKSON, control operator of WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.,
left recently for Des Moines, Iowa,
to go into training with the WAVES.
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ON

GUADALCANAL

Radios
Sgt. Jimmy Hurlbut Says Marines Huddled At
e
Hom
from
s
Sport
To Hear News and
RADIO listening provided the marines on Guadalcanal with the bulk
of their news from the outside
world, according to Tech. Sgt.
James W. Hurlbut, Marine combat
correspondent and formerly publicity director of WJSV, Washington, recently returned to the United
States.
In Jimmy's words, radio listening was "one of the big features
on Guadalcanal, for everyone from
the General on down." "Throughout the island," he told Broadcasting, "portable radios were in operation at unit headquarters."
After sunset, he explained, when
things began to slacken and before
the night's activities started, "Marines gathered at their radios for
the news of the world from either
or KGEI."
KWID
At this
point, Sgt. Hurlbut put
in a word for the quality of reception. Despite the interference
which was induced at times by Jap
action, the fidelity of these stations was complete, he said.
Based on his observations, he
said that general news and sports
news were likely the most popular
radio fare. Specifically, he mentioned the fine reception accorded
Command Performance, prepared
by the Army for the benefit of
fighting men around the world, and
the Army Hour, official War Dept.
program (NBC 3:30-4:30 p.m.
Sundays), also shortwaved around
the world.
Getting personal, he recalled one
particular broadcast which thrilled
him. During one period of action,
shortly after the Marines had established themselves on the island,
one portable tucked away in one
of the gun positions was tuned in.
One of the men in that particular
gun position heard Arthur Godfrey identified and hastened to inform the sergeant, recalling that
he had been associated with Godfrey in Washington at WJSV.
There in the midst of Guadalcanal, Jimmy heard Arthur Godfrey's Victory Begins At Home
program, rebroadcast by KNX, Los
Angeles. Reception was so good, he
recalls, "I could almost imagine
myself looking through the studio
window at Art and his colleagues
at WJSV— Lee Vickers, John Salb
and Billy Gibson."
On CBS Shows
Upon his return to Washington
recently, Jimmy went back to
work almost immediately being featured on the Washington portion
of World Today aired by the entire
CBS network as well as on Columbia's Report to the Nation. He describes himself as "the man who
travelled 14,000 miles to get into
the room next door". That room
being Studio 4, next to the WJSVCBS newsroom, from which Jimmy
had never been heard in the eight
BROADCASTING

Sgt. James W. Hurlbut and
Eric Sevareid
years spent at WJSV and CBS,
Washington, as news editor and
publicity director.
The next day many of the station's staff congratulated him upon
his fine radio voice. This appeared
to satisfy him, for he explained
that he had vainly tried to impress
people with that fact during his
tenure with the station as a civilian.
When

he enlisted in the Marine

Corps, May 6, 1942, he had no
idea that he'd be on his way ten
days later. After ten months, he
is back in the U. S., having spent
more time in the Solomons than
any other correspondent. In fact,
he is the first Marine correspondent
to
zone.return from an active combat
Speaking to his boss, Lt. Col.
George T. Van der Hoef, headquarters public relations officer,
you get the idea that Jimmy has
done the job he was sent out to do.
Lt. Col. Van der Hoef called it "an
outstanding piece of work." Furthermore, he pointed out that Jimmy was the first of the combat
correspondents to be promoted
from the rank of sergeant to that
of technical sergeant.
Since Jimmy had served with
the Marines prior to last May, he
received his stripes at once, as one
of a limited number of combat correspondents who fight and write.
Explaining the job, Jimmy said
he carried a pistol at all times and
also used a rifle upon occasion.
Shooting Japs and digging news
provided him with considerable action during the time he served at
Guadalcanal.
Henry P. Kasner
HENRY P. KASNER, 53, radio
engineer of RCA for the last 30
years, died Feb. 13 in Brooklyn
Jewish hospital after a brief illness. Born in England, Mr. Kasner
was at one time wireless operator
on the S. S. Leviathan, and was an
engineer with Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Co. of America.
• Broadcast
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CAPITOL

HILL

HOOKUP
CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
tiple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
Announcer Wanted — 5 kw. Network StaI tion. Metropolitan market. Only experienced commercial announcer with good
1 references
considered.
Above average
j starting salary offered, and fine chance
for advancement.
Address
Box 334,
BROADCASTING.
OPERATORS — 20 or more positions for
conscientious, capable, experienced men
who really want to work. Metropolitan
station. Minimum starting pay $1.50 per
hour. No union affiliation necessary for
employment. Steady employment. Write
giving details to Box 326, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER— Experienced in all types
broadcasting. Send all information, including transcription and photograph.
Good salary plus talent. Station in East.
Box 323, BROADCASTING.
CONTROL ROOM OPERATOR —Give experience and references. Good salary. Station in East. Box 324, BROADCASTING.
Procram Director Wanted — Basic network
affiliate, middle west, needs experienced
Program Director immediately. Only a
man who is now serving as Program
Director will be considered. Preference
to man having knowledge of, and experienced in traffic and bookkeeping. Good
starting salary for man who is capable,
I honest, and permanent. Address replies
in confidence to Box 333, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — With first or second class liI cense. Over 18 years. Permanent position
' non-defense area. Write giving details.
WHKY, Hickory, North Carolina.
Experienced Salesman — Salary and monthly
bonus. NBC and Blue Network stations
' in one of America's hottest markets.
I Home of three Kaiser shipyards. Advise
experience, draft status, references. Adj dress Norman J. Sugg, commercial manager KGW-KEX, Portland, Oregon.
Positions open for two good advertising
men — Permanent position, growing business, liberal percentage basis with guaranteed weekly salary for high class, industrious men. Apply L. D. Newman,
'[ general
manager,
Ashland, Kentucky. Radio Station WCMI,
COMBINATION — Good commercial an■ nouncer and studio technician for remote
i studios of 5 kw net station. State experii ence and draft status. Box 329, BROADI- CASTING.
Wanted — An experienced announcer.
WFBC, Greenville, S. C.
Annonncer — A Midwest KW station has an
j opening for an announcer with a future.
Salary open. Box 337, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 3D phone ticket. Midwest netj work station. Give complete details —
' draft status and requirements in first
letter. Box 341, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster — Wanted by 5 KW Midwest
Network Station. Must be experienced
and capable. Please write full details, including draft status and salary requirements. Box 342, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Commercial Manager — now employed. 17
years advertising including newspaper,
agency, radio. Want change. Box 343,
BROADCASTING.
Woman — College graduate, wants position
1 Middle Western Station. Experienced
< continuity writer — program participation.
Pleasant voice. Box 330, BROADCAST' ING.
PROGRAM PRODUCER— Wide experience
j writing, directing- — musical and dramatic
Ji shows
— transcriptions.
Now available
established
New York agency.
Over draftto
I age. Box 331, BROADCASTING.
ADCASTING

classiCAPS,
three
issue.
Press

Situations Wanted

(Cont'd.)

GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK STOPPED
.... WHEN THE "OLD MAN" DIED!
- — It's a fact ... a clock is only as
good as it's main-spring! How's your
"musical-clock" ticking, Mr. Station
manager? Is it producing listeners, sponsors, more money for your station ? If
not — why not? Perhaps your "musical
clock" needs a new "main-spring"! Could
be that I'm the "M-S" you've been wishespecia'ly
timeson like
—■
whening forI— can
also goin out
the these
street
and bring
in
the
time
orders.
I'm
a
regular guy, looking for a real opportunity
to deiliver
the with
goods.swell
35 years
o'd, married, family,
references
and
background. Interested ? Then write Box
340, BROADCASTING.
EXPERIENCED ANNOUNCER— 4F draft
status, wishes position with secure staton. Recording on request, good references. Bruce Stewart, 1829 University
Avenue, Wichita, Kansas.
Station Manager — Experienced operating
regional and local stations desires change.
Excellent record with present company
nine years. Best recommendations. Your
inquiry held confidential. Box 336,
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER— Program Director, 27— 4F
— over five years in radio ; also stage experience. Have had 50 KW experience.
Am seeking permanent position. Write
details including salary to Ramsay Williams, 1513 Northwestern Avenue, Hollywood, California.
"MUTUAL
FOR "BLUE"
STATION OPPORTUNITY
MANAGERS ....
ALSO
THOSE IN THE "RED"! Attention,
Please! — An exceptional advertising
salesman, age 35, family, with proven
sales record of accomplishment, and the
ability to think up saleable ideas, is now
available for interview. He has just resigned from a major network station in
the south, and now seeks commercial
manager's
post onto progressive
station.
Has
no objection
small wattage
station as he believes it's what's on the
air "watt" counts with the listeners, the
sponsors
the that?
station.
You've
for
a manandlike
Well,
here longed
he is
looking for you. If your station needs
additional billing, here's the man who
can get it for you ! Salary and commission basis. Top references. Box 339,
BROADCASTING.

NET

PROPOSED

AS A RESULT of an open letter
to Raymond Clapper, Mutual commentator and Scripps-Howard columnist, inserted in the Congressional Record last month by Rep.
Hebert (D-La.), Gov. James A. Noe
of Louisiana, president of WNOE,
New Orleans, has proposed a fournetworkgram from
hookup
for Hill
an hour's
proCapitol
each week.
In a letter to the four major networks, a copy of which Rep. Hebert
inserted in the Congressional Record, Gov. Noe suggests that the networks clear an hour each week in
which Congressmen could discuss
vital issues.
Gov. Noe's
plan, Hebert,
as outlined in a letter
to Rep.
would involve both Democrats and
Republicans of both Houses, speakers to be chosen by the two parties.
Rep. Hebert's open letter to Mr.
Clapper was in reply to an article
in
tan.the January issue of Cosmopoli-

WANTED
Young

News Review Booklet
COMPILED from news programs
Dec. 7, 1941, through Dec. 31,
1942, WHAS, Louisville, has published a76-page booklet, News Review of 19 b2 (25c), edited by
William Ladd. Booklet has been
offered to other Clear Channel
Broadcasting System outlets, and
is already being distributed by
WSM, Nashville.
Jere' O'Connor
JERE' O'CONNOR. 48, for 17
years account executive of KFWB,
Hollywood, died at his home in that
city, on Feb. 13 following an illness
of several months. Surviving is his
wife, Mrs. Pete O'Connor.
DO
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W
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Profits, Prestige and
Successful Operation
Here's the answer:
1. Mana£« r
2. Coiniii«»reiaI .T gr.
A winning combination
where the going is toughest. Our joint experience

aggressive woman

publicity wri.'er for metropolitan Eastern City.
S'ate
all qualifications,
including

each)
(12 years
entire
field of
radio.covers

large city experience, contact ability and salary requirement. Photo and clips
desirable.

Will go anywhere for
interview
Box
338,
Address

EGX 335, BROAD.
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Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

C

T

O

It

V

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

Wanted to Buy
COMPLETE
EQUIPMENT — 250 or 500
watt station. Advise lowest cash price,
when available for removal. Box 327,
BROADCASTING.

PAUL

Will pay cash. Responsible parties interested in buying radio station. Give full
particulars. Box 325, BROADCASTING.

CONSULTING

Small Group Engineers — Interested buying
part or whole of going station or CP.
Box 328, BROADCASTING.
Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pick-ups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.
Two or Three Channel 110 Volt AC Remote Amplifier — 0-250 ohm source ohm
source, 600 ohm load impedance, two microphones, two microphone stands, one
pair high impedance headphones. WCED,
DuBois, Pa.

MO 2-7859

F GODLEY
RADIO ENGINEERS

MONTCLAIR,

GEORGE

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Weshington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main St.
the World
Kansas City, Mo. I jC J Hollywood, Cal.

For Sale
175 Ft. Truscon Self Supporting Tower —
With all lighting equipment, nsulators,
leveling plates, etc. Excellent shape. Immediate shipment. WHKY, Hickory,
North Carolina.
One Practically New RCA 66-A Modulation Monitor — Price fob N. Y. $225.00.
Box 332, BROADCASTING.
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Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

RING

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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H.
Fly
On

Confers
Relief

Plan

Involves

With

for

50% Cut to Locals
There have also been discussions
with representatives of larger advertisers through the Advertising
Council, in an effort to procure
wider national use of smaller outlets, particularly if some of them
are absorbed by the networks. One
of the big difficulties, however, has
been that national advertisers are
not disposed to buy duplicate coverage and work on a definite "costper-inquiry" basis. Moreover, it was
pointed out that many of them do
not even take advantage of bonus
stations on the networks, because
of distribution and market factors.
The AT&T long lines reductions, amounting to approximately
$2,145,000, announced last month,
[Broadcasting, Jan. 25] would reduce higher costs of smaller stations by some 50%, it has been estimated. Mr. Fly feels that the networks should use portions of the
saving to extend service to the less
profitable station operations.
Manpower, however, has loomed
as perhaps a larger problem than
economic return for many smaller
stations. Inability to retain technical and program personnel because
of Selective Service and weaning
away of key people by other station
operations has proved a serious
problem, many of the smaller stations have reported.
At his news conference last Monday, Chairman Fly was pessimistic
about the war outlook and its effect
on radio. As for smaller stations,
however, he said that as newspapers curtail and billboards and
other media suffer, local radio offers
a more interesting and valuable
medium. It will be "pay dirt," he
said, because no other media will
have such means of mass communication.
Discussing the 1942 situation,
Mr. Fly said that because many stations had failed to file information
Page
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Small

Extension

'Package'
Advertising
FORMULATION of some sort of
plan for relief of smaller stations,
to be derived from a combination
of the Long Lines rate reductions,
addition of smaller stations to national networks, and "package" advertising campaigns by national
advertisers, is being pursued by
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, but with the result uncertain.
Mr. Fly has been in conference
with network officials intermittently
during the past two weeks and,
among other things, has discussed
possible expansion of the networks
to cover smaller stations in the
more remote areas. He has also discussed, it is understood, current
legislative and investigatory activity on the Washington front, as
well as the chain-monopoly regulations now awaiting decision of the
Supreme Court after argument on
Feb. 10-11.

Networks

of

Stations

Chains

to

Locals,

and
Line
Rate Cuts
requested by the FCC, it may be
necessary to await the annual reports of stations to gee a complete
picture of last year's operation.
Data now available appears to be
as anticipated, he said. He expressed fear that 1943 and 1944
will be worse "for obvious reasons".
About a half-dozen stations have
voluntarily suspended since last
fall, he said, and others are making
inquiries. (FCC records reveal that
these stations are KID, Idaho Falls,
Ida.; WBRB, Red Bank, N. J.;
KAST, Astoria, Ore.; KXKX, Kansas City, Mo. ; KIDW, Lamar, Colo.,
and WJWC, Hammond-Chicago.)
Mr. Fly asserted that other stations are making inquiries about
suspension, but he said the condition is not "startling." The FCC
has not yet decided as a matter of
policy whether stations which suspend operations because of declining war conditions will be permitted
to return to the air after the war
without prejudice. Attorneys apparently take the position that the
requirements of the Radio Act
could not be fulfilled thereby, since
a showing of public interest is
required.
Discussing other proposals for
relief of stations in distress, Mr.
Fly said that the original idea for
RFC loans has been discarded since
the Government would be placed in
the position of acquiring control of
stations, and moreover it would be
saddled with fixed liabilities. Purchase by the Government of time
has been eliminated "for practical
reasons" and also because of the
Government control aspect. He emphasized that stimulation of private
advertising through various means
remains the best solution.
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REPLY

FROM

Hollywood, New

AFAR
York Figure

In 'Information Please'
H. J. HEINZ

Co., Pittsburgh, is experimenting with the idea of having
a guest expert in another city besides New York join the NBC Information Please quiz by "remote
On the Feb. 22 program, Gregory
control".in Hollywood with his own
Ratoff,
audience and a small bell to signal
when he knows an answer, was to
join the regular experts, John
Kieran and Franklin P. Adams, and
Christopher Morley, the other
guest. A two-way telephone line
was to be employed.
If the idea proves successful,
Dan Golenpaul, owner and producer of the program, mav have
film stars speaking from Hollywood
as a regular feature.
AFRA Files Demands
AMERICAN Federation of Radio
Artists, which has been preparing
special forms for its recently revised sustaining contracts, finished
work on them last week and submitted them to the War Labor
Board, it was reported. Notices of
AFRA's demands for increases in
commercial scale minimums for network and transcription programs
were also drafted last week and
mailed out Feb. 18 to transcription
companies, networks, advertisers
and advertising agencies, and others
signing the union's commercial code.
The increase demanded is 19 instead of 19.7, as reported in Broadcasting Feb. 15, the figure corresponding to the point rise in the
cost-of-living from Dec. 15, 1940 to
Dec. 15, 1942.
WWNY
Joins CBS
WWNY, Watertown, N. Y., about
March 1 will become a CBS affiliate.
Owned and operated by the Watertown Daily Times, WWNY operates
on 790 kc, 1,000 watts. Established
in April, 1941 on a parttime basis,
the station has been a fulltime outlet since October, 1942.

Elmer

Westmoreland

Named
WLOL
Manager
H. ELMER WESTMORELAND,
sales manager of WLOL, Minneapolis-St. Paul, has been promoted
to general manager, and elected
a vice-president of Independent
Merchants Broadcasting Co. Mr. I
Westmoreland, formerly publisher |
of the Golfer-Sportsman magazine I

Mr. McTigue

Mr. Westmoreland

and member of the national advertising department of the Minneapolis Journal, has been with
WLOL since March, 1932.
Immediately after his promotion,
Mr. Westmoreland announced the
appointment of Harry McTigue as
assistant general manager in
charge of WLOL programming
and production. Mr. McTigue is j
widely
as the "colonel"
General known
Mills baseball
reporter. and
Baukhage Sponsors
AS
BAUKHAGE
comnleted the
first year of Baukhage Talking, 11:15 news show, BLUE reported
last week that the program which I
began on a sustaining basis, now I
had more than 60 local sponsors.
Baukhage's 6:20 p.m. commentary!;
on WMAL,
Washington, is now
sponsored
three
days
each by
Vicks, tooth
and McKesson
Calox
powder.
WOOD

Robbins for :

Unlimited

WOOD, Grand Rapids, Mich., has
been granted permission by the
FCC to change hours of operation
from sharing time with WASH,
Grand Rapids, also owned by KingTrendle Broadcasting Corp., to fulltime, with facilities of WASH.
WOOD is an NBC and Michigan
network affiliate and operates on |
1300 kc. with 5,000 w. Manager is
Stanley W. Barnett.
MBS

TO

CONSIDER

PROGRAM

POLICIES

FIRST

in the series of MBS program clinics scheduled to meet in
key cities will be held Feb. 22 and
25 at the hotel Ambassador, New
York, with Miller McClintock, president of MBS, opening the sessions,
The series was announced by Mr.
McClintock at a MBS dinner Feb.
10 as a means of launching Mutual's plan to increase and improve
its service to member stations, listeners and advertisers.
Special emphasis on program
ming that will aid the war effort
will highlight the clinic, which will
be presided over by Adolph Opfinger, MBS
program
manager.from
In addition to MBS
executives
12
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix

"It's Mr. Edwards' Consequences, She Missed Her Question and
He Told Listeners to Send Her Their Old Christmas Cards!"
BROADCASTING

key stations, Eugene Carr will be
present to represent the Office of
Censorship, while Merritt Barnum
and Jack
Van Nostrand will represent the OWL
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lend
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WLW's

war-time

aid

wholesalers

carefully developed

plan

in

of merchandising

covers every phase of distribution from manufacturers'
representative through consumer. Dealer contacts are
made

more

effective through

BUY-WAY,

our

radio

merchandising

newspaper

with a circulation of over

50,000

a

comprehensive

coverage

twice

month;

totaling more

widespread

trade

than 360,000

association

activities. This merchandising
nothing, now
wholesalers

is dedicated

and

program

direct mail

pieces a year;
Trade

Extension

costs advertisers

to helping your retailers and

solve their perplexing

war-time

merchan-

to
12

your

retailers

major

cities

LISTENER DOMINANCE. In 25 major cities of its
four-state area, WLW delivers 48.7% of all
radio listening, and in the rural areas around
them, the listening index averages 2.5%
greater. (City figure is a weighted average
based on Hooper Mid-Winter WLW area rating,
1942, and does not represent the size of our
audience in any one city.)
A NEW SALES SERVICE. Answering the problem
of the man-power shortage is SPECIALTY
SALES, a WLW affiliate. SPECIALTY SALES offers
the services of experienced salesmen who
cover every grocer and druggist in all cities
of our four-state area. The services of SPECIALTY SAL'S can be bought on an extremely
flexible basis at a very nominal cost.

dising problems.

• WLW audience dominance, plus the cooperation we receive as a
result of continuous dealer contact, now augmented by SPECIALTY
SALES, offer you the most effective means ever devised for directing
the distribution and sale of consumer food and drug products.
DIVISION

OF THE

CROSLEY CORPORATION

WHAT'S

UNDER

THE

"COVERAGE"?

4'
% Radio "coverage7' is the camouflage under which a station's
weakness can easily be concealed. But strength, too, is to be
found under radio "coverage."
WKY, on 930 kilocycles, has more "coverage" in Oklahoma than any of Oklahoma City's three other stations. But
this alone would be meaningless without the fact that from
two to three-and-a-half times more persons actually listen to
WKY morning, afternoon, and evening, according to C. E.
Hooper, than to any one of the three.
Under WKY's "coverage" is real selling strength and that's
what makes WKY, today and in the days to come, decisively
the best buy to keep your name and your sales alive in
Oklahoma.

WKY

OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoma!, and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt )
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY pit INC

US'

The

Weekly

Newsmagazine

cast

every department

of experience

and s couple of girls. Now

those days are gone

Ra

Ad

At WHO,

# Time was when an "adequate" radio-station
staff could consist of as few as three or four men

of

head has many

years

in "large station" operation. Our

sales, programming

staffs, engineering

search staffs are considered to be among
in America, by men

who know.

and

re-

the best

. . .

forever.
That's Plus No. 5 for WHO.
One

good

reason

why

WHO

is the leading

station in Iowa is that it has the largest and most
competent
women

staff. Today

114

capable men

are eager to deliver your

program

and

You

want manpower

to do the best radio broadcasting job in Iowa. You
can get it at WHO.

Write us for all the other

Plusses — or just ask Free 8C Peters.

and

sales message in a pleasing and persuasive manner
into more Iowa homes

than can be secured through

any other radio station or combination

WHO

of stations!

"jpfor
DES

IOWA

MOINES

PLUS!

. . . 50,000

+

WATTS

B. J. PALMER,

PRESIDENT

J. O. M ALAND,

MANAGER

FREE 8i PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives

Oklahoma's

No. 1 Market
A

^

RICH,

CONCENTRATED,

PERMANENT

$200,000,000
WAR

1943

will be a good year to sell in Oklahoma's

PROJECTS

MARKET

.

.

.

YEARLY
PAYROLL

No. 1 market, the

Tulsa Magic Empire, where war projects have added an extra abundance
of buying power ($200,436,000 yearly payroll) to a permanent, stable,
growing market. Nearly half of the retail sales in Oklahoma

are con-

centrated inThe Magic Empire Market, concentrated in approximately
one-third (34.7%)

of the state's area.

Jr. Sales Management reports effective buying power is up
25% in the Tulsa Trading Area; Oklahoma Tax Commission figures show retail sales up 20% in the 30-counry
Magic Empire; and War Ration books show the area
population up 11% over the 1940 census.

NBC —

50,000 Watts
— 25,000 Watts Night
Kilocycles
1170 Day

Edward Retry & Co., National Representatives

No

the

fooling
•

Local advertisers, who

on

WSIX

than on

Right now
show

Home!

register, use more

time

with Nashville merchants

and manufacturers

holds good year after

bet there's a reason!
the returns to WSIX

you what WSIX

MEMBER

their advertising on the cash

at

any other Nashville station.

This leadership of WSIX
year. You

can check

folks

advertisers are the greatest in the station's history. Let us

can do.

STATION

THE

SPOT

BLUE
SALES,

NETWORK

AND

INC., NATIONAL

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

REPRESENTATIVES

980
KILOCYCLES

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as
second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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New Orleans

THREE
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Orleans, yet the Naval
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Air
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miles can compete with WWL's 50,000
watt, clear channel signal. For complete
coverage of the prosperous Deep South,
you need —

^Znt

to SUV A LITTLE EXTRA FUEL

OIL?

PS

NEW

ORLEANS

50,000 WATTS -CLEAR
CHANNEL
The Greatest Selling POWER in the Souths Greatest City
CBS Affiliate — Nat'l Representatives, The Katz Agency, Inc.
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0 A better buy is KFAB. Delivers your
advertising message to a warm, recep£^ tive audience throughout the farm
areas of Nebraska and her neighbor*
ON
ft ing states. Has helped many other
advertisers achieve the hottest sales
records in years. Can do the same
for you! We still have a little time
that isn't rationed. Better call, today.
1\

DON SEARLE— Gen'l Mgr
Ed Petry & Co., Nat l Rep.
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See

what

we

mean

?

You can't make a uniform fit by putting too much
material in one place and not enough in another. It isn't
the amount of cloth that counts, it's the way that it is tailored.
You've heard a lot of jokes about the fit of G. I. uniforms,
but it's no joke when your radio coverage doesn't fit.
When you buy radio coverage on the Pacific Coast, be sure
it's tailored for the Pacific Coast, because the topography is
different out here. Mountains rising 5,000 to 15,000
feet surround most of the important markets. Long
range broadcasting gives you a coverage picture like the
lad in the sketch. Only one network completely covers
the Pacific Coast. Only one network is tailored to fit
Pacific Coast. With 33 stations, Don Lee gives local primary
coverage from within. If your message is important enough
for all the radio families to hear, remember . . . more
than 9 out of every 10 radio families on the Pacific Coast
live within 25 miles of a Don Lee station. . . . Use the
only network with enough stations to do the
job . . . DON. LEE.

Thomas S. Lee, President
Lewis Allen Weiss, Vice-President, General Manager
5515 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Calif,
represented nationally by john blair and co.

THE

NATION'S

GREATEST

REGIONAL

NETWORK

■a

in radio. This pattern is two-fold, comprising intensive coverage of the major markets, where living and
listening are most heavily concentrated; and extensive
coverage of the home-town

communities

where the

rest of the country lives and listens.
Whatever
LONG

BEFORE

the world knew

radio, Shakespeare

caught a glimpse of its boundless scope in seven sim-

the market, the Mutual

dominant, popular voice; in many
only network

station is a

a market, it is the

voice. Together, the 207 Mutual

sta-

ple words. Today, radio hurdles all barriers of space

tions bring the entire nation within reach of an adver-

and time and rank to inform and entertain all peo-

tiser. Market by market, they permit an advertiser

ple . . . rendering this welcome

service under a charter

enlarged and endorsed by the people themselves.
Mutual

to adapt the vast charter, of radio to his individual
needs... with matchless flexibility and economy.

has proved that there is room and need,

in this largest of charters, for a kind of service no
other network affords, a pattern of coverage unique

Sc.
THE

M

U

T

U

A

L
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S

Y

S

T

E

M

ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

Johi
GENERAL

SALES

MEN

W.

MANAGER,

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATIONS

O'Hmow

WKZO,

KALAMAZOO-GRAND

RAPIDS

" :■: "

2 years. Merchandising Manager, Nichols, Dean
& Gregg, St. Paul
14 years. General Manager Drug Sundry Department and Five-House Buyer, Butler
Brothers, Chicago
2 years. General Sales Manager, National Toilet
Goods Company, Paris, Tenn.
2 years. General Sales Manager, Remmers Soap
Company, Cincinnati
12 years. General Manager Chain Store Division*
Bon Ami Company, Inc., New York
4 years. General Sales Manager, WKZO

EVER

meet

anyone who

laughed so

synthetic seriousness or false dignity in the

pleasantly and easily as to put you into a
good temper? Well, that describes the

whole outfit. We think it's fun to do a good
job, and we know that if and when our work

gentleman pictured above! Despite the fact

ever becomes

that he's a hard-working, dynamic sales
executive, John O'Harrow is also one of
those rare bright spots in this very dark

certainly be that we're doing a botch job!

business is, or how we've drained our last
drop of blood in doing some little job

Keep smiling, John — you're practically a
land-mark now!

for you. Give us a whirl and you'll be
convinced that we enjoy working with you,
here in this pioneer group of radio-station

Anyway, that's another thing we like about
the men we've gathered together here at
F&P, too. There's not one affectation of

Pioneer

CHICAGO: ,8nS. Mutagen,
Franklin 6373
Page
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representatives.

&

Peters,

Radio

NEW YORK: 24- Part A,e.
PJaza 5-.-i 1 - 1
■

a sour-puss affair, it will

So pardon us if we don't grunt and groan
about how complex and mysterious our

world — a really good-humored person! . . .

Free

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
. KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMB
C
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
. . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WINS
NEW YORK
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUOUEROUE
KOK1A
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KA
RM
FRESNO
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
«9A „
ANGELESO
WOW
. OAKLAND-SAN LOSFRANCISC
kirOandj
WRIGHT-SONOVOX. SEATTLE
Inc.

me.

Since May, 1933
Stat
ion
Representatives

SAN FRANCISCO: 1 , , Salter
Sutler 4353

HOLLYWOOD: , , 1 2 X. Gordon
Gladstone 3949

ATLANTA: \22 Palmer litdg.
Main 5 66 7
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WASHINGTON,

to

FDR
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AFM

Ban

As of the end of the week Mr.
Petrillo had not responded to the
suggestion that pending such Congressional authority the AFM permit its members to resume work on
phonograph records and transcriptions "which are sorely needed for
both civilian and military morale."
Before AFM Board

The NAB board, meeting in New
York Feb. 25-26, discussed the recording strike but found no reason
for action. Predominant industry
sentiment, despite the fact that the
Petrillo fixed rate proposal does
not strike directly at stations, is
that there are so many uncertainties involved in the plan, regarded
as a sort of "private WPA for musicians", that it should be cleared
through proper Government labor
authorities in Washington or by
Congress.
Chairman Clark had stated at
the time of the subcommittee's inquiry into the music strike last
January that he would be disposed
to appeal direct to the President
to force lifting of the ban, because
of interference with the war effort and maintenance of morale.
While the Idahoan made no formal comment last week following
receipt of the industry answer to
the Petrillo plan, he said he would
call his Committee together this
week to consider the whole matter.
He did observe that highly controversial issues were raised by the
"toll on output" proposal and that
the Committee would have to ponder them before deciding whether
it would resume its inquiry, which
was recessed after a two-day hearing in January, during which the

At the union's national headquarters in New York it was stated
that Mr. Petrillo was in Chicago
and there would be no statement
from the AFM until his return to
New York, probably this week.
Copies of the recording industry
letter have been sent to all members of the AFM Executive Board,
a union spokesman said, and Mr.
Petrillo will consider their comments before making a reply.
Transcription executives agreed
that the situation is now back right
where it was on Aug. 1 last year
when the union ban on recording
went into effect and expressed regret that they had been unable to
find any way of getting together
with the AFM and reaching a solution that would permit them to
resume normal operations again.
After conferring day and night almost without interruption for a full
week following their one meeting
with Mr. Petrillo and his union's
Executive Board on Feb. 15, they
seemed depressed at their failure
to find an answer to their problem.

Text of Letter Rejecting
Petrillo's Recording
Fee Plan
. . .
notice or demands, you announced that
you would do so. This continued until
Following is the full text of
a Senate Committee under the Chairyou would not allow any of your muthe letter of the transcription
sicians to perform for recordings after
manship of Senator D. Worth Clark
of Idaho insisted that you make some
July 31st. This meant a complete
and phonograph record comcessation of recording because we had
proposal. Even now your proposal is
panies sent to James C. Pebeen operating under a license from
a proposal in form only.
trillo, AFM president on Feb.
You propose that the recording comyou which imposed on us a "closed
shop" for your union.
panies pay an additional sum directly
23, rejecting his "fixed fee"
Under this license, we had been
to the union over and above their payproposal as a condition precedments to the musicians employed. You
ent to lifting of his recording
paying your members at rates which
further propose that this sum be accuare among the highest for skilled serban, unless Congressional auvice in any industry. In addition submulated or disbursed
thority first is procured. The
uncontrolled
discretion in
for the
the union's
benefit
stantial royalties for each phonograph
record manufactured and sold have
of union members who render no serletter, written after a fortvice whatsoever to the recording comnight of consideration, was
been paid to the musicians or orchestras who made them. Although hours
signed by eight transcription
The destructive and dangerous faland other working conditions were becompanies and four phonoyond criticism, you nevertheless called
panies.lacysumes
of your
proposalindustry
is that owes
it as-a
that a specific
graph record manufacturers :
a strike, without previous notice or
demands.
special obligation to persons not emAFTER meeting with you on Feb. 15,
ployed by it, — an obligation based only
While
you
allege
wholesale
unemthe undersigned companies engaged in
on such persons' membership in a
ployment of your members (a claim
union. In addition to the inherent unvarious phases of the recording and
we deny), you have continued this
soundness of such a proposal, the foltranscription business met to consider
strike and the resulting unemployment
for a period of almost seven months,
the proposals which you had dislowing objections are at once aptributed on Feb. 12. Considerable time
to date. In doing so, you disregarded
has been spent by us in an effort to
ent :
pleas of Elmer Davis of the OWI on
(a) parObstructs
Technical Progress.
We are alarmed at the damage
find a response which would result in
behalf of both military and civil officials, that the strike was harmful to
which might be done to the whole field
your permitting the re-employment of
your members. Any such response
the War effort. During those seven
of
technical and technological improvemust be viewed in relation to these
ment if the manufacturer of any new
months you at ho time offered to return your members to work or even
prior facts :
device, of proven value to the people
On June 25, 1942, without previous
to state the conditions upon which
(Con't on page 30)

Recorders
Petrillo
Fee

Reject
Fixed

Plan

DIRECT APPEAL to President
Roosevelt to use his war powers in
calling off the AFM recording
strike may be the upshot of the
impasse reached in negotiations by
AFM President James C. Petrillo
and representatives of the recording and transcription industries.
This approach, through the Senate Petrillo Probe Committee headed by Senator D. Worth Clark CDIda.) was regarded as plausible
after the formal rejection last
Tuesday by the recording and transcription companies of the Petrillo
"fixed fee" plan as embracing a
"startling new kind of social philosophy" which would require Congressional and other Governmental
action.

BROADCASTING
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AFM head and his chief counsel,
Joseph A. Padway, testified. Representatives ofthe affected industry and of public organizations
and groups identified with music
have requested opportunity to appear, along with the NAB.
If as a last resort, the Committee decides to seek Presidential intercession to lift the ban in force
since Aug. 1, during which time no
phonograph records or transcriptions have been made by AFM
members, it would be an almost unprecedented act. Petrillo, himself
had said repeatedly he would not
lift the ban without "unemployment relief" unless the President
requested it. Chairman Clark took
him at his word, and said that if
no method of working out a settlement was evolved within a reasonable time, he would propose
Presidential action.
Petrillo Talent
Presumably the six-man Committee would make a full report to
the Chief Executive in view of the
stalemate. If customary form is
followed, the President would be petitioned to request AFM to lift the
ban for the duration and "six
months thereafter." The additional
time would allow opportunity to readjust labor agreements and per-

haps to revise statutes consistent
with post-war economy.
There were 12 signatories to the
joint letter — eight transcription
companies and four phonograph
record manufacturers. The signers
(see text herewith) were for
transcription companies: Associated Music Publishers Inc., Empire
Broadcasting Corp., Lang-Worth
Feature Programs Inc., Muzak
Corp., Radio Recording Division
NBC, Standard Radio, World
Broadcasting System Inc. and C. P.
MacGregor. Phonograph record
companies were Columbia Recording Corp., Decca Records, RCA
Victor
Division, Corp.
RCA, and Soundies
Distributing
Return to Work Urged
As was evident the preceding
week, after the industry representatives had conferred almost without recess, the letter of rejection
questioned Mr. Petrillo's premise
that "wholesale unemployment"
existed among musicians. The letter held the whole plan was "dangerous and destructive" and that
as a matter of fact it was in proposal form only. Numerous questions relating to the legality of the
proposal, the effect it would have
on wartime manpower philosophies
{Cont'd on page UO)
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OWI

Radio

Goes

to

Post

Stauffer

Agency Man Named to Succeed
Lewis; Kitterton Consultant
APPOINTMENT of Donald D.
Stauffer, vice-president in charge
of radio of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, as chief of the OWI Radio
Bureau and of Lewis Kitterton,
manager of the NBC script division, New York, as consultant to
the OWI on literary rights, was
announced in Washington last week.
Mr. Stauffer succeeds William B.
Lewis, who recently was elevated
to associate director of the OWI
Domestic Bureau, under Gardner
Cowles Jr.
Meservey Not a Candidate
Effective March 15, Mr. Stauffer
will take a leave of absence from
the agency to assume his new post
in Washington. Entering radio in
March, 1931 with BBDO, he was
in charge of the March of Time
series. He joined Young & Rubicam
in March, 1933, where he became a
vice-president in charge of radio
operations. In March, 1939 he
joined A. & S. Lyons, New York
talent agency, as a partner, remaining until he joined Ruthrauff
& Ryan in May, 1942.
Since the elevation of Mr. Lewis
in January, Douglas Meservey, assistant director of the Bureau, has
served as acting chief. He was not
a candidate for the top position.
Mr. Stauffer's acceptance of the
Government call is the second from
the Ruthrauff & Ryan staff to enter
the OWI Radio Bureau. Pete Barnum resigned from his production
capacity recently to take charge of
the Radio Bureau's New York office.
Mr. Kitterton, a recognized authority on literary rights problems,
will advise the Government with
reference to scripts and material
prepared by or for Government
agencies. He retains his NBC connection, serving OWI in the capacity of a consultant.
Dairy Coop on Blue
AMERICAN DAIRY ASSN., Chicago (Dairy Farmers Cooperative),
will sponsor a series of Sunday
quarter-hour institutional programs
depicting the dairy farmers' contribution to the war effort. Titled
The Voice of the Dairy Farmer
and featuring Everett Mitchell and
Clifton Utley, commentators, the
series, to start March 21, will be
broadcast on 55 BLUE stations,
1:45-2 p.m. Agency is CampbellMithun, Chicago.
P & G Serial Disc
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati, in line with its custom of adding independent outlets to network
serials, has started a rebroadcast
on WINS, New York, of Vic &
Sade, five-weekly serial heard on
both CBS and NBC for Crisco.
The transcriptions started March 1,
in the 12:15-12:30 p.m. period.
WINS is to carry another P & G
network serial on a similar basis.
Compton Adv., New York, handles
Crisco.
Page
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DAVIS

Frank

J.

Cuhel,

MBS

in
Missing
Among
FRANK J. CUHEL, MBS overseas
correspondent who returned to this
country from Australia last December, was among those reported
missing in the explosion of the
Yankee Clipper last Monday night
at Lisbon, Portugal. Mr. Cuhel was
enroute to North Africa.
Overseas broadcasters, network
commentators and officials paid
high tribute to Mr. Cuhel last
week, either on their broadcasts or
through statements to the press.
"A moment of silence at the correspondent's roundtable in Sydney
for Frank Cuhel," was the tribute
accorded him by Australian correspondents, according to George L.
Moorad, CBS correspondent in that
country. William Dunn, CBS foreign correspondent now in New
York from Australia, where he
worked with Cuhel, spoke on a Mutual program in his honor, saying, "There will be sadness in the
hearts of all correspondents who
knew him, for they knew what he
was — a gentleman, a respected colleague, a stern competitor and an
irreplaceable friend." Others honoring Mr. Cuhel were David W.
Bailey, director, Australian News
& Information Bureau, New York;
Mutual commentators, Paul Schubert, John B. Hughes, Boake Carter, Gabriel Heatter and Sydney
Moseley.
Was In Batavia
A member of the 1928 Olympic
track team, Mr. Cuhel was well
known in the sports world for his
feats on the varsity track team of
the U. of Iowa, of which he was a
graduate. Prior to entering radio,
he was connected with the export
firm of Dodge and Seymour, representing them in the Far East.
When Mutual's correspondent in
Batavia, Elizabeth Wayne, left the
Dutch East Indies she asked Mr.
Cuhel to take over the broadcasting post, which he held until March
1942.
He

then broadcast from Bandoeng and was on the last ship to
leave the Indies before the Japanese
invasion of those islands. He returned from Australia and requested Mutual to assign him to the
North African front.
Another war correspondent on
the ill-fated Clipper was Ben Robertson of the New York Herald Tribune, who had covered many of this
war's battlefronts for the New
York newspaper PM. Harry G.
Seidel, European representative of
the Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, also is among the missing, as is
the well-known radio singer
Tamara, wife of E. D. Swann, an
executive of Foote, Cone & Belding.
Jane Froman, radio singer, together with three other entertainers from USO Camp Shows, enroute to England to entertain service men, was reported safe.
The first fatality of a radio
man in line of duty, as distinguished from service directly with
the armed forces, was Don Bell,
chief announcer of KZRH in Manila, who handled NBC foreign

War

Crash

Reporter,
of

Clipper

MR. CUHEL
pickups. Mr. Bell was captured by
the Japs with the fall of Manila
and it subsequently was reported
that he had been bayoneted to
death.
Fred Bate,staff
former
chief of NBC'sin
European
headquartered
London, was injured twice in the
London blitz bombings.
Records compiled by Broadcasting from the best available sources
show a total of 18 radio men on
active duty with the armed forces
have been killed or are missing in
line of duty. The last to be reported were Lt. Col. Russell R.
Brunner, former manager of
WBAA, Purdue University, reported missing in action while on active duty with the Directorate of
Communications of the Air Corps,
and Douglas Young, former staff
member of KMTR, Hollywood,
killed in action during the Coral
8].
Sea offensive [Broadcasting, Feb.
Other Casualties
Mr. Bell worked under Bert
Silen, general manager of KZRH,
and served as NBC correspondent
in Manila until it was captured by
the Japanese. Mr. Silen presumably
is a Jap prisoner. Mr. Bell and
Mr. Silen had made the memorable
eye-witness broadcast Dec. 8 of the
Manila bombing. Reports received
here, thus far unconfirmed, were
that Mr. Bell had been tortured by
the Japs and finally bayoneted to
death.
Another radio newsman has been
killed in the war. Ed Baudry, CBC
correspondent, died of a machine
gun bullet received over Spanish
Morocco while flying to attend the
meeting in North Africa between
President Roosevelt and Prime
Minister Churchill.
Three other radio men are believed prisoners of the enemy, in
addition to Mr. Silen. They are:
Royal Arch Gunnison, Mutual's correspondent in Manila, taken prisoner by the Japs, and Ed Ward and
Eric Davis of CBC.
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MARCH

12

BEGINNING March 12, Elmer Davis, Office of War Information director, will start his weekly 15-minute series over NBC, CBS and
BLUE from 10:45-11 p.m. (EWT),
with a rebroadcast over MBS each
Saturday at 4 p.m.
When the announcement came
last Thursday, Mr. Davis was in
Florida for a few days of rest. But
his office explained that he had
set down three rules for himself in
the use of material: No news will be
used which hasn't already been released to press and radio; "broadcasts will be factual and will attempt to summarize and clarify important war developments" with a
view to "clear understanding of the
nation's war problems"; each
broadcast will aim at answering
the top questions of the week.
In announcing the series' start,
OWI quoted Mr. Davis as saying
that he took his action in response
to mail from citizens interested in
knowing how various developments
affect them as individuals. It was
also said that a group of station
operators had sought his aid in
explaining issues of the war to listeners.
FDR

Rating

on

Feb.

22

Drops to Low of 45.7
ON LINCOLN'S birthday, Feb. 12,
and Washington's birthday, Feb.
22, President Roosevelt's speeches,
as broadcast on the four major
networks, were measured by C. E.
Hooper Inc., New York, in special
listening audience surveys for
CBS. The Feb. 12 talk, in which
the chief executive reported on
future war plans of the Allied nations, attained a Hooper rating of
57.1 and was heard by 43,732,000
persons in this country. A total of
34,397,000 persons, with reports
not received from two cities, heard
the Feb. 22 speech, according to
rating.
Hooper, giving the broadcast a 45.7
The Feb. 22 rating, according to
available records, was the lowest
since Oct. 12, 1940, for the Chief
Executive, when the Hooper rating
was 31.4. The Hooper high for the
President was 79 for his Declaration of War address.
New

Listener

High

PREMIERE, on Feb. 12, of AllTime Hit Parade, NBC program
sponsored by American Tobacco Co.
Friday, 8:30-9 p.m., received the
highest rating ever reported by
the CAB for the first broadcast of
a new radio program. The program was heard by 17.9 percent of
set owners. The 8:30-9 p.m. period
was formerly occupied by Information Please, now moved to Monday,
10:30-11 p.m. with Heinz Co., as
sponsor. American Tobacco agency
is Foote, Cone & Belding.
FDR on Air Feb. 28
PRESIDENT Roosevelt was to be
heard at 4:15 p.m. on the four
networks Sunday, Feb. 28 in a
broadcast for the American Red
Cross. Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower,
Commander of the Allied Forces in
North Africa, and Admiral Chester
Nimitz, Commander-in-Chief of the
Pacific Fleet, were scheduled on the
same program, speaking from their
respective fields of operation.
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NAB

Board

Designates

Either
Or

Calls

Chicago

New

York

IN KEEPING with the times,
the NAB board of directors
last Friday cancelled the 1943
annual
convention — which
was to have been the 21st —
and
instead
authorized a
Radio War Conference to be
held in Chicago or New York

in mid-April or early May.
Agreeing that this is no time to
hold an annual meeting of the ordinary peacetime character, the
board approved the suggestion of
President Neville Miller that the
War Conference be called with top
Government spokesmen identified
with radio and the war effort participating. Such a meeting, including plenty of round-table conferences and breakfast sessions,
might be crammed into two days,
and at the outside three, instead
of the customary four-day session,
with banquets, cocktail parties, golf
tournaments and the like [Broadcasting, Feb. 22].
Date, Site Indefinite
Neither the date nor the location of the Radio War Conference
were definitely settled, since suitable accommodations must be arranged. It was agreed, however,
that the session should be held between April 15 and May 15, preferably in Chicago but, if necessary, in New York. C. E. Arney
Jr., acting secretary-treasurer of
the NAB and convention manager,
will negotiate in Chicago and New
York for accommodations and pegging of the definite dates.
The transportation situation
makes a central location desirable
from every viewpoint, since Director of Defense Transportation
Joseph Eastman has suggested
that conferences be held at a minimum and only if directly identified
with the war effort.
At its two-day meeting in New
York Thursday and Friday, the
board whipped through a crowded
agenda and heard progress reports
from President Miller and members of his executive staff. It
found no occasion, however, to take
formal actions on such matters as
the Petrillo-provoked recording
strike, the Cox inquiry into the
FCC, and other current matters
having a bearing on industry operations.
Resolutions adopted by the board
commended the NAB Retail Promotion Committee, headed by Paul
W. Morency, WTIC, Hartford, for
"the splendid job it had done," and
condemned the trend toward abolition of war time.
The board reaffirmed its support
BROADCASTING

for

War

Conference

of the retail promotion plan which
is being handled by the NAB under
the direction of Lew Avery, director of broadcast advertising. Individual directors pledged their cooperation to successful consummation of the project, looking toward
industry participation in a fund to
develop retail advertising for radio,
notably
in the department store
field.
Confusion Seen
In condemning the recent action
of a number of states in abolishing
Federal War Time, the board said
this constituted "a threat to America's civilian communications system, now vital in wartime." The
board added that "if this confusion
grows, the people will find themselves more and more isolated from
the Office of War Information,
whose effective use of radio depends
on a uniform national time schedA considerable portion of the
two-day session was devoted to discussion of the music situation but
ule."
the board was not impelled to take
official action. Other reports covered the legislative and regulatory

Aid
Fred

R.

Attorney,

in

25-Man

Walker,
is Chief

Former
Aide

No Hearings Set
The committee, Mr. Garey declared, will seek to ascertain what
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly and his aides and associates
"have been doing to 'socialize' the
radio broadcasting industry."
Moreover, he declared, "we are going to find out whether the ComAdvertising

Staff

Investigation

FCC

PLANNING to remain in Washington until the job is finished,
Eugene L. Garey, chief counsel of
the select House committee to investigate the FCC, will be in Washington tomorrow (Tuesday) to organize a staff of lawyers and investigators preparatory to launching of the inquiry. Mr. Garey is
taking leave from his New York
firm and will devote all of his time
to the Cox Committee investigation.
First appointment to be announced by Mr. Garey, who was
named chief counsel Feb. 19 by
Chairman Eugene E. Cox (D-Ga.),
of the committee, is Fred R.
Walker, former assistant United
States Attorney in Detroit, who
will be chief assistant counsel. In
disclosing this appointment in Detroit last Thursday, Mr. Garey said
he proposed to set up an organization of 25 lawyers and investigators
to review the activities of the FCC
since its formation in 1934. The
Cox Committee has an initial fund
of $60,000 for the inquiry.

• Broadcast

Apropos the conference, it was
made clear that it would be limited
to business sessions only. There
v/ill be no banquet, golf tournament, cocktail parties, or entertainment. Luncheon sessions also will
be devoted to business, with speakers selected to cover topics of first
industry importance. The tentative agenda has not been drawn but

Planning

Garey
To

situation, including the pending decision of the Supreme Court on the
FCC network-monopoly regulations, and its effect upon the industry if the Commission is sustained.
Action was not required, however.
Wartime problems of labor and
materials were reviewed in all
their aspects, including the manpower shortage and the 48-hour
week regulations. Availability of
tubes, batteries, home receivers,
gasoline and tires all were covered.
The board agreed to continue its
policy of watchful waiting for
further clarification and amplification of Government policies with
emphasis on any action which may
be necessary to protect the interests
dustry.
of the listening public and the in-

Assistant

to Counsel

U.

S. District

for Probe

mission has a policy of its own or
whether it follows the policy in accordance with the laws of ConWhen the inquiry will get under
way has not yet been determined.
Chairman Cox said he would await
the recommendation of Mr. Garey
gress."announcing an opening date.
before
Mr. Garey asserted that he saw
little likelihood of launching the
public hearings for about a month,
stating he did not propose to go off
"half-cocked."
Mr. Garey's new chief assistant,
Mr. Walker, was born in Traverse
City, Mich., 41 years ago. An active trial lawyer, he has handled a
number of important cases since he
retired from the U. S. Attorney's
office in 1937. Among his recent
cases have been the defense of the
United States versus McKay,
McKeighan, et al., a political indictment proceeding, and the trials
arising out of the Ferguson oneman grand jury investigation.
Mr. Walker was educated in the
Michigan public schools, and is a
graduate of the Detroit College of
Law. He was Assistant U. S. Attorney for ten years, ending his
term in 1937.
He has been admitted to practice
in all courts in Michigan, the U. S.
courts in Michigan, Illinois, South
Carolina and Florida, and the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit. He was chief trial attor(Cont'd on page 37)

in
Spring
it was agreed that the meeting
would be confined to war and wardictated matters, with Government
spokesmen to predominate.
The board approved the 1943
budget for the Association, submitted by Mr. Arney. The new
budget is approximately $296,000,
including a number of special nonrecurring expenses. Without these
items the normal 1943 budget is approximately $257,000. This represents adecrease of $4,000 from last
year's normal budget of $261,000.
In considering amendments to
by-laws, it voted transfer of the
State of Maryland from District 4,
which comprised North Carolina,
South Carolina, Virginia and West
Virginia, to District 3, which heretofore has comprised Delaware and
Pennsylvania.
Good Attendance
The entire board of 23 members
was present for the two-day session, with the exception of Edwin
W. Craig, WSM, Nashville, director-at-large for clear-channel stations, who was detained at home
because of draft board and other
essential activities.
Board members who participated
were Paul W. Morency, WTIC,
Hartford; Kolin Hager, WGY,
Schenectady; Isaac D. Levy,
WCAU, Philadelphia; G. Richard
Shafto, WIS, Columbia, S. C;
Frank King, WMBR, Jacksonville,
Fla.; Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC,
Memphis; J. Harold Ryan, WSPD,
Toledo; John E. Fetzer, WKZO,
Kalamazoo; Edgar L. Bill, WMBD,
Peoria, 111.; John J. Gillin Jr.,
WOW, Omaha; E. L. Hayek,
KATE, Albert Lea, Minn. ; William
B. Way, KVOO Tulsa; Hugh A. L.
Halff, WOAI, San Antonio; Ed Yocum, KGHL, Billings, Mont.; Arthur Westlund, KRE, Berkeley,
Cal.; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC, Los
Angeles; Harry R. Spence KXRO,
Aberdeen, Wash.; J. O. Maland,
WHO, Des Moines; Eugene P.
O'Fallon, KFEL, Denver; Don S.
Elias, WWNC, Asheville, N. C;
Herbert Hollister, KANS, Wichita;
James W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL,
Columbus, Ga.; Paul W. Kesten,
CBS, New York; Frank M. Russell,
NBC, Washington, D. C.
In addition to President Miller,
other NAB staff executives present
included C. E. Arney Jr., assistant
to the president; Willard Egolf,
newly appointed public relations
and Washington contact executive;
Walter Dennis, recently named information director; Lew Avery, director of the department of broadcast advertising; and Everett E.
Revercomb, auditor.
Harold V. Hough, operating head
of WBAP-KGKO, Fort Worth, and
chairman of the Newspaper-Radio
Committee, conferred with the
board at lunch at the Thursday session, along with Sydney M. Kaye,
NAB chief counsel in the Petrillo
matter and counsel for the Newspaper-Radio Committee.
March
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Time

Shift
Widespread
Affect
Would
Shows

Net

AN ACUTE reduction in electrical
power capacity, which conceivably
could lead to curtailment of broadcasting, will result if the individual
states continue to repeal War Time,
it was disclosed last week in Washington as several Government agencies prepared to preserve war production schedules.
Deeply concerned over the wave
of "back-to-normal-time" which is
sweeping the country state by state,
the Federal Power Commission,
War Production Board and Interstate Commerce Commission keenly watched the situation as state
after state joined the parade to return to normal time.
Effects of Time Shift
These developments have come
to light:
(1) Repeal of War Time on a
large scale, particularly in industrial areas, inevitably would lead
to a power shortage which might
easily result in reduction in broadcasting power.
(2) Georgia, Michigan and Ohio,
already operating under slow time,
have been thrown into confusion,
with larger cities remaining on
War Time and rural areas turning
back clocks an hour. Broadcasters
are perplexed as they attempt to rearrange program schedules to conform to both War Time (for network shows) and slow time for
local productions. The industry also
is perplexed over possible rebates to
sponsors who bought Class A time
6-7 p.m. (War Time) and whose
programs go to 5-6 p.m. under local
slow time.
(3) Rep. White (D-Ida.) introduced in the House last week two
bills (HR-1939, HR-1997) to establish Pacific Standard Time for a
portion of Idaho, now under Mountain War Time.
(4) Rep. Gilchrist (R-Ia.) and
Rep. Johnson (R-Ind.) introduced
in the House concurrent resolutions

IOWA

Is

Shift

Declared

adopted by their state legislatures
memorializing Congress to repeal
Federal War Time.
(5) Chairman Lea (D-Cal.) of
the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee disclosed that
he will shortly announce a subcommittee to conduct hearings on concurrent resolutions (HConRes-9,
HConRes-10) introduced Jan. 26
by Reps. Brehm (R-O.)and Cole (RMo.) [Broadcasting, Feb. 1] to repeal War Time.
Stations Favor War Times
The move to repeal Federal Time
has expanded to include, besides
Georgia, Michigan and Ohio, already on slow time, Indiana, Kansas, Oklahoma, Idaho, Iowa and
New York. The latter state was one
of the first to adopt Daylight Saving Time during the summer before
the war but a move on the part of
the farm section to revert to Standard Time is gaining momentum.
Broadcasters generally are
agreed
on the time
Government's
policy
of
universal
for the nation,
although in a few scattered instances stations serving rural areas
have lined up with the opposition.
A survey recently completed by
the Federal Power Commission
of a typical December day shows
that more than 3% million kw.
were saved in 1942. Somewhat
on the conservative side, the FPC
doesn't attribute all power conservation to War Time, but about
half of it. The remainder takes into
consideration dimouts on the two
coasts and other possible contributing factors, although the survey
definitely points to War Time as
the major factor in reduction of
evening peak loads.
In 1938 the evening peak load f or
the nation was 10.5% higher than
the morning peak. In 1939 it rose
to 12.4% more than the morning
peak but dropped to 11.6% in 1940.
A year later it jumped to 12.3%
over the morning peak, despite the
fact that the nation already was in
war production. The average increase of the evening peak load over
the morning peak was 11.7%.
To balance the capacity and as-

MERCHANTS

PREFER

RADIO

Surveys of Grocers and Druggists Indicate Medium
Best for
RADIO is overwhelmingly the
most effective means of producing
sales for Iowa grocers and druggists, according to statewide surveys conducted recently by the
Iowa Pharmaceutical Assn. and
the Iowa Retail Grocers & Meat
Dealer Assn. and distributed in
copyrighted brochures by WHO,
Des Moines.
Of the 605 druggists replying to
letters mailed by the Iowa Pharmaceutical Assn., 529 preferred
radio, 47 preferred large daily
newspapers, 27 farm papers and 2
billboards.
Radio also was first
Page
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Selling
choice of retail grocers and meat
dealers. A total of 403 merchants
of 680 responding to the Iowa Retail Grocers and Meat Dealers
Assn. query named radio as advertising medium No. 1, while 121
preferred large large daily newspapers, 10 billboards and 56 farm
publications.
Grocers and druggists indicated
on official survey cards which of
four advertising media — farm
papers, large daily newspapers,
outdoor billboards or radio stations
— helped to sell the most goods for
them, and identified the media.

Threat

TWO CROSLEY TIMES
WLW and WSAI Operate on
Different Clacks
TIME CHANGE literally divided
the Crosley Corp., Cincinnati,
with WLW, 50,000t itself
againsclear
channel outlet turning
watt
back its clocks one hour to conform
to Ohio's new Standard Time and
its sister-station, WSAI, 5,000watt regional, remaining on War
Time. All other Cincinnati stations,
WCKY, WCPO and WKRC, will
stick with Cincinnati's City Council
in observing War Time.
Explaining the unusual procedure
for WLW James D. Shouse, Crosley vice-president in charge of
FCC
said:s "The
broadcsasting
(as WLW)
such , station
license
to provide service not only to peoolitan commetrop
ple living
but also
to people living
munities,in
in small town and rural sections
who do not have local radio stations
to serve them. Consequently WLW
expects to arrange its program
schedules to conform to the Ohio
State law, regardless of the action
on the part of the Cincinnati City
sure
sufficient
power for industrial
."
Council
purposes it was necessary to keep
the evening peak within reasonable
range of the morning peak if the
country was to produce war munitions on a large scale. Consequently
both the FPC and WPB urged
adoption of Daylight Saving Time
to reduce the evening peak load during the winter.
Change Threatens Production
Without comment the FPC power
consumption chart tells the story.
In 1942, the first year under War
Time, the evening peak load was
slightly under the morning top,
instead of being above it. That
means, say FPC officials, that
under the present system of universal War Time the nation can
continue to function with sufficient
power for all needs.
Returning the country or even
a large segment to Standard Time
again would increase the evening
peak load and tax the capacity of
the power plants. Pre-war plans of
the utilities companies to build additional power plants to care for the
increased peak anticipated with the
expansion of war production were
abandoned.
The WPB, mindful of the critical
shortage of copper and other metals
necessary for instruments of war,
together with other Government
agencies, agreed that the metals
could be diverted to munitions if the
power capacities were not increased. There was but one alternative— Daylight Saving Time. With
that in mind Congress on Jan. 20,
1942, passed the Federal Time bill
which now is being attacked in
some quarters as unnecessary.
In a letter to the Mason City, la.
Globe-Gazette, which is fighting to
retain War Time, Chairman Le-

BROADCASTING

to

Radio

1
land Olds of the FPC declared:
"The magnitude of the capacity
released by War Time for serving
expanding war production, Army 1
camps and other essential wartime
needs, is such that the repeal of j
War Time would increase seriously
the burden on already overworked
generating
equipment
detrimental effect
to the warwith
effort.
In
many sections of the country it |
would
be necessary
to impose i
severe
curtailment
measures to
compensate for the savings lost
through
of War declined
Time."
While repeal
FPC officials
to
suggest
just what curtailments
might be necessary it was pointed
out that they could easily include !
broadcasting. For instance in an J
area confronted with transporta- |
tion and fuel problems the power
burden would be taxed beyond capacity. That would mean one thing
— reduction of power.
War

Industry First

First to get consideration would
be war industries and military in- I
stallations, hospitals and other public necessities, and so on. Elmer
Davis, director of the Office of War
Information, and other high Government officials, have repeatedly
said that radio is vital to the war
effort. If, however, the situation became acute, FPC pointed out that
radio could easily be curtailed to
the extent that certain stations in ii

a given
areaothers
could might
remain bein obliged
opera- [['
tion
while
to reduce or suspend.
In such event the first stations to
feel the impact of power shortage
would be the small locals, already
hard-pressed for lack of revenue.
Repeal of War Time could easily jjj
be the means of throwing the
smaller stations out of business. So
concerned is the FCC over retaining all outlets that Chairman Fly
has conferred with network officials |
in an effort to arrive at some relief
through expanded network facilities [Broadcasting, Feb. 22].
Some Congressmen have stated
on the floor of the House that War
Time makes no difference since
(Continued on page 43)

GUEST OF HONOR at a recent
cocktail party and reception given
by Yankee Network in Boston was
Miller McClintock, Mutual's new
president (center), who is chatting
with John Shepard, 3rd, president
of Yankee (1), and Howard Fitzpatrick,
who Post.
is the radio editor of
The Boston
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rRock-Bottom'

Rationing

Plan

Sponsors
Radio
Affect
Would
Broadcast Advertisers Not Hit as Sharply as

claring that experience in other
countries indicates substantial
quantities of these products should
be made available for maintenance
of morale.
The speculative nature of the entire plan was demonstrated recently
when another WPB branch, the
Tobacco & Beverage Division, announced that actually cigarettes
will be made in far greater quantity than minimum needs and that
production will reach about 125%
of the 1939 level.
Bright Spots
Some bright spots appeared in
the food fields, too, where rationinghas already touched firms that were
among buyers of 22.1% of last
year's network time. Cereals, for
instance, always heavy users of
daytime radio, would run at 117%
of the 1939 level, and the nation
would use 125% of dried beans,
peas and nuts. Gum and dog foods
would
volume. produce 80% of their 1939

Expected in Long-Range Report of WPB
MINIMUM civilian needs in a
billings grossed $32,395,000, about
"rock bottom" or "state-of -siege"
27.5% of total sales. Under WPB's
war economy, estimated by a WPB
"rock bottom" estimate, many of
these items would be hurt, but the
planning committee as the ultimate
in any Government conservation
majority would continue at over
50% of the 1939 consumption
program, would involve serious relevel.
trenchment by some of radio's
major advertisers, a study of the
Shaving and toilet soaps would
Government plan revealed last
run at 67%; lipsticks & rouge,
week, but the overall picture
70%; deodorants, 70%. Face
seemed far brighter than many
powder would be slashed to 50%,
creams and shampoos to 50%,
industry leaders had dared to hope.
dentrifices to 40%.
The survey was made by the
Explaining this production in an
WPB's Office of Civilian Supply at
the request of James P. Byrnes,
all-out economy, WPB said for
Director of Economic Stabilization.
cosmetics, "certain cosmetics serve
In its preliminary form it lists
to counteract fatigue, and may increase efficiency in a factory by 10
many of the industry's important
customers among producers who
to 15%." Dentifrices, WPB said,
should operate at near normal
A fourth great radio advertising
"involve tremendous physical
levels to maintain the efficiency of
class, soaps, would make 67% of
a fighting nation's home front.
Radio's drug advertisers might
their 1939 total under the "miniwaste." if production for civilians
suffer
mum" plan. Soft drinks, a $5,500,Merely a Guide
were reduced to the ultimate level.
000 network customer, would run
Purpose of the report is not to
Proprietary medicines advertised
at 65%, as would beers and wines.
forecast future rationing, as many
to the public would be cut to 50%,
Other aspects of the program afbusiness leaders and heads of famand other drugs to 75%.
fecting radio, both national and loilies assumed when it was made
cal, involved the position of other
But in other important groups of
public, but to provide planning
media in such a program. Radio,
radio advertisers, the losses would
agencies with a guide for the minias the user of equipment requiring
be far less marked. Tobacco, buyers
mum supply they must allot for
of a gross $18,176,000, or 15.4% in a minimum manpower for supply
civilians. "It is not a recommenda1942, should continue at 85% of
and operation, would fare well on
tion, but a warning beyond which
this score and might be required
the 1939 level, the report says, derationing should not go," one WPB
official explained. The report is
based only on civilian needs, he
pointed out, not on available supply,
WJXO
so in most cases there is no reason
rrMU/Gi'?"'''"'*1
to assume that it represents anything like the economy that actually
will prevail.
This was underlined last Thursday when WPB Chief Donald Nelson told his news conference that
he believed the country would be
able to equip an army of 11,000,000
men this year without curtailing
civilians to the danger levels staked
out in the report.
Although WPB has prepared only
a preliminary report of the survey
and will not release the entire plan
for about another month, available
information offers a clear picture
of "the worst" that can be expected.
It means a loss in almost every
group of advertisers, but it leaves
a sizable proportion of regular
business in addition to institutional
prospects.
According to latest reports on
major timebuyers for 1942, more
than 75% of network sponsorship
came from four industry groups:
Drug & Toilet Goods; Foods &
Food Beverages ; Soap & Household
Supplies ; Tobacco Products.
[Broadcasting Yearbook for 1943].
Pause a moment and shed a tear,
Although WPB's blueprint involves
For tragedy has tarried here,
sharp production cuts in some of
AThemighty
voicecome
was for
'8XO,
these fields, particularly among
time has
it to go.
drugs and toilet goods, almost all
This engineering monument
could continue to operate and most
Is not defunct — It's just "For Rent".
would run close to normal.
The cartoonist
Homer A. Ray Jr., transmitter engineer of WLW and
the developmental transmitter W8XO, which has operated experimentally
Biggest advertising group on rawith
500,000
watts
until terminated by the FCG the 1st of this year. The
dio networks in 1942 was the drug
author of thestaff.
"Epitaph" is anonymous, but presumably is on the WLW-W8XO
transmitter
and toilet goods segment, whose
Page
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Roma

Wines

on

CBS

SCHENLEY DISTILLERS Corp.,
New York (Roma wines), on
March 4 starts a weekly half-hour
comedy series headed by Ransom
Sherman on approximately 116
CBS stations, Thursday, 8-8:30 p.m.
(EWT), with West Coast repeat,
9:30-10 p.m. (PWT). Contract is
for 52 weeks. Titled The Ransom
Sherman Show and packaged by
James L. Saphier Agency, Hollywood talent service, program also
will feature Leo Carillo, film star,
with a male vocalist and guest
stars. Lud Gluskin is musical director. Tom McAvity, executive of
Saphier Agency, will produce. McCann - Erickson, New York, is
agency.
to carry more of the advertising
burden. Newspapers and magazines
could be cut to 20% of their paper
demands of 1939, WPB estimated.
Again, it is amply clear in Washington that no such drastic situations are under immediate consideration.
Many commodity manufacturers,
under the Office of Civilian Supply's
report, would be reduced merely to
institutional advertising. Auto
manufacturers, buyers of 4% of
network time last year, are already
at zero production. Petroleum firms,
users of 2.7% last year, would meet
40% of their 1939 civilian business;
furniture manufacturing would be
at 27%; rugs, 12.8%; refrigerators, 3.7%; electrical appliances,
1.4% ; radios & phonographs, 2.5% ;
clocks and watches, .9%; jewelry,
zero; pens, .4%.
Service Allotments
Encouraging to local outlets
would be allotments for so-called
"services." Recreation would be at
60% of 1939; restaurants 90%;
utilities, 89%; clothing 64%, footwear, 68.4%, care of attire, 85.5%,
all businesses offering rich sources
of local broadcasting revenues.
The report says that production
of radios, radio replacement parts,
and phonographs could come to a
standstill, although replacement
tubes should be provided at 50% of
the 1939 production rate. Phonograph records would be needed at
10% of the 1939 level, but phonograph needles would be needed at
50% of 1939.
The actual effect of such a program on advertising revenues could
hardly be estimated, figures for last
year, when rationing programs
and conversion of industry began
to be felt, being in conflict.
As a whole, despite wartime uncertainties radio advertising
reached a new high of $191,000,000
in 1942. There was little change in
relative importance of various basic
types of radio advertising. National network, and national and
regional
non-network were up
1.6%,
slightly, while local declined about
Among war-hit industries, gasoline advertising was 45% below
1941 levels, yet automobile institutional was up 15%, and soft drinks,
33%.
despite sugar rationing, jumped
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The ideal way
across New
Canadian

to splash advertising all

England, from Cape Cod to the
border, is to get action from

WBZ. Its mighty, water-borne voice is familiar in every cove and valley; its impact
starts sales ripples from Martha's Vineyard
to Maine's Desolation Pond.
Little frogs can stir, up little puddles, and
smaller stations are fine for smaller markets.
But when

you hunt sales in New

England

you're after big game. Let go with both
barrels, WBZ and WBZA.

WESTINGHOUSE
RADIO STATIONS Inc.
WOWO • WGL • WBZ • WBZA • KYW • KDKA
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY NBC
SPOT SALES
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SMALLER
OPA
Plans

Mandatory

Grade

Unchanged,

Says

Packers Claim Regulation Jeopardizes
Rep. Halleck Calls for Investigation
OPA PLANS for mandatory grade
labeling of the 1943 pack of fruits
and vegetables have not been
changed, Price Administrator Prentiss M. Brown said in a statement
last week, clearly indicating that
the regulation would remain in
force, at least for the duration.
Mr. Brown's remarks were intended to overcome rumors circulating among food packers that
OPA would abandon grade labeling
ordered by former OPA Chief Leon
Henderson. They reiterated OPA's
position in the face of Congressional attacks on standardization
and simplification programs.
Challenged in Congress
Original announcement of the
merchandising control measure was
made by Mr. Henderson in December, and a month later OPA ordered the regulation put into effect
on canned grapefruit juice [Broadcasting, Feb. 8].
Shortly afterwards, Rep. Halleck
(R-Ind.) challenged the policy, and
introduced a resolution calling for
a study by the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee.
Rep. Halleck said he feared grade
labeling and other contemplated
Government standardization programs might be a prelude to the
abolition of brand names, and the
destruction of competitive advertising. *
In reaffirming his intention to
insist on grade labeling, Mr. Brown
put forward the same argument advanced by his predecessor that
grade labeling was essential to
the effective control of canned fruit
and vegetable prices. He repeated
that he did not intend it as "a
reform measure".
Unless price is tied to grade, he
said, OPA would have to use a
complex formula of ceilings on
foods. "Only by flat pricing of
grades can the wide varieties in
quality and costs be reduced to
understandable terms for the consumer".
Rep. Halleck, informed of Mr.
Brown's statement, said he would
press for an early hearing on his
resolution for an investigation. The
resolution has rested in the Rules
Committee since it was introduced
a month ago. As a member of
both the Rules Committee and the
Interstate Commerce Committee.
Rep. Halleck is considered to be in
a strategic position to get action
on the measiire.
Representatives of canning interests, which have opposed grade
labeling for many years, were in
Washington last week to discuss
the matter with OPA and Congressional authorities. Their opposition
to the OPA rule was based on
fear that it would lead to an end
of brand names, and a belief that
Government standards would crePage
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VITAL
SAYS
FLY
WHATEVER the reason for the
financial plight of small stations,
many of them nevertheless are regarded as "essential to the nation
Fly. time of war" and therefore
in
should be sustained, according to
FCC Chairman James Lawrence

Label
Brown
Them;

ate
lem. an impossible labeling probOne spokesman for a large packing house told OPA that the standards the Government set up would
place canners in constant jeopardy
because moisture, solid content and
other variations were likely to induce differences in grading judgments between Government inspec

WORL WINED 400 radio executives and their wives at a cocktail

tors and packers' representatives.
OPA has maintained that its
standards, set up by the Agriculture Marketing Administration of
the Agriculture Dept., were workable. A representatinve pointed out
that all food jobbing is now done
by grades accepted among the packers themselves. He said OPA be-

party
in Boston's
to
commemorate
the Statler
openingHotel
of the
station's new studios at 216 Tremont St. Here are five of the
group: Front, Harold A Lafount
(1), owner of WORL and president
of the Atlantic Coast Network;
George Lasker, manager of WORL;
second row, Bud Armstrong, general manager, WCOP, Boston; Ed

lieved there was
why"
these grades
could nonotreason
be printed
on labels.
Rep. Halleck told the House that
he is concerned with any tendency
of war agency officials to set up
standardization programs which
might upset the normal competitive economy. He pointed out that
Congress had turned down grade
labeling when it revised the Pure
Food and Drug Act a few years

Codel,
general Arthur
manager,Simon,
"Atlantic
Coast Network;
general manager, WPEN. Among
others present were Ralph Weil,
manager of WOV, New York, and
Richard Davis, WNBC, Hartford.

ago.
"The Interstate Commerce Committee should examine projects
such as grade labeling to determine
whether they are necessary for
the war, or whether less drastic
alternatives are possible", he said.
The Congressman explained that
some food packers have suggested
to h im that OPA covld establish
ceilings on each brand of goods at
the producer's level, and allow a
fixed markup to jobbers and retailers. As a Congressman he said
he is not advocating any particular method, but feels that the Interstate Commerce Committee
should look into grade labeling to
see whether it is essential.
In his defense of grade labeling,
Price Administrator Brown declared that the rule will enable
the housewife to know what she
is buying. He pointed out that the
Army already requires grade labeling of whatever it buys.
FCC

Queries

160

Outlets

On
Foreign Programs
CONTINUED progress in the
FCC study of foreign language
programs became apparent last
week when it was disclosed that
another questionnaire was beingsent to 160 stations
to obtain the
latest data on the manner on which
they are handling such programs.
In general this check is calculated to obtain names of foreign
language sponsors, names of all
personnel involved in such programs, precautions being taken
with scripts and the station's monitoring setup. There is nothing new
in this study but rather represents
a phase of the continuing study of
foreign language broadcasts.

OUTLETS

H. R. Gross

at WISH

H. R. GROSS, former Sohio Reporter on WLW, Cincinnati, and
for five years news editor and chief
newscaster of WHO, Des Moines,
has been appointed news editor of WISH, Indianapolis. In addition to supervising the newsroom
Mr. Gross is on
the air thricedaily, at 5:30
p.m. for L. S.
Ay res & Co.,
(men's clothing) ;
Mr. Gross
at 6 :30 p.m., sponsored by American States Ins. Co.
and American States Fire Ins. Co.,
and at 10 p.m., sustaining. Before
entering radio Mr. Gross for several years was a newspaperman.
He is a veteran of the first World
War.
Blade Series
CONSOLIDATED RAZOR Blade
Co., Jersey City, to promote its
Berkeley double-edge blades, on
Feb. 24 began sponsorship of
"marital" quiz show titled The Better Half, which has been heard sustaining on WOR. New York, for almost a year. Originated by Jack
Byrne, WOR engineer, the show
features married couples from the
audience answering questions and
doing stunts, with Tom Sawyer as
m.c. Series is now heard Wednesdays, 8:30-9 p.m. Agency is Grey
Adv., New York.
Stillicious Program
CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS Co.,
Chicago (chocolate, candy products), issponsoring a series of Sunday evening quarter-hour programs, Stillicious Serenade, on
KSTP, Minneapolis. Musical quartet is featured. Agency is McCord
Co., Minneapolis.

BROADCASTING

At his news conference last
Monday, Mr. Fly parried questions
as to responsibility for the economic condition of some stations.
Responding to an observation by
a reporter that the idea prevails
among some advertisers that the
small station situation is not a
war problem since many of them
have been economically depressed
for a long time, the Chairman said
this statement was not "quite accurate." Assuming that many of
them have been in a bad way for a
long time, he commented, however,
that their service is regarded as
essential during wartime.
Asked whether maintenance of
these stations was a responsibility
of the advertiser, the Chairman
emphatically said he had not suggested this at all. "It is not a question of fault or dereliction," he
added. "It is a question of recognizing certain circumstances which
may very well enlist the sympathetic attention of all of us who are
promoting that very essential serPrecise figures on the status of
"loser" stations, based on questionnaires sent out early this year
by the FCC accounting department,
probably will not be available until
mid-March. Preliminary surveys indicate that the situation was no
vice."
worse in 1942 than it was the preceding year, though the outlook is
regarded asFly.
far from favorable by
Chairman

WPB

ORDERS

TUBES

FOR
CIVILIAN USE
APPROVAL of a WPB plan for
mass production of enough replacement tubes to maintain civilian listening seta for the duration
has now been given by the Vacuum
Tube Industry Advisory Committee, and the program is now in production, Frank H. Mcintosh, chief
of Foreign & Domestic Broadcasting, announced Friday.
The program
has Radio
been under
consideration at the
& Radar
Division since November but has
been held up by failure of the
tube makers to agree on types that
should be manufactured. The finished list, as agreed on Friday,
provides for 114 most essential
types, enough to service 90% of
the nation's radios.
Mr. Mcintosh said seven tube
manufacturers would participate in
the program and that the tubes
would not bear a maker's name.
They will, however, be of pre-war
quality and meet American Standards Assn. specifications.
Firms cooperating in the project,
which calls for 11,000.000 tubes by
July 1, are: Hytron Corp., Salem,
Mass.; National Union Radio Corp.,
Newark ; Raytheon Production
Corp., Newton, Mass.; Ken-Rad
Tube & Lamp Corp., Owensboro,
Ky.; Tung-Sol Lamp Works, Newark; Victor Division, RCA, Harrison, N. J.; Sylvania Electric
Products, Emporia, Pa.
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Heinz

Plan
Week
on 48-Hour
Ruling
Liberal
Post
His
Retains
if McNutt
Foreseen
BARRING a complete upheaval in based upon information now being
the policy and personnel of the War
gathered through the NAB. At Mr.
Manpower Commission, radio may
Hollander's suggestion the NAB
benefit in case of a liberal interwill conduct a survey of Washingpretation ofthe 48-hour week conton's six stations, since the nation's
trol, it developed last week followcapital is one of the 32 cities designated as critical.
ing a meeting of the NAB National
Labor Executive and Wage &
Ralph Brunton, owner of KJBS,
Hour Committees with Edward: D.
San Francisco, -was- assigned to
Hollander, assistant chief of the
gather data from all stations in
WMC planning division.
his area on possible operation under a 48-hour week. Quincy Brack\ Mr. Hollander, who attended the
NAB committee meeting to get
ett, owner of WSPR, Springfield,
Mass., will conduct a similar study
some idea of radio's problems, told
the conferees the WMC is interin his city.
, -j ejSted only in stabilizing manpower
Preparations in Washington already are under way, led by Joseph
rather than increasing the work
week. He indicated that WMC inMiller, NAB director of labor relations, and Kenneth Yourd, CBS
terpretation ofthe regulations with
Washington counsel. They have
reference to broadcasting would be
based on radio's employment setup.
prepared forms for informal jeri« felt the burden of proof was on
ports of each department within the
tbe employer to show cause why
city's six stations.
The Washington data, expected
any given department or function
within two weeks, and other inforwithin broadcasting could not operate efficiently on a 48-hour week.
mation covering representative stations, will be turned over to the
McNutt Attacked
WMC as a basis for a directive covOffsetting industry optimism,
ering all phases of broadcasting
which will be prepared.
however, is the current move on
In general it appeared, following
Capitol Hill to unseat WMC Chief
Paul V. McNutt. Several measures,
the NAB meeting, that stations increasing their work week from 40
introduced in both Houses of Conhours, particularly the larger ones,
gress to control manpower by legiswould release little personnel.
lation, have been vigorously opMost smaller stations already have
posed by the manpower chief, who
been placed on work weeks ranging
believes in the voluntary system of
control. Should McNutt be ousted,
up to 48 hours.
Others attending the meeting
it appeared certain the inevitable
were: John Elmer, WCBM, Baltiupheaval would leave the industry
more; John MacDonald, Ernest de
and every other business in the
dark.
la Osso, NBC New York; Howard
Hausman, CBS; C. T. Lucey,
If, on the other hand, the WMC
WRVA, Richmond, Va.; Henry
remains intact, interpretations afJohnston, WSGN, Birmingham.
fecting radio are expected to be
ELECTRONICS
STUDIES

GROUP

MANPOWER

A SPECIAL labor-management
committee, headed by Lawrence B.
Morris, director of personnel contract relations for the Victor Division of RCA, has been set up to
handle manpower problems of the
electronics industry. It is called
the "Electronic Manpower Advisory Committee."
The Committee was arranged by
the WPB Radio & Radar Division,
the radio division of the Navy's
Bureau of Ships, and the Army and
Navy Electronics Production Agency (ANEPA) to advise the Warmanpower Commission and other
agencies on needs of the industry,
which has been losing engineers
and designers to the armed forces.
Personnel of the committee, in
addition to Mr. Morris, is: W. K.
Wiggins, Western Electric, Chicago; J. D. Washburn, Sprague
Specialities, North Adams, Mass.;
Lawson B. Whnberly, IBEW; Harold Sharpe and -Tames J. Conroy,
United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers (CIO).
GEORGE VAN GORDER a vicepresident of McKesson & Robbins,
New York, since Hall-Van Gorder
Drug Co. merged with it in 1928, has
been elected to the newly-created position of first vice-president.
Page
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30

Broadcasters

Attend

BMI
Program
Meeting
BMI held its third program managers' meeting last Tuesday and
Wednesday at the organization's
headquarters in New York, with
some 30 station men in attendance.
M. E. Tompkins, vice-president and
general manager ; Sydney M.
Kaye, vice-president and general
counsel; Carl Haverlin, vice-president in charge of station relations,
and other BMI executives addressed the group.
Program managers attending included: George Patterson, WAVE;
George Cranston, WBAP; W. Gordon Swan, WBZ-WBZA; Charles
Roeder, WCBM; C. M. Hunter,
WHK; Bill Dean, WIRE; Norman
White, WJR; Harold Waddell,
WJW; James H. Moore, WSLS;
Lew London, WPEN; Irving G.
Abeloff, WRVA; Warren Mead,
Maurice Kipen, WTMJ; Ed Hoerner, WWL; Van C. Newkirk, KHJ;
Blaine Cornwell, KMOX; Ray
Shannon, WJAS-KQV; A. Sheehan, WCCO; Otis Morse, WSBA;
Bert Hanauer, WFBR; Madeline
Ensign, WOL; Edward Wallis,
WIP; Herbert C. Rice, WKBWWGR; R. Clifton Daniel, WCAE;
George W. Steffy, WNAC; John
Gordon, CKLW; Frank P. Schreiber, WGN: Benedict Gimbel Jr.,
WIP;
OWL Elaine Ewing, Dick Connor,

Distributing

Co-Op's
Olive
Oil
BBDO
Arranges
Tieup for
Producers in California

FOR HIS RECRUITING efforts on
behalf of the Navy's construction
battalions, Irvin ' G. Abeloff,
program service manager of WRVA,
Richmond, Va., receives from Lt.
Com. Charles L. Kessler the first
Award of Merit isNavy sued inSeabee
that area. Presentation was
made on a recent Outdoors With
Domino program.
Red

Cross

Drives

Radio
by
Helped
National War Funds Campaign

Aided by Special Broadcasts
AS IN PAST years the broadcasting industry is taking an active
part in the National campaign this
March to raise $125,000,000 for the
1943 Red Cross war fund. Radio
stations have been asked to dedicate as much time as possible to
the Red Cross on their sustaining
, as well as to carry specprograms
ial transcribed series, prepared by
the Red Cross to promote its various services.
The experts on Information
Please, NBC program sponsored
by 'H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh,
will make a special effort for the
drive on the March 1 broadcast,
when the program originates in
Constitution Hall, Washington,
with seats on sale from $1 to $10.
All proceeds will go to the Red
Cross.
The NBC-Red Cross program,
That They Might Live, already
presented five times to promote the
current recruitment drive for
nurses, has topped all previous potential audience records for an
NBC sustaining series, with 125
stations accepting the show.
Transcribed Series
The Vox Pop show on CBS, sponsored by Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore, will be a feature of the
March 1 rally in New York of
1,200 team captains and solicitors
recruited by the Red Cross for
house to house canvassing.
The New York branch of the
drive is distributing two special
transcribed series, according to
Robert B. Masson, radio director,
one being titled Main Street Album,
to run the first two weeks in
March, and This Is My Story,
which 12 New York stations are
now carrying. Novelty foreign
language programs are scheduled
all month on the New York foreign
language stations. Radio plans are
also under consideration, Mr. Masson stated, to cover the Red Cross
rally in Madison Square Garden
April 5 at the end of the drive.
BROADCASTING

A NEWLY-FORMED group of
California olive producers, organized under the name Cooperative
Olive Products Assn., has completed arrangements with H. J.
Heinz Co., Pittsburgh, for sales and
distribution of a new olive oil, CalCrest.
BBDO, Los Angeles, which was
instrumental in the sales distribu- il
tion tie-up with Heinz, has been
named agency and will be responsible for all advertising and merch- j
andising activities of the cooperative. Radio has not been mentioned
as yet, but media plans are still in |
a tentative stage.
Imports Cut Off
With olive oil imports virtually
cut off for the duration of the war,
California producers believe they
have an unusual opportunity to develop asubstantial volume of business on high quality California oil,
according to the agency.
Nearly all producers in that state
are represented in the cooperative
group, which will press approximately 1,500,000 gallons of oil this
year, according to Harrison M.
Dunham, secretary-manager, who
handled organization of the association.
ASCAP

on

Coast

Acts

For
Buck
Restoration
MOVE to bring back Gene Buck
as president of ASCAP will be
launched at the society's semi-annual West Coast meeting in Beverly Hills, Cal., March 1, when a
resolution to that effect is to be presented. Benee Russell, sponsoring
the movement, declared the majority of West Coast songwriters
favor the leadership change, which
is not intended as a reflection on
Deems Taylor* current president,
whose term expires this month.
Resolution will contend that Buck
is the only person who can restore
peace and harmony in ASCAP
ranks.
With Taylor unable to attend because of radio program commitments, Otto Harbach will represent
him and preside at tonight's meeting. Principal speaker is to be John
G. Paine, general manager of the
Society. This will be the first of
two annual meetings to be held
regularly with West Coast membership receiving reports of activities conducted by ASCAP through
the year, and for discussion of local
problems that may arise.
Goodyear Plans
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER
Co., Akron, is understood to have
taken an option with NBC on the
Tuesday 7:30-8 p.m. period for a
variety show with Raymond Paige
conducting a special orchestra, and
a girl vocalist. According to the
agency, Arthur Kudner Inc., New
York, the institutional series will
start soon after April 1 when NBC
has cleared time on several outlets Goodyear has designated.
• Broadcast
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22,080
the

for

Guide

Month

a lot about "Listener-Loyalty" — that
YOUindefHEAR
inable something in a radio station's personality that makes people turn to it in the
morning and keep it on most of the day. For any listener

v

ON

Paid

Program

Last

WQXF

1 5 6 0

Families

WQXR

10c PER COPY
$1.00 PER YEAR

to go right down the line 'for a station's programs is
quite a feather in that station's cap — and quite a "plus"
for its advertisers, too.

DIAL

YOUR

Station

Here at WQXR, we have our own brand of "ListenerLoyalty" — apart from guesswork, check-up program
offers, or telephone surveys. It's right down in blackand-white, on mailing stencils — that over 22,000 families actually pay $ 1 each per year to receive WQXR's
monthly program guide.
Of course, the daily papers publish WQXR's

pro-

grams. But these 22,080 "paying homes" are typical of

PRJO

GRAMS

many thousands of other enthusiasts for WQXR's
l4-out-of-17 daily broadcasting hours of good music

1943

— listeners who like to know exactly what music they
are listening to, by whom it is being played, when they
can look ahead to hearing their favorite music.

JANUARY,

Special Article:
AND THE RUSH
MODERN MUSIC
E
TO TH EXITS

We

Moore *
By Prof. Douglas

number

among

our sponsors dozens of the

nation's leading advertisers. Many of them have big
network shows. But they've also found that it pays
handsomely to cultivate this large WQXR segment of

DCASTING CO., «&
INTERSTATE BROA
, NEW YORE
,3. «FTH AVENUE

music lovers "in the heart of the world's richest market."
Would you like more facts and figures? Let us give
them to you.

EW
730

YORK

Fifth

Circle

Avenue
5-5566

WQX

Bc

In Chicago,

The

Foreman

Company,

Wrigley

Building,

Delaware

1869

Confirmation

CORRELATION between the BLUE Pacific Coast
network and affiliates during the two day sessions,
Feb. 18-19 in Los Angeles.
At the clinic were seated (1 to r) : Thomas Sharp,
KFSD; George Ross, KWG; Leo Tyson, BLUE; Arden
X. Pangborn, KEX; W. B. Stuht Jr., KJR; Don E.
Gilman, vice-president, BLUE; Earle C. Anthony,
KFI-KECA; Charles P. Scott, C. A. Whitmore, KTKC.
Standing: Hewitt Kees, KOH; Louis B. Kroeck,
KTMS; W. B. Ryan, KFI-KECA; Milton Samuel,

BLUE; Deane Banta, KERN; Walter Lonner, BLUE;
Ernest Felix, KECA; Fred Becker, BLUE; Leo
Ricketts, KFBK; Phillips Carlin, BLUE program
vice-president; John I. Edwards, KFI-KECA; Keith
Kiggins, BLUE stations vice-president; Russell Hudson, BLUE; Bob Dwan, KGO; H. L. Blatterman, KFIKECA; Sydney Dorais, BLUE; Matt Barr, KFIKECA; Leroy Spencer, Earle C. Anthony Inc.; Kevin
Sweeney, BLUE ; Tracy Moore, BLUE ; W. P. Casson,
Earle C. Anthony Inc. ; Curtis Mason, KECA.

RADIO'S COOPERATION with America's war and
peace aims held the attention of these executives at
the NBC War Clinic staged Feb. 16-17 in Los Angeles.
Delegates are first row (1 to r) : Mrs. Ruthe Fletcher,
KSEI; O. P. Soule, KSEI, KTFI; Mrs. Soule; Mrs.
Florence Gardner, KTFI; Keith Collins, KMJ; S. S.
Fox, KDYL; Arden X. Pangborn, KGW; W. B. Ryan,
KFI-KECA; W. B. Stuht, KOMO; W. E. Wagstaff,
KDYL; Sidney N. Strotz, NBC western division vicepresident; William S. Hedges, NBC stations vicepresident; O. B. Hanson, NBC engineering vicepresident.
Second row, E. L. Barker, NBC western division;
Ray Buffum, KPO; George J. Volger, NBC, Hollywood; G. A. Provol, KDYL; Ray Baker, KPO; Bonnie

Scotland, KIDO; Mrs. Georgia Phillips, KIDO; S. S.
Spencer, NBC; Paul Gale, NBC; Henry Maas, NBC;
Charles B. Brown, NBC; Earl Mitchell, KPO; Matt
Barr, KFI-KECA; Frank A. Berend, NBC; Dick
Lewis, KTAR; Alex Robb, NBC; Dr. James Rowland
Angell, NBC; Robert Hendricks, NBC; John Elwood,
KPO.
Third row, Leonard Gross, KPO; Curtis W. Mason,
KFI-KECA; H. L. Blatterman, KFI-KECA; Myron
Fox, KDYL; Henry Schaffer, KPO; E. A. Neath,
KRBM; K. O. MacPherson, KPFA; Jennings Pierce,
NBC; Lewis S. Frost, NBC; Frank Ford, H. A. Woodman, NBC; James MacPherson, KOA; Noran E.
Kersta, NBC; Sheldon B. Hickox Jr., NBC; Joseph
Kay, NBC; A. H. Saxton, NBC; Robert Morris, NBC.

FCC

to

For

Protect

Television,

Reinstatement

of

THE apparent intent of getting FM and television off to a
flying start promptly after the
war, the FCC last Tuesday adopted
new policies under which applications for stations in these classes
will be protected for the duration.
It also opened the way for FM and
television applicants who have surrendered or dismissed their applications, pursuant to the freeze order of last April 27, to apply for
reinstatement.
The Commission announced the
action was taken because of extreme shortages in material, equipment and skilled personnel, and "to
sustain the interest in television
and high-frequency (FM) broadcasting". Action also was predicated upon inability of applicants
to follow through on construction
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commitments because of the war.
Similar action has not been taken
in the case of standard broadcast
applications, whatever their nature.
Nor has the Commission yet formulated definite policy with respect
to forced surrender of licenses by
broadcast stations unable to
weather the economic storm. These
matters now are under consideration, with one view that the Commission should authorize suspension of operation without prejudice
to return of the stations to the air
after the war. On the other hand,
literal interpretation of the Communications Act requires a showing of public interest, which some
Commission attorneys hold cannot
be complied with if a station suspends operation.
With regard to applications for

modifications and construction permits dealing with standard broadcast stations, stymied by virtue of
the equipment freeze and the manpower shortage, the FCC has followed the policy of dismissal.
Whether this policy will be changed,
in the light of the FM-television
actions, is uncertain, though it was
felt the Commission should do
everything possible to encourage
these new services, where applicants have made investments without return.
The FM-television actions do not
assure prompt follow through on
outstanding permits, however, since
the Commission's policy is to take
no action but to retain the applications, without dismissal or denial,
in the pending files. There would
have to be a reappraisal of the applications, inthe light of conditions
existing after the war, according to
informed opinion.
According to FCC records, since
the Commission's Memorandum
Opinion of April 27 freezing broadcast construction, a total of 35 applications involving FM have been
dismissed or abandoned. Another 13
BROADCASTING

Foreseen

In Arnold's Nomination
LIKELIHOOD that Thurman
Arnold, Assistant Attorney General
in charge of the Anti-Trust Division of the Department of Justice,
shortly will take his seat on the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, which handles
practically all radio litigation, was
seen last week with the unanimous
endorsement of his nomination by
a Senate Judiciary Subcommittee.
Though hearings were scheduled,
the nomination was approved in
five minutes, with no witness for or
against. President Roosevelt nominated Mr. Arnold to fill the vacancy on the Appeals bench resulting from the elevation to the Supreme Court of Judge Wiley B.
Rutledge. Mr. Arnold's successor as
Assistant Attorney General has not
yet been named.
construction permits for FM were
deleted. All these, under the Feb.
23 action, may be reinstated at the
request of the applicants.
In television, four applications
for construction permits for commercial stations have been dismissed, while three construction
permits for commercial stations
were deleted. In addition, three construction permits for experimental
television stations were deleted.
Text of the FCC notice:
Because of extreme shortages in material, equipment and skilled personnel, and in order to sustain the interest in television and high frequency
(FM) broadcasting, the Federal Communications Commission adopted the
following policies today :
The Commission will not dismiss or
deny any FM applications which cannot qualify under the provisions of the
Memorandum Opinion of April 27,
1942 (freeze order), for construction
permits or for modification of construction permits requesting extension
of the periods of construction. Instead,
the Commission will take no action at
this time upon such applications but
will retain them in the pending file.
Applicants for construction permits
whose applications were surrendered
or dismissed
the 1942,
Memorandum Opinionpursuant
of Aprilto 27,
may
request
reinstatement
of
their
applications.
The dition
policy
today is inAug.
adto the adopted
policy announced
4, 1942,
for frequency
the issuance of which
licensesprovided
for high
(FM) broadcast stations during the
war provided construction had reached
abe point
where substantial service could
rendered.
Holders of construction permits for
television stations, experimental and
commercial, may obtain licenses during the war to operate existing facilities on either an experimental or commercial basis, provided construction
has reached a point where the station is capable of rendering a substantial service. Licenses issued under this
policy will be subject to the condition
that construction will be completed in
accordance with the Rules, Regulations and Standards of the Federal
Communications Commission as soon
as the necessary materials and engineering personnel become available.
The Commission also decided to continue its policy of not dismissing or
denying television applications which
cannot qualify under the provisions
of the Memorandum Opinion of April
27, 1942. Instead, no action will be
taken at this time upon such applications and they will be held in the
pending
for construction file.
permitsApplicants
for television
stations
whose construction permits have been
surrendered or dismissed pursuant to
the freeze
orderapplications.
may request reinstatement of their
• Broadcast
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a time a well-known network made

a

The resultant Hooperatings are just about unanimously
accepted as accurate indices of listening.
Hooper says that during seven out of the past nine months,
KLZ has been FIRST in morning listeners, and the most

of Denverites at an undisclosed time this question: "What
station do you listen to most in the daytime?" And people
certainly know what stations they listen to most ... or do
they?

BROADCASTING

.

.

.

FOR A number of years, now, an organization by the
name of C. E. Hooper, Inc. has been making thousands

they listen to.

This was established by asking an undetermined number

choice

Inc.

of telephone calls a month in Denver to find out what stations people are really listening to . . . not what they think

According to this survey, 41% of Denver's daytime listeners "listen most" to the Denver affiliate of the survey-making
network, while 16% "listen most" to Denver's "second network" station.

your

NO.

By C. E. Hooper,

Whom?

"nation-wide survey of listening habits." It was termed
'"the largest, most comprehensive survey of radio listening
habits ever undertaken."

Take

CITY

recent report (December- January) shows KLZ leading in
morning audience by the greatest margin ever . . . 34.7%
compared to the next station's 24.0%.

and

we

think

you'll

take

March

KLZ!
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OWI

Overseas

Into

Milton Eisenhower, associate OWI
director, it was disclosed that Mr.
Sherwood would shortly visit North
Africa for observation of the propaganda machine which is beamed at
Southern Europe. Also in the interest of closer coordination, it was

At the informal news conference
shotgun".
conducted by Mr. Sherwood and

reported that the heads of 26 outpost bureaus had been called to
Washington within the past two
months. The possibility of establishing a new outpost in Russia
was also seen.
Ferdinand Kuhn, former London
correspondent of the New York
Times and former assistant to
Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau, now deputy director of the
Overseas Branch, is in charge of
Region I embracing the United
Kingdom and Eire, Australia, New
Zealand, India and South Africa.
Region II: Percy Winter, a former European correspondent, is responsible for France, Belgium,
North Africa, Italy, Spain and
Portugal.
Region III: Douglas Miller,
author of You Can't Do Business
With Hitler, covers Germany,
Austria, Holland and Switzerland.

Branch

Dividing the World
FORMAL reorganization of the
operations structure of the Overseas Branch of the Office of War
Information, dividing the world
into seven geographical regions,
was announced last Monday in
what appears to he victory for the
OWI over Col. Wm. J. Donovan's
Office of Strategic Services for control of propaganda warfare.
At least for the present, this
would seem to end the controversy
of the past few months between the
military represented by OSS and
the OWI. On repeated occasions
Elmer Davis, OWI director, has in-

Is Reorganized,

Seven
Regions
dicated his agency would not relinquish control over the propaganda function and the latest reorganization indicates his views
have prevailed.
Under the revised setup sole responsibility for each group of countries is assigned to one man in the
hope that increased effectiveness in
this country's propaganda effort
will result. Robert Sherwood, director of the unit, felt they could now
"aim with a rifle rather than a

"SORTA
TAKES YER BREATH
AWAY, DON'T IT?
LIKE THE RESULTS ADVERTISERS
GIT WHEN
THEY

START

COVERING

USING

THE

WDAY-THE

WHOIE

RED

ONLY

RIVER

STATION

VALLEY!"

Region IV : Bjorne Braatoy is responsible for Norway, Denmark,
Sweden, Finland and the Baltic
States.
Region V: Robert Parker, head
of the Ankara outposts but currently on leave, supervises material
going to Turkey, Greece, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Rumania and Bulgaria.
Region VI: Not yet appointed;
covers Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Syria and
Lebanon.
Region VII: George Taylor will
run all material for Japan, China,
Indonesia, and the Philippines.
Disc Rules Studied
TRANSCRIPTION regulations as
they apply to Western Canada stations are being studied by a special
committee, set up recently at a
joint meeting of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. and Western
Assn. of Broadcasters in Toronto.
Western independents objected to
some phases of the regulations announced by CBC [Broadcasting,
Feb. 1]. On the committee, which is
expected to offer a compromise on
behalf of western broadcasters, are
Donald Manson, Ottawa, secretary
to the CBC Board of Governors;
Ernest Bushnell, Toronto, CBC program supervisor; Jack Radford,
Toronto, CBC station relations
supervisor; Dick Rice, CFRN, Edmonton, president of WAB ; Harold
Carson, CFAC, Calgary, Alta.; A.
A. Murphy, CFQC, Saskatoon,
Sask.

THIS TIME, TYPE and paper
saver was invented by Arthur
Whiteside, production manager of
WOR, New York, who used to
spend three hours a day making up
the production schedule for the
following day's broadcasting operations. Closeted in secrecy for six
months while he worked on the
gadget, Whiteside has finally unveiled his brain child — a set of
boards for each day of the
week. At the top of each board appears ducers,
the names
all WOR's
prodirectorsofand
announcers.
Hours of the day run down the
left-hand side. Different colored
pegs represent rehearsals, producing or directing, announcing, spot
announcements and network shows.
A simple maneuvering of pegs tells
the production story at a glance.
New

Shortwave

Outlet

Sought by Crosley Corp.
CROSLEY Corp., operating WLW
and WSAI, Cincinnati, and WLWO,
shortwave transmitter at Mason,
O., has asked the FCC for a construction permit to operate a new
international broadcast station.
The new transmitter would be
another in the chain of 36 OWI
shortwave units to be employed in
the Government's psychological
warfare. Programming of Crosley's
WLWO was integrated into the
OWI hookup last fall.
Power requested for the new station is 200 kw., emission A3, and a
number of specific frequencies.
Policy of the Government is to
specify frequencies to be used on a
staggered schedule, both for best
engineering results and most effective beaming to selected areas.

1
Col. Mitchell

WDAY

FARGO, N. D.-5000 WATTS-N.8.C. AND BLUE
AFFILIATED WITH THE FARGO FORUM
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REPRESENTATIVES

Named

LT. COL. CURTIS MITCHELL,
former editor of Radio Guide, has
been appointed chief of the War
Dept. Bureau of Public Relations
Pictorial Branch, succeeding Col.
Mason Wright, now chief of public
relations on Lt. Gen. Stillwell's
staff in China. Capt. Gordon
Swarthout, who succeeded Col.
Mitchell as editor of the radio
weekly, has been named executive
officer of the Pictorial Branch.
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Four Nets in February
PRESIDENT Roosevelt's use of
the networks for addresses on
Washington's and Lincoln's birthdays put the radio industry in the
midst of a political war for the last
word.
First the Republican National
Committee issued a statement Feb.
20 calling attention to the fact that
the President delivered his Lincoln's birthday address in the face
of the GOP's traditional dinners,
causing cancellation of many addresses. Furthermore the GOP said
the President's decision was announced only two days before the
dinners,
with
given been
why
this address "no
couldreason
not have
made on any other night." The
GOP National Committee also
charged "commandeering" radio
time in the light of the President's
decision to use all networks for a
second address on Washington's
birthday.
In reply, House Democratic
Leader McCormack (Mass.), termed
these claims as "a deliberate falsehood". Continuing, he said the
Republican charge, "in addition to
being ridiculous on its face, shows
how far the opposition will go in
its attempt to create misunderstanding and division among our
people".
"Such a statement," he said,
"proceeds upon the theory that the
American people can be fooled
with any kind of emotional junk
that is handed out to them. The
American people should, and I am
sure will, resent such cheap attacks
on the Commander in Chief."
Second Liquor Bill
A SECOND bill banning liquor
advertising on radio stations was
introduced to the 78th Congress
last week by Rep. Culkin (R-N. Y.) ,
who revived a bill that died in an
Interstate Commerce Committee
pigeonhole last session. Rep. Culkin's measure is more drastic than
a bill presented earlier this session
by Sen. Johnson (D-Col.) [BROADCASTING, Feb. 22]. The Culkin bill
amends the Communications Act of
1934 to prohibit broadcast of information concerning alcoholic
beverages,
including
beei*, wine, and
whiskies.
A RADIO department has been set up
at the Hollywood studios of Universal
Pictures, under the direction of Robert D. Hussey, who handled a similar
bureau for Paramount. Promotion of
Universal films and stars will be handled.

WCAE

is

ZOOMING

DEC.
JAN.
NETWORKS
47.5%
194-2

1942 MORNING

TREND
25.2%

Pittsburgh Network Stations

20.1%
Based on Hooper Indices
8A.M.tol2Noon -Jan.&Dec. 1942

I 30.3%

18-3%
16.5%
WCAE \|

16.2%
NETWORKT f\
NETWORKS
15.4%

Hooper

Shows

WCAE

Soaring

It's no promotion man's pipe dream that WCAE
has zoomed right up to the top bracket in afternoon listening. Months ago Hooper -figures put
the clincher on that.
1
But that's only part of the story. There's headline news in the Morning Hooper, too!
In January '42 WCAE
hit the high road and
really started to move. After twelve short months,
the Pittsburgh picture looked like this . . .

in

M.

Listening

WCAE hod outdistanced two of the other
network stations!
WCAE had whittled down the lead of the
remaining network station from a margin
of 31% to a margin of only 5% of the listening audience!

\

If bears looking into, this growing morning
preference for WCAE.
If means WCAE
delivers amorning audience greater than two of
the other network stations — and right on the
heels of the leader!

For availabilities and
complete information
consult WCAE
or

1

SET EXCISES DOWN
Production Freeze Slashes

THE

KATZ

New York
Kansas City

U. S. Tax Return
COMPLETENESS with which radio manufacturers are engaging in
war work is reflected in internal
revenue collections from the excise
tax on radio, components, and phonographs. In January, collections
yielded only about 7% of net for
the same period last year.
The 10% tax on these items
brought the Government $186,688,
in January 1943, the Internal Revenue Bureau reported last week,
compared to a total of $2,650,829
for the first month of 1942.
BROADCASTING
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PRESS-RADIO
KMA

Rates

High

Farm

Listening
TIME

BUYERS

and advertisers

have long known that farmers depend on radio for news, entertainment and service more than any
other single population group. Until now, however, almost no data
have been available on the amount
of general listening farmers have
time for during their busy seasons.
A recent Ross Federal survey
brings out some interesting facts:

GROUP

SCHEDULES
MEETING
THIRD ANNUAL meeting of
the Newspaper-Radio Committee,
created to combat discrimination
against newspaper ownership of
stations, still under consideration
by the FCC, was called last week
by Chairman Harold V. Hough, of
Fort Worth, for April 20 at the
Waldorf-Astoria, New York. The
sessions will be held during the
AN PA convention.
Approximately 150 newspaperowned or affiliated stations are
members of the committee, formed
in 1941. Detailed testimony in defense of newspaper-ownership was
presented at the FCC inquiry during latter 1941 and 1942 through
the committee. The FCC still has
the whole matter under advisement
and the hearing record has not yet
been closed.
Mr. Hough, of the Fort Worth
Star-Telegram, which operates
WBAP and is co-owner of KGKO,
has headed the Steering Committee
from the start. Terms of office of
the
committee expire with the
meeting.
The session, to be held at 3:30
p.m. during the ANPA-AP annual
sessions, will hear reports from
Chairman Hough, Judge Thomas
D. Thacher, former Solicitor General and chief counsel for the committee, and Sydney M. Kaye, associate counsel.
War

Harvesting Iowa Soybeans
For one thing, the survey shows
that farmers, though working from
dawn to dusk, do not restrict their
listening to essential news, market
reports and farm-service features.
With specific reference to KMA
programs, a once-a-week commentator has a 51.4% listener rating
among farmers; a quiz show rates
32.9%; a dramatic show, 25.3%;
and the average KMA program,
13.3% !
All this and manna from heaven
for advertisers, too! For the KMA
farmer is now earning five times
what he did in 1932!
If you want to make the No. 1
Farm Market your market, send
for your copy of the latest KMA
market data brochure.

Workers

Honored

For
RCA
Suggestions
SEVEN war workers in RCA
plants at Harrison and Camden,
N. J., were cited for suggestions
saving man-hours and critical materials in production, the WPB announced last week. Among them
was Miss Nevy Graganiello of the
RCA Victor Division at Harrison,
who suggested an improved method
of mounting power tubes.
Other suggestions which brought
letters of honorable mention to
RCA employes were: Substitution
of nichrome for stainless steel in
manufacture of transformer terminal assemblies; change in piercing
operation in radio manufacturing,
saving 2,600 man-hours per year;
reducing time 50% on an automatic
press, conserving material; new
process of making power tubes,
saving 3,000 hours annually; cutting inspection time of wires, micrometers and parts.

CBC BOARD of Directors for 1943 was elected at the convention held in
Toronto, Feb. 15-17 [Broadcasting, Feb. 221. Seated (1 to r) : Jack Cooke,
CKGB, Timmins, Ont.; Dick Rice, CFRN, Edmonton, vice-chairman and
president of the Western Assn. of Broadcasters; Harry Sedgwick, CFRB,
Toronto, chairman of the board; Glen Bannerman, president and general
manager, Toronto; A. A. Murphy, CFQC, Saskatoon, Sask. Standing (1 to
r) : Ted Campeau, CKLW, Windsor-Detroit; N. Nathanson, CJCB,
Sydney, N. S.; George Chandler, CJOR, Vancouver; L. W. Bewick, CHS J,
St. John, N. B.; Phil Lalonde CKAC Montreal; Art Evans, secretarytreasurer, Toronto; Joseph Sedgwick, legal counsel, Toronto. Not in
photo, Harold Carson, CFAC, Calgary, N. Thivierge, CHRC, Quebec.
Milk
Union

Series

on

Trouble

WFPG;
Settled

DIFFICULTIES with the American Federation of Musicians have
been ironed out and the SuppleeWills-Jones Milk Co., Philadelphia,
resumed its weekly program Coast
Guard Varieties on WFPG, Atlantic City, Feb. 16, according to
E. E. Kohn, station general manager. The program, to originate at
various Coast Guard bases, is aired
7:30-8 p.m. Tuesdays.
Several hitches marred the series
opening [Broadcasting, Feb. 8],
Original plans to use a Coast Guard
band were dropped after Navy
officials pointed out that the band
could not complete with civilian
musicians on a sponsored program.
The first show, already set, went on
the air Jan. 26 as a sustainer with
future shows set to use a civilian
band. Then the AFM local of Atlantic City refused to permit a
union orchestra to play on WFPG.
The program now uses organ.
Referring to the difficulty Mr. Kohn
said: "We did have a misunderstanding with the union. However
we have had no real trouble and
have just made an amicable settlement of our differences."
The program, placed by N. W.
Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, is for
52 weeks.

Lee Back to KGFF
HONORABLY discharged by the
Navy because of physical disability, Joseph W. Lee has returned as
general manager of KGFF, Shawnee, Okla., and a
member of the
board of the
Oklahoma Network.
Mr. Lee resigned
as president of
the Oklahoma
Network and took
a leave from
KGFF last
November to enter
the Navy. After
three months
training at Norfolk, Va., he was
discharged because of a punctured
eardrum. Maxine Eddy, who has
been acting manager of KGFF, has
resumed her post of advertising
manager.
'Rangers' Decision
ORDER enjoining Larry Sunbrock
and Jack Andrews from presenting
entertainers as "The Texas Rangers", and restraining WJW,
Akron, from carrying announcements for the Sunbrock-Andrews
Jamboree, has been issued by Common Pleas Court. Summit County,
Akron, according to advices from
Busbey Adv., Akron. The order
was granted on petition of Burkhardt Brewing Co., Akron, and the
Midland Broadcasting Corp., Kansas City, which broadcast the
"Texas Rangers" transcribed on
WADC WAKR, Akron, WLOK,
Lima, WIZE, Springfield, O.

KMA
Blue Network
The No. 1 Farm Station
in the No. 1 Farm Market
151
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camLARGEST trade paper
in Mutual's eight-year
paign
J history will a:et under way
for 1943 with 12 full-page
ads for monthly insertion as well
as twice-monthly ads for weekly
publications. Each of the fullpage ads will be signed bv Miller
McClintock, MBS president. The
entire campaign will stress Mutual's coverage of sports events
reach
and news, and "its ability to es
as
the vital home-town communiti
well as the major markets of Amer* * *
ica."
Health Series Reprint
MOST DRAMATIC script in the
public service series, The Third
# Horseman, on the Atlantic Coast
Network, reprinted in booklet form
with illustrations by William
Sharp, is being mailed to radio
editors, with a statement by Hartley Samuels, ACN director of promotion. Script chosen as exemplary
of the program was presented in
cooperation with the Public Health
Committee of the Paper Cup and
Container Institute.

For Timebuyers Only
WWNC, Asheville, N. C, challenges timebuyers who think
they've cornered the market, with
its publication of a buff-colored
booklet telling the story of daytime and nighttime coverage of the
station and the bonus of greatly
increased numbers of listeners in
the area due to wartime changes.
There is also a map showingsources of unsolicited mail received
by WWNC.
* -i- *
War Activities
THE RECORD OF WPAT, Pateri son, N. J. — ideas and activities initiated by the station as its contribution toward victory — is set forth
in a recently published booklet captioned, "To Radio Stations Everywhere: Please Copy, The Need Is
Urgent". Included are accounts of
i the Cavalcade of Jeeps, Soldiers'
and War Workers' Victory Parties,
North Jersey Industry Enrolls, and
the Victory Bond Wagon programs.
Planalyzed Promotion
"PLANALYZING" for effective
merchandising on KSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul, is depicted in the
station's newest brochure containing photographs of principals in
an advertiser's promotion campaign, and the procedure followed
in planalyzed promotion. Miniature
facsimiles of commendatory letters from sponsors are attached.
Airplane Club
SATURDAY morning series for
children on KYW, Philadelphia,
called Jacob Reed's Model Airplane
Club, furnishes instruction in building model airplanes. Youngsters
are invited to build models which
are donated to Army and Navy
flying schools. Programs are sponsored by Jacob Reed's Sons, clothiers. Agency is Seberhagen Inc.,
Philadelphia.

Plantation
&
Merchandising
MBS Campaign — Health Scripts — Planalyzed Promotion
'43 Consumer — Tooting for Gabriel
CBS Packets
TWO 8 x 11 CBS envelopes have
been published, containing station
promotional material for Blondie,
announcing the return of Penny
Singleton to the title role, sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., Winston-Salem, N. C, and for
Dear John, celebrating its "first
half-birthday" on CBS, sponsored
by Welch Grape Juice Co., Westfield, N. Y.
#
* *

Blow's Gabriel's Horn
TO INTRODUCE the new Gabriel
Heatter news commentary to listeners of KDB, Santa Barbara, Cal.,
Manager Fin Hollinger has issued
listening invitations to 200 clubmen and businessmen, promising
them their favorite cigars if after
listening to Heatter for one week
they didn't consider him their
favorite newscaster. Hollinger has
had enthusiastic comment but not
one demand for a stogie.

Jogging the Memory
INTRODUCING "Mrs. Consumer
of 1943" into its wartime advertising theme, "Keep 'Em Remembering," BLUE has released a folder
featuring "Amnesia," the typical
consumer who foi-gets trade names
of wartime curtailed products.

Fosters Interest
A CALENDAR of educational and
cultural programs on KQW, San
Jose, is being mailed to school superintendents, teachers, parentteacher associations, women's clubs
and civic organizations to increase
listener interest.

THEY

AT

is presented to the group's president, Basil O'Connor, by Joe Lang,
chairman of the foreign language
stations committee of the Office of
War Information. Shown, left to
right, are: Joe Lang; Ned Ervin,
general manager of WBNX; Mr.
O'Connor. Stations participating
in the drive included WBNX
WBYN WEVD WOV WHOM.
RCA-Victor plant in Camden, N. J.,
has received a renewal of the ArmyNavy "E" award.

AIM

THE

-NOT

TARGET,

THE

SKY!

Each anti-aircraft gun concentrates on a
particular

target. Ammunition

costs

money, — mustn't be wasted! It's the job
of other guns, nearer guns, to take care
of the other targets.
So it goes in Radio —
For instance, if you're gunning for the
Rochester market — use the gun that concentrates on the rich Rochester trading
area— WHEC.

Women's Newsinformation
Digest
CONSOLIDATING
on
subjects discussed on WJZ, New
York, by Nancy Booth Craig, on
Women of Tomorrow, a weekly
pamphlet, "Nancy Craig's Digest",
is offered listeners for 10 cents, to
replace separate leaflets on topics
of interest. Program's nine participating sponsors are listed in the
digest.
BROADCASTING

CHECK
FOR
$17,000,000 — sum
raised by New York's five foreign
language stations for the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis,
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How

well

and

how

economically

WHEC does its job is best summed up
in the fact that WHEC is the favorite
Rochester

station with BOTH

and national program
Some

good

local

sponsors.

spot and program

times

now available. We'd like to talk with
you about them. Write, phone or

ROCHESTER

Advertising

Representatives—
J. P.
McKinney & Son
New York
Chicago
San Francisco
wire —
A BASIC CBS STATION
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War

Time

ALREADY reeling under the impact of war
programming, manpower crises, and the ordinary imponderables of emergency operation,
broadcasting now collides with the prospect of
a power shortage growing out of the "back-tonormal-time" turmoil sweeping the country.
This latest threat conceivably could curtail radio operation in areas where power supplies
would be all but crippled.
That the country may face a serious shortage of electrical capacity unless the move by
individual states to abolish Federal time is
halted immediately was disclosed last week by
the Federal Power Commission. Official Washington, deeply concerned with the maximum
possible war production, pointed out that the
prime purpose of War Time, as enacted by
Congress last year, was to save power.
Georgia, Michigan and Ohio have repealed
War Time, despite pleas from WPB to absorb
the few inconveniences brought about by "fast
time" in the interest of the war program. Indiana, Kansas, Oklahoma, Idaho and Iowa now
have bills or resolutions before their legislatures to kill War Time and the move is gaining
a foothold in New York.
Should the several states return one-by-one
to slow time the effect next winter would be
anything but helpful. War production must be
maintained at its peak if we are to emerge
victorious. But, should War Time be repealed
generally with home power consumption increased, radio, along with other industry,
would be vulnerable.
Such a development could mean, in addition
to program shuffling, the loss of considerable
revenue through reduced power. For instance
in a community with four or five stations ranging from 250 to 50,000 watts it might be necessary to reduce power horizontally when public
utility sources are tapped.
It's a serious situation, one with which few
laymen are familiar. In that respect the Government no doubt was lax in not properly educating the public on the necessity of War Time.
It isn't to permit the urbanites an extra hour
of daylight to play golf, as many seem to
think. Actually it is to provide men of the
armed forces with sufficient weapons.
Radio can do itself and the country as a
whole a big service by pointing out the necessity of War Time on a universal basis. Government agencies don't like to stick out their
Page
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necks by conducting educational or propaganda
campaigns, but they will readily answer when
a question is put.
Stations, particularly those serving rural
areas, should take it upon themselves to tell
their listeners why War Time is needed and
why a return to normal would interfere with
war production and may even deprive the public of some radio. Granting that Washington
decreed all stations must remain on the air
with present power as vital to the war effort,
a power shortage would mean drastic curtailment in other directions, first in civilian use of
electricity.
If farmers were aware of all the facts, they'd
join the rest of the nation in sticking to a
universal time until the war is won. But proponents of normal time fail to point out the
confusion resulting from a nation divided in its
time zones. Indeed, Michigan, Georgia and
Ohio are embroiled in utmost confusion because
many individual cities elected to remain on
War Time while the states as a whole reverted
to slow time.
Push-Button
Freedom
POLITICAL batteries are warming up for the
1944 Presidential campaign year. Already the
advance signs are that radio will be caught in
the midst of that oratorical swirl because it,
more than ever before, will be anchor campaigning medium.
A few days ago charges were made that the
White House is "commandeering" radio time
because of the talks by the President on Lincoln's and Washington's birthday anniversaries. These had all the earmarks of purely
political origin. There came a sharp retort
from House Majority Leader McCormick.
This exchange was symptomatic of the political storm brewing, and of the spot upon
which radio will find itself. There really isn't
much radio can do about it, except as an innocent but vitally interested bystander trying
to do the right thing in the public interest.
Inevitably there comes into focus again the
question of the four-network release of programs. There are, to us, very clear and cogent
reasons why the universal hookup shouldn't be
used except by the President of the United
States on matters relating to the State of the
Nation. Even that use now appears to have
been questioned by the Republican party.
In Congress there has developed a proposal
that there be a four-network hookup for an

hour's program from Capitol Hill each week,
for the discussion of vital issues. This comes
on the heels of the announcement by Elmer
Davis, able director of the Office of War Information, that he proposes to return to the
air on all four networks (three of them in
tandem) during March — in keeping with a
suggestion made some weeks ago by the OWI
advisory committee of broadcasters.
In ordinary times, the universal hookup is
a source of tribulation for the broadcaster except in the case of the President. In wartime,
it is more important than ever that every effort be made to preserve the four-network
hookup for occasions of top importance. In a
political year, when the demarcation between
Government official and political candidate be-»
comes thin indeed, the problem is both delicate
and vexatious. We believe the four-network
hookup for any regularly scheduled series is
a mistake. It amounts to coercive listening.
The times are too tense to indulge in political log-rolling. Radio's war mission is too important to make it a political football. The
public, after all, should be considered. John Q.
isn't interested in a lot of ethereal arm-waving
oratory on every spot on the dial. He wants
push-button freedom, in addition to the other
freedoms.

Toward

Justice

ALL CONCERNED should view with satisfaction the selection by the Select House Committee to investigate the FCC of so eminent an attorney as Eugene L. Garey to be chief counsel.
The New York attorney is well-versed in administrative law, having served as a member
of the American Bar Assn. committee covering
that specialized field. He also has won his
spurs as a trial lawyer.
Mr. Garey has stated that he accepted the
assignment with no preconceived notions and
with the sole desire of performing a public
service. He enters the investigation without
previous dealings in communications law, having played no part whatever in the controversies which brought on the inquiry. His
desire is to do a "lawyer-like" job.
Inquiries of this character are part of the
Democratic process. Irrespective of the charges
and speeches and innuendoes of recent months
bearing on the FCC's operations, no one can
question the right of Congress to appraise the
stewardship of agencies it has created. It was
out of the Pecora investigation of several years
ago that the Securities & Exchange Commission came. Other inquiries have resulted in
legislative action and Government reforms.
This Congress has declared open season on
administrative reforms. It has created committees to clip appropriations, check the rampages
of agencies that have gone out of bounds, root
out duplication, stem the questionnaire tide
and look into past performances. Personalities inevitably are drawn in. The FCC, because
of its turbulent tenure of nearly a decade, has
been accorded special treatment, with an inquiry committee of its own, though it is bound
to be drawn in on other "studies".
Much good can come from this inquiry, if it
dispels the uncertainty about the scope and
extent of the FCC's jurisdiction and clears up
inconsistencies in policies and methods. By
selecting well-qualified counsel, the Cox Committee appears to have taken the first step in
that direction.
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FREDERICK
A. McLAUGHLIN,
director of special events of the Yankee Network, has been commissioned
lieutenant (j.g.) and has left for
Washington where he will be stationed
as a member of the Navy personnel.
H. TASH and Nathan Sinrod, Washington certified public accountants
specializing in radio, last week passed
the District of Columbia bar examinations for admission to general law

WILLIAM

BERNARD

NAMENT in a front
NO offOR
ice is William Bernard
Ryan, newly-appointed general manager of KFIKECA, Los Angeles, who took over
his duties Feb. 15. He's more likely to be found out on the street
h
wit his sales force or where problems are thickest.

Because he likes to get out and
work where there is a job to be
done, Bill Ryan, five years ago,
gave up a promising career as in■ structor in business administration
at the U. of San Francisco to learn
! advertising. That choice led him
to radio and his present position.
Although a native Oklahoman,
having been born Oct. 19, 1901 in
Jefferson, Okla., Bill calls himself
a Californian because he moved to
the San Francisco Bay area as a
■ youth. After finishing Park City
(Utah) high school, he attended
the U. of California at Berkeley,
majoring in accounting and marketing. With the exception of a few
weeks of freshman football, he divided his time between classrooms
and the wide variety of hard jobs
with which he paid his way
through college. Young Ryan was
graduated in June, 1925, with a
B.S. degree.
In August that year he organized a School of Business Administration for the U. of Santa Clara
(Cal.), remaining as director until June 1927. Then Mr. Ryan accepted an offer to teach marketing
and business administration at the
U. of San Francisco. After a year
of fulltime teaching, Bill made the
decision that eventually led to his
present position.
In June 1928 he gave up the professorial post to join the sales department of Foster & Kleiser Co.,
outdoor advertising firm, but continued to teach night school at the
U. of San Francisco until June
1932. During seven years with the
outdoor advertising firm, Bill Ryan
rose to head of agency relations,
poster and promotion departments.
BROADCASTING

RYAN

His next move was into radio. It
was in September 1937 that Bill
joined NBC as San Francisco
salesman. A month later he was
named Northern California sales
manager of the network.
When the BLUE Network Co.
was organized Feb. 1, 1942, he was
appointed San Francisco general
manager and took over management of KGO. Under his leadership, KGO won the NAB 1942 citation for the "station throughout
the whole country which has made
the greatest contribution towards
inspiring its audience to a greater
warProminent
effort." in music life of San
Francisco, Mr. Ryan conceived the
KGO - San Francisco Symphony
Young Artists Contest, now in
progress. Through the series, some
Northern California instrumentalist will be given the opportunity of
appearing with the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra. This project
followed staging of a 16-week series of opera excerpts broadcasts.
Bill Ryan married Gladys Louise
Marx Dec. 29, 1928 and until early
this year they made their home in
San Francisco. The Ryans have
four children, Bill Jr., Barbara,
Jimmy and Mary. Bill Sr. will confess to two hobbies, gardening,
which he follows assiduously, and
golf, which he admits he has not
had time to play for more than
four years.
Past president of the San Francisco Advertising Club, he has
served as director of San Francisco
Sales Managers Assn., and is an
honorary member of Alpha Delta
Sigma, national advertising honor
fraternity. But Bill hasn't had time
to join many organizations. He has
been too busy, in there pitching
where the work is thickest.
DeWITT MacKENZIE. AP foreign
correspondent just back from the Middle East and Africa, did guest broadcasts on WLW, Cincinnati, Feb. 2728.
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practice.
THOMAS S. CARR, member of the
advertising staff of WSAV, Savannah, since 1939, has been appointed
local advertising manager. Harben
Daniel, general manager of WSAV,
Savannah, has been appointed a member of the Naval Officer Procurement
Committee by the Naval Officer Procurement Headquarters in Atlanta.
FRANK RYAN, former manager of
CKLW, Windsor-Detroit, and lately
with the
Canadian
time Price
& Tradegovernment's
Board and WarWar
time Information Board, has been appointed vice-president and managing
director of Bomac Federal Ltd., Montreal, and a director of Bomac Electrotype Co., Toronto.
HENRY S. GOODERHAM president
of CKCL, Toronto, has been appointed
to the Board of Governors of the Toronto Western Hospital.
WALTER DALES, program manager
of CJCA, Edmonton, Alt., has been
appointed manager of CJAT, Trail.
B. C, succeeding Art Nicholl who has
joined the RCAF.
EDWARD I. HEATON, former manager of KTSW, Emporia, Kan., is
now associated with Robert S. Conlan
& Assoc., market and radio research
organization.
BILL TUCKER, salesman of KIRO,
Seattle, is the father of a boy.
STUART E. ADCOCK, president of
WROL, Knoxville, Tenn., is teaching
the ESMWT course at U. of Tennessee. Frank H. Corbett, commercial
representative, has been appointed a
second lieutenant in the Tennessee
State Guard.
JOHN J. GILLIN Jr., president and
general manager of WOW. Omaha,
Neb.,
was recently
made Nebraska's
first honorary
life member
of the U.
S. Junior Chamber of Commerce.
HUGH B. TERRY, manager of
KLZ, Denver, Colo., a new member of
the Scout executive board, has been
appointed general chairman of the annual Boy Scout circus scheduled for
Denver soon.
TOM HARKER, of the Chicago sales
staff of Mutual, and formerly with
Petry Co., joins the BLUE March 1.
as salesman, replacing Steve Mudge.
who has joined the radio department
of D'Arcy Adv., New York.
JAMES ANDERSON, of the sales
department of WGN, Chicago is the
father of a boy born Feb. 15.
JAMES ANN AND, former manager
of CKTB, St. Catherines, Ont., and
CFRC, Kingston Ont. has been appointed manager of CKPC. Brantford,
Ont. Before joining CKPC he was
with Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
Toronto.
KEITH MASTERS, Chicago attorney for WGN and MBS, has been
commissioned a captain in the Army
Air Forces and is stationed at Wright
Field, Dayton.
ROBERT J. STRAND, formerly with
Parade, weekly news picture magazine,
and International News Service, has
joined the New York sales staff of
MBS.
HAL COULTER, sales promotion
manager of KYW, Philadelphia, is the
father of a girl born recently.

C.

Roy

Dickinson

Dies
Following Stroke
COL. C. ROY DICKINSON, 54,
who re-entered military service in
January, 1942, after resigning as
president of Printers Ink, died Feb.
22 in Washington a few hours after
being stricken with a cerebral
hemorrhage. In World War I Col.
Dickinson served on the Creel Committee on Public Information. He
re-entered the service on the staff
of Selective Service Headquarters
in Washington.
Col. Dickinson was born in Newark, N. J. After graduating from
Princeton U. he wrote fiction and
later was with Puck before joining
the New York Times in 1916. Joining Printers Ink in 1919 as associate editor, he became president in
1933. He was a director of the National Publishers Association and a
member, among various other clubs,
of the Advertising Club of New
York. He is survived by his wife
and three children.
Fred

Solton

FRED SOLTON, 52, Philadelphia
radio salesman died Feb. 17 following a heart attack suffered at a
theatre. One of the city's radio
pioneers, he was associated with
WPEN since 1929. His wife survives.
ELWYN J. (Mike) ROWELL, head
of the Radio and Markets Division of
Agriculture
Dept.'s
Food Distribution
Administration,
attended
conferences
at the FDA offices in Chicago and
Cleveland last week.
GEORGE W. SMITH, managing director of WWVA, Wheeling W. Va.,
was recently re-elected president of the
Ohio Valley Board of Trade by a
large majority.
LANCE G. HOOKS, for several years
chief of the radio section of Agriculture Dept.
Distribution
AdministrationFood
in the Great
Lakes Region,
with headquarters in Chicago, will
shortly be inducted into the Army.
G. F. BAUER, salesman of WINN,
Louisville, has been named sales manager. Bob Campbell has joined WINN
to handle sales promotion.
WILLIAM SCHUDT Jr., eastern division field manager in the CBS station relations department, is absent
from his office due to pneumonia.
Col. Bartlett Named
APOINTMENT of Lt. Col. Theodore L. Bartlett, former FCC attorney, as chief of the Controls Division of the Directorate of Communications, Army Air Forces, was
announced last week by Col. Alfred
W. Marriner, director. Col. Bartlett
has been acting chief of the division
for the last five months, taking over
the duties of Col. D. F. Henry, now
on overseas duty. Prior to his
Army service last year, Col. Bartlett was chief of the Administrative
Section of the FCC Law Dept. and
had been with the FCC and the former Radio Commission in legal capacities. Several units of the Controls Division are being moved to
Philadelphia for expanded functions, including frequency and call
letter assignments, crystal controls
and distribution, radio monitoring
and operating procedures and other
communications services. Col. Bartlett,
however, remains headquartered in Washington.
March
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George L. Beebout
GEORGE L. BEEBOUT, program
director of WFMJ, Youngstown,
0., died Monday, Feb. 22. He had
been ill for several months from
leukemia. Mr. Beebout was born
and reared in Canton, O., and at
one time was program director of
WHBC, that city. Before joining
WFMJ, he had been assistant program director, then program director of WHKC, Columbus, O. While
program director of WFMJ, Mr.
Beebout handled many important

IND

BEH

CHARLES
BENZINGER,
of the
CBS publicity desk, reported Feb. 25
for duty as an air cadet in the Army.
Leona John-poll takes his place. Another addition to the publicity department is Renee Glasser, at one time on
the promotion
of WBAL.
more. Fernandezstaff
Aldana.
former Baltiradio
and newspaperman in Spain and Mexico, has joined the CBS shortwave
publicity department, reporting to Will
Marcus, publicity director of the CBS
Latin American network.
TED REAMS, CBS staff announcer,
left Feb. 20 to join the Army. Harry
Kramer, recently at WQXR, New
York, and previously at WABC, has
joined the CBS staff.
JOE WILSON, formerly of the
sports staff of WGAR, Cleveland, has
joined the staff of WJJD, Chicago.
ROY ROWAN, announcer of WGY,
Schenectady, has left to join Buffalo
Broadcasting Corp., and Ed Barry, announcer, has left to join the OWl as
program assistant in the shortwave division in New York. Victor H. Campbell assistant to A. O. Coggeshall,
program manager, and James Connolly, in charge of traffic, have joined
the Army.
GEORGE J. VOGEL, formerly a program supervisor and director in the
radio division of the Office of Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, has
been named director of transcription
production, a new post.

programs himself.
THESE NEWCOMERS to WOW, Omaha, hail from many parts (1 to r) :
Thomson Holtz, announcer, formerly of WDAF, Kansas City; Wesley
Jones, announcer, formerly of WHO, Des Moines; Martha Anne (Marty)
Thomson, actress-writer-singer, formerly of WKY WNAD WSUI WIND;
John Leslie, announcer, formerly of KOBH, Rapid City, S. D.; Bill
Warner, announcer, formerly of KTRI, Sioux City, la.
BILL MOSHIER, former publicity
director of KIRO, Seattle, has been
made educational director, _ replacing
Gordon Davies, who has joined the
Army. Frances Berglind has joined
the
staff Greene,
as Mr. new
Moshier's
assistant.
Lucille
to radio,
and
Maurice MaeDonald, former Lewis
County Clerk, have joined the continuity staff. Pat Hays, announcer, has
joined the Army.
CLIFTON T. HOLMAN Jr., former
announcer of WFCI, Pawtucket, R. I.,
and previously with other New England stations, has joined WEEI, Boston.
BUD DAVIES, announcer and producer of CKLW, Windsor-Detroit, has
joined the Royal Canadian Navy.

VELMA MICHENER, former continuity supervisor of KLZ, Denver, has
been made
director
of women's
ties. Patricia
Sterling,
former activitraffic
assistant has become continuity supervisor, while Catherine Linscott takes
her place in traffic department.
ENSIGN WARD QUAAL. formerly
of WGN, Chicago, has been assigned
to the Naval Training Station, Norfolk, Va., as munications
an officer.
instructor and comRUSTY

McCOLLUM,

fo rmer producer-announcer-special events director of KXA, Seattle, has joined
KFRC, San Francisco, as announcer.
JACK STAFFORD, sports announcer of KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.. has
reported to the Army Air Forces for
cadet training.
RAY KEMPER, in transcription department of KHJ, Hollywood, has
been inducted into the Army. Andy
Sijhaovich, head of the script department, has been transferred to transcription department, while Bob Turnbull of transcription has joined the
sound department.
RUBY GRANT, production chief of
WFTC, Kinston, N. C, has announced
her engagement to a Marine corporal.
BERNARD La BEAUME, formerly
in the traffic department of WOAL
San Antonio, Tex., has joined the
armed forces. Ernest Dimaline succeeds him. Mary Elizabeth McClanament. has joined the continuity departhan

The importance

of WTAG

in Central New

England

stands clearly revealed in N.B.C.'s "Tale of 412 Cities:"
• WTAG has 77% of the evening audience in
Worcester alone.
•

You can buy an hour on WTAG (national
network rates) at a cost per radio home of
less than half a cent. —

• For any of the other radio stations heard in
this area, the cost is from 30% to 200%
greater.

Ge*U*al A/eia Ctuplaud
is a MUST market
NBC BASIC RED NETWORK
PAUt H. RAYMER CO.
National Sales Representatives

Owned and operated by The Worcester Telegram-Gazette
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BRUCE GRANT, formerly of KSOKRNT, Des Moines, has replaced
Paul O. Godt, resigned, as studio manager of KARK, Little Rock, Ark.
JACKSON WEAVER, former announcer and m.c. of WFMJ, Youngstown. O.. has joined the staff of
WMAL, Washington.
NORMAN RUNIONS. announcer of
KIRO, Seattle, is father of a boy.
FORREST OWEN Jr., former announcer and night supervisor of
WXYZ, Detroit, and son of Commercial Manager Forrest F. Owen of
WELL, Battle Creek Mich, has been
named production manager of WTOL
Toledo.

ROBERT A. EISENMAN, formerly
of WCOS, Columbia, S. C, has joined
the
nah. program staff of WSAV, SavanARTHUR GODFREY, announcer of
WJSV, Washington, suffered a
crushed foot last week when he slipped
on the ice and the log he was cutting
rolled on his foot. Announcer Gunnar
Back, also log cutting, fell and cracked
two ribs when his saw slipped.
DON RODGERS, former announcer
of WLAP, Lexington, Ky., has joined
the staff of WKBN, Youngstown, O.,
having received a medical discharge
from the Army at Fort Knox.
DURWARD KIRBY m.c. of BLUE
Club Matinee, has joined the cast of
Meet Your Navy on the BLUE, Friday, 8:30-9
p.m. as Kansas
m.c. Commercials
for Hall
Brothers,
City, who
provide air-time for the program, are
announced by Jack Stillwell.
JOHN nadian
ADASKIN,
with Ca-is
Broadcasting producer
Corp., Toronto,
now freelancing. His first commercial
network
Yesterday,
Tomorrow show
on 32is CBC
stationsToday
for the<fRadio Mfrs. Assn. of Canada.
JAMES ECKMAN. formerly of
CKMO, Vancouver, has joined the announcing staff of CJOR Vancouver.
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ARITA HASSON, freelance writer,
recently joined the production staff of
KJBS, San Francisco.
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HY FAINE, national field representative of AFRA, has been appointed acting secretary of the Chicago local of
the talent union, to serve for the duration, replacing Ray Jones who expects
to be inducted into the Army early this
month. Faine has been granted a leave
from his field work. Vic Connors, other
national field man of the union, has
been deferred by his draft board and
will continue his AFRA organizing.
GEORGE LEWIS, formerly of the
Shubert press staff, has joined the
MBS publicity department, succeeding Margaret Kennedy, who moves into the sales department.
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BILLIE NOBLE, publicity director of
WLAW, Lawrence, Mass., has taken
a shift on the control board because
of manpower shortage. Jay Serwin,
announcer, has been inducted into the
Army.
ROGER RAMBEAUX has been made
publicity and promotion manager of
KLZ, Denver, replacing Elmer Fondren, who has been inducted into the
Army.
WILLIAM H. HAMILTON, sports
announcer of WHIO, Dayton, O., has
been promoted to production manager.
CPL. CHARLES A. ROSS, former
announcer of WCCO, Minneapolis,
and Mrs. Ross (the former Beatrice
Lade), at one time production manager of KDAL, Duluth, are parents of
a baby girl. Cpl. Ross is writing and
announcing
ters, Tex. programs at Camp "WalPAUL COURTNEY, former newswriter of the Chicago Sun, has joined
WBBM, Chicago, as newsman and
agricultural expert.
BILL EVANS. Chicago freelance,
has been named as m.c. of Record
Reveille, early-morning hour participating program on WGN, Chicago.
GORDON DAVIES, former educational director of KIRO, Seattle, is in
the Army. Lt. Hazel Kenyon, formerly of KIRO, is now assigned to Navy
Public Relations, Washington. Norma Nellis has been transferred from
the music library to program editor.
PAUL WEST has been signed to
write the weekly 60-minute amateur
program. Opportunity PDQ, which
starts March 7 under sponsorship of
Petrol Corp. on KNX, Hollywood.
KATHLEEN WILSON, child film
star, has joined NBC Hollywood, as
news writer.
AL SIMON, former publicity director
of WHN, New York, and now in the
Army, recently married Judy Rutherford, of Los Angeles.
RALPH M. KISCH, staff announcer
of W75NY, New York FM station,
has enlisted in the Army.
VAL JENSEN, former announcer of
WJBO, Baton Rouge, La., has joined
the announcing staff of WINS, New
York. George Finny, recently with
INS, has joined the news staff.
RUTH BLAIR WALLISER has
joined the Radio Council of the Chicago Public Schools as a producer.
Edward J. Crowley will continue as
associate producer and director of the
Central Radio Workshop. Elizabeth E.
Marshall, former liaison between the
Radio Council and other school departments, has been appointed program
director and assistant to George Jennings, acting director.
FLYING OFFICER JACK PEACH,
Royal Canadian Air Force, formerly
with the Overseas Unit of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., has returned
to Canada temporarily attached to the
radio liaison branch, RCAF. Before
going
couver. overseas he was at CBR, Van-

HUGH

WHITNEY MORRISON, director of talks, Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, has resigned to
become assistant to the president of
British West Indian Airways, with
headquarters in New York.
DOUG NIXON, formerly with
CKWX, Vancouver, and lately freelancing in Edmonton, Alta, and Don
Smith, formerly of the British Broadcasting Corp., have joined the Vancouver newsroom of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.
BERNARD BRADEN, of Vancouver,
has gone to Toronto to freelance.
DICK ELSON has been appointed
senior editor of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. newsroom at Vancouver,
succeeding J. N. Crandall, who has
joined the RCAF.
BOB HARVEY, announcer of CHEX,
Peterboro, Ont., has left to join the
Air Force. Bernard L. Cowan, freelance announcer of Toronto, and Ken
Campbell, formerly of CJIC, Saule
Ste. Marie, Ont., have joined the
staff.
BROADCASTING

Army Publicity Positions
Given Industry Figures
FOUR former radio men have been
added to the public relations staff
of the Army Air Forces Flying
Training Command, Fort Worth,
the unit responsible for all cadet
training.
Maj. Francis C. Healey, formerly
of NBC, New York, and the RKO
publicity department in Hollywood,
is chief public relations officer supervising the activities of training
posts from coast-to-coast.
Assisting him are Lt. Robert G.
Jennings and Lt. William Holden.
Lt. Jennings was formerly vicepresident and general manager of
WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati, and later
vice-president in charge of radio
for H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Lt. Holden was prominent as an
actor in radio and motion pictures.
Lt. Allen M. Whitlock, formerly
manager of Benton & Bowles,
Hollywood, and account executive
of Marschalk & Pratt, New York,
is attached to the West Coast training center.
KENDRICK B. CROSSLEY, former
Toronto agency announcer and producer, has joined the staff of CKGB,
Timmins, Ont.
GEORGE CLEMENS, of Kingston,
Ont., has joined the staff of CKGB,
Timmins, Ont.
MARJORIE GIES, of Minneapolis,
Minn., has: joined the staff of WNAX,
Yankton, S. D.
BILL THIEMAN, continuity writer of WCAE, Pittsburgh, has left for
the Army. Ben Muros takes his place.
Paul Fisher, former announcer of
WJPA, Washington Pa., has joined
the staff.
JOHN ROSE, former announcer of
WHUB, Cookeville, Tenn., and Joe
B. Long, new to radio, have joined
the staff of WROL Knoxville, Tenn.
Allen Stout, day production manager,
has passed the examination for a Federalof the
operator's
license,course
after atcompletion
ESMWT
U. of
Tennessee.
RAY WALTON, former announcer of
WEST, Easton, Pa. has joined
WIBG, Philadelphia succeeding Alan
Freed, who left for the Army.
EMMA MAY ROBERTS has been
named radio promotion head of the
Philadelphia Record, succeeding Enid
Hager, resigned. Miss Roberts formerly was with Radio Promotions Syndicate in Atlantic City.

JOHN SCANLON, formerly of
WTRY, Troy, N. Y., has joined the
announcing staff of KYW, Philadelphia.
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HARRY HERMAN, freelance scriptwriter and producer, will join J. Walter Thompson Co., New York to produce Three Ring Time, P. Ballantine
& Sons program starting on CBS
March S.
NBC has allocated desk space on the
main floor of its New York headquarters for three Government agencies :
The U. S. Civil Service Commission,
the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps,
and
the American Women's Voluntary
Services.
PHIL BAKER will move his CBS
quiz program, Take It or Leave It to
the West Coast in March for an eightweek period, while he takes part in a
film assignment. Series is sponsored by
Eversharp Inc.. Chicago. Agency is
Biow Co., New York.
FRED HARPER, for last two years
chief continuity writer and announcer
of WFIN, Findley, O., has joined
the announcing staff of WLW-WSAI,
Cincinnati. Vernon Gilmore, on Columbus O., newspapers for several
years, has joined the publicity staff.
SECOND LT. Thomas J. Dougall,
former scriptwriter of WXYZ, Detroit, has been assigned to the War
Dept. Radio Branch, Washington. In
the Feb. 22 issue of Broadcasting
his name was incorrectly given as
Thomas J. Walsh.
ART LINDSAY, former Coast announcer, has joined the staff of KIRO,
Seattle, as program director. He replaces Maury Rider.
JACK CLEARY. supervisor of announcers for the BLUE, has returned
to his desk after a back injury.

Letter
Disc Rejection
(Continued from page 11)
the benefit of a few within an industry
as a whole, were to be saddled with
can be pyramided on top of Federal
the costs of special industry unemand State social security plans withployment relief in addition to the already heavy costs of pioneering reout creating serious inequities. Certainly mere membership in a union
search and development, and subsequent promotion.
should not entitle a member to special privileges from an industry which
(b) do
Subsidizes
'Non-Employes.
does not employ him but happens to
We
not believe
that our comemploy some of his fellow members.
panies, who before your ban were emWe recognize that because a social
ploying the maximum number of musicians at the highest wages in the
philosophy is new it is not necessarily
wrong. What you have proposed is a
history of the music industry, should
startling new kind of social philosophy
be asked to assume responsibility for
for
both industry and labor. While
unemployment, even if such unemwe believe that it is wholly wrong in
ployment exists, of such of your union
members who are not and cannot be
principle, we doubt that either a
single union or a single industry is
employed by us.
qualified to be the final judge.
(c) Penalizes Employment and Use.
Only the people of the United States
We cannot approve a proposal which
imposes a private tax upon every phoare qualified to decide whether multinograph record manufactured and sold
ple systems of unemployment relief
when it is obvious that the records
administered by a variety of private
used in the home, far from creating
as well as governmental agencies shall
unemployment, have been the source
now be created. Authority for the application of such basically new social
of much profitable employment to your
theory
should therefore come from the
members. This has been publicly and
officially proclaimed on more than one
people'sgress. representatives
the ConSuch sanction wouldin necessarily
occasiontions.atSuch your
union's
recordsownused
in theconvenhome
be accompanied by rules and regulations defining the -limits, requirements
constitute at least 80% of the total
and approved objectives of such union
phonograph record output, and thus,
relief funds, and subjecting the union
under your proposal. 80% of your tax
and its administration of such funds
would ultimately fall squarely on the
public which buys records for home
to Governmental control and supervision. As in the ease of pension and
use and is in no way responsible for
whatever unemployment you may
retirement
plans created by corporaclaim exists.
tions for the benefit of their employees,
the Treasury Dept. would unquestion(d) Duplicates Government Relief.
ably desire to participate in such regThe Government has provided taxes
ulation and supervision.
for unemployment relief. A second tax
for a new private system aimed at
Up to Congress
the same relief seems wholly unjustiThis
is
not
rhetoric but plain statefied. Similar proposals could, with no
ment of fact because only the Congress
more excuse, be made by singers, enshould be called upon to answer such
gineers and others contributing to the
fundamental
questions as the following :
high quality of our products.
Any such private and isolated sys(a) Would not such a payment ditem of unemployment relief within an
rectly to a union offer an easy means
industry is not only contrary to pubof
evading
the "wage freeze" regulalic policy but would be in direct contions ;or, on the other hand, would it
flict with the various plans under disnot
be
deemed
an indirect increase in
cussion in Government circles for the
compensation to the members emexpansion of uniform and nationployed and, as such, in violation of
wide social security measures.
the regulations?
No private and limited scheme for
(b) If, on the other hand, it were
ultimately determined that the additional payment directly to the Federation were not additional compensation,
direct or indirect, to the employes,
would not such a payment be merely
a gratuity, and therefore a waste of
a company's assets which would subject theunder
company's
management to
liability
the law?
(c) Would not your proposal be in
violation of Section 8 of the National
Labor Relations Act which provides
that it shall be an unfair labor practice for an employer to "contribute
financial or other support" to any
labor organization?
(d) What would the Treasury
think of your proposal if it resulted
in diverting taxable income in the
hands of the employer to non-taxable
Text

NBC Chicago Recruits
TWO announcers are among four
recent additions to the staff of NBC
Chicago. New staff members are:
Bob Farral, formerly WWJ, Detroit, announcer; Bob Murphy,
formerly KSTP, St. Paul, announcer; Carl W. Simonson, Medill
Journalism graduate, press department; Mrs. Aldene Weber, secretory to John F. Ryan, manager of
press department.
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at 17

AT 17, Charles Baxter,
youngest man on the announcing staff of WTOL, Toledo, is the oldest in point of
service. Possessor of a rich
baritone
voice, joined
WTOL's
senior
announcer
the
station at 16, and has been
handling many special assignments as well as network
originations. He'll be 18 this
month, however, and WTOL
is expecting that Selective
Service will bring his career
temporarily to a halt.
receipts in the hands of your union?
(e) If on the other hand the Treasury Department refused to allow such
payments as a deductible expense of
the employer, would not the employer
be compelled to pay not only the contribution to your fund but also an
income tax on the amount of that
contribution?
(f) Would not any plan for creating artificial employment for unemployed members of the Federation be
contrary to the policy of the Manpower Commission, which is seeking
to draw into War industries at least
those persons not presently employed?
(g) Would not such a, payment as
you propose subject both you and us
to the charge of a conspiracy to maintain or to increase prices, — and a resulting prosecution by the Government
or civil suit by an injured consumer?
Only if you procure Congressional
authority for the creation of a fund
in accordance with your proposal
could such a proposal become operative without raising many presently
unanswerable questions.
Pending such Congressional authority for a plan which you yourself have
termed "absolutely new", we suggest
that you permit your members to return to work immediately and produce phonograph
and transcriptions which arerecords
sorely needed
for
both civilian and military morale.
Tou know of course, that we stand
ready able
to times
meetwhen
with you
you have
at allanything
reasonfurther to submit. We want you also
to know that the views here expressed
represent our individual as well as
our joint decisions.
Electrical Transcription Companies— Associated Music Publishers
Inc., dentby; Empire
John R. Broadcasting
Andrus, Vice-PresiCorp.,
by Gerald A. Kelleher, president;
Lang-Worth Feature Programs Inc.,
by C. O. Langlois, president; Muzak
Corp., Recording
by C. M. Division,
Finney, president;
Radio
NBC, by
C. Lloyd
Egner
vice-president;
Standard Radio, by Gerald King, partner;
World Broadcasting System Inc., by
A.
J. Kendrick vice-president; C. P.
MacGregor.
Phonograph
Record
—
Columbia
Recording
Corp.,Companies
by Edward
Wallerstein, president; Decca Records
Inc., by Jack Kapp, president; RCA"Victor Division, RCA, by Lawrence B.
Morris, director of personnel contract
relations.
Soundies — Soundies Distributing
Corp. of America Inc., by Samuel Oliphant, attorney.

Lawrence, Mass.
5000 Watts
680 KC
C.B.S.

WLAW
THE
CAPITAL

EDWARD RETRY & CO., National Representatives

7TH STATE
ENGLAND'S
Nat. Reps., The Katz Agency

550 WATTS ARIZONA
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Smith Pays Petrillo's Boys Extra Fee
For Tuxedos at Navy School

BECAUSE

James C. Petrillo's musician-members wore tuxedos recently during an appearance of the
Kate Smith show at the Great
. Lakes Naval Training Station in
Illinois, Miss Smith and her partTier, Ted Collins, were forced to pay
their orchestra $1.50 per man over
regular expenses.
That came to light last week
when it was learned that the CBS
team paid $9,000 out of their own
funds for the appearance. Like
many other popular acts the Kate
Smith show has been visiting Army
and Navy installations to entertain
men in the service, with the SmithCollins team footing all the bills.
Other radio, stage and screen stars
have spent considerable money to
entertain the men in training.
The $33 extra for wearing dinner jackets was but a small part
of the money assessed by Mr. Petrillo's union. In addition to the
regular charges, including transportation, hotel accommodations,
meals and incidentals, the SmithCollins team paid a standby fee to
the Waukegan, 111., AFM local and
a doubling fee to Petrillo's home
local in Chicago.
Added to those expenditures is
an extra "traveling fee" because
the Smith show uses studio muWOW
Promotions
FOUR staff promotions have been
announced by WOW, Omaha. Harry Burke has been moved from
program manager to assistant general manager and sales manager.
Lyle DeMoss, production manager,
"has been named program manager.
Ray Olson, chief announcer, becomes production manager. Helen
Lewis is traffic manager.
ANTHEM

NICE!

WANTED

Tribute to Washington Sought
By State Societies
TO OBTAIN a song of tribute to
Washington, the nation's capital,
the aid of radio stations is being
sought by the Conference of State
Societies, which asks professional
and amateur musical authors to
compose a fitting melody.
The song should theme Washington "as the center constellation of
the world," according to the committee. The contest is supported by
the Song Writers' Protective Assn.
Any American may enter although songs may be written by
collaborators. Each entry must be
complete with lyrics and music,
suited for full piano accompaniment. When mailed to Howland A.
Sarra, chairman, Washington
Song Contest Committee, Room 404,
1343 H St., N.W., Washington,
each entry should be signed by an
assumed name and the true name of
the author or authors contained in
a sealed enveloped. All entries must
be in by midnight, May 15, 1943
and 15 awards will be announced
during June.
BROADCASTING

sicians instead of a regular traveling band. That charge is based on
each 25 miles traveled by AFM
members.
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At another appearance in Atlantic City Miss Smith and Collins
paid $150 for the services of a
sound effects man while Miss Smith
sang the "Bombardier's Song".
That visit's expenses totaled $3,000.
An appearance at the Navy PreFlight School in North Carolina
cost $10,000, although it was pointed out that moving the Kate Smith
show is a costly project, what with
22 musicians, 20 singers, an engineer, sound effects man, production
man and a dozen or more assistants. The Kate Smith show is sponsored by General Foods Corp. and
when broadcasts originate from
military posts line charges are figured in the expenses.
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No Bond Tie-ups
TREASURY and OPA officials
warned last week that advertisements offering merchandise on condition that purchasers buy War
Stamps is specifically prohibited by
General Maximum Price Regulations. Although noting that it is
"undoubtedly pursued with the best
motives," D. W. Bell, Undersecretary of the Treasury, wrote that
"the Treasury strongly disapproves
the practice". OPA said the logical
outcome of such selling methods
would be a monopoly of scarce
goods for those who have sufficient
funds to buy the required amount
of Bonds.

England to OPA Post
MONROE B. ENGLAND, owner
of WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass., has
been appointed as a consultant of
the OPA's regional office in Boston,
dealing especially with radio publicity. Mr. England was formerly POPULARITY
a buyer for R. H. Macy & Co., New
York, and later was general manager of England Bros., a department store in Pittsfield. He is a director of the Berkshire Mutual
• MORE PEOPLE listen to WT AM, Cleveland,
Fire Insurance Co., Pittsfield, and
active in civic affairs.
than to any other station in the whole Northern
Ohio area. In the morning WTAM
WANTED!
★
SALESMAN!
ANNOUNCERS!
NEWS

the audience,- in the afternoon 43.1% of the audience and in the evening 53.2% of the audience
...a

combined

average of 45.1%

as against

27.8% for the next station. Yet the COST
WTAM is only $.000073 per family.
* Hooper Index, December-January 1942-43

of

COMMENTATOR!

Important eastern station offers good income to qualified
men over 38, or draft-exempt.
A real opportunity to better
yourself. Write fully in confidence to Box 344, BROADCASTING Magazine.
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ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
so — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WBT, Charlotte
Duke Power Co., Charlotte, 2 ne weekly,
thru J. Carson Brantley Adv. Agency,
Salisbury.
Leonard's
Fox direct.
System Hatchery, Charlotte,
2 so weekly,
Yager Liniment Co., Baltimore, 3 so weekly, thru Harvey Massengale Co., Durham.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(chewing gum), 21 ta weekly, thru Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
American Snuff Co., Memphis, 5 ta weekly, thru Simon & Gwynn, Memphis.
Thomas Leeming & Co., New York (Baume
Bengue), 10 ta weekly, thru William
Esty & Co.. N. Y.
Fleming & Sons, Dallas (Wallrite wallpaper), weeky sp, thru Couchman Adv.
Agency, Dallas.
Vick Chemical Co., New York (Vicks Inhaler), 6 sp weekly, thru Morse International. N. Y.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn, (candy)
6 sp weekly, thru Platt-Forbes, N. Y.
Swift & Co., Chicago (All-Sweet margarine), 5 so weekly, thru J. Walter
Thompson, Chicago.
CFCO, Chatham, Ont.
Dr. A. W. Chase Medicine Co., Oakville,
Ont., 10 ta weekly, thru Ardiel Adv.
Agency, Oakville.
Wonder Bakers, Toronto, 78 so, thru J. J.
Gibbons, Toronto.
National Drug & Chemical Co.. Montreal
(Gin pills), 65 so, thru A. McKim, Montreal.
McFayden Seed Co., Winnipeg, Man., 10
to weekly, thru Norris-Patterson, Winnipeg.
Dept.
of Natl.24 War
Services
& bones),
ta, thru
R. C.(scrap
Smithi; '(
Son, Toronto.
Dehydrated
Yeast sales
Hi-do yeast)
, ?~
to, thru Tandy
Adv. (Agency,
Toronto.
Standard Brands, New York ( Fleischmann's
yeast, Magic
bakingJ. Walter
powder),Thompson,
15 t'weekly
each, thru
Montreal.
W. K. Buckley, Toronto (cough remedy),
10 ta weekly, thru Walsh Adv. Co., Windsor, Ont.
WEEI, Boston
W. A. Snow Co., Boston (heating appliances), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Hirshon-Garfield, N. Y.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 3 ne weekly. 13
weeks, thru Presba, Fellers & Presba,
Chicago.
Hubincer Co., Keokuk, la. (starch). 6 in
weekly,
Louis. 13 weeks, thru Ralph Moore, St.
William Wise & Co., New York (books),
3 sa, thru Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
KPAS, Pasadena
Dave Minor Pub. Co., Chicago (piano instruction,) 3 weekly t, thru United Adv.
Co., Chicago.
Pathfinders Pub. Co., Chicago (magazine).
3 weekly t, thru United Adv. Co., Chicago.
Seaboard Finance Co., Los Angeles, 30
weekly
Angeles. ta, thru Smith & Bull Adv., Los
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold Medal
capsules), 6 weekly sa, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.

KQW, San Francisco
National Birth Certificate Advisory Service, Chicago, 3 sp weekly, thru First
United Broadcasters, Chicago.
Dwight-Edwards Co., San Francisco (cof,15 so
weekly, thru McCann-Erickson, fee)San
Francisco.
California Spray Chemical Corp., Richmond, Cal. (bug spray), 5 so weekly,
thru Long Adv. Service, San Francisco.
Petri Wine Co., San Francisco, 2 so weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Supersuds, Palmolive), 7 so weekly,
thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
National Lead Co., San Francisco (Dutch
Boy paint), 6 sa weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco, 3 sa weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey &
Co., San Francisco.
Larus Bros. & Co., Richmond, Va. (Domino wickcigarettes),
3 saY. weekly, thru War& Legler, N.
Berkshire Knitting Mills, Reading, Pn.
(stockings),
5 so weekly, thru GeareMarston,
Philadelphia.
Kilpatrick Bakeries, Oakland, 7 sa weekly,
thru
land. Emil Reinhardt Adv. Agency, OakNational Biscuit Co., New York (Shreddies), 6 so weekly, thru Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco (Hollywood bread), 6 so weekly,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
Parrott & Co., San Francisco (Simi
wines),
weekly, thru Blum's Adv.
Agency, 2Sanso Francisco.
Continental Baking Co., New York (Wonder bread), 5 ta weekly, thru Ted Bates
Inc., N. Y.
Sunnyvale Packing Co., San Francisco
(Rancho soups), 5 so weekly, thru
Foote, Cone and Belding, San Francisco.
Hulman & Co., Terre Haute, Ind. (Clabber
Girl baking powder) , 3 sa weekly, thru
Polly ea Adv., Terre Haute.

WJZ, New York
Grove Labs., Chicago (Bromo Quinine),
3 ne weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
Wesson Oil & Snowdrift Co., New Orleans (salad oil), 15 ta weekly, 13
weeks, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Hi-V Vitamin Corp., New York (vitamin
capsules), 2 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Applied Merchandising, N. Y.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Satevepost) , 8 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., N. Y.
Macfadden Pub., New York (True Story),
5 ta, thru Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.
Empire Gold Buying Service, New York, 6
so
Inc..weekly,
N. Y. 52 weeks, thru Carl Caiman
WHN, New York
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Super Suds, Palmolive soaps), so, 42
weeks, thru William Esty & Co., N. Y.
American Jewish Broadcasting Co., New
York, so, 52 weeks, thru A. B. Landau
Inc., N. Y.
Philip Morris & Co., N. Y. (Dunhill cigarettes), so, 13 weeks, thru Biow Co.,
N. Y.
Arden Book Co., New York, 5 sa weekly,
13 weeks, thru Roberts & Reimers Inc.,
N. Y.
KHJ, Hollywood
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold Medal
capsules), 5 to weekly, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Coast Federal Savings & Loan Assn., 5 sp
weekly, thru Robert F. Dennis Inc., Los
Angeles.
National Biscuit Co., New York (Shreddies), 4 ta weekly, thru Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Los Angeles.

WABC, New York
Seeman Bros., New York ( Flava-Bake) , 3
ne weekly, thru J. D. Tarcher & Co.,
N. Y.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Sotevepost) 3 sp weekly, thru MacFarland,
Aveyard & Co., N. Y.

WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort Worth
Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., Houston, weekly
sp, 26 weeks, direct.
Fashion Frocks Inc., Cincinnati, 13 t, thru
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Interstate Theaters, Dallas, weekly sp, 26
weeks, thru Segall & Weedin, Houston.
Imperial Sugar Co., Sugar Land, Tex., 156
sp, thru Tracy-Locke-Dawson, Dallas.

WOR, New York
Vick Chemical Co., New York (Vapo-Rub,
Vatronol), 3 ne weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Morse International, N. Y.
National Oats Co., Cedar Rapids, la. (National Three Minute Oats), 5 so weekly,
13 weeks, thru Irwin Vladimir & Co.,
N. Y.

WLOL, Minneapolis
Ex Lax Inc., Brooklyn, 5 ta weekly, 13
weeks, thru Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Walgreen Co., Chicago, 35 ne weekly, 52
weeks, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Lever Bros Co., Cambridge (Vimms), 5 ta
weekly, 6 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.

OUTPUT

TO BE MAINTAINED
CIGARETTE
manufacturers,
among the top users of radio time,
will be able to continue manufacturing and distribution activities in
1943 without curtailment, the WPB
said last week. The industry benefits from a large tobacco crop in
1942, and has a favorable manpower situation, WPB explained.
Last year,
tobacco'stime
grosstotaled
purchases of network
$18,176,000, approximately 15.4%
of all network time sales. This represented an increase between 15%
and 20%, the only large gain registered by a leading industry.
Cigarette consumption among civilians in the United States last
year was 14% above the high of
206 billion reached in 1941. Sales
were about 236 billion for the year.
Department Stores Plan
To Maintain Advertising
NO MARKED CHANGES are expected in the volume of 1943 department store advertising in newspapers, according to a Dept. of
Commerce survey made by field
officers in principal cities. A flexible
policy of adjustment to changing
conditions is favored by a majority
of stores.
The survey, to be published in
the March 4 issue of Domestic Commerce, indicates that most stores
expect to continue newspaper advertising at the 1942 level, limited
only by newsprint paper, excess
consumer demand and lack of
merchandise to sell. Several stores
report that they will continue to
advertise, even though they have
nothing to sell. They will sell the
store, boost War Bond sales, inform the public of new wartime
ways of living, and will not encourage unnecessary buying.
THE

Chicago Daily News has appointed Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago,
agency for radio to boost its circulation. Daily one-minute announcements
have been placed on a varied schedule
in Chicago on WENR, WIND and
WCFL. Contracts are for 52 weeks.

KROW, Oakland, Cal.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Soievepost) , 6 sa weekly, thru MacFarland,
Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
Seaboard Finance Co., Los Angeles, series
of ta, thru Smith & Bull, Los Angeles.
WPAT, Paterson, N. J.
Gospel Broadcasting Assn., Los Angeles,
weekly t, thru R. H. Alber Co., Los
Angeles.
Page
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VIOBIN Corp.. Monticello, 111., (Life
of Wheat), starting March 122 becomes
the eighth sponsor on Paul Gibson's
Housewives'
Protective
League
on
WBBM, Chicago.
Participation
on the
program is for 13 weeks. Agency is
Rogers & Smith. Chicago.
ESSEM PACKING Co. (cooked
meats) recently renewed for third consecutive year program featuring Shep
Wolan and his Essam Melodeers Sundays, 12 :30 noon. Contract was placed
through Elliott Adv., Boston.
SEALY MATTRESS Co., Chicago,
has purchased a weekly Sunday halfhour. S:30-9 p.m. on WON, Chicago,
starting March 28. The program has
not yet been decided. Sehwimmer &
Scott, Chicago, is the agency.
WALGREEN Co. (drug chain), on
March 1 begins sponsorship of fiveminute early-morning news commentary six days weekly on WMAQ, Chicago. Contract for 13 weeks was
placed by Sehwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
FOREMAN & CLARK, Los Angeles
(chain clothing), is sponsoring for the
duration monthly boxing bouts promoted by the 20-30 club, Sacramento, and heard over KROY, that city,
between boxers from all large Army
posts and air bases in northern California. Fights are described by KROY
sportscaster Bob Fouts.
J. H. STAFFORD INDUSTRIES,
Toronto (dehydrated soup), has started quarter-hour transcribed programs
six times weekly on CKCL, Toronto.
Account was placed by Commercial
Broadcasting Service, Toronto.
CALIFORNIA SPRAY Chemical Co.,
Richmond, Cal. (insect spray), in a
13-week campaign starting March 1,
will sponsor daily participation in the
combined Sunrise Salute and Housewive's Protective League programs on
KNX, Hollywood. Long Adv. Service,
San Jose, Cal., has the account.
LIFE OF WHEAT Co., Monticello,
111. (Life of Wheat vitamin products),
i on Feb. 22 began sponsoring thriceweekly quarter-hour Something to
Talk About featuring Chuck Acree,
i on WLS, Chicago. Contract for 13
weeks was placed by Rogers & Smith,
Chicago.
PAL BLADE Co., New York (razor
blades), on Feb. 22 started Monday
through Saturday participations, 5 :306 :30 a.m., on Lois January's Reveille
Sweetheart over WABC, New York.
j McKESSON & BOBBINS, BridgeI port. Conn. (Bexel vitamins), on
March 1 begins sponsoring quarterhour news commentary Monday
through Friday on WBBM. Chicago,
with newscaster Harlan Eugene Read.
Agency is J. D. Tareher & Co., N. Y.
JOHN STUART SALES, Toronto
(Dunhill cigarette distributor), has
started an announcement campaign on
CKCL, Toronto. Placed direct.
MURPHY PRODUCTS Co., Burlington, Wis. (farm feeds), on Feb. 27
renews Barnyard Jamboree for 52
weeks on WLS. Chicago. The half
hour program is part of the WLS Saturday Night Barn Dance and features
Pat Buttram, Red Foley and the
Maple City Four. Agency is Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
LARRY DAVIDSON and Booth
Luck, of the eopywriting staff of Wade
Adv. Agency, Chicago, have been appointed to the production staff. Mr.
Davidson will direct the Murphy
Barnyard Jamboree on WLS. Mr.
Luck will direct Neivs of the World
sponsored on NBC by Miles Labs.
COOPERATIVE LEAGUE of U.S.A.,
New York, recently started for 13
weeks a weekly quarter-hour program
on KQW, San Francisco. Agency is
Atherton & Currier Inc., New York.

AUDIBLE "timetable" is
provided by several bus companies in the Monadnock region of New Hampshire in a
new twice-daily series of
programs on WKNE, Keene,
informing the public of
schedule changes, and presenting transportation problems in vital areas faced by
bus companies replacing automobiles on the road. Sponsors say the service is promoting good will between bus
companies and travelers.
MacFADDEN PUBLICATIONS.
New York (True Story magazine), recently started a series of three fiveminute programs weekly on KQW,
San Francisco. Agency is Raymond
Spector Co., New York.
PETERSON TRACTOR & Equipment Co., Hay ward, Cal. (Caterpillar Tractors ) , recently renewed for 52
weeks its quarter-hour farm news program five times weekly, on KQW, San
Francisco. Placed direct.
SUNLITE BAKERY, Chicago, recently started for 13 weeks three quarter-hour programs weekly on KQW,
San Francisco. Agency is W. E. Long
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
SLAPSY MAXIE's, San Francisco
(night club), recently started Slapsy
Maxie Time, a five-minute program,
five times weekly on KGO, San Francsico. Placed direct.
MOORE DRYDOCK Co., Oakland,
Cal., recently started a spot announcement campaign on KGO, San Francisco, to seek workers for ship-building.
POULTRY TRIBUNE. Chicago
(periodical), recently placed a series
of three five-minute programs weekly
on KQW, San Francisco. Agency is
First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
ALAMEDA NURSERY Co., Alameda, Cal. (plants), recently started a
campaign using three five-minute spots
weekly on KQW, San Francisco.
Agencyland, Cal.
is Emil Reinhardt Adv., Oak-
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Candy Spots Halted
RESTRICTIONS on sugar allotments have caused Fanny Farmer
Candy Shops, Rochester, to cancel
a spot campaign started last winter on 21 stations [Broadcasting,
Nov. 16]. Cancellation, which went
into effect last Friday, involved
women's participation programs in
key cities throughout the country.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York.

Told

It to Sweeney
DRAMATIZING a story of
auto tires allegedly sold on
the black market in Peoria,
111., the CBS Report to the
Nation program Feb. 21 included a character about to
buy a tire who introduced
himself thus: "I'm a friend of
Mr. Sweeney's." Telephones
rang at WMBD, Peoria. Irate
callers wanted to know how
come "Mr. Sweeney?" The
Sweeney Gasoline & Oil Co.
of Peoria, respected auto accessories dealers, likewise
was besieged. WMBD and
CBS did a lot of explaining.
The CBS scriptwriter in New
York hadn't heard of Sweeney's in Peoria. In fact he
was thinking only of the old
Americanism, "Tell it to
Sweeney," when he wrote
that line.

ONLY
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OSBORN

"Affiliated

AS BBDO
MANAGER
ALEX OSBORN, one of the found
ers of BBDO, and executive vicepresident in New York, for the past
four years, was elected to the new
post of vice president and general
manager,
by the agency's
board of directors,
following new
the
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"Congratulations

on the

top-notch job ASCAP's
script writers are doing!"
WMOB
• ASCAP Radio Program Service
offers, without cost to any ASCAPlicensed station, programs that are
written to entertain and to sell. If
you are not using these programs
you're
bet. new
Write
or
wire at missing
once anda the
series
will be sent you immediately.
ASCAP
Radio Program Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York

CRYSTALS

by

Thousantionsds"
vitalaccurac
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installa-rely onof trie,
y tting
and dependa
bility of Hipowex Precision Crystal
units. With recently enlarged facilities,
Hipower is maintaining greatly increased
production for/ .'all important services.
When essential' demand; begins'.to return
to
Hipowerneeds.
will be glad 'to help
your crystal
withnormal,
HIPOWER CRYSTAL CO.
Sales Division — 205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicaoo
Factory — 2035 Charleston Street, Chicaoo, III.
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to launch into an advertising career — "Get out and
meet the people. Master the psychology of individual selling first.
Sell vacuum cleaners, Realsilk hosiery, or automobiles". Burke Herrick, radio director of Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago, chose the latter. With
a B.S.C. from Creighton U. in Omaha and a year of graduate study
at the Harvard School of Business
Administration, Burke returned to
Omaha and sold some $250,000
worth of Ford cars in one year.

After having "met the people",
Burke turned to advertising as a
copywriter with BuchananThomas, Omaha. He later served
as account executive and radio director of Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, and subsequently as radio
director of N. W. Ayer & Son,
Chicago, rounding out ten years
of valuable experience for his present job.
As radio director of Leo Burnett
Co., Burke has been closely identified with the Kaltenborn newscasts
sponsored on NBC by Pure Oil
Co., Chicago. Recently the agency
also placed Upton Close in a quarter-hour Sunday afternoon commentary on MBS for Lumbermen's
Mutual Casualty Co., Chicago. He
also directs placement of radio for
Brown Shoe Co., Chicago Sun, Realsilk Hosiery Mills and others.
An expert on market testing,
Burke outlines these prerequisites
for a good radio test market: (1)
City must be a cross section of any
comparable larger city, with representative income groups from all
brackets and all sources. (2) Station selected must be able to do
the job, and must be comparative
in size to those used in the entire
list. (3) Distribution of product
must be normal. On the latter point,
Burke feels that too many time
salesmen do not fully acquaint
themselves with the distribution
and marketing problems of the

annual meeting of BBDO stockholders, Feb. 22. Mr. Osborn managed the Buffalo office prior to coming to New York. Ben Duffy and
Jack Cornelius were named executive vice-presidents and at the
same meeting, William H. Johns
was relected chairman of the
board, and Bruce Barton was reelected president.
Mr. Duffy, who will continue as
account executive of Vimms, Lever
Bros, vitamin product, will serve
as executive vice-president for the
east, including BBDO offices in
New York, Boston, Buffalo, Cleveland and Pittsburgh.
Mr. Duffy has spent 23 years in
advertising, . eventually concentrating in the media field. He was in
charge of the media department
of BBDO and continued in this capacityGeorge
following the
firm'sCo.,
merger-with
Batten
in
1928. Mr. Duffy has written numerous articles on selling, merchandising and market research and is
the author of two books, Advertising Media arid Markets, and 99
Days.
Jack Cornelius, manager of
BBDO's Western Division since
1939, will serve as executive vicepresident for the West in charge of
offices in Chicago, Minneapolis, San
Francisco, Hollywood, and Los Angeles. Mr.. Cornelius joined the
agency in i931 and has been vicepresident in charge of the Minneapolis office since 1933. Prior to
joining BBDO, he was active in the
newspaper advertising field, and
served as general sales manager of
the Rueben H. Donnelley Corp.
Wayland B. Geissinger, manager
of the Los Angeles office of BBDO
and Charles H. (Chuck) Ferguson,
an aecount executive of the BBDO
San Francisco office have been
elected vice-presidents, according
to a recent announcement by Mr.
Cornelius.
WALTER J. WEIR has been ap
pointed vice-president in charge of
creative work of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York. Prior to joining the agency,
Weir was vice-president and copy director of Lord & Thomas, and served
with J. M. Mathes Inc., New York,
in a similar capacity.

product for which an agency is
buying time.
Burke is married to the former

Helen Piercy, formerly women's
personnel
director of Montgomery,
Ward & Co., and has one child, a
daughter, Lynne. He is an excellent marksman, likes to hunt and
fish, collects recordings.

A. E. NELSON, president of A. E.
Nelson Co., San Francisco, former
San Franmanager
cisco, hasof
beenKPO-KGO,
reelected to the board
of directors of the San Francisco
Chamber of Commerce and made a
member of its executive committee.
RUTH FREDRICKS, production
manager, has been made manager of
Western Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
She succeeds Edward E. Keeler, who
resigned to join Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, as account
executive.
JACK mentGALE,
radio
depart-&
manager offormer
National
Concert
Artists Corp., Beverly Hills, Cal.. has
joined Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood, as account executive.
DAVID ECHOLS, manager of the
Mexico City office of Grant Adv., and
L. G. (Bucky) Harris, radio director,
on Feb. 28 were to leave on an extended business trip through South
America, including Rio de Janeiro,,
where Grant Adv. will shortly open a:
new branch office.
;
LOUIS N. BROCKWAY, vice-president in charge of the contact department of Young & Rubicam, New
York, has been appointed executive
vice-president and Harry H. Enders.
assistant treasurer, has been elected
secretary of the agency.
EASTERN Division of Campbell,
Ewald Co., will move its New York
offices from 1230 Sixth Ave. to 10
Rockefeller Plaza, March 1.
JOHN TAYLOR resigned last week
as script supervisor of Pedlar & Ryan,
New ' York, to go overseas for the^
American Red Cross. He will be succeeded by Mary Louise Anglin, script
editor of Henry Souvaine Inc., New
York, ' and formerly of Compton Adv.,
New York.
ARTHUR E. GOLDMAN, formerly
in charge of all publications and printed advertising for the American To-,
bacco Co., has joined Biow Co., New
York, as account executive.
WILSON TUTTLE, once a producer
With Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, is
rejoining the agency as a supervisor of
Radio. He returns to R&R after serving as radio executive of A. & S.
Lyons, talent and production firm. >
TRAVERS HAND, formerly on the
staff of Time Inc., has joined the newly established New York office of MacFarland-, Aveyard & Co. Arthur Mayer, formerly with Doyle, Kitchen &
McCormick, New York, is production
manager and Alfred C. Strasser, formerly with J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, is art director.
BERNARD PAGENSTECHER and
Clifford-C. Lozell have become partners
in M. H. Hackett Co., New York. Mr.
Pagenstecher, a vice-president, has been
with the agency since its inception. Mr.
Lozell is art director.
PAUL
HARPER
of
Leo C.Burnett
Co., account
Chicago,executive"
on the
Pure Oil account, has been commissioned major
thelastMarine
Corps'
and reported
forinduty
week. James
Love has
succeeded
Mr.
Harper
as
account executive.
JANE TRACY, Warner Bros, publicity department Hollywood, has joined
Warwick
& Legler, that city, as script
writer and assistant to Dick Mack,
agency producer.
WESTON HILL, copywriter and account executive of Sherman & Marrving
quette, Chicago, hasSeresigned.

wcsc
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Way's

Declaration

Executives'
Topic
Tulsa
Broadcaster Explains
His Plan of Independence
DECLARATION of Independence
for broadcasters, proposed by William B. Way, vice-president and
general manager of KVOO, Tulsa,
and member of the NAB board, and
submitted to the NAB board last
fall [Broadcasting, Oct. 19], was
the subject of last Wednesday's
meeting- of the Radio Executives
Club of New York.
As the principal speaker, Mr.
Way read the "Declaration" in its
entirety, following his presentation
of excerpts from the yearend
statement by Freeman Keyes, president of Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, which appeared in Broadcasting Dec. 28. Mr. Keyes' statement summed up the achievements
of radio during the last year and
brought out the attitude of agencies that "certain operational readjustments should be effected in
the industry during 1943".
Industry Benefits
Pointing out the benefits to the
entire industry, which would result
through adoption of his declaration, Mr. Way stressed that stations should remember they are licensed to operate "in the public interest, convenience and necessity"
and "should maintain the integrity
of the medium".
NAB members at the meeting included C. E. Arney, assistant to the
president; Everett Revercomb, auditor; Willard Egolf, in charge of
public and industry relations ; Walt
Dennis, in charge of news and information, and Mrs. Dorothy
Lewis, coordinator of listener activities. Other out-of-town guests
were Eugene O'Fallon, KFEL;
Tom Loft and Dale Taylor,
WENY; Gunnar Wiig, WHEC;
Gerald King, Standard Radio; Bill
Dowdell, WLW; G. G. White,
WMFD, and James H. Moore,
WSLS.
Mr. Way will address the Chicago Radio Management Club
March 30.

KOCY, Oklahoma City, Okla.
. . . precision, broader coverage
and more intelligent treatment of news makes PA
superior to any I have yet
worked with.
Bill Conine
Program Director

BROADCASTING

Men
Agency
Chicago
New

Form
Firm

L. T. Wallace Associated With

BLUE

BALTIMORE'S

Ferry-Hanly ; Named President
L. T. WALLACE, vice-president
and account executive for the last

MANHATTAN OUTLOOK on the
CBS sales picture is transmitted by
Arthur J. Kemp (center), Pacific
Coast sales manager, to these Hollywood executives following his four
weeks conference at the network's
New York headquarters. Salesminded trio (1 to r) are Harry W.
Witt, Southern California sales
manager; Mr. Kemp, and George L.
Moskovics, Pacific Coast sales promotion manager.

10 years of Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago, together with the
Chicago office of Ferry-Hanly Co.,
on March 1 was to form a new Chicago advertising agency under the
name Wallace-Ferry-Hanly Co.
The new firm will occupy present
offices of Ferry-Hanly at 111 West
Monroe St. until April 1 when the
agency will occupy the sixth floor
at 430 N. Michigan Ave.
New York and Kansas City offices of Ferry-Hanly will retain
that name, but will be closely allied
with the Chicago office of WallaceFerry-Hanly.
Veteran Agency Man

W&L

Coast Office

WARWICK & LEGLER, New York
agency, has established Hollywood
production offices at 6331 Hollywood Blvd. William M. Randol Jr.,
production aide of CBS, Hollywood,
has been made office manager. Dick
Mack, named office supervisor, will
produce the weekly Pabst Brewing
Co. program, Pabst Blue Ribbon
Town, which starts March 27 on
CBS. Mr. Mack also will continue
as producer of McKee & Albright
on the weekly NBC Rudy Vallee
Show, with Bill Demling, writer,
as aide. H. Paul Warwick and J. R.
Warwick, president and vice-president, respectively, of Warwick &
Legler, were on the Coast in midFebruary to set up the new office.

'Truth or Consequences'
Makes Tour for Bonds
RALPH EDWARDS will take his
NBC quiz program, Truth or Consequences, on a cross-country swing
in search of War Bond sales, starting March 13 in Albany and concluding the end of June in San
Francisco. Plan calls for the regular Saturday broadcast in key
cities and two other performances
in neighboring Army camps or cities each week, with Bond purchases serving for admission.
To raise funds to cover expenses
of the project, the production is
making stage appearances in New
York theatres prior to departure.
The Treasury Dept. has approved
the venture. Procter & Gamble,
Cincinnati, sponsor, will pay line
charges. Accompanying Edwards
will be his producer, Herb Moss;
Al Paschall, stage manager, and
Phil Davis, writer. Agency is
Compton Adv., New York.
Coal Disc Series
OLD BEN COAL Corp., Chicago
(Green-Marked coal), beginning
April 5 will sponsor a series of
transcribed quarter-hour programs
featuring Dr. Preston Bradley five
days a week on WGN WHO KSTP
WOW KFEQ KSD WNAX KBTM.
Contracts" for 26 weeks were placed
by J. R. Hamilton Adv. Agency,
Chicago. Albert L. Gale is account
executive.
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C. P. Hanly, president of FerryHanly, will be chairman of the
board of the new agency while Mr.
Wallace becomes president and
general manager in addition to
being a director of Ferry-Hanly.
Bruce Brewer and H. M. Montgomery will continue to supervise the
Kansas City and New York offices,
respectively.
A veteran in the agency business,
Mr. Wallace entered advertising in
1915 as a copywriter for Campbell-Ewald, Detroit. He later joined
McCann-Erickson, Cleveland, her
came a vice-president of that
agency, whose Chicago offices he
opened in 1924 and managed until
1933 when he joined Aubrey &
Moore.
Mr. Wallace will take the Campana Sales Co. account into the
new agency, and will continue to
supervise all Campana radio which
includes MBS First Nighter and
NBC Campana Serenade. In addition the new agency will handle all
accounts serviced by Chicago office
of Ferry-Hanly.

K0©2>

The Reforma is truly
the hotel of the
future, providing deluxe and ultra-mode r n tions
accommodawith every
facility for c o m fort and
ence rightconveniin the

Gill Joins Biow
SAMUEL E. GILL, formerly director of media and marketing of
Lord & Thomas, New York, has
joined Biow Co., New York, as director of marketing. Mr. Gill was
statistician for the 20th Century
Fund during 1934 and 1935, and
served as vice-president of Crossley Corp., for the following five
years. He headed a research firm
under his own name from 1940 to
1942.
Westinghouse Shift
WHEN Westinghouse Mfg. Co.,
Pittsburgh, shifts its Sunday halfhour series on NBC from New
York to Hollywood, effective March
7, Victor Young's orchestra and
Ken Darby's chorus will replace
Mark Warnow's band and the Lyn
Murray chorus, respectively. Supervising the start of the series on
the West Coast will be Hubbell
Robinson Jr., assistant director in
the radio department of Young &
Rubicam, New York agency in
charge, and Clarence Olmstead, director of the program.

midst of Mexico's
gloriousties.
recreational
opportuniAmerican
and Mexican
food. Low European Plan rates.
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City.
information
adAtlanticEssex
Hotel dress:
Service,
House, New York
"Home of Ciro*s — Mexico** Most Glamorous
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Night Club".
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U. S.
Hears
Audience
part of France owing to intensive
Data
Disclose
Axis jamming, it is found.
Furthermore there is evidence
Programs Reaching
that
the shortwave broadcasts to
Destinations
France are delivering the news to
others besides listeners themselves.
AMERICAN stations have a substantial audience in foreign counStudy of French underground newstries, according to information
papers shows that American radio
gathered by Government sources.
is an important source of news. In
There is evidence to show that the
fact one London observer familiar
with the material transmitted relisteners of France, Spain, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Sweden,
ported that "U. S. radio has accounted for at least half of the news
as well as those in Central Europe
and the Near East regularly receive
and feature items" used in a parbroadcasts from this country.
ticular set of underground newsListener growth is steady though
papers. News sources actually crednot swift and as a result some counited by the papers included CBS
tries have been slower in turning to
and Cincinnati programs.
American shortwave broadcasts
They Really Listen
than others, it is disclosed. France
is found to have the largest audiA letter from an American in
ence for U. S. programs. In fact
the unoccupied zone assures that
there is clear evidence that recepthe "people in France do . listen,
tion there is excellent and the audiparticularly in the occupied parts,
ence unmistakable.
to Boston, New York and CincinThese findings are construed as
nati shortwave radio programs."
refutation to the charges that
One Frenchman, who came to the
American stations are futilely
U. S. late last year, said he heard
hurling vast quantities of signals
the U. S. transmission at a particuinto empty air.
lar time every night from last summer on. Furthermore, he explained
Daily Barrage
that those who don't listen much
For several months the Overseas
get the news from friends who do.
Branch of OWI War Information
U. S. monitors report that Vichy
has been daily firing away at its
radio
stations have been broadcasttargets in the four corners of the
ing warnings against listening to
world. Shortwave is the basic
American stations in a tone of desweapon in this warfare and broadperation and entreaty, indicating
casts are aired around the clock in
that shortwave radio has already
21 languages for a total of 2,682
programs a week (as of February) , established one strong second front.
a remarkable rate of production in
Spain's radio front is not so
strong as that of France, but this
view of the fact that this very unit
is not construed as a sign of
was turning out only seven profumbling or ineptness, since pracgrams per week in Feburary 1942.
tically no audience existed there for
Today there are 21 U. S. shortAmerican shortwave broadcasts six
wave transmitters in active service,
months ago. Mail from this country
■exclusive of the expansion program
indicates an audience is developing
under way, whose operations are
but the main problem is to familiarcalculated to produce maximum reize listeners with the time schedule.
sults in the main target areas. To
Germany
and Italy are sealed
accomplish this, five basic program
patterns have been established. One
tight and provide little direct contact. Most of the evidence of receppattern, which is a general Eurotion comes from their own official
pean beam, broadcasts in English,
German, French and Italian.
broadcasts. American analysts reaA second transmits programs in
English French, Spanish and
COLLEGE AND WAR
Portuguese. A third is all French.
There is one transmission aimed at
Bucknell U. Stresses Role
Central Europe and the Near East
-In Sponsored Show
■embracing the minor languages and
a Scandinavian service trajected
BUCKNELL U., Lewisburg, Pa.,
by stations capable of good receppioneer university in the use of radio, purchased time on WJZ, New
tion in Northern Europe.
York, for a broadcast Feb. 28, 2:30Mail has always come from
3 p.m. to mark its 97th anniversary
French listeners and since the fall
and to call attention to the role of
■of France it has continued to come
the small American college in the
to American shortwave stations,
nation's war program.
official data reveal. During the past
Dramatizing college life in warsix months this mail has increased.
time, and showing how the accelIts tenor clearly indicates that the
erated curriculum has been adapted
Voice of America has become the
to the times, the program was similar to several broadcasts aired
leading voice to many in France.
previously by Bucknell on time
From mail it has been concluded
that U. S. shortwave signals go
bought
"radio-minded"
members by
of three
the board
of trustees
Into important areas of that coun[Broadcasting, Oct. 26]. The WJZ
try with greater strength and clarprogram was shcrtwaved to Engity than those of the BBC. Mediumland and North Africa. Edward L.
wave transmissions originated by
Wertheim Agency, New York, handles the account.
the BBC only reach the western

Big
Official
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Shortwaves

son that German and Italian broadcasts would not take cognizance of
U. S. transmissions if they did not
feel their countrymen had been
listening to them. One more piece
of evidence of contact lies in the
th which our broadsignalcastsstreng
have in Switzerland.
Aside from its direct value as an
ear for U. S. broadcasts, Switzerland is conceded to be an important
gauge for general reception in
Central Europe. Reports from
there indicate the Swiss themselves
are interested in U. S. programs.
Audiences are further stimulated

REPORTER

Paul Manning, CBS, Trained
As Air Observer
TO PREPARE for combat reportorial missions with the U. S. Army
Eighth Air Force, Paul Manning,
CBS commentator, recently completed atraining course along with
seven other correspondents. At a
base somewhere in England they
were trained as observers to accompany heavy bombardment
squadrons on high altitude flying
missions.
The correspondents were schooled
in the use of the oxygen mask, in

country's thpress
the waveleng
on inand
by
of publicati
the time
of
American broadcasts. Aside from
the value these hold for listening
within Switzerland, it is further
cited as important to those within
the limits of the Axis, for Swiss
papers enter Axis-controlled countries.
Swedish Problem
Swedish listeners are known to
exist but there is no undue optimism
over the size of the group. In part
this is said to be caused by poor atmospheric conditions. Broadcasts
are heard throughout the country
when conditions permit but there
is no clear idea of the size of the
audience. Plans call for more intensive broadcasting to this area
in the near future. Another area
of uncertainty embraces such countries as Hungary, Bulgaria, Rumania and Poland. Programs are
beamed to them but there is as yet
insufficient data to offer enough
facts for conclusions as to signal
strength, audience or effectiveness.
Ample evidence of growth in the
shortwave listener audience is
noted by official observers. The
prospects for an increased audience
are considered bright in view of
OWI plans for programs prepared
here and then shipped to outpost
stations in transcription or script
form. Already this development has
begun.
Material will reach listeners
through the Overseas Branch of
OWI in one of three ways: Locally
produced either by outposts or prepared in the U. S. for shipment to
the outposts; relayed or rebroadcast programs picked by local
transmitters at outposts but originating in the U. S.; shortwave
transmissions beamed directly from
the U. S.
Shortwave relay service is one
year old and already represents an
important link in the propaganda
operations. London, for example,
now rebroadcasts seven daily programs of this type in English,
French, German, Italian and Polish.
Special events such as the North
African invasion call for special
material, and transmissions go on
in many languages.
The technical quality of these
relays is said to be excellent. In
fact, recordings made in Britain of
programs
transmitted
in this
BROADCASTING

Manning

Takes Off

first aid at high altitudes and in
the practice of abandonment of a
heavy bomber in case of a crash
landing at sea. Another important
lesson learned was the best ways of
staying out of the way of the comduring was
actual
Mr.bat crew
Manning
the operations'.
only radio
reporter graduated in this class because Elmer Peterson, NBC candidate, was rejected by the flight surgeon when it was discovered he had
suffered frostbitten fingers as a
youngster. The other successful
graduates were Gladwin Hill, AP;
William W. Wade, INS; Walter
Cronkite, UP ; Rober Post, New
York Times; Homer W. Bigart,
New York Herald-Tribune; Sgt.
Denton Scott, Yank, and Pvt. Andrew Rooney, Stars & Stripes.
fashion

under ordinary atmospheric conditions show little
distortion and good volume.
A good illustration of British
listener interest in American programming can be found in the case
of a program known as Answering
You, in which prominent Americans answer questions on the U. S.
sent from Britain. The first program in this series, according to a
listener research report by BBC's
staff, showed that 12.1% of the
adult civilian population listened.
The Appreciation Index, an over-all
evaluation of the BBC, showed a
listener result of 82%, six points
above their average for talks and
discussions. Furthermore, 94% of
the people who heard the first program said they wanted to hear
more of the series.
• Broadcast
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FCC
On

To

Face

Draft

Quiz

Policies

Military
Committee Seeking
Cause of 442 Deferments
FCC OFFICIALS are likely to be
among Government witnesses called
before a special House Military
Affairs Subcommittee within the
next week to tell Congress the
grounds on which the Commission
has obtained draft deferments for
442 employes.
The study of draft deferment
policies of Federal agencies has
been undertaken in the face of repeated charges that Goverment
bureaus are hoarding manpower in
the military age brackets. Rep.
Costelo (D-Cal.) is in charge of the
inquiry.
Inquiry Underway
Investigators of the committee
have already asked several war
agencies, including the OPA, WPB,
War Dep't, and Civil Service Commission for a list of all deferred
personnel. Rep. Costello says his
committee will ask officials from
agencies with high deferment proportions to explain their policies.
FCC recently was under considerable Congressional fire for deferments when Rep. Cox, (D-Ga.)
chairman of the FCC investigating
committee, said on the House floor
it "is common gossip all over town
that there is a higher percentage
of draft dodgers as a result of requests of departments of the FCC
| than any other department of the
' Government." These deferments —
442 in number according to Chairman Fly— have been defended by
the Commission on grounds that
i most of the group are specialists
and that the FCC Chairman felt
they would do a more significant
war job with the Commission than
in military service [Broadcasting,
Feb. 15, 22].
Noting reports that FCC's per
capita deferments were higher than
any other non-military Government
agency, Rep. Costello said Friday
that if it were so, someone from
j the Commission would undoubtedly
l be called to testify. He has said,
however, that the purpose of the
! investigation is to remove the stigma from draft deferment by assuring that men retained by the Government are actually essential.
L. A. Radio Tax Plan
A BUSINESS license fee amounting to $100 a quarter, on $15,000
I or less of the gross revenue of
broadcasting
stations, has been
I recommended to the Los Angeles
City Council. Proposal was made
in a resolution submitted by Councilman Roy Hampton and referred
to the Ways & Means Committee.
Hampton proposed preparation of
an ordinance setting up that schedl ule, plus $1 for each $1,000 additional gross revenue.
JACK HOLDEN. staff announcer
WLS, Chicago recently celebrated
tenth anniversary as announcer on
National Barn Dance, sponsored
NBC by Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind.
BROADCASTING

of
his
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FCC

Probe

Staff

{Cont'd from page 11)
ney
for theduring
U. S.the
Attorney's
office
in Detroit
last five years
of his work there, mostly during
the prohibition era.
A suite of rooms in the old House
Office Building has been assigned
Mr. Garey and his staff. Among
others, it is expected John Wesley
Weeks, of Georgia, former principal
attorney in the FCC's broadcast
section, will assist the New Yorker.
No word whatever has been forthcoming from any FCC source regarding the inquiry. Chairman Fly
refrained from any comment at his
news conference last Monday. In
some quarters it was reported that
staff members had been instructed
not to discuss the inquiry.
It was entirely possible that before the specialized Cox inquiry
into the FCC gets under way, that
agency will be called before one of
several Congressional committees
on other aspects of its operations.
Decision was announced last Wednesday .by the House Military Affairs Subcommittee that a staff of
investigators immediately would
commence its study of draft deferments in Government agencies.
Deferments Questioned
The fact that the FCC has procured deferments for 442 employes caused considerable debate
on the House floor in connection

House Group Will Hear
Dies-Accused FCC Trio
AMONG the 39 Government employes accused of purported Communist-front affiliations by Rep.
Dies (D.-Tex.), there are three
Federal Communications Commission employes who will have an
opportunity to reply to the charges
before a House Appropriations subcommittee presided over by Rep.
John H. Kerr, (D.-N. C).
The FCC employes, William
Dodd, Frederick Shuman and Goodwin Watson, are expected to be
heard this week, although testimony likely will not be available
until the closed hearings have been
completed. Mr. Dodd is the son
of the late Dr. William E. Dodd,
former ambassador to Germany.

AGENCY
yi

MEIERS
Co., Appleton,
Wis. (Ad-A-Da
vita.-nin capsules),
to Cramer-Krasselt
Co.,
Milwaukee. Radio will be used.
SHELDON Inc., Chicago (furriers), to A.
N. Baker Adv. Agency, Chicago. Newspapers, magazines and radio will be used.
BAUER & BLACK, Chicago (surgical
dressings,
elastic
goods), to Henri, Hurst
& McDonald,
Chicago.
H. J.
Co., Olive
Pittsburgh
tor forHEINZ
Cooperative
Products(distribuAssn.,
Call-Crest), to BBDO, Los Angeles.
MacMILLAN PETROLEUM Corp., Los
Angeles (Ring-Free motor oil), to Logan &
Arnold, that city. Radio, with other media,
planned in selected markets.
CONSOLIDATED DRUG Trade Products,
Chicago, to Calkins & Holden, Chicago.

NCAC

"I

ppai fttmeftti

Sells

Love
Myste
ry"
A CARLTON A
E. MORSE
THRILLER

PROCTER

&

GAMBLE

•

CBS

with consideration of the FCC's appropriation [Broadcasting, Feb.
22]. Rep. Cox then declared it was
"common gossip all over town that
there is a higher percentage of
draft-dodgers as a result of the
request of the departments in the
Communications Commission than
in any other department of the

John Charles Thomas — Westinghouse

Government."
The Select Smith Committee to

"Basin Street" — The Roxy Theatre, N. Y. City

investigate so-called "bureaucracy"
in Governmental agencies also has
announced its intention of looking
into FCC operations. This Committee was given an initial $60,000
fund by the House last Thursday.
This week it is expected to name
counsel and a prominent New England attorney is mentioned as the
likely selection.
The Dies Committee, which was
given another $75,000 appropriation afortnight ago, has announced
its intention of investigating three
members of the FCC's Foreign
Broadcast Intelligence Service. An
appropriation of $100,000 has been
established for the House Appropriations Committee to conduct its
own investigation of fiscal operations and needs of all Governmental
agencies.
The FCC appropriation of $7,609,000 approved by the House
Feb. 17 represented a cut of $480,000 from budget estimates. The
Senate Appropriations Committee
is expected to hear the FCC on the
same appropriation within a fortnight.
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Influencing Sales

Granted

to Mackay

THE FCC's grant of a direct radio
circuit to Algeria to Mackay Radio
.& Telegraph Co. will undoubtedly
mean a shift to that company by
the networks in their programs
from North Africa which have previously been carried over RCA
Communications channels.
It was understood, however, that
the networks are considering protests to the FCC over the transfer
of program service from RCAC.
Press associations, it is reported,
likewise may intervene.
Under the Commission authorization of an exclusive circuit to
Mackay Radio, which was dictated
for military reasons, that company
was ordered by the FCC to establish broadcast channels daily between the United States and Algeria. Mackay Radio is to handle
broadcast programs daily from
1200 to 1400 GMT and from 2130
to 2330 GMT from Algeria to the
United States.

Beyond

Pontiac

In cities . . . villages . . . farms
. . .for miles and miles around
Pontiac . . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers are heard watts.
over WCAR's
1000 streamlined
GET THE
FACTS
FROM

WCAR

PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
or the Foreman Co. • Chicago # New York

the popularromedian

Communications had inaugurated broadcast program service
from North Africa for American
networks shortly after the invasion
by Gen. Eisenhower's troops. These
programs have been carried daily
from Algeria and frequently on
The Army Hour program Sunday
over the RCAC link. Press Wireless which has been handling Mutual pickups, also had its application denied to set up the service
with Algeria.
RCA Communications was granted an authorization by the FCC
Feb. 23 to establish a direct circuit
to Dakar, which could be used for
network programs from the West
African point.
Levey Heads

Scophony

ARTHUR LEVEY, a founder, director and major stockholder in
Scophony Ltd., British television
company, has been signed to a fiveyear contract to serve as president
and general manager of Scophony
Corp. of America. Mr. Levey recently established the new company
in New York in association with
General Precision Equipment
Corp. and Television Productions
Inc. a subsidiary of Paramount
Pictures, which also is a stockholder in Allen B. Du Mont Labs., producers of television equipment and
operators of an experimental sightand-sound station, W2XWV, New
York.
RCA

WIBW»te
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Industrial

Ads

AN ADVERTISING campaign for
electronic tubes, themed "do it electronically," has been placed with
18 specialized trade publications
by RCA. The ads are designed to
reach all industrial users of electronic tubes, jobbers, engineers,
and others affected by tube development. RCA explains "we must do
a constructive selling job now because, although electronic tubes
are important today in the war effort, they are also one of the most
important products for the future."

CLYDE J. WHITE, senior supervisor
of the engineering department of
WGN, Chicago, has been commissioned
t in the TJ. S. Naval Rea lieutenan
serve and reported for duty on Feb.
Sibold, assistant super25. Robert
visor, has been named to replace Lt.
White. Robert Baird, of the engineering staff, has succeeded Mr. Sibold.
JAMES MATTLEY, new to radio,
has joined KERN, Bakersfield, Cal.,
as technician. He replaces Ken Taylor, now with the radio division of
Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Burbank,
Cal.
W. R. NICHOLS, chief operator and
resident engineer of KINY, Juneau,
Alaska, has resigned to accept appointment as supervisor of the Alaska
Aeronautics and Communications
Commission.
MRS. S. E. ADCOCK has obtained
an
operator's
after
of the
ESMWTlicense
course
at completion
the TJ. of
Tennessee and is serving on the engineering staff of WROL, Knoxville,
Tenn.
TONY VACCARO, former first
gineer of WHEB, Portsmouth, N.
recently inducted into the Army,
been assigned to the Air Forces
stationed at Miami Beach.

enH..
has
and

BYRON STRONG, of the engineering staff of WSAV, Savannah, has
been appointed resident transmitter
engineer.
JOE

KAY, engineer of NBC Hollywood, has been made a field supervisor. He succeeds M. S. Adams, who
recently resigned to join the Marines.
Harold R. Piatt, engineer of KPO,
San Francisco, has taken over Kay's
duties.
JIM

MURPHY, sound effects engineer of CBS Hollywood, has been inducted into the Army Air Forces and
is training at Santa Ana, Cal.
HALDMAN MARCH has joined the
engineering department of WIBG,
Philadelphia.
ROBERT L. RUSSELL, formerly
with the legal section of the Chicago
Signal Corps Depot and at one time
with General Motors and Chrysler in
an executive capacity, has joined the
Hallicrafters Co., Chicago (amateur
radio receiving sets), as administrative assistant. Cletus Wiot, who has
served in several divisions of Hallicrafters, has been appointed manager
of Government Contract Section.
HAROLD D. PAGE, former transmitter engineer of WAOV, Vincennes,
Ind., recently completed the Pre-Radar
course at Ohio State U. and is now in
a Signal Corps school in Philadelphia.
Stations

Units

Coverage

20- Watt Transmitters Are Used
To Reach Isolated Areas

ROOM

Minnesota

Relay

Assure

CONTROLS

Networks, Press Associations
Said to Plan Protests

RCA

FAR

CBC

Circuits

Air

Speaking Contest Finals
MORE than 500 boys and girls, representing 64countries, participated
in a public speaking - contest on
What The Four Freedoms. Mean to
Me, completed last week with a
broadcast over WCCO, KSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul; WEBC and
KDAL, Duluth; WMFG, Hibbing;
WHLB, Virginia; KYSM, Mankato; KROC, Rochester; KFAM, St.
Cloud.
Contest, sponsored by the Agriculture Extension Service of the U.
of Minnesota and the Minnesota
Jewish Council, was open to 40,000
members of 4-H Clubs and Older
Rural Youth groups. All Minnesota
stations, and KSOO, Sioux Falls,
S. D., broadcast first and second
eliminations.

BROADCASTING

LOW-POWERED relay transmitters are being used effectively by
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
to provide adequate radio reception to isolated communities in the
mountainous areas of Western
Canada. Ten such 20-watt transmitters are in operation in British Columbia and one in Edmunston, N. B., with plans underway
to extend the service to all isolated communities on the CBC 3,000mile network system, according to
Gordon W. Olive, chief engineer.
Wire Lines Used
When

Revelstoke, B. C, was deprived of radio in the fall of 1940,
with suspension of its only station,
a 20-watt relay transmitter was in- j
stalled in the railway telegraph
repeater station. All programs
routed through the repeater office
were fed to the transmitter.
CBC field engineers ascertained
that railway telegraph circuits acted as carriers for the radio frequency signal and that persons living up to 18 miles distant from
Revelstoke reported good reception.
Soon other relay transmitters were
installed and inhabitants of remote areas were given their first
contact with world events.
Call letters and frequencies of
the relay transmitters in British
Columbia are :
CBRA Revelstoke, 560 kc. ; CBRG
Prince George, 900 kc. ; CBRW Wells,
940 kc. ; CBRL Williams Lake, 730
kc; CBRQ Quesnel, 800 kc. ; CBRN
North Bend, 800 kc. ; CBRK Kimberley, 900 kc. ; CBRF Fernie, 940 kc. ;
CBRR Cranbrook, 1340 kc. ; CBRM
Creston 730 kc.
RADIO MARINE Corp. of America
has
been and
awarded
the Maritime
"M"
Pennant
the Victory
Fleet Flag.
Official 20.presentation will take place
March

Versatile

Cleric

LOSS neerofat WBRW,
an announcer-engiWelch, W.
Va., ordinarily would have
created a serious problem,
but the Rev. Robert Alfred
Godfrey, pastor of the First
Baptist Church of Iaeger, W.
Va., saved the day. The Reverend Bob, as he is known,
has his
own at
program
mon Echoes
3:45 Serp.m.
daily on WBRW. When the
station lost the announcerengineer, the Rev. Bob passed
an examination for operator,
then took 4% hours daily as
announcer and engineer,
working six days a week. In
addition to preaching and
filling in at WBRW, the
young minister is Civilian
Defense Commander for Iaeger and does a weekly halffrey.
hour program in behalf of
War Bonds. On the air he
calls himself Alfred God-
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W6XYZ

TELEVISION

OPERATIONS

BEGIN

WITH

THIS 100 KW. TUBE (type 862),
•an for 23,500 hours, more than
;hree years, at WWL, New Oreans. Emphasizing care in equipnent maintenance are L. E. N. durreil (left), WWL transmitter
supervisor, and Joseph E. Gros,
jngineer in charge of tubes.
Madden

Joins

RCA

EMMET N. MADDEN, formerly
nanager of the Frigidaire and
Household Appliance Division of
General Motors overseas operations
las joined the RCA Victor Division of the Radio Corp. of Ameri;a, as manager of the overseas
subsidiary and affiliated company
operations, according to an announcement last week by J. D.
Cook, managing director of the International department. The appointment, Mr. Cook said, was in
line with RCA's postwar planning
activities, looking forward to the
reopening of world markets when
the war is over.
RCA

Tube

Advice

FIVE rules to prolong the life of
electronic tubes are explained in
i'Tips on Making Transmitting
Tubes Last Longer", booklet being
distributed by RCA Commercial
Engineering Section, Harrison,
N. J. RCA says tubes operated at
maximum voltage capacity wear
out sooner, and gives detailed instructions for the right method of
putting tubes into operation by a
slow start.
PHILIP LIVINGSTON THOMSON,
pioneer in the use of industrial institutional advertising, recently completed his 40th year with vVestern
Bectric, where he is director of public relations. Mr. Thomson went to
JW-E
in 1903
as a $10
a week within
clerk,
(rose to
advertising
manager
eight years, and has continued to disince. rect the company's advertising ever

FCC special authority, television station W6XYZ, Hollywood,
owned and operated by Television
Productions Inc., a subsidiary of
Paramount Pictures Inc., began experimental program operations
recently, in charge of Klaus Landsberg, director of television.
Station transmits on 100 watts
video and 200 watts audio, on television channel No. 4, with picture
carrier frequency of 79.25 megacycles and sound carrier frequency
of 83.75 megacycles. FCC construction permit to Television Productions Inc., was granted Aug. 5,
1940. Du Mont cameras and transmitting equipment augment several
custom-built units designed and
constructed under direction of Mr.
Landsberg for W6XYZ. Station is
also using a special experimental
antenna system.
Mr. Landsberg, who joined Television Productions Inc., in August
1941 as chief engineer, was named
director of television a year later.
Previously he had been affiliated
with Farnsworth Television Inc.,
Philadelphia; NBC New York, and
the Allen B. Du Mont Labs., Passaic, N. Y. Associated with him in
W6XYZ are Adeline Jay, technical
assistant and stage manager; H. A.
Strothers, transmitter operator;
Eugene F. Hagemeyer, studio operator, and Rita J. Williams, sound
operator.
To conserve equipment, no heavy
program schedule is planned, according to Mr. Landsberg. Activity
will be almost entirely confined to
Civilian Defense, with two programs weekly, in which civilian
defense workers will receive instruction in the use of emergency
equipment via television. Receiver
sets have been installed in Hollywood police stations by Television
Productions Inc., augmenting some
200 receivers in private homes.
With addition of the twice-weekly program on W6XYZ, the Los
Angeles City Defense Council is
conducting an education campaign
through 12-weekly broadcasts on
10 stations, Joe Micciche, Council
radio relations director, disclosed.
Programs include Fire Defense on
KMTR and KGFJ, Los Angeles;
Mr. and Mrs., informal interview,
and a weekly information series
on KFWB, Hollywood; Woman's
Journal on KPAS, Pasadena; Soldiers in Mufti on KNX, Hollywood ;
Victory Volunteers on KFAC and
KRKD, Los Angeles; Civilian Defense in Action on KFI, Los Angeles, and War at Home on KM PC,
Beverly Hills.
Canned

WOMEN

TAKE

Mother of 7 Among

OVER
Feminine

-Engineers
at CBCHAVING LOST 40 engineers to
military service and with others
about to be called, the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. is solving its
manpower shortage with women
operators.
Already on the job at CBF, Montreal, is Mrs. Germaine L. Dandois, mother of seven children. Following the recent death of her
husband, Pierre Dandois, operator
of CBF, Mrs. Dandois stepped into
the job. She formerly assisted Mr.
Dandois when he operated the amateur station CHNC, New Carlisle,

cAsk
John Blair

Another woman now doing fulltime duty is Joan Annand, daughQue. ter of James Annand, former manager of CFRC, Kingston, Ont., and
CKTB, St. Catherines, Ont. Miss
Annand is on duty at CBL and
CBY, Toronto. She formerly operated at CFRC and CKTB.
Edna Little, formerly of CBR,
Vancouver, and one-time music library clerk for CBC Toronto, now
is a studio operator in Toronto.
Mary Muir, who joined CBC Toronto as PBX operator, is being
trained for a studio operator's post
at CBL and CBY.
Women operators at CBC studios work 44 hours weekly and
are doing efficient work, officials
report. As military needs drain
manpower more women will be
trained to take over while the men
are in service.
WADE BARNES and Donald Heyworth, announcers of WCAU, Philadelphia, are collaborating on a play,
More Than You Know.

THAT

MOUSETRAP

STORY

' I 'HAT old mousetrap story may be all right for
the man who can afford to sit around and wait.
But if you want to keep out of the red and keep
your employees out of the breadlines, your changeover to peacetime operations will have to be done
quickly.
And that quick change-over means a market, ready —
waiting for you! Keep your customers waiting for
you by giving them something they value — radio
entertainment — to remember you by.

Radio

CODE
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MOST
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EFFECTIVE

APPROACH

TO

SALES
AMERI-

CA'S LARGEST MARKET.

FOR OFFENSE • FOR DEFENSE
BUY U. S. BONDS TODAY

and theory are not essential to the operator of a
new 23-pound portable radio
transmitter recently developed by the Army Signal
Corps. Waterproof, and attached to a parachute, the
set is powered by a handcranked generator and sends
an SOS recorded on a disc
within. Signal covers 25 miles
under any conditions, will
reach 500 miles on favorable
nights.

CFRB

'
R ONTO
860TO KILOCYCLES

Surveys prove at least one quarter of all radios in Canada's
richest market are always tuned to CFRB

1
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Newspapers

are

AFRA

Spared

Second Paper Reduction
A REPRIEVE for newspapers expecting their second paper cut of
the year on April 1 was announced
by WPB last week, after the Canadian Wood & Pulp Administration reported that an open winter
and extraordinary efforts had resutled in improved pulp supplies.
Newspapers had already absorbed a 10% reduction on Jan. 1.
Despite postponement of a second
cut, WPB officials warned that curtailment orders remain in effect,
and urged continued efforts to save
paper. At the suggestion of its
Newspaper Advisory Committee,
WPB is adopting a graduated scale
formula as means of putting future
reductions in effect. The postponement of a slash for newspapers
does not affect the presumptive second curtailment April 1 of coated
stock supplies for magazines, a
WPB official pointed out.
Ceiling on Quartz
CEILING prices on Brazilian
quartz crystals, used in radio transmitters and receivers, are being
prepared to safeguard the supply
of the material, OPA said last
week. Ceilings based on the Brazilian government table of values
for quartz will be announced, OPA
said, after importers are consulted
on pricing and grading methods.
JACK SOELL, of the KXOK, St.
Louis, sales staff, has written another
popular tune, "So Tired", which is
being heard more and more often over
the networks.

-BIG-

With

NO GAS, BUT WPDQ, Jacksonville, salesmen go to town in this buggy,
used to service all accounts on the station. Ready for a jaunt are (1 to r):
Frank Taylor, business manager; Bob Feagin, general manager; Marshall
Earle, Ann Rudolph and Jerry Wiggley, salesmen. Originally planned as
a promotion stunt, the bvggy has proved so serviceable that the salesmen
fight to use it. And besides they like to shout "Giddap".

Disc

Ban
May
Go to FDR
(Continued from page 9)

and the obvious prerequisite of enabling legislation, were raised.
"Certainly membership in an organization should not entitle a
member to special privileges from
an industry which does not employ
him but happens to employ some
of his fellow members," said the
letter. It was suggested that until
such time as AFM procured "Congressional authorization" for the
plan, which he himself had termed
"absolutely new" that "you permit your members to return to
work immediately and produce
phonograph records and transcriptions which are sorely needed for
both civilian and military morale.

And this job takes

A Columbia Broadcasting System Affiliate.

• March

that the Government has provided
taxes for employment relief and
that "a second tax for a new private system aimed at the same relief seems wholly unjustified".
Meanwhile, the Federal District
Court in Chicago last Tuesday authorized a 20-day extension for
AFM, or until March 29, for the
filing of its reply to the Dept. of
Justice amended complaint in the
second anti-trust suit against the
union. Judge John P. Barnes, who
granted the extension, two weeks
ago ordered the case to trial on the
basis that the Government complaint raised issues not ruled upon
in the earlier case which was dismissed by him last Oct. 12 as a
"labor dispute". The new contentions related to the probable demise
of many small broadcasting stations deprived of recordings as a
result of the Aug. 1 ban.
The anticipated entry of a CIO
musicians union into the recording
field has not materialized and
whether it will at all seems doubtful. Studio Record Co., New York,
which in January circularized stations with an offer to supply them
with records of new tunes played
by CIO bands on a regular basis
but which had not started operations pending the outcome of the
negotiations between the AFM and
the recording companies, stated last
week it had abandoned its plans
for the present, at least, because
of the shortage of shellac.

and signatories
of the union's
mercial and transcription
codes comare
expected to get under way early
this week. Both sets of negotiations
are also expected to be concluded
in short order, as AFRA has proposed no changes in the present
contracts except increases in the
minimum scale in conformity with
cost of living increases since the
contracts were first agreed on and
their extension for another year,
as was done in the case of the
AFRA sustaining code.
Seeks Higher Scale
AFRA is asking for a 19% increase in the commercial minimums,
based on cost of living increases between Dec. 15, 1940 and Dec. 15,
1942. Although advertising agencies
are intimately concerned, they have
never signed the code, but gave
letters to the network carrying
their programs that they would
abide by its provisions, the networks and package show producers
actually signing the union contracts. In negotiations, it is understood that the same procedure will
be followed as before. A committee
of agency radio executives will be
invited to sit in on the discussion
as "observers."
A. K. Spencer, radio executive of
J. Walter Thompson Co. and chairman of the AAAA committee on
radio broadcasting, said that the
agency group will include agencies
which are not AAAA members as
well as those that are. Membership
was not completed last week, but
will as far as possible include men
who were in on previous negotiations, he said.
Agency and network representatives held a preliminary meeting at
AAAA headquarters in New York
last Tuesday, when the past operation of the code and the new proposals were generally discussed. A
similar meeting was also held last
week by representatives of transcription companies who received
AFRA's request for a 10 per cent
increase in the minimum transcription scale, based on the rise in the
cost of living between Dec. 15, 1941
and the same date of 1942. After a
brief general discussion, the members of this group also agreed to
meet with AFRA.
Larvex

priority over All
—with W B I G !

CREEN/BORO,
N.C.
CEO. P. HOLLINCBERY ■ CO., NAT. RE R

I, 1943

Starts

NEGOTIATIONS between American Federation of Radio Artists

Serious question also has been
raised about the legality of a private unemployment tax which, if
authorized in the case of union
musicians, might spread throughout the field of organized labor.
The letter to AFM
pointed out

40

Nets

Talk

Negotiations
Concern
Union's
Commercial and
Disc Codes

Private Tax Questioned
AFM was told that 80% of all
records sold were for use in private homes and that their manufacture had increased employment
of musicians. The royalty proposal,
it was pointed out, would ultimately place the tax on the public which buys records for home
use and is in no way responsible
for whatever employment may
exist.
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Pact

"It's most as good as WFDF
Flint Michigan!"

OWI Disc Sponsors
INSTITUTIONAL advertising of
patriotic transcriptions titled
Uncle Sam and issued by the Office
of War Information has been
started on WGL, Fort Wayne, Fridays at 6:30 p.m. by Farnsworth
Television & Radio Corp., Josly
n
Mfg. Co., S. F. Bowser & Co., Tokheim Oil Tank & Pump Co., and
Wayne Pump Co., all of that city.
BROADCASTING

Spots

ZONITE Co., New York, with a
97% sales increase in 1942 for its
Larvex mothproofing agent, will
enlarge its 1943 advertising appropriation by 39%. Drive will start
in April, comprising a spot campaign on 54 stations in addition to
the use of an expanded list of newspapers and national magazines.
Zonite has used limited spot radio
in
the past for Larvex. McCannErickson,
New York, is agency.
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Kobak
Blue

to

Dav

Clinic

Revamp
Schedule

Will Vary Programs
%/
Non-Serial Listeners

Is Held
Seven-Point

to Draw

PLANS are under way for reprogramming the entire daytime
structure of the BLUE, Edward
Kobak, BLUE executive vice-president, told a news
conference in Chicago last Tuesday.
"As a result of
an independent
survey of 5,000
calls in 100 cities
recently made for
us, we have assembled some viMr. Kobak
tal information on
daytime listeninghabits," he said. "We have come to
the conclusion that the daytime
serial, an elemental form of daytime programming, will retain its
tremendous audience but there is
also an equally as large, if not
larger, audience that does not listen to daytime serials all day long.
We intend to go after that audience.
"The Morton Downey program
sponsored by Coca-Cola, Baby Institute, Mystery Chef, and True Story
— all Monday through Friday programs, are part of the plan to capture a large part of the daytime
audience.
"The BLUE is still on the block",
Mr. Kobak said, "but there is little
likelihood of action until the Supreme Court decision on the FCC
network regulations. Both Mr.
Woods (BLUE president) and myself plan to stay with the network
after it is sold."

Leeming Replv Charges
FTC Strains Ad Claims
INCORRECT,
artificial and
strained interpretation of advertising for Baume Bengue is alleged
in the reply filed last week by
iThomas Leeming & Co., New York,
Ito a Federal Trade Commission
complaint charging that radio and
other advertising misrepresented
the therapeutic value of the preparation.
i The firm said that FTC, in issuing a complaint against the advertising, violated a stipulation
'signed in 1937 and that the Commission's
struction
of the interpretation
material and
did connot
accurately reflect its content.
Now Maj. Rorke
y CAPT. HAL B. RORKE, recently
' named assistant to Col. William
Nuckols, assistant to the director,
War Dept. Bureau of Public Relations, for Army Air Forces, has
been elevated to major of Army
Air Forces. He recently was transferred from the War Dept. Radio
Branch. Before entering the service
Maj. Rorke was assistant publicity
director of CBS New York and
head of CBS West Coast publicity.
BROADCASTING

on

Programs
by Mutual
Plan Is Subject

Of Meeting in New York
A SEVEN-POINT recommenda-

Official U. S. Navy Photograph
WAVES OF LOVE on WJAX,
Jacksonville. Here's Eloise M.
Cole, seaman 2d class, who has just
finished a course in radio communication at the WAVES Radio
School, U. of Wisconsin, and is
now on duty at the Naval Air Station in Jacksonville, interviewed
by her husband, Harry A. Cole, in
charge, WJAX studio operations.
RADIO

HELPS

KEEP

HIGH
ARMY
SPIRIT
RADIO is an important contributing factor to the high Army spirit
throughout the world, according to
Brig. Gen. Frederick H. Osborn,
chiefice of
the Army's Special ServDivision.
Speaking on the March of Time
(NBC, 10:30-11 p.m.) last Thursday
Gen.fighting
Osborn men
declared
"wherever our
may be,
they
hear by radio the programs they
used to hear back home and programs specially built only for
them . . . These are the men's own
shows, tailor-made for the fighting
men of the United Nations. No
commercial program could ever
hope to corral for any series of
broadcasts the talent appearing
on such weekly Army programs
as Mail Call or Command Per"The stars are only too glad to
formance."
contribute
their talents for these
and dozens of other Army programs." Gen. Osborn mentioned
Melody Roundup, Personal Album,
Yarns for Yanks, Frontline Theatre, Song Sheet, Jubilee, We Who
Fight and Music for Sunday, all
Army-produced for overseas consumption.
"News programs are always high
in the fighting man's interest," he
said. "Good news is encouragement and bad news a challenge."
Gen. Osborn said portable playback
equipment is used to play transcriptions for men in remote spots.
Records are flown to all corners of
the globe by the Army Ferrying
Command and air express.
"To the millions of America's
fighting men, ideas are ammunition," said Gen. Osborn. "And
thanks to radio, we can give them
the greatest idea of all : That wherever they may go to fight for this
country, they are still and always
part of the United States of
America." ESTES director of news,
BERNARD
special events, publicity and war programs of WINS, New York, resigns
from the station with the expiration of
his contract March 26.
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servMutual's
to improveand
tion
ices plan
to listeners
advertisers
was the main subject under discussion at the first MBS program
clinic, held Feb. 22 and 25 at the
Hotel Ambassador, New York.
Mutual executives, program managers and officials of key Mutual
stations attended the meetings on
those two days, separating the sessions so that program officials
could attend the BMI industry
music meetings on Feb. 23 and 24.
Daytime Plan
The seven recommendations offered those attending the clinic, details of which are not yet ready for
announcement, covered a new daytime structure which will be submitted to the Mutual board of directors at its next meeting; plan to
cut the news bulletin broadcast at
frequent intervals during the day
from two minutes to one minute in
length; plan to hold meetings similar to last week's every three
months; a recommendation that
special events be cleared on a
prompter basis.
General discussions also were
held on overseas coverage by
Mutual; of the new Censorship
Code with Eugene Carr of the
Office of Censorship, and of the operations of the OWI with Merritt
Barnum and Jack Van Nostrand of
the OWI.
Miller McClintock, president of
Mutual, opened the sessions Monday. Adolph Opfinger, Mutual program manager, presided at all
meetings. Present were Julius F.
Seebach, WOR, New York; Frank
Schreiber, Myrtle Goulet, WGN,
Chicago; Clifton Daniel, Leonard
Kapner, WCAE, Pittsburgh; Ed
Wallis, Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP,
Philadelphia; Herbert Rice, WGR,
Buffalo; George Steffy, Yankee
Network; Van Newkirk, Don Lee
Network ; Theodore Campeau,
CKLW, Windsor-Detroit ; Madeline Ensign, WOL, Washington;
Herman Fast, WKRC, Cincinnati;
C. M. Hunter, WHK, Cleveland;
Bert Hanauer, WFBR, Baltimore,
and Mutual officials, Tom Slater,
Hal Wagner, Lester Gottlieb,
James Maboney, Andrew Poole,
Fred Weber and Dave Driscoll.
Dress

Firm

LISTENERS

Buy

J

WFM
covering

greater

Yonngstown
More listeners, more hours
of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
O., area.*
Youngstown,
* C. E. HOOPER
Inc.
Blue Network
Headley-Reed, Rep.

THE VOICE

OF MISSISSIPPI

PORTLAND, OREGON
*EY TO THE GREAT WEST*
SFCC0 Watts-620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

on WOR

WITH

commercials stressing restricted buying of dresses, McKettrick Williams Inc., New York,
moderate priced dress firm, has
started participation on Bessie
Beatty's program on WOR, New
York, the station's first dress account, and McKettrick's first venture into radio. Since Miss Beatty
has been urging listeners not to
buy new clothes, McKettrick's conservation pleas will be in line with
the rest of the program.

IN ST. LOUIS, M0*
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Treasury s
Consistently
Better
Service
S,
— To our clients

$$$ WTOC
$$$
Savannah, Georgia
CBS - UP News - 5,000 Watts
Reps: the KATZ AGENCY

Protests
More
Draws
THE TREASURY'S recent letter
to broadcasters, suggesting that
they place in local newspapers a
fullpage advertisement of an enclosed mat to boost War Bond sales,
has provoked protests from station
officials.
Following publication in the
Feb. 15 issue of Broadcasting of
a reply sent by Morgan Saxton,
general manager, KROS, Clinton,
la., to Vincent Callahan, director
of radio and press of the Treasury
War Savings Staff, other broadcasters have replied in a similar
vein.
Newspapers

^rW

SdeA.%uUipbf

KFQD
ANCHORAGE
Alaska
• Alaska's

Oldest Station

• Still doing a swell job
• Always appreciative
Accounts
• Hdqtrs.
Forces

Alaska

790

of

Armed

KC

Favored

Bert Georges, general manager
of WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H., and
Chet L. Gonce, manager of KWEW,
Hobbs, N. M., joined Mr. Saxton in
offering the Government all the
free time necessary in the war effort. Both, however, drew the line
on buying page ads in local newspapers, particularly in view of curtailed radio revenue and the struggle small stations have encountered
because of the war.
Enclosing a clipping from a local
Hidden

NASHVILLE. TENNESS
OWNED AND OPEKATSD *J
THE NATIONAL. LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY.
M AT tO N 4 L REPRESENTATIVES. ED V A ■ 6 PSTtV * CO.. IN

Newspaper

Clause
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Suggestion

By Local Stations
newspaper, Mr. Georges wrote Mr.
Callahan: "I should like to point
out that the Treasury Dept. has
lent their endorsement to the local
merchants for this type of advertising, and as a result the local
newspaper has taken advantage to
the extent that they are actually
making a profit greater than the
normal cost of the page at a maxi-

rate." with reference
discountwrote,
Mr. mum
Gonce
to the Treasury mat: "I have had
many requests from Government
agencies for free radio time and
have granted them all. However,
this request is a little too much
for me. Here at KWEW we give
the many Government agencies an
average of around 24 hours of
actual broadcast time per month
which, if paid for at regular published rates, would amount to more
than
present
gross
BothourMr.
Georges
and income."
Mr. Gonce
called attention of Mr. Callahan
to the acute manpower shortage.
Mr. Gonce said KWEW probably
would be off the air now had not
his last operator with a first-class
license been rejected by the Army.

Found

As

Court

Upholds

Suit

Of

KOTN

in Fire

Loss

SUSTAINING a lower court's decision, the Arkansas Supreme
Court recently awarded damages
of $3,531 to the Universal Broadcasting Corp., operator of KOTN,
Pine Bluff, Ark., against the
United States Fire Ins. Co. as a
result of fire in the station's transmitter plant Oct. 15, 1941.
According to B. J. Parrish, station general manager, the insurance company refused settlement
on the grounds that the KOTN policy contained the "electrical exemption" clause, which provided the
insurance company would not be
liable for loss or damage caused by
electrical currents, whether artificial or natural. The fire in question originated in a cabinet and
was burning when discovered.
The Arkansas Supreme Court
held there was no evidence to prove
the insurance company's claim that
the blaze was caused by a short
circuit or other electrical disturbance. Mr. Parrish pointed out that
in Arkansas the burden of proof
as to origin of a fire is upon the
insurance company while in some
other states the insured must prove
origin.
Declaring that KOTN had interpreted the electrical exemption
"hidden" clause to cover normal
burning out of dynamos, motors,
coils, tubes and other devices, Mr.
Parrish said:
"Many station owners no doubt
interpret similar clauses in the
same manner. It might be well for
every broadcaster to read his fire
insurance policies and be sure they
cover the things he thinks they do.
It may be possible to lose an entire
transmitter with no chance of collecting damages because of that
little clause."
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TO CORRELATE operations of its
program and sales departments, Don
Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
in mid-February created a new commercial program department, according to Sydney Gaynor, general sales
manager. Under direction of John A.
Stewart, the new department is designed to offer better program service
and wider variety of shows to advertisers.
VICTOR HUGO-VIDAL has started
a series of thrice-weekly commentaries for Latin America over shortwave
stations WCRC WCDA WRUL
WLWO WRX in cooperation with the
Office of Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. Hugo-Vidal also directs
and produces for the CIAA the Spanish and Portugese shortwave versions
of
Robert
L. Ripley's
Not, and Tributo
A Los Believe
Heroes. It Or
SAMUEL WOODWORTH, general
manager of WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y.,
founded the station in 1922 while sales
manager of the new radio department
of the Westinghouse Co. in Syracuse.
Finding that static ruined most of his
receiver sales, Mr. Woodworth overcame the difficulty by building a 100
w. transmitter in the basement of his
home. Twenty first anniversary of
WFBL was celebrated last week.
PRESIDENTS OR DEANS of eight
Michigan church colleges are speakers
in a series started recently by WJR,
Detroit, 1 :30 p.m. Saturdays.
BING CROSBY donated his time on
a broadcast of Ships Ahoy, KPO program to secure more shipyard workers
in the bay area, when he was recently
in San Francisco.
CBR, Vancouver, has started a radio
workshop with seven weeks of weekly
lectures and instructions to 25 high
school students sponsored by the British Columbia Dept. of Education.
Each session provides a lecture on
some phase of radio work and practical instruction over the microphone consisting of talks, announceing, newscasting and dramatic work.
The series is in charge of Ken Caple,
BBR director of school broadcasts, and
microphone work comes under John
Barnes, CBR producer.

BROADCASTING

ESTHER

VAN WAGONER
TUFTY

but the news as reported by
a woman. That's the way
m"pro
's one
r gra
a "wo
Tuf
VanmanWag
Esther
NOT
ty describes her Headlines from
Washington broadcast over the Atlantic Coast Network from
WWDC, Washington, 12:45-1 p.m.
Monday through Saturday, sponsored by Plough Inc. for St. Joseph's Aspirin.
An outstanding correspondent,
Mrs. Tufty heads her own news
bureau and is one of the few women privileged to attend President
Roosevelt's news conferences. She
contributes feature articles to the
North American Newspaper Alliance, Transradio Press, Newsweek and the Central Press Assn.
She also is associate editor of the
magazine, She.

As president
the Women's
National Press Clubof last
year she was
hostess to such visiting celebrities
as the King of Greece and the
Duke and Duchess of Windsor.
At the invitation of the Ministry of Information she recently
completed a six-weeks mission to
England where she talked, wrote
and broadcast in the target zones.
For seven years Mrs. Tufty has
been a Washington correspondent,
but has retained interest in her
home state of Michigan where her
brother, Murray D. Van Wagoner
recently retired as governor. She
is married to Harold Guilford Tufty, power consultant to Secretary
of the Interior Harold Ickes, and
has two sons, Harold Jr., a student at the University of Virginia,
and James, a student at the Sanford Preparatory School.
Symphony Programs
ARTTJRO TOSCANINI, NBC conductor, will conduct the NBC Symin a Camp
non-broadcast
concert phony
forOrchestra
the USO
Shows
Inc., at the Naval Air Station, Lakehurst,
N. J., March regularly
17. The heard
New 1
York Philharmonic,
on CBS, presented a program under
the direction of John Barbirolli at
Fort Monmouth, N. J. Feb. 15, and
the Boston Symphony, currently on
BLUE, has volunteered its services to
USO
for a forces.
series of performances, for
the armed
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FOOD

RATIONING

Advertisers

Buy Time

HELPS

RADIO

To Bring Government

Messages, Preserve Brand Names
LAST MONTH H. J. Heinz Co. and
mean that as soon as the public has
The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
become accustomed to buying with
Co. returned to the air after abration stamps as well as with
sences of several years, sponsoring
money the whole cooperative adnetwork programs devoted not to
vertising program will stop.
The nutrition program and the
selling food products but to inoverall task of explaining why
structing the public in food buying
under present day restrictions. The
foods are short and asking for public cooperation must be carried on
Council on Candy As Food in Wartime also started a weekly network
continuously. Amateur agriculturtalk on rationing. Gerber Products
ists need advice and encouragement
Co. took a coast-to-coast network
in every step of victory gardening,
from selection of the piece of
for a one-time quarter-hour broadcast on the rationing of baby
ground right up to harvesting.
Civilian assistance in farm harvestgoods.
In addition to these advertisers
ing must also be recruited and
who are buying time on the air
farmers must be guided in the war
needs for specific crops.
expressly to aid the Government in
putting the rationing story across
One of the Best
to the American consumer, numerThe food industry has always
ous food companies are devoting
time of their regular programs to
been on« of radio's best customers.
Last year, according to the best
that end. General Mills, for exestimates available, about 22 per
ample, removed the usual program
cent of the national network revematerial from its Hymns of All
nue came from food advertising,
Churches and Betty Crocker broadand it is reasonable to presume that
casts during the week of Feb. 22,
the same percentage would hold for
substituting interviews with Govnational spot as well. If radio salesernment spokesmen on rationing.
men are on the job, 1943 ought to be
Plug Brand Names
even better.
Paradoxical as it may seem, it is
the opinion of many food industry
Weiland to CAP
observers that in this year of shortJONAS
WEILAND, owner of
ages and rationing, food producers
WFTC,
Kinston,
N. C, has taken
and distributors are better prosa leave of absence to devote fullpects for radio time than ever betime as lieutenant in the Civil Air
fore. Experienced advertisers who
Patrol. He has named Ray Woodknow the necessity of keeping their
ard, program director and chief anbrand names alive, even when they
nouncer, station manager. Other
have no immediate sales problem,
changes include appointment of
the food companies probably more
Bruce Mayo, formerly of WGTC,
than any other industry group are
Greenville, N. C, as chief engineer.
looking ahead to the postwar days
Jennie Ruth George, new to radio,
fwhen they will again be competing
has been named announcer succeeding Ionia Moran, now serving
for the housewife's favor.
with the USO. Mr. Weiland has
No less important is the patriotic
piloted his own plane for several
aspect of the situation. Food adyears, flying to NAB district meetvertisers realize the necessity of
ings and other industry conferences.
getting the public to understand
and accept food rationing, to raise
Victory Gardens and to can fruits
Jadassohn in Army
and vegetables at home, to learn
KURT
A. JADASSOHN, vice-presabout alternate foods to replace
ident of SESAC, associated with
those that are now scarce and to
the society since its founding, has
keep the family health at wartime
joined the Army Signal Corps, and
par by maintaining a balanced
Gus Hagenah, of the station reladiet.
tions staff, has resigned. SucceedAnd they also realize how much
ing Mr. Hagenah is Graham Harris, of BMI and previously conducjmore effectively many such messages can be put across in the adtor of WEAF-WJZ, New York.
vertising of a commercial company
than by a Government pamphlet or
FALSE and misleading claims in ra, news release.
dio and other advertising are charged
in a Federal Trade Commission comNo Letup Likely
plaint issued Feb. 17 against Master
Right now much of the radio time
Labs., Inc., Omaha, compounder of
l and publication space which food
hog and poultry medicinal preparations. (Master Liquid Hog Medicine;
|advertisers are donating to GovernOne-Shot Hog Wormer ; Master Florefment campaigns is concerned with
sine ; Master Fluid ; Master Liquid
point rationing. But this does not
Poultry Medicine; Masterol).

"FOUR
YEARS
OF SPONSORSHIP"
And audience monopoly over WQAM for

THE
SHADOW
Available locally on transcription — see C. MICHELSON
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Advertising

two other BLUE programs an hour
Time
Shift
earlier than previously, thus
{Continued from page 12)
shifting the cost for their sponsors
many factories are operating on a
from
an evening to a daytime net24-hour basis. FPC surveys show
work rate. Programs are Captain
conclusively, however, that even
Midnight, sponsored by Wander Cq,,
though the larger plants are oper- .
through Blackett - Sample - Humating 24 hours a day, their second
mert, Chicago, at 5:45-6 p.m.
and third peak-loads are not as
(EWT) on the original broadcast,
high as the first.
and Terry -and -the Pirates, heard
Billing on Local Time
at 6-6:15 p.m. (EWT) under sponLost revenue in rebates and new ' sorship of Quaker Oats, through
Sherman" &' Marquette, Chicago.
billings as a result of time change
"None of the NBC programs are
' will face broadcasters whose operaaffected by the measures adopted
tions are moved back an hour to
by the three States, and the netconform to new state laws in Michiwork reported its affiliates shifting
gan, Ohio and Georgia,, it was in- . to central war time in those states
dicated. The general opinion of the
to be WCOL, Columbus; WLW,
four major networks, expressed to
Cincinnati; WOOD, Grand Rapids;
Broadcasting, was that sponsors
WSAM, Saginaw; WWJ, Detroit,
would be billed for each station in
"and
WSB, Atlanta. NBC's second
accordance with the time on which
affiliate in Cincinnati, WSAI, is
the station operates. That would
remaining on Eastern War Time,
mean that programs sold under
however. Only NBC affiliate not
Class A time, 6-7 p.m., would be
reporting which time it will follow
billed at the afternoon rate.
ville,
as
of O.
last week, was WHIZ, ZanesCBS and the BLUE found certain of their commercial programs
At Mutual, it was reported that
affected by the time change. The
six Georgia outlets planned to shift
two CBS programs affected in to
Central War Time, including
Georgia, Blondie and News by
.
WLAG,
LaGrange; WGOV, ValFrazier Hunt [Broadcasting, Feb.
dosta; WDAK, West Point; WALB,
8], will also shift from the original
Albany; WBML, Macon, and
to the repeat broadcast on CBS stations in Michigan and Ohio which
WATL, Atlanta." In Michigan, Muchange from Eastern War Time to
tuals member stations WJMS, Ironwood, and WLAV, Grand Rapids,
Central War Time — namely,
WHIO, Dayton; WBNS, Columbus,
will shift to CWT, and still indefiand WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich.
nite last week as to its plans was
Sponsored by R. J. Reynolds ToWHKC, Columbus.
bacco Co., Bloyidie is heard 7:30-8
p. m. (EWT), with rebroadcast
10:30-11 p.m. (EWT). Wm Esty &
Co., New York, is the Agency.
Frazier Hunt, sponsored by General
Electric Co., through Maxon Inc.,
New York, is heard 6-6:15 p,m.
(EWT), with repeat at 10:45 p.m.
OTIS MORSE, IV
(EWT).
The Jack Armstrong program,
Program Director
sponsored on the BLUE by General
Mills, through Knox-Reeves, Minneapolis, will be heard at the repeat time of 6:30-6:45 p.m. (EWT)
instead of the original broadcast
time of 5:30 p.m. on the following
Thousands of buyers in this rich Central
BLUE affiliates in Ohio and MichiPennsylvania and Northern Maryland market
gan which shift to Central War
listen to WSBA. It's proved by . . .
ime: WING, Dayton; WIZE,
THE MAP THAT
Springfield; WCOL, Columbus;
WJIM, Lansing, and WELL, Battle
MAIL BUILT!
Creek. These stations will also take
SUNBuRr. .^q™
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Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

FEBRUARY

20 TO FEBRUARY

Decisions . . .
FEBRUARY 20
WGKY.
Charleston, W. Va.— Proposed
deny without prejudice CP change transmitting equipment, increase power, adopted.
WSON, Henderson, Ky. — Proposed deny
without prejudice mod. CP increase power
D only, 860 kc.. change transmitting
equipment, adopted.
FEBRUARY 23
KIDO, Boise, Ida., KORE, Eugene, Ore.
■— -Assignment licenses from Frank L. Hill
and Georgia Phillips, executrix of estate
of C. G. Phillips, deceased, to Frank L.
Hill and Violet G. Hill, d/b as Boise Broadcast Station and Eugene Broadcast Station, respectively.
KWKH, Shreveport, La. — Renewal license, DA-N.
KGNC, Airarillo, Tex. — H arini change
1440 to 860 kc. change 1000 to 500 w. N.
WEEU, Reading, Pa. — Denied permission
operate 7 a.m. to sunrise Jan., Feb.,
March, 1943.
KGFW, Kearney, Neb. — License renewal
to June 1, 1943.
WCAZ, Carthage, 111. — License renewal
to April 1, 1944.
WLOF, Orlando, Fla. — License renewal
to Feb. 1, 1945.
KHBG, Okmulgee, Okla. — License renewal to April 1, 1945.
WNBT, New York — License renewal to
Feb. 1, 1944.
Temporary license renewals to April 1,
1943 — KBST KOMO KC^J K^MB KOGF
KGKL KIEM KPLT KRBC KRLH KVGB
KXL WBBZ WBNX WBRW WCBT WEDC
WFCI WFTC WHOM WING WJBW
WNBZ WOCB WSYB WTEL WTRC.
WRUL, Boston — Renewal international
broadcast license.
W47NY, New York— Mod. CP new FM
station, extend completion date to Feb.
4, 1943; license to use 44,700 kc, service
area 8,500 sq. mi.
W5XAU, Oklahoma City, W9XLA, Denver— Temporary extension licenses to April
1, 1943.
W9XBT, Chicago, W9XUI, Iowa City, la.
— Temporary extension experimental television broadcast licenses to April 1, 1943.
W2XWE, Albany, N. Y., W9XWT, Louisville, Ky., W8XUM, Columbus, O.— Temporary extension licenses facsimile broadcast stations to April 1, 1943.
FEBRUARY 24
National Broadcasting Co. — Passed for
one week hearing on petition rehearing on
action granting mod. CP to WJW, Akron,
O.
KMTR, Los Angeles — Continued hearing
March 1 to April 15, 1943, on renewal
license operate 570 kc, 1 kw., unlimited.
WCOP, Boston — Continued hearing
March 16 to April 19, 1943, for license
renewal.
FEBRUARY 25
WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C, WKBN,
Youngstown, O., KPAS, Pasadena, Cal. —
Extend completion date.
WAPI, Birmingham, Ala. — License CP
change frequency, increase power, change
hours, DA-N.
WALB, Albany, Ga. — Continue hearing
Feb. 25 to March 16, 1943.
Tentative

Calendar

. . .

WBNY, Buffalo, New York— Mod. license
680 kc, 250 w., unlimited (March 3, 1943).

WHKY
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ons . . .
Applicati
FEBRUARY 23
KWTO, time.
Springfield, Mo.— Omit request
unlimited
FEBRUARY 25
KVOS, Bellingham, Wash.— Special Service Authorization operate 790 kc, 250 w.,
to Feb. 1, 1945. CP extend completion date.
KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash. — Extend special
service authorization operate 560 kc, 500
w. N, 1 kw. D, unlimited.

Wet work Accounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
B F. GOODRICH Co., Akron (institutional), on March 15 starts Joseph C. Harsch,
CBS news analyst, on 116 CBS stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 6:55-7 p.m. (various rebroadcast times). Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
P. BALLANTINE & SONS, Newark
(beer), on March 8 starts Three Ring Time
on 45 CBS s*a+ions. Mon.. 10:30-11 p.m.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
McKESSON & ROBBINS, Bridgeport,
Conn. (Bexel), on March 2 starts for 52
week* WiHinm Winter — Nevs Analyst on
7 CBS Pacific stations (KNX KARM
KROY KQW KDGM KOIN KIRO), Tues.,
Thurs., Sat.. 12 :30-12:45 p.m. (PWT).
Agency: J. D. Tarcher & Co., N Y.
TRTMOUNT CLOTHING Co., Boston
(Clipper Craft clothes), on March 28 for
13 weeks, resumes Dorothy Thompson, commentator, on 64 BLUE stations. Sun., 9 :4510 p.m. Agency: Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
GERBER PRODUCTS Co., Fremont,
Mich, (baby foods), on Feb. 28 only sponsors Baby Food Rationing, an interview
with Mrs. Gerber, on 116 CBS stations,
Sun., 1:30-1:45 p.m. Agency: Federal
Adv., N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
COCA COLA Co., Atlanta, on March 22
renews for 26 weeks Victory Parade of
Svotlight Bands on 140 BLUE stations,
Mon. thru Sat., 9:30-9:55 p.m. Agency:
D'Arcy Adv., N. Y.
CUDAHY PACKING Co., Chicago (Old
Dutch cleanser) , on March 22 renews Helpmate on 39 NBC stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
10:30-10:45 a.m. Agency: Grant Adv., Chicago.
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Have

48-Hour
Little

Regulations

Effect

Editor's Note: Regulations
governing the US-hour work
week were issued for Sunday
release by the WMC just before Broadcasting went to
press. Earlier story on page 18.
RADIO does not appear to be greatly affected by the War Manpower
Commission's regulations governing the application of the 48-hour
week controls, although they include stations in each of the 32
critical areas [Broadcasting, Feb.
8, 15].
The prime criterion appears to
lie in whether an organization can
increase production, release workers for other employment or otherwise aid the war effort through enforcement. The regulations, released yesterday have been sent to
all regional offices.
Liaison Is Local WMC
Practical administration of this
edict is largely in the hands of regional and local WMC offices and
exemptions are possible where it
can be shown conclusively that a
station cannot operate effectively
or efficiently by increasing the work
week (See story on page 18).
All organizations employing
fewer than eight persons are exempt from the terms of the regulation on the theory that extension
of the work week in such cases
would not produce any appreciable
release of employes. In cases where
a broadcaster is in doubt as to
whether his station is within an
area designated as critical, WMC
advises contact with the local or
regional office for precise definition.

on

Radio

This likewise applies to any other
matter of operation under the regulations.
The regulations insist that in
areas of labor shortage "employers
do not hire new workers when their
manpower can be effectively met
by a fuller utilization of their current labor force." This will not
likely mean very much to stations
since the industry is already declared essential but decisions on
new employment had best be determined in consultation with WMC
officials.
Specific exemptions beyond those
covering organizations employing
less than eight persons are: agriculture, State and municipal employes, youths under 16, and individuals "who, on account of other
employment, household responsibilities, or physical limitations are
not available for fulltime work."
General opinion in Washington
held that regulations did not go
very far in clarification and it was
felt that the bulk of definition and

application will have to be determined in the field by area and regional officers of WMC. The regulations provide an outline and spe- |
cific rulings will have to be made
in terms of individual problems and
needs as seen in any given place.
Seek Patriotic Song
A NATIONWIDE contest to find a .
patriotic song of outstanding merit,
the winning composition to have a
world premiere on NBC during National Music Week, May 2-8, was announced recently by NBC, which will
sponsor the competition in cooperation
with the National Federation of
Music Clubs.

MILES LABS.. Elkhart. T~d. ( A.tV*-S°l*z°r,
One-A-Day vitamins) on March 29 renews
News of the World on 126 NBC stations Mon., Wed. and Fri. and on 32 stations Tues. and Thurs. at 7:15-7:30 p.m.
Agency : Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.

SESAC Guide Ready
THE 1943 SESAC Music Guide,
three times larger than last year's
edition, is being mailed to 5,000
executives in stations, advertising
agencies, transcription and recording companies, hotels and motion
picture studios. The new 63-page
guide contains an augmented
classified music list, available in
catalogs of SESAC member publishers, and includes the names of
the 17 new members. Also included
are lists of phonograph records by
title, number and artist, and selected music of the Latin American
and Spanish type.

1,000
mm
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WMC

of the

WIBG, Philadelphia, is the first to
report a contract with Atlantic Refining Co., for broadcast of major league
baseball this year. Atlantic is understood to have arranged broadcasts of
both Philadelphia major league teams,
and is placing through N. W. Ayer,
that city [Broadcasting, Feb. 22].

MARCONI MEMORIAL honor award plaques were awarded recently to
these communications officers of the armed forces at the 18th annual
dinner of the Veteran Wireless Operators Assn. in New York, by William
J. McGonigle, VWOA president. Displaying plaques are (seated 1 to r) :
Capt. E. M. Webster, Coast Guard Communications Director; Capt. Carl
F. Holden, Naval Communications Director; Maj. Gen. Dawson Olmstead,
Army Chief Signal Officer. Standing, Capt. Thomas Blau, U. S. Maritime
Service commandant; Lt. Col. J. P. Berkeley, Marine Corps communications director; Mr. McGonigle; Col. A. W. Mariner, Army Air Forces
Communications Director. A special commemorative medal was presented
Maj. Gen. Follett Bradley, commanding general, First Army Air Force,
for his pioneer work in spotting artillery fire by airplane in 1915. Charles
J. Pannill, president, Radio Marine Corp. of America, and W. J. Halligan,
president, Hallicrafters Co., both life members of the VWOA, also
received special medals for their achievements in industry.
BROADCASTING
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ARMY
CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
tiple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
Experienced Salesman Several years in
radio and previous experience with either
newspapers, advertising agency or media
desirable. Selling record and personal
data will be carefully reviewed. In reply
give full particulars of experience, background, education, references, and draft
status. Excellent opportunity for man
selected. WKY, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

TO BE FILLED IMHAVE OPENING
MEDIATELY— For combination program
continuity writer. Prefer man that can
service accounts and act in capacity of
commercial and assistant manager. 250
watt full time station, town of 20,000.
Must be able to accept responsibility.
Wire complete details and salary. Box
348, BROADCASTING.
WANTED — Transmitter operator. First or
second class license. Experience desirable.
5 KW network. Directional antennae.
KSCJ, Sioux City, Iowa.
ANNOUNCER
one locals
of thewhomidwest's
outstanding —250ForWatt
can do
news as well as straight commercials.
Also have opening for good play-by-play
sports man who can also handle commercials. Good living conditions in one
of the finest equipped and laid out studios in the country to work in. Give
complete details in first letter including
draft and marital status, experience and
salarv desired. Box 350, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Con't.)
Program Director-Continuity Writer — Desires position in midwest or south. Five
years' experience in radio. Box 359,
BROADCASTING.
Musician — Young, accordion, piano, etc.,
Pop or Western. Available March 20. 4F.
References. Midwest only. Box 346,
BROADCASTING.
To Station Hit By the Draft — Former associate of nationally known NBC Red
Affiliate seeks new connection. Excellent
sales record local and national spot — well
known in national field agencies and accounts. Intimate knowledge all departments — ideas — merchandising — promotion — production — good earning
record — best references — married —
draft exempt — immediately available.
Box 347, BROADCASTING.
EXPERIENCED RADIO WOMAN — Announcing, dramatics, news commentator,
children's programs, women's programs,
etc. Eleven years in radio — good mike
voice and personality. Now employed in
5 KW station in major market. Desires
change. Money maker for station and self.
References and audition record furnished
upon request. Box 349, BROADCASTING.
Staff Musicians — Man, wife, playing violin, saxophone, cello, piano, organ, vibraharp. Have solovox. Radio experienced.
Draft exempt. Union. Assist other work.
Box 352, BROADCASTING.

COMBINATION — Good commercial announcer and studio technician for remote
studios of 5 kw net station. State experi'! ence
and draft status. Box 355, BROADCASTING.

Experienced Writer-Producer — Six years in
Radio. Dramatics, Soap Operas, Comedy
Scripts. Now Working. Available on
two
weeks' notice. Box 353, BROADCASTING.

Engineer — With first or second class license. Over 18 years. Permanent position
non-defense area. Write giving details.
I WHKY, Hickory, North Carolina.
ANNOUNCER-ENGINEER — Any ticket.
Permanent. Box 358, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Time salesman 5000 Watts CBS
affiliate. Give full particulars. Box 363,
BROADCASTING.

Station or Commercial Manager Available
— Experienced regional and local operations, employed, draft exempt, excellent
record. Southern station only. Good references. Box 357, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted

HELLO GENIUS— If you are, then here is
why you will make me an offer. Complete program - production - announcing
continuity-special events and air-salesmanship ability with built-in sense of
what you want in a staff member. Network and independent station success.
Excellent references, 34, Draft 4F. Now
employed, so do not write unless you have
a real proposition. Audition transcription available. Box 351, BROADCASTING.

CHIEF
ENGINEER—
Six network
years' experience
as chief
with major
stations.
Available immediately. Desires change because of purely local conditions. 3A
status. References from present employer.
Write or wire. Box 362, BROADCASTING.
Manager-Commercial Manager — Now managing 250 Watt Network station. Proven
sales record — experienced newscaster —
37 years old with family. Desires connection with larger Network station —
west or midwest. A-l reference. Box
361, BROADCASTING.
Sfoung Woman — Wants permanent position. Capable, original. Facile writer.
Limited experience in agency, small station writing, little theater direction. College graduate. Box 360, BROADCASTING.
Lady Pianist — With own solo-vox and
, Piano-accordion. Man-String Bass. Experienced musical and comedy programs,
also announcing. Draft exempt. Box 345,
BROADCASTING.
Young Woman Announcer — Control board
operator, continuity writer, typist, net| work experience. References. South.
I Available now. Louisa Lee, Franklin,
y Tennessee.
RADIO TELEPHONE FIRST CLASS— Two
I years'
experience. control,
Year andremote,
half with
Kw. Transmitter,
record-50
ing. Capable full charge of maintenance.
Desire permanent location with progressive station as chief or assistant chief.
Age 22. Draft deferred. Full details on
request. Box 366, BROADCASTING.
ROADCASTING
r

Chief Engineer Police Radio — Desires permanent broadcast position. First Class.
Experienced. Age 34. Minimum salary
$225.00. Give details. Box 354, BROADCASTING.

Young Woman — Executive ability. Topnotch secretary with wide radio background. $50 a week. Would prefer New
York or Chicago. Box 364, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pick-ups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.
Will pay cash. Responsible parties interested in buying radio station. Give full
particulars. Box 356, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
For Sale Local Network Station — Part or
whole interest to responsible parties. Box
365, BROADCASTING.
Will Sell — Two inch Cathode Ray oscilloSupreme, with
tor and graph.
amplifiers.
Singlecomposite
cabinet. oscilla$45.00.
Frank Shopen, KOWH, Omaha, Nebraska.
A New Federal Field Intensity Meter — For
Rent, $10 per day. Major Herbert L.
Wilson, c/o Broadcasting Magazine.
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OPENS

WVCX

m SITKA, ALASKA
LATEST addition to the chain of
Alaskan stations operated hy the
Army is WVCX, Sitka, recently licensed by the FCC after broadcasting unofficially as KRAY. The number work
of stations
in the Army's netis not revealed.
WVCX

operates on a non-commercial basis, broadcasting transcriptions of network programs
supplied by agencies in cooperation
with OWL The station also rebroadcasts five OWI news periods
daily from San Francisco, in addition to sports and other shortwave
features. Studios were constructed
under direction of Lt. Daniel M.
House, station manager. Col. Walter A. Shoaff is president of the
board.
Network shows on WVCX include Kate Smith, Kay Kyser, Lux
Radio Theatre. Agencies helping
the station are: Blackett-SampleHummert, handling Easy Aces,
CBS show sponsored by Anacin
Co., and Russel M. Seeds, Chicago,
agency for Reveille Roundup,
Grove Labs, program on NBC.
Personna Test
PERSONNA. Blade Co., New York,
will make its debut as a radio advertiser, Wednesday, March 3,
with a 13-week test campaign on
WJZ, New York, with a national
campaign under consideration if
the first venture proves successful.
Firm will use transcribed announcements five times weekly
prior to the Esso News Reporter
five-minute period at 11 p.m. Agency is Amos Parrish & Co., New
York.

N. Y. Post Spots
TO PUBLICIZE its new rates
which go into effect March 1, the
New York Post on Feb. 28 and
M,arch 1 has been using a total
of 24-one-minute spot announcements on three New York stations,
WOR, WJZ and WMCA. Together
with the announcement of the rate
increase from three to five cents on
weekdays, the Post plans to add a
daily 12-page magazine section
with comics, special radio program listings and digests of editorials appearing in other New
York newspapers. Several New
York agencies handled the camC. M. FINNEY, formerly president of
Muzak Transcriptions Inc., has been
paign.
elected chairman of the board. Board
also elevated K. R. Smith from vicepresident to president elected John R.
Andrus vice-president in addition to
continuing him as treasurer, and
elected Alexander J. Sayles to the
newly created post of assistant
treasurer.

We don't hit PUMPKIN

CENTER

ATLANTA
. MBS
Represented by SPOT SALES Inc.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press BIdg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey BIdg.
District 8456
Weshington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press BIdg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134
Main
St.
/^^7N
the World Cal.
Kansas City, Mo. L A. J Hollywood,

RING

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Munsey BIdg. • Republic 2347
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Army Order Using Stations in All-Clear Contrary
Censorship Provisions; Meeting Set This Week
CONFLICT between the newlyannounced air raid setup in the
Eastern Defense Command and the
Code of Wartime Practices for
American Broadcastei's, which came
to light last week, is expected to
be ironed out Tuesday, March 2,
at a meeting of Army officials with
the Office of Censorship.
Under the new signal system, set
up by the Eastern Defense Command, sirens are to be used only to
announce the approach of enemy
planes. Radio is to broadcast the allclear.
The conflict bobbed up when some
eastern stations, guided by the
Censorship Code which admonishes
a ;ainst encouraging listeners to
d ipend on radio in case of an
e iemy attack, were ordered by the
J cmy to broadcast the all-clear
a i'ter test blackouts had been conducted.
PA Questions Order
In New York, where the new syst ;m was first tried out, the radio
i ews wire services were asked to
flash the all-clear to the city's radio stations. Press Assn. questioned
the Army order on the basis that
the Censorship Code prohibited radio from urging listeners to keep
tuned in for advice and assistance.
Paragraph (e) Section II of the
Code, revised as of Feb. 1, 1943
[Broadcasting,
Feb. 15]...
states
"in"
view
of the provisions
of this
Code, which prescribe radio silence
at the scene of an air raid until
the all-clear, it is the belief of this
office, in which the Office of Civilian
Defense concurs, that broadcasting
stations should not employ their
facilities during a simulated air
raid in any way which would encourage listeners to rely upon the
medium for advice and assistance
should an actual raid occur."
Plan Contrary to Censorship
Since the Code was issued, the
Eastern Defense Command and
OCD arranged with local radio stations in each community to broadcast the all-clear during the recent
tests. Although published instructions told the public to keep tuned
to certain frequencies, to be announced later, those frequencies
had not been made public at the
time of the initial test-alerts. Consequently when the all-clear was
agreed upon, all local stations were
asked to broadcast it.
It was learned that under the
proposed plan certain stations are
to be designated in each community
as official outlets in case of an
actual air raid. Although radio
would be off the air during enemy
action, the public will be urged to
keep their sets turned on and
tuned to the "designated stations"
for any official messages or instrucPage
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tions the Army might wish to
broadcast.
That part of the new setup is
contrary to the Censorship Code,
but it is expected that after the
Tuesday conference a compromise
plan will be accepted. In the meantime the Third Service Command
announced plans for an areawide
blackout March 4, in which all stations in Maryland, Pennsylvania,
the District of Columbia and Virginia have been asked by the Army
to broadcast the all-clear.
Ryan Explains
J. Harold Ryan, assistant director of censorship in charge of radio,
told Broadcasting that a year ago
his office and the Army discussed
radio's potential part in air raids
and that the Army was insistent
that stations should not encourage
listeners to depend on them for information intime of an actual raid.
As a result of that conference the
Censorship provision was formulated. Mr. Ryan added that his
office was not officially apprised by
the Army of any changes in policy.
It was learned that the Office of
War Information halted attempts
of the Third Service Command to
broadcast a simulated air raid in
the Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington areas. Maj. Gen. Milton A. Rekord, commanding general, Third Service Command, Baltimore, was reported to have sent
transcriptions of the simulated raid
to 16 stations, but the OWI stopped
the proposed broadcasts on the
grounds that they violated Censorship Code provisions covering
"horror" programs.
Meanwhile in Washington the
question of who's right arose as it

All Clear on Blue
ALL-CLEAR, broadcast by
Washington stations at 9:30
p.m. Feb. 22 when the nation's capital had its first
blackout test under new
Army signals, was heard
around the BLUE circuit as
the bugle blew assembly heralding the Coca Cola Parade
The anBands. Washingof Spotlight
nouncer at WMAL,
ton's BLUE outlet, inadvertently pushed the network
channel button to give the
"Washington practice allclear" announcement after
the station break. Consequently the all-clear from
Washington was carried by
all BLUE stations on the net-

was recalled that Byron Price, Diwork.rector of the Office of Censorship,
in releasing the revised Code,
pointed to a forward which specifically states "The Code of Wartime
Practices is issued pursuant to instructions by the President who
commissioned the Office of Censorship to supervise domestic voluntary censorship. You are reminded
that whenever anyone else, in any
part of the country, makes a request which appears unreasonable
or out of harmony with the Code,
you are at liberty to appeal at once
to the Office of Censorship."
Division of Power
Those of military minds pointed
out that the Secretary of War
created the Eastern Defense Command and that such things as defense were under the Army. On the
other hand others contended that
Censorship was charged with supervision of "domestic voluntary
censorship" and until an area is
designated as a combat zone, that
Office continues to function. Should
an enemy attack take place then the
Eastern Defense Command would
become a zone of combat.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'That's Our New Technique in Serial Programs!"
BROADCASTING

Curnutt

Is Named

As Manager of WCLO
ALLAN CURNUTT, for the last
year associate manager and vicepresident of WMAM, Marinette,
Wis., has been appointed general
manager
of
WCLO,
Janesal and
Wisconsin
ville,
Wis.,
MutuNetwork affiliate.
He s.u c c e e d s
James F. Kyler,
who has not yet
announced his
nutt appointed
plans. Mr.
CurMr. Curnutt
James Robertson
program director,
succeeding
Hester Kyler.
Before his connection with
WMAM, Mr. Curnutt was in the
sales department of WIBA, Madison and in the advertising departments of various Madison newspapers, and once served with Lever
Bros, and Cudahy Packing Co. in
sales capacities. Mr. Robertson was
at one time at WHA, University
of Wisconsin station, and later
joined WIBA as announcer and
producer. For the last year he was
program director of WMAM, Wis.
NAB

NAMES

DENNIS

AS CHIEF
OF NEWS
WALT DENNIS, sales promotion
manager of KVOO, Tulsa, has
been named news and information chief of the NAB and joined its headquarters
staff
March 1, along
with Willard D.
Egolf , former
KVOO
commercial manager.
Mr.
Egolf
has
been
named to the
NAB's executive
staff by Neville
Miller,
as Col.
successor to Lt.
E.
Mr. Dennis
M. Kirby, former
public relations director, now chief
of the Army's Radio Branch.
Mr. Egolf, however, will have
additional duties, including Washington regulatory contacts
[Broadcasting, Feb. 8].
A veteran newspaperman, Mr.
Dennis has been with KVOO in
its sales promotion and farm departments for the last two years.
Prior to that he was with KOCY,
Oklahoma City; WLS, Chicago,
and KOME, Tulsa, in dramatic and
production work. Successor to Mr.
Dennis is Manton Marrs, KVOO
news bureau rewrite man and a
veteran
metropolitan newspaperman.

Clipper Craft Series
TRIMOUNT CLOTHING Co., Boston, will sponsor Dorothy Thompson, commentator and columnist, on
the BLUE, Sunday, 9:45-10 p.m.
for the third season, starting
March 28, and continuing for 13
weeks. Miss Thompson, whose last
13-week series for Trimount concluded in December, has been heard
sustaining in her usual Sunday
period. This is the fourth BLUE
series for Trimount, makers of
Clipper Craft clothes. Emil Mogul
Co., New York, is the agency.
• Broadcast
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IF

YOU

ARE

SPECIALTY

SALES

If the manpower
curtailed dealer

shortage

contacts, or delayed

introduction of a new

services of experienced

high-type

salesmen

who

cover all druggists and grocers in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and
West

Virginia. Specialty Sales does not conflict with established

sales organizations, brokers, or agents. Specialty Sales is independent, but has the advantage
research

and

merchandising

of full access

material.

to all WLW

Specialty Sales service

is extremely flexible . . . can be bought on per call or per week
basis . . . helps you keep

HELP

has crippled your field operation,

product, Specialty Sales can help. Specialty Sales offers the
short-term

CAN

men

in the field at a fraction of

the usual cost. For further information, write or wire Lou E.
Sargent, Specialty Sales, 140 West

LISTENER DOMINANCE. In 25 major cities of its
four-state area, WLW delivers 48.7% of all
radio listening, and in the rural areas around
them, the listening index averages 2.5%
greater. (City figure is a weighted average
based on Hooper Mid-Winter WLW area rating,
1942, and does not represent the size of our
audience in any one city.)
DOMINANCE WITH DEALERS. Implement! ng your
advertising on WLW is a carefully developed
plan of merchandising which covers every
phase of distribution from manufacturers' representative through consumer — climaxed by
28,000 personal contacts every year on the
wholesale and retail dealers who move your
merchandise. This comprehensive merchandising program is controlled and directed by
WLW, costs advertisers nothing.

9th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

WLW audience dominance, plus the cooperation we receive as a
result of continuous dealer contact, now augmented by SPECIALTY
SALES, offer you the most effective means ever devised for directing
the distribution and sale of consumer food and drug products.

WLW

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE STATION
DIVISION OF THE CROSLEY CORPORATION

Wherever

Men

Fight

for

Freedom

Men

all over the world are fighting for the

maneuvers

same

cause — the freedom

help in distress and reinforcements for attack.

of mankind.

and

coordinated

strategy, brings

it be the desert sands of Africa,

Radio annihilates distance, sweeps away the

the jungles of South Pacific islands, or the snow-

barrier of time, penetrates through mountain

Whether

swept plains of Russia — whether it be in ships

and sea, stone and steel.

or in planes, in tanks or on foot — radio is there

Radio —

as a life-line of communication.
Radio links the armed

RADIO
RCA

pendable — is a mighty force carrying out important

forces, speeds com-

mands and warnings, makes

instant, accurate, de-

possible swift

wherever

CORPORATION
LEADS THE WAY

IN RADIO,

RCA Building, New

men

OF

ELECTRONICS,

assignments

fight for freedom.

AMERICA
TELEVISION

York, N. Y.

The Services of RCA:

RCA

Victor Division

RCA

Laboratories • National Broadcasting Co., Inc. • Blue Network Co., Inc. • RCA

•

R.C.A. Communications, Inc. •

Radiomarine Corporation of America
Institutes, Inc.
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WOR

radio

is the

greatest

buy

today*

WOR's

total audience is approximately 10%
1 greater than before the war. Yet, WOR's rates
remain the same. Ergo: Sponsors pay less for
more on WOR than ever before.

More

people are listening to local comedy,

2 sports, women's, quiz, juvenile, news, participating and half -hour evening shows on WOR
than to similar local shows on any other
New York station.

Because of WOR's audience leadership
3 and dominating coverage of such boom
war-industry centers as — New York,
Trenton, Reading, Philadelphia, Newark,
Jersey City, Hartford, Paterson, New
Haven, Bridgeport, Elizabeth, Wilmington and Camden, WOR offers advertisers
the most economical

single means

of

reaching the greatest concentration of
war workers in America

today.

* Perhaps in the United States

NOTE:

WOR

earnestly advises every advertiser, or his

agent, to contact
time and programs.

the station today for choice, low-cost
It is a sincere and practical suggestion.

WOR
at 1^0

Broadway

in New

York

15 CENTS
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H.

R.

GROSS

with

^
leading feature
Moines.

of Iowa. Veteran

head

of the WISH

newspaper

of H.
news

The

of WLW,

man,

veteran

news

news

station

departments

one

battlefronts, Mr. Gross

R. Gross

years, a

WHO,

Des
of

The News"

was

and

interestingly.

as

of the strongest

in the Middle

manager,

interprets the news

newscasts

West.
1, when

presented

to the Hoosier audience, Mr. Gross' three daily

have won

larity, afull booking

staff gives this

In the short period since February
"H. R. Gross With

was, for many

Cincinnati, and

bureau

throughout
progressive

News"

Mr. Gross as an influential political figure in the state

of the European

appointment

With

News

popularity at the latter station, as a matter

clearly, forcefully, authoritatively, and

The

R. Gross

with audiences

His personal

fact, established

veteran

"H.

the

— the

him a tremendous

popu-

of personal appearances

the state, and — on the sales side

complete

satisfaction

of

sponsoring

advertisers.

"H.
WISH's

R. Gross

With

The

News"

typifies

policy of giving preferred programs

to its quality audience.
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OF

ONE

A

PRESENTING

SERIES

THE

MEN

WHO

MAKE

&

FREE

PETERS

SERVICE

Four years, Wharton School of Accounts & Finance, University of
Pennsylvania (B.S.)
One year, Miller Lock Co.
Fifteen years, Account Executive,
N. W. Ayer & Son
Two WLAW
years, Business Manager," Station
Free & Peters (New York Office)
since January, 1943

Come

that

outta

locker,

v.

David

We knew it would be like this. After years

names inconveniently offer no "copy lead"
at all, we at last get a guy named Davey

corn-feds, and some aren't. Some graduated
at "good schools", and some at the Post Office.
And so on. . . . But two things, we hope

Jones — and then discover he has never

and believe, are universal here — that every

even sailed a canoe! But that's OK. David
more than makes up for it by having done
a lot of really important things — including

one of us is "a good gent", and that every
one of us was a successful gent even before

seventeen years of successful big-agency and

he ever came to F&P. ... In other words, we

radio work. . . .Welcome

of Free & Peters are continuing to build our

to F&P, Davey —

with a yo-ho-ho, and a bottle of vitamins!

organization — yes, and with the kind of men

Anyway, as this series goes on, featuring

you'd naturally expect to find in this pioneer
group of radio-station representatives.

our various men, we hope you're beginning

Free
Pioneer
CHICAGO: 180X Michigan
Franklin 6373
■,
6

Jokes!

to recognize the "pattern"' that runs all
through our organization. Some of us are

of writing about our other fellows whose

Page

G.

• March

&
Radio

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-413 1 .
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Peters,

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO 1
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WINS
NEW YORK
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KM A
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUOUEROUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

me.

Station
Representatives
Since May, 1032
■*■

SAN FRANCISCO: m Sutter HOLLYWOOD: 1512N. Gordon \
■ ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Sutter 4353
Gladstone 3949
Main 5667
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Drive

to

i White-Wheeler
To
A BETTER

Curb

Reorganize

Bill

Bolsters

Regulatory

House
Excesses

than even chance that Congress

law at this session reorganizing

Move

the FCC

will write a new

to stop its regula-

tory excesses, which may force personal changes along "ripper bill" lines, was seen in both Senate and House with the
introduction last week of the White-Wheeler bill for revision of
the Communications Act of 1934. The bill (S-814) in many
respects parallels the pending Holmes bill (HR-1490) in the
House, but goes beyond it.
Joint action by Sen. Burton K. Wheeler (D-Mont.), chairman of the Interstate Commerce Committee, and Sen. Wallace
H. White (R-Me.), ranking member, in introducing the bill,
was seen as clearcut indication
that both Senate and House leaderof licensees (like the controverted
ship now are agreed the 1934 act
chain-monopoly
regulations) would
should be revised. Coupled with
be
ruled
out
entirely.
The questhese moves is the Cox Select Comtion of discrimination among limittee investigation of the FCC,
censees (like the newspaper dishortly to get under way in the
vorcement proceedings) likewise
House, and aimed largely at purwould be frustrated by precisely
ported domination of the Commisworded provisions.
sion by Chairman James Lawrence
No Authority for Fly
Fly and of "left wing" operations
inconsistent with the law.
The Commission itself would be
Authority Would Be Limited
segregated into two separate, autonomous divisions of three memPrompt hearings on the Whitebers
each
—
one for broadcasting
Wheeler bill, drafted by the Maine
and
related
"public communicaSenator — the father of the pretions," such as television, facsimvious radio and communications
ile, FM and kindred services, and
laws — are predicted. Senator
the other common carriers or "priWheeler was not available for comvate
communications" services.
ment last week because of illness,
but it is understood he favors
hearings either by the full Committee, or perhaps a five or sevenman subcommittee. Because of his
interest in the overall subject, he
is expected to preside in either
event, with Senator White also a
certain participant.
Based on past expressions by
the Montanan, it is believed he is
not irrevocably committed to everything in the bill but regards hearings as desirable. Like the Holmes
bill, which is a slightly modified
version of the Sanders bill on which
hearings were held last session, the
new White-Wheeler measure would
f,clip the FCC's authority by carefully prescribing the limits of its
authority. It would liberalize appellate action and force the Commission to deal in the open, without special authorizations and
other devices held to be of a "trick"
nature.
Such matters as issuance of regulations affecting business aspects
BROADCASTING

FIRST

FCC

On

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

in

TEXT of statement by Senator
White explaining in detail, section by section, the provisions
of the White-Wheeler Bill will
be found on page 18.
The chairman would become the
executive officer and coordinator
and would not sit on either division. His authority, while broad
on overall policy, would be eliminated entirely on matters pertaining to day-to-day broadcasting.
Each division would have its own
chairman.
Meanwhile, the Cox Select Committee last week began laying preliminary plans for its investigation of the FCC. Eugene L. Garey,
New York attorney, arrived in
Washington Wednesday and established headquarters in the House
Office Building. Along with his
chief assistant, Fred R. Walker,
former Assistant District Attorney
in Detroit, he conferred with Chairman E. E. Cox and other members of the Select Committee and
began picking a staff of 25 attorneys and investigators. Hearings are slated to get under way
next month, though the precise
date cannot be set until the case
has been outlined.
With legislation now pending in
the Senate, it was regarded likely
that the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, headed

STRATEGY conference for the House Select Committee to investigate the FCC and its personnel occurred in the office of Chairman
Cox (D-Ga.) of the Committee (center) last Wednesday. At his left is
Rep. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.) member of the five-man committee. Eugene
L. Garey, New York attorney and chief counsel for the Committee (right),
arrived in Washington to devote his full time to the investigation probably to get under way with formal hearings in early April.
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Advertising

Congress
by Chairman Lea (D-Cal.), shortly would set up a subcommittee to
draft a committee bill based on
the hearings last session on the
Sanders bill. Since the gap between
the Holmes bill and the WhiteWheeler measure is small, it was
thought entirely possible that identical or companion bills might be
launched on their legislative
courses in both houses soon. Little
need for further hearings before
the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee is seen.
Authority on Communications
While the measures do not call
for a full-scale reorganization of
the FCC, which would necessitate
appointment of new personnel, it
was pointed out that if the Cox
inquiry develops that the present
Commission has gone far astray
and that it has been hindered by
dissension, or if improprieties are
disclosed, the pending measures
readily could be amended to provide for such reorganization. The
revolt in Congress against "bureaucracy" isdirected against all
Governmental agencies, but the
FCC

has been placed in the forefront by virtue of the Cox resolution and apparent general dissatisfaction in Congress with the agency's operations.
Regarded as of significance is
the fact that Senator Wheeler
joined Senator White in introduction of the measure in the Upper
House. The Maine Senator is the
foremost authority in Congress on
broadcasting and communications
legislation. The bill, largely his
work, is a combination of measures
introduced at previous sessions by
himself and Senator Wheeler, and
embraces also recommendations of
the Federal Communications Bar
Assn., the report of the Attorney
General's Committee on Administrative Procedure, and court decisions, including those of the Supreme Court in the so-called Sanders Brothers case.
Chairman Wheeler in the past
has
reflected
of heFCC's
overall
policies,approval
but lately
has
been represented as out of sympathy with some of its operations.
This is attested by his willingness
to join in the introduction of the
bill.
Chairman Fly steadfastly opposed the old Sanders bill (now
the Holmes bill) in appearances
March

8, 1943
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before the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee last
session. Since that bill and the new
White- Wheeler measure are practically companions, it is logically
concluded that his views are the
same as on that measure. Commissioner T. A. M. Craven, on the
other hand, in his appearance before the House committee, strongly supported the Sanders bill. No
other commissioners testified.
Introduction of the Senate bill
to a large degree stemmed from
a desire to get the ball rolling on
both sides of Congress. Heretofore,
practically all communications legislation has originated in the Senate. Efforts during the last several years by Senator White to get
action in the Senate have been
stymied in committee. This session
the House got started early, with
the passage of the Cox resolution
and the subsequent introduction of
the revised Sanders bill. Moreover,
other actions in the House to ferret out "bureaucracy," such as the
Smith Committee resolution, are
aimed at the FCC to some extent.
The fact that the House cqme
close to striking out the FCC's
appropriation altogether several
weeks ago, which would have terminated its life in July, gave emphasis to the Congressional attitude toward the FCC. That also
in some measure motivated the
ranking members of the Senate
Committee to present the new bill.
Division Seen Necessary
In introducing the new bill
March 2, Senator White placed in
the Congressional Record a section-by-section explanation, citing
the changes in procedure, organization and authorization proposed.
Also included in the measure was
a provision for declaratory rulings proposed by NAB President
Neville Miller in his testimony last
session before the House Committee.
Stressing the desirability of two
autonomous divisions on the Commission, Senator White pointed out
that with a single Commission
handling both broadcasting and
common carrier matters, there is
tendency to confuse the two and
apply the same public utility concepts to them. Broadcasting, under
the Act, is distinctly described as
not subject to common carrier philosophies.
Moreover, Senator White pointed
out, because of the attractiveness
"of broadcasting and the lack of
news value or opportunity for publicity in the regulation of common
■carriers, the result of existing
operation is "centering the attention of the Commission and its
personnel almost exclusively on
broadcasting and related problems
and preventing the giving of sufficient attention to equally important problems relating to private
"communications."
In tightening up the appellate
•and procedural provisions, the proposed new law would allow the
"Commission a minimum of discre(Continued on Page 39 )
*>age 8
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Erikson

Slowie
FCC

Named

and

Commission

Cox

Liaison
Probe

Staff Told

Committee

to Supply

Data

Without

Fly-Garey Conference
Following
Subpoena
the Select Committee appointed by
TO CUT red tape and speed up the
investigation of the FCC by the
the House of Representatives to inCox Select Committee, the Comvestigate the Federal Communicamission, at the request of Chief
tions Commission, the following
Counsel Eugene L. Garey, last Friprocedure is established :
day designated T. J. Slowie, FCC
"1. The Secertary of the Comsecretary, as liaison officer to hanmission has been designated as the
dle Committee contacts. The FCC
Commission's liaison officer with
staff has been instructed to cooperthe Select Committee.
ate with the Committee in supply"2. Requests for the appearance
ing records and data sought by Mr.
of
members of the Commission staff
Garey and his staff, without the
and
for files, dockets, documents,
formality of subpoena.
interviews,
etc., made by the ComMr. Garey, who established Committee, will be honored by the Committee headquarters in the House
mission and the members of its
Office Building last Wednesday,
staff, without the necessity for subconferred with FCC Chairman
poena. To protect against confuJames Lawrence Fly Thursday for
sion, however, all arrangements
more than an hour. No statement
will be made by the Secretary and
was made on either side following
all documents leaving the Commisthe session. Mr. Fly is expected to
sion will be charged out through
be the key witness in the inquiry,
the Secretary's office."
aimed at purported "bureaucracy"
Data Under Study
in the FCC. Moreover, he is the
principal target of Chairman E. E.
Well-acquainted with CongresCox (D-Ga.), of the Committee,
sional procedure, by virtue of his
who has accused him of building up
long service as secretary to former
a "gestapo" and of exercising "terCongressman Jacobson, of Iowa,
roristic control" over all media of
Mr. Slowie became secretary of the
communication.
FCC in 1937. He has kept out of
Preliminary Conference
the limelight, however.
New staff appointments will be
While no date yet has been set
announced by Mr. Garey shortly,
for opening of the inquiry, preliminary plans were discussed at a with a legal and investigating organization ofsome 25 contemplated.
conference last Thursday attended
by four members of the five-man
Until the preliminary work is completed, no date for the opening of
sub-committee, with counsel. In addition to Chairman Cox, those presthe inquiry can be set, he said. Considerable data already has been
ent included Wigglesworth (Rstudy.
procured
from
the FCC for the
Mass.), Hart (D-N.J.) and Louis
E. Miller (R-Mo.). Rep. Magnuson
That the FCC inquiry, first of a
(D-Wash.) was absent. Mr. Garey
was accompanied by Fred R. number of special studies contemWalker, former assistant U. S. atplated by the House this session,
torney in Detroit, his chief aide.
will occasion considerable agitation
in labor circles which favor the
The FCC, following the FlyGarey conference, issued the followpresent structure, was indicated
last week with the release of a
ing order in connection with Mr.
Slowie's appointment:
story by the Federated Press, labor
"In order to make possible full
news-gathering organization, concooperation between the Federal
demning the Cox probe. An article
Communications
Commission and
(Continued on Page AA)

Wheeler

MR. SLOWIE

Is

Named

Between

Speech

Cites

FCC Draft Exemptions
DEFENDING his bill to exempt
family men from military service
until all single men up to 45 in a
state have gone, Sen. Burton K.
Wheeler (D-Mont.) in a radio address Friday night on the BLUE
struck at "the multitude of Government employes who like a swarm
of locust, infest Washington".
Remarking that "none of them
engaged in essential war work",
Sen. Wheeler named the FCC, "the
agency that listens to what our
enemy propagandists are saying as
its contribution to winning the
war." FCC has its quota "of essential youngthat
men,"inhethis
remarked,
"so
essential
one small
agency, 432 have been deferred
from the draft."
BROADCASTING

CBS
Network

Sales
Promotes

Chief
Roberts,

Reynolds, Karol in Shift
LEONARD F. ERIKSON, western
sales manager of CBS, will become network sales manager on
April 1, it has been announced by
William C. Gittinger, CBS vicepresident in
charge of sales.
Post has been vacant since January
1940, when
Mr. Gittinger
was

Mr. Roberts

elevated to a vicepresidency. Mr.
Erikson, with
CBS for nearly 13

continue to operate years,
from hiswill
Chicago
headquarters for the present, but
will move to New York within a
few months.
W. Donald Roberts, member of
the New York CBS sales staff for
slightly more than a year, will succeed Mr. Erickson as western sales
manager. Before joining CBS, Mr.

Mr. Reynolds

Mr. Karol

Roberts was associated with NBC,
Free & Peters and Today magazine. He will take over his new
post in Chicago on April 1.
Mr. Gittinger also announced the
appointment of John J. Karol as
assistant sales manager, effective
immediately. Mr. Karol, who will
continue his duties as market research counsel of CBS, was given
the new title "in recognition of the
increasingly important and effective contributions he has been making to the network's sales operations during the past year," Mr.
Gittinger said. Mr. Karol will also
continue to serve as liaison between the sales and station relalems. tions departments on mutual probEdwin S. Reynolds, on the New
York sales staff of Radio Sales.
CBS division representing the network's owned and operated stations,
will join the network sales department March 15, filling the vacancy
created by Mr. Roberts' promotion.
Mr. Reynolds joined the CBS sales
promotion department more than
seven years ago, later becoming
manager of station promotion for
Radio Sales, switching to the sales
staff in December 1939.
Appointments will not otherwise
affect the sales departments operations, Mr. Gittinger stated. Allen
Jay Marsh continues as assistant;
sales manager in charge of new
business and William J. Fagan continues to supervise sales service.
• Broadcast
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OPA
DuPont

Prizes

to

KGEI,

Fulton

Lewis

On

Stands

Label

Pat

Policies

G-E Station and Mutual
M
Newsman
Cited

Denies Any Intent to Abolish
Brands Despite Hill Talk

For Service
KGEI, shortwave station near San
..Francisco operated by General
Electric Co., and Fulton Lewis, jr.,
; MBS news commentator, were
.lamed winners last Saturday night
)f the 1942 Alfred I. DuPont Radio Awards at a dinner given by
Mrs. Alfred I. DuPont at the Hotel
,3t. Regis, New York. The two winters each received $1,000, the sum
;o be given annually by Mrs. Du3ont in memory of her husband,
;ormer Florida industrialist.
The station award cites KGEI
o'for its outstanding and meritorious public service in encouraging,

DESPITE Congressional questioning of its grade labeling policies,
OPA said last week that its orders
to packers would stand and that
the 1943 fruit and vegetables pack
would carry three Government
grades for the guidance of consumers.
OPA Deputy Administrator J. K.
Galbraith disclaimed all report*
that brand names would be
abolished. "Brand names are no
concern of OPA," he said. "The
agency is not at all interested in
abolishing them, nor does it believe
that its policies interfere with their

"ostering,
promoting
developng American
ideals and
of freedom.
:md for loyal and devoted service
to the nation and to the community
t serves."
S;
Lewis Award
Mr. Lewis was named winner of
he commentator award "in recoglition of his distinguished and
neritorious performance of public
;ervice by aggressive, consistently
ixcellent and accurate gathering
md reporting of news and repreentation of expert, informed and
eliable interpretation of news and
ipinion for the purpose of encouriging initiative, integrity, indepenlence and pubic service through
ihe medium of radio."
' Presentation of the award to
iGEI was to be broadcast on the
3LUE
7:30-7:45 p.m. March 6,
e9fVitln Mark Woods, president of the
3LUE, introducing Dr. Francis P.
Saines, president of Washington
'ind Lee U. and chairman of the
iommittee of judges for the
Awards. At 7:45 p.m., Dr. Gaines
e Announced the award to Mr. Lewis,
vith the presentation heard until
I p.m. on MBS and Miller Mc'^lintock, president of Mutual as
''eatured speaker.
| Robert S. Peare, manager of
broadcasting for General Electric
Do., accepted the award for KGEI,
vhile Mrs. Fulton Lewis, jr., accepted the award for her husband,
Vho was to be piped in to the Mutual broadcast from San Antonio.
Guests at Dinner
Other notables at the DuPont
jlinner included Niles Trammell,
president of NBC, and William S.
Paley, president of CBS. Members
gj»f the judges committee present,
Resides Dr. Gaines and Mrs. DuPont, included Rt. Rev. H. St.
George Tucker, president of the
federal Council of Churches of
Christ in America; M. H. Aylesvorth, former NBC president, who
,uepresented the industry for the
OuPont award; and Mrs. Ruth H.
Mathebat, national president of the
American Legion Auxiliary.
ROADCASTING

MR. PEARE

MR. LEWIS

AFM
For

Board
Further

Meets
Ban

"AWAITING developments" was
the answer from all quarters on
the AFM recording strike, following the sharp rejection by the recording industry of the Petrillo
"flat fee" demands and the disclosure by the AFM president that
its international board will convene in Chicago March 16, presumably to discuss new terms.
No likelihood of a break in the
strike, which has been in force
since Aug. 1, is seen prior to the
second meeting of the AFM high
command. Until the board discloses
its modified terms, if any, neither
the recording industry nor the Senate Interstate Commerce Subcommittee investigating the music situation, is disposed to move.
Up to AFM
Chairman Clark (D-Ida.) of the
Committee said that its members
were studying the Petrillo demands
[Broadcasting, March 1] but that
in view of the new meeting called
by the AFM head, he saw little reason to schedule further hearings or
to take other action. Chairman
Clark has strongly inferred that he,
along with perhaps a majority of
his committee, is disposed to appeal directly to President Roosevelt
to break the recording strike because of its interference with war
morale and the latent threat to
small broadcasting stations and
other users deprived of recorded
music.
Because of the "startling new
kind of social philosophy" embraced
in the Petrillo royalty plan, transcription and record manufacturers
felt that such a proposition should
be scrutinized and approved by responsible Government agencies before there are further conversa-

• Broadcast

Advertising

maintenance."
Congress Interested
A renewal of Congressional
interest in grade labeling occurred
Thursday, when Rep. Sumner
(R-Ill.) reported a rumor that
"planners in the Agriculture Dept.

March

16

Discussion

tions regarding it. Conversations
have taken place in Washington
with respect to the overall proposals but any direct moves are
being held in abeyance pending further action of the AFM board.
In some quarters it was thought
that the rejection by the recording
industry of the AFM proposition
might evoke from the union a new
"peace offer" on terms more acceptable. There was just as strong conjecture, however, that the board
would not be disposed to recede
from its fundamental demands.
Following is Mr. Petrillo's letter
of Feb. 26 to the 12 signatories
(eight transcription companies and
four record manufacturers) who
signed the letter of Feb. 23 rejecting the fixed fee proposal:
"I received your communication of
Feb. 23, 1943, wherein you say that
the proposals made by the American
Federation of Musicians cannot be
agreed
"Yourto. letter has been sent to our
International Executive Board for
their consideration, and our Board will
meet in Chicago on Tuesday, March
16, 1943, to further discuss the contents of your communication. At that
time the Executive Board will make
answer to your letter of Feb. 23,
New

FM

Series

1943."
SCHUSTER'S
DEPT. STORE,
Milwaukee, Wis., recently contracted for a five-minute news
broadcast every day in the week
and a half-hour musical program
every Thursday night, series to run
for a year, over W55M, Milwaukee
FM station. W55M at present
broadcasts 33 live programs a week.
OLIVER M. PRESBEY, formerly of
the eastern sales staff of American
Weekly, has joined Edward Petry &
Co., New York, station representative,
as an account executive.

. . . are playing with the idea"
of exporting cans of food labeled
"USA". Miss Sumner urged action
on a resolution introduced last
month by Rep. Halleck (R-Ind.) to
investigate the necessity of grade
labeling
and other standardization
1).
programs. (Broadcasting March
The canner's name on a product
"means everything to the women of
America," Rep. Sumner declared in
opposing abolition of brand names.
"Without the firm's name on the
can they cannot tell what they buy."
Hitting at the less drastic grade
labeling which OPA said was
adopted "as a price fixing mechanism" she said canners are "disgusted" at the thought of undertaking such a difficult and delicate job.
She said "you have to know the
canning business" to appreciate
how difficult it is to "grade each litRep. Halleck, accepting Miss
Sumner's
tle can." support for his resolution, said "In my opinion, while at
the moment the most critical problem seems to involve so-called grade
labeling, there is very definitely in
the background a trend in the direction of doing away with all
brand names and trade-marks." He
suggested such changes in our
economy would hinder rather than
promote the war effort.
Meanwhile, the House Agriculture Committee heard OPA and
canners' representatives present
their problems, and arranged a
meeting last week-end between the
conflicting groups. Rep. Fulmer
(D-S. C), Chairman of the Committee, said that he was not anticipating any action by his Committee, and that he was in favor of
making canners tell consumers
what they are buying. "Packers
admit they buy tomatoes in two
grades from the farmer," he said,
"then they can nine grades. There
is no reason why these grades
should not be marked."
March
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Mcintosh

Railway

Heads

OWI

Series

Sponsors

'tlticle Sam' Disc Show
On 11 Stations
For N&W
NORFOLK & WESTERN Railway
heads the list of sponsors all over
the nation now taking part in the
Uncle Sam disc series produced by
the Radio Bureau of the Office of
War Information. The five-weekly
quarter-hour program is sponsored
on 11 stations in the N&W
area
— Virginia, West Virginia, North
Carolina, Ohio.
The stations are : WLVA, Lynchburg, Va.; WSLS and WDBJ, Roanoke; WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.;
WBRW, Welch, W. Va.; WBLK,
Clarksburg, W. Va.; WBTH, Williamson, W. Va.; WHIS, Bluefield,
W. Va.; WPAY, Portsmouth, 0.;
WHKC, Columbus; WDNC, Durham, N. C.
Sponsorship Pleased
The program sponsorship started
Feb. 8. To promote listener interest, N&W bought space in newspapers totaling 29 advertisements
amounting to 638 column inches.
In addition there are were 26 feature stories in 14 newspapers, all
promoting interest in the program,
during the week of Feb. 7.
Commenting on selection of the
program, R. R. Horner, advertising
manager of the railroad, said, "the
program is authentic, highly dramatic, informative and unusually
interesting. We are well pleased
with our selection of Uncle Sam."
In general, industry reaction indicates that the new series has
been favorable. Following is a list
of stations which have obtained
sponsorship of the series, based on
reports reaching OWI:
WMBG, Richmond, Va., WTAR, NorBakery;
Newport
News, folk,
Va.,Nolde's
Philip
Levy WGH,
Furniture
Co.;
WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C, P. H. Hanes
Knitting Mills ; WMFR, High Point, N. C,
Hunter Coal & Ice Co.; WCOS, Columbia,
S. C, Carpenter's Union, Local 1778, AFL.
WCSC, Charleston,
S. C, S.Leaser's
Credit
Jewelers;
WIS, Columbia,
C, Columbia
Lumber & Mfg. Co. ; WLVA, Lynchburg,
Va.; WSLS, WDBJ, Roanoke; WSVA,
Harrisonburg, Va.; WBRW, Welch, W. Va.;
WBTH, Williamson, W. Va.; WHIS, Bluefield, W. Va. ; WPAY, Portsmouth, O. ;
WHKC, Columbus, O.; WDNC, Durham,
N. C; WBLK, Clarksburg, W. Va., all
sponsored by Norfolk & Western Ry.
KSAL, Salina, Johnson, Peterson Busboom & Rauh, contractors; KFRU, Columbia, Mo., Marriott Reed Coal Co. and Columbia Co-op Warehouse Assn.
KMED, Medford, Ore., Trowbridge &
Flynn Electric Co.; KORE, Eugene, Ore.,
Eugene Central Labor Council ; KHUB,
Watsonville, Cal., Pajaro Valley Bank;
KFIO, Spokane, Easter Outfitting Co.;
KWG, Stockton, M. Courren & Sons Furniture Store, Silva Fox Apparel Shop, Valley Insulation Co., California Cothiers.
WALA, Mobile, Sam Joy Laundry ;
WDEF, Chattanooga, Dixie Savings Stores;
WAML, Laurel, Miss., Commercial National Bank & Trust Co.; WRGA, Rome,
Ga., Elliot Sales Co.; WGCM, Gulfport, Mac
Smith Garment Co., WJHO, Opelika,
Standard Oil Dealers of Auburn & Opelika;
WSLI, Jackson, Standard Life Insurance
Co.; WROL, Knoxville, Hub Dept. Store;
WAGA, Atlanta, Standard Milling Co. and
Service Uniform Co. ; WDAK, West Point,
Georgia Valley Electric Co.
WHKC, Columbus, O., N. & W. Ry. ;
WBRW, Welch, W. Va., N. & W. Ry.
WING, Dayton, Lear Aviation, New
Deal Tool & Mach. Co., Variety Aircraft
Corp., Vulcan Tool Co., W.B.W. Tool Co.;
WFIN, Findlay, O., Smith Bros. Mfg. Co.;
WHOP, Hopkinsville, Chas. J. Barry,
Jeweler; WCHS, Charleston, Godfrey L.
Cabot, W. Va., CIO, W. Va. United Mine
Page
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Is

New
Post at
Becomes
Assistant

Given
WPB
Director

Of
the
Radio Division
FRANK H. McINTOSH, civilian
radio's representative in the WPB,
is now assistant director of the
Radio Division, it was officially revealed for the first time last week.
Although no formal announcement
of the promotion has been made,
Mr. Mcintosh used his new title
in signing a recent statement on
production of tubes and parts for
civilians.
The promotion had been predicted for sometime [Broadcasting,
Feb. 8], and is in line with a
shakeup of the division undertaken
by its chief, Ray C. Ellis, to meet
military radio needs.

LARGEST SPONSOR of the OWI's newly started Uncle Sam, five-weekly
transcribed series, is the Norfolk & Western Railway, which has contracted for time on 10 stations in Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina and Ohio. Signing for the railroad is R. R. Horner, (center), manager of the N. & W. magazine and advertising dept., while James H.
Moore, manager of WSLS, Roanoke, and OWI consultant to the Radio
Bureau assisting G. Richard Shafto in Virginia, looks on. Standing is
Frank Koehler, WSLS commercial manager, confirming air times.
Davis,
Posts

Krug
in WPB

Given

Key

Shakeup

DONALD D. DAVIS, former
president of General Mills (Gold
Medal Flour, Wheaties, Bisquick,
Softasilk Cake Flour, Washburn
Pancake Flour, Feeds, Corn Kix,
Cheeri Oats) was named vicepresident for Operations of the
War Production Board in a regrouping of key officials last week.
Mr. Davis resigned from General
Mills to join WPB in November,
1942 as program bureau director.
In the same shakeup, a major
WPB post went to J. A. Krug, a
member of the engineering staff of
the FCC toll rate investigation of
AT&T, 1935-37. Mr. Krug, formerly Director of the Office of War
Utilities, will be vice-chairman in
charge of materials distribution
and chairman of the Requirements
Committee.
Workers, Carbon Black Co., Nitro Pencil
Co.WKOK, Sunbury, Pa., Hoover Furniture
Co.; WEEU, Reading, Pa., Mfrs. Assn. of
Berks County; WRAW, Reading, Pa.,
sponsored; WKST, New Castle, Pa., sponsored; WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Genl.
Aviation & Equipment Co.
WTAG, Worcester, Mass., Worcester Gas
Light Co., Fitzwel Girdle Co., WymanGordon Co.; WBRY, Waterbury, Conn.,
Service Shoe Store, National Suit House ;
WATR, Waterbury, Alberts Furniture Co. ;
WTHT, Hartford, Sabitts Jewelry Co.
WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y., International Business Machine Corp.
WLDS, Jacksonville, 111., Elliot State
Bank; WEBQ, Harrisburg, III., Carters
Chickery, El Dorado, 111.; WGL, Ft.
Wayne, Tokheim Oil Tank & Pump Co.,
Wayne Pump Co., Farnsworth Radio Corp.,
Joslyn Mfg. & Supply Co., S. F. Bowser
Co.
WOC, Davenport, la., International Milling Co.; KROS, Clinton, la., George Jay
Drug Co.; WIBA, Madison, Wis.; Harry
S. Manchester Inc. (dept. store); WDSM,
Duluth, Minn., Roth's Dept. Store, Lurye
Furniture, Belknap Electric, Mather Pharmacy, Rookey Transfer.
WRJN, Racine, Wis., Wood-NathanVirkus Co. Inc., Racine; WKBH, LaCrosse,
Wis., Northern Engraving Co., The Trane
Co. of LaCrosse; WD AN, Danville, 111.,
Meiss Bros. Dept. Store; WCFL, Chicago
Technical College, Milk Foundation.

JAP

OFFICIALS

HEAR

V. S., SAYS
AP MAN
MAX HILL, Associated Press correspondent and author, who returned recently to this country on
the Gripsholm, following six months
in a Jap prison in Tokio, was guest
speaker at the March 3 meeting of
the Radio Executives Club of New
York.
Pointing out that the general
public in Japan is not allowed to
own shortwave radios nor to listen
to shortwave broadcasts, Mr. Hill
gave examples of the close attention paid to foreign broadcasts by
Japanese Government officials and
diplomats. He said the only possible way in which American propaganda broadcasts could reach the
Japanese public would be via
Chungking in unoccupied China,
which shortwaves them to Korea, a
country very resentful of the Japanese domination it suffers.
Out-of-town guests at the meeting included Harold W. Cassill,
WGNY, New York; J. Frank Jarman, WDNC, Durham, N. C, and
Lawrence Haas, recently named
CBS shortwave editor, former
Latin-American editor of United
Press.

Mackay's 16th
WITH the opening of a circuit to
Algiers, North Africa [Broadcasting, March 1], Mackay Radio &
Telegraph Co., completes its 16th
new international radiotelegraph
circuit since the United States entered the war. Previously, Mackay
had opened circuits to Moscow,
Kuibyshev and Khabarovsk, USSR;
Chungking, and Kumming, China;
La Paz, Bolivia; Bogota, Columbia; Asuncion, Paraguay; Cairo,
Egypt; Wellington, New Zealand;
Brisbane, Sidney and Melbourne,
Australia; Great Britain and Bermuda.
BROADCASTING

Supplies for Civilians
Under the WPB Radio Division
set-up, as now being arranged, Mr.
Mcintosh would be Chief of Foreign & Domestic Broadcasting,
charged with compiling and prosecuting programs to insure a supply
of parts and tubes sufficient to
maintain civilian radio, both transmitting and receiving.
Mr. Mcintosh joined WPB April
24, 1942, as chief of the Radio
Section, then in the newly-organized Communications Branch. He is
on indefinite leave as technical supervisor of Fort Industries, operating six stations in Ohio, West Virginia and Georgia.
The Mcintosh promotion was a
natural sequel to the shift of Radio Division sections underway several months. Military production
has been placed under three assistant directors, each heading a
"group". To insure adequate protection for civilians, a similar
"group" was created for civilians
with Mr. Mcintosh, its chief, as
an assistant director.
Mr. Mcintosh used the title for
the first time in a statement that
announced the tube and part program he has been working on for
several months. He assured the
public that owners of radios, regardless of make or vintage, will
be able to keep their sets in repair.
The tube program, as approved
by manufacturers at a meeting
late last month, calls for intense
production of 114 major types. Mr.
Mcintosh hopes to make 11,000,000;
by July. A second program for replacement parts is already being
scheduled by manufacturers, the;
statement said.

Dictograph on Blue
DICTOGRAPH SALES Corp.,
which has not used network radio
since it had a series on NBC 10
years ago, will return to the air
March 20 with a Saturday night:
five-minute dramatic program on,
at least 105 BLUE stations. Designed as promotion
the Acousticon hearing
aid, for
program
will
dramatize true stories of persons!
benefiting by the device. Agency is;
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
• Broadcast
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Industries

War

Single-Time
Breaking
For

Tests

Ground

Contacts

SEW

SOURCES of radio advertisers are being developed through
,he use of one-time network broadsasts, a review of this type of
broadcast advertising for the last
line months reveals. Seasonal
ivents, such as sports games, the
■lolidays, and situations created by
,;he war, have provided material for
almost half a hundred special feature programs.
ieet t These one-time shots, both new
ind varied, suggest further program possibilities of interest to
;he advertiser inclined to test radio,
>r network radio for the first time,
>r who has a message for listeners
vhich can be adequately carried in
,1 single presentation.
"Many Firsts"
i The
broadcasts,
which are
argely institutional, have brought
nany companies to radio for the
[irst time, and others have been
ntroduced to network advertising.
|n at least two instances, the newcomers have followed through with
.regular programs. It remains to be
seen whether other "firsts" will
serve as preludes to regular use
)f network radio. In the meantime,
,n addition to creating actual and
potential advertisers for specific
networks, and for the industry in
general, the one-timers serve a
lumber of purposes, one being that
pf utilizing afternoon periods deVoid of regular sponsors.
L Situations created by the war
jncluding the trend towards institutional advertising have provided
radio with more opportunities for
foi single programs than perhaps any
either factor. Included in this cate'ijory have been such objectives as
.entertainment
of
servicemen ;
f'ljnorale-builders
for
the warworkers of a given plant, and for
he war industry in general; conumer education on wartime effects
n the food industry and the use
of radio to make up for restrictions on travel,
lsel
jr l
Candy Council Buys
Newcomer to radio in the food
field was the Council on Candy as
njgFood in the War Effort, Chicago,
lucandy manufacturers group, which
purchased the full BLUE network
for a broadcast by Mrs. Franklin
p. Roosevelt, Dec. 9, 10:15-10:45
p.m. Program theme was "conjsumption of candy as a food in the
war effort." The Council has since
Jstarted a weekly quarter-hour commentary on NBC, featuring talks
;on rationing by Ernest K. Lindley.
BBDO, Chicago, placed the business.
; Cancellation of its annual dealer's convention, because of transjportation limitations, brought
iLibby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago,
BROADCASTING

Bring

Nets

to network broadcasting for the
first time Oct. 19, with a program
aired on the full BLUE network
4:30-5 p.m. as a radio convention,
with the added purpose of revealing

Rally Sept. 13, 7-7:30 p.m. on 101
BLUE outlets. Lord & Thomas,
New York, is the agency.
Pioneer in the field of sponsored
broadcasts of ceremonies marking

to the general public the company's
advertising plans for helping the
housewife plan a balanced and appetizing diet in spite of shortages.
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago,
is the agency.
The holidays combined with the
entertainment of servicemen served
as the occasion for several broadcasts involving the purchase of unprecedented amount of time by individual sponsors. The most outstanding contract was the 12-hour
block bought by Coca Cola Co.,
Atlanta, on the full BLUE network
for a continuous program of name
band music running from noon

the war
award
of the Army-Navy
"E"
to
industries
is BLUE which
has to date aired a total of 16 such
programs, most of them on the full
network and the majority in the
mid-afternoon period. Queried by
BLUE as to their reasons for using
radio when promotion had been
previously limited to the trade,
manufacturers replied "we want
to reach as many people as possible
with the story of our accomplish-

to midnight Christmas day. D'Arcy
Adv.,
count. New York, handles the acElgin on CBS
The holiday-servicemen combination brought to network radio for
the first time Elgin Watch Co.,
Elgin, 111., with a two-hour music
and variety program on 116 CBS
stations, 4 to 6 p.m. on Thanksgiving, and a similar broadcast on
Christmas. Elgin has been using
spot broadcasting at Christmas for
the last several years. Company
has now purchased the Wednesday,
10:30-11 p.m. period on CBS for
The Man Behind the Gun, starting
in March. Agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
To greet former employes now
in the armed forces, Standard Oil
Co. of California used the full NBC
network, 12:15 to 1 p.m. Dec. 25,
through their agency, BBDO, San
Francisco.
As part of its employe campaign
to "Beat the Promise," by outdistancing production goals, RCA
Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J. sponsored
a broadcast of a War Workers

Revenue

New

Mutual has carried six broadcasts of this type and CBS two,
ments."
including
an additional half-hour
on the regular E. R. Squibb Co.
program. The war also lent sponsor
and listener interest to the graduation exercises of the Great Lakes
Naval Training Center, broadcast
on CBS by Northern Pump Co.,
Minneapolis.
The Christmas holiday season
attracted to radio for the first
time Prince Matchabelli, New York
perfumery, probably the first company of its kind to use network
radio, with a five-minute broadcast
on the full CBS network for Stradavari perfume.
Sport Features
Outstanding seasonal one-time
shots in the sports field have included the five games of the World
series, aired on 300 Mutual stations
by Gillette-Safety Razor Corp.,
Boston, and the Army-Navy game,
heard on 100 NBC CBS and MBS
stations under sponsorship of
Standard Oil Co. of N. J., extensive
user of spot broadcasting for Esso
Marketers. Politics has accounted
for several commercial hook-ups
on the BLUE in connection with
the 1942 elections. The film industry
is also represented.

The war appears to have performed a service, both from the
point of view of immediate and potential benefits, in forcing the radio
industry into new fields which
would probably have remained
unexplored in peacetime. With advertisers hesitating to make
lengthy commitments, particularly
in unfamiliar media, the flexible
one-time broadcast seems to be
well-suited to fill the needs of the
company interested in testing, or
simply confronted with a sudden
wartime situation, calling for a
message to the public.
WAR

INDUSTRY MORALE,
INSTITUTIONAL
BLUE — Electric Boat Co., New York,
submarine keel ; White Motor Co., Cleveland, E award; Jenkins Bros., Bridgeport,
E; Gilbert Barker Mfg. Co., W. Springfield, Mass., E ; Elco Naval Division, Bayonne, N. J., E; Scovill Mfg. Co., Waterbury, Conn., E; Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.,
E; Babcock & Wilcox Co., New York,
Maritime M; Bauer & Black, Chicago, E;
Higgins Industries,
Orleans,Mass.,
E ; Independent Lock Co., New
Fitchburg,
E;
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, workers rally;
Cramerton Mills, Cramerton, N. C, E ;
A. Schrader's Sons, Brooklyn, E ; Wheeling
Corrugating Co., Wheeling, E ; Crane Co.,
Chicago, E; Western Gear Works, Seattle,
E; Masonite Co., Chicago, E.
CBS — E. R. Squibb Co., New York, B:
Arc Equipment Co., Bryan, O., E.
MBS— Diebold Safe & Lock Co., Canton,
O., E; Lansdowne
Co., Philadelphia, E; WorumboSteelMfg.& Iron
Co., New
York,
E; Chase Brass & Copper, Waterbury,
Conn., E; Hercules Motor Co., Canton, E ;
Hoover Sweeper Co., Canton, E. •
ENTERTAINMENT
OF SERVICEMEN, INSTITUTIONAL
BLUE — Coca Cola Co., Atlanta, Christmas (music).
CBS — Northern Pump Co., Minneapolis,
Navy graduation exercises; Elgin Watch
Co., Elgin, 111., Thanksgiving (variety),
and Christmas (music).
NBC — Standard Oil Co., Cal., Christmas
program for employes in service.
POLITICS
BLUE — Republican National Committee,
two campaign talks; Democratic National
Committee, campaign talk.
FILMS
Inn"„„ ...
BLUE — Paramount
Pictures, "Holiday
CBS — Paramount

Pictures, "Holiday

FOOD IN WARTIME
BLUE — Libby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago, radio sales convention; Council on
Candy
as Food
in War Effort, Chicago,
Inn".
food value
of candy.
SPORTS
(Long-term Series Not Included)
BLUE— Gillette Safety Razor Corp.,
Boston, Sugar Bowl game.
CBS — Standard Oil Co. of N. J., New
York, Army-Navy game; Gillette Safety
Razor Corp., Boston, Orange Bowl game.
MBS— Gillette Safety Razor Corp., Boston, World Series, Cotton Bowl game,
East-West game; Pabst Brewing Co., Chicago, pro football championship; pro
games; Standard Oil Co. of N. J., ArmyNavy
NBC game.
— Standard Oil Co. of N. J., ArmyNavy game.
Satevepost Test
PUBLISHING Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post)
is testing the swing shift audience
in two war industry markets wiih
participating announcements on
all-night programs. Four announcements, thrice-weekly, are being
used on Swing Shift, broadcast at
1-3 a.m. on WENR, Chicago while
12 announcements are being broadcast on Music & News, 12-5:30
a.m., on WJR, Detroit.

CURTIS
AWARD HONORS are shared by WLS and WENR, Chicago's BLUE stations, as they are cited by General Mills, Minneapolis, sponsors of the
Lone Ranger on the BLUE, for the top showing in a billfold give-away
offered by the company on all stations carrying the program. Presenting
the award to Glen Snyder (left), manager of WLS, and Merritt S.
Schoenfeld (second from left), sales manager of BLUE central division,
are P. S. Joyce, manager of the Chicago grocery products division of
General Mills and E. H. Kees, assistant central division sales manager
of General Mills. The program is heard Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:30-8 p.m.
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Army,
Declare
Prove

Navy

Change

Would

Handicap
Victory

to

SOME

EASING of radio's headaches in connection with repeal by
several states of Federal War
Time appeared likely last Wednesday as the War and Navy Departments entered the controversy involving Daylight Saving Time with
a strong statement in behalf of
War Time.
Heralding Federal time as "one
of the most important contributions
made by Congress to increase production of the sinews of war," Undersecretary of War Robert P.
Patterson and Undersecretary of
the Navy James V. Forrestal
warned that any change in the law
establishing War Time would be a
serious deterrent to increased production in 1943 and "would slow
down our march to victory".
Nebraska Petition
Meantime Nebraska joined the
ranks of dissenting states by memorializing Congress to repeal the
Federal statute of Jan. 20, 1942,
which placed the entire nation under War Time. In the Upper House
Republican Senators Wherry and
Butler both presented the Nabraska Legislature's joint resolution opposing War Time, while Representatives Stefan and Miller, also
Republicans, offered them in the
House.
Despite pressure from the farm
bloc there was a general feeling
on Capitol Hill that Congress would
not repeal Federal War Time, in
view of its necessity to the war effort. Members of the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, which now has two concurrent
resolutions to repeal War Time (HConRes-9, HConRes-10) introduced
by Reps. Brehm (R-O.) and Cole
(R-Mo.) [Broadcasting, Feb. 1],
indicated no action will be taken on
either resolution for some time.
The Committee has asked the
Federal Power Commission, Interstate Commerce Commission, War
Production and other Government
agencies for data concerning the
benefits of War Time the past
winter. A hearing probably will be
scheduled shortly, however, on two
bills introduced by Rep. White
(D-Ida.), to place a portion of that
State in the Pacific Time zone
rather than the Mountain Zone
[Broadcasting, March 1]. The ICC
is reported to look favorably on
that change inasmuch as normally
western Idaho should be in the Pacific Zone.
There arose the question in
Washington as to whether individual states could legally return
to Standard Time in view of the
fact that War Time was established
by Congress. Government spokesmen generally were agreed that
Federal Time controls interstate
commerce and that the indivdual
states could not change the operation of transportation lines, post
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Time
Federal
on
Insist
offices and other Federal schedules.
munications and business in general.
They can, however, regulate their
own industry and intrastate comthe action of indiEven though
merce.
vidual States in repealing War
The joint War-Navy statement
Time has thrown radio into conwas taken in some quarters to
fusion, and in some instances cost
mean that executive action can be broadcasters revenue (with some
anticipated should the individual
programs originally billed at Class
states continue to return to normal
time, 6-7 p.m., now billed at
A
time. In that connection it was
afternoon rates) it was agreed
pointed out that of the three states
radio's
leaders
among sindustry
already operating under normal
comparison
in that
are minor
problem
time (Georgia, Ohio and Michito the slowdown in the nation's war
gan), not one has any semblance
job, which the military branches of
of universal time. In the rural areas
the Government say is inevitable
and small urban centers clocks were
by a change to normal time.
set back an hour while in the larger
The joint statement by Mr. Patcities they have been kept on War
terson and Mr. Forrestal follows:
Time.
The War Time statute has been one
Radio Confusion
of the important contributions made
by Congress to increase production of
the sinews of war. During the last
One example of the confusion reyear it has brought about a saving in
sulting to radio was in Cincinnati
electrical generating capacity for the
where the two Crosley Corp. stanation as a whole of more than one
tions operating from shared facilimillion kilowatts and one and oneties are broadcasting under two
half billion kw.-hours.
Translated into terms of production,
time zones, WLW functioning unthe power capacity thus saved by War
der Eastern Standard Time in
Time is sufficient to produce a billion
keeping with the Ohio Legislature's
pounds of aluminum per year. Withaction, and WSAI adhering to War
out this saving of power, it would
have been necessary to provide new
Time, following action of the Cinelectrical power facilities. This could
cinnati City Council.
only have been accomplished at the
Part of Michigan is on War Time
cost of a further deficit in scarce
and part on slow time and the same
metals and equipment needed in the
production of tanks, planes, ships,
is true of Georgia.
munitions, and in the erection of
What steps could be taken to
plants
so vitally needed for the makhalt action by individual states,
ing of synthetic rubber and 100other than a nationwide intensive
octane gasoline.
We recognize that some difficulties
educational program on the merits
and necessity of War Time, was a have resulted from the adoption of
War Time, but the inconveniences and
moot question in Washington. With
even occasional hardships consequent
few exceptions broadcasters, wellto its adoption have been minor when
compared to the savings achieved in
versed in the headaches of timeelectrical power necessary to war prochange, have campaigned in their
duction.
respective communities to retain
Any change in the present War
universal time.
Time statute would without question
In Toledo, Arch Shawd, general
result in serious detriment to increased production in 1943. It would
manager of WTOL, was instrumenslow down our march to victory.
tal in helping to keep that city on
Federal Time when Ohio returned
MILTON J. BLAIR, vice-president
to slow time. Along with other civic
and secretary of Sherman K. Ellis &
leaders Mr. Shawd urged continuCo., New York, has taken a leave of
ance of War Time to avoid upsetabsence to join the staff of the Advertising Council.
ting radio, common carriers, com-

MORE GRIEF awaited J. Leonard Reinsch, director of the James M. Cox
stations, when Ohio's time-change muddle brought about a major upheaval in WHIO program scheduling. Attempting to straighten out the
jumble as Ohio Legislature adopted Eastern Standard Time and Dayton
City Council voted for Central War Time, while Cincinnati remained on
Eastern War Time are (1 to r) : Mr. Reinsch, Lester G. Spencer, assistant
manager of WHIO in charge of programs and production, and Robert H.
Moody, recently named general manager of the station. Added to Mr.
Reinsch's worries is the fact that WHIO will carry the Cincinnati Reds
baseball games, which will originate under Eastern War Time. He previously went through sleepless nights attempting to reshuffle schedules at
WSB, Atlanta [Broadcasting, Feb. 22], when the Georgia Legislature
plunged that state into confusion by adopting slow time.

BROADCASTING

STAR9 SERIES
USES
ALL B.C. OUTLETS
PRESTIGE campaign on all six
Washington stations has been
started by the Washington Evening
Star, owner of WMAL, BLUE key
in the capital. The institutional
series, consisting of one-minute
transcriptions, is designed to promote the Star's rank as leading
newspaper in the nation from the
standpoint of advertising lineage.
The idea was conceived and produced by Robert Enders, head of
the radio division of Kal Advertising, Washington agency. Purpose is
to build prestige rather than promote circulation, already limited by
the paper shortage. Washington
stations are WRC WMAL WJSV
WOL WINX WWDC.
CBS

9-Man

Advisory

Board Now
Established
MEMBERS of the new Columbia
Affiliates Advisory Board [Broadcasting, Feb. 15] were announced
last week, when the New York accounting firm of Lybrand, Ross
Bros. & Montgomery completed tabulation of ballots from CBS stations in the nine districts. Stations
in each district elected a broadcaster to represent them at conferences with the network management, the first probably to be called
within the month. Listed by districts, members are:
1. Franklin
WDRC,WKBW,
Hartford. 2. I. R.Doolittle,
Lounsberry,
Buffalo. mond.3.4. C.
T. Lucey,
WRVA, WCSC,
RichJohn
M. Rivers,
Charleston, S. C. 5. Hoyt Wooten,
WREC, Memphis. 6. Leo Fitzpatrick,
WJR, Detroit. 7. Don Searle, KOILKFAB, Omaha-Lincoln. 8. Clyde Rembert, KRLD, Dallas. 9. C. W. Myers,
KOIN, Portland, Ore.
Election was supervised by a committee headed by Mr. Fitzpatrick and
including Cecil Mastin, WNBF, Binghamton; O. L. Taylor, KTSA, San
Antonio ; Hugh Terry, KLZ, Denver ;
James Woodruff, WRBL, Columbus,
Ga.
Lindsley Heads KFBI
APPOINTMENT of Robert K.
Lindsley, son of H. K. Lindsley, president of the Farmers
& Bankers Life Insurance Co., of
Wichita, as general manager of
KFBI, owned by the insurance
company, was announced last week.
The younger Lindsley succeeds Ray
Linton, who leaves April 1, after a
year and a half with the station.
The new KFBI manager has been
public relations director of the insurance company. Mr. Linton, it
was learned, plans to return to
Chicago where he was station representative before joining KFBI.
Speigel's to Use 60
SPEIGEL'S, Chicago mail order
house, is planning to use 60 stations in a 13-week campaign of
announcements and programs promoting its fall catalogue. Promotion will summer.
getJ. L.under
way Agency,
in midStewart
Chicago, has the account.
New York Bank Spots
MANUFACTURERS TRUST Co.,
New York, on March 7 started a
26-week campaign on WJZ and
WMCA, New York, using weekly
transcribed announcements with
sound effects on each station. Agency is McCann-Erickson, New York.
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IN ST. tOUIS
which

station

in the major

cities is "Listened to Most" at night as revealed
by the most comprehensive survey in the history of Radio?

70%
"Listen Most" to
KSD — the Leading
Night-Time Station,

IN CLEVELAND

|

station

for

Pause

69%

identification:"

"Listen Most" to
the leading NightTime Station.

KSD

IN DETROIT
63%
"Litton Most" to 3
the Leading Nighttime Station. §

9b SSS «S» SM ^
IN PITTSBURGH

§

55%
ow, pause to consider these
facts. NBC's survey, "A Tale of
412 Cities", established these two
conclusive firsts for KSD:

"listen Most" to
the Leading Nighttime Station. i

*t*

IN CHICAGO

First in St. Louis! KSD was nasned
by 70% of those who replied as the
favorite night~time station.

****

First Nationally ! No other radio
station in any of the major markets
(cities over 600,000) equalled this percentage dominance of the night-time
listening audience. Percentages for
the leading station in each of the
twelve largest cities are detailed to the
left and below.

54%
"listen Most" to
the Leading NightTime Station.

These

IN PHILADELPHIA

firsts rate KSD one of America's
first radio buys for top nighttime percentage of coverage of
its city at lowest cost.

52%
"Listen Most" to
the Leading NightTime Station.

KSD
ft

Owned and Operated by the ST. LOUIS
ST. LOUIS' DISTINGUISHED

IN SAN FRANCISCO
51%
"listen Most" to
the Leading NightTime Station.

ROADCASTING

two definitely established

IN LOS ANGELES

50%
"Listen Most" to
the leading NightTime Station.

• Broadcast

POST-DISPATCH

Represented Nationally by Free and Peters

STATION

IN BALTIMORE

\ Oh
IN WASHINGTON, 6. C.

IN N8W

50%
"listen Most" to
the Leading NightTime Station.

49%
"listen Most" to
the Leading Night*
Time Station.

35%to
"listen Most"
the leading Night*
Time Station.

Advertising

YORK

March

IN BOSTON

"listen Most" to
%
the Leading33
NightTime Station.

8, 1943
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War

Activities

of

Covering
In Report
CALLING communications the
"nerve system" of the nation at
war, just as land, sea and air transport constitute the "life blood", the
FCC devoted the bulk of its Eighth
Annual Report, covering the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1942, to its
participation in the war effort. The
report was released last Friday
over the signature of FCC-BWC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly.
The report was devoid of legislative recommendations.
"Since July 1, 1941 and even
more intensively since Pearl Harbor, the conversion of Commission
activities to a war footing has been
its chief task," said the report.
Busy With the War
Certain Commission activities
which developed after the close of
the fiscal year, in connection with
war activities, were included to
provide "as nearly as possible a
current picture". Full attention of
the Commission is now devoted to
overall war activity, the report
emphasized.
The largest single activity of the
Commission — its Radio Intelligence
Division — was dealt with at
length. This division, headed by
Assistant Chief Engineer George
E. Sterling, monitors the ether
throughout the United States, its
territories and possessions, and
maintains outposts to cover enemy,
illegal and unlicensed
radio transmis ons. ,

11

NOW
5,000
DAY

&

600

*7Ue Q*df

WATTS
NIGHT
KC

GohunJua

Station, in M<^*i^i<md
★
Paul H. Raymer Co.
National Soled. faputiuUatia*
New York • Chicago • Sin Francisco • Los Angeles
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Attention also was given to Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service, created in March 1941, to keep
the Government informed about the
contents of foreign broadcasts. It
said this unit was created as a
result of a suggestion from the
State Department to the BWC. It
was described as a war agency,
operating exclusively as a service
to the Federal agencies and the
United Nations. In all, the report
said, about 1,650,000 words are
intercepted daily.
Also described in the preface
were the functions of the Board of
War Communications, which began
operation as the Defense Communications Board in 1940. It was created by executive order and reports
to the President through the Office
of Emergency Management. Its
membership is made up of Chairman Fly and of the chief communications officers of the Army and
Navy, the Assistant Secretary of
State in charge of international
communications, and the Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury in
charge of enforcement activities.
Other war activities of the FCC
likewise were outlined, but with no
detail, presumably because of wartime restrictions.
At the end of the fiscal year the
Commission had 2,108 employes, of
whom 511 were regular employes in
Washington, 531 were in national
defense work in Washington, 222
in regular work in the field, and

FCC

Are

Shown

Last Fiscal Year
844 on the national defense payroll
in the field.

For the fiscal year 1942, the Commission was appropriated $2,315,229 for its regular activities, $3,316,195 for its national defense
activities, and $24,500 for printing
and binding, a total of $5,655,924.
This compares with $7,609,000 for
the Commission authorized by the
House but still awaiting Senate
the fiscal year beapproval,ginning for
next July 1.
In that portion of its report
(mimeographed for the first time
pursuant to Bureau of the Budget
requirements) devoted to general
operation, the Commission also
at the last sescovered legislation
sion and litigation.
The Commission cited particularly its April 27 freeze order on
broadcast construction, the North
American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement which became effective
March 29, 1941 and the status, at
the end of the fiscal year, of its
various policy inquiries, covering
such matters as chain-broadcasting
regulations, newspaper-radio inquiry, foreign language programs,
and other modifications of rules
and regulations.
Vital statistics for the fiscal year
showed a total of 897 standard
broadcast stations operating or
under construction on June 30,
1941, with 34 stations authorized
and six deleted during the fiscal
year, making a net increase of 28
stations for the period.
Use of more complex directional antennas to minimize interference made it possible for many
stations to increase nighttime power to the maximum allowable and
increased Commission time in
studying technical proposals. Approximately 25% of the stations
in existence on June 30, 1941 used
directional antennas. Approximately 27.6% operated as authorized on
June 30, 1942 using directional.
Newspaper Inquiry
Apropos its freeze order, the
Commission said there is definitely
a shortage of much of the critical
material and equipment necessary
to maintain stations, particularly
large transmitting tubes. Its engineering department has cooperated with broadcasters and the war
agencies to work out a plan to use
all surplus material and equipment to afford the industry as a
whole every possible means of
maintaining operations. Considerable study has been devoted to
means of prolonging life expectancy of consumer materials, it was
said.
Two brief sentences were devoted to the highly-controverted
newspaper-radio inquiry. "During
the fiscal year the Commission
held hearings on the joint control
of newspapers and broadcasting
stations, pursuant to Order No.
79," said the report. "The record
BROADCASTING

MARITAL QUIZ program, The
Better Half, heard on WOR, New
York, Wednesday, 8:30-9 p.m.,
gains a sponsor as Murray Herman, president
of Consolidated
Razor Blade
Co., Jersey
City, signs
the contract [Broadcasting, March
1]. Participating are (1 to r) : Mr.
Herman; Arthur Ross, company
treasurer; H. Malcolm Stuart,
WOR account executive; R. C.
Maddux, WOR vice-president in
charge of sales; Ralph Weinbaum,
vice-president of Grey Adv., New
York, agency in charge.
has not been closed and no action
same amount of space
hasAbout
been the
taken."
was devoted to the chain-monopoly
regulations, with the Commission
noting that the three- judge court
in New York had "found for the
Commission" and that the matter
now is on appeal in the Supreme
Court.
Concerning foreign language
programs, the Commission cited
the attention given such operation in the war effort. "Surveys
are being made of program serv- ,
ice, personnel, community back- J
ground, and general operations of
foreign
language broadcast
stations," itoperasaid.
Non-standard
tions covered cited the Commission's war policy of limiting grants
and authorizations pursuant to the
freeze order. It stated that in both
FM and television, further expansion service "is unlikely until after
the war," in the light of curtailment of new authorizations and
stoppage of receiver production.
In the FM field, the Commission
cited that on July 1, 1942 55 construction permits for commercial
FM were outstanding and five licenses had been granted. During
the year 20 construction permits
were granted prior to adoption of
the freeze order and eight authorizations were deleted, the latter
generally because of inability to
obtain equipment. Due to this difficulty, aconsiderable number of
stations were operating under
special temporary authorizations.
Apropos
facsimile,in the
sion said interest
thisCommisservice
"continued to lag" at the close of
the fiscal year, with only four stations licensed — the same as the
previous year.
The Commission handled a total
of 5,765 broadcast applications during the fiscal year covering all activities in the field. It granted
4,357 of them.
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Three

Activity

Examples

at

of

Wartime

Detroit

J—

WW

Station

The

Detroit

Orchestra

. . .

Seventy of the country's
outstanding musicians,
directed

by Victor

Kolar,

present a full hour of the
world's finest music each
Sunday from 6:00 to 7:00
P. M. in the interest of
War

Service

Stars—

With

"Ty"

Tyson

Furlough

. . .

Ty

Tyson, Detroit's most popular radio personality, goes into homes with portable recording equipment and talks with parents of
boys in the services. Interviewees receive
$5.00 in War Stamps.

Frolic —

Bond

for Service

promotion.

Men

....

*

Paul Leash and his 18-piece orchestra with vocals
by Jane Fulton and Lee Edwards entertain service
men

each Saturday afternoon
ing in downtown Detroit.

from

the USO

Build-

UIUJJ
America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station — First in Detroit
National Reoresentatives
THE
NBC

GEORGE

COMPANY

Owned and Operated by The Detroit News

BASIC

NETWORK

BROADCASTING

P. HOLLINGBERY

ASSOCIATE

STATION

W45D — F. M,
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American
ENGINEERS!

Contributions,
War
AMERICAN business is credited

OPERATORS!
TECHNICIANS!

CHECK

HERE!
...

if you

want

a

BETTER
RADIO
JOB
The lack of technical ability is the only thing
that stands between you and a better job—
I
'■ CREI can prepare you NOW with
just the training you need!
[ Are you finding yourself in a routine job
—a job that any other man can handle just
as well as you? Today, radio JOBS are
■many — but radio CAREERS are few! Now
is the opportune time for you to equip yourself with the necessary technical training to
cjualify you for an important engineering
position with a lasting future in the field
of broadcasting and industrial electronics.
NOW when industry needs men is the
time for you to investigate radio career
training. Your radio experience backed by
modern CREI technical training will equip
you to share in the good-paying jobs that
await trained men. CREI home study
courses are prepared for experienced radiomen who realize the necessity of CREI
training if they are to rise above the routine jobs to make good in the important
positions that lead to security and happiness!
m you have had professional radio engineering
experience and want to
rtake more money — let
us prove to you we have
something you need to
qualify for a better radio
job. To help us intelligently answer your inquiry— please state briefly
pour background of experience, education and
present position.

• WRITE
FOR FREE
BOOKLET

CREI STUDENTS
AND GRADUATES
The CREI Placement Bureau is flooded
with requests for CREI trained radiomen. Employers in all branches of radio
want trained men. Your government
wants every man to perform his job, or
be placed in a job, that will allow him
j to work at maximum productivity. //
: you are or will be in need of re-emj.: Bureau
ploymentat write
once. your CREI Placement
APITOL

RADIO

:ngineering institute
E. H. RIETZKE, President
Home Study Courses in Practical Radio
Engineering for Professional
Self -Improvement
; Dept. B-3, 3224-16th Street, N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Contractors to the U. S. Signal Corps —
If. S. Coast Guard. Producers of Welltrained Technical Radiomen for Industry
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with a large share of radio's war
contributions in a statement issued
last week by Mark Woods, president of the BLUE
Network, in connection with the
announceme n t
that during the
period of Jan. 1
through Feb. 15
of this year the
BLUE broadcast
more than 160
network hours of
Mr. Woods
programs devoted
exclusively to the war effort. Of
this total, 39 hours was commercially sponsored time directly paid
for by national advertisers.
The remainder, 124 hours of sustaining time, is the contribution of
the network itself, but Mr. Woods
pointed out that "under the American system of broadcasting, in
which there is no license fee on receiving sets nor a tax on listening,
American business organizations,
through the medium of advertising,
make this vast contribution possible.
Morale Programs Not Included
"American radio has been given
recognition and great credit for the
part it has played and is playing
in aiding in the prosecution of the
war," he continued. "It is only too
easy to forget the men and women
and the organizations they represent who are in reality 'the men
behind the man behind the gun'."
The figures cited do not include
any programs which might be helpful to the war effort as affording
relaxation or building morale
among the armed forces or war
workers, but cover only those
broadcasts devoted solely to war
messages. Time given individually
by BLUE affiliated stations, such
as the more than 18 hours of war
effort programs on WJZ, New York,
during the period studied, also is
excluded from the total.
Mr. Woods stressed two points:
Much of the fine talent on the air
is sponsored by companies whose
plants are converted to war production and who have no products
to sell to the public. Also, it is the
revenue derived from this commercially sponsored time (approximately 22% of the BLUE's total
broadcast time) which enables the
network to present war effort programs on its sustaining time.

Leads
Says

in

Mark

Radio's
Woods

been given such an opportunity to
do its share.
"No broadcaster and no group
of broadcasters, on their own initiative, could afford to take over this
highly important phase of war activity. When programs such as the
Victory Parade of Spotlight Bands
travels hundreds of thousands of
miles to entertain soldiers, sailors,
marines and war workers, it is the
result of planning and expenditures
by private business. American
broadcasting can be proud of the
fact that it can cooperate in this
great campaign carried on at its
own expense and on its own initiative by American business."
Other War Aids
Mr. Woods' tribute to the war
contributions of American advertisers points up the fact that while
more than 100 American companies
have been awarded the Army-Navy
E for manufacturing contributions
to the nation's war effort, little
recognition has been given to the
equally important psychological
and educational contributions to
the Government war program
which American business and invertising.dustry has made through its adSubject was discussed at a recent meeting of network executives with Chester J. LaRoche,
chairman of the Advertising Council, and Frederic R. Gamble, managing director, American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies. NBC was
represented by its vice-president
and general manager, Frank E.
Mullen; CBS by Paul Hollister,
vice-president in charge of advertising and promotion; MBS by
President Miller McClintock, and
the BLUE by Earl Mullin, publicity
director.
Group agreed on the importance
of the commercially sponsored programs, with their established audiences, in presenting Government
war messages to the public and that
the success of the OWI radio allocation plan is really based on the
donations of time and talent by the
sponsors of these programs. They
also agreed on the necessity for
telling both business and the public that radio's advertisers, as well
as the stations and networks, have
gone to war. A number of methods
for putting across this message
were discussed and the meeting
decided that each network would
do the job in its own way.

Private Business Gets Credit

"The Fred Aliens, Jack Bennys
and Ed 'Archie' Gardners," he
pointed out, "are the result of
thinking, programming and expenditures by commercial clients.
The network and the station are
the media through which these
morale builders are presented to a
war working public. Never before,
in any war, has private industry

District

3

Meeting

TO ELECT a director for the term
starting with the next NAB convention scheduled this spring, Isaac
D. Levy, director of District 3
(Delaware, Pennsylvania and
Maryland), has called a meeting in
Philadelphia March 22 at the Benjamin Frankin Hotel. Mr. Levy is
part owner of WCAU, Philadelphia.
BROADCASTING

RCA
Expected to Pick
New Advertising Agency
RCA's announcement of a new advertising agency, awaited since last
December when it became known
that Lord & Thomas would not continue to handle the account, may be
forthcoming shortly. Last week
Horton Heath, RCA director of
publicity and advertising; Henry
C. Bonfig, commercial vice-president of RCA Mfg. Co., and T. F.
Joyce, RCA Mfg. Co., vice-president in charge of advertising and
sales promotion, completed their inspection of facilities of agencies
that have made presentations to
RCA.
Foote, Cone & Belding, which
took over Lord & Thomas accounts
Jan. 1, will continue to handle the
advertising of NBC and the BLUE,
network companies wholly owned
by RCA. Other RCA subsidiaries,
however, including the RCA-Victor
division of RCA Mfg. Co., are expected to go to a new agency.
Dimout

Warnings

COOPERATING with Mayor LaGuardia of New York to halt dimout casualties, New York Radio
Committee members have agreed
to broadcast daily announcements
urging pedestrians to wear white
articles of clothing and motorists
to drive slowly. Morris Novik, director of the city's municipal station, WNYC, secures each day the
number killed and injured in traffic
accidents the previous night and
transmits this information to
NYRC and other cooperating stations via press service teletypes.
Fibber's OWI Series
TO RELAY home town news to
service men abroad, Jim and
Marian Jordan, who portrays Fibber McGee & Molly, have started a
new transcribed quarter-hour series
titled Headlines From Home, under
auspices of the OWI. Transcriptions,fromincluding
items collected
home actual
town newspapers,
are shipped weekly to the AEF.
Don Quinn is writer, with Harlow
Wilcox, announcer. Fibber McGee
& Molly is sponsored on NBC by
S. C. Johnson & Sons.
New

Evening

Highs

RADIO'S evening "Available Audience" made new highs in every
month but one in 1942, compared
to 1941, and continues to break
records in 1943, according to C.
E. Hooper Inc. in conjunction with
the Feb. 28 Evening Ratings Report. In each of four years covered
by the Hooper Available Audience
Index, the "per cent at home and
awake" reached its high for the
year in January.
Film Series Expands
TO PROMOTE its first technicolor
film, "The Desperados," Columbia
Pictures Corp., New York, using
transcribed announcements, last
week started a spot campaign which
will extend to several key cities. At
the same time the company is drawing up a schedule of news programs
in 40 or 50 markets for another
movie, "The More The Merrier," to
be released sometime in April or
May.
Agency is Weiss & Geller,
New York.
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Smart

BOMB

Advertisers

SIGHT

TO

Near misses don't count in radio. National
and local advertisers are learning that. In
Maryland they've discovered that WFBR
covers the vital Baltimore market as effectively as some

of the recently introduced

Allied "Block Busting" Bombs.
target you aim at!
And

when

You

hit the

you hit the 6th largest city in

the country, with WFBR's concentrated force,
something happens to sales.
WFBR

doesn't try to cover Virginia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware or West Vir-

RADIO

STATION

NATIONAL

have

HIT

a

BALTIMORE!

ginia. Our job is Baltimore.

We

use the

electrical power that does just that. WFBR
believes that those scattered states have radio
stations right in their own
their own

backyards with

loyal listeners.

In Baltimore ... it all adds up to this: In
Baltimore . . . WFBR
clear signal DAY

gives a magnificently

and NIGHT.

Baltimore

people enjoy the station. Advertisers save
money

by buying coverage . . . and not just

power that's costlier and too often wasteful.

WFBR

REPRESENTATIVE

found

JOHN

BALTIMORE
BLAIR

&

CO

OF

EXPLANATION
DETAILED explanation, section
by section, of the purposes and provisions of the White-Wheeler Bill
(S-814) to rewrite the Communications Act and reorganize the FCC,
was given the Senate last Tuesday
by Senator White (R-Maine) in
introducing the measure.
The bill, a composite of measures
for revision of the Communications
Act introduced at previous sessions
by Mr. White and Senator Wheeler
(D-Mont.), who is chairman of the
Interstate Commerce Committee,
was referred to that committee
with prospects of early hearings.
Following is the full text of
Senator White's statement explaining the measure, section by section :
The radio bill today introduced by
Senator Wheeler and Senator White
has its source in S-1268, a bill introduced by Senator Wheeler in a previous Congress; in S-1806 and S-1520,
introduced in previous sessions by
Senator White ; in recommendations
made to the Federal Communications
Bar Assn. by a committee thereof; in
court decisions ; and in recommendations found in the Report of the Attorney General's
Committee on Administrative Procedure.
This measure should not be regarded as a general revision of our
Communications Act of 1934, but the
changes in the organization of the
iFederal Communications Commission,
in its procedure, in the sections of
present law with respect to appeals to
the courts, in the efforts made to assure equality of right and opportunity
among those who utilize radio for public discussion, in the attempt to further provide against censorship and
in the authorization of declaratory

WHITE

-WHEELER

RADIO

who will be able to devote their time
and attention to the questions committed to them without undue interruption or interference occasioned by
the demands of basically different
Under the plan proposed, the status
problems.
of
the chairman would be that of an
executive officer and coordinator participating fully in all matters within
the jurisdiction of the Commission except the determination and decision of
contested matters which are made the
exclusive business of the divisions. Experience has amply demonstrated that
the chairman cannot be expected to
devote the time and attention necessary to the proper handling and disposition of these matters and also
efficiently to discharge the many other
duties which are unavoidably his
under the act. As to these other duties,
an attempt has also been made to
clarify the status of the chairman and
to make him, and him only, the official
spokesman and representative of the
Commission in certain important reSENATOR

SENATOR

WHITE

WHEELER

Co-authors of Neiv Radio Legislation
cause of a recent tendency upon the
judgments, make this bill of spireme
part of the Commission to treat what
importance and justify its study and
are in fact licenses as instruments of
approval in substantially its present
a different character and lesser imform by the present Congress.
port,of compliance
thereby making with
possible
avoidance
procedural
Various Sections of
and appellate provisions of the act intended as safeguards against arbitrary
Bill Are Explained
administrative action, provisions necesThere follows an explanation of the
sary to be respected if orderly prosections of the bill.
cedure is to be had. This broad definiSECTION 1
tion of the term "license" tends to insure that result.
This section defines the terms
SECTIONS 2 AND 3
"license", "station license", or "radio
station license" appearing throughout
Sections 2 and 3 basically change
the act as that instrument of authorithe administrative set-up and functions
zation required by the act or the Comof
the Commission. They can be summission's rules and regulations for the
marized as the separation of the Comuse or operation of radio apparatus.
mission of seven members into two
This definition is made necessary be- statutory divisions of three members
each and a clarification of the status
and functions of the Chairman of the
Commission.
Jurisdiction to
Hear and Decide Cases
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Under this plan the whole Commission would have power and authority
to adopt and promulgate any rule or
regulation of general application required or authorized by the act, including procedural rules and regulations for the Commission and each division. The whole Commission would
have plenary authority over amateur
services, emergency services, the qualification and licensing of operators, the
selection and control of personnel, the
assignment of bands of frequencies to
the various radio services and many
other subjects and services as at
present. But the present judicial and
quasi-judicial functions of the Commission would be vested in the proposed division insofar as those functions relate to the most important and
controversial subjects within the present jurisdiction of the Commission.
Jurisdiction to hear and determine
all cases arising under the act or
regulations, relating to broadcast, television, facsimile, and kindred communications intended for public reception is vested in the Division of Public Communications. Similar jurisdiction with respect to common carriers
and communications intended for a
designated addressee is vested in the
Division of Private Communications.
This plan not only recognizes the basic
and fundamental differences between
the two types of communications involved and the nature of the questions
presented by each, but it also provides
a method for obtaining proper consideration of those cases by persons
BROADCASTING

spects.
Mandatory Separation
Under Original Bill
When the present act was before the
Congress in 1934, the bill passed by
the Senate provided for a mandatory
separation of the Commission into
divisions as is now proposed but this
plan was later abandoned and the
present
Commission
has permitted
been operating under
a law which
but
did not require it to organize itself
into divisions.
In recent years, the division plan
has been entirely abandoned by the
Commission and it seems certain that
such abandonment has operated to the
detriment of orderly procedure and
to wise administration and regulation.
We believe students of our legislation
are thoroughly
convinced division
of the plan
wisdom of the mandatory
for at least two important reasons.
fundarecognize
They mental
differences that
in thethere
two are
classes
of
communications above referred to ;
that rate making and public utility
concepts
are the very
of pri-if
ns butessence
vate communicatio
have little,

any, application to communications
with the public directly ; that there
has been a tendency upon the part of
the Commission to confuse the two and
concepts and philosoto apply
phies inthe
the same
regulation of the two.
This must be avoided. In the second
place, it is apparent that the subject
of public or mass communications and
the problem incident to the regulation
thereof are so interesting and attractive that they draw public attention ;
that on the other hand, there is very
little of news value or opportunity for
in the regulation of compublicity
mon carriers and this has had the result of centering the attention of the
Commission and its personnel almost
exclusively on broadcasting and related problems and of preventing the
giving of sufficient attention to equally
important problems relating to private
communications.
Commissioners Would
Have Better Knowledge
The changes proposed in these two
sections would bring about a much
needed and desired separation of the
judicial and legislative functions of
the Commission ; would contribute to
a sounder knowledge on the part of
the commissioners of the communication problems committed to them ;
would make for orderly procedure and
harmony of decision ; and would speed
up the disposition of cases before the
Commission and the divisions thereof.
The last paragraph of section 3
gives definite
authority
to the
Commission or to either
division
to assign
(Continued on page 20)
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or refer to an individual commissioner
or to a board composed of an employee
or employees, any portion of its work,
business, or functions but with an
assured right of review by the Commission or the appropriate division.
This obviates the necessity for full
Commission or division action in cases
where this is not believed necessary.
It should
result in speedier consideration and decision.
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SECTIONS 4 AND 5
These sections propose certain
amendments to the procedural sections
of the present act (sees. 308 and 309).
These amendments are made necessary
by the restrictive character of the
language now employed and by the
disposition of the Commission to give
that language an extremely literal
rather than a broad interpretation.
The result has been to deprive applicants for certain types of licenses
of the right to be heard before their
applications are denied and also to
deprive persons who are adversely
affected by the action of the Commission in granting the application of
others, of an opportunity to be heard
before the Commission.
Written Applications
Would Be Required >'a
The first amendment to section 308
will make it clear that all instruments
of authorization granted by the Commission entitling the holders to construct or operate radio apparatus
should in general be the subject of a
written application. The next amendment adding new language to paragraph (a) of section 308 authorizes
in emergencies or in time of war the
issuance of construction permits of stations or the operation of radio apparatus during the emergency or war
without the filing of a formal application.
The amendments to section 309 make
it clear that any person filing an application described in section 309 is
entitled as a matter of right to have
his application handled in a definite
procedural way. This is not assured
under present practice of the Commission.
The procedure to be followed in the
handling of applications is that which
was successfully followed by the Commission for a considerable period of
time pursuant to rules and regulations enacted by it, but which method
was recently abandoned apparently
upon the theory that the Commission
was according to applicants and others
in interest greater rights than those
which the act guaranteed to them.
Since the right to notice and hearing
is the very essence of orderly procedure, amendments to the act which
leave no doubt that such right is
secured are absolutely imperative. The
amendments proposed would assure
this result.
SECTION 6
This section proposes a redraft of
the transfer section of the present act
(section 310 (b)). As now drafted,
this section in terms relates only to
station licenses and does not apply to
construction permits or other instruments of authorization which the
Commission may issue under its rules
and regulations. The redraft would
remedy this deficiency. The present
transfer section is also silent concerning the procedure to be employed by
the Commission in passing upon such
applications
the proposed
amendment wouldand
remedy
this defect
by
providing that transfer applications
be handled in the same manner and in
accordance with the same procedure
employed in the handling of applications for original instruments of
authorization.
Aside from these questions of procedure, the decisions of the Commission relating to transfer applications
have given rise to the theory that the
proposed transferee of a station license
may be subjected to conditions not required of an applicant for an original
BROADCASTING

license. This is believed to be unsound
and has been due, at least in part, to
the fact that the statutory standard
employed
in the
presentin transfer
section differs
slightly
phraseology
from that used elsewhere in the act.
By providing for the use of the same
statutory standard in the proposed
amendment and by the use of other
clarifying language, it is believed that
this cause for controversy will be
eliminated. Language is included to
make the paragraph apply not only to
the instrument which may be the subject of assignment, but to any rights
the holder of the license may have by
virtue of his license.
SECTION 7
This section proposes amendments
to section 315 of the present act relating to the use of broadcast facilities
by candidates for public office. The
amendments proposed are the deletion
of the proviso clause now appearing in
that section which provides that the
licensee shall have no power of censorship over the material broadcast under
the provisions of this section and the
substitution therefor of clearer language to the same purpose found in a
proposed
new has
section
ent proviso
been 330.
the This
sourcepresof
much uncertainty and controversy. We
believe the change urged clarifies and
enforces the congressional intent.
SECTION 8
Section 8 of the bill proposes a new
sentence as an amendment to section
326 of the present act, which codifies
an interpretation placed upon the act
by the Supreme Court of the United
States in the case of the Federal Communications Commission V. Sanders
Brothers Radio Station, decided
March 25, 1940. In this case the Supreme Court said :
Supreme Court Ruling
In the Sanders Case
"But the act does not essay to regulate the business of the licensee. The
Commission is given no supervisory
control of the programs of business
management or of policy. In short, the
broadcasting field is open to anyone,
provided there be an available frequency over which he can broadcast
without interference to others, if he
shows his competency, the adequacy
of his equipment, and financial ability
to make good use of the assigned chanNotwithstanding this pronouncement of the Supreme Court, notwithstanding the fact that no language can
be found in the act which confers any
right upon the Commission to concern
itself with the business phases of the
operation of radio broadcast stations
and notwithstanding the further fact
that section 3 (h) of the act provides
that a person engaged in radio broadcasting should not be regarded as a
common carrier, the Commission has
nel."
nevertheless
concerned itself more and
more with such matters. The charge
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is made that the Commission is attempting to control both the character
and source of program material and
the contractual or other arrangements
made by the licensee for the acquisition of such material.
The amendment proposed spells out
in black and white what it is believed
was not only the original intention of
Congress but is its present intention,
with respect to this subject, in the
hope that confusion and controversy
can be eliminated. The amendment
preserves the prohibition now contained in the act against interference
with the right of free speech and that
against the utterance of obscene, indecent, or profane language by means
of radio communication.
SECTION 9
This section of the bill proposes the
addition of an entirely new section to
the act (sec. 330), which will require
the identification of the speaker in the
case of broadcasts dealing with public
or political questions either local,
State, or national in their scope and
application.
Ever since the enactment of the
Radio Act of 1927, the law has carried
a provision requiring that in the case
of the commercial use of a station the
person or organization sponsoring
such broadcast be identified in connection with the broadcast. Such a provision is found in section 317 of the
present act.
Avoiding Propaganda
In Sustaining Programs
The proposed new section would
merely carry the principle of identification further and make it obligatory
in the discussion of political or public
questions to make clear not only who
the speaker is but whose views he expresses. It is unfortunately a fact
that most propaganda by radio is
found in sustaining programs or programs which have no commercial
sponsor. The adoption of this new section would carry the salutary principle
of identification into a field where it
is much needed.
SECTION 10
Section 10 of the bill proposes the
inclusion of a new section (see. 331)
the effect of which would be to require
i the licensee of any station to afford a
1 right of reply where public officers,
1 other than the President of the United
States, use his station for the discusi sion of public or political questions.
This right of reply is to be exercised
i by the accredited representatives of
the opposition
political party or
parties, and is to be afforded upon the
same terms and conditions as the
! initial discussion. This substantially
( enlarges the scope of section 315 of the
1934 act. The subject matter of this
proposed section merits immediate consideration.
SECTION 11
i Section 11 of the bill proposes the
addition of another new section (sec.
332), the effect of which would be to
I clarify the duties and responsibilI ities of a licensee where his station
j was used by a candidate for public
j office or by public officers or others
i for the discussion of public or political
I questions. The no-censorship clause
| of section 315 of the present act does
' not adequately define the duties of a
j licensee under such circumstances.
i Political Trend of
Script Not to Be Altered
The proposed new section (sec.
j 332) affords the licensee an opportunity to examine the material to be
broadcast before its intended use and
J to _ delete therefrom
any material
j which is slanderous or libelous or
which the licensee may have reason to
believe would subject him or his sta' tion to any action for damages or to
a penalty or forfeiture under any local,
State, or Federal law or regulation.
This section specifically provides
that no licensee of any broadcast station shall have the power to censor,

proceedings to enforce or set aside
orders of the Commission and in appeals from decisions of the Commission. The present law upon this subject is now found in section 402 of the

WELCOMING William J. Dunn, CBS chief of Far Eastern staff who
has returned to New York for a vacation after a year in Sydney, Australia, CBS was host at luncheon attended by executives of the network
and newspapermen. Among those at the speakers table were (1 to r) Leo
Fitzpatrick, executive vice-president and general manager of WJR,
Detroit CBS affiliate; Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS vice-president; Mr. Dunn;
Paul White, CBS director of public events and special features.
alter, or in any way affect or control
the political or partisan trend of any
material submitted by a candidate for
public office or by public officers or
others discussing public and political
questions. With the exception of material which might subject the licensee
to damages or penalties or material
which is submitted for broadcast by or

We'll

upon tion
behalf
any persontheor overthrow
organizawhich ofadvocates
of government by force or violence, the
licensee has no control over the subject matter of any broadcast.
SECTION 12
Section 12 is designed to clarify provisions of existing law relative to

get

act.Paragraph (a) of section 402 of the
pending bill deals with actions to
enforce or set aside orders of the Commission except those appealable under
paragraph (b) of that section. More
specifically,
paragraph
(a) of this
section as it now
stands relates
to those
orders of the Commission entered in
matters involving common carriers and
certain other orders relating to radio
broadcast stations not now appealable
to the United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia under
paragraph (b) of section 402. Under
the proposed amendment, all orders entered by the Commission in the performance of its licensing functions
would be appealable under paragraph
(b) and would not be brought before a
statutory three-judge district court.
Moreover, suits brought before a statutory three-judge court to enjoin the enforcement ofan order of the Commission could be brought in the District
Court of the District of Columbia as
well as in other judicial districts.
The principal changes proposed in
paragraph (b) of section 402 can be
summarized as follows : (1 ) Persons
desiring to appeal from orders of the
Commission entered in all cases where
the Commission exercises its licensing
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functions, must appeal to the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia; (2) language is
adopted which will remove doubt as to
which cases are appealable and which
will extend the right of appeal to persons which should have such right but
which have been excluded due to imperfections inthe present act; (3) the
time in which an appeal must be taken
is made 30 rather than 20 days, as at
present, and the contents of the notice
of appeal are specified with particularity along the lines now provided by
the rules of the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia ;
(4) jurisdiction is expressly conferred
upon the court to which an appeal is
taken to grant temporary relief either
affirmative or negative in character ;
(5) the court is given authority to
specify by rule what the record upon
appeal shall contain ; (6) the questions
which can be raised upon appeal and
which the court must consider in determining an appeal are specifically
enumerated; and (7) the Commission
will be required to comply ^with the
mandate or decisi6n of the court upon
the basis of the record upon which an
appeal is taken unless the court upon
petition shall otherwise determine.
Other provisions of the present act relating to the right of persons to intervene in an appeal are retained.
Deemed Vital to Adequate
Judicial Review
All of these changes are, in our
opinion, not only desirable but necessary if adequate judicial review of the
Commission's
exercise
of its effective.
licensing
function is to
be made
Present language of section 402, and
particularly paragraph (b) thereof, is
so vague as to result in great doubt
concerning the proper court in which
to seek judicial review in many cases.
Moreover, recent decisions of the
United States Court of Appeals for the

CROSSING HANDS with L. C.
Johnson, manager of WHBF, Rock
Island, 111., are two former staff
members now on duty with the
Navy. Visitors are Millicent Polley,
former women's director, now seaman, 2nd class, in the WAVES, and
Lt. (s.g.) Charles Volger, WHBF
announcer on leave from a light
cruiser on which he has served for
more than two years.
District of Columbia and of the
preme Court of the United States
such as to cast further doubt upon
meaning and application of these
visions.

Suare
the
pro-

Generally
speaking,
the the
sameAttorney
considerations which
controlled
General's committee on administrative
procedure in the making of its recommendations concerning judicial review
of the decisions and orders of other administrative tribunals have prompted
the amendments to section 402 here
proposed. But we have gone further
in certain respects than the Attorney
General's committee and have attempted to adapt the theory of that report to the peculiar problems incident
to the licensing of radio stations and

More
in

to

listen

fabulous
all

on the bus to Huntington, Ind., the other day to
marry Barbara Barnhart,
known to listeners of WOWO,
Fort Wayne, as Jane Weston, Sgt. Richard Ramsell
had a portable radio and was
listening to WOWO. When
the announcer said that Jane
Weston was being married
that day, a woman passenger
remarked, "I wonder who the
man is." "Me," said Sgt.
Ramsell, but he still feels the
her. thought he was ribbing
lady

present law relating to the subject of
rehearings as are necessary to conform
to the changes in the administrative
organization of the Commission proposed in sections 2 and 3 of the bill.
Further provision is made for delaying the effective date of any decision,
order or requirement made in any case
which is the subject of petition for rehearing until after final decision upon
such petition.
Eliminating

for everyone

most

stations
prosperous

who

Doubt

on

Rehearing Petitions
An attempt has also been made to
eliminate doubt now prevalent concerning when his petition for rehearing
must be filed before judicial review of
the Commission's order can be had.
Under the provisions of the amendment proposed, the petition for rehearing will not be a condition precedent
to judicial review except where the
party seeking such review was not a
party to the proceedings before the

to

Norfolk

other

World

RIDING

which would make Supreme Court review in this class of cases obligatory
upon the Court rather than optional
with it. Such a provision is not unique
or without precedent. In other important classes of cases it has been in
effect and it should be adopted here if
judicial review of Commission action
is to be a meaningful rather than an
empty term.
SECTION 13
Section 13 of the bill provides for
such changes in section . 405 of the
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Appeals is a one-way street.
We have attempted to deal with this
situation and subject in such a way as
to insure review by the Supreme Court
in a limited but most important class
of cases, namely those cases in which
the Commission on its own motion
proceeds
the isholder
an existingagainst
license. This
by a of
provision

people
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the review of decisions and orders of
the Commission in licensing such stations.
An important instance of an adaptation peculiar to the subject matter has
to do with judicial review of actions
instituted by the Commission against
the holder of a license.
No Certiorari Granted
Individual Litigant
It is unfortunately the fact that
since the organization of the Federal
Radio Commission in 1927 certiorari
has not been granted by the Supreme
Court in any case upon the application of an individual litigant, while on
the other hand only one such request
for review has been denied when made
by the Commission. From 1927 to
1942 the
Supreme
view in seven
casesCourt
upongranted
petitiona reby
this governmental agency and denied
only one ; it granted no review in behalf of a private litigant, although
many were requested. Obviously the
road sons
to unsuccessful
the Supreme
for perbeforeCourt
the Court
of
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Commission resulting in such order or
where the party seeking such review
relies upon questions of law or fact
upon which the Commission has been
afforded no opportunity to pass.
SECTION 14
Section 14 of the bill proposes ail
amendment to paragraph (a) of Section 409 of the present act which deals
with the cases heard by less than a
quorum of the Commission or either
division thereof. The procedure employed by the Commission in cases of
this character has led to a great deal
of controversy and there has been a
decided lack of uniformity both in the
handling of such matters and the character of reports submitted by the hearing officer.
The proposed amendment requires
not only the submission of a uniform
type of report setting out in detail and
with particularity all basic or evidentiary facts developed as a result of the
evidence taken but also conclusions of
fact and law upon each issue submitted
for hearing. It further makes mandatory the hearing of oral argument by
the Commission or the division having
jurisdiction of any case upon request
of any party before the entry of a final
order. The Commission or division is
also required to accompany any final
order with a full statement in writing
of all the relevant facts as well as conelusions of law upon those facts.
Provision Covering
Declaratory Rulings
Here again an attempt has been
made to conform to the recommendations of the report of the Attorney General's committee on administrative procedure, and these provisions, if enacted, would be wholly consistent with
those recommendations or any legislation which may result therefrom.
SECTION 15
Section 15 authorizes the issuance
of declaratory rulings respecting the
rights and the legal relations of any
person who is the holder of or applicant for a license or a construction
permit.
It is proposed that whenever necessary to end a controversy or to remove substantial doubt and uncertainty as to the application of this act
or of any regulation of the Commission to any such person, the Commission upon petition therefor, may hear
and determine the matters and things
in issue and may enter a judgment
ruling, which shall have, in the absence of reversal after judicial proceeding, the same force and effect as a
final order of the Commission and in
the case of proceedings by the Commission having as their purpose the
revocation, modification, or failure to
renew or extend an existing permit or
license, the Commission shall be required to entertain such petition for
declaratory relief.
Provision is made for notice and
hearing upon any such petition and
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JACK BENNY'S
fiddle
brought a $1,000,000 War
Bond Pledge at a rally held
recently at Gimbel Brothers
department store in New
York. The bond and fiddle
buyer was Julius Klorfein,
president of Garcia Grande
Cigars, one-time spot advertiser and sponsor of the late
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for appeal to the Court of Appeals of
the District.
This proposal provides a means by
which applicants and licensees may
have a judicial determination as to
questions of vital importance to their
business without putting in jeopardy
their very business existence.
SECTION 16
Section 16 of the bill proposes the
addition of an entirely new section.
This section is designed to curb an
alleged tendency upon the part of the
Commission to discriminate in a manner not authorized by the statute between applicants for broadcast and
other radio facilities and to require as
a condition to grants made, the doing
of acts which the Commission has no
authority under the statute to require.
When the Congress enacts a law
creating an administrative tribunal
and defines its powers, duties, and
functions, we consider it as fundamental that the authority conferred must
be limited by the enabling act. Such
a tribunal has and must exercise those
powers which are specifically enumerated. In addition, it must exercise
those powers which are necessarily incident to the exercise by it of those
powers expressly enumerated. It is not,
however, authorized or permitted to
set itself up as a general legislative
body making its own rules of conduct
and decision wholly apart from and
beyond the language of the statute.
The tendency to do this, prevalent
among virtually all administrative tribunals, has recently become very aggravated at the Commission. This, in
our opinion, must be arrested by the
enactment of specific legislation along
the lines here suggested.
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RESULTS!
A big advertiser advises:
"You are first in a list of 23
stations that carried our
campaign." We are invariations.bly among the top three staECONOMY!
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ATTENTION!
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Pack-Irwin Satire
RICHARD PACK, publicity director
of WOR, New York, and Theodore
Irwin, associate editor of Look magazine, are co-authors of a satiric comedy
about radio commentators and military
experts. Entitled "Good Evening America", the play is being handled by the
William Morris Agency, New York.
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Drives

Telling Solons
CUSTOM fell when the Texas
Legislature invited Fulton
Lewis jr., MBS commentator,
to address a joint session,
March 5. Leaders of both
Houses agreed to waive the
usual long weekend recess to
hear Mr. Lewis, who visited
the capital on a speaking
tour.

Contributions
by Industry
work
commercial
and sustaining
stations, cooperat-

BROADCAST
ing with OWI's Network Allocation
Plan for six major food drives,
have drawn praise from several
Government officials.
"Radio stations generally have
been quick to respond to the need
for giving the public accurate information on our food supply,"
said Wallace Kadderly, chief of the
Agriculture Dept. Radio Service.
"They have taken rapid measures
to help farmers meet their food
production goals, to aid homemakers in wise purchase of avail-

Three Drives Started

*87.2 to 96.8%
Radio Listeners

Garden

Heavy

able foods."
"The
whole problem of food is
very much in the mind of radio station officials," said Ernest Moore,
chairman of the Agriculture Dept.'s
Victory Garden Campaign. "They
are anxious to help consumers
understand the food situation and
are alert to the need of the mo-

w

Fall

Victory

ment."
First three drives — farm production, point rationing and the overall food problem — have already
started. A heavy campaign on all
networks and many independent
stations was to begin March 8 for
Victory Gardens, with sponsors cooperating.
On March 22, a national program to recruit and train volunteer
farm workers, especially part-time
employes, will get under way and
local drives to increase farm manpower will continue throughout the
spring. The Government's drive
for nutrition and food conservation
begins March 29.
The radio campaign on point
rationing, which has helped to prevent panic by an intelligent treatment of the food crisis, began Feb.
22 and runs through March 22.
During this period practically all
stations are carrying live or transcribed programs and announcements to explain the point system
of rationing, how to shop wisely
and how to budget points.
The Network Allocation Plan
scheduled approximately 40 leading
network evening and daytime programs weekly. Last week more than
860 stations carried a quarter-hour
strip for five days. Fact sheets of
shopping tips were furnished to
local women's programs and commentators. Several top daytime
serials were requested to work
point rationing into their scripts
as part of the plot.
During the second week of rationing, the four groups of stations
will carry three one-minute announcements per day, to tell the
public what to buy. Programs designed to appeal to homemakers
will continue to interpret point rationing. The topic has been allocated to the networks' commercials also.
The fourth phase of the overall
Food Campaign, scheduled to run
March 8-28, is on behalf of Victory
Gardens. During this week 40 net-

programs will plug Victory Gardens. Virtually every station,
network and independent, will
carry 12 to 16 one-minute announcements per day on war subjects. Approximately half of these
stations are scheduled to carry 21
spot announcements on Victory
Gardens. Some of the most popular
programs will cover the subject.
All non-affiliate stations are expected to carry the announcements
March 15-21. Two quarter-hour
recorded dramatic programs interpreting the need for home, community and school gardens will be
presented on more than 850 stations. The third week of the campaign about 38 network commercial
and sustaining programs will come
under the Network Allocation Plan.
All stations will carry 21 spot announcements, three daily.

A 10-minute program of music
and gardening news, The Victory
Gardener is aired by WSBA, York,
Pa., in the Don't Listen Men hour,
sponsored by the York Paint and
Hardware Store. The farm program department of WLW, Cincinnati, calls its weekly garden program the Three Vs — Vegetables,
Vitamins and Victory — and runs a
seasonal schedule of talks on topics
such as production and purchase
of seedling plants, early treatment
of soils and selection of vegetables
to plant, pest control and other
subjects. Ed Mason, farm program
director of the station, has invited

Praise for Stations
The Farm & Home Hour- has been
devoting a Monday quarter-hour
to Victory Gardens, 12:45-1 p.m.,
since Feb. 8, under the direction of
Mr. Moore. Approximately 100 stations air the program. Mr. Moore
praised stations for their cooperation in the overall program. "In
many instances radio stations have
taken the initiative in the Victory
Garden project, even before the
Govt,
said. has asked them to help," he

gardening authorities to participate in discussion of farming problems. A weekly planting guide, pest
control, and question-and-answer
digest, are regular features.
An unusual feature of the Victory Garden project of WHIO,

Typical of the enthusiastic response of local stations have been
requests for bulletins and source
material for special programs on
WWSW, Pittsburgh (Marjorie McCann's Women in Defense) ,
WSNY, Schenectady (Marie de
Lorenzo's program for women)
and programs on WCFL, Chicago.
KDKA, Pittsburgh, has been presenting a thrice-weekly series on
gardens and WBBM, Chicago, airs
a Sunday program. Advice to garden planters on WGN, Chicago, is
given by Ben Markland, Chicago
Tribune garden editor, and his
guest gardening authorities Sunday mornings in the quarter-hour
series, Know Your Onions.

#

Now

West.

Dayton, in line with the city's
slogan, "Make the vacant lots produce", is a plan to cultivate five
acres of ground
the station's
transmitter.
Each at
member
of the
staff will have his own garden
there. The employes hope to beat
the meat shortage by raising lambs
at the transmitter.
Radio is doing an intelligent job
of presenting the overall food in
war program, according to William
M. Spire, Radio Campaign Manager of OWI's Domestic Radio Bureau. "Stations not already carrying local food programs could do
much for the Government and for
themselves by having a saleable
program,
he wish
said. to"The
ment does"not
tell Governstations
how to run radio. More and more
we shall have to depend upon local
stations to take the initiative in
solving local problems which the
Government cannot handle."
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ACTIVITIES of Navy, Army
f\ and RCAF are depicted in
/m story and song in Comrades
in Arms, a Friday threequarter hour show on the CBC network and a dozen additional stations. Recently Aircraftsman
Fletcher Markle, RCAF announcer,
formerly of CBR, Vancouver, B. C,
now with the radio division of
RCAF Public Relations, interviewed Squadron Leader Ken
Boomer of Ottawa, the first Canadian to shoot down a Jap Zero, and
the only one decorated by both
Canada and U. S.
* * *
Sharing Treasures
MUSIC composed by contemporary
North and South Americans is
featured in Musical Treasures of
the Americas, recorded program
with live commentaries by Burle
Marx, now being shortwaved to
Brazil each week via NBC's international stations, WRCA
and
WCBX. A conductor, pianist and
composer, Mr. Marx is in the
United States as a cultural representative of the Department of
Press & Information of the Brazilian Government.
* * *
Sweet Consolation
CONSOLATION prize of a new
spring hat via gift certificate is
given by the sponsor of Sloganaire,
on WKNE, Keene, N. H., to the
one telephoned who does not know
the slogan of the day which has
been simultaneously aired on the
thrice-weekly quarter-hour show.
The slogan incorporates the sponsor's name, the Royal Furriers of
Keene, and Bellows Falls, Vt. The
lucky wheel technique is used to select telephone numbers. First prize
is $10.
* . * #

f*x&t
PROGRAMS
Artistic Pleasure
Postwar World
POSTWAR
reconstruction in
COMBATTING wartime jitters is
Canada and throughout the world
the purpose of Fantasia, a Sunday
is the theme of a series of Sunday
half-hour program on WTAG,
Worcester, Mass., when a mood of
afternoon discussions on the Canarestful pleasure is created with a
dian Broadcasting Corp. network,
blend of musical, literary and artitled Of Things To Come — Inquiry
tistic works. The Worcester Art
on the Postwar World, directed by
Museum facilities are used for
Morley Callaghan, Canadian
source material. A representative
author. Representative Canadians
of each cultural field appears as
will appear on the programs, which
guest on the program.
are also arranged for Frenchlanguage stations.
%
aje . $
Farmer
Viewpoint
Learns the Ropes
FARMERS' VIEWS of national
BREAKFAST table discussion of
problems and issues of the war
rationing problems in Jack and
effort are presented on a transcribed quarter-hour, The Farmer
Betty has started on WHIO, DaySpeaks Up, broadcast Saturday
ton. The daily show, sponsored by
noon on WGN, Chicago, conducted
Liberal Market, reveals Jack's
by Gail Compton, farm editor of
ignorance, while Betty knows it all
the Chicago Tribune.
and proceeds to explain.

Popular
i SO LARGE was the response to the
quiz show titled Guess Who on
CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask., that
the Monday night program inviting
listeners to phone in the answers to
teaser questions had to be taken off
I the air. But the sponsor wanted the
show and it's back again. Now only
listeners on certain pages of the
telephone directory are permitted
to call the station. Prizes are offered
. to listeners suggesting Guess Who
material.
* * *
Heroic Women
UNSUNG heroes of the home front
are saluted weekly by Jane Lee in
I her Women's Magazine of the Air
on KPO, San Francisco. Local
Chambers of Commerce in Cali! fornia provide factual stories to
i Miss Lee for her broadcasts.

NEW FORMAT of the weekly CBS
Ceiling Unlimited was under scrutiny of this sponsor-agency trio
during a recent production huddle.
Dramatized quarter-hour series,
sponsored
by utilizes
Lockheedweekly
& Vegachange
Aircraft Corps.,
of guest stars. Script analyzers
(1 to r) are John Messier, account
executive of Foote, Cone & Belding,
Los Angeles agency; Howard W.
Cheney, advertising and sales promotion director of Lockheed & Vega
Aircraft Corps., and Thomas Freebairn-Smith, agency producer of
the program.
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Let Us Give You the Facts and Figures on All
the Great Radio Stations of Latin America

PAN
"By not advertising over WFDF
Flint Mich., he's headed straight
for us."
BROADCASTING
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Worth
Pondering
POST-WAR planning, perhaps a bit prematurely, has become as popular on the Washington front as New Deal directives. Every conceivable field of endeavor is being covered in
these long-range projections.
Industry, too, has an eye to the future, and
perhaps an ear to the ground on Washington's
thinking and planning. Winning the war is
first order — as all in Washington appreciate.
But the peace plans always get attention,
along with ideas for the new economy in that
new era.
It behooves those, not alone in radio, but in
those related fields of information, enlightenment and entertainment, also to appraise the
future. The printed media — newspapers and
magazines — and the motion picture industry,
should take heed. They may very readily find
themselves in radio's boat — licensed by the
Government and regulated by an FCC or some
such super agency.
Miracles are being performed in the radio
and electronics laboratories. Had not the war
intervened, television and a new high-fidelity
type of sound broadcasting, wide-band or FM
transmission, would be in a more advanced

meets in New York next month. The NAB
holds a War Conference in latter April or
early May. Committees of Congress, both
standing and regular, are considering aspects
of radio regulation. All would do well to consider the vast and far-reaching potentialities
of
these
cordingly.impending developments and plan acThere will be legislation at this session, it
now appears, with the introduction of the
White-Wheeler Bill to rewrite the Communications Act, with the pending Holmes Bill in
the House toward the same objective, and with
the Cox Select Committee Inquiry into the
FCC and its stewardship. The time to get
things done is now. Adequate safeguards
against interference with the traditional freedoms of the media of expression should be provided by Congress in redrafting the Communications Act.

state. Facsimile, "still" picture transmission —
newspaper publication and delivery by radio, if
you please — would have progressed.
So the post-war radio receiving instrument,
in all likelihood, will be at least a three-way
device — as ingenious as the aural broadcast
service that sprang from World War I. Highfidelity sound reception for those who want
to listen, motion pictures probably on a network, and a printed "newspaper of the air"
all will emanate from the same transmitting
plant and will be "received" on the same home
device. All this won't happen overnight, but
it's as certain as a United Nations victory.
Freedom of the press, along with the other
freedoms, is traditional in our Democracy. Yet
radio is in interstate commerce and radio assignments must be allocated in orderly fashion.
The ether must be policed to avoid electrical
interference. Thus, there must be a licensing
authority.

Crises
With
Coping
TRANSITION to an all-out war economy is
bringing to light a surprising amount of initiative on the part of those who get the business that keeps the American System of
Broadcasting at the top of world radio.
As a continuously growing industry, broadcasting has been alert to open new fields of
revenue. And as a vital war weapon the
industry has shown initiative in turning its
kilocycles into war-winning channels while
maintaining revenue at a point that permits
high standards of operation.
A breakdown of new revenue sources developed by networks, printed on another page
in this issue, reveals some of the new sources
of business discovered in the critical weeks
since Pearl Harbor.
Many of these new clients have been signed
for onetime shots — "E" awards, holiday observances and special war events. Of a halfhundred such sponsors at least two have
relished their radio debut and have become
steady customers. Here the thought arises
that the percentage of steady customers might
well
selling.be increased by proper follow-through

In this post-war order in which press and
motion pictures become associated with the
radio art, will the press and the motion picture
industry be licensed? Where does the traditional freedom of the press go then?
The American Newspaper Publishers Assn.

While the onetime shots are encouraging,
they are somewhat in the itinerant or fringe
class of station business. The backbone of
commercial operation naturally is the longterm sponsor who is sold on the sales power
of the medium. Danger of the fringe business
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Editor's Note: Broadcasting departs from its usual policy by reprinting a letter from an anonymous reader
of the "Chicago Tribune", published in
that newspaper Feb. lb.
JIMMY'S

MISSING

A CHANCE

THE MUSICIANS' Petrillo could do a great
deal of good and collect far more millions than
he has ever dreamed of if he would only extend
his benevolent protectorate to include other
trades and professions which have been more
or less supplanted by those two national disgraces of ours, progress and invention.
For instance, the poor candlestick makers
must be in a terrible plight since kerosene
lamps made their debut. Also the kerosene lamp
workers certainly must be all on relief now
since gas came into such general use for illumination.
Then there are the gas mantle workers who
haven't had a full week's work since the electric
lamp was so universally adopted. Their plight
is far worse than that of the $90 a week musician who must train and practice from childhood to master the art of turning a phonograph
record over.
Now, is there any earthly reason why a person buying a Mazda light globe shouldn't be required to purchase also one dozen 12-inch
candles, one kerosene lamp, and a half-dozen
gas mantles, and sign an agreement to break
the Mazda globe immediately after using it the
first time?
Also, there should be stringent laws with
severe penalties for any one caught turning
on an electric lamp unless one of the above
mentioned workers has been hired to stand by
while the dirty, low down owner pushes the button. A good experienced stand-by turner-over
expert would be obtainable from Mr. Petrillo's
office for the modest weekly charge of — say $90.
By the way, does Mr. Petrillo have his car
destroyed every time he uses it? You should
think of the poor automobile workers, Mr.
Petrillo.
C. F. H., Piqua, 0.
is diversion of too much

sales effort to a

minor part of the station's total revenue.
Dozens of new and steady customers have
been developed by stations through such programs as the Uncle Sam broadcasts put out
by the Office of War Information. Many of
these sponsors are in the heavy industries
group, and a good share of them may find
the experience pleasant and profitable. Others
participating in Uncle Sam broadcasts are in
categories more frequently patronizing radio
facilities.
Food rationing has been a help to the industry, with stations and sponsors alike performing anotable public service by teaching
the public how to live under an economy of
scarcity. Always one of radio's best customers, the food industry will find new opportunities to serve the nation and promote goodwill by offering nutrition advice, encouraging
gardening, helping in the recruiting of harvest
help and guiding farmers in raising specific
crops as required by the war.
These instances of wartime sales initiative
serve to remind broadcasters and businessmen
that alert management and sales effort can
solve a lot of the tough problems that greet
every executive as he opens his morning mail.
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CHARLES HIGGINS, previously of
Outdoor Advertising Inc., New York,
and manager of the Wichita branch
of the Halsell-Humphrey Adv. Agency, has joined the sales staff of MBS.
GLACUS G. MERRILL, commercial
manager of KVNU, Logan U., before
becoming a Petty Officer in the Navy,
is now assigned to recruiting service
in the Salt Lake area, where he is airing both government and personally
prepared scripts on behalf of the
WAVES and SPARS.
MAJ. EDWARD A. DAVIES, vicepresident of WIP, Philadelphia, has
been named chairman of the radio division of the local Red Cross cam-

CHARLES

EDWARD

coast— that's
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ryASof
the stoCO
Cha s Elwood
(Bee) Arney Jr., second man
at NAB headquarters in
Washington. Two years ago he left
Seattle, where he was public relations director of KOMO-KJR, to
become assistant to NAB President
Neville Miller. He held that position until a few days ago when the
NAB board of directors promoted
him to secretary-treasurer, with
Willard Egolf, formerly commercial manager of KVOO, Tulsa, taking over as assistant to the president.
Trade association work is Bee
Arney's field, though he has been
identified with various aspects of
I broadcasting since the 20's. He forsook a legal career to enter the
! news and trade association field,
but his booming basso profundo
carried him to the microphone as
early as 1926.
Thus, Bee Arney describes himself as "an organization man"
rather than a broadcaster.
When he left his post as public
relations chief of KOMO-KJR, to
take over Ed Spence's duties under
Neville Miller, he was so deeply
steeped in organizational work
that he was fully aware his first job
was to learn the temperament of
the industry. He feels that after
two years he thoroughly understands its objectives.
He has devoted himself to association work almost continuously
since March, 1920, when he resigned his World War I job as
assistant counsel of the U. S.
Shipping Board Emergency Fleet
Corp. The son of an Idaho educator and prison warden, Mr. Arney
started in 1915 with a law degree
from the U. of Washington, and
spent three years in a scholarship
job as clerk in the U. S. Attorney
General's office.
Five years of practicing law
were all Bee Arney wanted. On
Sept. 20, 1920, he went into association work as assistant manager
BROADCASTING

ARNEY,

Jr.

of the Seattle Chamber of Commerce, a post he held two years.
Then followed nine years as president of the Seattle Taxpayers
Assn., a period in which he became
well-known in the state capital,
where he fathered many budget
and tax reforms.
Bee Arney's deep, booming voice
was heard on KPQ, Wenatchee
(then Seattle), in 1926, when he
did play-by-play football broadcasts from telegraph reports in
his spare time. He turned seriously to radio in 1932, with a sustaining news program on KOL,
Seattle.
Shifting to KOMO-KJR, Seattle,
in 1935, he organized the Washington Radio Forum, a taxpayer legislative group, with Eric Johnson,
now president of the U. S. Chamber
of Commerce, as chairman. The
Forum sponsored daily broadcasts
by Mr. Arney from the state capital through three legislative sessions. At the same time, Bee was
working as public relations chief
of KOMO-KJR, a post he held until Neville Miller invited him to
Washington, D. C.
As KOMO-KJR public relations
chief, he sat-in on station policy
making meetings, and attended
17th District NAB sessions, thus
learning something about the business of broadcasting.
Years in organization work gave
Bee Arney a broad background in
law and budgeting, experience that
has been of value to him in working with NAB committees, and
which he expects to use in his
wider duties as secretary-treasurer and chairman of its forthcoming War Conference. He likes people, and gets along readily. Much
of his time since joining NAB has
been spent at regional meetings,
getting to know the broadcasters,
and letting them know him.
Bee says that in a trade association, an official's job is to make
known the will of the membership.
Credit is of little importance for
the individual executive. When the
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paign.
THOMAS B. COLEMAN is resigning from the executive staff of John
Blair & Co., station representative, to
become New York State representative of the Advertising Department
of Good Housekeeping magazine.
LINCOLN SIMONDS leaves the
New York office of Weed & Co., station representative, March 8, for Los
Angeles, where he has been assigned
to manage the Weed office, succeeding Haan J. Taylor, who continues as
manager of the San Francisco branch.
Simonds has been a member of the
New York sales staff.
WILLIAM S. PALEY, president of
CBS, has returned to his New York
headquarters after 10 days of conferences with Donald W. Thornburgh,
Pacific Coast vice-president, and other
network executives on accelerated production plans.
LAWRENCE W. McDOWELL, commercial manager of KFOX, Long
Beach, Gal., retaining that post, has
been commissioned a lieutenant in the
Coast Guard Temporary Reserve and
assigned operations officer for the
Long Beach office of the 11th Naval
District.
BILL BOWERS, former manager of
WJZM, Clarkesville, Tenn., is now
news editor of KTTS, Springfield, Mo.
association brings results, the
group and the officials all benefit,
he believes.
One of the little mysteries about
Bee Arney, is the origin of the
Bee, which has no conceivable connection with his name. He confides
that it is just something that has
stuck since babyhood, when his
slightly older brother, J. Ward Arney, referred to him as the "Bee" —
for "Baby".
A good sport, and popular at
conventions he attends, Bee likes to
use his deep voice by singing with
a quartet. In his college days, he,
his brother, and two friends earned
their expenses singing at the early
motion picture houses.
Bee has been married twice, and
is the father of twin daughters,
now 25 years old. His hobbies in
addition to singing are baseball
and football — in his youth he made
his high school varsity. His only
complaint about proverbial crowded Washington is that he has no
quartet . . . "and little prospect
of getting one", he says, "with all
the tenors in the Army."

Honored

JERRY F. CROLLARD, account
executive of KIRO, Seattle, was
named "Man of the Year" at the
Junior Chamber of Commerce
Founder's Day
banquet in Seattle
recently. Mr.
Crollard has been
chairman of the
"Salvage for Victory" and "Share
the Ride" Committees, and active on Americanism, Traffic SafeMr. Crollard
fairsCivic
Committees.
ty and
AfAmong advertising men he is
known for his work as Chairman
of the Junior Executive Committee
of the Pacific Advertising Assn.,
and as president of the Seattle
Junior Advertising & Sales Club.
RAY LINTON, manager of KFBI,
Wichita, Kan., has resigned, efiective
April 1. He will return to Chicago,
where he was in the station representative business before joining KFBI.
ROBERT J. STRAND, formerly of
the sales promotion staff of Parade
and INS, has joined the MBS sales
staff.
GEN. DAVID P. BARROWS, former president of the U. of California
and now professor of political sciencethere, recently began a series of news
commentaries, five nights weekly, over
KFRC, San Francisco. The broadcasts originate at his study in Berkeley, Cal. STEINGUT, chairman of the
IRWIN
board of WLIB, Brooklyn, and minority leader of the New York State Assembly, isheading a movement for the
withdrawal of Brooklyn as a part of
New York City.
ROBERT W. HORTON has been appointed special assistant to Secretary
of Interior Harold L. Ickes, to serve
as Department liaison officer in
Hawaii. Previously he was public relations chief for OPA, being replaced
by
Lou
executive.R. Maxon, Detroit advertising
BEN S. LOCKRIDGE, former western advertising manager of Young
America, magazine, and at one time
in the advertising department of the
Chicago Tribune, has joined the sales
staff of KMOX.
LLOYD SMITH, who was assistant
to the sales manager of KWK, St.
Louis, has been commissioned lieutenant (j.g.) in the Naval Reserve and
left last week for training.
EVERETT JARRETT has joined the
WHK, Cleveland, sales staff, replacing Bill Brusman, who has joined the
Fisher Body Bomber Plant as director
of public relations.
NORM DAVIS, account executive of
KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore., has
been appointed assistant regional director of the War Manpower Commission training-within-industry division.
Mrs. Davis, known professionally as
Margaret
Allyn, will service his accounts.
LEON RACOOSIN, salesman of
WCFL, Chicago, on April 11 is to
marry Clara Lesoff, of Chicago.
Kaltenborn Cavorts
H. V. KALTENBORN, NBC commentator currently on a survey tour
of Latin America and the Caribbean
area, made an unexpected flight _ to
Africa on a sky freighter, completing
days.
the round trip from Brazil in three
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Exempts Newsmen
NEWSMEN would be exempt from
revealing sources of confidential
information to courts, grand juries
and Congress, under a bill introduced by Sen. Capper (R-Kan.).
The measure has been referred to
the Judiciary Committee.

IND

BEH

WILLIAM COSTELLO, recently
with the Chicago Sun Air Edition, has
joined WJSV, Washington, as newswriter and reporter. He has traveled
widely in the Far East. He was with
KGMB, Honolulu, and later was farm
service director of WBBM, Chicago.
DAVE ELTON, NBC producer of the
weekly Fibber McGee & Molly, received final U. S. citizenship papers
March 1. Elton was born in Canada.
Mr. Elton is the father of a girl born
Feb. 28.
BOB BICE, producer of the weekly
Matinee Playhouse on KMTR, Hollywood, is the father of a girl.

AL LAUGHREY, news writer of
KH.T, Hollywood, has been inducted
into the Army.
JAY STEWART, recently honorably
discharged from the Army, and formerly announcer of WLW, Cincinnati, has joined CBS Hollywood.
TED BENTLEY, former announcer
of KIEV, Glendale, Cal., has joined
KFVD, Los Angeles.
CHARLES ROGERS, chief announcer of KIEV, Glendale, Cal., is
the father of a boy.
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ROGERS BRACKETT, formerly associated with the BLUE, and Chester
Gierlach, NBC producer, have joined
the CBS production department as assistant directors. Mr. Gierlach is assigned to daytime serials.
JIM HIGGINS, former announcer of
WWNY, Watertown, N. Y., and Bill
Saunders have joined WTRY Troy,
N. Y.
CHET GOWAN, announcer, is back
at KSAL, Salina, Kan., after five
months absence due to an operation.
BOB FULLER, announcer of WLWWSAI, suffered a dislocated shoulder
as the result of a fall.
JERRY KEITH, announcer of WSLI,
Jackson, Miss., has reported for duty
with the Army Air Forces. Nancy
Chambers, secretary, and Paul Dorman, formerly of WFOR, Hattiesburg,
Miss., have joined the staff. Announcer
Roy Weinedel has recently received an
operator's license.
HELEN BRATTRUD, until recently
in the magazine division of the CBS
publicity department, has been named
CBS fashion editor, replacing Rosellen
Callahan, who resigned to become
woman's page editor of Newspaper
Enterprises Assn.
MARY COYNE, secretary to Robert
Saudek, assistant eastern sales manager of the BLUE, has joined the sales
promotion staff where she will work
on audience promotion activities.
VICTOR YOUNG has been assigned
musical director of the weekly NBC
Westinghouse Program during Hollywood origination starting March 7.

IN

T
ET

DAVE BROWN, continuity editor of
KCMO, Kansas City, Mo., has been
appointed head of the new publicity
and sales promotion department,
where he will work with Jack Stewgeneralthemanager.
Vander-of
veer, art,
from
editorial Peggy
department
Hall Bros., Kansas City greeting card
manufacturers, and Norma Kisovitz
have joined the program department.
New announcers are Dal Stollard,
from KGNO, Dodge City, Kan., and
KDLR, Devil's Lake, N. D., where
he was program director, and Bill
Lang, from KUOA, Siloam Springs,
Ark. James Bunn is now a cadet in
the Army Air Forces and Milton
Grossman is to be inducted into the
Army.

DRESSER DAHLSTEAD, former
announcer of BLUE Hollywood and
now in the Army, has been assigned
as instructor
Burbank,
Cal.at Aerial Tech Institute,
FRED FOX, formerly of KYA and
KSFO, San Francisco, has joined the
Overseas Branch of the OWI at San
Francisco.

Where 1,3*°'

JAMES BLOODWORTH, Hollywood
writer on the weekly NBC Campana
Serenade, is in Santa Monica Hospital
with a broken leg.
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WEDGING the rationing pinch,
John Watkins, announcer of
WCKY, Cincinnati, tried wooden
shoes. At $2.25 a pair, they were
painful to walk in, uncomfortable
to stand in, so Mr. Watkins sat for
his picture in them.
WILLIAM KIR-STIMON has left
the publicity staff of WBBM, Chicago, to join the U. S. Public Health
Service, Bethesda, Md. as information specialist.
DON VICTOR, freelance writer, is
at KLX, Oakland, Cal., and Ruth
Franklin, who has been with Bay
area stations, is women's editor.
ELLIOTT M. SANGER Jr., son of
Elliott M. Sanger, general manager of
WQXR, New York, has been elected
editor-in-chief of The Spectator, undergraduate newspaper, published
twice-a-week at Columbia U.
ELSIE HOLMES, at one time with
the radio department of Texas and
Alabama U's., has joined WJDX,
Jackson, Miss.
OTTO BRANDT of the BLUE station relations staff reported last week
for duty as an aviation cadet in the
Army Air Forces.
NORMAN NESBITT, announcernewscaster of KHJ, Hollywood, has
been assigned narrator for the trailer
of the 20th Century-Fox film, "Crash
FRANK MERRILL, announcer of
KROW, Oakland, has been inducted
into the Army Air Forces, reporting
Dive".
to Nebraska for training.
JIMMIE

HAGERMAN, staff announcer of WCHV, Charlottesville,
Va., reported to the Army Air Forces
for induction in pilot training. Helen
Burruss, new to radio, replaces him.
ELAINE) VONLUEHRTE, secretary
to Bill Robinson, service director of
WLW, Cincinnati, has joined the
SPARS. George C. Biggars, program
director, has been reelected president
of the Savings and Loan Assn., comprising 1,600 employes of the Crosley
Broadcasting and Mfg. Divs.
ROBERT HANES has joined WGY,
Schenectady, N. Y., as announcer,
leaving WCOP, Boston, where he was
musical director.
RAYMOND KNIGHT, writer-director-aetor, in radio since 1928 on a
freelance basis and at one time with
NBC continuity and production departments, has been appointed eastern
production manager of the BLUE,
succeeding Harry Frazee, resigned.
Stuart Buchanan has been named
head of the BLUE script division, replacing Ron Ferguson, resigned.
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JOHN

MEDBURY and Selma Diamond have been added to the writers' staff of the weekly CBS Pabst
Blue Ribbon Town, starting March
27. Other writers include Mel Ronson, Lou Pollack, Harry Edelman,
Phil Cole and Jack Robinson.
WARREN MacALLEN has left the
CBS press department to join the
NBC press department.
NORETTA BROWN, previously of
WOR and WINS, New York, has
joined WLIB, Brooklyn, as continuity
writer.
Kenneth Josephs, announcer,
has resigned.
Page
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Blind, Wins Fame
FROM OBSCURITY to fame
as a nationally-known composer of popular songs, is the
Cinderella story of Elsie
Mirkovich, a 17-year-old blind
girl student at the Minnesota Braille and Sight Saving School in Faribault who
appeared recently with Russ
Morgan's orchestra at the St.
Paul, Minn., "United For
Victory" Celebration broadcast on KTSP, St. Paul. The
girl stopped the show with
her song, "Carry On". A
crowd of 12,000 recalled her
repeatedly to play additional
numbers.

NEILL HARVEY, who left WFIL,
Philadelphia, to join the Army, is to
be married on March 14.
BOB

BLOOMFIELD. continuity director of WPEN, Philadelphia, is the
father of a girl.
GARY LINN is now in charge of
traffic and general service at KYW,
Philadelphia, replacing H. L. Stephens, who has been transferred to the
Baltimore plant of the Westinghouse
Radio Division.
PETER STURSBERG, newscaster of
CBR, Vancouver, has arrived in England to join the Overseas Unit of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
JOHN DRAINIE, sound effects man
of CBR, Vancouver, and Mrs. Drainie
(Claire Murray on the air), script
writer and actress, have been transferred to Toronto Canadian Broadcasting Corp. studios.
J. N. CRANDALL, who was news
editor of CBR, Vancouver before joining the Royal Canadian Air Force,
is now taking a special RCAF course
jat the U. of British Columbia, Vancouver.

BILL GORDON, writer-producer of
Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, has been inducted into the Army
ami reported to Ft. Douglas, Utah.
SCHUYLER PATTERSON, newspaperman and magazine writer, has
joined the BLUE news division as editorial assistant, and will cooperate
with the network's newscasters and
commentators in New York in the
preparation of script material.
JOAN

CANNON, Hollywood producer of McCann-Erickson on the
weekly CBS Dr. Christian, has resigned that assignment for the duration to join her husband Lt. (j.g.)
Perry King, of the Navy, stationed in
Washington, D. C.
MARGARET LEPPERT PETERSON, only woman member of the
Montana Legislature and at one time
women's program director of KGVO,
Missoula, Mont., was m.c. at a recent
special session of the legislature for
an induction of WAACs.
DICK TUCKER, announcer-producer
of WEIM, Fitchburg, Mass., has been
called into active service by the Army.
Bob Asher, of Fitchburg, new to radio,
replaces him.

NBC Script Alignment
IN A REORGANIZATION of the
script
routing
division department,
of BLUE's
continuity
acceptance
Marcella Garvin has been placed
in charge of the division, handling
all network material, which has
been separated from local and spot
business and electrical transcriptions. Scripts for the latter groups
will be handled by Louis Lentz,
who, as Miss Garvin's assistant,
succeeds Helen Mazurek, now in the
sales department. Jean Logan replaces Jean Wilkinson, who has
been transferred to sales service.
Change was effected by Dorothy
Kemble, continuity acceptance editor.
GAYLORD AVERY, until recently
an announcer of KMOX, St. Louis, is
father of a girl. Avery is with his
family in Aberdeen, S. D., awaiting
call as an Aviation cadet.
CARL HOHENGARTEN, former
musical director of WBBM, Chicago,
has been made musical director of
KWK, St. Louis.

ART BROWN returns to the air
March 7 over WOL, Washington,
after having been in the hospital two
weeks. His regular morning Musical
Clock has been handled by Russ
Hodges.
LEWIS G. GREEN, former producer
of NBC and the BLUE in New York
and Hollywood,
has joined
the production staff of BLUE
Chicago.
PAUL KING, once with WHDH and
WCOP, Boston, and WESX, Salem,
Mass., has joined the announcing staff
of Yankee Network.
SAM H. KAUFMAN, director of
sales promotion and publicity of
WCCO, Minneapolis, Minn., has been
named chairman of the public relations committee of the nutrition council of the Hennepin County Red Cross.
ROBERT L. FIDLAR, recently chief
announcer and assistant program director of WHIO, Dayton, O., has
joined WIOD, Miami, Fla., as program director and war program manCONRAD BINYON, who portrays
ager.
Hank in has
the been
weekly
NBCfor One
Man's
Family,
signed
a featured
spot in the Columbia film "The Right

Guy".

LEO

F. CROWLEY, recently returned to the States from Honolulu,
where he was president of the Hawaiian Sentinel Publishing Co., publishers
!of the Haivaiian Sentinel, a weekly
newspaper, has been appointed to the
Inewsroom staff of WMAL, Washington. He succeeds Daniel Reagan, who
left March 7 for a brief visit at his
home, West Hartford, Conn., before
entering the Army. Mr. Crowley was
for eight years INS and UP correspondent in the Far East.
LT. ROBERT FLEMING of the
Army Paratroop Force, Fort Benning,
Ga. and at one time with WELI, New
Haven, Conn., spoke on March 1 to
ithe New Haven Adv. Club on Paraitroop training. Talk was aired on
WELI.
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KAB NORDIN, CBS Hollywood, has
joined James L. Saphier Agency, talent service, as aide to Tom McAvity,
producer
man Show.of the CBS Ransom SherJOB WALTERS has the announcing
assignment on the weekly 60-minute
program, Opportunity PDQ, sponsored
by Petrol Corp., on KNX, Hollywood.
RICHARD GLTER, actor, has joined
KLX, Oakland, as announcer.
LEROY STULTS and Ray Streeter,
formerly of WHB, Kansas City and
WHA, Madison, Wis., have joined the
announcing staff of WGN, replacing
Jerry Kaufherr and Frank Sweeney,
who have joined the Army and Navy,
respectively. Edward Gardner Jr.,
short story writer, has joined the continuity staff succeeding Carlyle Stevens, now in the Army.
HELEN BANTA, secretary of spot
and local sales of NBC central division, has been sworn into the WAVES
and
goes to Smith College for indoctrination.
BILL DANCH, script assistant on
the weekly NBC Filler McOee &
Molly, has been inducted into the
Army.
DEAN OWEN, Hollywood radio and
magazine writer, has joined the Army
Air Forces, assigned to Motion Picture Unit, Culver City, Cal.
DICK JOHNSON, former announcer
of KOB, Albuquerque, has returned
after two years with Pan-American
Airways in Central America.
WILLIAM THOMAS LAZAR, formerly of WIBA, Madison, Wis., and
Harry Arthur Wood, freelancer from
Chicago, have joined the announcing
staff of WWJ, Detroit. John Alvin
Hoffstadt, known in Detroit as John
Alvin, is leaving for the Coast under
contract to Warner Bros.
STEPHAN RICHARDS, former announcer of WAKR, Akron, O., has
joined WJW, Akron, and will direct
dramatic series. Announcer Garde
Chambers has returned to Cleveland.
MILTON C. HILL, publicity director
of WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, has resigned to join the advertising department of the Weatherhead Co., Cleveland manufacturer.
BOB REINHOLDT, former program
manager of KWIL, Albany, Ore., has
been promoted to production manager. Betty Lou Wilbanks has been assigned to programming and promotion.
PHIL LESLIE has been named assistant to Don Quinn, writer on the
weekly NBC Fibber McGee & Molly,
sponsored by S. C. Johnson & Sons.
BOB

EMERICK, producer and announcer of KYA, San Francisco, recently resigned to become an Air
Forces cadet.

HEADQUARTERS for the Army's 8th Service Command is now the
Santa Fe Bldg., Dallas, so staff members of WFAA-KGKO must pass
MP's to reach studios in the penthouse. For a time they had to go to
work on freight elevators. MP Pvt. Converse and MP Sgt. Price are
inspecting credentials of (1 to r) : Elmer Baughman, announcer; Ralph
Maddox, assistant program director; Orval Anderson, announcer; Evalena Caton, continuity writer ; Bob Holton, announcer ; Bertrand Mitchell,
continuity writer; Diana Dale, newscaster; Ben McCleskey, continuity
chief.
RADIO

TRIBUTE

APPEARING on the back cover of
a booklet being prepared by the
Charleston (S. C.) Exchange Club
is a poem of tribute to radio, composed by Thomas L. Means,
WCSC, Charleston, publicity director. The poem follows:
When your gas coupons are running low
And there's nothing to do but hike,
Don't fret for entertainment, folks —
Rely he's
on your
old pal,
"Mike".this guy,
For
a friend
of yours,
His
name
is
"Mike
Roe
Phone";
He brings you news and music
and fun
And the time "at the sound of the tone."
Your radio's there to serve you, friends.
To keep you abreast of life :
To help you weather the war and its woes
To bring cheer to each man and his wife;
To fight the war with a powerful voice,
With Truth on mercurial wings ;
To further community welfare and health
And be glad for the joy that it brings.
AMP Contracts
ASSOCIATED Music Publishers
has signed new contracts for their
transcribed library service with
KLRA, Little Rock, and WSPA,
Spartanburg, S. C, and renewals with
WRDO,
Me.; WELL,
tle Creek,Augusta,
Mich. ; WTOL,
Toledo, Batand
WABC, New York. AMP, as a music
licensing organization, has renewed
licenses for the use of its music with
the following stations: KARM, Fresno; KFYR, Bismarck; KQW, San
Jose; KWIL, Wallace, Ida.; WBIR,
Knoxville; WDEF, Chattanooga, and
WELL.
DICK JOY, Hollywood announcer,
has been signed for the CBS Pabst
Blue Ribbon Town effective March 27.

SURVEYS PROVE CONCLUSIVELY
that: only
WJHL can give you coverage in the Johnson
City, Tennessee, market — 89% of the daytime
listeners — 49% of the nighttime listeners —
ask us or the Howard H. Wilson Company for
further proof that WJHL is the most listened-to
station in the market it serves.

New $350,000 Transmitter Plant
BUFFALO
BROADCASTING CORPORATION

1000 WATT* 910 KC

BLUE

NET

WJHL
Johnson City, Tenn.
President
s Lancaster
Representatives W- Hane

HOWARD

H. WILSON
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Wider

Radio

Use

Seen

In Educational Activity
WIDER use of radio as a medium
of teaching and learning was predicted by leading educators who
addressed 400 teachers and students Feb. 28 at the dedicatory
ceremonies in NBC's Radio City
studios for the first courses based
on radio programs to be accepted
by New York City's Board of Superintendents for teacher in-service training. Programs are Lands
of the Free and Music of the New
World, series offered as part of
NBC's Inter-American University
of the Air.
Speakers at the ceremonies included Dr. Belmont Farley, coordinator of radio activities for the
National Education Assn.; Dr.
John E. Wade and Dr. Jacob
Greenberg, superintendent and associate superintendent, respectively, of New York City schools.
Gambling's 18th Year
JOHN GAMBLING, on Monday,
March 8, celebrates the 18th year
of his Musical Clock program on
WOR, New York. A radio operator during World War I, Gambling
joined the station in 1925 as an
engineer. Called upon one morning
to pinch-hit for an announcer who
had overslept, Gambling took over
a daybreak program of setting-up
exercises, which he has carried on
ever since, adding jokes, music and
news items. Exercise routines have
been reduced to a minimum by both
Gambling and his listeners. Program is cooperatively sponsored.
Disc

Show

Released

KERMIT-RAYMOND Corp., New
York, is releasing Famous Fathers,
transcribed series, to 83 stations in
a cooperative arrangement with
Liberty magazine and "Life With
Father", Broadway hit on which
the program is based. Stations are
offered the program gratis and are
permitted to sell it to a local advertiser, retaining all revenue from
sale of the show. Liberty, which
has
been receives
running
stories,
fore or after the
motes the show
publicity.

a"famous
short
program
through
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FIVE OF 35 staff members of WHOM, Jersey City, who gave a pint of
blood to the Red Cross Blood Plasma Bank during the station's 16
broadcasts in one day, encouraging foreign language listeners to contribute to the Blood Bank. Programs were broadcast in Jewish, Lithuanian,
Russian, Polish, German, English and Italian. Enjoying the "party" are
(1 to r) : Joseph Lang, general manager of WHOM, Mrs. Joseph Perell,
Mrs. Al Karp, Mrs. Leo Litcholt and on the cot, Mrs. Joseph Savalli, all
of the office staff, whose husbands are in the armed forces.
WLDS

Rejects

Offer

To Use Tost' Ad Free
AFFIRMING that small radio stations believe advertising a proper
wartime function, Edgar Parsons,
general manager of WLDS, Jacksonville, 111., declined in a letter to
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago, the agency's suggestion that
the station use "free of charge"
advertising copy from a doublepage Stewart- Warner ad in The
Saturday Evening Post.
Worthy as it is, Mr. Parsons
wrote the agency, the campaign is
another example why small radio
stations are operating under reduced revenues "while the large
networks and the national magazines are becoming wealthy from
the war effort".
"We believe national advertisers
should advertise in wartime as well
as in peacetime . . . but we also believe that some of the advertising
should be placed with the media
which are contributing as much or
more to the national war effort as
national magazines," his letter continued. "I refer of course to the
small radio station" which broadcasts 12 to 16 OWI announcements
daily, contributes time and talent
for War Bond sales, and cooperates
with local Civilian Defense and
other war agencies.

Radio

Training

Course

Is Taken by 265 Women
PRACTICAL training in the radio
laboratory of the American Women's Voluntary Services in New
York City has prepared more than
265 women for communications
work with the armed forces, earning $2,000 and up, according to
Mrs. Frances Peabody Mayer, director of the radio classes.
Professional status is obtained by
enrollees after learning the International Morse code and radio
theory, with supplementary experience in the AWVS radio laboratory at the Hotel Ansonia, Broadway and 73rd Street, New York.
The women learn to handle meters,
build receivers and transceivers for
the War Emergency Radio Service,
do repair work and upon graduation qualify for an FCC B radio
amateur license.
Nearly two dozen AWVS graduates are now serving with the
WAACs, WAVES and Army Air
Corps. Others are radio repairmen
in the Signal Corps General Development Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N. J.; the Civil Aeronautics
Administration and the Navy
Dept.'s Bureau of Ships, Washington, and Maryland branch.

IN NAVY
WARFARE
WARTIME secrecy prevented the
Navy Dept. from disclosure of details but there was ample indication
that radio is playing an important
role in the Navy's wartime activities, itwas revealed in its annual report made public last week.
Through radio the Navy Dept.
in Washington received 65,000,000
words during the fiscal period, says
the report. Then, too, the case of
the naval radio station at Corregidor is cited since it provided constant communications with the
Pacific Fleet until the fall of the
Philippines.
Extension and strengthening of
the naval communications system
is reported through the acquisition
of new radio frequency channels
and the reassignment of existing
channels. Complete radio installations to provide peak fleet communications also are reported despite
the limitation of material available.
Activities of the Office of Public
Relations are outlined and work of
the Review Section, which studies
all scripts prior to broadcast to insure against publication of information which might be useful to
the enemy, also are reviewed.
Technical assistance available in
the production of some programs is
recited.
Foreign Tongue Survey
IN THE NEW YORK daytime
audience of foreign language broadcasts the proportion of men listeners is larger by 7.1% than in
English programs, according to a
personal coincidental survey by the
Pulse of New York Inc. Programs
included Italian, Yiddish, Polish
and German on New York stations
WOV, WEVD, WHOM, WBNX
and WBYN. A breakdown reveals
men listeners accounting for 22.9%,
and women 77.1% of the foreign
language audience, while men listeners to English language programs account for only 15.8% of
the audience, the women 84.2%.
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STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFIL, Philadelphia
Walker's Austex Chili Co., Austin, 2 so
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Crook Adv., Dallas, Texas.
Admiracion Shampoo, Harrison, N. J., 5 so
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Charles Dallas
Reach, Newark, N. J.
Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island City, N. Y.,
25 so weekly, 49 weeks, thru NewellEmmett, N. Y.
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso), 19
so weekly, 7 weeks, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
Zerbst
Joseph's,
Mo.
(ZerbstPharmacal
capsules),Co.,
6 soSt.weekly,
8 weeks,
thru Potts-Turnbull, Kansas City, Mo.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (Willard Tablets), 6 so weekly, thru First United
Broadcasters, Chicago.
WIND, Chicago
Mandel Bros., Chicago (dept. store), 168
sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Schwimmer &
Scott, Chicago.
Stineway Drug Co., Chicago (stores), 7 sp
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Martin Adv.,
Chicago.
Mathews Nursery Landscape Service, Gary,
Ind., 5 sp weekly, 7 weeks, direct.
Chicago Daily News, Chicago, 24 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago.
Esquire Inc., Chicago (Coronet), 36 ta,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
WMAQ, Chicago
Chicago Sun, Chicago, 111., 15 so weekly,
13 weeks, thru Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, 10 so weekly, 4
weeks, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.
E. J. Brach & Sons, Chicago (Swing candy
bar) 3 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co., Chicago.
Esquire, Inc., Chicago (Coronet magazine),
19 ta,
Chicago.1 week, thru Schwimmer & Scott,

KGO, San Francisco
Moore's Inc., San Francisco (clothing
chain), 2 sa weekly, thru Brisacher
Davis & Van Norden, San Francisco.
Doubleday, Doran & Co., New York (Book
League of America) , 18 sp weekly, thru
Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.
William Wise & Co., New York (books), 3
sa weekly, thru Huber Hoge & Sons,
N. Y.
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, la. (Walko
poultry remedy), 5 so weekly, thru
Weston-Barnett, Waterloo.
Fontana Food Products, San Francisco
(spaghetti), 5 so weekly, thru Long
Adv. Service, San Francisco.
Seasonettes Distributors Inc., Los Angeles (salt), 2 sa, thru Eugene F. Rouse
& Co., Los Angeles.
Standard Beverages, San Francisco (ParT-Pak) , weekly sp, thru Brisacher, Davis
& Van Norden, San Francisco.
Sealy Mattress Co., Los Angeles, 5 sp
weekly,land, Cal.thru Jewell Adv. Agency, OakShasta Water Co., San Francisco (carbonated water) , . weekly sp, thru Briscisco. acher, Davis & Van Norden, San FranBookhouse for Children, Chicago (books) ,
2 so weekly, thru Presba, Fellers &
Presba, Chicago.
WLS, Chicago
Hubinger Co., Keokuk, la. (starch), 12 so
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Ralph Moore
Inc., St. Louis.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn, (candy),
18 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru PlattForbes Inc., N. Y.
Associated Serum Producers, Des Moines
(cattle remedies), 3 so weekly, 2 weeks,
thru Fairall & Co., Des Moines.
Penn Salt Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., 3
so weekly, 13 weeks, thru Sherman K.
Ellis & Co., Chicago.
Grove Labs., St. Louis (cold tablets), 3 sp
weekly, 3 weeks, thru Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
CKWS, Kingston, Ont.
A. Ramsay & Son & Co., Montreal (paint),
39 to, thru A. McKim Ltd., Montreal.
Canadian National Carbon Co., Toronto
(Eveready batteries) 52 t, thru Locke,
Johnson & Co., Toronto.
Best Yeast Co., Toronto (Hi-Do yeast), 27
to, thru Tandy Adv. Agency, Toronto.
KFWB, Hollywood
Garrett & Co., Brooklyn (Virginia Dare
wine), 15 to weekly, 6 weeks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.

WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Fort Worth
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, la. (poultry remedy) , 12 so, thru Weston-Barnett,
Waterloo.
National Biscuit Co., New York (Premium
crackers) , 78 ne, thru McCann-Erickson,
N. Y.
Rit Products Corp., Chicago (dyes), 345
ta, thru Earle Ludgin, Chicago.
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis (feeds), 97
sp, thru Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(surgical dressings), 144 t, 64 ta, thru
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
South Texas Cotton Oil Co., Houston
(Crustene shortening), 156 sp, thru
Segall & Weedin, Houston.
Breedlove Nursery, Tyler, Tex. (stock) ,
t, thru Pondrom & Collins, Dallas.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend (cars, servthru Roche, Wiliams & Cunice) ,26 ne,Chicago.
nyngham,
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 2100 so,
thru Biow Co., N. Y.
Bristol-Myers Co., New York (Minit Rub,
Sal Hepatica), 156 ne, thru Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
Byer-Rolnick Co., Garland, Tex. (Resistol
hats), 26 so, thru Mid-Continent Adv.
Agency, Dallas.
McKesson
& Robbins, Bridgeport, Conn.
(Calox), 57 so, thru J. D. Tarcher .
Co., N. Y.
WBBM, Chicago
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Super Suds, Palmolive Soap), 5 to
weekly, 47 weeks, thru Wm. Esty & Co.,
N.
ProcterY. & Gamble, Cincinnati (Duz), 1 sa
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Compton Adv.,
N. Y.
Chicago Sun, Chicago, 16 so weekly, 52
weeks, thru Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
E. J. Brach & Sons, Chicago (Swing candy
bar), man3K. sp
weeks, thru SherEllisweekly,
& Co., 13Chicago.
KROW, Oakland
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Satevepost) , 6 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
Seaboard Finance Co., Los Angeles (finance), 5 to weekly, 4 weeks, thru
Smith & Bull Adv., Los Angeles.
KGO, San Francisco
San Francisco Remedial Loan Assn., San
Francisco, 3 so weekly, thru H. H.
Mansfield Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Golden State Co., San Francisco (dairy
products), 3 so weekly, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan, San Francisco.

PLACEMENT

CANADA

SHOWN

CANADA'S 49 advertising agencies in 1940 placed $29,200,000 of
business, the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics has announced at Ottawa, as part of the data collected
in the 1940 decennial census. The
amount of business was 33% over
that of 1930. Gross revenues received by the agencies (including
fees or commissions on billings and
mechanical charges, on radio time
and talent costs, etc.) amounted to
billings.
$4,800,000, or 16.5 % of the total
Only firms which contract for
space or other advertising media
and which place advertising for a
client on a commission or fee basis
were included in the figures shown.
The 49 companies reporting, operated a total of 87 establishments.
Of the gross revenue 60% was secured through offices located in Ontario, 34% through
in QueA'o. offices
bec, and the remaining
6% through
offices in other provinces of the
Dominion.
Analysis of business according
to amount of billings placed by individual firms shows:
Billings firms
Below $100,000 14
$100,000-$500,000 — 19
$500,000-$1,000,000 7
$1,000,000 or over__ 9
49

Amount
$ 585.000
$ 5,371,400
$ 4,906,500
$18,361,500

%

2
18.4
16.8
62.8

$29,224,400 100

Sewing Contest Spots
NATIONAL Sewing Contest, New
York, which holds an annual competition for women of all ages, will
use radio for the first time to introduce and conduct the contest in
the New York metropolitan area,
from March 1 through April 15.
Martha Deane's five-weekly woman's program on WOR has been
selected by the NSC to give helpful
hints, rules and discussions of the
contest to feminine listeners as part
of its daily half-hour period.
Prizes in the "Martha Deane Sewing Contest" amount to $500 in
War Bonds, winners in the finals to
compete in the national finals for
additional War Bond prizes.

KQW, San Francisco
Cooperative League of USA, New York,
weekly
N. Y. sp, thru Atherton & Currier,
Poultry Tribune, Chicago, 3 sp weekly,
thru First United Broadcasters, Chicago!
Sunhte Bakery, Chicago, 3 sp weekly, thru
W. E. Long Co., Chicago.
Alameda Nursery, Alameda, Cal., 3 sp
weekly,
thru
Emil
Reinhardt Adv.
Agency, Oakland, Calif.
KECA, Los Angeles
Kevo Products Co., Azusa, Cal. (Kevo), 2
sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Barton A.
Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles.
The Frito Co., Dallas (Fritos), 3 ne weekly, 17 weeks, Ray K. Glenn Adv., Dallas,
West Coast Soap Co., Oakland, Cal.
(Powow cleaner), weekly sp, thru Brisacher,
cisco. Davis & Van Norden, San FranKFI, Los Angeles

<D>M]

National Lead Co., New York (Dutch Boy
paints), 8 to weekly, 30 weeks,
Erwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco.thru
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco, 18 so weekly, 4 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
Reader's
Digest Assn., Pleasantville, N. Y.,
(magazi
N.
Y. ne), 3 weekly so, thru BBDO,
CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask
Thomas J. Lipton Ltd., Toronto (tea), 150
t, thru Vickers & Benson, Toronto.
McFayden Seed Co., Winnipeg, Man., 100
sa, thru Norris-Patterson, Winnipeg.
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ACCEPT NO HALF-LOAF ... net COMPLETE COVERAGE in this great boom
area by tellinq voor story over the
stations
GROUP. in the PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Buying two markets saves 5 % . Buying
all three saves 10%. Ask for booklet.
THE PACIFIC. NORTHWEST GROUP
KXL
Joseph H. McGillvra
KFP
Y
The Katz Agency
z NET
The Walker Company
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ROSE MFG. Co., Beacon, N. Y., will
start a test campaign on WABC, New
York, March 9, for Tri-Ogen rose
spray and other insecticide and plantnutrition products, making its first use
of radio. In addition to thrice-weekly
participations on Adelaide Hawley's
Woman's Page of the Air, firm will
use participations on WLW, Cincinnati. Success of the test will determine
whether Rose will extend the campaign through the summer and add
other stations. Picard Adv., New
York, handles the account.
GEORGE L. MENTLEY, former national sales manager of Frosted Food
Sales Corp., New York, has been
named president of Q-F Wholesalers
Inc., newly organized subsidiary of
General Food Corp., New York. The
new company handles direct distribution of Bird's Eye frosted foods to the
retail trade in New York, Boston and
Philadelphia areas. C. D. Suydam has
been named vice-president of the new
wholesale unit.
ERLANGER BREWING Co., Philadelphia, has started sponsoring a
morning program of news, features
and editorials, on WIBG, Philadelphia. J. M. Korn Agency, Philadelphia, handles the account.
KEVO PRODUCTS Co., Azusa, Cal.
(food beverages), new to radio, on
March 8 started for an indefinite period using thrice-weekly participation in
Homemaker's Club, on KHJ, Hollywood. Agency is Barton A. Stebbins
Adv., Los Angeles.

You

customers
when

you

KEEP
SPOTS
BEFORE
THEIR
EARS!
• ASK A JOHN BLAIR MAN
ABOUT SPOT RADIO

&> COMPANY
Rational radio station representatives

BROADCASTING

Woods Wins
MARK WOODS, president
of the BLUE, was winner of
the $100 first prize on the
March 1 True or False program, when it originated in
Millburn, N. J., for a Red
Cross benefit performance. A
resident of Short Hilles, N.
J., Mr. Woods, as one of a
group of prominent Jerseyites pitted against six Red
Cross workers, donated his
prize to the Red Cross. The
program is sponsored on the
BLUE by J. B. Williams Co.
NATIONAL SCHOOLS, Los Angeles (machinists), in a 13-week campaign which started Feb. 22 is sponsoring a daily quarter-hour newscast
on KFAC, that city. Adolph Wenland Adv., Los Angeles, has the account.
BAYWOOD
PARK
ESTATES,
Morro Bay, Cal. (real estate), on
Feb. 19 started sponsoring a series of
quarter-hour programs of recorded
music and news on KRKD and KHJ,
Los Angeles. Other stations will be
added. Advertising Arts Agency, Los
Angeles, has the account.

FOR

MANCHESTER BISCUIT Co.,
Fargo, N. D., has renewed for 26
weeks its five-weekly quarter-hour
schedule on seven NCBS stations and
added two more NCBS outlets for a
total of eight. Account is handled by
George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.

• Broadcast

Advertising
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WINNERS

— the radio champions who led the
field in the 1942 Fame-Motion Picture
Daily Poll— all heard over
prE. v

VEGETRATE Co., Los Angeles
(Vege-broth, dehydrated soup), in a
13-week campaign started March 1
is sponsoring five-weekly participation
in the morning program, Family Nu.^
trition in Wartime, on KFWB, Holly- K v
wood. Other national participating
sponsors serviced by Los Angeles
agencies include National Biscuit Co.
(Shreddies), through Botsford, Constantine & Gardner; Wilson Packing
Co. (meats), thru Brisacher, Davis &
Van Norden ; Seasonettes Distributors (seasoning salt) and Van Camp's
Inc. (Tenderoni), through Eugene F.
Rouse & Co.
m.
BENJAMIN MOORE Co., New York
(paint, Chicago branch) on March 6
began sponsoring a Saturday morning quarter-hour program, Betty
Moore Day, on WLS, Chicago. Betty ^ a\
Moore discusses interior decorating
problems. Contract for 13 weeks was
placed direct.
WOODALL ORTHOPAEDIC Appliance Co., Los Angeles, new to radio, has started Facing Facts With
Hal Styles, thrice weekly quarterhour on KFWB, Hollywood. Contract
is for 52 weeks. Agency is LockwoodShackelford Adv., Los Angeles.
^T'^
FOREMAN & CLARK, Los Angeles
V
(chain clothiers), on March 1 started
sponsoring a daily early morning program, Today in the News, on KFI,
that city. Contract is for 39 weeks.
Ted Meyers is commentator. Agency
is Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
Los Angeles.
CONSOLIDATED MERCHANTS,
Los Angeles, cooperative organization
maintained by merchants and defense
industry plants, on March 1 started
sponsoring a five-weekly quarter-hour
program, Help Wanted, on KFWB,
Hollywood. Joe Yocam and Lynn
Howard handle the program, discussing positions open and necessary
qualifications. Contract is for 52
weeks, with placement through
Charles H. Stahl Adv., Hollywood.
ROBERTS BIOLOGICAL Laboratory, Toronto (Vitavax cold capsules),
has started announcements on a number of Canadian stations. Account was
placed
ronto. by MacLaren Adv. Co., To-

I

i0f

WMAQ
BILL STERN
BING
KEN

— Best Sports Announcer.

CROSBY — Best Master of Ceremonies, Best Male Vocalist (popular).
CARPENTER

FANNY

— Best Announcer.

BRICE- Best Corned lenne.

FIBBER McGEE
Comedy Team.

& MOLLY

— Best

RICHARD
CROOKS-Best
Vocalist (classical).

Male

TOSCANINI— Best Symphonic Conductor.
BOB HOPE — Champion of Champions,
Best Comedian, Best Comedy Show.
DINAH

SHORE— Best Female Vocalist

(popular), Year's outstanding New Star.
VIC AND SADE — Best Daytime Serial.
ONE MAN'S
matic Serial.

FAMILY -Best

KRAFT MUSIC
Program.
INFORMATION
Show.

HALL-Best
PLEASE

Dra-

Variety

— Best Quiz

ARMY HOUR— Best Government War
Program.
These stars-of-stars have built and are holding a vast radio audience for your campaign.
In the great Chicago Market, it's

THE STATION

MOST

PEOPLE

LISTEN TO MOST

50,000 Watts • 670 Kc.
Represented Nationally by the NBC Spot
NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO WASHINGTO
DENVER SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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FISHER FLOURING MILLS Co.,
Seattle, Wash. (Zoom), has started
sponsoring David Gilmore, early morning philosopher, once a week on KPO,
San Francisco. Agency is Pacific National Adv. Agency, Seattle.
SCHWARTZ & GRODIN, Oakland,
Cal. (men's clothing), has started four
five-minute newscasts weekly on KLX,
Oakland. Agency is Theodore Segall
& Assoc., San Francisco.
NATIONAL BIRTH RECORDS
Service, Los Angeles, recently started
Songs of the Range, quarter-hour,
three times weekly on KLX, Oakland,
Cal. Agency is United Adv. Cos., Chicago.
CAMPBELL'S FOODS, Des Moines,
la. (vitamin products), recently
started two participations weekly on
the KLX Kitchen program on KLX,
Oakland, Cal. Account handled by
Meneough
Adv. Agency, Des Moines,
la.
STANDARD BRANDS, Montreal
(Fleischmann's yeast), has renewed
its thrice-daily announcement campaign on 42 Canadian stations. Account was placed by J. Walter Thompson Co., Montreal.
AUGUST C. RAGNOW, once with
the advertising department of Swift
& Co., Chicago, and of the production
staff of Aubrey Moore & Wallace,
Chicago, has been appointed advertising manager of Florsheim Shoe Co.,
Chicago.
MOVIE

COSMETICS Inc., Los Angeles (hair curlers), has started 6
five-minute programs weekly on KLX,
Oakland. Cal. Agency is Sterling and
Assoc., Los Angeles.

New York City and Environs

1

2,000,000 or 15.4% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
YIDDISH radio programs
1,400,000 or 10.8% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
ITALIAN language programs
1,250,000 or 9.6% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
POLISH language programs
670,000 or 5.1 % of the population
of Greater New York listen to
GERMAN language programs
250,000 or 2% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
SPANISH language programs
WBNX brings to this audience in its
native tongue and in English, interesting
entertainment; educational and musical
programs, and the complete world-wide
facilities of International News Service.
Appreciation of WBNX service is evidenced by the annual contract renewals
of the largest national and local advertisers.

LINDEN RADIO SERVICE, Baltimore (repairing), recently started six
announcements weekly over WFBR,
Baltimore. I. A. Goldman & Co. has
the account.
MAHONY-TROAST Co., Woodridge.
N. J., used a three-quarter-hour period
on WOR, New York, recently to broadcast ceremonies accompanying award
of Army-Navy E for outstanding production.
ELECTRIC RAZOR Repair Service,
New York, entered radio for the first
time March 1 with a test campaign
on WABC. New York, using thriceweekly participations in Arthur Godfrey's early morning program, 6 :306 :55 a.m. Agencv is Rav-Hirsch Co..
N. Y.
Nurses

Enrolled

IN RESPONSE to the NBC-Red
Cross recruiting drive through the
program That They Might Live,
heard on NBC Sundays, and the
transcribed series March of Mercy,
heard on local stations, a total enrolment has been tabulated of
1,061 nurses, 2,057 nurses' aides
and 7,440 home nursing students.

blic I
1 Winner
Wl
of PEABODY CITATION for Public
I Ser
Service to Foreign Language Groups.
A

WBNX
5000

We
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PORTLAND, OREGON
"KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,C£0Watts-620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK

SOLD AND SIGNED on a 52-week basis, the new five-weekly commentary,
featuring Gen. David Prescott Barrows, West Coast educator, occupied
attention of this executive quartet. Begun Feb. 22, the quarter-hour
series is sponsored by Union Oil Co. of California on 9 Don Lee Pacific
Coast stations. Program launchers are (1 to r) Reese Taylor, president
of Union Oil Co. of California; Gen. Barrows; Lewis Allen Weiss, vicepresident and general manager of Don Lee Broadcasting System, and
Don Belding, Los Angeles manager and chairman of the board of Foote,
Cone & Belding, successor to Lord & Thomas, nationwide agency.
Jurisdiction

Seven

Issue

Pressed
by
Miles
Declaratory Judgment Sought
To Restrain FTC Action
FEDERAL courts can issue declaratory judgments denning the
jurisdiction of the Federal Trade
Commission, Miles Labs., Elkhart,
Ind., maintained in a brief filed
last week, supporting its action in
the U. S. District Court for the
District of Columbia to prevent
FTC from issuing a complaint
against it.
The Miles reply answers the
FTC motion for dismissal, filed
with supporting brief last month
[Broadcasting, Feb. 15]. The case
now is ready for argument before
the court.
Issue Is Jurisdiction
Originally, Miles sought relief
when FTC notified the firm that
complaints would follow if advertising or labels for three products
were not adjusted. Miles said that
FTC usurped the jurisdiction of
the Food and Drug Administration,
and asked for declaratory judg21]. ment to prevent the Commission
from acting [Broadcasting, Dec.
In brief, Miles alleged that
declaratory judgments are based
on "the right of individuals or
corporations to be exempt from
unreasonable demands and regulations which, by themselves, are unwarranted and illegal." The firm
said that in issuing declaratory
judgments the court does not interfere with the administrative activities of FTC, since the only issue is
whether the Commission has jurisdiction. By ruling on that issue
now, the Court saves time and expense, the argument continued.
Miles also said that FTC, in

5000
L
&
FREE

Stations

Form Regional Network
SEVEN Kentucky stations, including the three owned by the Paducah
Broadcasting Co., of which Pierce
E. Lackey is president, have
formed a regional network offering
coverage of the seven markets at a
group rate. Live or transcribed
programs and announcements may
be originated at any of the seven
stations, which include WSON,
Hendersonville ; WHOP, Hopkinsville, and WPAD, Paducah, the
Lackey stations; WLBJ, Bowling
Green; WHLN, Harlan; WGRC,
Louisville, and WOMI, Owensboro.
At a recent meeting with John A.
Toothill, general manager of BurnSmith Co., Chicago, exclusive national representatives, memberstation representatives discussed
programming and rate structure.
Present were: Pierce E., F. Ernest
and Hecht S. Lackey of the three
Paducah Broadcasting Co. stations; Ken Given and Jake Causey,
WLBJ; Richard B. Helms and J.
Francke Fox, WHLN; J. Porter
Smith and Charles Lee Harris,
WGRC, and Hugh O. Potter,
WOMI.
basing its case on its jurisdiction
over unfair methods of commerce,
was evading the issue. From the
wording of the original FTC letters, Miles said, it is clear that the
Commission is actually trying to
regulate labeling, a function which
the medicinal remedy firm claimed
belongs
with the Food & Drug Administration.
In its brief last month, FTC
denied that the District Court had
the right to issue declaratory
judgments. The Commission said
a complaint did not constitute a
controversy, and that Miles could
not resort to the courts until a
cease and desist order had actually
been issued.

WIS

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

Kentucky

COLUMBIA,
Watts

Day and

S. C.

Night

Ask your Agency to ask
the Colonel!
KC • N*r
Cr PETERS.560Inc., National Representatives
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RICHARD R. BLACKWELL and
Walter Palmer have been elected vicepresidents of BBDO, New York. Both
began their agency work with George
Batten Co., which subsequently
merged to form the present agency.
Mr. Blackwell was a newspaper
writer and a copywriter of McGrawHill before joining Batten in 1923.
Mr. Palmer, who joined in 1919, has
been specializing in copy on packaged

VIOLA

BURNS of the audition department of Young & Rubicam, New
York, has been named director of that
division, succeeding Robert Novak,
who has been assigned other radio production duties.
JAMES H. WRIGHT, formerly of
Maxon Inc., Detroit, and Lord &
Thomas, New York, has joined H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago, as account
executive for a division of Proctor &
Gamble. Alice Wisecarver, formerly of
Compton Adv., New York, has joined
the copy staff.
JANE PECK, for the last eight
months in the NBC press department,
has joined the publicity department
of Benton & Bowles, New York.
CARROLL O'MEARA, business manager of Young & Rubicam, Hollywood,
on April 1 joins the OWI in San
Francisco. Assigned to the Overseas
Division, he is to be in charge of all
English language broadcasts to the
Pacific war theatre.
WILLIAM R. BAKER Jr., executive
vice-president of Benton & Bowles,
New York, is in Hollywood for semiinnual conferences with Al Kaye,
local manager.
DUNCAN JENNINGS, former conrinuity editor of KTAR, Phoenix, has
joined Little & Co., Los Angeles, in
:harge of radio and copy.
EUGENE I. HARRINGTON, execu:ive vice-president of Foote, Cone &
Belding, and manager of the San
Francisco office, on March 1 was transferred to New York. Herbert K.
Reynolds, also a vice-president, has
:aken over management of the San
Francisco office.
MYRTLE& Sons,
WRIGHT
has toleftjoin
H. Leo
"W.
Kastor
Chicago,
Burnett Co., Chicago, as radio traffic
manager. Marian Nelson, formerly of
Wm. E. Jones Radio Production,
Ohicago, and Wade Adv. Agency, Chi:ago, has joined Leo Burnett Co. as
in assistant to Frank Ferrin, radio
lireetor.
GLENN KYKER has been named raJio director of Simons-Michelson, De:roit.
THAYER RIDGWAY, account executive on Calvert Distillers for Lenlen & Mitchell, New York, has been
ippointed vice-president.
MEIGS BARTMESS, for five years
m the research department of Benton
& Bowles, New York, has left for the
Naval Training School, Quonsett, R. I.
He is an ensign.
SIDNEY SENZER, copy head and
account executive of Newell-Emmett
Jo., New York, has been named copy
;hief of William H. Weintraub & Co.,
New York.

ED RICE is on leave from the production staff of J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, to direct programs, as
a freelancer for the OWI, New York.
PORTER BIBB, former head of radio publicity of BBDO, New York,
and until recently project director of
the Advertising Council, has joined
the service department of Arthur Kudner Inc., New York. Donald E. Gibbs,
previously associated with Buchanan
& Co., New York, and recently on
special assignment for the Treasury
Department, has joined the copy department.
EDMUND WOODING, previously of
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York,
has joined the copy staff of Wendell
P. Colton Co., New York. J. Everett
Hoffman, former production manager
of Wildrick & Miller Inc., New York,
has joined Colton.
HERB POLESIE, former radio director of Sherman & Marquette, both in
New York and Chicago, on March 1
joined CBS as a producer.

A

CHARLES L. HUNTER, retired
goods.
chairman of the Trunk Line Assn.,
passenger department, has joined
Caples Co., New York.
OTIS BEEMAN, once an account
executive of Aubrey, Moore & Wallace
and McCann-Erickson, Chicago, has
joined the newly formed WallaceFerry-Hanly agency in Chicago, as
assistant to Mr. Wallace. Birdie
Zumpf and Marian Fahey from Aubrey
&Ferry-Hanly.
Moore have also joined WallaceH. L. HOWERTH, assistant radio director of Baker Adv. Agency, Toronto, has joined the RCAF. He is replaced by Mrs. Hazel Blair.
CAMPBELL-EWALD Co., eastern division, has moved its offices from 1230
Sixth Ave. to 10 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York.

PROSPEROUS

PORTION

of

the

Potter
For

Leaves

Compton

Commission

in Navy

WITH announcement last week by
Compton Adv., New York, that
Daniel P. Potter, manager of network radio, was leaving the agency
to take a commission in the Navy,
several shifts were made in the
radio timebuying department. Murray Carpenter, who has been space
buyer for newspapers, and William Maillefert, radio timebuyer,
will jointly supervise all timebuying activites for Compton.
Frank Kemp, timebuyer, is now
in charge of network buying, and
John McSweeney of the media department is buying all spot campaigns for the Procter & Gamble
Co. account. Harriet DeLille, formerly of Newell-Emmett Co., New
York, has joined Compton to serve
as buyer of spot time on all Compton accounts other than P&G.
Walter Mayer of the radio department has been shifted to the newsment. paper section of the media depart-

HATHORN, COESA,
OR GEYSER?
Those
are
three types
of
mineral water to

MADE A GLAMOR-SPOT
by its springs and baths, its
racetracks, its resort atmoS'
phere, Saratoga sees its population rise from less than
14,000 in winter to 55,000

choose from at Saratoga Spa.

during "the Season."
NA TIVE SARA TOGIANS, though, point

iy2- Billion

- Dollar-

Market

together

put

BY

V. ECHTERNACK, former news
Titer of KHJ, Hollywood, has joined
laymond R. Morgan Co., that city,
as account executive.

.

THE

POWER

PROGRAMS

"...scripts equalling in
quality and often
surpassing network

THE

KFNF
shows"
• A new series of ASCAP Radio
Program Service shows is available without cost to any ASCAPlicensed station. These programs
are written in complete understanding of the problems of both
Program and Commercial Manager. Write or wire at once.

POPOLARITY

with pride to the city's work-a-day side
— industrial plants which turn out about
$5,000,000 worth of products annually.
In the Hudson Circle, where the cities are scattered and the
conductivity only fair, it takes power to put together a 1 Y2 -billion dollar retail market. WGY — with the region's highest power
(50,000 watts) and the lowest frequency (810 kilocycles) — is the
only station that can do it.
Within a radius of 100 miles from Schenectady, there is only one
outlet for NBC, the most popular network, and that is WGY.
NBC's great shows, plus such topflight local programs as "Speaking of Books," the "Market Basket," and the "Farm Paper of the
Air,"
station.give 'GY 3 } 2 times as many listeners as the next nearest
WGY's first listeners heard it over crystal sets 21 years ago. Later
they were the first listeners in the world to be served by a 50,000watt station. Today WGY is a regular listening habit in the 748,800
radio homes of the Hudson Circle.

*A market which includes such cities as Schenectady, Troy, Albany, Pittsfield, Utica,
Binghamton, Burlington, Elmira, Kingston, Poughkeepsie, Rome and Amsterdam.

GENERAL

ELECTRICS

ASCAP
Radio Program Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York
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Foote,

Cone

&

Belding

Americana

Shift Moves Cashman Up
IN A GENERAL shift of executive
positions in the radio department
of Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York, last week, Edward Cashman,
who has been
radio director of
the agency, was
named assistant
to Emerson Foote,
executive in
charge of the New
York office. Mr.
Cashman will be
executive director
of the Lucky
Strike account,
Mr. Cashman
while his assistant, John Loveton, will be radio director of the same account.
Paul Philips, who also has been
working with Mr. Cashman, is now
assisting Mr. Loveton, and Jack
Meakin, who recently joined the
agency from Wm, Esty & Co., has
been named director of the Lucky
Strike Hit Parade and All-Time
Hit Parade on CBS and NBC, respectively. Carl Stanton, former
account executive for American
Tobacco Co., has been appointed
radio
director of the agency's other
accounts.

THE

RIGHT

Huild*

WHEN President Roosevelt
told the momentous story of
Casablanca on a four network hookup, it is said that
56,000,000 Americans tuned
in. But Mr. Roosevelt used a
few minutes over his scheduled half-hour. And in the
control room of KDB, Santa
Barbara, the telephone rang
merrily an even 11 times as
adults and kiddies alike asked,
"When are we going to hear
the Lone Ranger?"
B & B Names

Craig

WALTER

CRAIG, of the radio department of Benton & Bowles, New
York, since last fall, has been
named head of the department, replacing Kirby Hawkes, who is entering the armed forces in the near
future. Mr. Hawkes continues in an
advisory capacity at the agency
until he is sworn in. Assisting Mr.
Craig will be Don Cope, who has
supervised production for numerous B & B programs during the
last seven years, and Roy Bailey,
who will supervise scripts.

INTRODUCTION

Solid

Attend* Itif25

No outsider has built the enduring friendships that
WMBD enjoys in PEORIAREA! Folks here depend
on Peoria's only radio station for entertainment, news,
and public service features. It's the one medium that
gives complete coverage of PEORIAREA — 17 of
Central Illinois' richest agricultural-industrial counties.
NEW

CONLAN

SURVEY

SHOWS

WMBD

DOMINANT

36,955 completed calls survey by Robert S. Conlan & Associates proves
WMBD

PLENTY OF RADIOS were donated to supply soldiers in camps and
hospitals of the New Orleans area, after a few brief plugs on Dawn
Buster, early morning program of WWL, New Orleans. Louie Bono (1),
the "Dixie Buckaroo" of the program, and Irvine Vidacovich, musical
director and m.c, congratulate each other on the first day's haul.
RADIO
BLACK

TO

ASSIST

MART

DRIVE

A SPECIAL radio and press advertising campaign to fight the
black market in meat is being
OPA,
byPrentiss
mapped trator
M. Price
Brown Administold his
news conference last Wednesday.
Although plans are still incomplete, Lou R. Maxon, Detroit advertising executive now handling
OPA public relations, said that it
probably would involve use of food
industry paid time, in addition to
the time already given by food people cooperating in the six-point
OWI overall Food Campaign
[Broadcasting, Feb. 8].
The advertising drive would be
part of a four-point offensive
against the black market, including "community ceilings" on meat,
licensing of slaughterers, and
prosecution of offenders. Copy
would stress the dangers of eating
black market meat.
Extent of the radio advertising
has not been determined, nor has
OPA yet learned whether it will
result in the purchase of additional
time by the meat industry. Since
black markets are considered an
emergency rationing problem, it is
probable that complete plans will
be approved within a few days.
TRANSCRIPTIONS of the weekly
BLUE Free World Theatre, half-hour
program endorsed by the OWI, are
being made in the Spanish and
Portuguese languages under supervision of the Office of Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs for release to
Latin American republics.
BRITISH COLUMBIA
LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

American

Tobacco

Self-Renewal

on

Signs

WNEW

SECOND self-perpetuating contract which renews itself automatically every 13 weeks was signed
Feb. 24 with WNEW, New York,
by American Tobacco Co., New
York. Contract covers promotion of
Lucky Strike cigarettes on a varyschedule on
Martin and
Block's
Make ingBelieve
Ballroom,
involves about $85,000 annually.
Such an arrangement, it was explained, saves both the station and
the advertiser the periodic trouble
of drawing up new contracts.
Agency is Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York.
Coast

Chain

Quiz

GRAYSON'S SHOPS, Los Angeles (women's apparel), occasional
user of spot radio, on March 14
starts a weekly half-hour quiz program featuring Ken Murray, comedian, as m.c. on 7 CBS Pacific
stations (KNX KARM KROY
KQW KOIN KIRO KFPY), Sunday, 8:30-9 p.m. (PWT). Contract
is for 52 weeks. Titled Stop and
Go, weekly program will be built
around ability of contestants to
answer questions of global geography as illustrated by a huge map
to be hung in the studio. Six questions are to be asked each contestant for a total of $80. Failure
to answer results in money lost going to any charity contestant requests. Agency is Milton Weinberg
Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
B & B Adopts Unit
BENTON & BOWLES, New York,
has ''adopted" Company A, 399th
Infantry Regiment, Fort Jackson,
S. C, toMembers
equip theof unit's
recreation
room.
the agency
have
contributed to a cash fund and
have sent books, magazines and
records to the men. The company
also received "adoption papers,"
illustrated by the art department.

far out in front morning, afternoon, and evening. It's an eye-opener!

EXTRA
SALES
IN ST. LOUIS, M0.
WHEN YOU USE
KX0K

CALL Free & Peters or write WMBD
PETERS, III
Exclusive National
Repraetitotives
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Drive

to

Revamp
FCC
(Continued from page 8)

tion and leeway. . Licenses, by whatever they might be called, would
be regarded as instruments from
which appeals could be based. Statutory standards would be invoked
in transfers of stations to clear up
controversy.
To prevent the Commission from
regulating the business of broadcast stations the new bill sets up
guide-posts for the Commission
which would prevent it from exercising supervisory control of programs, program material, business
management or other policies of
stations. It also effectively would
eliminate any vestige of doubt
about censorship or interference
with the right of free speech.
"The charge is made that the
Commission is attempting to control both the character and source
of program material and the contractual or other arrangements
made by the licensee for the acquisition of such material," Senator
White said. He added the amendment proposed "spells out in black
and white" what is believed to be
not only the original intention of
Congress but its present intention,
in the hope that confusion and controversy can be eliminated.
Political Protection Sought
An entirely new section would
require the identification of the
speaker in the case of broadcasts
dealing with public questions,
either local, state or national. This
section merely would carry the
principle of identification beyond
commercial sponsorship and make
it obligatory for the station to
show not only who the speaker is
but whose views he expresses. Senator White said it was unfortunately afact that most propaganda by radio is found in sustaining
programs or those having no commercial sponsor. The name of the
speaker, the office held by him,
whether it is elective or appointive, would have to be stated.
Another new provision, and one
heartily endorsed by Senator
Wheeler, would require the station
to afford a right of reply, where
public officials, other than the
President, use the station for discussion of political questions. This
right is to be exercised by the accredited representative of the opposition political party or parties,
and is to be afforded upon the same
terms and conditions as the initial
discussion. This provision substantially enlarges the scope of the

Begun

so-called political section of the
existing act, which simply affords
equal rights to qualified candidates
for public office, if in the first instance, the station has allowed its
facilities to be used.
Another new section, likewise
advocated by Senator Wheeler,
would enlarge the political section
so that equal opportunity would
be given both sides of any controversial question under public discussion, whether or not the individuals involved are duly qualified
candidates for public office. Broadcasters, however, are given the
right to delete any material that
might be regarded as libelous,
through advance submission of
scripts.
No Political Deletions
The section specifically provides
that in all cases the right of reply shall be afforded "upon the
same terms and conditions as the
initial discussion," and authorizes
the Commission to make such rules
and regulations as are necessary
to carry out the provision. This
would mean, it is presumed, that
if a speaker on one side of a public or political question has a network of 50 stations, the opposing
speaker is entitled to an equal
number of outlets, to make for the
same audience opportunities.
Apropos the censorship aspect,
the bill provides that a station licensee shall not have the power to
censor or alter script or in any
way affect or control the "political or partisan trend of any material" submitted by the speaker.
Censorship would only extend to
elimination of material which advocates overthrow of the Government by force or violence, or which
might subject the licensee to damages or penalties.
A number of sections in the bill
are given over to appellate and
procedural provisions, largely advocated by a committee of the Federal Communications Bar Assn.,
and by the Attorney General's
Committee on Administrative Procedure. A direct appeal to the Supreme Court to insure review of
cases involving important issues
affecting the continued operation
of stations would be provided. This
was premised on the fact that since
the organization of the FCC in
1927, the highest tribunal has
granted certiorari in only one case
upon the application of an individual litigant, whereas practically

Paramount Chainbreak
CHAINBREAK
announcements,
plugging the Lux Radio Theatre
and the Paramount picture "Reap
the Wild Wind," were to be placed
before or after the Lux program
March 8 on 19 CBS affiliates which
carry the series. Lux program tonight is to present special dramatization of the film. Stations for
special campaign are W N B F
WMMN
KGDM WNOX KRLD
WPAR WRDW
WDAE WTAD
WLAW
KARM WKZO WFBL
WCKY
KOIN WCSC WMBR
WKBN WJNO. Agency for Paramount is Buchanan & Co., New
York, and for Lever Brothers Co.,
Cambridge (Lux) J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York.
all of the Government's requests
for review have been granted.
The declaratory ruling provision,
proposed by Neville Miller, would
provide a means by which applicants and licensees may have a
judicial determination as to questions of vital importance to their
business "without putting in jeopardy their very business existence", said Senator White.
'Sanctions' Would Be Out
The final section, which would
prevent the FCC from effecting
any "sanctions" upon licensees, was
explained by Senator White as one
designed to curb "an alleged tendency upon the part of the Commission to discriminate in a manner not authorized by the statute
between applicants for broadcast
and other related facilities and to
require as a condition to grants
made, the doing of acts which the
Commission has no authority under the statute to require."
Discussing administrative tribunals generally, Mr. White said
they are not authorized to set themselves up as general legislative
bodies, making their own rules of
conduct and decisions wholly apart
from and beyond the language of
the statute. The tendency to do
this, prevalent among virtually all
administrative agenices, "has recently become very aggravated at
the Commission. This, in our opinion, must be arrested by the enactment of specific legislation along
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Heinz
Role

of

Radio

in

Raid

Alerts

AUDITION
WITH

Fixed
at Army -Code
Meeting
Technique for Blackout Signals to Be Worked Out;
Censorship Office to Issue Rider to Code
DIFFERENCES between the
called the Code provisions to the
attention of the Army, the EastArmy's new blackout signal system for the East and the Code of
ern Defense Command contended
Wartime Practices for American
the broadcast of all-clear signals
fell under the classification of the
Broadcasters [BroadcastING, March 1] have been ironed out
same paragraph which reads:
and radio will be given a promi"This is intended to place no pronent role, should an actual enemy
scription on the legitimate broadattack occur.
cast of descriptions and commenAs a result of a meeting in
taries dealing with simulated air
raids and blackouts after the
Washington last Tuesday between
ranking officers of the Eastern Deevents have been conducted."
fense Command and the Office of
Most broadcasters and some of
Censorship, a rider to the revised
the radio news wire services,
Code of Feb. 1, 1943, will be isasked by the Army to announce the
sued by Censorship, advising the
all-clear in New York a fortnight
industry to cooperate with the
ago, placed a different interpretaArmy in blackout or air raid
tion on the Code.
warnings.
Although the Army has not anConflict Over Code
nounced its complete plans for the
East, it was learned that under the
Bone of the contention was a
proposed setup, certain frequencies
conflict between the Eastern Deare to be designated in each city
fense Command's new air raid sigfor
the possible broadcast of brief
nal system and Paragraph (e), secofficial messages or instructions,
tion II of the Code which admoneven during an actual raid. Conishes broadcasters not to encourage
sequently in widely published
listeners to depend on the medium
charts announcing the new air raid
in event of an actual attack. The
signal system, indications were
Defense Command's new signals,
that
the public should depend on
published widely throughout the
radio
for the all-clear.
East, urged the public to listen
To avoid a conflict with Parato the radio for the all-clear.
When the Office of Censorship
graph (e) Section II of the Code,

f MAINLAND--

A BILLION

DOLLAR

RETAIL

MARKET

There are a lot of retail dollars in WHAMland . . . 1103 million of them according
to latest available figures. Today, war-busy
WHAMland is piling those dollars higher
and higher . . . and putting a patriotic
percentage of them into U. S. War Bonds
and Stamps.
To earmark that buying wealth for the

essential products you can sell today . . .
or for those you will want to sell when
Victory comes . . . WHAM is your best
buy. Its clear-channel, 50,000 watt signal
gives you primary coverage of an entire
43 county area. Its program leadership
makes 1180 on the dial the focal point of
intensive
listenership in the area's 900,000
radio homes.

WHAM

National Representatives:
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
50,000 Watts . . . Clear Channel ... 1180
Kilocycles . . . Full Time . . . Affiliated with
the National Broadcasting Co., and The Blue
Network, Inc.

ROCHESTER,

N.

Y.

Sells Hour Program

By Remote Hookup
WHEN the advertising manager
of Phillips Roofers, Baltimore, was
unable to get to the studio of
WITH, that city, to audition a
prospective hour program, Dick
Rudolph, salesman, piped the show
to the control room loudspeaker,
and called his client on the phone.
Client listened, and bought for
52 weeks, sight unseen. Program
is Memory Lane, with Woody Friand Ray Baker's
sino, pianist,
poetical
background.
which was inserted at the insistence of the Army, the Office of
Censorship shortly will issue a
rider to the revised Code. Previously the Army had requested Censorship to caution radio against
asking listeners to depend on the
medium for advice.
For more than a year the Western Defense Command has been
operating smoothly with its own
system of air raid warning signals. Until late February blackouts in the East had been under
supervision of the Office of Civilian
Defense, with the Eastern Defense
Command taking little part. Under
the new setup the Army will be in
charge, assisted by the OCD.
Danger of Attack
Director James M. Landis of the
OCD last week urged all areas, except the Western Defense Command, to adopt the new eastern
system of air raid alerts, which
were put into effect by Gen. Hugh
A. Drum, commanding general,
Eastern Defense Command.
In the new system sirens, which
have been banned from police, fire
and other emergency vehicles, will
be used only in blackout tests or
actual raids. A long blast of the
siren, known as the blue, heralds
the approach of enemy craft; a
series of short, staccato blasts
called the red, means the enemy
has arrived. Another long blast, or
blue, is sounded when the enemy
aircraft has passed over and a few
minutes later, at the direction of
the local commanding officer, radio
broadcasts the all-clear.

IDAHO'S BEST
FREQUENCY
930 Kc.
Smart
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Advertisers

H. J. HEINZ

Honey

Plans

Co., Pittsburgh, this

Spring will be the country's largest
marketer of honey through an arrangement with W. F. Straub &
Co., Chicago, which operates the
world's largest apiaries. The Heinz
Co. has installed honey packing
facilities in its factory in Muscatine, la. Advertising plans have not
been announced. Maxon Inc., Detroit, is agency.

Lt. Utley Killed
FIRST LT. LOUIS H. UTLEY,
formerly with NBC in the mailroom, was killed in a raid on St.
Nazaire, France, Feb. 16, according to word received by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Louis S. Utley
of Forest Hills, Long Island. Utley
was in the Army Air Forces, serving as a navigator on a Flying
Fortress.

AGENCY

Ctf
ntnief
yrppai
AETNA
LIFE
INSURANCE
Co., Los
Angeles, to Eugene F. Rouse & Co., that
city, for Southern California. Spring spot
campaign being planned.
TROPICAL PRODUCTS Corp., Los Angeles (pharmaceutical), to Eugene F. Rouse
& Co., that city. Regional radio planned
for near future. David R. Fenwick is
agency account executive.
E. J. BRACH & Sons, Chicago (candy), to
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., Chicago.
CHESAPEAKE & OHIO Railway Co.,
Cleveland, to Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
GUM LABS., Clifton Heights, Pa., to
McCann-Erickson, New York, for Ivoryne
Peroxide Medicated Gum. No radio contemplated this year.
INTERSTATE RESERVE LIFE Insurance Co., Chicago, to J. L. Stewart Agency,
Chicago. Newspapers, magazines and
radio planned.
PITTSBURGHER HOTEL, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
to W. Earl Bothwell Adv. Agency, Pittsburgh. Radio, newspapers, magazines,
trade papers and outdoor signs will be
used.
ARNOLD ENGINEERING Co., Marengo,
111. (magnets for aircraft, marine, radio
and electrical instruments), to Burton
Browne Adv., Chicago. Business papers
will be used.
COOPERATIVE OLIVE Products Assn.,
Fresno, Cal. (Cal-Crest bottled olive oil),
to
Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, San
Francisco.
MILROSE PRODUCTS Co., New York
(Rad cleanser). Radio is planned. Advertising placed direct.
MACFADDEN PUB., New York, to Swertfager & Hixon, N. Y.
MORRIS ROSENBERG Co., Los Angeles
(Rose that
peanut
Adv.,
city. butter), to Gerth-Pacific
ALFRED DUNHILL Inc., of London, New
York, to St. George & Keyes Inc., New
York,
for all Noproducts
(pipes, women's
bags, etc.).
radio contemplated
for
present.
THE
Voice

Use

5000
of the

WATT
Tri-Cities

ROCK ISLAND ■ DAVENPORT ■ MOLINE
Rock Island Arsenal) Up 387%
since Sept. '39. Uncle Sam's
[workers make good customers. 1
POCATELLO,

IDAHO

National Representatives
The Walker
Homer

Qaniicut

BY PHONE

Co.

Griffith Co.

SteUia+t'
BROADCASTING

Affiliate: Rock Island ARGUS
Basic Mutual Network
1270 KC FULL TIME
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Advertising

Fly

INSPECTION TOUR of KGER,
Long Beach, Cal., new transmitter
building was made by (1 to r) :
C. Merwin Dobyns, ownermanager, and Jay Tapp, technical
director, under whose supervision
equipment was installed. Modern
in design and RCA equipped
throughout, with Model 5-E transmitter, the plant already is operating under its new power.
FDR
Crossley Declines
On Broadcast of Feb. 22
PRESIDENT
ROOSEVELT'S
four-network broadcast on Washington's birthday, Feb. 22, 10:3010:46 p.m., was heard by 48% of
radio set ownres, according to a
survey by the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting. CAB rating
for the Presidential address on
Lincoln's birthday, Feb. 12, was
67. C. E. Hooper Inc., New York,
reported a rating of 57.1 for the
Feb. 12 talk, and 45.7 for the address on Washington's birthday
[Broadcasting, March 1].
Two network programs broke
audience listening records during
February, according to reports released by the Cooperative Analysis of broadcasting. Fibber McGee & Molly set a new all-time
high for half-hour programs with
a CAB February rating of 44.5.
The Kate—Smith Speaks program
broke all CAB day-time records
with a rating of 13.5.
Fidler Suit Avoided
AVERTING possible court action
by Herman Shumlin, producer of
"The Corn is Green" and Ethel
Barrymore, star of the show, now
on tour, against Jimmie Fidler for
a remark about Miss Barrymore's
health on his Feb. 28 broadcast
on the BLUE, the network two
days later broadcast a retraction
of the Fidler remark. Fidler's "exclusive" item
about
Barrymore stated
that
the Miss
actress
was

BROADCASTING

FCC

Not

Inclined

to

Beer on Television
PETER HAND Brewing Co., Chicago (Meisterbrau beer), is experimenting in television with the
Human Side of Sports on W9XBK,
Chicago, featuring Guy Savage
who does the same quarter-hour
Sportscast nightly on WGN, Chicago. Visual
audio com-is
mercialsasare well
used.as Agency
Mitchell-Faust, Chicago.

Reopen

Neivspaper
Divorcement
Controversy
the inquiry, which began July 23,
THAT THE FCC is not dis1941, cost approximately $250,000.
posed to reopen the newspaper
The record includes almost 3,500
divorcement controversy, which has
been dormant for a year, was made
pages of testimony gathered durclear last week by Chairman James
ing 24 hearing days from a total
of 52 witnesses. The Commission
Lawrence Fly, who inferred that
called 42 witnesses and experts.
nothing would be done until after
the war.
The Newspaper Radio Committee,
Questioned at his news conferrepresenting newspaper-owned staence last Monday about the status
tions, presented 10 witnesses. Included in the record are 407 exof the newspaper-ownership hearhibits.
ing, which was recessed Feb. 12
last year, subject to call, Chairman
The Newspaper Radio CommitFly observed that the report had
tee will hold its third annual meeting in New York April 20 at the
not been completed and that "as a
Waldorf-Astoria during the sesmatter of fact it's not a very pressing question at this time in view of
the fact that there can't be any
construction anyway." He referred
to the "freeze order" on construction.
Congressional Pressure

sions of the American Newspaper
Publishers Assn. Approximately
150 newspaper-owned or affiliated
stations are members of the committee, headed by Harold V. Hough,
executive of the Fort Worth Star Telegram, which owns WBAP, and
is co-owner of KGKO.

Asked whether applications involving newspaper-owned or affiliated stations were not "held up",
Mr. Fly said most of them are controlled by rules forbidding new construction, and have been dismissed
"without prejudice along with the
hundreds of other applications for
new facilities." In other words, he
added, "the question tends to be a
bitThe
academic
now". is that the
view ofright
observers
FCC, in the light of the legislative
tidal wave in Congress against
New Deal agencies in general and
the FCC in particular, is not disposed to resurrect any controversial issues at this time. The newspaper ownership issue was bitterly
contested, and probably will be an
important phase of the several inquiries destined to get underway
in Congress this session.
The hearings were recessed last
February, subject to call, but members of the legal staff immediately
began working on a report. It was
indicated then that at least one additional open hearing would be
scheduled so the Commission could
place final technical exhibits in the
record. Moreover, The Chicago
Tribune had requested opportunity
to
present brief additional testimony.
Roughly, it was estimated that
THE

Heavyweight
WOAI,

Champ!

in San Antonio, has a higher combined percentage of

day and night listeners than any other station in any American city having three affiliates of major networks, as shown
byNBC's 1942 Nationwide Survey of Radio Listening Habits!
And that's only half the story. WTAI's predominance extends across the length and breadth of Central , and South
Texas, thanks to superb programming and a 50,000-watt, clear
channel signal that brooks no interference.
No wonder more advertisers spend more money for time
on WOAI and sell more merchandise to more people than on
any other station in this prosperous area!

INDUSTRIAL
GATEWAY
to the

"suffering recurrent attacks of a
nervous ailment," a report denied
by both Miss Barrymore and Mr.
Shumlin, who added that some cancellations of tickets resulted.
Gillette Fights
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Corp.,
Boston, sponsor of Madison Square
boxing bouts on Mutual, has scheduled
the Tami Mauriello-Jimmy Bivins
fight March 12 and the Sammy AngottWillie Pep bout March 19 on the full
network starting at 10 p.m. Gillette
sponsored the fight between Fritzi Zivic
and Beau Jack March 5. Maxon Inc.,
New York, is agency.
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BALTIMORE'S

AFRA

BLUE

Union
Net

to

Seeks
Submit

New

Commercial
Contract

FOLLOWING what was probably
the shortest period of negotiations
over any labor contract in the history of the broadcasting industry,
Henry JafFe, counsel for the
American Federation of Radio
Artists, is now preparing new commercial contracts for network programs which will be submitted to
networks, advertising agencies and
independent producers early this
week. In a single meeting of about
a half-hour's duration, AFRA and
network representatives, with a
delegation of agency men as observers, discussed AFRA's proposal and the broadcaster's counter
proposition
and came to an agreement.
Discussions Resumed
A more lengthy discussion session is anticipated for this morning (March 8) when representatives of transcription companies,
also accompanied by agency observers, are to meet with AFRA
executives to discuss union demands for a 10% boost in the minimum scale for talent employed on
transcriptions. The attorney for
one company stated that technically AFRA has no right to reopen
the transcription code at this time
as the rise in the cost-of-living in-

National Reprefenfaf/ves.
SPOT SALES, INC.
New York - Chizago - San Francisco

in.

Since it is desirable that the
transcription contracts be extended another year to the same expiration date as the network sustaining and commercial codes, it
is expected that this point will be
raised, not to bring a halt to the
negotiations, but as an argument
for reducing the proposed 10%
increase to perhaps half that
amount. Transcription companies are expected to argue that since
AFRA compromised its demanded
increases of 16.7% (sustaining
code) and 19% (commercial code)
and settled for a 10% increase in
each case, a 5% increase in the
transcription minimums would be
proportionately
fairer than one of
10%.
Because the commercial increases are paid by the agencies, as
employers of the AFRA members
appearing on programs sponsored
by the agencies' clients, a group of
agency radio executives attended
last week's meeting on the commercial code and the same group will
prebably be on hand today. Agencies have declined to become signatories to the AFRA contracts,
because of legal technicalities arising from the client-agency relationship, but they have in the past
agreed to abide by the provisions
of the AFRA codes and to give 10
days written notice if they wish
to revoke that agreement.
There are only three changes to
be made in the commercial code,
the same changes that were made
in AFRA's sustaining code, recently accepted by the broadcasters and now awaiting approval of
the War Labor Board. Revised
commercial code calls for a 10%
increase in minimum scale for actors, singers and announcers; extends the present contract for another year, or until Nov. 1, 1944;
and includes a cost-of-living clause
permitting the union to reopen the
contract at any time after Nov.
1, 1943, if the Dept. of Labor cost-
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of-living index has risen 10 points
dex was only 9.9 points in the year
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This live-wire station blankets this rich, war-busy market
22 hours out of every day! Our primary area covers the
homes of over eight million people . . . and 5,000 watts
day and night at 800 kc. assures a strong clear signal
to the farthest reaches of this dynamic buying radius.
Rates give you more sales-impacts for less)

Washington,

D. C.

. . . complete and accurate.
Whenever there is conflict it
is good to know we can use
AP and be sure.
Steve Douglas,
Sports.
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an increase of 19%, based on a
cost-of-living rise of more than 19
points from Dec. 15, 1940 to Dec.
15, 1942. Representatives of networks and key stations, however,
countered with the suggestion that
the sustaining code formula be followed and the union agreed to submit the 10% figure to their national board and to the boards of
the AFRA locals in the four network origination cities: New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles and San
Francisco. Before the end of the
week all of these AFRA boards
had approved the proposed revisions.
Minimum Scales
In a preliminary discussion between the network and advertising
agency men, the suggestion was
made that any increase in commercial minimum scale should be
opposed on the ground that the recent boost in sustaining minimums,
if upheld by the WLB, will serve
to cut down the differential between payment for work on sustaining and commercial programs.
This suggestion, although in line
with previous expressions from
the union that the minimum scales
ought to be the same, was quickly
vetoed and was not even brought
up at the meeting with AFRA.
Network and station representatives at last Monday's session included: Phillips Carlin, vice-president in charge of programs, Robert Swezey, counsel, BLUE; John
MacDonald, vice-p resident in
charge of finance, Robert P. Myers, attorney, NBC; I. S. Becker,
assistant director of operation,
CBS; Emanuel Dannett, attorney,
WGN; Phil Loucks, attorney,
WLS; Julius F. Seebach Jr., vicepresident in charge of programs,
WOR.
AFRA

was represented by Mrs.

Emily Holt, national executive secretary; George Heller, assistant
national executive secretary; Henry Jaffe, counsel. Agency delegation included: A. K. Spencer, J.
Walter Thompson Co.; James Sauter, Blackett - Sample - Hummert ;
Leonard T. Bush, Compton Adv.;
John Hymes, Foote, Cone & Belding; C. I. Ayers, Ruthrauff &
Ryan; Diana Bourbon, Ward
Wheelock Co. ; Carlos Franco, John
Kucera, Young & Rubicam.

Stag Beer Schedule
GRIESEDIECK WESTERN
Brewery Co., Belleville, 111., (Stag
beer), has appointed Maxon Inc.,
Chicago, as agency. Schedule of announcements isplanned on stations
in Southern Illinois and Missouri.
L. J. Sholty is account executive.
Time will be purchased out of the
Detroit office by P. C. Beatty, timebuyer.
• Broadcast
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WCCO
To
NLRB

Wash.

Announcers

Vote
Orders

Signs Closed

on

IBEW

Poll; WTTM
Shop

Contract

AN ELECTION of the announcer's
unit of WCCO, Minneapolis-St.
Paul, was ordered by the National
Labor Relations Board last week
to determine whether the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (AFL) should represent
them in collective bargaining- negotiations.
Also last week, IBEW said it had
concluded a closed shop contract
with WTTM, Trenton, settling issues which led to a strike last December [Broadcasting, Dec. 28],
Announcers File Application
The contract covers about 20 announcers, bookkeepers and salesmen, according to IBEW, and provides wage adjustments, vacations
with pay, and sick leave. WTTM
technicians are still subject of dispute, with the NLRB Philadelphia
office now considering whether they
have a binding agreement with
American Communications Assn.
(CIO).
In ordering the WCCO election,
NLRB said that the union had submitted applications from eight staff
members. It included in the announcer's unit the m.c. of an early
morning program, who announces
and produces, giving station identifications and reading commercials.
Significant, however, was exclusion from the unit of Douglas McNamee, assistant production manager, and Max Karl Schiffman,
assistant director, attached to the
production department. NLRB said
announcing was incidental and not
integral to their work, and makes
up a small portion of their workweek. The Board also pointed out
that they received no overtime pay,
and that their workweek was considerably longer than other announcers.
P & G Spots on WJZ
PROCTER & GAMBLE CO., Cincinnati, as part of its spot campaign for Ivory Flakes started in
early February, has signed for two
spot announcements weekly on
WJZ, New York, for a 16-week
period. Other New York station
used is WOR. Compton Adv., New
York, handles the account.

The Northwest's Best I
Broadcasting
Buy I

WTCN
BLUE
NETWORK
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL
Owned and Operated by
ST. PAUL DISPATCH PIONEER PRESS, MINNEAPOLIS
DAILY TIMES.
FREE & PETERS, INC. —
Natl. Rep.

BROADCASTING

WHERE'S THE RADIO angle!
There really is one, and that's no
bull. At WLAC, Nashville, they're
running a 13-week Name-the-Bull
contest with 30 retail outlets of
National Stores sponsoring. Listeners get entry blanks at stores. Contest is part of the WLAC Farm
Front program at 6:30 a. m.

Radio

Bills

BILL REQUIRING news commentators and analysts to state names
of sponsors has been filed in Washington State Senate following several local broadcasts reportedly annoying to legislators. News reporters, commentators and persons
speaking on political subjects or
those of general interest are covered by the provisions, with only
national broadcasts originating outside of the state excepted. Second
proposed statute filed in the lower
house would require that statements
of sponsorship and financial responsibility, including income, liabilities and assets, be filed with
station operators 24 hours before
any broadcast. These would be
available to the public for six
months thus freeing station owner
or operator from liability in damage cases resulting from the program.

21

Sponsors

For

30

Now

Programs,

ANNOUNCEMENT last week that
Quaker Oats Co. and Campbell
Soup Co. have taken the full CBS
network for That Brewster Boy
and the Milton Berle Show, respectively, led to disclosure by CBS
that 21 sponsors now use the network's full facilities of 116 stations for 30 individual programs
scheduled in 39 periods.
Originally scheduled for 63 CBS
stations, the Milton Berle Show
made its debut March 3 on the full
network, instead. Quaker Oats
added 34 stations to the 82 carrying
its program, effective with its renewal March 5. These additions
bring to 39 the number of individual commercial program periods
weekly heard on the full network.
413 Hours Added
The revised survey of CBS advertisers availing themselves of
the 15% discount plan also reveals that 413 hours and 40 minutes weekly have been added to
the CBS commercial schedule. Individual affiliates benefiting by the
plan with one or more programs
total 86. Five stations have added
11 hours and 55 minutes or more
weekly; 28 stations have received
7 hours or more weekly; 37 have
added 5 hours or more weekly, and
68 outlets have received 5 or more
new program periods per week.
A total of 23 CBS programs
have had their station list increased to the full network, while
seven CBS programs were placed
on the 116 stations when they first
started on the network. Those
seven shows are Lever Bros.'
Mayor of Our Town and Burns
and Allen; R. J. Reynolds' Thanks
to the Yanks; General Foods'
Those We Love; General Motors'
John B. Kennedy; Philco's Our
Secret
Weapon,,
Milton Berle
Show. and Campbell's
Following is the complete list of
CBS shows heard on the full network:
Lever Bros. Co., Burns and Allen,
Mayor of Our Town, and Lux Radio
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Advertising

Use

Full

Survey

CBS

Net

Discloses

Theatre; R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
Comedy Caravan, Blondie and Thanks
to the Yanks; Philip Morris & Co.,
Crime Doctor and Philip Morris Playhouse; Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.,
Harry James and His Music Makers;
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Sergeant Gene
Autry, The First Line and Keep the
Home Fires Burning; General Foods
Corp., Kate Smith Hour, Those We
Love and Adventures of the Thin
Man; Armstrong Cork Co., Armstrong's Theatre of Today; American
Tobacco Co., Your Hit Parade; Coca
Cola Co., The Pause That Refreshes
on the Air; Eversharp Inc., Take It
Or Leave It; Curtiss Candy Co.,
News With Warren Sweeney; Texas
Co., Texaco Star Theatre; P. Lorillard Co., Sammy Kaye; Celanese
Corp., Great Moments in Music; Parker Pen Co., Eric Sevareid and the
News; Philco Corp., Our Secret
Weapon; Lady Esther Co., Screen
Guild Players; Chesebrough Mfg. Co.,
Dr. Christian; General Motors Corp.,
John B. Kennedy; Quaker Oats Co.,
That Brewster Boy, and Campbell
Soup Co., Milton Berle Show.
Insurance Campaign
ALLSTATE INSURANCE Co.,
Chicago, on March 1 started a
varying schedule of. one-minute
transcribed announcements on six
Chicago stations WMAQ WBBM
WLS WJJD WIND WCFL. Contracts are for 26 weeks. Agency is
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.

Money

Talks
It's one thing to TALK productive
markets. It's quite another to MAKE
GOOD. A trial campaign on WAIR
will prove to you that Winston-Salem
has the dough and WAIR knows how
to get it for you.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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Slowie Liaison
(Continued from page 8)
WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER
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NASHVILLE,

March 2 by John Dunn was headlined "Cox Probe of FCC Linked to
Parley's Bid for Presidency". It
labelled Rep. Cox as a "New Dealhating Democrat" and cited there
was evidence that the Cox investigation was being used not only to
discredit the FCC "but to seize control of the radio for their brand of
politics before 1944 rolls around".
Charges Network Favoritism
Mr. Garey was described as a
close friend of Mr. Farley and former Gov. Alfred E. Smith, who
were termed "New York's two foremost Roosevelt haters." A recent
address by Rep. Cox, in which he
was quoted as having said that
"Jim Farley is my man for President in 1944," also was cited.
"If Cox, Garey et al. succeed in
discrediting the FCC and ousting
James L. Fly, a staunch New
Dealer, as its chairman and replacing him with a reactionary Democrat, it could mean control of the
ether waves in the all-important
1944 campaign," the Dunn article
said. It charged that the "big
chains" already are giving the "reactionaries more time than they do
pro-labor or pro-New Deal speakThe Dunn story pointed out that
ers".
Mr. and Mrs. Garey accompanied
Gov. Smith on his visit to Ireland
and the Vatican in 1938. The Garey
law firm was originally Garey &
Garey, the Federated Press story
said. The name was changed on
Nov. 16, 1941, when R. E. Desvernine, prominent New York attorney
who was described as the "laborbating president of the Crucible
Steel Co. of America," joined the
firm. "Desvernine is an old friend
of Herbert Hoover and was a leader
of the Liberty League."
Following the conferences last
week, Mr. Garey made no statements beyond asserting that he
was engaged in the preliminary
task of getting data for the inquiry.
He plans to remain in Washington
until the investigation is completed.
In his only formal statement fol-

TENNESS
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Sample

Cities

Study

48

Hour

Edict

As WMC
Weighs
Essentiality Shakeup
termine. In any question which
ALTHOUGH no clarity appeared in
may arise under the new control,
the national manpower muddle, rahe felt that the final work, subject
dio's position took a more positive
to appeal, lay in the province of the
shape as the result of NAB inspired
field
operations.
meetings with station officials in
This thinking was reiterated by
Washington, Baltimore and SpringWMC officials in several statements
field, Mass., to obtain precise inlast week. Executive Director Lawformation on the actual effect of
rence A. Appley and Deputy Chairoperation under the 48 hour week
man Fowler Harper both emphacontrols.
sized this point in a press conferIn the light of increased draft deence last week. WMC Chief Paul
mands, it also developed that the
V. McNutt also pointed this up in
War Manpower Commission is
his weekly press conference.
studying the possibility of curtailFurthermore it was pointed out
ing the number of essential occuthat the regulations governing oppations in all industries and treateration of the 48-hour week in
ing essential industries more stringcritical areas were necessarily
broad to allow for the very purpose
ently. The WMC's Essential Activity Committee met last Thursof regional and area control.
day and sought to develop criteria
Questions as to the effect of the
which might be applied in the re48 hour week on prevailing union
duction of essential occupations.
contracts were only answered in
No decision was reached and the
problem is due to come up again
part. WMC insists that its regulation overrides such provisions which
at the body's meeting on Tuesday.
prevent
time over 40 hours per
Joseph L. Miller, NAB labor reweek. However there has been no
lations director, met with station
official statement with regard to
officials of Springfield, Mass., led
its effect upon contracts which
by Quincy Brackett, owner of
specifically call for five day weeks
WSPR, to explain the type of material being sought by the NAB
nor upon terms governing rate of
for presentation to the WMC in
overtime pay. For the present, inWashington which may lead to a
dustry officials in Washington indicate that they interpret the
possible directive governing operaregulation to mean that they must
tion of the nation's station under
the 48 hour week regulation
pay agreed overtime rates for all
time over 40 unless contracts
[Broadcasting, March 16].
Area Control
specifically stipulate otherwise.
Location and coverage of the reSimilar meetings have occurred
gions, with regional officers, are:
in Baltimore and Washington to
Region
1 — 10 Post Office Square, Boston
discuss the problem of the 48 hour
(Me., N. H., Vt., Conn., R. I„ Mass.),
Joseph A Smith.
week, explore the possibilities of
Region 11—11 West 42nd St., New York
operation under it, and to distribute
(N. Y.), Mrs. Anna Rosenberg.
Region
data sheets which will contain hourcroft. III— 1634 Widener Bldg., Philadelly breakdowns by job.
phia (Penn., Del., N. J.), L. B. F. RayRegion
IV — 1025 Vermont Ave., N. W.,
Completion of these sample surWashington, D. C. (Md., Va., W. Va..
veys are expected over the weekD. C, N. C). Dillard Lasseter.
Region V — 521 Union Commerce Bldg.,
end, and Mr. Miller said he hoped
Cleveland (Ky., Ohio, Mich.), Robert C.
to present the material to WMC
Goodwin.
Region VI — 222 West Adams St., Chicago
officials by the end of this week.
(Ind., 111., Wis.), William H. Spencer.
Irrespective of the material obRegion VII—
157 Fla.,
Peachtree
N. W..
lanta (Ala.,
Ga., St.,
Miss.,
S. AtC,
tained in the survey of sample ciTenn.), Bowman F. Ashe.
ties, Mr. Miller said that the adminRegion VIII— 500 Midland Bank Bldg.,
Minneapolis (Minn., Ia., N. D., S. D.,
istration ofthe 48 hour week conNeb.), Frank M. Rarig Jr.
trol was clearly a matter for area
Region IX— 1600 Fidelity Bldg., Kansas
City (Mo., Ark., Kans., Okla.), Ed
and regional WMC offices to deMcDonald.
Region X — New Mercantile National Bank
Bldg.,
Dallas (Tex., La., N. M.), James
H.
Bond.
lowing his appointment last month
Region XI — 221 Equitable Bldg., Denver
by the committee, he said the effort
(Mont.,
Wyo., Idaho, Utah, Colo.), John
R.
McCusker.
would be to find out what "Fly and
Region
XII
— 245 Furniture Mart Bldg.,
his men have been doing to socialSan Francisco (Cal., Ariz., Ore., Wash.,
ize the radio broadcasting indusNev.), William K. Hopkins.
try". He cited reports that the staff
had some "left-wingers" who are at
least "touched with the Communistic tinge" and that "Fly wants the
Government to take over all broadcasting— in other words, Government ownership".
Franklin
D. Roosevelt Jr., now a
Naval lieutenant, served his legal
apprenticeship in the Garey law
firm. Mr. Garey, a lifelong Democrat, supported Wendell L. Willkie
in 1940.
HOMER GRIFFITH Co., Hollywood,
station representative, has been appointed exclusive Pacific Coast representative of KVEC, San Luis Obispo,
and KBKR, Baker, Cal.
BROADCASTING

50,000

WATTS

CLEAR
CHANNEL
Exclusive NBC Outlet
MINNEAPOLIS
• SAINT PAUL
Represented Nationally by Edw. Petry Co.
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Fate

of

Clear

Supreme
Court
In
THE FATE of the clear channel
as a means of supplying rural and
remote coverage will be argued in
the Supreme Court next Thursday
or Friday in the FCC's appeal from
the decision of the U. S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia, reversing its breakdown of the
850 kc. clear channel upon which
KOA, Denver, has been the dominant station. WHDH, Boston, first
was assigned fulltime on the wave
and subsequently the Commission
authorized WJW, Akron, to operate
on the frequency with 5,000 watts
fulltime, approving its removal to
Cleveland.
Solicitor General Charles E.
Fahy, who last week filed the Government's brief in the case, is expected to argue for the FCC. The
Government contended that NBC,
as licensee of KOA, had adequate,
opportunity to present its rights,
whereas the lower court, in a
4-2 opinion, held that the Commission had erred in not giving NBC
the opportunity to intervene and
present testimony.
Related to WJW Case
Directly related to the Supreme
Court argument was the action of
Commissioner Case last Wednesday, granting in part a petition
filed by NBC for indefinite continuance of NBC's petition for a rehearing in the WJW case. The
hearing, ordered Jan. 13 on motion
of NBC at the latter's request, was
postponed until a date subsequent
to the final decision by the Supreme
Court in the KOA case.
A second plea of NBC — that the
hearing, when held, be for the purpose of determining whether or not
the public interest would be served
by granting the original WJW application to use the frequency —
was denied on the ground that it
was premature. WJW, now a local,
is installing the 5,000-watt plant
outside Cleveland and is scheduled
to become a BLUE outlet. WHDH
already is on the BLUE, previously
having been an independent parttime station.
The KOA-WHDH case marked
the first proceeding since the 1941
reallocation involving breakdowns
of a clear channel through duplicated operation. Five separate
opinions were issued by the lower
court in the KOA case, reversing
the Commission and remanding the
issue for hearing. Four of the six
judges, however, concurred in the
fundamental view that stations are
entitled to hearing practically as a
matter of right when they can show
substantive injury.
NBC petitioned the FCC to postpone the hearing because of the
"similarity and close relationship
of many of the basic issues presented by both of these matters."
It held the ends of justice would
best be served by conducting the
hearing on the WJW application
after the final decision in the KOA
case. In view of these facts, NBC
BROADCASTING

Rests

Channels

With

KOA-WHDH
Case
said it would not oppose temporary
operation of WJW on 850 kc, provided it is contingent upon the
Commission's final decision after
hearing on the WJW application
and subject to termination without
notice or hearing in the event the
Commission denies that application.
The petition, it added, was not to
be considered as a waiver of NBC's
right to oppose the issuance of a
regular license to operate WJW on
850 kc.
Novel Proceeding
The proceeding was regarded as
novel, since NBC in the first instance was successful on its motion
for a rehearing. In its Jan. 13 decision, however, the Commission
denied NBC's request for a stay of
the issuance of the modified permit
authorizing construction of WJW
as a Cleveland station.
The Supreme Court brief in the
KOA case held that NBC had no
right to intervene in the WHDH
proceedings, in view of the terms
of the Communications Act. Apart
from the statute, it was contended
there is no "right to be free of increased competition and no right to
be made a party before such competition isauthorized." At best, it
was contended, NBC's position is
essentially no different from that
of a newspaper or advertising
agency whose revenues may be
affected by the grant or extension
of a license to an applicant.
On purely technical grounds, the

nab Enlists Hams
RECRUITING of amateur radio
operators willing to assist the war
by taking jobs in broadcasting stations is now being carried out by
NAB, in cooperation with the
American Radio Relay League.
NAB says it has already received
a limited number of applications.
Stations in need of technicians are
urged to seek replacements locally
before writing
neering dept. to the NAB Engi-

NAB
Plan

Sales
New

Managers

York

Session

TO STUDY industry problems, the
NAB Sales Managers Executive
Committee is scheduled to meet
March 9 in the new NAB headouarters office, 535 Fifth Ave., New
York. On the agenda are the Retail
Promotion Committee Plan, the
small station problem, free time
requests, combination of continuity
for two or more products in a single
announcement, coverage maps, audience measurement and the proposed Declaration of Independence
for radio.
Expected to attend are: John M.
Outler Jr., Chairman, WSB, Atlanta; Frank R. Bowes, WBZ, Boston, Mass.; William Malo, WDRC,
Hartford, Conn. ; Dietrich Dirks,
KTRI, Sioux City, la.; Donald D.
Davis, WHB, Kansas Citv, Mo.;
Arthur Hull Hayes, WABC, New
York, N. Y.; George H. Frey, NBC,
New York.

UNAFFECTED
RADIO
BY OWI
SHAKEUP
REORGANIZATION of the Domestic Branch of OWI, which will
affect all of its operations except
radio, is expected this week by
order of Gardner Cowles Jr., Director of Domestic Operations of
OWI.
The reorganization was reported
of a sweeping character, affecting
graphic arts and other sections of
the Domestic Branch. The Radio
Bureau, however, will remain intact, Mr. Cowles told Broadcasting
last Friday.
OWI's Radio Bureau soon will
be headed by Donald D. Stauffer,
vice-president in charge of radio
for Ruthrauff & Ryan, who has
been granted leave of absence effective March 15. He succeeds William
B. Lewis, now assistant director of
the Domestic Branch under Mr.
Cowles.
OWI-NAB Recruiting
JOINT effort is under way between
the NAB and the OWI Overseas
Branch to solve the technician scarcity facing the latter organization
in its New York office. OWI officials
have agreed to seek needed personnel entirely through NAB.
A total of 70 technicians is
needed, mostly studio control technicians. OWI will get a training
program under way within three
or four weeks to train operators.
Candidates will be selected with
the aid of the NAB from among
women who have not previously
been trained for radio operation.

Government argued that WHDH's
fulltime operation will not interfere with KOA's satisfactory service and that NBC "did not attack
the accuracy of these findings".
Musicians Face Draft
MUSICIANS will soon be listed
among the non-essential occupations closed to draft-age men, War
Manpower Chief Paul McNutt told
AFM President James C. Petrillo
in a telegram last week. Effect of
the order would be to put musicians
under 38 in a "work or fight" category. Mr. Petrillo, it is understood,
is preparing a brief to show that
musicians provide morale essential
to the war effort.

9,218
TELL

discovered WLIB's remarkable power to make cash registers ring more often.
few ofMartin
WLIB's advertisers:
Arabian Here
Nights are just aChateau
Masons
Kay Cosmetics
Wines
Cosmetics
Community
John
Mullins & Sons
Barney's
Michaels
Block
DrugClothes
Company
CompanyBrothers
Michaels
&
Brass Rail Restaurants
Corsetorium
Opticians
Brooklyn Academy
Empire
Diamond
Paramount
Theatre
Service
of Music
Buckley
Newhall
I.
J.
Fox
Company
Griffin Shoe Polish
Pepsi-Cola
Bulova
Watch
Roxy
Theatre
Harman Watch Co.
Wright Clothes
And We're Not Even A Year Old!
RKO Building, New York
Chicago Representative — THE WALKER CO
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ABOUT
HABITS

Get latest survey — no cost!
Here's how to get next to the billiondollar Iowa market ! New, impartial, allinclusive "Summers-Whan" Iowa Radio
Survey covers all 99 counties, discloses
5-year trends in listening habits and
preferences as to station and programs.
Maps and facts on Iowa listeners in
various age groups and educational
levels city, small-town and farm. You
need it to do a good job in Iowa. Get
it today ! No cost, no obligation.
Central Broadcasting Co.,
912 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa
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WLIB's unique program policy of "the popular classics with
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Instalment

Still

Plan

Alive

Price Chief Brown Sympathetic
If It Cuts Surplus Spending
OPA'S plan for instalment buying
for post war delivery has not been
abandoned, it was learned last
week, although no further public
statements have been made on it
since Prentiss M. Brown succeeded
Leon Henderson as Price Administrator.
Rolf Nugent, Russell Sage
Foundation economist, serving as
special advisor to OPA, is actively
promoting the plan with government and industry officials, and
Price Administrator Brown told
Broadcasting after his news conference Wednesday, that he is
sympathetic toward the idea.
Worth Considering
"If instalment buying for post
war delivery will siphon off some of
the surplus purchasing power that
creates the inflation gap, it's worth
considering," Mr. Brown said. He
admitted, however, that in the six
weeks he has been with OPA he
has not had time to study details
of the project.
He indicated, however, that he
would like to see Mr. Nugent procede with the idea.
According to Mr. Nugent, author
of the plan, the post-war delivery
project would be a boon for local
and national radio advertising. He
points out that it offers dealers a
real incentive to try to reach the
public.
"I believe that the dealers will
feel that the »ne who actually sells
a certificate to a customer will have
a far better chance of inducing that
customer to exchange the certificate
for his brand of car, or refrigerator, or washing machine after the
war," Mr. Nugent said.
Instalment buying for post-war
delivery involves the sale by local
dealers of certificates granting
priority for the purchase commodities when manufacturers reconvert [Broadcasting, Jan. 11].
The public would obtain certificates
by means of regular instalment
payments over 12 to 25 months.
Certificates would be good only for
a particular commodity.
At present, Mr. Nugent is consulting with officials of the Federal
Reserve and the Budget Bureau.
The plan has already been studied
by Army officers and the Treasury.
Post-war delivery had been hit
by Secretary of the Treasury
Morganthau, who said it placed
soldiers in an unfavorable position
in the post-war world, because war
workers would buy the priority
certificates. Mr. Nugent says that
this objection has been overcome by
allowing servicemen to stretch their
payments over 24-50 months, but
permitting them to get delivery of
their commodities after the war
even though their certificates may
not be paid up.
Industry groups representing
automobiles, refrigerators and
other commodities are considering
the plan, Mr. Nugent says.
Page
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FIRST

ANNIVERSARY of WIAC, San Juan, Puerto Rico, was celebrated last month with a dinner-birthday party given by Enrique Abarca,
station owner, and attended by members of the Chavez Special Senate
Committee to investigate critical conditions in the island. Seated are
(1 to r) : Sen. Bone (D-Wash.) ; Mrs. Brown, a guest; Sen. Chavez
(D-N. Mr.
M.) Abarca;
; Mrs. Enrique
Abarca.
Standing:
Dr. Pico,Felix
the owner's
son-inlaw;
Mrs. Felix
Muniz;
Mr. Brown;
Muniz, station
manager; Ralph T. Bosch, legal counsel for the Chavez Committee;
Samuel Badillo, WIAC news editor; Enrique Abarca, Jr., assistant to the
manager; Lt. Angel Abarca.

Agriculture

Department

Policy

Eased

MEETINGS with station management to perfect the operation of
the Office
of War
dio Bureau
plans Information's
will occupy Rathe
attention of Richard F. Connor,
chief of the station relations section, for two weeks beginning
March 9 in Atlanta.
From there he will procede to
meetings in Michigan, the Northwest, the Pacific Coast and Texas
which will last until March 24. Industry proposals for improvement
will be heard and the stations will
be given an opportunity to discuss
their needs in the light of existing
Similar meetings have been held
in Kansas City, Wichita, Tulsa,
plans.
Little Rock, New Orleans and Boston. At the latter session presided over by Harold E. Fellows, general manager of WEEI, a resolution was adopted by all New England stations "to refer all local requests to broadcast any material
in connection with the war effort,
on behalf of any Government agency, to the State Branch of OWI
H. Titterton, manager of
forLewis
clearance."
the NBC script division, New York,
and newly appointed consultant to
the OWI on literary rights, is currently compiling a survey covering
New York of the uses to which
Government material is being
placed. He is due to appear in
Washington this week to present
this material and consult with radio
bureau officials on other problems.

To Use Sponsored
Shows
in Food
Drive
The Department will seek the aid of
BREAKING a long - established
advertisers in carrying the necessary
precedent which precludes particiwartime messages on the food program
pation in commercial broadcasts,
to citizens whose understanding and
the Dept. of Agriculture this week
cooperation is needed in making the
programs work.
is expected to announce a new polThe exact stipulations the Departicy in which the help of advertisers
ment will ask, in order to make cerwill be sought in carrying wartime
tain that there is no appearance of
endorsement of concerns or product
food messages to the public, Morse
Salisbury, Director of Information,
by Department participation in advertising, are still being formulated.
disclosed in a formal statement last
They are expected to be announced
week.
within the coming week. In the meantime, to get urgent messages to citiDepartment regulations have prozens concerning the immediate phase
hibited endorsement of commercial
of the wartime Food Program, use of
products as well as appearance of Department statements and appearance of Department personnel in some
Department employes on sponsored
broadcast programs has been authorprograms, but the recent food crisis
ized under special arrangements which
which has necessitated point rationsafeguard such participation from being and a food production campaign
ing thought by listeners to constitute
has brought about a reversal of endorsement of concerns or products
by the Department.
procedure.
It is expected
Department's
wartime
policy that
in the
connection
with
No Endorsements
participation in advertising will make
Although no formal statement
it plain that the Department continues
to request radio networks and station
concerning a change of policy has
licensees for sustaining time in which
been published, Secretary Wickard
to present the necessary public inforappeared recently on a Betty
mation that is not desired for presentaCrocker broadcast sponsored by
tion by advertising sponsors ; and that
the Department relies upon the preGeneral Mills, Minneapolis, and on
vious expressions of the radio indusErnest Lindley's Sunday afternoon
try that time always will be available
program sponsored by Council on
for public service use by Governmental and civic agencies.
Candy as Food in the War Effort,
Chicago. Other high agriculture
officials also have appeared on comWallace Quits Seeds
mercial broadcasts.
THOMAS J. WALLACE resigned
March 1 as vice-president in charge
The Department's policy is being
of Radio of Russel M. Seeds Co.,
revised to make it possible for the
Chicago. He will shortly establish
reduced information staff to cona
radio production firm in Chicago.
duct the extensive program schedJohn Kettlewell, Seeds' vice-presiuled for the spring and summer
dent in charge of the Groves Lab.
months, Mr. Salisbury said. He
account, has been commissioned a
added that there would be no enlieutenant in the Navy and will be
dorsement of manufacturers or
attached to the Ninth Naval District procurement office, Chicago.
products by officials participating
in commercial broadcasts.

Jack Benny 111
SUFFERING from a bad cold,
Jack Benny was unable to appear
on his Sunday NBC broadcast
March 7 from St. Joseph, Mo.,
where he was to conclude a 5,000
mile tour of army camps and then
take his usual mid-season vacation.
Burns & Allen took over the program from New York last Sunday,
and Orson Welles, radio star and
film producer, may conduct the
March 14 and March 21 broadcasts.
Benny show is sponsored by General Foods Corp., New York,
York.
through Young & Rubicam, New

Elgin Margarine Test
B. S. PEARSALL Butter Co., Elgin, 111. (Elgin brand margarine),
through it's newly-appointed agency, Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, is
using tests in two Tennessee
markets: 30 one-minute announcements aweek on WMC, Memphis,
and 25 a week on WSIX, Nashville.
C. F. Kraatz is account executive.

STUDEBAKER Corp., South Bend,
Ind., in renewing its sponsorship of
Eric Sevareid and the News on
WABC, New York, Monday and Wednesday, 6-6:15 p.m., has added a 10minute broadcast by the newscaster
Sunday night. Copy is institutional.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, New
York, handles the account.

Mr.lows : Salisbury's statement folThe traditional Dept. of Agriculture
policy of non-participation in advertising space or in advertising broadcasts is now being reformulated under
the stress of wartime enlargement of
the Department's job and cutting down
of the Department's information staff
so that a larger information program
must be carried with smaller resources.

BROADCASTING

Robbins

to Treasury

W. M. ROBBINS, vice-president of
General Foods Corp., was named by
Secretary Morganthau last week to
coordinate over-all direction of the
Treasury's Bond selling activities.
Mr. Robbins will integrate the work
of the War Savings Staff and the
Victory Fund Committee, particularly during the forthcoming
April financing program to raise
at least $13,000,000,000. Mr. Morganthau indicated the Treasury
would use a large amount of
donated advertising in the drive,
but plans have not yet been worked
out.
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TROUBLE
Freak Storm

BEGAN

Crosses Wires

and

AT

WJSV

SCHENLEY
MOVING
'CAR1S1VAU
TO CBS

9:12
Broadcasts

Call on Philip Morris 'Life Begins at 8:30'
of the program, that WJSV was
A RARE weather phenomenon
aware of censorship provisions
played havoc with WJSV, Washwhich prohibit mention of weather
ington, and the Shepherd Exchange
and so on.
of the Chesapeake & Potomac
Telephone Co., Feb. 26, resulting in
A checkup by WJSV and the telean unscheduled private telephone
phone company disclosed that:
conversation during the CBS Philip
One bolt of lightning struck the
Morris Playhouse, 9-9:30 p.m.,
station's tower and a telephone
carried by WJSV.
cable, which carried the transmitter
Accompanied by a heavy snowlines and Shepherd exchange line,
fall and high wind, a thunderstorm
fusing the two.
swept over the nation's capital,
An antenna coupling coil of
striking shortly before 9 p.m. At
Tower A doghouse was completely
9:12 p.m., while listeners to WJSV
destroyed ; the WJSV telephone line
were intent on the dramatization,
between studios and transmitter
"Life Begins at 8:30", lightning
was knocked out; the OCD teletype
struck Tower A of the WJSV transline,
used for blackouts, also was
mitter at Wheaton, Md., and a
silenced, and both loops to the
Shepherd exchange cable.
transmitter were grounded.
Then came the unannounced porLines Cleared
tion of the broadcast. The drama
faded to background and a woman's
voice was heard leaving a message
for a doctor. Most listeners thought
it was a new technique in dramatic
shows. Among them was Charter
Heslep of the broadcast news desk,
Office of Censorship. Mr. Heslep
strained an ear.

1 "This is the last time I'm going
|to call you," said the distinct feminine voice. "I don't want to go on
the radio every time I pick up
my telephone. Lightning struck out
here and everything is all balled
up."
Mr. Heslep called WJSV. So did
203 others. Al Leitch, member of
the WJSV newsroom staff and CBS
I Washington newscaster, informed
| Mr. Heslep that the telephone con1 versation definitely was not a part

50,000

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate
Nal'l Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.

BROADCASTING

For 10 minutes the telephone
conversation interrupted the program at intervals. It was 11:15
p.m. before the lines were cleared,
but WJSV continued its operation
through a relay transmitter and a
domestic telephone line, to which
the telephone company switched the
station's studio-transmitter line
temporarily.
Since the phenomenon was considered an "act of God", WJSV
sales department didn't plan to rebate to the Philip Morris Co., the
station reported. Otherwise the
freak storm accounted for these
wartime violations :
Censorship, which prohibits the
broadcast of weather conditions
(although the Office of Censorship
was inclined to chalk it up as an
unavoidable circumstance not controlled by man) ; AT&T regulations
forbidding the use of domestic
telephone circuits for originating
broadcasts; FCC regulations (1)
prohibiting broadcast of personal
messages; (2) divulging any telephone conversation without consent
of the sender; Federal law prohibiting listening-in on telephone
conversations.

New Radio Manual
AMERICAN RADIO LEAGUE
Inc., has just published the latest
of a series of radio training manuals, A Course in Radio Fundamentals, by George Grammer,
which includes assignments, examination questions and answers, laboratory manual and 40-lesson
course outline. With material arranged under eight major subject
headings, the manual is valuable
both for home study and as a
classroom
guide for teachers. Price
is
50c.
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Candy Not Cancelled
IT WAS incorrectly reported in the
March 1 issue of Broadcasting that
Fanny Farmer Candy Shops, Rochester, had cancelled its campaign
on women's participation programs
because of restrictions on sugar allotments. On the contrary, the campaign to promote Fanny Farmer
candies, which started last fall, will
continue unabated, according to
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
Schedule covers participations on
a varying basis on the Marjorie
Mills program on the New England
Regional Network, and various programs on KYW WTMJ WTAM
WHAM
KDKA
KSTP WRC
WEAF WBEN KSO WJR WEEI.
BELL SYNDICATE is distributing
"For the Love of Mike", daily and
Sunday radio column by Ben Kaplan.
Mr. Kaplan is the father of Lyn MurArmy.ray, CBS musical director now in the

April
14. same time Schenley will
At the
cut the show from a 45-minute
stanza, 9:15-10 p.m., to a half-hour,
10:30-11 p.m. Approximately 65 or
70 CBS stations will be used and
the format of the series will remain the same
Gould's
orchestra
and with
guest Morton
stars. Agency
in charge is William H. Weintraub
& Co., New York.
On March 4, Roma Wine Co.,
Fresno, a subsidiary of Schenley
Distillers Corp., started its first
network program on CBS with the
musical variety show Fiesta Rancho
on 95 stations, and Schenley is also
promoting its Dubonnet wines on
the BLUE with Alec Templeton
Time. Roma agency is McCannErickson, San Francisco, and Dubonnet wines are handled by William H. Weintraub.
With the start of the Cresta
Blanca Carnival on CBS in April,
this network will have a total of
four advertisers in the wine and
beer category who have contracted
for time since the first of the year.
Besides the two Schenley shows
they are: P. Ballantine & Sons,
Newark, for beer and ale, Three
Ring Time, and Pabst Sales Co.,
Chicago (Pabst beer), Blue Ribbon
Town.

PRESENTING A CHECK to Sally
Bechill, secretary-treasurer of the
Oregon division of the Assn. for
Education by Radio, Luke Roberts,
director of education for KOIN,
Portland, enrolls his station as the
first institutional member of the
newly-formed organization. Elected
charter president was Mary E.
Gilmore, program director of
KBPS, Portland ; vice-president
chosen was Allen Miller, program
manager of KOAC, Corvallis, Ore.
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Not in the Script
Again the program came up full
and the telephone conversation
faded to background. Even Mr.
Heslep was sure it had something
to do with the drama. For the next
few minutes voices of the radio actors and the telephone conversation alternated up full and backi ground. Then came words that
startled the censor. It appeared to
be a call to the telephone company
and this time it was up full.

SCHENLEY IMPORT Corp., New
York, which last October became
the first company to promote its
wines on a network show with the
Cresta Blanca Carnival on Mutual,
has decided to shift the program
from MBS at the end of the 26week contract to CBS, effective

Phone
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Actions
FEDERAL

of the

COMMUNICATIONS

FEBRUARY

27 TO MARCH

Decisions

. . .
MARCH 1
WLAN, Endicotl, N. Y. — Hearing continued March 2 to April 1, 1943, for mod.
CP.
MARCH 2
WEMP, Milwaukee, Wis. — Voluntary assignment license Milwaukee Broadcasting
Corp. to Glenn D. Roberts, Melva F.
Roberts, Wellwood Nesbit, Robert M. La
Follette Jr., Evalyn H. Dolph, Hope D.
Pettey, Leo T. Crowley and James T.
Markham, co-partners, d /b Milwaukee
Broadcasting Co.
KFQD, Anchorage, Alaska — Voluntary
assignment license Anchorage Radio Club
Inc. to William J. Wagner, d /b Alaska
Broadcasting Co.
WKEU, Griffin, Ga.— Mod. license use
100 w. unlimited, 1440 kc, subject installation radiating system; action application
increase power 250 w. N, 100 w. D, increase
to unlimited, held in abeyance.

TT

COMMISSION

5 INCLUSIVE

to WCBI,
1340 kc.Columbus, Miss.— Change 1400
W49PH, Philadelphia, Pa. — Extend completion date to July 22, 1943; license
cover CP in part; 44,900 kc, 9,300 sq. mi.
W73PH, Philadelphia, Pa. — License cover
CP in part; 47,300 kc, 9,300 sq. mi.
W57PH, Philadelphia, Pa., W75P, Pittsburgh, Pa.— License cover CP in part.
W67B, Boston, Mass. — Change transmitter, extend commencement, completion
dates; license cover CP in part.
MARCH 3
National Broadcasting Co. — Granted in
part petition indefinite continuance hearing on petition rehearing re application
WJW, Akron, O., for mod. CP: continued
to date subsequent Supreme Court decision KOA case ; balance dismissed.
WLW, Cincinnati — Postponement hearing to April 9, 1943, re application 700
kc. 50 kw. N. 500 w. D, unlimited, using
W8XO transmitter.
Chattahoochee Broadcasting Co., Columbus, Ga. — Withdraw motion continuance
hearing re new station ; dismiss application; cancel hearing.
South Florida Broadcasting Inc., Miami,
Fla. — Dismiss application CP new station.
MARCH 4
WAYS, Charlotte, N. C. — License cover
CP as mod. new broadcast station, etc.
KLRA, Little Rock, Ark.— Mod. CP as
mod. for new transmitter, change frequency, increase power, etc., extend completion date March 13 to June 13, 1943.
WNAC, Boston — License use composite
main transmitter WAAB as auxiliary
transmitter, 1 kw.

77

Look

at the trend

in daytime
of San

audiences
Francisco

network

stations

{From Hooper Station Listening Index. By
comparing periods Oct. to Dec. 1941 with
Oct. to Dec. 1942.}
MORNING AUDIENCE
BLUE'S KGO
B Network's Station
C Network's Station
D Network's Station
AFTERNOON

122.0%
. . . 14.4%
. . . 20.1%
. . . 5.4%
AUDIENCE

gain
loss
loss
gain

BLUE'S KGO
34.0%
B Network's Station . . . 15.8%
C Network's Station . . . 33.3%
D Network's Station . . . .7%

gain
gain
loss
gain

THIS

great progress reflects

KGO's improved program structure and aggressive promotion
work. See your Blue Spot Rep.
or write direct for details.

KGO.
SAN FRANCISCO • OAKLAND

810K.C.
7 5 00 WATTS
Blue Network Company, Inc.
Page
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Applications
MARCH . 1. .
WIBG, Philadelphia, Pa.— Mod. CP as
mod. extend completion date March 8 to
June 9, 1943.
WPTZ, Philadelphia. Pa. — License cover
CP as mod. in part.
KWSC, Pullman, Wash.— CP change 1250
to 1030 kc. ; change 5 to 1 kw. N, 5 kw.
D ; change share KTW to unlimited ;
change antenna and ground system; request facilities KOB. Albuquerque, N. M.
Amended request mod. license, omit change
antenna, ground system.
KGDM, Stockton, Cal.— Mod. CP as mod.
extend completion date March 20 to May
20, 1943.
MARCH 3
KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash.— Mod. CP new
transmitter, increase power, etc., extend
completion date.
EDUCATION

CHIEFS

TO MEET
VIA NETS
AT THE BEHEST of the Office of
Defense Transportation the American Assn. of School Administrators
has cancelled its annual convention this year and instead will meet
via the major networks, beginning
March 17.
Time has been allotted bv CBS
and the BLUE, while NBC last
week was attempting to clear time.
The organization had not heard
from Mutual, according to Belmont
Farley, Director of Information for
the National Education Assn.
Stretched over a period of 11
days, the radio convention begins
March 17 with participation in the
CBS School of the Air of the
Americas, in which Capt. Eddie
Rickenbacker, Col. Hans Christian
Adamson and Roy Chapman
Andrews, explorer, will speak.
IN A SPIRIT of typographical generosity, Broadcasting last week
credited New York's foreign language
stations with a contribution of $17,000,000 to the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis. Figure should
have been $17,000.

Wetwork
tKccounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated

Top Ten Tunes
TOP TEN TUNES from the
standpoint of network coverage during the week ending
March 3, according to the
network audience coverage
survey conducted by the Radio division of the Office of
Research, New York, are as
follows: Brazil, You'd Be So
Nice
Come Home
I've
HeardTo That
Song To,
Before,
That Old Black Magic, There
are Such Things, Moonlight
Mood, I Had the Craziest
Dream, Weep No More My
Lady, Moonlight Becomes
You, and Taking a Chance
on Love.

New
Radio

Titles

New

SINCLAIR REFINING Co., New York, on
Marchally 16
ConfidentiYoursstarts
on 101Arthur
MutualHale's
stations
in the
Central area Tues., Thurs., Sat., 7:45-8
p.m. Agency: Hixson-O'Donnell Adv., N. Y.
DICTOGRAPH SALES Co., New York
(Acousticon hearing aid), on March 20
starts dramatic series on 105 BLUE stations, Sat., 9:55-10 p.m. Agency: Ruthrauff
& Ryan, N. Y.
READER'S DIGEST, Pleasantville, N. Y.
(magazine), on March 7 only sponsored
Victory Book campaign for amed Services
on 116 CBS stations. Sun., 1:30-1:45 p.m.
Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
JENKINS Bros., Bridgeport, Conn, (war
industry), on March 2. 12 noon-12:30
p.m., sponsored
one-time
broadcast
award
ceremonies
on 148
BLUEof "M"
stations.
Agency:
Horton-Noyes
Co.,
Providence.

Given

Frequencies

FCC Amends Rule to Conform
To United Nations Terms
SEGREGATION of the radio spectrum into seven bands ranging
from Very Low to Super High was
voted by the FCC Tuesday in an
amendment to the Rules and Regulations adopting standard frequency designations used by the
United Nations Combined Chiefs
of Staff.
There is no technical significance
to the allocation, FCC officials
point out, and they will not affect FCC licensing policies. The
result is to give the same language
and nomenclature to various wave
bands throughout the United Nations.
Suggested by British
The new titles were first advanced by the British at the International Radio Consultation
Committee conference (CCIR) in
Bucharest in 1937, and have
proved useful in European radio
activities. Since the war they have
been used by the Allied Combined
Chiefs of Staff, and by the U. S.
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Recently the titles were recommended by the Interdepartmental
Radio Advisory Committee
(IRAC) and finally by the FCC.
The allocation changes the medium
band as customarily defined in the
United States, starting it at 300kc
instead of 200kc, thus putting part
of the aeronautical band in "Low".
The seven classes also extend the
useful radio spectrum to 30,000,000
kc.
Text of the order follows:
Sec. 2.5 Useful radio spectrum — -"Useful radio spectrum" means the total number
of frequencies or wavelengths which may
be used for the transmission of energy,
communications or signals by radio.*
* At the present development of the art
the useful radio spectrum is considered to
extend from 10 kc. to 30,000,000 kc. or
30,000 meters to 0.01 meters .These frequencies are classified into bands with designations and abbreviations as follows:
(figures
10
are inclusive) :
Frequency in Kc.
Above

30
300
3,000
30,000
300.000
3,000,000

to
to
to
to
to

Business

Renewal Accounts
CARTER PRODUCTS. New York (Arrid).
on Feb. 28 renewed for 52 weeks Jimmie
Fidler From Ho'lvwood on 70 BLUE stations. Sun.. 9:30-9:45 p.m., with West
Coast transcribed repeat. Sun., 8:15-8:30
n.m. (PWT). Agency: Small & Seiffer,
N. Y.
CREAM OF WHEAT Co.. Minneapolis
(cereal) on April 2 extends for six weeks
its nartieipation on Breakfast Chib on 75
BLUE stations, Fri. & Sat., 9:45-10:00
a.m. Agency is BBDO, Minneapolis.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine. (Johnson's Wax nnd Gin-Coat) on Anril 6 renews
Fibber McGee and Molly on 127 NBC stations, Tues., 9:30-10 p.m. Aerency is Needham, Louis and Brorby, Chicago.
VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York (Vitamins Plus) on April 5 renews Dr. T. Q. on
129 NBC stations. Mnn., 9:30-10 p.m.
Agency is Grant Adv., Chicago.
J. B. WILLIAMS Co.. Glastonbury. Conn.
(Williams shavine- cream), on April 5 renews for 52 weeks True, or False, at the
same time adding 47 BLUE stations, making a total of 83. Mon.. 8:30-9 n.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
ANDREW JERGENS Co.. Cincinnati
( Jergens lotion), on March 28 renews for
52 weeks Walter Winchell on 112 BLUE
stations.
Sun., on
9-9:15
The
Parker Fnmihi
115 p.m..
BLUE and
stations.
Sun.. 9:15-9:30 p.m. Agency: Lennen &
Mitchell, N. Y.
CALIFORNIA PRUNE & Apricot Growers Assn., San Jose, Cal. (Runsweet
nrunes), on March 6 renewed for 39 weeks
Dick Jon — News on fi CRS Pacific stations,
S-t.. 8:55-9 p.m. 'PWT). Agency: Long
Adv. Service, San Jose.
TUCKETT'S Ltd.. Hamilton, Ont. (Buckingham cigarettes), on March 16 renews
Alan Young's Variety Show on 42 Canadian
Rroadcasting Corp. stations, Tues., 8 :309Toronto.
p.m. Agency: MacLaren Adv. Co..
WHITE LABS., Newark (Feen-A-Mint) .
on Mnrch 26 f"r 13 weeks renews Double
or Nothing on 207 MRS stations. Fri.. 9:30.
10 p.m. Agency: William Esty & Co., N. Y.
Network Changes
SCHENLEY IMPORT Corn.. New York
(Cresta Planca wines), on Anril 14 shifts
Cresta tions.
Plan.cn
arnival p.m.
from to74 65-70
M"RS CBS
staWed.. 9:15-10
stations, Wed., 10:30-11 p.m. A<rencyr
William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Co.. New
York, on March 8 replaces Col. Lemuel
G. Stoopnagle with Victor Borge on The
Lion's Roar over 51 BLUE stations.
Mon. thru Fri., 7-7:05 p.m. Agency:
Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
WESTTNGHOUSE ELECTRIC & Mfg. Co..
East Pittsburgh, Pa., on March 7 shifted
Westinghouse Program on 126 NBC stations. Sun., 2:30-3 p.m., from New York
to Hollywood for 13 weeks. Agency : Young
& Rubicam, N. Y.

300
30,000
3,000
300,000
3,000.00030
30,000,000

BROADCASTING
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Designations
Very
low
Low
High
Medium
Very High
Ultra High
Super High
• Broadcast

Abbr.
VLF
LF
VHF
MF
HF
UHF
SHF
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wonted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
tiple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.

Help Wanted
PROGRAM DIRECTOR — Opening immediate. Must know production, continuity
writing, supervise announcers, be able to
announce occasionally. Good opportunity
for right man. Supply full details. Replies confidential. Midwest network affiliate. Box 386. BROADCASTING.
(Vanted — First or Second Class Operator
with transmitter experience for new
directional 5 KW station. Rapid advance likely. WOC, Davenport, Iowa.
Announcer — Steady job, excellent future ;
write stating draft status, salary and
when available to KFNF, Shenandoah,
Iowa.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd.)
Station or Commercial Manager Available
— 4-F, college graduate, 35, married. 12
years' radio background includes all
phases selling, merchandising, programming, promotion. 4 years assistant sales
manager 5 kw metropolitan station; 8
years network sales. Reasonable salary.
Box 385, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — Eastern station seeks lining up in more important war position
away from Seaboard. Prefer Ohio region.
Married, unclassified, test equipment,
matriculated for BSC degree, 12 years
in radio. Minimum $3000, with permanency. Box 383, BROADCASING.

iVe are Looking for a Draft Exempt
Executive — He must have experience
and understanding of complete operation
including management and sales. He
must be fully equipped to actively operate a successful Mutual-Yankee affiliate.
Compensation $4000.00 plus bonus per
annum. Write complete background, include photograph. Box 375, BROADCASTING.

NEWS EDITOR— 10 kw station. Desires
directive news position with progressive
organization. 5 years radio news writing,
editing, presentation. Newspaper and
Wire Service experience. Present position offers no further advancement. 26,
married, family, 3-A. Best references.
Complete, interesting details on request.
Here's an opportunity to add power to
your news department. Box 376, BROADCASTING.

540.00 for 48 Hours Good Announcing —
Small station — 3rd ticket or better. Box
384, BROADCASTING.

Announcer — College. Three years network station. Married, 24, draft deferred. Creative. Dependable. Available
March 8th. Box 370, BROADCASTING.

n California — Chief engineer, 1st class
ticket. Ideal and inexpensive living conditions. Climate unsurpassed. Starting
salary $200. Wire collect. KHUB, Watsonville, California
COMBINATION — Good commercial announcer and studio technician for remote
studios of 5 kw net station. State experience and draft status. Box 368,
BROADCASTING.
iVanted — Experienced announcer-newsmancontinuity writer. Give reference, draft
status, present salary. WIBC, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Lady Pianist — With own solo-vox and
Piano-accordion. Man-String Bass. Experienced musical and comedy programs,
also announcing. Draft exempt. Box
367, BROADCASTING.

STATION MANAGER— 3-A Draft status
— 38 years old — married — one child.
Twelve years experience including 50KW and network affiliate, excellent record for producing results, now employed
in executive capacity, desires change.
Thorough knowledge every phase of industry, accounting, copy, sales, traffic
and programming. Available in two
weeks. Top references. Write Box 374,
BROADCASTING.

Engineer — Or combination operator-announcer wanted. Permanent. State experience, salary and draft status. KTRI,
Sioux City, Iowa.

WRITER — Woman with radio voice.
Commercial copy and drama. FM and
AM
experience. Box 381, BROADCASTING.

SALESMAN — An experienced time salesman is wanted by one of the most popular 250 watt locals in the midwest.
Choice of straight salary, salary acommission or straight commission with
draw. Give complete details of experience etc. in first letter. Box 382,
BROADCASTING.

Wanted to Buy

Opportunity for Salesman — Salary-commission arrangement. State qualifications, draft status. Send picture
j first letter. WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y.
Situations Wanted
j iales and Station Manager — Now employed. 15 years newspaper, agency,
radio experience. Available at once. Box
372, BROADCASTING.

Two Towers — Approximately 375 feet high,
complete with base insulators. Box 378,
BROADCASTING.
Reliable party interested — In 250 or 500
watt station in eastern or northern U.
S. Full particulars will be confidential,
include in first letter to Box 373,
BROADCASTING.
Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pick-ups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.
For Sale

INNOTJNCER— 4F. Now with regional
network affiliate seeks change offering
advancement ; responsibility. Some programming. Within 150 miles of N. Y. C.
preferred. Box 379, BROADCASTING.

For Sale Local Network Station — Part or
whole interest to responsible parties. Box
369. BROADCASTING.
A New Federal Field Intensity Meter — For
Rent, $10 per day. Major Herbert L.
Wilson, c/o BROADCASTING Magazine.

Producer-Director — Network and local
experience. Excellent background news,
drama, music, education. Thorough. Tenj acious. 3A, two children. Box 377.
BROADCASTING.

175 Ft. Tniscon Self Supporting Tower—
With all lighting equipment, insulators,
leveling plates,
etc. Excellent
Immediate shipment.
WHKY, shape.
Hickory,
North Carolina.

BROADCASTING
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Retail

Merchandising
Classes
DECISION to tailor retail merchandising activities to needs growing out of the war effort was
reached at a recent special meeting of WLW, Cincinnati, sales executives and field representatives.
The field organization will devote
most of its time assisting retailers
and wholesalers with problems involved in operating under rationing,
control and other wartimeprice
conditions.
Dr. Harold Maynard, Ohio State
U., discussing trends in retail
trade, and E. J. Wuest, of the Cincinnati OPA district office, were
principal speakers. Present at the
meeting at Crosley Square, downtown home of WLW, were R. E.
Dunville, vice-president in charge
of sales; B. Strawway, director of
merchandising; E. E. Hale, assistant director of merchandising in
charge of field operations, and
WLW field representatives.
A merchandising study course, to
be supervised by Dr. Maynard and
Dr. Herman Nolen, of Ohio State
U., is planned for WLW merchandising representatives to familiarize them with problems of store
operation and management.
TO ASSIST station managers and
sales managers in the solicitation of
additional national spot business, National Radio Records, New York, has
released its "spot time guide" chart
for the fourth quarter of 1942, showing the regional spot coverage of 270
advertisers, of which 95% are national accounts.

10 YEARS' EXPERIENCE— From 250 Independent to 50 KW key network as
program director, continuity director,
network writer, newscaster, commercial
announcer, 30 years old, draft deferred.
Currently employed as program director.
Desires position with Northeastern station. Make me an offer. Box 380,
BROADCASTING.

ietter Than Average Wages — Will be paid
to better than average announcer. Permanent position, opportunity for advancement, 5000 watt midwestern network affiliate. Must be thoroughly experienced and draft deferred. Pleasant
working conditions. Detail your past exI perience, state salary expected and attach snapshot. All replies confidential.
Box 371, BROADCASTING.

nusual

to Conduct

FIRST

FREEZE

OF
WORKERS!

WAR

Gulf Coast area so strategic,
it was first in country to have
war workers frozen in their
jobs. 57,000 big - earning
workers now stay put! Direct the spending of this
huge, stabilized payroll,
over strategic KFDM, located
in the heart of this boom
section.

560KC
TIME
t^FULL
»»* ^ fl ^
1000 WATTS

BLUE NETWORK
w
BEAUMONT
Represented by
HOWARD

H. WILSON

COMPANY

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Weshington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main
the WorldCal.
Kansas
City, St.
Mo. I/"\/\
jC J Hollywood,

RING

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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GROUP
Old

Gold

Challenged

Advertising
in

FTC

Complaint

'Nothing New Added' Says
Beech-Nuts, Friends Tobacco
THREE MORE cigarettes, Old
Golds, Sensations and Beech-Nuts,
and Friends smoking tobacco, all
manufactured by P. Lorillard Co.,
Jersey City, were added to the list
of tobacco products cited last
Thursday in pending trade commission actions charging misleading advertising.
The complaint has followed earlier citations against the makers of
Lucky Strikes, Pall Malls, Philip
Morris, Camels, Kools and Dunhills, and Prince Albert and Revelation smoking tobacco. [Broadcasting, Nov. 2].
As in earlier cases, the Commission hits at almost all of the firm's
advertising. Material cited was
distributed on local and network
radio and in other media. P. Lorillard bought a gross of $131,952
from BLUE in 1942, and $406,699 from CBS. The firm sponsors a
CBS network show with Sammy
Kaye, and local spots, news and
sports, including baseball, on
WHN, WGN, New York.
'Something New' Challenged
Specifically cited in the attack
on Old Gold advertising was its
promotion campaigns based on a
survey in the July, 1942 issue of a
"monthly magazine of nationwide
and international circulation"
(Reader's Digest) as well as its
famous slogan "Something New
Has Been Added".
FTC alleges that in publicising
the survey findings that Old Gold
had the lowest nicotine content of
"seven leading brands" tested,
Lorillard concealed that the differences were "insignificant" and
failed to state that the laboratory
report said: "The differences between brands are, practically
speaking, small and no single
brand is so superior to its competitors as to justify its selection on
the ground that it is less harmful."

Charge; Sensations,
Also Cited

periences, knowledge or beliefs of
the signers, some of whom smoke
other brands as well as Old Golds,
while others are non-smokers.
Many of these testimonials," it is
charged, "are pre-written by representatives ofthe respondents and
are signed by the testimonialists
without their knowing or being advised of the contents. All of such
testimonials so obtained by the respondent are given and secured in
sole consideration of the payment
which the respondent makes therefor", the complaint charges.
'Easy on Throat'
The Commission's attack on advertising for Sensation and BeechNut cigarettes and Friends smoking tobacco follows a line similar
to most of the cigarette cases. The
complaint alleges Lorillard falsely
advertised that Beech-Nut cigarettes are easy on the throat, provide definite defense against throat
irritation, that their extra length
filters heat and bite and cools the
smoke; that Sensations contain extra choice imported and domestic
tobaccos, and are made "from the
finest tobacco money can buy" ; and
that rum-curing enriches Friends
smoking tobacco and "puts out bite
andLorillard
burn". will have 20 days in
which to answer the FTC complaint. The other tobacco firms,
with the exception of Brown &
Williamson, maker of Kools, which
signed a stipulation, have denied
the FTC charges and are awaiting
hearing.

The

Labor

Problem

WEMP,
MILWAUKEE
VOLUNTARY assignment of licenses from Milwaukee Broadcasting Co. corporate owner of WEMP,
Milwaukee, to a group of eight copartners was approved March 2 by
the FCC.
The eight are Glenn D. Roberts,
Madison, Wis., attorney, and his
wife Melva F. Roberts; Dr. Wellwood Nesbitt, Madison physician;
Senator Robert M. LaFollette Jr.
(P-Wis.); Evalyn H. Dolph, wife
of William B. Dolph, executive
vice-president of WOL, Washington; Hope D. Pettey, wife of Herbert L. Petty, director of WHN,
New York, and sister of Mr.
Dolph; Leo T. Crowley, Alien
Property Custodian; James T.
ley.
Markham, assistant to Mr. CrowSix of this group in January,
1942, acquired 45% interest in
WEMP from Gene Dyer, operator
of WAIT and WGES, Chicago,
and 5% from Mr. Roberts, who retained the remaining 50%, for approximately $50,000.
KFQD Sale Approved
CONSENT to voluntary assignment of license of KFQD, Anchorage, Alaska, from Anchorage Radio Club Inc. to William J. Wagner, doing business as Alaska
Broadcasting Co., was granted
March 2 by the FCC. Mr. Wagner,
owner and manager of KFQD, on
Feb. 3, 1942, acquired from R. E.
McDonald and his wife Barbara
the remaining two thirds of the
stock for $10,000, giving him all
500 shares and control. Mr. Wagner was manager at the time of
the transaction.
KWON

Joins MBS

KWON, Bartlesville, Okla.. operating with 250 watts on 1400 kc,
becomes affiliated with Mutual
March 1, bringing the total of MBS
stations in continental United
States to 207.

.||. .

Testimonials Hit

The Commission contends that
because of variable factors in
growing, blending and processing
tobacco, and in packing and handling cigarettes, it is impossible to
produce a large volume of cigarettes with a standard nicotine content.
The complaint sets out, contrary
to advertising claims, Old Golds
"become stale for various reasons,
contain tobacco other than prize
crop, and nothing new has been
added which has not been known
and used in the manufacture and
marketing of cigarettes prior to
the time Old Golds were put on
the market."
FTC also hits at testimonials
used in Old Gold advertising.
These, the complaint charges, "do
not reflect the actual personal exPage

Claims
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Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix

"And Now WOOF Proudly Presents Its Military Analyst,
Chaunchey Montbaden DeQuincey, Well-Known Authority
on World Travel!"
BROADCASTING

ODT

Bus

Decision

May
Hit Air Units
Only 'Essential' Bus Service
Now Allowed Private Firms
BLOW
to radio entertainment
units is seen in a new wartime
transportation
restriction issued
by Joseph B. Eastman, Director of I
the Office of Defense Transporta- |
tion, which prohibits the use of pri- I
vately-owned buses for "transpor- '
tation for entertainment groups."
Scheduled to become effective
March 15, the new order, ODT
10-A, supplants ODT 10, issued last
June and covering public carriers.
The original restriction banned the
use of public bus service to athletic
events, amusements, picnics and \
anything not directly connected
with the war effort.
Special Permits
The new ban places restrictions
on virtually all special or exclusive
bus service "not essential to the
war job". It covers transportation
to race tracks, golf clubs, beach
clubs, riding academies, night clubs
and roadhouses; exclusive service
provided tenants and guests by
apartment buildings and hotels;
special transportation for athletic
teams, not only in school buses, but
in vehicles owned by organizations,
such as baseball clubs; special service to picnics, fairs or other amusement centers, and special transportation for entertainment groups,
sucn as orchestras on tour.
Although the order provides for
the issuance of special permits for
a limited operation of some privately-owned buses to meet specific
needs or exceptional circumstances,
it was not deemed likely that radio
stations, which maintain private
buses to transport road units, would
be issued special permits.
ODT officials said the general
types of operations which probably
would be considered for special
permits would include service in
institution-owned vehicles to homes
for the aged, santariums and hospitals where public transportation
systems are inadequate or nonexistent, and service for the exclusive use of the crippled and blind.
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Questioned by Broadcasting regarding the future of such hillbilly units as the WSM, Nashville,
Grand Ol Op'ry; the WLS, Chicago,
National Barn Dance; the WLW,

I
j
|i|
I

Cincinnati, Boone County Jamboree, and the KSTP, St. Paul, Sunset Valley Barn Dance, ODT Washington officials said "each application for special permits will be
considered on their merits by our

i\
I
J
I
|

regional representatives."
In view of the regulation limiting special permits to institutions,
however, it appeared the future of
radio road units and orchestras
was in the balance. With public
carriers already taxed to capacity,
the threat loomed that various radio productions might be forced to
confine their activities to studio
broadcasts, eliminating stage appearances for the duration.
• Broadcast
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FREE

KANSAS
&

CITY

PETERS,

INC.

campaign.

THE

BASIC

CBS

STATION

FOR

MISSOURI

AND

KANSAS

^

After all, what does a news scoop amount

to? Why
beat?

get excited over a 10-second news

Here's why: Scoops and news beats are
concrete evidence that a news staff knows its
job and is on its toes. Scoops and news beats have important significance. To get
all the news and get it first is a burning zeal in the makeup of every genuine
newsman.
KLZ

has the outstanding veteran news editor staff in Denver. Their inimitable

record of scoops and beats is the result of their newsgathering backgrounds and
their enthusiasm for their jobs. And though listeners accept these beats and *
scoops in their stride, they have not gone unnoticed. Listeners in the Rocky
Mountain region have acquired a consciousness and the definite knowledge that
for local, national, and world news, KLZ

is first, comprehensive and complete.

And that, KLZ, believes, is worth singing about.

■

3LkZ

5,000 WATTS— 560 Kc.
Affiliated in Management With The Oklahoma Publishing Co.
and WKY, Oklahoma City -fc Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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15, 1943
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Agency time buyers and production men who havelused
a
of
Fort Industry Station know that the words of that headline
are no dreamed up myth. They've found that a Fort Industry
Station is long on results and short on headaches.
Long on results because Fort Industry Stations are strategically
located in the nation's richest industrial and agricultural areas.
Each one does a bang-up selling job. Each station operation is
based on a long and continuous study of the maximum audience
preference in the area covered. This results in powerful response.
Short on headaches because commercials are announced exactly according to instructions.
These merits stem from the fact that these stations are
operated by men of long radio experience.
The next time you have a schedule to make up, check into
the performance and reliability advantages of this all-radio
organization. You'll find — as others have — that "If it's a Fort
Industry Station, You Can Bank On It". . . every inch of the way!

THE

FORT

INDUST

WSPD
Toledo, Ohio
5000 WATTS— 1370 KC.
NBC— BASIC

WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va.
50,000BLUE—
WATTS—BASIC
1170 KC.

WAGA
Atlanta, Georgia
5000 WATTS— 590 KC.
BLUE NETWORK
WHIZ
Zanesville, Ohio
250 WATTS— 1240 KC
BLUE NETWORK
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The
"Standard"
Map
Ever Issued
This is the FIRST station coverage map, we believe,
toCoveraqe WRITE
FOR YOUR COPY TODAY!
conform completely to standards recommended by the
following groups:
WHAT
A MARKET!
• The Time-Buyers Committee of the American
Association of Advertising Agencies;

WOW-land

contains 333 counties with

a population of nearly 5,000,000 and
1,144,299 Radio Families.

• The Radio Executives Club;
• The Dept. of Broadcast Advertising and the
Research Division of the National Association
of Broadcasters.
This map is based on an analysis of 120,000 pieces of
audience mail (10,000 a month for a year) in conformity
with the new recommended standards. Copies mailed you
will contain a detailed explanation of the methods used
in determining coverage and field intensity. Complete
WOW-land statistics, with breakdowns by Primary and
Secondary areas, will be included . . . ALL the facts you
should have before buying time in the Omaha-Great
Plains area.

!
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Michigan

Chicago — 150 miles from
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FROM

market

is 170

Detroit. That in

itself is an effective "bairrier" to outside stations. But
in addition, the rapid fading conditions
from
The Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids Area is the home
of 1,483,509 better than average consumers who
vastly prefer WKZO to any and every other radio
station, either "outside** or "inside" the Area.
Let us prove it!

in this area,

both Detroit and Chicago, are among

the worst

in the entire United States . . .

WKZO

is the dominant

Rapids Market.

station in the Kalamazoo-Grand

No other station, regardless of power,

can furnish more

than a mere

fraction of the WKZO

coverage. ... If you want Western

Michigan, write for

all the facts — or just ask Free & Peters!
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Gets better results, too! At less cost!
Farm homes, with, an all-time record
income, have confidence in KFAB . . .
buy what "their" station recommends.
You need KFAB! It can and will do
a complete job thruout Nebraska and
her
neighboring today.
states. Better wire
for availabilities
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CHANNEL
The Greatest Selling POWER in the Souths Greatest City
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DON
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Ed Petry & Co., Nat'l Rep.
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WSIX
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schedule in the past five months.
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PER

Nashville!

WEEK

have

been added

to the

These advertisers, sensing a golden opportunity to cover

the flourishing Nashville market, are picking WSIX.

jA^DyERTISERS looking for available media
have a ready-made solution in radio.
WSIX

MEMBER

IS t

to carry their message to the masses of the people,

ypical of those stations doing a mass-coverage job when
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G-E

TELEVISION

APPARATUS

+ G-E

PROGRAMMING

EXPERIENCE

=

Within the limits of all-out war production,
General Electric television broadcast equipment
is undergoing rigid testing at G.E.'s own provingground Station WRGB, Schenectady. Flexibility
of equipment is constantly being analyzed. Many
improvements and changes are taking shape.
New television programming arts and skill are
being studied and developed. Three times weekly
live talent shows — such as boxing matches, menu
planning, style shows, and operettas with full
orchestral accompaniment — - are being televised.

YOUR

FUTURE

TELEVISION

will get the most out of the latest developments
in television broadcasting.

Techniques in staging, lighting, and make-up
are being tried. The carefully checked results are
providing a vast fund of practical experience for
you to draw upon when television is again available to the broadcasting industry. This development of television at WRGB is greatly helped by
a co-operative home television audience organized to criticize the programs broadcast.

G-E television broadcast equipment, program
experience and receivers are working together for
your future television success. We are doing the
experimenting so that you won't have to.
General Electric cordially invites you when in
Schenectady to visit Station WRGB for a preview
of your future television system. Radio, Television,
and Electronics Department, General Electric,
Schenectady, N. Y.

And the G-E post-war television receiver for
the home will come out of the same vast fund of
television experience. It will be a receiver that
LEADER

IN

RADIO.

GENERAL

TELEVISION,
&

SYSTEM

AND

ELECTRONICS

ELECTRIC
1 60-B2-691 8

# Two
make

of the simplest words in the English language
up the phrase, "I see." Yet in that phrase is

wrapped

up most of the progress man

has made. It

spells understanding - which, whether gained through
Beyond

Sight

and

eye or ear, is the key to all things good. It is the beginning of knowledge, the source of progress, the inter-

Transcending

preter of beauty, the keystone of civilization. That is

Hearing

why the everyday things we build - radio and electronic
tubes, incandescent lamps, fluorescent lamps and equipment — are to our mind more than they physically seem.
They might be called the Means

to the Future, since

they enter areas beyond sight and transcending hearing.
So regarded, they become not merely a present means to
Victory, but precious implements in the forward march
of mankind.

It is only natural that in their produc-

tion we set for ourselves the highest standards known.

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS

INC.

formerly Hygrade Sylvania Corporation
Emporium, Pa.
t' j/rt///i/it (/

. . . tA(a£eti

•<?ncana'eicentS£a*n/ti, tW/acie&cen/ Sam/ti, 3?iix/atet and 'drfcceiicie'ei, SRaftio @u(ei and ' tf/echcnieQevicei

GOOD WARES DESERVE GOOD CARE. Sylvania Radio Tubes, Sylvania
Incandescent Lamps and Sylvania Fluorescent Lamps and Equipment are
all made to serve you well. But the first need of wartime is to save and
conserve, both to free men and material for necessary wartime purposes
and because of inescapable shortages. So take good care of your Sylvania
products, not because they need coddling, but because they are good tubes
and lamps, and deserve good handling. And also because you may find it
less easy to lay hands on these top-quality products when replacement
finally does become necessary.
.
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Priority

on

MAINE

Portland

MAINE'S

of

CENTER

IN

NBC
WAR-BOOMED

of
75%

SPENDING

Portland's

WCSH.

The

To

That's

how

Here's

more

the next

Radio

*The population of the Greater
since the 1940 census.
retail sales increased

due for an additional

15%

412

networks

and

in day-time

Cities"

outlets.

to NBC-WCSH.

tells

the

story

service area.

area has increased

between

40%

Mill
65%

to NBC-

files;

resides within the WCSH
Portland

at night-time

23%.

Maine

2.

**Portland

network

for your

population

most

listen most

of

67%

listen

BASIC

PORTLAND

to all other

"Tale

1.

3.

of Maine's

data

25%

Families

ranking

NEC's

market

Families

remaining

of Portland's
56%

Radio

POWER

to 70%

in 1942

over 1941

and 50%
III !il II I! I!

and are estimated

increase this Spring.

( * Estimate of publishers of Portland City Directory)
(**Report of the Babson Institute)

5000

WATTS

970

KILOCYCLES

WCSH
Affiliated with

Represented by
Weed and Company
Bertha Bannan (Boston)

PORTLAND,

MAINE

National Broadcasting Company (Basic)
New England Regional Network
Yankee Network
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Some agencies and advertisers, however, did buy
and are enjoying the results of most successful
campaigns and are well satisfied. Instead of surveys indicating potential audience, NCBS shows
actual results in mail response, with box tops
included, in enormous amounts. Instead of potential listeners, we offer buyers for your products,
and that's what counts.
Seven NCBS

stations pulled 39,976 pieces of mail

for the Manchester

Biscuit Company

of one

cent

per letter . IN

THERE

WAS

A BOX

OF

WALDORF

TOP

EVERY

FROM

CRACKERS.

Cost 9/10

We

LETTER

A PACKAGE
publish

herein

copies of letters from client and agency to confirm
our boast. It proves beyond

doubt

that NCBS

stations give the best results at the lowest cost per
thousand

radio homes.

Retail purchases in the North Central
states last year . ........
Total population

served by

North Central stations
Total radio homes

7,284,815
1,571,203

ENTRAL VROADCASTING
JOHN W. BOLER, President
Commodore

'nnesota

$2,186,631,000

Hotel, St. Paul, Minnesota

• LaSalle-Wacker

Minneapolis, St. Paul

UYSTEM,

INC.

Building, Chicago, Illinois

Duluth, Superior
Minn., Wis.
KVOX-Fargo, Moorhead
N.D., Minn.
KATE-Albert Lea, Austin. Minn.
KWNO-Winona
Minn.
KGDE-Fergus Falls Minn.
KWLM-Willmar
Minn.
KGCU-Bismarck, Mandan.N.D.
KLPM-Minot
N.D.
.KDLR-Devils Lake
N.D

KSJB-Jamestown N.D.
KABR-Aberdeen S.D.
WEAU-Eau Claire
:Wis.
WJMJ-Marquette Mich.
WDBC-Escanaba Mich.
KVFD-Fort Dodge
Iowa
WATW-Ashland
Wis.
WJMS-lronwood Mich.
WHDF-Calumet-HoughtonMich.
WMFG-Hibbing Minn.
WHLB-Virginia Minn.
KILO-Grand Forks
N.D.
WIBA-Madison
Wis.

A

OF

ONE

MEN

THE

PRESENTING

SERIES

L

Hugh

WHO

&

FREE

Boice,

MANAGER,

COMMERCIAL

MAKE

PETERS

STATIONS

Jr.

WMBD,

PEORIA

1933
1934
1935
1936

Princeton University
American Can Co.
Benton & Bowles, Inc.
National Sales Manager, Radio
Station WNEW, New York
1938 Free & Peters, Inc., New York
1941 National Sales Manager,
WMBD, Peoria
1943 Commercial Manager, WMBD

1
..IJ-AYBE
this does sound like a doublejointed plug — but regardless of that, there's
no better way to tell you how much we like

we do not by any means court any more of
such commercial cannibalism and that we
wish to lose absolutely no more of our men,

and admire Hugh Boice than to tell you

to any station whatsoever! But to us it does

that from 1938 to 1941, Hudi

seem significant that Free & Peters men are

our own "F&P

was one of

Colonels". Then WMBD

got greedy and lured him away from us,
which proved in this case at least that the
customer is always right! — because Hugh
would be a real acquisition in anybody's
business!

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KD4L
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO
. KALAMAZOO-GRAND
KM BC
KANSASRAPIDS
CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WINS
NEW YORK
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX. Inc.

probably the most sought-after sales-executives in the radio business — -and that the
very stations we represent are constantly
after them too! !
Or is that nothing more than you'd expect to
hear about the men who comprise this "pio-

At this point it seems advisable to say that

Free
Pioneer

&
Radio

neer group of radio-station representatives"?

Peters,

Station
Representatives
Since May, 1932
■*■

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO: 111 Suiter
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4131
Sutter 4353
1
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inc.

HOLLYWOOD: 15/2 N. Gordon ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Gladstone 3949
Main 5667
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NAB
Chicago
Name

WASHINGTON,

War
Selected;
Speakers

Promised
RADIO'S ANNUAL foregathering— a war conference instead of the customary convention— will be held April
27, 28 and 29 (Tuesday
through Thursday) at the Palmer House in Chicago, under
plans announced last Thursday by NAB President Neville Miller.
Devoid of customary embellishments and competitions,
the meeting will have only one
theme — radio's war interest.
Headline speakers representing Government agencies identified
with the war effort will feature the
business sessions and luncheons,
with roundtables, seminars and
symposiums on vital war topics to
occupy virtually the entire agenda.
Attendance Limit Expected
Unlike past meetings, the con|yention will open on Tuesday rather than Monday because of the
[Easter holiday. It will run for
Ij2% days instead of 3 or 4 — winding up after luncheon on Thursday. The final day's session will
Shave no regularly scheduled business meeting, but will be given over
|to cleanup breakfast conferences
land to a luncheon, with some prominent personage as the "curtain"
speaker.
Because of transportation difficulties convention attendance is not
expected to reach previous peaks.
[During the last two years, gross
(attendance has totaled around
1200. No limit is being placed on
'attendance of station men, though
it was felt that in many cases management would not be disposed to
(send as large contingents as in
past years. In addition to station
owners and key executives, it was
thought that commercial managers
and probably war program directors might attend in substantial
numbers.
There are prospects of a meeting with OWI radio officials, to appraise war information broadcasts
under the new allocation plan. The
BROADCASTING

Advertising
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$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Conference
last meeting of OWI with its regional consultants was held in
Washington in December.
"Radio's role in the war has been
of such importance since the beginning that constant contact has been
necessary between Government officials and station operators," said
President Miller. "Even greater efforts are ahead, which demand perfect correlation and understanding. This can best be accomplished
at a central meeting place, where
Government officials can talk face
to face with station operators, outlining and explaining all objec-

Slated
April
27-29
for the last year or so, subsidiary
Also to be designated are network
meetings are not indicated now.
directors. Only NBC and CBS now
hold NAB membership, though
C. E. Arney Jr., NAB secretarythere are indications that both
treasurer in charge of convention
BLUE and Mutual may join the
arrangements, said the agenda for
the sessions would not be complete
Association prior to the meeting.
Each member network is entitled to
for about a fortnight. Under the
tentative plans, the first business
designate one director.
session will be held Tuesday mornSeveral minor changes in bylaws also will be considered and
ing, probably with roundtable discussions on various war topics
voted. One has to do with the method of electing directors at large, a
that evening. Wednesday, breakfast sessions will be given over to
second involves redistricting, unroundtables, a practice begun sevder which Maryland would be
shifted from the fourth to the third
eral years ago and which has
worked effectively. It permits
district, and the third deals with
broadcasters to attend discussions
academic amendment of bylaws
in which they are primarily interRegistration on Monday
eliminating the term "executive
tives."
ested, on a question-answer basis
committee", which is no longer
existent.
Monday will be given over to prewith Government officials identified with specific operations.
liminary registration. Pre-conferThursday morning will be given
ence meetings also may be held
By-Laws Changes Up
over to roundtable discussions,
that day of local, regional and
with no general business meeting.
clear channel groups, though no
At the afternoon session WedFollowing the luncheon, the confernesday, election of directors at
definite plans yet have been made.
ence will adjourn. The customary
Because virtually all of the group
large, two each for large, medium
banquet
is dispensed with, as is the
and small stations, will take place.
organizations have been dormant
golf tournament.
The luncheon speakers will highlight the convention. It is presumed that FCC Chairman James
Post -War
Plan
Fails
to
Give
Lawrence Fly will be invited to
address one of the sessions. An
Direct
Consideration
to Radio
outstanding personage, not necessarily identified with Government
under other auspices, should be exALTHOUGH President Roosevelt's
or radio, will be invited for an inNational Resources Planning
spirational talk at one of the luncheons.
Board last week submitted to ConDespite the fact that the report
contained this single reference to
gress its detailed blueprint for adDistrict Meetings Set
radio,
it appeared destined to be of
panded."
justment of America's economic
great importance to the industry,
system to post-war problems, the
Following the sine die adjournplanners had nothing to say about
since nationwide discussion is likement, the new board of directors
commercial broadcasting, the press,
ly to suggest heavy discussion via
will meet Thursday afternoon.
radio.
or the functions of advertising.
Thus far, only two changes on the
The Planning Board in general,
board have occurred at district
Radio Mention Important
meeting elections. There may be
would
rely
on
the
nation's
free
By inference however, the reenterprise system after the war,
changes in directors at large, howport pictured a new era of close
but strict enforcement of antiever. At two district meetings to
Government supervision of public
trust laws, and Government parbe held later this month, new disservices as part of such a plan.
ticipation in utilities, defense intrict directors are to be designatThis was softened to a degree by
dustries, and those involving scarce
ed. The 5th District (Alabama,
expression of the hope that tax
materials would be sanctioned. In
Florida, Georgia, Puerto Rico)
systems would be readjusted and
meets March 20 at the George
addition,
a
"cradle-to-grave"
social
"measures taken to eliminate
security system, financed by emWashington Hotel, Jacksonville, at
avoidable uncertainties" and needthe call of Director Frank King,
ployer-workers contributions, was
less burdens affecting enterprise
WMBR, Jacksonville. The 3rd dissuggested.
and their administration.
trict (Delaware, Pennsylvania)
The only direct reference to
Would Stabilize Income
meets at the Benjamin Franklin
broadcasting, one which connoted
Hotel, Philadelphia, March 22, at
an increasing Government interest
Proposing "a new Bill of Rights"
the call of Isaac D. Levy, WCAU,
incorporating
the
Four
Freedoms,
in what goes on the air, appeared
Philadelphia,
district director.
the report asserted the Board bein a section devoted to the educaNew
District
directors elected at
lieves it should be the declared poltion system of the future. That
icy of the Government to guaransystem, the report said, requires
past meetings, who take office April
tee "the right to live in a system
29, are Nathan Lord, WAVE,
that "correspondence study, foof free enterprise, free from comrums and educational broadcastLouisville, who succeeds J. Harpulsory labor, irresponsible private
ing, both a part of the extension
old Ryan, Assistant Director of
(Continued on page UU)
services of schools and colleges and
Censorship (Fort Industry Co.), as
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District 7 director; and Leslie C.
Johnson, WHBF, Rock Island, who
succeeds Edgar L. Bill, WMBD,
Peoria, as District 9 director.
In addition to station membership, 19 associate members, representing allied industries, are expected to attend the convention.
Provisions will be made for any
stations or other accredited organizations to exhibit war effort
presentations or related material.
There will be no sales promotion
exhibits, as in the past.
Displays To Be Curtailed

NAB's membership aggreg
514, including 490 standard ates
stations, three FM stations, two nationwide networks, and 19 associates.
In the light of the times, it is
not expected there will be elaborate exhibits by companies doing
business with broadcasting. Difficulties of transportation also effect this. But there may be displays relating primarily to postwar broadcasting developments
which can be revealed.
NAB Chicago stations will be
hosts. At a luncheon in Chicago
last week to set up preliminary
conference details, the following
were present: W. E. Hutchinson,
WAAF; R. S. Peterson, WENR;
Charles M. Freeman, WLS; Harry
Templeton, WLS; J. L. Van Volkenburg, WBBM-CBS; Leslie C.
Johnson, WHBF, Rock Island; A
W. Kaney, WMAQ-NBC; Robert
E. Bausman, WISH, Indianapolis;
Milton M. Blink, Standard Radio
Inc.; Howard Lane, CBS; William
Knodle, Free & Peters, and Gale
Blocki, John Blair & Co.

PEABODY
WAR

TO

HEAD

LOAN

DRIVE

STUART PEABODY, advertising
director of The Borden Co., New
York, and former chairman of the
board of the Assn. of National Advertisers, has joined the Treasury
Dept. as advertising specialist in
charge of promotion for the Second
War Loan Drive, Secretary Morgenthau announced last Thursday.
Mr. Peabody will assist William
M. Robbins, General Foods vicepresident, who has accepted overall direction of Treasury Bond
selling activities [Broadcasting,
March 8]. According to the announcement, he will remain with
the Treasury for the duration of
the drive, probably about two
months.
At the Treasury, it is expected
Mr. Peabody will coordinate advertising activities of the War Savings Staff and the Victory Fund
Committee. Last week-end, both he
and Mr. Robbins discussed plans
with the Advertising Counsel in
New York.
A firm believer in radio, which
he says "has probably greater
penetration than any other single
medium," Mr. Peabody has used
every form of it— network, transcriptions, spot and local — for Borden. He is also a former chairman
of the ANA Radio Committee.
Page
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WPB

Farm
New

Studies

Radio
Production

Growing

Needs

Plan

to

Battery
Now

Declared

of the Huge

A PROGRAM to head off a shortage of farm radio batteries is now
being completed by the WPB Office
of Civilian Supply, it was learned
last week, and officials expressed
hope that it will be possible to
maintain rural radio on a "reasonably efficient"
basis.
Some
inconvenience
for farm set
users had been predicted by the
WPB several months ago, when
the Office of Civilian Supply issued
a report that a battery shortage
existed and that farmers would
have to conserve their equipment.
Production Needed
This shortage situation, it has
since developed, has gone beyond a
stage where conservation of batteries offers a solution, and actual
new production is now necessary.
At a meeting of the Battery Advisory Committee in Washington
last Wednesday, officials of the
Government departments interested
in the material stockpiles involved
agreed that action was desirable.
Reports of a shortage of batteries had been current since late
January when NAB asked news
about local battery situations. In
mid-February, Rep. Stefan (RNeb.), former commentator of
WJAG, Norfolk, Neb., warned Congress that hundreds of sets in his
district were already crippled
[Broadcasting, Feb. 15].
First detailed reports on the
battery shortage were submitted to
the Dept. of Agriculture by Sam
Schneider, farm editor of KVOO,
Tulsa. His letter to Wallace Kadderly, chief of radio service for
Agriculture, resulted in surveys by
state war boards in nine scattered
rural states.
Other surveys were conducted by
radio stations, including WHAS,
Louisville; WHO, Des Moines, and
WMT, Cedar Rapids. WHAS sent
a representative to Washington to
confer with the Agriculture Dept.
Material gathered by NAB and
the Dept. of Agriculture was later
presented to the WPB, with warning that continuation of radio service to farmers was vital to the Government information machinery.
Rep. Stefan said that "Government departments and the entire
war effort would be the loser." He
pointed to radio's work in informGoodrich 6:55 News
TITLE of the B. F. Goodrich Co.,
CBS series starting March 15 on
116 stations is Meaning of the
News, as reported by Joseph C.
Harsch, foreign correspondent.
Heard five times weekly 6:55-7
p.m., the institutional series will
have repeat broadcasts at 11:55
p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at 12:25 a.m. Wednesday
morning, at 12:55 a.m. Fridays.
Agency is BBDO, New York.

Check

Shortage
Necessary

Rural

Due

to

Audience

ing farmers of Agriculture Dept.
plans, and of bringing war news
and OWI material to isolated areas.
Production Problem
WPB officials admitted that battery production had been held at
53% of the 1941 rate as a result
of military demands on zinc. Even
this 53% did not present a true
picture, they said, since demand has
increased. They estimate they are
now able to meet only 30 to 35%
of battery orders.
To authorize increased production of batteries, WPB must first
draw up a program in its office of
Civilian Supply. This program
must have the general concurrence
of the Consumer Durable Goods
Division, which would have charge
of production. Civilian Supply and
Consumer's Durable Goods then
meet with the Requirements Committee, which has authority to recommend actual production of the
batteries.
Since all offices concerned are in
agreement on the need for more
batteries, officials express hope that
the actual program may be expedited and that measures for relieving
the situation will be taken shortly.

Grove

Labs.

Is Placing

For Big Summer
Drive
GROVE LABS., St. Louis, in a
concentrated summer major-market
promotional drive on Daily Vitamins, is extending commitments on
a 52-week basis for news programs
on approximately 40 stations, and
starting about March 29, is realigning its schedule on over 100 stations that have been carrving announcements for cold tablets and
vitamins through the fall and winter. The revised contracts were
placed throue-h June Rollinson,
timebuyer of Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
The Grove contracts on NBC
owned and operated stations are in
excess of $250,000, according to
NBC, and are the largest single
order received by Central Division
NBC Spot Sales. Meanwhile. Beaumont Labs., St. Louis, a Grove subsidiary, istesting undisclosed markets for Grove 4-Way Vitamins
through
Chicago. H. W. Kastor & Sons,

Additional Operas
TEXAS Co., New York, sponsor
of the Saturday afternoon Metropolitan Opera broadcasts on the
BLUE, has made arrangements to
cover the five extra performances
which the Metropolitan Opera Co.
will present this season in answer
to public demand, extending the
winter season for the first time in
its history. First of the extra
operas will be heard March 20.
Texas agency is Buchanan & Co.,
New York.
BROADCASTING

PLACE OF WEST COAST in the
post-war development dominated
discussion when key radio and advertising executives honored Bruce
Barton (right), president of
BBDO, at a Los Angeles luncheon
staged during early March. With
him is Sidney N. Strotz, NBC
Western division vice-president.
Mr. Barton was in Southern California for conferences with Jack
Smalley and W. B. (Doc) Geissinger, managers of the Hollywood
and Los Angeles offices respectively, of BBDO.
FTC

Net

Discount

Probe
Nearing End
Voluminous Data Is Studied;
Decision Expected Shortly
A YEAR-OLD study of discount
and rebate policies of the four major networks is now before the
Federal Trade Commission for
final consideration, it was learned
last week from a reliable source,
and a decision on the investigation
will be issued shortly.
The Commission, handed a complex volume of information about
the networks' rebate structures on
March 6, devoted several sessions
to the data last week, it was
learned. Because the network investigation has received considerable attention in the press and in
Congress, the Commissioners are
reported eager to dispose of it.
Urged a Year Ago
The FTC probe was disclosed
officially several weeks ago, when
Rep. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.), inquired about it at House Appropriation subcommittee hearings on
FTC funds in the Independent Offices Bill. At that time, it was stated that the inquiry had been urged
by Rep. Wigglesworth a year ago.
[Broadcasting, Feb. 15].
Progress of the inquiry was handicapped, Commissioner Ewin L.
Davis told the House Committee,
when the broadcasters at first
challenged jurisdiction of the FTC.
This was later settled, he said,
and since then Samuel Williams,
the Commission's chief investigator, has had free access to network books.
Curtiss Candy Series
CURTISS CANDY Co., Chicago,
on March 14 started a Sunday
morning quarter-hour program,
Greetings From Your Boy, on
WGN, Chicago. Program, conducted by Mark Love, features messages from servicemen to their
families. Agency is C. L. Miller
Co., Chicago.
• Broadcast
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Atlantic
Seaboard

Signs

Stations

War

Baseball

Forecast

Schedule

Upswing

Will
In
Spot
Business
Advertising Expansion Trend
Would Benefit Secondaries
AN UPTURN in national spot
business, benefiting primarily the
secondary stations in major markets and the stations in secondary
markets, is predicted by timebuyers
of advertising agencies who believe
that the increased expenditures by
national advertisers may go far
toward alleviating the loss of local
business which formerly accounted

Carry Play-by-Play
Broadcasts
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., heavy
sponsor of sports events on the
Eastern Seaboard, again will carry
a schedule of professional baseball
games. With the major and minor
leagues ready to carry on under a
.wartime setup, Atlantic has arranged play-by-play broadcasts
over a hookup in Pennsylvania and
on stations up and down the Seaboard.
Already completed are arrangements for games of the Philadelphia Athletics and Phillies, the
Pittsburgh Pirates and the Baltimore Orioles, according to N. W.
Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, the Atlantic agency. Atlantic is conducting negotiations with other clubs
and expects to announce final arrangements within a fortnight.

Eastern League Pending
Last year Atlantic sponsored
some 2,000 games on 50 stations,
with over 8,500 stations devoted to
game reports. This year, as in the
past, Atlantic will devote broadcast
news reports during game breaks
without interfering with game descriptions. Most of the commercial
effort will be devoted to Government messages.
i Pending a meeting of Eastern
League officials March 14, Atlantic
jwithheld negotiations for coverage
jof games played by Scranton and
aWilkes-Barre.
Final contract between Atlantic and the Pirates for
s broadcast of all home and away
! games was signed March 9 at a
meeting in Pittsburgh. The Pirates'
igames will be heard on a hookup
of stations in Western Pennsylvania, with FM transmission to
stations in the chain.
Arranging final negotiations in
IPittsburgh
were
William Benjswanger, president of the Pirates;
Joseph R. Rollins, Atlantic advertising manager, B. M. Boor and
'Bruce McConnell, of Atlantic; W.
'Wallace
Orr, Les
Quailey and
;Thomas
McDermott, representing
N. W. Ayer & Son; Rosey Rowswell, WWSW, Pittsburgh, and station managers.
Originating station for the Pittsburgh program will be WWSW.
|FM will be used to pick up play' by-play
description
from W47P,
owned and operated by WWSW,
and thus carry it to WISR, Butler,
and WJPA, Washington, Pa. Other
stations on this network are WFBG,
^Altoona; WCEC, DuBois; WERC,
Erie; WJAC, Johnstown; WKST,
New Castle; WMBS, Uniontown.
No Sunday games will be broadcast but there will be a 15-minute
resume over these same stations at
]6:15 p.m. each Sunday. Broadcast
of Baltimore Oriole games will be
heard on WITH.
| Commenting on plans for the
| 1943 series Mr. Rollins said:
"This is the eighth consecutive
BROADCASTING

Timebuyers

'PLAY BALL' IN Pittsburgh this year will mean resumption of Atlantic
Refining baseball broadcasts in Western Pennsylvania as a result of this
conference of baseball, agency, advertising and radio executives. At the
contract signing are (seated, 1 to r) : James Boor, Atlantic Refining Western Pa. division manager; William R. Benswanger, president of the
Pirates; Joseph R. Rollins, Atlantic advertising manager; and standing:
Wallace Orr, N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, agency in charge; Frank R.
Smith Jr., president of WWSW, Pittsburgh; W. B. McConnell, Atlantic
Western Pa. division promotion manager. Under the contract, WWSW is
the key of the Atlantic Baseball Network including stations in Uniontown,
Butler, DuBois, Johnstown, Washington and Altoona.
year Atlantic has sponsored a program of sports broadcasting. From
the standpoint of upholding public
morale and furnishing important
information, we feel that such a
program ties in with the war effort.
"As we did last year, we plan to
devote the greater portion of our
commercial time to Government
messages, news reports and information on conditions in the petroleum industry in general which
will enable listeners to use their
automobiles and heating equipment
intelligently. In view of the fact
that these announcements will not
interfere with the description of
the games, they will add to the
value of these broadcasts to local
stations on these networks and will
enable us to perform a useful public service."
Philadelphia Plans
Atlantic games in Philadelphia
will originate from station WIBG,
and will be relayed to WSAN, Allentown; WFPG, Atlantic City;
WEST, Easton; WKBO, Harrisburg; WAZL, Hazleton; WGAL,
Lancaster ; WEEU, Re a d i n g ;
WBOC, Salisbury, Md.; WKOK,
Sunbury; WRAK, Willamsport;
WILM,
Wilmington, Del.; WORK,
York,
Schedule for the Athletics and
the Phillies includes all home games
played by the clubs, with 28 night
contests. Details are to be completed March 16 at a luncheon
meeting in the Racquet Club, Philadelphia, at which the station managers, Atlantic officials, Connie
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L. A. Radio

Fee Killed

REJECTING proposal to levy a
license fee on local radio stations,
Los Angeles City Council, following adverse recommendations of its
Ways & Means Committee, adopted
a motion that the City Attorney's
opinion be asked on the right to impose such a tax. License pi-oposal,
made by Councilman Roy Hampton
some three weeks ago, would have
required a $100 fee quarterly on
$15,000 or less gross revenue, plus
$1 for each additional $1,000.
Pointing out that such a license
fee might "develop into a racket",
investigating committee stated it
couldn't consistently tax a radio
station without levying: a similar
tax on newspapers. City Council
long ago had adopted a non-tax
policy in regard to the medium.
Mack and William D. Cox, owners
of the clubs, will be present.
N. W. Ayer, handling the Atlantic baseball program, announced
that, unlike last season, the company will be sole sponsor of the
Pittsburgh and Baltimore series,
and of time on the originating
Philadelphia station, each of which
were divided last season with another sponsor.
Commentators known to stay-athome fans again will broadcast
play-by-play description. As last
year, the announcer in Philadelphia
will be Byrum Saam, assisted by
Roy Neal. In Pittsburgh, Rosey
Rowswell will again announce the
games, with the assistance of Jack
Craddock. The announcer in Baltimore will be Bill Dyer.

for
a large part of these stations'
income.
Curtailment of publication space
resulting from paper rationing
has already evoked an appreciable
amount of interest in radio from
advertisers who were previously
completely publication minded, the
timebuyers say, while few veteran
users of broadcasting are relinquishing their places on the air.
Companies whose advertising in
pre-war days was confined to trade
and industrial publications are now
using general media as well, chiefly
for service advertising devoted
largely to explaining some phase
of the Government's war effort.
Full Net Plan Helps
Some of this new radio business
would naturally go spot; other advertisers turn to spot after finding
no network time available that
suits their purposes. Increased network business and enlarged networks also leave less time available
on the major stations in major
markets, affording new opportunities for smaller stations. Sometimes
the lower rates of these outlets encourage a greater program or
announcement frequency; other advertisers are buying time on several small stations in place of one
highpowered outlet.
The full network plans, offering extra inducements to advertisers utilizing all the affiliates of a
network, have resulted in the placement of many major network
shows on stations which formerly
were not included in advertisers'
schedules. These programs build
the stations' audiences and the
time adjoining becomes more desirable for use in national announcement campaigns.
Some timebuyers report that
while this trend may materialize
they have seen no indications of it
as yet. Others state with equal emphasis that they are already buying
time for their clients on stations
which a year ago would not have
been included, and that they expect
further expansion before the year
is over.
American

Crayon

Tests

AMERICAN CRAYON Co., Sandusky, O. (children's story book),
is testing a thrice-weekly quarterh o u r children's program on
WMAQ, Chicago, featuring Malcolm Claire as Uncle Mai. Contract for 13 weeks was placed by
Triangle Agency, Chicago.
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Domestic

Restraint

Branch
Congress

Revamped

at

OWI

Kane's Bureau Is Abolished;
Eugene Katz Transferred
REORGANIZATION of the Office
of War Information Domestic
Branch, announced last week by
OWI Director Elmer Davis, resulted in abolition of the Bureau of
Intelligence headed by R. Keith
Kane. Although no mention was
made of Mr. Kane's status in the
official release, it was reported
that he no longer is with the OWI.
Eugene Katz, head of the Katz
Agency, New York, who has been
on loan to the OWI Bureau of Intelligence, has been transferred to
the Overseas Division. Dr. Lyman
Bryson, moderator of the CBS
People's Platform and former chief
of the Bureau of Special Services,
has been replaced as Bureau head
by Katherine C. Blackburn, although Dr. Bryson continues as
special advisor to the director. Miss
Blackburn had been associate director of the Bureau.
Field Personnel Out
Gardner Cowles Jr., Des Moines
publisher and broadcaster, chief of
the Domestic Branch, said: "The
reorganization represents an effort
to gear ourselves up better to what
is primarily our job of helping radio, the press and other media to
get out the news of the war and the
information the people at home
need to win it."
The Bureau of Special Services
takes over some of the functions of
the intelligence section, although it
was understood that field intelligence personnel no longer would be
required. The official announcement said activities in the intelligence field would be cut in half.
The new setup finds James Allen
and William B. Lewis, former chief
of the Radio Bureau, right-hand
men to Mr. Cowles. Mr. Lewis, who
was promoted last January
[Broadcasting, Jan. 25], will
supervise the Bureaus of Program
Coordination, headed by H. Andrew
Dudley; Radio, which Donald D.
Stauffer, vice-president in charge
of radio of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, was to take over March 15
[Broadcasting, March 1] ; Motion
Pictures, of which Lowell Mellett
is chief, and Graphics and Printing,
headed by Lt. Com. Price Gilbert,
on loan from the Navy.
Functions of the Bureau of
Publications and Graphics have
been split, with Com. Gilbert in
charge of the one and the Bureau
of Publications still without a
chief. Under direction of Mr. Allen
are the Bureaus of News, Publications and Special Services. Elmo
C. Wilson continues in charge cf
the surveys division of Miss Blackburn's bureau.
Two other promotions were announced. John R. Fleming, former
chief of the Bureau of Publications
& Graphics, has been appointed
Special Deputy Director and A. H.
Feller, deputy, has been made General Counsel for OWI.
Page
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Prepares

for

All-Out

Probes

Of FCC, Other Agencies
of Government
A SORT of calm-before-the-storm
last year on the original Sanders
Bill geared toward the same end.
atmosphere prevailed in WashingMeanwhile, the House Select
ton last week as a half-dozen Congressional committees evolved plans
Committee headed by Rep Cox (Dfor inquiries and hearings aimed at
Ga.) to inquire into the FCC as an
independent project was readying
"bureaucracy" in Government and
plans for start of the hearing.
with the FCC on the list of agencies to be closely scrutinized. In the
Eugene L. Garey, New York atwake of introduction of the Whitetorney who heads the legal and inWheeler Bill (S-814) March 2
vestigating staff, and his chief assistant, Fred R. Walker, were in
[Broadcasting, March 8], word
Washington last week gathering
emanated from Capitol Hill that
data for the start of this study, for
hearings both on this measure and
which an initial $60,000 fund has
on the pending Holmes Bill (HR1490) to reorganize the FCC are
been appropriated.
No announcements have been
in the offing.
forthcoming from the Committee
Garey Goes to Work
or counsel regarding the starting
A subcommittee of the House
date, but it was expected that it
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
might get underway by mid-April.
Committee will be named shortly,
This inquiry will cover FCC activities from its start in 1934 and will
probably of 9 or 11 men, and likely
delve into policy considerations,
to be headed by Rep. Bulwinkle
(D-N. C.) , high-ranking member
personnel and, in fact, overall Comof the full Committee. Chairman
mission operations.
Other probes destined to touch
Lea (D-Cal.) has indicated that
FCC operations include the House
further hearings may be held, sup(Continued on page 45)
plementing the testimony taken

Psychological
Ordered

Placed

Activity in Occupied
Taken

Over

Warfare

Except

i

Under

Countries

in Central

PSYCHOLOGICAL Warfare in
foreign fields, heretofore the subject of controversy between Col.
William J. (Wild Bill) Donovan
and Elmer Davis, was transferred
last week by President Roosevelt
from Col. Donovan's Office of
Strategic Services to the Office of
War Information headed by Mr.
Davis.
Under the Executive Order, issued Tuesday, the OWI will "plan,
develop and execute all phases of
the Federal program of radio,
press, publication and related foreign propaganda activities involving the dissemination of information." The OWI will take over propaganda work in various occupied
countries and combat areas, but
will function under supervision of
the Army and Navy in theatres of
military operations.
OWI Trains Personnel
Authority, functions and duties
of the OWI, however, will not include the "Western Hemisphere,
exclusive of the United States and
Canada". This means that the Office of the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs, under Nelson A.
Rockefeller, will continue to handle propaganda to all South and
Latin American countries. President Roosevelt directed that his
Executive Order of June 13, 1942,
setting up the OSS be modified "to
the extent necessary to make this
order
effective."
Meanwhi
le the OWI Overseas
Branch, in charge of Robert Sherwood, this week is expected to begin classes simulating actual field

Work

and

OWI

Combat

and South

Areas

America

conditions for members assigned to
posts abroad to carry on psychological warfare under the President's order.
Using a portion of the Marshall
Field estate, Huntington, L. I., New
York, which was leased to the Government for $1, the OWI plans a
series of 30-day intensive courses
to teach foreign outpost personnel
the technical aspects of radio, press
and other information activities in
the field.
The school's curriculum will concentrate on technical aspects of
distributing information under adverse conditions comparable to
those of military operations theatres. The course will include practice and instruction in listening to
and transcribing shortwave newscasts of the OWI, preparation of
radio programs and special leaflets in various foreign languages,
coding and decoding, radio-photo
work, cutting and editing newsreels and operating portable printing and mimeographing equipment.
All persons assigned to overseas posts have been given intensive training at the OWI headquarters in Washington as to handling psychological warfare. The
month's course at the Field estate
is designed to toughen them and
make them ready to face any conditions. Men returned from actual
combat zones will teach the courses.
Text of the Executive Order
transferring psychological warfare
to the OWI follows:
Under and by virtue of the authority vested in me by Title I of the
First War Powers Act, 1941, approved Dec. 18, 1911 (Public Law
354 — 77th Congress), and as Commander-in-Chief of the Army and
Navy and as President of the United
BROADCASTING

Granted

Orders
Networks

Supreme Court Rule Permits
Delays in Monopoly Order
IRRESPECTIVE of the Supreme
Court's decision in the highly controverted network monopoly litigation, there will be a hiatus allowing
for necessary readjustments, it developed last Friday when the highest tribunal granted the NBC and
CBS motions for temporary restraining orders.
In an unusual action, the court
announced :
"The motion for a temporary restraining order in each case (NBC
and CBS appeals) is granted and
the stay entered by the District
Court is continued until 10 days
after the filing in the District
Court of this court's mandate upon
decision of the appeals."
Argument Heard
The cases entered their final
phase Feb. 12 when four hours of
argument were heard by the Supreme Court. The appeals were
from the decision of the statutory
three-judge court in New York last
fall, holding that the FCC has jurisdiction to regulate contractual
arrangements between networks
and affiliates. The primary issue is
the authority of the FCC to ban
time options and exclusive network
affiliations.
If the Supreme Court does not
decide the case today (March 15),
it will go over for three weeks.
The court will not have another decision day until April 5 .
Reynolds to WTTM
CONTINUING his position as
general manager of WKWK,
Wheeling, W. Va., John B. Reynolds, former assistant secretary of
the FCC, has joined WTTM, Trenton, N. J., as assistant general
manager. Announcement of the appointement was made by Rep. Elmer H. Wene (D-N. J.), partowner of WTTM. Mr. Reynolds
will assist A. Harry Zoog, vicepresident and manager of WTTM,
on matters relating to personnel,
program production and sales. He
is half owner of WKWK.
lows : it is hereby ordered as folStates,
1. The Office of War Information
will plan, develop, and execute all
phases of the federal program of radio, press, publication, and related
foreign propaganda activities involving the dissemination of information. The program for foreign propaganda in areas of actual or projected
military operations will be coordinated with military plans through the
planning agencies of the War and
Navy
subiect to Departments,
the approval ofandthe shall
Joint beChiefs
of Staff.
Parts of the foreign propaganda
program which are to be executed in
a theatre of military operations will
be sub'ect to the control of the theatre
commander. The authority, functions
and duties of the Office of War Information shall not extend to the
Western Hemisphere, exclusive of the
United States and Canada.
2. The military order of June 13,
1942, establishing the Office of Strategic Services, is hereby modified to the
extent necessary to make this order
effective.
• Broadcast
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Equipment

TO

see in the dark and to see at a greater distance
...to push back the clouds and fogs of ignorance

has been since the beginning
greatest aspirations.
Spurred

of time one of man's

by war, the scientific laboratories of the

nation are making tremendous
ing this aspiration.

strides toward

meet-

In every branch of the services our fighting men
are now armed with electrical devices which enable them to pierce the black of night, the depths

for

Combat

of the ocean and the clouded skies. Already much
of our success over our enemies on land, sea and in
the air has been achieved

through the use of these

"electrical cats."
The peacetime possibilities of these
which pierce the darkness are limitless.

devices

In the very forefront in the design and manufacture of these developments stand Western
Electric and its engineering
Telephone

organization, the Bell

Laboratories.

Western
Electric
ARSENAL OF COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.

Educators

NAB

Sales

Plans

Aid

Exchange
Set Up;

of
Retail

Managers
to

Small

Selling

Ideas,

Promotion

Group
Stations

Potential

Plan

First, to appoint all members of
the NAB sales managers general
committee as partners in a working
exchange of sales ideas and information, with the definite responsibility of forwarding to Lew Avery,
director of the NAB Department of
Broadcast Advertising, details of
any plan which has succeeded in
producing new business for themselves or any other broadcasters in
their committee.
Second, to have Mr. Avery issue
a case history book of material on
where and how to look for new
business and to augment this book
with frequent releases of new information. These supplementary
releases will be issued as rapidly
as the information is received by
NAB, it was stated.
After hearing Paul W. Morency,
WTIC, Hartford, outline progress
made to date by the Retail Promotion Committee, of which he is
chairman, the sales managers
group adopted a resolution urging
that production of the retail plan
be started as soon as possible.
Group also approved continued
publication of NAB reports exposing free time chiseling deals.

AFRA Checks OWI
EXECUTIVES of the New York
local of the American Federation
of Radio Artists are conferring
with members currently employed
in broadcasting Government messages abroad for the Office of War
Information over the establishment
of a union committee to deal with
OWI officials on working conditions. AFRA says that no issues
have arisen but that its members,
comprising most of the OWI radio
talent, want machinery set up to
handle any grievances that may
arise, similar to the grievance committee in other broadcasting organizations.

No Action on Way Plan
Sales managers' committee also
approved the revised station coverage recommendations and sent
them to the NAB research committee for final action and submission
to the industry. Revised recommendations read: "Denned as the
physical limits of the area served;
as demonstrated by actual listening; substantiated by evidence of
the deliverance of signal; and interpreted interms of market data,
consisting of population, number
of families, radio families and selected retail sales data. The two
measurements involved in the
method are signal strength measurement and audience mail analysis."
Committee
Page
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Morency
Put

Calls

Retail

GOOD SPORTS are these three
who clinched the deal whereby Ty
Tyson's Sports Review on WWJ,
Detroit, is sponsored Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 6:30-6:40 p.m., by Dossin's Food Products, Pepsi-Cola
bottlers with plants in Detroit,
Grand Rapids and Toledo. Walter
J. Dossin, firm president, got the
okay from Lawrence J. Michelson
(left),
Simons-Michelson
Co.,partner
Detroit,ofagency
handling
the account,
tro, himself
tract which
series March

Following the sales managers action Chairman Morency last Wednesday sent this telegram to all
members :
"With a third of our necessary
funds still unpledged, I met yesterday with the Sales Managers Exec-

and the sports maesas he signed the constarted the Pepsi-Cola
9.

Betty Moore's 200,000
RETURNING to the BLUB for her
seasonal program on interior decoration sponsored by Benjamin Moore &
Co., New York paint firm, Betty Moore
celebrated her 393d broadcast with the
start of this year's series. There are
200,000 members of the "Betty Moore
Triangle Club", composed of listeners
who have written for advice on decodirect. rating problems. Account is handled

Promotion

Meeting Called by Wire

Meet
Set

First two programs will be on
CBS March 17 when Capt. Eddie
Rickenbacker, Col. H. C. Adamson,
and Roy Chapman Andrews speak
on the School of the Air of the
Americas, and a special program

Meeting

IMMEDIATE production of the
NAB Retail Promotion Plan to encourage more retailers to take advantage of radio as an advertising
medium will be taken up March 29
in New York, when the full NAB
Retail Promotion Committee meets
with subcommittees of promotion
men and others.
Called by Paul W. Morency, general manager of WTIC, Hartford,
Committee chairman, the March 29
session is to determine methods of
putting the Retail Plan into immediate production, although the
sum pledged by broadcasters to
carry out the program has fallen
short. At a two-day meeting last
week the NAB Sales Managers
Executive Committee adopted a
resolution urging immediate production of the Retail Promotion
Plan.

for

THE FOUR major networks have
each allotted special time from
March 17 to the 28 to the annual
meeting of the American Assn. of
School Administrators, which is
cancelling its convention because of
transportation difficulties and is
March 8].via radio [Broadcasting,
meeting

Approved

participation in the forthcoming
NAB war conference, which will be
based on the thesis that sales are
needed now as never before to sustain the American system of broadcasting. The Declaration of Independence for Broadcasters, proposed by William B. Way, general
manager, KVOO, Tulsa, also was
discussed, but no action was taken.
Meeting was attended by the full
Sales Managers Executive Committee, including in addition to
Messrs. Outler and Avery, Frank
R. Bowes, WBZ, Boston; Donald D.
Davis, WHB, Kansas City; Dietrich Dirks, KTRI, Sioux City;
George H. Frey, NBC New York;
Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS New
York; William Malo, WDRC, Hartford.

Nets

Use

Programs March 17-28
In Place of Convention

Markets

A PLAN of immediate action to assist the smaller station operators in
combating the adverse effects of the
war by keeping them continuously
informed of methods and sources of
new business was formulated by
the NAB Sales Managers Executive Committee, which met last
Tuesday and Wednesday at the
New York office of the NAB with
John M. Outler Jr., WSB, Atlanta,
presiding as chairman.
As one of the industry's most
pressing problems, the matter of
giving practical assistance to the
small stations was given first place
on the group's agenda. Following
an all-morning discussion the committee decided on two immediate
steps :
Ideas Exchange Adopted

To

All

to

for
Plan

March

29

in Motion

is heard 4:45-5 p.m. on "Teachers
and the War." March 18, Leopold
Stokowski, conductor of the NBC
Symphony Orchestra, will address
the school administrators on "Radio as a Music Educator" during
the NBC Inter-American U. of the
Air, and the BLUE will present
AASA leaders during the Thursday
evening America's Town
of the Air broadcast.

Meeting

Orson Welles Series
NBC

will present two more programs for the conventioneers
March 21 with Orson Welles narrating "A Woman's World" on
Lands of the Free, and Vierling
Kersey, superintendent of schools
of Los Angeles, as speaker on Unlimited Horizons. Another NBC
program will present leading educators March 23, and the Army
Hour on March 28 will feature
Brig. Gen. Joseph M. Dalton, assistant Chief of Staff of the Army.
Mutual will carry a quarter-hour
March 22 for the AASA group, and
CBS has scheduled three further
talks on March 25, 27 and 28. The
National Farm and Home Hour on

utive Committee in the opinion that
we ought now to start production
on the Retail Promotion Committee Plan. I am calling a full Committee meeting on March 29 in New
York to discuss and arrive at that
decision. In attendance also will be
subcommittees of promotion men
and others. Urge your attendance
but if impractical will you wire
giving me your proxy. Please wire

the BLUE March 24 will be devoted to the subject of how students can help the farm labor
shortage problem, and on March 26,
a quarter-hour on the BLUE will
feature talks on "What Schools
Are Contributing to the Winning
of the War" by Dr. John W. Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner of Education, and William G. Garr, secretary of the Educational Policies
Commission.

Committee, in addition to Chairman Morency, includes: Dietrich
Dirks,
reply." KTRI, Sioux City; Sherman
D. Gregory, WEAF, New York;
Arthur Hull Hayes, WABC, New
York; Walter Johnson, WTIC,
Hartford; John M. Outler Jr.,
WSB, Atlanta; Robert E. Bausman, WISH, Indianapolis; Gene L.
Cagle, Texas State Network: Kenneth K. Hackathorn, WHK-WCLE,
Cleveland; C. L. McCarthy, KQW,
San Francisco; Oliver Runchey,
KOL, Seattle, and John Esau,
KTUL, Tulsa. Mr. Esau was made
a member of the committee to fill
the vacancy caused by the death of
William C. Gillespie, whom Mr.
Esau also succeeded as general
manager of KTUL.

Hope to Tour Camps
BOB HOPE and the entire cast of
the Pepsodent Co.'s weekly program on NBC are planning another
cross-country tour of Army, Navy
and Marine bases, starting early in
April, with tentative arrangements
also under way to go to England,
if transportation can be provided.
Exact date of the program's tour
depends on the completion of
Hope's current motion picture
"Let's Face It," it was stated. If
the trip to England can be arranged, the group would probably
leave in June, and during the summer shortwave their Tuesday evening show from London to America.
No further details have been announced. Agency is Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago.
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"THE

INVITATIONS

WENT

OUT,

DIDN'T

THEY?"

T"\ ISAPPOINTING,

isn't it, to expect umpteen thousand
* persons to listen to your radio program only to have
a paltry handful show up? Expensive, too! That's what can
happen if you mistake a station's "coverage" for its audience.
Four stations, for instance, may be said to "cover" Oklahoma City, yet one station, WKY, is known to have most
of the audience most of the time. This is incontrovertible
evidence supplied by C. E. Hooper, Inc. WKY's coverage,
too, extends far out into Oklahoma over more of the state
than any other Oklahoma City station can possibly reach.
And, to be sure, wherever WKY's
popularity priority goes with it.

coverage goes, its top

So, if you want the biggest possible turnout for your program in Oklahoma, WKY is the station over which to send
your invitation.

WKY
OKLAHOMA

Owned and Operated by the Oklahoma
*• KVOR,

Colorado

BROADCASTING

Springs

Publishing Co. if The Daily Oklahoman

ir KLZ, Denver

• Broadcast

Advertising

(Affiliated Management)

CITY

and Times if The Farmer-Stockman

if Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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Music
BMFs
of
Opinion
Personal
A
I THINK it is about time someone
took an interest in BMI. Some
Take
Stations
Suggests
Broadcaster
would blame the situation which
Interest in Its Tunes
More
now exists on station managers, or
more pointedly on station and netBRATTON
work musical directors. In most
VERL
By
General Manager WREN, Lawrence, Kan.
cases station managers can be excused because of lack of personal
ments then I certainly stand corBMI have shipped out music of an
knowledge of the music field. The
rected. You might remind them
ever lowering standard.
only fault with network and stathat
BMI
headquarters has been
salesmen
Many successful radio
tion musical directors is probably
asking
you
to urge your program
work on the theory that if enough
that instead of complaining about
client
department to use more BMI mucalls are made a prospective
BMI music they have simply turned
will be found. But do they go door
sic. If they haven't been increaselsewhere for their material.
ing their use of BMI music, ask
to door in the residential areas?
them why.
It is my opinion that the place
Or do they canvass the business
where lack of interest is most at
Incidentally, I want to quote
areas? Just as quantity calls are of
fault is among those directly in
no value unless confined somewhat
you the words of a song included
charge of BMI. Perhaps I'm wrong.
to an area wherein clients are
in the last BMI shipment. Your
If so, I am quite certain that these
likely to be found, a hit tune will
musical director probably hasn't
gentlemen are fully capable of dea copy of it because he most likely
not emerge from any large quanMR. BRATTON
fending themselves.
threw the whole shipment away.
tity of published music unless some
effort has been made to publish
Can't All Be Hits
not
in the best interest of the war
The song is titled "Sweat Shop
effort.
The fact remains that as a source
music which has at least some of
Blues" and here are the lyrics :
of new music BMI is in my opinion
the qualifications of a hit tune.
Sweat Shop Blues is in command, So the
I wonder if anyone in the perPractically all of the music shipped
a complete washout. The music beboss will understand,
sonnel of BMI ever looked this
ing sent from BMI to stations all
That our rights so we demand.
to WREN by BMI during the past
song
over
before putting the BMI
diet,
Oh, if everyone will harmonize to win we
over the country is with very few
year has ended up in the waste
stamp
of
approval
on it. I prefer
exceptions the worst tripe I have
basket. I don't claim that I or anyNow can.
when we get home we don't need a to think it was an oversight. Pere
one else can recogniz a hit tune
ever seen printed with the expechaps there have been a great many
For tired.
when we get there babe we're really
tation that some one might want to
on sight, but I do say that anyone
BMI
"oversights" during the past
listen to it.
The work is getting harder each day,
who knows a little about music can
That's
why
we
all
want
a
raise
in
our
pay.
I am quite well aware of the
recognize on sight a tune which
Sweattrue.shop, sweat shop, sweat shop blues,
I'm not suggesting that BMI
should not even have had paper and
fact that a great many songs must
To
join onthedown
crowdandyou've
lose. is resume the publication of a lot of
it.
on
wasted
ink
Come
join nothing
a crowdto that
be written and published which
year.
Far too much BMI music of
music, I'm merely suggesting that
will never appear on anybody's hit
Singing
blues. and swaying to the sweat shop
unless there is better music availaparade. Real hit tunes are few and
the past year has been precisely in
ble than that which they send
far between. BMI has some hit
that category. If BMI is to contunes. But never until the days of
tinue shipping us such waste paper
[Editor's
BMI says
this numWREN it would make less "work
ber was notnote:
published
by BMI,
but
BMI did musical directors have
I suggest the paper and ink be sent
for
all concerned if they didn't
by an nished
affiliated
publisher
fursend any. If there is better music
need of such large wastebaskets.
separately so we could at least
copies, distributed
free tvho
of charge
to stations without recommendation
find a use for the blank paper.
available then let's find someone
In the early days of BMI quanand without expenditure of capital or
interested in seeing BMI publishtity was necessary, and quality
I suggest you station managers
effort to BMI.]
ers publish a little of it.
had to be sacrificed to some extent,
ask your musical directors about
the
music
they
have
received
from
but during the past year no such
Maybe I'm wrong — maybe this
Sees Bleak Future
emergency has existed and yet those
BMI in the past year. If the majorwill be a hit tune. Maybe by folresponsible for the operations of
If BMI continues in its present
lowing BMI advice and plugging
ity of them don't back up my stateway it will not only be a joke
it at every opportunity we of the
among the musicians upon whom it
radio industry will be awarded
must depend, it will die not on its
congressional medals for helping
feet but flat on its back. And after
Growing
Use
of
BMFs
Music
the war effort by (a) calling attention to the fact that our plants
your ASCAP fees have grown back
are
sweat
shops,
(b)
the
work
is
to
their "before-BMI" stature you'll
Claimed
as
Royalties
Expand
getting harder each day, (c) the
wonder
why somebody didn't do
backlog of music, it was pointed
boss must understand that the
CHECKS for performance royalsomething about it.
out, BMI is the most economical
ties for the quarter ending Dec. 31,
workers demand their rights and
Your program department will
1942, began to go out from BMI to
source of music rights. The per(d) the workers want a raise in
use more BMI music — more of the
centage which BMI collects of the
affiliated publishers and composers
pay. Or does the radio industry
music that belongs to you — just as
last week. Despite the recent 30%
total paid by broadcasters for musiwant songs of this type? Some
soon as BMI sends your program
cal rights is far less than the perreduction in the rate paid by broadmight be offended by this dainty
centage of use which is made of
casters, checks were at the highest
department music that's good
little ditty and call it propaganda
enough to deserve broadcasting.
rate of compensation to publishers
BMI's catalogues. The new BMI
Index, which is now being printed,
and composers in BMI's history. Inwill list 100,000 numbers.
cluded, for the first time, was the
WHAT
ABOUT
BMI? Formed by the broadcasting industry
additional BMI bonus for network
Among the BMI licensed tunes
conspicuous on trade publication
performances.
to provide music when ASCAP ran out of bounds under the old
hit lists during the last month
Pointed out by BMI officials as
were Brazil, now No. 1 on the
regime, it performed a near miracle. Since the peace with
indicating the continued enormous
"Hit Parade", / Don't Believe in
use of BMI music by broadcasters
ASCAP there have been gripes. Some broadcasters, as does the
Rumors, At the Crossroads, When
was the fact that the combined
the Lights Go On Again, I Wish I
writer, say it has tobogganed. Others claim stations have paid
total of network and station perWish, There's an F.D.R. in Freeformances for the last quarter was
loyally, as stockholders, but are not doing their part and have
dom, It Started All Over Again,
40% of the number of performI Heard You Cried Last Night,
forgotten the past. The writer, himself a musician, sharply
ances during the quarter ending
That Soldier of Mine, Canteen
Sept. 30, 1941, the top quarter in
condemns BMI's present performance. It's a matter of vital inBounce, Don't Cry, and Do I Know
BMI's experience, while ASCAP
What
I'm
Doing.
These
are
in
adwas off the air and while BMI was
terest to every broadcaster, because copyright contracts aren't
dition to the compositions available
perpetual. BMI will answer in the next issue. Mr. Bratton is a
under both BMI and ASCAP
generally recognized as possessing
licenses, such as the hit songs from
doctor of music and is president of the AFM local union.
a virtual monopoly of radio per'This Is the Army'.
forming rights. Due to BMI's great
Page
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In response to a question concerning radio's part in the war, Mr.
LaRoche stated: "Radio is certainly contributing much in time and
money to help the Government get
its points across. In some quarters
in Washington it would appear that
people believe radio can do the
whole job of convincing the American public, but I do not necessarily
agree with this. I believe its contribution can be tremendous, —
much greater than it is today, in
total effect, and I think it can make
this improvement by using less
time rather than more time.
"The Government has prepared
and is running many sustaining
radio programs and puts many
officials on the air to make speeches," Mr. LaRoche continued. "But
there is a problem, in that relatively few listen to a radio talk unless the President makes it. And
the unfortunate part about sustaining programs is that they run in
competition to Charlie McCarthy,
Fred Allen and Eddie Cantor, and
such commercial shows which have
the bulk of the audiences. What we
need to do is work out some system by means of which the vast
radio followings of the leading
commercial shows can be tapped
for war purposes.
"Much progress has been made
in this direction. Radio writers and
radio performers are preparing
their scripts in such a way that
they do a wartime job on rationing
and conservation or bond selling.
Or performers will take a few
minutes off during the show and
step out of character long enough
to appeal to their listeners to cooperate in one way or another with
the war effort. All this is good, but
22

in

Would

Programs
NEED for a system whereby the
vast audiences of radio's top commercial programs can be tapped for
war purposes, increasing the effectiveness of radio's contribution
to the war effort but taking less
time than the present Governmentprepared sustaining programs, was
stressed by Chester J. La Roche,
chairman of Young & Rubicam and
chairman of the Advertising Council, during a forum discussion of
"New York's wartime Advertising"
broadcast March 5 on WMCA, New
York, as part of a weekly series on
that station under the auspices of
the Commerce and Industry Assn.
of New York.
William H. Howard, executive
vice-president of R. H. Macy & Co.,
one of the nation's largest department stores, and Vernon Brooks,
advertising director of the New
Forfc World-Telegram, participated
with Mr. La Roche in the discussion, which was moderated by Neal
Dow Becker, president of the Intertype Corp. and of the Commerce
and Industry Assn.
Less Talk Would Help

Page
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VALUE OF WARTIME advertising, March 5 subject of the Business
Forum program on WMCA, New York, conducted by the Commerce &
Industry Assn. of New York, was discussed by (1 to r) : William H.
Howard, executive vice-president of R. H. Macy & Co.; Vernon Brooks,
advertising director, New York World Telegram; Neal Dow Becker, Assn.
head and president of the Intertype Corp., moderator; Chester J. La
Roche, chairman of Young & Rubicam and chairman of the Advertising
Council. They concluded that radio's war job could be more effective.
still more progress can be made in
the direction of utilizing the already established radio audience."
Mr. Brooks explained that advertising should continue in an all-out
war effort:
"Because Americans want to
know what manufacturers are doing with the plants that formerly
made civilian products, or are now
making them for the Army and
Navy.

more than 30 of the larger department stores banded together
in a voluntary drive designed to
teach the public how to conserve
merchandise. The slogan used was
Buy Only What You Need — Take
Care of What You Buy. — Similarly,
advertising has helped to explain
the uses and the limitations of substitute materials so that the public
could buy with more assurance and
at the same time know how to take

"Because manufacturers need to
keep alive a public desire for their
products so that their employes
and their capital will not be out
of jobs after the war.
"Because America wants to know
what new processes and products
industry is developing for the war,
which, if given a chance after the
war, will again lead the way to
better standards of living, not only
for America, but for the world.
Advertisers Can Help

proper cai-e of these new

"Because manufacturers want
to tell America what they are contributing to the war, for this permits the public to determine for itself who deserves patronage and
friendship after the war.
"Because the public wants to
know what profits are being made
from war contracts, and businessmen have the need to tell what
those profits are, in the simple and
understandable language of the
average man and woman.
"Because of rationing, personnel
shortages, and war necessities, our
great retail stores will be forced to
institute many innovation services
— and the buying public will want
to know of them quickly."
Explaining that New York's
wartime advertising has helped to
interpret to the public regulations
of the war agencies as they affect
merchandise, Mr. Howard said:
"Very early in this war, when it
became apparent that certain articles of merchandise were going to
disappear from the retailers'
shelves, stores voluntarily and
wisely began urging their customers to take care of the things they
bought. In New York last year

mate-

Urging local advertisers not to
wait for Government requests or
commands to step in and help, but
torials."
take initiative as the national
advertisers have, Mr. LaRoche reviewed the way in which, even before Pearl Harbor, "the advertising
industry took the iniative in helping the Government get its vital
defense and war messages across
to the public. National advertisers,
newspapers, producers of billboards, and the radio industry all
cooperated to set up the Advertising Council,
official group.which is now a semiContributions Heavy
"Through the efforts of the
Council, many wartime campaigns
have been planned and placed in
newspapers, magazines, billboards,
and on the air. Some of our largest
industries have contributed substantial amounts of money to
finance these Government campaigns, and magazines, newspapers and radio have contributed
much space and time.
"I think I can safely say that
as the war wears on, more and
more national advertisers will turn
their advertising appropriations —
or at least substantial parts of
those appropriations — into advertising to help organize the home
front," he stated.
"But that is not enough. The
local advertiser, and the local newspaper, and the local radio station
are close to local people and local
problems. They can translate the
war in terms that carry a real and
special meaning to the people who
BROADCASTING

WAR

WORKERS

14 Plants Cooperate

in

— News,
Drama
Show —
MORALE BUILDER among war
workers is Soldiers of Industry,
half-hour weekly program on
WROK, Rockford, 111., made up of
news of personnel activities in 14
local war plants.
First half of the program reviews
employe sports as well as personal
news and letters from employes in
service. Factory personnel manplant's
Second agers
halfsupply
of each
the show
is news.
a 15minute sketch tracing a particular
plant's product from the time it
leaves the assembly line until it
reaches the battleline.
MacKenty RCA V-P
JOHN GILMAN MacKENTY,

for

many years assistant to the vicepresident
of hasj
RCA in charge of
RCA
Labs.,
been elected vicepresident,
general manager
and
director of Radiomarine Corp. of
nounced by
America, as anCharles J. Pannill, president of
Radiomarine. Mr.
MacKenty, with
Mr. MacKenty
RCA for 21 years,
has been in charge of foreign
license contracts for RCA since
1930, and was previously with the
RCA sales department which he
joined in 1922.
O'Brien

in Service

D. H. O'BRIEN, former vice-president of Graybar Electric Co., New
York, is in charge of the new Field
Service Division of the Army Signal Corps, Maj. Gen. Roger B.
Colton announced last week. Retaining civilian status, Mr. O'Brien
will coordinate distribution of signaling equipment and parts domestically and in combat zones. He had
been with Graybar 26 years when
he retired Jan. 1 as vice-president
in charge of sales activities in the
Merchandising
tric Sales Depts.and Western ElecCoffee Bureau Renews
PAN AMERICAN COFFEE Bureau, New York, which has been
conducting a campaign of women's
participations on a varying basis
on 29 selected stations since last
September, renewed the entire series March 8 for another 26 weeks,
making: a total of 52 weeks. Agency
is J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.
are accustomed to reading or listening to these local organs of communication.
"There is one thing certain," Mr.
LaRoche concluded: "If we don't
win the war we will have no department stores, newspapers, magazines, or radio worth having; and
if we don't win it in a reasonable
length of time our entire economic
system will be so badly out of
whack that it may take years and
years for us to get back our normal
standard of living."
• Broadcast
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there first with the most dollars is sound

HAS

AVERAGE

selling strategy. Alert

GHQ's on the national advertising front are training their sights on the
rich, prosperous 1 V* -billion dollar Iowa farm market. They have the
answer to that $6400 question . . . and it's red-hot news! Iowa farmers
had an average income of $6400 in 1942 (according to figures just
released by Iowa State College agricultural economists). That's a smashing 37% gain over 1941. During this same period costs lagged behind,
showing

an increase of only 15%.

purchasing

Iowa

farm

market outranks all

COLUMBIA

CEDAR
5000

Watts

FAR

INCOMES

M

OF

and they have ready cash to spend. The
Iowa farm plant will remain in high gear
long after Hitler and Hirohito bite the dust
because the job of feeding the world
will rest squarely on their shoulders for
years. Thus, the income in the WMT area
will remain stable . . . population shift
will be of minor importance ... a situation much different from that which may
develop in highly industrialized war production centers. You can step into Iowa

others as your 1943 sales objective because here the basic food essentials . . .
the beef, pork, corn, and dairy products
we must have to win the War and the
Peace . . . are produced in the greatest
quantity. And as the production of these

BASIC

increase in farm

power!
★

The

The result: A 22%

A

*

★

now and throw your Sunday punch without the nightmare of shifting markets and
post-war economic question-marks.

essentials continues to soar, Iowa's average farm income surges steadily higher
at a faster clip than that of most other
states.
Iowa farmers need your products now
to help in the Food-For-Freedom battle,

The Iowa farmers you sell on WMT
today will have the money to buy your
product tomorrow. And they will still be
listening to their favorite Iowa Station on
Iowa's Best Frequency, WMT, on 600
Kilocycles!
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WFAS
Advertising
To

Industry

Is

Urged

Union Oil Convention
TO OUTLINE 1943 advertising
plans and dealers' part in the war
effort, Union Oil Co. of California,
Los Angeles, on March 4 broadcast
an evening half -hour sales meeting
on 33 Don Lee Pacific stations to
75,000 dealers. Gen. David Prescott
Barrows, commentator on Union's
quarter-hour series, and Reese Taylor, president of Union, were speakers. Cast of the weekly NBC Point
Sublime, also sponsored by the oil
concern, presented a dramatic
sketch. Robert L. Redd was producer with Ben Alexander as m.c.
Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, has the account.
RCA Dakar Circuit
RCA Communications, acting in
cooperation with the Administration of Posts, Telegraph & Telephone of French West Africa, last
week opened a radiotelegraph circuit between New York and Dakar,
affording direct communication
with the West African port. Messages from the United States were
formerly routed by way of London.
RCA announced that a direct circuit with Quito, Ecuador, is being
tested preliminary to the start of
regular commercial operations
within the next few days. The
Government of Ecuador is cooperating in establishing this circuit.
Page
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AAAA

Magazine

Granted

Fulltime Operation
Rare FCC War Grant Permits
Unlimited Time on 1230 kc.
IN ONE of its rare grants since
the war-dictated "freeze order" of
April 27, the FCC last Tuesday
authorized WFAS, White Plains,
N. Y., to operate fulltime on 1230
kc. with 250 watts power in lieu
of its present parttime assignment
on 1240 kc. By so doing, the FCC
also opened the way for fulltime
operation of WGBB, Freeport,
N.
Y., which has shared time with
WFAS.

Lead
Post -War
Era
Study
Charles B. Brown, NBC Executive, Tells Washington

Ad Club 'Greatest Opportunities Are Ahead'
LEADERS in advertising and sales
that won't burn, glass that won't
management should join movements
sink, wood radio towers, hydrodesigned to pave the way toward
ponics or the raising of vegetables
in chemical solutions, and heat insolution of post-war problems, according to Charles B. Brown, NBC
duced by thermal radio.
director of promotion and adverAmong difficulties lying in the
tising, in an address March 10 beway of post-war progress, said Mr.
fore the Advertising Club of WashBrown, are the failure of current
ington.
social and technical progress to run
either in parallel lines or on a
Taking as his subject "Tomorcommon level. Danger of economic
row Is Here", Mr. Brown reviewed
the conflicting economic and social
confusion can result, he continued.
elements growing out of the world
If the post-war problem is to
crisis and peered into the issues
be successfully handled, Mr. Brown
likely to arise from long years
said, there must be agreement on
spent in waging the war.
a common psychological attitude of
Advertising and sales managemind which will result in accord
ment face their greatest opportuon a social pattern of equality.
nity as well as the greatest threat
Furthermore, Americans must fight
to themselves in the period immedias hard to maintain peace as they
ately ahead, he told the club. As
now fight to maintain the war efexperts in contacting and influencfort. Then they must properly utiling the public, he continued, they
ize
the unlimited informative mamust be the social and economic
chinery available.
interpreters of every group in
Among
incidents showing that
American life.
Americans are sound in heart, Mr.
Radio Ready
Brown cited the famed Mrs. Mullane incident on a recent Procter
Radio and television, Mr. Brown
& Gamble program on NBC. He
said, are ready to reveal new horizons publicly when their war serrecalled how the "consequence"
specified by Ralph Edwards, m.c.
vice is over. Among radio developof the Truth or Consequences proments he listed the electronic migram, brought Mrs. Mullane as a
croscope developed by RCA, an inprogram contestant some 204,000
strument which he said will develletters containing 300,157 pennies.
op new opportunities of service to
mankind.
Mr. Brown in urging club memGreat peace opportunities will
bers to .take active part in postbe found in other industries, he
told of NBC's conwar movements
tribution to the war effort and its
went on. Among those mentioned
were aluminum, magnesium, wood
planning for the years to come.

Is

INTENT EYES of Salesman
Mitchell Morris, are focused on the
finishing stroke by the pen of
Thomas H. Lynch, advertising
manager of Robertson's, South
Bend department store, which
makes a new contract adding Saturday to the store's five-day-aweek sponsorship of Mort hinder
Reporting, 15-minute evening newscast over WSBT, South Bend. Robertson's also sponsors a 15-minute
five-weekly morning program, a
thrice-weekly 5-minute program
and a five-a-day spot schedule every
day but Sunday.

Metzger Heads WMRF
JOSEPH M. NASSAU, general
manager and technical director of
WMRF, Lewistown, Pa., for the
last two years, was to leave on
March 15 to join the Plant Engineering and Project Control
Agency of the Army Signal Corps,
Philadelphia and Washington. Mr.
Nassau will be replaced by Thomas
W. Metzger, who has been commercial manager of WRAK, Williamsport, Pa., for the last nine years.

Space

Rationing

Plan

for Radio
as Possible Guide
Considered
margins, smaller type and reduced
A PLAN for space rationing of
advertising in magazines hit by
weight of stock, the AAAA committee advocated a reduction in
wartime paper restrictions has
circulation which "would fall on
been worked out by a special committee of the American Assn. of
all advertisers alike." Purchasers
of the magazine would be urged
Advertising Agencies after discusto share their copies with friends
sions with advertising men and
and neighbors.
publishers. The plan was approved
Actual allotment of advertising
by the AAAA joint media commitspace, the report said, should be
tee as a suggestion for publications
based on use of the publication
seeking a satisfactory method of
over a number of years of normal
handling advertising to conserve
operation, rather than the abnormal advertising budget of 1942.
paper.
Although it would not apply to
Some
space should be allocated to
radio, since no shortages in time
new advertisers, however, and
available for bookings have yet aphouse
advertising should be
peared, some industry leaders condropped.
sider that it might be a guide if a
1942 Abnormal Year
shift in advertising to radio or a
cut in operating hours necessitated
In addition, the AAAA committime rationing.
tee urged that publishers should
recognize their obligation to agenCirculation Cut Urged
cies which "in many instances have
spent several years developing new
According to the AAAA committee, the six-point program for
advertisers as a part of their remagazines has approval of pubsponsibility to publishers in accordance with the terms of their
lishers, advertisers and agencies.
ANA cooperated in drawing it up.
agency recognition agreements,
which provide that commission alIn addition to suggesting melowed is for developing new busichanical savings, such as narrower

Commissioners Craven and Case
voted against the grant, presumably on the ground that it did not
adhere to the letter and spirit of
the freeze order. The majority concluded that no critical materials or
manpower would be involved in
the grant, since the station already
had
the crystal cut for
1230 procured
kc.
Godley Drops Petition
Paul Godley, consulting engineer
of Montclair, N. J., had been an
applicant for a station on 1230 kc.
in Newark, which was competitive
with the WFAS application. Under
the freeze order, however, Mr.
Godley withdrew his application
and afterward notified the FCC
that he had no present intention
of reapplying for the facility. Thus,
it was presumed, the way was
cleared
for the WFAS authorization.
On the other hand, the view was
expressed that Mr. Godley was
penalized because he adhered to the
war policy, whereas WFAS had
everything to gain but nothing to
lose in prosecuting its application,
which had gone to hearing.
WFAS is owned by Westchester
Broadcasting Corp., headed by Lt.
Col. J. Noel Macy, Westchester
publisher with Frank A. Seitz as
manager. Col. Macy is now on duty
with the News Division, War Dept.,
Bureau of Public Relations, Washington. WGBB is owned by Harry
H. Carman.
ness as well as for the servicing
of current advertising."
Explaining the selection of a
period spanning several years as
a basis for rationing advertising
space, the committee pointed out
that 1942 was abnormal for many
established advertisers who converted their facilities for war
work, temporarily reducing advertising expenditures as a result.
Copy should be accepted from
new advertisers also, the report
said, since "it is believed the interests of advertisers, publishers and
be served" areif
best advertisers
agencies
"new
and will
deserving
given access to the facilities of
magazine advertising."
RALPH EDWARDS m.c. of Procter
& Gamble Co.'s Truth or Consequences
program on NBC, has been awarded
fan magaTune In, gradio
by outstandin
a plaque
ip
showmansh
zine, "for
in the presentation of Governmental

war messages."
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Aggrandizement
is "to make

according to Noah, of the Webster

great in power

what has happened

to the Savannah

last ten years. In 1935
uninterrupted

or wealth." And

family,

that's specifically

Seaboard

market

to be exact, Savannah

in the

started an

growth that has multiplied industrial payrolls

over and over again since that date.

No, this is no "war boom"

market. We're enjoying an indus-

trial growth that started before the war

and

will continue

long, long after it. Add to this staple market of steady growth,
three new shipyards, 25,000 new workers, six military centers
and you've got a war-time, peace-time, boom-time,
time market
advertiser.

that's worth

the serious consideration

normalof any
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FCC

Follows

preacher, and a good one too), who
ing.
helps me out three hours per morn-

Merger

TO KEEP itself informed on the
progress of negotiations by the
merger of Western Union and Postal Telegraph, authorized by legislation signed last Monday by
President Roosevelt, the FCC last
Tuesday designated a three-man
committee of its membership to
follow aspects of the merger. The
committee comprises Commissioners Payne, chairman, Wakefield
and Durr. The FCC also named a
staff committee, headed by William
J. Norfleet, chief accountant, and
including Manfred K. Toeppen, acting assistant chief engineer, for
the engineering department; Benedict P. Cottone, assistant general
counsel, for the law department;
and Dallas Smythe, chief economist. The committee will assist the
commissioners.

Other

Fellow's

Viewpoint

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
The telegram from Mr. Davis of
OWI, which probably cost the Government $1,000 to send and which
was uncalled for and which cost also
the effort needed
to sell forty $25
War Bonds to pay
for it, made my
blood temperature
rise. The newspaper advertisement
suggestion of Mr.
Callahan also

impression that there was a shortage of broadcast operators — a misap rehension itseems — until I read
your article. My, my, is it possible
that broadcast technicians work
FORTY HOURS per week? In war
areas, too? To think that they will
probably be required to work 48
hours per week seems an almost
unbearable sacrifice — in war times
too. My, my, what is the world
coming to when a man has to work
48 hours per week to earn a

caused some increase in blood

Here is my problem out here. I
* * *EVERY day including
living?
am
working
Sundays from 7 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
at top speed. I have ONE fulltime
operator. He works 80 hours per
week. I have ONE parttime operator, a school girl, who fills in two
hours per day. I have one parttime
program man and announcer (a

Mr. Wick
pressure BUT
your article in your last issue in
which you state that the 48-hour
week would NOT be applied — seriously— to the broadcast industry
really made me "blow my top".
I have personally been under the

PARTICIPATION in a worldwide
permanent peace movement after the
war is favored by more than 85% of
the people, according to a survey condutcd by Baukhage, BLUE Washington commentator.

"Consiste

nt

My wife keeps the books and we
are running a 15-hour-per-day
schedule carrying MBS and NCBS
network programs, and we are
plumb full commercially. We can't
handle any more business, no time
is available, we need help and the
broadcast industry does not think
they will have to comply with the
48-hour week. My, my . . . and my
again.
My case is not an isolated one. I
can name you four more stations
within 150 miles of us that are in
the same boat.
The OWI loads us with announcementsthe
;
FCC loads us with financial reports; the OCD calls for programs, and "please-report-whenyou-ran-these"
forms drive us nuts.
The FCC says we are essential and
MUST keep operating, the Internal
Revenue Bureau says we must
have our reports in by March 15,
the NAB asks for "War Announcements Reports" and the transcription companies write us letters to
"please return used transcriptions"
promptly.
Strangely enough, these things
all get done — but how or when is
the problem, usually after 9:30
at night.
My, my, and some broadcast station employes have to work 48 hours
per week — maybe. What is this anyway? Is there or is there not a
shortage of broadcast technicians
and announcers? It does not sound
that way. Put some of those people
on 60 hours a week and let us have
a few for use out here — where they
will really work.
Bert Wick,

ly Excellent...

Director, KDLR
Devils Lake, N. D.
March 5, 1943.
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RKO's
FOLLOWING

WEAF

Pact

a successful spot

campaign for the film "Hitler's
Children" on several stations, including WEAF, New York, RKO
Pictures has signed a 52-week contract on the latter station for
Saturday news broadcasts at 11
p.m. by George Putnam, starting
March 6. Putnam's news period
was used in the advance promotion
for the picture. This is the first
regular RKO series in some time.
Firm has used spot from time to
time, the Hitler's Children promotion being particularly extensive
and effective [Broadcasting, Jan.
25, Feb. 1]. Agency is Foote, Cone
and Belding, New York.

WOR
'Wax Museum'
A VISUAL HISTORY of recording will go on display in New
York this week, starting March 16,
when WOR, New York, opens an
exhibit of discs and recording equipment in the Museum of Science and
Industry at Rockefeller Center.
The exhibit bears the title "Wax
Museum" named for WOR's nightly programs
of old-time
discs. Corp.,
RCAVictor,
Columbia
Recording
Decca Records and the U. S. Army
have loaned historical and modern
records and equipment. Brief lecwill be given for the twomonth tures
display.
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LEMENT to NBC's two
SUPP
promotion pieces, "A Tale of
412 Cities", has been released
to extend the analysis of
listening habits to all communities
in the United States outside of the
original 412 cities. Titled "A Report to the Nation", the four-page
supplement covers the dialing
choices of the entire country according to networks and independent stations.
Outside the 412 cities, the folder
states that NBC has a 51.7%
preference by night and a 40.2%
preference by day. Combining these
figures with those derived from the
412-city survey, in which NBC
night programs were preferred by
51.8% and day programs by 30.2%,
the nationwide nighttime percentage of NBC preference remains at
51.8%, while the daytime preference increases to 35.5%.
* * *
Superman Expansion
MUTUAL has prepared a special
edition of its regular weekly clipsheet, for distribution to 350,000
grocers in connection with the expansion of Superman, sponsored by
Kellogg Co., for Pep cereal, to a
larger network about April 1. The
news feature will contain stories
about the program and comic strip
character, and will offer merchandising ideas. Mutual has been using its regular news sheet in a
similar fashion for local dealers of
other sponsors. Dealers have indicated that they prefer receiving
promotion material for programs
from the network rather than the
manufacturer.
❖ * *
Swing Shift Club
DAY CLUB for swing shifters
has been started by WCAU, Philadelphia, on Wednesdays for the
studio audience of Open House,
daily variety matinee. After the
broadcast, listeners participate in
Soundies, a sound-effects stunt in
which individuals in the audience
take vicarious rides on roller coasters, learn marksmanship, drive automobiles, chiefly in comic pantomime, to the accompaniment of
weird sound effects. Idea originated
with Horace Feyhl, station manager.
* * *

A Profitable "Tune"
"THE PIED PIPER of Milwaukee,
WEMP, leads listeners and dollars
your way" is the tune piped by that
station's latest brochure for sponsors. In a 8 x 11" folder are reproductions of letters received by
WEMP for its patriotic and public
service features.
# %
Summaries for Schools
SUPPLEMENTING an up-to-theminute world map, weekly news
summaries of CBS commentators
are being distributed to all schools
in Los Angeles County by that network, for educational discussion.
Map was prepared by Chet Huntley, director of wartime information, CBS Hollywood.
❖ * *
Hats, Coiffures to Suit
LEADING millinery designers will
suggest specific hats for different
types of faces in a booklet sent on
request to listeners by Pegeen Fitzgerald, who conducts Strictly Personal on Mutual. Suitable coiffures
also will be described.
Page
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Report to Nation — Swing Shift Club — Superman
Hats, Coiffures Match — Red River Valley
Miami Service
A RECORD of public service of
WQAM, Miami, in virtually every
phase of the country's war program
during 1942 has been compiled and
published by the station in an 8 x
11-inch booklet containing an itemized account of recruiting, defense
financing, morale and home front
programs, as well as photographs
of community activities reported by
WQAM. A total of 959 CBS war
programs was used voluntarily by
WQAM as its contribution to the
war effort. In all, 2,259 programs
and nearly 6,000 announcements in
1942 dealt with the war, the
brochure reports. Letters of appreciation received from Government
and community agencies are included in the publication.
NBC

House Organ

A NEW
HOUSE-ORGAN for
NBC's New York employes has
made its appearance, under the
title Chimes. The publication will
be issued on the 15th of each
month. Special attention will be
given maintenance of morale of
employes now in service, all of
whom will receive copies. News
sheet is prepared by a group of
department representatives, headed by Corinne Pearson.
Red River Valley
PLASTIC-BOUND 20-page brochure has been published by
WDAY, Fargo, North Dakota, to
dramatize the Red River Valley
market. Booklet details WDAY
coverage, and explains available
competing stations.
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BRINGING hometown news to the
boys at the front is this novel
printed V-Mail newsletter, written
by Tom McCarthy, news editor of
WKRC, Cincinnati, in cooperation
with the Cincinnati Times-Star.
Published weekly, and sold by
Times Star carriers for one cent,
the V-Mail news is sent by purchasers to their soldier friends. It
it written in a friendly, informal
manner, covering the latest developments of the Cincinnati Reds,
human interest stories about familiar local institutions, and news
about changes in life at home.

EXTENSIVE campaign in all
Washington, D. C, daily newspapers by NBC for its network
managed and operated outlet WRC
got under way on March 9 with
1,500-line insertions in the three
standard size papers and a 900-line
insertion in the tabloid. Insertions
are in three series devoted to specific types of programs, and staff
members are personalized by
thumbnail sketches and photographs. Keynote is expressed in the
slogan, "these (program) services
are among the benefits of the
American System
% ^ of *free radio."
Scheduled on CBS
THREE CBS programs starting
during the first week in March are
featured in promotional material
recently issued to CBS affiliates. An
oversize folder presents Milton
Berle's comedy program sponsored
by Campbell Soup Co., Camden,
N. J. Two other presentations feature The Man Behind the Gun for
Elgin Nat'l Watch Co., Elgin, 111.,
and Guy Lombardo, sponsored by
P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark.
* * *
New House Organ
FOR its 20 men in the armed forces
and for the staff at home, WFIL,
Philadelphia, has a house periodical
Star Spangled Newsletter, in which
personal items and activities of interest are published to give the folks
at home a deeper appreciation of
the achievements of the men in
service and to let the boys abroad
know how those at home are backing them up.
* * *
Business News
A DIGEST of authentic information, quoted from official government releases without comment on
opinion, is sent by WLW, Cincinnati, each month to 10,000 wholesale and retail druggists in Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia. Called "Business Front," it
has four pages, with only one line
noting that it is published by the
station.

Midwest

to Hear

British

On Regular WLW
Shows
DESIGNED to bring a closer understanding and knowledge of England to midwest listeners, a series
of broadcasts from London, arranged with the British Broadcasting Corp., will be heard on regularly scheduled programs on WLW,
Cincinnati.
Arrangements, completed with
BBC officials in New York by
James Cassidy, WLW
special
events director, call for average
Britishers to speak to the Midwest
via shortwave on such WLW programs as Everybody's
Hour,
Background,
Far East, Farm
Consumers
Foundation, Truly American, From
the Ground Up, Church by the Side
of the Road, World Front and Wayside Windows. Stephen Fry of the
BBC New York staff is liaison between WLW and BBC London.

BROADCASTING

SALES

STAFF

UNDERGOES
CHANGE
REORGANIZATION of the sales
staff of WRC, Washington, necessitated when two men left for Navy
duty, was announced last week
by
Carleton
D.
Smith,
station
manager.

John

Dodge,ager,sales
manwas granted
a leave of absence to be comtenantmissionedin alieuthe
Navy. Mr. Smith
has taken over
the duties of sales

Mr. Smith
manager
addition to his managerial
post.inJames
Sweet, salesman, also left for Navy
lieutenant
(j.g.).been commissioned
duty. He has

Richard A. Ruppert and Mahlon
A. Glascock have been appointed to
the sales staff. Mr. Glascock formerly was radio director of Lewis
Edwin
Ryan
Inc., Washington

Mr. Dodge
Mr. Ruppert
agency. Mr. Ruppert, with the OPA
the last year, formerly was sales
manager of WING, Dayton. Previously he was director of advertising and sales promotion for
WKRC, Cincinnati, and later sales
promotion
director of WSAI, Cincinnati.

FLAMM

APPOINTED

AS WPAT
MANAGER
SIDNEY FLAMM, vice-president
in charge of sales of WPAT, Paterson, has been named general manager, in a major reorganization of
the station's personnel last week.
Mr. Flamm, who continues in
charge of sales, succeeds George
L. Jaspert, who resigned to become commercial manager of
WPRO, Providence, R. I., starting
Monday, March 8. Prior to joining
WPAT last October, Mr. Flamm
was assistant to the president of
WMCA, New York, and had been
associated with the station for 15
Replacing Henry Miller, who reyears.
signed as program and studio
manager to join the OWI, is Ted
Webbe, until recently announcer of
special events and sports of WINS,
New York. He was previously
studio manager and chief announcer of WNEW, New York. Mr.
Webbe was program manager of
WAAM some 12 years ago.
A. Lewis King, formerly of the
sales department of WHN, New
York, has become commercial director of WPAT. Mr. King, who
has been in radio about 17 years,
specialized in drug and food merchandising at WHN.
The announcing staff has been
augmented by Ken Joseph, from
WLIB, Brooklyn; and Ed Langdon, of WKBN, Youngstown, O.
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The Manpower problem in Connecticut's Major Market
is being solved by Womanpower. Every available woman
is being called upon to produce the materials of war.
The result is the high Effective Buying Income per family
throughout this area, which even before the war was one
of the wealthiest in the country.
Now, conceive of this market as an approximate 30-mile
radius with Hartford at the hub, and these two facts become important in the scheduling of your advertising :
1) Hartford alone has a small percentage of the total
population which lives, works and buys in Connecticut's Major Market.
2) By using radio on wdrc, you can reach both Hartford
and the densely populated surrounding area, at one
time and at one low cost.
WDRC

is the basic Columbia Network Station for Connecti-

cut. WDRC's Primary Area fans out from Hartford to
include dozens of cities and towns. All these people
depend on WDRC to keep in touch with the war's day-byday and hour-by-hour developments.
In the same way, WDRC

can keep you in touch with some

of your best customers . . . the million-and-a-half listeners
in WDRC's Primary Area.
Write Wm.

Malo, Commercial Manager, for com-

plete information, including coverage map, rate
card and present availabilities.

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

BASIC

CBS

HARTFORD

When
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war calls your operating

a new

fortunate
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has to take over, you
transmitter

are
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with

full effectiveness
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The
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design
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it embodies.

This is one big reason why
has been selected by such\

which

WPTF,

Westinghouse

in designing

this equip-

ment gave high rank to operating convenience along with low power consumption
and modern appearance. As a result it has
established a new era in radio transmitter

Raleigh; WBAL,

Buffalo; WBBM,
KDKA,

Baltimore;

Chicago;

Pittsburgh;

the 50-HG
stations as

and

KXEL,

WKBW,
Waterloo;

WBZ,

Boston.

That's why we say "Keep an eye on these
stations" as radio shoulders its share of
war's

responsibilities.
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War

Business

SPACE rationing, perhaps for the first time
in publishing history, strikes the printed pages
because of war-dictated paper cuts. The American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, in collaboration with the Assn. of National Advertisers, has evolved suggestions on space rationing looking toward equitable treatment of old
accounts and handling of new business during
the emergency.
These suggestions, reported in this issue, are
of interest to broadcasting because they affect
the welfare of contemporary media. Radio
isn't hit directly in the same way and isn't
immediately confronted with comparable problems of rationing. But it has had its share of
operating headaches otherwise and is still far
from being out of the wilderness.
Rationing has been added to the advertising
lexicon only since the war's start. Yet, radio
has been rationed by nature from its very
birth. There are only so many waking hours
in the day. The clock sets the limit. Printed
media, on the other hand, have always added
pages — until WPB stepped in.
AAAA suggestions to magazine publishers
warrant scrutiny, not because radio may be
similarly affected but because there are lessons
to be learned in gearing for the future. The
suggestion is made, for example, that magazines cut circulation reasonably and urge subscribers to share copies with friends and
neighbors. Radio's "circulation" is measured
in terms of receiving sets available. Fortunately, ample repair and replacement parts
and tubes are being fabricated along "victory
model" lines while the battery set problem
for rural non-electrified listeners likewise appears headed toward solution.
AAAA suggests that if it becomes necessary for publishers to ration advertising, they
allot space on the basis of use averaged over
a period of years and characterized by normal operations; that space also be allocated
to new advertisers equitably; that reservations
be tightened up to avoid cancellations through
firm order closing dates.
Time and space are different commodities.
But the same overall rules seem to apply.
For publications the AAAA suggestions appear to be logical and sound. For broadcast
stations, particularly in the placement of spot
business, corresponding terms can be applied.
By and large, the same agencies place the business.
Radio has tapped new fields and is getting
Page
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additional business from accounts that heretofore haven't used the medium. This affords
an opportunity to diversify, so the industry
isn't dependent upon the business of only a
handful of national accounts and agencies who
buy practically wholesale. It means, too, that
radio more and more should be in the position
of picking and choosing accounts.
There has been the complaint that broadcasters have permitted advertisers to "run
their business" by dictating programs, terms
and talent. If there is any substantial basis
for this, the time certainly is propitious for
readjustment. Bill Way, general manager of
KVOO, Tulsa, thinks the solution reposes in
his proposed Declaration of Independence. We
think he has something worth considering.
News

and

Newsmen

NEWS is radio's No. 1 commodity. As the war
progresses it becomes increasingly important.
Timebuyers are leaning toward news programs
because they know they can deliver maximum
audiences to sponsors.
It wasn't so long ago that news was "timefiller". Before the advent of competitive press
association service for radio, many stations did
little more than read the front pages, on a
sustaining basis. Today news is a well-organized and integral part of broadcasting. The
growth has been rapid — so rapid in fact that
all of the rough spots haven't been sandpapered. For the sake of showmanship, there
perhaps is an occasional tendency to lean
toward the sensational in presenting news and
in selecting newscasters.
For instance, many newscasters on the air
today are not newsmen, but readers. Of necessity, smaller stations have announcers read
wire copy as prepared by the wire services.
By and large that service is excellent and requires little processing. In other stations,
where newsrooms have been installed, experienced newswriters prepare copy for announcers.
It is this latter development that can backfire unless handled judiciously. Some of these
announcers, endowed with authoritative voices,
have skyrocketed as "news commentators."
Actually they have only acquired the knack
of good announcing. They seldom see their
copy until airtime. The preparation, however,
is by newsmen who know a legitimate story
and who follow developments in the news.
There is the tendency now and then to

SPOT

RADIO LOOKS AT 1943
By WALLACE
A. WALKER
General Manager
WJHP, Jacksonville, Fla.
TWO VITAL problems face the radio advertiser in 1943. Both of these problems
can be eased by the use of spot broadcasting.
First there is the problem of talent costs.
Farsighted advertisers are keeping their
names before the public either by the continuation of present schedules or by more
recent institutional programs.
Meanwhile, big name talent gets scarcer
as more and more join the armed forces of
the country. Even in non-wartime big name
talent costs run into large expenditures which
can only be justified through a substantial return of the advertiser's dollar.
It becomes increasingly questionable as to
how many companies can maintain institutional programs studded with the stars of the
past few years. Recently we have seen several
of the hour programs cut to half-hour, such
as the Texaco Theatre and the Kraft Music
Hall. Other casualties can be expected in 1943.
Secondly, there is the problem of distribution. Transportation, already heavily taxed
by the war effort, becomes a more serious problem as time goes on. For instance, will California oranges be shipped to the East? Will
Florida fruits be shipped out of the East?
Can advertisers afford to continue network
shows in the third and fourth class markets
to create a demand for products where distribution is all but impossible?
For example the likely prospect is that California oranges for civilian consumption will be
confined to the Pacific and Rocky Mountain
areas and Florida fruit will only reach the
Eastern seaboard and some midwestern areas.
The trend will be toward smaller units of supply within short-haul areas.
Spot can supply the answer to problem 1.
A commentator on a North-Central station has
(Continued on page 42)

play up a good news announcer as a "news
analyst" or a "military expert," though his
background obviously doesn't justify the title.
This is not intended as a reflection on any
individual.
By far the majority of well-known newsmen
on the air are competent commentators or
newscasters who have served their apprenticeship as legmen and desk men. They know how
to evaluate, write and present news. They need
no publicity buildups. Their work speaks for
itself. On the other hand there are a smattering of so-called "experts" who are merely
voices — mouthpieces as it were — for the creative work of the men behind the scenes, the
real experts at writing news.
Radio has done more to keep the public
apprised, factually and dispassionately, than
any other medium by virtue of its natural
speed and its acceptance. It doesn't have to
sell "blue-sky" in the person of some oilyvoiced stripling. It would do far better by
giving air credit to the newsman who writes
the copy which makes the voice on the air tops
in acceptance.
A microphone and a trip abroad don't make
a "foreign radio correspondent" any more than
a law book and a trip to court make a lawyer.
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NORMAN S. McGEE, former director of agency relations of WQXR.
New York, has been named assistant
to Hugh Kendall Boice, vice-president
in charge of sales. Bennet H. Korn.
of the sales force, has entered the
Army, and Russell D. Walker, salesshortly.man, expects to be called into service
JOHN W. BROOKE, of Edward
Petry & Co., Detroit, has been appointed to the BLUE national spot
sales staff by Murray B. Grabhorn.
national spot sales manager. He succeeds Robert Eastman, who has joined
the sales staff of the New York office
of John Blair & Co.

FRANK

HOLMES

just another job to
ITFraWAS
nk Holmes Mcintosh when
he was apprised last week
that he had been made assistant to the director of the War
n Board's Radio Divitio
Produc
sion in charge of foreign and domestic broadcasting. But it was a
job which he tackled quietly in his
astute, methodical way.
After nine months in Washington, the Fort Industry Co.'s silver-thatched technical supervisor
still is even-tempered, careful and
persistent, determined to insure the
minimum needs of the industry but
insistent that the needs of war be
recognized in the use of critical
materials.
An apostle of conservation and
careful planning from the day he
arrived last April, Mac last August proposed a wartime basis of
operation for the industry, which
the FCC adopted in November. Under this program, stations are able
to obtain maximum use of component parts without impairing
service to the listener in the slightest.
Frank H. Mcintosh refuses to be
stampeded. In possession of the
facts, he is the first man with an
answer. Through limitation orders,
enforced by his unit, no station has
been wanting in its minimum needs
for continued operation but neither
has any station been able to dislodge his operating dictum that all
must be served with minimum
needs.
He knows the technical side of
radio as an engineer and as a salesman. Before joining WPB he had
been technical supervisor of the
Fort Industry stations since December 1940, associated with George B.
Storer, president, and J. Harold
Ryan, vice-president and general
manager, now Assistant Director of
Censorship in charge of radio.
Prior to that he was for four
years Pacific Coast District Sales
Engineer of Graybar Electric Co.,
covering 12 Western states, Alaska,

BROADCASTING

McINTOSH

the Philippines and Hawaii. For
eight years before that he was a
member of the technical staff, radio
development department, Bell Labs.,
New York, where he did considerable research on all sorts of communications equipment such as radio oscillators and transmitters, in
addition to work on station layouts,
antenna design and sales assistance.
Mac's interest in radio was precocious. Aged 9 and out for a walk
with a chum, he came upon a
strange structure which he later
learned was a radio antenna. Then
he proudly asserted he would be
the first of the two to own a radio
set. He made good that boast while
attending high school in Omaha,
where he was born July 12, 1906.
In his junior year Mac built a
ham set and an antenna.
A neighbor, Orson Stiles, then
assistant to the president of
WOAW (now WOW), took an interest in the boy and hired him
parttime as assistant engineer.
Mac later became chief engineer of
the station.
He attended Omaha U. and MIT,
where he studied electrical engineering, specializing in communications. In the 15 years of practical experience following his graduation, Mr. Mcintosh had no little
part in the installations of 200 domestic stations, including KSL,
KQW, KOAC, KHQ and KVI,
in addition to more than 150
police radio systems. One was
for the State of Illinois. That
career took him well over a million
miles of travel through every State
in the Union, all the provinces of
Canada and in Cuba and Mexico.
Of all his travels one trip stands
out in his mind. He rushed twothirds across the continent in response to an urgent plea for immediate aid from a station. When
he arrived he found a piece of
solder between the plates of a condenser, removed it and turned back.
Primarily Mac's an outdoor man
and he doesn't mind telling about
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EDWARD J. NOBLE, chairman of
the Life Savers Corp. and owner of
WMCA, New York, has purchased St.
Catherine Island, 23,400-acre tract
near Savannah, Ga. He will use it for
cattle raising and timber production
and expects to spend most of each
winter there.
MORGAN SEXTON, general manager of KROS, Clinton, la., has been
elected a director of the Clinton Chamber of Commerce.
MARK SCHREIBER. sales manager
of
babyKMYR,
boy. Denver, is the father of a
HAZEL MANSON has joined the
commercial dept. of WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.
WILLIAM F. MALO. commercial
manager of WDRC. Hartford, Conn.,
this month observes his 13th anniversary with the station.
KATHARINE FOX, war and public
service program director of WLWWSAI, Cincinnati, has been named
by the Ohio War Savings Staff as associate administrator of the organization. She will serve on a dollar-a-year
basis in coordinating the efforts of
women's groups in Ohio in support of
the savings program, according to
Harold Bredlow, executive secretary.
TOMMY NOLAN, formerly of
WORD. Spartanburg, S. C. has
joined the commercial staff of WFBC,
Greenville, S. C. He will also handle
a sports broadcast.
his ranch in Indian Valley, Cal.,
South of Mt. Lassen, the only active volcano in the U. S. He's proud
that it's a ranch owned by a dude
who raises livestock. Confidentially,
he'll tell you about the fishing out
there, too.
In his spare time Mr. Mcintosh
likes to delve into Asiatic history,
especially China. He has a modest
collection of books on the Far East
and his knowledge of China has
surprised many of his acquaintances.
Few of Mac's friends know his
secret ambition. In the basement
of his Chevy Chase (Md.) home,
where he lives with his wife and
two sons, he keeps an easel, oils
and pastel crayons. Before the war
is over he hopes to sketch some of
Washington's historic buildings as
a permanent reminder of his part
in the war. But his friends will tell
you that even should his ambition
fail, he will at least have the memory of a job well-done.

Shaw

to CIAA

DONALD S. SHAW, former vicepresident and general manager of
WMCA, New York, who has been
granted leave of absence to do
Government work [Broadcasting,
Jan. 11], has been appointed supervisor of shortwave for the Office of the Coorof InterAmerican dinatorAffairs.
Mr. Shaw started
his new duties of
an administrative
nature in the
New York office
last week. He will
handle distribuMr. Shaw
tion of CIAA programs and will serve as administrative contact with NBC and CBS.
CARL H. BUTMAN, Washington
radio consultant and former secretary
of the Federal Radio Commission, on
March 8 was retained by WPB as
senior information specialist in the
Pulp & Paper Division. He retains his
office in the National Press Bldg.
GERALDINE H. KASHINS has left
Transamerican Broadcasting Co. to
join the commercial advertising division of King Features Syndicate, New
York, to handle sales to advertisers
and radio.
LOIS FROST, assistant to Bernice
.Tudis. manager of WNEW, New York,
has resigned to join the WAACS. Miss
Frost was at one time in the traffic department of Benton & Bowles. New
York, and prior to that with WMCA,
New York.
JOHN E. THAYER, commercial
manager of WWNC, Asheville, N. C.,
has resigned, according to Don S.
Elias. executive director.
GORDON W. CONKLIN, auditor of
KFAC,
Angeles, has been inducted into Los
the Army.
JOHN G. PAINE, general manager
of ASCAP, has returned to his New
York headquarters following West
Coast semi-annual meeting of that organization.
RUSS JOHNSTON, Pacific Coast
program sales director of CBS Hollywood, observing 20 years in radio,
was honored guest at a luncheon given
by executives of that network, advertising agencies and trade press on
March 10.
ED FIELDS, a brother of Shep
Fields, orchestra leader, and new
to radio, has joined the sales staff
of WINS, New York.
DICK CLARINGBULL, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. regional representative for Ontario and manager of
CBLa boy.
and CBY, Toronto, is the father
of
LEONARD KAPNER, president and
general manager of WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa., is recuperating from an
appendectomy.
GLADSTONE MURRAY was honor
guest at a farewell dinner in Toronto
when he resigned his post as directorgeneral of broadcasting of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to enter public relations work in business and industry.
JAMES ALDEN BARBER, assistant
manager of KGVO, Missoula, Mont.,
has been reappointed to the Retail
Merchants Committee of the Missoula
Chamber of Commerce for 1943.
JOHN FISTERE, sales promotion
manager of WNEW, New York, and
Isabel Strong Hurd, account executive
of Pedlar & Ryan, New York, were
married recently in Greenwich, Conn.
JOHN McCORMICH, formerly of the
BLUE central division sales staff,
has joined the sales staff of NBC
central division replacing Lt. George
the
Navy.
Diefenderfer,
now on active duty with
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FRANK WELTMER, chief announcer of KTMS, Santa Barbara, Cal.,
has been promoted to program director, succeeding Ken Peters, who resigned to join the OWI, San Franciso. Jack McClaren of the music
clearance department, has been made
traffic manager.
JOHN GAUNT, former Hollywood
radio producer, is now lieutenant in
the Navy.
JOE BESSER, New York radio comedian, has been signed by Columbia
Pictures Corp. to appear in a series
of musical films. First film will also
feature Hi, Low, Jack and a Dame,
vocal quartet heard on the weekly CBS
Texaco Star Theatre.

ARTHUR STANDER has been added to the writing staff of the weekly half-hour CBS Grapevine Rancho.
Other writers include Hank Garson
and Chet Castleaw. Ransom Sherman heads the variety show.
TOM HANLON, Hollywood announcer, has been given that assignment on
the thrice-weekly quarter-hour CBS
Harry James & His Music Makers.
BILLY FOY, of the talent staff of
WJJD, Chicago, is the father of a
girl, born March 1.
ROD SWIFT has joined the announcing staff of WGY, Schenectady, coming
from WDRC, Hartford, Conn.
MARVIN LEVY, U. of Michigan
graduate,
has joined WSAV, Savannah.
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BILL DILLNER has joined the announcing staff of WCLO, Janesville,
Wis.
FRANK MERRILL, announcer of
is training in NeKROW, braskaOakland,
with the Army Air Forces.
HUGH BRENNEMAN, announcer of
WFDF, Flint, has been commissioned
an ensign in the Navy.
GENE AMOLE, announcer of KYMR,
Denver, has joined the Army. Miriam
Bernard, Chicago scriptwriter, is now
director of woman's activities, and
Dolores Plested is continuity superWILLIAM DUKESHIRE, continuity editor and salesman of WELI,
New Haven, is the father of a girl
born March 8.
JIM HARVEY, former production
chief of KYW, Philadelphia, has returned to the KYW announcing staff.
JOE NEVILLE, associate editor of
Buy-Ways, merchandising newspaper
of
WLW, Cincinnati, is now in the
Army.
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CALL THEM what you will, but
hard-boiled titles hardly do justice
to the Misses Wynn Cahoon (r),
announcer and commentator of
WNOX, Knoxville, and Virginia
Keith, announcer of KOB, Albuquerque. Listener, unfortunately,
can't see what's behind the voices
from the airwaves, but Miss Cahoon has appeared as a featured
player in Columbia pictures and
Miss Keith has acted in Don Lee
Television productions.
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FRANCIS P. MALONE. news editor
and commentator of WIOD, Miami,
Fla., suffered a broken shoulder when
his automobile skidded and crashed
into a tree March 6. Marvin Burick
will substitute during Mr. Malone's
absence.
WALTER WINDSOR, formerly of
WSGN, Birmingham; KLO, Salt
Lake City, WMCA, New York, and
writer on the Chase & Sanborn Hour
for J. Walter Thompson Co., has
completed basic training at Fort
George Meade, and is now with the
23d Special Service Unit, Camp San
Luis Obispo, Cal., where he is an
applicant for Officer Candidate School.
Windsor is known to Uncle Sam as
Pvt. Walter W. Winkopp.
HAL ARNOFF, formerly of WDEL,
Wilmington, Del., has joined the announcing staff of W53PH, FM adjunct of WFIL, Philadelphia.
BOB DUMM, program director of
KSFO, San Francisco, and son of
W. I. Dumm, the owner, has joined
the Navy as a commissioned officer.
FREDERICK J. EICHHORN, program director of KXL, Portland, Ore.,
has been made production manager.
Barbara Forest, formerly handling
traffic, has been made program director. George Heimrich has been named
coordinator of Government programs
and director of public relations. Arthur Stoulil has joined the announcing staff and Dorothy Arthaud has assumed new duties in script writing.
DAVID HALL, NBC script writer,
is the father of a boy born March 8.

JACK SHERMAN, former program
director of WHBF, Rock Island, 111.,
has joined KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.,
as announcer.
TOR TORLAND, after 11 months
battle action in the Egyptian and
Tripolitan areas, is home on leave
and recently visited KOA, Denver,
Col., where he was a newscaster.
MRS. H. M. (Kate) AITKEN, Toronto commentator, has been appointed director of the conservation program ofPrices
the &Consumer
Branch, Wartime
Trade Board.
LaSELLE GILMAN, war correspondent and columnist of the Honolulu
Advertiser, and for the last 14 years
a newspaperman in New Zealand,
China and Hawaii, on March 7 started a weekly quarter-hour news commentary on NBC, Sunday, 10 :45-ll
a.m. (PWT).
GORDON F. KEEBLE and Marjorie
F. Ellis, announcers at Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. Toronto studios,
are to be married April 10.
DICK LOUGHRIN has left Yankee
Network, to join KYSM, Mankato,
Minn., as program director.
JACK O'MARA, promotion manager
of WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
has been named to the public relations
committee of the Fort Wayne Chamber of Commerce.
CARL VANDAGRIFT, production
manager of WOWO-WGL,
Ft.
Wayne, Ind., is the father of a girl.
HOWARD M. PAUL, continuity
writer of WTMJ, Milwaukee, and its
FM adjunct W55M, before going into the Navy, in January, 1942, has
been promoted
tenant (j.g.). from ensign to lieuLANDIS WILKINSON, announcer
of KXOK, St. Louis, is scheduled
to begin active duty with the Army
Air Forces soon. Bill Woolsey, news
processor, is also on the reserve list
and awaiting call to active duty.
SID McSLOY, a graduate of the
KGVO,
children's
program Missoula,
dept., andMont.,
a high
school
sophomore, is enrolled in the station's announcer training school.
JULIUS GLASS, once with WGAR.
Cleveland, has joined the staff of
WGKV, Charleston, W. Va., as continuity and promotion director. John
MacLean has joined the announcing
staff, coming from WHDH, Boston.
LUTHER LEE ROWLAND has resigned from W85A, General Electric
Co. FM station at Schenectady, N.
Y., where he directed the FM Playhouse, to join the traffic division of
the OWI in New York.
SLATER BARKENTIN has left
WOR, New York, to become a navigating officer of Northeast Airlines.
Succeeding him as continuity editor
is Mrs. Lucille Martin, of the continuity division.
CAREY LONGMIRE, NBC commenMarch tator,3.is the father of a baby girl born
VICTOR SEYDEL, who has headed
his own play production firm in New
York, and has been associated with
Jerome Cargill Productions, has succeeded Al Rinker, resigned, as a member of the BLUE production staff.
EDWARD TOMLINSON, BLUE
commentator, will start next week on
acities.
six-week lecture tour of 15 major
BOB

ALLISON, head sports announcer of WNYC, New York, has
joined WNEW, that city.
CORP. MICHAEL FOSTER, formerly of the CBS press department,
now at Stewart Field, West Point, is
putting on an Army program on
WGNY, Newburgh, N. Y.
BOB GREENE, announcer, at one
time with KROW, Oakland, and
KOIN, Portland, has joined KGO,
San Francisco. He replaces Frank
Cady, who entered the Army March 8.
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Hicks
Vessel

Travels
to

by Convoy

Great

Britain

GEORGE HICKS, special features
reporter for the BLUE who left
the U. S. early this year as a
visiting war correspondent accredited by the War and Navy Depts.,
has arrived in Great Britain on
a convoy escort vessel, G. W. Johnstone, director of the BLUE's news
and special features division, was
notified by radiogram last week.
Beginning today (March 15) Mr.
Hicks was to resume two broadcasts of his five-weekly BLUE series of interviews with servicemen
Air.
titled Men of the Land, Sea and
While in England he will act as
temporary BLUE special features
representative, cooperating- with
U. S. Military and service organizations stationed there. He also will
make a study of BBC's special features programs, looking toward
further exchange of ideas and cooperation between the two broadcasting companies. Joan Harding,
Bill Baldwin and Maury Rider, who
have been conducting Mr. Hicks'
programs in his absence, will return to their previous schedules,
with each handling a weekly broadcast of the series.
KEN NILES, Hollywood announcer
on the weekly NBC Allott & Costello
Show, has a role in the Republic film
"Parade of 1943".
JOHN LALLY, formerly of NBC.
Hollywood, and Mel Bailey have joined
KGW, Portland, Ore., as announcers.
GEORGE

FISHER, film news commentator, and Ray Ovington, former
announcer
of KMPC, Beverly Hills.
City.
Cal., have joined KDYL, Salt Lake
JIMMY
VANDIVEER, special
events director of KFI-KECA, Los
Angeles, has been commissioned a
lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy and reported for duty March 15. Bill Davidson, announcer, has taken over his
duties.
Added to the staff is Russell
City.
Stewart, formerly of KSL, Salt Lake
GLAN

T. HEISCH, chief of the production section of the Pacific Bureau
of the OWI Overseas Branch, San
Francisco, has been appointed Deputy
Chief of the Radio Division in charge
of program operations in Hollywood.
S. ROGER BOWMAN, former announcer of WHN, and WNYC, New
York, has joined WQXR, New York.
He continues his association with the
overseas broadcast division of the
OWI.
WILLIAMS, program direcaJACK
boy.
tor of KOY, Phoenix, is the father of
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SHURMAN CHAPMAN, announcer of WHBQ, Memphis, is the
father of a girl.
GORDON GRAHAM, former radio
editor of the Dayton Journal-Herald,
has been made assistant to James Cassidv, director of special events at
WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati. He will also
assist in publicity. He once announced
at KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska.
MARTHA PERCILLA, once with
CBS, Sterling Adv. Agency, New
York,
and Collier's
Magazine,
has
taken over
scriptwriting
for Press
Association's two special women's
"Telescripts" — Listen Ladies and Women Today, avialable to subscribers
of the AP radio news wire. She succeeds Diana Ashley, resigned.
CLIFF HOPKINS of Ottawa, new to
radio, has joined the announcing staff
of CKLW, Windsor-Detroit.
PAUL MOORE, vice-president of the
Southern Artists' Bureau, Dallas, has
joined the announcing staff of WHBQ,
Memphis. C. H. Price, WHBQ announcer, has been inducted into the
Army.
ALLYN EDWARDS has resigned
from the announcing staff of WOR,
New York. He is replaced by Robert
Hope, new to radio. Saul Reiss has resigned from the artist bureau.
BEN TALBOT, newspaperman, joined
the CBS press department in New
York last week, and has been assigned
to the desk. A one-time financial editor of the New York World-Telegram
and the Neiv York Journal-American,
Mr. Talbot has also worked with INS
and AP.
ELLIOTT MILLER, announcer who
left WDRC, Hartford, Conn., to join
the Navy, is now an ensign. Two other
announcers who left last fall as volunteer officer candidates were recently
commissioned second lieutenants in the
Army Air Forces in Florida.
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Don Hollenbeck Rejoins
NBC
in London
Office
DON HOLLENBECK, formerly on
the staff of the OWI in Londonand two years ago a member of
NBC's news department in New
York, is rejoining the network this
month in the NBC London office,
according to William F. Brooks,
NBC director of news and special
events. Mr. Hollenbeck, who will
be heard on NBC's World News
Roundup weekdays at 8 a.m., was
previously with the Associated
Press in New York and San Francisco, and served nine years on the
Omaha Bee-News.
La Selle Gilman, author and
columnist in Honolulu, will soon
be heard on NBC's Pacific Coast
network, reporting from Hawaii,
where he is covering Army and
Navy newsvertiser. Infor
Adthe the
NewHonolulu
York news
office of NBC, Len Morgan, formerly of the Chicago Sun, has joined
the writing staff.
ROBERT E. SMITH has been promoted from the radio sales department
of National Concert & Artists Corp.,
New York, to manager of the special
attractions department.
ART HARRIS has left the announcing staff of WHDH, Boston, to join
VVCOP, Boston.
SPENCER ALLEN, at one time program director of KTAT, Fort Worth,
Tex., and now assistant to the chief,
of the public relations branch, Fort
Monmouth, N. J., has been promoted
to rank of Captain.

4Basin' for Jergens
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati, which has been planning for
some months to sponsor another
program in the BLUE Sunday evening 9:15-9:30 spot, currently occupied by The Parker Family, will
definitely replace that series April
4 with the BLUE sustaining musical show Chamber Music Society
of Lower Basin Street. A weeknight feature on the BLUE since
1940, the half-hour program will
be reduced to a quarter-hour, but
will continue to feature Paul Lavalle's orchestra, Prof. "Giacomo"
McCarthy, and Milton Cross as
m.c. New additions will be Jimmy
Blair, baritone, and Ernest Chappell, handling the commercial announcements for Woodbury soap.
Agency is Lennen & Mitchell, New
York.

15, 1943

Army
From

Forbids Soldiers
Broadcasting on

Enemy
Radio Stations
AMERICAN soldiers, captured by
the enemy, henceforth are prohibited from broadcasting on enemy stations, the War Dept. announced last week.
Pointing out that broadcasts purporting to come from American
soldiers held as prisoners of war,
have been used by the enemy "for
propaganda purposes and have
been found to be unreliable, inaccurate and cannot be relied upon
Official U. S. Navy Photo
NO EXPLANATION of which
Broadcasting feature caused Ensign Helen F. Chambers, WAVE
officer stationed at the communications office, 11th Naval District
Headquarters, San Diego, to smile
so broadly. Perhaps it was just
some reminder of the past, when
Ensign Chambers was editorial assistant in the midwestern office of
Broadcasting at Chicago. She
joined the first WAVE midshipman class at Smith College last fall.
Ladies Day at Club
ANNUAL LADIES DAY at the
Radio Executives Club of New
York was celebrated at the March
10 meeting, with Linnea Nelson,
timebuyer of J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, and executive vicepresident of the club, presiding.
Guest speaker was Claudia DeLys,
anthropologist and student of folklore. Out-of-town guests included
Edward P. Shurick Jr., KLO, Ogden, Utah; Larry Flynn, WMEX,
Boston; Harold H. Meyer, WSRR,
Stamford, and Harry G. Bright,
WGBR, Goldsboro, N. C. It was announced that the speaker at the
March 17 meeting would be James
Peckham, executive vice-president
of A. C. Nielsen Co., who will probably discuss the Audiometer.
Gene

Godt

is 18th

WHO

Staff Member in Service
GENE GODT, newscaster of WHO,
Des Moines, became the 18th staff
member of that station to enter the
armed services last week when he
was sworn in as an ensign in the
Naval Reserve. He had been with
WHO two years, coming from
KGKY, Scottsbluff, Neb. Mark
Kinsey, formerly of the WHO news
bureau, heads preliminary training
for aspirants to the Army Air
Corps and coaches for re-examination, an activity of the National
VFW, Kansas City. John Byrnes
left the WHO technical staff to
teach at MIT. Other WHO personnel now in the service are:
Maj. Ernie C. Sanders, Springfield, Mo. ; Don C. Anderson, Sacramento, Cal. ; Lt. Richard H. Anderson, Fort Ord, Cal. ; Sgt. David Parker, Fort Huachuca, Arizona ; Pvt.
Harold Rissler, APO 942, Seattle,
Wash. ; Pvt. Glen Burklund, Indio,
Cal. ; Corp. James McCulla, Red
Bank, N. J. ; RT2c Carroll C. Carter and Y2c Kenneth A. Gfeller,
Great Lakes, 111.; Pvt. Boris Radoff,
Waco, Tex.; Pvt. Robert Keith
Booth, APO 3343, New York ; Lt. M.
E. McMurray, Arlington, Va. ; Lt.
Robert H. Harter, Miami Beach,
Fla. ; Aux. Pauline Griffith, Fort Des
Moines, la. ; Pvt. Leonard J. Howe,
Fort McClellan, Ala.; Pvt. Harry K.
Black, Shepard Field, Tex. ; and
Franklin W. Pierce, U. S. Navy,
Hanover, N. H.
BROADCASTING

by
relatives
a prisoner,"
the
Warthe Dept.
said ofthat
officers and
enlisted men have been instructed
to refuse all requests or attempts ■
by the enemy to induce them to
broadcast, in event they are taken
prisoner.
Japan has beamed many recorded messages, allegedly from American soldiers who had been captured, to this country, even an- II
nouncing in advance that certain !
officers and men would speak on
the air to their homes. It was
pointed out that in some instances
the recorded voices had a great
similarity and that there was some
doubt as to the authenticity of he
broadcasts.
Although the War Dept. conceded that men already held prison- II
er likely would not get the new
order and that some of those affected by the rule may be taken |
prisoner and may be forced to
broadcast, it was pointed out that
any broadcasts by American military personnel held prisoner probably would be made under duress.

Thurman

Arnold

Takes

Appeals Bench in D. C.
THURMAN ARNOLD, former Assistant Attorney General in charge
of anti-trust prosecutions, last week
became the sixth member of the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia, which handles
practically all radio litigation, with
his unanimous confirmation Tuesday by the Senate. He succeeds
Wiley B. Rutledge, who recently
was named by President Roosevelt to the Supx-eme Court.
His ascension to the bench removes from the Government arena
one of its most colorful attorneys.
An ardent
prosecutor, Justice
Arnold was instrumental
in bringing
many

anti-trust cases against industry and labor union alike. There
now is pending in the Chicago
courts a suit he prepared against
James C. Petrillo and the AFM,
charging
with violation of the I
anti-trust it
laws.

KOL Staff Changes
APPOINTMENTS of Oliver A. j
Runchey as assistant manager and
Archie Taft, Jr. as commercial
manager were announced last week
by Archie Taft Sr., general manager of KOL, Seattle. Jerry Morris
has replaced Tom Schafer in the
sales department and Dixie Lou
Thompson has succeeded Jeanne
Peckenpaugh in continuity and publicity. A. G. Dehly and Tommy
Greenhow have joined the announcstaff, succeeding
and ing
Frances
Armstrong.Merril Mael
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PREDICTION that post-war radio
will find a single instrument carrying high-fidelity broadcasting,
television and facsimile, was
hazarded last Monday by FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly at
his news conference. A similar
forecast was made in an editorial
in the March 8 Broadcasting,
dealing with post-war planning and
urging the newspaper and motion
picture industries to take cognizance of the licensing problem that
inevitably will arise with such developments.
Alluding to impending developments, Mr. Fly said he believed
that in the course of a "very few
years" there will be only one service. Separate television, standard,
FM and facsimile services and separate receivers will all be washed
out, he predicted, and there will be
one thorough-going and efficient
system.
A Chain Operation
"I would conjecture that it would
be based upon the best of the developments we have had to date and
those that we get out of war in
the FM field and television, including color television. It will be a
chain operation carried by radio
relay. Radio relay problems are
pretty well licked now. It would
naturally be chain operation, because we have the programming
costs — the difficulty of programming television itself in the various
smaller stations.
"I should not be surprised in the
course of years if you will have
only one receiver. You will have as
a basis your highly efficient FM
operation and then at appropriate
hours the television programs.
Every hour or so you will come
down and tear off your news reports. We have been in the horse
and buggy days up to now."
In its March 8 issue, Broadcasting stated editorially: "So the
post-war radio receiving instrument, in all likelihood, will be at
least a three-way device — as ingenious as the aural broadcast service that sprang from World War I.
High-fidelity sound reception for
those who want to listen, motion
pictures probably on a network,
and a printed 'newspaper of the
air' all will emanate from the same
transmitting plant and will be 'received' on the same home device.
All this won't happen overnight,
but it's as certain as a United
Nations victory."
Alluding to the FCC's recent
action in relaxing rules on FM
and television applications, to permit a flying start in these fields
after the war, Mr. Fly said the
Commission did this to "encourage
FM and television as much as we
can and cause the least trouble
possible." He declared the Commission wanted to get a demonstration

CHARLES H. FERGUSON, executive of BBDO, San Francisco, on the
Standard Oil Co. of California account, was recently elected a vicepresident. Howard P. Almon, formerly
of Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
San Francisco, has joined the Los Angeles
of BBDO
as assistant accountstaffexecutive
and copywriter.
RICHARD DUNN, formerly of the
media department of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, has replaced Hilda
Lucey as radio timebuyer of the
agency.
Jayne
former
tary of the
radioShannon,
department,
has secrebeen
named an assistant timebuyer. Doris
Davenport Smith, formerly of Compton Adv., New York, has joined K & E
as a radio commercial writer.
HUBBELL ROBINSON Jr., associate director of radio for Young &
Rubicam, New York, is in Hollywood
to supervise production of the weekly
NBC Westinghouse Program.
GORDON F. BAIRD, production
manager of Wendell P. Colton Co.,
New York, has left to join J. M.
Mathes Inc., New York, as account
executive.
WILLIAM A. JENSEN, formerly
with Lennen & Mitchell and Brown &
Thomas, both of New York, has joined
Swertfager & Hixon, New York, as a
member of the plan board and head of
sales promotion.
HARRY HARTWICK, copywriter
with Young & Rubicam, New York,
for Jack Benny, Aldrich Family and
other General Food shows before joining the Air Forces, was honor graduate on Feb. 20 from the Army Air
Forces Technical Training School,
Buckley Field, Colo., in a class of 600,
with a special diploma signed by Maj.
Gen. Weaver, commander of all Army
Air Forces Technical Training Schools.
WILLSON M. TUTTLE has left
A. & S. Lyons Inc., New York production firm, to rejoin the radio staff of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York. Mr.
Tuttle was previously with R&R from
January. 1939, to March, 1942, as director of Big Sister and The Shadoiv
radio programs.
GEO. H. MacDONALD and Frank
Dennis have joined Walsh Adv. Co.,
Toronto, with closing of the Richardson-MacDonald Adv. Service, Toronto. Mr. Dennis will handle radio.
THOMAS H. BATMAN has left J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York, to
join the copy staff of J. M. Mathes
Inc., New York.
JOHN DONALDSON, former NBC
writer and director, has joined the
New
York staff of McCann-Erickson,
as a timebuyer.
WILLIAM BERNBACH, director of
research of William H. Weintraub
Co., New York, has been promoted to
director of public relations.
SUMER W. SINGER, of the RCA
Victor division of RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J., has joined Buchanan &
Co., New York, as account executive.
FRED LUTTMANN of the research
department of Benton & Bowles, New
York, has been named an assistant account executive on Ivory Snow.
of the good faith and intention of
applicants to go ahead.
There were not enough applicants in these fields to cause concern, he said, and in most localities
there are plenty of frequencies so
there would not be the same embarrassment and difficulties encountered in the standard broadcasting field, because of the scarcity of frequencies.
BROADCASTING

REPORTING FOR DUTY with the
U. S. Navy is John Kettlewell
(right) formerly executive of the
Groves Labs, account and vicepresident of the Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago, as he is sworn in as
a lieutenant by Lt. Com. M. L.
Horner of the Ninth Naval District Procurement Office.
RAY BROHOLM, former continuity
editor of WLS, Chicago, and advertising manager of the American Gas
Machine Co., Albert Lea, Minn., has
been appointed radio director and
timebuyer of Gunther Bradford & Co.,
Chicago. He succeeds the late Harry
Margulies.
JOHN RIDER, Hollywood office
manager of the Biow Co., is the
father of a girl born March 1. Mrs.
Rider was formerly Grace Alworth,
radio commentator.
GEORGE BELSEY Jr., has left
Hixson-O'Donnell Adv. Inc., Los Angeles, to join Foote, Cone & Belding, that city, as a copywriter.
W. AUSTIN CAMPBELL, former
Los Angeles agency head, inducted into the Army several months ago, has
returned to civilian status and is associated with the aircraft industry.

Grant
New

Names
Director

McGivern
of

Media

GEORGE McGIVERN, spacebuyer
of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, for 14 years, and more recently on the advertising sales staff
of the Chicago Sun, has been appointed director of media of Grant
Adv., Chicago. Mr. McGivern will
purchase both time and space for
the agency accounts.
Perry Dickey, assistant radio director of the Chicago office, has
been named radio director of the
Grant New York office. Also transferred to New York are Evelen
Elam, Mr. Dickey's assistant, and
Frank Newton, copywriter. Simultaneously with the shift, Dr. I. Q.,
sponsored through Grant on NBC,
Mondays at 9:30-10 p.m. by Vick
Chemical Co., New York (Vitamins
Plus), will be written and handled
out of New York.

Sees Listening

Gain

RADIO'S task of adjusting itself,
without previous wartime experience, to the changing public demand was discussed by Eugene
S. Thomas, sales manager of WOR,
New York, before the Advertising
& Selling Alumni Assn. March 9
at the Advertising Club of New
York. Mr. Thomas reported a
marked increase in the listening
audience, together with a new listener group of war workers in the
early
morning
hours
from in
2-5:30
a.m. He
said 700
factories
the
New York metropolitan area are
picking up for their workers the
WOR Music You Work By program 4-4:30 a.m.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Do

YOU

know

what

a P. B. X. tele-

phone switchboard is?
It's the switchboard

you see in busi-

ries, where a number

Private Branch
one or more

of telephone

"P. B. X."

Exchange.

means

It is run by

operators, depending

of the calls going through their boards
are tied right in with the war.
One

P. B. X.

business

operator

not Bell System

attendants

employees.

They

are
are

^employed by the different businesses,
and they are doing a fine job.

called

office of a Bell System

pany not long ago and made
tion that seems worth

switchboard

offices

ning battle stations of their own. Many

on

its size.
These

shipyards,

and mills, the P. B. X. girls are man-

ness places — offices, stores and facto-

calls are handled.

In factories and

"We

have our hands

the
com-

a sugges-

passing on.
full," she said.

"Lots of times people calling in don't
wait long enough for an answer. It
would

help a great deal if they'd just

This is a quotation from The

Telephone

regular program heard each Monday

Hour, a

night over N. B. C.

hang on a few seconds longer, and save
calling back again."
This thought is a good one

to re-

member. The next

call a

time

you

place of business and your call doesn't
get answered as promptly as you think
it should, won't

you

just wait a bit

longer before you hang up? If you'll
do this, you may not have to make the
call all over again.
The calm, effective, courteous

use of

your telephone is especially important
in wartime.

Big Spot Campaign
Brings
80%
Jump

the

fiu&inaM

of

BROADCASTING
KHJ, Hollywood
STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — -spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WHO, Des Moines
Butler Mfg. Co., Kansas City (oil & farm
equipment) , 1 sp, thru R. J. PottsCalkins & Holden. Kansas City.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago, 39 sp, thru Presba,
Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
Continental Baking Co., New York, 300
ta, thru Ted Bates, N. Y.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(gum), 235 ta, thru Badger & Browning, Boston.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N.
J., 312 ta for Band Aid, thru Young &
Rubicam N. Y., 261 ta for Tek, thru
Ferry-Hanly Co., N. Y.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, 43 ne, thru
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Peabody Co., Mendenhall, Miss, (hosiery),
3 sp weekly, direct.
Foster-Milburn
(Doan's N.
pills),
104 ta, thru Co.,
SpotBuffalo
Broadcasting,
Y.
Carey Salt Co., Hutchinson, Kan., 52 sp,
thru McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
The Weatherman, Chicago (Weatherhouse) ,
2 sa weekly, thru Robert Kahn & Assoc.,
Chicago.
WABC, New York
Electric Razor Repair Service, New York,
3 sa weekly, thru Ray-Hirsch Co., N. Y.
Patent Cereals Co., Geneva, N. Y. (Dic-Adoo paint cleaner, Brush Bath), 2 sa
weekly, thru Moser & Cotins, Utica.
Nature Friend Inc., New York (Magic
bird food and accessories), weekly sa,
direct.
Rose Mfg. Co., Beacon, N. Y. (Tri-ogen
rose spray) 3 sa weekly, thru Picard
Adv., N. Y.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, Ind. (institutional), 3 ne weekly, thru Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham,
N. Y.
Spratt's
Patent thru
Ltd., Paris
Newark
(dog food),
5 sa weekly,
& Peart,
N. Y.
Dryden & Palmer, Long Island City (Gravy
Master seasoning), weekly sa, thru Samuel C. Croot Co., N. Y.
WJZ, New York
Manufacturers
Trust
Co., New York,
weekly ta, 26 weeks, thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Savarins Inc., New York (restaurants).
weekly sa, 13 weeks, thru Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y.
Smiling Irishman Inc., Los Angeles (used
cars), 7 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru Carl
Caiman Inc., N. Y.
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Magitex
dog shampoo), 5 sa weekly, 4 weeks,
thru Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce,
N. Y.
Procter
& Gamble,
Cincinnati (Ivory.
flakes), 2 sa weekly, 16 weeks, thru
Compton Adv., N. Y.
N. Y. Post, New York (new edition), 8
sa, 2 days, thru Sherman K. Ellis &
Co., N. Y.
WOWO-WGL,

New

York

Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville
(Fleetwood cigarettes), weekly ne, 13
weeks, thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Page
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WLIB, Brooklyn
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe white),
5 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, N. Y.
Roxy Theater, New York, 30 sa and 2
sp, 1 week, thru Kayton-Spiero Inc.,
N. Y.
Corsetorium, New York (chain stores),
70
N. sa,
Y. 1 month, thru A. W. Lewin Co.,
Harmon Watch Co., New York, weekly
sp, 13 weeks, thru Moss Associates, N. Y.
Smiling
Irishman,
Los Angeles (used
cars), 42 sa, thru Carl Caiman, N. Y.
Brooklyn Academy
of Music, Brooklyn,
N. Y. (operas), sa, thru Gunn-Mears
Co., New York.
WGY,

Schenectady

Grove Labs., St. Louis (Bromo Quinine,
vitamins), 3 ne weekly, thru Russel M.
Seeds, Chicago.
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport, Conn.
(Calox), 156 sa, 39 ne, thru J. D.
Tarcher & Co., N. Y.
Penick & Ford, New York (My-T-Fine
dessert), 20 ta, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Fillmore Farms, Bennington, Vt. (milk),
2 sa, thru Hevenor Adv. Agency, Albany N. Y.
Vick Chemical Co., New York (Vapo,
Vatronol), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Morse International, N. Y.

WEAF, New York
Planters Nut and Chocolate Co., WilkesBarre, 3 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Charles B. Knox Gelatine Co., Johnstown,
N. Y., 6 sa weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati, sa, 52 weeks,
thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Paramount
Pictures,
NewBuchanan
York ("Hitler's
Children")
sa, thru
& Co.,
N. Y.
P. W. Minor & Son, Batavia, N. Y. (Treadeasy shoes), sa, thru Stewart, Hanford
& Casler, Rochester.
Allen V. Smith Inc., Mareellus Falls.
N. Y. (Puritan brand split peas), 5
sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru S. R. Leon
Inc., N. Y.
Spool Cotton Co., New York (spool thread
booklet), 5 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Grove Labs., St. Louis (Bromo-Quinine) ,
3 ne weekly, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv., Chicago.
WHN, New York
Wm. H. Wise & Co., New York (knitting
book), sa, sp, ne, 13 weeks, thru Huber
Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
Paramount Pictures, New York ("Hitler's
Children"), sa, 5 days, thru Buchanan
& Co., N. Y.
Sunway Vitamin Co., Chicago, 7 ne, 12
sa,
11 sp weekly, thru Sorensen & Co.,
Chicago.
The Smiling Irishman, Los Angeles (used
cars) , sa, 13 weeks, thru Carl Caiman
Inc., N. Y.
WBBM, Chicago
Standard Brands, New York (Stams vitamins) 10 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Andy Lotshaw & Co., Chicago (Gorjus
and Andy Lotshaw Body Rub) 3 ne
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
Prima-Bismarck Brewing Co., Chicago
(Prima beer) 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Newby, Peron & Flitcraft, Chicago.
WDRC, Hartford
Grove Labs., St. Louis (Bromo Quinine),
3 sa weekly, 6 weeks, thru Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago.
Hubinger Co., Keokuk, la. (Quick Elastic
starch), 5 sa weekly, 3 months, thru
Ralph Moore, Chicago.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
bread), 15 t weekly, 3 months, thru
BBDO, N. Y.

Used

New

York

Car
Firm

Buys

Gets

2500

Autos In Six-Week Test
AN 80% increase in response to
the New York campaign of The
Smiling Irishman, Los Angeles,
used car dealer, is reported following introduction some weeks ago
of an extensive spot radio campaign, according to Tony Holzer,
dealer representative of the firm.
The firm set up New York offices
last July with the dual purpose of
buying used cars for resale to war
workers on the West Coast and of
obtaining drivers and passengers
to take the
casting, cars
Jan. 25].out there [BroadUses 14 Stations
Newspaper ads were used exclusively up until Jan. 16, when The
Smiling Irishman embarked on
campaign involving the use of 14
New York stations, with announcements varying from seven to 150
times weekly, for a three-months
period. Results to date indicate
that radio is the best medium, according to Mr. Holzer.
The overall campaign has resulted in the firm's purchase of
2,500 cars, and a total of 10,000
persons have driven across the
country in them. Army and Navy
personnel account for 40% of the
passengers, while potential war
workers have made up the remaining 60%. Agency now handling the
New York advertising is Carl Caiman Inc., New York.
M Award Program
RADIOMARINE Corp. of America,
New York, purchased a half-hour on
WJZ, cast
Newceremonies
York, March
8, to broadaccompanying
the
award of the Maritime M pennant for
outstanding production achievement.
Speakers included I. F. Byrnes, chief
engineer, and H. A. Saul, production
superintendent,
of direct.
Radiomarine. Account was handled

—

n

Fort Wayne

Centlivre Brewing Corp., Fort Wayne, 312
ne, thru Westheimer & Co., St. Louis.
Rit Products Corp., Chicago (dyes), 32
t, thru Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago.
Omar Inc., Omaha (Ranch House pancake
flour) , 45 t, thru MacFarland, Aveyard
~&
Chicago.
Dr. Co.,
Salsbury
Labs., Charles City, la.
(poultry remedy, disinfectant, conditioner) ,39 sa, thru N. A. Winter Adv.
Agency. Des Moines.
Radbill Oil Co., Philadelphia (Renuzit
cleaner), 39 sa, thru Harry Feigenbaum
Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
WOR,

Durkee Famous Foods, Chicago (margarine), 2 sa weekly, 15 weeks, thru Emil
Reinhardt Adv. Agency, Oakland.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Satevepost) , 13 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
Bell Brook Dairies, San Francisco (dairy
products), 4 sa weekly, thru Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco.
B. Cribari & Sons Co., San Francisco
(wines), weekly so, thru J. H. Diamond
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Coronet Magazine, New York, 22 sa weekly, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Macf adden Publications, New York ( True
Story Magazine), 3 sp weekly, thru Raymond Spector Co., New York.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco, weekly sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
San Francisco.
Acme Breweries, San Francisco, 2 sa
weekly, thru Brisacher, Davis & Staff,
San Francisco.
Pierce's Medicine Co., Buffalo, N. Y. (Dr.
Pierce's thru
GoldenDuane
Medical
weekly,
JonesDiscovery),
Co., N. Y.6 sa
Peterson Tractor & Equipment Co., Hayward, Cal., 5 sp weekly, direct.
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SOW THE SEED . . .
of your business story in the fertile soil
of this boom area so rich in sales potentials, andthrough
reap the benefits of complete
coverage
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST GROUP
Buying two markets saves 5% . . . buy all
I three and save 10%. Booklet on request.
I KXL
Joseph H. McGillvra
I KFPY
The Katz Agency
Z NET
The Walker Company
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Slicker

NATIONAL BISCUIT Co.. New
fork, purchased a half-hour on WJZ,
|ew York. Friday. March 12, 4:30
>.m. for a broadcast of ceremonies
iccompanying the Army-Navy E
iward to the company for production
if war materials. McCann-Erickson,
STew York, is the agency.
WILCO Co.. Los Angeles (Bif,
learex. Stopspot and other houselold aids), new to radio, in a 13Veek campaign started March 15 is
ising two to seven transcribed announcements weekly on 26 Pacific
Uoast stations. Agency is Ehvood J.
Robinson Adv., Los Angeles. Melvin
A.. Jensen is account executive.
ROXY THEATER, New York, used
i heavy schedule of live announcements and participations last week for
"The Young Mr. Pitt" and a stage
■show headlining Grace Moore. A total
if 150 spots were aired for one week
in WABC WOR WEVD WOV
SYQXR WMCA WLIB WNEW. Kayton-Spiero Co., New York, handles the
account.
E. W. ELMORE, formerly of Pepperdine Foundation, Los Angeles, has
been named advertising manager of
Burns Cuboid Inc.. Santa Ana, Cal.
(food balancers).
CRAWFORD CLOTHES, New York,
for its men's clothing store in Philadelphia, has launched a 26-week spot
'and news campaign on WDAS, Philadelphia, to supplement its schedule
started earlier on WPEN, Philadelphia. Account is handled by Al Paul
"Lefton Agency, Philadelphia.
RUB SAM & HORRMANN BrewingCo.. Staten Island, N. Y., has renewed for another year twice-weekly
sponsorship of Diane Courtney and the
Jesters on WJZ, New York, 7:45-8
p.m. Agency is Samuel C. Croot Co.,
,N. Y.
JACOB ROSENTHAL, of the Dept.
Jof Agriculture, has been named executive director of the joint coffee committee of the Pan-American Coffee Bureau and the National Coffee Assn.
;The groups are engaged in a joint
spot radio campaign.
HELLRUNG & GRIMM Furniture
Co.. St. Louis, recently signed a new
long-term
contract with KXOK, St.
Louis.
p SAFEWAY STORES (food chain),
recently signed for a series of new
programs titled The Safeioay Ration
Reporter to be aired three times weekly on KLZ, Denver, Col.
MERCHANT'S & MECHANICS
Bank, Columbus, has been sponsoring
a five-minute program of income tax
information on WRBL, Columbus, Ga.

HIGH NBC officials were
mystified by the feats of
magic performed by George
Provol, program director of
KDYL, Salt Lake City, when
the NBC War Clinic was held
there. George was quite
pleased with the results of
his show until he discovered
that one of his favorite illusions had disappeared. Now
he wonders who of the NBC
group knows more magic
than he.
MAY Co., Los Angeles (department store), on March 15 started
sponsoring a thrice-weekly quarterhour program, Capt. Jack & His
American Junior G-Men Club, on
KECA, that city. Contract is for 26
weeks, with an elaborate merchandising plan directed to youngsters. Firm
also sponsors a five-weekly 45-minute program of chatter and recorded music on KFWB, Hollywood.
Titled MafyUme, the morning broadcast is directed by Lou Marcelle. May
Co. will continue to use announcement campaigns on local stations for
special sales and events. Agency is
Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
PERFECT CIRCLE Co., Toronto
(piston rings), on March 8 started
transcribed announcements for the
balance of 1943 three to five times
weekly, on 17 Canadian stations from
coast to coast. Account was placed
by McConnell-Eastman Co., Toronto.
LIBBY, McNEILL & LIBBY of Canada, Chatham, Ont. (canned food),
has renewed for the fifth year Pierre
et Pierrette four times weekly, on
CKAC. Montreal, and recorded for use
on CHRC, Quebec. Account was
placed by McConnell, Eastman &
Co., Toronto.
LADY ESTHER Ltd., Toronto (cosmetics), has started a campaign on
CKAC, Montreal. Account was placed
by Pedlar & Ryan, New York.

in

scQLino
the

HEIGHTS
A WELL

TRAIN ED4CLIM
DOES BHH|

THE

PIERCE'S PROPRIETARIES, Buffalo (medicinal), has added CHML,
Hamilton, Ont.; CJRC, Winnipeg;
CJCA, Edmonton; CKLW, WindsorDetroit, to the seven Ontario stations carrying five minute transcribed
programs four times weekly. Account
was placed by F. H. Hayhurst Co.,
Toronto.
BENJAMIN MOORE & Co.. Toronto
(paint), has started Betty Moore on
home decoration on CFRB, Toronto,
weekly. Account was placed by E.
W. Reynolds & Co., Toronto.
ST. AUGUSTINE National Bank, St.
Augustine, Fla., on March 1 started a
seven times weekly quarter-hour show
on WFOY, St. Augustine, contract to
run 52 weeks.

To Give the Utmost
is Thoroughly

mid
RAO 10

in Service
Trained

Each of Our Men
for His Job

company

STATION

REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK
• BOSTON
• CHICAGO
• DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
• HOLLYWOOD

COVER

THE

REAR

No general worth the brass on his shoulders will advance against an enemy without covering his rear.
No matter how important the goal ahead, nor how
confident he is of success, he keeps communications
open behind him.
In the same way, wise leaders of business, even though
they are now engaged in all-out war production, keep
open their communication lines with peacetime
markets ... to avoid being "cut off" when war business ends. Keep your contacts by giving people something they value — radio entertainment — to remember

ED C AH N of the
GEO. HAR T MAN AGENCY
CHICAGO
about

Established 1923 MINNEAPOLIS
He uses five quarter hours weekly for
the Manchester Biscuit Company (Waldorf Crackers). Total number of letters
received from Sept. 14 thru Feb. 28,
1943 — 44,704 — and every reply
includes a Waldorf Cracker Box Top!
NAT'L REPS: WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU CO.
I— | PRIMARY COVERAGE
!— | SECONDARYBasedCOVERAGE
od NAB Standards
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CFRB
TO
860

R O N TO
KILOCYCLES
r

Surveys prove at least one quarter of all radios in Canada's
richest market are always tuned to CFRB
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The
never

Sponsor's
Wife
reads
it ...
.
for

better

results,

you

should!

Radio people know that sometimes the sponsor's wife can
clutter up the sale of time contracts and program features
like all get out. The little lady just makes up her mind and
. . . well, you know the rest.
It has been rumored, of course, that sponsors are important
too. People in the know, say that vice-presidents and sales
managers, as well as advertising managers and agency men,
to mention just a few, also make suggestions about these
things. Fortunately, they read Printers' Ink.
Printers' Ink delivers — in addition to spot advertising and
marketing news — an interpretive form of editorial content
that sparks ideas, hold attention and serves as a handy,
authoritative reference for almost everyone on or near your
client's planning board.
// you want to reach the sponsor's wife — try radio
. . . to influence America's top-flight advertising and
marketing people at their jobs, use Printers' Ink.

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE OF ADVERTISING, MANAGEMENT AND SALES
inters'Ink
FV205
East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

RADIO

NETWORKS,

USING

PRINTERS'

STATIONS
INK

BLUE NETWORK CO., INC.
BUFFALO BROADCASTING CO.
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
COLUMBIA PACIFIC NETWORK
COWLES STATIONS
DON LEE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.
N. B. C. SPOT AND LOCAL SALES
NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL
NETWORK
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS
YANKEE NETWORK
FREE & PETERS, INC.
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
KDAL,
KDKA, DULUTH*
PITTSBURGH
KECA, LOS ANGELES
KFEL, DENVER
KJR, SEATTLE
KMBC, KANSAS CITY
KMOX, ST. LOUIS
KNX, LOS ANGELES
KOMO, SEATTLE
KRNT, DES MOINES
KSO, DES MOINES
KWKH, SHREVEPORT
KXOK, ST. LOUIS
KYW, PHILADELPHIA
WABC, NEW YORK
WBBM, CHICAGO
WBT, CHARLOTTE
WBZ-WBZA, BOSTON
WCAE, PITTSBURGH
WCAU, PHILADELPHIA
WCCO, MINNEAPOLIS
WCKY, CINCINNATI*
WCOP, BOSTON
WDAY,
FARGO*
WDRC, HARTFORD
WDZ, TUSCOLA
WEAF, NEW YORK
WEEI, BOSTON
WEVD, NEW YORK
*Space by FREE & PETERS, INC.
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PAST
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WFIL, PHILADELPHIA
WGAR, CLEVELAND
WGBI, SCRANTON
WGL, FORT WAYNE
WGN, CHICAGO
WGR, BUFFALO
WGY, SCHENECTADY
WHBF, ROCK ISLAND
WHEC, ROCHESTER
WHK, CLEVELAND
WHO, DES MOINES
WISH, INDIANAPOLIS*
WJR, DETROIT
WJSV, WASHINGTON
WJWC, CHICAGO-HAMMOND*
WJZ, NEW YORK
WKBW, BUFFALO
WKZO, KALAMAZOOGRAND
WLIB,
NEW RAPIDS*
YORK
WLS, CHICAGO
WMAQ, CHICAGO
WMBD, PEORIA
WMC, MEMPHIS
WMT, CEDAR RAPIDS-WATERLOO
WNAX, SIOUX CITY-YANKTON
WNEW, NEW YORK
WOR, NEW YORK
WORL, BOSTON
WOW, OMAHA
WOWO, FORT WAYNE
WQXR, NEW YORK
WRNL, RICHMOND
WSGN, BIRMINGHAM
WSM, NASHVILLE
WSYR, SYRACUSE
WTAG, WORCESTER
WTAM, CLEVELAND
WTAR, NORFOLK
WTRY, TROY
WWL, NEW ORLEANS
PRINTERS' INK
reaches advertisers and agencies,

Radio Priceless
MONEY means nothing to
the men on Guadalcanal but
radio tubes are priceless. So
wrote Marine Buford G. Willard to J. G. Thompson of the
Hallicrafter Co., Chicago.
The Marine sent $3 for a new
tube. Mr. Thompson promptly
dispatched a tube and three
new dollar-bills, keeping Willard's money as a souvenir.
Came another letter from
Marine Willard: "As for
keeping the money as
souvenirs and sending the $3
in exchange, there was no
need. Money here isn't worth
anything. The best souvenir
we have on the Island is our
radio." Marine Willard sent
Mr. Thompson some bloodsoaked Japanese currency,
taken from the body of a dead
Jap soldier.

Guestitorial
(Continued from page 32)
the highest daytime rating ever attained for a five-time a week show.
Before going network Can You Top
This was on one New York station and commanded a rating that
stood up with many of the best
high talent network programs.
There are many others to afford
ample proof that the all-important audience can be maintained
without necessarily using large
network hookups with big name
talent.
Selected Cities
Spot can supply the answer to
problem 2. In using network
hookups an advertiser is often
forced to include cities of the
basic network where he does not
have distribution but which he
must pay for. He must buy some
stations in this area and some in
that. He must spend a minimum
amount of money. At best his coverage does not enjoy a great deal
of flexibility.
When he has selected his lineup
of cities he has a group of stations,
some of which are first in their
market while others rate second or
third or fourth. Six o'clock in the
East may be an excellent time but

what about five o'clock in the Central Time Zone?
Spot permits you to buy just
the markets you need during this
period of restricted distribution
and rationing of products. It permits you to select a good timeperiod in all your markets and it
permits you to buy the biggest audience for the least money. Spot
has the flexibility which an advertiser is going to need under present conditions.
In the past, insurance agents
sold a man a policy. The client
decided or was persuaded that he
needed more protection so he
bought another policy. Two men
under identical circumstances as
far as needs were concerned
bought entirely different types of
protection — one liked the idea of
an endowment policy, the other
wanted term insurance.
Needs of Client
Today the well-trained agent
discusses the needs of the client
and lays out a plan so that each
policy serves a definite function.
When the client is ready to buy
again he knows just what the new
policy will do and how it fits into
the plans he has made.
Spot radio used to be a question
of buying time in a market, on a
good station at a price. Today
time salesmen must, like the insurance agent, fit the plan to the
client. He is no longer in the business of selling time. He is selling
audience.
The client isn't satisfied to buy
a spot at 4 p.m. He wants the best
spot he can find that is suitable
to his message and one which affords him the opportunity of
reaching the largest number of
people. With an increasing number
of cities where this information is
available the spot salesman has opportunities such as he never had
before, provided he is familiar
with his clients' needs and the audience measurements available to
him.
In short, 1943 should be the spot
salesmen's year.
120

Labor

Programs

LABOR UNION leaders participated in 120 broadcasts over the
four major networks in 1942, in addition to local and regional broadcasts, NAB said last week, pointing out that the time was furnished free by stations affiliated
with the networks. The total included 37 broadcasts of Labor for
Victory, weekly NBC sustaining
feature programmed on alternate
weeks by AFL and CIO.

PORTLAND, OREGON

A LOT OF SALES
ROU
IN NDI
ST. NG
LOUISUP"

KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5.AC0 Watts -620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

630 KC.
BLUE NETWORK

the people who buy radio time.
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Free

Furniture

SERVICEMEN, location unknown, recently were able to
equip their recreational
rooms through an appeal
for furniture broadcast by
WIOD, Miami, when the station learned that Government red tape was holding
up the works. Listeners provided a long library table,
dining table, three chairs,
day bed, studio couch, radios
and table, straight chairs
and living room chair.

LATEST SUBSCRIBERS to the AP
radio news wire from Press Association, radio subsidiary of Associated
Press, are KHUB, Watsonville, Cal. ;
KWTO-KGBX, Springfield, Mo. ;
KGFF, Shawnee, Okla., and KTBC,
Austin. Tex.
PARENTS of Maryland troops stationed in England may hear the voices
of their sons through semi-weekly
transcribed interviews broadcast on
WBAL, Baltimore, through arrangements made with BBC by Stanley P.
Richardson, manager of the London
office of NBC. A representative of the
Baltimore News-Post requested Richardson's help in carrying out the plan.
EYEWITNESS stories of the flying
service are recounted on Your Air
Force series on WLW, Cincinnati, arranged by James Cassidy, special
events director. First program featured an interview with a young pilot
back from North Africa, who described
strafing
operations against Rommel's
tanks.

TWO transcribed programs produced
by Frederic W. Ziv Inc., Cincinnati,
have been placed on 17 additional stations. War Correspondents has been
scheduled on WMBD, Peoria ; WSPD,
Toledo; WJAR, Providence, R. I.;
WING, Dayton; WIBX, Utica, N.
Y. ; WSBT, South Bend, Ind. ;
KLRA, Little Rock; WREC, Memphis. Eye Witness News, for PA, is
sponsored on 120 stations. The Korn
Kobblers, another Ziv transcribed series, has been placed on: WCBS,
Springfield, 111.; WSOY, Decatur,
111. ; WJPF, Herrin, 111. ; KFVS, Cape
Girardeau, Mo. ; KDRO, Sedalia, Mo. ;
KBTM, Jonesboro, Ark. ; KXOK, St.
Louis; KFSD. San Diego; WIND,
Gary, Ind. ; KTAR, Phoenix.
KSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul, has a
fully-equipped sound theater in its
studios, providing a 200-seat theater
for film screenings and for use by
KSTP clients for sales meetings.
SOUNDSCRIPT REPORTERS Inc.,
an organization offering accurate coverage via transcriptions of conventions, conferences and meetings of all
types, has been organized at 17 E. 42d
St., New York, with Calvin Truesdale
as president.
A NEWS service for workers at the
Philadelphia Navv Yard is being provided by WCAU. Philadelphia. A
series of daily five-minute news broadcasts goes to the employes during the
lunch period direct from the WCAU
newsroom by wire to a P.A. system.
OFFICERS and men of nearby
Stewart Field, West Point, N. Y., supply the music of the Stewart Field orchestra, which includes many ex-members of name bands, on the half hour
weekly Wings of West Point, WGNY,
Newburgh, N. Y. The program is
broadcast remote from the U. S. Military Academy theater.
AGENTS from various insurance companies participated in a February War
Bond sales drive sponsored by the
companies on WRBL, Columbus, Ga.
Schedule included the paid half hour
Any Bonds Today? and additional
morning and afternoon five-minute
periods.

A UNIT of the WAVES, formed at a
recent broadcast of Martha Deane's
on WOR, New York, has been
"adopted" by program listeners, who
are expected to send the girls cookies,
lipsticks and other luxuries.
FAMILIES of service men at Army
camps in the WBT, Charlotte, N. C,
area who have been cited, given
awards, or promoted, are notified when
to listen to broadcasts of the events
over WBT. Grady Cole's Time is the
program selected by the public relations offices of the various camps on
which to air the ceremonies.
NEW
WLW,
former NAME
Vieios onof the
News, Cincinnati's
roundtable
discussion presented each Sunday by
Arthur Reilly, Gregor Ziemer and
Carroll D. Alcott, is World Front.
' KTAR,
FURNISHING
cost,
Phoenix,transcriptions
for several at
months
has been recording weddings of air
cadets graduating from nearby air
training fields. Transcriptions are cut
under supervision of Harold Haghawot, chief engineer of KTAR. Outgrowth of an air cadet's request, the
service necessitated a special priority
for discs used.
WWL, New Orleans, observed the
fourth anniversary of the Esso Reporter by broadcasting a dramatization of highlights from news and
' effort,
Standard
Oil Salute
Co.'s part
in the war
titled
to Service.
DISABLED entertainers were heard
| March
6, 10:30-11:00
p.m., over
| WHOM, New York, in the finals of an
amateur talent contest open only to
performers incapacitated in some way.
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THE VOICE

OF MISSISSIPPI

TRANSRADIO PRESS SERVICE
Inc., has moved its Los Angeles offices
to 1680 N. Vine St., Hollywood. Telephone is Granite 7710.
INTERPRETING the part of the
Rocky Mountain Region in the war
effort, a new half-hour variety show
is being aired over KOA, Denver,
Thursdays at 9:30 p.m. (MWT). Program, scripted and directed by Jack
Weir Lewis, is joint presentation of
Rocky Mountain Radio Council, Colorado Council for Defense, Denver Regional office of the OWI and KOA.
MENU

Business in Jackson and Mississippi
Stiil Swings UPWARD!
Another month of increasing business activity in MISSISSIPPI was
recorded in January!
JACKSON and MISSISSIPPI tied for
honors — both showed an increase
in business of 20 per cent in January, 1943 as compared to January, 1942.*
The effect of bumper crops and
high farm prices plus all-time highs
in industrial and general employment and wages are the reasons
WHY for the UP Market in Mississippi today.
And, WJDX dominates this market! WJDX can make your product
DOMINANT in Mississippi, too!

PLANNING and other suggestions for women under war restrictions comprise a new half-hour program, Calling All Women, recently introduced on WCCO, Minneapolis,
Minn. Jeanette Campbell, home economics expert, and Darragh Aldrich,
Minnesota authors, provide information and interviews. Vicks Chemical
Co. continues to sponsor the 3 :45-4
p.m. portion of the program with
Darragh Aldrich Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.
SALVAGED PARTS and scraps from
the transmitter workroom were used
by the engineering staff of WCBI, Columbus, Miss., in a recently completed
program of repairing and adding to
the transmitter building.
KGNC recently started a program
known as Locally Speaking aired each
Tuesday and Thursday at 5 :00 p.m.
Program is written and given by Lewis
Nordyke, member of the editorial staff
of the Amarillo Globe-News. Mr. Nordyke deals with strictly Jocal items
not
casts.usually included on general newsMAURICE DREICER, producer and
program originator, has formed a
Voice Analysis Service, with offices at
998 Fifth Ave., New York.
CHIMES from an old mission bell in
the tower of KMTR, Hollywood, are
used to sign the station on and off the
air.

Owned and Operated by
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
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national income at 100 to 125 billions a year, but comments that
"the Government need not and
should not alone undertake the attainment of such high national
"The main reliance for an effective consumer demand must
production."
come from private activities taking the lead in opening of new enterprises and in using our new
productive capacity," the report
said. No specific mention was made
of the role advertising could play
in creating and channeling demands in this $125 billion economy, but industry leaders saw the
statement as an invitation to plan
ahead.
According to the report, rationing of consumer and durable goods
would undoubtedly continue for
sometime after the war. Until
plants could be reconverted, and
raw materials allocated, the wartime price and distribution controls were considered essential.
Management

Stimulation Urged

Government regulation of business would be vastly expanded, under post-war plans which the
Board said are based on wartime
experience.
Mixed corporations
RED

CROSS rally with 2.000 workers from New Haven and 15 adjoining districts featured a broadcast
over WELI, New Haven, Conn.
Prof. William Lyon Phelps was m.c
Mayor John W. Murnhy welcomed
the group
and Father
O'Conner.
in France
at the William
time of its
fall,
spoke on the humanitarian work of
the Red Cross at that time. Motion
picture stars Ruth Hussey and Lon
Chaney Jr., also talked.
COURSE IN RADIO WRITING
conducted on Thursday evenings by
Chicago network continuity editors
and freelance writers started last week
at the Abraham Lincoln school.
Course will last 12 weeks and cover
all phases of radio writing and production. Instructors are : George Roosen, CBS ; Orin Tovrov, author of
NBC Ma Perkins; Louis Sco field,
Ruth Walliser, freelance ; Leslie Edgley, Hobart Donovan, BLUE.

Consistently

Service
— To our clients

to-

15, 1943

Digging In
A LOT of American ingenuity is being exercised at KDB,
Santa Barbara, where manager Fin Hollinger, three 4F
engineers and a secretary are
doing the work that formerly
required a staff of 14. The
three engineers — one with
one eye, one with one leg, and
one with one side partially
paralyzed — are all crack announcers, and double on programming. Mr. Hollinger
handles management, sales
and continuity, and his secretary handles the traffic dept.
Yes, they're looking for help.

power, arbitrary public authority
andTheunregulated
Board aims monopolies".
at stabilizing the
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Post- War

$$$ WTOC
$$$
Savannah, Georgia
CBS - UP News - 5,000 Watts
Reps: the KATZ AGENCY

THREE MEMBERS of WHOM,
Jersey City, have written a war song,
"Don't Blame Uncle Sam, Blame the
Axis," to be published by Colonial
Music, New York. Collaborators were
HarrymanSperber,
Ger-;
department,formerly
now in ofthetheArmy
Bernie Fiedler, station pianist; and
Charlie Baltin, assistant director of
war activities.
with joint Government and private
participation are suggested in critical war industries, such as base
metals, synthetic rubber, chemicals, shipbuilding and aircraft.
Other fields in which these semiGovernment organizations would
function are housing, transport
terminal reorganization, air transport, electric power and communications, with no mention of particular branches of communications.
Of more direct concern to the
broadcaster, it appeared, was the
announced purpose of the Board to
"stimulate initiative and resourcefulness of management, and to open
to channels of investment opportunities" as well as steps "to prevent the abuse of economic power".
Investments Confined
Initiative would be stimulated by
adjusting Federal fiscal policies retaining a graduated tax structure
with emphasis on individual income and less reliance on corporate
income taxes; reduction of consumption taxes, but maintenance
of a public works program. Such a
tax program, the report advised,
"should be conceived and administered to complement and supplement these activities of private enterprise in the maintenance of adeOf interest
broadcasters, too,
quate effective to
demand".
is the avowed intent of the Board,
under such an economic system, to
prevent concentration of industrial
production by preventing large industrial firms from branching into
unrelated fields in search of outlets for accumulated capital. This,
the report pointed out, would prevent a concern operating an old
industry from acquiring control
over an unrelated industry, often
in a new field.
The report was prepared under
the direction of Frederick A. Delano, uncle of the President. Only
last month, the House refuse-} to
appropriate funds for the future
operation of the Board.
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Congress Probes
(Continued from page 16)
Civil Service inquiry into purported
overstaffing of Government agencies; House scrutiny of draft deferments in Federal agencies (the
FCC has been singled out for criticism because of some 400 deferment requests) ; the Senate Appropriations Committee in connection with the 1944 fiscal year Independent Offices Appropriation,
covering the FCC; the Smith Select Committee of the House, inquiring generally into "bureaucracy" on the basis of complaints
filed against agencies, and perhaps
three or four other current Congressional studies which cover
broad overall Government operations.

IT'S A MAN'S JOB, running locomotives, but here the male of the
species interviews a woman locomotive engineer in a wartime
about-face as Myron Fox, special
events director of KDYL, Salt
Lake City adds another page to
Women at War. The weekly quarter-hour issponsored by Salt Lake
Knitting Store. Program ties in
with WAAC, WAVE and Red Cross
displays in the store and is reported to be boosting sales handsomely.
Capital
Agree

Editors,
on

Industry

Publicity

Plan

RADIO EDITORS of Washington's
newspapers and publicity representatives of local stations met
last Tuesday to iron out some of
the duplication of features and
pictures which had frequently occurred. As a consequence of the
friendly get-toarether each editor
was able to indicate his preferred
type of material and slants on the
news, resulting in a more suitable distribution of copy and art
to each newspaper on the exclusive
basis which the editors held necessary.
Attending were Ernest Schier,
Washington Post; John Stepp, Sunday Star; and Dwight Martin,
Times-Herald. For radio, Neal
Hathaway and Leif Eid, WRC;
Bill Neel, WMAL; Lee Chadwick
and Mary Frances Z a r b o c k,
WJSV; Charles Zorhurst, WOL,
who also represented G. Bennett
Larsen, WWDC, as a courtesy, and
Martha Kearney, WINX.

Hearings on the White-Wheeler
Bill may be called within a fortnight, itwas indicated in Chairman
Wheeler's behalf. The Montanan
has been indisposed and was said
to be withholding formal announcement of plans until his complete
recovery. It is expected that Chairman Wheeler himself will head the
Senate Committee, whether it be
the full Interstate Commerce Committee or a subcommittee thereof,
for the hearings on the reorganization measure.
Senator White (R-Me.), who
drafted the bill, is certain to be a
member of the subcommittee if
one is named.
When the House committee will
get underway is problematical. Encouraged byits victory in preventing decimation of the Committee
through creation of the new Aviation Committee, the House group is
planning active consideration of
several lines of legislation, including communications. The communications subcommittee is expected to
be very active. Whether it will hold
new hearings promptly on the
Holmes Bill, or some modification
of it, depends to some degree on
what the Cox Select Committee may
develop in its FCC inquiry. If an
11-man subcommittee is appointed,
it will be the largest named by the
House for communications legislation.
Unprecedented attention is being
given radio in Congress this session.
Practically every day addresses are

made on either House or Senate
floor relating to the medium,
usually in criticism of purported
regulatory excesses. Last Tuesday
Senator Brooks (R-Ill.) , is an address on freedom of the press, cited
the "hostile attitude of the FCC"
toward newspapers, presumably referring to the purported ownership
divorcement efforts. In a succeeding address, Senator Wiley (RWis.) took up freedom of the press
and of radio and cited the "censorship policies of the Government, the
FCC licensing policies, Government
use of the press, Government use
of radio, and the invasion of Government into the publishing busiReferring to the censorship codes,

he pointed out that broadcast stations were "under more stringent
censorship than the press, because
radio is not domestic in any sense
Giving the Senate a chronology
of the word."
of "Nazi press and radio control in
Germany", as well as studies of
similar controls exercised by other
Axis countries, Senator Wiley drew
a parallel to developments in this
country. Alluding directly to radio,
he said that "today the FCC has a
life-and-death power which it can
wield over every radio station in
the land, and we know that the
Chief Executive has the authority
to seize any and all radio apparatus and equipment."
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TOO
Reduction

— a name to remember when
the war is forgotten
★
VERTICAL
STEEL

TUBULAR

RADIATORS
★

PATENTED

FM

TURNSTILE

RADIATORS
*

We're" all out" for Victory,
but our engineers are ready
to work with you on
post-war plans.
★
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, Inc.
CAMDEN,
NEW JERSEY

MANY

OWI

of Announcements,

PUFFS
Better Programs

Urged by KOB Manager
REDUCTION of the present Office
Pointing out that virtually every
network program, commercial and
of War Information's Government
announcement schedules for netsustaining, carries some Government announcement pertaining to
work-affiliated stations is suggested
as a means of better serving the
the war effort, Mr. Quinn contended
that stations carrying network
public by Frank Quinn, manager
broadcasts are duplicating war anof KOB, Albuquerque, N. M., newsnouncements when they also schedpaper-affiliated station.
In a letter to Robert B. Hudson,
ule them on locally-originated
shows.
consultant of the OWI Radio BuKOB carries the Uncle Sam
reau for the Rocky Mountain area,
transcribed series, produced by the
Mr. Quinn takes the Government to
OWI for sponsorship, but the statask for scheduling too many announcements on radio.
tion has been unable to sell it, according to Mr. Quinn.
Duplication of Effort
"It was our understanding that
"As far as we are concerned it this series was to consist of good
is not much trouble to schedule
entertainment which would make
the
program attractive to both the
these announcements," wrote Mr.
Quinn. "We are thinking of the
listener and the advertiser," wrote
effect on the radio audience. After
Mr. Quinn. "We find, however, that
these programs for the most part
all, the people don't have to listen
to these announcements and if we
are virtually devoid of entertainment value. We have offered them
jam too many of them down their
without success to several accounts
throats the net result will be a loss
on the basis that it would be a
of audience and this will be to the
detriment of everyone concerned."
Commenting on present OWI
setup,
Mr. Quinn
"If we
discontinue
all of asserted:
the transcribed
OWI announcements we should
still have, in our opinion, too
many Government announcements."

patriotic gesture to sponsor them."
Mr. Quinn suggested that the 15minute OWI programs be produced
"according to proven formula of
good entertainment by outstanding
artists, interspersed with announcements pertaining to the war effort.
As presently constituted they are
entirely superfluous in view of the
fact that practically all subjects
are covered by the announcements."
Several different types of programs under different titles should
be offered for sponsorship by the
OWI, Mr. Quinn contended, giving
cities of more than one station a
variety of Government broadcasts.
1,200 YEARS OF RADIO
That's Total Record of NBC
-Time on StationsNBC STATISTICIANS report that
during 1942 NBC devoted an average of more than five hours of its
own time daily to public service
and war effort programs. They
also reveal that 11 new stations
joined NBC last year; 10 stations
increased their night power and
three increased day power, proa total network power increaseducingof 8%.

ONLY

WGY

has the POWER

watts), the PROGRAMS

(NBC

(50,000
plus the

region's foremost local shows), and the
POPULARITY
(based on 21 years of
service) to put together a
Dollar Market in the Hudson

Represented
Nationally by
NBC
Spot Sales
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RELAXING
ON
A RANCH in
Arizona from the rigors of the radio manufacturing business are
these two Chicago cowhands, left,
Thomas A. White, sales manager
of the Jensen Mfg. Co., Chicago,
and Burton Browne, president of
the Chicago agency bearing his
name.
Renuzit Spots
RADBILL OIL Co., Philadelphia,
will start its largest radio campaign April 5 for Renuzit dry
cleaner, using 13 stations in a 26week campaign. Emphasis will be
on conservation of clothes, especially for war workers. Thriceweekly participation
on women's
programs
has been scheduled
on
WOR WJR WLW WOWO WRC
WPBR WBZ WBZA WTIC WJAR
WCSH WLBZ. In addition five
quarter-hour news periods weekly
have been scheduled on WIP, Philadelphia. The campaign was drawn
up by Ralph Hart, radio director of
Harry Feigenbaum Adv. Agency,
Philadelphia. Harry Feigenbaum is
account executive.
Sportscasters Donate Blood
SPORTS BROADCASTERS Assn.,
a group of some 30 in the New York
area, appeared en masse March 10 to
donate blood to the Red Cross. An account of proceedings was broadcast
on Mutual by Dave Driscoll, WOR
War Services Director, while donating
blood. Among those attending were :
Rill Stern, Ted Husing. Red Barber,
Stan Lomax, Connie Desmond. Mel
Allen, Marty Glickman, Bert Lee,
Jack Stevens. Early Harper. Tom
Slater. Bob Harlow, Ralph Palmer,
Glen Perkins.

Statistics also show that 54% of
all NBC evening network time is
occupied by programs using the full
network. If the total number of
hours all NBC stations have been
on the air since 1926, when NBC
was formed, were laid end to end,
they would be the equivalent of
1,200 years of broadcasting.
W.JSY's Labor Neivs Review With
Albert N. Dennis, said to be the oldest program of its kind, March 13
completed its 452d consecutive week
without missing a broadcast. Founded
in 1934 by Albert N. Dennis, who is
still director and commentator, program, on the air Saturdays at 6:30
p.m., is devoted to factual summary of
events affecting labor and industry
and sometimes includes prominent
guests. Mr. Dennis is news editor and
senior member of the CBS Washington general news staff.
BROADCASTING
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The

Red

Cross

like

—

of

has

your

Problems

own

Planning
Your Red Cross operates a vast planning program to enable it to
be ready for any disaster or emergency anywhere — whether it comes
in the Americas, Europe, Australia, Asia, or Africa.

—

of

Organization
Your Red Cross is responsible for the smooth operation of 3,750
chapters and 6,000 branches, all engaged in the same enterprise of
helping all who need help.

—

of

Personnel
Your Red Cross has tripled its staff since Pearl Harbor and has
had to enlist the aid of and train over 6,000,000 volunteers in the
principles of

First Aid,

Water

Safety, Accident

Prevention,

Home Nursing, Nutrition, Nurse's Aideing, Mass Feeding, Motor Mechanics, and other subjects allied to our country's war effort.
—

of

Production
Your Red Cross is not only one of the world's foremost purchasers
of supplies, but it has the immense distribution job of collecting
millions of items from 10,000 different communities in the United
States, assembling and storing them, and then shipping them to practically every country in the world. Last year your Red Cross shipped
some $60,000,000 worth of food, clothing, and medical supplies to
over 20,000,000 homeless people in foreign countries.

—

of

Finance
Your Red Cross, whose war-time and post-war expenses will run
well into hundreds of millions, must account to the public for
every penny it collects and puts to work. Its accounts are audited
annually by the U.S. War Department.

The Red Cross faces the same problems as are in your business. With
your support it can successfully meet them.
The Second War
increased needs.

Fund is greater than the First, but no greater than the

Business men can help with time and with money,
as individuals.
March is the Red Cross month
Chapter.
Your

Dollars

help
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Bergen From Mexico
CLIMAXING a week of guest appearances for the Mexican Red
Cross and various war relief functions, at that government's invitation, Edgar bergen and Charlie
McCarthy, featured on the weekly
NBC Chase & Sanborn Show
sponsored by Standard Brands,
will cut in their portion of the
March 21 broadcast from Mexico
City with balance of the cast being
heard from Hollywood. It is believed to be one of the first times
a portion of a major network variety commercial series has originated from Mexico. Accompanying
the pair will be Joe Bigelow, writer;
Earl Ebi, NBC, Hollywood producer, and Harold J. Bock, western
division press relations manager of
the network.

PACKER

BUYS

TIME

TO ACQUIRE
CUKES
CALIFORNIA CONSERVING
Co., San Francisco (CHB products), has solved the problem of
how to obtain cucumbers to be processed into pickles. Since cucumbers
are not on the list of essential foods,
many truck gardeners will not
grow them because the Dept. of
Agriculture will not help with
priorities on labor, fertilizer and
machinery.
The packing company, realizing
it soon would be short of pickels,
decided to ask the public to grow
cucumbers. Then it will buy the
"cukes", process them into pickles
and sell them back to the public.
A weekly victory garden program
has been started on KGO, San
Francisco, conducted by Roily
Langley, under the title V for Vegetables. Commercials offer free cucumber seed and explain that the
sponsor will buy all Victory gardeners will sell. If the plan proves
successful, the comnany plans to
expand to the BLUE Network.
FCC Deferments Studied
A REPORT on staff members of
the FCC deferred as essential to
the war effort has been requested
by the House Military Affairs subcommittee studying draft policies
of Federal agencies, a representative of Rep.He Costello's
group said
last week.
said he understands

WITH

the FCC is now preparing its
answer. In all probability a spokesman for the Commission will be
called to testify at public hearings
on the report, he added.
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SARTORIAL MATTERS as well as business occupied attention of these
Standard Brands executives and talent on the weekly NBC Chase &
Sanborn Show, during a pre-broadcast conference. Preoccupied quartet
(1 to r) are Charles Bowman, manager of pharmaceutical department
of the food firm; Charlie McCarthy and Edgar Bergen, stars of the show,
and William Finger, assistant to the president of Standard Brands.
Hale for Sinclair
SINCLAIR REFINING Co,. New
York, is following Richfield Oil
Corp. in sponsorship of Confidentially Yours on a Mutual network
beginning March 16. Program of
feature news prepared by Transradio Press and broadcast by Arthur Hale has for some time been
sponsored on 27 eastern MBS stations by Richfield Oil on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays 7:307:45 p.m. (EWT). Sinclair will
sponsor the same program on 103
Mutual stations in the Midwest and
Rocky Mountain areas on the same
days in the 7:45-8 p.m. spot, giving
Hale an uninterrupted half-hour
of broadcasting. Both sponsors are
subsidiaries of Consolidated Oil
Corp., New York. Agency is Hixson-O'Donnell Adv., New York.
Gordon Bread Spots
GORDON BAKING Co., Detroit,
on March 10 started one-minute
transcribed announcements on a
varying basis on seven stations in
Chicago, New York and Detroit,
for Silver Cup Bread. Schedule includes three news programs weekly on WABC, New York. Gordon,
which has been comparatively inactive in radio recently, has been
handled since the first of the year
by C. L. Miller Co., New York.
KFFA Joins Mutual
KFFA, Helena, Ark., on April 1
will become a Mutual affiliate, making a total of 208 MBS outlets
within the United States. Owned
by Helena Broadcasting Co., KFFA
operates
fulltime. on 1490 kc, 250 watts

all

California.
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RADIO

STAR

NAMED

IN CELANESE
SUIT
DIRECTORS of the Celanese Corp.
of America are charged with spend$1,000,000 the
to "further,
foster
and ing
subsidize
career, fortunes
and popularity" of Jean Tennyson,
star of the company's radio program on CBS and wife of Dr.
Camille Dreyfus, president of the
company,
in a in
stockholder's
suit
filed
last week
the New York
Supreme Court by Seymour Bayer.
Suit to recover $1,350,000 charges
that the increased demand for and
curtailed supply of the company's
products for civilian consumption
have compelled the corporation to
"put into effect a rationing program of its products to its customers". Despite this, the complaint states, the directors of the
company authorized an advertising
program which cost $1,000,000 last
year for the sponsorship of Great
Moments in Music, an operatic
program featuring Miss Tennyson.
Program started Jan. 7, 1942, Wednesdays, 10:15-10:45 p.m., on 51
CBS stations. Time was subsequently changed to 10-10:30 p.m.
and coverage was expanded to the
full CBS network of 116 stations,
on which program is currently
broadcast. Celanese advertising is
handled
by Young & Rubicam, New
York.
Officials of the Celanese Corp.
declined to comment on the suit,
pending the filing of a formal reply
by the company's counsel.
KWKW,

Pasadena,

Cal.,

Seeks Control Transfer
TRANSFER of control of KWKW,
Pasadena, Cal., from Marshall S.
Neal, and Marshall S. Neal as trustee of all other stockholders of record, to L. W. Peters is sought in an
application filed March 11 with the
FCC. Mr. Neal, a Pasadena merchant at the time KWKW was
authorized in August, 1941, has
been its general manager and principal owner. Mr. Peters is general
manager of KIEV, Glendale, Cal.,
and owner of the National Motel
System, a California corporation,
with headquarters in Glendale.
The transfer involves all common stock, 5,355.67 shares, for
which Mr. Peters would pay $1 per
share. A petition is now before the
California Commission of Corporations to increase to 10,000 shares
the amount of common stock, for
which Mr. Peters would pay the
same price.
• Broadcast
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NAB

AFRA
With

Increase^Negotiations
Recorders

Deferred

Are

Boost
Disc Makers Balk at Union's 10%
Artists' National Board Sounds Out Locals
DISCUSSIONS between transcription companies and the American
Federation of Radio Artists over
revision of their contracts are
temporarily suspended while the
union collects the views of its national board members and also of
the boards of directors of the four
locals principally concerned, New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
At an open meeting at the New
York offices of World Broadcasting System last Monday, AFRA
proposed that the minimum wages
called for in the present transcription code be raised 10% in line
with increases of that amount recently agreed upon by the union
and the networks in the AFRA
sustaining and commercial codes
covering programs on the national networks and on major stations
in key cities. These increases are
based on higher cost of living.
Increase Deemed Unfair
Transcription executives expressed the feeling that a 10% increase is not justified in their case.
They pointed out that the other
contracts dated back two years and
that during the interval between
their signing and reopening the
actual cost-of-living increases had
been 16.7% for the sustaining code
and 19% for the commercial code,
but that AFRA had accepted 10%
increases in each case.
The transcription code, however,
was signed much later than the
others and at a time when the cost
of living was at a considerably
higher level. Since then it has risen
only 9.9%, they stated, arguing
that it is unfair to the transcription companies and their clients to
demand the same increase from
them as was given in the other
contracts.
AFRA responded that the terms
of the transcription code, as originally agreed to, were based on
the terms of the network sustaining and commercial codes and that
the union does not now wish to
disturb this relationship. After a
lengthy discussion the transcription executives suggested that they
would be willing to allow a smaller increase, probably about 5%, in
minimum scale, in exchange for
any extension of their contract until Nov. 1, 1944, giving them a
common expiration date with the
other codes.
To Meet Again
No conclusion was reached and
the meeting adjourned with
AFRA's agreement to contact its
board members, after which another meeting with the transcription companies will be called. As
in the case of the network's conversations with AFRA over the
revisions in the commercial code,
BROADCASTING

Plea;

a group of advertising agency radio men were present as observers.
Transcription industry was represented at the meeting by: Chas.
Gaines, World Broadcasting System; C. 0. Langlois, Lang- Worth
Feature Programs; C. Lloyd Egner and R. P. Myers, NBC; Ray
Lyon, WOR; C. M. Finney and
John R. Andrus, Associated Music
Publishers; Emily Holt, National
Executive Secretary, and George
Heller, assistant executive secretary, acted for AFRA. The agency observers included: A. K. Spencer, J. Walter Thompson Co.; Leonard Bush, Compton Adv.; James
Sauter, Blackett - Sample - Hummert; C. M. Rohrabaugh, Arthur
Kudner Inc.
Commercial contracts are now
being revised by AFRA attorneys
in line with the agreement and
are expected to be submitted to the
networks and independent producers early this week. Letters of acceptance of the conditions of the
revised code have been sent to the
networks for transmission to the
advertising agencies placing business with them. AFRA hopes that
by the end of the week the commercial code will have been submitted
to the War Labor Board, which
has already received the AFRA
sustaining code. All contracts calling for wage increases must now
be approved by the WLB, before
becoming effective.
Perrin

to Ad

Council

EDWARD O. PERRIN has resigned as vice-president of McCann-Erickson Inc., New York, to
become campaign manager of the
Advertising Council, New York.
His resignation goes into effect
April 1. Prior to joining McCannErickson in 1929, Mr. Perrin was a
partner in the Olmstead, Perrin &
Leffingwell Agency, formed in 1925.
He was formerly with J. Walter
Thompson Co.
•f AA
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ENDS

SURVEY

OF 48-HOUR
WEEK
NO NEW manpower developments
under the 48-hour work week regulations were revealed last week, but
NAB officials, studying reports on
meetings with Washington, Baltimore and Springfield, Mass., station officials, concluded that readjustment of each department in a
radio station offers individual
problems that will have to be submitted to regional manpower commissioners.
The report, prepared by Joseph
L. Miller, NAB labor relations director, will be presented to WMC
members this week. Mr. Miller sees
no chance that broadcasters as
such can be exempted from the 48hour week rule, but believes that
NAB has developed a strong case
proving that regional WMC directors should give special attention
to broadcaster's problems.
A breakdown of the report
shows, he say, that some departments in individual stations, both
large and small, can operate on 48
hours, while similar departments in
other stations cannot. He said the
adjustment depends generally on
the station's broadcast schedule, so
each station must be considered
separately. To insure this, he reported, NAB hopes that WMC will
direct regional chiefs to give particular attention to radio cases.
ENGINEERS

TO

GASOLINE

How

Prosperous Areas
Hold in the
Palm
Like

do You

of Your

Hand

This?

We'll venture a good cigar you
have very few "bets" on your
list as good as this ....
WTAD didn't "hedge" one iota.
We looked a typical seven-day
week of 412 quarter-hour periods
squarely in the face (via survey,
results just released). 51.44%

GET

C CARDS

AMENDING of gasoline restrictions to provide C rations for radio broadcast engineers and technicians who carry heavy equipment to temporary remote locations
was announced by OPA last Thursday after NAB and network representatives had protested an earlier
order denying C cards to virtually
all broadcast employes.
The new regulations permit the
extra gasoline when equipment is
"non-portable" and when "alternate means of transportation are

is WTAD's average of the total
listening audience for the week.
75% to 82% are tuned to
WTAD during many periods. All
other stations combined (8 to
10) divide the other 48.56%
weekly average of the listening
audience between them. The
"next best" station (a key 50
Kw station of another network)
captures a larger share of the
listeners than WTAD during
only 15% of the periods — and
those are scattered, not consistent.

inadequate".
How's that for holding the prosperous Quincy, Illinois, market
in the palm of your hand? Let
us send you the complete, really
surprising facts (surprising even
to us ) . When you look them

in BALTIMORE
and the Central Atlantic States

over, remember — our "good
cigar" offer still holds!
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Buy
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LISTENERS
Buy

'Twould
WFM

J

covering greater
Yonngstown
More listeners, more hours
of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngs town, O., area.*
*C. E. HOOPER Inc.
Bine Network
Headley-Reed,

Rep.

invite you, MrAdAmericanvertiser, to try
our network faand co
inv-g
omiesis
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admarket. 65 le
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RADIO PROGRAMAS DC MEXICO 7'
~Sr~K — LARGEST
LATIN AMERICAN
\H,
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
»4
Mexico, d.f.
i^iif/

Influencing Sales
FAR

Beyond

Pontiac

In cities . . . villages . . . farms
. . . (or miles and miles around
Pontiac . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers are heard watts.
over WCAR's
1000 streamlined

OF

A

USED

When Washington Motors incorporated two years ago with headquarters at 600 West Washington
Blvd. in downtown Los Angeles,
our agency, Smith & Bull Adv.,
was called upon to outline the advertising program. We recommended that the budget be concentrated
on radio.
Our belief is that every class of
radio listener is a prospective automobile buyer. We felt that we
could reach almost every type
through the medium of music.
Thus, we recommended two kinds
of programs: (1) standard, light
opera and semi-classical recorded
music for evenings and (2) jive
music for Sunday.
Also, we recommended that the
time be concentrated on one station. After careful consideration,
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., was selected. Upon presentation of the
outline, our client immediately accepted. And so, Washington Motors
sponsors the Music Box of recorded standard and semi-classical
music Monday through Saturday
from 9 to 10 p.m. (PWT) over
KMPC, and the Platter Parade of
popular jive tunes from 10:30
a.m. to 1 p.m. (PWT) Sundays,

WCAR
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
or the Foreman Co. • Chicago • New York

DEALER

Be a Sorry Existence for Firm Were
Air Medium Not Available

By DICK SMITH
Smith & Bull Adv., Los Angeles
WITH the war in its second year,
gas rationing and rubber shortage
a reality, it seems the life of a
used car dealer's business would be
uncertain these days. But Washington Motors Inc., users of local
radio, has not found it so. In fact
1942 brought a 40% business increase over 1941. This is regarded
as a phenomenon in Los Angeles,
where no less than 15 automobile
accounts have gone off the air or
out of business.
We attribute the success of
Washington Motors to two factors: square-dealing, and the company's decision to use radio as its
chief means of advertising.
Concentrated on Radio

GET THE
FACTS
FROM

CAR

on that same station. We have not
changed time or station in two
Our policy has called for simple,
years.
straight-forward, factual commercials. By changing copy daily and
by "producing the goods", the firm
has built up listener confidence and
a strong following of loyal fans.
Letters received indicate that many
listeners have not only proved
"satisfied customers" but have also recommended Washington
Motors to their friends.
Approach has been new and different. At the outset, the announcing job was assigned to Peter Potter, well-known "platter spinner",
who had built up a large local following through an easy-going, softspoken informal manner. When
Potter went into military service
recently, he was replaced by George
Irwin, versatile and thoroughly
experienced radio man.
Picking Specials
Irwin makes a trip to the Washington Motors mart each day,
checks over the stock, picks out
specials and tells about them in
his own words. He has learned to
spot "good buys" as well as the
experts, and his sales approach is
direct and sincere. In short, he
knows what he's talking about and
can describe in essential detail the
selling.
quality of the merchandise he's
After each commercial, Irwin
asks his listeners to "tell them
that George Irwin sent you" when
they stop in to purchase a car.
This brings direct results and reveals the fact that the programs
constantly are attracting new listeners (and car buyers).
Not a week passes that Irwin
doesn't receive between 500 and 600
letters and an equal number of
phone calls. During a recent bondselling campaign, he stayed right
up with the station's top programs
in the matter of bond sales. All
of which proves that without ques-

BOOST
YOUR

THE
Voice

5000
of the

WATT
Tri-Cities

ROCK ISLAND ■ DAVENPORT - MOLINE
Reck Island Arsenal! Up 387%
sine* Sept. '39. Uncle Sam's
L workers make good customers. J

SALES
Advertise over Central America's '
most modern stations
/ 90.0

AMERICANS
OF

WfieF
Affiliate: Rock Island ARGUS
Basic Mutual Network
w
1270 KC FULL TIME
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BUY
AMERICAN
Rep.: Melchor Guiman Co. Inc.
9 Rockefeller Plaia, New York City
w

HOK-HP5K
640 Kc.
6,005 Kc.
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BEAR

AIRS

VIEWS

on WINX,

Washington,
Jerry The
Strong's
Wake Up Withon WINX.
baby
bruin stated the case for meatless
Tuesdays in an uncensored talk to
Jerry Strong's breakfast audience.
ing.
tion, each of the two types of programs has its own faithful followWashington Motors, for its
part, has bent over backwards to
accommodate customers mentioning
that they have called as a result of
radio. They give them every consideration and send them away
happy car-owners. Cooperation of
the sales force has meant a great
deal in assuring success of the radio advertising campaign.
The firm has not gone in for
merchandise schemes, contests, etc.
Commercials do all the selling of
Washington Motors as the "best
place in town" to get a car. Once
the prospective customer enters the
store, he's in the hands of the sales
force. In most cases, he finds what
he wants, and departs in his newlypurchased car.
Southern California presents an
excellent market, due to its farflung and insufficient public transportation system. Residents rely on
the automobile for transportation.
Thousands of war workers who
have flooded into Southern California have increased the demand. As
automobiles wear out, they have to
be replaced. With the new car market frozen shortly after the first of
1942, automobile needers have
turned to the used car market.
In the past year, however, a
great many used-car buyers have
been disappointed in their purchases. Innumerable fly-by-night
outfits have worked "quickie" deals
on unsuspecting customers, selling them jallopies fit only for the
junk heap. All this has done much
to detract from the confidence of
automobile buyers in the area, and
as a result, some thoroughly reliable firms have suffered.
Washington Motors, by consistently delivering its message by radio, and by delivering the goods
when customers call, has surged
ahead in spite of these obstacles.
Thus the firm has become the phenomenon of the Los Angeles automobile industry.
The experience of Washington
Motors Inc. has been that music
not only soothes the savage beast,
it corrals a good percentage of radio listeners. And straight-fromthe-shoulder
commercials do the
rest.
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Campaign
Planned
On
Social Disease

k

Federal Agency Sees Need of
Educating Public by Radio
RADIO may be called upon by the
Office of Defense Health & Welfare
to do an educational job on venereal disease, it was learned last
week. A touchy subject, the infection nevertheless is looked upon in
official circles as an enemy even
more dangerous than Nazi Germany, militaristic Japan and
Fascist Italy, according to Eliot
Ness, director of Social Protection,
Office of Defense Health & Welfare.
Public Understanding
Mr. Ness, former safety director
of Cleveland, and recognized police
authority, told Broadcasting the
agency has received splendid cooperation from local authorities.
"Police and public officials are far
in advance of the people in their
communities, however," he said.
"No law enforcement program can
prevail without public understanding. That's where we hope radio
can do a job.
"When local law enforcement
officers order a red-light district
closed citizens often protest," he
added. "They claim that with supervised areas there is little danger
of spreading infection, but those
contentions are based on lack of
knowledge. That's why we must
educate the public on the dangers
of venereal disease."
Definite plans for the proposed
radio campaign are not complete
but the Office of Defense Health &
Welfare, in cooperation with the
Office of War Information, is considering use of the daytime serials
or late night programs.
Food

Chain

Ads

FEATURING "Lenten specials"
and supplementing its educational
program on point rationing, H. C.
Bohack Co., Brooklyn, general food
stores, has signed for three participations weekly on Adelaide Hawley's Woman's Page of the Air on
WABC, New York. Schedule is in
addition to participations on Mary
Margaret McBride's program on
WEAF, New York, promoting
green goods and fresh foods, and
instructing listeners on rationing.
Freystadt Associates, New York,
is the agency.
WKNE, Keene, N. H., has appointed
Headley-Reed Co. its national sales
representative, effective April 1.
Packs a SUNDAY

PUNCH

in GEORQIA'S
Fastest Growing Market
G

LATEST ALL-GIRL news staff is Ken Miller's answer to the manpower
problem at KVOO, Tulsa. With Ken are (1 to r), Polly Trindle, assistant
news editor; Marie Chauncey and Margaret Johnston, members of rewrite staff; Maxine Henry and Emma Grace McHugh, teletype operators.

AG

EJC Y

GOLD MEDAL Hair Products, Brooklyn,
N. Y., to Jasper, Lynch & Fishel, New
York, for Medalo shampoo and face powder. No radio contemplated for present.
ALFRED D. McKELVY CO., New York,
to Frank B. Johnston Adv., New York, for
Seaforth toiletries for men. Has used spot
radio. None contemplated at present.
McKESSON & ROBBINS, New York, to
Ivey & Ellington, New York, for two new
drug products, names of which have not yet
been released. No media plans announced.
CALIFORNIA
GROWN
SUGAR Group,
San Francisco, to J. Walter Thompson Co.,
San Francisco.
,
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia, 111., to
Wallace-Ferry-Hanly Co., Chicago.
CHICAGO
DAILY NEWS,
Chicago, to
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
GRIESEDIECK - WESTERN BREWERY
Co., Belleville, 111., to Maxon Inc., Chicago.
IDEAL PUB. Corp., New York, to H.
M. Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, N. Y.
SAFEWAY
STORES,
Oakland, Cal., to
McCann-Erickson,
San Francisco.
FICKS
REED
Co., Cincinnati (Kane
Kraft, Century Cypress furniture), to
Keelor & Stites Co., Cincinnati. Magazines,
trade papers, direct mail will be used.
GUM LABS., Clifton Hts., Pa. (Ivoryne
Peroxide medicated gum), to McCannErickson, N. Y. Radio, magazines, trade
papers and business publications will be
used.

Extract Firm Expands
CERTIFIED EXTRACTS, New
York, is expanding its radio advertising for Dolan's Cakex, with
participations on women's programs on CKLW, Detroit-Windsor, and KPRC, Houston, the latter starting March 15. Firm entered radio for the first time earlier
this year on the Marjorie Mills
Hour, on the New England Regional Network. Agency is Duane
Jones Co., New York.

(

ion
s
Take
Full
Blueitan
for Cele
Lifebrat
Metropol
IN LIEU of its annual convention,
which was to have been an elaborate affair, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., New York, on March
24 will mark its 75th anniversary
with a one-time broadcast on the
full BLUE, featuring music by
opera stars, chorus and orchestra
with Edwin C. Hill, commentator,
as m.c.
Frederick H. Ecker, chairman of
the board, and Leroy A. Lincoln,
president, will deliver birthday
messages. Metropolitan Life agents
will distribute personally to a large
portion of the company's 30,000,000 policyholders announcements
of the program. The network anniversary program, a wartime substitute for the birthday celebration
and convention, will be the first
extensive hookup to be used by
Metropolitan, which has confined
its activities in the past to spot
radio and a network of eight NBC
stations. Young & Rubicam, New
York, handles the account.
MacMillan's First
MacMILLAN Co., New York, will
participate in Mary Margaret McBride's five-weekly program on
WEAF, New York, for one week,
starting March 29, on behalf of a
cook book, Thrifty Cooking in War
Time. venture
This is into
the publishing
firm's
first
radio. Business
was placed direct.

A BILLION-DOLLAR
MARKET

SURVEYED

— vital facts disclosed
Iowa farmers this year will reap
their biggest harvest in years.
Do you know how best to reach
them via radio? The new "Summers-Whan" Iowa radio audience survey gives the whole
story — station, time and prog r a m preferences, listening
trends — all the facts you need
to sell this rich market. The
fifth of a continuing survey,
the best of them all!
Write for your
copy — it's free!
Address Dept. SW

Represented by SPOT SALES Inc.
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Post-War

THE NO. 1 FARM STATION
IN THE NO. 1 FARM MARKET!

In

Advance

Communication

Revolutionary Developments
Hinted by Gen. Somervell
SINCE the war's advent, the Army
Signal Corps, working in secrecy,
"has revolutionized communications
and detection devices that will affect not only the winning of the
war but the daily lives of all people
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National Representative
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA

in the peaceful years to come," Lt.
Gen. Brehon B. Somervell, commanding general of the Services of
Supply, said last week in a statement covering Army procurement.
Only that one sentence in Gen.
Somervell's review of SOS achievements during its first year of operation was devoted to communications. Because of wartime restrictions, no detail regarding military
procurement, particularly with relation to highly secret devices developed for modern warfare, is
made available.

RECORDING EACH STEP in the
process of donating to the Red
Cross blood bank from application
to actual giving of blood, Bob
Evans, special events director of
WSPD, Toledo, catches the cheerful observations of Tod Williams,
program director, who gave his
blood. Doctor supervises process
which took 45 minutes. Transcriptions were condensed to 15 minutes.

Expansive 1943 Program
It is known, however, that the
Signal Corps in 1943 has a procurement program embracing 4 billion
dollars worth of communications
equipment. It also entails training
and mobilization of several hundred
thousand troops and specialists, as
well as the operation of world wide
Army communication systems. The
far-flung communications operation of the Army Air Forces are
handled separately, save for procurement, which is embodied in the
Signal Corps project.
The overall SOS procurement
plan involves 17 billion dollars for
supplies and equipment for the
Army, and has been accomplished,
Gen. Somervell stated. He pointed
out that this overall project originally would have entailed two years,
but was attained in a single 12month span with a minimum of confusion and with complete cooperation of all branches of the Army.

HIRAM MOTHERWELL, author,
foreign correspondent and former editor of Stage magazine, has joined
the post-war department of CBS, Lyman Bryson, director of the department, announced last week. Author
of a recent book, The Peace We Fight
For, Mr. Motherwell at one time
headed the Chicago Daily News bureau in Rome, and most recently has
been a member of the publicity department for the Welfare Council of
New York.
GREATER New York Conference of
Seventh Day Adventists, sponsor of
Bible Auditorium of the Air on WHN,
New York, on March 15 expands the
program from a quarter-hour once a
week to a half-hour five time a week.
The year-old program is built around
presentations of Bible prophecies and
a free correspondence course in the
Bible. Agency is George C. Hoskins
Assoc., Chicago.

Show Is 'Dick Tracy'
SWEETS Co. of America, Hoboken, N. J., will sponsor a BLUE
program based on the cartoon strip
"Dick Tracy" instead of "Captain
Marvel" as reported in the Feb. 15
issue of Broadcasting. Heard on
behalf of Tootsie rolls and other
Tootsie candies, the program was
to start March 15 and will be heard
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
5:15-5:30 p.m. The BLUE broadcasts of the same program on Tuesdays and Thursdays will continue
on a sustaining basis. The company
has used spot radio for some time,
but no network radio previously.
Agency is Duane Jones Co., New
York.
Video, FM Applications
SINCE the adoption on Feb. 23 of
new policies by the FCC under
which applications for FM and
commercial television licenses will
be protected for the duration
[Broadcasting, March 1], one television and 12 FM applications for
reinstatement have been received.
Under this policy FM and television applicants who have surrendered or dismissed applications because of the freeze order of last
April
ment. 27 may apply for reinstateJolson Replacement
REPLACING Al Jolson, when he
takes a 13-week vacation this summer from his CBS show, sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co., Jersey
City, Show,
will be featuring
Streamlined Minstrel
Billie Burke, movie star, and Monty Woolley, current co-star of the
program./ Exact date of the format
change is not settled, but it probably will be shortly after June 1.
Agency is Sherman & Marquette,
New York.

Kay Kyser Draft Ruling
May Establish Precedent
PRECEDENT covering the future
draft status of entertainers active
in war morale and fund-raising
campaigns is expected to be established when President Roosevelt decides the appeal of Kay Kyser, conductor of the NBC College of Musical Knowledge, sponsored by
American Tobacco Co. for Lucky
Strike cigarettes. The North Carolina State Selective Board has sustained Kyser's 1-A classification,
made by his local draft board at
Rocky Mount, N. C, and appeal
was taken to the President.
There were strong indications as
Broadcasting went to press that
the local board's classification
would be reversed in view of the
attitude of the Office of War Information and other Government
agencies. Elmer Davis, OWI director, said last week that he supported the appeal for deferment
because of Kyser's "very useful
services" in helping the war effort
from a morale and fund-raising
viewpoint.
Kyser is chairman of the entertainment industry's Committee of
25 set up last year as liaison between the Government and talent.
Several other members of the Committee as well as other top-notch
entertainers have been classified
1-A by local draft boards and the
Kyser decision is expected to serve
as a guidepost in future cases.
Fred Fear Seasonal
FRED FEAR & Co., Brooklyn,
from April 13-25 will conduct its
annual pre-Easter spot campaign
for Chick Chick and Presto Easter
egg colors, using
one-minute
announcements
on live
a varying
basis
on the following stations: WAPI
WALA KARK KNX KLX KFSD
WJAX WSB WGN WIRE WSBT
WHAS WWL WJR WFBR KSTP
KGBX
WMC
KDKA
WCAU
KOME WBNS WTAM
KMOX
KCMO
WOKO
WBEN
WOR
WHAM
WBT
WADC
WCKY
KRLD KSL WCHS and KOMO.
Agency is Menken Adv., New York.
JAMES nouncer
FLEMING,
freelance
anwho handles several
daytime
serials including Our Gal Sunday on
CBS, has been
appointed
CBS correspondent in Ankara,
Turkey,
and
will
leave
as
soon
as
passage
can be
arranged.

WKIP,
...

Poughkeepsie,

N. Y.

by all odds the finest any
radio station can buy.
BrufF W. Olin, Jr.,
Station Manager.
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Argument

on

KOA-WHDH

Court

Ruling

Noiv Slated in April
Court
In Supreme
ARGUMENT before the Supreme
mission's action, in preventing
Court on the KOA-WHDH case in- KOA from becoming an original
volving the fundamental issue of party in the proceedings. NBC was
clear-channel breakdowns was de- only permitted to file a brief and
ferred until the week of April 5 make oral argument, amicus curiae,
when the highest tribunal failed to in the FCC proceedings which resulted in the clear-channel breakreach the case prior to recess last
down.
Thursday.
Final briefs have been filed both
Protesting the Government's conby NBC, as licensee of KOA, and
tention, NBC held that by assignby the Solicitor General, on the
ing WHDH to the 850 kc. clear
channel, an important segment of
FCC's behalf, and the case was
docketed for argument last Wedthe population was deprived of
nesday or Thursday. Because of the secondary service from the clearintervening court recess, during
channel station. Moreover, it was
which it will write opinions on cases
held that the clear channel was
already argued, the clear-channel
degraded under terms of the Haargument was deferred until the
?ana 1 reaty ; that service formerly
court reconvenes April 5.
available from KOA to listeners
east of the Mississippi had not
Important Case
been replaced by an equally useful
The Solicitor General, Charles E. service from WHDH, since Boston
I Fahy, or his assistant, Paul
is already "surfeited" with primary
| Freund, will argue for the Govern1 ment, with Philip J. Hennessey Jr.,
I of the law firm of Segal, Smith &
WICKETT
PROGRAM
1 Hennessey,
to argue
for NBC.
DIRECTOR
OF WJSV
I Among the cases pending before
the court for decision is the netMARTIN D. WICKETT, assistant
work monopoly case, appealed by
to
E. J. Fitzgerald, radio director
NBC and CBS from the statutory
of Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
three-judge court in New York.
York, has been appointed program
The opinion, which will have an
director of
important bearing on future netWJSV, Washingwork operations either way it goes,
ton, Carl J.
is expected within a month.
Burkland,
manaThe KOA-WHDH case involves
ger of the CBS
appeal by the FCC from the 4-2
station, ann o u n c e d last
opinion of the U. S. Court of ApThursday. H e
peals for the District of Columbia,
succeeds John
holding that the Commission should
Heiney, who rehave afforded NBC adequate opporsigned last
tunity to participate in the hearmonth.
wm§M
ings, which resulted in fulltime for
Well known in
ithe Boston station on the 850 kc.
Mr. Wickett
the industry, Mr.
clear channel. Subsequently, WJW,
Wickett began his career in 1929
Akron, was authorized to operate
with WLOE (now WMEX) Boson the frequency, though this issue
ton. He later was affiliated with
is not in litigation.
KMOX, St. Louis, and WLW, CinIn the KOA brief, filed by Mr.
cinnati, leaving the latter station
Hennessey and bearing also the in 1936 to join the Phil Harris
names of Karl Smith and Lester
orchestra as arranger. Later he beCohen, of the Hogan & Hartson
came musical director of the NAB
firm, and of A. L. Ashby, NBC
Bureau of Copyrights, Washingvice-president and general manton.
ager, and Henry Ladner, of his
In 1938 he went to New York,
staff, the highest tribunal was
writing scripts for Hobby Lobby
asked to affirm the lower court's
and Mr. District Attorney and conopinion reversing the Commission.
ducting library sessions for Muzak
Citations of error all down the and Associated Library. He joined
Erwin, Wasey & Co., in 1940.
'line were made against the ComANY WAY

YOU

LOOK

WBN
CENTRAL
CBS OHIO'S
OUTLET OK1LY
IS YOUR BEST BUY
IN THIS IMPORTANT
MARKET.

Educators Meet by Air

reception from at least eight stations, ulations
and that
the FCC's own regwere contravened.
Aside from errors committed in
procedure, NBC held that the Commission unlawfully ignored its own
rules throughout the proceedings.
Similarly, it was held that it ignored the terms of the CommuniTreaty. cations Act and of the Havana

FULTON

REPLACING a central annual meeting of the California Assn. of Adult
Education,
principalstations
addresses
were four
released on Pacific
of the
major networks to members gathered
early in March in their respective
communities. Following consecutive
quarter-hour periods on BLUE, NBC,
Mutual-Don Lee and CBS, regular
broadcast of the latter network's program, People's Platform, was devoted!
to discussion of adult education.

LEWIS,

We

told you

JR

he was

good ". . . in recognition
of his distinguished and
meritorious performance
of public service by aggressive, consistently excellent
and accurate gathering and
reporting of news and
representation of expert,
informed and reliable interpretation of news and
opinion for the purpose
of encouraging initiative, integrity, independence

and

public service through the medium of radio."
With these words the 1942 DuPont radio station award
was presented to . . .

AT IT .
FULTON

t\£
— ▼

LEWIS,

Mutual' s Commentator
NOW

AVAILABLE

JR.

on Political Affairs

FOR

SPONSORSHIP

IN YOUR CITY . . . a feature that means immediate results for any sponsor (Fulton Lewis, Jr.,
is sponsored on 121 Mutual Stations by 63 advertisers.) You can sell him at your one-time quarterhour rate per week. Wire, phone, or write
WILLIAM

B. DOLPH,

WOL,

Washington, D. C.

Ask Ami Blair
ORIGINATING
Man

BROADCASTING

or Us. "
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Lewis Cigars Renews
I. LEWIS CIGAR MFG. Co., Newark, on March 10 renewed for 52
weeks its twice-weekly sponsorship
of News by John B. Kennedy on
WNEW, New York, 7:35-7:50 p.m.
Program which has been promoting Seidenberg cigars will be presented on a more institutional basis
in the future. Agency is A. A.
Lewis, Newark.

Suspension
War

Is

Hopes

of

Locals

Denied

of Independents

in
Hit

FCC
by

During
Policy

Economic

Losses

Blasted in Decision of KAST, WPID Cases
cations for authority to suspend
HOPES of independent stations,
unable to stand the economic gaff
have been received. No authorizabecause of the war, that the FCC
tion has been made for suspension
Another E for W-E
would authorize suspension for the
without prejudice to return folFOR the second time, the three major
duration went aglimmering last
lowing the war. Stations which, acworks plants of Western Electric Co.
Tuesday with the pronouncement
cording to the FCC records, have
have received the Army-Navy E production award "for meritorious servsuspended operations are: KID,
of policy by the Commission denyices on the production front". Western
Idaho Falls, Ida.; WBRB, Red
ing such suspensions.
Electric also was among the first
Bank, N. J.; KAST, Astoria, Ore.;
Coincident with the denial of regroup of manufacturers to win the E
KXKX, Kansas City, Mo.; KIDW,
citation last year.
quests of WPID, Petersburg, Va.,
Lamar, Colo., and WJWC, Hamand KAST, Astoria, Ore., for aumond-Chicago.
thority to suspend, the Commission
The formal policy approved by
made known its formal policy.
WU&ie. Bid
the Commission is as follows:
These were the only two cases
Insofar as relief may be
pending. It stated that no authorineeded by standard broadcast
zations for suspension would be
station licensees from difficulgranted, but that on an individual
ties of operation incident to the
basis, requests for permission to
war, no general policy will be
temporarily suspend for short perUISVR
adopted, but the Commission
iods would be considered. This adwill continue to consider on an
heres to past policy.
individual basis requests for
SYRACUSE
Six Have Suspended
permission to temporarily suspend operations for short perImplicit in the Commission's aciods while efforts are being
tion was the conclusion that stamade
to work out a means of
tions which suspend will be given
every consideration after the war,
resuming operations on a permanent basis.
particularly if their records are
n
o
«
W
The
Commission
said that while
S
good. All factors responsible for
CNBC Red
it
made
no
change
in its existing
the "war casualty" will be taken
CenW««
into
account.
ng
ri
Cove
policy permitting temporary sust**
pensions, toenable stations to meet
Altogether, a half-dozen appliNew to
and overcome current emergencies,
it felt the door should not be opened
for any general suspension of
broadcast operations during the
BLUE
NETWORK
STATION
war period.
Aid for Small Stations
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly commented that adoption of a
policy permitting suspension generally would probably result in the
elimination of broadcast service in
many areas where the need for
public service is greatest. He pointed out that indefinite suspension of
broadcast operations might jeopardize this country's position with
respect to broadcast allocations
provided for in the North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement,
which makes occupancy of frequencies the basic consideration.
To alleviate the difficulties of

THE
TWIN
CITIES'

BEST

for
LISTENERS

FREE & PETERS, Inc.
National Representatives
New York
Chicago
Detroit
Atlanta
San Francisco
Los Angeles
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ADVERTISERS
(2 Markets for the
Price of One)

"This program has met with
favorable response from our
listeners, and the announcers
are enthusiastic/'
w jpf
• More than five hundred radio
stations are using programs prepared by ASCAP Radio Program
Service. They are written by writers
experienced in the problems of
both the Program and Commercial Departments. They are available, without cost, to any ASCAPlicensed station. Write or wire at
once.
ASCAP
Radio Program Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York

BROADCASTING

HOOPERATING of this little piggie is taken by C. E. Hooper, of the
New York radio-research firm of
C. E. Hooper Inc., during a recent
visit to Montreal where he addressed the Advertising & Sales
Executives Club. His interrogatory
propensities were aroused when the
mascot of Au Lutin, Montreal inn,
came around after dinner pleading
for a snack.
smaller stations, hit both by economic conditions and the manpower shortage, Mr. Fly pointed out
that steps already had been taken,
including reduction of the minimum broadcast day to six hours
and relaxation of operators' requirements. The FCC announcement continued:
"It was also pointed out that the
Commission will continue its policy of permitting temporary suspensions for short periods in order to
alleviate emergency conditions. In
other words, the operator may ask
for a temporary suspension when
he can show the necessity of closing down for a brief spell. He
would be required to present a feasible plan for the alleviation of the
difficulties and the return of the
station to the air at an early date."
In denying the applications of
KAST and WPID, the Commission
asked the Oregon station to specify
whether it proposed to continue operation. An application for renewal,
as well as the authority for suspension, had been filed. WPID, newspaper-affiliated, had sought only
the authority to suspend.
Heads

Radio

Vichy

PIERRE HERICAURT, former
correspondent of the royalist newspaper, Action Francaise, has been
named political director of French
National Broadcasting by Pierre
Laval, according to a German
broadcast under a Vichy dateline
which was recorded in New York
by the United Press. Hericaurt had
been broadcasting to the Arabs,
Berlin said.
New WQXR Card
FIRST RATE increase to be made by
WQXR, New York, since July 1940,
will go into effect April 1, 1943, it was
announced by Hugh Kendall Boice,
vice-president in charge of sales, in
conjunction with the release of Rate
Card No. 9. Since the last upward adjustment, the station has increased its
power from 1,000 to 5,000 watts, and
in November, 1941, to its present
power of 10,000 watts.
• Broadcast

Advertising

— — — —
Authentic
CONTROL

IT REALLY was a pigeon
that laid those eggs in the
audition room of WOR, New
York, last week. When a
portable air conditioning machine in the room began acting up, an investigation
brought to light two pigeon
eggs. The bird had flown in
through an opening in the
building wall.

ROOM
JAMES H. BROWN, NBC Hollywood engineer and president of National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers
& Technicians, has been appointed
representative for that organization
on Committee IV, Domestic Broadcasting, of the Board of War Communications. Allen T. Powley, NBC
Washington engineer, and assistant to
the NABET president, has been appointed alternate.
RALPH L. PRIEST, former engineer of KH.I, Hollywood, has joined
the BLUE, that city.
JAMES PINCOCK. former technician of KMTR, Hollywood, has joined
CBS, that city.
HOWARD D. LEIGHTY and Vincent Groater, former technicians of
KFOX, Long Beach, Cal., have
joined KHJ, Hollywood.
JOHN C. McMULLEN, former engineer of KIRO, Seattle, has joined
KSFO-KWID, San Francisco. Other
recent additions to the latter stations are Rov Bailey, technician from
KPAS. Pasadena; Otto Gramlich Jr.,
from KYOS, Merced, Cal., and Edward Mahoney, from Pan American^
Airways.
BILL OVERSTREET, for the last
eight years transmitter engineer of
KYA, San Francisco, is now on active
duty as lieutenant in the Signal Corps.
ROBERT GARNER, technician from
KHUB, Watsonville, Cal., has joined
KLX, Oakland, Cal.
EARL BUCHANAN has left the technical staff of KGFJ, Los Angeles, to
join KMTR, Hollywood. Leonard
Reeves replaces him.
|JOE ERNST, engineer has left
KVOS, Bellingham, Wash., to join
KTBI, Tacoma, as chief engineer.
ALLAN P. KOENIG, at one time
with WGNY, Newburgh, N. Y., has
• joined the engineering staff of WQXR,
I New York.
jJAMES C. MATHENY, engineer of
WGN, Chicago, for 15 years, has been
commissioned a first lieutenant in the
' Army Air Forces and is to leave
shortly.
, GEORGE SCRIVEN, engineer of
I WNEW, New York, is the father of
' a baby girl.
OGDEN
PRESTHOLDT, technical
advisor of WLOL, Minneapolis-St.
j Paul, is the father of a boy.
j TOM TYNAN,
control operator of
I KSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul, is teaching a high school class the internai tional code.
DONALD HALE, studio engineer of
WOR, New York, has joined the Navy
as an ensign. Arthur Connell, once
production aide with the WOR Playhouse, has joined the engineering staff.
IRVIN N. ENEY, engineer of KYW,
Philadelphia, has been made technical
studio supervisor in place of George
Hagerty, who is on leave as a first
lieutenant in the Army.
| JEAN FRENCH, new to radio, has
joined KOY, Phoenix, as apprentice
technician.

Eggs

CBS

REACHING FOR LOADING magazine is Sylvia Jones, first girl newso-graph operator of WCKY, Cincinnati, who is the wife of a member of the Coast Guard.
BARBARA MEYER, student in the
KNX Hollywood Workshop for girl
staff members, has graduated as sound
effects engineer and is assigned to
the weekly half-hour CBS Lights Out,
sponsored by Ironized Yeast Co.
HENRY MAGEE, operator of WSLI,
Jackson, Miss., has left for duty with
the Army Air Forces. Austine Perkins, wife of the chief engineer, has
received an operator's license.
ERNIE ADAMS, chief engineer of
WHIO, Dayton, O., is teaching radio
fundamentals at the U. of Dayton,
training personnel for work with the
armed services.
SCOTTY MONROE, engineer of
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, is recuperating at home from chest injuries and
broken collarbone sustained recently
in an automobile accident.
ROBERT J. CONLAN, apprentice
sound engineer of NBC Hollywood,
has been inducted into the Army.
RON OAKLEY has been appointed
chief engineer of KGER, Long Beach,
Cal., succeeding Jay Tapp, now on
leave for Government service. Added
as technicians are Leslie T. Vaught,
formerly of KIRO, Seattle ; Luther
H. Crumbaugh, formerly of KCMO,
Kansas City, and Edward D. Seeley.
K. C. DeWALT, who has been with
the General Electric Co. in the Testing department, Research Laboratory
and Vacuum Tube engineering department since he joined the firm in
1927, has been named designing engineer in the Tube Division of the
Electronics department. A. C. Gable,
who has also been in the Testing and
Vacuum Tube engineering departments since he joined the company in
19.°»0, has been named administrative
assistant in the Tube Division.
ROBERT ANDERSON, technician of
WCCO, Minneapolis, Minn., is father
of a boy.
GEORGE JACOBS, former engineer
of WKNX, Kingston, N. Y., has joined
WPAT, Patterson, N. J. as transmitter engineer, replacing Bernie
Clapper, who has joined the Office
of War Information.
DARWIN HUNSAKER, technician
at KLO, Ogden, Utah, is the father
of a girl born March 4.

Personnel

As Three Enter Service
PERSONNEL changes in the CBS
engineering department, made necessary when three members joined
the armed forces, have been announced by E. K. Cohan, CBS director of engineering. Harold D.
Hastings, with the network since
June 1937, has been named transmission technician for WABC,
New York outlet, replacing Lester
Hatfield, now a lieutenant (j.g.)
in the Naval Reserve.
Nelson Smith, assistant supervisor of CBS studio technicians,
has become supervisor, succeeding
J. Dunham Gilbert, now with the
Bureau of Ships as a lieutenant
(j.g.). Robert Bendick, WABC
studio technician, also left last
week.
Three new members are Robert
E. Lee, former assistant in the
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.;
Bertram Littlefield, formerly with
the YMCA, New York, both of
whom join the CBS maintenance
technicians staff, and Norman E.
Johnson, previously with RCA
Communications, assigned to the
CBS shortwave transmitter staff at
Brentwood, Long Island.
RICHARD LUBIN, Chief audio-engineer of WFBC, Greenville, S. C,
has been called into active service in
the U. S. Air Forces Reserve. Byron
Jenkins, of the WFBC engineering
staff,trolsucceeds
him. The
station's
constaff has taken
on John
Watkins,
from WCRS, Greenwood, S. C.
MBS Billings Drop
MBS billings for February, 1943,
totaled $826,085, a decrease of 11.9%
from the corresponding month in 1942
when the total was $938,185. Total
billings for the new year to date,
amounted to $1,818,189, a decrease
of 7.4% from the corresponding period in 1942, when the total was $1,962,697.
The
,
TIME

BUYERS

74eJ\fAG7C

CIBCZBA

And this job takes
priority over All
—with WBIG!

EDNEY
RIDGE
DIRECTOR

A Columbia Broad'
catting Sy»t«m Affiliate.

WBIC
CREEN/BORO,
N.C.
CEO.P. HOLLINCBERY • CO., NAT. REP.

"Take

off your

and

set

shoes

awhile

Create that mood — and your sales story
GETS OVER with the great 70% who
work ivith their hands. Here at WDZ
we've been successfully creating that
mood for 21 years.
Strict "DIRECTIONAL PROGRAMMING"— that's what it is! Many largest
advertisers and agencies have bought our
time, put us to work — and extended
NATIONALLY the methods discovered.
Let us show you some examples of

STATION

what "Creating the Right Mood" has
done.
TUSCOLA,

WDOD
Chattanooga,

"REACTION
WONDERFUL"
in Duluth when WDSM took 26 weeks of

Shifts

5,000

Tenn.

ILLINOIS
WDZ
1,000 WATTS
HOWARD H. WILSON CO., Repre:entatives
New York, Chicago, Hollywood, Seattle

WATTS
CBS

THE

SHADOW

Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON

67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.

PAUL

H. RAYMER

15,

CO.

206,154 Listener Letters in One Year!!
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Actions

COMMUNICATIONS

FEDERAL

MARCH
Decisions

of the

6 TO MARCH

. . .

MARCH 9
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.— Mod. license
1240 to 1230 kc., share WGBB, Freeport,
N. Y., to unlimited.
KAST, Astoria, Ore. — Denied authority
suspend operation for duration and specified period beyond with provision license
remain property licensee for time of suspension ; deferred renewal license until
statement obtained whether applicant will
continue operation.
WPID, Petersburg, Va. — Denied authority
suspend operation for duration.
KSL, Salt Lake City, U. — Special service
authorization use two F-124-A tubes, to
April 1, 1944.
WLAP, Lexington, Ky.— Denied CP
change 1440 to 630 kc. ; set new issues for
hearing.
W47A, Schenectady, N. Y.— CP in part
for new FM station.
W2XEO, Schenectady, N. Y.— CP new ST
station.
MARCH 10
KOBH, Rapid City, S. D. — Motion
granted amendment specify use DA-N only.
WNAX, Yankton, S. D.— Petition granted
intervene hearing application WMAN, Marinette, Wis., mod. license.
WMAN, Marinette, Wis. — Motion granted
continuance March 17-April 21 hearing.
WQBC, Vicksburg, Miss. — Motion granted
withdraw application mod. license.
MARCH 11
NEW, William G. H. Finch, New York;
Hughes Productions, Los Angeles, Cal. ;
Head of the Lakes Broadcasting Co., Duluth, Minn. ; Sea Board Radio Broadcasting
Corp., Philadelphia, Pa. — Commission motion continue applications indefinitely, accordance policy February 23, 1943, FM,
television applications.
WKAQ, San Juan. Puerto Rico — Mod. CP
move auxiliary transmitter, extend completion date March 1 to July 26, 1943.
Applications .
MARCH 6
WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich. Change DAN to DA 5 p.m. -9 a.m. (CST).
WCAR, Pontiac, Mich.— Extend special
service authorization operate 7 a.m. to local
sunrise period when sunrise occurs later
than 7 a.m., to April 1, 1944.
Houston Printing Corp., Houston, Tex. —
Reinstatement CP FM station 46,500 kc,
10,500 sq. mi.
WOKO, Albany, N. Y.— Reinstatement
CP FM station 45,100 kc, 922,163 sq. mi.
KLRA, Little Rock, Ark. — Extend special
service authorization operate 1010 kc. 5
kw. N, 10 kw. D, DA-N, to Jan. 1, 1944,
dismissed without prejudice.
MARCH 9
WEGO, Concord, N. C— CP new broadcast station.

COMMISSION

12 INCLUSIVE

Ashland Broadcasting Co. — Reinstatement FM application, 46,100 kc, covering
4,160 so. mi. etc.
W65H, Hartford. Conn.— Reinstatement
FM application, 46,500 kc. to 43,500 kc,
covering 13,944 sq. mi. etc.
Bamberger Broadcasting Service, New
York — Reinstatement commercial television application, CP new broadcast station, channel 6, 96,000-102,000 kc, etc.
MARCH 11
WBNX, New York— Reinstatement FM
application, CP new broadcast station
48,400 kc, 8,730 sq. mi.
Greater New York Broadcasting Corp.,
N. Y. — Reinstatement FM application, CP
new broadcast station, 48,700 kc, 8,500
sq. mi.
WJR, Detroit, Mich. — Reinstatement FM
application, extend completon date.
Courier-Journal and Louisville Times
Co., Louisville, Ky. — Reinstatement FM
application, CP new broadcast station,
45,700 kc, 13,200 sq. mi.
News Syndicate Co., New York — Reinstatement FM application, CP new broadcast station, 47,900 kc, 8,500 sq. mi.
W71NY, New York — Reinstatement FM
application, decrease in service area, etc.
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark.— CP increase
5 kw. N, 10 kw. D to 50 kw. D-N ; change
hours to unlimited ; new transmitter, DA-N,
move transmitter to near Wrightsville,
Ark., move studio to Little Rock, Ark.
Tentative Calendar . . .
Delta Broadcasting Co., Vicksburg, Miss.
—Mod. license for 1470 kc, 500 w. N,
1 kw. D, unlimited (March 15).
WALB, Albany, Ga. (further consolidated hearing) — Renewal license, vol. Assgt.
license, CP (March 16).
WMAM, Marinette, Wis. — Mod. license
for 570 kc, 100 w. N, 250 w. D, unlimited
(March 17).

Wetwork
iKccovnts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
METROPOLITAN LIFE Insurance Co.,
New York, on Wednesday, March 24
only, will sponsor 75th anniversary program on 147 BLUE stations, 9:30-10 p.
m. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
PABST SALES Co., Chicago (Pabst Blue
Ribbon beer), on March 27 starts Blue
Ribbon Town on 104 CBS stations. Sat.,
10:15-10:45 p.m. Agency: Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati (Ivory
soap and Oxydol), on March 22 starts
/ Love a Mystery on 65 CBS stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 7-7:15 p.m. (rebroadcast, 11 p.m.). Agency: Compton Adv.,
N. Y.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Corp., Boston, on Fri., March 26 only, sponsors
Johnny Greco-Cleo Shans boxing bout on
207 MBS stations, 10 p.m. Agency: Maxon
Inc., N. Y.
HOUDE GROTHE Ltd., Montreal (tobacco), on Feb. 27 started Tommy Duchesne
& His Chevaliers on CBF, Montreal; CBV
Quebec; CBJ, Chicoutimi, Que. ; CJBR)
Rimouski. Que.; CHNC, New Carlisle,
Que.; CKCH, Hull, Que.; CKRN, Rouyn,
Que.; CKVD, Val d'Or, Que.; CHAD,
Amos. Que.; Sat. 7:30-8 p.m. Agency:
Canadian Adv. Agency, Montreal.

TO MAKE SURE of getting the audience of Nova
Scotia's most thickly populated area it is hardly
necessary to stress the fact
that the station is

Ten Top Tunes
THE top ten tunes from the standpoint of network audience coverage
during the week ending March 10,
to the copyrighted Auaccording
dience Coverage index survey of
the Office of Research — Radio Division, New York, are as follows:
I've Heard That Song Before.
That Old Black Magic
You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To.
Taking a Chance on Love.
As Time Goes By.
There Are Such Things.
Why
For MeDon't
and You
My Fall
Gal in Love With Me?
It Can't Be Wrong.
Brazil.
RCA VICTOR Co., Montreal, on March 4
started Les Romans Lireque Victor on
ChiCBV. Quebec; CBJ, Que.
CBF, Montreal; CJBR,
;
Rimouski.
coutimi, Que.;
CHNC. New Carlisle, Que.; CKCH Hull,
Que.: Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m. Agency: Spitzer
& Mills, Toronto.
SWEETS Co., of America, Hoboken, N. J.
on March 15 starts Dick
(Tootsieon Rolls),
Tracy
31 BLUE stations, Mon., Wed.,
Fri., 5:15-5:30 p.m. Agency: Duane Jones
Co., N. Y.
SINCLAIR REFINING Co.. New York
(H-C gasoline), on March 16 starts Confidentially Yours on 103 MBS stations,
Tues., Thurs., Sat.. 7:45-8 p.m. Agency:
Hixon-O'Donnell Adv., N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
ANACIN Co., Jersey City (headache powders), on March 24 renews for 52 weeks
John B. Hughps. com^en'a'or, o« 70
MBS stations, Wed. and Sat., 10-10:15
p.m. Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
N. Y.
VICK CHEMICAL Co., New York (Vitamins Plus, Vapo Rub and Va-tranol) , on
April 5 renews for 26 weeks Dr. I. Q.,
on 129 NBC stations, Mon., 9:30-10 p.m.
Agency: Grant Adv., Chicago.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine, Wis.
(floor wax), on April 6 renews for 52
weeks Fibber McGee & Molly on 172 NBC
stations, Tues., 9:30-10 p.m. Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Post'snews 40%
on AprilLife6 refor 52 Bran
weeks Flakes),
Portia Faces
on
86 NBC stations, Mon. thru Fri., 5:15-5:30
p.m. Agency: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
ASSOCIATED DENTAL SUPPLY Co..
San Francisco (toothpaste), has renewed
Boake Carter on 8 Mutual-Don Lee stations (KFR^ KH.T KAI,^ KGR KFRE
KOL KMO KFIO) Tues., Thurs. 9-9:15 a.m.
(PWT). Agency: McCann-Erickson, San
Francisco.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York (Diasalt, Walter
Chocolate.mondPostCrystal
Toasties).
on AprilBaker's
5 renews
for
52 weeks When a Girl Marries on 74 NBC
stations. Agency: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
Network Changes
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Jersey City (Colgate tooth powder), on April
6 shifts Al Jolson & Monty Woolley on
77 CBS stations, Tues., 8:30-8:55 p.m.,
with West Coast repeat, 9-9 :25 p.m.
(PWT), from New York to Hollywood.
Agency: Sherman & Marquette Inc., N. Y.
COLONIAL DAMES Inc., Los Angeles
(cosmetics), on March 21 shifts Quiz Quotient on 7 CBS Pacific stations from Fri.,
9:55-10 p.m. (PWT), to Sun., 8:25-8:30
p.m.
Co., Los(PWT).
Angeles.Agency: Glasser-Gailey &
CARTER PRODUCTS Inc.. New York
(liver pills), on April 5 adds KFRC to
Judy & Jane on 3 Don Lee Calif, stations
(KHJ KDB KGB), Mon. thru Fri., 4:455 p.m. (PWT), making a total of 4 California stations. Agency: Ted Bates Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati
(Woodbury soap), on April 4 replaces
The Parker Family with Chamber Music
Society of Lower Basin Street on 115
BLUE stations, Sun., 9:15-9:30 p.m. (repeat, 10:45-11 p.m.) Agency: Lennen &
Mitchell, N. Y.

WOW

Judge Rine indicated he would
sign a formal decree today (March
15) completely exonerating Mr.
Gillin, all officers and directors of
the Woodmen Society and stockholders of WOW Inc. Besides Mr.
Gillin, Tom Wallace, formerly
with Russel M. Seeds Agency Inc.,
Chicago; Guy Myers, of New York
City, and five Omaha men are the
new operators of WOW.
Actual operation of the station
under the new lease took effect
Jan. 14. Lease provides WOW Inc.
will pay approximately $8,000 a
month for three years, and $6,000
a month for the remaining 12 years.

Program Suit
SUIT seeking $300,000 damages
and an injunction against NBC,
WOR, New York, and the three
"joke experts" of Can You Top
This? was filed last week in New
York Supreme Court by C. Frank
Anderson, who claims that the
idea for the radio program was
by him in 1939. Plainoriginated
tiff alleges he submitted the idea to
NBC and WOR and entered into a
financial understanding with the
defendants to become effective if
it. Suba program were made of
sequently, the program started on
sponsorship of KirkWOR
man &under
Sons, Brooklyn, and on
NBC for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co., Jersey City, the current sponare "Senadefendants
sors.Ford,
Otherowner
tor"
of the series, Joe
Laurie, Jr., and Harry Hershfield.
JEANNE SULLIVAN, of the music
library staff of NBC central division,
made her operatic debut in a recent
performance of Pagliacci, given by the
American Opera Co. in Chicago.
NBC

Halifax, Nova Scotia

WPTF

JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives
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Deal

Court
byExonerated;
Upheld
Gill
in. Associates
Formal Decree Due Today
THE LEASE deal under which
John J. Gillin Jr. and others acquired operation of WOW, Omaha,
for 15 years from the Woodmen
of the World Life Insurance Society was approved by District
Judge A. Rine in an opinion from
the bench last Tuesday.
Dr. Homer Johnson, of Lincoln,
Woodmen of the World policyholder, had sought to have the lease
cancelled, charging fraud and that
the lease called for an inadequate
consideration for the Woodmen Society. After eight days' testimony,
Judge Rine said he found no evidence of fraud. He found no evidence substantiating another charge
that WOW might be used to sponsor the purchase of the Nebraska
Power Co. of Omaha by the Consumer Public Power District of
Nebraska.

CHNS

Page
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"I forgot to list WFDF Flint
Michigan and missed the bus"

k
FREE

50,000

WATTS

Raleigh, in the Center of North Carolina
Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
€r PETERS, Inc., National Representative*
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SCHOOLS LIKE RADIO
San Francisco FM Tests Show
CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wonted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
ales Manager — For independent station in
large eastern city. Liveable salary with
no ceiling on earnings to a producer.
Must be a real salesman and a worker
with a knowledge of and an enthusiasm
for radio. Integrity, sobriety, loyalty required. We do not need a man to "make
the station" but one capable of building
on a solid foundation. Box 408, BROADCASTING.
Itaff Announcer — For one of Northeast's
great 50-KW Stations. Must be experienced, versatile, draft-deferred. Write
giving full particulars. Box 400, BROADCASTING.
I 'ROGRAM DIRECTOR — PROGRESSIVE
5KW. MIDWESTERN BASIC NETWORK AFFILIATE HAS IMMEDIATE
OPENING FOR LIVE WIRE. MUST BE
EXPERIENCED IN CONTINUITY,
PRODUCTION, AND WILLING TO DO
SOME ANNOUNCING. AN UNUSUAL
OPPORTUNITY FOR A PERMANENT,
WORTHWHILE CONNECTION. IN REPLY, STATE DRAFT STATUS, PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE. SALARY EXPECTED, PHONE NUMBER, AND WHEN
AVAILABLE. BOX 401, BROADCASTING.
.nnouncer — With at least third class ticket
or ability to run RCA console end tables.
Draft deferred. Wire complete qualifications and salary expected. WSAM, Saginaw, Michigan
tROADCASTING STATION BOOKKEEPER— Wanted experienced man or woman
j bookkeeper who can take full charge of
i local midwest station, network affiliate,
books and accounts. Give experience in
' first
Paying
S35 Write
to $45Boxfor 393,
44
hours letter.
for good
work.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Within the next thirty days, announcers for 10 kw. Eastern independent station in third largest market
area. Splendid opportunity for ambitious,
all-around man. Give draft status. Box
, 398, BROADCASTING.
ladio Operator Wanted- With firs^-dass
ticket. Permanent position, local Southern Station, good salary, congenial personnel. Give all details. Box 399, BROADCASTING.
'irst-class Radio Telephone Operators —
Good wages. Good working conditions.
Write WICA, Ashtabula, Ohio.
ANNOUNCERS— Wanted two experienced
announcers by local network Michigan
station. Will pay $45 weekly for 48
hours, and $50 weekly if you have operators license. Will take good men draft
exempt up to age 50. Will consider girls
or women if experienced. Write fully and
give references. No drifters, this is permanent position for right people. Box
392, BROADCASTING.
ingineer — For 5 KW CBS affiliate. Experience desirable. Prefer draft exempt if
possible.
Kalamazoo.Write Chief Engineer, WKZO,
iCICD. SPENCER, IOWA, noeds operators
and announcers. Give full information
first letter.
Manager — With sales experience. Small
4 local station in east. State experience.
> Box 403, BROADCASTING.
COMBINATION — Good commercial announcer and studio technician for remote
studios of 5 kw net station. State experience and draft status. Box 405,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — First or Second Class Operator
with transmitter experience for new
directional 5 KW station. Rapid advance likely. WOC, Davenport, Iowa.
Announcer — Give experience, abilities. Permanent. Box 406, BROADCASTING.

'ADCASTING

classiCAPS,
three
issue.
Press

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Operator — Any class license. No war industries, living conditions good. KLPM,
Minot, North Dakota.
Situations Wanted
NEWSCASTER-EDITOR— Not the world's
best, but capable of doing the kind of
air job of which you and sponsors would,
indeed, be proud. Audience getter — and
holder — even against competition of networks second guessers. That's fact, not
egotism. Eight years in radio, five in
present position. Desire for change entirely self-impelled. Thirty-five, married,
3A in draft. Sober habits. No political
strings or ambitions. Minimum income,
$500.00 monthly. Now in midwest. Available June 1. Transcription on request.
Box 397, BROADCASTING.
Managerial Ability — 1st class license, good
announcer, news sports, programming.
3B. Employed, references, three month
contract, transportation necessary. $60.00
weekly. Box 387, BROADCASTING.
RELIABLE NOT SENSATIONAL— For 9
years I've been learning "what to do and
how to do it". Programming, writing,
producing, announcing, handling personnel, etc. Proven record. 30 years old.
3-B. Now on 50 kw station. Available
April 15 for PERMANENT position. Box
388, BROADCASTING.
Two Announcers — Experienced. Now employed 5 kilowatt Metropolitan basic
network midwest station. Available immediately. Both draft-deferred. Good references. Prefer West. Wire Box 389,
BROADCASTING.
STATION MANAGER— Thorough knowledge regional and local operation. 3A.
Midwest. Details on request. Box 390,
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster — News Editor, draft exempt,
ten years'
experience,
now medium
employed,or
seeks
permanent
position with
large station, location unimportant. Box
394, BROADCASTING.
EXPERIENCED CHIEF ENGINEER — Of
progressive local station desires larger
permanent field. 10 years experience,
local and regional, with all phases of
Broadcast equipment. Excellent references 3A. Box 395, BROADCASTING.

Value of Medium
SIX-MONTH trial of FM broadcasting as a medium of instruction
has proved successful in the San
Francisco schools, according to
school board officials. The board
operates an FM transmitter, with
80 General Electric receivers
throughout the city.
Most popular program was the
school newscast by Dwight Newton
three times a week. According to
Pauline Ryder, principal of Emerson School, coordination of history,
science, economics and geography
courses with living events makes
them more interesting. "The use of
radio also teaches not only audience manners, but encourages
worth while entertainment as
well," she said.
Library Subscribers
NEW AND RENEWAL subscribers
to the Standard Radio Library Service include: WOWO-WGL WFOR
WGH WBRK KTKC WISE WBRE
WATN WIAC KLUF WHBL KGKB
WAAB WGNY KRON KPLT WIL
KZRO WGIL WHEG WIBU WJBK
WMRN KCMC KFIZ KARK KFBB
W41MM KVOL, the OWI, San Francisco, and U. S. Navy, Dutch Harbor,
Alaska. Two new subscribers to the
Standard Sons of the Pioneers special
library are WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass.,
and WHBF, Rock Island, 111.

TO

SPEED

AT LOW

TELEGRAMS

COST-PHONE

Tostal
Telegraph
CHARGES
TELEGRAMS
'PHONED IN FOR
APPEAR
ON YOUR
J » 2X TELEPHONE BILL.

CESAR SAERCHINGER, NBC
commentator, has celebrated his fifth
year on his weekly program, Story
Behind the Headlines, which is presented under auspices of the American
Historical Assn.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

An ky
Organization
ofey
& Bail
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Frees Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

F GODLEY

CHIEF ENGINEER— Fifteen years experience, five years present employment, desire change, permanent, forty years old,
4F draft. Box 396, BROADCASTING.

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS

Technician
With 820th
years'at broad
available — March
$3500 experience
per year.
Box 402, BROADCASTING.

MO 2-7859

Announcer Available Immediately — Three
and
age 22.
Now one-half
employedyears'
5 kwexperience,
NBC station
in
south. Sports a specialty. 4F draft. Box
391, BROADCASTING.

GEORGE

Director-Writer-Announcer — Also advertising and merchandising experience. College, married, 4F. Box 407, BROADCASTING.

U.P

MONTCLAIR,

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Weshington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
_
Crossroads of
7134 Main St.
the World
Kansas City, Mo. I X J Hollywood, Cal.

Wanted to Buy
RADIO STATION — Local midwest preferred. Replies confidential. Box 404,
BROADCASTING.
Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pickups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.

• Broadcast

Advertising

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

RING

& CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

March

15, 1943
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Jack

Howard

Gets

Naval

Commission

Hanrahan

Given

Radio

Post;

Sorrells Leaves Censorship
JACK R. HOWARD, president of
Scripps-Howard Radio Inc. and assistant executive editor of ScrippsHoward Newspapers, has been
commissioned a
lieutenant (j.g.)
in the United
States Naval Reserve and is now
attending operational school. He
is 32, married and
the father of two
children.
James C. Hanrahan, executive
vice-president of Scripps-Howard
Radio and general manager of
WMPS, Scripps-Howard station
in Memphis, will assume Mr. Howard's radio duties for the duration
but is expected to maintain his
headquarters in Memphis rather
than move to the present headquarters offices in New York.
Sorrells Returns
Lt. Howard

In addition to WMPS, the
Scripps-Howard stations include
WCPO, Cincinnati; WNOX, Knoxville, and WMC, Memphis. WCPO
and WNOX are licensed directly to
Scripps-Howard Radio; WMC is
licensed to Memphis Publishing Co.,
and WMPS to Memphis Broadcasting Co., wholly owned subsidiary of Memphis Publishing Co.
John H. Sorrells, who was on
leave from Scripps-Howard Newspapers to serve as Deputy Director of Censorship in Washington,
has resumed his post of executive
editor of the papers. He will continue to function in an advisory
capacity to the Office of Censorship.
Bennett

to WAAT

VICTOR BENNETT, former account executive of WOR, New
York, has been named vice-president and national sales director of
WAAT, Newark, N. J., a new post,
according to an announcement last
week
by Irving
Robert Rosenhaus, executive
vice - president
and general manager. Mr. Bennett
entered
the advertising and proJ , JijF
motional field
A
some
15 years
Wk 4k 1 Ml ago as assistant
to the American
Mr. Bennett
general agent of
the Great Western Railroad of
England and in 1933 became manager of the general agency of all
American activities for the promotion of travel to the British Isles.
He handled transportation advertising for the N. Y. Sun for several years, and later served as
manager in charge of advertising
features and market research of
African Associated Newspapers.
Before joining WOR early in 1942,
Mr. Bennett published New York
Flite Plan magazine dealing with
air transportation schedules.
Page
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CBS

Extends

Full-Net

Discount

Plan

Outlets
Certain
Denied
Sponsors
To
ALTERATIONS in the CBS full
volved and the probable availanetwork discount plan to allow a
bility of the full network during
part of the rebate to advertisers
the term of the contract.
ordering but unable to secure the
Present CBS full-network adverfull network were announced last
tisers may continue for 12 months
under the old plan or may adopt
week by William C. Gittinger, vicepresident in charge of sales.
the new formula at any time durRevised plan provides for a
ing that period, electing whichever
is the more favorable. The basic
graduated scale of discounts, startcondition, that advertisers must
ing with 15% for full network proplace a firm order for all CBS
grams and decreasing in proporstations and continue this order in
tion with the percentage of full
network billing represented by staeffect to earn the full-network distions not clearing time.
count, is not changed, CBS states.
Supersedes 3-Station Plan
If, CBS explained, the stations
which do not clear represent less
than 1% of the full-network billing, a14% discount will be granted.
If the stations not clearing represent less than 2% the discount is
13%, continuing until the stations
which do not clear represent 15%
or more of full-network billing, in
which case no full-network discount is allowed. Discounts are to
be computed not only on the stations which are cleared, but on the
net billing for the full network,
and are calculated to the nearest
one-tenth, of 1%.
Obviously prompted by the network's recent acquisition of several
wine and beer accounts which ordered the full network but which
were unacceptable to a number of
CBS affiliates, the altered discount
plan supersedes immediately the
"three-station tolerance" announced
on Rate Card 29, dated July 15,
1942, when the full-network discount plan became effective for all
new business. The former plan allowed the full-network discount on
programs on which all but three
stations (or fewer) were cleared
and provided that a pro-rata share
of the full-network discount might
be allowed under conditions governed by the specific time period in-
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on 'Chef
Igleheart
SECOND
NATIONAL
advertiser
to sign for the Mystery Chef, offered to BLUE affiliates by the network on a local cooperative basis,
is Igleheart Bros., Evansville, Ind.,
the Swansdown Flour division of
General Foods Corp., New York.
Igleheart will sponsor the quarterhour series, starting; March 15 five
times weekly on WORD, Spartanburg, S. C, and WHMA, Anniston,
Ala., and twice-weekly on WJHP,
Jacksonville. First national advertiser to take the series was National Biscuit Co., New York
[Broadcasting, Feb. 22]. A total
of 34 stations now carrv the series
on a sponsored
Swansdown
account is basis.
handledThe
direct
and
McCann-Erickson, New York, is
National Biscuit agency.
Band

to Plane

Plant

ALVINO

REY and his 21 man orchestra, featured on various West
Coast originating network programs, swapped a weekly income
averaging §10,000 for beginners
wages totaling approximately $800
when they started in early March
working at Vega Aircraft Corp.,
Burbank, Cal., on the graveyard
shift. Rey, who has held a commercial radio license for 24 years is an
inspector in final assembly. Band
will continue on the Wednesday
night Salute
the States on Mutual-Don Leeto
stations.

ARMY

COMMISSIONS

SCHECHTER
CAPTAIN
ABEL A. SCHECHTER, former
NBC director of news and special
events, last week was commissioned
a captain in the Army Air Forces
and hasderedbeen
orto report
to Miami Beach
for preliminary
training. He has
resigned
as special assistant
to
Gardner Cowles
Jr., Director of
Domestic
Opera-a
tions of OWI,
post he
has15.held
since
Aug.

Capt. Schechter
It is understood that Capt.
Schechter, after his six weeks preliminary training, will be assigned
to Washington as Special Projects
Officer under Col. William P. Nuckols, assistant for Army Air Forces
to Maj. Gen. Alexander D. Surles,
Director of the War Dept. Bureau
of Public Relations. Another of
Col. Nuckols' assistants is Maj.
Hal B. Rorke, former assistant publicity director of CBS New York
and chief of CBS West Coast publicity [Broadcasting, Feb. 15].
One of the best-known figures in
the industry and a pioneer in the
development of radio as a news
medium, Capt. Schechter joined
NBC in 1932 as a writer. He became news editor in 1935 and added
the duties of director of special
events in 1938. Since the war, he
has handled special consulting assignments for the War Dept. Bureau of Public Relations, and last
August vitation
accepted
Mr. Cowles' into join OWI.
Servel to Return
SERVE L Inc., New York, which
has not used network radio since
the summer of 1938 when it sponsored the March of Time on NBCBLUE, is reported returning to
NBC early in April with an institutional series based on rationing
news from Washington. Company,
which manufactures Electrolux refrigerators in peacetime, is expected to sponsor Billie Burke,
movie actress, in Fashions in Rations, in the 11:30 a.m. to 12 noon
period mined
Saturdays
an undeternumber of onNBC
stations.
Agency in charge is BBDO,
York.

UNITED
WSYR

New

FRONT

Plugs WFBL Project To
Sell War Bonds

WHEN

Cecil Brown, CBS commentator and foreign reporter, visited Syracuse on a War Bond selling lecture tour under sponsorship
of WFBL, CBS outlet, WSYR,
NBC local station, broadcast plugs
urging listeners to buy bonds and
attend the lecture.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'They're Short of Operators, Now! Instead of Announcing,
I'm to Ride the Gain!"
BROADCASTING

Harry C. Wilder, WSYR general manager, explained when it
comes to supporting the war effort,
"I hope that in every city stations
will forget their commercial competition and establish a united radio
front for the duration. I think you
have to actively support another
station's special project to convince
the public that radio is unselfish in
supporting this war to the limit."
• Broadcast

Advertising

Percentage figures on this map show relation
of "Hitler's Children" premiers to best average
weeks of local theatres exhibiting Top A pictures. Such box office is not surprising in view
of the fact that in 25 major cities of this area
W L W delivers 48.7% of all radio listening
(based on Hooper Mid -Winter Area rating,
1942; a weighted average figure which does
not represent the size of our audience in any
one city) Rural index averages 2.5% higher.

Every

box

By

office

WLW

World

record

Premiers

broken

of

On January 14, WLW staged Fifty City World Premiers of "Hitler's
Children", based on the best-seller "Education For Death" by our European Commentator, Gregor Ziemer. Promotion on Mr. Ziemer's own
programs jam-packed theatres throughout WLW-land, started the film on
its way toward becoming one of the best grossing pictures of all time.
So sensational were these premiers that Ned E. Depinet, President of
RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., wired WLW:
"Box office and attendance figures in WLW World Premiers of 'Hitler's
Children' have clearly demonstrated the intensive coverage and selling
power of The Nation's Station. Despite the years of association of
our company with the radio industry, it has remained for WLW to
demonstrate to us and the motion picture industry the tremendous
results possible with radio as the spearhead of a well planned and
executed campaign. I feel that our joint operation with you has
pioneered a new phase of American merchandising and advertising,
with a demonstration of mass selling unprecedented in the history of

"Hitler's

in

46

cities

Children"

DOMINANCE WITH DEALERS. Implementing your
advertising on WLW is a carefully developed
plan of merchandising which covers every
phase of distribution from manufacturers' representative through consumer — climaxed by
28,000 personal contacts every year on the
wholesale and retail dealers who move your
merchandise. This comprehensive merchandising program is controlled and directed by
WLW, costs advertisers nothing.
A NEW SALES SERVICE. Answering the problem
of the man-power shortage is SPECIALTY
SALES, a WLW affiliate. SPECIALTY SALES offers
the services of experienced salesmen who
cover every grocer and druggist in all cities of
our four-state area. SPECIALTY SALES enables
you to maintain dealer contacts or introduce new
products at a fraction of the cost for man-power.

motion pictures and radio."

WLW audience dominance, plus the cooperation we receive as a
result of continuous dealer contact, now augmented by SPECIALTY
SALES, offer you the most effective means ever devised for directing
the distribution and sale of consumer food and drug products.

THE

RATION'S

MOST

MERCHANDISE-ABLE^TATIOM

DIVISION OF THE CROSLEY CORPORATION

LONGER

instead

of

LIFE

increased

ratings

Ordinarily, when a Transmitting Tube has been improved, its ratings arc
ised — but not in these extraordinary times!

HOW

TO

LONGER

MAKE
ON

TUBES

THE

JOB

LAST
. . .

RCA advertising, for months past, has
been devoted to operating tips on making tubes last longer. This valuable
material has now been
collated into a booklet, copy of which will
be sent upon request
to Radio Corporation
of America, Commercial Engineering Section, Harrison, N. J.

.

Today, it is long life that counts — not spectacular "peak" performance.
That is why, when the RCA-849 was materially improved over a year ago
y use of the famous RCA zirconium-coated anode, you heard nothing
bout it — even after months of actual use had shown that the improvement
such as to warrant a substantial rating increase in normal times,
tead of reflecting such an improvement in terms of higher tube ratings
utilized it to make conservative K( A tube ratings still more conservative,
his program, we felt, was far more in keeping with the war effort because it
ssures longer life for tubes that are difficult to replace. This has been done*
ot only with the RCA-849, but with other RCA tubes as well.
The war has not stopped RCA engineering progress. It has only intensied it— a fact to which the thousands of hours of additional potential life now
built in to many RCA Transmitting Tubes offer the most convincing proof.

RATINGS*
FILAMENT
VOLTAGE, 11 VOLTS
FILAMENT CURRENT, 3 AMPERES

TRANSMITTING

PL ATE VOLTAGE, 2300 VOLTS. MAX
PLATE DISSIPATION, 400 WATTS, MAX.
'For cl«tt C t«l»g'oph tvrvic*

TUBES

•ROVED IN COMMUNICATION'S MOST EXACTING
ADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA. RCA Victi

APPLICATIONS
S. I.

The

Weekly,

Newsmagazine

of

Radi

-

tion-

atten

time

clip

Here

and

keep

buyers,

this

account

important

executives!

list . . .

GO CO

are the 16 great war-active

cities of more

than 100,000

people each covered

»3

every hour

of every day by WOR.

That

WOR

that WOR

has sold— does sell—
can add dealers;

ELlZAB

ETn

k

simplify and safeguard distribution, in these cities and beyond
them

is more

than adequately

proved in the majority of 99
WOR

success

stories. Call,

write, or wire

that power-full

station wor

at 1440

Broadway,

in New

York

ft?

' ■1 :

STATION

THAT

Serving
Local

Whenever

DOES

Local

Interest

THINGS!

Interests
. . and

©

Gets

Listeners!

micro-

anything of interest in Phoenix is going on, KOY

phones are there, broadcasting on-the-scene accounts of the event.
In the months

of January and February KOY

originated special, local-

interest broadcasts more than once in every two days —

such as the Gov-

ernor's inaugural; tour of a captured Japanese submarine; RAF
game; welcome
—

to Mexican

Red Cross, OCD,

finds KOY

lend-lease workers. Any worthwhile

Cattle Growers

rugby

endeavor
always

Association or whatever —

ready and willing to cooperate. These

are the things that

affect every individual in Phoenix . . . and Arizona.
These
KOY,

1. State President of Ariiona Gideons presents 8ibU to KOY
Program Director Jack Williams.
Williams.
). Ariiona Governor Sydney P. Osborn is interviewed by Joe
4. Soil"
KOY broadcasts
from Mexico.arrival of 270 volunteer "Soldiers of the

are the things that affect radio listening in Arizona, too!

because it serves local interests by coverage of local events, has

the listeners, a loyal and enthusiastic audience. And

THE PICTURES:
marine.
I. KOY broadcasts tour of captured Japanese miniature tut

such listener loyalty

5. KOY interviews Ariiona Hiqhwoy Patrol women radio
operators who took their soldier husbands' places.
6 Senor Morales Goniales, Meiican consul for Phoenii, addressed KOY audience on arrival of Meiican farm workers.
7. KOY broadcasts from Arizona Cattle Growers Convention;
National Live Stock Association president ot microphone.

predicates advertising results.

TO

KOY,

SELL

Phoenix ★

ARIZONA
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This is a dress rehearsal . . . for death.
The sirens wail in the night . . . the
shaded lights go out one by one . . . activity
ceases. This is an air raid drill.
Millions of hands reach for the radio
and flick on the switch. For the official
Army instructions are :
"Keep your radio on."
What a tribute it is to the broadcasters

HoAaA)

ou>

!

the growth of the free American way of
broadcasting. We have always placed our
entire facilities, skill, and resources, at the

Today, RCA

If we can be of service to you on technical problems which you are encounter-

is engaged in serving the

greatest cause of all— the cause of Victory.
Today, our goal is to provide more and
more radio equipment for our armed
forces.
That is why our service to you may

What a confirmation this is of radio's
splendid cooperation, its patriotism, and
its trusted and respected position in the
minds of all Americans.

RCA

is proud to have played a part in

casters in their important work — we intend to do to the best of our ability.

command of radio, to aid in its swift progress and development.

of America, that in our country's crisisradio is depended upon to serve so vitally.

RCA

not be as thorough as it has always been.
But whatever we can do to aid the broad-

ing, don't hesitate to call on us. The tasks
that free American broadcasting is carrying on today — must continue.
And we are anxious to help
you— to see that they do!

BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

RCA Victor Division
RADIO

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA,

Camden,

N. J.

*AlL

RIGHT,
TO

TIME
SOUTHERN

farmers like WLAC,

ville radio station provides
entertainment

CHOICE!
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because

them
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BOSSY

—

/
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KNOW

WLAC

/"

WLAC'S

BIG

this Nashdiversified

of the type they like to hear.

RURAL
In addition to the programs

listed here, WLAC's

schedule is geared to the listening tastes of the people

6:45 A. M. "TEXAS DAISY"
6:30 A. M. FARM FRONT

18,000

PROGRAMS
LETTERS

Louisiana,

counties in
states!
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More

Kentucky, Arkansas,
Mississippi, Ala-

bama, and Georgia,

than 1,000 letters came from

This is proof that they're lis-

each of 7 states . . Tenn-

tenin' . . to WLAC.

H.

Availabilities, Call

RAYMER

NATIONAL

THE

IN 3 MONTHS

of the 921

PAUL

OF

BROUGHT

essee,

For

STATION

7:15 A. M. RENFRO VALLEY

Farmers wrote from all but 63

Southeastern

FOR

6:45 A. M. FAIRFIELD FOUR
7:00 A. M. CHUCK WAGON
GANG

m

THESE
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LISTENING

6:00 A. M. NEWS

of the vast TVA-rea.
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and
in radio it is the spot time buyers who
give each market and radio station its closest scrutiny.
In Chicago these buyers of spot time have their choice
of many stations — five of them with 50,000 watts.
It is significant that WGN

holds a substantial lead over

all other major Chicago stations in volume of local
and national spot advertising.
Even more significant is the fact that the retail stores
which keep an over-the-counter check on direct results
place more business on WGN than any other major
Chicago station.

A

Clear

Channel

720 Kilocycles

50,000 Watts

MUTUAL

EASTERN

SALES OFFICE: 220 E. 42nd Street,

BROADCASTING
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Advertising
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ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

MEN

WHO

Robert

VICE

1911
1911-13
1913-28
1928-31
1932
1942

PRESIDENT,

G.

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATIONS

Some

WFBl,

SYRACUSE

The Hill School
Cornell University
Vice President and Sales Manager,
Merrell-Soule Co.
Division Sales Manager, Borden Co.
Vice President, Onondaga Radio
Broadcasting Corp. (Station WFBL)
Chairman, Syracuse Radio War Council

LERE, gentlemen, is one of the most
H,
unusual situations in radio. Twelve years
ago Bob Soule was a big time consumergoods sales manager. Then he became fasci-

actually aware of the fact that the usual
purpose of your advertising effort is to sell
stuff. So, knowing that, we also realize that

bought a large interest in a good radio

we won't be able to sell you very much of
our stuff unless our stuff is so carefully and
thoughtfully selected that it will really help

station, to really ride the hobby! . . . So-o-o — ■

you to sell your stuff!

nated with merchandising by radio — and

today Bob — one of the principal owners and
officers of WFBL — spends his full time
merchandising and promoting for its lucky
advertisers. As a result, WFBL is generally
considered the best test station in the East!
Yes, here at F&P, we're "merchandising
minded" too. Believe it or not, we are

Free
Pioneer

&
Radio

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WINS
NEW YORK
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
ULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

Elementary? Yes — just as elementary as
most of the rules that account for most of
the successes in any line of business — including our own, thanks to all the agencies
and advertisers we are privileged to serve,
here in this pioneer group of radio-station
representatives.

Peters,

1

lie.

Since May, 1932
Station
Representatives

CH,C*?°*'8o";MiMS<>>'
NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO: 111 Stiller HOLLYWOOD: 1512 N. Gordon ATLANTA: ,22 Palmer lildg.
rrankl.n 6373
Plaza 5-4131
Sutter 4353
Gladstone 3949
Main 5667
i Page
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Recorders

Invite
to Mr. Lawrence

Impasse
To
to

May

Lead

Appeal
WLB

REOPENING of negotiations
for settlement of the sevenmonth-old recording strike
was sought last Friday by the
transcription and recording
industry in an invitation to
AFM President James C. Petrillo to meet

with its representatives in New York

Wednesday (March 24). The
action came after the AFM
International Board had flatly
rejected previous proposals
for immediate lifting of the
ban.
In a telegram to the AFM
head, the group denied the
charge that the recorders had
not acted "in good faith" in
proposing lifting of the ban
pending consideration of the propriety of the AFM "fixed fee"
proposal by responsible Governmental agencies. The telegram,
unanimously approved by the industry group read :
Always Ready to Bargain
"In your reply of March 17 to
our letter of Feb. 23, you complained that we have failed to
measure up to the test of good
faith collective bargaining. That
complaint is unjustified since it
was you who terminated all prior
arrangements without previous
complaints or demands. Individually and collectively, we have always
been and continue to be ready to
confer and bargain with you on the
question of wages, hours and working conditions which, under both
the National Labor Relations Act
and universal practice, are the appropriate subjects for collective
bargaining, and to enter into a
written agreement for a definite
term which will provide for the
immediate resumption of recording.
As tangible evidence of our good
faith, we now invite you to meet
with us for such purpose at the
Hotel Ambassador, in New York
City, on Wednesday, March 24, at
2:30 p.m. Please reply by telegram
BROADCASTING

Petrillo

Morris, care of

RCA Victor, Camden, N. J."
Those signing the telegram were :
Associated Music Publishers Inc.;
Columbia Recording Corp.; Decca
Records Inc.; Empire Broadcasting
Corp.; Lang-Worth Feature Programs Inc.; Muzak Corp.; RCA
Victor Division, RCA; Radio Recording Division, NBC; Standard
Radio ; Soundies Distributing Corp.
of America Inc., World Broadcasting System.
Those attending the conference
were: C. M. Finney, president,
AMP and Muzak Corp.; John R.
Andrus, vice-president, AMP; Gerald Kelleher, president, Empire
Broadcasting Corp.; C. O. Langlois, president, Lang-Worth Feature Program Inc.; A. Walter Socolow, Lang- Worth attorney; C.
Lloyd Egner, vice-president, NBC
Radio Recording Division; R. P.
Myers Jr., NBC Legal Department; A. J. Kendrick, vice-president, World Broadcasting System;
Ralph Colin, counsel for Columbia
Recording Corp.; Judge Lawrence
A. Morris, attorney for RCA Victor; Milton Diamond, counsel for
Decca Records Inc.
Milton Blink, partner of StanTEXT

OF

"Particular Kind of Industry"
"Your letter contains many incorrect assumptions and many misstatements of fact. You incorrectly
assume that our proposal is founded on a claim that there is an obligation in any industry to persons
not employed
by that industry

• Broadcast

Advertising

Conference

dard Radio, approved the message
by phone, with approval also secured from Soundies Distributing
Corp. C. P. MacGregor, remaining
signatory to the recording industry
letter of Feb. 23, could not be
reached.
As Broadcasting went to press
Friday, no word had been received
regarding Mr. Petrillo's acceptance
of the invitation. It was expected,
however, in the light of his previous comments, that negotiations
promptly would be reopened.
Immediately following the International Board's rebuff, there was
talk in recording circles of a
prompt appeal to the War Labor
Board as a possible means of breaking the impasse. The AFM action,
after a three-day meeting, left the
situation right where it was on
Aug. 1.
Because both the Federal District
Court in Chicago and the Supreme
Court have now held that the AFM
ban constitutes a "labor dispute",
industry attorneys have urged an
appeal to WLB. The fact that the
ban, which forced cessation of all
recordings last Aug. 1, has seriously interfered with the war
effort, based on statements by im-

PETRILLO

FOLLOWING is the full text of
the letter of James C. Petrillo,
AFM president, sent to the transcription and phonograph record
signatories March 17 after a threeday meeting in Chicago of the
AFM international board:
"The Executive Board of the
American Federation of Musicians
met to consider your answer to its
proposals submitted to you. The
members of the Board cannot escape the conclusion that you have
failed to consider these proposals in
good faith. No other conclusion can
be deduced from the many specious
arguments presented by you. In
short you have failed to measure
up to the test of good faith collective bargaining which requires
submission of counter proposals.

to

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

LETTER

solely on the ground that such persons belong to a given union.
"To begin with, we are dealing
with a particular kind of industry,
namely, one that has been built up
exclusively by a mechanical invention that displaces human labor.
In the second place, we are dealing
with workers who are not employed in their craft precisely because of the creation, development
and expansion of such an industry.
We say simply that all those who
benefit from the displacement of
human labor should share the burden of the cost to the displaced
workers. These workers are entitled
to relief not because they happened
to be members of a union but solely
because they happened to be victimized by the same thing which benefits others. Their membership in the
union does not give them the right,
it merely provides for them the
means whereby they seek to enforce that elemental right. This
principle is recognized by many
outstanding
economists, among
(Continued on page 39)

portant figures in public life, makes
WLB intercession practically a
mandatory course, it was held. In
fact it is felt industry and labor
are "obligated" to follow this
course.
Chairman D. Worth Clark (DIda.), of the Senate Interstate
Commerce subcommittee authorized
to investigate the recording ban,
said last Friday prior to his departure for a previously planned
trip to Florida, that he would await
developments during the week before deciding upon reopening the
hearings.
Hearings were interrupted last
January after the AFM president
had agreed to draft a proposal,
which resulted in the "fixed fee"
plan of Feb. 15, whereby manufacturers and distributors of transcribed and recorded music would
pay royalties into a union fund designed to reduce unemployment.
This proposal was turned down by
the transcribers and record companies Feb. 23, on the ground that
it embraced "a startling new kind
of social philosophy" which would
require Congressional and other
Governmental action.
Conditions More Critical
Senator Clark said he would call
his six-man subcommittee together
on his return, to appraise the situation and decide whether a direct
appeal to President Roosevelt
should be made to use his wartime
powers to break the impasse. Following the testimony of Petrillo
before his Committee, the Senator
said that as a last resort he would
be disposed to carry the issue directly to the White House.
Conditions for both transcription
companies and record manufacturers are becoming increasingly critical. In the radio field, a substantial
amount of business is reported to
have shifted from national spot
to the networks, because of the unavailablity of musicians for recording work. Network and station
staffs are not affected, but AFM
members are barred from accepting engagements for transcriptions
or phonograph records.
Mr. Petrillo, following the threeday session of his board in Chicago,
told Broadcasting last Thursday
that AFM was "willing to listen to
counter-proposals." He added "we
don't feel that the negotiations
should bog down, but the flat re(Continued on page 40)
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Whiteman
Blue

Named

Music

Chief

Orchestra Leader to Finish
Contract for Lever Bros.
PAUL

WHITEMAN, internationally-known conductor, has been
named director of music of the
BLUE, Mark Woods, network
president, announced last week. Immediately following his appointment, Mr. Whiteman left New
York for the BLUE studios in
Hollywood, where he will headquarter until June. On the West
Coast he will conduct concerts with
the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra and will complete his current engagement on the CBS Burns
& Allen program, sponsored by
Lever Bros, for Swan soap.
Returning to New York in June,
Mr. Whiteman will be placed in
charge of all musical programs on
the BLUE, acting in a supervisory
capacity, planning musical programs, cooperating in the production of new programs and serving
as consultant on musical portions
of current commercial broadcasts.
To the BLUE Whiteman will bring
his music library, considered one
of the most comprehensive of its
kind.
Helped Others to Fame
In announcing* Mr. Whiteman's
appointment, Mr. Woods said, "For
a quarter of a century he has represented modern American music
at its best; he has introduced the
finest of contemporary compositions; he has introduced to the
American public such outstanding
conductors and composers as
George Gershwin, Ferdie Grofe
and Johnny Mercer."
In addition to his current participation in the Burns & Allen
program for Lever Bros., Mr.
Whiteman has appeared on network programs for General Motors,
P. Lorillard Co., Sherwin-Williams
Paint Co., Kraft Cheese Co., and
others.

KING OF JAZZ, Paul Whiteman,
becomes King of BLUE arpeggios
and cadenzas, too. Mark Woods,
BLUE president, is seen here signing contract with Mr. Whiteman,
making him Director of Music, as
Phillips Carlin, net's vice-president
in charge of programs, approves.
The new music director's headquarters will be in Hollywood for
three months. After that in New
York's Radio City.
Page
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Lt.

Com.

Butcher

of

Gen.

Eisenhoiver's

Staff Pays
His Family
Surprise
Visit
AFTER a nine-month sojourn in
England and North Africa as
Naval aide to Lt. Gen. Dwight D.
Eisenhower, Lt. Com. Harry C.
Butcher, former CBS Washington
vice-president, returned to Washington last Wednesday on official
business. He had no comment to
make about the purpose of his visit
to this country.
The former network official, one
of the best-known and best-liked
figures in the industry, surprised
his wife and young daughter, Beverly, with an unheralded early
morning arrival. His family lives
at a Washington hotel with Gen.
Eisenhower's wife.
In excellent health, except for a
slight throat irritation acquired
since his return, Com. Butcher was
confined to his home Wednesday
and Thursday, but reported to both
Army and Navy headquarters on
official missions the remainder of
the week. He had been in North
Africa since the campaign got
underway, and prior to that was in
LT. COM. BUTCHER
London with Gen. Eisenhower. His
position as Naval aide to the
Army's Commanding General, a
Yourd Aids Gammons
friend of long standing, is unique
KENNETH L. YOURD, since June
in military annals.
1941, member of the WJSV staff
Com. Butcher renewed acquaintas legal counsel has been appointed
ances with his many friends in pubassistant director of the .CBS
lic life and in radio around WashWashington office. Announcement
ington. Prior to his return to his
was made Thursday by Earl H.
post, he plans to visit friends and
Gammons, director of the office.
former associates in New York.
TENTATIVE
Palmer

NAB

PROGRAM

House,

Chicago, April 27-29
3. Selective Service
TENTATIVE agenda for the NAB
4. How to meet the need
Radio War Conference at the
12:45 p.m. Luncheon
2:30 p.m. War and Materials
Palmer House in Chicago April
1. Operation of stations
27-29 was released last week by
2. Listeners
NAB Washington headquarters.
3. Operations under Fighter Command
8 p.m. (1) The Clear Channel, Regional
Names of speakers were not given,
and Local Groups are offered the opporpending confirmation, but will be
tunity to have meetings at this time
released shortly.
(2) NAB Women Directors
The conference, being held in
lieu of the NAB's 21st annual conWEDNESDAY, APRIL 28
vention because of wartime operations and restrictions on travel,
8:30 a.m. Breakfast Round Tables
will be compressed into 2% days,
1. Selective
Service and Manpower
2.
Foreign Language
beginning on Tuesday and winding
up at luncheon Thursday, April 29.
3. sets
Tubes and equipment, gas and tires,
listener" problems, batteries, receiving
Monday, April 26, will be given
over to advance registration and
4. Music
5. Radio Management Club of Chicago
to meetings of various NAB com10:30 a.m. Radio Problems and the War
mittees, with the conference itself
1. Censorship
ing.
2. The Government and Programs
getting underway Tuesday morn12 :45 p.m. Luncheon
2:30 p.m. Sales Problems during WarFollowing is the tentative
time
1. Retail Promotion Committee plan
agenda :
2. Petrillo recording ban
3. NAB Annual Meeting
MONDAY, APRIL 26
a. Election of Directors-at-large
b. Vote on by-laws changes
9 a.m. Registration
8 p.m. "Sales — A Wartime Necessity''
10 :30 a.m. Program Directors' Committee
10:30
Managers'
Committee
2 p.m.a.m.
NABSalesBureau
of Copyrights
THURSDAY,
APRIL 29
2 p.m. Public Relations Committee
2 p.m. Research Committee
8:30 a.m. Breakfast Round Tables
2 mittees
p.m. Engineering and Insurance Com1. Censorship
2:30 p.m. Code Committee
2.
Training courses — 48-hour Week —
3 p.m. Retail Promotion Committee
Women
4 p.m. BMI Board
3. OWI
7 p.m. Accounting Committee
4. Sales Managers
7 mittees
p.m. Labor and Wage and Hour Com5. The Recording Ban
6. Legislation and Taxation
7 p.m. NAB Board of Directors Dinner
10 :30 a.m. The Role of Advertising in the
maps
1. Recommended standards for coverage
War
TUESDAY, APRIL 27
2. The role of advertising in wartime
— a panel discussion
War Manpower and War Materials
Resolutions and Adjournment of Conference
8 :30 a.m. Registration
10:30 a.m. Manpower
2:30 p.m. Meeting of New NAB Board
1. Needs of the Army
2. Needs of Industry
of Directors
BROADCASTING

Group

on

Materiel

Appointed
by BWC
Equipment for Overseas Radio
Studied; Corderman Boosted
CREATION of the International
Broadcasting Coordinating Committee by the Board of War Communications and promotion of Roy
C. Corderman,
chief of the facilities division of
the Office of War
Information, to
the postsistant
ofchiefasof
the OWI Bureau
of Communications Facilities,
were announced
last week.

Mr. Corderman
The IBCC, composed entirely of Government representatives, is headed by FCC
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven. It
will advise the BWC on international broadcasting problems.
To Make Material Available
Serving with Commissioner
Craven are Brig. Gen. Frank E.
Stoner, chief of the Army Signal
Corps Operating Services ; Lt. Com.
A. B. Chamberlain, former CBS
chief reauengineer,
of theDivision;
Navy's Buof Ships Radio
Mr.
Corderman, who also will represent
the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs as well as the OWI; Frank
H. Mcintosh, assistant to the director of the War Production Board
Radio Division. Philip F. Siling,
FCC International Division chief,
will serve as committee secretary
and FCC alternate for Commissioner Craven.
The new committee will study
methods of making available necessary materiel to provide adequate
international broadcast service for
psychological warfare overseas.
Manufacture of new shortwave
equipment as compared with diverting required equipment from
other sources and services will be
studied by the group, which will
hold military requirements as a
primary consideration.
Mr. Corderman, widely-known
engineer, is on leave from the
AT&T for the duration. He first
was loaned to the CIAA Dec. 1,
1941, and six months later he went
to the OWI as chief of the facilities division.
Before Dec. 7, 1941, when amateur stations were ordered off the
air, Mr. Corderman operated W3ZD
at Chevy Chase, Md., a Washington suburb. He entered radio with
KDKA, Pittsburgh, as an engineer. For several years he was coordinator of the Emergency Network of the American Radio Policy
League in the Middle Atlantic and
Southeastern areas.
On the floor of the House last
Wednesday Rep. Celler (D-New
York) paid tribute to the work of
the OWI, particularly the Overseas
Branch, in combatting Axis propaganda. He took issue with Rep.
Taber (R-N. Y.), who criticized
some of the functions of OWI.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Radio
Towards
Cool
Service
face of the intensified induction
Winston is expected to address the
Handicap to Operations
tempo.
NAB War Conference in Chicago.
Officials at Selective Service
Is Held No Factor
For the past several weeks,
headquarters
could not guess the
WMC's Essential Activities ComIn Deferment
mittee has been seeking a formula
tests a local board might use in
LOCAL DRAFT boards are not reto revise lists to make them effecdeciding which stations in a comquired to defer key men merely bemunity were essential, pointing
tive, but in light of cold mathecause their drafting would handimatics applied to the draft-age
only to regulations that said : A
cap a particular broadcast stamanpower pool, members of the
civilian activity necessary to war
tion, National Selective Service ofcommittee are not optimistic.
production or essential to the war
ficials asserted last week in a new
effort must meet one of the followFew Young Men Left
interpretation of policy. This stateing tests: It must be engaged in
One committee member told
ment was based on Selective Servfilling
a Government contract; it
Broadcasting that WMC estimates
ice's policy that essential services
must perform a "governmental
there will be less than 500,000
must be maintained, but no particservice directly concerned with
ular unit of an essential service
able-bodied men in the 18-38 group
promoting
or facilitating war proto spread among all essential jobs.
need necessarily be considered vital.
duction";
perform a service, govHe pointed to Maj. Gen. Lewis B.
The interpretation was first reernmental
or
private,
directly convealed in a letter to a station in
Hershey's prediction that 14 of
cerned with providing food, clothevery
16
men
in
the
18-38
ablethe New York metropolitan area
ing, shelter, health, safety, or
bodied class would be in the armed
that had protested the reclassifiother requisites of civilian daily
forces, and that most of the remaincation of a key man. Under siglife in support of the war effort.
ing, numbering about 2,000,000,
nature of Maj. G. Tinsley GarAdmitting, however, that the
would be tied to the farm by act of
nett, Selective Service wrote that
choice would be a difficult one, they
Congress.
local boards classify men on the
emphasized that as time went on,
Selective Service, in adopting
basis of conditions as they are
it was not unlikely that local
this stricter interpretation of the
known to exist in the area.
boards might come to feel that
rights of a particular unit of an
areas with several stations might
Not All Deferrable
essential industry, is reacting to
be maintaining broadcast facilities
the general shortage of draft men,
not essential to the war.
"Local Boards fully realize that
officials explained. They said as
radio communications has been certified to be essential to the war
time goes on, draft boards will un1SLRB SPEEDS
CASES
doubtedly become less generous in
effort," he wrote. "This does not
mean that every radio station is granting deferments, and that they
OF SMALL
EMPLOYER
will no longer support all units of
essential to the war effort," the
A
SHORTENED
procedure to be
an essential industry. Lt. Com. P.
letter continued.
applied by National Labor RelaH. Winston of Selective Service's
tions Board regional offices in pass"Consequently not all employes
manpower
division,
said
this
exing on requests for wage and salary
of all radio stations would necesplanation of policy does not mean
changes is expected to facilitate
sarily be placed in a deferred clasthat local boards have been inthe handling of hundreds of cases
sification because they occupied a
structed to eliminate duplication
a week. Complicated statistical
position appearing in Occupational
of broadcast service, or any other
wage analyses will be elimniated
to effect a saving.
Bulletin No. 27," he explained.
essential service. He said it mereOfficials at Selective Service
New procedure is expected to
ly restates a fundamental Selecheadquarters confirmed this stand,
lighten
the burden on small emtive Service assumption that local
pointing out that no unit of an esployers and to speed upward wage
boards must determine each case
sential industry is assured protecadjustments necessary to eliminate
on its merits.
cases of substandard living.
tion from local boards. They said
The shortened procedure will be
Essentiality Test
National headquarters certifies an
used
to correct interplant inequaliindustry as essential but that local
Even units which may not be
boards must decide each case on
ties, substandard wages and inconsidered essential by a local
equalities for individuals and small
its merits.
groups. Considerable new authority
board need not necessarily susAlthough this would seem to inhas been given the local boards. For
pend operations, he said, but they
dicate that draft boards conceivexample, they may now use the
will not be permitted to protect
shortened procedure in passing on
ably could decide which station in
draft-age men at the expense of
adjustments effecting employers of
mere
essential
services.
a community of duplicating broad200 persons or less if the adjustcast facilities would continue, E.
Broadcasters will get a first
ments affect no more than 10 emK. Jett, FCC chief engineer and
hand explanation of the manpower
ployes or 10% of them and do not
chairman of the BWC Coordinatexceed 5 cents an hour.
problem next month when Lt. Com.
ing Committee, said that BWC is
the only agency authorized to decide whether a facility is essential.
Within the fortnight FCC had
ruled that all broadcast stations
should continue operations, and
had imposed obstacles in the path
of those which would suspend.
[Broadcasting, March 15]. At
WPB, every effort has been made
to supply critical replacement parts
to all stations, and not a single prolonged technical failure has occurred.
Selective

Selective Service's coolness toward the essential industry occupational lists has been increasingly met by station managers seeking deferment in the local areas,
reports indicate. War Manpower
officials in Washington are now
frankly admitting that the essential industry lists failed in the
BROADCASTING

CENSORSHIP AS APPLIED to Vox Pop was discussed by this quartet
in the studios of WJSV, Washington, during a special Vox Pop preceding
the CBS broadcast, sponsored by Bromo Seltzer, originating March 15
from Walter Reed Hospital, Washington. Eyeing J. Harold Ryan (r),
assistant Director of Censorship in charge of radio are (1 to r) : Parks
Johnson, originator of the program; F. Bourne Ruthrauff, vice-president
of Ruthrauff & Ryan, and Warren Hull, Mr. Johnson's partner.
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kup
fn htation uAverage Up 49 to 70 Stations
Daytime, 76 to 99 at Night
SINCE
the inauguration
of NBC's
full
network
plan in August
1942,
24 advertisers sponsoring 38 programs have taken advantage of the
plan and are using the total list
of 125 NBC stations. Computed on
the basis of additional network time
created by the plan, statistics show
that operation of the plan has added
922 station hours a week since its
initiation.
In a comparison of figures compiled as of March 1, 1942, and
March 1, 1943, the average NBC
network increased during the year's
period from 49 to 70 stations in the
daytime hours, and from 76 to 99
stations for programs broadcast
between 6 and 11 p.m.
According to NBC, many topranking network features previously unavailable to station audiences in numerous localities are
now populated
being enjoyed
nation's
less
areas inas the
a result
of
the plan, while sponsors, at a slight
added cost, have materially increased their coverage through effective facilities supplied by the
added outlets.
Sponsors
full
networkbenefitting
plan andfrom
theirNBC's
programs are :
American
Ail-Time
Hit Parade Tobacco
and Kay Co.,
Kyser;
Bell
Telephone System, Telephone Hour;
Bristol-Myers Co., Eddie Cantor and
Mr. District Attorney ; Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co., Red Skelton
Shoiv and Tommy Dorsey; ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co., Can You Top This
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Voice of
Firestone; F. W. Fitch Co., Bandicagon; General Electric, Hour of
Charm; General Foods, Aldrich Family, Jack Benny and Maxwell House
Time; H. J. Heinz Co., Information
Please; Andrew Jergens Co., Mr. and
Mrs. North; S. C. Johnson & Sons,
Fibber McGee & Molly; Lever Bros.
Co., Tommy Riggs ; Lewis-Howe
Medicine Co., Treasure Chest; Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., Fred Waring; Miles Labs., News of the World;
Philip Morris & Co., Ginny Simms;
Pepsodent Co., Bob Hope; Procter &
Gamble Co., Abies Irish Rose, Ma
Perkins,
Young's
Family,
Right To Pepper
Happiness,
Road of
Life,
Truth Or Consequences, Vic & Bade;
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Abbott
& Costello; Sheaffer Pen Co., Upton
Close: Standard Brands. Edgar BerOne Man's Co..
Family,
The O'Neills;
•Vick gen,
Chemical
Dr. I.Q.;
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.. John
Charles Thomas.

Porter

Twice

for Ford

WITH SPRING and the planting
season hard by, Earl Godwin,
BLUE commentator and gentleman
farmer, originally heard seven
times weekly on Watch the World
Go By, has reduced his broadcasts
to five days a week, Monday
through Friday. Roy Porter, BLUE
commentator, who took over one
of the broadcasts shortly after the
series started, is now heard Saturdays. Ford Motor Co. sponsors the
entire series. Agency is Maxon
Inc., Detroit.
March
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FOREIGN
Senator
Action
House
New

Wheeler
on

FCC

Communications
Legislation

Similar

DELAY in Senate action on the
White-Wheeler Bill (S-814) was
seen with the hospitalization last
week of Chairman Wheeler (DMont.), of the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee, which contemplates hearings on the measure
to reorganize the FCC.
Senator Wheeler was admitted
to the Naval Hospital in Washington for observation and treatment of an ear infection which resulted from a heavy head cold. His
office said he probably would take
no action on the communications
measure until his return. How
long he will be hospitalized is uncertain.
Two

Autonomous

Divisions

Meanwhile, appointment of a
communications subcommittee of
the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee is expected
shortly, to consider new communications legislation along the lines
of the pending Holmes Bill (HR1490), which in many respects
parallels the White-Wheeler Bill
by reorganizing the FCC into two
autonomous divisions, one to handle broadcasting and related services and the other the common carrier field. Rigid limitations on the
scope of the FCC's authority, notably in broadcasting, would be imposed under these measures.
It was expected that Rep. Bulwinkle (D-N.C.) would be named
chairman of the House subcommittee. Whether the Committee will
hold further hearings, supplementing those on the Sanders Bill (on
which the Holmes measure is
based) will depend upon the outcome of the Cox Select Committee
inquiry into the FCC, slated to
get under way next month.
Eugene L. Garey, New York attorney, general counsel of the Committee, and his chief assistant,
Fred R. Walker, were in Washington again last week preparing the
case and selecting personnel. No
formal announcements have been
made, however, as to the start of
the inquiry, which will cover the
operations of the FCC from its creation in 1934 and will delve deeply into activities of Commission
members and personnel.
Little official reaction has been
forthcoming to the White-Wheeler
bill, which in addition to the provisions covering reorganization of
the FCC and tightening up of appellate and procedural phases
would introduce a new broad policy governing equal time for discussion of controversial issues.
Senator Wheeler particularly has
advocated such provisions.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, at his news conference last
Monday, said he had not seriously
studied the White- Wheeler measPage
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in

Hospital,

Bill

May Consider

Bill

ure, but that if it followed the pattern of the Sanders or Holmes bills
his comment roughly would be the
same. He opposed the Sanders
measure at the hearings last year.
Fly Favors Code
Apropos the controversial issue
phase, Chairman Fly said he was
inclined to follow the policy of the
broadcasting industry code promulgated several years ago through the
NAB. The FCC, he asserted, encourages the idea of giving both
sides of controversial issues equal
time. In one or two decisions in
the past, he recalled, the Commission had criticized editorial policies
of stations on the theory that a
station should be a free speech
mechanism giving both sides in
public debates.

exist." language broadcastAll foreign
longer
ers have been mailed copies of the
revision, affecting Section III of
the Code of Wartime Practices for
American Broadcasters, edition of
Feb. 1, 1943 [Broadcasting, Feb.
15]. Edward H. Bronson, chief of
the Radio Division foreign language section, will leave Tuesday
for Texas, Arizona, New Mexico
and Southern California to confer
with
ers. foreign language broadcast-

Weekly

Radio

In

Average

1942,

MAINTAINING

Salary

its level as one of

the highest paid — if not the highest— industries, the average weekly compensation for the broadcasting industry in 1942 was $52.32, an
increase of approximately 7 % over
1941.
Functional employe data released
last Friday by the FCC, covering
the typical work week which began
Oct. 11, showed an aggregate of
22,954 employes for the 1942 week,

1943

IS REVISED

CENSORSHIP regulations providing that managements of foreign
language stations make English
translations of programs in other
tongues are dropped, effective today
(March 22), on order of J. H.
Ryan, Assistant Director of Censorship in charge of broadcasting.
"We have been studying foreign
language broadcasting in the U. S.
intensively for six months," said
Mr. Ryan. "Our study has shown
that the original factors which
prompted us to suggest that English translations be required no

Delayed

Subcommittee
to Holmes

RULE

LANGUAGE

Up

Now

Is $52.32

as against 23,666 for the corresponding week (Oct. 12) of 1941.
The 1942 figures, however, covered only 791 stations and nine
networks (national and regional),
whereas those of the preceding
year were for 817 stations, three
major network and five regional
networks.
The average weekly payroll for
1942 was $1,200,864, as against
$1,138,249. The per capita increase,

Total
9 Networks and 791 Stations
Particulars
Number
Number of Stations
Executives:
General managerial
Technical
Program
Commercial
Publicity
Other
Total, executives
Employes (Other than executive):
Technical:
Research and development
Operating
Other
Program:
Production
Writers
Announcers
Staff musicians
Other Artist
Other
Commercial:
Outside salesmen
Promotion and merchandising
Other
General and administrative:
Accounting
Clerical
Stenographic
Other
Miscellaneous
Total, employes
Total, executive and employes

Again

935
522
417
497
109
155
2,635
105
4,184
295
953
728
2,842
2,058
1,345
1,033
413
522
1,417
818
949
1,106
1,146

Average
Compensation

$131,201
34,762
33 . 085
43,689
8,219
12,769
263,725
205,969
7,201
9,121
47,854
28,173
121,015
139,744
77,393
42,300
97,163
26,098
15,071
29,182
22,593
28,089
29,941
10,232
937,139

405
20,319
22,954 $1 ,200,864

$140.32
66 57
104 77
75
66 38
82
59
100 09
40
92
68 58
23
30
42
67 90
50
49
38 95
58
21
57,54
40 70
36
68
50 00
35
23
26 57
67
81
49
25 40
12
13
25 26
46
32

therefore, was found to be 6.86%.
Of the total number of station '
and network employes last year,
2,635 were listed as executives of
all departments. The average weekly compensation was $100.09. The
average for general managerial
posts was $140.32, while commercial managers drew an average of
$104.77.

Station Average

For individual stations, the average general manager's pay was
$133.11, and that of commercial
managers $100.94. Chief engineers
averaged $65.55, program managers $62.50, and publicity directors
$70.71. The average pay of a network executive was $337.73, but
only 30 such general managers
were tabulated.
Of the total of 22,954 executives
and employes for networks and stations, 18,890 were employed by the
791 standard broadcast stations.
The average pay was $50.16. A
year ago station employes drew an
average of $45.15.
District Data
By districts, the FCC breakdown
revealed that in the northern district of the country 12,383 employes
drew an average wage of $53.28
weekly. Of the total, 1,452 executives averaged $108.56. In the southern district 3,855 employes averaged $40.11 weekly. Of this total,
697 executives averaged $74.14. In
the western district there were
2,652 employes averaging $50.17
weekly. The 391 executives averaged $86.16 weekly.
Summary of data for fulltime employes of 9 networks and 791
standard broadcast stations as reported to the FCC for the week
beginning Oct. 11, 1942 follows:
Total

Total 9 Networks
Number

30
7
18
17
13
10
95
44
546
15
272
61
625
402
333
67
236
104
291
174
121
531
108
3,969
39
4,064

Average

Average
Number

sation
Compen-

$10,732
1,005
3,149
3,313
1,431
1,108
20,738

94
143
194
174
$357.73
88
110 08
110
57
29

3,735
35,206
501

218 80
84
64 48
33 40

17,543
3,355
4,749
40,407
40,296
18,170
12,198
15,932
9,762
2,880
7,319
15,491
3,218
232,624
1,862

64
45 89
55
00
70
121 34
64
50
88
42
117
54 47
41 20
36
26
26
29
47
58

29
75
60
17
74
06
67

$253 , 362

$52
BROADCASTING

sation
Compen791

905
515
96
479
145
400

$120,469
29,936
33,757
40,376
11,661
6,788
242,987

2,540
61
170,763
3,466

56.82
46.94

8,620

30.79
44.51
37.21

3,638
667
280
681
631
2,775
720
1,725
1,313
231
177
985
644
841
615
366
16,350
18,890

61
34
• Broadcast

65.55
$133.11
100.94
62.50
80.42
70.71
95.66

116,266
30,311
24,818
99,337
37,097
24,130
84,965
10,166
21,863
5,309
19,713
14,450
24,871
704,515
8,370
$947 , 502

41.90
57.59
51.52
38.24
64.71
44.01
29.99
33.95
23.44
25.25
23.50
22.87
43.09
$50.16

Advertising

\\

coverage, best program

service, largest staff, great-

est popularity. But perhaps
easily summed
$

This is the last advertisement

offers ad-

vertisers. Naturally it deals with the final purpose

up in this one statement:

WHO

takes in more

money

for time and talent

than all other stations in Iowa combined!

every advertiser spends his money —

results.

That's plus No.

6 for WHO.

You

results per radio dollar in Iowa. You
WHO

produces better results for advertisers than

any other station in Iowa. There
for this. They
50,000

are most

of a series de-

scribing the Plusses that Station WHO

for which

all reasons

are many

reasons

begin with the fact that WHO

WHO,

and only WHO!

want

most

get them with

. . . Write for complete

details, proof. Or ask Free Qc Peters!

is

watts — also include the facts that WHO

has greatest primary coverage, greatest secondary
WHO

^

for
DES

PLUS!

IOWA

MOINES

. . . 50,000

B. J. PALMER,

+

WATTS

PRESIDENT

J. O. MALAND,

MANAGER

FREE 8C PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives
BROADCASTING
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Watch

Firm

Sets

Contest
by
Radio
Nationwide Schedule Planned
In War Essay Competition
KEY STATIONS throughout the
country will be a major means of
promotion for the unique "Time
For Victory" contest which Helbros
Watch Co., New York, plans to conduct from about April 1 through
Oct. 30, 1943, as an intensive campaign to sell War Savings Stamps
totaling $5,000,000 through retail
jewelers.
The contest, based on the question "When Will This War End?",
will be open to anyone purchasing
a War Stamp and submitting the
official entry blank obtainable
through retail jewelers. At the end
of the contest, Helbros will present
$2,500 in War Bonds to the person
answering that question best in 25
words or less, together with the
closest estimate of the day, hour
and minute of victory.
Helbros watches, retailing at
$57.50, also will be awarded to the
101 persons with the next most successful answers. If the war has not
ended by Oct. 30 of this year, the
company plans to close the contest
anyway, awarding the prizes on the
basis of the best reasoning shown
in the 25-word statements.
According to Ray-Hirsch Adv.
Agency, New York, handling the
acount, the station list will not be
announced until the end of March.
Campaign will consist of spot announcements and two-minute transcriptions available to local jewelers as attention-getters for the
contest, as well as some five-minute
recordings explaining the patriotic
objectives behind the campaign's
theme slogan "Give Your Time to
Victory."
Huge Television Volume
After War Is Foreseen
PREDICTING that television will
be one of the greatest of all postwar industries, reaching a volume
of a billion dollars a year, Harry
Boyd Brown, of Philco Corp., told
a Pennsylvania State College audience last week that addition of
sight to sound in radio will be more
significant than the effect sound
had on sight in the moving picture
industry.
"Television adds sight to sound
— it adds the motion picture to the
radio voice and certainly that is a
far more vital contribution to radio
than the addition of sound was to
the
Mr.after
Brown
said. motion
He addedpicture,"
that soon
the
war's end an Atlantic Seaboard
television chain will be set up with
relays 40 to 50 miles apart.

Kellogg on 'Breakfast'
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek,
Mich. (Pep), on a 52-week contract starting April 5 will sponsor
a daily quarter-hour participation
in Breakfast at Sardi's on 133
BLUE stations, Monday through
Friday, 11-11:15 a.m. (EWT).
Placement is through Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York.
Page
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CHAIN
OKLA. STORE
USING 21 STATIONS
AS THE RESULT of a plan
worked out by the Oklahoma Network for "a network of radio stations for network retail department store advertising," the C. R.
Anthony Co., department store
chain with headquarters in Oklahoma City, has signed for a daily
newscast on the seven stations of
the Oklahoma Network, plus five
independent outlets in the state
and nine stations in Texas and
Kansas.
The Oklahoma Network stations
provide the basic coverage pattern,
supplemented by the five independent outlets to complete the primary coverage of all Anthony
store trade territories in the state.
Stations in market areas outside
the State are KGNC KRGV KSAL
KWEW
KFRO KIUL KPDN
KWBW
KBWB. Supplementary
Oklahoma stations include KWON
KSWO WBBZ KHBG KASA.
Contract for the package deal
on a total of 21 stations is for
52 weeks.
WKNY
Changes
STAFF CHANGES at WKNY,
Kingston, N. Y., include appointment of George S. McGinley as general manager and Martin Weldon,
program director. Mr. McGinley
had been commercial manager of
WTTM, Trenton, and during the
last nine years had been with
WBAB and WPG, Atlantic City.
Mr. Weldon had been with WINS,
New York, as continuity director
and member of the announcing
staff.

ICt.ll.lG.aiarrDUIIr.
LT. JAMES L. CARROLL Jr., 24,
former sports and special events
announcer of WCSC, Charleston,
S. C, was killed March 12 when
the Army plane
he was piloting
crashed at Orlando, Fla.
J i m Carroll
entered radio as
p a r t t nouncer
i mat WCSC
e anduring his college
days at the College of Charleston. Following
his graduation he joined the station's staff as fulltime announcer,
specializing in sports. In January
1942 he enlisted in the Army Air
Corps.
Although announcing was his
business, music was Lt. Carroll's
hobby and at one time he composed
a Mass. He was active in Charleston dramatics, having taken leading roles in two Dock Street
Theatre productions.
Born in Auburn, N. Y., Oct. 10,
1918, Lt. Carroll moved with his
family to Charleston in 1939. He
studied for two years at Notre
Dame, completing his university
work at the College of Charleston.
He was a member of the Newman
Club and was active in Catholic
circles.
Lt. Carroll is survived by his
mother and sister. Requiem High
Mass was sung in Charleston at
his parish church last week.
Lt. Carroll

POT 'O GOLD WORKS
WPRA Broadcast Aids Labor
Wage Adjustments
FACED with the job of locating
thousands of transient Puerto
Rican laborers who were entitled
to wage adjustments totaling about
$800,000, the U. S. Dept. of Labor
Wage & Hour Administration in
the Caribbean area found a soluformula.
tion by adopting the "Pot O' Gold"

AFTER THE PREMIERE of Milton Berle's new show for Campbell
Soup Co., Camden, N. J. on CBS
March 3, Harvey P. Jones, Campbell advertising manager (1) paid
his compliments to the comedian.
Series is heard Wednesday 9:3010 p.m. Agency is Ward Wheelock,
New York.
Vano Coast Discs
CHEMICALS Inc., Oakland
(Vano), on a 52-week contract
starting April 19 will sponsor a
weekly quarter-hour transcribed
program titled First Reader, on
KNX, Hollywood. Other West
Coast stations will also be included. Firm in addition currently sponsors a weekly quarter-hour commentary featuring Dean Dickason
on four CBS California stations
(KNX KQW KARM KROY), Sunday, 9:15-9:30 p.m. (PWT). Sidney Garfmkle Adv. Agency, San
Francisco, has the account.

iFn>&

1.

miming

FRED D. FLEMING, 47, news
editor of KLZ, Denver, died suddenly March 10 following a heart
attack. Death came at the home
of John H. Hopkins Jr., member
of the KLZ news
staff, with whom
Mr. and Mrs.
Fleming were
having dinner.
A veteran of
the First World
War in which he
served in the
Navy, Mr. Fleming was for several years a wellknown newspaperman in the West.
He once served as city editor of
a Denver newspaper and as bureau chief of the Associated Press,
Denver.
Mr. Fleming

In 1935 he joined KLZ, organizing what has become one of the
country'srooms.outstanding
radio newsMr. Fleming enjoyed
one
of the widest acquaintances of any
newsman in the Rocky Mountain
area, not only in radio and newspaper circles but with public officials and the general public. He
was prominently identified with
sports and figured in many of the
fish and game policies adopted by
the State of Colorado.
A native of Imperial, Neb., Mr.
Fleming had spent the major part
of his life in the Rocky Mountain
region. He is survived by his wife
and a son, Fred Jr., student at the
U. of Colorado.
BROADCASTING

Literally hundreds of workers
responded to broadcasts on WPRA,
Mayaguez, listing names of workers entitled to back wage restitutions ranging from $1.50 to $1,000,
according to Russell Sturgis, Wage
& Hour Administration territorial
representative.
GAG

WRITER

RULE

PROBED
BY ARMY
REPORTS from the West Coast
last week that the Army had issued a directive permitting servicemen to write for commercial radio,
pictures or the theatre on their own
time drew a denial from the War
Dept., Washington, that any such
move had been taken. It was
learned
officialsRelations
of the Army's
Bureau that
of Public
were
conducting an investigation into a
single incident in which one former
radio writer was given permission
by his commanding officer to do a
commercial script during his "off
duty" hours.
Although the War Dept. declined
comment pending a complete inquiry, itwas pointed out that policy
has forbidden soldiers to participate in outside business, once they
put on the uniform. A directive
prohibiting such extra activities
was issued by the Adjutant General's Office last year after announcement had been made that
Sgt. Ezra Stone, former star of the
Henry Aldrich program, had
Army.
signed a contract to continue his
radio work after he entered the
With many of radio's top gag
and dramatic scriptwriters in the
service, agencies, networks and independent stations have been faced
with the problem of finding new
writer-talent. Despite that shortage in industry, however, it was
learned that high-ranking Army
officials look with disfavor on permitting soldiers to carry on outside work. They explained that
when a man goes into uniform he
is, in fact, on duty 24 hours a day
and therefore
haswrite.
no "off duty"
time
in which to

Spanish Discs
TRANSCRIPTIONS
of the thrice
weekly quarter-hour Spanish lessons which the radio programs department of Time Inc. has been
conducting on WQXR, New York,
since January, are available to stations on a sustaining or local sponsorship basis. Five stations have
already signed — KARM,
Fresno;
KTSA and KMAC, San Antonio;
WNBZ,
Saranac
Lake,
N. Y.;
KMOX,
St. Louis. Series, titled
Let's Learn Spanish, runs for a
39-week period, and is transcribed
by General
Sound
Studios, New
York.
• Broadcast
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COMPANY

in April
Planned
Drive
Bond
the Treasury plans a special live
Treasury to Mobilize
show. During the remainder of the
supplied by NAB, which will issue
a special bulletin, an OWI fact
All Stations for
drive, special events, including film
sheet, and a special edition of the
stars, special Treasury Star Parade
War Finance Committee News with
Campaign
transcriptions and announcements
suggestions for local promotion.
will be offered. Mr. Morgenthau
AROUND-THE-CLOCK War Bond
asked stations to submit plans and
Secretary Morgenthau emphaprograms on all four major netsized that quotas and amounts
suggestions.
works, with similar programs
by stations would not be
raised
The
radio
drive
will
be
directly
scheduled on hundreds of indepublished, as "this is a cooperative
pendent stations, will open the
under Vincent F. Callahan, Treasury
Dept.
Director
of
Radio,
Press
a competitive effort". Regional
not
Treasury's $13,000,000,000 Second
and Treasury Field Officers
OWI
and
Advertising,
with
details
in
War Loan Drive April 12, Secredirectly with stations.
work
will
the hands of Marjorie L. Spriggs,
tary Morgenthau announced last
week.
Treasury radio chief.
The committee planning the campaign includes: Mr. Peabody. Mr.
Miss Spriggs said the networks
The Treasury mobilized radio beCai:ahan, Miss Spriggs, C. E.
and cooperating stations will
hind its greatest financing effort
Arney, NAB secretary-treasurer;
through combined planning of the
blanket their day with Bond proArt Stringer, NAB director of programs,
and
that
one
or
two
stars
OWI, the NAB, the networks. All
motion; Douglas Meservey, OWI
will
spearhead
the
drive
on
each
promotional activities in connecnetwork.
Deputy Chief of Radio Bureau;
tion with the drive are under Stuart
Merrill (Pete) Barnum, deputy
Peabody, advertising director of the
In addition, all stations will rechief, OWI New York Radio Buceive live copy to be substituted in
Borden Co., on leave for the camreau; Eugene W. Sloan, executive
paign [Broadcasting, March 15].
the OWI Announcement Plan packdirector, War Savings Staff; Don
age in place of other OWI mesStauffer, chief of Radio Bureau,
Morgenthau's Wire
sages. Treasury is also distributing
OWI; Nat Wolff, deputy chief, OWI
First indication of the Treasury's
a special half-hour Treasury Star
Hollywood Radio Bureau; Jamei
Parade transcription.
plan to make an all-out radio apRo~ers,
. OWI liaison with the
Treasury
peal occurred when Secretary MorOther programming ideas will ba
genthau telegraphed all station
managers that the networks had
already promised an entire day of
Bond selling April 12 on all susTOP
OF THE DIAL-SO
WTOP,
TOO
taining and commercial programs.
WJSV Hard to Remember, So Washington Letters
He pointed out that individual stations in the past have cooperated,
and asked the aid of both network
Changed by CBS to "Spell a Word"
affiliates and independents.
A SHIFT in call letters— from
new call have been under way for
WJSV to WTOP— last week was
seme time by Earl H. Gammons,
600 Already
authorized by the FCC for the CBS
CBS Washington director, and Mr.
Other messages were sent the
Burkland. It was first necessarv
key station in Washington, effective April 4.
stations by OWI Chief Elmer
to procure abandonment of the call
Carl J. Burkland, general manDavis, FCC Chairman James L.
by the police radio station in Tifager, announced the change had
fin, O., which has used it for some
Fly, and NAB President Neville
time.
been sought for listener convenMiller. As Broadcasting went to
Mr. Burkland said that surveys
ience since surveys have disclosed
press, the Treasury reported althat call letters which spell a word
made
over several years have inmost 600 stations had telegraphed
dicated that the call WJSV has
are more easily remembered by
their intention to cooperate with
listeners. The call WTOP also wiil
been "a source of confusion to
Radio Day.
many listeners, particularly sirfce
associate the station with its posiAltogether the radio drive for the
tion on 1500 kc, at the top of the
thev no longer had any significance
standard broadcast band.
Second War Loan will run approxiwith any slogan or person assoCBS, it is understood, contemmately three weeks, the Treasury
ciated with the station." WJSV
was taken ever in 1932 from the
plates a rather intensive local adsaid, but plans for programming
vertising campaign to promote the
l?ite James S. Vance, whose inifollowing the opening day are net
tials were used in the call.
changeover. Efforts to obtain the
complete. On the day preceding the
drive, Sunday, April 11, however,
War

Big

BATTERIES

AWAIT

WPB
ZINC STUDY
WPB ACTION to eliminate the
shortage of farm radio batteries is
expected shortly, with at least two
agencies ready to advise the powerful Requirements Committee that
immediate production is necessary
and possible.
The Office of Civilian Supply last
week completed a program designed
to put rural radio on a basis of
reasonable operating efficiency. At
the same time, Consumer's Durable
Goods Division, which must authorize minerals and materials necessary for production, is surveying
commodities competing for the nation's limited zinc supply.
It is understood that zinc allocations in the past, with vastly curtailed civilians use of the metal,
have met military schedules and
there is an indication that sufficient
zinc may soon be available to allow
replenishment of dry cell battery
stocks.
Page
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House

Group

Grade

Label

Asks
Study

Committee Reports Favorably
On Halleck Resolution
AN INVESTIGATION of grade
labeling and other standardization
programs of war agencies was approved by the House Rules Committee Thursday, which voted to
report favorably a resolution introduced by Rep. Halleck (R-Ind.).
The resolution, as approved by
the committee, also provides for an
investigation of any Government
plans to curtail production of newslorint. As introduced, the resolution
is intended to determine whether
standardization programs "which
upset our normal competitive economy" are necessary to win the war
[Broadcasting, Feb. 8, March 1].
Thus far this year a 10% reduction in newsprint and magazine
consumption had been effected.
Within War Effort?
Much of the momentum behind
the measure resulted from attacks
on OPA's order for grade labeling
of the 1943 fruit and vegetable
pack. The Halleck Resolution would
have the House Interstate Commerce Committee determine
whether standardization comes
within the war effort. OPA Chief
Prentiss Brown said last month
that the grade labeling order would
be enforced.
Addition of the newsprint investigation tothe Halleck measure
is expected to solidify support for
its adoption. Rep. Cox (D-Ga.)
commented that newsprint reduction and standardization of brands,
leaving "nothing for anybody to
advertise, would be a terrible blow
to In
thethenewspapers."
face of Congressional attacks, OPA has stated that the
labeling requirement was adopted
as a rationing mechanism, and that
it will not have any effect on advertising, since brand names are
retained, with labels merely stating which of three Dept. of Agriculture grades of food are within.
Rep. Halleck said, however, that
he understands there are proposals
to
"to
takegrade
off thesome
brandcommodities,
names and put
on some grade or victory name."
Hurd

on WNAC

Mr. Hurd
VOLNEY HURD, radio editor of
The Christian Science Monitor, and
well known broadcommentator on inter- 1
national
^^^^^^^__J
casts, has started
a thrice-weekly
15-minute
news
I¥
period on WNAC,
•
Wm
since the war has
Boston. Mr. Hurd,
SP* - T.'
MONEY, MONEY, MONEY! The Oklahoma Publishing Co., owner of
WKY, Oklahoma City, offered prizes to employes who turned in winning
ideas on saving vital materials, bettering working conditions and economy
of operation without loss of quality throughout the organization. First
week of the contest found WKY's George M. Hamaker and Daryl McAllister among the winners. Gazers at money are (1 to r) : Engineer Jack
Lovell, WKY's representative on the suggestion committee; Hamaker;
Gayle V. Grubb, WKY manager, and McAllister.
BROADCASTING

Kuropean
under'MQllSjP £fr
ground
messages
'Heto
the
.
has
jBBi-

served the Monitor in various capacities, including
that of city editor, and has been
the direct
force
er's radioive
patter
n. behind the pap• Broadcast
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Post-War
Harvard
Of

U.

Radio
Prof.

C. H.

To

as

Conduct

Retailer

Sandage,

Who

Survey
Medium

Directed

Broadcasting

In Room 102
FOR A WEEK WGL, Fort
Wayne, had been announcing
Room 102, Court House, as
the place to send entries in
the Allen County Salvage
Contest — but all of
sudden it was changed. It
aSlogan
was learned that Room 102
was the ladies' rest room.
The
105! correct number is Room

Census of Dept of Commerce, to Head Study
A DETAILED study of radio as
successful and the degree of success. The manner in which proan advertising medium for retailgrams were organized and prepared
ers, service establishments and
(advertising departments, station
manufacturers with local distribupersonnel, agency, or combination)
tion has been auis asked. Final questions cover
thorized by Harsales volume in 1942, stations used,
vard U.'s Graduate School of
type of business, statistical evidence of results.
Business Administration, with
The station questionnaire elicits
Prof. C. H. Sandinformation on total number of acage, of Miami U.,
counts, number of local accounts,
Oxford, Ohio, revolume of local business, percenttained as visiting
age of local revenue from various
professor of busi- Prof. Sandage
types of accounts, rate differentials
ness research.
between national and local, percentProf. Sandage, while with the
age of local business through advertising agencies, and related
Department of Commerce in 1935data.
37, conducted the original special
census of broadcasting for the Bureau of Foreign & Domestic ComNew Eno Series
merce. This became the forerunner

STARTING OFF just as housewives are beginning to plan their
spring cleaning, Dif Corp., Garwood, N. J., begins a schedule of
proparticipations
grams around on
the women's
first of April
for Household Cleaner and Hand
Cleaner. Dif will use Market Basket on WGY, Schenectady, Ruth
Well's program on KYW, PhiladelMcBride's
Margaret
phia, and Mary
five-weekly
series
on WEAF,
New
York. Contracts are for 52 weeks.
Grey Adv., New York, handles the
account.

J. C. ENO (U. S.) Ltd., Bloomfield, N. J., on April 15 will start a
campaign for its "effervescent
sparkling saline" on WJZ, New
York, using a half-hour recorded
program titled Hollywood Radio
Theatre. Aired Thursday, 10:30-11
p.m., the series will present wellknown stars in dramatizations of
stories by Mary Roberts Rinehart,
Damon Runyon and other writers.
Music will be provided by a 27piece orchestra conducted by Mahlon Merrick. Radio advertising will
be confined to WJZ for the present.
Atherton & Currier, New York, is
the agency.

Agency- WOR Billings
FOR THE second successive year,
Ruthrauff & Ryan and Young &
Rubicam hold first and second
place, respectively, in the list of
10 advertising agencies placing the
most business on WOR, New York,
during 1942. According to the
WOR list, the remaining eight
agencies in order are: Erwin,
Wasey & Co.; Neff-Rogow; J.
Walter Thompson Co.; BBDO;
Newell - Emmett Co.; Compton
Adv.; Franklin Bruck Adv. Agency,
and Arthur Rosenberg Co.

of the FCC's annual analysis of
broadcast station and network
operations. His leave from Miami
to undertake the Harvard study is
for a year.
In a letter accompanying questionnaires sent to retail establishments and to broadcast stations,
Prof. Sandage said the purpose
was in line with the school's effort
toward increasing efficiency of
various business tools and practices. The retail advertising study
is to analyze use of the medium in
the hope that the results will be
helpful "as a guide to present and
future users of radio."
Will Publish Result

Dif Cleaners

The firm questionnaire was sent
to retail establishments which have
used radio. Results of the study
will be made available to the entire
retail field and to the broadcastingindustry. The questionnaires are
confidential.
Cooperating firms are asked to
supply data covering the length of
their use of radio advertising, overall expenditures for advertising of
all types, percentage spent for radio, and percentage of current advertising budgets earmarked for
radio.
With respect to 1942, stores are
asked the specific purpose of the
radio campaign — whether it was
for goodwill, to promote a particular department, or to sell specific
merchandise or service.
Types of radio time used (spot
announcements, programs of ten
minutes or more, or other) are
sought in a breakdown, along with
the percentage of the budget so
spent. Also sought is the type of
program material used and the appeals used in the commercials, such
as style, service, price, etc.
Organization Studied
Stores are asked to specify the
economic group they reach (low,
medium or high). Opinions are
sought on whether the results were
Page
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Plannin

Is Urged by Hooper
'Father' of Navy Radio Retires
After Brilliant Career
POST-WAR planning in electronics
must be given serious consideration now or there "will be chaos
in the industry when the armistice
With that
finally comes."
warning,
Rear
Adm. S. C. HoopUSN, retired
last er,
Monday
from
active duty after
completing a distinguished career
in the Navy,
which had
ineluded
leading

Adm. Hooper

posts
in radio and His last post was
communications.
General Consultant for Radio, Radar and Underwater Sound Equipment in the Office of Inspector of
Naval Materiel, New York.
In World War I Admiral Hooper
directed and built radio communications for the Navy from an infant industry. Long known as the
"father" of Navy radio, the admiral had served as Director of
Naval Communications, chief of
radio liaison for the Chief of Naval
Operations and chief of the radio
division of the Bureau of Engineering. His career began in 1907, upon
his commission at graduation from
the Naval Academy at Annapolis.
Radio Achievements
In his retiring statement Admiral tronics
Hooperindustry
declared:
"Theand elecas a whole
the
individuals contributing in a thousand ways to the improvement and
production of electronics for the
armed services are earning the
right to great pride for their war
record. American ingenuity in new
developments, as well as our superior mass production, is already
having a telling effect on our enemies. We lead the world in this
branch. Such ingenuity will give
more and more the edge necessary
forAlthough
victory." cautioning that it
"would be dangerous to the present
war effort to think too much about
the post-war situation in the electronics field", he asserted "we
must be planning nevertheless.
"As the industry has done so:
much for the Navy and for me
personally," he added, "I plan to
devote the immediate future to assisting itin every way possible, not
only in the present war effort, but
in preparing for post-war condiLit Bros,

REPORTERS OF GROAN and grunt have taken the count themselves
— in the interests of blood donation to the Red Cross. It happened in
connection with a mass contribution by these members of the Sports
Broadcasters Assn. (1 to r) : Ted Husing, Nurse H. Schutt, Red Barber
(holding a Mutual mike as the event was broadcast), Tom Slater, and on
the table, Dave Driscoll. Broadcast encouraged radio listeners to give a
pint of blood to save the life of a soldier, who is wounded in action.
BROADCASTING

on

WFIL

LIT BROS., Philadelphia departtions."ment store, has started a 10-minute
nightly series on WFIL, Philadelphia, called Hot Spot on the Map,
explaining cities and countries involved in the war. Program is promoted in newspaper, poster and
store monthly paper ads. It is written by Jane Richter of the store
staff, and handled by Edward
Fielding, free-lance announcer.
• Broadcast
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LIKE

IT!

This simple monogram of the letters "YD" is a poignant symbol to the people of
New England for it is the emblem of the Yankee Division— their own group of fighting
men — which won

fame and glory on the battlefields of France in 1918. The Yankee

Division took part in many important engagements,
Chemin-des-Dames

action; the Marne

foremost among

which were the

counter-offensive; the attack which

succeeded

in pushing in the west side of the St. Mihiel salient; and the routing of the Germans
the Argonne.
famous

For their bravery, daring and devotion to duty, 239 members

unit were

young men of New

honored

with the Distinguished

of this

today, the

England are capably upholding the glorious traditions which their

fathers in the Yankee

Division established twenty-five years ago.
*

For more

Service Cross. And

in

*

*

than eighteen years, the letters WTIC

have been a symbol of service and

integrity. That is why the people of Southern New
desire entertainment

or information

England turn to WTIC

when

they

of a high standard. That is why national adver-

tisers have found it profitable to use WTIC

to cover this lucrative market. And that is

why we can proudly say

LIKE

DIRECT

ROUTE

IT!

TO

AMERICA'S

NO. 1 MARKET
The Travelers' Broadcasting Service Corporation
Member of NBC and New England Regional Network

Represented by WEED & COMPANY, New York, Boston,
Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood
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BMI

INASMUCH as Verl Bratton's
communication in the March 15 issue of Broadcasting concerns itself chiefly with the quality of BMI
music, for which I am primarily responsible, am
I
undertaking an answer which I hope may justify your
editorial consideration. We are indebted to Mr. Bratton for giving to
BMI's problems objective, critical
thought, and in common with him
we urge that all station and program managers should give thought
to our mutual problems.
The major part of Mr. Bratton's
article concerns itself with the
quality of much of the material
which is being shipped to stations,
as an example of which he sets
forth the lyric of a composition entitled "Sweat Shop Blues". This is
not published by BMI, but by an
affiliate.
Mr. Bratton truthfully says,
"Never until the days of BMI did
musical directors have need of such
large waste baskets". I personally
share Mr. Bratton's adverse opinion of the song to which he refers.
The song is, however, no more unsuitable than much of the music
published by ASCAP publishers.
One of the differences between
ASCAP and BMI, as licensors, is
that BMI distributes music gratis
to its licensees while ASCAP does
not. No music distributed by BMI,
other than that bearing the BMI
imprint, costs the broadcaster or
BMI one cent.
Gratis Distribution
We have established the policy
of sending out, on behalf of BMI
affiliated publishers, any music
which is published at their expense,
and of which these affiliates are
willing to furnish free copies provided only that the music is not, in
our opinion, a copyright infringement or indecent in character. For
us to go further would be to assume the role of a censor of taste.
We feel that we should not presume
to direct what an affiliated publisher shall offer for broadcast so
long as it may be performed without risk of law suit.
Therefore, included in every
bundle of music that broadcasters
receive from BMI is some material
which is excellent in quality, some
of which is borderline, and some
of which is bad. Occasionally a song
which might to us seem quite useless for broadcast purposes, will
fill the needs of some stations. In
some cases, indeed, a song which
many program directors would consider useless achieves hit proportions. It is quite possible that some
program directors would not have
recognized, from an initial review
of the manuscript, that the "Hut
Sut Song" was destined to be a hit.
In any event, any music which
the program director decides to discard can be tossed into that "waste
basket" without any more expense
than the time consumed in glancPage
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Music

Tompkins

TOMPKINS
EDWARD
MERRITT
Vice-President and Manager, Broadcast Music Inc.
ing at it. I doubt if it would be
stance, logged its programs for the
wise for us to refuse to send out
month of December 1941 and Demusic in which some affiliated pubcember 1942. His own logs reveal
an increased use of BMI music. In
lisher has enough confidence to invest money in its publication and
December 1941 30% of the musical
to send out free copies.
performances on WREN were of
BMI material. In December 1942,
Best Sellers in England
35% of these performances were of
What we must not lose sight of
BMI material. A more conclusive
is that in the bundle which contains
example may be drawn from the
the useless composition are also
statistics of the entire industry.
contained a good quantity of hit
BMI Shows Increase
tunes. The very bundle which contained "Sweat Shop Blues" also
BMI's highest quarter in numcontained several compositions
ber of performances was that
which have reached hit proporwhich ended Sept. 30, 1941. During
tions. Iam personally no believer
this quarter ASCAP was off the
in the lists of "most performed
air and BMI had a virtual monopoly. This quarter, therefore, shows
compositions" included in the socalled "sheets" because I am aware
the maximum possible number of
of the many factors, other than the
BMI performances, the fullest use
inherent merit of the music, inmade of BMI music during a time
volved in winning a place on these
when broadcasters had no other
"sheets". However, within the last
major reservoir of music availfew weeks the following composiable to them. Our checks are now
tions, exclusively licensed by BMI,
going out to affiliated publishers
have appeared conspicuously and
and to composers for the quarter
ending
Dec. 31, 1942, a period when
regularly on the sheets — "Brazil",
ASCAP music had been back on
"I Don't Believe in Rumors",
the air for more than one year.
"When the Lights Go On Again",
The number of performances in
"I Wish, I Wish, I Wish", "There's
this period for stations and netan F.D.R. in Freedom", "Canteen
works combined is 40% as great as
Bounce", "It Started All Over
Again", "'I Heard You Cried Last
during our highest quarter when
ASCAP music was unavailable.
Night", "That Soldier of Mine",
"Do I Know What I'm Doing", and
This percentage, moreover, excludes the works which BMI has
"Don't Cry". For a better proof of
under
the
blanket type of license
quality, may I call Mr. Bratton's
attention to the fact that during
which does not require logging,
the last few weeks five numbers
such as the works contained in the
licensed by BMI, including one pubcatalogues of E. B. Marks, G. Rilished by BMI, have appeared at
cordi, E. C. Schirmer, M. M. Cole
the top of the list of best sellers
and Jewish Society. While we are
among sheet music in England.
far from satisfied with this ratio,
we feel that if someone had told a
With one statement that Mr.
broadcaster before BMI was formed
Bratton makes I must differ sharpthat stations would still be relying
ly. Mr. Bratton
on BMI for more than 40% of their
remains
that as writes:
a source"The
of fact
new

1943

Bratton

By

music, BMI

is, in my opinion, a

complete washout."
Fortunately, we have factual information with respect to the extent to which BMI music is used.
This is because of our very complete and accurate logging of the
performances of our affiliated stations. Mr. Bratton's station, for inANSWERING
WREN,

VERL

Lawrence,
peared inthe March

performances after ASCAP was
back on the air, he would have been
called over-optimistic.
It is true that this use results
not only from the currently published numbers but from BMI's
large backlog. I assume that all
of our licensees are aware of the
fact that BMI has sharply curtailed

BRATTON,

Kan., whose

general

manager

article criticizing BMI

15 BROADCASTING,

of
ap-

M. E. Tompkins,

vice-president and manager of BMI, explains some of the functions of his organization. He takes issue with Mr. Bratton on
several points and agrees with him on others. Like Mr. Bratton,
Mr. Tompkins

is a musician. He also has wide experience in the

music publishing and advertising agency fields.

BROADCASTING

MR. TOMPKINS
the output of music published by it
(as distinguished from that merely
licensed by it) since the return of
ASCAP to the air. During 1941
BMI published an average of 75
popular titles per month in both
sheet music and orchestration form.
We have now reduced our own output to the normal basis maintained
by other publishers. Our more than
400 affiliated publishers have always maintained a normal schedule
of production. Our backlog of
standard, salon and classical music
has been steadily increased. Our
first index, published in 1941, contained approximately 35,000, and
the index now in the process of
printing, which will be distributed
in April, contains approximately
100,000 titles.
No Relaxation
Having answered the points in
Mr. Bratton's letter on which I
feel that he is misinformed, I now
want to come to the portions of his
communication that seem to me to
be thoroughly constructive. First,
however, I should like to clear up
one additional misconception. No
one at BMI is self satisfied or has
relaxed his efforts. We all feel that
the industry has engaged us to be
dissatisfied with BMI's accomplishments and continually to strive for
the betterment of BMI's all-over
service to its licensees. We are constantly studying, planning and working to that end. We all desire that
BMI's music be improved in quality,
and we have already obtained the
approval of our Board to plans for
expansion which ' will, we think,
definitely improve the output of
our material.
We have instituted program managers' meetings which have been
mutually profitable to broadcasters
and to us, and which will be continued. We have engaged Mr. Roy
Harlow, a man thoroughly experienced in program building, to bring
to the attention of our licensees the
music of good quality distributed
by BMI, and to maintain constant
and direct contact with program
• Broadcast
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managers. To date over fifty program managers have attended our
meetings, and these program managers are convinced that BMI is
sending out music which is
thoroughly usable by broadcasting
stations. The letters now going out
over Mr. Harlow's signature, at
the time when our sheet music distribution takes place, are simplifying the task of program managers
in selecting the material which is
most usable, and in culling out that
which shows the least promise of
usefulness. The plans which we
have presently underway, therefore, address themselves to the very
problems to which Mr. Bratton refers.
On one point in Mr. Bratton's
letter, all of us at BMI wholeheartedly concur and this is a point on
which I believe he would join with
me in placing special emphasis.
That constructive point is that
BMI cannot operate successfully
without the cooperation of the
broadcasters. The public decides
what will become hits but it selects
from what it hears on the air.
Therefore, it can safely be said
that it is broadcasters who create
the popular tunes. We at BMI will
do our utmost to find new music of
quality for broadcasters. At that
point we must at least in part rely
upon the efforts of broadcasters to
make that music popular.
Economical Source
Mr. Bratton's letter does not relate to the cost of BMI and yet
this is so important that I cannot
refrain from at least a brief mention of it. Up to this very moment
the broadcasting industry has paid
to BMI almost IV2 million dollars
less than the industry would have
paid to ASCAP in 1941, had ASCAP been on the air. I point out,
in addition, that at the present
time, stations are paying to BMI
only about 25% as much per dollar
of revenue as they paid under their
first contracts. BMI is today the
most economical source per use
which broadcasting stations have
of music. This has been done, moreover, in the face of a steady increase in the rates paid to affiliated
publishers and composers — payments today are being made at the
highest rate in BMI's history.
Again may I say that this statement of BMI's accomplishments
should not be taken as an indication that BMI executives are satisfied with it. We recognize that
there is great room for improvement. We are genuinely grateful
to Mr. Bratton for having indicated how strongly he desires that
improvement to take place. Some
of the matters to which he refers,
such as more aid to program managers in the use of the music, have
already had attention.
Basically the problem is, as Mr.
Bratton so correctly points out, a
mutual problem. The joint effort of
BMI and of stations will make
BMI better. But don't hold a wake
over us now. We are, as the facts
and figures show, very much alive
today.
Page
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Tom
GREAT
It's Tough,

LIFE,

THIS

ARMY

But Fun, Writes Joseph

R. Spadea;

He's Slated for OCS~

"Little Rough"
to know a little about

again.

Hopes to Pass
"We don't have much time to
fool around. We study very much
after calisthenics up until 9 p.m.

— at 9:30 lights are out and we're
in bed at that time. They insist
on all students getting at least 7
hours' sleep. Next Tuesday we
start on the swing shift from 11
p.m. to 6 a.m. and they (former
students) say it's a tough racket.
"So far have shown up well in
my work and expect to pass with
good grades.
"We get one day a week off and
spend that time at the A. F. Wisconsin library trying to keep ahead
of our instructor. The old Army
game of outfoxing the teacher.
"After my
12 weeks,
I'll be
Newest

Champ

WOODY WOODS, war program manager of WHO, Des
Moines, disputes claim of
Jim Cooper, WBNS, Columbus, that he is world's champion bond seller of the broadcasting industy. Record of
the Corn Belt station is
$2,203,050. Bob Burlingame,
managing editor of the WHO
Evening News, and Herb
Plambeck, WHO farm news
editor, are chief bond sellers.
Cooper claimed to have sold
over $2,000,000 as of late
February.

Arnold's
Successor
Dallas Attorney Experienced
In Anti-Trust Litigation

Await Supreme Court

Army Joe
life has
for to
a radio
what
say: man? Here's
"Have been transferred up here
to radio school for a little mechanical training. The work is a little
rough but am enjoying it very
much.
"For instance, we have to fall
out of bed every a.m. at 5, do our
barracks chores, eat and be ready
for the first class at 7 a.m. We go
to school until 2 p.m., with an hour
break for 'chow' at 10 a.m.
"Right after school we hit the
dusty roads and snowy pastures
for IV2 to 2 hours of calisthenics.
This job is a rough course for we
older men — but again it's fun.
Have lost my second front and 25
pounds to boot. Feel like 21 all over

Named

LITTLE change in the overall antitrust policies of the Dept. of Justice is foreseen with the designation of Tom C. Clark, of Dallas, as
Assistant Attorney General, succeeding Thurman Arnold, now on
the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
Mr. Clark was nominated last
Tuesday by President Roosevelt
for the Assistant Attorney Generalship, and the appointment
awaits Senate confirmation, expected this week. He has been with
the Department since 1937 and has
served under Mr. Arnold.

REMEMBER
him? He's Pfc.
Joseph R. Spadea, who as a station
representative has pounded pavements in New York, Chicago, Detroit and points East and West for
Edward Petry & Co. and Joseph
H. McGillvra.
Because he became incensed over
Axis tactics, Joe tossed over the
15% business some months ago to
take a fling at Army life. He is
stationed at Truax Field, Madison,
Wis., and is engaged in technical
training for the Army Air Forces,
preparatory to O.C.S. training.
Want

Clark

The new appointment is not expected to have any direct bearing
on pending anti-trust suits involving broadcasting operations. These
include anti-trust proceedings
against the American Federation
of Musicians and against NBC
and CBS, alleging violation of the
statutes because of exclusive contracts, time options and other business practices originally complained
PFC. JOSEPH

SPADEA

shipped back to Patterson Field,
Dayton, O., where I'll appear before the board for my O.C.S. training in the Air Forces.
"This Army life isn't as bad as
some people think. It's really fun
if one makes up his mind to like
it and to get whatever good he can
out of it. Had I known the Army
was so much fun before, I would
have been in it long before this.
"You know, there are a lot of
friends I'd like to write in the
broadcasting business, but time
does not permit me to do so. Your
publication is the only way I could
possibly say hello to them and to
let them know what I'm doing. If
you have a few inches of space,
would appreciate your looking over
the enclosed item for a possible
release."
P & G Serial Plans
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory soap), on March 22
starts for 52 weeks sponsoring the
five weekly quarter hour dramatic
series, I Love A Mystery, on CBS
Monday through Friday, 7-7:15
p.m. (EWT), with West Coast repeat 8:15-8:30 p.m. (PWT). Built
around the fictional A 1 Detective
Agency, series is written and produced by Carleton E. Morse. Ernie
Martin has been assigned CBS production contact on the show. Regular cast includes Mike Raffetto,
Barton Yarborough and Gloria
Blondell. Series takes over time
formerly utilized by Amos V Andy
when sponsored by Campbell Soup
Co. Agency is Ward Wheelock Co.,
New York.
BROADCASTING

the FCC in its chainagainst byregulations.
monopoly
The latter cases, however, have
been in suspension awaiting Supreme Court decision on appeals
Drought by the networks, now expected after April 5, in view of the
highest tribunal's recess.
Coincident with Mr. Clark's nomination, President Roosevelt submitted the name of Hugh B. Cox,
of Washington, for the new post
of Assistant Attorney General in
charge of a division handling maritime activities and dealing with
enemy aliens and alien properties.
Mr. Cox formerly was with the
Anti-Trust Division under Mr.
Arnold.
Was Regional Director
Mr. Clark is 43, and practiced
law in Dallas for 15 years before
joining
of
War the
RiskDepartment's
Litigation inBureau
1937.
DiviAnti-Trust
the
to
moved
He
sion in 1938, specializing in cases
brought under the 1937 Agricultural Marketing Act and the Wages
& Hours Act. He was sent to New
Orleans in 1939 by Mr. Arnold as
Division's
of theandAnti-Trust
head office,
a few months later
field
became regional director of the Division's West Coast offices at Los
Angeles.
Attorney General Biddle named
Mr. Clark coordinator of the Alien
Enemy Control in the Western Defense Command a month after the
war began, and called him back to
Washington
last May to direct the ;
War
Fraud Unit.
The Litigation
of
Anti-Trust
DivisionSection
is headed
Holmes Baldridge, who assisted
Arnold in the preparation of
pending radio cases.
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As

simple

SPOT

as

Push-Button

Control

• • •

BROADCASTING

GIVES

YOU

WHAT

• ••exactly

you

YOU

When

and

NEED!

Where

it!

need

I
Spot Broadcasting
power
market

of radio
basis.

on

Instead

gives you all the

a sensible

market-by-

of a pre-determined

group, you pick each market by size, by condition or by location to fit your selling needs . . .
and you get the best station everywhere
you select each one regardless of network

because

affiliation. And

you

pick the broadcast time to reach ready-made audiences of your
kind of customers with announcements or programs of any type.
That way budgets are fitted to sales volume
market-wise

or potential in this flexible

advertising!

Should

you know

more

about

Spot Radio . . . more

about

what it can do for the efficiency and effectiveness of your advertising
now, whatever

your budget? Then

talk to

your John Blair man about it. He has
plenty of marketing and merchandising
facts . . . plenty of facts on

many

of the

nation's leading radio stations that you
can most profitably use.

• An interesting, informative
Broadcasting," will be sent
advertisers and their agencies
a list of John Blair markets and

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

booklet, "Spot
on request to
together with
radio stations.
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Dominant NBC
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In This Area
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PHILAD
groups selling War Bonds
at civilian defense posts are
featured in a Sunday half-hour
series, The CD Block Busters,
on WFIL, Philadelphia. Guests of
honor are prominent officials and
air raid wardens who have had interesting experiences selling War
Bonds. Written and produced by
Don Martin, production manager
of WFIL, and m.c.'d by Harold
Gross, the programs are presented
with the cooperation of Lit Bros,
department store.
* * *
Food Dehydration
INTERVIEWS with Mrs. Elba Bohannon, noted food authority, and
series of daily announcements on
WCBI, Columbus, Miss., brought
rural listeners to remote school
houses to hear about food dehydration. Plans are now being made
for regular broadcasts on WCBI
to rural listeners about food processing, program to be sponsored
by the Four County Electric Power
Assn., which used radio for the
first time as a test in informing
rural people of times and places
of demonstration of the new food
dehydration process.

•*0

Salute to Heroes
MEMBERS of the armed forces
who have been honored for bravery
will appear personally, when available, on Salute to Our Heroes, over
WSAI, Cincinnati, in a 15-minute
program presented on alternate
Sundays in the interest of the 1943
drive of the War Bond Committee
of the Hamilton County Savings
and Loan Assn. A member of the
serviceman's family will represent
him when he is unable to appear.
* * *
Service Stars

1150 KC
WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

FIRST HOUSE displaying a service flag on a street picked at
random is where Ty Tyson, of
WWJ, Detroit, stops for a story.
If he finds one, the engineer records the interview with some
member of the serviceman's family. The 15-minute program, Service Stars, is broadcast on Wednesday and Friday evenings and
usually includes three interviews.
Sponsor is J. L. Hudson Co.

WDEL reaches an area —
Delaware, southern New
Jersey, and parts of Maryland and Virginia — which
is booming for it is located
right in the heart of the
nation's
tion area. greatest producCovering this buying market with 5,000 watts day
and night, WDEL is doing
an outstanding job for
scores of advertisers.

News Angles
COMBINING spot news, features
and editorials, a morning quarterhour program started on WIBG,
Philadelphia, March 1, sponsored
by Erlanger Brewing Co., Philadelphia. Roy Neal handles news and
commercials; Esther Morris does
special features, women's and rationing news, and editorials are
read by Douglas Arthur. Program
was placed through J. M. Korn
Agency, Philadelphia.
* * *

Yo ur advertising dollars
spent on WDEL can pay
you rich returns in profit able sales — write :

Safes Representative :
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
New

Page

Nostalgia
ENTERTAINMENT by recalling
"the good old days" through tunes
and questions which suggest memories is the aim of Remember When.
A new series in WCKY, Cincinnati, written by Elmer Dressman
and produced by Al Bland.

York
• Chicago
San Francisco
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Air Magazine
A MAGAZINE of the air, Highlights For Today, is broadcast on
Sunday evenings by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. over its national commercial network for the
National War Finance Committee.
Program carries the by-line of well
known names in Canadian writing
and entertainment fields. Gordon
Sinclair, feature writer, is handling interviews which tie in with
current events. John Collingwood
Reade, news commentator, conducts
book and screen rethe program's
view department. Lorne Greene,
CBC newscaster, interviews noncelebrities on the state of the naare featured by memSongs Canadian
berstion.
of the
Army Show.
* # *
Our Stake
ILLUSTRATING the American
way of life and what the United
Nations have at stake in the war,
WHOM, New York, with City College of New York, is to present
two series of 17 German language
educational programs. First six
subjects on successive Sunday evenings beginning March 7 are titled
The American Way of Life. Second
series from April 18 through June
13, same time, is titled Our Stake
in the War. Members of City College faculty will present papers by
distinguished educators of Columbia U. and Hunter College as well
as of City College.
Points on Points
INTERPRETATION of pointrationing, how best to plan a meal
of rationed and unrationed foods
and other tips to housewives are
featured by Peggy Cave in her new
program Points on Points, 8:15
a.m. Monday through Friday on
KSD, St. Louis, sponsored by the
Carey Salt Co. Latest news on food
rationing: is interspersed with
music. Program is being promoted
by posters and window streamers
for retail dealers and by an embroidery transfer offer.
* *
.*
Nuts Amuck
PROGRAM listings of other area
stations are given on Mania, Inc.,
a screwball-comedy type show on
WSNY. Schenectady 6:30-7 p.m.
daily. Prefaced by the announcement that the program "is presented against the better judgment of
the station's management," show
also lampoons staff artists and
management
of WSNY. Several
sponsors participate.
* - * *
For 10- Year Olds
A PROGRAM designed for 10year-olds has been arranged by
WLIB, Brooklyn, as a Sunday
morning half-hour feature. Songs,
animal and fairy stories, and various contests are interspersed with
talks and dramatizations on health
habits and character building. A
listener's club* is *
another
feature.
*
For Farmers
WGN, Chicago, and the Farm
Credit Administration are presenting a series of Saturday morning
quarter-hour programs to explain
to farmers the work of the Government farm bureaus.
BROADCASTING

WOV's NOMINEE for "Miss
United Nations" is Laine Solg
(r), who was introduced to the
radio audience by Alan Courtney,
m.c.
of theSelected
New York
1280 Club.
by thestation's
station
from 1,400 applicants in a contest in conjunction with the motion picture industry, Miss Solg has
been touring Canada and the U. S.
for Russian War relief. In newspaper accounts of her personal
appearances, WOV gets mention.
NEW

TYPE

OF

MAP

FOR MAIL COVERAGE
A MAIL MAP based on an analysis of 120,000 pieces of audience
mail has been published by WOW,
Omaha, as "the first standard mail
Collector's Item for
mapCalled
ever "A
issued".
Timebuyers", the map is based on
standards recommended by the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies Timebuyers committee,
the Radio Executives Club and the
Research and Advertising Bureaus
of NAB. It shows WOW listening
statistics in primary, secondary
and tertiary areas and the contour
of 164 field strength tests.
Copies of the map, contained in
an explanatory brochure, are being distributed to business executives by request, and 1,000 copies
will be sent by NAB to all licensed
broadcasting stations.

Mystery for Williams
J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glastonbury,True
Conn.,
sponsors
or which
False currently
on the BLUE
for its shaving cream, on April 7
will start a half-hour mystery
drama on five stations of the New
England regional network, the series to be fed from an NBC studio in New York, Wednesdays
7:30-8 p.m. The company has not
announced the detective story it
will sponsor, but it is understood
that Nero Wolfe or Perry Mason
stories are both under consideration. Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
WASH
Signal Deleted
THE FCC last week granted the
request of the King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp. to cancel the outstanding license and delete the call
letters of WASH, Grand Rapids:
Mich. The move merely formalized
the FCC's action on Feb. 16 granting WOOD, Grand Rapids, sister
station using the same transmitter,
fulltime instead of sharing time
with WASH. This is in accord with
the FCC's policy of favoring the
use of only one set of call letters
where only one operation is inWASH. volved, as in the case of WOOD• Broadcast
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SPOTLIGHTING

EACH

THE

PHASE

WAR

EFFORT

"How

"I am a woman. Two off my brothers are in the
service. I want to help the war effort in every way
possible. What
"My

about the Red Cross? Is there any work

do to help the Red Cross in its wonderful

I can

war work?"

fields of activity are open to me?"

boy is in the Navy. What

"Perhaps I should take a job in a war industry. But
is there any place for my particular skills? And how

kind of a life is he

do I go about getting a job?"

leading?"
"I expect to be in the service soon. What

"Is there an opportunity

is army

Defense?

life like?"
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Bottom

NEXT MONTH— April 27-29— the industry
gathers in Chicago for its first War Conference, under NAB auspices. Nearly a year ago,
the NAB held its last annual convention, after
the nation had been in this global war six
months.
At that meeting uncertainty and confusion
were rampant. Radio had undertaken a Herculean task as a war arm. It was breaking
new ground daily, almost hourly. The job was
being done, haphazardly perhaps in the eyes
of broadcasters, but it won the acclaim of
Government and public alike.
In the months that have elapsed, many elements of doubt have been resolved. But there
are others still with us that will remain until
the war is won. A year ago, business was uncertain. There were the early war problems
of censorship, Government programming, the
equipment shortage, manpower, Interceptor
Command (now Fighter Command) differences
over "radio silence", along with the perennial
peacetime headaches of radio.
In retrospect, remarkable things have been
accomplished. Censorship has been invoked
under a voluntary code with hardly a ripple
of controversy; OWI has done a respectable
job of channelling Government programs,
though there still are rough spots; the equipment shortage, which threatened closure of
many stations, has been alleviated through
the highly efficient work of WPB and its radio
heads, Ray P. Ellis and Frank H. Mcintosh.
And the threatened business upheaval, thanks
to judicious industry management, failed to
materialize.
The problem that looms largest now is manpower. Despite classification of broadcasting
as an essential industry, the drain on personnel has continued more or less unabated. Daily,
key men are being pulled from important posts
on stations and networks. Replacements are
well-nigh impossible all down the line. The
larger operations, by virtue of more attractive
"big league" offers, find it possible to wean
away members of smaller station staffs. And
the little fellows, in no few instances, are
operating with less than skeleton staffs and
with makeshift organizations.
There can be no question of radio's status
as an essential industry. But there is serious
question about the ability of all elements in
the industry continuing their efficient peak
wartime operation without adequate personnel.
It isn't a problem peculiar to radio — practically
Page
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all of the 30K>dd industries classified as essential are experiencing similar difficulties.
At the Chicago War Conference, the keynote will be radio's wartime functions. Government officials have been asked to attend and
counsel with industry spokesmen on means of
improving radio's war effort contribution and
of coping with the myriad questions constantly
arising in a war economy. Nonessential projects— those not identified with wartime operations— have no place at this important session,
which is justified only because the broadcasting industry is geared so closely to the war,
as a sort of deputy of Government maintaining
swift, intimate and human contact with the
people.
Everything possible is being done in Washington by industry spokesmen to cope with
the manpower problem. Radio, with an overall personnel of only some 20,000, is but an
infinitesimal factor in the quest for an armed
force of 12,000,000. There is no disposition to
claim that radio's present personnel roster
constitutes an indispensable minimum. But at
the pace men are being withdrawn, not only
for armed services but for civilian Government work, the bottom of the barrel soon will
be reached.
Manpower, we think, is the No. 1 problem
at the War Conference.
Without

Malice

JUST A MONTH ago the Cox Select Committee to investigate the FCC announced the appointment of Eugene L. Garey, New York attorney of excellent background and standing,
as its chief counsel. The appointment came
after the House overwhelmingly had voted for
the inquiry and after harsh words had been
uttered on the House floor against the FCC's
stewardship and particularly its chairman,
James Lawrence Fly.
The investigation then had all the earmarks
of becoming a knock-down-drag-out fight,
largely between two men — Chairman Eugene
E. Cox (D-Ga.) of the Committee and Mr.
Fly. Charges of "Gestapo" tactics and of Communism and draft-dodging were hurtled by the
Georgian against the Commission and its personnel. There were counter-allegations of an
impropriety by Judge Cox of representation
of a Georgia station before the FCC, with
Mr. Fly seeking Dept. of Justice intercession.
Since Mr. Garey's appointment, the deluge
of charges and counter-charges has stopped.
The Committee counsel hasn't indulged in

name-calling. Data is being collected by thi;
Committee without publicity or headline hunt,
ing. It is evident that he and his staff, thus,
far in any event, propose to conduct a thor
oughly businesslike, lawyer-like and proper
inquiry into the FCC, its personnel and its
policies, as the House resolution provides.
There is reason for gratification over th<i
manner in which Mr. Garey, and his chief aide
Fred L. Walker, of Detroit, have pursued th<
preliminary study. The broadcasting industry
of course, is vitally interested in the outcome
because upon it will depend the type of regu
lation to which it will be subjected. An investigation which would result only in mud
slinging and name-calling could only brinj
chaos. One aimed toward ferreting out th{
facts with a view toward remedial legislatior
will clarify the position both of the FCC anc
the industries affected.
We hope the Cox Committee continues its
indicated course toward a fact-finding studj
looking to equitable regulation of communications within the bounds of Congressional intent. There no longer can be any doubt thai
the present FCC majority has gone far afield
Reformer

Gremlins

A NEW pass at curtailment of advertising, as
a war economy measure, is being undertaken
on the Washington war front by so-called consumer reform groups. Since the war's advent,
these anti -advertising groups have attempted
to use a number of devices to force elimination of brand name advertising and now, with
civilian supplies of goods diminishing gradualthey apparently are trying for another allout ly,effort.
In informed Washington circles it is reported that the new campaign, to urge cutting down on, or the complete abandonment
of, advertising for the duration, already hag
been launched by groups following the Con
sumers Union pattern. The contention is thaflj
advertising should be trimmed to the pointjj
where companies will limit space and time
purchases to just enough to move goods avail
able for sale. It is argued that current adver
tising is being done largely as a means of)
tax avoidance.
These reform groups aren't likely to get
very far with their new effort. Price Administrator Prentiss Brown, in weeding out OPA,
appears to have eliminated a substantial por-i
tion of the radical fringe element. Before hef
took over the OPA helm, grade-labeling of!
certain commodities had been introduced, but
even that now is being resurveyed, with the
possibility that the plan may be revoked.
Advertising already has performed outstanding service in the war interest. The job being)
done, at practically no government expense,
for time or space (none whatever for radio:
time) on bond sales, salvage campaigns, bloodj
plasma, point rationing education and services
enlistments, has been such as to head off any
summary action in responsible quarters. The|
cost is being absorbed by the advertisers and1
the media. The Advertising Council, representing all private groups, has cooperated ably!]
down the line.
While it appears, at this writing, that the.
reformers are being kept at bay, these sporadic forays by the consumers attest to the need
for a constant state of alert on the Washington regulatory front by the entire advertising fraternity.
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NOTES

GEORGE L. MOSKOVICS, sales
promotion manager of CBS western
division, addressed the Seattle Adv.
and Sales Club March 2 on post-war
conditions in advertising. Ed Buckalew, station relations manager of the
Columbia Pacific Network, and H. J.
Quilliam, general manager of KIRO.
Seattle, were also present.

JAMES

MILLAR

lost a great
NALISM
JOUR
editorial cartoonist but radio
gained a greater promotionist
Millar LeGate
James
when
finally gave up an ambition to become an artist to enter the advertising promotion field.
1 As a result of his change of
i heart, brought about by disap1 pointments as an editorial cartoon( ist and layout man, plus the fact
that his job folded up beneath him,
Jim LeGate today is general manj ager of WIOD, Miami, and doing
3 a bang-up job for radio.
For 15 years, by his own admission, Jim had the usual trouble
in grammar and high school in Elgin, 111., where he was born Dec.
't 11, 1901. He felt studying wasn't
necessary but somehow managed
1 two years of high school before
I moving with his parents to South
I Bend, Ind. in 1916. An auto accident and sickness delayed his studJ ies for five years but he finally
J was graduated from the South
Bend high school.
Displaying some talent for art,
1 Jim decided against college and
i entered the Chicago Academy of
1 Fine Arts. Finances wouldn't per| mit a second year so he found a
\ job at Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chi: cago, and studied art with Myerj Both at night. A year later he rei turned to South Bend and talked
j himself into a job as layout man
and editorial cartoonist on the
' News-Times.
After three years in that job
he was transferred to the advertising department as salesman, at his
j own request. Five years later the
j paper changed hands and that's
when Jim's job folded up. He connected with the Indianapolis News
as promotion manager. He recalls
, that the heavy schedule of trade
journal
advertising
scared the
"daylights" out of him but a coI operative boss with a kind understanding helped him to do a job
I and gain a world of experience.
Two years later Jim LeGate's
BROADCASTING

LeGATE

boss joined the Dayton (0.) Daily
News as advertising director and
took Jim along as promotion manager. When ex-Gov. James M. Cox,
owner and publisher of the News,
the Springfield (O.) News & Sun
and the Miami Daily News, bought
a radio station and moved it to
Dayton as WHIO in 1935, Jim LeGate was assigned to handle the
station promotion.
For a while he divided his time
between the Cox newspapers and
radio. In 1938 Jim went to Miami
to direct promotion for the Daily
News and WIOD, which Mr. Cox
had acquired. Late in 1940, when
Mr. Cox purchased the Atlanta
Journal and WSB, J. Leonard
Reinsch was transferred as manager of WHIO to manage WSB.
Jim LeGate was sent back to Dayton to take over WHIO.
Three years later, almost to the
day, Mr. LeGate returned to Miami as manager of WIOD. He has
promoted everything from Bible
contests to water carnivals. His
greatest compliment for promotion
work, he considers, came from his
boss after a dismal failure of one
stunt. Said the boss, "Jim, even in
a flop, you're colossal." Mr. LeGate
still takes a keen interest in all
station promotion and he manages
to keep a finger in it from time to
time.
He is married and has a 10-yearold son. He has been appointed to
virtually every civic committee in
town. When time permits he enjoys tennis and swimming and (offthe-record) he still likes to dabble
in art. Once he took up boxing but
quit because he "got tired of leading with my schnozzle all the
time".
SCHUYLER ENSELL, formerly with
BBDO, and the Spot Sales Division
of CBS, has joined the sales staff of
the New York office of John Blair &
Co., station representative.
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CAPT.mer manager
PAUL ofR.KLO,
HEITMEYER,
Ogden, Utah,for-is
stationed at Fort Francis E. Warren,
Cheyenne, Wyo., in the Quartermaster
Replacement Training Center. He is
serving in the Administration School
teaching Quartermaster Organization.
RALPH G. TUCHMAN, of the
Broadcasting editorial staff, was inducted into the Army March 15 at
Washington and ordered to report to
Camp Lee, Va. He was named acting
corporal.
KAY MacEWEN, salesman of WSRR,
Stamford, Conn., has been seriously ill
with influenza. George Backus, former salesman, expects to enter the
Army shortly.
SOCS VRATIS, sales manager of
KGVO, Missoula, Mont., is a member
of the ment
newly-formed
Better GovernCouncil of Missoula.
James
Alden Barber, assistant manager, has
been appointed to the Community
Music Council.
KARL SUTPHIN, former associate
editor of Golfdom magazine, has joined
the sales promotion staff of WLS,
Chicago.
MARSHALL S. NEAL, general manager of KWKW, Pasadena, Cal., is
taking a three-week orientation course
for civilians at Fort Leavenworth,
Kan.
D. MARSHALL WALKER, account
executive of KPAS, Pasadena, Cal.,
has joined the Marines.
RALPH

BLOCK has resigned as assistant regional director of the Office
of Civilian Defense, San Francisco, to
join the OWI as deputy chief of
operations in a foreign field.
BEN McGLASHAN, owner of KGFJ,
Los Angeles, now a captain in the
Coastal Patrol, is stationed in San
Benito, Tex.
LEE WYNNE, continuing as Los
Angeles studios manager of KGER,
Long Beach, has been appointed commercial manager.

License

Assigned

To
Howard
W.
Davis
VOLUNTARY assignment of license of KMAC, San Antonio,
from W. W. McAllister and Howard W. Davis, doing business as
The Walmac Co., to Howard W.
Davis, trading as The Walmac
Co., was authorized March 16 by
the FCC. Total consideration is
$35,000. Mr. Davis, who has been
general manager of KMAC since
1933, macpurchased
50% of1942,
The from
WalCo. in December,
Mr. McAllister.
In 1938 Mr. Davis purchased
33 1/3% of KPAB, Laredo, Tex.,
and became its president. Mr. McAllister was also associated with
KPAB as part owner and secretary-treasurer. Mr. Davis owns the
Starkist Co., San Antonio, manufacturers of Starkist toothpaste.
Stephen Vincent Benet
Dies
of
Heart Attack
STEPHEN VINCENT BENET,
44, noted American author and
poet, who had been devoting much
of his time lately to writing material for radio programs, died suddenly March 13 at his home in New
York after a heart attack. Among
broadcasts for which he provided
scripts, whole or in part, were the
"Your Army" portion of This Is
War, Dear Adolf, and others.
Mr. Benet became ill prior to a
scheduled appearance March 7 on
NBC's Lands of the Free series,
and died before he could finish an
Easter program on which he was
working. He is survived by his
wife,
three children, a brother and
a sister.
Owens

Heads

WRDO

ARTHUR
OWENS, chief announcer of WCSH, Portland, Me.,
has been named manager of
WRDO, Augusta, replacing Jack
Atwood who was commissioned a
first lieutenant in the Marine
Corps. Mr. Owen since 1940 had
been with WCSH, operated by the
same management as WRDO. Albert W. Smith, commercial manager of WCSH, has resumed his
position, after being honorably discharged from the Army at Camp
Edwards, Mass., where he served
in public relations.
KHUB

Changes

WENDELL B. CAMPBELL, general
sales manager, has been named assistant station manager and director
of operations of KMOx, St. Louis.
CHARLES C. PALMER, at one time
media director of Lavin Co., Boston,
has joined the BLUE sales staff.
JESS JONES, sales manager of
KTMS, Santa Barbara, Cal., has been
inducted into the Army.

ROGER

JOHN MCDONALD, NBC vice-president in charge of finance, has returned
to New York after Hollywood conferences with Sidney N. Strotz, westtern division vice-president.
JULES STEIN, president of Music
Corp. of America, Beverly Hills, Cal.,
talent service, has recovered from injuries received in an auto accident.

CHARLES DANT, musical director
of NBC Hollywood, has been signed
for the Producers Releasing Corp. film
"Submarine Base".
LINCOLN SIMONDS of the New
York sales staff of Weed & Co., station representatives, has been appointed West Coast Manager of that organization and is headquartered at
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood.
He succeeds Haan J. Tyler who recently resigned to join KFI-KECA,
Los Angeles as account executive.
EDGAR KOBAK, executive vicepresident
the BLUE,
recuperating at his ofhome
from theis grippe.
He
expects
to
be
back
at
his
desk this
week.

DAN

CARR has been appointed manager of CJKL, Kirkland Lake, Ont.,
being promoted from production manager.
LLOYD MOFFAT, general manager
of CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask., is the
father of a baby boy.

R. HUNT, formerly of
KOIN, Portland, Ore., KROY, Sacramento, and the McClatchy Broadcasting Co., San Francisco, is manager of KHUB, Watsonville, Cal.,
after a staff reorganization. John
Oliveira, formerly with RCAC in
Bolinas, Cal., is chief engineer and
Rex S. Bowen of KFBK, Sacramento, program director.
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KENNETH W. MacGREGOR, production chief at WGN for the last
year, has been named program director. Lewis James, assistant station
musical director, succeeds Mr. MaeGregor as chief of production. Mr.
MacGregor, a former producer of NBC
and Benton & Bowles, New York,
joined WGN in February, 1942, while
Mr. James, who broke into radio as a
staff vocalist with WJZ, New York,
in 1921, came to WGN in 1940.

"Miller
Prove

JOHN GREENHUT, talent agent,
and Bill Livingston, song writer, have
joined the BLUE production staff.
Appointment of the two, both without
radio background, is in line with a
new policy of the BLUE's production
head, Ray Knight. He is experimenting with a plan to train junior producers with musical or theatrical experience.
DON WITTY, former NBC scriptwriter, now an Air Forces corporal
stationed overseas, was the author of
a drama about two marines who lost
their lives on Guadalcanal, broadcast
last Saturday on NBC at 11 a.m.

Cereals
Selling

of

KSO"

Pull
. . . says Kelsie D. Stone

Any food-broker handling a cereal
account, knows what competition
means. But the intensity of that competition makes sales-gains doubly pleasing.
So Kelsie D. Stone, head of the Des
Moines office of Hagan-Stone, has
jeaso.n to be pleased with the advertising of Miller Cereal Mills on Station KSO. Reports Mr. Stone:
""Miller gave radio a stiff test in the
Des Moines area. Using radio advertising only, Miller started a campaign
-to increase sales of Corn Flakes in
mid-winter.

■"The success of this campaign, and
similar success with Miller Wheat
Flakes later on, certainly proves the
selling pull of KSO."

BASIC BLUE
AND MUTUAL
KSOE5000 WATTS

KRNT

BASIC
COLUMBIA
5000 WATTS

"""he Cowles Stations in
DES
MOINES

Affiliated with Des Moines
Register & Tribune
Represented by The Katz Agency
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WALTER TOSCANINI, son of Arturo Toscanini, NBC conductor, has
joined NBC's music division. The
maestro's son has been with RCA
Victor's plant in Camden, N. J., engaged in programming for Black Seal
and children's records. He joined RCA
in 1938 after being ousted from his
book publishing firm in Italy because
of his anti-Fascist activities.
MARGARET (Marge) KENNEDY,
former assistant to Lester Gottlieb.
MBS director of publicity, on March 15
joined CBS as supervisor of press information for CBS' Latin-American
Network, according to George Crandall, director of the CBS press information department. Miss Kennedy
has been Mr. Gottlieb's assistant for
two years. She replaces Wilbur Marcus at CBS, who is now doing war
work with the Polaroid Corp., Boston.
ROBERT ROSSEN of Screen Writers Guild has been re-elected chairman of Hollywood Writers Mobilization. Paul Franklin, national president of Radio Writers Guild, is vicechairman, with Pauline Lauber as
executive secretary.
ELIZABETH BEMIS, first woman
reporter to be appointed to the CBS
news staff, is heard at 4 p.m., Monday through Friday on that network.
Since last summer she had been on
the CBS West Coast network. Beginning her career on KLZ, Denver,
after a trip to Europe, Miss Bemis
subsequently was with WLW, Cincinnati, for two years as commentator
before joining CBS.
CAPT. GEORGE A. BROWNE,
Royal Canadian Artillery, and former announcer of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., has been promoted to
rank of major and awarded the Distinguished Service Order. He was
taken prisoner at Dieppe, escaped recently, and is now in England.
DON PRINGLE has been appointed
senior announcer at CBO, Ottawa.
He first joined the CBC at Ottawa in
1937. coming from CFNB, Fredricton,
N. B.
RAY LATJBE, of Minneapolis, Minn.,
has joined the staff of WIGM, Medford, Wis., as announcer.
ERNIE NEFF, from Cleveland. O..
has joined the announcing staff of
WCAE, Cleveland, O.
HARRY STEWART, freelance, has
joined Sonovox division of Free &
Peters, Chicago, as producer succeeding Jack Ross, who with Jack Foster,
technician, transferred to Hollywood.

NEW ADDITION to the sports staff
of WSAI, Cincinnati, is Lou Smith
the doCin-a
writer
(1), baseball
cinnati Enquirer
whoforwill
commentary. He's shaking hands
with Roger Baker, WSAI baseball
announcer, and WLW-WSAI director of public relations, while
Dick Bray, WSAI sports commentator, smiles his welcome.
MILDRED BAILEY, food and fashion commentator of WTAG, Worcester, has been appoined national secretary of the recently organized Assn.
of Women Directors of the NAB.
LARRY SMITH, former INS chief
in the Far East, has started a weekly
news commentary on KPO, San Francisco. George Caraker, recently with
the OWI in Washington, has joined
the staff as a news commentator.
A-MIKE VOGEL has resigned as
publicity director of WHN, New York,
effective April 1. His future plans will
be announced at that time. No replacement has been named.
LT. CHARLES F. GRISHAM, assistant farm program director of
WLW, Cincinnati, before joining the
Army, has been appointed personal
aide to Maj. Gen. Donald C. Cuppison, commandant of the Field Artillery
Replacement Center, Ft. Bragg, N. C.
JAMES STEWART, CBS correspondent in Chungking, China, is the
father of a baby boy born recently
in Chungking.
FLORENCE C. BALLOU, program
and publicity director of WICC,
Bridgeport, Conn., was married to
Leslie B. Robinson, that city, on
March 6.
RUSSELL FRANCIS HORGAN
recently returned to KYA, San Francisco, as auditor and personnel manager.
BOB BROWN, announcer of NBC
central division for the past 11 years,
has been commissioned a lieutenant
(j.g.)
in the
Navy and reports shortly
for
active
duty.
WAYNE GRIFFIN, announcer of
the BLUE central division, Chicago,
is the father of a girl born March 8.
MARTHA SUMMERS has been appointed traffic manager of KOB, Albuquerque, succeeding Josephine
Mason, who returns to WIRE, Indianapolis.
DON
STANLEY,
Today's
Events
commentator
of WTMJ,
Milwaukee,
Wis., is father of a baby girl.
TODD BRANSON, freelance writer of
Lakewood, O., has joined WMRN,
Marion, tinuity
O.,
writer.as announcer and conFRANK PROCTOR and Paul Wade
have joined WBML, Macon, Ga., as
announcers, coming from WMJM,
Cordele, Ga., and the Central Georgia
Railroad, respectively. Bill Howard
and Turner Paschal, students of
nouncing.
Mercer U., are doing parttime anHELEN FAULKNER, who resigned
as traffic manager of Missoula, Mont.,
to become voice instructor at Montana
State U., was featured last week in
Faculty
Recital,broadcast
the U.'s over
regular
Sunday afternoon
KGVO.
TERRY

HOBRECHT has joined continuity staff of KROW, Oakland, replacing Marian Edwards, resigned.
BROADCASTING

STANLEY BURNS, freelance transcription announcer, has joined
WLIB, Brooklyn.
HUGH CHAMBERS, news announcer of WIP, Philadelphia, has resigned to join a St. Louis station. Mr.
Chambers has just completed a mystery novel to be published in October
by Reynal-Hitchcock titled The Graveyard Annex.
LT. ROBERT
FLEMING,
announcer at WELI, L.New
Haven, Conn.,
before joining the Army, suffered a
triple fracture of a leg during a parachute jump at Ft. Benning, Ga.
PAUL MARTIN, announcer of
WBAB, Atlantic City, before becoming Private Martin Goldenring in the
Army, is co-author of a new book,
Going to Officers Candidate School,
published by Military Service Publishing Co.
NORMAN BENSON, announcer of
WRAW,
Reading, Pa., is the father of
a baby girl.
MARY AGNES WHITAKER has
joined the program staff of KYW,
Philadelphia, replacing Janie Simmet,
transferred to the traffic department.
DON

TAYLOR is leaving the newsroom of WCAU, Philadelphia, for CBS
newsroom in New York. Fred S. Rosenau takes his place. Powers Gouraud,
commentator, is preparing a volume
of reminiscences entitled, Sixty Years
— So What! Wade Barnes and Don
Heyworth, of the announcing staff,
are completing their play, More Than
You Know, which Gilbert Miller is
considering for Broadway production.
HUGH CHAMBERS, announcer of
WIP, Philadelphia, has resigned to go
to St. Louis.
,
ART FORD, record m.c. on a number
of New York stations, has joined
WNEW, New York, to conduct The
Magic cribed
of musical
Music,
six-weekly transprogram.
DR. ALFRED J. BONOMO'S script
The Spirit Of The Navy, written for
his program University Time on WWL,
New Orleans, has been selected by the
Writers' War Board as one of its four
Scripts of the Month for April, and
will be distributed to all stations in the
country.
CHARLES (Crutch) CRUTCHFIELD, program director of WBT,
Charlotte, N. C, and air raid warden
for his neighborhood, is hobbling on
crutches from badly torn ligaments in
the ankle, sustained when he stepped
into an open street drain during a
practice blackout. ,
ROBERT TALLMAN, a writer on
the CBS Radio Reader's Digest series,
has resigned
Transamerican,
production firmfrom
for the
series.
SYDEL FORBES, assistant to Bernard Estes, publicity director of
WINS, New York, has resigned to join
the BLUE sales department. She is
replaced by Leonore Weiss, formerly
of WPEN, Philadelphia.
NORMAN FORREST, has left
WMEX, Boston, to join WLIB,
Brooklyn.
HAROLD FLEMING, commentator
on NBC's The People's War, has been
elected vice-president of the American Relief Administration Assn.
BILL ARMS, announcer of WBAPKGKO, Ft. Worth, has resigned to
istry.
enter the Southwestern Bible Institute where he will study for the minROBERT LEWIS, of the WJSV,
Washington, news staff, is now Washington reporter on the Monday and
Wednesday morning CBS News of the
World.
VICTOR LUSINCHI, onetime MBS
foreign correspondent,
has beenincommis ioned asecond lieutenant
the
Army Air Forces.
S.'R. WHITE succeeds Dave Partridge, who is shortly to enter military
service, as assistant to M. F. (Chick)
Allison, promotion manager of WLW,
Cincinnati. Mr. White recently was
manager of local and national advertising of the Indianapolis Star.
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What

when

your

to

radio

do

department

\ V 7"HEN your radio department keeps losing more and more of its best people
—writers, engineers, musicians, producers—
you can do one of two things:
You can worry along with less manpower,
work longer hours, put a part of the burden
on other staff members not too familiar with
radio problems, avoid seeking new business
and do your best to keep present clients
satisfied—

woman

commentator,

a musical show, a

mystery thriller, a "personality" program?
They're all available here — suited to your
needs in length, frequency, subject, and cost.
And you have no worries about the time,
skill, or talent for their production. The
shows are complete— ready for you to broadcast! Or, if you require a "tailor-made" job
all the way, our complete facilities are at
your disposal, from creating the program
idea to recording it perfectly— Orthacoustic.

Or. you can draw on the experience of one of
the most complete, most
capable radio staffs in
^

If your radio department
is shrinking these days—
you can still expand your

the country : NBC RadioRecording Division.

service and business—
with one of the services

Is it dramatic programs
you need? Or is it a

of NBC Radio-Recording
Dilvision!

/
WE'VE

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE

DONE IT FOR THEM . . .
WE CAN DO IT FOR YOU!

For a Winerv — Originated spot announcement idea,
including composing 32-bar melody with commercial
lyrics. Produced complete, from script to finished
pressings.
For A Baking Company — Scries of 5-minute programs —
monologues by nationally known artist with original
musical theme. NBC supplied scripts for program and
announcements; complete production.
For a Drug Advertiser — Announcement series in Spanish*
for export use, with original musical background
theme. Complete service. (*Facilities available for
writing, translation and production of scripts in Spanish, Portuguese, and other languages.)
Forof aannouncements.
Brewing CompanyFirst
— Working
on thirdunusual
year's sound
series
series featured
effects; second series, an original drinking song as
lead-in to announcer. Complete service.

RCA BUILDING, RADIO CITY, NEW YORK • MERCHANDISE MART, CHICAGO • TRANS-LUX BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. • SUNSET & VINE, HOLLYWOOD

GERTRUDE LANZA, publicity director of Yankee Network, has been married to 1st Lt. W. Brevoort Potts Jr.,
of the Army Air Forces.
KAY

FERRIS, in the program department of WNAC, Boston, for 10
years, has resigned to join the
WAACs.
RICHARD CUTTING, former announcer of KFAC, Los Angeles, has
joined KFI-KECA, Los Angeles.
OLIVE KACKLEY,
women's commentator of WCKY, Cincinnati,
has
been named to the radio committee of
Women at War, a Cincinnati organization for selling War Bonds. She
will make public appearances as well
as conduct air interviews for the campaign.
JAN BUNKER, recently on the staff
of WJNO, West Palm Beach, is broadcasting athrice-weekly women's program over WQAM, Miami, Fla., combining shopping news with women's
war effort.
CLAUDE SWEETEN, musical director of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles,
has been signed for the NBC Great
Gildersleeve, sponsored by Kraft
Cheese Co. (Parkay). He takes the
assignment from Billy Mills who is
devoting his time exclusively to composing and to the NBC Fibber McGee
& Molly show, sponsored by S. C.
Johnson & Sons.
MO IRA WALLACE, new to radio,
has joined CKWX, Vancouver.
JACK SEXTON, recently of WMBD,
Peoria, and WTAD, Quincy, 111., has
joined the announcing staff of
KMOX, St. Louis.
FLIGHT SGT. BRIAN G. HODGKINSON, former announcer of CKY,
Winnipeg, now a prisoner of war in
Germany, has written that he has been
moved to another prison camp and that
his show Let Revelry Reign is in production in the theatre the war prisoners have built at the camp.
LARRY SMITH, former Far Eastern manager of International News
Service and now San Francisco CallBulletin telegraph editor, has started
a weekly quarter-hour commentary on
NBC Pacific stations.
JAMES DOYLE, announcer of NBC
boy.
Hollywood, is the father of a baby
MARIE HELMERS, recently of
WEAU, Eau Claire, Wis., has joined
KPAS, Pasadena, Cal., as traffic manager, succeeding Kaye Dunlap, resigned.
EDWARD JORGENSON, former
Los Angeles newspaperman, has joined
BLUE Hollywood, as commentator
on that net's Newsroom Review.
Virgil Smith, former news editor of
KEX-KGW, Portland, Ore., who has
joined the BLUE, is assigned news
writer of the series.

WriEB, Portsmouth, N. H.
. . . the best there is.
Bert Georges,
Managing

Director.

available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.
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R. C. Gantter

Appointed

WFBL's Program Chief
GEORGE PERKINS, program
manager of WFBL since 1935, has
been succeeded by Raymond C.
Gantter, according to announcement by Samuel Woodworth, general manager. Mr. Perkins has
joined the radio department of
Foote, Cone & Belding agency, successors to Lord & Thomas.
Mr. Gantter joined the WFBL
staff early in 1941 as musical director. A native of Syracuse, he
was graduated from Syracuse U.,
served for a time as a graduate assistant in the English department
and is a member of Phi Beta KapAlso a graduate of Syracuse
U., Mr. Perkins joined WFBL as
an announcer in 1933. He has been
active in civic affairs for several
years.
pa.
BILL HIGHTOWER, newscaster, has
started a daily five-minute news
period on WEAF, New York.
DAVID F. TITUS, producer of KGB,
San Diego, Cal., has been shifted to
KHJ, Hollywood.
JOHN (Bud) HIESTAND has been
given the announcing assignment on
the weekly NBC Westinghouse Program. He succeeds Bill Pennell who
has entered war work.
LT. M. M. MAGINN, formerly known
as Peter Grant, WLW, Cincinnati,
announcer-newscaster, has been assigned by the Army to public speaking in behalf of the war effort. He
spoke for blood donors in the Red
Cross drive before 14,000 shipbuilders
at Vancouver, Wash., several days
ago. He was inducted a year ago.
BILL SALISBURY, formerly of
KWFT, Twin Falls, Ida., and Frank
Mclntyre, former head of the WKY,
Oklahoma City, news department,
have joined the news staff of KUTA,
Salt Lake City.
LINWOOD T. PITMAN has returned
as promotion director of WCSH,
Portland, Me., after serving on the
editorial staff of the Portland Press
Herald for two years.
PILOT OFF. CALVIN PEPPLER,
formerly on the staff of CKY, Winnipeg,dianis Air
onForce
duty inwith
the Africa.
Royal CanaNorth
FLIGHT LT. D. R. P. COATS, former public relations director of CKY,
Winnipeg, and CKX, Brandon, Man.,
before joining the RCAF, was recently promoted from rank of Flying
Officer and is stationed at No. 2 Command Recruiting Center, Winnipeg.
PARKER SUTTON, announcer of
KYCA, Prescott, Ariz., has left to
join KTAR, Phoenix.
JACK WORMSER, soundman and
producer of NBC Hollywood before
joining the Army, is now a second
lieutenant and stationed at Astoria,
N. Y.
FRANK D. LITTLE, traffic manager
of KTAR, Phoenix, has joined the
Army Air Forces. Harold Lampel,
night news editor of that station, has
been inducted into the Army.
ROYAL FOSTER, Hollywood writer,
has been signed for the weekly halfhour quiz program, Stop and Go, sponsored by Grayson's Shops, on 7 CBS
Pacific Coast stations. Ken Murray is
m.c.
PVT. TRENT CHRISTMAN, in
guest relations department, NBC
Hollywood, before joining the Army,
married Garnet Harrington, of Los
Angeles, in that city on March 12.
DICK FISCHELL, former sports
editor of WHN, New York, has been
propomted to captain in the Marines.
BROADCASTING

RADIO GAL makes good in the
WAAC as Aux. Martha M. Smith,
former control room operator and
publicity director of WCSC,
Charleston, S. C, wins admission
to the Administrative Specialist
School at Des Moines. Aux. Smith
was the first woman control room
operator at WCSC, and was worktowardenlisted
an operator's
license
when ingshe
in the WAAC
Dec. 11.
NOAH TYLER, senior announcer of
WIOD, Miami, Fla., has been inducted
into the Army. Harvey J. Fritsch and
John H. Ellsworth, announcers formerly at WJNO, West Palm Beach
and Miami Beach, Fla., respectively,
have joined WIOD.
WILLIAM LEWIS, writer-announcer
in the English
sectionhas
of NBC's
national division,
enteredinterthe
armed forces.
FRANK MILLS, chief announcer of
WBAP-KGKO, Fort Worth, is the
father of a 10-pound girl.
ELIMINATING Mr. Ben Kaplan's
son, the person who actually should
have been credited with serving in the
Army, Broadcasting March 8 incorrectly stated that Ben Kaplan, radio
columnist is the father of Lyn Murray, "CBS musical director now in the
Army." Actually the item should have
read "Mr. Kaplan's son, who is now in
the Army, was formerly assistant to
Lyn Murray, CBS musical director."
TEAPEST

TEMPOT

'Correspondent's
London Laugh
'Fluff' Draws
LARRY

LeSUEUR,

former CBS

correspondent
in Russia,
doesn't
think
his colleagues
will ever
stop
ribbing
him about
"fluff" program
he made
on
a recent
CBS a news
while discussing Admiral Standley's statement
about lend-lease materials sent to Russia.
LeSueur said the statement had
"created a teapest tempot that
went far beyond the importance of
his utterances." Latest salute to
Larry's slip came from Edward
Murrow, chief of the CBS London
office, in a cable to Paul White, CBS
director of public affairs: "Please
purchase suitably inscribed, oldfashioned, enameled, single-handed
teapest Sueurtempot
present
to Leon behalf and
of his
admirers
in
the CBS London office."
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WHKY'
■9 increased power and lower frequency enables
advertisers to reach all Western North Carolina, at one surprisingly low cost.
What's more, WHKY
knows its audience. Programming is carefully
keyed to local tastes and interests, to insure maximum listener response for
your sales message — in both primary and secondary areas. Extensive newspaper advertising, in over 20 county papers, builds listener loyalty for
WHKY
and sales for our advertisers.
Write for complete information.

When

you get the facts, we believe

STATISTICS TAKEN FROM WHKY's
NEW MARKET DATA BROCHURE
Population
Radio listeners

per family .
Spendable income
$1,365
$444,444,000.00

WATTS DAY

1000 WATTS NIGHT
1290 KILOCYCLES— BLUE NETWORK

BROADCASTING

National Representative
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
Chicago, New York, Kansas
City, San Francisco, Hollywood

WHK
HICKORY,
• Broadcast

Advertising

NORTH

651,722

Buying income

you'll agree WHKY
is the station you need to get low-cost, single-coverage
of this rich Carolina market.

5000

1,005,212

CAROLINA
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ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements

WLS, Chicago
Spiegel Inc., Chicago (mail order house)
36 sa, 9 days, thru J. L. Stewart Agency, Chicago.
Chick Bed Co., Cedar Rapids, la., (chicken
house flooring) 6 sa weekly, 4 weeks,
thru W. D. Lyon Co., Cedar Rapids.
Vio Bin Corp., Monticello, 111. (cattle
remedies) 3 sa weekly, 3 weeks, thru
Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Pioneer Hibred Corn Co., Princeton, 111.
(seeds) 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
R.
City. J. Potts-Calkin & Holden, Kansas
Good & Reese, Springfield, O. (nursery) 3
sp weekly, 5 weeks, thru Leo Boulette
Agency, Three Rivers, Mich.
Dr.(poultry
Salsbury's Labs., Charles City, la.
remedies) 3 sa weekly, 13
weeks,
thru N. A. Winter Adv. Agency,
Des Moines.
KLX, Oakland, Cal.

Campbell
's ) Foods,
products
2 sa, Des Moines, (vitamin
Agency, Des Moines.thru Meneough Adv.
Beneficial Insurance Co., San Francisco
(insurance)
Los Angeles. 35 t weekly, thru Stodel Adv.,
William Wise & Co.. New York (Knitting
Guide and Modern Home Physician) 12 t
weekly, thru Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
Movie Cosmetics Inc., Los Angeles (hair
curlers) 6 sp weekly, thru Sterling &
Assoc., Los Angeles.
Old Fashioned Revival Hour, Los Angeles
(religious) weekly t, thru R. H. Alber
Co., Los Angeles.
Tidewater-Associated Oil Co., San Francisco (gasoline, motor oils) 3 sp weekly, thru Foote, Cone & Belding, San
Francisco.
KHJ, Hollywood
Western Stove Co., Culver City, Cal., 5 ta
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Mays & Bennett,
Los Angeles.
Noxema Chemical Co., Baltimore (Noxema), weekly sp, 4 weeks, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan, N. Y.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Allsweet) 5 sp
weekly, 26 weeks, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Scudder Food Products, Monterey Park,
Cal. (food), 5 sa weekly, 4 weeks, thru
Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, Los Angeles.
CHEX, Peterborough, Ont.
Canada Bread Co., Toronto (chain bakers),
26 t, thru James Fisher Co., Toronto.
Crown Diamond Paint Co., Montreal, 52
sa, thru McConnell Eastman Co., Montreal.
Murphy Paint Co., Montreal, 65 sa, thru
Cockfield Brown & Co., Montreal.
Canadian Red Cross, Toronto (financial
campaign), 63 ta, thru A. McKim Ltd.,
Toronto.
WBBM, Chicago
Plough Inc., Memphis (St. Joseph Asp irin
& Penetro), 21 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Lake, Spiro & Shurman, Memphis.
Gordon Baking Co., Detroit (Silvercup
bread), 13 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru C. L.
Miller Co., N. Y.
Atlas Brewing Co., Chicago (Prager Beer),
sp & sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Arthur
Meyerhoff Co., Chicago.
WLIB, Brooklyn
Neoderm Health Institute, New York, 12 sa
weekly, 4 weeks, thru Moss Assoc., N. Y.
DeLong Insulation Co., New York, 7 ne
weekly, 4 weeks, thru Moss Assoc., N. Y.
Smiling Irishman, Los Angeles (used car
dealer), 70 sa weekly, thru Carl Caiman
Inc.. N. Y.
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KFRC, San Francisco
New Century Beverage Co., San Francisco
(Pepsi-Cola and Belfast Sparkling
Water) 26 sa and ta weekly, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
Charm Kurl Co., Chicago (curlers) 3 s
weekly,
Chicago. thru Guenther-Bradford & Co.,
Associated Dental Supply Co., San Francisco (toothpaste) 2 sp weekly, thru McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
Sumner Rhubarb Growers Assn., Seattle,
series of sa, thru Long Adv. Service,
San Francisco.
National Lead Co., San Francisco (paints),
4 ta weeklv. thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
San Francisco.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield, Minn.
(Malt-o-Meal) , series of sa, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago.
First Federal Savings and Loan Assn.,
San Francisco 3 sa weekly, thru Pacific
Adv. Staff, Oakland.
Seaboard Finance Co., Los Angeles, series
of ta, thru Smith & Bull, Los Angeles.
Loma Linda Food Co., Arlington, Cal.
(cereal), 3 sa and ta weekly, thru Gerth
Pacific Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
KFI, Los Angeles
Morton Salt Co., Chicago 40 ta, 4 weeks,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Interstate Bakeries Corp., Los Angeles, 5
sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Dan B. Miner
Co., Los Angeles.
Wilco Co., Los Angeles (Clearex), 2 so
weekly, 9 weeks, thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.
Partmar Corp., Los Angeles (theatre attendance) ,2 sp weekly, 12 weeks, thru
Scholts Adv. Service, Los Angeles.
KECA, Los Angeles
Western Stove Co., Culver City, Cal. 5 sp
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Mays & Bennett
Adv., Los Angeles.
Goodyear Service Stores, Los Angeles (acces ories), 6t weekly, 47 weeks, direct.
Wilco Co., Los Angeles (Clearex), 4 ta
weekly, 9 weeks, thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.
Omega Shoe Polish Co., Los Angeles, weekly sa, 13 weeks, thru John H. Riordan
Co., Los Angeles.
CKWS, Kingston, Ont.
Canada Bread Co., Toronto (chain bakers),
26 t, thru James Fisher Co., Toronto.
Crown Diamond Paint Co., Montreal
(paints), 52 ta, thru McConnell-Eastman
Co., Montreal.

WFHR, Wisconsin Rapids
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corp., Tulsa, f
ne
weekly,
1 year,Kansas
thru City.
R. J. PottsCalkins
& Holden,
Philadelphia Daily News, Philadephia
( newspaper) , 6 sp weekly, thru First
United Broadcasters, Chicago.
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., New
York, 18 so weekly, direct.
Jacques Seed Co., Prescott, Wis. (Hybrid
seed) , 3 sp weekly, thru Triangle Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Lutheran
League,
St. Kellj
Louis .
(LutheranLaymen's
hour), 26
sp, thru
Zahrndt & Kelly, St. Louis.
Authentic Publications, New York (tar
book),
6 sa weekly,
Bi-oadcasters,
Chicago. thru First Unitec
Fr.Buffalo,
Justyns26 Rosary
(religious
sp, thru Hour
Daughdrill
Adv.^
Agency, Fort Madison, la.
Campana Sales Co., Batavia, 111. (Italian
Balm),
sp, thru Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace, 52Chicago.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (proprietary)
3 sp weekly,
thru First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
F. Ad Richter Co., Brooklyn (pain expeller), 26 ta, thru Forjoe & Co., N. Y.
Poultry Tribune, Chicago (magazine) , '
sp weekly, thru First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
WABC, New York
Gordon Baking Co., Detroit (Silver-Cup
Bread). 3 ne, 5 sa weekly, thru C. L.
Miller Co., N. Y.
H. C. Bohack Co., Brooklyn (food stores),
3 sa weekly, thru E. M. Freystadt Assn.,
N. Y.
Rfxv Theatre, New York "The Young Mr.
Pit"), Co.,
6 sa,N.2 sp
Spiero
Y. weekly, thru KaytonWOR, New York
California Prune & Apricot Growers Assn.,
San Jose, Cal. (Sunsweet Tenderized
Fruits), weekly sp, 52 weeks, thru Long
Adv., San Jose.
Radbill Oil Co., Phila. (Renuzit French
Dry Cleaner), 5 sa weekly, 26 weeks,
thru Harry Feigenbaum Adv. Agency,
Philadelphia.
WHN, New York
Charm-Kurl Co., Chicago (Charm-Kurl
Permanent Wave Set), 6 sp weekly, thru
Gunther Bradford & Co., Chicago.
Howard Clothes Co., New York (men's
clothes),
weeklyN. t,Y.52 weeks, thru Redfield-Johnston,
WEAF, New York
Dif Corp., Garwood, N. J. (Household
Cleaner. Hand Cleaner) , 5 sa weekly,
thru Grey Adv., N. Y.

Perpetuate
of

Brands

"BECAUSE ours is a consumer
goods business, with a priceless asset in the public recognition of the
General Foods brands, what to do
about advertising in a war economy becomes a vital question," says
the annual report of General Foods
Corp. for 1942, a 32-page booklet
that explains in simple language,
charts and photographs the operations of the company.
Pointing out that some of its
products are still relatively free
from restrictions, some are partially restricted and others are off the
market completely, the company's
current advertising policy is described as follows : "Where we have
no prohibitive restrictions, we will
advertise aggressively, because the I
public wants to buy good brands
of foods which are available. On
the restricted products — while the
restriction itself tends to create
abnormal demand — we are advertising at a reduced level, but sufficiently to protect the brand acceptance for the future.
"Even on the one product which
we have had to withdraw from the
market — Baker's Southern Style
Coconut — we intend to keep the
name in the minds of consumers by
inexpensive advertising in packages of other of our products which
the consumer normally buys.
"This, we think, is a desirable
protection of brand names which,
after the war, again will represent
wanted and available merchandise.
From an operating point of view,
a primary requirement in advertising in today's market is flexibility.
Our commitments are such that we
can make revisions on short notice.
"To establish General Foods
brands, trade-marks and customer
relationships has taken time, money
and an enormous expenditure of
human effort. To protect them during the present crisis is far easier
than to rebuild after the war."
—

WY©
STATIONS THAT GO PLACES . . .
Here's thorough broadcast coverage for
you in a flourishing top-notch area. Place
your advertising where getting around
gets THE
results.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST GROUP
KXL
Joseph
McGillvra
KPFY
The KatzH. Agency
Z.NET
The Walker Company
Two markets saves 5%
... three saves
10%. Write for booklet.
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1480
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THRU

DIAL....

FRI.-9s30PM

A tingling tune-tour of many lands ... a
melange of mellifluous melody with an
international flavour . . . garnished with
zesty comment (in English) . . . presented,
fittingly, by WHOM — the foremost station
catering to the seven million internationally minded radio listeners in our metropolitan melting pot.
PRA8SE-A

- POPPIN!

"Champagne
Music is tops . . . I listen regularly."
Mr.
G. J., Brooklyn.
"Enjoyed the Russian number tonight . . . would love
to hear Hungarian music, too." Mrs. D., Bayonne, N. J
"Find your Champagne Music most enjoyable. Like the
Scandinavian numbers." Mr. H 5., New Dorp, S. /.
"Our visiting French sailors enjoyed your program imsely. Ittakes us back to our beloved Paris. Mercil"
M. M ,N. menY.
"Champagne Music is sparkling . . a refreshing change
from the eternal noisy jitterbug stuff." A. M., Brooklyn,
i . . . and many many more!!
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$119 weekly buys a lA hr. strip across the board — Mon. thru Fri. $42.50 buys 5 announcements across the board — Mm
WRITE

OR PHONE

: WHOM

—

N. Y. Studios & Office 29 W. 57 St. —

Plaza 3-4204 —

thru Fri.

Joseph Lang, Gen. Manager

M.

J. Roche

Lever's

--

e

at

W. W. LEE & Co., Watervliet, N. Y.
(cold remedy), is sponsoring a news
review by Jim Healey, Sunday, 4 :30
p.m. on WTRY, Troy, N. Y., WSNY,
Schenectady, N. Y., WTIC, Hartford,
Conn. Agency is Leighton & Nelson,
Schenectady, N. Y.
SARATOGA VICHY SPRING Co.,
Saratoga Springs, N. Y. (spring
water), is sponsoring The Week in
Review, with Jim Healey, 2 :30-3 :00,
Sunday afternoon over a special network of New York stations in Buffalo,
Rochester, Syracuse, Utica and
Schenectady. Leighton & Nelson is
agency.
ED ZERN, former writer and contact
man with N. W. Ayer & Son, has
joined the advertising staff of Warner Bros. Pictures, New York. Mr.
Zern will work directly under Gilbert
Golden copy.
in the preparation of radio and
other

KAY

MOSER,

Saleslady Extraordinary at

WTRY, has background — she's
Willard, and she's been teacher,
interior decorator and assistant
of Cluett, Peabody. And Kay

a graduate of Emma
shopowner and buyer,
Advertising Manager
Moser knows her stuff

because of such experience. That's why she can make
such swell sales records as Women's Director of
WTRY. She's gone to town for her products —
fashioned a program of charm and wit that's one of
the outstanding shown in the Capitol Area! Kay
Moser is typical of the top-flight talent that makes
WTRY such a lively sales station. Carefully balanced
programming — offering fine local programs as well as
the Blue Network shows — proves that WTRY's
variety is the spice of sales in the Tri-City area!

980 Kc in the cen/er

of the dial .

TROY, N. Y.
Covering TROY, ALBANY, SCHENECTADY
1000 WATTS
H. C. Wilder, Pres.
Represented by Raymer
Only BLUE Network Station Covering Eastern New York
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WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Ltd., Toronto
< chewing gum), on March 19 started
Treasure Trail, studio quiz show halfhour weekly on CKWX, Vancouver.
Account was placed by Tandy Adv.
Agency, Toronto.
HOWARD CHENEY, advertising director of Lockheed Aircraft Corp., and
Jack Messier, executive of Poote,
Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, have
returned to Hollywood after New York
and Washington script conferences on
CBS Ceiling Unlimited, sponsored by
Lockheed & Vega Aircraft Corps.
ARIZONA FEDERATION of Labor,
Phoenix, has started sponsoring a fiveweekly
quarter-hour
morningstations
newscast on two
Arizona Network
(KOY KTUC), Monday through Friday, 9-9:15 a.m. (MWT). Contract
is for 52 weeks. Edwin M. Clough,
network news editor and commentator, handles the broadcasts. Wendell
Noble has the announcer assignment.
Teamster's Union also sponsors a
weekly quarter-hour dramatic morale
program, Take It From Joe, on the
stations.
JOHN C. WILLIAMS, vice-president
and secretary of L. Bamberger & Co.,
Newark department store operated by
the same company as WOR, New
York, has been named acting president of the store during the absence
of J. Richard Weil Jr.. president, who
has been commissioned a Captain in
the Office of Strategic Services. Mr.
Williams has been in charge of publicity, public relations, and sales promotion.
BALLARD ANIMAL FOODS, Toronto (dog scribed
food),
startsannouncements
on April 5 trandramatized
five
times weekly on a number of Ontario
stations. Account was placed by R. C.
Smith & Son, Toronto.
NABOB FOOD PRODUCTS, Vancouver (tea and coffee), has started
Party Time, weekly quiz show, on a
number of Canadian stations. Account
was
couver.placed by Stewart-Lovick, VanJANE RICHTER, former editor of
Arts in Philadelphia magazine, has
joined the new business department of
Lit Brothers, Philadelphia department
store, as radio director in charge of all
the store's radio programs.
FOOT FORM Shoe Shops, New York,
specializing in practical walking shoes
and children's shoes, last week entered
radio for the first time for Indian
Walk shoes with a test campaign on
WJZ, New York, using participations
on Nancy Booth Craig's five-weekly
woman's program. The shoes are sold
in 18 Foot Form shops in the New
York metropolitan area. Agency is
Walter W. Wiley Adv., New York.

BROADCASTING

Appointed

Radio

Manager
A NEW ROLE in Lever Brothers'
executive structure has been announced by Grafton B. Perkins,
vice-president and advertising
manager, in appointment of M.
J. Roche as manAccording
ager of radio. to
the Lever stateMr. Roche's
duties ment"will
comprise the general
coordination o f
all Lever radio
activities, with
special
to timereference
buying
Mr. Roche
and the development of new
Mr. recognition
Roche's new position is "an
added
of one who was
already a member of the advertisshows."
ing management
group"
of thewith
organization. He will
continue
headquarters at Cambridge, Mass.

CAMPANA SALES Co. (Campana
balm), impelled by a shortage of
glycerine, with broadcast of April 3
discontinues the weekly NBC Campana Serenade.
F. K. TUTTLE, salesman of Akron
Typesetting Co., has joined the advertising department of Seiberling Co.,
Akron. Douglas Mueller has been
placed in charge of public relations
and advertising. G. F. Weisenbach is
advertising manager.
FIRESTONE STORE of Columbus,
Miss.,
wrestlingmatchesis atsponsoring
9 p.m., local
Saturdays,
on
WCBI, Columbus. Bob McRaney and
Lawrence Watson share microphone
duties.
HUROK SEASON of Russian ballet,
opening in New York April 1,
will use seven five-minute announcements on Lyle Van's news program on
WEAF, 12-12 :05 a.m., starting March
31, and one live announcement daily
for a week on WQXR. Pioneer Adv.
Corp., New York, handles the account.
GRAHAM CO., New York (Red Bow
dried food products), are awarding
scholarships for musical study to winners of amateur contests presented
each week on WOV, New York. This
weekly half-hour program is in addition to five quarter-hour programs of
women's interest by the same sponsor.
Blaine-Thompson, New York, handles
the account.
Financial Statement on Air
INSURANCE GUILD of Philadelphia. CIO, Local 22, used a half-hour
on WPEN, Philadelphia, March 13 to
answer charges that labor unions withhold information about their financial
condition. Members were invited to listen in and learn how their dues were
spent. Part of the time was devoted to
the Red Cross war fund drive.

'Boy! WFDF

Flint Michigan

comes in strong up here!"
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I AL RINKER has left the program
I director staff of the BLUB, to join
I Wm. Esty & Co.. New York, to direct
■ Bob Hawk's Thanks to the Yanks
I show sponsored on CBS by R. J.
I Remolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem,
■ N.'C.
I AL DURANTY, formerly of the press
l-department of WOR, New York, has
I joined J. Walter Thompson Co., New
I.York, as assistant to Wickeliffe Grinder, manager of the publicity departllment.
I KEN SMITH, former announcer in
lithe Spanish division of NBC's interI national division, has left the netI work to become radio director of the
[ Mexico City office of Grant Adv.,
jt agency
advertising specializing
in addition in
to Mexican
its American
liaccounts.
I'ART TRASK. radio co— editor of
i Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, has been
[-commissioned a first lieutenant in the
i Marine Corps and is awaiting orders.
I ROBERT FARNHAM Jr., of the copy
I staff of Al Paul Lefton Co., PhiladelI'phia,
an enI.
sign inhas
the been
Naval commissioned
Reserve.

Clevenger to Ayer
RUSSELL CLEVENGER, since
last September director of information of the FCC, resigned last week
to join the public relations department of N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York. The FCC has designated
Edgar M. Jones, assistant to Mr.
Clevenger, as acting director. Before joining the FCC, Mr. Clevenger had served as director of public
relations of Broadcast Music Inc.
Prior to that he was with the Albert Frank-Guenther Law advertising agency.

sTppointrnefitt
AIR-FLIGHT SHOE CO., Brooklyn, to
Pettingell & Fenton, New York, for AirFlight Shoes and Scuffs. No radio for

GOOD
NEIGHBOR
GUEST on
Dinner in Habana (6-6:15 p.m.,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday) on
WHO, Des Moines, was Sr. Guillermo Naranjo (c), former announcer of HOQ, Panama. Of Jack
Kerrigan (1), WHO production
manager who conducts the program, Sr. tributing
Naranjo
"He isto coninno smallsaid:
manner
the

Knight Stays at Biow
VICK KNIGHT, executive producer of the Biow Co., has turned
down a bid from Columbia Pictures
Corp., Hollywood, to join that organization in a similar capacity.
Continuing to handle the weekly
NBC Ginny Simms Show sponsored
by Philip Morris & Co. (cigarettes,
tobacco), he currently is also auditioning two more programs for accounts serviced by that agency.

, NORMAN H. HEWITT has rejoined
I'
McLeanas Organization,
Philadelphia
I agency,
contact man.
JERRY GAGHEN, manager of the
! Thomas A. LaBrum Agency, Philadelphia, has been appointed drama and
I radio editor of the Philadelphia Daily
{ News succeeding Sidney Gathrid, re[■ signed.
: HENRY RICH has left BlackettSample-Hummert, New York, to join
I Lawrence Fertig & Co., N. Y., in an
(.executive capacity.
! VAUGHN C. HANNINGTON, from
j',Rose-Martin Inc., New York, has been
i'named copy chief of A. W. Lewin &
IICo., Newark.
!H. B. LeQUATTE, president of H. B.
j Lequatte Inc., New York, has received
'i-an E certificate from the Salvation
Army for "excellency of performance"
as chairman of the organization's 1943
1 fund-raising committee.
HELEN WHITMORE. former continuity chief of WLAC. Nashville, has
joined the copy staff of Franklin
jBruck Adv., New York.
OREN TOVROV, writer of the Daytime serial Ma Perkins, will go into
the service early in April. Henry Selinger. who was supervisor of daytime
I radio at Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago, and radio director of Sherman & Marquette, Chicago, before beI coming a freelance producer and
H writer, will succeed Mr. Tovrov, be; ginning with the April 10 script.
TOM REVERE, radio director of Ted
j Bates Inc.. has returned to New York
i headquarters after two weeks in
'!Hollywood.
JJOHN T. W. MARTIN, former NBC
J writer and director, has joined the
I talent division of Young & Rubicam,
1 New York.
i Ens. Needham

AGENCY

IF

you

are

among

in advertising
WSIX,

offering

in a position

neighborliness of this great country and our own countries in Latin
America. As a visitor I might add
that this is one significant aspect
of the 'Good Neighbor' policy inaugurated by your eminent President Roosevelt." Harold Fair (r),
WHO program director, heartily
concurred with Sr. Naranjo's views.

those

who

plans and
a thorough

to accept

your

are having

schedules,
coverage

we

W.
F. MCLAUGHLIN COFFEE CO., Chipresent.
cago (Manor House Coffee), to Ivan Hill
Adv. Agency, Chicago. No radio planned.
MAGNAVOX CO., Fort Wayne, Ind. (radio
phonographs), to Maxon Inc., Chicago.
Radio plans not yet set.
ALLIED MILLS, Chicago (I. Q. Dog Food),
to Manson-Gold Adv. Agency, Minneapolis.
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING Institute, Chicago (school), to Roche. Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago. No radio planned.
EXQUISITE BEAUTY Products, New
York, to J. R. Kupsick Adv. Agency, N. Y.
No radio contemplated for the present.
ST. LOUIS PUBLIC SERVICE Co.
(transportation) to Gardner Adv. Co., St.
Louis, Mo. Media plans not set.
SEEMAN Bros., New York, to William H.
Weintraub & Co., New York, for Air-Wick,
a new product that neutralizes unpleasant
cooking odors. Media plans not set but
radio will probably be used. Advertising
and marketing starts April 1.

to make

last-minute

are

to announce

glad

of the Nashville

advertising

and

provide

market,
you

shifts
that

is still

satisfactory

service.
For

complete

National

information,

contact

either the station or Spot Sales, Inc.,

Representatives.

Member

Station The Blue Network

and

Mutual

Broadcasting

System

Captured

MAURICE H. NEEDHAM, presii dent of Needham, Louis & Brorby,
,i Chicago, has received word that
' his son, Ensign John Needham, 27,
is being held a prisoner by the
Japanese in the Philippines. The
message was relayed recently to
' Geneva,
Mr. Needham
by thetheRed Bureau
Cross, via
through
of
. Navy Personnel. Ensign Needham,
who received his commission in
1940, was assigned to the U. S. S.
Luzon which arrived at Cavite Dec.
I 4, 1941, and was reported missing
; May 6, 1942.
BROADCASTING
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Iowa

Legislature,

Broadcasters

Government
to Lift
A CONCURRENT resolution urging Congress to lift WPB priority
restrictions on the manufacture of
dry cell batteries for farm radios
and telephones was adopted unanimously by the Iowa State Legislature March 13 and copies were
sent to high Government officials.
At the same time, the Iowa Assn.
of Broadcasters, meeting for the
first time since 1937, adopted a petition asking the FCC, WPB and
Dept. of Agriculture chiefs to expedite production and distribution
of dry cells.
Both resolutions pointed out that

Petition

Dry Cell Priorities
radios and telephones are practical
necessities on the farm in securing
information for farm production,
marketing, community affairs and
prosecution of the war. They both
said Government restrictions on
production of dry cells "have resulted in great inconveniences to
the farms and residents of rural
communities."
The Legislature's resolution was
addressed to the President of the
Senate and the Speaker of the
House. Copies were also sent to
WPB Chairman Donald Nelson
and the Iowa representatives in

GE Dri-Film
GENERAL ELECTRIC has
developed a new water-proofing called Dri-Film, an invisible "raincoat" which can be
formed on cloth, paper and
other materials. One of its
more important uses, according to GE's marketing department, is treatment of
ceramic insulators for radio
insulators being about nine
times more effective than
wax currently used.
both Houses of Congress. The Iowa
Assn. of Broadcasters addressed
its petition to FCC Chairman
James L. Fly, WPB Chairman
Donald Nelson and Secretary of
Agriculture Claude Wickard.
Text of the Iowa Legislature's
resolution (H Con Res-25) follows:
lows:
A concurrent resolution memorializing
the Congress of the United States to lift
the priorities and restrictions on dry cell
batteries.
Whereas, Telephones and radios in rural
and farm communities are of great convenience and of practical necessity in securing information relative to farm work,
livestock marketing and community affairs
necessary
in the war effort and conserving
rubber
; and,
Whereas, The restrictions and priorities
placed on these commodities by the Federal
Government
have resulted
in great of
inconveniences to farms
and residents
rural
communities, thereby retarding the war
effort; Now, therefore,
Be It Resolved by the House of Representatives ofthe State of Iowa, the Senate
Concurring :
Section 1. That we respectfully urge and
memorialize Congress to lift the priorities
and restrictions on batteries used for rural
telephones, radios and electric fences to the
end that a sufficient supply of such commodities may be made available to rural
communities.
Sec. 2. That copies of this resolution be
transmitted to the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the War Production Board,
and to the Iowa members of the Senate
and House of Representatives in Congress.
Howard

ATIONAL ADVERTISERS and New York's
numerous nationalities have one thing
in common. They both agree that
WBNX is THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION of
GREATER NEW YORK.
No wonder, then, that WBNX with its 5,000 watts,
directional, plays the dominant role in selling the
5,000,000* foreign-language-speaking-audience of
the world's greatest market.
To cash in on the opportunities of this super-market,
advertise your national products over WBNX, the
Winner of the Peabody Citation for Public Service to
Foreign Language Groups.
'Over 70% of metropolitan New York's population is
foreign born or of foreign parentage.
Your

Best

National

Spot

Buy

. . .

Placing

HOWARD CLOTHES, New York,
extensive user of radio in the New
York area, has started sponsorship
of the quarter-hour transcribed
series Soldiers of the Press, on
WOR, New York, and WHN. New
York. Produced by United Press,
the weekly program presents eyewitness accounts of front line battles. Howard is also interested in
placing the series on stations in
towns where it has branch stores,
according to Redfield-Johnstone,
New York, agency in charge.

—
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MAPPING PLANS for advertising
and promotion to celebrate the first
anniversary of WLIB, Brooklyn,
effective May 13, 1943, Elias Godofsky, station general manager
(right) checks suggested layouts
prepared by Joseph Moss (left),
president of Moss Associates, New
York, agency handling the account.
Watching is Louis Berne, WLIB
sales promotion manager. After
seven months on the air, Mr. Godofsky reported
thatmusic
WLIB's
programs of classical
blended
with popular tunes and news had
pulled 129,000 pieces of mail, and
that 16,000 persons requested its
Master Program Booklet listing
music heard in November, 1942.
Finney's 41 Years
FRANK FINNEY, founder with
Julian Street of the New York
advertising agency, Street & Finney, last week celebrated 41 years
as head of his own advertising
business — somewhat of a record
in a field which changes considerably from year to year. Mr. Street
left the agency soon after its inception to devote his time to writing, but Mr. Finney has continued
with the company and has become
well-known in the industry for several series of advertisements he has
written for the agency's drug and
cosmetic accounts. Among the
Street & Finney accounts using
radio are E. Fougera & Co., FosterMilburn Co., Raladam Co., and
United Drug Co.
RCA Purchase Plan
RCA VICTOR Div. of the Radio
Corp. of America has announced a
"purchase priority plan" to meet
the post-war demand for theatre
and sound projection equipment
which gives exhibitors the opportunity to apply now for post-war
deliveries of RCA sound and other
equipment. The plan provides a
preferred position for a theatre
owner
the "priority
purchase"
list and ona method
of building
up an
interest-bearing cash reserve to apply1 Mjimwww
against post-war purchases.
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Endorse

Musicians
AFM
Ban

prion Members Won't Make
Records for Export to U. S.
ENDORSEMENT of the stand
tgainst recordings taken by the
American Federation of Musicians
tnd a promise of cooperation are
■xpressed by the English Musidans' Union in a letter written
Dec. 29, 1942, by the general secjetary of that organization to
Tames C. Petrillo, AFM president,
vhich is reproduced in the March
ssue of the AFM official journal,
'nternational Musician.
After pointing out that the mat;er is of interest to the musician
n Great Britain who is also "faced
vith many difficulties relating to
•ecording and rerecording," the
etter states: "Since the decision
)f the Federal Court in your case
(dismissal of the Government's
irst anti-trust suit against the
iFM by Federal Judge Barnes in
Chicago) [Broadcasting, Oct. 19]
las been made known in this county, inquiries have been made as
so whether certain well-known
combinations of British musicians
ivould accept recording engagements with a view to the records
oeing exported to America.
"So far the musicians concerned
have refused. We feel that if they
had accepted they would have been
'blacklegging" their fellow musicians in the States. My executive
will be asked to instruct all members of the Musicians' Union to
refuse to give the written consent
required by the Dramatic and Musical Performers' Protection Act
1925, unless such consent specifies
that any such records will not be
used for export to America. We
hope thereby to assist you."
Radio Day at Club
WITH John B. Hughes, Mutual
commentator, as guest speaker,
Los Angeles Advertising Club
staged its annual Radio Day on
March 16. Topic of his talk was
titled How Far Are We Goinsc?
Kay Kyser, star of the weekly NBC
College of Musical Knowledge, and
a radio consultant of the OWI, was
second speaker, and urged greater
cooperation in the war efforts.
Lewis Allen Weiss, general manager of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, was chairman,
with Fred J. Tabery, club president presiding. Sydney B. Gaynor,
sales manager of Don Lee, was
committee chairman. Others on
that committee included Frank
(Bud) Berend, NBC western division sales manager; Tracy Moore,
BLUE western division sales manager; Harry Witt, CBS Southern
California sales manager.
Fire Insurance

Text

of

Petrillo

is the encouragement of collective
bargaining.

Letter

from page 9)
constructive advance in our social
devices must be initiated by the
Government. That suggestion is
wholly foreign to our ideals and
certainly is completely at odds with
history. It is an axiomatic historical principle that legislation is
never created in a vacuum but is
merely the culimination of the acquired experience of private individuals and private groups, and in
labor relations through the process
of collective bargaining. It will be
a sorry day indeed when and if
changes
and advances in our social
"You state further that the propatterns must await Governmental
posal we have submitted is one that
initiative and action.
can only properly come from the
"We are advised by our counsel
'people of the United States'
through 'the people's representathat a payment directly to the union would not constitute an evatives in the Congress', and then you
say that only Congress should ansion of the 'wage freeze' regulaswer certain stated questions. We
tions, nor would it constitute a viorefuse to accept the suggestion that
lation of the National Labor Rethe time has been reached when anv
lations Act, whose main objective

(Continued
them Dr. Isador Lubin, U. S. Labor
Commissioner, and Prof. Sumner
Schichter, of the Harvard School
of Public Administration.
"You state that the proposal is
unjustified because it 'duplicates
Government relief. The plain fact
remains that the many musicians
who have been put out of work by
canned music are not presently
eligible for Government relief, and
such relief as is accorded under
present Government plans are
wholly inadequate.

"We are satisfied that the Treasury would not and could not prevent the diversion of this money
to the unemployment relief fund
contemplated in our proposal, any
more so than pensions, insurance,
medication or health plans for
workers and their families in private industry. The acceptance of
our proposal would in no manner
contravene the policy of the Manpower Commission. It is unthinkable that anyone of our unemployed
members would prefer whatever
benefits would flow from the acceptance of our proposal to a job required of him by his Government
in times of war. Nor is it thinkable
that the union would grant to any
such person any of the benefits contemplated by our proposal.
"We are further advised that our
proposal does not violate the antitrust laws. The mere fact that collective bargaining does or may result in an increased price never has

YOUR

CUSTOMER
monflitij income

This is the Kansas farmer — a firm friend and steady listener of WIBW.
The above figure — the latest from the USDA — shows that he's making more money than
he ever dreamed possible . . . and he's spending it!
Because of our long-established personal friendship with these farmers, WIBW is a
dominant factor in guiding a large part of th:s huge, spendable income into the pockets of
WIBW advertisers.
Let us show you some of the fastest, most profitable results you've ever seen from radio.
P. S. Better add to the above figure to in.lude swollen incomes in the fire other states
WIBW regularly reaches.

Test

MILLERS MUTUAL Fire Insurance Assn. of Alton, 111., to test
:radio for fire insurance sales, has
scheduled a series of programs for
six months on WCBS, Springfield,
111., and WSOY, Decatur, 111. Mace
Adv. Agency, Peoria, handles the
account.
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been considered a violation of any
law.
"There is ample justification in
the practices of business itself for
the union proposal. Business men
customarily set aside funds for depreciation ofmachinery and equipment, depletion of natural resources, and for obsolescence. All
these funds are considered legal
charges against the cost of production. Especially applicable is the
obsolescence fund which compensates the business for the untimely
displacement of machinery or
equipment, as the result of the introduction of new methods, new
machinery and new equipment. The
philosophy behind insuring the
worker against industrial hazards
by funds that would be charged
against the cost of production is by
no means novel. Under the old judicial precepts of 'assumption of
risk', 'fellow servant' and 'contributory negligence', the worker
used to bear the full cost of industrial accidents. These harsh rules
were replaced by more humane doctrines, and now workmen are insured against industrial accidents
by workmen's compensation funds
which are added to the cost of pro-

duction and thus spread among all
who benefit from the production.
"The same principle lies behind
our Social Security laws in both the
funds for payment of unemployment compensation and old age
benefits.
"Your suggestion that the American Federation of Musicians permit its members to return to work
immediately and produce phonograph records and transcriptions,
particularly in view of your failure to make or contribute a single
constructive suggestion towards a
settlement of this dispute, is as
arbitrary as it is audacious. If any
of your concerns engaged in this
industry was producing a product
that was slowly but surely putting
you out of business, you would not
continue to produce that product;
and actuated by the same motives
the members of the American Federation of Musicians will not continue under present conditions to
make a product that is slowly and
surely putting them out of jobs.
"There is nothing further we
can present until you are prepared
to submit in good faith constructive
proposals for the solution of this
tragic problem."

non-stop

record

Recorders Invite
(Continued from page 9)
jection of our proposals by the
transcription industry didn't add
anything to the solution of our
The AFM head revealed that the
annual convention of the organizaproblem."
tion, scheduled for a full week in
Columbus, starting June 14, had
been cancelled "as a patriotic
Others in Sympathy
He declined to comment on a reduty".
ported wire sent him by War Manpower Chief Paul V. McNutt, stating that musicians soon will be
listed as a non-esential occupation
[Broadcasting, March 8]. "As far
as
know," he
said, "we
haven't
beenwe classified
as either
essential
or
non-essential."
Commenting on the letter received from the British musicians'
union informing AFM of British
cooperation in prohibiting the recording by union musicians for export to the United States, Mr.
Petrillo said he recently had received similar letters from LatinAmerican musicians' internationals
covering all Latin-American countries including Mexico.
The four-page letter rejecting
the industry proposal came after a
three-day meeting of the full board
of nine members. Also present were
Joseph A. Padway, AFL and AFM
general counsel; Joe Weber, president emeritus of AFM; and Henry
Friedman,
AFM New York counsel.
Mr. Petrillo advised the companies that they had "failed to
consider the AFM proposals of a

comple

tes

C ^

Each and every month since January, 1938, national advertisers
have purchased more than twice as much spot time on WAPI
as on the two other Birmingham siations combined!

During February, 1943, (the 62nd consecutive month) national
spot quarter-hours in Birmingham were distributed like this:

fixed fee plan in good faith" and
that "until they are prepared to
submit constructive proposals for
the solution of the AFM recording
problem there is nothing further
the AFM can present." The reply
was by way of an academic dissertation drafted by Mr. Padway. The
union clearly indicated disappointment over failure of the transcription companies to submit any
counter-proposals.
AFM

Takes Issue

Characterizing the arguments advanced by the transcription and record manufacturers as "specious,"
Station B

Station C

Ask Radio

the AFM categorically replied to |
the objections, claiming that it is
the function of the union to provide for its technologically unemployed; that the fixed fee plan does
not duplicate Government relief
since such relief is wholly inadequate; and that on advice of counsel, payment directly to the union
would not constitute an evasion of
the wage freeze regulations nor a
violation of either the National
Labor Relations Act or the antitrust laws.
The AFM took issue with the
transcribers' declaration that such
proposals be originated in Congress, or that the proposal contravenes the policy of the Manpower
Commission.
"It is unthinkable," the AFM
conjected, "that any one of our
unemployed members would prefer |
whatever benefits would flow from
acceptance of our proposal to a
job required
of him
by hisNor
Government in times
of war.
is it
thinkable that the union would
grant to any such person any of the
benefits contemplated by our pro"Your suggestion," the letter
concluded, "that the American Federation of Musicians permit its
posal.
members to return to work immediately and produce phonograph records and transcriptions, particularly in view of your failure to
make or contribute a single constructive suggestion towards a settlement of this dispute, is as arbitrary as itof isthe
audacious.
* The
members
American* *Federation of Musicians will not continue
under present conditions to make a
product that is slowly and surely
putting
them out
jobs." Dept. of
Meanwhile,
the ofsecond
Justice anti-trust suit against
AFM, alleging injury to the war
effort and impending silencing of I
many broadcast stations because of
the absence of recorded material,
awaits the filing of reply briefs by
AFM due March 29. In the original
proceeding, Federal Judge John P.
Barnes dismissed the Government
suit on the grounds that it involved
a labor dispute. With the filing of
the subsequent suit, however, he J
entertained jurisdiction. The second
bill of complaint was dismissed and
a revised one filed.

14.8%

13.9%

Sales why
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WAPI

is this unfailing first

advertisers.

CBS NETWORK. Represented nationally by Radio Sales: New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles, St. Louis, San Francisco, Charlotte
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CAMEL

STARTS

Reallocations

SERIES
MARCH

26

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camels),
sponsor of the Abbott & Costello
Thursday evening show on NBC,
:ast week announced that a variety
program starring Garry Moore
which the company was preparing
for April airing would start March
25 in the comedy team's current
tfBC spot.
Because of the illness of Lou
Oostello, Abbott prefers not to
continue their show, so the Garry
Moore program will continue until
Lou is able to return to the air.
Jimmy Durante, Xavier Cugat's
archestra, Vocalist Georgia Gibbs,
and Announcer Howard Petrie will
aid Moore.
The CBS Camel Comedy Caravan moves March 26 from New
York to Hollywood. New m.c. will
he Jack Carson. Connie Haines,
singer, the Freddie Rich Orchestra,
and Ken Niles, all "regulars" on
the NBC Abbott & Costello show,
will join the Camel Comedy Caravan, and Comedian Herb Shiner
will continue with the show on the
West Coast. Guest stars will be
presented. First star, scheduled for
March 26, is Joan Davis of the
Rudy Vallee Program. Agency
handling the R. J. Reynolds account is Wm. Esty & Co., New
York.
Coast

Radio

In

WKBV

of

Sale

WCBI

Shares
Petition

WKBV, Richmond, Ind., which last
February 8 filed an application
with the FCC for transfer of its
license from Knox Radio Corp. to
Central Broadcasting Corp. for
$30,000, on March 17 filed an application amending the section on
stockholders and percentages held
by transferees. Josephine Mason,
not named in the original application, now holds 200 shares, or 20%.
Rex Schepp, former owner of
25% of WPAT, Paterson, N. J.,
and now commercial manager of
WIRE, Indianapolis, credited with
125 shares in first application, now
holds none. Central Newspapers
Inc., with 740 shares before, now
holds none. Gerald F. Allbright,
president, Wilfred Jessup, vicepresident and Eugene E. Alden,
secretary, originally held 125, 5,
and 5 shares, respectively. Amended application lists them with 750,
25, and 25 shares, respectively.

Richards

Wins

G. A. RICHARDS owner of
WJR, Detroit, WGAR, Cleveland, and KMPC, Beverly
Hills, was the highest bidder
in a War Bond auction for
Capt. - Eddie
water
soaked Rickenbacker's
identification
card. Mr. Richards' bid was
$100,000
in War following
Bonds. Auction was opened
the
March 6 broadcast of Bill
Stern's Sports Newsreel on
NBC.
FCC Deferments
REPRESENTATIVES of the FCC
have been summoned to explain
the Commission's
policy
deferment of draft age
menon to
the
House Military Affairs subcommittee Wednesday. A report on FCC
deferments has already been sent
to the subcommittee, which is
headed by Rep. Costello (D-Cal.).

Silenced

Shifts Frequency;

Joins Mutual On April 1
WCBI, Columbus, Miss., recently
was granted permission by the
FCC to change frequency from
1400 kc. to 1340 kc. The change,
which will be effected as soon as
engineering problems can be
worked out, according to Bob McRaney, general manager, is expected to result in a clearer signal in
the northeast Mississippi district
served by the station. Maxell
Williams, chief engineer, is hanchange.dling the technical phase of the
The station, owned by Birney
Imes Jr., publisher of the Columbus (Miss.) Commercial Dispatch,
will join Mutual on April 1. It has
no present network affiliation.
WCBI went on the air Oct. 1, 1940,
operating on 250 watts, 1370 kc,
with Mr. Imes as manager. Studio
and transmitter are housed in the
Gilmer Hotel.

^■1

[ SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA area
( stations, in the first radio silence
rin six months, went off the air at
6:31 p.m. (PWT), March 15 for
fejfour minutes. Silence was ordered
Lby Los Angeles Air Defense Wing
liof the IV Fighter Command, when
['an unidentified When
target identified
was reported
(approaching.
as
'jfriendly, all clear signal was given.
EIGHT
Avery Heads WLNH
MARTIN AVERY, associated with
WLNH, Laconia, N. H., for nine
Iyears, has been named manager,
succeeding Earle Clement, who goes
to Fitchburg, Mass., as manager of
IWEIM.

of the TWENTY-EIGHT

States listed by the Census Bureau as having the most rapid wartime growth
and the best postwar prospects of retaining their growth* are in Texas!
All eight of these important centers— AUSTIN,
CORPUS

GALVESTON,

HOUSTON

ARTHUR,
and SAN

work, day and night!

Newscaster

Large clear channel station
in midwest with outstanding
news facilities seeks top
flight newscaster. Must be
man with newspaper or press
association background who
can write and edit copy from
full wire reports and broadcast it in fast and pleasing
manner. Not interested in
commentators, announcers
who read news or those who
paste, clip or tear news from
teletypes. Liberal salary and
fine opportunity for right
man. All applications confidential. Give complete details
in first letter. Describe news
and air experience fully. Also
give references, age, military
status, etc.

Look to Texas for postwar growth . . . Sell America's livest market today . . .
Use the first choice of the most listeners!

*As listed in the analysis of Philip M. Hauser, Asst. Director, U. S. Bureau
of Census, released Jan. 15, 1943.
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TEXAS

STATIONS
IN TIEUP
SOUTH TEXAS Radio Package,
consisting of four fulltime 250-watt
stations in the South Texas diamond market, has been organized
to give advertisers a package rate
in the South Texas area. Stations
include KM AC, San Antonio;
KPAB, Laredo; KEYS, Corpus
Christi, and KGBS, Harlingen,
each about 150 miles apart.
KMAC is owned by Howard W.
Davis, who also is president of the
Laredo Broadcasting Co., which
owns and operates KPAB. KEYS
is a partnership headed by Bill
Hughes of Corpus Christi. KGBS
is owned by McHenry Tichenor and
managed by Ingham S. Roberts
3rd.
Inquiries and advertising are being directed to Mr. Davis, National
Bank of Commerce building, San
Antonio. Package rates are being
quoted for both period time and announcements for all four stations.
Simultaneous clearance will be
made and transcription accounts
will be carried with a rotation of
transcriptions from station to station at the same time of day, according to Mr. Davis.
A national and regional advertising campaign is being used to
promote the South Texas Radio
Package.

WDRC

NEW

SOUTH

Buys Time

TO PROMOTE the film, "The More
the Merrier", Columbia Pictures
Corp. has completed negotiations
to sponsor 53 radio programs in
key cities throughout the country.
Programs have been selected on
basis of popularity and established
audience, with sponsorship to cover
an eight-week period. News commentaries as well as other types of
programs are on the selected list,
it was said. The film, believed by
Columbia to be its greatest production, will be released nationally on
May 15. Radio campaign will start
six weeks prior to that date and
continue for two weeks following
film release.
FRANKLIN M. DOOLITTLE of
WDRC. Hartford, has been appointed
a member of the Connecticut War
Council, representing the State's radio
stations, by Gov. Raymond E. Baldwin. Samuel Meek, of Greenwich.
Conn., a vice-president of the J. Walter Thompson Co., was also named to
the council.

W§>M
NASHVILLE, TENNE!
OftJED AH» OPERATED tr
THE NATIONALHEPHESE,\T4
LIFE AND ACCIDENT EDWA»m
INSURANCEPETK COMPANY.
f A CO., IN

Long-Line

Now
in Operation
Revised Tariffs Are Filed

PRE-SEASON BASEBALL games
of the Cincinnati Reds will be
sponsored for the third successive
year
via
WSAI. byTheLeo's
chainStores
also isInc.,
regular
sponsor of a musical program preceding the Reds games through the
baseball season. C. J. Schuck
(right), Leo's sales manager,
poises the pen. Watching are W.
F. Holland (left), of Holland Advertising Agency, and George
Moore, WSAI salesman.
Changes at KGW-KEX
PERSONNEL CHANGES
at
KGW-KEX were announced this
week by Arden X. Pangborn, managing director. Added to the commercial staff are R. Kenneth Evans,
former agency man; Walter S.
Holmes, former newspaperman, and
J. N. Wasson, former newspaper
and outdoor advertising man. Phil
Irwin and Johnny Groves, announcers, have left for military
service. New to the staff is Mel
Bailey, announcer, formerly of
Hollywood.
Show in Mexico
FIRST CAMP SHOW by American
entertainers
Mexico's
forces
was
slated for
March
21 atarmed
Ensenada,
Lower Cal., when General Juan Felips
Rico Islas and his Mexican troops
were entertained by Chief Petty Officer Rudy Vallee and his orchestra.
Ginny Simms and other radio and
screen stars. The show was shortwaved throughout Latin America by
the CIAA.
BRAZIL

has appointed a special commission to consider establishment of a
domestic radio manufacturing industry to produce all types of radiocommunication instruments and apparatus, the Dept. of Commerce reports.
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By 22 Bell Companies
WITH THE FILING of revised
tariff schedules by the 22 Bell telephone companies associated and affiliated with AT&T, the FCC last
week completed its long-line rate f
revision program, and the reduced
charges went into effect March 15.
The new schedules of the subsidiary firms were virtually identical with that of the AT&T Long
Lines Dept. announced late last
month [Broadcasting, Feb. 22],
Under the revised arrangement,
the nation's stations may derive
savings of approximately $2,145,- I
000.
Aid to Small Stations

The reduced long-lines charges
have also been heralded in some
quarters as a potential aid for j
small stations. Along this line, the
national networks have under consideration plans for adding small L
stations in outlying areas, with a
portion of the costs absorbed by the Lj
rate change.

In addition to reducing costs oil II
the program channel, the rate reduction provides savings for overtime long distance phone calls, andlrt
private
telephone
and telegraph
circuits.
CBS

BOARD

OF

NINE

te
MEETS
MARCH
25-26*
FIRST MEETING of the newly,
organized Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board [Broadcasting if
March 8] will be held March 25
and 26 at CBS headquarters in i
New York. Acceptances have been
received from all nine board members, each elected by his fellow CBS
station operators to represent the
geographical district in which his
station is located.
No agenda has been prepared foi
this first meeting, which will con-)
sist of a general discussion among
the board members and between:
them and network officials of thej
overall problems of network-station1
relationships. Discussion of specifiq
problems is expected to be post- t
poned until the board's seconq
meeting, which will probably bd
held in Chicago either before, dur
ing or immediately after the NAE
War Conference, April 27-29.
Membersare:of the board, listed bj'
districts,
1. Franklin Doolittle, WDRC, Hart!
ford. 2. I. R. Lounsberry, WKBW
Buffalo.
T. Lucey,
WRVA, WC§(J
Rich!
mond. 4.:-!. C.
John
M. Rivers,
Charleston. S. C. 5. Hoyt Wootenj
WREC, Memphis. 6. Leo Fitzpatriek!
W.IK. Detroit. 7. Don Searle, KOIL
KFAB, Omaha-Lincoln. 8. Clyde Rem
bert. KRLD. Dallas. 9. C. W. Myers^
KOIN, Portland. Ore.

MERRILL DENISON, author oil
NBC's daytime serial A Woman o\
America, sponsored by Procter «S
Gamble Co., has a book coming on!
March 24 called Klondike Mike, ai\
Alaskan Odyssey. The book has beei
chosen by the Canadian Book of th<
Month Club. Publisher is Williai i
Morrow & Co., New York.
• Broadcast

Advertising

ONTRACT SMILES were displayed by this sponsor-station-agency
:ecutive quintet following the business of signatures when Petrol Corp.
i March 7 started sponsoring a 60-minute amateur show, Opportunity
DQ, on KNX, Hollywood. Contract is for 52 weeks. In agreement (1 to
p are Ray Batten, advertising manager of Petrol Corp. ; Frank Oxarart,
count executive; Harold Pauley, vice-president and general manager
Petrol Corp.; Raymond R. Morgan, head of Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
ollywood agency; Harry W. Witt, KNX sales manager.

lacfadden

Cereal

ii Spot Campaign
ationwide Schedule Planned
allowing Test on WNBH
j'S MEAT rationing goes into effct April 1, Bernarr Macfadden's
:real Co., New York, will start
:l[vertising for Mealene, a new
Seat-stretcher which can also be
;ed as a cereal and as a baking
Jgredient.
j The company will test spot anmncements on various stations,
parting in New York with Phil
look's program on WINS. Schedfle will be expanded to various re|ons throughout the country as
Ialer distribution plans are comjeted. A group of from 10 to 15
idwestern stations is now being
lied up.
Test Successful
Decision to use spot announcements was the result of a success1 test started several weeks ago
i WNBH, New Bedford, Mass.,
t a local health store handling
ealene. Six cases of the product
jre sold after one week of anluncements, stressing the points
jat meat dishes could be doubled;
]at the cereal required only three
inutes preparation; that there
!?re a dozen different uses for the
roduct; and that it was a favorite
ialth food with Mr. Macfadden.
IIngredients of Mealene are soyans, whole wheat, wheat germ,
e, oats and corn. Jasper, Lynch
Fishel, New York, handles acnt for the cereal company, ornized last December.
WELVE stations have been added to
le list of subscribers to NBC's
jiesaurus library, and 44 renewals
ve been received since Jan. 1. New
bscribers are: KODL WMOB
ORD WRLC WLEU W47NY
BIG WAGA
WGAC
KOCT
GGA KROC.

AGRONSKY

HANDLES

BLUE
WAR
JOURNAL
MARTIN AGRONSKY, former
NBC correspondent in Ankara,
Cairo, Singapore, Batavia and Australia, has joined the BLUE as
news commentator, G. W. Johnstone, the network's director of
news and special features, announced last week. He will take
over the commercial periods now
handled by William Hillman, who
leaves the network April 1.
Although Mr. Hillman declined
to comment on his future plans, it
was learned that he returns to the
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co. as
executive assistant to the president,
with headquarters in Washington.
Himself a veteran newsman, Mr.
Hillman has been commentator and
BLUE news representative in
Washington the last year. He previously was European manager for
the Crowell-Collier firm and London correspondent for the Associated Press and International
News Service.
On March 29 Mr. Agronsky takes
over the BLUE Daily War Journal
with Mr. Hillman continuing on
the program for one week. The
broadcast is available for local
sponsorship on a cooperative basis. Mr. Hillman plans to continue
on the Sunday War Journal (1212:30 p.m.), a sustaining newscast, and will do other sustaining
news.
Mr. Agronsky, who also will handle a weekly newscast Sundays at
1:45 p.m. for Eastern BLUE stations, is a native of Philadelphia.
He has served on the editorial staff
of the Palestine Post in Jerusalem,
and as correspondent for the
Christian Science Monitor, INS and
Newsweek. He also has done writing for the Chicago Tribune, the
London News-Chronicle and Time.
He did his first broadcast for NBC
in December 1939 from Geneva.
PERSONAL and business telephone
calls between the United States and
the Bahama Islands and Jamaica are
now possible under an amendment
adopted March 17 to BWC regulations of Dec. 10. 1941, which termin a t e d international radiotelephone
communications.
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Wine Shortage Series
BISCEGLIA BROS., Philadelphia,
distributor of Greystone Wines in
Pennsylvania, has begun a new
radio series on two stations to explain the wine shortage. Started
March 15 for 52 weeks, three 10minute news periods weekly with
Norman Twigger are scheduled on
WCAE, Pittsburgh, and three fiveminute periods of news analysis by
Taylor Grant on WCAU, Philadelphia. Commercial copy emphasizes
that 30% of the California grape
crop has been converted to raisins
for use by the armed forces and asks
the public to be patient if unable
to procure favorite wines. J. M.
Korn Agency, Philadelphia, has the
account.
KOCA Loans Recordings
ROY G. TERRY, manager of
KOCA, Kilgore, Texas is using
Treasury Star Parade recordings
to bring closer cooperation between
the station and local business leaders, according to Vincent Callahan, Treasury War Savings Staff
director of Radio, Press and Advertising. KOCA loans sound
equipment and Star Parade transcriptions for use at civic club
luncheons, providing entertainment,
and building good-will with community leaders, Mr. Callahan says.
Frances Muir Back
FRANCES MUIR, NBC correspondent in India for the last three
months, has returned to this country. Between broadcasts from India, Miss Muir journeyed over the
entire country from the Khyber
Pass to Cape Camorin, talking
with political leaders, peasants of
the native states, rajahs, Moslems
and others. She covered the Cripps
conference and the recent internal
crisis, returning to America via
Army air transport.
Serve! on CBS
NETWORK selected by Servel Inc.,
New York, for its Saturday morning institutional series is CBS, not
NBC as reported in Broadcasting,
March 15. Program will start April
3 on a total of 68 stations and will
feature Billie Burke giving tips on
Fashions in Rations, each Saturday 11:30 a.m. Agency is BBDO,
New York.
CASS DALEY, vocalist on the NBC
Chase & Sanborn Show sponsored by
Standard Brands, has been signed for
the leading feminine role in the Republic film, "Song of Texas".
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". . . very pleased with
the program content
and listener response
KGKB
• If you are an ASCAP-licensed
station you are entitled, without
cost, to the shows prepared by the
ASCAP Radio Program Service.
Almost five hundred stations are
using these programs to help turn
music costs into music profits. Write
or wire at once.
ASCAP
Radio Program Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York
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LAND OF OPPORTUNITY
BRITISH COLUMBIA

Iowa

Stations

Ask

BatteryProduction
State Broadcasters Discuss
Manpower, Other Problems
IOWA broadcasters met at Des
Moines March 13 to discuss problems and to reorganize the Iowa
Assn. of Broadcasters which had
not met since
1937. J. 0. Maland, WHO, Des
Moines, was elected president and
Earl Peak,
KFJB, Marshalltown, secretarytreasurer.
Mostdevoted
of the daywas
to
the manpower

problem and Selective Service regulations. An advisory board was elected to cooperate with the Selective Service State Hdqrs. in determining
"necessary men" required by each
station to insure continued operation of all stations in the State.
Other committees selected were:
Retail Promotion, D. Dirks, KTRI,
Sioux City, chairman; Legislative,
Ed Breen, KVFD, Fort Dodge,
chairman ; Sports Broadcasting
Committee, Mr. Peak, chairman.
Resolutions urging immediate
relaxation in restrictions on manufacture and distribution of dry batteries for farm radio sets were
adopted and sent to Chairman Fly
of the FCC, WPB Chief Donald M.
Nelson and Secretary of Agriculture Claude Wickard.
Iowa broadcasters in attendance
were :
G. B. McDermott, KBUR, Burlington;
W. B. Quartern, WMT, Cedar Rapids;
Douglas B. Grant, WMT, Cedar Rapids ;
Buryl Lottridge, WOC, Davenport; Craig
Lawrence, KSO-KRNT, Des Moines; J. O.
Maland, WHO, Des Moines ; Paul Loyet,
WHO, Des Moines; Harold Fair, WHO,
Des Moines ; Ralph Evans, WHO, Des
Moines; Woody Woods, WHO, Des Moines.
Kirby Smith, KBUR, Burlington ; K. S.
Gordon, KDTH, Dubuque ; Edward Breen,
KVFD, Fort Dodge; E. N. Peak, KFJB,
Marshalltown; J. C. Rapp, KM A, Shenandoah; E. T. Flaherty, KSCJ, Sioux City;
Lt. Col. Frank B. Hallagan, Iowa Selective Service Hdqrs.; Phil Hoffman, WNAX,
Yankton, S. D.
FCC

50,000

WATTS

CLEAR
CHANNEL
Exclusive NBC Outlet
MINNEAPOLIS
• SAINT PAUL
Represented Nationally by Edw. Retry Co.
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ABSOLVES

WGN,

WMZJR
OF CHARGES
THE FCC has cleared WMUR,
Manchester, N. H., and WGN, Chicago, of charges of political activity in last fall's elections, Chairman James L. Fly said Monday,
after investigations failed to uncover factual support for the complaints.
The inquiry into WMUR operations was undertaken at request of
Sen. Styles Bridges, Republican
nominee for reelection, who said
that his opponent, former Governor Francis P. Murphy, WMUR
chief owner, was using the station
"to promote his candidacy". Many
of the broadcasts mentioned were
in French [Broadcasting, Nov. 2].
WGN had been accused by The
Friends of Democracy of mailing
pro-isolationist propaganda. The
station is owned by the Tribune
Co., publisher of The Chicago Tribune. Col. Robert R. McCormick is
WGN president.

WITH USUAL STETSON in the usual place, William B. Way, genera
manager of KVOO, Tulsa, watches pen glide across bottom of a nev
contract. Signer is D. C. Sperry, of Oklahoma Tire & Supply Co., Tulsa
who yielded to the final oratory of Commercial Manager Willard Dp
Egolf (r), before Mr. Egolf left for NAB headquarters. Mr. Egolf signec 50
Mr. Sperry to a similar contract 10 years ago as his first achievemen
in radio salesmanship. Sperry now is using two daily KVOO news periods
Watching is Gustav Brandborg, new KVOO commercial manager.
WMC
For

Tests

Radio

Womanpower

Campaign Tried in Baltimore
May Be Expanded to Nation
AN ACID test for radio as a medium in which to encourage women
to take essential wartime jobs is
being conducted this week in Baltimore by the War Manpower Commission, in cooperation with the Ofce of War Information.
Baltimore was chosen as the test
city because of its proximity to
Washington, permitting WMC and
other Government officials to make
periodical inspection trips to check
on the drive. Although newspapers
are carrying a few stories about
the campaign, the burden of creating interest among women, to encourage them to take essential jobs
has fallen in the main on radio,
according to William Spire, chief
of the OWI Radio Bureau Allocation Division, who was in Baltimore
last week with Lawrence Hammond, WMC radio chief.
The campaign has a three-fold
purpose: (1) To encourage women
to think about taking essential
jobs; (2) To encourage them to
take training courses so that when
the time comes they will be prepared to step into jobs, relieving
men for war duty; (3) To let all
women know that they are needed
and that they have definite tasks
to perform in the drive to victory.
Big-name talent from all parts
of the country will be in Baltimore
this week to participate in special
programs on the five stations there,
WBAL WCAO WCBM WFBR
WITH. Kate Smith opened the
campaign last Friday night with
a special program on WBAL.
BROADCASTING

7 CRITICAL

AREAS

SPECIFIED
BY WM(
SEVEN additional communitie
have been classified as "areas o
critical labor shortages" by the Wa
Manpower Commission, and wi
probably be put under the 48-hou
week by their regional director:
Although the announcement las
Thursday said three areas pre
viously considered critical are n
longer on the list, it is unlikel
they will be exempted from the 4£
hour week.
The seven new areas are Pon
land, Me.; Burlington, N. C
Evansville, Ind. ; Gary-Hammono
South Chicago, 111., and Ind
Tampa, Fla. ; Savannah, Ga.; Wi
mington, N. C. Three areas rt
moved from the list are Akron, O
Bath, Me., and Portsmouth, N. I
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Mr. Maland

SUGGESTION for improving radj
transmitter production earned $5(1
for Franklin Myers, General Electr
Co. worker. Fourteen words broiigt
more than $35 each.
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VAMILY

LISTENING

\REACHES

NEW

[EW HIGH of 35.1% of radio
imilies listened to evening prorams during March, according to
i E. Hooper Inc., New York,
ihich stated that this level had
fver previously been attained in
\e eight-year continuous report
.aintained bv Hooper. The average
Vening program rating stands at
.0, compared with 11.3 for the
rresponding report last year, the
arch 15 Hooper evening ratings
port reveals, adding that alough this figure of 12.0 was surssed three times in the entire
?ar of 1942, the 1943 index has
lood at 12.0 or above in four of
like five Hooper reports released
(Jr.us far.
■ Commenting on the ratings of
Be "first 15", C. E. Hooper said:
llpob Hope, who has been in first
Mace in each report except one
Htice November, relinquished his
'sition
as abroadcast
result of of
beingMme.
op(site the
liang Kai-Shek's Madison Square
"irden
address.
Hope dropped
om first to second place, from a
ting of 37.4 in the last Hooper
report to 32.1 in the current rease." Despite Jack Benny's illiss, his program received a rating
26.2, up 1.2 points from the pre"ous report, Mr. Hooper stated,
Iding that Burns and Allen subituted for Benny on the program
[gasured. The March 15 report
so shows Red Skelton in the lead
r programs
broadcast after
:30 p.m. (EWT), which are not
'sasured in the Eastern Time
me.
^The
list follows:
of "first Fibber
15" programs
order
McGee
j Molly, Bob Hope, Charlie Mcirthy, the Aldrich Family, Walr Winchell, Frank Morgan-Fanny
rice, Mr. District Attorney, Jack
mny, Lux Radio Theatre, Rudy
illee, Kay Kyser, Take It or
iave It, Abbott & Costello, Eddie
mtor and Bing Crosby.
VRS

Transfer

Granted

[arjorie L. McCracken
ttANSFER of control of KVRS,
>ck Springs, Wyo., from R. R.
est to Mrs. Marjorie Lannen Mc■acken for $18,500, for 9,996/10,0 shares of issued and outstand2; capital stock was approved on
arch 16 by the FCC. Mrs. Mc-acken has been assistant manIer and Harold L. McCracken,
r husband, manager of the stallMr. McCracken was at one time
inager of KYAN, Cheyenne,
yo., wlrch was forced off the air
1941 because of economic diffilties. KYAN was at that time
% owned by Mrs. Mathilda Lann, mother of Mrs. McCracken.
^RS operates with 250 watts on
00 kc.

CBS

From Bottom Up
437 APPLICANTS
said
"yes" to a blind teaser ad inserted by WFIL in a Philadelphia newspaper, asking,
"Like to Get Into Radio?".
Ad promised successful ap"would inside
learn the
ness plicant
from the
out busi. . .

HIGH

EVERY DAY is Lady's Day at
WWJ, Detroit, where Gwen Firmin
(left) reads commercials and Fran
Harris reads the news. Both handle regular assignments. Miss Harris has a series, Fran Harris Reports, in which she reports on activities of women in the war.

Drohlich

Bros. Seeking
Sale of KDRO,
Sedalia
ROBERT A. DROHLICH and
Albert S. Drohlich, doing business
as Drohlich Bros., Sedalia, Mo.,
owners of KDRO, applied on March
1 to the FCC for voluntary assignment of their license to Milton J.
Hinlein, of Elkins Park, Pa. Both
brothers, in their application,
stated they were giving up KDRO
to enter military service at an early
date.
Mr. Hinlein, who would assume
active management of KDRO, has
been in the real estate business in
Philadelphia. The transaction calls
for a total of $27,500 in a single
payment, or $36,500 if payments
are made in installments.
KDRO was authorized April 3,
1939, for 100 w. night, 250 w. day
on 1500 kc, with Robert A. Drohlich as manager and co-owner with
his brother Albert, in charge of
sales promotion, and a staff of 16.
Vitamalt Plans
ADVERTISING for Vitamalt, a
new mealtime beverage introduced
by Elway Products Corp., New
York, is now getting underway in
the New York area and will expand to other regions as distribution plans are completed. Radio
schedule started Feb. 23, with a
weekly participation in Dr. Walter
H. Eddy's Food and Home Forum
on WOR, New York. Advertising
will be augmented towards the end
of March by five participations
weekly on a Polish program on
WAAT, Newark; and by sponsorship of a weekly news program by
Joshua Epstein on WEVD, New
York. Agency is H. A. Salzman Associates, New York.
The

TIME

BUYERS

Sold

St.

Pub.

Co.

NELSON

P. POYNTER in an application filed with the FCC on
March 15 seeks transfer of control
of WTSP, St. Petersburg, Fla., to
the Times Publishing Co., publishers of the St. Petersburg (Fla.)
Times. Number of shares involved
is 25%, for which Times Publishing Co. would pay $17,898.01, with
$1,000 in cash and the balance to
be carried as credit on the books
payable on demand. Mr. Poynter
stated in his application that he
vice.
plans to go into Government serThe Times, of which Mr. Poynter
is editor and part owner, is controlled by his father, and the company holds 22% shares. WTSP
went on the air in November, 1939,
operating
250
w. day.on 1370 kc, 100 w. night,

Co., New store,
York
department
in 1934 to join
CBS. Previously he had been in the
production department of Petarco
Inc., theatrical producers. Replacing Mr. Langham as chief of the
production division is Horace G.
Guillotte, a production supervisor
who became affiliated with CBS in
1933 as remotes operator. Mr.
Maulsby is expected to be assigned
to the London office of OWL
Mr. Langham

Ernest

ROADCASTING

Coler

ERNEST COLER, publicity director of the Detroit office of Ruthrauff & Ryan, died March 7 at his
home in Farmington, Mich., following several months of failing
health. Mr. Coler first joined R&R
in 1932 as publicity director on the
Dodge account.
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Cepro to Meyerhoff
THUR MEYERHOFF & Co.,
|Mcago, has been appointed by the
ikhr Malting Co., Manitowoc,
f;is., to handle promotion of Cepro,
LW barley malt drink. Only newsjjPer and car card advertising is
fanned. George T. Wruck, formerI advertising manager of the John
|j Jelke Co., Chicago (oleomarIjrine), is manager of the newly|?anized Cepro division.

am

to Douglas Coulter,
the network's
director
of broadcasts, succeeding
Gerald F. Maulsby, who resigned
to join the Office
of War Informat i o n Overseas
Branch.
Mr. Langham
left R. H. Macy &

Petersburg,

to Times

Laugh

As Douglas Coulter Aide
ROY S. LANGHAM, head of the
CBS New York production division, has been appointed assistant

and get to know what cooks
in the industry". The station
needed a porter.
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covering greater
Yoongstewn
More listeners, more hours
of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngstown, O., area.*
* C. E. HOOPER Inc.
Bine Network
Rep.

PORTLAND, OREGON
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Report

In Australia, the Dept. of Commerce report said, the Government
realizes the necessity of keeping
brand names and trade-marks
alive, but requires advertisers to
deglamorize their copy for the duration. In addition to "austerity"
messages in commercial copy, Australians are taught conservation by
Government-paid ads.
Executives

Hear

About Audimeter Tests
EASEL presentation of facts about
the Nielsen Audimeter with running commentary by James Peckham, executive vice-president of
the A. C. Nielsen Co., was shown
at the March 17 meeting of the Radio Executives Club of New York.
Mr. Peckham traced the history of
the Audimeter's development since
1933.
Tests showed a trend towards
increased nighttime listening during 1942 with a decline in morning
and afternoon listening, he said.
This trend is especially marked
among lower income groups, he
added, probably because of the increased employment among those
families.
Out-of-town guests at the luncheon included Creighton Gatchell,
WGAN, Portland, Me.; Lawrence
Heller, WINX, Washington; Wythe
Walker, The Walker Co., Chicago,
and Arthur Croghan, WJBK, Detroit.
Skelton Tops Coast
RED SKELTON, in the Hooper
Pacific Ratings Report for February, again heads the list of "Top
10" programs, followed by Bob
Hope and Fibber McGee & Molly.
The remaining programs in order
of their rating are : Aldrich Family,
Walter Winchell, Charlie McCarthy, Frank Morgan-Fanny
Brice, Mr. District Attorney, Great
Gildersleeve and March of Time.

Coverage

affiliate and

BLUE

Copy

Department

Lauds Retailers' Campaigns
MANY retailers are now setting a
pace in advertising that will preclude the necessity of drastic copy
regulations, the Dept. of Commerce
said in its regular bulletin last
week. The article referred to a
new trend in copy, urging people
to take care of their purchases to
make them last longer.
Pointing to government regulations used in Australia to "deglamorize" advertising in the face
of commodity shortages, the Commerce bulletin declared that in the
United States "brand names and
trade-marks are being kept before
the eyes and minds and ears of
the public without Governmental
restrictions as to 'glamor' copy."
Australians Urge Conservation

Radio

Complete

Ad

"It is safe to say that when
Victory comes and scarcities disappear, these wartime advertisers
can return to their major sales
tools — persuasiveness and emodicted. tional appeal," the article pre-

WFMJ
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IN AND OUT of radio service go these two ladies, with Barbara Smit
(1), 24-year-old Skidmore College graduate joining W73PH, FM outk
of WPEN, and Helen Schuyler leaving WOL, Washington, to enlist i
the newly-organized women's unit of the Marines. Miss Smith, formerl
a dramatic actress with WGY, Schenectady, is now virtually the entir
staff of W73PH, serving as announcer, sound effects technician, new;
caster and m.c. Miss Schuyler was assistant continuity editor of WOI

502

SEEK WORK

Heavy Reply to WHK-WCLE
Training Program
ANNOUNCEMENT
that WHKWCLE, Cleveland, was opening a
school to train announcer replacements brought 502 applications
from Cleveland housewives, doctors, machinists, teachers and
others.
Three nights of auditioning, and
a whole Saturday were spent limiting the group to 29, with judges
representing the sales, program
and announcing staffs listening in
an adjoining room. Idea was suggested by Carl Mark, studio manager and "Pinky" Hunter, program
director. First session was held
March 8.
Zenith

Earnings

Up

ZENITH RADIO Corp., Chicago,
and subsidiaries, in a nine-month
financial report for the period ending Jan. 31, 1943, announced a net
profit of $1,369,544, after depreciation, reserves, Federal income and
excess profits taxes were deducted.
That figure was equal to $2.78 a
share on 492,644 shares of capital
stock. In the corresponding period
ending Jan. 31, 1942, Zenith showed
a net profit of $1,033,343, equal to
$2.10 a share. In keeping with the
company's policy of limiting profits
on war contracts, reductions and
refunds aggregating more than 2%
million dollars have been made, according to E. M. McDonald, Zenith

Advertising, Rationin
Discussed by Food Mei
LEADING midwestern food mam
facturers and distributors an
their advertising agencies di:
cussed advertising as a medium c
educating the public in rationin
of meat, cheese, butter, fats an
oils at a meeting last Tuesday 1
Chicago with Government official!
Methods of combatting the blac
market in foods through adverti
ing also were considered.
Speakers included William 1
Lewis, assistant director of til
Domestic Branch, Office of Wd
Information; Morse Salisbury, d
rector of information, Dept. i
Agriculture ; Norman Drape
public relations counsel, America
Meat Institute, and Paul West vie
chairman, Advertising Council. A
advertising guide, Red Stanv,
Point Rationing Handbook for A\
vertisers, recently prepared by tl
Office of Price Administration, wi
distributed. A similar meeting w:
conducted by the OPA, OWI ail
Dept. of Agriculture in New Yor

and

president.
RADIO
Paint Firm

Series

CROWN DIAMOND PAINT Co.,
Montreal (Durolave paints), has
star-ted spot announcement campaign, with stress on redecorating
rooms to rent to war workers, on
17 Canadian stations. Account was
placed by McConnell Eastman Co.
Ltd., Montreal.
BROADCASTING

STATION
REPRESENTATIVE
offices
MONTREAL • WINNIPEG
TORONTO
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Farm

Group

Asks

War
Time
Repeal
House Committee Reported
!Unfavorable to Change
FARMERS of Wisconsin have
joined the ranks of those urging
Congress to repeal the Federal
iWar Time act of Jan. 20, 1942, and
return the country to normal time.
| At the annual stockholders' meeting of Consolidated Badger Cooperative in Shawano, Wis., a resolution urging "immediate return to
[standard time" was adopted. Rep.
iReid F. Murray (R-Wis.) last week
inserted a copy of the resolution in
phe Congressional Record.
In a letter to Representative
Murray, George W. Rupple, manner of Consolidated Badger Cooprative, said "one of the things
which has apparently caused considerable dissatisfaction is the daylight saving program as it affects
farms and farm labor."
So far, Georgia, Michigan and
Ohio are the only states actually to
repeal Federal Time, plunging raiio and business generally and inhabitants into confusion. Adding
jto the chaos was the fact that most
of the large cities elected to remain
'on War Time, adhering to pleadings from Government officials that
'return to normal time would
greatly impede the war job.
Other than the resolution from
the Wisconsin Cooperative, the
time change movement has been
jiven little consideration on Capitol Hill the last two weeks. Members of the House Interstate Foreign & Commerce Committee, of
which Rep. Lea (D-Cal.) is chairman, are not inclined to look favorably on repeal of Federal Time, it
was learned.
Music-Word Story
'A NATIONWIDE survey is being
Carried out by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., to ascertain whether
there is a demand for programs
tailored to meet industrial needs
for increased worker efficiency. It
contemplates musical broadcasts
which factory workers could listen
to through public address systems
installed in their plants, to be
inaugurated in the near future
f the demand warrants. Attached
;o the questionnaire is an article
in "Music for Workers" outlining
;he experiments and results of the
ritish Broadcasting Corp. with
nusic for factory workers.
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Luden's to 52 Weeks
LUDEN'S Inc., Reading, Pa.,
which has been conducting its annual winter campaign of spot announcementsSeptember,
for Luden's cough
drops since last
using

Recitals

OUT - OF - THE - RUN time
sale has been made on
WQXR, New York, with the
purchase of a weekly quarter-hour Sunday by Vlado
Kolitsch, concert violinist and
instructor, to present recitals
by his outstanding pupils. Series started March 7 and
will continue for 13 weeks in
the 5:45 p.m. period. Back
in 1926 Kolitsch was voted
most popular radio soloist in
a national poll conducted by
a large newspaper. Account
is handled direct.

Largest Iowa Network
Carries Food Conference
LARGEST NETWORK in Iowa
State radio history was put together March 15 for a broadcast
by Herbert C. Hoover, addressing
a conference of midwestern governors and their staffs in Des
Moines.
Twelve states were represented
at the day's conference called by
Gov. Bourke B. Hickenlooper, of
Iowa. Stations carrying the broadcast, originating at WHO, were
KBUR, WMT, KROS, KSO, WOC,
KDTH, KVFD, KFJD, KBIZ,
KMA, KICD.
WHO also originated a roundtable to NBC conducted by Richard
Harkness, NBC Washington analyst, with the former President
and several governors participating.

Berg Charges Libel
SEPARATE suits charging libel
and asking for $500,000 damages
have been filed by Dr. Louis Berg,
neurologist and psychiatrist,
against Max Wylie of the radio department of N. W. Ayer & Son,
New York, and Printers Ink as a
result of an article titled "Dusting
Off Dr.
Berg,",
appearing
the
Feb.
12 issue
of Printers
Ink in
under
Mr. Wylie's by-line. The article
took issue with two of Dr. Berg's
pamphlets on radio. Plaintiff seeks
$250,000 damages for libel per se
against Mr. Wylie in his suit filed
in New York Supreme Court and a
similar amount against the publication, in action pending in the
Federal Court of the Southern District of New York.

116 stations, has decided to continue the campaign on a 52-week
basis through next fall, according
to J. M. Mathes, New York, agency in charge. About 50% of the stalist carrying
original
26week tiondrive
will betheused
late this
spring
stated. and this summer it was
THREE radio directors who handle
network programs for clients of
Young & Rubieam, New York, will oppose a trio of radio stars on the
March 23 broadcast of Walter
O'Keefe's Battle of the Sexes, sponsored by the Mode Co., Rahway, N. J.,
on NBC. Himan Brown, Bob Novak
and Joe Hill are the directors, while
feminine team is comprised of Claudia
Morgan, Jean Tennyson and Virginia
Gilmore. Y&R also handles the Molle
account.

AWARD MATCHED by Gerard
Swope (right), General Electric
president, as he adds another $1,000
to the $1,000 awarded to KGEI, GE
shortwave station in San Francisco,
by the Alfred I. Du Pont Radio
Award judges. The $2,000 will be
used to encourage development of
new program techniques in shortwave radio to foreign countries, as
well as television. Recipient of the
money from Mr. Swope was Robert
S. Peare, manager of publicity and
broadcasting for GE.
Stag Beer Buys Two
GRIESEDIECK Western Brewing
Co., Belleville, 111. (Stag beer),
March 28 starts half -hour variety
show, Funny Money Man, twice a
week on KWK, St. Louis, and fed
to KWOS, Jefferson City, Mo. Company is also planning spot announcements in approximately 11
markets in Southern Illinois, Missouri and Oklahoma. Agency is
Maxon Inc., Chicago.

In cosfc=per«response,
KGO

BALTIMORE'S

BLUE

HOME

FORUM

HAS

OUT-PULLED

ALL

SAN

FRANCISCO

STATIONS...

year after

year, in practically
every

competitive

TTiis participation
featuring Ann
averages

test.
snow

Holden

up to 1200

letters a month.
Ask your Blue Spot
representative or write
direct for details.
CHNS
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is as much a part of Halifax
as the Citadel Hill.

SWRBL
%

COLUMBUS

/

Located as it is in the Capital
City, it commands the largest
near at hand audience in the
Maritimes.

Represented by SPOT SALES Inc.
|
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Ask JOEWEED
350 Madison Ave.
New York

Advertising

SPOT SALES, INC.
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Actions

COMMUNICATIONS

FEDERAL

MARCH

13 TO MARCH

MARCH 16
KVRS, Rock Springs, Wyo. — Grant transfer control R. R. West to Mrs. Marjorie
Lannen McCracken for $18,500 for 9,996/
10,000 shares issued and outstanding capital
stock.
KMAC, San Antonio, Tex.— Grant vol.
assgt. license W. W. McAllister and Howard
W. Davis., d/b as The Walmac Co., to
Howard W. Davis, d/b as The Walmac Co.,
for $35,000.
WASH, Grand Rapids, Mich. — Grant request cancel license, delete call signal.
W39B, Boston, Mass. — CP in part FM
station.
W65H, Hartford, Conn.— Same.
K45LA, Los Angeles — CP in part, change
studio location ; dismissed application extend completion date.
W45CM, Columbus, O.— CP in part; dismissed application extend completion date.
K49KC, Kansas Cty, Mo.— CP in part.
MARCH 17
KFAC, Los Angeles, Cal. — Dismiss without prejudice application CP.
WCOP, Boston, Mass. — Continue hearing
scheduled April 19 to May 17.
KTEM, Temple, Tex. — Denied without
prejudice motion intervene hearing application KDNT mod. license.
Applications . . .
MARCH 13
WTOC, Savannah, Ga. — Increase power,
install DA-N.
KDRO, Sedalia, Miss, -Vol. assgt. license
to Milton J. Hinlein.

That

Certain

Something
Experienced advertisers know that
some stations have the ability to do
an unbelievable selling job, while
other stations never make the grade.
WAIR is one of the outstanding
money-making stations of America.

TEN

of the
COMMISSION

19 INCLUSIVE

WDSM, Superior, Wis. — CP change
transmitter, increase power 100 w. to 250
w.
MARCH 15
WTSP, St. Petersburg, Fla.— Transfer
Poynter to Times PubNelson
control lishing
Co. (25%P.shares).
D. — CP change
KOBH, Rapid City, S. amended
install
1400 kc.
only.to 610 kc, etc.,
DA-N
MARCH 17
W2XWG, New York — License temp, class
2 exp. station 45,100 kc, 1000 w., special
emission for FM.
WKBV, Richmond, Ind.— Transfer control William O. Knox to Central Broadcasting Corp. (1000 shares).
NEW, The Crosley Corp., Mason, O. —
CP new international broadcast station,
various frequencies, 50 kw., emission A3,
share all frequencies with WLWO, WLWL,
WLWR, WLWS.
MARCH 18
WIBG, Philadelphia, Pa.— Mod. CP extend completion date to June 9, 1943.
KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash. — Same, to June
25, 1943.
W6XYZ, Los Angeles, Cal.— Mod. CP new
exp. tel. broadcast slation, extend completion date to Sept. 15, 1943.
W69C, Chicago, 111. — Extend special temp,
authority operate FM station W67C commercially 46700 kc. 10 kw., special emission for freq. mod., temp, antenna, transmitter at Chicago, for period March 18 to
May 16, pending CP.
Reinstatement of FM applications (March
13-19) : Debs Memorial Radio Fund Inc.,
New York — CP new broadcast station, 48700
kc, coverage 8,600 sq. mi. ; W47C, Chicago
— Extend completion date new broadcast
station ; W63SY, Syracuse, N. Y. — Reincanceled
at applicant's
request Sun
; statement
Co. CP of
San Bernardino
Cal., San
Bernardino, Cal. — CP new broadcast station
44100 kc, coverage 17,101 sq. mi. ; Radio
Voice of New Hampshire Inc, Manchester,
N. H. — CP new broadcast station 43500 kc,
coverage 31,630 sq. mi. ; Piedmont Publishing Co., Winston-Salem, N. C— CP new
broadcast station, 46700 kc, coverage 4,600
sq. mi. ; The Outlet Co., Providence, R. I —
CP new broadcast station 48500 kc, coverage 7,520 sq. mi. ; W51NY, New YorkMod. CP ; Hawley Broadcasting Co., Reading, Pa. — CP new broadcast station, 46500
kc, coverage 4,275 sq. mi. ; Don Lee Broadcasting System, Berkeley, Cal. — CP new
broadcast station, 43500 kc, coverage 18,050
sq. mi.
Reinstatement of commercial television
broadcast licenses (March 13-19) : KSEE,
Los Angeles — Mod. CP new broadcast station, change equipment, etc.
Tentative Calendar . . .
KFAC, Los Angeles — CP 1330 kc, 5 kw.,
unlimited, DA-N (March 22). (Petition dismiss application without prejudice pending.)
WALB, Albany, Ga. — Renewal license,
vol. assgt. license, CP (March 23). Request
continuance pending.
KDNT, Denton, Tex. — Mod. license, 1400
kc, 100 w., unlimited (March 24).

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

DR. L. GRANT HECTOR has left
the TJ. S. Office of Scientific Research
and Development to join the National
Union Radio Corp., radio and tube
manufacturer, as director of engineering.

We fwork iKccounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco
on March 15 started for 52 weeks,
(flour), Prinale
— News Analyst, on 8 CBS
Neteon
a.m.
stations, Mon. thru Fri.,es7:45-8
Adv., San
(PWT). Agency: Knox-Reev
Francisco.
DALGLISH ONTARIO Ltd., Toronto
(Javex) on March 22 starts The Wife
Preservers on CFRB, Toronto; CKWS,
Kingston, Ont.; CFLC. Brockville, Ont. ;
CHML, Hamilton; CFPL, London. Ont. ;
CFCO, Chatham, Ont. ; CKLW, WindsorDetroit, Mon., Wed., and Fri. 10:15-10:30
a.m. Agency: MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto.
SERVEL INC., New York (institutional),
on April 3 starts Billie Burke in Fashions
in Rations on 68 CBS stations, Sat., 11 :30
a.m. -12 noon. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
SCHUTTER CANDY Co., Chicago, on
April
aroos 11
on renews
38 CBS Colonel
stations,Stoopnagle's
Sun., 1 :45-2Stoopp.m.
Agency:
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham,
N.
Y.
PARKER PEN Co., Janesville, Wis.
(Quink),
27 renews
Sevareid
and on
the March
News on
113 CBSEricstations.
Sat., Sun.. 8:55-9 p.m. Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
EVERSHARP INC., Chicago (pens, pencils), on March 21 renewed Take It or
Leave It on 116 CBS stations. Sun., 1010:30 p.m. Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.
WPB

MAY

CONTROL

PARTS, TUBE SALES
A RATIONING program to protect against consumer hoarding of
receiver tubes and replacement
parts is soon to be ordered by the
WPB
Radio Division, dealers
throughout the country report.
WPB officials refuse to comment on
the possibility.
Under the plan, radio users
would be required to turn in a tube
or part in order to get a new one.
Dealers would refill their stocks by
use of certificates rather than shiptories.ping the old parts back to the facWith a program to supply civilian tubes and parts near completion at the Radio Division, the rationing move is considered necessary to protect dealer stocks. WPB
officials have said, however, that
value.
tubes and parts have little salvage
NBC 'Star' Promotion
AS A SUMMARY of the scope, usage
and overall results of NBC'S "Parade
of Stars" campaign for its affiliates,
a 32-page brochure, titled "Oyez
Oyez
indeed",
been issued
by theOyez,
network,
withhasspecial
copies
inscribed for the stars, sponsors and
agencies who cooperated in producing
the campaign. Humorously illustrated
by Burris in water-color sketch fashion, the promotion piece reveals that
125 NBC stations allotted 314 hours
— nearly 20 full broadcasting days
— to the programs built by NBC'S
"Parade of Stars". Over 60 NBC
stars cut records for a total of 21
shows, while 1438 pressings of these
recordings were also made to fill the
requests of participating stations.

TOP

THE

top ten tunes from the standpoint of network audience coverage
during the week ending March 17,
according to the copyrighted Audience Coverage index survey of the
Oihce of Research-Radio Division,
New
York,
as follows:
That Old
BlackareMagic
I've Heard That Song Before
Brazil
You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To
For Me and My Gal
As Time Goes By
Don't Get Around Much Any More
Moonlight Becomes You
Saving NoMyself
Weep
More for
My You
Lady
NAB

Sets

IN ST. LOUIS, MO.

AUb

For
Program
Men
MORE ACTIVE participation in
the field of radio programs is
planned by the NAB with the first
meeting of a newly-formed Program Directors Executive Committee set for March 24-25. Program
activity is expected to parallel that
of the sales managers now carried
on by NAB's broadcast advertising
department.
Committee, as named by Neville
Miller, NAB president, consists of
William Adams, WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.; J. Robert DeHaven,
WTCN, Minneapolis; Harold Fair,
WHO, Des Moines ; Robert L. Kennett, WHAS, Louisville; Robert
Landry, CBS; Clarence Menser,
NBC; Herbert C. Rice, WGR,
Buffalo ; Ray Shannon, KQV, Pittsburgh; Tod Williams, WSPD, Toledo.
Standard

Oil of Indiana

Discs
100-Station
Using
STANDARD
OIL Co., of Indiana,
Chicago, in its largest rural spot
announcement campaign for farm
petroleum products, has placed
one-minute transcribed announcements six times a week on 100 stations in 14 midwestern states. Announcements, broadcast principally
at noon time, feature award of war
bonds to farmers for outstanding
agricultural achievements, totaling
$3800 in bonds a week for 26 weeks.
Contracts were placed through
McCann-Erickson, Chicago on:
KATE WHBY KATW WELL WBCM
KGHL KFYR KRBM KGIR WHDF
KFVS KDFN WMT KFBC WLS KFRU
WDAN WOC WSOY KVOD WJR KSO
WHO KGNO KDTH WEBC WEAU
WGBF WDAY KGDE WFDF KFIZ
WOWO KILO WOOD KVGB WTAQ
WEBQ KPFA WMFG WFMB WJMS
WIBM WCLO KWOS WCLS WKZO
WDAF WKMO WKBH WASK WJIM
WIBA KYSM WMAM KGLO WTMJ
KSTP KLPM WLBC WMBD KOAM
WCAR KWOC WHLS WIBU KGHF
WTAD WRJN KOBH KROC WROK
WHBF WSOO
WSAMWHBL
KFAMKMO KFEQ
WSAL
KSCJ KMOX
KSOO '
WSBT WCBS KWTO KGEK WBOW
WIBW WTCM WDZ WAOV WHLB
KXEL KWAT WSAU KFH KWLM
WFHR WNAX.

[r-- ' re's
lll-HL O more
ITIVMIL. for
■ VII your
IUUII money
HI UI1L I a
;'" \ *_^=jthe
CFNB

BOSTON \
WFBL
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
FREE & PETERS, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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630 KC.
5000 WATTS
Q&K
NIGHT
BLUE NETWORK
KXDAY

FREDERI CTON — N. B.
)1000 WATTS— BASIC CB.C. OUTLET
WEED

and CO.— U.S. Representatives
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Advertising

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National
Building, Washington, D. C.

classiCAPS,
three
issue.
Press

Help Wanted

Situations Wanted

posiAnnouncer Experienced — Permanent
tion for draft exempt man who can
turn-tables.
handle news, commercials, start.
Future
$42 for 43 1/3 hour week to
increases. Write full details, references,
and whether transcription available to
manager, WFDF, Flint, Michigan.

Announcer Versatile — Network caliberproven sales producer. Conscientious.
Seeks Manhattan affiliation or within
hundred miles. 4F. Available immediately. Box 431, BROADCASTING.
Versatile Newswriter — Can also newscast.
Five years'
man.
Prefer experience.
New York Deferred
area. Boxfamily
432,
BROADCASTING.

.Producer-Announcer — Who excels in both
departments. Job primarily production.
: Salary $100 weekly. Send full story of
background with picture and transcription of announcing work to Paul H. Raymer Company, Tribune Tower, Chicago,
Illinois.
CONTINUITY WRITER — That can pro} duce volume of good copy. Announcing
voice desirable, but not necessary. Box
430, BROADCASTNG.
Wanted — First or Second Class Operator
with transmitter experience for new
directional 5 KW station. Rapid advance likely. WOC, Davenport, Iowa.
COMMERCIAL
MANAGER WANTED—
Midwest local. Salary and commission.
1 Box 417, BROADCASTING.
TIME
SALESMAN — Texas station. Sell
yourself in application letter. Box 413,
' BROADCASTING.
JROADCASTING STATION BOOKKEEP; ER — Wanted experienced man or woman
C bookkeeper who can take full charge of
local midwest station, network affiliate,
books and accounts. Give experience in
first letter. Paying $35 to $45 for 44
hours for good work. Write Box 410,
BROADCASTING.
TRAFFIC MANAGER— Experienced. Must
be efficient stenographer, and capable of
doing some air work. Network regional
J station. Detail previous experience, attach
snapshot, and state salary expected. Box
416, BROADCASTING.
OMBINATION — Good commercial announcer and studio technician for remote
studios of 5 kw net station. State ex'1J perience
and draft status. Box 427,
BROADCASTING.
3NGINEER — Two, chief and first assistant.
Ideal working conditions. Local independent. Box 429, BROADCASTING.
Engineer— For 5 KW CBS affiliate. Experience desirable. Prefer draft exempt if
possible. Write Chief Engineer, WKZO,
Kalamazoo.
JNGINEER— For midwest 5 KW station,
must hold 2nd class license or higher. In
reply state education, experience, expected
salary and enclose photograph. Box 418,
BROADCASTING.
adio Operator Wanted — With first-class
ticket. Permanent position, local Southern Station, good salary, congenial personnel. Give all details. Box 412, BROADCASTING.
(ANNOUNCERS — Wanted two experienced
announcers by local network Michigan
i station. Will pay $45 weekly for 48
n hours, and $50 weekly if you have operatakeWillgoodconsider
men draft
exempttor'suplicense.
to Will
age 50.
girls
or women if experienced. Write fully and
give references. No drifters, this is permanent position for right people. Box
409, BROADCASTING.
jANNOUNCER— Capable handling amateur
sports events and musical clock proI grams. Illinois. Box 428, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Good solid staff man with
musical and news background. Modern,
well equipped studios, Mutual affiliate.
Progressive friendly community. Give
complete experience, draft classification,
marital status, salary desired. Write
WCLO, Janesville, Wisconsin.
ROADCASTING

Announcer — Graduate of Radio Announcing
School. Qualified for all types of programs
. . . transcription available . . . will go
anywhere . . . 4-F in draft. Telephone
Brandywine 6162. Box 421, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Woman — Limited experience
with NBC — Red and Blue Station. Some
continuity and commercial copy experience. Operate board. Five years teaching
experience, plus public relations background. Transcription upon request. Prefer southern connection. Elaine — 120 7th
Ave. North, Twin Falls, Idaho.

'Shadow' Disc on 28
FOLLOWING the completion of
its 10th consecutive season as a
live network show, March 21, The
Shadow has been discontinued on
Mutual, but will continue as a
transcribed series on a number of
stations, locally sponsored or sustaining. A total of 28 outlets will
carry the series, including KFEL
KFRE KGU KOCY KOVO KTAR
KTSM KTTS KTUC KWK WBAX
WBML WCAE WCSC WDNC
WFBM WFMJ WHKC WJBO
WKRC WLOL WMBS WPAD
WQAM
WRVA WSIX WGCM
HP5G. Series has been sponsored
on Mutual for the past season by
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Coal Co., New York, for Blue Coal,
handled by Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York. Charles Michelson, New
York, handles the transcriptions.
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Experienced Operator — 15 years experience.
Draft exempt. Desires permanent position in west or midwest. Now at kilowatt
network
station. Box 422, BROADCASTING.
COLLEGE PROFESSOR— Wishes to make
profession directing,
of radio. Six
years'drama,
experience
teaching,
speech,
some
radio. Can write continuity and news
commentary. 31, married, tentatively 4-F.
Prefer Middle-West station. Transcription
on request. Available June 1. Box 424,
BROADCASTING.

.910
5000 «H«
NC
FREE* PETErR-Sn.t^Ie
PROFESSIONAL
s
IaBt!ona. Rep

WRITING AND ACTING TEAM— Fresh,
timely ideas to tie up with local talent.
Theatrical and radio experience. Box 415,
BROADCASTING.

DIRECTORY

ANNOUNCER, NEWSCASTER, WRITER
— Now employed. Married, 4-F. References, transcription on request. New
York
area preferred. Box 423, BROADCASTING.
Secretary-Announcer — Anxious to break
into radio. Willing to start at bottom.
Good radio voice. Secretary five years to
college professor. Will submit qualificaING. tions on request. Box 425, BROADCASTCHIEF ENGINEER— Fifteen years experience, five years present employment, desires change, permanent, forty years old,
4F draft. Box 411, BROADCASTING.
WRITER-COMMENTATOR— English born, wide background of world affairs. Pleasant voice. Transcription on
request. Box 414, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Pram Bide., Wash., D. C.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

NEWS

BROADCAST STATION — Reliable and
financially qualified party. Give full particulars. Box 419, BROADCASTING.
Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables—
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pickups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.
PLAYBACK EQUIPMENT, STATIONARY
— New or used for agency auditions.
33 1/3 required, 2-speed preferred. Anfenger Advertising Agency, 1706 Olive, St.
Louis, Mo.
For Sale
175 Ft. Truscon Self Supporting Tower—
With all lighting equipment, insulators,
leveling plates, etc. Excellent shape. Immediate shipment. WHKY, Hickory,
North Carolina.
One kilowatt — Western Electric Co. D94994 (modified 6-B) transmitter complete with high voltage rectifier unit to
match, all accessories including tubes.
Available immediately. Cheap. E. W.
Jacker, care of WAIT, Chicago.

• Broadcast

Advertising

PAUL

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MOWTCLArR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Weshington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main St.
the World
Kansas City, Mo. ( jC J Hollywood, Cal.

RING

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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OWI

Tait

Assails

Political
OWI

Chief

In Reply

Davis

He

to Charges

The Davis series occasioned considerable conversation in radio and
press circles in Washington, but
drew no announced criticism other
than the Taft statement. Observers
generally felt that his comments
did not in any wise "scoop" radio
or the press and that he kept within the limits he had set regarding
the scope of his commentaries.
At a National Press Club
luncheon March 16 at which he was
guest of honor, Mr. Davis was asked
to comment on Senator Taft's
criticism of his broadcasts. He replied in a single word: "Bunk!"
Taft Opposes Hookup
At his news conference last Wednesday Mr. Davis said he had "invited Mr. Taft to show where I
had propaganda on my broadcast
but so far he hasn't replied." The
OWI chief declared: "My broadcast
did not have four networks. We
told them it was open to any that
wanted it. Mutual carried it the
next day."
Queried by Broadcasting, Senator Taft said he did not plan to
reply to Mr. Davis, but added:
50

• March

22, 1943

Foreseen

Commandeered

by Senator

THAT THE new Elmer Davis series of broadcasts on all networks
is destined to become a partisan
issue was evident after his initial
broadcast March 12, which drew
from Senator Robert A. Taft
(R-O.) the charge that the OWI
chief was "commandeering" all the
stations of the country for "propaganda broadcasts". Mr. Davis, former CBS analyst, began the 15minute commentary on NBC, CBS
and BLUE, hooked in tandem, with
Mutual carrying it on Saturdays
by transcription.
Senator Taft, prominent in Republican circles and often mentioned as Presidential timber, said
it was "both an abuse of power
and an insult to the intelligence of
the American people and to the
abilities of our free press and radio workers" for Mr. Davis to
"commandeer" the air.
"No Compulsion" Davis
He said he would be interested
"in discovering
what authority
or pressure Mr. byDavis
is able to
command time on the four radio
networks simultaneously and virtually say to the people that they
must listen to him or turn off their
radios. There was not one word said
by Mr. Davis in his first broadcast
that he could not have depended
on the regular radio newscasters,
the commentators and the newspaper writers to explain adequately
to the country."
Mr. Davis responded that he had
neither commandeered stations nor
broadcast propaganda. Moreover,
he held there was no compulsion
for stations or networks to carry
his talks.

Page

Is

Issue
Denies

Program;

from

Networks

Ohio

"Either Mr. Davis' broadcast is
propaganda or it is unnecessary.
As a whole, the main theme of my
statement was that the broadcast is
unnecessary." The Senator asserted, however, that he is vigorously opposed to any network hookup except for the President.
Mr. Davis disclosed Wednesday
that he had issued a memorandum
to all OWI staff members, in which
he cautioned that the "OWI can
no more be concerned with politics
than can the Army or the Navy."
The memorandum said, in part:
"Lately this Office . . . has been
accused of partisan political activity. For this accusation no evidence has been adduced except one
article in one issue of one periodical, intended for distribution only
to foreign peoples. However, such
attacks may be expected to continue until the election of 1944."
He pointed out that "it is- the
duty of all staff members to continue so to conduct themselves
that there shall never be any basis
for such criticisms, in the judgment of fair and intelligent observers". Sole function of the OWI
the memorandum explained, is to
"contribute to the winning of the
war. We must take care that the
utility of this office as an instrument to that end is not impaired."
Keplinger With OWI
KEPLINGER, formerly manager of KVOD, Denver, KARM,
Fresno, Cal., and KSAN, San
Francisco, has been appointed regional radio director of the OWI
domestic branch on the Pacific
Coast, covering California, Nevada, Washington, Oregon and
Arizona. His headquarters will be
at 1335 Market St., San Francisco.
LOU

The

Labor

Sherwood Overseas
TO INSPECT operations of
the OWI Overseas Branch,
Robert Sherwood, director,
and Murry Brophy, director of communications, have
been in London and North
Africa, Elmer Davis, OWI
director, disclosed last Wedconfer-is
ence.nesdayTheat his
OWInews
already
beaming propaganda to occupied European countries
from England and plans for
similar service from North
Africa are being completed
by
said.Mr. Sherwood, his chief

ALLOCATION
AT

OWI

POST
TO

SPIRE

IN FURTHER reorganization
within the Domestic Branch of the
Office of War Information, announced last week,
William M.
Spire, former radio compaigns
coordinator of the
Radio Bureau,
was appointed
chief of the Allocation Division.
He replaces Seymour Morris,
who became special assistant to
H. Andrew DudMr. Spire
ley, chief of the
15].
newly-created
Program Coordination Bureau [Broadcasting, March
At the same time it was announced that Charles Harrell, war
program director of WBEN, Buffalo, had joined the OWI as assistant to Phil Cohen, chief of Government liaison, Radio Bureau.
Mr. Spire left McCann-Erickson,
New York, where he was radio director, two years ago to accept an
appointment as assistant to Bernard Schoenteld, chief of the Radio
Branch, Office for Emergency Management [Broadcasting, Aug. 17,
1942]. Last August he was transferred to the OWI as coordinator
of campaigns in the Radio Bureau.

Broadcasts

Reach
More

the

Stations

Enemy
Into

Service

Shortly, Says Elmer Davis
OPERATIONS of the Office of
War Information provide "one of
the instruments" by which we are
winning this total war, Elmer
Davis, director of OWI and former
radio news analyst, told a National
Press Club audience last Tuesday
in Washington.
While OWI does not constitute a
"principal" war implement, it
nevertheless may bring the end of
the war somewhat sooner, Mr.
Davis declared. He emphasized the
part radio is playing, particularly
in the overseas field. In addition to
the shortwave service, Mr. Davis
revealed that OWI now is getting
in by medium wave, part from London, part from Africa and will soon
reach Asia from Australia.
Reaching Enemy
He foresaw the day when Japan
and Japanese-held possessions will
be fed medium wave or standard
broadcast service from the United
Nations. (A number of broadcast
transmitters already have been
shipped
abroad, and are in service
Africa.)in
both
England and North
Clearcut evidence that our broadcasts are getting into enemy and
occupied countries has been received by OWI, according to Mr.
Davis. This is reflected in the utterances of Axis leaders and in
newspaper and radio reports seeking to offset this information.
In the nine months of OWI's
operation, Mr. Davis declared,
there has developed a great deal
less of conflict and contradiction in
Government information. OWI isn't
always able to clear information as
speedily as radio and news men
would like, but he asserted the information is accurate and uncolored.
OWI is not charged with the
maintenance of national morale,
Mr. Davis asserted. Its job is to get
out the news, good or bad, as fast
as possible. For reasons of military
secrecy, he said, some information
is withheld.

Problem

AUDIENCE

4v

FOR

ELMER

Friday Night Promotion
Prepared by CBS

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Shut Up, You Brats, Till Mama

Reads Another Newscast!"

SPECIAL FRIDAY NIGHT promotion of CBS programs to build up
a listening audience for Elmer
Davis' weekly talks, heard on CBS,
the BLUE and NBC that evening,
has been compiled for CBS affiliates
so they "can kill three birds with one
stone". The package of promotion
material, including suggested announcements, newspaper ads and
background material for station
use, points out that the Director of
the OWI, speaking as the official
voice of Uncle Sam from 10:45-11
p.m., follows the Camel Caravan on
CBS, mote
andFriday
urges
affiliates
"proevening
rightto across

the board".
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Advertising1:

In the face of the manpower shortage, WLW's comprehensive merchandising activities take on greater
importance
long-range

than

ever.

As

they encompass

plans which cover every phase of distribu-

tion, from manufacturer's
Now,

always,

representative to consumer.

the personal dealer contact in 12 major mar-

kets is almost wholly dedicated
lems of the men who
calls are supplemented

move

to the wartime

your merchandise.

with BUY WAY,

probDealer

our radio mer-

LISTENER DOMINANCE. In 25 major cities of its
four-state area, WLW delivers 48.7% of all
radio listening, and in the rural areas around
them, the listening index averages 2.5%
greater. (City figure is a weighted average
based on Hooper Mid-Winter WLW area rating,
1942, and does not represent the size of our
audience in any one city.)

chandising newspaper with a circulation of more than
50,000

twice monthly, and

with constant direct mail

contact that totals 360,000

mailing pieces annually.

This merchandising
ing, helps to make

program

your WLW

costs advertisers nothdollar the most effective

A NEW SALES SERVICE. Answering the problem
of the man-power shortage is SPECIALTY
SALES, a WLW affiliate. SPECIALTY SALES offers
the services of experienced salesmen who
cover every grocer and druggist in all cities
of our four-state area. The services of SPECIALTY SALES can be bought on an extremely
flexible basis at a very nominal cost.

advertising dollar you can spend.

i WLW audience dominance, plus the cooperation we receive as a
result of continuous dealer contact, now augmented by SPECIALTY
SALES, offer you the most effective means ever devised for directing
the distribution and sale of consumer food and drug products.

THE NATION 1'S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE
STATION J*
DIVISION OF THE CROSLEY CORPORATION

outlet. Miller Super Markets, is already using four quarterhours a week. Merchants Biscuit has just signed for a KLZ
series while National Biscuit is nearing its third straight year
on this station. That makes sense to any food advertiser!
The May Company (department store) has three KLZ programs aweek . . . Daniels and Fisher (deluxe department store)
uses KLZ four times a day . . . Dave Cook is in his third
uninterrupted year on KLZ promoting Denver's largest sporting
goods store . . . the largest jewelry stores in the state are all
regular KLZ advertisers. The biggest local sale in years was
when Fahey-Brockman (men's clothing) bought an evening quarter-hour on
KLZ across the board. These are just a
few of the many, many local advertisers . . . the men who know local
radio best . . . who together buy more
I o news analyst, no commentator is needed
to interpret what this kind of news from KLZ really means:
AUDIENCE — KLZ's is getting bigger and bigger, so says Mr.
Hooper and Company. KLZ is away out in FIRST place in the
morning and never less than second

\iifi/.

ON HL2.
advcktisco
£ ONas HLZ
4mm

programs and/or announcements on
KLZ than on any other Denver station.
NETWORK

BUSINESS — On the upgrade, too! New audienceappealers beginning in March were Crummit and Sanderson
for Wesson Oil, Milton Berle for Campbell Soup, Ransom Sher-

in the afternoon and evening. KLZ's
morning index in the January '43
report was up 6.0% over a year ago.
4.8% up in the afternoon, and 3.2%

man for Roma, John B. Kennedy for Pabst, "I Love a Mystery"
for P & G, and "The Man Behind the Gun" for Elgin Watch.
All of which, incidentally, provide more and better announcement availabilities!

up in the evening. That's showing
audience increases morning, afternoon, and evening!

LOCAL

LOCAL BUSINESS— Colorado's biggest food chain, Safeway,
just signed for three-a-week on KLZ. The second big grocery

PRODUCTIONS— KLZ is turning them out . . . and

good, too! Two musicals a week are being originated for CBS.
Two big half-hour locally sponsored evening shows are now
under way in great shape, in addition to which seven evening
shows and 35 daytime productions roll off the KLZ line weekly.
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In these war times people turn their thoughts to home

and fireside; to

God and church; to schools and plans for an informed

citizenry. These

are the needs of everyday family living.
WLS meets these needs. "The Home Front" broadcasts every Saturday
night tell what ordinary folks are doing for the war. To meet the spiritual
hunger

which

war has brought

to many

families, WLS

broadcasts daily

"Morning Devotions" and Sunday "Little Brown Church" programs, both
conducted by our own staff pastor. Looking ahead to victory and peace,
we must prepare an informed
So WLS

citizenry. Radio must share this obligation.

continues its daily classroom

feature, "School Time."

Thus WLS, long identified as "One of the Family in Midwest America,"
continues to fill these needs. And in so serving Midwest families for 19
years, WLS

has gained their confidence ... a confidence that extends also

to advertised products associated with our name.
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White"
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Business
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Conditions

Map
of Nation's
Business
For 15 consecutive months — December 1941 thru
February 1943 — Tulsa and its northeastern Oklahoma Magic Empire Market has stayed "in the white"
(above average) on the Nation's Business Magazine
map of business conditions. It is one of the but four
or five areas in the entire country to be so consistently
rated. It is definitely an "above average" market.
ir'.i!

6V
OKLAHOMA'S

*********

GROWING

\
\ KVOO Daytime
IVi Millivolt Area

A

1943

1

PERMANENT

MARKET

War-Time

Must

This No. 1 permanent market is a war-time must because it
is an established high level income market plus $200,436,000
extra annual payroll created by war projects. Concentrated
in
but 1/3It of
the state's area it is truly Oklahoma's Richest
Market.
has:

OKLAHOMA

1

47.4% of Oklahoma's Retail Sales
(Source: Oklahoma Tax Commission)
51% of the bank deposits in Oklahoma
(Source: Survey by First National Bank of Tulsa)
52.2% of Postal Savings in Oklahoma
(Source: U. S. Post Office)
46.5% of Effective Buying Power in the State
(Source: Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, 1942)

TULSA
MAGIC
EMPIRE

KVOO, Tulsa, Oklahoma
50,000 Watts Day— 25,000 Watts Night
1170 Kilocycles
Edward Petry & Co., National Representatives
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Performance,

USA!

Nationally famous for 17 years — the only continuous four hour
show in America — the only complete program made into a
motion picture — preferred by five out of six listeners to any
other Saturday night show — and now a command performance
U. S. A.!
What is it? Why it's the original Grand Ole Opry, of course.
Not just from the South, not just from the States, not just from
North America, but from all over the world, from American
fighting men and from America's
"Give us the Grand Ole Opry!"

Allies

came

the

request —

The WSM
talent staff, producers of the Grand Ole Opry and four
other network shows, winners of 3 showmanship awards, can
produce

any

type show

for any

product

or audience.

Whether you want to sell to a market whose manufactured products have increased in value 838 per cent faster than the entire
nation in the past half century or to keep your brand name alive
in a market that has enjoyed 42.8 per cent of the nation's population increase in the past 10 years, choose the South, WSM
and
WSM

talent — for a "command

performance"

HARRY

L. STONE, Gen'l Mgr.
OWNED

THE

NATIONAL

'LIFE
NATIONAL

in results.

AND

NASHVILLE,

OPERATED

MESS
TENNESSEE

BY

AND
ACCIDENT
INSURANCE
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miles can compete with WWL's 50,000
watt, clear channel signal. For complete
coverage of the prosperous Deep South,
you need —

^^ZZntsome

genuine NYLON

HOSB

A better buy is KFAB. Fits perfectly over the farm and small town
markets throughout Nebraska and
her neighboring states. Won't pop
a runner in anybody's advertising
campaign. For sheer profits, get
NEW

KFAB to give you a "leg up" in this
midwest area. We're rationing
some of our time — but there are
still good availabilities left, for you.

ORLEANS

50,000 WATTS-CLEAR
CHANNEL
The Greatest Selling POWER in the Souths Greatest City
CBS Affiliate — Nat'l Representatives, The Katz Agency, Inc.
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DON

SEARLE — Gen'l Mgr.

Ed Petry & Co., Nat'l Rep.
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With

Amnesia

FORGET-ME-NOTS

. . . our

sumer .. . out-of-sight

composite
always

con-

did mean

that's liable to mean

for you in post-war

out-of-pocket

days if your product

is partly or wholly

removed

from

And

consumers.

by the

nots!"
and

"Say

Say it with

it with

forget-me-

wartime

advertising

especially wartime

of-si<jht need

never

radio.

mean

For

it's no

coincidence

are BLUE.

Am-

nesia's shopping bag for the duration.
answer?

way,

that forget-me-nots
Because

The

BLUE!

. . . if you stay within hearing of Amnesia and her 130,000.000 forgetful
fellow

out-of-mind.

And

ARE

out-

out-of-mind

. . . with

the fast-growing
its aggressive

ing policies . . . and

Blue

Network

audience

build-

its efficient coast-

to-coast

coverage

. . . can

wartime

message

into more

carry
homes

dollar than any other national

GROWTH

IN BLUE

TIME

per

medium.

is
WARTIME

your

SALES

IN 1942 sponsors spent
more on the Blue Network22 7%
than in 1941. Here are
percentage gains lv
quarters.
And the trend is still trending! This February, BLUE
evening commercial quarter hours numbered 70
against 53 a year before.
In that period, the BLUE
was the ONLY network to
gain in total commercial
quarter hours.

A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE

SONOVOX PIONEERS
Allied Mills, Inc. (Wayne Feeds)
Louis E. Wade, Inc

American Chicle Co. (Black Jack Gum)
Badger and Browning & Hersey, Inc.
American
Salvage Committee
Scrap Drive)
( Steel Industries
McCann Erickson, Inc.
Bismarck Hotel
Corp.
Smith, Benson & McClure, Inc.
Buick Motors Division, General Motors
Arthur Kudner, Inc.
Chicago,
St. Paul cV
PacificMilwaukee,
R. R.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.
Chick Bed Company (Chick Bed Litter)
The W. D Lyon Co.
Colgate-Palmolive Peet Company

Listen,

(Vel,
Ward Palmolive
Wheelock) Co.
Delaware, Lackawanna d> Western
Coal Co.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Emerson Drug Company (Bromo-Seltzer)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
and Dobler P.O.N.
(Feigensp
Beers
and anAles)
margarita-I've

The first man who ever succeeded
certainly no golden-tongued
of his low-browed

Invented

Speech!

in getting an idea over with speech was

orator. Still, he was surely a long way ahead

friends whose means

of communication

were limited to

fists and clubs!
And so it is with Sonovox.

After nearly two years of constant work with

Sonovox, we know that we've only just begun to realize its possibilities in
conveying thought through Talking and Singing Sound. But in the meantime, Sonovox users are still a long way ahead of those advertisers whose
commercials

are limited to ordinary dimensions.

other commercials do you remember

. . . For instance, what

quite so well as the Lifebuoy foghorn,

the W oodbury singing violins, and the Bromo-Seltzer talking train?

Sonovox

is a new and basic art— a new

means

of expressing thought. Ten

years from now you will be using Sonovox, in the proper place, as a matter
of course. But in the meantime, the pioneers at the right are cashing the extra
dividends that always accrue to the foresighted. Why don't you join them?

Feltman-Curme Shoes
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
Forum Cafeterias of America
R.J. Potts-Calkins & Holdenjnc.
Griesedieck-Western Brewery Co.
(Stag Beer)
Maxon, Inc.
Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
(Fould's Macaroni Products)
Campbell-Ewatd Co., Inc.
Chr. Hansen Laboratory, Inc.
(Junket Quick Fudge Mix)
Mitchel Faust Advertising Company
Andrew Jergens Co.
(Woodbury's Products)
Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.
Lever Brothers Co. (Lifebuoy Soap)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Seabees (U. S. Navy, Construction
Office of Civilian Defense (Region Six)
Pabst Sales Company (Pabst Beer)
Warwick & Legler, Inc.
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.
(Taystee Bread, Grennan Cakes)
Radio Station KOMA, Oklahoma City
broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra (in all
Shell Oil Company, Inc.

WRIGHT-SONOVOX,
"Talking
CHICAGO
FREE
t

trankhn 6373
.
CH,CFrankHn
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and

NEW

Singing

YORK

INC., Exclusive

....

INC

Sound"
HOLLYWOOD

National

J. Walter Thompson Co.
U. S. Treasury Dept.
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
(Cross Your Fingers)
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.
(Thank Your Lucky Stars)
Velie-Ryan, Inc. (Nesbitt's California
Orange Drinkl

Representatives

Plaza 3-41
Y™KS
^7 Park A ve ':
31SAN FRANCISCO:
lllS»tter
Sutter 435
Gordon
3 HOLLYWOOD:
Palmer Bldg.
Gladstone „„N.
394
9 ATLANTA:Main32a 5667
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Donates

Radio
71,570,000

$86,900,000

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

to

in Time,

$15,330,000

INDUSTRY'S

in

Talent
IADIO has donated $86,900,00 worth of time and talent

WARTIME

CONTRIBUTION

Network Allocation Plan

Time
$19,820,000

Talent Total
$ 8,580,000 $28,400,000

Station Announcement Plan
Government Transcriptions on Local Stations
Local War Progams Initiated by stations
TOTAL

12,350,000
7,740,000 „' „„
15,000,000 2,250,000 17,250,000
$15,330,000 $86,900,000
$71,570,000

the

U.

S.

000,000, computed on the same
basis used to total the Network
Allocation Plan contribution.
These programs, which expressly
indicated a desire to handle special
war messages, involved facilities
valued at $9,500,000, and talent at
$3,500,000.
A yardstick survey of 30 stations
was used to arrive at a figure on
radio's dollar contribution under
the station announcement plan.
This study indicated a weekly net
valuation of almost $250,000, or
$12,350,000 annually. No talent
charge is involved in this item.
OWI figured that all U. S. stations would carry more than 400,000 quarter-hours of Government
transcriptions in a year. Applying
an average rate that was weighted
to allow for day and night fees, a
figure of $10,000,000 was accepted.
This however, was reduced by the
Government crediting a 25% discount for volume, thus leaving a
net value of $7,740,000. Of course,
no talent charge is allowed for
these transcriptions.
The total for the Feature Series
Plan contributions was based on
an estimate of sustaining program

or OWI war messages, the
)WI Radio Bureau said Friay in an official summary of
rate in making transcriptions, and of all night-time network broadroadcaster-Government Feaconetwork programs used by OWI casts, the Radio Bureau explains,
for
tur
e S which would ordinarily be on a and about one-tenth of daytime
e
peration in bringing war
Spec in- ries
In estimating that this time
l As sustaining basis. They represent the shows.
ormation to the public. iaOf
sigfirst public effort on OWI's part to is worth $19,820,000, the Radio
nme
allowance was
cautions,
his total, $71,570,000 was
nt how it arives at such figures Bureau
show
programs,
sustaining
for
made
as the $64,000,000 radio contributation time, with $15,330,Mr. Davis when Talent costs were computed on an
by
mentioned
tion
100 for talent.
for nighttime
of 33%
in- estimate
he appeared before the Petrillo
7,1
The statement is an expla60,
25% for daytime proand
shows
vestigation early last fall.
The estimates are based 9,on
grams,
000
500radio
tation of the round $90,000,,00 1,
0
operations
for
0
a year's period
0
Station Originations
100 figure for radio, used by
under OWI's allocation activities. 3,500,000
,000 8.
)WI Chief Elmer Davis
0 1l60 biggest radio contribuSecond
and
all Treasury
include
They
3-,000 comes from local war
other operations, since OWI must tion to OWI
Wednesday in explaining to
0.0™
all Government programs initiated by individual
of
programs
clear
he public how his organizastations. Using a 30-station sample,
agencies.
ation had mobilized hundreds of
The Network Allocation Plan in- and estimating that 40% of these
trillions of dollars worth of private
volves a time gift of $19,820,000, programs are night, and 60% day,
apital to spread war information
OWI says. Talent would cost an- OWI arived at an annual estimate
hrough established media (story
other $8,580,000, resulting in a to- for 875 commercial stations of $15,\n this page ) .
tal of $28,400,000 under that single 000,000 for time and $2,250,000 for
facilities, which indicated an anactivity.
talent.
Time and Talent
nual value of $7,160,000. Talent on
Assignment Plan
Special
The
messages
war
OWI-scheduled
this, $1,000,000, was based on a
Gifts were broken down to show
utilize slightly less than one-fourth results in an additional gift of $13,15% talent appropriation.
ime and talent contributed under
Six types of Radio Bureau activties: Network Allocation Plan;
Special Assignment Plan; Feature
Series Plan; Station AnnounceMedia
of
Cooperation
Praises
Davis
ment Plan; Government transcriptions on local stations; Local War
lished means of information.
Lashes Back at Critics
informing the people can best be
Programs initiated by stations.
(A new flare-up involving OWI
through established media, and
done
1 The report shows that OWI is
occurred in the House Wednesday
By Reviewing Work
that the main task of a Governusing one out of every four netwhen Rep. Harness (R-Ind.), a
ment office of information is to
Of
the
OWI
Work night programs; that local
member of the Military Affairs
secure the cooperation of these
programs originated by individual
Subcommittee
studying
draft
deBLUNTLY hitting back at the
media and to give them the material
stations form the second largest
ferments of Government workers,
"
third attack within ten days on acand information they require.
part of radio's gift for the war;
Radio has made available $90,attacked OWI for sending "outtivities of his organization, OWI
that U. S. stations will carry more
dated" information on its deferChief Elmer Davis said radio,
000,000 worth of air time and
jthan 400,000 quarter-hours of Govments to Rep. Taber (R-N.Y.).
the Davis statement said, at
talent,
press, advertisers, motion pictures
ernment transcriptions in a year.
OWI explained Rep. Taber was
little cost to the Government. A
aware that the figures were not
OWI's figures for time and talent
and magazines have matched OWI's
system has been established for
show a total gift of $28,400,000
$9,000,000 domestic budget with exnew, but had accepted them to save
use of this time and talent
orderly
penditures totaling hundreds of
under the Network Allocation Plan ;
the expense of a new survey.) [See
(see separate story).
millions
of
dollars
to
carry
war
inDeferment Hearings on p. 30.]
7$13,000,000 from the Special Asformation tothe people.
Caustically remarking that Consignment Plan; $8,160,000, Feature
gressmen who criticize OWI in
Media Cooperation
Series Plan; $12,350,000 Station
The Davis statement was inprint are seldom the ones that
Announcement Plan; $7,740,000,
tended to prove that OWI already
bother to investigate what actually
"If
OWI
were
to
attempt
to
do
transcriptions on local stations;
is doing what Rep. Ditter (R-Pa.)
goes on, Mr. Davis supplemented
the entire job of war information
had criticized it for not doing. Mr.
and $17,250,000, local programs
by
itself,
it
would
require
a
budget
his prepared statement at his Wed-a
Ditter had suggested that OWI be
initiated by stations.
nesday news conference with
Although the figures were only
pared to a directing committee to
comment that there was no record
of many hundreds of millions," Mr.
estimates, careful allowances were
decide propaganda policy, with
Davis said. "OWI believes, and will
of Mr. Ditter attemping to find out
made for such items as volume
continue to believe that the job of
actual execution left to the estab(Continued on Page 53)
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Petrillo

Takes

Don

His
Martin

Time

on

With

Recorders

The AFM czar previously had
turned down a proposal for a meeting in New York March 24. This
followed the flat rejection by the
AFM International Board of proposals for immediate lifting of the
ban, in effect since Aug. 1.
Industry representatives, chagrined over Petrillo's tactics, were
to meet in New York Saturday
(March 27) to discuss the forthcoming conference and perhaps decide whether to forego it entirely
in the light of the AFM attitude.
'Labor Dispute' Ruling
Meanwhile, another 30-day postponement— from March 29 until
April 28— in the filing of the AFM
answer to the second anti-trust suit
against the union, based on the
recording issue, was sought last
Friday in Chicago by Joseph A.
Padway, AFM general counsel.
Favorable action was regarded as
automatic, since the Anti-Trust
Division has interposed no objection.
The Government contends in its
complaint that the ban is impeding the war effort and that many
small broadcast stations will fall
by the wayside if it continues. The
original suit last fall was dropped
by Federal District Judge John P.
Barnes in Chicago as a "labor dispute"— a view upheld by the Supreme Court in a per curiam ruling.
Counter Proposal
On March 19, the transcription
and recording industry spokesmen
asked Mr. Petrillo to reopen negotiations in New York the following
Wednesday. The AFM
leader
countered with the proposal that
the meeting be held in Boston
April 12. At a loss to understand
why Boston was suggested when
AFM headquarters are in New
York where the record companies
also are located, the industry
spokesmen objected to the unnecessary travel.
"Well, my boys have had to
travel around a lot to meet you,"
the AFM head was reported as having replied, "so there's no reason
you shouldn't move." Petrillo subsequently suggested the meeting in
New York on April 15. When asked
the reason for the delay he was
said to have replied:
"Well, you fixed the place so I'll
fix the time."
Misgivings were expressed by
several recording industry repre10
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MARTIN CODEL, publisher of Broadcasting, is on indefinite
leave of absence and has accepted an overseas assignment with the
American Red Cross. His arrival in North Africa was reported
last week. He will be Red Cross director of public information for
that military theatre, serving under Red Cross Commissioner William Stevenson. ,
Sol Taishoff, editor, has assumed the executive direction of
Broadcasting.
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Broadcasters
Apply
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WMC

Compliance
Proposed

Schedules

Named

As
KGO
Manage!
Takes Over Direction April ill
Don Gilman Announces
DON SEARLE, general managJ
of KOIL-KFAB, Omaha-Lincoll
has been named general manag?!
of KGO, BLUM
San Francisco all
April 5,
filiate,
effebyc t Dc|
i vl

Meeting

Postpones Conference Until
April 15; Suit Delay Asked
EVIDENTLY determined to bring
the transcription and recording industry to its knees and force acceptance of a "fixed fee" royalty
proposal as the basis for settlement
of the recording strike, James C.
Petrillo, president of the American
Federation of Musicians, last week
set April 15 as the new date for
further discussion.
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Codel

Searle

or

to Local

Officers for Exemption
power director. The result of such
BROADCASTERS and other emconferences, it has been found, is
ployers in 37 critical labor shorta clearer understanding of the
age areas listed by the War Manchanges the director will expect,
power Commission must file proand of the steps involved.
posed operating schedules or appliIn some cases, the broadcasters
cations for exemption from the 48have
learned that although they
hour week with their regional manmay not be able to operate on a
power director by April 1, or be
considered as not conforming to the
48-hour week, adjustments are still
necessary. The original order for
wartime work-week regulations.
the wartime work-week states that
Indication that WMC
would
it shall be 48 hours, or if this is
stand firm on its longer work -week
impractical, the greatest number
order was offered Thursday when
of hours less than 48 which is
regional directors were notified
feasible.
that employers who had not filed
schedules for operations on 48
Burden of proof that the 48hours would be expected to propose
hour week is impractical in a particular radio station will rest on
other adjustments, or seek exemption from the Presidential Order
the individual management, NAB
advised its members last week on
by April 1. Failure to conform to
the basis of discussions with the
the longer week may cost the station the right to hire help or to
War Manpower Commission. It is
claim deferments from Selective
now clear, NAB said, that WMC
Service.
will not grant a blanket exemption
Industry leaders are finding that
to the radio industry or any other
industry.
radio's adjustment to the longer
week can be eased if all stations
The NAB discussion with WMC
in a critical area will arrange a
occurred after Joseph L. Miller, dijoint conference with their manrector of Labor Relations, had prepared a report on the possibilities
of adjusting radio to the longer
sentatives as to whether further
week to save labor and alleviate
discussions, under existing circumnew hiring. The report, covering
stances, would be of any value.
14 stations in Washington, BaltiWhile April 15 is the date now set,
more and Springfield, Mass., showed
there was some thought that a prethat the peculiar nature of station
liminary meeting with Petrillo
operations, with peaks, and unpremight be sought to ascertain
dictable crises, made a general 48whether further direct overtures
hour week impractical.
should not be made to the GovernProblems Involved
ment— probably the War Labor
Board, in view of the fact that the
Despite this testimony, however,
impasse already has been held
NAB said the WMC feels that in
legally to be a labor dispute.
many cases technicians and generThe week's conversations with
al office help can shift to the long
the AFM head were carried on by
week. WMC recognized that talent
former Judge Lawrence A. Morris,
and executives presented a more
general counsel of RCA Victor, as
difficult problem.
spokesman for the industry comAn NAB letter advised station
mittee. It was indicated that the
managers in critical labor shortage
AFM International Board might be
areas that they would have to
convened for the new discussions,
justify
a work-week of less than
if they are held.
48 hours to obtain WMC approval
The recording industry has exfor hiring after April 1. Some sugpressed its unalterable opposition
gested points which NAB said manto the proposal that a tax be levied
agers might consider in appealing
on each recording, with the money
to regional directors are :
to be paid into an AFM relief fund.
Comparatively small size of
Suge-estions for an alternative soluunits of personnel; few opportunition have been advanced in the hope
ties to interchange duties; variable
of brinein<? about an early resumption of manufacture of musical
nature of radio's work week;
records and transcriptions.
"peak loads"; skeleton force enBROADCASTING

Gilman, vice-prel
ident in charJ
of the BLUEl
Pacific division.!
In addition I
managin g t h I
Omaha and Li J
coin stations, Mi
Mr. Searle
Searle is managtl
of KFOR, Lincoln, and co-own<]
with Herb Hollister of KANll
Wichita, and KMMJ, Grand Islanl
Neb. A veteran of the radio hi
dustry, Mr. Searle was an execij
tive in the petroleum field when ll
entered radio in 1924, organizinj
operating KOIL. From
19&I
through 1937 he was general mail
ager of WIBW, Topeka.
In announcing the appointment
Mr. Gilman termed it "anothci
example of the pioneering charat
teristic of San Francisco," addin
that "both the city and KGO ai
growing and will continue to gro*
In selecting Mr. Searle as gener:
manager
the weBLUE's
outle
there we for
believe
have chose
the man best qualified to foster tl
station's
Born ingrowth."
Council Bluffs, la., Oc
5, 1899, Don Searle attended tl
U. of Iowa and served in the Arm'
Air Corps in World War I. He b>'
gan his business career with tr|
Mona Motor-Oil Co., then owne
by the Searle family, and entere
radio when the company decide
to build a station, KOIL, to pn
mote its petroleum products ad
named him as manager.
Lorillard Baseball
FIRST baseball broadcast of tj
spring season to be sponsored b
P. Lorillard Co., New York, fc
Old Golds, will be heard on WHf]
New York, April 2 when Re;
Barber describes the pre-seasc
exhibition games of the Dodger!
Lorillard will sponsor 154 home ar
away games
the Dodger!
Agency
is J. played
Walter byThompson
C||
New York.
hances danger of breakdowns; m||
ion "made work" contract restri«
tions on full use of manpower; oil
ligation to employ a staff orchestra
Heinz

Test

AS TEST promotion for its line (jj
baby foods, H. J. Heinz Co., Pitts!
burgh, on April 5 will sponsor Thj
Baby Institute, a five-weekly su|
tainer on the BLUE since last Dl
cember. Jessie Stanton, consulting
director of the Harriet Johns*
Nursing School, is m.c. of the pro
gram, which for Heinz will be dj
an institutional nature, with thj
idea of keeping its famous nam
before the public while baby food
are rationed. Agency is Maxon Inc|
New York.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Conflict
And

BWC-FCC
vNPOWER Chief Paul V. Mctt has been asked to explain the
ition of his organization on the
intainance of broadcasting stalls. The request was forwarded
FCC Chairman James L. Fly,
0 pointed out that recent Selec1 Service statements indicate
t local draft boards have been
horized to decide for themselves
ich stations in a community are
essary for the war effort.
Jr. Fly feels that such actions
the part of draft boards may
flict with the authority of the
C and the BWC, which have
n granted sole power to decide
ich communication services are
ential. He admits that local
ft boards are autonomous, and
general have done a satisfacy job, but feels the War Manver Commission should implent measures protecting essential
,n so that all stations will conue to operate.
Conflict in Views
The letter from Mr. Fly resulted
m an appeal by a metropolitan
w York station informed by Seiive Service that although radio
nmunications is essential, no
rticular station need necessarily
essential to the war effort. Mr.
/ said that even should the War
mpower Commission chief exin that this does not mean draft
irds are free to choose an esltial station among competing
al outlets he feels new steps are
ided to protect broadcasting opitions.
What relief, if any, is possible,
Fly could not say. In the light
Washington developments it apred last week that if radio were
get special protection, it would
getting favors that other esltial
industries were being de•d.
'Maj. Gen. Lewis P>. Hershey, dirtor of Selective Service, bluntly
ote Rep. Talbot (R.-Pa.), that
le time is rapidly approaching
ren the armed forces will not be
le to continue sharing available
ung men with essential war instries." He said a campaign has
ig been going on to educate manacturers to employ females, and
p outside Selective Service, "for
purpose of replacing personthat must eventually go to the
med forces."
AB President Neville Miller
d Thursday he was not surprised
the trend toward fewer draft
erments. He stated it was his
inion that Selective Service offiils have been "sympathetic, unptanding and considerate" of the
oblems of broadcasting.
Mr. Miller said his organization
RO

ADC ASTING

to

Clarify

understood that the occupational
bulletins were only advisory, and
could not be mandatory under the
Act. With 6,500 local boards, he
added, it is to be expected that the
quality of their judgment could
not be uniform.
"Meanwhile," Mr. Miller said, "as
NAB has repeatedly advised the
industry, the training wherever
possible of personnel not subject
to induction is the safest course
for stations to follow in meeting
the manpower problem."
Mr. Miller did not comment on
the possibility that draft boards
might eventually decide deferments
by giving a particular station special consideration. In that sense,
his statement was in no way con-

IBEW

Directs

Locals

Stand

on

nected with the apparent conflict
between Mr. Fly and Selective
Service.
New Job Index
Meanwhile last week, the War
Manpower Commission announced
that a new index of jobs already
covered in the previous lists of essential occupations had been distributed for use of the U. S. Employment Service and the Selective
Service Boards.
Approximately 3,000 items are
indexed and divided into manufacturing and non-manufacturing
items. The new list is supposed to
assure easier interchange of information between Draft Boards and
USES.
It is designed to guide

to

Admit

Women

To Meet
Growing
Technician
Shortage
LOCALS of the International
ment of women in certain phases
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
of technical work for the dura(AFL) were notified last Friday
tion. . . "necessary
."
These
arrangements"
by International President Edward J. Brown that they must
were detailed in a "Memorandum
meet the shortage of broadcast
of Understanding" which IBEW
instructed its locals to sign with
technicians either by training
employers before women are addraft-exempt men or providing for
mitted to a studio. The memoranthe employment of women in IBEW
shops.
dum provided that the women
could be employed at studio control
"In view of the present rate at
which broadcast technicians are
work, so long as they did not exceed the number of male techbeing inducted into military servnicians doing that work. Women
ice," Mr. Brown wrote the Broadwere specifically excluded from
cast Technician locals, "each local
studio maintenance, master conunion should promptly take the
trol room, field and transmitter
necessary action to insure the local
operations. They are to receive the
union being able to service the
agreements in its jurisdiction.
prevailing wage after a 60-day
trial period, and are to become
To Get Same Pay
union members.
"This is a manpower problem
which must be met eithe^ by the
local unions recruiting and training
a sufficient number of men who
are considered permanently deferred from the draft ... to meet
employment demands in its jurisdiction, or to work out the necessary arrangements with the employers ... to permit the employ-

An additional provision binds
the employer to replace them with
men within six months after the
cessation of hostilities. Union officials pointed out, however, that this
would have no practical effect,
since the Selective Service Act requires rehiring of war veterans.
Women who accept radio jobs
under the I BEW memorandums

Labor

draft boards in granting deferment, and in addition, to tell USES
which establishments are entitled
to priority in placing new workers,
and which workers may be transferred without disrupting production.
Included in the list, among
others, are producers of combat
material, all communications services and production of communications, transportation, maintainance
of facilities for civilian health,
safety, morale and security, and
maintainance of all governmental
functions concerned with promoting
or facilitating war production.
Criteria used in drawing up the
list, which is merely a restatement
of all that has been said before,
are: Extent to which the item is
directly used for combat purposes;
scarcity of supply; relation of the
product, service or facility to operation of an essential activity;
extent to which it maintains minimum civilian wartime conditions.
will have full union membership,
Lawson Wimberly, IBEW International Representative, told
Broadcasting, marking the first
time the union has admitted
women on equal basis with men.
The International Constitution of
IBEW will be amended to let them
participate in the union retirement
fund and other benefits, he said,
and they will retain their memberships after the war merely by paying their dues.
President Brown told the locals
that in view of recent manpower
developments and the possibility
that military service requirements
will increase, IBEW headquarters
was of the opinion that some formal policy with respect to employment of women should be stated.
He referred to numerous inquiries
from locals, and noted that some
had already accepted applications
from women.
He then mentioned the Memorandum of Understanding which he
said should be completed to outline conditions of employment.
These memorandums are to be approved by the International office
in Washington.
Trial Basis

CELEBRATING NINE successful years on the networks and particularly
the current rating of No. 1 daytime serial, the selling and dramatic forces
back of The Romance of Helen Trent met recently in Chicago (1 to r) :
W. E. Malone Jr., advertising manager of BiSoDol Co., sponsor of the
show; Robert T. Meyers, sales manager; Gill Whitney, male lead; Miss
Trent; R. W. Blades, company vice-president; E. A. Byrne, BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago, agency handling the account.

• Broadcast

Advertising

When a local decides on a plan
of training men, he said, it is understood then that such men are
to be admitted to membership.
Women, on the other hand, are employed on a 60-day trial basis, and
must apply to the union during that
period. The union binds itself to act
on these applications before the
trial period is concluded.
The Memorandum of Understanding provides that the employer shall hire any qualified male provided by the union before hiring
any female. If the union is unable
to supply acceptable males or females, the employer is then free
to employ other females.
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on

Kay

Kyser

Talent

Asked

of His Committee

action in sustain-

ing Kay Kyser's 1-A draft classification, announced last week in
Raleigh, N. C, is expected to establish precedent in future applications of entertainers for deferment
from military service.
Effect of induction of top entertainers was problematical and
while official comments were not
forthcoming, except from Elmer
Davis, director of the Office of War
Information, there was considerable industry talk about the future
of the OWI Committee of 25, headed by Mr. Kyser.
Several months ago the OWI
sought deferment for eight members of the committee, all OWI consultants— Mr. Kyser, Freeman Gosden (Amos 'n' Andy), Edgar Bergen, Nelson Eddy, Bob Hope,
Harold Joseph Peary (The Great
Gildersleeve), Lanny Ross and Red
Skelton. Three months ago, however, the OWI ceased asking deferments for consultants, although
if local draft boards requested information as to the usefulness on
the home front of registrants such
information had been supplied.
Appeal to President
Mr. Kyser's local draft board at
Rocky Mount, N. C, had been apprised of his work for the OWI and
other Government agencies. When
he was classified 1-A an appeal was
filed with North Carolina State
Selective Service Headquarters.
That body sustained the 1-A classification and an appeal was taken
to the President.
Mr. Kyser denied on the West
Coast that he had filed an appeal
and official sources declined to disclose the name of those who had
asked his deferment. Meantime
the orchestra leader and m.c. of the
NBC College of Musical Knowledge
announced that he is "ready to do
what my Government wants me to
do".
John Coley, chairman of the
Rocky Mount board which refused
to defer the chairman of the OWI
Committee, said last week he was
uncertain as to when Mr. Kyser
would be inducted. It appeared
likely, however, that he would be
called up late in April or early
May.
Mr. Davis, before the President's appeals board decision was
made public, openly favored Mr.
Kyser's deferment. OWI had
backed up the appeal on the
grounds of his doing important
work. Following announcement that
the band leader must enter military
service, despite his 37 years, Mr.
Davis issued the following statement:
"The Office of War Information
in the past requested the deferment
of eight leading radio stars because
. Kerch
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in Three

WPB,

Months

of 25

they were also serving as consultants to the OWI, helping us to
develop the mechanics of using
radio programs to disseminate war
information and helping us to enlist the services of other radio
stars and programs. The demands
of war and the need for fighting
men have become so acute that for
a period of three months now the
OWI has not been requesting such
deferments and will not do so in the
future.
"There can be no question of
the patriotism of the nation's entertainers. Many will not be called
to military service because of physical disqualifications and for other
reasons. I am sure that these who
remain in civil life will continue
to render the valuable service they
have in the past in entertainment
of troops, in selling war bonds and
in helping us to explain many war
programs to the public. In this war,
as in the last, the record of America's actors and artists, both in the
armed forces and in civilian life,
will rank with the best."
Latest Hooper rating for the
College o f Musical Knowledge, was
19.4, with an estimated audience
of 12,410,000. Those who favored
deferment for the radio star pointed out that when he goes off the air
to enter service that audience will
be lost.
Since Mr. Kyser is over age for
combat duty there was some question as to his niche in the military
service. It was generally agreed
that the Army probably would place
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Output

May
Be
Altered
To
Meet
Wants
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Deferment

Cell

Hints

and

able Goods Division Friday, wit'l
arelief
promise
"some measure
can that
be anticipated
througfo|
readjustment and rescheduling o|

DOTTED LINE STUFF, with
Garry Moore (left) and Howard
Petrie (right) signing for the new
Camel series that started March 25.
Thomas D. Luckenbill, vice-president and radio director of William
Esty Co., agency for R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., watches. Jimmy Durante and Xavier Cugat and orchestra appear on the new series
of which Mr. Moore is m.c. and Mr.
Petrie, announcer.
him in charge of a band to entertain soldiers. Since Army regulations prohibit military personnel
from participating in private enterprise, itappeared that his radio
broadcast probably will be concluded when he is inducted.
Serving with him on the OWI
Committee of 25 have been Abbott
& Costello, Goodman Ace, Fred
Allen, Amos V Andy (Mr. Gosden
and Chai-les Correll), Jack Benny,
Mr. Bergen, Maj. Bowes, Bob
Burns, Burns & Allen, Eddie Cantor, Bing Crosby, Mr. Eddy, Clifton Fadiman Jean Hersholt, Mr.
Hope, Andre Kostelanetz, Fibber
McGee & Molly (James and Marion
Jordan), Frank Morgan, Mr.
Peary, Edward G. Robinson, Kate
Smith, Mr. Skelton, Fred Waring
and Mr. Ross.
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of Shortage;

Some Sets Out of Operation
By DOUGLAS B. GRANT
News Editor, WMT, Cedar Rapids, la.
MANY of the nation's 10 million
rural radio listeners are on the
verge of being cut off from radio
service pecause they can't buy replacement batteries for their receivers. Probably never before has
radio service meant so much to
farmers as now, with the whole
world depending on American
farm production, and with the
possible outcome of the war hinging on it.
Rationing Plans
Thus, the special radio services
to farmers such as market reports,
weather bulletins and latest Government regulations have become
tremendously vital. Yet, ironically,
these radio services already have
been denied thousands of farmers
whose batteries have gone dead.
At WMT we have been working
with the War Production Board
and the Dept. of Agriculture for

of Shortage

May Revamp Production
OFFICIAL recognition of th
shortage of dry cell batteries wal
given by the WPB Consumers Duil

WANTED

Dealers

Cognizant

several weeks. While no definite
plans have been announced, WMT
has been assured by L. L. Needier,
in charge of farm supplies for the
Dept. of Agriculture, that plans
are under way for the rationing
of these batteries. He also advised
that the WPB believes it can allow
an increase in production of farm
radio batteries if the Department
will undertake the responsibility
of rationing them. This the Department has agreed to do and the
mechanics of setting up battery rationing are being worked out.
This will be good news to every
station with a rural audience, for
battery radios are more widespread
among farm listeners than is usually realized. In the WMT primary
area which includes eastern Iowa
and adjacent portions of Minnesota,
Wisconsin and Illinois, rural electrification has made more progress
than in most other parts of the
country. Yet, in Iowa, on June 30,
(Continued on page 48)
BP* o a:

TING

Admitting
that the need is acute
battery
production".
particularly in areas where radi
reception depends solely on batter
sets, WPB asserted that in sonii
regions reports indicate that a
many as one-third of farm batter
radios are inoperative. Moreovei
WPB said, replacement of batterj
operated sets in areas supplied wit
electric power has not matched is
creased use of battery types i
non-electrified areas.
Rural Listening Increases
Despite this statement, howevei
officials had nothing to say abou
the possibilities of immediate pre
duction of dry cells. A plan sug
gested by the Office of Civilia
Supply is understood to have bee
held up until it can be certai
that materials are available.
The statement from the Cofi
sumers Durable Goods asserte
that in the last two years, averag
daily listening time in rural ares
jumped three to five hours, in
posing an additional drain at th!
very time that production of battel
ies was sharply reduced. Wa:
weather and farm news is credite
for this increased use of radio.
Actual increase in production t
alleviate the battery pinch depend
on a temporary lag in other ba
tery requirements, mostly militar;
which would permit a transfer c
facilities and materials to civilia
use. The battery industry has m«
and is meeting military and othe
war requirements 100%, WPB e:
plained, and has maintained i1
manpower and production facilitid
so that it is prepared to resuirj
additional civilian battery produ*
tion whenever the raw materis
situation makes this possible.
WPB explained that diversic:
of raw material to war-essentis
uses has largely accounted for d|
creased production of radio battel
ies. In the last several month
production has been at a rate (j
less than 200,000 monthly.
Before the war, WPB said, prJ1
duction was 4,500,000 a year, fd
2,200,000 sets. The current rate C
production would result in onl
2,400,000 for a total of 3,200,0tj
sets now in rural homes.
For this reason, WPB warns tha
whatever increase in production
arranged, owners will have to coijj
serve their batteries. They are ac
vising the rural radio listener t
operate his set only to hear pa:;
ticular programs, to avoid lonjj
continuous radio operation, and t
take conservation measures.
o Breeder
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BOTH STATIONS and programs
received recognition in the third
annual George Foster Peabody
Awards, which were officially announced last week, following meetings of the Peabody board in New
York, by Dean John E. Drewry of
the Henry W. Grady School of
Journalism, University of Georgia,
and the NAB, joint administrators
of the awards.
Actual presentation of the
awards will be made by Dr. S. V.
Sanford, chancellor of the University System of Georgia, at the
NAB War Conference in Chicago,
April 26-29.
Known as the "Pulitzer Prizes"
of radio, this year's citations were
selected by the Peabody board members on the basis of "distinguished
and meritorious public service and
outstanding excellence." Last year's
awards placed particular emphasis
on program merit, while the 1941
awards were based on station merit.
Outstanding Performance
The 1943 winners, based on performance in 1942, are:
Charles Collingwood, CBS correspondent, for "outstanding reporting of the news".
The Man Behind the Gun, CBS,
for "outstanding entertainment in
drama".
The Standard Symphony, NBC
Pacific Coast, for "outstanding entertainment inmusic".
Afield With Ranger Mac, weekly
series on WHA, Madison, Wis., for
the "outstanding educational program".
Our Hidden Enemy — Venereal
Diseases, transcribed series on
KOAC, Corvallis, Ore., for "outstanding public service program by
a local station — 1,000 watts or
under".
The Home Front, weekly program on WCHS, Charleston, W.
Va., for "outstanding public service program by a regional station
— up to 10,000 watts".
Established in 1941, the Peabody
Radio Awards are designed as a
memorial to the late George Foster
Peabody, benefactor and life trustee of the University of Georgia,
and to perpetuate his memory by
giving educational recognition to
meritorious service by broadcasters.
Winners are selected from entries submitted by stations throughout the country by a national advisory board, individual members
of which have made special studies
of programs in the various categories. A digest of recommendations is also supplied the board by
a faculty committee of the U. of
Georgia.
Members of the board include:
John H. Benson, president, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies;
Page
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Drama

Dr. Ralph Casey, director, School
of Journalism, U. of Minnesota;
Jonathan Daniels, editor, Raleigh
(N. C.) News and Observer; Mark
Ethridge, vice-president and general manager, Louisville Courier Journal and Times; Joseph Henry
Jackson, literary editor, San Francisco Chronicle ; Waldemar
Kaempffert, science editor, New
York Times; Alfred A. Knopf, publisher, New York; Dr. I. Keith
Tyler, director of Evaluation of
School Broadcasts, Ohio State U.;
Mrs. Marjorie Peabody Waite,
president of "Yaddo", artists and
writers foundation, and daughter
of George Foster Peabody; Edward Weks, editor, Atlantic Monthly; Earl Glade, chairman of the
NAB code compliance committee,
and Dr. S. V. Sanford, chancellor,
University System of Georgia.
The citations, as summarized by
the board, follow:
"Award for outstanding reporting of the year goes unanimously
to Charles Collingwood of CBS
who, with the tools of inference,
indignation and fact, has conveyed
to us through the screen of censorship an understanding of the troublesome situation in North Africa.
Tribute to Men in Action
"Award

for the outstanding entertainment in drama goes to the
new program entitled The Man Behind the Gun on CBS, brilliantly
written by Ranald R. MacDougall
and authentically produced by William Northrup Robson, for a timeliness, a racy dialogue and a vivid
sound effect which intensify our
appreciation of what the men in
action are up against.
"Award for outstanding entertainment in music goes to The
Standard Symphony, NBC Pacific
Coast Network. This is a program
now in its 15th year which has
performed the double service of
bringing the world's great music to

Award*
Peabody
were prepared by Dr. CharL
Baker, a leading syphologist, ft
CREDIT KENTUCKY U.
the U. of Kentucky. KOAC has ti
Says KOAC, Learning of
distinction of being the first to a
cept this courageous series.
Peabody Award
For Regional Station
"ALL CREDIT goes to U. of Kentucky where transcriptions were
"Award for outstanding publ
made," Allan Miller, program manservice by a regional station go>
ager of KOAC, Corvallis, Ore.,
to WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., c
wired Broadcasting last week as
recommendation of the U. of Geo
Peabody radio awards were angia
faculty committee, for the pr
nounced. Cited for its public servgram The Home Front — a twic
ice feature, Your Hidden Enemy —
Venereal Diseases, KOAC explained
weekly feature which has create
and maintained morale by provl
that the courage displayed in running this series was no more than
ing authoritative answers to liste:
should be expected of a state-owned
er questions dealing with the mo
educational station.
perplexing of public problems .
A series of ten straight talks by
a community at war. Managing d
Dr. Charles Baker of the Fayette
rector of the station is Howard
County Public Health Clinic, LexChernoff.
ington, Ky., the program was arranged under the supervision and
In making this award the Pe
direction of Elmer Sulzer, publicity
body board has been guided by tl
and radio director of Kentucky U.
U. of Georgia faculty committ*
Its purposes are (1) to acquaint
the public with detection of veneon Last
preliminary
selections."
year, the
winners of tl
real diseases, and (2) to indicate
Peabody
Awards
were Alfred Wa
the course of action to be taken
lenstein, MBS music director; Ch
where diseases are detected.
cago Roundtable of the Air, NB<
for education; Against the Ston
adult listeners along the Pacific
NBC, and The Bill of Rights Ij
Coast and of providing delightful
Norman Corwin, broadcast on a
programs of interpretation to 4,700
networks, for drama; Cecil Brow
schools.
CBS correspondent, for reporting
"Award for the outstanding eduand
international shortwave broai
cational program goes to WHA,
casters for public service by ind
Madison, Wis., for its splendid sevidual stations.
ries on natural science and conserThe first year of the award
vation entitled Afield with Ranger
1941,
citations went to CBS ft
Mac. Originated by the Wisconsin
networks; WLW, Cincinnati, ft
School of the Air, ably and accurlarge stations; WGAR, Clevelam
ately presented by Wakelin Mcfor medium stations, and KFR1
Neel, chief of the Junior Forest
Columbia, Mo., for small station
Rangers, this series sets an exElmerwasDavis,
also
cited now
that OWI
year directo1
for h]
lowed. ample which should be widely fol"terse,
incisive
and
impartial
ri
"Award for outstanding public
service by a local station goes to
porting
of the news".
Descriptions
of the award wi
KOAC, Corvallis, Ore., for the proners follow:
gram Our Hidden Enemy — VeneRadio fame first came to Charl!
real Diseases, which, in the words
Collingwood last November when he a
companied the Allied forces invadit
of the U. S. Surgeon-General 'has
North Africa and was the first nd
made a unique and valuable con(Continued on page £6)
tribution. . . .' These programs
Get

OUTSTANDING RADIO achievements by these men
won Peabody awards last week. Howard L. Chernoff
(left) is managing director of WCHS, Charleston,
W. Va., whose feature The Home Front was cited for
public service. Award for drama entertainment went

to The Man Behind the Gun, whose big-fisted direct1
and producer, William Robson (center, 1), sits Ij
side Author Ranald MacDougall. Winner of the awaj
for news reporting, Charles Collingwood of CBS, rig!
has been covering the African war front for CEjl
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CONTRIBUTIONS

What's

NEW

TO

THE

WAR

EFFORT

with

YOU?
WPAT
ORS

FOR

DOING

LOCAL

seated in one of the country's busiit war work areas, WPAT in Patson, N. J. has developed three pro•ams that are doing a real job for
nele Sam, for war industries and
>r war workers.
One program — "North JerseyWar
Production" — tells which plants
e looking for workers, how to apy for jobs and the kind of woi'k
>en. Material for these half-hour
lily broadcasts is obtained through
irious Government departments,
eluding the W. P. B., the U. S. Emoyment Service and the Civil Servi Commission. The last named
ency reports that the number of
hplicants for jobs in WPAT's tertory jumped from 400 to 1000 a
iy recently as a result of one of
lese programs.
A second program — "North Jer:y Industry Enrolls" — dramatizes
ie vital work being done by nearer plants in turning out many kinds
' equipment for the armed forces.

.THIS

IS THE
builds

THREE

WAR

STAR

INDUSTRIES

In addition, this program cautions
listeners to avoid over-confidence in
an early victory — drives home to
them the danger of spreading rumors— emphasizes the importance
of conservation and salvage of critical materials — urges them to apply
for jobs in war plants in the North
Jersey area.
A third star contribution is
WPAT's series of "Soldiers' and
War Workers' Victory Parties,"
held each Sunday afternoon in an
armory. Attendance tops 8000 each
week. Service men are admitted
free, while the admission fee for
properly identified war workers is
five packs of cigarettes. To date
nearly 250,000 packs have been collected and turned over to the U.S.O.
for distribution. Entertainment has
been furnished by a host of celebrities who have donated their services. On the air for one hour each
Sunday, this program has received
a fine reaction from listeners.

unity

•aining in Southern California point
pit that English people and Amerijpns are working for the same kind
iif Victory. In addition, the program
Ijjrovides music and dramatic
||ketches pointing out how civilians
ijurther America's war effort.
The climax of the program consists of the reading of a letter to a
Jpecific American boy in training
t|fnd the dedication to him of a song
By the guest star.

BROADCASTING

They rolled up sleeves
—and Bond sales !
Down in Nashville, WLAC — utilizing one of the city's biggest department store windows and getting the
cooperation of six civic clubs — sold
$767,000 worth of War Bonds and
Stamps in one four-week period.
That was more than two-thirds of
the
entire county's quota for the
month.

appeared in medieval Greek costumes.

Saved

by KSAL

West-bound over Kansas, a bomber
— so short of gas that two motors
had quit — was unable to find the
Salina air base because of a low
ceiling. At the request of the Wing
Commander, KSAL went on the air
a half-hour before schedule. Locating the field through the station's
signal, the $300,000 plane and its
crew of ten landed safely.
• • •— i
Graybar (Western Electric Distributor in V. S. A.) stands ready to be of
any possible service.
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Must be a lot of folks around Emporia who never lock their doors. A
Kansas railroad man recently collected nearly 11,000 keys — weighing 85 pounds — and turned them
over to KTSW in response to a plea
for scrap key metal!
• • •—

From Dayton, WHIO reports
$100,000 in War Bonds sold in one
day, when Greek organizations cooperated in a giant bond rally, at
which a number of boys and girls

HOUR"

esigned to increase the feeling of
lity among peoples of the Engsh speaking nations, the program
This Is the Hour" is helping to
lild a common understanding. This
•ogram — which originates at KHJ
i Hollywood — is heard over the
Mutual-Don Lee systems, over stajons of the Canadian Broadcasting
orporation and is transcribed for
se on the BBC.
Interviews with R.A.F. cadets in

If your station has done a war
job you are proud of, send
your story to Radio WarGram Editor, Western Electric Co., Room 928, 195 Broadway, New York, N. Y. If suitable, we will use it in one of
this series of War-Grams.

Using the slogan "Savannah
Green Goes to War," station WSAV
sold over $33,000 in War Bonds in
two thirty-minute programs.
Out in El Centro, California, KXO
opened its new Victory Booth — sold
$2700 in Bonds the first day.
And so it goes, all over the country, as big and small stations conVictory.tinue to help pay for the tools of

KSL

localizes

OWI

releases

Working closely with the local OWI
director, KSL of Salt Lake City has
done a fine job in coordinating and
adding a local slant to the Government's morale-building, manpower
and financing programs. Using
scripts prepared by the station, the
KSL Players dramatize the OWI releases most effectively.
• • • ——
Good

KRLD!

Down in Dallas, KRLD's weekly
program
"Texans job.
at War"
— is doing a fine— wartime
Dramatized
experiences of Texans at war all
over the globe, told by the people
themselves, make this series of outstanding local interest. In addition
to keeping people on the home front
informed, it helps to impress on
them their individual responsibilities. Guests on the program come
from all walks of life — the armed
forces, war workers and just plain
John Q. Publics.
• • • — >

How
BULLETIN: On his recent
"Save a Life" day, Rex Davis
— chief announcer of WCKY,
Cincinnati — gave a big hand
to the American Red Cross
Blood Donor Service. A total
of 1468 pints of blood were
pledged during the drive.

work,

Hell Buggies

get their orders
When American tanks roar into battle, they receive information and orders over radio telephones. Western
Electric is supplying much of this
tank radio equipment, as well as
radio for planes, Naval craft and
other communications apparatus for
the armed forces.
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Programming
Executive

Committee

Directors
War

Agenda

NAB

Discusses

Problems

The program directors immediately set about planning active participation in the NAB War Conference in Chicago April 27-29.
Speakers will be invited to address
the program men, and stations will
be urged where possible to have
their program directors attend the
Conference.
After listening to Lewis H.
Avery, NAB director of broadcast advertising, outline the Retail Promotion Committee Plan,
the program directors gave the
plan their whole-hearted approval
and agreed to cooperate with other
NAB committees in the interests
of the industry.
Though the sessions were closed,
it was learned that the program
men tackled their problems with a
view to improvement of programs
generally. Mr. Miller told the committee at the opening session Wednesday that "the program executive committee in its field can
parallel and cooperate with the
work of other NAB committees."
Earl Glade, manager of KSL,
Salt Lake City, and chairman of
the NAB Code Committee, said "it
is in the interest of good programming and service to the public to
be conscious at all times of the
goal which each program is trying
to achieve."
Mr. Avery, reporting on the
sales managers committee, said the
group is "anxious to cooperate with
the program managers committee
to improve commercial programs,
reduce mortality of ill-advised programs and develop new sustaining
ideas for commercial sponsorship."
Willard D. Egolf, assistant to
the president of NAB, told the program directors that the NAB public relations goal is to be known
favorably by the greatest number
of persons.
"This is a challenge to our own
medium, because radio reaches the
greatest number of people," he declared. "We must not mistake the
challenge, however, and use our
facilities for broadcast braggadocio,
pointing at ourselves with pride.
"We must realize that the general good conduct of our programming provides the best opportunity
16

in

of

PROGRAMMING is given an important spot in the setup of the
NAB as a result of a two-day
meeting in Washington last week
of a temporary program directors
executive committee.
At the close of the conference
Thursday, Neville Miller, NAB
president, announced that the temporary group would continue as
the official program directors executive committee for the coming
year. His announcement was in
keeping with the committee's
wishes, expressed in a resolution.
To Attend Conference

Page
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ed that station managers considei
having their chief engineers, pro*
gram directors and sales managers
attend the sessions. Problems affecting them in the conduct of theii
departments will be discussed anc
policies reached, he said. Govern
ment or wartime agency represen
tatives will participate in everj
session.
Mr. Price, in accepting the NAI
invitation, said:
"Station and network manager;!
and staffs are to be congratulate!
on the splendid manner in whicl
they are observing the code of war
time practices for American broad
casters. I welcome the opoortunit:
to address the radio industry oi
the subject of voluntary censor shi]
now in its second successful year:
Chairman Fly notified Presiden

PROGRAMS TO MEET wartime needs were discussed in Washington
March 24-25 at the first meeting of the NAB Program Directors
Executive Committee. Conferees are (seated 1 to r) : Harold Fair,
WHO, Des Moines; Herbert C. Rice, WGR, Buffalo, N. Y.; Neville
Miller, NAB president; Earl Glade, chairman of the NAB Code Committee; Robert Landry, CBS New York. Standing (1 to r) : Roy Harlow, BMI; Tod Williams, WSPD, Toledo; William Adams, WCHS,
Charleston, W. Va.; Robert L. Kennett, WHAS, Louisville; Ray Shannon, KQV, Pittsburgh; C. L. Menser, NBC New York. J. Robert DeHaven, WTCN, Minneapolis, was unable to attend.

Blue

Network

Affiliates

to
Meeting
Prior
BLUE NETWORK affiliates will
hold their second annual session in
conjunction with the NAB War
Conference sessions in Chicago,
meeting at the Palmer House April
26, a day in advance of the industry sessions.
BLUE President Mark Woods
and Executive Vice-President Edgar Kobak, as well as other officials
of the network, are expected to address the affiliates at the afternoon
meeting. Monday morning the
BLUE Network Advisory Committee will meet.
Already aligned as among the
principal speakers at the War Conference April 27-29 are Byron
Price, director of censorship, and
James Lawrence Fly, FCC chairto do a fine public relations job.
Be good to the people. Do good
deeds. Our greatest concern must
center on commercial programs,
because while they undertake to be
good to the people, they ask tbe
people to be good to them, too, and
buy radio-advertised products."
Guide Sought
Roy Harlow, assistant to the general manager of BMI, said the success of BMI program directors
meetings as applied to BMI problems "is significant to the plans being formulated by the program
managers executive committee."
Following a report on program
trends by Paul Peter, NAB director of research, the newly-created
committee recommended that a
study of program trends and influences with a thorough analysis
calculated to make the information
valuable as a guide be made.
With reference to "plug-uglies"
the program directors concluded

Plan

NAB

Chicago

Conference

man. A number of officials of OWI,
including William B. Lewis, associate director of the OWI Domestic
Branch, and Donald D. Stauffer,
chief of the Radio Bureau, are
scheduled for addresses.
Whether other networks and industry groups will hold meetings
during the Chicago sessions is not
yet known, though conversations
are understood to be in progress
regarding the advisability of individual meetings. The advisory committees of NBC and CBS, it is expected, will hold meetings and
there may be a general affiliate
meeting of Mutual stations.
NAB President Neville Miller,
calling the War Conference "a
military assignment," has suggestthat recent complaints have been
personal in nature, not founded in
a knowledge of the medium and
not substantiated by any convincing expression from tbe general
The committee indicated it would
public.
seek a central correlation and distribution outlet of important program ideas and policy information, and work towards a closer relationship between sales managers
and program directors of individual stations. No action was taken
in the small station's problems,
the subject being tabled for further discussion later.
At a luncheon Thursday Lt. Col.
E. M. Radio
Kirby,Branch,
chief spoke
of 'thebriefly
War
Dept.
on Army regulations governing interviews of wounded military personnel. Mr. Glade made a plea for
sympathetic, sensitive handling by
announcers of all casualty interviews.
Guests at the luncheon included
BROADCASTING

Miller he expected to discuss "th
manpower, material and small sta
tion questions, as well as other as
H<
operation."
pects of wartime
commented
the meeting
shoult
prove valuable both to the Govern
ment and industry in providing ai
opportunity "for joint discussioi
of problems confronting wartim.
"More than ever before," said th
broadcasting."
FCC chairman, "it is essential tha
we have a sturdy broadcasting in
dustry because of its important rol
in military and civilian morah
Both the Government and the iiS(
dividual broadcasters are det"*
mined that broadcasting servic
shall be maintained unimpaired,
believe that this meeting will hel;
job." engineer
that NAB
all in doing
us Howard
Frazier,
ing director, last week urged refl

con
from eac'
to attends special
district
NAB
ive engineer
resentat
ference meetings in Chicago. Fo;
those who cannot attend but whj
have problems or suggestions, hj
t
attendan
a "mail
d that
suggestebe
reoort"
filed prior
to April
17 si,
Washington headquarters. Solutio
of these problems, he said, depend!
upon an accurate knowledge a
local conditions and a full exchang
of individual experience among er
William B. Lewis, Don Stauffel
Douglas Meservey and Phili|
Cohen of the OWI ; J. Harold Ryai
gineers."
Eugene Carr, Office of Censoi
and
ship; Capt. Frank Pellegrin, Wa
Dept. Radio Branch; Earl Gan
mons, CBS Washington; Fran
Russell, NBC Washington vied
Text of the resolution adopted bj
president.
the program committee follows : J
WHEREAS. Neville Miller and other off
rials of the NAB have called this meej
ing of Program Managers in WasB
ington, withis the
thatvital
("prir«l
gramming
one stpt»ment
of the most
sponsibilities of the r~dio industry,") !
THEREFORE.
Be it R -solved, that
Program
Managers as Executive
tee
be
continued
oi« of the Commi'
perma
nent committees of NAB.
That it be the purpose of this Commits
to cooperate with and augment the won
of th<! other NAB Com^ittoos in furthej
ing high program standards.
That
our sincere
apprecij
tion we
for express
the admirable
leadership
exent
NAB.
plified by the Code Committee of tn
That time be allotted to the PrograS
Managers
at the NAB
W*x Confer°"c)
for
a discussion
of problems
arisin
tions.
from programming under war cond
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P M

A tingling tune-tour of many lands ... a
melange of mellifluous melody with an
international flavour . . . garnished with
zesty comment (in English) . . . presented,
fittingly, by WHOM — the foremost station
catering to the seven million internationally minded radio listeners in our metropolitan melting pot.
PR

AISE

- A

- POPPIN!

"Champagne
Music is tops . .. I listen regularly."
Mr.
G J., Brooklyn.
"Enjoyed the Russian number tonight . would love
to hear Hungarian music, too." Mrs. D., Bayonne, N. J.
"Find your Champagne Music most enjoyable. Like the
Scandinavian numbers." Mr. H S , New Dorp, S. I.
"Our visiting French sailors enjoyed your program imsely. Ittakes us back to our beloved Paris. Merci!"
M. M.,N. menY.
"Champagne Music is sparkling ... a refreshing change
from the eternal noisy jitterbug stuff." A. M., Brooklyn.
( . . . and many many more!)
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investigate
international

ideal
this
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of
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—
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English.

$119 weekly buys a Va hr. strip across the board — Mon. thru Fri. $42.50 buys 5 announcements across the board — Men thru PrL
WRITE

OR PHONE:

ROADCASTING

WHOM

—

N. Y. Studios & Office 29 W. 57 St. —
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PLaza 3-4204 —

Joseph Lang, Gen. Manager
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Round
Bond
700

- the
Sale

Stations

Planned
to

Give

Over

April 12 to Loan Campaign
FIRST details of individual station
plans for Radio Day, around-theclock Bond selling day on the vast
majority of the nation's stations,
were received by the Treasury last
week. Over 700 stations, together
with the four major networks, have
so far signified they will devote
April 12 to pushing the $13,000,000,000 Second War Loan Campaign.
Stuart Peabody, Borden Co. advertising director who heads promotion for the campaign, said that all
media will cooperate throughout
the month. He added that the Treasury is anxious to avoid recriminations similar to those following
the December campaign when some
Federal Reserve Banks bought
newspaper space. To achieve this
the Treasury has instructed the
banks that no Government expense
money is to be allocated for time
or space.
Reports from New York indicated that many individual banks
and financial organizations were
planning to advertise during the
campaign, but such expenditures
are beyond control of Treasury instructions.
Plans of the first 50 stations replying to Sec. Morgenthau's telegram asking radio's cooperation
[Broadcasting, March 22], were
listed in the Treasury's own War
Bond sales promotion material.
Some mentioned were: WAAT, to
originate programs at Military
Park, Newark; KECA-KFI, Los
Angeles, tie-up with "Ice-Capades";
WCLO, Janesville, Wis., to organize
a Wisconsin network; WSAV,
Savannah, Ga., to cooperate with
five theaters; WKBZ, Muskegon,
Mich., organizing of 1,000 salesmen; KOL, Seattle, All-State Victory Network; Don Lee stations
to cooperate individually and collectively.
WMCA, New York, attempting
to arrange city network; KOA,
Denver, planning statewide campaign, cooperating with other stations and newspapers, featuring
nightly broadcasts by Gov. John
C. Vivian; WHEB, Portsmouth,
N. H., to devote 10 of 14 operating
hours to Bonds; WELI, New Haven, to broadcast numerous rallies
around the clock; WIBW, Topeka,
Kan., featuring 1% minute appeals by state and national leaders; WSLS, Roanoke, Va., to air
talks by veterans of Australian
and Guadacanal campaigns.
Chase Named to CBC
HOWARD B. CHASE Montreal,
vice-grand chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, has
been named by Prime Minister
Mackenzie King to fill one of the
two vacancies on the Board of Governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. His term is for three
years from Nov. 1, 1942. He will
represent labor on the CBC board.
Page
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BASEBALL BRASS HATS got together with radio bigwigs last week
to plan another broadcasting season via facilities of the Yankee Network. Front row we see (1 to r) : John Shepard 3d, general manager,
Yankee Network; Eddie Collins, Red Sox general manager; Joseph R.
Rollins, advertising manager, Atlantic Refining Co., a co-sponsor of the
games; John Quinn, Boston Braves secretary; Les Quailey, N. W. Ayer
sports director; back row (1 to r) W. Wallace Orr, N. W. Ayer
account executive; Linus Travers, executive vice-president, Yankee Network, and Gerald Harrison, network director of stations relations.
FCC

Abolishes

War

Problems

Division;

All Personnel
Absorbed
in Other
Units
HEEDING the suggestion of the
sirability of discontinuing them."
While the War Problems DiviHouse Appropriations Committee
sion was abolished, the hemisphere
that the desirability of discontinucommunications
unit is being reing its "War Problems Division" be
tained upon recommendation of
considered, the FCC last WednesGeneral Counsel Denny. Its staff
day abolished the unit but absorbed
includes five attorneys and three
all of its personnel in other branchclerks.
es of its law Department, largely
The five attorneys transferred to
to fill existing vacancies. The apthe
Broadcast Division are Hilda
propriations measure carried $206,Shea, Leonard Marks, Jerome
000 for this division and a net savings of approximately $100,000 is Spingarn, Robert Neuner, former
entailed through the action, it was
professor of Yale Law School, and
stated.
Olivia Sachs. For the most part
Nathan David, assistant general
they will fill existing vacancies.
counsel, heretofore assigned to the
Field Group Active
War Problems Division, retains his
Transferred
to the Administrastatus as assistant general counsel
tion and Litigation Division, under
without portfolio, reporting to GenMr. Plotkin, to fill vacancies, were
eral Counsel Charles R. Denny Jr.
Jeremiah Courtney, Leo Resnick
for special assignments.
(shortly slated to enter the Navy) ;
Joseph Kittner, Robert Fenton and
Questioned by House
Sylvia Kessler. For the most part
Of the 40 employes in the abolishthey will complete the organization
ed division — 30 of them lawyers —
of the administration section of
five attorneys have been absorbed
Mr. Plotkin's division.
in the Broadcast Division of the
The field section of War ProbLaw Department under Assistant
lems, largest independent unit,
General Counsel Rosel Hyde. The
works for all divisions of the Law
balance have been distributed to
Department, including common
other branches, mainly to fill existcarrier. For convenience, this secing vacancies, while the field force,
tion was placed under Mr. Plotkin,
largest single unit, has been transthough assignments will be hanferred, for administrative purdled separately for the various diposes, to the Administration and
visions as circumstances warrant.
Litigation Division, headed by
Simultaneously,
the Commission
Harry Plotkin.
authorized the closing of two field
In reporting the Independent
offices — at Atlanta and Dallas —
Offices Appropriation Bill carrying
leaving five such units. These are
$7,600,000 for the FCC last month,
in New York, Boston, Chicago, San
the Committee cited the request for
Francisco and Portland, Ore. The
$206,000 for the War Problems Dipersonnel
totals 12 attorneys and
vision and for $28,000 for a hemifour clerks.
sphere communications unit. It said
The War Problems Division was
it had not eliminated these funds
created
early in 1942 as the sucbecause they were requested as a
cessor
to the National Defense Sec"national defense measure", but
tion set up under Mr. David in
added that it regarded the value of
July 1940. As its work developed,
these projects with "some skeptiit was given the status of a divicism and recommends that the Comsion.
mission carefully consider the deBROADCASTING

TO

USE

25(\

OUTLETS
FOR
DISC*
ONE OF THE MOST elaborate ra.
dio advertising campaigns to hi
used by the film industry waf
started last weekend by UniteJ
Artists for its anti-Nazi released
"Hangmen Also Die". United haj
set aside an appropriation to covej
the purchase of time on 250 staj
tions, advertising in every city oj
town in which the picture will
show. A number of small stations
usually overlooked by film adverj
tisers operating on the "selected
market" basis, are getting theij
share of the contracts.
Schedule calls for 18 "teaser
transcriptions
a day for three day,,
on each station prior to the open!
ing of the movie in each community
Campaign started March 28, build
ing up to a simultaneous opening
April 1 in Syracuse, Kansas City
Baltimore, New Orleans, Cleve
land, Rochester, Louisville, Provi
dence and St. Paul.
A set of 18 completely differen
transcriptions has been prepared
each varied in tone to suit the moo<
of the listener at various times o:
the day. Starting on a pleasan
note, shifting to a bolder tone, ant
ending in a philosophical mood. ThJ
recordings present brief excerpt;
and sound effects, avoiding drama
tizations.
Donahue & Coe, New York, hanj
dies the account.

Grade

Labeling

Inquiry

to House
Is Reported
INVESTIGATION of plans o{
Government agencies to ordei
grade labeling, and curtailment o:
newsprint, was reported favorabl;
to the House last Thursday by its
Rules Committee which had approved a resolution introduced by
Rep. Halleck (R-Ind.) [BROAD
CASTING, Feb. 8, March 1, 22]
The resolution would authorize tht
House Interstate Commerce Committee to spend $10,000 on the inf
quiry.
Throughout the past week, Price!
Administrator Prentiss M. Browr
was subjected to heavy pressure by
elements in favor of and opposed tc
grade labeling. Twelve consumed
groups warned him on Monday)
that "confidence of consumers irj
your administration" requires enf
forcement of grade labeling reguj
lations. Food processors are fight-J
ing the measure on grounds that|
it is impractical and costly.
To

Direct

Symphony

ARTURO TOSCANINI and Leojl
pold Stokowski will again condudj
the NBC Symphony Orchestra nexl
year, the 24-week 1943-44 season to
be equally divided between the twq
renowned directors, according tel
Niles Trammell, president of NBC
The new season starts Oct. 31. Th^
established Sunday afternoor
period from 5-6 p.m. will be used.
Award to WNYC
MUNICIPAL Broadcasting System;
operating WNYC, New York, lasl
Tuesday received a citation of meril
for outstanding cultural service to the
City of New York from the Municipn:
Art Society. Morris Novik, executive
director of WYNC, received the awan]
during ceremonies broadcast on the
station at 4 :45 p.m.
• Broadcast
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LOOK

BEFORE

YOU

LEAP

Many a good program is skating on thin ice. Coverage alone
is not enough. To carry weight saleswise, radio coverage has to be
pretty thick . . . and the thicker the better.
C. E. Hooper, who is engaged continuously in testing the thickness of station coverage, will tell you that WKY's coverage is by
far the thickest of any station in Oklahoma City, morning, afternoon,
and evening . . . two to three-and-a-half times thicker than the
next station.
Give your radio advertising the chance to perform at its best
in Oklahoma by putting it on WKY, the station that covers this
state more widely and more thickly than any other station.

WKY

OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

ARMOUR
Paley's

Annual

Net-Client
American
Make

War

People

Possible

Owe

Report

Praises

Debt

to Advertisers

Who

Radio, Says CBS Head
greatest urgency, in a planned se"AMERICAN broadcasting - has
ably demonstrated during 1942 how
quence to the mass of people."
Covering every phase of CBS
its usefulness to our social and ecooperation, the report states that
nomic life in peace can become induring 1942 four of the eight CBS
valuable in war," says William S.
owned
and operated stations went
Paley, CBS president, in his annual report to stockholders, issued
on 24-hour daily schedules to serve
last week.
as "key" monitor stations for the
Army Fighter Command, providDescribing the merger of the neting as a by-product of this service
work's "own creative talents, exentertainment during the early
perience and broadcasting facilities
morning hours for war workers
with the skilled radio showmanship
whose nights have become days for
of CBS clients" to transform peacethe duration.
time broadcasting into "an instrument of service to the nation in
Programs, Listening Post

"Everyone who has helped in this
coordination of broadcasting has
played a praiseworthy and essential
role. The popular radio artist
whose devoted CBS audience is
numbered in the millions and whose
entertainment now includes messages of vital wartime importance;
the radio writer who phrases a
stirring script; the producer who
brings it to inspired life before the
microphone; the engineer who
keeps the physical machinery of
radio working smoothly and efficiently during an important international broadcast; the CBS news
correspondent who moves up to the
front lines of battle in Africa,
China or the South Seas to get the
stark reality of news as it is made;
all of these, with many others whose
roles were less conspicuous, are
today in the service of their country.
"The American people," Mr.
Paley declares, "owe a great and
real debt to the hundreds of advertisers who, by their investment
in broadcasting time, make possible
a free American radio — and who,
without exception during 1942, repointed their own programs toward
the manifold, urgent projects of
war.
"During the year there were 66
such advertisers on the Columbia
Network, and the number who
swiftly and skillfully put their
CBS radio programs to work for the
war effort was precisely 66. Some
of them produced special programs
wholly concentrated on war topics;
some of them wove war themes into
the plots of their regular programs;
many of them sponsored news
broadcasts which were the very essence of war information; all of
them served from time to time as
the vehicles for official appeals and
announcements inspired by the
Government. These advertisers and
their agencies, in collaboration with
the Office of Facts and Figures
(later the Office of War Information) launched and have continued
an ingenious and orderly 'Network
Allocation Plan' whereby each of
the major projects of the war is
broadcast, at the season of its
Page
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From Dec. 7, 1941, to Dec. 7,
1942, CBS operated 6,280 hours;
broadcast 6,471 war programs,
3,723 war announcements, plus
4,158 broadcasts of war news and
news analysis. The CBS listening
post recorded, transcribed and
translated more than 30,000 broadcasts from 40 different points of
the globe.
With television broadcasts reduced last June from 15 to 4 hours
a week and program experiments
curtailed, the CBS television engineering staff "dedicated itself almost exclusively to special projects
in war research . . . The experiences, skills and techniques developed in this field by the electronic engineers who are adapting
them to the critical new problems
of modern warfare are certain to
play an important role in planning
the post-war development of television."
Appended to the president's report is the financial report of
Frank K. White, vice-president and
treasurer, which shows that during
the 52 weeks ending Jan. 2, 1943,

COURSE

for Executives by
Clair Heyer

Coordination

a Free

wartime," Mr. Paley continues:
All Contribute

Arranged

AIR

TO ACQUAINT the advertising
staff and department executives of
Armour & Co., Chicago, who pass
upon advertising expenditures, with
radio as a medium, a series of two
evening sessions was arranged by
Clair Heyer, Armour radio advertising manager, in the studios of
NBC at the Merchandise Mart,
Chicago.
NBC

and BLUE executives explained radio operation, programming, merchandising and promotion, and gave examples of
successful radio utilization. Paul
McCluer, sales manager, Jules
Herbuveaux, program director, and
Bill Weddell, assistant sales manager, of NBC Central Division;
Merritt Schoenfeld, sales manager,
and Emile J. Huber, promotion
director, of BLUE, Chicago, addressed the sessions. Similar meetings explaining the behind-thescenes operation of other media are
being sponsored by Armour for its
executives.
Razor Repair Spot
AUGMENTING a test campaign
for its repair service started on
WABC, New York, March 1, Packard Lektro-Shaver Sales and Service, New York, has purchased three
participations weekly on Mowing
in Manhattan on WEAF, New
York. Ray Hirsch Co., New York,
handles the account.
the network's gross income totaled
$62,211,573, an increase of $2,755,268 from the $59,456,305 gross income for the 53 weeks ended Jan.
3, 1942. Increased operating costs
and Federal taxes, however, reduced the net income for the period
by $681,036, from $4,804,734 in
1941 to $4,123,698 in 1942, or from
$2.80 to $2.50 a share. Cash dividends of $1.50 a share were paid
in 1942, compared with $2.00 a
share in 1941.

W

ALB

Moves
FCC

Grants

Hearing
to

Atlanta

Herald

For Resumption

Petition

April 5

RESUMPTION of the FCC's inquiry into the application of
WALB, Albany, Ga., for renewal
of license, on April 5 in Atlanta,
was authorized by the Commission
last week. The renewal proceeding involves purported participation on WALB's behalf by Rep. E.
E. Cox (D-Ga.), chairman of the
House Select Committee to investigate the FCC.
The Commission, by a 4-3 vote,
granted the Herald Publishing Co.
application for adjournment of the
hearing set for March 23 to April
5, at the Federal Building in Atlanta. The proceeding covers not
only renewal of license, but the
station's application for a construction permit and for voluntary
assignment of the license to a new
corporation.
Tounsley May Be Excused
"At the time of the adjourned
hearing," said the Commission action, "it is expected that each of
the parties will present such evidence as may be necessary to a
completion
case." not
Therequire
Commission of
added its
it would
the further attendance of C. D.
Tounsley, official of the Herald
Publishing Co., "if convincing evidence at that time is presented to
the examiner that Tounsley's attendance at such hearing will be
seriously
detrimentaltheto Commission
his health."
It is understood
originally was divided on the postponement, with the majority led by
Chairman James Lawrence Fly opposing the continuance. The threeto-three tie was broken, however,
with the vote of the seventh Commissioner, who had not attended
the meeting at which the vote
originally was taken.
Crosley OWI Petition
A NEW international broadcast
station to operate on 6080, 9590,
11710, 17800, 15250 and 21650 kc.
is sought by the Crosley Corp., now
operating WLW and WSAI, Cincinnati, standard broadcast stations, and WLWO, shortwave
transmitter at Mason, O. The new
station is planned as a unit of the
OWI chain employed in the Government's psychological warfare,
and its programming will be under
the direction of the OWI and the |
CIAA. Transmitter equipment is
leased from KFAB Broadcasting
Co., Lincoln, Neb., operator of
standard broadcast station KFAB.
Power requested is 50 kw., emission
A3, and to share on all frequencies
with
WIWS. WLWO, WLWL, WLWR,

LABOR TOOK THE AIR in Phoenix when the Arizona State Federation
of Labor, with 18 unions participating, signed a year's contract for a
five-weekly quarter-hour newscast on KOY. Contract signer is Earl G.
Rooks, president of the Federation (recently named to the Arizona Industrial Commission by Gov. Sidney P. Osborn). Seated also is A. E.
Williams, secretary of the Building & Trades Council. Standing are
(1 to r) : Don A. Baldwin, secretary, Hotel & Restaurant Employes Local
631; W. R. Austin, KOY sales department; Wade Church, public relations counsel; Harold A. Safford, manager of KOY, whose cowboy "gitup" was a part of Rodeo Week in Phoenix.
BROADCASTING

Fertilizer Spots
NITRAGIN Co., Milwaukee (fertilizer), has placed one-minute spot
announcements thrice-weekly on
WLS WHO WTAD WIBW WDZ
KMA KFNF WHKC and the Wisconsin Network. Contracts for six
weeks were placed through Western Adv. Agency, Racine, Wis.
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Coast

all three

Market

IN WASHINGTON

.

parts

. .

AND OREGON, where half the

population and buying power lie outside the four
Metropolitan Districts, you need power for efficient
radio coverage. Through KIRO, serving SeattleTacoma with the only 50,000 watt transmitter in
the Northwest... through

KOIN-Portland

and

KFPY- Spokane .. .the Columbia Pacific Network
covers both halves of this market with three times
the wattage of any other network

IN NORTHERN
HEN

& NOW

in the area.

CALIFORNIA, where people and

dollars are chiefly concentrated in the Metropolitan Districts, you need coverage from within.
Here KQW blankets the San Francisco-Oakland
and adjacent San Jose Districts with a directional
power pattern. ..while KROY-Sacramento,
Stockton and KARM-Fresno

1 I

KGDM-

provide the on/y cov-

erage-from-within of any single network in North-

,r..

ern California's three other Metropolitan Districts.
Mfi KG0M

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, where more than
four-fifths of the market is confined to the Los
ERICA'S LEADING WAH MAflSET

Angeles and San Diego Districts and the forty mile
coastal strip in between, a single powerful station
can do the job for you economically. KNX

— pour-

ing 50,000 watts directly into Los Angeles and across
Sull : Ht HH L >U i :5
F0RN I A

salt water into San Diego — provides a daytime primary area that contains more than 99% of all
Southern California's population and buying power.

^The

Columbia Pacific Network has made
tailed, informative study of each of these
major marketing sections of the Pacific
Get the story from your nearest Radio Sales

Columbia

a dethree
Coast.
office.

Network

A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System. Palace Hotel, San Francisco — Columbia Square, Los
Angeles. Represented by Radio Sales with offices located in New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Charlotte.

B. ALTMAN
WPID,

Petersburg,

Va.,

to

PROGRAM

Quit,

First
Under
FCC's
New
Policy
Station Can't Get Personnel, Petition Declares;
Adds Money Has Been Lost Since Opening
In 1941, WPID showed a loss of
FIRST station to "toss in the
$2,874
and in 1942 the loss was
sponge" since the FCC's policy rul$8,025. Because of rationing of
ing of March 9 refusing operation
articles sold by local advertisers
suspensions for the duration withand disappearance from the marout prejudice is WPID, Petersket of many non-rationed products,
burg, Va. local, which advised the
FCC last week it is surrendering
"it is felt that the operating loss
its license effective March 31.
for 1943 would be sharply increased
The decision to surrender the liover 1942," said the petition.
cense came after the FCC had ruled
The personnel problem, however,
IN THE SPIRIT of his commerin the case of WPID and of KAST,
was cited as of equal if not greater
Astoria, Ore., that as a matter of importance than the economic
cials, Commentator "Prof." William C. Lang has a hearty breaklosses. The station said it was unpolicy it would not authorize susfast before his 7:15 a.m. newscast
pensions for the duration, but
able to compete with other larger
for Wheaties on WNAX, Sioux
and better situated stations in hirwould consider requests for perCity-Yankton. At least the photo
ing and keeping competent help.
mission looking to temporary susis supposed to symbolize that, with
Since the station began operating
Wynn Hubler, WNAX feminine
pensions for short periods [Broadcasting, March 15]. Whereas
newscaster, obliging with the
in June, 1940, it has had three manWPID has elected to surrender its
Wheaties. Program began March
agers, five sales managers, 16 en15, and is aired six days weekly.
license, KAST intends to continue
gineers and 29 program and clerical personnel, a total of 54, or a
operation [see story on this page].
complete turnover six times in less
WPID, according to available
Bond Adds
information, is the sixth station to than three years, most of the turnBOND STORES Inc., chain store
over occurring in the last 12
suspend operation since the war's
for men's clothing with headquarmonths. Of these 54 employes, 25
advent. Last Tuesday the FCC auters in New York, has expanded
thorized deletion of the call letters
averaged less than three-month
to two additional stations, and has
terms of employment, the station
of WJWC, Hammond-Chicago,
resumed news programs on 10 stawhich had turned in its license a
having lost them to other stations
tions after a brief lapse of time
month ago.
able to "hire them away from
following the completion of a 13WPID at higher salaries and other
week cycle started in September.
Newspaper Affiliate
inducements
of work at a network
WPID is affiliated with the
Bond has signed for a six-weekly
musical clock program on WTAM,
and larger station."
Petersburg Progress-Index. The
Cleveland, and a six-weekly news
The last manager resigned to
newspaper organization also is asprogram on WCOL, Columbus.
sociated with the Norfolk Virginian
join OWI, the petition stated. BeFirm, now using news and musical
cause of the manpower pi-oblem,
Pilot, which operates WTAR. The
programs on about 38 stations
Lewis-Huber Newspaper Corp., of the quality of service "is steadily
throughout the country, has reNorfolk, owns the majority of the
declining," said the petition. The
sumed news periods for a 13-week
Commission
was
asked
to give the
common stock of the Petersburg
period
on WJW KFBR KRLB
matter prompt attention because
Newspaper Corp. Frederick Lewis
KGKO WHP
WDRO
KROW
the personnel situation was "exJr., chairman of the board of the
WCAE WTRY WBRE. Agency is
Petersburg Corp., is also vice-presceedingly critical."
Neff-Rogow Inc., New York.
ident of the Richmond Times-Dispatch Publishing Co.
In a letter to the FCC March 15,
KAST
to Stay as Long as There's Steam
Mr. Lewis pointed out that the station has suffered additional heavy
Enough
to Get a 'Tootle Out of Whistle'
personnel losses since its original
petition of Feb. 25 was filed and
AS LONG as there's enough steam
Mr. Wallace's
telegram to Mr.
that its economic outlook is not
Slowie
follows:
to "get a tootle out of the whistle"
KAST, Astoria, Ore., will not fold
good. In making the decision, he
"Your assistance in clearing up
up, James C. Wallace, manager,
said his company had given full
statement
54, March 15 issue
advised T. J. Slowie, secretary of of Broadcaspage
consideration to its responsibilities
ting would be greatly
in the war effort. Programs of this, the FCC, in a telegram last week.
appreciated. Broadcasting lists
KAST had been listed by the
type, however, will be available to
KAST among those having susthe area from WRVA, with 50,000
FCC as one of a half-dozen stapended operation. This is incorrect.
watts, and WRNL and WMBG,
tions which had suspended operaWe
submitted
application for sustions due to wartime economic
both using 5,000 watts, all in Richpension which Commission acted
mond, about 20 miles away, and all losses. Later, however, the FCC deupon and denied. Subsequently
delivering acceptable signals to
nied applications of both KAST
Commissi
on has clarified suspension policy.
Petersburg.
and WPID, Petersburg, Va., for
authority to suspend [Broadcast"We expect to maintain our stu"Please inform Broadcasting
dio and transmitter equipment ining, March 15]. In denying the rethat
KAST at present time has no
tact and in excellent condition, and
quests the FCC made known its
intention of suspension. Although
when the war is over again to apply
formal policy that no authorizaindefinite future may irrecoverably
tions for suspension would be
for license and, if granted, to reforce
suspension, the station knows
sume the local service previously
granted, but that on individual
now where it stands. While we repbasis, requests for permission to
rendered by WPID," said the letter.
resent whistle-stop radio, the staIn its petition of Feb. 25, WPID
temporarily suspend for short
tion intends to operate just as long
brought out that due to a combinaperiods would be considered.
as there is steam enough to get a
tion of sharply declining advertis250 Watts Power
tootle out of the whistle.
ing revenue and increasingly heavy
Operating on a frequency of
"It may take a prayer in one
losses, and the impossibility of obhand and a club in the other but
1230
kc, KAST, an affiliate of
taining competent personnel it "has
we intend to keep pitching. After
MBS and the Don Lee network,
become impossible to continue operall a license in hand is worth the
has
250
watts
power.
It
is
owned
ating with service acceptable to the
by the Astoria Broadcasting Co., of effort even in the bush leagues.
listening public in the area served
which M. R. Chessman is president.
Thanks for cooperation."
by WPID."
Page
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BROADCASTING

STARTS
ON

WJZ

IMMEDIATELY following the conclusion of a 10-week test campaign
on WJZ, New York, by the manufacturers of Queen Make Dresses,
B. Altman & Co., New York department store and local outlet for
Queen Make, started a weekly paron Nancy Booth
Woman of ticipation
Tomorrow,
for its Craig's
budget
dress shop. The program is the
same previously used by I. Ginsberg & Bros., New York, for Queen
Make Dresses, in one of the first
radio ventures in the moderatepriced dress field.
The Altman contract appears to
be a direct result of the dress firm's
campaign, which drew thousands of
requests for a novelty doll sachet
and mail order form offered once a
week for eight weeks starting Jan.
15 [Broadcasting, Dec. 21]. Due
to difficulties in obtaining material
for the dress featured in miniature
in the card, the offer was not repeated on the two concluding broadcasts of the Queen Make test.
Contract for a weekly participation on WJZ, starting March 16,
marks the first use of radio by Altman. Commercials call attention to
the store's moderate-priced dresses,
without featuring any particular
brand name. Altman agency is
Kelly, Nason Inc., New York. Abbott Kimball Co., New York, handles advertising for Queen Make.

Locals
'Tracy'
SIXTH
BLUEGetseries
offered to
affiliates for local sponsorship is
Dick Tracy, program dramatizing
the newspaper cartoon strip.
Sweets Co. of America, Hoboken
(Tootsie Rolls), started the program March 15 on 31 BLUE stations, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, 5:15-30 p.m. [Broadcasting, March 15]. The feature will
be offered to local sponsors for
Tuesday and Thursday on these 31
stations and for Monday through
Friday on all others of the BLUE.
First local sponsor is Fischer Baking Co., Newark,
has contracted for the which
program
for
Fischer Enriched Buttercup Bread
on WJZ, New York, Tuesday and
Thursday. Agency for Fischer is
W. E. Long Co., Chicago. Sweets
Co. agency is Duane Jones Co.,
New York.
KDYL
CP Denied
THE FCC on March 24 announced
adoption of its proposed findings
to deny without prejudice the application of the Intermountain
Broadcasting Corp., operator of
KDYL, Salt Lake City, for construction permit to change frequency from 1320 to 880 kc, increase power from 5 to 10 kw.,
make changes in directional antenna for both daytime and nighttime use and change transmitter.
The decision was expected in view
of the order of April 27 freezing
equipment.
JACK KAPP, president of Decca
Record Co., New York, is in Hollywood interviewing film studio musical heads, publisher representatives,
songwriters and artists on future recording activities when the AFM ban
on
lifted.transcriptions and recordings is
• Broadcast
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to a recent survey

of national business placed in Chattanooga, Time Buyers throughout the
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their over-

whelming preference for WDOD
all other Chattanooga
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August,
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WCAU
Transportation
To

Keep

Ban

Season

Entertainment

Units

Expected

Audiences

Passing

Up

Small

Up
Towns;

Many Areas Deprived of Live-Talent Shows
TRANSPORTATION restrictions,
be considered necessary to military
morale.
which will deprive small communiThe Alka-Seltzer group, as well
ties of live-talent stage presentaas other units of the National Barn
tions, are expected to lead to bigDance company of 100, have taken
ger radio audiences this year, instead of the usual seasonal slump
active part in War Bond drives and
in listening.
other Government projects.
A check of various stations
Playing Larger Cities
TIME OUT from war for Lt. E. K.
which have been sending out hillWSM,
Nashville, Tenn., changed
Cargill, former president-manager
billy road units indicates that the
of WMAZ, Macon, Ga., to catch
from private-car and bus transporOffice of Defense Transportation
tation for units of its Grand Ole
up on his radio. He visited WMAZ
ban
on
travel
by
private
bus
recently while enroute from InOpry to public conveyances at the
[Broadcasting, March 8], which
doctrination inUSNR at Quonset
outset
of gasoline and tire rationPoint, R. I., to a new assignment.
became effective March 15, will
ing. Before then units of the Grand
preclude any public appearances of
Ole Opry had played at school
entertainment units in smaller
houses, town halls and theatres in
communities. There is a trend on
'DEAD AS MUTTON'
the smaller communities.
H. G. Wells Says Newspapers I the part of radio units to play
Since travel restrictions, howlarger cities, easily accessible by
ever, various units making up the
*
Will Be Scrapped
:
public transportation.
Grand Ole Opry have been organNEWS in the future will be disEntertaining Service Men
tributed by radio and telephone,
ized into larger troupes for apH. G. Wells, British historian, and
pearances in larger cities such as
Although the WLS (Chicago)
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Birmingham,
forecaster of things-to-come, told
Concerts Bureau has not been bookthe British Assn. for the AdvanceHouston and Fort Worth, according the complete National Barn
ment of Science last week.
ing to Harry Stone, WSM general
Dance for road dates since the war
Declaring that newspapers are
manager.
began,
a
few
Pair
dates
were
"dead as mutton" and will be "rel"Where we are hurt is with the
played last summer. Since most of
the scrapheap,"
smaller units and particularly
it seemsegated tomore
reasonable he
to said
dial
the State and County Fairs are bethose having commitments during
news for a summary of the past
ing cancelled this year, it appeared
the week on the station and are
likely, according to WLS officials,
few hours than to buy "three or
consequently unable to travel great
four newspapers to find out what
that the Barn Dance would confine
is being concealed from us."
distances,"
said Mr. Stone. "These
its entertaining to regularly schedpeople have made repeated efforts
uled broadcasts.
to get additional gasoline to play
KFQD
Power Increase
The Alka-Seltzer portion of the
nearby dates but the rationing
BECAUSE of military operations
boards here in Nashville have been
National Barn Dance (NBC 9-9:30
in Alaska which demand additional
p.m. Saturdays), with a troupe of very unsympathetic.
service, the FCC on March 23
45, has been making appearances
WLW Area Hit
granted KFQD, Anchorage, a construction permit to install a new
at Army and Navy bases, travel"All in all it isn't a very encourtransmitter and increase power
ing by train or chartered bus.
aging picture for the reason that
from 250 to 1,000 watts, subject to
Whether regional ODT representabig cities with auditoriums are
condition regarding materials and
tives would see fit to issue permits
limited and we soon will have
that permittee will satisfy legitifor such travel in the future replayed all of them within the reach
mate complaints of blanketing. The
mained uncertain, although it was
grant is made to the Anchorage
of Nashville. Then I don't know
held likely that entertainment of
Radio Club, present licensee, with
what
are going
to do."
consent to transfer to William J. soldiers, sailors and marines would
The weGrand
Ole Opry
continues to
Wagner, owner since Feb. 3, 1942,
as soon as transfer has been completed [Broadcasting, March 8].
Standard Buys V-8
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York, has signed a contract with
Loudon Packing Co., Terre Haute,
Ind., for purchase of that firm,
subject to approval of Loudon
stockholders at a meeting to be held
April 30. Chief product of Loudon
is V-8 cocktail, a vegetable beverage. Stockholders will also be asked
to vote on immediate dissolution
and liquidation of the firm. It is expected the same personnel will continue in the management of the
business for Standard Brands.
Current agency for Loudon is
Western Adv. Agency, Racine, Wis.
Coffee

Crisis

S. A. SCHONBRUNN & Co., New
York, on Feb. 15 started weekly
programs on WOV, New York, and
WPEN, Philadelphia, to tell listeners that while its Medaglia D'Oro
coffee is not available now, it will
be back on the market soon. Pettinella Agency, New York, handles
the account.
Page
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SAM'
'UNCLE
FOR
PROMOTION
Campaign For OWI Transcribed Feature
Brings Quick Results For Sponsor
Walking through the downtown
OWI TRANSCRIBED program
shopping
district, Uncle Sam disUncle Sam, 15-minute, five times
tributed complimentary tickets for
a week feature sent to all standard
the show which read, Seat: Your
broadcast stations in the country,
own arm chair . . . via WCHS. This
was the subject of a recent promoand similar messages were also
tion and merchandising effort
printed
on blotters distributed to
which achieved outstanding results
Charleston high schools.
for WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., and
Clerks in the Cohen stores gave
the sponsor, Cohen Drug Stores, a
local chain.
away pencils in assorted colors also
bearing news of the show, and a
Six-point campaign, planned by
special window display was conpromotion manager Sam Molen,
structed in one of the Cohen downstarted last Feb. 8 when a student
town
stores
calling attention to the
from Morris Harvey College put
program and the time it is aired.
on the traditional garb of "Uncle
Announcements were carried in
Sam" and attracted much attention
all drug bulletins and in the newsfrom downtown crowds carrying a
papers, which cooperated perfectly
large placard reading on one side
in promoting the feature. Cohen
Drugs, which have contracted for
"You oughta listen to me once in
a while ... I listen to you" and on
one year's sponsorship, already report a marked increase in the sale
the other "Uncle Sam . . . WCHS
. . . 5:00 P.M. Daily".

PLANT

YIELDS

45
TONS
OF
SCRAP
DISMANTLING by WCAU, Philadelphia, of its former 50,000-watt
transmitter building at Newtown
Square, Pa., will make available
approximately 45 tons of scrap
metal — potential armor plate, cannon, shell casings and other munitions. From an underground network of about 30,000 feet of No. 8
copper wire laid out in 100 radials
from the transmitter plant will
come vital copper, which is the
foremost metals salvage objective
of the WPB for 1943.
The scrap yield, as estimated by
the Special Projects Salvage
Branch of the regional WPB office
in Philadelphia, will include at
least 8,000 pounds of copper and
other non-ferrous metals, the remainder consisting of iron and
steel. Wrecking of the plant was
begun last week by the Integrity
Wrecking Co., according to Dr.
Leon Levy, president of WCAU
and radio consultant of the Philadelphia region of the OWI.
The scrap to be salvaged is in
addition to 30 tons of iron and steel
recovered and put into war production when WCAU wrecked its old
Newtown Square transmitting
tower more than a year ago. The
plant and tower being salvaged
were built in 1931 and used by
WCAU from 1932 until 1941, when, |
to improve its service, the company
erected its present transmitter
plant
N.
J. and tower at Moorestown,
play to 3,000 and 4,000 persons
each Saturday night in Nashville.
Perhaps one of the hardest hit
areas will be the territory served
by the Boone County Jamboree of
WLW, Cincinnati, which has
traveled in a privately-owned bus
the last three years. Whether the
ODT regional office in Cincinnati
has granted WLW permission to
use the bus for any operations could
not be learned.
William J. McCluskey, manager
of WLW Promotions Inc., talent
booking division of the station, told
Broadcasting that the Boone
County Jamboree in the past had
conducted War Bond drives at all i
Fair dates and in many local appearances. The WLW bus also was
used to transport the unit to Fort

Thomas, Ky., the Veterans Hospital in Dayton and other military \
posts where the Jamboree troupe |
entertained service men.
It appeared likely, in view of the
ODT ban, that individual units of
the Boone County Jamboree, which
have been playing one-night stands
in small communities in Ohio, Indiana and
wouldin join
the :
WLS
and Kentucky,
WSM talent
passing
up the smaller towns.
Also hit by the ODT transportation ban are many small traveling
shows and orchestras, not directly
connected with radio, which means
that those of the small urban communities will be deprived of livetalent stage entertainment. In face
of transportation restrictions and
other wartime developments, industry leaders anticipate little seasonal drop in summer listening this

of vitamins. '
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If' STATIONS

NEWTON
Foreign

Language

Remains
Vigilance
Censorship Still Responsible
For Personnel; Code Revised
REVISION of the foreign language section of the Code of Wart i m e Practices for American
; Broadcasters [Broadcasting, Mar.
22] does not relax regulations governing personnel of such stations,
it was emphasized last week.
The revision, authorized by Byron Price, Director of Censorship,
and announced by J. H. Ryan, Assistant Director in charge of the
Broadcasting Division, no longer
requires the management of for' eign tongue stations to keep Eng, lish language translations of broadcasts in other languages.
Management

1

;

I

t

,

1

Complimented

"Our original purpose was to establish aformat which would make
more effective the voluntary efforts
of managers of these media in censoring their own operations," said
Mr. Ryan. "In the early stage of
this procedure, we felt there should
be some check, in English, against
the foreign version. The voluntary
efforts of broadcasters, pursuing
the suggestions of the Code, in
staffing capable linguistic censors
now makes possible a relaxation."
Mr. Ryan emphasized that the
new revision should "not preclude
strict enforcement of other suggestions in the foreign language section." He paid tribute to the foreign
language broadcasters "who so
diligently enforced the Englishtranslation request in the face of
such handicaps as manpower shortages." That diligence, he added,
has made the change possible.
The Code of Wartime Practices,
revised as of Feb. 1, 1943, provides
that "the Office of Censorship, by
direction of the President, is
charged with the responsibility of
removing from the air all those engaged in foreign language broadcasting who, in the judgment of appointed authorities in the Office of
Censorship, endanger the war effort
of the United Nations by their connections, direct or indirect, with the
medium. . . . This function of the
Office of Censorship is not intended
to relieve in any measure the full
responsibility resting with the management of the foreign language
broadcasting station to employ only
those whose loyalty he does not
question. There extends to such
broadcast management the additional responsibility to report to
the Office of Censorship the names
of any personnel in this field who
might be suspected for any reason."
Bronson on Tour
Edward H. Bronson, chief of the
Foreign Language Section of the
Censorship Broadcasting Division,
is on a month's tour of foreign
language stations in Texas, Arizona, New Mexico and Southern
California. He recently completed a
visit to New York stations. Representatives of the Office of CensorPage
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Orders

Up

WESTINGHOUSE reflected inaccelerated war
production withdustry's
an increase
of 85%
in
orders, 1942 over 1941. Volume was
$1,079,636,238. A little more than
97,000 employes received $239,634,071. Net income for 1942 was
$17,366,841,
a decrease of 25% from
1941.

Food Firm's Program
KITCHEN ART FOODS, Chicago
(Kitchen Arts Rice Feast), is sponsoring a thrice-weekly five-minute
program on WMAQ, Chicago. Program features Happy Jack Turner,
pianist. Agency is Earle Ludgin
Inc., Chicago.
ship plan to visit New England,
Midwestern and Northern California stations shortly.
Text of the Censorship release,
tenth made to American broadcasters, follows:
In Section III (Foreign Language
Broadcasts) of the Code of Wartime
Practices for American Broadcasters
(Edition of Feb. 1, 1943), make the
following changes :
Paragraph (b) Scripts, line four of
paragraph delete — "with an English
translation".
Paragraph (b) Scripts, line nine of
paragraph, delete — "with their translaParagraph (c) Submission of
tions".
Scripts, line three of paragraph, delete
— "When such requests are received,
it is understood that the scripts in the
original language, as well as English
translations thereof, will be submitThis means that the Office of Censorship no longer deems it necessary
in the interest of security for manageted." ment of radio stations broadcasting
programs in foreign tongues to require
English translations of such programs.
All other requests in Section III of
the Code still apply.

CHICAGO

AS BBC REORGANIZES
EXPANSION and reorganization
of the activities of the BBC in
this country in the form of a new
office in Chicago, new traffic and
publicity departments and various
personnel changes, were announced
last
offices.week by the BBC New York

Womanpower
SALES STAFF of WPAR,
Parkersburg, W. Va., is now
manned entirely by women.
Mildred Chernogg, Frances
Inslee and Mrs. Hazel Chapman are taking the programs
to the advertisers and bringing back the business, thus
solving the manpower question for this department of
WPAR.

Westingliouse

TO

TO SPUR PATRIOTIC effort of
housewives in all phases of the war
effort, Hilda Woehrmeyr, continuity director of WOWO-WGL, Fort
Ind., conceived this "WomWayne,
en at War" plaque on which names
are inscribed by nomination of listeners to the station's Modern
Home Forum program. First to inscribe her name is Mrs. Henry
Troyer of Paulding, O., first woman to buy a War Bond through the
Modern Home Forum, with Jane
Weston, director of the Forum, and
Clair Weidenaar, announcer, looking on. It is expected that about
one name weekly will be added to
the list.
Guild
Mutual

Theatre

to House

Audience

Shows

GUILD Theatre, 245 W. 52nd St.,
New York, has been leased by
WOR, New York, for origination
of all major Mutual network proprams requiring audience facilities.
Taking occupancy some time in
April, the station will vacate the
New Amsterdam Theatre Roof on
W. 42d St., which has served as
the WOR-Mutual Radio Playhouse
for the last seven years.
In announcing the playhouse
lease, Lawrence Langner, founder
and administrative director of the
Theatre Guild, stated that the arrangement might be expected to
lead to further cooperation between the Guild and Mutual in the
field of radio and drama. WOR is
taking over only the theatre itself
in the Guild building, with the Guild
administrative offices continuing to
function as Guild headquarters.
The new WOR-Mutual Theatre
seats 950 persons.
CLAROSTAT Mfg. Co., Brooklyn,
makei-s of electronics components, has
opened a second plant in Brooklyn.
The firm received the Army-Navy E
for its first plant last November.

LACTIC TOAST completed the plans for the new BLUE series
Voice of the Dairy Farmer, to be sponsored by American Dairy Assn.,
Chicago (dairy farmer cooperative), starting March 21 on 55 stations,
Sundays, 1:45-2 p.m. Program features Commentators Clifton Utley
and Everett Marshall. Lifting their milk-filled glasses are (1 to r) : Ray
Hamilton, BLUE salesman; Owen Richards, general manager, ADA;
Bryce S. Landt, chairman ADA advisory committee; Wilfred Shaw, chairman ADA organization committee; Jack Rheinstrom, account executive,
Campbell-Mithun, Chicago, handling the account; Ralph B. Campbell,
president, Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis.
BROADCASTING

William Newton, who has headed
the BBC news and special events
department in New York for Eastbound traffic, will manage the Chicago office as BBC representative
in the Midwest. Mr. Newton has
been in the news and programming
department in London and was also
manager of overseas publicity.
The traffic department will supervise all activities in cooperation
with American networks and stations. In charge of the Westbound
division will be Stephen Fry, formerly with the BBC in London. His
senior assistant will be Jack Hooley,
who has been handling publicity
and traffic in the New York office,
while Fry's junior assistant will be
Rhoda Magid. Replacing Mr. Newton as head of Eastbound traffic
will be Michael Barkway, former
manager of the Empire News
Dept. of the BBC in London.
A special publicity department
will be created in the New York
office. Assistant manager is Robert
Wilson, freelance publicity agent,
and formerly in the news room of
WNEW, New York.
A temporary exchange of personnel between the London and
New York offices was also announced last week with the arrival
in New York of Ernest Davies, in
charge of North American Intelligence in the BBC research division. Henry David, head of research in the BBC's New Yc%k
office, plans to go to England for
a three or four-month period.
WANTS

HIS NEWS

Councilman, Radio Fan, Swings
Vote to Slow Time
RADIO played an important role
in turning back the clock an hour
in Hamilton, O., last week. The
Hamilton City Council, meeting
Mar. 22, voted 4-3 to adopt Eastern
Standard Time to conform to the
Ohio
Legislature's
action
[Broadcasting,
Feb. recent
22].
Hamilton was split on the daylight savings issue. So were the
seven councilmen until Dr. Mark
Milliken, dean of the Council and
a physician, remarked that he
would vote to turn the clocks back
an hour because he had to stay
awake an hour longer each night
to hear his favorite news broadcast on WLW, Cincinnati, at 11
When the Ohio Legislature abolished War Time, Cincinnati elected to remain on fast time, but
WLW
began operations under
Standard Time. Action is pending
p.m.
before the law committee of Cincinnati's City Council to turn back
the clocks an hour, in spite of pleas
from the War Production Board
Time. retention of universal War
urging
Opponents
of slow
time in Hamilton threatened
a referendum
as
a result of the close City Council
vote last Monday.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Sell the five-billion dollar Pacific Coast market* the
way it can best be sold, the way 70 regional advertisers

* Estimated annual retail sales

are selling it every week— as one market via network radio.
Network radio offers (1) the largest circulation at the
lowest cost per thousand of any regional medium, (2)
well-established programs equally popular in all Coast
cities, (3)priority on the choicest available time periods,
(4) an accurate monthly check on the net circulation of
your advertising.
Pacific Blue provides all these advantages at a cost 20%
lower than any other Pacific Coast network. For as little
as $246 a week, you can buy a campaign on Pacific Bluecomplete coverage of the Coast through 13 major-market stations, plus a sales-proved program established in
guaranteed time.
That's correct— $246 a week for facilities and talent. For
details, use the coupon.

THE

PACIFIC

BLUE

NETWORK

Hollywood • San Francisco
Represented by BLUE SPOT SALES • New York • Chicago • Detroit

I Pacific Blue Network
j
I
I
|

Sunset and Vine
Hollywood, California
Send me your presentations on the various "$246 a week campaigns"
available on Pacific Blue.
NameCOMPANYClTY

_State.
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Promotion
Pentagon Piece — Magic Empire — Hitting Back
Ledger Proof — Autographed Invitation
on
motion
prore
Gld UP
ityIN
of the
premie
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34-c
OW
FOLL
RKO picture, "Hitler's Children," a four-page color
re titled Education for
chu
bro
Smash Hit is being mailed to advertisers and agencies by WLW,
Cincinnati. Pointing up new box
office records at premiere of the
film, based on the book Education
for Death, by Gregor Ziemer, WLW
commentator and former teacher in
an American school in Berlin, the
brochure explains that promotion
was channeled principally through
WLW. A telegram from Ned E.
Depinet, RKO president, heralding
the RKO-WLW promotion as "a
new phase of American merchandising" is included.
Radio's potent pulling power was
demonstrated again when the same
picture was given its Southwestern
premiere in Dallas, Tex. A week
prior to the opening the Interstate
Circuit ran 26 one-minute transcriptions in KGKO, Ft. Worth,
and followed up with a preview of
the film on WFAA-WBAP and the
Texas Quality Network the eve of
the show. As result of the radio
campaign, box office receipts the
first week in Dallas were more

Shoppers' Special
A PROMOTION ride at night is

presides.

Listen

LISTEN, eight-page promotion
booklet published by WCOS, Columbia, S. C, contains news and
pictures of stars appearing on
WCOS programs, tips on programs,
news of station personnel and success stories.
1943

TO CORRELATE operations of
its program and sales departments
with those of affiliated stations and
their agencies, Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, has created
a new commercial program division, according to Sydney Gaynor,
general sales manager. Under direction of John A. Stewart, for the
last five years account executive,
the new department is designed to
offer better program service.

Autographed Invitation
BEN HUR PRODUCTS Inc., Los
Angeles (coffee, tea, spices), has
evolved a unique method to notify
dealers of time change in the weekly half-hour Hollywood Showcase
on KNX, Hollywood. Instead of
the conventional notice, firm mailed
an autographed portrait of the
show's star, Mary Astor. Accompanying itwas a handwritten personal invitation from her to attend the first broadcast at the new
date and time. Invitations were
sent to more than 250 key retailers
and wholesalers in the Los Angeles area, with outlets in turn notifying public of time changes.
* * *

gion.

29,

p.m., plugging
the paper's news
features
and columns.
* * *
For Efficiency

being
7 to
9:15 given
a.m. Shoppers'
program Special,
of WDRC,
Hartford. Two or three times
nightly transcribed spots are put
on featuring Harvey (Longfellow)
Olson's yawns, via which he complains of having to get up at 5:30
to be on time for the show the next
morning. Transcriptions give full
information, of course, about the
Shoppers' Special over which Olson

Magic Empire

National Representative
JOHN BLAIR ft CO.

Space-Time Swap
TIME for space swap has been
arranged by WFIL, Philadelphia,
with the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, the newspaper sponsoring
four five-minute news summaries
Mondays through Fridays and two
five-minute periods on Saturdays,
aired directly from the Bulletin
newsroom. Bulletin Headline Flashes, one-minute announcements, are
scheduled on the half-hour five
times daily between noon and 5

than double the Circuit's expectations. Promoting the Intermountain preview of "Hitler's Children,"
Fox Wilma theatre of Missoula,
Mont., used a quarter-hour transcribed preview of the film, and a
series of transcribed announcements on KGVO. Station's call letters were prominently featured in
all promotion for the film.
* * *

MAGIC EMPIRE facts which highlight market advantages of this rich
area of Oklahoma are presented by
KTUL, Tulsa, in a color brochure
which includes eye-catching drawings and charts illustrating vividly
the points which make the area a
fruitful field for advertisers.
KTUL, the brochure emphasizes,
"fits like a glove" this market re-

VA

Reminders
AS A PERSONAL service to advertising agencies and advertisers
in the San Francisco area, KQW
has devised a reminder postcard
which calls attention to outstanding special events broadcasts of
national importance. The card, designed in KQW's buff and senna
colors is headlined "A KQW Special Feature — a Broadcast of Importance to You" and gives pertinent facts of the public service
broadcast, date and time.
* * *
Pentagon Piece
LATEST mailing piece of KWK,
St. Louis, titled "Another Star Is
Added", is a five-sided black, gold
and red brochure introducing Carl
Hohengarten, new music director
of the station and formerly in
charge of music at WBBM, Chicago. His first sponsor, announced
in the brochure, is Griesedieck
Western Breweries which has two
half-hour evening periods weekly
for Stag Beer.
* * *
Ledger Proof
FISCAL PROOF appears in red
letters on the face of a French fold
promotion piece by WEEI, Boston,
representing leaves torn from a
ledger. On the three succeeding
pages appear in large easily-read
type facts and figures which indicate the desirability of WEEI as
an advertising medium.
BROADCASTING
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'UNCLE

SAM' presents complimentary ticket to OWI feature of
that name on WCHS, Charleston,
W. Va., to a girl in downtown
Charleston. Tickets to the show,
sponsored by Cohen Drug Stores,
local chain, read "Seat: Your own
arm chair . . . via WCHS."
Hitting Back
PINCH of salt is attached to a
letter sent clients by KLZ, Denver
CBS station, hitting back at a
claim in NBC's recent "Tale of
412 Cities"
thatto 41%
of Denver's
listeners
tuned
the Denver
NBC
outlet during daylight hours. Remarking that the reader should
"sprinkle this statistical goulash
with salt" KLZ presents Hooper
figures for Denver listening in
1942, making a much better case
for the CBS outlet.
Ride and Read
A LOCAL advertising and promotion campaign has been started by
Jack Stewart, general manager of
KCMO, Kansas City. Bulk of effort
is daily reader ads in the Kansas
City Star and a full showing in
color in cars and buses. Car cards
were placed through Beaumont &
Hohman, Inc.
Rick Reprint
RESULTS of an offer of reprints
of a delayed broadcast speech by
Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker on WJR,
Detroit, are incorporated in a twocolor mailing piece titled "On Sunday down
Afternoon."
Mail returns are
broken
by cities.
Blue Bans

Whistling

THERE will be no more whistling
by members of the studio audience
of BLUE sustaining shows, under
a new ruling made by Phil Carlin,
BLUE vice-president in charge of
programs. Guests will be asked not
to indicate their enthusiasm by
whistling, says Mr. Carlin, pointing out that the sound is likely to
annoy radio listeners and add nothing to the value of the show. Sponsored programs are not affected by
the edict.
INCOMEdustry inof1942
the was
Communications
in$1,100,000,000,
according to the Dept. of Commerce,
an increase of $100,000,000 over 1941
and $200,000,000 over 1940. Total
national income was $119,800,000,000,
1941.
an increase of $24,200,000,000 over
• Broadcast
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WEARING

AN

ARROW

SHIRT?

It

probably came from Troy. The detachable collar was invented here, and the city
has remained foremost among the makers
of shirts.
ONE FOR EVERY 325— that's the ratio of
industrial plants to people in Troy. Firms like
Behr-Manning, one of the world 's largest manu'- facturers of abrasives, turn out $75,000,000
worth of products annually.
ASIDE TO RIPLEY: America's first
slide rule experts came from Troy—
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute is the
country's oldest engineering college.

PATRIOTIC

NOTES:

The original Uncle

was
in Rensselaer
Sam written
came from
Troy. And County.
"Yankee

-A

FIRST

RATE

Doodle'"

MARKET

BUT
it's

Dollar

only

Market

'/isth*

put

of

the

together

In the Hudson

1%-Billion-

by

Circle, where the cities are scattered and the conductivity

only fair, it takes power to put together a 13^-billion-dollar retail market.
the

POWER

WGY — with the region's highest power (50,000 watts) and the lowest frequency (810 kilocycles) — is the only station that can do it.
Within a radius of 100 miles from Schenectady, there is only one outlet for

the

the

PROGRAMS

POPULARITY

NBC, the most popular network, and that is WGY. NBC's great shows,
plus such topflight local programs as "Speaking of Books," the "Market
Basket" and the "Farm Paper of the Air," give 'GY
times as manv
listeners as the next nearest station.

WGY's first listeners heard it over crystal sets 21 years ago. Later they were
the first listeners in the world to be served by a 50,000-watt station. Today
WGY is a regular listening habit in the 748,800 radio homes of the Hudson
Circle.

*Troy PLUS Schenectady, Albany. Pittsfield, Utica, Binghamton,
Rome, Burlington. Kingston. Poughkeepsie, Elmira, Amsterdam.

GENERAL

o

ELECTRICS

f

WGY
SCHENECTADY,
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Deferred,

Fly

The FCC chairman appeared at
the request of Rep. John M. Costello (D-Cal.) who heads the subcommittee studying deferment
policies of Government agencies.
Earlier in the week, the committee
heard heads of other agencies, including Maj. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, director of Selective Service.
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Technical

FCC HAS asked occupational
classifications for 391 of its employes— all in technical or war
work — Chairman James Lawrence
Fly told a House Military Affairs
Subcommittee last Wednesday. No
employe of the Commission in the
legal, accounting, or administrative offices has escaped military
service at FCC's request, Mr. Fly
said.

WSBA reaches the prosperous
rural market of Northern Maryland and Central Pennsylvania. It's
proved by . . .
THE MAP

Vital

In Technical Work
Of 2,299 employes of the Commission, Mr. Fly said, 1,035 are
men in the 18-37 age bracket. The
Commission has requested occupational deferments for 391 of these,
all technicians employed in monitoring foreign broadcasts; highly
skilled linguists and editors of the
Foreign Broadcast Intelligence
Service; or engineers engaged in
radio intelligence work, such as locating clandestine and illegal stations, or other work directly connected with the war effort.

^J** BALTIMORE

The Time to Buy Central in Pennsylvania

Rep. Harness (R-Ind.), a member of the subcommittee, questioned
the FCC chief closely on the number of young men employed by FCC
since Pearl Harbor. The Commis-

YORK
PENNSYLVANIA
National Representative: The Walker Co.

another

reason

Los Angeles retailers — the
boys who check every advertising dollar at the cash
register — used more time on
KECA in 1942 than on any
other Los Angeles network
station. . . That's ANOTHER
REASON proving KECA is
really the Bargain Buy.

OF

LOS

BLUE NETWORK AFFILIATE

Page
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FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Representatives
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Men

Tells

on

the

House

FCC

Probe

sion admitted hiring 159 single men
since Jan. 1, 1942. The Congressman mentioned cases of several
young single men deferred at FCC
request for monitoring work.
Hiring of these single men was
necessary, Mr. Fly said, because
the organization had to expand
rapidly after Pearl Harbor, and
there was a dearth of skilled men.
The Chairman said FCC is still
unable to find men enough to fill all
jobs, since military and industrial
users of radio technicians had absorbed the greater part of the
nation's reservoir of amateurs.
He said the American Radio Relay League and the Council on
National Resources had tried to
help, with little success, and that
of 600 men recommended by the
War Manpower Commission, only
2.3% had qualified. Mr. Fly pointed
out that FCC's legal staff was now
undermanned, 20% of it having
gone into service. He said none of
115 members of the accounting department were deferred at FCC
request.
Replying to further questions
from Rep. Harness on the necessity
of retaining linguists for the FBIS
who were eligible for the draft, Mr.
Fly said only 31 of 440 members
of that staff were deferred, although 133 were of draft age. Keen
hearing, not to be found in older
men, is essential in listening to
shortwave programs at FBIS outposts, the Chairman said.
Committee members jumped on
this point to ask why shortwave
material could not be recorded and
transcribed at leisure. The FCC
Chairman explained that the loss
of
time, and fidelity would be enormous.
Rep. Costello also asked the FCC
chief about "an ugly rumor" that
radio schools are promising FCC
jobs and draft deferments to their
students. This was flatly denied by
Mr. Fly, who said he knew of no
such promise, and added that anyone who might make it would be
fired. A member of the committee
reminded Rep. Costello that such
stories could easily have been originated by the schools to attract
customers.
Rep. Costello explained that Mr.
Fly had been summoned because
FCC had a high deferment average
compared to the number of its employes. He said, however, he could
appreciate that the technical nature
of its operations and the rapidity
of its expansion might require employment of trained young men,
since older men might not qualify
and
the work might not appeal to
women.
Davis Explains Stand
After the session, however, Rep.
Costello commented to reporters
that he thought "there was room
for replacement" among the deferred radio operators. Alluding
to the admission that almost half
of FCC's staff were men eligible
for the draft, the chief of the inBROADCASTING

■IrlBH
SPEAKERS HUDDLE during the
annual Radio Day luncheon of Los
Angeles Advertising Club on
March 16 drew attention of this
radio trio (1 to r) : Lewis Allen
Weiss, vice-president and general
manager of Don Lee Broadcasting
System, Hollywood, and chairman
of the day; John B. Hughes, Mutual commentator, and Kay Kyser, star of the weekly NBC College of Musical Knowledge and
OWI radio consultant, guest speakers of the day.
WTAG
Joins CBS
AS THE FINAL step in realignment of New England stations and
their network affiliation started
last year [Broadcasting, March
30, April 6], WTAG, Worcester,
shifts from NBC to CBS, as a
basic station April 5, bringing the
total number of CBS stations to
117. Effective the same date,
WORC, Worcester, moves from
CBS to BLUE. In procuring WBZ.WBZA, Boston-Springfield last
June, NBC acquired general coverage of the area relinquished by
the shift of WTAG to CBS. Operating fulltime on 580 kc. with
5,000 watts, WTAG is owned and
operated by Worcester Telegram
Co.
Joy's 20th Anniversary
LESLIE W. JOY, general manager of
KYW, Philadelphia, celebrated 20
years in radio on March 17. When he
made his radio debut over WJZ, New
York, one St. Patrick's Day in 1923,
as a concert singer, his competition
on WEAF happened to be John McCormack. A year later, he was made a
member of the announcing staff of1
WEAF. He continued with NBC after
WEAF was absorbed in 1926, first
in the program department and later
in an executive capacity. In 1935, he
was sent to Philadelphia as liaison
officer with the company, then operating KYW for Westinghouse and in
1936 was made general manager of
the station.
vestigation commented that "if this
percentage held good throughout
the Government, the number of
draft-age employes would be terEarlier in the week Elmer Davis,
OWI chief, issued a statement explaining draft deferment policies
of his agency. He said few deferments had been requested, although
many
rific."men with dependents were
working for the organization. "If
OWI is a haven for draft dodgers,"
Mr. Davis told his Wednesday news
conference, "as a newspaper headline said, then that particular newspaper is also a haven for men with
dependents who have not been
called or classified by their Draft
Boards. Every man in OWI who
has been deferred would have been
deferred as easily if he were employed in private industry."
• Broadcast
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Essential

IN THE LIGHT of a tightening manpower
situation, broadcasters are finding that the
War Manpower Commission's "essential industry" list is of decreasing value, and in
Washington it is now conceded that the whole
concept of deferable occupations is collapsing
as a result of the actions of the local Draft
Boards.
It would be foolish, at this point, for radio,
or any other industry, to trust in new Washington regulations to ease their problems. Only
last week, Maj. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, chief of
Selective Service, told Rep. Joseph E. Talbot
(R-Conn.) that the time is rapidly approaching when the Armed Forces will not be able
to share young men with essential war industries.
The solution to radio's manpower problem,
it now appears evident, eventually will have to
be found in the employment of non-draftables
— women, over-age men, and military rejects.
Stations must take steps to find replacements
for military eligibles if they are to meet the
growing dearth of manpower.
It is wrong to blame the disillusioning developments of recent weeks on WMC Director
McNutt, or anyone else. Repeatedly, Gen.
Hershey has warned that deferments were
merely loans of necessary men; that employers
should train replacements ; that the loans might
some day be called. Mr. McNutt, too, in issuing
the lists of essential occupations, has said that
deferments were on an individual basis, and
that no blanket exemptions from the draft
could be promised.
Like every other industry on the essential
list, radio now feels the manpower pinch, for
draft boards are reluctant to grant further renewals of deferments. Having received all the
help that the Government could give to assure
continued operation of necessary broadcast
functions, the industry now is left to its own
devices.
Last week a broadcaster, asking Selective
Service why an essential man had been drafted,
was told that draft boards were free to decide
which units of an industry were essential. FCC
Chairman Fly, who rightly feared this might
mean draft boards could discriminate against
small stations, has asked an explanation from
Mr. McNutt.
Radio is not pleading a special case, even
though only a few hundred really essential
people would be involved — a pittance in conPage
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trast to the military demand for 12,000,000.
Obviously, the reliable solution, short of Congressional action is not to be found in appeals
to Mr. McNutt but in adjustment of FCC regulations, and in the acceleration of industry
training programs to meet the approaching
crisis.
RADIO MEANS more to the farmer and the remote dweller than to any other segment of the
American public. It constitutes his tie with the
outside ivorld. It means his livelihood, his way of
getting information and his entertainment. The
shortage of batteries for farm radios has reached
serious proportions. The Government has established a national policy for domestic broadcasting
— maintenance of at least one radio set in every
home. Tubes and replacement parts are being produced for regular sets. Certainly the farmer without electrification, is entitled to every consideration.
We trust that WPB xoill cut red tape and handle
the matter speedily — before a real crisis develops.
Less

Info,

Please!

DON'T look now, but you're about to get some
real Government relief. The Budget Bureau,
which functions under the Executive Office of
the President, is "studying" the three-dozenodd FCC forms and questionnaires that have
haunted broadcasting for years.
The Bureau is prepared to help those who
help themselves. Broadcasters who have spent
countless hours trying to figure out a renewal
form, or one for modification of license, or perhaps a year-end financial, program or functional employment questionnaire, can now tell
it to the Budget. It's being done by Congressional mandate, to eliminate nonessential,
repetitive, unauthorized or improper paper
work, and to reduce these statistical tasks to
bare war-time essentials.
Three dozen may not sound like a lot of questionnaires. But when some of them cover 18
or 20 or 30 pages, and when the data required
necessitate hiring of extra people, it's trouble.
In these times, just ask any station manager.
The Bureau advises that businessmen who
have been bothered by particularly burdensome questionnaires should "forward" the information. If the businessman is "apprehensive", then it is suggested the information be
sent to a responsible trade association or to the
Advisory Committee on Government Questionnaires, recently formed to help the distraught
business man suffering from Questionnaireitis.
Each Government form must have an ap-

proval number, and in most cases, an expira- j
tion date, provided by the Budget Bureau. If j
the questionnaire has a Budget Approval Number, it's okeh to answer. If it doesn't, and the
recipient is in doubt, it is his duty to ask thej
Budget Bureau about it.
As one of the first industries to be afflicted
with Questionnaireitis, radio welcomes this
promised relief. We think the Bureau mightj
go a step farther, too. Present broadcast
licenses are issued for two years, though the
law permits three years. Substantial savings
not only in paper work, but in manpower, both;
at broadcast stations and in the FCC, unquestionably could be effected if the requirements
for license renewals were extended to the full
term permitted by law. And, of course, in any
new legislation which may be enacted at this
session, it seems to us the license term readily
could be extended to five or ten years.
After all, the licensing authority always can
institute revocation proceedings where stations
have flouted the law or regulations, or call the
station on the carpet in renewal proceedings on
its own motion.

War — Both

Ways

CASUALTIES will continue to mount as the
war progresses, and radio will be called upon
to exercise more and more care in handling
this delicate subject. So far the industry's;
newsmen have done an admirable job. At the
outbreak of hostilities the NAB went on record
opposing the broadcast of casualty lists as such.
Most stations have refrained from using
lengthy lists of names of men who have gone
down in battle.
In recent weeks the Army and Navy have reported successes which led to natural jubilation.
In a few rare instances, however, some of the
radio news commentators, reporting sinkings
of Japanese vessels, in their enthusiasm have
referred to the enemy defeats as providing
"another meal for the sharks" or "the sharksll
will feast a la carte on the bodies of Japs," etcij
What those few commentators apparently
haven't taken into consideration is the fact that
American ships have been sunk, too — that
American boys have gone down in those same
shark-infested waters. A mother whose son has
given his life at sea for his country likes ta
think that he went down with his ship in true!
Naval tradition.
She hears a radio commentator tell how our
I
Navy has sunk several Japanese ships. While
this does not restore her boy, she feels that at;
least his death is being avenged — that his bud-j
dies are carrying on — that he met a glorious
death in the field of honor.
Then she recoils as she hears the remark!
that the Japs are providing the sharks a littlej
extra dessert.
Certainly no well-meaning commentator}
would deliberately pour salt into those wounds,
In fact, he'd do everything possible to help easel
the blow. Yet when he jubilantly comments that]!
the sharks of the Pacific are well-fed on Jap1
soldiers and sailors he is reminding bereaved]
parents and wives and children that the same
fate awaited their loved ones when their boats!
went down.
Radio must remember that when a newsj
commentator is tuned in he has, in fact, beenl
invited into a private home to discuss the day's!
events. When he uses inept phrases, the chances|
are he won't be invited to return.
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ALBERT W. SMITH, commercial
manager of WCSH, Portland, Me.,
has resumed his position, after being
honorably discharged from the Army
at Camp Edwards, Mass.
WILLIAM F. CARLEY, former promotion and publicity director of
WMCA, New York, has been appointed
director of promotion and news of
WINS, New York. Dolly De Milhau,
former publicity director of the Stork
Club, New York, has been named
WINS director of publicity.
WILLIAM WEDDELL, salesman of
NBC central division, has been named
assistant division sales manager. As
assistant to Paul MeCluer, he will
continue to service the Procter & Gamble, General Mills and Andrew Jergens
ness.
accounts, as well as work on new busi-

KARL
\ RADIO receiving set is almost as
lecessary as a plow on the modern
!arm. Thus Karl Stefan of Nebraska summed up his plea before
ongress recently on behalf of owners of battery receiving sets who,
oecause they cannot get batteries,
fire cut off from information necessary to their ability to cooperate
with vital Government programs.
A.s an announcer of WJAG, Norfolk, Neb., for 12 years before his
liisteners urged him to run for ConIgress in 1934, Karl Stefan knows
Hwell just how important radio is to
I farmers.
I? Karl Stefan's radio career began
[When WJAG started in 1922. He
|.-had come to Norfolk in 1909 as AP
[!telegrapher for the Norfolk Daily
iNews, where he read copy from the
j!wires and rewrote it for the paper.
IfHe was city editor when Gene Huse,
[[owner of the News, started WJAG
and selected Karl, knowing of his
^interest in radio, to prepare and
[ broadcast the noon news period. He
has often been called the first regular newscaster in the West. Although he left the News in 1924 to
go into the newspaper and magazine distributing business for him[jself, he continued to do the noon
piewscast.
During his 12 years on the air,
Mr. Stefan created many "firsts".
Before the days of broadcasts direct from ball parks, he pioneered
the radio reporting of World Series
[(games by passing along to crowds
igathered round receiving sets all
over northeast Nebraska the reports as they clicked in on the
I telegraph
key. The
first daily
f "voice of the street" broadcast in
-the West was also his idea.
He conducted the first telegraph
;, school of the air over WJAG, and
today communications men from all
! branches of our armed services as
well as in civilian work drop in to
tell him they had their first comj|munications training in his radio
:school of telegraphy. He believes
BROADCASTING

STEFAN
there are hundreds of his graduates
in communications work in the
various branches of the services.
Karl Stefan, the first radio announcer elected to Congress, decided
to make the race in 1934 when
listeners of WJAG urged him to
run. The only Republican elected
to Congress from Nebraska that
year, he won by a large majority
over a popular opponent, and in
1942 was once more elected by a
large majority, receiving over 52,000 votes.
Rep. Stefan is convinced that almost unbelievable progress in radio
and television will come after the
war. He believes that in the postwar period private control of the
industry will be strengthened. Any
tendency toward monopolistic control, he warns, might lead to Government ownership of the industry,
a move he does not favor.
Rep. Stefan believes the FCC
should take up the fight to help
listeners dependent on battery sets
get the batteries necessary to keep
them as listeners. "One difficulty in
judging the effectiveness of the
FCC's work on behalf of listeners
and the small broadcasting stations
which are hardest hit by war conditions," he said, "is that the Commission is not telling the public
enough of what it is actually doing
for listeners or small stations."
Hundreds of radio sets in northeast Nebraska are now out of use,
according to letters to WJAG, a
condition paralleled in other rural
areas. "A very great number of
families that depend solely on radio for news and information are
threatened with discontinuation of
this service because they can get
no batteries, and the result will be
that radio stations will lose thousands of listeners," Mr. Stefan told
the House in his recent speech.
Born 54 years ago on a farm in
what was then Bohemia, his family
settled in Nebraska when he was 2.
He attended the public schools of
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H. V. KALTENBORN, NBC commentator, is preparing a revised edition of the "Twenty Year Club Book
of Pioneers in Radio Broadcasting,"
rptROADCASTiNG, Nov. 16] a book containing the biographies of charter
memberszation of of
the he
radio
veteran
organiwhich
is the
founder.
J. J. CLUNE, assistant sales manager of National Union Radio Corp.,
Newark, radio tube manufacturer, has
been named director of war service
by S. W. Muldowney, president.
Omaha, and in 1907 returned to
marry his school-day sweetheart,
Ida Rosenbaum. They have two
children, Mrs. Ida Mae Askren,
who is a commercial artist, and Dr.
Karl Stefan, a physician.
Though hard times forced Karl
to leave school and go to work at
the age of 13, he continued to
study in night-school and by correspondence. He learned telegraphy
and became wire chief and relay
chief for offices of the Western
Union. He was telegrapher for the
Philippine Constabulary during the
Philippine insurrection, and later
continued his travels around the
world, using his gift for languages
as interpreter.
Karl Stefan received his religious training in the Park Forest
Presbyterian Chapel in Omaha and
has been for many years a Vestryman in the Presbyterian Church in
Norfolk. Always active in civic and
fraternal affairs, he still retains
membership in many Norfolk
groups, among them the Rotarv
Club, Elks, Odd Fellows and
Chamber
is fishing. of Commerce. His hobby

"Communications is my
work," says Mr. Stefan.

life

Not long ago he met "Bill" Chapman, president of Grace Steamship
Lines in the office of Rubber Administrator William M. Jeffers.
The question of early jobs came up
and it was discovered that all three
had been telegraph operators. Rubber was forgotten for the moment
while they discussed telegraphy.
Karl Stefan still drops by the
House telegraph office now and then
to send a message "for practice".

Now Com. Kennedy
PROMOTION of Lt. Com. John A.
Kennedy, owner of the West Virginia Network and WCHS,
Charleston, to rank of commander
was announced last week by the
Navy. Com. Kennedy is chief of
the Smaller War
Plants Section
and of the Labor
Utilization
tion of the SecOffice
o f Procurement
and Materiel of
the Navy, under
Vice - Admiral S.
Com. Kennedy
N. Robinson. He
was commissioned
a lieutenant commander a year ago
and ton
reported
last May. for duty in WashingARCH SHAWD, general manager and
vice-president of WTOL, Toledo, is a
member of the Toledo Committee for
the Study of the Organization of the
Peace, which is organizing the Toledo
Forum on Peace Problems, scheduled
May 7, 8, 9.
TED DOESCHER, has left the sales
department, Wilding Pictures Corp.,
Chicago (commercial films), to join
the Chicago sales staff of MBS.
LORIN MYERS, assistant sales manager of WSB,
of a baby
girl. Atlanta, is the father
C. J. A. MOSS, general manager of
the Australian Broadcasting Commission, has been recalled from the
Australian
to take
his former duties Army
with the
ABC, upaccording
to word received by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto.
DOROTHY McGAHA, former assistant to the sales promotion manager of KPO, San Francisco, recently
was commissioned a lieutenant in the
WAACs.
FRED SHAWN, assistant manager of
WRC, Washington, is father of a
boy born March 20. Mrs. Shawn is the
former Audrey Seiber, Washington
mistress of ceremonies.
Capt. Sutton Overseas
CAPT. DeQUINCY V. SUTTON,
head broadcast accountant of the
FCC on leave, has been transferred
overseas, though his precise assignment has not been disclosed.
Commissioned a first lieutenant
last April, Mr. Sutton was promoted to a captaincy in the Signal
Corps several months ago. Initially
he was stationed in Washington,
but afterward attended Signal
Corps School at Ft. Leavenworth,
Kan., and Ft. Monmouth, N. J.
Menser

Honored

C. L. MENSER, NBC vice-president in charge of programs, has
been cited by Elmer Davis, director
of the Office of War Information,
for his voluntary services on behalf
of a government program series,
194-2 Victory Volunteers. In a letter accompanying the certificate,
the OWI expressed appreciation of
Mr. Menser's efforts in making the
broadcasts successful.
NORMAN CORWIN has had a relapse from his recent attack of flu,
and was unable to write or direct
the March 28 broadcast of TransatCall, weekly in
program
castlanticsimultaneously
Englandbroadand
America and aired on BBC and CBS.
The series originates alternately in
the two countries.
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AUSTIN WILLIAMS, former program director of KLZ, Denver, on
March 22 became program director of
WFMJ, Youngstown, O. In Denver
Mr. Williams schooled policemen in
the use of shortwave, two-way radio
and taught at the U. of Denver, in addition to his regular duties.
PATRICIA BURDINE, recently on
the research staff of Neiosiveek magazine, has joined the CBS shortwave
news department as a writer.
ROBERT BELL, production manager
of the CBS television department until recently, has been assigned to the
all-night production staff of WABC,
New York, following the curtailment
of the network television programs due
to priorities. He replaces Robert
Marks, now with the Army Signal
Corps.
FORD PEARSON, announcer of
NBC Chicago, has been commissioned
lieutenant (j.g. ) in the Navy, and is
awaiting orders.

ND

I
BEH

FRED LAFFEY has been appointed
chief announcer of WLAW, Lawrence,
Mass. He succeeds Dan McDonnell,
who has accepted an out-of-state job.
Dick Lance, of Watertown, Mass., and
Bill Sherman, of Framingham, Mass.,
have joined the staff as announcers.
Both are graduates of WEEI Announcers School in Boston. Announcer
Jay Serwin has joined the armed
forces.
JAMES

CRIST has joined the announcing staff of WSBA, York, Pa.,
coming from WFMD, Frederick. Md.
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Heckle

Shekels

A SPONSOR heckles Bud
Baldwin over the phone every
morning at 6:30 about his
commercial announcement.
The conversation is on the air
and through the give and
take the Bilmar Loan Co.,
Dayton, 0., gets over its
message directly from the
sponsor on the Breakfast in
Bedlam 6:30 a.m. show
handled by Mr. Baldwin over
WHIO, Dayton. Bilmar Loan
Co. uses radio exclusively in
its advertising.

BASKETT MOSSE, newswriter of
NBC Chicago, has been named outstanding graduate of 1943 by the
Medill School of Journalism, Northwestern U., where he has been studying
for a master's degree in journalism.
Citation of achievement was awarded
him by the Sigma Delta Chi, national
honorary journalistic fraternity.
ROCCO TITO, former newscaster
and manager of local sales of WEEU,
Reading,
and Dan
MacDonnell,
former announcer
of WTIC,
Hartford,
and WLAW, Lawrence, have joined
the CBS announcing staff, according
to Horace Guillotte, newly named
manager of network operations. Mr.
Tito also has handled sports and
special events for WERC, Erie, and
WHDL, Olean, N. Y.
ANN TRIPPE, continuity editor of
WSBA, York, Pa. has joined WMC,
Memphis. Saralee Deane, former
women's editor of WSBA, York, Pa.,
now in the WAVES OCS, returned to
the station to be interviewed on the
Don't Listen Men hour, which featured
WAAC and WAVE officers during a
week of special recruiting programs.
Mary Nell Kling, station home economist, takesonover
direction of women's
programs
WSBA.
TAD DARLING, former mid-western
announcer, has joined KMJ, Fresno,
Cal.
MERRILL DENISON, now scripting
the United States Prudential's Family
Hour and P&G's Women of America,
has written "Klondyke Mike," a
biography of M. A. Mahoney, to be
published by McLelland Co.
WILSON EDWARDS has resigned
from announcing staff of KFI-KECA,
Los Angeles, to become civilian instructor for the Army Air Forces
Technical Training Command, that
city. He continues to freelance. Gene
Moser has left KMOX, St. Louis, to
join KFI-KECA, as announcer. Jim
Dooley, former news writer on the
Burbank (Cal.) Review, has joined
the staff.

WD

NAVY AWARD OF MERIT and ^
lapel pin go to Francis H. Case;
(left), advertising director o;
Wadham's Division of Socony
Vacuum
Oil Co. sports
Through
Casey'
efforts, Wadham
broadcast
and commercial announcement
were turned over to Navy recruit
ing. Lt. Com. Gerald C. Ellic
made the award during a sports
cast on WTMJ, Milwaukee.
JOHN C. ROBB, specialist in Fa
Eastern affairs, and former head o
the
New Yorkdivision,
newsroomhasof joined
NBC's th
in
ternational
news division of the BLUE as an edi
torial assistant to G. W. (Johnny
Johnstone, BLUE director of new
and special features.
MARTIN BLOCK, m.c. of the Mak
Believe Ballroom on WNEW, Ne\
York, who has been handling specia
announcements on two network pre
grams, sponsored by American Tobacc
Co., New York, is giving up the as
signment in April.
HAL PARKES, chief announcer q
KROW, Oakland,
has been
mad1
production
manager.Cal.,
Mercedes
Prossei
publicity director of that station, hai
taken on additional duties as prograr
supervisor, with Jean Maxfield, traftii
manager, appointed assistant prograr
supervisor.
CHARLES N. DRAKE, former df
rector of Richard Copley Concert Man
agement, has joined the continuity de
partment of WOR, New York. He re
places Slater Barkentin, resigned til
become a navigator for Northeasil
Airlines. Scott Douglas has joined thj
announcing staff, replacing Marshal!
Dane, resigned, and Enez Hart hal
joined the promotion department, sucij
ceeding Alice O'Connor, resigned.
RAY DADY, newscaster of KWKj
St.
Louis,of after
a nine has
weeks'
absenel
because
laryngitis,
resumed
hill
Sidelights on the News for Papendicl
Bakery Co., and News at Noon, sponj
sored by Lammert Furniture Co. Othej
staff members took his programs dmjj
ing his illness.
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UCK PIERCE, traffic supervisor of
YW. Philadelphia, until joining the
Irniy earlier in the month, married
ha, Christine Curtis, in Philadelphia
arch 13.

pAN RODEN, chief of the audition
[laft* at Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
radios, Toronto, was recently marled to Lance Corp. Donald C. Newton, Royal Canadan Ordnance Corps.,
loronto.
llCK HALHED and Jimmy Gilmore
I ffire returned to CBR, Vancouver,
»om CFPR, Prince Rupert, B. C,
hich they have operated since the
|BC took it over some months ago.
INCE
DUGGAN
has joined the
nnouncing staff of CJOR, Vancouisjgsr, coming from Edmonton.
[ERRILEE FAULKNER, former
mtinuity writer of CKWX. Vanjuver, is in uniform as a CWAC,
rationed now with the public relations
ffiee of the Canadian Army at
•ttawa.
ilD McSLOY. student announcer,
fill replace Robert Hayton on the
[GYO. Missoula, Mont., announcing
faff. Mr. Hayton expects a call into
"be service April 1.
,OWELL C. SMITH, announcer of
^GYO. Missoula, Mont., is the father
f a girl.
',)ON
anuouncer
of
YFCI, ROGERS,
Pawtucket, staff
R. L,
has joined
Jhe
Army.
Clif
Holman,
WFCI,
prouction director and announcer has
one to CBS, and has been replaced by
Juentin Crandall of WAGM, Presque
,sle, Me.

What

a

A

lot

that

in

xUY BATES has 'oined the announcng staff of KCMO. Kansas City, Mo.,
:oming from KCKN, Kansas City,
Kan.
3ILL LANG, announcer of KCMO,
ast week married Jane Trow, of
worth Dakota.

any

SYDNEY MOSELEY, MBS commentator, has received a scroll from Duncan Phyfe Post No. 1245 of the
American Legion, designating him as
favorite news commentator.
CAROLYN ASHBAUGH has been
-transferred from commercial to publicity promotion department of KOMOKJR, Seattle, Wash.

NBC

KPO

San

big

listeners

recent

'JARL BROSE has left WHBL, She'lovgan. Wis., to join the anouncing
taff of WFDF, Flint, Mich.

3ARRY KOPLAN, former Hollywood
*iiovie agent and free-lance radio comnentator, is presenting Meet Hollywood, agossip program of the film captal, twice weekly on KLX. Oakland,
idal. Cliff Johnson, once affiliated with
aetwork stations on the East coast, has
ioined the staff as newscaster.
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JAMES LEONARD, program director of WSAI. Cincinnati, and m.c. on
ithe WLW, Cincinnati, Time to Shine
program, is recuperating in a local
hospital from a throat infection.
JIM AUSTIN, new to radio, has
joined the program department of
WPAR. Parkersburg, W. Va., and is
handling a regular announcing shift in
addition to a commercial program.
CHARLES DANT, musical director
of NBC Hollywood, is the father of a
boy born recently.
FREDERICK KUH, correspondent
for the Chicago Sun, and former European correspondent of the U. P., has
joined Mutual as a foreign correspondent, and will be heard each
Wednesday, 6 :30 p.m., on the network'sLondon.
overseas news roundup, speaking from
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JOHN McCUTCHEON RALEIGH,
news analyst of WCCO, Minneapolis,
has written a book, Pacific Outlet,
based on his observations as CBS correspondent in Australia and the Far
East. It is scheduled for publication
March 30 by Dodd, Mead & Co., New
York.
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DON
joined
him is
KGW,

L- JOHNSTON, operator-announcer of KWIL, Albany, Ore., has
the Army Air Forces. Replacing
Wilbur Cosby, who comes from
Portland, Ore.

ANNE ROSS, women's commentator
of W55M, is now doing a fulltime job
in the continuity department of
WTMJ and will continue her two FM
programs It's A Woman's World and
Let's Read A Story. Bob Carman has
been promoted from continuity writer
to be in charge of promotion for all
Milwaukee Journal stations.
CHARLES T. DeVOIS, until recently program director of WBIR,
Knoxville, has reported for duty with
the Marines. Duties have been redistributed over the announcing staff with
Curt Webster as program director,
Tex Turner, publicity, Dick Crane,
chief announcer and Ernie Keller,
studio technician.
TOM MOOREHEAD has begun a
series of sports programs three times
weekly at WFIL, Philadelphia. He
began his interest in sports at Germantown Academy and has been a
WFIL staff member for the last four
years.

VOTE OF THANKS in resolution
adopted by the Idaho House of
Representatives was extended Roy
Schwartz (1), commentator of
KIDO, Boise, Ida., for his "fair
and complete coverage" of the 27th
Session of the Idaho Legislature.
Being interviewed by Mr. Schwartz
are Lt. Gov. Edwin Nelson (c) and
Speaker Milton J. Horsley.
JOHN

EDWARDS, former relief announcer of W49PH, FM adjunct of
WIP, Philadelphia, has been made a
member of the WIP announcing staff,
succeeding Hugh Chambers, who left
to join KWK, St. Louis.

BERNARD ESTES, former director
of news, special events and publicity
of WINS, New York, has been appointed director of. special events and
public relations of WHN, New York,
effective March 29. He replaces A.
Mike Vogel, resigned.
JACKSON McKLAXON has joined
the writing staff of KTMS, Santa
Barbara, and currently is assigned the
six-weekly transcribed musical program, Name Tour Band.
BILL HAMPTON, Hollywood writer
on the weekly CBS Screen Guild Play17. ers, is the father of a boy born March
BILL GREEN, former news writer
on the Spokesman Review, Spokane,
has joined KHJ, Hollywood.
DONN MANSFIELD CALDWELL,
author and foreign correspondent, has
started a twice-weekly quarter-hour
commentary, Where Three Men Fight,
on KGFJ, Los Angeles.
JOSE RODRIGUEZ and Sidney
Sutherland, Hollywood commentators,
after an absence of several months,
have resumed their weekly quarterhour commentary series on BLUE
Pacific stations.

WNOX
Teaches Girls
ONE-HOUR lessons are being
given three times weekly to about
30 teachers, debs and war workers
who
have signed
for at
WNOX's
girl
announcing
school
Knoxville.
Classes are taught by Lowell
Blanchard, program director, and
Tys Terwey, news editor. Purpose
is to build up a back log of trained
voices for either full or part-time
needs, according to R. B. Westergaard, station manager.
DON THOMPSON, producer of KPO,
San Francisco, recently sold a novel,
"The Corpse Wore No Shoes" to
Baffling Detective Mysteries.

HUBERT
WILKIE,
of Yonkers, !
N. ¥., has joined W85A, Schenectady,
as announcer, scriptwriter and production man.
WALT FRAMER, freelance, and Joel j
Holt, announcer from WKIP, Pough- 1
keepsie, have joined WBTN, Brooklyn.
Holt is chief announcer of Keep Freedom Ringing, while Framer writes and
produces the script.
PVT. TONY AINSLEY, announcer
of CBR, Vancouver, on loan from the
Canadian Army, has been promoted to
sergeant and moved to CFPR, Prince
Rupert,form ofB.theC. First
He is Division
on the jobSeaforth
in uniHighlanders.
SAM MOLEN, sports director of
WCHS and the West Virginia Network, is editing a monthly sport paper
for his Sport Page of the Air sponsor
to be mailed to West Virginians in
the Armed Forces. Names and aders.
dresses are supplied by Molen's listenCAPT. ROBERT FARNON of the
Canadian Army Show, formerly with
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., has
written the Ottawa Symphony, descriptive of Canada's capital city. The
symphony will have its premiere performance on April on the CBC network.
JOHN FORSYTHE has joined
KDYL, Salt Lake City, as announcer,
coming from KFMB, San Diego.
ED STANTON, formerly of KIT,
Yakima, Wash., has joined the announcing staff of KFBK, Sacramento.
Cal., replacing Fran Cartier, who has
joined the armed forces.
JIM REED, announcer for WIBW,
Army.
Topeka,worthKan.,
to Ft. into
Leavenlast weekreported
for induction
the

<'-"'-

MADGE ROEMER has returned to
the continuity department of WOWOWGL, Fort Wayne. In 1933-34 she
wrote a script heard on the station.
BOB MOWERS, announcer, has left
WWNY, Watertown, N. Y., to join
WTRY, Troy, N. Y. Dick Bollender
was inducted into the armed forces
March 17 and sent to Fort Devens,
Mass., and Bill Saunders is to be inducted into the Army at Fort Devens
March 20. Charles Lindgren, from
Astoria, N. Y., has joined the staff.
EVERETT NEILL, former program
director of WISR, Butler, Pa., has
joined WJAS and KQV, Pittsburgh,
as announcer.

AGAIN 'the Nation's most impressive observance of Easter will come
from Arizona and the "Shrine of the Ages." KTAR will broadcast its
Ninth Annual Grand Canyon Easter Sunrise Service transcontinental!/
through the Blue Network. To be equal to such an opportunity for public
service recommends KTAR to listeners and advertisers alike.

CLARE

i

L Uhuuma■
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PATRICK, music rights director of KPO, San Francisco, recently joined the WAACs. She was replaced by Florence Crowell, formerly
assistant director of the department.
JOHN REED KING, m.c, of the
Doitble or Nothing quiz show, sponsored on Mutual by Pharmaco Inc.,
New York, is compiling a book of
party games and quiz specialties, to be
published late this spring, titled Just
for Fun.
BEN HADFIELD has celebrated his
seventeenth anniversary as announcer
at WNAC, Boston.
• Broadcast

Advertising

HAND
Heavy

TRAINED

Response

for WWNC

Announcers' School
?ROM 184 applications received
>y WWNC, Asheville, N. C, for
he station's Announcers' School,
!2 have been selected for training,
iccording to Ezra Mcintosh, pro;ram manager. Classes have begun
vith the idea of tagging material
'or the station staff as needed.
Study outline includes such subects as elements of good speech,
he human voice, study of words,
low to read a dictionary, micro>hone demeanor, program construc,ion, announcing, radio ethics, sale
)f time and station personnel.
Additional

Shifts

Made

fn CBS Operations Setup
FOLLOWING announcement by
3BS last week that Roy S. Lang1am had been shifted from head of
;he CBS production department to
assistant to Douglas Coulter, CBS
director of broadcasts, CBS has
:hanged the department name to
'network operations department,"
with Horace Guillotte, former production supervisor, in charge
Broadcasting, March 22].
Other personnel changes in the
CBS network operations department are as follows: Robert Ray
will head the assignment and
schedules division as supervisor;
Lee Bland, operations supervisor,
also will handle preliminary announcers' auditions and assistant
directors' interviews ; James F. Sirmons and Harold C. Meier, operations supervisors, will handle evening and weekend operations, and
Helen Gallary will take over the
work of assigning announcers and
accompanists, formerly handled by
Mr. Meier.
Benny Off Several Weeks
JACK BENNY'S convalescence
from an attack of pneumonia is not
proceeding as rapidly as physicians
had expected, and the NBC comedian will be off the air several
weeks longer. Mr. Benny was to be
allowed to leave his Chicago hotel
room last week to go to Arizona
for a rest. Orson Welles continues
to substitute for Benny on the
General Foods Sunday night program, with the regular members
of cast in their usual roles.

Ullir Sirmiiujhtiin Nciub
THL BIRMINGHAM AGK-IIERALD

BROADCASTING

Al Bland 'Bland
Moves to WMAL

Wagon'
April 1

AL BLAND has resigned as production manager of WCKY, Cincinnati, and on April 1 joins
WMAL, Washington, to conduct
an early-morning two-hour program which he
will continue to
call The Bland
Wagon.
Beginning h i s
career in 1927 at
WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va., Mr.
Bland later
joined WCMI,
Ashland, Ky.,
Mr. Bland
where he organized studios for
that station in Ironton, 0., across
the Ohio river. With his brother,
Lee Bland, now with CBS New
York, Al went to WKRC, Cincinnati, and for several years conducted the Dawn Patrol.
In 1939 Al became affiliated
with WCKY first as early-morning
m.c. and announcer and later as
production manager. Since the war
began he has been cited by several
Government agencies for outstanding service in the war effort.
At WMAL he succeeds Gordon
Hittenmark, known as the Timekeeper, who has been called to active duty as a major in the Army.
Maj. Hittenmark, former National
Guard Officer, had been on semiactive duty in Washington, permitting him to resume his broadcast after a lapse of a year.

Proof

to

WHN

News

Chief

GEORGE HAMILTON COMBS
Jr., for six years news analyst on
WHN, New York, has been named
news manager and editor of the
station by Herbert L. Pettey, director, who said the move was in
line with WHN's policy to "expand
its foreign and domestic news coverage." Mr. Combs began his career
as a lawyer in Kansas City, was
elected to Congress at 25 and later
returned to law practice in New
York. He has written a book, published by David McKay Co., New
York, on Heinrich Himmler, German Gestapo chief.

Pull!
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1942—11,418
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STATES
1942

1943
Pennsylvania

11 ,006

Ohio

10,700

4,566

5,173

3,503
2,802
33

New

Virginia
York

1,111

Maryland

Pittsburgh
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Mail First Week
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JOHN BLAIR
Ask—

63

619

Going

Up!

March, 1943 — 610
March, 1942—154

always

yours
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Fastest Growing

50,000
Baukhage for Ruppert
JACOB RUPPERT BREWERY,
New York, will sponsor a fiveweekly news program on WJZ,
New York, featuring H. R. Baukhage, BLUE's Washington commentator, starting April 5. Aired
in the 6:05-6:15 p.m. period Monday through Friday, the series
started on a sustaining basis last
week. He is also heard on the
BLUE, 1-1:15 p.m. in a five-weekly
series, Baukhage Talking, aired on
a local sponsorship basis. Ruppert
agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York.

Power

32,124
PIECES

West
Combs

of

watter!

50JD0D

If It's a Fort
Industry Station,
you can Bank
on it!

WATTS

Reilly for P&G
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, sponsors a new daytime
newscast for Oxydol soap flakes on
WLW, Cincinnati. Arthur Reilly,
WLW newscaster, will be commentator on the broadcast, to be
heard Mondays through Fridays,
11:15-30 a. m.
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Kittyfae' s Gone
HERE'S ONE TO break a
chief engineer's heart. Kittyfae is off to the wars. Yessir,
with engineers going into the
armed services faster than
replacements show up,
WFAA-KGKO, Dallas, employed a gal, one Kittyfae
Nuttall. Hard-bitten engineers were skeptical at first
but Kittyfae convinced them.
As a control operator she
took her shift and did a man's
work well. But — Kittyfae has
been inducted, too, a WAVE.

THOMAS E. GOOTEE, engineer of
NBC Chicago, before joining the Army,
has been promoted to first lieutenant
in the Army Air Forces.
WILLIAM SHIPPER has been appointed supervisor of the microphone
war production department of Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood, Cal.
ORD. SEAMAN ERNIE ROOKE,
Royal Canadian Navy, former transmitter operator of CKY, Winnipeg, is
training as a wireless technician at
Ste. Hyacinthe, Que.

DELMAR C. DENGATES, of WIP,
Philadelphia, is father of a boy.

1U%
IN

HE*

-

QUEU

ES— believe it or not — WDBJ's 27-county
primary area (daytime) buys 11.3% more
food products than New Orleans. And if you
add our 20 secondary counties, you get a food
market bigger than Newark !
it's food or some

other kind of

sales you're interested in, the Roanoke-Southwest Virginia area is a prosperous, big-buying,
responsive market: nearly 800,000 people with
$350,000,000 in buying power.
What's

PAUL J. SHOCK, of KMOX, St.
Louis, has been commissioned by the
Navy as lieutenant (j.g.)
DON L. HOGE and John Brill, studio
engineers of WLW-WSAI, are fathers
of baby girls, and Art Young, field
survey engineer, is the father of a
baby boy, all born recently.
JOAQUIN OSSARIO, control room
operator of WQAM, Miami, Fla., has
been called in the Aviation Reserve
and is taking basic training at Miami
Beach.
CHARLES E. HIRES of WCAU,
Philadelphia,
left last week to enter
the
Army.
MELVIN BERSTLER, at one time
on the engineering staffs of WJJD and
WGES, Chicago, has joined WGN,
Chicago.

SUES

But whether

MARTIN OEBBECKE. assistant
technical supervisor of WIP, Philadelphia, has taken leave of absence to go
into Government service as a civilian
associate radio technical engineer in
the Signal Corps. Jimmy Tisdale moves
up as acting technical supervisor.
GEORGE HENDERSON, equipment
supervisor, and W. L. Haney, chief
transmitter operator, of CKY, Winnipeg, are fathers of baby girls, both
born recently.

WILFORD H. KENNEDY, supervisor of engineers for WKRC, Cincinnati, has been commissioned a captain in the Signal Corps and left to
report
N.
J. March 23 at Ft. Monmouth,
GEORGE MAKI, formerly of CBS
engineering operations in Chicago, now
a lieutenant in the Army, has been
assigned to the office of the Chief
Signal Officer, Plant Engineering
Agency, Philadelphia.
CLIFFORD WORBY, transmitter
technician of WTMJ, Milwaukee, has
been commissioned a first lieutenant
in the Army Signal Corps. He is stationed at Fort Monmouth, N. J.
NEALE PETTERSON and Smokey
Suttles of KYSM, Mankato, Minn.,
left to join the armed forces.
JAMES F. SULLIVAN, engineer of
WFCI, Pawtucket, R. I., has joined
the Army. Kenneth Hirons replaces
him. Ray Fieri, brother of John Fieri,
WPRO, Providence, has joined the
control staff.
LT. ARTHUR C. (Andy) ANDERSON, chief technician in the Army
Air Forces on leave from KTAR,
Phoenix, is stationed at Kelly Field,
Tex.
DOUG MAUPIN, engineer of WHIO,
Dayton, O., has joined the Navy and
is stationed at Great Lakes, 111. Ralph
L. Weber, transmitter engineer, has
been
in Signal Corps training school
at Chicago.

more, these folks listen to WDBJ —

partly because we're the only station serving the
entire area, but mostly because we give them
what they want. Write for all the facts — now!

Lawrence, Mass
5000 Walts
680 KC.

JUNIOR

SOLUTION to the manpower problem is three-year-old
Kirk Roberts, who makes his professional bow as Bobby Thayer.
Young Kirk has been guest announcing for Papa Paul Roberts,
m. c. of Skyline Club, WOWO, Ft.
Wayne, nighttime feature. Here
Papa tosses a platter which Kirk
will deftly snare or will he?

GALIONE

TO

ARMY;

CBS SHIFTS
OTHER
MERRITT COLEMAN
former
staff assistant of CBS program operations, has been named schedule
supervisor gineering
of the
network's
enoperations
department,
replacing William Galione, who resigned to join the Army Signal
Corps.
Mr.
Coleman's
duties have been
assumed former
by Louise
Grant, recently assistant to Leroy
Passman, assistant director of operations. Carolyn Jaros takes Miss
Grant's place.
Joining CBS in 1940 as assistant
business manager of the Columbia
Artist Bureau, Mr. Coleman went
to the Music Corp. of America in
1941, when the corporation purchased Columbia Artists Inc. He rejoined CBS in March of last year.
Other changes in the engineering
department include the transfer of
M. Camillo from CBS' transmitter
staff at Brentwood, N. Y., to the
maintenance staff of WABC, CBS
affiliate in New York. Another
member of the Brentwood staff,
Otto Grabow, has been assigned to
the shortwave studio group in New
York. Jack Dunlevie, formerly of J
W2XMN, the FM transmitter in
Alpine, N.staff.
J., has
joined
technical
He will
be WABC's
assigned
to summer vacation relief work at
the Columbia Island transmitter.
Theodore C. Rogers
THEODORE C. ROGERS, 47, a
member of the technical staff of the
Bell Telephone Laboratories, died
in a Hoboken, N. J., hospital March
vive.
22. A wife and two children surSTEPHEN
STANISZEWSKI, of
Albany,
N.
Y.,
has joined
engi- ]
neering staff of WTRY,
Troy, the
N. Y.

C.B.S.

WHKY
CBS

• 5000 Watts • 960 KC

Owned and Operated by the
TiMES-WORLD

CORP.

Represented by FREE & PETERS, Inc.
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HICKORY
NORTH CAROLINA

WATT* PAY
5,000
I WATT* NIGHT

For complete details write
00
HOWARD H. WILSON10CO.
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San Francisco - Hollywood
1290 KC
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Advertising
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■XPO, San Francisco, looking to the
■ lay when women will be doing most
■■las
'f the
workto around
a radioaspirants
studio,
started
train feminine
Hu the art of sound effect engineering.
Bthe course is being conducted by L. J.
Oreekmore. sound effects director, and
s held daily after regular office hours.
fEN'TII
anniversary
on the
air the
for
he Old Dirt
Dobber, who
handles
program by that name on WLAC,
Vashville, Tenn., rolled around and the
operator, testing busily from wall
dug to control panel, couldn't put the
Program on the air because of teehni:al trouble, he said. After 10 minutes
!»f the 15-minute scheduled program
lad passed, a quartet gave out with
'Happy theBirthday,
rerealing
delay as Dirt
a gag Dobber",
by the fond
i issoeiates of The Old Dirt Dobber. He
I s heard daily at 10 :15 a.m., Monday
' hrough Friday for General Mills and
*m Saturdays
8:30 to 9:00 a.m.
(CWT) on CBS.
iOPERATING daily from 8 a.m. to
it p.m., the Cleveland Board of Education FM station, WBOE, features
urograms designed for senior and
'junior high schools, elementary
schools, teachers and the public. Station operates with 1000 w. William B.
iLevenson is directing supervisor of
•adio for the school board.
[TOUR STATIONS to sign recently
"or Funny Money Man, transcribed
Series released by Allen A. Funt, raI lio production firm in New York, are :
IWRRN, Warren, Ohio ; WAPI, Birmlingham ; W.JHP, Jacksonville ; and
ILK WO S, Jefferson City. Negotiations
Ii ire underway to extend syndication to
IrSouth and Central America.

AMERICAN Federation of Radio
Artists has announced the signing of
renewal contracts with three St. Louis
stations. KMOX, KWK and KXOK.
No major changes are involved.
RED CROSS series That They Might
Live, heard Sundays on NBC, 12:301 p.m., will continue indefinitely after
April 4, date concluding its original
13-week period, the network has announced. The Red Cross transcribed
series March of Mercy available to
local stations, will be discontinued by
NBC affiliates after the April 18
broadcasts.
KTMS, Santa Barbara, Cal„ recently
broadcast the Santa Barbara night
school's graduation exercises which
were held in the station studios. A
transcription of the ceremony was cut
and air-expressed to the son of one
of the graduates, on duty with the
Army at Guadalcanal.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, is presenting
Valerie Ellis, author and world traveler, in a series of six 15-minute talks
on her travels, 11 :15 a.m. which began
March 22. Mrs. Ellis, daughter of A.
Hyatt Verrill, naturalist and explorer,
now lives in Burlington, N. C.

WMRN, Marion, O., provides ft
seminar, in charge of Lou Marsh, program director, for students of the
radio workshop group at Ohio
Wesleyan U., Delaware, O. Students,
who work at the station on shifts,
doing routine office work, and handling
special shows and newscasts, are
graded by Mr. Marsh. From the workshop studio on the campus, the students air an hour variety and dramatic show on WMRN, using original
scripts.

Locked to KBUR
RECEIVING SETS locked
to KBUR's frequency have
been placed by the Burlington, la., station in the Iowa
Ordnance Plant and the station now provides three
quarter - hour morale programs daily to thousands of
workers. Ordnance Plant also
uses eight KBUR announcements daily in interests of recruitment. Station will go to
24-hour operation April 1.

WQAM, Miami, Fla., now offers two
minutes of news on the half-hour and
five or 15 minutes on the hour, with
popular recordings and transcribed
tunes
m.cd by Walt Svehla from 3 to
6 :00 p.m.

ADDING to its schedule of programs
on several New York stations, The
Council for Books in Wartime has
started Authors of World War II on
WEVD, New York. Series carries out
the Council's aim to spotlight books
contributing to the war effort. Max
Hill, former head of the AP bureau
in Tokyo, and author of Exchange
Ship, was interviewed on the first
broadcast.

KAND, Corsicana. Tex., broadcast
two hours and 15 minutes of the
four-hour program in which various
civic organizations of Corsicana put
on a drive for War Bonds when the
two-man Jap submarine captured at
Pearl Harbor was in the city for four
hours. The sale was $81,240 from a
population of 18,000.
WCAR, Pontiac, Mich., has acquired
the PA radio news wire from Press
Assn., AP subsidiary.

Opportunity/

|;KCMO, Kansas City, Mo., has issued
I I new rate card announcing increase
lin time charges of approximately 20%,
Infective March 15. This is the first increase in rates in nearly four years,
plthough
Ifate a yearKCMO
and a became
half ago.a BLUE affili[ADVERTISING Federation of Amerfeica has elected to its membership the
[Baltimore Broadcasting Corp., Balti■more, owner and operator of WCBM,
rend the Marion Broadcasting Co.,
ilVIarion, Ohio, owner and operator of
[WMRN, Marion.
[REQUESTS have been received from
[more than 100 stations for "Dear
■Folks, " a daily column on Army life
I (Issued by the public relations office of
I the medical replacement training cenIter at Camp Pickett, Va.
[SETTING aside all available "ground
[areas" on the studio lot of the Don
IjLee Broadcasting System, Hollywood,
[■a three
Victory
garKen
has unit
been cooperative
planned with
all staff
jjimembers pitching in to plant tomatoes,
[peas, lettuce and beans. Cucumbers,
J .cabbages and squash are also planned.
||THREE stations to obtain the radio
jbews wire of Press Assn. recently are,
WFCI, Pawtucket, R. I., KRLD,
pDallas, and WFTL, Fort Lauderdale,
|Fla.
ijWCKY, Cincinnati, is broadcasting a
[Jseries of programs to further BritishjAmerican relations and to disclose
IjNazi propaganda secrets. Appearing
thus far have been E. J. Bisiker,
^British Vice Consul, Cleveland; Sir
^Frederick Whyte, political scientist,
^chairman of the International Pacific
Relations Commission; Kenneth A.
wJ. Helder, British business man and
member of the British Civilian Defense Corps., and Arthur H. Tandy,
British Consul in Cincinnati.
jWQAM, Miami, Fla., at the request
i of Allen Murray, head of the Pacific
^Division of OWI, recently made a fivejbninute transcription of a talk by
^President Manuel Quezon of the Phil|ippines for use by OWI.
BROADCASTING
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ALLEY bank deposits December 31st were up a phenomenal two-thirds . . .
$34,591,821 compared to $20,976,137 a year before! This increase reflects a
combination of very favorable conditions ... a remarkably prosperous fruit and
vegetable year from crops every month from the richest soil in the nation . . . tremendous payrolls and other expenditures of a strategic
military area with four army bases . . . and enormous
defense construction.
There are 23,481 radio units in the eight counties
... and KRGV, Weslaco, is the ONLY network
outlet to cover them with primary signal . . . the
source in the Valley of outstanding NBC, news and
local interest programs.
1290 KC

•

1000 Watts, Day and Night

Represented by Howard
CENTRAL
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Co.

SALES OFFICE— 805-6 Tower Petroleum
Bldg., Dallas, Texas
Ken L. Sibson, General Sales Manager.
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To Give the Utmost

BART MeHUGH, West Coast radio
director of Music Corp. of America,
talent service, and Hal Haekett, New
York radio director, to familiarize
themselves with activities in each
other's territory, have switched jobs
for the next several weeks. Mr.
Hackett's
Hills, Cal. headquarters are in Beverly

in Service

is Thoroughly

Trained

Each of Our

Men

for His Job

ALLEN M. WHITLOCK, formerly of
Marschalk & Pratt Inc., New York,
and now with the Army Air Forces,
has been promoted to rank of captain
and appointed public relations officer
of the Army Air Forces West Coast
Training Center, Santa Ana, Cal.
DANIEL DANKER, Southern California vice-president of J. Walter
Thompson Co., is in New York for
home office conferences.
GORDON GROSS, onetime copy
chief and radio director of Joseph
Katz Co.. Baltimore, has joined the
&copywri'ting
Co., New staff
York. of Lawrence Fertig
JOHN M. CUNNINGHAM, former
copy head of Blaine-Thompson Co.,
New York, and previously with Donahue & Coe, New York, has joined the
copy staff of Buchanan & Co. Agency
also has acquired as copywriter William J. McHale, formerly in the advertising department of Columbia
Pictures and Warner Bros.
MRS.

MID

DOROTHY LUMBERS, formerly with Tandy Adv. Agency, Toronto, has joined the staff of the Assn.
of Canadian Advertisers, Toronto
office.

compfltw

STATION

REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK • BOSTON • CHICAGO
• DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
• HOLLYWOOD

SO

LONG...

TOO

LONG

Already it's two, three, even four years since a good
many companies said "so long" to their peacetime
customers. But people forget mighty fast. "So long"
for too long can get to be "goodbye."
Make

sure your customers will be still your custom-

ers after the "duration", by giving them something
they value — radio entertainment — to remember

you

CFRB

860

R ONTO
KILOCYCLES

Surveys prove at least one quarter of all radios in Canada's
richest market are always tuned to CFRB.
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ROGER JOSLYN, art and copy director of Wendell P. Colton Co., New
York, has been elected a vice-president.
PAUL DE FUR has resigned as radio
director of the New York office of
Grant Adv., to join the radio department of the Office of War Information,
assigned to the War Manpower Commission. Mr. De Fur has been succeeded by Perry Dickey, who comes to
New York from the agency's Chicago
Headquarters, where he served as assistant radio director, also handling
publicity. [Broadcasting. March 15].
FRANK P. BUCK, formerly of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, has joined
the copy staff of Atherton & Currier,
New York.
GRANVILLE E. TOOGOOD, with
N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, since
1925, has been named vice-president
and
assistant to Harry Batten, Ayer
president.
JOSEPH HENRY COHN, an account executive of Weiss & Geller,
New York, has been named a vicepresident.
ROBERT GRAHAM, member of the
copy staff of Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia agency, has enlisted in the
Coast Guard, temporary reserve, and
is assigned to patrol duty off the New
Jersey coast.

by in the meantime.

TO

JOHN M. CALDWELL has left N. W.
Ayer & Son, New York, where he was
a radio writer, to enter the Army.
THOMAS D. GIBBONS, former publicity director of National Restaurant
Assn., has joined Beaumont & Hohman, Chicago.

1943

KIRBY HAWKES, former radio director of Benton & Bowles, New York,
who was reported to be entering the
military service, will continue with
the agency, directing several programs
on a freelance basis. Following Mr.
Hawkes,
the post. Walter Craig was named to
WARD WHEELOCK Co., New York
and Philadelphia, agency for Campbell Soup Co., Camden, N. J., has appointed Douglas Whitney, New York,
to handle publicity for Campbell's CBS
show featuring Milton Berle.
BROADCASTING

&

Fink,

Bourjois

Plan Network Programs
LEHN & FINK Products Corp.,
Bloomfield, N. J., which has not
used network radio for Hind's
Honey & Almond Cream since
1939-1940 when it sponsored Burns
& Allen on CBS, has purchased a
half-hour on Mutual for a series,
probably of the quiz type, to start
April 23. Time will be Wednesdays,
8:30-9 p.m., but no details on the
program or talent have been decided. Agency is Wm. Esty & Co.,
New York.
Another show in preparation is
a half -hour musical to start on the
BLUE in mid-April under sponsorship of Bourjois Inc., New
York, for its cosmetics. No details
were available from Foote, Cone
& Belding, New York, agency in
charge, although it is probable that
the time used will be Sundays,
6:05-6:30 p.m., with Jim Ameche
chestra.
as m.c, and David Broekman's orAlbert L. Miller
ALBERT L. MILLER, 39, an account executive of Erwin, Wasey
& Co., New York, was killed March
20 when he attempted to escape a
fire in his room in a New York
hotel by crawling on the three-inch
window ledge, and losing his grip,
fell 14 stories to the roof of a
neighboring building. Son of George
H. Miller, president of the Musterole Co., Cleveland, Mr. Miller had
represented Erwin, Wasey in England for five years, and was well
known in the drug and cosmetic
field. He was a director of Wasey
Products Co., London, and the R.
B. Sender Co., New Canaan, Conn.,
extensive user of radio. A wife, two
children and a sister survive.
BMI Board Meeting
PLANS for a series of programs
devoted to Latin American culture
as
expressed
in the
music publishers
of BMI's
Latin
American
affiliate
were discussed by the BMI board of
directors in New York last Tuesday. The board also voted to extend
program meetings in New York, approved the new simplified forms for
use by BMI stations in reporting
income, and announced that the new
BMI index of approximately 100,000 compositions will be distributed
to licensees in April. Neville Miller,
president, presided. The full board
attended except Paul W. Morency,
WTIC, Hartford, who was kept
away by illness.
Lowney Dramas
WALTER M. LOWNEY Co., Montreal, (candy) on March 29 started
quarter-hour factual dramatizations of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Men in Scarlet, thriceweekly on CKWX, Vancouver;
CFRN, Edmonton; CFAC, Calgary,
Alta. ; CJOC, Lethbridge, Alta.;
CKCK, Regina; CFQC, Saskatoon;
CKY, thur,
Winnipeg;
ArOnt.; CFRB, CKPR,
Toronto;Port
CKCO,
Ottawa; CFPL, London, Ont.;
CROC, Hamilton, Ont.; CHSJ, St.
John, N. B.; CHNS, Halifax;
CJCB, Sydney, N. S. Account was
placed by Harry E. (Red) Foster
Agencies, Toronto.
BERT PRAGER, radio director of
Donahue & Coe, New York, has resigned.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Double Time
LONGINES time signals,
heard on hundreds of stations, have gone to war.
Amending a formula introduced by Milton Cross with
the first Longines announcement on WJZ, New York, in
1926, the firm has ordered
signals given in both standard and military time, for
the convenience of war workers and personnel of the services. Official time signal now
reads, "At the signal, the
time will be 11 p.m. Eastern
War Time, 23 o'clock ArmyNavy Time by Longines, the
world's most honored watch."

THISTLE

(Betty) BARRETT

F IT'S music or time buying
or West Virginia that might
I interest you, sir, Miss Thistle
(Betty) Barrett would be able
co cross words with you most intelligently. For Betty not only is a
alented musician, she is the current timebuyer at Morse International Inc. and also an ex-West
Virginian teller of tales, attractively wrapped up in one person(ality.
Betty was born in New Martinsville, W. Va. Aug. 8, 1918, and between floods attended primary
school there. She took her high
school work at Dickinson Seminary,
Williamsport, Pa. before entering
the U. of West Virginia in 1934.
She majored in music (violin) at
the university and belonged to the
Chi Omega Sorority.
After two years of college, Betty
decided to go to New York and try
her hand at earning a living. Her
ifirst Manhattan job was modeling
winter coats in mid-July. With the
temperature hovering around 95
degrees she soon left that position
for greener pastures and an airconditioned building.
Next came law as secretary to
a patent attorney, but in due time
radio beckoned
and
she joined

Plug? Says Hirschmann,
Goods on Shelves or Not
PLEA TO ADVERTISERS to continue promotion even though business is easy to obtain at this time
was voiced by Ira A. Hirschmann,
vice-president of Bloomingdale's,
New York department store, in a
talk on "Where Do We Go From
Here?" before the recent convention in New York of the Associated Chain Drug Stores.
Mr. Hirschmann urged the chain
druggists to "continue to promote
even when you get to the point
where you have no merchandise to
sell. Keep your contact with your
customers, keep your names before
people. My hat is off to the national
advertisers. Don't let your names
down !"

Disc Series

'BROADCASTING

EVERY RADIO ADVERTISER

available

SHOULD

audience

KNOW

data

Most recent
Hooper ratings
show WMG with
better than 40%
of the entire
radio audience
of all four
Memphis stations
in all three time
classifications .
B
Mail response
network and
national spot
offers

to

is amazingly
Details on high.
request.

C
WMC's

primary

day-time coverage
area embraces a
population of
3,052,647, with
379,810
radio
homes.

KASPER-GORDON Inc., Boston,
is releasing a series of fur storage
shorts for sale to local sponsors.
The firm is releasing a series of 78
quarter-hour programs based on
the
strip. Dan Dunn newspaper comic
Morse in 1940 as secretary to Dick
Nicholls, radio director. In 1942 she
was transferred to the timebuying
department, assisting Mort Bassett.
When he joined the armed forces
earlier this year Betty took over
the timebuying chores.
With Mr. Nicholls, Betty buys

WMC
MEMPHIS/ TENN.

time for one of radio's largest spot
accounts — Vick Products — which
include Vapo Rub, Va-tro-nol,
cough drops and inhaler. She also
buys time for Vitamins Plus.
Betty still continues music, playing in amateur symphonies in New
York, but she finds plenty of time
for either theatre-going or a swim
in the Shelton pool.
Sesac

"He would accept WFDF Flint
Michigan's invitation to breakfast at Sardi's every morning!"

WHAT

Bond

Plans

SESAC and Treasury Representatives met March 21 in Chicago to
discuss new plans for SESAC service to stations in the Second War
Loan Drive. Marjorie L. Spriggs,
Treasury radio chief, and Emerson
Waldman, assistant radio chief, explained the drive plans. Leonard
Callahan, Claude Culmer, Emile
Gough, Graham Harris, Paul Heinecke and Burt Squire represented
SESAC, which has been working
with the Treasury Radio Section
for the pat year on a voluntary
basis.
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South Central Quality
Network
WMC-Memphi;
WJDX-Jackson, Miss.
KWKH-KTBS-Shreveport
WSMB-New Orleans
KARK-Little Rock
5,000
WATTS NATIONALLY
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STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
Me— news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KQW, San Francisco
Alameda County Nursery, Oakland, 6 sp
weekly, thru Emil Reinhardt Adv., Oakland.
Acme Breweries, San Francisco, 2 so
weekly, thru Brisacher, Davis & Van
Norden, San Francisco.
National Lead Co., San Francisco (Dutch
Boy paint), 6 sa weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
Golden State Milk Co., San Francisco, 5 sa
weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, San
Francisco.
Hulman & Co., Terre Haute, Ind. (Clabber
Girl Baking Powder), sa weekly, thru
Pollyea Adv. Agency, Terre Haute.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco (Langendorf Bread - Homestead
Bread), 7 sa weekly, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, San Francisco.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San FranciscoHolsum
(
Bread ) , 5 sa weekly, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
WMAQ, Chicago
American Crayon Co., Sandusky, 0. (children's storyTriangle
book) , Agency,
3 sp weekly,
weeks, thru
Chicago. 13
Kitchen Art Foods, Chicago (Kitchen Arts
Rice Feast), 3 sp, 13 weeks, thru Earle
Ludgin Inc., Chicago.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 28 sa, 52
weeks, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
Gordon Baking Co., Detroit (Silvercup
bread and bakery products), 19 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru C. E. Miller Agency,
N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Rinso) , 19
sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
American Chicle Co., New York (Dentyne
and Clove Gum), 1 so weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
KECA, Los Angeles
West
Coast
Soap
Co., Oakland, Cal.
(Powow cleaner), weekly sp, 52 weeks.
thru Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden,
San Francisco.
Interstate Bakeries Corp.. Los Angeles
(bread), 7 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles.
B. Manischewitz Co., Jersey City (matzoths), 2 sa weekly 4 weeks, thru A. B.
Landau Inc., N. Y.
Eastern-Columbia, Los Angeles (chain dept.
store), sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Stodel
Adv. Co., Los Angeles.

WQXR, New York
Rio Bamba, New York (night club), 3 ne
weekly,
N. Y. 8 weeks, thru Aetna Adv. Agency,
Roxy Theatre, New York ("The Young Mr.
Pitt"), Co.,
32 N.
so, Y.1 week, thru KaytonSpiero
Samuel Goldwyn, Hollywood, Cal. ("They
Got
Me Covered"),
Donahue
& Coe, N. Y.6 sa, 1 week, thru
Plaza Theatre, New York (motion pictures), 5 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Shorelane-Benet, N. Y.
General Foods, New York (Maxwell House
coffee) , 6 sp, 13 weeks, thru Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.
Cooper & Cooper, New York (razor blades),
3 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru Heffelfinger
Agency, N. Y.
Linguaphone Institute. New York (foreign
language lessons), 3 ne weekly, 18 weeks,
3nersp Co.,
weekly,
N. Y.12 weeks, thru Joseph EllPour La Victoire, New York (newspaper),
2 ne, 26 weeks, direct.
J. B. Williams Co.. Glastonbury, Conn.
(Aqua Velva, Glider), 24 so, 52 weeks,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
KPAS, Pasadena
World's
Dispensary
Assn.,
(proprietary), 5 taMedical
weekly,
thruBuffalo
Dana
Jones Co., Los Angeles.
Dr. Cowen, Los Angeles (credit dentist),
6 ta weekly, thru Dean L. Simmons,
Hollywood.
Beam Sales Co., Chicago (money belt),
3 sp weekly, thru Paul Grant Adv., Chicago.
Miller Co., Chicago (telescopes), 5 to
weekly, thru United Adv., Chicago.
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la., 6 weekly
so, thru Northwest Radio Adv. Corp.,
Seattle.
Charm Kurl Co., St. Paul (permanent
wave kit), 5 so weekly, 4 weeks, thru
Guenther-Bradford & Co., Chicago.
WJZ, New York
P. W. Minor & Sons, Batavia, N. Y.
(Treadeasy shoes), 4 ta, so, 4 weeks
thru Stewart, Hanford & Casler, Rochester.
Personna Blade Co., New York, 5 so
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Amos Parrish &
Co., N. Y.
Piso Co., Warren, Pa. (cough medicine), 2
ta
weekly,Memphis.
2 weeks, thru Lake-SpiroShurman,
CKWS, Kingston, Ont.
Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal (tubes),
81 ta, thru Cockfield, Brown & Co., Montreal.
Pure Gold Mfg. Co., Toronto (prepared
food), 104 t, thru Cockfield, Brown &
Co., Toronto.

WAPI, Birmingham
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish), 6
sp
Castleman weekly,
& Pierce,thru
N. Bermingham,
Y.
Church & D wight, New York (soda), 6 so
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Brooke, Smith,
French & Dorrance, N. Y.
William H. Wise & Co., New York (books) ,
6 t, thru Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Supersuds), 30 so weekly, thru William
Esty & Co., N. Y.
Swift & Co., Chicago (All-Sweet marga, sa Chicago.
series, thru J. Walter Thompsonrine) Co.,
Pan-American Coffee Bureau, New York,
so series, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore (skin
cream), sp weeklv, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
KLX, Oakland
Federal Outfitting Co., San Francisco
(chain clothiers), 6 ne weekly, thru Allied Advertising Agencies, San Francisco.
Telenews Theaters, San Francisco, Oakland, 18 ne weekly, direct.
Readers Digest, Pleasantville, N. Y. (service men's subscriptions), 12 so weekly,
thru
cisco. Progessive Adv. Agency, San FranSouthern Pacific Co., San Francisco, 12 ta
weekly, thru Foote, Cone & Belding, San
Francisco.
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co., Oakland, Cal., 3 so weekly, direct.
Bank of America, San Francisco (chain
banking system), 7 so weekly, direct.
KTMS, Santa Barbara
Golden State Co., San Francisco (Golden
V milk), 10 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los Angeles.
Interstate Bakeries Corp., Los Angeles
(Weber bread), 6 ne weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles.
Seven-Up Bottling Co.. Los Angeles (bevrect. erage) ,weekly sp, 13 weeks, placed diCFRB, Toronto
Benjamin Moore & Co., Ltd., Toronto
(paint), sp, thru E. W. Reynolds & Co.,
Toronto.
Wynola Corp., Toronto (soft drinks), so,
thru Ellis Adv. Co.. Toronto.
Vernor's Ginger Ale Co., Toronto (soft
drinks), weekly sp, thru Walsh Adv.
Co., Toronto.
WHN, New York
P. Lorillard Co., New York (Old Gold
Cigarettes), 5 ne weekly, 13 weeks, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Greater N. Y. Conference of Seventh Day
Adventists, 6 sp weekly, 52 weeks direct.

NURSERIES

IN SPRING
CAMPAIGN
GARDNER NURSERY Company,
Osage, Iowa (trees, shrubs, seeds,
and plants), has expanded its
spring campaign, according to
Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
The stations:
KXA WHO WLW KINY WLS KPO
WHAM WBZ KTKN KOL KVI WDSM
WWRL WHAS WSON WHOP WSAZ
WKST KLUF WISR KHJ KHQ WEGO
WTAX WTAQ WOCB WMJM WHBY
WKNY WJAG WFTM WFIN WEBQ
KWFT KWON KFRC KUJ KTRI KSL
KSJB KPRO KOVO KICD KFJZ KDTH ill
KBIZ WLAY KXOK WPRO KFDM
KMPC KYA KFSO KPAS KFBK KTRB
KQW KRE KSAN KXL KDYL KFYR
KMMJ KOAM KOWH KSOO WAKR
WBAL WCAR WCOA WHDH WDAY
WDBO WDEL WDZ WEW WHKC WIBA
WIBC WITH WKAT WKZO WLOL
WPEN KYW WPIC WPDQ WAAT WCAU
WCSC WIS WSUN WWDC WWVA
WAAF WRVA WCPO KFEL KGHL
WTAR WFAA WTMA WFDF KOB
KWLK KTAR.
Five-minute and 15-minute programs will be used one to three
times daily, depending on local
weather and planting conditions.
More stations will be added April
1. The spring campaign continues
until June 15.
Globe-Democrat

on

KWK

RUSH HUGHES, m.c. of two daily
dance record programs on KWK,
St. Louis, has added the St. Louis
Globe-Democrat to his list of sponsors. The morning paper has
bought a 20-minute section of
Hughes' 10 a.m.-12 noon Song and
Dance Parade and his 6:15-7 p.m.
First Five program, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays. Hughes
highlights Globe-Democrat news
coverage and features. His other
sponsors include Griesedieck
Brothers Brewery, Bond Bread,
Meyer Brothers Drug Co. and the
Koken Co. A new feature of the
morning show is Uncle Sam Inc.,
during which Hughes plugs War
Bonds and Government messages.
ROBERT
L. GARNER,
former
vicepresident and
treasurer of
Guaranty
Trust Co. of New York, has been
elected vice-president and treasurer of
General Foods Corp., New York, effective April 1. He succeeds the late
Louis A. Zahrn, former treasurer.

WEAF, New York
Grove Labs., St. Louis ( Bromo-Quinine) , 3
ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
Flag Pet Food Corp., New York (dog
food), 5 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Peck
Adv., N. Y.
Packard Shaver Division, Pharmacal Products Co., New York (Packard LektroShaver Sales and Service), 3 so weekly,
thru Ray-Hirsch Co.. N. Y.
RKO Pictures, New York, weekly ne, 52
weeks, thru Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
B. Meier & Son, New York (Golden Center
Wheat Germ), 3 so weekly, thru H .C.
Morris & Co., N. Y.
MacMillan Co., New York (cook book), 5
so, 1 week, direct.
KMPC, Beverly Hills
Leslie Salt Co., San Francisco (table salt) ,
11 ta weekly, 19 weeks, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
P. W. Minor & Son. Batavia. N. Y. (Treadeasy shoes), 3 ta weekly, 10 weeks, thru
Stewart, Hanford & Casler, Rochester.
WABC, New York
Columbia Pictures Corp., New York (The
More the Merrier, other films) , 3 ne
weekly, thru Weiss & Geller, N. Y.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
bread), 3 sp weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Page
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In there PITCHIN' . . . Putting youthe
merchandising story right across
HOME plates of the millions of prosarea!
this great boom
people inNORTHWEST
THE perous
PACIFIC
GROUP
McGillvra
Joseph
KXL
KFPY
The
KatzH. Agency
Z NET
The Walker Company
i Buy two markets, save 5%; Buy three, |
save 10%. Booklet on request.
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JOHN F. JELKE Co., Chicago
(oleomargarine), within the next few
weeks will appoint an advertising
manager to succeed George T. Wruck,
who recently joined the Cepro division
of the Rahr Malting Co., Manitowoc,
Wis.
GORDON GORDON Ltd., Toronto
■ (Princess Pat cosmetics), has started
a test announcement campaign on
CJRC, Winnipeg. Account was placed
by Frank R. Steel Associates, Chicago.
WESTERN SAVING Fund Society,
| Philadelphia, is sponsoring Dr. Felix
Morley, president of Haverford College, Haverford, Pa., in a weekly series
of news interpretations on WCAU,
Philadelphia. John Falkner Arndt
Agency, Philadelphia, has the account.
MUTUAL ORANGE Distributors,
Redlands, Cal., on April 13 starts
sponsoring a weekly quarter-hour
commentary series on four Don Lee
California stations (KFXM KHJ
KVOE KDB), Tuesday, 7:45-8 p.m.
(PWT). Contract is for 52 weeks.
Agency is Dana Jones Co., Los Angeles.
AMERICAN DAIRY ASSN., Chicago, 111. (dairy products), on March
21 started sponsoring a weekly quarter-hour commentary program, Voice oj
the Farmer, on 17 Mutual-Don Lee
Western stations (KWAL KFIO KIT
KRKO KMO KOL KGY KXRO
KELA KAST KWLK KALE KWIL
KORE KOOS KRNR KFJI), Sunday,. 3:45-4 p.m. (PWT). Contract is
for 52 weeks. Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, has the account.

Nothing to Sell
"NOTHING to sell" seems to
be the accent in Knoxville,
according to WBIR, BLUEMBS station. War has made
it possible for the station to
whip up two shows, sell both
to non-selling clients: Knoxville Power and Knoxville
Water Board. Shows are
called Fours for Victory and
urge scrap salvage, Victory
gardening, appliance conservation, etc.

LOMA LINDA FOOD Co., Arlington,
Cal. (Ruskets), as part of its spring
campaign which started March 23, is
sponsoring an intermittent schedule of
twice-weekly participation in Art
Baker's Notebook on KFI, Los Angeles. Contract is for 52 weeks. Firm
in addition sponsors thrice-weekly
participation in Norma Young's
Happy Homes on KHJ, Hollywood,
as well as weekly participation in Ann
Holden's Home Forum on KGO, San
Francisco. Gerth-Paeific Adv., Los
Angeles, has the account.
LOCKFAST - STEINER, Montreal
(shoe-high socks), has started an announcement campaign on 27 Canadian
stations, placed by Stanfield & Blaikie,
Montreal.
L. B. LABS., Los Angeles (hair oil,
shampoo), on April 1 starts sponsoring four participations weekly in the
6 p.m. news on KRLD, Dallas. Contract is for 13 weeks. Firm is sponsoring a weekly five-minute participation in Breakfast at Sardi's on 13
BLUE stations, Wednesday, 9:30-10
a.m. (PWT) Glasser-Gailey & Co.,
Los Angeles, has the account.

MOTHER'S CAKE and cookie Co.,
Oakland, Cal., has started a noonday
news period, Rationing News, thriceweekly on KFRC, San Francisco.
Agency is Emil Reinhardt Adv. Agency, Oakland, Cal.
SCHWARTZ & GRODIN, Oakland,
Cal. (clothiers), recently started for
52 weeks a weekly broadcast of the
boxing matches held in the Oakland
Civic Auditorium. Allen Ward and
Speed Riley collaborate as sportscasters. Agency is Theodore H. Segall
Adv., San Francisco.
CAPWELL, SULLIVAN & FURTH,
Oakland, Cal. (department store), on
March 29 will start 3 newscasts
weekly for 13 weeks on KPO, San
' Francisco. Agency is Sidney Garfinkel
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
BRANDRAM-HENDERSON, Montreal (paint), has started an announcement campaign on a number of Canadian stations placed by Stanfield &
Blaikie, Montreal.
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If you're thinking of metropolitan

areas, the answer can well be: '"One". But not if you're
thinking of regional farm markets!
Take, for instance, the No. 1 Farm Market. This richerthan-ever market has exactly 1,546 towns with a population of 10,000 or less. In these towns live 34.7% of the
total population. And in these towns an additional 45.3%
of the people (the farmers!) do most of their buying.
In plain arithmetic, this means that 80%
Farm

of the No. 1

Market is small town — that it takes a regional station with a rural slant to get this market for you.

KMA is the only full-time farm station in America's greatest farm belt. It is the one station in the whole area that
does not localize its programs to the people immediately
under its towers. Instead, KMA is regionally programmed
for the 3 million people in 151 primary counties around
Shenandoah, who spend 820 million dollars a year in
retail stores.

When

you

think

of

of John

the most loyal and sincere folks
a prosperous rural market that
as $20 per daytime quarter hour
latest market data brochure are

the most important you've ever read. Write today for
your copy.

SPOTS...
think

So — if you want to reach
in America — if you want
can be yours for as little
- — then the facts in our
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H. C. MORRIS & Co., New York, has
been appointed to handle Mealene, a
product of Bernarr MacFadden's
Cereal Co., New York. Spot campaign
for the cereal was placed by the Morris
Agency and not by Jasper, Lynch &
Fishel, New York, former agency, as
reported [Broadcasting, March 22].
CHURCHES OF CHRIST, Glendale,
Cal., currently sponsoring a weekly
half-hour live program featuring Jean
Valentine, on KPAS, Pasadena, with
transcribed version on KVEC, San
Luis Obispo, will add other West
Coast stations in early April. Placement is through Dean L. Simmons,
Hollywood.
VAN De KAMP Bakeries, Seattle,
using institutional copy, is sponsoring
on KJR, Seattle, the BLUE Mystery
Chef, a participating program.

THE

MOST

AND

EFFECTIVE

APPROACH

INTIMATE

TO

SALES
AMERI-

GRIESEDIECK-WESTERN Breweries, St. Louis, is sponsoring the
Funny Money Show on KWK, St.
Louis, 7 :30 p.m. Thursdays, featuring
Carl Hohengarten's orchestra ; Madelaine, songstress ; the Singing Swingtones ; Coon Creek Boys, and the Rich
Hayes, Jack Conner and Swing Trio.
Audience participation is an added feature.
GENERAL BAKING Co., New York,
in behalf of Bond bread, has renewed
for 52 weeks Morning in Manhattan,
five-weekly quarter-hour program on
WEAF, New York, effective March
25. BBDO, New York, handles the account.
GEORGE JELLENIK Jr., former
executive of H. W. Halifax Adv., New
York, has been named advertising and
sales promotion manager of Major
Vitamins Inc., New York, makers of
Major
vitamins.
Jellenik
was B oncomplex
the sales
executiveMr.staff
of
Bloomingdales, New York department
store, and has served on the store's
copy writing staff. He was at one time
radio editor of a Washington newspaper. Major Vitamins is currently engaged in a spot radio campaign.
CANADA DRY Ginger Ale Inc., New
York, on March 29 starts sponsoring
the five-weekly quarter-hour news
commentary. Faces and Places on two
Don Lee California stations (KHJ
KFRC) Mondav through Friday, 6 :156:30 p.m. (PWT). Contract is for 13
weeks. Agency is J. M. Mathes Inc.,
New York.
CALIFORNIA AMUSEMENT Enterprises, Los Angeles (Arragon ballroom), on March 15 started sponsoring a nightly quarter-hour participation in Al Jarvis' Make Believe
Ballroom on KFWB, Hollywood. Contract is for 52 weeks, with placement
through Advertisers Sales Agency,
Los Angeles.

CA'S LARGEST MARKET.

FOR OFFENSE • FOR DEFENSE
BUY U. S. BONDS TODAY

GERMANY

IS FIRST

IN MOTHER
TONGUES
GERMAN is the most frequently
reported mother tongue in the
United States, according to a report based on the 1940 Census, issued recently by the Census Bureau.
In certain sections of the country,
however, other languages were
more often reported. For example,
French is the mother tongue reported most frequently in New
England, and Spanish in the Southwest, the data show.
Statistics are based on returns
from a 5% sample of the population enumerated in the 1940 Census.
Mother tongue is denned as the
principal language spoken in the
home during a person's earliest
childhood.
The tables show how strong a
hold a foreign language may have
in the homes of certain population
groups, even after several generations in this countrv. Large numbers of persons of third or subsequent generations in the U. S. are
included among the French-speaking people of Louisiana and among
those who speak Spanish in New
Mexico, to give examples.
In a breakdown by states, French
is the main mother tongue in
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Rhode Island, and Louisiana.
Italian leads in Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, Delaware, West
Virginia. German heads the list in
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,
Kansas, Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming,
Utah, Washington Oregon. Spanish was the most frequently reported foreign tongue in Florida,
Texas, Colorado, New Mexico,
Arizona, California. In Massachusetts, returns were almost equal
for French and Italian. In Pennsylvania, German and Italian ran
close. Polish showed the highest return in Michigan, with German a
close second.
Quiz at Radio Lunch
MEMBERS of the Radio Executives Club of New York took an
active part in the entertainment at
last Wednesday's meeting when
Bob Hawk, m.c. of the Camel show
on CBS Thanks to the Yanks, conducted a quiz session with timebuyers and radio executives as participants. Out-of-town guests included Howard Chernoff , West Virginia Network; John Rivers,
WCSC, Charleston, S. G.j Ken D.
Soble, CHML, Hamilton, Ont.;
Ken D. Given, WLBJ, Bowling
Green, Ky. ; Barron Howard,
WRVA, Richmond, and Mort
Mass.
Silverman, W E I M, Fitchburg,

Crosley Net Profit
CROSLEY Corp., Cincinnati, and
subsidiaries, including WLWWSAI, made a net profit of $1,931,659 after depreciation, Federal Income and excess profits taxes were
deducted, for the year ending Dec.
31, 1942, the annual report discloses. Earnings in 1941 totaled

National Representative
GEORGE t. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
5,000 WATTS
610 KC

$1,493,135.
Last
year'sonnet
was
equal
to $3.54
a share
545,800
shares of capital stock, as compared to $2.73 a share the previous
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NEWS SPOTS are spot news as
Grove Labs., St. Louis, signs a contract involving more than a quarter-million dollars for news and
news commentary programs starting March 29 on nine NBC owned
and operated stations, largest
single contract ever received by
NBC central division spot sales.
Eyeing the document are (seated)
Oliver Morton, manager, NBC central division local and spot sales;
and June Rollinson, timebuyer of
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, who
negotiated contract for the client.
Standing is Rudi Neubauer, NBC
salesman. Grove is using about 40
major-market stations in an intensified summer drive for Daily Vitamins [Broadcasting, March 15].

Repplier on Council
THEODORE S. REPPLIER, campaignsCommission,
manager of has
the resigned
War Manpower
to
become manager
of the
Washington office
of the
Advertising
Council, effective
April 1. Before
entering
government service
in
1942, Mr. Repassociateplier
copywasdirector
of Young & Rubicam, New York. Mr. Repplier
He joined that agency in 1931, and
had previously served as advertising supervisor of the Chesapeake &
Potomac Telephone Co., Washington.
Zero

Starts Drive

BEACON

CHEMICAL Co., Philadelphia, is starting a spot campaign for Zero, a new ammonia
product described as a general
household cleaner. Ammonia has
not been available for general consumer use recently due to restricted
materials but some is now back in
the market. Details of the campaign are not available. Company
is placing direct. Paris & Peart,
New York, was recently appointed
agency.
WSAZ

Joins Blue

WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va., on
April 1 will become a basic BLUE
supplementary station, bringing
the total of BLUE affiliates to 150.
Operated
by WSAZ
Inc.,kc,
the 1000
station operates
on 930
watts. Evening hour rate is $120.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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mer of 1939, after which he returned
to England as a member of the staff
of United Press. During 1941 and 1942
he was heard frequently on the World
Today series, 6 :45-6 :55 p.m.
War Program

Peabody Awards
(Continued from page H)
work correspondent to broadcast a report of the situation in Algiers, after
broadcasting facilities were made available Nov. 14. Collingwood gave a vivid
description of the political situation in
Algiers just one week after the invasion
on the CBS World Today program at
6 :45 p.m., scooping other network correspondents byone-half hour [Broadcasting, Nov. 23, 1942].
He scored another scoop last Christmas Eve at the time of the assassination of Adm. Charles Darlan. Although
CBS was unable to put Collingwood
on the air with the news because of
poor atmosphere conditions, the network learned the story in time to present it as a flash bulletin.
Winner of a Rhodes scholarship at
Oxford, Collingwood was in Geneva at
the time the war broke out in the sum-

The CBS writing-directing team of
Ranald MacDougall and William Robson was given the assignment of handling The Man Behind the Gun, when
it started on CBS Oct. 7.
About 20 weeks after the program
had been on the air and had attained
success as a Wednesday 10 :30-ll p.m.
sustainer, Elgin National Watch Co.,
Elgin, 111., contracted for the series
with CBS, shifting it March 7 to Sundaytional
evenings
at 10for
:30Elgin
p.m. are
Institucommercials
used
and
J.
Walter
Thompson
Co.
is
in
charge.
Designed to tell how the man behind
the gun lives, his duties, and the stories

WAAC
Cuts by WKY
THE 8TH CORPS Area Volunteer
Service Command has selected
WKY, Oklahoma City, to make
master cuts of a WAAC recruiting
program series. WKY will supply
cast and production. Platters will
be played by stations throughout
the corps area.
behind the weapons he uses, the series
has dramatized such authentic events
as the landing of the marines on
Guadalcanal, the capture of Henderson Field, the tense journey of a typical
Atlantic convoy en route to Murmanks,
Russia, and the heroic exploits of the
U. S. light cruiser Boise. It is offered
with the full cooperation of the armed
forces.
Forestry Series
Ten years forestation
ago when
intensive reprogram wasan instituted
in
Wisconsin, it was found that very little educational material dealing with
forest conservation was available. The
immediate problem was to find naturalists or men who knew the forest
lore to serve as advisors — and that's
how Afield with Ranger Mac came into
existence. Originated by H. B. McCarty, director of the Wisconsin School
of the Air at the University of Wisconsin, the series was presented first
in 1933
on WHA, Wis.
the university's station at Madison,

Three

"Ranger Mac" himself is Wakelin
McNeel, chief of the Junior Forest
Rangers, and a vigorous Scotsman who
knows the out-of-doors. He talks on
nature and conservation, and occasionally conducts a quiz session for
school children. Mr. McCarty is with
the Office of War Information, on
leave for the duration.

Times

The Home Front
As

Many

For

Your

Dollar!

WOAI

has over 3 1/3 times more

radio homes —

per dollar — in San Antonio, Austin and Corpus
Christi combined than the only other San Antonio
station reaching all three of these markets! This figure is based on published national rates and C. E.
Hooper

Mid-winter

Indexes.

San Antonio, Austin and Corpus Christi — where your
WOAI dollar buys such immense listener preference
— are THREE of the TWENTY-EIGHT metropolitan
counties in the ENTIRE United States listed by the
Census Bureau as having the most rapid wartime
growth and the best postwar prospects of retaining
their growth!
Yes, WOAI delivers premium listener value for your
dollar in Central and South Texas.
CLEAR

50,000 WATTS
AFFILIATE NBC

-

CHANNEL

MEMBER

A public service series, created by
Howard Chernoff, managing director
of the West Virginia Network, The
Home Front started on WCHS,
Charleston, Sept. 13, 1942, under
sponsorship of the local dealer for
Sherwin-Williams Paint Co., Cleveland. Cited by the Peabody board for
its outstanding service to a community
at war, the program asks listeners to
send in questions on current problems
perplexing them, and offers answers to
those queries as written by such authoritative Government agencies as the
OPA, Red Cross or Selective Service.
Though it has not been possible to
answer on the air every question submitted, WCHS has sent answers by
mail to every listener who did not
hear his query broadcast. The series
first went on the air Thursday evenings, later shifting to Sunday 9-9 :15
p.m. Currently, it is heard Sundavs
1 :45-2 p.m. Produced by William J.
Adams,
the announcing chores are
************
Lowest Cost per Listener
In the Tri-City Area
TROY - ALBANYSCHENECTADY

TQN

NAVY

YARD employes at Philadelphia now get noon lunch hour
news daily through direct wire
from WCAU's news room. Arrangements were made by former
WCAU publicity chief, Kenneth W.
Stowman, now a naval public relations lieutenant, and station's Program Director Stan Lee Broza.
News shots are not broadcast.
Canada
PLANS FOR

War Drive
use of paid radio

advertising for Canada's Fourth
Victory Loan drive for $1,100,000,000, starting April 26 to May 15,
are taking shape. It is understood
that the campaign will include five
one-hour variety shows with name
stars from the United States, on
Wednesday
9-10 o'clock,
starting Aprilevenings
14. In addition,
there
will be a Sunday evening half -hour
show, with Jack Benny and Charlie McCarthy, 7:30-8 p.m., which
the National War Finance Committee has retained since the Third
Victory Loan drive last October
and is currently using for its Highlights for Today. Various paid spot
campaigns are being planned, including one directed to farmers.
The entire campaign is being handled by the War Finance Committee of the Advertising Agencies of
Canada, spreading the task among
all agencies.
handled by David Fulton and Sam
Molen of WCHS.
The Standard Symphony
AT THE END of the current season
The Standard Symphony will have
completed 15 years on the air — with
its sponsor, Standard Oil Co. of California, the second oldest user of radio
in the United States. The series
started on KPO, San Francisco, Oct.
13,Standard
1926.
Symphony has presented
many famous conductors and orchestras. Since 1928, the sponsor also has
presented a companion network feature, Standard School, a course in
music appreciation which helps pupils
follow the evening program. Both
have won many citations. Four leading
Coast universities give their students
credits for completing the course.
CRYSTALS by

-WTRYTROY,
OAI
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Thousands of vital transmitting installations rely on the accuracy and dependability of Hipower Precision Crystal
units. With recently enlarged facilities,
Hipower is maintaining greatly increased
production for all important services.
When essential demand begins to return '
to normal,
Hipowerneeds.
will be glad to help '
with
your crystal
HIPOWER CRYSTAL CO.!
Sales Division— 205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago Factory — 2035 Charleston Street, Chicago, III.
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Russey Heads WDAK
HAROLD RUSSEY has been appointed manager of WDAK, West
Point, Ga., replacing J. Herbert
Orr, now a commissioned officer in
the Army. Mr. Russey joined
WNRA, Muscle Shoals, as announcer when that station opened
in 1933, and has since been with
Alabama, Georgia and Tennessee
stations as announcer, operator,
program and traffic director. Before coming to WDAK, Mr. Russey was program director of
WLAG, Lagrange, Ga.

Elects
Thompson
Altoona Man Named Director;
Group Endorses OWI Plan
ROY THOMPSON, general manager of WFBG, Altoona, Pa., was
elected director for the NAB Third
District — Pennsylvania and Delaware— at the regional district meeting March 22 in Philadelphia.
Mr. Thompson, who succeeds
Isaac D. Levy, vice-president of
WCAU, Philadelphia, was elected
unanimously for a two-year period
and starts his term with the annual NAB meeting next month.
Also by unanimous vote, Mr.
Thompson was elected president of
the Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters, made up of NAB and nonNAB members in the State. Though
this office normally carries a oneyear term, the association voted
that Mr. Thompson hold the post
for the duration.
Browning Speaks for OWI
Sole deliberation of the day was
a resolution endorsing the OWI
radio plan and providing that, except for the Army and Navy, all
requests by Government and private agencies for free radio time
be cleared through OWI. Pros and
cons of the OWI plan were discussed by Howard Browning, executive director of the OWI regional office, who commended radio
for its fine cooperation. Dr. Leon
Levy, president of WCAU, Philadelphia, and radio consultant for
OWI, also spoke on the plan and
pointed to its success in the Third
District, where it was first tried
out.
Army and Navy representatives
explained the role of radio in certain war activities and expressed
appreciation
for radio's cooperation.
Avery, Arney for NAB
Presenting the NAB's Retail
Promotion Committee Plan, Lewis
H. Avery, Director of Broadcast
Advertising of the NAB, told how
radio can keep local retailers on a
sound economic basis. C. E. Arney
Jr., secretary-treasurer of the
NAB, outlined the agenda of the
forthcoming NAB War Conference
THE
INDUSTRIAL
GATEWAY
to the
RICH
TENNESSEE
VALLEY

WLAC
NASHVILLE,

TENN.

50,000 WATTS
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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NEWEST NAB DIRECTOR is Roy
Thompson, representing the Third
District (Pennsylvania, Delaware).
Isaac D. Levy, vice-president of
Philadelphia's WCAU and retiring
director, congratulates Mr. Thompson (left). The new director is
manager of WFBG, Altoona, and
is also president of the Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters.
in Chicago, and Carl Haverlin,
vice-president in charge of station
relations for BMI, discussed BMI's
progress and activities.
Those attending the session were:
B. A. Beck, WKOK, Sunbury ; A. W.
Dannenbaum and Charles Stahl, WDAS,
Philadelphia ; Com. Joseph L. Tinney,
USN; Lt. (s.g.) Kenneth W. Stowman,
USN; Paul Karnes, Press Assn. : James
Aull, KYW, Philadelphia; Lt. John B. Crandall; H. A. Seville, WJEJ, Hagerstown,
Md.; David Rosenblum, W1SR, Butler;
George E. Joy, WEAK, Williamsport; Ed
Clery, WIBG, Philalelphia ; J. C. Tully,
WJAC, Johnstown; Mr. Thompson ; A. C.
Baltimore, Wilkes-Barre; Dr. Leon Levy
and I. D. Lew: Mr. Arney ; Mr. Haverlin;
Mike Lahr, WKOK, Sunbury; C. M. Chafey
and Raymond A. Gaul, WEEU, Reading ;
Mr. Avery; Roger W. Clipp. WFIL. Philadelphia ;Clair R. McCollough, WGAL,
Lancaster; Gorman Walsh, WILM. Wilmington, Del.; C. G. Moss, WKBO, Harrisburg; Howard Browning, OWI ; S. Burton
Tall, OWI; George D. Coleman. WGBI,
Scranton; Benedict Gimbel Jr.., WIP, Philadelphia, and Arthur Simon, WPEN, Philadelphia.
WFBL Staff Changes
STAFF realignments are under
way at WFBL, Syracuse, with 17
men in the armed services and
others due to leave soon. Effective
March 27, Robert G. Soule, vicepresident and promotion manager,
took charge of programs and promotion. George M. Perkins, program manager, who left to join
the radio department of Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York, is
succeeded by Ray Gantter, music
director. Robert Doubleday, of
Johnstown, N. Y., and Robert McCafe, who comes from the Syracuse U. radio workshop, are new
announcers, while John Batchelder
left the staff to join WRC, Washington, March 26, and Robert Delaney was inducted into the Army
the same day.
Jimmie Walker Project
THERE is possibility that Jimmie
Walker, one-time mayor of New York
City, may go on the air in a regular
series of broadcasts. Plan has not
progressed beyond the discussion stage,
however, according to Mr. Walker's
office. The ex-mayor was heard on
WHN, New York, in 1941 as m.c. of
the Opportunity Hour for a 13-week
period.

il

qua

Radio Fights Fire
QUICK action by the staff of
KGNF, North Platte, Neb., recently saved the village of Maxwell,
a dozen farm homes, and thousands
of tons of hay from destruction by
fire. When a raging prairie fire
threatened to get out of hand,
KGNF broadcast an appeal for
volunteer firefighters. In a matter
of minutes, more than 600 men reported to police headquarters and
were rushed to the scene. Two hours
later the blaze was under control.
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Garden Book on 75
SIMON & SCHUSTER, New York,
whose income tax book campaign
used more than 500 stations during
the fall and winter, is starting a
new campaign to promote its new
Victory Garden Manual. Time has
been bought on 75 stations. This
number will be rapidly increased
to handle outlets in every section
of the country. Edwin A. Kraft, of
Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle,
is handling the account.
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GEORGE PUTNAM, NBC news reporter, will appear in the Universal
film, "We've Never Been Licked". He
returns to New York April 10 to resume broadcasts.
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Used to Define

Ballots asked that "everyone in
your family help you fill in this
ballot, so that it will show all the
radio stations really listened to
in your home" and offered to pay
"ten cents to your favorite charity
in your name" in exchange for an
answer. Out of 185,000 ballots
mailed, an 80% response was
secured. Listeners were asked first
to list the call letters of all stations
listened to by any member of the
family at any time, with space provided for listing a dozen stations.
They were then asked to check the
number of nights a week each station is listened to, and the number
of days, with the night and day
spaces each subdivided so the listener could check "six or seven
nights (or days) a week," "three
to five," "one or two" or "less than
Disc

Code

Agreement
Is Seen
REVISION of the transcription
code of the American Federation
of Radio Artists along the same
lines as the recent revisions of
the union's network commercial
and sustaining codes appeared
probable last weekend. The two
live program agreements, as revised, call for 10 percent increases
in minimum scale and for the extension of the contracts for another year, pushing the expiration
date ahead to Nov. 1, 1944.
Thev also carry over the former
cost-of-living clause, providing
that they may be reopened for discussion of minimum scale increases
if the government cost-of-living
index rises 10 points or more from
its current level.
Socony Expands
TO PROMOTE its new super-fuel
"Flying Horsepower", SoconvVacuum Oil Co., New York, is telling the story of its chemical development in spot broadcasts
throughout the country as well as
on Raymond Gram Swing's news
nrogram on the BLUE. Socony
has also substantially expanded its
advertising this year for its Tavern Household products, using spot
announcements on a test basis in
various selected markets. Agency
is Compton Adv., New York.

K
ST. X
LOUIS,Q
MISSOURI
K
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CBS

Affiliates' Listening Areas
CBS AFFILIATE stations will receive this week from the network
new coverage maps, based on the
response of approximately 150,000
radio families to a survey conducted last year for CBS by the
Industrial Surveys Co. of Chicago.
Embodying a new technique, which
selects the radio families to secure
an equal distribution by residence,
covering every county in the country, and by income level, this survey reveals not only the overall
but the daily listening habits of
the families responding.
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Iowa Batteries
(Continued from page 12)

Maps

NOR SLEET NOR SNOW— nor
even a broken shoulder shall keep
Francis P. Malone, news editor of
WIOD, Miami, from his appointed
rounds at the microphone. Mr. Malone, injured in an auto accident, is
propped up in bed at home while
messengers from his news room
keep him posted on the world at
large and the "show goes on".
IOWA
TO

HOUSE
END

VOTES

WAR

TIME

IOWA last week took definite steps
to abolish War Time when the
House of Representatives passed
a bill to turn back clocks one hour.
War Production Board went on
record as opposed to any but universal time, issuing a lengthy statement pointing out reasons why universal War Time must be maintained if the war production program is to be carried out.
"The failure of a state to observe War Time, confusing in times
of peace, becomes very serious in
times of war," said the WPB statement. "With the transportation
facilities of the country already
taxed to capacity, a lack of uniformity in the use of War Time
throughout the 48 states impairs
the efficient operation of these facilities and results in public confusion, causing delays and waste
of manpower in the shipment of
from the Dayton (O.)
warEditorials
materials."
Daily News, pointing out the confusion existing in Ohio as a result
of legislative action, and from the
Lansing (Mich.) Journal, criticizing Michigan's split time, were
reproduced in the WPB statement.

1940, the last date for which official
figures are available, only 30.1%
of the farms were receiving
high-line electric power. In six
states, less than 10% of the
farms have electric power.
The national average in June
1940 was 26.1%. This has
been increased some since then,
but priorities on copper have held
the increase down. And, in addition, many of the farms which have
been connected to the highlines
recently have not had a chance to
buy electric appliances. A fair estimate would seem to be something
like 70%
all thedependent
nation's
farms
are of
presently
upon battery radios.
WMT, which serves a large
midwestern rural population, had
its attention attracted to the problem by a few letters from farm
listeners who had been unable to
buy replacement batteries. Farm
Director Dick Stockwell and I
asked listeners to aid in making a
survey of the true situation. Hundreds of letters arrived within a
few days.
In many instances, the writers
said their batteries still contained
enough power to permit listening
to one newscast or market period
a day but the neighbors had been
without the use of a radio for several months. Then, within a few
days, the word of mouth publicity
in the rural areas carried the news
to those without radio service.
Letters From Dealers
Many more farmers wrote to
WMT saying they had heard of
the station's efforts on behalf of
farm listeners, and outlining their
experiences in trying to get batteries.
The station received many letters from radio dealers throughout
their coverage area. A typical one
said this: "There is a big shortage
of batteries. We have been getting
only one battery about every 10
days. We could sell 200 if we could
ARMY

CBS Adds WFMD
WFMD, Frederick, Md., on March
21 joined CBS as a special supplementary station available with
the Basic network. Owned by the
Monocacy Broadcasting Co.,
WFMD operates on 930 kc, 500
watts fulltime. Evening hour rate
is $75. According to William S.
Gittinger, CBS vice-president in
charge of sales, advertisers using
the full CBS network are not
obliged to add WFMD to earn the
15% discount, but, when the station is used, an advertiser earns
the same discount on WFMD as on
the other CBS stations.
Pillsbury

Spots

PILLSBURY Flour Mills, Minneapolis, ispreparing a campaign of
one-minute transcribed announcements to be placed on approximately 35 stations over a ten-week
period for pancake flour. Simultaneously, the list of 25 stations
carrying announcements three to
six times a week for bread flour
will be expanded. Agency is
McCann-Erickson, Chicago.

BROADCASTING

TO

CLARIFY

DIRECTIVE
them."
getCENSOR
CLARIFICATION of a War Dept.
directive to public relations officers
in the field, involving the broadcast and publication of letters from
men overseas and interviews with
soldiers returned from combat
zones is expected shortly.
The
War Dept.
Bureau
lic Relations
last week
sent of
outPubthe
directive,
PRO's
to review allinstructing
letters from
personnel
overseas before such letters are
broadcast
or published.
also
were charged
with PRO's
reviewing
scripts involving interviews with
men returned from combat zones.
Because of a conflict between the
War Dept. orders and the Code of
Wartime Practices, both for radio
and the press, War Dept. officials
were to issue a new directive, it was
learned. The Censorship Code
leaves the use of letters from
overseas personnel up to broadcasters, urging
them letters
to "measure
the contents
of such
in the
light of the provisions of this
Code". Interviews, under the Code,
must be cleared by the Office of
Censorship or "appropriate Army
or Navy public relations officers".
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For the outstanding
CHARLES

reporting

of the Year 1942:

COLLINGWOOD

He is a CBS correspondent in North Africa, with a record of notable
"firsts" in the news of that theatre. The "award . . . goes unanimously
to Charles Collingwood of CBS, who, with the tools of inference,
indignation and fact, has conveyed to us through the screen of censorship an understanding of the troublesome situation in North Africa."

For the outstanding

entertainment

in drama:

"THE MAN
BEHIND
THE GUN"
First broadcast as a CBS sustaining program, now sponsored by Elgin
Watch Co., this "new program . . . brilliantly written by Ranald R.
MacDougall and authentically produced by William Northrup Robson" wins the award ". . . for a timeliness, a racy dialogue and a vivid
sound effect which intensify our appreciation of what the men in
action are up against".

Outstanding

STATION

public service by a regional station:

WCHS,

Charleston,

W.Va.

". . . on recommendation of the University of Georgia faculty committee" WCHS receives its citation "...for the program 'The Home Front'
— a twice-weekly feature which was created and maintained morale
by providing authoritative answers to listener questions
dealing with the most perplexing of public problems in a
community at war". The program was wholly originated
and conducted by Station WCHS itself.
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Treasury's Radio Campaign
Given Cooperation
MISINTERPRETATION of Secretary Morgenthau's telegram to
the industry led last week to several inquiries from broadcasters,
according to OWI officials. These
questions were classified as (1)
Has the Treasury Drive for $13,000,000, starting April 12, been
cleared by the OWI? (2) Doesn't
Treasury's
for additional
time
result request
in a breakdown
of the
OWI Allocation Plan?
To these questions the OWI
pointed out that the Treasury's
proposed campaign has been discussed with and approved by the
OWI and that it does not constitute a breakdown of the Allocation Plan, inasmuch as on the first
day only is Treasury asking for
additional time.
During the remainder of the campaign the Treasury will ask only
for special announcements on programs already devoted to War
Bonds. Although in some instances
a broadcaster may be asked to
substitute special programs for
those already on the air on behalf
of War Bonds, no requests for extra time will be made after the
opening day.
OWI pointed out that the entire
campaign, including the opening
day's requests, has been cleared
through proper channels as set
forth in the Allocation Plan. OWI
urged broadcasters to cooperate
with the Treasury.

BALTIMORE'S

Directors

DRIVE

BLUE

WITH

APPROPRIATE CEREMONY, Goldblatt Bros., Chicago department store, becomes the fourth large Chicago department store to use
radio, as Nathan Goldblatt (seated), general merchandising manager,
signs contract for a series of quarter-hour inspirational programs four
times a week on WGN, Chicago. The program, featuring Harold Sherman, philosopher, and titled Your Key to Happiness, starts April 5
Looking on are (1 to r) : William Futterman, Goldblatt sales promotion
director; Harold M. Sherman; H. S. Vanderbie, president, Vanderbie &
Rubens, Chicago, agency handling the account; J. C. Wilson, Goldblatt
general manager; Earl Nelson, account executive, Vanderbie & Rubens;
A. McGumeas, sales manager; George Harvey, asst. sales manager,

BALANCED

MUSIC

Popularity of Recordings

RATION

Considered

m

by WLVA

Man in Classification System
STATIONS may get some help in
Up", new and gaining popularity;
"Going Down", near misses and
evaluating their transcription services and record purchases from a
past their peak; "Has-Beens", worn
formula for 15-minute and hour
thin; "Never Weres", bulk of all
recorded musical programs worked
popular
; "Old Favorites",
has-b
eensmusic
after
a long rest;
out by Randolph Bean, of the con"Classics", Gershwin, Carmichael,
tinuity and sales staff of WLVA,
Kern, and Berlin can be well repLynchburg, Va., and the Tri-City
res nted. ,
Stations of Virginia.
Using these designations, a 15Although conceding that any formula is bound to seem academic
minute program might include : one
Big Ten; two Coming Up; one
since music is a matter of taste, Mr.
Going Down or Never Were; one
Bean believes his plan aids in genOld Favorite or Classic.
eral programming. It is the result
An ideal make-up for an hour
of his experience on WJOB, Hamshow, Mr. Bean suggests, might be :
mond, Ind., where he was program
four Big Tens; one Going Down;
director, 1939-42.
two Never Were; three Classics;
Program Formula
six Coming Up; no Has Beens; two
Under this arrangement, all
Old Favorites.
popular music is classed in seven
Even with the formula, he warns,
groups. A recorded program cona good deal of success rests in
sists of balanced selections from
selecting individual numbers, proeach group. Classes are "Big Ten",
viding the proper change of pace
the Hit Parade tunes; "Coming
and so on. However, he declares,
the plan makes a good starting
point
shows. in purchasing records for the

'Truth' Sells Bonds
FIRST TWO appearances of the
Truth or Consequences program, sponsored on NBC by Procter & Gamble
Co., Cincinnati, and currently on tour,
brought in a total of nearly $1,500,000
in War Bond sales. The tour lasts
four months and is expected to bring
in more than $20,000,000. Agency is
Compton Adv., New York.
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Certified

Board
ASCAP
By
Resolution on Power Transfer
To Be Acted on This Week
ASCAP BOARD of directors, at
its meeting last Wednesday, received the report of the committee
on elections, which certified the
election of the following directors:
writer members — Fred E. Ahlert,
Oscar Hammerstein II, Irving
Caesar, A. Walter Kramer; publisher members — Gustave Sehirmer,
Louis Bernstein, Herman Starr,
Saul Bornstein. All were reelected
except A. Walter Kramer, who replaces Oley Speaks.
To Meet March 31
Board also voted to submit to
the general membership meeting,
March 31, at the Ritz-Carlton, New
York, several proposed amendments
to the ASCAP articles of association, including the 19-point resolution of Robert McGimsey, submitted at the recent meeting of
ASCAP's west coast members and
approved by that group. The
amendments in Mr. McGimsey's
list are largely devoted to transferring power from the directorate to
the general membership of the Society, proposing, among other
things, that the officers and executive committee members be elected
by the membership instead of by
the board, and also for the bringing
of proposed amendments before the
membership without the prior consent of the board. Another of Mr.
McGimsey's proposals would, if
adopted, make the president of
ASCAP a full-time officer-employe
of the Society at a fixed salary.
Universal

Elects

IN AN EXPANSION program for
post-war activity, James R. Fouch,
founder and president of Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood,
Cal., in late March was elected
chairman of the board. James L.
Fouch, vice-president, has been
made president, with Cecil L. Sly,
secretary-treasurer, elevated to
vice-president and treasurer. Durwood
(Jack) Allen, accountant, is
now secretary.

Steatite

Surplus

FACILITIES for production of
steatite, talc product used as an
insulator in electronic equipment,
have been expanded so successfully, WPB said last week, that producers are operating at only 75%
of capacity. WPB hopes that
equipment manufacturers will
switch from inferior plastic insulators adopted during the postPearl Harbor bottleneck period.

KOB

ALBUQUERQUE

50,000-25,000
NBC and BLUE
k
Ask your Agency
W? FREE & PETERS, Inc.,

Watts • 770 KC
Network Programs
to ask the Colonel!
National Representatives
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Edmonton

'Persistent - Consistency'
Retailer Proves Effective

by

DESPITE the active competition
of five major department stores and
ten other women's specialty shops
which cater to the same market,
Morton's Ltd., in Edmonton,
Canada, has used radio effectively
to become one of the city's leading
fashion centers.
"We'll continue to put the bulk
of our advertising money into time
on CJCA," declares Manager
Charles Rapp, who also supervises
two other Morton's branches in
Western Canada. "While radio has
sold goods for us with unequalled
efficiency and economy in recent
years, it never has lost its original
virtue that it builds good-will!"
Morton's Policy
Keynote of Morton's standout
success with radio, according to Mr.
Rapp, is "persistent-consistency".
At the outset he was sufficiently
farsighted to use enough radio to
establish its usefulness. And even
now, despite certain merchandise
shortages in this busy supplycenter for the Alaska Highway —
when the firm has almost all the
business it can handle — Mr. Rapp
still keeps everlastingly at it. "My
job now," he asserts, "is to keep the
fences mended!"
Since its advent in radio, Morton's account-history reads like a
broadcaster's directory. Program
titles include: Who's News,
Through The Years, If It Had
Been You, That Was The Year,
The Story Behind the Song, Guess
What, Little Women and many
others. At present it is using a 26to-52-week schedule of Calling All
Cars which will be supplemented
shortly with a talent show.
A practical-minded showman,
Mr. Rapp is an ardent believer in
the efficacy of transcriptions.
Though he recognizes the fact that
disc-shows frequently lack local
color, he prefers to sacrifice that
factor in favor of metropolitan
glamour and professional production. And sometimes he has bought
programs that had no appeal to
him personally, simply on the station's word they would do a job.
Supporting his preference for

NCAC
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GARRY

MOORE
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All in Fun
AN M. C. of a twice-weekly
screwball variety show, Matinee Varieties, on KFAR,
Fairbanks, Alaska, knocks
his sponsor regularly — and
the sponsor likes it, comes
back for more. "Have you
had your ears lowered lately?
If not, join the lineup at
Wittner's Barber Shop in
Fairbanks," chants Al Bramstedt. "For a nominal fee
they give you the works —
everything from a pig shave
to a neck shave that is guaranteed not to leak. You also
get the local news, plus more
gossip than you could pick up
at a month full of quilting
bees. And you can re-examine
all the oldest issues of Whiz
Bang, Pic, Look, Life and

Click."
waxed
presentations, Mr. Rapp
comments: "People still come into
my store and remark about two programs that we used in 1939 — The
Story Behind the Song and That
Was the Year. Those were standout shows and we need more like
Morton's success with radio once
them!"
again dispels the prevalent "pictures-needed" bogey, about the promotability of fashion-merchandise
by air. Pointing to a satisfying and
impressive business-record, Manager Rapp states: "We've used
radio primarily to whet women's
desires. Radio has brought them
into the store to shop — exactly
what we wanted them to do!"

PROTESTS
WHBQ

FREE AD

Head Balks at Giving

Plug to Periodical
LATEST protest over the manner
in which the Government is handling transcriptions has been filed
with the Radio Bureau, Office of
War Information, by E. A. Alburty,
manager of WHBQ, Memphis, who
objected to a series of transcribed
announcements giving a credit line
to Readers Digest.
Plan Commended

CHARLES J. LANPHIER (left),
manager of WE MP, Milwaukee,
since 1936 signs a new contract
with Glenn Roberts, principal
stockholder, to continue as manager of the Milwaukee Broadcasting Co., licensee of WEMP, and
recently reorganized in a stock
transaction from a corporation to
a partnership group of eight persons [Broadcasting, March 8].
New Colby Transcriptions
BELL SYNDICATE Inc. is releasing
a series of 13 weekly quarter-hour
transcriptions of Frank Colby and His
Words, in which pronunciation, usage
and origin of words are explained. Mr.
Colby, whose column Take My Word
For It appears in more than 175 newspapers, has been on the air more than
15 years.

In a letter to the OWI, Mr. Alburty commended the Allocation
Plan, but he objected to certain
recorded announcements, scheduled
for the week of March 16. "We
were somewhat dazed at our discovery that among the recorded announcements sent to us for use
during this current week (March
16), announcements No. 1, No. 2
and No. 4 find OWI paying homage
to Readers Digest, with the inclusion of a credit line to this estimable publication for the use of
their network star in reading the
copy," wrote Mr. Alburty.
"After recovering from the
shock, we scratched these three announcements from the disc and are
substituting live copy instead, and!
now must humbly beseech you not
to ask American broadcasters to
give free advertising to any concern through borrowing those who
participate in their various programs. This would be more than we
could bear."

La Rosa Spots
V. LA ROSA & SONS, Brooklyn,
in addition to participations on several women's programs in the East
for macaroni, is using Italian programs and announcements on five
stations in the region. Outlets are:
WOV
WPEN
WEAN
WICC
WMEX. Commercial Radio Service
handles Italian advertising while
N. H. Hackett Inc., is agency for
English-speaking listeners.
NIAA Regional Meets
ONE-DAY regional meetings in
key cities will replace the 1943
conference of the National Industrial Advertisers Assn., national
headquarters in Chicago announced
last week after tabulating results
of a mail vote. A regional session
will be held in Philadelphia April
8 and another in New York May
7. Other dates and cities will be
announced shortly.
John O. Rosser
WORD HAS just been received in
Washington of the accidental
death by carbon monoxide poisoning of John Ousley Rosser, program director of WTAW, College
Station, Texas, several weeks ago.
Mr. Rosser had worked previous
to 1939 at KGKO, Fort Worth, and
WQXR, New York. Parents and
wife survive.
NEAL REAGAN, announcer of
KFWB, Hollywood, has been signed
for a role in the Columbia film,
-Right Guy".
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WGST
SEND

FOR

As
BOOK

TODAY!
You'll want
it for Facts on the
big Iowa market

Here's a survey conducted
by Dr. F. L. Whan, Univ.
of Wichi'a, covering 9,218 Iowa families
in all 99 counties, fifth in a series of
annual studies of the Iowa radio audience.
New facts and figures revealed on this
billion-dollar market! Tells virtually everything about Iowa listeners. Every executive needs it. Write for your free copy.
But hurry!
Address Dept. RS,
CENTRAL BROADCASTING CO.
Des Moines, Iowa

OF

Influencing Sales

WCAR
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
or the Foreman Co. • Chicago • New York

Here's why WIBW gets
such amazing results.
Our 5,000 watts on 580
kc lays down a signal
equal to a 1 00,000 watt
station on 1,000 kc.
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Management

This action constitutes an ulticensee."
matum that the management agreement with Southern Broadcasting
Stations Inc., headed by Sam Pickard, former member of the Radio
Commission and onetime vicepresident of CBS, and Clarence
Calhoun, Atlanta Attorney, be so
altered as to eliminate entirely any
participation by Mr. Pickard and
Mr. Calhoun in the management of
the station. It is understood that
negotiations are now underway by
Georgia School of Technology for
acquisition of WGST's facilities
from Southern Broadcasting Stations.
Contracted to 1950

CBS

GET THE
FACTS
FROM

Page

Demands

The inquiry into the management
censee."
contract of WGST began in 1940 in
connection with a regular applica-

Pontiac

In ciliet . . . village* . . . farms
. . . for miles and miles around
Pontiac . . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers are heard watts.
over WCAR't
1000 streamlined

WIBW

FCC

The Pickard-Calhoun interests
have, according to the FCC view,
controlled the actual operation of
WGST since 1930, when the present
agreement was signed, the contract being dated to Jan. 6, 1950.
The Commission's proposed findings and conclusions indicate that
the assumption of managerial duties and responsibilities by Southern Broadcasting Stations "to the
almost complete exclusion of the
station licensee" is due in some
measure to "misunderstanding and
lack of knowledge rather than to
bad faith on the part of the li-

NEWs,

Beyond

Extended

•LICENSE of WGST, Atlanta, CBS
outlet licensed to Georgia School of
Technology, Atlanta, has been extended temporarily for 90 days by
the FCC, which on March 23
adopted proposed findings of fact
and conclusion, which included the
provision that the Commission will
consider the issuance of a renewal
of license on condition the Commission is "given assurance that
the applicant is prepared to and
will in fact assume and discharge
the full responsibilities of a li-

U.P

FAR

License

90

Days

THIS

1943

Affiliates

Confer

With Network Officials
FIRST meeting of the Columbia
Affiliates Advisory Board and CBS
officials, held last week in New
York, ended Friday after a twoday discussion of problems of policy
and procedure affecting the network and its affiliates.
Attending were Franklin Doolittle, WDRC; I. R. Lounsberry,
WKBW; C. T. Lucy, WRVA; John
M. Rivers, WCSC; Hoyt B.
Wooten, WREC; Leo Fitzpatrick,
WJR; Clyde W. Rembert, KRLD;
C. W. Myers, KOIN. CBS officials
at the meeting were William S.
Paley, president; Paul W. Kesten,
vice-president and general manager; Joseph H. Ream, vice-president and secretary; Frank Stanton,
vice-president; Frank K. White,
vice-president and treasurer ; Herbert Akerberg, vice-president in
charge of station relations, and
J. G. Gude, William S. Schud Jr.,
and Howard Lane of the station relations department.

Change

tion for renewal, and was pursuant
to the Commission's policy of ascertaining whether actual control,
within the meaning of the Communications Act, had been transferred. Hearings were complicated
by a controversy over who should
represent the station, and Gov.
Talmadge, who appointed State
Attorney Ellis Gibbs Arnall as
special attorney for the hearings,
urged that the contract be terminated by official action. Further
complicating the case was an offer
by Arthur Lucas and William
Jenkins, Georgia chain theatre operators, to take over operation of
the station, allegedly in competition
to Southern Broadcasting Stations.
Charges that the hearings had become embroiled in Georgia's hectic
political situation were made.
Other postponements were necessitated by the illness of Mr. Lucas.
WGST is ordered to file within
60 days a further application for
renewal of license "setting forth
the plan of the station for the
acquisition of the necessary facilities and equipment, and for the
business management, representation, and control of the future operations, together with a list of
allInpersons
to participate
therein."
submitting
its conclusions,
the
Commission stated that while the
license of WGST cannot be renewed
under present circumstances, no
useful purpose would be served by
refusing renewal under any conditions whatsoever, and further, that
continuation of the station's program service under proper management isin the public interest.
Bourjois Returns
BOURJOIS Inc., New York, which
has not used network radio since
the season of 1935-36 when it sponsored Evening in Paris on NBC,
will return to the air April 18
when it starts a musical variety
series for Evening in Paris face
powder on 119 BLUE stations.
Program, heard Sundays, 6:056:30 p.m., will feature Jim Ameche
as m.c,
Broekman's
tra, andDavid
a male
vocalist. OrchesGordon
Auchincloss of Foote, Cone & Belding, New York agency, will produce and direct the series, purpose
of which will be to stress the
Government plea to women to conserve cosmetics.
Williams on Blue
J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glastonbury,
Conn., which two weeks ago was
considering several mystery programs for a series on five New
England regional network stations,
has selected The Adventures of
Nero Wolfe, starting April 7. Taken from the mysteries of the same
name by Rex Stout, the series will
be heard Wednesdays, 7:30-8 p.m.
on WTIC, WLBZ, WCSH and
WJAR, while WBZ will broadcast
the program via playback Saturday evenings at 6:30. Producer will
be Himan Brown, and the product
promoted will be Williams shaving
cream. Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
BROADCASTING

NBC'S VETERAN newscaster,
H. V. Kaltenborn, is getting around
these days. Here he interviews
President Manuel Avila Camacho
(right) accompanied by Edward
W. Morgan, center, Mexico City
U. P. Head. Kaltenborn planed
from Radio City to African and
Central American points.
139

STATIONS

MONEY

DURING

LOSE
1942

INCOMPLETE reports on 1942
station operators, offered by FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly
last Monday, showed that of 722
outlets, 139 lost money last year.
The preliminary report said that
478 stations showed profits above
$2,500, while another 105 made
profits of less than $2,500.
Mr. Fly said that 180 stations
had not yet reported, but the delay
was not surprising in view of the
shortage of accountants.
The FCC Accounting Dept. will
break down the figures in a later
report, Mr. Fly said. Meanwhile,
that department sent a letter last
week to stir delinquent stations
into filing their reports.

New

Pepsi-Cola

Spots

Aimed at Night Audience
EXTENDING its radio advertising in the New York area to reach
the all-night market, Pepsi-Cola
Co., Long Island City, on March
29 will launch a campaign on WJZ
on the all-night, all-music program
Say It With Music. The famous
Pepsi-Cola jingle — "Pepsi Cola
Hits the Spot"— will be heard 10
times nightly on the hour and the
half hour on alternate nights.
Heard nightly from 1-7 a.m., the
program specializes in musical
jingles, all station breaks, time
signals and commercials being in
that form, as prepared by Kent
and Johnson.
Pepsi-Cola, which already has its
jingles on 12 New York stations,
is also understood to be negotiating
contracts on the all-night programs
of WNEW and
and Moonlight
WOR— Milkman's
Matinee
Saving
Time, respectively, although this
could not be confirmed by NewellEmmett Co., New York, agency in
charge.

AFM Rejects Plan
AMERICAN Federation of Musicians has rejected a plan which
would
have provided
unemployment
insurancethe
fundunion's
with
an income of more than $1,500,000
from the recording companies, Paul
Puner, president of Musicraft
Corp., which made the offer to
James C. Petrillo, AFM president,
stated last Friday, following receipt of a message from Mr.
Petrillo that his proposal had been
turned down.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Service

to

Europe

Increased
By OWI
Brophy Steps Up Psychologic
Warfare to 110 Weekly
IN COOPERATION with the British Broadcasting' Corp. the Office
of War Information yesterday
(March 28) began an intensive
campaign of psychological warfare
designed virtually to blanket Continental Europe.
Murray Brophy, Chief of the
OWI Bureau of Communications
Facilities, returned to Washington
last week after conferences with
BBC officials abroad and announced
the net setup.
Heretofore the OWI has beamed
62 quarter-hour programs a week
to various European countries,
using BBC medium-wave facilities. Effective this week, however,
that number increases to 110 per
week.
Programs, mostly news, are being broadcast in the four major
languages, Engl:sh, German, Italian and French, and several other
less spoken languages. Mr. Brophy
brought back word that the OWI
and our British Allies are doing a
splendid job of psychological warfare.
With the double American output, coupled with the British programs, a 24-hour daily broadcast
service will be beamed on the Axis
nations and all occupied countries.
Reports reaching London indicate
that the United Nations radio messages are reaching into every country on standard, medium and shortwave bands.
The expanded program has been
made possible bv additional facilities, some of which have been provided by the U. S.
All programs in the new 110weekly schedule will be prepared
bv the OWI in New York and handled throueh BBC bv relaved
broadcast. Possibilities of jamming
on large scale bv Axis nations have
been held at a minimum due to the
sharing of all BBC facilities, it
was explained.
Robert Sherwood, chief of the
OWI Overseas Branch, with whom
Mr. Brophy went overseas, will remain abroad temporarily.
WNYC, NEW YORK'S municipal
stat'on. last week began operating
W39NY, FM outlet, for a period of
trial broadcasts. Station is on the air
daily from 2-5 p.m. and 7-8:15 p.m.
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CARPENTER

IS MADE

WPTF
SALES
CHIEF
OLLIE CARPENTER, member of
the staff of WPTF, Raleigh, since
1934 and for the last two years assistant sales manager, has succeeded John H. Field Jr. as sales
manager,
according
to an an-

"OWI has private agencies of
opinion to thank not only for their
cooperation in getting out the facts,
but also in the generous way in
which they have permitted us to
draw on them for top flight personnel," Mr. Davis said. Mentioning
Rep. able
Ditter's
reputwriter inremark
OWI isthat
as "a
scarce
as
an eskimo in Tunisia", Mr. Davis
remarked that the role of employes

Mr. Field

Mr. Carpenter
nouncement by Richard H. Mason,
general manager.
Mr. Carpenter is a veteran of
World War I, attended the U. of
North Carolina and prior to joining WPTF was associated with the
Wachovia Bank & Trust Co. of
Raleigh. Mr. Field leaves to become
a member of the WABC, New York,
sales staff.
Davis Statement
(Continued from page 53)
how OWI worked with industry,
and that a letter from Senator
Taft (R-O.) explaining his attack
on the organization "was possibly
bogged down in the morass of mail
in
Washington."
[Broadcasting,
March
22].
Painstakingly, Mr. Davis explained how OWI worked with radio through the Domestic Radio
Bureau. Beginning over a year ago,
he explained, working advisory
committees from the industry were
established to guide and aid this
work.
Fact Sheets

speaks
itself. "The
Domestic
Branch for
is staffed
by many
key
figures from radio, newspapers,
magazines, and advertising, many
of whom have left their private
posts to join OWI at considerable
personal sacrifice," he declared.
In addition to the machinery
through which radio and OWI cooperate, Mr. Davis outlined the
work of the Advertising, Newspaper, Magazine, Motion Picture
and Pamphlet units. He estimated
that advertisers would contribute
$100,000,000 in space for information projects, and that food advertisers would give $16,000,000 worth
of space alone.
News Clearance
Among the advertising organizations working with OWI, Mr. Davis
listed the Advertising Council of
America and its affiliates: the Advertising Federation of America,
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies; American Newspaper
Publisher's Assn.; Assn. of National Advertisers; and many other
specialized groups.
WAUHILLAU LA HAY, amusement
and radio editor of the Chicago Sun
and before that at WCKY, Cincinnati,
on March 22 was married to John
Wildberg, producer of Porgy & Bess
and Cry Havoc. They will reside in
New York.

AGENCY

PROGRESS LUMBER COMPANY, Redwood City, Cal. (prefabricated green
houses and poultry equipment), to GerthPacific Adv. Agencv. San Francisco.
W. C. MacDONALD Inc., Montreal (tobacco), to Stanfield & Blaikie, Montreal.
DR. BALLARD'S Animal Foods, Toronto,
to R. C. Smith & Son, Toronto. A spot
campaign on Ontario stations has been
started.
MYSTIC FOAM Co.. Los Angeles (rug
and
upholstery
, to G'as-er-Gai'ey
& Co.,
that city.cleaner)
Now using
twice-weekly
narti":^-+i*',n ?™ P^'bt 7 n.+*~r<?',w'« K:*r.ht>n
on
KFAC
and
Norma
Young's
Happtf
Homes on KHJ. Other radio planned.
CARBONA PRODUCTS Co., New York,
to A. Wineburgh Co., N. Y.
SALES AFFILIATES Inc.. New York
( Zotos permanent waves ) , to Neal Reedl
Andrews Adv., N. Y.
THE SQUIRT Co., Beverly Hills, Cal., to
Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, San Francisco.
TOMLINSON
OF HIGH POINT Inc..
High Point, N. C. to Hartwell Ayles
Adv., N. Y.
CHARMS CANDY Co., Bloomfield, N. J.,
to C. L. Miller Co., New York, for Tastyeast
Candymarkets
Bar. Has
campaign in
two
and started
will add spot
others.
BORG-WARNER Corp., Chicago (Norge
refrigerators)
to J. Wa'ter
Co.„
Chicago, for central
division.Thompson
Media plans
not set.
I. SIMON SHOE Co., New York (Simco
shoes), to Reiss Adv., N. Y. Radio and
newspapers to be used.
These
are
the coverage
TO
81.2%

96.8%

WRBL
COLUMBUS, GA.

figures
WRBL bygiven
the
Fall, 19 4 2
HOOPER
SURVEY.
They show
possibly
Icover
u m b Cou s
without
can't
you
W R B I .
• CBS

•

These include: Station Advisory
Committee of representatives from
the NAB, National Independent
Broadcasters, Clear Channel
Broadcasters and others; Network
Advisory Committee (program
managers of the four networks) ;
Regional Consultants Committee
(leading station owners in all sections of the country) ; Advertising
Council Radio Committees in New
York, Chicago, Hollywood; Talent
Committee of 25 top network radio
artists.
Mr. Davis minimized the actual
amount of production done by the
Government. He pointed to the
"Fact Sheets" and background material furnished regularly to writers and producers of commercial
and sustaining programs to be usei
by them as they pleased.
Then he said: "The only production and writing on the part of
OWI concerns the writing of one
15-minute program on NBC; one
30-minute program on Mutual; a
15-minute recorded series produced
principally at the request of local
stations which do not have dramatic
production facilitates and cannot
be serviced by network facilities;
and 16 one-minute spot announcements aweek for use by stations."
These, he said, used six writers.
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called. "Maybe it would have been
more effective if someone else had

Headaches

Radio
But

Air

Shows

Results,

Get

Soldiers

Discover
THIS is the story of two sergeants,
both former professionals in radio,
and both assigned to public relations work in the Army.
One has done an outstanding job
of selling the Army Air Forces to
the public and has seen radio do a
foremost job for the Army.
The other has done an exemplary
job, too, but has experienced more
headaches.
In 1941 Will Douglas— his full
name is Will Douglas Dougherty —
was announcing on W K B N,
Youngstown, O., when his number
came up. Assigned to the San Antonio Air Depot, Duncan Field,
Tex., Dougherty was detailed to the
public relations office to handle
radio.
When Duncan Field needed 10,000 civilian workers in December
1941, Will Douglas, the radio man,
went to work. He whipped together
a five-piece soldier orchestra (in
civilian life he had been a band
leader) and added a high school
girl singer. Then he went to KABC
and with station officials worked
out a program format on the theme
"Do you want a good paying job
in Uncle Sam's Air Corps?"
In eight weeks 14,000 persons
had applied for jobs and after the
tenth weekly broadcast the commanding officer, Col. Delmar H.
Dun ton (now Brig. Gen.), asked
that the program be discontinued.
Another program was built for
KTSA and still another for
KMAC. Last August, Duncan Field
set out to recruit 100,000 skilled
technicians and specialists. The
Field was given the responsibility
of obtaining personnel for all the

in BALTIMORE
and the Central Atlantic States

in

the

sub-depots under its control. A
talk with WOAI officials resulted
in a 10-week program series, in
which true Army incidents with a
direct bearing on the war were
dramatized. Added to the dramatics
was the 17-piece Duncan Field or-

chestra, a product of the public
relations office.
Stations Cooperate
Military rules forbid disclosure
of the results but, according to
Duncan Field officials, "it is safe
to say men applied for enlistment
from as far away as Louisiana and
Arizona, and we know it was because they listened to WOAI and
Duncan Field's Wings of Victory."
So pleased was the commanding
officer, Col. Paul C. Wilkins, with
the cooperation of San Antonio stations, that he gave an informal
dinner for station owners, managers and program directors.
Duncan Field also has a program
on KONO, making complete cooperation with all five San Antonio
stations.
"Certainly San Antonio stations
have been unselfish in their donations of time," said Sgt. Dougherty.
"Without the patriotic spirit of the
broadcasters, Duncan Field would
not have been able to overcome its
growing pains so quickly and take
such forward strides down the road
to Lt.
victory."
Paul L. Speegle recently was
named Public Relations Officer and
under his supervision the Field will
continue its radio activities.
It's a little different story that
Sgt. Nat Berlin, former scriptBuy
Buy
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covering greater
Youngstown
More listeners, more hours
of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngstown, O., area.*
* C. E. HOOPER Inc.
Bine Network

Edward Petry & Co., National Representative
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Army,

Too

Then they made him a sergeant
and Berlin was happy. Now he
me."
joinedproduce
could
radio programs without headaches. A broadcast was set
for a town 25 miles away. There
was a delay in leaving camp. The
orchestra and talent arrived just
one minute before air time to find
that the studio was a 10 x 15-foot

writer, has to tell about his work
at Turner Field, Albany, Ga. Some
of radio's normal headaches followed him into the Army.
"It started when I was a private,
just three weeks after I was inducted," said Sgt. Berlin. "They
called me in to see if I could produce a weekly half-hour variety
show, Army orchestra, soldier talent and such."
Between
K.P., policing his barracks and daily drill Pvt. Berlin
managed to write a script, arrange
a music-sheet and throw a show
together. His first venture was . . .
but let the sergeant explain it :
"We had one lad singing 'Night
and Day', accompanied by a piano.
The piano was at one edge of the
stage and he was at the other. We
had two mikes, one to put us on the
air and the other for the public
address system.
"When our singer stepped forward and grabbed one mike with
his left hand and the other with his
right . . . well, it happened! The
mikes were loaded with electricity

office with two desks, several chairs
and a bookcase.
While the orchestra members
went to another room to tune up
Sgt. Berlin put on a male quartet.
When the orchestra failed to arrive, the sergeant ad-libbed a plug
for recruits. One by one the orchestra men filed in, some sitting
on desks and others standing
around. Then they were ready and
. . . again quoting the sergeant:
"It was bedlam. While the orchestra played I found what the
quartet was going to sing and vice
versa. And in between I gave recruiting talks.
"Only one part of the entire program was planned — the closing
number. The orchestra was to play
the
Corpson song
sign off.
The Air
clock
the and
wallI'dindicated
three minutes to go and with the
quartet in the middle of a song,
make it.
everything
looked swell. We'd just

and our tenor, now in the middle of
the verse, suddenly found a couple
of hundred volts playing tag —
andThehe singer
was it."finally let loose and
stepped back, but by that time
he was singing the chorus while the
piano played the verse. They
finally got together in a smashing
climax.

"Then someone barged into the
studio and bellowed: 'Hey sarge,
you're off the air.' The clock was
three
minutes
Looking
backslow!"
over his production
headaches Sgt. Berlin, the scriptwriter who became producer, announcer and all-around radio man
in the Army, commented dryly:
"Maybe if they make me a staff

"I thought things would change
if they made me a corporal," commented Soldier-Impressario Berlin,
"and they made me a corporal."
But things didn't change a great
deal. A girl civilian worker at the
Field was making her debut as a

sergeant things will be different!"
Set Ceilings

songbird on Corp. Berlin's program. Her first number went over
big, but the ovation upset her and
when she got midway in the second
song, she stopped, in frightened
voice said, "I can't go on," and
hastily left the stage.
"I made a heroic effort to save
the situation by dashing on stage

FINDING that radio distributors,
dealers and brokers were assembling sets from chassis and cabinets, OPA last week said that a
maximum price schedule would be
prepared to cover the operation.
Regular manufacturers, practically removed from production of such
sets,
order. will be exempt from the new

applauding like mad," Berlin re"ST.

THE

LOUIS

IS SOLD"

SHADOW
says V. E. Carmichael of KWK

Available locally on transcription — see C. MICHELSON
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CBS

Full-Network

Exceed

$2,250,000

Advertisers
Asked

Lower

ADVERTISERS' acceptance of
the CBS full-network plan has so
far surpassed the network's expectations, with additional discounts
to advertisers running at the rate
of about $1,250,000 a year, that
the network has called on the supplementary affiliates, chief beneficiaries of the plan, to accept a
lower rate of payment than specified in their contracts for this type
of business. Subject was broached
to 45 CBS stations in a letter written by Herbert V. Akerberg, vicepresident in charge of station relations, late in February.
Since that time the matter has
been discussed with the individual
station operators in person, by
phone and by mail, and while no
broadcaster is happy about taking
a cut, the majority have expressed
an understanding of the network's
position and a willingness to accept the new terms, which will
average about a 25% decrease in
station revenue from the fullnetwork business, according to
CBS.
Additional Discounts
Pointing out that when the plan
was announced last June, CBS
hoped approximately eight converted hours of our business would
go full network and it was on that
basis that our financial calculations were made," Mr. Akerberg
explained that for the week ended
Jan. 30 CBS had 13 converted hours
of full-network business, with fullnetwork discounts to advertisers of
more than $45,000 a week, or in
excess of $2,250,000 a year. Allowing for the 5% lower weekly discounts, this still represents about
$1,250,000 additional discounts annually, his letter states.
As an example of what has happened, the letter cites the Texaco
program, which by going fullnetwork increased CBS net sales by
$459 and its payments to stations
Dy $655, with the network taking
a loss of $196 a week on the transaction. Some accounts which went
full network "actually involved a
decrease in net sales", with the
result that "our total losses on

NCAC

Sells

GARRY

MOORE
to

New

Camel Program
THURSDAYS

NBC— 10:00 to 10:30
P.M. EWT

BROADCASTING

WARWORKERS have been
waging a campaign against
the demons of headache,
wanderlust, and assorted ills
since Feb. 16 when KIRO,

Annually

Profit by Plan ; Supplementary

to Take

Anti-Gremlin

Discounts

Affiliates

Payment
accounts which have gone full network greatly exceeded our total
gains," the letter stated.
To continue the plan's benefits
"to radio as a nationwide medium
and to the stations which have
profited greatly by it" but to make
its cost to CBS less prohibitive, Mr.
Akerberg proposed that network
business on each station be divided
into two classes: First, partialnetwork business, including business which the station had as part
of a partial network before it expanded to a full network, for which
CBS will pay full contract rates.
Second: full-network business pure
and simple, for which CBS proposes to stabilize payments at the
13-hour level, total amount of this
type of business currently carried,
with additional full-network business paid for at this rate.
If, tract
for withexample,
a station's
conCBS called
for five free
hours, the next five hours at $30,
the next five hours at $40 and the
next five at $50, and the station
was carrying three hours of partial-network business; then the
next 13 hours of full-network business would include two free hours,
five hours at $30 ($150), five hours
at $40 ($200), and one hour at $50,
totaling $400 and averaging $30.77
an hour for full-network business,
which rate would be paid for all
future full-network business.
Although NBC's full-network
discount plan, much like that of
CBS and also put into effect last
summer, has also been enthusiastically received by NBC clients, with
a resulting increase in revenue to
affiliate stations and cost to the network, NBC disavows any immediate intentions of revising its methods of payments to affiliates for
this new business. All network future plans are, however, necessarily dependent on the decision of
the Supreme Court on the legality
of the FCC's network regulations,
which is expected to be handed
down at the next session of the
court April 5.

Stromberg-Carlson Up
STROMBERG - CARLSON Tel.
Mfg. Co., Rochester, which has
turned over 95% of its total production to communications equipment for the armed forces, announced last week in its annual
report for 1942 a consolidated net
profit of $534,053 after deductions
of $1,950,000 for estimated income
and excess profits taxes, and $200,000 provision for contingencies.
This compares to 1941 when the net
profit was $470,073 after deducting
$710,000 for estimated income and
excess profits taxes, and $100,000
provision for contingencies.
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Advertising

Seattle, started an antigremlin series on its early
morning Time Klock Klub.
Against a background of
strange sound effects, listeners meet the growing Gremlin family at work. "Quitquit" tells workers how much
they
needinduces
a rest.headache
"Hammernoggle"
by

BIRTHDAY PRESENT in the form
of a new contract for a year was
presented to Tommy Masterson
(center) the Kid Reporter of
KTSA, San Antonio, when he
rounded out 12 full years of life.
Clearing house throughout South
Texas for children's activities, the
Kid Reporter is sponsored by
Handy-Andy Stores, San Antonio
grocery chain. Signing the birthday present contract is Phil Bate,
advertising manager of HandyAndy Stores, while Rex Preis, account executive, offers congratulations. Tommy is the son of T. W.
Masterson of the KTSA commercial department.

a blow on a warworker's
head. "Workono" keeps
women out of industry. Response to the series has been
so good that KIRO plans
further steps to expose these
malicious little creatures as
the flies in the ointment of
war production.

Mackey Hearing Set
CONSOLIDATED hearing on application of Mackey Radio for the
Algiers radiotelegraph circuit and
protests filed by Press Wireless and
RCA Communications has been
docketed by the FCC for April 19.
Special temporary authority to operate the Algiers circuit for three
months, granted Mackey Radio
Feb. 19, continues operative subject to the disposition of the proceeding. Mackey began operations
March 2, providing broadcast program channels.

Easter Service
FIVE LANGUAGES will be used to
broadcast the one-hour sunrise service
from Central Park's Mall in New York
City Easter morning under auspices
of the Churches of God of Greater
New York. The Navy has instructed
vessels over the world to play back
the service from transcription. OWI
will pick up the hour from the originating station, WMCA, New York,
for world wide use.
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It is not the amount of noise
you make that counts in radio.
It's what you say and how well
you put it over that matters.
There are more powerful stations than CHNS in Canada
but none with better equipment.
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Tri-Cities
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KIEM, Eureka, Cal. — Renewal license to
Dec. 1, 1944.
MARCH 24

Joe Weed, New York City

5000

20 TO MARCH

MARCH 20
WALB, Albany, Ga. — Granted motion for
adjournment hearing applications renew license, CP, vol. assgt. license ; ordered March
23 hearing adjourned to April 5, 1943, in
Fed. Bldg., Atlanta, at which time each
party is to present evidence necessary to
complete case; presence of witness Tounsley not further required if evidence is presented to Examiner at that time that attendance would be seriously detrimental to
his health.
MARCH 23
KFQD, Anchorage, Alaska — Granted CP
install new transmitter, increase power to 1
kw., subject conditions, to Anchorage Radio
Club Inc., present licensee, with consent to
transfer to William J. Wagner soon as
transfer has been completed.
WAPI, Birmingham — Granted renewal
license to April 1, 1944.
WJWC, Hammond, Ind. — Granted request
cancel license and special service authorization, delete call signal.
W41MM, Winston-Salem, N. C— Granted
mod. CP extension date, license to cover
CP as mod., in part; conditions.
W45D, Detroit — Granted license to coverCP as mod., in part ; conditions.
W63NY, New York— Granted mod. CP
extension completion date and license to
cover CP as mod., in part; conditions.
W9XBT, Chicago— Exp. tel. broadcast license extended temp, basis, pending decision on renewal application, to May 1,
1943.
W9XUI, Iowa City— Same.
W8XUM, Columbus, O.— Facsimile broadcast license extended on temp, basis, pending decision on application renewal, to
May 1, 1943.
W9XWT, Louisville, Ky. — Facsimile
broadcast license extended on temp, basis,
pending receipt of and action on renewal
application, to May 1, 1943.
W4XGG, Winston-Salem, N. C— Granted
license cover CP, as mod., in part, for ST
station, 334000 kc. 25 w. Dismissed application for mod. CP.
W2XBD, Schenectady, N .Y. — License for
station extended on temp, basis to May 1,
1943, pending decision on renewal application.
W5XUA, Oklahoma City— FM license
extended on temp, basis to May 1, 1943,
pending decision on renewal application.
W9XLA, Denver— Same.
Licenses extended on temporary basis
pending decision on application for renewal to June 1, 1943— KASA KAVE KDLR
KGY KOVO KPFA KWJB KXOX WBBL
WBIR WCOU WFOY WGAC KICD WGCM
WGGA WINN WJEJ WJIM WJLS WJMC
WJTN WOMT WPAX WRAL WSAY
WSNJ WSNY KALB KFJI KFXM KICA
KIUL KVSO KWRC WCOV WFTM WJW
WMFG KCMC KCRJ KFMR KGOF KfiKL
KPLT KRBC KRLH KVGB KXY WABI
WBBZ WBNX KBST WBRW WCBT
WEDC WFCI WFTC WHOM WING
W.TRW WNBZ WOCB WTEL WTRC
WSYB.
GrantedWBOC
renewals
WAYX
WOLS.to Feb. 1, 1945 — KWG

For Rates: Apply Station Director
CHNS • Lord Nelson Hotel
Halifax, Nova Scotia
or

of the

WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich. — Granted motion continuance hearing application mod.
license from April 8 to May 10.
KMTR, Los Angeles — Dismissed without
prejudice petition transfer hearing to Los
Angeles; granted oral request continuance
hearing from April 15 to June 15.
KDYL, Salt Lake City— Adopted proposed findings, deny without prejudice application of Intermountain BvoanVastng
Corp. for CP change frequency 1320 to
880 kc, increase power, etc., ba»ed on
policy of April 27, freezing equipment.
MARCH 26
WEGO, Concord, N. C— Granted license
cover CP as mod., authorizing new broadcast station.
WSAP, Portsmouth, Va.— Same.
KGDM, Stockton, Cal.— Granted mod.
CP as mod., authorizing change frequency, hours of operation, increase
power, DA-N, new transmitter, extend
completion date.
WGKV, Charleston, W. Va.— Oral argument scheduled April 7, 1943, on application CP change equipment, increase power.

MARCH . 20
Applications
WNAC, Boston — Mod. CP, authorizing
increase power, change equipment, etc., to
move transmitter locally, change DA for
N use, extend commencement, completion
dates 60 and 120 days respectively.
W1XTG, Holden, Mass. — License temp,
class 2 exp. broadcast station, 43400 kc,
1 kw., special emission for FM.
W8XFM, Cincinnati— Same, 43200 kc,
1 kw.
WJW, Cleveland — Mod CP, authorizing
change frequency, increase power, new
transmitter,
etc, to change
tion of transmitter
to northproposed
side oflocaN.
Royalton
Rd.,
Cuyahoga
County,
O.,
extend commencement, completion dates 60
and 180 days respectively.
WLAY, Muscle Shoals, Ala. — License cover CP new transmitter.
W63SY — CP new FM broadcast station,
46300 kc, coverage 6,800 sq. mi.
W91NJ, West Orange, N. J. — Same, 49100
kc, coverage 6,200 sq. mi.
MARCH 24
KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa — Mod. CP, as
mod. for installation DA-N, increase power,
extend completion date April 23 to June 23,
1943.
KWKW, Pasadena — Transfer control
from Marshall S. Neal individually and
Marshall S. Neal as trustee of all other
stockholders
mon stock) . to L. W. Peters (100% comWNBC, control
Hartford,
NewJ. Haven
Transfer
fromWELL
William
Sanders—
and Patrick J. Goode, respectively, to Arde
Bulova, latter involving 2,150 shares.
Reinstatement of FM ar.nli'-atio^s
(March 20-26) : WMAC, New York— CP
new broadcast station. 48 300 kc, coverage 8.550 sq. mi. ; K51L, St Louis. Mo. —
Mod. CP, as mod., for new broadcast station ; W79C, Chicago — Mod. CP new FM
broadcast station 47900 kc, coverage 10.800
sq. mi.
Scholl

in Canada

SCHOLL Mfg. Co., Toronto (foot
appliances), starts about April 1
dramatized transcribed spot announcement campaign on 11 Canadian stations three to five times
weekly. Account is placed by F. H.
Hayhurst Co., Toronto.
RITA HARRIGAN, secretary to William S. Hedges. NBC Vice-President
in charge of stations, reports March
29 to the American Red Cross headquarters in Washington for training
preliminary
to being
seas Red Cross
post. sent to an overCLEF MUSIC Co., New York, headed
by Charles B. Marks and George
Earle, is the latest SESA.C affiliate.
Firm was organized in 1937.
TEN

TOP

TUNES

THE

top ten tunes from the standpoint of network audience coverage
during the week ended March 24,
according to the copyrighted Audience Coverage index survey of the
Office of Research-Radio Division,
New York, are as follows:
I've Heard That Song Before
Taking a Chance on Love
That Old Black Magic
You'd
Be So
As Time
GoesNiceBy to Come Home to
Brazil
It Can't Be Wrong
Weep No More My Lady
I Just Kissed Your Picture Goodnight
Please Think of Me
BROADCASTING

Wetwork
tKccovnh
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
PHARMACO Co., Newark, N. J. (Chooz,
antacid chewing gum), on April 4 starts
Bobby Hookey's Rocking Horse Rhythms
on 33 MBS stations, Sun., 10:45-11 p.m.
Agency: Clements Co., Philadelphia.
H. J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh (baby
foods), on April 5 starts The Baby Institute on 25 Blue stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
10:30-10:45
a.m. Agency: Maxon Inc.,
N.
Y.
MANHATTAN SOAP Co.. New York
(Sweetheart soap), on April 21 starts
Scramby Amby, quiz show, on 6 NBC Pacific Coast stations, Wed., 9:30-10 p.m.
(PWT). Agency: Franklin Bruck Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
CURTISS-WRIGHT Corp., New York
(Aircraft division), on April 11 only
sponsors He Does Not Fly Alone on 7
MBS stations, Sun., 3:30-4 p.m. Agency:
Landsheft Inc., Buffalo.
PRINCE MATCHABELLI Perfumery,
New York, on April 18 only sponsors Paul
LaValle conducting Stradavari and orchestra on 116 CBS stations, Sun., 10:301:45 p.m. Agency: Morse International,
N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
UNION OIL Co. of California, Los Angeles, on April 28 renews for 52 weeks,
Point Sublime on 11 NBC Western stations. Wed. 9-9:30 p.m. (PWT). Agency:
Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles.
IRONIZED YEAST, Atlanta, on April 18
renews for 52 weeks Good Will Hour on
66 BLUE stations. Sun., 10-11 p.m. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
AMERICAN CIGARETTE & CIGAR Co.,
New York (Pall Malls), on April 12 renewsShow
for 13on weeks
Grade stations,
Fields' Fri.,
Victory
134 BLUE
10:15-10:30 p.m. Agency: Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co.. Cincinnati
(Whitenews laundry
soap),
on Village
March 29
for 13 weeks
Snow
on re73
NBC stations, Mon. thru Fri., 11:30-11:45
a.m. Agency: Compton Adv., N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Grape-Nuts Flakes, Grape-Nuts, Wheatmeal), on March 29 renews We Love and
Learn on 91 CBS stations, Mon., Thur.,
Fri., 2:30-2 :45 p.m. Agency: Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
JOHNSON & JOHNSON, New Brunswick,
N. Y. (Red Cross division), on March 30
renews Edwin C. Hill — The Human Side
of the News on 66 CBS station, Tues., 6:156:30 p.m. (Rpt. 12:30 a.m.). Agency:
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
GENERAL CIGAR CO., New York
(White Owl cigars), on Mnrch 25 renews
for 13 weeks Raymond Clapper, News
Analyst, on 84 MBS stations, Mon. and
Thurs., 10-10 :30 p.m. Agency, J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Network Changes
AUSTIN STUDIOS, Los Angeles (portrait
photographers), on April 2 shifts Hero Of
The Week on 7 BLUE California stations
Sat., 6:55-7 p.m. (PWT), to Fri., 7:357:40 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Glasser-Gailey
& Co., Los Angeles.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco Corp.,
Louisville (Raleigh cigarets), on March 30
shifts the origination of Red Skelton, on
129 NBC stations Tuesdays, 10:30-11 p.m.,
from Hollywood to New York for five
broadcasts. Program returns to the coast on
May
cago. 4. Agency: Russel M. Seeds Co., ChiKELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich (Pep),
between April 12 and June 21 adds 175
MBS stations to Superman, making a
total of 211 MBS stat;ons, Mon. thru Fri.,
5:45-6
N. Y. p.m. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt,

i

]
j
\
1

AMERICAN CHICLE Co., Long Island
City, N. Y. (Dentyne, Chiclets gum, Sen
"By-TheSen),
Way" on
Bill March
Henry 26on discontinued
6 NBC Pacific
Coast ||
stations. Wed., Thurs., Fri., 5:45-6 p.m.
(PWT). N. Agency:
Badger, Browning &
Hersey,
Y.
BRISTOL-MYERS Co. New York (Mum),
on
replaces
Person —onDinah
ShoreApril
with30 The
ParkerIn Family
120
Blue stations. Fri., 8:15-8:30 p.m. (repeat, 11:15-11:30 p.m.). Agency: Pedlar
& Ryan, N. Y.
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program Director — 1st class license, good
announcer. Box 439, BROADCASTING.

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
Transmitter Engineer — State experience and
salary desired in first letter. This opening
is permanent and not filling wartime
vacancy. WHEB, PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
Announcer — No experience necessary. Give
personal details, draft status, age, etc.
Apply Box 455, BROADCASTING.
Announcer Experienced — Permanent posi| tion for draft exempt man who can
. handle news, commercials, turn-tables.
$42 for 43 1/3 hour week to start. Future
increases. Write full details, references,
and whether transcription available to
manager WFDF, Flint, Michigan.

classiCAPS,
three
issue.
Press

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
SALES MANAGER— Or General Manager
for Small
Station. stations.
Five years'
salesman two network
Broadtop knowledge all departments. 35 deferred draft
classification. Now employed, excellent
reasons for wanting change. Box 452,
BROADCASTING.
SALESMAN — Reliable, sober, industrious.
Prefer small station. Good record. Presently employed. Box 447, BROADCASTING.
First Phone, Second Telegraph — Some experience. Employed now. Want to
change location. Give wage scale and
living conditions. Address Box 448,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer — Permanent position for draft
deferred man or for experienced woman.
Must be able to handle news and commercials, also turn-tables. Write full
details, references, and whether transcription isavailable. Box 454, BROADCASTING.

Announcer — Graduate of Radio Announcing
School. Qualified for all types of programs . . . transcription available . . .
will go anywhere . . . 4-F in draft.
Telephone Brandywine 6162. Box 437,
BROADCASTING.

First, Second, or Third Class Operator —
No experience necessary. Give personal
details. Apply Box 456, BROADCASTING.

ANNOUNCER-NEWSCASTER — 4F. Now
employed by regional affiliate. East preferred. Box 451, BROADCASTING.

COMBINATION — Good commercial announcer and studio technician for remote
studios of 5 kw net station. State experience and draft status. Box 434,
BROADCASTING.

Continuity Writer — Can handle comedy,
dramatic and straight commercial copy.
Outstanding background. Box 457,
BROADCASTING.

Excellent Positions Open — For first, second
and third class engineers; production
men ; junior and senior announcers;
news editors; station executives ; time
salesmen; radio telephone and telegraph
operators. Wilson Employment Service,
Inc., Union Commerce Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
Experienced Announcer Wanted — Preferably sports experience, but not necessary. Write or wire draft status, experience, salary expected etc. Box 445.
BROADCASTING.
ENGINEER— For midwest 5 KW station,
1 must hold 2nd class license or higher. In
reply state education, experience, expected salary and enclose photograph.
Box 435, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Good solid staff man with
musical and news background. Modern
well equipped studios, Mutual affiliate.
Progressive, friendly community. Give
complete experience, draft classification,
marital status, salary desired. Write
WCLO, Janesville, Wisconsin.
Radio Time Salesman — Young, energetic,
experience, with references for NBC
station. Good salary. KWBW, Hutchinson, Kansas.
Opportunity — For two dependable radio
men, sell and announce . . . salary and
commission, Mutual station, Army Camp
town, tell all. Manager, WJZM, Clarksville, Tenn.
Salesman — With proven record. Salary
plus commission. Go-getter can average
better than $5 000 yearly. Give complete
details in letter, including draft status.
Box 461, BROADCASTING.
Announcer Wanted — By a midwest station.
This is a permanent position with a real
future. Salary open. Please state availability and salary requirements. Box 463,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Top-Notch Wartime Washington Announcer
Wants to leave this turbulent town. 8
years' experience. Good newscaster.
Knows production. 4-F draft. Tulsa,
Dallas, Denver, Des Moines, St. Louis
or Chicago preferred. Any offers 1 Radioman, Trans-Lux Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

BROADCASTING

Programmer-Producer — Draft deferred.
Seventeen
years' change.
experience.
Excellent
references, desires
Permanent
job
only considered. Box 423, BROADCASTING.

Experienced news and continuity writer —
4-F, seeks better connection. Can write
copy that sells. Also expert on sports,
capable
publicitywork.
man.Box12 449
years'
radio
and
newspaper
BROADCASTING.

BROADCAST STATION — Reliable and
financially qualified party. Give full particulars. Box 436, BROADCASTING.
Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70C
Ogden,
Utah.
or
similar
with pickups. Station KLO

Sells

HOWARD to PETRIE

New

Camel

Program

For Sale

THURSDAYS

Five brand new No. 838 100 Watt Transmitting tubes — $15.00 each for quick
sale.
Write or wire WKNY Kingston,
New York.

NBC — 10:00 to 10:30
P.M EWT

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Pran Bldg., Wash., D. C

MO 2-7859

Advertising

WISCONSIN

NCAC

Responsible party interested in buying rastation — Send full particulars. Box
442, dioBROADCASTING.

COMMERCIAL — And /or station manager
available.enced,Twelve
years'
radio,
experiregional and
local
operations,
married, exempt. Prefer station in east,
references. Box 458 BROADCASTING.

• Broadcast

OSHKOSH,

Reliable party interested — In 250 or 500
watt station in eastern or northern U.
S. Full particulars will be confidential,
include
in first letter to Box 450,
BROADCASTING.

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS

EXPERIENCED RADIO MAN— Seeks position with large station and future.
Sports, news, commercial announcer.
HONEST, SOBER, DEPENDABLE.
Trained voice, good diction and enunciation. Single, 4-F, unhandicapped. Have
had only one connection, still there.
Learned from the ground up. Want
wider field for development and advancement. Well connected, good personality best references, Transcription, photograph, complete background on request. Box 460, BROADCASTING.
Ambitious Young Announcer — Some experience, can operate turntables. Transcription on request. Mike Shorr, 2744
Gladstone, Detroit, Michigan.

FRONT

OSH

Radio Station — Full or half ownership in
city of 100,000 or more located east of the
Alleghanies. Station must have national
network affiliation and good earnings
record for past five years. Replies must
give full detailed information. Box 464,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced Sports Announcer — Handles
Traffic, News, Special Events . . . Married. 4-F . . . Restricted Ticket . . .
State Salary. . . . Box 462, BROADCASTING.

Sales Manager — 4-F, available at once.
15 years' advertising experience. Salary
$100.00 week and commission. Box 459,
BROADCASTING.

IN

Traffic, Promotion Manager — Young experienced promotion director wants position
offering advancement in promotion or
traffic. Knows music, controls. 4-F. Box
440, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Operator — News, sports, versatile, 4-F, seeks opportunity. Available
April ville,
3rd.Wisconsin.
Bill Dillner, WCLO, JanesGeneral Announcer — Expert play by play
baseball,
other sports. Two years' ProING. gram Director. Box 441, BROADCASTWanted to Buy

PROGRAM DIRECTOR — Capable, good
references, 4-F, age 34. Now employed,
but available for better opportunity.
Box 444, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER — With all-around experience. Can write, produce and build programs with powerful sales appeal. Now
employed, but available for better opportunity. Good references. 30 and 4-F.
Write Box 443, BROADCASTING.
Commercial Manager — 20 years advertising
sales experience. Fully conversant all
types local and national accounts. Experienced manager advertising sales
staff. Now employed large station. Will
head sales department good solid organization on permanent basis. Just over
draft age. Box 446, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Newscaster — Available immeFour years'
4-F status. diately.
Wire Box
438, experience.
BROADCASTING.

OUT

PAUL

National Press Bldg.
Dl. T205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

F GODLEY

MONTCLAIR,

GEORGE

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Weshington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main St. S~ VN
the World
Kansas City, Mo. I X J Hollywood, Cal.

RING

& CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON,

D. C

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Questionnaires

FCC
Relief
As

From

Forms

Budget
Begins

Seen

Bureau

Inquiry

RELIEF from the FCC's annual
barrage of questionnaires and
forms tapping innermost phases
of station operation, personnel,
finances and programs is foreseen
with the initiation of studies by
the Bureau of the Budget, looking toward elimination of unnecessary and unauthorized surveys,
whatever their nature.
Last week, it was learned, the
Budget Bureau's Division of Statistical Standards launched its inquiry into the FCC's paper work,
pursuant to new regulations geared
toward elimination of duplication
and of unnecessary or unauthorized
forms and questionnaires.
In the case of the FCC, some 36
forms are set up for review. The
work is being conducted under the
direction of Stuart A. Rice, assistant director of the Budget Bureau
in charge of the Division of Statistical Standards. David E. Cohn,
of the Bureau, has been holding
conferences with the FCC and
with industry representatives regarding the undertaking.

Up

has no Budget Bureau approval,
make inquiry about it before you
answer it," the Bureau advises.
It was pointed out that individual stations may be reluctant to
complain about FCC forms, because of possible repercussions and
because they are licensed. Budget
Bureau officials said that such comments or complaints as are made to
the Budget Bureau are kept confidential and are used only in the
effort to comply with the law and
to relieve industry of the onerous
burden of excessive paper work.
Reluctant to Complain
On Aug. 31, 1942, the Budget Bureau issued new regulations to all
Government agencies providing for
a review of all new questionnaires
and report forms, and a post-audit
of all existing report forms. All
report forms approved by the Budget Bureau were given "approval
numbers," many accompanied by
expiration dates.
Last Dec. 24, President Roosevelt signed the Federal Reports Act
of 1942, sponsored by the Senate
Commitee on Small Business. This

Licenses to Payroll
Included in the FCC forms under
scrutiny are those dealing with
applications for licenses, license renewals, annual financial statistics,
modifications of construction permits, payroll and employment data,
program analyses, and in fact,
every form used for broadcast purposes. It also may have a bearing
on the Commission's method of personal interview investigations of
stations too, because Budget Bureau approval is required of stock
questions asked of more than 10
persons.
Many stations in the past have
reported the necessity of hiring
additional people to fill out particular FCC forms.

new law implemented the Bureau's
authority to control and coordinate Federal statistical activities.
On Jan. 1, the approval numbering
system of the Budget Bureau became effective. Questionnaires and
report forms issued by the Federal
agencies subject to the Bureau's
jurisdiction "must have such approval numbers to be valid," it was
stated. "Businessmen need not comply with requests for statistical
information where the report
forms are without such sign of
These three steps, taken toapproval."
gether, the Bureau points out, mean
that important services to business
and industry in controlling and
limiting the number of questionnaire forms issued
by Federal

for

Review

agencies will be rendered. The success of the Bureau's efforts, however, it was pointed out, will depend to some extent on cooperation
of businessmen who report to it
unauthorized questionnaires not
having
numbers. Budget Bureau approval
"To the Wastebasket"
There are four classes of questionnaires that will not have Budget Bureau approval numbers, it
was stated. These are (1) report
forms issued by exempt agencies,
principally bureaus of the Treasury Department; (2) forms that
have been approved, but of which
supplies were printed prior to the
institution of the system; (3) report forms that are sent to less
than 10 respondents; (4) report
forms that are "bootlegged." The
latter forms "should be consigned
to
the wastebasket," said the
Bureau.
Businessmen who have complaints about specific forms or are
in doubt should write to the Budget Bureau or address the Advisory
Committee on Government Questionnaires, in Washington, which
is composed of representatives of
business and industry.
"The Budget Bureau will also
lend an attentive ear to complaints
that are specifically directed toward what is regarded as a burdensome questionnaire," the Bureau stated. "Forms of a repetitive
nature are given expiration dates.
Prior to the date of expiration of
a form, it is re-examined as to need,
form and content. Complaints from
business and industry will be considered at the time such forms
come up for an extension of their
expiration
dates." the Bureau
"Businessmen,"
stated, "have a friend at court.
They should learn to use it."

Only those forms authorized by
the Budget Bureau and which have
a specific approval number need
be recognized by stations, the Bureau pointed out. Every form now
in existence has an expiration number. Businessmen generally, along
with broadcasters, are urged by
the Budget Bureau, which is in
the Executive Office of the President, to be cautious about Federal
questionnaires that do not have its
approval. When in doubt, it urges,
the Bureau should be contacted
prior to response.
Pursuant to Congressional authorization at the last session, the
Budget Bureau undertook the reduction of paper work to a minimum and is giving its approval only
to statistical tasks that contribute
toward winning the war or for
which there is other imperative
need.
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FCC Approves Joint Plan to
Operate All Four Outlets
UNDER A NEW plan of FM
broadcasting approved March 23 by
the FCC, four Philadelphia FM
stations will operate a cooperative
plan of broadcast rotation which
will give an estimated 17,000 Philadelphia homes eight hours of continuous FM programs daily for a
trial period of 90 days.
The

Commission's action followed a joint petition by Pennsylvania Broadcasting Co., operator
of W49PH; WFIL Broadcasting
Co., operator of W53PH; WCAU
Broadcasting Co., operator of
W69PH, and Wm. Penn Broadcasting Co., operator of W73PH.
Standard broadcast affiliations of
these stations are WIP, WFIL,
WCAU and WPEN, respectively,
all in Philadelphia. Roger W. Clipp,
general manager of WFIL, was in
Washington last month for conferences on the plan. Westinghouse
Radio Stations, owner of KYW,
standard broadcast station, and
W57PH, Philadelphia, only other
FM station in that area, was not
represented in the proposal.
Coordinated Programming
At present the four stations are
on the air with split schedules for
a minimum of six hours a day. Under the 90-day waiver of FCC rules
requiring this six-hour daily minimum, each station will stay on the
air eight hours, from 3 p.m. to 11
p.m. regularly one day a week, with
the three remaining days taken in
rotation. A committee composed of
one representative from each station will supervise and coordinate
the programming of all four.
The group advanced wartime
necessity for conserving critical
materials, electric power, record libraries, transcriptions and for
making most economical use of
manpower as reasons favoring the
experiment. The plan calls for pooling all spare parts and equipment,
which is to be distributed to the
stations as the need arises. It is
believed that other FM operators
will watch with keen interest the
experiment, which is the first plan
of
FCC.its kind to be proposed to the
Action of the Commission

in

granting permission for the "Philadelphia plan" is in line with its
general policy of giving all possible assistance to help broadcasters
weather the squeeze of wartime restrictions on materials and manpower, as indicated in such policies
as that adopted on Feb. 28 under
which applications for FM and
television licenses are protected
Marchthe1].duration [Broadcasting,
for
FIRST ISSUE of a general house
organ for CBS employes was circulated last week to some 1,170 persons
employed in tho network's New York
headquarters. Titled "485", the mimeographed eight-page paper is edited by
Marion Stevens
of the CBS press information department.

"Thus, when you are in doubt
about the validity of a form that
Page

FM
Cooperation
In Phila.
Allowed
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Advertising

•

Have

you

had

to

•

Are

you

of

a

curtail

dealer

delaying

new

•

If the manpower
curtailed dealer

Sales

shortage

or

field

help

contacts, or delayed

introduction of a new

help. Specialty Sales offers the

services of experienced

high-type

salesmen

who

West Virginia. Specialty Sales does not conflict with established
sales organizations, brokers, or agents. Specialty Sales is independent, but has the advantage
and

merchandising

shortage

crippling

operation?

you

cover all druggists and grocers in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and

research

package?

solve

these

problems

has crippled your field operation,

product, Specialty Sales can
short-term

can

introduction

manpower

your

Specialty

the

product

Is

contacts?

of full access

material.

to all WLW

Specialty Sales service

is extremely flexible . . . can be bought on per call or per week
basis . . . helps you keep men

in the field at a fraction of

the usual cost. For further information, write or wire Lou E.

LISTENER DOMINANCE. In 25 major cities of its
four-state area, WLW delivers 48.7% of all
radio listening, and in the rural areas around
them, the listening index averages 2.5%
greater. (City figure is a weighted average
based on Hooper Mid-Winter WLW area rating,
1942, and does not represent the size of our
audience in any one city.)
DOMINANCE WITH DEALERS. Implementing your
advertising on WLW is a carefully developed
plan of merchandising which covers every
phase of distribution from manufacturers' representative through consumer — climaxed by
28,000 personal contacts every year on the
wholesale and retail dealers who move your
merchandise. This comprehensive merchandising program is controlled and directed by
WLW, costs advertisers nothing.

Sargent, Specialty Sales, 140 West 9th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

• WLW audience dominance, plus the cooperation we receive as a
result of continuous dealer contact, now augmented by SPECIALTY
SALES, offer you the most effective means ever devised for directing
the distribution and sale of consumer food and drug products.

WlWl
i'S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE STATION jM
THE NATION'
DIVISION OF THE CROSLEY CORPORATION

That

The

Little

Holds

the

Glass

World

House

of

Tomorrow

Within the confines of electron tubes, greater

schools, our industries— all will be changed

miracles are being born than man

and improved by the magic of electronics.

ever dared

At RCA, world leader in this new science,

hope for.
Applied to the war of today, those radioelectronic miracles are guiding battleships,
locating planes, maneuvering

tanks, and

speeding communication.

the ivork being done today is concerned with
war only— with the winning of Victory for
the United Nations. But the planning by our
engineers and scientists, the skill, knowledge,

With the coming of peace, these same mir-

and experience being obtained, will also be

acles—emanating from radio-electronic tubes

useful tomorrow — the richer and fuller tomorrow that will come about through

—will shape a new kind of world. Food,
medicine, clothing, our homes,

RADIO

our

CORPORATION

RCA LEADS

RCA

Electronics.

OF

THE WAY IN RADIO, ELECTRONICS,
RCA Building, New York, N. Y.
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HE

The

WE

Weekly^5|p?)r

DIDN'T

THINK

Newsmagazine

THEY

CARED

of

G

Radio

. . . this

much!

we urged. "Just ask, and if maybe everything's all
right, we can tell people what we found.'1
So, Crossley interviewers asked 6,420 women
personally.
In came the answers; came sorting, came

com-

piling, came the following interesting result:

WOR

Said we recently to Crossley, Inc. . . .
"Please go out and ask women — all kinds of

.

Station

B

Station

R

Station

X

women — in Greater New York something like this:

•WHAT

NEW

STATION
THAT
THE

YORK

HAS

YOU
MOST

HOUSEHOLD

RADIO

PROGRAMS

FEEL
HELP

GIVE
IN

YO

O.E.D. — IF YOU

MAKE

BUY, OR HAVE

A SAY

SOMETHING
IN THE

THAT

BUYING

WOMEN
OF — and

what haven't they? — WOR IS WORTH CALLING FOR
FURTHER, AND IMPRESSIVE FACTS. Our telephone
rings if you dial PE 6-8600, in New York. Our address is

YOUR

WORK?'"
WOR

"Why?"

asked Crossley, Inc.

"Must we be just obvious?", we replied. "Please,"

that power-full

station

at 1440

Broadway,

15 CENTS

New

York

m
111. ..

It's

KTUC

That

Ie're busy at KTUC!

DOES

We're

Things

doing two special broadcasts

|each week for the Air Corps' Marana Basic Training
School, two for the Pima County Agricultural Department, one
for the Pima County Schools and one for the Tucson City Schools.
We're doing six programs weekly for the Pima County War
ings Committee — one a quiz program
Tucson

Sav-

so popular it tied up the

telephone system and forced us to ask listeners to mail

their answers! Each noon KTUC

broadcasts a recording of Tucson

school children's pledge of allegiance to the Flag.
These

are regularly scheduled

programs

of intense local

interest. There are the special events, too; every time anything of
local interest happens around

Tucson, KTUC

microphones

are

there, broadcasting on the spot. These are the things that make
THE PICTURES
1. KTUC Manager Lee Little entertains
Marana Air Base Band following broadcast.
2. To promote War Bond sales, KTUC
parked an authentic covered wagon on
downtown Tucson streets, conducted daily
broadcasts from it.
3. Lee Little and Wayne Sanders interview
American Woman Volunteer Service workers at KTUC Bond Wagon.
4.
Workers
countKTUC
a real
"Milewere
of Dimes"
collected when
listeners
invited
to lay dimes on a chalk line a mile long.
5 and A. The American Legion participated
when KTUC raised an American Flag to
the top of its 181-foot tower, there to stay
until Victory.

friends of listeners — catering to their local interests, serving local
needs. They are the things that have built for KTUC
responsive audience — the reason why KTUC
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TO
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Advertising

is the

WTOP

of

Washington

s

most

For over 14 years the station bore
During
nation's

those

can imagine.

CBS

Only

one thing was

the name

14 years it climbed

capital— top in programs,

As a notable

powerful

WJSY
to a top position in the

top in power— at the top of the dial.
about

one thing promised
name,

name

station

to beat the band

station, it became

a new

new

but above

as easy to listen to as anything

to make

it even

you

easier to dial to. That

all, a precisely appropriate

name,

easy to

remember.
Obviously,
So-now

it had

to be WTOR

it is WTOR

Same

place on the dial— 1500.

Same

superb

Same

service to advertisers

to beat the band,
RS. We

have

programs.

times

flawless signal.

of day and night — day in, day out.

in a great market,

a great market

growing

daily

just like WTOE
already printed the new

WTOP
Owned

Same

Same

letters WTOP

Washington

and operated by CBS. Represented

on

• 50,000

our

contract

forms.

watts

nationally by Radio Sales with

offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, St. Louis, San Francisco, Charlotte
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PRESENTING

THE

Edward

COMMERCIAL

MEN

WHO

W.

MANAGER,

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATIONS

Hamlii

RSD,

ST.

LOUIS

1923
1923
1926
1928

B.S., Washington University, St. Louis
Shallcross Printing Company
General Outdoor Advertising Co.
Account Executive, John Ring Advertising
Agency
1931 Station KSD, St. Louis
1935 Commercial Manager, KSD

EVERYBODY

knows

the value of the

efficient organizer who avoids fanfare and

are constantly traveling all over the U. S. on
one radio errand or another. And in our

trumpets, but who gets his work done just

files at our various offices we have both

the same — somebody who prefers to be on
the winning team rather than to shine as an

general and intimate data and information
on almost every station and every market
in America.

individual star. In short, somebody like
modest, capable Ed Hamlin of KSD!

Anything we know or any help we can give

And that brings up another thing that we,
being not quite so modest, would like to tell

you is freely available to you, even if you are
not a customer. This is offered sincerely, and
not merely as a wedge to penetrate into your

you about our work here at F&P. That's the
matter of how carefully we try to keep
informed as to the radio situation in all

friendship. It is part of the "back-up work"
which we have assumed as one of our respon-

important markets, whether or not they are

sibilities ofleadership, here in this pioneer
group of radio-station representatives.

served by any of "our" stations. . . . F&P men

Free
Pioneer

CHICAGO: 180N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
Page
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Peters,

Radio

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

lie.

Station
Representatives
Since May, 1932
*

SAN FRANCISCO: ,1, Sutter
Sutter 4353

HOLLYWOOD: 1572 iV. Gordon
Gladstone 3949

BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667

• Broadcast
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Cox
Hinute

Probers
Data

From
Of

Asked

Members
FCC

ALTHOUGH it has not yet
et a date for commencement
f formal hearings, the Cox
(elect Committee of the House
o investigate the FCC

last

veek had underway three seprate preliminary probes — in
Washington, New York and
Charleston, W. Va. — and had
ubpoenaed records, minutes
,nd other data at the Comtiission.
Evidently getting into high
fear, Chairman E. E. Cox
iD-Ga.), of the Committee,
Jso announced appointment
;>f several additional attorneys and
hvestigators to the staff of Eugene
L Garey, chief counsel.
Probing Commissioners
At the FCC it was learned each
Commissioner last Thursday had
'ieen served with a detailed quesionnaire for an accounting of
itewardship, and touching practically all phases of the activities
if individual Commissioners. It
ilso was learned that considerable
lata relating largely to broadcasting procedures, operations, decisions and minutes had been subpoenaed, though the precise material sought was not stated.
The Commission itself was represented as devoting much of its
pime to the gathering of the ma;erial.
Chairman Cox said the Committee had appointed Edward G. Griffin, New York attorney who served
as counsel both for Gov. Al Smith
and President Roosevelt when they
fVere Governors of New York, and
Martin F. O'Donoghue, professor
Df law at Georgetown U., Washington, as members of the Washington
(egal staff. M. I. Hauser, partner
in Mr. Garey's New York law firm
of Garey, Desvernine & Garey, has
oeen designated to handle certain
aspects of the New York prelimijtnary inquiries at a dollar a year.
H
Mr. L.Garey's
assistantwhois
MPred
Walker chief
of Detroit,
BROADCASTING

$5.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY

Conduct
3-Way
sence from the Commission and the
with Mr. Griffin, was in Charleston last week. The investigating
reasons, specialized work on the
staff includes James Dunn, of PhilFCC, such as designations on particular committees, subcommittees
adelphia, former U. S. Secret Seror delegations, specific hearing
vice official, and Robert B. Barker,
cases assigned and actions thereon,
for many years a senior investigator for the Dies Committee. Mr.
procedure regarding voting on
Dunn was the chief Government
cases, whether evidence in every
case requiring Commission action
investigator into the so-called leak
is read.
of Supreme Court decisions several years ago.
It was understood at the Commission that information regarding
The seven members of the FCC,
travel of Commissioners at Govit was ascertained at the Commisernment expense also was requestsion, initially received identical
ed. Presumably the data is for the
letters from Chief Counsel Garey
entire tenure of each member of
last Wednesday, which posed a
the
Commission, rather than for
half-dozen questions regarding
the
past
year or any other specified
their functions. This letter, howtime.
ever, was superseded the following
No comment was forthceming
day by a more detailed one enumereither from the FCC or the Comating about a dozen questions.
mittee regarding the three prelimiCommissioners were asked quesnary inquiries now being conducted.
Mention was made, however, that
tions regarding precise duties, office
hours, attendance at meetings,
the New York probe covered such
matters as the WMCA sales transhearings and oral arguments, ab-

Inquiry
action of last year by Donald
Flamm to Edward J. Noble. In
Charleston, there are only two
broadcast stations — WCHS, regional, and WGKV, local. Presumably
the Washington inquiries related
entirely
to the FCC subpoenas and
data.

48-Hour
Specifies
WMC
sel for CBS. The memorandum was
Policies for Guidance
prepared by Mr. Yourd following
conversations with WMC officials,
Of Area Directors
who cleared the final draft for reAre Drafted
lease to stations.
WMC's formal statement of polCLEAR-CUT interpretation of the
icy, which would embrace the NAB
applicability of the 48-hour work
memorandum, shortly is expected
week to the broadcasting industry
to clear through WMC channels.
was obtained last week from War
It then will be sent to area direcManpower Commission following
tors as a formal opinion guiding
studies initiated by the NAB Labor Committee.
application of the regulations to
In a memorandum to stations in the broadcasting industry.
the critical labor shortage areas,
Following is the full text of the
memorandum :
cleared last Thursday at WMC,
As you are undoubtedly aware,
stations are advised of procedure
the National Assn. of Broadcasters
to be followed in complying with
has conducted a survey of reprethe new employment regulations.
sentative radio stations to deterThe detailed memorandum, covermine
the
feasibility
of a 48-hour
ing every aspect of station operation, will be sent to stations by week for radio stations and to determine whether or not the variNAB, and, it is understood, by
ous stations can increase the proWMC to its field staff, with a stateductivity of their staffs and more
ment of policy to guide area directors in applying the regulations
fully utilize manpower by the adopto the broadcasting industry.
tion of a longer workweek. The results of this survey have been made
Survey Made
available to the national headquarThe memorandum, constituting
ters of War Manpower Commisthe first detailed interpretation of sion.
Radio stations located in the
the regulations as applied to a par"critical areas are not exempt
ticular industry, was developed folfrom the 48-hour Order and each
lowing a survey undertaken by
station must make a sincere atJoseph L. Miller, NAB Labor Director, and Kenneth Yourd, assisttempt to comply with it by instiant Washington director and countuting aMinimum Wartime Work-

Procedure

• Broadcast

Advertising

Fly Sees President
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, repeatedly at loggerheads with
Chairman Cox of the Committee,
called at the White House last
Monday and spent about threequarters of an hour with the President. It was reported that the major
cominternational
topic was the
munications
merger and that the
Cox Committee probe probably was
not discussed in detail.
There were few new developments on other fronts regarding
the FCC, which has figured promiaffairs
nently in Washington
(Continued
on page
UU) dur-

week which makes the fullest utilization of existing
manpower."
Each station
should submit
to the
local area director, for approval, a
schedule showing its proposed
"Minimum Wartime Workweek",
indicating whether or not any employes can be released.
After a review of the results of
the survey with WMC, NAB suggests that the following guides be
used in preparing the workweek
schedule for your station:
1. Executive (station manager, sales
program director, chief engimanager,
neer, etc.) These persons, who work
unlimited hours, both inside and outside of the office, and have management
responsibilities, are not regarded as
capable of being placed upon a fixed
hourly schedule.
2. Performers, singers, musicians
and other creative artists (including
writers and news commentators).
These persons, because of the nature
of their work, are not subject to scheduling on a 48-hour basis.
3. Salesmen, in many instances work
unlimited hours outside, and in many
cases on a commission, or salary and
commission basis. Salesmen of this
type, who are not subject to the Fair
Labor Standards Act, do not have
their
tation.hours of work subject to compu4. Announcers and news men should
be placed upon a schedule which makes
the fullest possible utilization of their
services consistent with the peak load
(Continued on page U)
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Pillsbury

Begins

Largest
Campaign
Spots for Bread Flour on 85
Stations, 5 Times Weekly
PILLSBURY Four Mills, Minneapolis, in its largest spot campaign,
has released contracts through
McCann-Erickson, Chicago, for
one-minute announcements to start
April 5 on 85 stations for bread
flour and on 55 stations for pancake flour. Announcements are five
times a week on most stations. The
spots for the bread flour, featuring
a musical background by the Four
Kernels and "War Communiques"
of household hints, were placed on:
WCKY WLS WEOK WMBD WCBS
WISN WIBA WTAQ WSBT WISH WGL
WOWO WHIO WBNS WDZ WKBW
WHAM WAGE WSYR WIBX WTRY
WNBF WERC KSD KFBI WCAU WEEU
WSAN WHP WGAL WBAL WMAL
KABC KTSM KRIS WXYZ WKZO WFDF
WSAM WKBZ WHLS WTAM WTOL
WAKR WIBM WMAZ WSPR WLBZ
WFEA WCAX WTIC WICC WIOD
WQAM WSUN WTAR WDBJ WBT
WSJS KTUL KDAL KSTP WTCN WHO
KRNT KSCJ WOC WMT KDTH WKBB
WKBH WSAU WMFG WHLB WFMJ
WHBC WCAE KDKA WFBG WJAC
WSAZ WGKV WCHS WKWK WBLK.
The announcements for pancake
flour are to be carried by:
WOKO WBAL WFBR WCAO WNBF
WEEI WBZ WHDH WKBW WGR WBEN
WGN WMAQ WLS WTAM WHK WFAA
KRLD WJR WXYZ WWJ KTRH WJAC
KMBC WCCO WCAU KYW WPEN WJAS
WCAE KDKA WKY KOMA WEAN WJAR
WRVA WMBC WGY WSPR KSD WSYR
WAGE WTRY WJSV WMAL WWVA
WAAB WTAG WORC WKBN.
The company is copy testing with
one-minute live announcements 15
times a day on WSOY, Decatur,
111.; KVFD, Ft. Dodge, la.;
WMAM, Marinette, Wis., and
WTCM, Traverse City, Mich.
Kenmore

Plans

National

Spot Drive; Making Test
KENMORE Publishing Co., New
York, in a national campaign for
its test instruction book for servicemen, is trying out various types
of programs and announcements on
some 20 stations, with the possibility of expanding to from 150 to
200 outlets, if the test drive is successful. A spokesman for Huber
Hoge & Sons, agency in charge,
said that if the national campaign
goes through, Kenmore plans to
spend $10,000 weekly on spot radio
advertising.
First schedule started on WHN,
New York, March 22, using news,
musical and variety programs on a
participating or fulltime sponsorship basis. The full schedule will be
underway by the early part of this
week. Plans call for a test period
of 10 days. Among stations used
are WLW KPO WAIT WPEN
WFDF CKLW.
Shampoo Series
CONSOLIDATED HAIR GOODS
Co., Chicago (FIJ-OIL shampoo),
has named Malcolm Howard Adv.
Agency, Chicago, to handle its account and has planned an advertising campaign to start immediately. A test radio series will start
in selected markets. Arthur M.
Holland is account executive. The
firm manufactures and distributes
a number of items to the beauty
shop and drug trade.
Page
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3 CHICAGO
Walter

J.

Assistant

Brown
to

James

ANOTHER practical broadcaster
was drafted for important service
in Washington's wartime Government last week with the appointment of Walter J. Brown, vicepresident and general manager of
WSPA and WORD, Spartanburg,
S. C, as an assistant to James F.
Byrnes, Director of Economic Stabilization. Offices of the organization, one of the highest placed in
the wartime Government, are at
the White House.
Mr. Brown assumed his new duties April 1, and has been given
leave by the Spartanburg Advertising Co., presumably for the duration. He returns to Washington
where for nearly a decade he was
a top-flight newspaperman, serving
as correspondent for a number of
metropolitan dailies in the South.
He was also Congressional correspondent for Broadcasting.
Broadcasters in Government
Mr. Brown's precise duties are
not outlined, since the Byrnes organization isa small, compact unit
advisory to the President. As an
assistant to Director Byrnes, who
resigned from the Supreme Court
last year to assume the new post,
Mr. Brown will serve with Ben
Cohen, of the former CorcoranCohen legal team; Donald Russell,
prominent Administration attorney, and Edward F. Pritchard, former law clerk to Associate Justice
Felix Frankfurter.
Among other
broadcasters
drafted for duty in Washington
are such figures as Gardner Cowles
Jr., Assistant Director of OWI;
J. Harold Ryan, Assistant Director of Censorship; W. B. Lewis,
former CBS vice-president, initially
chief of the Radio Bureau of OWI
and now Mr. Cowles' assistant, as
well as several score others in various branches of the military services.
With Mr. Brown's departure,
Roger Shaffer, assistant general
manager, has been designated to
take over duties as general man-

Reunion
BACK in peacetime their
desks were side by side in the
press department of WOR,
New York. Then came war
and one became a lieutenant
of infantry, the other a staff
sergeant in the Psychological
War Section, stationed in
Africa. Not so long ago the
lieutenant landed in Africa
and went to the public relations office of the district
he was in to locate his friend.
And so it's come about that
Lt. Carl Ruff, former WOR
trade news editor, and Sgt.
John Anspacher, former
WOR night publicity editor,
are having a reunion on the
dark continent.

Is

Appointed
F.

Byrnes

MR. BROWN

W. Kirkpatrick conager. John
tinues as manager of WSPA, and
G. O. Shepherd as manager of
WORD.
Announces FM Station
Coincident with his departure,
Mr. Brown announced negotiation
of a lease for property on top of
one of the highest mountains near
Tryon, N. C, for construction of
an FM station at the war's end
and resumption of work on the auditorium at Radio Center — housing
the two stations. An 800-pipe
Moler organ is being installed,
along with an auditorium seating
150 people.
A native of Georgia and a journalism graduate of the U. of Georgia, Mr. Brown went to Spartanburg from Washington in 1940 to
take over management of WORD,
then under construction. WSPA, an
existing station, was purchased and
the two stations were operated
under his joint direction. WSPA
is the CBS outlet and WORD the
BLUE.
During his decade as Washington correspondent, Mr. Brown covered Southern delegations in Congress and was closely associated
with Justice Byrnes, then Senator
from South Carolina. In joining
Justice Byrnes' staff, Mr. Brown
again becomes identified with Mr.
Russell, who is from Spartanburg
and also his associate in the development of radio in that city.

C-P-P

Using

75

COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co., Jersey City, N. J., is currently
engaged in a spot campaign on 75
stations for Palmolive soap, using
from 15 to 75 transcribed announcements weekly. Campaign began Jan. 4, several months after
C-P-P had discontinued Bachelor's
Children on NBC for Palmolive.
Program shifted to CBS, for Continental Baking Co. last September.
Both accounts are handled by Ted
Bates Inc., New York.
BROADCASTING

FIRMS

I

SPONSOR
BASER ALU
BROADCASTS of the home game!
of the Chicago Cubs and White So: |
will be carried by three Chicag
Stations this season, when th
major leagues lead off on April 2]
WGN with Jack Brickhouse, WJJI
with Pat Flanagan, and WCFJ
with Hal Totten.
P. Lorillard Co., New Yor
(Old Gold Cigarets), through A
Walter Thompson Co., New Yori
is again sponsoring the games o;
WGN. Walgreen Co., Chicag
(drugstore chain), throug]
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, ha
signed for the broadcasts on WJJE
On WGN, a ten-minute com
mentary and before-the-game inter
view program will be sponsored b
Chicago Motor Club throug]
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace.
Swing it, a quarter-hour pro
gram of recordings and basebal
scores immediately following th
games has been purchased on alter
nate days by Thomas J. Webb Co
Chicago (coffee), and Peter Fo:
Brewing Co., Chicago (beer). Boti
accounts are handled by Schwim
mer & Scott, Chicago.
BORDEN
TO

BUYS

SELL

ICE

TIME
CREAM

H. V. KALTENBORN'S NBC comi
mentaries, heard Monday thru Fri
day, 7:45-8 p.m., will be sponsore
locally on WEAF, New York, b;
the Borden Co., New York, on ;
thrice-weekly basis starting Apri
12. This will be the first time th
NBC commentator has occupied ;
regularly sponsored period on .
local outlet since the formation o
the networks.
Pure Oil Co. sponsors Kaltenl
born on 33 NBC stations, excludinj
WEAF, Monday through Friday il
the 7 :45-8 p.m. period.
The WEAF commentaries will b
aired on behalf of Reid's Ice Creanl
Borden's has used WEAF new
programs for the past several year
for its ice cream products. Pedla
& For
Ryan,Borden's
New York,
handles aReid'?
Ice Cream,
prod
uct of Borden's Pioneer Ice Crean
Brands Division, Young & Rubi
cam, New York, agency in charge1
has purchased a thrice-weekl
news period by Quincy Howe, CBi>
commentator on WABC, Ne\|
York, 6-6:10 p.m. This serie
started March 31.
BERT LEBHAR Jr., sales directo
of WHN,
New desk
York, after
on April
5 returns to his
recoverin
from a tonsillectomy.
Absen

T

WHEN
ABSENT
"t" of
in
a
recentAN news
release
WJJD, Chicago, changed the
title
of Dr.morning
Preston sermon
Bradley's
Sunday
broadcast from "Immortal
Love" to "Immoral Love",
both Dr. Bradley and WJJD
were flooded with telephone
queries from an interested
press and startled radio fans.
The next week Dr. Bradley
issue
by announcing
as "t"
his
the entire
sidestepped
subject, "Answered Prayer".
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Advertising

Is
Buyers
Spot
of
rreatment
'ODAY the spot radio advertiser
Stations
Says That
I taking- a real beating. A beating
Executive
Agency
diich, in my opinion, is going to
Clients
Their Network
Favor
ventually hurt the beater more
han the beatee.
GUILD
WALTER
By
Tomorrow's big network adversers are today's spot advertisers,
Vice-President and Radio Director,
mportant in their own right toSidney Garfinkel Advertising Agency, San Francisco
ay — important as a source of new
etwork business tomorrow.
to the competition, which necessiTwo Proposals
tated much replacing of ads, loss
of audience, etc., etc.
The spot advertiser and the local
dvertiser are not being well
On another station (same proreated. The purpose of this article
gram), after the preemption, the
s to:
—
up fortwoa new
signed
agency
it
was sold
network
days time
later ;
(1) Discuss the violations of
another spot was selected, same
;ood business principles to which
thing.
Another selection, another
he spot advertiser must now sub'nit.
disappointment, and so on. In the
28 days' notice period we were pre; (2) Ask these station managers
empted four times before we even
vho are genuinely interested in
got on the air.
adio's future, "What are you going
Shifted About
o do about it?"
Our office is one of the major
Of 16 radio accounts in our office,
•uyers of spot radio, and when we
I do not know of one which has not
heada
is
today
buying
;ay spot
iche, we know whereof we speak.
gone through the routine at least
once . . . none of the clients has
The spot advertiser today competes
learned to like it.
with the network advertiser with
ill of the chips in the network
Before going further, may I
MR.
GUILD
hasten
to add — not all radio stabuyer's possession. The radio sta,ion, which should impartially protions have been guilty of such inject the interests of both of its cusopposite bad news itself. We prehospitality. Some have guaranteed
cede nothing and follow nothing.
the time our clients pay hard
;omers, seldom unbends even to the
We have not sent out our laundry
ixtent of feeling sorry for the
earned cash for. Some have, beolight of the advertiser whose
lieve it or not, refused the network
on this third spot — I have a hunch
railt-up equity in the favor of a
we are just dropping in for a moprogram and kept the spot proment on our way to spot number
Jarge listening audience is swept
gram. The amazing fellows who
four.
away by a preemption.
manage these stations say they beThe client is unhappy. This
Client Unhappy
lieve the spot buyers' money is as
moving around has cost, and will
good
as themay
network's
and handy
good
Let me illustrate my meaning.
customers
come — in
cost, him a great deal of money.
One of our clients has a nighttime
The trade is confused, his salesmen
again some day.
program on a large midwestern
are upset, his hold on the customer
In most of the cases where the
'radio station. That radio program
has been shaken — it's a mess. This
spot program was preempted the
advertiser is now reflectively study■represents 100% of our client's adratings slipped. In the case of the
vertising appropriation. This proing Standard Rate and Data —
16.5 show, the network supernewspaper edition.
'gram succeeded in building a rating
dooper produced a mild 8.6. The
|of 16.5, and has done a magnificent
Another case history. In this inidea that local or spot set prostance
five
stations
were
affected.
sales job. Whack, just like that —
grams are necessarily inferior in
The program was also a highly
jtwo weeks' notice, a few mumbled
audience
appeal to the network ofsuccessful one, rating well up in
Lapologies to the president of the
ferings isbunk.
the top 20 in each market. What
Ljcompany (a very important perStation Loses
hsonage in his community, by the
followed the preemption was ludiIway), and the program is out of
crous— except to the guy who pays
So the public's interest is not
the bills. One station offered a time
sits grand spot. But this is only the
served in all cases by discarding
^beginning.
one hour later. The agency placed
the spot program for the network
We move to another night on the
an option, decided to buy, but the
commercial.
same station. Two weeks later. So
network stepped in — no soap. The
The station loses in many ways
sorry. Now we move to a third spot
next offer was opposite B. H., a
on the same station. Now we are
by most preemptions. It often loses
well-known comedian. We switched
listeners when the local favorite is
"bumped." The preemption weakens
the confidence of the spot radio
HOTTEST
spot in radio today, business-wise, is that of
buyer, often damages him irrethe spot timebuyer- The writer, a well-known agency
parably and, worst of all, impedes
his program as a successful radio
figure, handles a substantial amount of spot radio on the
advertiser.
Pacific Coast. Among the Garfinkel accounts: Polar
Any station operator who will
Brand Frozen Foods, Remar Baking Co., Gravem-Inglis
bother to study a sponsor's probBaking Co., El Dorado Oil Works, El Dorado Brewing
lem even slightly must realize the
hardship often worked by a
Co., Haskins Bros. & Co., Rosefeld Packing Co. The
writer poses questions striking at the very foundation of "bump". Spot advertising is definitely risky, and getting riskier
^commercial broadcasting. Stations, their representatives,
every day. Telling the spot buyer
to pass up the network stations and
networks and advertisers — national, regional and local
be content with the number three
— all are familiar with them. We predict it will hit the
and four stations is not the answer.
agenda of the NAB War Conference in Chicago later
The advertiser whose product
this month.
belongs in a slick publication is not
going to do a job in the pulp. He is
BROADCASTING
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Assailed
under no more obligation to build
a station's audience than network
buyer
is. up — as long as a local or
To sum
spot radio buyer pays the same
rates, and makes the same contribution to the station's program
quality, he should receive the same
protection, the exact treatment the
network buyer receives.
How this is to be accomplished I
do not know. The fact that something must be done seems obvious
to me. Radio cannot do without new
customers, any more than other
businesses. The spot radio advertiser must be encouraged, not
penalized, if radio is to thrive.
It seems to me these problems
have been generally ignored on the
theory — "Don't notice it and perhaps it will go away". Right — it
will go away, but we will not like it.
May I respectfully suggest that
the radio station managers who
have arrived at a solution of the
problem tell the others how they
do it — or come up with an industrywide answer to the question —
"What are you going to do about

NORTHWEST

PLACES

FARM
BOOK
SERIES
BLUE RIBBON BOOKS, New
York, through Northwest Radio
Adv. Co., Seattle, on March 29,
started a radio campaign to promote the sale of a new book titled
Successful Farming. Five and 15minute programs and one-minute
spots are
it?" used one to six times
daily.
The
followingare
included in the
startingstations
list:
KARK KFBI KFEQ KFOR KGGM
KGLO KHAS KILO KMA KMMJ KOB
KOWH KRIC KSAL KSO KUTA KWK
KXOK WAKR WALA WBAL WCAX
WCSC WDLP WEBC WEW WG AN
WHKC WIBC WIGM WINS WINX
WJBO WJTN WKRC WLPM WMEX
WNAX WOW WPRO WRVA WSPR
KMED
WT AD WTRC WWL CKLW KFVD KROW
KMTR KQW KSFO KVCV KYA
WASK WTEL KRLC KEVE WSOO
KOBH KDTH KLPM KROS WFMD
WSAZ WHOP WLBC WTAX WOCB
WKNY WJAG WEBQ KWON KTRI
KICD KENO WLAY KMOX WBT KDKA
WSM KELA KFDM
WNAC WHN WLS
KFH KFPY KGHI KGNC KHQ KIT
KRLD KS^.I KTAR
KNOW ROME KPO
KVOD KWKH WAAF WCAR WCFL
WDAY WDSU WENR WFAA WHAM
WHO WIBU WING WIS WJDX WKAT
WKZO WLW WMFJ WNBH WPEN
KFBK
WREN WSB WTAR WTRY WWVA XEAC
KTKC
KGDM KMJ KPAS KRE WTTM
WKBZ
KORN WFHR WSBA KOOS
WSON
KGGW WBLJ WCAZ WJMS WMJM
WKST XENT WISR WTAQKGY KBIZ
WFTM KWFT KVAN KSJB
KFAR KFKL KFKA KFNF KFYR KGGF
KGHL KGVO KIDO KLZ KOAM KORE
KSOO KT^I KWIL
KPRC KRGV KRWT WCAU
WCKY WDBO
KXL WAGE WAKR
WTBA WIBW
WDZ WENY WFDF WHAS
WIZE WJJD WKBW WLOL WMC WMT
WTMA
WTCN
WOLF WPIC WROL
KHSL
WTRY WWPn WXYZ KFRE WJBK
KMPC KPO KRED KTRB KPRO
KXEL
KWJJ WPAD KLBM WTTM KFRO
KVI XFLO
KLTJF KVTTI W^T.S WPNY
KOVO
KUJ
WDSM
WFIN
WEGO WHBY
KFJZ KAVE.
Resinol

Places
L Co., BalCHEMICA
RESINOL
three parstarts
5
timore, April
Kibitzer's
the York,
weekly onNew
for
WJZ,
program onticipations
ointment. ConResinol soap and was
placed thru
tract for 13 weeks
New York.
Co.,
Hoyt
W.
Charles

Advertising
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Small

'Essential'

Attendance
Small

At Chicago
Urged
ODT and NAB Suggest Only
Essential Personnel
FOLLOWING a meeting of officials of the Office of Defense Transportation and NAB last Friday a
bulletin was sent NAB members
discouraging attendance at the
War Conference in Chicago of all
persons "not absolutely essential
personnel".
The NAB urged consideration of
two questions:
Will the persons who go to Chicago contribute constructively
toward assisting the broadcasting
industry in more effectively aiding
the war effort; and will these persons attend the serious sessions arranged for them and thus benefit
from a clearer understanding of
their responsibility and expected
service.
Limited Attendance
The association advised anyone
not included in one of these conditions to stay at home. "It is intended that this year's conference
be limited strictly to those members
responsible for its continued functioning in the war program," the
bulletin said.
Following the ODT conference
the NAB also announced definitely
that promotion displays were out.
Stations were requested to send no
materials to Chicago and not to expect to display any. Associate members also were instructed not to
plan exhibits in order not only to
save transportation of personnel
but also express and mail space.
RCVS

ADVERTISING

GIVEN 4 AGENCIES
FOUR New York advertising agencies to handle the various advertising activities of the RCA Victor
Division of Radio Corp. of America were announced last week by
Henry C. Bonfig, sales manager.
Ruthrauff & Ryan has been selected to handle the advertising of
RCA-Victor radios, phonographs
and television instruments, it was
stated, while J. Walter Thompson
Co. will handle Victor and Bluebird phonograph record advertising as well
RCA-Victor's internationalas
division.
Advertising
of the
radio tubes, special
radiocompany's
instruments
and industrial electronic and radio
apparatus, goes to Kenyon <Sr Eckhardt together with the electron
microscope, theatre sound equipment and industrial sound syster.is.
Financial advertising of RCA will
be handled by Albert FrankGuenther Law.
Foote, Cone & Belding, which on
Jan. 1 took over the accounts of
Lord & Thomas, former RCA
agency, continues to handle all advertising for NBC and BLUE, network companies wholly owned by
RCA.
W55M, the Milwaukee Journal FM
station, has appointed Eward Petry &
Co. as its commercial representative,
making it the first FM station to join
the Petry list. Petry also represents
WTMJ, Milwaukee, also operated by
the Journal Co.
Page
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For

Newspapers

U.

S.

Advertising

SHROUDED in the utmost secrecy,
a move is afoot in Congress to subsidize small newspapers by authorizing the Treasury to appropriate
$25,000,000 or more annually to be
used for newspaper advertising.
At the same time the second discrimination against radio made itself evident when the House Committee on Post Offices and Post
Roads reported favorably on a bill
introduced by Rep. Hagen (PMinn.) to permit newspapers and
periodical publications, forced to
suspend because of wartime conditions, to resume publication
within six months after the war
without payment of an additional
second-class mailing privilege fee
(HR-1004).
Quite the contrary happened to
small stations last month when
the FCC denied local outlets permission to suspend without prejudice for the duration, regardless of
their financial status as a result of
the war [Broadcasting, March 15].
Senator Bankhead (D-Ala.) told
Broadcasting last Friday he is preparing a bill to provide Government paid advertising for newspapers. Asked point blank if his measure would allow for radio advertising, too, the Senator said:
"I have nothing to say at this
time. I am working on a bill and I
hope to have it ready to introduce
next week, but until then I have no
It was learned, however, that the
comment."
Bankhead measure as now drafted
would

channel

Fight
With

the Government's

Over

Grade

Decision

Urge

With a decision promised within
the next week the consumer groups
increased their pressure in defense
of the regulation which was to affect the 1943 pack of canned vegetables and fruits. The National
Consumer-Retailer Council Inc.,
wrote Mr. Brown that "grade labeling is basic to wise buying by the
consumer" and that it "is also practical from the business point of
This was the opposite of the argview." ument pressed by canners that the
rule was unnecessary and impractical. Canning interests testified
that it would cost $8,000,000 to
overprint labels, and that it might
not be done in time. They also said

Fund

advertising to newspapers with no
provision for radio. In view of the
millions of dollars in time and
talent donated to the Government
by the industry [Broadcasting,
March 29], it was considered likely
that the bill would meet strong opposition in both Houses of ConSenator Willis (R-Ind.), himself
gress.
a weekly publisher, said Friday he
was seeking some means by which
the Government could pay newspapers— especially small dailies
and weeklies — "to channel information to the people without compromising the editorial policy of the
newspapers or establishing the
embarrassing influence of a subOpponents of such a move were
quick to emphasize that newspapers
sidy". are being paid for Governalready
ment advertising, having been
given permission to sell to local advertisers page spreads on War
Bonds, food rationing and other
elements necessary to the war effort, while radio is freely giving
time, talent and effort without a
cent of remuneration.
Kellogg Placing
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek (corn
flakes) is placing quarter-hour
transcribed morning musical programs, The Rose Room, five times
a week on approximately 30 stations including a group of 18 Don
Lee stations on the West Coast.

Labeling

Promised

FIGHT over grade labeling reached
new intensity last week with canners on one side and consumer and
labor groups on the other battling
to get a decision from Price Administrator Prentiss Brown, who
appeared ready to abandon the position he had taken Feb. 25 when
he insisted that the device was necessary as a price control mechanism.

Bill

Intensifies

Within

a

Week

inspection would be difficult since
there was not time to train competent examiners.
After hearing proponents of
grade labeling Chairman Fulmer
of the House Agriculture Committee said Tuesday that he approved
the principle but was not sure the
program should be put in effect at
this time. "The question might
cause enough arguments to interfere with production," he said.
As the argument grew hotter,
OPA's new public relations chief,
Lou R. Maxon, became involved as
the OPA Labor Committee demanded that Mr. Maxon be dismissed
from government service for saying "I hardly see how we can use
this agency to put through a reform measure which has repeatedly
been rejected by Congress." The
Labor Committee charged that
Maxon was using public office "to
further private interests and private views." The committee apparently referred to the fact that
Mr. Maxon's Detroit agency handles the H. J. Heinz account.
BROADCASTING

Not

Yet

Policy

Explained

Fly Awaits McNutt

Answer

to

Request for Clarification
BWC-FCC Chairman James Law!
rence Fly is awaiting an answer
to his letter to War Manpower
Commission Chief Paul V. McNutt,
seeking clarification of an apparent conflict of Selective Service
operations with the function of
BWC. Mr. Fly is seeking to resolve a situation in which Selective Service holds that under the
law its local boards are free to
determine which of competing local
radio stations are essential to the
war [Broadcasting, March 25].
Although stressing that there is I
no real conflict or controversy at 1
this time, Chairman Fly is seek- f
ing an explanation of a letter !
written by Selective Service to a 1
radio station in the New York
metropolitan area, asserting that f
although radio communications is I
an essential industry, it does not
necessarily follow that every unit
of such an industry is essential.
Boards Autonomous

Mr. McNutt said draft boards J
have been doing a fine job under
great pressure. "I won't for a
moment do anything except to uphold their hands," he said. Mr.
Fly likewise said he had enjoyed
cooperative relations with WMC.
Mr. McNutt explained that the
WMC could give a man essential
rating so that he could go before
his local draft board to plead his
case, but the board had to decide
on the merits. Meanwhile, Mr. Fly
said Monday that he had sent a
second letter to the WMC, amending his previous inquiry in the
light of "satisfactory" correspondence in the case of WOLF, Syracuse, last summer.
Although the industry generally
was experiencing the prevailing
difficulties in getting deferments,
at least one new benefit was seen
in prospect last week from its essential rating. With the administration increasingly putting workor-fight pressure on over-age and
physically handicapped men subject to Selective Service, it would
appear that some relief would be
available through the favorable
position essential industries will
have in drawing on that manpower.
Illustrative of the trend was
the enforcement Thursday of the
work-or-fight order for men with
dependents who have been shut
out of 35 "nonessential" occupations and industries will undoubtedly follow, but it is unlikely that
essential industries such as radio,
will be denied their employes by
such measures as these.
FRANK R. STEEL, president of the
Chicago agency bearing his name, has
joined the sales staff of WBBM, Chicago. He is a former vice-president in
charge of radio at McJunkin Adv. Co.,
and Critchfield & Co., Chicago.
• Broadcast

Advertising

WGN

best

for

test

from Radio Daily
— Jan. 29, 7943

Whether yOU are testing a program, product or premium, WGN
the ideal station for your purpose.
First because WGN

is

occupies a dominant position in the Chicago and mid-

western market, assuring you of sufficient data to make the test a dependable
guide for future advertising plans.

Secondly because WGN's program department gives individual attention to
the production of every program originating from the station.

We

believe no other radio station is so well equipped

for advertisers. There is no substitute for WGN's

A

Clear
50,000 Watts

MUTUAL
EASTERN SALES OFFICE: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

BROADCASTING
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Channel

to do this job

record of successes.

Station
720 Kilocycles

BROADCASTI

NG

SYSTEM

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., Los Angeles, Cal.; San Francisco, Cal.
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Cohen
Assistant

Succeeds

Radio

Resigns;

Meservey

at

where duplication occurs it is due
to a break in the OWI original suggestions or to requests from individual Government agencies.
OWI regional offices will, in the
near future, issue a monthly priority guide, giving relative importance of all campaigns as they

OWI

Chief

Other

Changes
RESIGNATION of Douglas Wyman Meservey as assistant chief of
the Office of War Information
Radio Bureau, announced by Donald
D. Stauffer, chief, has resulted in a
general reorganization of the Bureau.
Mr. Meservey tendered his resignation last week, to become effective April 17, just 17 months after
he entered Government service. He
will be succeeded by Philip H.
Cohen, chief of the Bureau's Government Liaison section.
Connor Moves Up
Two other key men move into
bigger jobs. Richard F. Connor,
chief of the industry relations section, becomes head of the Station
Relations Division, a step upward
for the former West Coast broadcasting executive. In his new capacity Mr. Connor will be charged
with liaison with the nation's
broadcasters.
William M. Spire, recently named
chief of the Allocation Division
[Broadcasting, March 22], becomes head of the newly-created
Government Liaison and Allocations Division, a post established
following recommendations of Mr.
Connor for more strict enforcement
of OWI Regulation No. 2, relating
to Federal agencies. Mr. Spire will
coordinate all Government requests
for time and direct the scheduling
of war messages and programs.
Serving under Mr. Spire will be
four key persons, including Charles
Harrell, formerly of WBEN, Buffalo, who joined the OWI early in
March as assistant to Mr. Cohen,
and Lee House, former continuity
chief of WLW, Cincinnati, who
originally was with the Office of
the Coordinator of Information.
George Zachary, who has been
chief of the program service section, becomes head of the newlycreated Production and Editorial
Division. Mr. Zachary, before joining the OWI, was for several years
writer-producer of several network
programs. He became affiliated
with CBS New York in 1936 as
writer and producer of musical and
dramatic shows. He still directs the
Coca Cola Pause That Refreshes.
He will supervise production of all
programs originating with the
OWI.
Meservey Plans Rest
It was on Nov. 17, 1941 that Mr.
Meservey took a leave of absence
from NBC New York, where he
was assistant to Bertha Brainard,
manager of the network's program
and talent sales department, to become assistant to William B. Lewis,
who left CBS to become chief of
the Radio Branch of the Office of
Facts and Figures. Mr. Meservey
has not announced his future plans
although after a two months' rest
Page
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Mr. Meservey

Mr. Cohen

Mr. Connor

he hopes to continue to be identified with radio in the war effort.
His was Mr. Lewis' first appointment after the OFF was created
by Executive Order in the fall of
1941, with Archibald MacLeish, librarian of Congress, as director.
Mr. Lewis' second appointment
to the OFF Radio Branch was that
of Mr. Cohen, who had been serving
as chief of the Rockefeller Radio
Research Project of the Library
of Congress. For several years Mr.
Cohen was a network producer,
having directed shows on NBC and
the BLUE in New York for three
and a half years. He founded and
directed the New York U. Radio
Workshop and served as director

Connor

By

Would

of radio production for the U. S.
Office of Education.
Mr. Spire entered Government
service two years ago as assistant
to Bernard Schoenfeld, then chief
of the Radio Branch, Office for
Emergency Management. He was
transferred last August to the OWI
as coordinator of campaigns in the
Radio Bureau. Before his Government affiliation Mr. Spire was radio
director of McCann-Erickson, New
York.
Under his supervision all Government programs relating to food,
nutrition, rationing, recruiting for
the WAACs and WAVES, and
other functions will be channeled
to radio.

Protect

Enforcement
Station

Relations

Regulation

Chief

2 Would

of
Says

Avoid

STRICTER enforcement of Regulation No. 2, issued Oct. 1, 1942,
by Elmer Davis, Director of the
Office of War Information, was
recommended last week by Richard
F. Connor, chief of the OWI Radio
Bureau Station Relations Division,
upon his return to Washington
from a nationwide tour during
which he met with broadcasters
and OWI consultants.
Although it was pointed out that
virtually every Federal agency is
adhering to Regulation No. 2,
which provides for the channeling
of all radio time requests through
the OWI, broadcasters have voiced
objections to the surfeit of war
information
they are requested to
carry.
Refer to OWI
In some instances field representatives of Government agencies
have requested time for material
which had not been cleared by the
OWI and scheduled under its Allocation Plan. When those instances
arise, however, OWI officials
pointed out, broadcasters should
immediately refer the requests to
the OWI.
"Stations can help, when any
Government agency requests time,
by referring the queries to the
OWI, either in Washington or to
field representatives," said Mr.
Connor. "For their own protection
broadcasters should refer all requests from Government agencies

Mr. Stauffer

OWI

Radio

Rule

Strict Adherence

To

Duplication

to the OWI unless they know that
the requests come from our office
through the established Allocation
The problem of excess Government messages on the air as well
as others gleaned by Mr. Connor
and
various OWI consultants at
Plan."
the series of meetings were to be
aired today (April 5) at a meeting of consultants at the Medinah
Club, Chicago. Attending the conference, besides Mr. Connor, were
to be Donald D. Stauffer, chief of
the Radio Bureau; his new assistant, Philip H. Cohen (see this
page) and Mrs. Elaine Ewing, assistant chief of station relations.
Duplication Can Be Avoided
Broadcasters generally feel there
is too much war information on the
air, both from the Federal Government and State and local viewpoints. It was pointed out, however, that OWI Regulation No. 2
covers only Federal agencies, but
what duplication of effort is taking
place in the Government agencies
can be eliminated by strict enforcement of the Regulation.
Duplication of OWI messages
can be avoided, Mr. Connor explained, if broadcasters will follow schedules suggested under the
Allocation Plan. Each broadcaster
is given a complete summary of
what the OWI is doing, nationally,
regionally, and locally with a view
to avoiding duplication. Generally
BROADCASTING

apply to certain regions.
OWI has had under consideration
the question of one-minute transcriptions and within a short time
expects to make an announcement
of policy. Broadcasters generally
feel that the OWI could accomplish more and reach peak audiences by adopting the chain-break
announcement, which has been used
effectively by national advertisers.
They point out that because the
transcribed announcements run a
minute in length, it often is necessary to schedule them at the beginning or end of programs which do
not reach the maximum audiences.
Improvements Made
Consultants who have fortified
themselves with questions from
broadcasters throughout the country will leave Chicago with definite answers to many problems,
covering various OWI programs,
announcements and the overall war
effort as it relates to radio.
Several improvements have been
made in the Uncle Sam transcribed
series, which is approved for sponsorship. Opening and closing announcements have been reduced in
length and some changes have been
made in characterizations.
A few broadcasters questioned
the series because no big-name talent is used. OWI contends that
name talent is only a part of America's vast entertainment personnel. Top-notch actors and an-!
nouncers, unheard of nationally!
but leaders in their fields, havei
volunteered their services along
with the better-known personalities, and the OWI feels that these
unknowns, who will be stars of
tomorrow, should be given an opportunity to serve as well as others.
The Uncle Sam series was never
intended to be only entertainment
such as the Treasury Star Parade, \
but at the same time it is notj
intended as a purveyor of propa-1
ganda, according to the OWI.
"Elmer Davis has instructed1
members of his staff to report facts
we
are tryingsaidto Mr.
do. Connor.
The fact "This'
thatj
truthfully,"
almost no complaints on Uncle Sam |
have come from the public indi-!
cates that we are coming close to,
the job. The program can be, and!
increasingly
is, entertaining."
Several other
questions were to;
be ironed out at the meeting in j
Chicago, although generally the
industry feels that the OWI Allocation Plan is the solution to the I
flood of Government requests with
which radio has had to cope.
Mr. Connor's itinerary took him;
to Atlanta, Detroit, Butte, Mont.;|
Seattle, fornia
Portland,
and Texas. and
Priorinto
to Calithat
trip he conferred with consultants
and broadcasters of Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana and
New England.
• Broadcast
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Number

Sixteen

People are not in the habit of trusting someone
else with a highly prized possession unless they
have faith in that someone else.
That is why we are proud of the fact that practically every organization in this area which
Ihas won

the Army-Navy

up

the

Mast

All of these broadcasts are pointed to aid the
war effort ... to turn workers from nonessential
labor toward
war bond

the war

plants, to encourage

purchases by the public through

demonstrating how
turned into arms.

invested dollars are being

Production Award

'has bought time on WGAR
broadcast the ceremonies.

exclusively to

Recently, upon helping employees of The Bryant
:Heater Company

goes

(and the famed Bryant pup)

raise the "E" flag on their mast, we chalked up
the sixteenth such ceremony which WGAR has
been cbosen to air.

These WGAR

programs may not win the war,

but they will help.
★

*

★

P.S. — Six other Cleveland industrial firms are
sponsoring regular broadcasts over WGAR

to

recruit man power, aid in employee and public
relations, keep alive product names.
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Governor Opposes Change
Passed in the North Dakota
House 102-5 and in the Senate with
only 7 dissenting votes, the bill,
signed March 18 by Gov. John
Moses, places North Dakota on
Mountain War Time for the duration. As he affixed his signature to
the measure Gov. Moses declared
he was "personally opposed to time
change". He added "difficulties are
obvious. There will be no end of
confusion. It will lead to waste of
time, waste of effort, and inconvenience." He couldn't veto the bill,
however, because only a dozen opposition votes were cast in both
Houses of the State Legislature
and his veto would have been overruled.
North Dakota had been functioning under two time zones, divided
by the Missouri river which runs
through the central part of the
State. East of the river the State
had been under Central Wartime
and on the west Mountain War
Time, since the Congressional Federal Time Act. Now the entire
State goes under Mountain War
Time.
Unlike Ohio, Michigan and
Georgia, individual cities apparently do not have authority to remain on War Time through action
of city Governments although
prominent attorneys believe that
mayors of the cities could issue
proclamations retaining fast time.
At Valley City, N. D., the Chamber of Commerce voted Wednesday
night to remain on Central War
Time because it gives "more time
at the day's end for townspeople
and school children to go into the
fields and help farmers". Thursday,
however, the action was rescinded
in face of stormy opposition. In
Fargo, WDAY and the railroads
continued to function under Central
War Time, but if Minnesota
abolishes Federal Time (and a
movement in that direction is gaining a foothold) WDA.Y will be
forced to revamp its schedule and
go on Mountain War T;me, acording to Barney Lavin, station general manager.
"'It will be the same headache
we always had when the East went
16
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Time;

Aid

Existing

States Consider

LOSS of considerable audience in
North Dakota and a similar threat
throughout the entire Midwest, as
a result of a move to abolish Federal time which is sweeping the
nation, faces sponsors whose programs originate under Eastern
War Time.
North Dakota last Thursday began operating under Mountain
War Time which, in effect, placed
that State under Central Standard
Time. It had been under Central
War Time, in keeping with the
Congressional Time Act of Jan. 20,
1942.
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War

Angle
Confusion As

Change

to daylight saving time before the
war," said Mr. Lavin. "It will mean
a two-hour spread between Eastern
shows and here." That two-hour
spread is enough, it was pointed
out, to deprive many national advertisers of audiences already
built to say nothing of the loss of
revenue to be incurred by North
Dakota stations.
In Minnesota the House has
passed a bill to return the State
to slow time and favorable action
in the Senate is expected.
Meantime the Military Affairs
Committee of the Wisconsin State
Legislature has petitioned Congress
to repeal Federal Time for the entire midwestern area. Rep. Keefe
(R-Wis.) last Wednesday read into
the Congressional Record a communication from the Committee, including a copy of a joint resolution
adopted by both the Senate and
Assembly of Wisconsin, memorializing Congress to restore Standard
Time to that State.
The Committee went a step
further, however, and advised Rep.
Keefe that "it is the feeling of the
Military Affairs Committee that
the restoration of Central Standard Time in Wisconsin and the
Midwest States will greatly benefit the farmers in this area and
will be a distinct aid to the farmers
in equaling or exceeding the 1942
farm production which is so vital
to our war effort."
War Time Essential

AIRPLANE ACROBATICS are explained to Cadet Neal Byrd by Bob
Wilbur, former manager of WTSP,
St. Petersburg, Fla., now Army
flight instructor at the Lodwick
School of Aeronautics, Lakeland,
Fla. In radio since the early
thirties, Wilbur has been news announcer for NBC and director of
radio publicity for the Florida Citrus Commission.
delays and waste of manpower in
the
WPB shipment
continued.of war materials,"

"The great advantages of War
Time have obviously not been effected without inconveniences . . .
Experience has shown that while
some groups, particularly in the
agricultural areas, may find that
they are inconvenienced and that
War Time is of little benefit to
them or to their production, the
interest of the country as a whole
the observance of War
requires
Time.

Wisconsin's bill to restore Standart Time is being held in the Senate Military Affairs Committee,
pending advice from Rep. Keefe
and possible action by Congress. It
is definitely known, however, that
the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, to which
time change proposals have been
referred, is opposed to any change
until after the war.
War Production Board has issued a statement [Broadcasting,
March 29], in which it was asserted: "The observance of War
Time throughout the U. S. is essential if this country is to meet
its production requirements. . . .
A failure to observe War Time will
result in severe strains upon power
resources and in a diversion of
essential materials which will seriously hamper the production of
ships, tanks, planes, ammunition,
synthetic rubber and aviation gaso-

"To offset these inconveniences,"
WPB explained, "the possible readjustment of time schedules in the
picking up and delivery of dairy
products is a matter which should
be carefully explored . . . Although
in England one of their most serious problems is that of food production, they have found that the
saving resulting from the adoption
of two-hour War Time in the summer months and one-hour War
Time the rest of the year has more
than justified its adoption."
Georgia, Ohio and Michigan,
first of the States to bolt the national policy and restore slow time,
continue in a state of confusion,
with radio carrying the brunt of the
headaches. The Office of War Information has scheduled vital
messages and information necessary to keep the public informed
throughout the country to reach
peak audiences. With individual
States adopting Standard Time,
millions of listeners have been lost
in the shuffle and the problem of
reaching the most people at any
one given time has become perplexing in the states which are attempting to function not under
universal time but under split time
within their own boundaries.

Failure of a state to observe
War
line."Time becomes "very serious in
times of war", the statement said.
"With transportation facilities of
the country already taxed to capacity, alack of uniformity in the
use of War Time throughout the
48 States impairs the efficient
operation of these facilities and
results in public confusion, causing

AS GROUNDWORK for further expansion of its exoort business after
the war. Philco Corp. by agreement
with American Steel Export Co. has
formed the Philco International Corp.
with offices at 230 Park Ave., New
York, to handle sales of Philco products in all countries outside the U. S.,
Larry
E. directors,
Gubb, chairman
of Philco's
board of
and Howard
W.
McAteer, president of the steel company, announced last week.

& FINK QUIZ
STARTS
APRIL
28
DETAILS of the new quiz show
which Lenn & Fink Products Corp.,
Bloomfield, N. J., will sponsor on
204 Mutual stations, starting April
28, were released last week by Wm.
Esty & Co., New York, agency in
charge. Show, to be heard Wednesdays 8:30-9 p.m., will promote
Hinds Honey and Almond Cream
with hitch-hike announcements for
Etiquet deodorant and Pebeco
toothpowder.
Titled Tak-a-card, the series
each week will feature four contestants selected from the studio
audience at the new WOR-Mutual
Guild Theatre, New York, and one
guest star contestant. Each participant, drawing four cards from a
pack of Jumbo playing cards, can
try for four questions. For each
question correctly answered, he
wins a cash prize totaling the same
as the face value of his card from
the 10 to the deuce inclusive.
For face cards, the successful
contestant wins gifts worth $15 for
the Jack, $20 for the Queen, $25
for the King, and $50 for the ace.
For each question missed, the cash
lost
is placed
in a "kitty" which all
contesta
nts can
try for on a final
draw at the end of the show. A
$100 War Bond is also given any
contestant whose cards are all black
or all red.
Quizmaster of the series will be
Wally Butterworth, assisted by
Margaret Johnson as "Honey", and
Alton Rinker will produce and direct for the Wm. Esty agency.
WTAG
Joins CBS
RELINQUISHING its NBC affiliation, WTAG, Worcester, Mass., on
April 5 joins CBS as a basic outlet for the netwook. Owned and
operated by the Worcester Telegram Publishing Co., the station
climbed from a power of 250 w.
in its pioneering days to its present
5,000 w. day and night. WTAG
was the first Worcester station to
present network shows, joining
NBC's Red Network in 1926. Managing director is E. E. Hill, with
David H. Harris program-production manager and Herbert L.
Krueger commercial manager.

FORMULA

FOR

NETWORK

Mosby Suggests Solution for
Option Privileges

A "SIMPLE, constructive and
systematic method" of solving the
option time enigma so objectionable to the FCC and of enabling
affiliated stations to guarantee time
to non-network advertisers is proposed by Art J. Mosby, general
Mont.
manager
of KGVO, Missoula,
In a letter to Broadcasting last
week, Mr. Mosby made these sug-

"Give gestionsthe
:
networks preemption
30 minthe first
on (1)daytime
privilege
(2)
hour;
utes of every
the first 45 minutes of every night
He commented that the formula
time hour."
was
"both simple
systematic"
and avoids
all the and
confusion
of the
proposed "block system" and is
"just and equitable to all persons
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Frankly, this illustration is a bit on the fantastic side. It is simply an attempt to fix the WOWO
in your mind

geographically. "Fort Wayne"

a prosperous

one, but it represents only 5%

sales. ^

It would

be like hanging

in our Secondary

of the 2,000,000

WOWO

a moon

roughly represent WOWO's

shown

21 cities of 10,000 population

. . . loyal listeners to WOWO's

Market, and only 8%

°f retail

and, with the other point, scribe
62-county, tri-state Primary Area.

on the tips of Lake Michigan and Lake Erie, with the moon-glow

Area, in the shape and proportion

half rural. It embraces

shower

does not give you the complete picture. It's a fine city and

If you should put one point of your dividers in Fort Wayne

a circle 200 miles in diameter, that would

Market

fine programs.

its silver on your dealers' counters.

here. ^

or more. Two

The "moon"

The WOWO

Market

is half urban,

million souls in two hundred

is shining bright upon

taking

the Wabash.

miles
Let it

Analysts
Before

of

NEW

FBIS

NAVY

ASSIGNMENTS

SHIFTED

Group
Investigating Subcommittee
To Make an Early Report

Chicago Institute
ANNOUNCEMENT of the second
annual NBC-Northwestern U. Summer Radio Institute was made last
week by Harry C. Kopf, vice-president and general manager of NBC
Chicago. Convening June 21 and
extending through July 31, courses
carry full university credit and are
to be confined to 100 persons who
reveal a special aptitude for radio.
Instructors are Judith Waller, William Kephart, Arthur Jacobson,
Martin Magner, Charles Urquart
and Beverly Fredendall of NBC
and Albert and Lois Crews of
Northwestern. Similar Institutes
patterned on the Chicago school
will be inaugurated this year at
Stanford U. and U. of California at
Los Angeles.

Bond Bread Expands
GENERAL BAKING Co., New
York, has increased its northeastern spot radio campaign which began in January in New York state
and New England, as well as in
other national markets, for Bond
bread [Broadcasting, Jan. 25, Feb.
1]. To a list of six New York City
stations, the firm has added nine
outlets, at the same time increasing
by two stations each the Upstate
New York lineup of 6, and the New
England list of 14. Expansion went
into effect March 11. Agency is
BBDO, New York.
Page
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Communications

Post

Capt. Carl F. Holden, Nominated
and Assigned to New Battleship

for Rear

Admiral
A SWITCH in assignment which
brings Capt. Joseph R. Redman
back to his former post as Director of Naval Communications after
a half-year in the war zone, was
announced last week by the Navy.
He succeeds Capt. Carl F. Holden,
who replaced him last September
and who shortly takes command
of a new battleship.
Promotion in Rank

Capt. Redman, one of the best
known figures in Naval communications and largely responsible for
the wartime operations structure
of the Navy's vast communications
system, was nominated March 30
by President Roosevelt for rank of
Rear Admiral. It is expected the
Senate Naval Affairs Committee
promptly will report the nomination favorably and that in resuming his former executive post it
will be with "flag" rank. Both Captains Redman and Holden are
among the youngest officers to hold
this important assignment, particularly in wartime. The post automatically carries with it membership on the Board of War Communications, made up of the communications heads of the Army,
Navy, State Department, Treasury
(Coast Guard) and FCC.
Also Wears Wings
Capt. Redman, a former roommate of FCC Commissioner T. A.
M. Craven, also a Naval Academy
graduate, served as Director of
Communications from February to
September, 1942, after having been
assistant director the preceding
year. Last September he was assigned to a sea command in the

PROGRAM

FOR CONGRESSMEN
CONGRESSMEN will have an opportunity to express their views
and explain pertinent issues on the
new CBS Congress Speaks, 10:3010:45 p.m. Tuesdays.
Beginning March 30, the program is a weekly network feature,
originating at WTOP, Washington
(which until recently was WJSV).
Spokesmen for both sides on controversial issues will participate,
with Al Leitch, CBS newscaster
and member of the WTOP newsroom, as conductor.
On the opening broadcast Senator Joseph H. Ball (R-Minn.) discussed America's post-war position. Scheduled for the April 6
program is a discussion of proposed tax plans. The CBS program
follows suggestion of Rep. F.
Edward Hebert (D-La.) that the
networks allow Congressmen to
discuss vital issues in a weekly program [Broadcasting, Feb. 22].

Dies

A FULL report of a subcommittee
investigation into the affiliations of
three employes of the FCC soon
will be laid before the House, Rep.
Martin Dies (D-Tex.) chairman of
the House Committee Investigating
Un-American Activities, said on
the floor last Wednesday.
He disclosed that the subcommittee, headed by Rep. Starnes
<D-Ala.) had held hearings on the
activities of Dr. Goodwin Watson,
chief of the analysis section of the
FCC Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service, and Dr. Frederick
Schuman, FBIS analyst.
"I venture to say that when
House of Representatives reads the
the
testimony that is now being adduced before the gentleman from
Alabama (Rep. Starnes), and you
read the documentary evidence
which supports the charges, the
overwhelming majority of the
Members of this House will agree
that the charges are well supported," said Mr. Dies. He had
charged that three FCC employes
are Communists [Broadcasting,
Feb. 8].
Speaking during debate on the
War Security Act, the Texan
charged that FCC staff members
had released a story that he was
the most quoted American on the
Axis radio. "Dr. Watson and Fred
Schuman in the FCC were under
investigation, and the FCC, not
daring to make this false charge,
permited someone in the organization to give the false information
to PM," he asserted.

CBS

Opitz Spring Spots
JOHN OPITZ Inc., Long Island
City, starts a spring campaign for
J-0 insect powder and paste April
8, using weekly participations on
Nancy Booth Craig's Woman of
Tomorrow on WJZ, New York, the
same program used for the last
three spring seasons. Opitz will
also use participations on a
women's interest program on WOR,
New York. Tracy Kent & Co., New
York, handles the account.

war zone. He has specialized in
Woodruff New Director
communications throughout his
Of NAB
Fifth District
Naval career. He also wears wings.
JAMES W. WOODRUFF Jr., genDuring his last tenure as direceral manager of WRBL, Columtor, Capt. Redman assisted in the
bus, Ga., has been elected Fifth
formation of two major wartime
NAB District Director, succeeding
communications agencies — the
Frank King of
Combined Communications Board,
which is the communications planWMBR, ville,JacksonFla., who
ning agency for the Combined
was not a candiChiefs of Staff, and the Joint United States Communications Board,
tion. date for reelecresponsible for coordination of
Mr. Woodruff
already a NAB
operations and procedures of Army
Director-at-Large
and Navy communications. This
for small stations,
was aside from his service on
will continue his
Mr. Woodruff
begin
BWC. He again becomes Naval
his new
member of these three boards, rent termat and
prese
, «.
placing Capt. Holden.
duties as District
5 director
the
Capt. Holden, like his predeces- . NAB War Conference in Chicago,
sor and successor, brought a vast
April 27-29. He was elected at a
meeting of the Fifth District in
background of communications exJacksonville.
perience to his post when he became director last Feb. 15. As
Mr. Woodruff is vice-president
Fleet Communications Officer durand secretary-treasurer of the
Georgia Broadcasting System, oping 1942 for Admiral Ernest J.
erating jointly - owned WRBL;
King, Commander-in-Chief, Capt.
WGPC, Albany, Ga., and WATL,
Holden has an invaluable knowlAtlanta. His father J. W. Woodedge of sea radio operations and
ruff Sr. is president of the firm,
communications. He was instruwhich
has headquarters in Columbus.
mental in reorganizing last November the entire Office of Naval
Communications, made necessary
LAWRENCE
HASBROUCK,
for- I
merly of the Neio York Herald Tribune j
by the tremendously increased
and Calkins & Holden, lias joined the
load stemming from the operation
national spot sales staff of the BLUE,
of naval and merchant vessels on
replacing
Fuhrinann,
ferred to thePhilip
sales staff
of WJZ, transNew jj
the seven seas and the establishment of bases in the most remote
York outlet
of the BLUE.
Mr. ofFuhrinann will concentrate
on sale
Say i
corners of the globe.
It
With
Music,
WJZ's
all-night,
all- |
music program.
Capt. Thomas B. Inglis, who has
been Assistant Director of Naval
Communications during 1942 and
GEORGE
RILEY,
Hollywood
comedian featured
on Gilmore
Furlough
Fun, sponsored by Gilmore Oil Co. on
Deputy Director since last NovemNBC Pacific, has been signed for a
ber, will remain in that post under
Capt. Redman.
role in the Republic film, "Thumbs
BROADCASTING
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Pickups Include 15 Foreign Countries
ACCLAIMED in five listener polls
military operation. In the 50%
as the outstanding Government
hours aggregate broadcast time for
war program of the last year,
the series through March 28, 1943,
were included 301 separate field
The Army Hour, official radio military mission of the War Departpickups, 69 (23%) originating in
ment, on April 4 started its second
foreign countries and 232 within
Continental United States. Foreign
year on the air. Produced and directed by the Radio Branch, Bupickup sources included England,
reau of Public Relations, War
China, Panama, Hawaii, Puerto
Dept., in cooperation with NBC,
Rico, Canada, Newfoundland, InThe Army Hour is heard Sundays,
dia, Dutch East Indies, Australia,
3:30-4:30 p.m. (EWT), on that
Russia, Egypt, British West Indies,
network.
,
Belgian Congo and Africa.
Since its inaugural broadcast
Appearing on The Army Hour
April 5, 1942, The Army Hour has
during this period were 216 speakpiled up an impressive record in
ers with special messages concernforwarding its mission "to provide
ing the military or war situation
a link between the fighting front
including Government officials,
and the home front and to interArmy and Navy officers, prominent
pret Army activities of general incivilians and representatives of
terest through the medium of radio
our Allies.
to the American people". In its first
Pickups were carried from 65
year, under the personal superviArmy
posts or stations, 39 Army
sion of Lt. Col. E. M. Kirby, chief
Air Forces fields, 7 Army schools
of the Radio Branch, The Army
and 33 miscellaneous posts and staHour has achieved a reputation for
tions. One of the key features of
accuracy, dependability and timeThe Army Hour has been the demliness. Within recent months it has
onstration of 47 weapons with
been cited as "best Government war
which today's soldier fights.
program" in polls conducted by the
The program has brought its lisNew York World-Telegram, Cleveteners reports on the training and
land Plain Dealer, and Milwaukee
Journal as well as in trade journal
progress of Uncle Sam's
fighting
Army, combining studio features
surveys.
with on-the-spot accounts of actual
39% of Sets In Use
military operations from all over
the United States and the world,
A coincidental radio study in 31
wherever American troops are stacities, conducted Feb. 14, 1943, by
tioned. The stars of every Army
C. E. Hooper Inc., credits program
Hour broadcast are the soldiers
with an audience on that date of
themselves.
more than 3,000,000 radio homes,
amounting to approximately 39%
The program occasionally ties in
with rubber, scrap and other metal
of sets in use during the 3:30-4:30
drives, explaining how the armed
p.m. period.
No respecter of distances, The
forces use such materials and actually demonstrating their use over
Army Hour has carried on-the-spot
the air. Each week an official analoriginations from military installations in 32 states and 15 foreign
ysis and report on the war situacountries, covering all theaters of
tion is presented by Col. R. Ernest

Dept.

ofur'the
ON 'Ho
r for
APPRE
HonoCIATI
The
for
people
an
Americ
Army Hour, official military
mission of the War Dept., will
be expressed formally Tuesday when Niles Trammell,
president of NBC, presents a
silver plaque to Maj. Gen.
A. D. Surles, director of the
Bureau of Public Relations of
the War Dept. The plaque,
citing The Army Hour as the
"Best Government Program",
will be handed over to Gen.
Surles by Mr. Trammell on
behalf of the New York
World-Telegram, in whose recent listener poll program
won this distinction.
WBYN
Denied Move
THE FCC last week denied the
request of WBYN, Brooklyn, for a
special service authorization to operate with main studio in New
York for period ending Dec. 1, 1944.
Petition for the move was first
made in August 1941 and again in
1942, when it was dismissed on request of the applicant.
Dupuy, chief of the News Division
of the Bureau of Public Relations.
Now in its second year on NBC,
the program continues to mirror
the remarks of Secretary of War
Henry L. Stimson as he opened the
series a year ago:
"We ask you to look upon The
Army Hour, not as a radio program, but as a military operation
of the Army of the United States;
for such it is. The Army Hour is
designed and produced by War
Dept. personnel, in coordination
with our field commanders and
those of the other United Nations.
It is a weapon of war, and it is
being heard and felt all over the
world: by you at home, by you on
our remotest battle-lines; by you,
our enemies wherever you may be.
This is The Army Hour; let it be
a potent weapon!"

of

Justice

Drops
RCA
Suit
Asks Supreme Court to Act,
Assigning No Reason
WITHOUT assigning its reason,
the Dept. of Justice March 27 asked
the Supreme Court to dismiss its
appeal from a Federal court decision refusing to disturb the 1932
consent decree which resulted in
the establishment of RCA as an independent corporate entity and
eliminated General Electric, Westinghouse and several other companies from its ownership.
The suit, originally brought by
Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold, now an Associate Jus
tice of the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia, sought
to reopen the 11-year-old decree on
the ground that its terms did not
promote the public interest. There
was no indication, however, that
broadcasting or equipment manufacturing aspects of the operations
of the companies involved would
be touched upon.
The inference was that certain
principles established in this decree
prevented the Government from
moving against companies in other
fields through anti-trust actions.
The identity of both NBC and the
BLUE Network as subsidiaries of
RCA caused considerable interest
when the Government undertook
the action to vacate the original decree.
The Government suit was dismissed by the Federal District
Court in Delaware on the ground
that the decree conferred benefits
upon the defendants and could not
be vacated without evidence of an
agreement to that end. Dismissal
of the suit came after Mr. Arnold's
resignation from the Department
of Justice to accept the judgeship.
Mr. Arnold has been succeeded
as Assistant Attorney General by
Tom C. Clark, who was named coordinator of the Alien Enemy
Control in the Western Defense
Command a month after the war
began and was called back to
Washington last May to direct the
War Frauds Unit. Dismissal of the
consent decree suit was the first
indicated change in policy.
In addition to litigation involving the anti-trust actions against
the AFM and James C. Petrillo,
its president, on the recording ban,
the Anti-Trust Division now has
pending in the Federal District
Court in Chicago suits against
RCA-NBC and CBS, alleging violation of the anti-trust laws by virtue of exclusive network affiliation
and time option contracts.
Trial, however, has been delayed
pending decision in the Supreme
Court on the NBC-CBS suits

PROBLEMS OF INTEREST to both CBS and its
affiliates were discussed March 25-26 by these CBS
executives and members of the Columbia Affiliates
Advisory Board at the first meeting of the group since
its formation this year. Present were (1 to r) : Franklin Doolittle, WDRC, Hartford; John M. Rivers,
WCSC, Charleston, S. C; H. V. Akerberg, CBS vicepresident in charge of station relations; C. T. Lucy,
WRVA, Richmond C. W. Myers, KOIN, Portland,
Ore.; Frank White, CBS vice-president and treasurer;
Page
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Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC, Memphis; I. R. Lounsberry,
WKBW, Buffalo; William S. Paley, president of CBS;
Clyde W. Rembert, KRLD, Dallas; Leo Fitzpatrick,
WJR, Detroit; Paul W. Kesten, CBS vice-president
and general manager, and Joseph H. Ream, CBS vicepresident and secretary. Present at the meeting, but
not in the picture, were Frank Stanton, CBS vicepresident, and J. G. Gude, William Schudt Jr., Howard
Lane of the network's station relations department.
The advisory board met in New York.
BROADCASTING

against the FCC's network monopoly regulations covering virtually
the same ground.
PHIL SPITALYN, music director
of the NBC Hour of Charm, sponsored
by General Electric Co. (lamps), has
signed for appearance of his all-girl
orchestra in the MGM film, "Mr.
Coed". The film will feature Red Skelton.
• Broadcast

Advertising

SHUCKS

E GREMLINS

get blamed

for a lot

of things. But this . . . taking the rap for
a bunch of mountains is too much . . .
it's humiliating. All over the Pacific
Coast we get the same thing. Radio
owners accuse us gremlins of tampering
with

their sets. They

get one network

perfectly (Don Lee) and they think
there must be other networks (actually
there are 3) but they can't hear them.

we're lawNow,
abiding union gremlins, we belong to the
R.A.F. air corps and

we don't fool with
radio . . . not even just
for fun. What's keep^
Jng
g0 many radio
on the Pacific Coast from hear-

\
rNixi ^
\
Vj
N
Gremlins... in a fig's eye!
owners

Thomas
Lewis Allen

THE

IT

S

MOUNTAINS

ing any other network, is mountains.
Many of the markets on the Coast are
fenced in by mountains from 5,000 to
15,000 feet high . . . it's awe
In order to reach all

inspiring.

the markets, you have
to broadcast from
within the markets,
because

watts bounce

off mountains

like

hail off a tin roof.
Blame these instead.

range broadcasting isunreliable. Don Lee has a radio station in every market (33 stations

Long

in all) , that's why more than nine out of
every ten radio homes can hear them.
Note to Advertisers: If you have a message important
enough for all the radio families on the Pacific Coast to
hear, use the only network with enough stations to do
the job . . . Don Lee.

S. Lee, President

Weiss, Vice-Pres., General Mgr.

5515 Melrose
represented

NO,

Ave., Hollywood,

nationally

NATION'S

by john

Calif,
blair & co.

GREATEST

REGIONAL

NETWOR

Canada
For

Buys

Time

Victory

Bonds
Network
Shows
and Spots
Scheduled by Government
TIME has been bought on all Canadian stations by the Canadian
Government's Finance Dept. to
promote the Fourth Victory Loan
drive to raise $1,100,000,000, beginning April 26. Three French and
three English network shows, in
addition to spot announcements,
will be used.
A new all-star variety show, Victory Loan Hour, with American
name stars, will begin April 14 for
five weeks on 57 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations and in
French on April 18 on 14 CBS stations. In addition, the campaign
will use the Finance Dept's regular programs, They Tell Me, afternoon women's quarter-hour, Monday through Friday, on 70 CBC
stations; the French La Metaire
Rancourt on 13 CBC outlets; the
Sunday evening half-hour, Highlights of Today, on 49 CBC stations, and the French Friday evening Notre Canada on 13 CBC
stations.
Sustainers To Be Used
Spot announcements will be
scheduled 36 times beginning April
26 on 65 Canadian stations for rural listeners. Spots will carry no
emotional appeal but will tell farmers how and why they should buy
Victory Bonds. Speakers will be
well-known Canadian farm commentators.
Added to the Canadian Government's paid campaign will be many
sustaining shows, to be presented
by the individual stations. All
commercial programs in Canada
will augment the drive with special plugs for the Fourth Victory
Loan.
All Government placements are
handled by the War Finance Group
of the Advertising Agencies of
Canada.
RCA

in Columbia

RCA's nightly newscast, Your
RCA
Foreign Correspondent,
broadcast on leading stations in
five South American countries, on
April 1 added "La Voz de Colombia", Bogota, Colombia, to the list,
with the series
sponsored six nights
weekly by "The House of Radio",
RCA's wholesale distributor in
Bogota, and the RCA Victor division of RCA. The series is heard
in Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro,
Mexico City, Santiago, Chile, and
Havana, Cuba.
Joins CBS Latin Net
RADIO AMERICA, new station in
Lima, Peru, on April 1 became
a member of the CBS Network of
the Americas, bringing the total of
Latin American affiliates of the
CBS chain to 97 in the 20 South
American republics. Announcement of the additional station, key
outlet in a new Peruvian network, was made by Edmund A.
Chester, CBS director of Latin
American relations.
Page
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PROGRAMS
Victory Mothers
need
urgent
e numb
the ers
of local
for larg
ING
STRESS
MOTHERS
of West Central Illiwomen in war industries, six
nois members of the armed services,
representatives from Milboth men and women, are given a
waukee war firms outlined labor
souvenir book for keeping a record
requirements to an audience of 400
of the achievements of her son or
women at the first War Industry
daughter in a program on WLDS,
Clinic sponsored by Nancy Grey,
Jacksonville, where mothers are inW T M J women's commentator,
terviewed by Pat O'Halloran, special events director. The questions
whose program What's New has
been devoted to problems of womalso serve as a means of presenting
vital war information. Each of the
en's war effort since Pearl Harbor.
three interviewed on the series,
Format of What's New has
changed mainly in the approach
titled Victory Mothers, receives a
rather than in subject matter,
Victory pin, a heart mounted with
which now, for example, concerns
a blue star on one end of a gold
interior decorating from aspects of
chain at the other end of which is
using color and fabric as means for
the insignia of the branch of service involved.
lifting home morale; varied and at*
* *
tractive preparation of available
food; recorded interviews with
Live Wires
famous authors and national and
CARRYING his microphone into
international figures on subjects of
the training camps of the Major
present interest, etc. Through
League baseball teams, including
What's New and through special
the Yanks, Giants, and Dodgers,
clinics Mrs. Grey tries to answer
Stan Lomax, sportscaster of WOR,
such questions as how a woman can
New York, last week started a
find her place in war industry,
series of broadcasts of advance
what accommodations have been
news
of the coming baseball seamade for her children while she is
son. WOR has put wire lines into
working, what about the day nurseach of the three camps, located
ery system, etc.
at Asbury Park, and Lakewood,
* * *
N. J., and at Bear Mountain, N. Y.
sje Jfc .sfe
Early Diagnosis
Air
Minded
A TOTAL of 23 programs will be
aired in New York during the
YOUNG PEOPLE who listen to
month of April on behalf of the
The Junior Air Command, new series of weekly broadcasts, currently
"1943 Early Diagnosis Campaign"
of the N. Y. Tuberculosis and
a
feature
of WSAI, Cincinnati, will
Health Assn. Talks have been
hear Charles Snow, of the Wright
scheduled on WNYC WOR WMCA
Aeronautical Corp., Cincinnati,
WBNX WQXR WABC in addition
compare technicalities of flying to
to spot announcements and mesexperiences of young listeners. Insages on various stations.
cluding interviews with technical
* * *
plane experts, the program will
Romantic Highlights
take up in related order all the
parts of a plane.
DEPICTING highlights in the lives
of great artists, poets and philosoAstronomy Quiz
phers, aweekly half-hour program
titled Romantique, has been started
FROM the Dome Room of the Hayon NBC Pacific stations, Tuesdays,
den Planetarium in New York,
5-5:30 p.m. (PWT). Grace Cooper
WNYC, New York municipal stais scriptwriter, with Carl Kalash,
tion, presents a weekly quiz promusical director and Don Thompgram on astronomy. Participants
son, producer. Series originates
are children, many of them amateur astronomers.
from San Francisco.
jr%.
•FpJ

m
■*i

PROUDLY HAILED by Army and Navy officials, Wincharger Corp.,
manufacturers of radio towers, now converted to war producti
on was
recently awarded the Army-Navy E at the plant in Sioux City.' The
company, a subsidiary of Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, is producing
dynamotors, used in ships, tanks and planes. Holding the coveted pennant are (1 to r) : Lt. Col. Edward H. Bowman, USA; Hugh Robertson,
executive vice-president of Zenith Radio Corp., Lt.-Com. George Norwood,
USN;
R. and
F. Weinig,
er Corp.; R. D. Burnet'
secretary
controllervice-pres
, Zenithident,
Radio;Wincharg
Com. Dan
Shea, USN
BROADCASTING

Announcer Wanders
NETWORK possibilities are being
checked in the new program Think
Fast Brother, being aired Saturdays at 7:30 p.m. on WSRR, Stamford, Conn. Tiny Ruffner, announcer-m.c, wanders through the
streets of Stamford for one hour
late Saturday afternoons. Persons
on the street who recognize him
are invited to participate in the
program that evening in an audience quiz show. One team asks
questions and the other answers
them. If the show clicks in Stamford it likely will go network, according to WSRR publicity department.
*

* *
Junior Town Meeting
BACKED BY all the schools in the
district, KYW, Philadelphia,
started a novel series of broadcasts of Junior Town Meetings. The
weekly broadcasts will originate
at a different school each week and
be relayed to general assemblies
in all schools in the district. Educators and civic leaders will participate in each program for the discussion of a topic of interest to
youth, led by a faculty adviser and
a representative student from the
school. The meetings are patterned after America's Town Meeting of the Air.
Children's Theatre
DESIGNED as a part of public
school classroom instruction, The
Little Theatre Of The Air, a children's program on WTRY, Troy,
N. Y., dramatizes a different story
each Saturday morning, and listening is prescribed homework for
certain classes. A room at the Troy
Library has a radio to which the
children may listen to the program,
and books containing the complete
stories are available. Talent consists of local children and speech
students from Russell Sage College.
The Fleet's In
DRAMATIZING
activities of the
Navy, Marines and Coast Guard,
a new weekly half-hour program,
The Fleet's In, starring Betty
Rhodes, is heard on Mutual-Don
Lee stations Saturdays, 8-8:30 p.m.
(EWT), with West Coast repeat,
8-8:30 p.m. (PWT). Written and
produced by David Frederick Titus,
series features a guest film star
and isa saluted
Navy hero
the week. Latter
in a ofweekly
dramatic
sketch. Leo Arnaud is musical director. Bill Haworth announces.
*
* *
National Affairs
FEATURING Will Rogers Jr.,
California Congressman, weekly
quarter-hour transcribed series devoted to national affairs, What Goes
On in Washington, is a new program feature on KFWB, Holly,
wood. Produced in Washington, the
transcriptions are air-expressed
for weekly broadcast.

'Our Block' Popular
LISTENER TESTS show that Our
Block, civilian defense feature,
Mondays, 10:45 p.m. on WBBM,
Chicago, has 360,000 listeners in
Chicago alone, WBBM reports. The
year-old program was voted the
country's finest civilian defense protion. gram by the NAB annual conven• Broadcast
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BMI

PROGRAM

MEN

DISCUSS WAR
JOB
IMPORTANCE of the program
manager's position in the radio industry in wartime was the keynote
of the fourth program managers'
meeting held last Monday and
Tuesday in New York by BMI, with
representatives from 21 stations
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GoSH,

mister, you must

be kidding!

Spartan-

burg isright in the heart of the great Piedmont
industrial section of South Carolina.

What

you may

not have realized is that Spar-

tanburg isthe center

of South

gest, fastest-growing market.
million
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and adjoining
000
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It's a rich, booming,

half
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in Spartanburg

alone; over

in retail sales; 73,670

big-

$100,000,-

radio homes!

profitable

market.

And

it's dominated by WSPA — Hooper found that
in Spartanburg WSPA had 52.8% of the radio
listeners before noon;
63.8%
prove

59.0%

at night! Certified
that WSPA

of the Piedmont.
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Oxydol Drops Discs
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol), on March 26 discontinued transcribed broadcasts
of the quarter-hour Monday
through Friday daytime serial, Ma
Perkins, on 65 stations. The pro
gram will continue to be broadcast
on the full NBC network Monday
through Friday 3:15-3:30 p.m. and
60 CBS stations 1:15-1:30 p.m. Decision to discontinue transcriptions,
placed on a spot basis for nine
years, was made after the company
expanded the live broadcasts on
NBC to the full network of 130
stations. Starting with script of
April 9, the program will be written by Henry Selinger and Leston
Huntley, who succeed Orin Tovrov,
commissioned a lieutenant (j.g.) in
the Navy. Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, is agency.

audience

for all the facts now!

South Carolina's
IF IJfST Station WSPA

present.
M. E. Tompkins, vice-president
and general manager of BMI, and
Neville Miller, president of the
NAB and BMI, welcomed the visiting station men, who were addressed by Sydney Kaye, executive
vice-president; Carl Haverlin, station relations director; Roy L.
Harlow, program director, and
Robert Burton, staff counsel. Plans
for extending use of BMI music
as a contribution to public morale
were discussed. Next BMI conference for program managers was
set for April 19 and 20.
Program managers attending
last week's meeting included:
Peter Krug, Ed Wegman, WEBR,
Buffalo ; J. Woodrow Magnuson,
WHBF, Rock Island, 111.; Forrest
Wallace, Don DeGroot, WWJ, DeE. Bates, WGAN, PorttroitRichard
;
land, Me.; Margaret Banks, WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C. ; Malcolm T. Parker,
WEAN, Providence; Martin D.
Wickett, WJSV, Washington; Chas.
E. Denny, WERC, Erie ; R. W. Baker,
WITH, Baltimore; Don Marcotte,
WMAQ, Chicago; Robert E. White,
KDKA, Pittsburgh ; John I. Edwards,
KFI, Los Angeles; R. A. McMillan,
WSB, Atlanta; J. B. Clark, WDNC,
Durham, N. C. ; Henry M. Smartwood,
KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore.; Gene
Trace, WKBN, Youngstown ; Jack
Keasler, WOAI, San Antonio ; W. W
Walrath. WICA, Ashtabula, Ohio;
Harold Fair WHO, Des Moines, and
Paul Jonas, MBS, New York.

by Hollingbery

Big Velva-Leg Drive
TO PROMOTE a liquid substitute
for stockings, known as Velva-Leg
Film, Elizabeth Arden, New York,
has started a spot campaign which
will be extended to 75-100 stations
throughout the country by summer.
Already using six southern outlets—KTAR KFSD WFLA WIOD
WSMB KOY— the cosmetic firm
will add other stations farther
north as the weather becomes
warmer. Transcribed announcements are used at a minimum frequency of six times a week. Elizabeth Arden has appointed Duane
Jones Inc., New York, to handle
the product.

BROADCASTING

ONLY

FIVE YEARS

OLD

Hookey Signed by Chooz for
Net Commercial

A FIVE-YEAR-OLD boy, one of
the first of his age to have a quarter-hour commercial network program of his own, will be sponsored
on Mutual, Sunday, 10:45-11 p.m.,
starting April 4, by Pharmaco Co.,
Newark on behalf of Chooz, chewing gum. Bobby
, a radio
veteran of three Hookey
years standing,
will sing popular songs and mimic
well-known adults in a series titled
Rocking Horse Rhythms.
The program will be carried
commercially on 33 stations and
offered as a sustainer to other MBS
outlets, with Bobby substituting
War Bond appeals for commercials.
Clements Co., Philadelphia, is the
agency for Chooz.
The boy is known to network
listeners as a guest on the NBC
programs of Olivio Santoro, 11year-old yodeler sponsored by
Modern Food Process Co., also a
Clements account. Alice V. Clements, wife of the agency's president, and radio director of the
firm, has been instrumental in developing a number of juvenile
artists.
BLUE

Will

Broadcast

Indiana Bond Ceremony
BLUE NETWORK will carry an
unusual War Bond promotion on
April 9, the anniversary of the fall
of Bataan. Nearly
$40,000,000,
raised in a bond campaign directed
by State Bond Chairman Eugene
C. Pulliam, president of WIRE,
Indianapolis, will be presented to
the Navy by the State of Indiana.
The money will pay for a new
cruiser, the Vincennes, named for
Vincennes, Ind.
Featuring an address by Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox, the
event will be broadcast from Indianapolis, 9:30-9:55 p.m. Mr.
Pulliam and Governor Schricker of
Indiana will also speak. Coca Cola,
through its agency, D'Arcy, has
donated the Spotlight Bands time
on the BLUE for the broadcast.

WEAF

Business

Up

COMMERCIAL
business on
WEAF, New York, for the first
quarter of 1943 showed a 48%
increase over the same period
last year, according to Sherman D.
Gregory, WEAF general manager.
The first quarter report, which
covers the first three months of
WEAF operation as separate from
NBC, lists 13 new accounts which
were not on WEAF during the
same period last year: Curtis Publishing Co., General Baking Co.,
Quaker Oats, Benson & Hedges,
Flag pet dog food, Fanny Farmer
candy, Continental Baking Co., Dry
Goods Retailers, P. Lorillard & Co.,
RKO, Bond Clothes, Knox Gelatine
and Allen V. Smith.

Non-Commercial

Day

WLIB, Brooklyn, will cancel all
commercial commitments scheduled
for April 12, opening date of the
Second War Loan Drive, and will
devote 12 hours of broadcasting
time to the sale of war bonds.
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Studebaker

Gets

New
Jersey
Post
U. S. Education Commissioner
Promoted Learning By Air
DR. JOHN W. STUDEBAKER,
U. S. Commissioner of Education
since 1934, last week was nominated by Governor Charles Edison
to be New Jersey's educational
commissioner. The appointment is
subject to confirmation by the
Republican - controlled Senate of
the State. The position pays $15,000 a year and
the term is five
years, as against
$10,000 a year
for the Federal
Dr. Studebaker post.
Dr. Studebaker,
who took his Federal office in the
heat of the controversy over demands of educational institutions
for a fixed percentage of radio facilities, was a strong factor in composing these differences. He urged
use of time over established stations as a means of promoting
education by radio, and was instrumental in the establishment of the
Federal Radio Education Committee, evolved jointly by the Office of
Education, the FCC under the direction of the late Anning S. Prall,
and the NAB.
Prior to accepting the Washington appointment, Dr. Studebaker
was State Superintendent of Iowa
and accepted the Federal post on
a leave of absence basis. He resigned the latter post, however, in
1937.

Pan-American

Bob Hope Tour
BOB HOPE embarks on a crosscountry tour of service camps following the April 6 broadcast of his
NBC program at the San Diego
Naval Hospital. In addition to conducting his weekly broadcasts for
Pepsodent Co., from the camps, the
comedian and his cast will stage
non-broadcast performances for the
armed forces. Subject to approval
of the War Dept., the cast will
broadcast the last two programs
of the season from London. Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago, handles
the account.
WEAF

and

more

SETTLED for his seventh year as
"Uncle Normie" on the 400 Hour,
Norman Ross (1) receives his contract from R. L. Williams of the
Chicago & North Western Railway
Co., the feature's sponsor. Ross
plays recorded music and gives
weather data on the program,
which is aired on WMAQ, Chicago,
7-7:55 a.m. every day but Sunday.

On

Series

Blue

Scheduled

Coast

sales

News

on WABC

p

BORDEN Co., New York, has S] ,
started sponsorship of Quincy | j
Howe
and the
News on
WABC, '. '
New York,
Monday,
Wednesday
and Friday, 6-6:10 p.m., for ice a .
cream. Contract started March 31. |
Young & Rubicam, New York,
handles the account.

power

dollar
and

a good

spot

Nashville market

on a very satisfactory sales-per-dollar basis. Growth
in sponsored time over the past six months is proof
of the pudding.

KERR

GLASS Mfg. Co., Los Angeles, which last fall sponsored an
eight-weeks' campaign of participations on the West Coast BLUE
program Breakfast At Sardi's, returned to the program April 3 with
a quarter-hour Saturday mornings
at 10.
Since the entire Saturday morning airing of the half-hour show
already had been taken over by
two sponsors, Chlorine Solutions
Inc. (Hy-pro), and Stokely Bros.
& Co. (Van Camp's Tenderoni),
the program was extended for an
extra quarter-hour for Kerr Glass
to promote its Mason jars and caps.
Company is using four Arizona stations in addition to the 13 Pacific
Coast BLUE stations. Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Hollywood, is agency.

Curtiss-Wright on MBS
TO BRING to the attention of its
employes, and the general public,
the need for "backing up the battle
lines," Curtiss-Wright Corp., aircraft division, Buffalo, has purchased an hour on seven Mutual
stations for a broadcast Sunday,
April 11, titled He Does Not Fly
Alone. Agency is Landscheft Inc.,
Buffalo.

per

on the dial, is covering the booming

Network

Borden

producing

with ample
Kerr

Spot I

In Anti-Substitute Drive I j
CONSUMERS will be discouraged I j
from using "coffee stretchers" in a X
the Pan-American Coffee Bureau's I
spot campaign, renewed recently |
on 29 stations for another 25-week ■ •
period can't
[Broadcasting,
March 15]. I j,
"You
stretch coffee
with jj |
adulterants," listeners will be told, ,
in a drive to protect the public
against adulteration for coffee
through the use of cereals or other h \
foreign substances. Listeners will \ •
be urged to read labels on coffee |jf
packages. Agency is J. M. Mathes a j
Inc., New York.

Garden

THE LAWN of the New York
mansion of the late Charles M.
Schwab has been turned into a
Victory Garden, sponsored by
WEAF, New York, in cooperation
with the Greater New York Civilian
Defense Organization. Merton Emmert, WEAF farm director, supervises the project. Sherman Gregory,
WEAF
general manager, has
marked off his own plot.
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THE TOP, with the concerted support of Chicago's radio
stations, went Chicago's drive to
sell $40,000,000 of War Bonds in
40 days to replace the USS Chicago sunk Jan. 30. The campaign
wound up Sunday March 28 with
$2,000,000 over the goal. Chicago
stations actively supported the
drive, broadcasting announcements,
turning over sustaining programs
and dance remotes to the drive,
and setting up special events.
Von

WIS

ASK

Exclusive National

26
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(91,000),

OR
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Neal Takes Army Course
MARSHALL NEAL, owner and
general manager of KWKW, Pasadena, Cal., is among 82 leaders of
business and professional work attending the fourth Army Orientation Course at the Command and
General Staff School, Fort Leavenworth, Kan. Members of the group
are civilians who may be called on
by the Army for assistance in
their particular fields. The course
includes 146 hours of instruction,
with the students living in quarters provided by the Army and
eating at officers mess.

(127,000 against 45,000)

or
NEW

PETERSBURG Progress Index, licensee of WPID, which suspended operation April 1 due to
wartime difficulties, is not, as reported in the March 29 issue of
Broadcasting, associated with the
Norfolk Virginian Pilot or with
WTAR at Norfolk, nor with any
of the Richmond newspapers pr
radio interests.
The Lewis-Huber Newspaper
Corp. owns the controlling interest
in the Petersburg Newspaper Corp.
which operates the Progress Index
and WPID, but holds no interest of
any kind in any other Virginia
newspaper or radio corporation, according to Campbell Arnoux, general manager of WTAR.
Frederick Lewis Jr. has no connection with the Petersburg newspaper and radio interests and has
been in England for more than a
year engaged in war work, Mr.
Arnoux said. Frederick Lewis Sr.
is not vice-president of the Richmond Times Dispatch Publishing
Co. This company was consolidated
sometime ago, along with the Richmond News Leader, into Richmond
Newspapers Inc., and Mr. Lewis
holds no office and is not a member
of the board of directors of that
corporation.
Norfolk Newspapers Inc., which
publishes the Virginian Pilot and
the Ledger Dispatch, and owns all
the stock of WTAR Radio Corp.
in Norfolk, has no stock or corporate interest whatever in the
erty.
Petersburg properties or any other
Virginia newspaper or radio prop-

INC.

Representatives

Co. on 3

TO PROMOTE Von's Pink Tablets,
the N. Y. Von Co., New York, has
started a spot campaign on three
stations in New York state and
will expand to about 15 stations
throughout the country about June
1. Spot announcements and halfhour dramas are used at varying
frequencies. Newly appointed
agency is Roy S. Durstine Inc.,
New York.
BROADCASTING

ANNOUNCER and script writer
for Camp Robinson, Ark., is Corp.
Bob Buice, who left KARK, Little
Rock, for the Army last fall. Assigned to the public relations office,
Corp. Buice is in charge of all radio
productions, including 15 weekly
broadcasts on the three Little Rock
stations, direct from the camp.
Fisher

Flouring

Mills

Sponsors Third Program
FISHER FLOURING MILLS Co.,
Seattle, utilizing a heavy West
Coast radio schedule to promote
Zoom, a new hot cereal, on March
29 started sponsoring a five weekly
quarter-hour news commentary,
James Abbe Observes, on 11 BLUE
Pacific stations (KGA KJR KPQ
KEX KGO KFBK KWG KERN
KTKC KTMS KFSD), plus four
Arizona stations (KTAR KVOA
KGLU KYUM), Monday through
Friday, 7:30-7:45 p.m. (PWT).
With broadcast of April 26 KECA
and KOH will be added to the list.
Contract is for 52 weeks.
Firm on March 31 also started
for 13 weeks the thrice-weekly
quarter-hour commentary, By-theWay, with Bill Henry, on 6 NBC
Pacific stations (KFI KPO KGW
KHQ KMJ KOMO), Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday, 5:45-6 p.m.
(PWT). Flour company in addition sponsors twice-weekly fiveminute participation in Breakfast
at Sardi's on 13 BLUE Pacific
stations, Monday, Thursdav. 9:3010 a.m. (PWT). Pacific National
Adv. Agency, Seattle, has the account.
'Superman' Extended
LARGEST NETWORK for any
cereal account will be lined up by
June 21 when Kellogg Co., Battle
Creek, Mich., completes final steps
in placing its five-weekly program
Superman on 211 Mutual stations.
Starting April 12, the sponsor will
gradually expand the series from
the current list of 39 MBS outlets
west of Denver, to the larger hookup, adding a total of 172 stations.
Kellogg took over the sponsorship
of the series for Pep Jan. 4, starting with 33 Don Lee stations.
Agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York.
Fox Fur on 12
I. J. FOX, New York fur company,
last week started a six-week campaign on 12 stations in the New
York area to promote fur storage
facilities. Firm is using approximately 500 transcribed announcements weekly. Account is handled
direct.
• Broadcast
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Petrillo

Piddles

JIMMY PETRILLO is up to his old tricks
again. Displaying a brand of arrogance probably unequalled in modern labor bargaining,
he now has blithely postponed further conversations with recording industry interests until
April 15, to suit his own convenience. He's
miffed over the refusal of the record and transcription manufacturers to accept, evidently
without further discussion, his "private WPA"
proposal whereby a fixed fee per record would
be paid into union funds for unemployment
relief, as the deal upon which he will lift his
recording strike.
The utter inequity of his plan, particularly
in these times, is too readily apparent to be
belabored again. The unemployment relief
aspect, in these days of the worst manpower
shortage in history, could be answered by any
grammar school student. Besides, simple
arithmetic scuttles any such need for this new
type of technological relief. AFM, by Jimmy's
own admission, has a reserve surplus fund of
$2,500,000. If a cent-per-record were charged
as royalty, it would add $1,300,000 annually
to that fund, based on phonograph record sales
of last year. That's aside from library transcription, "juke-box" royalties and other
sources Jolting Jimmy would tap.
Meanwhile, not a record or transcription has
been made by a member of Jimmy's AFM
(totaling 46,000) since he "pulled the plug"
last Aug. 1. Demands from Elmer Davis, OWI
director; James Lawrence Fly, FCC chairman,
the Dept. of Justice (which has filed two separate suits to break the log-jam), and from a
Senate subcommittee, have failed to move
Jimmy. He blandly brushes aside pleadings
that the war interest and wartime morale are
being impeded. He insists that recordings are
being made for the military services (though
in the case of Command Performance, it's at
regular rates).
We think it high time for action. The War
Labor Board was created by President Roosevelt to prevent ruptures in industry-labor relations that interfere with the prosecution of
the war. One court already has held that this
controversy is a "labor dispute" — a ruling to
which the Supreme Court subsequently subscribed.
Then why not go to the labor board? It sits
in Washington to handle precisely this sort of
dispute. It is the duty of the transcribers and
the record manufacturers, it seems obvious, to
Page
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submit the whole matter to the appropriately
designated government authority. It isn't a
gamble; it's the only legal recourse open, unless these vital industries, now at a standstill
except for a rapidly dwindling inventory, propose finally to yield to Czar Petrillo.
There is one other course — as a last resort.
Chairman D. Worth Clark (D-Idaho) of the
Senate Interstate Commerce Subcommittee
which is authorized to probe the whole Petrillo
dynasty, publicly stated he was disposed to
place the whole matter on the door-step of
President Roosevelt unless the strike was
broken. That was last January. Senator Clark
was impelled entirely by his desire to see justice done, and to avert an indefensible strike
impeding the war interest. He abruptly
stopped the hearings to allow for negotiations.
That also was last January.
We think enough has transpired to show that
Jimmy is playing a piddling, delaying game, to
strike his best bargain. And we believe it's
time that the matter be brought to the attention of the Chief Executive and that he be
asked to invoke his broad wartime powers to
end this mockery.
Tower

of

Babel

SOME WEEKS AGO in these columns we
called attention to duplication of effort by Governmental agencies on foreign language program surveillance and control in the war effort.
The Office of Censorship, one of the most efficiently operated of the war-born agencies, by
Executive Order handles script clearance and
is charged with functions guarding against
sedition, espionage and enemy aid. This work
ably is carried on by J. Harold Ryan, assistant
director of censorship for radio, himself a practical broadcaster, and his chief aide, Robert K.
Richards, also from station ranks.
But the FCC, through its Law Dept., and the
OWI have undertaken somewhat parallel, or at
least, related operations. Precisely how these
duties are separated, and why they are carried on without coordination, we can't fathom.
We do know, however, that in recent weeks
many station managers have been wondering
what Government agency proposes to take over
when, because of the steady stream of Government attorneys, investigators and factotums
ringing their door-bells. They have the Washington jitters as never before, we're told.
It's an open secret, for example, that youthful attorneys of one of these agencies (censor-

be set for hearing. It's just as common knowl-|
edge that another Government foreign language official (censorship still excluded) has
used a foreign language eligibility list and
"suggested" that this or that man be retained
by a station as a replacement presumably because he has passed muster with the particular
Government official.
A few days ago the FCC announced the abolition of its War Problems Division, a branch of
its Law Dept., because the House Appropriations Committee frowned on a request for an
appropriation of $206,000 for this work, and
said it looked with "skepticism" on its operations. The Foreign Language function was carried on by this Division. Although abolished,
all of its personnel was absorbed within the
Law Dept. — to some extent to fill vacancies.
But so far as we are able to ascertain, it continues the same functions though not attached
to a particular division. These most recent
complaints about calls by FCC field operatives
came last week — after the War Problems Division had been abolished — on paper anyway.
It would be interesting to ascertain whether,
in fact, the FCC's War Problems functions —
whatever they are supposed to embrace — actually have been terminated, or whether the
work is to be carried on without formal division status. And while about it, we think this
whole question of overlapping and of browbeating and intimidating those harried broadcasters who are only trying to do their best
under dire wartime conditions, should be
scrutinized.

Powerful

Pedagogue

HIDDEN AWAY in the welter of news about
the war, taxes and rationing the other day was
an item of more than cursory interest to radio,
notably the oldtimers. It related that Dr. John
W. Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner of Education since 1934, might pass from the Federal
scene to take over as New Jersey's Commissioner of Education, having been nominated by
Gov. Edison. He has to hurdle New Jersey's
Republican Senate, however.
Small of stature, and an accomplished orator, "Doc" Studebaker packed a dynamite
wallop in those earlier warring days of radio
and education. An organized educational group
sought a "fixed-percentage" of broadcasting
facilities, by Federal allocation, with 25%
talked about for "non-profit" institutions. He,
along with Phil Loucks, then NAB managing
director, and the late Anning S. Prall, chairman of the FCC, brought harmony into industrial, educational and Congressional ranks on
that burning issue.
Dr. Studebaker, over the years, has proved
himself an able and resourceful administrator.
He saw the prospects for FM early in the introduction ofthat medium and was instrumental in getting an allotment of these frequencies
for furtherance of education by radio. He has
pioneered in broadening education's function,
and employed class-room radio skillfully in
that direction.
Dr. Studebaker's departure from the Washington scene will leave a vacancy difficult to
fill, as far as radio is concerned. All in radio
who have known and worked with him wish him
well in his new undertaking.
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K. G. MARSHALL, president of
AVBRC, Birmingham, has returned
from Mexico City. J. C. Bell, vice
president and general manager, is recovering in a local hospital from a
sudden illness and Garrard Hamann,
assistant chief engineer, is filling in
until Mr. Bell's return.
RUSSELL IRELAND, former announcer and more recently of the engineering staff of KDB, Santa Barbara, is working on the sales staff in
his two off-days.
CHET PETERSEN, once account executive of KFOX, Long Beach, Cal„
and more recently manager of Hollywood Associate Producers, has joined
KTFI, Twin Falls, Ida., as sales and
production manager. He will continue
to
manage Hollywood Associate Producers.

MARTIN
OT EVEN war service can
interrupt
the journalistic
career of Martin Codel, on
leave as publisher of Broadasting and now serving as direc0 of public information for the
merican Red Cross, African comat area.
Since his first assignment on the
)uluth News Tribune during the
ist war, he has let nothing inter[ ere with his reportorial career.
When the United States entered
Vorld War II back in 1941, Marin's first desire to take an active
>art in the nation's fight for survival was born while he was a
oatient in a Washington hospital
: 'ecuperating from a major operation. All through 1942 as he regained his health that desire renamed uppermost in his mind,
mally leading to his Red Cross
iffiliation in January.
, As director of information in
JAfrica he is responsible for all
Red Cross information activities
in that large and important battle
,area. Announcement of his safe
(jarrival in Africa was received
March 25.
1 Between the two world conflicts
Martin covered just about the
whole range of journalistic activities from reporter to publisher.
On that first Duluth job he was a
cub reporter while attending Central High School, Duluth (he was
born in that city, May 18, 1902).
iMoving to Hibbing in 1919, he got
ihis second reportorial job on the
Hibbing Tribune while winding up
his secondary education at Hibbing
'High School.
r Always a reporter, he lined up a
job with the Detroit News as university correspondent while he attended the University of Michigan,
where he graduated in the class of
1924 and took postgraduate work
in 1925, continuing his News assignment— later joining the paper's
j news staff in Detroit. In the sumImer of 1924 he had covered the
Olympic games in Paris for the
BROADCASTING

JOHN SAMPLE, former member of
the NBC Chicago sales and production department, left recently for San
Francisco for induction into the
Marines.

CODEL
News, traveling in England and on
the Continent after the Olympic
assignment had been completed.
In 1925 Martin joined the Associated Press in New York as a reporter. He stayed there until David
Lawrence in 1926 founded the
United States Daily, a newspaper
based entirely on news from Government departments.
As a reporter for Lawrence's
Daily he got his first taste of radio
in covering the Dept. of Commerce.
At that time the department regulated broadcasting activities. Martin in addition wrote a daily radio
column under the name of "Robert
Mack" for the then active Consolidated Press Assn. run by Lawrence. This column was widely
printed over the country. Two
years later Martin left the Daily
to become a writer for North
American Newspaper Alliance.
Meanwhile the Radio Act of 1927
had been passed, placing regulation of broadcasting in the Federal
Radio Commission. When Martin
left the Daily the assignment was
turned over to another member of
the staff, Sol Taishoff, who also became CPA's "Robert Mack". While
these two reporters were covering
Washington radio activities they
crossed paths many times every
day. The broadcasting industry was
growing and Federal regulation
was assuming many of the characteristics now so familiar to broadcasters.
Their similar reportorial assignments naturally led to the realization that broadcasting as an industry should be served by a trade
magazine. This same idea had long
been an active topic of discussion
among leaders of the industry.
Finally, in 1931, the late Harry
Shaw, Iowa newspaper publisher
and subsequently president of the
National Association of Broadcasters, became interested with
Martin and Sol in the founding of
Broadcasting Magazine and on
Oct. 15 of that year the first issue
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JOHN SANDBERG, with NBC central division sales promotion department before joining the Marines, has
been promoted from captain to major.
STANLEY MAXTED, BBC producer and broadcaster, arrived in New
York last week for an extended visit.
Producer of the Stars and Stripes in
Britain series, rebroadcast on Mutual
Sunday evenings, Mr. Maxted made
a guest appearance last Sunday afternoon on Mutual's This is Fort
Diw program, during which he talked
about Flying Fortresses.
HARRY JORDAN, of KOMO-KJR,
Seattle, has been promoted to supervisor in charge of operations.
AL GOODWIN, commercial manager
of CKMO, Vancouver, has joined
CFAR, Flin Flon, Man.
DOUG HOMERSHAM, manager of
CFJC, Kamloops, B. C, has been
transferred to CJCA, Edmonton.
WALTER DALES, formerly of
CJCA, Edmonton, has been appointed
manager of CJAT, Trail, B. C.
of the then semi-monthly magazine
came off the presses. Martin became editor and Sol managing
editor.
Subsequently, Mr. Shaw retired
from the enterprise and Martin assumed the role of publisher and Sol
took over the duties of editor. Martin continued in this capacity until
last January, when he went on his
Red Cross assignment. At that time
Sol took over executive direction
of the magazine.
During his years as publisher,
Martin never lost his interest in
active reporting. Hardly a day
passed that didn't find him hot on
the trail of a story or diligently
hunting all the angles of a new
broadcasting development. He developed awide acquaintance among
Government officials and broadcasters and frequently was consulted on industry problems.
More than a decade ago Martin
compiled the views of broadcasting
industry Government leaders on
radio and on prospects for radio's
development. The book, Radio and
Its Future, was published in 1930

HELEN SHERVEY, business manager of the program department, NBC
New York, has returned to her desk
after Hollywood conferences with John
W. Swallow and Alex Robb, Western
division program and package sales
managers of that network.
MAURICE McMURRAY, on leave
from the sales department of WHO,
Des Moines, as a 2d lieutenant in the
Army, is now liaison officer for the Air
Forces at Washington.
LEE P. LOOMIS, president of KGLO,
Mason City, la., has been reelected to
the board of directors of the Mason
City Globe-Gazette Co., publisher of
the
Mason
City (la.)
Globe-Gazette.
F. C.
Eighmey,
manager
of KGLO,
was elected a director to succeed the
late Frank Throop of Lincoln, Neb.
EDAVARD A. ALLEN, president of
the Tri-City Network of Virginia and
WLVA, Lynchburg, is confined to his
home with an attack of influenza.
CHARLES E. SEEBECK, Signal
Corps Reserve, in charge of national
sales for WAIR, Winston-Salem, N. C,
has resigned to enter State College,
Raleigh, ernment
N. C,assignment
wherestudying
he is onadvanced
a Govengineering.
JOHN

R. SARGENT has been appointed acting manager of the Market
Development Dept. of the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. Former
eastern district Market Development
representative,
he succeeds Donald C.
Navy.
Hopper, now on active duty in the
C. L. MENSER, NBC vice-president
in charge of programs, has been cited
by OWI Chief Elmer Davis for his
voluntary services in the Government
series 19^2 Victory Volunteers.
P. J. STANTON, general manager of
WDAS, Philadelphia, was promoted
from ensign to lieutenant (j.g.) in
the Coast Guard Reserve, Volunteer
Port Security Force.
H. L.California
(Bud) KEELER,
former
Southern
manager of
Duncan
A. .
Scott & Co., representative, recently
was appointed Western manager of
Philip Andrews Publishing Co., Los
Angeles.
EMDON FRITZ, new to radio, has
joined WOR, New York, as account
executive in the sales division.
TOM A. GREGORY has joined the
sales staff of WLW Specialty Sales, in
the Cincinnati area. He was last with
Hecker Products Co.
by Harper & Brothers, New York.
He visited England in 1935 to
acquire material about television,
and looked over broadcast facilities
in Continental countries. He visited
Panama, Costa Rica and other Central American countries in 1936 as
a tourist.
Martin's first war assignment
was a trip to England in September of last year for the British
Broadcasting Corp. He went over
by bomber and spent five weeks
there writing on radio under wartime conditions and serving as consultant for the BBC.
That five-week sample of wartime journalism led inevitably to
his present Red Cross affiliation.
Martin is an ardent family man,
and as much time as he could spend
away from the office was devoted
to romping with four youngsters —
three girls and one boy. He married Ella April in 1929. He is a
member of Sigma Delta Chi, Phi
Sigma Delta, Overseas Writers of
Washington, White House Correspondents Assn., and Institute of
Radio Engineers.
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ERIC LUND, program director of
WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., before joining the Army, is now an MP. Claude
Taylor, program director, is awaiting
call to the Army as a Volunteer Officer
Candidate. Gayle Pearson has been promoted from control operator to handling local studio shows. Randolph
Bean has been made continuity chief
and Caroline Read is in charge of writing and editingstore
women's
scripts for
all department
sponsors.
HARVEY FRITSCH has resigned
from WJNO, West Palm Beach, to
join WIOD, Miami, Fla., as announcer. Cy Newman, recently with
WIOD, has joined WJNO, taking over
the morning programs and all sports,
in addition to parttime selling. Gilbert
Thomas has joined the announcing
staff, coming from WCPO, Cincinnati,
and WGR, Buffalo. Production Manager Larry Roller has a new granddaughter, born to his son, who works
in a war plant in Cleveland. Another
son is in the Maritime Training School
at St. Petersburg, Fla., while the
third is a sergeant in the Army Air
Forces, stationed at Morrison Field,
West Palm Beach.
RICHARD M. LEONARD has joined
the news staff of KLZ, Denver.
MAJ. EDDIE DUNSTEDTER, former Hollywood musical director-organist now with the Army Air Forces,
r New York City and Environs
1
has been
promoted
to ' commanding
officer
of the
radio production
unit,
West Coast Army Air Forces Train2,000,000 or 15.4% of the population
ing Center, Santa Ana, Cal. He reof Greater New York listen to
places Col. James H. Higgs, transYIDDISH radio programs
ferred to command of the Army Air
Forces Advanced Glider School at Fort
1,400,000 or 10.8% of the population
Sumner, N. M. Capt. Louis T. Steele,
of Greater New York listen to
formerly of Benton & Bowles, New
ITALIAN language programs
York, has taken over Major Dunstedter's former duties as executive
officer of the radio unit.
1,250,000 or 9.6% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
PEGGY HALLIGAN, formerly of the
POLISH language programs
BLUE continuity staff, is now a member of the script writing staff.
670,000 or 5.1 % of the population
DOROTHY FUNT, sister of Allen
of Greater New York listen to
A. Funt, has been made a partner in
GERMAN language programs
the latter's radio production
She
will act as general manager firm.
and also
250,000 or 2% of the population
sales.
of
charge
in
be
of Greater New York listen to
SPANISH language programs
IRA AVERY, assistant to Julius F.
Seebach, vice-president in charge of
WBNX brings to this aud ience in its
programs of WOR, New York, has
native tongue and in English, interesting
left the station to enter military service.
entertainment; educational and musical
programs, and the complete world-wide
MARTIN TOBIN, from WKBWfacilities of International News Service.
WGR, Buffalo, has joined the announcing staff of WIP, Philadelphia.
Appreciation of WBNX service is eviMr. Tobin's experience includes prodenced by the annual contract renewals
works. ducing and announcing for three netof the largest national and local advertisers.
WOODROW LEAFER, and Joseph
Boley, both of the Overseas Broadcast
staff of the Office of War Information, have joined the announcing staff
iblic I of WQXR,
Winner of PEABODY CITATION for Public
New York, replacing
SeWirvn
ft| Service
to Foreign Language Groups.
Richard James and Chester Santon.
ips. 1 Mr.
Leafer came from W47NY, New
York FM station, and Mr. Boley
from WOV, New York.
Frank
WBNX
5000

Weall
BUY
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Gillmore

FRANK GILLMORE, 75, president
emeritus of Actors Equity Assn.,
died March 29 at Roosevelt Hospital, New York. With a group of
other actors, Mr. Gillmore organized Equity in 1913. At the time of
his death, Mr. Gillmore was international president of the Associated Actors & Artists of America.
Surviving are his wife, and two
daughters, Margalo Gillmore, noted
actress, and Mrs. Ruth Sonino.

WHO SAYS IT'S a young man's game! George Abbe (seated), 60-yea
old writer-traveler, for the five-weekly news commentary
series whic
started March 29 on 13 BLUE Pacific stations, were these networ
sponsor and agency executives. Fisher Flouring Mills Co., Seattle,
sponsor on a 52-week contract. Pen-wielders are (1 to r) : William 1
Horsley, President of Pacific National Adv. Agency, servicing the floi
account; Ken Fisher, advertising manager of Fisher Flouring Mills Co
Tracy Moore, BLUE Western division sales manager, and Arden 2
Pangborn, managing director of KEX, Portland, Ore., originating poin
TOM SW AFFORD, former program
manager of KGBS, Harlingen, Tex.,
is now production manager of KGB,
San Diego.
FRANK SOUTH has left WSUI,
Iowa City, la., to join KGER, Long
Beach, Cal., as announcer. He succeeds Finis A. Bell, now in the Army.
BARTON FELLOWES, at one time
with WINX, Washington, WMCA,
New York, and other stations, has
joined the production staff of NBC.
CAREY CRONAN, news editor and
political commentator of WELI, New
Haven, before joining the Army, was
recently inducted.
JIM PLATT, known on the air as
"Uncle Jim," joined WTIC, Hartford,
Conn., last week, to present a Victory
Garden program daily, 9:15 to 9:30
a.m. Mr. Piatt was last with WCAX,
Burlington, Vt., where he conducted
the Farmers'
Special
the Agricultural Extension
Serviceandprogram.
HARRY SOSNIK, Hollywood musical director of the five-weekly Oracie
Fields, on the BLUE, has resigned,
returning to New York as musical
director of Decca Records Inc. Assignment had originally been taken
on a six-week basis. Carl Hoff has
replaced Sosnik.
BETTY LOU BARBER, of Hollywood, Cal., has joined WHIT, New
Bern, N. C, as assistant traffic manager and production chief. Eugene
McGehee has joined the announcing
staff, coming from KFBI, Wichita,
Kan. Dave Ray Mackey, announcer,
has joined the Navy as Ensign.
HANK PENNY has left his job as
m.c. on the early morning shift at
WSB, Atlanta, to go to WLW, Cincinnati, where he will appear on the
Boone County Jamboree and Top of
the Morning programs.
DANN MORLEY, formerly of WNBF,
Binghamton, N. Y., has joined the
announcing staff of WHOM, Jersey
City, Karol Sobolewski, announcer,
has left the station to do newspaper
work in Baltimore.

BROADCASTING

GEORGE LOWTHER has resign.,
as an NBC writer-director, to join tt
radio division of Superman Inc., i
production executive. Lowther hi
worked on the Superman program c
a freelance basis and will continue s
writer-director-narrator of the seri«
JO RANSON of NBC's press depar
ment, co-author with Oliver Pilat t
"Sodom by the Sea: An Affectiona'
History
Coney Island",
will ha^l
his
book ofreprinted
by Garden
Cit)
Publishing
Co.
PERRY WARD, Hollywood ai
nouncer, has been assigned to the CB
Grapevine
Wines
Inc. Rancho, sponsored by Rom
DAN CAWKINS, announcer
KSAL, Salina, Kan., was ordered t
report March 28 as an Army Ai
Forces Cadet at Shephard Field, Wicl;
ita Falls, Tex.
BETH BARNES, director of produq
tion at WSB, Atlanta, was recentll
married to Lt. John Whatley of tbj.
Army, at Birmingham, Ala.
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I EPH CORR, news announcer of
[•AS, Philadelphia, has joined the
|y.
I^ER ARNELL, former program
lager of WJLS. Beckley. W. Va.,
I joined the staff of WPEN, PhilaI hia, as announcer. He succeeds
Goodwin, who left to freelance
sTew York.
tOW AN ROBERTSON and Edith
pp, both new to radio, have joined
MO, Vancouver, as announcer and
inuity writer.
M MacKIM, former publicity dijr of CKWX, Vancouver, is taka radio technician's course in the
al Canadian Air Force at MonjO MAHLOCK, in the continuity
irtment of WOWO-WGL, Fort
iiie, Ind., before joining the Army,
i Mary Stone, secretary in the trafdepartment, are engaged to be
ried.
4.RLES BALTIN, assistant dior of war activities of WHOM,
:ey City, has taken on additional
es as program director. He will be
sted in his war work by Samuel
nan, who has been in the bond
5 department. Baltin replaces Jack
iey, now program director of
ak Radio Broadcasting Inc.
RMAN BRADLEY, scriptwriter
producer of programs on WNYC,
V York, has joined the announcing
f of WLIB, Brooklyn.
LPH CHRISTIAN, until recently
announcer at WBRC, Birmingi, has joined WSM, Nashville,
n. Jon Farmer, WBRC announcer
r in the Army Air Forces in Chilo, is studying radio operations.
rgaret Cotten, announcer, is studyradio engineering at night.
THONY ROSS, announcer from
CBN, Youngstown, O., has joined
SV, Washington.
LRREN ANDERSON, from WOC,
yenport, la., has joined WKZO,
lamazoo-Grand Rapids, as anincer. Paul H. Aurandt, program
ector, recently started a new series
^evening news commentaries. Harry
ivis leaves for the Army April 15
. will be replaced by Sherwood Felfrom Mason City. Ia. Arthur
lie left for the Army April 1. He
3 a member of the V-8 Reserve
t'ps at Western Michigan College.
ED HINSHAW, chief newscaster
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
)wn to listeners as Fred Moore, is
father of a baby boy.
ANK J. TATE, announcer of
I!OL, Columbus, O., has been called
active duty in the Army reserves.
[UCK SIMPSON has joined WCSC
arleston, S. C, where he will hansports and special events. He was
merly with stations in Chattanooga
3 Jacksonville.
,CK DESCH, newscaster of KFRC,
h Francisco, is the father of a boy
in March 20.
^LORES KETTLER has been
;de publicity director of KMPC,
verly Hills, Cal.
'EVE MERRILL, Hollywood singis featured in a thrice weekly midernoon quarter-hour program, Songs
Steve Merrill, on BLUE Pacific
itions. Lou Bring directs the orches)B HARVEY, announcer of CHEX,
terborough, has joined the Royal
nadian Air Force.
)B DAVIS, now assigned to day
blicity at WOR, New York, will
ome night editor, starting April 12.
jIN TICE, former announcer of
jlJSV, CBS Washington outlet, has
lined the CBS announcing staff in
lew York. His assignment includes
lie CBS A. & P. Food News Roundup
■ogram.
RO ADC ASTING

Corwin

to Rest

NORMAN CORWIN has given up
writing and directing the CBS-BBC
Transatlantic Call series and will
leave New York shortly for a prolonged rest, necessitated by a pneumonia attack from which he has
failed to recover fully. Earl McGill, CBS producer-director, will
handle the next broadcast of the
series, to originate in this country,
with Clifton Fadiman, literary
critic and m.c. of NBC's Information Please, serving as writer and
narrator. It is not known whether
the pair will take over subsequent
programs on a regular basis. The
weekly series, originating alternately in the United States and
Great Britain, last Sunday featured Bob Trout, CBS London correspondent, describing the town of
Hull, on England's Yorkshire
coast.
Alan Hale Promoted
NEW manae-er of the researchadvertising department of KOMOKJR, Seattle, is Alan Hale, who
has been handling: a sportscast,
Hale's Tones, on KJR nightly, and
other newsroom duties. He will retain his sportscast in addition to
taking over the duties of Chuck
Bailie, retiring research-advertising manager. Hale covered Brooklyn baseball and the New York
Giants football games last year
with Red Barber. He is a graduate
of the U. of Michigan Law School
and a former special agent of the
FBI under Melvin Purvis.
JOHN BRADFORD, formerly with
New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio
stations as announcer-newscaster, has
Coined WMAL, key BLUE outlet in
Washington, as announcer, coming
from WFMJ, Youngstown, O., where
he was production manager.
BERNARD DEAVILLE, producer at
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Winnipeg studios, has joined the Royal
Canadian Air Force.
ROLAND MORRIER, announcer of
CBK, Watrous, Sask., has joined the
production staff of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Winnipeg.
BILL STERN, NBC sports director,
has been named chairman of the sports
division of the New York chapter of
the American Red Cross.
ALBERT GROBE. chief announcer
of WQXR, New York, is heard in
"America's
Time
release.Food Prices," a March of
J. HOWARD PYLE, program manager of KTAR, Phoenix, has returned
to his desk following conferences with
Robert Moss, production manager of
BLUE Hollywood, on details of the
annual Easter sunrise service program
to originate from Colorado Grand
be released on BLUE staCanyon,
tions thistoyear.
THURSTON HOLMES, announcer of
WPEN, Philadelphia, is the father of
a girl.
JOHN FORREST, announcer of
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, is writercomposer of the song, "It's a Longto Pinsk,"
Minsk Tunes.
from Town
Long Way
lished by Tune
Songpub-is
featured in Thumbs Up, war workers
revue written by Forrest and now
playing in Seattle.
RICHARD CUTTING, temporarily
added to the announcing staff of
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, has rejoined
KFAC, that city.
GRAYLE HOWLETT. sports editor
of WGN, Chicago, is the father of a
girl born March 18.
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TO CLIMAX the New Haven Advertising Club's $100,000 War Bond Selling campaign, the club held a luncheon
last week which was broadcast by
WELI, New Haven. Listeners moved
by the appeal of the program could
telephone bond purchasers over special telephone lines installed in the
hotel for the purpose.
TO HANDLE the 21 programs
originating weekly from the Columbus,
Miss., Army Flying School, WCBI,
Columbus, is installing a studio and
control room at the air base recreation
room. Programs are supervised by
Pfc. Buck Hinman, former WCBI
program director, now in charge of the
radio department, Special Service Division. The Army Post is supplying
equipment for the studios.
WLW, Cincinnati, begins a new series
titled Keep 'Em Healthy, presenting
advice on prevention of disease and
control of parasites of farm animals
and poultry. Program, featuring authorities on these subjects, has the
support of the Veterinary Medical
Assn. of Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky.
JAMES

1. Place your order with your distributor for the
discs and needles
90 days. The

you will need

during the next

distributor will stock them

liver at your convenience.
to determine

and de-

He will need your orders

his stock

requirements

which

he

must estimate 90 days in advance.

2. Apply to your purchase order theAA2X
ence rating which
revision of War

you have received

Production

Board

prefer-

under

order

the

P-133

dated February 4, 1943, part 3037.

3. In ordering
renewals

replacement

parts or equipment

give your distributor the serial number

of the equipment

to be repaired or replaced and

the part number

as shown

book. Apply the AA2X

Buy Presto

products

in your instruction

A. FARLEY, former Postmaster General, added another transcription to his collection when he
spoke in Cincinnati to the Friendly
Sons of St. Patrick. WCKY, Cincinnati, presented the recording to the
one-time National Democratic Chairman for his personal library.
LEO EGAN, Yankee Network sports
expert, has begun a series of pre-season
baseball programs from Tufts College, where the Boston Sox are training, Mondays through Saturdays. Egan
moved to the training field of the
Braves March 29.
CKGB, Timmins, Ont., has started
a Tuesday evening Announcing School
for promising high school talent.
WELI, New Haven, marks the start
of the baseball season and the windup
of the basketball season in broadcasts
this week of exhibition games from
Yale Field of the Brooklyn Dodgers
and Boston Braves vs. Yale, and from
the YMCA the New Haven Industrial
League championship basketball game.
Play-by-play descriptions will be by
Phil Buxbaum Jr., who presents a
regular 6 :30 sportscast from Yale
Field interviewing players and visiting sportswriters.
WESX, Salem, Mass., has acquired
the AP radio news wire from Press
Assn.
ASSOCIATED MUSIC Publishers
reports that during February and
March three stations became new subscribers to its library service, while
nine former subscribers renewed. New
subscribers are XEQ, Mexico City ;
WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md., and WFAS,
White Plains, N. Y.

EVEN REDDER is Lt. Billy Bf
ber who dropped in to see broth! t
Red Barber, Mutual sports coi I
mentator, after the Old Gold sho
The younger Barber, on his fij
furlough, took a turn at leadi:
Sammy

Kaye's band.

FOR THE fourth successive ye r
W0W0, Fort Wayne, gave achie i
ment awards to 16 farm men a i
women from Indiana and Ohio at
annual Achievement Award Dinn
for contributing to the quality a
abundance of food production. Pr
cipal speaker was Wheeler McMill
editor-in-chief of Farm Journal.
WMRN, Marion, 0., is airing 1
Friendly Farmer, six days a week fr«
noon to 1 p.m. Bob Gross plays poj
lar rural transcriptions, gives news
farm auctions, Government and sta
issued advice on maintaining fa
equipment and producing bigger a
better crops, and reads commerci
on farm products. Two or three tin

during
gives' gra
poultry the
and program,
livestock he
quotations.
AS FOLLOW-UP to an earlier tr«
scribed program featuring intervie
with field workers recruited fr<
Mexico, KOY, Phoenix, recently me
a similar series of interviews w
those workers now assigned and wo
ing on farms and ranches in t
Arizona area. Ernie Douglas, stati
farm editor, in collaboration wj
Morales Gonzales, Mexican cons
handled the transcribed interviews.
KCMO, Kansas City, Mo., is tr£
scribing Network
What's show,
Yourand War
Job, t k
BLUE
shipping
discs to KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan., )||«
delayed broadcast. Arrangements 1
handling the program were made
cooperation with the War Manpow
Commission through its regional inf>
mation repreesntative, Frank K. Dui
WLAWs Your Service Salute, featu
ing
Devy toEdward's
mornijj
broadcast
servicemenearly
in New
Ei, ,
land camps, has been increased toi
45-minute show six times a week

priority to your order.

through

tributors or any branch

leading radio dis-

office of the Graybar

Electric Company.

In Other Cillct. Phone . . . ATLANTA, Jock. 4372 • BOSTON, Bel. 4510
CHICAGO, Hot. 4240 • CLEVELAND, Me. 1565 • DALLAS, 37093 • DENVER,
PRES10
Ch.4277 . DETROIT, Univ. 1-0180 . HOLLYWOOD, Hil. 9133 * KANSAS
,, ,» _ , , , - _
CITY, Vic. 4631 • MINNEAPOLIS, Atlantic 4216 ■ MONTREAL, Mar. 6361
RECORDING CORP.
Toronto, Hud. 0333 • Philadelphia, Penny. 0542 • Rochester,
Su. 8854 • SEATTLE, Sen. 2560
SAN FRANCISCO,
U V Cul. 5548 .WASHINGTON,
T N.I,
OytOLUrCTCC*I.C
:4£WtOI 3311)01.
D. C, Shop. 4003 — Dltt. 1640
World's Largest Manufacturers of Instantaneous Sound Recording, Equipment and Discs
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S for better prorIMELY TIPgrammin
g and new uses for
the transcription library are
included in the 20-page brohure entitled Getting the Most
row. Your Standard Radio Library
mblished recently by Standard Radio. The brochure is a resume of
he contents, care, technical hanUing and conservation of the li)i-ary, with direct application to
jrogram treatment, and is intended
o acquaint new staff members with
ibrary use as well as general suggestions for the better integration
|)f station programming in spite of
fcvartime reduction of personnel.
*
* *
Treasury Trolley
PRELUDE to the Treasury's April
War Bond drive in Worcester,
Mass., was a Toonerville Trolley
1 stunt with WTAG broadcasting an
jsn-the-spot description of the red,
|white, and blue "Victory Special"
jat its dedication. WTAG special
hvents chief Bob Dixon covered the
proceedings. Beginning with a presentation speech by the head of the
War Savings Committee and an acceptance speech by the mayor, the
! broadcast
continued with Dixon
boarding the car and interviewing
first passengers en route. The program was recorded and rebroadcast in the evening to induce listeners to "ride home on the Victory
war stamp."
buy a regular
and follow
Special
Trolley will
routes
throughout the city for another
two weeks.

&

M<2tckandi5in<j

Promotion

Missing Marglobes — Treasury Trolley — Sportsletter
War Substitutes — Furrow Competition
Trade Report
AS a supplment to the usual MBS
publicity releases, a special trade
news report was instituted last
week by Mutual through Christopher Cross, assistant to Lester
Gottlieb, director of MBS publicity.
Released at various intervals, the
report highlights its news in various categories, such as food, drugs.
KXOK Promotion
PROMOTION campaign by KXOK,
St. Louis, is putting the station,
and local and Blue Network programs and personalities, on 150 billboards, in 70 country newspapers,
in regular display ads and direct
mail and promotion pieces, and in
the daily St. Louis Star-Times.

Success Staff
SUCCESS achieved by Mary Margaret McBride for advertisers using her five-weekly series on
WEAF, New York, is shown by
statements from advertisers and
excerpts from listeners' letters rein "It's One O'Clock",
hard-cover produced
brochure.
*
* *
California Facts
RADIO directory has been published in card form by The McClung Group— KVCV, Redding,
Cal.; KHSL, Chico, Cal.; and
KYOS, Merced, Cal. One side of the
card gives stations, networks, representatives and related information for Northern California, and
the other side furnishes similar
data for Southern California.

Four-In-One
INTERPRETING the quantitative
statistical measurements of the
changes war has brought to the Pacific Coast in terms of qualitative
effects, the Blue Network is putting
out a large single-fold brochure together with a letter explaining
advereight tisersways
in whichimportant
the Coast toarea
has
changed since the war. The brochure indicates advantages in buying time on Pacific Blue covering
California, Washington, Oregon
and Nevada.
Service Sportsletter
DIGESTED from the scripts of the
nightly sportscast, on KGVO, Missoula, Mont., a weekly sports letter is tana
being
mailed
to Western
men in
the armed
forcesMonby
Yandt's Men's Wear, sponsor of
Yandt's Sport Slants, nightly fiveminute period. Mailing list was obtained by asking, on the broadcast,
parents and relatives of service
men to send in addresses of men
for the list.

Furrow Competition

experienced and two inexperienced gardners selected from
applicants from the listeners of
WFBL, Syracuse, will be furnished
all seeds, plants, fertilizers and insecticides for a garden competition,
the details of which are to be aired
on WFBL to acquaint listeners
with gardening problems and their
Isolutions. Members of the Victory
Garden Council of the Men's Garden Club of Syracuse will act as
advisers to the inexperienced gardeners, while the other two will
:work independently. When weather
permits, broadcasts will be shortwaved directly from the gardens.
Two 50 x 100 and two 30 x 50 foot
plots are being cultivated.
TWO

Now available for sponsorship
for the first time, KFYR's "Hayloft Frolic" is one of radio's best
\ show tailored to the

Northwest, the "Hayloft Frolic"
fits. During a recent test, a
single short announcement

Missing Marglobes
EACH of the 2,000 employes of the
John Shillito Department Store,
sponsor of Your Victory Garden
Hand Mystery Chef on WSAI, Cincinnati, has received a small bulletin prepared by Ewald Kockritz,
promotion manager, titled "The
Case of The Missing Marglobes",
which explains why there is a
shortage of vegetables and how the
employees may benefit from the
store's program. Recipes of "The
to cusMystery tomersChef"
who ask are
for available
them.
CBS Program Catalogue
WITH the first issue of "CBS Programs for Sale," CBS provides a
new service for potential advertisers seeking new radio ideas and
tested pre-built programs. In a
pocket-size pamphlet are listed current and recent series available
for sponsorship, with a description
of each program, including details
on talent, audience ratings, production staff and other data.
BROADCASTING

t 2,198 letters. If your

t Fro
e "Haylof
to "home folks,"
appeals
meat. All the fact

costs— ava
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STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WLS, Chicago
Pure Food Co., Mamaroneck, N. Y. (Herbox) , 7 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru J. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, Chicago, 6 sa
weekly, 26 weeks, thru McCann-Erickson.
Chicago.
All-State Insurance Co., Chicago, 3 sa
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago.
Belgian Information Center, New York,
3 sa weekly, 4 weeks, thru Albert FrankGuenther Law, N. Y.
National Biscuit Co., Chicago (cereal), 6 sa
weekly, 7 weeks, thru Federal Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
Lydia Pinkham Co., Lynn. Mass. (vegetable compound), 6 sa weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Erwin-Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Oelwein Chemical Co., Oelwein, la. (fertilizer)3, sa weekly, 4 weeks, thru CaryAinsworth Agency, Des Moines.
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Vimms),
17 sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru BBDO,
N. Y.
Streator Drain Tile Co., Streator, 111., 6 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru T. R. Bauerle Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Hulman & Co., Terre Haute, Ind. (baking
powder), 4 sa weekly, 29 weeks, thru
Pollyea Adv. Co., Terre Haute, Ind.
Nitragin Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin (Nitragin), 3 sa weekly, 6 weeks, thru Western
Adv. Agency, Racine, Wis.
WEEI, Boston
Charles Gulden Inc., New York (mustard),
3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Charles W.
Hoyt Co., N. Y.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Satevepost), 12 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru
McFarland-Aveyax-d & Co., Chicago.
Moxie Co., Boston (beverage), 6 so weekly,
20 weeks, thru Alley & Richard, Boston.
Columbia Pictures Corp., New York (More
The Merrier), 6 sp weekly, 8 weeks, thru
Biow Co., N. Y.
Joseph C. Burnett, Boston (extracts), 3 sa
weekly, 8 weeks, thru H. B. Humphrey
Co., Boston.
Rumford Chemical Co., Rumford, R. I.
(baking powder), 3 sa weekly, 13 weeks,
thru H. B. Humphrey Co., Boston.
H. P. Hood & Sons, Boston (creamery
products) , 6 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Harold Cabot & Co., Boston.
A. S. Boyle Co., Jersey City (Old English
cleanser) , 6 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Blaekett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.

WGY, Schenectady
Church & D wight, New York (soda), 6 sa
weekly, thru Brooke, Smith, French &
Dorrance, N. Y.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn, (candy,
gum), 3 sp weekly, thru Platt-Forbes,
N. Y.Publishing Co., Phila. (Satevepost) ,
Curtis
3 sa weekly, thru Macfarland, Aveyard
& Co., Chicago.
Radbill Oil Co.. Phila. (Renuzit), 3 sa
weekly, thru Harry Feigenbaum Adv.
Agency, Phila.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Jersey City (Supersuds), 286 sa, thru William Esty &
Co., N. Y.
J. H. Filbert Inc., Baltimore (margarine),
4 sa weekly, thru Courtland D. Ferguson
Inc., Baltimore.
Resinol Chemical Co., Baltimore (proprietary) ,300 sa, thru Courtland D. Ferguson Inc. . Baltimore.
Grove Labs., St Louis (proprietary), 3 sa
weekly, 6 sa weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds
Co., Chicago.
N. Y. Von Co., New York (proprietary),
208 ta, thru Roy S. Durstine Inc., N. Y.
By-Trous Corp., Boston (fertilizer), 39 sp.
thru Wood, Brown & Wood, Boston.
Pan American Coffee Bureau, New York,
78 sa, thru J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y.
KTHS,

Hot Springs, Ark.

Beelan's Lab., Atlanta (proprietary), 104
sa, thru Harvey-Massengale, Atlanta.
Block Drug Co., Jersey City (Gold Metal
capsules),
son Co., N. 522Y. ta, thru J. Walter ThompR. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., WinstonSalem, N.
Mule Brantley,
chewing
tobacco)
, 312C.ta, (Brown's
thru J. Carson
Salisbury, N. C.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticella, 111.,
260 ta, thru Sherman & Marquette, Chicago. Co., Terre Haute, Ind. (Clabber
Hulman
Girl baking powder) , 520 sa, thru Pollyea
Adv. Co., Terre Haute.
Mentholatum Co. (Mentholatum) , 161 sa,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
National Biscuit Co., New York, 312 ne,
thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Plough Inc., Memphis (St. Joseph aspirin,
Penetro nose drops), 500 ta, thru LakeSpiro-Shurman, Memphis.
Shuptrine Co., Savannah, Ga. (Tetterine),
157 ta, thru Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
Vick Chemical Co., 10 sa, 5 ne, thru Morse
International, N. Y.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (proprietary),
100 sa, thru First United Broadcasters,
Chicago.

KHJ, Hollywood
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Palmolive soap), 18 ta weekly, 39 weeks,
thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Supersuds), 18 ta weekly, 39 weeks,
thru William Esty & Co., N. Y.
Golden State Co.. San Francisco (Golden
V. milk), 4 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
Colonial Dames Corp., Los Angeles (cosmetics), 2 sa weekly, 17 weeks, thru
Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los Angeles.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco. 4 ta weekly, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, San Francisco.
Coast Federal Savings & Loan Assn., Los
Angeles (investments), sp weekly, 12
weeks, thru Robert F. Dennis Inc., Los
Angeles.
Campbell Cereal Co., Minneapolis (Malt-OMeal), 3 sp weekly, 26 weeks, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
KFRC,

San Francisco

Mother's
Cake thru
& Cookie
Oakland,
ne weekly,
Emil Co.,
Reinhardt
Adv.3
Agency, Oakland.
Acme Breweries, San Francisco, 5 t, 4 ta
weekly, thru Brisacher, Davis & Van
Norden, San Francisco.
Kilpatrick's Bakery, San Francisco, 19 sa
weekly, thru Emil Reinhardt Adv. Agency, Oakland.
Golden State Co., San Francisco (dairy
products), ta, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
San Francisco.
RKO Pictures Inc., Hollywood, Cal., sa
series, thru Raymond R. Morgan Co., Los
Angeles.Co., Chicago (eye drops), 5 ta
Murine
weekly, thru BBDO, San Francisco.
Lumberman's Mutual Casualty Co., Chicago (insurance), sa weekly, thru Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago.
Moore'singInc.,
Francisco
(men's
clothchain),San
weekly
sa, thru
Brisacher,
Davis & Van Norden, San Francisco.
WABC, New York
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, Ind. (instiional), 3ne weekly, thru
Roche, Williams and tutCunnyngham,
Chicago.
Beech-Nut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N.
Y.
(coffee),
3 spY. weekly, thru NewellEmmett
Co., N.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
Bread), 3 sp weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Borden Co., New York (Pioneer Ice Cream
Brands Division), 3 ne weekly, thru
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.

WLW, Cincinnati
Readers Digest, Pleasantville, N. Y., 3 a
on sp weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Wiedemann Brewing Co., Newport, Ky., 24
sa weekly, thru Strauchen & McKim Adv.
Agency, Cincinnati.
Dr. (livestock
Salsbury'smedicine),
Labs., 3Charles
City, thru
la.
ta weekly,
N. A. Winter Adv. Agency, Des Moines.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, 3 ne weekly,
thru
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham,
Chicago.
Sunway Vitamin Co., Chicago, sp weekly,
thru Sorensen & Co., Chicago. ,
Voice of Prophecy, Washington (religious
lectures), sp weekly, thru George C. Hoskin Assoc., Chicago.
Peabody Hosiery, Mendenhall, Miss., 18 ne
weekly, thru Southern Adv. Co., Mendenhall, Miss.
Casco Co., Canton, O. (Cold Tablets), 5 sa
weekly,
Marion, thru
O. Howard Swink Adv. Agency,
KFI, Los Angeles
Loma Linda Food Co., Arlington, Cal.
(Ruskets), 2 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Gerth-Pacific Adv., Los Angeles.
Hulman & Co., Terre Haute, Ind. (Clabber
Girl baking powder) , sa weekly, 52
Ind.
weeks, thru Pollyea Adv. Terre Haute,
Knox Gelatine Co., Johnstown, N. Y.
(Knox gelatine), sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., N. Y.
Ball Bros. Co., Muncie, Ind. (Ball jars),
5 sp weekly, 13 weeks; 3 sp weekly, 11
weeks, thru Applegate Adv. Agency,
Muncie, Ind.
KERN, Bakersfield
California Spray Chemical Co., Richmond,
Cal. (ant spray), 5 sa weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Long Adv. Service, San Jose, Cal.
Seaboard Finance Co., Los Angeles (Income Tax payments), 14 ta weekly, 4
weeks, thru Smith & Bull Adv., Los AnNational
geles. Lead Co., San Francosco (Dutch
Boy, Wonsover paints), 4 ta weekly, 26
weeks, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., San
Francisco.
Rohm & Hass Co., Philadelphia (Lethane
60),
2 sa Co.,
weekly,
Emmett
N. Y.16 weeks, thru NewellWABC, New York
Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp., New
York (The Moon Is Down), 3 sa, thru
Kayton-Spiero Co., N. Y.
Filtrex Co., Elizabeth, N. J. (Heatrex
boiler cleaning compound),
sa weekly,
thru Neff-Rogow Inc., N. Y.
WSLI, Jackson, Miss.
Grove Labs., St. Louis (Pazo), 6 sa weekly,
thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
direct.
Best
Brewing Co., Chicago, 18 sp weekly,
Mississippi Power & Light Co., Jackson. 5
sp weekly, direct.
WLIB, Brooklyn
20th-century Fox Film Corp., New York,
21 sa, 2 sp weekly, indefinitely, thru
Kayton-Spiero Co., N. Y.
I. J. Fox, New York (furs), 7 sp. 30 ta
weekly. 6 weeks, direct.

WOV, New York
Roxy Theatre, New York, 54 ta, thru Kayton-Spiero Co., N. Y.
National Shoe Stores, New York, weekly
sp, 52 weeks, thru Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
National Birth Certificate, Los Angeles, 52
t, thru United Adv., Chicago.
O'Sullivan
Rubber 301Co.,sa, Winchester,
Va.
(rubber heels),
thru Advertising
& Sales Council, N. Y.
Nacor Medicine Co., Indianapolis (proprietary), 20 sa, thru E. H. Brown,
Adv., Chicago.
S. A. Schonbrunn
& Co., New York
(coffee), sp. weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Pettinella Agency, N. Y.
Wm. H. Wise & Co., New York (books), 6
BP weekly, 52 weeks, thru Huber, Hoge
& Sons, N. Y.
V. La Rosa & Sons, Brooklyn (macaroni),
6 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Commercial
Radio, N. Y.
Interstate Bakeries Corp., Los Angeles, 5
ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru Dan B. Miner
Co., Los Angeles.
Barney's,
NewthruYorkEmil(men's
ne weekly,
Mogul clothing),
Co., N. Y.3
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~OHN C. WINSTON Co. (publishr). is sponsoring Book Loft, a book
eview program, Tuesdays at 7 :45 p.
a., and Children's Story Time Saturlay mornings, 9 :30, on WSNY, Schelectady.
BARNEY'S CLOTHES, New York
nen's store, extensive user of local
pot radio, has increased its weekly
ichedule on WLIB, Brooklyn, from
10 to 15 quarter-hour periods, and
rom 12 to 21 spot announcements.
Vgency is Emil Mogul Co., New York.
iNACIN Co., Jersey City, celebrated
•eceipt of the Army-Navy E award
'or their
their production
of drugsprograms,
on four
jf
regular network
John B. Hughes, MBS ; Our Gal Sunlay, and Easy Aces, CBS; and Just
Plain Bill, NBC. Agency is BlackettSample-Hummert, New York.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Corp., New York, has named Compton
Adv., New York, for Aspertane,
product manufactured by Whitehall
Piiarmacal Co., New York, a subsidiary. Media plans not set.
RED & WHITE Food Stores, Denver, sponsor noon newscasts on
KLZ, Denver, the second large food
chain signed recently by KLZ. Red &
White plans a promotion campaign.
L. N. HUFF OPTICAL Co., Atlanta,
is sponsoring a dramatic series, The
Voice of Vision, 1-1 :30 p.m. Sundays
on WGST, Atlanta. Show is based on
the lives of famous scientists, and includes a commentary by Dr. Huff.
Contract is for one year.
LaSALLE & KOCH, Toledo department store, is starting an intensive
spot drive on WTOL, Toledo.
ADLER SHOES, New York, expands
its radio activities on WHN and
WNEW, New York, with spots before
and after home and away games of the
Brooklyn Dodgers, on WHN, one or
two announcement week days and a
larger number Sundays on WNEW.
Consolidated Adv., New York is
agency.
CANADIAN WATERPAINTS Ltd.,
Montreal (casein paint), has started
announcements on Montreal stations.
Account was placed by J. J. Gibbons
Ltd., Montreal.
KENNEDY MFG. Co., Toronto (insect exterminator), has started announcements onOntario and Quebec
stations. Account was placed by Cockfield, Brown & Co., Montreal.
SARATOGA PRODUCTS, Toronto
(potato chips), has started announcements on Ontario stations. Account
was placed by F. H. Hayhurst Co.,
Toronto.

NEW PROGRAM for Bourjois
Inc., Here's to Romance, to be aired
on the BLUE beginning April 18,
is celebrated by company and network executives. Pleased about the
contract are (1 to r) Paul Douglas,
general manager, and Stanley
Chambers, advertising manager, of
the cosmetic house; and Edgar
Kobak, executive vice-president of
the BLUE.
KELITE PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles (Kenu cleanser), on a 52-week
contract in early March expanded its
Pacific Coast radio schedule to include daily
in Woman's
Magazine
of participation
the Air on KPO
; Happy
Homes on KHJ, and the Ann Gibson
program on KFSD. Other stations in
selected markets are under consideration. Firm also sponsors a thriceweekly five-minute program, The Name
in the News, on KNX, Hollywood,
with transcribed version on KQW, San
Francisco, and KOY. Phoenix. Little
& Co., Los Angeles, has the account.
COLONIAL DAMES Inc., Los Angeles (cosmetics), on March 21 replaced its weekly five-minute program,
Quiz Quotient, with News By Dick
Joy, on 9 CBS Pacific and Arizona
stations, Sunday, 8 :25-8 :30 p.m.
(PWT). Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los Angeles, has the account.
OLSON RUG Co., Chicago, has started
a daily one-hour series of transcribed
classical programs, titled Dinner Concert, on WJJD, Chicago. Agency is
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
EDWARD HINES LUMBER Co.,
Chicago, has purchased the time for
the quarter-hour weekly transcribed
Bluejacket Sing on WBBM, Chicago.
Program is transcribed by choir members of Naval Training Center at
Great Lakes, 111. Agency is George H.
Hartman Co., Chicago.
SANTA MONICA FLAVOR & Extract Co., Santa Monica, Cal., in a
Los Angeles area test campaign to
promote its flavoring for butter, on
March 29 started sponsoring thriceweekly participation in Polly Patterson's Pantry on KFAC, and Norma
Young's tractsHappy
on KHJ.
are for Homes
13 weeks.
AgencyCon-is
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.

CALIFORNIA

Interests

Acquire

Birds Eye Outside U. S.
CONTROL of Frosted Foods
(Ltd.), London, English subsidiary
of Frosted Foods Sales Corp., New
York, has been sold to Lever Bros.
& Unilever Ltd., according to Edwin T. Gibson, vice-president of
General Foods Corp., New York,
controlling company.
Lever Bros. & Unilever, already
interested in the preserved foods
industries with plans to develop
along new lines after the war, will
extend the processing and sales of
Birds Eye quick-frozen foods to all
parts of the world outside of the
United States and its possessions.
GOOD FOODS, Minneapolis (Skippy
peanut butter), has started weekly
half-hour Hollyioood Theatre, transcribed syndicated dramatic feature
on WMAQ, Chicago. Contract, for 26
weeks, was placed by Sidney Garfinkel
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
PETRI WINE Co., San Francisco
(wine and Italian cigars), has purchased quarter-hour newscasts six
times
Chicago.a week in Italian on WGES,
WEINSTEIN Co., San Francisco
(department store chain), recently
started for 26 weeks Top Tunes
for the Service, half-hour weekly transcribed program on KFRC, San Francisco, placed direct.
CHEMICALS Inc., Oakland* Cal.
(Vano ) , on March 24 started The
First Reader with Foster May as editor and narrator, on KPO, San Francisco, weekly. Stories from national
magazines are featured. Agency is
Sidney Garfinkel, San Francisco.
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!
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COVERAGE

A

TALE
OF 412
PEOPLE
On March 12-15-16 and 17 from 10 to 10:15
A. M., during the time "Baukhage Talking" is
on KFBK we asked 412 people — "To what
station are you listening RIGHT NOW?"
Here are the percentages:
KFBK
47.7%
Station B
14.8 %
Station C
10.6%
Station D (a big out of towner)
9.5%
Station E
8.1 %
All Others
9.3%
Ask Any Raymer Rep. or KFBK for a
Quotation on "Baukhage Talking"
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Small

Big

Towns

Markets

in Farm

Belt

WITH THE small town a bigger
market than ever before in the
farm belt, many advertisers are
asking the question "How quickly
can a modest radio campaign influence sales in small- town stores?"
A recent Ross Federal study provides the answer.
A

DANIEL S. TUTHILL. vice-president of National Concert & Artists
Corp., New York, has been made western manager, headquartered in Hollywood. He succeeds Charles Smith, resigned.
ROBERT M. DEARDORFF has left
Earl Newsom & Co., New York public
relations firm, to rejoin J. M. Mathes
Inc., N. Y. Mr. Deardorff was at one
time with the NAM.
CLARE OLMSTEAD, producer of
Young & Rubicam, on the weekly
NBC Westinghouse Program, sponsored by Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., in addition has been named West
Coast talent director for the agency.
STUART SHERMAN, president of
Sherman & Marquette. Chicago, was in
Hollywood March 30 for initial broadcast from that city of the CBS Monty
Woolley — Al Jolson Shoiv, sponsored
by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. Program shifted from New York to Hollywood for balance of the season.
CARROLL O'MEARA, business manager of Young & Rubicam, Hollywood
office, joins the OWI Overseas Division
as writer-producer on April 5 and will
be headquartered in San Francisco.
Al Scalpone, producer - commercial
writer of that agency, has joined the
War Dept. radio division in a civilian
capacity.

The survey covered 29 representative towns in Iowa, Nebraska
and Missouri (the No. 1 Farm
Market !) , where small town stores
handle the trade of 80% of the
population.
Its purpose, to determine the
percentage of dealers experiencing
actual sales increases on 25 different products after only six weeks
of advertising on KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa.
The results were amazing: 21.3%
of the dealers reported definite
sales increases on every product;
51.4% on a deodorant; 30% on an
alkaline tablet; 34.3% on a laxative; 40.9% on a headache tablet;
26.9% on a cigarette; 24.3% on a
yeast;
24.4% on a "class" magazine.
The conclusion is obvious: for
big results fast in the No. 1 Farm
Market, you need the right kind
of advertising influence. If you're
not getting your share of this prosperous market, you can do something about it. Write — right now —
for your copy of the KMA Market
Data Brochure.

The No. 1 Farm Station
in the No. 1 Farm Market

AROUND

COUNTIES
SHENANDOAH,

IA.

Peters, ii.
ta&National
J|
-^^HL
" 4 MM Exclusive
Representatives
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WILLIAM E. SCHNEIDER, who formerly handled coordination of radio
commercials and Government messages
on General Foods programs for Benton
& Bowles. New York, has been named
assistant to William R. Baker, Jr.,
executive vice-president in charge of
General Foods accounts. Beneta Cox
takes over Mr. Schneider's former
duties.
CARL STANTON, executive in the
radio department of Foote, Cone &
Belding, New York, has resigned. New
addition to the agency's radio department as an assistant on the Lucky
Strike account is George Perkins,
formerly program manager of WFBL,
Syracuse.

Dawson to Y & R
STEWART DAWSON, assistant
program director of CBS Chicago,
has been appointed radio director
of the Chicago office of Young &
Rubicam. Mr. Dawson started in
radio as announcer in 1925, became program director of WIBO,
Chicago, and later announcer at
NBC Chicago. Five years ago he
joined CBS as a producer.
J. CLIFFORD ROBERTS has joined
the Detroit office of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, as account executive, and
C. D. Carson has joined the staff as
assistant art director. Mr. Carson was
with
Campbell-Ewald
Co.'s has
Detroit
office for
five years. Roberts
been
associated with D. P. Brother & Co.,
J. Walter Thompson Co.. and served
as advertising
manager
of Transcontinental & Western
Airlines.
JOHN E. FINNERAN, former vicepresident of Benton & Bowles, New
York, and advertising director of
Scripps-Howard Newspapers, h a s
joined count
Grey
Adv., New York, as acexecutive.
MARJORIE BAILEY, formerly of
Grey Adv., New York, has joined Morton Freund Adv., New York, as cooy
director.

Harned,
To

McNulty

Directorate

Namedj

of BBDO

SAMUEL A. HARNED, a vicepresident and account executive of
BBDO, New York, and Harold C.
McNulty, a vice-president and art
director, have been elected to the
agency's board of directors. Harned
fills the vacancy created by the departure of Leslie Pearl, now a
major in the Army Special Service
Division, while Mr. McNulty replaces Lt. Col. Egbert White, editor of The Stars and Stripes, and
Yank, and now in Africa.
Joining BBDO 20 years ago as
a copywriter, Mr. Harned turned to
the
sideyears
of the
workbusiness
about 10
ago.agency's
Before
joining the agency in 1926, Mr.
McNulty served as art director of
Thresher Service, and Newell-Emmett Co., New York.
CHARLES F. BEARDSLEY, Hugh
Lewis and Myrtle M. Post are new
members of the staff of Aitkin-Kynett
Co., Philadelphia.

BUCHANAN & Co., New York, is
handling the current spot campaign
for United Artists "Hangmen Also
Die" [Broadcasting. March 29]. It
was incorrectly reported that Donahue & Coe placed the business.

Blue Network

151

HENRY LEGLER, New York vicepresident of Warwick & Legler Inc.,
and Edward Morris, advertising director of Pabst Brewing Co., Chicago,
have returned to their headquarters
after attending the initial Hollywood
broadcast of the CBS Pabst Blue
Rilibon Toum, which started March
27. Warwick & Legler services that account.
RUSSELL (Rusty) PIERCE, radio
publicity director of N. W. Ayer &
Son, New York, on April 1 leaves the
agency to join the Marines. No successor has been named.

FORWARD-LOOKING FIRM signed for a weekly half-hour program)
dramatizing post-war life, titled The World We're Fighting For, on KFljj
Los Angeles, when these stations, sponsor, and advertising executives
gathered to complete details. Based on the statements of social planners,)
statesmen and economists, the series started under sponsorship of Bul-j
lock's Los Angeles department store, on April 2 for 26 weeks. Program
had previously been sponsored by that firm on week-to-week basis.
Executives are (1 to r) : George Whitney, station account executive;
Franklin Archer, publicity director of Bullock's; 0. V. Johnstone
(seated), account executive of Dana Jones Co., Los Angeles agency
servicing the account, and William B. Ryan, general manager of KFI.

5, 1943

TOM EVERETT, of the radio department of Young & Rubicam, New York,
has been named assistant to the radio
director, Thomas F. Harrington. Bofore joining Y & R, Mr. Everett
worked on both the film and radio
shows of the March of Time. He was
one of the first editors of the radio
series.
DAVID R. FENWICK, radio director
and account executive of Eugene F.
Rouse & Co., Los Angeles agency, has
joined Lockwood-Shackelford Adv.
Agency, that city.
BROADCASTING

"Hmph! And WFDF Flint
Michigan says communications
are essential!"
• Broadcast

Advertising

BRADFORD,

TAYLOR

VP IN T-H-S
MOVE
iUY BRADFORD and Archie Tay.or of KRGV, Weslaco, Tex., have
Seen named to higher posts by the
opfaylor-Howe-Snowden Group,
erators of four Texas stations. Mr.
Bradford leaves the job of general
Manager of KRGV to become assistant to Lowell Sibson, national
f.nd regional sales manager for
fc-H-S.
ing the BradI At one time operat
ford Advertising Service, Mr.
va(Bradford has been engaged inion.
rious phases of sales promot
the
with
He has been connected
alley Morning Star, Brownsville
tHerald, McAllen Press and Edinmurg Valley Review. Starting at
as salesman, he became
■KRGV
Successively sales manager, assistant general manager, and general
■manager.
Taking over as KRGV general
Bmanager is Archie Taylor, who has
been business manager for the last
I two years. Mr. Taylor, a youngster
who has come up fast in radio, was
connected with the Southwestern
Public Service Co. and later with
KGNC, Amarillo, before going to
KRGV.
The T-H-S Group, which comprises KGNC, Amarillo; KFYO,
Lubbock; KTSA, San Antonio; and
KRGV, now directs the Lone Star
Chain, which includes KRGV,
KGNC, KTSA, and KXYZ, Houston; KRIS, Corpus Christi; KGKO,
).Fort Worth.
)

CBC Vacancy Filled
MRS. MARY SUTHERLAND, of
Revelstoke, B. C, has been appointed to fill the last vacancy on
the Board of Governors of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., the
office of Prime Minister Mackenzie
King at Ottawa announced March
25. Mrs. Sutherland is a former
member of the Board of Unemployment Commissioners and of its
predecessor, the National Employment Commission. Her term of
office is three years, starting
Nov. 2, 1942. The only woman member of the CBC Board of Governors, she replaces Mrs. Nellie McClung, Victoria, B. C, who resigned on account of ill health. Mrs.
Sutherland is the wife of Dr. T. W.
Sutherland, Revelstoke physician.
Gen. Foods Appointments
WILLIAM E. SCHNEIDER and
Beneta Cox have been named to
assist on the General Foods accounts at Benton & Bowles. Mr.
Schneider will be assistant to William R. Baker Jr., executive vicepresident in charge of the accounts,
with Miss Cox taking over coordination of radio commercials and
Government messages on all programs, a post formerly held by
Mr. Schneider.
Alfred

H. Messing

ALFRED H. MESSING, 67, president of Peck Adv. Agency, New
York, from 1922 to 1930, and onetime publisher of the former Chicago Herald and Examiner, died
March 28 at the Hudson River
State Hospital after an illness. A
Hearst executive until 1920, Mr.
Messing had previously been city
editor of the St. Louis Star. A
brother and a sister survive.

BROADCASTING

No

Party

NO CELEBRATION marked
the coming of age last week
Orleans'
New Only
WWL,station.
of
50,000-w.
15
minutes of the station's
twenty-first birthday, March
31, was devoted to observing
the anniversary, while in
peacetime the whole day
would be spent in celebrity
broadcasts and salutes from
CBS stations all over the
nation. Owned and operated
by Loyola U., WWL started
21 years ago with the Fathers
of Loyola broadcasting over
a 10-w. transmitter and
dreaming of the day when the
station's power could be increased to 100 w.

NBC

Recording

RADIO

VW/1WTS

BUIER

TIME

ABOUT

KWOfW

TO

Division

Adds Sponsors, Renewals
CONTRACT for 195 programs of
Betty and Bob has been signed by
KDAL, Duluth, for the City Water
NBC's
Co., according
& GasRecording
Radio
Division.to
Subscribers to Flying for Freedom, and sponsors include: WBLK,
Clarksburg, W. Va., Sinclair Oil
Dealers; KTRH, Houston, Dairyland Ice Cream Co.; WTCM, Traverse City, Mich., Parsons Mfg. Co.;
and WJPR, Greenville, Miss., C.
E. Jordan Furniture Co., the Crystal Grille, Ayres Co., and Queen
City Cleaners.
For use in New Zealand, Howard
C. Brown Co., Hollywood, has
taken Time Out With Ted Steele
and Grace Albert. WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y., will use 39 programs
of Let's Take a Look for Nelson's
Department Store. WNBC, Hartford, and WBBB, Burlington, N.
C, both have signed for The Name
You Will Remember. Renewals for
the latter program have been received from WIOD, Miami, and
WBIG, Greensboro.
Mrs. Lewis on Tour
REACTION to special wartime
programs will be studied by Dorothy Lewis, NAB Coordinator of
Listener Activity, in a 16-city tour
on which she left last Thursday.
Representing both the NAB and
the Office of War Information, Mrs.
Lewis will address civic groups on
"Radio's Major Role in the War"
and organize radio councils to further intelligent listening by radio
audiences. She recently organized
the Toledo Radio Council, of
which Harry Lamb, of the radio
division, Toledo Board of Education, was named chairman.

EKICE

AUDI

#

Audience

in the palm of your hand! WTAM

carries 11 out of the first 11 top ranking shows on
the air . . . with an average rating of 27.6. Of the
first 50 top ranking shows WTAM
in AUDIENCE
COST

carries 32. First

by every Poll and Survey. Yet the

is only $.000073 per family.

*Hooper Survey December 1942
Full

AMP

Index

FIRST FULL index of music copyrighted by Associated Music Publishers, "The AMP Record Directory", was mailed last week to all
stations holding an unlimited AMP
license. In the directory, listed on
a cross-index basis, are 712 recordings of 556 symphonic and concert
compositions comprising 108 hours
playing time, according to the volume's preface. Intended primarily
for use by the program director of
a station, the booklet measures 6 x 8
and comprises 88 pages.
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CLEVELAND

NBC Network 50,000 Wath
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

•

Owned and Operated by NBC

BY NBC SPOT SALES OFFICES
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Maxwell
MILWAUKEE

VOTES

Son

12 FIRSTS TO 1SBC
MILWAUKEE listeners voted 12
NBC programs first place of 20
classifications in the 13th annual
radio popularity poll, conducted by
the Milwaukee Journal. CBS programs rated three first choices,
MBS one, and four went to programs not of network origin. In
the principal classification "Favorite Programs of All" 16 went to
NBC and five to CBS. Results of
the poll follow:
Favorite program- — Fibber MeGee &
Molly, NBC; favorite comedian — Bob Hope,
NBC ; favorite dance orchestra — Kay Kyser, NBC; male popular singer — Bing
Crosby, NBC ; girl popular singer — Ginny
Simms, NBC ; harmony singers — Andrews
Sisters, no network; favorite symphonic
program — Richard Crooks & Margaret
Speaks, NBC; male concert singer — Nelson
Eddy, no network ; feminine concert
singer — Jeanette MacDonald, no network ;
favorite dramatic program — Radio Theatre, CBS.
Best
children's
Pretend,
CBS ; best
studio program
announcer— —Let's
Harlow
Wilcox, NBC; best sports announcer — Russ
Winnie (WTMJ), no network; favorite war
program — The Army Hour, NBC ; favorite
serial
Abie's — Irish
NBC;
favoriteprogram
quiz —program
Truth Rose,
or Consequences, NBC; favorite news commentator— Gabriel Heatter, MBS.
Favorite women's program — Kate Smith,
CBS; favorite m.c. — Ralph Edwards, NBC;
best new star — Joan Davis, NBC; best discussion program — U. of Chicago Roundtable, NBC.
Charms Spots
CHARMS CANDY CO., Bloomfield, N. J., through its newly-appointed agency, C. L. Miller Co.,
New York, is sponsoring oneminute transcriptions for Tastyyeast Candy Bar in Hartford and
Providence. Firm plans to expand
to other markets.

THREE

UNDER directing aegis of
his own son, Walter Guedel,
formerly manufacturing executive and more recently a
writer of detective fiction,
has turned to gag writing and
is assigned to the NBC People Are Funny, sponsored by
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp. (Kools). His son, John
Guedel, is vice-president of
Russel M. Seeds Co., and also
agency writer-producer of
that program.

Milk Series Dropped
AFTER EIGHT consecutive years
of radio advertising, the New York
State Milk Publicity Bureau campaign on 17 stations has been cancelled and will not return to the
air this fall, following passage of
the Bewley-Whitney bill to discontinue the campaign. The bill was
passed by the New York State Legislature and was signed last week
by Gov. Thomas E. Dewey. The
current campaign was slated to run
until June 30. Appropriation was
$360,000, of which a large part was
spent in radio. Agency is J. M.
Mathes, Inc., New York.
Mills to Radio

DWIGHT MILLS, executive vicepresident of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, has been appointed
radio director, succeeding J. R.
Stauffer, who obtained a leave of
absence and is now serving as a
major at West Point, N. Y.

ONE
ALBANY
SHOT!

r

• In radio
sales, just
as in war,
it's
essential
to conserve
ammunition.
WTRY
offers you the chance to save your shots
— and to save your money too. WTRY
gives you exactly the right aim on the
Important Tri-City target with the three
rich bullseyes — Troy — Albany — Schenectady. Get concentrated coverage of
this area whose buying power tapers
off sharply at the city limits — hit all
three bullseyes at the lowest cost per
listener on WTRY

TROY,

NEW

1000 WATTS

YORK
980 KC

ONLY BASIC BLUE STATION IN EASTERN NEW YORK
H. C. Wilder, Pres.
Represented by Raymer
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JOHN

GORDON

Post

SCHENECTADY

WIRY

WITH current plans calling for aii
8 or 13-week hiatus starting iJ
early July, members of the weekl \
NBC Maxwell House
Coffee Time}
sponsored by General Foods Corp J
will tour Army camps and bases!
In previous years the series ha J
forgone a layoff, with stars Fran!!
Morgan and Fanny Brice taking a]
ternating vacations. No summej
replacement has been announced.

Is Boss

BULLSEYES

with

Layoff

tanker plying betwoneenan the
oil
MANDutch West
SEAthe
FROM
U. S.A and
Indies to radio director of
Needham, Louis & Brorby is the
transition of John Gordon, a career marked with globe trotting
adventure as well as accomplishments in the radio field.
As a plebe at Virginia Military
Institute, John was introduced to
the shenanigans of a Brother Rat
(term bestowed upon VMI freshmen). From the "West Point of
the South" John embarked upon
travels that included tramp trips
and a short fling on a sugar plantation in the Dominican Republic.
In 1933 he wound up as office boy
in the New York offices of Ruthrauff & Ryan. A two-year indoctrination in the research department followed, and then the appointment as radio publicity director and a producer of the agency,
a post he held for four years.
During that time, John was identified with production of such programs as Good Will Hour, Lanny
Ross, Prof. Quiz, Major Bowes,
and Quiz of Two Cities. He was
appointed radio director of Needham, Louis & Brorby in 1941. Spot
and network radio accounts of the
agency include: S. C. Johnson &
Sons, Racine (wax), sponsors of
Fibber McGee & Molly on NBC,
highest ranking show on the air;
Kraft Cheese Co. (Parkay margarine), sponsors of Great Gildersleeve on NBC; Swift & Co. (Sunbrite cleanser and ice cream divisions);Wieboldt Stores (retail);
and Derby Foods, all of Chicago.
Active in the war effort, John
is vice-president of the Chicago Radio Management Club; Radio Committee Chairman of the Army
Council, an organization of civilian aides to the Commanding General of the Sixth Service Command, and serves on the Chicago
BROADCASTING

KEMICAL Corp., Oradell, N. J., to J. M
Mathes Inc., New York, for Kem Liquidl
Plant Food and Kem Automatic Feed Units
Media plans not set, but radio will probabhi
be used in conjunction with newspapers. I
TRAUB. LYONS, OPPENHEIM Inc., New
York, to Hirshon-Garfield Inc., New York |
for Austinized process
fabrics, utilizing
new method of pre-shrinking and dyeing a|j
spun rayon. Radio will be used in conjunc-!
tion with newspapers and magazines.
ELIZABETH
ARDEN,
New York, tcj
Duane Jones Inc., New York, for VelvaIeg film, liquid stocking. Extensive national
spot campaign now under way.
CREATIVE
AGE
PRESS (Tomorrow
magazine,
to Gunn-Mears
Adv., New
York.
Currently using
news program
on WQXR, New York.
N. Y. VON Co., New York, to Roy S.
Durstine,
Inc.,radio
for inVon's
Current spot
N. Y.Pink
StateTablets.
to be
expanded nationally.
CONSOLIDATED HAIR GOODS Co., Chicago (FIJ-OIL) to Malcolm Howard Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
GROCERY STORE PRODUCTS, New
York, to Abraham Jacobs, New York, for
foreign language advertising for Cream of
Rice. Currently using five- weekly news
program on WEVD, New York.
CONSOLIDATED RADIO Products Co.,
Chicago (headsets magnet winding, other
devices), to Burton Browne Adv.. Chicago.
Business papers to be used.
Radio
OWL Advisory Committee to the
The Gordon home in Crystal Lake
111., 50 miles from Chicago, is a
happy and somewhat uproarious
one with two small daughters,
Whitney Ann, four; and Pamela
Chase, 14 months; and three dogs.
Before Pearl Harbor, John was
active in amateur radio, operating
his own station W9NJG from home.
Now when he finds time for them,
his hobbies are hunting, swimming
and squash.
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]BS-IBEW

Scale

By WLB
Approved
nion Dissatisfied, Appeal To
le Made, Says Wimberly
IAU LABOR BOARD last week
pproved in part the new contract
atween CBS and the International
rotherhood of Electrical Workers
BaFL) granting CBS technicians
nd supervisory personnel an avern"ge increase of 7 cents an hour,
.t the same time it refused adjustlents in the wage scale progression which the union had considered essential.
' WLB's decision, retroactive to
■ )ct. 1, 1942, affects 268 CBS tech\ icians and supervisory personnel,
t establishes a wage scale with a
tarting rate of $50 weekly, autolatically increasing over a nineear period to $85 for technicians,
nd rates ranging from $90 to $100
or supervisory personnel. It is the
irst change in the CBS scale since
he October, 1941, arbitration, when
in average 11 cents an hour inrease was granted. The new raise
s still well within the 15% "Little
5teel" formula, the WLB said.
Pending Since January
The agreement had been subletted to the WLB under the wage
stabilization program as a volun;ary adjustment agreeable to both
;he company and the union. IBEW
said that it had accepted the 7 cents
increase in conjunction with the
shorter day and shorter progression
period but that the present decision upset a good share of this. The
.case went to the WLB Jan. 25.
Union officials openly expressed
dissatisfaction with the ruling and
Lawson Wimberly, IBEW international representative, said that a
petition for the Board to reconsider
would be submitted this week. CBS
had no comment and it is not known
whether the network will join the
union in the appeal.
IBEW said its appeal would be
'based on the Board's disapproval
of the shorter progression. The
union had asked that men reach the
top bracket in six years instead of
the present nine but this was
thrown out by WLB on ground that
it created an inequity with respect
to NBC and Mutual. The Board
also threw out provision for a minimum work day of six hours and
maximum of ten hours, replacing
the present four and twelve. It approved a rest period of 12 hours
between work-days.
Mr. Wimberly said the union had
not expected WLB to consider any
but the wage provisions of the
agreement and that consequently
the Union had not argued its case
completely.
He pointed out that in throwing
out the 10-hour day the WLB had
limited its analysis to comparison
with New York stations whereas
six of seven stations involved were
outside New York. The union
claimed it had not been asked to
submit particular information on
the maximum work day and had
BROADCASTING

WTOP

PROMOTING

Ralph

NEW
CALL LETTER
A SALUTE PROGRAM featuring
CBS and local stars and numerous
local promotions are featuring
change of call
letters
CBS'sto
Washington
station
from of
WJSV
WTOP

effective April 4. Joan Edwards, Bob Hannon, Lyn Murray's
orchestra and ex-WJSV announcer
Warren Sweeney led off the air
show from New York (Sunday,
April 4, 7:30 p.m.) with local portion by Arthur Godfrey, Evelyn
Tyner and Paul Kain orchestra.
WTOP continues full car card
showing in April and is using local
newspapers. Warner Brothers
Earle theater tied in with trailer
and WTOP accounts (Potomac
Electric Power Co., Embassy Dairy,
Loose - Wiles, District Grocery
Stores) helped by distributing call
change information through backs
of statements, bottle collars.
Other activities of the station
make the shift in call, one of the
most aggressive campaigns in
Washington radio annuls.

Atlass

Seeking

Acquisition
of WLOL
NEGOTIATIONS are under way
for the purchase of the controlling
stock of WLOL, Minneapolis, subject to FCC approval, by Ralph
Atlass, president of WIND-WJJD,
Chicago. At present, 54% of the
stock is held by Charles J. Winton
Jr., Minneapolis lumber dealer,
while 46% is held by the estate of
Judge John P. Devaney. Permission will be sought on April 7 in the
Minneapolis probate court by the
executor of the Devaney estate for
the
of the Devaney interest to
Mr. sale
Atlass.
The amount of Winton stock to be
acquired by Mr. Atlass or the total
amount to be paid have not been
revealed, but under tentative ar-

OWI EXPLAINS
RULE
FOR DISC SPONSORS
CLEARANCE regulations with
ASCAP, AMP, BMI and SESAC
were outlined by OWI last week
for the information of stations selling the Uncle Sam series for sponsorship.
According to the agreement, the
OWI Radio Bureau explained, stations may use Uncle Sam on a sustaining basis without payment of
copyright license fees whether or
not they are licensees of one of the
four performing organizations.
Licensees of one of the organizations may sell Uncle Sam for
local sponsorship in accordance
with the terms of their licenses,
OWI said, while stations with no
licenses for commercial use of the
material must make agreements
covering the sale and use of Uncle
Sam. These may be arranged, OWI
says, on a very reasonable basis.
confined its material to the question of comparable wages.
In addition, the union felt that
the Board was unfair in retaining
the nine-year wage progression.
Again, IBEW said, comparison had
been limited to independent unions
that bargain only for employes in
a given station.

WKBO
Aids Workshop
WORKSHOP project has been set
up by the
Catholic Community National
Service at Harrisburg,
Pa.,
through which service men learn
dramatic, radio and general production techniques. In the study of
recording and broadcasting, assistance was lent Peter Wambach, director, by WKBO, Harrisburg. All
sound effects have been recorded
from WKBO library for the USO
playhouse library.

rangements Mr. Winton is to retain a minority interest in the station. WLOL operates with 1000
watts power on 1330 kc. and is an
MBS affiliate.
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WAS A, Atlanta, Ga.
. . . AP radio wire is doing
a grand over-all job
for radio.
John Harrington,
News Editor.
available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.
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GRIFFES

"DO

YOU

KNOW

THE

ANSWER?"
(Copyright 1943)

Developed and produced by the W. E.
Long

Co.

All inquiries or negotiations for this popular radio feature must
be direct with:

THE

W.

155

E. LONG

CO.

North Clark St.,

IS NAMED

ANALYST
OF WLW
APPOINTMENT of A. R. Griffes,
former vice-president of Supremacy
Products Inc., wholesale subsidiary
of R. H. Macy Co., New York, to
the newly-created post of Director
of Market Analysis of WLW, Cincinnati, has been announced by
Robert E. Dunville, Crosley Corp.
vice-president in charge of broadcast sales.
Through creation of the new
market analysis department, Mr.
Dunville said WLW will aid merchants throughout the station's territory in solving their problems,
both during the war and in the
post-war period. Two new services
are to be established under Mr.
Griffes, who has been account executive with Young & Rubicam and
J. Walter Thompson.
One embraces a clinic to study
post-war problems and assist dealers in merchandising substitute
items which have come onto the
market as a result of the war. The
second is the establishment of daily
direct contact with the Office of
Price Administration, both with
Washington and local field representatives, to interpret for WLW
advertisers OPA regulations.
"The overall aim of our new plan
is to aid WLW advertisers to adjust their businesses now to wartime economy and to assist them
later in readjustment during the
ville.
post-war period," said Mr. Dun-

Chicago, Illinois
Newman

The Reforma is truly
the hotel of the
future, providing deluxe and ultra-mode r n accommodations with every
facility for c o m fort and convenience right in the
midst of Mexico's
glorious recreational opportunities. American
and Mexican
food. Low European Plan rates.
For reservation and
information address: Atlantic Hotel Service, Essex
House,
New York
City.
**IIome of Ciro*s— Mexico's Most Clamorous
Night Club".

HOTEL

REFlifllA
THE

Page

HOTEL
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Warns

Against

Over-Optimism in War
IMPORTANCE of radio's job of
keeping the public informed on the
war's progress without misleading
the people into thinking it's practically won was stressed by Irving
T. McDonald, news analyst of
WEEI, CBS Boston outlet, at last
Wednesday's meeting of the Radio
Executives Club of New York. Predicting "tough fighting" ahead,
Mr. McDonald warned against too
much optimism.
Out - of - town guests at the
luncheon included Peter Krug and
Ed Hegman, WEBR, Buffalo; Mark
Schreiber, KMYR, Denver; William C. Grove, KFBC, Cheyenne,
Wyo.; M. F. (Chick) Allison,
WLW, Cincinnati; K. K. Hackathorn, WHK, Cleveland, and Lt.
Jack Overall, formerly of the MBS
sales staff.
New
THE

Shortwave

Outlets

FCC last week granted a construction permit to Associated
Broadcasters Inc., San Francisco,
for a new international broadcast
station using 6060, 7230, 9570,
11870, 15290, 17760 and 21610 kc,
A3 emission, 50 kw. It is to share
time on 6060, 9570 and 11870 with
WBOS-KWID, and with KWID on
7230, 15290, 17760 and 21610 kc.
KWID is operated by Wesley I.
Dumm, owner of KSFO, standard
broadcast station in San Francisco;
WBOS is operated by Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. at Hull,
Mass. Application for this unit,
which was the first of 22 in the
Government's new shortwave outlets for psychological warfare, was
made last February.

BEGINNING HIS 16th YEAR as a sportscaster, France Laux, basebal
announcer of KMOX, St. Louis, was honored by sports writers, basebal
players and managers during "France Laux Week". At the mike during
a special half -hour broadcast were (1 to r) : Bob Lyle, KMOX announcer!
Mr. Laux; J. Taylor Spink, publisher of The Sporting News, and Merit!
S. Jones, KMOX general manager. Now in his 14th season with KMOX
Mr. Laux is heard five times weekly with a regular sportscast.

Morgenthau's

215-Word

Time

Appear

Draws
Rebuke
from
WLAK
Manager
ANOTHER Government agency
two of our three engineers and re-|
has been criticized for sending
fused to give us any additional
time to secure replacements.
lengthy telegrams to the industry,
"In order that this letter may
On March 17 a telegram of more
than 200 words was dispatched
not be misunderstood," concluded
Mr. Ward, "I wish to state again!
under the signature of Henry Morthat every request made from ourj!
genthau Jr., Secretary of the
Government for free radio times
the Treasury, to station managers,
will be granted regardless of thej
asking their cooperation in the 13additional hours of work imposed |
billion-dollar War Bond drive
upon our staff and in spite of thef
starting April 12. After outlining
fact that much of the work publithe drive Mr. Morgenthau's telecizing various phases of the war
gram stated : "We would appreciate
effort is also published through]
hearing from you by collect wire
local newspapers with paid Gov-j
if To
you which
will cooperate."
eminent advertisements; but how!
S. O. Ward, manager
of WLAK, Lakeland, Fla., replied
much longer do you think we will :
be able to do this when our men!
by letter in which Mr. Ward deplored the spending of Government
are being taken without any con-i
sideration as to the importance of
money for telegrams. Mr. Ward
criticized Elmer Davis, Director of
the service we are rendering."
the Office of War Information,
[Broadcasting, Feb. 8] when the
Police Series Tested
OWI sent telegrams of commendation to the industry.
BASED on the activities of the
No Consideration
Highway"'
Police,
State Highway
Patrol,
five weekly
quarter-hour
Telling Mr. Morgenthau that
juvenile
serial,
scheduled
to start
WLAK would cooperate 100%, Mr.
on Mutual April 5 or 12, is reWard wrote : "I would like to point
ported to be testing for a "heavy
out to you just how galling it is industry"
account, interested in an
institutional
campaign aimed at
for a radio station to receive a 215word telegram sent to us at the exyoung people. Series will be aired
pense of the taxpayers requesting
at 5:30 p.m. Negotiations are underway for authentic material to
us to give free time and, in addibe supplied by the New York State
tion, asking us to reply at the taxPolice Department.
payers' expense, thus giving Postal Telegraph or Western Union
two sources of revenue, concernTHE 5000 WATT
ing something that we are going
to give the Government at our own
Voice of the Tri-Cities
expense.
"We receive no tax exemptions,
no small fees of any kind to take
care of the increased overhead
necessary to take care of this service and, in addition, we receive no
consideration for this service from
the draft boards. For example, for
the last two weeks we have remained on the air our normal operating schedule of 17 hours a day
with only one engineer because the
previous week the draft board took
BROADCASTING

ROCK ISLAND i DAVENPORT - MOUNE

1

218,000 city CUSTOMERS
in 1 1 contiguous cities
and towns!

1

UJHBF
Affiliate: Rock Island ARGUS
Basic Mutual Network
L
1270 KC FULL TIME A
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lSCAP

Members

Cut
|et 4-Million
I Wests at Membership Dinner
tclude Top Radio Figures
jOYALTY distributions to ASCAP
'embers
during
1942 totaled
lil,289,861, it was reported followflip
g themeeting
Society'sandgeneral
memberbanquet
last
Wednesday
in the Hotel Ritzirlton, New York, presided over
Deems Taylor, president.
Distributions for the first quarjr of 1943, expected to run well
irer $1,000,000, will be based on
'erformances
during
the final
uarter of 1942, instead of the preeding quarter
as in the past.
Ihecks will be mailed about April
,0.
Paine Reviews Operations
Of the Society's 31,553 licensees,
22 are radio stations, 327 wired
nusic accounts, 15,644 motion pic-ure theatres, 9,259 restaurants,
,686 hotels, 2,007 dance halls and
,808 miscellaneous accounts.
John Paine, general manager of
.4SCAP, reviewed the Society's
ield operations. Fred E. Ahlert,
lirector, explained his plan to simolify the classification of members
hrough the use of performance
figures calculated on an automatic
,basis.
Guests at the dinner, following
jthe membership meeting, were top
(figures in the radio industry, recalling last November's so-called
"end-of-the-war" dinner when
ASCAP for the first time in its
shistory invited broadcasters and
other users of music as well as
members of the Society to attend
its annual dinner [Broadcasting,
iNov. 2, 1942]. Radio executives
present included :
James Lawrence Fly, chairman of
the FCC ; Neville Miller, president of
i the NAB ; David Sarnoff, president
of RCA ; Niles Trammell, president,
and Frank E. Mullen, vice-president
i and general manager of NBC ; Edgar
Kobak, executive vice-president of the
BLUE; Miller McClintock, president,
Alfred J. McCosker, chairman of the
board. Fred Weber, general manager,
1 all of Mutual ; Paul Kesten, vice] president and general manager, and
J Frank K. White, vice-president and
J secretary of CBS ; Isaac D. Levy,
; member of the CBS board of directors.
1 Gene
Buck,
former
president of
I ASCAP and a member of the Society's
j board of directors, also was present.

Canipana Wants Scripts
A CALL to freelance radio scriptwriters has been issued by WallaceFerry-Hanly Co. Chicago, agency
for Campana Sales Co., Batavia,
111. (hand lotion), which sponsors
the First Nighter program on
MBS, Sundays, 6:30-7 p.m. Writers
are paid from $100 to $200. Writer
credit is given at the time of production as well as in advance publicity. The First Nighter format
calls for three acts, six to eight
characters with a male and female
lead, general family audience appeal. Scripts run approximately 20
minutes. Manuscripts should be
sent to L. T. Wallace, president,
Wallace-Ferry-Hanly Co., Ill W.
Monroe St., Chicago.
BROADCASTING

HALF

RATES

FOR

Suggests WKNY

U.S.

Manager

RADIO

TIME

in Letter to Heads

Of OWI, Treasury, NAB and FCC
PROPOSING that when the Gov"Save the Fat" and "Aviation Caernment places a national camdet" campaigns, Mr. McGinley
pointed out that radio is not being
paign through other media, the
same campaign be allotted to every
granted the same consideration
individual radio station at half
given newspapers and magazines
rates, George S. McGinley, manain the purchase of Government adger of WKNY, Kingston, N. Y.,
vertising. While radio is asked to
wrote identical letters last week to
contribute time, and has done so
Elmer Davis, Henry Morgenthau
unstintingly to further the war efJr., Neville Miller and James
fort, these other media are paid
Lawrence Fly.
to carry Government campaign
material, he wrote.
"Owners of newspapers and
magazines may also be willing to
"Broadcasting, which is highly
essential for morale, propaganda
give the same discount for Government-placed war effort c a mpaigns," wrote Mr. McGinley, and
greater results might be obtained
for less money than is now being
spent.
Mentioning
Ernest

particularly

and news purposes, is bound to
lose some of its outlets during 1943
because of the loss of revenue
caused by curtailment of civilian
production, unless something is
done about it," stated Mr. McGinley. "We in radio have not solicited
favors. However, there is no just
reason for the Government to purchase space in some media and at
the same time 'request' radio to
contribute its efforts." Radio can
certainly get results comparable to
those of printed media, he added.
The suggested 50% rate to be
paid byon
the independent
Government foi'
radio
time
stations,
though not a subsidy, might mean
the "salvation of many small but
McGinley.
essential stations," asserted Mr.

the

R. Voigt

ERNEST R. VOIGT, 56, vice-president of Associated Music Publishers, died March 31 in Mountainside
Hospital, Montclair, N. J., after an
illness of several weeks. He was
the son of the late Charles H.
Voigt and Minnie Schirmer Voigt,
daughter of the late Gustav Schirmer, founder of Schirmer Inc.,
noted music publishing house. Prior
to joining AMP in 1929 as European representative, Mr. Voigt was
with the Boston Music Co. and
Winthrop Royers Ltd., London music publishers. He was named vicepresident
music divisionin incharge
1941, of
and AMP's
a director
in 1942. He also was a director of
Muzak transcriptions. His wife
and brother survive.
Australian Here
OSWALD F. MINGAY, managing
director of the trade journal,
Commercial Broadcasting, of Australia, is in Washington on a
six-month mission as special representative of the Ministry of Munitions in connection with radio
and signal supplies procurement.
Mr. Mingay also is executive secretary of the Australian Institute
of Radio Engineers. He flew from
Australia to the West Coast in
mid-February and is headquartering with the Australian War Supplies Mission in Washington.

Garver Heads WJZ Sales
ROBERT I. GARVER,, a member
of the sales staff of WJZ, New
York, since January, 1942, when
the BLUE separated from NBC,
has been appointed to the newlycreated position of sales manager
of WJZ, according to an announcement last week by John McNeil,
station manager. Garver has been
at Tide magazine and on the sales
staff of WOR, New York.
WHOM-ACA Pact
INCREASES of $2.50 per week for all
technicians at WHOM, Jersey City,
with a new ceiling of $57.50, are
granted by the station in a contract
recently signed with American Communications Assn., CIO, following
eight months of negotiations.
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Advertising

Heavyweight

WOAI,

Champ!

in San Antonio, has a higher combined percentage of

day and night listeners than any other station in any American city having three affiliates of major networks, as shown
by NBC's 1942 Nationwide Survey of Radio Listening Habits!
And that's only half the story. WOAI's predominance extends across the length and breadth of Central and South
Texas, thanks to superb programming and a 50,000-watt, clear
channel signal that brooks no interference.
No wonder more advertisers spend more money for time
on WOAI and sell more merchandise to more people than on
any other station in this prosperous area!

OAI

wuGby
^nt
San
Represented
Nationally
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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48-Hour

Procedure
Specific
(Continued from page 9)
requirements of the station and their
job are to be considered in determining
capabilities. It is recognized that the
whether such reassignment is practical. Where it is demonstrated that
requirements of announcing and news
reassignment of duties or pooling of
staffs vary from station to station and
work is not practical, a workweek
that the requirements of program
shorter than 48 hours may be approved
scheduling usually prevent the institution of a uniform workweek for all
on a showing that such schedule
achieves maximum productivity and
individuals in the group. However,
that a further increase in hours would
some stations with large employment
in this category have been able to
not result in any release of employes.
7. The workweek of employes in
release an announcer by increasing the
other departments such as accounting,
workweek and where possible this
should be done.
personnel, music library, publicity and
5. Technicians should be placed upon
promotion will depend upon the organia schedule which makes the fullest
zation of the individual station. The
possible utilization of their services
burden is on the station to demonstrate
consistent with the peak load factor
that any workweek shorter than 48
and which will also permit the station
hours is the most productive workto handle the emergency situations.
week, that no rearrangement of job
It is to be recognized that the smaller
assignments is feasible and that maxitechnical staffs (two to ten employes)
mum use is being made of existing
may not be able to operate on as long
personnel. The same also applies to
a basic workweek as the larger staffs
such persons as telephone operators
because of the need to have manand reception
nance men, etc.ists, janitors, maintehours available for peak loads, emergencies, remote pickups, etc. However,
Special Requirements
WMC believes that the larger engineering staffs constitute an employe
The
Minimum Wartime Workgroup wherein increased productivity
week
does not have to be the same
or release of employes can most likely
for
all
employes
of the station. It
be accomplished by the adoption of a
should, however, be the maximum
48-hour workweek, or a close approximation thereof. Hence every attempt
which is productive and feasible,
should be made to schedule the larger
having due regard for the peculitechnical staffs on a 48-hour week.
arities of the industry; such as the
WMC definitely does not want any
peak
hourly
employment requirestation to curtail any training proments, the frequent emergencies
gram, and the hours of technicians
should be such as to permit the conand the high degree of specialization in a variety of jobs.
tinuance of these programs.
6. Secretaries and general clerical
WMC has made it clear that the
employes should be placed upon the
burden rests on each employer, to
most productive workweek. Where a
demonstrate that the "Minimum
reassignment of duties is feasible this
Wartime Workweek" established is
should be done in order to increase as
the most productive workweek conmany as possible to 48 hours. The
physical arrangement of offices, and
sistent with the nature of his operations.
the requirements of each individual
We are informed that WMC contemplates sending copies of this
memorandum to its field staff together with a statement of policy
BALTIMORE'S
BLUE
to guide WMC regional and area
NETWORK
directors in applying the Minimum
Wartime Workweek to the radio
broadcasting industry.
OUTLET
Volney James
VOLNEY JAMES, 53, a pioneer
in Southern California radio and
known as The Old Colonel, died
March 29 at Hollywood (Cal.) Receiving Hospital from a cerebral
hemorrhage. Having finished his
daily program on KMTR, Hollywood, at noon, he was lunching in
the neighborhood restaurant when
stricken and died several hours
later. Mr. James had been active
in Hollywood radio and agency
business for 18 years.

9,218
TELL

FAMILIES
ALL

LISTENING

ABOUT
HABITS

Get latest survey — no cost!
Here's how to get next to the billiondollar Iowa market ! New, impartial, allinclusive "Summers-Whan" Iowa Radio
Survey covers all 99 counties, discloses
5-year trends in listening habits and
preferences as to station and programs.
Maps and facts on Iowa listeners in
various age groups and educational
levels city, small-town and farm. You
need it to do a good job in Iowa. Get
it today ! No cost, no obligation.
Central Broadcasting Co.,
912 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa
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ASSISTS

FCC Questioned
(Continued from page 9)

GAREY

ing the last few months. The Horn
Interstate & Foreign Commerc
Committee, shortlv expected t
name a subcommittee to handl
communications unr'er the char!
manship of Rep. Bulwinkle (L
N.C.), took no action last weel
Members said the Committee wai
disposed to await developments i
the Cox-FCC probe before takin;
any definite steps toward pointin
up a new communications act pal
terned along the lines of the Sand
ers Bill of last session and reintrc
duced this session largely in th;,
Mass.).form
same
by Rep. Holmes (R

MR.
NLRB

O'DONOGHUE
Certifies

IBEW

For WCCO
Negotiations
NLRB has certified the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (AFL) as bargaining
agent for regular and parttime announcers of WCCO, Minneapolis,
it was announced Wednesday,
after an election at the station
7-0. 27. The vote for IBEW was
Feb.

A contract is now being drawn
up, Lawson Wimberly, International representative for the union
said, and negotiations will be undertaken shortly. The WCCO election
under the National Labor Relations
Act had been delayed by disagreement over eligibility of certain
members of the production staff to
participate in an election of an anMarch 8]. nouncer's unit [Broadcasting,
On 48-Hour Week
SEVEN communities recently added to the War Manpower Commission list of areas of critical labor
shortages have been ordered to
adopt the 48 hour week by their
regional directors, WMC said last
week, while the three areas removed from the critical list will remain on the wartime work week.
Areas added are: Burlington and
Wilmington, N. C; Evansville,
Ind.; Tampa, Fla., Savannah, Ga.;
Portland, Me. ; and part of the area
south of Chicago, including Calumet District, Lake and Porter
Counties, and southern Cook
County. Three areas no longer critical are Akron, 0.;
Portsmouth, N. H. Bathe, Me., and

FOR THE THIRD year, America's
Imvn MIeeting of the Air heard on
BLUE will go on tour for the spring
and summer months, starting April 8
and returning to New York for four
broadcasts in May.

Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.
returned to his office last weekj
after a fortnight's illness. He i;
expected shortly to convene hiii
Committee to consider the White!
Wheeler (S-814) to sweepingb]
amend the Communications Act
and remake the FCC, with pros
pects of early hearings. Preponder J
ant Congressional sentiment is thai
new legislation of some charactei
will be enacted at this session.
Mr. Griffin has been a member ol
the bar since 1911 and is a native oi
Watertown, N. Y. A lieutenant ir
the last war, he served seven yearn
as a member of the Committee or.
State Legislation of the New York
Bar, and is a member of the American Law Institute.
He went to New York in 1925 and!
maintains his law offices in the New '
York Life Insurance Building. He
was Deputy Attorney General for
New York from 1913 until 1924;,
special deputy in 1925; counsel to
Gov. Smith, 1927-28; counsel to
Gov. Roosevelt, 1929; and was retained in various capacities ias|
counsel for the New York State
Government in numerous actions.
Except for the 11 years in the Attorneyprivate
General's
office, he maintained
practice.
Mr. Griffin helped organize the
New York State Police and wrote
the Troopers' Manual. He has had
widely diversified trial experience.
Mr. Donoghue is under 40. He
received his A.B. from Holy Cross
and his law degree from Georgetown. Admitted to the bar in 1926,
he is associated with the law firm
of G. F. Shea, Washington.

RENEWAL proceedings on the application ofWALB, Atlanta, scheduled to be resumed in Atlanta on
April 5, have been continued by the
FCC to April 19 at request of the
licensee. The action also covers the
station's application for a construction permit and for voluntary assignment of the license to a new
corporation.

KOMA

5000

Watts

OKLAHOMA
CITY'S CBS station
Ask your Agency to ask the Colonel!
REE &- PETERS. Inc., National Representatives
BROADCASTING
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lorsetiere

Chain

[enews

WLIB

Lfter

On
Spot

Selling A Pig
FOUR TIMES now, WJPF,
Herrin, 111., has broadcast
War Bond auctions of "King
Neptune", prize porker grown
by children of the Franklin
County Victory Pig Club,
which its Navy owners have
been offering to the highest
bidder. Since purchasers have
given the pig back to the
Navy each time "to root up
more sales", the string of
broadcasts continues, and
"King Neptune" has raised
$2,109,750, including a $1,000,000 bid by the State of
Illinois.

Tests

opy with 'Ear-Appeal'
esults in Brooklyn

Gets

ROOF that the corset industry, a
>luctant, if not actually shy, radio
Ivertiser, is overcoming difficulIfes involved in giving the merlandise "ear-appeal," is found in
ie radio experience of a chain of
n-set shops. After a four-week
?st, The Corsetorium, a six-store
(lain in Brooklyn, has just signed
l or an extension of the campaign,
nth a substantial increase in time
urchases.
While copy was confined to the
irm's repair service during the
rial period, the sponsor is now inroducing actual sales copy for
ioth brassieres and corsets under
he new contract. The new commitnent calls for 44 one-minute, and
16 half-minute announcements a
veek, for 4 weeks on WLIB, Brookyn, as against 24 of each type of
mnouncements used during the ini;ial drive on that station. Behind
:he renewal is the fact that cost per
radio request for a premium offer
during the test proved to be somewhat less than that resulting from
newspaper
advertising, medium
used for the last six years. Furthermore, 85% of those responding
to the premium
offer, followed
through with orders, according to
A. W Lewin Inc., New York agency in charge. At the same time it is
^pointed out that the overall picture
flfor the repair field is unusually
good now with the Corsetorium reporting an increase of 80% in this
type of business over last year.
Urge Conservation
The test drive, starting Jan. 20,
jfeatured a $1 repair service, and offered a special mailing bag to listeners not wishing to bring the garments in personally. Commercials
stressed fastidiousness, and used
the conservation theme in pointing
out the desirability of cleaning and
keeping in good repair merchandise
containing priority materials such
as rubber, and metal.
A well-known brand of brassiere
was introduced into the campaign
during the month of March, and a
corset will be featured in April.
Copy for the brassiere features the
fact that the article was designed
by a world-famous designer; and
that it has no elastic. Description
of the appearance and effect produced by the brassiere is specific,
but every attempt is made to keep
the copy in good taste. The job is
admittedly not an easy one. Only
three of a total of 60 listed national
and regional advertisers in the corset field indicate radio as a medium.

Equity to Nominate
NOMINATING committee appointed
by members of Actors' Equity to prepare a slate for the next three-year
term met last Thursday for the first
time, and expects to have the list of
names selected for the election in about
two weeks.

SQUEEZE PLAY at WLIB, Brooklyn, as a new contract follows a successful test for a chain of corset shops. Signing a four-week contract for
a total of 70 announcements for six Corsetorium shops in Brooklyn are
(1 to r): Sidney M. Weiss, vice-president, A. W. Lewing Co., New York
agency in charge; Sylvia Ansen, WLIB saleswoman; Abraham Grattenstein, Corsetorium president; Robert M. Scholle, WLIB, sales manager.
Maj. Kent Elected
Of AER
Second

Head
Time

ELECTED to his second consecutive term as president of the Assn.
for Education by Radio, Maj.
Harold W. Kent, War Dept. liaison
with the U. S. Office of Education,
will preside over a meeting of the
Washington chapter of AER in the
capital April 12, when Rex Stout,
chairmanand
of CBS
the War
Writers'
Board
commentator
speaks on "Radio and the War."
William D. Boutwell, chief of
information and radio, U. S. Office
of Education, was re-elected first
vice - president and Elizabeth
Gowdy, on leave from the Los Angeles County Schools to the War
Production Board, was renamed
secretary. Luke Roberts, educational director of KALE-KOIN,
Seattle, succeeds I. Keith Tyler of
Columbus, O., as second vice-president, and George Jennings, acting
director of the Chicago Radio Council, becomes treasurer succeeding
Robert Hudson, Denver. Only
change in regional vice-presidents
was in Region IV, where F. H.
Whan of the U. of Wichita replaced James D. Finn, now with
the OWI in Washington.
AEROVOX Corp., New Bedford,
Mass., has announced the opening of
a second plant at Taunton, Mass. Production of Aerovox mica capacitors is
expected to be doubled.

COMPANIA Radiodifusora del Ecuador, S.A., has appointed Melchor Guzman Co., Newresentatives York,
its exclusive
inthe United
States repand
Canada. The Ecuador company operates long and shortwave stations
HC2AJ and HC2AK.

CLIFF EDWARDS, vocalist-actor,
following a two-year hiatus, resumed
his weekly informal half-hour program, A Man and His Pipe, on NBC
Pacific stations in mid-March. Dave
Elton is producer of the series.

MYTHICAL "Betty Lou" created on
NBC by Tommy Riggs, ventriloquist,
will soon appear as a comic strip.
Fred Moore will be the artist. Program is sponsored by Lever Bros., for
Swan Soap. Agency is Young & Rubicam, N. Y.

LES TREMAYNE, co-star of the
weekly Mutual program, First Nighter,
sponsored by Campana Sales Co., has
been signed to a Hollywood film contract.

The

DETROIT

NOW
EW

SOARS

Area
TO

A

HIGH!

Census Bureau figures show a popu
lation increase since 1940 of over
477,000, or a city larger than
Cincinnati! i? -ft ft In March, the
Detroit Area's retail sales
will be approximately
$II8,000,000-America's
THIRD
retail market!
More radio homes—
more listeners that
BUY!

CKLW
-COVERING
THE
DETROIT
NOW

NEW

BROADCASTING

TO

A

HIGH!

This live-wire station now records an
ALL TIME HIGH in retail broadcast time!
We now lead the Detroit market in many

Farm purchasing power
in WIBW's 6 -state
market hits a 20 year

major retail classifications! Go where business isbooming and you find CKLW leading the way . . . growing with its market!

high. We're the dominant sales force in this

5,000 WATTS
DAY and NIGHT
800 Kc.

area. 'Nuf said!
WERNER JANSSEN, noted American conductor and his 50-piece orchestra will be featured on the weekly
NBC Standard Symphony Hour, sponsored by Standard Oil Co. of California, starting April 18. Contract is for
11 weeks.
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Alaska
• Alaska's

Oldest Station

• Still doing

a swell job

• Always appreciative
Accounts
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Armed

KC

KSD-NBC
PROGRAMS
Have led ail other St. Louis
Broadcasting Stations in
"FIRSTS" in Nation-Wide
Radio Popularity Polls since
1935.
Exclusive NBC Outlet
in St. Louis

PRO'S MUST
ABIDE
BY CENSOR
S CODE
ARMY public relations officers have
been instructed to be guided by the
Code of Wartime Practices for
American Broadcasters and to cooperate with the Office of Censorship in the broadcast of letters
from soldiers overseas, it was
learned last week following issuance of a War Dept. Bureau of
Public Relations directive [Broadcasting, March 29].
Heretofore pro's have been submitting questions about letters
from overseas to Washington for
clearance. In the future the field
pro's will assist broadcasters when
requested. The directive, which conflicted with that portion of the
Censorship Code relating to the
broadcast of letters from men overseas, instructed pro's to review
all such letters or portions before
broadcast. The Code, however,
leaves the problem of censorship to
station operators with the caution
that they measure the contents of
such letters "in the light of the provisions of the Code".
All interviews of personnel returned from overseas must be
cleared by the Office of Censorship
or appropriate Army or Navy public relations officers, the Code provides. Purpose of asking Army
pro's to assist broadcasters in handling letters from overseas was to
avert the delay made necessary by
submitting everything to Washington, it was reported.

KSD
ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
Post-Dispatch Building. St. Louis
FREE > PETERS, Advertising Representatives

WSPD

Plugs

Crowd

to Bond

Bring

Big

Program

RADIO'S pulling power again was
exemplified last week when 8,000
persons bought War Bonds totaling
$1,025,455 and jammed into the
Toledo Civic Auditorium to witness
the NBC Truth or Consequences,
sponsored by Procter & Gamble Co.,
Cincinnati.
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For 10 days prior to the broadcast WSPD plugged the program,
using a transcribed copy of the
Truth or Consequences opening,
made by the WSPD staff under the
direction of Tod Williams, program manager. Not a line was
carried in any local newspaper
about the broadcast, according to
WSPD officials, yet four days before the scheduled program (March
30) the Auditorium was sold out.
Admission was by the purchase of
a War Bond.
Stanford-KPO Classes
ONE HUNDRED selected students
will receive practical training in
radio in the Stanford-KPO Radio
Institute, according to announcement by John W. Elwood, KPO
manager, and Chancellor Ray Lyman Wilbur of Stanford University, co-sponsors of the school.
Courses will include radio writing,
producing, acting, announcing, public service and control room operation over a period of eight weeks.
University faculty and KPO employes will teach. Course may be
taken with or without university
credit. KPO men participating as
faculty are Samuel Dickson,
writing; John Grover, producing;
Floyd Farr, announcing; Earl
Lee, acting; Don Hall, control.

Maj.
New

Edney
U.

Ridge

S. Marshal

Manager of WBIG
Serves
North Carolina District
MAJ. EDNEY RIDGE, part owner
and general manager of WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C, was sworn in
March 29 as temshal of the
porary U. S.Middle
marDistrict of North
Carolina
Federalby
District
Judge Johnson J.
Hayes boro.
at Maj.
GreensRidge
will serve as temporary marshal
Maj. Ridge
pending
tion by President Roosevelt nominaand approval by the Senate.
A native of Greensboro, Maj.
Ridge, 55, is descended from a family which has lived in North Carolina more than a century and a
half. At 22 he enlisted in the regular Army and served two enlistments, rising from buck private.
In 1916 Maj. Ridge saw duty on
the Mexican border. When World
War I broke out he was sent overseas, remaining two years and advancing to the rank of major. He
was assigned to Army Intelligence.
Active Career
After the war he joined the
Greensboro Daily News, which he
served in the advertising department. From 1927 to 1932 he was
manager and part owner of the
Greensboro Record and when the
newspaper was sold he was named
operating head of WBIG. Five
years later Maj. Ridge acquired an
ownership interest and has built
the station into one of the leading
try.
outlets in that section of the counIn 1916 he married Lorraine
Procter of Durham, N. C. He is an
active member of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars, American Legion
and Greensboro civic organizations.
Maj. Ridge was a candidate for
the Democratic nomination for
representative from his district in
1938.
Although his new job of U. S.
marshal will require most of his attention, he plans to retain his radio
interests.
Of Maj. Ridge's appointment the
Greensboro Record commented editorially that he "is eminently wellqualified for the important post by
training, experience and disposition. The major, a civic-minded,
personable and patriotic citizen, is
a Greensboro native and a scion of
one of the city's oldest and most
prominent families. . . . He has always been keenly and actively interested in public affairs, although
this is the first public office he has
filled. The Record extends to the
new marshal its felicitations and
wishes for him a long and successful tenure in office."
BROADCASTING

PROTOTYPE of the visual newsl
board, created and built in KNXCBS Hollywood workshop, and now!
copied for use in 42 Los Angeles
senior and junior high schools, is
inspected by these education and
station executives.
Lobby board
was designated by Fox Case, CBSj
western division director of special features and public events, as a j
supplement to audio news. In addi-i
tion to a 7-foot square world map,]
complete schedule of all news programs on that station and photographs of KNX news bureau personnel, display contains a weekly
4-page digest of the news, written
by a different staff news analyst
each week. Board inspectors (1 to
r) are Dr. Vierling Kersey, superintendent of Los
Angeles city
schools, and Mr. Case.

GF Acquires
Bireley' mans
BIRELEY'S
Inc., Hollywood,
ufacturer ofcitrus fruit beverages
and other fruit products, has been
acquired as a unit of General Foods
Corp. Announcement was made recently by C. M. Chester, chairman,
and Clarence Francis, president of
General Foods Corp., and Frank W.
Bireley, founder of the California
company. Mr. Bireley will continue
as general manager of the newly
created
Bireley's division of General Foods.
Kaltenborn

Feted

IN
of H. onV. the
Kaltenborn's
21stHONOR
anniversary
air as a
news analyst, the Assn. of Radio
News Analysts, of which the NBC
news commentator is president,
gave a dinner at the Harvard Club,
New York, for ARNA members
only. The dinner also marked the
end of Kaltenborn's one-year term
as president. Major George Fielding Eliot, CBS military expert, succeeds him.

AMP Copyright Suit
COPYRIGHT infringement suit seek- j
ing an injunction and damages has
been filed in Eastern District Court of
New York against WLIB, Brooklyn,
by
Associated
charging
that theMusic
station Publishers,
broadcast i!
j
two AMP compositions without a license. WLIB,
through
its a attorney
William
Weisman,
has filed
general j
denial of the charges.
LAUNCHING of a patrol craft on the
occasion of the third successive Navy
E award to Consolidated Shipbuilding Corp., New Yoi-k, was broadcast
on
York,Saturday,
in a quarterhourWABC,
programNewheard
April
3. Agency handling the account is
E. M. Freystadt Assoc., N. Y.
DINAH SHORE, star of the weekly
BLUE In Person — Dinah Shore, sponsored by Bristol-Myers Co. (Mum),
has been signed to a term contract by
Warner Bros.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Garner to BLUE
RICHARD W. GARNER, of the
sales staff of WLW and WSAI,
Cincinnati, the last two years of
which were spent in the Chicago
sales office of WLW, will join the
BLUE Chicago as salesman on
April 15. Mr. Garner, a former
radio research aide of H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co., Chicago, succeeds Ray Hamilton, who has left
City. BLUE to become assistant to
the
the executive staff of Transcontinental & Western Airlines, Kansas

Ties
Net
Gaspipe
on
Africa
in
Stati
fWill
Interchange Programs
With College in Congo
frN THE BELIEF that a regular
interchange of radio programs between universities and colleges all
over the world will have an important influence in the post-war
[world, Intercollegiate Broadcasting System put into effect last
;week the first step of such a plan
with the admission of the College
Lof Albert I in Leopoldville, Belgian
Congo, as a member of IBS.
The College of Albert I, as the
■ first IBS member station outside
the continental United States, joins
the list of 22 IBS college stations
now operating in various parts of
the country.
The Belgian Congo college has
jiat its disposal a 50,000-w. shortwave station, which offers excellent
reception for the United States,
IBS reports, adding that it has
been granted permission by the
OWI to use American shortwave
facilities for a series of exchange
broadcasts.
Australian Projects
Programs will be beamed to
Leopoldville in French, with return broadcasts in English. If reception proves satisfactory, recordings will be made for transmission
over the IBB FM network.
Further assistance in contacting
,the new IBS member has been supplied by the Belgian Office of Information, which has offered IBS
the use of its diplomatic cable
'Ifacilities, making communications
with Leopoldville a matter of hours
:'. mails.
instead
of months
through the
IBS has also been in contact
'with the University of Melbourne
(in Australia and with the Uni'versity of Bombay in India, with
representatives of both these institutions expressing interest in
cooperative broadcasts.
j LEDERLE LABS Inc., New York,
jwill use a half-hour on WJZ, New
I York, April 9, to broadcast cere; monies in connection with the award
j in
of production
the Army-Navy E for excellence
of medical supplies for
the armed forces. Agency is Charles
W. Hoyt Co., New York.

THIRTEEN — years, in this case — held no superstitions for the Broadway
Hosiery Shops, Newark, when the company celebrated its anniversary on
WAAT, Newark. In fact a special jubilee program acknowledged receipt
of the Minute Man Flag and certificate of award from the Treasury. At
the special (3,745th consecutive) program were (1 to r) Roland
Trenchard, WAAT war activities director; Steven Wittman, owner of
the hosiery chain, and Harry A. Murphy, deputy administrator for New
Jersey, War Savings Staff, who presented the awards.
Manpower
In

Solution

Training,

Says

Lies
Laux

SOLUTION of radio's manpower
shortage, particularly in the
smaller stations, lies in training
new personnel, in the opinion of
John J. Laux, general manager of
WSTV, Steubenville, 0., who has
become alarmed at the rapid rate
with which small station employes
are leaving for bigger fields.
With military service, war factories and, in some cases, larger
stations taking much trained personnel from the locals, WSTV has
solved its problem by training inexperienced men and women not
only to become announcers and operators, but salesmen and continuity writers.
"By now we are all aware of the
fact that there is not only a presentday shortage of experienced radio
personnel but that this shortage
will become more and more acute,"
Mr. Laux told Broadcasting. "Out
of our present operating personnel
of 16 persons, 10 have never had
any radio broadcasting experience
before joining our organization. If
we can do it others can do it just
as well."
Correction
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, sponsoring / Love a Mystery on CBS, places the program
through Compton Adv., New York,
and not Ward Wheelock Co., as incorrectly stated in the March 22
Broadcasting. The repeat program
is heard 8-8:15 p.m.

A

Great

Life

IMPRESARIO for a "war
theatre" is Lt. Henry S.
White, who has been director
of radio for United Artists
Corp. and members of the
CBS and NBC program section. Lt. White supervises all
entertainment produced in the
theatre building at the Albuquerque (N.M.) Air Depot
Training Station. He is also
the post's
public
relations
officer. While
dictating
to two
stenographers, taking a
phone call every two minutes,
and approving newspaper and
radio copy, Lt. White arranges daily classes, nightly
movies, thrice-weekly matinees, aweekly radio show, rehearsals for an all-soldier
play,
and
—
all in the USO
Post productions
Theatre.
WHAI

HORACE W. NICHOLS, commercial manager of WHAI, Greenfield,
Mass., has added the job of general manager to his present duties,
replacing James L. Spates, who has
a commission in the Marines. Ann
Erickson takes over as program
director in place of Warren Greenwood, who recently joined the staff
of WMAS, Springfield, Mass. Gordon Lewis is promoted to chief announcer, with Roswell Miller a new
addition to the announcing staff.
Hugh Ralston succeeds Paul Levin,
engineer, now with WEEI, Boston.
Marie DesChenes of WEIM, Fitch-

# KMPC, most powerful independent in the
West, is tops in value in Southern California!

*ND WGAR, CLEVELANDj»*-NAT10NAL REPR
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CBS' School of the Air of the
Americas concludes its 1942-43 season April 21, and plans have been
made for the return of the series
for another season Oct. 4, according to Leon Levine, assistant CBS
director of education. The new
cycle will have "a more global
scope" in keeping with current
world trends, he said.
NORTHEASTERN Radio Council,
Schenectady, N. Y., in its first sixmonths progress report shows activity
in several fields of education via radio.
A full report has been issued by the
NAB listener activity department.
FIVE-WEEKLY serial Right to
Happiness, sponsored on NBC by
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
played its 1,000th episode March 31.
Agency is Compton Adv., New York.

RADIO

STATIONS...

Staff Changes

burg,
Mass.,
continuity
staff.has joined WHAI's

One of the "first three" stations in power,
coverage and prestige, KMPC is only fifth
in cost!

Air School

S. A. Disc Drive
DAVIS & LAWRENCE Co., Dobbs
Ferry, N. Y., through its newly appointed export advertising agency,
Irwin Vladimir & Co., New York,
is now starting a spot campaign
in Latin America on behalf of four
proprietary products. Using fiveminute programs and half-minute
recorded announcements on a varying basis, the firm will advertise
on 30 to 40 stations in the majority
of South American countries, with
the exception of Argentina and
Brazil. Radio campaign is placed
on a 52-week basis. Magazines and
newspapers will also be used.

everywhere have known Universal
microphones for 15 years. Many models of these precision instruments are
available on priorities, as well as reservice. shown above, is a single
Seriespair1700,
button carbon type microphone,
lightweight, molded plastic case. It
was designed in conjunction with the
U. S. Army Signal Corps for use in
mobile equipment. Incl. cord, plug
& hangar hook. The response characteristics are especially efficient at
noises.
voice freq. to the exclusion of motor
Heavy duty double pole single throw
press-to-talk switch gives easy control
of transmitter by relay. Switch contacts are easily accessible for cleaning and adjustments. Excellent characteristics over wide range of temperatures. Withstands extreme climatic
changes.
Universal skill and workmanship that
goes into the creation of series 1700
is the same that is used in all types
of the new Universal microphones for
broadcasting stations.
UNIVERSAL

MICROPHONE

COMPANY

LTD.

Ingle wood, Calif., U. S. A.
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Mcintosh
Pool

Suggests

Their

Tube

Production

Firms

Reserve

Output Is Up, Says WPB
Executive;
Believed to Lie in Maldistribution

TUBE MAKERS were urged by
WPB last week to take action which
would virtually pool manufacturer
reserves of civilian radio replacement tubes as an important step
toward eliminating local shortages
which have prevented many dealers from obtaining well-rounded
stocks for maintenance of home
radios.
This wartime distribution step
was offered in a letter from Frank
H. Mcintosh, chief of the WPB
Radio Division's foreign and domestic branch. It is understood to have
resulted from an impasse in which
WPB found producers making
nearly normal supplies of replacement tubes, while shelves of dealers in many areas, particularly
rural ones, were bare.
Production High
Mr. Mcintosh told the manufacturers that a careful study of the
industry indicates that radio tube
production, available for replacement purposes, is almost as high as
in normal peacetime, and the actual
sales reached 2,500,000 in January.
"It appears evident from these
figures on production and existing
inventories," Mr. Mcintosh wrote,

Fault

Is

"that production is not the sole difficulty responsible for the lack of
tubes. Maldistribution, caused by
the inability of manufacturers to
round out their lines, and low production of certain lines of tubes,
appear to be responsible, in part,
for present shortages."
Officials of the WPB Radio Division explain that three distinctive
problems have, in the past, been
interfering with satisfactory production and distribution of tubes.
These are: supply of material and
facilities ; selection of tube types to
be produced, and equal distribution
of these tubes. WPB says that material has been provided, and facilities will be used as military production permits. In its recent letter
it atempted to impress the need for
careful selection of types for production, and to stimulate distribution through the normal distributor
channels of the tube manufacturers.
"This office suggests," Mr. Mcintosh wrote, "that manufacturers
concentrate their production on
critical tube types, even though
such types may be low profit items.
It is further urged that, during this
critical period, manufacturers exchange tubes freely in order to
make the best use of existing distribution channels."
Linked with Another Plan
Mr. Mcintosh's letter followed a
statement last week by the Radio
Manufacturer's Assn., which announced that production of replacement tubes already had started.
RMA said about 2,000,000 would be
made monthly during the AprilJune quarter. This represents considerable scaling-down of the original Radio Division goal, but nevertheless isbelieved to be sufficient to
meet demands.
This new effort on the part of
Mr. Mcintosh to promote cooperation among manufacturers in production and distribution was closely linked in some quarters with a
recent decision to drop plans for
marketing replacement tubes without brand names, perhaps captionthem "Victory Model" or some
such ingname.
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This tentative plan was dropped
when production for the first quarter was outlined. For the present,
new tubes will carry the maker's
name. The Radio Division has "Victory Model" under advisement,
however, and may later reintroduce
the idea. At one time, it is known,
some radio people were suggesting
that an underwriting agency be
created to buy all civilian tubes
and distribute them equally to all
dealers, with tubes bearing no
brand name. This plan never had
Radio Division approval, it was
learned.
It is believed that WPB championed the sharing
as its own

PROGRAM TOPIC drew attention
of this talent-writer-sponsor trio
following initial Hollywood broadcast of the five weekly CBS I Love
a Mystery on March- 22. Procter &
Gamble Co. (Ivory soap) is the
sponsor on a 52-week contract.
Idea exchangers (1 to r) are Daniel
S. Tuthill, vice-president and western division manager of National
Concert & Artists Corp., New
York; Carleton E. Morse, writerproducer of the series, and William Ramsey, head of radio department, Procter & Gamble Co.
method of protecting dealer organizations of firms engaged in only
limited civilian production. Mr.
Mcintosh has asked the manufacturers to exchange tube supplies so
dealers may be more completely
serviced.
117 Essential Types
One Radio Division official explained that in addition to this distribution problem, the tube makers
still have a scheduling bottleneck to
overcome. Civilian production, for
the most part, is incidental, and
must be coordinated to military orders. Civilian tubes are made on
the same production lines between
runs of military material.
The Radio Division, in cooperation with manufacturers, has made
a list of 117 essential tube types
which it recommends to six different manufacturers for concentrated
production. From Radio Division
surveys, however, it appears that
industry has avoided production of
some of these types because they
are low profit items.
Although the Radio Division admits that there is some basis for
published reports that only a few
of some tubes are reaching stores,
Mr. Mcintosh has taken the position that many of the distributing
and scheduling troubles can be
overcome by cooperation among the
manufacturers and distributors.
Some further steps probably will
be taken by the Radio Division to
ease other phases of the distributino situation, particularly steps to
protect supplies earmarked for
civilians from "raids" by manufacturers who use them to fill
urgent military orders. This conceivably could involve provisions
for
prompt replacement of such
"loans".
It is also likely that some sort of
a rationing program, probably a
tube-for-tube exchange, will be instituted to prevent hoarding. Meanwhile, the WPB's program for replacement parts has been completely set up, but is held in abeyance until a shortage of parts appears. For the present, officials feel
the critical materials might better
go into tubes.
BROADCASTING

On Time
RADIO EQUIPMENT, pro- |
duced in record time at the
RCA Victor plant, Camden,
N. J., made it possible for 54
ships to sail from 15 ports
on schedule, Navy officials
have revealed. Because of materials shortages, the plant
had waited in vain for certain
parts, essential in building
one day's
the equipme
nt. On
Men
arrived.
the parts
notice,
and women workers, fired
with the spirit of the race
against time, worked feverishly. Though the complex
hanskillful
job require
the whole
dling, in five d days
order was completed, rushed
to the docks under Marine
escort, and installed. Every
ship sailed on time.

OPA

DENIES

EXTRA

GAS TO SALESMEN
ACUTE shortage of rubber makes
it unwise to grant additional allowances of gasoline to station executives and salesmen, OPA wrote last
Thursday, answering a suggestion
from N. W. Hopkins, war program
manager of WJBK Detroit, that
more generous allotments would enable radio to do a better war job.
Mr. Hopkins had written Price
Administrator Prentiss Brown that
radio's war activities at remote locations are handicapped by the necessity of using public conveyances.
He stressed particularly the risks
in carrying large sums of money
after bond rallies. Mr. Hopkins also
said that radio's economic position
was threatened by difficulties put
in the way of salesmen, and that
the closing of stations which easily
could result would interfere with
peak efficiency in serving causes
tied to the war.
Temporary Remotes
OPA's answer pointed out that
engineers are now eligible for extra rations to transport equipment
for temporary remotes. The reply
said OPA fully realized the importance of the duties performed
by station personnel but that executives and other employes should
be able to perform their duties
without interruption by combining
the uses of their occupational mileage and public transportation facilities.
"We are certain that any inconvenience experienced by them will
be recognized as necessary in order
to provide our military personnel
with sufficient equipment for the
successful
prosecution of the war,"
the
letter concluded.
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Rate

Increase

Rep.
Rejected by AFRA
Union's Board Refuses Plan to
Boost Minimum by 10%
REJECTION of the transportation
industry's proposal to AFRA for a
10 r< increase in the minimum wage
scale called for in the present transcription codes in exchange for an
jxtension of present contracts until
Nov. 1, 1944, was voted last Thursiay at a meeting of AFRA's na;ional board. Vote followed a poll
)f the four AFRA locals principally
joncerned, New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles and San Francisco, with
ill four approving rejection.
Notification of the AFRA board's
iecision was expected to be made
last Friday to representatives of
;he transcription industry who
-have been negotiating with AFRA
jver the increase as well as for a
pear advance in expiration date
bf present codes in line with that
of the recently revised network sustaining and commercial codes
[Broadcasting, March 8, 29]. As
Broadcasting went to press, representatives ofthe transcription industry had not yet been notified of
AFRA's decision, and therefore,
had no statement to make concerning their plans.
- According to AFRA, any
changes in existing transcription
codes will now wait over until the
expiration date on Nov. 1, 1943, at
which time the cost-of-living index
-may have risen to such a point that
dan increase of more than 10% in
transcription rates may be necesteary. The cost-of-living clause in
the transcription contracts at that
time would be governed also by any
revision in the little steel formula,
such a revision being entirely possible by fall.
The transcription industry's offer to accept a 10% increase in the
wage scale, in exchange for an extension of their contract until Nov.
1, 1944, was made to AFRA March
3 following discussions between the
industry and the union at a preliminary meeting in the New York
offices of World Broadcasting System. At that time, transcription
executives expressed the view that
ttt was unfair to their industry to
pay an increase similar to that
agreed upon by the networks, but
Ithat they would be willing to pay
the 10% raise if the expiration
date of their code was extended.
RCA Names Warren
FRANK B. WARREN, formerly
Assistant counsel of the FCC, has
Ibeen appointed general counsel of
RCA Communications Inc. After
serving as secretary and rate exjpert with the Nevada Public Service Commission from 1919 to 1931,
Mr. Warren was attorney at the
ICC and RFC, joining the FCC as
principal attorney in the common
(carrier division. For two years he
Kvas in charge of all telephone cases
for the law department. For the
ipast year, Mr. Warren has been assistant general solicitor of the
(National Assn. of Railroad &
[Utility Commissioners.
BROADCASTING

Bradley

Says

FCC

Under

of Communism
Fly Is Hotbed
IN A SPEECH on the floor of the
as well as Mr. Elmer Davis, knows
that. And Mr. James Lawrence
House April 1 Rep. Bradley (RMich.) charged that radio under
Fly is ready at any time to crack
James Lawrence Fly has become
"the hotbed" of Communism in the
Michigan Congressman was
theThe
whip."
speaking at the time on a question
country." Rep. Bradley was speakwhich he had addressed to his coling on the "political machine" activities of David K. Niles, adminleagues: What are the Avenues of
istrative assistant at the White
Free Speech in America? followed
House.
by his own answer of the radio,
"No consistent critic of the admovies, press and other publications.
ministration has ever long survived on the radio," Rep. Bradley
Shortly after the FCC had entered the discussion on the floor,
asserted. "For nine years radio has
attention was drawn to Gardner
lived at the mercy of the FCC. A
suggestion, a request, even a hint
Cowles Jr.'s position as an OWI
from anyone in the administration
deputy administrator and his onehas the effect of a command on
time activities in behalf of the
candidacy
of Wendell Willkie. Rep.
the radio broadcasters."
Rep. Bradley said that at any
Bradley charged Mr. Cowles with
time the administration wants anyobstructing permission for a 100thing the radio bends over backwatt station in Rep. Bradley's district in Michigan to receive night
ward to give it. "The radio has
to" he added. "Mr. David K. Niles,
operation
Labor

Board

Orders

26 Employes
and Pay
AN ORDER for WOV, New York,
to reinstate 26 employes discharged
after a strike in December 1940
was issued by the National Labor
Relations Board last Friday, in a
decision that upheld the American
Communications Assn. (CIO) Local 16 on almost every point of
the dispute. The station was instructed to pay back wages to the
former employes dating from Dec.
5, 1940.
The 2%-year-oH case went to the
NLRB after the Bulova-owned station had discharged the union members then on strike, with a charge
that they committed sabotage to
keep WOV off the air. An Intermediate Decision was issued by an
NLRB trial examiner April 25,
1942, and was sustained for the
most part by the board on appeal.
Started in 1940
Trouble between WOV and the
ACA arose, the NLRB report said,
in September 1940 when Sanford
H. Cohen, WOV general counsel
and treasurer, notified the union
that the station was abrogating the
announcer contract and later the
technician contract. ACA asked to
represent certain miscellaneous employes, including page boys, censors, telephone operators, stenographers and other personnel. Failure
to agree resulted in the strike and
dismissals.
NLRB Friday, ruling in favor of
the union, ordered WOV to bargain collectively with ACA as exclusive representative of all announcers, including program direcor; technicians, including chief
engineers; sound-effects men, and
miscellaneous station personnel except salesmen, musicians, publicity
men, station managers, executives
and officers.
The Board ordered WOV to cease
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Buy
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J

covering greater
You tig si own
More listeners, more hours
of the day than any other
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Youngstown,
O., area.*
*C. E. HOOPER
Inc.
Bine Network
Headley-Reed, Rep.

to Reinstate

Them
Back
Wages
discouraging membership in labor
organizations. The station was told
to post 60 days' notices setting
forth that employes are free to
join
ACA.amount in back wages that
Total
the order obliges WOV to pay is
yet to be computed, although ACA
claims it will reach $50,000. The
NLRB order stated the employes
were to be rehired, with present
employes being dismissed if necessary, and that they were to be paid
the sum they would have earned,
less whatever they earned elsewhere.

IARK OF ACCURACY,
SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE
WORLD

IN

WIDE NEWS COVERAGE

UNITED

PRESS

mm

Representatives of WOV pointed
out that the sum involved would be
difficult to determine "since no one
can tell how much these people
earned in the interim", but Mr.
Cohen said $50,000 "seems exag-

PORTLAND, OREGON

The board denied full repayment
to five additional station employes
gerated."
who
left their jobs, although some

*KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts-620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK

compensation was ordei'ed in several of these cases. Sole exception
was Robert E. Study, chief engineer of WOV. NLRB said he was

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

guilty "of deceptive acts inconsistent with his duty to respondent",
and his reinstatement was not ordered.
The order gives WOV 10 days
in which to comply, before the
board will take the case to Circuit
Court to compel compliance. Mr.
Cohen said Friday that he had not
yet studied the order for WOV, but
that he felt the board's opinion on
Mr. Study should have held for
the other discharged employes also.
TO PROMOTE recruiting of WAVES
and SPARS, a weekly quarter-hour
program featuring Mary Astor and the
Coast Guard band with Rudy Vallee
directing, was started on CBS Pacific
stations. April 3, Saturday, 6:30-6:45
p.m. (PWT). Ted Bliss is producer.

SAVE TIME AND MONEY
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WAR
"5T3S
CONTROL

IN

CHARLES SPRIESTERSBACH has
joined the engineering staff of KDB,
Santa Barbara, having received an
honorable discharge from the Navy
after being injured in action in the
Solomons.

BILL PATTERSON, control operator of WCSC, Charleston, S. C, and
John B. Hearne, salesman, have received third-class engineer's licenses
following an examination in Savannah. Both will be assigned shifts at
the transmitter. James Weaver, chief
engineer until recently, has joined
WMAL, Washington.
VIC MUCHER, of Clarostat Mfg. CoBrooklyn (radio equipment) has been
appointed a consultant to the Radio
& Radar Div. of WPB, on a dollar-ayear basis.
THEODORE GEMP has succeeded
Allison Burnham on the engineeringstaff of WHOM, Jersey City.
BILL MARKW ALDER, engineer of
WTOWO-WGL, Port Wayne, Ind., recently married Winifred Gearhart, of
Port Wayne.
FRED U. WAMBLE, chief engineer
of KGVO, Missoula, Mont., is editing
and distributing a five-page mimeographed weekly news bulletin, The
Buffer. The bulletin serves as an idea
exchange for technical men and goes
to members of the enginering staff of
all northwestern stations.
JOHN M. ZIEGLER, of Crystal
Products Co., Kansas City, Mo., has
been appointed to the National Quartz
Crystal Industries Advisory Committee of WPB. He has for some time
been a member of the Crystal
Standardization Committee.

in BALTIMORE
and the Central Atlantic States

DAILY COUNT by AWVS members of money which students of over
70 elementary schools have paid for War Stamps and Bonds, is witnessed
by Ed Jansen, new manager of KSFO, San Francisco. Novel purchase
plan is staged by the station and the AWVS. Daily an AWVS committee
in a station wagon visits about 20 schools to bring War Stamps financed
by KSFO, collect proceeds, and exchange filled stamp books for bonds.
As bond issuing agent, KSFO puts on Youth Makes a Record, Saturdays,
4:30-5 p.m., interviewing student winners of the station's drawing,
essay and jingle contests. Kids get discs of their parts on the program
to play at school assembly. First quarterly report shows the school children bought $74,500 worth of bonds and stamps totaling $114,321.
Hetland to War
JULIUS M. HETLAND, WDAY,
Fargo, chief engineer, has received
a leave of absence to work in a submarine detection project at the
Airborne Instruments Laboratory
of the Columbia University division of war research, Mineola, Long
Island. Mr. Hetland designed and
constructed much of WDAY's
equipment.
MARK TOALSON, engineer of WSB,
Atlanta, is back at work, having recuperated from tonsil and appendicitis
operations.
CHARLES DROCK, engineer of
WIP, Philadelphia, is the father of a
boy born March 22.
KEN BURNETT and Ted Lewis
have joined the operating staff at
CKMO, Vancouver.
LOYD C. SIGMON, chief engineer of
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., has been
commissioned a captain in the Army
and is assigned to Signal Corps training at Fort Monmouth, N. J.
MAURICE SCHMITZ, master control operator of KHJ, Hollywood, is
the father of a boy born March 26.
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SALES
GO UP

Penny

Pinchers
Winston-Salem wage earners are well
paid, are sure of their jobs and
spend freely. A campaign on WAIR
will convince you that these good
people like the good programming
of this good station.

GU1DI

NBC Capital Setup
EUGENE JUSTER has left th.
continuity acceptance departmen
of NBC's New York offices to as
sume direction of a similar depart
ment recently organized by NBC ii
Washington. Other changes in th»
department include the promotion
of Joe Mason to the position o:
assistant editor, and the appoint
ment of Claudia Joiner as staf
editor, both working under Stock
ton Helffrich, department head.

AIR FORCE Program, originatira
from the Santa Ana air base and for
merly heard on CBS as Soldiers Wiifi
Wings, shifts to Mutual, starting Apri
14, when it will be heard Wednesday!
9 :15-9 :45 p.m. Motion picture stars
interview fliers stationed ai the base;
music.
with Ray Molan's orchestra providing ki

GE Appointments
TO HELP industry with electronic
application problems, G-E has appointed 18 industrial electronic
specialists in G-E offices throughout the country, announces J. E. N.
Hume, commercial vice-president
of the company. They are: I. C.
Diefenderfer and D. C. Hierath,
New York City; J. F. Getz, Philadelphia; A. J. Moore, Boston;
W. B. Frackelton, Chicago; L. E.
Donahue, Los Angeles; J. A. Setter, Denver; I. F. Conrad, St.
Louis; A. D. Boardman, San Francisco; L. B. Parsell, Detroit; L. R.
Elder, Portland, Ore.; Frank C.
Neal Jr., Dallas; R. H. Jackson, Atlanta; K. H. Keller, Cleveland;
R. C. Norris, Cincinnati; A. M.
Dawson, Pittsburgh; B. Cogswell,
Buffalo; L. F. Stone, Newark.

\ *

TUBE

Spanish for War Worker
KMOX, St. Louis, one of the fiv<
stations
which
started
Let'
Talk Spanish
series,
made the
availabl
in transcription form by the radi
programs department of Time Inc
[Broadcasting, March 22], re
ported many requests from listen
ers wishing copies of the SpanisI
word list. KMOX has decided t(
broadcast the program on Monday
at 2:40 a. m. for war workers, ii j
addition to the Tuesday evening
9-9:15 period.

L. O. HATFIELD, chief inspector of
Universal Microphone Co., Inglewood,
Cal., has been promoted to supervisor
of the plug department.
HARRY ESSMAN, sound effects man
of CBS Hollywood, has resigned to
join RKO Radio Pictures engineering
staff.
ROBERT BROWN has left Pearltone
Transcriptions, Des Moines, la., to
join the transmitter staff of WJTN,
Jamestown, N. Y. Joseph Gering has
left to accept a similar job at KTRI,
Sioux City, la.
JOE PETERS, engineer of WMRN,
Marion, O., is to join the armed forces
soon.
GEORGE KRAVITZ has joined the
control staff of WNYC, New York.
MAYNARD DUVALL, engineer of
WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., before joining the Army, is in the Signal Corps
OCS.

WJIk
■
■ ■■■S
Z^THERF'

RCA

STRESSEl

FOURTH EDITION of RCA';
Guide for Transmitting Tubev
just issued, has become an effec
tive instrument of war, according
to the company. It contains 7
pages of circuit designs, photo
and technical details pointed espe
cially to needs and interests of en
gineers and technicians in th<
armed services and war industries
Because of increased war need
and the subsequent shortage o
power tubes, RCA explains that ai
increasing need exists for techni
cians to know how to choose th<
right tube for the job at hand an
also how to get maximum service
from all tubes in use. The Guide i
obtainable from all RCA powe
tube distributors or direct fron
Camden.

ROOM

NELSON SMITH, supervisor of CBS
studio technicians and a former assistant supervisor, has left the network to take a commission in the
Army as a captain. George Hayward,
an apprentice technician for WABC,
CBS New York outlet, has also joined
the Army. A new member of the network's engineering operations department is F. Telewski,
who will be a
technician in WABC maintenance and
construction dept.

NEED

JOHNNY KUCERA, former assistant
timebuyer of Young & Rubieam, New
York, and previously business manof the inducted
agency's radio
has ager
been
into department
the Army
Kucera was assistant to Thomas F
Harrington,
and di
rector
of radio vice-president
at Y & R.
TO MEET war requirements for mica
capacitors, Aerovox Corp., New Bed
ford, Mass., opens a second plant inj
Taunton, Mass. These enlarged production facilities will virtually double
the firm's mica output, which has been)
running
into hundreds of thousandsj
of
units weekly.
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FCC

Gives

Action

Aid

to

FM

Two Operating Requirements
Dropped, Shortages Eased
\ SECOND action to support FM
iperation and assist it to a speedy
;tart after the war was taken by
?CG last week when it suspended
;wo operating requirements for
?M stations and substituted less
exacting provisions designed to
>ase the pressure of shortages in
naterials and especially in skilled
jersonnel.
The first move came in February
wben the Commission adopted polcies under which FM and television applications will be protected
for the duration, and permitted applicants for stations in these
classes to apply for reinstatement
in cases where applications had
been suri-endered or dismissed puruant to the equipment freeze order of last April 27 [Broadcasting, March 1].
Substitute Provisions

Salem, Mass.

. . . have just started AP and already your Telescript features
alone have landed enough
new sponsors to pay for the
entire service.
Charles Phelan,
President.

PRESS ASSOCIATION,
- 50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.
BROADCASTING

JIM HURLBUT, a master technical
sergeant in the Marine Corps when
he dropped into Washington last
week between lectures on Guadalcanal, left this week for Hollywood
a second lieutenant. Bar came when
his fine work as a combat correspondent in the Solomons was recognized. He was sworn in by
Brig. Gen. Robert L. Denig, director, Division of Public Relations,
Marine Corps. Lt. Hurlbut, former
head of the WJSV, Washington,
news department and before that
with the Washington Post, will be
technical adviser on 20th CenturyFox's film based on Richard Tregaski's best-seller, Guadalcanal
Diary.

Honored

PAUL WHITEMAN, newly-named
BLUE director of music, will be
honored by a number of his proteges and colleagues in the music and
radio fields, in a special hour and
a half broadcast on BLUE April 10,
entitled Salute to Paul Whiteman.
Participants will include current
BLUE artists who got their start
in the entertainment world through
Mr. Whiteman.

Colgate

Changes

WHEN the Al Jolson-Monty Woolley show, sponsored on CBS by
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City shifted to Hollywood March
30, it presented a new singer, Jo
Stafford; a new orchestra, Gordon
Jenkins'; and a new announcer,
Carlton Kadell. Program is heard
Tuesdays, 8:30-9 p.m. Agency is
Sherman & Marquette, New York.
with the three remaining days
taken in rotation. Equipment and
spare parts will be pooled and used
as the need arises. [Broadcasting,
March 22].
Section 3.229, suspended, with
no substitute provision adopted,
provided that:
"Within 1 year of the date of
first regular operation of a highfrequency broadcast station, continuous field intensity records
along several radials shall be submitted to the Commission which
will establish the actual field contours, and from which operating
constants required to deliver service to the area specified in the license are determined. The Commission may grant extensions of time
upon showing of reasonable need
therefor."
This rule, which permitted a
check of the actual service area

available through
inc.

TIME

BUYERS

Police Cars

Whiteman

Under these more liberal wartime
policies the FCC last week granted
licenses to cover construction permits to CBS for W67NY, New
York, and W67C, Chicago.
Substitute provisions were adopted for parts of Commission rules
requiring FM stations to maintain
a regular daily operating schedule,
except Sundays, of at least three
jhours between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m.
land at least three hours between 6
p.m. and midnight, local standard
:time, and to broadcast during each
scheduled period at least an hour's
program not duplicated simultaneously in the same area by either a
^standard or an FM station. The
more flexible requirement permits
la minimum service daily, except
Sunday, of six hours during any
portion of the broadcast day and
permits the transmission of two
hours of unduplicated programs
during any part of the broadcast
schedule.
Two weeks ago the Commission
approved a plan whereby four
Philadelphia FM stations will operate a cooperative plan of broadcast rotation by which each station will stay on the air regularly
for eight hours one day a week,

WESX,

TWO-WAY
FM RADIO
Installed in Schenectady

,

with predicted area at time of license issuance and data on which
to base power adjustments if required, necessitated much time of
skilled personnel and use of measuring equipment installed in a
truck or automobile.

• Broadcast

Advertising

TWO-WAY FM radio equipment,
developed by G-E, has been installed in Schenectady, N. Y., police
cars. With the new system, police
can carry on two-way communication between patrol cars directly,
whereas using the old A-M system
it was necessary first to talk to
headquarters which would relay
the conversation to the other car.
In addition, the FM system overrides static from high-power electric lines and picks up weaker signals than the old equipment. Included among the features of this
new equipment is the "iron core", or
inductive tuning — closely controlled
movement of an iron core in and
out of a small form-wound coil.
This permits easier, more accurate
tuning and reduces effects of car
vib ration. The improved system has
alsn reduced receiver battery drains
by 35% and increased the effective
communication range.
DAYTIME

NEWSCAST

TO LATIN
AMERICA
LATIN AMERICAN listeners will
be able to get American Government shortwave programs in other
than the customary late afternoon
and evening periods for the first
time, under a new shortwave
schedule to be instituted by the
Office of the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs around the first
of April.
Through a daily newscast transmitted from KGEI, San Francisco,
from 1:15 to 2:15 p.m. (EWT),the
CIAA expects to reach Latin
Americans during the siesta hour,
a period extending from 1 to 3 p.m.,
when the custom is to dine, relax or
seek recreation before taking up
the afternoon's chores. Heretofore
the CIAA has confined its shortwaving to the 5 p.m. to 2 a.m. period, the Office of War Information
the country's Governmentusing
leased transmitters for the remaining hours.
The hour-long program on KGEI
will consist of straight news and
features in English. General Electric Co. owns the 50,000-watt station.
Fox

Film

Buys

12

TWENTIETH CENTURY Fox
Film Corp., New York, bought
time on 12 stations in the New
York area to promote the opening
of "The Moon Is Down". Movie firm
used 147 announcements on WABC
WOR WMCA
WNEW
WQXR
WHN WEVD WLIB WOV WINS
WBNX WHOM. Kayton-Spiero Co.,
New York, is the agency.
Canada Rule Modified
RECENT Canadian Government order
banning liquor advertising has now
been modified and interpreted by a
Government official as permitting brewing and distilling firms and wineries
to advertise their financial statements
and such matters, but not permitting
them to advertise their products of alcoholic beverages. They may also place
contributory advertising if, in the
opinion of the Minister of National
Revenue, such advertising is in the
public interest.

STATION

WDOD
Chattanooga,

5,000

Tenn.

WATTS
CBS

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

". /. that extra something that
makes these programs welcome
to the Program Department,
and a refreshing change
to the announcer." kpro
• From the ASCAP Radio Program
Service there are available, without cost to any ASCAP-licensed
station, programs which are entertaining and salable. If you have
an ASCAP license both your Programwillandwelcome
Commercial
ments
theseDepartshows.
Write or wire at once.
ASCAP
Radio Program Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York

NASHVILLE, TENNES
Or?i£D AND OPERATED BY
THE NATIONAL LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY.
NATIONAL REPRESEyT.ITIVES. EDFARD. PET RY * CO.,

Northwest's Buy
Best I
I
— — — I The
Broadcasting

WTCN
BLUE
NETWORK
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL
Owned and Operated by
ST.

PAUL DISPATCH PIONEER PRESS, MINNEAPOLIS
DAILY TIMES.

FREE

&

PETERS,

INC
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Actions

BEACON
FEDERAL

THE NIGHT"
930 Kc

IN

Decisions

POCATELLO,
—

IDAHO

NBC

—

National Representatives
The Walker
Homer

THE VOICE

Co.

Griffith Co.

OF MISSISSIPPI

Y
5.000 D
1.000 N
N. B. C.
k$
Owned and Operated by
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON. MISSISSIPPI

*****

I
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a
mini in

C****.

CHNS
The Key Station of the
Maritimes
Is your first choice for broadcast results in Halifax and the
Maritimes. Ask your local
dealers.
or JOE WEED
350 Madison Ave.
New York

WATL
COVERS
AT

ATLANTA

r\ I I irATCOST

,000

Represented bySPOT SALES Inc.
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MARCH 30
KFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska — Denied special
service authorization change equipment,
operate 660 kc, 10 kw., unlimited, to June
1, 1944.
WBYN,
Brooklyn
— Denied
specialto service authorization
move
main studio
New
York.
KWLC, Decorah, la. — Granted license renewal, regular period.
WSOC, Charlotte N. C— Same.
WLOK, Lima, O. — Same.
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre— Granted 90-day
extension temp, extension license pending
decision in so-called Wilkes-Barre cases.
WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich. — Denied reconsideration of designation for hearing application for mod. license and grant of license without hearing.
W67NY, New York— Granted license
cover CP in part for new station ; conditions.
W67C, Chicago — Same.
Associated Broadcasters Inc., San Francisco— Granted CP new international broadcast station using 6060, 7230, 9570, 11870
15290, 17760, 21610 kc; A3 emission ; 50
kw. ; sharing with WBOS-KWID on 6060,
9570, 11870 kc; sharing with KWID on
7230, 15290, 17760, 21610 kc
MARCH 31
KMAC, San Antonio — Granted renewal
license for period April 1. 1943, ending
not later than April 1, 1945.
WHQ, Mackinac Island, Mich. — Granted
continuance hearing from March 30 to
April 30. re application license renewal.
WOKO Albany, N. Y.— Same, April 14
to June 1, 1943.
WLAN, Endicott N Y.— Same for mod.
CP, from April 1 to May 4, 1943.
KINY, Juneau, Alaska — Granted motion
for leave amend application for mod. CP
to request frequency 1460 instead 1050, 5
kw., remove application from hearing
docket.
WKBN, Youngstown, O. — Granted mod.
CP as mod., authorizing power increase,
etc., extend completion date.
APRIL 1
WNAC, Boston — Granted mod. CP move
transmitter locally, change DA for N use,
extend commencement and completion
dates 60 and 120 days respectively; conditions.
WALB, Albany, Ga. — Granted continufurther hearing
applications
for
licenseance ofrenewal,
etc., fromre April
5 to April
19, 1943.

.
Applications
MARCH 29
WKBN, Youngstown, O.— Mod. CP. as
mod. for power increase, new transmitter,
etc., extend completion date.
W9XYH, Duluth, Minn.— License for
Temp, class 2 exp. station.
KPAS, mod.
Pasadena
w'thout
prejudice,
CP —forDismissed
5-kw. transmitter,
DA-DN, extend completion date.
APRIL 1
W39NY— License cover CP for FM
broadcast station.
WORK. York, Pa.— Mod. CP, as mod.
for DA-N, extend completion date.
KCMO, Kansas City, Mo.— Mod. license
change 1 kw. N, 5 kw. D to 5 kw. D-N,
DA-N.
KICD, Spencer, la. — Mod license move
main studio locally.
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.— Dismissed
renewal application as unnecessary.
W4XGG, Winston-Salem, N. C— Dismissed application for extension completion date on mod. CP for new ST station.
Reinstatement of FM and television applications (March 27-April 2) : W71RF,
Rockford, III. — Mod CP change tvpe transmitter, etc. ; NEW, Indianapolis Broadcasting Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. — CP new
broadcast station, 45300 kc, coverage
13,640 sq. mi ; W51SL, Lexington, Ky. —
CP for reinstatement of CP as mod., authorizing new FM station, 45100 kc, covering 6,300 sq. mi. ; NEW, Metropolitan
Television, New York — CP new commercial television station, channel 8, 162000168000 kc, A5, special emission for FM,
ESR 721, unlimited ; NEW, United Broadcasting Co., Cleveland — CP new FM statin 48500 kc, coverage 8,420 sq. mi.

TOP

TUNES

of the
COMMISSION

2 INCLUSIVE"

Tentative

Calendar

. . .

WGKV, Charleston, W. Va.— Oral argument on CP, 1490 kc, 250 w., unlimited.
(April 7).
WLW, Cincinnati— Mod. license, 700 kc,
50 kw. N, 500 kw. D, unlimited, using
W8XO transmitter (April 9).

Kendall Wounded
LEE KENDALL, formerly page
boy of NBC Hollywood, now in
the Marines, was wounded while on
active duty with submarine raiders in the Pacific war area and is
recuperating at the San Diego
(Cal.) Naval Hospital. He sustained a leg wound in one of the
engagements and was later cited
for bravery. Kendall left NBC more
than a year ago to enlist in the
Marines. He took part in the attacks on Marshall and Gilbert
Islands and other enemy held possessions.

Wetwork
Accounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
KERR GLASS Mfg. Co., Glendale, Cal.
(Mason jars), on April 3 started for 13
weeks participation in - Breakfast At
Snrdi's on 17 FLUE Pacific and Arizona
stations, Sat. 9:30-10:15 a.m. (PWT).
Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Corp., Boston, on April 2 sponsored Henry Armstrong-Beau Jack boxing bout on 211
MBS stations. 10 p.m. Agency: Maxon
Inc., New York.
FTSHER FLOURING MILLS Co., Seattle
(Zooms), on March 31 started for 13
weeks, By the Way, with Bill Henry,
commentator, on 6 NBC Pacific stations
(KFI KPO KGW KHQ KMJ KOMO),
Wed., Thurs., Fri., 5:45-6 p.m. (PWT).
Agency: Pacific National Adv. Agency,
Seattle.
ADAM HAT STORES Inc., New York
(men's hat1;), on April 12 only sponsors
Jimmy Bivens-Pat Valentino bout on 17
FLUE Pacific Const and Mountain staN. Y. tions, 10 p.m. Agency: Glicksman Adv.,
PROCTER & GAMPLE Co., Cincinnati,
on March
27 or
sh'ft»d
the product
tised on Truth
Cmis"auences
from adverIvory
Soap to Duz on 105 NBC stat:ons. Sat.,
8:30-9 p.m. Agency: Compton Adv., N. Y.
DOMINION OF CANADA, Dept. of Finance, Ottawa (4th Victory Loi.n) , on April
14 starts for five broadcasts Victory Loan
Hour on 57 Can-dian Broadcasting Corp.
stations Wed. 9-10 p.m.; on April 18 for
five broadcasts French edition of Victory
Loan Hour on 14 CBC French stations,
Sun. 8-9 p.m. Agency: Advertising Agencies of Canada. War Finance Corp., Toronto and Montreal.
MANHATTAN SOAP Co., New York
(Sweetheart soap), on April 6 starts for
52 weeks, Scramby Ambv on 6 NBC Pacific
stations (KFI KMJ KPO KGW KOMO
KHQ). Wed., 9:30-10 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Franklin Bruck Adv., N. Y.
Network Changes
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia, 111. (Campana Balm),
discontinued
pana
Serenadeon onApril
53 3NBC
stations. CamSat.,
10:15-10:30 p.m. Agency: Wallace-FerryHanly, Chicago.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Jell-O), on April 16 shifts Kate Smith
Hour on 116 CBS stations, Fri. 8-8:30
p.m.. with West Coast repeat, 9-9 :30 p.m.
(PWT). from New York to Hollywood
for 3 weeks or more; shifts Kate Smith
Speaks, same date, on 73 CBS stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 12 noon-12:15 p.m., from
New York to Hollywood for 3 weeks or
more. Agency : Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
BROADCASTING

THE top ten tunes from the stanc
point of network audience coverag
during the week ended March 3]
according to the copyrighted Audi
ence Coverage index survey of th
Office of Research-Radio Divisior
New York, are as follows:
That O'd Black Magic
I've Heard That Song Before
You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To
Taking a Chance on Love
Don't Get Around Much Anymore
Brazil
As Time Goes By
It Can't Be Wrong
Moonlight
Becomes You
Hey,
Goodlookin'
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore (Bromo.
Seltzer), in early July adds 42 CBS sta.|
tions
to Vox Pop,
totalAgency]
of 11' J
CBS stations,
Mon..making
8-8:30 ap.m.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco CorpB
(Raleigh cigarettes, tobacco), on Marclf
30 shifted the weekly NBC Red Skelton &i
Co. from Hollywood to New York, Tues]
10:30-11 p.m., for 5 weeks.
LEVER BROS Co.. Cambridge (Swaij
soap), on Mar. 23 shifted Burns & Allerl
on 114 CBS stations, Tues., 9-9:30 p.m.l
from
York toInc.,
Hollywood.
Agency'
Young New
& Rubicam
N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO
Co., Louisville (Sir Walter Raleigh pipe
tobacco, Raleigh cigarettes), on April 27
renews Red Skelton for 52 weeks on 127
NBC stations Tuesdays, 10:30-11 p.m.; on
April 30 renews (for Wings cigarets)
People Are Funny for 52 weeks on 66 NBC
stations Fridays, 9 : 30-10 p.m. Agency :
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
NESBITT FRUIT PRODUCTS Inc., Los
Angeles (beverages), on April 6 renews
for 13 weeks Fulton Lewis Jr. on 15 Don
Lee western stations, Tues. Thurs., 9:45Adv.
Agency,
Los Angeles.
10 p.m.
(PWT).
Agency:' M. H. Kelso
STUDEBAKER SALES Corp., South
Bend, Ind. (institutional), on April 1 renewed for 13 weeks Norman Nesbitt, newscaster, on 33 Don Lee Pacific stations,
Mon. thru Sat., 5:30-5:45 p.m. (PWT).
\gency:
Chicago. Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham,
A. S. BOYLE Co., Los Angeles (Old English products), on May 4 renews for 13'
weeks, Fleetwood Lawton — News Analyst,
on 6 NBC Pacific stations (KFI KPO
KGW KOMO KMJ KHQ), Tues., Wed.,
8:15-8:30 p.m. (PWT). Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., Los Angeles.

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE, consulting radio engineer and designer
of the first directional antenna for
standard broadcasting, has moved
his offices and laboratories from
the Bowen Bldg. to building in midtown Washington. The new location is 1469 Church St. NW, formerly owned by Westinghouse and
used for air conditioning demonstration equipment.
Wilmotte Lab. Inc. is devoting
virtually all of its facilities to
Army and Navy development and
communications work. Mr. Wilmotte has a staff of 18.
• Broadcast
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AFM-WFIL

Wanted to Buy
CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National
Building, Washington, D. C.

Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pickups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.
Reliable
party ininterested
In Northern
250 or 500
watt station
Eastern — or
U.
S. Full particulars will be confidential,
include in first letter to Box 483,
BROADCASTING.
For Sale

Situations Wanted

Help Wanted
nnouncer — For general staff work. Some
news experience desirable. Good pay and
permanent job for right man. Five KW
NBC affiliate. Send full details to WSJS,
Winston-Salem, N. C.
desman — For 5 KW regional in large
Southern city. Must have good sales record and good background. Drawing account against commissions. Possibilities
unlimited for good man. Give full details
and draft status. Box 467, BROADCASTING.
lies Manager — Broad knowledge all departments. Draft deferred. Salary plus
commission. Small New York station.
Excellent opportunity right man. Box
469, BROADCASTING.
ngineer — For Chicago Recording Studio
— man or woman. State experience, draft
status and salary required. Box 476,
jBROADCASTING.
eneral Sales Manager — For Regional Net\,work of five Mutual stations. Give expedience and references in original application. Permanent position for some one
I progressive and promotional minded.
Box 478, BROADCASTING.
ilesman — Permanent position with op'portunity for advancement with 5 KW
station. Network affiliation. Give experiI ence and references. Box 479, BROADCASTING.
— For two dependable radio
r portunity
men,
sell and announce . . . salary and
commission. Mutual station. Army Camp
town. Tell all. Manager, WJZM, Clarksville, Tenn.
irst, Second, or Third Class Operator —
No experience necessary. Give personal
details. Apply Box 482, BROADCASTING.
xcellent Positions Open — For first, second
and third class engineers ; production
men; junior and senior announcers ;
news editors; station executives; time
salesmen ; radio telephone and telegraph
operators. Wilson Employment Service,
Inc., Union Commerce Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
OMBINATION — Good commercial announcer and studio technician for remote
studios of 5 kw net station. State experience and draft status. Box 485,
BROADCASTING.

NGINEER— For midwest 5 KW station,
must hold 2nd class license or higher. In
reply state education, experience, expected salary and enclose photograph.
Box 486, BROADCASTING.
nnouncer — Good solid staff man with
musical and news background. Modern
well equipped studios, Mutual affiliate.
Progressive, friendly community. Give
complete experience, draft classification,
marital status, salary desired. Write
WCLO, Janesville, Wisconsin.
IME SALESMAN — Texas station. Sell
I yourself in application letter. Box 487,
BROADCASTING.
mnouncer — No experience necessary. Give
personal details, draft status, age, etc.
Apply Box 481, BROADCASTING.
NNOUNCER-ENGINEER — Any ticket.
Permanent. Box 488, BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING

classiCAPS,
three
issue.
Press

Responsible party interested in buying radio station — Send full particulars. Box
484, BROADCASTING.

SALESMAN — Now employed Eastern basic station, 26 — 3-A — -desires change with
market. Prefer East or South. Box 470,
BROADCASTING.
EXPERIENCED ANNOUNCER; CHIEF
ENGINEER— Of regional affiliate. Both
deferred. Seek advancement. Together or
singly.
East preferred. Box 472, BROADCASTING.
Operator — 39, 3A, 1st teleg. and 1st phone
licenses. No broadcast or phone experience but smart as a whip. 20 years in
communications, mostly operating. Please
state salary and prospects. Box 468,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 20, 4-F, 50 KW experience,
college degree. Desires permanent position with progressive network station.
Box 491, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Congenial intelligent employment at salary conducive to mutual satisfaction. Ten years experience, announcer, newscaster, producer, programming. College degrees. Draft deferred.
Box 466, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-Announcer — Four years experience ; guaranteed time seller; now employed; married; draft exempt; available
immediately. Box 473, BROADCASTING.

Complete Broadcasting Plant — Consisting
of modernized 1,000-watt RCA transmitter with rectifier, 180-foot Blaw Knox
self-supporting tower with obstacle
lights. Plenty of spare tubes, etc. Everything in A-l shape, ready for use. Box
477, BROADCASTING.
175 Ft. Truscon Self Supporting Tower —
With all lighting equipment, insulators,
leveling plates, etc. Excellent shape. Immediate shipment. WHKY, Hickory,
North Carolina.

*
WANTED
Immediately
First class engineer with ability
to announce — $50 per week.
Dependable announcer with restricted license — $40 per week.
write - wire - phone
Edwin Mullinax, Manager

Experienced Woman
Contract Writer —
Good at copy, too. Excellent selling radio
voice. References. Box 471, BROADCASTING.
Continuity Writer — Producer. Young. New
ideas. Outstanding background. Draft
exempt. Anywhere. Box 489, BROADCASTING.
Program Director — Woman, well - known
throughout the industry. Has written,
produced and directed all types of proin charge
of women's
activitiesgrams.onFormerly
leading
50 kw
station.
Solid record of commercial accomplishment. Box 474, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Commercial Manager — Solid
background in national and local sales.
Magazine and newspaper as well as radio
experience. Reliable, industrious, sober.
Excellent references. Draft exempt. Box
492, BROADCASTING.
So you want a Program Director Who can
Announce?— a 4-F man of 27 with ten
years'
experience
branch
show business,
over infiveevery
in radio,
wantsof
a job. Experience
plus ideas
— a sure-fire
combination.
Ramsay
Williams,
1513
North
Western
Ave.,
Hollywood,
California.

• Broadcast
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45
48 entered
weeks. into
The negotiations
musicians'
unionto has
with WIBG, Philadelphia, to employ a studio orchestra. The station expects to go into fulltime operation with 10,000 watts about
April 20.

Wanted
• 250 - watt non - network
station in lively southern
city needs announcer-newscaster familiar with turntable operation. Want man
who is adept at ad-libbing
and capable MC. To a good
reliable man of draft
deferment we offer a permanent connection and pleasant surroundings. Write immediately giving full particulars
and salary
consider. Address
Box you'll
465,
BROADCASTING.

PROFESSIONAL

EXPERIENCED WOMAN— Idea creation,
production, public relations, selling. Outstanding record in music. Rich, wellmodulated voice. Ideal for combination
position small station; specialized endeavor in larger station. Fair salary.
Write Box 480, BROADCASTING.

Operator — With Radiotelephone first class,
desires position. Permanently deferred.
Write A. Zambakian, 1259 Gaylord,
Denver, Colorado.

WFIL, Philadelphia, has negotiated a new contract with Local 77,
American Federation of Musicians, providing for a $2 weekly
increase in pay for members of
the studio orchestra. The contract,
which is effective until March
1944, continues Norman Black as
music director of the station. In
addition, the working year for the
studio orchestra was extended from

WLAG, LaGrange, Georgia

PROMOTION, PUBLICITY— Three years
large network stations. Employed. Two
years college, 4-F, 23, unmarried. Move
any place; prefer West or South. Box
475, BROADCASTING.

Engineer — Transmitter and/or control with
5CASTING.
kw midwest station. Box 490, BROAD-

Pact

DIRECTORY

Jansky
&. Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineer*
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
Nmtlanal Prw* Bldg., Waak.. D. C

PAUL

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Weshington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, lac
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main St.
the World
Kansas City, Mo. I X. J Hollywood, Col.

RING

& CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON,

D. C

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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FCC

AFM-Record

Industry

Impasse

Reaches

Favor 'Radionics'
ACCORDING to the results
Last-Ditch
Stage; To
Confer
April 15
of a private poll conducted by
LEFT NO ALTERNATIVE except
reparable injury which would be
Com. E. F. McDonald Jr.,
done to many small stations unable
direct appeal to the Government,
president of Zenith Radio
record and transcription manufacto continue operation without tranCorp., Chicago, American
turers will meet with AFM Presiscriptions and recordings. Not a
dent James C. Petrillo in New
wheel has turned on new recordings
newspaper and magazine edisince the strike became effective
tors, by a ratio of 9 to 1 preYork April 15 in a last-ditch effort
fer the word as"radionics"
to
to settle the recording strike in
Aug. 1, and stations have been feed"electronics"
the name for
force since Aug. 1.
ing on backlogs built up by comthe industry developed from
Openly nettled over the AFM
panies prior to the strike.
the principle underlying the
In agreeing, presumably because
radio tube. Scientists, accordpresident's delaying tactics and his
they felt no other course was left
ing to the survey, favored the
charges of "bad faith", the representatives of the record manufacterm by a margin of 2 to 1.
open, to the Petrillo ultimatum for
Returns were received from
turing and transcription companies
an April 15 session, the transcrip68
editors and 202 scientists
nevertheless felt that one further
tion and record companies wired the
in reply to a letter sent by
AFM head as follows on March 30:
effort should be made to bring
Com. McDonald in which he
about an amicable compromise. The
"We are replying to your
called attention to the inAFM Board and its president have
adequacy and foreign origin
telegram of March 25 adflatly rejected all previous efforts
of electronics in contrast to
dressed on our behalf to
for a truce pending negotiations
the aptness and Americanism
Mr. Lawrence Morris, acon a collective bargaining basis.
cepting our proposal for a
of the term "radionics".
meeting as requested in
Fixed Royalty Plan
our wire of March 19. It
The Petrillo plan for a fixed fee
is regrettable that you find
PA Opens Radio Bureaus
royalty basis of payment on recordit impossible to meet with
In Boston and Memphis
ings, to be paid into an unemployus until April 15, but since
REGIONAL radio news bureaus
ment relief fund for musicians, is
that is your earliest date,
have been established by Press
the only proposal pending since the
we shall arrange to meet
Association, radio subsidiary of
recording industry offered no alterwith you, on that day at 2
Associated Press, in Boston and
native proposal and the AFM
o'clock in the afternoon at
Board has announced no variation
Memphis, Oliver Gramling, assistthe Hotel Ambassador in
ant general manager of PA, anof that plan.
nounced last week.
Whether the whole matter will be
The Boston bureau will be in
York."
New
The telegram was signed by the
submitted to the War Labor Board
charge of Maurice F. Hamilton,
11 companies
which
have been
for consideration, in the light of
veteran New England editor and
parties to the conversations from
strong contentions that it is imformerly with WTAG, Worcester,
the outset, and bore the signature
peding the war effort, remained
while Ken Rush, former AP staff
of Judge Lawrence A. Morris, of man in Louisville, Frankfort and
problematical last week. The prevaIndianapolis, heads the Memphis
lent view, however, was that no
Camden, RCA Victor Division attorney.
bureau. Mr. Rush has been on the
steps would be taken either way
PA radio news desk in New York
until after the April 15 meeting at
the
last year.
the Hotel Ambassador, New York.
Pepsi-Cola Renews
Similarly, Congressional followWLBC Joins CBS
PEPSI-COLA Co., New York, on
through was in suspended animaWLBC,
Muncie, Ind., on April 1
tion by virtue of the illness last
April 2 renewed its 12 participajoins
CBS
as a special suppleweek of Chairman Clark of the
tions on Arthur Godfrey's program
mentary station, available with the
Senate Petrillo Probe Committee.
on WABC, New York. Firm parbasic network. Owned and operated
ticipates Tuesday through Friday
Hearings on the Clark resolution,
by Donald A. Burton, station manon
the
6:30-6:45
a.m.
period,
and
looking toward sttlement of the
ager, WLBC operates fulltime with
Monday through Saturday, 7-7:45
strike, were recessed last January
250 watts on 1340 kc. Base neta.m. Newell-Emmett Co., New
after the AFM head and his chief
work rate per nighttime hour is $50.
York, handles the account.
counsel had appeared for two days,
with a long list of witnesses in opposition on the schedule. Action
was taken by the committee in the
hope that some amicable agreement
would be reached by negotiation so
that further hearings or legislative action might be averted. At
this writing that hope appears to
have gone glimmering and it was
thought that hearings might be resumed shortly, though probably not
until after the April 15 conversations.
On the litigation front no indication of court action is seen for at
least another month, since a 30-day
postponement in the filing of pleadings in the Department of Justice
anti-trust suit against AFM was
authorized last week. On the plea of
AFM Counsel Padway, unobjected
to by the Department of Justice,
Federal Judge John P. Barnes authorized a30-day extension — until
April 28— for the filing of the AFM
answer to the bill of complaint.
The suit is the second brought by
the Government against AFM, the
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
first having been dismissed by
Judge Barnes last fall as a "labor
"I'm Through! They Didn't Tell Me Their 'Kulinary Kate'
Had to Raise the Food as Well as Tell How to Cook It!"
dispute." The new case sets up irPage
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Simplifying

Forms,

Says

jj

Fly!

Chairman Estimates Reduction']
Of "More Than One Half"
INDIRECTLY taking cognizance j
of the Bureau of the Budget scrut- J
iny of questionnaires and forms \
of the FCC, Chairman James Law- I
rence Fly last Monday said the !
Commission for several years "has!
been trying to simplify its forms." I
The comment was at a press con- I
ference Monday following publica-|J
tion in Broadcasting of a detailed I

story (March 29) on the Budget i
Bureau's study looking toward I
elimination of unnecessary and un- ;
authorized surveys of all sorts.
Mr. Fly said the Commission IJ
was bending every effort to makejl
its forms as simple as possible. 1
He cited the forms sent to small I
stations to find out "how they are ;
getting along financially, in the]
light
of thenowardoubt
emergency."
"I have
that complete j

progress has been made on that
subject," the Chairman said. "I
think you may have noted that in jj
times past we cut out a lot of the|
general material, information, or- 1
ders, and one thing and another
that were circulated to a lot of
Chairman Fly estimated the general output of Commission material is not more than half of what
it used to be. Thousands of names
have been cut off its mailing list,
hepeople."
said, presumably referring to
Commission releases, rather than

I
i
!
\
!
|

questionnaires.
Apropos small stations, Chairman Fly asserted at his press conference that he would present the
complete financial picture of those
stations and of the industry, based
on the Commission's questionnaire
survey of the last few weeks, at
the NAB War Conference in Chicago April 27-29. These figures
relate to the "loser stations" and
a comparison of their condition
during war against peacetime op- !
erations.

Fly Visits FDR
FIRST visitor at the White House
last Monday was FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly, who said he
spent about 40 minutes discussing
"wartime
communications
problems"
with
President
Roosevelt.
Mr. Fly refused to reveal the specific problems he brought to the
President's attention, but smiling,
commented, "they didn't chisel me
on my time."
Peterson

To

|j

j
\
j
\
.

Africa

RALPH

PETERSON, of the Washington news staff of NBC, has been
transferred to the network's staff
of foreign correspondents and
leaves shortly for the African
theater of war. He will broadcast
under the name of Ralph Howard
to prevent confusion with Elmer
Peterson, of NBC's London staff.
Prior to joining NBC in 1941, Peterson had served successively on
the
INS. Washington Times-Herald and
• Broadcast
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I
i

THE
COST

OF

HALF-HEARTED

SELLING

Sooner or later, advertisers in the Heart of America* run smack up against
the fact that this is a half-rural, half-urban area . . . that both halves are
equally important . . . and that to reach either without the other is to do a
half- Hearted

selling job.

It's possible, of course, to use a combination
halves of the Heart of America. Possible, but
unnecessary,

too, for KMBC

KMBC — and
coverage
Other

78-county

The

you

both
And

job.
essentials of true listener
area

to hear — and

offer one or the other of these essentials.

Only

pro-

KMBC

proof is yours for the asking.

to pay

stations —when

KMBC's

no other station— supplies the two

stations may

Is it wise

•J*

will do the whole

. . . signal strength that enables the whole
gramming that makes the whole area listen.

gives you both.

The

alone

of stations to reach
certainly expensive.

the double

can depend

cost of half-Hearted

for a whole-Hearted

area lying within

selling jobs on

two

job on one?

KMBC

half-millivolt contour. The
OF

nation's center, geographically, agriculturally and industrially, this area has a

FREE

population of 2,000,000, far above average
in income.

By any standard, the heart

of America

is vital in a national or re-

KAN
&

Since
Station

gional Midwestern campaign.

SAS

C

ITY

PETERS,

1928...

the

for Missouri

Basic

INC.
CBS

and it
Kansas

it
it

it

"I*
T
W
The space below is provided
for those who wish to figure how much more inexpensively the
Heart of America can be covered by KMBC alone — than by any other equally effective
combination of stations. You may already know the answers, having used KMBC. In
that case, you may doodle or just skip it.

it

it

it

it

-ft

it

it

it

-ft

no smartrs areadvertise
advertise
rs.
national
LOCALer than
The former merely have the advantage of occupying front line

Week of
Mar. 15*

LOCAL COMMERCIAL
PROGRAMS
KLZ

observation posts. They're in a
position to know today what yesterday's advertising produced.
You can depend on Hooper to
measure "listeners", on Gillette,
LOCAL SPONSORED NEWS
KLZ
4 hrs. 15 min.

AFTERNOON

7 hrs. 15 min 6 hrs. 30 min.
Sta. "B"
30 min.
30 min.

3 hrs. 35 min.

EVENING

2 hrs. 30 min.

15 min.

1 hr. 50 min.

10 hrs. 15 min. 7 hrs. 15 min.

9 hrs. 40 min.

MORNING

TOTAL

From stations' published programs.

0

a. "B"
30 Stmin.
0
30 min.

Jansky & Bailey, or others to measure "coverage", but for
measurement of results, your best authority is the experience
and judgment of local advertisers.
Local advertisers in Denver buy with their eyes wide open
and their ears to the ground. The table at the left shows
how they buy program time and news time on Denver's two
leading stations.
The greater productiveness and economy of KLZ is becoming more and more familiar among time buyers in the
national field. The trend in national spot placements in
Denver is increasingly in KLZ's favor. Is YOUR
tising in Denver following this trend?

r

5,000 WATTS— 560 Kc.
Affiliated in Management With The Oklahoma Publishing Co.
and WKY, Oklahoma City -fc Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

adver-

15

Newsmagazine

of

Radio

dvertisingr

Here's how the dealers who replied voted for their
preferred media:
Radio Stations

68.3%

Daily Newspapers

20.5%

Billboards
Farm

Papers

Radio won with 115.5%
media combined!
"IOWA

GROCERS

1_

more

9.5%
1«7%

votes than all other

PREFER
The

W-H-Oftt
AND
RADIO"
Last November the Iowa Retail Grocers and Meat
Dealers Assn. wrote to approximately

most popular radio station got 71.2%

"radio"
many

votes

cast — more

than

seven

of all

times as

as its next competitor!

6,000 Iowa
Needless to say, "the most popular station" was
WHO! . . . May we send you the complete report?

grocers, as follows:
"What state-wide advertising medium helps sell
most goods for you? Please check (X) only one:
| | Large Daily Newspapers

Which

one?

WHO

] Radio Stations

Which
1 1 Outdoor

+

company

Papers
Which

one?

for
DES

Billboards
Which

j | Farm

one?

?-

IOWA

MOINES

PLUS

. . . 50,000

! +

WATTS

B. J. PALMER,

PRESIDENT

J. O. MALAND,

MANAGER

FREE &, PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives

CENTS

Snow hides the dormant
Neighbors

field and veils the roadside farm.

stopped, all friends shut out, the farmers,

snugly housed

from wind

and weather, sit around

the

kitchen stove and family fireplace.
"All friends shut out" —
summer,

except for Radio. Winter

and

remotest farm and village are as close to friends as

their radio. There's a friendly song, cheerful music and chatty
banter. But
market
fa

Winter

news, production aids and other Service for Agriculture.

Heat

that brings them. For 19 years, in winter snow

rain, in March's

wind or August's heat, WLS
America.

farmer's needs in Midwest
Radio

Fills

a

there's the farmer's business —

These things Radio brings ... and in the Midwest,

Show

WLS
or Myust

there's more:

Need

We

it is

or April

has served the

have earned his con-

fidence ... his loyalty . . . and translated into business terms,
it means that WLS Gets Results.

890 KUOCYCIES
5BLUE
0,000NETWORK
WATTS
I'miitrnt
Hi h n ii" i D. Butlkr

riprisinmd by
John Blair & Company

Clknn Snyder
H

AFFILIATED WITH KOY PHOENIX

*

I C AGO

KTUC TUCSON

★

KSUN BISBEE-LOWELL

THE

SEAL

OF

ACCEPTANCE

Accepted

by 875

commercial

Accepted

by every national

Accepted

by all transcription

Accepted

by over

Accepted

by all American

radio

and

stations

regional

and

100 of America's

in the U. S.

network.

phonograph
finest music

advertising

companies.
publishers.

agencies.

A.

THE

BEST

MUSICV1

2

r

for your

AMERICA

copy

of the Big Green 1 943
SESAC Music Guide
today.

113

West

New

42nd

St.

York, N. Y.
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and so are 10,000,000 customers

from five different states
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ASCAP Claims Extra Royalties
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Supreme Court Hears KOA-WHDH
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New Orleans

CENTER of what is probably the most
productive strawberry section in the
world, Hammond, La., represents but a
very small part of the prosperous Deep
South, dominated by WWL.
NO

OTHER

station can

compete

for
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Deep South supremacy against WWL's
clear channel, 50,000 watt signal, unrivalled within a radius of hundreds of
miles. To sell the Deep South, buy —

»
L
KOI
f|p
il
most
economical

NEW

50,000

ORLEANS

WATTS-CLEAR

in

0MAH

CHANNEL

the
buy

For Outstate

Nebraska-

The Greatest Selling POWER in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate — Nat'l Representatives, The Katz Agency, Inc.
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ESCAPE
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The

South

is growing

so rapidly,

prosper-

ing so quickly, changing so completely that the post-war South
will, we believe, change our entire economic thinking.
Things are
happening.
From 1930 to 1940, 42.8% of America's population increase was in the
South. In the past half-century the value of southern manufactured
products increased
ers have increased

797%. In the past two years southern shipbuildtheir number of employees from 7,481 to 150,000!

Since 1935 the South has shown the largest volume
in the United States . . . over 30%.
What

does

is the time
destined

this mean

in terms

to lay the ground

to be the hub

of advertising?
work

of America's

It means

for a post-war
industrial

gain

L. STONE, Genl M3r., NASHVILLE,
OWNED

THE

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

LIFE
NATIONAL
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wealth.
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station in
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AND
ACCIDENT
INSURANCE
REPRESENTATIVES, EDWARD PETRY & CO.,
Advertising

sales

that right now

campaign

WSM, "The Air Castle of the South", is the dominant
this steady growing area of opportunity.
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in drug

COMPANY,
INC.
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another
There9 s not
tive insignia in all
representa
and
novel
most
Probably the
this design of the Twenty-seventh Division, formerly the
New York. Worked into the pattern are the seven stars

it!
tike
the armed forces is
National Guard of
of the constellation

Orion ... a unique method of honoring Major General John F. O'Ryan, who
was the only National Guard Officer of his rank to go to France. In the six months
that the division was under fire, it achieved an enviable record during combat in
Northern France and Belgium. But Victory in 1918, as it must today, required
a price, and two thousand of the Twenty-seventh's courageous men now "sleep
where poppies bloom." The love of Liberty, for which two thousand men laid
down their lives a generation ago, is no less strong in the hearts of the young
Americans who, today, fight under the proud emblem of the Twenty-seventh.
Let us hope that their courage and devotion will this time bring a just and lasting
peace for all mankind.
*
*
*
The respect and friendliness with which
turn to WTIC, and the unusually high
your guarantee of an audience for your
figures for this area are your guarantee

the people of Southern
radio ownership which
sales message. The per
that, having heard your

New England
exists here are
family income
message, they

possess the means to do something about it. That's why we say
There*

DIRECT

s

not

another

tike

it!

ROUTE
TO AMERICA'S
NO. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation

Member

of NBC

and New

England Regional Network

Represented by WEED & COMPANY, New York, Boston,
Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood

Sincerely

the enemy

WHEN

yours...

struck at our country, American

industrialists

and business men, not content with their achievements

of con-

verting from peacetime to war production, turned the full power of their
advertising, not only radio but publication advertising as well, to the
gigantic task of bringing the war and its meaning to the American
Closely cooperating with the Government,

people.

they devoted, with char-

acteristic energy and loyalty, time, money and great talent to the task
of crystallizing the nation's thinking, to dispelling confusion
clarifying the wartime duties of the individual.

and to

Advertising agencies, too, have utilized all their skill and experience
in bringing about the fullest understanding of all the problems of war
in a manner

which

has done much

It is to these leaders of American
and artists of American

to unite the American

people.

industry, to executives, copywriters

advertising agencies and members

vertising Council, that the American

people owe

of the Ad-

a debt of gratitude.

It is their advertising support, their war-effort and entertainment programs, which make p'ossible a broadcasting service without equal in
the world — a free radio for a free people.
m
To these men radio pays tribute — history will write "well done"
their magnificent contributions to the war effort.

♦THE

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

to

♦
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The new building of the Bell Telephone Lab

How many of the different units that make up an Army
use the telephone?
All of them do. Somewhere along the line, the telephone is used by engineers and artillerymen, by the
Medical Corps, Quartermaster, Armored Divisions and
all the rest.
How

about the Air Forces? The same is true there.

Ask a bombardier or navigator what an "inter-com" is,
and he'll tell you it's the intercommunicating telephone
system that keeps the crew working together.

exclusively to telephony? It's the Bell Telephone Laboratories, now working nearly 100% on communications
projects for the armed forces. Practically all the other
laboratories in the country, industrial and academic, are
working the same way. Hitler hasn't anything like this
scientific drive to improve the tools of war.
On every front, the telephone is a vastly important
part of the war. In fact, this war could not be fought a
single day without it, for all the work could not get done
as fast or on as big a scale.

And the Navy? American warships have a network
of telephone wire to carry the orders and commands that
put the crew into action as a trained team.
How
network
together,
and the

about the home front? You know how the great
of telephone wire and cable knits the country
and helps to speed up the production of weapons,
movement of men and supplies.

Did you know that the biggest industrial laboratory
in the world is right here in this country, and devoted

This is a quotation from The Telephone Hour, a regular program
heard each Monday night over N. B. C. For many years, the Bell
Telephone Laboratories and the radio industry have been working
together toward a common goal — to improve the quality of broadcast sound as it reaches the homes of the nation.

ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

SERVIC

2 years Telegraph Operator,
Sante Fe R. R.
11 years Advertising Staff, St. Louis
Post-Dispatch
2 years Copyrighted Newspaper
Features
4 years Sales Staff, Radio Station
KSD, (New
St. Louis
Free & Peters
York Office) since
February, 1943

"Fore"
here

pleasecomes

Jones

Yes, friends, alack and alas. Despite his
cherubic face the character depicted above
is both a gin rummy hound and an amateur
golf champion. Also, we hasten to add, he
has had seventeen years of successful advertising experience (including four years of

convinced that if we "sell" you the right
stations, and if those stations fully understand your needs — then you and the stations,
and F&P will all be more successful, and
enjoy life a lot more while we're doing it!
Too good to be true, you think? Well, give

of your most valuable F&P "colonels"!

us a ring and see if we can't show you,
here in this pioneer group of radio-station

Yes, we mean"rour most valuable",as stated!
Here at F&P, Jones Scovern and all the

Pioneer
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representatives.

&

Peters,

in.

Radio

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

Scovers!

rest of us have some rather original conceptions ofradio-station representation — which
include the idea that we represent your
interests to the same extent as those of the
radio stations we serve. Because we are

top-notch work in local and regional sales
at KSD) and is really one of the crackerjack radio time salesmen in the U.S.A. .. .
Gentlemen, we proudly introduce Jones
Scovern! We predict he is going to be one

Free

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WSR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

Station
Representatives
Since May, 1032
■*•
SAN FRANCISCO: 111 Sutter
HOLLYWOOD: 15/2 N. Gordon
Sutter 4353
Gladstone 3949
BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
• Broadcast

Advertising
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FCC

strong
In

WASHINGTON,

Advertising

D. C, APRIL

Reorganization

Committee

the

Senate

Appointed
'.EORGANIZATION of the
'CC at this session of Conress
through far-reaching
mendment of the Communiations Act of 1934 is rearded as a legislative cerainty in the light of the threeronged
drive against the
resent FCC order under way
n both House and Senate.
What competent observers
iew as the thrust dispelling
11 doubt about Congressional
entiment came last week with
he appointment by Chairman
iVneeler (D-Mont.) of an exceptionally strong five-man subcommittee of the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee to consider
ladio legislation. Senator Wheeler,
Intil quite recently, has been lukewarm to proposals that the FCC
lie reorganized and that new legislation clearly denning and limiting
Its functions be enacted.
Two Autonomous

W

12, 1943

Seems

$5.00 A YEAR— 15e A COPY

Certain

Chairman Fly on the Commission
and the communications industries.
House approval was virtually
unanimous after Rep. Cox (D-Ga.)
had described the Commission as
"the nastiest nest of rats in the
entire country" and had branded
Chairman Fly as "the worst
bureaucrat in Washington"
Mr. Garey and members of his
staff were away from Washington
last week presumably following up
leads regarding FCC activities.
Meanwhile, members of the FCC
itself were busy drafting answers
to questionnaires, tapping intimate
phases of Commission operations
and inquiring into individual working habits of commissioners, dispatched by Chief Counsel Garey
March 31. Considerable other data
from FCC files also have been subpoenoed by the committee.
In appointing the new committee,
Senator Wheeler apparently
yielded to predominant sentiment
in the upper chamber that something be done about the Commission. Heretofore, practically all radio legislation has originated in the
Senate, but the House this session
got off to a flying start.
The Montanan himself will serve
as committee chairman. Other members are Hill (D-Ala.), majority

whip; Clark (D-Idaho), who has
shown an active interest in radio
and is chairman of the subcommittee to investigate AFM and Jimmy
Petrillo; White (R-Me.), author
with Senator Wheeler of the bill
and the best-informed man in Congress on radio legislation, and Austin (R-Vt.), a leading proponent
for reform in administrative agencies. All five committee members
are attorneys.

More

Hiring
Control
Predicted
dent had said that there must be no
further increase in wage rates beWhether
the war."
prosecuti
that
interpret
would
WMCon of
the
yond the Little Steel formula.
more
are
men
that
mean
to
phrase
While the order made clear that
or less frozen in their jobs in essenindividual classifications and protial industries, will depend on inmotion would still be possible, Mr.
struction yet to be issued.
Roosevelt instructed War ManAt the news conference Friday,
power Commission chief Paul V.
Mr.
Roosevelt and his Economic
McNutt to "forbid the employment
Stabilization Director, James F.
by an employer of any new employe
Byrnes, who has assumed vast new
except in accordance with regulations of the Chairman (of the
power under the order, asserted
that they are merely confirming and
WMC), the purpose being to prestrengthening authority already
vent such employment at a higher
wage or salary than that received
held by Mr. McNutt to control hiring and recruiting. The original
by the employe in his last employorder creating the WMC, April 18,
ment unless the change of employ1942, gave, its director the right to
ment will aid in the prosecution of
regulate these activities, but this
right has been exercised only to a
No definite word was available
limited degree.
war."
the
over the week-end on the extent
to which the order would limit
Recently, however, Mr. McNutt
transfer of personnel in the radio
has taken increasing hold over hirindustry, or the employment of
ing and in 36 critical labor shortage
new men from other fields. The
areas has authorized his regional
directors
to permit hiring only
President had said that all job
(Continued on page 45)
transfers must be to "aid in the

Await Court Ruling
Chairman Wheeler told Broadcasting last week the committee
plans would not be arranged until
he had an opportunity to get the
membership together. It was presumed, however, that hearings
would be held shortly — but probably not until after the Supreme
Court acts in the network monopoly cases, now awaiting decision.
The White-Wheeler Bill in many
respects parallels the pendingHolmes Bill (HR-1490) in the
House, though it goes considerably
beyond it. It would divide the FCC
into two three-member units — one
to handle broadcasting and related
functions and the other common
carrier activities. Each unit would
be autonomous, with the chairman
sitting as executive officer but without a vote on either division.

Mr. Fly opposed a bill following
the same pattern (the Sanders
Bill) at the last session. While
he hasn't publicly indicated his position either on the Holmes Bill or
the White-Wheeler measure, it is
hardly
changed. thought his views have
The White-Wheeler measure was
introduced March 2 by Senator
White with the concurrence of the
committee chairman. Immediately
after its introduction, Senator
Wheeler became ill. Upon his return to his office last week, however, he announced appointment of
the subcommittee, regarded as probably the strongest he could name.
The House Interstate Commerce
Committee evidently is only awaiting developments in the Cox inquiry before moving forward on
new legislation. Having conducted
exhaustive FCC hearing last year,
and with the Holmes Bill now before it, the Committee had only
to perfect appointment of a new
subcommittee to proceed, perhaps
without the necessity of further
hearings.
Now that two well-defined legislative moves are under way in the
(Continued on page 45)

Divisions

1 The new Senate commitee, which
jiarallels one in the making in the
House, has before it the White|jVheeler Bill (S-814) to divide the
[Commission into two separate,
autonomous divisions — one for
Broadcasting and related services,
Jind the other for common carriers,
kvith the chairman stripped of his
present broad powers. Fairly
[prompt hearings are predicted,
tjhough they are not expected to
lonsume any appreciable time since
fib voluminous record on a practically identical measure, the SanBers Bill, was obtained by the
House committee last session.
The Cox Select Committee to investigate FCC personnel and their
stewardship shortly is expected to
)egin its formal inquiry. Considerible preliminary data already has
peen accumulated by the committee staff, headed by Eugene L.
Garey, well-known New York attorney. Appointment of this committee, approved by the House last
llanuary, was for the avowed purpose of breaking the hold of FCC
^BROADCASTING

Business

Severe
Awaits

Move
FDR

McNutt

Following
Order

MORE stringent government control of hiring and wage policies of
businesses, with resulting advantages to the 37 so-called "essential
activities", including broadcasting,
were predicted in Washington last
week-end as a result of President
Roosevelt's order to administration
chiefs to "hold the line against inflation."Little Steel Formula
Although the press in general
stressed the price control aspects
of the order, Mr. Roosevelt told his
news conference Friday that the
fight against inflation involves four
legs, like the legs of a stool. One
of these legs, he said, is "holding
the line of wages."
In his executive order, and the
accompanying statement, the Presi-
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ASC

A P

NAB

Claims

Advises

Extra

Stations

No Basis for Demands

Under

Involving Participations,
CLAIMS BY ASCAP field auditors
for additional royalty payments
from broadcast stations having perprogram contracts with the Society
resulted last week in the issuance
of a special bulletin to NAB members by President Neville Miller,
advising stations of their rights
and of the consent decree and contract provisions.
Mr. Miller said within the last
few weeks audits made by ASCAP
field representatives have resulted
in claims for additional royalty
payments and a number of inquiries have been received from stations as to their contractual rights.
Involves Participations
ASCAP's auditors, it was pointed
out, have claimed compensation
with respect to programs using
ASCAP music which follow spot
announcements not occurring at
station breaks. The consent decree signed by ASCAP and its "perprogram license" are clear on that
point, and require ASCAP to offer
broadcasters a sustaining program
license entailing payment only for
sustaining programs on which
ASCAP compositions are performed
and as to commercial programs, a
license requiring only the payment
of a percentage of the revenue derived by the station for the use of
its facilities in connection with a
commercial using ASCAP music.
"There is, therefore," Mr. Miller
stated, "no basis for asking for
compensation with respect to contiguous programs which do not use
ASCAP music."
"For example," he said, "if a station presents a five-minute newscast, followed by a one-minute commercial, followed by a sustaining
program of ASCAP music, ASCAP
is entitled only to the sustaining
fee on the ASCAP musical program. If the one-minute spot uses
ASCAP music, then the Society is
entitled to payment of the commercial rate on the amount collected
for that one-minute spot.
Questions also have been raised
with respect to the applicability of
the 8% rather than the 2% royalty
rate where themes, jingles and the
like are used. The ASCAP perprogram contract provides that the
2% is applicable on local commercials which use compositions licensed by ASCAP only incidentally
as bridge or background music,
themes or signature, arrangement
of works in the public domain or
incidental to the broadcast of a
public or sports events, said the
NAB bulletin.
ASCAP field men, it was reported, claim that if the composition used as the theme varies from
program to program, it will not be
considered theme music and the full
8% rate must be paid.
"This claim is unjustified," said
Page
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Navy

Royalties;
on

To George
Fort President

Rights

Per-Program

Says Neville Miller
NAB. "The reason for the word
'signature' and the word 'theme'
was to distinguish between the invariable signature and the varying
theme. So long as the composition
is used as theme music, the 2%

ASCAP also has questioned the
title of BMI affiliates in certain
compositions licensed through BMI.
Conspicuous among these is "Song
of the Islands," published by Edward B. Marks Music Corp. "This
composition is licensed to broadcasters by BMI and may be performed under the BMI license,"
NAB flatly stated. It pointed out
that the Marks Corp. has indemnified BMI against any claims which
may be made by ASCAP and that
BMI has similarly indemnified all
broadcasting stations. BMI has requested that if any claims are made
with respect to compositions licensed through it, they should be
referred to BMI for attention.
Consent Decree Claims
Claims have been made by
ASCAP field men with respect to
consent decree licenses issued directly to broadcast stations, the
bulletin continued. The consent decree signed by ASCAP "specifically
provides that any ASCAP member
may license works on a non-exclusive basis directly to broadcasting
stations. The Department of Justice
has clearly stated that these consent decree licenses may be issued
either with or without the payment
of consideration."
NAB attached to the bulletin a
list of consent decree licenses issued to stations which have been
brought to the attention of the
NAB. Covered were 18 licenses,
covering 51 compositions. All of
these licenses, NAB held, were issued in a form approved by the
Government and broadcasters "are
entitled to rely upon these grants."
It added that certain of the consent
decree licenses have been cancelled
subsequent to their issuance. Broadcasters are not entitled to perform
these works under consent decree

Post

B, Storei
Reports Sooif

To 9th Naval District
GEORGE B. STORER, presidenl
of the Fort Industry Co., operatinj
six broadcast stations, and presilj
dent of the Standard Tube Co. ol
Detroit, has been commissioned 1
lieutenant commander in the Navjt
and reports shortly for duty in thl
Ninth Naval District in Chicago ill
connection with inspection of Navajj
materiel.

Contracts

rate
is applicable."
ASCAP
field men also have
raised questions regarding compositions originally licensed directly to broadcasters by individual
publishers and subsequently acquired by ASCAP publishers. It is
clear, NAB said, that the licenses
originally issued with respect to
such compositions remain in full
force and effect until cancelled.
Moreover, it was stated that compositions originally licensed by
small publishers through BMI are
occasionally acquired by ASCAP
firms. Performing rights in such
compositions "remain available to
broadcasters under their BMI licenses until such time as BMI notifies
stated. stations to the contrary," NAB

Materiel

LT. COM.

STOKER

Squibb and Colgate Plan
Summer Network Shows

Com. Storer's steel fabricatin;|
concern has been engaged 100% ii
war production virtually since th l
outbreak of hostilities, mainly ill
manufacture of shell casings. It i|
understood that because of hi)
knowledge of steel production an<|
manufacturing, he was selected fo
the Chicago post.
Active in War Production

E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, New
York, currently sponsoring Keep
Working, Keep Singing, America
on CBS thrice-weekly at 6:30 p.m.,
has purchased the Sunday 8-8:30
p.m. period on CBS for a summer
show, details of which have not
yet been released. It is known only
that the program will retain the
morale - building theme which
Squibb is promoting on its present
series. Agency is Geyer, Cornell &
Newell, New York.

Prominent in broadcasting circle:!
for more than
a decade, Com
Storer has devoted most of his timJ
to war production during the las
two vears. The six Storer station;
are WWVA, Wheeling; WSPD, To
ledo; WMMN, Fairmont; WLOKi
Lima 0.; WAGA,
Atlanta, an«|
WHIZ, Zanesville.

Another weekend half-hour series pending last week with no details available will be sponsored by
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City, on NBC Saturdays at 10 p.m.
Period is now partly filled with
Bill Stern's Sports Newsreel of
the Air for Colgate shaving cream,
which will probably be moved by
Colgate to an earlier quarter-hour
on NBC the same evening. The
10:15-10:30 p.m. Saturdays on
NBC was recently vacated by Campana Sales Co. Program was titled
Campana Serenade. Agency and
product for the new half-hour
Colgate series have not been announced.

Co., and
brother-in-law
of Mr!
Storer, is on duty in Washington
as Assistant Director of Censor]
shin, in charge of radio. Since thi:
call to Washington in December i
1941, Mr. Storer has been supervis
ing the operations of Fort Indus \
try Co. in addition to those of thd
steel fabricating concern.

Babbitt's New Plans
B. T. BABBITT Co., New York,
sponsor of David Harum on CBS
and NBC, will discontinue the CBS
program with the May 14 broadcast, and has purchased the 1010:15 a.m. period on NBC, for a
Monday through Friday serial, as
yet unnamed. Firm will continue
sponsorship of the NBC David
Harum, and will thus have two
serials as of May 30 when the new
series gets under way. Agency is
Duane Jones Co., New York.
license subsequent to the date on
which they received notice that the
license has been withdrawn. Prior
uses, however, are not performances on which ASCAP is entitled
to claim compensation.
'Broadcasters who desire advice
with respect to these or similar
claims are invited to communicate
with the NAB for additional advice
and information," said the NAB.
BROADCASTING

J. Harold Ryan, vice-presiden 1
and treasurer of the Fort Industry

Preparatory to reporting foi
duty April i9, Com. Storer me
with executives of Fort Industry
Co. in Atlanta last Thursday and
Friday. No announcement wa:
made, however, regarding executiv*
direction of these operations dur
ing his Naval service. Attending!
the meeting were Mr. Ryan; L. A
Pixley, assistant to the president
E. Y. Flanigan, WSPD; George W
Smith, WWVA; Charles A. Smith,
Ralph Elvin, WLOK!
WAGA;
gall,
and Allen
L. Haid, WHIZ.

Coffee

Firm

Sale

AMERICAN Home Products Corp.1
Jersey City, extensive user of ra-i
dio for its various proprietary1
products, is negotiating to acquirtj
the G. Washington Coffee Refining
Co., Morris Plains, N. J., it was an^
nounced last week by Alvin G|
Brush, chairman of American Home!
Products. Company has alreadj
bought this year Ayerst, McKenmi
& Harrison Ltd., Montreal, makeii
of drugs, foods, cosmetics and!
household products. According to
Mr. Brush's announcement, G.
Washington, president of the coffed
firm, plans
to retire
when Clarence
the pur-t
chase
becomes
effective.
Mark, general manager, would be^
come active head of the company.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Brown
Many

3Rs

Former

Dependency Removed
As Deferment for
Two Groups
EARLY induction into military
service is forecast for thousands of
broadcasting industry employes formerly in Class 3B as a result of a
Selective Service order announced
today (April 12) abolishing occupational classification and removing dependency as a cause for deferment for men with collateral dependents and wives only.
Under the new arrangement, former 3Bs will go into 1A unless they
were fathers of children born before Sept. 15, 1942. Fathers of pre- Pearl Harbor children, as Selective
Service defines a child born before
Sept. 15, 1942, will be put into a
new class 3A, where they are to
remain until further instructions
from the director of Selective Service.
Still a Class 3D
One other alternative which
Selective Service has offered for
current 3Bs is classification 3D
for men who may continue to be
deferred if their induction would
cause "extreme hardship and privation to a wife, child or parent."
Agricultural workers with dependents are protected by class 3C.
The new Selective Service instruction, which went out in a
memorandum to Draft Boards last
week-end, is described as a normal
step in the prearranged plan of
induction. Prior classes of men have
now been exhausted, officials explain, so it becomes necessary to
take increasing numbers who have
enjoyed special classification because of dependents.
Still open to some radio employes
will be Class 2A, men necessary to
essential civilian activities who may
be deferred for limited periods until they are replaced. Such defer-

FROM SECRET RADIO room at
Allied Headquarters, North Africa,
John Mac Vane, NBC's war reporter in Algiers, is shown during
one of his broadcasts on NBC's fiveweekly News of the World. MacVane was among the first group of
newsmen to accompany the Allied
Expeditionary Forces to Africa last
November.
BROADCASTING

to

Be

ments are available at the discretion of local draft boards for men
holding one of the jobs in the list
of essential titles for the radio industry.
In an NAB Manpower survey,
conducted last September, only 190
men of 12,821 employes reported
by 608 stations had been granted
such deferment. Officials in Washington predicted that Local Boards
would be reticent in granting the
2A rating, and that such rating
would require proof that every
effort was being made to replace
the man.
How many of the 5700 draft age
Class 3 men reported in last fall's
NAB survey have pre-Pearl Harbor
children and will go into 3A in-

High

Court

Arguments;

Called

Soon

stead of 1A is not known. Of 2488
men holding key radio jobs at that
time, however, 1023 had dependent
children, while another 553 had
no children.
The new arrangement completely
eliminates the former Class 3B,
the classification granted a man
employed in any of the 37 essential
industries regardless of his job. In
that respect it levels the distinction
between essential industries and
other activities with the exception
of certain fields which were specifically listed as non-essential. Employes of such activities are not entitled to 3A recognition even if
they maintain bona fide homes.
(See earlier story on p. 16.)

Hears

KO

Result

A-WHDH
Important

Station's Right to Intervene in FCC Proceedings,
Upheld by Lower Court, Involved in Case
A

RULING of far-reaching importance to the broadcasting industry, affecting the rights of stations
to intervene in FCC proceedings,
shortly will be forthcoming from
the Supreme Court as a result of
final arguments last Thursday and
Friday on the FCC's appeal from
the opinion of the U. S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia reversing the Commission in the
celebrated KOA-WHDH case.
The lower court, by a 4-2 vote
and in five separate opinions, had
held that a broadcast station, by
whatever name it may be called,
has a right acquired through its
license which prevents the FCC
from changing a station's facilities without full hearing.
Decision by the court in the network monopoly case was expected
any decision day (Mondays).
The lower court had held that the
Commission had erred in not giving
NBC, licensee of KOA, the opportunity to intervene and present testimony. The Government, however,
contended that KOA had been accorded a proper hearing within the
meaning of the statute and that the
lower court had improperly entertained jurisdiction.
The case was the first involving
the breaking down of a clear channel through duplicated operation
since the Havana Treaty reallocation became effective in 1941. KOA
has been the dominant 1-A station
on the 850 kc. clear channel, but the
FCC authorized WHDH, now a
BLUE outlet, to operate fulltime
on the frequency, changing its status from 1-A to 1-B. To accomplish this, it amended its rules setting up 25 Class 1-A channels
under the Havana Treaty.
In arguing the case for the Government, Paul A. Freund, special
assistant to the Attorney General,
contended that KOA's facility re-
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mained unchanged, in that it retained the same frequency and the
same power. He argued that the interference caused in the restricted
secondary service area of KOA was
negligible and that the public interest was served by the grant.
Beyond that, he contended the Commission was under no compulsion
to permit NBC to intervene in the
proceedings.
Philip J. Hennessey Jr., member
of the law firm of Segal, Smith &
Hennessey, in his maiden appearance before the highest tribunal,
vigorously supported the majority
opinion of the lower court. He
argued that KOA had never been
accorded a hearing despite specific
provisions of the statute and past
court precedent.
In reciting the history of the proceeding, he brought out that the
Commission not only had substantially changed the facility of
KOA without proper hearing but
that it also had altered its regulations without notice and hearing.
WHDH is still operating fulltime
on the 850 kc. channel despite the
pendency in the court below of a
petition for a stay order. NBC,
however, has not pressed for issuance of the order which would force
the Boston station to revert to daytime operation on 850 kc. Also involved is the assignment of WJW,
Akron, with 5,000 watts power, on
the 850 kc. channel, and with removal slated to Cleveland. This
grant, wthout hearing, followed
the WHDH
authorization, but
further proceedings before the
FCC are being withheld pending
the Supreme Court's decision.
With a bare quorum of the court
sitting — six judges — arguments
were begun last Thursday. Associate Justices Black and Rutledge
(Continued on page bO)
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Scrap

Rule
Label
Grade
House Committee Advises
It Is Impractical Now
REPEAL of the OPA regulations
requiring grade labeling of the
1943 fruit and vegetable pack became increasingly probable last
week when the House Agriculture
Committee declared that enforcement of the order this year seemed
impractical.
[BROADCASTING, April
5].
Maxon in Trouble
Although OPA Director Prentiss
Brown has not yet indicated
whether he will abandon the regulations, originally ordered by
former OPA chief Leon Henderson,
observers believed he would accept
the advice of the House Committee,
pro-grade labeling group, which
ruled that the regulation might interfere with food production, and
require an extravagant amount of
extra labor.

An indication of OPA's decision
may be forthcoming early this
week when officials of the agency
House subspecial regulati
appear before
ons
committeea investigating
of Government agencies.
For more than three weeks, Mr.
Brown has been besieged by consumer groups defending the regulations, and canner interests that
have been seeking its repeal. In
a flare-up a week ago, the OPA
Labor Advisory committee demanded the resignation of Lou
Maxon, Detroit advertising executive, from his public relations post
because of alleged pro-canner sympathy in the controversy.
Previews Restricted

Mr. Brown appeased the antiMaxon interests last week by restricting certain powers of review
he had granted his publicity chief,
permitting him to overrule- decisions of OPA Deputy Administrators. The Detroit Chapter of the
National Lawyers Guild took up
the fight with a demand that Maxon resign "because he shares the
view of the National Canners
The Agriculture Committee
heard a message from AFL President William Green declaring that
"a myth has gained wide circulation that grade labeling will disAssn."
place standard
said such
was brands."
not the Mr.
case,Green
that
grading does not disturb brand
names. CIO also favors the labeling
as a price control device.
Seeds Names Post
DICK POST, producer, writer, and
announcer of CBS, Chicago, has
appointed radio director of
been
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, and
will take over his new duties May
1. He will also m.c. Reveille
Roundup, sponsored through seeds
on NBC by Grove Labs., St. Louis
(cold remedies and vitamin products) on Monday, Wednesday, Fridays 7:45-8 a.m.
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Business

Builder

A YEAR AGO Washington listeners heard a new type of musical
transcription for a local advertiser.
"It's Kopy Kat . . . It's Kopy Kat,"
sang a smart girl trio.
Four months later, using a schedule covering all six Washington stations, Kopy Kat, women's wear specialty shops, had doubled its retail
business.
And at the end of 1942, Kopy
Kat's appropriation, exclusively in
radio, was three times greater than
the stereotyped live-copy schedule
prior to the first transcription in
May.
Rang the Bell
This unquestioned success in use
of tailor-made transcriptions provoked immediate interest. Tailormade transcriptions were still a
novelty to clients in the Washington area. Formerly transcriptions
for local clients consisted of identifying fanfares backed up by announcers with passionately appealing enthusiasm.
Formerly budgets for making
transcriptions were held to $35;
now a client who measured expenditures by sales results was justifying an appropriation of $350.
Kopy Kat was the first success.
Then we rolled up our sleeves and
really tackled the transcription opportunities. First problem was that
of the Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co., embracing Washington,
D. C, Maryland, Virginia and West
Virginia. The company contemplated use of newspapers to urge:
"Please do not use your telephone
long distance unless the calls are
vital." This was just two weeks
before Christmas!
We evolved the idea of dramatized transcriptions as the most
effective means of driving home
voluntary public cooperation. C &
P officials approved. Dramatized
transcriptions, placed on 35 stations blanketing four states, explained why the public's cooperation was essential to the war effort.
With simplicity and tact.

MR. ENDERS
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Washington
Doubled

in

Tailor-Made

Store's
Sales

in

First
Four

Campaign
Months

By
ROBERT
J. ENDERS
Radio Director, Kal Advertising Inc., Washington

KAL is the agency; Washington, D. C, the locale, and women's
wear specialty shops, the client. "It's Kopy Kat . . . It's Kopy
Kat" sang a clever girl trio in a smart transcription innovation.
A sweep of all the stations in town — and Mr. Enders learned
how custom-prepared platters make friends, and influence profits. He says the idea works for the firm's other accounts as well.
We were amazed when C & P
cancelled its scheduled announcements for Christmas Day, always
the time telephone lines are flooded.
The softening up job had been thoroughly effective! The public had
accepted the message and believed
in its sincerity.
Since Christmas we have prepared two additional blocks of C
& P transcriptions on consumer cooperation and understanding of
their utility.
And then, there's the Capital
Ti'ansit Co., one of America's
largest, busiest transportation systems. Their specific difficulty : Men
and women to operate cars and
buses, to service equipment. Prior
to our radio campaign newspapers
over the East had been used. Capital Transit's radio budget was
concentrated
in the Washington

Gillette

Buys

South

area. Again, dramatized one-minute announcements, with a simple
attention-getting opening effect —
voice in an echo chamber. For
women employes we coined the
phrase:
This is a woman's
too.
A Newsaper Story

war,

When

the War Manpower Commission declared transportation an
essential war industry we told, by
transcription, the company's story
of deferment to employes. Results
were excellent. Since, the WMC
has expressed interest in our techniques employed to impress essential war jobs on persons now
engaged in non-essential work.
Our client, Washington Evening
Star, owner and operator of the
Washington BLUE station WMAL,
presents a unique case: The Star

American

'Shadow'

Rights;
MutualRAZORStarts
Carter
GILLETTE SAFETY
Scripts 'Nick
will be flown
to South
America
via
Pan-American
AirCorp., Boston, has obtained the
South American rights to The
ways, to correspondents cf Maxon
Shadow, and will start the program
who will have them translated into
on a number of stations in Brazil
Portuguese and Spanish and proand Argentina within the next 30
duced on Brazilian and Argentinian stations, it is understood. Series
days. Present plan, it is understood,
calls for the series to be heard on
will be promoted in the South
American edition of The Shadow
approximately 70 stations. Network
magazine and through showings of
hookups may be used in both coun"The Shadow" films under an artries. The program would be aired
rangement with distributors of Cofor at least 26 weeks, period for
lumbia Pictures.
which Gillette has purchased the
S. A. rights with two-year option.
A mystery series, based on the
The Shadow, several years on
fictional character, Nick Carter,
U. S. stations, both as a live net"the master detective" has replaced
work show and local transcription,
The Shadow in the Sunday 5:30-6
was discontinued on Mutual March
p.m. period on Mutual. The Nick
Carter stories, copyrighted by
31, when Delaware, Lackawanna
and Western Coal Co., completed its
Street & Smith, originated in the
seasonal sponsorship of the series.
Netv York Weekly in 1886 and
Program is now being broadcast in have appeared in the form of a
transcribed form on a number of
magazine and later a series of molocal stations. Show has never been
tion pictures.
heard in Latin America with the
The Mutual series, which started
exception of broadcasts on a Panama City station for the benefit of April 11, represents the first radio
appearance of the character and is
American troops stationed there.
titled
The Return of Nick Carter.
Program is copyrighted by Street
Walter Gibson, detective story
& Smith, publishers. Charles Michwriter, and author of many Shadow
elson, radio production firm, is raMagazine stories, is scripting the
dio representative. Gillette agency
is Maxon Inc.
program.
BROADCASTING

Discs

does not wish increased circulation (they have the largest Washington circulation), facing decreased used of newsprint. Further,
the Star does not wish increased
advertising lineage (for years they
have ranked at the top in U. S.
newspaper lineage).
But the Star does want a specific appeal to many thousands of
newcomers who are orientating to
Washington conditions. To the
newspaper world's surprise, the
Star's radio budget was spread over
all D. C. stations (not WMAL
alone), probably the largest ever
spent in a prestige campaign of
this kind. Newcomers and oldsters
remember, "If you read it in the
The it's
chain
of transcription-mindStar,
true."
ed clients is gaining new links.
Retail stores, public utilities, consumer products, newspapers — all
with new and larger radio appropriations. Direct sales and satisfied
clients
for
a bit of agency inventiveness.
How has it affected our agency,
particularly the radio department?
Well, Kal Advertising is now placing its greatest volume of radio
business in its long history.
Easy to emulate? Develop welltrained personnel who can produce
tailor-made transcriptions. They
will, in turn, produce results.
AFM

Ban

Forces

Rexall!

To Use Announcements
BECAUSE of the AFM ban on recordings the semi-annual one-cent
sale campaign conducted this
spring by United Drug Co., Boston, will consist of one-minute announcements rather than the transcribed quarter-hour programs
titled Rexall Parade of Stars,
which the company used last fall
and preceding years for its Rexall
product drive.
Scheduling of the announcements, to run on more than 20G
stations throughout the country;
has been divided so that 14 will bej
run off between April 11 and 17,
and the remaining 14 between Mayi
9 and 13. The company had hoped;
to use the musical programs it fea-i
tured last November for four days,;
but the union was adamant in its
refusal to allow the recordings to j
be used a second time. Spot Broad-ii
casting places the campaign for;
Street & Finney, New York,!;
United Drug agency.
Harvel

Watch

News

HARVEL WATCH Co.. New York,
will sponsor John B. Hughes com»
mentaries on Mutual Sunday, 10-i
10:15 p.m., starting June 6. Thej
watch firm entered radio for the;
first time with a test spot campaign in the South and Midwest
last November. At that time, Harvel's announcements urged listeners
to buy War Bonds, and wait until
after the war to buy watches. Agencv is A. W. Lewin Co., Newark,
N. J.
• Broadcast
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TENNESSEE
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W
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booming

OFFERS

Your

thorough

coverage of the rich Middle Tennessee area— a section now

as never before with farm production, industry and army camps.

JEnGINEERS'

surveys show EVERY

county of Middle Tennessee plus sixteen counties in South-

ern Kentucky included in this station's 0.1 MV/M
FoR

Market?

signal.

full information, including coverage map, rate card and present availabilities, contact this

station or Spot Sales, Inc., National Representatives.
MEMBER

STATION
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BLUE

NETWORK

AND

MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

980
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McNutt
Again
Dominant NBC
II UU Basic Station
In This Area

FCC

to

Warn

to Continue

Alert

FCC

Covering this buying market with 5,000 watts day
and night, WDEL is doing
an outstanding job for
scores of advertisers.
Yo ur advertising dollars
spent on WDEL can pay
you rich returns in profit able sales — write :

Safes Representative:
PAUL H. RAYMER
New

Page

CO.

York
* Chicago
San Francisco
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of Unfairness,

Says Fly, in Discussing Essentiality Problem
DRAFT BOARDS will be instructare deemed related to the war efed not to differentiate between stafort, no distinction can be drawn
tions in recognizing radio as an
as between particular stations."
Adding that this interpretation
essential activity, Paul V. Mcdoes not assure automatic deferNutt, director of the War Manment for persons in essential occupower Commission promised last
week. He added however that inpations, the WMC chief promised
to ask Selective Service to inform
dividual requests for deferment
its representatives that no such dewould still be handled by local Seterminations shall be made.
lective Service Boards.

Mr. Fly declared himself "quite
happy" with the McNutt explanation. The BWC-FCC Chairman insisted that radio has not sought
assurance that station employes
will be deferred. He explained that
all radio asks is that employes of
stations, without discrimination, be
eligible for classification as members of an essential industry.

WDEL reaches an area —
Delaware, southern New
Jersey, and parts of Maryland and Virginia — which
is booming for it is located
right in the heart of the
nation's
tion area. greatest produc-

Boards

st S t a ti onDiscriminat

This explanation of radio's position as an essential industry was
made in reply to two letters from
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, who questioned a statement
from Selective Service headquarters which asserted that local
boards had authority to decide
which units of an essential industry performed functions necessary
for support of the war effort
[Broadcasting, March 22, 29].

1150 KC
WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

Draft

Alert

The advantage of such a status
for radio was underlined last week
as Selective Service moved to steer
men between 18 and 38 toward
jobs in agriculture and essential
industries. Protected by the position Mr. McNutt reaffirms, radio
could draw on this manpower pool,
as well as hold its present employes
who otherwise might be inclined to
move to war plants or agriculture.
In some quarters, however, there
was still fear expressed that in instances where deferments were requested, local boards might reach
decisions by arbitrarily judging
which of competing local broadcast stations were doing a 'necessary' job. Mr. Fly promised that
FCC would continue alert for any
sign of discrimination.
The McNutt letter warned that
the needs of the armed forces would
probably require withdrawal of
some persons in essential occupations, and that some individuals
would therefore fail to obtain occupation deferments. He assured
that such failure would not be
based on lack of essentiality of the
individual station.
"As you know," Mr. McNutt
wrote, "neither the list of Essential Activities nor the Activities
and Occupational Bulletins relating to the broadcasting services
give any basis for differentiation
in the essentiality of one radio station as against another.
"Insofar as the character and
content of broadcasting services
are similar as between individual
radio stations and such services

"All We Can Expect"
Mr. Fly said the McNutt letter
confirmed the cooperative studies
on manpower made by BWC and
WMC, and Selective Service. He
said he thought WMC correct in its
policy of deciding each case involving a station employe on its
individual merit. He described the
present situation as "all we can expect the WMC
to give
us."
Meanwhil
e, Mr.
McNutt
told a
news conference last week that his
organization was "moving everybody toward essential activities."
He remarked that present workor-fight orders were to relieve the
dairy farmer crisis, but said as he
looked ahead, he admitted, "we
might have to use everything we
can get our hands on."
Text of the McNutt letter follows :
I have your communications of
March 24 an 27, concerning the local
determination of particular radio stations as being essential to the war
effort.
As you know, neither
List of
Essential Activities nor thetheActivities
and Occupational Bulletins relating
to the broadcasting services give any
basis for differentiation in the essentiality of one radio station as against
another. Insofar as the character and
content of broadcasting services are
deemed related to the war effort, no
distinction can be drawn as between
particular stations. You recognize, of
course, that this interpretation does
not assure automatic deferment for
all persons in essential occupations in
broadcasting services.
I have called your communications
to the attention of the Bureau of Selective Service and requested that they
inform their representatives in the
field that no such determination shall
be made. Requests for occupational
deferment are made by local Selective
Service Boards on an individual basis
and not on the basis of particular radio stations in which an individual
may be employed.
Needs of the armed forces are such
as to require withdrawal in some instances of persons in essential occupations in essential activities. It is possible, therefore, for individuals in essential occupations in radio stations to
fail to obtain occupational deferment,
but such failure, however, is not on
the grounds of the lack of essentiality
of the individual radio station.
Lever Shifts Theme
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass.,
temporarily shifted its spot campaign for Rinso on 111 stations, to
promotion of Lipton's Tea, and
Lipton's Continental Soup Mix, for
one week only, starting April 5.
Agency
is Young & Rubicam, New
York.
BROADCASTING

PLACE QUESTIONS
DRAFT
VAGUENESS
COMMENTING it is common
knowledge that the induction date
for fathers is not far off, Russell
P. Place, NAB general counsel,
said last week registrants and employers could plan more easily if
they were given reasonable indication when induction is likely to take
(On Monday Maj. Gen. Lewis B.
Hershey, director of Selective Servplace.ice, said such inductions were not]
likely to take place at least until
July but Selective Seervice could
not tell when since the date depended on facts beyond its control,}
Gen. Hershey said one important
factor would be the rate at which!
"public opinion forced single men
to Mr.
give Place
up jobssaid
in war
the plants.")
impact of

Selective Seervice on the people is'
second only to the impact of the]
war itself and that such major disruption of normal life calls fori
vital rearrangements of business j
and personal affairs. He decried i
the "welter of confusing and often
seemingly
statements"
I
and
pointed conflicting
out that such
publicity ill
seems to "put the stress on how to
stay out of the Army rather than
when induction is likely to occur."
RADIO

MUSICIANS

EXEMPTED
BY WMC
MUSICIANS employed by radio
stations are not subject to the
work-or-fight order that went into
effect April 1, an official of the
War Manpower Commission explained last week. The work-orfight
order
listed "music"
non-essentialhadservice,
ordering asalla
men 18-38 engaged in such work
to register for war jobs.
A misunderstanding of the order
had occurred in Philadelphia where
a number of musicians had received induction notices. The regional manpower office has recognized the national interpretation
and ruled that only musicians employed in night clubs and dance
studios, services listed as nonessential, are at present subject to
induction.
Musicians as such have not been
declared non-deferable, the Washington official explained, but certain activities that employ musi- j
cians such as night clubs, are nonessential, and all their employes,
musicians included, are subject to
immediate induction. Musicians |
employed by essential industries
are not effected by the order.
IBEW
With

Renews Contracts
Five Broadcasters

RENEWALS of agreements cover- j
ing
employes last
of five
tionstechnical
were announced
week staby Ij
locals
the International
hood ofof Electrical
Workers Brother(AFL). 1

has completed
the
of Omahas with
1221 agreement
Local new
KFAB Broadcasting Co., and the
Cornbelt
Broadcasting
Co. for
members at KFAB
and KFOR,
Lincoln,
and
for technical
employes of KOIL, Omaha, owned
and operated by the Central States
Broadcasting
Co. The
proposed
agreements have been submitted
to the WLB for approval.
In Alabama, Local 1299 reported
a renewal with the Gadsen Broadcasting Co. WJBY, Gadsden, Ala.,
and the Selma Broadcasting Co.,
WHBB, Selma.
• Broadcast
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r"Detroit
Combat

Is

Turning

Munitions

Industrial

Area

in

Out

More

Than

the

Any

Other

World"

Office of War Information Report, February, 1943
When Detroit was first described as the Arsenal of Democracy, the phrase was largely one of aspiration; today
it wears this accolade by virtue of actual performance. Below are listed the names of some but not all of the
products currently being produced at the rate of #1,000,000 worth hourly, that make Detroit a name to be feared
in Berlin, Tokio, Rome.

Important

Detroit Contributions

AIRPLANES
Consolidated
B-24
Liberator
heavy bomber
(sub-assemblies and complete jobs)
Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress heavy bomber
(sub-assemblies)
Martin B-26 Marauder medium bomber
(assemblies)
North American B-25 Mitchell medium bomber
(assemblies)
Republic P-47 Thunderbolt Army fighter
(assemblies)
Douglas A-20 Havoc light bomber
(assemblies)
Vought-Sikorsky F4U Navy fighter
(assemblies)
Vought-Sikorsky S02U Navy scout-observation
(assemblies)
Vultee Vengeance Navy dive bombers
(assemblies)
Stinson L-5 Sentinel liaison planes (complete)
Stinson Reliant navigation trainers (complete)

to Democracy's

Arsenal

Ford V-8 engines for tanks (complete)
General Motors Diesels for tanks and boats
(complete)
Packard Marine engines for PT boats
(complete)
Allison V-1710 aircraft engines (parts)
Wright Cyclone 1,750-h.p. for planes (parts)
Wright Cyclone 1,200-h.p. for planes (parts)
Wright Duplex Cyclone 2,200-h.p. for planes
(parts)
TANKS
M-4
M-5
M-7
M-10

medium tank, Gen. Sherman
light tank, Honey
tank destroyer, Priest
tank destroyer

GUNS
20-mm
40-mm
90-mm

Oerlikon anti-aircraft
Bofors anti-aircraft
anti-aircraft (parts)

ENGINES

MISCELLANEOUS

Pratt & Whitney Double Wasp 2,000 horsepower
(complete)
Pratt & Whitney Twin Wasp, 1,250 horsepower
(complete)
Rolls-Royce Merlin aircraft engines (complete)
Wright Whirlwind for tanks and training planes
(complete)
Continental engines for tanks and trainers
(complete)

Gas masks
Airplane flight instruments
Naval ship gyro compasses
Anti-aircraft detectors
Troop-carrying gliders
Air raid sirens
Jeeps
Trucks and half-tracs

WW J is, by actual survey, the most listened to station in this great arsenal.
And Detroit has had a population gain of more than 300,000 since ■ 1940!
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Hugh

Feltis

Made

Manager
of KOIL
Woods Promoted to Central
States System Manager
JUD WOODS, station manager of
KFAB and KFOR, Lincoln, and
Hugh Feltis station contact representative of the BLUE, share executive responsibilities in the Central States Broadcasting System
setup following Don Searle's appointment as manager of KGO,
San Francisco.
Mr. Feltis becomes station manager of KOIL, Omaha, and sales
manager of KFAB and KFOR.
Mr. Woods is promoted to the general managership of the Central
States system, operating all three
stations. Mr. Feltis will have an
office in Omaha, Mr. Woods in Lincoln.
A native of Washington and a
graduate from the U. of Idaho
Mr. Feltis has been associated with
stations his entire business career.
He comes to KOIL after more than
a year with the BLUE. Previouly
he had been a salesman for KVOS,
Bellingham ; acting manager,
KXRO, Aberdeen ; station manager,
KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash.; sales
manager, KFBB, Great Falls and
sales manager, KIDO, Boise.
Radio

Executives

Club

Prepares
For Election
INTRODUCTION of new members, appointment of a nominating
committee, and a general discussion of future plans were the
agenda of the April 7 meeting of
the Radio Executives Club. Under
the chairmanship of John Hymes,
Foote, Cone & Belding, the nominating committee to prepare a
slate for next year's officers includes Arthur Sinsheimer, Peck
Adv. Agency; Horace Hagedorn,
NBC spot sales, and Marvin
Kirsch, Radio Daily. A new president, vice-president, secretary and
treasurer will be announced at the
May 26 meeting.
Current president, Tom Lynch,
Wm. Esty & Co., told members that
a service flag was being made for
members of the Club now in the
armed forces and announced that
next week's meeting would be a
"Navy Day." Out-of-town guests
present included Mrs. Ucola Katzentine, WKAT, Miami Beach; Robert Nichols, WHAI, Greenfield,
Mass.; Art Harre, WJJD, Chicago,
and Odin Ramsland, KDAL, Duluth.
McCormick

to NBC

ROBERT McCORMICK, political
reporter and Washington columnist, will join NBC's Washington
staff April 19, as a news analyst,
and will be heard each weekday on
the 8 a.m. World News Roundup,
with W. W. Chaplin from New
York, and Elmer Peterson from
London. McCormick was with the
Washington Daily News for a number of years, starting as copyboy
and eventually becoming news editor and columnist for the paper.
For the last five and a half years
he has been Washington correspondent for Collier's.
Page
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Hawaiian

Says

FIGURES in the managerial shift
involving stations of the Central
States Broadcasting System are (1
to r) : Don Searle, who leaves the
KOIL-KFAB general managership
to become manager of KGO, San
Francisco; Jud Woods, promoted
to general manager of the Central
States system; Hugh Feltis of the
Blue stations staff, who becomes
KOIL station manager and sales
manager of KOIL, KFAB and
KFOR.
CIAA

TO

PRESENT

BRAZILIAN
SERIES
CARRYING out its recently announced intention of stepping up
domestic radio activities, the Office
of the Coordinator of Intei'-American Affairs is readying a series to
acquaint American listeners with
their Brazilian neighbors. The
programs will start on Mutual,
probably this month, and may be
followed by similar series in other
countries in 13-week cycles.
The first cycle will be presented
in cooperation with Brazil's
Department of Press and Propaganda, and reciprocates for the
latter agency's cooperation in making time available on 94 Brazilian
stations for a five-minute daily
CIAA news program, transmitted
from this country during the last
Frank Buck, explorer, animal
year.
collector, and author, will m.c.
the Mutual program, with stars
from the entertainment world, visiting South American celebreties,
public figures of international
fame and Latin American artists
as guests in a show combining interviews and drama. Feature material will be supplied by the CIAA
representative in Rio de Janeiro.
Series is expected to be heard in
the Saturday, 4:30 p.m. period.
Carter Expands
CARTER PRODUCTS, New York,
last week expanded to 20 the list
of local stations carrying transcriptions of Jimmy Fidler's gossip program, heard on BLUE Sunday,
9:30-9:45 p.m. and rebroadcast at
11:15 p.m. Carter has been experimenting for several months with
supplementary transcriptions of the
program on stations outside the
BLUE in behalf of Arrid [Broadcasting, Dec. 28]. Agency is Small
& Seiffer, New York.
Now Rear Adm. Redman
PROMOTION of Capt. Joseph R.
Redman, who last week began his
second tour as Director of Naval
Communications, to rank of Rear
Admiral, was confirmed by the
Senate last Tuesday. Admiral Redman succeeded Capt. Carl F. Holden, after a half-year in the war
zone [Broadcasting, April 5].

Radio

Webley

About

Edwards

People

Listening

More

Morale

and Provide

Than

Emergency

Normal
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Ever;

Visit

Stations

Aid

Communication

ALTHOUGH Hawaiian radio stations are the only United States
domestic stations actually in operation in a combat zone as well
as under martial law, the problems
confronting them after the Pearl
Harbor attack have for the most
part been adjusted to meet military
requirements and broadcasting
schedules have returned to a more
or less normal basis.
This report on radio in the Hawaiian Islands 16 months after
Dec. 7, 1941, was made by Webley
Edwards, manager of KGMB,
Honolulu, and KHBC, Hilo, who
serves as CBS correspondent in
Hawaii, and was recently in New
York for a short vacation.
Fastest and Best
People on the Islands are listening to radio as never before,
Mr. Edwards said, pointing out
that not only is radio the fastest
and best means for emergency
communication with the residents,
but also has double duty as an unusually powerful force for good
morale in view of the gasoline restrictions keeping people at home
by day, and the nightly blackouts
precluding other forms of entertainment.
Describing the stringent measures taken by KGMB, for example, to guard against sabotage, or
worse still, possible seizure of the
station, Mr. Edwards stated that
the building housing the studios
and offices, and the transmitter
nearby, are entirely surrounded by
barbed wire fences. Machine gun
nests and Army sentries guard the
enclosure, and a barricade of sandbags and gravel hugging the buildings further protects the station
from flying shrapnel in case of a
second Japanese attack.
Visitors are now allowed to visit
KGMB, he said, as well as attend
broadcasts, all of which must be
transcribed prior to presentation
lest some unintentional slip give
information to the enemy.
For five days after the Dec. 7
attack, Hawaiian stations were entirely cut off the air except for
emergency announcements. On
Dec. 14, the Army allowed them
to resume on a limited schedule
from about 7:30 a.m. until 9 p.m.,
and they are on the air today from
6 a.m. to approximately midnight.
The result of this curtailment
naturally affected advertising
schedules and station revenue, Mr.
Edwards stated, adding that of
course all foreign language programs in Japanese, Chinese and
Filipino, have been completely discontinued.
Today, however, with the distribution of essential things smoothed
out, national advertising firms
have resumed their radio promotion of such items as food or drugs
BROADCASTING

MR. EDWARDS
and local firms are again using radio in the realization that it is the
best way in which to reach the restricted populace.
As Mr. Edwards reported some
months ago to KGMB's representative, John Blair & Co., "it is a real
tribute to the steadiness and intelligence of the majority of Hawaiian business firms that they
stayed steadfastly with us by keeping their radio programs going after we resumed broadcasting. Of
course, some firms were virtually
put out of business by the war and
could not continue. Other firms,
short of goods, had to leave the
air or cut down. A few firms
stopped all of their advertising imHigh tribute to the Army for its
mediately."
"grand" cooperation with the harried radio executives and for its
understanding of the problems of
the four Hawaiian stations was
paid by Mr. Edwards, who also
praised the great assistance given
the stations by the Office of War
Information. "Recognizing the
value of radio as a morale builder
for the armed forces, war workers
and civilians," Mr. Edwards said,
"the OWI has taken over the job
of assembling all our transcriptions at one point in San Francisco and shipping them over to
us by the best available means,
either by air or surface . . . The
OWI has further begun providing
us with transcriptions of many network sustaining shows."
An interesting phase of broadcasting on the Islands described
by Mr. Edwards was the "regional
network" the stations have worked
out by feeding a program via special lines from KGMB, or KGU,
Honolulu, for instance, to KHBC
in Hilo and thence to KTOH in
Lihue Kauai.
• Broadcast

Advertising

CAN

YOU

HATCH

DOORKNOBS?

IT MAKES a whale of a difference what's under a radio station's
coverage. No matter how closely a doorknob resembles an egg, it's
still a dud. No matter how closely "coverage" resembles "listeners", the
two are as far apart as doorknobs and eggs.
When you look underneath the "coverage" of Oklahoma City stations,
you find 43.5% of the listeners tuned to WKY in the morning; 56.8%
in the afternoon; and 60.6% at night. These are the Fall-Winter averages compiled by Hooper and just released.
WKY's coverage, in addition, extends farther out into the state than
any other Oklahoma City station.
WKY has the coverage, but, what's vastly more important, WKY
has the listeners to make your radio selling produce results at remarkably low cost per unit in Oklahoma.

WKY

OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

KLX

Charges

Freedom

of

Press

Denied

In NBC
Exclusive
Mme.
Chiang
Pickup
that the State Dept. had declared
MEMBERS of Congress and the
NBC alone would be permitted to
FCC last week were investigating
carry the event direct from the
a complaint by KLX, Oakland independent operated by the Tribune,
auditorium. The Mayor's office,
however, subsequently disclaimed
charging that the station had been
any such order.
prohibited from broadcasting the
At the State Dept. last Wednesaddress of Mme. Chiang Kai-shek
day it was said that so far as
in San Francisco's civic auditorium
could be ascertained, there had been
on March 27 and that "freedom of
no dealings whatever on the pickthe press" had been denied.
up. Moreover, it was said such acState Dept. Order
tion would have been entirely conThe station said it had been told
trary to the Department's policy.
that NBC had exclusive rights to
Receipt of a complaint from Josbroadcast the address and that no
eph R. Knowland, owner of KLX
other station could participate.
and publisher of the Tribune, was
KSAN, San Francisco local, howacknowledged by the FCC. He
asked the Commission whether the
ever, also picked up the speech and
subsequently originated for an inexclusive pick up was "in line with
dependent network an address in
the policy of the Commission."
Chinese by the visiting dignitary.
The matter was being investigated
last week after the matter also had
Adriel Fried, KLX manager, asserted he was informed by the office
been brought to the Commission's
of Mayor Rossi in San Francisco
attention by a number of members

c
pARL

WHKC

of Congress
Knowland.

contacted by

Mr.

KLX said it had installed lines
into the auditorium but Mr. Fried
charged that the lines subsequently
had been cut. They were repaired
prior to the pickup in time for the

•

■

COLUMBUS

the "Little Tin Soldier" programs.

cannot
We

conclude

have played

the series twice and have started a third run. Every
time we

come

letters come
is from

up to the last program
in demanding

people

we

in all walks

hundreds

of

continue. The mail
of life and

highly

complimentary."

The "Little Tin Soldier" is a serial story for
children of J 56 (15-minutel episodes. It is furnished FREE to subscribers with Lang-Worth
Planned Program Service.

LANG
-WORTH,
420 MADISON
AVENUE
. NEW
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BING CROSBY, star of the weekly
NBC Kraft Music Hall, sponsored by
Kraft Cheese Co., has been given a
new seven-year straight no-option
contract by Deeca Records Inc., which
calls for a guarantee of $500,000 during that period, as against royalties
on record sales. His former recording
contract, with two years more to run,
was cancelled by Jack Kapp, president
of Decca.
planned broadcast but the KLX
technicians were not permitted to
set up their microphones and were
ejected from the auditorium by
military police, according to Mr.
Fried. The microphones were refrom the stage by auditorium moved
employes.
It was said that Mr. Knowland
had telegraphed the State Dept.
regarding the order, which he said
"would deprive all independent stations of the privilege of broadcasting events of this character."
In his telegram to Mayor Rossi
two days before the address, Mr.
Knowland said he requested authority to make the direct pickup in the
war interest. He added that since
the pickup was in the municipal
auditorium, he felt any broadcasting company had the privilege of
installing microphones unless the
speakers did not wish the broadcast, "which is apparently not true
in Mr.
this Fried
particular
case."
said the
telegram and

everson

. "for the life of us we
f

SPLIT-SHOE TIRE attached to
rim by springs was designed by
George Sudermann (1), news analyst of KSO, Des Moines, in his
spare time tinkering. Of solid oak
and hinged together, this model being inspected by Mr. Jaeger and
Mr. Sudermann was made by
Jaeger
makers.. Mfg. Co., local cabinet

Sanka Resumed
FOR THE first time since coffee
rationing began, General Foods
Corp., New York, is doing a promotion of Sanka on WQXR, New
York resuming sponsorship of
Symphony Hall, 8 p.m., April 5.
Formerly sponsoring one broadcast
per week, General Foods is now
using two programs weekly on
WQXR. Product is not being advertised on any other local program.
Young & Rubicam, New York,
handles the account.

Inc.
YORK, N. Y.

BROADCASTING

repeated telephone calls to Mayor
Rossi's office were ignored. Finally
contact was made with the Mayor's
secretary and resulted in the
statement that the State Dent, had
said the broadcast would be exclusively NBC, according to Mr.
Fried. Later, the KLX manager
said, the Mayor's office denied receiving any order from the State
Dept. or telling Fried about it.
At Mayor Rossi's office it was
said the networks had agreed before Mme. Chiang's tour began
that a different chain was to have
exclusive rights in each city visited
and that every local station in the
San Francisco area had agreed to
take NBC's recording of the speech
for rebroadcast.
Mr. Knowland said he thought
the matter of freedom of speech
"is very much involved." Where an
independent station is "deprived
of broadcasting to the public" he
said, "we are all vitally concerned.
They had no more right to say we
couldn't broadcast the speech than
to say the Tribune couldn't pubMr. Fried declared KLX meant
to bring the whole thing to a showlish it."down. "It is a battle of independents versus the networks," he said.
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General

Mills

Trophy

awarded

for

lowest

to

cost

• Hi-yo Silver! The Lone Ranger, radio's
most thrilling drama, has a listener
loyalty that is the envy of many a
sponsor.
Recently this popular program carried
a billfold offer that was a complete
nation-wide success. Returns from the
entire Blue Hook-up
remarkably good.
Yet WENR-WLS

CHICAGO'S

BLUE
890

50,000
Represented by Blue Spot Sales

WATTS

WENR-WLS

per

inquiry

by
theper
sponsor's
for capturing
lowest cost
inquiry!special award
All of which proves that in Chicago
and the Midwest the Blue is still going
forward with the speed of the great
horse Silver, delivering value far beyond
normal expectations.

of stations were

You, too, can share in the whirlwind

topped all stations

progress of the Blue. Better get all the
facts now!

NETWORK

r

STATIONS

KILOCYCLES
-

CLEAR

CHANNEL

ms.

500

W.

OF

At

W TAR

we

spell

"OPPORTUNITY"

BOWER:

"P's"
four
with
5,000 watts day and night (directional

at night) blankets the entire Norfolk area
with a strong, clear signal.

"top 10"
WTAR
PROGRA
s.
popular sprogram
52 most America'
first carries
33 of the
and MS:
More of the Nation's favorite programs than
all other Stations in the Norfolk area combined.

POPULATION: WTAR serves 1,195,463 people
in the Norfolk Metropolitan District, and
more are arriving every day.
n

REFERENCE: 81% of the people in the Norfolk
Market listen most to Station WTAR.

The "four P's" spell OPPORTUNITY for more sales
of almost anything you tell folks about over Station
WTAR in the fabulous Norfolk Market. Now is the
opportune time to write for ava'iabilifies and complete information.

WLW
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DISMISSED

APPLICATION of WLW for renewed authority to operate with
500,000 watts day and 50,000 watts
at night, using its experimental
W8XO high-powered transmitter,
was dismissed without prejudice by
the FCC last Wednesday at the
station's request.
In its motion for dismissal, the
Crosley Corp. set out that the experimental transmitter has been
taken over by the Federal Government for use in connection with the
war effort. At the time the hearing
originally was scheduled, it was set
forth that the Government was considering the desirability of taking
over the equipment for war use
and that when the application for
dismissal was filed April 1, final
decision had been reached to that
end.
It is presumed that in the light
of the acquisition of the transmitter, presumably for psychological
warfare purposes, Crosley Corp.
will drop its appeal from the FCC
action denying W8XO authority to
experiment with 750,000 watts
from midnight to morning. This
authority was sought to prove
the technical feasibility of highpowered transmitting equipment,
which the FCC denied on Nov. 30.
Last December it also denied
W8XO a renewal of license, which
in no wise affected the WLW operation with 50,000 watts fulltime.

FCC
Hearing Ordered
On Transfer of KFMB
APPLICATION for voluntary
transfer of control of Worcester
Broadcasting Corp., owner of
KFMB, San Diego, from Warren
! B. Worcester, deceased, to The
First National Trust & Savings
Bank of San Diego, as trustee,
under declaration of trust for Mr.
Worcester has been set for hearing
by
the FCC.
Renewal
of KFMB's
license
will be
considered
in the
same proceeding.
Mr. Worcester, a former aircraft
designer-engineer, was the grandson of one of the founders of the
U. S. Steel Corp. KFMB, operating
with 250 watts on 1450 kc., took
the air September 1940, culminating a four-year effort by young
Worcester, whose original application for a new local station had
been denied on the grounds that
no
need for the service had been
shown.
His later application to purchase
KECA, Los Angeles, regional on
1430 kc, which he proposed to move
to San Diego after the Earle
Anthony interests had purchased
the old KEHE's facilities for transfer to KECA, was also denied. Following these moves, however, the
"survival of the fittest" theory of
new station grants was upheld by
the courts, and Mr. Worcester subsequently was granted permission
to construct KFMB.
WTOL

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: EDWARD PETRY & CO.

APPLICATION

Basic Blue

WTOL, Toledo, heretofore a BLUE
supplementary station, on May 1
will become a member of the basic
BLUE network. The station, owned
by the Community Broadcasting
Co., operates on 1230 kc, 250 watts.
BROADCASTING

SPRING TRAINING for the world
champion St. Louis Cardinals
was formally opened in Cairo, 111.,
with a welcome banquet which was
broadcast on WKRO, Cairo. Welcoming the champs (1 to r) are:
C. L. Keaton, chairman of the
Cairo Baseball Committee and head
of McKnight-Keaton Wholesale
Groc. Co., heavy radio user; Mrs.
Keaton, who designed Cardinals
emblem; Sam Breadon, Cardinals
president. Toastmaster was Merrill
(Red) Currier, WKRO manager.
Thelma

Kirchner

Named

KGFJ
General Manager
FOLLOWING withdrawal of Ben
S. McGlashan, owner of KGFJ, Los
Angeles, from active participation
in that station's operation for the
war duration, Thelma Kirchner,
staff member for 16 years, has been
appointed general manager. Mr.
McGlashan, now a major in the
Civil Air Patrol, is in charge of the
San Benito (Tex.) airfield. Miss
Kirchner joined the station in 1927,
three months after KGFJ started
operation. For the last ten months
she has been acting manager.
Miss Kirchner appointed W. J.
(Bill) Trader as commercial manager and Mrs. Carolyn Caro, program manager. Formerly at KFAC,
Los Angeles. Mr. Trader before going to the Coast was on the sales
staff of WALA, Mobile, Ala. Mrs.
Caro was associated with Los Angeles stations.
Charles Gordon Whyte
CHARLES GORDON WHYTE, 56,
radio writer-producer-actor and a
staff director in the NBC production division in New York, died
April 5 at his home in Long Island
City following a heart attack. At
one time public relations director
for the White Rats, predecessor of
Actors' board
Equity
and later magazines,
with Billand Metronome
Mr. Whyte entered radio in 1927
as a free-lance writer and producer. Subsequently, he joined N.
W. Ayer & Son where he wrote
and produced the early programs
sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. He joined NBC last September and at the time of his death
was working on the Fred Waring
show for Chesterfields and the
news broadcasts of H. V. Kaltenborn. His wife survives.
RECORD directory issued two weeks
ago by Associated Music Publishers is
the first full index of AMP copyrights
on commercial records, but does not
represent
the complete
AMP repertoire of some
18,000 copyrights,
as
mistakenly
ing, April 5.expressed in Broadcast• Broadcast
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MANY

FOR

HINDUS

AN

HOUR

CAN

OR

"HOLD

THEIR

BREATH"

MORE

.ft?"

BUT

NOBODY

THE

GRAND

CHICAGO

OR

HAS

EVER

RAPIDS-

KALAMAZOO

DETROIT!

"COVERED"

COMPLETELY

AREA—

If you don't want to cover Western

Michigan

FROM

(the Kala-

mazoo-Grand Rapids area) — well, you're the boss.
But if you do want Western

Michigan,

don't kid your-

self about doing it with any Detroit or Chicago station.
The Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids Area is the home
of 1,483 ,509 better than average consumers who
vastly prefer WKZO to any and every other radio
station, either "outside1* or inside" the Area.
Let us prove it t

WKZO
power

is the home

station to this entire area — has

second to none, has far the best frequency, and

rates first with the vast majority of the available audience . . . Write for all the facts — or just ask Free &
Peters !

covers
WKZO

Michigan,

KALAMAZOO
CHICAGO I

5000

WATTS
JOHN

FREE
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INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

E. FETZER,

all Western

and
•

with

GRAND
590
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studios
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President and General Manager

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

Feigenspan Quiz
CHRISTIAN FEIGENSPAN
Brewing Co., Newark, will present Fulton Oursler, writer and
former editor of Liberty Magazine, in a five-weekly question and
answer news program on WOR,
New York, starting April 12.
Aired for P. O. N. beer and ale,
9:15-9:30 p. m. Monday through
Friday, the program will be titled
Pay Off News, and will invite listeners to submit questions on current news, with $3 to be paid for
each question used. Specific information, rather than editorial comment, will be offered, according to
Mr. Oursler. Feigenspan has been
using sports broadcasts for the past
several years. Radio advertising
will be confined to WOR. Maxon
Inc., New York, is agency.

T

-H €

Rep.

Keefe

Urges

That

Congress

Act

To
Settle
Time
Change
Controversy
Commerce Committee. His advice
CONGRESSIONAL action to settle
the time change controversy once
had been requested by the Wisconsin Senate Committee, after the
and for all was urged last week by
Wisconsin Assembly had passed
Rep. Keefe (R-Wis.), who exand sent to the Senate a bill to
pressed alarm at the confusion rerepeal Federal Time in that State
sulting from a wave of sentiment
[Broadcasting, April 5].
in favor of returning to standard
time, particularly in the agricultural areas.

"There seems to be a strong sentiment for return to Standard

Rep. Keefe has advised the Wisconsin State Senate Military Affairs Committee that two concurrent resolutions, calling for repeal
of War Time, are in the hands of
the House Interstate & Foreign

Time," said Rep. Keefe, "a sentiment Iinterpret as indicative of
the public attitude for the restoration of Standard Time. Whether the
benefits which have accrued statistically from War Time are what we

NATION
'5
■ THE CROSLSY CORPORATION

5

T
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25, 1943

Caparell
News Service
Street
Y.

Dear Mr. Caparell:
Please permit me to take a moment of your
time to express appreciation for the fine service given the WLW-WSAI newsrooms by International News Service.
With the largest news
operation among radio stations, WLW-WSAI has
the reports of all major American news service,
in addition to a European service, and we are
proud that INS is included among them.
I want to compliment INS on both Its
coverage and enterprise in both the foreign and
domestic fields and to offer our thanks for the
co-operation always afforded us by your New
York and Columbus offices.
Yours

"If the entire State in these instances adopted Standard Time
there would be less confusion," he
commented, "but in Georgia, Ohio
and Michigan, where State Legislatures have repealed War Time,
the larger cities, I understand, remain on fast time, causing untold

very truly,

9*
William Dowdell
JUL.Editor
News
WLW - WSAI

Page
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were told could be expected I do
not know. From the facts that have
been laid before me, I would say it
was just the contrary. So far I am
not convinced that we need War

taining War Time. I feel that we're
attempting to separate the people
from Federal Government and actually the people are the Government. We must have universal
time, if we are to function in unity,
whether it be War Time or Standard Time.
"From the standpoint of agriculture, there's a well-founded demand
for the return to Standard Time.
Aside from the summertime, when
we all enjoyed an extra hour of
daylight, I cannot see where War
Time is of any great benefit. If it is
as necessary as we are told, then
we should have War Time and individual States should go along in
unity. On the other hand, if it is
not effecting the big savings in
power it is supposed to, then I say
let's abide by the wishes of the
people who, after all, are the Government of the United States."
Rep. Keefe said he plans to insist that Congress take action "one
way or the other". He deplored the
"confusion not only to radio but to
all industry and all people" because
certain States have repealed War
Time.

1

March

Mr. Basil A.
Sales Manager
International
235 East 45th
New York, N.

UNABLE to find a place to
live with his wife and child,
Harry Wood, announcer who
came from Chicago to WW J,
Detroit, has returned to free
lance in Chicago. Paul Williams, WWJ sports announcer and producer, has been
commissioned a lieutenant
(j.g.) in the Navy and leaves
April 24 to report at Quonset
Pt. and announcer Franklin
Ferguson on April 4 joined
CBS in Chicago. Now WWJ is
considering more women announcers.

Time, but the big point is — Congress must settle the issue.
"It's too bad to have certain
States legislating Standard Time
and the Federal Government re-

WLW
wsaI
a w i_ w n
C I NC 1 N N AT

Turnover

confusion."
LeSueur to London
LARRY LeSUEUR former CBS
correspondent in Russia, who is
writing a book of his experiences
in that country, is leaving New
York in several weeks to join the
CBS staff in London, and it is understood that William L. Shirer,
CBS news analyst, will follow him
later this spring. Correspondents
currently in the CBS London office
include Bob Trout, John Daly and
Paul Manning, with Edward R.
Murrow continuing in charge of
the branch as well as of the CBS
European staff.
BROADCASTING
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A

WORLD'S

THE

RECORD

TENNESSEE

VALLEY

Dam, the vital wartime hydro-

RECORD-BREAKING
workmen change shifts at TVA's
electric project which began storage of water on February 19, 1943.

Construction

at ■■■■

Dam,

in upper

East Tennessee, started in February, 1942.

Twelve

months

began,

and nineteen days after construction

the gates were closed and the dam

began to hold

water ... a world's record for speed in construction.
Total cost

amounted

to $36,000,000.

electric power will be used in production
aluminum

and

many

other

products

INDUSTRIAL
GATEWAY
TO
THE
RICH
TENNESSEE
VALLEY

The

constitute

a major contribution

This is TVA-land
and

a mighty

. . a great development

emergency

States at war. WLAC,

muscle

H.

RAYMER

CO.

in peace

for the United

with its 50,000 watts, covers

this vast area of expanded

industrial construction.

of

which

WATTS

50,000
THE

PAUL

to our total war

effort.

THE

THE

IN

ONLY
125

CBS

MILES

OF

OUTLET

WITHIN

NASHVILLE

I ROM MATERIAL furnished
by the Third Fighter Command of Gen. A. H. Gilkeson,
F:
a new program on Thursdays
at 6:30 p.m. (CWT) dramatizing
the often thankless and little
known work of the Aircraft Warning Service has been created by
WWL, New Orleans. Script for the
quarter-hour program is prepared
by War Program Manager, P. C.
Ott.
% %

f"x&t
PROGRAMS
USO Scrapbooks
History In Wax
THE HISTORY of recorded popuTHROUGH SPECIAL arrangements with the East Bay Unit of
lar music from the time of Edithe Domestic Branch of the OWI,
son's discovery to the present,
KLX, Oakland, Cal., is presenting
makes a new series of early mornthe OWI program News From The
Quips and Tips
ing programs on WCAU, PhiladelHome Front twice daily direct from
phia. Created and handled by Al
INTERSPERSING humorous
Taylor,
the
program
is
called,
The
the OWI quarters under the ausstories with tips on wartime living,
pices of J. F. Hink & Son, Berkeley,
Wax Library, and includes accoma thrice-weekly quarter-hour proCal.
(department
store). In lieu of
panying
commentary
in
addition
to
gram, For Ladies Only, has started
commercial announcements, the deon KTMS, Santa Barbara, with
the recordings, many of which are
partment store is asking that scrap
Frank Weltmer as m.e.
antiques and collector items.
books be presented the USO and
is awarding a $25 War Bond to
the one presenting the best book.
The broadcasts are handled by
KLX Announcers Dick Glyer, Ruth
Franklin and Don Victor.
*
* *
JI-ternalU
School of Life

e

r

n

e

v

u

CONFLICTING philosophies provide the action for a five-times
weekly daytime serial on CBS titled
This Life Is Mine. Plot centers
around a school teacher and her
father, who symbolize two schools
of thought — altruism and egotism.
The school teacher attempts to
bring up a sister and two younger
brothers to be considerate of others,
while the father opposes her.

e/v
' v

TAX

Penthouse Theater
PERMANENT studio cast plays
supporting roles in Penthouse
Theater, a comedy-drama series
heard Thursday nights for a halfhour on WCSC, Charleston, S. C,
and each week guest stars are chosen from the Dock Street theater
and Footlight Players, local little
theatre groups. Programs are diLong. rected by Lt. Charles R. Bell,
USNR, and produced by Russ
^ s|; ^
Poultry Lessons
PURDUE U. is presenting The
Poultry School of the Air, a series
of 10 quarter-hour programs for
farmers on its station WBAA, Lafayette, and eight stations in Indiana. Sessions are conducted in
classroom manner. The tenth
broadcast is a final exam and those
passing receive certificates from
the Purdue Poultry Dept.
jji ^ >|;
"LAST
YEAR
PAID 398.1%

US NORTH
DAKOTA
MORE
INCOME
TAX

FOLKS
THAN
IN

I94I-BIGGEST
INCREASE
IN THE
BETTER
ASK
WDAY
WHAT
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IN

BUYING

POWER-

AND

HOW

NATION/
MEANS

TO

GIT

SHARE/"

YER

WDAY
FARGO,

N. D.

SOOO
WATTS-N.B.C.
AND
BLUE
AFFILIATED
WITH
THE
FARGO
FORUM
FREE
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Schools at War
OREGON STATE WAR Staff,
with KGW, Portland, is presenting
Schools at War weekly. Half-hour
shows originate in different schools
with scripts emphasizing work
being done by school children to
further the war effort. Bands and
glee clubs are often featured.
Weekly Letters
EXTENDING a personal invitation to visit its studios, KOY,
Phoenix, has started mailing a
weekly letter to new residents of
that city. Names are secured from
local
and electric company's
"turn gas
on" lists.
Feminine War Role
WOMEN in factory jobs, in the
services and in the news are in the
limelight in Fran Harris Reports,
a twice-weekly quarter-hour show
on WWJ, Detroit. Miss Harris interviews women in interesting war
work.
BROADCASTING

INQUIRING
REPORTER
of
WCOL, Columbus, O., gets Baby
Doll's answer as to Axis chances of
winning the war. The 14-year-old
pony, who has appeared before
many celebrities, including King
George VI of England, rode up nine
stories to the WCOL studios,
donned a grass skirt and did a
hula dance. Milton Metz holds the
mike as Manny Block, manager of
Kay's, sponsor of the Inquiring Reporter, stands behind Metz.
WAAC

Adventures

TESTING out an afternoon instead of the usual morning spot,
The Gallant Heart, a new fiveweekly quarter-hour series dramatizing the story of a WAAC and
the friends she meets in the world
of war,
Pacific was
stations,started
March on29,NBC
Monday
through Friday, 4-4 : 15 p.m.
(PWT). Written by Virginia
Maria Cooke, the program is produced by Earl Ebi. Janet Waldo
portrays Jennifer Lake, a WAAC,
with Ben Alexander playing the
masculine lead. Verne Smith is
announcer-narrator, with Eugene
Le Pique providing organ musical
background.
Facts and Families
INFORMATION on rationing and
wartime living are presented by
WBBM, Chicago, in dramatic and
discussion form on two public service features, Family Goes to War,
weekly evening quarter-hour, and
Facts for Freedom, twice weekly
daytime quarter-hour. The latter
program has been offering a
WBBM-OPA
folio containing
household budget sheets for point
Barry.
rationing,
point values, etc. Both
programs are written by Joan
*

*

*

Production Booster
REPORTS credit current musical
programs for war workers on
KMOX, St. Louis, with stepping up
production 15%. Broadcast daily at
3:45 p.m. and 12:40 a.m., the series,
featuring music by the Jefferson
Barracks 147-piece band, is presented through cooperation with the
Army Air Forces Technical Training Command. Local war plants
feed the
programs over public address systems.
• Broadcast

Advertising

supremacy

in domestic coverage. Devoting regular

time each week to broadcasts direct from the world's
warfronts, with keen analyses from the homefronts,
Mutual

contributes continuously to a fuller under-

standing ofwhat the word "global" really means . . .
from the first radioed words of MacArthur to the
latest triumph on the remotest battleground.
RADIO

has made

neighbors

of all the nations on

earth. China and Chile, Brazil and Burma,
and Peru now

Portugal

share the same doorsteps and back-

yards. And when

all the nations become

good neigh-

This phase of the network's public service helps
explain why Mutual has been able to weld the people
of all the states into a compact assembly, eager day
and night to hear what our correspondents and commentators (and advertisers) have to say.

bors, radio will have helped with that miracle, too.
An important role in the creation of this worldcommunity is played by Mutual. Its reputation as
the First Network for News rests not alone on
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Calling the Tune
LEGISLATION is in the works to subsidize
small newspapers on a rather grandiose scale
as a means of offsetting war losses. This would
be accomplished through Treasury purchase
of display advertising to the tune of some
$25,000,000 to $30,000,000 at the outset. Senators Bankhead (D-Ala.) and Willis (R-Ind.),
the latter publisher of a small town newspaper, are collaborating on such a measure.
In the recent past, there has been talk of
Government help for broadcast stations unable
to stand the gaff, though this has not proceeded beyond the conversation stage. Senator Bankhead said last week he was studying
broadening of the proposed bill to cover radio
advertising.
The whole philosophy of subsidy for newspapers or stations, whatever the cause or by
whatever name it may be called, is repugnant
to Democratic ideals and principles. Private
initiative and free competition would go out
the window. The Government would then be
paying the fiddler and calling the tune. Favor
inevitably would be showered upon those willing to play ball with the politicians.
Radio, to be sure, has it's problems born of
the war. Conditions generally, however, aren't
as serious as some highly placed officials in
Washington indicate. There are stations in the
red now and were there long before Pearl Harbor. Others may have been on the verge of
making money at the war's outbreak, and
have lost ground. But only a handful, as far
as we can ascertain, have dropped from several years' history of earnings to net losses.
Irrespective of all that we think it will be
a tragic day when Uncle Sam steps in to subsidize these media to "channel information to
the people", as Senator Willis puts it. The independence ofpress and radio would be sacrificed. It is the function of these media to disseminate Government information as long as
it constitutes news. Time and talent donated
by radio for war messages total almost
$90,000,000, according to OWI Director Elmer
Davis. Newspapers have published millions of
columns, without compensation and as their
recognized obligation.
Proponents of the subsidy plan evidently
want it confined to small publications which
have been hardest hit. But where would the
line be drawn? Politicians promptly would get
busy on behalf of their own constituent newspapers (and stations) for a cut in the adverPage
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tising melon. Inevitably it would spread from
war bond promotion to other Government
fields for which time and space now is donated.
And, with the Government paying the freight,
the end result might well be complete domination and then acquisition.
The answer is in less quantity and higher
quality of Government news and information
releases. And, in the case of radio, greater opportunity should be allowed for sponsorship
locally and nationally of such processed war
effoi-t programs. This is being done in the
case of newspapers.
While radio wants no Government subsidy,
it nevertheless doesn't relish discrimination.
Aside from the fact that newspapers are permitted to sell local advertisers on Government
campaigns, whereas radio generally is not,
the House the other day received a favorable
report on a bill to relieve small newspapers
which voluntarily suspended publication, from
payment of second-class application fees upon
resumption of publication. That means they
retain their privileged status with regard to
legal notice advertising, and are not required
to start from scratch.
In the case of broadcast stations, the FCC
has refused to permit stations to suspend and
retain their licenses (comparable in many
respects to the second-class privilege). A station which is unable to survive, therefore, must
close shop altogether and take its chances on
getting a new license after the war.
The Postoffice Dept. recommended passage
of the second class provision for newspapers
suspending publication and cited that it was
"in accord with the program of the President".
We feel that similar legislation for relief of
broadcast stations forced to suspend likewise
would win Congressional favor.
Radio's
Mr. Brown
HIGH TRIBUTE has been paid radio with
the selection by Economic Stabilization Director Byrnes of Walter J. Brown, general manager of WSPA and WORD, Spartanburg, S.
C, as one of his four assistants. Mr. Byrnes
is regarded in Washington as the "Assistant
President", whose duties cover virtually the
entire wartime economic front.
Mr. Brown was selected for this important
assignment, presumably for the duration, because of the high esteem in which the erstwhile Senator and Supreme Court Justice held
him. For a decade he knew him as a Washing-

SHELF

THOMAS A. WILLIAMS, broadcasting on
CBS from WLAC, Nashville, as The Old Dirt
Dobber, has written a book titled The Old Dirt
Dobber's Garden Book (Robert M. McBride &
Co., New York, $2.75). The book is based on
experiences with his own 8% -acre tract and
data gathered in travels all over the country.
For nearly nine years Mr. Williams has been
broadcasting on garden subjects. The book is
written in the informal style of his broadcasts
and covers subjects close to the hearts of
amateur gardeners.
ton correspondent for a string of important
Southern metropolitan dailies; for the last
three years as the highly successful manager
of the two stations in his home town of Spartanburg.
Walter Brown started from scratch in radio
in 1940. He learned something of the medium
while serving as Broadcasting's Congressional
correspondent. He saw in it opportunities for
a new kind of journalism, and put his ideas
to work in Spartanburg.
There's an uncharted course ahead for
Mr. Brynes in his post in the White House
Executive Offices. Wherever it may lead, he
has at his elbow a man familiar with broadcasting in all its aspects as a practical station
operator in a typically American community.
Who's

Essential

RADIO IS "essential", we hear from all quarters, but the calling of essential men appears
to continue without abatement. Coincident with
the statement last week by Manpower Chief
McNutt that no distinction is being made between stations in the same area as to their essentiality, areport was received that the chief
engineers of three stations in a four-station
city had been drafted.
There are constantly recurring reports too
that local boards, being autonomous, in some
areas have concluded that all stations are not
necessary and that deferments should not be
approved for all station employes on an equal
basis. Such determinations, Mr. McNutt stated
last week in answer to FCC Chairman Fly, are
not authorized by Selective Service headquarters, and draft boards have been advised that
no distinction shall be drawn between particular stations.
The best that can be made out of the current situation is that while draft boards may
recognize radio as essential, many of them do
not consider all stations in an area necessary. On the other hand OWI and WPB, in
their respective spheres, hold that all stations
are necessary in the war effort, and that
every possible means should be exerted to retain them at peak operation.
Obviously, if a chief engineer is not a necessary employe, then no station man can be so
classified. Mr. Fly may believe that the industry is not expecting deferments for such key
men, but it is clear that stations can't operate
without engineers.
It would seem that Mr. McNutt has handed
the FCC chairman a lot of words, which added
up mean, "when
don't feel that we
are less essential
Any radio man

your men are taken, please
are taking them because you
than the other fellow."
who cares to cheer about that

is free to do it. Can't more positive steps be
taken?
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HOWARD

JQeipect*

LEONARD

Future
T SUMMER the
LAS
Farmers of America made
Howard Leonard Chernoff an
Honorary State Farmer. That
isn't the most important thing that
jould be said of Howard Chernoff
but it is highly significant. For
Howard's success as managing director of the West Virginia Network has grown with his recognition that a local station's worth
and prestige are in direct ratio to
its service to the home community.
When West Virginia University
went to New York's Madison
'Square Garden to win the national
basketball championship a couple
years ago the mikes of the WVN
were there. And when the price of
milk was raised in Charleston and
'the consumers and dairymen had it
i0ut, the issue sizzled in the studios
of WCHS with a Charleston minister as moderator.
Howard's theory is that a station actually wins friends and influences people (and the phrase is
not a gag) by wringing the last
drop out of local events and affairs.
If Mr. and Mrs. Zabosky or Mr.
land Mrs. Atwater have a 50th
wedding anniversary — do a remote
from their living room surround'ed with friends. If the miners go
on strike in the southern part of
the state, send a newsman into the
fields to interview the strikers and
their families and air their sentiments by direct wire.
In all these things he is supported enthusiastically by his boss, John
A. Kennedy, president of the network, now on active duty as a commander in the Navy, who himself
grew up in the traditions of socalled small-town newspapering.
Com. Kennedy spotted Howard for
radio in 1938, two years after he
had become advertising manager of
three Kennedy newspapers with
. headquarters at Clarksburg. The
first radio step was the managership of WCHS, Charleston, key
station of the four-outlet network.

~To

CHERNOFF

WCHS then was operating on
1,000 watts day and 500 night and
Howard found that it needed considerable promotion not to mention
business.
Twelve and 14 hours daily corrected these handicaps. It was hard
work but audience surveys took an
upturn and business went right
along. Power was upped to 5,000
watts night and day and in 1940
Howard was made managing director of the other stations — in Huntington, Clarksburg and Parkersburg.
Today he is filling the chair vacated for the duration by Mr. Kennedy who is serving as a commander, Naval Reserve.
Mr. Kennedy and Howard Chernoff met in West Virginia when
the former left a career as a Washington (D.C.) newspaper correspondent and Howard came eastward from several years of newspapering in Ohio to work for Mr.
Kennedy's papers.
Howard was born in Cleveland
in December, 1907. He remains a
fast friend of one of his grade
school pals, Vick Knight, producer. He attended the University of
Cincinnati and for eight years after completion of his studies covered the usual newspaper gamut
— reporter to solicitor.
Slow to speak, thoughtful and
quiet, Howard is a business portrait in self-control and solid judgment. Down around Charleston they
tell you that many a man in lines
of business far removed from
broadcasting come to Howard Chernoff for counsel. When he left
Clarksburg for Charleston the
Clarksburg merchants signed a petition urging him to remain in
their community.
A quiet demeanor does not imply that he is ultraconservative.
He was the first station manager in
the country to hire girl engineers
— as early as mid-year 1941.
The reward for knowing one's
business and then practicing that

NOTES

VICTOR SHOLIS, director of Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service, who
was inducted as a private Jan. 1, has
been promoted to corporal. He is stationed at Camp Crowder, Mo., Signal
Corpstion base,
and received
his training
promoafter attending
a special
course in intelligence attended by
both commissioned officers and enlisted men. He attained the highest
grade in the class.
MURRAY B. GRABHORN. national
spot sales manager of BLUE, is the
grandfather of a baby boy. Child was
born to Mr. Grabhorn's daughter
Mary, wife of Lt. Robert J. Stewart.
JOSE JAEN y JAEN, owner of HOK,
Colon, and HOC, Panama City, is in
the United States on a six-week business trip. HOK now broadcasts in
English daily from 8 :1-11 p.m.
BARRY PARIS, editor-in-chief of
INS, was guest speaker at the weekly
luncheon of the Advertising Club of
New York, last Wednesday. His subject was "War in the Pacific".
EVERETT ROSENTHAL, former
sales manager of Roekhill Radio Inc.,
New York, has been named recording
manager. New sales manager has not
been announced.
LEONARD KEPNER, vice-president
and general manager of WCAE, Pittsillness. burgh, is back at his desk after an
EARL MAY, President of KMA,
Shenandoah, la., reported on what
the Army could do to help the farmer
through the medium of radio and
newspapers last week before a session
of the Public Service Division, Seventh
Service Command in Omaha.
EVERETT ROSENTHAL, sales manager of Roekhill Radio Inc., New
York, has been made recording manager.
KENNETH C. McCARTHY, former
general manager of Harper District
Warehouse Co., Los Angeles, has
joined KPAC, that city, as auditor.
He replaces Gordon W. Conklin, now
in the armed services.
MARY JANE PORTER, sales traffic
manager of KPO, San Francisco, and
Maj. Keith Gillis Birlem, Army Air
Forces, were married in Watsonville,
Cal., recently.
MILTON SEROPAN, account executive of KPO, San Francisco, recently was sworn into the United
States Merchant Marine.

gospel is best illustrated in Howard's case by the recent honor to
WCHS of the Peabody Award for
The Home Front, a program in
which listeners have the opportunity to ask a panel of local authorities all sorts of questions on the
war effort. WCHS's award came
"for outstanding public service by
a regional
It was a station".
fitting reward, too, for
a man who operates on the premise
that "our news services and the
network protect us on all the national stuff but the best way to
operate a radio station is to make
the community feel it's their staHoward has a hobby. Despite
wrestling with the problems of f our
stations, he likes to listen to the

VIC CASSIDY, publisher of the
DownievilTe Mountain Messenger at
Downieville, Cal., has joined KQW,
San Francisco, as account executive.
ERNEST DAVIES, in charge of
North American Intelligence in the
London BBC Research Division, left
BBC's New York office last week on
an extended tour of the United
States. Mr. Davies, who is in this
country to make a study of American
radio, will visit stations carrying BBC
programs.
DON STALEY, local sales representative of KPO, San Francisco, has been
given a commission in the Navy.
A. J. MOSBY, general manager of
KGVO, Missoula, Mont., has been appointed membership chairman for the
State by the NAB.
JERRY CROLLARD, account executive of KIRO, Seattle, has been appointed executive vice-president of the
Seattle Junior Chamber of Commerce.
ARNOLD CARLSEN, sales director
of the Chicago division of Packard
Motor Co., has joined the sales staff
of MBS, Chicago.
ART McCOY, salesman of Free &
Peters, Chicago, is the father of a girl.
FRANKLIN M. DOOLITTLE, general manager of WDRC, Hartford, recently appointed to the Connecticut
War Council by Gov. Raymond E.
Baldwin, has munications
been committee
named
to the
comof the
Council,
representing
Connecticut radio stations.
WAYNE

H. JONES,

salesman with

WGKV, theCharleston,
W. Va.,'3dbefore
joining
Navy, is a Yoeman
class
and is now training at Orange, Tex.
C. ALDEN BAKER, former assistant
sales manager of WCCO, Minneapolis,
has joined KDAL, Duluth, as program
director. Before coming to WCCO, Mr.
Baker was national sales director of
WKBN,
O. Gilbert
Fawcett has Youngstown,
been made traffic
manager,
and tion
June
Lange is handling promoand publicity.
WBBM

Changes

RECENT STAFF changes at
WBBM, Chicago, are: Shelton R.
Houx, formerly account executive
of McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis,
added as salesman; Les Mitchell,
formerly in charge of sustaining
programs, appointed an assistant
program director, position formerly
held by Stuart Dawson, now radio
director of Young & Rubicam, Chicago. O. J. Neuwerth, formerly
stafi' producer, becomes production
manager, a newly-created position;
Chuck Logan, in addition to his
present duties as head of the special events department, is handling
production assignments.
radio! Magic is a strong second
choice and as a member of the
International Brotherhood of Magicians he probably could make a
comfortable living. His professional performances are punctuated by
amazing shows put on for the delight of NAB District No. 4 meetings.
(Two of the fellows he takes
greatest pleasure in fooling are
Neville Miller and J. Harold Ryan.
They're easy, he says.)
Howard is married to a young
lady who once applied for a job on
one of his papers and who now is
educational director of WCHS.
Melva Graham Chernoff's particular activity is the CBS School of
the Americas which feeds into
1260 West Virginia schoolrooms.
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Tom

TOM JONES, writer, producer and
announcer, formerly of KYA, San
Francisco, died in the San Francisco Hospital following an illness
of more than a year. He had been
with KYA nearly five years and
before that at KHJ, Los Angeles.

IND

BEH

PVT. MARION MOORE, a former
announcer for Sammy Kaye and featured on Moon River at WLW, Cincinnati, is stationed at George Field,
near Vincennes, Ind., and is writing
and directing a show appearing weekly
on WAOV, Vincennes, Wednesday
night at 7 :30. Titled Aero- Basel all,
the program pits two teams against
each other in answering questions put
by Pvt. Moore, as m.c.
JOHN K. CHAPEL, news commentator of KROW, Oakland, left March 27
on a good will lecture tour throughout
Mexico and Southern California.
PAUL

C. LTNDE Jr., program director of KFXM, San Bernardino,
Cal., has reported to Flight C, Santa
Ana, Cal., for flight training. Alan
Mann has been promoted from chief
announcer to program director. Shirley
Irvine, announcer and writer, from the
script department of KNX, Hollywood,
and James Gentry, former announcer
of WKRO, Cairo, 111., have joined the
staff.
HOWARD FENTON. former CBS
announcer recently honorably discharged from the Army, has joined
WNEW, New York, as announcer.
BOB LEWIS, former announcer of
WTRY, Troy, recently honorably discharged from the Army, joined
WNEW, New York, last week as an
announcer.
JACK GALE, former West Coast radio manager of National Concert &
Artists Corp., talent service, has
joined 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.,
Los Angeles, as radio director in its
new special services division.
CECELIA K. LIPSCHUTZ, former
radio director for. the Philadelphia
Evening Public Ledger and author of
radio scripts for network shows, has
been commissioned a 3d officer in the
WAACs at Fort Des Moines, la.,
where she is connected with the public relations office.

LADY VINE, a singer with wellknown dance orchestras, has joined the
announcing staff of KOB, AlbuquerINTERVIEWED over WWPG,
Palm Beach, by Joe Ford, special
events announcer, are Col. Joaquin
S. Rios and Capt. Miguel R. Navarette of the Mexican Army just before their return to Mexico City on
completion of their radio training
at Camp Murphy, Fla.
NORMA NELLIS, program editor of
KIRO, Seattle, and Ted Baughm, announcer who was recentlv commissioned an ensign in the USNR, were
married recently, and Helen Thymian,
staff member, was married to Lt.
Thomas D. Wells, USNR.
STELLA ROTH, staff writer of
WOR, New York, has been appointed
staff assistant for Red Cross Club
Overseas, and leaves April 23 for
three weeks training in Washington.
Eric Norman has joined the announcing staff, coming from WTAX, Springfield, 111. Nat Abramson, manager of
the entertainment department, has
been appointed chairman of the radio
activities committee of USO Camp
Shows Inc. to supervise the production of shows on a voluntary basis.
Ray Nelson, former eastern production manager for NBC, has been appointed director of daytime programs
for WOR.
ROBERT C. COLESON, director of
West Coast offices of Radio Bureau,
Public Relations, War Dept., is acting
as technical advisor on the Universal
film, "We've Never Been Licked" for
the NBC Army Sour sequences.
PAUL GRIBBEN, formerly of
KWFT, Wichita Falls, has joined the
news and announcing staff of KTAR,
Phoenix.

DAY

600
f/te Only

FRIEDA FLINT, formerly of WOCB,
West Yarmouth, Mass., has joined
CKGB, Timmins, Ont., as traffic manager. She replaces Jo Anne Ciochetto,
who has taken a wartime post with a
construction company in Edmonton.
ROBERT STARK, in guest relations
department of NBC Hollywood, has
been made a junior announcer. He
succeeds nouncerJohn
now an anof KGW, Lally,
Portland.
ALBERT LIPTON, actor heard on
CBS and NBC programs, and Clifford
Forbes former announcer of WRUL,
Boston, have joined the announcing
staff of WBYN, Brooklyn.
TED BLISS, producer of CBS, Hollywood, has been assigned to the weekly
Dr. Christian, sponsored by Chesebrough Mfg. Co. He replaces Joan
Cannon who resigned as McCannEricson producer of the show to join
her husband in Washington, D. C.
DALE TYLER, commentator, has
joined KMTR, Hollywood, as head of
its news service department.
HARRY BUGE has left the announcing staff of BLUE Chicago to join
WGN, Chicago.
JACK TODD has joined KSAL,
Salina, Kan., as announcer, after receiving a medical discharge from the
Navy. Mr. Todd, who saw service on
the Aircraft Carrier Lexington, is not
related to Jack Todd of KANS,
Wichita.
BOB SABIN, news editor of WIND,
Chicago, has joined WENR, Chicago,
and has been replaced by Bruce MacDonald,
announcer-commentator. TedWIND
Williams
has resigned as
Turf commentator to resume as publicity head of his former race track
affiliation. He is replaced by Joe
Wilson, newcomer to WIND.
HAL MOON, who had been stationed
at Norfolk,
Va., from
has received
an honorable discharge
the Seebeas
and
returned to KGVO, Missoula, Mont.,
to resume his post as news editor.
WILLIAM J. BROWN, announcer of
WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati, has been
appointed
supervisor
of the studios, withnight
general
responsibility
for
TINYtion ofRUFFNER,
porGloom Dodgerswhoon m.c.'s
WHN, a New
York, is the father of a baby girl.

WATTS

&

AILEEN ROUSSEAU has joined
CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask., as the
first full-time girl announcer. She will
also help out in the control room. Jack
que.
Mitchell is another newcomer.

handling night programming and handling emergencies of any nature.
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DAVE ELTON, producer of NBC,
Hollywood, has resigned to join
Young & Rubicam, that city, April 16.
As agency producer of the weekly NBC
Time to Smile, he will replace Stanley
Josoloff, who joins the Office of War
Information, San Francisco.
PAUL LANGFORD, former special
events director of KPAS, Pasadena,
Cal., is now a 2d lieutenant in the
Army Air Forces.
PETE SMYTHE, former orchestra
leader, and more recently connected
with the Ball and Davidson Advertising Agency, has been made program
director of KLZ, Denver.
LEE
PHILLIPS,
announcer of
IWCAE, Pittsburgh, is the father of a
baby girl.
PVT. BILL THEIMAN, continuity
chief of WCAE, Pittsburgh, before
joining the Army, is stationed at Camp
Swift, Tex. and Pvt. Warren Girard
of the announcing staff is taking basic
training at Cochran, Tex.
MARTIN WELDON, program director of WKNY, Kingston, N. Y., on
April 4 married Shirley Preis, of New
York City. Mrs. Weldon is a musician,
specializing in accompanying classical
and novelty singers.
WINSTON BLAKE, announcer from
WDEV, Wagerbury, Vt., has joined
WWSR, Vt. Mai Weaver has left to
join WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass.
DON F. DAVIS has returned to the
announcing staff of KLS, Oakland,
after a leave of absence.
BOB PAGE, announcer at KGGF,
Coffeyville, Kan., before joining the
Marines, has been made a sergeant. He
is a radio operator. Warren Mowder
from KFBI, Wichita, and Margaret
Jean Mills, new to radio, have joined
the continuity staff.
DEANE S. LONG, program director
of WAKR, Akron, O., has left to join
KXEL, Waterloo, la., as announcer.
VAN WOODWARD, who hqs been
continuity editor of WLW-WSAI,
Cincinnati, has been appointed assistant to the program editor. His
duties will be principally building and
writing special type shows, though he
will also be available for help on other
shows, and the assignment does not
. change the status of Howard Chamberlain, who continues as assistant pro: gram director of WLW. Leighton
' Mitchell, writer, becomes continuity
acceptance
editor,
responsible for
! checking all WLW-WSAI copy and
is in charge of all administrative dei tail in the continuity department.
HARRIET LLOYD, formerly of the
WOL, Washington, Service Department, has joined the office staff of
Fulton Lewis jr., Mutual commentaj tor.
CHARLES WOLFE, from the radio
department of Young & Rubicam, New
York, has been made continuity editor
of WSRR. Stamford. Conn.

McCain

Promoted

EARL C. McCAIN, former assistant KLZ news editor, has been
made news editor, succeeding Fred
D. Fleming, deceased. Mr. McCain
has had nearly 25 years experience in newspaper and radio news.
JACK LAWRENCE, announcer of
WEEI, Boston, is in training as a
radio technician in the Army Air
Forces, but is continuing at WEEI on
a part-time basis. He married
Josephine Goodsby April 3. Sherman
Feller, WEEI announcer, entered the
Army at Fort Devans April 1.
JACK WENDOVER, music director
of KCMO, Kansas City who resigned
to serve in the Navy, has returned
after being given an honorable discharge for medical reasons. Leigh
Havens who took a post in the music
dept. has shifted to the program dept.
JESS OPPENHEIM, formerly Hollywood gag writer now in the Coast
Guard, has transferred his base from
Wilmington, Cal., to OWI headquarters in Hollywood and is writing
and directing three shows weekly for
OWI, the WAVES and SPARS.
Charles Isaacs is assistant on scripts.
JOSE RODRIGUEZ, chief news editor of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, and
producer of the Classic Hour on KFI,
has been signed by Walt Disney
Studios to do story ideas for war
effort films.
WILLIAM A. BACHER, producer of
Sherman & Marquette on the CBS
Monty Woolley — Al Jolson Shov.\ in
addition will be assistant producer of
the Warner Bros, film, "Battle Cry".
ED MURPHY, announcer of WROK,
Rockford, 111., has been accepted for
Army OCS and will report to Ft.
Benning, Ga. He left for Ft. Sheridan,
111., on April 2. Pvt. Robert Venables,
in charge of the radio department of
the public relations office at Camp
Grant, 111., is handling seven programs
a week on WROK. He was an announcer at WGN, Chicago, before
joining the Army. Janet Carlson,
senior high school student, is taking
station breaks and operating studio
controls in the afternoons. Robert
Cadwell, new to radio, works days in
a Rockford warplant and takes a
parttime announcing shift at night.
BERT JULIAN, former manager of
WJWC, Hammond, Ind., has been
appointed program director of WIBC,
Indianapolis, replacing Jon Arthur,
who has taken over the news department.
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JAEGER, has left the announcing staff of KBIZ in Ottumwa,
la., to join WCLO, Janesville, Wis.
where he will serve as announcerwriter.
ROGER FORSTER, announcer of
WNEW, New York, is the father of a
baby girl.
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ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WISH, Indianapolis
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(Dentyne), 18 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Badger, Browning & Hersey. N. Y.
E. J. Brach & Sons, Chicago (candy bars),
6 ta weekly, thru Sherman K. Ellis &
Co., Chicago.
Paul F. Beich Co., Bloomington, 111. (candy
bars), 4 ta weekly, thru Arthur Meyerhoff
& Co,, Chicago.
Beechnut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.
(gum), 2 ta weekly, thru Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Super Suds), 12 ta weekly, thru Wm.
Esty & Co., N. Y.
Garrett & Co., Brooklyn (Virginia Dare
wine) , 6 ta weekly, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
General Motors Corp., Detroit, 1 t, thru
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.
Larus & Bros. Co., Richmond (Edgeworth) ,
9 sa weekly, thru Warwick & Legler,
N. Y.
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis (vitamins), 7 ta weekly, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
P. Lorillard Co., New York (Old Gold), 6
sp weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
Raladam Co., Detroit (Marmola), 3 ta
weekly, thru Spot Broadcasting, N. Y.
Nehi Corp., Augusta, Ga. (Royal Crown
cola), 7 ta weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Planters Nut & Chocolate Co., WilkesBarre, Pa., 6 sp weekly, thru Goodkind,
Joice & Morgan, Chicago.
WTCN, Minneapolis
Campbell Foods, Des Moines (Calcipan),
3 sa weekly, thru Menough Adv. Agency,
Des Moines.
Land-O-Nod Co., Minneapolis (bedding).
6 ne weekly, thru MacKenzie Inc., Minneapolis.
Piso Co., Warren, Pa. (proprietary), 6 ta
weekly, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
Sturdiwheat Co., Minneapolis, 3 sp weekly,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., Minneapolis.
Walgreen Co., Chicago (drugs), 42 ne
weekly, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Washington State Apple Com., Seattle, 3
ne weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.
WCAO, Baltimore
Wm. H. Wise & Co., New York (books),
5 t weekly, thru Huber Hoge & Sons,
N. Y.
Doubleday-Doran & Co., New York (Book
League of America), 5 t weekly, thru
Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
General Baking Co., Philadelphia (Bond
bread), 8 sa weekly, thru Ivey & Ellington, Phila.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
Flakes), weekly ta, thru Compton Adv.,
N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass (Rinso),
8 ta weekly, thru Ruthrauft & Ryan,
N. Y.
American Oil Co., Baltimore (fuel oil),
8 sa weekly, thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
KXEL,

WSBT, South Bend, Ind.
Gordon Baking Co., Chicago (Silvercup
bread) , 23 sa weekly, thru C. L. Miller
Co., N. Y.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall), 14
sa weekly, thru Spot Broadcasting, N. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Palmolive soap, Super Suds), 18 sa
weekly, thru Ted Bates, Inc., N. Y.
Pillsbury Flour Mills Co., Minneapolis (pancake flour),
5 sa weekly, thru McCannErickson,
Minneapolis.
Standard Oil Co. (Ind.), Chicago (tractor
oil)
, 5 sa weekly,
26 weeks, thru McCann-Erickson,
Chicago.
KVEC, San Luis Obispo, Cal.
Hebrew Evangelization Society, Los Angeles, 6 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru Tom
Westwood Adv., Los Angeles.
Gospel Broadcasting Assn., Los Angeles.
t weekly, 52 weeks, thru R. H. Alber
Co., Los Angeles.
Church of Christ, Glendale, Cal., t weekly,
thru Dean Simmons Adv., Hollywood.
Movie Cosmetic Co., Hollywood, 3 ta
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Lou Sterling &
Associates, North Hollywood.
Proof of Birth Co., Hollywood (birth records), 3 sa weekly, thru Dean Simmons
Adv., Hollywood.
KPAS, Pasadena
Baltimore Gospel Tabernacle, Baltimore, t
weekly, 12 weeks, thru Fred Wellman
Co., Chicago.
Sunny Sally Vegetable Growers, Vernon.
Cal., 5 sp weekly, thru T. Tyler Smith
Adv., Hollywood.
Tryco Co., Hollywood (foot ointment), 5
sp weekly, 4 weeks, thru T. Tyler Smith,
Hollywood.
Parr Vitamin Co., Chicago, 5 sp weekly,
thru United Adv. Cos., Chicago.
KECA, Los Angeles
F. H. Funder Inc., Minneapolis (proprietary) ,t weekly, 13 weeks, thru Sorenson & Co., Chicago.
KROW, Oakland, CaL
Bekins Van & Storage Co., Los Angeles, 5
sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Brooks Adv.,
Los Angeles.
WJZ, New York
Resinol Chemical Co., Baltimore (soap,
ointment) , 3 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Courtland D. Ferguson Inc., Baltimore.
WOR, New York
I. J. Fox, New York (fur storage), 20
weekly, 6 weeks, direct.

WBT, Charlotte
Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Co., Birmingham. 3sp weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Streitmann Biscuit Co., Cincinnati, 2 t
weekly,
cinnati. thru Harry M. Miller Co., CinCarolina Baking Co., Charlotte, 21 sa
weekly,
lanta. thru Freitag Adv. Agency, AtGriffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, 21 sa weekly,
thru Birmingham, Castleman & Pierce,
N. Y. Products Co., Fremont, Mich, (baby
Gerber
food) , 1 sp. Federal Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Dr.weekly,
Salsbury's
Des Moines.
2 ta
thru N.Labs.,
A. Winter
Adv. Agency,
Des Moines.
Comet Rice Co., Beaumont, Tex., 1 sp
weekly, thru Leche & Leche, Dallas.
Olson Rug Co., Chicago. 3 sp weekly, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago.
KFBK, Sacramento
Acme Brewing Co., San Francisco, 2 ta
weekly, thru Brisacher, Davis & Staff,
San Francisco.
Johnson
& Johnson,
New Brunswick
(Band-Aid), 6 ta weekly, thru Young
& Rubicam, N. Y.
Larus & Bros. Co., Richmond (tobacco),
4 ta weekly, thru Warwick & Legler,
Y. Co., St. Louis, 2 t weekly, thru
PetN. Milk
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Leslie Salt Co., San Francisco, 7 ta
weekly,
Francisco.thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., San
KNX, Hollywood
Sears Roebuck & Co., Los Angeles, 5 sp
weekly,
52 weeks, thru, Mayers Co., Los
Angeles.
B.C. Remedy Co., Durham. N. C, 5 sa
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Harvey-Massengale Co., Atlanta.
O'Keefe & Merritt Co., Los Angeles (institutional), sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Richard B. Atchison Adv., Los Angeles.
WJZ, New York
B. Altman Co., New York (moderatepriced dresses), weekly sa, thru KellyNason Inc., N. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Palmolive soap), 5 t weekly, thru Ted
Bates, N. Y.
KFI, Los Angeles
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
N. Y. (gum), 42 so weekly, 39 weeks,
thru Badger, Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco
(bread), 8 sa, 2 days, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan. San Francisco.

BY

CBS

EXPANSION of the sales and promotion departments of CBS' Radio
Sales division was announced last
week by Howard S. Meighan, eastern sales manager of radio sales,
who named George Dunham as an
account executive in the sales department, William S. Rayburn as
promotion manager, George Mateyo as supervisor of research in
the promotion department, and
Joyce Farnham as copy assistant.
Mr. Dunham, who joined CBS in
1937 as director of sales promoat WEEI,
the system's
tontionoutlet,
has been
supervisorBosof
promotion for CBS-owned stations
since December 1940. Previously,
he was an assistant sales manager
at the Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.
A copywriter in the CBS sales
promotion department since 1941,
Mr. Rayburn has been editor of a
Westchester county weekly and a
copywriter of Lennen & Mitchell,
New York. George Mateyo, previously head of research for WOR,
New York, and prior to that an instructor in marketing and advertising at New York U., has been
assistant to the CBS director of
research since he joined the network in 1940. Miss Farnham has
been a secretary in radio sales
since April 1942.
More

Resinol

Spots

RESINOL CHEMICAL Co., Baltimore, has started seven station
breaks weekly on WCAO, Baltimore, and other spots on KYA,
San Francisco, and WKAT, Miami.
A series of five-minute news broadcasts starts April 19 on CKAC,
Montreal. Three announcements
weekly were started April 5 on
the Kibitzer's program of WJZ,
New York, with placement by
Courtland D. Ferguson Inc., Baltimore and Washington, and not
Charles W. Hoyt Co., as incorrectly casting.
stated inDorothy
the G.
April
5 Broad-is
Starbuck
account executive and timebuyer
for the Ferguson agency on the
Resinol account.

Waterloo, la.

Pierce's
Medical Proprietaries,
Discovery), 120Buffalo
ta, thru (Golden
Duane
Jones Co., N. Y.
Continental Baking Co., New York (Wonder bread), 13 ta weekly, thru Ted
Bates Inc., N. Y.
P. Lorillard Co., New York (Friends tobacco), 3 ta weekly, thru Lennen &
Mitchell, N. Y.
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, la. (proprietary), 5 sa weekly, thru WestonBarnett, Waterloo.
Lewis-Howe Co., St. Louis (N-R, Turns),
6 sa weekly, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago.
Minneapolis Brewing Co., Minneapolis, 208
sa, thru BBDO, Minneapolis.
Service Life Insurance Co., Waterloo, la..
312 sp, direct.
Page
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former assistant
■ LOIS ROBERTS,
■ space buyer of Hirshon-Garfield Inc.,
< New York, has been named head space
I buyer.
I-M. P. WAMBOLDT, former program
supervisor of Compton Adv., New
I.York, has been named assistant acI count executive for Socony-Vacuum
I Oil Co., and will have charge of the
faccount's radio activities, which inGram Swing's com1 elude Raymond
mentaries on BLUE.

[RICHARD H. PENNDORF, Robert
er and C. R. Brown have joined
I'Buechn
the New York office of N. W. Ayer &
Son as account executives, and Robert
has joined the Philadelphia
Moore
|! office.
y diHOWARD A. STONE, previousl
rector of field research for Daniel
Starch* business research firm, has
joined the eastern division of Campd Co., attached to the market
bell-Ewal
Ij and
copy research staff.
RAYMOND SPECTOR Adv. Agency
after May 1 will be located at 595
Madison Ave., New York. The telephone number will remain the same.
Hollywood viceGUEDEL.
JOHN
president of Russel M. Seeds Co., has
I been placed in charge of all radio.
fC. CHURCH MORE has discontinued
| his Los Angeles agency to join the
f public relations division of Union Oil
Co. His accounts have been taken
over by Stellar-Millar Adv.
ROBERT H. SCHMELZER, former
j Los Angeles manager of Beaumont &
i Hohman, has joined Logan & Arnold.
[ that city, as account executive and
p copy writer.
[ARITA HASSON, writer, formerly
I of KJBS,
San Francisco, recently
joined Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden. San Francisco.
ADDISON SMITH, production su| pervisor at Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
j York, for Noxzema Chemical Co.'s
' Quiz of Two Cities, is the father of a
i hoy.
]PAUL ADAMS, for three years a
writer and director of Young & Rubicam. New York, where he has been
on CBS'
the People,
I working
be inducted
into We,
service
April will
15.
1 Since last year, Mr. Adams has also
been producing programs for the overseas branch of the Office of War Information.
MRS. ELINOR L. BROWN has
bought out her partner. Maurice W.
Aaron, in the Aaron & Brown Advertising Agency. She will continue
operations as the E. L. Brown Adv.
Agency, moving to new quarters at
1606 Walnut Street. Mr. Aaron has
not disclosed his future plans.

Frey Names Williams
JOHN E. WILLIAMS, for eight
years vice-president and director
of the Di-Noc Co., Cleveland (plastics), on April 1 took over new
duties as vice-president and general
manager of Charles Daniel Frey
Adv. Agency, Chicago. A veteran
of advertising, Mr. Williamson was
with Collier's, New York, for 15
years where he became advertisingmanager. He is a former vice-president in charge of sales at Franklin
Automobiles, Syracuse, and former
executive vice-president of United
States Adv. Corp., Toledo.

111

SCQLMG

A WELL

TKAINEP
DOES

CALVIN D. WOOD has joined the
staff of West-Marquis Inc., Los Angeles, as account executive. Mr. Wood
was media director and copy writer
for Buchanan & Co., New York, and
before that Southwest manager for
Miller Freeman Publications.
BILL KRAUCH, account executive
and radio producer of Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles, is the
father of a boy.

To Give the Utmost

in Service

is Thoroughly

WILLIAM DASHEFF. former account executive of Wesley Assoc.
and of Pettingell & Fenton, New York,
has joined Buchanan & Co., New York.
EDWARD C. STODEL, head of
Stodel Adv. Co., Los Angeles, anticipating active Marine duty, has closed
his offices for the duration and turned
over accounts for servicing to Hillman-Shane-Breyer Inc., that city.
Selma Schonfeld. assistant to Mr.
Stodel, has joined the latter agency.
J. M. RUSSELL WILSON, former
secretary and treasurer of Industrials
Inc., manufacturing concern in Philadelphia, has joined the research department of Geare-Marston Inc., Philadelphia agency.
N. Y. Club

B
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Melvin Kirkwood is 2*Al T
years
anWichita
iTen
old
another
Lucky
/Jfi
Boom Baby. Lucky because he
tvas born in a Boom Town with
a future* Mr. Kirkwood is foreAircraft.
man of sub-assembly at Beech
We're making no pipe dreams
in Wichita. We're building solid*
ly. And we're making "no small
Growing by leaps and bounds.
Well above 250,000 population.
Already rich in natural resources. Wichita now promises
to be one of the country's leading post war aviation centers.
Don't you miss out on this rich
plans." KFH is ready to do your
market.
sales job for you.

SHOWS

DECISIVE DOMINANCE*
8 AM. 12 N Monday thru Friday
KMJ
43.6
"B"
34.1
"C"
12.7
"D"
8.1
others
1.5

1

':?H'^

Montague Photo.
That Selling Station
In Kansas' Biggest, Richest Market!

* Hooper Station Listening Index
Mid Winter 1943 Fresno, Calif.
KMJ
5000 Watts on 580 KC. Basic NBC
THE

McCLATCHY
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COVERAGE
AUDIENCE

for His Job

comPAiw

JACK BENNY has recovered from
pneumonia and was to return to the
air April 11, for his regular NBC Sunday program for General Foods Corp.

MORNING

Men

WEED

AMONG directors selected by the
nominating committee of the Advertising Club of New York for
the slate at the club's annual meeting and elcetion May 11 are Daniel
S. Tuthill vice-president of National Concerts & Artists; Herbert L. Stephen, news editor of
Printers' Ink; Frederic R. Gamble,
managing director of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, and Charles C. Green, managing director of the Advertising
Club. Eugene S. Thomas, sales
manager of WOR, New York, is
one of the directors who will continue in office next year.

CALIFORNIA

Each of Our

KFH
WICHITA
CBS

. . 5000 WATTS

DAY & NIGHT

CALL ANY
EDWARD PETRY OFFICE

GROUP
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Wingo Indicted
OTIS T. WINGO Jr., former commentator and at present assistant
public relations director of Young
& Rubicam, New York, was indicted by a Federal Grand Jury in
Washington on charges of wilful
failure to register as an agent of
the Finnish and Swedish governments. Mr. Wingo in a statement
denied there had been "wilful violation" of any official requirement.

- -

AFA

Names

Preyer

ALLAN T. PREYER of Vick Chemical Co. has been appointed chairman
of the Advertising Federation of
America committee to judge winners
of the AFA Club Achievement Award.
Also on the committee are Dorothy
Shaver, Lord & Taylor vice president ;
John Piatt, Kraft Cheese Co. ; Chester
J. LaRoche, chairman of the board of
Young & Rubicam, and Gardner
Cowles Jr., Des Moines publisher and
station owner. All are AFA directors.

Really a Rider
THAT the Lone Ranger
(Brace Beemer) can really
ride a horse will be proved
when the radio character
makes his first personal appearance in 10 years on the
air. Astride his famous white
stallion, Silver, he will be
the top attraction of the
Olympia Circus in Chicago
for 15 days starting April 24.

FORT

PITT BREWING Co., Pittsburgh, has renewed for the sixth consecutive year Tap Time, half-hour
variety show on KDKA, Pittsburgh,
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. KDKA feeds
Tap Time to four West Virginia stations, WPAR WBLK WHIS WCHS.
BEACON CHEMICAL Co., Philadelphia, which recently appointed James
G. Lamb Co. for Zero cleanser and
other household products, has started a
29].
Spot campaign [Broadcasting, March

\

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION
Inc., Inglewood, Cal., in an employment campaign on April 3 started
sponsoring the 60-minute Saturday
Night Merry-Go-Round on KNX,
Hollywood. Contract is for 13 weeks.
Tom Hanlon conducts the program of
recorded music and chatter. Agency is
BBDO, Los Angeles.

FULTON
IS

DEEP

LEWIS,
IN

HEARTS

JB.

THE
OF

TEXANS

Indicative of the widespread popularity of
Mutual's Commentator on Political Affairs was
the invitation he received to speak before a
special joint session of the Texas State Legislature. A resolution was adopted that the usual
custom of not meeting on Friday or Saturday
be dispensed with in order that Lewis could be
heard.
All over the country Fulton Lewis, Jr.'s informative, authoritative style has made friends for
himself . . . and sales for his sponsors.

SEARS, ROEBUCK & Co., Los Angeles, on April 5 starts sponsoring the
Monday through Friday night quarterhour news program, Ten O'Glock Wire,
on KNX, Hollywood. Contract is for
52 weeks with placement through The
Mayers Co.
CHARM KURL Co., St. Paul (hair
dressing), is sponsoring the first
quarter-hour of It's Time for Company
on WLS, Chicago, five times weekly
for
13 weeks.
Agency is GuentherBradford,
Chicago.
FEDERAL OUTFITTING Co., Los
Angeles (chain clothiers), in a spring
campaign started April 11 is sponsoing a weekly 60-minute musical on
KFAC, that city. Contract is for 13
weeks. C. R. Watts Co., Los Angeles,
has the account.
NONSUCH Ltd., Toronto (silver
cream ) , has started announcements
on a number of Ontario stations. AcToronto.count was placed by Ellis Adv. Co.,

Coca Cola Names Bell
HUNTER BELL, former sales
manager of the Atlanta region of
Coca-Cola Co., has been named
advertising manager of the entire
company. He succeeds Deloney
Sledge, now a captain in the Army.
Mr. Sledge took over when Price
Gilbert Jr. received a leave of absence for the duration as vicepresident and advertising manager,
to accept a commission in the Navy.
Mr. Bell was once city editor of
the Atlanta Journal.

SUPPLEE-WILLS-JONES Milk Co.,
Philadelphia, started a special foreignlanguage campaign for a month on
April 5, over WDAS, Philadelphia, to
apprise the Jewish population of the
fact that specially-prepared milk and
dairy ingproducts
will religious
be available
durthe Passover
holidays
during the April 20 week. The services
of eight cantors in this city are used
for the nightly program during the
station's Jewish Hour. N. W. Ayer
& Son, Philadelphia, is the agency.
HALE BROS. DEPT. Store, San

CAMERON HAWLEY, former assistant director of advertising and promotion of Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa., has been appointed director of the department. He succeeds
M. J. Warnock, who has been named
treasurer. Gray Playter and John P.
Waters have been named assistant directors of advertising and promotion.

Francisco,
is sponsoring
What's Doin'
Ladies, featuring
Art Linkletter,
five
times weekly on KGO, San Francisco.
RADIO
STATION

Raymer' s his
10th
CELEBRATE
10th anniversary in the station representative field, Paul H. Raymer, ownermanager of his own company, gave
a dinner last Wednesday night at
Sherry's in New York for a small
group of friends with whom he
first had business contact in the
early years of Paul H. Raymer
& Co. In addition to Fred Brokaw,
manager of the Raymer New York
office, Peirce Romaine and Madeleine Vose of the same branch, Mr.
Raymer invited Elizabeth Black,
Joseph Katz Co.; Linnea Nelson,
J. Walter Thompson Co.; Reggie
Schuebel, Duane Jones Co.; Margaret Jessup, formerly of McCannErickson Co.; Hubbell Robinson
Jr., Young & Rubicam; Jack
Latham, MBS; Wilfred King, J.
M. Mathes Inc.; Jack Davidson,
Federal Adv. Agency; C. E. Midgley, CBS, Ben Bodec, Variety.
TO

^%%^H

HL'^'hickory,

gives low cost
coverage of
this rich area

SPONSORSHIP

n. c.

CAROLINA
Population
1,005,212
Radio
Homes
144,823

for wv
Income
Spendable
Per family
$444,444,000
buying income
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THE

NAB

WAR

CONFERENCE

1

By Neville Miller,
President, NAB

RADIO

AS
AN
IMPLEMENT OF GLOBAL
WAR

Maj. Gen. Dawson Olmstead,
J ' Chief
v 'i - Signal Officer, U. S. Army

■
Igp^SlO'S FUNCTION m,-IN
P
By Capt. Jennings
Dow,
WARFARE
io L
Division,
^|^»StAVA
*
Jil
u- s- NavvBureau of Ships,

lIVILIAN RADIO DURING
WARTIME
, By Frank H. Mcintosh
Radio and
ivision
■iMfw'V
•*?•'•.
Radar Divisi
fif/iS^Jklsisiani Chief, WPB "
POST-WAR
RADIO
HORIZONS
& By T. A. M. Craven,
FCC Commissioner

if $A AFTER THE WAR
A ;By Dr. Edwin H. Armstrong,
" Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Columbia University

m

REGULATION
RADIO
|pf POST-WAR
By E. K. Jett,
Chief Engineer, FCC, Chairman,
. jSfijlF;; Coordinating Committee, Board of

W' W^^^*^*'

War Communications

PLUS
|g?
SyfULL NEWS
COVERAGE

FTC

Charge

P&G

Teel

Hits

Claims

Celanese Corp. Is Named for
Advertising of Its Fabrics
CHARGING misrepresentation by
the makers of the liquid dentifrice
Teel, the Federal Trade Commission last week issued a complaint
against the claims of Procter &
Gamble Co., Cincinnati, for the
product. The FTC also alleged
unfair disparagement by P&G of
toothpastes and powders sold by
competitors.
Claims for Product

E- TH
ONU
R
O
F

of

our

EEOOM!

Free Speech — first of the
Four Freedoms. America's great radio industry
is serving the nation well
in helping to protect this
great privilege. And
Blaw-Knox

towers are

helping to deliver maximum coverage and dependability intransmission.

Advertisements disseminated by
the firm over the radio and in publications allegedly represented that
Teel is a very revolutionary discovery in dental science, cleans
teeth to the highest degree and is
a complete and satisfactory substitute for the popular brands of
tooth pastes and powders; that
most such pastes and powders contain abrasives and cut cavities
which require filling in the soft
portions of the tooth structure exposed by receding gums; that a
large proportion of the public is
constantly exposing its teeth to
serious damage through the use
of toothpastes and powders; and
that the insolubility, in water, of
the ingredients in toothpastes and
powders is evidence of the presence
of harmful abrasives.
These claims are not only false and
deceptive, the complaint charges,
but unfairly defame competing
products in that they represent
that most widely-used toothpastes
and powders are harmful to the
teeth and dangerous to use when
such is not a fact.
The FTC also alleges that abrasives contained in most toothpastes
and powders do not result in harmful effects described in the Teel
advertisements and that since Teel
has no abrasive qualities it cannot as effectively clean teeth; that
it is inferior as a cleansing and
polishing agent to many of the
popular brands of pastes and powders since its use permits discoloration which can only be removed by
a substance having abrasive properties. A mild abrasive, the com-

BUW-KNOX
VERTICAL
RADIATORS
FM & TELEVISION TOWERS

WDRC

Firm Drops "Telephone"
-In Shortened TitleANNOUNCING that stockholders
had changed "Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co." to "StrombergCarlson Co.," Dr. Ray H. Manson,
vice-president and general manager explained that though the firm
will continue to make telephones, it
is not wholly descriptive of its
business.
He said that operation of
WHAM, Rochester, cannot be considered telephone manufacturing,
and indicated that after the war
the firm looked forward to a broadening of the electronics field, with
increasing use of FM, two-way
communications and new developments in television and facsimile.
Chicago

Workshop

A SUMMER radio workshop course
will be offered again this year by
the Radio Council of the Chicago
Public Schools, in cooperation with
the Chicago Teachers College. Advanced high school college students
and teachers will be admitted to
the workshop, which will cover all
aspects of radio, with emphasis on
development of public service and
educational programs, under the
supervision of George Jennings,
acting director of the Radio Council. Daily three-hour class sessions
will be held for two months beginning June 28 in the studios and
offices of the Radio Council at 228
N. LaSalle St., Chicago. Workshop
guest speakers will include representatives from the networks, advertising agencies, AFRA, Radio
Writers' Guild, local stations and
educational institutions of the Chicago area.
plaint continues, is necessary in an
effective dentifrice.
That yarns and fabrics manufactured under the name "Celanese" by the Celanese Corp. of
America are acetate rayon products and not composed of silk and
wool, which they resemble in texture and appearance, is not made
sufficiently clear to the public, according to a complaint announced
last week by the FTC. Purchasers,
the FTC continues, are unable to
distinguish between rayon fabrics
and natural fibre fabrics, and in
some radio and other commercials
the firm employs terms which lead
the public to believe that the products referred to are not actually
rayon.
The FTC adopted an order requiring Atmoray Inc. and Atmozone, both of Portland, Ore., to
cease advertising in radio continuities and other media certain claims
as to the therapeutic value of the

ComH>6Soon\„

medical device known as "Atmoray", an ozone
generator. The
Commission also found that the
advertisements referred to fail to
reveal material facts respecting
consequences
which
may result
from use of the device under conditions prescribed in such advertisements. Atmozone manufactures

the Effective
DIVISION of Blaw-Knox Company
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READY FOR BROADCAST of the
Voice of the Victory League, Chevrolet dealer news program on 118
CBS stations Tuesday and Thursday are (1 to r) : John B. Kennedy,
newscaster-commentator; J. H.
Neebe, Campbell-Ewald agency
vice-president, and Bernard Dudley, announcer. After the Kennedy
commentary, Announcer Dudley
reads home front war activities
news for Victory Service League
members.
Bethlehem

Awards

FOR

THE BENEFIT of the public, and of employes unable to attend the ceremonies in which the
Maritime
Commission presented
the "M" award to the Shipbuilding
Division of Bethlehem Steel Co.,
the war plant had the presentations at its Hoboken and Brooklyn
yards recorded for broadcast on
WJZ, New York, April 12 and 13
respectively. Bethlehem Steel used
a half -hour on WJZ April 9 to prejjsent a live broadcast of the cere' monies attending the award of the
"Navy "E" to the Staten Island
■yard. Account is handled direct.
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C. E. Hooper
Tells
LOGICAL REASONS for the drop
in audience rating for March of
Upton Close's Sunday afternoon
news program on NBC were set
forth last week by C. E. Hooper
after he had received an irate wire
from Mr. Close demanding an explanation.
Mr. Close's wire to Hooper reads
as follows : "Your pocket piece for
March just reached me. Shows loss
of 3.4 my Sunday 3:15 p.m. news
show NBC for Sheaffer. What in
blazes are you trying to do to me?
This would be nearly half audience
by our figures. We have felt no loss
and CAB rating card for March
prepared by CBS research department shows, contrary-wise, one of
the best ratings of any news shows
on air, being 9.8 coincidental
and gain over February. Will you
please make double-check and explanation and do what is necessary
to correct harm done?"
Mr. Hooper replies that "the wire
from Mr. Close produced some confusion in our office. You see, the
'Pocket Piece' he referred to is part
of a strictly confidential service to

Irate Upton
Close
subscribers, of which he is not one.
We were at a loss as to what, if
anything, we should supply to him
in the way of further information.
"Actually, the pattern of springtime Sunday afternoon listening
revealed in our March 14 report
was not new to us. Each spring
there is a Sunday when people who
have been housed up for the winter
can get out in the dirt and scratch
for the first time. This doesn't always coincide with a programchecking Sunday, but this year it
did.
"The Close program rating was
unchanged from our February findings in the South, Mountain and
Pacific areas, but in the Eastern
and North Central areas he was
affected by what amounted to a
40% drop in radio set use.
"The CAB did not measure audiences on the 14th. The CAB rating
Close refers to was an average of
calls made in late February and
earlier in March when they could

SONG

Two

BY

WATL

not help finding what we did in February, namely, that people were

ATLANTA

huddled by the fire listening."

ASSIGNMENT

UPHELD

V

COURT

SUPREME COURT last week decided that the copyright to the ballad "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling" belongs to M. Witmark &
Sons, New York publishers. Ownership had been contested by George
Graff Jr., who wrote the song 30
years ago in collaboration with
Ernest Ball and Chauncey Olcott.
The issue grew out of Mr.
Graff's assignment of copyright
renewals to the publishing house
in 1917. He previously had entered
into an agreement with Witmark
whereby that company copyrighted
the song but the renewals were
given Witmark as a result of
"financial straits" of Mr. Graff.
When the original copyright expired in 1939, Witmark registered
the renewal in Mr. Graff's behalf.
However, a few weeks later Mr.
Graff himself applied for and registered a renewal and assigned it
to another publishing house.
The court decided that the Copyright Law "does not nullify agreements by authors to assign their
renewal interests" and ruled that
an agreement made when the author is in financial need does not
permit the author to expect returns as a ward under guardianship of the law.
STORAGE BATTERY Division of
Philco Corp. has been awarded a
white star, to add to its Army-Navy
E flag presented by Rear Admiral Wat
T. Cluverius in October, 1942. Brief
ceremonies will mark the addition of
the star April 16.

FM

Shows

Are

Sold

For Milwaukee's W55M
WITH MORE than 35 FM shows
being broadcast weekly, the Milwaukee Journal announces that
operation of its W55M station is

X

a tangible part of broadcasting's
present and not its intangible future.
With steady plugging by the
Journal stations staffs emphasis
has been placed now on commercial
programs and two have been contacted. The Robert A. Johnston Co.,
manufacturer of cookies and crackers, presents Furlough Fun, Sundays, at 12:30 p.m., for a half-hour
using WTMJ also.
Second show sold is First Wisconsin National Bank's Those Who
Serve Tuesdays, at 6:30 p.m., for
a half-hour. Last week Edward
Petry & Co., became national representatives for W55M.
Many live programs of so-called
"better music" are presented. Several shows weekly are before studio
audiences.
Kaltenborn Scholarship
TO SUPPORT annually "a youngman who is interested in training himself for news reporting or news analysis in the press or on the air", the
"Hans V. Kaltenborn Scholarship" at
Harvard U. has been created by the
NBC news commentator, who is president of the Long Island Harvard
Club. Announcement of the scholarship
was made at the recent dinner in New
York's Harvard Club given Kaltenborn by the Assn. of Radio News
Analysts in honor of his 21st anniversary as a news commentator.
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WOV

TO

FIGHT

NLRB

DECISION
IN COURT
NEW LITIGATION in the case of
26 former employes of WOY, New
York, was forecast last week, when
the station notified the National
Labor Relations Board it declined
to comply with an order that it rehire members of American Communications Assn. Local 16 (CIO)
discharged after a strike 2% years
ago. [Broadcasting, April 5].
In a ruling April 1, the NLRB
had given WOV, owned and operated by Arde Bulova, ten days in
which to signify that it would rehire the men and women, and make
full repayment for wage losses in
that period. In declining, WOV
contended that the order lacked
factual and legal basis, and said
that the company will await a determination byappropriate court.
The WOV case originated in
November, 1940, when the station
discharged union members who
struck after the break down of
wage contract negotiations. The
union had sought a contract covering the entire station personnel,
while WOV was willing to recognize its jurisdiction only for technicians. The station fired the men
after contending that they committed an act of sabotage.
Annual

AFRA

Session

To Be Held in Chicago
ANNUAL CONVENTION of the
American Federation of Radio
Artists, cancelled last year at the
request of the Office of Defense
Transportation, will be held this
year in Chicago Aug. 28-29.
It was also reported that KSD,
St. Louis, has renewed its contract
with AFRA covering actors, singers and announcers. Contract contains standard AFRA provisions.

• Our past developments and presenl
day experience with
FM Antennas \\ II
provide greater efficiency indesign and
performance to meet
the exacting standards of this important field.

National Representative
JOHN BLAIR ft CO.
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We're "all out" for
Victory, but our engineers are ready to
work with you on
post-war plans.
JOHN E. LINGO 8 SON, Inc.
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

there was no modification of the
KOA-WHDH
Case
KOA license. Responding to Justice
(Continued from page 13)
Jackson, he said that if the signal
disqualified themselves, the former
of KOA had been "blotted out" by
because his brother-in-law, C. J. virtue of the assignment, then he
felt it would have a basis to proDurr, is a member of the FCC, and
Justice Rutledge because he wrote
test.
Mr. Hennessey, in beginning his
the majority opinion in the KOAargument Thursday, pointed out
WHDH case in the court below.
that KOA was in no way complainAssociate Justice Murphy was absent because of illness.
ing about competition and that it
Without going into the backrelied only upon the electrical,
ground, Mr. Freund contended that
physical interference with KOA
KOA was accorded adequate hearcaused by licensing of WHDH. He
ing before the Commission and that
called the court's attention to a
the court below had erred in remap showing the area of interference caused by the grant and
versing the FCC's ruling on that
score.
said that signals of KOA had been
Discounting the contention that
capable of reception in that area
KOA was deprived of its facility
from 1928 until the WHDH assignment on the frequency.
or that it had been degraded, he
contended that the Denver station
Interference Claim
still retained its same assignment
Arguing that the assignment acwith the same power of 50,000 watts
tually involved a modification of
and that the only change in its
KOA's existing license, Mr. Henstatus, by virtue of WHDH's asnessey explained that there is no
signment to the 850 kc. channel,
way a receiver can accept the sigwas that interference was caused
nal
in a sharply circumscribed secWHDH.of KOA and reject that of
ondary service area of the Denver
station. In so doing, he said the
Alluding to the original broadCommission reclassified the 850 kc.
cast allocations of 1928, under
which 40 clear channels were eschannel from 1-A to 1-B.
Pointing out that KOA was not
tablished, he pointed out KOA was
given a clear channel assignment
protesting the merits of the grant,
he said he was not clear as to its guaranteed to be interference-free
objection. He said that a majority
at night in the United States. The
number of clear channels subseof the court below held that KOA
was entitled to hearing as a matter
quently was reduced to 25, he declared, and at the time of the 1938
of right and not as a matter of
hearings to ascertain which stations of the original 40 should be
grace.
Chief Justice Groner and Assoassigned to clear channels, he
ciate Justice Vinson in the lower
pointed out WHDH at that time
court held KOA was entitled to
sought fulltime on the then 830 kc.
participate at the outset and Asclear channel occupied by KOA.
sociate Justice Stephens concurred,
Despite that application, KOA was
he pointed out.
selected
for the 1-A assignment.
Declaring he was not arguing
The
clear
channel allocations
the abstract question of validity of
were
based
on surveys which rethe rule governing interventions
vealed that some 21 million people
but its applicability in the current
were dependent upon service of
case, Government counsel pointed
clear
channel stations. While only
out that since the WHDH grant,
32.4%
of the rural population were
WJW, Akron, was given an assigndepende
nt upon clear channel stament on the same frequency withtions, he said a station popularity
out a hearing and that KOA was
survey conducted by the FCC repermitted to intervene in that situ^
vealed that 76.3% of the rural resiation. He said he understood the
tions. dents preferred clear channel staCommission had held in abeyance
hearing on that matter pending deResuming his argument Friday,
cision on the current court case.
Under questioning from the
Mr. Hennessey pointed out that in
bench, Mr. Freund contended that
spite of the fact that KOA was not
made a party to the WHDH proceedings, itnevertheless had been
served with hearing notices. Associate Justice Jackson inquired
whether that in effect did not make
KOA a party. Mr. Hennessey, however, said that he did not recall the
precise nature of the notices.
Questioned closely by Justices
Jackson, Frankfurter and Reed,
Mr. Hennessey said that KOA
claimed it was a party entitled to
a hearing within the meaning of
the act. He argued that the facilities of KOA had been changed in
character but that the station was
given no opportunity to offer testimony. The action of the FCC constituted a modification of KOA's
license, he said, within the meaning of the act and the Commission's
regulation.
BROADCASTING
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OWI
On

Seeking
U.S.

Bankhead

Omar Expands
OMAR Inc., Omaha, is expanding its
list of stations carrying Ranch House
Jim, thrice-weekly transcribed musical,
for Ranch House pancake flour. After
a successful test on WMBD, Peoria,
and WOW, Omaha, the company is
placing the program on four additional
stations, as soon as distribution is
completed in those markets, within the
next few weeks — WHIO, Dayton;
KOA, Denver; WOKO, Albany;
WHP, Harrisburg. Agency is Macfarland, Aveyard and Co., Chicago.

Ideas

Paid

Time

Bill for Paid Ads

Being Held in Abeyance
OFFICIALS of the OWI Radio
Bureau will look toward the NAB
War Conference in Chicago, April
27-29, for an indication of how the
radio industry feels on Government purchase of time before making- any recommendations to OWI
chief Elmer Davis, and the heads
of other agencies, Donald D.
Stauffer, chief of the bureau, said
Friday.
Admitting there has been considerable pressure from individual
station operators, Mr. Stauffer said
that OWI still has no idea how the
radio industry in general feels
about selling time to the Government. Among the recent suggestions, mostly from small stations,
was one from George McGinley,
manager of WKNY, Kingston,
N. Y., that the Government buy
time at half of card rates.
He said, however, that the Radio
Bureau recognized that the purchase of time was now a live issue,
and that a memorandum would
probably be prepared to advise OWI
chiefs on policy.
Adverse editorial and industry
reaction may cause Senator Bankhead (D-Ala.) to withhold introduction of his proposed bill to
subsidize small newspapers by authorizing the Treasury to spend
some $30,000,000 annually for advertising, itwas indicated last Friday when the measure failed to
make its scheduled appearance.

lAJkete

UISVR
SYRACUSE

SMILES FROM CHICAGO staff and scores of congratulatory messages
surrounded John Blair (seated), on the tenth anniversary of the founding
of the John Blair radio representative firm. The occasion was observed on
April 1 with staff celebrations in New York, Chicago, and branch offices.
(1 to r): Gale Blocki, Paul Ray, Blake Blair, and Charles Dilcher.

YOUR
OF

CALIFORNIA

GROUP

FORMED

ITS FRESNO

Wartime broadcasting problems
were discussed and Lou Keplinger,
former manager of KVOD, Denver, recently named regional radio director of OWI's Domestic
Branch on the Pacific Coast, addressed the group concerning programming matters and radio publicity.
Attending the session, in addition
to the officers, were Leo Schamblin,
KPMC, Bakersfield; Paul Bartlett,
KFRE, Fresno; Keith B. Collins,
KM J, Fresno; Mel Marshall,
KYOS, Merced; William Bates,
KTRB, Modesto; J. Brown Maloney, McClatchy Radio Stations.

KNOWLEDGE

The RIGHT

INTRODUCTION

smooths the way

Take advantage of WMBD's unique position of leadership
in rich Peoriarea — it gives your product a confidence-building
introduction by an old and trusted friend. WMBD is close
to the family circle of the homes in 17 of Central Illinois'
richest agricultural and industrial counties.
The

RIGHT

Introduction

Recently completed 36955
call survey by
Robert S. Conlan and Associates shows impressive coverage; WMBD delivers the Peoriarea market as no other
medium can.

PANAMA

IWhat percentage of Panama'
present population speaks Enq
lish?

sic

GeVaBo

ronYoo

FORMATION of the California Inland Broadcasters Assn., comprising stations from Eureka to Bakersfield, was announced last week
following an organization meeting
April 2 in Fresno. Clyde Coombs,
manager of KARM, Fresno, was
elected presdent and Charles Scott,
manager of KTKC, Visalia, secretary.

Margarine Spots
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York, is conducting a spot campaign in cities in the East and Midwest, for Blue Bonnet Oleomargarine, a product acquired with the
purchase of Standard Margarine
Co., Indianapolis, and its subsidiaries, Standard Food Products
Inc., Indianapolis, and Southern
States Foods Inc., Dallas, producers of margarine and salad dressings. Blue Bonnet spot campaign
started Feb. 22, entailing the use
of one-minute spot announcements
on the basis of 15 a week. Ted Bates
Inc., New York, is agency.

TEST

Bid

IS

2 Name the Panama station that Jjp
carries English programs ex- r<f|
clusively every evening.
3 How can you tell your advertising story to the big, rich
English-speaking Panama population?

HOH C

NOH l

%0S

\

HOK-HP5K
640 Kc.
6,005 Kc.

free &
peters, inc.
Exciusitt National
Rtpraentttjva
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Call Free & Peters or Write WMBD
for copy of complete Conlan Survey
★
★ ★
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Power
Favors

Commission
War

Reopening

Time

In Ruling
on CBS
IBEW Asks Labor Board To
Reconsider CBS Case

Electricity Savings Important
To War Effort, Olds Says
AN ADDED influence in favor of
maintaining War Time nationally
appeared last week when the Federal Power Commission, through its
chairman, Leland Olds, advised the
House Committee on Interstate and

PRESIDENCY OF MISSISSIPPI Broadcasters Assn. went to R. L.
McRaney, WCBI, Columbus, last week when the organization met in
Jackson. Most important business passed was determination to write all
Mississippi Congressmen in regard to the farm radio battery situation.
At the session were (first row, 1 to r) : F. C. Ewing, WGRM, Greenwood; Mr. McRaney; L. M. Sepaugh, WSLI, Jackson; C. J. Wright,
WFOR, Hattiesburg; Hugh Smith, WAML, Laurel; Bert Ferguson,
WJPR, Greenville; H. O. Jones, WGCM, Gulfport. Back row, 1 to r: M.
B. Wray, WSLI; F. E. Wilkerson Jr., WSLI; J. L. Eatherton, WCBI;
George Blumenstock, WSKB, McComb; Wiley P. Harris, WJDX, Jackson; P. K. Ewing Jr.; WMIS, Natchez, and Allen Lacey, WJDX, Jackson.

Foreign Commerce that "there is
no question but that, as war production reaches higher levels, War
Time will make an even more important contribution to the war
effort."
The Commission, according to
Chairman Olds' letter to Chairman
Clarence F. Lea of the committee,
is convinced that repeal of War
Time would be a mistake. War
Time, according to the Commission, reduces the demand on the

NORMAN ROSS, Chicago freelance
announcer and m.c, has been commis ioned acaptain in the Army Air
Forces, and will leave April 19 for
Miami
training.Beach, Fla, for indoctrination

nation's electric generating facilities in the winter evening hours
when the demand would normally
be greatest, thus releasing capacity
to carry greater war production.
Chairman Olds' letter covered
eight conclusions all directing attention to added electric consumption burdens as a result of war
production and the savings of use
of War Time in consumption.
"Under War Time the increased
daylight between 5 and 6 o'clock
postpones the greatest lighting use
to a later hour when factory and
urban railway use, which is gov-

erned by the clock, has fallen off
for the night," the letter points
out. "As a result the combined uses
of electricity for home, store, office
and street lighting under War
Time require less capacity at the
power houses than would be needed
under Standard Time."
The FPC position follows a similar one adopted by the War Production Board.

NBC
0 .
hlffllS
TEN

Radio - Recording
i /\ tvt
1U JMeW AcCOUIltS

NEW subscribers have contracted for transcribed programs

produced
by NBC's
Radio-Recording Division.
Renewals
have been
received from three stations. Programs, stations and sponsors involved in the new contracts are:
Betty & Bob, WLAC, Nashville,
JEG Coffee Co. ; The Name You Will
Remember, WXYZ, Detroit; WSTV,
Steubenville, Ohio, jewelry firm ;
WSAI, Cincinnati, Thompson Heating
& Insulating Co. ; Flying for Freedom,
WRBL, Columbus, Ga., Foremost
Dairies ; Five Minute Mysteries,
KIT. Yakima, Wash.; WHDH, Boston,inKasper-Gordon
Inc. WRC,
; Let's WashTake
a Look
Your Mirror,
ington; WAIT, Chicago, Dr. Ellis
Sales Co. ; and Time Out with Allen
Prescott, KGNC, Amarillo.
Renewals include : Betty & Bob,
KRLD, Dallas, Skillern's Drug Co.
(130 programs) ; Getting the Most
Out of Life Today, WJZ, New York,
Faircnild Sons Inc. ; and The Name
You Will Remember, WAGE, Syracuse, C. E. Chappell & Sons.

MBS
CINCINNATI

Asked

#4id

Station

l4/£Af

Billings Drop

MBS BILLING for March, 1943,
totaled $941,533, a decrease of
10.6% from the corresponding
month in 1942 when the total was
$1,053,444. Billings for January,
February and March of this year
were $2,759,722, a decrease of 8.5%
from the first three months of
1942 when the total was $3,016,141.

AN APPEAL for the War Labor
Board to reconsider its refusal of
a shorter work day and wage progression scale for CBS technicians
was filed Tuesday by Lawson Wimberly, international representative
of the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers (AFL).
The WLB had approved a 7-cent
hourly wage raise for the technicians, but had refused other provisions of the contract which IBEW
considered
essential. [Broadcasting, April 5].
New Data Ready
Mr. Wimberly's letter to the
WLB explained that the union,
through misinterpretation of a
question on the application form,
had not submitted all its case in
defense of the revised work day,
and of the new wage scale. He also
said the union felt WLB's refusal
of the change, on grounds that it
created inequities with NBC and
Mutual, was unfair. IBEW asked
permission formation
to to this
submiteffect.
additional inThe
ed theappeal
WLB specifically
for refusalprotestof a
shortened scale of automatic wage
increases, which would have permitted technicians to reach their
maximum wage in six years instead of the present nine. In addition, it questioned the propriety
of enforcing a 12-hour maximum
day
for CBS
10-hour
day. instead of a proposed
IBEW objected to judgment of
its case through comparison with
NBC and Mutual. The union pointed out that Mutual stations are
all independently owned and operated, and that only two of them are
50,000-watt outlets. Of these,
IBEW said, WGN, Chicago, is an
IBEW station, with entirely different working conditions from WOR,
which has an "inside" union. It
pointed out that the CBS contract
covered six cities in addition to
New York.
The union said that there is no
agreement between any 50,000-watt
station and the IBEW where the

CINCINNATI

. . . One

of

the "Must ' ^Markets of U.S.A.
— for now — for after the war,
Ideal for spot-testing.
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wage progression exceeds four
years. It also said that so far as
it could determine, the maximum
day without payment of overtime
in a 50,000-watt station, other than
agreements between stations and
independent unions, was ten hours.
The letter showed that NBC technicians in effect received overtime
pay for 12-hour days, through special clauses in their contract.
A decision on whether the Board
will permit a rehearing of the
case and allow the union to submit additional information, may be
forthcoming this week. Meanwhile
IBEW said that it would not ask
CBS to invoke the new pay scale
until
cided. the case has been finally de• Broadcast

Advertising

Station
Of

Announcement

Regional

Consultants

Informational Program
PROVIDING a frank discussion of
Office of War Information radio
regional
date, OWI's
to conferred
policies ts
consultan
last Monday
with Government officials in Chicago, discussed cooperation of stations in coming Government campaigns, made recommendations on
the OWI local allocation plan, and
heard Donald D. Stauffer, chief of
OWI Radio Bureau, outline the
war informational program which
faces its greatest task within the
next few months.
Out of the one-day, closed meeting, the first since consultants were
appointed last January from station executives as liaison between
the OWI and the industry, came
suggestions for a greater flexibility of the OWI local-announcement
quota, at present 12 one-minute
spots daily on network affiliated
stations and 16 a day on non-affiliated stations.
Announcement

Plan

Revisions of the station announcement plan were indicated by
Mr. Stauffer when he said, in a
statement at the close of the meeting, that "we are as much interested in keeping the announcements
down to a minimum to do an effective job as are the stations.
"The Government will ask only as
much time as is necessary to get
across Government information. If
a reduction in terms of needs seems
to be in order, the OWI will effect
such proposals. The OWI," he
said, "will not fill in announcements just to complete a quota."
In addition to Mr. Stauffer, the
OWI Washington office was represented by Philip H. Cohen, recently
appointed assistant radio chief;
Richard F. Connor, head of stations relations; Elaine Ewing, assistant chief of station relations.
The stricter enforcement of OWI
Regulation No. 2, which provides
that all Federal Government requests by local or regional offices

Confer

Plans

Revision

for

Slated

OWI

in Chicago

of Next

Rock Island; Merle Jones, KMOX,
St. Louis; Kenneth M. Hance,
KSTP, St. Paul; Allan Page,
KVOO, Tulsa; Martin Campbell,
WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Ft. Worth;
Robert Hudson, Rocky Mountain
Radio Council, Denver. Neville Miller, NAB president; James D.
Shouse WLW, Cincinnati; O. L.
(Ted) Taylor, KGNC, Amarillo,
Tex. of the Station Advisory

Few

on

War

Months

of Federal Government agencies
must be cleared through OWI for
time and policy, was seen by the
broadcasters as materially reducing the number of announcements
for the same effort. Recommendations for the use of chain-break
announcements of 30-second duration, to be substituted in many
cases for the straight one-minute
announcements, were made by the
consultants. OWI rulings on this
and other recommendations will be
effected shortly, it was said.
Mr. Stauffer, emphasizing the
importance of the coming information drives, enumerated the various campaigns. "Radio has a big
job to do," he said, "in helping
solve the food problem — helpingstamp out the black markets, educating home-makers in food conservation and nutrition, recruiting
labor and urging care for victory
gardens. Next on the list," he
asserted, "is the 'Get Ready for
Winter' campaign which embraces
(1) urging home owners to stock
up on coal (2) conversion in certain sections of the country from

IN GREAT DEMAND as a luncheon and club speaker is Andy Woolfries, WMT, Waterloo, la., Farm
Editor, just returned from a special
mission for the British Navy in
England. Mr. Woolfries went
through four air attacks and is
shown here examining a piece of
bomb fragment with WMT's receptionist, Betty Shimek. Mr. Woolfries, a radio personality in Iowa
for 20 years, was in England four
months.

to OWI

THURMAN L. BARNARD, formerly vice-president and manager
of the Detroit office of N. W. Ayer
& Son, has joined the New York
office of the Office of War Information as associate chief of the
outpost service bureau, where he
correlates OWI activities here with
outposts
throughout
the world.
Meservey Honored
REGRET over resignation of
Douglas Meservey, deputy chief of
the OWI Radio Bureau, and best
wishes in his future war work, were
noted in a resolution adopted by the
Regional OWI Radio Consultants
and Station Advisory Committee
meeting in Chicago April 4. Resolution was introduced by NAB
President Neville Miller.

fuel oil to coal."
Other Problems
Other important problems are:
Transportation, voluntarily cuttingdown unnecessary rail and bus
travel; Salvage, with emphasis on
copper; Household Conservation,
urging home-makers to take care
of household equipment and appliances; Personnel, securing help
for War, Price, and Rationing
Boards, which serve without pay;
Absenteeism; Manpower; continuing campaigns for the recruiting of
WAVES, WAACs, SPARS, Marine
Corps Reserves and Nurses; selling war bonds; and combating inflation. 'Understanding'
"
themes
must continue to get radio emphasis," Mr. Stauffer concluded.
"Themes treating of the issues
(what we're fighting for), the
enemy (who we're fighting), the
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Barnard

fighting forces, the working forces,
the United Nations, all must be inconcluded," he said.
The regional consultants who attended the session were: Harold E.
Fellows, WEEI, Boston; Leon
Levy, WCAU, Philadelphia; Thad
Holt, WAPI, Birmingham; H. K.
Carpenter, WHK-WCLE, Cleveland; Leo Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit; Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF,

WALT CASDNER
OF THE CENTRAL COOPERATIVE LIVESTOCK ASSOCIATION, SOUTH ST. PAUL.
about

rne

Board; Carl Haverlin, headquarters consultant on station relations ;
M. H. Peterson, Paul Jordan, OWI,
Chicago; Walter Schwimmer, R. J.
Scott, Schwimmer & Scott, special
consultants.

England audience.

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
National Sales Representatives
BERTHA BANNAN Little Bldg. Boston
New England Sales Representative

Associated with The Worcester Telegram-Gazette
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WRAL

Aroused

WAAC

Solicits

As
Ads

Officer Sells Merchants
RADIO
IN BOTH

ENGINEERS

WASHINGTON

AND

PHILADELPHIA

Radio Engineers required in the Consulting Radio Engineering Offices and
Laboratory of Raymond M. Wilmotte
for original development and design
work for Signal Corps. Salary $350 to
$500

per month depending on experience. Higher salary for exceptional man,

particularly receiver engineer. Positions
open in both Washington

and Philadel-

phia (Washington offices and laboratory
air conditioned).
Please write, giving education and full
particulars of experience with references. Raymond M. Wilmotte, 1469
Church Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

Two

Pages in Raleigh Papers
SOLICITING of display advertising for two Raleigh newspapers by
a WAAC officer was reported to the
office of the Secretary of War,
Henry L. Stimson, last week by
Fred Fletcher, manager of WRAL,
Raleigh.
"I cannot for the life of me explain satisfactorily the necessity
for recruiting officers of the armed
services to sell advertising locally
to merchants in order to get proper
display support from the local
press," Mr. Fletcher wrote.
Free Time Offered
Mr. Fletcher explained in his
letter that his station had offered
free of charge two 10-minute periods (well-established women's
shows) and two announcements a
day calling attention to the locations of recruiting stations in Raleigh.
"This was done," Mr. Fletcher
advised Mr. Stimson, "in addition
to the 12 spot announcements and
two 15-minute programs carried
daily in cooperation with the OWI
and U. S. Treasury." He said that
he believed this was onl yaverage
in terms of time and interest of
stations everywhere.
Mr. Fletcher said he learned
from a WAAC lieutenant named
Ferri that eleven hours had been
spent by her in selling Raleigh
merchants space in order to pay
for two full page adveritsements.
Both ads appeared and were "well
sponsored," according to theWRAL
manager.
"I believe if some action originates from your office, it will be
constructive and helpful both for
radio and the WAACs," Mr.
Fletcher wrote the Secretary.

WLOL

Sale

Nears

WLOL, Minneapolis, subject to
FCC approval, moved closer to final
sale to the Ralph Atlass interests
last week when the Probate Court
of Minneapolis Wednesday approved the transfer of 46% of
stock held by the estate of Judge
John P. Devaney. The remaining
54% is held by Charles G. Winton
Jr., who is also disposing of his
share in the station. Total amount
to be paid by the Atlass interests
is $80,000. Under the present arrangement, Mr. Atlass, president
of WIND-WJJD, Chicago, is to
have controlling interest while the
remainder of the stock will be divided up among John Carey, manager; Art Harre, commercial manager, WIND; Eugene Mittendorf,
and a group of businessmen.

WXYZ

AND

GET
TIGERS
GAMES]
EXCLUSIVE broadcasting rights
to the Detroit Tigers baseball.'
schedule this year go to WXYZ,
Detroit, for the first time since inauguration ofplay-by-play description of the sport in that city.
The games will be aired over
WXYZ and the Michigan Radio
Network, under sponsorship of
Goebel Brewing Co. Harry Heilmann, veteran baseball broadcaster, [
will handle home and away games
for the 10th straight year.
Build-up to the season opener on j
April 21 will be the broadcasting j
of
the exhibiti
games in
April
17, '
18 and
19. Alsoonfiguring
the air
promotion
is current
series of I
training camp shows by transcription, broadcast over WXYZ 6:156:45 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays and from 6:15 to 6:30 p.m.
on
Saturdays.
Brooke, Smith,
French & Dorrance, Detroit, is
agency.

Check

Production
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Data,

Price
Warns
Stations
INDUSTRIALISTS
and manufacturers are not appropriate authorities on news of new or secret 1
military weapons or progress in |
war production, Byron Price, di- 1
rector, Office of Censorship, informed broadcasters and editors
April 7.
Mr. Price warned that such statements must not be accepted without special scrutiny, and that Code
restrictions on vital information
must be followed. Great care must
be used in release of such matter,
Mr. Price said, and responsibility
for what is broadcast and published
lies with broadcasters and the
press, not the industrialists who are
the source. He said media should
make certain that war production
disclosures have been authorized
by the responsible Government war
agency. Otherwise great damage
can be done to national security, he
asserted.

Major Markets Used
SIX-MONTHS CAMPAIGN for
Pepto-Bismol, stomach remedy, gets
under way Monday, April 12, with
a schedule of one-minute transcriptions, aired from six to ten times
weekly on approximately 43 stations throughout the country. Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, N.
Y., makers of Pepto-Bismol, is concentrating on major markets, using
stations largely of the 50,000 watt
caliber. Entering the New York
market for the first time, Norwich
has taken a live five-times weekly
five-minute program on WJZ, New
York, featuring Grace Morgan,
singer, with accompaniment, in a
program produced by Allan Kent
and Ginger Johnson, musical jingle producers, who will present
some of the commercials. Lawrence
C. Gumbinner Adv., New York,
handles the account.

"EXCELLENT, TRACEABLE
RESULTS"^
for Premium Coal Co. when they broadcast over WKRC with

EDWARD

HOOKUPl

^

SHADOW

Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON
BROADCASTING

67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
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POLICY
WAR
WABC
IS GAIN FOR WJZ
COLUMBIA PICTURES Corp.,
New York, which had originally
scheduled WABC, New York, as
one of the 50 or so stations to promote its new film "The More the
Merrier", has switched New York
outlets and will use WJZ for the
campaign, starting April 12.
Reason for the change was understood to be a WABC policy of permitting only "temperate and restrained" commercials before or
after its news broadcasts during
wartime, the Columbia announcements for the comedy film proving
too gay and too much of the teaser
type to fill the WABC policy requirements.
Program sponsored by Columbia
Pictures on WJZ will be heard five
times weekly, 6:40-6:45 p.m., immediately preceding the Lowell
Thomas news broadcast. Title will
be The Name You Will Remember,
with Bill Lang giving biographical
sketches of famous people as the
main body of the series. The moving picture company is using variout types of programs for an eightweek period to promote the film
prior to its release May 15 [Broadcasting, March 22]. Agency is
Weiss & Geller, New York.
Blade Goes Net
CONSOLIDATED
RAZOR Blade
Co., Jersey City, sponsor of the
Better Half, comedy quiz program
on WOR, New York, will expand
the program to the Mutual network
for Berkeley Blades, starting April
, 12. Program has been heard Wednesday, 8:30-9 p.m., but will move
! to Monday, same time, when it goes
J network.
Slatera quiz
m.c.'s
the
show, whichTompresents
contest
a between men and women teams on
j subjects of particular interest to
the opposite sex. Grey Adv., New
j York, handles the account.
Bailey Joins INS
J. N. (Bill) BAILEY, former
] news editor of Broadcasting, on
April 5 joined International News
Service as a special radio sales representative. Mr. Bailey, operating
out of Washington, will cover the
eastern territory for INS.
EMILE J. GOUGH, in charge of the
station relation West Coast office of
SESAC. married Lt. Mary E. Brennan March 27 in an Atlantic Seaboard
Army Camp. Lt. Brennan is with the
Army Nurses Corp.
EDDIE CANTOR, star of the weekly
NBC Time to Smile, under arrangement with RKO Radio Pictures Inc.,
Hollywood, will write, produce and
appear in a film dramatizing the history of vaudeville and entertainment
business from 1900 to the Ziegfield era.

FCC Reorganization
(Continued from page 11)
House, with one in the Senate, observers are convinced that it now
is only a question of which body
first will report out a bill. Whatever support the FCC has had in
previous sessions appears to have
withered away. It appears to have
few, if any friends willing to get
out in front for it on either side of
Capitol Hill.
The House Committee, headed by
Chairman Lea (D-Cal.) hasn't yet
designated formally its communications subcommittee. But it is certain that Rep. Bulwinkle (D-N. C.)
a majority stalwart, but a vigorof "bureaucracy",
opponent
will beous its
chairman.
Victorious in
its recent fight to block formation
of a new aviation committee in the
House which would have stripped
the Interstate Committee of those
functions, the Lea group is zealously guarding its sovereignty, and
proposes to move quickly lest special
or select committees seek to usurp
its functions.
The FCC, since the dam broke
on Capitol Hill, has kept relatively
quiescent. All controversial issues,
it is evident, are being carefully
avoided. Word from the Commission itself is that all has not been
serene among the membership since
the Cox Committee launched its
inquiry.
Precisely what tack the Cox Committee wiil take when it starts its
inquiry is a Committee secret.
While building his staff, Mr. Garey,
and his existing retinue of attorneys and investigators, have been
conducting field inquiries, and have
subpoenaed voluminous materials
from the FCC, other governmental
agencies and stations.
It is unlikely that either the Cox
or Senate Committee inquiries will
get under way until after the proposed Easter holiday recess now
contemplated by Congress.
Widespread rumors that Chairman Fly might be given another
government post, which started
when the Cox resolution passed, has
wafted away. Mr. Fly and Commissioner C. J. Durr, New Deal Democrat regarded as the administration's second man on the agency,
are expected to be the star witnesses in the Cox proceeding.

Burma Shave Test
BURMA VITA Co., Minneapolis
(Burma Shave) through Macfarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago, has
5 0 0 0 WATTS
• 1 3 3 0 KILOCYCLES
purchased morning newscasts five
to six times a week on 10 stations,
starting April 26: KYW WCAE
WTIC WFBR KTRH KOL KLZ
WGST WHIO WIRE. If test is
successful it will be expanded.
Company is retaining spots on
WSAI CKLW
WXYZ
WHK
i WGAR WHEC WHAM
KRLD
WFAA WEEI WNAC.
ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
The roster of advertisers using WEVD year
WMAQ, Chicago, on April 13 celeafter year reads like "Who's Who" in
brates its 21st anniversary. The staNational Advertising. List on request.
tion went on the air in 1922 as WGU.
HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR
Judith Waller, now public service director of NBC central division, was
WEVD— 117 W. 46th Str.et, New York, N. Y.
the first manager.
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Hiring Control
{Continued from page 11)
through the U. S. Employment
Service.
Most of the new manpower regulations resulting from last Thursday's order are expected to consist
of additional instructions from Mr.
McNutt to USES offices, perhaps
making them the official hiring
agency for all labor transfers. Such
order, officials of the WMC point
out, give great discretionary powers to regional directors so that
the needs of local essential industries may be met.
Statement of Policy
The President himself Friday described the new Executive Order as
merely a statement of policy which
does not change present regulations. The Chief Executive made it
clear, however, that this was blunt
warning to his subordinates and
the people that stiff measures were
to be taken to keep wages and
prices in line.
Mr. Roosevelt declared that "the
only way to hold the line is to stop
trying to find justification for not
holding it here or not holding it
For this purpose he directed that
ceiling be placed on all commodities
there." the cost of living, and that
affecting
wage rates be held in line. To keep
wages in line, Mr. Roosevelt said
that the only rate increases beyond
15% above Jan. 1, 1941, would be
in cases of substandards of living.
He thus ruled out inequalities and
inequities, a means used in jacking up wages in plants paying less
dustry.the average wage for an inthan
The Executive Order specifically
stated that it should not be interpreted to mean that reasonable adjustments of wages and salaries in
cases of promotions, reclassifications, merit increases, incentive
wages or the like are prohibited.
Such increases, however, shall not
appreciably affect production costs
or furnish a basis to increase prices,
or resist justifiable reductions.
NORMAN E. HEYNE, for nine years
radio director of Schwimmer & Scott.
Chicago, joins the radio staff of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, April 19.

Some
to

Market
Corner!

Who's making the big money
now? War industry workers? Sure
— and we have a generous number of them. What about farmers? Have you looked over current farm prices lately? They'll
give you a vivid idea of all time
high cash income THAT WILL
GO RIGHT ON WHEN WAR
INDUSTRIES STOP!
Worth your serious study is a
"corner" on this: 3 metropolitan
centers ... 27 important county
seat towns ... 11 million acres
of highly productive land — 30
counties of wealth in the heart of
the food-producing area.
And, as for the "corner". . . . An
average of 62.5% of this audience listens to ONE station (75
to 82 percent during many
periods). The other 37.5% is dibetween 8 to That
10 "other"
stationsvidedmentioned.
ONE
station is WTAD. (We have the
proof — ask to see it.)
A good market — for now, and
for post-war — is worth "cornering" anywhere, anytime. This is
why the WTAD schedule is consistently well-filled. There are
several good, availabilities, though,
that can readily become a "corner on this market" for you!
A CBS STATION
1000 Watts, Day and Night
930 Kilocycles

WfCI, Pawtucket, R. I.
... 23 newscasts a day and the
AP radio wire provides more
than enough fresh material
for each one.
George Sutherland,
Program Director.

WTAD

available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.

QUINCY,

ILLINOIS

Represented Nationally
by the Katz Agency

inc
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South

African

Sets

UNDER pressure of war, the
Union of South Africa has developed its own radio manufacturing plants, according to the Dept.
of Commerce. Using as a nucleus
several firms that assembled public
address systems, the Government
organized an electronics industry
that produces large amounts of
military equipment for Middle and
Far East forces. No commercial
sets are made at present, and most
components are still imported. Early in 1940, South Africa prohibited
any radio listener to have any parts
not essential for maintenance of
his set. In October 1939, all amateur licenses had been suspended.

All Operators
HERE'S one hard to top!
Harper M. Phillips, manager
of KYUM, Yuma, Ariz., believes he has the only station
in the country with every
member of the staff a commercially licensed operator.
That goes for the manager,
sales manager, announcer
and chief engineer and two
assistants. (Yes, you're right.
There are only six employes
all told.) Mr. Phillips would
like to know of any other
station so blessed with that
rare employe commodity —
engineers.
PAA War Meeting
DISPENSING with its usual annual convention, the Pacific Advertising Asso. this year will hold a
Wartime Emergency Conference in
San Francisco June 22-23.

WLAW
Lawrence, Mass.
5000 Watts
680 KC.
C.B.S.

WLAW
THE
CAPITAL
OF
NEW
ENGLAND'S
7TH STATE
Nat. Reps., The Katz Agency

Pulse N. Y. Survey
PULSE OF NEW YORK Inc. has
completed its second house-to-house
coincidental survey of home listening,
covering the first quarter of 1943.
Data have been gathered on number
of people listening per set, on the age
and sex of the listeners. Survey is
based on 60,000 personal visits.
ONLY 7,100 persons, all Quisling
party members and high Nazi officials,
have radio receiver listening licenses
in Norway at present. Almost all of
the nation's
484,000
licensed
were
confiscated
in receivers
July, 1940,
the
Dept. of Commerce reports.

OTHER
Funds

FELLOW'S

for Papers

Editor, Broadcasting:
I cannot refrain from calling the
radio industry's attention to a news
item recently published in the New
York Times, wherein it stated that
Senator Bankhead was drafting a
bill which would give the United
States advertising to the newspapers as virtual subsidies. I quote
from the news release:
"In an atmosphere of secrecy, a
bill is being prepared for introduction in the Senate which would
authorize the payment of what is
viewed in some quarters as Government subsidies, in the form of
Treasury Department advertising,
to a large part of the American
"Provision is being made that at
press. a half of a $25,000,000 to
least
$30,000,000 annual fund is to be
distributed among weekly newspapers in small towns and rural
Tax Money to Papers?
The proposed legislation is supareas."
posedly originated among publishers of Alabama and Georgia newspapers and they are trying to enlist the interest and cooperation of
newspapers elsewhere.
Every radio station that I know
of, large and small, fills the air with
hundreds of programs day and
night as its contribution to the war
effort, for every department of our
government, including the Treasury Dept. It costs money to broadcast these programs as well as it
costs money to print announcements in newspapers in cooperation
with the war effort.
Are we going to permit our tax
money to be paid out to newspapers
for Government ads when we are
giving our broadcast time as a
contribution to the war effort?
I think the radio industry better
get busy and investigate this and
see to it that radio stations receive
equal consideration, and further,
apprise the Hon. Senator Bankhead
of the part that radio is taking in
the war effort, which I feel, far ex
ceeds that contributed by newspa-

ONLY

WGY

has the POWER

watts), the PROGRAMS

(NBC

(50,000
plus the

region's foremost local shows), and the
POPULARITY
(based on 21 years of
service) to put together a
Dollar Market in the Hudson

Represented
Nationally by
NBC
^
Spot Sales
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lj/^-BillionCircle.

pers.

John W. Boler,
President, North Central
Broadcasting System.

VIEWPOINT
Bounced

Around

Editor, Broadcasting:
Walter Guild's article [Broadcasting, April 5] hits nail on head.
Spot advertisers are bounced
around. Personally, I was surprised to find that WOW was only
station in 19 on one advertiser's
schedule that guaranteed time. If
broadcasting does not encourage
spot broadcasters,
we will have no
new
network advertisers.
Skippy
Peanut Butter definitely great prospect for network. However, treatment as spot advertiser is anything
but encouraging to client to expand
further in radio.
John J. Gillin Jr.,
General Manager,
WOW,

Omaha.

April 8.
Musicraft's

Plea

To
AFM
Rejected
SECOND OFFER by Musicraft
Corp., New York, to negotiate with
James C. Petrillo, president of the
American Federation of Musicians,
was turned down last week in much
the same manner as the first rejection by Petrillo in which Musicraft
proposed to pay so much for each
record made by union musicians.
According to Paul Puner, president of the record company, a wire
was sent to Petrillo offering to negotiate under any circumstances.
The AFM answer merely said
"Your wire will be presented to the
international executive board on
April 15" — date which Mr. Petrillo
has set to meet in New York with
the record and transcription manufacturers.
Original proposal of Musicraft,
first tendered the union's executive
board Feb. 18, offered to pay AFM
one cent for every record made by
union musicians and sold to the
public at a retail price of 50 cents
plus excise tax; 1% cents for records selling for 75 cents plus tax
and two cents on records selling for
this tax.
plan were followed by the
$1 Ifplus
entire recording industry, an estimate based on record sales for
1942 indicates that it "would have
brought in more than $1,500,000 to
the unemployment fund of the
union," Mr. Puner stated at the
time the original offer was refused.

April 7.
Walker

a Lt. Colonel

RALPH

L. WALKER, principal attorney of the FCC who was called
to active duty in the Army last
October as a major, on April 3 was
promoted to a lieutenant colonelcy.
He is assigned to Army headquarters in the War Department with
the executive officer of the Joint
Communications Board of the
military services. Col. Walker has
been a National Guard officer
for more than a decade but had
been retired several years ago for
physical reasons. These were
waived with his recall last fall.
BROADCASTING

"Nothin' doin', Mom — unless
WFDF

Flint Michigan says it's

a breakfast for champions."
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AFRA,
TRUE

HANGING PROUDLY in Madison Square Garden are the banners of
KFBC, Cheyenne, and KMYR, Denver. They hang somewhat expensively,
: too, because it was a 2,000-mile remote and the cost was $2,500 — just a
bit more than $1 a mile. The line detoured to Kansas City on the way
from Cheyenne to New York City. Occasion was the NCAA basketball
title contest between Wyoming U. and Georgetown U. A second pickup
was the Red Cross benefit game two nights later. Details were handled
by William C. Grove, KFBC manager, and Mark Schreiber, KMYR
sports announcer. (Note: Wyoming U. won.)
Curtiss
Use
AGENCY

yrppaifitmenti
POLAND SPRING Co., Poland Spring,
Me. ( Poland Water, Club Soda, Ginger Ale) ;
and Hiram Ricker & Sons, Poland Spring,
Me. ( Poland Spring House, Manoion House,
Riccar Inn), to Tracy, Kent & Co., New
York. No radio contemplated at present.
HAZELTINE ELECTRONICS Corp., New
York, to St. Georges & Keyes, N. Y. Electronics publications now being used.
PRODUCTION Corp., N. Y., to H. C.
Morris & Co., N. Y. Said to use radio.
CHARMS Co., Bloomfield, N. J., to C. L.
Miller Co, N. Y, for Tastyeast Candy Bar.
Said to use radio.
MINOT FOOD PACKERS, Bridgeton,
N. J., to Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia.
NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS Corp.,
N. Y., to N. W. Ayers & Son, N. Y.
PANTHER OIL & GREASE Mfg. Co., Fort
Worth, Tex., to Van De Mark Adv., Cincinnati.
WHITEHALL PHARMACAL Co., Jersey
City, to Compton Alv., N. Y., for Aspertane.
MINNESOTA STATE TOURIST BUREAU, St. Paul, to Bronson West Adv.,
St. Paul.
PHOENIX CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Phoenix, to Morgan Adv. Agency, Phoenix.
STANDARD BRANDS, N. Y., to Ted
Bates Inc., for Blue Bonnet Oleomargarine.
HY-TROUS Corp., Maiden, Mass. (plant
food), to Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden,
Los Angeles. Using participation schedule
in Art Baker's Notebook on KFI, Los Angeles, with other Southern California radio
planned.
GEO. WESTON Ltd., Toronto (national
bakers), to Walsh Adv. Co., Toronto.
Weekly outdoor summer broadcast sing
songs to start early in June.
BURGESS BATTERY Co., Niagara Falls,
Ont.. tc Walsh Adv. Co., Toronto. No radio
plans yet.
STANFIELD'S
Ltd.. Truro,
N. S.Toronto.
(knitting mills), to Walsh
Adv. Co.,
No radio plans yet.
VITAMIN CORP. of America, Newark, N.
J., to J. M. Korn & Co.. Philadelphia.
Radio, trade papers and newspapers will
be used.
GENESEE BREWERY Co., Rochester, N.
Y., to McCann-Erickson, N. Y. Radio will
probably be used.
MALCOLM'S
HOUSE J. &Patz
GARDEN
STORE,
Baltimore, to Harry
Co., Baltimore.
Said to use radio.
I. SIMON SHOE Co., N. Y. to Reiss Adv.
Co., N. Y. Said to use radio.
TAYKOF PRODUCTS Co., N. Y., to Kal
Adv., Washington. Said to use radio.
UNIVERSAL CAMERA Corp., N. Y., to
Grey Adv. Agency, N. Y.
DOUGHBOY MILLS, New Richmond, Wis.
(flour and cereal products), to Calkins &
Holden, Chicago; R. A. Washburn account
executive. Company is using four Wisconsin stations but plans to expand.
POLLOCK-KEY Co., Fort Scott, Kan.
(work clothes), to McJunkin Adv. Co.
Radio,
used. farm papers, newspapers will be
BROADCASTING

Offers

of 1 Hour

Schools

Disc

Free

DISTRICT SCHOOL superintendents, representing 10,000 schools,
are being offered free a transcription of an institutional program
sponsored by Curtiss-Wright Corp.,
Buffalo, and broadcast over Mutual April 11 [Broadcasting, April
5]. Schools requesting the record
of one-hour's length, as offered in
a letter by Mutual President Miller
McClintock, will be asked to return
a form indicating the uses to which
it was put and any listener reactions. Each record also is to be returned for passing along to other
schools.
Program, titled He Does Not Fly
Alone, was intended to impress
Curtiss employes and the listening
public with the need for "backing
up the battle lines." Disc plan is
intended to show children what assembly workers are accomplishing
with the hope that they will carry
the message for the need of top
production back into the home.

BLUE ARGUE
STORY
STATUS

BALTIMORE'S

QUESTIONING whether the program tieup between the BLUE and
True Story Magazine for the series
My True Story makes the program
sustaining or commercial, the New
York local of American Federation
of Radio Artists last week requested commercial rates for the
dramatic talent now appearing on
the
basis. broadcasts on a sustainingOn behalf of the actors on the
show, George Heller, executive secretary of the local, took the position that the opening and closing
announcements used on the program changed its status from sustaining to commercial, despite the
BLUE's statement that the time
was given
free. The announcements
read
:

v

BLUE

NETWORK

Wording in Question
"This program is brought to you
with the cooperation of the editors
of True Story Magazine. If you
enjoy hearing it, you will enjoy
reading similar stories in True

^

^

OUT

Although
Mark Woods, president,
Story
Magazine."
and Phillips Carlin, vice-president
in charge of programs of the
BLUE, appeared
before the
AFRA's
national
board to argue
case,
Mr. Heller's original ruling was
sustained. The BLUE asked for
and AFRA agreed to arbitration,
and the case will be considered in
the next week or so by a panel of
the American Arbitration Assn. As
Broadcasting went to press,
AFRA had selected its arbiter, Dr.
Robert S. Lynd, of the Dept of
Sociology at Columbia U., but the
BLUE had not decided on the percase. son to represent its side of the

GeorgoElmer,
H. Roeder,
John
Preu'dentGen. Manage
National Representative*;
SPOT SALES, INC.
New York - Chfcago - San Francisco

bargain

buy

Metzger Joins ASCAP
ROS METZGER, Ruthrauff &
Ryan vice-president and radio director in Chicago, has been notified
by Deems Taylor, president, of his
election to membership in ASCAP.
Metzger, who has written over 100
popular songs, has been in radio
since 1924 and with Ruthrauff &
Ryan for nine years.
A half dozen

PER

CAPITA

other

of the finest news

mentators on anybody's air and the
Blue Network features help to

build the audience
RETAIL

com-

that makes

KECA

SALES
the Bargain

Buy of Southern

California.

U. S. Dep't. of Commerce
UNITED STATES ___$265.00
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"Magic Valley"
Twin Falls, Idaho
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Buy

LISTENERS
Buy

Industry
In

WFM

J

covering greater
Youngstown
More

listeners, more

hours

of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngstown,

O., area.*

* C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Blue Network
Headley-Reed,

Rep.
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offices

WINNIPEG '
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Influencing Sales
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Beyond

Pontiac

In cities . . . village* . . . farm*
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1000 streamlined
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Role

Drive
Bond
Treasury
Big
Networks and Stations Turn Over Facilities for

Special Features to Promote
DEVOTING its resources to the
Treasury's Second War Loan
Drive, radio launched the "world's
greatest selling campaign" on Radio Day, April 12, as all four networks began day-long drive broadcasts and virtually every station
in the country aired special features and announcements.
Over 800 stations broadcast some
form of Bond promotion, using
original material and incorporating
Treasury transcribed shows and
spots, programming plans supplied
in a special NAB bulletin, ideas
described in an OWI fact sheet, and
information given in a special edition of the War Finance Committee News. Network and local sponsors are giving some or all of their
broadcast time to drive programs
and announcements.
Special Features
In addition to station and network features, hundreds of stations
are carrying a half-hour Treasury
Star Parade transcription and
stepping up the three times weekly,
quarter-hour Treasury Star Parade
series to six times a week.
Talks by Henry Morgenthau Jr.,
New York's Governor Thomas E.
Dewey, AFL President William
Green, and CIO President Philip
Murray, scheduled for 9 p.m., EWT,
tonight on NBC, will emphasize the
significance of the campaign to sell
13 billion dollars in Government
securities within a three-week
period. Sponsors of the Telephone
Hour have donated their time for
this broadcast.
The Army Hour was keyed to the
Second War Loan April 11, and
NBC's Radio Day shows include the
return for one program of Garry
Moore to Everything Goes to make
a personal appeal to his followers
to support the drive. Tuesday
night's Battle of the Sexes will
hand
drama.over its time for a Treasury

Mutual began its participation
yesterday when its Sunday proGET THE
gram, This Is Fort Dix, included
FACTS
an
intervi
ew with Renee Carroll,
FROM
WCAR
hat check girl with more than $250,PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
000 in bond sales to her credit. Anor the Foreman Co. o Chicago o New York
other Sunday show, Stars and
Stripes From Overseas, also used
the bond campaign theme. Highlighting Radio Day on Mutual is
THE 5000 WATT
Mutual Goes Calling, with a broadcast from the Sampson (N. Y.)
Voice of the Tri-Cities
Naval Training Station.
ROCK ISLAND ■ DAVENPORT ■ MOLINE
In their Overseas Reports the
network's war correspondents pro218,000 city CUSTOMERS
mote the drive from Australia,
in 11 contiguous citie*
Hawaii, Algeria. Our Morale preand towns!
[
]
sents pickups from Chicago,
Buffalo and Hollywood, with Chaplain of the American Legion Dean
Austin Pardue, St. Paul's Cathe4=
Affiliate:
RockB
Island
ARGUS
dral boys' choir, and aircraft comLUH
pany executives taking part on the
Basic Mutual Network
program.
W
1270 KC FULL TIME J
CBS midnight roundup, 95 MinPage

Vital

Campaign
utes From Broadway, which premieres April 12, will devote the inaugural broadcast, originating
from WCAU, Philadlephia, to the
war loan campaign, with Sophie
Tucker and George Jessel among
the stars on the show. Vox Pop
makes bond purchase the subject
of its interviews. CBS began its
participation in the campaign yesterday with Deems Taylor and
Madeleine Carroll using bond
themes.

Hospital Pickups
BLUE features interviews from
Army and Navy hospitals, with
Breakfast Club doing a pickup
from the Great Lakes Naval Training Station and other network
shows — Meet Your Neighbor,
Lowell Thomas, Earl Godwin, Raymond Gram Swing — carrying similar interviews. Service hospitals to
be visited include the Brooklyn
Navy Yard Hospital and the Walter
Reed Army Hospital.
Also on the BLUE Men of Land,
Sea and Air presents George Hicks
from London, interviewing American service men on duty there.
W. L. Hemingway, president of the
American Bankers Assn. discusses
the war financing program from a
banker's viewpoint.
Last Saturday before the drive
began, members of the radio industry, and field workers of the Federal Reserve Banks, War Savings
Staff and Victory Fund Committee
heard pep talks by Treasury Secretary Morgenthau, Undersecretary
Daniel Bell, and William Robbins,
assistant to the Secretary, over a
closed circuit of Mutual and NBC.
To run for three weeks, this
year's drive has an emotional theme
in contrast to the first drive's financial investment appeal. Following
are some special events and promotions planned for the drive's
opening day.
KROC, Rochester, Minn., fathers,
mothers and wives of men in service read one-minute local program
announcements which they helped
write. WQAM, Miami, through a
local war industry arranges an exhibit of a fighter plane and tank,
establishing a bond depot there and
making direct broadcasts from this
location.
Marine, Army and Navy programs are broadcast from a basic
training camp in Greensboro,
N. C, on WBIG, with other broadcasts from an Army plane in flight
and from a tank moving into the
city. KWON, Bartlesville, Okla.,
airs interviews between citizens
and district chairman of the bond
campaign. WOWO, Ft. Wayne,
broadcasts rally of a champion basketball team during several special
games and sets up bond curb service where motorists drive up and
buy bonds while sitting in their
cars.
BROADCASTING

DECORATING THE ARMY— Niles
Trammell, NBC president, presents
a silver plaque to Maj. Gen. Alexander D. Surles signifying that
The Army Hour, heard Sundays on
NBC,
selected
the nation's
radio was
editors
as theby best
Government program. Program completed
its first year April 4.
WSYR, Syracuse, carries an exclusive 15-minute broadcast from
London in which an entire unit of
Syracuse men in overseas service
participate; uses spots and brief
musical stunts throughout the day
and establishes an office in its
studio where bond buyers may
transcribe short interviews to be
played at some later time. At KMA,
Shenandoah, la., War Bonds will
be awarded to those station artists
and production men who prove to
be the best bond salesmen.
"Wipe Out Hitler" is the theme
at WROK, Rockford, 111., where
buyers' names on small strips of
paper are pasted over a huge picture of Hitler in the studio.
WIBA, Madison, Wis., includes
among elaborate plans for today
a free ride around the city's Capital Square in a jeep for every bond
purchaser. In Yankton, S. D.,
the WNAX farm director interviews outstanding farmers on bond
purchases, for special playbacks.
Elaborate campaigning by WLWWSAI, Cincinnati, calls for a caravan of station talent to move between 10 building and loan offices
where bonds are sold, in addition
to a long list of features.

HER FRIENDLY ADVICE,
WIT AND HUMOR, KEEP
WOMEN TUNED TO....
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[. H. COLLINS, 64, vice president
f Collins Radio Co., Cedar RapIs, died at his Cedar Rapids home
.pril
2 afterwas
two well
weeks'
illness,
[r. Collins
known
to
,iany broadcasters through his invest in sales activities of his firm.
Born Oct. 5, 1878, in Henry
ounty, 111., the son of a Congregalonal minister, Mr. Collins had
3en a rancher in Oklahoma until
916, when he moved to Cedar RapIs and organized the Collins Mortage Co. From 1929 to 1932 he
saded the Collins Farm Co., a corporate farming venture involving
30 farms covering 30,000 acres.
Less than 10 years ago, the Coins Radio Co. was founded in a
lop
operated
Mr. son
Collins'
son,
rthur.
Fatherby and
together
,uilt the firm, until today it is an
.-ttensive plant, flying the Army; avy "E" as a token of its war job.
rthur is president of the firm.
Mr Collins was a member of the
[izpah Lodge, A.F. and A.M., the
!")wa Consistory and the Chamber
m

the

CONTROL
ROOM
3HN A. SMITHSON, chief engijer of KPAS, Pasadena, has resigned
! join the Army Air Forces radio
vision as a civilian.
ACK MOTT, new to radio, has joined
KGB, Timmins, Ont., as transmitter
oerator. His brother, Ernie, is chief
igineer of CKGB.
JRTJCE PATTERN ON has joined the
>ntrol staff at CKBI, Prince Albert,
ask.
OBERT BRUCE, from KRNR,
oseburg, Ore., has joined the staff of
LS, Oakland.
iON SEYMOUR and J. Lloyd Schuh
'ive joined the staff of WTMJ, Milwaukee.
"LVIN
new control
to commercial
idio, hasYOUNG,
joined the
staff of
iCMO, Kansas City.
AUL S. LEVIN of WHAI, Greenkid, Mass., has joined WEEI, Boston
\ transmitter and control engineer,
.•placing Walter E. Lannen who has
lined the Army.
UL
CRAM,
chief engineer of
^SGN, Birmingham, is the father of
baby boy.
lUSSELL STURGES, engineer of
BC Chicago, has been commissioned
'st lieutenant in the Army Air
orces.

Promotes

JEROME SILL, formerly manager
of station services for the Station
Relations Department of CBS, has
been appointed to the newlycreated position of Director of Promotion Service for CBS owned
stations, as announced last week
by Paul Hollister, CBS VicePresident in charge of advertising
and sales promotion. Mr. Sill will
be responsible for promotion service for the six CBS owned and
operated stations, WABC, WTOP,
WCCO, WEEI, WBBM, WBT,
KNX, KMOX; promotion for the
CBS New England Network, Columbia Pacific Network and Columbia California Network, as well as
for Radio Sales, spot sales division
of CBS.
Frank

of Commerce. In addition to his
son, he is survived by his wife, the
former Faith Andrews, whom he
married in Topeka in 1904, and a
sister, Mrs. Morgan Dake of Dubuque, la.
Arthur Millet
ARTHUR MILLET, 34, freelance
announcer for various programs on
NBC, CBS and the BLUE, died
April 8 at his home in New York,
following a long illness. Former
staff announcer on WRR, Dallas,
WGN, Chicago, and CBS, Mr. Millet had been freelancing since 1937.
Programs he handled included the
American Album of Familiar
Music on NBC, The Goldbergs on
CBS, and Famotis Jury Trials on
the BLUE. Surviving are his parents and his wife, Mrs. Helen Jackson Millet, a radio singer.

Sill

G. Kane

FRANK G. KANE, copy writer of
Arthur Kudner Inc., New York, and
a former vice-president of Campbell, Ewald Co., and of T. F. McManus Inc., Detroit, died in New
York, April 6. He leaves a wife,
two daughters, and a son, all of
Birmingham, Mich.
15th Anniversary
DR. WILLIAM A. O'BRIEN, professor of Preventative Medicine and
Public Health at the U. of Minnesota,
last week completed 15 years of uninterrupted medical broadcasting on
WCCO,
Minneapolis.
Dr. medical
O'Brien disbegan his series
of informal
cussions in 1929 at the suggestion of
Henry A. Bellows, then manager of
WCCO.

"THE
W. JOSEPH AUSTEN, engineer of
WELL New Haven, before joining the
Communications Section of the Army
Air Forces last August, has been promoted to first lieutenant and transferred to the Signal Corps. Pvt. George
Hine and Lt. George Dlugos, also engineers from WELI, are at MacDill
Field. Tampa, Fla., with the Army
Air Forces.
GORDON GREENFIELD, studio
control engineer of WLIB, Brooklyn,
joins the armed forces April 24.
NORMAN LEONARD, engineer of
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, reports to
Fort Monmouth as first lieutenant in
the Army Signal Corps on April 14.

FAIRMONT,

FACE

W.VA.

IS

FAMILIAR.

but the name . . ." Next time you forget a name, just
count up how long it is since you heard it last. Then
recall how long since the public has heard your name
and seen your product. Still willing to gamble they'll
remember after the duration?
To keep your name

familiar, give people something

they value — radio entertainment — to remember

you by.

ARY BACCU, secretary to Lou
roeck, manager of KTMS, Santa
,arbara, Cal., has been given a daily
orning shift as control board oper;or.
|RNDT JOHNSON, engineer of
"|(STP,of Minneapolis-St.
Paul, is the
l|ther
a baby girl.
|OY ANDRIESSE, sound effects engineer, KPO, San Francisco, recently
altered the Army Air Forces.
.RED MOORE, of the engineering
aff of WFIL, Philadelphia, left on
fljpril 8 for Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
|! assume duties as a lieutenant in
ie Army Signal Corps.
jjENNIS DOUGHTY resigned from
Lie engineering staff of WFIL, Phillelphia, to accept the post of Radio
pgineering instructor at Temple U.,
liladelphia.
ROADCASTING

PORTLAND, OREGON
*KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts-620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

• Broadcast

Advertising

CFRB
TORONTO
860

KILOCYCLES

Surveys prove at least one quarter of all radios in Canada's
richest market are always tuned to CFRB.
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Full NBC
Three

In the old days they fired a
gun from The Citadel in
Halifax, Nova Scotia to tell
the time.
— e—
Today the population listens
to CHNS for the time.
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun
Keeping Up the Old Traditions!
Traditions,
MuchHowever,
Business.Don't Get
CHNS

Does — Try It.

Assignments

by FCC
Approved
Owners' Other Interests Cause
KVAK, WKBB, WOSH Sales
THREE voluntary assignments
were approved last week by the
FCC in actions involving KVAK,
Atchison, Kan., WKBB, Dubuque,
la. and WOSH, Oshkosh, Wise. In
disposing of KVAK to S. H. Patterson for a total consideration of
$9,500, Carl Latenser, who is 64,
told the Commission that he wished
to retire from the broadcasting
business in order to devote all his
time to his music company. The
Carl Latenser Music Co., music
and home appliance concern, operates stores in Acheson and Leavenworth, Kan. and Fall City, Neb.
Rev. Patterson, who is sole owner of KSAN, San Francisco, operating on 1450 kc, 250 watts, has
announced that his son-in-law, Gordon K. Peterson, will become assistant manager of KVAK, and
that Paul Roscoe is to continue as

THE

MOST

AND

EFFECTIVE

APPROACH

manager. Mr. Patterson's son Norwood is chief engineer of KSAN
and is also to act as chief engineer
for KVAK.

INTIMATE

TO

SALES
AMERI-

CA'S LARGEST MARKET.

FOR OFFENSE • FOR DEFENSE
BUY U. S BONDS TODAY

". . . timely, interesting
and worth a thirty minute
spot on the schedule/'
WIBX
• Any ASCAP-licensed station may
have the ASCAP Radio Program
Service without cost. We provide
well-written, timely shows which
will be of special interest to your
Commercial Department. Write or
wire at once.
ASCAP
Radio Program Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York

Oshkosh Broadcasting Corp. has
acquired WOSH from Howard H.
Wilson, head of the station representative firm of that name, for
$45,000. President of the corporation is Myles H. Johns, Wayne,
111., who holds 165 shares or 55% ;
vice-president and secretary is
Fred W. Renshaw, Chicago, with
45 shares or 15%. Wm. F. Johns
Jr., Chicago, vice-president, and
Wm. F. Johns, Chicago, treasurer,
each holds 45 shares. All are directors. William F. Johns is vicepresident of WTCN Minneapolis,
aJhd president of Ridder- Johns,
Chicago newspaper representatives.
Dubuque Broadcasting Co., a
new corporation of local business
men and a financing organization,
purchased WKBB, Dubuque, from
Walter E. Klauer, owner, for
$25,000. Mr. Klauer, president of
the Klauer Mfg. Co., a plant engaged in war work, had earlier revealed his intention to retire from
radio to give all his time to his
war plant. Last December he announced that WKBB would go off
the air, but later notified the FCC
that he was reconsidering. [Broadcasting, Jan. 11, Dec. 7]. He had
believed, erroneously, that the FCC
had decided to permit stations to
suspend operation without prejudice during the war.
The new corporation, organized
by James D. Carpenter, WKBB
manager, is controlled by Interstate Finance Corp., which holds
50% of the stock and has two
members on the board of directors.
[Broadcasting, Feb. 9]. The remainder of WKBB stock is split
12 ways, with Mr. Carpenter holding 7.15%. A BLUE affiliate, the
station operates on 1490 kc. with
250 watts, and was a participant
in the celebrated "free competition" case in the Supreme Court.
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AN OFFICIAL SENDOFF was
given John Sample (left) as he
joined the Marine Corps and left
the radio department of BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago, for the
Marine training base at San Diego.
Bidding him bon voyage are H. M.
(Mix) Dancer (center), B-S-H
president, and Col. Chester L.
Fordney, Officer in Charge, Central
Division USMC Recruiting. Pvt
Sample, who is holding one of the
ads prepared for the Marine Corps
by B-S-H, is the nephew of Lt.Com. Glenn Sample, B-S-H partner,
who is serving in the Navy at Great
Lakes, 111.
Control

of

WGST

May
Go
to School
Proposed Plan Gives College
Entire Interest in Station
AN AGREEMENT, to be effective
April 1, is expected toward the end
of this month as a reseult of negotiations now in progress between
representatives of the Georgia
School of Technology, licensee of
WGST, Atlanta, and Southern
Broadcasting Stations Inc. whereby the school would acquire the
entire interest of the corporation,
which has controlled the operation
of WGST under a management
contract signed in 1930 [Broadcasting, March 29].
The amount involved was not revealed by attorneys for WGST, as
the agreement must finally be
passed upon by the board of regents, which meets later this month.
But it was indicated, that the compensation would be based on a percentage of the station's net receipts over a period of approximately eight years. The board is
expected to approve.
Conforms to Order
The proposed agi'eement, in
eliminating all interest of Sam
Pickard and Clarence H. Calhoun,
owners of Southern Broadcasting
Stations, would according to WGST
attorneys, fulfill conditions of the
FCC in proposed findings of fact
and conclusion adopted March 23,
which required in effect the withdrawal of the Pickard-Calhoun interests from management of WGST
before the Commission would consider the question of license renewal.
The Commission found at that
time that Mr. Pickard, a former
member of the old Radio Commission, and Mr. Calhoun, Atlanta attorney, had controlled the actual
operation of the station since the
signing of the management contract in 1930, "to the almost complete exclusion of the station liBROADCASTING

Net

for Three

GENERAL MILLS, effective May
31, will expand its three NBC Monday-thru-Friday daytime serials, 2
to 2 :45 p.m., from 34 stations to thf
full 125-station network. Programs
are Light of the World (Cheerioats), Lonely Women (Gold Medal
Kitchen Tested Flour) and Guiding
Light (Wheaties) . These programs
will be discontinued on a transcribed lot basis on approximately
30 stations. A quarter-hour news
program three to five times weekly
will be placed also on an undetermined number of stations foi
Wheaties. Agency for Cheerioats
and Gold Medal Flour is BlackettSample - Hummert, Chicago; foi
Wheaties, Knox Reeves, Minneapolis.
BILL STERN, NBC sports com
mentator, has been cited by Post No
14 of the American Legion, St. Peters
burg,
"for community
outstandingduring
services
dered the
the ren
na
tional emergency."
censee." The FCC in its March 2c
findings ordered WGST to file within 60 days a further application foi
renewal of license "setting fortr
the plan of the station for the acquisition of the necessary facilities and equipment, and for thf
business management, representation, and control of the future
operations, together with a list oi
all persons to participate therein.'

KEEP

POSTED

ORDER
NOW . . . NEW 194
Standard Advertising RegisU
In these days of rapid fire shifts, the neji
1943 Standard Advertising Register ari
Service
changes. will keep you abreast of thei|
The Register lists over 11,000 nation!
and sectional advertisers. It gives tl
executive personnel of each includin
advertising manager, sales manage!
buyer of printing. It shows the agency
agencies placing the account, territo
covered and types of media used. In fao
it gives all information necessary to effa
tively solicit the advertiser or agenij
either by mail or in person.
•
•
•
THE AGENCY LIST— issued three tim
August and December.
a year, April, dependable
source of infq
mation on 1600 advert
ing
agenciesrecognitid
with the
personnel,
\ and the 30,000 clier
they serve.

REGISTER
NATIONAL
CO.,
PUBLISHING
Chicago Inc.
330 W. 42nd SI.
333
N.
Michigan Ave.
New York
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Advertising

Cigarette
Of

FTC

McClintock

Hearings

to Begin

In

New
York
April 19
False Advertising Charged To
Philip Morris, Many Others
HEARINGS on Federal Trade
Commission charges of false advertising- for Philip Morris and
Camel cigarettes have been set for
April 19-20 in New York and
Washington. This represents the
first action on the FTC complaints involving most of the wellknown brands of cigarettes.
The Philip Morris hearing is
scheduled in New York April 19,
with Allen C. Phelps representing
the FTC and Floyd F. Toomey of
Alvord & Alvord, Washington law
firm, representing the Philip Morris Co.
The Camel hearing is set for
Washington April 20 with the Reynolds Tobacco Co. represented by
the Washington firm of Davies,
Richberg, Beebe, Buswick & Richardson, and the FTC by Edward
L. Smith.
Challenges Claims
Hitting nearly all claims made in
radio and other advertising by the
firms, the FTC issued complaints
last August and in October received replies in general denying
the sweeping FTC complaints and
branding some charges obsolete and
others unfair. Also cited in August
were the American Tobacco Co.,
makers of Lucky Strike cigarettes,
and its subsidiary, the American
Cigarette and Cigar Co., makers of
Pall Mall cigarettes. In March
three more cigarettes, Old Golds,
Sensations and Beech-Nuts, and
Friends smoking tobacco, all products of the P. Lorillard Co., Jersey
City, were cited. As in the earlier
cases, the Commission challenged
almost all of the leading claims in
the advertising. [Broadcasting,
Aug. 10, Sept. 7, Oct. 5, 1942,
March 8, 1943].
The
Lorillard
Co. had been
granted an extension to April 12
for filing answer, and the American Tobacco Co. answer is due
> IApril 20. Mr. Phelps, in charge of
^ the Lucky Strike case, told Broad• casting that he was to confer with
attorneys for American Tobacco
Co. in New York over last weekend in an effort to set the hearing
for the latter part of April or
early in May.
It is reported likely that FTC
lawyers may attempt an agreement
to consolidate the parts of the cases
involving medical and scientific
testimony which would require the
expert testimony of many of the
same witnesses. Lawyers for the
firms involved could not be reached
for a statement as to their attitude
on this question should it arise.
An important decision affecting
use of broadcast advertising technique is expected to result from the
Reynolds hearing, inasmuch as the
company's use of simulated voices
purportedly giving testimonials for
their product was questioned in the
BROADCASTING

to Take

Countrywide

Tour

To Meet Agency, Advertiser
And Affiliate Executives
ITINERARY of a business trip by
Miller McClintock, president of
Mutual, to start after the April 26

TWO AWARDS from satisfied
sponsors went to WHKC, Columbus. Here the station's General
Manager Carl M. Everson (1) and
Business Manager Harry H.
Hoessly (r) observe with pride a
"First Award" from General Mills
for "best merchandising support"
and a "C for Cooperation" from
the F. & R. Lazarus & Co., leading
Ohio department store.

FTC's complaint. In some FTC
quarters the opinion is held that
the advertiser can still be cited for
misrepresentation even though persons give permission for their
voices to be simulated on programs
and in testimonials.
The Philip Morris Co. in its
answer disposed of several items
in the complaint by saying they
did not correctly represent the substance of its advertising and defended its claim that advertising
is based on scientific tests by eminent medical authorities and denied that tests were made by persons without training and experience sufficient to make them accurate and scientific. Advertising
for Reynolds also involves certain
scientific and medical considerations in connection with advertising concerning the effect of Camels
on digestion, on the throat, etc.
De Pree Places
DE PREE Co., Holland, Mich.
(Wheatamins vitamin capsules),
is sponsoring a quarter-hour of
news on WKZO, Kalamazoo-Grand
Rapids, five times weekly; and
five-minute newscasts 32 times
weekly on WIND, Chicago. Agency
is Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.

meeting
in Chicago
of Mutual's
board of directors
and stockholders,
was announced last week by MBS
as having a three-fold purpose: To
give Mr. McClintock an opportunity to speak before advertising
clubs in cities from coast to coast,
to investigate the facilities and
meet the staffs of Mutual's key
affiliates, and to meet agency men,
Mutual advertisers, and potential
clients outside New York.
Mr. McClintock will meet the
Mutual board and stockholders in
Chicago during the morning and
afternoon of April 26, after which
Mutual affiliates will meet at the
Hotel Drake to see a preview of
Mutual's Kodachrome film presentation. This film, which tells history
and development of MBS, will be
used this fall as a sales presentation to agencies and advertisers.
From May 2 through May 15,
when he returns to New York, Mr.
McClintock will make the following stops: May 2-4, Hollywood,
where he will meet Southern California advertising executives, the
staff of KHJ, and will address the
Los Angeies Advertising Club;
May 5, Mutual's president will
speak to the San Francisco Adv.
Club, and a luncheon of 40 advertising executives; after resting in
Colorado Springs May 7-10, Mr.
McClintock will arrive in Kansas
City to confer with executives of
WHB, speak at the city's Adv.
Club, and meet with radio editors
and radio executives of all Kansas
City stations; May 11, he visits St.
Louis, meets staff of KWK, speaks
to the Adv. Club, and is introduced
to radio editors in the city; May
12 he addresses the Cleveland Adv.
Club, and is guest of honor at a
dinner given by WHK; May 13, the
same schedule is followed in Cincinnati, and May 14, he meets the
staff of WHKC, and speaks to the
Columbus Adv. Club.
Lester Gottlieb, MBS director of
publicity, will accompany Mr. McClintock on the business tour.

CBS Affiliates to Meet
FRANKLIN M. DOOLITTLE,
general manager of WDRC, Hartford, has called a meeting of the 11
stations in District No. 1 which he
represents on the CBS Affiliates
Advisory Board for April 14, at
the Hotel Statler, Boston. This will
be the first meeting of the District
No. 1 CBS station group, which includes stations in all of New England and CHAC, Montreal. Mr.
Doolittle, who recently attended a
CBS Affiliates Advisory Board
meeting in New York, announced a
general discussion of station problems would be held. The meeting
was slated for 10:30 a.m., to be followed by luncheon.
KFEL. Denver, and KGKO. Dallas,
have notified the radio programs department of Time Inc. that they plan
to present in the very near future the
thrice-weekly transcribed series Let's
Learn Spanish, which Time has been
conducting on WQXR, New York,
since January. Five stations now carry
the quarter-hour Spanish lessons.
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on KGO

war garden editor,

Roily Langley (who also
writes garden news for 27
California newspapers), aired
his first "V for Vegetables"
program on KGO February
17. One announcement on the
initial program pulled 1425
letters from 43 California
counties and three neighboring states . . . two later announcements brought the mail
response to 3457. Such heavy
mail proves the popularity of
gardening in Northern California where planting is done
year 'round.
the pulling
editor. This
able one or
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TEN
Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
APRIL

3 TO APRIL

Decisions . . .
APRIL 6
KPQ, Wenatche, Wash. — Granted extension special service authorization to August
25, 1943.
WJW, Akron— Granted mod. CP, as
mod., move transmitter locally, measure
nuisance contour under actual operating
conditions, extend commencement and
completion dates.
KAST, Astoria, Ore. — Granted license
renewal for regular period.
KVAK., Atchison, Kan. — Granted license
renewal for regular period ; vol. assgt.
license from Carl Latenser to S. H. Patterson for $9,500.00.
WKBB, Dubuque — Granted vol. assgt.
license from Sanders Bros. Broadcasting
Station to Dubuque Broadcasting Co., for
$25,000.00.
WOSH. Oshkosh, Wis.— Granted assgt.
license from Howard H. Wilson to Oshkosh Broadcasting Co. for $45,000.00.
KWSC, Pullman, Wash.— Designated
hearing application for mod. license change
1250 to 1030 kc, 5 kw. to 1 kw„ share
KTW to unlimited; (requests facilities of
KOB).
KFMB, San Diego — Designated hearing
application for vol. transfer control of
Worcester Broadcasting Corp. from Warren B. Worcester, deceased, to The First
National Trust & Savings Bank of San
Diego, as trustee; license renewal to be
heard in same proceeding.
WASH, Grand Rapids, Mich. — Dismissed
application for mod. license, since call
was deleted by FCC March 16, 1943.
APRIL 7
WLW, Cincinnati — Dismissed without
prejudice application mod. license operate
500 kw. D, 50 kw. N, 700 kc, using W8X0
transmitter.
WERC, Erie, Pa.— Granted motion dismiss without prejudice application mod.
license operate 1330 kc, 100 w. N, 250 w.
D, unlimited.

COMMISSION

9 INCLUSIVE"

APRIL 5
Applications
WSAY, Rochester, N. Y. — Mod. CP, as
mod. authorizing change frequency, power
increase, DA-DN, new transmitter, move
transmitter to extend completion date.
KVOO, Tulsa — License cover CP as mod.
for power increase, change hours, new
transmitter, DA-N.
KGDM, Stockton, Cal. — License cover CP
as mod. for change frequency and hours,
power increase, DA-N, new transmitter.
APRIL 8
WNBC, Hartford — Transfer control from
William J. Sanders to Arde Bulova (2200
shares of common stock ) .
W8XCT, Cincinnati— Mod. CP as mod.
for new
tion date. television station, extend compleWDAK, West Point, Ga. — CP move transmitter West Point to Columbus, Ga.
KINY, Juneau, Alaska— Mod CP for
power increase, change equipment and antenna, amended: install new transmitter,
omit request change frequency ; extend
commencement, completion dates.
Reinstatement of FM applications (April
3-9: Globe-Democrat Publishing Co., St.
Louis — CP for new broadcast station,
44700 kc, coverage 13,083 sq. mi. ; NEW,
Mercer Broadcasting Co., New Trenton,
N. J. — CP new broadcast station on 49900
kc, coverage 3,200 sq. mi. ; NEW, WDAS
Broadcasting
Station,station
Inc., Philadelphia
—
CP
new broadcast
on 47700 kc,
coverage 9,300 sq. mi.
A LETTER from Donald Nelson commending the war production drive program of the Stromberg-Carlson Co.
was read at the recent anniversary
meeting of the company's Labor Management Production Drive Committee.
The WPB Chairman congratulated
every member of the organization.
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TUNES

THE

top ten tunes from the standpoint of network audience coverage
during the week ended April 7,
according to the copyrighted Audience Coverage index survey of the
Office of Research-Radio Division,
New York, are as follows:
As Time Goes By
I've Heard That Song Before
That Old Black Magic
Brazil
You'd Be So Nice To Come Home To
Don't Get Around Much Anymore
Taking A Chance On Love
What's The Good Word, Mr. Bluebird
It Can't Be Love
Moonlight Becomes You.
Goodyear Back on Air
With Full NBC Hookup
RETURNING to network radio after a ten-year absence, Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, on April
20 will start a weekly institutional
series on the full NBC network in
the 7:30-8 p.m. period on Tuesdays.
Titled Salute to Youth, the program will feature eye witness comments on the war by William L.
White, former foreign correspondent for Collier's magazine, music
by
Raymond
Paige's
and
Nadine Conner,
and orchestra
a dramatized
story of war production with a
Goodyear technician selected each
week for his outstanding work.
Berry Kroeger will narrate the
dramatic sequence and Ben Grauer
will handle institutional announcements. Agency is Arthur Kudner
Inc., New York.
Mutual

HELP

TOP

of the

ILL.

- Gillette

Again

Sign For Boxing Bouts
FOR THE THIRD consecutive year
Mutual will cover the nation's top
flight boxing bout attractions, including championship contests
staged by promoter Mike Jacobs,
under sponsorship of Gillette Safety
Razor Corp., Boston, according to
an announcement last Thursday,
by J. P. Spang Jr., Gillette president. Renewal, as of June 1, 1943,
is good for one year. Gillette and
Mutual first acquired the rights
June 1, 1941, and since have presented 58 fights. Purchase price of
rights was not disclosed.
The bouts will be aired on over
150 Mutual stations, with Don
Dunphy and Bill Corum again
handling the blow-by-blow and
color accounts respectively. Championship bouts are shortwaved to
our armed forces abroad with a
four-minute resume of each fight
recorded by Dunphy following the
event for release to American
troops abroad through the Office
of War Information. Agency is
Maxon Inc., New York.
Hinds Quiz Plans
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Corp.,
Bloomfield, N. J., which has not
used network radio for Hinds
Honey & Almond Cream since 193940 when it sponsored Burns & Allen
on CBS, has purchased a halfhour on Mutual for a series, probably of the quiz type, to stai't
April 28. Time will be Wednesdays,
8:30-9 p.m., and it is rumored that
Wally Butterworth will serve as
m.c. No further details on the program were available from Wm.
Esty & Co., New York, agency in
charge.
BROADCASTING

We fwork iKccounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Corp., Boston, on Saturday, May 1, 6:15-6:45 p.m.
will sponsor broadcast of Kentucky Derby
on 122 CBS stations. Agency: Maxon Inc.,
N. Y.
LAURA SECORD CANDY shops, Toronto (chain stores), on April 5 started
Rex Battle, pianist, on CFRB, Toronto,
and CFCF, Montreal, Mon. 7:45-8 p.m.,
and on CFRB, Toronto. CFCF, Montreal:
CKCO, Ottawa; CKWS, Kingston, Ont.;
CHML, Hamilton, Ont. : CFPL, London,
Ont.. Fri. 7:45-8 p.m. Agency: Cockfield,
Brown & Co., Toronto.
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
in Canada,
Toronto, on April 17 has one-time speaker
on 34 stations, Sat. 7:15-7:45 p.m. Agency: R. C. Smith & Son, Toronto.
CONSOLIDATED RAZOR BLADE Co..
Jersey City, on April 12 starts Better Half,
quiz program, on 13 MBS stations, 8:30-9
p.m. Agency: Grey Adv., N. Y.
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co., Akron
(institutional), on April 20 starts Salute
To Youth on 126 NBC stations, Tues,
7:30-8 p.m. Agency: Arthur Kudner Inc.,
N. Y.
HARVEL WATCH Co., New York, on
June 6 starts John B. Hughes on 19 MBS
stations. Sunday. 10:10-15 p.m. Agency:
A. W. Lewin Co., Newark, N. J.
Renewal Accounts
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER Co..
Akron (institutional), on May 31 renews
for 52 weeks Voice of Firestone on 124
NBC stations, Mon., 8:30-9 p.m. Agency:
Sweeney & James Co., Cleveland.
BELL TELEPHONE System, New York,
on April 26 renews for 52 weeks The
Telephone Hour on 124 NBC stations, 99:30 p.m. (rpt. 12 midnight-12:30 a.m.).
Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
COUNCIL ON CANDY as Food in the War
Effort, Chicago (institutional), on May 16
renews Washington Reports on Rationing,
3-3:15 tions.
p.m.,Agency:
forBBDO,
13 weeks
on 46 NBC staChicago.
Network Changes
B. T. BABBITT Inc., New York (Bab-O)
on May 14 discontinues David Harum on
13 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 3-3:15
p.m. and on May 30 starts an unnamed
serial on NBC, Mon. thru Fri., 10-10:15
a.m. Agency: Duane Jones Co., New York.
ANACIN Co., Jersey City, on April 12
starts promotion of Freezone on Front
Page Farrell, on 50 NBC stations, Mon.
Tues., and alternate Wed., 5:45-6 p.m.
Hill's Cold Tablets and Bisodol continue
as products promoted Thurs. and Fri.
Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glastonbury, Conn,
(shaving cream), on April 5 added to True
or
False, Mon.,
8:30-9
a West Pacific
Coast
transcribed
repeat
on p.m.,
12 BLUE
stations, Mon., 9-9:30 p.m. (PWT), with
repeat on 4 BLUE Western stations
(KUTA KVOD KGHF KFBC), Mon.,
5:30-6 p.m. (PWT), a total of 81 BLUE
stations.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co..
N. Y.
Blissful Earfull
FOR WAR workers, many
of whom are women, and
soldiers,
who make up more
than 60%
of

the

WLW, Cintenerscinnati,fromlismidnight to
arris,
5H a.m.,
Bliss
newcomer
to
the staff,
is announcing the new
Miss Harris
series of
early morning programs
started last week. She is also
to write and present the
Home Forum series and will
create
otherwarearly
featux-es
for women
workers.
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
inouncer — Draft deferred. Want stable,
experienced staff announcer with good
voice who can handle limited continuity
assignments. Opportunities for talent
fees if you have production ability. 5
kw NBC affiliate. WIS, Columbia, South
Carolina.
I lesman — Permanent position with opI portunity for advancement with 5 KW
I station. Network affiliation. Give experiI ence and references. Box 512, BROADI| CASTING.
i| lief Engineer — With knowledge Western
II Electric low power equipment. Blue affiliftate Western New York. Good salary,
■ good
living
conditions. Permanent.
■ WHDL, Olean, N. Y.
I inouncer — Experienced ; commercial,
news, adRegional
lib, emcee.network
Draft deferred.
iJ anent.
affiliate. PermDetail
1 experience, draft status, date available,
l| salary expected, phone number. Box 501,
I BROADCASTING.
M ies Promotion Manager — Clear channel
■■station in midwest desires man well
1 versed in promotion, publicity, merchanI dising and public relations. Excellent
I opportunity for advancement with one
lof nation's most prominent broadcast
l! organizations.
Send details, including
draft status, experience, photo, etc., to
Box 496, BROADCASTING.
inouncer — For general staff work. Some
news experience desirable. Good pay and
permanent job for right man. Five KW
■NBC affiliate. Send full details to WSJS.
]Winston-Salem, N. C.
tperienced Announcer — Capable of handling news and do good commercial selling job. Write giving full particulars,
draft status and salary desired. Send
;iaudition record to WHBL, Sheboygan,
(Wisconsin.
^pable Announcer — For local network station with heavy schedule. Please furnish
all information with first letter. Box 508
,BROADCASTING.

classiCAPS,
three
Issue.
Press

Help Wanted (Continued)
Announcer — Man to handle Musical Clock
program, 50,000 watt station in New
York State. Applicant must have experience. Please state age and draft status.
Box 521, BROADCASTING.
SALESMAN — For 5 kw NBC affiliate in
Southern city, adjacent to major military
posts. Offer permanent connection, excellent earning ability, to high type man
with
good
CASTING. sales record. Box 520, BROADStudio Control Operator — Experienced RCA
76B1 console. Deferred. 5 kw. network
station. Advise experience, salary, draft
status. Box 502, BROADCASTING.
Program Director — Experienced, draft deferred, capable of assuming full responsibility. Permanent connection, with live
5000 watt network station, located midwestern city. Salary open. Must have
proven record of programming, that
built listeners and sold merchandise. Give
full particulars, including previous experience, salary expected, draft status,
when available, phone number. Snapshot
helpful. All replies confidential. Box 500,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Opportunity to make name for
yourself
smallgood
station
listened
to.
Must onhave
homeythat's
punch
and
ideas. Salary, plenty to live on plus fees.
Require references and draft status.
Permanent to right man. Will consider
experienced woman. Northern New York.
Box 510, BROADCASTING.

Station Manager — Program and sales. 15
years'
Available
after Also
May
1st. Canexperience.
furnish three
announcers.
continuity writer. All experienced and
draft exempt. Box 518, BROADCASTING.

erators Wanted — Radio telephone FIRST
or second class for transmitter duty.
Write Station WMBO, Auburn, New
York.

Draft exempt — Station or commercial managercludes
available.
Twelve
years' and
radiolocal
inall phases
regional
operations. Married. References. Box 519.
BROADCASTING.

alesman — Here is fine opportunity for
aggressive, experienced salesman with
CBS affiliate — full schedule — in the beautiful Rockies where summers and winters
are ideal. Salary good. Apply with complete details to Box 498, BROADCASTING.
personal Shopper — Local station in midI western city of 125,000 needs woman 25
1 or over, college education preferred, also
I year radio experience. Should be capable
of handling announcer's shift and must
(I be able to contact accounts. Send your
I story, including picture, to Box 495
jj BROADCASTING.
COMBINATION — Good commercial anI nouncer and studio technician for remote
| studios of 5 kw net station. State ex1 perienee and draft status. Box 513,
J BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING

Experienced Announcer — Single. 25. 4-F.
BA in Music-Vocal-Instrumental. Wants
steady job. Available June 10. Box 499,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-Announcer — First Class phone.
Experienced, transmitter and studio controls. Some announcing. Draft exempt.
ING.
$40.00 weekly. Box 493, BROADCASTCHIEF ENGINEER — Desires immediate
change, years
seven supervisor
years' broadcast
Three
5000 experience.
watt NBC
outlet. Former RCA transmitter testing
engineer. References. P. O. Box 821,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
Time Salesman — Neat, aggressive. Successful one and five kw record. Best references. Draft deferred. Box 506, BROADCASTING.
Program Director — Announcer-writer. Presently employed as station program director. Would like connection with agenING.cy or station. Box 516, BROADCASTProgram Manager — Well established in industry. 10 years well-rounded experience
in every phase of work. Making change
for
personal reasons. Box 503, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pickups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.
For Sale
Complete Broadcasting Plant — Consisting
of modernized 1,000-watt RCA transmitter with rectifier, 180-foot Blaw Knox
self-supporting tower with obstacle
lights. Plenty of spare tubes, etc. Everything in A-l shape, ready for use. Box
514, BROADCASTING.

Sales Manager — Broad knowledge all departments. Draft deferred. Salary plus
commission. Small New York station.
Excellent opportunity right man. Box
515, BROADCASTING.
General Sales Manager — For Regional Network of five Mutual stations. Give experience and references in original application. Permanent position for some one
progressive and promotional minded.
Box 511, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted

ngineer — First class only — draft deferred.
For network local in East. Want better
!than average man for assistant chief
engineer. Give all information and salarv
desired. Box 507, BROADCASTING.

'adio Home Economist — One of the midwest's most prominent radio stations
seeks woman past 25 to take over our
established, highly popular home economics program pulling about 100,000
pieces of mail a year. Prefer girl with
college education, at least two years radio
experience and familiarity with mail pull
accounts. No drifters. Enclose complete
i details, including picture. Box 494,
BROADCASTING.

•Situations Wanted (Continued)
SUPERVISOR — First-class license, draft
4-H, twelve years experience, ten years
present employer, seeking permanent position Pacific Coast or Mountain States.
Box 504, BROADCASTING.

Woman — College
nuity writing
tion in Middle
enced. Box 517,

graduate ; wants contiand program participaWestern station. ExperiBROADCASTING.

Versatile Continuity Writer — Write anything; newspaper, advertising background; married, 4-F draft. Available 60
days.
Minimum
$60. Box 509, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-Announeer-Ticketman — Wants
job on board odd hours, sell straight
commission. Good record, capacity for
results, good voice, news, ad lib, restricted license, responsible, 3B. Interested only Pacific Mountain states, opportunity make $300. and better. Smith
Mathews 47 Risel, San Francisco.
ORGANIST — Experienced Hammond organist and pianist wishes position as staff
musician.
Married. 4-F. Box 505, BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR— With metropolitan network affiliated station would like
permanent position with progressive station in smaller city. Would like to establish home. $100 per week minimum
necessary. Will attend Broadcasters meeting in Chicago April 27. Available for
interviews. Married, children, draft deferred. Box 497, BROADCASTING.
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Versatile

Voice

WHAT HUMS like a dynamo, crows like a rooster,
sings like a yodeler, mimics
the tones of the lowly harmonica or the nohle harmonies of the organ? Sonovox
does — in 14 station breaks on
WCKY,
Cincinnati.
tion is the
second to The
use stathe
Wright - Sonovox transcriptions for station breaks and
identifications. KOMA, Oklahoma City, also uses them.
New breaks were obtained
through Free & Peters, exclusive representative.
KTAR

Easter

Service

GRAND CANYON'S "Shrine of
the Ages" for the ninth consecutive year will, on Easter Sunday,
be the setting
for service
the nation's
outstanding sunrise
broadcast.
Originating over KTAR, Phoenix,
the service will be carried coast-tocoast by BLUE at 6:30 a.m., MWT,
April 25. J. Howard Pyle, KTAR
program director, who originated
the Grand Canyon service, is writing and producing the broadcast.
Lams on WOR
LARUS & BROS. Co., Richmond,
is augmenting its current spot campaign for Edgeworth Tobacco,
Chelsea and Domino Cigarettes,
with the addition of three oneminute announcements weekly on
WOR, New York, for a 39-week
period. Agency is Warwick & Legler, ' New York.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

An ky
Organization
ofey
& Bail
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

National Press Bldg., "Wash., D. C.

RAUL
CONSULTING

F 60DLEY
RADIO ENGINEERS

MONTCLAtR,

N.J.

MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main St.
the World
Kansas City, Mo. f jT J Hollywood, Cal.

RING

& CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Output
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For

Radios

Is Foreseen

Farm

PRODUCTION of farm radio type
batteries will show an increase in
April, WPB officials predict, but
they will not commit themselves on
the extent to which they will be
able to meet the B battery needs of
the nation's 3,200,000 sets.
WPB recognized several weeks
ago [Broadcasting, March 29]
that a serious shortage of dry cells
was threatening to silence millions
of rural radio sets, cutting farmers
off from essential market information, and other war reports.
Serious Shortage
At that time, the Consumer's
Durable Goods Division explained
that production of dry cells could
be increased only if needs of competing war claimants showed a
lag. Officials report that such a lag
has now developed and that April
figures are likely to reflect some
relief for the farmers.
Seriousness of the battery shortage was admitted by WPB which
said that batteries were now being
made at a rate of only 200,000
monthly. The Office of Civilian
Supply is reported to have told
WPB that almost 6,500,000 batteries should be made this year.
Little chance is seen for completion of the Civilian Supply program, since production until recently was below the modest rate
previously authorized. WPB had
permitted manufacturers to meet
62% of their 1942 commitments
for civilians, but because of material shortages, the industry had
only been able to maintain about
52% of its 1942 output for home
radios.
Jorgensen,

Law

Editor,

Named Secretary to Fly
NORMAN E. JORGENSEN, until
recently editor-in-chief of the U. of
Chicago Law Review, has been appointed secretary to FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly. He succeeds Edward M. Brecher, who
reesigned last August to take a
post at the Board of Economic
Warfare and then returned to the
FCC in February as a member of
the legal division.
Mr. Jorgensen, before coming to
the FCC, worked in the sales department of Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. and later became sales
manager of Chalmers & Co., merchandise distributors of Iron Mountain, Mich. Born July 23, 1908 in
Chicago, Mr. Jorgensesn was educated in Chicago schools, receiving
the degree of Ph.B. from the U. of
Chicago in 1933 and the law degree
of J.D. in 1943. He is married and
has two children
Wine in Midwest
ITALIAN SWISS COLONY
WINE Co., San Francisco, has
started Colony Serenade, a thriceweekly live quarter-hour evening
musical program originating on
WBBM, Chicago, and fed to
WISN, Milwaukee. Agency is Leon
Livingston Adv. Agency, San
Francisco.
Page
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at

WPB

Although several state legislatures have passed resolutions urging Congress to intervene to speed
battery production, no action has
been taken in either House. Rep.
Karl Stefan (R-Okla.) who brought
up the battery shortage in a talk
to the House Feb. 6 said that his
personal inquiries have convinced
him that WPB is taking every possible step to promote production.
Meanwhile, however, the House
of Representatives of Minnesota
passed a resolution introduced by
Lawrence Haag, representative
from Hennepin County, and farm
director of WCCO, Minneapolis,
calling on WPB to increase the
number of A and B batteries manufactured. The resolution pointed
out that over 40% of the state's
farm listeners depend on batteries to operate their sets.
Ray Hamilton, of BLUE,
Takes Job With Airline
RAY V. HAMILTON, veteran of
14 years in radio sales and management, has joined Transcontinental & Western Air as special assistant to the executive staff, with
jpPIHiK

*

Mr. Hamilton

in
headquarters
Kansas
City, the
air line announced
last week. Mr.
Hamilton for the
past 14 months
has
been with
BLUE
central
sales division in
Chicago.

A graduate of
the U. of Iowa school of journalism, Mr. Hamilton had been with
the sales staff of WTMJ, Milwaukee. Subsequently, he became assistant sales manager of WLW,
Cincinnati, and then for seven
years was general manager of the
St. Louis Star Times radio properties. He joined BLUE Feb. 1,
1942.

WAAC at Last
IT HAD to come. Someone,
sooner or later, was going to
name a station WAAC. The
distinction goes to Ronald B.
Woodyard. The WAAC call
has been assigned Mr. Woodyard's station at Fort Myers,
Fla., formerly WFTM. Mr.
Woodyard, general manager
of WING-WIZE, Dayton and
Springfield, O., said he
changed the call because of
his "admiration for the fine
work of the WAACs." He
added : "Every time these call
letters go out over the air it
will honor the WAACs; it's
a privilege to be authorized
use of the letters."
Burbach

Goes

to WNOX

As Commercial Manager
APPOINTMENT of George M.
Burbach Jr., NBC salesman
in New York for the last eight
years, as commercial manager of
WNOX, Knoxville, was announced
last Friday by Richard B. Westergaard, vice-president of ScrippsHoward Radio Inc. and general
manager of the Knoxville station.
Mr. Burbach is the son of the general manager of KSD, St. Louis.
For the last few years, Mr.
Westergaard has acted both as
commercial manager and general
manager of WNOX. Expansion of
the station's activities, however,
indicated the need for a separate
sales executive, Mr. Westergaard
said.
A native of St. Louis, the
younger Burbach for a time served
on the sales staff of KSD. In 1935,
he joined the staff of Broadcasting
in Washington and participated in
the
the publication's
firstpreparation
Yearbook.of He
reports to
WNOX April 18.

Gets Special Markl
4M. R.' Designation Selected
For Civilian Product
A SPECIAL identifying mark will
be stamped by all manufacturers
on tubes made from materials intended for maintenance of civilian
radios, the WPB Radio & Radar
Division said last week. The mark
will consist of the letters "M.R.", '
standing for "maintenance and reTube makers have adopted the
marking as a means of signifying
tubes earmarked for civilian use.
These tubes are not subject to military inspection, but in the past
have frequently been used to fill
pair". rush orders, thus depletmilitai-y
ing the civilian supply, and contributing to shortages of some
types.
Double Protection
The "M.R.", it is argued, on
civilian tubes will protect both the
civilian and the military, since
officers in the field will be protected against obtaining tubes
which have not been subject to
inspection of military authorities.
Initials "M.R." will not signify
any relaxation of engineering
standards, the WPB points out,
but merely marks the tube as specifically intended for civilians.
Meanwhile, WPB officials also
stated last week that brand names
would be used on civilians tubes
for at least the next 90 days. The
division is still considering a "Victory Line" label, but there is noli
immediate indication that a change
in labeling is imminent.
New

WENDELL L. WILLKIE, 1940 Republican candidate for President, will
be heard on CBS April 21 in a twoway discussion on the London blitz
with Rt. Hon. Herbert Morrison,
British Minister of Home Security,
the latter speaking from London.

Tube

Series

at Midnight

Features CBS Affiliates
NEW POLICY instituted by CBS
of devoting the time between 11:30
p.m. and 12:30 a.m. to special programs conceived
by the network's
New York
headquarters
and its
affiliates got under way last Tuesday night 11:30-12
midnight
with
Invitation
to Music,
featuring
Howard Barlow and the Columbia;
Concert Orchestra. As announced)!
of broadcasts,
such programs,
pro-j '
by
Douglas Coulter,
CBS director
duced and directed by the CBS program department in New York,
will occupy the first section of the
special hour, while broadcasts from,
key CBS stations in other parts
of the country will be heard on different nights from
12 :05-12 :30>:
a.m.Second series in the group fromjj
New York, titled Good Listening,,.
a comedy quiz show which has||
been temporarily off the air, starts
Apriltic 15,
of romandramaswhile
titleda series
Romance
begins
April 19 in the 11:30 p.m. period.
First of the new productions by
CBS affiliates will originate froni
WCAU, Philadelphia, April 12 unJ

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"And You Still Claim Your Wife's a Radio Singer!"
BROADCASTING

der the name of 95 Minutes Front'.
Broadway. Featured will be hu-i>
morous comments by Powers Gouraud, chronicler of PhiladelphiarriJ
night life, music by Johnny Warrington's orchestra and the Jericho!])
Quintet, with guest stars.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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IN ONE
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try's total population

greater

LARGEST

MARKETS:

. . . nearly 10%
. . . almost

tion's rural radio families.
sales

of

WORLD'S

million people

market,

47.7%

of drug

than the five boroughs

the City of Chicago

of the coun-

13%

In this WLW

and

All

grocery
of New

of the nadominated
stores

are

York

and

Listening

DOMINANCE WITH DEALERS. Implementing your
advertising on WLW is a carefully developed
plan of merchandising which covers every
phase of distribution from manufacturers' representative through consumer — climaxed by
28,000 personal contacts every year on the
wholesale and retail dealers who move your
merchandise. This comprehensive merchandising program is controlled and directed by
WLW, costs advertisers nothing.
A NEW SALES SERVICE. Answering the problem
of the man-power shortage is SPECIALTY
SALES, a WLW affiliate. SPECIALTY SALES offers
the services of experienced salesmen who
cover every grocer and druggist in all cities of
our four-state area. SPECIALTY SALES enables
you to maintain dealer contacts or introduce new
products at a fraction of the cost for man-power.

combined.

Based on Hooper Mid-Winter WLW Area Rating, 1 943;
a weighted average figure which does not represent
the size of our audience in any one city. Remainder of the audience is divided among fifty-one other
stations identified by call letters in the Hooper report.

WLW audience dominance, plus the cooperation we receive as a
result of continuous dealer contact, now augmented by SPECIALTY
SALES, offer you the most effective means ever devised for directing
the distribution and sale of consumer food and drug products.

Nighttime

WLW
THE

ION'S

MOST

MERCHANDISE-ABLE

DIVISION OF THE CROSLEY CORPORATION

FATION

RCA

TYPES

207,

8»1,

891-R,

REBUILD

An

RCA

Keep

out electrically, are still in good mechanical condition. This wartime service is now offered
broadcast stations covering RCA

Transmitting

Tube types 207, 891, 891-R, 892, and 892-R.
Under this plan, old tubes of the five types
listed are returned accompanied by a suitable
priority order which will enable us to ship
rebuilt tubes in replacement. At present, an A1J
priority under terms of WPB Order PI 3 3 is
required.
Actual use in RCA

Service

Stations

Through experience gained in RCA services,
RCA has proved that it is entirely feasible to
rebuild certain old tubes which, although worn

and

892-R

TUBES

Emergency

Broadcast

892

on

to

Help
the

Air

8 5 % of the price of new tubes. Ratings or characteristics are in no wise impaired or changed.
Although even this service must be carefully
managed to avoid any interference with RCA's
all-out war effort and is subject to WPB regulations, it is one that we believe will play an
important part in keeping vital broadcast services on the air during these critical times when
new tubes for civilian uses are difficult to obtain
promptly.
If your station utilizes any of the five listed
types, we suggest that you write today for full
details on the RCA Rebuilt Tube Plan.

services over a

long period of time has proved the
efficiency of RCA Rebuilt Tubes
beyond question. They are fully

Do

guaranteed against defects in workmanship, materials and construction, and any adjustments will be
made on the basis of 85% of the
adjustment that would be made
on new tubes of the same type.
Similarly, prices are based

on

Without

Vol Send
Return

Tubes

Authorization !

Return authorization including specific shipping instructions will be issued by RCA

covering

******
*
BUY

old tubes to be turned in for rebuilt ones. Do
not return any until such authorization has

U. S. WAR
BONDS

been obtained.

*
*
******

RCA

TRANSMITTING
Proved in Communications

RCA

Victor

Division,

RADIO

TUBES
Most Exacting Applications

CORPORATION

O F AMER

I C A, Camden,

N. J.

DOING

THE

REAL

JOB

FOR

THE

ADVERTISER

f

ti

THERE'S

WORK

ON

1, !l

Ttf?E

THE

All winter long, the feeding and the milking;
then spring, to plow and plant. Throughout the
year —to spring,
fall and
work
be donesummer,
on the farm.

4 f,

3

Sfi

winter —

there's

And every year, every season. Radio fills a need,
helping the farm family with their work, with their
planning and their living.
Many of these rural Americans depend exclusively on clear channel stations for this help . . .
such clear channel stations as WLS. In Midwest
America

ir
•c

DONE

for the past 19 years, WLS

has met

the

farmer's needs. We are the farmer's friend and
partner. We have his confidence ... his loyalty —
another reason why WLS Gets Results.
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What's
BROADCASTERS

HELP
55

"GREATEST

MOTHER

In addition to giving invaluable nation-wide support to the Red Cross in its recent War Fund
campaign, broadcasters are furthering the work
of this great organization in many other ways.
Below are two splendid examples.
WHOM

went

after blood

in seven languages
Broadcasting from the American
Red Cross Blood Bank in New York
City, WHOM put on a series of 16
programs running from 11 A.M. to
8 P.M. one day. In Yiddish, Lithuanian, Russian, Polish, German,
Italian and English, announcers
stressed the painlessness of giving
blood and the great need for blood
donations. Not content simply to
sell the idea to their large foreign
language audience, 35 WHOM staff
members each gave a pint of blood
themselves. As a result of this intensive schedule, the Red Cross received scores of telephone calls from
listeners requesting appointments
to give their blood.

NBC

The Red Cross-NBC show, "That
They Might Live," has caused a
sharp up-swing in recruitment of
nurses. Figures for a seven-week
period were: 1794 graduate nurses;
4327 nurses' aids; 15,672 home nursing students. Complete reports were
not available — so the total was probably quite a bit higher!

—thanks

for new

cruiser

In six days, WGN, Chicago, sold
$323,100 in War Bonds— all to go
toward a fund for building a new
U.S.S. Chicago to replace the cruiser
of that name lost in the Pacific. This
special drive carries on the fine job
which the WGN Bond Wagon has
long been doing. This three-timesa-week program — featuring top
rank bands, theatrical and radio
stars, leading industrialists and business men — has been instrumental in
selling well over a million dollars'
worth of War Savings Bonds and
Stamps.
BROADCASTING

WAR

EFFORT

News

from

YOU?
If your station has done a war
job you are proud of, send
your story to Radio WarGram Editor, Western Electric Co., Room 928, 195 Broadway, New York, N. Y. If suitable, it will be used in one of
this series of War-Grams.

That's

a heap

of

readin', WOR!
When WOR had a Victory Book
Party in New York City recently,
listeners to Bessie Beatty's program
turned in more than 3500 books for
the boys in service. Not just old, unwanted books, either — but the kind
the givers would have liked to keep
themselves and the boys will like to
read!
fair Marines

THE

with

got nurses

been

sells Bonds

NEW

TO

by the thousand

The

WGN

GRAM

WARWestern
Electric

RADIO
IN

BY

Home

News from home — that's what our
forces 'round the world want more
than anything else. And Broadcasters help to give it to them. Not individual home news, of course, but
news of their homeland and the rest
of the world.
A fighting Marine correspondent,
back from the South Pacific, tells
how the boys at Guadalcanal gathered around portable radios during
the lull between day and night fighting to get the news. And, in spite of
Jap attempts to create interference,
programs were received from KGEI,
fidelity.
KNX and KWID with remarkable

WIOD

helps soldiers

A servicemen's recreation room was
recently equipped with free furniture thanks to an appeal broadcast by WIOD, Miami. Listeners
promptly came through with tables,
chairs, couches and radios.

have

landed
to KDKA

When Marine Corps officers in Pittsburgh faced a new problem — enlisting women in the Marine Corps Reserve— they turned to KDKA for
help. Station manager Rock and
members of the program, promotion
and publicity departments gave it
with a will. They planned a "Marine Day" climaxed with a "FreeA-Marine Party" in the ballroom of
the William Penn Hotel — handled
the preliminary publicity — secured
the cooperation of other Pittsburgh
stations — put on a broadcast of the
mass induction of 38 women who enlisted during the first week of the
drive. Result: the Marines got
enough enlistees to more than fill
their first month's quota.
Graybar (Western Electric Distributor in U. S. A.) stands ready to be of
any possible service.
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PHOTO-GRAP

HING

WJZ'S

"Say It With

SHOW-

Music"

But we wanted
and responsive.

has a big, loyal, responsive audience. We knew that.
a life-size photo of that audience — to show just how big

So we asked, "Shall WJZ

Votes representing
Times

ALL-NIGHT

A

continue

19.381

Square, Tampa

its all-night, all-music

listeners answered

and Toledo

show?"

yes— and the yesses came

from

and points between.

But we weren't completely satisfied. We went back to these people
and asked
more questions : Who are you ? Where do you live ? When do you do
your late
listening ? What are you doing up between midnight and 7 A. M. ?
Back came

replies from 47%

pages

are some

Want

more

of those we questionnaired.

of the findings "photo-graphed"

details? Write

us for the complete

the low cost of reaching these stay-ups who
Music"— all through the night.
LATE

NEWS

FROM

THE

LATE

Pepsi Cola and O'Sullivan's Heels
with WJZ's all night sponsors.

ARMED FORCES 35% of audience. They're hot
present prospects for many products— A-l future buyers of almost everything. Here's how
*Qey listen in their lonely posts at night.

On these two

for your

convenience.

survey. We'll also tell you about

listen to WJZ's

"Say It With

SHIFT!

have

just swung

INDUSTRIAL WAR WORKERS 31% of audience.
These in-the-money listeners tune in car radios
to and from the job... listen with fellow workers at plants... listen at home after work.

into line

FAMILY GROUPS 15% of audience. Many womr
stay up while their husbands or fathers woi|
the graveyard shift. Here's the listening patten
from 1 to 7 A. M. in these all-night homes.

RADIO

• "SAY

PERCENTAGE

IT

WITH

BUY

MUSIC

1 A. M.

OF
WJZ
AUDIENCE
LISTENING

100%
9Q%

• 80%

70%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

HERE'S THE ALL-NIGHT

LISTENING

PATTERN. Part of WJZ's very complete analysis of its war-time, nighttime audience. Write for complete
survey and charts ... so far as we
know, the first study of its kind.

0%

NEW

YORK'S

FIRST STATION
★

KEY STATION

WJZ

OF THE BLUE NETWORK
NEW

★

1 OW ABOUT FARMERS, STUDENTS, HOUSEWIVES?
"ijsk for this first, detailed study of the rich,
11 1;ght-time market. A meaty, human statistical
icture of America working for Victory.

With primary coverage of
more than one-sixth of the
Nation's Radio Homes.
REPRESENTED BY
BLUE

SPOT

SALES

YORK

50,000
#
WATTS

770
K.C

SONOVOX PIONEERS
Allied Mills, Inc. (Wayne Feeds)
Louis E. Wade, Inc.
American Chicle Co. (Black Jack Gum)
Badger and Browning & Mersey, Inc.
American Industries Salvage Committee
(Steel Scrap Drive)
McCann Erickson, Inc.
Bismarck
Corp. Motel
Smith, Benson & McClure, Inc.
Buick Motors Division, General Motors

SONOVOX

Arthur Kudner, Inc.

A

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul £y
Pacific R. R.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.

NEW

Chick Bed Company (Chick Bed Litter)
The W. D Lyon Co.
Colgate-Palmolive Peel Company

(Vel,
Ward Palmolive
Wheelock) Co.
Delaware, Lackawanna &• Western
Coal Co.
Ruthraujf & Ryan, Inc.

AND

Walt Disney Productions
Emerson Drug Company (Bromo-Seltzer)
Ruthraujf & Ryan, Inc.
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
BASIC

ART

(Feigenspan
and Dobler P.O.N.
Beers
and Ales)
Feltman-Curme Shoes
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
Forum Cafeterias of America
R.J. Potts-Calkins & Holdenjnc.
Griesedieck-Western Brewery Co.
(Stag Beer)
Maxon, Inc.

The other day an advertiser told us that he was not a prospect for
Sonovox because his competitor uses it.
Lord help us, what kind of foolishness is this?!?

Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
(Fould's Macaroni Products)
Camphell-Ewald Co., Inc.
Chr. Hansen Laboratory, Inc.
(Junket Quick Fudge Mix)
Mitchel Faust Advertising Company
Andrew Jergens Co.

Would

he also have to forego a human

announcer,

or music, or

a competitor uses it"?

the English language "because

Sonovox is a new basic art by which words are articulated in new and
more

arresting voices — are therefore made

memorable

singing violins, the Bromo-Seltzer

are searching for ways to make

dramatic

dramatic, more

and more effective. Witness the Lifebuoy foghorn, the

Woodbury
If you

more

and

Hollywood

talking train, etc., etc.

your commercials

effective, drop in at our New

more

York, Chicago

or

office, and let us give you a live demonstration.

(Woodbury's
Products)
Lenntn
& Mitchell,
Inc.
Lever Brothers Co. (Lifebuoy Soap)
Ruthraujf & Ryan, Inc.
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Seabees (U. S. Navy, Construction
Office of Civilian Defense (Region Six)
Pabst Sales Company (Pabst Beer)
Warwick. & Legler, Inc.
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.
(Taystee Bread, Grennan Cakes)
Radio Station KOMA, Oklahoma City
broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra (in all
Shell Oil Company, Inc.
J. Walter Thompson Co.
U. S. Treasury Dept.

WRIGHT-SONOVOX,
"Talking
CHICAGO

....

and

NEW

Singing

YORK

....

INC

Sound"
HOLLYWOOD

Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
("Larceny With Music",)
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.
(Thank Your Lucky Stars)
Velie-Ryan,
Inc. (Nesbitt's California
Orange Drink)

FREE

&

PETERS,

JCHICFr!n0kVn6^f
.;3 3
Page
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AFM-

Recording
Negotiations
Again
Fail
discuss the matter and would then
the stations and how much the staRecorders
Dubious
viting Mr. Petrillo and the union
tions pay for these records. It was
either make a proposal to the two
board
to a meeting March 24 to
explained that the total library
groups of recorders or would re"confer and bargain with you on
At New
York
services income does not exceed
quest these groups to submit prothe question of wages, hours and
$1,000,000 a year, with $400,000 of
posals to the union.
working conditions which, under
Meetings
Harmonious atmosphere of the
that being paid to AFM members,
both the National Labor Relations
by far the largest proportion to any
meetings came as somewhat of a
Act and universal practice, are the
single group.
"N AN abrupt and complete
surprise as recent exchanges between
the
union
and
the
recorders
appropriate subjects for collective
•ever sal, negotiations between
Cannot Charge More
bargaining, and to enter into a
have been somewhat less than
(VFM and phonograph recordwritten agreement for a definite
They further told the union it cordial. Union's mid-February proI ng companies broke down
term which will provide for the imwould be impossible for them to
posal for a fixed fee on each record,
mediate resumption of recording."
to be paid by the manufacturing
ate last Friday, with no imput into effect any appreciable increase in rates to stations because
companies
to
the
AFM
for
the
"Real Progress"— Petrillo
nediate hope seen for settleestablishment and support of a reof the competition between tranMr. Petrillo said that his group
ment of the recording strike
scriptions and phonograph records,
lief fund, was rejected by the recould not meet that early date and
which stations can obtain at the
in effect since last August.
cording industry as embodying "a
suggested that the meeting be held
Transcribers earlier in the
same rate as any individual purstartling new kind of social philApril 12 in Boston. When the
chaser, or frequently at a wholeosophy" which could not be acrecording companies demurred at
lay had envisioned a comprosale rate through a local distribucepted without Congressional apthat
city, he agreed to a meeting in
mise and a disposition on the
proval. The union, in turn, rejected
tor, and to which the smaller staNew York on the 15th. Thus it had
tions who are the largest users of
the counter proposal of the recordpart of AFM for an accord.
been expected that the current
ers that they be allowed to employ
recorded music will turn entirely if
meetings would be fruitless and
Ralph Colin, counsel for
AFM members pending the winning
the transcription costs become too
settlement would be through the
i Columbia Recording Corp., said as
of this Congressional approval and
high.
War Labor Board, to which the disthe conference broke up, that after
Following the morning session
accused the recording companies of
pute could legally be taken since
not acting in good faith.
two days of discussion "we find
both the District Federal Court in
Mr.
Petrillo
said
they
"were
beginthat James C. Petrillo sticks to his
To this communication from the
ning to understand each other" and
Chicago and the United States SuAFM the recorders responded by
Ioriginal proposal and only that
announced that following the afterpreme Court had held the AFM
jproposal, and on that we have been
noon meeting the AFM board would
denying the allegation and by inban
recordings ' to constitute a
labor ondispute.
junable to reach an agreement."
Mr. Petrillo said his group had
Three-hour opening session
made the proposal, and it was now
Thursday afternoon, attended by
up to the recorders to make a counWheeler
16 AFM members including PresiCalls
Hearings
May
6
ter-proposition. "It seems to us
dent James C. Petrillo and the full
they are not anxious to make a
international executive board and
settlement at this time", he comBill
Reorganization
FCC
On
plained.
by 20 representatives of the transcription and phonograph record inThe recorders were to meet with
HEARINGS on the White-Wheeler
step in the sequence of developdustries, produced two important
the transcription companies at noon
ments on the Washington front
results. First, following a frank
Bill (S-814) to reorganize the FCC
(Saturday to decide whether to
discussion of their problems, both
and sharply restrict its regulatory
auguring reorganization of the
carry the case to the War Labor
functions have been called for
sides left the session satisfied that
FCC at this session. The Cox SeBoard, or pursue separate courses.
a satisfactory solution can be
Thursday, May 6, by the Senate
lect Committee inquiry into the
At earlier conferences Thursday
worked out through negotiations
Interstate Commerce SubcommitFCC
shortly
is
expected
to
get
un;and Friday at the Ambassador
and without recourse to the War
tee, Chairman Wheeler announced
der way at formal hearings also,
Hotel in New York, the transcribLabor Board or other Government
last Friday. With unusual celerity,
with much preliminary work being
ers and the AFM czar appeared to
agencies. Second, and scarcely less
the subcommittee evidently prodone by the committee and its legal
'be progressing nicely. Mr. Petrillo,
and investigating staff, headed by
poses to hold swift hearings preimportant, was the decision to conwho was accompanied by his staff
duct separate negotiations for the
Eugene L. Garey, of New York (see
paratory to reporting out legislaand by the union's full internation for reorganization of the Comtranscription
ord industries. and phonograph recpage 50).
mission.
tional executive board, sat down
Determination
of
the
Senate
comwith a score of representatives of
mittee to hold hearings is expected
Speaking to the press at the conWould Separate Functions
ithe companies who produce most
clusion of the session, Mr. Petrillo
to
expedite
action
by
the
House
InBasically,
the
White-Wheeler
bill
said
:
"We've
had a very nice meetof the country's phonograph recterstate &Foreign Commerce Comwould divide the FCC into two
ords and transcriptions. Friday
ing here this afternoon. We all feel
mittee, which has agreed to estabmorning the union executives conautonomous divisions of three memwe're making real progress and we
lish a standing committee on comare satisfied that somewhere along
ferred with the transcription men
bers each — one to handle broadmunications tobe headed by Rep.
alone; Friday afternoon with the
casting and related matters and the
the line we will come to a satisBulwinkle (D-N.C). The full memother common carrier activities. The
record people.
factory agreement." Announcing
bership of this committee has not
chairman would be the executive
Friday morning meeting between
the decision to "separate the phoyet been selected, but announcetranscribers and AFM was deofficer. Since the legislation would
nograph and transcription comment already has been made that
amend rather than supersede the
scribed as "largely educational."
plans
for
legislation
at
the
current
they are separate busipanies
as
The company representatives exexisting Communications Act, it
nesses," he said that the AFM
session
will
be
devised
by
the
comwould
not
necessarily
entail
changes
mittee.
H plained to the union officials what
group would meet with the trana transcription library service is, in FCC membership, since existing
scription company representatives
offices would not be abolished.
how transcriptions are made and
There is thought to be little likethe following morning and at the
(Continued on page 45)
distributed to stations, how used by
The hearing call was another
(Continued on page 37)
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Freeze
Continued
Of

Vigilance

Newspaper
On

Eve

of ANPA

During the two-year life of the
committee, both it and the nineman steering committee have been
headed by Harold V. Hough of the
Fort Worth Star-Telegram, operator of WBAP and co-owner of
KGKO. The original members of
the steering committee have also
served for the two-year period,
with the exception of replacements
for members who have resigned
upon entering Government service.
Members of the steering committee, in addition to Mr. Hough,
are : Walter J. Damm, Milwaukee
Journal (WTMJ), vice-chairman;
H. Dean Fitzer, Kansas City Star
(WDAF), treasurer, who was
elected last year to succeed Tenant
Bryan, Richmond News Leader
(WRNL) when Mr. Bryan went on
active duty with the Navy; Gardner Cowles Jr., Des Moines Regster & Tribune (KSO, KRNT,
WMT, WNAX); Guy Hamilton,
McClatchy Newspapers (KFBK,
KMJ, KERN, KWG, KOH) ; Jack
Howard, Scripps Howard Radio
(WMC, WNOX, WMPS, WCPO);
John E. Person, Williamsport
(Pa.) Sun (WRAK) ; A. H. KirchPage
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Meeting,

Question Can Come to
NEWSPAPER-RADIO Committee
will meet at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday
(April 20) at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York, where most of
the committee's publisher-broadcaster members will be attending
the 57th annual convention of the
American Newspaper Publishers
Assn., beginning that day and continuing through Thursday.
The NRC was organized during
the ANPA convention two years
ago with the original purpose of
representing newspaper-radio interests in the FCC's investigation
of the newspaper-ownership situation. Full group met again during
the ANPA sessions last year and
decided to continue the organization as long as might prove necessary. Similar action is expected
from this year's meeting, despite
the recent statement of James
Lawrence Fly, FCC chairman, that
the ownership issue is "academic
at the moment". Sydney Kaye, associate counsel of the committee,
told Broadcasting last week that
while this expression has generally
been interpreted to mean that the
question of the suitability of newspaper-ownership will not be raised
for the duration of the war, it
might come to life again at any
time if the present owner of any
station were to apply to the FCC
for permission to transfer his license to a newspaper publisher. It
is almost certain that the matter
will cease to be "academic" after
the end of the war, when the normal flow of applications for new
or expanded facilities is resumed,
Mr. Kaye said.
Members Enter Services

19, 1943

Expected

Kaye

Group

Says Ownership

Life 'Any Time'
hofer, Buffalo Evening News
(WBEN) elected last year to succeed Nelson Poynter, St. Petersburg Times (WTSP) who is now
with the OWI; Col. Harry M.
Ayers, Anniston (Ala.) Star
(WHMA) elected to succeed James
M. Cox Jr., Cox Newspapers
(WHIO, WIOD, WSB) who is
now in the armed forces.
During the past year Mr. Cowles
has joined the OWI, Mr. Howard
has joined the Navy and Mr. Hamilton has resigned from the McClatchy organization, so the NRC
meeting this year will probably
authorize the steering committee to
appoint new members to fill these
vacancies. Steering committee will
meet Monday at 4 p.m. for a final
session before reporting to the full
committee membership the following day. At this latter meeting Mr.
Hough and Mr. Kaye will review
the history of newspaper-ownership
regulations during the last year
and the full group will then decide
on future plans.
Radio Not on Program
Since the formation of the
Newspaper-Radio Committee, the
ANPA has dropped its own radio
committee and radio has no part
in the advance agenda of the convention. Meetings will follow the
usual schedule, with Tuesday devoted to the problems of newspapers of less than 50,000 circulation and general sessions on the
following two days. ANPA's president, Walter M. Dear, Jersey City
Journal, will deliver his annual report Wednesday morning and that
afternoon the convention will present to Donald M. Nelson, chairman of the War Production Board,

Schmidt's

3 Million

GEORGE SCHMIDT, account executive of WOR, New
York, who holds what is
probably an all-time high in
sales for his eight years w;th
the station, was especially
commended for his work by
the station management last
week and was given a silver
cigarette box as a token of
appreciation. Mr. Schmidt
has a total of $3,000,000 in
time sales on WOR to his
credit.
the report of the newspaper scrap
metal salvage drive. Mr. Nelson
is expected to be present to receive
the report in person.
The remainder of that afternoon's meeting will be under the
auspices of the ANPA Bureau of
Advertising, with Frank E. Tripp,
Gannett Newspapers, presiding.
William A. Thomson, director of
the Bureau, will give the annual
report; Gerard Swope, president
of General Electric Co.; R. W.
Brown, president of the Lehigh
Valley Railroad Co., and Chester
J. La Roche, chairman of the Advertising Council, are guest speakers, and Frederick Dickinson, sales
manager of the Bureau, will close
the session with an address on
"What Do People Think?"
The Bureau's annual dinner, climaxing the convention on Thursday, will feature six veterans of
battle from the armed forces as
speakers, with Chairman Tripp
presiding and with John Kieran,
of Information Please fame, as
toastmaster.
The Associated Press will hold
its annual meeting on Monday,
April 19. The National Newspaper
Promotion Assn. will hold its annual convention, April 19-21. All
meetings of the various organizations are to be held at the WaldorfAstoria.

On

Is

WSAY

Thaweu
Chang

WPB Appeals Board
It Essential to War

RulJ

IN A RULING that may open til
way for other cases involving col
struction or modification of broa j
cast facilities, the WPB Appeal]
Board Wednesday approved si
application from WSAY, Roche a
ter, N. Y., to install equipment eil
abling it to operate as a regionfl
with 1000 watts on 1370 kc, in lie!
of its local assignment.
Granting of the WSAY appe:|
marks the first time the Appeal
Board has permitted new coi
struction since the L-41 free2l
order went into effect a year agj
Some installations under the ordcl
were approved by the WPB Coil
struction Board, but the WSA j
case is the first in which an appe;j
has been granted over the Coil
struction Board's veto.
Had FCC Okay
The FCC had approved a chang
in
and a frequency
for WSA"
andpower
issued
construction
perm
on March 23, 1942. The station ot
tained the equipment, but faile,
permission from the WP'
to get
proceed.
A new application was argue
this week by Reed Rollo, Washing
ton attorney, and on Wednesda
the appeal was granted as esser]
tial to prosecution of the war eJ
fort. Mr. Rollo told the Boar!
that Rochester would need add:,
tional broadcast facilities in cas:
of air raids.
September,
WSA"25
hasSince
operated
on 1240 1936,
kc. with
watts. It is owned and operate
by Gordon P. Brown, and is a Mil
tual affiliate.
19th

Year

for WLS

WLS, Chicago, on April 12 cele
brated its 19th year on the aii
Edgar Bill, now owner of WMBE
Peoria, was the first manager o
the station, while among the nc
tables at the inauguration on Apr:
12, 1924 in the Hotel Sherman wer
William S. Hart, Gloria Swansor
Ethel Barrymore, H. B. Warnei
Sears, Roebuck & Co., the origina
owner of station, established th
call letters WLS after the "World"
Largest Store". Burridge D. But|
ler, now president, purchased th
station in 1928. Charter employe
of WLS are Grace Wilson, vocal
ist; Thomas L. Rowe, chief engi
neer; Charles Nehlsen and Bur r
Whyland, engineers; Grace Cassi
vocalist.
dy, head of traffic; Bill O'Connor)

SUCCESSOR to George B. Storer in the management of the Fort Industry Co. is George W. Smith, managing director of WWVA, Wheeling,
who was named executive vice-president of Fort at a meeting of company heads in Atlanta [Broadcasting, April 12]. Front row (1 to r) :
J. H. Ryan, head of the radio division, Office of Censorship, on leave
from duties as vice-president; Mr. Storer, whose commission as Navy
Lt. Com. was received during the meeting; Mr. Smith, and L. A. Pixley,
who was named general manager.
Standing, Ralph Elvin, managing director of WLOK, Lima, Ohio;
Charles A. Smithgall Jr., general manager of WAGA, Atlanta; E. Y.
Flanigan, managing director of WSPD, Toledo, elected to the board
of directors; Stanton P. Kettler, managing director of WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.; Allen Haid, managing director of WHIZ, Zanesville, Ohio.
BROADCASTING

Sewing Book on 200
FOLLOWING the completion of i
test campaign, Book Presentations
New York, new to radio, is nov
starting a spot drive for Complett
Book of Sewing. Schedule for th«
mail order campaign calls for five
minute transcriptions, participa
tions, and announcements, and wil
expand to a total of 200 stations;
Drive will last about three months
according to Raymond Spector
New York agency in charge.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Record

Attendance

Elmer Davis To Speak
On Government Ad
Proposals
DESPITE efforts to hold down atendance at the NAB War Conference in Chicago this year, because
if the transportation and hotel acommodation squeeze, indications
ire that the annual meeting at the
'aimer House April 27-29 will
iqual or eclipse the records of the
l ast two years.
1,000 Registrants Expected
With the tentative agenda retricted to war operating probems which concern every broadcast
tation owner and executive, adrance registrations indicate that
he attendance probably will exceed 1,000 NAB members and nonnembers. Last week, advance regisrations (paid up) aggregated
more than 300 as against about
;ialf that number at the same time
ast year. The overall attendance
"it the last convention was approximately 1,200.
j Flanking Byron Price, Director
if Censorship, and James Lawrence
?ly, FCC Chairman, as keynote
peakers at the conference, will be
f<]lmer Davis, Director of the Office
if War Information and former
network news analyst. Mr. Davis
las accepted the invitation of NAB
'resident Neville Miller to address
he Tuesday luncheon session. [See
tentative agenda, Broadcasting,
Harch 22.]
' At the closing session Thursday,
m inspirational address by a promnent military figure is expected.
While no definite announcement
las been made, it is understood
Jen. H. H. Arnold, chief of the
\.rmy Air Forces, has been invited
[;o make the closing address. A
/eteran Army airman, he was one
)f the early experimenters of radio

Seen
communication between plane and
ground and plane and plane.
Aside from previously scheduled
subjects on the agenda, covering
virtually all aspects of wartime
station operation, President Miller
announced last Thursday that a
special session on the role of advertising in time of war has been
scheduled for Thursday morning,
April 29. Problems involved in
Government purchase of time, to
alleviate the .plight of smaller stations, will be fully explored at the
session, following submission of a
report by a special committee
named by President Miller.
Pro and con discussion of the advisability of Government purchase
of time, opposed by OWI Director
Davis but supported by some stations, resulted in Mr. Miller's decision to schedule the special session. The NAB is on record,
through its special war committee,
as opposed to sale of time to the
Government for any purpose on the
ground that it would tend toward
subsidy. Disclosure of plans by
Senators Bankhead (D-Ala.) and
Willis (R-Ind.) to sponsor a bill
for a 25 to 30 million dollar appropriation for purchase of space
in small newspapers by the Treasury has resulted in pleas from
many small stations which have
suffered economic adversities for
similar treatment for radio.

La Roche on Agenda
Among those scheduled to address
the Thursday session on the role
of advertising in time of war are
Chester LaRoche, dh'ector of The
Advertising Council, and William
B. Lewis, assistant director of the
OWI Domestic Branch. One or
more representatives of small stations also will discuss the problem.
"Many in the industry have expressed keen interest in the small
station's problems and many solutions have been suggested, including Government payment for
time," said President Miller. Mr.
Miller announced the appointment
of the following committee to conLt. Tom

Harmon

Missing

In Army Bomber Flight
LT. TOM HARMON, Michigan U.
all-American football star, and
sports commentator for WJR, Detroit, before he entered military
service, has been reported missing
in a bomber flight in the Latin
American area. Secretary of War

ELMER

DAVIS

[BROADCASTING

Stimson
wired
Lt. that
Harmon's
ents
in Ann
Arbor
he had perlast
been heard from April 8.
After graduation from the U.
of Michigan in 1940, Tom Harmon
took a brief fling at pro football,
made a movie, and then returned
to his real interest — sports broadcasting. He was sports announcer
at WJR when he enlisted in the
Army Air Corps, March 22, 1942,
and was sworn into the Army on
his evening roundup from the station.
• Broadcast

Advertising

at

Chicago

Fly to Open

Up

IN ADDITION to his address
to the NAB War Conference
in Chicago Wednesday, April
28, during which he proposes
to "let my hair down", FCC
Chairman James Lawrence
Fly will
speak
over the
a nationwide CBS
network
same
day 2:15-2:30 (CWT), on radio's contribution in the war
effort. Arrangements for the
broadcast were completed last
week. Queried last Monday at
a news conference on the
value of the War Conference,
Chairman Fly commented it
would be "perhaps more constructive than last year".
sider the overall subject and report
to the conference:
James W. Woodruff Jr., WGPC,
Albany, Ga., chairman; James R.
Curtis, KFRO, Longview, Tex.;
John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore;
Leo Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit;
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha;
Herbert Hollister, KANS, Wichita;
Robert Hudson, Rocky Mountain
Radio Council, Denver; William F.
Maag, WFMJ, Youngstown; Marshall H. Pengra, KRNR, Roseburg,
Ore.; Fred Schilplin, KFAM, St.
Cloud, Minn.; H. E. Studebaker,
KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash.; Art
Thomas, WJAG, Norfolk, Neb.
This committee will meet at
6:30 p.m. Tuesday, April 27, to
discuss the subject and prepare its
report for the conference. It was
suggested that broadcasters interested in the topic convey their suggestions to the committee. Mr.
Woodruff, an NAB director-atlarge representing small stations,
will also preside at the Thursday
morning War Conference session
at which the topic will be considered.
Price, Falk, Richards
To Attend NAB
Session
OFFICIALS of the Office of Censorship, including its director, Byron Price, will speak at the Foreign
Language Broadcasters Breakfast
session at the NAB War Conference, Chicago, April 28. Also present will be Lee Falk, director of
the Censorship foreign language
section, and Robert Richards, assistant to J. Harold Ryan, director
of censorship for broadcasting.
Presiding at the meeting will be
Arthur Simon, general manager
of WPEN, Philadelphia, and chairman of the Foreign Language Radio Wartime Control Committee.
Breakfast will be held at 8:30 a.m.,
and is expected to feature a hardhitting "plain talk" from Mr. Price.
In addition to Mr. Simon, members of the FLRWC are James F.
Hopkins, WJBK, Detroit, vice
chairman; Joseph Lang, WHOM,
Jersey City, secretary-treasurer;
Arnold Hartley, WGES-WSBC,
Chicago; William Reilly, KOY,
Phoenix; Merwyn Dobyns, KGER,
Los Angeles; William Welch,
WSAR, Fall River, Mass.; David
Baylor, WGAR, Cleveland.

ON

MANEUVERS with the Tennessee State Guard under supervision of the U. S. Second Army at
Camp Forrest, Tenn., are Lt.
Henry W. Slavick, manager of
WMC, Memphis, and Sgt. John
Cleghorn, WMC program director.
The WMC manager commands the
State Guard signal corps, with E.
C. Frase Jr., WMC chief engineer
as a technical sergeant in his unit.
RINGLING

CIRCUS

AGAIN
BUYS SPOTS
RINGLING Bros., Barnum and
Bailey Circus, is using spot announcements on a staggered schedule on key stations in the New
York area to promote its current
engagement in New York. Campaign, consisting of 50at and
100word announcements
varying
frequencies per week, started April
12 and will continue until May 15,
closing date for the stay in Madison Square Garden.
Ringling Bros, used spot announcements on a paid basis for
the first time last year, giving
preference to stations which had
cooperated in the past in giving
free circus promotion. Caples Co.,
New York, is agency.
Sul-Ray

Test

TO PROMOTE Sul-Ray, a colloidal
sulphur mineral bath in powder
form, Sante Chemical Co. is using
news and musical programs and
spot announcements in six Eastern
markets in a test campaign which
started towards the end of March,
and will continue for about three
months. The radio campaign in each
area follows up department store
newspaper ads featuring Sul-Ray.
Product is new to the market. H.
A. Salzmann Inc., New York, is
handling the account.
Test for Post-Tens
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Post-Tens), has purchased
a five-minute news program on
WQXR, New York, for a sevenweekly broadcast. Contract for the
6:25 p.m. period is effective April
19, and continues for 52 weeks.
The WQXR schedule is the first
radio advertising for the nackage.
Other stations may be added later.
York.
Agency is Benton & Bowles, New
Bleachette

on WOR

CALCO Chemical Division of American Cyanamid Co., New York,
has started five-weekly participations in Bessie Beatty's program
on WOR, New York, for Bleachette. The 13-week contract went
into effect April 10. Calco is also
using a five-weekly news program
on
WCAU,
Philadelphia."
J. • M.
Mathes
Inc., New
York, is agency.
April
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Davis
NAB

War
Will
For

Take

Opposes
Conference
Stand

Industry

WITH government purchase of
time slated as a major issue at the
NAB War Conference next week,
OWI Chief Elmer Davis clearly
states that his organization "has
always been and continues to be
opposed to Government paid advertising." Mr. Davis was commenting
on legislation now being prepared
by Sen. Bankhead (D-Ala.) to place
Government advertising in rural
newspapers.
The OWI chief extended his remarks to cover radio as well as the
newspapers included in the Bankhead proposal. He explained that
government advertising leads "to
all kinds of difficulties" resulting
from potential discrimination in
placing the advertising.
No Radio in Bill
. . Despite the Davis position, Sen.
Bankhead's office said Friday that
the bill alloting $25,000,000 for advertising in newspapers would
probably be introduced after the
holiday recess. The Senator said
that he had decided not to include
radio in this appropriation "but
that there might be something for
radio once the program got underway."
At Chicago next week small station operators who have pressed
the demand for a Government subsidy are likely to advance a resolution to supercede NAB's present
policy on Government time. The
small station operators have sent
several proposals to OWI Radio
Bureau chiefs, including a letter
from George McGinley, manager of
WKNY, Kingston, N. Y., suggesting that the Government use time
at half card rate, [Broadcasting,
April 12].
Don Stauffer, chief of the OWI

Clapper

Goes

to Europe,

Sullivan Airing Program
RAYMOND CLAPPER, syndicated
columnist and radio news analyst
on Mutual for General Cigar Co.,
New York, on April 14 left for a
month's visit to Stockholm, Sweden,
after which he will go to England
and probably on to North Africa.
During his absence Paul Sullivan will review the news on Clapper's Monday and Thursday 10
p.m. period on MBS, each broadcast to feature a cable from Clapper. Later on, when Clapper reaches
England, he will handle his own
programs with Sullivan standing
by in case of transmission difficulties.
As promotion for the ClapperSullivan tie-up, J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, agency for General Cigar, has sent out one-minute
recordings of a conversation about
the trip between Clapper and Sullivan, together with suggested live
announcements for announcers at
the 84 Mutual stations which carry
the series.
Page
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Advertising

Radio Bureau, said that his organization has been impressed by the
many letters but that individual
opinions could not be accepted as
indicative of the position of the industry. He said the Radio Bureau
would look to the NAB war conference for a concrete indication
of the industry's sentiments on paid
time.
Mr. Stauffer indicated that his
organization would prepare a
memorandum for Elmer Davis
based on the broadcasters' decision.
Mr. Davis said last week, however,
that so far as he was concerned,
OWI would continue to oppose paid
advertising and that he had not
requested any memoranda on the
subject.
He said that to his knowledge
OWI has not bought any time on
stations in this country. He added
that the Government had assisted
Alaskan stations with some paid

OWI

To

Be

Cut

May

U.

S.

time but that was done "because
it was essential to maintain them as
a means of communication, otherwise they would fold up."
Division of opinion among broadcasters was reflected by a letter
from James R. Curtis, president
of KFRO, Longview, Tex., who
wrote Sen. Bankhead, outlining radio's contribution to the war and
the industry's economic problems.
Mr. Curtis commented "I am sure
that you appreciate their efforts
and that you will want to make
radio stations eligible to receive
this advertising under your AdSen. Bankhead
last week had no
vertising Bill."
explanation of the omission of
radio stations from the bill. His
office commented however that the
Senator was aware of radio's problems and that these would undoubtedly be considered when the
program got underway.

Announcement

ADJUSTING Government radio
activities to immediate needs, Donald D. Stauffer, chief of the OWI
Radio Bureau announced last week
that the number of daily spot announcements on both affiliate and
non-affiliate stations will be reduced May 10 for an indefinite
period. At the same time, Mr.
Stauffer said OWI was examining
its spot program with the object
of replacing spots with station
breaks wherever possible.
Beginning May 10, Mr. Stauffer
said, non-affiliated stations will use
12 instead of 16 spots daily; affiliates, 9 instead of 12. Revision of
the station announcement plan had
been promised at the OWI regional
consultant's meeting April 5 when
the Radio Bureau chief assured
that "the Government will ask only
as much time as is necessary to get
across Government information.
"If a reduction in terms of needs
seems to be in order," he promised,

THE

By

10;

Demands

Breaks

Eyed

"the OWI will effect such proposals.
The OWI will not fill in announcejust to complete
quota."
Mr. ments
Stauffer
said lasta week
that
increased use of station breaks is
under consideration, particularly
since regional offices report these
30-word announcements are effective. He pointed out that there was
a definite limit to the types of Government messages which could be
"sold" in 30 words, however. Spot
announcement appeals, running
one-minute, offer greater opportunity for special messages.
The bureau chief denied that
OWI would discontinue its present
production activities. He said the
office keeps production at a minimum and that each production is
designed to do a special job but not
to duplicate work assumed by advertisers and radio people. A production reduction report had circulated last week after 15 writers resigned from the OWI domestic

PHILADELPHIA STORY of Westinghouse Station KYW was the topic when Westinghouse representatives met in Chicago with officials of the Central
Divis'on of the NBC Spot Sales Department to discuss
operations. Seated at the conference table, clockwise,
are: Phil Steitz, NBC Spot Sales; Frank B. Webb,
assistant advertising and sales promotion manager,

branch in protest of policies J
Gardiner Cowles Jr. and Willia:]
Lewis, radio men holding top politl
jobs in the Domestic Branch. M|
Cowles was quoted as saying thd
in the future OWI would conce)|
trate on factual reports to be mad
available through established chail
nels.
According to the writers, hovl
ever, the chief issue was the ado]|
tion by OWI of ballyhoo techniqud
which make it "impossible for us j
tell the whole truth." The write]
complained that OWI activities c:
the home front "are now dominate!
by high pressure promoters wl
prefer slick salesmanship to hone:{
OWI Chief Davis replied ths
information."
OWI deals in facts and that "a
facts must be presented accurate];!
and in proper proportion. Emn
tional appeals of the type usuallf
associated with promotional a]
tivities are not applicable to ws!

Commenting on the opposition ll
advertising men on OWI jobs, Mil
Cowles, station owner and depulj
problems."
director of OWI said, "It seen]
.laughable if I am to be condemnc ;
for persuading private industry 1
contribute as much as possible fc|
the war effort.
"For instance," he said, "if tl
food people spend some of the j
money to publicize point rationin
that's all to the good."
Mr. Cowles expressed confident
that radio, newspapers and mag;i;
zines would be able to give OWj
material all the attention it neede j
without creating "new informatiq
The OWI expressed confidence 3
radio
and newsmen last week, whe
channels."
Elmer Davis issued a statemei
commending more than 600 rad
commentators, writers and othe?
who have become accredited co
respondents since Pearl Harbor.
At the same time, Mr. Davis r
vealed that OWI is recruiting u\\
wards of 300 writers, reporters ar
radio production men for prop:i
ganda activities with the Army
the front. The men will for
tl
most part be deferred from
draft but will live under militai
Army.
regulations and wear uniform!
They will work directly under tli
tl

Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.; Harold M. Cou
ter, sales promotion manager, KYW; Oliver Morton
NBC national spot sales manager, Chicago; Leslie Jo*
general manager, KYW; B. A. McDonald, sales mai
ager, KYW; Rudi Neubauer, NBC Spot Sales; Jamc
P. Begley, program manager, KYW; Louis E. Tilde;
and M. R. Tennerstedt, NBC Spot Sales.
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Radio
Time

Clearance

Station
The
Assistant

Not

As

Well

Irks
As

Advertiser

By CLAIR B. HEYER
Advertising Manager, Armour &
Company

I AM

AFRAID many radio advertisers and timebuyers have gone
through the same miseries experienced by Mr. Guild on spot campaigns. And all wonder what can
be done about it. However, I don't
agree with his statement that the
"station seldom unbends even to the
extent of feeling sorry for the advertiser ..."
In fact the broadcaster and his
national representative are pretty
much embarrassed themselves, and
notification that the time has been
sold network usually is accompanied
by numerous apologies.
Kicked Around
After having a spot program
kicked all over the schedule, it is
easy to imagine villainous hah-hahs
in the background, especially where
said notices arrive by mail or wire.
Or if station men seem callous,
other daily griefs probably have
forced them to assume a protective
outer shell of seeming indifference.
We don't expect an over-worked
doctor to blubber all over his place
every time a patient dies. And if a
broadcaster ever let his emotions
out of control, he'd never be able
to .carry on for bawling.
However, time clearance and
availability problems are not confined to spot broadcasting. The
sales department will ask for a
change from spot to network on
the theory that they'll have time
for something besides approving
time changes recommended by the
agency and advertising department
AMOCO

SELLS

BONDS

JIV WAKE
OF JAP SUB
AMERICAN OIL Co. is following
the Treasury's exhibit of a captured Jap submersible and buying
radio time for War Bond plugs in
cities where the sub is shown. The
petrol company buys a 1-minute
daytime spot and a nighttime station break for two days at each
stand to publicize the sub exhibit
and make a bond appeal.
Begun early in March, spot campaign has already hit all Baltimore
stations; WBT and WSOC, Charlotte, N. C; WBIG, WGBB, Greensboro, N. C; WTAR, WGH, Norfolk, Va.; WPTF, WRAL, Raleigh,
N. C; WMBG, WRNL, WRVA,
Richmond, Va.; all stations, Washington; WDNC, Durham, N. C;
all stations in Wilmington, Del.,
and Harrisburg, Pa. Now in Pensylvania, the exhibit is heading
north through principal cities in
New England. American Oil will
continue to buy spots and newspaper space as long as the exhibit
stays in the company's territory
along the Eastern Seaboard, probably another 6 or 8 weeks.
Page
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Callous
AGENCIES

to

Spot

Users

can save spot advertisers confusion

and unhappi-

ness, if they take trouble to explain the problems of time clearance, says Clair Heyer, assistant advertising manager of Armour
8C Co., explaining the troubles of station men
callous in kicking spots around
national sales manager

who might seem

the schedule. Mr. Heyer, once

of WHBF,

Rock

Island, 111., and now

an active user of radio himself, has seen the problem from both
sides. He

answers the complaints of Walter Guild, Sidney Gar-

finkel Agency

vice-president and radio director, who

BROADCASTING,

wrote in

April 5, that stations favor network clients.

— and then come the requests from
various stations for permission
to transcribe and rebroadcast at
another hour.
And we are right back on a spot
basis. Such requests on network are
fewer in number but are more difficult to clear when the uninitiated
sponsor thought network meant
the
100%.same time on all stations —

without explaining in advance what
may be involved in time clearance,
and hoping it won't be too difficult.
If the client understands how spot
(or network) programs have to be
handled, before he approves the
campaign, then most of the problems can be solved with a minimum
of anguish. After all, the advertiser doesn't always get the number one preferred position in magazine and newspaper.

It may be true that a small percentage of the stations do not
realize how much extra work a
time shift in one market causes
the advertiser — the explanation to
salesmen and managers, and merchandising material that has to be
handled separately.
Should Understand

following publication of John Gillin's new WOW map.*

But I wonder if agencies themselves are not responsible for much
of the sponsor's confusion and unhappiness by selling him the radio
campaign on its good points only,

* The WOW standard mail map was
compiled from 120,000 items of mail showing listener strength in primary, secondary
and tertiary areas and the contour of 164
field strength tests. Map will be sent by
NAB to all
stations. [Broadcasting,broadcasting
March 22].

Net

of

45

Option
Minutes

on

Half

In the meantime, maybe the NAB
and the networks can do something
to improve the situation. It is encouraging to see them renew interest in standard coverage data

Each

Day

Hour,

Each

Night Hour
Proposed
p.m., the networks will preempt
By A. J. MOSBY
GENERAL MANAGER, KGVO,
the first 30 minutes of every hour,
MISSOULA, MONT.
leaving the remaining half-hour
to the affiliate. From 6 p.m. to 12
THE FCC frowns at radio's presmidnight, the networks preempt
ent system of network pre-empthe first 45 minutes of every hour,
tion— and we in radio have reason
to feel a trifle uncomfortable when
leaving the remaining quarterhour to the affiliates.
the FCC frowns. Agency execuThis plan permits, without contives, timebuyers and spot adverflict, the operation of state and
tisers resent having their spot proregional networks, regardless of
grams kicked around because of
the affiliation of the stations of
present pre-emption privileges of
the network advertiser.
such a group, and local affiliates
can guarantee time to local and
The bewildered listener, tired of
national spot accounts during the
trying to follow his favorite prolast half-hour of any hour during
gram as it jumps here for 13 weeks,
there for four more, and into still
the daytime, or the last quarterhour of any hour after 6 p.m. This
another slot for another period,
means a great deal during state
gives up and reads a good book
political campaigns and other reinstead. Don't say those aren't
definite radio problems, mister; you
gional spot business.
This plan will also permit deknow they are!
layed ET presentations from other
An Easy Answer
networks, in line with FCC sugThe funny part about it is that
monopoly gestions,
cry.thus doing away with the
there's an easy solution — so simSuch a system also breaks up
ple and obvious that we've overthe steady daytime parade, hour
looked it entirely up to now —
after hour, of soap operas, perstraining instead over complicated
mitting the local station to present
systems that would create more
problems than the condition they
programs of relaxation in the inwere created to alleviate. During
tervening periods, and granting the
daytime hours, from 6 a.m. to 6 listener surcease from too many
BROADCASTING

MR. HEYER

quarter-hours of emotional art

Under this plan the same del
sirable
periods will be available i|
guish.
all time zones. Many programs net
suitable for national sponsorship
because of the element of timl
variation — such as children's pre
grams, which, when presented s
a proper time in New York ar
too early for the West Coast — maJ
have guaranteed time in all tim
zones. Every station could thu
present
program
between 4its
and children's
6 p.m.
Plan Would Build Sales
The only objection brought fort
to the idea so far is that networ;
advertisers will be reluctant to bu
time following a local program
This can easily be overcome bl
publicizing the fact that networ
programs are broadcast by affil
iated stations "on the hour ever;
hour". It will not take long foi
the listening public to adjust itseli
to this schedule.
Finally, few networks — few sta/
tions, have consistently intensiv;
listening anyway. If the local sho\i
which intervenes between the net
work offerings is no good, the lisj
tener can take time out to rea<|
"Radio Plug Uglies" in the Read
er's Digest, or light up a cigarette
relax, and await the network's nex
super-collossal.
If the networks gain nothing
from the plan except having ;
happy family of affiliates, it i:
worth their while. The develop
ment of regional and national spo
advertisers under the plan wil
build more network business, foil
when they're big enough, the spo'i
advertisers will go network as the}
have before.
This simple plan of pre-emption offers the answer to network
individuality — station individuality— spot broadcasting opportuni-1
ties — and equality of availabilities.
Moreover, it offers the best means
of taking advantage of listenei
habits, which vary from time zone
to time zone — from city to city.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Brown
On

Passes

Grade

Ball

Distribution

Labeling

To Hostile Congress
Says He Lacks Authority,

Coverage

of North

Carolina's Rich
"Heart of the
Piedmont" with a
punch signal of

5000
Watts— Full Time
Delivered

at that

choice spot on the
dial —
600

KILOCYCLES

Blanketing
Tar

Heel

the
"Tri-

Cities" with programs from "The
Network MOST
People

Listen

to

MOST"!
(250 watt rates
still in effect —
for a short time!)

Representatives
Headley-Reed

Co.

NBC
tation For
nston-Salem
and
Greensboro
and
High
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Virtually Killing OPA's Order
REPEAL of an OPA order requiring grade labeling of the 1943
pack of fruit and vegetables became virtually certain last week
after Price Administrator Prentiss Brown told the Smith Investigating Committee of the House
that he was not sure that he had
the authority to enforce the order,
and said that he would adopt other
steps if Congress did not act to
clear up the doubt. In view of a declaration by the
House Agriculture Committee last
week that grade labeling seemed
impractical this year, there appeared to be little likelihood that
legislation would be adopted in
time to permit enforcement of the
regulation on this year's crop
[Broadcasting, April 12].
Mr. Brown indicated to the Smith
Committee that in place of compulsory grade labeling of cans,
OPA might compromise by requiring that grades be marked on dealer's invoices, and that retailers
make these invoice grades available
to the public. Under such an ararrangement, grade might be
marked on store price tags instead
of on cans.
The plan which the OPA chief
described to the Smith Committee
was similar to a proposal advanced
by Rep. Voohris (D-Cal.) in House
debate last Saturday, when the
Halleck resolution (H. Res. 98)
authorizing another inquiry into
grade labeling and standardization
plans of Government agencies was
adopted by voice vote. Rep. Voohris remarked that he was not sure
OPA had power to require grade
labeling, but that he felt consumers were entitled to protection under price ceilings. He suggested
that invoices bearing the grade of
merchandise be made available to
the public.
Defending his resolution on the
floor Saturday, Rep. Halleck visualized grade labeling as only the
beginn-'ng of social reform through
administratitve measures. He cited
efforts to standardize work clothes
and women's hosiery, and declared
these were attempts to "satisfy the
long-standing economic and social
theories of those whose proposals
would never stand the light of
Support for the Halleck resolution was bi-partisan, with leading
Democrats
insisting that no official
day."
who violated his authority should
be spared.
KFDA Joins Blue
KFDA, Amarillo, Tex., on April
19 becomes affiliated with the BLUE
as a member of the s^ntbwp«+~~i
group, bringing the total of BLUE
stations to 151. Owned and operated bv the Amarillo Broadcasting
Co., KFDA operates fulltiw with
250 watts on 1230 kc. Network
rate per evening hour is $80.

FAMILY AFFAIR is the weekly
NBC People Are Funny, when this
familiar production staff goes into
high gear. Trio, relatively speaking, are John Guedel (at microphone), vice-president in charge
of radio for Russel M. Seeds Co.,
and agency writer-producer of the
show; Beth Guedel, his wife and
assistant producer; and Walter
Guedel, his father and gag writer.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp. series.
(Kools) sponsors the halfhour
KPO

21st

ANNIVERSARY

San Francisco Station Went
On Air in 1922
KPO, San Francisco, NBC 50,000w. outlet, came of age April 17.
Started in 1922 as a novelty by
the Hale Bros, department store,
KPO spoke its first piece from the
store's roof
100-w.stations
transmitter.top
Becausewith
11 aother
in the city shared the same wavelength, each was allowed to broadcast only an hour or so daily.
In the 21 years of its history, the
station claims to have been first to
broadcast football games as well
as grand opera direct from the
stage. The Standard Hour is the
modern result of KPO's broadcasts
of
San Francisco Symphony concerts.
Under general management of
John W. Elwood, KPO programs
Radio originate
City.
now
in San Francisco's

Ward's Chicago Test
MONTGOMERY WARD & Co.,
Chicago (mail order house), in an
intensive one-wepk te-*t, is using
radio in Chicago for "Help Wanted"
promotion. Company placed a quarter-hour Sunday program on WLS
and WGN on April 11 and continued through the week with five
nightly quarter-hours on WCFL,
three to four one-minute announcements on WLS, three participating
announcements on WGN, and oneminute announcements daily on
WBBM. Copy is slanted for secret a r i e s, comptometer operators,
stenographers, other office workers
needed by the comnany. Agency is
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
ASSOCIATED Music Publishers has
notified all U. S. brnndeiisters that
the composer
of rights
"Estrnllifa"
has
vested
his renewal
with AMP
and the tune may now he hrnadcast
only by AMP licensees. During the
original term of the copyright stations
with ASCAP licenses were also authorized to broadcast this com; osition.
BROADCASTING

of

Stan-B

Backed by Radio In West
WITH
plans for distribution of •
Stan-B in six West Coast states;!
completed, Standard Brands, Newjj
York, is preparing a spot schedule
in that area for the new vitamin
product
containing
vitamin
B J
complex with iron. Introductory!
drive starts May 17 in California, f
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Arizona and Nevada, using spot announcements on a number of sta- (
tions.
Ted Bates Inc., New York,?
agency for Stan-B, is also handling a campaign for Stamms, another Standard Brands vitamin !
product. Schedule of network and
local station announcements in six.
mid-Western states started in Feb- !
ruary [Broadcasting, Jan. 25].
FM Meeting

FM BROADCASTERS Inc., cre-j
ated several years ago to further
development of the art, will hold,
its annual meeting in Chicago
April 27 in conjunction with the
NAB War Conference. The general
session will be held at 4 p.m. at the j
Ambassador
Hotel
(East). The;
meeting was called by Walter J.
Damm, WTMJ-W55M, Milwaukee,
FMBI president. Routine business
of the trade group and current FM I
problems will be considered.

Chevrolet Regional
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., De-I
troit, Chevrolet division, has started a quarter-hour evening newscast with Manny Marget, Tuesdays !
and Thursdavs, on six stations of
the North Central Broadcasting
System, originating out of KVOX,
Moorhead, Minn., and fed to KABR,
Aberdeen. S. D.; KSJB, Jamestown, KGCU, Mandan, KLPM,
Minot, KDLR, Devils Lake, N. D.
Contract is for 20 weeks. Agency is
Campbell-Ewald, Detroit.
CHARLES O. DABNEY, formerly of
the sales and merchandising depart*!
ment of Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago, has bepn appointed sales service!
manager of WLS. Chicago. Mr. Dabney. a former salesman of KHBG,
Okmulgee.
Okla..
replacestheWells
nett Jr.. wlr>
is ioining
Army BarAir
Forces on May 1.
PORTRAIT of the late Frank Cuhel,,
MBS bon correspondent
killed Feb.
in the
Yankee CUnper crash,
22, Liswasij
hung
week wis
in Mutual's
recention
room. last
Painting
done by Mrs.
Dorisij
Cross, wife of Christopher Cross, of
the network's publicity department.

Row-mell
ROY PORTER, BLUE newscaster, has come out on top
in the controversy stirred up
by his unioue way of pronouncing German Marshal
Erwin Rommel's name. Attacked b" * number of listeners, including Ogg Fitzgerald of the Wall St. Journal, for to
h;sthepersistence
in
rp*f»rring
Afrika Corps
chief as "Row-mell," Porter
was able to parry with the
retort that the pronunciation
was gi,ren to him by none
other than the general himself. Porter met Rommel personally several years ago.
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here

is factual

evidence

WOOD'S

of

AMAZING
INI

DOMINANCE

CHATTANOOGA!
one time buyer put it, "The Hooper figures for Chattanooga
an amazing

C.

dominance

E.

for WDOD

in this market." See for yourself.

HOOPER,

MIDWINTER

STATION

LISTENING

INDEX,

(8

TO

12

TO

6

EVENING
(6

the

TO

1943

CHATTANOOGA,
UMI

TENN
OTHERS

INDEX
P. M.)

AFTERNOON
(12

inc.

UDII

WDOD
MORNING

Show

52.7

23.4

45.5

29.5

1.7

22.2

INDEX
P. M.)

23.5

INDEX
10:30

P. M.)

time-buyers

44.4

13.2

39.5

A RECENT survey of national spot business
shows WDOD with 76.9 per cent of all national
business placed in Chattanooga. Station B was
awarded 18.3 per cent, Station C 4.8 per cent.

station

Here is conclusive proof of WDOD'S
THE

4
NATIONAL
PAUL

TIME

BUYERS'

CBS

FOR

dominance.

STATION

CHATTANOOGA,

TEN

i ■

REPRESENTATIVES
H.

RAYMER

BROADCASTING

CO.
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Army

Stiffens

Program

Moves
Wings'
WITH future broadcasts
coming
under more direct guidance of the
War Dept. Bureau of Public Relations, according to that Bureau's
director, Maj. Gen. Alexander D.
Surles, the weekly half-hour program, Soldiers With Wings, formerly on CBS stations, shifted to
MBS network April 14, Wednesday, 9:30-10 p.m. (EWT).
Directive was contained in a
•wire to Kenneth Thomson, chairman of Hollywood Victory Committee, organization clearing film talent for appearances on that show.
Program transfer was effected
after CBS had attempted to spot
the series opposite weekly NBC
Jack Benny Show, sponsored by
General Foods Corp. (Grape-Nuts
Flakes). HVC protested at that
time because the sustaining fea-

Thousands

Rules,

Show
ture competed to
with aMBS
sponsored
network program whose talent contribute services generously to the
war effort. An early Saturday
afternoon spot subsequently offered by CBS was also declined.
Entering the controversy when
the issue of film guest stars was
raised, Gen. Surles in a wire to
Kenneth Thomson recommended
resumption of the guest talent
format and approved the recommendation of Col. William Nuckols, public relations director of
Army Air Forces, that the halfhour spot offered by MBS be accepted, latter being subject to HVC
approval. He further suggested
that a reexamination be made of
the situation in 13 weeks.
Soldiers With Wings was a CBS
weekly feature for the past year.

Lang -Worth
the glamour
York

of Pins

OVER A thousand bobby pins
have poured into WNYC,
New York's municipal station, because a ballerina in
an interview on that station
had casually mentioned the
difficulty of obtaining them.
Ted Cott, m. c, gallantly suggested that listeners help out
the dancer by sending her one
or two of the now scarce hair
clips. Extra pins will be donated to the salvage drive,
the ballerina promises.

When Pabst Brewing Co. bought
the Saturday night time for its
Blue Ribbon Town, the network was
forced either to move the Army
program to another spot or cancel it. The series originates from
the West Coast Army Air Forces
Training Center at Santa Ana,
Cal.

crop from New
and

leads the transcription

field

in bringing

to broadcasting.
Give your advertisers Show-

riety without end —
without

Manager

SayJ

All 'Tempest In Teapot'
DESPITE front-page prominencJ
given by PM last week to Walteii
Winchell's disagreement with LenJI
nen & Mitchell, New York, oveil
reputed "censorship" of scripts foil
his Sunday programs on the BLUE!
the whole matter seems a "tempes l
in a teapot" and will probably b<l
settled amicably, according to Si
J. Andrews, radio director of th»{
agency, which handles the progranj
for Andrew Jergens Co., Cinchi
nati.
Mr. Andrews denied a reporf
that Philip Lennen, president oil

the agency, planned to see execu
fives of Jergens in Cincinnati lasj
week to work out a compromise t<|
Mr. Winchell's request that hi>|
scripts should not be "censored.*
The radio director intimated thai
the situation would work itself ou
and that Winchell probably would
not carry out the threat reported
in PM that "you fellows bettej
now fo:
around
looking
begin

According to the agency, Win II
chell's scripts are gone over irjj
the same way the scripts of other;
radio talent are checked. Mr. An-lj

manship via Lang-Worth
them

Radio

up pretty soon and you're all afraioj
I'm too pro-Roosevelt?"
On April 4, when some other
parts of his script had beei|
changed or deleted, Winchell un
expectedly signed off the show witl
"With lotions of love and ocean^j
of
in censorship",
the script. a line definitely noil

Showmanship

specialties. Give

Lennen

another show."
Option Due in May
Winchell is under contract t*
Jergens until Dec. 31, 194.5, wit}!
yearly option renewals due by Ma;
31 for the ensuing year, effectivi I
Jan. 1. His current salary for tb
Sunday night series on the BLUE)
is reported as $260,000 a year, a !
the rate of $5,000 per broadcast1!
According to the facts in tb
dispute, as reported in PM anc}
confirmed by the agency, Winchell
complained to Mr. Andrews bej
cause some sentences praising
President Roosevelt were changed
in his April 11 script. He queried
Mr. Andrews: "Is it because there'll
a Presidential campaign coming!

has captured

to Hollywood

Agency
Is Censor,,
Winchell
Charges

va-

drews denned for PM the "editing'!;
given Winchell's scripts, as foli)
lows:

quality

equal.

"Supposing Walter is talking!
about a group of people. He might
say, for example, ' Washington
politicians . . .' In that case we
put in a qualifying word so the]
script will read 'Some Washington
politicians
. . .' After
you speak,
can't
include
everybody
whenall, you

LANG
-WORTH
INCORPORATED

about
a group
people like
Roosevelt
is a ofpolitician.
Butthat'
hej]

420

MADISON

AVE.

•

NEW

may not be in the group Walter1
is Mr.
talking
about."further pointed out
Andrews
that the agency naturally wanted

YORK

to avoid Winchell's drawing "more
fire on himself than is necessary."
Page
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Two

GET
BLUE, MUTUAL
FREC
OiV
S
BER
MEM
VIILLER McCLINTOCK, president
)f MBS and Dr. H. B. Summers,
service
uanager of BLUE's public
livision, were appointed last week
'is additional broadcasting representatives on the Federal Radio
Committee executive
Education
.•ommittee. Dr. John W. Studeoaker, U. S. Commissioner of Education announced. FREC promoted
, jooperation between the industry
md educators.
Two additional educator members
ion the committee are Bruce E. Malum, director of Iowa U. extension
service and Dabney S. Lamcaster,
Virginia superintendent of public
instruction. Previous radio appointees to FREC are: Lyman Bryson,
CBS director of education; John
Elmer, president WCBM, Baltimore; Harold B. McCarty, director
■of WHA, Madison, Wis., representing NAB; Neville Miller, NAB
president; Judith C. Waller, NBC
icentral division education director.
George P. Adair, assistant chief
(ene-ineer, represents FCC.
Dr. Studebaker has been nominated for education director of the
State of New Jersey [Broadcasting, April 5]. His appointment
awaits approval of the legislature
which has been hostile to Gov. Edison's appointees.

CARR

AND

TWO TANKS that serve different purposes. The one on the right is the
real thing. One on the left is the Victory Bond Tank of WRBL, Columbus, Ga., designed by J. W. Woodruff Jr., manager, as a bond and stamp
selling booth. WRBL's tank was dedicated with Brig. Gen. Robert W.
Grow, of Ft. Benning, reading the official order of Maj. Gen. Neugarden,
commanding officer of the 10th Armored Division, recognizing the vehicle
as an "armored auxiliary". Bond tank is in heart of downtown section
by beautiful ladies — wives of Army officers — as regular
manned
and
members
of the WRBL staff.

BONDS

Employe I

Bond Selling Guide

'

TWO RADIO men have developed
1 a salesmanship guide which will
i soon be used to sell Bonds to Government employes. They are
Eugene Carr of the Broadcasting
Division, Office of Censorship, and
J former sales manager of WGAR,
Cleveland and Leigh Ore, public reflations officer for the Interdepartmental War Bond Savings Committee, and one-time manager of
(IWLBW, Oil City, Pa. (now WHIO,
Dayton) and general manager of
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
J To teach Treasury "Minute Men"
^how to sign Government workers
jfor the 10% Payroll Savings Plan,
'Mr. Ore is producing a film strip
Ion good sales technique. Idea for
the 58-frame strip originated with
Mr. Carr when he was asked to
talk to Censorship's Minute Men.
|He dramatized the job and based
I the dialogue on arguments he used
' to persuade Geraldine Klancke, of
|the Broadcasting Division, to pledge
110% of her salary to Bonds. Miss
jKlancke is secretary to Robert K.
' Richards, assistant to J. Harold
Ryan, Assistant Director of Censori ship. In the film strip, which has
I transcribed sound track, Mr. Carr
and Miss Klancke take the same
roles.
II The strip will be circulated
j among Minute Men in every Gov! ernment agency. Coca-Cola Co. will
contribute the use of projectors and
projectionists.
Mr. Carr explains that the film
strip teaches Bond salesmen to
capitalize on the tremendous War
j Bond advertising — and to close the
sale. "We learned in radio that an
advertising campaign can't be
100% effective unless the sales organization— which does the actual
t said.
selling — is properly trained," he
BROADCASTING

SOLD

By Millions in H. W. Davis'
San Antonio Drive

ORE

Develop Government

ARE

IN THE FACE of competing demands for money, such as the Red
Cross, income taxes, a WAAC
drive and new auto licenses,
Howard W. Davis, owner-manager
of WMAC, San Antonio, recently
got his forces rallied for a twoweek Bond drive and hit a ceiling
of almost 7 million dollars.
Highlight of the campaign was
the General Kreuger Victory Concert in the San Antonio auditorium
at which thousands were turned
away (6,000 got seats) and a
broadcast over the Texas Quality
Network which was transcribed
and rebroadcast by NBC to armed
forces overseas, particularly those
of the General Kreuger who formed
the central attraction of the drive.
Cooperating with Mr. Davis
were WOAI, which originated the
network program, and KTSA,
KABC and KONO. Newspapers
featured large space on the campaign.
Dutch Boy Using 40
NATIONAL LEAD Co., San Francisco (Dutch Boy paints) recently
started an extensive spring and
summer campaign for 30 weeks on
stations throughapproximately
out the West. 40Account is using
one-minute transcribed announcements and station breaks. The campaign will be augmented in May
when Alaska stations KEQD,
Anchorage; KINY, Juneau and
KTKN, Ketchikan are added to the
list. Agency handling the account
is
Erwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
N. Y. Office for NCBS
NORTH CENTRAL Broadcasting
System has opened a New York
office at 8 East 41st St. under the
direction of Katherine Silverthorne. John W. Boler, president,
expects to divide his time between
the New York office and the recently opened Chicago office in the
LaSa'lle-Wacker
Bldg.
phone number in
NewNCBS
Yorktele-is
Lexington 2-6892.
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NEW West Coast music publishing
company. Walton Goldman Inc., supplementing National Music Corp. and
Carmichael Music Publications, has
been formed at 6425 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood. Walton Goldman is president and general manager.

Changes

Announced

In
War
Savings Staff
STAFF CHANGES in the Treasury War Savings Staff have been
announced by Vincent F. Callahan,
director of the advertising, press
and radio section. Jack Delehanty,
present chief of the art and production section, has been named assistant director of Mr. Callahan's
section. Walter A. Shead, a member of the press section, has been
named acting chief of the Press
Section, replacing A. R Williamson
who resigns to return to a public
relations position in Illinois.
The new assistant director of
advertising, press and radio, Mr.
Delehanty, will continue to supervise the work of the art and production section.

Mid-Continent Revue
MID-CONTINENT OIL Co., Tulsa,
has started a Saturday evening
quarter-hour variety program titled
D-X Melody Revenue on WLS,
Chicago. Avis Leone, Rusty Gill, the
Diamondeers and Howard Peterson,
organist, are featured on the program, placed for 52 weeks by R. J.
Potts-Calkins & Holden Adv. Agency, Kansas City.

non-stop

record

completes

In Birmingham, national advertisers buy more spot quarterhours on WAPI than they do on the two other /oca/ sfar/ons
combined. This record reaches back to January, 1938.

During March, 1943, (the 63rd consecutive month) national
spot quarter-hours in Birmingham were distributed like this:

16.9%
Station B
16.5%
Station A

Ask Radio

Sales why

choice of experienced

WAPI

is this unfailing first

advertisers.

Represented nationally by Radio Sales: New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles, St. Louis, San Francisco, Charlotte

CBS NETWORK.

April

19, 1943
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Rousing
To

RadioDayContributes

Success

of

Second

War

Reports of Full Schedules and Special
Promote Bond Sales Still Coming in
AS BOND sales surpassed expectations at the close of the first
week of the Second War Loan, special network and station promotions were credited with much of
the Drive's success. Reports of network and local features on Radio
Day (April 12) and during the
week are still coming in.
NBC and WEAF carried bond
appeals on almost every show last
Monday. Stars followed their appeals on WEAF by going on duty
in a telephone room to answer all
phoned pledges in person, while 60
operators assisted from dawn to
midnight.
Willkie Appears
NBC's Information Please picked
up last Monday from WTIC, Hartford, sold one-quarter of a million
dollars in War Bonds as admission
to the broadcast. Wendell Willkie
Connecticut's
star andalso
was guest Baldwin
Governor
appeared.
Paul W. Morency, general manager
of WTIC, and Dan Golenpaul, owner and producer of the program,
arranged the Hartford broadcast.
BLUE and WJZ scheduled Treasury appeals and programs roundthe-clock from 1 a.m. Monday
morning to 1 a.m. Tuesday. Interviews with American service men
by George Hicks were broadcast
from London on Men of Land, Sea
and Air.
CBS also used War Bond themes
on a 24-hour schedule. Joe and
Ethel Turp, for example, had the
Second War Loan as the episode
theme. From the Aberdeen Proving
Grounds in Maryland and the
Washington Navy Yard, CBS presented a special feature broadcast
to describe war equipment and tell
how much money is needed to keep
it on the move. Stars of 95 Minutes
From Broadway plugged the drive.
After introducing the drive on
several Sunday programs, Mutual

MR. CALLAHAN
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Loan
Features

to

gave most of last Monday's schedule to bond tie-ins and programs.
On Sunday, the weekly Stars and
Stripes in Britain, originated by
BBC for re-broadcast over Mutual,
was devoted in whole to the War
Loan Campaign, with Navy, Army
and Air Forces stories in dramatic
form, and bond plugs to replace
commercials. A broadcast from the
Naval Training Station at Sampson, N. Y., described the bond selling activities there. Mutual's Overseas Reports aired bond appeals
from Sydney, Australia, and Honolulu, with other news broadcasts
also carrying campaign plugs.
Announcers Offer Gifts
WBYN, New York, featured
pick-ups from City Hall, with councilmen acting as bond pitchmen,
and station announcers offering inducements of nylon hose, fight and
movie tickets, and gift certificates.
Listeners of WQXR, New York,
heard writers, actors, war correspondents, and seamen who have
seen action. On WBNX, New York,
leaders of seven major language
groups got the drive under way.
WOR, New York, highlighted its
TREASURY

Alberti Changes Job
JULES ALBERTI has left the job
of Chief of Station Relations, Radio Section of the Treasury Dept.,
to be in charge of booking and
routing of all shows for War Savings and to handle requests for
talent and war heroes. His new
job is in the Motion Pictures &
Special Events Section of the
Treasury, under Carlton Duffus,
who heads the section.
aid to the campaign by two broadcasts. The first, from a U. S.
Ordnance Dept. Exhibit, told the
cost of war in tanks and guns, and
the second originated in an Army
hospital with invalided soldiers
telling of battle experiences.
WRC, Washington, turned over
its three-hour Your Timekeeper to
War Bond sales messages. WMAL,
Washington, renamed its Blandwagon morning program Bondwagon for the drive. Outstanding Illinois citizens appeared on WGN,
Chicago, to add their support.
WBBM, Chicago, rang its Victory
Bell to open Radio Day and to
mark bond messages and purchases.
On its Bonds for Victory hour,
KXOK, St. Louis, used transcribed
interviews from an Army barracks,
Navy flying station, Coast Guard
barracks, and Marine station.
KOA, Denver, broadcast direct
from airplanes of the Civil Air
Patrol which bombarded Colorado
cities with Second War Loan lit-

THANKS

RADIO

The Secretary of the Treasury. Henry Morgenthau Jr., has asked me to
thank the radio industry in behalf of the Treasury for the tremendous success
of Radio Day which was so gratifying to all of us associated with the 2nd
War Loan Campaign.
The enthusiasm with which the entire radio industry responded to our
request to help inaugurate this drive to raise 13 billion dollars to help
finance the Avar, is deeply appreciated. If it were possible, I would write a
personal letter to each and everyone who had a part in Radio Day. But since
it is not possible, I welcome the offer made by Broadcasting Magazine to
reach you in this way.
I wish to thank the managers and program directors of all the radio
stations and networks who without hesitation and without reservation offered
the full cooperation of all their facilities and directed the dedication of this
day to the campaign; the war program managers and special events directors
whose ingenuity made special broadcasts possible ; the commercial sponsors
who so generously relinquished their time so that that time could be devoted
to the 2nd War Loan ; the advertising agencies who made possible guest appearances and special scripts on commercial programs ; commercial managers of
stations who acted as liaisons and coordinators ; the script and continuity writers
whose ideas gave a varied and new approach to our message ; the production
men and music consultants for thoughtful planning and direction ; the engineers whose alertness made possible the smooth coordination of many additional
pick-ups ; the announcers whose messages were sincere and convincing ; the
secretaries and office personnel behind the scenes who untiringly helped and
devoted many extra hours ; the artists for their generous giving of time and
talent ; and the stations' press departments as well as all newspapers and
radio publications which so successfully publicized Radio Day.
Our thanks to the National Association of Broadcasters for their support
and endorsement of the campaign and for their dissemination of special material
to all radio stations through their regular and special bulletins.
Our thanks to the Office of War Information for clearing additional time
mid making every effort to place effective messages.
And I should like to publicly thank my own staff — Marjorie Spriggs, Chief
of the Radio Section, for her valuable suggestions and competent direction ;
as well as Emerson Waldman, Ruth (Jirard, Estelle Broderick, Mort Milman,
Jules Alberti, Charles Alsup, Everett Opie and William Rainey who make up
the radio section.
Radio again made, and I know will continue to make throughout the
entire campaign, a tremendous patriotic contribution by sending out the vital
message of how urgently financial resources are needed by our Government
to help win the war.
Sincerely yours,
Vincent F. Callahan
Director of Radio, Press
and Advertising.
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AXIS BLOT-OUT for Second War j
Loan
was
launched
by WTOP, I
Washington, as Arthur Godfrey re- j

"Blot
the Axis"The drivestation's
found !
ported Outprogress.
Program
Director
Martin D.
Wickett
(left)
tallying pledges
phoned in by listeners. Grace Mydland, hostess, paints out Hitler, II
Hirohito and Mussolini by squares
representing bond purchases.
erature and other bond messages.
WKY, Oklahoma City, worked
out a War Bond auction, sponsored
by a local dry goods company. Articles selected from the store went
to members of the radio audience
who pledged the highest sums for
bonds.
Almost the full schedule of KOB,
Albuquerque, was devoted to Radio
Day, with the mayor, the governor
and local dignitaries appearing on
the station.
Governor Takes Orders
WAOV, Vincennes, Ind., turned
its entire schedule on Radio Day
over to Treasury messages, with
some commercial sponsors using ■
only War Bond copy. Most important special show on WRNL, Richmond,onVa.,which
was theGovernor
Governor's
Program
Darden
took orders for bonds.
WTAG, Worcester, and WTOP,
Washington, both set up posters
with strips of paper representing
bond purchases used to blot out
the picture. WTOP's poster caricatured Hitler, Hirohito and Mussolini, while WTAG displayed a I
poster of a Japanese battleship !
with bond buyers entitled to pin on j
"sunk."
strips of ocean until the ship was '
Stars appearing at local theaters
and night clubs, including Jack
Haley, George Jessel, Ella Logan, !
the orchestras of Xavier Cugat and
Teddy Powell, and the cast of Porgy j
and Bess, broadcast in a five-hour
War Bond variety program on
WIP, Philadelphia. Station raised
over $700,000 in one day.
KRNT-KSO, Des Moines, cam- (
p&igned for bonds to buy fighter
planes to avenge heroic Iowans
now dead, in hospitals and in Axis
FM stations also cooperated in
prisons.
the opening of the Second War
Loan. W47A, Schenectady, carried
a speech by Mayor Mills Ten Eyck
from the W47A Bond Wagon at
a downtown intersection.
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PATTERN
When

FOR

the bells toll again for peace in our time, you will come

of bull's-eye, concentric circles, and cuneiform
for television in the home

...

tuning-in a radio program.

9

war's end as the eighth wonder
as it happens!

d

Westinghouse

A

PEACEFUL

to know

some

lines. It will be Westinghouse

Radio Stations' test-pattern
to

Commercial

at

television was sidetracked by the war, but it will emerge

of the modern
Radio

world . . . the ability to hear and see what is happening

Stations will be ready with television, you may

in the furious crucible of war's laboratories. When

Westinghouse

such design as this one—

an optical device for focusing the image on the screen, comparable

will have had the obvious benefits of first-hand radio-electrical knowledge
earned

TOMORROW

be sure. They

and experience, learned and

the curtains part on a new, exciting world,

will be well down-stage.

WESTINGHOUSE
WOWO

• WGL

RADIO
• WBZ

•

STATIONS

WBZA

•

KYW

Inc

• KDKA

HAROLD

FAIR

1SEW

COMMITTEE

NAB

HEADS

Radio
On

Silence

Coast

Is Ordered

in Red

Alerts

NEW

rules on radio silence during West Coast alerts, apparently
designed to avoid confusion such
as followed the March 16 mid-day
alarm in Los Angeles, have been
announced by Gen. John L. DeWitt,
of the Western Defense Command,
in San Francisco. "Radio silences,"
the order said, "will be ordered
whenever the Fourth Fighter
Command causes the red air raid

HAROLD FAIR, program director
of WHO, Des Moines, has been appointed chairman of the newly organized program
directors executive committee of
NAB. He will assume his chairmanship when he
convenes the comm i 1 1 e e at the
NAB Radio War
Conference
in Chicago next
week. The comMr. Fair
mittee's purpose
is to stimulate activity in the program field of broadcasting.
Mr. Fair's career began after
graduation from Northwestern U.
in 1925. He joined several prominent bands as pianist, did "time"
in vaudeville and early day radio,
sold bonds and then went to work
for KOIL, Council Bluffs, la., as
announcer and producer. After a
year he went to WBBM, Chicago,

TOO

MUCH

FREE

TIME

Given by Small Stations

warning
to be
given." further that
The order
explained
radio silences, as previously in effect, may be imposed at any time
during an alert, either at the first
(yellow), or second (blue) warning. The great percentage of the
Los Angeles area populace ignored
the air-raid alarm on March 16
because radio stations were not
silenced. Many considered it a practice drill.

Says WSKB Manager
FREE RADIO time requests are
reaching new heights, according
to George Blumenstock, manager
of WSKB, McComb, Miss. Recently he received a letter from
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., handling the Stewart-Warner account,
asking for publicity on a double
spread war message by its client
in the Saturday Evening Post.
"Some advertising men lie awake
nights thinking up plans on how to
on radio stations."
time Blumenstock.
get free Mr.
writes
"They
seem to know the value of the coverage of our stations, but they
have gotten into a bad habit which
is not entirely their fault because
too many small stations fall for
this sort of thing hoping to win

and in 1939 joined WBEN, Buffalo.
From 1932-34 he was a production
man and announcer for CBS.

favor with the agency." As a matter of fact, he declared, they are
destroying the value of station
time by giving it too freely.

Retail

Sales

in

50%

up

Nashville

Whether aiming at sales today or public acceptance tomorrow, you want a LIVE market to advertise
to.
With retail sales in Nashville running 50%
of 1942, you will have
active market.
For broad
Nashville
finding a

and

trade

a hard time finding a more

intensive coverage

area,

better buy

ahead

you
than

of the entire

will have
WSIX,

a

"the

hard

time

Voice

of

Spot Sales, Inc.
National Representatives
Member

Station

The Blue Network and
Mutual Broadcasting System

Nashville".

WBRC

Is

Silenced

As Engineers
Quit
But Station Returns to the
Air After Third Day
AFTER three days of silence,
WBRC, NBC outlet in Birmingham, Ala., returned to the air Wed- j
nesday following the walkout of its
six-man technical staff in protest
of a decision of the Atlanta Regional War Labor Board rejecting
a general wage increase, and several other adjustments of the contract between the station and Local 253 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
(AFL).
Had Come to Terms
The shutdown occurred Sunday
morning when the technicians
failed to report. The union, through
its secretary, Rex White, notified
K. G. Marshall, owner of the station, that the men were not on
strike but had quit their jobs.
Trouble arose suddenly over the
week end after the union and
WBRC apparently had come to
terms on a new contract. A few
weeks ago WBRC, together with
WAPI, CBS station in Birmingham and WSGN, MBS-BLUE outlet, had completed three identical
contracts with the union and had
submitted them to the regional j|
WLB for approval.
Members of the IBEW who lefts!
WBRC jobs accused the station of
duplicity in submitting information to the board which influenced
a decision handed down April 10,;
rejecting the proposed contracts..
The union met the evening of April!
10, and on the 11th the men failed
to report for work.
With the station off the air, on|
Monday members of the union and
officials of the station met with
WLB representatives in Atlanta.
WLB agreed to reconsider the decision in light of additional information supplied by the union.
Lawson Wimberly, international
representative of IBEW, said that
the station had resumed operation
Wednesday with two of its six
men on hand. Mr. Wimberly said]
IBEW would try to get the others
to return and failing in this, would,
supply substitutes to the station.
The local union said every effort
was being made to complete a staff
of technicians for the station.
Officials of WBRC denied that
the station had participated in
any duplicity in submitting the ad-j
ditional information to the Board.
They explained the material was
sent to Atlanta at the request of
the WLB.

980
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LESLIE SALT Co., San Francisco
(table salt) is using approximately
20 stations on the West Coast and
three in the Hawaiian Islands.
Transcribed minute and half-minute spots are being used. Contract
is for 52 weeks and business was
placed through Erwin Wasey &
Co., San Francisco.
• Broadcast
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asks:

WQXR

at

Stop

Why

Here's

How

New

Stations

Independent

Include

You

the

Percentage

The

York's

Pulse

Top

Five

WQXR

Leading
When

Rank

Hours:

Evening

of "Station (Monday-through-Friday
Quarter-Hours" Average)
in Which

of New

York

Each

Station Leads

C. E. HOOPER,

From 7:00 a.m. to midnight, The Pulse, in the month of March,
surveyed 340 quarter-hours of entertainment broadcast by
these 5 stations. Here's the result:

I

P.M.?

8

During January and February, C. E.* Hooper, Inc. surveyed
290 quarter-hours of entertainment broadcast by these same
5 stations between 8:00 a.m. and 10:30 p.m. Here's the result:'

6:00 p.m. to midnight

7:00 a.m. to midnight

6:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

82.2

75.3

80.5

Leads

Inc.

8:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.

64.1
Station

"A"

"

64.5

Station

"B"

"

37.5

Station

"C"

"

48.9

45.1

57.0

"

18.7

20.5

was not surveyed
for full period

Station

"D"

have big network

43.7

among

62.4

shows with a New

WQXB^

York outlet. But these adver-

tisers have also found that it pays handsomely

730 FIFTH

to cultivate indepen-

THE

dently WQXR's large audience of music-lovers here "in the heart
of the world's richest market." And

the above figures show

why they continue to buy WQXR.

• Broadcast

55.5
was not surveyed
for full period

its sponsors dozens of the

nation's leading advertisers— most of whom

BROADCASTING

77.6

59.4

numbers

WQXR

63.8

77.8

you

YORK

FOREMAN COMPANY
WRIGLEY BUILDING

it
New

Advertising

AVENUE; NEW
In Chicago:

York's

High

April

Fidelity Station
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at the
LOOKING ASKANCE
figures used in an advertisement the Metropolitan Group
of newspapers ran March 24
in The New York Times, CBS has
superimposed its "daily average
circulation" figures on a photostat
of the Times ad, and is releasing
the piece with a memo signed by
William C. Gittinger, CBS vicepresident in charge of sales.
Headed "We didn't start this— but
TS . . ion
now
it's up,
at FAC
. ",
the CBS
box look
asserts
its circulat
0
per day is 21,173,00 radio families,
or 102% greater "family circulation" than that claimed by the
Metropolitan Group.
afs'.1 ■ ijf i'ifc

Whiteman's Welcome
FURTHER welcome to the BLUE's
new director of music, Paul Whiteman, was given last week in a
folding brochure, with a picture on
the front of Mark Woods, president
of the BLUE, shaking hands with
Whiteman. Copy tells facts about
Whiteman's history, and points out
how more and more people are turning to music for wartime morale.

ib^?l

Matckandtelnj
WGKV

&

Promotion

Movies — Heavenly Shower — Fairy Tale —
Romance — Blue Glass Symbol

Fairy Tale
PUT ONE PENNY— just one—
into an envelope and send it to me
for the Red Cross, said the Magic
Lady on her Streamlined Fairy
Tales program on WFIL, Philadelphia, for the Lit Brothers department store. And 2,000 kids
did just that. Undoubtedly inspired
by the Truth or Consequences cavalcade of pennies, the idea for this
new kind of Red Cross solicitation
came from a child listener, that
children who listen to the Magic
Lady should do something to help
the Red Cross to help others. As
a result, the station presented a
sack containing 2,000 shiny pennies
to Benjamin Rush, Jr., chairman of
the Red Cross War Fund Drive in
Philadelphia.

Color War Map
RAND McNALLY & Co., Chicago,
has published a four-color global
war map for merchandising by stations. In addition to two general
and three detail maps of the war
areas, the
contains up-to-theminute
datapiece
on territorial
changes.
Among the stations using the map
for prcmotional purposes are
York.
WENR, Chicago, and WEAF, New
*
* *
Pull Out
NEW mailing piece of KXOK, St.
Louis, is a French fold which features its news services and on a
strip of paper which pulls up from
a slit in the picture of a teletype
machine is listed the leading programs heard throughout the week.

I ill

IT WAS A BIG DAY for botl
Frost and frosting at WBMLj
Macon, recently when Announce;!
Don C. Frost and Margie Hobbjjl
were wed. The frostin?, of course,!
refers to the cake. The bride i jl
offering the first slice to Manage:!
Charles W. Pitman. The bridegroom!
is at the right.
* * *
Heavenly Shower Analyzed
ONE OUT of every 31 f amilie: I
listening to the Jan. 30 broadcasi II
of NBC's Truth or Consequences II
which resulted in a deluge of pen I
nies on Mrs. Mullane for havin§|
missed a question, sent money s< I
that she might buy War Bonds fw I
her soldier son. This was revealec 11
in a brochure, released by NBC this!
week, in which mail response tell
Mrs. Mullane's "consequence" was I
analysed. It was also disclosed thai I
84.1 of all counties in the East ancjl
Central time zones sent one oi l
more letters to Mrs. Mullane. Mai l
was received from 48 states and ( I
Canadian provinces.
* * *
WGKV

Movies

DISPLAY window of the S. Spen
cer Moore Co., Charleston, W. Va.
is fitted with a 16mm movie pro
jector which each night after sundown flashes news on a screen foi
15 minutes followed by a 4-minute
trailer for a product advertised or:j
WGKV. An automatic switch en-jjj
ables the film to be rewound foij
continuous showing throughout the'
night. Moore's,
an office supply
house, stocks the products adver-j
tised.
changed Subject
weekly. of the trailer is-,
Blue Glass Symbol

Livestock production in Kansas

has

smashed every existing record. Farm pocketbooks (already bulging) will soon be
swollen by an added 352-million dollars.
Similar production figures exist in surrounding states that are reached daily by

WIBWs

penetrating 580

kc frequency and

friendly, persuasive sales personalities.
WIBWs

farm and small town listeners are

RICH! They're BUYING whatever you have to
sell! So far, we're not rationing WIBWs productive times and programs. BUT — better get in touch
with us soon.

£fc
DW
WW
OUTLET FOR KANSAS 1I
,
BEN LU D Y, ft... 'cO^BIA
»„.
WIB
REPRESENTED BY CAPPER PUBLICATIONS, INC.
NEW YORK
DETROIT
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
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WHEN
WSAZ, itHuntington,
W'J
Va.,
announced
had joined the
BLUE network, a small folder wasi
sent out covering a piece of bine
Blenko glassware. Piece received; i
by Broadcasting was a blue wateii
jug. Fclder told of Blenko ware inj
175 words, explaining that Milton
W. Va., where the glass is made;!
is only one of many cities within i
the
WSAZ.
cover was1!
givenarea
overof to
listingBack
of stations
of;
West Virginia Network.
* * *
Remember

Romance

AS A "Reminder of a Spring Evening, April 18,"
radioof editors
week received
boxes
Evening last
in
Paris face powder from the Housejj
of Bourjois,
New
York, which)
started its
series Here's
foji
Romance
on new
the BLUE
that eve-|
ning. Details of the show were out-jt
lined on a white "Reminder" cardi;
inserted in the blue boxes. Foote,;|
Cone & Belding, New York, is
agency.
Tom Fizdale Inc. is han-l
dling publicity.
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A

WORLD

WE

NEVER

KNEW,

measure

Our children are growing up in a new and wonderful world
... a world in which radio is a natural part of their lives . . .
a world we never knew in our youth.

Today, those resources and that skill are devoted to the
task of Victory. Tomorrow,
the service of American

For, to our sons and daughters, radio has always been
way of life they have always known.

Meanwhile,

And in the future, radio will be an even greater force for

are well prepared to meet. And RCA is proud that
its resources and its skill have contributed in some

BROADCAST

CORPORATION

you may have technical problems of imme-

vice right now. RCA invites you to consult with our engineers on these problems. For whatever skill
FQMICTORY
BUY
and labor and resources we can possibly spare
UNITED
WAR
STATES
from the task of Victory— is yours to
BONDS
AND
STAMPS
command!

This is a responsibility that the broadcasters of America

RADIO

broadcasters ... so that they can

diate concern. You may need advice on equipment and ser-

them— a natural part of their communication, their education, their growth, their most significant activities.

RCA

they shall again be turned to

play, to the fullest measure, their important role in America's peacetime progress.

there . . . radio belongs . . . radio is a part of the American

RCA

to the swift and certain forward march of radio.
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Power
Not a Factor in Technicians'
Pay,
Arbiter Holds
in Ruling on KPAS
Case
these workers furnish in producACCEPTING almost all the arguing this commodity.
ments advanced by Local 40 of the
"The work performed by these
International Brotherhood of Elecartisans is substantially the same
trical Workers (APL), George
notwithstanding
differentials in
Chaney, U. S. Conciliation Service
the broadcasting power of the staarbiter, last week ruled that eight
tion," he said.
technicians and technical supervisPointing
to the OWI wage of
ors of KPAS, local in Pasadena,
$316.66
per
month for regularly
Cal., were entitled to a pay scale
employed
technicians
in the San
equal to the highest in the Los
Francisco area, Mr. Chaney said
Angeles economic area.
the Government had provided a
The arbiter's ruling was based
yardstick for technician's wages.
on his statement that "the work
He observed that KPAS, which
performed by these artisans in each
started operations in February, !
station is absolutely the same not1941, had voluntarily granted inwithstanding differentials in the
creases of 8.3% for supervisors
broadcasting power of the staand 6.8% for technicians within
tions." Stating that equal work
a year, and he found a wide variety
warrants equal pay, Mr. Chaney
of wages in Los Angeles stations,
ranging from a low of $195 to H
said that inequalities existed between the KPAS scale and that of
$291.67 per month.
other stations.
Using as authority the Price
Control Act and the President's
wage freeze order of Oct. 3, 1942,
Would 'Injure Morale'
In ordering KPAS to pay at a
he said gross inequities and in- J
equalities must be eliminated. "It |
rate equal to the highest in the
would be both unfair and unwise,"
inthis
continue
area, he said, "to
he wrote, "for the Government to I
equality will most certainly injure
say that if a technician sells his I
morale and militate against effecservices to KPAS, he shall receive
tive prosecution of the war by a
not to exceeed $235 per month,
most important industry, as well
while he shall receive $291.67 from f
as put the stamp of public approval
KMPC for the same services."
He therefore ordered KPAS to J
on Asinequalities."
soon as the terms of the arbipay $291.67 for technicians and
ter's award became known in Wash$322 for supervisors, the rate paid
ington, Joseph L. Miller, NAB
by KMPC, highest paying station
in the area.
labor relations director, teleLabor
War
Regional
the
graphed
Board in San Francisco for perHelen
Murray
Directs
mission in appear or file a brief
in behalf of NAB when the case
KPO
Sales Promotion
is reviewed. The fate of the
HELEN
F. MURRAY, assistant
award was put in doubt Tuesday
sales promotion manager of NBC
when the National War Labor
Western Division, Hollywood, on
Board ordered its regional boards
April 15 became sales promotion
director of KPO
to deny wage increases in inequality cases.
The arbitration had begun sevthe
owned network's
and opereral weeks ago when Local 40 and
ated station.
San Francisco
She
KPAS were unable to agree on resucceeds Henry
newal of a contract that expired
Feb. 16. The contract covers six
Schaffer, who refull time technicians and two techsigned Anne
to freelance.
Jonical supervisors. Under the proseph,
who
had
posed new scale the technicians
been assistant to
would get $291.67 monthly and
Jack O'Mara,
Miss Murray
the supervisors $322.
sales promotion
manager
of
WOWO-WGL,
Fort
Mr. Chaney's report showed that
Local 40 included 180 technicians.
Wayne, Ind., has taken over Mrs.
Murray's former Hollywood post.
He claimed that broadcast techMrs. Murray joined NBC in 1938
nicians possess the same skill and
and
a year later assisted Charles
ability as journeymen electricians,
and they worked alongside of them
B. Brown,
now the network's
director of advertising
and promotion
on installation and maintainance
in New York, in establishing the
and repair work.
Hollywood sales promotion division.
The decision explained that commercial radio in the Los Angeles
New Marlin Product
area has grown "like Topsy" with
A NEW SHAVE cream product
"little or no guidance or direction
has brought Marlin Firearms Co.,
in so far as wages and working
New Haven, back to the air, after
conditions are concerned." At the
having cancelled virtually all spot
time of the first radio technicians
broadcasting for its Razor Blades j
agreement in the area, in April,
early this year, due to limited sup1938, Mr. Chaney said, employers
plies for civilians [Broadcasting, !
hired technicians at the market
Jan. 18]. Campaign
of spot
an- |
nouncements for the shave
cream
price, the same as they bought
is already under way in some areas
equipment.
and will expand further as marketing and distribution plans are
Now, he said, "the Government
completed. Craven & Hedrick, New j
has the responsibility of fixing a
York, handles the account.
ceiling price for the services which
BROADCASTING
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/re insert above Sam Schneider, KVOO farm editor, is shown assisting Judge Oras A. Shaw place a "War Production Plant" sign on his farm near Tulsa. Judge Shaw is chairman of the Farm War Plant Production committee
of Northeastern Oklahoma.

KVOO

TO

PRESENT

AGRICULTURE
"E"
AWARD
AT
HARVEST
was called upon to carry the appeal for super
It's getting to be a habit for Oklahoma farmers
production on farms to her vast agricultural hinto call on KVOO when there's an important job to
terland. To designate the 47,000 Northeastern
be done. So, when a number of farm leaders got
Oklahoma farms as War Production Plants,
together recently to discuss how to meet the farm
war
KVOO supplies signs, such as the above, which
production goals for Oklahoma, KVOO's
are being distributed by neighborhood leaders to
genial farm editor, Sam, was naturally called in.
those
who desire to participate in the program.
Farm leaders felt the job would be easier, if the
farms were designated as the industrialized food
plants that they have become since the war. KVOO

Blanketed

Only by Oklahoma's

Most

Powerful

An agricultural "E" award
farms exceeding their quotas.

will be made

to

Station

Industrial Power Use Is
UP

50.1%

February, 1943 over February 1942 in
Tulsa and vicinity. Defense and industrial plants are at a peak in this
area — one of America's First 25 War
Projects Markets.
A 1943 WAR TIME MUST
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PEABODY

Ads

AT OHIO MEETING
PRESENTATION of the Peabody
Awards will not be made at the
NAB Radio War Conference, but
has been transferred to the Ohio
Radio Educational Conference, Co-

Medium

Says That Unlike Handouts,
Editors Cannot Color
ADVERTISING is a much more
effective. ;niedium for the Government to use in presenting its wartime messages to the public and
in achieving a unity of purpose
than the usual procedure of
speeches or handouts, which are
subject to editorial interpretation
colored by the political views of
the editor, Chester J. La Roche,
chairman of the Advertising Council, told an advertising press conference last Monday.
He pointed out that whereas favorably influencing 51% of the
voters is enough to elect a candidate for a political office, convincing 75% of the people of the soundness of any government war program is not enough, since a 25%
minority is enough to support a
black market or otherwise block
the complete adoption of the plan.
The meeting, following a luncheon given by the Council at the
Cloud Club in New York, was designed as a "progress report" of
the activities of the Council, Mr.
La Roche said. He explained that
the Council's primary function is
to serve as contact between the
Government, which wants to instruct the public, and the advertising profession, which
is vol•torn

'TO BRING OUR BOYS HOME'— Mrs. R. B. Smithson of Denver accepts
a $50 check from Bert Mitchell Jr. of KOA, Denver, for Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. after she answered correctly the question of the week
on People Are Funny, NBC Friday evening program. Mrs. Smithson will
buy War Bonds for her two sons in service, one a wounded hero of Corregidor now a prisoner of the Japs. In the Smithson parlor are (1 to r) :
Iris Smithson, daughter; Mrs. Smithson; Mr. Mitchell; Joe Pulliam,
Brown & Williamson district manager; Duncan McColl, KOA salesman.
She correctly answered that the Bible is the year's best seller.
untarily donating its skills and
President Roosevelt," he pointed
facilities to this task. He estimated
out the uproar that would be created if the Government attempted
that the contribution of the nato
buy
radio time or publicaion
tion's advertisers, advertising agencies and media currently amounts
space.
Currently, Mr. La Roche said,
to between $300,000,000 and $400,000,000 a year, of which radio time
the Council is developing a "Comand talent account for $100,000,munity War Advertising Plan"
000.
to make it easier for local advertisers and advertising media to
It is necessary that the time
cooperate with the Government,
and space be given by the adverwithout the necessity of constant
tising industry and not purchased
solicitations. Basis of the plan is
by the Government, for political
reasons, he stated. Citing the
the pledging by local advertisers
of a certain amount of time or
"howl" of protest that arose from
space each week or each month
an OWI booklet which "mentioned
"iVe

BORDER

j. other
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radio

to

BORDER

"'

on a regular basis. A local advertising committee will then allot
this time and space to the various
war drives in accordance with the
national priorities established by
the OWI and also with the local
needs of the community.
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ask

stations

lumbus,the
May 1,Conference
to fill the agenda.
NAB's
portion of
Award winners this year include: NBC Pacific Coast network;
CBS network, Charles CoUingwood, CBS correspondent; stations
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.; WHA,
Madison, Wis.; KOAC, Corvallis,
Ore.
Dr. S. V. Sanford, Chancellor,
University System of Georgia, will
make the presentation. The George
Foster Peabody Awards are jointly
administered by NAB and the
Henry W. Grady School of Journalism, University of Georgia.
Dean John E. Drewry will represent the Grady school and Earle
Glade, Salt Lake City, NAB member of the Awards Committee, will
speak on "What is Public Interest,
Convenience and Necessity?" as applied to radio.
The Ohio Conference is for public service program producers, station and network operators, and
Government officials.
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Remember?

MORE THAN two years ago— on March 20,
1941 — the FCC issued its celebrated order calling for an "immediate investigation" to determine policy on newspaper ownership of broadcast stations. There was great commotion.
Hearings were held over an eight-month period
from July 1941, until February 1942. Since
then not a wheel has turned.
This week, the Newspaper Radio Committee,
organized by newspaper-owned stations in selfdefense after announcement of Order No. 79,
holds its third annual meeting in New York
in conjunction with the convention of the
American Newspaper Publishers Assn. As far
as the record goes it can report only that the
FCC's investigation was "recessed" on Feb. 6,
1942, subject to call. The investigation record
is still open. Beyond that it can observe that
FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly, spearhead of the newspaper divorcement proceedings, recently commented he thought nothing
would be done until after the war, and that
newspaper ownership "tends to be an academic
question right now".
That is the state of the "immediate investigation" ordered by a majority of the FCC.
There are still numerous applications from
newspaper-owned or affiliated companies in the
Commission's "pending" files — aside from those
withdrawn following the war-dictated equipment freeze order. The whole question of policy
is in suspended animation.
It is estimated that upwards of $300,000 has
been spent in the proceedings to date. The record covers 3,500 pages of testimony and 407
exhibits. There were 24 hearing days during
which 52 witnesses appeared, 42 of them for
the Government, at taxpayer's expense. And
the record still languishes before the FCC.
On Dec. 31, 1941, the Newspaper Radio Committee formally petitioned the FCC to adjourn
the investigation for the war's duration. On
Jan. 21, 1942, the Commission formally announced denial of the petition, and held that
the war effort would be aided, not hindered, by
completion of the investigation.
Then why hasn't the Commission completed
the inquiry? Mr. Fly feels now that nothing
should be done until after the war — yet
the last formal action of the FCC was denial
of the petition of Harold V. Hough, as chairman of the Newspaper Radio Committee, for
precisely such a ruling.
We do not regard this as a case of letting
Page
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well enough alone. The FCC staff isn't overburdened these days. We think the FCC is
duty-bound to terminate the investigation. If
the conclusion is to end the inquiry for the
duration (and six months thereafter) then
FCC should so state in a formal opinion. If it
concludes that the policy question should be
decided, then the hearing record should be
closed and a decision reached. Based on the
Constitution, the statutes, legal precedent and
the record, it is evident the question can be
decided only in one way.
As it. stands now the inquiry is just another
travesty in Government administrative procedure.

large station technician, just as the duties c
the neighborhood newspaper reporter ai.
totally different from those of the metropol:
tan reporter.
This decision is based on faulty knowledg
of the radio business on the part of the arbitei
This lack of knowledge might easily have ve\
suited from some one's failure to offer at pre
liminary hearings a complete and competent;
presentation of the broadcasters' case. NAI:
should be able to accomplish this, so that
potentially dangerous social theory may b
nipped before it can cause endless trouble fo
the little station operator.

Programmers'
Program
THERE HAS never been a time in radio' ;!
meteoric history when resourceful, heads-u;<
programming was more needed. Action of tM
NAB in establishing a program directors execi
utive committee as a permanent and recognized
unit of the overall trade association, therefore,:
is something to cheer about.
For some years there has been in all tocj
many instances a barrier between the progran
and commercial departments of stations. Sonv'
feel it is a situation carried over from th<i
newspaper industry, where the editorial am
advertising departments continue an ancieni
and picturesque friction.
The cause, however, is more likely another oij
those Topsy developments which just growed
There was a time, as commercial broadcasting
was becoming established, when the statior
manager and the sales manager perfoi*med a!
operations of selling, and programming as

One
Horse — One
Rabbit
SOMETHING NEW in the line of labor decisions appeared last week when a U. S. Conciliation Service arbiter in Los Angeles discovered
that "work of all radio technicians is substantially the same, regardless of the power of the
station." On that thesis, the arbiter ruled that
an IBEW local at KPAS, Pasadena, was entitled to a scale equal to the highest paid by
any other station in the area.
Needless to say, the decision has been widely
protested, among the first to respond being
NAB's labor relations director, Joseph L. Miller, who has asked leave to file a brief. As Mr.
Miller points out, never before has a Government official or anyone else claimed that engineers in all stations performed the same work,
and are therefore entitled to equal pay.

well. It was a quick step from a habit to a'
practice of ignoring the program department
A salesman or manager got a client on the
string and sold him whatever he thought wa?
wisest and at the best price the traffic woulc
bear. What was the value, then, of the pro
gram department? In time the sales managei
became a program man, to the extent at least
that he planned programs for accounts.
Today in many stations the program director
who should be the closest ally of the sales department, isinstead consistently a long, dismal',
step behind. His best ideas are often looked
upon with indifference by the sales force, unless
one happens to coincide with the strategy already in the sales mind. The program director
thus, in many cases is relegated to handle arrangements for non-salable special events.

The arbiter's ruling will probably not be
enforced for the present. It would have to be
approved by the Regional War Labor Board,
which only last Tuesday was deprived of authority to act in these so-called "inequity
cases". But even if the WLB were to consider
the ruling, it is hard to understand how such
a novel line of thinking could stand in the light
of definite instructions issued by the National

Sales managers, through the NAB committee set up several years ago, have been successful in ironing out many problems which had
beset them by exchanging ideas and by creating!
a consciousness of their problems in station
ownership and management. The program committee, properly guided and encouraged, should
be able to accomplish similar results. And,
equally important, there should ensue a complete understanding between these two most!
important departments within a station.
To Harold Fair, veteran program director
of WHO, Des Moines, goes a most responsible
assignment. In becoming chairman of the new
program directors executive committee, hej
breaks new ground. He is well-qualified for the
task, however, with his excellent background!
as a musician, announcer, producer and salesman. Moreover, he has been trained by one of
radio's young "old masters" — Joe Maland,
WHO's vice-president and general manager.

WLB under the President's Wage Freeze of
Oct. 3, 1942, stating bluntly that "wage differentials which are established and stabilized
are normal to American industry and will not
be disturbed by the Board."
Even though the present ruling may be
stopped, the NAB Labor Director is right in
filing his brief and putting the industry on the
record as unalterably opposed to any determination that work in all stations is equal. The
tasks and environments of the small station
technician are far different from those of the
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JOHN ELMER, president of WCBM,
Baltimore, and Mrs. Elmer have announced the marriage of their daughter, Bette Lee, to Ensign John Kearns
Healy on April 18 at Towson, Md.
SAM NORRIS, sales manager of
Amperex Electronics Products Co.,
leaves for a tour of midwest stations
April 19 and will attend the NAB
War Conference in Chicago, April
27-29.
BEVERLY BARNES, for two years
on the staff of WLW, Cincinnati, has
joined the sales promotion department
of CBS Hollywood to handle West
Coast exploitation.
LUCILLE MYRICK, sales promotion
and merchandising assistant of WOAI,
San Antonio, is engaged to Cpl. Meredith Peters, of the Observation Battalion station at Camp Bowie, Tex.
CHARLES

BERNARD

SOME of the many hundreds of
radio station executives who
heard Charles B. Brown,
NBC's director of advertising and promotion, put on his oneman show during NBC's recent
War Clinic tour of the country,
were not surprised by his aplomb.
Wise ones knew that the stage was
Charley Brown's first amphitheatre of serious business and that as
Ia youth, slightly more than 25
,-years ago in Canada, he had
learned how to attract and hold
an audience.
U Those early days of spangles
and spotlights are now far in the
past, but he likes to recall their
changing scenes and picturesque
■atmosphere.
For when Charley Brown was
(Only 17, he toured Canada as partowner of a vaudeville show of
eight acts, one of which was topbilled as "Hall and Brown — America's Premier Barrel Jumpers."
Not only did Charley thrill
his audiences with acrobatic capers but as the co-author of the
(scripts and olio for the other acts
in the show, his was also the job
of rounding out an evening's entertainment.
With the coming of World War
I, Charley turned his last stage
somersault and enlisted in the Cai
nadian army. He was sent overseas, where he saw heavy action
on several fronts and was severely
!wounded at Lens. Invalided home,
jhe decided to pass up the life of
[grease paint and one-night stands
for a business career. He moved
to the West Coast, studied at the
'Universities of California and San
/'Francisco, took up sales work with
Magazine Co.
the International
iFollowed several years successively
Film Co.,
with the Hodgkinson

gate Metal
en Sales Co., West
' Borducts
Co., Chevrolet Motor Co.,
iProd
and Commercial Soap Co., always
in sales.
From 1928 to 1938, he was sales
!promotion manager of Foster &
BROADCASTING

BROWN

Kleiser Co., West Coast outdoor
advertising concern. As he says:
"It was an easy transition from
'open-air' advertising to 'on-theair' advertising."
While conducting billboard campaigns he found time in his spare
hours to free lance as a radio
script writer and actor. He wrote
and produced his own programs
on KFBK, Sacramento, and appeared frequently in their casts.
Two of his serials were "Dorothy
and Bert" and "Wisdom's Half
Hour." Another of his opuses was
a dramatic show titled "Uncle
Henry's Will."
Three years of microphone training and writing experience led
Charley to the National Broadcasting Company which he joined
in 1938 as sales promotion manager for KPO-KGO, San Francisco. Hollywood (radio, not the
films) called him a year later and
he took over the promotion of sales
for NBC's Western Division.
From the West Coast to Radio
City was just a good barrel jump
for the still agile Charley Brown.
He made the leap in 1940 and became NBC's stations promotion
manager, followed three months
later by a move to the Red Network as promotion manager. In
1942, when Ken Dyke, NBC's director of advertising and promotion, left the network for a wartime assignment with the government, Charley assumed the Dyke
portfolio, the position he now holds.
Away from the problems of advertising and promotion, Charley
Brown finds his relaxation in
writing occasional articles on sales,
advertising, economics and literature. Two recent analytical essays:
"Four Freedoms and 60 Seconds,"
and "Maybe It's Just Old-Fashioned Lumbago," the latter a humanized reply to critics of daytime
serials, evoked wide comment
from advertising and sales fraternities.
Before coming to Radio City, he
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LEWIE V. GILPIN, radio information specialist in the Radio Branch
of the Army's
Public and
Relations for the Bureau
last 14 ofmonths,
before that a news
memberstaff,
of Broadcasting's
Washington
last week was
inducted into the Army. It was his
second induction, having been rejected on minor physical grounds on
March 10, 1941, while on Broadcasting's staff.
W. DONALD ROBERTS, newlyappointed western sales manager of
CBS (Broadcasting, March 8), took
over his duties in Chicago last week.
He will work with Leonard Erikson,
who has been appointed CBS sales
manager, for the next two months
until Mr. Erikson transfers to New
York.
HAROLD BISSON, NBC manager
of promotion production, is undergoing treatment at Nassau Hospital,
Mineola, N. Y., following a heart
attack.
CHESTER J. LaROCHE, chairman
of the Advertising Council, spoke
April 14 before a luncheon-meeting of
the sales promotion and advertising
division of the Fashion Group in New
York. His topic was "Is Fashion
Advertising in on This War?"
lectured frequently on sales and
advertising, appearing at Stanford U., U. of San Francisco and
U. C. L. A.
His topics are not always concerned with sales and advertising.
Recently he appeared before advertising clubs from San Francisco
to Washington, D. C, where his
talk on "Tomorrow Is Here" was
received with enthusiasm by audience and press alike. His subject,
dealing with post-war socio-economic problems and their solutions,
includes the place advertising people can and must occupy in bringing about an orderly and permanent
Charley Brown qualifies for the
peace.
ranks of those who have no outstanding hobbies. The nearest he
can come to a favorite pursuit is
as a spectator at hockey games.
When he watches the fast action
on an ice rink he wishes he could
stretch his legs and, just once more,
get into the game as a player.
Married to the former Rosalie De
Hoff of Crestline, 0., Charley lives
in Manhattan.

Job

at KMBC

Goes to Ed P. Shurick
ED P. SHURICK has been named
director of promotion and publicity of KMBC, Kansas City, Mo.,
replacing Frank Barhydt who is
now with the OWI, Arthur B.
Church, president of the station,
made the announcement.
Shurick, who starts his new job
April 21,motion
hasmanager
beenof sales
proKLO,andOgden,
Utah, work
andof Salt
the Intermountain
Net-a
Lake City. For
four-year period he was national
advertising
manager
of theactive
Stand-in
ard Examiner.
He was
radio work in the Twin Cities as
radio director of Addison Lewis &
Associates and as sales promotion
manager of the Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co.
A. D. WILLARD Jr., general manager of WBT, Charlotte, N. C, has
b*een chosen to head the membership
drive by the YMCA. Mr. Willard was
on the Washington YMCA board of
directors at the time he was general
manager of WTOP, Washington, before joining WBT last November.
ADM. LUKE McNAMEE, president
of Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co.,
and Henry C. Roemer, vice-president
and comptroller of Federal Telephone
& Radio Corp., have been elected to
the board of directors of International
Telephone & Telegraph Corp.
GLADSTONE MURRAY, former
general manager and director-general
of broadcasting of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., has opened offices
as a public relations counsel in the
Victory Bldg., Toronto.
GEORGE
CHANCE,at KILO,
former Grand
salesman and announcer
Forks, N. D., has joined the staff of
man.
KFBB, Great Falls., Mont., as salesFINN HOLINGER, general manager
of KDB,
of
a baby Santa
boy. Barbara, is the father
WILLIAM A. BANKS, of the sales
staff of WIP, Philadelphia, was
elected president of the Lincoln Lodge
of the B'nai Brith for 1943-44.
FLOYD MACK, news editor of WOR,
New
has OWI.
joinedGerry
the Overseas
BranchYork,
of the
Murray,
of
the editorial
of Printer's
Ink,
joined
the staff staff
as copy
editor April
15.
JAMES M. KENNEDY, a member of
the local sales staff of WBAL, Baltimore, for eight years, has been appointed assistant salesmanager. Mr.
Kennedy is a former newspaper man
and a native Baltimorean.
FRANK R. MeDONNELL, former
national sales manager of KSFO, San
Francisco, has joined KGO, San
Francisco, as account executive, replacing Cliff Ogden, resigned. He was
at one time with Radio Sales in New
York and eastern sales manager for
WBBM.
DON STALEY, account executive of
KPO, San missionedFrancisco,
an ensign in has
the been
navy comand
is scheduled to leave for active duty
soon.
MILLER McCLINTOCK, president
of Mutual, has been elected vice
president of Bundles for America,
group organized to help servicemen.
LLOYD FISHER, formerly with
Lawrence Fertig & Co., New York,
and Harry Michaels, New York, has
joined the New York sales staff of
Weed & Co., station representative.
THOMAS J. CLARK Jr., Chicago
newspaper representative, will join
the sales staff of the BLUE in Chicago April 15.
April
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LANGWEILER, new to
radio, has joined the promotion department of WFIL, Philadelphia, succeeding Lois Andrews, who resigned
because of illness.
TONY WHEELER, announcer of
WFIL, Philadelphia, has been promoted to night supervisor.
HERB NEWCOMB has resigned
from the announcing staff of WCAU,
Philadelphia, to go Hollywood for a
screen test.

on

in

the

Dial

Georgia!

CARYL COLEMAN, producer of
NBC, San Francisco, has been shifted
to the network's Hollywood headquarters. He replaces Dave Elton who resigned to join Young & Rubicam, as
producer of the NBC Time to Smile.
ED BLOODWORTH has been assigned as writer for Barton A. Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles agency, on
the weekly quarter-hour dramatized
News Makers, sponsored by Packard
Bell Co., on 5 NBC Pacific stations.
EDWARD I. GRUSKIN, freelance
writer, is co-author with Walter Gibson of The Return of Nick Carter,
which appeared in radio form for
the first time April 11 on Mutual.
Mr. Gruskin also writes Doc Savage,
half-hour adventure program heard
weekly on WMCA, New York.
GEORGE BRANDENBURG, for 12
years editorial manager of the Chicago office of Editor & Publisher, on
May 1 will join the Curtis Publishing
Co., Philadelphia, as editorial promotion manager of the Saturday Eve
mng Post.
BOB REYNOLDS, sports and news
director of WEIM, Fitchburg, Mass.,
has been appointed chief announcer.
ROGER BAKER, who with Dick
Bray broadcasts the Cincinnati Reds
baseball games over WSAI, was the
featured speaker at the Cincinnati
Ad Club last week.
HELEN DYSER BURT, previously
publicity director for KXA, Seattle,
and a freelance writer, has joined the
continuity staff of KGW-KEX, Portland, Oreg. John Lally, formerly of
NBC Hollywood, has joined the staff
as announcer.
HARRY

590kc.

M. HESS, Jr., former continuity writer of CBS and newswriter
of United Press, has joined the continuity department of BLUE central
division.
GORDON GRAY, formerly announcer
of WCFL, Chicago, and WCKY, Cincinnati, will join WBBM, Chicago,
April 26.

BASEBALL broadcasts for 1943
are signed for KXL, Portland, Ore.,
by Hal
general Wilson,
manager, asthe(1 station's
to r) Rollie
Truitt, baseball announcer, and
Bill Klepper, manager of the Portland Beavers, look on. KXL will
turn sustaining games over to OWI
MARGARET HALLIGAN, formerly
in the BLUE continuity acceptance
division, has been made a member of
the networks script division.
JOHN PATRICK COSTELLO, NBC
announcer, will receive an honorary
Doctorate Degree from St. Bonaventure College at commencement exercises April 19, in recognition of his
work on NBC's The Catholic Hour.
ALBERT MORGAN, former announcer of W75NY, FM station of
Metropolitan Television Co., New
York, and previously freelance script
writer, has joined WABC, New York,
as writer and producer.
GOULD CASSAL, for three and a
half years general assistant to Bessie
Beatty, women commentor on WOR,
New York, reported for duty at Fort
Dix, April 15.
JACK WILLIAMS, traffic manager
of NBC's international division, on
April 7 was inducted into the Army.
HERB

SHELDON has been promoted from assistant production manager of WINS, New York, to production manager and program direc-

tor.
HAROLD DAVIS has resigned as
program director of WDAS, Philadelphia, to join the announcing staff of
WCAU, Philadelphia.
DON PRYOR, San Francisco head
of the CBS news division, news commentator, and before that with United
Press in the Middle West, has been
transferred to CBS New York news
bureau. Replacing him in San Francisco
Woodyat
of thein Overseasis Philip
Branch of
the OWI
San
Francisco, formerly with CBS.

SGT.
MERRITT
(Bud) FINCH
from WELI, New Haven, where h(|
was commercial traffic manager, is announcer for the Fort Jackson, S. C. I
radio programs originating on WIS |
Columbia, S. C, and director of aijl
orchestra that entertains at benefit
shows sponsored by various service organizations. He is attached to the
100th Infantry Div. at Fort Jackson.
DOROTHY LEFFLER, former pub
licity director and assistant to th£
editor of Bobbs-Merrill Publishing
Co., and recently assistant to the publicity director of the war production
fund to conserve manpower, has joined
the CBS press information department, assigned to the writing staff of
the magazine division.
BRUCE BUELL, announcer of
KFAC, Los Angeles, has resigned tc
join the Army.
CEDRIC FOSTER, Mutual com
mentator, has received the Order of
the Memorial Cross from the National
Legion of Greek War Veterans.
CHARLES HODGES, war editor of;
Transradio Press and professor of in
ternational politics at New York U.,
has started a weekly commentary on
Mutual, titled Memo for Tomorrow.
EDITH BARISH has left WNYC,
New York's municipal station, to join
the production staff of WLIB,
Brooklyn.
GRACE MARSHAL has left the pub-j
licity department of WJJD, Chicago,
to
join WEDC, Chicago, as film director.
WILLIAM B. RAY, NBC central division manager of news and special
events, was inducted into Sigma Delta
Chi, national honorary journalism
fraternity,
at recent initiation ceremonies in Chicago.
VAN PATRICK, sports director of
WHBF, Rock Island, is visiting
spring training camps of major league
baseball clubs of the Cubs, White
Sox, Browns, Cards, Indians, Tigers, !
Reds, assembling background for
Baseball Roundup, a five-minute
daily program broadcast throughout
the baseball season by MBS from
the studios of WHBF.
GILBERT PALTRIDGE, promotion j
and publicity director of KGO, San
Francisco, has been appointed promotion-merchandising director of KFIKECA, Los Angeles.
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a market where 15,000,000 people (12%
of the nation) spend 8 billion dollars

easy . . .
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The American

market where WEAF's superior signal
carries the finest programs on the air to
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of their way of life.

WEAF • NEW

Eleven Essential Markets

tion's most popular programs to 55% of
the radio families in the United States

One

growth of war and peacetime sales as a
match is essential to the American people
for the maintenance

YORK

New York is one of those right markets...
and WEAF is the essential station . . .
NBC

Yes, eleven stations as essential to American business for the maintenance and

One Off Eleven Stations in

advertising in the right markets is essential—particularly today ... or back they
all could go to pushcarts and the like!

.NEW

Market

greater than the average for the whole
country.

What's a match got to do with the New
York market? The answer to that one is

people know that a match
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WILLIAM SPIER, executive producer of CBS New York, has been shifted to the network's Hollywood studios.
BILL STROTHMAN, of KGVO,
Missoula, Mont., resumes his announcing duties when Hal Moon on April
12 takes over the post of news editor
which Strothman has been filling temporarily.
WILLIAM ELLIOTT, announcer at
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn., before
joining the Army, is now in OCS at
Fort Monmouth, N. J. Pvt. Louis La
Haye, announcer, is in the Air Forces
at Lincoln, Neb. Lt. Lawrence Gruza,
assistant news editor, is somewhere
overseas.
JERRY SOESBEE, announcer of
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, is the father
of a boy.
RAY GIRARDIN, production manager of WEEI. Boston, is accompanying the WAAC Caravan on its tour
of New England in a recruiting drive.
Mr. Girardin directs the William
Wrigley Jr. Co. broacasts fed to CBS
Monday through Friday 5 :45 to 6 :00.

NEWSCASTS

HENRY DORF. formerly of W.IWC,
Chicago, and WIBC, Indianapolis, has
joined
Chicago.the announcing staff of WCFL,
CARL KENT, formerly of Akron stations, has joined KHJ, Hollywood, as
announcer. He succeeds George MarNavy. tin, commissioned an ensign in the

LOCAL & NATIONAL

COMPLETE NEWS COVERAGE

18

Taylor Joins BLUE
HENRY J. TAYLOR, author, economist and business executive, has
joined the list of BLUE news commentators and has been assigned
the 10-minute period at 11:05 p.m.
six times weekly on WJZ, New
York outlet of the BLUE. A former war correspondent for North
American Newspaper Alliance, Mr.
Taylor
of Why Hitler's
Treadmilisl author
Will Fool the World,
Time Runs Out, and Men in Motion.

EVERY WEEK

HOLDING

THE

HITTING WITH

ATTENTION

OF THE

JIM FONDA, former Hollywood producer of Foote, Cone & Belding, now
in the Army, has been assigned to the
Special Services Division, radio section, in New York.
GRACE BYRNES, star of the fiveweekly quarter-hour Love Story Time,
sponsored by Tovrea Packing Co., on
Arizona network stations, is the
mother of a baby girl.
CHARLES A. BAILIE, for many
years director of advertising research
and publicity of KOMO-KJR, Seattle, has resigned to become public relations director of the Seattle Chamber of Commerce.
SANFORD H. DICKINSON has rejoined the announcing staff of WJJD,
Chicago, after a year's absence at
WMCA, New York, and WNAB,
Bridgeport, Conn.
CHARLES ATCHISON, announcer
of WSGN, Birmingham, before joining the Army Air Forces, is stationed
at St. Petersburg, Fla.
LESTER VAIL, director of the
NBC-Red Cross series That They
Might Live, is directing the five-weekly
serial Just Plain Bill, sponsored on
NBC by Anacin Co. Vail replaces
Arthur Hanna, who has had to give
up some of his radio assignments.
FRANK GOSS. former announcer of
CBS Hollywood, has been commissioned afirst lieutenant in the Army
Signal Corps and is now on special
duty atlando,Fighter
Command School, OrFla.
REED CHAPMAN, formerly of
CKWX, Vancouver, has returned to
the station's announcing staff.
HOWARD
CAINE, producer of
CKOC, Hamilton. Ont, has joined the
Royal Canadian Navy with the rank
of sub-lieutenant.
RUSSELL AMBRUSTER, NBC producer, has left the network to join
BBDO. New York as a program director. NBC programs handled by Mr.
Ambruster included Ahie's Irish Rose.
JOHN RHYS EVANS, factory representative ofthe Purex Corp. of Southgate, Cal., for the last nine years, has
joined the staff of KOMO-KJR,
Seattle, as publicity director in the
research-advertising department.
DICK KEPLINGER, news and special events director of KOMO-KJR.,
Seattle, and Mary Lee Keplinger, the
former Mary Lee Barnes, are parents
of a baby girl. Mrs. Keplinger before
her marriage was on the station's
publicity staff.

HOUSTON AUDIENCE

INFLUENCING

BUYING

HABITS

YOU WON-T BE ABLE
JANTFOOLLOMCER-WELL,
THE PEOPLE

BRUCE MacDONALD, news writer
of WIND, Chicago-Gary, has been appointed news editor, succeeding Robert
Sabin, who has joined the news staff
of BLUE Chicago.
DICK WEAVER, formerly of KROD,
El Paso, has joined KOY, Phoenix,
as writer and newscaster.

24 HOURS A DAY

TEE To THAT /

Christian Science Monito
Globe

Shrinkers

WILLIAM EWING, corresponden
for the Honolulu Star Bulletin, las
week started a weekly series of com
mentaries on Mutual, Saturday. 6:15
Honolulu.
6:30 p.m., speaking from KGMB
FLOYD PATTEE, announcer, has
been promoted to production directoi
of WNBC. Hartford. Ralph D. Kanna
program director, has been made a
member of the Civilian Air Patrol oi
Connecticut.

LEONARD VALENTA, succeeding
Joe Corr, who entered the Navy, and
Scott MacGregor, both new to radio,
have joined the announcing staff of
WDAS, Philadelphia.
ANNE MARIE EHLERS has resigned from the program department
of WFIL, Philadelphia, to be marto Robert
24 inried that
city. Sefcik, of Detroit, April
WALTER O. MILES, formerly in
the publicity department of MGM.
has joined the Los Angeles staff of
Paul H. Raymer Co., station representatives, as account executive,
working under J. Leslie Fox, Southern
California manager.
GUS HAGENAH. program and production director of SESAC, New York,
is the father of a baby girl.
CBS

Staff Changes

DONALD ARCHER has been
transferred from the CBS sound
effects department to network operations, where he serves as assistant director apprentice. Before
joining CBS in December last year,
Mr. Archer did writing and directing for WWDC, WINX and WTOP.
Washington. Allan Jackson, formerly of WMC, Memphis, has joined
the CBS newsroom as writer and
newscaster, replacing Jane Dealy,
resigned to take advantage of her
Pulitzer traveling fellowship. She
will go to Mexico for further
studies.

HALIFAX,
NOVA
SCOTIA
Where more radio sets are
located than any other
centre of the Maritimes.
— e—
Halifax is served by the key
station of the Maritimes

CHNS
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York

BUY BOTH! KXYZ AND KRIS, CORPUS CHRISTI
rep1 _ A MONEY - SAVING
<^Pa"V TION
6ran Warn CCOMBINA
TTbv ^e
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ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
The roster of advertisers using WEVD year
after year
reads like
Who" in
National
Advertising.
List "Who's
on request.
HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR
WSVD— 117 W. 46th Str.et, hUw York, N. Y.
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Take

It

Easy'

Attitude

by WHP
Is Decried
)FFERING a plan used successully in Harrisburg for all-industry
lse, Dick Redmond, director of
var programs, WHP, Harris>urg, decried the attitude of broadcasting toward the war effort in a
•ecent communication to Neville
Miller, NAB president. Mr. Rednond also asked for the creation of
m organized plan of operation and
united front for radio in
straightening out what he termed
i "take it easy" attitude of broadasters toward the war.
Pointing to the Office of War Information as a sort of innocent instrument through which stations
have assumed an easy-going attitude, Mr. Redmond cited the OWI
bulletin which said that the organization was dedicating itself to "reducing Government radio time on
[|jthe air in order to avoid audience
saturation."
Destructive Phrase
"That phrase," Mr. Redmond
pointed out, "obviously issued with
good intention, was one of the most
destructive statements that could
have been thrown at the industry.
It shows a definite lack of forethought and foresight because
buried away beneath its surface
purpose is a dangerous possibility
which is starting to show itself in
many forms."
Mr. Redmond said the average
station interpreted this to mean
"there is too much war talk on the
air" and that was the stop sign for
many worthwhile activities which
otherwise might be in operation
today. Where ambition and interest
still flourished, he said, the statement not only aroused resentment
but undermined confidence in OWI.
Asserting that this is one thing
OWI definitely should take steps
to correct, Mr. Redmond said a
guiding stimulation to encourage
radio minds to think in terms of
intelligent programming best suited to their own communities should
be substituted and reinstated.

of

Stations

Director
Program
for proving locally what can be
done nationally," he said. "The plan
was given consideration but was
regarded as being too ambitious.
So without their help — and I might
even say encouragement, we set out
to Included
prove our inpoint."
these proposals, he
wrote, was the offering of WHP
ideas and facilities to OWI with
the suggestion that Harrisburg be
used as a test area. OWI suggested
in turn that WHP proceed and report the results.
"By the time we got around to
realizing that OWI had lost inter-

est we discovered that our
had gained interest and
that interest with great
and enthusiasm," Mr.
wrote.

WOW
Adds News Service
CHICAGO DAILY News Foreign
Service, used experimentally for
several months at KFEL, Denver,
is now offered to listeners of WOW,
Omaha, announces John J. Gillin,
Jr., the station's president and
service
manager.
general
sists of about
10,000Thewords
per conday
delivered by 11 a.m. on a leased
wire to WOW's newsroom. WOW
uses this new feature service to
supplement its regular UP service.

Mr. Miller's office advised Broadcasting that he believed the "OWI
has done an excellent job." He added that he believed that the WHP
plan should again be brought to
the attention of the OWI, an admirable opportunity presenting itself at the OWI Round-table at the
NAB War Conference in Chicago
this month.

Plaque for WOV
SELECTED by Tune-In Magazine as
the first radio station to receive the
publication's
awardNewfor York,
outstanding annual
services, WOV,

of the AmeriNT'S ofoffice
PRESIDE
can Federation
Musicians in New
York City will be moved May 1 to
570 Lexington Ave. New telephone
number will be Plaza 8-0600.

Don

LEWIS ALLEN WEISS
VICE PRESIDENT AND
GENERAL MANAGER

listeners
displayed
approval
Redmond

the presentabroadcast
last Saturday
tion of the plaque
by Carol
Hughes,
editor of Tune-In.

Lee Broadcasting
System
The Nations Greatest Regional Network
AFFILIATED WITH
MUTUAL
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
S5I5 MELROSE AVENUE
Hollywood California
February 26, 19 A3

Mr. Basil A. Caparell
International News Service
235 East 4.5th Street
New York, N. I.
My dear Mr. Caparell:
Answering your letter of February 19, we are very
happy to attest to the pleasant and satisfactory service
that we have enjoyed continuously from INS during the
past six years.
Our news editors have always found
your service to be comprehensive, timely, and all-inclusive
and we are undoubtedly indebted to INS in a substantial
way for the fact that our news broadcasts not only rate
highest on the Pacific Coast, but are among the highest
rated news broadcasts in the entire United States.
In view of the foregoing facts, we look forward with
distinct pleasure to a continuation of our very satisfactory
relationship with your organization for a great many years
to come.

"A year ago I discussed plans
with Government and radio leaders

With every good wish for your continued and well deserved
success, I am,
Very cordially yours,
?N0TE TO TIME BUYERS!
32 PRIMARY STATIONS IN THE
32 PRIMARY PACIFIC COAST MARKETS

30,000 population increase
since 1940 . . . 23,000
highly paid skilled workers
. . . 50,000 officers and men
in six military centers.

/

Lewis Allen Weiss

NBC
BLUE. TOO

SAVAN
N AH
National Repr«s*flfafi v*i
„.
GEORGE
P. HOLLINGBER-Y CO.

if BROADCASTING

MORE THAN 9 OUT OF EVERY 10 RADIO
HOMES ON THE PACIFIC COAST ARE
WITHIN 25 MILES OF A 00N LEE STATION
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Green Praises NBC
TRIBUTE was paid to NBC las!
week by William Green, president
the

au&ine&d.

of

BROADCASTING

STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WLS, Chicago
Carter Products Inc., New York (liver
pills), 14 sa weekly, thru Ted Bates,
Inc., N. Y.
Lever Bros.. Cambridge, Mass. (Vimms),
17 sa weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Feminine Products, New York (Arrid
deodorant), 5 sa weekly, thru Small &
Seiffer, N. Y.
Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn, 9 sa weekly, thru
Joseph Katz Co.. N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., N. Y., 5 sa weekly,
thru Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Good & Reese, Springfield, O. (nursery),
3 sa weekly, thru Leo Boulette Agency,
Three Rivers, Mich.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
Flakes). 3 sa weekly, thru Compton
Adv., N. Y.
Pillsbury Flour Mills, Minneapolis, 5 so
weekly, thru McCann-Eriekson, Chicago.
Chick Bed Co., Cedar Falls, la. (poultry
house floor covering) . 6 sa weekly, thru
W. D. Lyon Co., Cedar Rapids, la.
Ball Bros. Co., Muncie, Ind. (canning
jars), 3 sa weekly, thru Applegate Adv.
Agency. Muncie, Ind.
Crow's
Corn Co.,
Milford, III.&
(seeds).Hybrid
3 sa weekly,
thru Critchfield
Co., Chicago.
Illinois Bell Tlephone Co., Chicago, 6 sa
weekly, thru N. W. Ayer & Sons, N. Y.
Vio Bin Corp., Monticello, 111. (cattle remelies), 3 sa weekly, thru Rogers & Smith.
Chicago.
WNEW, New York
Miles Shoes, New York, 7 sp weekly, 52
weeks, thru Grey Adv., N. Y.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
bread), 11 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru
BBDO. N. Y.
Denver Chemical Co., Denver (antiphlopistine), 7 sp weekly, thru Badger,
Browning & Hersey, N. Y.
WQXR,

New

York

Bloomingdale's
Department
York, 3 sp weekly,
52 weeks,Store,
direct. New
Gruen Watch Co., New York, 120 sa
weeklv, 52 weeks, thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
bread), sa, 52 weeks, thru BBDO. N. Y.
Franklin Simon & Co., New York (department store), so, thru HirshonGarfield. N. Y.
Esquire Inc., Chicago (Coronet), sa, thru
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago
Metropolitan Certified Milk Producers
Assn., New York, sp, weekly, thru
Clements Co., Philadelphia.
WHN, New York
Charm Kurl Co., St. Paul (permanent
wave kit), so, 13 weeks, thru GuentherBradfort & Co., Chicago.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
bread), so, 51 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Kenmore Publishing Co., New York (Test
Instruction Book for Servicemen), sa,
ne, sp, 52 weeks, thru Huber Hoge &
Sons, N. Y.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Rinso), so, ta,
4 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Adler's Shoe Store (men's shoes), 14 ne
weekly,
N.
Y. 29 weeks, thru Consolidated Adv.,
Jacob Ruppert Brewery, New York (beer,
ale),
N. Y. so, 4 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
I. J. Fox. New York (furs), to, 6 weeks,
thru Lew Kashuk Adv., N. Y.
Wm.
H. Wise & Co., New York (World's
Greatest
Books), sa, 7 ne, 21 sp weekly,
thru Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
WEAF, New York
Grove Labs., St. Louis (Bromo-Qulnine,
Vitamins) , 3 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
Lever Bros.. Cambridge (Rinso), 10 to
weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Page
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KPO, San Francisco
Fisher Flouring Mills Co., Seattle (Zoom,
cereal), sp weekly, thru Pacific National
Adv. Co., Seattle, Wash.
Rosefield Packing Corp., Alameda. Cal.
(Skippy peanut butter), t weekly, thru
Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
New Century Beverage Co., San Francisco
(Belfast sparkling water), so weekly,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
Rohm & Haas Co., Philadelphia (Lethane
insecticide) , 2 sa weekly, thru Newell
Emmett Co., New York.
Associated Labs., Long Island City, N. Y.
(Kelpamalt & Blondex), 3 so weekly,
thru Grady & Wagner Co., N. Y.
Kelite Products, Hollywood (Kenu household cleaner), 5 sa weekly, thru Little
& Co.. Los Angeles.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky. (Avalon cigarettes), 6 ne
weekly, thru Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
WLIB, Brooklyn
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., New
York ("Desert N.Victory"),
26 so, thru
Kayton-Spiero,
Y.
DeLong Insulation Co., New York (Rock
Wool insulation), 18 sa, 4 weeks, thru
Moss Assoc., N. Y.
Neoderm Health Institute, New York, 7 sa
weekly, thru Moss Assoc., N. Y.
Ward Baking Co., New York, 21 to weekly,
52 weeks,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N.
Y.
Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island City, 42 to
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Newell-Emmett
Co., New York.
Barney's
New York
15 sp, Clothes,
21 to weekly,
thru(men's
Emil store),
Mogul
Co., New York.
KGO, San Francisco
Columbia Pictures Corp., Hollywood, 7 ne
weekly, thru Weiss & Geller Inc., Los
Angeles.
Shasta Water Co., San Francisco (carbonated beverages), ne weekly, thru
Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, San
Francisco.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Satevepost), 7 so weekly, thru MacFarland
Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
National Lead Co., San Francisco (Dutch
Boy paints), 7 so weekly, thru Erwin,
Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
California Conserving Co., San Francisco
(cucumber seeds), sp weekly, thru Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, San Francisco.
Ridl Labs., San Francisco (Ridd), 2 sp
weekly, thru Rhoades & Davis, San Francisco.

WOR, New York
Larus & Brother Co., Richmond (Edgeworth Tobacco, Chelsea and Domino
Cigarettes), 3 so weekly, 39 weeks, thru
Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
Indian River Canners. Inc., Indian River,
Fla. (Ind-Rio Brand Indian River Grapefruit Juice) , 5 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Samuel C. Croot Inc., N. Y.
P. forDuffbaking),
& Sons,5 so
Pittsburgh
weekly, 13(Duff's
weeks, Mixes
thru
W. Earl Bothwell Adv.. Pittsburgh.
Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island City. 15 to
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Newell-Emmett
Co., N. Y.
John Opitz Inc., L. I. City (J-O insect
powder) , weekly sp, 26 weeks, thru
Tracy Kent & Co., N. Y.
Chef Boiardi Quality Food Products Inc.,
Milton, Pa. (Chef Boy-Ar-Dee Spaghetti
Dinner), 5 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru
McJunkin Adv., Chicago.
KECA, Los Angeles
Omega Shoe Polish Co., Los Angeles, 7 so
weekly, 13 weeks, thru John Riordan
Co., Los Angeles.
Westland Life Insurance Co., Los Angeles, 6 t, 2 ne weekly, 13 weeks, thru Ned
J. Newman Adv., Los Angeles.
Federal Life & Casualty Insurance Co.,
Los Angeles, 3 ne weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Donald A. Rose, Beverly Hills. Cal.
Gollen Age Corp., Los Angeles (macaroni),
28 so weekly, 26 weeks, thru Brisacher,
Davis & Van Norden, Los Angeles.
WJZ, New York
Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Phillips soups), 3 so weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Aitkin-Kynett Co., Philadelphia.
Spool Cotton Co., New York (Encyclopedia of Modern Sewing), 2 so weekly,
3 weeks, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich (PeptoBismol), N. Y., 5 sp weekly, thru
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv., N. Y.
KFI, Los Angeles
Golden Age Corp., Los Angeles (macaroni),
7 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru Brisacher,
Davis & Van Norden, Los Angeles.
Swift & Co., Chicago (All-Sweet margarine) ,3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
American Chicle Co., Long Island City
(Beeman's
7 soY. weekly, 8
weeks,
thru pepsin
Grant gum),
Adv., N.
Ludens, Reading, Pa. (cough drops), 4 sa
weekly. 26 weeks, thru J. M. Mathes
Inc., N. Y.
Fisher Flouring Mills Co., Seattle (Zooms),
3 so weekly, 2 weeks, thru Pacific National Adv. Agency, Seattle.

of
theand
American
Labor
a memberFederation
of the NB(o:'
Advisory Council, speaking on thi;
broadcast of the network's Labor
For Victory program which markec
the end of the series' first year or
the air. Mr. Green expressed American workers' in
appreciation
NBC's
cooperation
making itofpossible
to "tell America of the contributions of labor through that great
medium of free expression, Amencan radio, and specifically, NBC
Fulton Lewis on WOR
FULTON
LEWIS
jr., Mutual
Washington
correspondent, thi;
week adds WOR, New York, to hi*
Mutual news series, heard Mondajll
through Friday, 7-7:15 p.m. Lewis||
was heard on WOR a number oil
years ago, but his New York out
let has been WHN for the past few
years. He will go off that station
shortly, at the expiration of his
contract. Stan Lomax, WOR sportscaster, moves to the 6:45 p.m.
period Monday through Saturday.
Shefford E on CBS
SHEFFORD CHEESE Co., Green
Bay, Wis. (institutional), has purchased a one-time Saturday period, April 22 at 3-3:30 p. m. on
the CBS network of 52 stations, for
broadcast of Army-Navy E award
to the firm. Upton Close is m. c.
Correspondent Discs
PRODUCED in cooperation with
Press Assn., War Correspondent, transcribed show by Frederic W. Ziv. Inc.,
bows in on WGN WLAC WESX
WFBM KPLC WASK WSLI WCAE
KIRO KFTY KARK WREC WBIX
WSBD WSGN WGL WHAS W.TAR
WSPD WSMB
WJBO WING
WMBD.
Based on exclusive reports of the
AP and featuring John B. Kennedy,
Jimmy Wallington and a dramatic
cast, the show dramatizes stories of
war correspondents like Larry Allen,
Vern Haugland, C. Yates McDaniel.
Sponsors include The Pittsburgh Suni
Telegraph. Nashville Banner, Dayton
Journal Herald, Birmingham Neics
Age terHerald.
Show will run 52 quarhours.

IT'S NO STRIP TEASE ....
no trick s'uff, but good honest audience
appreciation that urges the Z Net listeners to respond lo radio selling.
Z Net is just one of three potent markets in (he PACIFIC NORTHWEST
GROUP. Ask for booklet.
§ KFPY
KXL
Joseph
McGillvra
The
RatiH.Agency
Z NET
The Walker Company
zz
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Successful Test
RESPONSE to a test radio
appeal for truck drivers
broke through the manpower
shortage recently when the
American Trucking Associations sponsored a call for
driver applicants, broadcast
seven times daily on WINX,
Washington. The messages
told how the men behind the
wheels do war jobs as essential as those in war plants.
So many applicants responded that the appeal was
changed to include applications for freight checkers and
truck helpers.

VDAMS CLOTHES, Philadelphia
men's clothing), has taken local sponorship on WFIL. Philadelphia, for
'ountcr Spy, the new BLUE network
weekly drama. Started April 5, the
>cal sponsorship will continue indefinitely. John Surrick, sales manager
f WEIL, signed the firm for the acis H. M. Dittman, Philount.
delphia.Agency

m

phia distribrJC ORSATTI. Philadel
tor for Rheingold Beer, the first local
eer distributor to nse radio, started
quarter-hour nightly program Anvil
2 on WFIL, Philadelphia, titled The
tellow Melody Program, featuring
;iori;i French, vocalist, with Rose
}allo at the organ. Placed by Charles
Jorrelli Agency, Philadelphia.
iJENERAL BAKING Co., New York
Bond bread), has renewed for the
-ourth consecutive year the nightly
ewish-language news commentaries
f Nathan Fleisher on WDAS. Phil;delphia. Agency is Ivey & Ellington,
"hiladelphia.
VARREX S. WARNER, former asistant sales manager of National Bisuit Co., New York, has been aplointed sales manager of the comiany. according to F. K. Montgomery,
ice-president in charge of sales and
dvertising. Urban A. Kreidler. forner sales manager, will be Mr. Mont■omery's assistant.
A P W ELL. SULLIVAN AND
'TRTH, Oakland, Cal. (department
started Five O' Clock
recently
tore) with
Hnal
newscaster Douglas Gouray. on KPO, San Francisco, three
imes weekly.
RAINER BREWING Co., San Franisco. on April 18 started sponsorship
>f all games played by the San Fran:isco "Seals" in the Pacific Coast
Baseball League. Home games will be
described by Jack MacDonald and Caroil Hansen, while out-of-town games
Swill be re-created by the sportscasters.
Agency handling the account is
Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles.
JROVE
LABORATORIES. St.
l/ouis
on March
27
enewed(Grove's
for 52 vitamins),
weeks Robert
Fasson,
lews commentator, weekly on KPO.
Saan Francisco. Agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
iVESTLAND LIFE INS. Co., Los
Angeles, is sponsoring the daily quarer-hour program, Time Clock, as well
is twice weekly the 15-minute commentary. Between the Lines, on
KECA. that city. Contracts are for
13 weeks, started March 29. N. J.
ewman Adv., Los Angeles, has the
account.

VALLEY NATIONAL BANK, Arizona (investments), is sponsoring a
six-weekly quarter-hour morning newscast, Let's Look at the Headlines,
with Edwin McClough, on three Arizona stations (KOY KTUC KSUN).
Contract is for 52 weeks. Advertising
Counselors, Phoenix, has the account.
GOLDEN AGE Corp., Los Angeles
( macaroni ) , on April 25 starts for
13 weeks using daily announcements
on KFI, that city. Firm also continues its four spots per day on
KECA. Agency is Brisacher, Davis &
Van Norden. Los Angeles.
FEDERAL LIFE & CASUALTY Insurance Co., Beverly Hills, Cal., on a
52-week contract which started April
1 is sponsoring 11 quarter-hour newscasts per week on KECA, Los Angeles. Firm has tripled its radio advertising appropriation for April, May
and June, and is also sponsoring 36
quarter-hour newscasts weekly on
KMTR ; 14 per week on KFWB ; with
5 a week on KPAS. A twice-weekly
quarter-hour commentary is sehed'uled on KFI starting in late April.
Don A. Rose. Beverly Hills, has the
accou nt.
AMERICAN PARACHUTE
school. Los Angeles (training for
riggers), in a 30-day test campaign
is usingmentsaon KFVD
heavy schedule
announceKMPC ofKRKD
and
KHJ. Agency is the Mayers Co., Los
Angeles.
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT Co., Santa
Monica, Cal.. is using a series of 35
transcribed five-minute instructive announcements per week on KFI KNX
KHJ KMPC. Featured are Art Baker
and Bill Hay. Agency is the Essig
Co., Los Angeles.
INDEPENDENT DRUGGISTS of
California, San Francisco, in an institutional campaign, on May 1 starts
a daily five-minute transcribed program on KYA and KSAN, that city.
Contracts are for 13 weeks. Group
now sponsors a five-weekly quarterhour morning newscast on KFWB.
Hollywood. Agency is W. J. Jeffries
Co., Los Angeles.
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♦ ♦ ♦ the
thundering

excitement
at

Goshen

of hoofs
and

Saratogal

In Troy, Albany, Schenectady, FIVE STAR FINAL means
just two things — Fitzgerald's Brews and ROY SHUDT, ace
sports commentator of WTRY. He's a sizzling streak of verbal
lightning who sets nerves atingle and buying imaginations on fire.
There's the "crack" of a baseball bat in his voice, the excitement
of hoofs thundering at Goshen and Saratoga, the breathless
suspense of a rolling putt!
Roy knows the power of the human voice — he was trained for
courtroom pleadings at Albany Law School. But baseball, basketball and track were in his blood from high school days. He turned
to his old love, the sports pages — wrote a sports column for 13
years until we brought him to WTRY. Fitzgerald Bros. Brewing
Company of Troy snapped up his 6:15 FIVE STAR FINAL.
Fans of baseball, basketball, bowling, golf and harness racing
took him as their own. But that's the usual thing with WTRY's
reason why WTRY's local and Blue Nettalent,
top-flight
work shows
are thethesales leaders in the Tri-City area.
Kc in the center

of the dial ...

Mid- Winter, 1943
KMJ
57.2

"B"
21.8

"C"
15.7

"D"

Others
1.6

3.7
12:00 N. - 6:00 P.M. — Mon. thru Fri.
NBC KMJ
5000 WATTS

BASIC

on 580 Kc.

TROY, N. Y.
Covering TROY, ALBANY, SCHENECTADY
1000 WATTS
H. C. Wilder, Pres.
Represented by Roymer

Only BLUE Network Station Covering Eastern New York
THE

McCLATCHY
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VITROPHANE Corp., Brooklyn (decorating paper), has started announcements on a number of Canadian stations. Account is handled by Rubin &
Lesser Adv., New York.
CANADIAN GOVT., Dept. of Finance, National War Finance Committee, Ottawa (Fourth Victory
Loan), on April 12 started for five
weeks weekly transcribed half-hour
drama This Is War on 20 Canadian
stations. Account was placed by Advertising Agencies of Canada. War
Finance Group, Toronto.
DOWNTOWN BUSINESS MEN'S
Assn., Los Angeles (retail stores), in
a one-week pre-Easter campaign
ended April 18 used 50 announcements
on 6 Southern California stations,
KNX KFI KECA KFWB KMPC
KFAC. Placement was through
Mays & Bennett Adv., Los Angeles.
ASSOCIATED TEXTILES of Canada, Montreal, has started a weekly
"wartime program New Women on
CBF and CBM, Montreal.
Account
was placed direct.
CONSOLIDATED MINING
&
SMELTING Co. of Canada, Trail.
B. C. (company store), has started
Service Diary, weekly interviews with
airmen, soldiers and sailors home on
leave, on CJAT, Trail, B. C. Accouver. count was placed by A. McKim, Van-

Song Index Enlarged
IN ADDITION to the Audience
Coverage Index figures showing
the relative standings of popular
musical compositions as measured
by their network broadcasts, the
weekly reports issued by the Office
of Research — Radio Division, New
York, now show Audience Trend
Indices, an average of the ACI's
current week and the two preceding weeks. The ATI, says the Office
of Research, "is a better index of
trend in the general popularity of
a song than is the ACI alone
because of the time lag in sheet
and record sales. Radio popularity
usually anticipates consumer demand and general popularity of

RICHARD M. COMPTON, who
joined Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, last
January, has been appointed manager
of Quaker Puffed Grains advertising.

songs." SESAC Service
TO ASSIST stations, agencies,
transcription companies and other
users of SESAC music in their selection of the music published by
the 140 SESAC affiliated publishers, SESAC has created a program service department under the
direction of Gus Hagenah. Mr.
Hagenah will work out programming problems with production executives, musical directors and
artists, and will advise them on
their music needs.

FIBBER McGEE & MOLLY, NBC
comedy team, last week began their
ninth year for the same sponsor —
S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis.
Agency is Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago.

ONE MAN'S FAMILY, written and
produced by Carlton E. Morse and
sponsored by Standard Brands
(Fleishmann's yeast), on NBC Sunday, 7-7:30 p.m. (EWT), with broadcast of April 11 started its 12th year.

NOT CITY FATHERS but instrumental none-the less in success of til
weekly CBS Pabst Blue Ribbon Town, is this agency-sponsor-talent quill
tet. Series started for 26 weeks on March 27 (Saturdays, 10:15-10:41
p.m. EWT). Pabst Brewing Co. is sponsor. Jovial group (1 to r) art
Groucho Marx, star of the series; Philip G. Gregory and E. L. Morril
West Coast sales manager and vice-president in charge of sales, respe*;
tively, of Pabst; Henry Legler, vice-president of Warwick & Legler Inc.]
New York
agency servicing the account, and Dick Mack, agency's Holl^
wood
director.
Grant

Advertising

Opens

New Rio Branch Office
OPENING of a Rio de Janeiro
branch of Grant Advertising, S. A.,
a subsidiary of Grant Advertising,
Chicago, has been announced by
Will C. Grant, president. Arrangements for the new office
were completed by David Echols,
who is in charge of Grant Latin
American operations, with headquarters in Mexico City, and who,
with L. G. (Bucky) Harris has
just returned to Mexico City after
a tour of South American cities.
Chester Hendry, executive vicepresident of the Mexico City office,
who has been serving in Washington as executive secretary of the
Inter-American Development Commission, will be in charge of the
Rio office. Assisting Mr. Hendry
will be account executives Antonio
Rojas, formerly in the Mexico City
office and before that in charge of
foreign broadcasts at WLWO, Cincinnati, and John C. Vianna. Juan
De Faros has been appointed radio
director. The opening of the
Grant Rio office is part of hte
Grant expansion plan ot establish
offices in major Latin American
cities.
Two Join Biow
WILBUR SELDEN TODMAN has
left the CBS program department
to join Biow Co., New York, where
he will work under Bernard Procktor, radio time buyer. His present
assignment is production on the
P & G Lava and Teel accounts.
Harry Spears, audio supervisor
for CBS on the West Coast, has
joined the Hollywood branch of
Biow as radio director of Johnny
Presents Ginny Simms, CBS program sponsored by Philip Morris & Co., New York. He replaces
Myron Dutton.

NBC

PAUL
Page
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Summer

Symphony

NBC's Summer Symphony Orchestra starts its annual series of concerts April 18, with Dr. Frank
Black, NBC general music director,
as conductor. In previous years
different conductors have been assigned to each broadcast.
BROADCASTING

FOLLOWING the dissolution of 55t|
St. Assoc., New York, 12 membeif
of the agency have gone over to Pe;j
tingell & Fenton, New York. Ho rati
Titus, president and treasurer <ii
the defunct firm, has been placed in
charge of creative planning at Pettii
gell & Fenton. Other members of M •
Titus' former agency and their ne t
positions at P & F include: Martin
Maslin,
promotion
and publicity:
Courtnay Marvin, Eileen Nolan ami
Mary Keller, copy staff; Milton Bui
ertson, radio scripts, and Tom Sokoii
production staff.
MARVIN MANN has resumed hi|
position as account executive of WeiSii
& Geller, Chicago after an honorabl||
discharge from the Army Air Forces,]
which he joined as a lieutenant lagt]
July. He will service the Selby Sh»|
Co., College Inn Food Products, anllj
Wrigley car card.
HARRY G. OMMERLE will resigM
from the radio department of Willianu
Morris Agency, New York, in mid-1
May, toas join
Ruthrauff
& Ryan,
York,
account
executive
and Nev'
vie
president.
He
has
been
with
Morril:']
for the last six years.

FRANK PALMER, formerly of til J
media department of Benton & Bowles
New York, has returned to the agenc;
as spot time buyer.
BERNE
ABELEW,
former cop:
writer of the United Adv. Cos., Chi
cago, has joined Stanley Pflauni)
Assoc., Chicago.
JULIAN G. POLLOCK, president o
the Julian G. Pollock Adv. Agency
Philadelphia, and Janet Lehman, o'l [
Dayton, O., stationed in Pkiladelplii;
as a onU. May
S. Navy
ried
26. auditor, are to be mar1
ERWIN D. SWANN, vice-presidenfj
of Foote, Cone & Belding, has bee!
placed in charge of copy and art in
the agency's New York office.
HARRY SPEARS, audio supervisor)
of CBS, Hollywood, has joined The)
Biow Co., that city, as writer-producer of the Sims,
weekly sponsored
NBC Johnny
Pre-'
sents Ginny
by Philip!
Morris & Co. He succeeds Myroni
Dutton, resigned.
ROBERT J. DAVIS, vice-presidentl
of Brisaeher, Davis & Van Nordon,
Los Angeles, is conferring with agenera
clients in New York and Chicago.
• Broadcast

Advertising

) HERBERT
S. WETZLER. former
reelance
merchandiser, advertising
|| aid radio script writer, has joined
WBrisacher. Davis & Van Norden, Los
Lngeles agency, as plan executive.
1TERNON DAVIS, formerly in charge
{ if salts promotion for Royal Farms
{(Dairy. Los Angeles, has joined The
■players Co., that city, as copywriter
find assistant to Dean L. Simmons,
I radio director.
ASSEL SMITH, vice-president and
adio director of Botsford, Constantine
Gardner, Los Angeles, has recovred from a major operation.
RIC STRUTT, former radio diector of General Adv. Agency, Hollyood, has joined Hixson-O'Donnell
dv., Los Angeles, as copywriter. Lee
illiams, former Southern California
ewspaper editor, has also joined the
atter agency as copywriter.
ICTOR RANKIN, formerly of the
Hollywood office of Russel M, Seeds
Co.. has joined the Overseas Branch
jf the OWI at San Francisco.

COPE JOINS BATES
AS PROGRAM
CHIEF
DON COPE, of the director staff
of Benton & Bowles, New York,
lias resigned to join Ted Bates
Inc., April 19, to supervise proproduction.
LilliangramSteinfeld,
formerly of the
production staff
of McCann-Erickson, has joined
Benton & Bowles,
to direct Woman
of America, NBC

^TATHAN
BINDEMAN
transferred to
the staff of has
RobertbeenJ.
Enders, radio director of Kal Adv.
Agency. Washington. He had been in
■charge of the production department.

Mr. Cope's other assignment at
B & B, The Family Hour on CBS,
has been taken over by Bill Rousseau, director-producer, who comes
to the agency from Transamerican,
where he worked on the CBS Readers Digest programs. He was previously with Young & Rubicam,
New York, where he handled the
Fred Allen and Ben Bernie broadcasts.
Also joining Benton & Bowles is
Herb Leder, formerly of WMCA,
New York. He has been placed in
charge of all new radio material
submitted to the agency.

AGEICY
I

yrppoifttmeftti

'KENMORE
Huber Hoge PUBLISHING
& Sons, N. Y. Co.,
To N.
use Y.,
radioto
and magazines.
CARBONA PRODUCTS Co., N. Y., to
Friend Adv. Agency, N. Y.
JOHN LUCAS PAINT Co., Philadelphia,
to Seberhagen Inc., Philadelphia. ,
SONORA RADIO & TELEVISION Corp.,
i Chicago, to Weiss & Geller, Chicago, to
promote its catalog of recordings. Using
business papers, may use radio later on.
ANTHRACITE INDUSTRIES, New York,
jto N. W. Ayer & Sons. New York.
^LUTHERAN
LAYMENS
LEAGUE, St.
Xouis, to Gotham Adv., New York, for
Lutheran Hour program. Series will continue throughout the summer on Mutual
and a number of other stations, totaling
300.
BOOK PRESENTATIONS, New York, to
Raymond Spector, N. Y., for Complete
YjBook of Sewing. Test campaign completed,
national spot campaign under way.
TIDE WATER OIL Co., Western Div., to
Buchanan & Co., effective May 1.
BEACON CHEMICAL Co.. Philadelphia, to
James G. Lamb Co.. Philadelphia, for Zero,
a new all-purpose cleanser, and other household products.
JOHN MIDDLETON,
Inc., Philadelphia,
manufacturers and distributors of Walnut,
Regimental, and other brands of smoking
tobacco,
Middleton
Cigarettes, various
cigar brands, pipes and smoking accessories,
to Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia.
THOMPSON
PRODUCTS
Inc., West
Coast plant, Bell, Cal., to LockwoodShackelford Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
David R. Fenwick is account executive.
CALO DOG FOOD Co., Oakland, Cal., to
G. A. Cummings Adv., Oakland.
STICKNEY & POOR SPICE Co., Boston,
to
Co., Boston. Media plans
not Ingalls-Miniter
set.
JOHN McSCHAIN Inc., Philadelphia
(builders), to Richard A. Foley Adv.
Agency, Philadelphia.

program
ly handled formerby Mr.
Cope, for Procter
& Gamble. Miss
Steinfeld has been directing the
CBS shows, Death Valley Days
and Dr. Christian at McCannErickson.
Mr. Cope

TELL
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EARL B. THOMAS, formerly vicepresident of McKee & Albright, New
York, has joined the outpost service
bureau of the Office of War Information, as senior regional supervisor.

ABOUT

• Broadcast

Your

HABITS

Get latest survey — no cost!
Here's how to get next to the billiondollar Iowa market! New, impartial, allinclusive "Summers-Whan" Iowa Radio
Survey
counties,habits
discloses
5-year covers
trends a'l
in 99
listening
and
preferences as to station and programs.
Maps and facts on Iowa listeners in
various age groups and educational
levels city, small-town and farm. You
need it to do a good job in Iowa. Get
it today! No cost, no obligation.
Central Broadcasting Co.,
912 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa

Advertising

Elected 4-A Governors
J. C. MORSE, vice-president of
Dan B. Miner Co., and Harwin T.
Mann, media director of Foote,
Cone & Belding, have been elected
to the board of governors of Southern California Chapter, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies. Mr.
Mann also becomes secretarytreasurer. They replace Jack
Smalley, Hollywood manager of
BBDO, and John H. Weiser, executive of Ruthrauff & Ryan, in Hollywood, whose terms are expiring.
Continuing on the board are chairman H. E. Cassidy, vice-president
of the McCarty Co.; vice-chairman
Norman W. Mogge, Los Angeles
manager of J. Walter Thompson
Co., and Arthur W. Gudelman,
manager of Barton A. Stebbins
Adv., in that city.

!ATIONAL
numerous ADVERTISERS
nationalities and
have New
one York's
thing
in common. They both agree that
WBNX is THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION of
GREATER NEW YORK.
No wonder, then, that WBNX with its 5,000 watts,
directional, plays the dominant role in selling the
5,000,000* foreign-language-speaking-audience of
the world's greatest market.
To cash in on the opportunities of this super-market,
advertise your national products over WBNX, the
Winner of the Peabody Citation for Public Service to
Foreign Language Groups.
* Over 70%
of metropolitan
New York's
population is
foreign
born or of foreign
parentage.

FAMILIES
ALL

Agency

Telephone is State 1858. Mr.
O'Leary is a former account executive and copywriter of First
United Broadcasters and Ruthrauff
& Ryan, and was at one time on
the Chicago sales staff of William
G. Rambeau Co., station representatives. The company is handling the Northern Mutual Casualty Co., Chicago (insurance).

FRED WARING was to broadcast
his 1,000th consecutive Pleasure Time
program, Friday, April 16. Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Co., New York, sponsors the program for Chesterfield Cigarettes. Agency is Newell-Emmett Co.,
New York.

9,218

Chicago

STANDARD ADV. AGENCY, Chicago, has been organized under the
direction
O'Leary,
with officesof atGeorge
222 N.J. Wells
St.

Open Coast Office
BRANCH office has been established in the Rialto Bids-., San
Francisco, by West-Marquis, Los
Angeles, and Spencer W. Curtiss
Inc., Chicago and Indianapolis, to
handle advertising, market research and industrial relations. Office will operate under firm name
of West-Marquis & Curtiss and
serve clients in Northern California
as well as national accounts. Los
Angeles, Chicago and Indianapolis
staffs of the firms will not be affected, since each office will maintain its separate identity. New
branch will operate under joint
direction of Spencer Curtiss and
John R. West.
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B-S-H

AFM

Local

802

Votes

to

Brown

Thanks

Radio for Cooperation
THANKING radio for cooperation
in informing the people about the
essential facts concerning ration
programs, OPA Chief Prentiss M.
Brown last week wrote the NAB
that "the industry has responded
magnificently" and has been "a
vital
factor in the success of home
front measures related intimately
to the winning of the war."
The Price Administrator wrote
that radio, through its news programs, commentators, and the gift
of time for OPA officials, had informed householders and thousands
of merchants "with a minimum of
delay" about complex rationing
programs covering footwear,
processed foods, and meats.
Faced with these problems, Mr.
Brown said, "we turned, of course,
to our free system of radio for
aid." For this cooperation, he said,
OPA extends its grateful thanks
and appreciation.

REVENUE of WMAQ, Chicago, for
the first three months of 1943 is 45%
above same period last year, according to Oliver Morton, WMAQ sales
manager and head of local and spot
sales of NBC Chicago. Gross billing
of March 1943 was the largest month
in WMAQ history.
Page
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Spd

Abolish

Relief
Tax;
Rejects
Radio
Proposals
states that dues on 1942 were $18,MEMBERS of the New York local
(802) of the American Federation
365 less than in 1941 because 2,497
of Musicians last week voted to
members entered the armed services during the year, adding that
abolish the 3% relief and organthis total will probably reach 5,000
ization tax which working members
before the end of 1943, causing a
have paid on all steady or single
further decrease in dues received
engagements since 1935. Resolution
to cancel the tax was put through
by the union.
by an overwhelming majority of
Application fees decreased $16the more than 700 members attend899 from 1941, the report states,
and will continue to fall off as
ing the meeting, although the report of Harry Suber, treasurer of
young musicians are going into
the armed forces or into war work
the local, opposed this course.
rather than becoming professional
Meeting, held at Carnegie Hall,
musicians. The total drop in inNew York, on April 12, rejected
several proposed resolutions afcome of $41,406 from the previous
year was more than offset, however,
fecting radio, chiefly the "one
by reduced expenses of $54,794.
steady job to one man only" plan,
Speaking specifically of the rewhich would have prevented any
steadily employed musician from
lief and organization fund, the reaccepting any other employment,
port states that "increase in income
into this fund in 1942 over 1941
including guest appearances on
radio programs, recording dates,
was $49,673, due mainly to stand-by
etc. Other resolutions which did
collections which increased by
not pass included proposals that no
$29,767, and radio remote control
member be permitted to work more
charges, which increased by $23,than five days in any week and that
120. Because some relief members
have been absorbed by the military
whenever an electric organ is used
on a radio program a minimum of
services, others by war industries
eight instrumentalists, exclusive of
and others have taken the places of
the organ, be required to be empreviously employed members now
in the armed forces, the report
ployed.
Balance sheet of the local as of
says, relief disbursements were dethe end of 1942 revealed total net
creased by $64,635 for the year as
assets of $415,000 and liabilities of
compared to 1941. Despite certain
increased expenditures, the total
$29,122, leaving a surplus of $386,378. Treasurer's report, however,
of the fund's disbursements for the
year was $27,006 less than in 1941.
Over the period since April, 1935,
when it was established, the relief
and organization fund has collected
BALTIMORE'S
BLUE
$2,927,325 in 3% taxes, Mr. Suber
said, continuing that in that period
v
NETWORK
the union has paid out for relief
disbursements only the sum of
$3,296,024, the difference of $368,699 coming from other sources such
as notes, stand-bys and donations.
Prentiss

Urges

Discount

FIRST WOMAN in Chicago to enter the myriad intricacies of sound
effects, with no previous commercial radio experience, Genevieve
Capstaff, been
24, hasassigned
after three
training
by weeks'
WGN,
Chicago, to regular duties. She was
engaged by the station as an experiment in training a woman as a
sound effects technician to help replace three technicians who have
entered military service.
A

SMALL

WORLD

Three WCAO Announcers
Meet in Mississippi
ONCE upon a time there were three
young men announcers on the staff
of WCAO, Baltimore. In due course
all three were inducted into the
U. S. Army.
Nothing unusual about that —
until Mysterious Coincidence began
to work on the combination. First
PFC Hal Proctor and Sgt. John
Ademy found themselves stationed
at Keesler Field, Miss. And then
one night 2d Lt. Raymond Moffett,
on a bivouac, walked into the nearby town. Sgt. Ademy leaves reunion
details to your imagination.
WGR

Basic

Blue

Outlet

WGR, Buffalo, effective June 1,
1944, will become a basic BLUE affiliate, replacing WEBR, current
Blue outlet in that city, the network has announced. WGR, owned
and operated by the Buffalo Broadcasting Corp., is the present Mutual affiliate in Buffalo. It operates
on 550 kc, 5,000 watts day and
1,000 watts nighttime power.
Tuned to BBC Programs
MORE THAN one third of New
York's radio homes surveyed by the
Pulse of New York during the first
two weeks of March, were tuned in
to rebroadcasts of BBC programs at
some time during the seven days preceding the interviews. Survey, conducted under the direction of the BBC
research department, also revealed
that on the average a BBC program
reached an estimated 22,000 radio
homes in New York. A total of 1,466
homes in the New York area were
covered in the survey.

Chang

A

Agency Is Asking for Renew!
Rate After Initial 52 Weeks
BLACKETT - Sample - Hummeifl
Chicago, in a letter to stations I
requesting industry-wide adopti<|
of the continuing discount pri.J
ciple which provides that til
spot advertiser be given the max!
mum discount if he continues on f
station after 52 consecutive week!
Most station contracts are on a|
annual basis whereby the cliet.;
earns a frequency rate within til
fiscal year.
Thus if an advertiser is on fcj
52 weeks and continues for an ad
ditional 13 weeks, the advertisei]
in most cases is billed for th|
straight 13-week rate for thsi
period. Under the B-S-H clause th
advertiser would be entitled to tbd
52-week rate. The continuing disl
count principle, as well as the selij
renewing contract clause, providin g
for automatic 52-week renewal all
the end of each 13-week period, ij
practised by a number of stations,
including the NBC M & O and th$
CBS O & O stations, the Yanke;
Network, and others.
40 Have Agreed

The letter, signed by Jame;
Neale, chief timebuyer of B-S-H,
enclosed a copy of the clause whicli
the agency is asking to be inserted
in future contracts. B-S-H report:
that out of 44 returns thus far, 40
stations have agreed to include th*
clause in their contracts. Mr
Neale pointed out in the letter tha
an advertiser who remains on ;
station 52 weeks and then decide;
to extend for an additional 13 weel
period is entitled to a better rat(
than the advertiser who goes on the
air for a total of just 13 weeks.
It would also encourage the
client, he said, to buy additiona
time if the maximum discount wert
received on the basis of having beer
on the station for the 52 week
period. The . self-renewing clause
would obviate the necessity of writing new contracts every year, as
well as simplify bookkeeping. It
has been suggested in industry
quarters that the matter be discussed at the NAB War Conference.
KYA

Shift

DON FEDDERSON, vice president
of Palo Alto Radio, has succeeded!
Wilifred Davis, president, as manager of KYA, San Francisco. KYA
was purchased a few months ago
by Palo Alto Radio from Hearst
Radio. No explanation was offered
for Mr. Davis' retirement from
active participation in management
of the station.

FULTON mentator
LEWIS
Mutual's comon politicaljr.,affairs,
has just
been signed by Newsreel Distributors
Inc., to do a series of special newsreels, first two of which will be made
April 20.

TAKING a two-week layoff, Bing
Crosby, star of the weekly NBC Kraft
Music Hall, will spend a late April
vacation in Mexico City. Pinch-hitting
on the April 22 and 29 broadcasts will
be Fibber McGee & Molly. Aiding them
will be of
BobBing.
Crosby, band leader and
brother

JOHN NESBITT, narrator on the
weekly NBC Westinghouse Program,
has been assigned the role of an announcer in the MGM film, "Russia".

WDRC, Hartford, on April 19 begins
a new early morning news program— i
a steady half-hour of news, 7-7 :30.
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deferment
>f

FCC

Record

Way

Attacked

9SteIIo Committee Reports
035 Are of Draft Age
[SPLAYING obvious dissatisfacm over the deferment records of
,3C employes, the Costello Comittee, investigating draft deferent of government employes, reirted to the House last Friday
at 840,578 persons of military
;e, "an alarming number", were
aployed by the Federal governent.
The committee specifically
ngled out the FCC for criticism
)inting out that nearly 50% of its
;rsonnel consisted of men between
i and 38. "It is fortunate," the
ommittee commented, "that this
;rcentage does not hold good
iroughout the government."
Reporting in detail testimony
resented by Chairman James Lawimce Fly, Chief Engineer E. K.
stt, and Dr. R. D. Leigh of the
oreign Broadcast Intelligence
arvice, the Committee pointed out
lat of 2,299 Commission employes,
035 were men of draft age. Of
lese 391 were deferred to class 2A
id 2B. Of deferred men, 267 were
ppointed before Pearl Harbor and
L4 since the U. S. entered the
^ar [Broadcasting, March 29].
The report showed that the FCC
eferred employes were for the
iost part monitors and intelligence
ficers who were stationed at outosts in this country and abroad to
atrol the radio snectrum.
After citing Chairman Fly's
;stimony that the Commisison was
nable to find women who were
-ained for the job, or to get aditional operators even with the
id of the American Radio Relay
eague, the Committee concluded
lat "there are too many deferlents in the FCC and felt in the
ght of testimony that the Commison had been content to show that
irtain employes are skilled and
ifficult to secure with little effort
aving been made to demonstrate
'here the Commission had ever
'aken preliminary steps to train
splacements."

EXCEPTIONAL
ANNOUNCER WANTED
• NBC basic station in
large midwestern city has
opening for staff work for
an experienced man. He
must be far above the average in ability and performance and we are willing to
pay accordingly. Only men
having highest qualifications will be considered. In
replying give full information regarding experience,
education, draft status and
salary you are now receiving. Address Box 552,
BROADCASTING.
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Paved
for Disc Agreement
(Continued from page 9)

conclusion of that meeting would
set a time later that day for a
meeting with the phonograph record people.
Judge Lawrence B. Morris, vicepresident and general counsel of
RCA Mfg. Co., speaking for the
phonograph record industry, and
A. J. Kendrick, vice-president of
World
Broadcasting System,
spokesman for the transcription
manufacturers, endorsed Mr.
Petrillo's statement without amplification. In response to questions
it was said that the meeting had
not reached the point of discussing
specific plans for a settlement. Mr.
Petrillo declined to answer a question regarding the union's proposed
plan of settlement through a tax
on all records, to be paid by the
manufacturing companies and utilized by the AFM to provide employment for its needy members.
Senator Clark Spotted
An amusing interlude in the
meeting occurred when reporters,
waiting in the lobby for the meeting
to adjourn, spotted Sen. D. Worth
Clark (D. Ida.), chairman of the
Senate Interstate Commerce subcommittee authorized to investigate
the union's ban on recordings, and
Herbert L. Pettey, general manager of WHN, New York. Sen.
Clark disavowed any knowledge
of the meeting and explained that
he always stays at the Ambassador
when in New York and that Mr.
Pettey is an old friend and that
their meeting was purely social.
When Mr. Petrillo learned of
Sen. Clark's presence, he invited
the Senator into the meeting, saying that he wanted to express publicly in the presence of Sen. Clark
and the union board his appreciation for the fair treatment he had
received
from
the investigating

OCD

Series

Reported

Based

on

Available

WITH Axis leaders boasting of
raids to come on American cities,
the Office of Civilian Defense is releasing aseries of transcribed programs made in England portraying what it means to be on the
receiving end of enemy bombs. The
series is reported to be available
for local sponsorship and clearance
through regional offices of OCD.
Programs feature men and
women of British Civil Defense
forces who tell personally of the
experiences, problems and dangers
when backyards become the front
line. Titled We Have Met the
Enemy, the series was recorded in
England by the London Transcription Service of BBC, and the
records were brought over by cargo
plane and transport vessels. According to Marvin Beers, chief of
the OCD radio section, several
were lost enroute.
Each program begins with the
clump of bombs on London, trans-

Broadcast

Advertising

committee when he appeared before it in January [Broadcasting,
Jan. 18] — "as fairly as I would be
treated in my own home."
Upon leaving the conference, Sen.
Clark said that his subcommittee
was inactive at this time and that
no move would be made to reopen
its hearings until he had been apprised of the outcome of the present negotiations between the AFM
and the makers of records and
transcriptions.
Representatives of the transcription and recording industries who
attended the meeting were: L. B.
Morris, J. W. Murray, RCA-Victor; Edward Wallerstein, Ralph
Colin, Columbia Recording Corp.;
Jack Kapp, Milton Diamond, Decca
Records; C. M. Finney, J. R. Andrus, Associated Music Publishers;
Gerald A. Kelleher, Empire Broadcasting Corp.; C. 0. Langlois, A.
Walter Socolow, Lang-Worth Feature Programs; C. L. Egner, R. P.
Myers Jr., NBC Radio-Recording
Division; Gerald King, M. M.
Blink, Standard Radio; Tom Kelleher, WOR Recording Studios; A. J.
Kendrick, H. J. Quillman, World
Broadcasting System; Sam Oliphant, William F. Crouch, Soundies
Distributing Corp. of America.
AFM representatives were:
James C. Petrillo, president; C. L.
Bagley, vice-president; Leo Cluesman, secretary; Harry E. Brenton,
treasurer; Joseph N. Weber, general adviser; Oscar F. Hild. J. W.
Parks, A. Rex Riccardi, Chauncey
Weaver, Walter M. Murdock, members of the international executive
board; William Kerngood, secretary emeritus; Joseph A. Padway,
Henry A. Friedman, attorneys;
Thomas F. Gamble, Edward Canavan, Harry J. Steeper, Eddie B.
Love, assistants to the president.

Bombing
for

Local

of Cities
Sponsors

scribed during a raid, against the
background of ack ack, and wail
of sirens. Then the ordinary man
of Britain tells his story, interviewed by Lindsey Harrie of the
American Red Cross and Brewster
Morgan of OWL There are 26
shows in the series.
Florida

Time

Change

VOTING to put all of Florida into
the Central Wartime zone, the
Florida House last week adopted
legislation which in effect puts the
state on Eastern Standard Time.
At present, Florida is operating in
two time zones, with all Florida
west of the Apalachiaola River on
Eastern War Time, and the remainder of the state on Central
War Time. The change would occur
Sept. 1.
WFMJ, Youngstown, is going "all
out for victory" with a new patriotic
rate card in red, white and blue.

Transposition
BIRTH of a baby girl to Lowell C. Smith, announcer of
KGVO, Missoula, was reported last March 29 in
Broadcasting, and since then
C. Lowell Smith, bachelor
with MBS on the West Coast,
has had to protest to Mr.
Smith of Missoula at being
expected by friends on the
Coast to pass out cigars for
an event to which he is related only by transposition.

Bellaire Joins Blue
ROBERT BELLATRE, former
foreign correspondent for Un;ted
Press, who returned to America
recently after being interned in
Tokyo by the Japanese, has joined
the BLUE mentators.
Network's
comMr. Bellaire,staff
who ofserved
in Shanghai and Tokyo as manager
of the UP bureau, will start a
9 a.m. review of the news Sundays
on the BLUE May 2.
Cudahy on CBS
CUDAHY PACKING Co., Chicago,
starting May 24 will sponsor
Something to Talk About, featuring Chuck
Acree, Monday
on 13 CBS
midwestern
stations,
through
Friday, 3:45 p.m. Program built
around odd news items and general
commentary will advertise Delrich,
the Cudahy margarine. Agency is
Grant Adv., Chicago.
Holland

on CBS

HOLLAND FURNACE Co., Holland, Mich., has purchased the
9:45-10 a.m. period Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays on a split midwestern network of 24 CBS stations. Program, which will start
May 3, has not been determined.
Copy will stress Holland Furnace
Repair service. Agency is Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Grove Tests
GROVE LABS., St. Louis, last
week started a test campaign on two
stations in each of four major
markets for Grove Vitamin products. Chainbreak announcements of
25 and 40 words are being used.
Donahue & Coe, New York, has
been min
appointed
campaign. to handle the vitaGriffin Using 70
GRIFFIN MFG. Co., Brooklyn,
has renewed its spot schedule for
shoe polish, and is using approximately 70 stations. Renewals went
into effect on a staggered schedule,
February through April, Bermingham,
Castleman
& Pierce, New
York, is
agency.
Would Probe OWI
AN INVESTIGATION of policies,
methods and practices of Government agencies relating to control
of information during the war was
proposed in the Senate Friday by
Sen. O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.). The
inquiry would be made by the Senate Judiciary Committee. Admitting his move was prompted by recent resignations from OWI, Sen.
O'Mahoney said "I have the utmost personal confidence in Elmer
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Davis."
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FULL

TIME

ON

5 KW.

AT KQW
EXTENDED
An extension of license to
erate unlimited time on 740 kc.
with 5 kw., to Feb. 1, 1944, was
granted KQW, San Francisco, out-oplet of CBS, by the FCC last week
marking another step in the bitter
contest between KQW and KSFO,
San Francisco, for this facility.
This license for one year, which replaces the temporary authorization
under which KQW has been operating since 1940, contains a clause
which stipulates that the granting
of the regular license is not to be
construed as a determination that
KQW will ultimately be assigned
740 kc. with 50 kw. when conditions
after the war permit lifting of the
equipment freeze.
Such a clause concerns the competitive applications of KQW and
KSFO for this frequency and
power, a case which will not be
decided until after the war. The
Commission also denied without
preiudice the applications of both
KQW and KSFO for construction
permits for new transmitter and
other equipment.
In its new action, announced
April 13, the FCC adopted proposed findings of fact with a revised proviso, as follows:
"The Commission deems it appropriate to point out that the denial of the instant applications
and the granting of a regular license to KQW does not resolve the
question as to which, if either, of
the applicants may be ultimately
authorized to effect the maximum
usage of the 740 kc. channel permitted by the Treaty."
KQW, originally a non-network
station, was earmarked for assignment on 740 kc. under the Havana
Treaty allocations. [Broadcasting,
Nov. 15, 1940]. It replaced KSFO
as the CBS outlet on Jan. 1, 1942.
KSFO, owned by Wesley I. Dumm,
had applied for the 740 kc. assignment with 50,000 watts, and the
competitive applications resulted
in a protracted hearing. By virtue
of the new action, the applications
are held in suspension until after
the war.

Judging Board to Mak
Fire Prevention Award
BOARD OF JUDGES for the second annual gold medal awards l|
press and radio for outstanding
service in the field of fire preveil
tion was announced last week b|
W. E. Mallalieu, general manage
of the National Board of Fire Ur
derwriters, sponsor of the award;!
OCD Director James M. Landi;;
Andrew T. Callahan, president r
the International Assoc. of Fii
Chiefs, and Sol Taishoff, editor o
Broadcasting, comprise the boarc.
Plans for announcement of wirJ
ners next month were complete )
at the first meeting of the judge?!
Gold be
medals
valuedto at
eac'i
will
awarded
the$500
winnin
newspaper and radio station, an
honorable mention certificates wil
be
presented
finalists.
year'
major
winnersto were
The Last
Berkshir
Evening Eagle, Pittsfield, Mass
and KFBK, Sacramento, Cal.
Fire at W75NY

FULL

RADIO SEASON of major baseball will be sponsored by Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co., which has purchased the Cincinnati Reds
schedule for 1943 over WSAI. Sponsor will have nothing to sell. Campaign will be straight institutional. Seated at signing ceremonies is
H. C. Blackwell, president of the utility. Standing (1 to r) : Kenneth
Magers, utility company's publicity manager; O. R. Bellamy, WSAI
salesman; Robert E. Dunville, WLW-WSAI vice-presid
ent in charge of
sales; Walter Callahan, WSAI general manager.
End

Religious

Quackery

on

Air

Is Plea

Of Church
Editor
Who
Fears
'Rackef
and training, apparently can either
POINTING OUT that radio propurchase or secure without cost
tects the public from quackery in
time on the air for his message. As
medicine, L. O. Hartman, editor,
writing in Zions Herald, makes a
a result, dogmatists, hobby-riders,
fanatics, partisans, may gain access
plea for closer regulation by radio
to vast audiences and work farstations of false and dangerous religious teachings which find their
reaching damage."
way into broadcasting schedules.
Zions Herald, Mr. Hartman's
Mr. Hartman concedes that alpublication, is printed in Boston
though religion on the air is in its
and programs of stations in the
Boston area are referred to in the
infancy, broadcasting officials have
editorial, with particular praise for
been singularly open-minded and
helpful in promoting church broad"The Church School of the Air",
casts. And, he says, they have albroadcast by WBZ-WBZA.
ways been generous with respect
In Mr. Hartman's opinion there
EDGAR KOBAK, BLUE executive
to time.
should never be permitted appeals
vice-president, gave a dinner at the
"The use of radio for the gospel
Town Hall Club last week for memfor money for the "support of the
message
, however, is not yet regubers of the network's legal, treasury
program" in religious radio proand general service staffs. The event
lated as it should be," says Mr.
grams and warns that dangerous
was one of a series of informal gathHartman. "Any preacher or lay"rackets" will develop unless aperings at which Mr. Kobak described
man of good character, although he
the origin and development of the netpeals are governed by the strictest
work.
may be sadly deficient in knowledge
of rules. He recommended that contributions always should be sent to
the radio station and that an auditing should be required of the agency
using the time.
$ KMPC, most powerful independent in the
"There is no 'gold mine' in the
world quite like the millions of raWest, beams 38,000 watts by directional
dio listeners," Mr. Hartman writes.
transmitting over all of Southern California
. . . unsurpassed

coverage

at lowest cost!

"iND
CLE VE LAND j^-N ATI ONAl REPRESENTATIVE
: PAUL ■ H. RAYMIR
'• W<»AR'
',. ..
.,-.i...-.:,o'.■ . CO
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WAACs Radio bourse
WAACs will be trained as radio
operators and technicians for the
Signal Corps and Air Forces at two
additional radio schools. Classes of
50 are being assigned each week
for six-week courses at the Keystone Schools Inc., Hollidaysburg,
Pa., and the United Radio-Television Institute, Newark. For several
months WAACs have been learning
radio operation at' the Midland
Radio School, Kansas City, Mo.
BROADCASTING

W75NY, FM station of Metropolis!
tan Television Co., New York, wa|
off the air last week while it 31
transmitter
was
undergoing rel
pairs and readjustments following
a fire of undetermined origin whicll
broke
in Pierre,
the station's
quarter;:'
in
the out
Hotel
New York,
on
April 10. Fire was discovered a;
10:30 p.m., an hour after the sta
tion had signed off for the nigh,
and was extinguished by firemerl
about two hours later. Other Newn
York FM stations, W47NY anql
W67NY,
broadcast courtesy an |
nouncements during the week, ex >
plaining to FM listeners why the>:
could not hear W75NY.
Chicago School Station
WBEZ, FM station operated by the
Chicago Board of Education,
started broadcasting April 15 on
42.5 mc. with 1000 General Electric
transmitter. The station will operate weekdays 11:30-3 p. m., and!
on Sundays from 10 a. m. to 5
p.m., and will originate its own
programs under the direction of
George Jennings, acting director of
the Chicago Radio Council, as well
as rebroadcast programs of Chicago stations as part of the inschool broadcasts. E. N. Andresen is chief engineer.
More
FOR

Awards

for RCA

THE second time the Harrison, N. J. plant of RCA has won

the# Army-Navy
E the
flag production
for meritorious services on
front. RCA's Victor plant at Camden, N. J., has also received the
award for the second time. The
E pennant and the Maritime Commission's M pennant and Victory
flag have also been presented to
Racliomarine Corp. of America.

'The Beam'
TO MARK

Is Born
the success of its first

year, theDirectors
NAB's has
Association
of
Women
begun the
publication of a quarterly paper,
The Beam. First issue, dated April
1943, contains messages from NAB
President Neville Miller and Ruth
Chilton, president of the association, as well as gossip, news and
radio.
editorials
on the job of women in
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American
Names

Ad

Home

WASHINGTON — 1943

Board

Company Was Listed Sixth
Radio Timebuyer in 1942
TO COORDINATE and advise on
the many and varied advertisingactivities of American Home Products Corp., Jersey City and its subsidiaries, the company has formed
an advertising plans board at 22
E. 40th St., New York, it has been
announced by Alvin G. Brush,
chairman of American Home.
H. W. Roden, President of Harold H. Clapp Inc., an affiliate of
American Home since 1939, has
been appointed chairman of the
plans board and will divide his
time directing the operations of
the board and serving as chief administrative executive of Clapp.
Other executives of the board include Leo Nejelski, former advertising manager of Swift & Co., and
William M. Stedman, former advertising coordinator of R. H. Macy
& Co., New York department store,
both of whom will be assistant directors. Walter F. Silbersack, vicepresident of American Home, has
been placed on the board to have
charge of all companies employing
advertising to distribute their
products.

's

Mr. Brush's announcement specified that the plans board would
not "in any sense interfere with or
usurp the prerogatives of the various advertising departments of
the several companies, which will
continue their autonomous operation as in the past." As an advisory body, it will sit in on program and budget planning, and assist in coordinating all operations,
especially in connection with the
company's relations with its advertising agencies.
In Top 10 Advertisers

One of the nation's 10 leadingadvertisers in 1942, American
Home spent $4,543,397 in radio and
magazine media in 1942 out of its
total media expenditure of $5,217,266, according to P. I. B. figures.
Breaking down the radio and magazine figure, radio time received
$4,018,313, making the company
sixth among all radio time buyers.

(New York Herald-Tribune, April 5)
Servicetion;
men swarming in the Union StaMad taxi-hunters growling indignation;
Hotels lobbies
with ; crowded dining rooms and
Smart-lookingof soldier
girlseaters
of Mrs.queued
Hobby's;in
Thousands
long lines would-be
;
wines;
Shortage
of foods, but plentitude of strong
Caucuses now, where used to be cotillions ;
Excited talk of millions, billions, trillions;
rides crosswalks;
;
Dangerous
wild careening hack
Chair-warming
officers with shiny backsides ;
Some faces tense, the balance apathetic.
Vast overlapping bureaus alphabetic ;
Thousands
members of the New Deal
"Yes!"of Club;
Veteran
by-line
Press
Club; "No!'' men 'round the
Dollar-a-year men, lobbyists and fixers;
Ped Hers of isolationist peace elixirs ;
Whispering,
der ; plotting, rumor, gossip, slanTen little geese for every lonely gander ;
Uniforms — soldiers',
flyers', marines',
seamen's; * * *
Pervading all, a mad delirium tremens!
CLAY MORGAN,
Assistant to President of NBC

Joins 'Mystery Chef
CONTINENTAL BAKING Co..
New York, will join the list of
local sponsors of the BLUE's Mystery Chef April 26, bringing to
42 the number of advertisers using
the five-weeklv program on BLUE
stations. Continental sponsors the
series on WFMJ, Youngstown, for
Wonder Bread. Agency is Ted
Bates Inc., New York.

BLUE

Selects

Durstine

In True Story' Dispute
ROY S. DURSTINE, head of his
own advertising agency, has been
named by the BLUE network as a
member of the
three-judge panel
which will decide
the dispute between the network and the
American Federation of Radio
Artists over the
status of the My
True Story series on the BLUE

Mr. Durstine

[Broadcasting, April 12]. Contract between
the union and the network provides
for arbitration of disputes under
the auspices of the American Arbitration Assn.
Mr. Durstine and Robert S.
Lynd, member of the Columbia U.
Dept. ofpointeeSociology,
AFRA's
as arbiter, will
selectap-a
third panel member.
Dispute arose when AFRA requested commercial scale payments
to actors employed on the My True
Story programs, which carry announcements crediting True Story
Magazine as source. BLUE is
broadcasting the series on a sustaining basis, and declined to pay
talent more than the sustaining
rate.
BOB KRIEGHOFF, new to radio,
has joined the announcing staff of
WTOL, Toledo.

KAY

KYSER

FAILS

IN ARMY
PHYSICAL
KAY KYSER, M. C. of the NBC
College of Musical Knowledge and
OWI consultant, was rejected last
week by Army medical officers in
Los Angeles. An induction center
examination revealed that the 37year-old band leader has a hernia
and arthritis of the spine.
OWI Director Elmer Davis had
unsuccessfully sought Kyser's deferment, along with seven other
radio headliners, because of essential civilian activities for OWI —
"developing the mechanics of using
radio programs to disseminate war
information and helping us to enlist the services of other radio
stars and programs," Mr. Davis
said.
Appeals from the 1-A classification of Kyser's local draft board
at Rocky Mount, N. C, were sustained by State Selective Service
Headquarters and later by the
White House [Broadcasting, Mar.
29]. Kyser denied that he had filed
the appeals and announced he was
"ready to do what my Government
wants me to do". Now that he has
been rejected, he plans to "keep
on doing what I have been doing —
and that is everything possible to
help in the war effort."
GENERAL STATE ASSEMBLY
bill, designed to give radio and film
talent agents a separate classification, removing them from legal status of employment agencies, was
recommended for passage by the California Senate Labor Committee in
early April.

ett-Sample-Hummert; Clapp's Baby
Foods, nationally — Young & Rubicam, and on the Pacific coast, McCann-Erickson ; Kolynos toothpowder and Aspertane — ■ Compton
Adv.; Louis Philippe and Edna
Wallace Hopper cosmetics — Erwin,
Wasey & Co.; John Wyeth & Bros.
Inc. pharmaceuticals, S.M.A. Corp.
Petrolagar and other ethical products— John F. Murray Adv. Agency; public relations, institutional
advertising, financial, as well as
household products on the Pacific
Coast — J. Walter Thompson Co.
Negotiations are also on the verge
of completion by American Home
to acquire G. Washington Coffee
Refining Co. [Broadcasting, April
12] agency for which is Cecil &
Presbrey.

American Home's principal products and their advertising agencies
|are: Anacin, Bisodol, Kolynos tooth}jpaste, Old English household prodflucts, Aerowax and others — Black-

as

YEARS
WE
TO

• As goes the Detroit
Area, so goes CKLW. March
retail sales top $1 18,000,000 . . .
and CKLW retail time-sales have
hit a new high . . . meaning better
coverage for less!

AGO

STARTED
GROW

5,000 WATTS
DAY and NIGHT
WGPC
1450 KC
CBS

KPO
SAN FRANCISCO

800
MUTUAL

Kc.
SYSTEM

CKLW

Represented by SPOT SALES Inc.
BROADCASTING
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PROGRAM

MEETING

HELD
IN CANADA
than 50 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. officials and department heads met in Toronto last
week from all parts of the Dominion for a national program conference at the Royal York hotel, the
first such gathering since the appointment last November of Dr.
J. S. Thomson as general manager.
The meetings were under the
chairmanship of Charles Jennings,
supervisor of program planning,
acting for E. L. Bushnell, general
supervisor of programs, who was
ill. All sessions were attended by
the general manager, Dr. Thomson, and the assistant general manager, Dr. Augustin Frigon. Both
urged that all discussions be directed at maintaining and improving standards of CBC's "product
— that is, what comes out of the
loud-speaker."
Davidson Dunton, head of research and reports branch of the
Wartime Information Board, Ottawa, participated in a general
discussion on the relation of public opinion trends to CBC public
service broadcasts.
Reports were given by the five
CBC regional representatives — Ira
Dilworth, Vancouver, for British
Columbia; H. G. Walker, Winnipeg, for the Prairies; D. Claringbull, Toronto, for Ontario; Omer
Renaud, Montreal, for Quebec; and
George Young, Halifax, for the
Maritimes. Reports were also presented by the various departmental heads of the national program
office at Toronto.
MORE

CAKE

CUT

Portland Station Celebrates
21st Birthday
KGW, the NBC affiliate in Portland, Ore., celebrated its 21st birthday last Wednesday with a twohour show in the city's public auditorium. Arden X. Pangborn, managing director, writes that rain did
not reduce a capacity audience of
4,200. Admission was free, by invitation extended through radio, and
newspaper space.
The program, by station talent,
featured over 100 persons including three orchestras. In one-man
skits, m.c. Homer Welch, KGW's
program director, portrayed radio
21 years ago, radio today, and
radio 21 years in the future. James
Abbe, BLUE commentator, spoke
briefly on a newsman's responsibility in broadcasting.
Climax was the huge birthday
cake, rising to stage level on an
electric elevator. The audience
shared the cake.
George E. Deming
GEORGE E. DEMING, vice-president and secretary of the Philco
Corporation, died last week at his
home near Bryn Athyn, Pa. He was
55 years of age. Born in Philadelphia, he was graduated from the
U. of Pennsylvania in 1912, jo:ned
Philco in 1917 as superintendent
of the then small storage battery
factory. He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ethel Beck Deming, and two
sons, George E. jr., and John
Howard.

WHAM
"Your

Western

50,000 Watt

New

York

Salesman"

. . . Clear Channel

. . . 1180 on Dial . . . Affiliated
with the National Broadcasting
Company and The Blue Network, Inc.
ROCHESTER,

National Saies Representative:
George P. Hollingbery Co.
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Answered

Station

Charge
by

OWI

Connor,
Defense Bureau,
Denies WHP Complaints
(See earlier story on p. S3)

Rochester Democrat & Chronicle
'What I want is- a snappy, tie-up ber
tween Swampgrass Hair Restorer
and the Battle of the Atlantic."
CBC

OVERSEAS

GETS

NEW

UNIT

MEN,

CAR

OVERSEAS UNIT of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., headquartered at London, England, has recently added personnel and a new
mobile unit, according to John
Kannawin, in charge of the unit.
Art Holmes, engineer during the
1940 and 1941 blitz, is back with
the unit after a year at CBY, Toronto; Paul Dupuis, CBC Montreal,
and Andrew Cowan, CBC Winnipeg, have joined the unit, which
also includes Peter Stursberg, CBC
Vancouver; Paul Johnson, CBK,
Watrous, Sask.; and Alex MacDonald, CBC, Toronto.
Kannawin reports that he has
attained a new, smaller and more
mobile car, to supplement the unit
which the CBC took over in 1939
when the first unit went to Great
Britain with the first Canadian
troop contingent.
The overseas unit produces a
number of shows dealing with the
activities of Canadians in Britain.
These programs are received in
Canada at the CBC short-wave
receiving station at Ottawa from
the BBC and are aired in Canada
on Saturdays and Sundays each
week. On Saturday, according to
the latest listings, starting early
in the afternoon, are aired Khaki
Scrapbook, half-hour army program; Canadian Sports Review,
quarter-hour program ; Wings
Abroad, air force quarter-hour
program ; Canadian Calendar, halfhour evening feature. On Sunday
morning, Gentlemen With Wings,
25-minute program on air force activities; and Sunday noon, halfhour army program Regimental
Roundup.

Needlecraft

N. Y.

*7<4e Sho*Hj^-(?o4Jd*4t

Redmond

BY KGW

DENYING that OWI's files contain any record of a plan from
WHP, Harrisburg, for coordination
of government war messages, Richard F. Connor, chief of the Radio
Bureau Station Relations Dept.,
promised in a letter last week that
suggestions for improvement of
the Bureau's operations would receive prompt attention.
Mr. Connor was answering a letter fronr Dick: Redmond, director
of war programs at WHP, who had
written NAB President Neville
Miller and OWI Chief Elmer Davis
complaining that radio was not
used effectively in the war.
Cites Correspondence
Answering the letter, Mr. Connor referred in detail to correpondence between OWI and Mr.
Redmond. He said neither the files
nor anyone in the bureau had information about plans or offers
from WHP to improve the Radio
Bureau's effectiveness.
"Any attempt on my part to
answer at length your many comments concerning the operations
of OWI would be only to repeat
what you undoubtedly already
know," Mr. Connor wrote. "That is
the fact that 21 regional OWI consultants, inaddition to the station
advisory board, selected by and
representing the radio industry
throughout the nation, have assisted in guiding the policies of
this organization.
"We have very gracefully accepted their suggestions as the
barometer of industry thinking. 1
... I am sorry your views do not
coincide with theirs. They have
publicly commended this Bureau

operations. . . . 1
its war
and"You
may time
be sure
that every
member of this Bureau and the 21
Regional Radio consultants and
Station Advisory Board are equally
interested in winning this war, and
using radio facilities to the utmost

in accomplishing that aim. We all '
eagerly welcome constructive plans
and ideas toward that end."
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co.,
Inglewood, Cal., in anticipation of a
post-war market, has appointed Frazar
& Hansen, San Francisco, as its
foreign representatives.

Series

NATIONAL NEEDLECRAFT Bureau, New York, has started participations on Nancy Booth Craig's
Woman of Tomorrow
on WJZ, New
York, and on Mary Maragaret McBride's program on WEAF, New
York, for New Encyclopedia of
Modern Sewing. Drive started on
WEAF and extended to WJZ towards the end of March. Agency is
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.
Composed of representatives of
the sewing supply industry, the bureau is also engaged in promoting
home sewing through sewing lessons and radio scripts sold to department stores for use on programs sponsored by the latter.
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WIL

ON

FLOODS

SCENE
HIT

OMAHA

KOIL's special events departnent was on its toes when one of
he worst floods in Missouri river
listory struck Omaha and the
Council Bluffs, la., area last
veek. With hundreds of thousands
if acres already inundated earlier
n the week throughout the valley,
•housands of soldiers, Civilian De'ense workers and high school boys
worked frantically all day and
to reinforce weakiiight enedThursday
dikes.
The climax came when dikes on
30th sides of Omaha's vital municipal airport broke and a wall of
vater rushed across the field and
nto the residential district of East
Dmaha. With Foster May, widelycnown midwest radio reporter at
;he mike, KOIL's special events department presented a series of
graphic word-pictures telling of the
jvacuation of hundreds of families
from the stricken area.
Meanwhile, the station turned
oyer its facilities to the Army, Red
Cross, Civilian Defense and other
.relief agencies in order to assist in
rescue work.

BROTHERS IN SERVICE, both former employes of WSMB, New Orleans, 2d Lt. John E. Wheelahan [right] was radio operator for two years,
is now in training for the Army Air Corps. Aviation Cadet Harold M.
Wheelahan, who did clerical work in summer vacations, is training
for the Naval Air Corps after being recalled from active duty on a PC
Boat in North Africa.
Kem to Extend
THOUSANDS of amateur
gardeners join the nation's farmers in this year's spring planting,
a consumer campaign for Kem
Food, and Kem AutoPlant
Liquid matic
Feed Units gets under way,
starting off with thrice-weekly
Radio
of Woman's
sponsorship
Bazaar
on WTIC,
Hartford. Drive,
which started April 13, will extend
to other markets, according to J.
M. Mathes Inc., New York, agency
in charge. Firm is Kemical Corp.,
Oradell, N. J.

AS

FREE VITAMINS

To Employes of CBS With
Vimms Getting Call
TREE VITAMINS to CBS employes desiring to take them over
|!a four-month period is the latest
plan to be tested at CBS, following
fa survey among the personnel
|!whieh revealed that nine out of 10
[persons approved of the idea.
Of the large selection of vitamin
pills now on the market, CBS has
chosen Vimms, the Lever Bros. Co.
product, to feed its staff. Idea is
rnot new around New York, it is un|der stood, as BBDO, the Vimms
agency, gives its employes three a
(day, while Ruthrauff & Ryan and
|!J. Walter Thompson Co., both handling products made by Lever, supply Vimms to their staffs on rerquest.

00

Suit Dismissed
DISMISSAL of a $100,000 damage
suit, brought by Irving Bibo, Hollywood songwriter-publisher, against
ASCAP for alleged violation of the
Sherman anti-trust law and asserted discrimination against his
efforts to be taken into the organization as a publisher-member, was
ordered April 15 in Los Angeles
Court by Judge Ben Harrison.
Concurrently an anti-ASCAP
bill proposed by New Mexico state
legislators was killed in committee
on April 13 when proponents failed
to enlist sufficient support to bring
it to a vote.

AS

YOU

Script Pickled

ED scripts
SELECT
serial,
G NBC's
P & of
Village,
Snow
will be preserved for study
and posterity in the archives
of radio of Princeton U. Series presents stories of life
in a typical New England
town. Ford Manley is script
writer. Compton Adv., New
York, handles the White
Laundry Soap for P & G.

KILO Joins CBS
KILO, Grand Forks, N. D., on May
1 will become a CBS bonus outlet,
available with KDAL, Duluth, the
network announced last week.
LeKILO, owned by Dalton
Masurier, operates on 1440 kc, with
1,000 w. daytime power and 500
watts nighttime.

21

MBS Rate Card
MBS has just issued Rate Card No. 11,
dated March 1, 1943, which supersedes
Card No. 10 issued last summer. Network now includes 209 stations, with
a total full evening hour gross rate of
$22,358. Format of the new card is the
same as that of No. 10, classifying stations by "A," "B" and "C" groups in
accordance with Mutual's volume discount plan.

NATIONAL TOOL & Mfg. Co., Kenilworth, N. J., bought one hour last
Friday on WAAT, Jersey City, to
broadcast ceremonies at the plant, according to Victor A. Bennett, the station's national sales director. Comofficials participany, Navy and State which
included
pated in proceedings
demonstration of a 20-mm anti-air
craft gun by three Navy veterans of
the Pacific campaign. National Tool
is making parts for the gun.
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Mullen Lauds Free Air
SUPPORT given American radio
by American companies sponsoring
programs is "American cooperation
in the best tradition of free enterprise," Frank E. Mullen, NBC vicepresident and general manager,
told the radio audience April 11.
Mr. Mullen spoke at the conclusion
of the final broadcast in the current
series of NBC Symphony Orchestra
concerts.

(COPYRIGHT 1943. THE W. E. LONG CO., CHICAGO, ILL.)
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WFIL, Philadelphia, sponsoring a
"Basketball Tournament of Champions" for the benefit of the Red
Cross War Fund Drive, realized $10,000. The Tournament brought together
for the first time the champions of
four school-boy leagues. Tom Moorhead, WFIL sportscaster, conceived
the plan and succeeded in bringing
these teams together in two evenings
of basketball at the Palestra of the
U. of Pennsylvania, attracting 13,000
people to the games. Mr. Moorhead,
who is also a member of the station's
public relations department, is director
of sporting events for the Red Cross
Drive in the area.
CKT, Winnipeg, on March 13, 1943,
completed 20 years of continuous
broadcasting. Experimental broadcasts
started in 1922. Because of the war
no special celebrations were held. Latthat of
70%theofwar
CKY's
staffestatfigures
the show
outbreak
are
now on active service.
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn., in a recent war bond drive conducted by
Joseph Lopez, supervisor, and featuring matches with the WICC Bowling Girls, sold $80,000 worth.
WITH A GROWING number of
American troops in the Edmonton, Alberta, area, CFRN, Edmonton, has
completed arrangements with the
Special Services Division of the
United States Army to air big-time
TJ. S. network transcriptions for the
entertainment of the American Army
and civilian personnel in the district.
50,000

WATTS

j The Greatest Selling POWER
j

in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate

^

Nat'l Rep. - The Kafz Agency Inc.

I

We

consider

it a

highlight among

our

local musical
presentations." WDNC
• Expertly written and commercially proved radio programs are
available to any ASCAP-licensed
station without cost. If you are not
using these programs write or wire
us at once, as a new series is ready.
ASCAP

Radio Program Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York

UP has installed in its Denver bureau
a new major relay on its transcontinental radio news wire. All radio news
for stations in the Rocky Mountain
region will be transmitted through the
relay center, in a move to release the
basic world report to western stations
at maximum speed, and to make possible an intensified regional coverage.
Jerry Fitch, former assistant to the
central division radio news manager
in Chicago, has been transferred to
Denver to manage the bureau.
THREE STATIONS to acquire the
AP radio news wire from Press Assn.
are: WGCM, Gulfport; WCAP, Asbury Park, N. J.; and WDEV,
Waterbury, Vt.
WHIO, Dayton, has assigned regular
weekly spots to the shows heretofore
produced on alternate weeks by
Wright Field and the Air Service
Command. The Wright Field show
will be heard every Thursday at 8 :00
p. m. (CWT) and the Air Service
show the same night at 10 :15.
WSAI, Cincinnati, was to originate
America's Town Meeting of the Air
to 129 Blue network stations on April
15, with Charles P. Taft, native Cincinnatian now assistant director of
the Defense Health and Welfare Services of the FSA in Washington, as
principal speaker.
KTUL. Tulsa, has made its facilities
available once a week for an all-soldier
broadcast from Camp Gruber, 80 miles
away in the Cookson Hills region of
Eastern Oklahoma. Candidates will be
auditioned by Capt. William H. Terrell and Eddie McKean, program director of KTUL, and Mr. McKean
will act as m.c. First of the half-hour
programs, which were arranged by
public relations officer Maj. Troy
Coffman and John Esau, station manager, was on April 8.
WLS, Chicago, in a drive under the
direction of Burridge D. Butler, president, and Glenn Z. Snyder, manager, is
conducting an intensified campaign
among its agricultural listeners for
improving production, conservation,
and distribution of food. The station
has adopted the theme "Food for Humanity Produce
;
— Save — Share." The
drive will be made in cooperation with
Prairie Farmer, affiliated with WLS.
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START of a Victory Garden in the
forecourt of CBS Hollywood was
given an auspicious dedication with
Mayor Fletcher Bowron of Los Angeles, Donald W. Thornburgh, Pacific
Coast vice-president of the network,
Maureen O'Hara and Groucho Marx
attending. Ceremonies were broadcast
on KNX.
WMRN, Marion, O., recently aired
the Army-Navy E ceremonies for the
Swann Rubber Co., marking the sixth
time in seven months for such ceremonies, all public service presentations
of WMRN. Transcriptions of each
program were presented to the company involved.
KLS, Oakland, has returned to a 24hour schedule as a wartime service.
From its newsroom in Fox News
Theatre, Oakland, KLS presents Off
Stage Interviews, with Orpheum
Theatre Talent, twice weekly.
WCKY, Cincinnati, and the local Red
Cross are sponsoring a downtown Red
Cross Blood Donor Service center.
The opening ceremonies rededicated
the Fountain Square Destroyer TJSS
Victory, war effort headquarters, in
which local WAVES and SPARS took
part and opened a new recruiting station.
WAAT, Jersey City, which devoted
more than 18 hours air time to the Red
Cross drive in March, is extending use
of its facilities to North Jersey communities whose drives are continued
in April to meet their Red Cross
quotas. Daily broadcasts thruout
March originated from an outdoor
theatre at Military Park, Newark, featuring nationally known orchestras
and stars of radio, stage and screen.
All soldier programs were aired directly from Fort Monmouth.
KFUO, St. Louis, Mo., operated by
the Evangelical Lutheran Synod, in an
annual report for 1942 reveals progress of the station, including increase
in time on the air, boost of power from
1 to 5 kw., and installation of new
transmitter and other equipment costing over $100,000.
CKW, Vancouver, Canada, has signed
for Funny Money Man, syndicated
series produced by Allen A. Funt, New
York. Negotiations are now under way
for sale of the series in South America
and New Zealand.
,

COOKING UP A GAG for initiJ
broadcast of the new CBS Cam,}
Comedy Caravan, were Jack CaiJ
son (left), m.c. of the half-houf
program, and Thomas Luckenbil
New York vice-president in chargJ
of radio for William Esty & Cc|
Mr. Luckenbill was in Hollywoof
to open the new series sponsored
by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Ccj
(Camel cigarettes).
WEEKLY instructions for Victor)
Gardeners are given on WEEI, Bos|
ton by Jesse H. Buffman, WEES
Agricultural Director, on the Farm\
er's Almanac of the Air. Program tell!
the proper time to plant each vegej
table.
W.IBK, have
Detroit,
and WPEN,
delphia,
acquired
the AP Phila'
radic
news wire from Press Assn.
WSM, Nashville, recently broadcas
the induction of 47 Nashville womei
who joined
the WAAC
in the
such
ceremonies
to be held
in firs',
th«
South.
WCED, DuBois, Pa., recently broads
cast the presentation of the ArmyNavy E to the Elliott Co. of Ridgway.
Pa. and the Sylvania Electric Product
Co. of Emporium, Pa. Army and Navy
officers attended the ceremonies, including Lt. Gen. Joseph T. McNarney, who made the award to the Sylvania Co., and Com. R. G. Walling
and Lt. Col. Thomas H. Eddy, who
made the presentation to the Elliott
Co. Chief Announcer Bill Sutherland
of KDKA. Pittsburgh, was master ofj
ceremonies.

VOLNEY HURD, Christian Science
Monitor analyst aired three times
weekly on WNAC, Boston, is now also
heard on W43B, Boston and W39B,
Mt. Washington, Yankee Network FM
stations covering the six New England
states.

A NEW

half-hour late evening sustaining comedy show titled Hot Air,t
broadcast at 12:05-12:30 a.m., has.
been started on CBS, originating fromi
WBBM, Chicago, written by Sherman Marks and directed by Les Mitchell.
KDAL, Duluth, is broadcasting;
Stump Us, a show Monday through
Friday, 12 :45-l :00, in which Ev andl
Joe, studio musicians, identify old |
published tune titles which are sent1
in by listeners. The prize for stumping them has been until recently a i
rayon taffeta quilt and now is $5.

TED COLLINS, radio producer, has
organized a film production unit which
will produce two RKO pictures, one of
them, "The Life of Marie Dressier,"
starring Kate Smith, whose programs
on CBS are handled by Mr. Collins.
Later, the movie unit will produce
"The Minstrel Man," starring George
Jessel.
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PHILA.

STATIONS

USE JOINT SURVEY
b. CROSSLEY survey rating for
Philadelphia stations was started
April 12 on a cooperative basis.
The Philadelphia Plan, as the
rossley survey is known, is said
;o have come from a suggestion
made by Roger W. Clipp, viceresident and g-eneral manager
f WFIL. Mr. Clipp was instrunental in getting three of the
four major network stations and
two independent stations to agree
,n their definition of the proper
criteria for a survey of their market as to areas to be surveyed, what
hours are to be covered and what
survey techniques are to be used.
They jointly employed Crossley
Inc., New York, to make regular
monthly market analysis. The
agreement is on a yearly basis.
The cooperating: stations include
IVPIL. BLUE; WCAU, CBS; and
WIP, Mutual, anion? the major network stations. KYW, NBC outlet,
lad not announced its decision last
Week. The independent stations
subscribing to the general plan of
audience measurement are WPEN,
affiliated with the regional Atlantic Network, and WDAS. The
)ther Philadelphia stations, WIBG,
WHAT and WTEL, are part-time
ndependents.
The Philadelphia Plan calls for
emphasis on a personal interview
system rather than the telephone
technique, since only 46% of the
lomes in the market to be studied
fiave telephones. The interviews
,will be based proportionately on the
distribution of income strata.
WCOP Hearing Continued
HEARING on the application of
WCOP, Boston, for renewal of its
icense, originally set for Mav 17,
ihas been continued by the FCC on
Jihiotion by the licensee, Massachusetts Broadcasting Corp., and
set for June 16. A petition to take
epositions was passed over to the
motions docket to be held May 12.
WCOP, independently operated
station and member of the Bulova
operated Atlantic Coast Network,
ivas cited last December [Broadcasting, Dec. 21, 1942] with reispect to its foreign language proams. Commission investigators
lave studied the activities and conlections of Italian language anlouncers, and the hearings will
over methods of selecting and investigating personnel, their qualiications, and supervision of prorams and sales.
WLAW
Petition
APPLICATION
for transfer of
:ontrol of Hildreth & Rogers Co.,
icensee
of WLAW, Lawrence,
Mass., from Alexander H. Rogers,
deceased, to Irving E. Rogers, Harild B. Morrill and National Shawut Bank of Boston, co-executors
nder the will of Alexander H.
jRogrers, was made last week to the
IFCC. Alexander H. Rogers was
president of Hildreth & Rogers,
publishers of the Lawrence Daily
tEagle and Tribune. Irving E. Rogers is vice-president and Harold B.
Morrill assistant treasurer of the
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
LAND OF OPPOarUNfTy

WLOL
ENGLAND
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MID- WEST

Series Particularizing War
Shortwaved

VANCOUVER, CANADA
J. H. McGILLVRA (U S)
H. N. STOVIN (CANADA)

Buy

Buy
LISTENERS

REP.
WFMJ
covering greater
Youngstown
More

listeners, more

hours

of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngstown,

O., area.*

*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Blue Network
Headley-Reed,

Rep.

3

-WFBGALTOON
Complete

DEFENDS
WAR TIME
WARNING that other more burdensome measures will be necessary to curtail the use of electricity
if wartime is repealed, Rep. Thad
F. Wasielewski (D-Wis.) urged in
a talk on WTMJ, Milwaukee, last
Sunday that state legislatures discontinue their efforts to overrule
the concurrent Congressional resolution that established fast time.
He pointed out that fast time
saves electricity, and in addition
eliminates confusion resulting from
certain States and localities having
daylight-saving time while others
remain on standard time. He said
that farmers who are clamoring
for fast time may have a just
grievance in peace time, but during
war "they are sabotaging the war
effort," and that legislators who
agree with them are "rendering a
disservice to the farmers and their

NBC

Network

19 years in the public service
HEADLEY-REED CO.
National Representatives
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sense, would enable the BBC to particularize its message to a given
section of the country instead of
taking in everybody — and the resultant wide range of interests.
Opening the new series, WLW
will broadcast Saturday, April 24,
a "Truly American" half-hour to
Britain. Governors of Ohio and Indiana will appear and also Sir
Norman Angell, Nobel prize winner
in 1933, and Dr. James J. Mallon,
of the BBC Board of Governors.
James Cassidy, WLW
special
events director, worked out a plan
with BBC whereby the programs
are to be shortwaved to New York
and carried from there to Cincinnati by wire.

Sound Appetites
TOO REALISTIC are the
sound effects of Pete's Kitchen, Bud Baldwin's Saturday morning program on
WHIO, Dayton. While he
rambles on with commercials,
mythical patrons are served,
via sound, with doughnuts
and coffee and drop nickels in
the "juke box" to provide
music. Baldwin has had to
turn down listeners who telephone to ask whether they
may
come
in for a cup of
coffee.

Petri Wine

on

MBS

PETRI WINE Co., San Francisco,
will sponsor a half -hour on Mutual
based on the Sherlock Holmes detective stories, starting April 30.
Firm has been using spot radio for
the past year. Basil Rathbone and
Nagel Bruce will be featured in the
dramatizations, produced by Glenn
Heisch. Program will be heard Friday, 8:30-9 p.m. on 56 stations.
Agency
is Erwin Wasey & Co., San
Francisco.
Paramount Spots
PARAMOUNT PICTURES, New
York, in addition to special network
and spot campaigns for individual
pictures as they are released, is
using spot radio on a regular basis
for local showings. Film company
is using 35-word live announcements between chainbreaks on a
varying basis per week, on one or
more stations in 35 cities throughout the country. Schedule went into
effect last September. Agency is
Buchanan & Co., New York.

WM

TO E. S. MITTENDORl
EUGENE S. MITTENDORF, vet.
eran midwestern station executive
and formerly part owner of WKRC
Cincinnati, becomes general man
ager of is,
WLOL
Minneapol
con i
trol of which re
cently was sole,
to Ralph L. At.]

Mr. Mittendorf

WJJD,
and
WIND,Chicago
lass, ownerGary,
o;'
Ind., for approxi
mately $80,000
An
application
for transfer ha>
been filed wit!
the FCC.

Mr. Mittendorf, who acquires j
minority interest in the station, is
one of radio's pioneer executives
He was part owner and manage)
of WKRC from 1925 until 193'.
and managed WIND from 193E
until 1941. He has already brought
his family to the Twin Cities.
WLOL is being acquired by Mr
Atlass, brother of the Chicagc
CBS vice-president, from Charles
J. Winton Jr., president of WLOL
his brother, David J., and Beatrice
L. Devaney, executrix of the estate
of Judge John P. Devaney. Previously the probate court in Minne
apolis approved transfer of 46%
of the stock held by the Devanej
estate [Broadcasting, April 12].
Mr. Atlass will have controlling
interest with the remainder of the
stock to be divided among Johr
Carey, manager, and Art Harre
commercial manager of WIND, anc
Mr. Mittendorf.
Hedda Hopper Sues
CHARGING breach of contract in
two separate radio deals, Hedds
Hopper, Hollywood commentator)
and columnist, filed suit on Apr!
13 in Los Angeles Superior Courl
for $495,000 damages, naming
Andrew Jergens Co. (lotion), anc
Lennen & Mitchell, New York, as
defendants. Complaint claims
breach
agency. of two agreements with the
BURNET HERSHEY, commentator
and foreign correspondent, is prepar
ing a book on postwar commercial
aviation, tentatively called Tomorrow
We Fly. Duell, Sloan & Pearee, New
York,
summer.will bring out the book thul
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Oppose Liquor Bill
A SPECIAL meeting of the Board
of Directors of the Advertising
Club of Washington (D.C.) was
called to oppose a bill pending in
Congress to prohibit the use of
prices in liquor advertising in the
District of Columbia. The directors
pointed out in a resolution addressed to Congress that no offering is complete that does not
protect the public on the price to
be paid and that such a prohibition would be contrary to good
trade practices.

A, PA.
Coverage

of WLW

WASIELEWSKI

Wartime is used by Canada, New
country."
Zealand, the countries of Europe,
and China as well, he pointed out.
"They are people of practical experience," Rep. Wasielewski said,
and "they do not make a change in
time just to make changes."

ovttio and •irtsuTBO »r
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Time Life to Be

to 'Local' Audience

A NEW TYPE of program shortwaved from Britain to the United
States will be scheduled in series
by WLW, Cincinnati, beginning
Sunday, April 25, when an English
clergyman talks on '"Church By
the Side of the Road".
Idea is to reduce feature material
of life in England under war conditions to a regional area such as
is covered by WLW and to bring
small communities in England into
close touch with similar communities in this country.
Plan grew out of conferences a
year ago between James D. Shouse,
Crosley vice-president, and Noel
Newsome, BBC. It was felt that
use of WLW, in a "local station"
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0 put the President's anti-inflation
'hold the line" order into effect.
Earlier in the week, the War
l,abor Board had cl'pped the power
. if its regional offices to apurove
:;vage and salary adjustments based
■ >n gross inequities and inequalities,
1 step which will hold up pay
!'-aises anticipated by many hundred
•adio employes.
Executive Edict
The McNutt action was designed
;o carry out a direct edict from Mr.
Roosevelt that the Chairman of the
>!WMC should forbid employment of
new employes, except as specifically
Authorized, when the transfer involved a wage or salary higher than
If'that received by such employe in
Ibis last employment, unless the
I change will aid the effective prosecution of the war.
;£ To put these policies into effect,
Mr. McNutt ordered:
1. Employers engaged in essential industries shall be free to hire
I'at any wage workers now engaged
in industries not included in the
| list of essential activities.
it 2. Employers
operating industries not listed as essential may
knot hire men from essential industries if the wage rate exceeds the
I rate most recently earned.
3. Employers engaged in essential activities may not hire workers
from other essential activities if
the wage or salary to be paid exSijceeds that most recently received.
The McNutt order leaves wide
^authority in the hands of local
iWMC officers, permitting them, for
instance, to declare activities "loHcally essential", thus extending to
ijthem advantages of essential activities.
I Major result of the order, however, is to freeze workers at their
ipresent earning level, except in
'areas of critical labor shortages,
|where operators of essential activities are still free, under Government observation, to offer wage injcentives. In the remainder of the
i country, however, broadcasting employes and others may change jobs
within the industry, but must not
accept increased wages or salaries.
The result of such regulations
would be to give operators of essential activities, such as broadcasting, a pick of the manpower of industries not included on the essential list, WMC officials point out.
At the same time, it is intended to
prevent "pirating" of help within
and between essential industries,
and to prevent operators of industries not on the essential list from
BROADCASTING

Probe to Start
(Continued from page 9)

Limits

Employe

hiring men away from essential activities.
The WLB curtailed activities of
its regional offices a few hours
after Mr. Roosevelt rescinded its
power to grant increases in cases
involving "gross inequities and inequalities". Under the anti-inflation
program, WLB continues to grant
adjustments within the "Little Steel
formula" and in so-called "substandard cases".
35 Radio Cases Held Up
According to Lawson Wimberly,
international representative of the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL), at least 35
cases between IBEW and radio stations are likely to be held up under
the new regulations. The WLB has
ordered that all cases involving inequalities, which cannot be decided
within the range of the Little Steel
formula, or substandards of living,
must not be approved.
In issuing the order, WLB said
that even arbitrators' awards made
prior to April 8 but not approved
by the regional WLB must now be
discarded.
IBEW has not yet decided how

RMA
Of

Plans

Postwar

Study
Radio

Committee to Make Plans for
Civilian Radio Production
A SPECIAL committee of the Radio Manufacturers Assn. will be
named shortly to study postwar
problems, Paul V. Galvin, RMA
president announced Friday following the spring meeting of the
RMA Board of Directors. The survey will cover renewed production
of civilian radio as the military
program declines, and related problems.
The Committee on Postwar
Planning will look into the whole
postwar radio service, Mr. Galvin
said, including television, FM, and
production problems such as peacetime employment, termination of
war contracts and disposition of
inventories.
Making Civilian Tubes
The Directors also discussed current problems of military production, with manpower getting special
attention. M. F. Balcom, chairman
of the RMA Tube Devision reported
that tube makers had assumed re-

Hiring

to dispose
its pending said.
"inequity"
cases,
Mr.of Wimberly
The
union is awaiting further clarification and reexamining the cases to
see if they can be brought within
the Little Steel or substandard
categories.
AFL members of the WLB last
week challenged the order as a
breach of faith by the Government
with the no-strike agreement of
Dec. 23, 1941. They said the WLB
would no longer be an effective instrument of cooperation among
labor, industry and public groups,
since its powers to deal with disputes involving inequities and inequalities was withdrawn.
At a WLB press conference last
week, Chairman William H. Davis
said regional boards would return
applications submitted by employers and unions seeking increases
on the basis of inequalities and
gross inequities. Employers of
fewer than nine persons are exempt
from the new order, he said, and
other employers may continue to
make wage and salary adjustments
in individual cases for promotions,
reclassifications, or merit.
sponsibility for approximately
2,000,000 replacement tubes monthly for civilians, and that production was underway. The tube program was arranged with WPB.
Two other items of business included a decision to retain the
name "Radio Manufacturers Assn."
and discussion of arrangements
for the RMA War Production Conference. Substitution of "radionic"
for "electronic" had been considered, but the Board decided the
present name was adequately descriptive.
RMA's War Production Conference will be held in Chicago June
10. War production problems will
keynote the meeting, with prominent government officials invited to
take part in the discussions.
PROVIDENT SAVINGS BANK,
Baltimore, has purchased 20 one-minute Recording
announcementsDivision,
produced for
by use
NBC's
Radio
on
a Baltimore station through Muir &
Co., New York.

lihood of protracted hearings on
the Senate side. While committee
members said definite plans had
not been formulated, it was thought
that the subcommittee would be
disposed to incorporate the record
on the Sanders bill introduced last
session, which generally parallels
the White-Wheeler measure. Extensive hearings were held on this
bill, with testimony from FCC
Chairman Fly and Commissioner
T. A. M. Craven, as well as representatives ofthe industry and other
groups identified with radio. Chairman Fly opposed the bill in toto;
Commissioner Craven favored most
of it.
In all likelihood representatives
of the FCC will be asked to testify.
The committee, however, is expected only to seek non-repetitious
testimony relating to those aspects
of the White-Wheeler Bill which
differ from the original Sanders
measure. These deal largely with
the question of equality of time for
discussion of controversial issues.
It was indicated the committee preferred not to consume time traversing ground already covered in the
House proceedings last year.
Members of the committee, in addition to the two authors, are Hill
(D-Ala.), majority whip; Clark
(D-Idaho), and Austin (R-Vt.).
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Education

by

To

Columbus

Meet

in

Radio

Institute

Chief Topic Is "Radio In War and
Government Officials on Program
INSTITUTE for Education by Radio meets in Columbus, O., April 30
through May 3 with leading representatives of educational and commercial stations alike in attendance. Topic this year is "Radio in
the War and After."
Government as usual will be well
represented with the following participating: James L. Fly, FCC
chairman; Ray C. Wakefield, FCC
commissioner; William B. Lewis,
Philip H. Cohen, Elmo C. Wilson,
Robert Martin, Elaine Ewing, of
OWI; Charter Heslep, Office of
Censorship; Lt. Col. E. M. Kirby,
War Dept. Public Relations Bureau; Lt. Com. M. S. Reichner and
J. Harrison Hartley, Navy Department Public Relations Department.
From Dept. of Agriculture
Also, from the Department of
Agriculture: Maurice L. DuMars,
Office of Information, and Morse
Salisbury, Director of Information.
From the Office of Education, R. R.
Lowdermilk, and from the War
Manpower Commission, W. W.
Charters, chief of training division.
As usual a broadcast will origi-

ml rime*

April

30

After;"

Many

nate from the conference. This
year it is titled "Answering You"
and will be handled by Mutual and
the BBC Friday, April 30, at
10:30 a.m.
Large delegations will represent
the network companies: BLUE includes Edgar Kobak, executive vicepresident; Grace Johnsen, women's
and children's program director;
John Vandercook, commentator; H.
B. Summers, public service division
director.
CBS: John K. Churchill, research
director: Lyman Bryson, director
of education; Leon Levine, assistant education director; William N.
Robson, producer; Charles Worcester, farm editor; Deems Taylor,
music consultant; Robert J. Landry, director of program writing;
Prof. John T. Frederick, literary
critic, and Gilbert Seldes, television
director.
The program follows:
FRIDAY, APRIL 30
10 a.m. Ballroom
Demonstration and Discussion
Sterling Fisher, presiding, assistant public service counselor and director InterAmerican U. of Air.
Demonstration of "Answering You"
(broadcast in part) with Stephen Fry,
traffic manager, BBC, New York ; Alistair
Cooke, special correspondent. The London
Times, chairman; two Americans, two
Canadians and prominent British people.
Following broadcast, discussion by: Mr.
Bryson; Elsie Dick, Mutual educational
programs representative ; R. S. Lambert,
CBC educational advisor.
5 p.m. Room 1648
Informal Tea for Newcomers
I. Keith Tyler, director. Institute for
Education by Radio, chairman.
8 p.m. Hall of Mirrors
Radio's Wartime Strategy
Arthur J. Klein, dean, College of Education, Ohio State U., presiding. Participants in symposium : Sherman H. Dryer,
director of radio productions, U. of Chicago, chairman ; Mr. Fly; William Burke
Miller, manager, public service department and of war programs, NBC; Mr.
Robson, and others. Citations for the
Seventh American Exhibition and Citations of Educational Radio Programs will
be made.
10:15 p.m. Room 1648
Meeting for Chairmen
Mr. Tyler, chairman. For chairmen of
work-study
section meetings,
roundtables. groups,
SATURDAY, MAY 1
9 a.m. Ballroom
Problems of Wartime Operation
Howard L. Bevis, president, Ohio State

RETAIL
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U., presiding. Mr. Kobak stating the problem. Participating: Robert J. Coleman,
director, WKAR, East Lansing, Mich.;
Lawrence J. Heller, president, WINX,
Washington; Charles Jennings, program
planning supervisor, CBC ; Mr. Lewis ; M.
S. Novik, director, WNYC, New York;
Mr. Seldes; Mr. Wakefield.
Problems of News Broadcasting
Harvey H. Davis, vice-president, Ohio
State U., presiding. Participating: W. W.
Chaplin, NBC foreign correspondent; Mr.
Heslep ; Lt. Col. Kirby ; Lt. Com. Riechnere; Cesar Saerchinger, NBC historical
commentator; Mr. Vandercook.
Work-Study Groups
Religious
broa leasts; "Of Men and
Books" demonstration.
2:30 p.m. Room 1440
Agricultural and Homemaking Broadcasts
Mr. DuMars, chairman. Participating:
Mr. Salisbury; Ed Mason, WLW, Cincinnati; Eleanor Hanson, WHK-WCLE
Cleveland ; Richard B. Hull. WOI, Ames.
2:30 p.m. Room 1279
Broadcasting by National Organizations
Tom Stewart, assistant to National Director, American Red Cross Chairman.
2:30 p.m. Parlor A
Children's Programs
Gloria Chandler, Children's Theater and
Radio: Assn. of Junior Leagues, chairman. Participating: Bern-'ce Foley, WSAI ;
Mary Grannan,
children's
supervisor, CBC ; Helen
Piatt,programs
scriptwriter,
Portland,
Ore.; 01"da
Schrottky, Girl
Scouts of America,
12:15 p.m.New
RoomYork.
1340
Relip-ious Broadcasts
Albert W. Palmer, president, Chicago
Theological Seminary, chairman.
Recordings for School Use
Mr. L^wdermilV, chairman.
Research in Educational Broadcasting
Mr. Summers, chairman.
2:30 p.m. Room 1540
School Broadcasting
George Jennings acting director, Radio
Council, Chicago Public Schools, chairman.
Participating: Genevieve Parre. CBCChester R. Dunc»n. KOIN-KALE, Portland. Ore.; Mary Elisabeth Gilmore, KBPS,
Portland, Ore.; William B. Levnsen. directing sunerv'snr
of radio.production
WBOE, Cleveland ;Charles
Urquhardt.
manager, NBC, Chicago, and others.
2:30 p m. Room 1479
College Courses in Radio
Albert Crews, radio department. Northwestern U., chairman.
2:30 p.m. Room 216
Music Broadcasts
Burton Paulu, manager, WLB. U. of
Minnesota, chairman. Participating: Mr.
Taylor and
others.
1:50Ra^io
p.m. and
Hall Reading
of Mirrors
Wilfred E>>°rhart, assistant professor of
edncat'on, Ohio State U. chairman. CBS
"Of work-study
Men and Books"
this
groun. will originate from
5 p.m. Ballroom
Documentary
Reporting
T. C. Holy, director, bureau of educational research. Ohio State U., presiding.
WOR will demonstrate . the streamlined
production of recorded documentary
broadcasts. Participating: Dave Driscoll,
war services and news division director,
WOR.
New York;
Mr.Kirby.
Cohen; Mr. Fry •
Mr. Hartley:
Lt. Col.
R p.m. Room 1440
In-Sc^ool Broadcasting
Marguerite Fleming, Radio Workshop.
South High School, Columbus, presiding.
Participating: Mr. Cohen: Maior Harold
W. Kent, War Department; C. Wilbert
Pettegrew, WOSU, Columbus, and others.
8 p.m. Room 1479
National Assn. of Broadcasters
Neville Miller, president, presiding.
National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters
(Closed Meeting)
Gilbert D. Williams, program director,
WBAA, Lafayette, Ind., presiding.
National Assn. of Women Directors, NAB
Ruth Chilton, WSYR, Syracuse, presidParticipating: Miss Johnson; Miss
Ewing; ing. Lewis
H. Avery, NAB; Peggy
Cabe, KSD. St. Louis; Victoria Corey,
KDKA,
Pittsburgh; Ann Ginn, KTCN,
Minneapolis; Ruth Lyons, WLW. Cincinnati; Mary Mason,
WRC, Washington;
Rhea McCarty, WCOL, Columbus; Lavinia
Schwartz, WBBM, Chicago; Jane Weaver,
WTAM, Cleveland.
Teacher Education in Radio
Luella Hoskins, radio department, New
York U., presiding.
The Negro and Radio in Education
Walter N. Ridley, director, Audio-Visual
Center,
Virginia State College for Negroes,
Petersburg,
presiding.
KECA

National Representatives
The Walker Co.
Homer

Griffith Co.

790 KC
LOS

•

"The Timeluyer who was here
the fellow who replaced the chapbefor
jus,
drafted got pretty hot on our marke,
when he saw these figures last week!'
Radio Editors
Wauhilla La hay, radio editor, Chicagt
Sun, presiding.
Public Health Broadcasts
David Resnick, director of publicity
National Society for the Prevention oi
BlinJness, presiding. Participating: Mis*
Dick ; Mr. Levine, others.
SUNDAY, MAY 2
9:30 a.m. Room 1440
Agricultural and Homemaking Broadcast!
Mr. DuMars, presiding. Participating
Mr. Wilson ; Lawrence Haeg, WCCO
Minneapolis; Harriet Hester, WLS, Chi
cago ; Mr. Worcester ; others.
2:30 p.m. Ballroom
Radio Interpreting a Region
Mr. Charters, presiding. Participating
Ira Dilworth, CBC; Robert Hudson, direc
tor, Rocky Mountain Radio Council; Lukt
Roberts, education director, KOIN-KALE
Portland, Ore.; Charles A. Siepmann
OWI.
3:30 p.m. Ballroom
Radio and Manpower
Judith Waller, director, Public Service
NBC, Chicago, presiding. Participating
Howard Frazier, NAB; Edmund Linehan
program director, KSO-KRNT, Des
Moines, others.
7 p.m.Annual
Ballroom
Institute
Dinner
Speaker, Sir Gerald Campbell, Britisl
Minister
and Special Assistant to thl3
British Ambassador.
MONDAY, MAY 3
9:45 a.m. (Round Tables)
Kenneth W. MacGregor, program direci
tor, WGN, Chicago, chairman, roundtabk
on "Production Techniques ; Jennings
Pierce, manager of public service, NBC,
Hollywood, chairman, roundtable on "Promotion of Educational Programs"; Joseph!
H. Wright, director, publicity and station;
WILL, U. of Illinois, chairman, roundi
table on "College Public Relations Broadcasting"; W. S. Hendrix, Ohio State US
chairman, roundtable on "Foreign LanTeaching by special
Radio" ;events,
John L.KOINCarpenter,guage
director,
KALE, Portland, Ore., chairman, roundtable, "Public Events Broadcasts in the
War Effort"; Mr. Landry, chairman,
roundtable on "Radio Writing Under War
Conditions"; Paul Thornton, educational,
department, RCA Victor Division, chairman, roundtable on "Television and Education"; Carl Friedrich, Communications
Seminar, Harvard U., chairman, roundtable on "Hate Propaganda and Its Effect)
Upon War and Peace"; Miss Hester,
chairman, roundtable on "Children's Program Idea Exchange" ; B. H. Darrow. In-;
formation Officer, OCD, Cleveland, roundtable
"Radioauthor,
and Civilian
Alice on
Sterner,
Newark,Defense";]
N. J.,j
chairman, roundtable on "Teaching Radio,
Program Discriminate ".
Radio and2 p.m.
the Ba'lroom
Post-War World
Mr. Tyler presiding. Participants: Mr.|
Kobak; Mr. Bryson ; Mr. Siepmann, others.
Other meetings held in conjunc-i
tion with the Institute include As-i
sociation of Women Directors,,
NAB; Association for Education
by Radio;
Chicago School Broadcast Conference.
Room numbers
ler-Wallick
hotel. refer to the Desh-
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LIPSTICK."
Pl?OSf?AM

CONTROL

SOUGHT
FOR JOBS
EXPERIENCED radio personnel
not now employed in broadcasting
are invited to sign up with the
NAB for full or part-time work.
The call was issued by Howard S.
Frazier, NAB director of engineering, who says the manpower situation in the industry, and especially
in technical
positions, is more critical every day.

ROOM
lORGE EITCHIE and Tommy
wis. operators of CKY, Winnipeg,
c joined the Royal Canadian Air
rce. Ritchie as wireless mechanic,
•3 Lewis as aircrew.
^UL CRAM, chief engineer of
SGN, Birmingham, has been teacha class in radio engineering at
rmingham-Southern College and
now been asked by the college
thorities to teach a class in higher
thematics.
}>HN A EVANS, technician, August
Bierwirth
and Linus Murray,
r lintenance men, have joined WTMJ,
I; lwaukee.
ARO RAT, chief engineer of WICC
f til he joined the Army, has been
nmissioned a Captain and is staI ned at Fort Monmouth.
1 DNTON CARR, technician o f
I FMB. San Diego, Cal., has joined
wiS, Hollywood. A. L. Alexander of
t ?AS. Pasadena, Cal.. has joined the
I twork's technical staff as transmitm: engineer.
i SOMAS M. KELLEHER, in charge
I sales and services at World Broad1 sting System, New York, has been
limed manager of the recording stu■ )s of WOR, New York, and Ray
|Fon, who supervised construction of
me studios, has been made technical
•rector.
■RANK RIDGEWAY, chief engineer
WTOL.
Toledo,
has been
1 Imed
a first
lieutenant
in commisthe Air
I n-ces and was to report for active
lity April 13.
IeD R. WOODARD, WFIL engiIjier and shop steward of ACA East| n branch, has been commissioned a
I -utenant in the Army and was to
lave for Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
[ipril 16.
liOMER OBUCHON has joined the
[jclinical staff of KGFJ. Los Angeles,
[Llcceeding Malcolm P. Mobley Sr., who
tsigned to join KFAC, Los Angers.
LUTHER CRUMBAUGH, technician
C KGER, Long Beach. Cal., has
pined shortwave station KWID, San
I rancisco, with Carl Dilman of
IsFAC, Los Angeles, replacing him
: KGER.
|OB WEEKS has joined the engihering staff of KFBK. Sacramento,
!if dned
'placing
who has
the Lewis
armed Heinzmen,
forces.
HOOVER,
p~?ON
KIUP,
Durango,announcer-operator
Col., is to take
i;ave of absence to enter aviation
idet training in the Army Air Forces.
jjRANK KIRTON, operator of
> KOC, Hamilton, Ont;, has joined
fpe Royal Canadian Air Force as
tireless operator.

U.P

COPE- IW BY HEA SERVICE, INC. T. M. REG. U. S. PAT Off.
Schenectady Union-Star
'This broadcast does not constitute an
endorsement of our product by
the Army!"
STREAKLESS

EUGENE V. BURROWS, engineer
of KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan., has joined
the local CAA War Training Service
in the radio maintenance department.
He will continue a parttime schedule
at the KGGF transmitter.
BYRON WINGET has left WLWWSAI, Cincinnati, to join the CBS
sound effects department. Walter
Pierson, now head of sound effects
for CBS, and Don Winget, brother of
Byron Winget, is now head of that
department at WLW-WSAI.
BOB JENSEN, field engineer of NBC
Chicago, has been transferred to NBC
Hollywood. Wilson Knight, formerly
of BLUE Chicago, has joined the
engineering staff of NBC Chicago.

Graduates

FOLLOWING completion of a sixmonths course at the BLUE's announcing school, 35 former pages
and guides obtained positions on
the announcing staffs of independent stations last week. A second
six-months
course will begin
shortly.
5ROADCASTING
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Wanted particularly are persons
with radio telephone operators licenses or other qualifying radio experience. Women and physically
handicapped men are acceptable.
Amateurs, retired technicians or
others outside the professional
ranks are requested to register
name, age, experience, preferred
job location, time available, salary
requirements and other data with
Mr. Frazier at NAB headquarters,
1760 N St. N.W., Washington,
D. C.
War Manpower Commission has
designated broadcasting an industry essential to the war effort. Mr.
Frazier says that personnel have
already been registered from 37
states and the District of Columbia.
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Let WAIR guide you to that evasive
pot of gold. Winston-Salem workers
are .veil paid, sure of their jobs,
easy to sell when you use the right
medium. In this great market, the
right medium is—
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Winston-Salem, North Carolina
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Better Scanning Claimed in
Bell Patent
NEW FORM of television scanning, patented by Dr. Herbert E.
Ives, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
is said to remove streaks, according
to Science Service. Patent is 2,315,621. Dark streaks in present-day
television transmission are due to
the narrow, rapidly moving beam of
light passing over imperfections
in the sensitive screen.
Dr. Ives' invention uses one of
two methods. Either the beam is
made wider in one dimension by
passing through a cylindrical lens
or it is caused to oscillate very
rapidly up and down. It is later restored to its normal state by being
put through a second lens or by
having the kinks ironed out by a
second oscillating device in phase
opposite to the first.
The imperfections in either case
are averaged out of the wider
path before the beam is made narrow again.
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Navy Day at Club
DESCRIPTION of the Marines'
fight to take Guadalcanal, Tulagi
and other South Pacific islands, as
told bv a Marine who was there,
was highlight of last Wednesday's
meeting of the Radio Executives
Club, designated "Navy Day". Mc.
was Lt. Arthur Deutsch, Radio Section, Navy's Office of Public Relations. Lt. Bob Edge, New York
public relations division, Coast
Guard, and former hunting and
fishing expert, spoke. Out-of-town
guests were Ted Arnold, WHBF,
Rock Island, and John Carey,
WIND, Gary.
Engineers Off to War
THREE ENGINEERS at KMOX,
St. Louis, have joined the armed
forces. Raymond P. Barnes is now
second lieutenant in the Signal
Corps, Fort Monmouth, N. J.
Paul J. Shock is now at Harvard
U. as a lieutenant (j.g.), Navy
Communications. Walter R .
Cleary is stationed in Miami as
second lieutenant in the Troop
Transport
Command, Army Air
Forces.

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S No. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service
Corporation
Member of NBC and New England
Regional Network
Represented by: WEED & COMPANY
New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, San ;
Francisco and Hollywood

PORTLAND, OREGON
RKEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts-620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

Keystone Totals 89,053 Hours
UNDER a special allocation plan
worked out with the OWI and the
Treasury Department, and put into
effect last August, stations affiliated
with the Keystone Broadcasting System have broadcast an aggregate of
89,053 hours of sustaining war effort
programs
prepared by the transcription network.

mm

IN A THREE-WEEK tour of eastern cities starting April 19 Hobby
Lobby, CBS program sponsored by
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City, will visit Paterson, N. J., Washington, and Baltimore. Ted Bates,
Inc., New York, handles Palmolive
Shave tizedCream,
C-P-P product adveron the program.
630 KC.
GEORGE E. STEWART, NBC recording supervisor in New York, is in
Hollywood for conferences with NBC's
West Coast headquarters. Silvo Caranehini, recording engineer, has been
transferred
to Hollywood from NBC's
New
York offices.

5000 WATTS FULL TIME
Represented Nationally by
A
WEED
& CO.
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Parkers
Actions
FEDERAL

10 TO APRIL

Decisions

. . .
APRIL 13
KGDM, Stockton, Cal Granted license
cover ol' a.- m„u., c.ange frequency to
1140 kc, hours to unl.mited, power to 5
kw.. DA-N, n-w transmitter.
WBRW, Welch, W. Va.— Granted license
ren -wM for regular p riod.
KQW, San Jose, Cal. — Granted license
renewal
to denied
r'eb. 1,without
1944, unlimited
740
kc, 5 kw.;
prejudice onapplication for CP.
KSFO, San Francisco — Denied without
prejudice applicator) tor CP.
APRIL 15
WORK, York, Pa.— Granted mod. CP extend completion date March to June 18,
1943.
WJAS, Pittsburgh — Granted license cover
CP a" r"od. for power inciease, DA-lSI.
WTOC, Savannah — Granted license cover
CPKVOO,
as mod Tulsa
. for— power
Granted'ncrease,
license DA-N.
cover CP
as mod., for power increase, change hours,
new transmitter. DA-N.
WCOP, Boston — Continued hearing scheduled May 17 to June 16, 1943 (action on
motion).
Applications . . .
APRIL 13
WLAW, Lawrence, Mass. — Involuntary
transfer co- tr >. o» licensee corp. from
Alexander H. Rogers, deceased, to Irving
E. Rogers, Harold B. Morrill and National
Shawmut Bank of Boston, co-executors
under will of Alexander H. Rogers, deceased (501 shares common stock).
APRIL 15
W75C, Chicago — License cover CP, as
mod. for new FM station, in part.
Weslin'-' ri'^e • <- ■ ■ ions,, jprmTfield,
Mass. — Reinstatement license for FM station, formerly W81SP.

You
keep
customers
when

you

COMMISSION

16 INCLUSIVE"
Requests for reinstatement of applications for FM stations : James F. Hopkins
Inc., Detroit — CP new station, 46500 kc,
coverage 6,790 sq. mi. ; Pulitzer Publishing
Co., St. Louis — CP new station, 45500 kc,
coverage 13,391 sq mi.
KGEZ, Kalispell, Mont.— Mod. CP to
change 1460 to 1590 kc, dismissed without
prejudice at request of applicant.
APRIL 16
Baylor U. and Carr P. Collins, Corpus
Christi, Tex. — CP new station 1010 kc,
50 kw., unlimited, DA-DN, amended to
change nan? to Baylor University and
Carr P. Collins ; from unlimited, to D
to sunset at Little Rock, Ark.
Tentative

Calendar

. . .

WMAM, Marinette, Wise. — Hearing on
mod. license for 570 kc , 100 w. N, 250 w.
D, unlimited. WNAX, Yankton, S. D., participating. Petition reconsider and grant,
opposition thereto, pending (April 21).
WKBW,
Buffalo
newal (April
20). — Hearing on license re-

Wetwork
pKccounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
DWIGHT EDWARDS Co., San Francisco
(coffee), on April 12 started for 52 weeks,
The World Today, plus commentary by
Chet Huntley, on 9 CBS West Coast stations (KNX KARM KROY KGDM KQW
KIRO KFPY KFBB KGVO). Mon., Wed.,
Fri., 3:45-4 p.m. (PWT). Agency: McCann-Eriskson, San Francisco.
MacMILLAN Petroleum Corp., Los Angeles, cn May 17 starts for 52 weeks, H. V.
Kaltenborn, on 6 NBC Pacific stations
(KFI KPO KHQ KGW KMJ KOMO),
Mon., Wed., Fri., 4:45-5 p.m. (PWT).
Agency : Logan & Arnold, Los Angeles.
SHEFFORD CHEESE Co., Green Bay,
Wise, on Thurs., April 22, 4-4:30 p.m.,
sponsors
Navy Agency:
'E' award Leo
ceremonies
56
CBS stations.
Burnett onCo.,
Chicago.
DR. FLOYD B. JOHNSON, Los Angeles
(religious), on April 11 started for 52
weeks, Dr. Floyd B. Johnson, on 30
Mutual-Don Lee stations. Sun., 4-4:30 p.m.
(PWT). Agency: Broadcast Adv., Hollywood.
WRTGHT AUTOMATIC Machinery Co.,
Durham, N. C. on April 17 snonsored an
E award broadcast on 62 MBS stations,
4:15-4:45 p.m. Agency: Harvey Massengale. Atlanta, Ga.
PETRI WINE Co., San Francisco, on
April 30 starts Sherlock Holmes on 56
MBS stations, Fri., 8:30-9 p.m. Agency:
Erwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
McKESSON & ROBBINS, Bridgeport,
Conn. (Bexel-Vitamin-B) recently started
William Winter, West Coast news analyst,
on 7 CBS Pacific Coast stations. Tues.,
Thurs., Sat.. 12:30-12:45 p.m. (PWT).
Agency: J. D. Tarcher Co., New York.

KEEP
R PROGRESSIVE

SPOTS
BEFORE
THEIR
EARS!
• ASK A JOHN BLAIR MAN F—
ABOUT SPOT RADIO

CHICAGO
HEW YORK
ST. LOUIS
SAM FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

& COMPANY
NATIONAL RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
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Replace

For Bristol-Myers' Mum
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
(Mum), through Pedlar & Ryan,
that city, on April 30 replaces the
weekly quarter-hour program, In
Person — Dinah Shore, with the
Parker Family on 121 BLUE stations, Friday, 8:15-9:30 p.m.
(EWT), with transcribed West
Coast repeat, 8:15-8:30 p.m.
(PWT). Recently signed to a term
contract by Warner Bros., Miss
Shore will devote more time to film
assignments. She will retain for
balance of the current season her
spot as featured vocalist on the
weekly NBC Time to Smil", sponsored by Bristol-Myers Co. for
Ipana, Sal Heoatica. With completion of the latter radio contract it
is understood she will not return
when the program resumes in the
fall. Miss Shore is slated to head
her own variety program next season. Young & Rubicam, New York,
services the latter account.
Perfume One-Timer
PRINCE MATCH ABELLI Perfumery, New York, last Sunday
followed un its first venture into
radio in December, with another
one-time broadcast on CBS. The full
network was used in the 1:30-1:45
r>.m. period Anril 18 for a concert
bv an ensemble featuring: genuine
historic string instruments, tyina;
in with the trad° name of one of
the nerfumes — Stradavari. Agency
is Morse International, New York.
RCA

Sells RKO

Stock

SALE by RC \ of its holding of the
securities of Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corp. was announced last Thursday
by David Sarnoff, president of
RCA, who stated the selling price
was
$6,500,000 are
in aa
cash approx'matelv
transaction. Purchasers
p-roup York.
headed by Dillon-Read & Co.,
N<=w

Renewal Accounts
PURE news
OILKaltenborn
Co., Chicago
May 10
Edits theon News
on re33
NBC stations, Mon. thru Fri.. 7:45-8 p.m.
Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Network Changes
SERVEL Inc., New York (institutional),
on April 17 shifted Fashions in Rations
on 68 CBS stations, Sat., 11:30-12 noon,
fr^m
BBDO, New
N. Y.York to Hollywood. Agency:
E. I. duPONT de NEMOURS & Co., Wilmington (institutional), on April 26
shifts Cavalcade of America from New
York to Hollywood on 53 NBC stations,
Mon., 8-8:30 p.m. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine (floor
wax), on April 20 adds KTSM El Paso,
Tex., to Fibber McGee & Molly making a
total of 128 stations, Tue days, 9:30-10 p.m.
Agency:
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS Exchange, Los Angeles (Sunki't rrar • 33, lemon<;, grip^f'-uit) , on Mav 3 adds Mon. and
Wed., 6:15-6:30 p.m. to To-'ay at the Duncans, heard on 41 CBS stations. Fri., 6:156:30 p.m. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding,
N. Y.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco
(flour, cereal), on April 26 shifts Dr.
Kate on 6 NBC Western stations from
Mon., thru Fri., 10:45-11 a.m. (PWT), to
Mon., thru Fri., 4-4:15 p.m. (PWT).
Agency: Westco Adv. Co., San Francisco.
LOS ANGELES SOAP Co., Los Angeles
(Scotch soap), on April 26 shifts Art
Baker — News, on 13 NBC Western stations,
from Mon., thru Fri., 10:30-10:45 a.m.
(PWT), to Mon., thru Fri., 10:45-11 a.m.
(PWT). Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood.
BROADCASTING

THE top ten tunes from the stand
point of network audience coverari
during the week ended April 1
according to the copyrighted Audi!
ence Coverage index survey of tl.
Office of Research-Radio Divisio
New York, are as follows:
Brazil
As Time Goes By
That Old Black Magic
It Can't Be Wrong
What's The Good Word. Mr. Bluebird
You'd Be So Nice To Come Home To
I've Heard That Song Before
Taking A Chance On Love
Don't
Get Lost
Around Much Anymore
Let's Get
Falstaff Buys Baseball
FALSTAFF BREWING Corp.wi
sponsor play-by-plav b<i seball agai
this summer over KWK, St. Loui
Dizzy Dean, once pitcher for tb
Cards, and Johnny O'Hara, tr
station's senior sports announce
will handle the mike. Contract cal
for broadcasts of all home game
by the St. Louis National Leagi.
and American League teams fro;
Sportsman's Park, daily excer
Sundays and holidays. Enlarge
local network of eight stations wi
carry the broadcasts : KWK WTA^j
WSOX
WDWS
KHMO KFR1
KGBX WMBH.
MacMillan News
MacMILLAN
PETROLEU1
Corp., Los Angeles, through Log£
& Arnold, that city, on May ]
starts sponsoring H. V. Kaltei
born, news analyst, thrice-week
on 6 NBC Pacific stations (KI
KPO KHQ KGW KMJ KOMOj
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 4:4
5 p.m. (PWT),
w'thindividual
a transcribe,
repeat
over those
si
tions later in the evening. Contra
is for 52 weeks.
Newscast on WDRC
BEGINNING today, April H
WDRC, Hartford, airs An Intf
pretation of the News by Geor^
Brooks Armstead, retired manai|
ing editor of The Hartford Com
ant, to be heard 10 minutes eveil
weekday at 6:05 p.m. Mr. Arm
stead, former New Haven, Conrf
newspaper executive, served abros
with the AEF in the first Wor
War. Franklin M. Doolittle is geijj
eral manager of the station.
FAMOUS American stars who al
coming to Canada to help in the Four1
Victory Loan drive for Victory Loo
Hour, network variety show, inclui
Charles Boyer, Frank Parker, Dii
Powell, Joan Blondell, Margar
£" peaks, Edward Arnold and Clauiil
Rains.
Broadcasting
The Northwest'sBuy
Beit

WTCN
BLUE
NETWORK
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAli
Owned and Operated by
ST.

FREE

PAUL DISPATCH PIONEER PRESS, MINNEAPOLIS
DAILY TIMES.
& PETERS, INC —
Natl. Rejjl
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Wanted to Buy

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.
Situations Wanted (Continued)

Help Wanted
C ef Engineer — Or combination man. NetI /ork station splendid Southern city. $75
'eekly. Permanent, not succeeding draf} le. References
required.
Box 531,
iROADCASTING.
I nonncer — Experienced. Permanent job.
Ji Jabama.
iood pay. Full details to WALA, Mobile,
f nouncer — Must be dependable and ambil ious. Good pay and permanent job for
§.'VDNC,
ight man.
Write,N. C.
wire, or telephone
Durham,
iesman — For 5 KW regional in large
f iouthern city. Must have good sales recrd andagainst
good background.
aefj ount
commissions. Drawing
Possibilities
<nlimited for good man. Give full details
I nd draft status. All replies will be held
In strict confidence. Box 533, BROADI CASTING.
•3 perienced Chief Engineer — For 1000 watt
tation. Practically new RCA equipment
hroughout. Comfortable living quarters
i| or family. Good salary and opportunity
or advancement.
condiI| ions.
Permanent. Ideal
Radio working
Station WTJS,
I'Tackson, Tennessee.
I'fief
— Draft
i lent Announcer
position. Good
pay, deferred,
excellent permaopportunity for right person. Progressive Illi(piois station, not Chicago. Box 525,
I3R0ADCASTING.
pable Announcer — For local network station with heavy schedule. Please furnish
it ill information with first letter. Box 537,
j-BROADCASTING.
inouncers and Combination Men — Blue
■ Network station in Western town of
75,000 population. Prefer 4F deferments.
Unless good, don't answer. State salary
jand details in first letter. Box 522,
BROADCASTING.
igineers — Several openings for transmitter and studio engineers with midwestern
fnetwork station. Requires car and license.
Beginning salary $47.50 week. Box 542,
BROADCASTING.
4ief Engineer — With knowledge Western
Electric low power equipment. Blue affiliate Western New York. Good salary,
good living conditions. Permanent.
WHDL, Olean, N. Y.
lgineer — First class only — draft deferred.
For network local in East. Want better
Ithan average man for assistant chief
iengineer. Give all information and salary
desired. Box 536, BROADCASTING.
xperienced Announcer — Capable of handling news and do good commercial selling job. Write giving full particulars,
(draft status and salary desired. Send
jaudition record to WHBL, Sheboygan,
Wisconsin.
OMBINATION — Good commercial announcer and studio technician for remote
studios of 5 kw net station. State exi perience and draft status. Box 538,
1BROADCASTING.
I
innouncer — Give experience, abilities.
Permanent. Box 539, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
he Experienced Man You Need — For public
I relations, publicity or station relations
director. Desire position metropolitan
j station, network. An Experienced announcer and newscaster. Exempt. University. Employed. Box 529, BROAD| CASTING.
.nnouncer — Four years' experience. Also
experience in acting, as musical director,
and assistant program director. Will consider worthwhile proposition with future.
Large station. Transcription upon request. Box 527, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Station in Secondary Market — In states of
New York, New Jersey or Pennsylvania.
Reliable party. Everything confidential.
Send full particulars to Box 540,
BROADCASTING.

Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pickups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.
Will Buy— 250 Watt Radio Station complete if priced right. Box 547, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Wurlitzer 3 Manual Pipe Organ — Used in
network broadcasting. Will now sacrifice
for quick sale. Located in Pennsylvania.
Inquiries
CASTING. invited to Box 524, BROAD-

LOOK! — Move forward with an aggressive
young manager. Business and all around
radio
Write532,p'ea=e
and we'll
confer. experience.
No draft. Box
BROADCASTING.

175 Ft. Truscon Self Supporting Tower —
With all lighting equipment, insulators,
leveling plates,
etc. Excellent
Immediate shipment.
WHKY, shape.
Hickory,
North Carolina.

Versatile — Musician, program director, arranger, piano, guitars, eight other instruments. Feature soloist. 15 years radio.
Age 44 (3 dependents). Prefer southern
coastal city. Box 526, BROADCASTING.
Program Director-Announcer — Outstanding
background. Musician and arranger.
Eight ence.
years'
key innetwork
station
experiInterested
permanent
connection.
Box 543, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-Announcer — First Class phone.
Experienced, transmitter and studio controls. Some announcing. Draft exempt.
$40.00 weekly. Box 534, BROADCASTING.

WANTED
STATION MANAGER for station
located in the east. 1000 watts,
daytime, local, independent.
Must have management background, thorough knowledge of
FCC rules and regulations, some
technical knowledge, and experience inhandling personnel.
Those of draft age need not
apply. Substantial salary. Write
full details in first letter.
Box 550, BROADCASTING

PROGRAM DIRECTOR— With metropolitan network affiliated station would like
permanent position with progressive station in smaller city. Would like to establish home. $100 per week minimum
necessary. Will attend Broadcasters meeting in Chicago April 27. Available for
interviews. Married, children, draft deferred. Box 535, BROADCASTING.
Available Immediately — 3A versatile man
who can do an all around showmanship
job on the air. Now working as commercial manager. Have good sales record,
six years in radio. First class announcer
and can do traffic, production, management, write continuity and selling. Hold
third class ticket. Have network experience. Will go anywhere, large or small
station. Minimum salary $60.00 weekly.
State all first letter. James McGowan,
WLOG, Logan, West Virginia.

Chief enginer — Eastern network station
desires change. 4-F draft, 34, married.
Ten years'
experience,
including maintenance, purchasing
and supervision.
Some
knowledge of labor relations. References.
Will leave the country. Mild or warm
climate preferred. Available about June
15th. Box 545, BROADCASTING.
SALESMAN — Employed Basic station.
Married, 3-A. $65 week and commission,
opportunity for advancement. Box 546,
BROADCASTING.
Draft Exempt Engineer — Nine years chief
of 5 kilowatt station. Experienced Doherty Transmitter, field intensity and
bridge measurements. Desires permanent
connection. Best References. Walter
Selden, 2512 Monument Avenue, Richmond, Virginia.
Secretaryitan— station
Six years'
experience
metropolspecializing
publicity,
promotion, merchandising. Interested in
agency or station connection. Box 549,
BROADCASTING.
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Advertising

3rd Highest in the Nation
MISSISSIPPI had a 375.8 per cent INCREASE in individual income tax receipts in 1942 as compa.ed wi h 1941.
(Only two states had higher increases:
N. Dakota, 398,1-Kansas, 387.7).
THIS is additional proof that MISSISSIPPI is "In
the Money"—
of
the most
profitable
marketsis one
in the
South!
CASH farm income in MISSISSIPPI in
1942 was $993,91 0,000-more than
two and one-half times the 1940 cash
farm income.
ADD— record breaking industrial and
commercial employment — numerous
military camps with their thousands
-and you have MISSISSIPPI-YOUR
NO.
1943! 1 OPPORTUNITY MARKET IN
AND, WJDX, The Voice of Mississippi,
dominates this profitable, growing
market!
Own«d «nd Operated by
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

An ky
Organization
ofey
& Bail
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Presa Bldg., Wash., D. C.

Radio Technician — First class telephone liyears' experience,
positioncense,inseveral
Southeast.
Address Boxdesires
530,
BROADCASTING.
Sales and Station Manager — From Eastern
city of two million. Seventeen years in
newspaper, advertising agency and radio.
Draft
ING. status 4F. Box 551, BROADCAST-

OF MISSISSIPPI

Pennsylvania Radio Station — Experienced
operator interested in securing full or
half interest in station located in Pennsylvania. Box 528, BROADCASTING.

Licensed Technician — Desires permanent
change, 14 years'
experience,
studios,
transmitter,
water
cooling,busyfrequency
modulation. College man, family, draft
OK. Consider supervisor or assistant
manager. Be pertinent in first letter. Box
541, BROADCASTING.

WOMAN ANNOUNCER - PRODUCER —
Limited experience. Executive ability.
Excellent educational, musical and dramatic background. Available May 25.
References. Box 523, BROADCASTING.

THE VOICE

PAUL
CONSULTING

F 60DLEY
RADIO ENGINEERS

MONTCLAIR,

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main St. fj\
the World
Kansas City, Mo. \ A. A Hollywood, Cal.

RING

& CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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KVOO
Cox

Committee

Agent
Drew

Its
Pearson

Names

Chief
Article

Ex-FBI

Investigator

Stresses

Alleged

Reprisals

By Committee Against Edward J. Lord
WITH ITS FORMAL inquiry
ernment expense, destinations and
objectives. Similar data, along
still perhaps a month away, the
with details on functions of the
Select House Committee to invesindividual commissioners, previoustigate the FCC continued preliminary activity on several fronts last
ly had been requested by the committee [Broadcasting, April 5-12].
week and announced the appointMeanwhile, Eugene L. Garey,
ment of William Larson, Chicago
chief committee counsel, and his
investigator of FBI fame, as its
staff of a half-dozen assistants
chief investigator.
were investigating FCC past acAdditional questionnaires covering activities of members of the
tions in field studies restricted almost entirely to broadcasting.
FCC were dispatched, it was
learned at the Commission, and
Practically all of the committee's
staff were away from Washington
several field inquiries are being
last
week. Chairman Cox would
conducted. Chairman E. E. Cox
set
no
date for the opening of the
(D-Ga.), in announcing the Larson
inquiry,
but indicated that perhaps
appointment, said that "consideranother
month would elapse beable progress" is being made and
fore the committee actually got
that many aspects of the FCC's
under way.
broadcast operations are being
covered.
In announcing Mr. Larson's appointment as chief investigator last
Pearson Story Draws Fire
Thursday, Judge Cox declared Larson was a former Federal official of
Criticism of the Cox inquiry in
wide
experience and reputation.
the syndicated Washington MerryFor the last two years he has been
Go-Round column of Drew Pearson was branded at Cox Committee
operating a private investigation
firm in Detriot.
headquarters as having emanated
from "one of the FCC members."
Larson With Fisher Body
It was pointed out that Rep. Cox
Mr. Larson served as an agent
is not on trial before the committee.
of FBI from 1925 to 1935 and handled a number of important cases,
The Pearson article said that
the Cox investigation had been
including participation in the Dillaunched because the FCC had reclinger capture. He posed as a prisoner for four months in Leavenommended criminal action against
worth to get first-hand information
Rep. Cox as an outgrowth of his
on internal conditions.
purported improper representation
Mr. Larson joined FBI in 1925,
before the FCC of WALB, Albany,
just
three months after J. Edgar
Ga. Somewhat similar reports, obHoover became its chief. He served
viously emanating from the same
successively in New York, Sposource, were published elsewhere.
kane, Seattle and Nashville. In
Particular reference was made
1929 he became agent in charge at
in the Pearson article to alleged
Kansas City and headed the Denreprisals by the Cox Committee
ver office a year later. Afterward
against Edward J. Lord, former
manager of WALB, and now in he was agent in charge of the
Southern States, with headquarFlorida. Mr. Lord, he recited, had
ters in Birmingham. From 1932
been indicted by a Georgia grand
jury on the charge "larceny from
a house," based on contentions
that he had copied a number of
documents in the WALB files pertaining to Congressman Cox's activity and had also removed one
letter.

GETS

LICENSE

FOR FULLTIME
50 KW
KVOO, Tulsa, last week formally
joined the select group of fulltime
50,000-watt stations with the granting of a regular license to cover
its high-power construction permit
by the FCC.
Authorized under the reallocation of 1941 to operate with fulltime on 1170 k.c. with 50,000 watts,
the station has been using the maximum allowable power during the
daytime, with 25,000 watts at
night. By virtue of directional antennas used by the Tulsa station,
along with WWVA, Wheeling, on
the same frequency, both stations
now operate fulltime with the
maximum power. WWVA
began
its 50,000-watt operation several
months ago.
WJAS, Pittsburgh, last Wednesday was granted a license by the
FCC to cover its construction permit for 5,000-watt fulltime operation on 1320 kc.
'Esquire' Expands
ESQUIRE PUBLICATIONS, Chicago, has expanded current promotion started in December on the
monthly publication, Coronet, with
15-30 one-minute spot announcements one week each month preceding publication date on a total of
35 stations. Markets include Chicago, Cleveland, San Francisco, Seattle, Houston, Jacksonville, Toronto, Boston and New York. Agency is Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
until 1935 he was in charge of the
Detroit office.
Leaving FBI in 1935, Mr. Larson for five years was chief of
plant protection forces of the Fisher Body Division of General Motors. Since 1940 he has conducted
his own consulting investigating
firm.
No word was forthcoming from
the FCC regarding the replies to
the questionnaires from the committee. Itwas understood last week,
however, that the questionnaires
had not been returned to the committee, presumably because of the
mass of detail to be covered.
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May

Sec

Monopoly
Decisior
Docket Priority Given Untie;

Urgent Deficiencies Act
POSSIBILITY that the Suprem
Court will hand down its decision
today (April 19) on the highl.;
controverted network monopol j
case was seen in Washington. I[
the court does not act, the rulin i
cannot come until May 3 at th;
earliest, in view of the Easter re
cess of the tribunal.
Argued in February, the cou*J
had been expected to announce itij
decision a fortnight ago because
the case had taken priority on thJ
docket having been brought uncle III
the Urgent Deficiencies Act. TherJ
was
considerable
speculation in1
Washington over the highly im|
portant ruling, affecting the righ:|j
of the FCC to regulate contrac jl
tual relations of networks and staj
tions, with the predominant vieni
that the court would be divided.
Seven of the nine members oil
the court sat for the argument
Feb. 12. Associate Justice Blacli
disqualified himself because hi:!
brother-in-law, C. J. Durr, is si
member of the FCC. Justice Wile;\j
B. Rutledge, newest member of thujj
court, had not yet taken his seat.
KOA-WHDH Case
The court also has before it th<:
KOA-WHDH case, involving ;
clear channel breakdown and the
right of the FCC to exclude sta
tions from intervening in cases o:
this character. This case was an
gued April 8-9. A decision is n|j
expected for several weeks.
A Jefferson bi-centennial state:
ment by Associate Justice Felu
Frankfurter also aroused consid!
erable interest because of his ref!
erence to purported abuse of the
media for the dissemination of in<
formation. He alluded to the el
feet upon our industrial civiliza
tion through "misuse and manipu
lation of modern devices, chair
newspapers, cheap magazines, pop1
ular polls, radio and the movies,'
declaring these have enlarged op*
portunities for "arousing passions!
confusing judgment and regiment!
An ardent New Dealer, Justice
Frankfurter's
comments drew
ing opinion."
sharp editorial criticism from
David Lawrence, well-known news-)
paper columnist. He attacked the:
whole New Deal concept of sup-i
pression of freedom of the press,
radio and the other media.

Expense Accounts Questioned
The additional questionnaires
sent to FCC members related to
long-distance telephone calls made
by and to commissioners, and to
radio sets purchased by the FCC
for use of commissioners. It was
ascertained that N. F. Cureton,
chief of the FCC Supply Section,
was interrogated by Cox Committee investigators in executive session last Monday regarding the
radio set purchases, after which
the questionnaire was dispatched.
Travel vouchers of commissioners, dating back to their appointments, also are being examined.
Information of this character, it
was reported, has been requested
from the General Accounting Office covering dates of trips at Gov-

April

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'Wot an Army! You Wuz a Radio Announcer Back
in the U. S. A. . . . I Wuz a Truck Driver!"
BROADCASTING

WHIT's First Year
FIRST
ANNIVERSARY
o .
WHIT, New Bern, N. C, will be observed Wednesday with ceremonies!
at the New Bern USO Club, withl
Gov. J. Melville Broughton of Northjj
Carolina
as principal
speaker.! i
Talks will be broadcast over three] |
other stations of the Tobacco Net- j
work. Also attending will be com-j
manding officers of adjacent mili-l
camps. Officers and directors)!
tary
of the station will observe the event! |
with a special dinner.
• Broadcast
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*^*tatt Street, NeWj__^-

Situation*

1 Write

Th/s
A

may

sound

group

of

any

time

on
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top,

like

one

as

are

Ripley,

Salesmen

you

may

prepared

operation,

from

distribution

curtailed dealer

for

year-round

basis,

shortage

\*&t>**£s.

I I ll c
I
""

*They

If the manpower

of

to

contacts, or delayed

introduction

of a new

high-type

salesmen

who

sales organizations, brokers, or agents. Specialty Sales is independent, but has the advantage

of full access

material.

to all WLW

Specialty Sales service

is extremely flexible . . . can be bought on per call or per week
basis . . . helps you keep

it's true:

is available

cover

point-of-sale

West Virginia. Specialty Sales does not conflict with established

merchandising

"

every
of

phase

new

of

sales

products

to

merchandising.

has crippled your field operation,

services of experienced

and

but

introduction

cover all druggists and grocers in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and

research

a^JHuaaF^"

desire.

product, Specialty Sales can help. Specialty Sales offers the
short-term

ed records oi\

^^A%vvv%%^%^^

men

in the field at a fraction of

the usual cost. For further information, write or wire Lou E.

LISTENER DOMINANCE. In 25 major cities of its
four-state area, WLW delivers 48.7% of all
radio listening, and in the rural areas around
them, the listening index averages 2.5%
greater. ( City figure is a weighted average
based on Hooper Mid-Winter WLW area rating,
1942, and does not represent the size of our
audience in any one city. )
DOMINANCE WITH DEALERS. Implementing your
advertising on WLW is a carefully developed
plan of merchandising which covers every
phase of distribution from manufacturers' representative through consumer — climaxed by
28,000 personal contacts every year on the
wholesale and retail dealers who move your
merchandise. This comprehensive merchandising program is controlled and directed by
WLW, costs advertisers nothing.

Sargent, Specialty Sales, 140 West 9th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

WLW audience dominance, plus the cooperation we receive as a
result of continuous dealer contact, now augmented by SPECIALTY
SALES, offer you the most effective means ever devised for directing
the distribution and sale of consumer food and drug products.

WLW

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE STATION
DIVISION OF THE CROSLFY CORPORATION

SHUCKS!

IT

LOOKED

DEEP

ENOUGH!

41 A program needs more than coverage in order to go places in a
sales way. It needs depth . . . something not always visible on the
surface.
When cruising the Oklahoma City vicinity with your radio advertising, check the depth of radio coverage from the charts of C. E.
Hooper, Inc.
WKY

is the station that gives you coverage . . . more coverage

with its center-of-the-dial 930 kilocycle frequency than any other
Oklahoma City station. And WKY's coverage is deep . . . from
70% to 300% deeper than any other Oklahoma City station.
WKY

has 43.5% of the morning listeners, 56.8% of the afternoon

listeners, and 60.6% of the evening listeners. Those are the 5-months
averages, October, 1942, through February, 1943, as measured by
Hooper.
That's the kind of coverage that gives radio advertising a chance
to go places and return home loaded to the gunwhales with results.

WKY

OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs . KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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"WE

.

DECIDED

. .WE

BUY

STATISTICS

SALES!'2-W.

X HE best survey of Denver ( we think )
is the sales of Town Talk bread." This is the
conclusion arrived at by the Chicago advertising agency placing the Town Talk bread
account, the W. E. Long Co., in a clever
presentation sent to KLZ recently reversing
the direction which promotion usually takes.
It was the unique response to a salvo
of station statistics received recently from
the Denver region.
KLZ in no way denies the importance and
necessity of valid statistics in the buying of

NAB

WAR

WERE

E.

THE

LONG

NUTS

CO.

station time. But, after all, sales and not
statistics are what count. And when an advertiser satisfies himself concerning the sales
effectiveness of KLZ, all other data, of course,
become superficial.
It is interesting to note, therefore, that
local advertisers in Denver, to whom sales
are vastly more important than statistics,
spend more of their money with KLZ than
with any other major network station . . .
and the trend in national spot, too, is shifting
rapidly in KLZ's direction.
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15 CENTS

Yes, the Tulsa Magic Empire Market
sales cake to eat now
booming

is a luscious

Commerce

a post-war planning board, with Mr. Clyde

. . . and your advertising to this

A. King, former bank official and industrial develop-

area today will help bring you even greater

ment leader, as paid secretary, to definitely work on

sales tomorrow
become.

in the greater post-war market

it will

war industry conversion. We're going to make

sure of

a greater post-war market.
Tulsa is given a No. 1 rating (boom

war markets

Get the benefits of two cakes by making

with the best chance to retain war growth in the postwar period) by Philip M. Hauser, assistant director

Magic

of the U. S. Census in a release Jan. 15, 1943. But,

today. And,

the Tulsa market isn't just sitting back rejoicing over
this rating. It has set up under the Tulsa Chamber of

only single medium
market.

Blanketed

Only by Oklahoma's

* The Tulsa Magic Empire is
truly Oklahoma's best market.
Concentrated in but 1/3 of the
state's area it has: 47.4% of
Oklahoma's retail sales; 51% of
the bank deposits in the state;
52.2% of Postal Savings; 46.5% of
Effective Buying Power. In no other
Oklahoma area is there such a
powerful station covering such a
rich concentrated market.

Most

Powerful

Empire

market

remember

a MUST
50,000

the Tulsa

on your schedule
Watt

KVOO

blanketing Oklahoma's

is the
best*

Station

50,000 Watts Day— 25,000 Watts Night
1170 Kilocycles
Edward

Petry & Co., National Representatives
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KHBC, Hilo; and WKAQ, San Juan are actively represented with the colors to an extent which affords no aid or comfort to the enemy.
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war

service"—

reflecting our all-out effort for Victory during
1942.

Perhaps

advertisers

the most

significant point to

is this . . . whether

ment or for the

advertiser,

for our GovernKMBC

has

KMBC

the
OF

personnel,
how"

INCE

the facilities and

to get it done — and to get it done
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the alert "know-
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right!
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FREE

FOR
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published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as
second class matter March 14, 1933, at the Post Office at Washington, P, C., under act of March 3, 1879.

are not zealous here at Sylvania

cent lamps, fluorescent lighting equipment, radio

to be the largest in our field. We had
rather be known for excellence than

and electronic tubes — we aim uncompromisingly

|it We

for size. You

have heard of the man

so pains-

taking that to his talented fellows of larger fame
he is known

as the writer's writer, or the painter's

painter, or the singer's singer. We understand
that, and it seems to us there could be no higher
praise. So in all the things we build — incandes-

SYLVANIA

high, high as we possibly can. The

function

of these things, conceived as they are to amplify
the indispensable miracles of human

sight and

hearing, seems to us to deserve the very best
that can be given. So believing, it is only natural
we should seek in all our work

to attain the

highest standards anywhere known.

ELECTRIC

PRODUCTS

INC.

EMPORIUM, PA.
MAKERS OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES, RADIO TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS is doing much to help win the war
on the production front, but can do a great deal more by more
widespread application. Sylvania Electronic Tubes for devices
that can automatically gauge, count, control, actuate, test, detect,
protect, guide, sort, magnify, heat, transform, "see," "feel" and
even "decide" are tested and available. The more electronic
"know how" is put to work to make precision war production
speedier and more precise, the sooner the Victory.
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invest with

WCSC

sales today throughAnd
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that will continue

to boom

>Oo0
long after Victory.

/o
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Because

the Charleston

"boom"

is different. It's

Pon

no flash-in-the-pan based purely on a war economy.
What

has taken place is the industrial rebirth of

an entire area. New

methods,

facilities and

plants have

Charleston

new

super-power
transformed

into a big, aggressive, growing

market. The conclusion

ton—amajor market
market

new

is obvious:

Charles-

today— is a "must"

for the future.
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Nashville market, WSIX

to cover the booming

Xf you are looking for a medium

WSIX

is the answer.

WILL carry your message not only into the hearts of Nashville's homes but
WSIX
into the entire Nashville trade area of Middle Tennessee and Southern Kentucky.

"'^(/r.ITE or wire for coverage map, rate card, availabilities and any other information.
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BLAZING

HOW

CREATED

BY

HISTORIC

STEPS

OF

BACK
IN 1929 a modest man with a quiet voice
calmly announced two inventions . . . two amazing,
almost magic devices that made it possible for radio to
"see" as well as to "hear."
This man was Dr. V. K. Zworykin of RCA Laboratories.
And his research in electronics gave radio its electronic
"eyes" known as the Iconoscope and the Kinescope. The
former is the radio "eye" behind the camera lens; the latter
is the receiver's screen.

Since that red-letter day in television history, ceaseless
research in the science of radio and electron optics has
established RCA Laboratories as the guiding light of
television.
The decade of the thirties saw television's coming-ofage. It brought new scientific instruments and discoveries;
it developed new techniques of showmanship; it even
created new words— televise, telecast, teleview, and
telegenic.

In the evolution of television there have been "high
spots"; historic milestones of progress; definite "firsts"—
made possible by the services of RCA.

1928 -1932 -FROM

THE

ELECTRONIC

THIS

NEW

ALL-ELECTRONIC

STATION

TELEVISION

RCA

WAS

LABORATORIES

IN

THE

. . .

EVOLUTION

SCIENCE

television signals relayed by radio from
York through Mt. Arney, N.J., for the
time, May 2 5, 1932.

1936 — OUTDOOR
TELEVISION
Television outdoors was demonstrate
RCA at Camden, N. J., on April 24, 1936
local firemen participating in the pre
broadcast on the 6-meter wave.
All-electronic television field tests of J
began June 29, 1936, from ultra-short s
transmitter in Empire State Building and ;
on the pinnacle releasing 343-line pictuu
Radio manufacturers saw television dejj
strated by RCA on July 7, 1936, with
artists and films used to entertain.

1937- ELECTRON
"GUN"
AND
M0|ii
TELEVISION DEMONSTRATE*

Electron projection "gun" of RCA was de l
strated on May 12, 1937, to Institute off;
Engineers, with pictures projected on 8 :
foot screen.

FIRST

EXPERIMENTAL

THE

TO

Television on 3 x 4-foot screen was dei
strated by RCA to Society of Motion Pi:
Engineers on October 14, 1937; pictures I
transmitte
City.d from Empire State Buildin;
Radio

TELEVISION

Station W2XBS, New York, was licensed to
RCA in 1928 to conduct television experiments. Transmitter located at laboratory in
Van Courtlandt Park, was later moved to
Photophone Building, 411 Fifth Avenue; then
to New Amsterdam Theatre until 1931, when
operatio
Building.ns were transferred to Empire State
On Jan. 16, 1930, Television pictures were
transmitted by RCA from W2XBS at 41 1 Fifth
Avenue and shown on 6-foot screen at RKOProctor's 59th Street Theatre, New York.
Television station W2XBS, operated by
National Broadcasting Company, atop New
Amsterdam Theatre, New York, opened for
tests July 7, 1930, with the images whirled into
space by a mechanical scanner.
Empire State Building, the world's loftiest skyscraper, was selected by RCA as the transmitter
and aerial site for ultra-short-wave television
experiments using both mechanical and electrical scanners. Operation began October 30,
1931.
Field tests of 240-line, all-electronic television
were made by RCA at Camden, N.J., with

Mobile television vans operated by 11
NBC appeared on the streets of New Yon
first time, December 12, 1937.

1938 -BROADWAY

PLAY

TELEVISED

Scenes from a current Broadway play, "5n
and God," starring Gertrude Lawrence,
telecast on June 7, 1938, from NBC stu
at Radio City.
mm

RCA announced on October 20, 1938,
public television program service woull
inaugurated and commercial receiving
offered to the public in April, 1939.

11939
— BASEBALL—

KING

GEORGE

FOOTBALL

VI

]

Opening ceremonies of the New York W0!
Fair televised by NBC on April 30, 193S

*
TELEVISION

TRAIL

eluded President Roosevelt as first Chief Executive to be seen by television.

Television pictures on 4'/2 x 6-foot screen were
demonstrated at RCA annual stockholders
meeting May 7, 1940, at Radio City.

"A first from the diamond." Columbia vs.
Princeton, May 17, 1939, televised by NBC.

Republican National Convention was televised

Improved television "eye" named the "Orthicon," introduced by RCA on June 8, 1939,
added greater clarity and depth to the picture.

on
June via
24, coaxial
1940, through
NBC'sPhiladelphia.
New York
station
cable from
Democratic National Convention films rushed
by plane from Chicago for NBC were telecast
in New York, July 15, 1940.

Television spectators in New York area on
June 10, 1939, saw King George VI and Queen
Elizabeth at the World's Fair, telecast by NBC.
Brooklyn Dodgers-Cincinnati game telecast by
NBC on August 26, 1939, was the first majorleague baseball game seen on the air.
First college football game— Fordham- Waynesburg— televised by NBC, September 30, 1939.
Television from NBC station in New York was
picked up by RCA receiver in plane 20,000
feet over Washington, D. C, 200 miles away,
October 17, 1939.
Television cameras of NBC scanned the scene
in front of Capitol Theatre and in lobby at

President Roosevelt was seen by television
throughout the Metropolitan areas as he addressed Democratic rally, October 28, 1940,
at Madison Square Garden.
Election returns on November 5, 1940, televised for first time by NBC, showed teletypes
of press associations reporting the news.
1941 -HOME
RECEIVERS—COMMERCIAL

Television progress demonstrated to FCC on
January 24, 1941, included: home-television
receiver with 13V2X 18-inch translucent screen;
television pictures 15x20 feet on New Yorker
Theatre screen; pictures relayed by radio from
Camp Upton, Long Island, to New York; also
facsimile multiplexed with frequency modulation sound broadcast.

premiere of motion picture "Gone With The
Wind," December 19, 1939.

1940— HOCKEY—

COLOR

BIRD'S-EYE

PRIZE FIGHT
TELEVISION

— TRACK

TELEVISION

Television pictures in color were first put on
the air by NBC from Empire State Building
Transmitter on February 20, 1941.

Color television was demonstrated on February
6, 1940, to Federal Communications Commission by RCA at Camden, N. J.

Large-screen television featuring Overlin-Soose
prize fight on May 9, 1941, at Madison Square
Garden was demonstrated by RCA at Now
Yorker Theatre; also, on following days, baseball games from Ebbets Field, Brooklyn.

First hockey game was televised by NBC camera
in Madison Square Garden, February 2 5, 1940.
Basketball: Pittsburgh-Fordham, also NYUGeorgetown at Madison Square Garden were
televised by NBC, February 28, 1940, as first
basketball games seen on the air.

Commercial operation of television began
July 1, 1941, on a minimum schedule of 15
hours a week. NBC's station WNBT, New York,
the first commercially licensed transmitter to
go on the air, issued the first television rate card
for advertisers, and instituted commercial service with four commercial sponsors.

First Intercollegiate track meet at Madison
Square Garden telecast on March 2, 1940.
Using RCA's new, compact and portable television transmitter, a panoramic view of New
York was televised for the first time from an
airplane on March 6, 1940. Television sightseers as far away as Schenectady saw the bird'seye view of the metropolis.

Entry of the United States in World War II,
enlisted NBC television in New York to aid in
illustrating civilian defense in air-raid instructions in the New York area.

Premiere of television opera on March 10, 1940,
featured Metropolitan Opera stars in tabloid
1943-AMERICA

version of "Pagliacci."
First telecast of religious services on March 24,
1940, from NBC Radio City studios, were seen
as far away as Lake Placid.

RCA

Yet, from the discoveries, developments and
inventions made under the urgency of war, will
come greater wonders for the Better Tomorrow
of a peacetime world.

CORPORATION

BUILDING,

CREATOR

OF

NEW

OF

AMERICA

YORK

ELECTRONIC

WAR!

Today RCA Laboratories, pioneer in the science
of electronics, is devoting all its efforts to the war.

Ringling Brothers-Barnum and Bailey circus
viewed on the air, April 2 5, 1940, through
NBC electric camera in Madison Square Garden.
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every detail for the best production
But WGN

is not content
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of the advertisers'

with technical
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excellence

studios are known

sign, luxuries of comfort, and

countrywide
ultra-modern

They form a fitting background

A

Clear

Channel

50,000 Watts

alone.

to the public in a case

designed to bring forth its brilliance, so WGN
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WGN's

programs.

provides

a show-

for their beauty
broadcasting
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it is being continuously enlarged and improved
those who

know

the American

the individual members

by

audience firsthand —

of the Mutual

Network.

No wonder more and more advertisers are stepping to the Mutual
a message

footlights these days. Some

have

for the full house; for others Mutual

assembles audiences from specially selected markets.
Here

IS A theatre

with aisles that cross a continent

In either case, this theatre can now be leased at the

...a stage the size of a World's Series ball park or a
world war battleground ... an orchestra pit which

lowest rates in radio — and the box-office response
is terrific.
★
*
*

can shift in 30 seconds from symphony
and seats for 25,000,000

to swing . . .

families, to be filled at the

twist of a dial.

progress is the opening,

May 1, of the newest and finest radio playhouse in New

This is the Mutual

theatre, opened in October,

1934. Scene of some of the greatest successes in radio,

THE

Current milestone in Mutual

MUTUAL

B

ROAD

York, as outstanding as the network's studios in Chicago
and Hollywood.

CASTING

SYSTEM

PHOTO BY EWING GALLOWAY

A

NEAR

. . . DOESN'T

COUNT

That's the experience of smart advertisers.
Particularly in Baltimore . . . today the
country's 6th largest market.
If you want to hit this Baltimore trading
area target, when you aim at it . . . here are
three reasons why advertisers interested in
reducing sales costs . . . are swinging to
Radio Station WFBR:
1. WFBR

covers

Baltimore

MISS

DAY

and

IN
2. There

RADIO!
is no waste with WFBR.

We

do not use a hopped-up signal to cover the
surrounding states in which you may or may
not have sales ... or states in which you have
already bought time. Our job is the Baltimore
trading area. Not Pennsylvania,West Virginia,
Delaware, New
3. WFBR

Jersey, Virginia.

is the station all Baltimore has

NIGHT with an efficiency known to few
stations in so big a city. There are no dead

been listening to for 2 1 years. In the last 3 years
over one half million people have visited our
studios or participated in sponsored shows.

spots. That isn't magic . . . it's just good
engineering.

It's good business to get on the target in
Baltimore. WFBR makes it automatic.

RADIO
NATIONAL

STATION

WFBR

REPRESENTATIVE:

JOHN

BALTIMORE
BLAIR

&

CO.

This advertisement, appearing also in FORTUNE Magazine for May, is one of a FORTUNE
/ series published in the interest of Radio Stations represented by John Blair & Company.

Inc.

Plough,

keeps

with
On

spots

before

SPOT

your

ears

BROADCASTING"

32 5 radio stations from coast to

coast, Plough, Inc. is selling millions on St.
Joseph Aspirin, Penetro Products and Mexsana. Spot Broadcasting gives them a group of
markets far larger than any network offers—
with budgets in each precisely parallel to sales
potentials, product by product. There's nothing wasted on barren areas— no profitable territories inadequately covered. And everywhere,
Plough, Inc. can freely select the best station

casting is now the fastest-growing form of radio
advertising.
Fast, flexible Spot Radio may well be
the solution to your current advertising problems, and we suggest you talk to your John
Blair man about it. He can give you quickly
the benefit of his merchandising experience,
his knowledge of radio and his familiarity
with many of the nation's leading stations.

and the best broadcast times with ready-made
audiences ... to make their advertising more
effective, more efficient.
Equally important today, Spot Radio gives
advertising the speed to keep pace with rapidly
changing sales conditions, production problems
and war-time regulations. Asa result, Spot Broad-

Chicago
New York
BLAIR

St. Louis
Us Angeles
San Francisco

COMPANY
*Spot Broadcasting is radio advertising of any type (from 25-word
announcements to full-hour shows) planned and placed on a flexible
market-by-market basis.
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T
XHE

size and character

of the job that has been

done by radio for the nation since the United
war is at once

a tribute to the enterprise of free American

and the patriotism of the advertisers
the day the first bomb
in the prosecution

radio

who

support it. For, from

fell on Pearl Harbor,

this great instrument

of mass communication

NBC

States entered the

has been used intelligently and efficiently

of the fight against the Axis.

war programs,

for instance, have carried the civilian to the

actual fighting fronts — into the army

camps — to foreign countries

for a better understanding of our allies and our neighbors — and to
every corner of the nation, into factories and homes, wherever
production wheels were
focused on the war.

humming

and

civilian activities were

NBC's worldwide news gathering facilities have been augmented,
and thousands of broadcasts have kept the American people
fully informed
abroad.

From

of the daily progress of the war

at home

and

NBC's studios, hundreds of specially prepared war programs, designed to serve the government and its war activities,

the production and home fronts, and "good neighbor"
allied relations, have been broadcast to the nation.

and inter-

And, with equal enthusiasm,
valuable

NBC

time to the government

huge and responsive audiences

advertisers have been giving
for important

their programs

messages

to the

have built up over

the years.
In all, since Pearl Harbor,
vital war
been

messages,

has broadcast

and government

given complete

the homes,

NBC

cooperation

factories and army

The following programs

more

officials and bureaus

It Happened
"The

camps

are outstanding

Hour

in the Service

Murder

of Lidice"

"Dear Adolph"
Day of Reckoning

Music of the New World
Pan-American Holiday
Britain to America

is

the

NATIONAL

into

of the nation.
examples

of NBC's

share

FRONT

Doctors at War
Listen America
Consumer

Time

Air Youth for Victory
Commando Mary
Neighborhood

INTER-ALLIED RELATIONS
Lands of the Free

This

have

in taking these messages

in backing and furthering the nation's war effort —
THE HOME
THE WAR
The Army

than 6000

Call

Engineers at War
Labor for Victory
We

Believe

Call to Youth
Plays for Americans

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

OF

ONE

A

SERIES

MEN

THE

PRESENTING

II A Mil

&

PETERS

STATION;}

15 IS, KIPlO,

SEATTLE

'

1

■IP

FREE

Stone

Loren

ASSISTANT

MAKE

WHO

"'"ill

1931 Graduated, University of Washington
(Degree in Journalism)
1931 Commercial Department, KOMO, Seattle
1934 Commercial Department, KOL, Seattle
1935 Sales Manager, KIRO, Seattle
1941 KIRO increased to 50,000 watts
1941 Assistant Manager, KIRO

BE NOT

Hi:-'f* IS;
Is; fBlf
■jjjjPflS

deceived, ladies and gents —

Loren's name is Stone, but not his heart

radio stations unless you know their managements. Of course a certain percentage of

(or head!). On the contrary, Loren Stone's
genial efficiency, his easy friendliness and

stations limp along with perfectly "sound"
but uninspired operation, just as do a certain

his enthusiastic co-operativeness are by-

percentage of all other businesses. But oh,

words in Seattle. As Assistant Manager of

what a difference good management makes!

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

KIRO, Loren has played no small part in
Here at F&P

making that station one of the real standouts on the Pacific Coast. . . .

standpoint or ours. Which is doubtless another reason why both the present and future

its management — and how impossible it is
for you or you or you to buy the best of

look pretty good to us, here in this group

Free
Pioneer

CHICAGO: 1 So N. Michigan
Frank in 637 3
22

"management makes the station". What's
more, we never forget it, either from your

It's a funny thing, come to think about it,
how profoundly any radio station reflects

h

Page

we have always believed that
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&
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Peters,

Radio

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plara 5-4131
26,

of pioneer radio-station representatives!

inc.

Station
Representatives
Since May, 1932
*

SAN FRANCISCO: 1,1 Sutler
Sutter 4353

HOLLYWOOD: n,2N. Gordon
Gladstone 3949
BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Main 5667
•
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Critical

300 Expected
Post-War

Problems

to Hear

Thinking

Price,

Await

Davis,

Dominant

Fly;

Topic

A. WAR-HARDENED,
more worldly-wise broadcasting indus;ry convenes in Chicago, April 27-29, for the 21st time under
the aegis of the NAB, to speed its war mission, learn firsthand from Government spokesmen immediate prospects in
war rationing of manpower, materials and programs and to
dip into post-war planning.
This was to have been the 21st annual

convention

of the

NAB — its coming of age. Emergency conditions caused abandonment of the convention, however, and the War Conference,
along with the legally requisite an
sion, War Labor Board, Army,
nual meeting of the association's
Navy, War Production Board and
membership, was called as a "miliOWL
tary assignment" to take stock of
William S. Paley, CBS president,
the job since Pearl Harbor and talk
whose outstanding success in netshop with Washington's officials
work development is now legenwho direct radio's war effort.
aary m an industry, will make his
Geared to War Tempo
first appearance before an NAB
Practically the entire condensed
agenda, covering only 2 Ms days instead of four, is geared to the wartime tempo. All classes of broadcasters, NAB members and nonmembers alike, are on hand, for this
transcends a trade association session. With presence of all but key
station officials discouraged, the attendance isstill expected to be substantial— about 800. Advance registrations were in excess of 600 last
Friday.
There are no burning issues or
internecine quarrels this year — in
contrast to past annual meetings.
All peacetime problems have paled
into relative unimportance, under
the stress of wartime operations.
Applauded for its accomplishments since the war began 16
months ago in carrying the burden
of the Government's direct contacts
with the public, the industry nevertheless is aware of the tortuous
road ahead and of the tremendous
task it must shoulder in the face of
depleted personnel, deteriorating
equipment and business uncertainties.
Despite absence of customary
convention frills, the agenda arranged by NAB President Neville
Miller will hold the attention of the
delegates from the opening gavel
to adjournment. Heading the list
of Government speakers are Elmer
Davis, OWI director; James Lawrence Fly, FCC chairman, and Byron Price, director of censorship.
They are flanked by spokesmen
from the War Manpower CommisBROADCASTING

convention as a scheduled speaker.
He will discuss, from the practical
operations angle, radio problems
engendered by the war, in a panel
along with Mr. Price; Don Stauffer,
chief of OWI's radio branch; Andrew Dudley, OWI campaigns
chief, and Dr. James R. Angell,
public service counselor of NBC.
Petrillo Ban a Topic
Aside from the strict war topics,
the crisis precipitated by AFM czar
James C. Petrillo's recording ban
will come into focus. The trend toward new legislation at this session
of Congress also is on the agenda
with industry support regarded as
certain. President Miller last year
urged amendment of the Communications Act to define clearly the
regulatory functions — a position
supported by the NAB board. HearSPECIAL

NAB

Conference

ings on the Wheeler-White bill
(S-814) to that end are scheduled
to begin May 6.
Failure of the Supreme Court to
hand down its opinion in the network monopoly proceedings prior
to the conference eliminates that
hot topic altogether. Argued before
the Supreme Court last February,
the appeals of NBC and CBS from
the FCC's regulations designed to
control option time and exclusive
network affiliations, strike at the
fundamental relationships between
networks and affiliates. MBS supported the Government's position
throughout these proceedings.
Chairman Fly Talks
If the opinion had been forthcoming prior to the War Conference, it would have been the main
issue in pre-convention meetings
between the networks and their affiliates. The whole fabric of prevailing business operations would
of necessity undergo sweeping revision— and still will if the court
affirms the Commission's position.
The decision can't be forthcoming
now until May 3 at the earliest,
since the court is in recess.
More than cursory interest is displayed in the scheduled appearance
of Chairman Fly — his first before
an NAB gathering since the St.
Louis convention in 1941, which
ended in a furore. It was then that
Mr. Fly sharply condemned the
NAB and sought to inspire efforts
toward creation of a new, competitive trade association.
That this situation has changed
was evidenced in Mr. Fly's acceptance of President Miller's invitation to address the conference as
the luncheon speaker on Wednesday. He also will talk over a nation-

FEATURES

IN

THIS

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

ISSUE

wide CBS network the same day
2:15-2:30 tribution(CWT)
radio's coninthe war on
effort.
In his luncheon address, at which
Mr. Fly proposes to "let his hair
down," the chairman advised President Miller he would discuss "the
manpower, materiel and small station question as well as other aspects of wartime
He
commented
that the operation."
meeting should
prove valuable both to the Government and industry in providing an
opportunity for joint discussion of
problems
confronting wartime
broadcasting.
"More than ever before," he said,
"it is essential that we have a
sturdy broadcasting industry because of its important role in military and civilian morale. Both the
Government and the individual
broadcasters are determined that
broadcasting service shall be maintained unimpaired. I believe that
this meeting will help us all in doPlanning
ing that Post-war
job."
Mr. Fly has devoted considerable
time to the economic plight of small
stations. It is expected he will bare
to the conference the results of the
Commission's recent quick audit of
station business in 1942, which revealed that some 280 small stations
are in the red with perhaps another
100 practically on the borderline.
The whole subject of small station operations comes before the
conference at the closing business
session Thursday, with a committee of 12 broadcasters named to
present a report and recommendations. James W. Woodruff Jr., president of the Georgia Broadcasting
System (WRBL, Columbus;
WATL, Atlanta; WGPC, Albany)
and an NAB director-at-large representing small stations, is chairman
of
this
committee) . group (see agenda for
Aside from discussion of these

Advance Registrations
War Conference Exhibitors
NAB War Conference Agenda
War Conference Dedicated to Victory — Neville Miller
FM's Future Viewed by Inventor — Edwin H. Armstrong
Radio's Place in Post-War World — E. K. Jett
Local War Information Job — Chester J. LaRoche
Plan Today for Post-War Radio— T. A. M. Craven
Civilian Radio in War Time — Frank H. Mcintosh
Vacuum Tube Radio Only Begun— O. H. Caldwell
Radio Is Vital to Air Warfare — Col. A. W. Marriner
Navy Radio Dates to Marconi — Lt. Com. S. P. Sashoff
1943 Yearbook Revisions
Radio in Global War — Lt. Col. C. J. Mclntyre
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problems, post-war planning will
figure prominently. Chairman Fly
has made an exhaustive study of
it, and it is presumed he will relay
to the conference his proposals for
establishment of a permanent committee to explore thoroughly impending technical developments.
Presumably Government and industry leaders would be asked to participate.
What the industry may expect in
{Continued on page 12b)
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An

*As
Free
A YEAR ago, radio went to its first wartime
convention. There were grave doubts then about
censorship, equipment shortages that might
throw stations off the air, manpower drains,
fighter command blackouts cutting sharply
into revenue, business generally on the hot
seat, and government programming inroads.
These aside from the conventional convention
headaches relating to copyright, musicians,
legislation, internecine strife and the rest of
the peace-time menu.
Today broadcasters go to their first War
Conference, because this is no year for conventions. Despite the hardships of travel and
the difficulties of leaving home, it's a good
guess that more owners and executives will
attend than ever before. That's because radio
broadcasting has graduated since the war's
outbreak. Its ownership is more cognizant than
ever of the war-imposed responsibility and
more mindful of the future.

Let's look at the year in retrospect!
Censorship, which might have been radio's
thorniest problem (aside from complete Governmental operation), has been practically no
problem at all, thanks to the voluntary system introduced by Chief Censor Byron Price
and his able corps of assistants.
Not a single station has been forced to
close because of lack of tube or other essential equipment, despite dire predictions and
an overdose of interference from certain Government quarters. Here thanks goes to WPB
and to Frank H. Mcintosh, its civilian radio
chief, who made technical ends meet by being
NAB DISPLAYS
ALTHOUGH there will be no formal displays at the NAB War Conference, "display room" assignments at the Palmer House made
to date are:
NAB Headquarters and
Press Room
402
General Electric
736
INS
734
Schwimmer
& Scott__733
Blaw-Knox
743
RCA Recording
742
- Chicago Management
Club
738
NAB Sales Managers__739
Keystone Broadcasting
System
744
NBC Thesaurus
740
Standard Radio
731
Agency Breakfast
CHICAGO Radio Management Club,
a group of Chicago agency radio
and station executives, will hold
forth in Suite 738, Palmer House,
at the war conference. Buckingham Gunn, radio director of J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, is
president. Jack North, media director of Aubrey, Moore and Wallace, Chicago, is in charge of the
club's
ments. War Conference arrangeHeadquarters of BROADCASTING Magazine will be
maintained in the Palmer
House during the NAB War
Conference. Suite 703-704.

Page
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as
the
Press'
old-fashioned enough to study the problem and
get the result, without benefit of counsel or
industry meetings in Washington's marble
meeting halls.
The manpower problem has been tough, but
it hasn't forced wholesale closures. Army fighter commands haven't had to snuff stations off
indiscriminately. OWI, despite some internal
discord and the time-grasping methods of
many Government agencies, has done more
than a respectable job. And business, save
for the deplorable plight of some smaller
stations in secondary markets, hasn't gone to
hell in a hack.
The current state is a tribute to radio, for
it constitutes recognition of the value and indispensability of the medium, in private hands,
during the nation's greatest trial. Had it been
otherwise, the industry would not have fared
so well. But sight should not be lost of the
fact that all this didn't just happen. For radio
helped itself. It was in there pushing. Its
trade association acquitted itself well. It operated on every front. Neville Miller pulled his
weight.

It isn't suggested here for a moment that
the job is done. It's only begun. We're headed
to complete victory, but the end isn't yet in
sight. Things happen fast in wartime.
In this issue we publish a series of articles
on radio's war-time job and the post-war outlook. Most intriguing are those on technical developments and what they hold for radio.
Broadcasters can't lose sight of the concommitant social, regulatory and poltical aspects.

ADVANCE

REGISTRATION

For late registrations see page 32.

Abeloff, Irvin G., WRVA, Richmond, Va.,
Palmer House.
Adams, Mort, Keystone Broadcasting Co.,
Palmer House.
Adams, William J., WCHS, Charleston, W.
Va. Palmer House.
Albertson,
House. Roy L., WBNY, Buffalo, Palmer
Alburty,
House. E. A., WHBQ, Memphis, Palmer
Allen,
Madison, Wis.,
PalmerEdwin
House.C, WIBA
Allen, Philip P., WLVA, Lynchburg, Va.,
Alley,
J. Lindsey,
Palmer
House. WHIS, Bluefield, W. Va.
Appell,
Louis
York, Pa.,
Palmer House. J., WSBA,
Arnoux, Campbell, WTAR, Norfolk. Va.
Ashbacker, Mr. and Mrs. G. F., WKBZ,
Muskegon, Mich., Palmer House.
Atteberry, Ellis, KCKN,
Kansas City,
Kan., Palmer House.
Azcarraga,
Emilio, XEW,
Mexico City,
Palmer House.
B
Bailey,
Mildred,
WTAG,
Worcester, Palmer
House.
Balch,
House.Owen, KSAL, Salina, Kan., Palmer
Baltimore, Abe C WBRE, Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., Palmer House.
Barber,
PalmerJames
House.A., KGVO, Missoula, Mont.,
Bartley, Robert
bassador Hotel. T., WNAC, Boston, AmBaldwin, J. M., KDYL, Salt Lake City,
Bausman, Robert E., WISH, Indianapolis,
Ind., Palmer House.
Baylor,
House. Dave, WGAR, Cleveland, Palmer
Becker, Aurelia S. (Mrs.), WTBO, Cumberland, Md., Palmer House.
Bell,
J. C,
Palmer
House.WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla.,
Bennett,
House. Sam, KMBC, Kansas City, Palmer
Berk,
House.S. Bernard, WAKR, Akron, Palmer
Berk,
S. Bernard
House. (Mrs.), WAKR, Akron,
Palmer

Editorial

There is ever-present the danger of the cracll
down
ship. rigid regulationists getting a firmer hole |
with the ultimate end of Government owne?i

There are those on the FCC who, despite dflj
nials, feel that a microphone constitutes to!
much power in the hands of just an averag)
citizen — that the Government should contrciji
it and own it. They feel the same way aboul
the power of the press, but the press isn'J
licensed because there's no problem of alio
cation or technical interference.
There might well in this post-war era be J
licensing of the press. Facsimile's full devel.
opment will eliminate the printing press in thJ
newspaper process. Radio will deliver the newsf
paper to the home. The newspaper then mus
be licensed. Television will mean the sam«
thing for the motion picture industry.
Freedom of the press is inextricably inter
woven with freedom of radio. Congress mus'
decide how these media are to be regulated in
this post-war era. Regulation there must be!
because orderly allocations are essential. W(
think it shouldn't extend beyond the physical]
job of policing the ether and of assuring quali j
field licensees.
Broadcasters are interested now in con-|
tributing their mite toward swift, complete annihilation ofa ruthless enemy. They're doing'
that.
Broadcasters can assure themselves of their'
post-war security, by fighting, demanding and
exhorting all within earshot that radio must
be kept as free as the press.

FOR

WAR

House
Bill,
Edgar L., WMBD, Peoria, 111, Palmer
Birdwell,
House.W., WBIR, Knoxville, Tenn.,
Palmer Jay
Bishop,
House. L., KFEL, Denver, Col.,
Palmer Frank
Bissell, George F., WMFF, Plattsburg, N.
Y., Palmer House.
Blink, Milton, Standard Radio, Chicago.
Bliss, Sidney H., WCLO, Janesville, Wis.
marck.Hugh K., WMBD, Peoria, 111., BisBoice,
Bondurant,
mer House.E. H., WHO, Des Moines, Palhoma City. Matthew H., KOCY, OklaBonebrake,
Booton,
Tuscola, 111.,
MedinahFran
Club. H., WDZ,
Born,
HiramHouse.
H., WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis.,
Palmer
Borroff,
House. E. R., WENR, Chicago, Palmer
Bowden,
Palmer James
House. L., WKBN, Youngstown,
Bowes,
Drake. Frank, WBZ and WBZA, Boston,
Brackett, Quincy A.. WSPR, Springfield,
Mass., Palmer House.
Bradham. Douglass M., WTMC, Ocala,
Fla., Palmer House.
Brandon,
William M., WOC, Davenport,
Palmer House.

Breen, Edward, KVFD, Fort Dodge, la.
Broderick, Mrs. Gertrude G., Federal Radio
Edu. Com., Washington, Palmer House.
Brunton,
Palmer Ralph
House. R., KQW, San Jose, Cal.,
Brown,
House. KOMA, Oklahoma City,
Palmer Kenyon,
Burbach, Mr. and Mrs. George, KSD, St.
Louis, Palmer House.
Burke, merHarold
House. C, WBAL, Baltimore, PalBurke, Harry D., WOW, Omaha, Drake.
Burton, merDon
House. A., WLBC, Muncie, Ind., Pal-

Callahan,
Palmer Leonard
House. D., SESAC, New York,
Callahan, Vincent F., U. S. Treasury,
Washington, Palmer House.
BROADCASTING

CONFERENCE

House.
Camp, Harry, WGAR, Cleveland, Palmer
Campbell. Martin, WFAA and KGKO, Dallas, Palmer House.
Carlson, Leonard T., WKBB, Dubuque, Ia.J
Palmer House.
Carpenter, James D., WKBB, Dubuque, la.,
Palmer House.
Carpenter,
Johnny, KALE, Portland, Ore.,
Palmer House.
Carpenter, Ollie, L., WPTF, Raleigh, N. j
C., Palmer House.
Carr, Eugene, Office of Censorship, Wash- ,
ington, Palmer House.
Carrigan, Joe B.. KWFT, Wichita Falls,
Tex., Palmer House.
Cavanaugh,
C. C, KTBI, Tacoma, Wash.,
Palmer House.
Chernoff, Howard L., WCHS-WPARWBLK-WSAZ,
Charleston, W. Va., Palmer House.
Chilton,
Ruth,
WSYR,
Syracuse, Palmer
House.
Church, Arthur B., KMBC, Kansas City,
Palmer House.
House.
Church, Ken, WKRC, Cincinnati, Palmer
Clark,
House.Plez, KFH, Wichita, Kan., Palmer
Clements, C. C, KYSM, Mankato, Minn.
Clipp,
PalmerRoger
House. W., WFIL, Philadelphia,
Coffman, Dale, WGY, Schenectady, N. Y..
Palmer House.
Conley, John B., WOWO and WGL, Fort
Wayne, Ind., Palmer House.
Cook, Charles R., WJPF,
Herrin, 111.,
Palmer House.
Coons,
House. Sheldon R., New York, Palmer
Corken, Maurice J., WHBF, Rock Island,
111., Bismarck.
Cosby,
PalmerClarence
House. G., KXOK, St. Louis,
Coulson,mer House.
W. Lee, WHAS, Louisville, PalCovington,
Bill, WCOV, Montgomery, Ala.,
Palmer House.
Craig,
PalmerWilliam
House. F., WLBC, Muncie, Ind.,
(Continued on page 139)
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Conference
Program
And

Dedicated

to
Victory
time in the history of this country,
America heard its united war cry
Is Devoted
Entirely to Industry
echoing in every corner of the land
Its Part in National
Crisis
through the magic of radio.

By NEVILLE
MILLER
President, National Association of Broadcasters
saving thousands of lives as well as
WE ARE approaching the first
millions of dollars.
War Conference in the history of
Therefore, this War Conference
radio. This young- industry, born
has
replaced our usual annual consoon after the first World War, has
vention. The program is devoted
achieved tremendous stature and
entirely to war problems; the
virility at a time when it is most
speakers are mostly government
needed in the cause of a free peorepresentatives. Exchange of views
ple. Its strength has come from the
between government representaspirit and traditions of a free
tives and broadcasters — and beAmerica. Broadcasters realize their
tween broadcaster and broadcaster
responsibility in this war. They
— will be the order of the day.
realize that this war threatens ciVoice of the Nation
vilization and must be won speedily.
When war came, radio's voice
They realize that every day saved
was the first to bring the electrifyin the length of the war means
ing news. Soon after, for the first

MR. MILLER

Then up and down our broad expanse, leaping mountains, spanning
prairies, this giant stirred the
United States of America to action, recruiting, reporting, selling
bonds, driving for salvage, pleading for conservation, urging every
home, every person to get into the
war. The results are well known
and are still piling up. There was
undreamed-of power in radio's
friendship with America.
Radio entered the war with a vast
backlog of experience gained during
the preceding two decades but war
created new conditions and with
them new problems. Loss of manpower, shortage of equipment,
(Continued on page 131)
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Palmer
MONDAY, APRIL 26
Pre-Conference
9 a.m. — Registration, Corridor, 4th
Floor
10 :30 a.m. — Sales Managers Committee, Room 6
10:30 a.m. — Accounting Committee,
Room 3
12 :30 p.m. — American Federation of
r Musicians Steering Committee,
Room 4.
12 p.m. — NAB Bureau of Copyrights
board of Directors, Room 2
2 p.m. — Public Relations Committee,
Room 1
2 p.m. — Research Committee, Room 3
J2 p.m. — Engineering Committee, Room
5
'2:30
793 p.m. — Code Committee, Room
3 p.m. — Retail Promotion Committee,
Room 6
j3
p.m.
— Labor,
and Hour Com\ mittees,
Room Wage
4
4 p.m. — BMI Board, Room 3
J7 p.m. — NAB Board of Directors
Dinner and Meeting, Room 18
TUESDAY, APRIL 27
7 :30 a.m.— Staff Breakfast
8 :30
floor.a.m. — Registration, Corridor, 4th
5 :30
fast a.m. — C. E. Hooper, Inc., Break10 :30 a.m. — Business
Session, Red
Lacquer Room
President's Report
Secretary-Treasurer's Report
Appointment of Conference Committees
Proposed Amendments to By-Laws
10 :45 a.m. — Manpower — a National
and Industry Problem
Speakers : Lawrence A. Appley,
executive director, War Manpower
Commission ; Almon Roth, wage
stabilization and manpower director, War Labor Board ; Lindsay
Wellington, North American manager, British Broadcasting Corp.,
and Lt. Com. Patrick H. Winston,
assistant executive, Selective Service System.
12 :45 p.m. — Luncheon,
Grand Ball
Room. Elmer Davis, Director, Office
of War Information, speaker.
Memorial to Radio War Dead
BROADCASTING

THE

House,

NAB

Chicago,

2 :30 p.m. — Business Session, Red
Lacquer Room. Navy and Radio.
Speakers : Com. Morgan Reichner,
Navy public relations, Washington,
and Lt. Holman Faust, Navy public
relations, Chicago. Needs of the
Army — Officer, U. S. Signal Corps,
Frank Mcintosh, assistant director,
Radio & Radar Division, War Production Board ; Problems of the
War — Col. R. Ernest Dupuy, chief,
News division, War Dept, public relations;Col. E. J. F. Glavin, 1st
Army command, 1st Corps area. New
York ; The War Dept. and Radio—
Lt. Col. Edward M. Kirby. Radio,
Division, War Dept. public relations Capt.
;
Frank E. Pellegrin, Rations.dio Division, War Dept. public rela4 :30 p.m. — Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, Room 8
4 :40 p.m. — Network Affiliate Inc.,
Crystal Room
0 :30 p.m. — Program Directors Executive Committee dinner, Room 18
6 :30 p.m. — Small Stations Problems
Committee, Room 7
8 :30 p.m. — Program Managers RoundTable, Room 18
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28
7 :30 a.m.— Staff Breakfast
8 :30 a.m. — Breakfast Round tables.
1. Manpower and Selective Service,
Room 18. Speaker: Lt. Col.
Ernest M. Culligan, War Manpower Commission and Lt. Com.
Patrick H. Winston.
2. Foreign Language, Club Lounge.
Speakers : Byron Price, director,
Office of Censorship ; Arthur Simon,
chairman of WPEN,
the Philadelphia,
Foreign Language
Wartime Control Committee, and
Robert K. Richards, assistant,
ship.
radio division, Office of Censor3. Tubes, Equipment, Batteries, Receiving Sets, Club Dining Room
— Frank Mcintosh ; Morris
Weisz, industry consultant
branch, labor production division,
War Production Board, special
consultant.
4. Music, Room 7 — Merritt Tompkins, vice-president and general
manager, BMI
5. Radio Management Club of Chi-
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WAR

CONFERENCE

April

27-29

cago, Room 14 — Sales and Program Managers.
10 :30 a.m. Business Session, Red
Lacquer Room — Radio Problems and
the War. Speakers : Byron Price,
director, Office of Censorship ; Don
Stauffer, chief, radio branch, Office
of War Information ; Andrew Dudley, chief, campaigns section, Office
of War Information ; William S.
Paley, president, CBS ; and Dr.
James R. Angell, public service
counsellor, NBC.
12 :45 p.m. Luncheon, Grand Ball
Room. James Lawrence Fly, chairman, FCC, speaker.
2 :30 p.m. Business Session, Red
Lacquer Room — Sales Problems
During Wartime. Speakers : Lewis
H. Avery, director, department of
broadcast advertising, NAB ; Sheldon R. Coons, advertising consultant,
and Paul W. Morency, WTIC,
Hartford, Conn., chairman, Retail
Promotion Plan Committee.
NAB Annual Meeting
I. Election of Directors-at-Large and
Network Directors
2. Vote on By-Law Amendments
7 :30 p.m. — "Desert Victory" — motion
picture, Grand Ball Room
8 :30 p.m. — ''Sales — A Wartime Necessity," Room 14. Speakers: Lewis H.
Avery, Helen Kennedy, Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., Cincinnati, and
John A. Garber, Strawbridge and
Clothier, Philadelphia.
8 :30 p.m. — NAB Association of
Women Directors, Room 7. Speakers : Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, NAB coordinator of listener activity ; Willard D. Egolf, NAB assistant to the
president, and Ruth Chilton, WSYR,
Syracuse, New York, president,
A WD.
THURSDAY, APRIL 29
7 :30 a.m. — Staff Breakfast
8:30
Rooma.m.—
7 Breakfast Round-Tables,
1. Censorship — Speakers : J. Harold
Ryan, Fort Industry stations, assistant director, Office of Censorship, and Gene Carr, WGAR,
Cleveland, assistant, radio division, Office of Censorship.
2. Manpower ; Women ; 48-Hour
Week ; Wage Stabilization, Room

18 — Speaker: William M. Newton, middlewestern representative,
British Broadcasting Corp.
3. Office of War Information, Rooms
15-16 — Speakers : Don Stauffer ,;
chief, Radio Branch, Office of
War Information ; Philip H.
Cohen, assistant chief, Radio Division,
Office of War
tion, and
Richard
Connor,Informaacting
chief, industry relations division,
Office of War Information.
4. Sales Managers ; Audience Measurement. Room 14 — Speaker :
Carlos Franco, vice-president,
Young and Rubicam, Inc.
5. The Recording Ban, Club Dining
Room — Speaker : Sydney Kaye,
NAB music counsel.
6. Legislation and Taxation, Room 8.
Speaker: Alger B. Chapman,
lawyer, Alvord & Alvord, Washington, D. C.
10 :30 a.m. Business Session, Grand
Ball Room — Role of Advertising in
Wartime
1. Recommended Standards for
Coverage Maps — Speakers : Roger
chair- ;
Philadelphia,
WFIL,
Clipp, man,
NAB Research
Committee
John M. Outler, Jr., WSB, Atlanta, chairman. NAB Sales
Managers Executive Committee,
and John Hymes, Foote, Cone &
Belding.
2. The Small Stations Problems —
Marshall Pengra, KRNR, Rose: HarPanelCentaur
speaker.
old B. Ore.,
Thomas,
president,
burg,
Co. ; William B. Lewis, assistant
director, plans and production,
Office of War Information, and
James W. Woodruff, Jr., WATL,
Atlanta,
chairman, Small Statee.
tions Problems Steering Commit1 :30 p.m. Luncheon, Grand Ball Room.
Military
speaker
— Name withheld
for military
security.
Resolutions
and Adjournment of
Conference
2 :30 p.m. Meeting of new NAB Board
of Directors, Room 11
List of Group Meetings
on page 28.
April
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Future
of
I HAVE been asked to make a prediction about the course which Frequency Modulation broadcasting is
likely to follow during the postwar period. It is not possible, however, under present conditions to
make a study upon which to base
the type of forecast which most of
your readers would like to have.
No one has the time today to search
out the facts and assemble the
statistics to do that. Nor is it wise
to enter into a contest in fantastic prophecy of which, in the field
of radio, we have had too much of
late.
It is, however, possible for me to
indicate a method of appraising the
future, which will enable each of
your readers to make his own judgment of what is likely to happen.
The best method of forecasting the
future of FM is to look back over
the history of its development, examine its position in the art when
it was first introduced, study the
predictions which were made for it
at that time and compare its position in the art then with now.
Greeted With Skepticism

FM

Is

Viewed

by

Its
Inventor
ing over to a small
concern the
necessary design data, and receiver
Like
Story
of the Superheterodyne,
manufacture was initiated by turning over to a large concern the necA Set for Every
Purse
essary design data and subsidizing
an initial order.
By
EDWIN
H.
ARMSTRONG*
Yankee Enters
before the Federal Communications
mained until a presentation of a
technical paper before the Institute
Commission in the June hearing of
While this development was goof Radio Engineers in November of that year, with the exception of the
ing on, a new phase had begun with
writer, the sole support that FM
1935, when the system was fully
entry of the Yankee Network
the
received was the testimony of Paul
explained. Although the presentaStation WDRC into the field
and
tion of this paper removed the word
de Mars, chief engineer of the
signified by the filing of appliduly
"impossible" from its hitherto in- Yankee Network.
cations with the FCC. Some hunWhat an extraordinary effect the
separable connection with the probdreds of demonstrations to the now
lem of static elimination, a series
constant reiteration of a plain misinterested broadcasters resulted in
statement of scientific fact can
of objections as to the system's
additiona
l applications, that culmihave will never be appreciated until
practicability in broadcasting were
nated
in the final rush during the
immediately raised.
one has experienced it. How seriously these continued statements of winter of '39-40. The 1940 hearing,
Two weeks after the presentawhich resulted in placing FM on a
tion, a syndicated article of an in- the line-of-sight limitation were
commerci
al basis, in the expansion
taken appears from an article of
terview with a prominent engineer
of the spectrum available, and in
as
late
a
date
as
June
15,
1938.
In
labeled it as a visionary dream and
the solution of the troublesome
that issue of Broadcasting, referstated that the search for a practiof providing additional faproblem
ring to the possible performance of
cal noise reducing system must go
cilities for both commercial and
the Alpine transmitter then in
on. As time went on, other objeceducational stations is such recent
process of construction, we find the
tions were raised against the sysas to be known to all. Cohistory
following statement (no reflection,
tem. It was pointed out that the
there were being conincidenta
lly,
of course, on hard-working nontransmitters were too complicated
structed a large number of FM
technical editors who must get their
for practical use, that the receivers
transmitting stations.
information second-hand) :
would be too costly and that
This ushered in a second stage
Applying this method to the de- broadcasting, in any event, was
Spoke for Itself
velopment of Frequency Modulanow established and the idea of
of the development, wherein prac"Whereas previous experience
tion broadcasting, and starting, for
tically all the important manufacchanging over the complete system
seemed to indicate that apex broadthe sake of simplicity, with the
turers, with a single exception,
was entirely unthinkable. Ultrahigh
casting was useful only for limited
first announcement of it in the
started the production of combinafrequency waves were said to be
local areas, the claim is made for
tion FM-AM receivers.
press in April, 1935, we find that
extremely limited in range and not
the Armstrong system that by catathe statement of the elimination of capable of competing with the
pulting the signals from substanReceivers Bought
static was greeted with extreme
standard system. They were suptial heights, very wide rural coverskepticism. By June of 1935 the
posed, for some mysterious reason,
age can be procured, even exceedThe third and final stage was the
skepticism had begun to disappear
to stop at the horizon. This last
ing that of stations in the convenpurchase of many hundreds of
in responsible engineering circles,
statement, if true, would of course
tional broadcast band ... he (Armthousands of these receivers by the
as shown by the following excerpt
have relegated FM to a purely auxstrong) predicts coverage of the
public. Despite the fact that relafrom an article in Electronics Magentire metropolitan area of New
iliary role in the scheme of things.
tively few of the transmitters are
azine concerning the system:
York, as well as extended contiguFCC Influenced
operating at more than a fraction
ous rural territory. This result, if of their rated power and antenna
"There appears to be no doubt
that the system used actually does
The system, because it operated in accomplished, would prove revoluefficiency and that few can be maingive a vastly better signal-to-noise
the wave range of automobile ignitained under present conditions at
ratio than conventional amplitude
There are numerous similar
tion interference, was supposed to
top
performance,
surveys show the
tionary.
"
modulation methods. Several highbe particularly vulnerable to such
references in other publications.
response
of
the
public
to be overly competent observers have witinterference. Last, and most imAll the objections were swept
whelmingly favorable.
nessed demonstrations in which two
portant, itwas argued that it reaway by the simple engineering
The most comprehensive of these
receivers, one for amplitude moduquired 200 kilocycles instead of the
process of building transmitters
indicated approximately half the'
lation and the other for frequency
and receivers and letting the sysusual 10 kilocycles which was suplisteners believed noise suppression
modulation, were placed in operatem speak for itself. Transmitter
posed to be all that was necessary
manufact
ure
for
good
amplitude
modulation
was
initiated by turnto be FM's most important advantion side by side at Mr. Armstrong's
tage. Another half selected the
laboratory at Haddonfield, N. J. broadcasting; therefore, there simSeven meter transmissions from the
better quality of transmission. Geoply could not be room enough for
Empire State Tower in New York
graphical location of the sets may
such a wasteful system of comCity were sent alternately by amplimunication when the needs of telehave played a part in this opinion.
tude and frequency modulation.
vision were taken into account.
The approximately 10% who were
The amplitude modulation was
not
favorably impressed by FM can
Just what part of these objecburied in the noise, while the frelargely, I think, be accounted fori
tions resulted from honest errors
quency modulation came through
by the existence of about that perof engineering opinion and how
at the receiver with only barely
centage of spurious FM sets.
much of it was due to wishful
perceptible noise background. The
thinking by some members of the
Early Errors
quality of the frequency modulalegal profession, will probably
tion signal is comparable in every
never be known. Both factors were
The actual practice of the new !|
way to that of the best amplitude
art has shown the errors in some
present. The important point is that
modulated systems." f
such objections were made and that
widelyOne
heldofopinions
of a few about
years 1
The curiosity as to how the rethey had their effect in the assignago.
these revolved
sult was accomplished, however, rement of channels by the FCC in
the belief that the majority of lis- j
1936.
teners had a defective sense of ap* The author,
g engineer,
preciation ofmusic, as exemplified I
the inventor of antheoustandin
regenerative, super-is
It is difficult to put one's self
regenerative, and super-heterodyne circuits,
in their practice of setting the tone
back in the atmosphere of 1936, so
which are basic in standard broadcasting,
control of standard broadcast reas to realize the weight which these
as well as FM.
objections
had
at
that
time.
A
refceivers to exclude the higher fret The complete article resulting from inquiries instituted by the editorial staff of
erence to the literature of the art
quencies. The failure of several atElectronics Magazine, with only a few
tempts in the past to successfully
is perhaps the best way to do it. It
weeks time to carry out the investigation,
is so remarkably correct as an appraisal
market so-called high fidelity reof the situation that it is reproduced in will be found that of all the indusEDWIN H. ARMSTRONG
(Continued on page 62)
try representatives who appeared
its entirety on the opposite page.
Page
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BEFORE AND AFTER IN FM is depicted in these illustrations which
how the way simplification inevitably follows in the wake of any new
[evelopment.'At the left is shown the first experimental receiver set up
>y Dr. Armstrong in the Marcellus Hartley Research Laboratory more
han a decade ago. All of the equipment shown constituted the "receiver",
>mbracin°- nearly 100 tubes. At the right is shown a modern receiver

(G E. Translator) revealing the extent to which the purely "frequency
of a receiver has been whittled down. "Those who
modulation" part
learned their radio before the advent of broadcasting and who saw some
of the earlier revolutions, never doubted what would take place m the
present one," says Mai. Armstrong. "Witness Paul Godley's accurate
appraisal of the FM situation in Broadcasting of July 1, 1936."

Theory
FM
of
Told
1935
in the noise, while the frequency
displacement each side of the carrier is 100,000 cps, making a total
System's Advantage Is modulation came through at the reband width of 200 kc.
ceiver with only barely perceptible
"a Discrimination
noise background. The quality of
It will be noticed, however, that
the
frequency-modulated
signal
is
the
band width does not vary with
Against Noise"
comparable in every way to that of the modulation frequency, but only
Reprinted with permission from
the best amplitude modulated sysElectronics, June, 1985.
with the depth of modulation. If
tems.
this wide band width were used in
AM vs. FM
the broadcast range (550 to 1500 kc.)
3ON FRIDAY, April 26, 1935, Maj.
it would constitute anywhere from
liE. H. Armstrong, famed for his
The concept of frequency moduwork on the regenerative, super10 to 35 per cent of the carrier frelation, while not difficult in itself,
'tregenerative, and supei-heterodyne
quency. In the seven-meter (40
is
sufficiently
unfamiliar
to
have
circuits, announced in the daily
megacycles) range, however, it repcaused many misconceptions. In
resents only one half of one per
press that he had developed a syspure frequency modulation, the
cent of the carrier frequency. This
tem of frequency-modulated radio
amplitude of the transmitted wave
transmission for use on the ultrapercentage is smaller than that
is kept constant, at the maximum
high frequencies which reduced the
consumed by broadcast stations (10
power output of the transmitter.
noise level to such an extent that
kc in 1000 kc, or 1 per cent).
The modulation of the wave is acthe range of seven-meter signals
Reception Signals
had been extended from 25 to 100
complished by changing its frequency, in much the same way as
miles.
A frequency-modulated transmitif a condenser microphone were
The announcement was received
ter makes much more efficient use
used as the tuning condenser in the
with great interest by radio engiof its equipment than does an amtank circuit in an ultra-high freneers, all of whom wished to know
plitude modulated transmitter. The
quency oscillator. By speaking into
more about how it was done than
frequency .moduof a is
output
power lated
such a microphone, the frequency
transmitter
constant For
appeared in the newspaper acof the output would be swept
a 1-kw output, only 1 kw equipment
counts. Maj. Armstrong has conthrough a band of frequencies, cenis necessary, regardless of the
sistently refused to go into the detering about the carrier frequency
tails of his system until he has predepth of modulation. In the amplitude modulation system, however,
(the frequency when no modulation
sented a paper on the subiect beis
present).
The
width
of
the
band
where the peak power is four times
fore the IRE, which will not be possible until next fall.
swept through depends upon the
the unmodulated power, 4 kw equipdepth of modulation; for 100 per
ment (tubes and power supply) are
The main question aroused by
cent modulation the maximum
for a 1 kw signal.
required
Maj. Armstrong's announcement
band-width would be used.
was not how the frequency-moduIf a pure frequency-modulated
If the modulation frequency is signal
lated signals were transmitted and
is received on a conventional
1,000 cycles, the frequency of the
receiver designed for operation on
received, but how the use of fretransmitter is swept through the
quency modulation discriminated
amplitude modulated signals, no refrequency range 1000 times per
against noise, which heretofore has
sponse is obtained. It is necessary,
been the ultimate limitation of all second, for 5000 cycles, 5000 times
therefore, to convert the frequencyper second, and so on. It can be
radio transmission. There appears
modulated signals to amplitudeseen that 100 per cent modulation
modulated signals, before they can
to be no doubt that the system used
can occur within any desired bandactually does give a vastly better
be detected. The conversion is acwidth, depending upon the range
signal-to-noise ratio then convencomplished by a tuned radio freof the frequency changing device
tional amplitude modulation methquency stage operating at one side
of resonance.
(in our example, the maximum and
ods. Several highly competent obminimum
capacity
of
the
condenser
When so operated, the output of
servers have witnessed demonstramicrophone) .
tions in which two receivers, one
the stage is proportional to the frefor amplitude modulation and the
quency of the input. To make use
Each frequency modulated transother for frequency modulation,
of the frequency modulation on each
mitter has two distinct characteriswere placed in operation side by
side of the carrier, two such cirtics. One is its carrier (unmoducuits are required, operated in
lated) frequency. The other is the
side at Mr. Armstrong's laboratory
ratio of the maximum frequency
at Haddonfield, N. J. (about five
push-pull. One half of the system
supplies increased output as the
miles from Philadelphia). Sevendisplacement on each side of the
meter transmissions from the Emcarrier to the highest modulation
frequency goes higher than the carpire State Tower in New York City
rier, while the other gives an infrequency. In Armstrong's equipcreased output as the frequency
ment this ratio is 10. Hence, since
were sent alternately by amplitude
and frequency modulation. The
the highest modulation frequency
goes lower than the carrier. The
combined output is an amplitude
amplitude modulation was buried
used is 10,000 cps, the frequency
Story

in

modulated wave which can be amplified and detected in the usual
manner. Specially designed circuits
are required to have a response
linear with frequency over the wide
band-widths required ; and it is supposed thatvelopmentMaior
of
one decircuits is's
ofthese Armstrong
systhe most difficult of the entire
tem.

According to well-established
comtheory, the radio frequencyequally
ponents of noise are fairly
distributed throughout all wave
lengths. Thus, the wider the bandwidth received, the more noise components there are present. Maj.
Armstrong has found with his apparatus, on the contrary, that the
wider the band-width received, the
lower the noise level in relation to
the signal received. This fact has
been established beyond doubt. In
fact, the wide band-width of 200
kc for full modulation was chosen
because only by so doing could the
noise be reduced sufficiently to permit satisfactory reception over the
miles) .
distances required (about 80-90
Noise Reduction
The explanation of this seeming
direct contradiction of the theory
is not yet forthcoming. Either the
theory is not correct or else some
unsuspected effect has been introduced by the use of frequency modulation. Maj. Armstrong, in upexplain the sysholding
his right to prepared
tem in a carefully
paper,
has not released anv information
on this point. Several published exerror, according
in noise-discriminaareofthe
tion effect planations
to Mr. Armstrong. It is evident that
the new system has revealed a new
phenomenon; whether it resides in
the physical distribution of noise
components in the ultra-hi<rh frequency region, or in the method of
transmission and reception, will be
made clear in the forthcoming pa-

fact of isMaj.
The rations
from
noise ng's
that Armstro
demonst
any source (including tube and circuit noises introduced before conversion) is greatly reduced, when
wide band is received, and that
a per.
the weak underlying signal can be
d up through the noise to a
amplifielevel.
useful
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McNutt
Government

Draws
Revealed

Controlling Most
Transfers
GOVERNMENT control of virtually all job transfers was revealed last week as the real meaning of the so-called "job-freeze"
announced April 17 by War Manpower Commission Chief Paul V.
McNutt under the President's
" hold - the - line " proclamation.
[Broadcasting, April 19.]
At news conferences on Monday
and Thursday last week, officials
of the WMC explained that additional explanatory regulations were
still being prepared. These rules
will permit some mobility for men
in essential industries in non-stabilization agreement areas, but will
make such job transfers subject to
government consent.
Effect of Order

Revisions in the WMC program
were largely influenced by an intense grilling which newsmen
threw at the Manpower Commission chief when he announced his
order. They showed that the original freeze denied men in essential
industries in non - stabilization
agreement areas opportunities to
get jobs where their services
would contribute more effectively
to the war effort, and gave far
greater freedom to workers in stabilization areas.
Mr. McNutt's order provides that
employers engaged in essential occupations, such as broadcasting,
may not hire men from other essential industries or other broadcast stations at higher pay without
permission of the local WMC or
within the rules of a stabilization
agreement. Broadcasters and other
employers in essential activities
may hire persons not now engaged
in essential work at any wage permitted under War Labor Board
regulations.
At present, Mr. McNutt said on
Monday, only 60 areas, mostly in
the 35 critical labor shortage regions, have stabilization plans. The
WMC envisions, however, that the
entire country will eventually be
covered with these employer-employe-government agreements to
control hiring.
The coming regulations are expected to explain rights and duties
of employers in handling "certificates of availability" which employes must get to transfer to new
jobs. These certificates, according
to the WMC, will be issued generally by the employer. They consist
of a statement that the man is
available; the name of the employer and employe, and his social
security number. The regulation
prohibits the employer from stating
any further information.
Fowler Harper, assistant to Mr.
McNutt, explained Thursday that
the WMC is anxious to enforce
its regulations with a minimum of
Page
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New

Job

Switch

red tape. He said employers should
take initiative to issue the "certificates ofavailability". When they
refuse workers may appeal to the
USES.
Certificates of Availability, the
WMC explains, are to be issued
for the present only in areas where
the WMC has stabilization plans
in effect.
Certificates are now to be issued
when a man is discharged; when
he is laid off for more than a week;
or when it can be established that
his present employment does not
utilize him at his highest skill or
that he is not employed at full
time. Further explanations of
what "is in the interest of the war
effort"
rules. may be included in the new
Essential Industries
Despite labor criticism of the
manpower program, officials point
out that it merely carries out the
President's instructions to prevent
workers from taking jobs merely to
get higher pay. They say no repeal can be ordered while the President's instructions stand. They admit, however, that by broad interpretation of what "is in the interests of the war" the freeze could
be softened.
Mr. McNutt said last week that

Transcribers

At

New

AFM

Negotiations
Mutual

all 35 "essential industries" on the
list are considered equally essential. He said however that area
manpower directors have authority to establish priority lists of
locally critical trades.
Radio broadcasting appeared on
the essential list under Communication Services, number 29 on the
list. Included were magazines of
general circulation which are devoted primarily to the dissemination of public information; newspapers and news syndicates; production of motion pictures; protective signal systems which supplement fire and police protection
to military, public and private
industrial and commercial establishments; radio broadcasting; radio communications; submarine cable; telegraph; telephone; television. Production of communications
equipment was listed in another group.

Union-management negotiation
services were listed as essential.
On Saturday a reporter asked Mr.
McNutt if that included the attorney for the AFM. The WMC Chief
laughed it off with a remark that,
"It didn't. The union has to be performing an essential war job." Advertising men and advertising
list.
agencies were not on the essential

Invited

to

Quarters,

Will

Be
Understanding

TRANSCRIPTION industry representatives will meet with James
C. Petrillo, president of the American Federation of Musicians, and
his executive board in the union's
new headquarters in the General
Electric Building, New York, on
May 10, to resume negotiations
for a solution to the AFM ban on
the making of transcriptions.
New meeting date was set at a
session between the two groups
held in AFM's present headquarters on April 17, from which both
sides emerged expressing the conviction that they were at last on
a status of mutual understanding
and that while they have not as
yet arrived at a formula for solving the problems of both the transcribers and the union there is
considerable hope that further conferences will produce a satisfactory solution to the present impasse, which has halted the manufacture of new musical recordings
for nine months.
The April 17 meeting, an allafternoon session, was the third
AFM - transcriber conference in
three days. On April 15 the union
officials met with a combined group
of the manufacturers of transcriptions and phonograph records, at
which session it was agreed to split

Rules

Resumed

Meet

May

With

Hope

10

no plan for a settlement had been
reached and that the situation, as
far as the phonograph record makers were concerned, was just where
it had been since Aug. 1, 1942
[Broadcasting, April 19].
When their meeting the following day had a happier outcome the
transcription companies would have
preferred to continue negotiations
without interruption, but a number of the union's board members
had to return to their home cities,
making that impossible, and the
May 10 date was agreed upon.
There is a slight possibility that
this date may be pushed forward
to the week of May 3.
Spokesmen for both sides declined to reveal any details of their
proposed plan of settlement or even
to say such a plan has been formulated. They did, however, express
confidence in their mutual sincerity
in desiring to work out a settlement and in their willingness to
meet as often and as long as may
be necessary to bring about a resumption ofthe production of musical transcriptions.

That

Will

End Impasse
negotiations, with each group meeting separately with the AFM.
While progress was made on the
transcription talks, those between
the union and the phonograph record contingent broke down on
April 16, when, after a five-hour
meeting, it was announced that
GROUP

If Walls Could
IF WALLS could talk, the
NAB War Conference breakfast session on censorship
Thursday April 29 at 8:30
would be the feature attraction of the Conference. The
breakfast roundtable will be
held in Palmer House Room
8 where a few weeks ago
James C. Petrillo and his
AFM were huddled for three
days and emerged with his
"bad faith" accusation
against the transcription and
recording companies.

MEETINGS

Al

MONDAY
10 a.m. — BLUE Advisory group, Club
Lounge, Palmer House
10 :30 a.m. — CBS owned and operated
stations and Radio Sales meeting —
Dr. Frank Stanton, presiding—
Room 7, Palmer House
10:30 a.m. — MBS Executive Committee meeting, Drake Hotel.
12 :30 p.m. — MBS Board of Directors
luncheon, Drake Hotel
2 p.m. — BLUE affiliates meeting, Club
Lounge. Palmer House
4 p.m. — BLUE affiliates reception,
Club Lounge, Palmer House
5 :30 p.m. — MBS press conference with
Miller McGlintock, MBS president,
Parlor C, Drake Hotel
6:30 p.m. — Network Affiliates Inc.
Hotel
board of directors dinner, Drake

8:30 p.m. — MBS affiliates meeting.
Showing of Kodachrome film, "Mutual Policies and
Speakers:
Miller MeCIintock Plans."
; Ed Wood Jr.,
sales manager ; Robert Schmid, sales
promotion manager, French Room,
Drake Hotel
BROADCASTING

Affiliates to Meet
NETWORK
AFFILIATES will
hold a general meeting during the
NAB War Conference at the Palmer House on Tuesday, April 27, at
4:30 p.m. The directors will meet
with Eugene Pulliam, president of
the trade group, at the Drake Hotel
for dinner and directors meeting,
Monday, April 26.
WAR

CONFERENCE

TUESDAY
8 :30 a.m.ment— Clinic
Hooper
Audience Measureand Breakfast,
Crystal
Room, Palmer House
4 p.m. — FM Broadcasters Inc., Polo
Room, Ambassador East
4 :30 p.m. — Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, Room 8, Palmer House
4:40 p.m. — Network Affiliates Inc.
general meeting. Eugene S. Pulliam,
president, presiding; Crystal Room,
Palmer House
6:30 p.m. — CBS affiliates, advisory
board dinner and meeting, Room 9,
Palmer House
WEDNESDAY
8:30 p.m. — CBS affiliates meeting
THURSDAY
1 :00
p.m. — MBS
executives
and luncheon
advertisersfor agency
5 p.m.
— NBC affiliates and advisory
House
committee
meeting Room 6, Palmer
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Of group checked, which one station, newspaper,
outdoor

company

or farm paper do you consider
"

the best for you?
IOWA

DRUGGISTS

VOTE

Here's how druggists voted their preferred media:
Radio

EVEN

HEAVIER

GROCERS

#

FOR

THAN
RADIO!

A few weeks ago we described the Iowa Retail

Grocers 8C Meat

Dealers Assn. poll in which Iowa

grocers voted overwhelming
WHO

preference for Station

over all other media.

Now,

results are in for a similar poll made

the Iowa Pharmaceutical

Association. 1251

by

Asso-

ciation druggists were asked:
''Which

state-wide advertising medium

helps sell

Stations

87.4%

Daily Newspapers

7.8%

Farm

4.5%

Papers

Billboards

0.3%

Radio in general got nearly seven times more
than all other media combined!
The

votes

one most popular radio station got 65.1%

of

all votes for specific stations — nearly five times
more votes than its next competitor!

Of course that "one most popular radio station"
was WHO!
. . . May we send you the complete
report?

most goods for you? Please check only one:

1 | Radio

Stations

[_J Large Daily Newspapers
| | Outdoor
j~| Farm

Billboards

Papers
-f" for IOWA
PLUS!
DES MOINES
. . . 50,000 WATTS
B. J. PALMER,

+

PRESIDENT

J. O. MALAND,
MANAGER
FREE 8C PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives
BROADCASTING
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Let's
Plan
SOME WEEKS ago Prime Minister Churchill was heard by millions
of radio listeners to say:
"When the fetters of wartime
are struck off and we turn free
hands to the industrial tasks of
peace, we may be astonished at the
progress in efficiency we shall suddenly find displayed. . . . The ceaseless improvement in wireless and
the wonders of radio-location applied to arts of peace will employ
the radio industry, agriculture and
the cottage home."
This and similar statements of
top-ranking officials regarding the
future of radio will grow in importance as peace draws nearer. It
is, therefore, important that we
take full advantage of the opportunities that lie ahead by planning
for the orderly development of engineering standards which will
form the basis of all post-war operations in the various fields of communications.
Radio Planning
WeTshall, of course, continue to
devote our greatest effort toward
the winning of the war. Some of
our best qualified experts will have
no spare time worth mentioning to
devote to postwar planning. There
are, however, a number of government and industry experts prepared to assist in this work to the
greatest extent possible. As you
may already know, plans have been
prepared for the formation of
just such a group which will be
announced shortly. Participation in
the work will be extended to all
interested industry and governmental organizations.
Back in November of last year
Chairman James Lawrence Fly of
the Commission, who also heads the
BWC, spoke at the Rochester fall
meeting of the RMA and IRE and
urged these groups to initiate the
necessary post-war planning. He
predicted a great expansion of tele-

30

• April

for
Post -War,
Allocations
Need
Prompt

Attention;

Pre-Peace

vision and frequency modulation
broadcast and general communications services, and pointed to the
great surplus of radio equipment
which may figure prominently in
post-war planning. "There will be
many thousands of men with new
skills", said Mr. Fly — skills gained
in the armed forces "which have
to find a place". He mentioned the
allocation and interference problems and stressed that we must
look to the upper portion of the
radio spectrum — the very high,
ultra-high, and super-high frequencies— as the locus for expanding
most of the domestic radio services.
Because of the secrecy which
surrounds our wartime military
operations it will be necessary to
make haste slowly. We must not
expect the release at this time of
any technical data which may have
a direct bearing upon the operations of the armed forces. However, it is possible, though no assurances whatever have been given,
that the armed forces and civilian
research specialists may offer
some worthwhile assistance by
steering the work of the planning
groups along specific lines. Later,
when peace is definitely in sight,
we may expect the gradual relaxation of rules governing the disclosure of information; therefore,
as we pass from one phase of the
war to the next our planning
groups should be able to develop
more specific data and thereby keep
the plans up-to-date and ready for
almost immediate use.
It is dangerous at this time to
speculate too much with respect to
the future. On the other hand, it
may be helpful to list some of the
questions to be answered before
any definite policy is adopted.
The following questions, relating to broadcasting only and not
intended to be an exhaustive list,
may serve to outline some of the
areas which must be explored:
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of Says
the total sets in service.
It is,
Jew
therefore, important that we take
one more look at the present allocation of FM channels before new
designs are made standard for pro- II
duction in the post-war period. f
As I have pointed out above, the |i
factor
which
most effectively
freezes standards and allocations j|
is the number of sets owned by the ill
public; if the number of FM receiv- 1
ers goes much beyond the present >
figure of 500,000 it may be too late !
to standardize on new frequency j
bands.
In this connection, some of the I
questions to be studied are:
(a) Is the present allocation
casting?
(43-50 Mc) the best for FM broad-

Prospects

ByE.K.
JETT
Chief Engineer, Federal Communications

Standard Band
1. Standard band. The stability
of any broadcasting service can,
for the most part, be measured by
the number of sets in the hands of
the public. A year ago the production of receivers was stopped by
the WPB and, at that time, it was
reported that nearly 60,000,000
sets were in operation in this country alone.
The new sets — certainly the better models — will incorporate FM
and possibly television. The demand
for such receivers will be very
great. To back up this prediction,
we need only look back to a normal
year when 10,000,000 sets were

E. K. JETT
Page

Now
FM,
Video

Commission

produced, and consider the additional demand immediately following the end of the war when money
will be more plentiful, when millions of obsolete sets will have to
be replaced, and when millions of
new families will want the latest
and best model radios. Will the
rapid growth of FM and television
thus made possible affect adversely
standard band broadcasting? Or
alternatively, will the stabilizing
effect of 60,000,000 standard band
receivers load the scales against
FM and television?
Standards Be Modified?
While the foregoing matters are
being debated, the engineers will in
all probability wish to consider the
following questions:
(a) Should the Standards of
Good Engineering Practice be modified, particularly with respect to
allocation and the use of directional
antennas?

(b) Should the present FM band
be extended either up or down and,
if so, how much?
(c) ards
What
or modified standshould new
be adopted?
(d) Are mileage separations
hertofore recognized for licensing
purposes for same and adjacent
channel operation, satisfactory?
(e) What degree of interference
may be expected from sky wave j
propagation if the present FM
band is retained?

(b) Should principles of allocation also take into account average
static levels in various portions of
the United States, sky wave propagation in different directions and
different latitudes, F layer as well
E layer reflections, etc.?
(c) Is there any need to extend
the standard broadcast band, either
up or down, during, say, the next
five years?
(d) Is there any reason to
change the restrictions on power
for different classes of broadcast
stations?
FM Problems

(f ) In view of the fidelity characteristics of the receivers manufactured, has too much stress been
placed on high fidelity in FM
transmission and programming?
See also Question 7(b) below.

2. FM: According to reliable estimates approximately 500,000 FM
sets are now owned by the public.
Nearly all of these can also be used
for standard band reception. In any
case, the total number of FM receivers is less than one per cent

(i) ardsWhat
should beoperation?
the standfor synchronous

STATION

EVERY

(g) Should allocation on the
basis of trade areas be continued
or is there a more satisfactory
method?
(h) Should FM boosters be permitted and, if so, should they be
allowed to operate unattended, and
on channels different from the
channel of the originating transmitter?

About Television
3. Television: The public investment in television receivers is relatively small as compared with

executive has done something

more

than

muse about radio after the war. FM, television, facsimile!
Should he venture into those uncharted domains now? The
author, engineer of renown,

often described as an ideal public

servant, poses in non-technical fashion, current problems of allocation, regulation and planning. He urges planning for the
orderly development of engineering standards for post-war operations, and tells why. His comments are timely and highly important. Itis MUST reading for anyone with a stake in radio.
The

writer has been chief engineer of the FCC

chairman

of the Board of War
since its formation in 1941. His radio service

of the Coordinating

Communications

dates back to 1911
Navy

and

since 1937;

Committee

when, a stripling of 18, he enlisted in the
while in

that service.
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specialized in "wireless"
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It's not a boom.

It

drone. A steady,
roar in 1930.

Boom

means

a spasmodic

burst, sud-

denly started and suddenly ended. Down South it's a
constant industrial drone that began its rumbling

Since then Dixie has showed 42.8 per cent of the nation's population
increase. In the past 43 years the value of Southern manufactured
products has increased 338 per cent. In the past two years, drug
sales have zoomed up five per cent better than the rest of the nation.
Rural
This

retail sales
is the market

have

topped

where

50,000

the national
watt

WSM

average.
is blasting

messages

18

hours a day. High power, low frequency and one of Radio's largest
the Southern medium for midtalent staffs combine to make WSM
Send for case histories.
war sales and post-war opportunities.
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EXECUTIVE

PERSONNEL

OF

THE

Edgar
Bill Heads!
Public
Relations

NAB

NAB

Committee

At Conference

SEATED (1 to r): Arthur Stringer, C. E. Arney Jr.,
Neville Miller, Willard D. Egolf, Paul F. Peter. StandNEVILLE MILLER
President, NAB
Born Louisville, Ky. ; Princeton,
A.B. 1916; Harvard Law School.
LL.B., 1920 ; lawyer ; law teacher ;
Louisville law dean, 1930-33 ; Mayor
of Louisville, 1933-37 ; assistant to
president of Princeton U., Jan. -July,
1938; first full-time president, NAB.
1938- . Active in Democratic party
circles in Louisville. Clubs : Pendennis, Elks, Louisville Bar Association ;
Kentucky Bar Association ; American
Bar Association ; Rotary, Audubon C.
C, Law, Salmagundi, Hyannis Port
Yacht, Ivy, Princton of N. Y., Metropolitan of Washington, D. C.
CHARLES ELWOOD ARNEY, JR.
Secretary-Treasurer, NAB
Born Idaho Falls, Idaho; U. of
Washington, LL.B., 1915 ; assistant
to attorney general, State of Washington, 1915-18; assistant counsel, U.
S. Shipping Board Emergency Fleet
Corp., 1918-20 ; assistant manager.
Seattle C. of C. 1920-23; executive
secretary, Washington State Taxpayers association 1923-32 ; radio commentator, KOMO-KJR, 1932-35; public relations director, KOMO-KJR,
1936-40 ; assistant to president, NAB,
1940-43 ; secretary-treasurer. NAB,
1943-.
Member, Sigma Nu ; Phi Delta
Phi.
LEWIS H. AVERY
Director of Broadcast Advertising,
NAB
Born Seneca Falls, N. Y. ; Union
College ; announcer, WGY, 1926 ; assistant to advertising manager, Mohawk Power Corp., 1928-30 ; promoted
to advertising director. 1930 ; radio
account executive, BBDO, 1930-32;
manager of planning and service.
WGR-WKBW, 1932; dircetor of
sales, WGR-WKBW, 1933-39 ; account
executive, Free & Peters, Chicago,
1939- 42 ; director of broadcast advertising, NAB, 1942-. Member, Theta
Delta Chi, Pi Delta Epsilon.
WALTER L. DENNIS
Chief, NAB News Bureau
Born Chicago, Illinois ; Crane College ; Northwestern U. ; Sears, Roebuck mail order, Chicago, 1926-33
(three terms of employment) ; newspapers in Chicago, New York, Denver, Oklahoma City, Tulsa. 1933-41;
associate farm editor, KVOO, 1941 ;
sales promotion
and merchandising
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ing: Howard S. Frazier, Lewis H. Avery, Everett
Revercomb, Walt Dennis, Russell Place, Joe Miller.

manager, KVOO. 1941-43 ; chief, NAB
News Bureau, 1943-.
WILLARD DURRE EGOLF
Assistant to the President, NAB
Born Kansas City, Missouri ; Oklahoma U., LL.B., 1924 ; advertising
business, Florida, 1925-28 ; account
executive. Rogers, Gano Advertising
agency, Tulsa, 1928-32 ; commercial
manager, KVOO, 1932-43; assistant
to the president, NAB. 1943-. Member Phi Gamma Delta. Phi Delta Phi ;
vice-president, Advertising Federation
of America ; Oklahoma Bar association ;American Bar association.
HOWARD S. FRAZIER
Director of Engineering, NAB
Born Bridgeton, N. J. ; operated
station 3WI in 1919 ; control operator,
WCAU, 1925-27: chief engineer,
WABQ, 1927 - 29; chief engineer,
Tauble-Haron stations (WPEN,
WRAX, WTN.I, WFAB), 1929-34;
private consulting radio engineer,
1934-37 ; president and general manager, WSNJ, 1937-42 ; sales engineer,
RCA (1937-42) ; director of engineering, NAB, 1942- .
JOSEPH L. MILLER
Director of Labor Relations, NAB
Born Uniontown, Pa. ; Haverford
College, A.B., 1930; AP, 1931-38; director of labor relations, NAB, 1938-.
Member, National Press Club, Arts
Club.
PAUL F. PETER
Director of Research, NAB
Born Washington, D. C. ; George
Washington U. ; Syracuse U., B.S. ;
office management. General Motors
Acceptance Corp.. 1928-29; chief statistician, NBC, 1929-35; chief statistician, RCA, 1935-36; executive secretary and research director Joint
Committee on Radio Research, 193738 ; director of research, NAB, 1938-.
Member Scabbard and Blade, Sigma
Chi, American Marketing Association,
American Statistical Association.
RUSSELL P. PLACE
General Counsel, NAB
Born Dover. N. H. ; Harvard College. S.B.. 1919 ; Harvard Law School,
LL.B., 1922; lawyer, 1922-28; assistant trust officer, Lee, Higginson Trust
Co., Boston, 1928-30; general agent,
Aetna Life Insurance Co., 1930-35:
insurance broker, 1935-38; associated

with Raymond Whitcomb
1939; general counsel,
Ensign, U. S. N. Reserve
1918. Member, Masonic
EVERETT

EUGENE
COMB

Co. (travel),
NAB, 1939-.
Flying Corps,
Order.
REVER-

Auditor, NAB
Born Washington, D. C. ; George
Washington U., Duke U., A.B., 1935 ;
office manager, Washington Golf and
Country Club, 1934-35 ; auditor, NAB,
1935-.
ARTHUR STRINGER
Promotion Manager, NAB
Born Battle Creek, Michigan ; U. of
Michigan, U. of Chicago. Ph.B. ; promotion manager, NAB, 1939-.

Late Registrations
Alley, J. Lindsey, WHIS, Bluefield, W. Va.
Barnham, Charles, WLAY, Muscle Shoals
City, Ala.
Beaver. C. K.. KARK, Little Rock, Ark.
Bell, Hillis. KVSO. Ardmore, Okla.
Bennett, Andrew W., Washington.
Field, Wm. J., KWFC. Hot Springs, Ark.
Ford, Marie. Radio Showmanship.
Garber, Milton B.. KCRC. Enid, Okla.
Gleeson, William L., KPRO. Riverside. Cal.
Hayek. E. L.. KATE, Albert Lea, Minn.
Keachie, J. K.. RCA Service Co.
Laisms, Dr. E. W.. KPRO. Riverside, Cal.
Lasker, George, WORL, Boston.
Martin, Reggie, WIZE. Springfield, Ohio.
Miller, C. W., Westinghouse.
Miller, Capt. Ruth, War Dept., Washington.
Newman, Lewis, The Daven Co.
S. H. Patterson, KSAN. San Francisco.
Richards, Robert E.. Office of Censorship.
Riesen. Albert, KVSO, Ardmore, Okla.
Shannon, Ray, KQV, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sperry, E. J., W. E. Long Co., Chicago.
Storer.
Lt. Com. George B., Fort Industry
Stations.
Ward, G. Pearson, KTTS, Springfield, Mo.
Winner,
Lewis,
Communications Magazine.
Zimmerman,
C.
E.,
KARK, Little Rock,
Ark.

FORMULATION of an active public relations campaign for radio by
the NAB moved closer to fruition
with the appointment last week of
Edgar L. Bill, owner of WMBD,
Peoria, as chairman of the Association's newly formed public relations committee.
NAB President Neville Miller {
last Tuesday announced appointment of Mr. Bill as chairman,
along with membership of the
full committee. Others are Kern
Tips, manager, KPRC, Houston;
Craig Lawrence, vice-president and
general manager, Iowa Broadcasting Co., Des Moines; John F. Patt,
general manager, WGAR, Cleveland; Leslie Joy, general manager,
KYW, Philadelphia; Edgar H.
Twamley, director, WBEN, Buffalo; Frank M. Russell, vice-president, NBC, and Dr. Frank Stanton, vice-president, CBS.
Works Under Egolf
Mr. Bill, one of the industry's
best-known figures, was chairman
of the NAB Code Committee sevago when
industry's
code eral
ofyearsethics
was the
drafted.
The
committee will function through
Willard D. Egolf, assistant to the
president of NAB, who is in charge
of public relations.
The first meeting of the committee was scheduled for the NAB
War Conference in Chicago today
(April 26). The NAB public relations plan, as approved by the
board of directors last October,
will be discussed and implemented
at this meeting. It calls for a fully
integrated campaign with the establishment ofa staff at Washington headquarters for that purpose.
Meetings

BROADCASTING

Draw

Interest

Of Agency Timebuyers
ADVERTISING agencies will be
well represented by their timebuyers and radio directors at the NAB
War Conference. Registered at the
Palmer House are Linnea Nelson,
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.;
Margaret Wylie, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago; Thomas Lynch,
William Esty & Co.; Carlos Franco,
Young & Rubicam; John Hymes,
Foote, Cone & Belding; all of New
York; and George Duram, K. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.; Walter
Schwimmer and R. J. Scott,
Schwimmer & Scott; all of Chicago.
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago, will be represented by Evelyn
Stark, radio director, and her assistant Bergliette Boe. Stanley
Boynton, president of his own DeDrake. troit agency, is registered at the

Pond's
LAMONT,

Weiser Named V-P
JOHN WEISER, Hollywood manager of Ruthrauff & Ryan, was recently elected a vice-president of
that firm.

to Meet First j
April 26

Expanding

CORLISS

& Co., New

York, distributors for Pond's Extract Co., has completed a successful test for Pond's Cold Cream, and
is now expanding its spot campaign to a number of stations. J.
Walter
Thompson Co., New York,
is
agency.
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Organize
RADIO'S important role as a
weapon of "psychological warfare"
underlines a striking contrast between today's job of keeping the
home front informed and inspired,
and the record of performance set
down during World War I.
Until the current conflict flared,
the United States had no precedent
for organizing information and
propaganda to meet the needs of
total war. The nearest thing to a
pattern was the job performed in
1917-18 by the Creel Committee — a
job that seemed big at that time,
but which seems almost infinitesimal when placed alongside the
task faced by government and industry in this war. Pearl Harbor
made us take stock quickly.
New Way of Life
It was clear that the old pattern
was obsolete, that if everybody in
the nation was to be transformed
into a "civilian fighter" every one
had to be taught a new way of life.
It was obvious that the job could
be accomplished only by the complete and coordinated use of all
available channels of communication.
Radio, an experimental device in
1918, is now a national institution.
In 1917 there were few widely circulated publications, nor were there
numerous magazines of more-thana-million circulation. And where
there was comparatively little
counter propaganda in 1917, competing and confusing the government's story, this time we had to
meet a long established and effective enemy propaganda campaign.
In 1918, the Division of Advertising of the Public Information
Committee was a small volunteer
group of advertising writers, artists, and advertising club members. Its contribution, though effective, involved the contribution
of space in periodicals amounting
to $159,275.64 per month. "On an
annual basis," the Division's re-

Trend

Is
Of

By

Toward
Sponsored

CHESTER
Chairman
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Utilization

Programs
J.

LaROCHE

CHAIRMAN
of the board of Young & Rubicam, Chester J.
LaRoche a little more than a year ago announced the formation
of the Advertising Council, sponsored by leading industry
associations and representatives of advertisers and agencies. Mr.
LaRoche had been commissioned by the AAAA and ANA as
committee chairman to form the Council. Among the sponsors
was the NAB. Recently Mr. LaRoche was awarded a gold medal
"for distinguished services to advertising and for his efforts on
behalf of advertising in wartime through the Council."
port stated, "this would have meant
$1,811,307.82." In addition, advertisers purchased and gave to the
committee space worth $340,981.12.
The total donation amounted to
$2,250,000, but only about $1,594,000 was used before the Armistice.
For comparison, it can be pointed out that this entire effort
amounted to less than the appropriation involved in the metal and
fats salvage campaigns financed in
1942 by the iron and steel, and soap
industries. And advertisers, through
the radio allocation plan, and the
radio industry, are now contributing time and talent estimated by
OWI at $100,000,000 a year.
Order from Chaos
The wartime contributions of
the radio broadcasting industry
and radio sponsors are too well
known to readers of Broadcasting
to need retelling here. But it is interesting tolook back over the past
year and observe how the use of
this important advertising medium
has passed through several evolutionary stages.

Initially, the task of converting
radio advertising to war needs was
a quantitative one. Numbers of
listeners was the early objective.
But as the allocation pattern
moved ahead, the qualitative phase
of the problem came in for more
and more attention. Thus, brief
war "commercials" inserted in programs at random, gave way to a
concerted effort to weave the essen26,

Total

of the Advertising Council

The development of the radio allocation plan brought order out of
chaos. It eliminated the flood of
urgent appeals for time by government departments, each of
which had an important war message to transmit to the people. The
plan brought into being a workable pattern, with priority ratings
issued by OWI as the authoritative guide. The plan also established a more orderly flow of war
information, spread out over programs which command large audiences.

MR. LaROCHE

Information

War

Local

tial war theme into the fabric of
the program itself.
Total Utilization
The new trend which I believe is
necessary — and in the making — lies
in the direction of devoting the
sponsored program in its entirety
to an explanation of home front
needs. This can take the form of
guest appearance by top government officials who can present
needed information directly to the
nation, or dramatization of the
problem as the feature of the show.
This trend toward the utilization of commercial radio time entirely for war information, is consistent with the development that
is taking place in other major
media. In conveying to advertisers
the information needs of the Government, the Advertising Council
stresses the conversion of existing
schedules. Thus, in newspapers,
magazines and outdoor, more and
more space is being devoted exclusively to war messages. Food rationing information, manpower
needs, absenteeism, and other
urgent current themes are being
covered in this way.
Advertising Pool Plan
At first advertisers shied away
from the "idea" of such advertising. On the surface it seemed to
be purely philanthropic. The advertising council pointed out that
such advertising was really not so
philanthropic, that here was a
sound way for business with little
to sell to keep before the public
names in which it had invested
millions, that serving the people's
interest was the best form of "public relations," but more important —
that it would reap the greatest
profit in the world, a profit far
more important than money in the
bank — the profit that will come
from helping to save institutions
that are so important to the American way of life.
All of us are inclined to look
toward Washington for the solution
of our warborn problems. WashBROADCASTING

Job

ington can set down the background pattern. Washington can
specify information needs in national terms. But, d;slocations in
war occur locally — right in your
own living room, kitchen, factory
and office. When the same ones occur in enough places, the problem
beomes serious and national — and
it is called an economic, political or
social problem and is dropped in
Washington's lap. But even though
a problem becomes national, still
the corrections must come locally.

I
|
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j
j
j
||
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It is here that the greatest challenge to advertising lies, and it is
here that advertising has its greatest opportunity for public service.
The Advertising Council has in
preparation a community war advertising plan designed to "organize the local war information job"
along orderly lines. The plan would
eliminate the steady stream of appeals for information assistance
that pours in daily on local advertisers, radio stations, newspapers
and outdoor plants. By setting up
a community advertising pool, the
local effort can assume an orderly
pattern. Radio stations have an
opportunity to demonstrate leadership and appreciation of their public service responsibility by working hand in hand with other media
and with local advertisers.
The plan should in no way interfere with the normal, healthy competition between media. But, in essence, it symbolizes the new competition of our wartime way of
life — to see who can do the most
for America.

No Monopoly
Decision
Possible Before May 3
THERE CAN be no decision in the
network monopoly case pending before the Supreme Court until May
3 at the earliest, by virtue of failure of that tribunal to decide the
fundamentally important appeals
of
NBC and CBS
FCC's
regulations,
at itsagainst
session the
April
19.
The court promptly recessed until
May 3.
A ruling had been expected as
early as mid-March, since the case
had been argued Feb. 12. Brought
under the Urgent Deficiencies Act,
the appeals were from the decision i
of the statutory three-judge court
in New York last fall, upholding
the FCC's right to regulate network-affiliate contractual relations.
Representatives of the networks
and of the FCC have been present
at every decision day since March
15, awaiting the opinion.
Columbia Film Newscast
COLUMBIA PICTURES Corp.
sponsors An Interpretation of the
News on WDRC, Hartford, three
times weekly to promote the new
movie "The More the Merrier".
News commentator on the 10-minute feature, broadcast every night
but Sunday, is George B. Armstead, Connecticut newspaperman.
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TRI-PENN

THE

PLUS

BUY

IN

THE

MARKET

HEART

OF

PENNSYLVANIA

The Tri-Penn Market, composed of the trading
areas of Harrisburg, York and Lancaster, is located

Tri-Penn Market offers you a responsive, readymade audience for your sales message.

right in the heart of the rich industrial and agricultural section of Pennsylvania. It is a responsive

Present your story in this market — you'll realize
rich returns in both sales and good will. Linked

market which presents to advertisers an outstand-

by land wire, you can buy these three stations as a

ing sales opportunity. Here's why.
WKBO in Harrisburg, WORK in York and WG AL
in Lancaster blanket this market. No other station

package — at an exceptionally attractive, combined
low rate. Or, they can be purchased individually

or stations service this area with Primary coverage. WKBO, WORK and WGAL are friendly, close
to their individual communities. They make a definite contribution to the lives of the people they

to suit your particular needs.
Let us tell you how
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in these stations. The
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Pennsylvania

Advertising

can produce sales for

you in Pennsylvania's Tri-Penn Market. Wire or
write direct to main office, 8 West King Street,
Lancaster, Penna., or to Sales

serve. The listeners are loyal and have complete
confidence

we

PAUL
New

York

H.

Representative :

RAYMER

Chicago

CO.
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Durr
Post-war

Spectrum
Alteration
Seen
enlarged for post-war operation
in military, industry and univerElbow
Room
Vital as
since such international service will
sity laboratories, now shrouded in
become commonplace.
Old Services Meet
secrecy, may open new portions of
Aviation communication, which
the spectrum heretofore regarded
New Demands
has received phenomenal impetus
as wholly illusory and out of reach.
IMPENDING changes in allocasince the war's outbreak, must be
New Methods Coming
cared for with new ether space for
tions for broadcast service, which
Multiplexing of frequencies, use
domestic as well as international
may see both FM and television
of
radio in lieu of cable or teleservice.
The
present
medium
high
move up in the high frequency
phone line links for networking
frequencies largely used for this
spectrum consistent with the trend
and numerous other innovations
toward the microwaves, are being
purpose commercially are not conare regarded as practically assured
discussed in both Government and
sidered adequate or desirable. Marieven now.
industry engineering circles as a
time services also will undei-go vast
At the international communicaexpansion using not only the long
fundamental part of post-war radio
tions conference which will conwaves — below the existing broadplanning.
cast band, which starts at 540 kc.
vene
with peace, old methods of inWhile it is yet too early to preternational allocations will have to
—
but
also
other
frequencies
up
the
dict just where these services will
scale.
be
discarded.
The problems have
move, the tremendous development
changed
entirely.
Heretofore alloAviation, Maritime Needs
of the very high frequency portion
cations of facilities having internaof the spectrum in war uses augurs
tional interference ranges have
With the development of new
for removal of many post-war servbeen in terms of exclusive rights.
broadcast services such as FM, acices to upper reaches of the specIt is felt in informed Washington
cording to this type of thinking,
trum. FM, now in the 45 megacircles that the new allocations
maritime services may take over
cycle band, might find better servmust be based on coordinated use
some portions of the broadcast band
ice and more elbow room above
of
facilities and coordinated engi—
but
not
until
adequate
service
is
100 megacycles. Some reports have
neering standards of greatest posprovided
elsewhere.
indicated skip distance effects in
sible efficiency. The United States
With all these impending uses,
the present FM band which might
is expected to provide leadership in
most of them still ephemeral and
be remedied higher up. Moreover,
this conference.
undeveloped,
it
appears
evident
that
with a virtual stampede for FM
Washington observers look for
the big post-war allocations will be
facilities seen after the war, addithe
same
as
the
pre-war
situation
a cooperative Government-industry
tional space unquestionably will be
planning group, to cut the pattern
— excruciating congestion over the
needed.
and fit global telecommunications.
entire spectrum. But the research
Color Television
For television, which now has reserved 18 channels ranging up to
approximately 300 megacycles, it is
thought now that allocations above
that area will be desirable so that
bands may be available for color
television transmission.
The whole question of post-war
planning for radio and the electronic art now is an important
topic among elements in these industries and in Government. FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly has
been devoting considerable attention to this field and it is assumed
that such organizations as the Radio
Manufacturers Assn., which already has set up a planning committee [Broadcasting, April 19]
and the Institute of Radio Engineers will become active participants in post-war planning under
programs now being projected.
Reapportionment of the spectrum
~utails a far-reaching job because
of the many new and revolutionary
uses to which electronics and radio
have been put in military communications operations. This preliminary planning goes to standardization of systems of service, particularly in the public fields like FM,
television and facsimile. Both research and manufacturing, obviously, would have to fit into this
scheme — hence the inevitable participation of the manufacturers of
RMA and IRE in any broad-gauged
plan.
Regarded as inevitable is a world
conference of communications and
radio experts of all nations following the war. New domains in the
ether, heretofore unusable, must be
staked off. Aside from the purely
domestic services, the bands for international broadcasting must be
Page
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Miller

Proposes

On
Advertising
A BROAD-gauged project to plan
advertising's overall role in the
post-war reconstruction period will
be proposed to the NAB War Conference in Chicago at its openingsession Tuesday by NAB President
Neville Miller.
Disclosure last week of the decision of the National Industrial
Conference Board, of New York,
to drop the project for the present
resulted in Mr. Miller's decision to
initiate plans for prompt followthrough under NAB auspices. Mr.
Miller cited the urgent need for
such a study, to parallel consideration being given to technical developments in the radio and electronics fields.
Postponement Regretted
"We wholeheartedly supported
the Conference Board project," Mr.
Miller said, "and I believe NAB
was one of the first organizations
to contribute. I regret the decision
to postpone the study, because I
deem the work of such fundamental importance at this time. Rather
than await developments, I propose
to recommend a definite plan to the
War Conference, feeling that the
opportunity for action at this Conference should not slip by."
The original advertising study,
projected by an important group of
national advertisers and media representatives, was to appraise advertising as an instrument of economic and social progress, with special reference to its relation to the
reconstruction
of the consumer

NAB

Research

Post-war
Role
market after the war. The Conference Board had been requested by
the sponsoring group, headed by
James F. Bell, chairman of the
board of General Mills, to undertake the research, for which a fund
of approximately $100,000 was to
have been raised. Radio was called
upon to contribute $25,000, the
press $25,000 and national advertisers $50,000.
The NAB last fall, upon recommendation ofNiles Trammell, NBC
president, and Mr. Miller, promptly
approved a $2500 contribution to
the fund, in behalf of the association. Each of the networks contributed separately to make up the
$25,000 budget.
Mr. Miller was advised April 21
by George E. Shaw, controller of
the Conference Board, that it had
been agreed that conditions resulting from the increased pressure of
the war would probably delay completion of the project within a reasonable period and that it appeared
desirable to postpone the project
and defer further solicitations until
the situation is "more favorable for
its prompt and expeditious accomplishment." The NAB contribution
was returned, along with those of
other contributors.
After outlining his plans to the
War Conference in a general way,
it is expected Mr. Miller will seek
NAB Board concurrence and appointment of an industry committee. Whether other media will be
invited, following the pattern of
the original plan, is undetermined.
BROADCASTING
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Spurns

Garey

Finance

Refuses to Submit
Probe Committee

Quiz

Data to Cox

FIRST signs of real fireworks ml
the Cox Select Committee investigation of the FCC came last Friday with blunt refusal of Com-5!
missioner C. J. Durr to answer a
committee questionnaire inquiring
into his financial and personal affairs.

In a letter to Eugene L. Garey,
Committee general counsel, Mr.
Durr said that while he had absolutely nothing to conceal" if the
purpose of the questionnaire was
to ascertain "whether or not I have
been guilty of accepting bribes or
of similar misconduct in the performance of my official duties," the
matter should be referred to the
Department of Justice. (See text
of statement and of questionnaire
on page 116.)
For several days the atmosphere
about the FCC has been tense, as
a result of several letters of inquiry from Mr. Garey. Washington's radio fraternity has been
awaiting pyrotechnics both as to
the Cox inquiry and the scheduled
May 6 hearings before a Senate
Interstate Commerce subcommittee
on new radio legislation.
Nothing Beyond Date
Beyond setting the May 6 hear-;
ing date, the Senate committee, of
which Senator Wheeler (D.-Mont.)
is chairman, has made no announcement. It is expected FCC
witnesses will be called along with
any industry spokesmen who care
to testify. The committee plans
brief hearings — perhaps not more
than two weeks. Testimony adduced last year during the hearings on the Sanders Bill before the
House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee by reference will
be incorporated in the Senate committee's record.
Coincident with the announcement by Chairman Cox, of the
House committee, of the appointment of three new staff members,
it was learned at the FCC that additional inquiries had been received
from the committee regarding
financial and business holdings of
individual members of that agency. |
Garey Names

Aides

Latest appointees to the committee staff, bringing its total to !
are Ambrose
V. McCall,
head
of the Fraud
Bureau former'!
of the,
Attorney General's office in New
York, named a senior attorney^
Harvey D. Walker, Detroit attorney and former FBI special agent,
as attorney-investigator, and Harry
S. Barger, attorney for the last 20
years and a specialist in investigations since 1934, as investigator.
Mr. Barger served with the General Accounting Office in Washing(Continued on page 121)
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OWI,

Censorship

Jurisdictions

Defined

Relating to Press
And Radio
AN AGREEMENT between the
Office of Censorship and OWI was
released last week, denning the
jurisdiction of each in dealing with
radio and press. Based on a working arrangement that has existed
between the agencies since Nov. 5,
1942, the agreement says that
OWI's function is "to disseminate
and publish information" and Censorship's is"to keep from the enemy information that could be used
to damage the United States."
Under the arrangement, OWI is
recognized as an "appropriate authority" for the release of news.
Any news cleared by such an "appropriate authority" may be published under both the radio and
press codes. "As such an appropriate authority," the agreement
says, "OWI is expected to know
the limitations of the Code and accept responsibility for each instance
in which Code limitations are exceeded."
Censorship Interprets
Censorship, under the agreement,
is the exclusive authority for interpreting the code and for determining appropriate authorities. It
may therefore exercise negative
control over publication of information pertaining to the war effort. It may not, however, undertake to interpret the type of material appropriate for informational
purposes.
OWI, the agreement says, has
no power to prevent publication
or broadcast of any material. Its
staff in Washington and in the field
is under instructions that OWI
must confine itself to suggestions.
Elmer Davis' office retains power,
however, to exercise a veto on
press releases from Government
agencies.
Censorship is given principal
regulatory power over domestic
foreign language broadcasts, with
OWI assisting by suggesting programs and stations that warrant
monitoring and personnel requiring investigation. The two agencies
will collaborate on international
radio broadcasts, with OWI deciding foreign news and broadcast
policy where military and naval
security are not involved.
Official Agreement
Following is the agreement:
The Office of War Information and
the Office of Censorship are charged
by the President with certain related
responsibilities. Expressd broadly, the
responsibility of the OWI is to disseminate and publish information
about the war effort which could be
used to damage the United States.
The OC is concerned with two broad
fields : domestic press and radio, and
international communications. In the
the censorship of international communications, the Director of Censorship has absolute discretion. Censorship discretion presumes the exercise
of judgment, not the automatic application of a set of fixed rules. In a
Page
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Agree

On

peoples' war such as this, an informed
public — both our own and that of the
enemy — is an asset of great offensive
value. An intelligent and realistic
censorship requires that in many instances the censor weigh the merits of
a case to determine whether information might be more valuable to the
war effort, if published, than harmful
to it.
One of the responsibilities of the
OWI is to make available to the
masses of the people among our allies
and our enemies facts about the American war effort, the American philosophy, American war aims and objectives. This means that much government-originated information must
cross our borders as international communications. Conceivably many items
of information might be considered
either as information which should be
disseminated and published for its
positive value in the war effort, is
held to be dangerous information
which should be suppressed. This allows for a conflict of interpretation
which could nullify the effectiveness
of one or the other of the two agencies in executing
the this
President's
orders.is
The
purpose of
agreement
to establish a practical working arrangement between the two agencies
which will prevent such conflicts of
interpretation. Its spirit is a genuine
respect by each agency for the problems and responsibilities of the other.
Domestic Press and Radio
Censorship of domestic press and
radio is voluntary. The charter by
which voluntary censorship operates
is the Code of Wartime Practices.
There is a separate ' code for the
press and for radio, although both are
based fundamentally on the same concepts. These codes were prepared in
collaboration with all of those agencies of the Government which originate
or release war news for publication
or broadcast, and additionally in collaboration with the newspaper and
radio industries.
In both codes all of the classifications of news considered restricted
are appropriate for publication if the
information is officially made available for publication by an appropriate
authority in the Government. The departments, or responsible agents of
the departments, which originate or
release war news are considered "appropriate authority."
The OWI, vested with the authority
to release, disseminate and publish
war information, is an "appropriate
authority" within the meaning of
that t<>rm in the Code. As such an appropriate authority the OWI is expected to know the limitations of the
Code and accept responsibility in each
instance in which Code limitations are
exceeded.
In order to avoid unnecessary inquiries of other war agencies and of
the press bv the OC. the OWI will
notify the Press or Broadcasting Division, as the circumstance may determine, of any release or authorization to publish information which goes
hp\ond the restrictions of the Code.
This can be done either by phone, or
by mailing a copy of the release. Ke"
personnel of the operating bureaus of
the OWI will be instructed by the
Director to inform the OC promptly
of its release or authorization to release matter which exceeds the restrictions of the Code.
When the OWI issues a release
which concerns any other war agencv.
OC will take it for granted that the
OWI is speaking authoritatively for
the agency in question.
It is understood that in its relations
with other departments of the Government, the OWI may elect to function either negatively or affirmatively.
It may decide what a given Government agency should not release as
well as what a given agency of the
Government should or must release.
The OWI
recognizesforCensorship's
exclusive
responsibility
press and

Authority

lations by the OWI of foreign lan- 1
guage programs monitored for the OC.
In addition, the OC will give consideration, wherever possible and reason-!
able, to suggestions as to stations and!
programs which should, in the judgment of the OWI, be monitored.
Responsibility for the censorship of!'
international communications is vested'
in the Director of Censorship. It is the i
desire of the OC, however, to allow!
the OWI the greatest possible free i
dom in the use of international com-ii
munications for disseminating information beyond our borders. To ensure
maximum freedom of action, it is
agreed that censorship of material for!
international dissemination will be ac-<
complished through a system of close 5
collaboration, rather than by arbitrary !
independent action, although final re- i
sponsibility in any irreconcilable difference must rest with the Office ol
Censorship.
Close collaboration by the OC withk
the OWI will be based upon the rec
ognition by the OC that the OWI
is the principal propagator of over
seas information for the United States
Government and as such is consid
ered by the OC to be the competent!]
authority on foreign news and brood
cast policy when military and naval
security values are not involved.
theseof reasons
the OCof will
put' :
theFor
weight
its appraisal
the content of material transmitted by the
OWI on tangible security considerations as disinct from intangible psy-j
chological or policy considerations.
Considered requests made by the OWI
for the passage of material will be
weighed by the OC as judgments based ;
upon a careful evaluation of the informational advantages to be gained
from its distribution.
In the timing of international news
transmission the OC will honor thej
judgments of the OWI in the man-|||
ner described in the following para- 1

radio censorship, for interpreting the
press and radio codes and for determining the validity of an alleged appropriate authority.
The OC, likewise,
OWI's
responsibility
for therecognizes
accomplishment
of U. S. information objectives, a
responsibility which frequently requires that the OWI advise press,
radio and motion pictures on certain
aspects of war information. In order
to avoid the exercise of Censorship
controls, the OWI does not itself tell
press, radio and motion pictures what
cannot be presented, but confines itself to suggestions, avoiding the implication of a negative authority
which it does not possess.
OWI employes, both in Washington
and in the field, are specifically instructed in situations of this kind to
state that the OWI has no authority
regarding what cannot be published.
It is agreed therefore that neither
the OWI nor any of its representatives
will exercise any of the functions of
the OC with regard to press and radio.
By the same token neither the OC
nor any of its representatives will
undertake to interpret what type of
material is to be considered proper for
informational or other purposes, the
determination of which is the responsibility of the OWI.
Close day-by-day liaison will be
maintained by the Press and Broadcasting Divisions of the OC, under
N. R. Howard and J. H. Ryan respectively, and the OWI.
Foreign Language Radio
In the field of domestic foreign
language radio the Office of War Information recognizes the OC as the
principal regulatory authority.
In recognition of this responsibilitv
The OC will approve the passage.!
of the OC, the OWI will itself regraph.
two_ or three hours in advance, of
frain from regulatory activity in matofficial speeches and news releases inters of radio station personnel, transtended for controlled distribution
mitting to the OC all the information
in its possession about foreign language
overseas, provided the OWI adopts
adequate security measures both to
programs, personnel and radio station
and within the country in which the
policy latory
relevant
to
Censorship's
regucontrolled circulation takes place. Spe
duties. The OWI, in addition,
cifically, the security applied by the
will make suggestions to the OWI
British Ministry of Information in
concerning programs and stations
England under the Defense of the
which, in its opinion, warrant monitoring'attention and will consult with
Realm
Act, andor itsbroadcast,
stricture,not"Notto
for publication
the Office of Censorship in determining
be cabled abroad or broadcast in am
which of the several available regulatory procedures are indicated in specountry
before by the
hour,"
lie
deemed adequate
OC shall
for al
cific cases of broadcasting malpracvance distribution by the OWI.
tice.
International Mail
The OC recognizes the proper in- r
terest of the OWI in the field of doIt is understood that the OC shall
mestic foreign language radio, in matnot censor interoffice communications
ters other than mere program content.
between
the OWI and its outposts on
The effectiveness of foreign languor
representatives abroad when such;
broadcasting in the United States can,
communications are transmitted M'
it recognizes, be nullified by such factors as the personal history of the
code.
announcer, voice inflection, and the
The OC will designate a censor
through whom matter destined for the
nature of preceding and following proofficial use of the OWI in London;
grams. While the OC cannot be responsible for systematic detection of shall pass. This censor shall be made!
these malpractices it will coo^frate to familiar with the unusual requirements]
the fullest extent with the OWI in the
in official and semi-official informa-i
examination of evidence assembled
tion
London
office
of the
OWI'
The of
OCtheshall
retain
final
authority!
by the OWI or by other government
for the passage of material, but it is!
agencies and will initiate prompt regunderstood that the usual restrictions!
ulatory action in accordance with this
evidence, in those cases which come
affecting the export of official and]
restricted documents will not be api
under its jurisdiction.
The OC will arrange for the audition
plied, except when such documents]
affect military security.
of recordings and the rendinsr of transThe OWI will present all such ma-j
terial to the designated Censorship!
Helpmate
desk, ready for shipment, and willj
NOBODY expects manpower
make itself responsible for the spcnr-i
shortages after the war, but
ity of the material in the British Isles.
This agreement is based upon the
good planning meets every
contingency. Wilton CHbb,
collective experience of the two agencies to date and serves to clarify exist
general manager of WMAZ,
ing areas of interaction between tin
Macon, Ga., and a man of
two agencies. It cannot, however, de
vision, has prepared against
scribe in detail every contingency!
any future
scarcity
of
engiwhich may arise in the future and reH
neers. For Mrs. Cobb has
quire clarification.
joined the WAACs and is
When new areas of interaction de-j
now immersed in the study
velop it is understood that they shal
of radio operation at the Midbe examined in the spirit and in acland Radio and Television
cordance with the precedent of this
School, Kansas City.
agreement by consultation between
, representatives of the two offices.
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As you in the Broadcasting

Industry know,

today plays a constantly growing

radio

part in our job

of licking the Axis.
Every plane, tank and ship must
Western
mobile

Electric is making
equipment,

Washington

radio.

vast quantities of this

as well as facilities for keeping

in communication

Bell Telephone

have

Laboratories

with a global war.
have

developed

Western
ARSENAL

OF

and

Western

Electric has produced

many

new

kinds of equipment to pierce distance and darkness. Much of our success over enemies on land,
at sea and in the air has been achieved
the use of these uncannily
The

limitless peacetime

wartime

developments

accurate devices.
possibilities of these

assure

for radio.

Electric

COMMUNICATIONS

through

EQUIPMENT

a bright future

Plan
Good

Today

For

Opportunity

For

Industry

Tomorrow
By T. A. M. CRAVEN
NO ONE can predict with accuracy
either the future course of technical developments or the economics
which will affect scientific progress.
While there are inherent dangers
in embarking upon predictions into
the future, recent scientific achievements and a knowledge of the historical technical development of
radio enable one at least to visualize
possibilities and perhaps probabilities of significant interest.
Naturally, no one is capable of
stating when the war will end,
! what the purchasing power of the
public will be after the war or even
what will be the capacity and ability of the radio industry to manufacture the radio of the future.
Nevertheless, in a democracy such
as ours we should be able to assume that natural economic forces
will be permitted to function, that
private capital will be attracted
by the potentialities of a vast new
business involving service to the
public, and that the public will demand the application of new
achievements in a radio service
designed to win public acceptance.

COMMISSIONER
the future of radio broadcasting.
In fact, it can be said with some
degree of safety that the quality Df
reception and the range of individual radio broadcasting stations in
the future will more closely approximate practical demands than
the radio broadcasting organization in operation today.
The day will come when we shall
have color television broadcasting
stations all over the country. People living in rural areas will be
able not only to hear and see radio
news conmmentators but also the
newspaper itself will be delivered
to them by radio. It is entirely possible that each radio broadcast station will perform a triple service,
either simultaneously or consecutively, to their respective communities, depending upon the needs
and desires of the communities
and the economic support which
they are capable of giving broadcast stations. This service will embrace television, sound broadcasting and facsimile. The "coverage"

Sorely Needed Channels
Recent inventive activities have
centered around electronic research
in the micro waves. The useful
radio spectrum has, been extended
considerably, thus making a little
more space not only for some sorely
needed radio channels but also for
new and improved uses of radio.
The most interesting development
is that which includes "wide band
transmission". This improvement
will facilitate television and electrical methods of transmitting
quantities of printed matter. Improvements in frequency modultion are likewise of significance to
SEARCH

through

the pages of radio history and you will

find the name of T. A. M. (for Tunis Augustus Macdonough) Craven as often as that of any other figure identified with technical development of the art. A Naval
Academy graduate, class of 1913, he has specialized in
radio engineering since. After 17 years in continuous
radio service in the Navy he resigned in 1930 to enter
private consulting practice. He was instrumental in
installing the first directional antenna for broadcast service. In 1935 he was asked by President Roosevelt to
become the FCC's chief engineer — a post he had held
with the original Federal Radio Commission on loan
from the Navy. In 1937 he was named a member of the
FCC by President Roosevelt and has served continuously
since that date. Though burdened with the administrative
functions of a Commissioner he has kept abreast of technical radio developments and is admirably qualified to
discourse

on broadcasting's
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prospects.

Broadcasting
about by these new developments it
seems obvious that the application
of these modern broadcasting facilities will not result in a decrease
in employment but rather in an
increase. There is a great probability that an entirely new industry will be created, giving employment to thousands. That this will
be of benefit to post-war economics
of the country cannot be doubted.
However it is possible that failure to prepare in time for the
post-war radio will have an adverse effect upon the ultimate usefulness of the new developments
as well as on the economic stability of the business structure
based thereon. For example, many
wonder how much more valuable
radio could have been today if, in
1920, we could have coordinated
radio design with radio frequency
allocation or, in other words, secured in 1920 comprehensive and
coordinated general planning by
T. A. M. CRAVEN
the design engineers, the radio
station licensees and the Government radio regulatory agency.
of the station may easily correspond with the normal trade area
We cannot blame anyone for
of the community in which the stalack of foresight in 1920. We cantion is located.
not blame radio design engineers
While these are possibilities or
and manufacturers for producing
even probabilities, it cannot be said
equipment for various kinds of radio
their practical realization will be
services using exactly the same
immediate. It is more logical to asportion of the radio frequency
sume that the development of a
spectrum for these services.
nation-wide broadcasting service
Threat to New Bands
of the future will be gradual. There
will be many problems to solve.
Our experience in the past indicates that the potentialities
Avoid Regimenting Future
for uncontrolled interference can
The fact stands out that tothreaten the very usefulness of
day's problems in radio will be obnewly developed portions of the
solete and forgotten. Tomorrow
radio frequency spectrum. When
we may wonder why we worried so
much about them. Therefore it the time came to unscramble a
chaotic situation in the past, it was
seems essential that we do not atfound
that municipalities could not
tempt to solve the problems of the
obtain
additional appropriations to
future by means which may apchange
equipment and that the
pear to be a good detailed solution
government
already had large inof today's relatively minor probvestments in equipment and that
lems in radio. Likewise we should
private and commercial services
avoid the danger of regimenting
were faced with the problem of
the future along the grooves of
making new investments in order to
today's thinking. We should think
change
existing equipment to meet
in broad terms and attempt to inthe new frequency allocation. In the
sure the development of the future
radio as a free American enterpast no plans were made, no coordination attempted; and we learned
prise
in
which
the
public
has
confidence.
that when the radio spectrum became congested by interference,
We must realize that the ability
compromises had to be made beto have one's newspaper printed
in the home by radio, to see and hear
tween practicalities of invested capital and an ideal scientific radio
news in the making and to see and
hear in the home sports events and
frequency allocation.
plays transmitted from points
Golden Opportunity Returns
thousands of miles away, must
Tomorrow another golden ophave a marked effect upon the daily
portunity will be presented to the
life of anyone living in this modern
radio industry. An entirely new
age. That this may affect the soradio horizon will be open to
cial habits and daily routine of an
individual family or the economic
the public. Progress in radio dewelfare of the nation as a whole
velopment in World War II has
been and will be of tremendous
cannot be overlooked.
significance. As a result new uses
It may be expected that these new
of radio will be available after the
developments will speed up ordiwar.
Again there will be greater
nary life and business and will
demands than ever before for space
affect certain existing industries
in the ether. Once more there is
such as motion picture, newspaper
before
us the question of whether
and advertising as well as the exin radio we shall be unprepared for
isting radio broadcasting system.
(Continued on page 9U)
In spite of the problems brought
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Maintaining
MATERIALS, manpower, and dozens of other things which nobody
thought about before the war
are the troubles of the radio
broadcaster. Before the war all of
us were used to prompt service,
whether it was in ordering a cup
of coffee at lunch time, getting a
railroad ticket or buying a transmitting tube. After Pearl Harbor
the way was cleared for the Army
and Navy. Everybody — indeed the
armed services themselves — stands
in line.
Radio broadcasters face difficulties in their valiant efforts to remain on the air. Although every individual is supposed to be best informed on his own troubles, it is
fair to say that the War Production Board has greater awareness
of the troubles besetting the broadcaster than any individual operator
of a station. The WPB hears only
of the woes. It listens to the troubles of the whole industry.
To Anticipate Difficulties
Broadcasters can be assured that
every effort is made to cure existing difficulties and to anticipate
and ward off others before they
materialize.
The point of view of WPB is
that broadcasting must and will be
maintained. Broadcasters have successfully provided knowledge of
daily events from which Americans
form opinions based on evidence
and which obviously is essential
since the public is being called on
to sacrifice. The Government, and
WPB particularly, is aware that
any loss in broadcasting facilities
would be a loss of contact with
large sections of the population.
Fortunately, broadcasting is efficient. It requires relatively small
amounts of materials compared
with the large job it does. Its efficiency for transmitting intelligence
to large numbers is unsurpassed.
The Radio Division of WPB will
use its powers to maintain radio, to
keep in repair not only the transmitters but also household receivers.
First call on the radio manufacturing industry obviously belongs
to the military. The swift growth
of the radio and allied industries
since Pearl Harbor represents production for Army and Navy use.
As military demands for radio
equipment are satisfied it is also
our task to maintain civilian radio.
In addition to approximately 900
broadcasting stations in the United
States there are to be kept in operation about 30,000 licensed transmitters in other services — as communication among the United Nations,
ships to shore and overall police
service. In addition, it should be
noted that the United States must
supply radio equipment to the
United Nations and friendly neutrals.
In maintaining domestic radio
the broad policy of WPB is to treat
broadcast stations alike, as exemplified in the blanket preference
Page
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WPB

Civilian

Radio

InsuresFutureOperation
Hearing
By

FRANK

Owners'
H.

In

War

Time

While

Woes

McINTOSH

Assistant to the Director, Radio Division
War Production Board
rating given all stations in obtaining materials for maintenance and
repair. The small station which
broadcasts to its immediate neighbors participates equally in this
rating with the most powerful
transmitter. There are no differences among stations insofar as the
right to exist is concerned.
Preference Rating Order P-133
with its rating of AA-2X exemplifies the status of individual stations in relation to each other and
the AA-2X indicates the high standing of the industry.
With the adoption of the Controlled Materials Plan it became
necessary to assign allotment symbols in addition to preference ratings in order to obtain controlled
materials. To accomplish this CMP
Regulation No. 5 was issued with
the dual purpose of providing an
allotment symbol to be used in conjunction with assigned preference
ratings and to apply a reasonably
uniform preference rating system
to all essential industries. Insofar
as broadcasters are concerned the
only change brought about by this
regulation is the assignment of allocation symbols to be used in connection with Preference Rating
Order P-133.
Tube Life Expectancy
A station needs a great many
devices to keep operating. Most
equipment, fortunately, has a life
expectancy somewhat like that of
people — relatively long but subject
to sudden end. WPB has set up life
expectancy tables for transmitting
tubes, and we know rather closely
the number of tubes of each type
in existence and in production, and
roughly, the length of time these
tubes can be counted on to last under operating conditions. Based on
these figures, manufacturers have
been given allotments of materials

SANTA

CLAUS

to make tubes for the use of broadcasters and other services.
Problems of the broadcaster do
not end with that statement. Manufacturers are working against a
large backlog of transmitting tube
orders. Their production schedules
are frequently interrupted by directives telling them that some certain batch of tubes must be delivered before anything else which
has been scheduled. The manufacing.
turer, too, must stand in line waitThe operator of a station, like
everyone else in business, must use
his own judgment in deciding from
whom to purchase tubes. This
source for the most part can be his
own choice. To improve manufacturing and production efficiency,
however, it has been necessary to
assign certain transmitting tube
types to manufacturers so as to
impose the least effect on military
production.
Supplier Has Obstacles
The broadcaster best knows his
own situation in buying necessary
maintenance equipment. He should
appreciate that his supplier, too,
faces obstacles. For instance, the
fabrication of anodes and cathodes
for transmitting tubes calls for the
use of materials in great demand.
Whereas the war program generally centers around the big three
metals — steel, copper and aluminum— the tube maker is interested
in tungsten, molybdenum and tantalum. All are hard to get.
Copper used in large copper tube
anodes must be specially treated.
The tube manufacturer has all the
manpower, materials and equipment problems common to all those
in war work. In addition, he faces
the problems created by schedules
interrupted by urgent directives to

to broadcasters faced with maintenance

prob-

lems is Frank H. Mcintosh, civilian radio's representative in
the WPB Radio Division, the man who sees that vital parts get
to the proper place in the least possible time. Mr. Mcintosh, on
leave as technical supervisor of Fort Industry Co., is assistant
to Ray C. Ellis, chief of the Radio Division, the unit handling
the tremendous job of filling military electronics needs, and
keeping civilian radio going. Before joining Fort Industries in
1940, Mr. Mcintosh was Pacific Coast District Sales Engineer
for Graybar Electric, and a member of the technical staff, Radio
Development

Dept., Bell Labs., New

York.

BROADCASTING

MR. McINTOSH
place certain orders first on hi
list.
If a broadcaster meets with slov
deliveries he may reflect that no on>
in civilian life gets better servic
on
the particular equipment h
needs.
As many know, even with th
highest ratings that Preferenc
Rating Order P-133 affords broad
casters, some deliveries are no
satisfactory and special assistanc
has been given in some instances b
WPB's Radio Division, on requesIn this connection the facilitie
for the repair of transmitting tube
should not be overlooked. Evidenc
available indicates that very satis
factory results have been obtaine
from repairs made by the severs
organizations equipped for thi
work. There will be times whe
such repair serwices will be thJ;
only means of making availabl
some certain specific types of tube:
The microphone not complemenl
ed by the radio receiver is obvi1
ously useless. The broadcaster als
wants to know that people havim
radio receivers can tune to his st|
tion. Set Production Stopped
year ago
WPB theOrders
L-4
andA L-44-a
stopped
productio
of radio sets and phonograph::
Action did not freeze the possession
of units manufactured before th!
order's date and stores still hav
some for sale. With the products
of new radios stopped, manufai
turers converted their plants anj
launched into war work.
The limitation orders put int
effect by WPB were carefully writ
ten to permit the continued pre
duction of tubes and their co:
ponents to keep existing home se
in repair. It is not generally a;
preciated that production in 19
of radio receiver tubes, that is, tl
tubes available for replacement i
home sets, was as high or slightl
higher than in peace years. Currerl
production
of tubes
in this
(Continued
on page
104) sam
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CALDWELL

Editor, 'Radio Retailing Today' and 'Electronic Industries';
Former Member, Federal Radio Commission
A GROUP of broadcasting men
were talking post-war radio in a
New York elevator the other day.
The receiving set of tomorrow assumed form as an intriguing box
containing the best we have today,
plus television, frequency modulation, an electro-mechanical phonograph, and a dash of facsimile on
the side.
Said one of the broadcasters: Of
course in post-war industry planning there's electronics, too. Adding :Whatever electronics may be —
precisely.
At that moment the elevator car
leveled off to a faultless seam with
an upper floor as though to give
illustrative answer. Two hundred
feet below the operator had pushed
a panel button and the car automatically leveled — electronically, so
to speak.
Applications Are Concealed
All around are uses of the electronic idea. But without special
knowledge and information these
applications are concealed even
from radio men who know the place

of the vacuum tube in broadcasting. For it was the vacuum tube
that leveled the elevator automatically.
It was the timing flow of electrons through a vacuum tube that
caused you to be halted by the
traffic light at the corner this morning. And it was because of the
electron tube that this morning
you saw a picture in your paper of
an event in London last night.
Electron tubes turn on lights
when it gets dark. The tube works
in conjunction with photo-cells or
"electric eyes." It's an "electric
eye" that sounds off a burglar
alarm because it responds to the
slightest shadows. The eye is a good
guardian of property because it
will operate a bell when set off by
even a tiny wisp of smoke.
When you run for your train at
Penn Station in New York electrons open the door into the concourse for you and your burden of
baggage. Your shadow made the
"eye" operate in the same way that
doors are pushed open automati-

ELECTRONIC TUBES date back to 1883 when Thomas Edison discovered
the effect which underlies all later electronic and radio discoveries and
inventions. A network broadcast was once made by Mr. Caldwell (left)
and the late Dr. Clayton H. Sharpe using a replica of the original Edisoneffect lamp of 1883. The tube, or lamp (above Dr. Sharp's wrist), was
reconstructed from Mr. Edison's drawings and worked perfectly, pro- r
ducing a flow of electrons from the hot filament to the "plate" or exploratory electrode — the effect which so surprised Mr. Edison.
cally for workers pushing hand
trucks. A shadow on a sensitive
plate of a photo-electric cell controlling the current — and the door
opens.
Electrons also perform many a
counting function, very important
where production lines are speeding along. No matter what the
speed the electron tube counts accurately.
One of the newer uses of the
vacuum tube is in paging executives
in large organizations or doctors,
for example, in hospitals. As many
as five persons can be paged at one
time, independent of each other,
since the individual's name is called
at one-minute intervals. When the
person called answers, the name
automatically is dropped from the
loudspeakers.

Courtesy Radio Retailing Today
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Speeding
Tiny 'Gears'
Another
illustration
of the place
of the electronic tube in post-war
business and one readily understood by broadcasting people is the
time-saving recording for long distance telephoning. The recording is
made before the call is placed. As
soon as the circuit is open the record, made at 16 rpm, is played at
64 rpm. This gibberish is recorded
at the other end and in turn played
back at 16. Thus the cost of the
message is reduced to 25 per cent.
Similarly, sound - amplification
plays an important role in the electronic apparatus field in anti-trespassing protection, safety alarms,
air-raid signals and playing of
music in industrial plants where
BROADCASTING

employe
morale is so very important.
Just think of the electrons in a
radio tube as being infinitely tiny
"gears", speeding around often at
a hundred million revolutions a
minute. No thicker than a soapbubble film, they can control and i
move giant machinery in huge
masses. They can stretch out
around the world. They can detect
our actions and even our thoughts.
After the War
To date great industries have
been founded on these little electrons, these vacuum tubes. Longdistance telephone is one, and of
course, radio broadcasting and
sound movies.
With the end of the war great
new industries will spring into
vital existence employing the same
type tubes that have made radio.
They will not be entirely commercial in their implications. The advantages will be felt most impprtantly in the enhancement of ease
and comfort in our lives. Particularly in our homes.
The door that opens automatically for the factory hand truck,
the siren that sounds when a trespasser enters an industry's no-man
land, the eye that counts the items
whizzing along a production line —
these will be translated into peacetime benefits to every day living.
These developments stem from
what the broadcasting man calls
"his" vacuum tube. They are —
"electronic applications" — electrons
at work !
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For free Radio — the American way — is dedicated in all its
activities to the winning of the war. Radio sells bonds,
recruits men and women for our armed services and labor
for our war production. Radio informs and entertains —
important contributions to civilian and military morale.
In every war activity, Radio has done and is doing its share
— -and more. At this War
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a moment when music itself is more
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Radio

Unifies

Is

Mechanics

Coordinates

Vital

of Modern

Operation

By COL.
A.
W.
Director of Communications,
TWO INSTITUTIONS that have
tremendous significance to a World
at Peace for a World at War are
aviation and communications. The
initial discoveries made by the
Wright brothers and Marconi were
only a few years apart and soon
the development of aviation became directly associated with the
development of radio.
The continuous development of
radio has been one of the greatest
factors in the development of flying
as we know it today. Modern warfare hits hard and fast. Coordination by radio enables the fighting
forces to synchronize their efforts
to function at high tempo without
interruption.
Timely and efficient transmission
of military orders and information,
and the use of highly secret electronic devices have introduced a
new development in warfare. We
are engaged in global conflict which
requires our forces to fight from
many scattered points. Radio unifies them as a worldwide fighting
mechanism. It coordinates the striking power of our Air Forces, Naval Forces and Ground Forces with
each other and with our Allies.
375,000 Men Engaged
In the Army Air Forces, communications is particularly vital
due to the great speed and distances
involved and due to weather and
other conditions. In the Army Air
Forces today nearly 375,000 men
are engaged in communications.
In 1942 over $600,000,000 worth
of radio equipment was purchased
for the Air Forces and over $1.800,000,000 worth of equipment is
scheduled for delivery in 1943. As
much as $44,000 worth of radio
equipment is frequently installed in
heavy bomber planes known as
B-17s. These figures give some indication of the scope of the part
that communications play in aerial
warfare.
The striking power of our Air
Forces must be co-ordinated and
directed by instantaneous and dependable communications. Without
adequate and infallible radio contacts, Air Units cannot be properly controlled and they lose a large
part of their combat efficiency.
Planes would be scattered all over
the map. Co-ordinated action would
be impossible. Fighters would go
haphazardly aloft, hoping to find
someone to fight; perhaps missing
out on their missions of interception and destruction of enemy raiders. Bombers would have to operate on their own, dropping bombs
on such casual targets as prePage
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to

Battle

Air

and

of Weapons

MARRINER
U. S. Army Air Forces

sented. In order to control our
bombing and fighter missions, we
must have communications between
planes, and between planes and the
ground.
In Air Transport and Ferrying
operations, Army Air Forces
planes fly throughout the world.
When these planes are in the air
between control points, they operate on radio ranges and utilize
communications facilities maintained and manned by Air Force
personnel. On all overseas flights,
transport planes carrying cargos
of ammunition, equipment, and so
forth are constantly under control
by radio communications.
The phrase "Air Forces communications" covers a thousand
factors. We deal principally with
radio between ground stations, between planes in the air and between
air and ground. We have developed
new equipment in the Air Forces
to cope with the problems of
weather, distance and natural interference.
Radio Laboratory
At Wright Field, Dayton, O., the
Aircraft Radio Laboratory has
been organized to handle all research and development, procurement, inspection, storage and issuance of aircraft radio and ground
radio used for navigational purposes.
As Army airplanes are operated
in all parts of the world, from
the frigid temperatures of the
poles to the torrid climate of the
equator, extensive tests must be
made to make sure that radio
equipment will give satisfactory operation under all conditions of altitude, temperature and climate.
These tests include flight tests in
order to determine the performance of equipment in the air and
also to locate and eliminate any
"bugs" which may develop. All
equipment is required to meet the
rigid standards of the Air Forces
which include extreme temperatures, high altitudes, ninety per
cent humidity, stringent electrical
and mechanical tests, and finally,
extensive flight tests of the equipment.
Radio equipment is also used in
connection with an automatic radio
compass which is now standard
equipment on bombardment and
transport airplanes. This device
makes navigation easy on routes
where ground direction finder stations are available. The pilot has
an indicator calibrated from zero
to 360 degrees, zero being from the
heading of the plane. To "home"

Success

on a radio station, the pilot keeps
the needle of the indicator on zero.
To take side bearings the desired
station is tuned in and the needle
swings automatically and points
towards the station indicating the
bearing between the heading of the
airplane and the airplane's station
line.
We must, of course, remember
that the enemy is also using radio.
Each side is seeking maximum efficiency of apparatus and proficiency
in its use.
Enemy Used Radio, Too
German signal equipment is good
and is being produced in large
quantities. But we believe we are
one step ahead of the enemy and
we intend to increase this lead. Research is pitted against research;
engineering against engineering ;
production against production.
Mindful of the tremendous importance and unlimited possibilities
of the radio electronic tube, research has concentrated on its development. Today there are hundreds of different tubes serving
many purposes. Radio research is
closely associated with the science
of electronics chemistry and
The weapons are infinitesimal
physics.
electrons, high frequency currents
and electric eyes that see at a distance. Increasing emphasis is being
placed on the use of radio airborne
and ground communication, navigation and detection devices. We
do things with radio that we
wouldn't have dreamed of two
years ago. By means of radio one
airplane is enabled to perform a
tactical mission which would require the use of several airplanes
not so equipped. As the airplane
has greatly intensified the uses of
radio in warfare, so has it placed
new and trying demands upon engineering and manufacturing.
In comparison to any other art to

in

War

receive new impetus from our war
effort the art of radio is demonstrating astonishing applications of
principles of which previously we
had only superficial knowledge.
Though it is too early to predict
the ultimate form these applications are taking, it can safely be
said that in addition to offering
great improvement in aerial operation they are opening wide avenues
of use in the field of broadcasting
and other civilian pursuits.
In this war, aviation is taking
the lead and is bearing the brunt
of the fighting. To accept this rule
our Air Forces must have the best
possible aircraft and equipment.
The airplane without proper equipment is of little value. It must have
guns, bombs, radio, navigational
equipment and many other items
which make up the modern fighting
machine. Without efficient radio
and its allied developments the
airplane cannot promptly report
what it sees, its orders cannot be
changed, it is denied valuable navigational aids and it cannot be properly directed in battle. Thus, no
matter how well the plane is designed, or how good its performance, our forces are severely handicapped unless their planes are
properly equipped with radio.
Must Have Radio
Aircraft without radio are badly
crippled. The information on the
enemy obtained by a flight of planes
must be transmitted promptly to
the officer in tactical command if it
is to be of value. It is readily evident that accurate information
promptly transmitted may be the
deciding factor in any operation
and may far outweigh in real value
the damage that the particular
flight of planes could possibly do
with bombs or other methods of
attack. Time and again we see a
numerically inferior force come
away with a smashing victory. Of(Continued on page 106)
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Navy's
Radio
Interests
Date
to
and inMarconi
our possessions be AmeriSEVEN-EIGHTHS of the world's
can owned and controlled and was
surface is covered by water. Today,
ation
Install
and
ng
Buildi
Equipment
responsible for the construction of
fighting ships of the U. S. Navy
Are Now
Huge
patrol a large part of these great
Activity
many high-power Naval transmitters. He furthered and inspired
seas and oceans. Radio communiradio research which led to adcation makes possible the coordiP. SASHOFF*
S.
By LT. COM.
nation of fleet and air arm activivanced developments in broadcastRadio Division, Bureau of Ships, Navy Dept.
ties all over the globe.
ing, direction finding and highture alone. A large part of this
Both the foreign owned and the
It is the medium through which
frequency communication.
effort, of course, is spent on work
private stations were taken over
the plans of grand strategy are
Serving in many capacities, he
for
the
Navy.
by the Navy when we entered the
instantly made known to the widely
became the first Radio Officer of
Oldtimers will recall that our
war in 1917 and either converted
scattered units of our Naval forces,
the Fleet in 1912, was placed in
to Government use or closed down.
Navy
has
been
interested
in
radio
to be translated into effective accharge of the Radio Division of
and vacuum tube apparatus since
At this time, too, the Navy asthe Bureau of Engineering (now
tion. Radio, thus, is a tactical weathe
first
work
of
Marconi,
that
it
sumed charge of the radio personpon of great importance to the
the Bureau of Ships) in 1915 and
fostered many early developments
nel and facilities for all GovernNavy. Its usefulness extends not
was appointed Director of Naval
in the field and was for years the
ment departments except the Army.
only to long distance communicaCommunications in 1928. In addibiggest user of such equipment.
tion but also to short range work
Research and development undertion to this work, he represented
went rapid acceleration.
This early period is worth rebetween the ships and planes of a
the United States as Delegate to
viewing if one is to trace the
From Wartime Necessity
modern task force. It may be rethe International Radio Confergrowth of Naval communications
called that the shelling of the Jean
ence at The Hague in 1929, Lisand
electronics
from
their
small
Among
the
many
contributions
Bart at Casablanca was directed by
bon
in 1934 and Bucharest in 1937.
to come out of wartime necessity
beginnings to the important part
radio from planes flying directly
In recent years Rear Admiral
were radio equipment designed for
over the battle zone.
they play at present.
Hooper has held the post of Head
aircraft
having
from
100
to
500
The
history
of
Naval
radio
dates
The Navy at present is taking
of the Radio Liaison Division, Ofmiles range; the directional loop
back to 1901 when it was proposed
advantage of the other uses of this
fice of the Chief of Naval Operaantenna for use as a navigational
to replace homing pigeons with
type of communication as well.
tions, and subsequently that of
aid
and
in
locating
enemy
stations,
wireless telegraphy. By 1903 work
Chances of sinking merchantmen
General
Consultant for Radio with
acoustic methods of detecting the
on wireless installations had begun.
and transports are improved
offices in New York City. In 1943 he
The year 1912 saw a number of
presence of submarines and radio
through being able to radio posiwas transferred to the retired list
telephone equipment.
stations ashore and afloat in operof the Navy.
tions. Smaller transmitting units,
During this period in the history
ation and the Navy, working in
installed on lifeboats and even
The many contributions made by
of Naval Radio there emerged a
close collaboration with private
rafts, are proving their value in
Rear
Admiral Hooper during his
man who today is Rear Admiral
concerns, engaged in many develthe saving of life at sea. EnterStanford
C.
Hooper,
U.
S.
N.,
opmental projects in the field. Out
tainment receivers aboard ships
period of active service form an imof this work came the adoption of
(Retired).
portant chapter in the history of racombine operating safety with
dio in the Navy. His foresight, and
In the course of his career, Rear
the arc and the Alexanderson alamusement and furnish a badly
that of the many prominent engineeded link to home for the sailor.
Admiral Hooper oi-ganized fleet
ternator systems. Out of this colneers and administrators who
radio communications, established
laboration came many original
Part of Electronics
worked
with him, was responsible
contributions to vacuum tube art.
discipline on the air and initiated
At
the
time
of
our
entry
into
the
Outside the field of radio comfor the high degree of Naval prethe plan for battle radio installations. He successfully advocated
paredness in electronic equipment
munications, but related to it, lie
first World War, the following stabefore the outbreak of this war.
that radio stations in this country
tions were in operation:
many broad applications of vacuum
tube apparatus. This neighboring
The Present Organization
U. S. Navy
field of which we hear so much
For
trans-Pacific communication
Cavite, P. I.
Several Naval departments are
today is the field of electronics.
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
at
present concerned in meeting
While radio was used to a quite
San Diego, California
the radio needs of the Fleet and
For
trans-Atlantic
communication
considerable extent during the last
Arlington, Virginia
Other services
war, electronics as such has only
Air Arm. Of these, the Naval ComDarien, Canal Zone
munication Service, under the Vice
recently come into its own. This is
Federal Telegraph Co.
Chief of Naval Operations, is
For
trans-Pacific communication
Lents, Oregon
reflected by the increasing rate at
charged with the administration of
S. San Francisco, California
which the Navy is purchasing nonthe operation of all United States
Heeia Point, Hawaii
communication electronic equipMarconi Company
Naval communication systems inment. Many of the new electronic
For
trans-Pacific communication
Bolinas, California
devices are so important to the war
Si
it
it
cluding radiotelegraph, radioteleKahuku, Hawaii
effort that they are held as closely
phone and radio direction finder.
For trans-Atlantic communication
New
Brunswick,
New
Jersey
guarded military secrets. Others,
The present Director of Naval
German Owned
Communications is Rear Admiral
less vital, still add to our striking
For trans-Atlantic communication
Sayville, Long Island
power and contribute to the effecJoseph Reasor Redman, U. S. N.
Other
tive running of our ships.
Admiral Redman was born at
Tuckerton, New Jersey
For trans-Atlantic communication
Grass Valley, California, April 17,
The Navy now uses to advantage such diverse apparatus as
1891, and was appointed to the
submarine and aircraft detection
Naval Academy from Nevada in
devices, improved radio direction
1910. After graduation he served
finders, intercommunication sysin the USS South Dakota and other
tems and controls for electromeships of the Pacific Fleet until
chanical apparatus — to name just
June 1916, when he joined the USS
a few.
Montana for torpedo instruction.
The design, construction, instalThat training was followed by sublation and maintenance of elecmarine instruction in the USS Fultronic equipment for all branches
ton.
of the armed services represents,
During the World War, he had
in both man-hours and dollars, one
duty in submarines, in the USS
of the largest of the present war
C-S,
in command of the USS C-5
activities. Some 500 plants, emand in the USS O-H. He completed
ploying about 200,000 men and
women, are engaged in manufacof instruca posttion ingraduate
Electricalcourse
Engineering
at
*The opinions expressed in this article
|"
are those of the author and should not he
i|ty„[ construed to reflect the opinion of the
Navy Department.
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Admirals Redman, Hooper; Capt. Dow
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Columbia University in 1921 and
after further instruction at Navy
(Continued on page 123)
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On the air 24 hours daily*, KXOK offers sponsors an opportunity to
economically reach and sell the rich St. Louis and Mississippi Valley
Market. Serving its listeners 24 hours daily with United Press and
International News Services, KXOK is working off shifts to present
radio programs that build a greater listening audience and move
merchandise. New low rates are now in effect for sponsors after
midnight, and mail on the "after midnight" shows has been received
from 47 of the 48 states. Let KXOK point the way to get more out
of your radio dollar when you spend it in the St. Louis and Mississippi Valley Market. KXOK is owned and operated by the St. Louis
Star-Times.

KXQK
ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI

*With the exception of a 3-hour
maintenance period on Wednesday.
Blue

Network

630

Kilocycles

5000

Watts

Full

T i nil

Two

Sponsors

Buy

Sardi's
Breakfast
Kellogg Pep, Hydrated Soup
on 130-Plus BLUE Stations
POPULARITY with advertisers on
the West Coast of the BLUE program Breakfast at Sardi's will be
repeated on a national network basis May 3 when Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, and Alaska Pacific Salmon Co., Seattle, take over consecutive portions of the half-hour fiveweekly show. The program was
started October 1941, on 13 Pacific
BLUE stations, and was given a
national audience in August 1942.
The BLUE introduced then a second presentation of the series, 1111:30 a.m., EWT, with both parts
originating from the famous Hollywood restaurant.

Blossoms

Kellogg began sponsoring 5-minute participations for Pep on the
show Jan. 4 and under the new contract increases its promotion for

Galore!

Pep by sponsoring the 11:15-11:30
a.m. portion on 130 stations, extending from the Eastern coast
through the Rocky Mountain area.
Agency
is Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York.

50,190

FRUIT

Sold

Minute Man Soup, to be promoted on the first quarter-hour of the
program on 134 stations, is manufactured by Alaska Pacific Salmon
Co., a subsidiary of Skinner & Eddy
Corp., and is the first dehydrated
soup to be radio advertised on a
national basis. Compton Adv., New
York, handles the Eastern half of
the account for Wm. S. Scull Inc.,
Camden, distributing agent for
Alaska Pacific, and J. William
Sheets, Seattle, handles the Western portion in behalf of Alaska
Pacific.

TREES

as a result

of

eight 15-minute
broadcasts

Just

More
of

ASK

Convincing

Power

to

A

BLAIR

JOHN

Proof

Pull!

MAN

Both Kellogg and Alaska Pacific
will continue their 5-minute participations in the Pacific Coast
Sardi's. As an appropriate sendoff
to the expanded schedules of the
two advertisers, the BLUE will
present a "preview" of the program May 1, 7:30-8 p.m.
Serious

50,0

DO

WATTS

// It's a Fort Industry

Station, You

Can

Bank

on It!

Mistake,

Miller

Says of Food Meet Ban
JOINING the chorus of newspaper criticism of the Administration's edict barring news coverage
of the United Nations Food Conference at Hot Springs, May 18,
NAB President Neville Miller last
week characterized the action "a
serious mistake". Radio newscasters and the press, under current
plans, will not be permitted to
cover the conference largely at the
instance
of the White House, it is
understood.
Declaring the conference was of
great importance to the public and
is not military in character, President Miller pointed out that radio
and the press working under voluntary censorship "have demonstrated that they can be relied upon
not to release information giving
aid and comfort to the enemy."
He added the right of the poeple
to the remainder of the information "coming out of such a conference must not be abridged."
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Work Glutton
"YOU'RE a day early," said
Edward Obstrist, WFIL program director, on meeting Elwood Childs, whom he had
hired as an announcer, in the
corridor. "No I'm not,"
Childs replied.
engineer." Seemed"I'm
that anLouis
E. Littlejohn, the Philadelphia station's chief engineer, had also interviewed
Childs and had hired him.
Childs, learning the shifts
were different, figured he
would do both jobs. Arbitration awarded the work glutton to Littlejohn.

EVENING

AUDIENCE

IS VP 1 1 %— HOOPER
AVERAGE AUDIENCE for commercial evening network programs
has increased 11% over a year ago,
according to the April 15 report on
"National Program Ratings," released by C. E. Hooper Inc., New
York. Average audience index is i
shown at 10.7 in the current report.
The "Available Audience Index,"
also released in the Hooper ratings
report, stands at 79.7, marking the
highest record for April for the
number of people "at home and
awake." Also reaching a new high
was the total number of sponsored
network evening shows rated byl._
Hooper — 124, or three more than
a year tional
ago. increase
Therein was
a fracthe also
number
of
hours occupied by sponsored network programs, bringing the total
to 78 y2. Only 18.6% of the programs reported on showed significant losses compared with the last
at 49.6%.
report.
A year ago, the figure stood
Fibber McGee and Molly rank
first in the April 15 report on
"First 15" evening programs, while
Bob Hope takes second place and
Charlie McCarthy third. Radio Theatre is fourth on the list. Other
evening programs in order of their
rating follow: Aldrich Family,
Walter Winchell, Frank MorganFanny Brice, Mr. District Attorney, Jack Benny, Rudy Vallee,
Take It or Leave It, Kay Kyser, i
Screen Guild Players, Eddie Cantor, Truth or Consequences. Red
Skelton heads the list of programs
broadcast after 10:30 p.m. [EWT]

Coast

Chain

News

McMAHAN
FURNITURE Co.,
Santa Monica, Cal. (retail chain),
on April 15 started sponsoring a
six-weekly quarter-hour commenPhil McHugh
— News Analyst,
on 5 tary,
Don
Lee California
stations '
(KHJ KPMC
KFRE KFXM
KYOS), Monday through Saturday, 7:30-7:45 a.m. (PWT). Contract is for 52 weeks. Firm in addition sponsors a daily quarter-hour
early morning commentary featuring Fleetwood Lawton on KFI and
KECA, Los Angeles, with transcribed version of that program six
times weekly on KERN, Bakersfield, and KMJ, Fresno, Cal. Newscasts and spot announcements are
also being used on other California
stations. M.C.M. Agency, Santa
Monica, Cal., has the account.
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GEORGIA!

COLUMBUS
WRBL-

CBS

ALBANY
WGPC-CBS

In

Georgia's
Big-Four
CountiesOf Fulton and DeKalb
(Atlanta), Muscogee
(Columbus), and Dougherty (Albany)
POPULATION
Increased

from 583,900

662,035

in 1943*— raising their

percentage
from

of Georgia's

18.69%

to

RETAIL
From

1941

in 1940

L

WAT

to

ATLANTA

population

21.65%

WR

SALES

to

1942,

these

BL

four

COLUM

BUS

counties' percentage of Georgia's
total retail sales increased from
3 7.2

6 %

EFFECTIVE
From

1941

to

3 9.5

BUYING
to 1942,

3 %

POWER
these

four

counties' percentage of Georgia's
total Effective Buying Power increased from
3 3.7

8 %

to

3 7 .3

5 %

* This figure taken from the actual count of No. 2
Ration Book, distributed in March 1943.
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No

Rules

for

Breakfast

at

TO REGISTER a success in ra- O
f
rr£>*<fu I ^lli'tiff
Tc
fjl j» Ru/^
dio, as in anything else, the rule MJM>1>
J WLtCooJ
M<t> OCtllf lg
lo
HIC
1VWI-C
is to follow established success
y^v
T7^
/^i
^. T3
^ J
^.
patterns. Notwithstanding, the sueVJX\ A* atHXOttS V^OdSt DTOCXClCClSC
cess story of Breakfast at Sardi's
is based primarily on one thing:
By
JOHN
MASTERSON
Tossing rulebooks out the window!
Manager, Breakfast at Sardi's
Back in January 1941, 60 houseHollywood
wives were invited to have breakfast one morning at Sardi's famed en to San Francisco's Civic Auditorof a host of well-known longtime
restaurant at Hollywood and Vine, ium— the greatest audience ever to
favorites on all networks of the

SardVs
Coast, Skinner & Eddy Corp. (Minute Man
soup),
realized early
during its sponsorship the selling
possibilities of the program. Breneman sold so much soup for the
firm that its vice-president, Mr.
Seaborn, asked that strength
°^
commercials Du eased up
temporarily. With the unprecedented volume increase, the company
couldn't supply the demand!

While they were having their sec- ^Sovy. &
™
*
ond cup of coffee, a big, easy- ^ Hooper
that exactly doubled
going chap introduced himself as from May to August of last year.
Tom Breneman and started a flow Sponsoring product sales increases

West Coast0ne morninS in late July. the
Mail pull prowess is based on head of Kerr Glass Mfg. Corp.,
not one but numerous instances. Los Angeles
(Mason jars, caps,
For example, one morning Brene- lids), was a breakfast guest at

of relaxing jocular conversation. °_gtsaS hlgh aS 300^° 111 some mar"
In the remarks,
middle of an
his laugh-prov Mail pull
prowessup in
capable,
voking
announcer example,
of piling
excess for
of
stepped to a mike, signed the break- 70,000 requests for a simple canning
fast party on the air and thus bo2|^e^' aft.er 24 announcements.
inaugurated
the daily morning
b°£*10 n o fX™^;™ 6
6

man asked his listeners if they
would
a coffee they
he recommended. He buy
suggested
write him,

program over KFWB, Hollywood.
Meanwhile, Tom had picked up a
hand mike and was walking around
the tables, chatting with the ladies,
letting his and the guests' remarks

'though* lr elk fait at * Sardi's
went on the Paciflc Coast BLUE
in October 1941, because of the
broadcast time changes it didn't
rp~piVp « TTnnr.PT- ratine- until thp

from listeners, pledging the pur- g^™jn^^
^aRt?g™
chase of more than 14,000 lbs. of £m» there was a ver* 'brief mention
coffee. On another occasion — dur- 0f Kerr's free booklet, the Modern
m£ nve broadcasts in the first week Homemaker. This two second plug
of July 1942— Breneman announced brought in over 3,000 inquiries,

fall where they might.
Flouts Success Pattern

April.6May ^^eport. This is how
a _ "baby
poll" under
and asked
years
three women
children
Wltn
the Hooper picture unfolded:
Sets in Rating % Lis- of age to write him giving the
Report
Use
teners child's name. With no inducement

That was the way it began, and

Sardi's. What happened that morning
in a letter
sentand
by later
J. F.is related
Kerr, advertising
pledging themselves to buy "at manager of Kerr Corp.
least one pound". From three re- As you know, Mrs. Alexander H.
quests he received 7889 answers Kerr, president of Kerr Glass Mfg.

^3^,^
£
tnrougn this experience, that
lievej
our best bet for covering the homemaking market was the very popular

that's the way it has gone now
11
III these five requests brought
^'broadcistin- over
for more than two years. There ~=j[t6
__u.7 3 5
;..e letters. 6820
tto
rin^u^lOoft» date
isn't a corps of producers sema- Aug."-sept.
4.2 30.3
Terrific Selling
we have received over 60,000 rephoring wildly in the usual Holly- That steady climb has now
One of Breakfast at Sardi's first quests for the free booklet offer and
are stiU c°minS in strong. These
wood tradition. Nor are there bulky placed Breakfast at Sardi's ahead participating sponsors on the West
60,000 requests represent a large mabv the tradisrrints ene-inppred

Since its modest beginning and
throughout its still modest history,
the program — on the local as well
as Pacific Coast broadcasts has
turned in such interesting miscellaneous statistics as theseA total of more than 650 000 letters
and cards received.
'
A request backlog that makes it
harder to get tickets to Breakfast at
Sardi's than to any other program in
Hollywood.
A record of attracting 13,087 wornPage
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PREVIEWING PROGRAM are this New York agency executive and Program to include four A"zona
wife, with production staff standing by during recent broadcast of the stations
(K1AK
K.VUA
^ ~7
So a Saturday broadsix-weekly BLUE Breakfast at Sardi's, half -hour cooperatively spon- KYUM).
sored series. Kellogg Co. (Pep), through Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, cast was added. Stokely Bros. & Co.
(Van Camp's Tenderoni) is another
on ^ay 3 starts sponsoring 15 minutes of that program on 130 BLUE
stations, Monday through Friday, 11-11:30 a.m. (EWT). Firm in addi- Saturday sponsor. Calavo Growers
tion currently sponsors a five-minute unit in the West Coast repeat of 0f California (avocados), has just
that show five times per week, on 13 ; BLUE Pacific stations, Monday concluded twice-weekly participathrough .Friday , 9:30-10 a.m (PWT). Smiling quintet (1 to r) are (seat- .
. th
am on the 13
ed) Dwight Mills, New York executive vice-president and radio director
p ifi ,taHn..
r^ul^ ^*"u»=>of Kenyon & Eckhardt, agency servicing the Kellogg Co. account; Mrs.
Mills; Tom Breneman, m.c. of the show; (standing) Carl Pierce, Holly- Thus a program that began as
wood producer of the series, and Charles Lewin, BLUE producer.
(Continued on page 126)
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CIAA
Elmer

Davis

Senators
Judiciary
Of OWI

Meets

at Unique
Committee

Chief

in Handling

Senators Silent
After Mr. Sherwood had explained OWI's propaganda work in
North Africa, including an admission that no medium wave broadcasts were yet reaching enemy
territory from there, the session
was opened to general questioning,
in what Mr. Davis calls "The War
Against OWI." Although nine Senators were at the table, none asked
any questions.
Mr. Davis reaffirmed his position
of last week that OWI would not
sacrifice fact for ballyhoo in dealing with the public. He distributed
a statement on operating policies
of the Domestic Branch which said
in part, "all facts must be presented accurately and in proper
proportion. Emotional appeals of
the type usually associated with
promotional activities are not applicable to war problems."
Commenting on the resignation
recently of 15 writers from the
Domestic Branch, Mr. Davis said he
felt they were excited at the time,
and that they were wrong in saying
OWI would sacrifice fact for effect.
He said the organization was content to be judged by its output.
Replies to Taft
At one point in the conference,
which dealt with almost every
aspect of OWI activities, Mr. Davis
pointedly remarked that Sen. Taft
(R-O.) was misinformed in his attacks on the agency. Early in the
week, Sen. Taft had introduced two
resolutions, (SRes.-140, SRes.-141)
requiring OWI to file with the Senate "propaganda" sent to troops
and foreign countriees.
The OWI chief remarked that
OWI sent no propaganda to troops,
and only carefully selected infor58
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To

Newsmen

mation to other countries. He said
that the directives governing broadcasts abroad were approved by the
State Dept., and the War and Navy
Dept., and that content of programs conformed to these directives.

in challenging
he
remarked. our waste of paper,"
4th Term— "Hot Air"
Asked how much political news
was sent abroad in news broadcasts to the armed forces, Mr.
Davis said none at all. He remarked
that there was no political news at
this time, "fourth term talk being
nothing but hot air on both sides."
The statement on operating policies of the Domestic Branch also
said that OWI is not charged with
maintaining morale; that OWI has
no authority to make Government
policy except in dissemination of
information; that OWI could not
at any time say that any infoi'mation cannot be printed or broadcast; that OWI will not curtail the
open-door policy that enables reporters to reach news sources in
the Government.
In the Senate last week, OWI had
been subiected to criticism by both
Senator Taft, and Senator Wheeler
(D-Mont.), chairman of the Interstate Commerce Committee, which
originates radio legislation. In introducing his two resolutions, Sen.
Taft declared that "ugly rumors
are abroad that much of this shortwave broadcasting is futile and
idiotic and very inferior to that of
other nations. It is said that some
of it is Communist and some of it
is Fascist and that much of it tries
to play European politics, about
which we know nothing."
Senator Wheeler, commenting on
a disagreement between Mr. Davis
and Rubber Czar William Jeffers
said he would be glad to see OWI
abolished, for "this would be a
blessing to the country".
Elsewhere, Rep. Woodruff (RMich.) said in the House that OWI
was destroying the morale of the
Polish people, and preparing them
to accept partition of their country. Mr. Davis said statements like
Rep. Woodruff's were instigated by
partisan groups of exiles from occupied countries who were angry
because OWI did not play their
politics.

Latin

Men

America
Made

for Disc

Programs on Mexican Border
TO CHECK the effectiveness of the
radio activities of the Coordinator
of Inter-American Affairs and to
consult with the CIAA fieldmen
working in Latin America for the
past several months, four executives of the CIAA radio division
will make survey tours of the various Latin American republics and
report their findings prior to the
start of the division's new fiscal

Technique

Returning to the Taft Resolutions, Mr. Davis said OWI would
be glad to submit its broadcast material to the Senate, except that
there are 2500 radio scripts a day,
"and we would have to ask the
Senate to intercede with ODT to
get a couple of freight cars to ship
them down here. If we made enough
copies of these scripts to satisfy
everyone who wanted to read them,
the Senate would probably be right

Radio

Arrangements

Conference

Sits In to Study

SOMETHING new in the line of
investigating techniques was tried
in Washington last Wednesday
when the Senate Judiciary Committee sat in on an Elmer Davis
press conference to learn how the
OWI chieftain handled his relations with the radio and press
corps.
The session was held by mutual
agreement of Sen. Van Nuys (DInd.), chairman of the Committee,
and Mr. Davis, after Sen. O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.) had introduced a
resolution authorizing the Judiciary Committee to look into
methods and practices of Government agencies relative to the control of information.
With more than 100 newsmen
present, Mr. Davis conducted the
conference according to his custom. He reviewed military developments, then introduced Robert E.
Sherwood, Director of OWI Overseas Activities, who described his
recent duties in South Africa.
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Reporters,

A GOOD BEGINNING for Hugh
Feltis, new manager of KOIL,
Omaha, and Arthur Weaver, former KOIL general sales manager,
who recently started his own advertising agency. Mr. Feltis signs
his first contract, offered by Mr.
Weaver, handling his first account.
WSJS
WITH

VPS
NO

TO 5 KW.
FANFARE

WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C, began operating last week on new
power of 5,000 watts and simultaneously began its fourteenth
year of operation. No special cerewere scheduled,
station's
owners, moniesthe
Piedmont thePublishing
Co., holding that all efforts should
be continued in behalf of the war
effort.
Station also opened a new transmitter building seven miles north
of Winston-Salem. Original 100watt transmitter was atop the
Journal and Sentinel office, operating on 1310 kc. Studios were on the
building's
floor.WSJS
StudiosRadio
now
are housedsecond
in the
Center completed two years ago.
of WSJS's
alsoHighlights
include affiliation
withoperation
CBS in
1932; assumption of presidency of
Piedmont Publishing Co., by Gordon Gray in 1937; affiliation with
NBC in 1940; authority to shift
from 1310 to 600 kc. in 1941.

New Amos 'n Andy Show
Booked by Lever Bros.
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass.
(Rinso), through Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York, in mid-April completed negotiations for a new weekly half-hour series featuring Freeman F. Gosden and Charles J. Correll
who
portrays
Andy,
respectively.
With Amos
network'n' as
yet
undesignated, program is scheduled
to start late in September. Format
will include film guest stars, it was
understood. Team on Feb. 14 last
by mutual agreement discontinued
their nightly quarter-hour series
after five years under sponsorship
of Campbell Soup Co. Faced with
restriction of can supplies, that
firm decided a weekly half-hour
broadcast would be more feasible,
and submitted plans to the comedy
stars. Latter declined to change
program format at that time and
agreed to terminate their contract
[Broadcasting, Feb. 1].
BROADCASTING

First to go this week will be Wilfred S. Roberts of the radio proyear.
gramming division in New York,
who will visit Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia. In May,
Walter Krause of the Washington
office, will travel to the Dominican
Republic, Haiti, Cuba and Venezuela. A week later, Don Francisco,
Director of the CIAA radio division, will visit the Hollywood Office,
followed by a tour of Mexico,
Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Panama.
When each of these men has returned, either William Hillpot, director of the New York radio office, or John Ogilvie, assistant to
Mr. Francisco, will visit Brazil,
Uruguay and Paraguay.
The CIAA also announced last
week that it had made arrangements in cooperation with the OWI,
ASCAP, SESAC, AFRA and the
AFM, to send five specially transcribed programs to 30 American
stations located on or near the Mexican border for broadcast to Spanish and Mexican speaking peoples
in those districts. Programs are
Eljuventude Combattente [fighting
youth], Alejandro Sux Habla,
[commentary by Mr. Sux], El Verdadero Enemigo [this is our enemy], El Radioteatro de America
[dramatizations],
and Contra Espionage [counter spy].
Paramount Plans
PARAMOUNT Pictures Inc., for
two years a leader in pre-selling
films by tieups with sponsored
network programs, is slated to
reach for new peaks on future
products. An extensive radio preselling campaign is planned for the
picture "China" with decision based
on box office aide such exploitation
gave "Star Spangled Rhythm" and
"Road to Morocco". Currently
"Happy-Go-Lucky" and "Reap the
Wild Wind" are getting heavy air
plugs. Martin Lewis, formerly
editor of Movie Radio Guide, is in
charge
of radio exploitation for
Paramount.

Lt. Col. Pierre Lorillard
LT. COL. PIERRE LORILLARD
(retired), 61, of the Lorillard
family long associated with the tobacco company of that name, died
April 18, at Tuxedo Park, N. Y.
Last of the family to be active in
the affairs of P. Lorillard Co., New
York, was
Col. Lorillard's
father,
Pierre Lt.
Lorillard
Sr.
•
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Sponsor

MEAT
TAXI

PACKERS. SHOE DEALERS,
COMPANIES, BAKERS, FINANCE COMPANIES, PRODUCE
DEALERS . . . are among the sponsors
of MUSICAL CLOCK ... 5 times
weekly.

LAUNDRIES. MEAT PACKERS,
COAL COMPANIES, FUNERAL
HOMES, PAINT STORES, OPTOMETRISTS, GROCERY CHAINS ... are
among the sponsors of CHURCH IN
THE WILDWOOD ... 5 times a week.

RADIO DEALERS, INSURANCE
BROKERS, STEEL MILLS, UTILITIES, BANKS, NEWSPAPERS, JEWELERS .. . are among the sponsors of
CONCERT HALL OF THE AIR . . .
3 times weekly.

MUSIC COMPANIES, DEPARTMENT
STORES, HOME SUPPLY COMPANIES, FUEL COMPANIES, CLOTHING STORES, FURNITURE STORES,
UTILITIES . . . are among the sponsors
of ALLEN ROTH and the SYMPHONY OF MELODY ... 3 times a week.

WOMEN'S SHOPS, BOTTLERS,
CLOTHING STORES, JEWELERS,
RESTAURANTS, FOOD MARKETS,
FURNITURE AND DEPARTMENT
STORES . . . are among the sponsors of
popular THESAURUS
DANCE Kaye,
ORCHESTRAS such as Sammy
Xavier Cugat, Lawrence Welk. Dick
Jurgens. Tony Pastor and Vincent Lopez ... 1 to 5 times a week.

CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES,
LAUNDRIES, DEPARTMENT
STORES, GAS COMPANIES, COAL
COMPANIES. MOTOR SERVICE
COMPANIES, MEDICAL SUPPLY
HOLTSES . . . are among the sponsors of
NORMAN CLOUTIER and his MEMORABLE MUSIC . . . twice a week.

CONFERENCE
HOUSE,

April

CHICAGO

26th -29th

"national broadcasting company
A Radio Corporation of America Service
RCA Building, Radio City, New York • Merchandise Mart, Chicago
Trans-Lux Building, Washington, D. C. • Sunset S Vine, Hollywood

Future
of FM-Armstrong
(Continued from page 26)
ceivers was pointed to as additional
proof thereof. The reason for the
way the average listener set the
tone control was, of course, that he
wanted to exclude the distortion
and noise prevalent in the upper
frequency ranges of the reproduction. The error was made, however,
of passing judgment on the state
of the listener's auditory perceptions, instead of examining: the deficiencies of amplitude modulation
systems.
The failure to recognize the fact
that FM systems may be made with
much lower distortion than AM
systems is still quite widespread,
as shown by the absence of any
appreciation of this difference in a
recent textbook devoted to the subject of Frequency Modulation. On
this subject some of the engineering profession might well have
paid more attention to the enthusiastic comment of our master conductors on FM reproduction, rather
than to place reliance solely on its
measuring instruments and on
theories imperfectly understood.
Surprise Performance
A second error was in the failure
of the communications branch of
the industry to realize the efficiency with which programs could be
relayed to and between mountaintops by very high frequency FM
links. The performance of the Boston-Mount Asnebumskit relay was
a rather startling surprise to the
proponents of wire line transmission. Experience has proven these
links far superior to wire transmission and infinitely less costly.
Their effectiveness is still underestimated.
It is not generally known that
for well over a year a regional FM
network has been set up and operated from Alpine to Mt. Washington several times a week. (Alpine,
Meriden, Paxton, Mt. Washington
and Schenectady.)
The program on which all stations are linked originates at the
Muzak station in New York. Various interchanges comprising a
smaller number of these stations
occupy several hours of time daily.
Despite the fact that in all but one
instance reception and retransmission is accomplished by going down
to audio on the incoming signal and
remodulating a transmitter on the
outgoing signal, the quality on the
far end of the link is superior to
wire line transmission.
At the Meriden station, however,
there has been in use for several
years a frequency conversion system which changes the incoming
frequency of Alpine to the transmission frequency of W65H. This
current is then amplified up to excite the power amplifier stages of
W65H. Operation has been so reliable that remotely controlled relays of this type are engineering
possibilities.
With this historical background
of the record of difficulties overcome and of a widespread industry
Page
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and public acceptance, it is easy for
anyone to form his own judgment
of what will happen in the postwar period. The difficulties which
have been overcome, whether real
or fancied, were of a nature that
required time and effort. Such problems as remain are principally
those of degree and involve manufacturing technique rather than invention or pioneer mountaintop engineering of the type so brilliantly
carried out by de Mars.
With sufficient wave lengths
available, so as to accommodate
every community capable of supporting astation, the way is opened
for a mass production of moderate
powered broadcasting transmitters
on a scale that has never been
dreamed of. This is bound to result
in substantial reductions of initial
costs. The ever increasing reliability of operation of the FM type
of transmitter means an ever decreasing cost of maintenance and
operation. Transmitters in the
lower power class, remotely controlled from the studio, are engineering possibilities.
In respect to tube cost, it may be
a matter of more than passing interest to note that the latest design
power amplifier tubes at the Alpine
transmitter gave a life of 8500 and
8600 hours respectively. For 5000
hours of their life these tubes were
operated at 40 kilowatts output;
during the remaining part of their
life they were operated at 30 kilo-

W41MM—

LAND

"A MILE-and-a-quarter high, in
the Land of the Sky." So is described the transmitter of W41MM,
North Carolina's frequency modulation station, atop Clingman's
Peak adjacent to Mt. Mitchell,
6,600 feet above sea level, and the
country's highest FM transmitter.
W41MM, operating as an affiliate of WSJS, Winston-Salem, is
owned by Gordon Gray, president
of the Piedmont Publishing Company, licensee of WSJS. Gray is
now on leave of absence as a lieutenant in the United States Army,
stationed at Fort Benning, Georgia. He had enlisted as a buck private a year ago when 33. Harold
Essex, managing director of WSJS,

watts. The initial model of these
tubes cost twice as much as the
present one and the guarantee was
limited to 1000 hours at plate voltage of 9000. Fifty percent higher
voltages can now be effectively
used, with many times the guaranteed life. This very substantial improvement has come about as a result of expenditures of a very
minor nature.
Program Costs Lowered
Even reduction in the cost of
programming is in sight. It will not
take too long to put into effect those
improvements in the technique of
transcription recordings that had
progressed so favorably before
Pearl Harbor and which, in those
areas where live shows cannot be
put on, will furnish a satisfactory
and inexpensive substitute.
To the question of the availability
and cost of receivers, it is not necessary to give a moment's thought.
With the standards now set by the
FCC, with most of the receiver
manufacturers now thoroughly experienced in FM set design, and
with the new mass production techniques now being learned, it will
be the story of the Superheterodyne
all over again — a receiver suitable
for every pocketbook.
An enormous replacement demand is being built up daily, both
by general obsolescence and the
breakdown of sets. It is certain
that most of these sets will be replaced by FM-AM combinations.
With the increase in the number of
FM receivers, it follows automatically that it will no longer be pos-

OF

THE

SKY'

serves in the same capacity for
W41MM.
The FM outlet is programmed
from studios in Winston-Salem
with programs beamed the 116 airline miles to Clingman's Peak by
a 25-watt ST link operating on 337
megacycles. Present operating
schedule is six hours daily, seven
days a week, from 4 to 10 p.m.,
EWT. Authorized for 50,000 watts,
W41MM is broadcasting on a reduced power of 3,000 watts for the
duration by special authorization of
the FCC. Programs include local
originations, transcriptions and
NBC sustainings. A recent survey
has shown approximately 3,000 FM
receivers in the present coverage
area of the station.

BROADCASTING

Watchman Free
HERE IS one Victory Garden in which not a bean, not
a pea, will be bothered by
prowlers or even a casual
kleptomaniac. WCCO engineers at Anoka, Minn., have
had plowed 20,000 square feet
of transmitter ground for
everything ranging from
radishes to potatoes. Since
the grounds are guarded 24
hours a day and have powerful searchlights as an added
protection — it is safe to say
not
a single scallion will be
filched.

sible to withhold the popular programs from FM stations. The listener will determine that.
The one field which is not yet on
a solid engineering and commercial
basis is the rebroadcasting and relaying field. Herein exists great
opportunity for ingenuity in working out the interchange and relaying of programs within regions.
Apparatus for covering substantial
areas can be quickly supplied. Long
links will take more time.
Surprises in Store
The industry will unquestionably
accept as self-evident these things
which have been here set down.
Were I to make any predictions,
however (and they would be made
entirely on the basis of work carried out before the war), it would
be that the ease with which relaying can be accomplished and the
excellence of the performance will
be the next surprise. The difficulties
are of quite a different order from
those encountered in the relaying
of television programs.
In the original paper presented
before the Institute of Radio Engineers in 1935 the following statement appears:
"The conclusion is inescapable
that it is technically possible to
furnish a broadcast service over
the primary areas of the stations
of the present-day broadcast system which is very greatly superior
to that now rendered by these stations. This superiority will increase
as methods of dealing with ignition
noise, either at its source or at the

receiver, are improved."
The conclusion is likewise inescapable that within five post-war
years the existing broadcast system will be largely superseded.
Philco

Output

Rockets

PRODUCTION of radio and elec-J
tronic equipment and other war
materials
increased
eight times!
over production in the corresponding period last year, according to
James T. Buckley, president of
Philco Corp., following the annual
meeting in Philadelphia last week
He pointed out that Philco subcon-|
tracted with or purchased from
other producers over 50% of its
total Government radio billings in]
the last five months of 1942, orders
being placed with about 600 companies. At the annual meeting the I
number of directors were reduced
from 17 to 16 and present directors \
were re-elected for the ensuing ;

year.•
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AMERICA'S

is

TALLEST

RADIO

TOWER

The BIG AGGIE Station has done it again! To better
serve the midwest farmer, WNAX is now broadcasting
from its new 927-foot tower. ..higher than a 90-story
building... the tallest in America.
This important Columbia outlet has long served an
area embracing nearly four million people in Iowa,
Minnesota, Nebraska and the Dakotas. Four out of five
of them are farmers... tillers of the soil. ..producing food
that will help win the war... and the peace.
Now with America's Tallest Radio Tower, and a
five-fold increase in night-time power, additional thousands can hear WNAX . . . and receive the war-time service that it affords.
Farms
Workers.
America's
powerful

are vital Defense Plants. Farmers are Defense
It is to them . . . that WNAX proudly dedicates
Tallest Radio Tower... and its potent, more
voice.
'The Billion Dollar Market'
SIOUX CITY
YANKTON
Represented by
the Katz Agency

570 ON
YOUR DIAL
Affiliated
with
C.B.S.
5000 WATTS
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YEARBOOK

THE list that follows, though
mostly made up of changes and additions that occurred since publication of the 1943 Yearbook number,
will also serve to correct several
typographical errors and omissions.
This information is based mostly on
stories and items in the weekly issues of Broadcasting and as reported to us by the concerns involved. Since changes, particularly
in personnel, are now extremely
frequent, the most satisfactory way
of keeping your Yearbook data upto-date is to make these changes
from the information carried in the
magazine from week to week.
Page 32— Headquarters Staff, NAB, insert
Walt Dennis, news and information chief ;
Willard D. Egolf, assistant to the president and director of public and industry
relations. Under Board of Directors,
(District 3) delete Isaac D. L?vy, inserting Roy F. Thompson, WFBG, Altoona,
Pa. Show James W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL,
Columbus, Ga., replacing Frank King,
District 5.
Page 64 — William G. Rambeau Co., New
York office. Paul S. Wilson replaces
Dana F. Baird. Under Reynolds-Fitzgerald Inc., New York office, eliminate
Harry D. Reynolds.
Page 65 — Weed & Co., Hollywood address
should read 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Lincoln Simonds replacing Haan J. Tyler
as manager.
Pages 73-156 — News services in Directory
of Broa leasting Stations of the United
States, PA should read AP.
Page 76 — Chief Engineer for KGER, Long
Beach, is Lon Oakley. Delete Loyd
Sigmon as chief engineer of KMPC,
Beverly Hills. A. V. Bamford succeeds
Philip G. Lasky as general manager of
KROW, Oakland, and Mercedes Prosser
is program director.
Page 78 — Insert Don Searle as general
manager cf KGO, San Francisco. Ray
Buffum is program director of KPO, San
Francisco. Edward J. Jansen replaces
Lincoln Dellar as general manager of
KSFO, San Francisco. Mrs. Janet Franke
becomes program director of KYA. San
Francisco. Delete Ken Peters and Jess
Jones of KTMS, Santa Barbara, inserting Frank Weltmer as program director.
Page 80 — Delete Austin Williams and
Elmer Fondren under KLZ, Denver,
showing Pete Smythe as program director and Roger Rambeaux as promotion manager. Under WTIC, Hartford,
Leonard J. Patricelli is program director.
Page 82— Change WJSV. Washington, to
WTOP and show Martin D. Wickett as
program director. Under WOL, Washington, Henry V. Seay is commercial
manager. Carleton D. Smith succeeds
John H. Dodge as commercial manager
of WRC, Washington. Change WFTM,
Ft. Myers, Fla. to WAAC.
Page 84 — Insert Headley-Reed as representatives for WAGA, Atlanta. Delete Blair.
Show Charles McClure as promotion
manager of WSB, Atlanta.
Page 88 — WIND. Gary, Ind. Fred Willson
becomes program director. Under WJJD,
delete Al Hollender as program director.
Delete all particulars on WJWC, Hammond, Ind., now off the air.
Page 92— WTAD, Quincy, III., delete Jack
Sexton as program director. Delete Alva
E. Smith, chief engineer, of WOWOWGL, Fort Wayne. Delete all particulars on WJWC, Hammond, Ind. Change
program
director of WIBC, Indianapolis,
to
Bert Julian.
Page 94— As network for WLBC, Muncie,
Ind., insert CBS. L. von Linder replaces
Don Inman for WMT, Cedar Rapids. Ia.
Delete Robert D'llon as commercial manager of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines. Change
licensee of WKBB. Dubuque, la., to Dubuque Broadcasting Co. and delete Walter
E. Klauer as chief owner.
Page 96 — Robert K. Lindsley replaces Ray
Linton at KFBI, Wichita. Change licensee
of KVAK. Atchison, Kan. to S. H. Patterson, showing S. H. Patterson as
chief owner and Norwood Patterson as
chief engineer.
Page 98 — Show L. D. Newman as general
manager of WCMI, Ashland, Ky. G. F.
Bauer
as commercial manager of WINN,
Louisville.
Page 100 — Show Arthur Owens as general manager of WRDO, Augusta, Me.
Albert W. Smith is commercial manager
and Linwo?d T. Pitman promotion manager of WCSH, Portland. Me. Insert
CBS as network for WFMD, Frederick,
Page
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CHANGES

Md. Show Lew Walker promotion manager of WCOP, Boston.
Page 102 — Burn-Smith represents WEIM,
Fitchburg, Mass., and Earle Clement is
general manager instead of Milton H.
Meyers. Horace W. Nichols succeeds
James L. Spates as general manager of
WHAI, Greenfield, Mass., with Ann
Erickson replacing Warren M. Greenwood, and Hugh Ralston becoming chief
engineer. Under WORC, Worcester,
eliminate CBS. Eliminate NBC under
WTAG, Worcester.
Page 104 — Burn-Smith represents WJLB,
Detroit. Delete all particulars on WASH,
Grand Rapids.
Page 106 — Dick Loughrin is program director of KYSM, Mankato, Minn. Harry
MeTigue is program director of WLOL,
Minneapolis. Insert MBS as network for
WCBI, Columbus, Miss., and change
frequency to 1340 kc. Change program
director of KDAL, Duluth, to C. Alden
Baker, and promotion manager to June
Lange.
Page 108 — Insert Dave Brown as promotion manager of KCMO, Kansas City.
Dave Mars is promotion manager of
KXOK, St. Louis.
Page 110 — Delete Biddick as representative
of KFBB, Great Falls, Mont. Delete Don
Searle in the listings for KFAB, and
KFOR, Lincoln, and KOIL, Omaha.
Lyle DeMoss is program director of
WOW, Omaha. Show Hugh Feltis as
general manager of KOIL, Omaha.
Page 112— Delete Radio Adv. under WKNE,
Keene, N. H., showing Headley-Reed as
representatives. Martin Avery replaces
Earle Clement at WLNH, Laconia. N. H.
Show Charles Baltin as promotion manager and Theodore Gemp as chief engineer of WHOM, Jersey City. Sidney
Flamm becomes general manager of
WPAT, Paterson, instead of George H.
Jaspert who is also succeeded as commercial manager by A. Lewis King; Ted
Webbe is program director. Delete George
S. McGinley as commercial manager of
WTTM, Trenton.
Page 114 — Show Martha Summers as program director of KOB, Albuquerque.
Page 118 — Replace listed personnel of
WKNY, Kingston, with the following:
Norman Furman, chief owner; George S.
McGinley, general manager ; Martin
Weldon, program director ; Louis Steketee, program manager, and Francis
Boisvert, chief engineer. Insert Shirley
F. Woodell as program director of
WEAF, New York. William F. Carley is
promotion manager of WINS, New
York. Robert I. Garver becomes commercial manager of WJZ, New York. C.
Nicholas Priaulx is general manager of
WMCA, New York.
Page 120 — Show Raymond C. Gantter as
program director of WFBL, Syracuse.
Delete Walter Lardner as chief engineer
of WTRY, Troy. Show CBS as network
for WWNY, Watertown, N. Y. Change
frequency of WFAS, White Plains, to
1230 kc. Delete John E. Thayer as chief
engineer of WWNC, Asheville, N. C.
Change name of licensee of WHAM,
Rochester, to Stromberg-Carlson Co.
Page 124— WPTF, Raleigh, change address
to Durham Life Bldg. and show O. L.
Carpenter as commercial manager.

AND

CORRECTIONS

Page 126 — Fred Palmer is general manager
of WCKY, Cincinnati ; Delete Al Bland.
Insert Ted Hanna as promotion manager of WGAR, Cleveland. Delete Deane
S. Long as program director of WAKR,
Akron.
Page 128 — Change network affiliation of
WCOL, Columbus, O., to Blue. Show
Austin Williams as program director of
WFMJ, Youngstown. Insert MBS under
network for KWON, Bartlesville, Okla.
Page 130 — Delete Raymond Ruff as promotion manager of KOMA, Oklahoma City.
Change general manager of KGFF,
Shawnee, Okla., to Joseph W. Lee and
commercial manager to Maxine Eddy.
Change commercial manager of KVOO,
Tulsa, to Gustav Brandborg, and promotion manager to Manton Marrs. Insert
John Esau under general manager of
KTUL, Tulsa, and change commercial
manager to R. P. Akin and program
director to Eddy McKean.
Page 132 — Change program director of
KXL, Portland, to Barbara Forest. Delete Earle W. Headrick as commercial
manager of KSLM, Salem, Ore.
Page 136 — Change commercial manager of
WPRO, Providence, to George L. Jaspert.
Show Thomas L. Means as promotion
manager of WCSC, Charleston, S. C., and
delete James M. Weaver, chief engineer.
Change commercial manager of WFBC,
Greenville, S. C, to Robert Glass.
Change chief engineer of WSPA,
Spartanburg, to Harold Beckholt.
Page 138 — Change general manager of
WJHL, Johnson City, Tenn.. to Ken
Marsh. Change commercial manager of
WNOX, Knoxville, to George M. Burbach Jr., and insert George Smith as
chief engineer.
Page 142 — Delete Winston S. Dustin as
commercial manager of WSM, Nashville,
and
show Bob Shimbaum as promotion
manager.
Bldg.144 — Change address of KMAC, San
Page
Antonio, to National Bank of Commerce
Page 148— KRGV, Weslaco, Tex., delete
Guy W. Bradford as general manager
and commercial manager, inserting
Archie Taylor in his stead.
Page
150 — Delete
Petersburg,
now alloffparticulars
the air. on WPID,
Page 152 — Change program director of
KIRO, Seattle, to Arthur W. Lindsay.
Show Alan Hale as promotion manager
of KOMO-KJR, Seattle. Change commerTaft cial
Jr. manager of KOL, Seattle, to Archie
Page 153 — Change promotion manager of
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., to Sam
Molen. Insert Blue as network for
WSAZ. Huntington, W. Va. Show Allen
Curnutt as general manager of WCLO,
Janesville, Wis., and James Robertson
as program director.
Page 154 — Change promotion manager of
WTMJ, Milwaukee, to Bob Carman.
Change licensee of WOSH, Oshkosh,
Wis. to Oshkosh Broadcasting Corp.,
showing Myles H. Johns as chief owner.
Page 156 — Change licensee of KFQD,
Anchorage, Alaska, to Alaska Broadcasting Co. and insert CP. 1,000 under power.
Change news service of KGMB, Honolulu,

WGKVS
'MUSICAL
PICTURES'
Series Designed to Stimulate Imagination

Draws Interest of
SOMETHING NEW in education
by radio is reported favorably by
WGKV, Charleston, W. Va., following a three months series of
half hour programs called "Musical Pictures." WGKV had the cooperation of the Charleston Junior League and the schools of Kanawha Ccunty with 27,000 children
participating.
In the series, music was played
and children gathered about the
school receiving sets were asked to
express their reactions by means
of a pencil sketch, a poem, story,
painting or otherwise. No competition was announced although at
the end of the season a second
grade pupil's painting won a scholarship for the child at a local music

27,000 Children
and fine arts school.
Music for each program was
classified by subject such as animals, folk dances, toys, the sea,
cowboys, trees, etc.
"The purpose of the series was
to stimulate imagination, creative
ability and expressive thought,"
says Worth Kramer, WGKV general manager. "It was not a music
appreciation series. A good illustration of its effectiveness is the
work turned in by pupils. Exhibits
now are being shown all over
Charleston of the creative art
developed
through
thisbelieved
series."that
Mr. Kramer
said he
the series had demonstrated radio's
effectiveness as an education medium.
BROADCASTING

toKGU
UP Honolulu.
and delete UP as news service for
Page 158 — Change general manager of
CJAT, Trail, B. C, to Walter Dales.
Page 195 — Insert Mrs. Mary Sutherland
under Board of Governors, CBC. Delete
W. E. Gladstone Murray under National
Programme Office, and H. W. Morrison.
Page 196 — In program department, change
script manager of Blue Network to
Stuart Buchanan, and production manager to Raymond Knight. Under network department show D. R. Buckham assaleseastern sales manager, and
Maury Rider as special events and
news manager of the western division.
Insert Paul Whiteman as director of
music.
Page 197 —rectorCBS,
Margaret Kennedy now diof publicity
for Latin
network. Insert Lawrence S. American
Haas as
shortwave editor, and Leonard F. Erikson as network sales manager in the
network sales department. Show Roy S.
Langham as assistant to director of
broadcasts under program department,
and W. Donald Roberts as western sales
manager with Kenneth L. Yourd as assistant director at WTOP. Washington.
Insert James Fleming as CBS correspondent in Ankara, Turkey, and insert
Horace Guillotte, network operations department. Show Jerome Sill as director
of promotion service instead of manager
of station service under CBS.
Page 198 — NBC, show Paul Rittenhouse as
manager of guest relations department,
deleting assistant manager. Insert
Richard H. Close as sales service manager under national spot sales department. Show Willan C. Roux as assistant manager, NBC spot sales in charge
of sales development, and show Max
Jordan as also director of religious
broadcasts; Robert W. Friedheim
as
business manager, and Oscar C. Turner
as program
of Radio-Recording
Department, manager
deleting eastern
sales manager. Show Ralph Howard (Ralph Peterson) as foreign representative in Africa.
Page 216 — Add transcriptions and recording service under nature of service for
Rockhill
Radio Inc., New York.
Page 246— Voice of Prophecy Inc., delete
Jack Parker & Associates.
Page 258— Delete M. H. Collins as manager of Collins Radio Co.
Page 262— Delete R. G. McCurdy in the
St. Louis office of Graybar Electric Co.
Page
270— Delete I. R. Baker, Camden office
of RCA.
Page
offices308—
of Delete
FCC. Atlanta and Dallas field
Page 313— Delete WASH, Grand Rapids,
Mich. Change WFTM, Ft. Myers Fla
to WAAC.
WTOP, and delete
WJWC,
Hammond,to
PagL2}4~Change
WJSV,
Washington,
Ind., and WPID,
Petersburg, Va.
Page 318 — Change frequency of WFAS
White Plains, N. Y., to 1230 kc. and
delete WPID, Petersburg, Va. under
1240 kc. and WASH. Grand Rapids, under
1300 kc. Add WCBI, Columbus, Miss.,
under
kc. Under 1240 kc. change
to WAAC.
WFTM 1340
Page 320— Delete WCBI, Columbus, Miss.,
under 1400 kc. and change WJSV Washington, to WTOP under 1500 kc.
Page 330 — Consulting Engineers, delete
Edwards & Martin. Change address of
Raymond M. Wilmotte to 1469 Church
St., N.W.
Page 333 — Correct corporate name of Midland Radio & Television Schools Inc.,
Kansas City, under Television Laboratories.

Page 334 — Market Research and Marketing
ciates, Newadd York
Life S.Bldg.,
'& AssoConlan
Robert
Groups,
Kansas
City, i
telephone
Victor
1973. Also include i
Elhott-Haynes Ltd., Canadian Bank of ;
Commerce Bldg., Toronto. Branch: Sun
Life Bldg., Montreal.
194.3 MAP — Youngstown, O., erroneouslv
listed in Columbiana County, should be
placed in Mahoning County.
Mistaken Identity
KOI) CUPP, producer of the National
Barn Dance on WLS, Chicago, got
his victory garden in real shape by
completely covering the surface with
what appeared to be lime fertilizer,
which he found in a sack in the cellar.
Came rain and sunshine, the fertilizer
became as hard as street pavement.
Cupp then discovered that what he
had actually spread on the garden was
Portland cement which he had transferred to the fertilizer sack last summer.
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KOIN'S position of leadership in
community service started long
before the war . . . but war has
increased

the extent

to which

this station's privilege
1935

. . VARIETY

1938

. . McNINCH

peace

community

conceives

service

to be a duty and

trust . . . how

it is

war

well it does

KOIN
public

this job

is attested by awards received
from time to time. These include:

to serve.

Showmanship
Surveyin a nationwide survey of leading cities VARIETY found KOIN first for showmanship in the Portland area.
AWARD
KOIN

placed first among stations from 1000 to 5000 watts power for cooperation in the NATIONAL AIR-MAIL WEEK EDUCATIONAL CAMPAIGN—
sponsored by the National Association of Postmasters.
1939

. . VARIETY

Award

For

In this year VARIETY

Social

Service

made a national survey covering the service of stations

to their communities. KOIN was classed as the country's No. 1 Social Service
Station.
1941

. . SPECIAL

CITATION
At the Fifth School Broadcast Conference in Chicago a Special Citation was
awarded

1942..

KOIN for a local program series, "Dutch Uncles".

VARIETY

AWARD
OUTSTANDING

far
WARTIME

SERVICE

The kind of 24-hour-a-day service that earned this national award continues
for the duration. A "Personal Palm" was also won
nightly "Wartime Women" programs on KOIN.

CBS

Affiliate In

PORTLAND,
A GOLD

MINE

by Clare Hays for her

FOR

SPOT

ORE.
ADVERTISERS

Kaiser's three shipyards — plus scores of other war industries — have made
the Portland market a bonanza for spot advertisers. Payrolls and population have skyrocketed . . but rates remain the same for advertising on
KOIN — Portland's first choice station.
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Radio
In

Promotion

Second
Networks,
Boost

War
Stations

U. S. Over

Loan
Still Airing

the Top

WITH ABOUT one week remaining to close the Treasury's Second
War Loan, networks and stations
continue to air special stunts and
| features to help sell $13,000,000,000 in Government securities before the end of the drive.
Using all its resourcefulness in
every conceivable promotion, radio
has adapted suggestions supplied
by the NAB, OWI and Treasury to
local interests and facilities. Many
of the programs reported are based
on ideas in Selling More War Savings, a promotion guidebook supplied to all media by the Treasury's War Savings Staff.
Quiz, Auction Shows
Quiz and auction programs have
been especially good money raisers,
with the Hartford, Conn., broadcast
of Information Please selling a
fifth of a billion dollars in Government securities. The Dr. I. Q. show,
travelling since the first of the
year on behalf of War Bonds, reports more than $12,000,000 in
bond sales to date, with a recent
spurt under the impetus of the Second War Loan.
Early shots in the Peoria, 111.,
area War Loan campaign were fired
by WMBD with a nine-hour continuous show from the Court House
Square. Radio, newspaper and special stunt publicity preceded the
rally.
KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, tied
bond sales to war planes, using the
slogan "Fighting Planes for Fighting Iowans." First three days
brought over $300,000 at the sta^
tion. WHO, Des Moines, reported
War Bond sales of $3,000,000 on
the first day.
Commercial firms in Beaumont,
Tex., area contributed $1,000 to be
used for War Bond prizes in
KRIC's bond-selling contest. The
station counted only those bonds
purchased at its studios and based
the count on number of buyers
rather than size or number of
bonds sold.
At Clarksville, Tenn.
More than 50 Clarksville, Tenn.,
merchants sponsored programs and
announcements on WJZM on the
opening day of the Second War
Loan, with every program and announcement linked to some phase
of the bond drive.
Financial response to the Radio
Day schedule on WKNY, Kingston.
N. Y., was so encouraging that last
Friday the station began a new
weekly series of bond selling variety shows called Let Freedom
Ring.
Tanks, jeeps and Army amphibian cars rallied Schenectady to
WGY's Bond program on opening
day. Buyers were rewarded by a
ride and were also introduced on
Page
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as Drive

Bond Booth, manned on different
days by Naval and Army units,
department store clerks and members of clubs and civic associations. Visiting celebrities and night
club entertainers appear on special

Factor

Campaign
Special
Nears

Shows

to

Close

the air. Jeeps also proved a stellar
attraction at KPRO, Riverside,
Cal., where purchasers received
jeep rides as a special dividend. It
was discovered that many people —
particularly elderly ladies — had
been harboring a secret desire to
ride in one of the bouncing bugIn Roanoke, Va., WSLS went allgies.
out for Uncle Sam with five remotes from war plants, the airport
and a hospital. To get the script
approved by OWI, the whole show
had to be previewed and interviews
taken down in short-hand.
Circus Assists
As the drive continues, circus
stars, speaking from New York's
Madison Square Garden, make personal appeals to listeners to buy
bonds in a daily five-minute program on WHN, New York, in cooperation with the Barnum &
Bailey Ringling Bros. Circus. Purchasers receive signed autographs
from the circus artists.
KFI, Los Angeles, climaxed a
four-day campaign last week with
a satirical half-hour birthday
party for Adolph Hitler with bond
purchases as birthday gifts. The
station presented buyers' names inscribed on a scroll to an Army Air
Forces bomber pilot for overseas
delivery during an April 21 broadcast originating from March Field,
Cal.
In the second edition of Newsreel-of-the-Air, a unique progam
which presents the news as reportONE

FIFTH

That's Right We're

OF

EMERGENCY

HELP

taking War

Bond pledges after This — The
American Way, Bond review and
rally on WIP, Philadelphia, included Benedict Gimbel Jr. (1), WIP
president, who aided the Emergency Aides at the telephones, taking
orders for $782,000 in Bonds.
ed by men and women in the headlines, WBZ-WBZA, Boston, aired
late reports of Second War Loan
activities. Governor Saltonstall's
annual "Patriots' Day Proclamation" at the State House was heard
on the program.
Twelve-year-old "Superboy Bond
Salesman" Gerald Clemans Jr. appeared on a recent Clair Wilson
Reports program on WOR, New
York, to tell how he sold enough
bonds at a school meeting to present the Army with 16 jeeps.
In addition to 31 bond drive programs on Radio Day, WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C, in cooperation with
a local department store, ran a contest for best reasons to buy bonds.
Purchasers gave their reasons and
the most patriotic won prizes. First
prize was a young Berkshire pig
and 50 pounds of feed.
WIOD, Miami, working with the
Miami Daily News and 17 local organizations, isrunning a downtown
ONE

Wrong — WTIC

BILLION
(Hartford) House
Bonds

Did Buy That Many
$5,000 had obtained seats for a
THE "BOYS in the back room" of
total of $2,497,150.
Broadcasting's editorial depart"But then came surprise in asment couldn't believe their eyes
when the wire came from Mr. J. F.
tronomical figures that shattered
Clancy, of WTIC, Hartford. The
all campaign
recordsandin fifty
city'sseats,
history. One hundred
wire said that one-fifth of a billion
said Fadiman, had been allocated
dollars was represented by "the
to corporate subscriptions, to sehouse" at the performance of Information Please, April 12.
curities by banks, insurance companies and industries and they repAs a result of the general conversation the paragraph in the
resented $200,850,000. 'We consider
this a phenomenal achievement on
Second War Loan story in Broadcasting, April 19, got completely
part of Hartford,' Mr. Fadiman
balled up and WTIC was credited
told the radio audience. 'And we'd
like to have you know the entire
with a quarter of a million. That's
exactly $199,775,000 off.
population of Hartford is 167,000.
The Clancy wire read as follows :
Every
one a good
citizen'."
The telegram
added
that Wendell
"One fifth of billion dollars was
Willkie, guest star, said the only
represented formation
by Please
'thelast
house'
Innightat and
reason for coming was to help ConHartford set shining mark over
necticut sell bonds. Governor Baldwin also appeared on the program
NBC coast-to-coast broadcast for
sister cities in United States to
in which he announced the state
shoot at on opening day of Second
government had subscribed $9,300,000. The wire said that Paul W.
War Loan Drive. A gasp went up
when Clifton Fadiman, master of
Morency, general manager of
ceremonies, announced individual
WTIC, arranged to have the program broadcast from Hartford.
purchases in amounts of $25 to
BROADCASTING

programs at the booth.
Rochester's stations, WHAM,
WHEC and WSAY, got together
for a big show, Your Money Fights,
which all broadcast on the drive's
opening night. Fulton Lewis Jr.,i
Larry LeSeuer and Lowell Thomas
made special transcriptions for the
show, which included remote pickups from an Army Air Corps training center and a Naval Training
Station.
WDEF, WAPO and WDOD,
Chattanooga, are duelling in a
"Battle of Bonds." The three stations will continue the competition
until that city's $8,000,000 goal has
been reached.
With sports commentators and
baseball men participating, WHIO,
Dayton, broadcast a baseball bond
rally at the Victory Bondwagon
during the first week of the camPassed Million Mark
paign.
Martin Block's Make Believe
Ballroom on WNEW, New York,
passed the million dollar mark early
in the drive. A single purchaser
ordered $90,000 in bonds in response
to the program's appeal.
During the first week, every station break at KSAL, Salina, Kan.,
was a transcribed message from
the city's leading business men to
promote the sale of bonds.
WQAM, Miami, opened its part
of the drive with all-day broadcasts
from its War Bond studio, where
mikes and a public address system
were set up near a roped-off light
Army tank. Military and civic leaders and station artists made appeals throughout the day from this
sidewalk studio.
As part of its campaign, WNLC,
New London, Conn., also featured
naval and municipal officials
In a thrice-weekly series, personalities and announcers at WBT,
Charlotte, N. C, build, produce,
direct and announce their own 15minute surprise programs to promote bond sales. WBT keeps a
record of sales, and the producer
whose program shows the greatest
pulling power will receive an
award. Air plugs and local publicity keep up listener interest in
the series.
Communications Yearbook
FINANCIAL and operating data
have been compiled from the annual and monthly reports received
by the Accounting, Statistical and
Tariff Department of the FCC from
communication carriers and their
holding companies and from standard broadcast stations and networks, subject to the Communications Act, for the year ending Dec.
31, 1941. Titled "Statistics of the
Communications Industry in the
United States", the yearbook is
now on sale by the Superintendent
aof copy.
Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, at 30 cents
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Broadcast

Serial
Audience
women with college training range
Comprehensive Data on
from 7.5 to 14.9 per cent; proportions of women living in urban
Iowa Listening
communities range from 30.2 to
Released
54.8 per cent.
APPROXIMATELY one-half of all
Type of plot apparently influwomen living in the state of Iowa
ences audience and produces the
are regular listeners to daytime
greatest variations in composition
radio serials. There is no recogwith setting, age of leading character, type of problems introduced
nizable "daytime serial listening
type" of woman and there are only
and extent of "moralizing" next
minor differences between regular
in order. Greatest variations prolisteners and non-listeners, in the
duced by these are found in the
proportions of women as to age,
proportions of women of various
educational levels, with place of
education and place-of -residence.
These conclusions are drawn
residence and age of listeners taking second and third places.
from a new study by Leda P. Summers, in cooperation with the
Not an Average State
Office of Radio Research of Columbia U., New York. The work was
Bearing in mind that this study
published by WHO, Des Moines.
was made wholly in Iowa and
"It's a good job even though there
represents only the listening habits
is no sales promotion for the staof a state preponderantly agricultion in it," says J. O. Maland,
tural, the figures nevertheless are
WHO vice-president, in releasing
important and significant in light
the data in a 50 -page pamphlet
of industry debates on the present
under the title of "Daytime Serials
value and the future consideration of serials.
and Iowa Women."
The study also proves there is
In recent months sociologists and
others have given attention to the
evidence of close relationship between the amount of serial listendaytime "soap opera" and to the
effects of these serials on the
ing and the amount of magazine
women who listen to them. It is
reading. That is, both the number
of daytime serial listeners and the
argued that the serialized stories
average number of serials heard
give listeners companionship, a
per listener increase with each infeeling of contact with others, an
crease in magazine reading.
escape from every day worries
Also, as the amount of serial
and problems and a gratification
of desires probably not to be
listening increases the listening to
realized otherwise.
programs of classical music,
On the other hand critics say
audience participation shows and
discussions of current events dethe stories present a distorted picture of life; that by presenting
creases. On the other hand reheroines always involved in conligious music and complete dramatic programs are more popular
stant excitement they stir up diswith serial listeners than women
satisfaction inlisteners. The charge
who do not listen to serials.
is made that the familiar triangle
plot encourages a repetition in the
Church-going Decreases
listeners' lives, and that the conAlthough serial listeners attend
stant portrayal of emotional
stresses and strains make listeners
church services less frequently
neurotic.
than non-listeners, almost no difference is found between the two
With serials constituting about
groups in the amount of attendone-third of the day-time programs
ance at other social gatherings.
offered by the networks, with
Conclusion is drawn that no evidaudiences
of millions, the "soap
ence of any major psychological
opera" must be regarded as an
or social difference exists between
important element in our daily
the two groups. Two women out
of every five who listen regularly
lives, says the pamphlet's introduction.
to the serials believe that the listening helps them solve the probHalf Year Serials
lems of their own everyday lives.
Data collected is credited to Dr.
The study also proves that the
audience of any individual serial
Forest L. Whan, of the U. of
is affected by such physical factors
Wichita, in connection with a more
as station coverage, hour of broadgeneral study of the Iowa audience
cast and position in the broadcastmade in 1942. Interviewed were
ing schedule. These, in fact, appear
men and women in more than
to be in some cases more important
9,000 Iowa homes, weighted acthan the quality of the program.
curately as to geographical locaAs a result, the popularity of intion, size of community and ecodividual serials within a given
nomic status of occupants. The
area may differ widely from that
study
covers
replies given by the
shown in national ratings.
5,324 women interviewed who live
Age, education and place-of-resiin radio homes.
dence all influence listening.
Approximately one-half the woAmong the leading 25 serials,
men interviewed listened to one
proportions of listeners under 35
or more serials regularly. More
years of age range from 30.4 to
46.4 per cent;
proportions of than 50 women said they heard
Page
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Not
Typed
regularly 20 or more serials. The
average was 5.
The study proved residence is an
influence. Of 2,622 urban women
who listen regularly, 15.3% listen
to 1 or 2 serials; 19% to 3 to 6
serials. Of 1,551 farm women,
17% listen to 1 or 2; 24.7% to
3 to 6 serials. Obviously farm
women (and village women similarly) listen more regularly in an
agricultural state.
Age is a factor only to the extent
that more women, 21 to 35 years,
listen to 7 or more serials regularly. Otherwise the three groups —
21-35, 36-50 and over 50 are about
a draw.
As to influence of education:
less college women listened than
those who stopped with high school
or earlier. It should be remembered,
however, that in a farm state college trained women are less numerous. College women who listen to
1 or 2 serials, 14% of total; high
school only, 15.8%, and less than
high school, 17.1%. For 3 to 6 serials: college, 15.7%; high school
only, 21.7%; and less than high
school, 23.7%. Only 787 of the 5,324 women in radio homes were
"college"; high school, 2,762; less
than high school, 1,774.
The study shows a consistent
relationship between newspaper
reading and women who hear serials. The number of serial listeners increases steadily as the extent of news reading decreases.
Single exception is that women
who listen to 7 or more serials do
read two or more papers as well.
A similar question on magazines
brought out the fact there are more
serial listeners among magazine
readers than non-readers.
News Is Preference
A general preference for news
above all kinds of radio entertainment is shown by all women interviewed, serial listeners or not. Next
in preference was comedians. Beyond these two classifications differences were noted in tastes of
the two groups. The women who
listened heavily to serial dramas
also voted heaviest for complete
dramas.

one or more social gatherings in
the preceding two weeks, 48.4%
were regular serial listeners. Regular church goers were 46.2%
serial listeners.
Although psychiatrists say serials cannot help but fail to produce
an "anxiety state" among women
listeners the Iowa women themselves insist through answers on
the degree to which they worry,
that they worry just about the
same as any other women — serials
or no serials.
Another question left up to the
listener, without aid of psychiatry,
was: Do these programs (serials
listened to) help you to deal bettei
with the problems in your every
day life? Almost 41% said they
believed the serials helped; 27.7%
said they thought they did not
help. The rest had no opinion.
Individual Serials
A large section of the pamphlet
is devoted to audiences of individual serials. Tables show breakdowns, with possible stations, ofi
the most popular stories.
A section also gives factors selecting serial audiences. This portion of the study inquired into the
influence of setting of the serial's
story type of plot, age of the characters, influence of the types of
problems and the influence of
moralizing. The answers were related to listeners' place of resil
dence, age, education, reading and
social activities (see table).
A sidelight worth mentioning
tells us that women who worry
more than others are little influenced by any of the serial content
factors considered; but women who
listen to serials whose plots center about a love theme, apparently
worry more than those who listen
to other types.
WHO, in presenting the facts,;
sums up, wisely no doubt, thati
listeners to daytime serials differ
in no important respect from women who do not listen. There obis no "type."
"The viouslyfactors
which cause one|
woman to listen while her neighbor
has no interest in radio serials j
are much more subtle and less easy
to detect," the pamphlet concludes.
"Probably they will not be then

same for any two women."
Age, educational and place of!
residence classifications of women
interviewed (raw figures) follow:!
Village
Urban
All
Under
Farm
Over
women
interviewed
2,500
to
25,000
449
L
NL
L
NL
NL 698L
NL
L 25,000NL
2,500564
Urban*
All
women
2544
814
2780
623
583
856
Ed'l groups:
336
497
College
337
225
206
100
300 1414
486
101
84
878
78
153
66
132
12
_
1348
425
286
357
393
737
Elementary
High
school _ _ 896
195
206
153
313
139
2
244
1822
No inf'n
324
72
Age16 groups:
85
34
to
20
24
54
15
45
21 to 35
1223
116
251
269
149
163
193
142
786
517
36 to 50
1116
402
327
391
248
217
231
170
Over 50
824
586
142
114
164
160
162
127
231
2
1
1
3
L**3
212
No inf'n
353
29
118
♦Iowa has 11 cities of more than 25,000 inhabitants and 78 with populations from,
2,500 to 25,000. Interviews were secured in each of these cities and towns in proportion64
to population. Interviews were secured with women living in village (under 2,500) and
farm
in each of Iowa's 99 counties, in proportion to village and farm population
in eachhomes
county.
** "L" refers to regular listeners to serials, "NL" to non-serial listeners.
Social contacts apparently have
no bearing on serial listening. Of
those who reported attendance at
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Radio

As

THERE has been consistent progress in the art and science of warfare since, centuries ago, organized
armies engaged in battle. Arms and
ammunition, supplies, tactics, strategy— every phase of military operations and equipment — have been
developed and improved from era
to era. Every phase, that is, with
one exception — communications.
From a communications standpoint, George Washington, in the
Yorktown campaign of the Revolutionary War, was little better off
than Alexander the Great more
than two thousand years before
him. As was the case with the
armies of the ancients, the Colonial troops had to rely on shouts,
gestures and message bearers for
communicating orders and other
information along the line. The
limits of human sight, hearing and
physical endurance were at the
same time the limiting factors of
military communications.
Telegraph Important
It was not until the American
Civil War, less than a century ago,
that electricity was employed in
military communications. At that
time the U. S. Army Signal Corps
had its baptism of fire as builders,
maintainers and operators of the
electric telegraph. From that time
on discoveries and inventions in
electricity, which perfected the telegraph, produced the telephone and
introduced the marvels of the radio,
were applied to the needs of warfare. Radio made its military debut
only as recently as World War I.
The successes it achieved then —
and the phenomenal successes it is
achieving now — have affected in
many ways the strategic and tactical maneuvers of battle.
Radio plays a crucial role in coordinating our operations in this
global war at every stage of the
way, from the powerful fixed transmitters of the War Department
Signal Center in Washington to the
man on the front line reporting the
effects of artillery fire over his back
transported walkie-talkie, and to
the bomber winging hundreds of
miles beyond the enemy's lines. At
every stage of the way, armies of
electrons pulsating between cathodes and anodes of evacuated tubes,
setting up magnetic fields in coils
and electric fields in the dielectric
of capacitors, serve to speed messages of vital military importance
to the men waiting upon them for
the signal to action.
The Army Networks
The focal point for all communications between the War Department and its task forces in all
continents is the War Department
Signal Center in Washington. By
means of numerous radio networks,
messages are sent to and received
from all major domestic installations of the Army and the headquarters of all overseas commands.
The
War
Department Signal
Page
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An

Implement

Of

Global
War
of a skirmish, a battle or a camCommunications
Role Is Vital From
paign. This means that the Army,
by comparison with commercial
communications networks, has had
Headquarters
to Fox*Hole
to put an enormous capital investment into its communications sysBy LT. COL.
C. J. McINTYRE
tem. Every communications line
must be duplicated, if possible, both
Headquarters, Army Special Forces, Office of the Chief Signal
by wire and by radio, for there
Officer, U. S. Army Signal Corps
must always be, regardless of possible destruction of equipment by
enemy action, an alternative method of getting the message through.
Mobile Force Communication

TEAM-WORK enables planes and tanks to keep in touch with headquarters— and with each other. It was not until the Civil War that such
an instantaneous method as the telegraph was used to keep troops on the
ground in touch with each other.
Center provides for communication
by both wire and radio. The radio
section is known as Station WAR,
although actually it consists of a
number of stations operating on
different frequencies and directionally beamed to different parts of
the world. Among the distinguishing features of the War Department Signal Center is the high
degree of flexibility in the interconnection of equipment to different circuits and the extensive use of
high-speed automatic transmitting
equipment, not only for wire communication but also for radio communication. This makes it possible
to carry a greatly increased volume of traffic for a given number
of wires or radio channels.
Tactical Radio Nets
If we follow a directionally
beamed radio wave from the War
Department Signal Center to a
particular theater of operations,
we would find that the distant station on the main War Department
radio net becomes in turn the control station of another net which
serves the needs of the commanding general of that theater. Whenever a unit or combat team goes
into action, smaller radio networks
are set up, linking the radio transmitters and receivers housed within
its vehicles, in its aircraft and at
its stationary command posts.
The Army uses the term "net"
in preference to the broadcasting
terminology "network." The radio
net for tactical purposes consists
of two or more transmitters and
receivers. A single net may include
sets both on the air and on the
ground, both stationary and in motion. Usually each net has a net

control station which is in turn a
secondary station in a larger net
serving the next higher unit of the
Army. Tactical radio nets vary
greatly in accordance with their
purpose.
An interesting feature of a tactical radio net, from the standpoint
of the engineer, is that the traffic
load actually carried may be quite
small compared with its messagecarrying capacity. This results from
the military consideration that the
best operated field radio net is usually the one which is least overheard by the enemy intelligence.
The value of a radio set in an area
of active operations is measured
not by the number or length of the
messages sent over it, but rather
by the importance of those messages which are sent. A single message— an order from a command
post, a report from a forward observer— may often mean the difference between success and failure

The most spectacular use of radio communication in active combat occurs in the Air Forces and in
the Armored Force. There are quite
a few similarities, as far as communications are concerned, between
the operation of bombers and fighters in the air and the operation of
tanks and tank-destroyers on the
ground. In both cases the vehicles
have cut loose entirely from wire
communication and must depend exclusively (except for short range
visual signals) on their radio sets.
In both cases, the noise conditions
are such that members of the same
crew talk to each other by means
of an electrical interphone system.
Every combat tank and airplane,
therefore, is equipped with two or
more complete communication sets,
in which electronic tubes play an
important part.
Because of the speed and stress
at which men must carry on their
duties in airplanes and tanks, their
radio equipment must be of such
a design that it can be worked with
utmost ease and simplicity. The
newest tank radio sets are designed
to eliminate the twisting dials.
Their channels, crystal-controlled,
are pre-set and are selected by
simply pushing a button.
FM Used in Tank Radios
Great pains must be taken in advance to guard against the effects
of all types of interference — im- ;
pairment of reception by atmospheric, by unwanted signals and by I
the effects of electrical apparatus
or machinery. To take fullest ad(Continued on page 90)

FIVE BILLION dollars for Army radio equipment — equal to
what the public has invested in radio since its advent in 1920!
That is the radio procurement program of the Army thus far in
World War II. Directing that gigantic program, together with
operating the Army's communications in this Global War is
Maj. Gen. Dawson Olmstead, Chief Signal Officer. When the
war clouds shifted toward this hemisphere, the Army High Command, on Sept. 1, 1941, selected Gen. Olmstead for the arduous
operations and materiel tasks ahead, for radio already was firmly
set as a vital implement of modern warfare. A West Pointer
and a specialist in communications, Gen. Olmstead has held
many important Signal Corps assignments. Now in a foreign
war theatre, he was not accessible for an article for this number
of BROADCASTING,
as originally contemplated.
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Expansion
in
'National,'
'Sectional9
Reports
Is Announced
by C. E. Hooper
national
broadcasting picture.
AN EXPANSION in its "NaThe highest national "available
tional" and "Sectional" reports
has been announced by C. E.
audience", of the percentage of
Hooper, with the release of its total homes "at home and awake"
when called by Hooper, was found
fall-winter, 1942-43, "Sectional" report. For this report, which is to be Mondays, 9:30-10 p.m.
(EWT), with the figure of 84.4, as
planned for greater visibility and
legibility, a total sample base of
shown in the fall-winter, 1942-1943
report. Highest geographical area
1,666,650 homes was used, an all"available audience" was 87.8 retime high in radio audience measported for the Mountain area,
urement history, according to Mr.
Hooper.
Wednesdays, 9-9:30 p.m. (EWT),
or 7-7:30 p.m. (MWT).
Among the new features introduced in the report is a separate
On Tuesdays, 9:30-10 p.m.
(EWT), 45.9 of homes called were
report on the Mountain area for
listening to the radio, C. E. Hooper
the first time, a comparison of programs in the Basic Area and the
reports, marking the highest nacorresponding Pacific Coast time
tional "sets-in-use" figure in this
report. This same period also
period, a division of ratings for
five "sectional" areas side-by-side
marked the highest area of "setsin-use" when 52.3 of homes were
with "national" averages for the
listening in the Hooper North Cenperiod, and a "sets-in-use" comparison for the five areas and the
tral area. Sponsored network pro-

NUMBER SEVEN on the service
flag of KROW, Oakland, Cal., is
1st Lt. Theodore Binder, 10-year
veteran of the station's technical
staff, now with the Army Signal
Corps. C. E. Downey, KROW chief
engineer, wishes him luck in front
of the control room equipment that
Lt. Binder helped to install.
grams broadcast at that time on
Tuesdays are Fibber McGee &
Molly
NBC,on and
Coca Cola's
Victory onBands
the BLUE.
Bob
Hope attained the highest national

Ladies' Man
UNEXPECTED honors often come to a roving reporter.
Program Director Eddie McKean, KTUL, Tulsa, who
handles this job for the Page
Evaporated Milk Co. of Coffeyville, Kan., takes listeners to women's club meetings
three times weekly. As a result, Mr. McKean's autobiography will include innumerable honorary memberclubs. ships in sewing and knitting
I
I
rating with 34.8, as well as the
highest area rating of 41.0 for the
North Central area.
The Hooper Pacific Program
Ratings report has also been expanded to include a rating for each
period not occupied by a sponsored network program, permitting
subscribers to view "open and
available" network periods as based
on the four Pacific Hooper checking cities. A new index page has
been created for the Pacific reports, showing for the first time
"available audience," "sets-in-use,"
"average rating" and "total sponmonths.sored hours reported" by individual
Following is a list of the "Top
10" programs from the March,
1943, Hooper Pacific Program Ratings report: Bob Hope, Fibber McGee & Molly, Red Skelton Show,
Walter Winchell, Aldrich Family,
Charlie McCarthy, Mr. District Attorney, Frank Morgan-Fannie
Brice, Abbott & Costello (substitute, March 18), and Kay Kyser.
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'ZC'&ce&%/ * 0 , "We needed a program idea for
a local advertiser with sufficient material to serve
six times a week.
Melody

We

Mustangs"
gram is now

auditioned

and

your script, "The

sold it instantly! The pro-

in its seventh

month,

six-times

Dolan on War Mission
PATRICK DOLAN, advertising
and sales promotion manager of
Columbia Recording Corp., Bridgeport, is leaving the company this
month to report to the Government
on a special war assignment, the
nature of which is undisclosed. In
Mr. Dolan's absence, Alex Steinweiss, CRC art director, will manage the company's advertising and
sales promotion department in addition to his present duties, CRC
announced last week. A graduate
of the Parsons School of Design,
Mr. Steinweiss has been with CRC
since 1940. He has won awards in
several art contests, his work has
been on exhibit at various colleges
and art galleries, and he is well
known as the designer of the covers
on Columbia's record albums.

weekly, and our client is delighted with the results."
"The Melody Mustangs" is a 15- mi nuts program featuring cowboy music — written by a
Westerne'-. It is furnished free to subscribers
with Lang-Worth

Planned

Program

LANG-WORTH,
420 MADISON
AVENUE
•
NEW
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Service.
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YORK, N. Y.
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'Eye Witness News'
TRANSCRIBED series of quarterhour dramatizations of current
military events based on exclusive
Associated Press reports recently
performed an unusual service when
Mrs. Jacob H. Burley, Port Huron,
Mich., heard a character addressed
as "Burley" on one of the platters
based on Allied prisoners held in
an Italian submarine. Checking
proved the officer to be her son. The
story told how the "prisoners"
brought back the Italians ultimately as their prisoners. Series called
"eye witness news" is produced by
Frederic W. Ziv, Inc. Ziv gives a
gold disc to relatives who identify
their men in the series. Sponsorship is now on 137 stations.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Bright but cool lights now simplify live-talent programming at G-E Television Station WRGB

Studio

lighting

bright

as

daylight

An Example of General Electric' s Complete
Service to Radio and Television Broadcasters
Once television actors had to work under
hot studio lights that brought beads of
perspiration through make-up, wilted
costumes, caused discomfort, hindered
good production.
Today at General Electric's provingground Television Station WRGB,
Schenectady, made-up faces stay cool,
costumes don't wilt. Excessive studio air
conditioning is no longer necessary. For
the handicap of high heat from studio
lights is on its way to being completely

GENERAL

STUDIO

EQUIPMENT

f§

•

licked by G-E developed, mercury-filled
capillary lamps. They give illumination
of daylight intensity with less than*half
the heat of the noonday sun. Water-cooled,
and three to a unit, they have a light efficiency more than double — and heat
output one-tenth — that of incandescent
lamps. And one control panel aims a
dozen of them, noiselessly, independently, anywhere in the studio.
These lamps that give cool studio lighting are another example of the bold

.

.

. and

cool

research that will enable G-E electronics
engineers to build improved cathode-ray
scanning and picture tubes, cameras,
transmitters, and other equipment for
post-war television.
All this so that television may more
quickly find its proper place in the peacetime scheme of things as a vital medium
of public entertainment and education.
. . . Electronics Department, General
Electric, Schenectady, New York.
Tune in on Frazier Hunt and the News every
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday evenings over C.B.S.
On Sunday
listen to thefor "Hour
of Charm"
over
N.B.C. night
See newspapers
time and
station.
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thing should be left to the lawyers and legalists to argue. The patriotic employer and
worker, aware of the immediate situation
WMC is trying to alleviate, will do everything
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Let's Plan
Now
WHITHER RADIO?
That question has confounded broadcasters
t'l since Pearl Harbor, and more particularly
since inklings of the wonders wrought by radio
and its satellite art, electronics, in this global
1 war have made the rounds.
After the war it may well be that the electronics art, offshoot of the radio-developed vacuum tube, supplied the "secret weapon" that
brought victory to the United Nations. The
story of its versatility, impact and potency
must await the war's end.
I
Radio itself will undergo far-reaching
change, but it will be gradual, not overnight.
The complexion of that post-war era depends
upon the kind of thinking, planning and
resourcefulness provided now.
m
When war struck, FM and television were
on the threshhold of full-scale development and
public acceptance. Somewhat less active was
r, facsimile — the radio-printing process that lacks
television's glamor but has almost fantastic
possibilities for the newspaper publishing
field. The millions earmarked for this commerV:
cial development were translated into the billions being spent for the war machine in the
radio and electronics field. That developmental investment will redound to public benefit in
the new era.
With what little time out they have had,
broadcasters have pondered post-war radio
prospects. Will it be FM or television or both
in one receiver, along with the conventional
AM? Will the standard band go by the boards,
or conversely will it even be enlarged? Should
engineers be retained to plan for these developments? How about network television, FM,
facsimile? All these, apart from the regulatory
aspects or the economic philosophy that may
then prevail.
Clear thinking and guidance was needed.
To supply as much authentic data as possible,
and within wartime restrictions, Broadcasting
invited a group of outstanding figures in radio,
acquainted with the technical and regulatory
aspects, to give their views. In addition, it
asked the radio branches of the military establishment tocover, again within war limitations,
the scope and extent of war-time communications operations, to give the industry a
clearer picture of what transpires in these
epoch-making days.
These articles appear in this issue. They
constitute essential reading for every man in
, Page
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radio. The writers covering the post-war outlook are of one mind — begin planning now.

Says Commissioner Craven: "The fact
stands out that today's problems in radio will
be obsolete and forgotten . . . Let us resolve
now to coordinate our planning before embarking on a wild scramble of equipment manufacture for the use of new radio channels."
And Maj. Armstrong, inventor of FM: "The
conclusion is . . . inescapable that within five
post-war years the existing broadcast system
will be largely superseded" (by FM).
FCC Chief Engineer Jett advises: "It is
. . . important that we take full advantage of
the opportunities that lie ahead by planning
for the orderly development of engineering
standards which will form the basis of all postwar operations in the various fields of communications."
Every comment bristles with confidence.
Ample skilled manpower will be available by
virtue of military training in these new arts.
Factories will be prepared for the conversion
process. The trend will be to the micro-waves,
those ultra-high frequencies which are destined to eliminate the land-line for network
transmission and carry practically all of these
new services.
Of course the job is to win the war first. But
these new fields may open even before the
final peace-table conference. Plans should be
laid out beforehand. The broadcasting industry, which has the greatest stake and the heaviest responsibility, should start its planning
now. A planning board, with competent paid
technical help, should be created before the
NAB War Conference session ends in Chicago
this week.

Manpower
Freeze
EVERY employer will want to cooperate in
the fight to break manpower bottlenecks,
started last week when Paul V. McNutt, chairman of the War Manpower Commission, announced the carefully planned WMC hiring
controls. At the same time, employes will realize that Mr. McNutt's program is neither arbitrary nor discriminatory. Its only brake on
traditional freedoms of the American wage
earner is a provision necessarily limiting his
exploitation of windfall job opportunities
which exist only because of the war.
Some will question the propriety of enforcing this sweeping order without the sanction
of a National Service Act, but that sort of

possible to support Mr. McNutt's effort. Critical situations necessarily entail stringent
measures.
The present regulations, outlawing pirating
of employees, should make life easier for every
business, particularly essential industries like
broadcasting. Every employer knows that
pirating in itself is a self-defeating process,
for in luring a man from another job, he has
merely encouraged other employers to raid his
staff.
The WMC is attempting to stop wage inflation by lessening competition among employers
for a limited labor supply. Its regulations do
two things toward this: they kill the incentive
for men now in essential industries to take
new jobs, and at the same time they leave
essential employers free to attract manpower
now
engaged in unclassified and non-essential
industries.
As members

of an essential industry, with

equal rights along with all other essential industries, broadcasters can still exchange employes so long as they remain in their own pay
brackets ; it can attract without restraint manpower now employed in unclassified and nonessential industries; it can grant merit promotions to individuals who remain on its staffs.
The "freeze" order is not the panacea for
all of radio's manpower ills — far from it. Despite radio's essential industry status, men still
will be lost to the military or even to other
essential war assignments. But it does mean
that pirating is outlawed, subject to fines and
other penalties. And it does mean that the
draft-exempt are secure .in their present jobs.
This is no social reform by administrative
edict of the character broadcasters have encountered all too often. It is a battle order on
the home front as important as any campaign
on the war fronts. Success in Global War depends on beating the manpower problem and
in stopping the inflation spiral.
Amen
A SCRIPPS-HOWARD editorial in last Tuesday's Washington Daily News discourses on
the proposed Bankhead Bill to have the Treasury spend 25 to 30 million dollars a year for
advertising war bonds, with not less than half
the money in weekly papers. It calls such a
subsidy plan "the road to a controlled press, a
political press, a kept press". Then:
"Radio and other advertising media have
been loyally supporting the war effort, just as
the newspapers have. Those fields, too, have
members who need help. Many small radio stations are losing money.
"If the Government is to subsidize losing
newspapers, then why not losing radio stations?
And losing magazines and billboard companies?
Thirty million dollars won't begin to cover the
bill if Uncle Sam begins doling out money to
all these media.
"Get this thing going and we have started
on the way that leads to political domination
of the agencies of information and opinion.
The damage of freedom of expression in
America will be incalculable."
To which we add simply "Amen".
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IT TOOK several days of running
iscussion back in 1931 for Arthur
Pryor, now BBDO vice-president
in charge of radio, to persuade
Dor aid Stauffer to consider a radio
post with Roy Durstine. When
Stauffer insisted "I don't want to
go into radio," Roy Durstine decided he should — and Don has been
in radio ever since.
Recently, at 42, he succeeded Bill
Lewis as chief of the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau, taking leave from
jhis job with Rauthrauff & Ryan,
where he is vice-president in charge
'of radio. He was literally drafted
into OWI — not that he wasn't anxious to serve the government, but
iR&R, like many other agencies, has
seen so many of its key men
whisked away by the long arm of
the government that it was understandably disturbed.
Don Stauffer, aside from being
one of radio's best known and liked
executives, is known as one of the
ablest editors in the business. This
is due in part to his writing experience which began when he was at
Princeton with the Class of '24, and
has subsequently included publication of a novel and production of a
play.
He's a first class tennis player,
and takes an active interest in
sports, the record shows, although
['|he protests that he "gave all that
up when he went into radio." A few
months ago, however, he made a
jcreditable showing in a foursome
at golf against tournament players,
including Bing and Bob Crosby. He
,still gets in plenty of tennis, some
J of it against his brother R&R executive, Heagen Bayles, whom he
insists he beats regularly.
Don went into radio with BBDO,
• where he worked on the original
March of Time, and produced for
Socony, DuPont, Ethyl and Armstrong. Two years later he went
. over to Young & Rubicam, as joint
i head of the Radio Dept., with Bill
' Stuhler. Stuhler moved to A. & S.
BROADCASTING
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STAUFFER

Lyons, and Stauffer was made vice
president in charge of radio for
Young & Rubicam.
While there, he developed and
produced a conglomoration of
shows whose Crossley's added to a
figuring rivaling the Treasury War
Bond goal. The Crossley hikeruppers included Jack Benny, Fred
Allen, Kate Smith, Burns & Allen,
Al Pearce, Phil Baker and We The
People.
After about five years with
Young & Rubicam, Stauffer became associated with A. & S. Lyons
for a brief period and from there
went to Ruthrauff & Ryan, where
he was made vice-president in
charge of radio. It was here that he
started Mayor of the Town on the
air, as well as Lights Out and the
Bob Burns and Grade Fields shows.
In addition he was responsible for
their successful spot campaigns,
including the famous Pall Mall
spots, and many others.
Here's the way Don Stauffer has
expressed his philosophy of the
OWI radio operation:
"As I see it our job is this:
"First, to supply the American
people with the facts about the
war — and I mean facts without
'sugar-coating' or 'bally-hoo.' This
was the policy of the Radio Bureau
under Bill Lewis and it will certainly be mine.
"Second, to give these facts to
the largest possible number of people by means of the established
radio structure in such a way as to
preserve the enormous listening
audience which makes American
radio so valuable a channel of war
information. We believe that emphasis should be on quality and accuracy of information, not on quantity, and we believe it is our job to
see that vital war information
reaches all kinds of radio listeners
by all the successful radio methods
in existence.
"Third, in getting over these
facts about the war to the Ameri-
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MARK WOODS, president of the
BLUE, has been named chairman of
the professional
the Manhattan Committee group
for the of
Greater
New
York Fund. Among those serving on
the committee to raise funds for New
York charities are : A. D. Chiquoine
Jr., vice-president, BBDO, New York,
and Emerson Foote, president, Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York. They are
co-chairman of the division seeking
contributions from the advertising
field.
ELDRIGE PETERSON and Frank
Laclave of the editorial staff of
Printer's Ink have been promoted to
managing editor and associate editor,
respectively. New member of the editorial staff is Donald F. Briody, former associate editor of Tune-In, radio
publication.
HARRY O. KING, director of the
copper division of the WPB, has been
appointed president of the American
Arbitration Assn. by the AAA executive committee, to succeed Cornelius
Vanderbilt Whitney, now in the Army
Air Forces.
GORDON F. HAYES, advertising
manager of the Washington Daily
News for the last six years, has been
appointed salesman for WTOP, Washington, effective April 26.
DON SEARLE, co-owner of KANS,
Wichita, Kan. and KM M.I, Grand
Island, Neb., arrived in San Francisco
April 19 to assume his new duties as
general manager of KGO. BLUE outlet. Mr. Searle was appointed to the
KGO post to succeed William B.
Ryan, now general manager of KFIKECA, Los Angeles.
BEN H. SMITH, former executive
vice-president of Critchfield & Co.,
Chicago, has joined KQW, San Francisco, as account executive.
RUPERT HUGHES, biographer of
George Washington, and author of
numerous books, plays, films and songs,
joined NBC as a commentator April
25, and will be heard on Sundays at
1 p.m., speaking from Hollywood.
RALPH EHRESMAN, former salesman of WMBD, Peoria, 111., has
joined the Chicago sales staff of the
Katz Agency, station representatives.
HOWDEE MEYERS, radio director
of the Chicago Office of Civilian Defense, has been inducted into the Army
and is stationed at Fort Sheridan, 111.
JOSEPH J. ALVIN has peen promoted to assistant manager of the
NBC Western Division press relations
department, Hollywood. He will act as
aide to Harold J. Bock, who has been
manager of that department for six
years.
NATHANIEL HOLMES, formerly of
CJRC, Winnipeg, has been appointed
manager of CFOS, Owen Sound, Ont.,
succeeding Fred Radcliffe, who has
joined a concert orchestra as violinist
and music arranger.
PERCE GAYNER, manager of AllCanada Radio Facilities, Winnipeg,
broke his ankle while on a visit to
CJVI, Victoria, B. C.
can people to use everywhere possible the radio industry itself. That
means that the government states
the war needs and problems, and
the brains of the industry, which
includes networks, local stations,
advertisers and advertising agencies, translate those needs and
problems into action."

ARTHUR .7. KEMP, sales manager
of Pacific ("oast, CBS, San Francisco,
is in New York for three weeks.
FRANK REED has left the sales department of WIND, Chicago-Gary, to
join the Chicago sales staff of William
G. Rambeau Co., station representatives.
PILOT OFFICER W. H. STOVIN,
formerly of CKSO, Sudbury, Ont., and
son of H. N. Stovin of Stovin &
Wright, Toronto, station representative, has arrived safely in Great
Britain with Royal Canadian Air
Force reinforcements.
J. R. PEARCEY, Toronto, has been
appointed Montreal manager for
Stovin & Wright, station representative, succeeding Lovell Mickles Jr.
GEORGE BURNS, former manager of
KFXM, San Bernardino, has been
commissioned a second lieutenant in
the cavalry. He enlisted last July.
SHERMAN D. GREGORY, manager
of WEAF, New York, on April 17
married
Isobel Soden-Irwin, of New
York.
ROGER K. HUSTON, Los Angeles
manager of CBS Radio Sales division,
has been transferred to Chicago headquarters in a similar capacity. Meredith R. Pratt, sales service manager
of KNX, Hollywood, takes his place.
JIM S. TYLER, assistant director of
advertising-promotion
father of a baby girl. of Mutual is
CLIFFORD J. RIAN, for six years
an account executive with McCord Co.,
Minneapolis advertising agency, has
joined WTCN, Minneapolis-St. Paul.
He will handle sales promotion and
publicity and do an early morning
newscast. He is a member of the Minneapolis City Planning Commission.
B. M. GROTKOP, commercial manager of KOME, Tulsa, has resigned to
go into the photograph business at
Braggs, Oklahoma, adjoining Camp
Gruber. Lee Abbott, on the sales staff
of KOME for the last eighteen months,
has been named commercial manager.
KWKH-KTBS

Sets

Up

Sales - Publicity Dept.
NEW DEPARTMENT has been
created at KWKH and KTBS,
Shreveport, La., to handle sales
promotion, publicity and merchandising for both stations. C. W.
Doebler, who comes to radio with
more than 14 years of experience
in advertising, is in charge. He
will direct preparation of publicity
in newspapers and trade magazines, supervise all station promotion and commercial continuity, and
edit the stations' house organ, On
the Level.
B. G. Robertson, who has supervised promotion in addition to his
job as program director of KTBS
and special events director of both
stations, gives up the promotional
work to take on duties associated
with
KTBS. the war effort at KWKH-

Olive

Evans

to BBC

OLIVE S H A R M A N EVANS,
script writer and broadcaster, has
joined the British Broadcasting
Corp., as assistant in the traffic
department, working under the direction of Stephen Fry, New York
traffic manager. In 1925, Mrs.
Evans was associated with WCX,
Detroit, where she originated Mrs.
Page's Household Economics, a program still heard on WJR. While
with N. W. Ayer & Son, Detroit,
from 1937 to 1940, Mrs. Evans
wrote the continuity and program
notes for the Ford Sunday Evening
Hour on CBS.
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RALPH BORELLI, announcer of
,i WPEN, Philadelphia, and director of
'/' station,
the Italian
has programs
resigned. carried by the
|. EVALYN SMTLIE, assistant head of
, script department, KNX, Hollywood,
f and Peggy Stwalley, also of that department, have resigned to join the
WAVES. They report to Hunter College, New York, for training in early
i May.
; MAROLD ROSS, former announcer of
Louisville and Indianapolis stations,
has joined KHJ, Hollywood.
LEO (Ukie) SHERIN, Hollywood
freelance gag writer, has been signed
ft to a seven-year contract by J. Walter
|j Thompson Co., that city. In addition
£ he has been playing bit parts on the
j. NBC Kraft Music Hall and NBC
ii Chase & Sanborn Show.
WALTER GORMAN, Hollywood
producer of Young & Rubicam. has
been assigned to the CBS Kate Smith
t Hour, sponsored by General Foods
Corp. (Jell-O). He replaced Francis
I Van Hartesveldt.
WOODROW HATTIC, public rela| tions and war activities director of
> KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., in addition has been placed in charge of station publicity.
ELIZABETH
BEMIS, Hollywood
news commentator of CBS, will be
transferred to the network's New York
;| headquarters May 2.
1 SEYMOUR KORMAN,
Chicago
I Tribune correspondent, has succeeded
|i Arthur Mann, as Mutual correspondent
on the North African front. Mr. Korman alternates with John Thompson,
also of the Tribune. Mr. Mann has returned to his London post for Mutual.
DOUG MELGES, announcer, has
Paul ;
Minneapolis-St.
| joined
Blanche KSTP,
Bordeaux,
from Chicago, has
w joined the newsroom.
!f HUGH GUIDI, chief announcer of
\ WINX, Washington, and Bob Callahan, musical director, are now members of the armed forces. Marion Wise,
secretary to Sam Lawder, program
takes over Mr. Callahan's
director,
|| work temporarily.
I SAM LAWDER, WINX. WashingI ton. program director, is the father of
a nine-pound girl. Gag announcement
i; on a newscast from the station inviting
to phone for a free cigar,
|, listeners
cost Lawder 148 smokes.
I DAVID FREDERICK TITUS, for•;!' mer producer of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, has joined
KNX. that city. He replaces Cliff
Howell, who has reported to Ft. Douglas, Utah, for Army service.
•Hi
1 JERRY McGUIRE, announcer, forof Honolulu, is now with KGO,
$ merly
San Francisco.
<; ART PRIMM. former news editor of
I'
«
||
I
§
'»

KMO
and KVI,
Tacoma, Wash,
and
northwestern
correspondent
for United
Press, has ■'oined the news bureau of
KQW-K.IBS, San Francisco, as editor and newscaster. He succeeds Philip
Stearns, recently inducted into the
Army.

I' JIMMY ALLEN, and Cliff Johnson,
'ii; announcers, formerly with various netjrlj! work stations, have joined KLX, Oakland, Cal.
EDWARD M. BRAIN ARD, formerly
, of WTHT, Hartford, has joined the
(f$! continuity department of WOR, New
|| York, replacing Stella Roth.
M AL ROSS, has resigned as commercial
$$! program director of WOR, New York.
wf. No replacement has been named.
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WILLIAM HARDING, former production manager of WINS, New
York, and previously of WSYR, Syracuse, has joined the CBS network
operations department as assistant
director. Henry Blanchard, who joined
the department early this year as an
assistant director apprentice, has been
promoted to assistant director. William Anderson resigns as an assistant
director to join the Army April 24.
WILLIAM COSTELLO has taken
over the CBS Sunday afternoon show
on WTOP, Washington, World News
Today, for Leigh White, who is on
leave of absence. Mr. Costello has ha''
varied experience in radio and newspaper work in this country and the
Far East.
HAL LAWRENCE, announcer of
CKLW, Windsor ,Ont. left last week
to join the RCAF.
FRED KILIAN former program director at WIZE Springfield, O., and
other stations and assistant director
of Republic Pictures Corp., New York,
has joined WBBM, Chicago, as producer. Robert White, WBBM continuity writer, has joined the copy staff
of J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago. Chuck Logan, head of the special
events department, has been elected
secretary-treasurer of the Headline
Club, Chicago. Wayne Nelson, former
announcer of KMOX, St. Louis, has
joined WBBM.
MAX BROWN, announcer from
KHAS, Hastings, Neb., has joined
KMYR, Denver.
RAY HUNT, announcer of WBT,
Charlotte, N. C, has resigned and is
leaving radio to enter the railroad
industry on the West Coast.
PFC. R. N. DRUXMAN, former program director and commercial manager of KINY, Juneau, Alaska, and
before that associated with KHQKGA, Spokane, KPQ, Wenatchee and
other Washington state stations, is
with the Army Air Forces in Alaska
doing Special Service work.

HOW
War

TO

STAGE

DOROTHY FEY, formerly of the publicity department of Atlantic Coast
Network, has resigned to join the pub- 1
licitv division of Bundles for America. I
WES
COX,
producer
of CKOC,
Hamilton, Ont., has joined the Royal
Canadian Air Force.
,
KAY MacINTOSH, new to radio, has
joined the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. studios at Halifax as an announcer.

CHECKING UP on the CBS Roll
of Honor, which holds some 600
names of ex-CBS employees now in
the armed forces are (1 to r) :
Marine Sgt. John Hurley, formerly
of the CBS press information department, Pvt. Walter Murphy,
former publicity director of WEEI,
CBS outlet in Boston, and Jack
Hoins of the CBS press information
department. Hoins is editor of the
CBS Mail Bag, which goes to CBS
men in the service and their families, and the Radio Roll Call,
mailed weekly to servicemens' newspapers in 212 camps.
TOM BAXTER, formerly of KPPC,
Pasadena, Cal., has joined KFAC, Los
Angeles, as announcer. He replaces
Fred Briggs, resigned.
DON GILLETTE, formerly of the
building operations department of
CBS, where he has been heard on several Norman Corwin productions, replaces Albert Morgan on the announcing staff of W75NY, Metropolitan Television Inc. FM station in New York.

AN

'E' AWARD

Dept. Issues Check List of "Do's and Don'ts"
To Help Firms Broadcasting Ceremonies

AVOID

ballyhoo and keep announcers and technicians off the
platform, the War Dept. Publications Section advises firms staging
broadcasts of Army-Navy Production Award ceremonies. These are

minutes, keep them dignified and
inexpensive.
2. DO emphasize that the award
was won by men and women of the
plant,
not just management and the
company.

among the suggested "do's and
don'ts" based on accepted policy,
which the Army is distributing to
guide those responsible for arranging such broadcasts.
A Production Award ceremony
is primarily a military event, the
War Dept. warns, and should be
dignified and simple. Likewise
there should be no effort to play
up the event's advertising value or
appeal to the general listening

3. DO limit speeches to a representative of the Army a representative of the Navy, and one representative each for management and
employes. A professional radio announcer may be used as m.c.
4. DO use military bands if you
like. They are available whether
or not the event is sponsored.
5. DON'T follow the ceremony
with a social or entertainment
function.

public.
Clearance of national broadcasts
must be arranged through the Radio Branch of the War Dept. Bureau of Public Relations News
Bureau, the Army says, but local
programs may be approved by the
public relations officer assigned to
supervise the ceremony. Firms are
urged to consult the officer actively
supervising the program. The War
Dept. says "they will find him well
qualified and anxious to help in
every possible way."
Here are some: of the Army's
recommendations
1. DO limit ceremonies to 30

6. DON'T have announcers and
technicians where they will distract attention. Have them work
from the wings and sides.
The Army also suggested recording the broadcast for playback
to workers unable to attend or for
rebroadcast to the public.
In promoting the broadcast, the
Army says that the event may be
publicized on regular programs
sponsored by the firm providing
such publicity is in keeping with
the usual War Dept. security and
other policies and does not contravene the spirit and dignity of the
award.
BROADCASTING

I
I
I
j

GEORGE CORY, with Wyoming and
Colorado stations for the last several
years, has joined the staff of KIUP, J
Durango, Col., as salesman-announcer.
ED STANTON and Earl Russell have
joined KFBK, Sacramento.
JERRY SAXON, for two years pro- |
gram director of WEDC, Chicago, has
left to join the announcing staff of I
WHFC, Cicero, 111.
PHILIP STEARNS, newscaster of
KQW, San Francisco, recently was
inducted into the Army.

CLAYTON C. MAMPA and Lyle C. j
Timms recently joined the sound effects department of NBC Chicago.
MARTHA BAIRD, continuity writer
of WSUI, U. of Iowa station, Iowa
City, has joined WGN, Chicago.
LT. (j.g.) FRED WOOD, former
announcer of WJNO, West Palm
Beach and m.c. of Dawn Patrol at
WIP, Philadelphia, has received his j
Navy wings at Corpus Christi, Texas,
and is now instructing aviation cadets
at the Naval Air Station, Hutchinson,
Kan.
CLIFFORD ROBERTS, announcer
on WTMJ and W55M, Milwaukee, was
inducted into the Army recently, and
Douglas Pledger of WSAU, Wausau,
Wis., has joined the staff. Also from
WSAU comes Beatrice-Ann Gehrung,
who joined WTMJ recently as news
writer.
OWEN McFARLAND, formerly with
WCBM, Baltimore and NBC in New
York, recently joined WAAT, Newark,
as announcer.
CHUCK MILLER, production manof WING, Dayton, is father of a
baby agerboy.
LLOYD BECKWORTH has joined
KINY, Juneau. Alaska, as announcer,
coming from KVOL, Lafayette, La.
FRED DODGE, announcer of WKRC,
Cincinnati, was to report last week
to the Army in Louisville to enter
OCS.
LARRY McCANCE, producer of
C.TOR, Vancouver, has joined the
Royal Canadian Air Force.
MRS. GLORIA GARDNER HILL,
secretary to Jack Radford, station relations chief of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, has been appointed
CBC station relations supervisor of
food and drug accounts clearances for
the Dept. of Pensions & National
Health, Ottawa, succeeding Jack Dunlop, cial
recently
appointed
CBC commerrepresentative
at Toronto.
JIM ALLARD, continuity and news
editor of CJCA, Edmonton, has been
appointed merchandising director, succeeding Al MacKenzie. who has moved
to CFAC, Calgary, Alta.
RAY GREEN, general manager of
Kermit Raymond Radio Productions,
is the father of a baby girl.

"pilot"
, assistant
MORETTI
PAUL
Patrol program
Dawn
the all-night
of
of WIP, Philadelphia, left last week
to join the Army.
JERRY ORNSTEEN, former chief
announcer of W73PH, WPEN's FM
adjunct in Philadelphia, and Miriam
Lampl, are to be married May 9.
BOB KNOX, formerly of WGAN,
the announchas joined
Portland,
ing staff ofMe.,WIBG.
Philadelphia.
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REVIEW

I

SECRETARY-TREASURER'S OFFICE
C. E. Arney Jr.

il

;,! In common with the radio indusJI try which it serves NAB has dedicated itself to an all-out war effort.
\Il The Government agencies charged
primarily with the many activities
f! incident to wartime operation and
§' civilian morale have leaned heavily
1 upon us for consultation and ad1: vice.
The managements of radio stations likewise turn to us for assistance in many of their problems.
The NAB staff has kept abreast
of these ever-growing demands. In
the reports of the several departments will be found information as
to the detail of this work.
We feel that we can say with
becoming modesty that the NAB
staff has established and is maintaining with all of the essential war
agencies contacts based upon respect and confidence. We are prepared to serve the membership in
the effective discharge of their wartime responsibilities and in meeting the many operating problems
which beset them.
To more effectively care for the
interests of the industry in meeting the challenge presented by the
AFM recording ban NAB established a branch office at 535 5th
Avenue, New York. Serving primarily as headquarters for our
Legal and Public Relations Counsel in the Petrillo matter. It is also
used as headquarters for the Retail Promotion Committee and
Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, NAB Coordinator of Listener Activity. Other
members of the staff are Carl Haverlin, supervisor (also BMI vicepresident in charge of station relations)Constance
;
Mendel and Marjorie Kryske, stenographer.
ASSISTANT TO THE
PRESIDENT

I:
M

The office of Assistant to the
President of NAB has been given
a new definition. Government contacts and general administrative
duties have been added to the primary responsibility of public relations. The new post was filled on
March 1, 1943, by Willard D. Egolf,
pursuant to the preparation of a
Public Relations Plan by a special
committee and its adoption by the
Board.
In accordance with a resolution
adopted at the July meeting of the
Board, President Miller appointed
a Committee consisting of himself
as Chairman; Walter J. Brown,
WSPA-WORD, Spartanburg, S. C;
Frank King, WMBR, Jacksonville,
Fla.; Leslie W. Joy, KYW, Philadelphia; Gilmore Nunn, WLAP,
Lexington, Ky.; Richard H. MaPage
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ACTIVITIES

son, WTPF, Raleigh, N. C; Edgar
H. Twamley, WBEN, Buffalo.
The Committee met at NAB
Headquarters Sept. 11, 1942, with
the following present: Neville Miller, Frank King, Gilmore Nunn,
Richard H. Mason and Edgar H.
Twamley, with C. E. Arney Jr. acting as secretary.
The public relations activities of
NAB were reviewed and discussed
and the objects and purposes were
outlined.
Detailed recommendations covering the establishment of more intimate relations with various trade
groups, such as ANA, AAAA,
RMA, AFA, NRDGA, ANPA, the
Better Business Bureau and other
organizations having many interests similar to those of NAB were
suggested.
In the field of women's groups,
the work of Mrs. Dorothy Lewis,
Coordinator of Listener Activity,
was considered, and the Committee
felt that this work should be continued and expanded. Active contacts should be established through
Mrs. Lewis with the heads of all
national women's organizations.
Volunteer workers in various areas
should be enlisted to assist in or-

ganizing

OF

councils and

THE
listener

groups.
Selected broadcasters capable of
interpreting radio's story and problems should be encouraged to appear before groups of various kinds
at conventions and other meetings.
Basic data should be furnished by
NAB. This cooperation should extend to local broadcasters appearing before Rotary and civic clubs.
The value of contacts with educational and religious groups was
emphasized as highly important
and worth steady development.
Labor problems should remain
under the exclusive province of the
Director of Labor Relations, consistent with NAB public relations
policies. Preparation of material on
political and legislative problems
of the industry was defined as an
important service to broadcasters.
Adroit use of radio's facilities
in telling its own story was recommended with both network shows
and local programs, including transcriptions. Other media were
given equal importance, including
speeches, printed material and articles in both trade and consumer
magazines.
Under this heading, continuing

NAB
effort was requested in compiling a
statistical record of radio's service
in the war and publicizing this record most effectively. This should be
paralleled by a study of regular
public service features such as agricultural, religious, educational
and cultural.
General vigilance was urged on
behalf of radio as an instrument
of public service without equal in
America, frequently misunderstood,
sometimes maligned and seldom
given full credit for its contribution to the cause of a free people.
The Committee concluded by recommending that someone should be
engaged to handle these activities
and work begun at the earliest possible date.
Mr. Egolf immediately organized
the NAB News Bureau, placing at
its head Walt Dennis, magazine
writer and newspaper man of ten
years' experience, with 2x/2 years'
radio background as promotion
manager at KVOO.
DEPARTMENT
OF
BROADCAST
ADVERTISING
Lewis H. Avery, Director

NAB

Membership

Holds

Level

in

1942;

Year's
Receipts
Amount
to $315,628
year ended March 31 were $343,NAB's membership remained practically static last year, with a total
075, as against $322,808 for the
of 524 on April 15 as against 525
corresponding period the preceding
on May 1, 1942.
fiscal year. Cash on hand as of
March 31 totalled approximately
While there were some shifts,
$37,000
as against approximately
new members practically offset
$60,000 the preceding year.
those who dropped out. In May,
1941, the membership totalled 547
The largest single item in the
with a number of the resignations
expense category was $122,548 for
occasioned by the walk-out of MBS
salaries. For the "musicians conas a network and the loss of a
troversy", an aggregate of $54,224
was disbursed. Forced to vacate its
number of MBS stations who have
not returned to the fold.
headquarters in the Normandy
Building late last year the NAB
NBC and CBS are network
acquired its new headquarters at
members. MBS has not yet rejoined
1760 N St., N. W. for $33,554,
although there have been indicawhich
was covered in the expense
tions that it proposed to do so.
compilation
for the year. The
BLUE, separated from NBC more
breakdown
of
expenses follows:
than a year ago, has not made
known its plans.
Expenses
Network Stations
Advertising Council
2,500.00
Annual Convention
4,014.76
The breakdown discloses that
Board
of
Directors
Meetings
11,642.91
54.7% of network affiliates are
Building Expense
1,041.91
Committee Expenses
20,691.74
members of NAB, representing a
Dues and Publications
1,462.05
total of 370 of the 560 network
Furniture and Fixtures
1,974.71
Legal
and
Accounting
Fees
6,225.00
stations. Of these, however, 19
Land and Building
33,554.14
Listener Activities
6.037.43
were duplicates, being on more
Miscellaneous
16,121.89
than one network. There are 129
Musicians Controversy
54,224.01
NAB Reports
12,300.92
independent stations holding assoOffice Supplies
2,595.92
ciation membership.
Postage
3,231.73
President's Expenses
1,763.36
NAB receipts for the period
Printing
9.168.23
Rent
6,846.66
April 1, 1942, to March 31, 1943,
Salaries
122,548.84
Taxes
3,432.50
aggregated $315,628.55, including
Tax
Fees
7,221.33
approximately $60,000 cash on
Telephone and Telegraph
3,629.93
Travel
10,946.36
hand at the beginning of the fiscal
year. This compared to total re343,075.72
ceipts of $377,619 for the period
Add: Accounts Payable, March
April 1, 1941, to March 31, 1942,
31, 1943
27.363.80
including $27,500 of cash on hand.
9,634.69
Cash on Hand, March 31, 1943__ $36,998.49
Aggregate expenses for the fiscal
BROADCASTING

A review of the activities of the
Department of Broadcast Advertising during the past year begins
properly with a deserved tribute to
Frank E. Pellegrin who, prior to
his appointment as a Captain in
the U. S. Army, served as Director
from April 1, 1941, to July 3, 1942.
From July 3 to Oct. 1, 1942, the
Department was without a fulltime
director. Its activities at that time
were planned and supervised by S.
E. Avery Jr., Secretary-Treasurer,
while Miss Geraldine Finnegan,
who had served as Secretary for
Captain Pellegrin, maintained the
routine correspondence with radio
stations, advertisers and advertisagencies.
At ingthe
NAB Annual Convention
in Cleveland, two resolutions were
passed

unanimously: one condemned the efforts of some organizations and movements outside the
government to obtain the free use
of broadcasting facilities; the other
urged member stations to deny the
use of their facilities to advertisers and advertising agencies seeking to place business on a contingent, guaranteed or per-inquiry
basis. Copies of these resolutions
have been mailed to all who attempted to infringe the standards
of good business practice the industry thus sought to establish.
STANDARD
CONTRACT
FORMS : During the year an everincreasing number of radio stations
adopted the standard contract form
to the benefit of advertisers, advertising agencies and stations.
WHAT RADIO
BUYERS
WANT TO KNOW: Through the
generosity
of Dr. onHerman
S. Het(Continued
page 8 A)
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Sell

the

Souths

Biggest

Market

THROUGH

First in coverage

of the South's biggest and

best trade area — first in

listener acceptance — first in sales results

MEMPHIS
SOUTH'S

MARKET
BIGGEST

HAS

INCOME!

Total Buying income for the 12 months
ending Oct. 1, 1942 for Southern Market

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Areas, shown by Sales Management's
"Analysis 1942 Income," shows —
MEMPHIS
$963,116,000
Houston
843,108,000
Dallas
841,243,000
New Orleans
821,235,000
Fort Worth
820,921,000
Atlanta
739,877,000
Louisville
729,131,000
Oklahoma City
680,504,000
Birmingham
679,614,000
Richmond
493,629,000

The Memphis market has the biggest population,
the biggest area, and the biggest retail sales
volume of any Southern Market Area.
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CBS— 600 KILOCYCLES— 500 WATTS— CBS
Remember — It's the Low Frequencies That Cover
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IN 25 CITIES...

OFFICES

EVERYWHERE

In both the study and the presentation, Mr. Coons will draw upon
sources of unquestioned staturemen known to all in advertising,
business, government, labor, management, retailing and broadcasting. All to the end that there shall
be presented to the retail industry
and broadcasters alike a sweeping
compilation of such authoritative
opinion and verifiable facts as to
show conclusively how the broadcasting industry may serve the retailer.

(Continued from page 80)
tinger, Associate Professor of Marketing, Wharton School of Finance
& Commerce, U. of Pennsylvania,
a factual study of agency and advertiser desires in station research,
together with some arresting and
inescapable conclusions, was released to NAB member stations on
July 1, 1942.
I
I

I

SALES MANAGERS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: To bring the
new Director up to date on the activities of the Sales Managers, immediately prior to his association
with NAB, the Chairman of the
Committee called a special two-day
meeting in Chicago on Sept. 23-24,
1942. Special thanks are due each
of the following members of that
Committee for his advice and assistance during the service of the
present Director in the period covered by this report: John M. Outler, Jr., Chairman, WSB, Atlanta;
Frank R. Bowes, WBZ Boston;
Donald D. Davis, WHB, Kansas
City; Dietrich Dirks, KTRI, Sioux
City; George H. Frey, NBC, New
York; Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS,
New York; William Malo, WDRC,
Hartford.

DISTRICT MEETINGS: In
company with President Neville
Miller, the Director attended 18
meetings in the 17 NAB Districts,
starting in Philadelphia Oct. 19,
1942, and concluding in Boston
Dec. 10, 1942. For this series of
District meetings, two booklets
were prepared: one contained four
charts on the growth of radio ownership and broadcast advertising,
and four tabulations of the distinctive advantages of radio as an advertising medium; the other contained summaries of eight topics of
discussion at the sales meetings
held in conjunction with these District meetings.
Cooperation with Government
agencies and other trade groups
was maintained.

COVERAGE MAPS: Just prior
to the start of the NAB District
meeting tour, Paul F. Peter, NAB
Director of Research, released the
"Recommended Standards for the
Determination of Coverage Maps"
tentatively approved by the Research Committee. At each of the
meetings, these standards were presented for an extended discussion,
culminating in a show of hands on
the acceptability of the recommendations.
Since this project originated
with the Time Buyers Committee
of the AAAA and the President of
the Radio Executives Club of New
York, the Director, following the
District meetings, informed this
group of the approval of these
standards by an overwhelming majority of the station executives to
whom they had been submitted. As
a result of this meeting, the AAAA
agreed to provide a seal or stamp
of approval of this method of preparing coverage maps.
Meanwhile, the project was referred to Howard S. Frazier, NAB
Director of Engineering, and the
NAB Engineering Committee. This
Page
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A HORSE AND PLOW borrowed from a farmer living near the transmitter of WHIO, Dayton, are used by Engineers Kenneth Weller, seated
on the horse, and Jack Hodgkinson, holding the plow, in preparing the
ground for a Victory garden at the transmitter site. Jack Peyser, announcer, seems to be bossing the job. All WHIO employees are free to
make gardens at the transmitter grounds.
group recommended certain changes
which were incorporated in the
final draft submitted to the Sales
Managers Executive Committee at
its meeting in New York on March
9, 1943, and to the Research Committee at its meeting in Washington on March 31, 1943. From the
latter meeting came a further
slight modification and final approval of the standards. The Research Committee also authorized
the preparation of sample coverage
maps (day and night) based on
these standards and the issuance
of a booklet outlining the method
of compiling and computing such
maps. It is hoped that this material will be available for distribution at the NAB War Conference.
PER-INQUIRY AND
FREE
TIME : When an analysis disclosed
that the number of per-inquiry offers and free time requests received by radio stations during a
six-month period in 1942 was substantially above the number of
such unethical approaches in the
same period of 1941, a somewhat
different attack was decided upon.
In the "NAB Reports" all such
offers and requests were treated
facetiously and sarcastically. The
immediate result was a doubling
and quadrupling of the number of
such attempts reported to the department and, favorably, the conversion of several such efforts to
standard trade practice.
SALES MANUAL FOR LOCAL
ACCOUNTS: The Sales Managers
Executive Committee, at its meeting in New York on March 9-10,
1943, instructed the Director to prepare as rapidly as possible a Sales
Manual for Local Accounts. This
is now in production and a final
draft was planned for submission
to the Committee at its meeting
preceding the NAB War Conference.
RETAIL PROMOTION COMMITTEE PLAN: Acting on a reso-

lution of the Sales Managers Committee, passed at the NAB Annual
Convention in 1942, the NAB Board
of Directors authorized the appointment of a Retail Promotion Committee (originally termed Department Store Clinic Committee) to
investigate the present use of
broadcast advertising by department stores and leading retail
establishments, and to recommend
ways and means of increasing the
acceptance of radio in this field.
Plans Approved
After a preliminary investigation, the Committee selected Sheldon R. Coons, business counsel, to
make the study and prepare the
presentation. An outline of the
project and a schedule of the proposed cost of participation for radio stations was submitted to the
NAB Board of Directors at a meeting in Chicago Sept. 24, 1942, and
approved unanimously. The campaign to raise funds was launched
Oct. 30, 1942.
In essence, the Retail Promotion
Committee Plan is designed to
finance and present a study into the
problems of retail selling, retail
distribution and the part radio advertising may play in their solution.
It will be presented as a dramatic, four-hour master showing
employing motion slide films, animation, sound motion pictures,
transcriptions, charts, supplementary exhibits, printed material for
distribution.
Jumbo

Easel Form

It will be shown at joint meetings of the owners and managers
of retail establishments and the
executives and salesmen of participating radio stations.
Where it is not feasible to present the Master Showing, complete
presentations in jumbo easel form
will be available.
BROADCASTING

Many leaders in the industry
have termed this project the most
constructive activity ever undertaken by broadcasters. Certainly it
is the first industry-wide effort to
sell the medium on a thoroughly
sound and constructive basis.
For the tremendous energy and
unlimited time that Chairman Paul
W. Morency, of WTIC, Hartford,
has devoted to the development of
this project, broadcasters will long
be indebted. With the goal in sight,
the entire committee hopes to raise,
at the NAB War Conference, the
additional funds required to complete the study and presentation.
To assist Chairman Morency in
the campaign for funds, the Director has devoted more than a majority of his time since the conclusion of the District meetings. Tot
those who are closely associated
with the project, no other activity
in the commercial phase of broadcasting has ever possessed either
the appeal or the possibilities of
the Retail Promotion Committee
Plan.

ENGINEERING
DEPT.
Howard S. Frazier, Director of
Engineering
The NAB Engineering Department is now devoted almost exclusively to industry problems of a
technical nature created by the
war. These activities include the
conservation of tubes, spare parts
and other materials essential for
operation; the recruiting of competent technical personnel from
sources outside the industry, the
maintenance of home receivers and
direct assistance to stations with
material and personnel problems.
Neville Miller is chairman of the
Domestic Broadcasting, Committee
IV and a member of the International Broadcasting, Committee VI
and Communications Liaison Committee for Civilian Defense, Committee XII, of the Board of War
Communications. The Director of
Engineering serves as alternate
and technical advisor for the NAB
president on these three committees.
It is anticipated that losses of
the industry's technical manpower
will be one of the most serious
problems to be faced by the industry in the near future.
For many months this Department has been preaching the wisdom of training women and men,
who because of age or physical fitness are not subject to military
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Buffalo's
Most

Powerful
Transmitter
Plant

service, as replacement technicians
and operators. The Executive Engineering Committee has not considered it advisable to undertake
an industry operator training program as the operating practices of
individual stations vary widely.
The BBC has been extremely cooperative byinforming NAB of its
experience with technical personnel
problems under wartime conditions.
Recently the NAB Engineering Department, with the cooperation of
the American Radio Relay League,
inaugurated a campaign to recruit
men and women possessing radio
operator licenses or other qualifying experience for technical positions in broadcast stations. Applicants have already been registered
from 37 states and the District of
Columbia. Upon request, the names
of registered persons are forwarded
to stations.
No Station Off the Air
Conservation measures instituted
by cooperative action of WPB,
FCC and BWC together with the
exchange of surplus materials, as
implemented by the FCC catalog
of surplus equipment and the NAB
Swap Bulletin, have made possible
the continued operation of the industry with a minimum drain upon
the nation's stock pile of vital materials. So far as is known by NAB,
no station has been off the air for
longer than a brief period due to

YOU

OUGHT

SEE

THE

TO
WAV

THEY'RE
PACKING PEOPLE INTO
BEAUMONT
In 1940, according to the census,
Beaumont's city limits encircled 59,063
people. On December 31, 1942, an
estimated 80,000 inhabitants dwelled
within the same limits. Also, the December, 1942, city directory lists 99,000 residents against 77,000 people
who were included in the 1941 city
directory. Add to Beaumont's rapid
growth the equally great population
gains of nearby Port Arthur and Orange
and you'll readily understand why it'll
be a wise move to use KFDM today to
cover the war-busy Sabine area.

Milwaukee

Trip

AN INVITATION to NAB
War Conference delegates to
run down to Milwaukee anytime between April 29 and
May 2 and take in the Milwaukee Journal's "Radio
City" layout [WTMJ and
W55M (FM)] has been extended by Walter J. Damm,
vice-president and general
manager of radio and former president of the NAB.
The plant was opened Feb.
15 but no formal dedication
was held in view of war conditions. Milwaukee is about
90 minutes from Chicago,
with about two dozen trains
leaving daily.
a lack of replacement tubes or
The NAB Swap Bulletin is
mailed
parts. to all standard broadcast
stations regardless of NAB membership. Likewise, the columns of
the Swap Bulletin are available to
all broadcasters.
The delivery of necessary replacement materials to broadcasters has been expedited by the
granting of the preference rating
AA-2X which is comparable with
the priorities accorded military requirements.
There is a growing realization
that the effectiveness of broadcast
station operation is dependent upon
the continued maintenance of home
receiving sets. This problem has
been aggravated by the loss of substantial numbers of radio service
mechanics to the armed services
and other industries, as well as
the temporary shortage of some replacement parts and tubes. The Engineering Department has devoted
much of its efforts during recent
months to this phase of the industry's wartime technical problems.
The work of the Recording and
Reproducing Standards Committee
has been suspended for the duration of the war.
Among the varied activities of
the Engineering Department, the
following are worthy of special
mention: publication of a directory
of tube repairing facilities, priority
instructions to broadcasters, the
purchase by broadcasters of trans-

i
kolo
MASON CITY. IOWA

mitting tubes from amateurs, relaxation of FCC operator requirements, acontinuous review of technical publications with reading]
recommendations for broadcast engineers and executives,
selective"
service problems
and the investigation of new broadcast equipment
developments.
LABOR

RELATIONS

Joseph L. Miller, Director
The whole field of relations between men and management is now
under the control of the Federal
Government.
Collective bargaining is only a
sham. Either side in labor negotiations can end them at will, know
ing that compulsory arbitratior
must follow. And even if a bona fide
collective agreement is arrived at
it must be submitted to the federal
government for approval.
Wages and salaries have beer
"stabilized". That means "frozen"
with some little leeway.
Labor is forbidden to strike.
Not only does the governmem
now fix maximum hours of employ
ment (without penalty) but alst
tells management just how long it;
men shall work.
Some headway has been mad<
toward "freezing" men in theii
jobs if essential to the war effort
and labor conscription within the
coming year is the probable de
velopment which will complete the
governmental grip on this field.
In so doing, if management is
wise, it will seek the support an(
cooperation of organized labor | 1
Most labor unions, like manage
ment, are chafing under virtua
bureaucratic dictatorship. They
will be ready and willing to help
management restore economic freedom— if management does not trjj
to define economic freedom as uni
bridled freedom for management
and serfdom for labor.
A start was made toward determining whether radio was responsible for the permanent maintenance
of those members of the AFM whe
could not make a living with their
instruments.
James C. Petrillo, president oi
the musicians union, started the
ball rolling when, in June, 1942, h?

Our farm-listeners are getting
big dough for producing PORK.
Our city -listeners are getting
likewise for packing PORK. Why
don't you be the little piggy that
"goes to town" in this market?
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BLUE NETWORK, 560 K.C., 1,000 WATTS
MEANS BUSINESS

NOW

5000

WATTS

F. C. EIGHMEY
General Manager

MARKET

Serving the magnetized Sabine area
which is drawing people and industries
from other sections.
CBS AFFILIATE

*

WEED

& COMPANY,
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nounced to his convention that
?M members would make no rerdings after Aug. 1. Under the
mmittee's pressure he finally
ited that he wanted the recording
mpanies to contribute cash to a
lion - managed "unemployment
nd". This they refused to do.
Sooner or later, the issue will be
cided, and recording will be remed.
Whatever the decision, it likely
11 determine in the long run

tion's war

GIFTS OF GRATITUDE to close
WGBI's best year of national spot
business in 18 years of broadcasting. Frank Megargee (left) president of the Scranton (CBS) station, presents ostrich leather wallets to Vice-President George
Boiling (center), and President
John Blair (right) of John Blair
& Co., the station's representatives
for the last six years. Contract has
been renewed. WGBI presented a
gift to every man and woman in
the agency.

WPA for muthe private
^ pether
is now maintained
lians which
many radio stations must be
ntinued. The sooner this question
decided, the better for all conrned.
LEGAL DEPARTMENT
Russell P. Place, Counsel

Following the Cleveland Convenm, hearings on the Sanders Bill
amend the Communications Act
ere resumed May 19, 1942. The
ported testimony comprised 1058
iges. In January, 1943, Repre■ntative Holmes
(R-Mass.) inli oduced in the 78th Congress a
j" - 11 virtually identical with the
anders Bill, and in March Senairs White and Wheeler jointly in4: ,-oduced a bill which also included
ef,r |ie recommendations of the Fedal Communications Bar Assn.,
[at went even further and included,
II jmong other provisions, the three
roposals advanced by NAB at the
!'
IIP! earings on the Sanders Bill last
irt i fear. NAB had endorsed in prinId
Association's recomciple the Barmendations.
There is a distinct posiana?
virl jibility, it is generally believed,
Hi hat the present
Congress will
to k mend the Act.
icfra Also on the Congressional front
ire three bills which would prohibit the advertising of alcoholic
as Dl v
'eroa ileverages. The Johnson and Capper Bills in the Senate, and the
dete f]ulkin Bill in the House, were respoil; erred respectively to the Senate
interstate
Commerce Committee
11 wl nd the House Interstate and Forign Commerce Committee, where
hey now remain.
ent r
Selective Service Handbook

subject to the right of appeal to the
Boards of Appeal, have the power
to determine all claims and questions relative to occupational deferment. Under the Selective Service
System's basic policy of decentralization, the power of State Directors seems to be increasing with
corresponding reluctance on the
part of the Director of Selective
Service to intervene in occupational cases.
Gen. Hershey and the State Directors have the authority in their
discretion to take such appeals, an
authority they exercise only infrequently. The local boards, at the
grassroots, are virtually all-powerful, and are seldom reversed if they
have observed procedural regulations. Counsel has been of some
help in a number of cases where
stations requested investigation by
headquarters; but the prospects
for the future appear less bright.
PROMOTION
AND
CIRCULATION
By Arthur Stringer

Preparation of the NAB Selective Service Handbook and Suppleents, correspondence with staions relative to occupational deerment of key men, and contact
ith National Headquarters of the
Selective Service System, have consumed considerable time and effort.
111
Activity and Occupation Bulletins
by headquarters for the
:e(? fssued
guidance of local boards have not
prevented induction of many key
employes in broadcasting, although
jjJthe industry as a whole, it is believed, has been accorded reasonably fair treatment.
The training of women, men over
145 and men in 4-F remains, as
NAB has repeatedly stated, the
safest course to pursue in order
to insure sufficient manpower for
continued operation. With the
drafting of fathers imminent, the
picture daily looms more grim.
Under the law the local boards,
in BROADCASTING

•

This department continues to be
almost wholly concerned with government departments.
The industry provides a tremendous amount of support to the naTHE
INDUSTRIAL
GATEWAY
to the
RICH
TENNESSEE

effort: 5,556,000 announcements and 601,000 programs
of local origination in 1942.
Elmer Davis on March 26, 1943,
stated that $86,900,000, divided
$71,570,000 for time and $15,330,000 for talent, was the dollars and
cents value of the over-all radio
effort of bringing war information
to the public.
Stations which have not yet safeguarded their operation by placing
women, over-age men and 4-Fs in
key spots are faced with sizable
difficulties now, larger ones in a
few months.

Most
Buffalo's
Powerful
Transmitter
Plant

By acting promptly stations have
one last chance to secure dependable replacements for the duration.
It is our feeling that some measure
of relief may be afforded by checking lists of nearby students who
have been enrolled in the ESMWTNAB "Fundamentals of radio"
courses.
The March-April tube survey
undertaken by NAB for Radio &
Radar was reported "excellent and
most helpful" by WPB.
Over 10,000 copies of a folio dealing with Selective Service were
distributed by NAB with the help
of broadcast stations, jobbers and
service associations and set manufacturers.
Broadcasters must become "circulation" conscious. Unless individual sets (circulation) are maintained in repair, the war effort will
suffer.
What happens to the morale of
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families, deprived of accustomed
news and other broadcast services,
was demonstrated this spring when
many farm families were unable to
buy radio batteries. Large numbers
became resentful, uncooperative
and disgusted.
It is unfortunate that farmers
were the unwilling guinea pigs
whose reactions, when deprived of
broadcast service, aroused public
indignation. But this experience
has clearly demonstrated the importance of maintaining a radio in
every American home throughout
the emergency.

WLIB-CIO Pact
AMERICAN
Communications
Assn. (CIO), reports that negotiations with WLIB, Brooklyn,
have been completed and a contract
is being drawn providing for raises
and union benefits for the station's
entire staff. At WIBG, Philadelphia, negotiations for a renewal
of the technicians' contract ended
in a deadlock and the disputed
points have been submitted to the
U. S. Conciliation Service for arbitration. At KYW, Philadelphia,
the technicians' contract has been
reopened for discussions of wage
adjustments.

RESEARCH

much time to the collection of information needed in treating the

By Paul F. Peter

"RSO

Speeds

Distribut

ion

for

Spread"
Wartime
. . . says Randall Klein

As head of the Des Moines
office of Seavey 8C Flarsheim,
food brokers, Randall Klein has
had a hand in many successful
Iowa sales promotions. On his
recent introduction of DoubleMix, Mr. Klein reports:
"Last October radio launched
Double-Mix in Iowa — with daily
mention on KSO's home-economics program.
"Thanks to effective broadcasting, Double-Mix is already established with thousands of
Iowa families as the wartime
spread that makes one pound of
butter do the work of two.
"Even in normal times, introducing a new product is a tough
test for any medium of advertising. In wartime, it's even
harder. So KSO and Helen
Watts Schreiber can take a
well-deserved bow for helping
Double-Mix to obtain such wide
distribution in so few months."
BASIC BLUE
AND MUTUAL
5000 WATTS
0»BASIC

KS
NT
KR

COLUMBIA
5000 WATTS

The Cowles Stations in
3ES

MOINES

Affiliated with Des Moines Register & Tribune
Represented by The Katz Agency
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The NAB Research Department,
under the direction of the NAB Research Committee, has completed
its study of Station Coverage and
is preparing a publication of its
recommendation on the subject.
This will be mailed to the membership as soon as it is printed. The
title of the publication will be
"How to Determine Station Coverage".
The department has also completed its tabulations and calculations of Census data to be included
in the "NAB Market Data Handbook for Broadcasters".
Two surveys were addressed to
broadcast stations during the last
year which were of particular importance: on use of musicians by
broadcast stations and a survey of
the manpower situation in the industry.
The NAB recommendation on
Station Coverage will contain a
recommendation on method of determining the station coverage
area, and the manner of handling
the calculation of the market data
used to interpret the coverage area.
Also included will be a sample station coverage presentation presenting
ademonstration of maps, titling
and copy.
The NAB Engineering Committee prepared a recommendation on
"Signal Strength" in 1940 under
the title, "National Association for
the Purpose of Estimating Field
Contours of a Broadcast Station
in the Regular Broadcast Band."
Recommendations are given on
"Audience Mail" and "Coverage
Analysis."
Market Data Handbook
In conjunction with the Station
Coverage Recommendation, NAB
is preparing a thoroughly complete
Market Data Book for Broadcast
Stations which will contain basic
information for station use.
The importance of the problem
of manpower to operate the industry compelled NAB to address a
questionnaire to all stations in September, 1942.
The department is currently preparing a simplified questionnaire
to revise earlier information on
manpower since it is probably the
most acute problem facing the industry today.
The
department
has devoted

problem
of the musicians' ban on
music recording.
More than 500 radio stations
have consistently submitted reports
on the programs and announcements carried on behalf of the war
effort each month since the fall of
1941. The department has made
the analyses of the reports.
The department undertook to assemble as much information as
could be made available for the use
of stations in calculating excess
profits taxes; assisted in the preparation of a data sheet and instructions for its use to assist stations
in critical labor areas in observing
the 48-hour week to conform with
the Executive Order of the President.
The department assisted the National Retail Dry Goods Association in preparing a questionnaire
to its membership on the subject
of retail advertising; assisted in
preparation of graphic charts of
basic radio information for the use
of the director of broadcast advertising.

LISTENER

ACTIVITY

Mrs. Dorothy Leivis, Coordinator
Principal objective of this department for 1943 is to continue
the program of education of the
listening audience with principal
emphasis on program evaluation,
to report on audience reactions and
to service all those groups or individuals wishing aid in using radio,
when
such
use is in the public interest.

Rep.

Stewart

POST-WAR

PLANNING
IS BEGUN
BY WOR
WITH AN EYE to greater listening pleasure and increased operational efficiency when the war is
over, WOR, New York, has organized apost-war planning committee
under the direction of its executive
committee, with specific studies assigned to appropriate departments.
The functions of the committee are
still exploratory in nature, but
several postwar personnel, engineering and business problems are
under consideration.
Specifically, the question of
WOR's participation in television
is being analyzed as to how soon
materials will be available after
the war, what materials are available now, and what the possibilities
are of placing orders now for
equipment needed later. The future of W71NY, WOR's FM station, is another topic under discussion, including problems of expansion, antenna design, transmitter improvement, and the bringing
up to date of present studio equipment.
The station's news and program
departments are studying the possibility of a reduction in the number of news programs and best
replacements after the war, while
the sales division is trying to determine the changes in advertising
which will probably occur. In connection with the post-war plans of
advertisers, Eugene S. Thomas,
sales manager of WOR, is working with the larger advertisingagencies on a survey which will
of
May. be completed at the end
probably

CBC Excuses Jap Scare
Incident, Issues Warning
OFFICIAL CBC investigation of
the Jap landing scare on the Pacific
coast a few days ago resulted in a
release saying "the presentation of
the program was an error in judgment committed through excess of
zeal for a good cause. (Recruiting
for Canada's Reserve Army.) It
should be a warning to advertising
agencies and radio operators that
the use of 'scare' methods to arouse
public interest should be used with
resulted
from a program
theScare
greatest
of care."
sponsored by Maher Shoe Co., Toronto,vertising
throughagency.
A. McKim Ltd., adPart of show referred to Sinclair
Lewis' "It Can't Happen Here."
Listeners who misunderstood telephoned newspaper offices and army
for
duty. Some reserves reported
stations.

to Amend

Mailing
Privilege Bill
AMENDMENT of a bill to preserve second class mailing privileges for publications that suspend during the war (HR-1004),
limiting it to publications owned by
servicemen, seemed likely last week
after Rep. Stewart (D-Okla.) expressed opposition to it in the
House Monday.
When the measure was brought
up, Rep. Stewart refused to permit
its consideration. He explained that
he felt the bill should be worded
so that it would protect only war
victims. He predicted that an
amendment would be arranged with
the snonsor of the bill Rep. Hagan
(P-Minn.).
BROADCASTING

Corwin

to Speak

NORMAN CORWIN, CBS producer and playwright, will present the composite views of radio
actors, writers and producers on
the relation of their respective
fields to the war effort, at the National Wartime Conference of the
professions, arts, sciences and
white-collar fields, to be held May
8-9 at the Hotel Commodore, New
York. Representatives of these
groups are now meeting to draw
up suggestions for making fullest
use of their skills, and the results
will be reported by Mr. Corwin at
a panel session on "Arts and Letters", Sunday, May 9. Meeting is
sponsored by a number of educational, scientific and civic organizations, and by 200 individuals.
•
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a position with less exposure to
enemy fire.
Considerable attention has been

War

(Continued from page 70)
vantage of the most recent developments of electronic science in reducing the effects of interference,
frequency-modulation has been
adopted for use in tanks, tank destroyers and the Field Artillery.
A complete radio system was put
into effect during 1942 for tanks
and tank destroyers, permitting
short-range communication between
tank commanders and the individual tanks under their control. Each
tank is equipped with two-way
short-wave radio, frequency-modulated and crystal-controlled. The
tank carrying the commander of a
tactical unit will have two complete
radio systems, over one of which
he communicates with the men under his command, while the other
serves him for communication with
the commander of the next higher
echelon. Thus, the principal and
subordinate radio nets are interlinked to provide continuity in the
flow of orders and information even
during the heat of a mechanized
encounter. The radio system for the
armored force includes smaller sets
for reconnaissance use which can
operate on the same frequency with
those in the tanks.
A similar system has been set
up for the Field Artillery. The sets
operate with frequency modulation

on high-frequency channels which,
again, are accurately calibrated by
crystal control. Some of the sets
are permanently installed in vehicles and obtain power from the
vehicular electrical system. Others
are portable, low-power transmitters and receivers which can be
carried like suitcases and are operated from batteries. Auxiliary
equipment makes it possible to
install these portables in vehicles
and operate them off the vehicular
electrical system.
Code or Voice Transmitted
Messages may be sent either by
radiotelegraph or radiotelephone.
Special abbreviations are used in
either case to convey the information which an observer, either at a
forward vantage point or in the
air, is in a position to get through
to the fire control station. The
Field Artillery radio sets provide
communication for purposes of
reconnaissance, direction of fire,
and warning against impending
attacks of enemy aircraft or tanks.
One feature of these sets is remote
control, enabling an operator to put
a set in a physical location which
provides for good transmission
while he personally can work from

paid to the portable radio set carried by one man. The walkie-talkie,
carried on a man's back, has already become familiar to all Americans. In the field of combat, it has
already performed admirably in
front-line reconnaissance and artillery observation. Better and
more compact portable radios are
under continual development. One
of them is the tiny transreceiver
which a man can hold in one hand
while listening or talking. It is
known

as the "handie-talkie," although some troops like to call it
the "cracker-box radio" because
its size and shape resemble the
common retail biscuit box.
Aerial warfare has provided a
huge and diverse field for the application of radio. Communication
itself is only one of many ways
in which radio is used in aerial
war. Radio plays a major role in
helping the navigator plot his
course in flying in a definite direction with or without the aid of a
radio beam. Radio altimeters tell
the pilot how high he is over the
nearest terrain obstacles, a tremendous improvement over the
pressure dicated
typealtitude
altimeters
whichlevel,
inabove sea
and even then only after further
correction was made in accordance
with the barometric pressure variations due to weather conditions
at the moment. Radio serves in
bringing pilots back to their home
base and in guiding pilots to a
blind landing under conditions of
"ceiling zero." Radio also serves
in a very remarkable way in the
secret devices used for detecting
and locating enemy craft.
Transmitters Record Weather

As goes the mighty
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This area's March retail sales topped
$118,000,000 . . . and CKLW's time-sales lead
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business is booming and you find CKLW leading
the way . . . going UP with a great market!
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In preparing for any aerial undertaking, a knowledge of the
winds and other meteorological conditions at various altitudes is of
the utmost importance. For this
purpose, the Signal Corps has applied radio in the form of tiny automatically operating transmitters
carried by balloons to the upper
layers of the atmosphere and sending signals to the ground to provide a continuous record of temperature and humidity at successively increasing altitudes.
Radio direction finders play an
important part in locating enemy
transmitters. Special signal radio
intelligence personnel are assigned
to monitor the enemy wavelengths
and keep a record of their transmissions. In our own operations,
of course, discretion is observed to
prevent the enemy from hearing
too much. However, there is one
type of radio transmission to which
the enemy — both his troops and his
people at home — are invited to listen. These are the broadcasts
which present factual news and
the viewpoint of the United Nations to the people of the Axis nations and the people of nations
subjugated by them. The Signal
Corps is charged, among other
things, with providing these powerful transmitters, although the
BROADCASTING

TRANSMITTERS and receivers
are in action. In warfare today
every one keeps in touch with
everyone else, on the ground, in the
air, on the water. This is a receiving
set in operation in the field.
decision as to what program shall
be carried on them is made by
other agencies. A notable example
was the transportation of a powerful station to North Africa which
set up business on a wavelength
adjacent to the regular Morocco
station and played an important
part in putting the American
story before the French population
during the confused days that followed the initial landing. Technicians of the United States Signal
Corps are always prepared to take
over radio stations in occupied
areas and adapt them to serve the
military and political ends of the
United Nations.
Echelons Concept Important
In the organization of military
communications, the concept of
"echelons" is very important. An
echelon is a level of organization.
Suppose that a national radio network were so arranged that each
local station, instead of broadcasting its program directly to the listener, sent it out to a limited number of sub-stations, and then, in
turn, each sub-station covered a
number of low-power transmitters
located in each city block. We
would then have a series of levels
through which the broadcast information finally reached the public.
Of course, such a system would be
unnecessarily elaborate for the
broadcasting of public information.
Such a system, however, must be
used in military operations. Reports and orders are not meant for
all ears. They are designed for the
exclusive use of particular listeners.
Organization Set-up
In military communications, the
responsibility for transmission of
information always develops upon
the higher echelon. In other words,
the commanding general of an
overseas theater of operations is
responsible for the communications lines by which his orders
are transmitted to the separate
forces under his command and
by which information and reports
are transmitted from them to him.
His subordinate, say the commandingsiblegeneral
of a corps, is down
respon-to
for communications
the headquarters of the divisions
under his command. He carries out
this responsibility through the use
•
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of several signal battalions and
companies which specialize either
in radio or wire communication.
In turn, the commanding general of
each division is responsible for the
communications to the regiments
and other components of that division. These are carried out by a special division signal company whose
commanding officer is the division
officer, a lieutenant colonel. The
division signal company includes
a headquarters platoon which runs
the administrative functions of the
company, a message center platoon, a wire platoon, and a radio
platoon, the latter being divided
into sections for radio communications and radio intelligence. In
the higher echelons, such as the
corps, there will be entire signal
companies devoted exclusively to
radio repair or to radio intelligence
or to some similar function.
Maintenance Set-up
The maintenance of Army Signal Corps radio equipment is also
accomplished in a series of echelons. The first echelon is constituted by the using operator. The
man who operates a walkie-talkie
or a field radio set is not necessarily skilled in the mechanics or
theory of radio repair. However,
he has available to him as standard equipment a certain number
of spare parts such as tubes and
extra batteries. When a battery
runs down or a tube burns out, it
is his prerogative to replace it with
a fresh one. Or if a wire gets loose,
he may reconnect it to the terminal. However, anything beyond
that normally would be sent back
to the division signal company for
repair. This company's repair section has testing equipment and
men skilled in the knowledge and
technique necessary for utilizing
that equipment to the best advantage. If a set can be put back into
shape by additional replacements
or by ordinary rewiring, this is
done.
However, if the equipment has
been badly smashed up or if it is
of an extremely complex nature,
it might be sent back to the third
echelon, which would be a signal
repair company installed in a depot or at Army headquarters. Supporting these forward echelons,
which are staffed by troops of the
Signal Corps, are the rear echelons of repair in the continental
United States. These are maintenance shops staffed by civilians in
all the service commands. The final
echelons are large and elaborate
shops, also staffed by civilian mechanics, located in the larger Signal Corps depots such as the Philadelphia and Lexington depots. If
they can't salvage a set, it's junk.
In the Camps
Not only do electronic means
speed the flow of information and
orders on the battlefield, but they
figure in the life of the soldier
in the training camps. The films
by which the new soldier is instructed in many of the fundamentals of Army life are provided
with electronically recorded and
amplified sound tracks. And elec-
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WITH DEVELOPMENT of the vacuum tube the entire scope and range
of signalling in warfare change. Here officers on the ground talk, by
means of the Army's newer type handie-talkie, with parachutists.
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of Television Stations Is Seen

Dr. Baker in Post-War
PREVIEW of a vast new potential
postwar television industry was
given the Schenectady Advertising
Club by Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General Electric vice-president, who
hinted a revolutionary change in
television prospects as a result
of wartime
research activities.
Dr. Baker commented that prew a r television
was worthwhile
even if it did
Dr. Baker nothing more
than train engineers for high-frequency work. He said this experience was used so effectively in wartime that the usable frequency band
has been broadened so that frequencies never before available to the
engineer are now at our command.
Immediately after the war, Dr.
Baker predicted, radio manufacturers now devoting all their efforts
to war work, will want to produce
reasonably priced television sets in
huge volumes. He warned that the
wartime advances necessitate reconsideration of the television
standards adopted before the war
by the National Television System
Committee.
/
"The place of television in the
frequency spectrum will have to be
reconsidered," he said. "What the
standards will be will be the big
question to decide, for the decision
will affect the industry for years."
The GE official predicted that
after the war television stations
tron tubes even serve to get the
soldier out of bed in the morning
— for the sleep-slaying sound of
reveille no longer comes, in the
up-to-date training camp, directly
from the frost bitten but nevertheless human lips of a bugler, but
from an impersonal phonograph
record feeding into an electronically operated public address system.
WDBO, Orlando, Fla., has appointed
John Blair & Co., its national sales
representative.
BROADCASTING

by

Period

will be built near all large cities,
where they can service the most
sets. These stations he said will be
linked by a network of coaxial
cables and television relay stations
to overcome picture radio's line-ofsight limitation.
As an example of what can be
done, he pointed out the GE relay
station in the Hellerberg Mountains
near Albany, N. Y., which picks up
programs
from York
NBC's and
television
cutlet in New
relays
them to the Albany-Troy-Schenectady
area through GE's WRGB
transmitter.
The post war television set will
probably produce black and white
pictures 12 x 15 inches, he said.
Color television has not yet been
perfected
the engineer's
tion, Dr. to
Baker
explained, satisfacand in
addition it would require scrapping
most of the equipment of the nation's eight licensed stations. These
eight stations, Dr. Baker told the
club, will probably begin fulltime
programming after the war.
In addition to the great technical advances during wartime, Dr.
Baker said that facilities for production of important equipment
have been expanded. He pointed
out, for instance, that picture tubes
had been imported from Holland
before the war because they were
too expensive to build. When peace
comes, he said, U. S. manufacturers
will have tremendous capacity to
make these tubes in America. Large
scale production, he said, will drastically reduce the price of these
tubes, and with other elements, will
bring about reasonably priced sets.

Plough on WOR
PLOUGH, Inc., Memphis, will
sponsor Fulton Lewis Jr. on WOR,
New York, starting May 3. The
Washington
commentator
broadcasts on Mutual
five times weekly
at 7 p. m., on a local sponsorship
basis. WOR began carrying his
commentaries April 19. Plough will
promote St. Joseph Aspirin.
Agency
Memphis. is Lake-Spiro-Sherman,
•
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in far off places the history of America is
being written. And in each of these far off
places War Correspondents are facing enemy
guns and shells so that we at home may have
first hand news of America's Fight for Freedom. The stories of our at-the-front War
Correspondents are brilliantly dramatized in
this unique series of quarter-hour transcribed
programs.
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Standard Advertising Register
In these days of rapid fire shifts, the new
1943 Standard Advertising Register and
Service will keep you abreast of these
changes.
The Register lists over 1 1,000 national
and sectional advertisers. It gives the
executive personnel of each including
advertising manager, sales manager,
buyer of printing. It shows the agency or
agencies placing the account, territory
covered and types of media used. In fact,
it gives all information necessary to effectively solicit the advertiser or agency
either by mail or in person.
•
•
•
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Pro and Con

Since Readers Digest published
its "plug-ugly" article last August,
arguments pro and con have been
submitted, both orally and in print.
Early this year Miss Keith took it
upon herself to crusade against
"distasteful" commercials. One of
her targets was the chanted announcement called "I'm Talkin'
About Slip Covers", done by William Woolfolk, who played the part
of a Negro crab peddler in the
Broadway play "Porgy & Bess".
William Sachs, an executive of
the Sachs firm, heard Woolfolk
chant his lines "I'm talkin' about
fresh crabs" on the stage and
signed him to chant the line about
slip covers on records for Sachs'
radio programs. Miss Keith didn't
like the transcription. She won-
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the
followin
war insed
whic'i
radiopeace
science
hasg aprogres
bl
leaps and bounds. We will hav
learned much of radio developmen
ere
this war ends. Let us resolv
dered if her audience did and she
now
to coordinate our planning be]
asked them.
fore embarking on a wild scrambll
The response was unusually
of equipment manufacture for th
large. Most of the listeners objectuse of new radio channels. Let u
ed to the chanted phrase as a
avoid in radio the possibility of re
"plug-ugly" but there were those
tarding progress by poor planning
who liked it. "A novel idea," said
in the radio frequency spectrum
one; "much different from the
It is both possible and practica
usual radio advertising," commentto coordinate the broad phases o:
ed another; still another told Miss
engineering equipment design wit)
Keith, "I get a kick out of the slip
a scientific frequency allocation. Ii
cover advertisement."
so doing, we can likewise avoid tht
All the mail went direct to
pitfalls of premature standardiza
Sachs. What impressed the furnition and its consequent regimenta
ture dealers most was not the critition of research.
cism and commendations but the
It seems apparent that as soorl
number of letters. It indicated Miss
as
the war clouds show signs ol
Keith had a large audience.
clearing the entire radio electronic j
That's why today Maxine Keith
industry, both the manufacturers \
is m.c. of the recorded music proand the licensees of radio station;
gram So What, on the air for
or applicants therefor, including I
Sachs at 4:45 p.m. Monday
those for all types of radio service I
through Friday instead of three
should actively collaborate on the!
days a week. And it increased her
best methods to foster the future |
daily schedule to two shows — makdevelopment of radio on a basis!
ing 10 a week.
which will minimize if not entirely
What's more, Sachs promised
eliminate the potentialities of chaos !
Miss Keith future commercials
in the ether of the future.
which wouldn't offend her and her
It is likewise hoped that the en-i
listeners. To make it good, the
tire Federal Government, including
company has suggested that Miss
the Federal Communciations ComKeith write her own commercials.
mission, will be prepared to cooperate with industry in this basic
planning for the future.
Canadian Press Reelects
Many broadcasters have inquired
whether they should file applicaArthur R. Ford of CFPL
tions for television, facsimile or
ARTHUR R. FORD, CFPL, Lonfrequency modulation stations now.
don, Ont., and the London Free
It appears that in view of the re
Press, was reelected president of
cent developments it would be far
the Canadian Press at the annual
better for the radio industry to
meeting held at Toronto April 15.
begin to plan first on more basic
Mr. Ford was reelected president
factors.
of Press News Ltd., radio-news
subsidiary of Canadian Press. Roy
H. Thomson, CKGB, and Timmhis
Daily Press, Timmins, Ont., was
General Tire Would Do
reelected vice-president of Press
Radio Business in Pa.
News Ltd. and directors elected
were Emile Jean, CHLN, and Le
GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER
Nouvelliste,
Three
Rivers, Oue.;
Co., Akron, O., applied to the
Senator W. Rupert Davies. CKWS
Pennsylvania Department of State
and
Whig -Standard, Kingston,
April 22 for an amended ceron
Ont.; H. M. Hueston, Canadian
tificate of authority to engage in!
Observer,
Sarnia,
Ont.;
W. B.
the radio business in Pennsylvania.
Preston, Brant ford Exposition,
Brantford,
Ont.;
W. McCurdy,
The firm, headed by Wm. F. O'Neil,
Tribune, Winnipeg. Canadian Press
Yankee Networkpurchas
ed the
December
last
.
directors elected with radio station
Covered in the amended petiaffiliations are W. A. MacDonald,
tion, in addition to regular business
CJCA and Edmonton Journal, Edin
the
tire and rubber industry, are
monton, Alta.; G. V. Ferguson,
the "acquiring, owning, operating i
CJRC and Free Press. Winnipeg •
Herve
and disposing of radio broadcastMaior,
CKAC,
and La
Presse, Montreal: Senator W H
ing, transmission or reception stations and the rights, franchises, ,
Dennis, CHNS and Halifax Herald,
Halifax, N. S.; H. P. Robinson,
patents and properties that are
CHSJ
necessary thereto and to purchase,
N.
B. and Times-Globe, St. John,
hold and sell stocks or securities
of corporations owning such staWDBO
to Blair
It could not be ascertained at
this time whether General Tire has
NOW CLAIMING complete covany plans for engaging in radio
erage of Florida. John Blair & Co.
business in Pennsylvania.
has added WDBO, Orlando, to
stations already represented in
Bill O'Neil, son of Wm. F. O'Neil,
istions."
owner and manager of WJW,
that state, according to announceAkron.
ment by Col. George C. Johnston,
president.
WDBO,
580 kc. and
LOUIS BROMFIELD, novelist and
farmer, will substitute on Mutual for
WJAX, Jacksonville;
^V0T°?^watts
24 hours a dayJoins
WFLA
Fulton Lewis jr., during the week of
Tampa, and WQAM, Miami, as
April 26, while the MBS Washington
Blair-represented stations.
commentator takes a vacation.

Against Own Sponsor's Copy;
Time Increased

'TIS AN ILL WIND, the sayin
goes, and that goes for Maxineg
Keith, whose thrice-weekly From
Me to You, sponsored by Sachs
Quality Furniture Stores, New
York, has been a feature of
WMCA, that city.
As a result of her own campaign
against radio "plug-uglies" Miss
Keith's sponsor has increased her
programs to five-weekly and given
her show a new title, So What,
yet her campaign was directed
chiefly at a transcribed commercial
on her own show!
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FROM atop San Francisco's Market one December evening in 1941,
Lois Imogene Burke looked over
the city and Golden Gate and for
15 minutes gave a running description of a West Coast blackout.
Thus was born what was destined to become the West Coast
headquarters of the Office of War
Information, today considered one

WEST

WCHS

of the key posts in the Government's
psychological warfare by radio.
Lois Gene — long ago she dropped
the first part of her middle name —
left Warner Brothers Broadcasting
Corp. in 1934 to become assistant
to Murry Brophy, vice-president in
charge of Columbia Management of
California, the CBS West Coast
artists' bureau. In 1941 her boss
was called to Washington as special
assistant to Col. William J. (Wild
Bill) Donovan, then head of the
Office of Coordinator of Information.

CHARLESTON

Headed OCI Office

VIRGINIA

NETWORK

Columbia
5000

On Dec. 4, 1941, Lois Gene Burke
took a leave of absence from Columbia Management to head up a
San Francisco office for the OCI.

Network
on

580

She hadn't yet established offices
when the Japs made their sneak attack on Pearl Harbor.
A few days after the war outbreak the West Coast had its first
blackout. President Roosevelt wanted information on morale and the

WSAZ

general situation. At 11 o'clock one
night he called the home of Col.
Donovan where Brophy was a

HUNTINGTON
Blue

guest.
Within a few minutes Mr. Brophy
had located Miss Burke through
her hotel. She was on the Market,
looking things over. While she described the blackout and gave her
chief other pertinent information a
stenographer took it down and
within a half-hour a report was on
the President's desk.
Single-handed Miss Burke
quickly set up an office and hired a
staff. Those early days of shortwave radio resulted in one headache
after the other. The OCI was using
one outlet, KGEI — then privately
operated. It was on a cooperation
basis but the station went all-out
to help.
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Network
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Gen. MacArthur was sending
messages for broadcast to the
Philippines. As rapidly as Miss
Burke scheduled them on KGEI the
Japs started jamming. Miss Burke
knew of three RCA obsolete circuits. She pressed them into service. That was too much for the
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Burke, San Francisco OWI

Fights Jamming

THE

TO

Japs. They jammed two of the signals but the third they couldn't and
as a result many lives were saved
in the Philippines.
From that beginning Miss Burke
built the West Coast office of the
OCI in a thriving beehive of activity. Then came the OWI and consolidation. Owen Lattimore was

EAST
Deputy,

by Japs

named director of the West Coast
OWI office but Miss Burke remained as his deputy in charge of
radio, news, administration and interpretation ofpolicy.
In the week of March 7-13 the
West Coast office beamed 523 units
(programs)
theforSouthwest
cific and Far on
East
a total ofPa95
hours of broadcasting. KGEI has
been augmented by KWID and
commercial circuits of RCA and
AT&T. Today the Japs jam periodically but because of the schedule
and circuits set up by Miss Burke
a good portion of American news
and information is reaching its intended goal.
That the Japanese are worried
about the West Coast output is indicated in frequent broadcasts from
Tokyo warning the people not to
be misled by "American lies". Miss
Burke supervises broadcasts in 23
main dialects including four in
Chinese, nine Filipino, Japanese
and dialects of the Malayas and
Java.
Born in Norsehead, Minn., March
11, 1910, Miss Burke started her
career as receptionist and PBX
operator at KWFB, Warner Brothers Los Angeles outlet. She began

Education

Group

Plans

For New York Chapter
PLANS for the formation of a
New York chapter of the Assn.
for Education by Radio were developed at a meeting at Town Hall
Club last Thursday evening, following a preliminary session the
preceding Saturday at the home
of Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, NAB coordinator of listener activities.
Maj. Harold W. Kent, AER president, currently in the public relations division of the War Dept.,
participated.
Members of the planning committee, in addition to Mrs. Lewis,
include: Jane Monahan, radio director of New York public schools,
and her assistant, Madge Dower;
Robert McDougal, radio director,
New Jersey State Teachers College; Grace Johnson, director of
women's activities, BLUE Network; Mrs. Henriette Harrison,
National Radio Director, YMCA;
Leon Levine, Assistant director of
education, CBS; James Mc Andrew,
radio coordinator, New York
Board of Education; Harold McCarty, OWI.
Tribute to Radio
LIGGETT & Myers Tobacco Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C, sponsor of
Harry James dance music on CBS
and of Fred Waring's band on
NBC, will feature both Chesterfield cigarette programs, and will
also pay tribute to the radio industry's contribution to the war
effort through entertainment in a
series of ads scheduled to run in
1,200 daily newspapers, starting in
a few weeks. Agency is Newell-Emmett Co., New York.
BROADCASTING

MISS BURKE
writing scripts and after more than
six years of writing, producing and
general broadcasting work she
joined the CBS artists' service, in
1934. In that capacity she made
several concert tours, handling promotion and public relations.
In private life Miss Burke's chief
hobby has been horseback riding
but today she has no time except
for work. "My only hobby is working and trying to keep up with
reading, so necessary to my job,"
she said.

CBS Staff Additions
FIVE new members of the CBS
shortwave division were announced
last week by the network, as follows: joining the news division are
Louis Matigot, French news and
feature writer, formerly on the
editorial staffs of various Paris
newspapers
Henry Michaelis,
German news ; writer,
who replaces
Arsen Okun, out on sick leave. Additions to the production division
are
Georgeof Brengel,
director
Comptonformer
Adv.,castingNew
York; Theodore Marvel, formerly
of KFH, Wichita, WGN Chicago,
and various New York stations, 1
and Bernie Hanighen formerly on
the production staff of WNYC,
New York's Municipal station.
From Marine Camp
PHILADELPHIA Marines in training at Parris Island, S. C, broadcast
on Easter Sunday during a remote program arranged by WIP, Philadelphia.
Scheduled at 2 :30 p.m., and continuing
for an hour, the program included
messages and interviews with men
from Philadelphia stationed at Ihe
Marine base along with music by the
Marine band and dance orchestra.
Bonus

Bonds

TO SPUR

the national representatives— Joseph Hershey
McGillvra — to produce more
business for his station,
Adriel Fried, general manager of KLX, Oakland, Cal.,
is offering a $25 War Bond
every month to the salesman
of the representative firm
who brings
in the most business for KLX.
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STATION
ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFIL, Philadelphia
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart soap), 6«p weekly, for 22 weeks,
thru Franklin Bruck, N. Y.
Gimbel Bros. Department Store, Philadelphia (Trimount Clothing), 1 sa weekly,
placed direct.
Rockower Bros., Philadelphia (children's
and men's
5 sa Philadelphia.
weekly, for 13
weeks,
thruapparel),
Dan Rivkin,
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
Flakes), 5 sa weekly, for 4 weeks, thru
Compton Adv., N. Y.
Land Title Bank & Trust Co., Philadelphia (banking service), 1 sp weekly, for
4 weeks, thru Stewart-Jordan, Philadelphia.
Fox Weis Co., Philadelphia (furs), 10 sa
weekly, for 13 weeks, thru Harry Feigenbaum, Philadelphia.
Foster, Miller & Bierly, Inc., Philadelphia
(auto accessories), 6 ne weekly, for 52
weeks, thru Philip Klein, Philadelphia.
Bell Telephone Co., Philadelphia, 6 sa
weekly, for 13 weeks, thru Gray &
Rogers, Philadelphia.
Freihofer Baking Co., Philadelphia (Perfect bread), 10 sa weekly, for 4 weeks,
thru Richard A. Foley, Philadelphia.
Adams
Philadelphia
clothing) Clothes,
, 3 sp weekly,
for 13 (men's
weeks,
thru H. M. Dittman, Philadelphia.
Phillips Packing Co., Cambridge, Md.
(Phillips soups), 5 sa weekly, for 52
weeks, thru Aitkin-Kynett, Philadelphia.
Blauner's
Philadelphia
(department
store), 15Inc.,
sa weekly,
for 2 weeks,
placed
direct.
Dalsimer Shoe Co., Philadelphia (shoes),
3 sa weekly, for 52 weeks, thru Cassidy
Adv., Philadelphia.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post), 15 sa weekly, for
52 weeks, thru MacFarland-Aveyard,
Chicago.
Lever Bros. Co. and/or Thos. J. Lipton,
Inc., Cambridge, Mass. (any products of
these companies), 52 or more so, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Ex-Lax, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. (Ex-Lax), 5
sa weekly, for 7 weeks, thru Joseph
Katz, N. Y.
Walsh's, Philadelphia (department store),
10 sa weekly, for 13 weeks, thru Harry
Feigenbaum, Philadelphia.

WOR, New York
Wilbert Products Co., N. Y. (floor wax,
shoe cleaner), sp weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Tracy, Kent & Co., N. Y.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Satevepost) , 5 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
MacFarland-Aveyard and Co., Chicago.
Calco Chemical Division, American Cyanamid Co., N. Y. (Bleachette) , 5 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru J. M. Mathes
Inc., N. Y.
Joseph
vanilla Burnett
flavoring)Co.,
, sa Boston
weekly, (Burnett's
13 weeks,
thru H. B. Humphrey Co., Boston.
Abbott's
Dairies Ice
Inc.,Cream),
Philadelphia
(Jane
Logan DeLuxe
5 sa weekly,
26
weeks,
thru
R.
A.
Foley
Adv.,
Philadelphia.
Mother Hubbard Distributors Inc., New
York ( Golden Center wheat germ ) , 5 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru H. C. Morris &
Co., N. Y.
American Dietaids Co., Yonkers, N. Y.,
(Souplets), 5 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Small & Seiffer, N. Y.
Bookhouse for Children, Chicago, sp weekly,
13 weeks, thru Presba, Fellers and
Presba Inc., Chicago.
Reader's
Digest
Assn., Pleasantville
(Reader's
thru
BBDO,Digest),
N. Y. 2 sa weekly, 9 weeks,
Planned Foods Inc., N. Y. (Rose Mill Pate
Gras), 5 sa, alternate weeks, 13 weeks,
thru Blaker Adv., N. Y.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 70 sa
weekly, thru Biow Co., N. Y.
KHJ, Hollywood
Santa Monica Flavor & Extract Co.,
Santa Monica, Cal., 3 sp weekly, 13
weeks, thru Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood.
Maytorena School of Aviation, Los Angeles,
5 sa weekly, 4 weeks, placed direct.
National Lead Co., San Francisco (Dutch
Boy paints), 3 ta weekly, 4 weeks, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co.. San Francisco.
Douglas Aircraft Co.. Santa Monica, Cal.,
7 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru Essig Co.,
Los Angeles.
Bekins Van & Storage Co., Los Angeles
(moving, storage), 3 sa weekly, 52
weeks, thru Brooks Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles.
WBBM, Chicago
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso), 10
ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
Macfadden Publications, New York (True
Story), 1 sa weekly, 3 weeks, thru Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.
Beacon Chemical Corp., Philadelphia
( Zero ammonia substitute) , 3 sp weekly,
10 weeks, thru James G. Lamb Co.,
Philadelphia.

KFI, Los Angeles
Bullock's, Los Angeles (department store),
sp weekly, 26 weeks, thru Dana Jones
Co., Los Angeles.
Helbros Watch Co., New York, 2 sp weekly,
52 weeks, thru Ray-Hirsch Co., N. Y.
Hy-Trous Corp., Maiden, Mass. (plant
food), 3 sp weekly, 30 weeks, thru
Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden Inc., Los
Angeles.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Palmolive soap), 10 ta weekly, 48 weeks,
thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Purex Corp., Los Angeles (bleaching solution), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Foote, Cone & Beijing, Hollywood.
WAAF, Chicago
Tayton Cosmetic Co., Hollywood, 6 sp
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Allen C. Smith
Co., Kansas City.
Curtiss Candy Co., Chicago (Corn Muffin
Mix), 6 sp weekly, thru C. L. Miller
Co., Chicago.
Pierce's
ries,
MJoIden13
Medical Proprieta
Discovery
), 6 Buffalo
sp weekly,
weeks, thru Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
Resinol Chemical Co., Baltimore (ointment soap), 6 sp thru Courtland D.
Ferguson Inc., Baltimore.
Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island City, 896 sa,
thru Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
WMAQ, Chicago
Morton Salt Co., Chicago (table salt), 16
sa thru J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Esquire Publications, Chicago (Coronet),
13 sa, thru Schwimmer & Scott Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall one-cent
sale)
York. , 7 sa, thru Street & Finney,, New
Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, N. Y.
(Pepto-Bismol) , 260 sa, thru Lawrence
C. Gumbinner Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Columbia Pictures Corp., New York ("The
More
5 sp
weekly, 6
weeks, the
thru Merrier"),
Weiss & Geller,
N. Y.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Wilco
Co., 30
Los saAngeles
white thru
shoe
polish),
weekly,(Van's
13 weeks,
Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.
Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica, Cal.,
14 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru Essig Co.,
Los Angeles.
A 30-MINUTE transcription is being
used by a Missoula, Mont., theatre to
plug the coming performance by the
Boston Light Opera Company of "The
Mikado". Transcription is a brief of
the G & S operetta.

Disputes

Ad

Claims

Covering Two Products
MISREPRESENTATION in radio continuities and other media
is claimed by the Federal Trade
Commission in complaints against
the advertising of an antifreeze
solution called "Antarctic" and a
medical device called "Domestic
Short-Wave
Diathermy".
One complaint
charges that the
diathermy machine, sold and distributed by M. E. Heyman and
Maude S. Jaret, trading as Domestic Diathermy Co., New York, is
not a scientific, safe, harmless or
effective means for use in treating
of certain diseases, as indicated in
advertising.
The other complaint alleges that
advertising of the Winterine Mfg.
Co., Denver, for its Antartic antifreeze solution represents that it
protects the entire cooling system
of automobile and other combustion
engines against corrosion, rust and
deterioration and that it will not
rust or clog passages. The FTC
charges that the product will not
accomplish these results, and says
that Antarctic solution, with a calcium chloride base, is inferior to
antifreeze solutions containing
glycerine or alcoholic bases, and
that it is not a safe or dependable
product.
Campaign for Book
AFTER completing a 10-day trial
campaign for test instruction book
for service men [Broadcasting,
April 19], Kenmore Publishing
Co., New York, last week started
a national drive for the book on
100 stations. Company is using participations, 5and 15-minute programs from three to six times
weekly. Agency is Huber Hoge &
Sons, New York.
CONSOLIDATED DRUG Trade
Products, Chicago, in mid-April added
a six-weekly quarter-hour program of
music and patter featuring Charley
Hamp, pianist-vocalist, to its current
schedule on KPAS, Pasadena, Cal.
Firm also sponsors a six-weekly 60
minute evening transcribed musical
program on that station. Benson &
Dall, Chicago, has the account.

KGER, Long Beach, Cal.
The Knox Co., Hollywood (Cystex, Mendaco), 5 sa weekly, 40 weeks, thru Allen
C. Smith Adv. Co., Kansas City.
Turco Products Inc., Los Angeles (cleaner),
4 sa weekly, 8 weeks, thru Warren P.
Fehlman Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
John Brown School, Siloam Springs, Ark.,
5 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru Lisle Sheldon
Adv., Los Angeles.
Postal Union Life Insurance Co., Hollydirect. wood, 5 sp weekly, 4 weeks, placed
KNX, Hollywood
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Satevepost), ta weekly, 3 sp weekly, 52
weeks, thru McFarland-Aveyard & Co.,
Chicago.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco, 15 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., San
Francisco.
Douglas Aircraft Corp., Santa Monica,
Cal., 5 t weekly, 13 weeks, thru Essig
Co., Los Angeles.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
Flakes), 3 ta weekly, 16 weeks, thru
Compton Adv., N. Y.
KPAS, Pasadena, Cal.
Consolidated Drug Trade Products, Chicago
(proprietary), 6 sp weekly, thru Benson
6 Dall Inc., Chicago.
Fisher Flouring Mills Co., Seattle (Zoom),
sa weekly, 2 weeks, thru Izzard Co.,
21
Seattle.
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THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST GROUP
In the Washington-Oregon boom area
KXL pays off to the sweet tunes of busy
cash registers.
KXL
Joseph H. McGillvra
KFPY
The Katz Agency
Z NET
The Walker Company
'

n

Buy twosavemarkets,
5% .on. . request
buy all i
three,
10%. save
Booklet
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Barney's Expands on 7
New York Area Stations

IlVINGS
BANKS
of New York
ite, which currently sponsors paripations on nine New York stations,
April 19 transferred its thriceekly participations on WABC, New
from Adelaide Hawley's Wo| >rk, rm's
Page of the Air series to six
Godfrey'sis
Arthur Agency
weekly
fues
rly moraine: onprogram.
ithrauff & Ryan, New York.
\IERICAN DIETAIDS Co., Yonks, N. Y., starts a test campaign for
iuplets on WORK. New York, May
Firm will use five participations
ekly
Bessie isBeatty's
ogram.onAgency
Small & women's
Seiffer,
sw York.
& J. SLOANE Co., San Fran;co (home furnishings) recently
arted for 52 weeks This Is Your
ome weekly on KPO, San Fran'sco.
Agency is A. E. Nelson Co.,
in Francisco.
INTERNATIONAL VARNISH Co.,
Oronto (paint), has started threeid four-weekly spot announcements
i five Canadian stations. Account was
aced by A. McKim Ltd., Toronto.
1EGETRATE Co., Los Angeles
^ege-broth, Lax-a-trate, VFI, debated products), on April 22
arted using 25 time signals weekly
i KGFJ, that city. Contract is for
5 weeks. Firm is using four spot anouncements daily on KRKD and
tans to expand schedule to include
'her Southern California stations,
harlie Davis Adv., Los Angeles, has
le account.
AMI YOGURT Co., Los Angeles
'dairy product), new to radio, in a
>st campaign on April 15 started
daily participation in Art
alcer's Notebook on KFI, that city,
lacement is through Erwin, Wasey
|-Co., Los Angeles.
JEW WORLD ILLUSTRATED, To(Dnto (monthly picture magazine) has
ittarted five-minute transcribed dramatized program weekly on CFRB, ToItonto; CFCF, Montreal; CKY, Winllipeg. Account was placed by A. Mci Zira Ltd., Toronto.
IC. & S. CURRIE Ltd., Toronto (Tooj:Fal Croydon cravats) placed spot cam[J'aign on 31 Canadian stations, for
■ Caster and Father's Day promotion.
; IAccount was placed by Tandy Adv.
ikgency, Toronto.
IIOUNKER BROS, department store,
)es Moines, has completed a year on
IjVHO, and plans to continue a second
Ijrear. In addition to a general program
^promoting general store sales, mail
llrder business is promoted with a
program called Jane Wildner — Younk!\r's Store Shopper.

BARNEY'S CLOTHES,
New
York, has substantially increased
its schedules on seven New York
stations to take advantage of the
spring buying period. Effective
March 21, additional purchases will
continue for 13 to 15 weeks.
The men's clothing store is using
six extra five-minute programs
weekly on WNEW, New York, and
has supplemented its schedule of
programs and announcements on
WAAT, New York, with 20 additional announcements, making a
total of 57. Hans Jacob's thriceweekly news program on WOV,
New York, has also been added. A
50% increase has been effected in
announcement schedules on WHOM.
Jersey City, and WLIB, Brooklyn,
and programs on the latter station have been expanded to the
same extent. WMCA's schedule has
been augmented to 12 programs and
13 announcements. Agency is Emil
Mogul Co., New York.

Book Series Impends
STREET & SMITH Publications,
New York, has completed a test
campaign for a booklet titled Earn
More Money in the Services. Test
was deemed successful and may
lead to a regular campaign but
plans have not yet been set. Publishing firm used WINS WMCA
WNEW
WLIB WPAT
WOV
WCAU WIP WIND KHJ KFWB.
Victor van der Linde Inc., New
York, handles the account.
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people (75%
white) annually spend over$100,000,000 in retail stores . . . that indus-

F. STEPHENS Co., Winnipeg,
(paint), has started a daily five-minute
transcribed program on a large number
of Western Canada stations. Account
was placed by Norris-Patterson,
Winnipeg.

25.2

.
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you heard that in Spartanburg and ads
joining counties alone, nearly half a million

SUPER-HOOPER*
Nighttime
KMJ
"D" Others
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city is the center

— the great farming and
the Piedmont Plateau?

HASKINS BROS. & Co., Omaha, has
added KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb., to
stations carrying Neics, Vietcs and
Interviews, new show for the Mid-west,
with Foster May. Show is now heard
on WOW. Omaha. KSO, Des Moines,
and KMMJ. Sundays at 1 :00 p.m. and
on WMT, Cedar Rapids, la., Sundays
at 6 :30 p.m. Sidney Garfinkel Adv.
Agency, San Francisco, handles the
account.

CALIFORNIA

Heard

k_/URE — but have

DINA-MITE FOOD Co., Los Angeles
(Dina-Meal-breakfast food), on April
12 started sponsoring thrice weekly
participation
in that
Pollycity.
Patterson's
Pantry
on KFAC,
Contract
is for 26 weeks. Brisacher, Davis &
Van Norden Inc., Los Angeles, has the
account.
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VICK KNIGHT, executive producer
of the Biow Co., now in New York
looking over talent for new network
programs, returns to Hollywood May
4. During his absence. Harry Spears
is handling production of the weekly
NBC Johnny Presents Ginnp Simms,
sponsored by Philip Morris & Co., with
John Ryder producing the weekly CBS
Take It Or Leave It, sponsored by
Eversharp Inc.
NATE TUFTS, Hollywood radio director of Ruthrauff & Ryan, has been
elected a vice-president.
ROBERT P. CRANE, who opened the
Pacific Coast ofiices of Lord & Thomas
in 1917 to service the Sunkist account,
and who has been in retirement several years, has joined the Los Angeles
staff of Foote, Cone & Belding.
ATHERTON SEELEY, of James G.
Lamb Co., Philadelphia agency, has
joined Gray & Rogers. Philadelphia.
FARAON JAY MOSS, formerly head
of his own Hollywood advertising
agency and now in the Army, has been
promoted to captain and personnel
officer and is stationed at McCloskey
General Hospital, Temple, Tex.
BERNICE BURNS, formerly with
the information section of the Food
Distribution Administration's regional
office in New York, has joined Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York, as publicity
director. Position was formerly held by
Ruth Oviatt.
LAWRENCE MILLIGAN, former
vice-president in charge of radio of
Sherman & Marquette. Chicago, and
account executive of Blackett-SampleHummert. Chicago, has been commissioned a lieutenant in the Navy and
is stationed at U. of Arizona, Tucson.

Best
BLUE

in

the

Elect

William

Lennen,

With Foote, Cone
& Belding, Mr.
Day will serve in
the New
office as aYork
senior
e x e c u tive. For
more than a decade Mr. Day was
a vice-president,
director and creative head of th
J. Walter Thompson Company.

LEWIS LODIN has joined the copy
staff of Brisacher, Davis & Van
Norden. He was formerly with the
Joseph Katz Co. and previous to that
with Esquire Inc.
RODNEY ERICKSON has left CBS
to join the radio department of Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York.
JOHN E. CORNWELL, copy chief
of Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia since
1931, has resigned. T. Harry Thompson has been appointed in his place.
WARREN P. FEHLMAN ADV. Co.,
Los Angeles, has moved to 4330 District Blvd., that city. Telephone remains Kimball 9296.

Twin

NETWORK

Cities!

STATION

MR. BROHOLM

m inBrohol
tising, Ray E. radi
radve
o nts
into
troduced accou
PIONEER in
radio when the medium
was in its own covered wagon
stage. Today, the recently appointed director of GuentherBradford & Co., Chicago, he applies
that experience and knowledge to
an expanding program of spot
radio for several accounts, one
of which is Charm Kurl, St. Paul,
at present placed on about 40
stations.
A

A graduate of Denison U.,
Granville, O., Mr. Broholm was
born in Copenhagen, Denmark, of
an American mother and a Danish father. He came to this country in his childhood when his parents returned to make their home
in the United States.

2

FOR
OF
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
National Representatives
New York Chicago
Detroit Atlanta
Los Angeles San Francisco
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MARKETS

THE

PRICE

ONE

to Join

Foote, Cone & Beldinji
JOINING Foote, Cone & Beldin
as of May 1, William L. Day ha
resigned as a vice-president, direc
tor and head of
the creative org a n i z &a tion
Benton
Bowles.of

Ellis
To
Top
Offices
NEW YORK COUNCIL of the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, last week announced its
newly-elected officers with Philip
W. Lennen, president of Lennen &
Mitchell, named as chairman of the
board.
Sherman K. Ellis, president of
Sherman K. Ellis & Co., has been
elected vice-chairman; H. B. LeQuatte, president of H. B. LeQuatte, Inc., secretary-treasurer,
and the following four agency men
were elected to the Council's board
of governors; Irwin A. Vladimir,
president of Irwin A. Vladimir &
Co.; Otto Kleppner, partner of the
Kleppner Co.; Henry C. Flower,
Jr., vice-president of J. Walter
Thompson Co., and S. S. Larmon,
president of Young & Rubicam.

FRANELLE KANE, formerly of
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Los
Angeles, has joined Hillman-ShaneBreyer, that city, as production manager.

L. Day

Mr. Broholm entered advertising
indirectly, when he accepted a position as educational secretary of
the Minneapolis Y. M. C. A.,
handling publicity and promotion
as well as administrative work for
two years. Then came two years
in the advertising department of
Wallaces' Farmer, Des Moines.
In 1922 Mr. Broholm joined the
Coolidge Advertising Co., Des
Moines, where he advanced in 12
years to account executive and
vice president. It was during those
years that he secured acceptance
by many of his accounts of radio
as a bona fide medium. "I had to
plead with my accounts even to

Nedicks Baseball
NEDICKS STORES, New Yor
chain of restaurants, sponsor
daily dramatizations of majo
league baseball games on WHN
New York, for the third consecu
tive
year.
Today's
recon
structs
recent
gamesBaseball
with the
ai<
of sound effects and commentar.
by Bert Lee, sportscaster. Pro
gram started April 21, in the dail;
7:15 p. m. period, and will con
tinue for 26 weeks. Agency is Weis
& Geller, New York.
CHICAGO sales office of WOR, Ne\
York has moved to larger quarters i
the Tribune Tower, 435 North Michi
gan Ave. and will occupy suite 160?
Telephone Number is Superior 511(
once they were . on the air the
realized
potentialities."
In 1934itsMr.
Broholm became ad
vertising manager of the Americai
Gas Machine Co., Albert Lea
Minn., a position he held for si;
years, during which time he det
veloped the wide use of spot radi
for the company. He came tj
Guenther-Bradford, Chicago, lasj
month from WLS, Chicago, whert
he was continuity director for th«
past
years.
Mr.twoBroholm,
when his bus;
schedule gives him time, is a chess
player and philatelist. He ha:
one son, Robert, a chemist and 8
graduate of the U. of Minnesota.
JAMES HILL, formerly of the radii
production department of Knox Reeve|
Adv., Minneapolis, has joined Schwiral
mer & Scott Adv. Agency, Chicago, a
radio producer and writer.

give radio a trial," he says, "but

Minneapolis

&

St. Paul

. . . With Population
Over 800,000

WILBER S. TODMAN, formerly of
the CBS program department, has
joined Biow Co. in New York to work
under Bernard Proktor on production
for the Lava and Teel accounts.
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advertisers

Television is far simpler, much less expensive, and nearer
to the commercial stage than most people realize. We
believe you will be delightfully surprised at what we
can show you. Make it a point to visit our studio and
Or write for further details.
station, by appointment.
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Through the operation of its television station W2XWV
in New York City, Du Mont is amassing an invaluable
fund of first-hand experience not only in engineering,
not only with scheduled entertainment programs, but
also in the training of television personnel.
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Plan

"

for Post- War, Says
(Continued from page 30)

Standard Band and FM sets in
service. Mr. Howard Rutledge,
writing for the Wall Street Journal
(March 30, 1943), reported only
10,000 such receivers. He also reported: "The television industry
stated that within five years after
the war ends television stations will
be serving all the 140 metropolitan
districts of the United States in
which live 63,000,000 people, or
about half of the country's population." It is thus important that
we settle on the proper bands for
post-war television while it is still
possible to cope with this problem.
Considering the possibilities of

Jett

color, and the band-widths necessary for maximum picture quality,
it is reasonable to expect that some
important changes will be made in
the present allocation and television standards.
The following are but a few of
the many problems to be studied:
(a) Are the present television
channels adequate for post-war
television?
(b) If additional
required, should they
general band as the
nels, or should a new
cated?

channels are
be in the same
present chanband be allo-

t
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Will We Have Chains?
(c) Should television chains be
established? If so, should the intercommunication facilities be by wire
or radio, and should they be operated by each chain or should a common carrier provide this service?
(d) What frequencies should be
allocated and technical standards
established for local relay and intercity chain service?
(e) Should new television facilities be authorized under existing
standards or should further expansion be withheld pending the determination of new standards?
(f) Should more than one set of
standards be approved?
Facsimile
(a) Should facilities be provided
for facsimile broadcasting?
(b) Should special frequencies
be provided or should it be accomplished by multiplex methods?
(c) Should facsimile chain service via radio be provided; if so,
should the company operating chain
service or a common carrier provide the facilities, and should they
be incorporated with other chain
broadcasting services utilizing relay stations?
Non-commercial Educational
Broadcasting
5. Non - commercial educational
broadcasting :
(a) Is the present allocation of
frequencies (42-43 Mc) adequate
for this service?
(b) Should provision be made
for state, regional, or nation-wide
educational networks via radio?
International Broadcasting
6. International Broadcasting :
Through contractual arrangements
with the licensees of existing international broadcast stations, all
operating time of such stations
has been purchased by the government until six months after the
war. The Government is also sponsoring an increase in international
broadcast facilities, both in highpowered transmitters and directional antennas. When these contracts expire, the facilities owned
by the Government will be available for purchase by private interests.
International broadcasting has
proved its ability to perform three
functions: (a) as an instrument of
national policy; (b) as a means of
promoting international good-will
and better understanding; and (c)
as a vehicle for commercial programs and for stimulating commercial trade. The use of international
broadcasting during the post-war
period thus gives rise to programming as well as purely engineering
problems.
On the engineering side, the
question of frequencies will be a
vital problem. Many international
arrangements will have to be effected in order to reduce to a minimum interference from international broadcast stations of other
countries. Considerable pressure
will be exerted to increase the number of channels for international
broadcasting. In order to obtain
maximum efficiency of international
BROADCASTING

Signal Corps Order
FIRMS holding War Dept. contracts were warned last week by
the Chief Signal Officer, Eastern
Signal Service, Philadelphia, that
no details of their war production
activities should be revealed in filling out Form 42 A, for deferment
of key men. The Signal Officer advised that the plant's war work
should be described only in general terms.
broadcast channels, it will be absolutely necessary to insist upon the
use of highly efficient and directional antennas.
Some of the questions to be
studied are:
(a) Are the present regulations
satisfactory for international
broadcasting in the post-war
(b) What standards, if any,
period?
should be adopted relative to antennas, power, etc.?
(c) Considering the needs of all
nations for frequencies for general
communication purposes, is it likely that additional frequencies can
be allocated for this service?
Many General Problems
7. General:
(a) Can we determine the suitability of frequencies for various
needs without conducting further
field tests? If not, how may we
best plan such tests in order that
all essential data will be available
to post-war planning groups?
(b) What steps, if any, can or
should be taken to prevent the distribution of inferior receivers incapable of taking reasonable advantage of service provided, or
such as to injure the service?
(c) What changes, if any, should
be made in the technical requirements of operators and other related questions?
(d) Should the Commission authorize any major construction
pending such time as the future
course of radio, and particularly
broadcasting, is determined?
Interim Matters
While we are giving priority to
war matters and at the same time
planning for peace, we must also
bear in mind that certain interim
regulations, such as the equipment
freeze policy, must be kept abreast
of the times. Sooner or later it may
develop, for example, that certain
critical materials and presently
occupied manufacturing facilities
can be released for the production
of civilian equipment before the end
of the war. If this should happen,
we may suddenly be confronted
with applications for new stations
or changes in existing stations.
Likewise, the standards to be
adopted for the design and production of new broadcast receivers
would raise many questions. These,
of course, are only a few of the
many problems which would be
presented. It is fairly certain, however, that any relaxation of present policies will be slow and gradual but, even so, we must be prepared to meet such changes just as
we hope to be prepared for the
later changes which will come with
peace.
• Broadcast
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"This

and the Navy:
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There it flies
The coveted

Today
In the production

Army-Navy "E" . . .
We can't tell you
Very much about
The electronics research
That won it . . .

Of war equipment."
Modern radio equipment
Designed and developed
By the Laboratories Division of
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
An I.T.&T. Associate

Such matters are
Wartime secrets . . .

Is helping
Uncle Sam's fighting forces
Work
together
On land, sea and in the air . . .

But this we can say . . .
In the words of
The Army and Navy
This pennant
Represents
"Great accomplishment

Tomorrow
It will help build
A better world
For every man.
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Maintaining
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(Continued from page 44)
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classification is almost as high.
Despite the granting of materials
to manufacturers to continue production intended for replacement
in home sets, and despite action to
allocate tube types among manufacturers to assure more efficient
production, shortages developed
many months ago and are still, in
certain classifications, to be eliminated.
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TO
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CA'S LARGEST MARKET.
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BUY a S. BONDS TODAY
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PORTLAND, OREGON
!*KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts-620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD RETRY & CO., Inc.
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Remedies at Hand
We have been able to take the
necessary steps to change these
conditions and remedies are at
hand. Manufacturers have recently
been requested to give greater attention to the more popular and
therefore the more critical types of
tubes. They also have been requested to exchange the tubes
among themselves. As dealers associated with a given manufacturer
find themselves lacking tubes of a
type which that manufacturer does
not produce, the manufacturer buys
from some fabricator who is in production. If manufacturers trade
tubes among themselves, smoother
distribution will be possible without
changing the normal distribution
structure of the industry. It would
be too much to say that these steps
will prove a complete remedy. In
fact, there is no single simple remedy for the tube shortage problem.
Last June WPB made a recommendation to the Board of War
Communications for a decrease in
operating standards of broadcast
stations including a reduction in
power, hours of operation and other
steps. These were made not only
for our country but for Latin
American and other countries for
which the United States has responsibility for supplying radio
needs. The adoption of these modifications resulted in power output
reduction by 1 db. Nearly five
months of operating under these
wartime modifications has proved
that there has been no material effect in broadcast station cover-

ihepopulawomedian

Page

Analysis of these shortages reveals two interesting facts, the
correction of which will greatly alleviate the shortage. First, there
has been insufficient concentration
by manufacturers on the types of
tubes most needed for home set replacement service. The tendency
has been to devote greatest effort to
the production of those tubes which
have present characteristics and
eccentricities associated with some
particular manufacturer. Second,
with not all tube manufacturers
fabricating all types of tubes having been able to buy types in which
their own production has been deficient, distributors and dealers
served by any particular manufacturer obviously have not had a
complete lines of tubes. Thus the
stocks of dealers has not been well
rounded. Present studies, including
one made through the cooperation
of the NAB, show that the foregoing causes are primary reasons for
the difficulty.
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Radio

NAVY AIR MEDAL
For Jack Clinton, Missing

age. It has also proved that it has
been a great help to the war effort.
Some time ago there were almost
daily requests to the Radio Division from broadcasters for some
special assistance in obtaining
condensers, resistors or other components. These requests have almost ceased.

In Solomons Action
AWARDED the U. S. Navy Air
Medal for meritorious achievement
during action in the Solomon
Islands area, and

However, WPB's program to assure adequate production of all
radio receiver components of
civilian radio has resulted in standardization thus bringing far greater efficiency in production. Under
peacetime manufacture each component ismade in a multiplicity of
types. For example, more than 400
types of capacitors have been reduced to nine standard units. The
effects of this program are salutary
for producer, dealer and home set
owner. The producer can work more
efficiently, the dealer can keep lower inventories, not having to stock
a great many odd components, and
the consumer can get satisfactory
components more easily.

Hollywood. H e
joined the Navy
in January 1941.
The medal was

Other Activities
The work of WPB thus far has
not been concerned with the transactions between home set owners
and the radio service or shop man.
The consumer may buy a tube, capacitor, volume control or anything
else without telling WPB. He needs
no priority or rating beyond the
usual one for cash or credit.
Several months ago the Radio
Division announced that it was considering distribution of tubes and
parts among consumers. The plan
now approved is to require that the
set owner turn in an old radio tube
or worn out part in buying a new.
It is not expected that any or
all remedies will work continuously
and automatically without further
readjustment. Conditions of war
preclude such smooth operations.
Demands for radio equipment by
the Army and Navy will increase
continuously, adding to the burden
of the manufacturers for some time
to come. New steps may be needed
to keep broadcast stations and home
receivers in repair. What these
steps will be cannot be predicted
because what changes the prosecution of the war will force on the
radio industry are not known. It
can be said that broadcasting will
be maintained and whatever action
is necessaary to insure this will be
taken.
Harvard Alumni Elect Gifford
WALTER S. GIFFORD, president of
the American Telephone and TeleCo., and Harvard
was
elected graphpresident
of the '05,
Harvard
Alumni Assn., last week in Boston. He
succeeds Joseph C. Grew, former Ambassador to Japan. Mr. Gifford has
just completed the national chairmanship of the American Red Cross War
Fund drive.
ARMY-NAVY E was presented formally last week to the Laboratories
Division, Federal Telephone & Radio
Corp., Newark, last week. Col. Ira H.
Treest was principal speaker.
BROADCASTING

reported as missing, isClinton,
Ensign
Jack W.
formerly of the
public
relations
staff of
CBS,

not awarded posthumously, but
Ens. Clinton
was sent to his mother until such
time as he returns to active service or other information is obtainable. Citation, issued by Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox, for
the President, reads in part as
follows :
"For meritorious achievement
while participating as member of
the crew of a Patrol Plane during
action against enemy Japanese
forces in the Solomon Islands area
from August 5 to September 11,
1942. . . . The heroic conduct displayed by Ensign
out these
actions Clinton
was in throughkeeping
with the highest traditions of the
United States Naval Service."
Radio Executives Club
JOHN CORCORAN, news analyst
of WFIL, Philadelphia, and Michael
MacDougal, internationally known
as "The Card Detective" entertained the Radio Executives Club
of New York at its weekly luncheon
meeting April 21.
Out-of-town guests included Ben
B. Baylor Jr., WMAL, Washington; G. Berry, WENR, Chicago;
Richard E. Green, KFPY, Spokane;
James Alden Barber, KGVO, Missoula, Mont. ; Roger O. Van Duzer, \
WALB, Albany, Ga.; Jack Wolever
Jr., WSIX, Nashville; Flem Evans,
WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va.; Howard L. Chernoff, WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.; Hugh Boice, WMBD,
Peoria, 111.; F. Van Konynenburg,
WTCN, Minneapolis; and William
Dowdell, WLW, Cincinnati.
Capt. Higgins
CAPT.
HUGH M.Transferred
HIGGINS has
been transferred from the Army
Air Forces Production Unit at
Santa Ana, Cal., to War Dept.
headquarters in Washington. He
is now liaison officer of the Army
Air Forces Group with the Radio
Branch of the Bureau of Public
Relations. Before entering military
service, Capt. Higgins was sales
promotion manager for WRC,
Washington, from July 1941 to
April 1942, coming to Washington
from a promotion job with Creighton U., Omaha.
Richfield's 13th Year
RICHFIELD OIL Co., Los Angeles,
with April 21 broadcast started its
13th consecutive year as sponsor of
the six-weekly Richfield Reporter with
John Wald on 6 NBC Pacific stations, Sunday through Friday, 1010:15 p.m. (PWT), and 4 NBC
Arizona stations, Sunday through Friday, 9:30-9:45 p.m. (PWT). Wayne
Miller has been editor-in-chief for the
past
eight Los
years.
Hixson-O'Donnell
count.
Adv. Inc.,
Angeles,
has the ac• Broadcast
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In chemistry, the key to the qualities of a
compound lie in the molecular structure of

o,s_v

BETTER

A

_so H its components. In radio, too, the formula
for a better product is in the quality of the
v

components used. That is why many of the leading manufacturers of radio equipment specify C-D Capacitors. These
manufacturers know and recognize the importance of reliable
capacitors. You too, can insure the dependable performance

PRODUCT

■ ■ ■

Capacitors!

Special C-D impregnation process, results in a capacitor of
extreme stability, high insulation resistance, and impervious
to excessive temperature and humidity conditions.
Careful selection of gauged mica, providing a unit of higher
breakdown voltage and low power-factor.
No magnetic materials used in construction, reducing losses
at all frequencies.

of your equipment by specifying C-D capacitors for your manufacturing requirements. Our engineers will be glad to cooperate with you on applications involving the use of capacitors.
Cornell Dubilier Electric Corporation, South Plainfield, N. J

Moulded

in Bakelite, producing a mechanically-strong well-

insulated capacitor of increased moisture resistance.
Short, heavy terminals result in reduced r.f. and contact
resistance. Also available with small mounting insulators.

Moulded Mica Transmitter Capacitors

Used in power amplifiers and low-power transmitters principally for r.f. by-passing, grid and plate blocking applications,
the Cornell Dubilier Type 9 Moulded Mica Capacitor offers
these features — typical of all C-D Molded Mica Capacitors:

Cornell-Dubilier Type 9
Capacitors are available
in a wide range of capacities in three important voltage ratings. For
further information send
for Catalog No. 160-T

more in use today than any other make

Dubilier

Cornell
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Newkirk Injured
VAN C. NEWKIRK, program director
of Don Lee Broadcasting System,
Hollywood, has returned to his desk
after being confined home for a week
with second degree burns and other
injuries sustained when his speedboat
exploded April 17. Dexter Haymond,
son of Carl Haymond, manager of
Pacific Broadcasting Co., Tacoma,
who was with Newkirk, received
slight burns. The boat was destroyed.

AT A RECENT AFM executive board
meeting, the union voted to withdraw
from the Canadian Trades & Labor
Congress when it was reported that
"Brother Arthur Dowell was hooted
down and declared out of order" as he
objected to the presence of a children's
orchestra at a Labor Congress meeting in AVinnipeg. The incident was
revealed in the minutes of the Board,
published in the current issue of the
AFM International Musician.

Radio Is Vital
(Continued from page 50)
ten this is attributed, and correctly
so, to the element of surprise — but
this surprise could not have been
possible without accurate and continuous information on the enemy.
This information generally must
go through by radio.
Very seldom do we hear these
days of a "land action" or a "sea
action." It is always "land and
air" action or "sea and air." Often
it is land, sea and air action. With
such forces there must be great coordination for the operation to be
successful. For this co-ordination
we must depend on our radio.
Pace in Design Rapid
The designer of aircraft radio is
faced with the problem of providing the proper facilities in a limited space with minimum weight
and often he must utilize antennas
not of the best design but controlled by airplane structural limitations. This is an ever developing
problem. New designs of radio
must keep pace with new designs
of aircraft and the various needs
which war operations bring out.
As the range of fleet aircraft from
their ships and bases increases so
must the range of the plane's radio
but the weight increase must be
kept at a minimum.
Airplanes must be provided not
only with facilities for communicating back to their parent ship or
base but to other airplanes and to
other forces which will co-operate
in the campaign.

FULTON

LEWIS

JH

SINCE AMOS 'N ANDY AND EASY
ACES HAVE LEFT THE 7 O'CLOCK
SPOT

Training All-Important
Once the equipment has been
properly designed and furnished
to the service, intelligent use of
it must be made certain through
training of pilots and aircraft radiomen. They must know when to
use their facilities and when to

Watch Lewis' Hooper rating soar now that
he owns the seven o'clock spot on the
dial. Mutual's top newscaster is headed
for new glories . . . and greater sales
for sponsors.

Wire, phone or write . . . WILLIAM B. DOLPH, WOL, WASHINGTON, D. C. for
sponsorship of Fulton Lewis, jr. in your city. He has more sponsors than any
other radio personality. Sell him at YOUR one time quarter hour rate per week.

ORIGINATING

FROM

WOL

Affiliated with the MUTUAL
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In addition, other features of radio development are given to the
planes to increase their effectiveness in war operations. These include radio aids to navigation such
as the radio direction finder. We
are all familiar with the radio
range beacon, the device which
really made scheduled commercial
airline operations a reality. Our
aircraft must be so provided to
utilize these and other facilities
when they are available. Thus we
have radio not only serving its
original function of providing rapid
communication, but, by its application, providing many safety and
navigational aids and in some cases
even offensive aids in the operation
of our fleet aircraft.

WASHINGTON,

BROADCASTING

D. C.

SYSTEM

obey rigidly "radio silence." Often
the success of a mission may be
jeopardized by breaking the radio
silence just as it may be jeopardized by improperly observing
this silence and failing to report
vital information. That is the decision which the pilot must make
after carefully weighing the question and deciding whether to open
up or keep silent.
BROADCASTING

WORL

and

Announce

Lasker New
With

WCOP

Changes

Manager

of Both,
Assistant

Armstrong

GEORGE LASKER, general manager of WORL, Boston, has been
appointed general manager of
WCOP, Boston, in addition to his
present duties, effective April 26.
A. N. Armstrong Jr., formerly general manager of WCOP, will become assistant general manager
of both stations, as announced by
Harold A. LaFount, president of
the Atlantic Coast Network and
owner of WORL.
These new arrangements, Mr.
LaFount said, have been made to
conserve manpower and to allow
both stations more time to devote
to public service. A new program
structure also will be set up to include many features helpful to the
war effort including innovations in
bond selling, Red Cross programs
and cooperation with the OWI.
Mr. Lasker has been general
manager of WORL since 1939, joining that station from WPEN, Philadelphia. He is the originator of
the "Kilocycle Club" idea, which
has been widely copied by many
stations throughout the country.
Mr. Armstrong, with WCOP for
two years, was formerly with
WIBW, Topeka, and previously
with the Katz Agency, Chicago.
West

Allis Denied

THE FCC took final action April
20 denying the petition of West
Allis Broadcasting Co., West Allis,
Wis., for a new standard broadcast station. Original hearing on
the application for 1480 kc, 250
watts, daytime only, was held
August 28, 1941, and a further
hearing on April 30, 1942. Although
contracts, contingent on the grant
of the application, had been entered into with manufacturers,
dealers and individuals for the acquisition of material and equipment necessary to construct the
proposed station, the Commission
held that the application shouldnot be granted in view of the April
27, 1942, order for the conservation of materials and services of
skilled persons.
Benny

to Tour

Camps

BESIDES laying plans for another tour of Army camps during
annual summer hiatus of the weekly NBC Jack Benny Show, sponsored by General Foods Corp.
(Grape-Nuts Flakes), the star and
his wife, Mary Livingstone, anticipate an overseas entertainment assignment by USO Camp Shows.
Half-hour series ends its season
May 30 and returns after an 18week lay-off on Oct. 3. No summer
replacement
program
has isbeen
announced as yet.
Agency
Young
& Rubicam, New York.
ANDY LOTSHAW Corp., Chicago
(Gorjus and Lotshaw Body Rub), has
started noon
a quarter-hour
aftermusical programSaturday
on WBBM,
Chicago, titled A Guitar and a Girl.
The program features the Les Paul
Trio and Mary Ann Mercer, and was
placed& for
weeks by Arthur Meyerholt
Co., 52Chicago.
• Broadcast
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H

ow

many

guns does a Flying Fortress need? The answer is, she needs

enough to give her complete coverage from all angles. And
has! It's the same with radio coverage

has she got 'em? You

bet she

on the Pacific Coast. To get complete coverage you

need a network that can direct your fire power to all the targets from all angles. You

need

the only network that can hit all the markets every time . . . Don Lee. Most of the markets on
the Pacific Coast are surrounded

by high mountains

(5,000 to 15,000 feet). Long-range

broadcasting is unreliable. With 33 stations, Don Lee releases your message
range. More

than 9 out of every 10 radio homes

at point blank

are within 25 miles of a Don Lee station.

If your radio message is important enough for all the radio families on the Pacific Coast to
hear, use the only network with enough stations to do the job . . . Don Lee.

Thomas S. Lee, President
Lewis Allen Weiss, Vice-President, General Manager
5515 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Calif,
represented nationally by john blair and co.
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Federal
Press-Radio
Unanimously
'Remain

Decides
on

Group

Votes

to

Alert

Indefinitely'
UNANIMOUS vote to continue
the Newspaper-Radio Committee
indefinitely was given by the approximately 125 publisher-broadcasters attending a meeting of the
Committee held last Tuesday afternoon at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York. The group gave
a rising vote of thanks to Harold
V. Hough of the Fort-Worth StarTelegram, operator of WBAP and
co-owner of KGKO, for his able
leadership of both the full Committee and the nine-man steering
committee which has directed the
NRC activities.
Organized two years ago with
the purpose of protecting the radio
interests of newspaper publishers
and representing them during the
FCC investigation of the whole
subject of newspaper-ownership,
the NRC is determined to "remain
on the alert indefinitely until the
newspaper-radio situation is settled and settled satisfactorily,"
Mr. Hough stated following the
meeting. The organization has no
immediate plans for any specific
action, he said, but will continue
to maintain an attitude of vigilance on all matters affecting the
interests of the group.
Steering committee was authorized to appoint three new members to fill the vacancies left by
the resignations of Gardner
Cowles, Jr., Des Moines Register
and Tribune (KSO, KRNT, WMT,
WNAX), who is now director of
domestic operations of the OWI;
Jack Howard, Scripps Howard
Radio (WMC, WNOX, WMPS,
WCPO), now on duty with the
Navy, and Guy C. Hamilton, who
has resigned from the McClatchy
Newspapers (KFBK, KMJ, KWG,
KERN, KOH). Remaining members of the steering committee discussed the selection of new members in a special session following
the close of the general meeting
and it is expected that the new
steering committee members will

MR. HOUGH
be announced within a few days.
Decision to continue the NRC as
an active association was made
following reports by Chairman
Hough and by Sydney M. Kaye,
who continues as counsel for the
group. Judge Thomas D. Thatcher, formerly head of NRC counsel,
resigned from that post following
his acceptance of public office as
chief corporation counsel of the
City of New York. The NRC New
York offices at 370 Lexington Ave.
will also be continued.
Present members of the NRC
steering committee, in addition to
Chairman Hough, include Walter
J. Damm, Milwaukee Journal
(WTMJ), vice-chairman; Col.
Harry M. Ayers, Anniston (Ala.)
Star (WHMA); H. Dean Fitzer,
Kansas City Star (WDAF) ; A. H.
Kirchhofer, Buffalo Everting News
(WBEN); John E. Person, Williams port (Pa.) Sun (WRAK).
Radio Contributes
The NRC meeting was set to coincide with the annual meetings
of the Associated Press and the
American Newspaper Publishers'
Assn. at the Waldorf-Astoria last
week. AP meeting on Monday was
a quiet session, with no resolutions
and almost no discussion from the
floor.
Radio was mentioned only in the
report of the board of directors,

Just

a

reminder
that
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which pointed out that Press Association, AP subsidiary, "in the
operation of the newscast wire,
which now serves more than 300
radio stations, continued to make
an increasing contribution toward
the cost of news collection and to
keep the name of the Associated
Press before the radio audience."
Five directors of AP were elected for three-year terms: Paul Bellamy, Cleveland Plain Dealer
(WHK, WCLE, WHKC, WKBN) ;
E. K. Gaylord, Oklahoma City
Oklahoman (WKY, KLZ, KVOR) ;
James E. Chappell, Birmingham
(Ala.) Age Herald (WSGN) ; J.
R. Knowland, Oakland (Cal.) Tribune (KLX; Arthur Hays Sulzberger, New York Times. O. S.
Warden, Great Falls (Mont.) Tribune (KFBB), was elected to represent members from cities of less
than 50,000 population. Roy Roberts, Kansas City Times (WDAF),
was elected to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of George B.
Longan of the Kansas City Star,
sister paper of the Times, for the
balance of the term expiring in
April, 1945.
At a meeting of the AP board,
Robert McClean, Philadelphia Bulletin, was re-elected president of
the Association. Mr. Bellamy was
elected first vice-president, and
Houston Harte, San Angelo (Tex.)
Standard (KGKL KRBC KBST
K2IS), second vice-president. Lloyd
Stratton, formerly assistant secretary, was elected secretary, a post
formerly held by the AP's general
manager, Kent Cooper. Board
broadened Mr. Cooper's duties by
naming him executive director as
well as general manager of the association. Board also designated
Frank B. Noyes, Washington Star
(WMAL), honorary president of
AP, of which he was one of the
founders, president from 1900 to
1933 and currently a director.
Linwood I. Noyes, Ironwood
(Mich.) Globe, last year's vicepresident, was elected president of
the ANPA for the coming year.
Other officers elected are: W. G.
Chandler, Scripps-Howard News
papers (WMC, WNOX, WMPS,
WCPO), vice-president; Norman
Chandler, Los Angeles Times, secretary, and E. S. Friendly, New
York Sun, treasurer.
As retiring president, Walter M.
Dear, Jersey City Journal, was automatically elected a member of
the ASPA board of directors for
a two-year term, with the following directors re-elected for similar
terms: David W. Howe, Burlington
(Vt.) Free Press; F. I. Ker, Hamilton (Ont. Canada) Spectator; W.
E. McFarlane,
Chicago Tribune
(WGN), W. F. Schmick, Baltimore
Sun.
Directors elected last year and
remaining on the board until 1944
are: George C. Biggers, Atlanta
(Continued on page 110)

Paid

Add

Opposed
By ANPA
|
Pres. Dear at Convention Says \

Move "Smacks of Subsidy" i
THE TIDAL wave of opposition \
to proposed Government advertising in small newspapers because of
their economic plight gathered new 1
momentum
last week
with
the If
declaration by Walter M. Dear, |[
president of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn., at its an- m
nual convention in New York, that If*
such a move "smacks of subsidy", w
He referred particularly to the if
Bankhead proposal for an appro- Sl
priation of 25 to 30 million dollars L
for newspaper space to promote K
Treasury bond sales.

Mr. Dear's comments followed K
the expression the preceding weekB
by OWI Chief Elmer Davis §3
[Broadcasting, April 19] that his-f
organization has always been andP
continues to be opposed to Govern- 1
ment
nature.paid advertising, whatever its if.
Bankhead

Is Silent

Meanwhile, Senator Bankhead |L
(D-Ala.) has made no further K
statement regarding his project n
for introduction of legislation and IV
has not decided whether radio I
would be included. A fortnight ago 1
he indicated the measure would be !r
introduced promptly and that it 1.
would pertain only to newspaper &
space, with half of the fund ear- m
marked for small newspapers.

In his annual report to ANPA I |,
last Wednesday, Mr. Dear com-! r
mented : "We readily admit that the n
basic principle of advertising is 1
just as applicable
and will be "
equally
as
effective
for
Government as experience has the
proven
it to 11
be. However, Government advertis-;
ing must be safeguarded from poli- j
tical influence and directed by inde- i j
pendent advertising experts who t
have demonstrated their ability and
the confidence in which they are
held by the newspapers. This con-;
fidence has been built up by the!
honorable and businesslike handling
of the trust imposed in the expendi- 1
ture of private funds. There would j
be no reason to believe that these i
gentlemen would be any less scrup- j
ulous in the proper handling of;
Government monies.
:
Sound Policy
"This may sound Utopian but in !
our judgment
is theon only
'
mentally
sound itbasis
whichfundaGov- !|
ernment advertising can operate. ,i
Apparently before such an adver- !
tising campaign can be undertaken
with any degree of dignity and gen- j
eral acceptance, newspapers must '
learn
to regard
Government
ad- I1
vertising
as falling
in the same
category as a commercial advertising campaign by adhering to j
the resolution adopted last year.
Unfortunately, such a realistic ap- j
proach does not seem imminent."
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★ ALABAMA
WMSL WMOB
WAGF WCOV
WJBY WSFA
WALA WLAY
★ ARIZONA
KTAR KGLU
KYCA
KTUC

WJHO
WHBB
WJRD

WCMI
WLBJ
WHLN

★ KENTUCKY
WSON WAVE
WHOP WGRC
WLAP
WHAS

KVOA
KYUM

KALB
WJBO
KVOL

★ LOUISIANA
KPLC WNOE
KRMD
KMLB WSMB
KTBS
WDSU WWL
KWKH

★ ARKANSAS
KFFA
KOTN
KGHI
KTHS
KUOA
KLRA
K ARK

WRDO
WLBZ
WBAL
WCAO

* MAINE
WCOU WCSH

WINN
WOMI
WPAD

WGAN

★ MARYLAND
WCBM WITH
WJEJ
WFBR WTBO
WBOC

KGGM
KOB
KAVE
WABY
WOKO
WMBO
WNBF
WBEN
WEBR
WGR
WKBW
WENY
WGBB
WHCU

★ NEW
KICA
KWEW

MEXICO
KFUN KVSF
KGFL KTNM

★ NEW YORK
WBNX WHEC
WNBI
WNBT
WHAM
WEAF
WNBZ
WHN
WRCA
W71NY
WINS
WGY
WJZ
W75NY
WSNY
W10XKT
WFBL
WOLF
WLIB
WMCA
W2XWG
WNEW
W2XWV
WSYR
WAGE
W3XWT
WOR
WTRY
W2XVT
WOV
W51R
WQXR
WIBX

WFCI

★ SOUTH
WAIM
WCOS
WCSC
WTMA
WIS
WOLS
KELO
* SOUTH
KABR
KOBH
WOPI
WAPO
WDEF
WDOD
WJZM

ISL
:o
EM
\RM
RE
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★ CALIFORNIA
KPRO
KFI
KFBK
KFVD
KROY
KGFJ
KHJ
KFXM
KMTR
KFMB
KNX
KFSD
KGB
KMYC
KFRC
KYOS
KGO
KTRB
KJBS
KDON
KPO
KLS
KSAN
KROW
KSFO
KPAS
KYA
KWKW
KVCV

^OR
EL
.z

★ COLORADO
KMYR
KIUP
KFKA
KFXJ
KOA
KGHF
KVOD

KVNU
KLO

★ CONNECTICUT
WTIC
WNLC WBRY
WNBC
WSRR W53H
WATR W65H
WELI

WCAX

RN
MC
E

ICC
NAB
DRC
THT
DEL

KQW
KVEC
KVOE
KDB
KTMS
KGDM
KWG
KTKC
KHUB
K45LA
W6XYZ
W6XLA
KGEI
KWIO

★ FLORIDA
WTMC
WPDQ
WDBO
WLAK
WWPG
WLOF
WIOD
WDLP
WQAM
WCOA
WKAT
WFOY

WSUN
WTSP
WTAL
WDAE
WFLA
WJNO

* GEORGIA
WGGA
WGAC
WRDW
WKEU
WMOG
WLAG
WGAA
WBML
WRBL
WMAZ
WMJM
WMGA
WBLJ
WRGA

WTOC
WPAX
WRLC
WGOV
WAYX
WDAK

* IDAHO
KFXD
KSEI
★ ILLINOIS
WGIL
WGN
WEBO
WJJD
WJPF
WLS
WMAQ
WLDS
WSBC
WCLS
WHFC
WMBD
WTAD
WDAN
WROK
WSOY

:bur
Wmt
:ros
voc
CRNT
ICVAK
CGGF
CGNO
IttSW

KBST
KBWD
KEYS
KRIS
KAND
KRLD

WCHV
WJMA
WBTM
WFVA

★ DELAWARE
WILM

★ DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WWOC
WMAL
WRC
TOP
WOL

'GST

KRBC
KFDA
KGNC
KNOW
KTBC
KRIC
KFDM
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KTFI

WHBF
WCBS
WTAX
WDZ
W59C
W67C
W9XBK
W9XBT

★ INDIANA
WOWO
WIRE
WIND
WKMO
WFBM
WLBC
WIBC WSBT
WISH

WBOW
WAOV
W45V
W49FW

* IOWA
KSO
KFJB
KGLO
WHO
KDTH
KBIZ
WKBB
KM A
KVFD

KSO
KTRI
KICD
KXEL

* KANSAS
KVGB KOAM
KWBW KSAL
KCKN WIBW
WREN

KANS
KFH
KFBI

WBZA
WBZWCOP
WEEI
WHDH
WMEX
WNAC
WELL
WBCM
WHDF
WJBK
WJR
WWJ
KATE
KDAL
WEBC
WMFG
KYSM
WCBI
WJPR
WFOR
KFVS
KFRU
KHMO
KWOS
KCMO
KGHL
KRBM
KORN
KMMJ
KHAS
KGFW
KOH
WKNE
WLNH
WBAB
WAAT

★ MASSACHUSETTS
WAAB
WORL WLLH
WSAR WNBH
WORC
WTAG
WEIM WBRK
WBOS
WHAI WMAS
W43B
WHYN WSPR
WLAW WOCB
W67B
* MICHIGAN
WXYZ WJMS
WDBC WIBM
WFDF WKZO
WLAV WJIM
WOOD- WDMJ
WASH WKBZ

WCAR
WHLS
WSAM
WSOO
WTCM
W45D

★ MINNESOTA
WCCO KVOX
WDGY KROC
WLOL KFAM
WTCN KSTP

WMIN
WHLB
KWNO
KWLM

★ MISSISSIPPI
WJDX WAML
WSLI WSKB

WCOC
WQBC

★ MISSOURI
KMBC KMOX
WDAF KSD
WHB
KXOK
KWOC WEW
KFEQ WIL

KGBX
KWTO
KTTS
K49KC

* MONTANA
KGIR KPFA
KFBB KGEZ

KRJF
KGVO

★ NEBRASKA
KFAB KGNF
KFOR KBON
WJAG KOIL

KOWH
WOW
KGKY

* NEVADA
KENO
★ NEW HAMPSHIRE
WFEA WHEB
W39B
WMUR
* NEW JERSEY
WHOM WPAT
WTNJ

WJTN
WKNY
WALL
WGNY
WABC
WBYN

WWRL
WHLD
WSLB
WHDL
WMFF
WKIP

* NORTH
WCNC
WISE
WWNC
WFNC
WBBB
WGNC
WAYS
WGBR
WBIG
WBT
WSOC
WGBG
WDNC
KFYR
KDLR
WADC
WAKR
WJW
WICA
WHBC
WCKY
WCPO
WKRC
WLW
KADA
KVSO
KCRC
KWIL
KAST
KBKR
KBND
KORE

WATN
WWNY
WFAS
WCBX
WCDA
WCRC

WGEA
WGEO
WRGB
W47A
W2XOY

CAROLINA
WSTP
WMFR
WHKY
WRRF
WHIT
WMFD
WPTF
WGTM
WRAL
WAIR
WCBT
WSJS
WEED
W41MM

WGTC
★ NORTH KGCU
DAKOTA
KLPM
WDAY
KSJB
* OHIO
WHIO
WSAI
WING
WCLE
WFIN
WGAR
WLOK
WHK
WTAM
WMAN
WMRN
WBNS
WCOL
WPAY
WIZE
WHKC

WSTB
WSPD
WTOL
WRRN
WFMJ
WKBN
WHIZ
W45CM

* OKLAHOMA
KOME
KTOK
KBIX
KTUL
kocy
KVOO
KGFF
WKY
KOMA
★ OREGON
KWRC
KUIN
KALE
KFJI
KLBM
KOOS
KMED

KEX
KGW
KOIN

KXL
KRNR
KSLM
KODL

★ PENNSYLVANIA
WPEN
WAZL
WJPA
WJAC
WMBS
WTEL
WSAN
KDKA
WFBG
WGAL
WCBAWBRE
KQV
WMRF
WRAK
WISR
WCAE
WCED
WKST
WORK
WKPA
WSBA
KYW
WEST
WJAS
WERC
W49PH
WWSW
WLEU
W69PH
WCAU
WEEU
WIBG
W53PH
WD AS
WRAW
W57PH
WHJB
WFIL
WARM
WIP
WGBI
W75P
WHAT
WKBO
WHP
WKOK

★ RHODE ISLAND
WJAR
WPRO
WEAN

KXRO
KVOS
KIRO
KJR
WJLS
WHIS
WCHS
WGKV

WHBY
WATW
WEAU
KFIZ
WTAQ
KDFN

CAROLINA
WFBC
WSPA
WORD
WMRC
WFIG
WCRS
KSOO
DAKOTA
WNAX

* TENNESSEE
WHUB
WNOX
WROL
WHBQ
WMC
WTJS
WJHL
WKPT
WBIR
WMPS
* TEXAS
KOCA
KSKY
KPAB
KFRO
WFAA
KFYO
KROD
KRBA
WRR
KTSM
KRLH
KFJZ
KNET
KGKO
KPDN
WBAP
KPLT
KIUN
KLUF
KPRC
KGBS
KPAC
KTRH
KGKL
KXYZ
KABC
* UTAH
KDYL
KSL
KEUB
KOVO

WREC
WLAC
WSIX
WSM
KMAC
KTSA
KONO
KRRV
WOAI
KTEM
KCMC
KGKB
KVWC
WACO
KRGV
KWFT
KUTA

★ VERMONT
WSYB
* VIRGINIA
WSVA
WTAR
WLVA WMBG
WMVA WRNL
WGH
WRVA

WDBJ
WSLS
WLPM
WINC

* WASHINGTON
KOL
KFIO KVAN
KOMO KFPY KUJ
KRSC KG A
KPO
KXA
KHQ
★ WEST
WBLK
WMMN
WSAZ

VIRGINIA
WLOG WBRW
WAJR WKWK
WPAR WWVA

★ WISCONSIN
WCLO
WISN WHBL
WTMJ WDSM
WKBH
WOSH WSAU
WIBA
WEMP
WRJN W55M
* WYOMING
KPOW
KVRS

KWYO

TERRITORIES AND
POSSESSIONS
KHBC

KGMB* HAWAII
KGU

KINY

★ ALASKA
KTKN

WPAB

KTOH

* PUERTO RICO
WKAQ
WNEL WIAC

NETWORKS
Arizona Broadcasting Co.
Arizona Network
Atlantic Coast Network
Blue Network Co., Inc.
Columbia Broadcasting System
Don Lee Broadcasting System
Golden West Network
Intermountain Network
KOIN Network
Lone Star Chain
Michigan Radio Network
Mutual Broadcasting System
National Broadcasting Company
Texas Quality Network
Texas State Network
Yankee Network

Press-Radio
Group
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MARKET FOR
right now!
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MARKET FOR
after tht war!

Peoriarea's diversific
of industry and
agriculture makes it ation
a t6p market through
good times and bad. Industries here have
war orders — but not in such volume that
upsetting economic reaction will follow
peace. And — WMBD is the ONE medium
that blankets Peoriarea! Check the figures
below — write for further information.

CONLAN
SURVEY

MORNING LISTENERS
.65.5%
WMBD
Station A
Station B
Station C
Station D
All Others

11 .0%
5.7%
9.1%
3.8%
4.9%

50.7%
%y ^'AFTERNOON

WMBD
LISTENERS

18.2%
8.4%
10.8%
3.9%
8.0%

Station A
Station B
Station C
Station D
All Others

EVENING LISTENERS
WMBD
41.2%
Station A
Station B
Station C
Station D
All Others
S3*

32.4%
8.6%
10.2%
4.5%
3.1%

AVERAGE
52.5%

SURVEY
WMBD

20.5%
7.6%
10.0%
4.1%
5.3%

Station A
Station B
Station C
Station D
All Others
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War and the problems of newspaper publishing resulting therefrom were the main topics of discussion at both the AP and the
ANPA sessions, the latter beginning on Tuesday and continuing
through Thursday, culminating in
the annual dinner of the ANPA
Bureau of Advertising dinner
Thursday evening. Speakers were
six members of the armed forces
who related their experiences on
battle fronts around the world. A
group of 35 heroes, holders of high
military honors and many wounded
in action, were guests of honor at
the Banshee luncheon Tuesday, entertainment high spot of the week.
Heroes of press and radio, American war correspondents, were also
honored by the AP and ANPA,
each standing in silence a moment
in tribute to the 14 representatives
of press and radio who have died
in line of duty in World War II.
When Kent Cooper, general manager of AP, called for this tribute
at the association's luncheon on
Monday, the AP wires throughout
the nation were simultaneously
silenced for 30 seconds.
Wednesday afternoon session of
the ANPA, conducted under the
auspices of the Bureau of Advertising, with Frank E. Tripp, Gannett Newspapers, chairman of the
Bureau, presiding, was devoted to
the subject of wartime advertising,
chiefly the increase of institutional
advertising and of government advertising underwritten by commercial companies. Chester La Roche,
chairman of the Advertising Council, said: "Just as conversion of
plants was the first war contribution of business, the conversion of
advertising is its second. If you are
proud of what business is doing,
you have a right to be. This is the
new competition — to see who can
do the most for America."
Local Institutional

"Every city where at least one
smoking chimney denotes a plant in
operation offers one prospect for a
consistent campaign of institutional
advertising," Mr. Thomson continued. "Rarely do you find a plant
that has not got an interesting, and

FREE &

Page

War Is Topic

Pointing out that this war-born
institutional advertising can be
local as well as national, affording
a source of business for the individual newspaper (or radio station), William A. Thomson, director
of the Bureau said: "The logical
audience for any institutional advertiser to address first is the population of the section in which he
operates. And that includes the
workers in his own plant — probably the most important percentage
of his entire audience.

PEORIA BROADCASTING CO.
Peoria, Illinois

WMBD

Journal (WSB) ; Howard Davis,
New York Herald Tribune; Ted
Dealey, Dallas News, (WFAAKGKO) ; J. L. Stackhouse, Easton
(Pa.) Express; S. R. Winch, PortKOIN). land (Ore.) Journal (KALE,

1943

often dramatic, story of war
achievements, constructive contributions to the community or mutual
problems to discuss with the public.
Rarely do you find a manufacturer
who forgets that the public has
long been schooled to believe that
industry's permanent abode is the
dog-house. Seldom is an industrialist deaf these days to public opinion. And rarely do you find one indifferent tosuggestions for improving his public relations through
better public understanding."
Other speakers at this session included Gerard Swope, president,
General Electric Co., speaking on
"Industry and the Newspapers";
R. W. Brown, president, Lehigh
Valley Railroad Co., "Wartime
Railroads and Public Opinion";
Frederick Dickinson, Bureau sales
manager, "What Do People
Think?" and Mr. Tripp, who reviewed the beneficial results of the
code adopted by the group in 1942
to make it possible for advertisers
to use newspapers without undue
pressure from other papers not on
their lists.
Scrap Report

Preceding the Bureau session,
Richard W. Slocum, Philadelphia
Bulletin, chairman of the Newspapers' United Scrap Metal Drive
Committee, presented a report on
the successful completion of the
drive to Donald M. Nelson, chairman, War Production Board, who,
in^ accepti
awarded
ng theto report,
official
citations
Mr. Slocum and
the other members of the committee. Praising all American industry for its cooperation with the
Government in every phase of the
war effort Mr. Nelson said: "No
matter how difficult your problem,
if you can state it and put it up to
industry, industry will do the job."
The ANPA also gave Mr. Slocum
a distinguished service plaque.
Convention unanimously adopted
a resolution proposed by William
Dwight, Holyoke (Mass.) Transcript-Telegram (WHYN), after
pointing out that "various Government agencies have sought to restrict newspapers." It authorizes
the appointment of a committee to
watch all such developments and
"to take such action as in their
judgment seems necessary ... in
order that the essential service of
the press in support of the war
effort shall be maintained."

Hooper to Be Host
C. E. HOOPER Inc. will be host
at a breakfast for NAB members
in the Crystal room of the Palmer
House, Chicago, at 8 a.m., Tuesday, April 27. The following subjects will be covered : Review of recent audience trends, hourly station ratings, code of practice, "ratings" vs. ' coverage," a complete
audience survey and uniform
station coverage audits — a promise
for 1944.

BROADCASTING

LAPPING DISK, rotating betweei
fixed steel plates, grinds and pol
ishes quartz crystals for ArmWalky-Talky sets and other radii
equipment. Made of a vinylit<
plastic, this disk, a product of Car
bide & Carbon Chemicals Corp., i:
believed to be far superior to thosi
made of other materials, beinf
easier to handle and because i
gives longer, more satisfactory ser
vice without warping, according t<
William C. Hubbs, manufacturer oi
lapping disks. Lapping was formerly an exclusive hand operation
RALPH

WE1STWORTB

IS BMl FIELD
CHIEF
RALPH C. WENTWORTH, whe
has been connected with the Wai
Production Board since his retirement as partner in the transcription fii-m of Langworth Feature
Programs, has joined BMI as field
program executive. He will spend
most of his time on the road, visit-

to cial
confer
withvespro-'
stations
gram ingand
commer
executi
on
getting the
of BMI's
offerings most
and alsooutsecuri
ng their
ideas on how BMI can improve its
service to the stations.
Mr. Wentworth's activities will
be closely coordinated with conferences with station program managers held regularly at BMI headquarters in New York under the
direction of Roy L. Harlow, BMI
program director. More than 1001
station executives have attended1
the five program conferences held
to date, the most recent occurring
last Monday and Tuesday. Beginning in May these meetings will be1
stepped up to twice a month, with
the first one scheduled to be held
10-11.
May
Beginning
his radio career in
1924 as an announcer on WEAF,
New
Mr. until
Wentworth
re-1
mained York,
with NBC
1929, when,
he transferred his activities to
CBS, for whom he organized the
network's first artists bureau. In
1925 he and C. O. Langlois organized Langworth Feature Programs,
transcription company which spec-)
ialized in the production of tax1
free musical discs for the broadhis asre 1
tirement casting
in industry.
1941, Following
he has been
sociated with the Aircraft Production Division of the WPB.
Memorial

on Disc

TRANSCRIPTION of "We Will
Never Die," memorial to the 2,000,000 Jews killed in Europe, will
be heard at the Education by Radio Institute at Columbus this
week. Pageant played in Washing- .
ton recently and recording was
made by WINX, Washington, from ,
stage of Constitution Hall.
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FULL
BY

CBS

BOUGHT
Engineer's

OWENS-ILLINOIS

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS Co.,
Toledo, which has used occasional
spot radio in the past, will enter
network radio May 10 when it becomes what is probably the first
national advertiser to sponsor a
25-minute variety program in the
daytime hours five times per week.
Series, as yet untitled, will be
heard on the full CBS domestic
network in the 4-4:25 p.m. period
Monday through Friday. Feature
of the program will be talks by
Fletcher Wiley on the country's
current nutrition and food rationing problems, with all commercials
to be of institutional nature.
Music will be supplied by David
Broekman's Orchestra with songs
by Frank Parker, Eleanor Steber
and guest artists. Agency is
D'Arcy Adv. Co., New York. '

Strips 'Electronics'
By Engineer
W. C. inWHITE
Charge *
General Electric Electronics Lab.
ELECTRONICS is defined as "the
science which deals with the behavior of electrons." Like many
definitions, this one is not very
helpful and one
must go a step
further. Recently
I saw a definition
which I rather
liked and which
read "electricity
freed from the
bondage
of
wires." That, I
think, is better
Mr. White
because at least it
is descriptive and somewhat intriguing.
The electron, of course, is the
basic unit of electricity. Just as
a drop of water can be considered
a sort of basic unit in measuring
amounts of water, so the electron
is the unit by which we could measure the quantity of electricity. I
say "could" because it is not a
convenient measure. Again using
the drop of water analogy, if we
are talking about small amounts of
liquids, such as a teaspoonful, it is
logical to express the amount by
the number of drops. However,

Mullen a Father
FRANK E. MULLEN, vice-president and general manager of NBC,
last Friday became the father of
a boy, born at Doctor's Hospital,
New York. Their first son was born
two years ago.

ARTHUR B. CHURCH, owner of
KMBC, Kansas City, has been elected
a member of the CBS Affiliates advisory board, filling the vacancy occurring when Don Searle, formerly
manager of KFAB, Lincoln, and
KOIL, Omaha, left these CBS stations to become general manager of
KGO, BLUE outlet in San Francisco.
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when speaking of large amounts of
water, such as go over Niagara
Falls per hour, it would be absurd
to express them by the number of
drops.
Huge Numbers
The same thing is true of electrons. Even the number of electrons that make up the small current used in the filament of a household incandescent lamp is so huge
and, therefore, runs into so many
significant figures that we don't
talk about the electric currents we
use in such terms.
However, the electron is a very
real thing and its mass and charge
were accurately measured by scientists many years ago.
In addition to the extremely
small charge it carries, the other
unusual property of the electron is
the enormous speed at which it can
travel under proper conditions; a
speed that can approach that of
light. Here again, we do not express this speed in such terms as
miles per hour because the number
of zeros involved after the figure
would make it too bulky to use. Instead we speak of the voltage used
to accelerate the electrons.
Now, let's go back to the idea of
free electrons because that is important. Until scientists created the
so-called vacuum tube for these
electrons to perform in, they were
not free to be moved about as desired and their interesting and useful properties could not be studied
and made use of.
Right here, let us bring up the
point that the words "electron tube"
and "vacuum tube" are used to describe the same device, it being
largely a matter of personal preference which term is used.
What goes on inside a highvacuum electron tube utilizes two
basic components. The first is some
source of free electrons and the
second includes elements so that
the motion of the electrons can be
definitely guided.

The first we can liken to heating
water to the boiling point to liberate steam. Heating a metal red hot
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liberates electrons from the surface
in a somewhat analogous way.
Electrons Are Mobile
Now, if that red-hot piece of
metal is inside of a highly evacuated bulb, then this cloud of electrons coming out from the surface
is very mobile.
Then comes the second step. You
have all noticed that, when a comb
becomes charged electrically, it will
attract dust and bits of paper. In
a somewhat similar way, the liberated cloud of electrons may be1caused to move toward a positively
charged terminal placed inside the
bulb. Therefore, electrons pass
from the hot plate, which is called
a cathode, to the cold plate, which
is called an anode, and the resulting
continuous transfer of electrons
constitutes a flow of electric current.
If this were all there was to the
matter, one might well ask, why
all this complication simply to provide aflow of electric current when
an ordinary piece of copper wire
might seem to accomplish the same
purpose? However, this electronic
method of conducting electric current offers possibilities of controlling the current in ways that are
totally impossible in an ordinary
conductor like a piece of wire. This
possibility arises from the fact that
these electrons may be started,
stopped, and deflected very easily.
This is done by putting additional
electrodes in the tube and operating them at a certain combination
of voltages which determines how
many of these electrons travel
across the space and at what speed
and how often they are started and
stopped.
Here again, it is well to remember those two separate steps in this
process of electrons moving through
a vacuum. The first is getting the
electrons out of the metal and the
second is getting them across the
space to the other electrode. It is
only during this second step, their
trip across the space, that they are
subject to control by additional
electrodes.
Current Is Controlled
Because such a huge number of
electrons are required to carry an
appreciable amount of current and
because they move so rapidly, the
flow of current through the tube
can be subject to variations of an
extraordinary degree as regards
speed and nature of the variation.
This means that, if a wire carrying a small current is cut and this
elementary vacuum tube is inserted
in this gap in the circuit, you have
great opportunities for unusual
control of current in that circuit.
When I say, cut the wire and insert the tube, I mean that one of
the free ends of the cut wire, the
negative one, is connected to the
hot-cathode terminal of the tube
and the other, the positive, is connected to the cold anode plate.
That in its simplest form is an
electron tube in an electrical circuit. During the split second when
the electric current in this circuit
is in the form of a stream of free
electrons leaping across the gap
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irough the vacuum of the tube,
du can control this current with
reat speed and accuracy. The con•ol element in the tube is usually
ke a screen or grid which is placed
irectly across the stream of elec:'ons.
If to this grid or control electrode
proper voltage is applied, the
urrent through the tube, and thus
,he current in the circuit, may be
aried. The kind of tube used deends on the magnitude of the curents and voltages involved and
ow fast the control has to be, and
,t can easily be up to a billion times
second.
It is natural to ask why, year
:fter year, we continue to use elecron tubes both in our radio receivers and radio transmitters. Is it
lot possible to substitute for them
>ther devices that will do the job
is well or better? The answer is
'no" and will probably continue to
>e "no" in radio for a very long
ime to come because electron tubes
jerform certain functions that just
:annot be done in any other way.
Charge Is Small
There are several reasons why
electron tubes are the heart of radio equipment. The first of these
results from their almost complete
independence of electrical frequency. As you well know, many
electrical devices are suitable only
Klfor use on direct current or only on
the one frequency of 60-cycle alternating current. However, as we
have seen, an electron tube can
function at millions of cycles a second just as well as at 60 cycles. It
;can do this because the myriads of
(^electrons in the evacuated space inside the bulb can move at such
enormous velocities that the frequency range mentioned above is
slow compared with the time required for them to move from one
electrode to another.
The second reason that electron
! tubes are unique is their ability to
> control electrical currents smoothly.
i Most devices that are used to vary
ii an electric current do it step-bystep. The charge carried by each
electron is so exceedingly small
that the rhythmic increases and
i decreases of current to reproduce
I music or the human
voice are
i easily, accurately, and smoothly accomplished.
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SENATORS9
GAMES
P. LORILLARD Co., New York,
which has already contracted for
the broadcasts on WHN, New
York, of the Brooklyn Dodger baseball games and those on WGN,
Chicago, of the Chicago White Sox
and Chicago Cubs, on April 20
added the Washington Senators to
the list, covering all games presented on WOL, Washington. Announcers in Washington are Arch
McDonald and Russ Hodges; in
Chicago Jack Brickhouse will handle the programs, and on WHN,
Red Barber is in charge. Agency
handling the Old Gold cigarette
account is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York.
The third feature is their ability
to control the movement and velocity of the speeding electrons by
merely changing the electrical potential of one of the electrodes inside the tube. This requires only a
very small amount of electrical
power. This is just another way of
expi-essing the well-known fact that
electron tubes are amplifiers and
can reproduce, at a greatly increased power level, the impulses
fed to them.
The fourth feature is their ability to pass current only in one direction or, as it is often expressed,
to act as a rectifier.
If one considers electron tubes
from the light of these four unique
characteristics, it is readily seen
why they are so absolutely essential to modern radio. It is because
these tubes possess and can utilize
.simultaneously some or all of these
properties. In turn, modern radio
needs just these properties. It is
easy to understand this when we
remember that radio is inherently
a science of very high electrical
frequencies; that it requires complicated wave forms, and that at
the receiver one must pick up the
very minute amount of power received from space by a few inches
of wire and increase it to a point
where the reproduced sound is at a
relatively high power level or, as
we say, has been greatly amplified.
Electron tubes are now available
in an almost bewildering array of
kinds and sizes and are now in use
for many purposes in addition to
radio.
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EARL MAY OF KMA
Poultry fancier of note, Earl la
shown with Sarah, who laid 316
in 1942. Another of hit
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hens, May's Queen, won the Missouri National Egglaying Contest.
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formula
Man's
One
AGENCY MEN often ask: "Earl, how do you do it?
How does KMA, a 5000-watt regional in a small
town, out-pull most 50,000- watt metropolitan stations?"
The formula — known to 3 million people in our 151SHOW-

county primary — is simply: PERSONALIZED
MANSHIP!

For example, KMA devotes 70% of its time to the specific
needs of its audience. KMA programs are friendly, informal,
sincere. Our announcers are "neighbors" to the people they
talk with. We have no big names on our competent staff
of 57 — we're just "folks" working together to give our audience personal service. Earl May in shirt sleeves, and with
warm, sincere voice, perfectly expresses what we are and
how we work.
No wonder listeners send KMA 524,000 pieces of commercial mail a year! No wonder KMA gets results with
7,113 grocers who gross 156 million dollars a year — with
1,685 druggists whose sales exceed $30,900,000 — with
1,322,751 farm folks whose income is up 500% over 1932!
Let Earl May give you complete details on how to get
your share of this big business. Write for your copy of our
latest Market Data Brochure.

KMA
BLUE NETWORK

The

No.

1 Farm

Station

in the No. 1 Farm

Market

■
Stab**1

151
Free & Peters, n.
Exclusive National Rcpresentativct
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More Leading Department
Stores in San Francisco Use
KSFO than any other station.
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Than

200

Tube

Inventory

Production
Stations

Report

Stocks

Plans
at Dealer

Level in Study to Assist Work of Mcintosh Unit
BROADCASTERS throughout the
however. It was recalled that late
last month, Mr. Mcintosh wrote
country are conducting a fine-tooth
survey of civilian replacement tube
manufacturers, urging immediate
inventories, it was learned last
efforts to turn out the "low profit
week, to supply an accurate guide
items", and to adopt distributing
to the WPB Radio Division in
measures to get them into the
scheduling production of tubes for
hands of all dealers [Broadcasting, April 5].
home sets. The study was started
at request of WPB and is a NAB
Big Role Ahead
project under direction of Arthur
Under the arrangement now
Stringer, NAB promotion director.
operating between WPB and the
Stations in all sections have been
tube makers, Mr. Mcintosh's office
asked to contact local radio dealers
advises on tube types most urgentand repairmen to learn the number
ly needed, and arranges their proof sets out of repair for lack of
duction through meetings with the
tubes. They also learn types of
Industry Advisory Committee and
tubes that dealers are unable to get.
Purpose of the completed survey is through periodic advisory letters.
The NAB survey is expected to
to show the actual tube situation at
play a big role in these schedule
the dealer-consumer level.
adjustments, particularly in the im200 Report
portant June meeting of the tube
industry when plans will be made
More than 200 stations have alfor the remainder of the year.
ready sent in reports, WPB says,
Operations between the Radio
and a definite picture of the availDivision and tube makers have proable tube supply is now shaping up.
ceded on a voluntary basis, but
Supplemented with material alWPB holds important scheduling
ready in the hands of the Radio
powers by which it could insure
Division, the broadcaster's survey
production of scarce tube types. A
will directly effect scheduling of
tubes for maintenance of home sets.
short time ago, Curtis E. Calder,
director general for operations, isAccording to the preliminary reports in the hands of the Radio Disued M-293 which says that with
vision, shortages of certain types
respect
to a critical component, inmay:
cluding radio vacuum tubes, WPB
appear to be uniform throughout
the country. Many of these are on
Direct the return or cancellation
the list of 117 "critical" tube types
of any order on the books of manucompiled by WPB to meet immedifacturers; direct changes in the deate replacement needs.
livery
or
production schedule of
If the WPB program is commanufacturers;
allocate orders
pletely carried out, Frank H. Mcplaced with one manufacturer to
intosh, chief of the Foreign and
another manufacturer; take any
Domestic Broadcast Branch, preother
action deemed necessary with
dicts that many of the shortages
will soon be overcome. Some of the
respect to the placing of orders for,
tube types offer a considerable
or the production of critical common components.
problem at present, he admits, since
despite the fact that they appear
ROBERT H. WHITE has been transon the critical lists, manufacturers
ferred from the sales division of
consider them "low profit items"
NBC's Cleveland office to the netand have not placed them on prowork's general
office
New
duction schedules.
York, where he sales
will act as ineastern
sales representative of the Pacific
WPB expects that all these types
Coast network. He will continue to
will be in production before long
cover the Detroit and Cleveland areas.

Too Popular
V-MAIL News, started for
the boys at the fighting front
six weeks ago by Tom McCarthy, newscaster of WKRC
Cincinnati, boomed from an
initial printing of 5,000 to a
final edition of 20,000. At
this point the postmaster informed him that his office
was not equipped to handle
it. McCarthy is now preparing a miniature newsletter
published weeklv in the Cincinnati Times-Star, which
can be clipped and sent by
regular mail to boys in the
Service.

LOCAL

802

STALLS
WBYN
AGREEMENT
DISAGREEMENT over a renewal
contract between WBYN, Brooklyn, and Local 802 of the American
Federation of Musicians
has so far
resulted in a deadlock, with little
apparent possibility of settlement
until the union agrees, as the station has, to place the case before
the War Labor Board. The station's second one-year contract
with Local 802 expired March 31,
and trouble arose when the union
demanded a 10% increase.
WBYN, according to William
Norins, general manager of the station, offered to spend for live musicians aguaranteed annual minimum of $10,000, but refused to
comply with union demands for a
six-man orchestra. A meeting of
the union and the station with
Commissioner Charles R. Britton
of the U. S. Conciliation Service
proved fruitless, after which Com.
Britton suggested niacins: the case
before the WLB. WBYN has complied, but the union had not indicated last week whether or not it
would agree to such a hearing. The
local is picketing WBYN, and has
been notifying WBYN advertisers
that musicians at the station are
on strike, Mr. Norins stated. The
musicians were taken out of the
station early in April and the station has had to substitute other
programs for live music broadcasts.
McClintock to Speak
MILLER McCLINTOCK, MBS president, will address a special dinner of
the Controllers Institute of America
in Chicago, Tuesday. April 27, at the
Chicago Athletic Association.
WHEB,
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are Radio's most critical buyers

Portsmouth. N. H. has appointed William G. Rambeau Co. as
exclusive national representative.
Station operates on 750 kc. with 1000
watts.
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5000 W.D.
1000 W.N.
1290 K.C.
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FCC

License

s Probationary
ermits Become Permanent
n 'Good Behavior'
STABLISHING what appeared
i be a new legal precedent, the
CC last week authorized issuance
: probationary licenses to WDSU,
ew Orleans, WMIS, Natchez,
."iss., and WGRM, Greenwood,
[iss., covering a six-month period
fter which regular licenses will be
sued provided no further violaon of regulations are reported,
he FCC in the past has issued
■mporary renewals pending invesgation.
WDSU, owned by Joseph H.
(halt, has been operating under
;mporary renewals for some two
ears because of purported technial violations in regulations which
nes Ecurred under the management of
% K. Ewing, then general manager
f the station. Mr. Ewing was also
censee of the two Mississippi staions in his own right, and temorary renewals were issued beause of technical and other purorted violations.
WDSU also had sought a contraction permit to authorize an
increase in power from 1000 watts
o 5000 watts and installation of a
lew transmitter with directional
ntenna for day and night use on
he 1280 kc. channel. The Commission concluded that the WDSU re-

WQXR's AREA coverage map is the center of attention as half of the
New York station's time sienals — approximately 120 per week — are sold
to Gruen Watch Co., New York. On hand at the signing of the 52-week
contract are (1 to r) : Hugh Kendall Boice, vice-president in charge
of sales, and Norman S. McGee, assistant v-p in charge of sales of
WQXR; C. H. Cottington, radio director, John J. McCarthy, v-p and
Gruen Watch account executive, and John Donaldson, Jr., time buyer,
all three of McCann-Erickson, New York agency in charge.
quest to reinstate the construction
permit should be held in obeyance
until "the expiration of the temporary six-month license and application for renewal of the license
is finally issued for the operation
of station WDSU."
In its purported findings of
facts and conclusions pursuant to
issuing the temporary license to

the three stations, the Commission
continued :
"It appears that public interest
would best be served by the issuance of temporary license for a
period of six months for the operation of these stations and, if during that period no violations of
the law or the Rules and Regulations of the Commission are dis-

RADIO NETWORKS,
USING
Controlling

.... ty&un,&

fin

Interest

only

l!/3 1

The other day we prepared an interesting little
brochure comparing the costs of reaching the
leading advertising and marketing people and
showing just who and what you buy with your
promotion dollar. Naturally, P. I. shows to good
advantage, but the degree to which it excels
you. You

probably

never

that outside of radio, you could
hand-picked

prospects

INK

imagined

reach so many

at so little a cost.

"Advertising Prospects
and Promotion Dollars"

THREE

ON FREEZE
POLICY
TWO APPLICATIONS for new
stations and another seeking an
increase in power for an existingstation were denied last Wednesday
by the FCC pursuant to the
"freeze order policy" of April 27
last year, stemming from the
scarcity of critical materials.
The actions were taken in proposed findings of fact and conclusions, proposing to deny them
without prejudice. In proposed
findings of fact and conclusions the
Commission announced it would
deny the application of WCOP,
Boston, for an increase in power
from 500 watts to 1000 watts alongwith changes in directional antenna
for nighttime use and transmitter
changes.
Also proposed for denial were the
application of J. C. Kaynor for a
construction permit for a new local station at Ellensburg, Wash., to
operate on 1340 kc. with 250 watts,
full time.
License slated for denial is the
application of Beauford H. Jester
and associates for a construction
permit for a new station at Waco„
Texas, on 1230 kc. with 250 watts;
full time.
closed, that license on a regular
basis should then be issued to>
them. However, if further violations should be disclosed, the matter should be opened for introduction of evidence on such violations and the cases then finally determined on the enlarged record.'"

STATIONS AND

BLUE NETWORK CO., INC
BUFFALO BROADCASTING CO
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
COLUMBIA PACIFIC NETWORK
COWLES STATIONS
DON LEE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO.
N.B.C. RADIO RECORDING DIV
N. B. C. SPOT AND LOCAL SALES
NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL
NETWORK
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS
YANKEE NETWORK
FREE & PETERS, INC
JOHN BLAIR & CO
KDKA, PITTSBURGH
KECA, LOS ANGELES
KFEL, DENVER
KFI, LOS ANGELES
KJR, SEATTLE
KMBC, KANSAS CITY
KMOX, ST. LOUIS
KNX, LOS ANGELES
KOMO. SEATTLE
KRNT, DES MOINES
KSO, DES MOINES
KWKH, SHREVEPORT
KXOK, ST. LOUIS
KYW, PHILADELPHIA
WABC. NEW
YORK
WBBM,
CHICAGO
WBT,
CHARLOTTE
WBZ-WBZA,
BOSTON
WCAE, PITTSBURGH
WCAU, PHILADELPHIA
WCCO. MINNEAPOLIS
WCOP,
BOSTON
WDRC, HARTFORD
WDZ, TUSCOLA
WEAF, NEW YORK
WEEI, BOSTON

It takes only a penny and a third to
corner the attention of almost every
large advertiser or agency in the country.

will amaze

PRINTERS'

DENIES

DURING

REPRESENTATIVES
THE

PAST

YEAR

WEVD, NEW YORK
WGAR, CLEVELAND
WGBI, SCRANTON
WGL,
WAYNE
WGN, FORT
CHICAGO
WGR. BUFFALO
WGY, SCHENECTADY
WHBF, ROCK ISLAND
WHEC, ROCHESTER
WHK, CLEVELAND
WHO, DES MOINES
WIOD,
MIAMI
WJR. DETROIT
WJSV, WASHINGTON
WJZ, NEW YORK
WKBW, BUFFALO
WKZO, KALAMAZOO
GRAND RAPIDS
WLAC, NASHVILLE
WLIB, NEW YORK
WLS, CHICAGO
WMAQ, CHICAGO
WMBD, PEORIA
WMC, MEMPHIS
WMT, CEDAR RAPIDS-WATERLOO
WNAX, SIOUX CITY-YANKTON
WNEW, NEW YORK
WOR, NEW
YORK
WORL,
BOSTON
WOW, OMAHA
WOWO. FORT WAYNE
WQXR, NEW YORK
WRNL, RICHMOND
WSGN, BIRMINGHAM
WSM,
WSYR, NASHVILLE
SYRACUSE
WTAG. WORCESTER
WTAM, CLEVELAND
WTAR, NORFOLK
WTIC, HARTFORD
WTRY, TROY
WWL, NEW ORLEANS

Drop us a note. We'll
send you a copy of
this interesting and
revealing booklet free
of charge and without
further obligation.
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FREC

To Set Up Subcommittee
APPOINTMENT of a subcommittee to study post-war planning in
the field of educational broadcasting was authorized by the executive committee of the Federal Radio Education Committee at a
meeting April 22 in Washington.
Dr. John W. Studebaker, U. S.
Commissioner and chairman of the
committee of Government and industry representatives, will name
a subcommittee for the project, to
be announced at a meeting scheduled for June 25, at which agenda
also will be drafted.
To further public school use of
educational programs, plans were
made for distribution of program
listings to schools well in advance
of broadcasts. In that way, the
committee concluded, educational
programs can be woven into classroom curricula.
Attendance

Shows
KANSAS

CITY

Knows!

KCKN
Is 3rd

In

Kansas

City

Popular music broken only
by head-line news bulletins, gives KCKN a DAYTIME tune-in that hovers
close to the two top networks in a metropolitan
market of 725,000 people.

Attending the session, in addition
to Chairman Studebaker, were
George P. Adair, assistant chief
engineer, FCC ; John Elmer,
WCBM, Baltimore; Dabney S. Lancaster, National Council of Chief
State School Officers; Harold B.
McCarty, National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters; Bruce E.
Mahan, National University Extension Assn.; Neville Miller, president, NAB; H. B. Summers,

KCKN -KANSAS CITY, KAN.
Eli is Atteherry3 Gen, Mgr.
Capper Publications

OUR
1933

Conduct

Post - War
Survey
Executive
Committee Votes

HOOPER

WHAT

To

TENTH

ANNIVERSARY

1943

WSM, WJAX, WLAC, WSB and WDOD, three 50,000 waiters
and two 5,000 watters, comprised our clientele during our first month
of operation in April 1933. Each has been affiliated continuously since
that time. It is something of a record that more than 6,500 subscribed
measurements have been made for these five stations alone!
WLW — "the Nation's Station"- — is justly proud of its engineering
accomplishments and of its engineering staff. We are equally proud of
the fact that we were selected to serve this station and its sister station
WSAI, in 1937. Both have been affiliated continuously since 1937.
KWKH, WAPI, WBT and nearly 100 regional and local stations
served regularly, most of them for many years.
EVERY measurement in ten years of operation made personally by
the owner of the Service; an outstanding record of personal service.
Fine equipment and nearly 30 years of experience, including more than
18 years as radio inspector and supervisor of radio in the government
service.
A frequency measurement service of distinction for
the discriminating station.
Van Nostrand Radio Engineering Service
339 Leland Terrace, N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia
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Quer y by Garey
Durr Refuses to Answer
Seeking
Data
on His Private
Finances
2. The source of all funds receivec i
REFUSAL of Commissioner C. J.
by you during such period and whethei
Durr to answer an interrogatory
such funds constituted income or re
turn of capital.
from Eugene L. Garey, general
counsel of the Cox Committee to
3. In the event any portion of sucl
funds constituted a return of capita:
investigate the FCC, was anplease submit in respect thereof t
nounced at the Commission last
brief statement of all facts connected
therewith.
Friday in a press release contain4. Whether at any time during the
ing a copy of the April 20' letter
from the Committee, and Mr.
period stated you carried funds be
longing to you or in which you hac
Durr's reply. The announcement
or claimed an interest (direct, bene
stated that copies of the Durr refacial or otherwise), with any person
ply were sent to Speaker Rayburn,
firm, association or corporation, bank
Attorney General Biddle and the
ing or otherwise, other than those in- a
five members of the Cox Committee.
stitutions named by you in answer t(
paragraph 1, supra, and whether car
Following are the text of the
ried in your own name or otherwise
letters :
5. Whether, during the perioc
stated, you have had any safety deMr. Garey's Letter
My dear Mr. Commissioner :
posit box(es) and, if so, state the
name(s) and address (es) of the insti
Will you be good enough to advise
tution from which the same was
rented.
me for the information of the Commit e :
6. Whether, during the period stated
1. The name(s) and address (es) of
you have acquired by purchase oi
all banks, trust companies or other
otherwise, any real property, and, ii
depositaries employed by you since
so, state the details thereof.
Jan. 1, 1937, for the deposit of funds
7. Whether, during the perioda
and the name(s) in which such acstated, you have any investment (s)
count (s) was carried.
of anytails ofkind,
if so, (s).
state the desuch and,
investment
BLUE, New York; Levering Ty8. Whether, during the period stated
son, president, Muhlenberg College;
you had acquired or sold any stocks,
Judith C. Waller, NBC, Chicago.
bonds, or other securities, and, if so.
Acting as alternates were Earl C. state the details of each such acquisition or sale.
Gammons, WTOP, Washington,
representing Dr. Lyman Bryson,
Mr. Durr's Reply
CBS; Tom Slater director of public
Mr. dear Mr. Garey :
service programs, WOR, representing Dr. Miller McClintock, MBS
Receipt is acknowledged of youii
president; James E. Cummings,
letter of April 20, 1943, in which you
ask for the names of all banks in
representing Monsignor George
which I may have carried deposits on
Johnson, National Catholic Welfare
had safety deposit boxes since Jan. 1
Conference; and Belmont Farley,
1937, and the sources of all funds anc
representing Willard E. Givens,
the nature and circumstances of all
investments I may have made during
executive secretary of the National
such period.
Education Assn.
While I have absolutely nothing tc
Also present were Dr. R. R.
conceal from the Committee, it seems
Lowdermilk, director of the script
to me that the information you are
exchange of the Office of Educarequesting is of an entirely personal
nature unless it is for the purpose o(
tion; William D. Boutwell, director
of information and radio of the
ascertaining whether or not I have1
been guilty of accepting bribes or of|
Office of Education; and Gertrude
similar misconduct in the performance
G. Broderick, FREC secretary.
of my official duties. If you have anj
information which would lead yoi5|
to feel that further inquiry along this
WELCH,
AGENCY
HIT
line is warranted, it is suggested that
you refer the matter to the Dept. of!
Justice.
ON GRAPE JUICE ADS
DISPARAGEMENT of competing
products and false claims in its own
WJLS, Beckley, W. Va., will joiri
advertising are charged in a FedCBS May 15 as a special supplemen
eral Trade Commission complaint
tary station, available with the basicl
issued last week against Welch
network.
Station operates fulltime,
Grape Juice Co., Westfield, N. Y.,
250 watts on 1240 kc.
and H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago,
their advertising agency. The complaint covers radio continuities,
★ ★★★★★★*★
★ * *
newspaper and periodical copy.
Lowest
Cost
per
Listener
FTC hit directly Welch's claim
that its product will effectively reIn the Tri-City Area
duce fat without "exercise, drugs,
without a starvation diet, and when
TROY - ALBANYSCHENECTADY
in connection with a sensible diet
one may consume as much of the
product as desired." The Commission also challenged advertising
representing the product as a reWTRY
lief from the laxative habit, asserting "the product itself is a laxaTROY, NEW YORK
Welch's and their agency were
charged with unfairly disparaging
1000 Watts
competing products by falsely reptive".
at 980 Kc.
resenting that Welch's is the only
pasteurized grape juice; that it is
The ONLY Basic BLUE Station
a general practice of competitors
to adulterate and add to their prodIn Eastern New York
ucts synthetic flavor, artificial
coloring, preservatives, water; that
Represented by RAYMER
Welch is the only grape juice which
may be used with safe results.
BROADCASTING
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Curtis

Buys

Blue

'or
Bond
Show
istice Douglas to Speak at

howing of 'Four Freedoms'
SING NETWORK radio for the
est time, Curtis Publishing Co.,
hiladelphia, publishers of the Sat■day Evening Post, will sponsor
one-time half-hour broadcast on
,e full BLUE, Monday, April 26,
):30 p.m. The occasion will be the
rst showing, in a Washington deirtment store, of Norman Rockell's original paintings of The
our Freedoms, as illustrated for
le Post. Program marks the start
E a national tour, in which picires of The Four Freedoms will
i displayed in various forms as a
ar bond promotion exhibit in deartment stores and other places in
ver 40 cities.
Titled Four Freedoms War Bond
how, the Monday broadcast will
resent a talk by Justice William
i. Douglas, of the U. S. Supreme
ourt. There will be talks by other
overnment officials and by Mr.
Rockwell. Music will be supplied by
*eo Reisman's Orchestra. Agency
| Macfarland, Aveyard & Co., New
rork.
L.ate

June

Is

Sweetheart

on Coast

MANHATTAN SOAP Co., New
York (Sweetheart soap), on April
21 started sponsoring weekly halfhour word game program, Wednesday, 9:30-10 p.m. (PWT). Contract is for 52 weeks. Perry Ward
is m.c, with Anne Nagel, featured
vocalist. Paul Martin is musical
director of the series. Earl Ebi produces, with Gomer Cool, writer.
Howard Blake, radio director of
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., New
York, agency servicing the soap account, was in Hollywood to supervise opening of the West Coast program.
'First Nighter' Off
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia,
111., on April 25 ended its seasonal
campaign for Italian Balm, discontinuing the Sunday 6-6:30 p.m.
First Nighter program on Mutual.
Company plans to resume the series in the fall, it is understood.
Agency is Wallace-Ferry-Hanly
Co., Chicago.

NBC,
CBS
GROUPS
AT NAB CONFERENCE
NBC and CBS will both be amply
represented at the NAB War Conference in Chicago this week, according to advance lists of delegates released by these networks.
CBS delegation from New York
includes: William S. Paley, Paul
W. Kesten, Frank Stanton, Joseph
Ream, H. V. Akerberg, William C.
Gittinger, Douglas Coulter, Jan C.
Schimek, James Seward, John J.
Karol, Edwin K. Cohan, William
Schudt Jr., Thomas D. Connolly,
Arthur Hull Hayes, Howard Meighan, Charles E. Midgley Jr.,
George Crandall.
From Los Angeles : D. W. Thornburgh, vice-president; Edwin Buckalew, station relation manager.
From St. Louis: Merle Jones,
general manager, KMOX.
From Boston: Harold E. Fellows, general manager, WEEI.
From Charlotte: A. D. Willard
Jr., general manager, WBT.
From
Minneapolis:
Austin E.

Thomas

for

LaRoche

BECAUSE of the illness of Chester
LaRoche, chairman of The Advertising Council, Harold B. Thomas,
president of the Centaur Co., will
participate in the advertising panel scheduled for the NAB War Conference Thursday, April 29. Mr.
LaRoche has suffered from a heavy
cold for the past fortnight.
Joscelyn, general manager, WCCO.
NBC delegates at the convention
include: Niles Trammell, Frank E.
Mullen, 0. B. Hanson, William S.
Hedges, A. L. Ashby, C. Lloyd
Egner, Frank M. Russell, Clarence
Menser, Sherman D. Gregory, Sheldon B. Hickok Jr., Joseph A. McDonald, Paul McCluer, Wm. B.
Parsons, Jules Herbuveaux, Frank
Chizzini, Judith C. Waller, Vernon
H. Pribble, James M. Gaines, Harry
C.
Kopf, A. W. Kane Jr., R. MacFrey.
Pherson, John E. Elwood, Clarence
Moore, Jennings Pierce, George H.

Set

t*or AFA
Meetings
^ar Conference Will Find
iadio In Important Role
LDVERTISING
Federation of
America will hold a War Advertising Conference in New York
ii m. late June to plan intensifying
Jf
advertising's
in the
ffort.
Particular part
emphasis
willwar
be
ilaced on furthuring the work of
,»i var advertising committees in local
'."iommunities throughout the counry.
No annualwill convention
the
ajj"'
J federation
be held thisofyear.
m Willard D. Egolf, assistant to
ffi-he president of the NAB and vicepresident of AFA, said last week
flihat radio will play an important
)art on the AFA agenda in June.
jl,\s chairman of the committee on
"'towards for club achievements, Mr.
JfSgolf said these will be limited
ntsntirely to war activities.
"Radio has been used promi.Lhently by advertising
clubs in
ifurthuring the war effort," Mr.
"Egolf said.
! Feature of the three-day conference at the Waldorf-Astoria will be
visual demonstrations of war-time
advertising, presented by the OWI,
the Advertising Council and national associations representing
media.
Gardner Cowles jr., director of
domestic operations, OWI, com[mented in a letter to the Federation in regard to cooperation with
government : "I see in this a splendid opportunity for a large-scale
demonstration of war-time advertising and by means of conferences
with the leaders in the local areas
we can consider ways and means of
improving our efforts toward the
end of speeding the day of victory."
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Central
NewcEngland's thriving indusWor
trial plants — over four hundred of them
— are yielding a huge crop of war equipment and material. And their workers
are winning the most coveted
bons on the home

blue rib-

by WTAG. Industry thereby acknowledges the outstanding preference of the
Central New England radio audience
for WTAG.

front, thirty-one Army-

Navy E Awards to date — a number
scarcely equalled anywhere for an area
of this size.

• Broadcast
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Nineteen of the twenty Army-Navy E
ceremonies broadcast, have been carried

Sales grow where production and payrolls grow. Here is a fertile market and
here is the most potent medium for cultivating it,WTAG.

BASIC
COLUMBIA
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
National Sales Representatives
BERTHA BANNAN Little Bldg. Boston
New England Sales Representative
Associated with the
Worcester Telegram-Gazette
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WPB

Tightens

Hold

on

Radio

Order
inWew
Equipment
Tube Rationing Set Up For Civilian

L-265
Receivers;

Broadcasters' Status Remains Unchanged
ing to buy new equipment, even
A REVISED order to govern production and distribution of all electhough it is available from a suptronic equipment including maintainance and repair material for
plier.
From the consumer's point of
broadcasters and for radio receivview, the order will prevent hoarders, was issued by the WPB Radio
ing of parts and tubes by means
Division Saturday, replacing three
of a "tube for tube" or "part for
limitation orders previously in efpart" exchange, similar to the
fect.
tooth-paste tube exchange. Dealers are expected to get used parts
The new regulation, L-265, tightfrom
customers except when this
ens WPB's control over production,
and at the same time establishes
is impractical. In those instances
the customer may use a "Certifia "rationing" of tubes and parts
which will prevent hoarding, and
cate Distribution Plan" to certify
that the part or tube is for repair
force dealers to operate on invenof equipment which he owns and
tories no greater than their present
stocks.
operates.
Three sections of the order state :
Tube Exchange Plan
No manufacturer may make elecAlthough L-265 supercedes L-44,
tronic equipment except for preferred orders or under the ConL-44-a, and L-183, all of which have
trolled Materials Plan;
governed production of radio equipNo manufacturer or supplier,
ment, it will have no actual effect
other than the Defense Supplies
on the procurement problems of
broadcasters seeking replacement
Corp., shall transfer electronic
parts for maintainance and repair.
equipment to a consumer except
It will, however, affect anyone seekto fill preferred orders, orders hav-

SUMMER SCHOOL SAVANTS, these faculty members of the NBC—
U. C. L. A. Radio Institute conferred on plans for the cooperative
sessions to be held June 28 — Aug. 21. NBC Western division pedagogues
who give instruction in their respective fields are seated (1 to r) : Earl
Ebi, writer-producer; Jennings Pierce, public service director; Ned
Tollinger, production manager, and (standing) Clinton (Buddy) Twiss,
chief announcer; Arnold Marquis, writer-producer; Robert 0. Brooke,
engineer.
ing preference ratings of A-l-a,
or orders when the consumer delivers concurrent with the transaction, a used, defective, or exhausted part of similar kind which
cannot be repaired or reconditioned.
When this is impractical, a certificate may be accepted;
No producer or supplier shall

ARGENTINA'S
RED ARGENTINA DE
EMISORAS
SPLENDID
NETWORK OF 10 STATIONS
HJCS
BOGOTA
50,000 WATTS
MEXICO'S
RADIO PRO GRAM
DE MEXICO
NETWORK

AS

CUBA'S
R. H. C. and
CIRCUITO

7

NETWORKS

*

TGW
GUATEMALA
GUATEMALA

der terms of L-263".
From the broadcaster's point of
view, stations will continue to use
their preference rating of AA-2X
granted under P-133 to get parts
for maintainance and repair. For

/
/

CMQ

n*

r

GHEA

CITY

LA COOPERATIVA
CHILE'S
VITALICIA
NETWORK OF 8 STATIONS

5,000 WATTS

PERU'S
CIA. PERUANA
DE RADIODIFUSION
NETWORK OF 9 STATIONS

TIPG
SAN JOSE
COSTA RICA

HHW-HH3W
PORT-AU-PRINCE
HAITI

10,000

HCIBF-HCIBD

ZFY
GEORGETOWN
BRITISH GUIANA

HIN-HIIN
CIUDAD TRUJILLO
D. R.

HP5G-HOA
PANAMA
CITY

QUITO
ECUADOR

PAN

AMERICAN

RADIO

CARCAS

VENEZUELA

BROADCASTING

WATTS

COMPANY

330 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
IN CHICAGO - FRED JONES - 228 NO. LA SALLE STREET IN HOLLYWOOD - HOMER GRIFFITH - 6362 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
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transfer electronic equipment to
a supplier except to fill preferred
orders; fill orders with preference
rating A-l-a; or orders accomby thesold
supplier's
certificate
that he panied
has
those parts
from
his inventory.
Effect of the plan, WPB officials
point out, is to require set owners
to turn in old parts and tubes for
new. Under the order, the dealer
is obliged to turn these parts in
to a salvage depot. He replenishes
his stock by certifying to the manufacturer that he has made the sales.
Dealers are required to maintain records of their sales, but officials say that ordinary bookkeeping records will be sufficient. The
certificate involved in drawing
new stock is a simple sentence to
the effect "I hereby certify that
the parts specified in this order
have been sold to a consumer un- j

BROADCASTING

other equipment, such as new consoles, or meters, or other non-replacement items, they will apply
to the WPB Radio Division for
priority assistance.
WPB officials expect that civilians will have less difficulties getting replacement parts and tubes
for home sets with the exchange
plan in operation. It was pointed
out that tube production available
for civilians is close to peace-time
levels, and that existing shortages
will be remedied.
Persons engaged in leasing electronic equipment as a normal part
of established business are exempt
from the order. Also exempt from
L-265 are hearing devices, wire,
telephone, and telegraph equipment,
electronic batteries, power and light
equipment, medical, therapeutic
x-ray, flouroscopic equipment other
than replacement tubes for such
equipment.
LOUIS
LOCHNER,
Berlin manager
of AP, on formerly
May 3 starts
a five-weekly quarter-honr commentary
program on NBC Pacific stations, Monday through Friday, 9:15-9:30 a.m.
• Broadcast
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Uue
leet

In

Chicago

etwork's Executives Also on
tand for Sessions on 26th
EPRESENTATIVES of BLUE
(filiates meet at the Palmer House,
hicago, Monday, April 26, prior
) the opening of the NAB conention. The network's wartime
nd post-war problems will be disjssed at the meeting, an annual
ffair, attended this year only by
ey network and station executives
ecause of wartime travel restricons.
Planning Session
i The
BLUE
stations meeting
pens at 10:30 a.m., with a meet\g of the planning and advisory
ommittee in the hotel's Lounge
• loom. Following
luncheon and
i usiness sessions in the afternoon,
ie network will entertain station
; ersonnel at a cocktail party.
Representing the network at the
meeting will be : Mark Woods,
resident; Edgar Kobak, executive
ice-president ;
Keith Kiggins,
ice-president in charge of staions; Fred Thrower, vice-presi!ent in charge of sales; Phillips
Oarlin, vice-president in charge of
.•■urograms; Robert Swezey, legal
.ounsel; John Norton, manager,
tations department; Clarke Snyder and 0. M. Schloss, station contact representatives ; George Milne,
;hief engineer; Murray Grabhorn,
national spot sales manager ; Kevin
Sweeney, sales promotion manager,
lollywood, and Don Gilman, viceiresident in charge of the western
livision.
100

CBS

Affiliates

for Fulton

Air Power

Will

UP TO OLD TRICKS are
Sgt. Lanny Pike of WGAN,
Portland, Me.; St. Charles
Edwards of WSM, Nashville,
and WGST, Atlanta, and Sgt.
John Gray of WDOD, Chattanooga. Now in the Army
Air Forces Technical School,
Gulfport Field, Miss., the
boys write and announce Air
Poiver, a weekly half-hour
show on WSMB, New Orleans, using the Eighth Army
Air Forces Band, a glee club
of 14, and a regular cast.

Affiliates
Meet

in

Board
Chicago

SECOND meeting of the Columbia
affiliates advisory board has been
scheduled for April 27 in Chicago
so that station managers who are
members of the board can attend
the session as well as the NAB
War Conference.

LEWIS LANE, head of the musical
research section of NBC's script department, will mark 16 years with
NBC on April 28. Lane came to NBC
in the music library, but shortly thereafter conceived the idea of a special
musical research file system which
today contains more than 90,000 items.

CBS representatives present at
the advisory board meeting, which
will open with a dinner, will include William S. Paley, president;
Paul W. Kesten, vice-president
and general manager; Joseph
Ream, vice-president and secretary; Frank Stanton, vice-president; Herbert V. Akerberg, vicepresident in charge of station relations; William Schudt Jr., Eastern
division field manager, Station
Relations; Jap Gude, Station Relations; Howard Lane, Central division field manager, Station Relations, and Edwin Buckalew, Los
Angeles station relations manager.

UP Names Curran
THOMAS R. CURRAN, central
division manager of United Press,
has been made South American
general manager,
according to
James I. Miller,
UP vice-president
for South America. Mr. Curran
arrived in South
America early

Mr. Curran
hemisphere.

this year, and has
spent
the past
several months
tions
in
traveling
over that
na-

MARTIN GOSCH, Hollywood writerproducer of the weekly CBS Camel
Comedy Caravan, sponsored by R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes), has been signed to an associate
producer contract by 20th CenturyFox. He will continue to produce the
halfthehour
radio program for remainder
of
season.

About 5,000,000 pounds
of butter are manufactured
and distributed by them annually. Poultry, eggs and
other similar products are
handled
on a comparable
basis.

These three Lubbock firms
keep this city and section
in the forefront of the
South's produce markets,
with products going to
nearly all parts of the
nation.

Lewis

WITH Cerophyl Labs., Kansas
3ity, makers of Viet Vitamin Tabets, signing for sponsorship of
commentaries by Fulton Lewis,
jr., on KSO, Des Moines, the
(Mutual commentator now has a
■total of 100 local sponsors of his
:ive-weekly MBS series, 7-7:15
b.m. Campbell-Ewald Co., Chicago,
handles the account.
FEDERAL TELEPHONE & RADIO
Corp., Newark, manufacturers of radio
.equipment, has joined a group of three
jNew Jersey war plants sponsoring
Victory is Our Business, six-weekly,
,25-minute program on WPAT, Pater^json, N. J. Series is designed to stimulate morale and production and to objtain
needed
in New
,war workers
industries.
Account
was Jersey's
placed
direct.

LUBBOCK—
Texas ranks 15th in the nation

Butter
Leader
of
Texas!
for butter manufacture . . . and Lubbock leads Texas!

Then there are five cheese plants in KFYO's immediate territory which produce
4,000,000 lbs. annually . . . 20% of Texas' very large production, for Texas is fifth
in cheese making. Add Lubbock's 3,000,000 lbs. of dressed poultry (chickens and
turkeys) and 2,500,000 dozen eggs each year, and it becomes evident that here is
a very important produce center ! This, too, is aside from the city's other big sources
of income . . . cotton, beef cattle, oil, wholesale and retail trade and now two very
THE
large aviation training fields.
Lubbock offers you a radio advertising opportunity at
any time . . . but particularly right now when there's
more cash ready for spending in KFYO's rich market
than ever before, by far! Of the 49,885 dwelling units
in KFYO's primary market, 74.54% have radio units
. . . compared with Texas' 66.9%. You can't miss!
LUBBOCK,

TUCSON
1400 ICC
ARIZONA
250 WATTS
AFFILIATED WITH
THE ARIZONA NETWORK .
KOY, Phoenix - KSUN, Bisbee-loweM

SERVING

• Broadcast

FASTEST-GROWING

MARKET

CENTRAL SALES OFFICE: 805-6 Tower Petroleum Bldg., Dallas, Texas.
Ken L. Sibson, General Sales Mngr.

REPRESENTED Br JOHN BLAIR I COMPANY
BROADCASTING

TEXAS'

TEXAS
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Bassett

Starts Firm

DON BASSETT, radio director of
A. McKim Ltd., Toronto, leaves
on May 1 to open
his own radio
production and
script writing
company at 891
Bay St., Toronto.
Before joining A.
McKim Ltd. in
1941, he was with
Radio Center Ltd,
Toronto, transcription agency,
Mr. Bassett
and James Fisher
Adv. Co. Toronto. He started in radio in 1935 on CJCS, Stratford,
Ont., moved to CKGB, Timmins,
Ont., and was Toronto and Montreal manager of sales offices of
Northern Broadcasting & Publishing Co. Ltd., Timmins, Ont.

Check

MBS
AFFILIATES
MEET
AT CHICAGO}

USE OF 'RADAR'
PERMITTED
Army-Navy Statement Lifts Veil of Official Secrecy
From Device for the First Time
EXISTENCE of Radar was officially admitted by the War and
Navy Depts. for the first time last
weekend when the military chieftains lifted enough of the curtain
of secrecy to give the public an
elementary description of the electronic locating device.
Until the statement was issued
for release on Sunday, the OWI
and the War and Navy Depts. had
observed an agreement that the
word would not be used in any
Government releases. Use of the
word in news has not been prohibited under censorship code, how-

These

Points!

ever, and newsmen have been permitted to refer to Radar as a radio
detection device.
What It Means
Sunday's release explained that
the term meant "radio-detectingand-ranging". It said Radar is used
to detect approach of enemy ships
and aircraft, and to determine the
range to the enemy forces. Radar
is also used, the official statement
explained, to provide data for antiaircraft guns in smashing Axis
planes through cloud cover.
Radar was discovered, the account said, in the United States in
1922 when scientists noted that
radio reception was interfered with
by an object moving in the path
of the signals. A receiver was set
up on the bank of a river, and the
effect on reception of boats passing up and down was studied. A
similar experiment was tried with
the receiver mounted in a truck,
the scientists noting the effect of
buildings as the vehicles moved by.
Until 1935, Radar worked only
when the object passed between the
transmitter and the receiver. But in
that year it was found that the
surface of an object or target
would act as a reflector for highfrequency radio waves. With the
radio signal "bouncing back", it was
possible to have the transmitter
and receiver at the same location,
the joint statement explained.
By 1930, engineers were able to
pick up reflected signals from
planes passing overhead and by
1934 they had developed a means
of measuring distance between the
transmitter and the target.
Electronic Marvel

COVERAGE — WOAI surpasses all other stations in Central
and South Texas, based on field strength measurements and
mail analysis!
AUDIENCE — WOAI has a higher combined day and night
percentage than any other station in any city having affiliates
of three major networks!
COST — WOAI has over 3 1/3 times more radio homes —
per dollar — in the three key markets of San Antonio, Austin
and Corpus Christi combined than any other San Antonio
station!
RESULTS — WOAI sells more merchandise to more people
than any other station in Central and South Texas!
50,000 WATTS
AFFILIATE NBC

_______
_______

CLEAR CHANNEL
MEMBER TQN

Radar, the statement said, "is
one of the marvels made possible
by the electron tube". Explaining
how the waves can be focused on
an enemy ship or plane, the statement continued that they maintained a constant speed of 186,000
miles per second. "Thus a small
space of time is required for such
signals to travel to a reflecting surThe

TIME

,

BUYERS

STATION

WDOD
Chattanooga,

OAI

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
The

Page
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the Southwest

Tenn.

5,000 WATTS
CBS
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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MBS will hold a series of meetings
on Monday, April 26, at the Drake
Hotel, Chicago, beginning with a
morning
of the
network's
executive meeting
committee,
followed
by a
luncheon for Mutual directors and
stockholders who will hold their
meetings in the afternoon. At 5
p.m. a cocktail party will be given
to introduce Miller McClintock,
Mutual's new president, to the Chicago press, and at 8:30 the Mutual
affiliates will meet. Mr. McClintock
and Edward W. Wood Jr., MBS
sales manager, will speak briefly at
the evening meeting, at which the
new kodachrome slide film promotion presentation will be previewed.
MBS group attending will in- 1
elude: Miller McClintock, Fred
Weber, Edward W. Wood, Robert A.
Schmid, Jack Latham, Lester Gottlieb, Paula Nicholl, of MBS headauarters staff; Alfred J. McCosker,
Theodore C. Streibert, WOR: Lewis
Allen Weiss, Don Lee; Wm. E. MacFarlane, A. M. Antrim, WGN;
John Shepard 3rd, Yankee Network; Benedict Gimbel. WIP;
Harold Batchelder, WFBR: H. K.
Carpenter, WHK-WCT/E-WHKC ;
Theodore Camneau. CKLW; Leonard Kapner, WCAE; I. R. Lounsberrv,
WKRC. WGR; Keneth Church,
• Mutual will maintain open house
at the Drake for its affiliates
throughout the entire NAB Convention. On Thursdav Mr. McClintock will entertain the advertisers
and agencies of Chicago and on
12].
Friday noon he will leave for the
West Coast, first stop in a crosscountry tour [Broadcasting, April

Lt. Markel to Talk
HOW WOMEN radio directors can
help bring women into the armed
services will be discussed by Lt.
Hazel Kenyon Markel of the Radio
Section, Bureau of Public Relations,
Navy Dept., at a Women Directors
meeting of the NAB War Conference Wednesday, April 28. Lt.
Markel, known to the industry as
Hazel Kenyon, is on leave as educational director of KIRO, Seattle.
face and return to a receiver so
that, with means provided for
measuring this time interval, it is
possible to determine the distance
Radar
operates through fog
to Since
a given
target."
storms and darkness, the statement
said, as well as through cloudless
skies, it is superior to both
telescopes and acoustic listeningdevices. The statement paid tribute
to the work Radar has done in protecting the United Nations, noting
especially that the British say itj
was instrumental in saving England during the Blitz. They called
it the radio locater.
No further information on Radar
will be released, the Army-Navy account said, until military authorities are convinced that the enemy
already has the information from
another source. Meanwhile, a War
Dept. spokesman made clear that
the word is no longer a military
secret.
• Broadcast
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baseball

Program

Enlarged
by OWI
rmed Forces Around World
et Scores 8 Times Daily
OVERAGE of the annual baseill season for our Armed Forces,
hich was handled extensively by
le OWI last year right up through
le World Series, has gotten under
ay this month on an even larger
:ale, the OWI reported last week.
Using the eight-to ten-minute
Dorts section of its News From
\ome program, shortwaved around
le world eight times daily, the
WI is presenting daily scores and
jmmaries of games played by all
aseball leagues throughout the
>untry, whether they are major
lague games or merely local
yents. The first part of each week,
roundup of the major league
meduled game is prepared on
ranscriptions by Paul Douglas,
rhile the week-end roundups are
andled by Red Barber. Local anouncers in various communities
lso prepare their own summaries
nd ship them in to OWI's New
ork headquarters for inclusion on
he daily programs. Fill-in inforlation on the players and addiional sport coverage outside of
aseball is provided the OWI by
Itan Lomax and Don Dunphy. As
; supplement to the news given on
he News from Home series, the
>WI is also sending to Army
lamps and Naval bases all over
he world a digest of American
ews for publication in camp bulstins and publications prepared at
lany of the far flung outposts
diere our men are stationed.
; Satevepost Keeps Liquor
[i. RESOLUTION
which would
I'ave ordered the directors of the
■j-Jurtis Publishing Co., to accept
flquor advertising in the Saturday
iHvening
Post
was
voted down
[Overwhelmingly last week at the
jj.nnual meeting of the stockholders.
Resolution
was
introduced by
lames
Fuller,
Hartford, Conn.,
-idding 230 of the more than 4,100,000 outstanding shares.
I
Buy AP News Wire
flCQUISITION of the AP Radio
,^ews Wire from Press Assn. Inc.,
iradio subsidiary of AP, was announced last week by the managers
If WSKM, McComb, Miss.; WOPI,
Bristol, Tenn., and KFPW, Fort
Smith, Ark.

Friendly, persuasive personalities, plus entertainment and service
geared to this six-state
area GET RESULTS!

WIBW

TI?eVto'pek a'
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Vick Knight Resigns
VICK KNIGHT, executive producer of The Biow Co., Hollywood, resigned that post in late April and
currently is in New York winding
up his affairs with the firm. John
Ryder, manager of the Hollywood
office, has assumed temporary production supervision of NBC Johnny
Presents Ginny Simms, sponsored
by Philip Morris & Co. (cigarettes), and CBS' Take It Or Leave
It, sponsored by Eversharp Inc.
(pens, pencils),. Knight said that
he has no future plans beyond taking a long rest. It is reported that
he has been offered a director deal
by MGM where Ginny Simms, star
of the weekly Johnny Presents
Ginny Simms, program, has been
put under contract.
Cox

FCC

TODAY

. .

. TOMORROW

Probe

(Continued from page 36)
ton, and with other Governmental
agencies.
While a number of field investigations rapidly are being pursued,
Judge Cox did not indicate when
formal hearings will begin. It is
entirely possible that proceedings
will be started some time in May
to pursue in open hearing several
of the matters already thoroughly
investigated. These inquiries, it is
understood, have covered broadcast station transactions in West
Virginia, New York and Illinois.
Income Tax Returns
Depositions have been taken in
a number of cases, it was learned,
with data subpoenaed through U. S.
Marshals throughout the country
under authorization of the Department of Justice to be used in connection with the inquiry. Income
tax returns also will come under
the committee's scrutiny.
The committee's personnel now
includes, in addition to General
Counsel Garey and the new appointees, Fred R. Walker, of Detroit, associate counsel; William
Larson, former FBI chief in a number of cities, as chief investigator;
Edward G. Griffin, of New York,
attorney; James C. Dunn, former
Secret Service agent, and Robert
B. Barker, former investigator of
the Dies Committee, as senior investigators, and Mildred Cox and
Margaret Bracey, as secretaries.
Harvey D. Walker, a native of
Detroit, has been a member of the
Michigan Bar since 1940, and in
January, 1941, joined FBI as a
special agent. He remained there
two years, during which he handled investigative work of a criminal and internal security nature.
He was with the firm of Mr. Larson, the committee's chief investigator, after leaving FBI.
HARRY MAIZLISH, general manager of KFWB, Hollywood, currently
is on a two-week New York and Chicago trip with transcriptions of programs for agency consideration. Included are a daily series built around
Kay Francis, picture star, and a quiz
program,
Let's Play
Postoffice,
music featuring
June
Clyde, with
film
actress-vocalist, and Harry Von Zell,
announcer m.c. Latter show is currently a KFWB sustainer.
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GETTING

MESSAGE

THE

THROUGH

The wide-flung fighting fronts today are the proving grounds
for the great postwar era of broadcasting. Gates studio and
transmitting equipment are now important links in the vital
communications systems of our Armed Forces. From the Arctic
to the Tropics, Gates equipment is proving its efficiency and
performance where so much is dependent upon trouble-free
operation . . . where even partial failure may mean defeat.
Our greatly expanded facilities are now devoted to meeting the
demands of war. The ingenuity of our engineers has created
amazing new technical and construction developments that will
prove both interesting and important to an advanced, unharnessed postwar broadcasting industry . . . still interested
in "getting the message through"!
Our engineering staff stands ready and willing to assist and advise
on the maintenance of your present equipment — whether you are
Gates-equipped, or not.

RADIO

ANWPPLY
QUINCY,

ILLINOIS;

CO.

U. S. A.

Manufacturing Engineers Since 1922
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Kellogg

on Don

Lee
NAB

KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich,
(corn flakes), on April 19 started
sponsoring the five-weekly quarterhour transcribed program, Last
Night in the Rose Room, on 17
Don Lee Pacific stations (KFJI
KOOS KRNR KORE KWIL KALE
KWLK KELA KGY KXRO KMO
KOL KRKO KIT KFIR KWAL
KHJ), Monday through Friday,
11:45 a.m.-12 noon (PWT). Tony
La Frano is announcer-narrator.
Contract is for 52 weeks. Frances
Smith, Chicago producer of J. Walter Thompson Co., agency servicing the account, was in Hollywood
to supervise start of the series.
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SOUND

for War

Be Demonstrated
THIN METAL wire which rapidly
and accurately records sound will
be demonstrated at the NAB War
Conference this week by Lt. Col.
Edwin M. Kirby, chief of the Radio
Branch, Bureau of Public Relations, War Dept., in a talk on War
Dept. radio problems. The Magnetic
Wire Sound Recorder — its official
name — is being developed by the
Signal Corps and the Radio Branch
for front line war service.
Combining in one small carrying
case the recording machinery, play-

WPDQ, Jacksonville, is replacing
WJHL, same city, as BLUE outlet.

"SURE

TO

STATE

NATION!"

RECORDER

Coverage

by Radio

Will

by Lt. Col. Kirby
back apparatus, and a mechanism
for easy erasure of censorable portions, the new recorder has important advantages. Tbere is less
chance for breakage. Equipment is
highly used.
portable.
canto bejump
reThere is noWire
needle
the groove in the recording process.
Finished records in the form of
spools of wire are convenient to
ship.
The

recorder operates on the

same principle a* the "Mirrophone"
sound tape described in Broadcasting, Feb. 9, 1942. Pattern of the
sound is set in the wire through
electro-magnetic currents. Wire can
then be demagnetized to wipe out
parts of the record, or the sound
can be erased completely to clear
the wire for re-use.
Col. Kirby pointed out that the
magnetic recorder meets a wartime
radio need. Radio has been doing
an excellent job of war coverage
from the fighting1 fronts. But in the
Southwest Pacific, to cite an example, spot eye witness accounts
are impossible because broadcast
equipment is about 2,000 miles
from the front, and present recording equipment is impractical
on a battlefield.
Battle Action Record
Value of the new device further
shows up in situations like one
which recently occurred on the Algiers front. John McVane, NBC
war correspondent, sat in a slit
trench under fire and later described
his sensations from memory during his part of the network's news
round-up. With the magnetic recorder, he could have made a record on the spot for playback at
broadcast time.
"We believe it will give a new
dimension to the radio coverage of
the war up front," said Col. Krby
explaining its use. "The recorder
makes it possible to bring the
sound of war home, directlv from
the battlefield. People can thus be
brought closer to action at the
Armour Research Foundation
and General Electric are manufacfront." turing the magnetic wire recorder
but have not yet decided on a final
model. Though the Radio Branch
now has only one set, more are
expected soon.
New

FARGO,N.D.-5000
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ASSOCIATION of National Advertisers, Inc., has moved to new
and larger quarters on the 25th
floor of 285 Madison Avenue, New
York. New telephone number is
Murray Hill 5-9167.

WDAY
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ANA

NAT'i
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REPRESENTATIVES

MARTIN BLOCK, m.c. of the Make
Believe Ballroom program on WNEW,
New York, has been designated by the
New York newspaper Guild as the
premier man in his field and will receive a "Page One" reward in recogof his work
at the
annual nitionbenefit
at the
HotelGuild's
Astor,eighth
New
York, on April 30.
BROADCASTING

SPEEDS TEST WORK. This altitude test chamber for aircraft radio
and electronic equipment, constructed from the unfinished nose of
a famous American bomber by the
RCA Victor Div. of the Radio Corp.
or America, makes possible the testing and inspection of apparatus by
several engineers at one time. Construction isof Plexiglas, a plastic
developed by the Rohm & Hass Co.,
which permits testing under conditions equivalent to those at a
height of seven and a half miles.
Gilbert F. Quimby, RCA engineer,
is checking this ecmipment under
stratospheric conditions.
On Coca-Cola Time
COCA-COLA Co., Atlanta, has relinquished the April 26 broadcast
of Victory Parade of Spotlight
Bands on the Blue and is turning
over the 9:30-9:55 p.m., period to
Undersecretary of War Robert P.
Patterson at his request. Harris
Jones, chairman of the board of
Coca-Cola, will introduce Mr. Patterson, who will give "a report on
the war," speaking from Atlanta.
D'Arcy Adv. Co., New York, handles the account.
Stewart- Warner Secretary
NEWLY-ELECTED board of directors of Stewart- Warner Corp., last
week elected Albert R. Benson, assistant secretary and treasurer, to corporation secretary. He succeeds Lynn
A. Williams Jr., who continues as
vice-president. All other corporation
officers were re-elected.
Signed for Film Role
REED HADLEY, star of the thriceweekly BLUE Red Ryder series
sponsored by Langendorf United
Bakeries, has been signed to a film
contract by 20th Century-Fox. RKO
has changed title of the new Kay Kyser and Edgar Bergen film from "Keep
'Em Singing" to "Around the World".
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Navy's
Radio
Interest
(Continued from page 52)
Yards and private companies, he
■reported for duty in the USS Neiu
Mexico on September 29, 1921. He
was Aide on the Staff of Vice Admiral Henry A. Wiley, Commander,
Battleship Divisions, Battle Fleet,
with additional duty as Division
Radio Officer. He was on duty in
ihe Bureau of Engineering, Navy
department, from July 1925 until October 1927. After duty as
Aide and Fleet Radio Officer on the
'Staff of the Commander in Chief,
United States Fleet, from November 1927 until May 1929, he was
navigator of the USS Detroit for
a year and was on duty in the
Office of Naval Communications,
1930 to 1933.
In Naval Communications
During his next tour of sea duty,
he was engineer officer of the USS
Colorado for a year and commanding officer of the USS Canopus
from October 1934 to August 1936.
He returned to the Navy Department, September 1936, where he
Jwas on duty in Naval Communications and from June 1939 until
May 1940, was executive officer of
the USS Tuscaloosa.
Admiral Redman was commanding officer of the naval transport
^Henderson from June 1940 to January 1941, and subsequently became Assistant Director of Naval
Communications. In February

nings B. Dow, U. S. N. Captain
Dow has had a notable career in
Naval radio, making him particularly fitted for this job. He graduated from the Naval Academy in
1920, and received an MS. degree
in Communication Engineering
from Harvard University in 1926.
His sea duty includes serving on
the staff of the Commander Battleship Divisions, Battle Fleet, and
later as Asiatic Fleet Radio Officer.
From 1927-1929 he acted as Radio
Material Officer at the Navy Yard,
Cavite, P. I.
He was attached to the Radio Division of the Bureau of Engineering (now the Bureau of Ships)
during the period from 1930-1932,
and acted as the Head of this Division in 1938 and 1939. He spent
five months during the winter of
1940-1941 in England, as a special

THE

radio observer. He is now head of
the Radio Division, Bureau of
Ships. Captain Dow is a Fellow of
the Institute of Radio Engineers.
Contributions by Industry
It has always been the policy of
the Navy to enlist the cooperation
of independent laboratories and
colleges in research projects and
to depend on commercial facilities
for manufacturing. The beneficial
results of this policy are apparent
today when eminent scientists from
civil life, working closely with Naval engineers, are opening up new
horizons in radio and electronics.
Manufacturing plants have efficiently converted from the construction of 4,000,000 home receivers a year to producing primarily military and naval electronic equipment.
The men and women engaged in
broadcasting have played a most
important role in establishing the
present effective means of commu-

BRANHAM

Full House

Again

THEM
out
thar in hard-hittin'
the wide openfolks
spaces
go after records and they
ain't all cattle-rasslin' either.
In the April 12 issue of
Broadcasting, KYUM, Yuma,
Ariz., told of having a 100%
staffcialofmen engineers
— commerand all, every
man
licensed. Now comes word
from Mrs. Rosemary C.
Meyer, manager, KPOW,
Powell, Wyo. to report all her
employes likewise are techn i c i a n s — commercially licensed— and have been since
November 1, 1942.

nication. For this reason, the Navy
v/ill follow with keen interest the
forthcoming War Conference of
Broadcasters. Many valuable suggestions cannot help but come from
such a meeting at this time.

COMPANY

'1942,
he became Director
Naval
Communications.
He was of
detached
ion September 15, to command at
isea, returning on April 3, 1943,
again as Director of Naval Communications.
The Bureau of Ships, Radio Ditvision, is charged with the research,
design, manufacture and maintenance of all Naval electronic
equipment with the exception of
certain special devices which come
under other bureaus. In the Radio
Division, the engineering work of
.Rear Admiral Hooper is now beting carried on by Captain Jenj OWI Cites Gertrude Berg
iGERTRUDE BERG, creator of
the CBS daytime serial, The Goldbergs, has received a citation from
the Office of War Information for
|American
"the inspiration
has given
the
people she
through
the 1942
Victory
Mrs. toBerg
has all
in
addition Award."
been invited
submit

Reader's Digest on WOR
IREADER'S DIGEST Assn., Pleaslantville, N. Y., on April 19 started
a spot campaign on WOR, New
J!York, for current issues of the
magazine. Contract calls for oneminute live announcements two
Ievenings a week for nine weeks.
ISpot campaign is confined to WOR.
BBDO, New York, is the agency.

• Broadcast

.

KWKH

.

Shreveport,

La.

KTBS

.

Shreveport,

La.

WCPO

.

WTJS

.

WNOX.

scripts of the program, which dates
back 14 years, to the Archives of
Radio of Princeton U. for documentation and research purposes.
Series is sponsored by Procter &
Gamble Co., Cincinnati, for Duz.
Compton Adv., New York, is agency.
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Acme

Beer

Baseball

Critical

ACME

BREWING Co., San Francisco, and Young's Market Co., Los
Angeles (food products), on April
18 started co-sponsoring a two-hour
daily broadcast of all baseball
games played by the Los Angeles
Angels and the Hollywood Stars, on
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. Contracts are for 22 weeks. Brisacher,
Davis & Van Norden, Los Angeles,
services the former account. Latter
was placed direct. Pontiac Dealers
of Southern California, Los Angeles, on April 21 started sponsoring
Sam Baiter in a five-weekly sports
commentary summarizing and reconstructing highlights from selected American-National League
games on KMPC. Placement is direct.

Problems
Await
om
page
23)
(Continued />

the way of Government channeling
of news through OWI will come directly from Mr. Davis, himself a
product of radio, as the keynote
speaker at the Tuesday luncheon
session. More intimate aspects,
however, will be covered at subsequent sessions by other members of
his staff directly identified with radio. Gardner Cowles Jr., assistant
director of OWI in charge of domestic operations, is a tentatively
scheduled speaker, but pressure of
Washington operations may preclude his attendance.
Voluntary
censorship, which

NAB

might
have been but
one has
of proved
radio's
worst headaches
perhaps the least burdensome of
wartime problems, will be covered
by Mr. Price at the Wednesday
luncheon session. He likewise will
participate in a general censorship
symposium and, at a breakfast session scheduled for Wednesday
morning, he will talk off the record
on problems of foreign language
censorship — the most acute in the
field. Duplication of regulatory efforts, wherein OWI and the FCC
have traversed approximately the
same ground as the Office of Censorship, presumably will figure in
this discussion.
Typical of the praise that has
come to the industry for its war
job was the comment of Mr. Davis
in accepting the NAB invitation.
"The industry has given great service to the war effort and I am confident this service will be continued," he said.
Manpower Problem
Manpower, described by President Miller as the most serious
problem confronting the industry
because this is a "technical war,"
is the first subject on the agenda

1930

1940

FIRST
AND

IN

WAR

POST-WAR

1942

GROWTH
PROSPECTS

In Philip M. Hauser's recent survey, he rates Corpus Chnsti,
Texas, as a Class A-l city — that is, one of the six cities which
grew most rapidly during the war and now have the best
prospects of retaining their wartime growth.
With its audited city zone population of 101,400 and county
population of 123,239, Corpus Chnsti offers you a rapidly
expanding market which is dominated by one major station
— KRIS. Yes, the Hooper Station Listening Index for Fall
gives KRIS a dominant 63.6% evening listenership against
13% for station B and only 11% for station C. Use KRIS
for a selling-clinch on Corpus Christi now!

at Tuesday's opening session. Lawrence A. Appley, executive director
of War Manpower Commission;
Almon Roth, wage stabilization and
manpower director of War Labor
Board, and Lt. Com. Patrick H.
Winston, of Selective Service, lead
this discussion. At the afternoon
session, Frank Mcintosh, assistant
director of the radio division of
WPB, leads the discussion on materials, with general war operations aspects scheduled for a panel
of speakers representing the military services.
Following breakfast sessions
Wednesday morning covering manpower, Selective Service, foreign
language and equipment, the general session Wednesday morning
will
be highlighted
by Mr. session,
Price's
address.
At the afternoon
sales problems during wartime will
be covered, including the Petrillo
recording ban and the retail promotion committee plan to encourage
department store use of radio.
The NAB annual meeting will be
held Wednesday afternoon, covering election of six directors-atlarge and miscellaneous changes in
the by-laws. Evening activities on
Wednesday include a panel on Sales
— A Wartime Necessity — lead by
Lewis H. Avery, director of the
NAB department of advertising,
and a meeting of the NAB Associa-

HEAD OF THE 4,000. Dr. Albert
W. Hull, assistant director of the
GE research laboratories and president of the American Physical Society, is holding one of the electronic tubes on which his work has
made him famous. He has received
many honors for his developments,
which include the magnetron, dynatron and screened-grid tube and
work on X-ray crystal analysis.
Among his awards are the Howard
N. Potts gold metal of the Franklin Institute for his work on X-ray
crystal
analysis;
the Morris
Liebmann Prize
for work
on electronic
tubes; the honorary degree of Doctor of Science from Union U. The
society which he heads numbers
about 4,000, including scientists
working in many allied activities.
tion of Women Directors, to be pretivity. sided over by Mrs. Dorothy Lewis,
NAB coordinator of listener acThe final day, Thursday, will be
opened with breakfast sessions on
censorship, manpower, OWI, sales
managers, the recording ban and
legislation and taxation. The general session will be devoted to the
Role of Advertising in Wartime,
along with recommended standards
for coverage maps and the small
station problem issue.
Luncheon Closes Sessions
The conference will close with a
1:30 luncheon, at which an outstanding military figure is expected
to be the inspirational speaker.
Resolutions then will be considered
and the conference adjourned by
2:30. The new NAB board will convene following adjournment.
President Miller, in his report to
the conference prepared in advance
along with the annual reports of
the departmental heads, cited the
past fiscal year as eventful — full of
uncertainties, but also a year of
achievement. Radio kept Americans

"PROVED SUCCESS -TOP WGRC FEATURE"
is what S. A. Cisler, manager of WGRC has to say about
THE

SHADOW

Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON

67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.

Special Combination Buy — KRIS and KXYZ, Houston . . . Investigate!
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conflict over, radio will face its
greatest test and its most promising opportunity. For the first time
in the history of the world the microphone will be at the peace table
and with it there public opinion
will play an even more important

the best informed people in the
j\vorld in recruiting- for the military services, in selling Treasury
bonds, in helping collect scrap, in
.training technical radio personnel
and in numerous other ways.
"Although business on the great
majority of stations has continued
good," Mr. Miller pointed out, "radio has faced many serious problems, the manpower problem being
the most serious. Due to the fact
that this is a technical war, and
that radio is playing an ever increasing part, trained technicians
■jand personnel with practical broadcasting experience have been in
itgreat demand."
Retail Promotion Plan
Pointing to the need for "eternal
vigilance," the NAB chieftain said,
freedom is not lost by one act of
government — the greatest danger is
from indirect and disguised attacks. "Radio to be free must be
able to pay its way. Advertising
has proved to be an efficient tool of
business. Attacks on advertisingare attacks on the freedom of radio
and as such we have opposed them."
He emphasized the danger of wartime restrictions which might in
the end "shackle radio in its great
task when the present conflict
ends".
Attacking the Petrillo recording
strike, Mr. Miller charged that at
the most critical period in our nation's history, the AFM head
"merely to maintain his control in
-his own union has deprived this na-

part than ever before. * * * Radio
more than any other force is most
capable of rendering service to
mankind in this conflict — a service
which will be in every sense a true
public service."
G.E. Sales Increase
NET SALES billed by General
Electric Co., during the first quarter of 1943 amounted to 277,872,103, as compared with $190,861,108 for same period a year ago, an
increase
Company's
available of
for46%.
dividends
for theprofit
first
GET THEM WHEN they arise as well as go to bed, says the Wakefield
Dairy in Washington. The company used Billy Repaid's WOL news
airings at 11 p. m. and found them good, so added a 6-times 8 a. m.
series. Aubrey Simpson, Wakefield president, signs the new contract.
Standing (1 to r) : Jeffrey A. Abel, radio director, Kaufman Advertising Agency; Henry V. Seay, commercial manager of WOL; Otto
Phillips, manager of the dairy, and Mr. Repaid.
tion of a large supply of music".
He cited the industry's united front
opposition to this "dictatorial display of power" and said he believed
that it is "rendering a real service
not only to radio but to the entire
field of music, and that we shall be
successful".
Alluding to the retail promotion
plan to be presented to the conference under the chairmanship of

Paul W. Morency, WTIC, Hartford, to encourage department store
use of radio, Mr. Miller said the
success of this project is of great
industry importance. "If it succeeds, other plans similar in character will follow."
"It is to be hoped that by the
time we meet again next year this
world conflict may be over," Mr.
Miller said. "But with the armed

quarter amounted to $10,442,576
compared with $10,329,774 last
Martinson Returns
year.
JOSEPH MARTINSON Co., New
York, returning to the air after a
layoff brought on by the coffee
shortage, on April 25 started sponsoring a Sunday quarter-hour on
WOR, New York. Dr. Frank Kingdon, educator and clergyman presents news commentaries with a
human interest slant. Al Paul Lefton Co., New York, is agency.
ARNOLD CARLSEN has joined
Mutual's sales staff, operating from
WGN, Chicago, MBS affiliate. Mr.
Carlsen was in charge of sales direction and general management of Packard Motor Corp., 1932-42.

hese are typical of the sales-success stories being written by
radio promotion over Station KCMO,

Kansas City. Prod-

1
ucts advertised consistently over Kansas City's popular
.
'J.
Blue Network outlet are breaking sales records regularly.
KCMO combines the enviable drawing power of Blue ii>;.;

Network shows with an ideal merchandising service that
gets maximum results from
booming wartime market.

Call on KCMO

Kansas City's expanding,

to help you write a success story for your

product in Kansas City. You can get complete details and
a list of availabilities from any McGillvra office.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE:
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA
BASK
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Breakfast

at

Sardis

(Continued from page 56)
a sustainer more than two years
ago has become today not only
a national feature, but one of the
West Coast's best patronized participations. Just a gay morning
party with a lot of laughs and a
tinge of sentimentality, Breakfast
at Sardi's uses an enterprising
host to keep the proceedings going and an ingenious salesman to
handle the commercials.
The format of the program is
flexible to suit the occasion and
the personalities interviewed. Only
three features are maintained regularly. They are the presentation
of a $25 make-up kit to someone in
the audience; a wishing ring ceremony, during which the day's
wisher, chosen by lot, has hoped for
everything from twins to having
her tenants move out; and the
"good neighbor" letter of the day.
Letter is sent in by a listener who
suggests the "good neighbor" to
whom the orchid of the day should
be awarded.
Tieing in with the "good neighbor" letters which are now scheduled two weeks in advance, the
BLUE network, as promotion, notifies local newspaper editors of the
nationwide honor to be paid a member of that community. Copy of
the letter to be read over the air
is also sent to the publications. In
line with the localized promotion,
editors are urged to direct atten-

This

Is

What

About

tion to the broadcast and have a
news photographer on hand to
cover delivery of the orchid to the
town's "good neighbor".
And that is about the only
"planned" feature in this informal,
impromptu show. Remainder of the
laugh-packed half hour revolves
about Breneman himself. Not only
the mainstay of the show, he gives
every breakfast guest the impression that he is having a whale of
a good time.
Maybe that's easy for the reason
that he does have a whale of a time.
He panics the guests with his
antics and comebacks. But they
panic him too, so it's even-stephen.
The commercials at Breakfast at
Sardi's, like the rest of the show,
are ad-libbed by Breneman and his
women guests. Only words written
for the show are the introductions.
And they are a story in themselves.
In the early days of the Sardi
shows a couple of youthful gag
writers, Leo Solomon and Alan
Woods, dropped in to watch the
program. They had done lots of
good work in New York, but being unknown in Hollywood, the
boys were having a tough time of
it. Upon invitation they started
breakfasting with us. Over the
breakfast table Leo and Alan
started supplying our show's young
announcer-producer, John Nelson,
with gags to use for introductions

They

Say

WR

OK

"We

want to thank you for the
operation you have been giving
Mint's 'Double or Nothing' show
— Wm. Esty & Co., New

fine coFeen-A. . ."
York

"You have been grand in offering us the
splendid cooperation of your station facilities. Such unusual acts of courtesy are

BEING GOOD NEIGHBOR of the Day on Breakfast at Sardi's on the
BLUE was the thrill of a lifetime for Mrs. Fred Yates who received a
dozen American Beauty roses from Tom-Brenaman (r) when he interviewed her and Mr. Yates (c) in the studios of WINN, Louisville. Mrs.
Yates each weekend plays hostess to dozens of servicemen at her home.
Since her appearance on Breakfast at Sardi's early in March Mrs. Yates
has received letters, cards and telegrams from 13 states, as well as more
than 300 telephone calls from local citizens offering to help her find rooms
for the soldiers she looks after each week. And because of the program
a woman whom Mrs. Yates befriended with a loan 24 years ago returned
the money. The woman heard Mrs. Yates during the broadcast.
of Breneman
air.

Those introductions "killed" the
audience, and started the shows
off with a bang. They gave 40-yearold Breneman and his frailties
(graying, thinning hair, doubling
chin, a slight chubbiness) a real
working over. Shortly, Solomon
and Woods landed a berth with
NBC Red Skelton & Co., sponsored
by Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp. (Raleigh cigarettes), and
they were on their way. In appreciation for those free breakfasts,
they wouldn't and won't take any
pay for their wise-cracking openers. With Carl Pierce recently
taking over as producer-announcer on resignation of Nelson to join
the Navy as ensign, Solomon and
Woods continue that policy of supplying those openers gratis while
their other writings now rate
big money.
Some insight into Breneman's
good-natured character is revealed
by the fact that every morning his
laugh at the introductions is the
one that boom's out over everyone else's. Breneman has a real respect for superstitions. One of his

the backbone of cordial relationships."
— Jewel Tea Company
,-\
Wk
W
kolo
MASON CITY. IOWA

"We are particularly grateful for the job
you are doing . . . splendid cooperation!"
— Gillette Safety Razor Co.
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huge letter pile those he's received
from inmates of Folsom penitentiary, California's penal institution. Those really tough boys have
voted Breakfast at Sardi's the most
popular daytime program. Folsomites write they never miss a show
"because you never know what's
coming next and because it's so offFor anyone who doubts that
the-cuff."
Breakfast at Sardi's is the most
off the cuff of these shows, there
is the saga of Joe, a mountainous,
slow-talking, ordinary express
truck driver. He started coming to
Sardi's way back in the days when

I**

farm-listeners are getting

big dough for producing PORK.
Our
city-listeners
are getting
likewise for packing PORK. Why
don't you be the little piggy that
"goes to town" in this market?
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half the letters praise Breneman's
cheery infectious laugh. About one
letter in every 11 is from a man.
Breneman rates at the top of his

Our

"This is certainly swell cooperation and
we do appreciate it."
— Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp.

machine tool
LOCATION
OF

strongest concerns those introductions. He'll never ask to see the
gags. Tom receives them cold, just
when the audience does. He gets a
tremendous kick out of them too.
Keynote of 95% of the mail that
expresses views on Breakfast at
Sardi's is that it's great to have
such an informal laugh-filled program in these serious times — particularly in the morning. Perhaps

as programs hit the

*

WEED
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e program was released locally in
js Angeles only. His reason for
ming around was to pick up the
;ood neighbor" orchid of the day
id air-express it to the "good
jighbor".
Eventually Breneman started
latting with Joe. He too started
;tting fan mail. Some of the mail
mtained jokes for Joe to pull on
om. He started pulling them —
id that was the start. Joe relived in excess of 350 letters
eekly from the Pacific Coast states
one during the time he was on
le program.
One-Man

Show

But Breakfast at Sardfs is a
le-man show. And all credit for
)th entertainment and commercial
iccess of the vehicle must go to
lat one man — Tom Breneman.
Ws jolly-looking and he is jolly,
(e not only sounds sincere, but
e is sincere. Tom brings lumps to
iroats of the restaurant and air
udience alike when reading a
"loving "good neighbor" letter, or
liking to some little 90-yearId orchid winner — because he's got
lump as big as your fist in his
wn throat at the time.
Breneman
does two half-hour
ireakfast at Sardi's Shows a day
ow: one to the East, Monday
hrough
Friday,
11-11:30 a.m.
EWT), and one for the Pacific
'oast, Monday through Friday,
30-10 a.m. (PWT). And that's
i big load. But his answer, when
h someone asks him if it isn't working too hard, just about sums up
is and the program's success as
veil as anything can:
; "Work?" queries Breneman,
Why those shows are play; I just
neander around out there and have
'hyself a good time with the laies."
And the guy means it!
Television

License

!>HILCO Radio & Television Corp.,
[Philadelphia, was granted a license by the FCC on April 20 to
Rover construction permit in part
fc'or a commercial television broadcast station. This action, in line
with similar ones by the Commis|;ion, reflects its policy of allowing
television
companies
to operate
With whatever facilities are available, under the difficult conditions
pf wartime freezing of materials,
jThe grant was on condition that the
firm will comply fully with Commission requirements relating to
materials and personnel when these
become available, or when required
by the Commission to do so. Permission was also granted to extend
the completion date to June 1, 1943.
Perfume

Campaign

PARFUMS L'ORLE, New York,
will start a test campaign within
the next few weeks. Perfumery will
use 20 announcements on stations
in cities having a population of
from 100,000 to 300,000. Number
of cities has not been determined
as yet. Parfums L'Orle used radio several years ago, on one New
York station. Agency is L. H. Hartman Inc., New York.
BROADCASTING

TEACH

READERS

WHAT

EVERY

RADIO

ADVERTISER

SHOULD

KNOW/

By Radio to Pay More for
— Papers, Says Speaker —
ARGUING that advertising should
be curtailed for the duration, just
as food is rationed, Prof. Clyde R.
Miller, Columbia U. Teachers College, advocated before the Advertising
America's
conferenceFederation
in Bostonof last
week that
loss of advertising revenue then
could be offset by use of the radio
to educate the public to pay more
for its newspaper and magazines.
Supporting curtailment was Prof.
Colston E. Warne, of Amherst College, who said advertising is inflationary since it continues to create sales.
Opposing curtailment, Prof.
George B. Hotchskiss, of New York
U., said advertising is necessary
toward preservation of a free press
and that if the government were to
pay for its own advertising in the
promotion of the war effort it would
be a return to the medieval system
of State control.
Prof. F. Allen Burt, of Boston
U., also opposing curtailment, denied that today's advertising volume is wasteful of materials, manpower or electric energy and contended that it was hardly likely
that Congress would appropriate
such sums as $50,000,000 to pay for
advertising. That is the amount, he
said, contributed in the last year
to the war effort.

AGE

ICY

market

data!

Memphis is the cotton capital
of the world and the industrial
capital of the Mid-South, marketing cotton and cottonseed to
the extent of more than half
billion dollars.
The Memphis market,
t o Sal e s Management

has the largest income, largest
income gains, and the largest
population in area in the entire
South.
RADIO

POPULATION

393,518

EFFECTIVE

RETAIL

BUYING

INCOME

SALES
$615,979,000.00

$896,976,000.00

FOOD

SALES

5,000
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AND

Nationally

BRANHAM
Owned

DRUG

SALES

$21 ,225,000.00

NIGHT
By

COMPANY

Operated

COMMERCIAL
Member

DON BERNARD. Hollywood producer
of the weekly CBS Btondie, sponsored
by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camel
cigarettes), recently sustained severe
eye burns when the chemical he was
mixing to purify his swimming pool
exploded.

HOMES

3,092,108

$1 1 2,935,000.00
TONE LABS., House of Gourielli. and
Helena Rubenstein Inc., New York cosmetic firms, to Pettingell & Fenton, New
York. No radio at present. Future media
plans not set.
SCHENLEY IMPORT Corp., New York,
to Peck Adv.. New York, for Compania
Ron Bacardi Rum. Media plans not set.
GIV INC., New York, to W. L. Vomack,
Inc., New York, for Zolvo foot rub. Radio
will probably be used.
GOLDMEDAL HAIR Co., Brooklyn, to
W. L. Vomack. New York, for Goldmedal
hair shampoo. Radio will probably be used.
MASON-SPRINGS Corp., Los Angeles
(stationery packs for servicemen), to
Hillman-Shane-Breyer, Los Angeles.
42 PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles (shampoo, hair oil) to Hillman-Shane-Breyer
Inc., Los Angeles.
KEYSTONE MACARONI MANUFACTURING Co.. Lebanon, Pa. (San Giorgio spaghetti), to James G. Lamb Co., Philadelphia. Radio, newspapers and car cards
will be used.
LUMMIS & Co., Philadelphia (peanuts),
planning to expand beyond its present regional distribution, to S. E. Roberts Inc.,
Philadelphia.
PALISADES AMUSEMENT PARK, Palisades, N. J., to Donahue & Co., New York.
Radio and newspapers will be used.
GROVE LARS., St. Louis, to Donahue &
Coe, New York, for Grove Vitamin products. Test campaign started recently.
FREEPORT CHEMICAL Co., Boston, to
Copley Adv. Agency, Boston, for MagicGlove, new greaseless. stainless protective
handcream. Business publications, newspapers, direct mail will be used.
PIG'N
WHISTLE Corp..
Los Angeles,
(chain restaurants),
to Brisacher.
Davis
& Van Norden, Los Angeles.

according
magaz ine ,

By
APPEAL

of

South Central Quality Network
WMC-Merriphis
WJDX-Jackson, Miss.
KWKH-KTBS-Shreveport
WSMB-New Orleans
KARK-Little Rock
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KEPPEL
AS

IS NAMED
CBS

DIRECTOR

FREDERICK P. KEPPEL, formerly president of the Carnegie
Corp., was elected to the CBS
board of directors at the annual
meeting of stockholders held last
Wednesday. Other
directors were reelected. Consolidated income
statement for the
first quarter of
the year, released
following the
meeting, shows
Mr. Keppel that the gross income of CBS and
its subsidiary companies was $11,688,760, up 2.1% from the gross of
$11,449,645 for the same period of
1942. Net income was $1,031,671
for 1943, an increase of 4.6% above
1942's net of $987,362. Earnings
per share of stock for the quarter
were 60 cents in 1943; 58 cents in
1942.
An eminent educator, Mr. Keppel was at one time dean of the
college of Columbia U. During the
last war he was Third Assistant
Secretary of War and later was
director of foreign operations for
the American Red Cross. He became president of the Carnegie
Corp. in 1923, serving in that capacity until his retirement in 1941.
He is also a director of the Equitable Life Assurance Society and of
the Guaranty Trust Co.

19D4

William

IE. Slarkamt

WILLIAM E. JACKSON, general
sales manager of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., headquartered in
Philadelphia, died suddenly April
16 at his home in Merion, Pa., of
a heart attack. He was 39 years
old and had been in good health
until his death.
A Westinghouse broadcast executive since 1930, Mr. Jackson had
been promoted to general sales
manager of the company's stations
two years ago. He came from
KDKA, Pittsburgh, where he had
been sales manager the precedingfour years.
In 1930 Mr. Jackson joined the
broadcast department of Westinghouse E & M Co. as sales promotion manager. After six months he
became a member of the sales staff
of KDKA, becoming sales manager
four years later. Born Jan. 20,
1904, at Whitaker, Pa., Mr. Jackson attended Carnegie Tech in
Pittsburgh, leaving college to join
the advertising department of the
Westinghouse International Co. In
1926 he left to become advertisingmanager of the National Electric
Products Corp. in Pittsburgh, remaining until 1930, when he became associated with the broadcasting industry.
Surviving are his widow, Dortha
Grover Jackson, and three children, Patricia, 11; Robert, 9, and
William Jr. 6. Burial was in
Pittsburgh.

1343

New Department Will Develo]
Shows, Ideas and Talent
CREATION of a new program de
velopment division, headed by Wy]
lis Cooper, author and producer, re
cently in charge of the NBC pre
gram The Army Hour, was ar
nounced last week by C. L. Menser
NBC vice-president in charge o
The new
division, according t
programs
.
Mr. Menser, "will be concerne
with the development and organi
zation of new programs, the con
sideration of new ideas and the de
velopment of new talent, as well a
with the constant review of proil

MR.

JACKSON

Dictionary on 30
IN ADDITION to an extensive spot
campaign for Complete Book of
Sewing, Book Presentations, New
York, is tionarypromoting
Dicon a total ofWebster's
approximately 30 stations. Drive started several months ago and will continue
for another month. Raymond Spector, New York, handles the account.

o 'FFHAND, how many $350,0
00,000
u*s..
oocan
market
s
you
think
of
that
you
can
S
S
STV cover completely with only one radio station?

The

27

Roanoke-Southwest Virginia
counties in WDBJ's primary area (daytime) have $352,607,000 in buying power
— actually 25.8%

of Virginia's total!

You can reach this big, responsive market with one radio station — WDBJ. In fact,
you need WDBJ — because it's the only station that gets clear reception at all times
in all of the area's 120,348

radio homes.

May we show you what this means
results for WDBJ advertisers?
CBS

5000 WATTS

in

960 KC

Owned and Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION
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grams already on the air."
Aided by Bennett
Mr. Cooper will be assisted b:JI
Tom Bennett, NBC staff composer II
who will specialize in developing !
musical talent. Lester O'KeefeJj
head of NBC's production depart]!
ment, will coordinate his worlfl
with the activities of the new divijjl
sion, and additional personnel wil l
be announced later.
When Mr. Cooper joins NBC, th.
team of Menses and Cooper will bt|
working together again as they diS
in Chicago headquarters of NBC
several years ago. At that time, the
pair created such shows as Light*
Out, andDramas
Montgomery
mortal
series, Ward's
as well Imas
several daytime serials, which first
came to the air in Chicago. Since
then, Mr. Cooper has worked with,
various advertising agencies, ha^
done script writing for both films
and radio, and has produced many
important programs. Mr. Bennett
is noted for his mood music creations for many radio plays, as well
as for his development of Dinah
Shore as a network songstress.

Spot Buyer
SPOT TIME
GUIDE List
and Adver^
tiser List, issued quarterly by National Radio Records, New York,
for use by station managers and
sales managers, lists 263 advertisers purchasing spot radio time
at least one month during the first
quarter of 1943. Of the total, overl
95 per cent are national spot accounts, or those in the habit of!
buying time on two or more stations in two or more markets.!
NRR also announced that 114 advertising agencies as NRR mem-!
bers are reporting the activity of
603 different spot accounts, representing 70 per cent of the total
number of national spot accounts
in the country.

Tide Water Apoints
TIDE WATER
ASSOCIATED
OIL Co. (Western Division), San
Francisco, has named Buchanan &
Co., that city, as agency effective i
May 1. Ray Randall, San Francisco manager, is account executive. Foote Cone & Belding, San
Francisco, formerly serviced the
account.
•
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Westinghouse

Men

Taking
New
Posts
lorris Is Manager at Sunbury ;
filler Heads Applications
VITH THE promotion of E. T.
[orris, former manager of sales in
le Westing-house Radio Division,
laltimore, to general manager of
lanufacturing at the Westingouse radio plant in Sunbury, Pa.,
'. W. Miller, formerly eastern inustrial manager of Westinghouse
1 New York, last week was apointed application manager of the
ladio Division, headquartered in
laltimore.
Mr. Miller, who will direct the
ivision's work involving the ap-

Mr. Morris

Mr. Miller

ilication of radio to needs of the
Signal Corps and the Navy, as well
.s to industry, has been with West:nghouse since 1927, after graduation from Cooper Union Institute
tf Technology in New York. He
iolds a degree in electrical engileering.
Mr. Morris assumed his new
lluties at Sunbury, Feb. 10. He
I tailed with Westinghouse as a stuJent engineer after graduating
irom Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1928 with an elecrical engineering degree. In 1926
le graduated from Virginia Miliary Institute. Rising through the
<-anks, Mr. Morris was sales engileer in the Railway Division and
,n 1936 was transferred to radio
■ales in Baltimore. In 1940 he was
issigned to the sales unit handling
arge-scale radio equipment for
broadcast stations and was apbointed manager of radio sales last
fear.
Mr. Miller, after completing a
fear of graduate study at Westnghouse, in 1928 was made assistant in the company's New York

and

RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
offices
MONTREAL • WINNIPEG \
TORONTO
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Frank Has Steaks
FRANK FALKNER, chief
engineer of CBS, Chicago, is
also a cafe owner and restaurateur. He is the owner
of the elaborate Static Club
recently opened at 116 E.
Walton PL, Chicago. In a cordial invitation to NAB'ers,
Frank reports that he still
has steaks.

WCLE -WHK
to Carry
Cleveland
Ball Games
FOR THE FIRST time in broadcasting of Cleveland baseball, one
sponsor, the local Spang Baking
Co., is undertaking the entire show.
WCLE is carrying the regular daytime games, and WHK the Sunday
out-of-town fames and second sessions of double-headers. WCLE has
special FCC permission to broadcast two night games in May. If no
further permission is foi'thcoming,
WHK will carry the night engagements as schedules permit.
Jack Granev and Lew Henry,
who have participated in the airing
of the r>lav-by-play descriptions before, will be back on the job. Commercials will be centered upon
Spang's enriched bread.
Business is beins: placed through
Carpenter Advertising Agency in
Cleveland.

USE

TO

KQW

COVER

SAN

FRANCISCO

OAKLAND

BAY

and

the

AREA

OUTSTRIPPING
IN PAYROLL

THE

NATION

GAINS

Of the 14 principal U. S. cities, San Francisco
LEADS

NATIONALLY

in payroll gains ...

second nationally in employment
BERT PRAGER, who has resigned
as radio director of Donahue & Coe.
New York, has been classified 1-A and
is scheduled for Armv induction
around May 19. Mr. Prater has continued with the agency following his
resignation a month ago. pending the
appointment of a successor.

MORE

is

gains . . .

PEOPLE
More than 2,000,000 people live in the SAN
FRANCISCO

BAY WAR

MARKET — not including

naval, military and mercantile marine personnel
office. From 1929 to 1939, in New
York, he handled company business
with communications concerns. Until named eastern industrial manager in 1941, he was for two years

in the foremost supply and naval port of the
war-teeming
INTENSIVE

supervisor of the company's Construction Industry Section. He was
born in Astoria, L. I., and is a member of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers.

Pacific.

COVERAGE

Concentrated within KQW's INTENSE LISTENING AREA is this San Francisco Bay War Market
where more people have more money to spend!

'Shadow' Transcriptions
Placed on More Outlets
WITH five new subscriptions and
one renewal for the The Shadow,
the transcribed mystery series, produced by Charles Michelson, New
York, has now been taken by a
total of 128 stations. Furniture and
department stores, as well as flour
and baking concerns are among the
latest sponsors.
Stations, and advertisers include: WAIR, Winston-Salem,
Doby's Baking Co.; WWNC, Asheville, Earle-Chesterfield Mills;
WGAC, Augusta, Ga., Jones Furniture Co.; KTTS, Springfield, Mo.,
Schwab Bros. Dept. Store; WFBM,
Indianapolis, Ideal Furniture Store,
and WCSC, Charleston, Clausen
Baking Co. (renewal).
Other stations acquiring Michelson programs follow: WRAL,
Raleigh
(Smilin'Furniture;
Ed O'Connell),
Rhodes Collins
WSIX,
Nashville (Liberty Short Stories),
Brown Furniture Store; WMAQ,
Chicago (Five Minute Mysteries),
Harvester Cigars.
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WSJS
Winston-

Salem

N.. C.

Coverage of North
Carolina's Rich
"Heart of the
Piedmont" with a
punch signal of

5000
Watts— Full Time
Delivered

at that

choice spot on the
dial —
600

KILOCYCLES

Blanketing
Tar

Heel

the

Wrigley Travels Shows
To Promote War Drives
COOPERATING with the Office of
War Information, Wm. Wrigley Jr.
Co., Chicago, is sending out a roadshow of its own CBS program
Keep the Home Fires Burning to
various regions for boosting war
effort campaigns. At present a special program titled WAAC Caravan is touring New England cities
broadcasting Monday through Friday at 5:45-6 in the interest of
WAAC recruiting on 15 CBS New
England stations. Simultaneously
the regular program, Keep the
Home Fires Burning, with Caesar
Petrillo's orchestra, originating out
of WBBM, Chicago, is broadcast to
the remainder of the CBS network.
A program of music and dramatic
sketches, the WAAC Caravan, is
making personal appearances each
day in a different New England
locality. Similar radio troupes, to
be dispatched to various areas in
promoting, recruiting and manpower drives, will probably be organized by the Wrig-ley Co. Agency
is Arthur Meyerhoff and Co., Chicago.
B & B Names Pooler V-P
CHARLES A. POOLER, director
of the research department of Benton & Bowles, New York, since May
1942 was elected a vice-president
at a recent meeting of the agency's
board of directors. Prior to joining
B & B in 1941, Mr. Pooler served
for a year as director of research
of Ward Wheelock Co., New York
and Philadelphia, and was previously with the market research
division of Lever Bros, for a period
of 10 years.

"Tri-

Cities" with programs from "The
Network MOST
People

Listen

to

MOST" !
(250 watt rates
still in effect —
for a short time!)

New

Carter

Product

TO INTRODUCE its new product,
Superin Aspirin, Carter Products
Co., New York, within the next two
Weeks will introduce cut-in announcements onall West Coast stations of the BLUE which carry
the Sunday evening Inner Sanctum
Mystery program, currently promoting Carter's Little Liver Pills.
The live announcements are in the
nature of a test campaign for the
new aspirin product, according to
J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, agency appointed last fall to
handle Superin.

WEEI's

'SCHOOL7

Co.

NBC
Station

i
For

kalo
MASON CITY. IOWA

BEST WAY TO TEACH prospective announcers the mysteries of sound
effects is — show them. Marjorie Ochs, manager of transcription and sound
effects department at WE EI, Boston, makes a demonstration for a
class (1 to r) : Cornelius Scanlon, Hyman Swetzoff, John Morse, Bill
Sherman, Vincent DiMestico and Paul Badgers.
WHEN Harold E. Fellows, general manager of WEEI, Boston,
decided to train new announcers for
his own staff he also agreed to
pass 'em along to other stations
in New England needing help.
So — he made announcements on
the air and a newspaper carried
a story and 600 candidates showed
up; 130 being women. (They got
the brush off, announcing still beFellows.)
ing for men, according to Mr.
From All Walks
Candidates had to be deferred
from military service. They represented all ranks and layers of life
including ministers, lawyers and
politicians; newspaper men who
felt they could write and therefore
could read news; a blind man who
said he could translate from Braille

Our farm-listeners are getting
big dough for producing PORK.
Our city-listeners are getting
likewise for packing PORK. Why
don't you be the little piggy that
"goes to town" in this market?
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Twelve of Fellows' Men 'Graduate' and Seven
Get Jobs Immediately in New England
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and who proved his aptitude by
fastening his "copy" to his vest
and reading it in Braille fashion
with his fingers.
Auditions were brisk, 125 men
being interviewed nightly. Each
man met Arthur Edes, radio director for Emerson College, Boston, who had been placed in charge
of the auditions. Applicants were
eased into the audition copy by
kindly attention and were graded
on personality, voice, appearance
and adjustability.
Twelve were selected. One was a j
small town postoffice clerk, one a
camp counselor with an AM from
Harvard in languages; one an
Iowan, and aide to a psychiatrist.
Others represented diversified fields
of endeavor — a semi-professional
boxer and a front man for an orchestra.
And they were graduated, too.
Mr. Edes tutored them — diction,
phrasing, voice control and clock
reading. And radio nomenclature
and how to present commercials.
"Graduation Address"
Mr. Fellows gave the "gradution address" and urged them to
make the best deal possible,
whether with his station or another. In fact he put them in touch
with possible openings.
The result: two men went to
WLAW, Lawrence, Mass.; two
went to WJAR, Providence; two
stayed at WEEI, and one went to
WORC, Worcester, Mass. The other
five are holding off until summer
when they are eligible to take
work.
They're going on with a second
class at WEEI.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Dedicated
to Victory
{Continued from page 25)
headquarters deserve the thanks
:hange of listening habits and the
of the radio industry for their
leed of new program techniques all
sympathetic understanding and
srowd the minds of station and netconsideration of our manpower
work operators. At the War Conproblems. Likewise, the War Pro'erence, the latest information' on
duction Board has displayed keen
;hese questions will be supplied by
Chairman Fly, of the FCC; Elmer
appreciation of the need for equipDavis, Director of OWI; Byron
ment in the operation of transmitters and receiving sets.
Price, Director
of Censorship;
Frank Mcintosh, Radio Division,
Underneath it all lies the reassuring fact that the Government,
|vYPB ; Col. R. Ernest Dupuy, Chief,
Mews Division, Bureau of Public
through its spokesmen, has stated
delations, U. S. Army; Lawrence
that it will not allow serious damA. Appley,
Executive Director,
age to America's civilian communication system in wartime. Radio
)VMC;
Lindsay
Wellington, of
BBC; Lieutenant Commander Morrealizes, however, that it must cooperate in the maintenance of its
gan Reichner, of the Navy, and
equipment and must train personnel
Ijnany other speakers.
not subject to induction as a safe
No Bystanders in Total War
and patriotic expedient.
In total war there are no byPostwar aspects will claim contanders. How best to reach all our
sideration at the War Conference.
It has been estimated that wartime
citizens — how to give them the perinent information regarding radevelopments have advanced commercial television as much as five
ioning and conservation — how to
years. No one can prophesy what
tir them to their full effort — prethe future holds. Broadcasters realsent our government with its most
ize that although television is
'iifficult problems. Radio has been
;he answer in many cases and
within their general field, they will
working in close cooperation with
not "inherit" it merely because they
;he OWI has produced remarkable
held broadcast l:censes. The same
results.
is true of many new developments
in the radio field, all of which
Programming to the changing
wartime needs of the American
broadcasters are studying in preppublic will give radio its greatest
aration for their place in the postwar world.
;est this coming year. Different
This industry will never lose
Shades of meaning are being added
to operation "in the public intersight of the importance of "free
rad:o." Radio is free today because
3st, convenience and necessity." A
k new psychology of programs may
in times of peace "free radio" was
protected vigorously. However,
« become manifest. Directorship will
freedom can be lost, not all at once,
tarry an increasing burden. Ingenuity will be important but not so
but by gradual stages. In times
such as these we must be careful
ffi important as sympathy and unwhile solving immediate problems
derstanding. There can be no doubt
that radio will cross these new
that we do not give hostages to the
future, which would prevent radio
horizons, drawing upon the vigor
ik 'and honesty which have endeared
from playing its part in a "postwar
it to the people of America.
world", serving a free people
is
The physical aspects of broadthrough
"free radio."
The future
holds much for
ei
cast operations will continue to
broadcasters
but
fighting this war
[0S present grave problems so long as
is their sole obiecHve now. The
^! -manpower and critical materials
War Conference is dedicated to raiit are consecrated to the winning of
dio's direct contribution to victory.
fthe war, and they will be so consecrated until the war is won. Selective Service officials at national
New CPP Half-Hour
ALTHOUGH the contract had not
been signed last week when Broadcasting went to press, ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City,
seemed practically definite in its
decision to snonsor a musical program titled Million Dollar Band on
NBC in the Saturday 10-10:30
p.m. period for which it contracted
some time ago. Series will feature
Influencing Sales
Barry Wood's songs, and a mixed
vocal chorus called the "double
FAR Beyond Ponfiac
daters." Beginning probablv the
last week in May, the show will enIn cities . . . villages . . . farms
tail shifting Colgate's Snorts
. . . for miles and miles around
Newsreel of the Air with Bill Stern
Pontiac . . . the messages of nafrom 10-10:15 p.m., the same evetional, regional and local adverning to another NBC quarter-hour.
tisers are hea-d over WCAR's
1000 streamlined watts.
Product will be Palmolive Soap
through Ted Bates, Inc., New York.
GET THE
FACTS
CURT PETERSON, formerly radio
FROM
WCAR
director of Marschalk & Pratt, New
York, has completed his training at
PONTIAC. MICHIGAN
Chanute Field, and has been assigned
or the Foreman Co • Chicago • New Yorl
to the Army Air Forces, Officer Candidate School, Miami Beach.
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McDonald
Twenty

recalls

Embattled

nab

Broadcasters

Met

origin
In 1923

To Cope With— That's Right, ASCAP
ON THE EVE of the NAB War
The broadcasters did, however, orConference, the early days of the
ganize apublishing concern called
the Associated Independent Music
Association were recalled by EuPublishers, the forerunner of BMI
gene F. McDonald Jr., head of Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago. Twenty
by 19 years.
years ago in the same city a group
New Talent Sought
of 20 embattled broadcasters got
"The new concern attempted to
together at the Drake Hotel and
get new composing talent. Anformed the trade group. Its immenouncements were broadcast by the
diate objective was to "break the
stations informing listeners of the
music monopoly of ASCAP", which
a few months before had demanded
opportunities for aspiring composers, but without financial support
performance fees for the broadcastthe publishing concern folded withing of ASCAP numbers.
in a few months.
Of that original group, which met
on April 23, 1923, only three be"Finances were our toughest
sides Comm. McDonald are still ac
problem in those days," Comm. Mctive in radio: William S. Hedges,
Donald said. "We all chipped in
NBC vice president in charge of
what we could to keep the Associastation relations, who was then ration going. We got together about
once a month and talked about our
dio editor of Chicago Daily News,
which operated WMAQ; John
mutual problems.
Shepard, 3d, now head of Yankee
"The first test of spot commerNetwork, and Powel Crosley Jr.,
cial broadcasting came in 1923. A
WLW, Cincinnati. Frank W. Ellarge Eastern publishing house was
liott, then manager of the Palmer
stuck with an unusually large run
Station WOC, Davenport, who
of a radio magazine (I don't resucceeded Comm. McDonald as
call the name) , and they came to
NAB president in 1925 is retired
us with their problem. We made a
and lives in California.
deal whereby if they would con"We tried to hire Claude Mills
tribute $1,000 to our sadly depletaway from ASCAP to build our
ed NAB treasury, we would ask
own music organization", Comm.
the stations to broadcast a 'comMcDonald recalled "but we couldn't
mercial' about the magazine.
secure funds, and the project fell
Commercial 'Taint'
through. We couldn't get the support of the larger radio companies
"Only five out of the 20 members
were willing to taint their radio
who were operating radio stations.

SOLDF

acts

THIS 'VICTORY ROUNDTABLE' was broadcast under sponsorship of
the J. L. Hudson Company, leading Detroit department store, via WWJ — „
and there wasn't a word of commercial copy. Participating were (1 to r) : f1
Frank N. Isbey, chairman, Michigan War Savings Staff; Walter S.
McLucas, chairman of the board, National Bank of Detroit; Harold True,
moderator, of WWJ; Governor Harry Kelly, and Nate S. Shapero, head
of Cunningham Drug Stores and chairman of retail bond sales for
Wayne County.
operation with a commercial announcement. The rest argued that
they would lose listeners if they
started to broadcast commercially.
Copies of the magazine were
shipped to the five cities where the
stations were located and placed on
the newsstands. The commercial
consisted of an excerpt from the
leading article. Within 24 hours
the magazines were sold out. I date
commercial radio from that date.
"Much of the credit for organizing and maintaining the NAB in

point to the BEST
BUY among the four
local radio stations
in CINCINNATI.

the early twenties", Comm. McDonald said, "should go to Paul Klugh,
who died last year. A former Chicago music roll manufacturer, he
came out of retirement to accept
a job as manager of our station,
WJAZ. He served as executive
NAB secretary without pay and
did a splendid job of keeping the
group alive and functioning. He
later became a vice-president of
Zenith.
"Today, twenty years later, radio is on the threshold of its greatest era of development. With aviation and chemistry, radio will dominate the post-war expansion period. But it is not without reminiscent nostalgia that I look upon
those foundling days of the broadcasting industry and the birth of
In 1923, Comm. McDonald was
the NAB".
a pioneer in radio. Twenty years
later, he is still a radio pioneer.
Under his direction Zenith a few
years ago erected Chicago's first
and the
W51C,
FM station,
njfirst
television
station,
W T city's
Z R,
operain
now
are
which
of
both
tion.

io

The Cincinnati Station of Assured

Sales Action

Basic Blue Network
. . 5,000 Waffs Day and Night
National kept.
SPOT SALES, INC . . New Vort
Chicago . Son

r
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Fly Hopes All Television
Patents Can Be Shared
EXPRESSING hope that after the
war some way can be worked out
to make available to all manufacturers of television equipment all
television patents, Chairman James
Lawrence Fly of the FCC at his
news conference last Monday declined to "get his neck out further
at this time" by making any predictions as to what means might be :i
taken to work out such a program.
It would be natural to expect
that the three companies which
have done most of the research in
television would have most of the
patents, he said, though some important ones would be held by other
companies and the Government itself might hold some.

GEORGE SPRAGUE, transmitter
engineer of WIOD, has received a
commission in the Navy as Radio
Technician and is stationed at the
Naval Air Base at Opa Locka, Fla.
HAROLD STEPHENS of WLPM,
Suffolk, Va., has received his 3rd class
radio-telephone license. Mr. Stephens
has been in radio 10 years and came
to WLPM from WFPG Atlantic City,
where he was announcer.
MARIE ONNIGAN has joined KPRO,
Riverside,mercialCal.
She ahasyear,
heldcoming
her comlicense for
up
from the rank of "ham" to jobs on
KFRO, Longview Tex., and KHUB,
Watsonville, Cal. William H. Frost
has joined KPRO as chief operator.
He has worked at WDSM, Duluth
cisco. ,
and Superior, and KJBS, San Fran-

Hallicrafters Cited Again
HALLICR AFTERS Co., Chicago,
have again been cited for excellence in the production of communications equipment by the addition
"E"
Army-Navy
to their
of stars The
Burgee.
award
was accepted
for the comnany by W. J. Halligan
and R. W. Durst.

DAVID W. JEFFERIES, until reconnected withBellevue,
the Naval
search cently
Laboratory,
D. ReC, i
has joined KINY, Juneau, Alaska, as j
resident engineer-in-charge.
JAMES
WILLSON McFARLANE
announcer-technician of KMPC, Bakersfield, Cal., has received a commission in the Navy and left April 15 j
for indoctrination at Tucson.

, radio direcDORRELL
W. WARD
executive of Henri,
tor and account
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, and previously with Paul Raymer, and manager of Westinghouse stations WOWO
and WGL, Fort Wayne, has joined
C. E. Hooper Inc., as manager of the
station reports department.

GINNY SIMMS, star of the weekly
NBC Johnny Presents Ginny Simms,
sponsored by Philip Morris & Co.
(cigarettes), has been signed to a
term contract by MGM. First musical
film, as yet untitled, is scheduled for
production in May.
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lublic

Expected
Purse;

to Cut

Communist

•USE action to bar three mem!s of the FCC's Foreign Broadt Intelligence Service from the
lieral payroll will be asked withthe next two weeks, following
estigation of the men by the
:s committee and special submiittee of the House Appropriais Committee.
The Dies Committee had conded that three men, Dr. Good1 Watson, chief of the analysis
tion; Dr. William E. Dodd, asant news editor, and Dr. Fred:k Schuman, principle political
dyst of the German section, had
nmunist affiliations [Broadcast;, Feb. 6, April 15.] A House appriations subcommittee, under
Kerr (D-N. C), last week
811 leld the Dies charges against
first two, but said it "did not
i sufficient evidence to support
recommendation of unfitness"
linst Dr. Schuman.
l report sustaining the Dies
rges against Dr. Watson and
Dodd was adopted by the full
propriations Committee WednesIt is expected that the comfit ;tee will amend its next appropriations bill to bar these two men
m the public payroll. A similar
ion against Dr. Watson last year
s thwarted when the conference
iftjjimittee struck the amendment
ick rm the Independent Offices Apot: a.priations Bill.
in effort to add a provision cut? Dr. Schuman from the payilGHT
OF

Men

Link

From

Charged

roll may also be offered, a representative of the Dies committee
said. He pointed out that the Kerr
committee had not given Dr.
Schuman a clean bill of health, but
had merely stated there was insufficient evidence against him.
In the case of Dr. Watson, the
Kerr committee reported that he
was a member of twelve groups
which "the court of public opinion
has found subversive and unAmerican". Dr. Dodd was linked
with two such groups, and was
cited for fraternalizing with Harry
Bridges, West Coast labor leader.
"In the organization of our
armed forces we know that no officer is permitted to lead our boys
upon the battlefronts who advocates
a philosophy of destruction and
overthrow of our institutions and
Government," the report said. "If
our military leaders on the farflung battle fronts have deemed it
wise and necessary to safeguard
and protect our boys against false
and distorted doctrines and philosophies, itwould seem necessary
and important that we on the home
front give a similar safeguard and
protection to our soldiers and
citizens."
Dr. Watson draws $6,500 a year.
Dr. Dodd, son of the former U. S.
ambassador to Germany, and political opponent of Rep. Howard
Smith (D-Va.) in 1938, gets
$3,200. Dr. Schuman's salary is
$5,600.

ALL

WBS

SALES
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Fightin'
Fiddler
FROM
Howard
Chernoff
comes a note on a "very aggressive type of hillbilly"
employed on WCHS, Charleston, W. Va. Donald Layton,
23-year-old base fiddler on the
station is now shooting the
guns of an Army Air Forces
plane in North Africa. Stepping up the rhythm he
learned as radio musician,
Donald played his theme
song "You'll Never Smile
Again" and shot down two
Axis planes.

Searle

on

New

Job

DON

SEARLE, new general manager of KGO, San Francisco, has
arrived at his new post and taken
on a tour of his staff by Don E.
Gilman, vice-president in charge of
the BLUE network's Western division. Mr. Searle formerly was
manager of KOIL, Omaha, and
KFOR, Lincoln. He succeeds at
KGO, W. B. Ryan, who moved to
the general managership of KFIKECA, Los Angeles.
B&B in Canada
BAUER & BLACK (Canada),
Toronto (Blue Jay corn plasters)
on May 17 starts one-minute musical transcribed spot campaign five
times weekly on 18 Canadian stations. Account was placed by Cockfield Brown & Co., Toronto.

• Broadcast

FOR

18

WINNERS

— the radio champions who led the
field in the 1942 Fame-Motion Picture
Daily Poll— all heard over
WMAQ
BILL STERN
BING
KEN

— Best Sports Announcer.

CROSBY— Best Master of Ceremonies, Best Male Vocalist (popular).
CARPENTER

FANNY

— Best Announcer.

BRICE — Best Comedienne.

FIBBER McGEE
Comedy Team.

& MOLLY

— Best

RICHARD
CROOKS-Best
Vocalist (classical).

IIS CHARGE

AD WIGHT, Vice-President of
rid Broadcasting System and
ager of World's Chicago office
,ce 1937, has been placed in
charge of all sales
for the transcription company and
has transferred
his headquarters
to New York. Mr.
Wight will continue to spend a
week
of each
month in Chicago.
Graduated from
Harvard in 1926,
Mr. Wight
Read Wight spent
ee years as a professional actor
theatrical
manager before
ing the sales promotion departt of Packard Motor Co. in Deit. A short period as sales manr of the Greenhall Co., New
rk brokerage house, was folded by a sales position with Proc& Gamble Co. Mr. Wight toured
nada for P&G, later working in
company's Cincinnati office bee joining H. W. Kastor & Sons,
'cago, as radio director in 1933.
uring his year at Kastor, Wight
It and wrote such shows as the
lch Grape Juice Irene Rich seYou Be the Judge for Teaell?"ry Gum and also introduced
«i« .Vminute transcriptions on a na' nal scale for Pluto Water. He
j°,
in June, 1934. He is
V i"feed
TriedWorld
and has
two children.
ill.

FCC

Advertising

Male

TOSCANINI— Best Symphonic Conductor.
BOB HOPE — Champion of Champions,
Best Comedian, Best Comedy Show.
DINAH

SHORE— Best Female Vocalist

(popular), Year's outstanding New Star.
VIC AND SADE— Best Daytime Serial.
ONE MAN'S
matic Serial.
KRAFT MUSIC
Program.
INFORMATION
Show.

FAMILY -Best

Dra-

HALL— Best Variety
PLEASE— Best Quiz

ARMY HOUR— Best Government War
Program.
These stars-of-stars have built and are holding a vast radio audience for your campaign.
In the great Chicago Market, it's m

50,000 Watts • 670 Kc.
Represented Nationally by the NBC Spot Offices
NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO WASHINGTON CLEVELAND
DENVER SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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jHUMBING

through the Indianapolis telephone directory, calling numbers at
Ts
random, Ralph Edwards, originator of Truth or Consequences,
sat at a WIRE microphone and
aired his conversations with participants on what men and women
are doing in war production and
what women are doing to replace
men in essential activities. The conversations contained specific advice about ways women can help
in war work, inquiries regarding
family members already in war
work, and instructions about manpower needs in the community and
where to learn more about the subject. The program, handled by Mr.
Edwards on the eve of his appearance in Indianapolis on the War
Bond selling tour of Truth or Consequences, is titled Know Thy
Neighbor and will be m.c.'d on
WIRE by Wally Nehrling on Friday nights 9:30-9:45 (PCWT).
*
* *
Coffee Chorus
ADDED FEATURE of the weekly
NBC Johnny Presents Ginny
Simms, sponsored by Philip Morris
& Co. (cigarettes, tobacco), are the
two $100 War Bonds now awarded
to serviceman and civilian submitting winning chorus for the tune,
"I Love Coffee, I Love Tea". Original was written by Vick Knight,
producer of The Biow Co. on the
weekly half hour series. He is turning over all royalties accruing from
its publication to a birthday party
fund for service men away from
home. In addition to the weekly
awards, two $1,000 War Bonds will
be given as grand prizes at the end
of four weeks.

Hit

It

PROGRAMS
Feature Quotes
TWO new programs have been
added to WCAU, Philadelphia.
Open House, 3 :30-4 :30 p.m., is used
to introduce new talent. Program
includes, besides guests, Ross Mullholland and Hugh Walton sharing
m.c. duties; Jimmy Saunders, Doris
Havens, Marion Mason, Dolores
O'Neill, Bon Bow, Elizabeth Hill,
Gene Connolly, the Merry Malones,
the Velvet Violins and Johnny
Warrington's studio orchestra.
Spontaneity features the show,
which follows no set format. The
second program Quote and Unquote,
11:55 p.m. to midnight, features
Robin Flynn in quotes from news
analyses and columns carried by
Philadelphia newspapers.
*
* *
Listener Phones
A CASH GIVEAWAY program,
with listeners telephoning the station instead of the station calling
the listener, is sponsored daily at
10:30 a.m. by the Baltimore
Markets, chain stores, on WFIL,
Philadelphia. A dart is thrown at a
map of Philadelphia to determine
the winners. When an address in
one of the city blocks is announced,
the first resident of that block to
call the station within two minutes
gets a prize. The listener does not
have to be at home to be eligible.

Hard-

Mttowfl

How It grows
ALLYING ITSELF with the Victory Garden group of the Civilian
Defense Volunteer Office, WEAF,
New York, is participating in a
project to plant model victory gardens on a plot on the Charles M.
Schwab estate, one of the "show
places" of New York. Following
the official opening, featured with
a special broadcast on WEAF, the
station is presenting weekly rereports on the progress of the gardens, including official, practical
information for amateur gardeners, tieing in with the problems
encountered in the "Victory Garden." Station is installing lines to
the Schwab estate to carry the
programs. Merton Emmert, farm
authority of WEAF, will also cover
the project in his daily Modern
Farmer program, heard 6:30 a.m.
Emmert and other garden experts
will supervise the work of several
families selected by the CDVO to
cultivate the plot.
Spanish Lessons
IN THE LATIN trend, KMOX, St.
Louis, is rebroadcasting transcriptions of Spanish lessons that originate on WQXR, New York, under
direction of Time, Inc., publishers
of Time and Life magazines. The
St. Louis Spanish series is sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce,
which distributes study sheets to
accompany the course. Primarily
entertainment, based on the efforts
of an American businessman to
learn Spanish, they are intended
as u supplement for regular lessons.
News for Children

Batting-average of the Per Capita Buying Power
of this new rich market is up . . . leads U. S.
average by $111/
Annual income over ($320,000,000) in 1942
exceeds tourist income in any year.
In dollar

volume

Miami's

share

•miami (Dade
Effective
Buyingcounty
Power ^represented over 47% of total retail
Per Capita . . . : . $982
sales in Florida's three major
U. S. Average . . . $871
markets in 1942.
( 42 SM Estimate I
Hit this 12-months-a>
(

WIOD Covers This New
Rich Market As Completely
As Miami's

5000

year market now.
and break ground

Magic Sun

NEWS of world and local events
written in terms understandable to
elementary school children is broadcast over WSNY, Schenectady,
9:45-9:55 a. m., Tuesdays and
Thursdays, under sponsorship of
the Northeastern Radio Council.
Results show the program, written
by P. Schuyler of Schenectady Education Dept., is the greatest single
stimulus for map studv in the
schools. Children are also led to
further study of the peoples and
countries mentioned in the news.

WATTS

FULL
TIME
DIRECTIONAL (PM)

For Debates
IN
COOPERATION
with tb
Treasury
Department
and th>
OPA, OWI and OCD, Mutual start]
a program for students in the naJ
tion's high schools April 20. Titled
My Part in the War, the five]
week
series will feature talk!
by
Dr.
Thomas
Briggs
College, Columbia
U. ofDr.Teacher'!
Brigg
will discuss various topics of pub
lie interest related to the war ef
fort, with the intent of presenting
material for debates among higl
school listeners. Listening group]
will
be organized throughout thtj
country.
*
* *
'Truth' Sells More Bonds
WITH THE SALE of $10,619,42;;!
in War Bonds for admission to tht
Indianapolis broadcast of Truth o\
Consequences, the NBC quiz pro
gram has in five weeks passed it:
goal of $20,000,000, figure set foi
a 13-week bond selling tour which
started in Pawtucket, March 133
War Bond sales at Indianapolis ami]
said to top all standing sales rec
ords at any broadcast, show, rally
or drive.
Juke Box Night
LIST of latest song hits that are t(
be played on the program Juke Boa
Saturday Night is read over the air
with an invitation to the listener:
of WCED, DuBois, Pa., to call ir
and vote for their favorite. Run
ning from 7:30 to 9:00 Saturdaj
night, with most of the time sold t(
local and national sponsors, th«
program features both old favorites
and modern tunes. The numbei
winning the Saturday night votinc
is used as
theme
song by
a loca'
sponsor
for a the
program
following
Freedom Speaks
# # '#
USING on
each broadcast
speeches
on freedom
made bysevera'
work
leaders during and just before the
present war started, KEX, Port
land, Ore., presents Freedom
Speaks each Sunday night at 9 : 15i
Lipman, Wolfe & Co., local department store, sponsors the new 15-!
minute program, with commercial
copy, brief and strictly institutional, being used largely for Red
Cross messages.
* * *
Radio Jamboree
FIRST in a new series of programs
to be sponsored by various large!
manufacturers to strengthe
Southern Connecticut's war effor
was held last week in Hartfori
and broadcast by WTTC. Governo
Baldwin and Wythe Williams, newi
of
commentator,
spoke,
and
Gene
and1
Glenn, WTIC comedians, conducted
a humorous quiz among 2,500 emNiles-Bement-Pond;
Division ployesofof the
Pratt
& Whitney who!
attended the radio jamboree.
50 00 WATTS

postfor your
war profits.
MORE

■

POWER
MORE LISTENERS
MORE SALES

1 3 3 0 KILOCYCLES
V
ft>ll

5,000 WATTS
610 KC
NBC
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Savannah,
Georgia $$$
WTOC
w
CBS - UP News - 5,000 Watts
Reps: the KATZ AGENCY
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ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
The roster of advertiser! using WEVD year
National
Advertising.
List "Who's
on request.
Who" in
reads like
offer year
HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR
WEVD— 117 W. 46th Street, New York, N. Y.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Blind Date
A WEEKLY DATE for a man in
uniform is provided by KTUC,
Tucson, Ariz., on a half -hour weekly program called Blind Date. The
Special Service Officer of the Army
air base at Tucson each week selects asoldier on the basis of meritorious service, while the Women's
Defense League selects the girl.
Boy meets girl on the broadcast
and they attend a dinner and dancing party provided in their honor
by a local Tucson hotel.

PAINTING DONATED by Artist
t Tom Lea was auctioned by KTSM,
El Paso, during an evening-long
War Loan Jamboree, brought $275,000 in War securities from the El
Paso Electric Co., and stimulated
total sales of a million-and-a-quarter. Titled "Pass of the North",
the painting is the final working
model of a mural in the El Paso
I Federal Court House. With the
painting (1 to r), are the artist,
KTSM Manager Karl Wyler, and
, E. H. Hill, president of the utility
company, which
is
$
$ a $radio user.
Saturday Smorgasbord
CREATED for the Saturday
morning women's audience, 1010:30 Saturday Smorgasbord
started on KSTP, Minneapolis-St.
Paul, April 24, featuring Randy
Merriman in Dollars for Dillies,
(which pays cash for audience participation instunts and for odd objects; Del Franklyn heading the
White Elephant Club, a swap-shop
activity; announcing by Jimmy
Valentine, Bee Baxter m.c.ing, with
music
by a combination under
■Leonard Leigh, musical director.
The Little Gem department includes
dramatic cast and verse-speaking
choir.
* * *
Shortwave Relay
RELAYED from the shortwave
r|stations of various United Nations
countries, summaries of war com^muniques and domestic news are
presented on BLUE in a weekly
half-hour world news round-up
program, entitled United Nations
News Review. News is prepared at
the point of origination and is read
in English by an announcer. RCA
Communications Inc. receives the
foreign transmissions. Program is
designed to further the "good
neighbr r" policy.

When you see the
Above Coat of Arms
You Think of Nova Scotia
When You Think of
Nova Scotia
You Must Think of

Rep: WEED

&

CO
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RECORDING

BLANK

Manpower Quiz
QUESTIONS and answers on the
nation's manpower problem are
featured on a weekly quarter-hour
Mutual program begun April 12,
titled Manpower Ltd. Theodore
Granik, moderator of Mutual's
American Forum of the Air conducts and directs the series. Fowler V. Harper, deputy chairman of
the War Manpower Commission,
answers questions submitted by
Mr. Granik, or by individuals whose
voices are picked up from various
parts of the country.
Stump The Band
STUMPING musicians of the
WDGY, Minneapolis, staff orchestra is the aim of John McKnight,
announcer, as he reads listener requests "cold" in a program titled
The Stump Us Boys. Sponsored by
the Manchester Biscuit Co., Monday through Friday, 1:45-2 p.m.,
the program has drawn as many
as 1,200 pieces of mail in one day.

USE

...

THE

anywhere.

city's deof the
daily by members
partment of markets,
an additional
talk by a member of the CDVO,
and several weekly features, including a program in which NYU students take part.
* ^ ^

While

Davis Follower
FOLLOWING Elmer Davis on
NBC Friday nights, KGW, Portland, Ore., has started a 15-minute
program handled by Day Foster,
war program manager, in which
the head of a local Government
agency is interviewed on some
phase of the war effort. The show
is aired from the local War Information Bureau.
Backyard ABC
BACKYARD farmers of Louisville
get help from WAVE in the form
of booklets called The ABC of Victory Gardens. The books contain
32 pages of information for every
size garden and during April are
sent free to listeners on request.
Defense plants in the area have
distributed hundreds of the booklets for employees planning victory

withstand

MONOGRAM

base disc that will safely

mailing, all ordinary handling, shipment
Monogram

discs are lightweight, un-

affected bytemperatures above 40°F. or excessive
humidity, have a remarkably long shelf life.
the composition

base is not as smooth

as the

glass base used for the highest quality recording
discs, the coating material is exactly the same, giving
the same

cutting qualities, frequency response and

long playing life. Surface noise is slightly higher than
that of glass discs but at the same time well below
that of the best commercial

phonograph

With

from

metal discs withdrawn

Monogram

has become

records.

use, the Presto

the most practical disc for

recording in the field, for recordings to be mailed to
distant points and those subjected to frequent handling. Thousands of monograms
military services of the United

are used by the

Nations

and by the

larger radio stations for delayed broadcasts. Made

in

all sizes, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 16 inches. Order a sample
package of 10 discs today.

♦ JfE
Home Front Facts

REPORTS on acts of OPA, Civilian Defense and other agencies
effecting wartime living are aired
on The Civilian Defense Calendar,
nightly on WMRN, Marion, O., by
the Universal Cooler Corp. of Marion and the Ohio Locomotive Crane
Co., Bucyrus.

• Broadcast

PRESTO

a paper composition

Students Participate
TO KEEP housewives informed on
food rationing developments,
WNYC, New York, has augmented
its consumer broadcasts. Current
schedule calls for three broadcasts

gardens.

S~
The Key StationNof
~the
H
Maritimes
at Halifax
C

WHEN

Advertising

In Other Cities, Phone . . . ATLANTA, Jock. 4372 • BOSTON, Bel. 45 10
CHICAGO, Hor. 4240 • CLEVELAND, Me. 1565 • DALLAS, 37093 • DENVER,
Ch.4277 • DETROIT, Univ. 1-0180 • HOLLYWOOO, Hil.9133 • KANSAS
CIT1C, Vic. 4631 • MINNEAPOLIS, Atlantic 4216 • MONTREAL, Mar. 6368
TORONTO, Hud. 0333 • PHILADELPHIA, Penny. 0542 • ROCHESTER,
Cul. 5548 . SAN FRANCISCO, Su. 8854 ♦ SEATTLE, Sen. 2560
WASHINGTON, D. C, Shop. 4003— DUI. 1640
World's Largest Manufacturers of Instantaneous Sound Recording Equipment and Discs

PRESTO
RECORDING CORP.
242WEST55thST.H.Y.
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Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
APRIL 17 TO APRIL

Decisions . . .
APRIL 20
KOBH, Rapid City, S. D.— Denied motion
for grant of CP install new transmitting
equipment, and change transmitter location, DA-N, change 1400 to 610 kc, 250 w.
to 5 kw. ; designated further hearing on additional issues ; granted petition of WDAF
to intervene in hearing.
WMAN, Marinette, Wise. — Denied petition for reconsideration of Dec. 15, 1942,
hearing order on appliation for mod. license
to increase power and grant without hearing.
West Allis Broadcasting Co., West Allis,
Wise. — Denied petition for reconsideration
of Commission order of Jan. 4, 1943, denying CP for new station.
WPTZ, Philadelphia— Granted license
cover CP in part for commerial television
station; extended completion date.
Balaban & Katz, Chicago — Granted CP
for experimental television station using
facilities of WBKB, Channel 2, 4 kw. peak
visual, 2 kw. aural, A5, special for FM
(aural) emission.
W3XO, Washington, W9XYH, Duluth,
W8XFM, Cincinnati W2XWG, New Yorkgranted licenses for temp. Class 2 experimental broadcast stations.
FM stations granted license renewals to
May 1, 1944 : W45V W47NV W47P W49FW
W51C W51R W53H W53PH W55M.
W5XAU, Oklahoma City — License extended temp, pending decision on renewal
application.
W9XLA, Denver — Same.
W45BR, Baton Rougre — License extended
temp, pending receipt of and action on renewal application.
Non-commercial educational stations
granted license renewals to May 1, 1944 :
WBOE, Cleveland, WIUC, Urbana, WNYE,
Brooklyn.
KALW, San Francisco — (Educational)
License extended temp, pending action on
application for license renewal.
WBKY, Beattyville, Ky.— Same.
W8XUM, Columbus — Granted license renewal to March 1, 1944 (facsimile).
W9XWT, Louisville, Ky.— Same.
W2XWE, Albany, N. Y.— License extended temp, pending receipt of and action on renewal application.
W2XBD, Schenectady — Granted license
renewal to April 1, 1944 (ST).
APRIL 21
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex. — Granted continuance hearing on mod. license for 860 kc,
500 w. N, 5 kw. D, unlimited to June 3,
1943.
WLAP, Lexington, Ky. — Granted postponement to June 28, 1943, hearing on
CP for 630 kc, 1 kw., unlimited, DA-DN.
WHKC, Columbus, O., KXOK, St. Louis,
WMAL, Washington — Granted petition to
intervene in WLAP hearing.
WKRC, Cincinnati — Denied petition to
intervene in WLAP hearing.
April 22
KDYL, Salt Lake City— Scheduled oral
argument May 12 on application for CP
change frequency, increase power, etc.
(Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions No. B-171).
KXYZ, Houston, Tex.— Granted license
to cover CP for change frequency, increase power, etc.
KTHR, Houston, Tex.— Granted license
to cover CP new transmitter, etc.

Tentative Calendar . . .
WLAP, Lexington, Ky.— CP 630 kc, 1
kw., unlimited; DA-DN (April 26). Petition for postponement pending.
WJRM, Elkins, W. Va.— Mod. CP for
1240 kc, 250 w., unlimited (April 29).
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex. — Motion continue
hearing scheduled May 3 (April 21).

to WOV

ARNOLD HARTLEY, program director of WGES, Chicago foreign
language station, on May 11 will
head the program operations of
WOV, New York. Mr. Hartley, a
graduate of the U. of Chicago, attended the Sorbonne, Paris, speaks
French, German, Italian, Spanish,
and is an expert on foreign language programming.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. and
affiliates have subscribed to $39,500,000
in U. S. Government Second War Loan
bonds, according to Gerard Swope,
president.

Swiss Colony Series
ITALIAN SWISS Colony, San
Francisco, on April 13 started
sponsoring the thrice weekly quarter-hour evening Colony Serenade
on WBBM, Chicago. Contract is
for 52 weeks. Agency is Leon Livingston Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
136

Alpine, N.
Broadcast
15,610 sq.
station

WDLP, Panama City, Fla.— Modify license increase power from 100 w. day, 250
w. night to 250 w. fulltime.
NEW, Frequency B'casting Corp., Brooklyn— Reinstate application for CP on 43,700
kc, covering 14,400 sq. mi.

Hartley

• April 26, 1943
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22 INCLUSIVE
APRIL 22
NEW, Edwin H. Armstrong,
I. — License for High Frequency
station on 43,100 kc, covering
mi.
( Formerly experimental
W2XMN).

Applications . . .
APRIL 19
WSJS, Winston-Salem — License cover
CP as mod. for new equipment, DA-DN,
change frequency, increase power, move
transmitter.
Roy C. Kelley, Grand Rapids, Mich. —
Authority to transmit programs to CKLW,
Windsor, Ont., from Grand Rapids.
KRNR, Roseburg, Ore. — Mod. license increase 100 w. N, 250 D to 250 DN.
WTAL, Tallahassee, Fla.— Vol. assignment license to Capital City Broadcasting
Corp.

Page

TEN

of the

To

Engineering

top ten tunes from the standpoint of network audience coverage
during the week ended April 21,
according to the copyrighted Audience Coverage index survey of the
Office of Research-Radio Division,
New York, are as follows:
As Time Goes By
I've Heard That Song Before
Brazil
You'd Be So Nice To Come Home To
That Old Black Magic
Don't Get Around Much Any More
It Can't Be Wrong
Taking A Chance On Love
Could It Be You
Let's Get Lost
Satevepost Schedule
CURTIS Publishing Co., Philadelphia, has realigned its New York
radio promotion for the Saturday
Evening Post. Publication is using
three 10-minute periods and three
participating announcements a
week on WNEW's Make Believe
Ballroom; Do You Know the Answer?, five-minute cash give-away
program thrice-weekly on WOV;
one-minute transcribed announcements three to eight times weekly
on WOR, WQXR, WEAF, WJZ,
WABC. Agency is Macfarland,
Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
AUTHOR
of "Guadalcanal
Diary,"
INS correspondent
Richard Tregaskis,
was named winner on April 20 of the
annual George R. Holmes Memorial
Trophy Contest for 1942. The trophy
is awarded for outstanding work by
an INS reporter. Close second was the
"team" of W. K. Hutchinson and Jack
Vincent, of INS Washington Bureau,
for their 29-hour beat on the sentencingteursandin Washington.
execution of six Nazi sabo-

Lick

The

Personnel

Problem!

— IF you have limited license holders on your
engineering staff . . .
— IF you are in need of qualified engineering
personnel with technical ability . . .
— IF you are employing non-draftable men and
women with limited technical experience . . .
. . . then CREI extension courses in Practical Radio Engineering will enable you to train your staff on the job.
CREI will train them to acquire the necessary knowledge
and ability. Face conditions now — get ready and start
training non-draftable men and women for replacements.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE

INFORMATION

TODAY

Outline your technical manpower problems. W e will furnish you complete data and outline the CREI course of
training which applies to your particular setup. No obligation, ofcourse — write today; to —
E. H. Guilford,
CAPITOL

RADIO

ENGINEERING

INSTITUTE

Dept. B-4, 3224 16th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

BROADCASTING

Wet work iKccounh
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
SCHENLEY IMPORT Corp., New York
(Cresta Blanca wine) on April 21 adds
five CBS southern stations (WREC WTIC
WRDW WSPA WCSC) to Cresta Blanca
Carnival, making a total of 66 CBS stations, Wed., 10:30-11 p.m. Agency: William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y.
KAY JEWELRY Co., Oakland, Cal. (retail chain) , on May 2 starts Bob Andersen
— News, on 5 CBS California stations
(KNX KARM KROY KGDM KQW) . Sun.,
5:45-5:55 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Sidney
Garfinkel Adv., San Francisco.
McMAHAN FURNITURE Co., Santa
Monica, Cal. (retail chain), on April 15
started for 52 weeks, Phil McHugh, News
Analyst, on 5 Don Lee Pacific stations
(KHJ KPMC KFRE KFXM KYOS) , Mon.,
thru Sat., 7:30-7 :45 a.m. (PWT). Agency:
M.C.M. Agency, Santa Monica, Cal.
ANGLO-SAXON Assn., San Francisco (religious), on April 18 started for 13 weeks,
Rev. V. W. McCain on 8 Don Lee Pacific
stations (KFRC KIEM KCVC KDON
KYOS KMYC KFRE KHSL), Sun., 8:459 p.m. (PWT). Placed direct.
PETRI WINES Co., San Francisco (wines),
on April 30 starts for 52 weeks, Sherlock
Holmes on 32 MBS stations, Fri., 8:30-8:55
p.m., with West Coast transcribed repeat,
Wed., 8:30-8:55 p.m. (PWT). Agency:
Erwin Wasey Co., San Francisco.
Renewal Accounts
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New York
( Lucky Strikes ) , on May 1 renews for 52
weeks Your Hit Parade on 119 CBS stations. Sat., 9-9:45 p.m. (rebroadcast, 12
N.
Y.
midnight).
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding,
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New York (Philip
Morris cigarettes) , on May 2 renews
Crime Doctor on 117 CBS stations, Sun.,
8:30-8:55 p.m. Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.
P. LORILLARD Co., N. Y. (Old Gold
cigarettes), on April 28 renews Sammy
Kaye and Orchestra on 117 CBS stations, Wed., 8-8:30 p.m. (Rpt. 12 midnight). Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
Network Changes
CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia, 111.
(hand lotion), on April 25 discontinues
First Nighter, Saturdays 5 :30-6 p.m., on
98
MBS Chicago.
stations. Agency: Wallace-FerryHanley,
OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS Co., Toledo
(institutional), on May 10 starts Fletcher
Wiley and David Broekman's Orchestra on
full CBS network, Mon. thru Fri., 4-4:25
p.m. Agency: D'Arcy Adv. Co., N. Y.
COCA COLA Co., Atlanta, on April 25
only shifted The Pause That Refreshes on
the Air from New York to Mexico City
on 118 CBS stations, Sun., 4:30-5 p.m.
Agency: D'Arcy Adv. Co., New York.

FCC

Information

Post

Vacant as Jones Quits
MARKING the third change in
FCC information personnel since
July, 1942, Edgar M. Jones, acting
director of information, resigned
from the Commission April 17 to
accept a public relations job with
ODT. Mr. Jones, who had been
with the Commission since April 1,
1942, served as acting information
director since the resignation last
month of Russell Clevenger.
First change in FCC information chiefs occurred July 7, 1942,
when Maj. George 0. Gillingham
went on military leave. Mr. Jones
acted as director of information
until the appointment of Mr. Clevenger, Sept. 1, 1942, and resumed
the post when Mr. Clevenger left
to join N. W. Ayer, New York. At
present the FCC information post
is vacant.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Wanted

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wonted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted

tation Managership — Open in eastern
major market. Network affiliated station, 1 kw. Salary and commission. Send
complete background to Box 573,
BROADCASTING or. if attending convention, call Broadcasting Magazine,
Palmer House, for details.
Ian or Woman — Experienced in commer: cial radio copy. Send sample and state
. expected
salary.
Apply
to WCSC,
Charleston, South Carolina.
Lnnouncer — Operate studio controls. Good
news man preferred. Immediate opening.
WLDS, Jacksonville, Illinois.
•PERATOR — First class license with some
announcing ability. Permanent position.
Apply Jonas Weiland, WFTC, Kinston,
N. C.
Commercial Manager — 250 watt serving
quarter million in wealthy market. Outpulls larger competing stations — No "has
beens"— no
wanted
— this issalaries
young aggressive
■ outfit
inflation
but real
opportunity — Send full personal information— confidential. Box 559, BROADCASTING.
iNNOUNCER— Permanent
job at good
salary for draft-exempt man who can
ad lib and maintain lively patter on all
i night transcribed program. Lirge mid( western city. Box 557, BROADCASTING.
NNOUNCER-SALESMAN — Permanent
position for right man. Apply Jonas
Weiland, WFTC, Kinston, N. C.
NGINEER-OPERATOR— Florida station
with joint transmitter, control room and
studio operation needs licensed engineer.
Desire man as much interested in correct
use of speech input equipment and program production as in transmission. Excellent proposition for right man. Give
full details of experience and your ideas
of speech input equipment, use, maintenance and your conception of program
production in proper use of turntables,
i mixing panel, etc.; write Box 555,
BROADCASTING.
1NGINEER — Control and transmitter
work for network affiliate. Immediate
opening. Submit experience record, draft
I status and salary. WLAV, Grand Rapids.
Michigan.
innouncer — Experienced. Excellent opportunity. WLOG, Logan, West Virginia.

JNGINEER — Transmitter and/or control
in 5 KW. miiwest station. Box 563,
; BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer — Give Draft status.
transcription. WKRB,
|[ Request
La Crosse,audition
Wisconsin.

Experienced Announcer — Capable of hanI dling news and do good commercial sell(i411 draft
ing job.status
Write giving full particulars,
and salary desired. Send
I
audition
record
to WHBL, Sheboygan.
< Wisconsin.

hief Engineer— Or combination man. Network station splendid Southern city. $75
weekly. Permanent, not succeeding draf| tee. References required. Box 565,
BROADCASTING.

nnouncer — Experienced. Permanent job.
Good
pay. Full details to WALA, Mobile,
Alabama.
COMBINATION — Good commercial announcer and studio technician for remote
| studios of 5 kw net station. State ex, perience and draft status. Box 571
BROADCASTING.

,'rogram Director— Must be good announcer
and continuity writer — real opportunity
! for the right man. State minimum sal[ ary. Box 575, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

•

classiCAPS,
three
issue.
Press

(Continued)

Wanted At Onct! — Draft exempt chief engineer. Good salary, permanent place
for
bama.right man. WMSL, Decatur, AlaSituations Wanted
Sales Manager-General Manager — Record
300% sales increase for big network
affiliate under his sales direction since
1939. No high-pressure, but knowledge
and intelligence coupled with ideas, plain
hard work and a knack for getting on
with people. Fourteen years in radio and
newspaper. Expert in national spot and
network. Excellent agency connections.
Four dependents and 3A. Not a lowpriced man — but worth what he asks.
Box 572, BROADCASTING.
Young man — Draft exempt, college degree
in speech, some experience, desires position as announcer. Can furnish references. Direct replies to E.A.F., 1128 So.
Fifth St., Springfield, Illinois.
Experienced, Capable Announcer — Draft
exempt, thoroughly reliable, good news
and commercial man. Now employed.
Available Mav first. Answer Box 560,
BROADCASTING.
CUB-STUDIO ANNOUNCER— Five months
with Edgar Bill. Seven years as special
events and outdoor show announcer and
commentator. Commercials, news, ad lib.
Age 28 and 4-F. Lee Lott, WMBD,
Peoria.

Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pickups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.
For Sale
KWFC— 250 watts unlimited, Hot Springs,
Arkansas will be sold on May 6th, 1943.
For particulars communicate with Howard A. Shuman, Drake Hotel, Chicago,
Illinois April 26th to 29th, 1943, or
write
him P. O. Box 22, Hot Springs,
Arkansas.
Half interest — In successful 250 watter.
Engineering completed for 1000. Box 574,
BROADCASTING.
Portable Transcription Players — A.C.,
D.C.. $150.00-$100.00 Eyland, Union
Bldg., Cleveland.
Wurlitzer 3 Manual Pipe Organ — Used in
network broadcasting. Will now sacrifice
for quick sale. Located in Pennsylvania.
Inquiries invited to Box 569, BROADCASTING.
LOCAL STATION— With national and
regional money making hook-up. Heavy
local schedule — good profit shown for
years, excellent opportunity for young
man to buy a money making radio station and a home in a good town. Will
bear close investigation. North Central
state. Box 558, BROADCASTING.
For Rent — Federal Field Meter and General Radio Bridge with accessories. Victor
J. Andrew Co., 363 E. 75th St., Chicago.
Presto Recorder — Portable sixteen-inch
Model MCL 16 table, EU 7 amplifier,
FBR pre-amp. American dynamic mike ;
$400. Alfred Rutherford. RR2, Box 214,
Anchorage,
Kentucky. Phone Anchorage
4200.

CHIEF ENGINEER—
Fifteen employment,
years" experience, five years present
experience all phases of broadcasting,
studio, recording, transmitter, directive
antenna, permanent, draft 4F, Married.
Box 556, BROADCASTING.

Draft
Exemptproduction
Young Man
Three Wants
years'
experience
and —acting.
position on production staff; can handle
announcing. Box 553, BROADCASTING.
Program Director — Versatile announcer,
producer, writer. 4-F. First Class Ticket.
Now employed. Seeks permanent position with progressive Western or Midwestern station. Box 562, BROADCASTING.
Secretary — Six years' experience metropolitan station specializing publicity, promotion, merchandising. Interested in
agency or station connection. Box 561,
BROADCASTING.
WOMAN
ANNOUNCER - PRODUCER —
Limited experience. Executive ability.
Excellent educational, musical and dramatic background. Available May 25.
References. Box 570, BROADCASTING.
LOOK! — Move forward with an aggressive
young manager. Business and all around
radio
Write566,please
and we'll
confer. experience.
No draft. Box
BROADCASTING.
Attention Intermountain Radio Stations —
Westernence allman,
years'production,
radio experiphasesninesales,
announcing, wants permanency with appreciative management who needs highest type, dependable, sober man. Now
employed chain affiliated station of
prominence. Draft exempt, married. Box
577, BROADCASTING.
Manpower shortage? — Available; program
director, production manager, script
writer,
newscaster; draft
with exempt.
over 15 Desires
years'
radio experience
permanent position with profitable independent station. Salary requirements $65.
Box 576. BROADCASTING.

Advertising

SURVEY

MADE

Marquette U. Students Canvass
Set Owners
FM SET OWNERS are largely in
the higher income brackets and prefer classical and semi-classical
music. This was revealed in a survey made during March 1943 by
journalism students of Marquette
U. who conducted a house-to-house
canvass.
W55M, FM station in Milwaukee,
furnished
names to
of the
* setstation
owners
from lists supplied
by
FM radio dealers as sets are sold.
Using this list, the students called
at every home and asked a series
of questions.
Homes listening to W55M were
found to be in three income brackets: 23% wealthy, 68% high income
and 9% middle income. Five o'clock
until midnight are the heaviest listening hours, with 42% of owners
listening from 5 to 7 p.m.; 59%, 7
to 10 p.m., and 37%, 10 p.m. to
midnight. Among program types,
classical music was favored by
46%, semi-classical music by 53%,
popular music by 26%, and 14%
liked serials best.
Dawson Is Author
JOE M. DAWSON, president of
Tracy-Locke-Dawson, New York,
and Dallas advertising agency, is
the author of "Life on a Rationing urday
Board,"
appearing
in the
SatEvening
Post. Writer
relates
his experience with gas rationing
as a member of the Manhattan
board.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

CHIEF ENGINEER— 22 years all makes.
Now employed at five thousand per year.
Willing to take substantial reduction in
salary to secure permanent position in
preferred Southern location. Exceptional
reasons for change. Box 554, BROADCASTING.

Broadcast

FM

Station in Secondary Market — In states of
New York, New Jersey or Pennsylvania.
Reliable party. Everything confidential.
Send
full particulars to Box 564,
BROADCASTING.

5SIFIE

Help Wanted

to Buy

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

& Bail
An ky
Organization
of ey
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

RAUL
CONSUL Tim

National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

F GODLEY
RADIO ENGINEERS

MONTCLAHR,

N.J.

MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main St.
the World
Kansas City, Mo. [ X T Hollywood, Ca!.

RING

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

April

26,

1943
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Top-Name

OWI

Suggested
Quarter-Hours
Sponsorship

Radio
countless

homes

carries to
the urgent

war- lime messages of wartime America. And BlawKnox

towers

maintain
maximum

are helping

to

this great service at
dependability

with maximum

and

coverage.

BUW-KPX
VERTICAL

for
Would

Productions
Small

Stations

Be Provided

for Institutional

by

Leading Advertisers
from new national sources based on
By MICHAEL M. SILLERMAN
individual merit of stations.
President
Keystone Broadcasting System Inc.
Third, to afford sponsors an atFOLLOWING exhaustive study of
tractive method of institutional adthe small radio station situation,
vertising directed to a selected audience of millions of listeners in
and discussion with various interested industry and governmental
vast rural and small town areas
for protection and cultivation of
groups, we intend to present the following plan to the forthcoming
advertisers' market now and for
NAB War Conference in Chicago:
the postwar period.
(1) That the radio department
All this should be accomplished
at economical cost on a group basis,
of OWI agree to produce a series
of fifteen minute shows with leadmaking this plan a sound proposiing name talent performers. Each
tion for sponsors.
program could he a miniature verIn view of Elmer Davis' statesion of leading nighttime shows or
ment deprecating government-paid
an entirely new production headed
advertising, we believe this plan
by such artists as Jack Benny, Bob
offers a tangible solution for sevHope, Kate Smith, Fibber McGee
eral problems in conformity with
and Molly, Fred Allen, etc.
often-stated general industry policy
and views concerning government
(2) That the commercial portions of these shows consist entirely
subsidy or government spending.
of special War-effort material with
Particulars and mechanics of the
inspirational presentation of war
plan
are now being refined and will
and victory themes earmarked by
be
ready
for presentation in ChiOWI for broadcasting.
cago next week at the NAB War
Conference.
(3) These programs to be of the
open end variety for institutional
sponsorship by leading national
manufacturers. Said sponsorships
Lt. Tom Harmon Is Safe
to be comparable to campaigns curAfter Army Plane Crash
rently conducted in national magaTOMMY
HARMON has been found
zines and newspapers along similar
safe,
after
being reported overdue
institutional lines by various con10 days on a bomber flight in the
cerns, including many new wartime
South American Area. The exadvertisers.
grid star and WJR, Detroit, sports
(4) Such sponsored programs to
announcer before he enlisted in the
be released to a list of approxiArmy Air Forces, was found in the
mately 200 small radio stations in Brazilian jungles, the Antilles Air
loser or marginal class offering
Task Force Headquarters announced.
highly specialized small town and
Lt. Harmon is now at a South
rural audience; also to any addiAmerican base, and the wreckage
tional stations of sponsors' choice
of his plane has been located. Famfor scientific coverage. This plan
ily, friends, teammates and Michiis aimed at a triple objective:
gan U.'s football coach, who had all
First, to disseminate inspired
expressed their conviction that
war-effort copy through the veHarmon's "ounce of Irish luck"
hicle of nationally famous topflight
would bring him through, were!
talent in areas where this type of
happy at the news. Word reached;
program is not generally heard.
his parents at Ann Arbor, Mich.,}
Second, to deliver vitally-needed
after a special mass had been said
for him.
revenue for relief of small stations

ATSIRS
FM & TELEVISION TOWERS
Our

BLAW-KNOX
DIVISION
of Blaw-Knox Company
2038 Farmers Bank Building
Pittsburgh, l»a.
J'lSTBIOUTOB

farm-listeners are getting

big dough for producing PORK.
Our city-listeners are getting
likewise for packing PORK. Why
don't you be the little piggy that
"goes to town" in this market?

G ELECTRIC
r a y COMPANY
I? a R
!
0/P
NOW

INTO

5000

IVlt

VARKETJ

WATTS

F. C. EIGHMEY
General Manager
CBS AFFILIATE
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War

Conference
Registration
(Continued from page 2b)
George, Carl E., WGAR. Cleveland, Palmer
anston,
George.
WBAP-KGKO, Fort
House.
Worth, Palmer House,
Gillin, John J., WOW, Omaha. Drake.
•ibb. Wayne W., WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis.,
Gimbel, Benedict. WIP, Philadelphia,
Palmer House.
Ambassador-West.
■owther, Frank, WMAZ. Macon, Ga.,
Glade, Earl J., KSL, Salt Lake City,
Palmer House.
Palmer House.
•oyhan,
Arthur H., WJBK. Detroit, Palmer House.
Glickman, Dave, Broadcasting, Los Angeles, Palmer House.
ilmer,
Claude, SESAC, New York.PalGoddard, Fred G., KXRO, Aberdeen,
mer House.
Wash.,
Palmer House.
immings, Harry E., WJAX, JacksonGoldman, Norman R., Broadcasting,
n
ville, Fla., Palmer House,
Washington, Palmer House.
irnutt, Allan A., WCLO, Janesville, Wis.,
Gough, Emile, SESAC, Palmer House.
Palmer House.
Graham,
A. W., WKST, New Castle, Pa.,
D
Palmer House.
idisman, Amos, KFH, Wichita, Kan.,
Graham, L. L., Texas State Network, Palmer House.
Palmer House.
Green, Truman. WFLA, Tampa, Fla.,
thl, Howard, WKBH, La Crosse, Wis.,
Palmer House.
°l :J)Palmer House.
Gregory, S. D., WEAF, New York, Pallit imm, Walter J., WTMJ, Milwaukee,
mer House.
Wis., Ambassador East,
Grimes, Mr. and Mrs. H. E., KOME, Tulsa,
iniel, Harben, WSAV, Savannah, Palmer
Palmer
House.
House.
list
Gross, Irvin, Edw. Petry & Co., Palmer
ivenport, James A., WATL, Atlanta,
House.
Palmer House.
Guyer, Sanford, WLVA, Lynchburg, Va.,
tvid, William R., General Electric Co.,
Palmer House.
Schenectady, Palmer House,
ivis, Charles E., WWPG, Palm Beach,
H
Fla., Palmer House.
Stall Hvis, Russell, KMA, Shenandoah, la.
Hagman,mer House.
C. T., WTCN, Minneapolis, Pal.jan, Lorraine, Cincinnati, Palmer House.
Hager, merKolin
7:inert, Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.,
WPEN,
PhilaHouse. D., WGY, Schenectady, Paldelphia, Palmer House.
»nny, Herbert, Standard Radio, Dallas,
Hahn, George R., KSOO, Sioux Falls, S. D.
rwing, Harold L., WCBS, Springfield,
Haid, Allen A., WHIZ, Zanesville, O.,
Palmer House.
111., Sherman.
Halff, Hugh A. L., WOAI, San Antonio,
eringer, Frank A., WFMJ, Youngstown.
Drake.
IB rks, Dietrich, KTRI, Sioux City, la.,
Halley, merGeorge,
KMBC, Kansas City, PalPalmer House.
House.
>byns, C. Merwin, KGER, Long Beach.
Hanson, O. B., NBC, Palmer House.
Palmer House.
Hardy, merRalph,
House. KSL, Salt Lake City, Pallolittle,
Franklin, WDRC, Hartford,
ill Conn., Palmer
House.
Harlow, Roy L., BMI, Palmer House.
>ran, Dorothy, WAKR, Akron. Palmer
Harris, Graham, SESAC, Palmer House.
House.
Harris, Wiley P., WJDX, Jackson, Miss.,
jwdell, John T. WIBX, Utica, N. Y.,
Palmer House.
Palmer House.
Haverlin, Carl, BMI, Palmer House.
aughon,
Jack M., WSIX. Nashville, PalHayford, Beecher, WJEP, Jacksonville,
mer House.
Fla., Palmer House.
-iscoll
.Gerard
B.,
WTAD,
Quincy,
IllHeiney, John, Broadcasting, WashingPalmer House.
ton, Palmer House.
Mond, Joe, KXEL, Waterloo, Iowa,
Heintz, Jack, WCBS, Springfield, 111.,
Morrison.
Sherman.
mean, L. J., WDAK, West Point, Ga.,
Henkin, Joseph, KSOO, Sioux Falls, S. D.,
Palmer House.
Palmer House.
Henkin, Morton, KSOO, Sioux Falls, S. D.,
Palmer House.
W, H. E., WKRC,
Cincinnati, Palmer
Henkin,
Ruth, KSOO, Sioux Falls, S. D.,
in tt tH ■
Palmer House.
e a atherton, James L., WCBI, Columbus,
Hennessey,
Philip J., Jr., Washington,
Palmer House.
Palmer House.
)0ri 1Miss.,
ton,
Joe,
WHAS,
Louisville,
Ky.,
Palmer
Hicks, Virgil C, KTSM, El Paso.
it! AHouse.
Hinkle, mer Felix,
Canton, O., PalHouse. WHBC,
intb (ighmey, F. C, KGLO, Mason City, la
Palmer House,
isAi lias,
Hirsch,
Oscar
C,
KFVS,
Cape Girardeau,
Don S., WWNC, Asheville, N. C,
Mo., Palmer House.
Palmer House.
Hoffman,
Edward,
WMIN, Minneapolis,
Imer, John, WCBM, Baltimore, Palmer
Palmer House.
House.
Hoffman,
Phil,
WNAX,
Yankton, S. D.,
SoutV vin, Ralph, WLOK, Lima, O., Palmer
Palmer House.
House.
Hollister, Herb, KANS, Wichita, Palmer
lwood, John W., NBC, San Francisco,
House.
Palmer House.
Holt, Hillis, Atlantic Coast Network, New
mery, W., WTAD, Quincy, 111., Palmer
York, Palmer House.
House.
Holt,
House.Thad, WAPI, Birmingham, Palmer
noch,
Robert
D.,
KTOK,
Oklahoma
City,
tha Palmer House.
Hooper,mer C.
sau, John, KTUL, Tulsa, Palmer House.
House.E., C. E. Hooper, Inc., Palwerljssex,
Harold,
W41MM-WSJS,
WinstonHopkins,mer House.
James F., WJBK, Detroit, PalSalem, N. C, Palmer House,
vans, Haydn, R., WHBY,
Green Bay,
Hopkins,
John T., Ill, WJAX, JacksonWis.
ville, Fla., Palmer House.
vans, Walter C, Westinghouse Radio
Hough, Harold V., WBAP-KGKO, Fort
Stations, Drake.
Worth, Palmer House.
F
Howard, Royal V., KSFO, San Francisco,
Palmer House.
air, Harold, WHO, Des Moines, Palmer
Howell, Rex, KFXJ, Grand Junction, Col.,
House.
Palmer House.
ay, William, WHAM, Rochester, Palmer
Hubbard, Stanley E., KSTP, St. Paul,
House.
Ambassador.
etzer, John E., WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich.,
Hudson, Wilbur E., WAVE, Louisville,
Morrison.
Palmer House.
ifer, C. Arthur, WTAD, Quincy, 111.,
Hughes, Elwyn C, KFWB, Los Angeles.
Palmer House.
Hughes,
Jack, WCOV, Montgomery, Ala.,
isher, Bennett I., KOMO, Seattle, PalPalmer House.
mer House.
Hunter,
House. Tom, KGER, Long Beach, Palmer
tzpatrick,
Leo., WGAR-WJR, Cleveland,
Palmer House.
itzpatrick, Paul E., WEBR, Buffalo, N.
Y., Palmer House.
itzsimonds, Frank E., KFYR, Bismarck,
Jackson, George M., WBOW, Terre Haute,
N. D., Palmer House.
Ind., Palmer House.
lanigan, E. Y., WSPD, Toledo, Palmer
Jacobs, Maxine, KROC, Rochester, Minn.,
House.
Palmer House.
laherty, Mr. anl Mrs. H. T., KSCJ, Sioux
Jayne, D. E., WELL, Battle Creek, Mich.,
Falls, la., Palmer House,
Palmer House.
ord, Fred H., WWPG, Palm Beach, Fla.
Jeffrey, John C, WKMO, Kokomo, Ind.,
Palmer House.
'oster,
Tuscola, 111.,
Pamer Gerald
House, P., WDZ,
Johnson, Leslie C, WHBF, Rock Island,
fox, S. S., KDYL, Salt Lake City, Palmer
111., Bismarck.
: House.
Johnson, Walter, WTIC, Hartford, Conn.,
Palmer House.
rank, Nathan, WCBT, Roanoke Rapids,
N. C., Palmer House.
Johnston, Kenneth B., WCOL, Columbus,
ry, Paul, KBON, Omaha, Palmer House,
O., Palmer House.
uqua, J. B., WGAC, Augusta, Ga., PalJones, Hugh O., WGCM, Gulfport, Miss.
mer House.
Jordan, Chas. B., WRR, Dallas, Texas,
Palmer House.
G
Jordan, Ray P., WDBJ,
Roanoke, Va„
Palmer House.
lallagher, John L., WHBY, Appleton,
Wis., Palmer House,
Joscelyn, A. E., WCCO, Minneapolis, Palmer House.
v
emoets, E. L., KTSM, El Paso.
0i 'BROADCASTING
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Advertising

What better way to check the strength of a radio station than to
analyze the advertising actions of the merchants in that station's
coverage area. These advertisers, right on the scene, have the best
opportunity of seeing sales made and examining the source of those
sales. They know the listening, as well as the buying habits of their
customers. When these men concentrate their advertising in one spot,
it must be true that they are getting results.
It is true, too, that radio stations WHK and WCLE sell more time
to local merchants than all other Cleveland radio stations combined.
It must follow; WHK and WCLE, by experiment of local dealers,
have proven themselves the radio outlets that give you the greatest
promise of greatest returns for your advertising dollars spent in the rich
Northeastern Ohio market.

WHK-WCLE
CLEVELAND,

DON'T

AN

OHIO

CARRY

ANCHOR

The last gunshot of this war is going to be the
opening gun of a dash for peacetime business.
Starting in that race forgotten by the public,
would be like running with a handicap weight the
size of an anchor.
Don't give your competitors the advantage. Give
your customers something they value — radio entertainment— to remember you by.

CFRB
TORONTO
860

KILOCYCLES

Surveys prove at least one quarter of all radios in Canada's
richest market are always tuned to CFRB.

April

26,

1943
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Joy, George E., WEAK, Williamsport, Pa.,
Palmer House.
Joy,House.
Leslie, KYW, Philadelphia, Palmer

CRMC 'SUITE 738- CRMC- SUITE 738

You're

Invited

REST

K
Karnes, Paul H., WCLO, Janesville, Wis.,
Palmer House.
Kassner, Don, KXEL, Waterloo, la., Morrison.
Katzentine, Mrs. A. Frank, WKAT, Miami
Beach, Palmer House.
Kaye, Sydney M., BMI, Palmer House.
Keasler, Jack, WOAI, San Antonio, Drake.
Kelchner, Jay O., WIBC, Indianapolis,
Palmer House.
Kellam,
Ark. Kenneth K., KTHS, Hot Springs,
Keller, Robert S., Associated Recorded
Program Service, Palmer House.
Kelley, Roy C, WLAV, Grand Rapids,
Mich., Palmer House.
Kendrick, Herbert R., WJLS, Beckley, W.
Va., Palmer House.
Kenkel, merFred
House. H., C. E. Hooper, Inc., PalKennedy,mer House.
Ken, WDAY, Fargo, N. D., PalKennett, L. M., WHBU, Anderson, Ind.,
Palmer House.
Kennett, Robert L., WHAS, Louisville,
Palmer House.
Kettler, S. P., WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.,
Palmer House.
King, Mr. and Mrs. Frank, WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla., Palmer House.
King, Gerald, Standard Radio, Inc., Hollywood, Palmer House.
Knight, Mark H., WCLO, Palmer House.
Koerper,mer House.
Karl, KMBC, Kansas City, PalKopf,
Harry
C., WMAQ, Chicago, Palmer
House.
Korak, Frank, KMA, Shenendoah, la.,
Palmer House.

To

YOUR

WEARY

BONES

between sessions of the NAB
War Conference. Where? In
Suite 738 at the Palmer
House,
Radio

Conference Headquarters of the Chicago
Management Club.

Lacy, Allen,
mer House. WJDX, Jackson, Miss., PalLaddler,
Owen, KMA, Shenandoah, la.,
Palmer House.
Lafount,mer House.
Harold A., WCOP, Boston, PalLahr, Melvin, WKOK, Sunbury, Pa.,
Palmer House.
Laird,
Ben A., WOSH, Oshkosh, Wis.,
Morrison.
Lancaster, W. Emery, WTAD, Quincy, 111.,
Palmer House.
Langlois,
"Cy", Lang-Worth, New York,
Palmer House.
Laubengayer, R. J., KSAL, Salina, Kan.,
Palmer House.
Laux, John J., WSTV-WJPA, Steubenville, O., Palmer House.
Lavin, Barney, WDAY,
Fargo, N. D.,
Palmer House.
Lee,House.Jack, WHAM,
Rochester, Palmer
Lee, Joseph W., KGFF, Shawnee, Okla.,
Palmer House.
Legate, James M., WIOD, Miami, Fla.,
Palmer House.
Leich, Clarence, WGBF-WEOA, Evansville, Ind., Palmer House.
LeMasurier, Dalton, KRAL, Duluth, Minn.
Leonard, Charles C, WAVE, Louisville,
Palmer House.
LePoidevin, Harry R., WRJN, Racine,
Wis., Palmer House.
Levinson, H. Y., WCAR, Pontiac, Mich.,
Levy, Isaac D., WCAU, Philadelphia, Ambassador-West.
Levy, Leon, WCAU, Philadelphia, Ambassador-West.
Lewis, William B., OWI, Palmer House.
Linder,
House. H. W. Lakeland Bdc. Co., Palmer
Lindsley, Robert K., KFBI, Wichita, Kans.,
Palmer House.
Little,
House.Lee, KTUC, Tucson, Ariz., Palmer
Locke, C. Blakey, KFDM, Beaumont, Tex.,
Palmer House.
Loeb, Howard M., WFDF, Flint, Mich.,
Palmer House.
Long, Maury H., Broadcasting, New York,
Palmer House.
Lord, Nathan. WAVE, Louisville, Ky.,
Palmer House.
Lottridge, J. Buryl, WOC, Davenport, la.,
Palmer House.
Loyet, merP.House.A., WHO, Des Moines, PalLucy, Calvin T., WRVA, Richmond, Va.,
Palmer House.
Ludy,
son. Ben, WIBW, Topeka, Kan., MorriLund, Victor, WAOV,
Vincennes, Ind.,
Palmer House.
Luther,
House. Clark A., KFH, Wichita, Palmer

Enjoy sitting, visiting, meeting your Agency friends.

CRMC 'SUITE 738 - CRMC - SUITE 738

You're

Invited

To

BREAKFAST
Hear Alex Dreier, the only
foreign correspondent who
has broadcast from both
London

and Berlin, give interesting and enlightening

"off-the-record" dope on
Europe and the war. Where?
At the CRMC official breakfast, 8:30 Wednesday morning, April 28, Room 14
(Club Floor), Palmer House.
All NAB guests and friends
are invited.

CRMC • SUITE 738 j CRMC • SUITE 738
• The Chicago Radio
Management Club is an
organization of executives
from Networks, Chicago
radio stations, and Advertising Agencies.

CHICAGO

RADIO

MANAGEMENT

CLUB

CRMC "SUITE 738 • CRMC • SUITE 738
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M
McBride, W. G., WDBO, Orlando, Fla.
McCluer, Paul, NBC, Chicago.
McCollough, Clair R., WGAL, Lancaster,
Pa.
McConnell, C. Bruce, WISH, Indianapolis,
Palmer House.
McDermott, Gerard B., KBUR, Burlington, la.. Palmer House.
McDermott, Gerard B. (Mrs.), KBUR,
Burlington, la:, Palmer House.
McKinley, Jon R., WFDF, Flint, Mich.,
Palmer House.

1943

O'Neil, Bill, WJW, Akron, Palmer Hous,
Outler, John M., WSB, Atlanta, Palme
House.
Draft-Proof
LET 'EM DRAFT all they
want to now, says KJR, Seattle's Blue outlet. They're
referring to Bon Marcne's
musical show, Evening Interlude, now a year old.
Evening Interlude is now
— feminine. All string orchestra, soloist and script writer.
Only man in the broadcast
picture is Dick Keplinger,
announcer. Carl Pitzer organized the all-girl orchestra and everything will be
okay— if the WAVES and
the WAACs don't muscle in.
McNeil, John, BLUE, Palmer House.
McRaney, Robert L., WCBI, Columbus,
Miss., Palmer House.
Mackin, Robert L., WHLS, Port Huron,
Mich., Palmer House.
Madson,
House. Arch, KOVO, Provo, Utah, Palmer
Magnuson, J. Woodrow,
WHBF, Rock
Island, 111., Bismarck.
Maizlish, Harry, KFWB, Los Angeles.
Maland, J. 0., WHO, Des Moines, Palmer
House.
Malo, William F., WDRC, Hartford, Conn.,
Palmer House.
Mara, M. J., Allied Record Mfg. Co., Palmer House.
Marshall, K. G., WMBR, Jacksonville,
Fla., Palmer House.
Marshall, K. C, WBRC, Birmingham,
Palmer House.
Martin, Bill, KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb.,
Palmer House.
Mason, Richard H., WPTF, Raleigh, N.
C, Palmer House.
Mason, R. T., WMRN, Marion, O., Palmer House.
Mastin, Cecil D., WNBF, Binghamton,
N. Y., Palmer House.
Matheson,
John J., WHDH, Boston, Palmer House.
Matheson,
House. R. C, WHDH, Boston, Palmer
Matison, Dave A., WAML, Laurel, Miss.,
Palmer House.
May, Ear] E.. KMA,
Shenandoah, la.,
Palmer House.
Mayo, John, Associated Recorded Program
Service, Palmer House.
Meagher,
John
F., KYSM, Mankato,
Minn.
Meegan,
House. John J., WEBR, Buffalo, Palmer
Menzer, Carl H., WSUI, Iowa City, la.,
Palmer House.
Meyer, Phil J., KFYR,
Bismarck, N.
Dak., Palmer House.
Mibourne,
L. W., WCAO, Baltimore, Palmer House.
Miller, Allan B., Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, Palmer House.
Mingay, O. F., Commonwealth
of Australia, Palmer House.
Minor,
Vern B., KWBW, Hutchinson,
Kan., Palmer House.
Mitchell,
rison. L. Spencer, WDAE, Tampa, MorMoody,
Dayton, O.,
PalmerRobert
House. H., WHIO,
Moore,
PalmerJames
House.H., WSLS, Roanoke, Va.,
Moore, William I., WBNX, New York.
Morency,
Palmer Paul
House.W., WTIC, Hartford, Conn.,
Morgan,
Clem,
Palmer House. KVGB, Great Bend, Kan.,
House.
Moroney, J. M., WFAA, Dallas, Palmer
Morrison, Joe W., RCA., Palmer House.
Morrison,
S. R., WMRN,
Marion, O.,
Palmer House.
Mosby,
J., KGVO,
Missoula, Mont.,
Palmer A. House.
Murphy, John E., KOIN-KALE, Portland,
Ore., Palmer House.
Myer,
DwightPhiladelphia.
A., Westinghouse Radio
Stations,
Myer,
W., KALE,
Portland, Oreg.,
PalmerS. House.
Myers, C. W., KOIN-KALE, Portland,
Ore., Palmer House.
N
Nafzger, L. H., W45CM & WBNS, Columbus, O., Palmer House.
Nasman, Len E., WFMJ, Youngstown, O.,
Palmer House.
New,
House.John, WTAR, Norfolk, Palmer
Nolte,
marck.Vernon, WMBD, Peoria, 111., BisNorton, Edward L., WAPI, Birmingham.
Novy, Joseph F., WBBM, Chicago.
O'Brien,
Bernard
N. Y., Palmer
O'Fallon,
House. Gene,,
O'Harrow, John
Mich., Palmer

C, WHEC, Rochester,
House.
KFEL, Denver, Palmer
W., WKZO, Kalamazoo,
House.

BROADCASTING

Palmer, Fred A., WCKY, Cincinnati, Pa
mer House.
Pangborn, Arden X., KGW-KEX, Portlanc
Ore., Palmer House.
Parham, Carter M., WDOD, Chattanoogi
Patt,
mer James
House. M., WKRC, Cincinnati, Pa
Patt,
John F., WGAR, Cleveland, Palme
House.
Patterson, George C, WAVE, Louisvill.
Palmer House.
Patterson,
S. H., KSAN, San Franeisc
Palmer House.
House.Sol. Broadcasting, Chicago, Palme
Paul,
Pefferle, L. G., WCBS, Springfield, 111
Sherman.
Person, W. Van, WRAK, Williamsporl
Pa., Palmer House.
Pierson, W. Theodore, Washington, D. C
Pill, Howard
E., WSFA, Montgomeri
Ala., Drake.
Pixley,
L.
A.,
Fort
Industry Co., Palme
House.
Porsow, Waldemar C, WOSH, Oshkos?
Wis., Morrison.
Potter, John W., Rock Island, Bismarck.
Powell,
J., KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan.
Palmer H. House.
Pribble,
Palmer Vernon
House. H., WTAM, Cleveland
Priebe,
Robert
E., KRSC, Seattle, Pal
mer House.
Pugliese, Norma, Broadcasting, Washing
ton, Palmer House.
Purcell, Willard J., WGY, Schenectady
N. Y., Palmer House.
Pyle,
W., KFBI, Wichita, Kan., Pal
mer Kay
House.
House.
Pyle,
William D., KVOD, Denver, Palme
Q
Quarton, Mr. and Mrs. Sumner D., WMT
Cedar Rapids, la., Palmer House.
Quentin, Charles F., WMT, Cedar Rapids
la., Palmer House.
R
Rambeau,
William G., Rambeau Co., Pal!
mer House.
Rankin, George P., Jr., WMAZ, Macon
Ga., Palmer House.
,
Rapp,
J.
C,
KMA,
Shenandoah,
la.,
Pal'
mer House.
Reineke,
Earl,
WDAY,
Fargo,
N.
D.
Palmer House.
Reinsch,
J. Leonard, WSB, Atlanta, Pall
mer House.
Reynolds,
George, WSM,
mer House.
Ringson,
W., WRDW,
Palmer R.House.

Nashville, Pal!
Augusta, Ga.j

Ripley,
R., WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y.
PalmerF. House.
Rivers, John M., WCSC, Charleston, S!
C Palmer House.
Robbins, Richard G., WHLD, Niagara
Falls, Palmer House.
Robbins, Sydney, WSBA, York, Pa., Pali
mer House.
Roberts, Ingham Stephen, KGBS, Har<
lingen, Tex., Palmer House.
Roberts,
Portland, Ore.,
Palmer Luke,
House. KALE,
Robinson, Odes E., WCHS, Charleston, W.
Va., Palmer House.
Rock, James B., KDKA, Pittsburgh, Palmer House.
Roeder,
Palmer George
House. H., WCBM, Baltimore,!
Rosenblum, David H., WISR, Butler, Pa.
Roth, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene J., KONO,!
San Antonio, Palmer House.
Rothschild, Walter J., WTAD, Quincy, III
Palmer House.
Rowan,
Palmer Bartlett
House. J., WGY, Schenectady,
Rupard,
J. Nelson, KTSW, Emporia,
Kan., Palmer House.
Russell, Frank M., WRC, Washington,
Palmer House.
Russell,
Roy L., WOPI, Bristol, Va., PalJ
mer House.
Ryan,
House.J. H., Office of Censorship, Palmer
House.
Ryder, Les, WCED, Dubois, Pa., Palmer
S
Safford,
Palmer Harold,
House. KOY, Phoenix, Ariz.,
Sammons, Elizabeth, KSCJ, Sioux City, la..
Palmer House.
House. C. H., Harvard U., Palmer
Sandage,
Saumenig, J. Dudley, WIS, Columbia, S.
C, Palmer
House.
Schafer,
Walter
C, WDZ, Tuscola, Ill.,j
Medinah Club.
Schilplin,
Fred, KFAM, St. Cloud, Minn.,
Palmer House.
Schmitt, Kenneth F., Badger Bdcg. Co.,
Palmer House.
Schuebel,
Regina, Duane Jones Co., Palmer House.
House.B. H., Sears & Ayer, Inc., Palmer
Sears,
Selvin, Ben, Associated Recorded Program
Service, Palmer House.
• Broadcast

Advertising

ville, H. A.. WJEJ. Hagerstown, Md..
Palmer House.
xton, Morgan, KROS, Clinton, la.,
Sherman.
lackleford, B. E., RCA, Palmer House,
.after. Roger A., WSPA-WORD, Spartanburg. S. C. Palmer House,
lafto, G. Richard, WIS, Columbia, S. C,
Palmer House.
mrp. Ivor, KSL, Salt Lake City. Palmer House.
mwd. Arch, WTOL, Toledo. Palmer
House.
lelley. Jack. WHO, Des Moines. Palmer
House.
lepard, John III, The Yankee Network,
Boston. Ambassador-East,
lerwood, Alex, Standard Radio, Chicago,
lopen. mer Frank
E., KOWH, Omaha, PalHouse.
Herman, Michael
M.. Keystone Bdcg.
System, Palmer House,
mon. merArthur,
House. WPEN. Philadelphia, Palnnett. Robert, WHBF, Rock Island, IllBismarck.
avick. H. W., WMC. Memphis, Palmer
House.
niley, David E.. WDAE, Tampa. Morrison.
Tiith. Alvin H., KSCJ, Sioux City. Ia..
Pplmer House.
nith, Arthur J.. WNAX. Yankton, S.
Dak., Palmer House.
■nith. Calvin J., KFAC. Los Angeles.
Palmer House.
•nith. George S., Washington, D. C, Palmer House.
•nith. George W.. WWVA, Wheeling, W.
Va., Palmer House.
mith. Hugh M., WAML, Laurel, Miss.,
Palmer House.
jnith. Neal A., WCOL, Columbus, O..
Palmer House.
mith. T. Frank, KXYZ-KRIS, Houston,
Tex., Palmer House.
mithgall, Chas. A.. WAGA. Atlanta. Ft.
Industry Reservation.
mullin, William B., KIEM, Eureka. Cal.,
Palmer House.
mile. R. G., KFBL. Syracuse. N. Y., Palmer House.
owell. F. C. WLAC, Nashville, Palmer
House.
pence. Harry R., KXRO, Aberdeen.
Wash.. Palmer House.
perry, Edgar J., WLAY, Muscle Shoals,

RKO

to try radio advertising in the
East, they placed spot announcements on the 21 stations of New
England's Yankee Network. Cash
prize of $100 was offered to the station giving the best merchandising,
with tangible proof in the form
of increased patronage at the local
theatre. The RKO people judged
the contest and awarded the prize
to
WCOUshowed
after an
Lewiston's
theatre
increaselocal
of
195%.
u
Uridge,
Owen
Palmer House.
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Taishoff, Sol, Broadcasting, Washington,
Palmer House.
?appe,
PalmerLouis
House.E., Lang-Worth, New York,
Taylor, Dale L., WENY, Elmira, N. Y.,
Palmer House.
Thomas, Chester L., KXOK,
St. Louis,
Palmer House.
Thomas, John D., KOCY, Okla. City.
Thomas, Morris W., KOMA, Okla. City,
Palmer House.
Thompson, C. Robert, WBEN, Buffalo.
Palmer House.
Thompson, Roy F., WFBG, Altoona, Pa.
Thorns, Harold H., WISE, Asheville, N. C,
Palmer House.
Thornburgh, Donald W., KNX, Los Angeles,
Palmer House.
iThornley. Howard W. WCFI, Pawtuehet,
, R. I., Palmer House.
TTichenor.
McHenry,
KGBS, Harlingen,
Tex., Palmer House.
^Tips, Kern, KPRC, Houston, Tex., Palmer

.Travers, H. Linus. WNAC, Wellesley His.,
Mass., Ambassador-West.
Tully, John C. WJAC,
Johnstown, Pa.,
Palmer House.
,,Twamley,
Edgar
H., WBEN, Buffalo,
Palmer House.
•

to WCOU

WCOU, Lewiston, Me., is the winner test.
of an When
RKO
conRKOmerchandisingPictures decided

pokes!*
Alfred House.
E.. WJTN, Jamestown, N.
Y.. Palmer
quire, Burt, SESAC, Palmer House,
tamps, H. Weldon, KAKA,
Ada, Okla.,
Palmer House.
tapp, Jack, WSM, Nashville, Palmer
i House.
tark. Evelvn. NBC, Palmer House,
tauffer, Oscar F., KGFF, Shawnee, Okla.,
Palmer House.
teed, Howard M.. WLAV, Grand Rapids.
Mich., Palmer House.
tevens, Harmon L.. WELS, Port Huron.
Mich., Palmer House.
tewart, Elliott A., KCMO, Kansas City,
tone. Earl. WELL, Battle Creek, Mich.,
Palmer House.
tone. Harry, WSM, Nashville, Palmer
House.
toughton. Milton W., WSPR, Springfield,
Mass., Palmer House.
tovin, H. N., Toronto, Can., Palmer
House.
tubbs, T. F.. KFNF, Shenandoah, laPalmer House.
tuht. William B. KJR, Seattle, Palmer
House.
ummerville, Howard, WWL,
New Orleans, Palmer House.
Iwicegood, Jess, WEPT, Kingsport, Term..
Palmer House.

BROADCASTING

Prize

F.,

WGAR,

Cleveland,

Van Person, W., WBAK, Williamsport,
Pa., Palmer House.
Van Volkenburg. Jack L.. WBBM, Chicago, Palmer House.
Vance. H. C, RCA, Palmer House.
Versluis, Leonard A., WLAV, Grand Rapids,
Mich., Palmer House.
W
Waddell, H., WJW, Akron Palmer House.
Wagner, James A.. WHBY, Green Bay,
Wis., Palmer House.
Wagner, Paul E., WPAY. Portsmouth,
Palmer House.
Wagstaff, W. E., KDYL, Salt Lake City,
Palmer House.
Wailes, Lee B., Westinghouse Radio Stations, Philadelphai, Palmer House.
Walker, Wallace A.. WJHP. Jacksonville.
Fla., Palmer House.
Watson,
House. Loren L., Spot Sales Inc., Palmer
Weaver, Phil, WKPT,
Kingsport, Tenn.,
Palmer House.
Weil,
Ralph N., WOV, New York, Palmer
House.
Weis. Pierre, Lang-Worth,
New York,
Palmer House.
Weiss, Lewis Allen. Don Lee Broadcasting
System, Hollywood. Drake.
Welch. Irving F., WCOA. Pensacola, Fla.,
Palmer House.
Wester, Mr. and Mrs. W. C, WKBZ,
Muskegon, Mich.. Palmer House.
Westlund,
House. Art, KRE, Berkeley, Cal., Palmer
Wheelahan, Harold, WSMB. New Orleans,
La., Palmer House.
Whitehead. Henry C, WTAR, Norfolk, Va.,
Palmer House.
Whiting, Lee L., WDGY, Minneapolis.
Whitlock. Edward S., WRNL, Richmond,
Va., Palmer House.
Wiig. Gunnar O., WHEC, Rochester, N. Y.,
Palmer House.
Wilder, H. C, WSYR. Palmer House.
Wilkins, Dayton S., WJTN, Jamestown,
N. Y., Palmer House.
Wilkins, Joseph P.. KFBB, Great Falls,
Mont., Palmer House.
Willard, A. D., Jr., WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Palmer House.
Willets, H. N., Western Electric Co.,
Palmer House.
Williams, Austin, WFMJ, Youngstown.
Williamson, W. P.. Jr., WKBN, Youngstown, Palmer House.
Wilson, Alexander W.. WOPI, Bristol,
Tenn., Va., Palmer House.
Wilson,
House. L. B., WCKY, Cincinnati, Palmer
Wilson, W. A., Palmer House.
Wing.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald, KROC,
Rochester, Minn., Palmer House.
Winger, Earl W., WDOD, Chattanooga,
Palmer House.
Wingard, Lloyd, WGAR, Cleveland, Palmer
House.
Wolff. Sylvia. KSOO. Sioux Falls, S. D.,
Palmer House.
Wood. Helen. Palmer House.
Woodruff, Jim W. Jr., WRBL, Columbus,
Ga.. Palmer House.
Woods, Woodv, WHO. Palmer House.
Woodyard. Ronald B., WING, Dayton,
Palmer House.
Wooten, Hovt B., WREC. Memphis.
Wright. C. J.. WFOR, Hattiesburg, MissPalmer House.
Wyler, Karl O., KTSM. El Paso.
Wyse, William R- KWBW, Hutchinson,
Kan., Palmer House.

TWO

BEER

CLIENTS

BUY ZIV FEATURES
TRANSCRIBED m u si c series,
"Sparky and Dud," has been purchased by Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
for Griesedieck Brothers Beer for
WTAD, Quincy; KWOS, Poplar
Bluffs; KXOK, St. Louis; WCBS,
Springfield; WSOY, Decatur;
WJPF,- Herrin; KVFS, Cape Girardeau; KDRU, Sedalia; KBTM,
Jonesboro. Series features Happy
Jim Parsons, Fred Hall and Lazy
Dan the Minstrel Man, and is produced by Frederic W. Ziv Inc.
Ziv series featuring the Korn
Kobblers recentlv added by WGAR,
Cleveland ; W CB C , Charleston ;
KARK, Little Rock; WFBM, Indianapolis; KSL, Salt Lake City;
WFIL, Philadelphia; WIND, Gary;
KXOK, St. Louis; KWOS, Ponlar
Bluffs; WTAD, Quincy; WCBS,
Quincy; WSOY, Decatur; WJPF,
Herrin; KVFS, Cape Girardeau;
KDRU, Sedalia; KBTM, Jonesboro; WKBN, Youngstown;
WCAE, Pittsburgh. Korn Kobblers
now are being used on more than
150 stations.
"The Old Corral," also a Ziv feature, with Pappy Cheshire and his
group, begins this week at WJLS,
Beck ley; WMMN, Fairmount;
WLOG, Logan; WBRW, Welch;
WPAR, Parkersburg; WAJR, Morgantown. All for Fort Pitt Beer
and placed through Batten Barten
Durstine & Osborn Inc.

COVERAGE

LEHIGH
VERTICAL
RADIATORS

GRACIE FIELDS, star of the fiveweekly quarter-hour BLUE series
bearing her name and sponsored by
American Cigarette & Cigar Co. (Pall
Mall cigarettes), is completing an assignment in the 20th Century-Fox
film, "Holy Matrimony".

I'M STILL
hut

LEHIGH STRUCTURAL STEEL CO.
17 battery place, new york, n y.

LOOKING

FOR

INQUIRIES...

this time — just inquire

for Lou!

£

Yes — you're in Sterling's home town — and I welcome this opportunity to see old friends and make new
ones.
I've got 72 hours of available time — part of that time,
I'll enjoy chatting with you . . . and during part of those
hours, I want to talk about some more of that radio
time that has helped boost our original 1929 investment
of $500 to over a million in '42 — and added another
million in '43!
If I'm not in my room at the Palmer House ... if you
don't see me in the lobby . . . then I'll be at the Sterling
offices at 309 West Jackson Boulevard.

Hope you enjoy your visit to our busy city.
Yarbrough. J. E- WDBO, Orlando, Fla.,
Palmer House.
Yocum, Ed, KGHL. Billings, Mont- Palmer
House.
Young, C. S- WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield, Palmer House.
Young. George W., WDGY, Minneapolis,
Palmer House.

LOU

BRESKIN,

STERLING

President

INSURANCE

COMPANY

Ziv, Frederic W., Frederic W. Ziv Inc., E.

Broadcast

Advertising
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Stimson's

Letter

5

South

kw.
FCC

For
Order

Application

Grants

of KOBH

greatly improve the present "questionable broadcast service being
rendered to the Rapid City air
base." The Secretary's letter stated
further that chain program service
"which may be available on increase
in power is also valuable from a
morale standpoint."
Gen. Stone's Position
The March 1 letter superseded
one written the preceding December by Brig. Gen. Frank E. Stoner,
Acting Chief Signal Officer of the
Army, stating it was the present
policy of the War Department "not
to endorse any broadcasting station
application for waiver of the order
against new construction permits,
order governing priority of materials and orders restricting the
use of electric power except for
reasons of urgent military necessity." Gen. Stoner added that in the
KOBH case "as in all previous requests for support of broadcast station applications, the requisite degree of urgent military necessity
has not been found to exist."
Following submission of the
Stimson letter, counsel for WDAF,
Philip G. Loucks, Arthur W. Scharfeld and Verne R. Young on April
13 petitioned the Commission to reinstate its petition to intervene and
enlarge the issues on the KOBH
application. It brought out that
WDAF, operating on the 610 kc.
channel with 5,000 watts, stood to
suffer electrical interference. The
original petition for intervention
by WDAF was dismissed without
prejudice and at the original hearing last December, the presiding
officer excluded all testimony regarding questions of interference,
it was related. Last March, the petition cited, KOBH filed a motion
to amend its application so as to
request non-directional, instead of
directional, operating during the
142

• April 26,

1943

to

Dakota
WDAF

Get

Local

Intervention

for Transfer

OVERRIDING INFERRED support of Secretary of War Stimson
and reflecting a reversal of policy
on interventions in hearing proceedings by stations claiming interference, the FCC last Tuesday
denied the application of KOBH,
Rapid City, S. D., for a shift in assignment from 1400 to 610 kc. and
a power increase from 250 watts to
5,000 watts fulltime. The Commission designated the application for
further hearing, in the light of the
wartime freeze, and also granted
the petition of WDAF, Kansas City,
for leave to intervene in the hearing on interference grounds.
Action was taken in the face of
a March 1 letter from Secretary
Stimson to the FCC, setting out
that the increase in power would
extend the distance to which KOBH
may be used as a safety homing
facility for aircraft and would

Page

Fails

to 610

in

kc.

daytime. This motion was granted
a week later.
Later in March KOBH petitioned
the Commission to grant the
amended application, citing the letter of Secretary Stimson and pointing out that by operating non-directional during daytime with 5,000
watts the station would be of material aid to Army aircraft based
in the Rapid City area, and that
the operation of the station at night
would be of material benefit to the
military forces in the area in maintaining morale.
WDAF

Plea

Attached to the WDAF petition
were the two letters from the Army
officials. The Kansas City station
contended that Secretary Stimson's
letter "fails to disclose specific
recommendation" as required by
the freeze order opinion and that
it merely pointed out the existence
of certain engineering facts. It
made no recommendation that the
"application be granted as required
by the Commission's memorandum
opinion of April 27, 1942," said the
WDAF pleading. Moreover, it was
contended that KOBH was attempting to inject into the record the
letter from Secretary Stimson received subsequent to the official
closing of the hearing record; that
inferences drawn from this letter
were not compatible with its specific language, and that KOBH was
seeking to inject additional engineering data related to interference
and which materially changed its
technical proposal.
letter of
Stimson's
Secretary
March
1 follows in full text.
With further reference to the maion for inler of a pending' applicati
creased power by Radio Station

Export Ad Assn. Meets
In New York, April 28
EXPORT ADVERTISING ASSN.,
New York, will hold its annual
meeting Wednesday, April 28, at
the Belmont-Plaza, New York.
Officers for the ensuing year will
be elected. Four directors will be
chosen to fill vacancies caused by
the expiration of terms.
The following have been nominated : Officers — president, J. J.
Clarey Jr., foreign advertising
manager, Bristol-Myers Co.; vicepresident, Robert H. Otto, vicepresident, Export Advertising
Agency; treasurer, J. B. Powers,
president, Joshua B. Powers Inc. ;
secretary, Walter R. Bickford managing editor, Export Trade and
Shipper. Directors — A. L. Abkarian, export manager, Carter Products Inc.; J. J. Clarey Jr.; Earl T.
Russell, vice-president, National
Export Advertising Service ; Gladys
Liggett, director of foreign sales,
A. S. Boyle Co.
KOBH at Rapid City, South Dakota,
representatives of the War Department have consulted with engineers
of this radio station with a view to
determining which arrangements will
be most beneficial from a military
point of view.
From the standpoint of increase in
power, such an increase will extend
the distance to which this station may
be used as a safety homing facility for
aircraft and an increase to 5 kw will
greatly
the present
able improve
broadcast service
being questionrendered
to the Rapid City air base. Chain program service which may be available
on increase in power is also valuable
from a morale standpoint.
As to antenna arrangements, directive radiation definitely detracts from
the radio station's uility as a homing
facility. If omni-direetional radiation
can lie permitted during daylight
hours, a benefit through utilization of
the station as an aid to aerial navigation will be realized. If power is to be
reduced to a low value for nighttime
operation with a non-directional antenna, the station will be of some
nighttime navigation use, limited however as its geographical separation
from the Rapid City air base becomes
comparable to its reliable range.
It is requested that the Federal
Communications Commission take
these considerations into account in
acting upon the application in question.

Co-op
Its

to

Radio

Expand
Plans

Mail Pull Justified an Increase
In Last Year's List
CAMPAIGN of quarter - hou|
transcriptions, which the Cooper )
ative League of the U. S. A. hasi
recently completed on 36 stations.!
has proved so successful the Leagui!
plans to expand its radio advertis J
ing in 1943-44, probably building!
a drive around the celebration oil
its centennial in 1944. According1)
to Wallace Campbell, executive secretary of the organization, specifkj
radio plans for next year will be j
discussed at the league's annual!
meeting of educational and pub-|
licity directors, June 16-20, in Chicago.
Last season's series, entitled'
Here Is Tomorrow, was original™
scheduled for 30 stations at a cost
of $20,000, as contributed voluntarily by individual cooperatives.
Six stations were added to the list
and the budget was increased to
$25,000, an expansion well worth!
while, Mr. Campbell said, in viewj
of the requests for the league's!
pamphlet by 5,000 listeners, who
are considered prospective League;
cooperators.
During the 10-weeks of broadcasting, the League made several1
production changes in the transcribed series, and next year mayl
decide on a live network production, Mr. Campbell stated.
Tribvite

to WQXR

GLOWING TRIBUTE to WQXR,
New York, and its "large, faithfulilj
following" of listeners is the sub-<|
ject of a special three-page article1
by M. Lincoln Schuster in the April!
17 issue of The Saturday Review of
Literature. Titled "Radio With aij
Soul," the article traces the his-M
tory of the station since it wall
founded in 1936 by John V. L.lj
Hogan amusing
and Elliott
Sanger —resulting!!
and in-!
eludes
anecdotes

from the station's adherence tOjij
broadcasting the best in classical!!!
and semi-classical music as well as J|
restriction to advertising "in goodl||
NBC

Gets

ARC

Banner

banner
from received
the American
Red!
NBC HAS
the "A-R-C"!
Cross
for the company's fund raistaste."
ing drive among its own executives
and employes. Total of $3,256.36
was donated for the Red Cross,
with more than 97% of the personnel in the network's New Yorkj
headquarters
contributing. Although union employees were not i
solicited because of contributions j
through their own organizations, |
many of them added to the general
NBC fund.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Come On Back, Glenn! There Really Won't Be Any Shootin!"
BROADCASTING

RADIOMARINE CORP. of America
has won a new Army-Navy "E" pen-!
nant with a star for six months continued production achievement, the!
company has been informed by C. C.II
Bloch, chairman of the Navy Board*
for Production
Awards.
Company's j
original
Army-Navy
"E" was
received]
in December,
1942, and
in March
of
this year, it was awarded the U. S.
Maritime Commission's "M" pennant
and Victory Fleet flag for its production record in supplying radio equipment to cargo vessels.
• Broadcast

Advertising

NEITHER
NOR

SNOW,

RAIN,

HEAT,

NOR

COURIERS
THE

NOR
NIGHT,

FROM

SWIFT

COMPLETION
THEIR

APPOINTED

ROUNDS

Was

sites

new

tempo

to

Despite critical man power problems, WLW's merchandising, dedicated to war time aid for retailers, is keyed to an
even
made

more

intensive war time tempo.

this year on the men who move

supplemented
newspaper

WAY,

calls will be

your merchandise

. . .

our radio merchandising

with a readership of more

monthly, and
360,000

with BUY

28,000

than 50,000

twice

with constant direct mail contact that totals

mail pieces annually.

This merchandising

program

. . . which

covers

every

phase of distribution from manufacturers' representatives
to consumer . . . costs advertisers nothing. Now more
than ever, it helps to make

your WLW

dollar the most

OF

WLW

-HERODOTUS

merchandising

LISTENER DOMINANCE. In 25 major cities of its
four-state area, WLW delivers 48.7% of all
radio listening, and in the rural areas around
them, the listening index averages 2.5%
greater. (City figure is a weighted average
based on Hooper Mid-Winter WLW area rating,
1942, and does not represent the size of our
audience in any one city.)
A NEW SALES SERVICE. Answering the problem
of the man-power shortage is SPECIALTY
SALES, a WLW affiliate. SPECIALTY SALES offers
the services of experienced salesmen who
cover every grocer and druggist in all cities
of our four-state area. The services of SPECIALTY SALES can be bought on an extremely
flexible basis at a very nominal cost.

effective advertising dollar you can spend.

WLW audience dominance, plus the cooperation we receive as a
result of continuous dealer contact, now augmented by SPECIALTY
SALES, offer you the most effective means ever devised for directing
the distribution and sale of consumer food and drug products.

WLW
THE

TION'S

MOST

MERCHANDISE-ABLE

DIVISION OF THE CR0SLEY CORPORATION

JTATfON

Result

is the

of

OF

YEARS

TWENH

DING

E-BUIL

C
AUDIEN

Formula
590
WOWLAND

for

KILOCYCLES:

WOW'S

Because

SUCCESS:

of this excellent fre-

quency, and 5,000 watts power, WOW'S y2 millivolt contour is established approximately 200

is

miles from

Omaha

in every direction.

that portion of Iowa, Nebraska, So.
Dakota, Kansas, Minnesota and Mis-

2

souri—333 counties in all — served by
WOW.

WOWLAND

NBC

AFFILIATION:

Sole Source

for tens of thousands
YEARS.

has a population

of NBC

programs

of listeners for FOURTEEN

of nearly 5 million, and contains
1,144,229 Radio Families. For com-

3.

plete Market Data on WOWLAND,

Radio Station WOW,

Inc., Omaha, or

IDENTITY:

Events,

4.

the nearest office of John Blair & Co.

Always

local programs

affairs. WOW

including the first "standard" coverage mail map ever issued, write to

LOCAL

has never

GOOD

MANAGEMENT:

ago, is now

FOR

THIS

and

leadership

Special
in civic

been

merely

a network

John

J. Gillin, Jr., who

relay station.

started at the bottom

WRITE

first in News,

President

with WOW

fourteen

and General

Manager.

BOOKLET

JOHN
JOHN

J. GILLIN,
JR., PRESIDENT
BLAIR & CO., REPRESENTATIVE

OMAHA

years

The

Duse,

Yes, WOR-Mutual's
Guild Theatre
Shakespeare,

new

of Molnar.

its wood

I

theatre of the air is the same famous

And

of Shaw, of

yes, the magnetic

Digges and Helen

and hallow its name.

the Guild audience

voices of the

Hayes helped to
Thousands

have sat in

in 18 years of good theatre. Now

can flip their dial to "two-on-the-aisle"
Mutual

say

that thrilled to the magic words

Lunts, and Dudley
mellow

you

at the New

millions

WOR-

Theatre.

Well, that's WOR

for you. Ever progressive, thinking of its

responsibility to its listeners. If you can be proud and humble
at the same

time— we're that. And

now, we ring up the

curtain on what we hope will be a fresh success.

THE
That power-full
station

NEW

MUTUAL
245 West

WORTHEATRE

52nd Street, in New

York
w

WOR

at 1440 Broadway,

in New

York

eaffirm

ing

a

Faith

The Bible came into the Middle West
in the covered wagons of the pioneers. By
the light of the prairie sunset, the pioneer
father read family vespers, without which
the day was not complete: Even as they
built shelters for their families, the pioneers planned the early churches. Today,
descendants of these pioneers congregate
in their community churches. For, as always, in farm and urban homes of this
great Midwest America, family prayers
are still an important part of each day.
To further this faith, religious services
hold a dominant place in WLS' daily
broadcast schedule. WLS is, perhaps, the
only radio station employing an ordained

in

America

minister as full-time director of religious
activities. Dr. John W. Holland's inspirational messages have endeared him
throughout a dozen states. No day goes
by without his cheerful message of brother
love, the simple principles of faith, hope
and love common to all creeds.
During 18 years of peace, WLS taught
and practiced brotherhood and friendship,
drawing our listeners together in the close
fellowship of neighborliness. Today, in
war, these men and women face the
future with courage. For as we learned to
worship together, now we work and fight
together, firm in our faith, an unbounded
religious faith in the future of America.
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must

CHATTER
From 3 to 3:10 P.M., 7 days ajj
week, with Russ Hodges, welt ]
known eastern sportscastei j
Special weekly package $239 net.j
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wire, phone or write\]
WOL
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"for

meritorious

and

outstanding

effort"

As the first radio station to be thus honored
by the publishers of TUNE-IN magazine, the
management and personnel of WOV accept
this award "for meritorious and outstanding
efforts" in bringing to its audience an appreciation and understanding of the war effort
with a deep sense of pride and humility and
with the assurance that WOV will remain
ever vigilant in the fight for Freedom and
Democracy.

_

NEW

FOR

VICTORY

YORK

National Representatives: Joseph Hershev McGlllvra

ONE

OF

AMERICA'S

Ralph N. Well, Gen Mgr.
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STATION

KOMNEIBCRG

WTCS,

MIMEAPOLIS-ST.

PAUL

ipiiiiiii
lilCs}S3

:
1927 Graduated, University of Wisconsin, School
of Journalism
1928 Advertising Dept., Capitol Times,
Madison, Wis,
1929 National
Tribune Advertising Dept., Minneapolis
1931
1934
1936
1941

David, Inc.
Sales Department, WTCN
Manager, St. Paul office, WTCN
Sales Manager, WTCN

iVER have a blue-eyed Dutchman

sort of

excellent product and a delicate sense of

drift into your office — and then have you

where that product will be most productive

ever "come to" to find that practically over
your own dead body you've bought the
swellest and most profitable radio deal of

for your customers. . . .

your lifetime? If so, you've met "Van"
Konynenburg, one of the lowest-pressure,
highest-producing sales managers in the
media business!

That's the kind of "selling" we try to do here
at Free & Peters. First, because it's a lot of
fun, and we get a terrific kick out of it!
Second, because after over ten years of it,

. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
l<OMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
Kg? •UL ALBUQUERQUE
KT
TULSA

it has ultimately come to mean that the most

. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
K°!N-KALE
PORTLAN
KROW
OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCOD
K'.RO
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, SEATTLE
Inc.

pleasant contacts we have in this world are
That, say we, is a very fine way to "sell". It

the fellows we do the most business with,

implies a good personality — but, far more

here in this group of pioneer radio-station

important, it depends on having a super-

representatives.

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
WDAY
FARGO
WIS
H
INDIANAPOLIS
KPAL
DULUTH
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN
.
.
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
W°C
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE

W

Free
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War

Every conceivable aspect of radio
operation under emergency conditions was covered.
The attendance of more than
1,000 was surprising. While it did
not eclipse the all-time high figure
or 1,250 two years ago, there were
more owners, managers and executives than at any other convention.
They were hungry for information
about the job ahead and how they
could best serve the war effort.
Among others, Chairman Fly,
whose past relations with the NAB
have been none too cordial, commended the industry for having
"met its first great crisis successfully." He revealed for the first
time a post-war planning project
initiated with the Radio Manufacturers Association and the Institute of Radio Engineers for creation of a new group to be known as
the Radio Technical Planning
Board. Advance word of this plan
had trickled out and had caused
concern. He related that while the
plan had not been worked out, he
felt it would be shortly. Reports
have been received that some opposition has developed.
Board Actions

lad done, the nation's broadcasters left their War Conference
n Chicago last week soberly mindful of even greater respondbilities ahead and with no illusions about special treatment
o alleviate their manpower problem or any other Government
:ushioning of shocks incident to total war.
While the industry was praised unstintingly, government
spokesmen told the 1050 registered broadcasters they could
lot become complacent one moment and that peak operation
mist be maintained, irrespective of
lislocations. In 2% days of fastRunning story of NAB War
noving sessions Tuesday through
Conference proceedings starts
Thursday afternoon, the industry
on page 28.
vas advised repeatedly that more
md more of its skilled engineers
ire needed for the military, and
In keeping with the times, Presi;he only solace they could get out
dent Neville Miller was authorized
)f the manpower picture would be
to set up machinery for post-war
^hrough training of women or men
planning for the industry, in the
,physically handicapped, or those
light of impending new services
! otherwise
unsuited
for military
growing out of war developments.
!service.
A committee with broad powers is
being set up for this task, regarded
Program Control
as the most important and necesOver-zealous sponsors and their
sary development at the Conferadvertising agencies came in for a
ence, aside from immediate probThe new NAB board, which conilfew raps as did announcers and
lems linked directly with the war.
vened after the adjournment of the
War
Conference
promptly named
I m.c.'s who have been disposed to
Attendance Surprising
!kid the censorship code. There defive of its membership to the indusveloped also a definite attitude that
By such headliners as Mr. Price,
tries post-war planning committee,
broadcasters should retrieve control
Elmer Davis, Director of OWI, and
proposed by President Miller. In
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
over programming — their basic raw
addition to Mr. Miller, the memi[material.
bers are John J. Gillin Jr., WOW,
Fly, representatives of the War
Omaha; William B. Way, KVOO,
Manpower Commission, and the
I With the war's end far from
military services, the delegates
I Ipredictable, the delegates to the
Tulsa; James W. Woodruff Jr.,
NAB's first War Conference, held
were told of the war's impact in WRBL, Columbus, Ga.; Nathan
in lieu of the annual convention,
Lord, WAVE, Louisville, and G.
general and of radio's responsiRichard
Shafto, WIS, Columbia,
bility during wartime operations.
jirealized that their task is even more
weighty than they at first thought.
j|iWhile
voluntary
censorship has
SPECIAL WAR
CONFERENCE
FEATURES
IN
:! worked, Byron Price, Director of
Censorship, minced no words in adTHIS ISSUE
monishing them about the delicate
complexities of their operations. He
Pages
■ called voluntary censorship an "unNAB Prepares for Total War Operation
7
I completed experiment" and warned
Radio's Job Has Only Begun — An Editorial
8
| this was no time for over-confiMake Nation Research Simple — Carlos Franco
9
dence.
Thomas Sees Vital War Job for Advertising
10
On every side homage was paid
Programs Must Be Improved — William S. Paley
11
Post-War Plan Board Urged — James Lawrence Fly
14
U the industry, but every speaker exNAB Retail Promotion Starts in Fall
18
horted broadcasters to tighten up
NAB Warned Against Smugness — Byron Price
22
operations because of the tougher
Wood Reports Mutual Billings Up 30%
24
pull ahead. There was no dickering
Woods, Kobak Address Blue Affiliates
26
or quibbling or internal discord.
Running Story of NAB War Conference
28
Everything on the crammed agenda
Get Auto Business, Sales Group Urges
37
was handled expeditiously, with
Sound on Wire Demonstrated to NAB
47
considerable attention given to inOfficial NAB Registration
66
dustry problems not directly linked
Resolutions Adopted by Convention
70
NAB Program Managers Hold War Session
74
with wartime operation.
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NEW

City Will Be Host to the NAB
Victory Convention
IT WILL BE New Orleans for the
Broadcasters' "Victory Convention" after the war is over.
The Mardi Gras City selected at
the Cleveland convention lost out
on the War Conference because of
difficulties of wartime travel and
accommodations. The Chicago
meeting last week adopted a resolution pledging the first post-war
conference to New Orleans, in accordance with the Cleveland action.
The Conference also voted unanimously that the holding of future
war conferences for the duration
be left entirely to the Board. As
be anwon't Victory
there until
stand
things other
meeting
generalnow
is won.
S. C. Also to serve with the planning committee will be the chairmen of the NAB's standing committees and three additional broadcasters to be named by Mr. Miller at a
future date.
In view of pending legislation
for amendment of the Communications Act, the board also aporoved
appointment of a new legislative
committee comprising F. M. Russell, NBC, Washington vice-president; Joseph H. Ream, CBS vicepresident; James D. Shouse, WLW,
Cincinnati; Don Elias. WWNC,
Asheville, and Clair McCollough,
WGAL, Lancaster.
At its post-Conference session,
the Board expressed gratification
over the serious tone of the meetings and declared the conference
"thoroughly justified in the light of
accomplishments."
It also approved a resolution submitted by the Small Station Problems Steering Committee and authorized appointment by President
Miller of a Small Station Problems
Committee to study ways and
means of alleviating the financial
troubles of these stations. A fund
was established to set up a techninrecommeing
upon engineer
courseNAB
cal training
dation of the

committee, which will supervise the
course as a means toward alleviatfield.
ing the manpower shortage in that

Taking cognizance of other developments on the non-war front,
the Association adopted a number
of resolutions pointedly directed
against developments regarded as

Advertising

May
(....

ORLEANS
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Job

RADIO has gone a long way since Pearl Harbor. But it has only begun its job.
That was brought home with stunning clarity at the NAB War Conferenca in Cmca >
last week. There homage was paid the industry. Men like Price, of Censorship, Davis
of OWI, Fly of the FCC, Appley, of War
Manpower, Paley of CBS, and others in Government and industry were effusive in their
thanks. But all of them had a grim story about
the road ahead and about radio's responsibility.
The impact of those words, of the dangers
inherent in wartime operation of so intimate
and potent a medium as broadcasting had a
profound effect unon every broadcaster tfrer*
It wasn't just talk. It was the assignment of
a mission that must not fail and that will not
end until victory.
One slip, however innocent, by a station or
speaker and great injury may be done. Lives
may be lost. Shius sunk or some long-range
strategy destroyed. Censor Price pounded that
home. Broadcasters cannot relax for a moment. A few irresponsible broadcasters among
many might cause collapse of the system of
voluntary censorship.
That's only part of the story. It was made

inimical to the industry. It went
all-out behind President Miller in
deprecating the ban on electrical
transcriptions invoked by James G.
Petrillo, President of the AFM,
and urged transcribers to "stand
firm so they will not give tacit or
implicit recognition to Petrillo's
false and insincere claim of widespread unemployment in his union,

Has

Only

Begun

all too clear by speaker after speaker that the
broadcasting industry must shoulder this increased burden in the face of a steadily darkening manpower outlook. More and more engineers and technicians will be called by the
military; most all of radio's able-bodied men
in the eligible brackets are slated for Government service. The only safe bet is a transition
to non-draftees — women, the physically handicapped and the over-age. Intensive training
should begin now.
To the industry's credit, it's leadership has
thought ahead. A post-war planning committee, such as we have advocated in these columns, was established. Under President Neville Miller, it will map plans for the industry's future, taking cognizance of new services to stem from the war — television, FM,
facsimile, and perhaps others.
Another kind of planning also was proposed by FCC— BWC Chairman Flv through
formation of a projected Radio Technical
Planning Board, to be set up by the FCC, Radio Manufacturers Assn. and Institute of Radio Engineers. It did not provide for active
broadcasting industry participation through
NAB, it appears. Thus, early establishment
within NAB of a post-war unit is necessary.

—

An

Editorial

The industry must look out for itself. It
has gotten along pretty well by doing just
that. It was not taken into the confidence of
those who proposed the technical planning
board. Yet the aural broadcasters of today!
logically are the visual broadcasters of the
post-war era. They are the FM broadcasters,
the facsimile broadcasters and the men best
qualified by experience, public acceptance and!
ability to carry forward this radio develop- j
ment.

The War Conference was an education as
well as a revelation. It's going to take a lot
more sweat and work to do the job, and plenty?
of planning and thinking to land right-side !i
up when the task is over.
The industry is grateful for the commenda- !
tions from all sides. It isn't asking for medals. j
It is fighting for those freedoms on the home
front, while many of its men are doing a
tougher job on the battle lines.
When those men come back, they want a
free, competitive broadcasting industry by the
American Plan waiting for them, with their
old jobs and with new opportunities.
The spirit evinced at the Chicago War
Conference, and the things done, augur for
exactly that.

or to his equally false claim that
the industry was in obligation to
members of his union not employed

morale and as having inflicted
"grievous and unjustified injustice
upon the broadcasting and tran-

ment
or otherwise,
the ;
abolition
of brand "looking
namesto and

The same resolution called upon
the transcribers promptly to take
by it."
such
legal measures as may be necessary to end the ban, labelled as in
violation of labor's pledge to the
nation and injurious to wartime

industries."
Fearful scription
of consumer
movement
developments in support of grade
labeling, lest they be directed
toward elimination of brand names,
the NAB expressed its unalterable
opposition to all measures, Govern-

It heartily endorsed the Halleck
commodities."
Resolution (HRes-98) for a thorough investigation of OPA grade
labeling and other moves tending
toward elimination of brand names.
With considerable concern evidenced in industry and advertising
circles over outside audience service for program ratings, the Board
adopted a simple, one-sentence
resolution authorizing appointment
of a committee to study and report to it with
the establishment of arespect
NAB "to
Bureau
of

trademarks

in the marketing of !

Audience Measurement". Presumably such a project would be the
counterpart of the Audit Bureau of
Circulations in the printed media,
placed in the control of the industry itself. Such projects long have
been advocated within the industry, but have never gotten anywhere because of the difficulty in
applying newspaper standards of
circulation measurement to radio.

NAB BOARD MEMBERS who took office after the
NAB War Conference in Chicago last week, following
district elections since the last convention, and including two new directors-at-large : Seated (1 to r), Leslie
Johnson, WHBF, Rock Island, 111., district director;
Joseph 0. Maland, WHO, Des Moines, reelected director-at-large ; President Neville Miller; Barney
Lavin, WDAY, Fargo, director-at-large, who succeeds
Gene O'Fallen, KFEL, Denver.
Standing, James D. Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati, director-at-large succeeding Edwin Craig, WSM, Nashville; Roy Thompson, WFBG, Altoona, Pa., district
director; Herb Hollister, KANS, Wichita, reelected
at-large; F. M. Russell, NBC Washington vice-president; Frank H. King, WMBR, Jacksonville, elected
at-large succeeding James W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL,
Page
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Columbus, Ga. (who was elected a district director) ;
Don S, Elias, WWNC, Asheville, reelected at-large,
and Mr. Woodruff. Paul W. Kesten, CBS vice-president and general manager, and Nathan Lord, WAVE,
Louisville, were not present for the picture.
Holdover members of the board are Paul W. Morency, WTIC, Hartford; Kolin Hager, WGY, Schenectady; G. Richard Shafto, WIS, Columbia; Hoyt B.
Wooten, WREC, Memphis; John E. Fetzer, WKZO,
Kalamazoo, Mich.; John J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha;
E. L. Hayek, KATE, Albert Lea, Minn.; William B.
Way, KVOO, Tulsa; Hugh A. L. Halff, WOAI, San
Antonio; Ed. Yocum, KGHL, Billings; Arthur Westlund, KRE, Berkeley, Cal.; Cal J. Smith, KFAC, Los
Angeles, and Harry L. Spence, KXRO, Aberdeen,
Washington.
BROADCASTING

Paley's Plea
From President William S.
Paley, of CBS, the conference
heard a plea for better programming by radio itself. Keenly
aware of the importance of programming, Mr. Paley some time
ago personally took over direction
of the CBS program department.
The advertiser and his agent have
played an important part in the
development of radio but because
of the sponsorship zeal, he said,
their ideas may not be compatible
(Continued on Page 71)
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Station

)URING the past dozen years ralio broadcasting has developed
aster and extended further than
iny other medium of advertising.
Similarly the volume of research in
adio has been both great and beneicial. I don't want
~;o be critical of
nost of the re;earch that has
)een conducted in
;his field, but I do
vant to differentiate or call par:icular attention
l ;o that research
ivhich has been
Mr. Franco
[ nost useful to me
jn the buying side
)f radio, and that research which
las just been a waste of time and
noney for both of us.
A good deal of solid informa;ion and factual data are now
available regarding radio listening
iiabits, but measured against theoretical ideals, I believe only the first
significant steps have been taken.
Coverage, Circulation
First, I should like to discuss the
difference between station coverage and station circulation. There

"have been several techniques developed for measuring station coverage. The earliest was the arbitrary circle drawn around the individual station, the radius of the
circle depending on the station
manager's enthusiasm or what he
(had for lunch that day. Other maps
jwere drawn plotting total fan mail
received over a period of six months
or a year. Such maps were also
qvery flattering to the individual
station concerned. Field strength
maps or contour measurements
have been used by many stations as
-an indication of station coverage,
and these are, of course, basic meajurements which every station manager must have. From my side of
]the fence, however, field strength
maps indicate only where a station
can be heard and not where it is
I actually listened to.
Coverage to an advertiser means
only one thing — listening. This
paramount fact field strength maps
are incapable of measuring. For example two stations in the same
market, broadcasting with the same
power and nearly the same frequency might have almost identical
field strength maps but one station might have 90% of the audience listening to it as compared
with only 10% for the other station.
The NAB recommendation on
coverage, which will be presented
to you later, defines that measure| ment as a physical determination of
| where a station serves. I am for it
— it may not be the perfect answer
to our dilemma, but if each of you
* Abstract of an address April 29 before
the NAB War Conference Sales Manager
Meeting.
BROADCASTING

Research

Simple,
Direct
the United States. There are more
than twice as many radio homes
Sales Managers
Told to 'Know
Thyself
as there are telephone homes and
there may be wide differences in
As Various
Techniques
Discussed
listening habits between these two
groups by individual programs. In
By
CARLOS
FRANCO*
addition, audience statistics reveal
Director of Station Relations
marked differences between listenYoung & Rubicam, New York
ing habits in urban centers as comwill observe the recommendations
pared with smaller cities and towns
terms of time or frequency of lisand rural areas. In spite of these
you then will be moving in the
tening. We don't expect perfection
deficiencies, the telephone technique
right direction.
but we would like to see some steps
has been a useful research tool, and
in the direction of honest and conThis is what I mean by the disthese
two rating services, in the
servative maps. Many stations have
tinction between coverage and cirabsence
of anything better, at least
made such efforts and have given
culation. Coverage is potential, cirindicate
the relative size of the
culation isactual. We do not expect
us listening maps and circulation
audience
controlled by commercial
a circulation analysis of every profigures of real value.
network
programs anion a; talegram on your station. We would
Listening Area Maps
phone homes in 32 or 33 major
be satisfied with circulation analyUnited States cities.
I cannot impress on you too
sis based on the sum total of all

your programs or the average of
your normal schedule.
If we can know the overall percentage of radio families in each
county that you claim is within
your coverage area which listens
to your station, and the frequency
of that listening, I believe that we
will have information of real value
in appraising your station.
This may sound deflationary, but
I think that most smart advertisers realize their ads are not read
by the total ABC circulation of
magazines and newspapers any
more than their programs are listened to by every radio family in
your coverage area.
Progress In Techniques
I am not going to attempt to
describe the ideal method of measuring circulation at this time but
I would like to tell you considerable
progress has been made in developing sound techniques for determining the true listening area and
actual circulation of individual stations. You recall the pioneer work
of the Joint Committee on Radio
Research which was composed of
representatives from advertisers,
agencies and broadcasters. The
Joint Committee spent considerable
time and money wrestling with this
problem and as far back as five
years ago discarded the techniques
many of you are still using — field
strength maps, fan mail maps, post
card surveys and the like. You may
also recall that the joint committee
recommended that a representative
cross section of radio homes in each
county be surveyed in order to determine station coverage and circulation.know
I
that it isn't simple,
and that careful safeguards must
be used in allocating your sample,
in framing the questionnaire, in
the distribution of the interviews,
and in the interpretation of the results. It is important to avoid bias,
therefore the survey should be
made by an independent authority,
if possible.
Keep your questionnaire simple
and try to determine the decree of
listening to your station either in

• Broadcast

Advertising

strongly that such soundly conducted and properly prepared listening area maps should form the
bulwark of your selling effort. Even
if such maps are not perfected on
your first attempt I sincerely believe you will find them very useful and at least a good private inventory of your own assets.
I should like to turn from what
we might term gross circulation
figures to an analysis of net advertising circulation. This suggests
program ratings in radio. All of
you are familiar with CAB (Crosley) and Hooper program ratingservices. These regular services
provide bi-monthly ratings on all
commercial network programs expressed in relative terms based on
total radio homes and sets in use.
Despite the fact these services
are widely used they have their
limitations from a research point
of view. Both services are limited
to telephone homes in 32 or 33 major markets and therefore fall short
of giving us a truly representative
cross section of radio listening in

WITHOUT FRILL or fanfare,
NAB President Neville Miller opened the industry's first War Conference in Chicago last Tuesday. It
also was the NAB twenty-first annual business meeting, since the
1943 convention, as such, was cancelled.

Hooper Has 50 Cities
Within the past couple of years
Hooper has extended his service
and has provided individual city
reports in about 50 cities. These
reports contain program ratings
and station indices based on data
gathered in exactly the same way;
that is, by means of the coincidental telephone technique. Such reports have been read and bootlegged and re-read by a great many
people in the industry. It is my
impression that some of the reports
have been misused or misinterpreted. There is a tendency on the part
of many station managers to generalize beyond the limits of their
evidence. I simply mean that it is
sometimes necessary to look behind
the surveys in order properly to
evaluate the findings for the individual programs or periods under
scrutiny and to recognize certain
limitations
which may exist in the
data.
I believe station-city surveys
have value to show trends in program and station ratings, provided
of course that the sample is adequate. It is possible to measure the
direction of your program rating,
the effect of changes in the program structure, and the changes in
the size of the listening audience
controlled by the station. My word
of caution concerns the use of such
surveys in a promotional way, such
as claiming wide leadership over
competing stations in terms of absolute figures to the second decimal
place. I know that there are many
smaller stations who have been
seriously disturbed by such station
indices and I should like to assure
them that there are many of us on
the buying end who are not taken
in by exaggerated claims. We are
more impressed with an honest
straight-forward presentation of
facts even though the station may
be in second or third place in its
market. Furthermore we are constantly watching the direction of
individual programs on smaller stations and the trends in station in(Continued on Page 65)
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Harold B. Thomas Says Fewer American
Die If Industry Succeeds in Tasks Ahead
TIME and space and services valued at 250 million dollars a year
are being contributed to the war
effort by the major advertising
media with radio stations responsible for about 100 million dollars of
that amount, Harold B. Thomas,
vice-chairman of the Advertising
Council, told the NAB War Conference in Chicago last Thursday.
He spoke in place of Chester LaRoche, advertising council chairman, who was ill. Mr. Thomas is
president of the Centaur Co., and
president of the Advertising Research Foundation.
He cited the Advertising Council, made up of all media groups,
as an outstanding example of how
different units of business can unite
and pull together in a com™nn
cause. Failure to recognize fully
the role that advertising plays in
total war, he said, "is the equivalent of a military error."
Organize Communities
Urging all members of the advertising field to organize their local communities so that advertising
can perform its assigned function
as a major channel of communication, Mr. Thomas said:

Men

Will

"Business proposes to deal with
the distribution of war information
to the home front and to pay for
the opportunity," he said. "Just as
conversion of plants was the first
war contribution of business, the
conversion of advertising is its
second. If you are proud of what
business is doing, you have a right
to be. This is the new competition —
to see who can do the most for
America."
Alluding to radio's war job, Mr.
Thomas recited some of its more
spectacular achievements, such as
the drawing of 104.000 applications
for non-combat pilots following a
seven-day campaign, as against a
goal of 50,000; a boost of between
100 and 250 percent in nursing recruits during a three week period,
and a jump of 40 percent after two
weeks on the network al^aH-m
plan in candidates for the Marine
officers school.
In a democracy, he said, the

1,000

greatest weapon is "information
and understanding." Whereas the
original effort was to raise funds
from industry, as was done in the
scrap and fats and greases campaigns, he declared those were exceptions. "Our plan was for conversion of existing advertising
space
war purposes."
Mr. toThomas
outlined the scope
and purpose of the council. It is
made up of top executives from
the Nation's advertisers and agencies, newspapers, radio, magazine,
outdoor and 17 related groups. Radio is represented by Paul Kesten,
CBS, vice-president and general
manager and Neville Miller, president of the NAB. As a volunteer
effort, it renders all services gratis
both to Government and to business.
Cooperation With OWI
Mr. Thomas broke down a score
of jobs that the Council worked
on during the first year. Listing
as number one the development of
the radio allocation plan in cooperation with OWI, he estimated
the value of contributed radio time
and talent at 100 million dollars.
The only other Council project
reaching that estimated figure was
the plan for business, covering es-

DELEGATES

amount

timated expenditures of an equal
on printed advertising

alone.
The figure of more than 250 million dollars already diverted for
the war effort was described by
Mr. Thomas as "just the begin,
ning". He cited commendations
from Government officials for the
effort. Now the job is the final
follow-through which can be supplied locally. The council has in
preparation a community war
plan to make it easy for advertisers to cooperate in placing war
advertising, he said. It would ask
local advertisers to provide jointly
a war advertising fund and make
clear that careful planning and coordinating of war messages can
eliminate the "chaos and disruption of frequent, urgent appeals
lorProvision
aid on warshould
campaigns."
be made in
this community war plan for the
use of all local media. He urged advertising men to stop thinking of
themselves as broadcasters, advertisers or agency men, but as "civilian fighters" managing an industry
that produces a "mighty war production— one that can arouse this
nation to wrath and effective ac-

ATTEND

tion that will astound the world."

OPENING

"In the year ahead we will be
called upon to help recruit housewives by the millions to leave their
kitchens for the jobs men left behind ;we will have to persuade millions to help harvest the food and
process it, and see that it is
shared; we will have to persuade
Americans to eat nutritious food,
to shun black markets, to understand what the army does with
food and what is meant when we
say food is a weapon of war.
"We will have to recruit part
time volunteers by the hundreds of
thousands for rationing boards, civilian defense councils, as army
ground observers or spotters: we
will have to help get our people to
buy more and more war bonds and
to understand clearly why they
should. They will have to learn to
conserve, and to spend less — to eat
it up, wear it out, make it do.
"We will be called upon to quicken public responsibility to stay on
jobs every working minute, to work
harder without grumbling. We will
need to make the meaning of the
war clearer, to curb disunity, to
halt loose talk, to de-bunk rumors.
These and a dozen other vitally
important things must be done
and advertising must help do them.
If it plays the part it is capable of
playing, fewer American men will

die."
The council, which renders all
services gratis to government and
business, has made substantial
progress in working for the conversion of advertising space and
time to war information, Mr.
Thomas reported.
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Programs
HAVE

BEEN

ASKED

be

Improved,

to talk

>out radio programming-. I do so,
)t in the role of a program ex>rt, whatever that may be, but as
le who, having watched the de'lopment of radio over a period
years, might make some obser.tions about the special place of
e programming operation in the
dio broadcasting industry.
Four Challenges
The emphasis I shall place on
is subject might give the impres)n that I consider it to be the
ly problem of importance to
oadcasters and broadcasting.
iat, of course, is not true. But
know of no better way to indite how important I do consider
is subject than to list it as one
what, to my mind, are the four
fjst important challenges which
oadcasters, looking toward the
ture, face today.
First is the continuing change
our relationship with govern:mt, which may be effected by
1 Text of address delivered April 28 at
NAB War Conference in Chicago.

ESSION

Must

OF

Cites

Danger

in Yielding

Advertising

For

Bad

to

Pressure

- Taste

By
WILLIAM
S. PALEY*
President, Columbia Broadcasting System
regulation or by legislation or by
both.
The second is the challenge of
our own public relations, in the
broadest sense of informing the
public about the importance of
broadcasting as an instrument of
daily service and of democratic
freedom. We have informed the
public expertly about almost everything under the sun, except broadcasting itself.
Third is the challenge of technical change which lies ahead. This
includes the probable change in
whole or in part from our present
broadcast band into the higher frequencies, both for radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, and
probably facsimile broadcasting.
Fourth is the subject to which
I address
this talk — radio pro-

NAB

WAR

gramming. And I might add that,
in a very practical sense, this challenge and the way we meet it, may
have a far-reaching effect on all
our other problems.
I feel confident that all thoughtful broadcasters will understand
me and agree with me when I predict that history and the American
people will in the end pronounce
the ultimate judgment on the war
record of the broadcasting industry almost solely in terms of progress. We shall not be judges on
our engineering accomplishments,
despite the undoubted difficulties
of maintaining standards under
war-time anxieties over manpower,
maintenance of income, payment
of taxes, and other management
pressures. No matter how resourceful the solutions of our present

CONFERENCE

Says

Paley
or operating problems
let us not forget that
essentially trade matters
outsiders, if interested at
it for granted that these
will be found.
The End Product
Most industries face vexatious

business
may be,
these are
and that
all, take
solutions

problems today and they are expected to solve them. Every industry must face the fact that it will
be evaluated almost entirely by its
end products. In radio that end
product consists of the radio programs put on the air. And because
that product must take an almost
untold number of forms, must be
flexible to the extent of meeting
new conditions from day to day,
must concern itself with every aspect of life, must be turned out to
fill from 16 to 24 hours in each
and every day, it challenges the
ingenuity and the creative power
of its makers to an extent seldom
faced by those in any other field.
In a very real sense, our programs are today the symbol of our
participation in the war, and it
will be through our programs that
we must build the post-war prestige and justification of privately
licensed broadcasting.
Perhaps never since the earliest
days of the industry has there
been such a necessity for top management to interest itself in programming. I do not make this
point with the thought that top
management necessarily represents
the top in creative program ability.
Where it does the program department will be enriched. But even
where it doesn't the direct and
personal interest of top management in program planning and execution will bring important added
values to the program department.
Expression of Interest
This interest can express itself
in many ways. For example, in seeing that program department personnel has easy and constant access to the chief officers of radio
organizations. Or, in making a
point of a fair hearing in any dispute between the program department and the sales department,
and in weighing the importance of
sound programming over the long
haul, against certain immediately
lucrative commercial opportunities.
Or in displaying interest in, and
awareness of, inspired work from
the rank and file in the program
department. Or in encouraging
pride in programs as such, by always giving the program department the best break possible when
budget time rolls around.
May I pause at this point to say,
parenthetically, that I am not unmindful of the peculiar hardships
of some of the very small stations
in the very small towns. The war
has fallen heavily upon certain of
these stations, and their operators
I realize might be inclined to smile
at those among us who enjoy the
(Continued on page 50)
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is

one

of

Boston's

BIG

Milton Grubbs is 14 years old. He is one of New
and best liked personalities.
There's a lot of Barnum

men

England's best known

in Milton. But no more

than in a million

other kids who love to "play-act." The difference is that Milton
within earshot of a certain Boston radio station.
It happened

lives

this way: nearly two years ago, Milton's favorite station

(and his family's ) had a smart idea. WEEI was going to let the younger
generation prove its fibre on a new weekly program. The series, said
WEEI,

would

be cast entirely by teen-age kids, under

tutelage of Dolphe
Hundreds
this bubbling

Martin, who

would

select them

of starry-eyed boys and girls came
talent pool, dozens

were

actors, repertory player candidates.
Finally, the show

was

And

the sympathetic

by try-outs.

to the auditions. From

chosen — choristers, soloists,
Milton Grubbs,

ready; the big day came.

scared but resolute, announced . . "This is Youth

m.c.

Milton

on Parade."

Grubbs,

The chor-

isters picked it up and ran along the vocal scale with it. Fledgling Ruth
Casey helped blend it with a magnificent

solo. The

did a capsule dramatization.

with a changing

some remarkably
It was
amateur

A comedian

true impersonations.

a hit. Not just another

junior Barrymores
voice gave

Youth was on parade, over WEEI.

"kid show";

hour. . .but a variety series of CBS

not a one-performance

caliber. And

today— 99 pro-

grams later— it's still a hit. So much so that through WEEI's vast service
area, almost one out of every four listeners are timed to the program.
Forty-four
"went

programs

Columbia"

after the first brave

coast-to-coast . . . Milton

show, Youth

Grubbs,

m.c. We

will listen this Saturday, at 10:00 a.m., over your own
enjoy the show, we know. And we think it
will tell you eloquently why WEEI
it all started ) is so much
New

Englanders

Columbia's
YOUTH

hope you

station. You'll

(where

a part of the lives of

. . .why WEEI

is, indeed,

Friendly Voice in Boston.

ON PARADE

CBS

on Parade

WL

isnowready for sponsorship

...on CBS coast-to-coast. Ask us or CBS for details.
ia's
mb
lu
Co
ly
nd
ie
fr
voice

BOSTON
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Fly
Urges
Post-War
Planning
Board
broadcasting
must
solve is tl,
I WELCOME this opportunity to
equipment
shortage.
The armed
speak, at the invitation of the CoPraises Industry War
Job; Points to His
forces need radio equipment in uw
lumbia Broadcasting System, from
precedented quantities and theii
this War Conference of the NaStand
on Private
Ownership
needs come first. Perhaps the mosl
tional Association of Broadcasters
pressing aspect of this problem if
which is now going on here in ChiFLY*
LAWRENCE
JAMES
By
the supply of batteries for radio J
cago.
Chairman, Federal Communications Commission
in farm homes which do not havl
Our radio broadcasting stations
electric power. The farmer mor] j
have now had 16 months experience
during a war, and who thought it surveys conducted day and night
than others is dependent upon radi 1l
in serving the public under warkeep the industry aware of popular
inevitable that now, as during the
for
market and crop reports, fo I
time conditions, and so the time
first world war, telephone, tele- reaction. They know when the dial
news
and information and for en|
is turned or the switch thrown
has come for the industry and stagraph, and perhaps radio broadtertainment. Engaged as he is iJ
tion managements to take stock of
shutting off all service. It is this
casting would have to be "taken
developments so far, and to lay
sensitivity to public opinion, it the battle of production, he need!]
over." Since my first appointment
and deserves the many benefits of
plans for the future.
to the Commission, I have firmly
seems to me, which has made radio
radio
if his efficiency is to be main
democratic
and
which
keeps
it
opposed that philosophy, and time,
If I were to sum up radio's extained.
perience since Pearl Harbor, I I think, has shown that it was a democratic. The same factor lays
Due to the battery shortage, unjl
would say — and I think most radio
wholly mistaken notion. Experience
the responsibility upon the shouldlisteners would agree, that the
ers
of
the
listening
public.
fortunately,
many farmers are foil]
has shown what I, along with all
American system of broadcasting
the
time
being
deprived of its adj.
other responsible Government adBroadcaster's Problems
has met its first great crisis, and
vantages. The difficulty is that bal l;
ministrators, have always believed,
It has not been easy for the teries require materials urgent! j
has met it successfully. Despite the
that private broadcasting, in war
needed for direct war uses. To datl
manifold difficulties which have beas in peace, is a main bulwark of broadcasting industry to maintain
service uncurtailed during the war.
American Democracy.
set wartime broadcasting, the netno satisfactory substitutes havl
works and stations have given us
been devised. The War Productio
They have had to meet and to overLet me add, however, that in the
come
the
most
serious
obstacles,
a
Board of course is doing its verl
a full quota of service — including
final analysis the future of broadfew of which I should like briefly
news from the fighting fronts and
best to solve the battery probleiij
casting is not in the hands of the
to describe. It is due in large part
from the home fronts, comment on
and I look forward to an early solulj
Federal Communications Commisto these obstacles that the War
and discussion of the news and pubtion. Meanwhile, every owner of
sion, or of any other Government
Conference of the National Assolic issues, entertainment and relaxbattery-operated receiver can hel
agency. It is in the hands of listenciation of Broadcasters is meeting
ation, and programs stressing full
ers. Government may act to imby conserving his own battery.
here this week. One major problem
public cooperation in the many war
prove a situation here or to elimidrives which are so essential if we
Post War Prospects
is the manpower shortage which
nate an abuse there, but the real
affects
broadcasting
even
more
than
are to win an unconditional vicfate of broadcasting lies in the
Perhaps this is enough to giv
tory.
hands of listeners, themselves. By it does some other industries, be- you some notion of the many pro!
Cites Elmer Davis
cause radio is essentially a young
your support you make broadcastlems being threshed out here i
Elmer Davis has said:
ing possible, and so long as your
man's occupation and even the oldChicago this week. In conclusio
timers are comparatively young
support is forthcoming, broadcastI would like to open up very brief!
"The better the American people
men. The staffs which remain — and
ing will flourish.
understand what this war is about,
some post-war radio perspectives
I include particularly those radio
It is this dependence on public
the harder they will work and fight
Few of us, I think, realize thj
technicians whom you never hear
support which makes radio a prime
to win it."
tremendous
progress that has
democratic medium of our era. By
over the radio, but who nevertheThat is the challenge which our
made in radio and related field
less keep the stations going — are
turning a dial, the listener can sebroadcasters are currently facing,
during this war. Military secrec
lect or reject, accept or relegate to hard put to maintain continuous
and facing with courage and inservice.
of necessity shrouds these d«
limbo, any particular program, and
genuity.
The
Federal
Communications
velopments which the enemy woul
by flipping a switch he can shut out
Let me take one example among
give much to know. Later thes
Commission
has
taken
several
parthe entire radio spectrum. Conmany — the broadcasts from abroad
technical developments adapted t
ticular
steps
to
help
alleviate
this
versely,
his
interest
and
his
attenwhich help keep the American pubtion can make radio an intimate
lic better informed than any other
manpower shortage and the industhe purposes of peace will unquei
try has taken many more. The
part of his daily life, and of the
nation on the face of the globe.
tionably revolutionize all forms <
problem is not wholly solved, but I communication and lead to new ari
life of the nation. You, as listeners,
Daily broadcasts from London,
doubt very much that any stations
are thus the ultimate judges who
Chungking, Algiers, Moscow, Darbetter uses in the public interest,
will be forced off the air in the
fix the quality of radio programs.
win, and points between, surmount
think that all of us now realize tl
The responsibility is largely yours.
foreseeable future for lack of perthe barriers of distance and nasonnel.
utmost importance of planning fc
Needless to say, broadcasters are
tional boundaries to bring us news
(Continued on page 4.6)
A second major problem which
sensitive to public opinion. Hourly
of our troops abroad and of the
world outside our borders.
In this and other ways, it seemr
to me, radio is meeting the challenge
of wartime operation, and as a direct result, the American system of
broadcasting — by which I mean
stations and networks privately
owned and managed but operating
in the public interest — stands on
firmer ground today than it has
ever stood. Par from shaking oui
basic broadcasting structure, the
war has strengthened it, so thai
today the essential importance of
broadcasting in the war is universally recognized.
Before war actually came, there
were those — and as the record
clearly shows I was never one of
their number — who believed thai
our communications structure coulc
not survive in private ownership
i
t
♦Text of speech delivered April 28 on
Columbia Broadcasting System from NAB
War Conference in Chicago. See running
story of Conference for other comments by
Chairman Fly.
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MANPOWER was the topic and its seriousness is denoted by the expressions of these head-table speakers
at the initial session of the War Conference last Tuesday (1 to r) : Brig. Gen. Frank E. Stoner, Assistant

Chief, Army Signal Corps ; Lindsay Wellington, Nortj
American manager, British Broadcasting Corp.; La\)
rence A. Appley, executive director, War Manpow<
Com.; Lt. Com. P. H. Winston, Selective Service.
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of this year has been

the best in the

history of WNEW
. . . 42 more advertisers for '43! Ten
are new national advertisers ... 1 1 are new local accounts
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Post
Is

-War

Urged

Buyer
by

Stimulation

Research

Business Must Prepare to Translate
Power Into Effective Demand
"CONSUMERS must be persuaded
to buy more things than they have
ever had before", if post-war business is to be successful in maintaining production levels that will
absorb the available labor force,
according to Markets After the
War, economic study released
April 29 by the Dept. of Commerce.
The report was written primarily for market analysts at the
suggestion of the Committee for
Economic Development, whose aim
is to stimulate and help business
do its own planning for high-level
employment and post-war production. The CED, while originally
sponsored by the Commerce Dept.,
is an independent organization
supported by contributions from
industry. Markets After the War
is being reprinted by the committee for distribution through its
community committees throughout
the country. CED headquarters
are in the Department of Commerce Bldg., Washington.
Boom

and Depression

Pointing out "there is nothing
automatic or inevitable about this
post-war market," the report says
the potential that goes with "high
income, deferred demand and accumulated purchasing power needs
to be translated into effective demand for particular goods and
services."
S. Morris Livingston, author of
the report, chief of the national
economics unit of the Bureau of
Foreign & Domestic Commerce,
directed particular attention to the
serious threat of "simultaneous
boom and depression" following
the war.
Following is a selection of sig-

WPB

Plans New Agency
To Plan Civilian Needs
A STRENGTHENED agency within WPB to supervise production of
civilian requirements was reliably
forecast last week as officials were
reported completing an order giving vast new powers to a revamped
office of civilian requirements,
under Arthur D. Whiteside, new
WPB Vice Chairman who reports
directly to Donald Nelson.
The order was expected momentarily. According to well-informed
sources it would give Mr. Whiteside ample authority to insure that
civilians are properly represented
in the allocation of materials and
facilities for production. Whether
the new arrangement would effect
the status of such agencies as the
Radio & Radar Divisions foreign
and domestic broadcast branch under Frank H. Mcintosh remained
unanswered but it was generally
believed that a representative of
Mr. Whiteside would have a voice
in keeping a supply of radios for
civilians along with other commodities.
Page
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Group

Deferred

Buying

nificant facts and figures from the
text of the report:
Federal Government now buys
half of national output.
In 12 years, 1929-41, output per
man-hour of employment increased
34 per cent. Fewer people, working shorter hours, produced substantially more goods and services
in 1940 than in 1929.
Increase of 10 million workers is
projected from 1940 to 1946. This
assumes longer schooling trend,
earlier retirement, a practical minimum of 2 million unemployed and
continuation of nearly 2 million in
armed forces.
Potential capacity of available
manpower in 1946 almost 50%
greater than total output in 1940.
First quarter of 1943 national
output was at annual rate of $170
billion, or $146 billion in 1940
prices. Physical production already 50% greater than in 1940.

CRAIG

GIVES
NAB

UP

ACTIVITIES

FORCED by current conditions to
devote practically all of his time
to executive direction of the National Life & Accident Insurance
Co. in Nashville, Edwin W. Craig,
executive head of WSM, Nashville,
for the first time in a decade relinquishes his status as an NAB
director. Mr. Craig a member of
the board since 1935, was not a
candidate for reelection as a director-at-large at the NAB War
Conference.
Serving as executive vice-president of the insurance company, of
which his father is board chairman,
Mr. Craig during recent months
has been devoting practically all of
his time to that business, with
Harry Stone, WSM general manager, taking most of his duties.
A familiar and forceful industry figure, Mr. Craig had been in
the leadership of practically every
industry crisis during his board
tenure which began with the Colorado Springs convention. He was
chairman of the reorganization
committee which in 1938 brought
in the plan for the present trade
association. He also placed in
nomination Neville Miller as the
industry's first president in 1938.
Mr. Craig did not attend the Chicago sessions but word was conveyed that he would not be a candidate for reelection. He has served
as a director-at-large for large
stations.
WWDC Names Weed
WWDC, Washington, has named
Weed & Co. as national representative
effective May 1.
MILLER McCLINTOCK, president
of MBS was stricken with pneumonia
last Thursday in Chicago as the NAB
War Conference ended and his West
Coast speaking tour was cancelled.

CORRIDOR CONCLAVE convoked convivially (1 to r): Harold t
Lafount, president, Atlantic Coast Network Inc.; John Mayo, Associate
Music Publishers; W. A. McCall, United Press, Chicago; Ralph We;
WOV, New York; Al Harrison, United Press, New York; Harold Burk
WBAL, Baltimore.

Big

Selling

Job

on

Department

Store\

Must Be Done
by Radio, Garber
Claimi
DECLARING that radio must have
proach to programming and thninl
by both stores and stations; (2 J
a more important place in department store advertising budgets,
charge-back system by which tr.j
buyer or divisional man is in to
and laying blame for failure to oblast analysis responsible for h:|
tain this largely upon broadcasters
publicity expenditures as well z\
themselves, John A. Garber, adversales, and his consequent refusal fI
tising manager of Strawbridge &
take a chance on radio; (3) fail
Clothier, Philadelphia, took both
ure of stores to give programs adi|
industries to task when addressing
station executives at a meeting on
quate time to take; (4) failure (I
stores to expend enough of the: I
"Sales — a Wartime Necessity," last
Wednesday night at the NAB War
publicity budget on radio to mall
Conference.
an adequate impression on the ma:]
A Few Problems
ket: (5) the problem of buckin!
Mr. Garber expressed belief that
good national programs practical]!
throughout the day; (6) lack of uil
radio will and must have an imporderstanding of radio on part (J
tant place in the department store
store advertising men trained i|
advertising appropriation. H e
visual media.
warned, though, that a long misHe cautioned broadcasters to sej
sionary and selling job must be
done by broadcasters to share those
a merchandising story, not a shovj
Helen Kennedy, advertising d|
dollars — some 75 to 100 million of
rector of Kroger Grocery & Ball
them nationally.
Mr. Garber listed some of the
ing Co., Cincinnati, also a spea'i
reasons it has been difficult for
er at the sales session, said there |
a post-war selling job to be donj
those two industries to get toand radio is in a position to do i
gether: (1) lack of intelligent ap-

BRUSH
WCAP

FIRE

BURNS

TRANSMITTER

TRANSMITTER of WCAP, Asbury Park, N. J., was destroyed by
fire last Wednesday, putting the
station off the air indefinitely.
Sparks from a brush fire near the
transmitter, about three miles outside Asbury Park, got in between
the slate roof and the ceiling of the
transmitter house, whose occupants
realized too late that the structure
was on fire.
Thomas F. Burley Jr., station
head, told Broadcasting that the
building is a wreck with only the
side walls standing. He estimated
the damage at about $60,000. He
said that the antenna and the
ground system are still in good condition and that an emergency transmitter will be set up at the base of
the antenna as soon as new equipment can be secured.
Mr. Burley said that this is the
second transmitter he has lost by
fire, that of WBRB, Red Bank,
N. J., having been destroyed.
PRESIDENT Roosevelt's speech
Monterey, Mexico, April 20 had a
Hooper rating of 44.1.
BROADCASTING

WHEELER

DELAYS

FCC BILL HEARINI
OPENING hearing on the WhitJ]
Wheeler Bill to reorganize til
FCC has been postponed until F*j
day, May 14, by the Senate Intel
state Commerce SubcommitteJ
Chairman Wheeler announced la|
week. He explained that absence J
Sen. White (R-Me.) , who is out >1
Washington on official business, ajj
counted for abandonment of til
previously announced hearing dajii
May 6 [Broadcasting, April 19ij
The White-Wheeler Bill (S-8lf:
would sharply restrict regulatoii
functions of the FCC. It would di;
vide the Commission into two aw
tonomous bodies of three membeil
each — one to handle broadcasts
and related matters, and the othy
to handle common carriers.
Sen. Wheeler said last week thij
plans for the hearing were not yijj
ready.
Since parallels
the White-Wheeler
Bi'j
generally
the Sande:!
Bill introduced
last session,
it j
believed that hearings will not LJ
extensive, and that they invoh \
only non-repetitious testimony ]
supplement
the last year's Saw I
ers
Bill records.
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NAB
Solves

Retail
Both

Store

Station's
and
Problems
THE INDUSTRY-WIDE retail
promotion plan will be put into
operation early next fall, it was
announced by Paul W. Morency,
WTIC, Hartford, chairman of the
plan committee, at the Wednesday
afternoon session of the NAB War
Conference. The financial commitment was made by the NAB board
last Monday, which agreed to make
up any deficit of the $125,000 goal
set for putting the plan into operation. To date close to 300 stations
have pledged almost $83,000.
The potential for radio in the
retail field was comprehensively
presented by Sheldon R. Coons,
who has been retained as special
consultant for the promotional
plan. Mr. Coons, in paying tribute
to the members of the committee,
recalled the thoroughness with
which the problem was studied before agreeing to undertake the job.
Experts Consulted
"We were in touch with authorities and experts supplementing our
own knowledge of distribution, economics, government, research, and
finance. We talked to retailers and
analyzed surveys on the use of radio by retailers. We prepared budgets of varying size to fit plans,
and finally emerged with a basic
plan which your Committee approved and endorsed," he said.
"The committee questioned us as
to every detail, went over the plans
with a fine tooth comb, and then
presented its own plans for the
financing of the undertaking, which
in turn were discussed and debated
with every segment of the industry
represented in the debate, and
finally approved."
Mr. Coons read a news story on
the record breaking increase of retail sales and revealed that March
and April retail sales will be substantially ahead of a year ago. In
a review of wartime merchandising
problems, Mr. Coons predicted that
the 1943 retail volume will be maintained at its present high level.
The Retail Promotion Committee
plan will be put into effect at a
time when these conditions prevail:
1 — the shortage of goods is apparently being surmounted by the
nation's retailers,
2- — the retailers' margin of profit
on normal volume, even without
the excess profit taxes, continues low and indicates a further rise in the cost of distribution, and
8 — that the only cure of unprofitable distribution is in greater
volume, or in lower sales costs,
or both.
"Never was a classification of advertisers so harried," Mr. Coons
continued, "so in need of communiPage
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Promotion

Starts

cation with its customers, so uncertain of the future trends affecting it. If you believe as I do, and
as I hope the study will prove, that
broadcasting is a magnificent and
effective sales force, I say to you
that the retailers will welcome our
study of their business and the
light we expect to throw upon our
medium now, and that once they
know and understand broadcasting,

present prospect of radio is full of
pitfalls, Mr. Coons remarked that
too much of radio revenue is concentrated in too few fields; to
few classifications of advertisers
buy the medium. Many people believe that radio is in in its patent
medicine era, he said, which the
press once experienced and from
which it has long since emerged.
New Dignity

youAs will
together."
an get
answer
to those stations
still unpledged to the plan who say
that they are sold out or that local
business is undesirable, Mr. Coons
drew an analogy between broadcasting and retailing. Twenty years
ago department stores, at the zenith
of sales and profit, scoffed at subui'ban stores, neighborhood stores,
chain stores, with the result that
their sales and profits have
slipped.
Issuing a warning signal that the

More department store advertising would give new dignity to many
new radio stations, and would provide a volume which would make
unnecessary present accounts which
the broadcasters themselves wish
they could afford to do without. If
the leading retailers embrace radio,
the whole tone of the local radio
business will improve, and further,
if the retailers come to believe in
radio as a medium, radio will develop many classifications of ac-

Harvard
Report

Will

Be

Studies
of

Aid

To Buyer, Seller
Of Radio Time
By C. H. SANDAGE
Visiting Professor of Business Research
Harvard University
THE HARVARD Business School
is starting a study of radio advertising as employed by retailers,
service operators, wholesalers and
manufacturers
with limited territorial distribution. The support
and help of radio
station management is necessary
to make the study
a
cess.complete sucThe school feels
that such help
Prof. Sandage
will be given because of the outstanding contributions which the industry has already made to advertising and
market research. It is probable that
no other advertising medium has

Air

Use

devoted as much time and effort to
this type of work. Most research
of the past, however, has been devoted to a study of radio as a
medium for the national advertiser.
Results of past research have
been most helpful to both the radio
industry and the national advertiser. Equally beneficial results can
stem from research into radio as a
medium for the local businessman.
It is therefore the purpose of the
Harvard study to find out what
makes radio click for the retailer
and other local businessmen. Facts
uncovered from such a study will
serve as guiding principles to both
the buyer and seller of radio time.
They should also be of value to
local merchants in their postwar
responsibility to distribute the vast
quantities of goods made available
by peacetime industry.
Procedures to Be Followed
A considerable amount of time
will be devoted to making personal
calls on advertisers and station
management to discuss at first
hand the experiences of successful

in

Fall

counts whose distribution is throug
store outlets.
Lewis H. Avery, NAB directo
of broadcast advertising, outline
the actual mechanics of the plan t
the assembled broadcasters. A dri
matic four-hour presentation c
problems of retail selling, reta:
distribution, and the part radii
advertising can play in their soli
tion are packaged in a master show
ing including: (1) sound motio
pictures, (2) motion slide film,
(3) transcriptions, (4) animatioi
(5) charts, (6) supplementary ex
hibits, (7) printed material fc
distribution.
The master showings will b
routed around the country. In ad
dition, all of the facts contained ii
the last showing will be availabl
in jumbo easel form, and 500 des
presentations will also be mad
available to each participating sta
tion.

by

Retailers

and unsuccessful users of this pow
erful advertising tool. In these per
sonal interviews all aspects of ra
dio use will be analyzed. The fol
lowing factors will be included fo
specific study : programming
length of time on the air, method
used to measure success, actual
sales results from use of radio
types of products and services es
pecially adapted to radio advertis
ing, how commercials are utilized
importance of personalities, build
ing participation features, degre«
to which radio promotion is merl
chandized by station or agency per
sonnel and the coordination of ra
dio with other advertising effort
In addition to using the persona
interview method some inf ormatio
will be sought by mail from adver
tisers and radio stations. Shor*
questionnaires will be used to sa
cure data concerning the exteni I
and character of local radio adverjij
tising. Advertisers will be asked II
submit such data as the relativij,
importance of radio in their total!
advertising budget, results frortj
their use of radio, types of pro]!
grams
used ofandradio.
their estimate oi1
the
success
Stations will be asked to supply
data on the relative importance oJ|
local business, the extent to whiclj1

advertising agencies supply loca'j ?]
business and a detailed breakdowrj,
of local business by spot announce!;
ments and sponsored programs.
Need Help of Stations
A study such as this cannot bfj
MIDWESTERNERS ALL (1 to r) : Les Johnson, WHBF, Rock Island;
Clair Heyer, Armour & Co., Chicago; F. A. Higgins, WDAN, Danville,
111.; Herbert Denny, Standard Radio, Chicago; Alex Sherwood, Standard
Radio, Chicago; Mrs. Higgins; John J. Laux, WSTV, Steubenville, O.;
Mrs. Denny.
BROADCASTING

of radicj
help have
without the We
successfulmanagement.
station
al|'
ready asked radio stations to fuffl
nish us with the names and adj:
dresses of their local accounts. Th*|i
(Continued on page 69)
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Philadelphia™ brought ice cream to its rich perfection. They invented the ice
cream soda. And through generations ice cream has become Philadelphia's dish.
Rely on a Philadelphian to know Philadelphia tastes — in radio as in every other field.
And remember that Philadelphia advertisers buy a huge and growing share of KYWs
sponsorship. Today
This would

they account

for 43%

not be so remarkable

of all our non-network

if KYW

local retail advertising, but it isn't. KYW
nation's third market,

carrying

NBC

ran

is Philadelphia's

WESTZNGHOUSE

a small

local station specializing in

is the 50,000 watt, top-notch

station of the

programs.

Investigate our directed coverage, which
the sea. KYW

were

time.

saturates the market

dish. Make

RADIO

it yours as well.

STATIONS

Inc

WOWO
• WGL • WBZ • WBZA • KYW • KDKA
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY NBC
SPOT SALES

from

the Appalachians

to

1943
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we

PASS

record
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gratifying
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highly
have

your

FRIENDS

OUR

TO

TENTH
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ANNIVERSARY,

growth

evidence

specialized

created

respect

and

has

that
service

earned

confidence.

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK
• DETROIT • CHICAGO
• SAN FRANCISCO
• LOS ANGELES
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•'Truth' DrawingA Copy of Westinghouse's

Don't
Get
Smug,
So I come to you NAB
today asking
his associates on Price
the staff of Cen- Warns
Censor
Chief
Praises
A 16x20" lithograph of an original
sorship. Your industry owes them
not only for a renewal of the faith,
wash drawing titled "The Truth
a
debt
far
greater
than
any
of
you
but for an even more virile deterIndustry for Code
Shall Make Them Free" is offered
realize.
mination on your part to make the
free on request to persons associatCooperation
Code a living, vibrant part of your
Now I have spoken frankly about
ed with broadcasting by Westing- 1
the
past.
I
will
be
equally
frank
Radio Stations Inc.
house
daily
life.
The
broadcasting
indusBy
BYRON
PRICE*
Director
of Censorship
try itself, as an entity, must take
The drawing was made on comabout the present and the unfinished task ahead.
mission for a Westinghouse Radio
IN THE YEAR since we were last
full cognizance of its collective interest. If there are any moldy
Stations advertisement to appear in j
The truth is that you have
together at Cleveland you have
trade magazines, and was exhibit- 1
corners, or cobwebs on any stairfound voluntary Censorship easier
been making history.
ed at the NAB War Conference in
than
you
had
feared
it
would
be.
way,
it
is
time
for
you
as
an
indusAt the time of that meeting, no
Chicago. It depicts three peasants
try to clean them up. What a tragYou have been able to present the
one knew what would happen to
listening surreptitiously to shortnews from many fronts, in much
edy it would be if a few irresponbroadcasting. Many of you were
wave radio and illustrates an imsible broadcasters among many
detail. Entertainment programs
apprehensive about your properportant contribution of radio in the
should
accomplish
the
collapse
of
a
continue without great change.
fight towards a free, tolerant,
ties and your future independence.
united world to come.
patriotic endeavor which means so
Nor was the Government, on its
You have seen no invasion by Cenmuch
to
all
of
you!
side, free of worry. The potential
sorship of your right to free exThe moral effectiveness and the
pression and opinion. By and
dangers from radio impulses leapbroadcasts are international comproperty investment of every one
large, you have not suffered the
munications. And none of you can!
ing out over our national bounof you suffers whenever a single
financial losses you expected. You
daries in wartime were plain to
be in any doubt that in wartime!
wisecracking announcer seeks to
naturally and commendably resent
see, and terrible to contemplate.
we not only need, but we mustl
make a joke of the Code. You
Censorship, and always will, but
We were undertaking an experihave, censorship of international!
you have learned to live with it, ought to expunge from the book
communications.
ment which many felt sure would
and have not found it unendurable.
fail. Voluntary Censorship of
forever such dialogue as "You
Can't Plead Ignorance
broadcasting had never been tried
know, we're not supposed to do
Voices Warning
Carelessness
and irresponsibility!
this,
but
for
this
once
here
it
is,
before. In other countries, even
You are getting along all right.
in
foreign
language
broadcasting
other democratic countries, we had
But my studied advice to you is and I hope no censor is listening,"
seen radio become the wartime
cannot
be
tolerated
by
a responsior on a rainy morning "Where is
not to be too smug about it. Radio
chattel of Government. We were
ble government. I hope it will not
that record 'Get Out Your Old
be tolerated in the first instance by
all aware, I believe, that some of — and the same is true of the press
—could make no greater mistake
the
industry itself. The Code proyour own listeners wanted to see
Your interest and your counthan to suppose that voluntary
visions regarding this type of opthe same thing happen here. It was
Umbrella'."
try's interest are injured whenCensorship has become a definite
a fateful moment for the future of
eration must be observed. I earnever a single commentator anyand final success, and that the
American broadcasting.
estly solicit your organized attenwhere, toying with the Code as if
worst is over. The worst will never
it were all a part of a friendly
In the past year we have come
try. tion to this problem, for your own
be
over
until
the
war
is
over.
to understand each other better.
game, tries to see how near he can
good and for the good of the counEvery danger to the industry
come to a dangerous disclosure
I think I speak our mutual thought
which you sensed a year ago is still
and still have a technical alibi if
when I say that we stand on solider
I don't think any broadcaster
inherent in the delicate complexiground with one another, and that
can
plead, after sixteen months,
he's caught. That is not cleverness
ties of this uncompleted experimuch of the strangeness and teneither ignorance or misunderstand- !
in the face of the enemy, no matment. It is no time for over-coning of the Code. In a letter he sent
ter what the egotist may think of
sion has gone out of our relationfidence.
his brainchild.
the other day to one of you, Harold
ships. Although it is far from being the whole battle, the clearer
It would be quite possible under
Ryan said:
Heard Abroad
present conditions to become blase
"The Code was written by broadatmosphere in this field is an imcasters for broadcasters, and its
Yesterday I had occasion to
about the Censorship Code — to say
portant contribution toward viclanguage is not complicated by
tory.
"Oh well, it didn't amount to so
speak some plain words to a conlegal terminology. We intended
ference of foreign language broadCooperation Acknowledged
much after all, we really don't
that it should be as understandable
casters. Ithink you know it has
have to think much about it." I reI am glad to make acknowledgnever been the desire of the Office
mind you that the Code does
as possible. In making it so, we
ment of the splendid cooperation of
sacrificed many wordy furbelows
amount to a great deal. Its religiof
Censorship
to
see
foreign
lanso many of you in the experiment
ous observance means much to the
guage broadcasting abolished. But
which
might have made the docuof voluntary censorship. We have
security of your country, and much
you know also that many of these
ment more binding. We felt such
asked much, and we have received
stations are near our borders. You
to the future of broadcasting.
tactics were unnecessary in a volmuch. For reasons of security, we
There is nothing more dangerous
know that their programs can be
have not always been able to exthan being lulled into a false sense
heard on foreign soil and on the
Nothing system."
could be fairer thani
plain fully why we were asking.
of security.
that. Theuntaryrest
is still up to you.
sea, so that in a true sense the
Still you have been willing to respond. Hundreds of stations are
helping to write a bright page in
the story of broadcasting — a page
which in times to come will utterly
confound those totalitarian philosophers who put so low an estimate
on the strength of free institutions
under the strain of total emergency.
On its part, the Office of Censorship has sought to deal fairly
and understandingly with your
wartime problems. We have clung
always to the concept that unity of
effort can better be attained in this
enlightened industry by plain and
direct appeals to reason than by
threats of fines and imprisonment.
Often the application of that principle has required the ultimate in
skill and patience; and I pay tribStations, Inc., Philadelphia; Roger W. Clipp, WFIL,
INTER-AMERICAN AMITY in Chicago. Converging
ute gratefully, as all of you should
on the NAB War Conference in Chicago were (1 to r):
Philadelphia; Emilio Azcarraga, XEW, Mexico City;
George Burbach, KSD, St. Louis; C. Lloyd Egner,
do, to the tireless and intelligent
Harry Sedgwick, CFRB, Toronto, and (for the duration) Canadian War Information Board, New York;
NBC-Radio Recording; Karl Koerper, KMBC; Kansas
service which is being rendered
City; W. B. McGill, KDKA, Pittsburgh; Walter J.
Sydney M. Kaye, BMI, New York; Donald Manson,
day and night by Harold Ryan and
Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee; C. T. Hagman, WTCN,
CBC, Ottawa; Ray Shannon, KQV, Pittsburgh, and I
Minneapolis-St. Paul; Lee Wailes, Westinghouse Radio
* Text of speech at NAB War Conference.
C. E. Arney, Jr., NAB secretary-treasurer.
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WLAC's

DRIVE

CLIMAX
OF

OF

TEN

VICTORY

GOES

CONSECUTIVE

BROADCASTING

OVER

GARDEN

NATION

WIDE

YEARS

WLAC

"The Old Dirt Dobber" is a
program feature typical of
WLAC originations which stand
the test of time. As an authority on growing things, Tom Williams has a background rich in
the tradition of the soil. His
own display garden covers
eight and a half acres and is
visited each year by thousands
of flower lovers, garden clubs,
dealers and judges from every
state in the union.
For ten solid years Tom Williams has brought to the listeners of WLAC, in Nashville, a
daily program of garden questions and answers.
Three years ago, the Columbia
Broadcasting System made "The

WILLIAMS, "ti«
TOM
Old Dirt Dobber," heard over
WLAC, Nashville, and the Columbia Broadcasting System,
in the agricultural feature,
"The Garden Gate."

Old Dirt Dobber" a regular
weekly feature so that millions
of garden enthusiasts could
benefit by Mr. Williams'
thorough experience. His popularity with the CBS audience
is illustrated by a stack of
650,000 "fan" letters.
This year the U. S. Dept. of
Agriculture has accorded to
"The Garden Gate" program
the distinction of touching off
the Government's drive for 20
million Victory Gardens. Thus,
"The Old Dirt Dobber" carries
on from his vast store of information to advise with and counsel millions of Americans in the
growing of food for Victory.

DIRT

D0BBERS

GARDEN

BOOK

JUST OFF PRESS
Mr. Williams bestows the
Order of the Green Thumb on
two people each week, who have
been nominated as being exceptionally fine gardeners. As a
special gift, he is sending autographed copies of his new book,
"The Old Dirt Dobber's Garden
Book," to the Green Thumbers.
Fresh off the press, this book
covers every phase of gardening. In addition to chapters on
all of the usual subjects, there
are many special features on
house plants, water-lily pools,
vegetables, etc. The book is published by Robert M. McBride &
Company,
New York City, at
$2.75.

50,000
THE

ONLY

WITHIN

CBS

125

OUTLET

MILES

OF

WATTS
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PAUL
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RAYMER
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Wood

Reports

MBS

Mutual

Billings

Up

30%;

Affiliates Discuss Plans for Cooperation
an industrial organization in this
PLANS for increased network cocountry as challenging, as full of
operation with affiliates were unveiled by MBS at meetings held by
opportunity as the Mutual Broadthe network at the Drake Hotel
casting System. Radio is the greatest single factor to preserve the
Chicago throughout last Monday
coincident with the appointment of
unity of the people." Mr. McClinRichard F. Connor, station relatock emphasized the inter-dependence of radio with other media as
tions head of OWI Domestic Radio
channels of public information
Branch, to the newly created post
of station relations executive. The
which are facing their greatest
task during this war.
MBS executive committee met MonRobert Schmid, MBS sales proday morning, while the board of directors and stockholders convened
motion director, talked briefly on
network promotion. A kodachrome
in the afternoon. An affiliate meeting presided over by Miller Mcslide film title "This is Mutual",
Clintock, MBS president, was atprepared under Mr. Schmid's direction, was exhibited.
tended by MGS station men in the
evening.
Committee Approved
The year 1943 will see an inAt
the
board of directors meeting,
crease of 30% in MBS billing, Ed
the
organization
of an MBS AffiliWood Jr., MBS sales manager told
ated Functional Committee was
the affiliates at the evening session.
approved. The committee, consistHe compared average monthly billing of ten or twelve affiliates, will
ings of the past three years. In
be
appointed
by geographical areas
1940, he pointed out MBS average
and by size and will operate as a
monthly billing was $300,000; in
liaison group between MBS stations
1941, $600,000; in 1942, $800,000. In
and the network on station service,
the last quarter January through
programming, and merchandising
March inclusive, MBS had its largand other network functions. The
est increase in sales in its history.
committee will be in operation by
The March sales he revealed, were
the
end of May, it was said. Ap$1,400,000. The volume discount
pointments ofthe committee memplan, first announced by MBS at a
bers will be made by Mr. McClinsimilar meeting in Cleveland last
tock. Present at the board of direcyear, has been extended, with 13
tors meeting were: Alfred J. Mcprograms now fed to the full netCosker, chairman of the board,
work, while seven have expanded
WOR,
New York, who presided;
their station list.
W. E. Macfarlane, head of network
McClintock Talks
executive committee, WGN, ChiMr. McClintock delivered an adcago; vice-presidents T. C. Streidress to the affiliates on the function
bert, WOR, New York; Lewis Alof radio during the war and its
len Weiss, Don Lee network; T. C.
Cambeau,
CKLW, Windsor-Detroit,
potential in the post-war era. "In
all the contacts and activities I have
vice-presidents; H. E. Carpenter,
WHK, Cleveland; Harold Batchelhad," he said, "I have never known

Station

Post

Given
To
Connoi
OWI Official Is Appoints

MR. CONNOR
der, WFBR, Baltimore; Leonard
Kapner, WCAE, Pittsburgh; Benedict Gimbel Jr. WIP, Philadelphia;
Kenneth Church, WKRC, Cincinnati; Ed Wood Jr., sales manager;
Fred Weber, general manager, and
Louis Caldwell, attorney. Attending the executive session held in
the morning were Messrs. McClintock and Macfarlane, who presided,
McCosker, Shepard, Weiss, Streibert, and Carpenter.
Following the meetings, in reply
to a query on whether MBS was
rejoining the NAB, Mr. McClintock
said that "although we have a
friendly feeling toward the NAB
and the contribution it is making
to the industry, we have no attitude
to express on MBS rejoining. The
presence, however, of opposing factions within a trade group is
healthy, virile and democratic."

To
New
Post
on Networl
RICHARD F. CONNOR, statioi
relations chief of OWI Domestii
Radio Branch, has been appointe.station relations executive of MB;
effective May 15, it was mads
known last week. The appointmen
was confirmed by the MBS boari
of directors which met in Chicagi
last Monday at the Drake Hote
coincident with the NAB War Con
ference. Widely known in industr.
circles, Mr. Connor, a former news
paperman broke into radio in 192
on KMIC, Inglewood, Cal. (no\
KRKD), and inaugurated man;
radio news coverage features o.
the West Coast. He was genera
manager of KMPC, Beverly Hilk
and later formed his own Los An
geles advertising agency.
With Don Lee
He continued as head of the firn
until January 1941 when he ac
cepted a special assignment t
broadcast Affairs of State on Doj
Lee Mutual from Sacramento, Ca
Shortly after Pearl Harbor, he wa
selected as radio coordinator of th
Southern California Broadcaster
Assn., a group of 29 stations i:
that area. An emergency broadcas
plan put into operation by Mi
Connor was used as a model b;
similar groups throughout thj
country.
December. He joined the OWI las
Don Stauffer, chief of OWI Dq
mestic Radio Branch, in announcin?
Mr. Connor's resignation stated i:
Chicago that he had asked Mi
Connor to serve as OWI consultant!
at-large. "I have asked Mr. Connoi
to continue with the OWI in a}
advisory capacity because of thi
splendid job he has done in conj
ducting the radio activities on thi
West Coast and in coordinatim
OWI station activities nationally
We hope to have his advice o:j
many problems with which he hai
intimate contact. The outstandin;
job he has done for OWI is know
to every radio station in the counj
try,Miller
he said.
McClintock, MBS

presrj

dent, stated that Mr. Connor's ap
pointment is in line with a recentll,
adopted policy of Mutual in bring
ing about a closer working organ:1
zation of affiliates. "Mr. Connoi
has
beenvaried,
selected,"
he said,experiencjj
"becausi
of his
matured
in all aspects of station operatio
and in relation of station to nell
work operations."
Gaeth Joins Mutual
ARTHUR GAETH has joined Mu||
tual as a commentator, replacin,;;

ANNUAL MEETING OF MUTUAL executives with
affiliated station heads was held at the Drake Hotel in
Chicago April 26-29 in conjunction with the War Conference sessions. Among those attending were (seated
1 to r) : Miles E. Lamphiear, MBS controller, Chicago; Ade Hult, western sales manager, Chicago; Jack
Latham, assistant sales manager; Ed Wood, sales
Page
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manager; Miller McClintock, president. Back row, Ted
Doescher, account executive; Don Pontius, sales service, Chicago; Arnold W. Carlsen, account executive;
George Haggard, MBS attorney; Norman Boggs,
chief, New York sales office for WGN, Chicago; Carroll Martz, auditor, Chicago; William A. McGuineas,
WGN sales manager.
BROADCASTING

Stanley Dixon in the Monda1
through Friday 3-3:15 p.m. perio^
and on Sunday, in the 10:45-1,
p.m. spot. Mr. Gaeth spent tej
years lecturing and broadcastinj
in European countries includinj
Czechoslovakia, where he was heart;
on Radio Prague. He has taughii
political science at Brigham Yount
U. in Utah, and has broadcast loi
cally in this country.
• Broadcast
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I

Surplus

Millions!

When cotton, wheat, cattle, all foods in fact, oil and natural gas
become scarce and very valuable . . . the Taylor-Howe-Snowden
radio markets in Texas really boom! Add hundreds of army training fields and war industries . . . and the surplus millions in purchasing power becomes almost unbelievable! That is exactly the
situation today . . . greater in extent, probably, than in any other
section of the nation.
Here
an

•

are
tunity . .
of which
coverage

u

the facts of a truly remarkable radio advertising oppor. based upon the 1940 Census of Radio Homes in Texas,
the four Taylor-Howe-Snowden
to 34.87% :

%

74.54%
81.34°/<

70,668
49,885
448,320

**

AMARILLO
, LUBB
KGNC,
OCK
KFYO
KTSA, SAN ANTONIO
KRGV, WESLACO

Radio

** Does not include
New Mexico.

KM m

23,481

11,716

64.72%

604,532
primary

coverage

I

402,987

1 7,057

Four Stations, net

Radio Units

I

621,589
Less Duplication

391,271
of KGNC

in Oklahoma

and

KTSA

P^imaAM

4

Piwuvuj,

KGNC

Sales Office
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Advertising

MARKETS!

KTSA

LUBBOCK
Central

lOADCASTING

TEXAS

KFYO

AMARILLO

o

COVERAGE

Tower

SAN

KRGV

ANTONIO

Petroleum

WESLACO

Bldg., Dallas, Texas
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284,832

44.54 %
63.53 °/«
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Shortage
Becoming

LANDLUBBERS were these "beachcombers" at the
penthouse party Monday evening at Paul H. Raymer's,
in Chicago. Guests of the station representative in
this unconventional setting were (1 to r): Clair
McCoullough,
Mason-Dixon
Group;
Edgar Kobak,

Mark
War

Woods
Not

Sold

Addresses
to

"Radio has done a good job, but
not good enough. We've got to work
harder and longer. In these next
few months we must work with
greater effort and greater determination. We all know that there
won't be any radio if the war is
lost."
15 Months of Progress
Mark Woods, BLUE president,
gave the affiliates a review of network operations since the "birth of
the BLUE" in Chicago, Feb. 1,
1942. Mr. Woods' report embraced
the 15 months of progress of the
network.
Mr. Kobak was humorously introduced as the Simon Legree of
the BLUE network and opened his
remarks by asserting that there
was "no smugness on the BLUE"
and that every member of the staff
is working to improve the network.
Mr. Kobak also talked about promotion and publicity, saying their
objective was to get more listeners
to listen more hours per day.
"We're not interested in comparative surveys. We are interested
in research in listener likes and dislikes, so that we can guide our programming by these facts," he said.
Keith Kiggins, vice-president in
charge of station relations, opened
the meeting with a general network
report including sales figures and
revenues. Phillips Carlin, vicepresident in charge of programs,
told of future programming plans.
A number of musical shows under
the direction of Paul Whiteman,
Page
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Blue

Public,

"THE WAR has not been sold to
the public," Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president of the BLUE,
told 150 BLUE affiliates at a meeting at the Palmer House last Monday afternoon, coincident with the
NAB War Conference.

executive vice-president, BLUE; Beth Black, Joseph
Katz Co.; Linnea Nelson, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York; Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS vice-president;
Reggie Schuebel, Duane Jones Co., and Margaret
Wylie, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.

Session;

Says

Kobak

musical director, will be emphasized.
Fred M. Thrower Jr., vice-president in charge of sales, talked
briefly on sales plans. Network
executives of the Eastern, Central
and West Coast divisions were introduced at the meeting.
Vitamalt

Tries 6

EL WAY PRODUCTS Corp., New
York, as a preliminary to projected national advertising for
Vitamalt, new mealtime beverage,
will test a transcribed quarter-hour
program on six small stations in
various regions starting around
the end of May. Product was introduced to radio listeners last
February through participations
and news programs on three stations in the New York area
[Broadcasting, Feb. 23]. Agency
is
H. A. Salzman Associates, New
York.
Philco Realigns
IN A REALIGNMENT of officers
of Philco Corp., Philadelphia,
James T. Buckley, president, has
been made chairman of the executive committee, while John Ballantyne, vice-president in charge
of operations, becomes president.
Mr. Buckley will continue to share
with Larry E. Gubb, chairman of
the board of directors, primary
responsibility for policy-forming
activities. Charles J. Steinruck Jr.,
formerly assistant secretary, has
been named to succeed the late
George E. Deming as secretary.
Post on 150
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, will start a spot campaign
for Post Toasties, Post Raisin
Bran and Bran Flakes on a total
of 150 stations, around May 10,
using transcribed announcements
five-times weekly. Agency is Benton & Bowles, New York.
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Stations

Admitted,

NAB
Total Now Is 546
BRINGING its total membership
to 522, an additional 28 stations
were admitted to NAB membership
last week
during the War Conference in Chicago.
Also admitted, aside from the
stations, was the Columbia Recording Corp., of New York, as an associate member. New members are :
KCMO, Kansas City, Mo.; KCRC,
Enid, Okla. ; KEEW, Brownsville,
Texas ; KFFA, Helena, Ark. ; KGDM,
Stockton, Cal. ; KGFL, Roswell,
N. M. ; KHUB, Watsonville, Calif.;
KLZ. Denver, Colo.; KSAN, San
Francisco, Cal.; KSCJ, Sioux City;
KTBS, Shreveport, La. ; KWFC, Hot
Springs, Ark.; WDAK, West Point,
Ga. ; WEBR, Buffalo, New York;
WGGM, Gulfport, Miss. ; WGRC, New
Albany, Ind. ; WHBQ, Memphis;
WJPA, Washington, Pa.; WKBB,
Dubuque, la. ; WKBO. Harrisburg,
Pa.; WTOL, Toledo; WWPG, Palm
Beach, Fla. ; WHK, Cleveland;
WHKC. Columbus; Texas State Network (four managed stations).
Los Angeles Silent
SOUTHERN California area stations, in second radio silence since
beginning of the year, went off the
air at 8:34 p.m. (PWT), April 25,
for 55 minutes. Concurrent with
the red alert, which followed yellow
and blue alerts, silence was ordered
by Los Angeles Air Defense Wing
of the IV Fighter Command when
unidentified targets were detected.
When identified as friendly, all
clear signal was given at 9:30 p.m.
(PWT). Previous radio silence on
March 15 lasted four minutes.
Lever Games
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass.,
on April 26 started sponsorship of
a sports program on WLW, Cincinnati, for Lifebuoy Shaving
Cream and Lifebuoy Soap. The
five-weekly five-minute program,
on WLW, 6:25 p. m., features reports on baseball and other sports
games by Roger Baker, who teams
with Dick Bray in covering Cincinnati Reds' games on WSAI.
York.
Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New

of

Tubes

Critical

Copper Types Increasingly
Difficult to Obtain
LIKELIHOOD that all copper an
node and copper pin transmitting
tubes will become increasingly harr
to obtain and that stations wil
have to rely more and more upoi
rebuilt tubes because of the scarcity
of these materials was predicted bj
spokesmen for the Radio & Radaj
Division of WPB last Wednesday
at an engineering breakfast con
ference held in conjunction witl
the NAB War Conference.
Frank H. Mcintosh, assistant
chief of the division, and Johi
Creutz, former Washington con
suiting engineer now heading thi
transmitter unit of Mr. Mcintosh':
branch, recounted the equipmen
outlook to some 50 practical engi
neers
tatives.and manufacturers' represen
Going to Be Tough
While the new priorities struc
ture is reaching practically al
material essential to maintain trans
mitters, the officials said that thi
going will become increasingl;
difficult in particular fields. It wa
urged that all discarded tube
having
a salvage value be returnei
tioning.
to manufacturers for recondi

"We won't see blue sky for a lonf
while," Mr. Mcintosh declared. E\
pointed out, however, that the cooperation evidenced by broadcaster
and manufacturers all down th>
line had tended to ease conditions
Because the situation is "going fa
be tough", Mr. Mcintosh suggestei
stations should not ask for anyi
thing more than they actually neet
in critical materials. Stations wil
have to get along with a minimun
of
he such
said. equipment for the duration
Regarding radio receiving se
tubes, Mr. Mcintosh said he though
the situation is considerably wors
than indicated by a recent NA1
survey. Later, at a press confer
ence, Mr. Mcintosh indicated thai
the two million "victory mode!
tubes" now being processed wil
constitute an ample stockpile fcj
take care of prospective civiliai
needs.
Mr. Creutz pointed out that tw<
types of tubes— 893 and 893-Rpractically are exhausted. Th
plants manufacturing these types
he said, also are being used fJ
vital war production outside thu
radio field and it is difficult to gei
production lines going on coppe:1
annode tubes.
The 899 tubes, used largely foil
FM, television and high-frequenejj
service, also are becoming scar©1
and production will be severely re
stricted, he declared.
PA's Telescripts
LATEST ready-to-air news prognii'B
to be added Sundays to the Telescriptm
issued by Press Assn., is a quartwB
hour commentary on wartime Wasbffl
ington, prepared by Joe Torbett, Wasofl
ington representative of Associated
Press Radio, titled Washington InsidU
Out.
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TOP TWO executives of the Yankee
Network were snapped at meeting
of station affiliates held in Boston
April 21. John Shepard 3d, chairman of the board (left) is seen with
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Future

problems confronting the industry
and growing out of the war. The
sole effort of the industry, he said,
is the best possible cooperation with
the Government in the war effort.
If the industry can help shorten
the war only by a matter of days,
it will prevent sacrifice of many
lives on the battlefronts and save
an enormous sum of money. In the
last war, he said, allied casualties
amounted to 3,000 per day. Gardner Cowles Jr., OWI assistant director in charge of domestic operations, estimated that the war now
costs $250,000,000 a day and is
rapidly approaching the $300,000,000 mark.
"We have a concrete goal to
shoot at," said Mr. Miller. "Our
effort will be to help shorten the
war by as many days or weeks as
REPS AND REPARTEE ran rampant at this NAB War Conference
huddle (front row, 1 to r) : H. W. Slavick, WMC, Memphis; John Petrie,
president, Branham Co., Chicago; Ed Frase, WMC. Standing, Clem
Peterson, Branham Co., Chicago; Jack Gross, KFMB, San Diego; Joe
Guenther, Branham, Chicago; Harry Goldsmith, Grover Labs., St. Louis.
was disposed to recommend. But
he pointed out that the transcribers did not want to go to Washington with their complaints until
every prospect of a negotiated settlement had been exhausted.
Mr. Miller pointed out that negotiations between the phonograph
record manufacturers and Petrillo
were broken off a fortnight ago
after Mr. Petrillo had agreed to
discuss separately with the two recording groups (transcribers and
phonograph record manufacturers)
terms ^for lifting the ban, in effect
since Aug. 1. He declared that
both groups were fundamentally
opposed to the Petrillo plan for an
unemployment relief fund and that
he thought some other basis would
have to be found to meet the objections of the transcribers, in any
event.
Pointing out that when the ban
was called, dire px-edictions were
made that many stations would be
forced to leave the air because of
lack of recorded tunes, Mr. Miller
said these predictions have not
materialized.
"Most Serious"
NAB Meetings

28

Plans

Problems

MEETING in the Palmer House,
Chicago, April 26-29, for a critical
War Conference, the NAB and related industry groups went
thoroughly into all phases of wartime operation and discussed plans
for post-war broadcasting. Running
account of the proceedings follows :
Miller Leads With
Petrillo As Topic
Even before the War Conference
got under way formally Tuesday,
the Petrillo recording ban proved
a leading topic. President Miller
told an informal press conference
Monday afternoon that while the
recording ban is very serious, no
station to his knowledge yet has
been forced to close down because
of it. He described it as a very
serious detriment to the war effort
insofar as morale both at home
and with troops abroad is concerned and expressed the hope
for a prompt solution.
The American people are ingenious, Mr. Miller said in predicting a successful outcome. The ban
by no stretch will put radio "out
of business", even if it continues
indefinitely.
He said at the moment he felt
there was no immediate crisis.
Alluding to the May 10 resumption of conversations in New York
between the transcribers and the
international board of AFM, Mr.
Miller said it was his understanding that these discussions would
continue until a solution is reached
or unless there is a complete stalemate. In the latter event, he said,
overtures to the War Labor Board
might be pursued — a course he
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Monday's registration totaled
nearly 600 — as against 150 the first
day of the Cleveland meeting a
year ago. Mr. Miller pointed out
that the attendance was made up
largely of key station personnel
attracted because the agenda is
the "most serious in the history"
of the association.
The fact that committee meetings were well attended, Mr. Miiler
said, is further proof of the seriousness with which broadcasters
are viewing their task. Pre-conference meetings included those of
the sales managers executive committee, public relations committee
and research committee.
The sales

managers recommended a present
and post-war study of automotive
advertising to be presented to the
industry.
The public relations committee
resolved to a policy of continuing
to bulwark its news coverage with
highly trained personnel as "befits
the industry's greatest service to
the public." The research committee urged a continuing study of
problems facing the industry in
post-war planning. It pointed out
that developments in broadcasting
in all its branches made by the
armed forces in the war period are
of such importance as to warrant
appointment of such a committee
by the trade association.
Miller Formally
Convenes

Convention

The total registration had passed
850 when President Miller formally
convened the War Conference Tuesday morning. Dispensing with the
customary reading of officers' reports, which had been filed previously, Mr. Miller announced the
appointment of an elections committee headed by John M. Rivers,
WCSC, Charleston, and a resolutions committee, with H. Spencer
Mitchell, WDAE, Tampa, as chairman.
Attention was called to three
minor amendments to the bylaws,
distributed to the membership in
advance, to be voted on at the Wednesday afternoon session. These include moving of Maryland from
District 4 to District 3; amendment
of the language of the bylaws to
eliminate the term "executive committee," abolished last year, and a
minor change in the method of
electing directors-at-large.
Mr. Miller observed that the conference was called to give broadcasters an opportunity to discuss
with
Government representatives
BROADCASTING

Manpower Story By
Lawrence A. Appley
can."
weIntroducing
Lawrence A. Appley,
executive director of the War Manpower Commission, as the first formal speaker, Mr. Miller emphasized
manpower as
perhaps Mr.
radio's
first
operating
problem.
Appley,
along with subsequent speakers at
the manpower session, did little to
alleviate the fears of broadcasters
that the personnel outlook is not
good. As a matter of fact broadcasters were warned not to put too
much stock in the industry's status
as an "essential" operation and,
were urged to train replacements
in all lines, seeking them from the
ranks of women, draft-deferred
men and, where possible, the physically handicapped.
Mr. Appley, former vice-president of Vick Chemical Co., painted
a broad picture of the task confronting WMC and the Selective
Service System and cited mathematics to show that the mobilization of manpower, even in essential
industries, will intensify as the war
progresses. Every effort is being
made to decentralize manpower
regulations and he urged against
appeals direct to Washington.
Mobilization and utilization of
manpower is an "unpopular activity", Mr. Appley said. Because
it is so highly personal, those not
classified in an essential industry
feel WMC is wrong. He admonished
broadcasters, however, that they
must realize, along with all other
groups,rifice
that
all for
activity
mustof sacsomething
the good
the
whole and that no industry can
hope to retain full activity.
Citing figures quoted in the re-t
cent past regarding the manpower
situation, Mr. Appley said that simple mathematics prove that there
will be a greater drain on man-:
power in all walks of life. He said
an amazingly good job already had I
been done but that despite this people still talk about the "manpower
Because the manpower problem
is so mobile in character, Mr. Apmuddle".
• Broadcast
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After reviewing, within the limits
of military censorship, the overall
functions of Signal Corps operations, Gen. Stoner explained that
there are 81 different types of Signal Corps units in the Army today.
Four large personnel training centers now are maintained as against
one prior to Pearl Harbor.
Signal Corps In

FIVE'S A CROWD, but a jolly one, with this contingent arriving for
the NAB War Conference in Chicago (1 to r): Frank Silvernail, BBDO,
New York; Reggie Schuebel, Duane Jones Co., New York; Charles
Brown, NBC promotion director; Beth Black, Joseph Katz Co., New
York; J. B. Conley, WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne.

pley said, "none can afford to sit
back in complacency because of essentiality of activity or job. No
one should have any sense of 'protection' by any draft board regulation or ruling," he advised. "It is
more a matter of intelligent division and distribution of manpower
among needs according to rank."
Industry Must Give
Its Technicians
Emphasizing that an activity can
be essential without the individual
in it being essential, Mr. Appley
said that less and less can ablebodied men of military age be considered as essential other than to
the armed forces. In cases where
the broadcasting industry is using
women, he said reports are that
they are proving satisfactory. It
isn't necessary for a technician in
a studio to know what is beind the
panel. He cited the case of a station
whose management claimed it would
have to shut down operations if it
lost its engineers to the armed
forces. The chief engineer is 24 and
the other two are 21 and single.
"If these three engineers are physically able-bodied," he said, "that
station will either have to employ
and train those who are not wanted
by the armed forces or they will
have to retrench their activities."
Mr. Appley outlined six definite
steps being undertaken by WMC
toward establishment and maintenance of a "strong, integrated,
manpower administration at the
local manpower market level, so
that complete mobilization and
utilization of human effort will be
attained." He said it was the hope
that each community and city in
the country would have a definite
program built on this plan. Sometimes, he said, there are dark moments. But he predicted that the
job would be done despite what appear to be insurmountable difficulties.
Winston Talks of
Selective Service
The broadcasting industry, he
said, had contributed greatly to the
effort and the entire WMC organization appreciates what has been
done and what will be done in the
way of news dissemination and proPage
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vision of time without cost to project the WMC story.
Lt. Com. Patrick H. Winston,
executive assistant of Selective
Service, in a straightforward address, told the conference that
broadcasters should not lull themselves into a false sense of security
because of the "essential industry
classification." While Selective
Service wants to preserve the vital
communications services, he said,
radio could not regard itself as being any different than other activities listed in the essential categories.
It is clearly evident, he said, that
the country faces a very serious
manpower problem. He pointed out
that in the year-and-a-half since
Pearl Harbor some 300,000 to 500,000 people per month have been
withdrawn from the population into
armed service. The responsibility of
industry in training and replacing
manpower drawn into military
service, he said, is just as important.
Broadcasters and all industry,
Com. Winston said, should face the
future with almost a complete lack
of optimism as to their manpower
and should not relax for x moment
on evolution of personnel replacement programs. It is a fallacious
belief to think that the line of least
resistance is to seek deferments.
The best and only solution, he said,
is a vigorous and active replacement program.
A plea from the Army Signal
Corps for trained engineers was
made by Brig. Gen. Frank E.
Stoner, assistant chief of the Signal
Corps in charge of operations, an
unscheduled speaker. Despite the
drain on technical manpower in the
industry, Gen. Stoner urged NAB
to appoint a committee which would
coordinate its activities with the
Office of Procurement branch of the
Army to supply highly skilled engineers for the program ahead.
Gen. Stoner outlined the farreaching operations of the Signal
Corps, as well as its tremendous
procurement undertaking. He pointed out that it is a "multi-billion
dollar" project and that more
money is being spent for military
radio equipment than all the nations have invested in commercial
services in years past.

recommend

individuals who meell-

the requirements for "temporarii
appointment
in the Army infora commission
assignment grade'l
as rel ;:
dio engineers. A similar plan ha|
worked well in communications. !
The Army Signal Corps now i|
doing in minutes what was frq
quently done in hours and is accorr \j
plishing in days what formerly rtil
quired months. He cited an instancy

"Radio Business,,
The Signal Corps today is in a
small degree in the broadcasting
business, he explained. Through the
Special Service Division broadcast
operations are maintained in combat areas, since Army personnel
likes radio for relaxation and enlightenment. This service, however, he said, is strictly limited to
combat areas where adequate commercial service is not available.
Pointing out that there has been
some opposition to the establishment of two isolated low-powered
stations in Alaska, Gen. Stoner
said these were set up because the
areas are remote from commercial
service and were provided only for
the entertainment of the troops.
Discussing the need for trained
engineers, Gen. Stoner said that
during the remainder of 1943 the r
Signal Corps
willofrequire
"reasonable number
highly a skilled
technicians who are qualified radio
engineers — men who are experienced in the design of fixed radio
facilities, their construction, maintenance and operation, with the
capabilities of acting upon their
own initiative where necessary."
Pointing out that the number of
cuch individuals "unfortunately is
very limited," Gen. Stoner said
that as the military requirements
of the armed forces increase there
develops a drain on the industry
for this type of personnel. "Visualizing the present and the future
needs of both armed forces and industry to sustain communications,
it is vital that personnel should be
systematically drawn from industry to meet the needs of the services," he said.
Asking the industry to extend
"full cooperation" in making available a "reasonable number" of engineers to the service, Gen. Stoner
said he hoped the NAB would continue to cooperate by appointment
of a committee to work in conjunction with the Office of Procurement
Service. Its function would be to

where
a complete
station was
set up inradiotelegraph
20 hours in I'
foreign theatre.
Global war, hj
said, requires that speed. The Sio
nal Corps has employed equipmer;
and personnel at strategic location!
for quick movement for preciseh
that type of work, he said.
Global War
Requires Speed
In the Spanish-American War
soldier was decorated because of h
"message to Garcia," he said, ad<
ing that in this war "thousands c
messages to Garcia go out ever
day." This has been made possifr
by the tremendous help given til
American Government by the con]
munications industry.
The British experience of broai
casting in wartime was outlined 1
the convention by Lindsay Welling
ton, North American manage
British Broadcasting Corp., wr
pointed out that the problems wei
not analogous, since Britain vfi
directly under siege and since :
England the broadcasting syste
is a Government-owned monopol
non-commercial. Britain immediat
ly went on the air with a sing
program service, and by means <
technical synchronization was ab
to retain program service even du.
ing the blitz period. By the s#
chronized process, no guidance w;
given to enemy aircraft. If oi
transmitter had to be taken off tl
air, the listener could still hear tl
same programs from other tram
mitters working in the same grou
He While
did notBBC
go into
technical
detail'i
did not
interrupt
broadcast service, the enemy v|
not equally successful. His traij
mitters go off almost daily wh|
the
is "doing
its stuff."
The RAF
second
big problem
was to a|
sure that programs would be fl
the transmitters. This was accoi)
plished
setting upequipmeil
studio prei1
ises andby technical
throughout the country. While
meant innumerable technical coj

NORTH DAKOTA TO NEW JERSEY in Illinois (1 to r) : Barney
Lavin, WD AY, Fargo, N. D.; William Moore, WBNX, New York; Thorn.!
Lynch, Wm. Esty & Co., New York; W. O. Wilson, Bristol, Tenn.; Henf
Ringgold, Edward Petry & Co., New York; Irving Rosenhaus, WAA|!
Jersey City-Newark.
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never before known. But the industry has shown it knows how to use
the medium and how to spread understanding.

plications and less efficient working
of the staff, he said it has worked
well.
The value of recordings under
emergency conditions was stressed
by the Britisher. Recordings may
be made during a rehearsal and
kept as a standby in case a live
program fails because of the bombing of the building or a break in a
program line. He cited outside war
recordings of the documentary type
and emphasized their future historical importance.
BBC Experienced
Harrowing Incidents
Many harrowing instances were
recited after bombings of BBC. The
broadcasts went on, however. In
one case a microphone was placed
under a table and with bombs
crashing all around the building,
Dr. Welsh, director of religion of
BBC, read quietly from the Bible
and Paul Beard played the violin
on his knees.
Apropos manpower, Mr. Wellington said that BBC has recruited
and trained many hundreds of
women for technical work. Onefourth of the operation and maintenance now consists of women
operators and it is expected that as
the war progresses the number may
reach as high as 50%. He said there
were no serious union difficulties.
Women between 25 and 35 prove
most satisfactory as they have a
greater sense of responsibility than
young girls. Intensive training
courses are given them. Women are
not used, however, for the highpowered transmitters.
BBC has found that women technical assistants have proved very
capable for certain types of work.
They have probably done best at
recording, work which seems to suit
them and for which many have an
excellent touch. In many cases they
are better than men in operating
studio control equipment.
Elmer Davis, director of OWI,
was the luncheon speaker at Tuesday's session. His remarks were
off-the-record, however.
Navy Pleads For
Technicians, Too
A further plea for trained radio
engineers and technicians — this
time for the Navy — came from Lt.
Com. Morgan Reichner, of the
Navy public relations office in
Washington, who in behalf of the

More and
to be pulled
those who go
he said. The

must train replacements now. "It's
in your hearts and your minds to
do," he said. "You have a great
responsibility and opportunity to
be a tremendous force toward
Electronics Vital
victory.
"
To
Final
Victory

EASTERNERS WHO WENT WEST to discuss mutual problems included
these Bulova-Lafount station executives (first row, 1 to r) : Hillis Holt,
Atlantic Coast Nework, New York; Mrs. Arthur Simon, Arthur Simon,
WPEN, Philadelphia; A. N. Armstrong, WCOP-WORL, Boston. Second
row, Ashley Robinson, WCOP-WORL, Boston; Ralph Weil, WOV, New
York; James Milne, WELI, New Haven.
Bureau of Naval Personnel, asked
those in the industry who might
be available for service, to apply.
He emphasized that the Navy was
not asking the industry to "sacrifice men whose work is essential
in maintaining your important
communications services" but that
such manpower as can be spared
would be appreciated by the Navy.
Because of a conflicting meeting
of public relations directors of the
Navy in Washington, Capt. Leland
P. Lovette, Navy public relations
director, and members of his radio
staff were not able to attend the
War Conference. Messages, however, were read both from Secretary of the Navy Knox and Capt.
Lovette, expressing appreciation
and thanks to the industry for the
job done.
Com. Reichner said the broadcasting industry had been of "inestimable assistance to us in accomplishing our mission." He outlined the reasons for the Navy
policy in connection with broadcast
programs, explaining that while the
Department does not cooperate in
the presentation of service personnel for the entertainment of the
public, it nevertheless does extend
its aid in all other types of programs.
Admonishing broadcasters that
it is necessary to control what
"Sailor Johnny Jones says when he
is on leave at home," Com. Reichner emphasized that the public relations officer in the area should
be contacted before such broadcasts

IT MUST HAVE BEEN the "Dirt Dobber" of WLAC fame that F. C.
Sowell (second from left) was telling 'em about. They are F. D. Binns,
WLAC, Nashville; Mr. Sowell; Arthur B. Church, KMBC, Kansas
City;
L. Waters Milbourne, WCAO, Baltimore.
Page
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more men are going
out of radio to replace
to sea or to the fronts,
broadcasting industry

are made. Navy men can "get themselves into serious trouble" unless
they follow this directive.
Morale

Drive

to

Speed Production
Aside from the job already done
by radio, the Navy spokesman said
that stations soon would be asked
to pitch in on a morale drive to
speed production on war contracts.
Recruiting, he said, is out except
for the women's services in the
Navy, Marine Corps and Coast
Guard.
In mentioning the need for additional engineers, Com. Reichner
read a statement from the Naval
Office of Officer Procurement,
thanking the NAB for the contributions already made in this cause.
"Unfortunately, however," the
statement said, "the Navy needs
more radio engineers and those that
can be spared should be enrolled
forLt.service."
Holman Faust, Navy public
relations officer in Chicago and
former radio director of Mitchell
Faust Advertising Agency, in an
inspirational address, paid "homage" to the broadcasters for using
their medium as a "tremendous
force for good" in the war effort.
He cited
thed: "long road to victory"
but
observe

"I think history is going to give
the radio industry the medals you
are not going to get today. There
are no medals except for those
your conscience will give you."
It is recognized throughout the
Naval service, Lt. Faust said, that
the American plan of broadcasting
as a commercial system is well
suited for the war morale task.
The necessity for getting the revenue to provide the programs having the audiences is fundamental,
he said. The only requirement is
that the disclaimer be used that
the "time and facilities have been
provided by the X Company."
Naval district radio officers are
anxious to help stations build programs that help sell the Service.
Broadcasters have in their power
to do what the services cannot do
directly. He pointed out that radio
in the wrong hands would represent a "force for evil and chaos"
BROADCASTING

Frank H. Mcintosh, assistant
chief of the Radio & Radar Division of WPB, recounted to the
broadcasters steps already taken
and those in prospect to assure
continued operation of stations. He
said that in spite of the fact that
WPB is undermanned, he would
not make a plea for personnel.
There is a greater use for radio
now than at any other time in
history. He reiterated what other
speakers said — that electronic devices will prove a vital factor in
our ultimate victory. Unlike domestic
broadcasting,
where one
transmitter may supply thousands
or millions of receivers, in military
operations a transmitter is needed
for every receiver. This has resulted in an increase in transmitter manufacture from during normal times about three and onehalf million dollars a year to 300
million dollars a year. This year
some $4,300,000,000 will be spent
in war radio production. It would
take 150 years of normal civilian
production to reach that figure.
In spite of seemingly unsurmountable difficulties, a job has
been done, Mr. Mcintosh said, with
WPB operating on the theory that
it would rather win by a large
margin as far as electronics are
concerned than to lose by a small
one.

I
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j
j
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j
j
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The Radio & Radar Division |
function has been two-fold — to ||
conserve existing equipment and to
aid the industry in getting the devices it needs. The 1 db. reduction
in power effected last Dec. 1 has
proved a tremendous boon in conserving equipment, though the
power reduction has not discernibly
reduced coverage or been noticeable
to the listener.
While emphasis still is on con- ;j|
servation so that the military de- I
mands can be met, Mr. Mcintosh i
gave the industry a word of en-l|
couragement and said he saw no j
reason for deletion of any station J
in the near future because of equip- ;
ment shortages. The effort will be ,
to retain the status quo.
Radio Ranging and
Detective Devices

Alluding to the joint Army and j
Navy announcement of April 23 j
removing the taboo on use of the
term
"radar", Mr. Mcintosh
pointed
is of
nowthe"legal"
and
whileoutit that
was it
part
name
of his division for a year and a
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half, it nevertheless was not permitted in the public prints.
Describing the miracles of the
radio ranging- and detection devices, he said that not long ago in
the Pacific area two enemy ships
were detected some 28,000 yards
away. Full broadsides were loosed
even though the vessels were never
seen and the enemy never saw
our ships. The next day on reconnaisance only debris could be
found. "Radar had done the whole
job," he said.
Describing the magnitude of the
materiel function of WPB, Mr.
Mcintosh said that extensive surveys were undertaken for the
proper scheduling of production in
the radio fields. On the home front,
he said, there is assurance of one
set per radio home. Earlier difficulties in production, he said, will
not be repeated, based on assurances from the military services
and as a result of the orderly allocation procedure now under way
as to tubes. It was necessary to

ment parts, some 2,700 different
types of volume controls have been
reduced to 6, while 400 types of
condensers have been cut down to
9. This has meant everyone down
the line saved money and materials and still had equipment.
Replacement of Parts
Situation Improving

AGENCY AND STATION MEN fraternized in Chicago as the War Conference brought home the seriousness of a United States and an industry
at war (1 to r) : John Blair, John Blair & Co., Chicago; Kenneth M.
Hance, KSTP, St. Paul; Louis J. Nelson, Wade Advertising Agency, Chicago; Tom McDermott, N. W. Ayer & Son, New York; Vernon Pribble,
WTAM, Cleveland.
take care of the tremendous military demands at the outset and it
was also decided to use up all inventories in the hands of manufacturers, distributors and dealers before embarking on new production.
Production of necessary broadcast
equipment won't be normal until
after the war, he said. If it is, the

WPB will not have done its job.
Expediting the overall work has
been the objective of standardization and simplification of types and
designs. Receiving tubes, for example, he said, have been cut down
from 700 tubes to 116, the latter
satisfying more than 90% of the
receivers in use. On other replace-

Praising manufacturers and the
industry for excellent cooperation,
he said that as time goes on more
direct steps will be taken toward
simplification to speed production.
By July 1, he said, the production
of parts to supplement existing
stocks should be under way.
Surveys recently undertaken for
WPB by NAB on condition of sets
showed results anything but discouraging, he said. Normally it is
estimated there are some three million sets out of order all the time.
The survey showed substantially
less. It was surprising to note, he
said, that in all areas of the country the same types of tubes are in
use in about the same ratio.
Apropos the farm battery sets,
Mr. Mcintosh said he was not
qualified to speak since this was a
matter in the hands of the Durable
Goods Division of WPB. He did
observe, however, that because of
the interest shown by broadcasters,
Senators, Congressmen and others
in public life, steps are being
taken to alleviate this condition
due to the importance of the radio
in rural and remote areas. He
called it the "number one problem so far as broadcasters are
concerned"
and promptly.
predicted it would
be cleared up
Col. R. Ernest Dupuy, chief of

Get more value for your dollars ear-marked for
Latin American advertising . . . increase sales of
your product to our "Good Neighbors". Broadcast your message over HP5G-HOA, Panama's
most popular station . . . the only station that
broadcasts long wave, national short wave, and
international

short wave.

'>

George

Williams,

originator and director of
"Daily Newspaper

HP5G-HOA provides thorough and complete coverage of all Panama and, in addition — general
coverage of the whole Caribbean area ... almost primary coverage of all English-speaking
residents in Latin America!
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the
news
divisiondepartment,
of the Army's
public
relations
in a
brief introductory talk, carried a
message from Secretary of War
Stimson thanking the industry for
its war service. He commended its
great accomplishments tactically,
educationally and from the entertainment standpoint.
Bringing home to broadcasters
the gravity of this war, Col. Dupuy
said we are engaged in a "war
of survival". The only objective is
to "crush our enemy by armed
force, to kill enough of them and
destroy their centers of resistance
until we get them to the point of
unconditional surrender." Unless
we "kill them, we get killed" he
said.
Col. Glavin Recalls
Broomstick Army
Pointing to the use of radio made
by the military, Col. Dupuy said
that the only goal is to protect the security of the nation. It
is important not to permit information of value to get in the enemy's hands. Voluntary censorship
has worked, he said. Under siege
the military will take over all communications because it becomes its
duty to avoid permitting the enemy
to "spot their shots".
"Our mission is to smash the
enemy and kill him before he kills
us," he reiterated.
Col. E. J. F. Glavin, public relations officer of the First Army
• Broadcast

Advertising

only in small areas under siege.
Moreover, he said if the enemy has
found its target and has dropped
its bombs, the radio silence might
promptly be lifted since there is
no further need for precautions
against use of the radio signals for
location purposes.

serious problems,
J ANPOWER, one of radio's most
cupied attention of the NAB Labor and Wages &
jurs Committees meeting in pre-War Conference
ssion. Discussers are (from left around table):
lairman C. T. Lucy, WRVA Richmond; Quincy A.
•ackett, WSPR, Springfield; Chet Thomas, KXOK,

ummand in New York, which is
responsible for the entire coast,
lied that in 1939, during the first
tactical Army maneuvers in New
fc>rk State, great help was proded by the broadcasting industry.
It that time Lt. Col. E. M. Kirby
is public relations director of
e NAB and a civilian. Then the
aneuver was by "our stovepipe
id broomstick Army".
The task of the First Army
)mmand, which embraces an area
ith a population of 55,000,000 peoe, including New York, Washgton, Philadelphia and all of the
.astal area, is to defend our
.lores, he said. Alluding to the
okyo raid of a year ago, he said
rie utter confusion of the Japanese
>,idio caused panic. Lessons were
Earned by us on that — hence the
ffice of Censorship plan for
andling of broadcasts during an
ir raid or enemy action given to
le industry a year ago over a
osed circuit by Byron Price, diector of censorship.

against other types of enemy action, including submarine bombardment, dropping of paratroops, small
invasion attempts, sabotage, and
the like. In New York all branches
of the service are closely coordi-

PQR

Precautions Against
nvasion Attempts
\
I Broadcasters in the New York
rea, in establishing Radio Central,
Hve the Army "unrationed help."
''hey have established 24-hour serice direct to military headquarters
or emergency service. In the event
,f a raid, he said, the information
vill be released. If there is any
dr silence, to avoid use of our stations for homing purposes, the
lighter Command, through the
nilitary organization, will order
When the radio silence is lifted,
le said, the Censorship Office regilations again are invoked. Suming up, he outlined the three steps
o be followed: (1) release of the
ifncial news of the raid or action,
(2) imposition of official silence by
he Army, (3) the lifting of the
adio silence as soon as possible.
The Army recognizes its duty
to keep the public informed, he
I isaid. Any official statements made
during the period of siege will come
'from the Army.
Entirely aside from air raid
emergencies, Col. Glavin pointed
out that precautions
are taken
BROADCASTING

St. Louis, and KFRU, Columbia; J. B. Rock, KDKA,
QW, San FranPittsburgh; Ralph Brunton, KJBS-K
cisco; Joseph L. Miller, NAB labor director; W. E.
Hutchinson, WAAF, Chicago; W. L. Gleeson KPRO,
Riverside; Joseph A. McDonald and John F. Whalley,
WMAQ, Chicago; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC, Los Angeles.

nated and operate a sort of "small
news wire service." He said the
military puts it up in a package
and delivers it to the stations.
The plans do not envision a radio
silence from north to south but

Moreover, he said, once the news
is out regarding enemy action it
is releasable and can be used. The
Army is not attempting to act as
a censor. In the areas of combat,
accredited news and radio men will
be given an opportunity to move
about. Already, he said, some 1,200
people are so accredited.
Plans are under way, he said,
to have official announcements on
enemy actions released on a given
anto be previously
frequency nounced.
One frequency would be
selected for the emergency service
as a means of restoring radio service during general radio silence in
the area. He said that studies
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Industry Cheered

VALUE of MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS
Source: — Census of Manufactures, 1939
NORTH

CAROLINA

By Kirby, War Dept.
Thanks to the industry for all
it has done and is doing for the
Army was expressed by Lt. Col.
Kirby. He said he did not recall
a single instance where any important request of the War Dept.
has been rejected by any unit of
the industry.

AVERAGE OF
N/NE OTHER
SOUTHERN STATES

$1,420,600,000

along this line now are in progress.
Expressing great satisfaction
over the cooperation shown by the
industry, Col. Glavin said that radio not only is a great weapon in
the war and has performed wonderfully tactically, but also is a
"great weapon at home." The Army
operates on the theory that the
public must be kept informed and
must be told the truth.
"If we are going to have action
here, the public is going to know
about it as far as the Army is concerned," he said. In conclusion, Col.
Glavin said under present plans
radio silence will be imposed only
when absolutely necessary for military defense against enemy air
attack; that radio silence will be
lifted immediately when it has been
determined that resumption of
broadcasting involves no tactical
risk; and limited radio during silence will be provided under Army
control for the broadcast of official
news bulletins.

Broadcasters, and more particularly producers of programs and
script writers, were admonished by
Col. Kirby to exercise a greater
degree of care in preparation of
their scripts, having in mind the
attitude of the parents and the
relatives who have loved ones in
the armed forces. Good war programming should be uppermost, he
said. He urged against discrimination. Particular care should be
exercised in handling of casualties.

1
-

Avoidance of "showmanship"
that will "short change" the public
was advocated by Col. Kirby. "Let
us remember", he said, "that the
minute you put a soldier in uniform on the air, millions of parents see not that boy but their own.
And they compare that boy with
their own. He is standing there in
a uniform in which he may give
his life. How he is treated, under
what conditions he is presented is
all important. If he is presented
as a stooge or a freak, the uniform
is short-changed and so are millions of parents with sons in uni-
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What used to be good special
events in many cases now has beform."come bad war programming, Col.
Kirby declared. "Radio, instead,
should and must tell the stories
of heroism, of sacrifice which our
men are making," he advised.
Gratitude of the Department
both to radio and the entertainers
who have given of their time and
talent chief.
was expressed by the Army's
radio
People like Kay Kyser,
Bing Crosby and Bobe Hope were
mentioned as among those who have
done outstanding jobs.
Certain types of commercial copy
were deprecated by Col. Kirby as
objectionable from the war standBROADCASTING

FOND RECOLLECTIONS of NAI
conventions of yesteryear occupied
Phil Loucks (left), managing di
rector of the trade association fron
1930 until 1935, and now a Washington attorney, and William S
Hedges, NBC stations vice-presi .
dent, who hasn't missed a conven
tion since its founding 21 years
ago. Mr. Hedges, twice NAE
presiden
in 1930. t, was Mr. Louck's prex\
point. Off the record, he told the
broadcasters about those copy ap

peals that seem saturated with "a|
synthetic
coating
of patriotism
hollow and empty, and that leave;
the listener cold, if not resentful.'
Declaring that the temper of the !|
people is changing, he commended »
the attention of copywriters to it. I
"That copy which is in harmonj ,
with the changed temper serves not
only the client but the war motivation itself. And in a war where
men are making the supreme sacrifice the extravagant claims of aj

peacetime society fall on deaf ears."1;
Col. Kirby said this was no at- 1
tack against commercial radio but
that he asked that copywriters get!;
out and visit a training camp or
hospital. The Army knows that rev
enues from the sponsors make
possible a free system of radio an
"radio's freedom like those of th
press and the church and assem
bly is among the reasons for whic
we are now fighting."
Putting in a good word for the
"soap operas", Col. Kirby said iti
has been found that they reach |
vast audiences who are anxious
about their sons and whose emotions are most volatile. Thus the
soap opera has tended to "stabilize
(Continued on page 59)
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ret Auto
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Package

Business,

Group

Contract Form
The
committee
also recomlended a new clause for the NABimerican
Assn.
of Advertising
agencies standard form of conract for stations under which disount schedules would be carried
ver. Under the proposal, adversers who use 52 consecutive weeks
jvf advertising on a station will
ontinue to earn the maximum disount after expiration of the original contract. The continuing disount plan has been strongly advoated by Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Broadcasting, April 19].
Under
the Outler automotive
:^)lan, prompt research would be
Undertaken on how radio can best
lierve the automotive industry,
from point of manufacture to ultimate distribution.

Ruling

RULING by the New York State
Unemployment Insurance Commission, last December, that Ted Collins Corp. was the employer in the
production of My Son & I, package
show heard on CBS a number of
years ago, and that Jay Velie,
actor, was an employe of the package producer, has been upheld by
the Appeals Board of New York
Insurance secState Unemployment
tion of the Department of Labor.
is whether
case
Issue involved in the
an independent actor in a package
show is an employe or an independent contractor.

Urges

| ommittee Also Recommends
i-S-H Continuing Discount
[ EVIVAL of national and local
I ivertising in the automotive field
[rough an intensive promotional
Port was recommended to sales
Managers of the industry by the
pairing sales managers committee
f the NAB at its pre-War ConI arence session last Monday in
Chicago.
Through John M. Outler Jr.,
' lies manager of WSB, Atlanta,
le retiring committee recomlended a study by the NAB of
resent and post-war advertising
5 be presented to the industry,
'he plan would be presented at a
leeting to be set in Detroit.

Show

CECIL BROWN, CBS news analyst,
has been awarded the honorary degree
of Doctor of Letters by Union College,
Schenectady, N. Y. In conferring the
degree, Dixon Ryan Fox, president,
said Mr. Brown was chosen for the
honor because '"He is the outstanding
the comexemplar of the ideals and this
new
petence which should mark
profession." This is said to be the first
time the college has conferred an
honorary degree on a radio figure.

MUSICAL MOMENTS rang in their ears as these sales managers talked
about resurgence of automotive advertising. The Sales Managers Executive Committee, upon suggestion of its chairman John Outler, WSB,
Atlanta, recommended that a comprehensive survey of the automotive
field be made at a pre-conference meeting in Chicago Monday. Members
are (1 to r): Frank Bowes, WBZ, Boston; William F. Malo, WDRC,
Hartford; George Frey, NBC, New York; Lew Avery, NAB, Washington;
Mr. Outler; Dietrich Dirks, Sioux City; Art Hayes, WABC, New York.
Absent was Donald D. Davis, WHB, Kansas City.

GOOD

] Members of the retiring sales
nanagers executive committee, in
iddition to Chairman Outler, are
Dietrich Dirks, KTRI, Sioux City,
Ta., for small stations; William F.
Malo, WDRC, Hartford, Conn, for
medium stations; Frank R. Bowes,
WBZ, Boston, for large stations;
Donald D. Davis, WHB, Kansas
City, for MBS; Arthur Hull Hayes,
WABC, New York, for CBS; and
George H. Frey, NBC, New York,
for NBC.

ARE

STATIONS

They have a trust to fulfill —
tion to maintain.
Lang-Worth

is proud

a reputa-

of the part it

plays in assisting 228 "choosey" radio
stations to fulfill their trust and maintain their reputation.

Industrialists to Speak
NINE additional American industrialists will be heard on broadcasts
of Industry Looks to the Future,
NBC weekly series transmitted to
American fighting forces overseas
via NBC shortwave station WBOS,
in cooperation with the National
Assn. of Manufacturers. The following will speak: H. W. Prentis
Jr., president, Armstrong Cork Co.;
Harry A. Bullis, president, General
Mills; E. R. Breech, president,
Bendix Aviation Corp.; J. Cheever
Cowdin, chairman of board, Universal Pictures Co. ; Thomas J. Hargrave, president, Eastman Kodak
Co.; Harvey S. Firestone Jr., president, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. ;
Glenn L. Martin, president, Glenn
L. Martin Co.; Thomas F. Royce,
manager, radio and television instrument department RCA; Philip
|G. Johnson, president, Boeing Aircraft Corp.
BROADCASTING
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MOST FOLKS can dish it out, but taking it
isn't so easy.
FCC Commissioner Clifford J. Durr indignantly declines to answer a questionnaire from
Chief Counsel Eugene L. Garey of the Cox investigating committee, inquiring into his personal affairs and finances. It was one of a
series of questionnaires sent by the House
Committee counsel to each member of the FCC.
As to Mr. Garey's methods, we see little to
criticize, though the letter to which Mr. Durr so
vehemently objects does appear rather penetrating. Scarcely anyone familiar with the FCC
application forms and with the pack of bright
young men who trapse from station to station
digging into files would deem any of the Garey
questionnaires objectionable. That sort of thing
goes on all the time. Then why should the FCC,
or any of its members, object to a Congressional inquiry and a few questionnaires once in
about 15 years?
Of course it isn't pleasant when personal
affairs are fine-toothcombed and perhaps aired
in public. Stations have been complaining about
it for years. It's one of the penalties of being
a commissioner or a station licensee. But the
FCC 50-page application forms are far more
penetrating than anything the Garey Committee has yet sought, as far as we're aware.

There isn't any doubt about the authority of
the Cox Committee to pursue this course. The
Resolution adopted by the House, practically
without dissent, is broad and complete. The
Committee can subpoena practically anything
it likes.
Mr. Durr is the newest member of the FCC,
having served less than two years. He has less
to account for in the way of FCC policies than
any other member. Therefore, he was the logical man to question the Committee's rights.
We assume the protest was discussed with at
least several of his colleagues.
We doubt if a single member of the FCC is
guilty of anything beyond excessive powergrabbing, disregard of the Congressional intent
and perhaps intimidation and coercion of licensees (this in many cases through those
bright young men). But we don't question for
a moment the right of Congress to make a
thorough-going inquiry. Like Caesar's wife,
a public servant must be above reproach.
Page
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Bound
NOT

and

Gagged?

SINCE

1934, when the present Communications Act was written, has there been
such insistent demand on Capitol Hill for new
legislation governing radio and, of necessity,
all branches of communications. In both houses
of Congress impetus has been given to measures looking toward amendment of the existing
law, the radio sections of which were carried
over from the original Radio Act of 1927. It is
an antiquated piece of legislation which has
not kept up with radio's dynamic pace.
Hearings start this week on the WheelerWhite Bill to reorganize the FCC, spell out its
functions so power-grabbing bureaucrats can't
misconstrue the Congressional intent, and root
out provisions that have been susceptible of
misinterpretation, even by the courts. Radio
has travelled a long, tortuous and spectacular
course since the 69th Congress enacted the
original radio law. It is clear that the 78th
Congress now in session proposes to do something about it.
In addition to the work of the White- Wheeler
Committee, the Cox Select Committee of the
House is about to launch its full-scale investigation of the FCC, its personnel, and past actions. Whereas the Senate proceedings contemplate amendment of the statute, the House
investigation is to deal with the personnel of
the present FCC. But the results are bound to
converge somewhere on the legislative front,
before new law is enacted. Therefore it is entirely possible that instead of a measure simply
to amend the Act, there will be ripper legislation to reorganize the FCC from the personnel
standpoint.
We have belabored frequently (in these
columns) the merits of proposals to amend
the act. A voluminous and valuable record was
adduced last session during hearings on the
Sanders Bill in the House. This bill already has
been resurrected by Rep. Holmes (R. Mass.).
The White-Wheeler bill, in its most important
particulars, follows the pattern of the Sanders
measure. Both have the approval of the industry, as reflected in the testimony of spokesman for the NAB and the Federal Communications Bar Assn. Conversely, the FCC
majority, through Chairman Fly, has opposed
the new legislation as unnecessary. Obviously,
any legislative steps to curb the FCC's power,
much of which simply has been assumed, would

It may develop, that because of the heat engendered bythe Cox Inquiry, the FCC majority
will change its stance and go all-out for a bill
along the lines of the Sanders and WhiteWheeler measure as the lesser of two evils.
That was done last session, but not in th§
open, when there was a choice between the
then pending Cox Resolution and the Sanders
Bill. As soon as the Cox measure was stymied,
the FCC majority opposed the Sanders Bill
The Sanders hearings, as reference, unquestionably will be used by the Senate subcommittee as part of its record. There is no necessity for covering the same ground again. Bui
it is important that the Committee have the
advice and counsel of the industry — all elements
of it. The industry should not lose sight of the
fact that Congress is the actual licensing
authority — not the FCC. It has simply delegated those legislative functions. The FCC is
a part of the legislative branch, as much so as
the very committees of Congress.
The broadcasting industry is destined to undergo revolutionary transition after the war.
The newspaper and the motion picture industry inevitably will be drawn into the orbit of
FCC-licensed pursuits through facsimile and
television. But it should end there. There
should be no regimentation of research or
manufacture by a Government agency and no
regulation of business or contractual aspects,
If that happens, all the freedoms go out the
window.
The industry should speak its mind at the
Senate hearings. Otherwise a few more court
decisions upholding FCC authority over busi
ness aspects of broadcasting and these marvelous new fields aborning, will transform the
radio and electronics arts to shackled, regimented, bound-and-gagged tools of master-mind
braintrusters.

Radio's 'Radar'
JOT DOWN in your little notebook the legend:
"Radar— April 23, 1943". Because that word
will become as commonplace in radio's lexicon
as radio itself.
On April 23, the Army and Navy decided
that the secrecy that has shrouded use of that
term might now be lifted. It has been no secret
to the craft, however, that this radio-electronic
development for radio detecting and rangefinding, travelling with the speed of light, hasi
taken the gamble out of blind-flying, and has|
been used on land, sea and in the air to detect!
approach of the enemy and to measure his distance.
Many believe the ban on "Radar" had been
carried to the point of absurdity. Government
agencies identified with the design, manufacture and purchase of Radar equipment, have
been prevented from using the term. Though
the word was not coined until about the time
of our entry in the war, the process was developed in 1922 by an American who remains
unnamed. It was called the "radiolocator" in
the Nazi siege of the British Isles, and is i
credited with thwarting it. Somewhat similar
processes apparently are known to the Axis.
We're glad the military high commands have
decided to release the "secret". The process!
itself, however, probably will remain lockedl
within the vaults of the military until after
the war. Then look for a "Radar Age".
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MILLER McCLINTOCK, president
of MBS, and Lester Gottlieb, publicity director of that network, are in
Hollywood for three day conference
with Lewis Allen Weiss, vice-president
and general manager of Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Hollywood. Mr.
McClintock is scheduled speaker at
the Los Angeles and San Francisco
visit.
Adv. Clubs, during his "West Coast
JENNINGS PIERCE, Western division manager of public service and
station relations departments, following NAB War Conference, is attending Ohio State U. Institute, Columbus,
O., where he presided at one panel
during the three day radio institute.
He will visit network affiliates in
Arizona and New Mexico before returning to his Hollywood headquarters
in mid-May.

GRAL.

de DIV. MAXIMINO

WHEN PRESIDENT Roosevelt
met on Mexican soil with President
Manuel Avila Camacho April 20,
they made diplomatic history. And
when the two presidents spoke over
the same microphone to a hemispheric audience, they made radio
history.
The radio reports and the stories
leadlining that momentous session
between the presidents of these
?reat neighbor nations made no
mention of the part radio played.
Nor did they touch upon the radio
Precedent thereby established,
j Only a few short years ago radio
gelations between Mexico and the
United States were anything but
lordial. The border station situa;ion had been most serious. Mexican
stations had jumped indiscrimilately on wavelengths used by
American and Canadian stations,
causing serious interference and
jjhe most vexatious sort of diplomatic dealings.
Today that situation is changed,
tt has been so since General of Division Maximino Avila Camacho
:;ook the helm in 1941 as Mexico's
minister of communications and
public works. Orderly allocations
iave been maintained and except
for one or two assignment situations that remain to be cleared up
L'n routine fashion, Mexican broadcasting has achieved a new high in
Quality, range and over-all performance.
1 Don Maximino is the eldest
(pother
president.
He
Assumed ofhisMexico's
office in
the Federal
[Government soon after his brother
l^scended to the helm of State in
jate 1940. It was his task to administer the broadcast reallocation of
ft 941, pursuant to the Havana
Treaty, under which Mexico acluired a fixed quota of broadcast
"acuities
the medium.
first time
since
»he
advent for
of the
Prior
to
i hat, assignments had been made
|n Mexico, Cuba and the smaller republics within interference range
|>n a hit-and-miss basis. Mid-chanBROADCASTING

AVILA

CAMACHO

nels, in between those used in this
country and in Canada, were employed, with resultant bombardment of reception. Only Canada
and the United States were parties
to a "gentleman's agreement" for
orderly use of the standard broadcast band.
General excellence of reception
today tells the story of the cooperation, radio-wise, among the North
American
nations.
Mexico's Mexico
problem was the
most serious.
has mastered it well under the
executive direction of Don Maximino and his expert staff in the
communications ministry. These
include Brig. Gen. Romon Cortes
Gonzalez, director general of telecommunications, an Army career
officer well-versed in signal communications and the veteran, and
venerated Sr. Ignacio Galindo,
chief of the office of Radiocommunications, who headed the 1937
Mexican Technical Delegation to
the Havana Conference which resulted in the 1941 reallocation.
Like his brother, Maximino came
up through the ranks of the Army
in joining the revolution against
President Diaz in 1910. Maximino
continued in the Army after the
overthrow of Diaz and achieved the
highest rank — that of General of
Division. He had enlisted as a private. He was born in Teziutlan,
state of Puebla, in 1893; his brother
was born in the same town four
years later. In 1936 Maximino was
elected governor of his home state
and served until 1940 when he was
named to the cabinet of his brother.
He is regarded as perhaps the Cabinet's most influential member.
An astute administrator, Maximino directs all public works and
transportation, as well as communications. He is the key man of
the Pan-American Highway, a
gigantic engineering undertaking,
and directs railroad, air and water
transportation. As a young man he
was agent for the Singer Sewing
Machine Co. at Veracruz. In his
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FRANK A. BEREND, Western division sales manager of NBC Hollywood, after attending the NAB War
Conference in Chicago, is conferring
with New York executives of NBC.
WILLIAM B. RYAN, general manager of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, following attendance at the NAB War
Conference in Chicago, is in Washington, D. C, on station business.
HAROLD S. YOE, sales accountant
of KLO, Ogden, Utah, is back at his
job after two weeks in the hospital
recovering from an operation.
PETER ZANPHIR, formerly of the
CBS sales department, joined Mutual
April 19 as manager of the presentation division of the promotional research department. The post is a
new one.
SAMUEL R. ROSENBAUM, president of WFIL. Philadelphia, was
elected to the board of directors of
Lit Brothers, Philadelphia department store, at the annual meeting of
stockholders.
WILLIAM M. TAYLOR has joined
the sales staff of WDBJ, Roanoke.
EARLE G. CLEMENT, former general manager of WLNH, Laconia,
N. H., has been appointed manager of
WEIM, Fitchburg, Mass. He succeeds
Milton H. Meyers, who was forced by
other business interests to relinquish
management of the station.
CORNWELL JACKSON, assistant
to Deputy Chief of Radio Bureau of
the OWI, Hollywood, has been named
principal liaison officer of that organization.
HELEN MURRAY, former assistant
sales promotion manager of NBC
Hollywood, has been appointed sales
promotion manager of KPO, San Francisco. She replaces Henry Schaffer,
who
resigned
to enter business for
himself.
A. E. TOLLESON, formerly of the
A. E. Nelson Company, advertising,
San Francisco, has returned to KPO,
San Francisco, as account executive.
CHARLES KENNEDY has joined the
Chicago office of WLW, Cincinnati.
He has been a salesman with WLS,
Chicago, and with WTMJ, Milwaukee.
He replaces Dick Garner who joined
BLUE.
home town of Teziutlan he had
worked as a clerk and bookkeeper
in various business establishments.
A polo player of repute and an
ardent follower of Mexico's national
sport, bull fighting, Maximino is
one of the most popular figures in
Mexico. He resides with his family
at Tehuacon but spends most of his
time at his offices in Mexico City.

SILVERMAN has been appointed assistant manager in charge
of sales for WEIM, Mutual-Yankee
outlet in Fitchburg, Mass., succeeding W. Warren Teskey, resigned.
Silverman was in sales work with
WDAS, Philadelphia, WINS, New
York and WCOP, Boston, before joining WEIM last June.
HENRY GERSTENKORN, account
executive of Don Lee Broadcasting
System, Hollywood, has been elevated
to assistant general sales manager.
A. DALE DRAKE, former commercial
manager of WRR, Dallas, is a lieutenant in the Army Air Forces, stationed
at Brooks Field, San Antonio, Tex.
HERMAN FIELDS, new to radio, has
joined WPAT, Paterson, as salesman
in the New York offices.
JACK tionO'MARA,
manager of publicity
WOWO and
and promoWGL,
Fort Wayne, Ind., joined KNX, Hollywood, May 3 as merchandising manager of CBS Pacific stations.
Dr. Jewett Again Heads
National Science Group
DR. FRANK B. JEWETT, vicepresident of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. and
chairman of the board of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories, was reelected to the presidency of the
National Academy of Sciences
April 27 for another four year
term. At the same time the National Academy in selecting 28
new members issued membership
to Dr. Vladimir K. Zworykin, noted
scientist with RCA Manufacturing Co. and the inventor of television and the cathode ray tube.
Dr. Jewett will continue, by virtue of his reelection to the National Academy presidency, as a
member of National Defense Committee, the coordinating and planning agency which works on all
important military research and
development projects in conjunction with the Office of Scientific
Research and Development.
Ruddell

in Artillery

NOEL

G. RUDDELL, vice-president and general manager of the
Upper Michigan-Wisconsin Broadcasting Co., has been commissioned
captain in the Coast Artillery
Corps, Anti-Aircraft, and reported
for duty at Ft. Eustis, Va., April
26. He served in World War I.
Last January Capt. Ruddell sold
his interests in the radio firm,
which owns and operates WJMS,
Ironwood,
land, Wis. Mich., and WATW, AshLt. Pulliam

Engaged

ENGAGEMENT of Jane Bleeker,
program manager of W51C, Zenith
FM station at Chicago, for the last
year, to Lt. Eugene C. Pulliam,
with the wedding to take place
May 29 in nounced.
Chicago,
has was
beennews
anLt. Pulliam
editor of WIRE, Indianapolis, before entering the service. They
are to live at Michigan City, Ind.,
where Lt. Pulliam is in charge of
the Naval Training School.
Fred

E. Guthery

FRED E. GUTHERY, stockholder
in the Marion Broadcasting Co.,
owners and operators of WMRN,
Marion, 0., died suddenly after a
heart attack April 20 at 75. He was
president of the National City Bank
of Marion, and a director of several other banks, insurance companies and industrial firms.
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JACK WILLIAMS, program director
of KOY, Phoenix, has been elected to
Phoenix Junior Chamber of Commerce
directorate.
ALBERT L. CAP STAFF, Hollywood
engineer on the weekly NBC College
of Musical Knowledge, sponsored by
American Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strike
cigarettes ) , has been transferred to the
network production staff and assigned
to that half hour program.
CHARLES LEWIN, producer of
BLUE, Hollywood, and Barbara
Katz, were married in Beverly Hills,
Cal., on April 16.
BILL SETH leaves WFVA, Fredericksburg, Va., where he has been
manager, to join WKBN, Youngstown, O. He will handle news and
general announcing.
GEORGE FINNY, night news editor
of WINS, New York, married Marion
Mouyios several weeks ago.

JOHN HADE, after four years with
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y., has
joined WJZ, New York, as commercial program manager, a new post.
Mr. Hade has been associated with
a number of publications, including
Billboard, several New England papers, and the Westchester County Publishers.
LEWIS G. J. GREEN, former musician and continuity writer, has been
appointed a member of the production
directors' staff of BLUE Chicago.

'T

N
DO

A
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FRED KENT, announcer of WPEN,
Philadelphia, left April 27 for the
Volunteer Officers' Corps of the Army.
HOWARD BROWN, formerly of
WIP, Philadelphia,
has joined
the announcing staff of W53PH,
FM adjunct
of WFIL, Philadelphia.
VARNER PAULSEN, production director of WIP, Philadelphia, was inducted into the Army April 27.
LT. JANET C. JENKINS, known
at KYW, Philadelphia, as Nancy
Dixon, where she was in charge of
women's programs before joining the
WAACs last July, and Lt. WiUiam
B. McCoy, were married at Fort Custer, Mich.
BILL ZAFFIRAS has joined the
news staff of WMC, Memphis, leaving
KSCJ, Sioux City, where he was news
editor.
BARRY CURRIGAN has joined the
announcing staff of KLZ, Denver.
BETTY LANG is a new member of
the continuity department of CKWX,
Vancouver. She was formerly with
NBC and J. Walter Thompson Co. in
Hollywood, and KPAS, Pasadena.
REED A. CHAPMAN, national advertising manager of the Vancouver
News Herald, has returned to CKWX
to handle sports and sales.
BILL BURNETE has returned from
WPTF, Raleigh, to WCOS, Columbia, S. C, as chief announcer and
production manager. Richard Goode
is now Pvt. Goode. Malcolm Rast is
a new member of the announcing
staff.
NANCY GREY, of WTMJ, Milwaukee, has gone to the Southwest for
two weeks. She will gather material
on the programs,
Pacific Coast
for by
future
What's
Neic
aided
a portable
recorder.
DARA

TWIGGS, of WSGN, Birmingham, besides handling special women's shows, is now taking a regular
turn at the mike. Jack McCormack,
recently of WLAY, Sheffield, Ala., has
joined
shift. the staff to handle the night

AVE

SU

JOHN T. MacKNIGHT, announcer
of WDGY, Minneapolis, has been promoted to production chief.
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GEORGE D. BRONSON, news editor and salesman of WELI, New Haven, has been appointed by the budget
committee of the Community Chest
to the executive committee of the New
Haven council of social agencies.
GEORGE OLENSLAGER, head of
the BLUE's information division, is
the father of a baby girl.
LES SCOTT has moved his early
morning recorded show to WRR Dallas
from KXYZ, Houston. Previously he
was with WNOW, Austin and KFDN,
Beaumont.

co

BRUCE MacDONALD is news editor
of WIND, Gary, Ind., succeeding Bob
office.
Sabin who joins the BLUE Chicago

vas8al-ate

t coSt.
HAL LAWRENCE, former CKLW,
Windsor-Detroit, announcer is now
AC2 Lawrence of the Royal Canadian
Air Force.

"

CY KING, announcer of CJKL, Kirkland Lake, Ont„ has joined the Royal
Canadian Air Force.

z

zz

WESLEY MEARS, announcer of
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, has joined
the Navy as an ensign. Ted Bentley,
onetime page boy of NBC Hollywood,
replaces him.
MARY

„TTC

H.B.C

5000 WATTS

C,
PETERS, W
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SIMPSON, in charge of sustaining program traffic, BLUE Hollywood, has been elevated to assistant
traffic manager. Her duties have been
assumed by Phyllis Skepner.
JIM LUNEBERG, of transcription
department, KNX, Hollywood, has
been transferred to announcing and
is assigned to the swing shift. He replaces Bill Fuller, who has taken over
a daytime assignment.
BROADCASTING

TWO NEWSCASTERS from WJR
Detroit, were called to active dutj
last week. Edgar A. Guest Jr
(left), who handled the 7 a.m. news
for WJR, reported to the Navy al
Jacksonville, Pla. Jack White (left;
reported to the Army at Fort Custer, Mich. WJR gave a cocktai;
party for the duo.

EDDIE ANDERSON (Rochester), of
the weekly NBC Jack Benny Show}
has entered a three-year-old, Burnt!
Cork, in the Kentucky Derby.
JACK

PATRICK, Hollywood freelance writer, has joined CBS, Hollywood and is assigned to the weekly
sustainer, Adventures of Raffles.
HOLT GEWINNER, newscaster of
WMAZ,
Macon, Ga., has had an appendectomy.
BILL

MARLOWE,
- announcer, has left WKBN, producer
Youngstown,
to
join been
WMC,with
Memphis.
has for-L
merly
WIZE, HeSpringfield,!
WKBV. Richmond, Ind., WKST, New!
Castle, Pa.
STAN SCHULTZ has joined WAKR,
Akron, as program director.
PAUL

C. LYNDE Jr., program director of KFXM, San Bernardino,
Cal., has reported to the Army Aii,
Forces at Santa Ana, Cal. for flight
training. Alan Mann, KFXM chief
announcer becomes program director,
while Shirley Irvine of KNX, Hollywood, and James Gentry of WKRO
Cairo, 111., have joined the announcing staff.
EWALD KOCKRITZ will head a
new promotion service at WAGA, At
lanta. He was formerly with KWBG
Hutchinson, Kans., KTHS, Hoi
Springs, Ark., WSAI, Cincinnati.
DOROTHY JENNINGS has joined
the announcing staff of WDBJ
Roanoke.
RUSSELL NAUGHTON, announce!
of
Hartford, has been inducted
intoWDRC,
the Army.

DEANE S. LONG, of the announcers)
staff of KXEL, Waterloo, Iowa, has(
been made assistant program director!
KIRK HAMMER and Roland I)<
Prousch have joined KSAL, Salimi
Kan., as announcers. Hammer has rei
ceived a medical discharge from tin
Marines, and Prousch has been en
gaged in radio survey work.
ARNOLD
B. HARTLEY, manageil
of WGES, Chicago, for seven yearall
and prior to that with CBS and KYW |
Philadelphia, is program director ol
WOV,
New
York. Connie Porreca!
acting program chief following enl
listment in the Army of Mario F. Hut!,j
ton, remains
assistant manager oj
station.
LUD GLUSKIN, Hollywood musici
director of the weekly quarter hou:;
CBS Ceiling Unlimited, sponsored b|
Lockheed & Vega Aircraft Corps., hai
resigned that post due to conflict witll
his other assignment. Anthony Collins
assistant to Gluskin, has assume^
duties on the quarter hour series.
JOE SEDJERTH,
of the audienc«j
promotion
division of WJZ, Nevj!
York, is recuperating from pneu||
monia.
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AL WOLF, announcer of KPO, San
ranciseo, recently was commissioned
first lieutenant in the marine corps.
ILL RODDY, announcer of KPO,
an Francisco, recently left to start
aining at a maritime service school
ir a commission in the merchant mane.
NN
HOLDEN,
commentator of
;GO, San Francisco, has been elected
senior hostess at the Stage Door
anteen in the bay city.
ED MYERS, newscaster-eommentair of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, and
'cently appointed radio instructor of
rofessional Institute of Music &
irama, that city, is conducting priite and class training in broadcastlg techniques.
.OSEMARY LANE, singing mistress
f ceremonies on the weekly sustaining
'ature, All Girl Review, on CBS Pafic stations, has completed an asgnment in the Universal film, "All
Y Myself".
UTH FARWELL, head of the muc department of the Yankee Netork, leaves the end of May to join
le Marine Corps.
ITHEL KIRSNER, who recently reigned as associate editor of Movie'adio Guide, has joined the CBS press
lformation department. Miss Kirser has been with the radio departlent of the N. Y. Journal- American,
ras editor of Top Hits, and was preiously with Young & Rubicam, New
'ork.

MURRAY
MESSNER,of program
tor and announcer
CFAR, direcFlin
Flon, Manitoba, has joined the Royal
Canadian Air Force.

Doesn't Dive
JOHN DALY, CBS correspondent in London, disdains
to join the inhabitants of
that city in diving for the
ground during an anti-aircraft barrage, CBS reports,
quoting Daly's explanation
as follows : "Veterans of London blitzes pretty well ignore the antics of Hitler's
raiders, but they have a
healthy respect for the shrapnel that comes down after
the anti-aircraft barrage
starts up. The sound of the
guns is terrifying and my
first inclination is to dive for
the gutter. The only thing
that keeps me on my feet is
that it takes about three

PAT WILSON and Irene Bruce, who
handled women's programs for WSAZ,
Huntington, are now announcing most
of the station's daytime programs.
They
room. are also at home in the control

SILBURT, program department of CKRN, Rouyn, Que., has
been moved to CJKL, Kirkland Lake,
Ont. George Clemens of CKWS. Kingston, Ont., replaces him at CKRN.

DREIER

TALKS

AT
1SAB BREAKFAST
ALEX DREIR, NBC commentator,
spoke off-the-record on Germany as
the highlight of the breakfast session of the Chicago Radio Management Club Wednesday at the War
Conference. Former NBC commentator in Berlin and London,
Dreier gave intimate anecdotes on
war conditions abroad. Buckingham Gunn, J. Walter Thompson,
Chicago, president of the club, welcomed the guests. Lt. Paul Holman
Faust, Navy Public Relations, Chicago, explained the objectives of
the club.
Committee in charge of the
breakfast sessions included Jack
North, Aubrey, Moore & Wallace,
Chicago; June Rollinson, Russel M.
Seeds Co., Chicago; Ward Dorrell,
Henri, Hurst & MacDonald, Chicago, and Lt. Chicago.
Faust, Mitchell-Faust
Advertising,

WILLIAM vertisingE.and promotion
WEBB, of department,
NBC's adhas been inducted into the Navy as a
lieutenant (j.g.), reporting for indoctrination at Quonset, R. L, April
26.
EDMUND DAWES has been named
program director of W53PH, FM adjunct of WFIL, Philadelphia, succeeding Felix Meyer, who joined the
Navy. Mr. Dawes will continue as
director of educational programs and
activities of WFIL.

weeks to get a suit cleaned."
MARTIN

ALEX

ANICE WISMER, continuity director of WRBL, Columbus, Ga., was
married to Lt. G. C. Johnson Jr., of
the Parachute Infantry, Fort Benning, Ga.

CERTIFICATE of merit will be
awarded Womanpower, CBS program
now off the air, by the New Jersey
Women's Press Club, in Newark.

MRS. BARBARA JOHNSTON, new
to radio, has been named traffic manager at CJKL, Kirkland Lake, Ont.

ACK KNOTT, formerly of WNAX,
:ankton, S. D., has joined KBON,
tmaha, as news editor.
iLBERT E. DALE, manager of
JBC's department of information, is
he father of a boy born April 23.
tOBERT S. WILSON has resigned
s publicity manager of British Broad'asting Corp., New York, to take up
tther work, and has been succeeded
'py Stanley L. Stevens, former director
-f publicity of the Radio Workshop
if the National Youth Administration,
JTew York.
Stevens
has just
returned fromMr.
Officer
Candidate
School,
liMamp Davis, N. C, having received
medical discharge.
lLVIN MULLENAX, announcer of
(VSVA, Harrisonburg, Va., is the
lather of a boy. Mr. Mullenax reported to the Marines, Parris Island,
B. C, April 26.
[£EITH
Allan Salt
Moll,Lake
anlouncers, ENGAR
have leftand
KDYL,
pity, to join the Army Air Forces.
brother
joined are
the
IUlan's
taff as young
announcer
andhaslisteners
.aid to be unable to tell the difference,
hey sound so much alike. Ray Ovingon, of Beverly
Hills, Cal., joins
:j£DYL after successfully passing tests
if the new NBC announcer audition
'System.
!3AROLD B. (Bud) Thorpe has
rained KMOX, St. Louis, as announcer, having been associated with
fcOIL-KFAB, Omaha, and KLZ,
fDenver.

is programmed

ALBERT
COLLINS
has joined
)VIOD, Miami, as announcer, coming

725,000 "city" listeners.
No other Kansas City station is programmed
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"Hooper

f|;'!rom WFTL, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
TOE GIRAND, from WWLS, Beckey, W. Va., has joined the announcing
taff of WPAT, Paterson.
JARLTON KADELL, Hollywood anlouncer-actor, with April 27 broadast of the thrice-weekly Red Ryder,
ponsored by Langendorf United Bakeries on BLUE Pacific stations, replaced Reed Hadley in the title role of
hat series. Latter was recently signed
o term contract by 20th Century-Fox.
LEONARD L. LEVINSON, Hollyrood radio consultant to OWL arid
mtil recently Special Assignments
Jhief, Radio Bureau of that organiza:ion, has,.opened offices at 6253 Hollyvood Blvd., Hollywood, for writing
tnd production of package-deal radio
>rograms.
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Poultry
Farm

News

Ups

Troops,

High

IN 1943, farmers will make more
money from poultry than ever before, comments Earl May, pioneer
broadcaster and KMA president
shown below with his White Leghorn hen, Sarah, who laid 316 eggs
in 1942.

"The 1943 farm goal," May said,
"is 4,780,000,000 dozen eggs. That's
enough to make a solid band 10
feet wide around the equator. We
must also produce 4 billion pounds
of dressed chicken — over 30 pounds
for every man, woman and child
in the United States."
In Iowa, greatest poultry and
egg producing state in the nation,
hatchery bookings to farmers are
40% higher than a year ago, May
stated. By the end of this year, 125
million chickens will populate Iowa
farms to meet the state quota of
330 million dozen eggs.
But, May pointed out, this is only
one of many reasons why the No.
1 Farm Market has more buying
power today than ever before — will
continue to have more buying power
in the years ahead.

"I'd like every advertis
man
to have the details I have ing
collected
about the NEW farm market,"
Earl May said. "We have a Market Data Brochure for every alert
advertiser anxious to get his share
of the record-breaking buying
power of America's first farm
market."
NOTE: Better write — right now!

NEWS MATERIAL for broadcasts
to U. S. troops at home and abroad
will be prepared and disseminated
through the Orientation Section,
Special Service Division of the
War Dept., by the end of this week.
Handled in the past by OWI, this
function has been changing hands
recently as the Orientation Section
has taken over circuit by circuit.
According to Lt. Col. S. L. A.
Marshall, in charge of the Orientation Section, OWI has expected to
have the Army take over the work
ever since last September when
the news reports to troops were
started. At that time, the Army
was not equipped to write and forward news to all of the widely scattered parts of the globe where
American troops are stationed. It
was more expeditious to utilize
OWI's personnel and facilities than
to delay operation until the Army
could set up an additional news bureau.
Invaluable Service
OWI thus performed an invaluable stop-gap service for the fighting forces, it was said. Now the
Army has the necessary organization and personnel, the newsforwarding facilities — cable and
wireless — of the Signal Corps, and
personnel at every military post and
outpost to distribute news of the
war and the home front to the men
in uniform.
In addition, Col. Marshall explained, the Army has certain facilities not available to OWI, such
as the Research Branch of the
Special Service Division, which
acts as a kind of "Gallup Poll" of
servicemen's interests. Thus the
Orientation Section is prepared to
supply not only general news but
news of particular interest to soldiers whose likes and dislikes have
been polled.
OWI's world-wide transmitting
BRITISH COtUMSIA
LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

KMA
Blue Network
The No. 1 Farm Station
in the No. 1 Farm Market
151
AROUND

COUNTIES
SHENANDOAH,
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and receiving facilities will not be
used by the War Dept., although
an extensive OWI news service is
in operation. OWI has cable facilities to every point where troops
have been sent and has arranged
news outlets via local radios. Where
no radio equipment was available,
sending and receiving equipment
has been shipped in many cases.
OWI also has men on duty at all
these points, with full news bureaus
in some locations and missions of
only one or two men at others.
Not to Be Wasted
However, none of these facilities
will be wasted. OWI Overseas
Branch will continue to use them
in its work of propagandizing occupied and enemy territory and in
other OWI functions. Moreover,
OWI men at the various stations
will continue to aid the Army in
getting news to troops where army
facilities are inadequate and will
help solve any problems which may
come up. OWI will also go on handling the "News From Home" recordings, feature material shortwaved to troops.
Capt. William S. Gill heads the
SSD News Service. Under Capt.
Gill are Capt. Royce D. Howes, editor of the report sent to troops
within the country, known as the
"Daily News Summary"; and Capt.
Thomas A. MacMahon, editor of the
overseas report, called "Overseas
News
BothService."
news briefs, the reports
differ radically. Troops at home,
who have access to newspapers
and radio, get a daily interpretative
digest of war news from all parts
of the world, a "military account of
military operations". Written by
former newspapermen with military experience, the account serves
the special purpose of acquainting
the men with current operations,
terrain features and tactics used
by both Axis and Allied forces.
Troops overseas get a general
news summary, somewhat like the
news round-ups heard by civilian
listeners in this country, except
that emphasis is shifted to give
servicemen the news they ask for.
While news reports for civilians
are weighted heavily on the side of
war and battle information, troops
overseas don't want to hear war
news. They want sports information, general gossip, stories on
Hollywood figures. Scandal is extremely popular; the Errol Flynn
case was a universal favorite with
troops abroad.
Though the boys show no affinity
for information on the changing
social and political scene, they get
it, because, as Col. Marshall explained, "Significant changes in
BROADCASTING

RAYMER'S
RENDEZVOUS at<
one of Chicago's lakeside dwel
ings was the locale for this form)
group.
Seated (1 to r) : Ma:[
Woods,
BLUE
president; Mi;
Harry C. Wilder, WSYR, Syr
cuse. Standing, E. E. Hill, WTAi
Worcester; Fred Brokaw, Raym
partner, New York, and Paul 1
Raymer.
American life are ocurring whi
the men are away. If they are nj
kept in touch with social, econom
and political developments, the:
will be a difficult readjustment
make
theyreport
return."
The when
domestic
is present
in finished form, but the overse;
report, though not reduced
"Cabelese", must be rounded or
before it can be used. Overseas, tl
material is broadcast to posts ar
stations where it is put on lou
speakers, tacked up on bulletl
boards or walls, or printed in carrl
newspapers.
Changes will probably be made :
the overseas report as interests %
army personnel change, Col. Ma
shall indicated. Members of the R
search Branch are constantly sar
pling opinions and desires of troop
actually going to posts to condu
personal interviews, and using aj
proved survey techniques.
"Probably no other publisher I
history has had the benefit of th
kind of constant survey," observd
Col. Marshall.
SESACS May bulletin reports that
compilation of the current phonograij
recordings of SESAC music, listed
title, recording company, record nun
ber and name of recording artist,
contained in the 1943 SESAC Mus\
Guide, just off the press.

ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI
Represented by WEED
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CHARLES WRIGLEY, of Jenkintown, Pa., has joined WFIL, Philadelphia.

fRANK WEAVER, formerly technillian of Stockton, Cal., has joined
|tSAN, San Francisco.
bJARL SCHWARZ, engineer of KYA,
If an Francisco, has been commissioned
lieutenant in the Army. James R.
||Tillbun, formerly of KGO, San Franisco, has taken over the KYA duties.
IILMORE BALTHIS, formerly techician of WOC, Davenport, la., has
ined KFRE, Fresno, Cal., as has
ob Shacklet, of Fresno.
ROY BANKS, formerly technician
I KQW, San Jose, Cal., has joined
:TKC, Visalia, Cal. He replaces Don
mith who resigned to devote full
me to his radio service shop.

Following Orders
WHEN a budding announcercontrol man at WIBX, Utica,
took over the controls on an
early morning shift recently,
he reacted quickly to a voice
shouting "Turn that thing
off." Was his face red when
he learned that the command
came from a recorded commercial on the Yawn Patrol,
morning transcription show.
Fortunately, Jack Hamilton,
announcer on duty, intervened to keep the station on
the air.

LOUIS ONOFRIO, apprentice engineer of NBC Hollywood, has taken
over duties of Albert Capstaff, former
network engineer on the weekly NBC
College of Musical Knoioledge, sponsored by American Tobacco Co. (Lucky
Strike cigarettes). Mr. Capstaff has
been transferred to NBC production
staff.
OGDEN LINDQUIST, of the engineering staff of WBNX, New York,
is the father of a boy.
WARREN L. BRAUN, chief engineer
of WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va., is the
father of a boy.
MARY HALD and Beverly Dunn
have joined the engineering staff of
WNAX,
Sioux City-Yankton.

;ESLIE CABE, technician of KXA,
eattle, has joined the Army.

MEMBER

1 I ED BINDNER, formerly technician
,r p:
Cal., His
has joined
ieKROW,
Army asOakland,
a lieutenant.
duties
ive been assumed by Marvin Carmin.

MMY
WIDNER,
George Tech's
|-op in WSB's control room, has
';en inducted into the Army at Ft.
no {cPherson.
LDON RAUCH has been added to
ie KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan., engioering staff.
:^,OGER W. LOVE, engineer of
'!LUE Hollywood,
has been incommis ioned asecond lieutenant
the
jrmy Signal Corps.
jENRY FRENCH, engineer at
/TAG, Worcester, Mass., is the
ither of a girl, born recently. The
1
1 iild
is his second. .
U ERNON
I
FULTON, of the engineerig department of WLS, Chicago, is
-J -pe father of a baby girl. Bill Keller,
agineer, is the father of a boy.

NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION

WMEX
OwwtO * 10 OPERATED 6 1 The nOKThCRH CORPORATION

ENNETH GRINDE, formerly enneer of KOMO, Seattle, has joined
XRO, Aberdeen, S. D. as chief enneer. His former duties were asmed by Robert B. Miller.

'RANK BARTOL. former studio su';rvisor
ined the of
staffWHDH,
of WEEI, Boston,
Boston. has

0C

COCA-COLA Co. is sponsoring this
season's broadcasts of the Atlanta
Cracker ball games on WAGA, Atlanta. Lee Bennett is handling the
play-by-play discriptions. D'Arcy Adv.
Co., St. Louis, is agency.

Of BROADCASTERS

icni

LOYD R. AMOO, former chief enneer of KSJB, Jamestown, N. D.,
is joined KGDM, Stockton, Cal.,
iplacing Milton Cooper, now in the
rmy.

OY JENSEN, technician of KFBK,
lcramento, Cal., has joined the Of: of the Coordinator of Inter-Amerim Affairs, San Francisco. Lew
seinzman, also of that station, has
jned the Army. Their former duties
,ive been assumed by Howard Voegli,
"ho had been associated with KFBK
I another capacity, and Robert
^eeks, formerly of Oregon.

IVY CALVERLEY, operator at
CKGB, ferredTimmins,
Ont., has been
to CKWS, Kingston,
Ont. trans-

KSO-KRNT
Scrap Towers
THE TEN-year-old towers of KSOKRNT, Des Moines, yielded 55
tons of steel scrap for salvage, and
60,000 feet of copper wire, which
went to the OWI for war uses.
The stations are now operating on
their four new towers under an
arrangement devised by Paul
Huntsinger, chief engineer, whose
plan is now used by several other
combination stations. KSO-KRNT
belong to the Cowles chain, which
includes WMT and WNAX.

WMEX~8«<U„q
70 BROOKL'NE AVENUE. BOSTON
TELEPHONE
COMMONWEALTH 3900
March

6, 1943

a£r. Basil A. Caparell
Sales Manager
International Mews Service
235 East 45th Street
New York, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Caparell:
Knowing full well the Herculean task your
organization is doing and appreciating your active
co-operation with its resultant demands, I am
nevertheless taking the liberty of asking you to
take a moment or two to read this letter so that
I may thank you for the unexcelled service WMFX
receives from the INTERNATIONAL N5T.VS SERVICE.
Only from such loyal, consistent attention to news
and its importance, can we hope to do our part in
speeding the inevitable victory of our great
global ideals.
Sincerely yours,

...USSELL McCLAIN,
engineer of
/j /PEN, Philadelphia, left May 1 for
ort Monmouth, N. J. to join the
rmy Signal Corps as a first lieutenpt.

W. S. Tote' , Director

?"|p Diathermy Claims Hit
; FOLLOWING its recent complaint
the Domestic Diathermy
,nst
gai
!
New York, the Federal Trade
\o.,
Commission last week cited United
diathermy Inc., Philadelphia, for
|se of allegedly false advertisements on the air and other media
or a device called United Short
The machine
ave Diathermy.
ay produce dangerous or fatal
suits when used without proper
lagnosis and instruction in use
f the machine, the FTC claims.
BROADCASTING
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Fly

Study
Urges Post-War
(Continued from page 14)

change in advance, and in particular the importance of laying a
sound and spacious foundation for
new services, so that progress will
not be handicapped more than
necessary by the dead hand of obsolescence.
During the early 1920's, standard
band radio broadcasting developed
without any sound foundation
plans, and old-timers in the industry still remember the chaos which
resulted. Since then we have
learned much. ... So the FM or
frequency modulation band was
opened up, pursuant to an allocations plan which, whatever its imperfections in detail, nevertheless
made orderly progress possible.
Television was similarly wellplanned before the war, though the
war has, of course, delayed fruition
of those plans. Simultaneously,
however, the war has hastened
technical developments which may
in fact revolutionize television. I
am confident that post-war television will be developed with all the
foresight and care that human ingenuity can afford.
Planning Board
It is to prepare solutions for just
such problems that the radio industry itself is establishing a radio
technical planning board, which
will draw upon the services of the
scientists
and
technicians best

qualified in the various radio and
related fields. The details of this
board are just now being worked
out, and I understand that the Federal Communications Commision
and other agencies will accept invitations to have their technical people sit in on the board and panel
discussions, though of course such
Government people will not vote on
issues. By making sound technical
recommendations to the FCC, to
other governmental agencies and to
the industry itself, such a planning
board can be of the greatest assistance in solving post-war problems soundly and in facilitating the
tremendous radio advances which
lie ahead.
When this war is over, vast numbers of skilled communication technicians trained by or for the armed
forces will be available to devote
their war-acquired skills to civilian
pursuits. Will there be jobs for
them? Certainly the expansion of
radio, television and related arts
offers the highest hopes for achieving immediate, secure and permanent employment for these trained
technicians and for others. Conversely, the availability of these
men will serve to speed the expansion of radio and related services
which will surely come. Not only
men, but equipment and the capacity to manufacture equipment will
be available in unprecedented quan-

in quest of new business vistas — NAB's re
STATISTICAL
search
committeeSLEUTHS
in a pre-conference huddle. Seated (1 to r) : Roger W.
Clipp, WFIL, Philadelphia; Paul F. Peter, NAB research director;
Arthur W. Church, KMBC, Kansas City. Standing, Barry Rumple, NBC.
New York; John McCormack, KWKH-KTBS, Shreveport.
tities. One of the avowed purposes
of the proposed radio technical
planning board is to assist in the
utilization of excess radio and electronic equipment remaining from
the war effort.
By planning for such steps as
this, I am confident that the radio
industry, acting independently but
with Government cooperation, can
do much to bridge the gap from war
to peacetime radio techniques. From
this undertaking should flow results
of great interest and benefit to the
public.
Circus

Promotion

OLYMPIA CIRCUS, which is in
Chicago April 25-May 9, is spending the greater share of its promotional appropriation on radio.
One-minute announcements have
been placed 10 times daily for a
22-day period on Chicago stations
WAIT, WCFL, WAAF, WIND,
WJJD; WCLS, Joliet; WMRO,
Aurora; WJOB, Hammond. Circus,
which features the appearance of
the Lone Ranger (Brace Beemer),
will play Detroit after its Chicago
run.
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago,
is agency.

Tasty Yeast Expands
CHARMS CANDY Co., Bloomfield, N. J., last week expanded its
spot advertising for Tasty Yeast
to the New York market, adding
transcribed announcements at varying frequencies, on WQXR WHN
WNEW WMCA. Firm started oneminute transcriptions on Hartford
and Providence outlets in March.
Agency
is C. L. Miller Co., New
York.

National Representative
GEORGE P. HOUINGBERY COMPANY

Daytime

5,000 WATTS
610 KC
NBC
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Up

14%,
More
Sponsors!
DAYTIME sets-in-use showed an
increase in April over the same
month of last year, according tq
C. E. Hooper Inc., reversing thf
previous months' figures, which
were consistently lower than those
of comparable periods of 1942
April daytime Hooper ratings alsc
show that the average rating oi
daytime sponsored network programs is up to 5.6, an increase of
14% over a year ago, while the
number of sponsored daytime shows
reported on in April was 76, ar
increase of 11 from April, 1942.
Top program in the daytime
field in April was Romance of
Helen Trent, followed by Kate
Smith Speaks and with Big Sisteti
in
Rest are:
of the
Ten"third
for place.
the month
Ma "Top1
Perkins, Life Can Be Beautiful, When
a Man Marries, Portia Faces Life
Our Gal Sunday, Stella Dallas, The
Goldbergs. Top weekend programs
not included in the weekday list
are Those We Love and Family
Hour.

Capt. O'Brien 111
CAPT. DAN O'BRIEN, a member
of NBC press department befors
enlisting last year in the Marines!
is recovering from malaria in s
Navy Hospital, after service iij
Guadalcanal. He has been recom
mended for the Navy Cross for his
one-man battle against a party o:
Japanese.
WHOSE

10TH

ANNIVERSARY?
SEE

WNYC,
station, willNew
remainYork's
on themunicipal
air until 9.30
p.m. during the month of May, and
until 10 p.m. in June, due to the later
sunset hour. By June, it is expected
that changes in the station's transmitter to conform with FCC regulations will be completed, enabling the
station to remain on the air until 10
Dec. 7].
p.m.
the year round [Broadcasting,

Sets-in-Use

BACK

NEW

INSIDE
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^PID
To

Permitted

Leave

the

Air

ieoomes War Casualty, Citing
joss of Revenue, Personnel
VPID, Petersburg, Va., was given
i jermission by the FCC last week
,o delete the call signal and close
j he record of the station. Pending
| ipplication for renewal of the lij :ense was
also dismissed, and
I iVTID became the first war casualty since the FCC's policy ruling
^f March 9, which refuses to allow
station to suspend operation for
;he duration without prejudice.
The licensee had notified the
Commission last March 2 that it
rould have
to cease operation
^.pril 1, 1943, the expiration date
jf its outstanding license, in view
'of the denial of its petition to suspend operation for the duration
, [Broadcasting, March 29].
Reasons given for the decision to
quit the air were financial loses,
which amounted to $2,874 in 1941
-and $8,025 in 1942, due to loss of
advertising revenue because of rationing and disappearance from the
Imarket of many unrationed products; and inability to keep sufficient trained personnel to enable the
station to give the necessary qual. ity of service. Frederick Lewis
Jr., chairman
of the board of
I1 WPID said in a letter to the FCC
that they expect to maintain the
studio and transmitter equipment
in condition and to apply for license
again after the war.
PA

Dallas

Sound
Is

on

Steel

Wire,

Demonstrated

to

THE MILITARY APPLICATION
of a compact transcription device
for recording sound on a steel wire
was explained by Lt. Col. E. M.
Kirby, head of the radio branch of
the War Department Public Relations Bureau, at the War Conference Tuesday afternoon.
In extolling the work of the War
Department correspondents, Col.
Kirby pointed out that the Southwest Pacific fighting front is 1500
miles from the nearest transmitter
and that this geographical spread
presented a problem of on-the-scene
war coverage.
Compact Recorder
The new compact wire recorder
with an overall weight of only 44
pounds and about a cubic foot in
size can be used in battle maneuvers
for a transcribed record of actual

Speaking

Used
NAB

by

Army,

by

Kirby

combat. A steel thread 4/1000ths
of an inch thick (as thin as a human hair) uncoils from one spool to
another through a magnetic field.
One spool can hold three to eight
hours of continuous broadcasting.
This device, chiefly the work of 26year-old Marvin Camras, staff research associate of the Armour
Foundation, was first described in
Broadcasting June 29, 1942.
As the wire passes over the field
it is charged with magnetic impulses and the sound is recorded
through the principle of electromagnetic molecular rearrangement.
The wire can be calibrated in terms
of minutes or seconds and therefore can be very easily censored by
merely splicing the wire in a way
similar to the same operation in
films. The recording can be played
back instantaneously and the wire

of

Shipyard Spots
BETHLEHEM - ALAMEDA SHIPYARDS, Alameda, Cal., in an employment campaign tie-up, is sponsoring Sunday 1943 baseball schedule of
Oakland (Cal.) team on KROW, in
latter city. Home games are released
direct from the ball park with out-oftown games being recreated broadcasts. Hal Parkes is sportscaster.
Placement is direct.
can be re-used by demagnetizing.
It is possible, Col. Kirby pointed
out, to keep a running account of
what was said on a bombing mission. The recorder is so light it can
be used with 20 pounds of batteries
enabling three continuous hours of
recording. The recorder could be
used anywhere in the world, he
said, and has a number of military
possibilities.
Col. Kirby spoke into an amplifier attached to the machine and
then played back his remarks which
were
ence. clearly audible to the audi-

COVERAGE...

Bureau

TO

PROVIDE more regional radio news for stations in the Southwest, Press Assn. has opened a
news bureau in Dallas, according
to an announcement by Oliver
Gramling, assistant general manager of the AP radio subsidiary.
Justin Anderson, for the past several months on the PA's New York
staff, and formerly with AP offices in Kansas City, Jefferson City,
Louisville, and Lexington, will be
in charge of the Dallas bureau.

. . . KFYR

something to write about. But that coverage
alone doesn t make a great radio station.
Take, if you will, KFYR's coverage of
the recent floods (pictured here) which

ON RECOMMENDATION of the
National Safety Council, the Liberty
Bell for excellent safety record in
1942 was awarded to RCA Victor's
Camden plant (N. J.). The presentawas reduction
based on ofthetime
plant's
recordtion,ofwhich
22%
lost
through accidents last year, was made
on the Ghost Shift network program.
RCA departments received similar
awards in 1937. 1938, 1940 and 1941.
More than 2,000 plants compete in this
New Jersey contest.

plagued the Dakotas. KFYR

was always

on the spot with latest bulletins and local
pick ups. KFYR crews battled ice and
swirling water to give listeners an accurate
picture of the situation. With our transmitter building flooded, engineers worked
tirelessly to keep us on the air . . . and they
aid keep us on ... to continue our job of
informing and warning.

Fish Story
FISH FANS flooded phones
in Greenville, S. C, after
Charlie Davis of WFBC on
his afternoon Ballads, Bargains & Booty offered five
free fish to the first five persons calling a local market.
When an increase of over
2,000 calls brought students
and supervisors to exchange
boards, telephone officials
asked Charlie to refrain.

No wonder KFYR wields a powerful
influence here in the Dakotas. KFYR is
first in news and entertainment. And Northwest listeners l^now it.

550
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Garey

Demands

Personal
Letter

2,000,000 or 15.4% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
YIDDISH radio programs
1,400,000 or 10.8% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
ITALIAN language programs
1,250,000 or 9.6% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
POLISH language programs
670,000 or 5.1 % t>f the population
of Greater New York listen to
GERMAN language programs
250,000 or 2% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
SPANISH language programs
WBNX brings to this audience in its
native tongue and in English, interesting
entertainment; educational and musical
programs, and the complete world-wide
facilities of International News Service.
Appreciation of WBNX service is evidenced by the annual contract renewals
of the largest national and local advertisers.

Winner of PEABODY CITATION for Public
Service to Foreign Language Groups.

WBNX
5000

We
BUY

Page
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Scolds

Data
FCC

Durr
for

Provide

Cox

Commissioner

for

Probe
"Designedly

Discourteous" Act in Publicizing Refusal
Commissioner who has chosen so to
EUGENE L. GAREY, general
do. You are also the only Commissioncounsel of the Cox Select Committee
er who has "defied" the Committee.
Every other Commissioner has thus
investigating the FCC, last Monday demanded that Commissioner
far fully cooperated with the Committee and supplied all data and other
C. J. Durr comply with the Cominformation sought by it.
mittee's request for full informaConserves Time
tion about his personal financial
affairs. Mr. Garey, responding to
I reiterate what I have heretofore
advised you : that I have adopted the
the Commissioner's refusal to file
procedure of seeking certain informaa questionnaire submitted by the
tion from the Commissioners by letter
investigators, said the Committee
instead of by examination before the
Committee in order to conserve their
had full power to obtain the infortime and minimize the burden upon
mation, and that it only remains
them which this investigation might
otherwise entail.
up to Commissioner Durr "to deThis Committee has no desire to
termine the procedure."
The Garey letter roundly scolded
unduly hamper the Commissioners in
the performance of their duties. The
the FCC Commissioner for a "depractice
adopted has this added adsignedly discourteous" action in
vantage to you : the information thus
making his refusal public before
submitted by you can be analyzed and
it was in the hands of the Cox
sifted
by the
Committee'ssuspicions
staff so may
that
no unfair
or unjustified
Committee. "This is not the first
arise
or
any
similar
inferences
be
instance where you have seen fit
drawn from questions publicly asked
to advise this Committee as to how
which might indicate the possession
of information by the Committee which
to procede with its work," Mr.
prompted the questions.
Garey wrote. "In this attitude you
The sole intent of this Committee
occupy the unique position of being
is to fairly and impartially perform
the only Commissioner who has
the work assigned to it ; that not only
is but will continue to be its purpose
chosen so to do."
Durr Answers
notwithstanding consistent studied efforts to make the contrary publicly
Commissioner Durr said he had
answered the Garey letter, but reappear.
Quotes FDR
fused to make his reply public,
Section 4(b) of the Communicadeclaring he did not wish to protions Act provides, among other things,
as follows :
long the controversy. The Commissioner is understood to have
No member of the Commission or person in its employ shall be financially inasserted his willingness to appear
terested in the manufacture or sale of
radio apparatus or of apparatus for wire
before the Committee, explaining
or radio communication; in communicathat he did not wish to withhold
tion by wire or radio or in radio transinformation from Congress, but
mission of energy; in any company furnishing services or such apparatus to any
that he objected to certain Comcompany engaged in communication by
mittee procedures which he said
wire or radio or to any company manufacturing or selling apparatus used for
unnecessarily hampered the Comcommunication by wire or radio; or in any
mission.
company owning stocks, bonds, or other
securities of any such company; nor be
Mr. Garey said the Committee
in the employ of or hold any official relahad no desire to hamper the Comtion to any person subject to any of the
provisions of this Act, nor own stocks,
missioners inperformance of their
bonds, or other securities of any corporation
duties, and had adopted this insubject to any of the provisions of this Act.
Such commissioners shall not engage in any
formal method of gathering inother business, vocation, or employment.
formation for the advantage of
Some of the questions which I have
the Commissioners. Commissioner
put to you (and which your press
release states you refused to answer
Durr had defied Mr. Garey, adbut which your letter does not) are
vising that the Committee should
designed to elicit information in rerefer to the Dept. of Justice any
spect of whether you have violated
material in its possession justifyany of these provisions of law. Others
are designed to see whether you meet
ing an investigation of his perthe standards of stewardship laid
26]. sonal affairs. [Broadcasting, April
down for public officers by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt (when Governor of the State of New York) on
Text of Letter
Feb. 24, 1932.
Following is the text of the
For your ready reference I quote
Garey letter:
excerpts randumfrom
of that Mr.
day, Roosevelt's
as follows : memoMy dear Mr. Commissioner :
"The stewardship of public officers is a
It is to be regretted that your
serious and sacred trust. They are so
"reply" to my letter to you, dated
close to the means for private gain that
in a sense not at all true of private
April 20, 1943, should have been selected by you as a vehicle for public
citizens their personal possessions are inadvice to this Committee, and its
vested with a public importance in the
event that their stewardship is questioned.
counsel, respecting the manner in
One of their deep obligations is to recogwhich it shall perform the duties
nize this, not reluctantly or with resisand responsibilities entrusted to it
tance, but freely. It is in the true spirit
by the House of Representatives. Your
of a public trust to give, when personally
action was evidently designedly discalled upon, public proof of the nature,
courteous since your letter to me was
source and extent of their financial affairs.
made public (through the facilities of
The public policy thus so clearly
stated was accepted by the people of
press agents employed by the Commission) prior to its receipt by me.
the State of New York and in conseThis is not the first instance where
quence a provision embodying that
principle was incorporated in the Bill
you have seen fit to advise this Comof Rights of that State in November,
mittee as to how it shall proceed with
its work. In this attitude you occupy
1938, following a proposal submitted
in that year by the Constitutional
the unique position of being the only
BROADCASTING

Convention. That provision (Art. 1,
Sec.
) reads,
No 6person
shallas befollows
subject: to be twice
put in jeopardy for the same offence; noi
shall he be compelled in any criminal case
to be a witness against himself, providing, that any public officer who upon being
called before a grand jury to testify
concerning the conduct of his office oi
the performance of his official duties, refuses to sign a waiver of immunity against
subsequent criminal prosecution, or to
answer any relevant question concerning
such matters before such grand jury, shall
be removed from office by the appropriate
authority or shall forfeit his office at the
suit
Attorney
(AddedJan.
by
vote of
of the
people
Nov. 8,General."
1938, effective
1, 1939.)
The philosophy enunciated by Mr.
Roosevelt thereby became the fundamental law of the State of New York.
A like requirement was approved by
the Supreme Court of California in
Chrystal v. Police Commission of San
Francisco, 92 Pac. (2d) 416.
Fails Test
I commend the entire text of President Roosevelt's admirable statement
to your favorable consideration. I invite you to compare your position as
stated in your "press release" that
you had "refused to respond to a
questionnaire from the staff of the
Cox Committee covering (your) personal test
and private
financial
affairs",
with the
laid down
by President
Roosevelt in his memorandum. This
rule has merited and met with unanimous public acclaim and approval. |
This comparison will demonstrate even
to your satisfaction your woeful failure to meet the accepted test of your
stewardship thus established.
I neither have nor desire to have a
personal controversy with you. I would
like to assume that you feel the same
way. We each have our allotted tasks
to perform. I much prefer to believe
that your action was due entirely to
a mistaken and misguided judgment
and that the purpose which motivated
your action was not for the purpose
of seeking for yourself the available
immunity which the statute might
give you in the event that because
of your refusal the Committee, in the
exercise of its lawful powers, compelled you to give such testimony before it under oath and thereby discovers evidence of criminality.
This Committee has ample lawful
power to obtain from you the information requested and it intends to and
will obtain the same. Hence I invite
you to reconsider your ill advised and
hasty decision. It now remains only
for you to determine the procedure
which the Committee shall be compelled to adopt to secure the desired
data. I must ask you again to furnish
the information which the Committee
desires within a short day, failing
which appropriate procedure to bring
about that end will be instituted.
Since you have seen fit to make publicwiseyour
letter to
me Ireply.
shall do likein respect
of this
Reilly Joins Staff
HUGH REILLY, former assistant
attorney general of New York State
has been appointed to the staff of
the Cox Select Committee investigating the FCC, Eugene L. Garey,
general counsel, said last week.
Mr. Reilly served with the New
York attorney general for 14 years,
the last nine as chief of the Litigation Bureau of the Dept. of Law.
A member of the New York bar
since 1912, Mr. Reilly was a captain of cavalry, and later a major
of artillery in the first World War.
He was chief attorney of the Board
of Contract Adjustment, War Dept.
Claims Board before returning to
private practice at Albany, N. Y.
Mr. Reilly will be a senior attorney
with the Cox Committee.
PAUL WHITEMAN. musical director
of BLUE network, has been signed for
a role in the Warner Bros, film based
on life of George Gershwin, composer.
• Broadcast

Advertising

'Chicago

Sun'

Sponsoring

SOUND-0, a new listener contest
program, is sponsored by the Chicago Sun in a circulation drive
starting May 10. Program, a Monday-Friday half-hour on WBBM,
at 10:45-11:45 p.m., with Don McNeill as m.c, will award $1,000
weekly to listeners identifying
various sounds. Promotion will be
strongly merchandised with newspaper ads, car cards, and contest
blanks inserted daily in the Sun.
The program is directed by Frank
Ferrin,
radio
director of Leo Burnett Inc.,
agency.
)ST-WAR PLANNING in educational broadcasting
is initiated at April 22 meeting, in Washington, of
ideral Radio Education Committee. Seated (1 to r) :
;orge P. Adair, FCC; R. R. Lowdermilk, director,
i-ipt and transcription exchange, Office of Education;
irold B. McCarty, WHA, U. of Wisconsin, representee NAEB; Belmont Farley, director of public rela>ns, Nat'l Education Assn, substituting for Willard
,vens; John W. Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner of
lucation and Chairman of FREC; Gertrude G.
Roderick, Sec, FREC; Judith C. Waller, NBC; Leverlosenhaum
In Ion-Ma

Letter

n a gem

Praises

ing Tyson, who is president of Muhlenberg College.
Standing: Wm. D. Boutwell, director, information
and radio, U. S. Office of Education; Tom Slater, MBS,
substituting for President Miller McClintock; John
Elmer, President, Baltimore Broadcasting Co.; Earl
Gammons, CBS, substituting for Lyman Bryson;
Dabney S. Lancaster, State Commissioner of Education, Va.; Bruce E. Mahan, U. of Iowa; Neville Miller,
President, NAB; Harry B. Summers, BLUE Network;
James E. Cummings, National Catholic Welfare Conference, substituting for Msgr. George Johnson.

Philadelphia

en I Engineer

Training

LETTER from Samuel R. Rosenium, chairman of Philadelphia
adio Station Managements, deribing the workings of the joint
lion-management broadcast-techcian training plan, was made publast week by Chairman James
iwrence Fly of the FCC. It reeled that nearly two thirds of
e men trained in the first trial of
e plan are already employed.
Explaining that the plan owes
3 structure, successful beginning
id practical achievements largely
the ingenuity and persistence of
harles C. Smith, a member of
merican Communications Assoc.
10), Eastern branch, Broadcast
* ocal No. 1, Mr. Rosenbaum de" bribed it in general as consisting
I two departments, the practical
tid the theoretical.

pletion of the course, and holding
no FCC licenses of any kind.
The first theory classes began on
Jan. 4, 1943, and ended fourteen
weeks later with a group of 26
completing the sessions, which consisted of two hours' laboratory and
two hours' lecture work five nights
a week. Fourteen of these men are
already employed, eight of them in
Philadelphia stations. Remainder of
the original 29 students are now
eligible to take examinations for
an FCC license and become eligible
for the practical department of the
course.
Local and Federal authorities and
the broadcast stations cooperated
in making the theory classes possible by combining to make available
the necessary physical facilities,

The practical department is open
pi applicants who hold licenses from
fit*- le FCC of a type which permits
leir employment as technicians in
raadcast radio stations, but who
ck practical experience. Men sected were allocated among the
as ight Philadelphia stations particiating in the experiment so that
:hey received one week of practiil training in each of the eight
;ations in turn, or 120 hours of
ff ractical training over the eight
eek course." Of the first group of
ight so assigned, four have been
jlaeed in Philadelphia stations and
pe others in allied industries.

New Zenith Officers
FOUR new officers of the Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, were elected
at the last meeting of the board of
directors, it was announced by
Com. E. F. McDonald, Zenith
president. G. E. Gustafson, chief
engineer and assistant vice-president, has been elected vice-president
in charge of engineering; R. D.
Burnet, controller and assistant
treasurer, has been elected secretary. Carl E. Hassel, engineering
executive, and J. E. Brown, engineering specialist in television and
frequency modulation, have been
elected assistant vice-presidents.

Draft Exempts Used

Agency's 10th Anniversary
MURRAY BREESE Associates of
New York, among the first agencies to
see the medical and ethical drug field
as a separate market, celebrates its
tenth anniversary. Agency, which has
offices in St. Louis and Chicago,
stresses valid advertising claims and
leans toward conservatism in addressing the medical field. Professional accounts serviced include Parke Davis
& Co. ; Ciba Parmaceutical Products,
Inc. ; Bristol-Myers Co. ; William R.
Warner & Co. ; Mallinckrodt Chemical
Works ; Singer Sewing Machine Co.,
and Cocomalt.

| Selection of candidates for this
department was on the basis of emloyment in non-essential industries
nd of draft classifications making
jhem ineligible for Selective Servee call. Applicants for the theory
draining were selected on the same
basis, plus their adaptability to the
jyork of broadcast technicians and
Willingness to accept employment
f proffered upon successful com-
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including equipment, books and
instructors. The course, in Mr.
Rosenbaum's opinion, is producing
results in 22 to 24 weeks comparable
to results shown by many other
war training courses in one to two

Displays for Sponsors
INDIVIDUAL window displays for
each of eight sponsors were prepared by KSO, Des Moines, as
special promotion for its participating woman's program, Betty Wells
Women's Club. According to John
Drake, sales promotion manager,
the window cards featured picture
of Betty Wells and name of the
sponsor in each case as well as program, time and station, and each
card was styled to the sponsor.
Cards were taglined with the name
of the preceding program (Breakfast at Sardi's). All went on display simultaneously.

years.

The RIGHT

INTRODUCTION

smooths the way

Take advantage of WMBD's unique position of leadership
in rich Peoriarea — it gives your product a confidence-building
introduction by an old and trusted friend. WMBD is close
to the family circle of the homes in 17 of Central Illinois'
richest agricultural and industrial counties.

The

RIGHT

Introduct

Recently completed 36955
call survey
Robert S. Conlan and Associates shows
pressive coverage; WMBD delivers the
area market as no other
medium can.

Call Free & Peters or Write WMBD
for copy of complete Conlan Survey
★
★ ★
WMBD is a member of CBS
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and in this recognition most of us
clearly understood that the Government had placed upon the radio industry amajor responsibility.
Our skills and abilities were
acknowledged. Our good will and
patriotic zeal were acknowledged.
Here was indeed a gigantic challenge to private business. And
please note again, it was a challenge in terms of radio programs.
Outstanding Programs

BILLINGS TO SCRANTON, they like to hear a good story from one of
the boys now in the Army (1 to r) : Ed Yocum, KGHL, Billings, Mont.;
George Coleman, WGBI, Scranton; Major Howard Peterson (formerly
WOW Omaha) ; Len Nassman, WFMJ, Youngstown; James MacPherson,
KOA, Denver.

Paley

Urges
Better Programs
(Continued fr om page 11)
United States Government asked
patronage of national advertising
when we speak, rather grandly
of broadcasting not simply a donation of hours and minutes of radio
perhaps, of general management
closely supporting and working
time, but beyond that, the all-out
with program management.
support of the creative energy and
brains of the entire industry. We
They may point out that with
had the benefit of a fairly explicit
them general manager, program
manager, sales manager and somestatement of expectations. In effect, we were told as an industry
times chief engineer are one and
the same man. However, the plight
"Continue the good work. Continue
of certain of these small stations
to present programs to keep the
is a separate industry problem
American people informed of their
which in no way should lessen our
problems and responsibilities in
general concern about programs.
global warfare. Continue to provide wholesome entertainment for
That such interest by top manthe American people in a time of
agement in programming is on the
increase is proven by the discusMr. MacLeish, then the head of
sions of these problems by meettravail."
ings such as this present NAB
OFF, disavowed any wish of the
Government to dictate the content
War Conference. It is significant
I think, that the NAB has this
of war-time programs. Mr. Elmer
Davis has made this just as clear.
Spring formed its first program
The government recognized the efmanager's committee.
fective partnership of broadcasters,
A year ago, we were told at our
Cleveland
convention
that the
sponsors and advertising agencies

In general, we have a right to
feel some gratification with our
program achievements in the war.
We were still stunned and bewildered by Pearl Harbor early in
December 1941, when Norman
Corwin's now famous program We
Hold These Truths gave the whole
country a vivid lesson in the power
of radio to inspire in the hearts
of Americans an almost religiouslike re-discovery of the meaning
of our Bill of Rights. Since then,
thousands of individual broadcasts
and scores on networks and local
stations alike have been of incalculable assistance to the better understanding and prosecution of the
war. It would be unfair among so
many worthy of mention to single
out individual stations that have
done highly imaginative war work
in relation to community problems.
Suffice that various citizen groups
and indeed many government
spokesmen have already been generous in their recognition of what
local stations have done for the
war.
Similarly, many network programs, both sponsored and unsponsored, have attracted high praise.
For example, The Murder of Lidice
on NBC, The Grade Fields United
Nations Salutes on the BLUE, The
Nature of the Enemy on Mutual,
and The Man Behind the Gun on
Columbia. I am sure no disparagement of those I do not mention
will be implied if I recall that
during 1942 such sponsored programs as Fibber McGee & Molly,
The Aldrich Family, Kate Smith,
Fred Allen, Rex Stout, Etc., Etc.,
have struck resounding blows for
the more efficient working, and the
eventual triumph, of democracy.
But we broadcasters are not, I
take it, holding this special 1943
War Conference to inventory what
we have done in the past year to
help the Government and the people of the United States. Rather,
we are here to consider what more
we can do to help win the war. We
are wise to avoid complacency as
an industry. Our record is good,
but we want to make it better.
Radio Writing
In emphasizing the importance
of the radio programs as such,
and of the special need at this
time for top management to interest itself in programming, I should
like to add that I am definitely not
suggesting that this is a need that
will in any sense end with the war.
We cannot know the precise nature of the world or of the United
States when the war finally ends
and peace is reestablished. How
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Gaines Acquired
GENERAL FOODS Corp., Ne\
York, has acquired Gaines Foot
Co., producers of dog foods, wit!
plants in Sherburne, N. Y., an
Chicago Heights, 111. The compan;
will operate as a separate divisioi
of G-F, continuing under the man
agement of Clarence F. Gaines
president. Firm supplies food fo
dogs in various branches of milil
tary service, as well as for civil
ians' dogs. Products are Gaine
Meal, and Gaines Kruncheon
Agency is Wendel C. Meunch & Co.
Chicago. Media plans are not avail
able for the present.
long the fight lasts, how much i
costs in blood and wealth, how in
telligent will be the re-organiza
tion work which must follow vie
tory are all unknown victory equal
tions. But we do have a right t<||
anticipate
many
changes. Therel
will be new dynamics in business I
culture and politics. Radio writer:!
and radio directors will certainlji
need to be far better informer I
men and women than they needeel
to be in the past.
It was a sense of this impend !
ing challenge that impelled us tci
set up at Columbia about a yeai I
and a half ago a post-war plan-1
ning division. Every Friday foil
the past months a group of pro!
gram
department executives hasl
met for two hours with our post!
war
planning
staff to saturate!
themselves in knowledge of whatl
is being said and thought aboul
the future by the best minds ir
many fields such as science, industry, education and public affairs
I would now like to say a few
words about the special importance
of radio writing itself. The script
is,
all, theToobasic
materia"
of aafter
program.
oftenraw
in the
past
radio writing has been taken for
granted. Too little effort has been
made to analyze the essence of effective radio writing. The elevation of script standards, the creation of a tradition, and a habit oil
using the best writing talent should
be definite long range objectives of
all program departments.
The same striving for perfection
should of course, prevail in all
other branches of programming.:
Production, direction, casting, mu-i
sic, program ideas, education, news,
are among the important phases of
the total program effort. Elevat
ing standards and striving for new)
fields to conquer in all of theni
must be the spirit of radio if we
are to take advantage of our great.
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jportunities and discharge our
reat obligation to the American
jople.
It has been seriously argued by
>me that because the overall raio schedule, unlike any other medim of information or entertainient, is filled to a considerable ex;nt by the advertising agent actlg for the advertiser, the need for
;rong program organizations is
iminished. That, I state, is a comlacent attitude — almost one of
esignation. For its own self-repect radio must be ready to do
s good a job in creating programs
s anyone else. Or a better job.
I think we have taken the easy
ourse too long. I am not advocatlg that the contribution of the
utside advertising producer be reuced. I think we owe, and I here
ladly pay generous tribute to, the
reative gifts which advertising
gency program builders have
irought to our medium. They
hortened by years the course we
rould otherwise have had to travel
without their skill and showmanhip.
What I want to see now is a
hange in our own stature and
>restige as program builders. I
vant the advertisers, and his
igent, to lean on us more than
hey have, and I am convinced that
hey will, whenever they are injdted to do so by a broadcaster
,vith a strong program building
irganization which has a record of
iccomplishment behind it.
Let us remember, too, that we
are broadcasting programs for at
least 16 hours a day. In some cases,
arge sections of this time are
illed with sustaining programs.
Svery minute of this time is important, and should be filled to the
)est of our ability and to the limit
it)f what in each case is sound ecolomics. The stronger the program
)rganization, the greater support
t gets from top management, the
more effective will be the job which
:t is doing in filling these important periods.
Coming back to the advertiser
md his agent, and with full recoglition of the important part they
iave played in the development of
radio, I feel we are sometimes persuaded by them to arrangements
which will not stand up to what
should be the best practices in
Serving our public.
"Resist Pressure"
The advertiser sees in radio one
pf the most valuable and effective
peans of reaching his market. He
pas no desire to harm radio. However, at times, what may be productive sponsorship, or what may
seem like productive sponsorship,
pay not be compatible with high
[broadcasting standards.
It may be a commercial which
hammers too hard, it may be a
program in questionable taste, it
imay be a spot announcement that
is too long and in the wrong place,
it may be the wrong time on the
schedule for a certain kind of
show. I think we all know what is

'BROADCASTING

Davis

WAAC RECRUITING program on
KARK, Little Rock, Ark., is handled by First Officer Martha Rector
(left), recruiting officer for the
Arkansas district, and Auxiliary
Glenna Curry. Both girls have background in radio dramatics. Heard
daily 9:05-9:10 a.m. and for a quarter-hour Saturday afternoons, A
Word for the WAACs has been
credited with heavy enlistments.
good broadcasting and what is obviously bad broadcasting.
Broadcasters should not seek or
encourage business of the wrong
kind. They should resist the pressure which is often put on them
to accept it. In doing so, they will
also be serving the large majority
of advertisers whose own interests
would be damaged if our medium
suffered.
I know that such resistance is not
always easy, especially when the
competitive forces between rival
broadcasters are at play, or when
a broadcasting organization is having difficulty making both ends
meet. However, the resistance to
lowering standards and the maintenance of policies aimed to serve
the radio audience effectively and
in good taste are bound to bring
their rewards. I do not know of
a single broadcaster who has stood
his ground well, or a single advertiser whose use of our medium
has been far-sighted, who will not
testify to that statement.
The life blood of American radio is an awareness on the part of
the radio broadcaster that his first
duty is to serve the best interests
of the people and the nation. That
awareness is a springboard for
action and the action consists of
programs designed to inform, to
entertain and to educate the people
of this country. We, by this definition, have served them better than
radio has served any other people
in the world.
But our people expect this — and
why shouldn't they? In no other
place has radio the degree of freedom or the scope of incentive, nor
has it faced the critical demands
of so vast and so vital an audience
as here in our country.
And because our public has taken
for granted what they so far have
received, they will demand constant
improvement. We must never, in
the light of our past achievements,
become smug or self-satisfied. In
our short history, we have perfected many of the tools, we have
gained valuable experience, we have
gone far toward building a sound
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Defends

the

OWI

During Chicago Session
PROTESTING implication that his
staff is full of draft dodgers and
lambasting critics for not giving
careful investigation before offering censure, Elmer Davis, director
of the OWI, at a press conference
on opening day of the NAB War
Conference, declared these men
have been engaged for their specific
talents. Many are from radio and
others from newspapers.
He said that between 60 and 70
persons have been deferred on request of the OWI with about 20
more deferments for essential men
currently pending. They consist
chiefly of technicians or engineers
essential to shortwave and also language experts. He further revealed
that there are some 300 persons on
overseas duty.
"Every man on overseas duty is
there because his draft board thinks

Coverage

-as

frequencies

he is doing an essential job," Mr.
Davis said. "They are more useful
in their present assignments than
in the Army. Despite implications
to the contrary, it is no disgrace to
be
for the
Mr. working
Davis pointed
out Government."
that men on
OWI overseas duty are also taking
chances under fire. Many, he pointed out, are doing first line propaganda, serving
press
and radio in Africa
andlocal
other
theatres
of
war. He cited attacks on the OWI
as "due to mistaken understanding
andMr.
others
to politics."
Davis
was the luncheon

goes

speaker
at Tuesday's
his remarks
were off thesession,
record. but
Street for KCKN
GABBY STREET
(The Old
Sarge), former major league
catcher and manager, will handle
the baseball broadcasts of the
Kansas City Blues on KCKN,
Kansas City, according to Ellis
Atteberry, manager. Games are
sponsored this year by Stephano
Bros., Philadelphia (Marvel cigarettes), through Aitkin - Kynett,
Philadelphia.
economic base. It is up to us now
to concentrate on and to develop
to its fullest possibilities the art
of broadcasting — that is, the radio
program. Our future freedom, our
future rewards, our future satisfaction, will depend on how well
we do this.
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Tatham

TOM HARRINGTON, and Gordon
Cates, vice-presidents as well as radio
director and account executive, respectively, of Young & Rubicam Inc., New
York, currently are in Hollywood for
conferences covering replacement show
for the weekly NBC Tommy Riggs &
Betty Lou, sponsored by Lever Bros.
(Swan soap). Riggs' temporary draft
deferment expires shortly.
LEONARD HOLTON, radio writer,
has joined the talent department of
Young & Rubicam, New York.
ALICE DOWD, fashion merchandising and publicity counsel, closed her
New York offices last week to join
the publicity dept. of J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York.

CORPUS
CHRISTI

to N. Y.

ARTHUR E. TATHAM, vice-president and manager of the Chicago
office of Young & Rubicam, NewYork, about May 15 will become
vice-president and contact supervisor in the New York office. John
F. Whedon, formerly executive
vice-president in charge of the Chicago office of Lord & Thomas, and
previously
headoffice,
of that
agency's
San Francisco
will take
over
Mr. Tatham's duties in Chicago.
HERBERT FRANK, former New
England manager of the Advertising
Bureau Inc., has joined HirshonGarfield, Inc., Boston, as account
executive.
TO HANDLE advertising, research
and marketing in the Negro field,
David J. Sullivan, Negro market consultant formerly located in Brooklyn,
has opened new offices at 545 Fifth
Ave., New York. Service includes
advice on radio advertising and
scripts.
J. M. MATHES Jr., account executive of J. M. Mathes Inc., New York,
and son of the agency's president, has
received an indefinite leave of absence to join the Naval Reserve as an
ensign. Harvey L. Rohde, account
executive, has also been commissioned
an ensign.
DORATHEA DUNCAN, former publicity director of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, has joined the Marine
Corps Women's Reserve, and is in
officers' training camp, at South
Hadley, Mass.
DANA

KGBS
HARLINGEN

Primary coverase of four prosperous
markets in one, at small cost That,
wrapped up in one package is what
this great combination gives you
Your account handled by each station,
working closely with retailers and
wholesalers in each area, plus maximum coverage of the entire, rich
South Texas market in one bundle!

4 StaAA a+i IjauA fttojit J/o^ifOH.
* K M A C • San Antonio
* K E y S
★ KGBS

*

* K P A B

Corpus Christi
Harlingen
• Laredo

•
MORE
PRIMARY
COVERAGE
OF THIS
RICH MARKET
THAN ANY
OTHER
STATION
OR
GROUP
•

HOWARD
W. DAVIS
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE BLDG
SAN ANTONIO TEXAS
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BAIRD, former special national sales representative in Chicago
for WOV, New York, WORL, Boston,
and WPEN, Philadelphia, has joined
the media department of the Compton
Agency, New York.
BROOKE, SMITH, TRENCH &
DORRANCE, New York, have moved
offices from 347 Madison Ave. to 52
Vanderbilt Ave. Telephone number,
Murrayhill 6-1800, remains the same.
HENERY HAAS, partner in Adrian
Bauer Adv. Agency, Philadelphia, has
been commissioned a reserve captain
of the Provost Marshal's office.
RALPH KLEIN, of N. W. Ayer &
Son, Philadelphia, has joined James
G. Lamb Co., Philadelphia, as production manager.
JACK HORNER has joined the art
department of Burton Browne Adv.,
Chicago.
KAY BROWN, Caroline Turner, and
Doris Halliwell, former secretaries of
Young & Rubicam, New York, have
been promoted to the timebuying staff.
Timebuyers who have left recently to
join the Armed Forces include Russell
Army.
Young and John Kucera, both in the

INTERESTS IN COMMON were many when this Foote, Cone & Belding
executive quartet gathered for Hollywood conferences during West Coast
visit of Emerson Foote, president of the agency, in late April. Five-of-akind (1 to r) are William J. Pringle, Los Angeles vice-president; Mr.
Foote; Don Belding, Los Angeles manager and chairman of the board;
Eugene I. Harrington, New York V.P.; Robert Freeman, Los Angeles V.P.
Joins Donahue

&

Coe

EDWARD J. FITZGERALD, vicepresident and director of radio of
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York,
will join Donahue & Coe, New
York, in a similar
capacity June 1.
He replaces Bert
D. Prager, who
resigned over a
month ago, and
was scheduled for
induction in the
Army
May 1
[Broadcastin G,
April 26]. Prior
to joining Erwin,
Mr. Fitzgerald
Wasey & Co., Mr.
Fitzgerald spent three years in
Washington as director of the NAB
bureau of copyrights. He was formerly assistant general manager of
WLW, Cincinnati.
B & B's Free Course
TO ENABLE its women employes
in non-skilled work to take on more
advanced and better paid work
within the organization, Benton
& Bowles, New York, is offering
them a complete six - to - eight
months' secretarial course at the
Delehanty Institute, New York.
The young women, employed in
clerk and similar non-secretarial
positions have taken advantage of
the offer 100% and will spend two
evenings a week learning typing

TOWN

HALL

AROUSES

TOPIC
PROTEST

GEORGE A. BLACKMORE, chairman of Westinghouse Air Brake
Co., resigned as head of the Pittsburgh "Town Meeting" Committee
in protest over the subject chosen
for last week's discusion on America's Town Meeting of the Air,
broadcast last Thursday on the
BLUE from Syria Mosque in Pittsburgh.
thatof the
theFeeling
President
the topic,
United"Should
States
Have a Fourth Term?" was a trial
balloon by advocates of another
term for President Roosevelt led to
the resignations of Mr. Blackmore
and Dr. James H. Greene, executive vice-president of the Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce, according to reports from Pittsburgh.
In resigning, these committeemen
withdrew the funds they had collected for the meeting, but the remainder of the committee carried
on under the leadership of Mrs. U.
Grant Miller, raising the money
necessary to cover the local expenses, including the rent of the
hall, line charges to the network
and nominal incidental expenses,
the total estimated by George V.
Denny Jr., president of Town Hall
and moderator of the program, at
"considerably less than $800." Original committee had raised $1,600,
which Mr. Blackmore is reported
to have turned over to the USO.

and shorthand at the agency's expense.
DON BERNARD, Hollywood producer of the weekly CBS Blondie program, sponsored by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. (Camel), has taken over
duties of William R. Moore, West
Coast manager and radio director of
William Esty & Co. Moore has been
commissioned a lieutenant (j.g.) in
the Naval Reserve.
WILLIAM ROWLAND MOORE,
West Coast manager of William Esty
& Co., sionedHollywood,
has been
alieutenant (j.g.)
in thecommisNaval
Reserve and will be assigned to the
aviation division.
WILLIAM M. PRICE recently was
appointed production manager and
space buyer of Barnes-Chase Co., San
Diego. Before coming to the West
Coast he was associated with Auspitz
& Lee, Chicago agency.
DAVE BOTSFORD recently took
leave of absence from the San Francisco offices of Botsford, Constantine
& Gardner, advertising agency, to join
the San
Francisco
seas Branch
of OWLoffice of the Over-

WHAM

on NBC

Basic

WHAM, Rochester, N. Y., became
a member of NBC's basic network
on May 1. Owned by StrombergCarlson Mfg. Co., WHAM operates
on 1180 kc, a clear channel, with
50,000
NBC's of25th
kw.
affiliate.watts,
A member
the 50
BLUE
from the time when that network
was owned by NBC, WHAM has
been available to NBC advertisers
subject to a 28-day recapture
clause. It now becomes immediately
available on a permanent basis to
all NBC clients presently using it
and will be made available as soon
as
possible to the remaining NBC
advertisers.
GREGOR

ZIEMER, WLW news commentator, has signed a contract for
a new book, to be released in the late
autumn. Ziemer's Education for Death
was for months a best-seller; and was
the basis for the RKO movie "Hitler's
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Schraffenberger

Boyle,
Chemical
STREIDERMidway
Schraffenberger,
formerly vice-president and general
manager of A. S. Boyle Co. and
Midway Chemical Co., subsidiaries
of American Home Products Corp.
in the household products field, has
been elected president of the two
companies, according to Alvin C.
Brush, chairman of the corporation. Mr. Schraffenberger succeeds
Walter F. Silbersack, president of
the two companies for years, who
has been elected to the newly
created post of chairman of both
Boyle and Midway. Mr. Silbersack
is also vice-president of American
Home Products in charge of all advertised products, most of which
are advertised extensively on the
air, using both network and spot
radio.
Other promotions announced by
Mr. Brush included the election of
Ralph J. Hartman, Chicago division manager, as a vice-president
of Midway, and of Louis G. Feirtag,
Cincinnati division manager, as a
vice-president of Boyle. Ross
Covert, Pacific Coast manager for
both companies, was also elected a
vice-president of Boyle.

OSTER, MILLER & BIERLY,
hiladelphia (Goodrich tire dealers),
>rced to give up its six-year-old news
rogram because of tire rationing, has
eturned to the air now that reipped tires are available again. Carryig on where it left off last year, the
rm has scheduled a daily quarterour news program at 8 a.m. on
FIL, Philadelphia. Agency is Philip
'Aein, Philadelphia.
OUR midwestern stations, KSO,
>es Moines ; WMT, Cedar Rapids ;
FNAX, Yankton, and KOWH,
imaha, are broadcasting American
ad National league baseball on Satrdays only this year instead of daily,
cores will be reported daily, however,
nder sponsorship of Supreme Bakig Co.
7EEI, Boston, adds Sudbury Labora■>ries (Soil Tester) to the participaion, Farmers' Almanac of the Air,
tiree times weekly. Agency is Bresick & Solomont, Boston.
XLEN B. Du MONT Laboratories,
'assaic, N. J., has begun an institutional advertising campaign on postwar Du Mont television apparatus
nd electronic equipment. Campaign
rill run for 12 months, with monthly
ages in five class consumer publicaions, prepared and placed by Buchnan & Co., New York.
MPERIAL TOBACCO SALES Co.
f Canada, Montreal (Vogue cigarette
obacco), has started twice-weekly
uarter-hour transcribed comedy pro■ram Crosstown Service on 13 Canaian stations. Account was placed by
Whitehall Broadcasting, Montreal.
EMPIRE WALL PAPERS, Toronto,
ias started announcements on four
Canadian stations. Account was placed
iy A. McKim Ltd., Toronto.
HIRIELLE Inc., Montreal (beauty
roducts), has started Beauty Councilor thrice-weekly on CFRB, Toronto.
Account was placed by General Broadcasting, Montreal.
% F. PETERSEN BAKERIES,
Dmaha, is placing one-minute trancrrbed announcements on stations in
Nebraska and Iowa. Announcements
vere cut by the Chicago studios of
Columbia Recording Corp., and proluced by W. E. Long Co., Chicago.
Igency is Allen & Reynolds, Omaha.
WCKY, Cincinnati, has sold the OWI
series Uncle Sam to the Norfolk &
Western R. R., which has bought the
irogram on 11 other stations in Ohio,
West Virginia, Virginia, and North
Carolina.

TURCO -PRODUCTS,
Los Angeles
(cleaner), in a two month
campaign
starting early in April, is sponsoring
1 daily quarter-hour morning newscast
,>n KFMB,
San Diego, Cal., and
;hrice-weekly participation
in The
I(rood Neighbor on KGER, Long Beach,
pal. Both Contracts are for 8 weeks.
Firm is also concluding a four weeks
schedule of daily announcements on
KPRO, Riverdale, Cal. In addition, the
bompany on May 11 renews for 13
Weeks the thrice-weekly quarter-hour
transcribed musical program, Smile in
\the Morning, featuring Mark Breneiman on KECA, Los Angeles. Other
Southern California radio is contemplated. Warren P. Fehlman Adv. Co.,
/Los Angeles, has the account.
MANUFACTURERS TRUST Co.,
(New York, has added announcements
on WOR, New York, to its schedule
an WJZ and WMCA, New York, projmoting its banking services. Contract
is for 26 weeks starting May 2, and
IWas handled by McCann-Erickson Inc.,
INew York.
BROADCASTING

CREAM OF what's in the news is broadcast on WWJ, Detroit, by the
Michigan Milk Producers Assn. Appropriately, the program is titled
Cream of the Neivs. Present at contract signing for the fifth consecutive
year are Carl Houghton Chapman, president, Chapman Adv. Agency;
Austin Grant, WWJ newscaster; Anse H. Dafoe, chairman advisory committee of Michigan Milk Producers Assn.; Irving Pickford, assistant
secretary of milk producers; Harry W. Betteridge, salesmanager of WWJ;
Howard F. Simmons, secretary-manager of association.
TEXACO will sponsor baseball scores
nightly at 6 p.m. on KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan. Sports announcer Dick
Campbell will handle.
"FROM Dublin to New York," quarter hour feature every week-day at
1 :45 p.m., on WEVD, New York, will
be continued, according to announcement of the Joseph Jacobs Market
Organization. Pepsodent sponsors.
INDEPENDENT DRUGGISTS of
California, San Francisco, on May 3
starts thrice-weekly sponsorship of the
five-minute transcribed program, Leaders of United Nations, on KHJ, Hollywood, and on KYA and KSAN, San
Francisco. Contractus for 52 weeks.
Firm also sponsors a five-weekly quarter-hour morning newscast on KFWB,
Hollywood. W. C. Jeffries Co., Los
Angeles, has the account.
42 PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles
(toiletries), on May 7 starts sponsoring a weekly transcribed musical program, Time Clock, on KECA, Los
Angeles. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Firm also sponsors a schedule of 45
announcements weekly on KHJ, Hollywood, and 13 announcements per
week on KFSD, San Diego, Cal. Hillman-Shane-Breyer Inc., Los Angeles,
has the account.
LANGENDORF UNITED Bakeries,
San Francisco (Holsum and American
Meal bread), recently started for 52
weeks, The News — and You, news discussion program with Carroll Hansen
and Phil Wood, five times weekly on
KQW, San Francisco. Agency is Erwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
The account was handled by Louis
Honig.
BETHLEHEM-ALAMEDA Shipyards, Alameda, Cal. (for employment), has started sponsorship of all
Sunday baseball games of the Oakland
team of the Pacific Coast Baseball
League on KROW, Oakland. The
games are described by Hal Parkes.
Theatres Buy Time
SELECT THEATRES Corp., New
York, which has bought occasional
spot time to promote Broadway plays,
has signed a 52-week contract with
WJZ, New York, for five spot announcements weekly starting April 26
with announcements for "Ziegfeld
Follies," and "Sons O' Fun". Agency
is Blaine-Thompson Co., New York.
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Electrical Counting
A MONOGRAPH on electrical counting, with special attention to the alpha
and beta particles, is available through
the MaeMillan Co., Cambridge University Press Dept., New York. Written by Dr. W. B. Lewis of Cavendish
Labs., the book was originally published in England. Called Electrical
Counting, it treats ionization, amplicircuits,
energy
determinations
among fying
other
topics.
($2.50).

REGAL AMBER BREWING Co.,
San Francisco (Regal Pale beer), recently renewed for 52 weeks its program Light and Mellow, weekly halfhour variety program featuring Armand Girard and changed the broadcast night from Wednesday to Saturday, on KPO, San Francisco. Agency
is M. E. Harlan Adv., San Francisco.
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Record

to

The CGS Portable Reference Recorder, widely used by the Army, Navy
and Air Forces in control towers, training programs and for administration, also meets the needs of radio stations, for —
• Air Checks
• Rehearsals

• Listening in • Research • Auditions
• Conferences • Wire line conversations

It records 62 minutes on each side of a paper-thin plastic disc, which
may be played back several hundred times. Discs may be filed like
letters, or transcribed into the written word.
One radio station, mindful of the frequent demands
of the FCC, uses CGS to make round-the-clock reference records of all its operations. Wire or write for full information.
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11916 Wait Pico Boulevard i Los Angeles, Colif.
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STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp- — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WKZO, Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids
Paul F. Beich Co., Bloomington, 111. (Whiz
candy bar), 4 ta, 13 weeks, thru Kane
Adv., Bloomington.
DePree Chemical Co., Holland, Mich.
(Monocaps), 5 ne, 5 ta weekly, thru
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Drewry's
Ltd., R.
South
2 t 13
weeks thru
A. Bend
Moritz(beer),
Co., Davenport, la.
P. Duff & Son, Pittsburgh (waffle mix), 4
so 13 weeks, thru W. Earl Bothwell,
Pittsburgh.
Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn, 5 ta 26 weeks, thru
Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Carter Products, New York (Arrid), 3 ta
52 weeks, thru Small & Seiffer, N. Y.
Foley & Co., Chicago (proprietary), 6 sv
26 weeks, thru Lauesen & Salomon, Chicago.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek (Pep), 5 t 26
weeks, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
Lazy White Rouge, Chicago, 5 sa 4 weeks,
thru Harry Atkinson, Chicago.
Murphy Products, Burlington, Wise, (feed),
5 sp 13 weeks, thru Wade Adv., Chicago.
Northern Mutual Casualty, Chicago, 5 ne
26 yeeks thru Standard Adv., Chicago.
Pillsbury Flour Mills, Minneapolis, 5 to 13
weeks, McCann-Erickson, Minneapolis.
Plough Inc., Memphis (Penetro), 3 to 6
weeks, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
Plough, Inc., Memphis (St. Joseph Aspirin), 4 ta 26 weeks, thru Lake-SpiroShurman, Memphis.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
Flakes), 2 sa 52 weeks, thru Compton
Adv., N. Y.
Rohm & Haas, Philadelphia (insecticides),
3 soY. 26 weeks, thru Newell-Emmett Co.,
N.
Martin Rosenberger Wallpaper, Kalamazoo,
4 sa 13 weeks, thru Walter Haehnle, Cincinnati.
Dr. Salsbury's Labs., Charles City, la.
(poultry products), 2 ta 13 weeks, thru
N. A. Winter Adv., Des Moines.
Standard Oil of Indiana, Chicago, 6 ta 26
weeks, thru McCann-Erickson, Chicago.
United Insurance Co., Chicago, 5 ne 13
weeks, thru J. B. Stewart Agency, Chicago.
Terre Haute Brewing Co., Terre Haute
(beer),Haute.
1 t 13 weeks, thru Pollyea Adv.,
Terre
KECA,

WJZ, New York

Select Theatres Corp., New York (plays),
5 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru BlaineThompson Co., N. Y.
Esquire Inc., Chicago (Coronet), 19 sa, ta,
6 days, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Larus & Bros. Co., Richmond (Edgeworth
pipe tobacco) , 3 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
Foster-Milburn
(Doan'sStreet
pills),&
3 so weekly, Co.,
52 Buffalo
weeks, thru
Finney, N. Y.
54

KFAC, Los Angeles
Interstate Bakeries Corp., Los Angeles
(bread), 6 ta weekly, thru Dan B. Miner
Co., Los Angeles.
CKWS, Kingston, Ont.
E. & S. Currie Ltd., Toronto (cravats), 13
ta, thru Tandy Adv. Agency, Toronto.
CHEX, Peterborough, Ont.
International Varnish Co., Toronto (paints),
21 ta, thru A. McKim Ltd., Toronto.

WHN, New York
Adam
Hat
Stores,
hats),
sp weekly,
52 New
weeks,Yorkthru(men's
Glicksman
Adv., N. Y.
Knomark Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish).
7 sp weekly, 24 weeks, thru Consolidated
Adv., N. Y.
Buitoni Products Inc., New York (spaghetti), 3 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Carlo Vinti Adv., N. Y.
Wm. H. Wise & Co., New York (books), sa,
26 weeks, thru Huber Hogue & Sons,
N. Y.
Charms Candy Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
(Tasty Yeast), sa, 52 weeks, thru C. L.
Miller Co., N. Y.
KPO, San Francisco
Post Quality Foods Co., Oakland (SeraCo — Coffee extender), 3 so weekly, thru
Emil Reinhardt, Oakland.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco, 6 ta, sa weekly, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, San Francisco.
Fisher Flouring Mills, Seattle (Zoom), 23
sa weekly, thru Pacific National Adv.
Agency, Seattle.
KNX, Hollywood
Standard Brands Inc., New York (StansB), 7 ta weekly, 20 weeks, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Nehi Corp., Columbus (Par-T-Pak), 5 so
weekly, 52 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Rosefield Packing Co., Alameda, Cal.
(Skippy peanut butter), weekly t, 52
weeks, thru Sidney Garfinkel Adv., San
Francisco.
KFXM, San Bernardino
Ranier Brewing Co., San Francisco (beer),
7 sa weekly, thru Buchanan Co., Los
Angeles.
Block Drug Co., N. Y. (Gold Medal Capsules), 6 so weekly, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
WEAF, New York
J. L. Prescott Co., Passaic, N. J. (Bull
Dog Blue stove polish. Dazzle) , 5 so
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Monroe F. Dreher
Inc., N. Y.
KIRO, Seattle
Los Angeles Soap Co., Los Angeles (Scotch
cleanser) , 5 t weekly, thru Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Hollywood.
WMAQ, Chicago
Lehn & Fink Products Co., Bloomfield,
N. J. (Hinds Honey and Almond Cream),
3 sa weekly, 23 weeks, thru William Esty
& Co., N. Y.

Curtail

More

Spot]

Toll Phoning]

IN COOPERATION with th
Long Lines Dept. of the America:]
Telephone & Telegraph Co., Ne-vl
York, various associated comJ
panies of AT&T will soon expanj
their spot announcement schedule!
to urge the public not to makl
unessential calls to centers of wal
activity, according to the com!
pany's house organ, Long Lines. 1
Details of the campaign are exl
pected to be available in a fe\|
weeks. Bell companies in a num|
ber of states started using spo|
radio last summer for a similaj
purpose, buying time on approxil
mately 500 stations [Broadcast ]
ing, July 20, Aug. 10]. N. w|
Ayer & Sons, New York, handle!
the Illinois and Michigan compani
accounts, and other agencies handlJ
advertising for the associate com!
panies. N. W. Ayer is agency fol
the AT&T account and handle
company's Telephone Hour on NBC
NBC Hollywood Discs
UNDER CONTRACT signed witl]
Special Service Division, Wa
Dept., the Radio-Recording Divi
sion of NBC, Hollywood, on April
20 started to transcribe all Wes:
Coast shows produced by that or
ganization for the armed force
overseas. List of approximately 3'
programs includes Command Per
formance, Mail Call and Jubilee
New dubbing studios, lines ampli
tiers, air conditioning and othe
equipment was constructed a
Hollywood Radio City by Jacl
Richardson, manager of the re:
cording division, and staff, tha,
city, with George Stewart, Nev;
York chief engineer of the network,
on hand to supervise installation
New recording staff comprise
Silvio Caranchinni, formerly engi
neer of NBC, New York, and nov
head of the dubbing unit, ant
Robert Jensen, shifted from th
network's Chicago engineering personnel.

Los Angeles

Southern California Telephone Co., Los
Angeles (communication), 52 sa, 52
weeks, thru The Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
Federal Life & Casualty Insurance Co., Los
Angeles (insurance), 3 ne weekly, 52
weeks, thru Donald A. Rose Agency,
Beverly Hills, Cal.
42 Products Inc., Los Angeles (toiletries),
weekly sp, 52 weeks, thru Hillman-ShaneBreyer, Los Angeles.
Van de Kamp Holland-Dutch Bakers, Los
Angeles (bakery products), 5 ne weekly,
52 weeks, thru California Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco, 6so weekly, 48 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan. San Francisco.
McFadden Publications Inc., New York
(True Story), 52 sp. 52 weeks, thru Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.

Page

WSGN, Birmingham
Planters Nut & Chocolate Co., WilkesBarre, Pa., 6 ne weekly, thru Goodkind,
Joice & Morgan, Chicago.
Plough, Inc., Memphis (St. Joseph Aspirin,
Penetro), 14 ta weekly, thru Lake-SpiroShurman, Memphis.
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso,
Vimms), 10 ta weekly, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
J. Strickland Co., Memphis (hair dress3 sa, 3 t weekly, thru O'Callaghan
Adv., ing),Memphis.
U. S. Tobacco Co., New York (Rooster
Snuff) , 15 ta weekly, thru Arthur Kudner, N. Y.
Wilson & Co., Chicago (meat), 5 ne weekly,
thru U. S. Adv. Co., Chicago.
Allied Drug Products, Chattanooga (Triena) , 3 t weekly, thru Liller, Neal &
Battle, Atlanta.
American Home Products Co., New York,
(Anacin), 15 sa weekly, thru BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago.
BC Remedy Co.. Durham, N. C, 12 ta
weekly, thru Harvey-Messengale Co., Atlanta.
Carter Products, New York (Arrid), 4 ta
weekly, thru Small & Seiffer, N. Y.
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga
(Zyrone, Cardui & Black Draught), 6 sp,
10 ta weekly, thru Nelson Chesman.
Chattanooga.
Ex-Lax Inc., New York, 5 ta weekly, thru
Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Florida Citrus Commission, New York. 7 sa,
ta weekly, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
Block Drug Co., New York (Gold Medal
Haarlem Oil), 6 ta weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
American Home Products, New York
(Hill's Cold Tablets), 5 so weekly, thru
Black ett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
Knox Co., Los Angeles (Cystex), ne weekly,
thru Allen C. Smith Adv., Kansas City.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart Soap), 3 ne weekly, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv., N. Y.
National Biscuit Co., New York (NBC
Bread), 5 sp weekly, thru McCannErickson, N. Y.
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WYO
n
EN GARDE!
Like an expert fencing master, KFPY,
Spokane, stands alert to carry on and
protect
your .market
andallyour
ing dollars
. as do
the advertisstation!
the PACIFIC NORTHWEST GROUP.
KXL
Joseph H. McGillvra
KFPY
The Katz Aaency
Z NET
The Walker Company
Buy two markets, save 5% . . . buy a
three, save 10%. Booklet on request
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Voice of the People on the air
IcDonald
)f

Air

Urges

to

EditorialPage

Offset

Criticism

NAB's First President Believes Defense
Since Some Public Protests Are Justified
^ EDITORIAL page of the air
mparable to editorial pages of
wspapers was urged by Com.
lgene F. McDonald, Jr., president
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, who
oke informally at the annual dinr of past and present NAB di;tors at the Palmer House, Chigo, last Monday night.
"Radio should lift its own voice
self-defense against the rising
le of protest and hostile criticism
lich is appearing all too freently in magazines and newspars," said Com. McDonald. "We
ould all be disturbed by the pubhed jabs against certain phases
broadcast practice which have
peared with increasing frequency
ice publication of the Reader's
gest article on 'Plug-Uglies' last
mmer," he said. "This multicity of protest indicates a rising
le of public protest and indignam which should be stopped before
ople lose all faith in radio.
Take Whiskers Off
"I believe that some of these jabs
e justified," continued Com. Mcmald, "but the majority come
om people who do not understand
e economics of broadcasting. The
iblic has been lead to believe that
,dio is a public service sponsored
the broadcasting companies,
hy don't we take the whiskers
i!? Quit posing as public benefac!rs, and let people know that they
/e their thanks to American adrtisers whose dollars pay for
erything that goes out over the
r, including sustaining programs,
lportant public announcements,
residential speeches and all the
st. Let them know that the comercials to which they object are
\vt and parcel of the American
stem of free broadcasting which
ves people in this country the
lest radio in the world.
"And why don't we use our own

Needed

would quickly become one of radio's
most popular features, pointing out
that Vox Pop sections in newspapers rank near the top among all
features in reader interest. It
would include letters from listeners, limited in subject matter only
by reasonable standards of good
taste, selected impartially so that
there could be no charge of favoritism, political or otherwise.
"Think of what this means for
the preservation of free speech,"
continued Com. McDonald. "It
would give the public a chance to
express itself on any subject of
general interest, to criticize or
praise radioto practices
radio'sto
advertiser,
give open and
answer
pundits who today have only their
consciences to govern how much
publicity they will give to adverse
criticism.

COM.

McDONALD

vehicle, radio, to defend ourselves
against attack and tell the public
the full story of radio broadcasting
in the United States? We have the
greatest sales medium the world
has ever known," Com. McDonald
said. "We have done a marvelous
job of selling the other fellow's
products but we have done a poor
job
of selling ourselves and our industry.
"What radio needs and has
needed for many years," said Com.
McDonald, "is an editorial page of
the air, sponsored by broadcasters,
and comparable in many respects
to editorial pages of newspapers.
Here we could answer criticism
with full, frank discussions of
radio's problems in which we take
our listeners behind the scenes. We
could develop editorial talent of
caliber equal to the famous names
in journalism. Most important, perhaps, would be our Voice of the
People section where the public

Investigate THIS
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February '43 Retail Sales Top '42 by 45%
February '43 Dept. Stores Top '42 by 84%
February '43 Bank Clearings Top '42 by 33%
The percentage is in your favor

think

world has ever seen."
As founder and first president of
NAB, Com. McDonald touched
briefly on the early days of the Association, when Powel Crosley was
perennial treasurer because, according to Com. McDonald, he "had
more money than anybody else and
could always be depended upon to
be an angel" for the struggling organization.

the

you think
SPOTS...

"Make your editorial page of the
air the frank, open feature that it
should be and we will not only protect ourselves against unfair attack
and bring better general entertainment to the public but we will also
give America the greatest forum of
free speech and free discussion the

could have its say."
Com. McDonald predicted that a
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'Fortune'

Cites

FCC

and
Chairman
Fly
In Case Study of Bureaucracy
in Action
argue the merits of the Wagner or
A CASE STUDY of bureaucracy
Securities Exchange Act.
in action, based on Chairman James
Lawrence Fly and the FCC, is
"But, with full allowance for
such tactics, there have been
offered in the May issue of Fortune.
grounds for honest alarm about the
Taking up the five-year legal and
agencies. The principal one is that
propaganda battle between the FCC
by their very nature they violate
and the broadcasting companies
one of the fundamentals of the
over the network and monopoly
American system of Government:
rules, the Fortune article reviews
Separation of powers. Though they
the history of Federal commissions
from the California Land Commishave been called a 'fourth branch'
sion set up in 1851 through the
of the Government, the administraFCC.
tive agencies technically belong to
the executive branch, which has
"War has necessarily brought
the duty of administering all laws.
Government regulation to a peak,
Yet they act in a legislative caand the end of the war will probpacity when they issue regulations
ably see a strong reaction against
that have the force of law. And
it from people sick to death of dithey act in a judicial capacity,
rectives, questionnaires, and raoften as prosecutor-judge-jury comtioning," says Fortune.
bined, when they apply those regu"Already Congress is up in arms
against the bureaucrats. After a
lations."
Disputed Points
period of postwar readjustment,
wartime controls will almost cerControversies that have reached
tainly be relaxed. But the longaround the FCC have made it an exrange prospect, especially if people
cellent study in administrative law
demand that their Government
and procedure, says Fortune, reminding that NBC and CBS claim
guarantee them cradle-to-grave
security, is for more rather than
the network monopoly regulations
less peacetime Government regulawill destroy them and their broadtion. The great issue, then, is:
casting as currently practiced.
Where and how draw the line beAfter a review of early broadtween regulation and tyranny?
cast regulations from the mid-2 O's
the Fortune article specifies sevDislike of Laws
eral disputed points in administra"At the outset, it should be stated
tive law and procedure. First of
that much of the furor over the
these is the matter of fair hearings.
newer Government agencies in
"A favorite charge against the
recent years has undoubtedly rebureaucrats,"
says Fortune, "is
sulted from simple dislike of the
that they too often act without givlaws they were set up to administer.
ing the people who will be affected
For propaganda purposes it has
by their rules and decisions a side
been much easier and more effecof the case. This charge was made
tive for employers or brokers, for
against FCC in the monopoly case.
example, to charge the members of
"Actually, the preliminary prothe National Labor Relations Board
ceedings before the rules were isor Securities & Exchange Commissued
covered
a three-year period.
sion with socialistic bias than to
At the instigation of Congress, the
Commission adopted an order for
an investigation of the subject in
March, ly38. After notice to all
interested parties, three Commisin BALTIMORE
sioners sat for six months listening
and the Central Atlantic States
to everything the broadcasters
wanted to say ....

WBAL

PROMOTION

is building more
and more listeners
-for your programs

Edward Retry I Co., National Representative
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"A second major administrative
issue raised by the FCC network
regulations is that of vagueness in
the Acts of Congress by which
agencies are created and given their
authority. Certainly public interest
and special regulations applicable
to radio stations engaged in chain
broadcasting could hardly be
broader. Yet everybody, including
Congressmen, realized that Congress cannot possibly write laws
mat would cover all the million
and one problems with which the
administrative agencies deal.
Broadcasters have pleaded, however, that Congress can at least define the FCC's powers more clearly,
setting the limits of those powers,
saying as precisely as possible what
Congress means by public interest.
"Chairman Fly has said that if
the Supreme Court upholds FCC
in its network regulations, he will

RADIO LADY IN WHITE. An emergency appendectomy didn't preve
Lillian Jaffe, announcer of WHBQ, Memphis, from filling her spots
the schedule. Here she is making one of her three daily broadcasts frc
her bed in the hospital at Memphis, with W. M. Roy at the controls.
be entirely satisfied with the Communications Act as it is. But if
the court turns him down, he intends to ask Congress for specific
monopoly legislation. This would
seem to bear out the common contention that as long as they can get
away with what they attempt, administrators generally like to have
their enabling acts as vague as
possible, in order to give them the
broadest
possible power and discretion.
Judicial Confusion
"A third great administrative
issue that the network case illustrates is the confusion that surrounds the vastly important fields
of judicial review of agency rules
and decisions. As has been seen,
even men so learned in the law as
the judges of the U. S. District
Court in New York could not agree
on whether the network regulations
were subject to their review at that
stage. And when the Supreme
Court decided that the regulations
were so subject, the decision was
reached by a vote of 5 to 3."
Concluding portion of the Fortune article is taken up with a detailed description of the WalterLogan bill and the matter of judicial review of administrative decisions. Fortune concludes that, "Government of law retains its validity as a guiding concept but term
this an attitude of mind rather than
a rigid rule.
If Americans are to remain
free they must while granting their
governors wide discretion, continue
to insist that those governors be
themselves governed by the laws
they make and administer. They
must continue to demand better
men in office and to demand higher
standards from those men. But
there is no fixed, firm line that can
be drawn between regulation and
tyranny. In the field of administrative law as in all affairs of government, eternal vigilance remains the
price of liberty.

WEEI on 'Answer' List I
WEEI, Boston, has been added 1
the schedule of Do You Know t\
Anstver, syndicated live cash gi\|
away program owned by the W. 1
Long Co., Chicago. The progra
five minutes
to a half-hour \
length, is sponsored three to si
times a week on 20 stations by t]
following advertisers: Curtis Pvfl
lishing Co., Philadelphia (Satwrdl
Evening
Post),
WOV; Bra|
Baking
Co. Pittsburgh, WCAi
WHJB
WISR
WMBS
WKf
WJPA; Ward Baking Co., Chicaf
WBBM; Town Talk Bakers, De
ver, KLZ KVOR KGHF; Sunli
Bakers San Jose, KQW KDOi
Newman-Reich Baking Co., KFjl
Weil Baking Co., New OrleatJ
WDSU; Town Talk Bakers, Lou
ville, WAVE;
Old Home Bake:
Sacramento,
KROY; Holsuf
Bakers,
Tucson,
KVOA; Mocj
Bakery,
Huntington,
W. V
WSAZ; Toastmaster Bakers, Mar
field 0., WMAN.
Two Join KLO
INTER-MOUNTAIN networ
grouped around KLO, Ogden, Uts
added two outlets recently, makiij
a total of five outlets in the c|
ganization. In addition to KL|
which has studios in Ogden ail]
Salt Lake City, the network ncf
has KOVO, Provo; KEUB, Pric
KVNU, Logan; KSUB, Cedar Cit
FRANK J. NOVAK Jr., musical j
rector of Mr. & Mrs. North, is co.i
poser and Marion Noel, of the rac;|
staff of Lennen & Mitchell, New Yoii
is lyricist of a song to be publish]'!
under the title "To You, My Darling
Tune is the theme song of the progra
sponsored on NBC by Andrew Jergei
Co., Cincinnati, for Woodbury Faj
Cream and Powder, an L & M accoui
WHAT

DONE?
SEE BACK INSIDE COVER
TAYLOR'S
JOHN
10

WALTER LANNAN, of the WEEL
Boston, engineering staff, and Sherman Feller, announcer, have joined
the armed forces. They make 23 of the
staff to leave for war service.
BROADCASTING
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Opera

Wins

Award

for

icling War
Cause
ue Series Is Sponsored by
le Texas Company
DMEN'S National Radio Com;tee, in its ninth annual poll of
mber organizations, on the best
»adcasts of the year, has chosen
i Metropolitan Opera series on
i BLUE, as the musical program
ich has best served the war
ort. Announcement was made
Bxpectedly during the program,
ril 24, by Madame Yolanda
ro-Irion, founder and chairman
the committee. Awards for proims in other classifications are
be made public at the commit's annual luncheon at the Wall-Astoria Hotel, New York,
ly 5. Announcement of Opera
v'ies award was made at the
:lier date since the program was
ing off the air for the season
that time.
'Victory Rally' Cited
Sponsored by the Texas Co., New
rk, since Dec. 7, 1940, and heard
NBC BLUE since 1931 under
ler sponsors, the Metropolitan
iera broadcasts this past season
I Jstituted a "Victory Rally" feature
which distinguished representa-res of United Nations countries
!J !3cussed various phases of the war
'ort during the intermission. In
dition to citing the rallies as a
ntribution to the war programs,
me. Mero-Irion said: "For bringbeautiful music to millions of
•nericans far distant from mucenters, for familiarizing those
>io cannot attend opera with the
ieratic repertoire, and thus
ntributing to American morale,
e Texas Company has definitely
frthered the war effort." W. S. S.
ogers, Texas Co. president, aclowledged the award. Texas
?ency is Buchanan & Co., New
ork.
While the official announcement
other awards will not be forth>ming until the annual luncheon,
ivance entertainment plans for
occasion identify the winning
t'ograms, chosen according to how
fectively they have served the
ar effort. Performances of the
Allowing programs will be redulicated by radio figures featured
them:
Metropolitan Opera Co., BLUE,
exas Co. (musical program) ;
avalcade of America, NBC, E. I.
Pont de Nemours Co. {The
erfect Tribute — drama) ; Let's
retend, with Nila Mack, CBS,
staining
(children's program) ;
aymond
Gram
Swing, BLUE,
ocony-Vacuum
Oil Co. (news
nalyst) ; America's Town Meetg of the Air, BLUE, sustaining
J forum) .
George V. Denny Jr., moderator
f America's Town Meeting of the
ir, will serve as m.c. at the lunchon. Keynote address will be delivred by Mrs. Ruth Bryan Rohde,
ormer U. S. Minister to Denmark.
ROADCASTING

FCC

Votes

to

Disregard

House

Group

Charges
Against
Tivo FBIS
Employes
A MAJORITY of the FCC voted
they had sought to awaken the
last Monday to resist efforts of the
country to its danger. "We do
not endorse every word these men
House Appropriations Committee
have uttered or every action they
to force dismissal of two employes
of the Foreign Broadcast Intellihave taken," the FCC said, "but
gence Service accused of memberwe believe that the right of freedom of speech which the Constituship in so-called "Un-American"
tion guarantees embraces even
groups [Broadcasting, April 26].
FCC's action followed adoption
those with whom we disagree."
Turning to the Kerr Committee
by the full Appropriations Commitreport,
the FCC declared that
tee of a report prepared by a speneither Watson nor Dodd had been
cial subcommittee under Rep. Kerr
(D-N. C.)> sustaining accusations
convicted by a proper court. "The
Constitution establishes legislative,
made by Rep. Dies (D-Tex.), and
executive and judicial branches of
labeling Dr. Goodwin Watson, chief
the Government, each with its own
of the FBIS analysis section, and
Dr. William E. Dodd Jr., editorial
powers, and guarantees to all perassistant, as "unfit to continue in
sons due process of law," the Commission said. ' Nowhere does the
Government service." At the same
Constitution sanction trials before
time, the Kerr gx-oup found insufficient evidence against Dr. Fredthe so-called 'court of public opinerick L. Schuman, principal politiion' by which the Committee has
cal analyst.
found Watson unfit."
The fight over Goodwin Watson
Officials Mentioned
has lasted over a year, and a similar recommendation that he be
The FCC report discussed several of the groups branded by the
cut from the public payroll had
Kerr subcommittee as "front" orbeen approved by the House last
year. The proposal was later
ganizations or "questionable."
There is good reason to believe,
eliminated in the Senate.
the FCC said, that public opinion
No Proof
has not in fact passed judgment
on all these organizatoins. It listed
FCC rose to the defense of its
many prominent Government ofthree employes in adopting a reficials, including Vice-President
port Monday which asserted the
Wallace,
Secretary Harold L.
Commission's right to do its own
Ickes and Gov. Thomas E. Dewey
hiring in accordance with legally
of New York among those who
imposed restrictions. The report
said that the Kerr Committee had
have held memberships similar to
produced no proof that the men
Watson's in some of the groups.
were not qualified to continue in
The report reviewed the careers
their work, and insisted that their
of all three FCC men, explaining
dismissal would violate their conthat each was a university prostitutional right of free speech,
fessor and that each had come
and the guarantees of due process.
highly recommended. Dr. Watson
The Commission said the records
had taught for 16 years at Columof the three men had been carefully considered before they were
bia U., and is an ordained Methodist minister; Dr. Dodd is the son
employed, and even more carefully
of the former U. S. ambassador
investigated since their employto Germany; Dr. Schuman since
ment. "Their citizenship and the
legality of their conduct have not
1936 has been Woodrow Wilson
been brought into question in any
professor of government at Wilcourt of law," the FCC said. "We
liams College. Included were
are confident that Congress desires
to assure the maintainance of our
quotations from letters of commendation from Army intelligence,
legal processes.
and other responsible officials re"As Commissioners, we are sworn
to uphold the Constitution and the
ceiving reports from FBIS.
laws of the United States," the report continued. "We are obligated
to preserve our orderly processes.
We cannot in good conscience take
a course of action which, however
politic and easy, may violate the
constitutional guarantee of due

Census Reports
Data on Local

Provide
Markets

BREAKDOWN of the 1940 Census was released by the Dept. of
Commerce last week, giving local
characteristics of the population
as revealed by the 16th census.
Report gives details on various
occupations, education, nativity,
education of the population in urban
and rural areas.
Charts included in the 200-page
book present a complete breakdown which may provide a useful
basis for market surveys. The
report was prepared under supervision of Dr. Leon E. Truesdell,
chief statistician for population,
and is available from the Superinton (40c).tendent of Documents, WashingExercise Program
OPENING OF a physical fitness
program, Keep Fit With Andy
Hansen, on KSO, Des Moines, was
accomplished with a few teaser announcements asking listeners if
they wanted an exercise program.
When program hit the air, thank
you cards were mailed to requestees
as well as to 1,100 additional persons on mail list of the sponsor,
Campbell's Health Foods. Postals
asked mention of program to five
friends. Window displays in the
health food store, air announcements, newspaper and billboard
publicity were used. Program ties
up wartime demands and physical
fitness.

process of law and of free speech."
Constantly Watched

And this job takes

The report pointed out that the
men had been constantly under
observation of high civilian and
military officials, and that no
question had been raised concerning their competence, accuracy and
objectivity.
Their close contact with world
affairs had made these men apprehensive of the dangers from Naziism, Fascism and Japanese militarism, the FCC
explained, and

priority over All
—with W B I G !
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Windup

of War

Bond

Active in Increasing
WITH PROMOTION of the Second
War Loan now tapering off as the
drive nears its close, radio "continues to promote the sale of war
securities. The campaign to raise
13 billion dollars in three weeks
has reached its finale, accompanied
by special network and station
shows, many of which will continue
when the drive is officially over
May 8.
"In order that the heavy volume
of War Savings Bonds which are
being sold may be reflected in the
totals," said Treasury Secretary
Morgenthau, "all sales processed
through Federal Reserve Banks by
May 8 will be included in final
figures." These figures are expected
to show the loan well oversubscribed, due in considerable measure to the recent news of Japanese
executions of a number of flyers of
the Doolittle raid.
Stars Sought
The Motion Picture & Special
Events Section of the Treasury reports that every big name radio
star has been sought by state administrators and War Bond committees for rallies. Schedule for "I
Am An American Day", bond rally
to be held May 16 at Soldier's
Field, Chicago, calls for several top
radio artists.
BLUE Network aired a special
War Bond broadcast last Monday
night, April 26, 10:35-11 p.m., of
ceremonies at the Washington preview of Norman Rockwell's paintings, "The Four Freedoms". Talent
on the show included Leo Reisman's orchestra, and Anna Kaskas
and Lansing Hatfield of the Metropolitan Opera House. Norman
Rockwell, Lowell Thomas and Associate Justice William O. Douglas
spoke, and Undersecretary of the
Treasury Daniel Bell presented a
citation to the artist. No commercials or credit plugs accompany the
Rockwell exhibition, which was arranged by Treasury and the Saturday Evening Post and first shown
in the Hecht Co. department store.
WEAF, New York, presented a
three-hour broadcast May 1 of a
War Bond Rally on Central Park's
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Drive

Finds

Radio

Nationivide
Sales
Mall, featuring ten name bands.
Each orchestra played for a quarter-hour, the leader then moving to
a booth to receive bond pledges.
Government officials and stars of
the entertainment and sports world
participated.
P & G's Truth or Consequences
raised $6,118,129 at the recent NBC
broadcast from KOA, Denver,
bringing the show's total bond sales
to $29,985,498. Show was broadcast
May 1 from Spokane and continues
its tour on behalf of Treasury savings through Seattle, Portland,
Salt Lake City and the West Coast.
More than $10,000,000 in bonds
were purchased by ticketholders to
the Easter Sunday Treasury Dept.
concert of Arturo Toscanini and
the NBC Symphonic Orchestra.
During the broadcast portion over
NBC, Robert St. John, war correspondent, offered the original
manuscript of Toscanini's arrangement of "The Star Spangled Banner" to the highest bidder in bonds.
Midwest Auction
"Last Birthday" party-auction
for Hitler, aired by CBS from St.
Louis, April 20, with Quizmaster
Bob Hawk as auctioneer, brought
$829,995 in bonds through the sale
of seats to the broadcast. Auctioned
articles included Edgar Bergen's
tie and collar, which brought
$2,000; Grade Allen's handbag,
$5,000; and Kate Smith's autographed recording of "God Bless
America", $2,000.
WCOV, Montgomery, Ala., which
also gave Hitler a birthday celebration and raised $463,846 for the
Treasury, gave another "party"
April 29 for Hirohito's natal day.
Other good stunts used to put the
loan over were an "Equip the Columbus Commandos" program on
WRBL, Columbus, Ga., which
raised a million dollars, and John's
Dough on KIRO, Seattle, which
presents sketches to personify the
American dollar now being squandered instead of invested in victory.
Also using the Hitler birthday
party stunt, KWFC, Hot Springs,
Ark., sent Hitler a "bouquet of
bombs" in the form of Second War
Loan sales. Hitler had another
party on WBOW, Terre Haute,
with "most miserable returns of the
day" as its theme. During the
broadcasts, the station raised $240
a minute, though broadcast time

Yankee

Network

Holds

Meeting
of
Affiliates
THE YANKEE NETWORK held
a meeting of its affiliated stations
April 21 at the Kenmore Hotel,
Boston. Miller McClintock, president of Mutual, and Jesse Barnes,
also of Mutual, attended. Officers of
the Yankee Network who attended
were:
William O'Neil, president of the
network and General Tire and Rubber Co. ; John Shepard 3d, chairman
of the board ; Linus Travers, executive vice-president ; Robert Bartley,
vice-president; Samuel Smith Poor,
vice-president of General Tire and
Rubber Co., and member of the network board of directors ; James Haggerty,tivemember
of the
network
committee and
General
TireexecuCo. ;
Lore n Angus McQueen, member of
the network board of directors and
sales manager of General Tire Co.
Others from the Yankee Network who
attended are Gerald Harrison, George
Steffy, James S. Powers, Robert Myers, Gertrude Lanza, Barbara Sprague.
Yankee Network stations were represented by Norman Whittaker,
AVICC; Al Hiorns, WAAB ; Don
Morton, WEAN ; Josephine Y. Welch.
WSAR; Robert Donahue. WLLH ;
Hugh R. Norman. WNBH ; H. W.
Nichols. WHAI; John C. Libbev.
WCOU; Arthur Owens. WRKO ; C.
Glover DeLaney, WTHT ; Gerald J.
Morev and Ivon Newman, WNLC ;
Davicl Shurtleff. WFEA ; Martin
Avery and Sherwin Greenlaw, WLNH ;
George Kellev Jr., and William
Rines. WCSH ; Earle Clement.
WEIM ; Patrick Montague, Ward
Gardner, and Thomas Humphrey,
WHIN ; Harold Thomas, WATR.
Present at the luncheon that followed
the business meeting were William
Eynon, H. B. Humphrey Co., Boston ;
Les Quailey. N. W. Ayer, New York ;
Joseph Moran. Young & Rubicam.
New York ; and Tom Hussey, Yankee
Network sports director.
Aitkenhead in Signal Cops
JOHN AITKENHEAD. chief engineer of WADC, Akron, since its founding in 1925, has joined the Army Signal Corps, and is stationed at Philadelphia.
competed with two network shows.
Some stations have discovered
marked audience response to features initiated in connection with
the War Loan and now plan to
continue these programs. A flood
of mail followed a two-hour broadcast from Camp McQuaide, aired
at the outset of the drive by
KHUB, Watsonville, Cal. Roger
Hunt, station manager, now plans
a weekly broadcast from the camp,
whose personnel includes stage,
screen and radio talent.
Sponsorship of local accounts
has continued while WLDS, Jacksonville, 111., has devoted a considerable part of its sponsored schedule to Treasury announcements.
Lengthening the broadcast day 2%
hours, WMRN, Marion, O., presented a special events day April
21 and sold $1,231,537 in bonds. Six
Flying Fortresses turned up for
the plane-to-ground War Bond program on WFBL, Syracuse, helping
to $175,000 in four days.
This — The American Way, fourhour revue on WIP, Philadelphia,
pulled $782,100 in pledges. Also
pushing the Second War Loan,
WIP aired an hour-long program
of messages and interviews with
Marines at the Parris Island Training Base on Easter Sunday.
BROADCASTING

NO DUMMY is Charlie McCarthl
soldier who here takes advantage (I
opportunity during the broadcast (1
the Prince Albert Grand Ole Oprm
aired Saturday 9:30-10 p.m. (CWlfl
at WSM, Nashville. Lucky lady
Trudy Brown, who calls service!
men's parents long distance and rJ
lays the news to the boys on thf
air.

Eight of WDBJ
Stal
Now in Armed
Service
EIGHT MEN of WDBJ, Roanok
Va., are now in the armed forcel
Bob Youse, sports announcer; Pav|
Reynolds,
studio
director; an
Charles McNulty, salesman, are a
second lieutenants in the Arm;
John Harkrader of the station
sales staff is now ensign in th
Navy Air Corps. Control Operate
Keith
Webster is technical sei
geant in the Marines. Frank Hos
kins, announcer,
is in officer;
training
school, and
Announce j|
David Kent and Control Operate!
Basil Johnson are privates.
Replacing the men who are a\
to war, William M. Taylor ha
joined the station's sales staff, an
Dillard Campbell, the control rooi]
operating staff. Announcer Dorothi
Jennings joins nine other wome
on WDBJ, whose staff includes on
girl studio control operator, Mai
garet Anne Bunting.
New

Philadelphia

Stud;

Announced
by Crossle*
CROSSLEY Inc. announced las
week that the cooperative study o(l
Metropolitan
audience is inPhiladelphia's
progress and radii:
wili
operate
[Broadcast!'
ing,
Aprilcontinuously
19].
Study employs the new technique
of personal door-to-door interview|ij
exclusively. Believed to be the firll
use of the true radio audiencj!)
cross-section in which competing
stations have cooperated, the sur;
vey will be based on interviews ally
located in ratio to population in itfl
various breakdowns. Three majoj!
and two independent stations in th|
area are participating in the PhilaiJ
delphia Plan, as the study is knownlj

head of AP'I
P. LOCHNER
LOUIS Bureau
Berlin
from , 1924-1941,
will
join NBC as a commentator, and will
be heard on six West Coast stations!
Monday May
through
starting
3. Friday, 9 :15 a.mJJ
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War

Conference
Running
(Continued from Page 36)

is audience with sound informapn and sound inspiration."
Col. Kirby concluded his talk
ith a demonstration of on-the>ot recording of eye witness acunts from the front lines, posble with a wire recording instrument now being tested (see story
a page 47).
argest Registration
f Broadcasters
With
the
convening

of

the

'ednesday morning session, Presi;nt Miller announced that regisations had reached the surprising
tal of 1,024, which he characrized as the "biggest representaon of broadcasters we have ever
id." He pointed out that there
ere some 1,250 registrations at
te St. Louis convention two years
jo, but that these included many
ives of broadcasters, exhibitors
id other groups associated with
ie industry but not actually eniged in broadcasting.
Mr. Price, in his hard-punching
idress (see text in this issue)
I ft no room for doubt about the
lingers still inherent in voluntary
i msorship, which he called an "unimpleted
experiment."
He adtonished broadcasters not to be
jnug about it and pointed out
lis is no time for over-confidence.
f.e called on broadcasters to make
le code a '"living, vibrant part of
lour daily life."
| "What a tragedy it would be if
|f few irresponsible broadcasters
ttnong many should accomplish the
Collapse of a patriotic endeavor
f hich means so much to all of
km!"
Wisecracking announcers who
(be at the code should be dis.plined, he said.
1 While voluntary censorship has
/orked, when many thought it was
-npossible, Mr. Price admonished
roadcasters, particularly the forign language stations, to exercise
great degree of caution. "Care^ssness and irresponsibility in forlgn language broadcasting can,ot be tolerated by a responsible
'government," he said, reiterating
/hat he had told the foreign lanuage broadcasters at a breakfast
Session earlier in the day.
Neighbor nation broadcasters
jttending the sessions were sauted by President Miller. Among
hose named were Emilio Azcarraga, president of the Mexican
psn. of Broadcasters and owner
jf XEW, Mexico City; Glen Banlerman, president, Canadian Assn.
'f Broadcasters; Charles Shearer,
hief censor of radio in Canada;
larry Sedgwick, chairman of the
ioard of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters; Donald Manson, of
}BC, and Maj. Ralph Forster, of
rhe British Army.
Donald D. Stauffer, former viceiresident in charge of radio of
Xuthrauff & Ryan, drafted as head
)f OWI's radio bureau, disclosed
hat while he had been "in the
adio business practically all my
ROADCASTING

Story

life, this is the first time I have
ever talked into a mike."
Though praise had been meted
out to radio on all sides, he said
he thought he had a different approach, suggested indirectly by Leo
J. Fitzpatrick, general manager of
WJR, Detroit, and an OWI radio
consultant. At a recent meeting,
Mr. Fitzpatrick raised the question
about what had been accomplished
by radio's participation in the war
effort. So Mr. Stauffer detailed to
the audience the '"success story" of
radio's cooperation with Government in prosecuting the war. He
enumerated 65 major campaigns
undertaken by radio and told results psrcentagewise.
Highlighting some of the war
campaigns put over by radio, Mr.
Stauffer pointed out that in December, 1941, only 700,000 individuals had adopted the payroll
savings plan. Fifteen months later,
he said, there were 30 million.
Point rationing was put over without question, as revealed by Gallup surveys made before, during
and after, he said.
Daytime programs, Mr. Stauffer
declared, have performed "a tremendous job." Point rationing and
similar war undertakings have
been worked into these serial stories and have imparted to housewives an understanding of the
problem in a most effective way.
Mr. Stauffer cited many campaigns to prove results of radio in
the war effort. For example, he
said, the Red Cross needed 300,000
nurses. In a three-week drive the
enrollment went up 100%. "You
put on a campaign for 19,000 badly needed student nurses," he said,
"and got us 23,000 applicants of
which more than 19,000 were
eligible. And this year we will ask
you to do the job for us again, only
we will need 65,000 nurses.
Victory Garden
Drive Succeeds
"Victory Gardens is another assignment you more than adequately accepted. We thought we might
get 13,000,000 gardens. You got
us, according to a Gallop survey,
21,000,000. Similarly was the job
done for the Coast Guard. After
the radio campaign enlistment was
up 40%.
"Last spring we wanted people
to buy coal. The records show that
after the air campaign spring coal
purchases were up 70% over the
preceding year. The CAA needed
non-combat pilots. Every previous
effort to get them had failed. Your
campaign brought 104,000 applicants.
Mr. Stauffer also cited the Signal Corps, whose manpower requirements were materially aided
through an increase of ten times;
huge increases in salvage of fats
and grease, rationing benefits, etc.
"The Nation is better informed
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FIVE WHO WERE LINED UP along a wall for a quick "shot" just
before Elmer Davis addressed the conference were (1 to r) : Michael
Hanna. WHCU, Ithaca; Hal Meyer, WSRR, Stamford; Franklin Doolittle, WDRC, Hartford; Leo Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit; I. R. Lounsberry.
WGR-WKBW, Buffalo.
than in all its history," he concluded. You gentlemen deserve
the gratitude of your GovernProgram
Discussed Problems
by Paley
ment."
Mr. Paley's plea to broadcasters
to be more mindful of their basic
resource — programming — was preceded by his reference to three
other "important challenges which
broadcasters looking toward the
future as:
face today." He enumerated
these
(1) The continuing change in
our relationship with Government;
(2) our own public relations in
the broadest sense of informing the
public about the importance of
broadcasting, having in mind that
we have informed the public expertly about almost everything under the sun except broadcasting
itself; (3) the challenge of technical change which lies ahead, including FM, television and probably facsimile. The fourth he mentioned as radio programming itself.

James R. Angell, NBC public service counsellor, enthusiastically gave
broadcasting its well earned due
and slashed out at its deficiencies.
He referred in a semi-facetious
way to daytime serials as depraved,
quiz shows as featuring moronic
answers, and cited the groan that
goes up as the commercial plug is
given, the protest that follows
occasional salacious programs and
the disgusting effect of reading announcements "concerning bodily
processes while the listener is eating his meals." Treatment of such
deficiencies is the duty of the expert program director, Dr. Angell
said, and said he did not intend to
provide a cure for such shortcomment. ings or outline a device for better"So long as broadcasting is a
highly competitive business, mak-

BALTIMORE'S
BLUE
v
NETWORK

Mr. Paley called upon broadcasters to avoid complacency as an
industry, pointing out that while
our record is good, "we want to
make it better." He urged the industry "for its own self-respect"
to do as good a job in creating programs as any one else, or a better

OUTLET

Advocating a change in "our
own stature and prestige as projob.
gram builders," Mr. Paley said
that the advertiser and agent at
times may develop programs not
compatible with high broadcasting standards. It may be a commercial which "hammers too
hard," a program in questionable
taste, a spot announcement too
long or wrongly placed. Broadcasters, he said, should not seek or
encourage business of the wrong
kind. They should resist the pressure which is often put on them to
accept it.on (See
address
pagetext
11.)of Mr. Paley's
Dr. Angell
'Dishes It Out'
In a talk which ranged from
more solid "belly laughs" than
usually are written into Hope or
Allen scripts through a grim warning that the industry will have tc
mind its obligations to the public
on public service programming, Dr.

John Elmar, President
Georgo H. Boeder, Gen. Managa
National Representatives;
SPOT SALES, INC.
New York - Chicago - Son f ranch
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it was as serious as originally por-1
trayed both at the FCC and hi
other quarters.
Income data for 1942, broke;]
down by the FCC, he said, showei
that the net income of the industr l
was $34,000,000 as against $32^1
000,000 the year preceding. Th
average station earning was $43.
000 in 1942. Of the aggregat
number of stations, 168 lost money!
while 118 earned less than $2,50C{
Whereas the average loss in 194 j
for the "loser stations" was $7icl
this rose to approximately $1,10(1
in 1942.

OPEN

HOUSE was held by the Chicago Radio Management Club during the NAB War Conference last
week in the Palmer House, Chicago. Chicago's leading agencies were represented by (seated, 1 to r) :
Aleta Mack, H. W. Kastor & Sons; June Rollinson,
Russel M. Seeds Co.; Evelyn Stark, MacFarland,
Aveyard & Co.; Merle Myers, Virginia Smith, H. W.
ing money will be the first consideration," he said. "The industry
operates on the theory that the
stockholder is the owner of the station and the advertising agency
buys the time and naturally the
voice of the church and the school
will sound distantly in the station's
ears.
"The consequences then will have
to be dealt with," he added. He
said that American broadcasters
try to serve two masters. Radio,
true, is infected with deep public
interest responsibilities, in fact is
so licensed. But it also must pay
dividends. He stressed that these
two are not necessarily incompatible. But as matters now stand,
he said, when they clash today,
which one will prevail is easily
known.

"Some stations will sell anything, anytime," Dr. Angell said.
Some correction to this attitude has
been noted, due to the requirements of the war, he added. "The
industry has made a serious and
sincere effort to go all out," he
said. "The next very important consideration is the post-war study
and that is being undertaken already by NBC and Mr. Paley's
organization."
Dr. Angell warned that if the
present form of broadcasting is to
be continued, without Government
interference, it must attempt to
reach all types of audiences and
personal gain must in the final
analysis be relegated to second
place. He added that he spoke as
a hard-boiled realist and not as a
romanticist.
In conclusion, Dr. Angell said
the future of broadcasting will demand giving a reasonable part of
the station's good time to public
service programs which admittedly
will appeal to lesser units of the
audience. Not as mere publicity
stunts, he said, to be charged off to
promotion; but as well-produced
programs at the same high standPage
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Kastor. Standing, Lewis Goodkind, Goodkind, Joice
& Morgan; James Shelby, McCann-Erickson; Bert
Cavanaugh, Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham; Harlow
Roberts, Goodkind, Joice & Morgan; Jack North, Aubrey, Moore & Wallace; Buckingham Gunn, J. Walter
Thompson Co.; John Gordon, Needham, Louis &
Brorby; Stuart Dawson, Young & Rubicam; George
Duram, H. W. Kastor.

ards as other programs and at
comparable costs. Competitive
yardsticks of today must not interfere with this, he said.
"Stations must not snub or slight
their public interest responsibilities," he concluded. "When blessed
peace comes let us see the industry
continue as a free American enterprise— which accepts its full re-

sponsibil
ity."
The luncheon
session Wednesday
opened with a brief pageant depicting typical war news pickups
by the four networks. Commentators for each network were shown
reading their scripts, in tableaux
suggesting the war theatres.
Presented by Lt. Col. Kirby, he
closed with the announcement:
"This is the American system of
broadcasting."
Fly Brief on
Post-War Planning
Mr. Fly mentioned only briefly
his project for post-war planning
through a Radio Technical Planning Board, in which the Radio
Manufacturers Assn., Institute of
Radio Engineers and the FCC
would collaborate. He recalled the
pre-war National Television Systems Committee, which he said had
done a "monumental work."
This new planning board, he
said, as he raced against time to
make a scheduled CBS broadcast
(text in this issue), would "sit on
top" of the vast work being done
in the radio field to bring "optimum
results to the public after the war."
Describing the science of radio
as having barely passed the "horse
and buggy stage," Mr. Fly said that
while there had been and would
continue to be conflicts, radio "will
ever stand in our democracy."
In opening his address to the
Conference, which duplicated in
part his CBS speech, Mr. Fly said
that in these grave times it was
only right that the "regulators and
the regulated" should sit down to

talk about their problems. He discussed intimately the manpower,
equipment, receiving set battery,
and small station problems, citing
vey.
figures based on a recent FCC surHe said he thought that radio
listeners would agree that the
"American system of broadcasting
has met its first great crisis and
has met it successfully." He described private broadcasting "in
war as in peace" as a "main bulwark of American democracy."
To alleviate the technical shortage, Mr. Fly offered full-scale cooperation of the FCC. The Commission's files of licensed technical
personnel, many of whom may be
working in other industries, he
said, could be thrown open to the
industry for follow-up. Moreover,
he said a monthly list of operators
licensed by the Commission could
be made available so that stations
might find "in their own back
yards" men and women qualified
to man technical facilities.
Smaller operators have complained about the drift of personnel to larger stations and have
contended that they were only "way
stations on the road to employment in big cities." He suggested
that perhaps the job freeze would
help that situation. He commented, however, that the only station
owner really sitting pretty is the
one staffed with women.
While the equipment picture is
not bright, he said a "swell job"
had been done by WPB and Mr.
Mcintosh. Regarding the farm
battery situation, he said that because of the importance of farm
listening, he felt confident it
would be cared for.
168 Lost Money in 1942,
FCC Figures Show
Speaking on the small stations'
problem, Mr. Fly said it was grave
in many cases, though the figures
he cited did not appear to indicate
BROADCASTING

Losing money is not a "wartim^
phenomenon," Mr. Fly said, sine!
most of the same stations, thouglj
not all, were losers the preceding
year. On the other hand there weni
63 stations which lost in 1941 bu|
earned in excess of $2,500 in 1942|
The 168 stations lost a total o:J
about one million dollars, he saidl
Covering the various suggestion;!
made for relief of small station!
because their service is necessary I
Mr. Fly discarded all of them witl
the exception of his proposal thai I
national advertisers use these out J
lying outlets. He contended thai!
they constituted hitherto untapped
markets and would bring good re|
suits. If only two or three percenl
of national advertising money!
were funneled to them, it woukj
more than offset these losses.
Constructive

Steps

Already Taken
Several constructive steps already have been taken, he saidj
These include an increase in the!
number of stations on the national)
networks — 88 since the war be-1
gan — the full network plan encouraging advertisers to take
smaller stations; deduction in ratecharges effected through FCC ne-j
gotiations with AT&T
saving
some $2,000,000 for radio, which
permits addition of smaller stations and other steps. He did notl
describe them as cure-alls, how-J
ever.
Regarding suggestions that there!
be a remission of income tax, he!
said this failed to hit the target]
since the loser stations pay no tax.
The RFC loan proposition, he said,
likewise was objectionable because!
it would constitute only a shot in
the arm since the losing stations']
would continue to lose. He de-i
scribed it as possibly the "quickest'
way of putting the Government inf

the broadcasting business" andi1)
commented "none of us want that."Jf
As for Government purchase of] j

space, he said it was plainly evi-|
dent that newspapers and radioil
should get equal treatment, butjl
that he had grave doubts whether j
it would be wise at this time. It]
might be interpreted as a subsidy '
and radio would be "trading its!
freedom for a mess of pottage — ajj
small
messlarge
at that."
If any
segment of the iMI
dustry suffered substantially because of loss of revenue, he saidi ■
Government advertising might
take on a different complexion.!
The best possibility for a reall!
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lution, Mr. Fly said, is seen in
e use of smaller stations and
condary markets by national adrtisers. He pointed out that lo1 advertisers, who customarily
tronize these stations, have lit! reason for institutional promoHi and that with very little on
eir shelves to sell, they do not
present latent prospects.
Because the industry generally
is fared so well, he said it should
!it be blinded by these conditions,
e called the small station probm a real one.
lorency Praised for
etail Promotion Plan
The retail promotion plan oc;pied the business session Wednesly afternoon. President Miller, in
biting the meeting, paid tribute
the work of Paul W. Morency,
TIC, Hartford, chairman of the
stail Promotion Plan Committee,
r his time and energy in efctuating the retail plan.
Mr. Morency revealed that the
•omotion plan will be in actual
>eration in the fall and that
I
lancial commitments for its prestation have already been made,
r. Morency reviewed the backround of the plan, which was projsed to the NAB board at the
eveland convention last year by
ugene Carr, WGAR, Cleveland,
jw with the Office of Censorship,
id Capt. Frank Pellegrin, then
rector of broadcast advertising
the NAB.
Mr. Morency introduced the 10
lembers of the committee who are
Irving with him. C. L. McCarthy,
1 1 ,.QW, San Jose, and William
Jrawford, WOR, New York, were
Jnable to attend. Mr. Morency
<i introducing Sheldon Coons, advertising consultant, gave a short
£sume of Mr. Coons' 30-year ca£er
11 in the retailing and advertislg fields.
After presentation of the deailed retail sales plan by Mr.
'oons, which were enthusiastically
eceived, Lew Avery, director of
e department of advertising of
e NAB, denned the status of the
,ampaign, launched last fall. The
-etiring NAB board, at its April
j6 meeting, agreed to implement
he fund of some $84,000, already
pledged, and guaranteed the total
f $125,000. A number of stations,
Jiowever, promptly signed up for
project following the session, with
trong likelihood that the entire
iudget would be met without the
lecessity of drawing directly from
-JAB funds.
Mr. Coons brought home the fact
hat radio depends upon too few
iccounts and that the retail field,
Representing the largest single advertising source, is a latent one
Vior radio. He warned that the war
May bring new advertising media
j md that radio must cushion itself
Itor any contingency.
J Because the department stores
jimd general
stores, constituting
' the largest potential users of raIBio, are not on the air in great
numbers, radio does not have the
"prestige it might gain if the relyerse were true. If important reBROADCASTING

tailers used the medium it would
improve horizontally, he predicted.
Moreover, he said the retailers
themselves, as reflected in comments from NRDGA, are enthusiastic about the survey and
are anxious for the results [see
separate story on retail advertising plan in this issue].
John Outler, Jr., commercial
manager of WSB, Atlanta, and
chairman of the sales managers
executive committee, whooped
things up with a plea to those not
yet at the front to quit talking and
sign up. He commented that the
delinquents who might want to get
on the bandwagon later would find
the cost going up.
Petrillo Ban History
Covered in Detail
The Petrillo recording ban,
slated for discussion on the closing day, Thursday, was moved up

• Broadcast

THE

BEST

Aug. 1 because of the arbitrary
AFM ban, which was premised on
seeking tribute from the broadcasting industry along with the
phonograph, transcription and
other groups employing records.
The net result, thus far, he said,
is that AFM members have lost
millions in revenue fromings. s record-

Dormouse
MARSHALL PENGRA, manager of KRNR, Roseburg,
Ore., spokesman for small
stations at the NAB War
Conference closing session,
offered no panacea but did
provide an apt definition of
the "loser" stations. He
wound up a detailed analysis,
"The small station is like the
dormouse — its coverage is
small but its tale is enor-

mous."
on the
agenda for the Wednesday
afternoon session. President Miller recounted the steps leading up
to the current situation, and stemming from the Aug. 1 ban on recordings of any character. He
pointed out that not a transcription or record had been made since

PROOF

IS

It is interesting to note, he said,
that in the formal demands made
by Petrillo, he made no claim for
tribute from the industry. He said
he was convinced this was the result of action of the NAB in procuring detailed and established
facts to refute Petrillo 's claim of
unemployment and otherwise demolish his claims for payment.
Mr. Miller said, however, that
Petrillo is still aiming at the
broadcasting industry even if indirectly. His effort is to throw mu-
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sic back to the "pre-horse and
buggy days," he contended.
In behalf of the transcribers,
Gerald King, of Standard Radio,
told the conference of the current
status of negotiations with AFM,
now deferred until May 10. He
spoke in behalf of Associated,
Lang-Worth, NBC
Thesaurus,
Standard and World, and not the
phonograph manufacturing companies. The transcribers, Mr. King
said, would have preferred postponing a statement until later because of the current conversations.
He pointed out that when Petrillo
originally asked for a contribution
direct to the Federation of "unspecified percentage of our gross
income" the transcribers concluded that they could not accept
such a proposition.
Whereas prior to the original
conversations transcribers sat with
the phonograph record industry in
conversations with Petrillo, he
pointed out that last April 16 the
transcription industry had an opportunity to separate its conversations. At these preliminary discussions the possibility of working out an agreement on terms not
inconsistent with the requirements
of the individual businesses of the
transcribers appeared evident.
"So long as that encouraging
prospect continued, we were prepared to continue our discussions
until a conclusion had been
reached," he said.
At the forthcoming May 10
meeting, he said, it is the intention of both groups to sit "in continuous session until an acceptable
conclusion, or an impasse, has been
reached." The purpose of the
transcribers, he said, is to reach a
"satisfactory and lasting understanding with the Federation upon
which we can make both commercially sponsored programs, as
well as library transcriptions, and
dispose of them on terms satisfactory to our customers."
Pointing out that the very businesses of the transcribers depend
upon finding the right answer, he
said he was sure the industry
would agree that "we should not
prejudice our present negotiations
by any premature speculation on
details or the final outcome."
Answering questions regarding

WDRC
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Ft^ i? «P
RIVALS in radio equipment manufacturing pose during the
NAB
War Conference sessions (1 to r): A. Josephsen, RCA Victor, Indianapolis; Harold Vance, RCA Victor, Camden; P. L. Chamberlain and
W. R. David, General Electric Co., Schenectady.
the course transcribers will take if
the negotiations fail, he said the
only answer he could give was that
they will go into the new negotiations "with the intention to negotiate in good faith, and we believe
that any further statement at this
time could very well be construed
to our disadvantage and therefore
not consistent with the spirit of
good-faith bargaining." He said he
hoped that "by the middle of May
to have something more concrete
to tell you."
Petrillo D nemployment
Claim Exploded

Before introducing Sydney M.
Kaye, New York attorney and
counsel on the AFM matter to the
NAB Steering Committee, Mr.
Miller observed that contrary to
the Petrillo claim, radio actually
has increased employment. Musicians are being paid better than
any other group in the industry,
he said.
Tossing the gauntlet to Petrillo,
the NAB president branded the
whole issue a "political problem
and one of Petrillo's own making."
He said many AFM members never
expect to make their primary income from music but are in it only
as a sideline. Petrillo's effort is to
give them "something extra."
Alluding to the seriousness of
conditions brought about by the
war, Mr. Miller said \.hat speakers
before the conference had cited the
tortuous road ahead, while paying
tribute to the service radio had
done. Both Elmer Davis and Chairman Fly, he pointed out, had commented that the Petrillo ban was
hurting the war effort.
The issue, he declared, is whether
the industry proposed to "appease
or fight this out." Petrillo wants
tribute, he declared, before he will
permit recordings to be made.
Mr. Kaye, in exploding Petrillo's
unemployment claims, said that
less than one-third of the AFM
members are professional musicians and that practically all of
the remainder are engaged in approximately 250 other professions,
trades or businesses and callings
requiring skills and specialized
training. Unemployment is virtually non-existent, he said. Union musicians receive about $20,000,000 a
year for their work in radio, nearly
equivalent to the total net earn-

ings after taxes of the entire industry. They receive more compensation from radio than any
other group of employes, including
executives, with an average weekly wage of $67.90 for a work week
of less than 20 hours.
That less than one-third of the
AFM membership consists of professional musicians was established through two surveys, Mr.
Kaye said. Other devastating statistics breaking down the Petrillo
claims to the Senate subcommittee
were enumerated. Mr. Petrillo had
testified, Mr. Kaye said, that of
66,335 union members in 29 cities,
some 43,000 were unemployed.
Terming these figures fantastic,
Mr. Kaye said that the AFM
head's definition of unemployment
was the basis for this statement.
By unemployed Petrillo meant "unemployed as musicians," irrespective of whether these members
were otherwise gainfully employed.
In the 29 cities covered, there
are 143 commercial stations, all
but eight of which have musicians.
Of the eight, three are 100-watters,
two 250-watters, three are 1,000watters, and only one is affiliated
with a network.
Petrillo's charge that 201 network stations do not employ musicians also was disproved by the
NAB studies. Of the 201 stations
named by Mr. Petrillo, 28 were
found to be duplicates or not affiliated with networks. Of the remaining 173, musicians were employed in 58 during the very period
covered by Mr. Petrillo, while 32
had employed them periodically
during the very period covered by
Mr. Petrillo, while 32 had employed them periodically during
the past year and another 32 did
not employ musicians. Of the latter, 64 were stations with 250 watts
or less, of the type which Petrillo
admitted could not be expected to
employ musicians. Of the remaining 18, four have no local union.
All told, Mr. Kaye reported
there are 184 stations in communities having no AFM locals with no
local cla;ming jurisdiction. Asserting that no specific instance
had ever been cited in which radio
had supplanted live musicians, Mr.
Kaye said the results of a survey
by an independent organization in
Washington disclosed through a
door-to-door investigation that of
55 establishments in which there
BROADCASTING

was dancing, not a single one rii
lied on radio.
Following the Petrillo present*,
tion, the Conference unanimousL
adopted a resolution supporting thi
NAB and transcription compan
position with respect to the Petrill
ban and strongly condemning tb
AFM ban as injurious to wartirr
morale and calling upon the trar
scription industry promptly to taki
legal measures deemed necessary %
end the ban. [See page 70 — ed.].
The membership then adopte
three miscellaneous amendments t;
the bylaws shifting Maryland fror
the fourth to the third NAB die
trict; eliminating the term "execv
tive committee," which was abo.
ished a year ago; and a mino
change in the method of electin
directors-at-large, with nomins
tions from the floor rather tha
through a nominating committee.
Directors Named
To Fill Vacancies
In the balloting that followed f o
election of directors-at-large, Jos
eph O. Maland, WHO, Des Moines
and James D. Shouse, WLW, Cin
cinnati, were elected at-large sta
tion directors without oppositior
Mr. Shouse succeeds Edwin "W
Craig, WSM, Nashville, who wa
not a candidate for reelectior
while Mr. Maland was reelected. L
the medium station category, Do
Elias, WWNC, Asheville, was re
elected, while Barney L a v i n
WDAY, Fargo, N. D., was elects
in succession to Gene O'Fallor
KFEL, Denver. Mr. O'Fallon, whilnominated, asked to have his nam
withdrawn. In the small statioi
class, Herb Hollister, KANS, Wicb
ita, was reelected, and Frank King
WMBR, Jacksonville, was returne*
to the board. He had been distrie
director for Alabama, Florida
Georgia and Puerto Rico.
Network directors renamed wer<
Paul W. Kesten, CBS vice-presideni
and general manager, and Franl
M. Russell, NBC Washington vice
president. The other networks ar
not members.

In quick succession, the member!
ship then adopted a series of 1
resolutions brought in by its reso*
lutions committee. Aside from the
customary courtesy resolutions, thu
membership adopted two importan .
proposals. One placed the NAB ot
record as unalterably opposed ttj{

any and all measures, governmental1
or otherwise "looking to the aboli
tion of brand names and trade*!
marks in the marketing of comj
modities" and endorsing the Hali
leek resolution (H Res-98) for it
thorough study of these proposals
This resolution struck at the OPA
grade labeling process, as a oof
sible forerunner of brand name re-M
strictions.
A second unanimously adoptee:,
resolution authorized President;
Miller to appoint a committee to
study and report to the board offl
establishment of an "NAB Bureav,
of Audience Measurement."
The concluding business sessiorl
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ursday morning was devoted to
role of advertising in wartime,
, with emphasis on the small stai problem, considered initially
the recently appointed Small
ition Steering Committee, headed
James W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL,
lumbus, Ga.
fohn M. Outler Jr., WSB, Atta, chairman of the NAB Sales
.nagers Executive Committee,
essed desirability of a study
\ king toward standardization of
tion coverage maps. A detailed
,n, defining signal strength, audi:e mail and coverage analysis,
>lved jointly by the NAB comttee with the Radio Executives
lb of New York, and previously
jgested to the NAB membership,
s adopted by the Conference and
11 be pursued by NAB.
Roger Clipp, General Manager
WFIL, Philadelphia, chairman
the NAB Research Committee,
tlined to the session the scope of
> proposed standardized method.
! pointed out there had been distisfaction on the part of agencies
d advertisers with the coverage
lims stations have been making
cause of lack of a consistent defi,ion as to just what coverage
;ans.
The NAB recommendation will
ver the method of determining
e station coverage area and the
inner of handling the calculation
market data used to interpret
e coverage area. Also included
11 be a sample station coverage
esentation, with demonstration
maps, titling and copy. The
mebuyers Committee of AAAA
is agreed to work with the NAB
id to authorize use of the AAAA
amp of approval on the presentajn format.
Linnea Nelson, timebuyer for
Walter Thompson Co., New
ork, asked by Mr. Outler to content on the project, said that by
tting together such standardized
aps, something tangible with
hich to work would be provided
ad called it an excellent beginning,
milar comments were made by
her agency spokesmen.
e solution Adopted
nanimously by Conference
Dietrich Dirks, KTRI, Sioux
ity, moved that the membership
thorize NAB to follow through
the project as outlined. The moon was adopted unanimously.
Mr. Woodruff, a member of the
AB Board for two years, preded over the small station seslon — his first appearance before a
crophone at an NAB convention.
The special committee named by
r. Miller to consider the small
tation problem has devoted coniderable time to the task and regards it as serious, he said. But
he inevitable conclusion was
'eached that it is an overall industry problem, rather than exclusively a small station matter. He
pointed out that such speakers as
Messrs. Davis, Fly and Angell had
commented that the plight of the
['small stations is one to be considered by the entire industry.

SMALL

STATION problems highlighted aget-together of Keystone
executives during the NAB War
Conference in Chicago (1 to r):
Naylor Rogers, Chicago; Michael
Sillerman, New York; William
Wolf, Chicago.
Speaking as a small station operator, Mr. Wodruff declared, "We
don't want any handout — far
from
it."
Marshall
Pengra, general manager of KRNR, Roseburg, Ore., in
an analysis of recent surveys, commented that "the small station
problem is the small station." He
said it was difficult to reach any
concrete solution because the problem varies with communities and
changed conditions.
The most serious matter confronting the small station is manpower and particularly technical
manpower, he said. This comes
down to the problem of whether
stations can remain on the air, he
said, pointing out that he realized
the NAB and FCC and all other organizations had done everything
possible to bring about its solution.
"But they can't pass any miracles
on this manpower thing and have
gone
said. as far as they can go," he
Tells of Station
Forced Off the Air
Citing the seriousness of the
technical shortage, Mr. Pengra said
that he knew of one station that
had been off the air for three weeks
because it did not have a single
first-class operator. It acquired a
man for three days, but he left, and
the station, as far as he knew, was
off the air again.
The wage differential comes into
the problem for the station in the
small market, he cited. While many
stations are using women and
third-class operators, this has tended to alleviate conditions only in
part, he said. The day of the
"traveling engineer" going from
station to station, may not be far
off.
Small stations were urged to do
a job of public relations with their
local draft boards to emphasize
the importance of continued service. It is not a question of the station's gain, he said, but the community's and the country's need.
The pending KPAS, Pasadena,
test case wherein the union seeks
increased payment for technicians
on the ground that radio work is
worth the same amount of money
whatever the size of the station or
city, was cited by Mr. Pengra as
one having serious potentialities.
He commended NAB Labor Rela' tions Director Joseph L. Miller for
intervening in this proceeding.
Because local stations are de-

pendent largely on local business,
he said they will be in an increasingly tough spot if that class of
business dries up. He held out little hope for national advertising
through normal channels, since
secondary stations have gotten very
little of it anyway. He urged scrutinty of plans whereby big name
talent would be available to small
stations along the lines proposed
by the Keystone Broadcasting System, transcription network.
Urged Government
Program Aid
Because it is an overall industry
problem, Mr. Pengra suggested
that the industry recognize it as
such and see that a "patch is put
on the industry's pants," as conditions appear to warrant. Like
Chairman Fly, he held that wartime conditions are not wholly responsible for the plight of the 168
stations which lost money last year.
The condition could be alleviated
in some measure, he said, if the
Government, instead of a subsidy,
would provide stations with a format of war service programs, just

"We

programs to be ideally
suited to our particular
needs.
wsoc
• Programs prepared by the
ASCAP Radio Program Service are
salable and entertaining. Written
by the best script writers in the
business, they are available to
any ASCAP-licensed station without cost. Write or wire at once.

as they provide mat service available for sponsorship to the newspaApropos placement of Governpers. ment advertising, Mr. Pengra said
small stations resent discrimination, but there is a great deal of
divergence on paid time. He discussed the proposed Bankhead
Bill to help small newspapers in
a financial rut, and said that if
such legislation were passed in
their behalf, many small stations
would want similar treatment.
Looking to the future, Mr. Pengra said that the plight of the small
stations will not be alleviated after
the war if the FCC pursues its
present policy of free competition
and indiscriminate licensing of stations. Small stations have a difficult problem of programming, he
pointed out, since they usually
maintain only one-man departments. The Petrillo ban likewise
has hampered the stations tremendously, he said.
Concluding that the problem is
too complex to hope for a general
cure-all, Mr. Pengra said that he
could mention no specific solutions.
"The small station is like the dormouse. Its coverage is small, but
its tale is enormous."

find these

ASCAP
Radio Program Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York

American and
Mexican food,
low European
Plan rates
For reservation and information, write
Atlantic
Hotel Service, Essex House, New
York.
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Work of Ad Council
Described by Thomas
H. B. Thomas, vice-chairman of
the Advertising Council and president of the Centaur Co., substituting for Chester La Roche, Advertising Council chairman, outlined the scope and activities of
this voluntary organization's work
and exhorted the industry to get
behind its new phases. He pointed
out that the work of the Council
is not entirely philanthrophic since
advertisers who are supporting the
war effort really are protecting
their identities and brand names

WIBW
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has developed

America's most successful radio selling technique — "reasons why"
delivered as the recommendation ofone friend
to another.

WIBW
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in which they have invested millions. [See story on page 10].
The Government serves as the
"client" of all advertising in this
campaign, with the Advertising
Council as the contact man for media and Government, he said.
Opposition by OWI to Government-paid advertising was expressed by Andrew Dudley, chief
of the OWI Campaign Section.
"In the first place," he said,
would take a staggering sum "it
to
buy time and space to do an effective war information job. If the
Government paid for advertising
on the radio alone last year the bill
would amount to over $100,000,000
and space estimates run close to
that figure, with an overall figure of close to $300,000,000 involved.
The appropriation of that
amount of money would add to the
present burdening tax load. Second, Mr. Dudley continued, "political pressure to buy time on every
station and every newspaper would
be employed. The entire suggestion
smacks of government subsidy and
the OWI is definitely on record
against it.
Woodruff Supports
Position of OWI

OWI's Domestic Branch has an
appropriation of $9,000,000.
The OWI stand was vigorously
supported by Mr. Woodruff, who
followed Mr. Dudley on the rostrum. Mr. Woodruff reported the
Committee had gone on record
"against appropriation by congress of monies for paid advertising.
The Committee approved the distribution to all stations by the
Treasury Department, the OWI,
and other agencies, of program
formats that could be sold to local
or national sponsors. The committee requested the NAB Board to
set up machinery providing for the
pooling of salable ideas and to persuade Government agencies to
make available radio formats similar to the mat service now provided newspapers.
The 21st annual meeting of the
NAB was wound up by President
Miller at the conclusion of the
Thursday luncheon at which Col.

9,218
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Get latest survey — no cost!
Here's how to get next to the billiondollar Iowa market! New, impartial, allinclusive "Snmmers-Whan" Iowa Radio
Survey covers all 99 counties, discloses
5-year trends in listening habits and
preferences as to station and programs.
Maps and facts on Iowa listeners in
various age groups and educational
levels^— city, small-town and farm. Yon
need it to do a good job in Iowa. Get
it today! No cost, no obligation.
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912 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa
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FM
17

Broadcasters
Members;

Damm

ADDITION of 17 new members
of the FM Broadcasters Inc. was
announced by Walter J. Damm,
W55M (WTMJ), Milwaukee, president of FMBI, at a meeting of the
trade association Tuesday afternoon at the Ambassador Hotel in
Chicago. The membership of the
group now totals 41, and includes
all but four of the commercial and
experimental FM licensees.
In addition to Mr. Damm, Theodore C. Streibert, W71NY (WOR),
New York, was re-elected vice president, and Robert T. Bartley, Yankee Network, secretary-treasurer.
George Lang, chief engineer of
W59C and WGN, was elected to
the board of directors, replacing
Lt. Com. Carl Meyers, formerly
chief engineer of those stations and
now serving as a lieutenant commander in the Navy.
Board Changes
Arthur B. Church, K49KC
(KMBC), Kansas City, and Walter
C. Evans, vice-president of Westinghouse, were elected to the board,
replacing John Shepard 3d, Yankee Network, and Paul W. Morency, W53H (WTIC), Hartford. Reelected to the board were Mr.
Damm, Mr. Streibert, Ray H. Manson, Stromberg-Carlson Mfg. Co.
(WHAM), Rochester, N. Y.; Jack
DeWitt, W47NV (WSM), Nashville; John V. L. Hogan, W59NY
(WQXR), New York; Franklin M.
Doolittle, W53H (WTIC), Hartford. The latter will serve as chairman of the engineering committee
succeeding Mr. Hogan, and will be
assisted by J. R. Poppele, chief of
W63NY (WOR), New York.
The FMBI reviewed operations
cf the last year and announced that
a survey will be made in the next
few months among FM licensees
William C. Bentley, executive officer of the Army Air Intelligence,
spoke on the African air invasion.
Col. Bentley was in charge of an
invading paratroop force, was captured and later released by the
French Army.
He revealed for the first time
that there are 400,000 men and officers embracing all phases of radio communications, in the Army
air force. He emphasized the vital
role that radio played in the North
African invasion, and during the
course of his address told broadcasters how eagerly the troops in
North Africa listen to American
shortwave broadcasts. The War
Conference was adjourned sine die
at 3:10 p.m.
NAB President Neville Miller has been
asked to serve on the Committee on
the Archives of Radio, now being appointed. Archibald Crossley, Princeton,
'17, is the chairman. The project is
part of the plan of the Princeton
Archives of American Civilization,
formed to preserve important contemporary records.

Inc.,

Gains

Reelected

in an endeavor to find out how
these stations are faring under the
present FCC rules. Dick Dorrance,
who has been the FMBI Washington contact and editor of the FMBI
Bulletin, will continue in that post.
The new members are : W69PH
(WCAU), Philadelphia; W45V
(WECA-WGBF), Evansville, Ind.;
Worcester Telegram Publishing
Co., Worcester, Mass.; K45IA (Don
Lee) ; W49BN (WNBF) , Binghamton, N. Y.; W75NY, New York
W49D (WJLB), Detroit; Jansky
& Bailey, Washington; W85A
(WGY), Schenectady; WalkerDowning Adv. Agency, Pittsburgh;
W67NY (WABC), New York;
W67C (WBBM) , Chicago; W49F,
(WOWO-WGL), Ft. Wayne; W67B
(WBZ), Boston; W57PH (KYW) ,
Philadelphia ; W 7 5 P (KDKA) ,
Pittsburgh; W47NY, New York.

200

GETTING

SPOTS

FOR WILLKIE
BOOK
FOLLOWING closely Walter
Winchell's announcement that Wendell Willkie's new book One World
broke all publishing records with
a five-day sale of 300,000 copies,
comes an announcement from
Northwest Radio Adv Co., Seattle,
that radio will now be used to promote the sale of the book. Simon
& Schuster, whose Your Income
Tax broke all sales records last
year, publish One World. One-minute, five-minute, and fifteen-minute
programs will be used from one to
five times daily.
Approximately two hundred stations will be added May third. The
following stations have already received orders:
KPO WGN KXA KINY KEVR KVI
WSNY WTIC WHAS WSB WLS WFAA
WCOA KHJ KTKN KEUB KOVO KLO
KROW WHBY WJAG KUJ KRLC KWJJ
KXEL WCLS WPRO WKBZ KMPC KYA
KFVD KPAS KRE KFBK KXL KRKD
KTKC KMTR WHO KWKH WWL WSM
WNAX WDAY WIBC WPEN WAAF
WSPR KUTA WOL WCFL KWK WINX
WHEB KOAM KOWH KARK KFYR
KGHL KOB KVOD KVOR KXOK WAAT
WBAL WHKC WINS WIS WMIN WTAR
WWDC WDEL WILM WEST KSO KRNT
WMT KTAR KVOA KFRE WTCN WIBA
KRIC KOA KYW WBZ WENR WWVA
WRVA WOLF KPRC KRLD WCAU
WHAM CKLW WWSW KTFI WGAN
WKRC WREN WJTN KIDO KELA WDSU
WHBU WFIL WWNC WFDF WXYZ
KHJ.
WAGE WCAR WOR WIBW KWFT KFRC

A. B. Miller Reelected
CLEAR CHANNEL Broadcasting
Service at its annual meeting last
Tuesday at the NAB War Conference reelected its present officers:
Director, Allan B. Miller; chairman, Edwin W. Craig, WSM, Nashville; vice-chairman, Joe Maland,
WHO Des Moines; treasurer Harold Hough, WBAP, Ft. Worth.
The executive board, comprising
Messrs. Craig, Hough, Maland and
Mark Ethridge, WHAS, Louisville was instructed to explore the
possibilities of additional service
in the war effort by the clear channels stations. The group discussed
the war effort programs with emphasis on reaching the rural
audience.

BROADCASTING

C-P-P STARTS
SATURDAY

NBC
SERIl
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PE j
Co., Jersey City, will fill Saturdl
10-10:30 p.m., on the full NBC r
work, with a program featur
Barry
and
"Doul
Daters" Wood
mixed quartethe
t. Progn,
The Million Dollar Band, will st
May 29
fortra
Palmol
soap.
piece
orches
willive
be led
by Agu:;
conductors.
Five diamond rings from 1
fany's New York, will be given ej,
week to women sending in soji
requests accompanied by lette
Playing of request numbers will
delayed due to censorship.
Bill Stern's Sports Newsreel
the Air for Colgate Shaving
Cre i
moves May 28 to Friday, 10:
10:45 p.m., on NBC.
C-P-P is reported contemplati
purcha
days. se of 7-7:30 p.m. on Sat
Ted Bates Inc., New York, h;
dies Palmolive; Sherman & M;
quette, Chicago, Colgate Shs
Cream.
CBS

Adds

Five

Statio

In Illinois and Florii
FIVE STATIONS will join C:
soon
bringing
the network's
list
affiliates
to 129.
Illinois outL
joining May 2 are WSOY, Decati
WTAX,
Springfield; WDW
Champaign, and WDAN, Danvii
A new Florida station is WA.A
Ft. Meyers. WSOY will be sold
a package with WTAX. WD^
and WDAN will also be availal
as a package. All four will
special basic supplementaries
CBS.
WAAC will be a special bon
Group.
station to the network's Florii

Centaur

Starts

Sprir

CampaignCO.,
; May
Increas
CENTAUR
division
of St<
ling Drug Inc., will start its £i
nual spring and summer campai
for
ZBT Baby Powder May ]
with a slight increase in time pi
chase over last year. Schedule
eludes twice-weekly participatio
on Adelaide
Hawley's
Womer,
Page
of the Air
on WABC,
N<
York, and three-a-week Nl,
Sportscaster, which will be bros
cast in mid-May on the Tex
Quality Network and possibly els
where. Company is considering e.
tensive use of radio on a regul
basis, following its successful y
of this medium in exploiting H
ler's Children," but has announc'
no details of its plans as yet.
GEORGE
C. BIGGAR,
program
rector
of WLW,
Cincinnati,
startj 1
his 20th year in radio May 1.

Radio
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Sell for Retail

Store

SEE BACK
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WHAT

DOES
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Radio

Promotion

Campaign
Adopted
AN AGGRESSIVE public relations campaign for the broadcasting industry during the coming
year was approved by the newly
appointed NAB Public Relations
Committee at its organization
meeting in Chicago last Monday

B'S NEWLY-FORMED public relations committee began functioning
Monday at its organization meeting (1 to r) : Leslie W. Joy, KYW,
adelphia; George Crandall, CBS, New York; Edgar L. Bill, WMBD,
ria, chairman; Craig Lawrence, KSO, Des Moines; Willard Egolf,
stant to president, NAB. Second row (1 to r): Walter Dennis, NAB;
n Tips, KPRC, Houston; John F. Patt, WGAR, Cleveland; Frank M.
sell, NBC, Washington; Ed Twamley, WBEN, Buffalo.
Research
Simple
(Continued from Page 9)
01
ple who have audimeters in their
n ■s for morning, afternoon and
homes may become conscious of the
If it time.
fact that their listening is being
mentioned that such surveys
measured and this might affect
currently limited to about 50
as in the United States. I am
their listening habits. The autogoing to recommend or oppose
matic recording device will not reveal identification or misidentifica4r extension but here again I
tion of program or sponsor.
]ald simply like to stress the
ue of any such measurements to
Extremely Expensive
tion management. Research may
vide useful
ammunition for
Automatic recording devices are
extremely expensive and we must
js and promotion but it is somees just as useful to station manquestion value of findings in relation to their cost. I am sure the
'iment in pointing out weaknesses
ich may exist in program struccost would be prohibitive, for ex'e, specific talent appeal, comample, to set up an adequate samTlflrcial handling, station policy and
ple of automatic recording devices
like.
in every county of the U. S. for
Nielsen Index
the purpose of measuring station
coverage. Measuring one section of
some of you may be familiar
Jth the Nielson Radio Index or
the country at a time with a constant sample may be subject to
dimeter which is one of the latcriticism
and I believe that research
developments in radio research,
authorities could argue at some
is is a mechanical device which
length on the pros and cons of a
ji be attached to any radio set
constant sample such as Nielsen
p reveals a record of the time
has set up and a changing sample
listening and stations tuned in
such as Fortune and Gallup use.
abr a period of a week or even
Here again, the constant sample
month. Records from these audimay be subject to the criticism that
^ters make possible minute-bypeople might be conscious of the
jnute analysis of programs and
fact that their actions are being
p actually reveal a profile of the
measured.
'jLvertiser's
program and Such
his comA number of advertising agencies
srcial announcements.
inhave contributed a great deal to
rmation is obviously of value to
pelligent program producers and
radio research. At Young & Rubidio writers,
cam for example, our research dei While I have great respect for
partment has developed techniques
for measuring the component parts
is method of measuring programs
believe that even an automatic
of programs in what we call our
ording device has its limitations
"radio profile studies". Radio profile studies may be described as a
d the resulting data must be
continuous measurement of the rise
refully scrutinized and interpretR. Just to be critical here are some
and fall of listeners' interest in a
the questions which occur to me
program as that specific program
is broadcast. For the purpose of
connection with automatic rerding devices:
providing such measurements a deThere seems to be no proof that
vice which we call a program barometer has been perfected. This
:ople are consciously listening to
e radio all the time that it is on.
barometer or voting machine relie recording device may reveal
veals instantaneously and continuat the set is in use but there
ously the average interest of the
ay be no person in the room at
selected group of listeners to the
e time it is in operation. Simiprogram as they actually listen to
the show. The barometer plots a
rly, it might be charged that peo)
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preparatory
to the NAB War Conference sessions.
At a four-hour meeting the Committee, headed by Edgar Bill,
WMBD, Peoria, outlined policies to
guide the association's activities,
directed by Willard D. Egolf, assistant to President Neville Miller
and in charge of public relations.
Covered were such matters as
radio's role in the war, religious
broadcasts, cooperation with trade
groups, industry awards, station
public relations practices and expanding NAB'S Speakers Bureau.
curve which reveals in summary the
minute-by-minute likes and dislikes
cf the entire listening group.
Automatic recording devices, listener panel surveys, program barometers and the like are, I believe,
very significant trends in radio research because they make possible
qualitative as well as quantitative
analysis of radio programs. I believe there will be considerably
more protesting of programs. I believe there will be more analysis of
individual programs in terms of
their component parts such as comedian versus singer, dramatic versus music, dramatized commercial
versus straight commercial, etc. It
is reasonable to hope that in the
not-too-distant future many of us
will have information at hand with
which to predict the success or
failure, if not the actual rating, of
individual programs even before
they go on'Know
the air.
Thyself
And this leads me to the final
thought I would like to leave with
you, which might be summarized in
the two words "know thyself". A
research point of view on the part
of station management is, to my
way of thinking, a very desirable
and healthy outlook. The only way
that improvements can be made is
to first discover where and why the
improvements should be made. In
other words, what are the weaknesses or deficiencies.
I know that I speak for a large
group of timebuyers when I tell
you that I am more impressed with
an honest, straight-forward presentation of facts than I am by

THERE'S

NOT

LIKE

ANOTHER
IT!

No. 1 MARKET !
ROUTE TO AMERICA'S
DIRECT
The Travelers
Broadcasting Service
Corporation
Member of NBC and New England
Regional Network
Represented by: WEED & COMPANY
New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco ond Hollywood

Every national advertiser
wanting results in the
Maritime Provinces
of Canada
should make sure that his
schedule includes
CHNS
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JOS. WEED
CO. York
350 Madison
Avenue,6c New
Representatives

NEW

ORLEANS

50,000

r

WATTS

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS

Affiliate

Nat'l Rep. - The Kafz Agency Inc.

glittering generalities and unsupportable claims of leadership. It
has been my observation that most
surveys either simply confirm what
everyone knows anyhow or claim
what nobody can believe, and if I

ae^°!>.

were you I wouldn't be either too
proud or too ashamed of their findings. Make good use of the findings
but don't misuse them. And remember also, however much you may
doubt it at times that we on the
buying side of radio are also human.

May
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FOLLOWING are the official registration lists at the NAB War Conference
the exception of a
few
late with
arrivals:

Abbott, Earl G., Genera] Electric Co., Chicago
Abeloff, Irvin G., WRVA, Richmond
Adair, George P., FCC, Washington.
Adams, Harry E., WIBC, Indianapolis,
Adams, Wm. J., WCHS, Charleston, W. Ind.
Va.
Adcock S. E., WROL. Knoxville, Tenn.
Adell, Charles, Weed & Co., Chicago
If: Albertson.
Akerberg, Herb, WABC, New York
Roy L., WBNY, Buffalo
W,
Alburty, E. A. (Bob), WHBQ, Memphis
Allen, Edwin C, WIBA, Mad.son, Wis.
Allen, Philip P., WLVA, Lynchburg, Va.
Alley, J. Lindsey, WHIS, Bluefield, W. Va.
Mj
Alligreen, Mrs. Oscar, Indiana
York John D., Headley Reed Co., New
ffifi Allison,
).'y Anderson
Dave,P.,Chicago
Sun, York
Angell, ,James
Chicago
NBC, New
m
Appley, L. A., WMC, Memphis
»
Armstrong, A. N., Jr., WCOP, Boston
jjfc Arney, C. E., Jr., NAB, Washington
Arnoux, Campbell, WTAR. Norfolk, Va.
W,
Ashby, A. L., Judge, NBC, New York
Aston, Sil M., Howard H. Wilson Co.,
"!'/; Chicago
Atlass, Ralph L., WIND, Chicago
Atteberry, Ellis, KCKN, Kansas City, Kan.
m
Atwell, Lyman, Chicago Tribune, Chicago
Avery, Lew, NAB, Washington
m
Azcarraga, Emilio, Mexico City
Sic
Ml
Bailey, Mildred, WTAG. Worcester, Mass.
Baird, Larry, WWL, New Orleans
<;<! Baker, Tom, WLAC, Nashville
m
Balch, Owen, KSAL, Salina, Kan.
Baldwin, John M., KDiTL, Salt Lake City
Baltimore, Abe C, WBRE, Wilkes Barre
i.
Pa.
Bannerman, Glen, CAB, Toronto
W.
Barber, James A., KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
p
Bartley, Robert T., WNAC, Boston
Batchelder
, Harold W., WFBR, Baltimore
Baudino, Joseph E., Westinghouse Radio
j.J5 Stations, Inc., Philadelphia
|fc
M ' Bauriedel,
Pass, Ore.Capt. John G., KUIN, Grants
S;'1 Bausman, n
E., .
WISH, Indianapolis *
I Robertd
h
Baylor, Ben B., Jr., WMAL. Washington
J i
Beadell, Walter, Joseph Hershey McGilIvra, Inc., Chicago
L>\ Beaver, Cecil K., KARK, Little Rock, Ark.
ft* Becker
Beavers, Wallace, WCOL, Columbus
(Mrs.), Aurelia S., WTBO, Cumberland, Md.
m
Beckwith, Arthur H., AMP, New York
,,' Beeson,
York Sterling B., Headley Reed Co., New
<£ .
BeLoungy,
J. J.,
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Beltz, W. H.,
Washington
W
Bennett, Sam H., KMBC, Kansas City
fa
Benson, John, AAAA, New York
£i
Bentley, Julian, WLS, Chicago
Mi
Bentley, Wm. C, Army,
n
SL: Berend, Frank A., NBC, Washingto
Hollywood.
m
Berk, S. Bernard, WAKR, Akron
Berk, Mrs. S. Bernard, WAKR, Akron
Biggar, Geo. C, WLW, Cincinnati
'V. Bill,
Bigman,
Time .Inc.,
f/i
EdgarSonya,
L., WMBD,
Peoria,Chicago
III.
Binns, F. David, WLAC, Nashville
Birdwell. Jay W., WBIR. Knoxville, Tenn.
Bishop, Frank L., KFEL, Denver
Bitner, Harry M., WFBM, Indianapolis
ft
Bitner, Harry M., Jr., WFBM, Indianapolis
Black,
York Elizabeth, The Joseph Katz Co., New
>1
m

'S
A*

Blair,
& Co., Chicago
Blair, John,
Milton,John
Adv.Blair
Council

Buy
LISTENERS

Buy

WFMJ
covering

REGISTRATION

AT

Blatter, Frank, WBBM, Chicago
Blink, Milton, Standard Radio, Chicago
Bliss, S.dney H., WCLO, Janesville, Wis.
Bloom, Joseph, Forjoe & Co.. New York
Blumenstock,
George,
WSKB, McComb,
Miss.
Bockoven,
L.
F.,
Western
Electric, New
York
Bodec. Ben, Variety, Chicago
Boe, Bergi, MacFarland Aveyard. Chicago
Boice, Hugh K. WMBD, Peoria, 111.
Boland,
Walter M., General Electric, San
Francisco
Boler, John W., NCBS, St. Paul
Boiling,
York Geo. W., John Blair & Co., New
City
Bondurant,
E. Hale, WHO, Des Moines
Bonebraker, Matthew H., KOCY, Oklahoma
Boniel,
ChicagoRobert D., Edward Petry & Co.,
Booton, Fran H., WDZ, Tuscola, 111.
Born, Hiram H., WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis.
Bowden, James L.. WKBN, Youngstown
Bowes, Frank, WBZ-WBZA, Boston
Boynton,
Detroit Stan. G., Stanley G. Boynton,
Brackett,
Quincy A., WSPR, Springfield,
Mass.
Bradham,
ton. S. C.Douglass M., WTMA, CharlesBrandburg, Gustav, KVOO, Tulsa
Brant, E. L., United Press, Chicago
Bratton, Verl, WREN, Lawrence, Kan.
Breen, Edward, KVFL, Fort Dodge, la.
Broderick, Gertrude, FREC, Washington
Brown, Chas. B., NBC, New York
Brown, Gordon P., WSAY, Rochester
Brown, Kenyon, KOMA, Oklahoma City
Brunton, Ralph R„ KQW, San Francisco
Brunton, Sherwood B., KJBS, San Francisco
Buckley,
Richard D., John Blair & Co.,
New York
Burbach, George M., KSD, St. Louis
Burke, Bob, WMBH. Joplin, Mo.
Burke, Charles G., WJR, Detroit
Burke, Frank, Radio Daily, Chicago
Burke, Harold C, WBAL, Baltimore
Burke, Harry D., WOW, Omaha
Burkland, Carl, WTOP, Washington
Burrows, Don S., WBNS, ColumDus
Burns, Betty, Chicago Sun, Chicago
Burton, Don A., WLBC, Muncie, Ind.
Buttram, John W., WHMA, Anniston, Ala.
Cagle, Gene L., Texas State Network, Ft.
Worth
Caldwell, Louis C, Washington
Caldwell, P. G., General Electric, Los AnCall,
geles Virginia, Broadcasting, Chicago
Callahan,
New YorkLeonard D., Treasury-SESAC,
Callahan, Walter A., WSAI, Cincinnati
Callaway, J. Harry, WHAS, Louisville
Camp, Harry, WGAR, Cleveland
Campbell,
Eldon, WOWO-WGL, Ft. Wayne
Ind.
Campbell, Martin, WFAA-KGKO, Dallas
Campbell, Wendell B., KMOX, St. Louis
Carlson, Leonard T.. WKBB, Dubuque
Carman, Frank C, KUTA, Salt Lake City
Carpenter, H. K., WHK, Cleveland
Carpenter, James D.. WKBB. Dubuque
Carpenter, Johnny, KALE, Portland,
Carpenter, Ollie L., WPTF, Raleigh, N.Ore.
C.
Carr, Gene, Office of Censorship, Washington
Carrigan,
Joseph B., KWFT, Wichita Falls
Tex.
Cartwrigh
Detroit t, Wm. H., Edward Petry & Co.,
Case, T. Fred, KWON, Bartlesville, Okla.
Cavanaugh, C. C, KTBI, Tacoma, Wash.
Cavanagh,
N. J., Roche,
Williams &
Cunningham, Chicago
Cavey, F. A., WWL, New Orleans
Chamberlain, Paul L., General Electric,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Chapman, Alger, Alvord & Alvord, Washington
Chartoc, Shephard, WBBM, Chicago
Chernoff, Howard L., West Virginia Network, Charleston, W. Va.
5 0 0 0 WATTS

■

1 33 0 KILOCYCLES

greater

l'unngstown
More

listeners, more

hours

of ihe day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngslown,

O., area.*

*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Ill ue Network
Headley-Reed,
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ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
The roster of advertisers using WEVD year
after year reads like "Who's Who" in
National Advertising. List on request.
HENRY GREENFIELD, managing DIRECTOR
WEVD— 117 W. 46th Street, New York, N. Y.

NAB

WAR

CONFERENCE
Dupuy, R. Ernest, U. S. Army, WashingChilton, Ruth, WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y.
Duram,
ChicagoGeorge T., H. W. Kastor & Scl
Chicago Frank E., NBC Radio Recording,
Chizzini,
Eatherton, James L, WCBI, Columbus Mi
Christol, Henry I., Edward Petry Co., Inc.,
New York
Eaton
Joe, WHAS, Louisville
Chicago
Church, Arthur B., KMBC, Kansas City
Ebener,
Charlotte, International Ne>
Clark, George W., WLW, Chicago office
Ebner, Shirley, Trans Radio Press Chiej
Clark, M. Joe, Ottawa, Canada
Eggleston, Joe C, WMC, Memphis
Clark, Plez S., KFH, Wichita, Kan.
Egolf, Willard D.. NAB, Washington
Clark, William D., British Information
Service, Chicago
Eighmey, F. C, KGLO, Mason City Ia
Clarkson, Robert J., Columbia Recording
Eiselein
Ekrem, , T.Jos.,
C, RCA,
KVOD,Camden,
Denver N. J. '
Corp., New York
Clements, C. C, KYSM, Mankato, Minn.
Elbroch, Rae B., Franklin Bruck A I
Clifford, Marie E., WHFC, Cicero, 111.
Corp., New York
Cline, William
R., Hammond-Calumet
Elescue, Sergeant, Washington
Broadcasting Corp., Chicago
Elias, Don S., WWNC, Asheville, N C
Elliott, Walter E.. Elliott-Haynes
Clipp, Roger W., WFIL, Philadelphia
Limit
Toronto, Canada
Cloney,
Capt.
W.
T.,
1st
Service
Command,
Chicago
Boston
Ellis,
Girard D., Columbia Recording Cor
Coffman, Dale, WGY, Schenectady, N. Y.
Cohan, E. K., CBS, New York
Elmer, John, WCBM, Baltimore
Cohen,
Elvin, Ralph G.. WLOK, Lima, O.
ington Lester, Hogan & Hartson, WashElwood, John W., NBC, San Francisco
Cohen, Philip H., OWI, Washington
Enns,
MoinesH. Ted, Iowa Broadcasting Co., I
Coleman, George D., WGBI, Scranton, Pa.
Collins, J. M., Ascap, New York
Enoch, Robert D., KTOK, Oklahoma Cit\
Chicago William B., Wade Adv. Agency,
Condon,
Erbes,
Bill, Printers Ink, Chicago
York John,
Esau,
KTUL, TuUa
Conley,
John
B., WOWO-WGL, Fort
Esoner, C. Lloyd, NBC-Thesaurus, Nc
Wayne, Ind.
Connolly, Thomas D., CBS, New York
Essex, Harold, WSJS-W41MM, Winstc
Connor, Richard, OWI, Washington
Salem, N. C.
Conroy, James J., WDSM, Duluth, Minn.
Esten, Perry W., WGRC, Louisville
Cook, Chas. R., WJPF, Herrin, 111.
Evans, Haydn R., WHBY, Green Bay, W
Cook, Wayne N., WCAR. Pont!ac, Mich.
Evans, Ralph, WHC-WUC, Davenport, 1
Coons, Sheldon, NAB, New York
Evans, T. Arthur, CAB, Toronto, Cana.
Corderman, Roy, OWI, Washington
Evans, Tom L., KCMO. Kansas City, Mo.
Cosby, Clarence G., KXOK, St. Louis, Mo.
Everson,
Carl M., WHKC, Columbus, 0.
Coulson, W. Lee, WHAS, Louisville
Coulter, Douglas, CBS, New York
Fair, Harold C, WHO, Des Moines
Courc Hene, Homer B., WLS-WEBNR,
Falk, Lee, OWI, Washington
Tinley Park, 111.
Falknor, Frahk B., WBBM, Chicago
Courtney, Paul, WBBM-CBS, Chicago
Falvey, Jack, KBIZ, Ottumwa, Ia.
Coveny, Carleton E., John Blair Co., Los
Fast, Herman E., WKRC, Cincinnati
Angeles
Faust, Holman, U. S. Navy, Chicago
Covington, Bill, WCOV, Montgomery, Ala.
Fay. Wm., WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
Cox, H. Q., KEX, Portland, Ore.
Fellows, Harold E., WEEI, Boston
Cox, Leonard C, WSAR, Fall River, Mass.
Feltis, Hugh, KOIL, Omaha
Craig, William F., WLBC, Muncie, Ind.
Fetzer, John E., WKZO, Kalamazoo
Crain, Mcrray, Advertising Age, Chicago
Fifer, C. Arthur, WTAD, Quincy, 111.
Crandall, George, WABC, New York
Finney, C. M., AMP, New York
Cranston,
George,
WBAP-KGKO, Fort
Fisher,
I., KOMO-KJR, Seattle
cago Bennett
Worth
Fishman,
Milton, Trans Radio Press, Ch
Creut, John, WPB, Washington
Crews, Albert, NBC, Evanston, 111.
Fitzgerald, John D., NAM, New York
Cribb, Wayne W., WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis.
Fitzpatrick, Jack, NAB, Chicago
Croghan, Art H., WJBK, Detroit
Fitzpatrick, Leo, WJR, Detroit
Crook, Frank F., WFCI, Pawtucket, R. I. Fitzpatrick,
Paul E., WEBR, Buffalo
Crosier,
Davis
F,
Howard
H.
Wilson
Co.,
New York
Flaherty, Eugene T., KSCJ, Sioux City, It
Flanagan,
Wm. Lyle, KSO-KRNT, De
Moines
Crowell, Henry C, WMBI-W75C, Chicago
Crowther, Frank, WMAZ, Macon, Ga.
Flanagan,
Ed
Y., WSPD, Toledo
Cruisenberry, Jim, WBBM-CBS, Chicago
Fletcher, J. Earle, KAND, Corsicana, Tei
Culligan, E. M., WMC, Washington
Fly, James L., FCC, Washington
Culmer, Claud, Treasury-SESAC, New York
Fohy, A. A., KABR, Aberdeen, S. D.
Cummings, sonville,Harry
E.,
Station
Rep.,
JackFontaine,
John E., Nelson Chesman C
Fla.
Chattanooga
Cummings ,W. H., WENR, Chicago
Ford, Ann, Chicago Tribune, Chirago
Curnutt, Allan, WCLO, Janesville, Wis.
Ford, Fred H, WWPG, Palm Beach, Fla.
Chicago Edwin G., Jr., The Foreman Coi
Foreman,
Dabadie, Roy Joseph, WJBO, Baton Rouge
Dahl, Howard, WKBH, La Crosse, Wis.
Forster, Maj. Ralph, British Army
Info.
Dameron,
Kenneth, Common Consumer's
Forte, Blossom, Chicago Sun, Chicago Co
Foster, Gerald P., WDZ, Tuscola, 111.
Damm, Walter J, WTMJ, Milwaukee
Daniel, Harben, WSAV, Savannah
Foster, Ralph D., KGBX, Springfield, Mo
Daugherty, C. F., WSB, Atlanta
Fox, Katherine, WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati
Davenport, James A., WATL, Atlanta
Fox, S. S., KDYL, Salt Lake City
York Carlos, Young & Rubicam, Ne
Franco,
David, William R., General Electric Co.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Frank, Nathan, WCBT, Roanoke Rapid?
Davis, Charles E.. WWPG. Palm Beach, Fla.
Davis, Elmer, OWI. Washington
N. C.
Frank, Reed, Wm. G. Rambeau Co., Chica
Davis, George C, George C. Davis, WashFrase, Ed. C, WMC, Memphis
ington
Frazier, Howard S., NAB, Washington
Davis, John W., Headley Reed Co., Chicago
Chicago Stuart V., Young & Rubicam, Inc.
Freeman, Chas. M., WLS, Chicago
Dawson,
French, Carlin S., WTMV, East St. Louis!
Dean, Lorraine, The Advertiser, New York
111.
and Cincinnati
Fierdenthal, Freddy, WJR, Detroit
Ala.
DeMotte, John B., WSFA, Montgomery,
Frey, George H., NBC, New York
Fricke, Wm. A., American Assn. of Adv
Dennis, Walter L., NAB, Washington
Agencies, New York
Denny, Charles, FCC, Washington
Fry, Paul R., KBON, Omaha
Denny, Charles E., WERC, Erie Pa.
Fuqua, J. B., WGAC, Augusta, Ga.
Gaines,
James M., NBC, New York
Denny, ,Herbert
,
Standar
Dettman
d
Radio,'
Dallas
Robert A., KDAL, Duluth,
Minn.
Gallagher, John L., WHBY, Appleton, Wi
Dewing, Harold L., WCBS, Springfield, 111.
Gallaher,
H. T., FCC, Chicago
Dieringer, Frank A., WFMJ, Youngstown
Gamble, Fred R., AAAA. New York
Dirks, Dietrich, KTRI, Sioux City
Gammons, Earl H., WTOP, Washington
Dixon, John J., WROK, Rockford 111
Garber,
John A., Strawbridge & Clothier
Dobyns, C. Merwin, KGER, Long Beach,
Philadelphia
Calif.
cago
Garber, Milton B., KCRC, Enid, Okla.
Doheny, Toby C. W., Standard Rate, ChiGatchell, Creighton, WGAN, Portland, Me
Gavin,
Tom, WIRE, Indianapolis
Doolittle, Franklin M., WDRC, West HartGaynor, Simms. Trans Radio Press, Chicagi
ford, Conn.
Geddes, Bond, RMA, Washington
Doran,
Akron Dorothy, Akron Beacon- Journal,
Gehkes, F. A., WGBF, Evansville, Ind.
Gemoets, E. L., KTSM, El Paso
Dorrell, Ward W., C. E. Hooper, Inc., New
George, Carl E., WGAR. Cleveland
Giles,
Theodore A.. WMBD, Peoria, 111.
York
Downs, Adm. John, U. S. Navy, Chicago
Gillette, Lee, WAAF. Chicago
Draughon, Jack M., WSIX. Nashvil
le
Gillin, John J., WOW, Omaha
Draughon, Louis R., WSIX, Nashville
Gilman, Don E., KGO, San Francisco
Dudley, Andrew, OWI, Washington
Gilmore
DuMond, Jack, KXEL, Waterloo la
Portland,(Mrs.),
Ore. Mary Elizabeth, KBPSJ
DuMond, Joe, KXEL, Waterloo, la.
Gimbel,
Benedict,
WIP, Philadelphia
Duncan, L. J., WDAK, West Point, Ga
Gittinger, Wm. C. CBS, New Yor k
Dunvill
nati e, Robt. E., WLW-WSAI, CincinGiven, Helen, WLBJ, Bowling Green, Ky,
Given, Ken, WLBJ, Bowling Green, Ky,
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Kaney, A. W., NBC, Chicago
Kapper, Leonard. WCAE. Pittsburgh
Karol, John J., CBS, New York
Kassner, Don, KXEL. Waterloo, la.
Katzentine, Ucola, WKAT, Miami Beach
Kav, Fisher, The Walker Co., Chicago
Kaye. Sydney M.. NAB-BMI, New York
Keasler, Jack, WOAI, San Antonio
Keese, Alex, WFAA, Dallas
Kelchner. Jay 0., WIBC. Indianapolis, Ind.
Kellam, Kenneth K., KTHS, Hot Springs,
Ark.
Keller, Leroy, New York
Kelley, Roy C, WLAV, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
cago F. C, Advertising & Selling, ChiKendall,

t'HING TO SELL (now) but plenty to talk about animated this
D ngent from Western Electric and Graybar at the NAB War ConBice in Chicago (first row, 1 to r) : D. B. McKey; H. N. Willets;
I Wallace; L. E. Walker. Second row, William Whitmore; W. E. Junker,
, . Bockoven; H. F. Scarr.
1 , Earl J., KSL, Salt Lake City
■ >w, R. Lee, WACO. Waco, Tex.
| an, A. L., KLO, Ogden, Utah.
■ er, Glenn 0., Convention Bureau, CinI lati
■d, E. J., U. S. Army, New York
I in, W. L., KPRO. Riverside. Calif
iird, Fred G., KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash.
I n. David T., Standard Adv. Register,
1 cago
■ lan, Norman, Broadcasting, Wash1 ton
■ ind, M. Lewis, Goodkind, Joice & MorI , Chicago
§ n, James E., WNOE, New Orleans
I n, John, Needham, Louis & Brorby,
I cago
I n, Ken, KDTH, Dubuque, la.
* eb, Lester, MBS, New York
Ii,k Emile J., Treasury-SESAC, New
l.en, Stanley W., RCA, Camden, N. J.
liorn, Murray B., WJZ, New York
Inn, Arthur W., WKST, New Castle,
Iim, Louis L., KFJZ, Ft. Worth
I , Nat, Billboard, Chicago
1 .Truman, WFLA, Tampa, Fla.
Ilebaum, Milton L., WSAM, Saginaw,
I h.
■ lee Howard N., WAOV, Vincennes,
try, S. D., WEAF, New York
1 >on, John, Ottawa, Canada
on, G. W., WISN, Milwaukee
■ >s, Harold E., KOME, Tulsa
p', Irvin, Edw. Petry & Co., Chicago
| , Jack O., KFMB, San Diego
1 , John G., CBS, New York
m\ Buckingham, J. Walter Thompson,
f cago
in-, R. Sanford, Piedmont Broadcasting
fi -p., Danville, Va.
|U, Walter, WDRC, Hartford, Conn.
Wett, C. H., WINS, New York
I nah, Gus, SESAC-Treasury, New York
|,r, Kolin D.. WGY, Schenectady
I pan. Clarence T., WTCN, Minneapolisfi Paul
|l Geo. R., KSOO-KELO, Sioux Falls,
IfAllen,
II
Hugh, WHIZ.'Zanesville,
A. L.. WOAI, San O. Antonio
IV, George E., KMBC, Kansas City, Mo.
iUton, Ann, WLBJ. Bowling Grpen, Ky.
im, Edward W., KSD, St. Louis
B e, Ken M.. KSTP, St. Paul
U',a, Michael R., WHCU, Ithaca. N. Y.
lahan.
James
C, Scripps-Howard,
In phis,
son,D. Elmer O, KILO, Grand Forks,
y on, O. B., NBC. New York
i uveaux, Jules, NBC, Chicago
» son, A. F., United Press. New York
pn, Paul F.. WIBG. Philadelphia
ihey, Hardy C, KNOW, Austin, Tex.
lis, Charles L., WGRC, Louisville
lis, Graham, Treasury-SESAC, New
I i-k
is, Wiley P.. WJDX, Jackson, Miss,
ij.trlin, Carl, BMI, New York
».k, Edgar L.. KATE. Albert Lea, Minn,
is, Arthur H., WABC, New York
fs, H. D., FCC, Chicago
es, Paul W., Eliott Haynes, Limited,
■1real, Canada
ord, Beecher, WJHP, Jacksonville,
J rk
ley, Frank M., Headley Reed Co., New
h,
br. Wick M., KMMJ, Grand Island,
er. Con. KVOD, Denver
es, William S., WEAF, New York
sy, John, Broadcasting, Washington,
tz, Jack, WCBS, Springfield, 111.
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Heller, Lawrence V., WINX, Washington
Henkin, Ruth, KSOO & KELO, S:oux Falls,
S. D.
Henkin, Morton, KSOO & KELO, Sioux
Falls, S. D.
Hennessey, Philip J.. Jr., Segal, Smith &
Hennessey, Washington
Hercher, Bill, Associated Press, Chicago
Herman,
Worth Abe M., WBAP-KGKO, Fort
Herman, Buell, Edw. Petry, Winnetka, 111.
Heyer, Clair B., Armour & Co., Chicago
Hickox, Sheldon B., NBC, New York
Hicks, Virgil C, KTSM, El Paso
Higgins, Francis A., WDAM, Danville, 111.
Hill, E. E. WTAG, Worcester, Mass.
Hinkle, Felix, WHBC, Canton, 0.
Hinley, Bob, Daily Netvs, Chicago
Hirsch, Oscar C, KFVS, Cape Girardeau,
Mo.
Hoffman, Edward, WMIN, St. Paul
Hoffman, Karl B., WGR-WKBW, Buffalo
Hoffman, Phil, WNAX, Yankton, S. D.
Hollister, Herb, KANS, Wichita, Kan.
Holt, Hillis, Atlantic Coast Network, New
York
Holt, Thad, WAPI, Birmingham, Ala.
Honea, Bert N, WBAP, Ft. Worth
Honigberg, Sam, Billboard, New York
Hoole,
cago Harry, Advertising & Selling, ChiHooper, C. E., C. E. Hooper, Inc., New
York
Hopkins, A. R., RCA Victor Div., Chicago
Hopkins, James F., WJBK, Detroit
Hopkins, John T., WJAX, Jacksonville,
Fla.
Horgen, M. I., KMMJ, Grand Island, Nebr.
Horstman, Edw. C, WENR. Chicago
Hough, Harold V., WBAP-KGKO, Fort
Worth
Hover, Fred R., WFIN. Findley, 0.
Howell, Rex., KFXJ, Grand Junction, Colo.
HuJson, Robert B., Rky. Mt. Radio Council, Denver
Hudson, Wilbur E., WAVE, Louisville
Hughes, Carol, Tune In, Chicago
Hughes, Elwyn C., KFWB, Los Angeles
Hughes, Jack, WCOV, Montgomery, Ala.
Hull.
YorkEarl O, WHLD, Niagara Falls, New
Hunter, C. M., WHK-WCLE, Cleveland
Hunter. Tom, KGER, Long Beach, Calif.
Hurleigh, Bob, Press Assn., Chicago
Hyatt, F. Marion. WJHO, Opelika, Ala.
Hymes, John, Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York
Irving. Bill, Chicago Times, Chicago
Ives, George M., WHFC, Cicero, 111.
Jackson, George M., WBOW, Terre Haute,
Ind.
Jackson,
Hub, Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago
Jacobs, Maxine ,KROC, Rochester, Minn.
Jansky, C. M., Jr.. W3XO, Washington
Jayne, Dan E., WELL, Battle Creek, Mich.
Jeffrey, John C, WKMO, Kokomo, Ind.
Johns. Myles H., WOSH, Oshkosh. Wis.
Johnson, Jay A., WTAX. Springfield, 111.
Johnson, Leslie C, WHBF. Rock Island, 111.
Johnson, Walter, WTIC, Hartford, Conn.
Johnston, E. D., Dow & Lohnes, Washington
Johnston, Henry P., WSGN, Birmingham
Johnston, Kenneth B., WCOL, Columbus, O.
Jones, Hugh O., WGCM, Gulfport, Miss.
Jones, Merle S.. KMOX, St. Louis
Jones, W. L., RCA Victor Division, Camden, N. J.
Jonker, W. E., Western Electric Co., New
York
Jordan, Chas. B., WRR, Dallas
Jordan, Ray P., WDBJ, Roanoke, Va.
Joscelyn A E., WCCO. Minneapolis
Joy, George E., WRAK. Williamsport, Pa.
Joy, Leslie W., KYW, Philadelphia
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Advertising

Kendall, reau.
Frank
Chicago P., National Research BuKendrick, A. J., World Broadcasting System, New York
Kendrick, Herbert R., WJLS, Beckley,
W. Va.
Kenkel, Fred H., C. E. Hooper, Inc., New
York
Kennedy, Helen, Kroger Grocery, Chicago
Kennedy, Ken, WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
Kennett,
Robert L.. WHAS, Louisville
Louis, Geo.
Kercher,
A., Edward Petry & Co., St.
Kesten, Paul W., CBS, New York
King, Frank M., WMBR. Jacksonville, Fla.
King.
wood Gerald, Standard Radio, Inc., HollyKing, Jim R.. WMFG, Hibbing, Minn.
Kirby. Ed., U. S. Army, Washington
Kirsch, Marvin, Radio Daily, Chicago
Klein,
Wm. L., United Broadcasting Co.,
Chicago
Knight, Bill (W. T.), WTOC, Savannah,
cago
Knodel,
J. W., Free & Peters, Inc., ChiGa.
Koerper, Karl, KMBC. Kansas City, Mo.
Koessler, Walter, WROK, Rockford, 111.
Korab, Frank H., Arbee Radio Labs.,
Kansas City, Kan.
Kraeft, Norman, WJJD, Chicago
Kramer, Worth, WGKV, Charleston, W. Va.
Krelstein, Harold R., WMPS. Memphis
Kroen, Edward J., WKPA, New Kensington, Pa.
Krueger, Herbert L., WTAG, Worcester,
Mass.
Lackey,
F. Ernest, WHOP, Hopkinsville,
Ky.
Lacy, Allen, WJDX, Jackson, Miss.
Lafount. Harold A., WCOP, Boston.
Laird. Ben A.. WOSH, Oshkosh, Wis.
LaMarque, J. W., Graybar Elec. Co., New
York
Lancaster,
W. Emery, WTAD, Quincy, 111.
Lane, C. Howard, CBS, Chicago
Lane, Wm. T., WAGE. Syracuse, N. Y.
Lanford. T. B., KRMD, Shreveport, La.
Lang, Joseph, WHOM, New York
Langlois,
"Cy," Lang-Worth, New York
ChicagoPete,
Latsis,
Chicago Herald-Amei'ican,
Laubengayer, R. J., KSAL, Salina, Kans.
Laux,
J., WSTV-WJPA, Steubenville, John
O.
Lavin, Barney, WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
Lawrence, Craig, KSO. Des Moines
Lawrence, Val, KROD, El Paso
Lee, Jack, WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
Lee. Joseph W.. KGFF, Shawnee, Okla.
LeGate, James M., WIOD, Miami
Lemper, Genevieve M., Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago
Leonard, Charles C WAVE, Louisville
Levinson. H. Y., WCAR, Pontiac, Mich.
Levy, Isaac D., WCAU. Philadelphia
Levy, Leon. WCAU, Philadelphia
Lewis, C. M., RCA. Camden. N. J.
Lewis, Dorothy. NAB. Washington
Lewis, Louie L.. WOI, Ames, la.
Lewis Wm. R.. Maxon, Inc.. New York
Linder, Harry W., KWLM, Willmar. Minn.
Lindow, Capt. Lester W., Camp Wolters,
Tex.
Lindsley, Robert K., KFBI, Wichita, Kans.
Liner J. C, KMLB, Monroe, La.
Little, Lee, KTUC, Tucson
Locke, C. Blakey, KFDM. Beaumont, Tex.
Loeb, Howard M., WFDF, Flint, Mich.
Lohnes. Geo. M.. W3XO, Washington
Long. Dewey H., WLW, Chicago
Long. Maury, Broadcasting, New York
Lounsberry. I. R.. WGR. Buffalo
Lottridge, J. Burvl. WOC. Davenport, la.
Loyet. P. A., WHO. Des Moines
Lucy. Calvin T.. WRVA. Richmond, Va.
Ludy. Ben. WIBW, Topeka. Kans.
Lund. Victor H., WAOV, Vincennes, Ind.
cago Oscar, Motion Picture Daily, ChiLundy,
Luther, Clark A., KFH, Wichita, Kans.
Luttgens, Howard C, WMAQ. Chicago
Lynch, Thomas H., Wm. Esty & Co., Inc.,
New York
Lynn, Gerald, Chicago Sun, Chicago

McDermott. Mrs. Gerard B., KBUR, Burlington, la.
McDermott, Tom, N. W. Ayer & Son,
New York
McDonald,
Hill, Pa. Benjamin A., KYW, Drexel
McDonald. Joseph A., WMAQ, Chicago
McGill, W. B., KDKA. Pittsburgh
McGillvra, Joseph H., Joseph Hershey
McGillvra, Inc., New York
McGillvra, Mrs. Joseph H., Joseph Hershey
McGillvra, Inc., New York
McGlashan, Ben S., KGFJ, Los Angeles
McGrath, William B., WNEW. New York
Mcintosh. Frank, WPB, Washington. D. C.
McKey, Dixie B., Graybar Electric Co.,
New York
MeKinley, Jon R., WFDF. Flint. Mich.
McLean,
James D., General Electric Co.,
Schenectady
McMillan, George, ANA, New York
McNaughton, Henry B., WAJR, Morgantown, W. Va.
McRaney,
Robert L., WCBI, Columbus,
Miss.
Mackin, Joseph D., WMAM, Marinette,
Wis.
Mich. Robert L., WHLS, Port Huron,
Mackin,
MacPherson, James R., KOA. Denver
Madsen, Arch L., KOVO, Provo, Utah
Magin, Theodore G.. WDAN. Danville, 111.
Maillefert, Bill, Compton Adv., New York
Maizlish, Harry, KFWB, Los Angeles
Maland. J. O., WHO, Des Moines
Malo, Wm. F., WDRC-W65H, Hartford
Mandernach, Howard J., General Elec. Co.,
Bridgeport, Conn.
Manning,
Boston John F., 1st Service Command.
Manson,
Corp. Donald, Canadian Broadcasting
Manson. Ray H.. WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
Mara. Jarry, Allied Record Mfg. Co., La
Palmas, Hollywood
Marget, Manny. KVOX. Fargo, N. D.
Markel,
York Lt. Hazel, WAVES
Marks, Henry Wm., Printer's Ink, New
Marshall, K. G.. WBRC. Birmingham
Martin, Bill, KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb.
Martin, field, 0.Reggie, WIZE-WAAC, SpringMartino, Italo 0., WDRC, Woodbridge.
Conn.
Mason, Richard H.. WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
Mason, R. T., WMRN, Marion, O.
Mastin. Cecil D., WNBF, Binghamton,
N. Y. Elizabeth T., WNBF, Binghamton.
Mastin.
N. Y.
Matison. Dave A., WAML, Laurel, Miss.
May, Foster W., WOW-KFAB, Omaha
May, Earl E., KMA. Shenandoah, la.
Mavo, John, Assoc. Recorded Pgn. Serv.,
New York
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McBride, W. G., WDBO, Orlando, Fla.
McCluer, Paul, NBC. Chicago
McCollough, Clair R., WGAL, Lancaster,
Pa.
McConnell, James V., WEAF, New York
McConnell, C. Bruce, WISH, Indianapolis
McCormack, John O, KWKH, Shreveport,
La.
McDermott, Gerard B., KBUR, Burlington, la.
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Meagher John F., KYSM, Mankato, Minn.
Meegan, John J., WEBR, Buffalo
Meighan, Howard S., Radio Sales (CBS),
New York
Mendicino, John, Chicago Sun, Chicago
Menser, C. L., NBC, New York
Mermey, Maurice, Baldwin & Mermey,
New York
Meyer, Harold H., WSRR, Stamford, Conn.
Meyer, Phil J., KFYR, Bismarck, N. D.
Meyers, Milton H., WEIM, Fitchburg,
Midgley, Ned, CBS, New York
Milbourne, L. Waters, WCAO, Baltimore
Miller, Allan
H., Miller Productions,
Toledo
Miller, Allen, KOAC, Corvallis, Ore.
Miller, Carlyle W., Westinghouse, Catonsville, Md.
Miller, John B., Advertising Age, Chicago
Miller, Joseph L., NAB, Washington, D. C.
Miller, Neville, NAB, Washington D. C.
Milne, G. O., WJZ, New York
Milne, James T., WELI,
New Haven,
Conn.
,
Mingay Oswald Francis, Australian Radio
Publications, Sydney, Australia
Minor, Vern B., KWBW, Hutchinson, Kan.
Minor, C. Albert, KOMA, Oklahoma City
Mitchell, Ralph W., Headley Reed Co.,
San Francisco
Mitchell, R. M., WJR, Detroit
Mitchell, L. Spencer, WDAE, Tampa
Moody, Robert H., WHIO, Dayton
Moore, Herbert, Trans Radio Press, Chicago
Moore, James H., WSLS, Roanoke, Va.
Moore, Robert, Trans Radio Press, Chicago
Moore, Wm. I., WBNX, New York
Morency, Paul W., WTIC, Hartford, Conn.
Morgan, F. L., Variety, Chicago
Moroney, J. M., WFAA, Dallas
Morris, Felix, WIBW-KCKN, Chicago
Morrison, S. Robert, WMRN, Marion, O.
Morton, Capt. Ruth
Mosby, Art J., KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
Moser, John B., WBBM, Chicago
Mueller, G. A., KFMB, San Diego
Murphy, John E., WCKY, Cincinnati
Murphy, Morgan, WEAU, Eau Claire, Wis.
Munzel, Harry, Herald American, Chicago
Myer,
delphiaDwight A., Westinghouse, PhilaMyers, C. W. (Chuck), KALE, Portland,
Ore.
Myers, Frank O., KWFC, Hot Springs
Nafzger, Lester H., WBNS-W45CM, Columbus, O.
Nasman, Len E., WFMJ, Youngstown, O.
Neale, J. James, Blackett Sample Hummert, Chicago.
Nelson, Ella L., NAB, Washington, D. C.
Nelson, Linnea, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York.
Nelson, Louis J., Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Ness, Eliot, Nat. Common Health Inf.
New, John, WTAR, Norfolk, Va.
Newton, Wm., BBC, Chicago.
Nicholls, Squad Leader, RAF.
Nino, John A., Radio Promotional Service,
Richmond, Va.
Noble, Albert, WLAC, Nashville
Noble, Carl M., WDAN,
Danville, 111.
Nolte, Vernon, WMBD, Peoria, 111.
Norins, William, WBYN, New York
Norris, Sam, Amperex Electronic Prod.,
Brooklyn
North, Jack, Aubrey, Moore & Wallace
Adv. Agency, Chicago
Norton, Edward L., WAPI, Birmingham,
Ala.
O'Brien,
N. Y. Bernard C, WHEC, Rochester,
O'Fallon,
Olin, BruffGene,
W., KFEL,
WKIP, Denver
Poughkeepsie
Omelian, Leo J., WLEU, Erie, Pa.
O'Neil, Bill,
Akron
Ottmann,
Mrs.WJW,
W. F.,
Omaha, Nebr.
Outler, John M., WSB, Atlanta
Overly, Wm. J., KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb.
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Sillerman, Michael M., Keystone Br
casting System, Inc., New York
Silvernail, Frank, BBDO, New York
Simon, Arthur, WPEN, Philadelphia
Sinnett, Robt. J., WHBF, Rock Island
Slater, Tom, MBS, New York
Slatter, J., Radio Representatives, 5
Toronto, Canada
Slavick, Henry W., WMC, Memphis
Smart, Bill (W.B.), WTOC, Savan
Ga.
Smiley, David E., WDAE, Tampa, FIs
Smith, Alvin H., KSCJ, Sioux City, j
Smith, Alvin H., KSCJ, Perkins 1;
Co., Sioux City, la.
Smith, Arthur J., WNAX, Yankton, £
Smith, Calvin J., KFAC, Los Angele
Ark. Cecil E., KUOA, Siloam Spr
Smith,

Pagliara, Nick, WEW, St. Louis, Mo.
Paine, John G., A.S.C.A.P., New York
Palmer, Col. B. J., WHO, Davenport, la.
Palmer, Fred A., WCKY, Cincinnati
Paley, William, CBS, New York
Palmer, Mrs. Geo. B., Minneapolis
Pangborn, Arden, KEX, Portland, Ore.
Pape, W. O. (Bill), WALA, Mobile, Ala.
Parham, Carter, WDOD, Chattanooga
Parrish, Margo, Time, Inc., Chicago
Parsons, Robert, WMBI, Chicago
Parsons,
Willis B., NBC Radio-Recording,
New York
Patt, James M., WKRC, Cincinnati
Patt, John F., WGAR, Cleveland
Patterson, George C, WAVE, Louisville
Patterson, S. H., KSAN, San Francisco
Paul, Sol, Broadcasting, Chicago
Peax, Gene, WPAD, Paducah, Ky.
Peck,
New Jane
York R., Benton & Bowles, Inc.,
Pefferle, L. G., WCBS, Springfield, 111.
Pengra, Marshall H., KRNR, Roseburg,
Ore.
Pa.
Person,
W. Van, WRAK, Williamsport,
Peter, Paul F., NAB, Washington, D. C.
Peterson,
Chicago G. S., General Electric Co.,
Petersen,
H. "Pete,"
Peterson, M.
Howard,
U. S. OWI,
Army, Chicago
Omaha
Pett, Saul, International News, Chicago
Phillips, Chas. F., WFBL. Syracuse
Pierce, Jennings, NBC, Hollywood
Pixley, Lloyd A., Fort Industry Co.,
ToledoRussell P., NAB, Washington, D. C.
Place,
Pa.
Podeyn, Geo. J., KQV-WHJB, Greensburg,
tady
Porter, John G., General Electric, SchenecPotter, John W., WHBF, Rock Island, 111.
Powell, Hugh J., KGGF, Coffeyville, Kans.
Poynor, D. J., WMBH, Joplin, Mo.
Prendergast, Frank, Ottawa, Can.
Pribble, Vernon H., WTAM, Cleveland
Price, Byron, Censorship, Washington, D.
C.
Price, Jack, WBNS, Columbus, O.
Priebe, Robt. E., KRSC, Seattle
Pugliese, Norma, Broadcasting, Washington, D. C.
Purcell. Willard J., WGY, Schenectady
Pyle, Kay W., KFBI, Wichita, Kans.
la.
Quarton,
Sumner D., WMT, Cedar Rapids,
Quarton, William B.. WMT, Cedar Rapids,
la.
Quentin, Chas. F., WMT, Cedar Rapids,
la.
Rambeau, William G., Wm. G. Rambeau,
Chicago
Ramsland, Odin S., KDAL, Duluth
Rankin, J. George P. WMAZ, Macon, Ga.
Rapp, J. C, KMA, Shenandoah, la.
Rawlings, Joe, Associated Press, Chicago
Ray, Paul, John Blair & Co., Chicago
Ray, William, WENR-WMAQ, Chicago
Ream, Joe, CBS, New York
Reed,
cago Dwight S., Headley Reed Co., ChiReed, Fred, WIND, Chicago
Reed, Vernon E., KFH, Wichita, Kans.
Reichner, Morgan, U. S. Navy, Washington, D. C.
Reilly, William J., Station Rep., Chicago
Reinsch, J. Leonard, WSB, Atlanta
Rekart. Arthur F., KXOK, St. Louis, Mo.
Renshaw, Fred W., WOSH, Oshkosh, Wis.
Reuter, Maynard, Billboard, Chicago
Revercomb, Everett E., NAB, Washington, D. C.
Reynolds, George A., WSM, Nashville
Reynolds, John B., WKWK, Wheeling
Rice, Herbert C, WKBW-WER, Buffalo
Rich, Bill, Time, Inc., Chicago,
Richard Norbert J., WISN, Milwaukee
Richards, Robert, Censorship, Washington,
D. C.
Richardson, Inez G., Stanford University,
Calif.
Ringgold, Henry E., Edward Petry & Co.,
New York
Ringson, W. Ray, WRDW, Augusta, Ga.
Riple, W. A., WTRY, Troy, N. Y.
Ripley, Fred R., WSYR, Syracuse
Rivers, John M., WCSC, Charleston, S. C.
Robbins, Richard G., WHLD, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.
Roberts,
Morgan Harlow P., Goodkind, Joice &
Roberts, Ingham Stephen, KGBS, Harlingen, Tex.
Roberts, Luke, KALE, Portland, Ore.
Robertson, B. G., KWKH-KTBS, Shreveport, La.
Robison,
Ashley L., WORL, Belmont,
Mass.
Rock, James B., KDKA, Pittsburgh
Roderick, Dorrance D., KROD, El Paso
Rodgers, James
Roeder, George H., WCBM, Baltimore
Rogers,
Chicago H. E., Standard Rate & Data,
Rogers,
Naylor,
Keystone Broadcasting
System, Inc., Chicago
Rollinson,
Chicago June, Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Rollo, Reed T., Kirkland, Fleming, Washington, D. C.
Rosenberg, Manuel, The Advertiser, New
York, Cincinnati
Rosenblum, David H., WISR, Butler, Pa.
Rosenhaus, Irving Robert, WAAT, Newark

Smith,"
Kansas City,
Mo.
Smith, Dick,
GeorgeWHB,
W., WWVA,
Wheelin
Smith, Henry K., KBTJR, Burlington
Smith, Hugh M., WAML, Laurel, Mii
Smith, J. Porter, WGRC, Louisville
Smith, Neal A., WCOL, Columbus, C
Smith, T. Frank, KXYZ-KRIS, Houst
Smithgall, Chas. A., WAGA, Atlanta, :
Smullin, Wm. B. (Bill), KIEM, Em,
Calif.
Somerville,
Chicago H. V., RCA Victor Divi:

THE

OLD

ARMY GAME was momentarily forgotten at the War
Conference in Chicago as radio
palaver was exchanged by Major
Ben S. McGlashan, KGFJ, Los Angeles, now commanding an antisub patrol base in the Gulf of Mexico and 2d Lt. Clark A. Luther,
KFH, Wichita, Civilian Air Patrol,
Wichita.
Roth, Eugene J., KONO, San Antonio
Rothschild, Walter J., WTAD, Quincy, 111.
Rowan, Bartlett J., WGY, Schenectady
cago Mary, Wm. G. Rambeau Co., ChiRudd,
Rumple, Barry T., NBC, New York
Runchey, O. A., KOL, Seattle
Rupard, J. Nelson, KTSW, Emporia, Kans.
Russell,
D. C. Frank M., WRC, Washington,
Russell, Mrs. F. M., WRC, Washington,
D. C.
Russell, Roy L., WOPI, Bristol, Va.
Ryan, J. Harold, WSPD, Toledo
Ryan, Wm. B., KECA-KFI, Los Angeles
Ryder, Les, WCED, Dubois, Pa.
Safford, Harold, KOY, Phoenix
Sandage, C. H., Harvard Business School,
Boston
Sambrook,
A. B., World Broadcasting
System, New York
Saddler, Owen L., KMA, Shenandoah, la.
Saumenig. J. Dudley, WIS, Columbia, S. C.
Scarr,
New Henry
York. F., Western Electric Co.,
Sehafer, Walter C, WDZ, Tuscola, 111.
Schepp,
Rex, WIRE, Indianapolis
Mo.
Schilling,
John T., WHB,
Kansas City,
Schilplin, Fred, KFAM, St. Cloud, Minn.
Schimck, Tom, CBS, New York
Schindler, C. E. WGRC, Louisville
Schmid, Robert A., MBS, New York
Schmitt, Kenneth F., WIBA, Madison, Wis.
Schudt, Wm. A., CBS, New York
Schuebel, Reggie, Duane Jones Co., New
York
Schwartz, Lavinia S., WBBM, Chicago
Scott, Chas. P., KTKC, Visalia, Calif.
Sears,
cago Burt H., Sears & Ayer, Inc., ChiSedgwick, Joe, CAB, Toronto, Can.
Sedgwick, Harry, CAB, Toronto, Can.
Selvin, Ben, AMP, New York
Sepaugh, Louis M., KRMD, Shreveport,
La.
Seville, Hal A., WJEJ, Hagerstown, N. D.
Seward, James M., CBS, New York
Sexton, Morgan, KROS, Clinton, la.
Shackelford, Benj. E., WEAF, New York
Shaffer, Roger A., WSPA-WORD, Spartanburg, S. C.
Shafto, G. Richard, WIS, Columbia, S. C.
Shannon, Ray, KQV, Pittsburgh
Sharp, Ivor, KSL, Salt Lake City
Sharp, Thomas E., KFSD, San Diego
Shawd, Arch, WTOL, Toledo
Shearer, Charles, Chief Censor of Publications (Radio), Ottawa, Canada
cago
Shearer,
T. R., A. C. Nielsen Co., ChiShepard, John,
The Yankee Network,
Boston
Sherrill,
Chas.
W.,
Office of Censorship,
Chicago
Sherwood, Alex, Standard Radio, Chicago
Shopen, Frank E., KOWH, Omaha, Neb.
Shouse, Helen W., WLW, Cincinnati
Shouse, James D., WLW, Cincinnati
Shuman,
Howard A., KWFC, Hot Springs,
Ark.
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Sowell, F. C, Jr., WLAC, Nashville
Spence,
R., KXRO, Aber(
Wash. Harry
Sperry,
Ala. Edgar J., WLAY, Muscle Sr.
Spokes,
N. Y. Alfred E., WJTN, Jamest
Squire, Burt, Treasury-Sesac, New Y
Stamps, H. Weldon, KADA, Ada, Ok
Stanton, Frank, WABC, New York
cago Jack S., WSM, Nashville
Stapp,
Stark, Evelyn,
MacFarland, Aveyard,
burgh
Staubitz, Edward J., Blaw Knox, I
Stauffer, Don, OWI, Washington, D.
Mich. Hy M., WLAV,
Steed,
Grand Ra
Chicago
Steele, Jack, New York Herald-Tril
Steinbruch, Herman, Variety, Chicaj
Stevens,
Mich. Harmon L., WHLS, Port H\
Stewart, Elliott, WIBX, Utica, N. \
Stewart, Jack, KCMO, Kansas City,
Stewart, Ralph E., WMBI-W75C, Ch
Stinson, Matt, KVOO, Tulsa
Stoddard,
Mrs. Margaret, Cedar Ra
la.

Stoer,
New E.
YorkMaxwell, WBAL-WISN-W
Stone, Earl J., WELL,
Battle C
Mich.
Stone, Harry, WSM, Nashville
Stone, Peggy, Spot Sales, Inc., New i
Stoner,
D. C. Brig. Gen. F. E., Washin
Stool,
Battle Clj
Mich. Irwin C, WELL,
Stoughton,
Milton
W.,
WSPR,
Spring
Mass.
Stovin, Horace N., Radio Reps., Tor
Canada Art, NAB, Washington, D.
Stringer,
Stubbs, T. F., KFNF, Shenandoah,
Stuht, William B., KJR, Seattle
Summerford, D. C, WHAS, Louisvi]
Summerville,
New Or
-Chicago FredW.W.,H.,J. WWL,
Swanson,
L. Stewart Agj
Swars, M. Lawrence, Walter P. Bun
Assoc., Inc., New York
Swicegood, Jess, WKPT, Kingsport, .1

Taft, Archie, Jr., KOL, Seattle
D. C. Sol, Broadcasting, Washirej
Taishoff,
Tank,
WWJ,Nashville
Detroit
Tanner,Herbert
E. S., F.,
WSIX,
||

Tappe, Louis E., Lang-Worth, New S|
Taylor,
Herman
D., WTIC, Har1||'|
Conn.
Taylor, Dale, WENY, Elmira, N. Y. II
Templeton, Harry G., WLS, Chicago]
Terry, Hugh B., KLZ, Denver
Thomas, Chester L., KXOK, St. LouisH
Thomas, Harold B., Advertising Co|U
New York
Thomas,
Morris W., KOMA, Oklahoma]}
Thomas, P. M., WJR, Detroit
Thomason, A. M., United Press, Chic:js
Thompson, C. Robt., WBEN, Buffs|lj
Thompson, James S., CBC, Ottawa, ji|
Thorns, Harold H., WAYS, Chafl
N. C.
Thornburgh,
Donald
W., KNX, jj
Angeles
Thornley,
R. I. Howard W., WFCI, Pawt^J
Tips, Kern, KPRC, Houston
Tompkins, M. E., BMI, New York j
cago
Toothill,
John A., Burn-Smith Co., J
Trammell,
NBC, New York |
Mass. H. Niles,
Travers,
Linus, WNAC, Wellesleyj

Treacy, Jack, NBC Recording, New |
Trump, Jess, Standard Rate & Data fi
ice, Chicago
Tucker,
Chicago.Irwin St. J., Herald-Ame|l
Tully, John C, WJAC, Johnstown, J
Twamley, Edgar H., WBEN, Buffsjf
• Broadcast
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re, Owen F., WJR, Detroit
ton, Dorothy, General Sound Corp.,
w York
Konynenburg, F., WTCN, Minne)lis
Volkenburg. Jack L., WBBM, Chi:o
han. Carl, KPAC. Port Arthur, Tex.
•hn, Walter, WHO-WOC, Davenport,
uis, Leonard A., WLAV, Grand
pids, Mich.
iell, Hal, WJW. Akron
;man, Muriel, Scrensen and Co., Chifoler, James A., WHBY, Green Bay,
ler, Paul E., WPAY, Portsmouth, O.
;taff. W. E., KDYL, Salt Lake City
;s, Lee B., Westinghouse Radio Stall. Philadelphia
er. L. E., Graybar Elec. Co., Richnd
}er, Wallace A., WJHP, Jacksonville,
er, Wythe, The Walker Co., Chicago
ice, Douglas, Graybar Electric Co.,
w York
ice, Forrest P.. WWJ, Detroit
ice, Thomas J.. WOW, Chicago
;r, Judith C, NBC, Chicago
1, J. T., WLAC. Nashville
I, G. Pearson, KTTS. Springfield, Mo.
er,
KQV, Pittsburgh
on, G.CarlS. "Pete,"
M., Wartime
Information
ird, Ottawa, Canada
on, Loren L., Spot Sales, Inc., New
rk
ers, M. C WCPO, Cincinnati
Wm. B., KVOO, Tulsa
'er, Phil. WKPT, Kingsport, Tenn.
I, Joseph J., Weed and Co., New
rk
I, Neal C., Weed & Co., Chicago
Paul S.. Communications, Chicago
Ralph N., WOV, New York
ind, Jonas, WFTC, Kingston, N. C.
er, M. J., WNEW, New York
, Pierre, Lang-Worth, New York
3, Lewis Allen, Don Lee Broadcast: System, Hollywood
z, Morris, WPB, Washington, D. C.
h, William T., WSAR, Fall River,
fes.
ngton, Lindsay, BBC, New York
, Paul, ANA
lund, Art, KRE, Berkeley, Calif.
ley. John F., WMAQ, Chicago
n, Forrest, Wichita, Kans.
e, Jerry G., WFMD, Frederick, Md.
e. Max H., KWNO, Winona, Minn.
ehead, Henry C, WTAR, Norfolk,
jing, Lee L., WWGY, Minneapolis
louk, Edw. S., WRNL, Richmond
more, W. E., KGFL, Roswell, N. M.
more, Will, Western Electric, New
Jk
(, Gunnar O., WHEC, Rochester,
Y.
ar, Harry C, WSYR, Syracuse
Mrs. C. C, Champaign, 111.
oit, Herb, Associated Press, Chicago
ins, Dayton S., WJTN, Jamestown,
Y.
ins, Joseph P., KFBB, Great Falls,
.nt.
ird, A. D., Jr., WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
•ts, H. N., Western Electric Co, New
rk
lams, Austin, WFMJ, Youngstown, O.
ams, E. M., United Press, Chicago
■ams, Tod, WSPD, Toledo, O.
"Doc" W. V., WBLJ, Dalton,
iams,
f
lamson, W. J., Jr., WKBN, YoungsO.
fm,
bn. Alexander W., WOPI, Bristol,
hn.-Va.
3n, Fletcher, Chicago Sun, Chicago
im, Geo. E., Howard H. Wilson Co.,
icago
bn, Howard H., Howard H. Wilson
'., Chicago
bn, Paul, Wm. G. Rambeau Co., New
rk
i, Jerry H., KROC, Rochester, Minn.
>ard, Lloyd, WGAR, Cleveland
rer, Earl W., WDOD, Chattanooga
ler, Louis, Communications, Chicago
iton, P. H., Selective Service, Washfton, D. C.
anen Chas. W., WIBM, Jackson,
Jch.
ord, Kelly, KRIS, Corpus Christi, Tex.
, Sylvia, KSOO-KELO, Sioux Falls,
D.
ers, Larry, WGN-MBS, Chicago
i, Helen, WIBX, Utica, N. Y.
iruff, Jim W„ Jr., WRBL, Columbus,
is, Mark, WJZ, New York
Woody W., WHO, Des Moines
lyard, Ronald B., WING, Dayton, O.
en, Hoyt B., WREC, Memphis
thaU, G. R., KUTA
ht, C. J., WFOR, Hattiesburg, Miss,
r, Karl O., KTSM, El Paso
le, Margaret, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
icago
to
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Women

Harvard
Retail Study
(Continued from Page 18)
response to this request has been
most excellent.
Another request will be made
very soon for additional help. We
have prepared a one-page questionnaire which we plan to send stations in the near future. In this
schedule we will ask for specific
data concerning local advertising
and the importance of advertising
agencies. If station management
will provide us with this further information we will be able to give
the industry a picture of this phase
of advertising which has never before been available.
All material submitted will be
kept in strictest confidence. Data
from individual stations will be
combined with data from other stations in such a way that no one
will be able to determine the operations of any one station.
We have sought and obtained the
personal advice and help of various
persons in the radio field in preparing our approaches to this problem. These people have emphasized
their delight that this project is
being undertaken.
One station manager summarizes
the point of view of those with
whom we have talked as follows:
"I am most happy to know that the
Harvard Business School is undertaking a thorough study of retail
and other local radio advertising.
Your study should be of great help
to radio stations by supplying
facts which can be used to promote
the proper utilization of radio by
local businessmen. I shall look forward to the time when your report
will be available some twelve or
fifteen months hence. My station
is cooperating in your study 100%
and I hope that all other stations
will do likewise."
Results Available to Industry
The Harvard Business School
operates to serve all business rather
than any individual firm. Any research project conducted by the
School is, therefore, made available
to the public. Findings of the current study will be of help to any
advertiser, radio broadcaster, advertising agency or research agency
who wishes to use them. It is expected that the report will be ready
within fifteen months.
Many of the values of the study
will be found in summarizations
made from a careful study of case
histories. Other values will be derived from comparisons which radio stations can make of their own

Wylie, Max M., N. W. Ayer, New York
Wyse, William R., KWBW, Hutchinson,
Kans.
Yarbrough, J. E., WDBO. Orlando, Fla.
Yocum, Ed., KGHL, Billings, Mont.
Young, Adam J., Jr, Jos. Hershey McGillvra Inc., New York
Young, C. S., WBZ-WBZA, Boston
Young, George W.. WDGY, Minneapolis
Young, J. Jacob, WERC, Erie, Pa.
Young, Mac, KMOX, Col., U. S. Army
Zimmerman,
Ed., KARK,
Little Rock,
Ark.

• Broadcast

Advertising

operations with those of all stations
in the same class. Data will be
carefully classified by such factors
as wattage of stations, size of community served, size of business, network and non-network affiliation
and number of stations per city.
Final values will be dependent in
large measure on the degree to
which broadcasting stations cooperate in supplying information on
their own operations and the activities of their local advertisers.
It is evident from the response already made that such cooperation
will be of a high order.
KEY

RADIO

JOBS

DEFINED
BY USES
OFFICIAL DEFINITIONS of
broadcasting jobs listed as essential in Selective Service Occupation Bulletin 27, classifying radio
among the essential wartime activities, were issued by the War
Manpower Commission last week,
and distributed to USES offices
throughout the country.
The definitions are intended to
guide draft boards in ruling on
deferment applications of radio
employes. According to the theory
of War Manpower organizations,
draft boards are supposed to consult USES offices to learn the type
of work an essential worker is doing, so that decisions on deferment
will be more equitable.
Although more than a score of
broadcast jobs are covered by the
list, station managers have learned
that deferments are to be expected only in unusual cases, and then
only for a limited period until replacements can be trained.
The definitions of broadcast jobs
were drawn up by the USES in
cooperation with BWC. Numbered
Committee of BWC submitted tentative definitions of various radio
jobs, which were processed by
USES for inclusion in a forthcoming new edition of the Dictionary
of Occupation Titles used in job
placement work by USES.
Skinner on Again
SKINNER Mfg. Co., Kansas City
(Raisin-Bran bread), after a temporary layoff due to a market
condition on raisins, has resumed
a varied schedule of one-minute
transcribed announcements on 65
stations. The recent temporary cessation was the first break in RaisinBran radio advertising in the last
four years. Ferry-Hanly Co. is the
agency.

Beg Pardom!
Recently WOW claimed to be the first
major station in the nation to buy
the
vice. Chicago Daily News Foreign SerThis was an error.
Our good
friend,purchased
Gene O'Fallon
KFEL,
Denver,
this fineat
service six months ago and has made
great use of it in the Denver area.
I'm sorry, Gene.
(Signed)
JOHN J. GIUIN, JR.,
Pres. & Gen'l Mgr.,
Radio Station WOW, Inc.

Fill

BBC

Engineering
Jobs
Briton
Tells
NAB
Session
They Hold 25% of Posts
THE MANPOWER shortage on
radio stations in England is being
solved by the employment and
training of women in technical jobs,
according to William N. Newton,
BBC midwestern representative,
who addressed a Thursday morning breakfast session on manpower at the NAB War Conference
last week in Chicago. Mr. Newton
said that 25 percent of the entire
staff of BBC are women who have
been trained by the BBC.
As a prerequisite to training, the
applicants are given an aptitude
test, and those selected are given
intensive courses equipping them to
handle studio control, transmitter,
or recording assignments.
Summer Institutes
Judith Waller, educational director of NBC, Chicago, told of the
success last year of the NBCNorthwestern U. Summer Institute
in training announcers and producers. This year similar institutes will be inaugurated at Stanford U. and UCLA in cooperation
with NBC, and the courses will be
implemented so that the six weeks'
summer training courses will qualify the graduates to handle the
control panel, make recordings,
etc.
G. Richard Shafto, WIS, Columbia, S. C, explained a newly simplified War Labor Board application for pay increases. The wage
freeze as it applied to radio and
individual employment problems
was considered at the session which
was under the direction of Joseph
Miller, NAB director of labor relations.

Add to Tavol List
SOUTHERN COTTON OIL Co.,
New Orleans, on May 3 adds WOV,
New York, and WHOM, Jersey
City, to its station list for Tavol
Salad Oil. Account will use three
quarter-hours weekly on each station, placed by Tracey-Locke-Dawson, New York.
Easy

WAIR is famous for its quick results. That's because WAIR has the
listeners and the listeners' confidence.
Add to this the exceptional income
of Winston-Salem workers and you
have a golden combination.
Pickin
'
WAI
Wituton-Salem, North Caroline
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Resolutions

WHEREAS,
Brand
names and
trademarks, possess established values
of benefit to consumers and producers
alike in the marketing of commodities,
and
WHEREAS, There appears to be no
valid reason why such established
values in brand names need to be destroyed or in any degree impaired in
the sale of commodcontrol
to
order
ities during
wartime ;
BE
IT RESOLVED:
That the
NAB is unalterably opposed to any
and all measures, governmental or
otherwise, looking to the abolition of
brand
names
and trademarks in the
marketing
of commodities.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:
That the NAB heartily endorses the
proposed study of this question authorized under the Halleck resolution,
H. Res. 98, confident that a thorough
study will completely sustain our position.
RESOLVED:
That the president
appoint a committee of the associaion
to study and report to the board of
directors
to the
men of anwith
NABrespect
Bureau
of establishAudience
Measurement.
"Solicitation : of
RESOLVED
ThatMemberships"
the code of the
NAB be amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new section :
"Solicitations of memberships in organizations, except where such memberships are incidental to the rendering of commercial services such as an
insurance plan either in respect to
casualty to life or property, or for
membership in the American Red Cross
or like organizations engaged in charitable work, are deemed to be unacceptable under the basic theory of the
code and therefore time should be
neither given nor sold for this purpose."
Petrillo and AFM
WHEREAS, James C. Petrillo, on
behalf of the American Federation of
Musicians, has demanded of electrical
transcription companies that they pay
to the AFM a percentage of the gross
receipts received by such companies
from thetranscriptions,
broadcasting andindustry for
library
WHEREAS,
the electrical transcription industry has denounced such
demands as inherently unsound, destructive of technical progress, in conflict with wartime manpower policy,
an attempted evasion of the President's wageviolative
freeze of regulations
and
otherwise
law, and
WHEREAS,
the electrical transcription industry is now engaged in
negotiation
with Mr. Petrillo and his
union,
NOW THEREFORE

.:,',/ that
BE the
IT RESOLVED
broadcasting

by
the NAB,
industry
en-

at

NAB

War

RADIO'S ROLE in the war effort was praised by military officials at the
Tuesday afternoon session of the NAB War Conference in Chicago (1 to
r): Col. R. Ernest Dupuy, War Department, public relations; Lt. Col.
Edward M. Kirby, Radio Division, War Dept. public relations; Captain
Ruth Morris, WAAC Technical Information Division, War Dept., Washington; Lt. Holman Faust, Navy Public Relations, Chicago.
dorses the position of the electrical
transcription industry as defined in
its letter of February 23, 1943, addressed to Mr. Petrillo, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
that the broadcasting industry, in
convention assembled, calls upon the
electrical transcription companies, in
their present negotiations with Mr.
Petrillo, to stand firm by the position
so taken by them so that they will not
give tacit or implicit recognition to
Mr. Petrillo's false and insincere claim
of widespread unemployment in his
union, or to his equally false claim
that the industry owes an obligation to
members of his union not employed
by BE
it, and
IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
that the broadcasting industry calls
upon the electrical transcription industry promptly to take such measures under the law, as shall be necessary to end
Mr. Petrillo's
against
musical
recordings,
which, ban
in violation
of labor's
to the nation,
has the
injuredpledge
wartime morale,
deprived
civilian population and the armed
forces of recorded entertainment, and
inflicted grievous and unjustified injuries upon the broadcasting and
transcription industries.
Government
The NAB expresses its appreciation
to the various Government agencies
which have cooperated with the Association and the radio broadcasting industry in the solution of the numerous
problems which have confronted the
industry during the past year. The Association is particularly indebted to
their representatives who have attended and taken part in the Association's 1943 War Conference.
The NAB expresses its deep appreciation to the representatives of our

PORTLAND, OREGON
nKEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
I
'

5,000 Watts-620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

Conference

"WFDF Flint Michigan? Would
President Roosevelt mind if I
opened a can of sardines for

armed forces, Government agencies
and others appearing on the program
of the 1913 War Conference, for the recognition they have accorded our industry for the role it is playing in the
common interest of victory, and the
association pledges its continued efforts
in this our primary task.
The association also expresses its
appreciation to the Federal agencies
here represented which have so materially contributed by their counsel
and aid, to make possible these accomplishments ofservice.
The NAB extends sincere thanks to
Gene Carr, author, Lang-Worth Feature Programs, Wendell Cory, narrator, and the Columbia Recording
Corp. for the script, production, and
the recording
of the Memorial to Radio's War Dead.

FCC

CARRIER

POST

GOES
TO TOEPPEN
APPOINTMENT of Manfred K.
Toeppen of Detroit as assistant
chief engineer and chief of the
Common Carrier Division was announced April 28 by the FCC. He
succeeds Lt. Comdr. Gerald C.
Gross, USNR. now on active duty.
Mr. Toeppen has been with the
Commission since May 1, 1935, successively filling the positions of
principal engineer on the special
investigation of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co.; chief of
the Communications Property Section; assistant chief and acting
chief of the Common Carrier Division.
A graduate of Washington U.,
St. Louis, in 1908, with the degree
of B.S. in Electrical Engineering,
Mr. Toeppen practiced consulting
engineering in Detroit, specializing
in utility valuation and rate matters, and serving at various times
as consulting engineer to the Michigan Public Utilities Commission.
Following work which included
special assistance to the cities of
Detroit and New York on valuation
and rate matters, he returned to
the Michigan Commission as chief
consulting engineer.
Mr. Toeppen is FCC representative on the Telephone and Priority
Liaison Committees of the Board
of War Communications and a
member of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers.

EYE

CBS FOR ARMY
HI
ALTHOUGH the deal had not be(
officially confirmed last week pei.
ing Army approval, it was in:
cated that Liggett & Myers Tobac
Co., New York, was set to test
radio version of the Broadway 1
"This is the Army" on CBS foi
four-week period, starting May i
The firm is understood to have pn
chased the full U. S. CBS netwcj
plus CBS stations in Hilo and H<1
olulu,Chesterfields.
Tuesdays, It
9:30-10:30
p. J
for
is not knoi
whether the program will foil:
the stage show, a film version
which is now in production
Hollywood, or will be a variety
ries similar to the play only in tl.
it would center around an Ar:
camp. Newell-Emmett
Co., N:
York, is the agency.
Stauffer

and

Cohen

Ta

At OWI NAB Breakfa
VARIOUS ways and means to d
courage outside and governmen:
agencies from adding to radi
complexity with independent w<
meant campaigns were discuss
by broadcasters at a breakf;
roundtable with OWI officials d
ing the NAB War Conferen
There were no set speeches 1
problems confronting broadcast
were answered by Don Stauff
chief, Radio Bureau, and Philip
Cohen, chief, Government liai:
division, and assistant chief of )
Radio Bureau.

With some Government agenc:
forcing advance notices of cs
paigns and independent groups
so seeking free time on stations
was suggested that a simple chJ
be created for purpose of refi
ence. This would briefly and eas:
show the various agencies w!
stations are doing for war effui
campaigns. Some 50 broadcasts
attended the breakfast roundtal
session which was presided oifj
by Richard Connor, chief, statfl
relations division, OWI.
NAB

GETS

FORECAtl

OF MORE
DRAFT
W(\
REMINDING
broadcasters tl
every 4-F today is a potential
of tomorrow, Lt.-Col. Ernest
Culligan and Lt. Com. Patrick
Winston of Selective Service,
swering a barrage of questi
shot at them from the floor duii
an NAB War Conference rouj
table discussion on Manpower
Selective Service, declared that
tions must reconcile themselves!
losing every available physically
man.
With key men being drafted
physical
standards
changing i
rapidly,
Lt.
Col.
Culligan
pohr j|
out that manpower problems
localized
and
station manai
must look to their respective s<
tive boards for solution. He ur
stations to use physically unfit
in engineering and other key p
to keep stations open.
"All stations are important
radio as a means of comraun
tion must be maintained, but :
cess or failure of individual p:
lems depend upon the type of i]
local selecs|
to Culligan
ing job made
boards."
Lt. Col.
"Essentiality of men is the thi!

dinner?"
Page
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Scroll Would

NAB Prepares
[ {Continued from Page 8)
h ;h high broadcasting standards.
jH.mmercials which hammer too
] rd, programs of questionable
I te, spot announcements that are
A long or wrongly placed should
I reckoned with, he held.
l ie called upon broadcasters to
g )id complacency as an industry
L i urged "for its own self-respect"
lit it do as good a job at creating
I )grams as any one else, or a betI job.
(Along the same line, Lt. Col.
I M. Kirby, chief of the Army's
Idio Branch and former NAB
IdHc relations director, depre|.ed some program building and
I >-ed avoidance of "showmanship"
lit will "short-change" the pubI The competition among cigarlie companies for awards of thoujids of cigarettes to war heroes,
| held, is out of step with good
It programming. What used to
} good special events now is bad
i r programming, he said.
'The small station problem came
■ for detailed discussion, with a
i tually unanimous expression of
ijosition to Government subsidy
f ng any line. A report brought in
i a special committee named by
I esident Miller recommended that
ii Government process programs
i lilable for sponsorship in the
I ne way it makes mats available
} newspapers. The committee relisted the NAB Board to set up
I.chinery for the pooling of
table ideas to presuade Governl.nt agencies to follow the "availKe for local sponsorship" plan.
Fly Opposes Subsidy
jphairman Fly also had hit on
I ■ plight of the small stations, but
I Dreciated any subsidy plan, direct
{• indirect. He urged national adf -tisers to divert 2 or 3% of their
t|igets for institutional advertisI ; on small stations, contending
ill'y would reap worthwhile results.
|At a press conference last ThursMw he criticized the Advertising
i|uncil as "big shots", who want
jig shows, big names, big figures
,jd they don't like small stations."
' He said he was disappointed not
ij :h the leadership of the Council,
It with the advertisers themselves.
j hey assured us of their desire
■(cooperate, but I am beginning to

1.2%
TO

>6.8

%

RBL
COLUMBUS,

GA.

These are
the coverage
figures given
WRBL by the
Fall, 19 4 2
HOOPER
SURVEY.
They show
can't
you
possibly
cover CoIu m b u s
without
WRBL.
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List Names

Of NAB Men In Service
COOPERATION of station owners
was asked by C. E. Arney Jr., NAB
secretary-treasurer, in providing
names for an industry-wide plaque
bearing the names of men serving
in the armed forces.
The plaque would be placed in
the NAB building in Washington
showing names of the men and
their station affiliations. Mr. Arney
would then keep the list of names
up totion date.
"Without
the of
cooperaof stations
the scroll
honor
BROADCASTING'S photographer got out of an elevator just as this
group was preparing to enter. So he caught (1 to r) : Harold Essex,
WSJS, Winston-Salem; Dwight Reed, Headley-Reed Co., Chicago; Frank
Headley, Headley-Reed, New York; Charles Smithgall, WAGA, Atlanta;
Herb Hollister, KANS, Wichita; Paul Morency, WTIC, Hartford.

RADIO'S
21 ETERNAL
HEROES
War Conference Honors Dead in Impressive
Opening

Day

of Radio's war heroes cannot
be complete and we already know
the
is deeply impressive," Mr.
Arneylistsaid.
PHIL STEWART, radio director of
Roche. Williams & Cunnyngham, Chihas been
appointed
director cago,
of the
Chicago
office radio
of Civilian
Defense succeeding Howdee Meyers,
now in the Army. Mr. Stewart is
serving ditionwithout
in adto his dutiescompensation
at the agency.

Memorial
Henry
SERIOUSNESS of the NAB's conference was mirrored at the openagency;
KVRS,
ing day Heroes
luncheon
radio's
21
Eternal
werewhen
honored
in p.n
Joseph
impressive tribute. Neville Miller,
NAB president, said at the ceremony: "War means sacrifice and
death. If we as an industry are to
keep faith with those who have laid
down their lives, we should adopt
the spirit of this memorial service
as the keynote of the War ConferTribute featured mood transcripence."tions of "Call to the Colors," bugle
solo, a narrator explaining in measured tones the sacrifices of the men
honored, lowering of the conference
flags to half-mast and a hymn.
The men honored were Ensign
Thomas A. McClelland, KLZ, Denver; Seaman Don Crocker, NBC;
Lt. Donald L. Chase, WTMJ, Milwaukee; Lt. Barron Chandler,
NBC; Capt. Derby Sproul, KDKA,
Pittsburgh; Sgt. Lester M. Galloway, radio singer; Sam Miller,
KLRA, Little Rock, Ark.; Pvt. Edwin T. Bottelson, Russel M. Seeds
Co. radio publicity ; Ensign Stephen
Fuld, CBS; Pvt. Stanley Kops,
KFWB, Hollywood; Lt. Robert H.
Frear, WIBX, Utica, N. Y.; Lt.

wonder if they are not impeding
the effort," he said.
Commenting at a press conference on the record ban, Mr. Fly
called it a sort of "creeping paralysis". While the impact had not
been felt at first, it is beginning to
be a substantial factor, he said
[See running story].

Spots for Book
RODALE PRESS, Emmaus, Pa.,
using radio for the first time, on
April 26 started a test campaign
of spot announcements on four stations, including WHN, New York,
for Organic Gardening Book, one
of several magazines published by
the firm. Afrency is Huber, Hoge &
Sons, New York.
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Ceremony
P. Jenks, Fenton Kelsey
Alma (Buddy) Mills, Jr.,
Rock Springs, Wyo.; Major
A. Burch, RCA; Major
George B. Hart, WCPO, Cincinnati; Douglas Young, KMTR, Hollywood; Lt. Col. Russell R. Brunner; Frank J. Cuhel, MBS; Lt.
Louis H. Utley and Lt. James L.
Carroll Jr.
2150
WITHOUT BAKER
Late RCA Executive Missed by

in

requests

four

weeks

NAB Delegates
FOR THE first time in more than
a dozen years an annual meeting
of the NAB was held without the

for

presence
I. R.chief
Baker.
"Bake",
transmitterof sales
of RCA
and
one of radio's best-known and bestloved figures, died last Feb. 9,
leaving a son five weeks old. While
RCA had a contingent at the Chicago War Conference, the old spirit
wasn't there, without "Bake".
A number of "Bake's" close
friends, impelled to do something of
a practical nature to show their
high regard for him, decided a
couple of weeks ago to establish the
"I. R. Baker Memorial Fund" with
the objective of educating his young
son. A committee was formed consisting of E. K. Cohan, CBS technical chief; A. D. Ring, consulting
engineer; Com. W. H. Beltz, Navy
Bureau of Ships and former RCA
Mfg. Co. West Coast chief; Loren
F. Jones, RCA, Camden; and Sol
Taishoff, editor of Broadcasting.
Contributions to the fund are being made in checks payable to the
Equitable Life Assurance Society
and mailed to the "I. R. Baker Memorial Fund", P. O. Box 45, Camden, N. J. Further information is
obtainable from Mr. Jones at Camden, or from any member of the
committee.

During his ten years on the
air, Dude Martin, cowboy

U. S. Rubber Considering
U. S. RUBBER Co., New York,
has been discussing symphonic
broadcasts with NBC and CBS, it
was learned last week, with New
York Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra on CBS or NBC's symphony considered.

photographs
Dude

of

Martin

entertainer, has mailed over
100,000 photos of himself
and his "Round-Up-Gang" in
response to requests. Yearly
he makes personal appearances before the same
number. His average radio
sponsorship has been two
and a half years. His new
half-hour show on KGO,
"Cowboy

Hit Revue," appeals

directly to war workers who
have requested 2150 photos
in the past four weeks.
Contact your Blue Spot
Representative or wire direct
for complete information.

810 K. C.
7500 WATTS
Blue Network Company, Inc.
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Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
APRIL

23 TO APRIL

Decisions . . .
APRIL 27
KFXM, San Bernardino — Designated for
hearing application mod. license for unlimited, simultaneously with KPPC.
WQXR, New York — Granted mod. license
operate without DA, 1560 kc, 10 kw., subject to conditions; dismissed application
for mod. CP to extend completion date.
WOWO, Ft Wayne— Granted Mod. license operate 1190 kc, 10 kw., unlimited,
with conditions.
WPID, Petersburg, Va.— Granted authority delete signal, close station record,
dismiss pending application for license
renewal.
W59C, Chicago — Granted license cover
CP in part for new station; conditions.
W71SB, South Bend— Same.
APRIL 28
WLW, New Orleans — Dismissed without
prejudice petition to intervene in re application of KGNC, Amarillo, to operate on
860 kc, 500 w. N, 5 kw. D, unlimited.
650
On

Attend
Use

Network,

of

Government,
Peabody

OHIO

STATE U.'s fourteenth annual Institute for Education by
Radio opened Friday at the Deshler Wallick Hotel in Columbus,
with approximately 650 persons on
hand to discuss the general theme,
"Radio in the War and After" during the four-day meeting.
Delegates included high school
and college teachers from all points
of the country, network personalities and officials, a heavier than
usual number of government representatives and, for the first time,
key men in the public relations
branches of the armed forces.
An early highlight of the Institute was the bestowing of the Peabody awards — "Pulitzer prizes of
radio" — presented at a sectional
meeting of the NAB Saturday
night.
Awards went to the NBC Pacific
Coast network; CBS network;
Charles Collingwood, CBS news
correspondent; Station WCHS,
Charleston, W. Va.; Station WHA,
Madison, Wis.; and Station KOAC,
Corvallis, Ore.
Institute's own awards were:
Regional Net, regional or clear-channel
station, or national or regional organizations— Religious, honorable mention, The
Church by the Side of the Road, WLW ;
agricultural, honorable mention, Tom
Wheeler's Daily News Letter, WOWO ;
women's programs, first, Wartime Women,
KOIN ; cultural,
award,
Let'sCivilians
Learn
Spanish,
Time Inc.first
; first
award,
in Service, WHA; public discussion, first
award, Labor Arbitration, WMCA; personal and daily life, first award, Abe Andrews, WOWO; news interpretation, Outland Speaks, KLZ, and honorable mention
to Samuel Grafton, WOR; war effort, first
award, We Refuse to Die, WNEW: childrens, first award, Children's Bookshelf,
KDKA ; programs for use in school, prichildren,
first award,
Let's Play
Find Time,
Out,
WHA, maryand
honorable
mention,
WOSU ; elementary children honorable
mention, News of the Week, WOSU; programs for school use, junior-senior high
schools, first award, Standard School Broadcast, KPO, and honorable mention, What
Used to Be, WOSU.
Local station or organizations — Cultural, honorable mention, All About Books,
72
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30 INCLUSIVE"
APRIL 29
WHIO, Dayton, O. — Granted license
cover installation new sampling loops.

Tentative Calendar . . .
5).WKBW, Buffalo — License renewal (May
liWGR, Buffalo— Same (May 5).
WLAN, Endicott, N. Y. — Mod. CP for
1450 kc, 250 w., unlimited (May 4).

Ohio

State
in

TOP

TUNES

COMMISSION

.
Applications
APRIL 27
KTBS,
Shreveport — Move main transmitter.
APRIL 28
WCHV,
Charlottesville, Va.— Mod.
cense change 1450 kc. to 1240 kc.
WAIT, Chicago — Vol. assign, licenses to
Gene T. Dyer, Evelyn M. Ringwald, Elizabeth Hinzman, Adele Moulds, Vivian
Christoph, Wm. F. Moss d/b as Radio
Station WAIT.

Radio

For Education,

Page

TEN

of the

Session

Education

Education

Leaders

on Hand

Award Ceremonies
WFMJ, and honorable mention, The Corwin Cycle,
children's
first
award, WNYC;
Adventures
of Tomprograms,
Sawyer,
WHBC, and honorable mention, Kid Critics, KOIN ; for school use, junior-senior
high, honorable mention, The Thousand
Million, WJJD.
Canadian — Cultural, first award. Best
Plays
19UZ, CBS;
award,
Magic ofCarpet,
CBL; children's,
for use infirst
school
by
primary children, first award. Junior School
Music, CBA ; junior-senior high, honorable
mention, Canadian Horizons, CBR.
Special — First award, Death on Wheels,
WOR.
Judges— Elsie Eick, MBS : William B,
Levenson, WBOE, Cleveland public schools;
Clinton Johnston, CBS.
Holland

Furnace

on

27

HOLLAND FURANCE CO., Holland, Mich., has set the format for
its thrice-weekly program to be
heard 9:45 to 10 a.m. Monday,
Wednesday, Friday on 27 CBS
stations, starting today (May 3).
Show features music and dialogue
with Smilin' Ed McConnell. Agency
is Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham,
Chicago.

THE

top ten tunes from the standpoint of network audience coverage
during the week ended April 28,
according to the copyright Audience Coverage index survey of the
Office of Research-Radio Division,
New York, are as follows:
That Old Black Magic
As Time Goes By
It Can't Be Wrong
Don't Get Around Much Any More
I've Heard That Song Before
What's the Good Word, Mr. Bluebird?
Taking a Chance On Love
Don't Cry
Brazil
Let's Get Lost

Many

More

Women

Engineers
Likely
MORE and more women in the
technical end of radio broadcasting
were foreseen by engineers attending the NAB Engineering Committee meeting at a pre-War Conference session April 26.
This was apparent from reports
made by individual engineers who
predicted that the movement of
women into the operating division
of radio is in full swing. Various
chief engineers pointed out that it
is not necessary for women to have
technical knowledge to be an operator. It was further asserted that
women were more accurate as operators of technical equipment. In
line with bringing women into the
technical end of radio, Roy C.
Corderman, assistant chief Bureau
of Communications Facilities,
OWI, informed the chief engineers
that the OWI has started an "on
the job" training course.
Means of maintaining home
radios were discussed by Frank
Mcintosh, Radio & Radar Division
of the WPB, in charge of domestic
and foreign radio. He assured
those attending the meeting that
there will be plenty of tubes for
home radios to maintain them
efficiently.
Arthur Stringer, secretary of the
NAB War Committee, reported on
manufacture and distribution of
farm radio batteries based on figures provided by the WPB.

FROM ALL SECTIONS of the country came these
industry executives to Chicago for the NAB War
Conference in Chicago, April 27-29 (1 to r, first row):
Tom Slater, Mutual, New York; Clarence G. Cosby,
KXOK, St. Louis; Gus Hagenah, SESAC, New York;
M. F. "Chick" Allison, WLW, Cincinnati; Howard

Wet work Recoil nk
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicate:
New

Business

PUREX
Corp., Los Angeles (bleachiri
solution), on April 19 added 3 Ariz, statioi.
to Boake Carter, Commentator, on 8 Dt:
Lee Pacific stations, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
9:15 a.m. (PWT), making a total of
Don Lee Western stations. Agency: Foot
Cone & Belding, Los Angeles.
PRINCE MATCHABELLI Inc., New Yo
(Stradavari Perfume), on Sun., May
only,
Mother's
Di
program4:15-4:30
on 117p.m.,CBSsponsors
stations.
Agency
Morse International, N. Y.
OWENS-ILLINOIS
GLASS
Co., Tole<
(glass products), on May 10 starts for
weeks, Your Home Front Reporter, on 1
CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 4-4:25 p.t
Agency : D'Arcy Adv. Co. Inc., N. Y.
OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS Co., Toledo (i
stitutional), on May 10 starts Fletch
Wiley in Your Home Front Reporter <
117 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 4-4:
p.m.
Agency:
D'ArcySALMON
Adv., N.Co.,Y. Seattl;
ALASKA
PACIFIC
and Scull Co.. N. Y. (Minute Man soupi
on May 3 start for 52 weeks, unit of Brea,;
fast at Sardi's, on 133 BLUE station
Mon. thru Fri., 11-11:15 a.m. Agencie:
J.
Sheets
Adv., Seattle, and Com
ton William
Adv. Inc.,
N. Y,

Music Groups Fraterniz
At Conference Breakfas
FOR THE FIRST time since ft
ASCAP radio music battle, licen:
groups including ASCAP, BM
SESAC and AMP sat around
conference table, the occasion b
ing a War Conference breakfa
session last Wednesday. Merritt !
Tompkins, BMI vice-president ai
general manager, who presidt
over the meeting, characterizt
the session as representative of
new era in relations between tli
music publishing groups and sfl
tions. Sydney Kaye, BMI execj
tive vice-president, described BK
as a "catalytic agent" in the musi
publishing field with the res||
that all licensing groups were pr
viding better service to stations.
John G. Paine, general manag;
of ASCAP, said that the ASCA^:
program continuity service e
leased to member stations was d
signed to aid station prograi
ming. Leonard D. Callaha
SESAC,Robert
spoke Kelleher,
on station
relatio'
while
AMP,
coi
mented on the increased listen
demand for more classical a
semi-classical music. Program d
partment problems such as cat)
loguing, release of new songs, |
cline of ratings were discussed.,

Chernoff, West Virginia Network. Second row, Jam!
McConnell, NBC Spot Sales, New York; Charles J i
dan, WRR, Dallas; Oliver Morton, NBC Spot Saljj
Chicago; C. E. Langlois, Langlois & Wentworth, N|!|
York; Leonard D. Callahan, SESAC, New York.

BROADCASTING
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Celanese Argument
OTION of the Celanese Corp. of
merica for dismissal of the
ockholders' suit to recover $1,>0,000 allegedly misspent by the
•mpany's directors, will be argued
the New York Supreme Court on
ay 4. Suit, filed by Seymour
ayer, charges that the directors
»ent $1,000,000 for the sponsorlip of Great Moments in Music,
o further, foster and subsidize
e career" of Jean Tennyson, star
'reyfus,
the program
and wife
Camille
president
of of Celanese
n-p. [Broadcasting, March

15].

Kerr

Participating

KERR'S BUTTERSCOTCH Inc.,
Jamesburg, N. J., on May 3 starts
thrice-weekly participation in Arthur Godfrey's morning program on
WABC, New York, and three 10minute
spotson onWOV,
Allen New
Courtney's
1280 Club
York.
Agency is Tracey-Locke-Dawson,
New York.
WILLIAM S. SHEPHERD, Chicago,
freelance writer, director and radio
producer, has been appointed assistant
to James C. Shelby, radio director of
McCann-Erickson, Chicago.

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
inouncers and Combination Men — 4F deferred. Must handle news. Good jobs for
right men, Blue Network station. KFDA,
Amarillo, Texas.
mng Woman — To write continuity, plan
iiid direct promotion over radio for large
jnid-western newspaper. Energy, cheerfulness, and a desire to achieve results
necessary. Offers real opportunity for
[.work in big field with nationally famous
Company. State complete facts and salary expected. Box 581, BROADCASTING.
: inouncer at Once — Permanent ; give abilI ity, draft status. Box 585, BROADCASTING.
e Want a Licensed First Class Radio-Telephone Operator — Good pay. Excellent livng conditions. For information, write
KROY, Sacramento.
7NOUNCER-ENGINEER — Any ticket.
IsPermanent. Box 591, BROADCASTING.
•MBINATION — Good commercial announcer and studio technician for remote
studios of 5 kw net station. State experience and draft status. Box 590.
[BROADCASTING.
wording Engineer — For Transcription
Studio. State Experience, Draft Status,
Salary. United Broadcasting, 201 N.
Wells St., Chicago.
:perienced Male Continuity Writer — State
draft status and desired salary. KSOKRNT, Des Moines, Iowa.
Situations Wanted
Bef
— 11 years'with
experience
on
iCA,Engineer
WE, equipment,
directional
^ntenna. Capable of design, construction,
naintenance of station equipment. Married, 2-A. A-l references. Available imnediately. Radio— P. O. Box 2144, Roanoke, Va.
nouncer — Draft-exempt, experienced,
young, college graduate. Handle news,
special features, commercials, production
experience. Want permanent job, future.
Wailable now. Box 580, BROADCASTING.
Kter — Of 2200 shows, four serials, deiires New York connection. Other offers
Considered. Age 38. Box 583, BROADCASTING.
|p-Notch
Commercial
Copywriter — Depires
well-paying professional
position at
Stationpermanent
with progressive,
i management. Fine record, good references as working wife of now enlisted
long-time Radio Man. Prefer Midwest
or Southeast. Contact PHYLLIS TAYjiLOR,
Indiana.Program Director, WLBC, Muncie,

IROADCASTING

classiCAPS,
three
issue.
Press

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediately Available — All-around station
executive, thoroughly experienced station
management, programming, sales and
promotion. Over 38. Prefer position as
station manager in eastern state but
willing to consider any reasonable proposition. Box 582, BROADCASTING.
"JUST HOME FOLKS" — Serial drama
available June first. Six years WWL,
New Orleans ; three years CBS, Atlanta.
Proven perfect natural for Southern listeners. It sells ! Box 584, BROADCASTING.

ENGINEER— First class license, desires
permanent position. Draft — class 3. Age
33, married. Good reference. Prefer transmitter. Seven
years' experience. Box 578,
BROADCAST
ING.

Foreign

CHIEF ENGINEER— Fifteen years' experience, five years present employment,
experience all phases of broadcasting,
studio, recording, transmitter, directive
antenna, permanent, draft 4F. Married.
Box 588, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer — All phases of broadcasting.
Reason for desiring change personal.
Married, draft 4F. Box 592, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted Immediately — 500 W or 1 KW RCA
or
WE Transmitter—
Terms Cash. WCAP,
Asbury
Park.
Hammond organ and speaker — Must be in
excellent condition. Also interested in
Novachord. Box 587, BROADCASTING.
Two New or Good Used Turn-Tables —
Western Electric or RCA 70-B or 70-C
or similar with pickups. Station KLO,
Ogden, Utah.

Is Planned

Control

BEARING the approval of the
Office of Censorship, a new plan to
establish closer and tighter supervision over foreign language programs will be undertaken by members of the Foreign Language Radio Wartime Control Committee
which met at breakfast Tuesday at
the War Conference.
Arthur Simon, chairman of the
group, will soon appoint a committee or corps to serve as sectional
and/or state supervisors of enforcement of the foreign language
broadcasters code of wartime practices.
Price Is Speaker
Byron Price, director of the Office
of Censorship, addressed the breakfast, and with Harold Ryan, assistant director in charge of radio,
and Robert Richards, foreign langauge director under Mr. Ryan,
approved the proposal of the broadcasters. Twenty-eight tongues are
represented in the programs of 128
stations.
New

supervisors will first attempt to correct code violations
themselves in their areas and if repeated violations occur the cases
will be reported to the Washington office of the Control. Attempt
then will be made to persuade the
violator to correct the abuse and
this failing the case will go to the
Office of Censorship.
Mr. Simon was voted to continue
as chairman of the Control, formed

MUTUAL THREESOME during
the network's annual meeting in
Chicago last week (1 to r) : Frank
P. Schreiber, manager, WGN, Chicago; Miller McClintock, MBS
president; Henry Weber, WGN
music director.
Mutual Opens Earlier
MUTUAL opens and closes its services to the full netw-TK ° ^alf
hour earlier, effective May 3. Network will open at 10 a.m., and clcse
at 2 a.m., EWT.
WHEB,

Portsmouth, N. H., has appointed Wiliam G. Rambeau Co. exclusive national representatives. Stawatts. tion operates on 770 kc. with 1000
in Cleveland in 1942. Mr. Simon is
general
WPEN, WJBK,
Ph:ladelphia. manager
James F. ofHopkins,
Detroit, is vice-chairman ; Joseph
Lang, WHOM, New York, treasurer; Gene Dyer, WSBC and
WGES, Chicago, secretary.
Directors include Howard W.
Davis, KMAC, San Antonio, and
KPAB, Laredo; S. H. Patterson,
KSAN, San Francisco, and Marie
Clifford, WHFC, Cicero.

PROFESSIONAL

COMMERCIAL MANAGER— Young, intelligent, aggressive, 4F ; has successful
record for selling ; training and handling
sales staff and associated department
personnel. 15 years of advertising and
executive experience. Wants opportunitv
in city of 250,000 or larger. Box 586,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Engineer — Have done Network
announcing. Good on commercials and
news. First class license 14 years. Draft
exempt. Minimum $75.00. Available immediately. Box 579, BROADCASTING.

Language

DIRECTORY

Organization
ley
&. Baiof
sky
JanAn
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL
CONSULTING

F GODLEY
RADIO ENGINEERS

MONTCLArR,

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main St. fZT\
the World
Kansas City, Mo. ( jC j Hollywood, Cal.

For Sale
LOCAL STATION — With national and
regional money making hook-up. Heavy
local schedule — good profit shown for
years, excellent opportunity for young
man to buy a money making radio station and a home in a good town. Will
bear close investigation. North Central
state. Box 589, BROADCASTING.
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Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

RING

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Second
By

D.

AFM

Suit

J. Dismissed

Difficulty in Proof of Damage
So Action Is Dropped
WITH the dismissal in Chicago
last Wednesday by the Dept. of
Justice of its second anti-trust suit
against James C. Petrillo and the
AFM on the phonograph recording
ban, the way is open for the filing
of a third, more comprehensive action, although Government plans
are not known.
Dismissed on motion of the antitrust division of the Department,
the suit would have gone to trial
if the Government had not dropped
the case last Wednesday. The AFM
answer to the suit was scheduled
for filing that day. With the dismissal, the Government is in a position to file a new action against
AFM at any timQ. The Government has until 1945 under wartime regulations to prosecute such
cases.
First "Labor Dispute"
Federal Judge John P. Barnes
dismissed the original suit against
AFM last year on the ground that
it constituted a labor dispute and
therefore was improperly brought.
The second suit set up the contention that the Petrillo ban on recordings would have the effect of driving many small stations out of business.
Daniel B. Britt, assistant U. S.
attorney in the Chicago anti-trust
division office, declared the Government still intended to prosecute
the Petrillo action. The original
actions were brought under Thurman Arnold, Assistant Attorney
General, now on the Court of Appeals bench in Washington. Actively directing the litigation is
Holmes Baldridge, chief of the litigation section of the Department.
Judge Arnold's successor, Thomas
C. Clark, is understood to favor the
Arnold policy of curbing wayward
labor unions.
It was said the second suit was
dropped because of the difficulty
the Government would encounter
under recent Supreme Court decisions in attempting to prove that
the Petrillo ban was invoked "for
the purpose" of driving out of business small independent stations.

WALB
Hearing Ends
INQUIRY into the application of
WALB, Albany, Ga., for renewal of
license, voluntary assignment of its
license from the Albany Herald
Publishing Co. to the Albany
Broadcasting Co., and for a construction permit to change frequency has been completed by the
FCC in Atlanta, marking the close
of a stormy investigation involving
purported participation on WALB's
behalf by Rep. E. E. Cox (DGa.) ,
chairman of the House Select Committee to investigate the FCC.
Further action now awaits the
adoption of proposed findings by
the Commission, which may take
several months.
Page
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PROBLEMS AFFECTING CBS-owned stations held
attention of these executives during a meeting preceding NAB War Conference in Chicago, April 26.
Presided over by Dr. Frank S. Stanton, vice-president,
executives discussed manpower problems, sales promotion plans, special program efforts and also reviewed new coverage maps. This was the regular
annual meeting held in conjunction with the NAB
convention.
Problem solvers (front row, 1 to r) : H.

MacDonald,

DeRussey,

Leslie Atlass, vice-president, Chicago; A. E. Joscalyr.J
WCCO, Minneapolis; Harold E. Fellows, WEEI, Bos J
ton; Carl Burkland, WTOP, Washington; J. KelH
Smith, Radio Sales, Chicago; Dr. Stanton. Second
row: Donald W. Thornburgh, vice-president. Holly.,
wood; Jerry Sill, New York; Merle Jones, KMOX, St|
Louis; Jack Van Volkenburg, WBBM, Chicago; Arthu 'i
Hull Hayes, WABC, New York; Howard Meighar,,;
Radio Sales, New York; Wendell Campbell, KMOXj
St. Louis.

McGill,

Webb

Receive
Promotions
at Westinghouse
Philadelphia, has been engaged in
A SERIES of promotions in the
radio sales for 15 years, the last
sales organization of Westinghouse
three with KYW. Mr. DeRussey
Radio Stations Inc., and its stahas also been in radio sales
tions KYW, Philadelphia, and
for 15 years, the last three with
KDKA, Pittsburgh, was announced
KYW. Mr. DeRussey had been sales
last Thursday by Lee B. Wailes,
manager of KDKA for the last two
general manager of broadcasting of
Westinghouse. The reorganization
years and before that was with
was entailed by the sudden death,
NBS spot sales. In 1940 he served
on the sales staff of KYW.
April 16, of William E. Jackson,
Mr. Webb, a veteran in the West,
general
sales
manager
of
the
stations.
inghouse organization, came to
Philadelphia last December from
Appointed general sales manager
was B. A. MacDonald, sales manWOWO WGL, Ft. Wayne, Westager of KYW. Jack DeRussey, sales
inghouse stations. He had been
manager of KDKA, was named to
sales manager there for 2% years.
succeed Dr. MacDonald, and Frank
V. Webb, assistant advertising
Joins Buchen Staff
manager of WRS Inc., was named
SENOR A. J. Vargas, formerly
M r. DeRussey's successor a t assistant export manager of the
KDKA.
International Cellucotton Products
W. B. McGill. sales promotion
the overseas adjoined
Co., has vertising
manager of KDKA since 1937, was
unit of The Buchen Co.,
named general advertising manChicago, which is headed by Harager of WRS, headquartering in
old I. Orwig. Senor Vargas, a native of Bogota, Columbia, will be
Philadelphia. He succeeds George
A. Harder, who last December was
responsible for extension of Buchen
called tn active duty as a captain
advertising service to Latin American markets. Part of his experiin the Chemical Warfare Service.
ence has been the preparation and
Mr. MacDonald, who will report
announcing of South American
to Mr. Wailes and have offices in
broadcasts.

Program
Hold
War

Officials
Session!

Rededication to War Efforli
Promised by NAB Group
WITH local production given a:i
extended analysis and re-dedicatl
ing programming to the war efforl j
the program managers meetin
held during the NAB War Confer
ence last week covered many phase
of broadcasting essential to a goo
selling job.
It was revealed that approx:
mately 80% of those attending tb
meeting were from stations wher
scheduled sessions of departmeri
heads are held regularly. This pre
cedure was recommended to the ir
dustry as a progressive step to
solution of many problems arisim
in programming, sales and mar

Earle Glade, vice-president c
agement.
KSL, Salt Lake City, and chab
man of the NAB Code Committe«
outlined as a possible patter
a system utilized by his station il
holding department head meeting:
Other suggestions, from the flood
were made.

Dorothy Lewis, co-ordinator cl
listener activities for NAB, pnl
sented briefly a report on activiti«|
of radio councils, NAB Assn. •{
Women Directors and womenii
clubs.

General session followed a dinmj
meeting of the program manage:
executive committee and was pr j
sided over by Harold Fair, WHij
Des Moines. Other committee menj
hers include William Adantfj
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.; I
Robert DeHaven, WTCN, Min"ea!:|
olis; Robert L. Kennett, WHAii!
Louisville; George Coulter, CB|
New York; Herbert C. Rice. WG||
Buffalo; Roy Shannon, KQV, Pitt:!
burgh; Todd Williams, WSPD, T!:|
ledo; Clarence Mesner, NBC, Ndi,
York. Approximately fifty person;
attended the program manage:,
general session.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"He's Trying to Get a New Transmitter Tube From the WPB."
BROADCASTING

CBS. opera tins in cooperation wu
the OWI and the Army Special Ser|
ice Division, is now sending 33
hours of broadcasts weekly to Amei;
can troops overseas, the netwo
shortwave department announced la|
week.
• Broadcast
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Format
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AIR
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ON

YEARS

Title

9:00

"Joanne

milestone

—

A.M.

Daily

marks

Taylor"

in the nation's

a
re-

tail selling. It is the start of the eleventh
pro-

year for this daily merchandising

Why does a departgram over KMBC.
so consistently?
ment store use radio
FRED M. LEE (
General Manager

the voice
goes into the homes
Because

market

after morning,

morning

and

the latest fashion
from

the

binding

making

new

closer thousands

the sponsor, John

telling
news

homemaking

store ... all the

merchandise,

MEREDITH WARNER
Advertising Director

of "Joanne Taylor"
of the rich KMBC

Taylor

while

selling

friends

and

of customers

for

Dry Goods

Co.
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"JOANNE TAYLOR" , '
K
Voice and Script Writer'
M
B
CITY
KANSAS
C
OF

Free

SINCE

1 9 2 8 -THE

BASIC

CBS

&

Peters,

STATION

MAJOR

TH TAYLOR
KENNE
H.Vice-Pr
esident

Inc.

FOR

MISSOURI

AND

KANSAS

WE'VE

GOT

YOU

Q Empty-handed coverage — coverage without
listeners — is valueless to the radio advertiser
conscientiously hunting profitable results.
WKY has Oklahoma City covered and, along
with it, WKY has the listeners! WKY has the
Oklahoma City market covered, too . . . the
largest portion of Oklahoma covered by any station in the state. And, if listening in Oklahoma
City is any criterion, more state listeners are
tuned to WKY more of the time than to any
other station.
Forty-seven percent of Oklahoma City's morning listeners are listening to WKY — twice as
many as listen to the next station; 55.6% of the
afternoon audience is listening to WKY — more
than three times the audience of the second station; 57.8%) of the nighttime audience listens to

COVERED!

WKY — more than two-and-a-half times that of
the second station. Afternoon and evening, WKY
has more listeners than all three other Oklahoma
City stations combined. These are FebruaryMarch, 1943, Hooper indexes.
Do YOU

have Oklahoma

City covered in the

right way . . . with WKY?

WKY

OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Former-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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The

Weekly

Newsmagazine

HEN

WLS

Advertising
Distribution

Jumps
72%

changed

Herb-Ox

bouillon

Foods"

Radio

cubes

their distribution method,

began advertising on the WLS

of

they

"Feature

program. At the start of the campaign, a survey of one Chicago marketing

district showed

Herb-Ox

in only 7 stores,

14%. At the end of six months, a second
survey of this same

district showed

Herb-

Ox in 43 of 50 stores — or 86% — an increase
of 72%!

Eighteen districts surveyed in the

second 13-week

period coincided with dis-

tricts checked in the first quarter. In the
beginning, only 98 stores stocked Herb-Ox.
On the second call, 239 of 410 stores displayed the product — a distribution jump
from 23 to 58%!
There's more to the story: about how the
Feature Foods merchandising crew actually sold goods —

arranged

store promo-

tions and sampling campaigns — and helped
Grocer Walter A. Pauli, pictured here, — to
whom

they sold his first order of Herb-Ox

— get increased sales for this product.
We're now

preparing a detailed booklet

on Herb-Ox and the "Feature Foods" program. If you wish to receive the complete
story, write for it. It all adds up to this fact
— WLS

Gets Results — and in Chicago, too!

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000
WATTS
BLUE NETWORK

represented by
John Blair & Company

AFFILIATED WITH

KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA

NETWORK

— KOY

PHOENIX

*

KTUC

TUCSON

* KSUN

BISBEE-LOWELL
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m
I

Dinah
—

Shore

—

James

Melton

looks like a "Who's

Who"

—

Kenny

of Radio

Sargent
doesn't

—

Irene Beasley

it?

But it's also a

'Who's Who" of WSM.
For each one of these
stardom via WSM
and the WSM
market.
For it has long been

a creed

here that a program

I

I

artists reached

is no better than

its talent — "the play's the thing." That's why we give so much
attention to our talent staff — a staff of 250 artists who can build
any

type of program

is now

producing

five NBC

selling job for you
mid-war

and

for any

product

network

at a reasonable

post-war

or audience

shows

—

—

a staff that

a staff that can do a

cost, in the WSM

market

of

opportunity.

HARRY L. STONE, Gen'l M3r., NASHVILLE,
OWNED AND OPERATED BY
[THE

NATIONAL

S^OADCASTING

LIFE
NATIONAL

• Broadcast

TENNESSEE

AND
ACCIDENT
INSURANCE
COMPANY,
REPRESENTATIVES, EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
Advertising
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THAT

SEES

AGAINST fog and murk and the black
i of night, even the keen vision of the
air-pilot is not enough to bring a bomber
safely home or spot a midnight enemy
raider. To the aid of the human

eye in

such cases must be brought the miracles
of science, not in the form of lighting
devices but of sound that quite literally
sees. The modest little vacuum tube holds
the magic power to guide a transport
plane down an invisible beam to safe
landing. With sensitive listening devices
now in use, man locates enemy aircraft
while still miles away, and guides aloft
interceptors to stop them short of their
goal. When such trust is imposed upon
the goods we make, there is room for
only one standard of quality. That
standard, very simply, is the highest
anywhere known.

SYLVANIA

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
Emporium, Pa.

Formerly Hygrade Sylvania Corporation
Established 1901

Makers of Incandescent Lamps, Fluorescent Lamps, Fixtures and Accessories, Radio Tubes and Electronic Devices

RADIO ON TWO FRONTS — Ever a source of home entertainment,
radio is now— in wartime— a vital necessity at home and in battle. Thus a
heavy responsibility rests upon radio tube manufacturers. Not only must
present home equipment be' kept serviceable for the duration, but the
insatiable demands of the battle lines must be met and met promptly.
Tube-making is a job upon which Sylvania has lavished its extensive
resources and full energies since radio came out of the "crystal" stage.
America can count on Sylvania's superlative line of radio tubes— paced by
the incomparably rugged "Lock-In"— to measure up to their important
assignment.
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A

Correction,

an

Apology

Promise

a

and

i
.N the April 26th issue of Broadcasting, due to a revision of scheduling without the necessary copy change, the WNAX

advertisement stated that

our new tower was in operation with increased night-time power.

We

wish to correct that statement and date the situation properly.

America's tallest Tower will be completed in the near future, and then be
put into operation on 5,000 watts day and night to expand the WNAX
wartime service to new thousands of rural and urban listeners. We

are sorry

that the advertisement got ahead of the construction men and hope you will
forgive the unintentional error.

To the 4,000,000 people ....

mostly farmers producing vital food

supplies in the five-state area which this important CBS

outlet has served

.... and to the new thousands soon to be served .... WNAX

promises

continued complete service in all phases of the broadcasting sector in the

people's war.

570 on
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Station

sioux city
YANKTON
Represented by
The Katz Agency

SONOVOX

PIONEERS

Allied Mills, Inc. (Wayne Feeds)
Louis E. Wade, Inc.
American Chicle Co. (Black Jack Gum)
Badger and Browning & Hersey, Inc.
American Industries Salvage Committee
(Steel Scrap Drive)
McCann Erickson, Inc.
Bismarck Hotel
Corp.
Smith, Benson & McClure, Inc.
Buick Motors Division, General Motors
Arthur Kudner, Inc.
Chicago,
St. Paul cV
PacificMilwaukee,
R. R.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.
Chick Bed Company (Chick Bed Litter)
The W. D Lyon Co.
Colgate-Palmolive Peet Company
(Vel,
Ward Palmolive)
Wheelock Co.
Delaware, Lackawanna dV Western
Coal Co.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Walt Disney Productions
Emerson Drug Company (Bromo-Seltzer)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
(Feigenspan
and Dobler P.O.N.
Beers
and Ales)
™That

announcer'makes

BEITEB

$20,000

UOICES

Feltman-Curme Shoes
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
Forum Cafeterias of America

per!"

FOR

SHE!

R.J. Potts-Calkins & Holden,Inc.
Griesedieck-Western Brewery Co.
(Stag Beer)
Maxon,
Inc.

Add perhaps 2% of extra "stuff" to the voice of any average staff announcer,
and you immediately have a product almost without price.

Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
(Fould's Macaroni Products)
Camphell-Ewald Co., Inc.
Chr. Hansen Laboratory, Inc.
(Junket Quick Fudge Mix)
Mitchel Faust Advertising Company

Here at Wright- Sono vox our staff articulators can speak in any "voice" you

Andrew Jergens Co.

wish — from the hum

(Woodbury's Products)
Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.
Lever Brothers Co. (Lifebuoy Soap)

of a mosquito to the ethereal voice of a Stradivarius!

Give your imagination a work-out.

What

account do you have where the

very product itself suggests a sound that might be made
effective commercial — in words?

What

to speak a more

product so powerful that it almost

requires a voice of unutterable depth and force? What

product so delicate

is a new and basic means

Ten years from now

Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Seabees (U.S. Navy, Construction
Office of Civilian Defense (Region Six)

or exquisite that it calls for a voice of silver and crystal?
Sonovox

Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
National Broadcasting Company

of giving added dimensions

to words.

you will be using Sonovox, in the proper place, as a

matter of course. But in the meantime, the pioneers at the right are cashing the extra dividends that always accrue to the foresighted. Why

don't

you join them?

Pabst Sales Company (Pabst Beer)
Warwick & Legler, Inc.
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.
(Taystee Bread, Grennan Cakes)
Radio Station KOMA, Oklahoma City
broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra (in all
Shell Oil Company, Inc.
J. Walter Thompson Co.
U. S. Treasury Dept.

WRIGHT-SONOVOX,
"Talking
CHICAGO
FREE
CHICAGO: 180N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
8

• May

&

PETERS,

NEW

Singing

YORK

INC., Exclusive

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131
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Sound"

....

HOLLYWOOD

National

Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
("Larceny With Music")
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.
(Thank Your Lucky Stars)
Velie-Ryan,
Orange Inc.
Drink)(Nesbilt's California

Representatives

SAN FRANCISCO: 1 11 Sutter
Sutter 4353

HOLLYWOOD: 15,2 N. Gordon
Gladstone 3949

BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Btdg.
Main 5667
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Confidential

Committee

Takes

Advertisingr

Over

Files
I
NNER-WORKINGS of the FCC,
■xtracted from stenographic minites of its executive meetings over
he years, will come to light with
he opening of public hearings by
he Cox House Committee investigating that agency, expected to be
mnounced within a month.
Though the Committee's Chief
Counsel, Eugene L. Garey of New
fork, has maintained his policy of
10 public discussion of the inquiry
ireliminaries, it was ascertained
hat the FCC's confidential records
lave been moved to the Commitee's quarters in the Old House
)ffice Bldg., over the protest of
,^CC Chairman James Lawrence
rly. The fact that stenographic
ninutes had been kept apparently
vas not generally known.
Each of the seven FCC members,
t is understood, will be called to
lubmit to examination by Cox Comnittee counsel preparatory to the
Dublic hearings. One member —
former Gov. Norman S. Case — al•eady has testified in connection
vith particular FCC activities,
precisely when the hearings will
>egin is not disclosed. Chairman
. E. Cox (D-Ga.), of the five-man
Select Committee, has said that
'he hearings will be called whenever Mr. Garey feels sufficient preiminary data have been gathered.
200 Already Interviewed
! Information gleaned from informed sources at the FCC and on
papitol Hill is that upwards of
'00 individuals, inside the industry
md out, and including a dozen
:rom the FCC staff, already have
>een interrogated by the Committee
ounsel. These examinations have
ieen held in the field as well as in
ashington.
Some three weeks ago, it is reorted, Mr. Garey requested the
(stenographic minutes of the FCC
|neetings on broadcast and other
Iicenseand policy matters. Precisey at the time the request was deivered in person to Chairman Fly
*md Tom J. Slowie, FCC secretary
knd liaison officer to the Committee, investigators of the Garey staff

BROADCASTING

Records
Being
Studied
en from the FCC and to answers to
retort from Mr. Garey, now has
were at the FCC's file room to pick
the series of questionnaires from
up the particular file cabinets. Afthe Comto intestify
offered mittee
the members of the Commission.
ter some protest the files were
formal before
hearing.
The preliminary inquiry, Judge
turned over to the Committee. SubJudge Cox has made it clear that
Cox stated, will be exhaustive.
sequent efforts to recover them
Practically everything unearthed
proved futile.
not be a "trial"
the proceeding
with
right of will
cross-examination,
The inquiry appears to have all
in these preliminary studies bebut demoralized certain of the
lieved of value in determining the
but a customary Congressional investigation. Other members of his
FCC
policies,
or
lack
of
them,
and
FCC's operations. In some quarters
Select Committee, appointment of
it was regarded as apparent that
in getting a full accounting of the
which was authorized by a virtually
information is being supplied the
stewardship of its staff, will be the
unanimous vote of the House last
subject of eventual public hearings.
committee by members of the FCC
Jan. 6, are Reps. Hart (D-N. J.),
staff itself.
Aside from the examinations
Magnuson (D-Wash.), WigglesConsiderable attention has been
conducted in Washington, some 25
worth
or 30 persons were examined in
(R-Mo.). (R-Mass.) and Miller
devoted by Cox Committee investiFlorida personally by Mr. Garey.
gators to past station transactions,
Press Reaction
authorizations and sales. Much of
Other examinations included takthe field work that has carried
ing of testimony, in connection with
The inquiry thus far has not
the sales transaction involving
Committee attorneys from New
drawn any appreciable amount of
WMCA, New York, by Donald
England to Florida and to the Middaily newspaper editorial reaction
dlewest and South is in conjunction
Flamm to Edward J. Noble, Life.
save in the liberal PM, which has
with such transactions. Financing
Saver Corp., president, with more
vigorously attacked Judge Cox, Mr.
of stations and reasons for loans
than a dozen witnesses examined;
Garey, and the Committee genby broadcasters to the ultimate
about two dozen witnesses in conerally, and during the last fortnection with West Virginia station
purchasers evidently have been
night, the Washington Post, indetransactions, and about 50 persons
questioned.
pendent journal published by
in studies in Tennessee.
Purchases of radio sets for use
Eugene Meyer, former governor of
of members of the FCC and their
The flare-up over the refusal of
the Federal Reserve Board, which
in a somewhat similar vein has
Commissioner C. J. Durr to anstaff, and of other household apswer the Garey letter of inquiry
criticized the proceedings.
purtenances, on government vouchabout his personal financial affairs,
er, apparently has constituted anLashing out first on April 25
tapered off last week, and the next
against the Garey questionnaire
other phase of the Committee's investigatory work, according to
step may be the examination of the on the personal business transacsources in and about that agency.
tions of FCC members, and the
Commissioner by committee counsel
in closed session. Mr. Durr, after
Meanwhile a portion of the
Durr refusal, the Post suggested
that before the House Committee
first refusing to answer the quesCommittee's staff of a dozen lawtionnaire [Broadcasting, April 26,
yers and investigators, is devoting
proceeds further with its FCC inits time to examination of files takMay 3] and drawing a stinging
quiries "an investigation of the
Committee itself appears to be in
order". It also asked why the House
permits Rep. Cox to serve as chairU.S.RubberBuysPhilharmonic
man of a committee appointed to

For
52 Sundays
on the Full CBS
INSTITUTIONAL advertising by
monic's 104 musicians, directing.
Concerts will be heard Sundays,
leading manufacturing companies
wishing to keep their names in the
3-4:30 p.m., from Carnegie Hall,
New York, with the contract in no
public eye during the war accounted for one of the largest radio
way effecting the orchestra's usual
contracts in the industry with the
28-week winter season at Carnegie
announcement that U. S. Rubber
Hall or its summer evening series
from Lewisohn Stadium, New
Co., New York, has contracted
York.
with CBS for 52-week sponsorship
of the Sunday afternoon PhilharHighlight of the broadcasts will
monic Symphony Concerts. Deal is be scheduled in the intermissions
understood to be costing the comwhen Carl Van Doren, author-historian and recently named Pulitzer
pany about $1,500,000 on a package basis.
Prize winner, describes the scene
The series of 52 concerts under
of some famous historical event,
U. S. Rubber sponsorship is exafter which a well-known actor or
pected to start May 23 on the full
actress will deliver the actual
CBS network of 132 stations, with
words that were spoken. Raymond
Dr. Artur Rodzinski, newly ap(Continude on page 51)
pointed conductor of the Philhar-

• Broadcast

Advertising

investigate the FCC "when he himself is under fire for having accepted a fee of $2500 from a
Georgia broadcasting station
[WALB in his home town of Albany] for services performed in its
behalf." And the Post asks why
the Department
of Justiceof "has
failed
to take cognizance
Mr.
Cox's irregular activities in view
of the evidence submitted to it by
Two subsequent editorials lambasted the Committee and the
the FCC."
failure of Attorney General Biddle
to institute proceedings against
Judge Cox. The last one — May 3 —
concluded it was "high time for
Mr. Biddle to let this evidence go
before the grand jury or acknowledge a policy of unequal justice
before the law where politics are
involved."
May 10, 1943
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G. Foods
White-Wheeler

Bill

Hearings

May
25
No Witnesses Listed as Yet;
Networks May Offer Evidence
HEARINGS on the White- Wheeler
bill to reorganize the FCC now are
scheduled to begin May 25, with
spokesmen for the FCC and the
industry due to appear.
Originally set for May 6, the
hearings first were postponed until
May 14 and then promptly deferred
until May 18. The latest postponement was announced last Thursday
by Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.),
who pointed out the session conflicted with a meeting of the full
committee on railroad rate making.
To Hear Fly
While no formal list of witnesses
has been devised, it was understood the committee would hear
FCC-DCB Chairman James Lawrence Fly as spokesman for the
Commission's majority and possibly also other members of the Commission. Tentatively, NBC and
CBS plan to present evidence,
along with the NAB. The trade
association already has indicated
its support of the White-Wheeler
bill (S-814) and NAB President
Neville Miller, at the War Conference in Chicago last month, urged
united industry action in favor of
corrective legislation.
It is presumed other groups also
will testify. No word yet has been
forthcoming from BLUE or Mutual, the other nationwide networks, as to whether they will
present testimony. Similarly, Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service, Network Affiliates Inc., and _other
groups representing segments of
the industry are understood to be
considering presentation of testimony.
The White-Wheeler bill would
divide the FCC into two separate
bodies of three members each, one
to handle broadcasting services
and the other common carriers.
The chairman would be stripped of
much of his authority. Functions
of the FCC would be clearly defined to avoid misconstruction of
the Congressional intent.

Spaghetti

Schedule

CHEF BOY-AR-DEE Quality
Foods, Milton, Pa. (spaghetti), has
placed participation announcements
four times weekly on WW.I, Detroit; thrice weekly on WLW, Cincinnati; five times a week on Imogene Woollcott on New England
Network; a quarter-hour period
five times a week on WHK, Cleveland; afive-minute period six times
a week on WHAM, Rochester. Company is also sponsoring the MBS
Boake Carter quarter-hour commentary Tuesday and Thursday on
WOR, New York, at 12 noon to
12:15 p.m., and on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays on WOL,
Washington; WCAE, Pittsburgh;
WFIL, Philadelphia; WGN, Chicago. Agency is McJunkin Adv.
Co., Chicago.
Page
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OFF TO WAR goes the 370-foot tower of KSO-KRNT's old transmitter,
junked to supply 25 tons of steel for use against the Axis. Since KSOKRNT built a new transmitter at South Des Moines, the northside transmitter and tower had been kept for auxiliary purposes. In addition to 25
tons of steel, the site has now yielded 60,000 feet of copper ground wire
which has gone into service elsewhere, under direction of WPB.
FOUR

JOIN

McClintock

BLUE;

WJW
ALSO SIGNS
FOUR stations have joined or will
join the BLUE network between
May 1 and 17, bringing the network's affiliates to 155, the BLUE
announced last week. KTEM, Temple, Tex., joined May 1 as a bonus
outlet. It is owned by the Bell
Broadcasting Co., fulltime 250
watts, 1400 kc.
Effective May 3, two stations
joined the Michigan Network, becoming BLUE outlets. They are
WLAV, Grand Rapids, owned by
Leonard Vesluis, 250 watts, 1340
kc, fulltime and WSOO, Sault St.
Marie, 1230 kc, 250 watts daytime,
and 100 watts nighttime.
WROK, Rockford, 111., joins May
17 as a basic supplementary. It is
owned by Rockford Broadcasters
Inc., 1440 kc, 1000 watts day, and
500 watts night.
BLUE also announced that
WJW, Akron, which has a construction permit from the FCC to
move to Cleveland, will replace
WHK, Cleveland, as its affiliate,
effective on or about Aug. 15. If
there is any delay in shifting: the
station to Cleveland, WJW will become a BLUE outlet only after it
has started operations in Cleveland. Station, headed by Bill O'Neil,
operates on 5000 watts, 850 kc,
fulltime.

Kirby,

Mitchell,

MILLER McCLINTOCK, president of Mutual, will spend several
weeks recuperating from the sudden attack of bronchial pneumonia
which forced him to cancel his tour
of the Midwest and Farwest. He
will not return to his New York
office until early June. Lester Gottlieb, publicity director of MBS, who
had planned to make the trip with
Mr. McClintock, is in Hollywood
and returns to New York May 15.
Sevareid

Elected

ERIC

SEVAREID, CBS news reporter in Washington, has been
elected president of the Radio Correspondents' Assn., Washington.
Earl Godwin, BLUE, is vice-president; Richard Harkness, NBC, secretary; Rex Goad, Trans-Radio,
treasurer, and Fred Morrison, Mumittee.tual, member of the executive comCBS Declares Dividend
BOARD of directors of CBS has
declared a cash dividend of 30 cents
per share on the present Class A
and Class B stock of $2.50 par
value. Dividend is payable on June
4 to stockholders of record at the
close of business on May 21.

Macy

Army
Also Promotes
PROMOTIONS in rank for a number of radio men now in the Army
were announced last Thursday at
the War Department.
Lt. Col. E. M. Kirby, former
NAB public relations director, who
heads the radio branch of the
Army's Bureau of Public Relations, was promoted to a full colonelcy. Elevated to the same rank
was Lt. Col. Curtis Mitchell, former editor of Radio Guide, who
heads the Pictoral Branch in public relations. Col. Kirby is 36.
Promotion of Col. Kirby is regarded as particularly significant.
It constitutes recognition of radio's
position in public relations. According to best information, he now
is the highest ranking officer in the
Army assigned exclusively to radio.
Col. Kirby was commissioned a year
ago, but had served the preceding
18 months in the public relations
bureau as civilian chief of its radio
branch. Prior to joining the NAB
in 1938, he was promotion manager

Recovers

Made

Colonels;

Warner,
Pellegrin
of WSM, Nashville, and its parent
company, National Life & Accident
Insurance Co.
Lt. Col. J. Noel Macy, president
of WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.,
and publisher of a number of Westchester newspapers, was promoted
to a full colonelcy, serving as executive officer of the News Branch
of public relations.
Maj. Albert B. Warner, former
chief of the Washington news bureau of CBS, also attached to the
public relations branch, was elevated to a lieutenant colonelcy.
Promoted to rank of major was
Frank Pellegrin, former director of
the NAB Department of Advertising, serving as executive officer in
the radio branch under Col. Kirby.
Capt. A. A. Schechter, former
NBC news and special events director, commissioned in the Army
Air Forces several weeks ago, last
week reported for active duty in
the
public relations branch of Air
Forces.
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Campaigi

Is Set By Keyston<
26 Weeks, 15 Per Week, Oi
103 Small Stations
KEYSTONE Transcription Nel
work is being used by Gener,
Foods Corp. of New York in
large scale campaign on small sti
tions. Keystone headquarters sa:
the campaign is recognition of tl
increasing importance and vah
of the small station and the ui
usual promotion job that can 1
done by this type of outlet for tl
national advertiser.
Action of General Foods is pa
ticularly significant, Keystone e:
ecutives said, in view of the di
cussions and programs at the NA
War Conference on the subject <
the small station.
General Foods will promote Pc
Toasties, Post Raisin Bran, Pos
40% Bran Flakes, Grape Nuts ar
Grape Nuts Flakes. Series consis
of three announcements per dai
five days per week — 15 per wee
Territories selected by the adve
tiser and his agencies were base
on sales districts and station lis
were chosen to parallel distribi
tion.
Release on Post Toasties, Raisi
Bran and Bran Flakes is by Bei
ton & Bowles Inc. of New Yorl
other items by Young & Rubica:
Inc. of New York.
Original run is for 26 week
commencing May 17. Jack Benr
and Rochester are talent on soirl
of the cuttings.
The 103 stations:
KFFA KBTM KOTN KIUP KFXJ KOI
KID WSOY WEBQ WJPF WLDS WTI
WKMO WLBC WKBV WADV KVF
KBIZ KVAK KGNO KIUL KVGB WL1
WOMI WHOP WPAD KALB KVOL KBI
WFMD WJMS WHLS WTCM KFA
KWLM WCBI WJPR WGRM WGC
WFOR WAML WSKB WMIS WQI
KHMO KWOC KWOS KDRO KRJF KGC
KORN KHAS KGFW KGNF KGKY WS>
KICA WALL WHDL KOVC WME
WPAY KVSO KCRC KSWO KHI
WBBZ WCED WMRF WJZM WHt
KNEL KEEW KBWD KAND KDNT KLI
KGBS KSAM KOCA KPAB KFRO KRI
KNET KPDN KVIC KGRB KGFX KOB
KWAT WJLS WLOG WBRW WB1
WATW WIGM WJMC KDFN KFI
KPOW KVRS KWYO KASA.
NO

DECISION

AGAIi

IN MONOPOLY
CAS.
AN EXPECTANT broadcastirj
industry was again disappoints!
last Monday when the Suprem
Court, despite the heaviest decisic
day of the year, failed to haul
down its opinions in the hotly cm
tested network monopoly cases.
Pending since the arguments |
February, the rulings have befljl
expected for the last couple J
months. Also pending before tl
Court is the so-called clear-chanri
breakdown case, involving KOi
Denver, and WHDH, Boston, tij
latter having been assigned fulltirj
operation
KOA's
kc. chai|
nel. This oncase
was 850'
argued
lajl
month.
Legal observers expect both decl
sions any Monday. Whereas tljl
odds appeared to be in favor •!:
an FCC victory in the highest trj
bunal earlier, the fact that t!|
Court has delayed so long indicatl
a divided bench with the decisiJ
going either way.
• Broadcast

Advertisin

Wow

to

Keep

IE FREQUENTLY point out
mt in our opinion the officials of
ie Food and Drug Administraon and the Federal Trade Comission overstep the authority
ranted them by the Acts they are
lforcing, and that they therefore
lould be censured for unjust in-rpretations of the particular
.cts. Nevertheless, whether we
ke it or not, the regulation of
dvertising and of labeling is here
nd here to stay.
From time to time court decions have been rendered, either in
.ipport or rejection of cases that
ave been submitted to the courts
y either the Federal Trade Comlission or the Food and Drug Adlinistration.
Most of these decisions were
sndered in interpretation of cerlin provisions of the 1906 Food
nd Drug Act, but they carry
ver and are effective under the
938 Federal Food, Drug and Cosletic Act, and also the Wheeler,ea amendment to the Federal
'rade Commission Act, since both
f these acts contain words or
hrases that are the same as, or
imilar to, language contained in
phe 1906 Act.
Facts, the Basis of Copy
In the past it was the custom to
se drug products based upon emiricism. Our forefathers in mediine were keen observers and they
hew much about the drug products that they used. In many instances we still use a drug product on the empirical basis, but, as
Ve have attempted to make clear,
dvertising and labeling for medicinal preparations must be based
ppon statements of fact, as far
^s it is possible. In order to make
[tatements based upon facts, expensive research work must be conucted to supply the manufacturer
vith the facts to place before his
dvertising
agency.
The agency
aust use such facts as a basis for
he copy that it prepares, and it
lust use the material as facts, and
iot distort it in any manner.
It seems to me that the day has
assed when such extravagant adectives as "magic," "remarkable,"
amazing," etc., can be used with
* Dr. Frederick J. Cullen is a graduate
egistered pharmacist, who has sold med"cines
from a behind
retail
counter.of
le is also
graduatea of
the drug
University
Colorado Medical College, and engaged in
he private practice of medicine for 12
ears. He was a medical officer in the
J. S. Army with General Pershing in
^lexico and then a regimental surgeon in
^rance
From during
1919 toWorld
1929 War
Dr. I.Cullen was in
rivate practice in several locations in
he State of Washington. In 1929 he
,vorked with the U. S. Public Health Service for a short time and then became
[Ussoeiated with the Food & Drug Administration, the toughest and probably the
iairest drug regulatory agency in Washington. Most of his time with FDA he
|served as Chief of the Drug Control Dividon, which had direct control over proprietary medicines. In 1934 he left the
[government service to become Washington
Representative of the Proprietary Association. In 1940 he was made Executive ViceIPresident.
BROADCASTING
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FREDERICK
J.
CULLEN,
M.D.*
Executive Vice-President, The Proprietary Association

propriety in the advertising of medicinal preparations. The practice
of medicine is a dignified profession and one who sets out to prepare medicines intended to relieve
human suffering is assuming a peculiarly distinctive responsibility
which carries with it dignity.
Therefore, the advertising for medicinal preparations should be dignified and in good taste, based upon
fact. Extravagant or "scarehead"
copy which is usually seen in the
so-called "scandal sheets" should
not be used.
Fundamental Decisions
In preparing copy I believe that
the copywriter should keep constantly before him certain court
decisions. Several of these decisions are quoted below. It is true
that they were rendered in labeling
cases, but the language of these
decisions is also applicable to
advertising.
Framework of Advertising Copy
The first decision from which an
excerpt is given is the granddad
of all decisions, and sets up a
framework within which advertis-

ing copy must be constructed. The
excerpt is as follows :

"The statute is plain and direct. Its comprehensive terms condemn every statement, design and
device which may mislead or deceive. Deception may result from
the use of statements not technically false or which may be literally true. The aim of the statute
is to prevent that resulting from
indirection and ambiguity as well
as from statements which are false.
It is not difficult to choose statements, designs and devices which
will not deceive. Those which are
ambiguous and liable to mislead
should be read favorably to the
accomplishment of the purpose of
the act." 265 U. S. 438, Apple cider
vinegar case, N. J. 12367 Dis. Ct.
N. D. Ohio 1/12/20.
Effect of First Impression
Several other decisions are
called to your attention. One
points out that if the first impression of the label is misleading
(which would perhaps be the heading of the label), such labeling
must be considered in violation of

WHEN
a national network
sent a man to Washington to
handle continuity clearance, it
didn't take him long to hunt
up Dr. Frederick J. Cullen,
Executive Vice President of

portant news when he turns to
the proprietary industry and
the advertising profession in
an effort to outline the kind of

the Proprietary Association.
The network man outlined his
new job to Dr. Cullen and
asked his cooperation in
checking proprietary drug

Whether advertising writers know it or not, Dr. Cullen
passes on a major portion of
their proprietary drug copy,
for most of the leading pro-

copy. Dr. Cullen's reply was to
the following effect: You're
the man I've been looking for.
Dr. Cullen believes that

prietary medicine manufacturers submit copy to him before using it. Several important radio stations have long
followed a similar practice.
In this article, Dr. Cullen
warns as to what courts have
held to be false and mislead-

members' difficulmany tiesofwithhisregulatory
agencies
stem from over-zealous copywriters. A firm believer in the
right to self-medicate and the
contributions that proprietary
medicines make to public
health, Dr. Cullen also believes that successful advertising campaigns can be based
on factual material presented
in a dignified manner.
Known as a hard-hitting
critic of Government policies
in the field of drug labeling
and advertising — when he believes those policies to be
wrong, his views become im-

• Broadcast

Advertising

advertising which he thinks
will keep both out of trouble.

ing. Substitute the word "advertising" for the word "labeling" in each of the accompanying excerpts from court
decisions to get the applicability of Dr. Cullen's comments to radio continuity. In
some instances, regulating
agencies have taken the view
that the spoken word may be
more misleading — at least
more difficult to qualify —
than the written word.

DR. CULLEN
the law, even though statements
are included in the body of the
label which may on careful reading correct the first and erroneous
impression. The excerpt is as follows :
"If as a matter of first impression the label of an article tends
to convey a false and misleading
impression such an article is misbranded even though a deliberate
reading of the label might correct
such an impression. The average
retail purchaser does not delay to
make a careful analysis of the
label but contents himself with a
hasty glance, or cursory examination." 186 Fed. 399. N.J. 1050 Dis.
Ct. E. D. Wis. 4/1911. U. S. v. 10
barrels of Vinegar.
Effect of Type Size
The next decision points out, in
effect, that where false impressions
may be conveyed by large type in
one portion of the material the
impression cannot be corrected by
the use of smaller type in another
portion of the labeling. The excerpt from the decision reads as
follows :
"A statement in large type on a
label which conveys a false or misleading impression constitutes misbranding, even though the misleading impression created by such
statement is corrected by another
statement in small type." 192 Fed.
864, N. J. 2098 Cir. Ct. of App. 6th
Cir, 12/5/11. U. S. v. Frank (White
Pepper) .
Effect on Average Person
The next decision perhaps goes
further to explain what is meant
by the two decisions immediately
preceding. It points out that the
average person reading a label is
not skilled in medicine, chemistry,
etc., and is therefore not capable
of making fine decisions as to the
value of the product under consideration. The excerpt is as follows:
(Continued on page 50)
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The Unseen Audience
Post-War

Set

Estimated
Of $165
Allocated

Sales

25

Billion Market
Share

Potential

Million
in 1946,

Radio

Equipment

These figures appear in "Appraising the Post-War Radio Market", in the April 29 Domestic
Commerce, which is largely devoted
to interpretation of "Markets After
the War", economic study reported
in Broadcasting, May 3.
In the earlier report, it was
estimated that the total expenditure for radio equipment in 1946
might amount to $1,100,000,000, or
0.67% of a total national market
of $165 billion. This proportion
would represent the highest allocation from the "consumers dollar"
since 1931, when 0.68% of total
national expenditure went for radio
equipment. In 1930, 0.92% went
for this purpose, almost one per
cent of all the money spent in the
U. S. in that depression year.
High Set Obsolescence
To test their estimates of set
sales, the authors compare them
with previous experience in the industry. Of 36 million U. S. families in 1942, approximately 30 million owned about 60 million sets.
Fifty per cent of these families

owned one set each; and the remaining 15 million families owned
45 million sets, of which 15 million can be regarded as primary
sets and 30 million a secondary
sets.
Assuming a life span of seven
years, a high percentage of the
primary sets would be obsolete by
1946. It is asked whether this
would hypothecate an immediate
unsatisfied demand for 30 million
primary sets — or a new one for
each radio family in the U. S.
Past annual sales have never exceeded 10 million sets. This raises
the question whether high sales vollume could be expected to continue.
In answer, the authors point to the
significance of the market for replacement of secondary sets.
An important consideration is
the possibility of changes in the
prices paid for radio receivers.
Some radio manufacturers are of
the opinion that the benefits of
Frequency Modulation are so great
that FM broadcasting and receivers will inevitably replace the
present system. From this they reason that the average set will be
costlier, since it will cost more to
build.
In the accompanying table, the
Commerce Department study summarizes radio production, sales and
price statistics to date.
WILLIAM HILLMAN, Washington
BLUE correspondent, was invited to
address a special meeting of the Business Advisory Council of the WPB
at the Homestead in Hot Springs, Va.,
Saturday, May 8. Invitation came at
the request of Donald Nelson, WPB
chairman.

Home Radios and Phonograph Combinations
Production, Sales, Average Prices, and Number in Use
Use statistics (b)
Retail sales
Production (a)
(Industry estimates) (b)
(000 omitted)
Families
owning
Factory
Value Average Number
Thousands value (c) Average Thousands
of sets
of sets
sets
Year
of sets
($1,000)
:!00
($1,000)
price
400
1922
60
price
250
1923
414
60
(d)
$5,000
15,000
$13,995
1924
67
100,000
1,500
3,000
1,500
1,000
115
1925
83
89,145
165.000
2,293
2,500
(d)
1926
4,000
200,000
2,000
3,500
5,000
1,750
168,750
$50
1927
125
95,162
(d)
1,938
6.500
1.350
388.000
5,000
118
1928
6,500
3,281
7.500
13447
591,543
8,500
1929
249,602
4,938
10,500
9.000
$50.50
4,435
12,049
54
206.100
13,000
1930
3,793
1931
31.00
66
219,060
113,214
3,647
15,000
14,000
3,312
16,810
1932
117,710
18,000
2.477
19.30
1933
33
102,301
53,837
2,788
22,000
20,402
3,082
37
1934
122,880
28,000
21,456
23.60
1935
49
216.590
3,304
103,563
4,398
22,869
30.500
4,375
1936
59
24.600
394.819
33,000
131,526
22.40
1937
37,600
6,746
303,690
5,844
26,429
7,631
1938
36
27.500
210,000
40,800
14.80
38
5.823
1939
32
289,000
129,767
8,735
45,200
40
28,700
9,000
1940
32
29,400
10,900
50,100
345,000
30,300
56,000
1941
420.000
11,100
124,250
1942
35
30,800
59,340
3,550
(a) Census of Manufactures.
(b) Industry estimates principally from Radio Retailing, Radio Today, and Broadcasting. Principal exception: 1930 number of radio families from Census of Population.
(c) Value only of the sets reported by number. Small additonal margin where
number was not given.
(d) Totals include considerable proportion of sets not for home use.
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Stations
Tc
Subsidy
Vetoed
OWI

Yearly

of $1,100,000,000

APPRAISING the post-war radio
receiver market Edward J. Detgen
and Lawrence D. Batson, Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, U. S. Department of Commerce, point out that if an estimated $165 billion annual post-war
market for all goods and services
is correct, the radio and phonograph manufacturing industry
might be expected to produce $880
million worth of home equipment
per year. Assuming the average
retail price of a set continues at
$35 (the 1938-41 average), this
would mean an annual sale of 25
million sets in the U. S.

Small

Webster in the Washington Post
Castoria Warning Aired
On Public Service Basis
COOPERATION of the four major networks in carrying announcements last Tuesday night and Wednesday morning warning consumers and retailers to return to the
Centaur Co., Rahway, N. J., all
bottles of
chased inFletcher's
the past Castoria
60 days, purhas
contributed largely to the success
of the company's efforts to call in
the product when it was discovered that a foreign ingredient
therein was causing nausea and
vomiting. According to Harold B.
Thomas, vice-president of Sterling Drug Inc., New York, of
which Centaur is a subsidiary, the
company thoroughly "appreciates
the efforts of the networks" in distributing the warning to stations
throughout the country on a "public
service basis", despite the fact Centaur had offered to pay for the
announcements.

Centaur's use of radio backed up
an intensive campaign last week
in every daily newspaper in the
country, including the foreign language and Negro papers. The
newspaper ads, headed "Important Announcement," told in about
50 words the reasons for the warning and why it was "necessary to
withdraw and recover all Fletcher's Castoria outstanding."
Spots For Film
UNITED ARTISTS is using spot
announcements to promote "Lady
of Burlesque", its latest release.
In Hartford, birthplace of Michael
Shea, featured star, the movie firm
bought tions
timeWDRCon WNBC
the city's
four staWTIC
and
WTHT, for an intensive spot
drive, May 8 and 9. Spots may
also be used in other key cities in
conjunction with showings of the
picture. Agency is Donahue Cole,
New York.
Wheat Germ on WEAF
B. MEIER & SON, New York,
currently using spot announcements on about ten stations nationally for Golden Center Wheat
Germ, has added three transcribed
announcements weekly on Pat
Barnes' Morning in Manhattan on
WEAF, New York. Agency is H.
C. Morris & Co., New York.
BROADCASTING

Wants

Industry

Carry Program Burden
PLANS for financial assistance tc
small stations, either in the forrr
of Government paid time oi
through a series of Government
produced programs available fo?
local sponsorship are out of th«
window, so far as OWI is concerned, it was indicated last weel
when officials of the Radio Bureai
returned to Washington from thf
NAB War Conference.
The NAB session had brought jj
forth virtually unanimous opposi i
tion of broadcasters to Government
subsidies along any line, but the
Small Stations Problems Steering!
Committee had recommended that
the Government process programs!
for sponsorship in the same waj
it makes mats available to newsRadio Bureau officials said, however, there was little likelihood thai
papers.would expand its producing)
OWI
activities.
They by
said,Don
on the
basis'!
of
statements
Stauffer,
chief of the Radio Bureau, that ii
was far more probable the Government would curtail these activities!
They pointed out that Elmer Da-|
vis, OWI
chief, had stated his!
opposition to any form of subsidy
long before the convention, but i
that the Radio Bureau had reserved its decision until the NAB
meeting, in hope of getting an indication of broadcasters'
feelings
Mr. Stauffer
said he was convincec
that radiomen do not want a subsidy, and that his organization:!;
will work on that assumption until)1
evidence appears to the contrary. \
Mr. Stauffer told broadcasters ir|
Chicago that OWI intended to depend on the industry to carry thdj!
burden of bringing the Govern'
ment's message to the people. He
said it was his Bureau's intention
to produce a show only when nc
network was doing the job, or n|
broadcaster was willing to assume
the responsibility.
Officials of the Radio Bureau
point- to OWI's limited budget asj
one reason why producing woulci
be out of the question. They alscl
explain that there would be diffii
culty arranging talent to do Government shows if the shows werel
to be used commercially.
AFRA

Panel

Named

DR. WILLARD L. THORP, Director of Economic Research oi
Dunn & Bradstreet and editor oi
Dunn's Review, has been chosen as
the third member of the Americar
Arbitration Assn. panel which wil
hear the dispute of the Americar
Federation of Radio Artists and
the BLUE over whether talent employed on the My True Story seriesj
should be paid at the sustaining or,
commercial scale. Roy S. Durstine,
advertising agency president, was
chosen by the BLUE as one member of the panel. AFRA's selection^
was Robert S. Lynd of the Columbia U. Dept. of Sociology [BROADj
casting, April 19]. Hearing will
be held within the next two weeks.
• Broadcast
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Among

those who

voted

station preference showed

ul

HEARD

#

IT

W-H-O!"

Iowa grocers themselves

have now

ability to

sell grocery-store Items.
last November

cers and Meat
"WHO

Dealers

by their own
Assn., Iowa

helps to sell more

Retail Grogrocers said

9.6%

Prefer Station C

2.7%

(No other station received as
much as 2% of votes.)

Study the figures carefully and you'll see some
interesting side-lights. Such as that WHO
alone
received over 5 times more

votes than any news-

paper— over seven times more
radio station.

votes than any other

goods than any other

state-wide medium."
Asked

71.2%

Prefer Station B

backed up

what we've always told you about WHO's

Surveyed

as follows:

Prefer WHO

ABOUT

STATION

ON

for Radio, individual-

which of four media

Complete
they preferred, they

Survey will be gladly sent you on request.

Or ask Free 8C Peters.

voted as follows:
For Radio

68.3%

For Large Newspapers

20.5%

For Farm
For

Papers

Billboards

9.4%
1.6%

WHO

for
DES

IOWA

MOINES

PLUS!

. . . 50,000

+

WATTS

B. J. PALMER,

PRESIDENT

J. O. MALAND,

MANAGER

FREE 8C PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives
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War

Is

Principal

Subject

Industry's Performance
Is Praised
And
Challenged
at Education
Sessions
NETWORK and station representatives attending the annual Institute for Education by Radio at
the Deshler Wallick Hotel in Columbus, 0., heard themselves alternately lauded and lambasted for
their war activities, enjoyed several chances to air their own
grievances to OWI men and fought
to a draw another round in a battle
against censorship.
Some 700 delegates from 32
states, Canada and England attended the Institute from April 30
to May 3, held under sponsorship
of Ohio State University and devoted this year to the general
theme, "Radio in the War and
After."
Delegates included network and
local station key figures, high school
and college educators, university
radio station production men, radio
writers, government officials and
public relations men from the War
and Navy departments.
Glade's Talk Is
Conference Highlight
Generally accepted as a highlight of the four-day meeting, insofar as commercial radio spokesmen
were concerned, was the address
delivered May 1 at the NAB sectional meeting by Earl J. Glade of
KSL, Salt Lake City, chairman of
the code compliance committee of
the NAB.
In a hard hitting speech, Mr.
Glade laid down the law in the
much discussed question of "What
Is Public Interest, Convenience and
Necessity?" in the process of which
networks, advertising agencies,
local station managers, the government and the public came in for a
share of criticism.
The Institute got under way Friday morning, Apr. 30, with an icebreaker in the form of Mutual's
Answering You program, cut for
Sunday broadcasting and featuring
half a dozen Columbus people to
match wits and conversation with
their London allies on the topic of
the common speech of America and
England.
First general session was held
Friday night, April 30, devoted to
the subject, "Radio's Wartime
Strategy," during which Sherman
H. Dryer, youthful guiding light
of the University of Chicago's
radio productions, touched off some
fireworks that sputtered until the
last delegate went home.
Mr. Dryer, author of a recently
published book, "Radio in Wartime," insisted the industry should
have organized a super-board of
strategy long before the war to
plan for radio's offensive and defensive actions when and if war
should come.
It was more or less a red flag to
an industry already touchy because
Page
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of regulation and those who didn't
jump to their feet to disagree that
night, cornered Dryer in the hotel
lobby in the days that followed to
speak their vehement pieces.
Kobak

Talks On

War-Time

Problems

Next morning, May 1, at a general session on problems of wartime operation, Edgar Kobak, executive vice-president of the BLUE
Network, who led the discussion,
started the battle anew by a curt
announcement that, as far as
BLUE is concerned, it needs no
"advisory committee to help it make
mistakes."
Getting down to the subject at
hand, he declared that problems of
wartime operation might be listed
as music rights, wages, unions,
anti-trust suits, lack of physical
equipment, loss of workers, getting
wire lines, clearing scripts through
government organizations, and the
old peace time problems such as requests for broadcast tickets and
the perennial sponsor with the
niece who is a good soprano.
Mr. Kobak announced he was
going to toss out the formal subject chosen for the discussion and
substitute another, more important,
namely, "How Can Radio Help
WinHe the
War?"
said
he believed that radio
has not done a good job of "selling" the war and asked for some
plan that would do that selling job
for the war as a whole, rather than
isolated phases such as periodic
needs for recruits for the armed
forces and the domestic angles like
saving kitchen fats.
Radio has done a good job of selling morale, he pointed out, but not
the war. He advocated a little more
subtlety in the choice of words that
radio must use to make the people
war conscious, such as "sharing,"
which he said had less harsh connotations than the overworked
"rationing." Other speakers at the
session were generally in agreement that radio has not done the
job it could have done in helping to
win the war.

at

according to M. S. Novik, director
of WNYC, New York City, who
warned local stations that if they
want to save their own skins they
will change tactics. Mr. Novik also
critized locals for placing the government's wartime spot programs
during ineffective times and said
they should be given decent breaks
on good time periods.
Gilbert Seldes, CBS television
programs director, stood up for
radio's behavior, defending popular
programs with the pronouncement
that without them people won't listen to the educational and war programs which networks have been
accused of earmarking for bad

Columbus
The speakers were Carroll Alcott,
Far Eastern observer for WLW,
Cincinnati; W. W. Chaplin, NBC
foreign
correspondent ; Charter
Heslep, news editor, broadcasting
division, Office of Censorship ; Irwin
Johnson, director of developmental
programs, WBNS, Columbus; Lt.
Col. E. M. Kirby, chief of the radio
branch, bureau of public relations, I
War Department; Cesar Saerchin- 1
ger, NBC commentator; and W. R. 1
Wills, former Tokyo correspondent
for CBS.
Censorship Is

The old and still unsettled quesspots.
tion of how far censorship should
go in wartime bobbed up again in a
session Saturday morning, May 1.

PREXY

HIMSELF discussing Institute activities. Dr. I. Keith
Tyler, Ohio Institute director
(center), with Jennings Pierce,
manager of public service, NBC,
Hollywood (left) and John Carpenter, KOIN-KALE, Portland,
Ore.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS at the
Ohio Institute sessions were Sir
Gerald Campbell, British Minister
and special assistant to the British
Ambassador (left) and NAB President Neville Miller.

Widely Discussed
Col. Kirby and Mr. Heslep insisted
that military security is the only
yardstick censors dare employ in
wartime and, despite fairly violent
assaults by the correspondents,
managed to hold to their point to
the satisfaction of one of the
largest crowds that gathered for
any session of the Institute.
Mr. Chaplin, picking on the much
worried subject of the Tokyo raid,
insisted that 11 months was too
long a wait before breaking the
facts in toto and assured everybody that spies in India, where he
happened to be when Gen. Doolittle's bombers landed there, knew
the whole Shangri-la story soon
after the raid.
Mr. Heslep parried with tales of
censor slips that have caused headaches to the military during the
course of the war so far and insisted that the "better be safe than
sorry" attitude was the only sensible one that could be adopted by
President Roosevelt, Gen. Marshall
and Admiral King, who are, he
pointed out, the men who have the
final responsibility.
Mr. Wills who was a Jap prisoner for six months in Tokyo, expressed what seemed to be a common sentiment among the audience
members when he announced that
he
believed the with
American
people'sis
dissatisfaction
censorship
actually a fear that censorship is
only the beginning of measures
more stringent and less in keeping
with the behavior of a genuine
democratic form of government.
To this charge Mr. Heslep coun(Continued on page Jf6)

Heller, Novik On
Smaller Stations
Lawrence J. Heller, president of
WINX, Washington, declared flatly
that radio itself cannot win the
war, but can only inspire. He
blamed smaller stations for lethargic attitudes, suggested that they
personalize the war for their listeners by dramatizing stories of
local boys in the service thereby
"reducing war's dimensions to intelligible terms."
Local radio
stations are sitting
back and letting the networks do
all the work of boosting the war,

NEWS CENSORSHIP as it affects radio was debated at the Institute
for Education by Radio in Columbus, May 1, by these spokesmen (1 to r)
W. R. Wills, former Tokio correspondent, CBS; W. W. Chaplin, NBC
foreign correspondent; Irwin Johnson, director of developmental programs, WBNS, Columbus; Col. E. M. Kirby, chief, radio branch, Army
Bureau of Public Relations; Caesar Saerchinger, NBC news analyst, and
Carroll Allcott, Far Eastern observer for WLW, Cincinnati.
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business?"

any

more.

Every-

body knows it's fine — never better — in the whole Nashville territory.
Latest reports show these gains over last year in Nashville :
Retail sales up 57%
Bank
Power

Clearings

up 35.45%

consumption

f

(industrial)

up

With WSIX to cover the market, well-planned
Nashville area right now are scoring heavily.
For full information
Sales, Inc., National
Member

(

about

this market

19.45%
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in the
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Grade
IRE

Balks

Post
Would

-War
Project
Eliminate FCC From

At

Fly

Industry Planning
PLANS originally espoused by
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly and the Radio Manufacturers
Assn. for a post-war planning organization covering manufacturing
and research in radio and related
fields were rejected last week by
the Radio Manufacturers Assn.
which proposes an alternative project to be governed by the electronics, communications and radio industries.
At a meeting in New York last
Wednesday the Board of Directors
of IRE tentatively proposed a plan
under which the technical and trade
associations of the electronics, radio and communications industries
including the NAB would set up
a Radio Technical Planning Board,
to handle all matters relative to
these arts except those of government regulation in the post-war
period.
Prevented Announcement
The original plan contemplated
a governing committee made up of
the heads of the FCC, IRE and
RMA. Chairman Fly was to have
announced perfection of the project
at the NAB War Conference in
Chicago last month but failure of
IRE Board to approve it by telegraph blocked this. RMA announced, however, that it had approved a modified version of the
original plan. Neither of these
plans placed the broadcasting industry on equal footing with the
other trade groups.
IRE named a committee headed
by Haraden Pratt, vice-president
and chief engineer of Mackay Radio and Telegraph Co. to draft a
plan along with a charter satisfactory to all groups affected.
Reverses Fly
Roughly, it is understood, a council would be formed to establish
membership of the proposed Board
as well as outline the scope of its
activities. The plan would be a full
scale reversal of the original suggestions espoused by Chairman Fly
and RMA.
It is understood the IRE suggestions will be that representatives
ig equal number be named from
RMA, IRE, American Institute of
Electrical Engineers and perhaps
smaller delegations from the NAB,
American Radio Relay League, FM
Broadcasters Inc., and lesser technical trade groups in the industry.
Previously RMA had decided to
embark on the Board venture and
appropriated $10,000 for the purpose.
Bacher to Pictures
WILLIAM A. BACHER lias resigned
as radio director of Sherman and Marquette, Chicago. As a director of
Warner Bros. Pictures he soon will
start work with Howard Hawks on
the movie "Battle Cry." Mr. Bacher
will continue until replaced thru the
agency on CBS Tuesday 8 :30 to 8 :55
p.m. by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.,
Jersey City (tooth powder.)
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Label

Scheduled

Study

MayCongresiJ
24

AN
sional "AGGRESSIVE"
study of OPA grade labelin;;
and standardization plans has beeii
promised by Rep. Boren (D-Okla.),
chairman of a subcommittee of th»!
House Interstate and Foreign Com
merce Commitee, which will begh
public hearings under the Halleci!
Resolution (HRes. 98) May 24.
A letter from Rep. Lea (D-Cal.)j
chairman
of the full commerce
committee, last week asked OPA|
Chief Prentiss M. Brown to post

TESTING STUDIO and equipment newly installed by Radio-Recording
Division of NBC, Hollywood, to transcribe West Coast shows produced
under auspices of Special Services Division of War Department, is this
Government production staff and NBC engineer. Recording contract covering programs shipped overseas to the AEF was signed in late April.
Equipment-checkers (1 to r) are Tom McKnight, formerly producer of
William Esty & Co., on CBS Blondie, sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co.; Lt. Victor Quan, recording expert; Pvt. Ed Dela Pena, technician; Silvio Caranchini, NBC engineer in charge of the dubbing unit,
and Pvt. Bob Welch, onetime NBC producer on the weekly Jack Benny
Show, sponsored by General Foods Corp.
BATTERY

OUTPUT

REPORTED

UP

25%

EFFORTS of WPB officials to relieve a shortage of farm-type radio
batteries are having some measure
of success, it appeared last week on
the basis of preliminary reports on
April production figures, now being
compiled by the WPB Consumers
Durable Goods Division.
With returns still incomplete, a
spokesman for WPB said that the
May 1 production rate for dry cells
for home radios was about 25%
above the April 1 rate. No actual
figures are yet available but WPB
has reported that the production
rate has been about 200,000 monthly [Broadcasting, March 29].
On the basis of these reports,
even the present increased rate
would fail to meet the goal of
6,500,000 batteries annually, reported to have been recommended
by the Office of Civilian Supply.
WPB has explained that production
of batteries for civilians must
await prior claimants.
Win.

J. Slocum

WILLIAM J. SLOCUM, wellknown sports writer and baseball
contact man for General Mills Inc.,
died last Thursday in New York
following a heart attack. He was
59. Since 1938 he has been in charge
of General Mills baseball radio
sponsorshiD. He is survived by four
sons, Bill Slocum Jr., snecial events
director of CBS; John Francis,
with the publicity department of
20th Century-Fox; Charles, a sergeant in the Army, and Francis
Edward, who lived with his father.
Made Chicago Manager
ALLEN KOEHLER, for the past
six years a salesman of WTMJ,
Milwaukee, was appointed manager
of the Chicago offices of North
Central Broadcasting System effective Mav 1. Previous to his work
on WTMJ. he was manaerer of the
Chicago Tribune classified advertising department for 11 yesrs. His
offices are at 360 North Michigan.

Sub for Benny
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, will replace Jack Benny's
NBC program, Sunday, 7-7:30
p.m., with its current CBS program, Those We Love, beginning
June 6 and continuing through
Sept. 26. Latter program is heard
Sun., 2-2:30 p.m., in behalf of
Grape Nuts, Grapenuts Flakes and
Wheatmeal. Benny's show, expected to return in the fall, promotes
Grapenut Flakes, with trailers and
cut-ins for Wheatmeal and Post
Raisin Bran. Agency is Young &
Rubicam, New York.
SCR1PPS
- HOWARD
S
HANRAHAN
A MAJOR
JAMES C. HANRAHAN, executive vice-president of ScrippsHoward Radio Inc., and directing
head of WMPS, Memphis, has been
appointed a major in the Army
Reserve and reports to the Military
Government School at Charlottesville, Va., May 14. He follows into
the service Jack Howard, president
of Scripps-Howard Radio, who was
commissioned a lieutenant (j.g.) in
the Navy several months ago.
Mortimer C. Watters, vice-president of Scripps-Howard Radio and
manager of WCPO, Cincinnati,
will have general supervision of
WCPO, WNOX, Knoxville, and
WMPS during
Hanrahan's
absence.
Richard Maj.
B. Westergaard,
also a Scripps-Howard vice-president, continues as general manager
of WNOX, and Harold R. Krelstein,
commercial manager of WMPS,
will have charge of operations of
that station, assisted by Francis S.
Chamberlin, veteran Memphis
broadcaster.
Poor of WHBQ Killed
REPORTED death of Private John
Elgen Poor, former announcer of
WHBQ. Memphis, in Florida, May 1,
is the 22nd war casualty recorded for
former men in the broadcasting industry. Private Poor, on WHBQ for five
years until he enlisted in the Army
Air Forces last October, was killed
instantly when a jeep he was driving
overturned at Naples, Fla.
BROADCASTING

pone any grading or stabilization
order already issued or contem
plated. Mr. Brown reserved com|
ment, but other OPA officials saw
compliance would cripple all OPA':,
price ceiling plans under the Presi
dent's "hold the line order."
Viewpoint Changed
Early in the week it was indi;
cated that Mr. Brown had again
changed his mind on grade label
ing of the 1943 fruit and vegetable
pack despite protests of canner:|
that the regulations were impracti
cal. An order repudiating the grad'
labeling requirements is reported t»$

have lain
on Mr.
Brown's
deslj
without
action.
At the
same time
15 women's organizations protester
to President Roosevelt and Eco
nomic Stabilization Director Jamefjl
F. Byrnes against repeal of tht
order, and Miss Faith Williams, o:j
the Labor Dept. cost of living dv
vision, endorsed their position.
Serving on the Committee witii
Rep. Boren at the hearings May 2<;
will be Rep. Halleck (R-Ind.) whijj
raised the grade labeling issue ii I
Congress. Also on the committer
Beckworth (D-Tex.)
are Reps.
(D-Penna.) ; Harless (D
Myers
; .Brown, (R-O) ; Wolvertoi
Ariz.)
(R-N.J.)

In calling the public hearings
Rep. Boren explained that the com|
mittee feels producers and consuml
ers are concerned that OPA regui
lations are aimed more at reform
than at controlling inflation <|
winning the war. He said the coral
mittee would determine whether ttoj
agency was exceeding its authority]
Babbitt

Introduces

Sou{

On NBC Daytime Period
B. T. BABBITT Inc., New Yorkj
maker of Bab-0 and other clean:
ing agents, has introduced a newj
dehydrated soup bearing a trade
name tying in with a character irj
its NBC daytime serial, Davki
Harum. Named Aunt Polly's Souj
Mix, the product was first adver-jj
tised on the serial April 19, coinJ.i
cident with the script activities of;
"Aunt Polly", who has become
engaged in a soup-making project,!
Product will be advertised on ar
alternating basis with Bab-O, oi
David Harum, and on a new NBC
serial scheduled to start May 31
in the five-weekly 10-10:15 a.m!
[BROADCAST-,
stations
on 6512].
periodApril
ing,
Company
discon j
tinues CBS broadcasts of David\\
Harum, May 12. Agency is Duantl
Jones Co., New York.
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ETROIT

produced

1942

1941

♦Savings Deposits

approximately

four

billion

dol-

D, lars' worth of war and civilian goods during 1942. This
was about double the dollar value of production in
any

prior

year.

Today,

Detroit

is producing

war

materials, alone, at the rate of one million dollars'
ivorth hourly! Factory employment in Wayne County,
which is largely Detroit, increased from 537,000 in
January,

this year, to 565,000

in March.

Whether you have merchandise to sell or a good name
to uphold, your story should be told in Detroit now.
WWJ will take your message into more Detroit homes
than any other radio station in this great market.

WWJ
America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station — First in Detroit
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Bankhead

To

Pay

Introduces

for

His

Government

Bill

Space

Asks for 25-30 Million Dollars to Be Disbursed
Treasury in Newspapers; Radio Eliminated
THE LONG-HERALDED Bankhead bill for Government purchase
of advertising in newspapers, largely to relieve the plight of small
newspapers in outlying areas, was
introduced in the Senate last Tuesday and was promptly referred to
the Banking & Currency Committee, of which its author, Senator
Bankhead, of Alabama, is a ranking Democratic member. No mention of radio was made in the bill.
Branded even before its introduction as a measure smacking of
subsidy, the bill coincided with all
advance predictions as to scope and
content. It provides for a fund of
25 to 30 million dollars, at least
half of which is to be spent in
small newspapers, to be disbursed
by the Secretary of the Treasury
in cooperation with recognized publishers associations, to promote
bond sales and also, at the Secretary's discretion, for other Government advertising purposes. The
hitch, however, despite disclaimers
that the money is to be spent in
such fashion as to "completely
safeguard" freedom of the press,
is seen in a provision widely regarded as direct purchase of editorial space in addition to advertising.
NAB,

ANPA

Oppose

In this respect the measure provides that the money is to be spent
for advertising space and "for the
publication in such newspapers in
connection with such advertising of
information, sales arguments and
appeals relating to and promoting
or encouraging such sales."
Both the NAB, at its war conference in Chicago last month, and
the ANPA, at its annual meeting
in New York, resolved against Government subsidy in any form and
specifically turned thumbs down on
a measure such as the Bankhead
bill. It was freely predicted that
the bill would be widely opposed
by the metropolitan press. OWI
likewise has gone flatly on record
against paid Government advertising. Government advertising to be
nationally effective, it has been estimated, would entail expenditures
of some 350 million dollars a year,
rather than the paltry 25 or 30 million dollars covered in the Bankhead bill.
No explanation was forthcoming
regarding failure of the measure
to cover radio. When the original
report on Senator Bankhead's
plans gained currency six weeks
ago, the Alabaman said he would
consider inclusion of radio. It was
said in his behalf last week that
he could not make the bill all-inclusive and that it was possible
the measure would be amended in
committee, or perhaps other bills
might be introduced to take care of
Page
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By

competitive media such as ra^io,
magazines and billboards.
Under the bill (S-1073), Secretary Morgenthau would be directed
to purchase during each fiscal year,
beginning with that ending June
30, 1943, not less than 25 million
dollars, nor more than 30 million
dollars of advertising space in
newspapers for the security sales
and the related publication of "information." The space would be divided equitably among newspapers
of general circulation holding second-class mailing privileges, with
the proviso that not less than onehalf of the aggregate made available during each fiscal year "shall
be expended for the purchase of
such advertising space in weekly,
semi-weekly, tri-weekly and monthly newspapers."
Ad Men Would Assist
The Treasury Secretary, in cooperation with "recognized existing
publishers associations to be designated by him (including one such
association representing only daily
newspapers, one representing only
weekly newspapers, and one representing only newspaper advertising
agencies)" would prescribe regulations for carrying out the campaign.
The campaign, according to the
bill, is to (a) secure the best financial results for the United States
consistent with such programs; (b)
completely safeguard the freedom
of the press; (c) fairly allocate
advertisements to individual newspapers; (d) prepare material for
submission to newspapers for use
as advertisements; (e) avoid interference in any manner with the
independence of any newspaper or
its responsibility in serving its
readers; (f) keep the war finance
campaign in all of its phases as

nonpartisan as possible; and (g)
protect editors and publishers in
their right to publish criticism of
the policies or conduct of the Secretary of the Treasury or of any
other public official whenever they
determine that such criticism is
justified.
The measure also provides that
for the purpose of carrying out
the advertising programs in their
respective agencies, the Secretary
of Agriculture, War Food Administrator, Price Administrator, and
chairman of the War Manpower
Commission, may, with the consent
of the Secretary of the Treasury,
spend for newspaper advertisements "such part of the total
amount to be expended under this
act as the Secretary of the Treasury maySix
approve."
End
Months After War
The legislation would terminate
six months after the cessation of
hostilities.
The enacting clause sets forth
that the bill's objective is to provide for the more effective use of
idle currency in aid of the stabilization program and the war effort,
and in order to improve the credit
structure by relieving the Federal
Reserve banks and the various
other members of the banking system of the necessity of purchasing
additional vast amounts of United
States bonds and other obligations.
If enacted, the measure would
greatly aid small newspapers, making the Government their biggest
advertiser. But it is freely predicted that the momentum could not be
stopped with the initial appropriation and that pressures from other
newspapers and competitive media,
plus application of scientific advertising buying, as against "political" buying, would mean expenditure of hundreds of millions for
space and time.
JEAN HBRSHOLT, radio film actor who portrays Dr. Christian on the
weekly CBS program bearing that
title and sponsored by Chesebrough
Mfg. Co. (Vaseline products), recently
signed contract for his sixth consecutive year as star of the series.

WEEI

Promotes

Horton

To
Asst. Managership
KINGSLEY F. HORTON, sales
manager of WEEI, Boston, since
December 1938, has been promoted
to assistant manager of the station, and director
of programs and
sales. At the same
time, H. Roy
Marks, WEEI
sales
for manyexecutive
years,
has

become assistant sales man-

Mr. Horton has
Mr. Horton
ager. his graduabeen with CBS since
tion from Syracuse U. in 1931.
Originally, he was account executive with WFBL, CBS outlet in
Syracuse, then with Radio Sales,
New York, before joining WEEI.
Ted Swift has been made a sales
executive by Mr. Horton, having
come to WEEI following association with Joseph Hershey McGillvra, of New York.
OWI

to

Publish

Guide

For Women's
Programs
A NEW OWI guide for women pro. f
gram directors was announced by i
Elaine Ewing, assistant chief of the
Radio Bureau station relations di-l
vision, at the 14th Institute for
Education by Radio in Columbus
last week. The guide, Mrs. Ewing
said, will be used monthly, and will j
recommend war program themes.
The Women's Radio War Program Guide, according to present!
plans, will contain an idea-exchange
column, and incorporate reader
suggestions. The Allocations Division will assign special subjects
to the Women's Guide, just as
topics are allocated to network
shows and other Radio Bureau
operations. It will be written by
Rosalie Anderson, formerly Nancy
Dixon on WTAM WGAR, Cleveland, and WRC, Washington.
Artra Cosmetics on 8
ARTRA COSMETICS Inc., New
York, will promote Sutra Suntani
Cream in an intensive 13-week spot
campaign starting May 17. Firm
will use live participations oils
women's interest programs from
two to three times weekly on WTIC
WEEI WJAR WHAM
WGY
WGR WOR. Artra used participations on the Yankee Network for
last year's campaign. Agency is'
Murray Breese Associates, Newi
York.

ANA Meeting June 2-4
ASSOCIATION of National Ad-j
vertisers will hold a wartime con-j
ference in New York at the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, June 2-4. Chairman of the program committee is
C. C. Carr, advertising manager
of the Aluminum Co. of America, j
Pittsburgh. No details as to speakers have yet been released.
DEEP IN THE HEART of you-know, the Vox Pop show returned for the
first time in eight years to the station and city of its birth, KTRH, Houston. Starting as a local "man in the street" broadcast in 1932, the show
went to New York in 1935 as one of the earliest audience participation
and quiz shows on the networks. Parks Johnson, the Vox Pop from the
beginning, is shown here with his former KTRH associates and present
co-workers (1 to r) : Ray Bright, now KTRH commercial manager; Bob
Ballin, who directs the show for Ruthrauff & Ryan; Warren Hull, Johnson's partner on the program; Harry Grier, KTRH program department manager, and Parks Johnson, the Vox Popper himself.
BROADCASTING

PAA Meets June 22-23
TO MEET wartime conditions, thej
40th annual meeting of Pacific Ad-|
vertising Assn., to be staged in San
Francisco, has been scheduled for)
two week-days, June 22-23. The
Fairmont Hotel has been desig-j
nated as headquarters. Jack Clark
is conference committee chairman.!
• Broadcast
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than they've ever had in their lives before
. . . and they can buy more things than their
gasoline for farm ure, for
city cousins .
instance.

"Your
doing

station
an

outstand-

ing job on
news
of

the

is

and

KLZ

stands high with Colorado farmers.

KLZ is the station which will take your message, sales or otherwise, to them . . . surely
and economically.

farm
coverage

farm

field"!
......3?

A LETTER

the other day from James G.

Patton, National Farmers' Union president, made us at KLZ feel mighty good. The
statement above is a direct quotation from it,
closing with: "You are rendering a real public service."
From such a source, that's a real pat on the
back. It places high value on the farm service
which KLZ has tried to render in its area.
Farmers are really important people today.

BROADCASTING
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Their job of food production is as vital as
any. But farmers have always been important
in KLZ's thinking, planning, and programming. KLZ's farm editor conducts the "Farm
Service Program" every morning, a roundtable of farm leaders and agricultural experts every Saturday, and many other special
services.

Preble JTJM "Mtr.tajj,,
JCP.ol,

Farmers are important in today's sales picture. They have money to buy more things
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America's cultivation of science
which is proving to be its salvation
Gross
Sarnoff
Out

RCA

Up,

Describes

All-

War and Postwar Activities

ECA's CONSOLIDATED gross income for the first quarter of 1943
amounted to $67,283,966, an increase of 52% above the gross of
$44,141,709 for the same period of
1942, David Sarnoff, president of
RCA, told that company's stockholders at their annual meeting,
held in the RCA Bldg., New York,
last Tuesday.
Net profits before taxes, he
stated, were $8,936,111 for the quarter, up 18% from the net before
taxes of $7,564,533 for the previous
year's first quarter. But, he added,
an increase of 29% in provisions
for Federal taxes for the quarter
reduced the net profits after taxes
to $2,594,911, a decrease of 3%
from last year's net after taxes of
$2,666,733. Earnings per share of
common stock for the quarter were
12.9 cents this year as compared
with 13.4 cents last. Estimated
Federal income taxes for the quarter were 46 cents a share this year,
35 cents last year. i

Prepares

plants, he said, citing the program
for training women radio technicians organized in cooperation
with Purdue U., with 87 women
now enrolled in the course, completion of which will qualify them for
immediate assignment as engineering aides in RCA plants.
News Interest Up
Speaking of broadcasting, "the
form of radio most closely associated with our daily lives," Mr. Sarnoff said: "The American people,
because of a free radio and a free

Stating that on May 1, 1943,
RCA personnel numbered 38,027, an
increase of 25% since the beginning of 1942, Mr. Sarnoff said that
4,589 RCA employes have joined
the country's armed forces. The
stockholders present joined him in
a moment's silent tribute to the 19
who have given their lives to the
nation's cause.
RCA has had "no strikes, no disruption of production and little absenteeism," Mr. Sarnoff reported,
adding that a survey in the Philadelphia-Camden area showed RCA
to have the lowest absenteeism of
any company studied, with less
than 4%, whereas other industries
went as high as 12%.
Terming RCA's plants "giant arsenals of radio," he said that the
RCA laboratories are developing
new instruments to give the armed
forces of the United Nations the
most modern radio equipment in the
world and the company's factories
are turning out radio-electronic apparatus for planes, submarines,
tanks, jeeps, battleships, PT-boats
and mechanized units. Relieving
men for other essential work, RCA
is enlisting more women in its
Page
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Future

he said, bringing war pictures from
the battlefronts to American newspapers. "At the same time," he
stated, "many eye-witness reports
on the war and commentaries from
overseas are brought to this country by RCAC program transmission
service which delivers them with
split-second precision to American
networks for domestic broadcastRadio After the War
"Radio instruments will emerge
from the war almost human in
their capabilities," Mr. Sarnoff
said.
"They will possess not only a
ing."
sense
of direction, but a sense of
detection that will open new avenues of service. The radio direction
finder, which heretofore had only
an ear, now also has an eye. The
safety of aviation will be greatly
enhanced, for the aviator will be
able to see the ground through
clouds or darkness. By the scientific
application of the radio echo, the
radio 'eye' will avert collisions,
while the radio altimeter will
measure the altitude and warn of
mountains ahead or structures below.

All-Out for Victory
Reviewing RCA's activities in
this second year of war, Mr. Sarnoff said that "our every effort in
manpower and facilities is concentrated on our country's goal for
victory." He pointed to the display
of flags received by RCA for meritorious service: three Army-Navy
"E" flags won by the RCA Victor
Division plants at Camden and Harrison, N. J., and by the Radiomarine Corp. of America in New York,
and the United States Maritime
Commission "M" pennant and Victory Flag also awarded to Radiomarine.

For

DAVID

SARNOFF

press, are the best informed in the
world. The tremendous public interest in news has led to great expansion of news broadcasts. Radio
has become the public ear to the
war." RCA's broadcasting services,
NBC and the BLUE, he said, "by
their contributions of time, facilities and talent, are participating
daily in the war programs both at
home and abroad. Thousands of
special wartime announcements
have been broadcast by both NBC
and the BLUE. War bonds totaling
many millions have been sold and
continue to be sold as a direct result of radio appeals."
Tribute to Sponsors
Mr. Sarnoff also paid tribute to
the advertising sponsors, who continue, he said, "in wartime as in
peace, to be keynotes of the American system of broadcasting. To
them a salute is in order, for they
are carrying on with splendid programs to entertain the people of
this country amid the tiring tasks
of war. Many of their programs
are being shortwaved to the American forces overseas."
RCA Communications, in cooperation with the Government, provide transmitting and receiving facilities for military and other Government departments, Mr. Sarnoff
stated. In addition to the company's
radio-telegraph circuits that link
the United Nations, RCAC radiophoto circuits operate between New
York and London, Stockholm, Moscow, Cairo, Hawaii and Australia,

"American inventive genius contributed much to the creation and
perfection of the great offensive
and defensive weapon, known in the
United States as Radar. The word
means radio detecting and ranging.
I am happy to report that RCA
Laboratories have been in the forefront of Radar research and development. The radio-electron tube
was the key to its application. To
prevent information from reaching
the enemy which might facilitate
their development of Radar, news
concerning it was restricted in the
United States until recently. I believe it now can be said that by the
use of radio and especially Radar,
the United Nations have been able
to avert many disasters, save
precious lives, and inflict severe
damage upon their enemies.
"Television and Radar add new
dimensions to radio; wireless telegraphy was its first dimension, and
broadcasting its second. Application of these new developments of
radio to peace, opens new fields of
service on land, at sea, and in the
air.
Freedom and Progress
"The challenge to radio, however,
does not all come from science.
Radio has vast social as well as
scientific and economic implications. Electrons operate in response
to the changeless laws of Nature.
But the performance of radio is
regulated by the laws and actions
of men — political laws which are
subject to change. Freedom of the
air, whether in broadcasting or
television, ranks in importance and
responsibility with freedom of the
"And freedom of enterprise, in
the case of radio joined with
press.
proper governmental regulation, is
the surest guarantee of the greatest possible service to the people.
From such free enterprise has come
BROADCASTING

America'supmen of sciwar.
in the ence
have thrown
ramparts
around Victory, and have provided
armor for the preservation of liberty. They have made this country
the most powerful industrial nation
in the world, competent to be the
arsenal of Democracy.
"When the full story of wartime
radio is told, RCA, I believe, will

be the symbol of 'first in war' in all
phases of radio — research and invention, engineering and development, manufacturing and communication. Our job ahead is to
maintain RCA

and radio 'first in

To Redeem "B" Stock
On the company's financial affairs, Mr. Sarnoff reported that the
Board had voted to redeem the
11,891 shares of "B" preferred
stock
on July 1, after which its cappeace'."
italization will consist of 900,294
shares of $3.50 cumulative first
preferred stock and 13,881,016
shares of common stock. On April
15, he said, RCA sold its remaining
shares in Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Corp. for $6,495,747, approximately
the value at which these securities
were carried on RCA's books. He
also mentioned the Supreme Court's
dismissal of the suit of the Department of Justice to have vacated the
consent decree entered into in 1932
by the Government, RCA, General
Electric Co., Westinghouse Mfg. &
Electric Co. and other companies
suit.the settlement of the anti-trust
in
Stockholders reelected Gano
Dunn, Edward F. McGrady, De
Witt Millhauser and Edward J.
Nally to the board of directors for
new three-year terms, ending April,
1946. Arthur Young & Co., RCA's
present auditors, were chosen to
conduct the independent audit of
the company's books at the end
of 1943.
Statement of consolidated gross
income of RCA for 1942, contained
in the company's annual report,
shows that of the total of $197,024,056, RCA derived $52,613,910
from its broadcasting companies,
NBC and the BLUE. Manufacturing contributed $122,595,597; communications, $14,497,197, and other
source $7,317,352. The broadcasting revenue was 8.5% greater than
in 1941.

$1,000,000

Manuscript

ARTURO TOSCANINI'S manuscript of his arrangement of '"The
Star-Spangled Banner" offered to
the highest bidder in War Bond
purchases at the Easter Sunday
concert of the NBC Symphony Orchestra, went to William T. Grant,
Kansas City insurance executive,
for was
$1,000,000
bonds. NBC
Grant's
bid
entered inthrough
affiliate,
WDAF,
Kansas
City,
in
behalf of the insurance company
which he heads. Presentation of
the document was made by Niles
Trammell, NBC president, at the
May 2 broadcast of the NBC Summer Symphony. Easter concert resulted in $10,190,045 in War Bond
sales for seats in New York's
Carnegie Hall.
• Broadcast
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Listening
In

1944
Regional
To

Report

Boards
Peabody

Groups,

Chiefly

on Programs

AN IMPORTANT departure in
the methods of selection of winning
programs will be followed in the
future by the George Foster Peabody Awards Board, according to
announcement by Dean John E.
Drewry, School of Journalism, U.
"/ see WFDF

Flint Michigan is

recruiting for the home

guard."

11

fflTMARK OF ACCURACY,
SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE IN
WORLD

WIDE NEWS COVERAGE

UNITED

PRESS

PORTLAND, OREGON
nKEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts-620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK

Will

of Georgia, following last week's
presentation of 1942 honors at Columbus. The university, with the
cooperation of the NAB, makes the
annual awards.
To aid the board in its selections,
listening boards are being set up
in institutions of higher learning
over the country. At least twice
and possibly three times each year
members of these listening groups
will make reports as to significant
broadcasting activities within their
respective areas.
Editors, Publishers
Method of selection in the three
years the Peabody awards have
been given has been through a
board consisting principally of editors, publishers and representatives of advertising and broadcasting.
Awards in 1943 [Broadcasting,
March 29] as announced to the
public at the Institute for Education by Radio last week went to
Charles Collingwood, CBS correspondent, for "outstanding reporting of the news"; The Man Behind
the Gun, CBS, for "outstanding entertainment indrama"; The Standard Symphony, NBC Pacific Coast,
for "outstanding entertainment in
music"; Afield With Ranger Mac,
weekly series on WHA, Madison,
Wis., for the "outstanding educational program"; Our Hidden
Enemy — Venereal Diseases, transcribed series on KOAC, Corvallis,
Ore., for "outstanding public service program by a local station —
1,000 watts or under"; The Home
Front, weekly program on WCHS,
Charleston, W. Va., for "outstanding public service program by a
regional station — up to 10,000

Assist

Selections
of

Within

University
Their

People,

Areas

U. of Kentucky: Leonard Niel Plummer,
Journalism Department head, chairman ;
Maurice D. Seay, College of Education; and
Elmer G. Sulzer, director of public relations.
U. of Minnesota: Dr. Ralph D. Casey,
director, School of Journalism, chairman;
Mitchell V. Charnley, professor of journalism; Burton Paul, manager, WLB ; and
Tracy F. Tyler, College of Education.
Montana State U. : James L. C. Ford,
dean, School of Journalism, chairman;
Ralph McGinnis, radio program director;
and Dan Treloar, owner and operator,
KGEZ, Kalispell, Mont.
U. of North Carolina: O. J. Coffin, Journalism Department head, chairman ; C.
Phillips Russell, professor of journalism,
North Carolina; A. A. Wilkinson, Duke U-,
Durham; Mrs. Agnes Cooper, Meredith
College, ofRaleigh;
Nell Craig,
Woman's
College
the TJ.and
of North
Carolina.
U. of North Dakota: Arnold F. Cecka,
Journalism Department head, chairman;
John S. Penn, assistant professor of public speaking; Donald J. Robertson, assistant to the President; Richard O. Hale,
assistant professor of English ; Fred J.
O'Neil,
journalism
faculty and
and Dr.night
editor. Grand
Forks Herald:
Richard
Beck, professor of Scandinavian languages.
Ohio State U. : James E. Pollard, director. School of Journalism, chairman; Dr.
Edgar Dale, Bureau of Educational Research ; C. Wilbert Pettegrew, program
director, WOSU : N. N. Luxon, journalism
department; and R. C. Higgy, director,
WOSU.
U. of South Dakota ; E. G. Trotzig, Journalism Department head, chairman: Hale
Aarnes. acting h^art. Department of Sneech,
and director. KUSD: G. Russell Bauer,
Director of Information Service; and Dr.
George Lawrence Abernnthy, head. Department of Philosophy and Psychology.
West Virginia U. : P. I. Reed, director,
School of Journalism, chairman; Volney
W. Shepard, head of piano department,
School of Music ; Dr. Frances P. DeLancy,
assistant professor of political science; Paul
A. Flowers, assistant professor of journalism.,
The U. of Wisconsin : Grant M. Hyde,
director. School of Journalism, chairman;
Henry L. Ewbank, professor of speech; Edward B. Dean, lecturer in journalism: and
William G. Harley, program supervisor,
WHA.
Members of the advisory board, to whom
these committees will report, are: John H.
Benson, president, AAAA, New York City;
Dr. Ralph Casev, director. School of Journalism, U. of Minnesota ; Jonathan Daniels,
editor, Raleigh, N. C, News and Observer;

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

The personnel of the committee
watts."
thus
far completed:
U. of Southern California : Dr. Ivan
Benson, chairman, acting director. School
of Journalism; Dr. Max T. Krone, assistant
director of the School of Music and director,
radio department; and Herbert E. Farmer,
cinematography department.
U. of Georgia: Miss Carolyn Vance, as5000 WATTS
■ 1330 KILOCYCLES
sistant professor of journalism, chairman ;
Hugh Hodgson, professor of music; Dr. Albert Saye, professor of political science;
Dr. B. O. Williams, professor of sociology ;
and Tyus Butler, assistant professor of
journalism.
U. of Illinois: F. S. Siebert, director,
School of Journalism, chairman; Frank E.
Schooley, journalism instructor and program director, WILL; Lansom F. Demming,
i director of music, WILL; George Jennings,
acting director, Radio Council, Board of
ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
Education, Chicago; and Albert Crews, director, radio department, School of Speech,
The roster of advertisers using WEVD year
Northwestern U., Evanston.
State
U. of Iowa: Wilbur L. Schramm,
after year
reads Mice
Who" in
director, School of Journalism, chairman;
Notional
Advertising.
List "Who's
on request.
Charles L. Sanders, assistant professor of
journalism ; H. Clay Harshbarger, associate
HENRY GREENFIELD, managing director
professor of speech ; Mrs. Pearl Bennett
WiVO— 117 W. 46th Slr«t, N.w York, N. Y.
Broxam, program director, WSUI ; Carl H.
Menzer, director, WSUI.
Page
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100TH CURRENT SPONSOR of
Fulton Lewis jr., Mutual commentator. Stanley Seibel, general sales
manager of the Cerophyl Labs, of
Kansas City, signs a contract to
advertise Viet vitamin tablets on
the program over KSO, Des
Moines, as Mr. Lewis (1) and William B. Dolph, personal manager
of Mr. Lewis and executive vice
president of WOL, Washington,
look on.
BROADCASTING

Mark Ethridge, vice-president and general
manager, Louisville Courier-Journal and
Times; Joseph Henry Jackson, literary
editor, San Francisco Chronicle; Waldemar
Kaempffert, science editor. New York
Times; Alfred A. Knopf, publisher, New
York City; Dr. I. Keith Tyler, director of
evaluation of school broadcasts, Ohio State
U.; Mrs. Marjorie Peabody Waite, daughter
of George Foster Peabody, president,
"Yaddo" (artists and writers foundations,
editor, Atlantic
Glade, Weeks,'
chairSaratoga
Springs,Monthly;
N. Y. )Earl
; Edward
man, NAB code compliance committee ; and
Dr. S. V. Sanford, Chancellor, University
System of Georgia.
The Peabody awards are designed to give educational recognition and encouragement to the
broadcasting industry and to perpetuate the memory of the benefactor and life trustee of the U. of
Georgia.
Additional regional committees
will be announced later. Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, coordinator of listener
activity.
activity, NAB, is in charge of this

'Lone Ranger' Award
GENERAL MILLS, Inc., Minneapolis, has received a certificate
of merit from the New Jersey
Women's Press Club for the Lone
Ranger children's program, sponsored on the BLUE in behalf of
Cheerioats. Awards also went to
Lisa Sergio, commentator of
WQXR, New York, and Womanpower, CBS, presented in cooperation with the War Manpower Commission to help women find places
in the war effort. Presentations
took place at a luncheon in Newark, N. J., May 8, which featured
an address by Mrs. William Corwith, assistant to Dr. James T.
Angell, NBC public service counsellor on "What Should American
Radio Teach."
Thomas

Honored

LOWELL

THOMAS, BLUE commentator, received the annual
award of merit of the Poor Richard Club at a banquet meeting of
the Philadelphia advertising group,
May 4. The "Poor Richard Silver
Medal and Citation of Merit," was
bestowed standing
in recognition
"outcontribution to ofcurrent
literature, to the art of reporting
and appraising current events, and
to the radio and motion picture
art." Mr. Thomas presented his
regular news program, sponsored
by Sun Oil Co., from the scene of
the
meeting, through WFIL, Philadelphia.
NAB Women Meet
INCREASING NEED for women
in the services was stressed by
Capt. Ruth Morton of WAAC, and
Lt. Hazel Markel, Radio Division
of Navy Public Relations, at the
first annual meeting of the Assn.
of Women Directors of NAB held
April 28 during the NAB War Conference in Chicago. The group reelected its slate of officers: Ruth
Chilton, WSYR, Syracuse, president; Mildred Bailey, WTAG, Worcester, secretary; Rhea McCarthy,
WCOL, Columbus, treasurer; and
Dorothy Lewis, coordinator of
listener activities of NAB. The results of a special
study on women's
audiences
were distributed
at the
meeting.
JOHN

KIERAN,
Information Please, NBC"expert"
programonsponsoredumnist
by H.for the
J. Heinz
Co.,
and
a
colNew York Sun, has
been named a member of the committee on public interest of the Community Service Society of New York.
• Broadcast
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We wouldn't go so far as to say that average radio sets
in lhe Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo Area can't pick up a
Columbia program from Detroit or Chicago. All we say
is that the vast majority of them don't.
Figure it out for yourself. If you had a bad "fading"
condition in your neighborhood (as we do here in

The Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids Area is the
of 1,483,509 better than average consumers
vastly prefer WKZO to any and every other
station, either "outside" or "inside" the
Write for "The Tale of Three Cities".

home
mho
radio
Area.

Western

Michigan) — and if you had a really good Columbia station within a few miles of you — would you
trouble to tune to another Columbia station say 150
miles away?
WKZO is a 5,000-watt station, on 590 K.C., broadcasting the best of Columbia and local offerings from the
center of the second richest big market in Michigan.
Let us — or Free & Peters — show you why we're your
one best bet for Western Michigan!
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Impact of War On
American Life
ONE YEAR after Pearl Harbor,
according to a report issued last
week by Life magazine under the
title "The Impact of War on American Families," 18.1% of the families
reported at least one member in
the armed forces and 18.9% had at
least one member engaged in war
work.
Home radios were reported by
91.9% of the families, although
4.2% of these reported their sets
out of order.

It's

What

Others

Say

that

Other pertinent data included
the fact that 5.5% of all reporting
families had shifted from below to
above the $2,000 cash income level ;
40% of all families reported higher
incomes; 59.2% owned cars, but
5.9% of the cars were laid up, with
65.3% of the families still operating their cars estimating their
present tires would not hold up for
more than another year.
Impact on Cross-Section
Preface of the 60-page i-eport,
signed by H. D. Everett Jr., research manager of Life, describes
the study as "a measurement of
the war's impact on a cross-section
of American families." It was taken
by the Magazine Audience Group
about a year after the attack on
Pearl Harbor during the regular

Counts
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Cincinnati agency
in commenting on
a WWVA job.
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91.9%

Radio
Families
of order were located: 18.0% East,
"C" level, 30.4% in the "D" level
24.6% Midwest, 50.4% South and
7.0% West.
and 66.1% in the "E" level.
The report comments on the sigFamilies with one or more members in the armed forces reported
nificance
of
the
finding
that
"families in the lower economic levels
a slightly higher average of set
ownership than other families
'E'
andradio
the is'D'less
(particularly
levels),
where inthere
(94.5% as against 91.3%) and a
ownership to begin with, reported
slightly lower percentage of sets
more homes with radios out of orout of order (3.8% as against
der than families in the upper
4.2%). War worker families reported radios in 95.9% of the homes
Breakdowns of urban and rural
as
against
only 91.0% radio ownresidents and by geographic areas
ership
in
other
homes, but the perlevels."
revealed the same phenomenon.
centage of sets out of order was
"Rural families, with less extenthe same in both groups, 4.2%.
sive radio ownership than urban
1938) in the
Trend in radio homes
1938)
families, reported a larger perCSMA cross-section 1939)
surveys
has
80.1%.
set mortality."
been as follows :
1939) 80.8%.
less homescentage ofwere
divided into [Radio39.3%
urban, 60.7% rural; of homes with
Report
81.8%.
83.4%.
radios out of order 39.9% were
1941)
Report
1942)
1942)
urban,
rural.]between
"The same
Report
inverse 60.1%
correlation
the
Report
86.8 <?,.
89.1%.
percentage of homes with radios
(3rd
Report
and the percentage of homes with
(4th
Report
radios out of order existed in terms
91.9%.
(4th qr.
This Sample
(2nd
of geographic regions." Total radio
homes were divided: 29.6% North(4th
east, 31.7% Midwest, 27.4% South
(1st
(1st N. S., is now ou
and 11.3% West. Radioless homes
CJFX, Antigonish,
the Air with 1000 watts on 380 kcj
were divided: 12.2% Northeast,
The station's inaugural program in17.7% Midwest, 66.1% South and
cluded an opening address by Nova
.
4.0% West. Homes with sets out
Scotia's Premier A. S. qMacMillan.
rq.rrq.r.
q
qr.
qr.

interview for Life's "Continuing
Study of Magazine Audiences."
Study
was conducted by Crossley
Inc.
Detailed report of radio ownership and operation reveals that of
5,971 families reporting, 5,259 had
radios in working order, 228 had
out-of-order sets, and 484 of the
homes were without radios. When
the homes are broken down by economic levels the report reveals
that all "A" and "B" homes had
radios in working order. Of the
out-of-order sets, 9.6% were found
in "C" homes, 40.4% in "D" homes
and 50% in "E" homes. Of the
radioless homes, 3.5% were in the
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EXCELLENCE AND LOTS of it entitles Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, and
Federal Telephone & Radio Corp., IT&T affiliate, to E awards for production of wartime equipment. With a touch of glamor (top photo,
center) added, R. W. Durst, vice-president and secretary of Hallicrafters,
and W. J. Halligan, president. Glamor element is Marcia Davis, Hallicrafters advertising manager. Displaying the Federal E are (1 to r)
Maj. Gen. George S. Gibbs, Federal vice-chairman; W. E. Boehle, representing employes; Col. Ira H. Treest, Signal Corps.
BROADCASTING
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©WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS
This grimly humorous

insignia represents one of the most exciting units

of America's fighting services . . . the Motor Torpedo Boats. Roaring out
of the morning mists, or the blackness of the midnight hour, these swift
and deadly MTB's have played havoc with the pride and joy of Tojo's
navy. And the men who run these greyhounds of destruction are the
epitome of any young boy's hero . . . tough, and smart, and daring. The
brilliant exploits of these boats and their crews will require a lengthy
chapter when the full story of this war is finally written.

OFFICIAL U. S. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH
For more than 18 years, WTIC has served the people of Southern New England
faithfully and well. During that time, WTIC has established . . . and adhered
to ... an unusually high standard for both informative and entertainment
programs. The resulting listener-loyalty, combined with the fact that family
income and radio ownership here are far above the national average, means
that your advertising message over WTIC's
tion to sales ... it is a direct and immediate
continue to remind you that
THERE'S

DIRECT

NOT

facilities is more than an invitacreator of them. That is why we

ANOTHER

LIKE

IT!

ROUTE
TO AMERICA'S
NO. 1 MARKET
77ie Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation

Member

of NBC

and New

England Regional Network

Represented by WEED & COMPANY, New York, Boston
Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood
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Promotion
Ten Thousand — Hats And Cats — Air Change
NBC

BASIC

STATION

IN

THE

"LAND

OF PLENTY"

NIGH

T

Drama

Champ — Extra-Curricular

WGAR Campaign
LOCAL advertising campaign of
WGAR, Cleveland, to focus attention on programs and personalities featured by the station was
centered around two-column insertions in various Cleveland daily
papers including pictures and stories of two programs in each of 62
different ads in a four-week period.
Double-sized car cards appeared in
over 1600 streetcars and buses in
Cleveland in various colors, each
carrying pictures of four different
program personalities heard on
given nights.
A similar set of cards bearing
the words "Buy the brands they
advertise" were displayed in Cleveland retail drug, grocery and department stores selling the products advertised on WGAR. In addition, movie trailers showing time
and features of outstanding nighttime programs were shown at a
downtown theatre, and over 450
chainbreaks emphasized daily programs which were being plugged
in the newspapers. M. M. Scott,
account-executive of the Cleveland
office of Fuller & Smith & Ross
Inc., handled the promotion.
*
* *
Hats and Cats
BOOKLET containing advice on
spring hats and coiffures, offered
on Pegeen Fitzgerald's Strictly
Personal program on Mutual, will
be followed up by another on summer hats, which will also include
information on the care and feeding of cats. Spring booklet was
requested by over 11,000 women.
Listener's Guide
A LISTENER'S GUIDE containing editorials and news stories
about station and network programs and personalities is mailed
by WKNE, Keene, N. H., to a paid
subscription list, station charging
10c for six monthly issues. After
three months WKNE pronounces
the idea a success.

Ten Thousand Tabs
TEN thousand promotional cards
with push-button tabs attached
have been printed by WTOP, Washington, in connection with the recent change of its call letters from
WJSV. There are nine sets of the
WTOP letters in three sizes on
each card, which can be bent or
trimmed to fit any type pushbutton, and letters have been sent
to the 235 radio servicemen and
radio retailers in the Washington
area with sets of ten cards enclosed. Plugs are given at station
breaks and during local shows urging listeners to request the tabs.
Those phoning in pledges during a
recent War Bond selling day at the
station were sent a set of tabs.
Change in the Air
WORCESTER Mass., really felt a
recent
in the affiliation
air". WTAG
switched"change
its network
and
used all media — newspaper ads,
posters, movie trailers, announcements— to notify the public. Teaser
campaign using slogan "next week
more than ever, you'll want to listen to WTAG" preceded the
change, with "now more than ever"
week following. Network air celebrities sent transcribed greetings
for broadcast, and a two-minute
announcement publicizing CBS
shows accompanies all newscasts.
Sunday Telegram devoted the entire radio section to the campaign,
with dailies giving their radio
pages to it.
Extra-Curricular
PUBLIC SERVICE to Charlestonians by WCHS, Charleston,
W. Va., took the form of a window
display on a busy downtown street
which explained the workings of
point rationing. Obtaining about
200 different canned and processed
food items, a small card listing the
weight and number of points required to buy the can was attached
to each item.

Guild Awards
NEWSPAPER GUILD of New
York presented 13 radio artists
with "Page One Awards," for distinguished achievement in the entertainment field, at the Guild's
eighth
annual
"Page Block,
One" m.c.
ball of
in
New York. Martin
Make Believe Ballroom on WNEW,
New York, and announcer of several network programs, was described as "the most popular and
most widely imitated disc jockey in
America" while Milton Berle, CBS,
was selected as the "most outspoken
comedian." Other award recipients
in the radio industry were: Bob
Hawk, Frank Sinatra, Harry
James, Elsa Maxwell, and the
Golden Gate Quartet, all CBS;
Jimmy Durante, NBC; Victor
Borge, BLUE, and Duke Ellington, Mutual.
* * *
Poetical Plug
TEXAS Co., New York, is distributing apromotional booklet of
humorous verses by "Falstaff Openshaw," poet laureate of the CBS
Texaco Star Theatre, with an introduction by Fred Allen, star of
the program, and drawings by
Otto Soglow. Presentation contains
verses in a patriotic vein, interwoven with plugs for various Texaco services.
*
* *
Drama Champ
USING the Lux Radio Theatre as
its text, CBS has issued a brochure,
12x15 inches, to show how steady
audience growth is "traceable directly to consistent pattern of quality, and the power of the network
on which it is broadcast." Piece
points out that the Lux show,
started in 1935, , gained listeners
steadily and claims it as the
"heavyweight champion of all the
234 network
of used
today."in
Blue
and black shows
colors are
CBS' usual high quality of design.
Lux Radio Theatre awards, 1935
to 1943, are listed in one page.
KIRO

Campaign

LEADING off with full-page ads
in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer
and Star, KIRO, Seattle CBS outlet, followed with two-column ads
in the Star for a month and bus
cards in two series, each running
a month, all promoting specific programs and personalities heard on
programs on KIRO between 6 and
12 midnight. A program schedule
of program plugs averaging 14 a
day was also devoted to the campaign.
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MISSION ACHIEVED shouts this task force of community leaders over
a four-station network, originating at WKY, Oklahoma City, when news
arrived that Oklahoma City had subscribed more than $40,000,000 to
underwrite construction of the cruiser USS Oklahoma City. In the front
row (1 to r) : Dan Hogan, president, City National Bank & Trust Co.;
King Price, Norman, Okla., bond chairman; Robert A. Hefner, mayor,
Oklahoma City; Mrs. George Key, AWVS chairman; Robert S. Kerr, governor of Oklahoma; Gayle V. Grubb, manager of WKY; O. L. Simpson,
"admiral" of the Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce task force. Back
row, H. J. Jones, collector of Internal Revenue; G. R. McAlpine, fire chief;
J. I. Meyerson, Oklahoma Publishing Co., advertising and promotion
manager; Lt. Com. Frank Adam, Navy recruiting officer; Hugh Harrell,
War Savings Staff county chairman ; George Green, War finance committee district secretary.
BROADCASTING
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This letter,
/ew from one of the nation's outstanding time buyers, is entirely unsolicited, and does not represent an endorsement of Radio Station WMC. It is, however, a high
tribute to WMCs latest BOOK OF FACTS — a publication which should interest alert agencies
and advertisers the country over. Radio Stations, interested in securing a copy as a guide for similar
publication for themselves, may have one without cost or obligation by writing WMC,
Tennessee.
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PLANTS IN 25 CITIES
OFFICES EVERYWHERE

SERVED

BY

A

WESTINGHOUSE

TRANSMITTER

Today, the versatile Stockton area is "doubling in brass" for
Victory. From its fertile farms come needed foods; from new war
plants flow weapons
To

for fighting men.

this vital area, KGDM's new Westinghouse 5-HV transmitter is speeding news, information, entertainment . . . substantially increasing the range

Inland Seaport."
The skill and experience

of the "Voice

that has made

of California's
these

Only

fine Westing-

house transmitters the industry's measure of performance are
now engaged 100% on war duty; will be until the Axis calls it
quits. "Walkie-talkies", radio locators, aircraft transmitters . . .
many types of radio apparatus for war are now flowing from the
plants of Westinghouse
To

ELECTRONICS

fighting fronts.

war

more

effectively, Westinghouse

radio

research

talent is probing

deep

into the field of electronics.

And

one thing

you

wage

to major

can

count

on is this — when

the story can be told and

West-

inghouse war-born developments revealed and turned to peacetime use . . . the radio industry will benefit to the full.
J-08052

TIMETABLE

OF

PROGRESS

KGDM— STOCKTON,

CALIFORNIA

1926 — 5 Watts, 3 daytime hours daily.
1928— To 50 Watts.
1930— To 250 Watts.
1936— To 1000 Watts.
1943— To 5000

Watts

with Westing-

house 5-HV Transmitter. Becomes

princi-

pal CBS outlet for Central Valley Section
of California.
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Shunning
Subsidy
THE BROADCASTING industry does not
seek succor from its Government in the way
of subsidy, direct or indirect but will try to
use its own ingenuity in solving the financial
problems of its "loser" stations. That was made
abundantly clear at the NAB War Conference
in Chicago when practically unanimous opposition was expressed to any direct Government purchase-of-time plan.
Now comes Senator Bankhead, of Alabama,
with his well advertised bill for a $25,000,000,$30,000,000 fund to be spent for newspaper
advertising, half of it in small newspapers —
journalism's counterpart of radio's "loser"
stations. The measure makes no provision for
radio. Mr. Bankhead says he can't make the
bill all-inclusive; that perhaps other media in
trouble can be cared for in supplementary
measures, or perhaps through amendment of
his measure.
Radio, as the NAB conference so pointedly
expressed itself, wants no part of the Bankhead plan, or any other subsidy. There is extreme doubt whether his proposal will get to
first base anyway. ANPA, at its convention
last month, took almost identical action on the
subsidy issue. These expressed attitudes, and
the fact that the Bankhead measure makes
no bones about stating that the money is to
be spent for publication "in connection with
such advertising of information, sales arguments and appeals relating to and promoting
or encouraging such sales" of Treasury bonds
and other Government promotions, augurs for
rather stalwart opposition.

at the War Conference failed to reveal that
the difficulties of these smaller stations are
worse than a year ago. But the outlook is
bleak, with the descending spiral in local business, and with national business practically
nonexistent for these outlets. Most of these
stations have been chronic losers, it was shown.
Several proposals for alleviation of the problem were advanced in Chicago. Most of them
were not premised on sound business. Those
which proposed that national advertisers buy
all small stations were impractical. On the other
hand, we have always felt that the better secondary markets would be bought nationally,
if properly packaged, promoted and sold.
The NAB meeting did the only thing it could
do — urge Government agencies to process programs dealing with the war effort which can
be sold locally and nationally. The biggest
problem of the minor market station is manpower. Competent programming personnel is
scarce. The Government, on the other hand, can
pre-fabricate its programs in the same way
it makes mats available to local newspapers
for advertising sponsorship. The NAB also
authorized a committee to set up machinery
for the pooling of salable ideas for these stations.
The pinch may get tighter before it gets
easier. The FCC, we feel, should ask Congress
to amend the law (particularly in the light
of legislative hearings on the White-Wheeler
Bill this month) to allow stations in economic
straits to suspend operation for the duration
without prejudice to their return to the air
when the war is won. The FCC says this can't
be done under the existing law.

Yet radio has a right to resent the discriminatory nature of the proposed legislation.
Again it's a case of concluding that radio, as
a licensed medium, must give its time away.
Or perhaps it's because radio hasn't made an
impression upon those in politics as a fighting
medium.
All other considerations aside, the problem
of the small station, in outlying areas, is tough.
The War Conference action, while it maintained the laudable policy of a free and "unkept" industry, nevertheless doesn't pay the
bills of stations in the red or alleviate their
manpower troubles. The station owners, while
they have kept their self-respect, in some cases
unquestionably feel they are just as far away
from a solution as ever.
The statistics gathered by the FCC and cited

John
PRESIDENT

L. &

Jimmy

ROOSEVELT,

in his Fireside

Chat last week on the coal miners' crisis, called
attention to the "no strike" pledge of labor
unions shortly after Pearl Harbor. He termed
the United Mine Workers' action a breach of
faith.
Those words of the President aptly apply
to another kind of "strike" having a distinct
and direct bearing on the war effort. When
AFM Czar James C. Petrillo forbade members
of his union to record for transcriptions of
phonograph records last Aug. 1, he called a
strike. It has been in effect since. Not a single
transcription or phonograph record for cus-

tomary purposes has been made since with
union musicians.
The President said the heads of AFL, CIO I
and the Mine Workers all subscribed to the
"no strike" agreement. Jimmy's AFM is an
affiliate of AFL — one of its strongest units.
Jimmy's "strike" therefore constitutes a !
violation of that agreement. That it is hinder- !
ing the war effort has been stated flatly by
such officials as Elmer Davis, James Lawrence
Fly and Senator D. Worth Clark (D. Idaho),
chairman of the Senate subcommittee set up to
investigate the whole Petrillo-provoked situation.
The NAB,

at its War

Conference, went

strongly on record against Jimmy's tactics, and
urged the transcribers to hold their ground
and not yield to his money demands. NAB
suggested, moreover, legal measures to end the
ban as in violation of labor's pledge, and as
having injured wartime morale.
The President said the miners' case is one
that should be decided by the War Labor Board.
It is obvious that the Petrillo case should go
there too. Capitulation by the recording and
transcription industries, either on principle or
dollars, would go beyond the intent of wartime
policy.
Concerning

SCAN

Copy

the breakdown of broadcast advertising

last year — or for any recent year — and you'll
find that substantially half of the industry's
volume comes from the food, drug and cosmetic fields. The industries are radio's leading
customers.
It behooves broadcasters, therefore, to know
more about the advertising and exploitation
problems of their best customers. These manufacturers of branded or "proprietary" products have regulatory headaches of their own,
quite apart from those confronting broadcasters in the handling of such business. These
inhibitions and restrictions affect their radio
commercials as well as printed word
advertising.
Leading authority in this field is Dr. Frederick J. Cullen, executive vice-president of
The Proprietary Assn., 61-year-old trade group
which has performed outstanding service for
its members in matter of state and Federal
regulation of these fields. Nine years ago the
Association inaugurated its present activities
in the self-regulation of members' advertising.
Success of its activities is reflected in diminution of formal complaint.
Dr. Cullen's organization has as its objective keeping its members out of the kind of
trouble which follows when advertising copy
oversteps the bounds of legality or good taste.
He has censored thousands of proprietary medicine advertisements, and is the leading authority in this work.
In this issue we publish an article by Dr.
Cullen covering the laws and the trials and
pitfalls that confront the uninitiated copywriter
who tries to hit the ball with every script or
layout. He gives the legal whys and wherefores in a valuable reference guide to all who
come in contact with advertising copy. We
commend it to all radio people who carry
responsibility for what is said over their
microphones. It should be preserved — and
applied.
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MILLER McCLINTOCK, Mutual
president,
been appointed
ber of the has
executive
committee a ofmemthe
Federal Radio Educational Committee of the U. S. Office of Education.
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NOTES

MRS. ROYAL MILLER, wife of the
owner of KROY, Sacramento, is acting as manager in the absence for
the duration of Bill Thompson, who
is in the Navy as a commissioned
officer. D. E. Lundy, sales manager,
is acting in an advisory capacity to
Mrs. Miller.
CAPT. GRIFFITH THOMPSON,
general manager of WBYN, Brooklyn, before joining the Special Service Branch of the Army, is in Halloran Hospital, Staten Island, N. Y.,
undergoing
head weeks
iniuries receivedtreatment
in a fall for
several

JAMES

WALDO

in 1934 James Waldo
BACK
Woodruff Jr. wound up his
work
at Episcopal High
School at Alexandria, Va.
ind returned to his Columbus, Ga.
lome, ready for college and a
l iareer. He finished off the former
llun a hurry at the U. of Georgia,
md kept an inquiring eye in the
neantime on "what to do."
In. Jim Senior's activities were a
'ertile source of assistance in setling that important question beI :ause they ranged from real estate
md stocks to dye machine manufacturing and radio broadcasting,
tjiot to mention farming and dairying. Even before Jim Jr. left the
. university in 1936 he had sampled

| his
father's broadcasting
Dn vacations
and found it business
entirely
bo his measure.
At Episcopal Jim had been head
monitor, football captain, winner
of numerous athletic medals and
awards and particularly of the
Blackiston Prize (a trip to Bermuda) for outstanding leadership.
When a fellow like that, having
added collegiate honors as a mark
jof his aggressiveness and abilities,
is brought into contact with a threestation broadcasting network — and
|they decide to woo each other —
you've got a winning combination.
Today Jim Sr. is relieved of all
i concern with the Georgia Broadcasting System — WRBL, Columbus; WATL, Atlanta; WGPC, Albany. Jim Jr., as executive manager, runs the show. In Columbus,
where the Woodruff family has
lived for more than 100 years,
Jim, aged 28, is known as the busiest of young executives. In January the Distinguished Service
Award Key of the Columbus Junior
Chamber of Commerce paid tribute
for the whole town to Jim's enviable qualities of personality and
ability.
The award of the key was an easy
choice for the committee. For Jim
is chairman of the Red Cross War
BROADCASTING

WOODRUFF

JR.

Fund for Muscogee county, director of the First National Bank,
member of the Alabama-Georgia
Boy Scout executive committee,
youngest member of the Merchants
Assn. directorate; retiring president of the state association of
broadcasters ; director, Senior
Chamber of Commerce and numerous other civic responsibilities
cheerfully and well served; not
to mention the fact that he is not
only in his second term as a director at large of the NAB — but the
youngest to hold such office. To top
off his honors he was elected Director of NAB District 5, for a twoyear term, effective at the NAB
War Conference in Chicago, April
27-29.
At the Chicago War Conference
Jimmy was named Chairman of the
Small Station Problems Committee. The committee came up with
suggestions unanimously adopted
both by the Conference and the
Board of Directors.
Jim is described in his home
bailiwick as genial and goodhumored but with an underlying
business determination which produces the right idea and its prompt
and efficient execution at the right
time. He's modest, seldom gets perturbed and has a world of patience.
He likes things done promptly and
of course likes them done well. And
like most good leaders he helps get
them done himself.
Football remains his outstanding
interest outside of the office.
Wherever there's a game on, there
also will be Jim, with a portable
under one arm so he can get everything the announcer in the booth is
offering. He makes home movies
and is actively interested in local
charities. At Georgia U. he was a
member of Sigma Epsilon and
Pelican.
In 1937 he married Catherine
Leslie Mullins, and lives modestly
in Columbus in a story-book cottage
among roses and magnolias.
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F. J. HEALY, former vice-president
in charge of the lighting division of
Sylvania Electric Products, New
York, has been appointed vice-president in charge of operations. In his
new position, Mr. Healy will be responsible for all manufacturing operations in both the lighting and radiotube divisions.
J. J. CLAREY Jr., foreign advertising manager of Bristol-Myers Co.,
New York, and recently elected president of the Export Adv. Assn., has
been named chairman of the committee
on radio and press, a division of the
1943 Foreign Trade Week Committee, for the New York metropolitan
district. Foreign Trade Week will be
observed May 16-22, with special meetings to be held at the Hotel Astor, New
York.
JACK HOWELL, former manager of
KOMA, Oklahoma City, has joined
the Navy and is taking basic training
at Camp Peary, Williamsburg, Va.
SIDNEYecutive ofDEAN,
former
account Co.,
exJ. Walter
Thompson
New York, is a recent graduate of the
Army Air Forces OCS.
FRANK FENTON, time salesman
for WLW in New York, is now atArmy at
Air Miami
Forces Beach.
Officers'
Candidatetending theSchool
DR. AUGUSTIN FRIGON, assistant
general manager of the CBC, Montreal, will spend two weeks in Jamaica
making a survey and recommendations
concerning the possible extension of
broadcasting services on the West
Indian island. Dr. Frigon has been
loaned to the Jamaican government
to advise on the best type of organization from the technical and administrative points of view.
ARTHUR SIMON, general manager
of WPEN, Philadelphia, has gone to
the Mayo Clinic at Rochester, Minn.,
for a two-week physical check-up.
DAN PARK, former salesman of
KYW, Philadelphia, graduated from
OCS last week. He is father of a baby
girl born recently.
KEN KENNEDY, account executive
of KTMS, Santa Barbara, has been
transferred from that station's Ventura, Cal., staff to replace Jess Jones,
recently inducted into the Army.
W. ELWOOD, general manager of KPO, San Francisco, is on
a business trip to New York and
Washington, D. C, expecting to return about the middle of May.

HUGH GAGE of the sales department of CKWS, Kingston, Ont, has
been transferred to the commercial
department of CFCH, North Bay,
Ont.
HAROLD

LEVEY,

of Washington,

D.
and the
Mrs. sales
Edgar
T. Hansonof
haveO.jjoined
department
WLOL, Minneapolis.
DON S. ELIAS, executive director of
WWNC, Asheville, N. O, has returned to his desk after a tonsil operation.
EDWIN P. CURTIN, formerly with
BBDO and NBC and ex-radio pubof the
New York
World's
Fair, licity
has headbeen
advanced
to the
rank
of lieutenant colonel at Camp
Wheeler, Ga. After brief service
with the radio branch of the War
Department
of Public troop
Relations, Col. Bureau
Curtin requested
duty and has subsequently earned
promotionsmandingatofficerCamp
as comof theWheeler
Tenth Training
Battalion.
LEWIS W. WATERS, formerly vicepresident in charge of research and
development of General Foods Corp.,
New York, has been named to the newly created post of vice-president in
charge of scientific relations. Thomas
M. Rector, formerly manager of the
company's central laboratories in Hoboken, has been named manager of
research and development. Mr. Waters'
new post was established in recognition of the increasing importance of a
scientific approach to the basic problems of nutrition, as differentiated
from commercial research, according
to Clarence Francis, G-F president.
BENNET LOWRY, former office
manager of Whittelsey Inc., New
York, and for the five previous years
assistant personnel
manager
Certain-Teed Products Corp.,
Newof York,
has joined CBS as employment manager, according to an announcement
last week by Francis C. Barton Jr.,
CBS personnel manager.
J. J. CLAREY JR., who resigned in
February, 1942, as president of Export
jointhetheCoordinator
radio division ofAdv.
theAssn.,
Officeto of
of Inter-American Affairs was reelected head of the association at its
annual meeting in New York Wednesday, April 28. All other nominees on
the slate (Broadcasting, April 26)
were elected.
Win.

D. Murray

WILLIAM D. MURRAY, 42, vicepresident of the Hudson Adv. Co.,
New York, died May 2 at his home
in Yonkers, N. Y. Mr. Murray
joined the agency, which was
founded by his father, after his
graduation from Harvard in 1921.
He is survived by his parents, his
wife, a sister and two brothers.
FDR

Miner

Rating

JOHN

MERWYN McCABE, account executive of KFRC, San Francisco, recently is father of a baby boy.
ENSIGN JOSEPH H. ZIAS, attached
to the War Plans Section, Office of
Naval Communications, Washington,
has been promoted to rank of lieutenant (j.g.). He formerly was with the
radio law firm of Loucks & Scharfeld.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S four
network address on the coal strike
May 2 was heard by a listening
audience of 43,761,000 persons, according to a survey made by C. E.
Hooper Inc. and released by CBS.
Rating of 56.7 compares with report on the President's Lincoln's
birthday talk, Feb. 12, which received a Hooper rating of 57.1.
Presidential talk on Washington's
birthday was rated at 46.2.
May
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HOWARD GRAY, chief announcer of
KFVD, Los Angeles, is the father of
a girl born April 19.
ALVIN WILDER, news analystcommentator, on April 30 started a
twice-weekly quarter-hour commentary on KFI, Los Angeles. Friday.
5:30-5:45 p.m. (PWT). and Sunday.
10:45-11 a.m. (PWT). In addition he
conducts a similar weekly series on
KECA, that city.
WILLIS OBORN. formerly in charge
of BLUE Hollywood mailroom. has
been shifted to that network's announcing staff as vacation announcer.
TESSMAN, Hollywood announcer on the four-weekly quarterhour Raymond Graham Swing program, sponsored by Soeony Oil Co..
on BLUE stations, has been inducted
into the Army. Henry A. (Hank)
Weaver has taken over Mr. Tessman's duties.
*>
TOM BRENEMAN, Hollywood m.c.
of the six-weekly Breakfast at Sardi's
cooperatively sponsored on BLUE stations, in late April received the honorary title. "Commander of Hollywood Flight Squadron,
U. S.work
Navy.'in recognition
of recruiting
for
that branch. A squadron was organized from applicants whose enlistments followed Breneman's talk on
opportunities in naval aviation during
a recent broadcast.

RADIO CARRIES ON the old theater tradition and the show goes on.
Ruth Lyons, who presents the Consumers Foundation program on WLW
and The Pettycoat Party Line show on WSAI, does just this as she is
quarantined at home by illness in her family. Walter Rogers, WLWWSAI engineer, checks broadcast time on Miss Lyons' front porch.

ABBOTT

FAYE

SILVER, of KROY, Sacramento, has joined KHUB, Watsonville, Cal.. as director of Women's
programs.

IN

THE

war bonds
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buy.. .the safer will be our
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supply lines to fighting fronts
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WILLIAM B. RAY, director of news
and special events of NBC, Chicago,
is the father of a boy.

CY STRANGE, formerly of CKGB,
Timmins, Ont., has been appointed
pi-ogram director of CKWS. Kingston. Ont.
VERNON BARTLETT, BBC news
analyst, and a member of the British
Parliament, will be heard on CBS
May 20, following his arrival in this
country for a lecture tour. This will
be his third visit to America.
PHIL
CLAYTON, formerly of
CKCR, Kitchener, Ont., has been appointed program director of CFCH,
North Bay, Ont.
PAUL WHITEMAN, BLUE Network musical director, was in San
Francisco the latter part of April
to confer with KGO Manager Don
Searle, Bob Dwan, program manager,
and other executives on plans for
musical
Francisco.programs originating in San
BETTY BERRY has joined the sound
effects and transcription department
of WEEI, Boston.
CECIL WOODLAND, continuity director of WSNY, Schenectady, on
April
10 married Anne Graber, of
Schenectady.

HOTEL
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FEY ROGERS, program manager of
WOPI, Bristol. Tenn.. was named
"Bristol's Leading young 1942 citizen" bymerce.
theHe was
Juniorcited
Chamber
of Comfor his
work
promoting 10% War Bond Savings.
Red Cross, Salvation Army, and the
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
ELIZABETH HART and Louis
Rowen, staff announcers of NBC.
Chicago,
were married at Waukegan.
111.

BOB KESTEN, program director of
CKWS, Kingston.
Ont., has
been Royal
commissioned a lieutenant
in the
Canadian Corps of Signals, and is
training at Three Rivers, Que., and
Brockville. Ont. Before joining CKWS
he was a freelance producer at Toronto, and with Ardiel Adv. Agency. Toronto.

Atlantic
the more

BILLY MILLS, musical director of
the weekly NBC Fibber McGee &
Molly, sponsored by S. C. Johnson &
Sons Inc. (wax products), has been
elected
Southern California vice-presinity.
dent of Beta Theta Pi, social frater-
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GEORGE THEERINGER, sports
commentator of WSNY, Schenectady,
has enlisted in the Marines and will
be succeeded by Carol (Pink) Gardner, former light-heavyweight wrestling champion.
MARY LOU EVANS, new to radio,
has joined W1XTG, FM affiliate of
AVTAG, Worcester.
BROADCASTING

KATE SMITH, CBS star of two
General Foods programs, marked her
twelfth year on the air May 1 — also
her 33rd birthday. Actual celebration took place April 30, on her regular Friday night program, now originating temporarily from the West
Coast. gramsAgency
Kate Smith's
proisYoung for
& Rubicam,
New York.
AL ROBINSON has returned to the
announcing staff of WRDW, Augusta. Ga., and Bill Wofford. staff
vocalist, is now announcing in place
of Dick Goode who, joined the Army.

STELLA HOLOWELL, writer, fol- i
lowing a four-year absence, has re- SI
joined continuity department of I
KTMS. Santa Barbara, Cal., and is I
assigned to Woman's Page of the Air. 1
ROLAND J. SCHUMACHER, head I
of the traffic education division of the I
St. Louis Police Department and con- 1
ductor of the weekly program, So It I
Can't Happen to You over KXOK. j|
St. Louis, has been promoted to the
rank of lieutenant. Landis Wilkenson.
announcer, has received orders to
report
as report
a flyingcadet infor
the active
Army. duty
He will
to
Camp narySheppard,
Texas, for prelimitraining.
MAX MELLINGER, former anannouncer of KFOX. Long Beach.
Cal., has joined KFDB, Los Angeles.
BETTY BREWER of the KXOK, St.
Louis, continuity department, was
married last week to Lt. Paul Ley of
the. Army Air Forces. They will live
temporarily in Colorado.
PVT. WALTER WINKOPP, an
nouncer-producer known as Walter
Windsor when on WMCA, New York.
WSGN, Birmingham, and KLO, Salt
Lake City, is now handling a weekly
all-soldier show, Fall in for Fun, over
KVEC, San Luis Obispo, Cal., where
he is stationed with the 23d Special
Service Unit. Pvt. Eddy King, formerly with unit.
KPO, San Francisco, is
in the same
BOB ing staff
KNOX
has joined
the announcof WIBG,
Philadelphia.
JOANNE
ROBERTS
lin D. Little,
now an succeeds
aviation Frankcadet, j
as traffic manager of KTAR, Phoenix.
HUNTER HANCOCK, formerly of
KPAB, Laredo,
announcing staff of Tex.,
KFVD,hasLosjoined
Angeles.
ERNEST MORGAN, production manager of CBR, Vancouver, has been apRegion program
director of pointed
the,PacificCanadian
Broadcasting
Andrew Allan, CBS Pacific ReCorp. gion
drama division chief, succeeds
Morgan as CBR production manager,
while retaining control of the drama
division.
DAVID MANNING, announcer of
KFVD, Los Angeles, is the father of
a boy born April 27.
• Broadcast

Advertising

100th
Radios

Sponsor

Most

Signs

Sponsored

Up
Program

Last week Fulton Lewis, Jr., Mutual's Washington Commentator, accepte<
his 100th current sponsor, making the newscaster radio's "most sponsored
personality."

Lewis' commentaries (Monday through Fridays, 7 P.M. EWT)
are cooperatively and locally sponsored in individual cities by different
advertisers, ranging from a men's hand laundry to a concrete
construction and supply company.
His radical innovation in sponsored broadcasting soared under
the impetus of typical Lewis' scoops. Proof of his ability was noted
this year when the Alfred I. DuPont Radio Commentator Award
for outstanding reporting of the news was awarded to

• Stanley Seibel, General Sales Manager,
Cereophyl Laboratories, signs the contract
making Aim Lewis' 100th current
sponsor. William B. Dolph, WOL, and.,
personal manager o) Lewis loo^s on.

per week.

sell bim at your one time quarter hour rate
Wire or write WILLIAM B. DOLPH,

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Originating from WOL Washington, D. C, affiliated
with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

• Mr Vran\ Kirchop, president of the
American National Ban\ of Denver and
Lewis' oldest continuous sponsoi, lal^es
time out to renew his contract With him
are Gene O'Fallon, KFEL, and Mrs. Ethel
Keanc, Keane Advt. Agency.
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FRED SCOTT, announcer of WKRC,
Cincinnati, has reported to the Army
in Louisville, to enter OCS. It was erroneously reported in the April 20
issue of Broadcasting that Fred
Dodge, who is program director of
WKRC, had been inducted. He is still
on the job.
JACK MOSMAN, an assistant director in network operations, resigned
from CBS April 30 to join the Navy as
an ensign, after seven years with the
network.
BILL REID has joined CKMO, Vancouver, as announcer, coming from
CKWS, Kingston, Ont.
KEN BENNETT, former announcer
of KHJ, Hollywood, has joined KFIKECA Los Angeles, replacing Rollie
Thomas, recently inducted into the
Army.
ELENOR TARSHIS. former continuity editor of WKIP, Poughkeepsie, is
now with the international division of
NBC.

SUBSTITUTING for Velma Michener, mistress of ceremonies of
Budget Brigade on KLZ, Denver, is

"HERE
Y'ARE, FELLERS.'
DATA
WDAY
THE NEW
YOVKSELf
RIVER

WHY

VALLEY

WDAY
MEAN

Pete Smythe, station's new
gram director, backed up by
Weelans, KLZ music director.
tion didn't say whether Denver
a womanpower problem.
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NORMAN ROSTEN, poet whose
scripts
heard on NBC's
Cavalcadehave
of been
America
, sponsored by
E. I. DuPont de Nemours Co., lias
won the Lola Ridge Memorial Award
of $100 from the Poetry Society of
America. Award was for a group of

ROBERT H. WESSON, publicity
director of KGO, San Francisco, has
been promoted to manager of promotion and publicity for the station, replacing J. Gilbert Paltridge. Janet
Matter, former assistant in the press
department, will handle publicity under Mr. Wesson's direction.
JERRY SOESBEE, formerly of
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, has joined the
announcing staff of WWNC, Asheville, N. C.
JOHN HENKES has joined WLOL,
Minneapolis, as announcer,, coming
from KVOX, Fargo.
CATHERINE RUTHERFORD, new
to radio, has joined WWNC. Asheville, N. C, as copy writer and director of women's programs.
JOHN J. ANTHONY, conductor of
the Good Will Hour, is the subject of
an article, "Self-Made Solomon", by
Earl Wilson, appearing in the May 8
Saturday Evening Post. The Good
Will Hour is sponsored by Ironized
Yeast
evenings.Co. on the BLUE on Sunday

five "Poems of Our Time."
BILL HART, announcer of WDRC
Hartford, has been named president
of the station's "Strictly Swing
Club," which has more than 15,000
members. Hart succeeds Russell
Naughton, who has just entered the
Army. The Strictly Swing program is
heard each Saturday afternoon for
an hour, and the club has been in
existence for more than five years.
PAUL J. CLARKE, announcer, has
left WMT, Cedar Rapids, la., to join
KVOR, Colo.
ARNIM POLSTER has left WOAI,
San Antonio, to join WTAR, Nor- 1
folk, Va., as announcer. He will be 1
known as Allan Polster. Bill Warren,
formerly with the New York Times,
has joined the staff as announcer.

ORRIN E. DUNLAP Jr., director
of information of RCA, has contracted
to write a book. "Radios 100 Men of
Science," for Harper & Bros., to be
published next spring.
PAUL BARON, band leader, has
joined CBS as a staff conductor.
JOEL CHESNEY, announcer of
WINS, New York, has taken on additional duties as assistant production
manager. Mr. Chesney was formerly
announcer of WAAT, Jersey City, and
previously
announcer,
chiefofofWFPG,
continuity and traffic
manager
Atlantic City.

STUART
HANNON, traveller-scholar, on May 2 started a weekly quarter-hour news commentary on BLUE I
Pacific stations, Sunday, 10 :45-ll a.m. I
(PWT).
CATHERINE SIBLEY, writer, producer and lecturer, has been named j
director of public service for KPO,
San Francisco. She replaces Leonard
B. Gross, who has gone into military
service.
LOUISE LANDIS, manager of the
press department of KPO, San Francisco, recently resigned to join one
of the government agencies in San
Francisco.

JOE WHITE, onetime singer on
NBC's Silvertown program, and now
with the network's record library,
broke his leg last week, and is recovering at Roosevelt Hospital, New York.
LIEUT, (j.g.) JERRY DANZIG,
former director of publicity of WOR,
New York, has been reported on active
duty somewhere on the Atlantic. He
has been in the Navy for the last
year, stationed in the New York area.
JOE NOVENSON, former announcer
of WFIL, Philadelphia, has graduated from OCS and has been commis ioned asecond lieutenant in the
Army Air Corps.
WALLY SHELDON, former announcer of WCAU, Philadelphia, has received his commission as second lieutenant at the munications
ArmyCadet School
Air Force
at ComNew
Haven, Conn., and is assigned for duty
in Florida.
LARRY THOMAS, news announcer
of WDAS, Philadelphia, leaves this
week to join the Army.
ROY PICKETT, former announcer
on Detroit stations, has joined KIEV,
Glendale, Cal.

DARYLE HUTCHINS, announcer,
formerly of KLX, Oakland, Cal., has
joined KPO. San Francisco, replacing Bill Roddy, who has joined the
merchant marine.
GEORGE

CARAKER,
mentator of KPO, San
recently began a series of
the war situation in the
cisco bay area.

news comFrancisco,
lectures on
San Fran-

POLLY nouncer
WHITTAKER.
anat stations in St. former
Louis and
Lancaster, Pa., has joined WDAS,
Philadelphia.
ARTHUR SILVERLAKE, Hollywood radio-film actor known professionally as Arthur Lake, and portrayer of Dagwood on the weekly CBS
Blondie, in a recent Los Angeles Superiorfessional
Court name.
action legalized his proROLAND DAWSON, for the last
year production manager of WCHS,
Charleston,
W. Va.,
was named
production manager
of WIP,
Philadelphia,
succeeding Varner Paulson, who went
into the Army. Dawson previously
was associated for 13 years with
WJSV and WOL. Washington, D. C.
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Russ Johnston Moves
RUSS JOHNSTON, Pacific Coast
program sales manager of CBS,
Hollywood, has joined McCannErickson Inc., as Hollywood radio
director and agency producer on
the weekly CBS Grapevine Rancho,
sponsored by Roma Wine Co. Inc.
Mr. Johnston will continue, however, in his former post until
Donald W. Thornburgh, Pacific
Coast vice-president of CBS, Hollywood, returns from current conferences with New York network
executives and chooses a successor.
WINS

LCK COSTELLO, NBC announc(right), as he receives an Honrary Degree of Litt D., in recogition of his announcing on The
'atholic Hour, from St. Bonavenare College, Olean, N. Y. Presenition was made by Father Thomas
'lassman, president (left).
GEORGIA FULLER, formerly of the
rogram department of NBC Chicago,
as been transferred to the internaional broadcasting division of NBC
few York.
OHN ELLIOTTE, Hollywood writI r on the weekly NBC Chase & Sanorn Show, has joined the writing
taff of that network.

Defense

Day

WINS, New York, turned over to
the local Civilian Defense Volunteer Office its entire broadcasting
time, May 6. While commercials
were retained throughout the day,
sponsored and sustaining programs were either devoted entirely
to airing appeals for the CDVO or
carried spot announcements in behalf of the agency's needs.

Lots 'a Mail
THAT'S FINE!

for

ZBT

May Exceed Last Year
CENTAUR Co. Division of Sterling Drug Inc. will start its annual
spring and summer campaign for
ZBT baby powder May 17, with a
slight increase in time purchase
over last year. Schedule includes
twice-weekly participations on Adelaide Hawley's Women's Page of
the Air on WABC, New York, and
three-a-week sponsorship of quarter-hour units
of Martin
Block's
Make Believe
Ballroom
on WNEW,

To Watch Program
BOX-OFFICE charge was collected
by WTMJ, Milwaukee, for the first
time May 1, but all of the proceeds
—$100,000— went to Uncle Sam.
Unusual
feature ofto WTMJ's
sizable contribution
the Second
War Loan Drive is that the 400
listeners paid their money to witness a broadcast of a record show.
Milwaukeeans have attended
broadcasts of the hour-and-a-half
Rumpus Room Session for more
than 350 nights, but on May 1,
m.c. Johnnie Olson closed the house
except to persons buying War
Bonds. Idea clicked, and Rumpus
Room Session's Bond Night was a
sell-out.

New

York. Hitchhike announcements for ZBT will be broadcast
weekly from April 5 to Sept. 1 on
Lorenzo Jones and Young Widder
Brown, NBC daytime serials sponsored respectively by Bayer Co.
and Chas. H. Phillips Chemical Co.
divisions of Sterling. Pedlar & Ryan, New York, handles the ZBT
advertising; Bayer and Phillips
accounts are handled by BlackettSample-Hummert, New York.

BETTY WASON, former CBS war
correspondent in Athens, is author of
a book on the Axis invasion of Greece
titled Miracle in Hellas, which was
published last week by Macmillan Co.,
New York.
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"GOOD

HELEN WILDERMUTH, BLUE's
head of program analysis, left the network May 7, to join the Red Cross
Overseas Military Relief Service as
staff assistant, after six years with
NBC and BLUE.
EVERETT F. GOODMAN, vice
president of Harry S. Goodman Radio
productions, has enlisted in the Army
and is to take Officer training in the
Chemical Warfare Corps.
DENNIS DAY, Hollywood vocalistcomedian featured on the weekly NBC
Jack Benny Show, is scheduled for an
overseas entertainment assignment
during mid-June. The half-hour variety series concludes current season
with May 30 broadcast.
BROADCASTING

Drive
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!GT. LARRY HAYS, writer-narra|(tor of the weekly Mutual Halls of
lontesuma, half-hour series presented
mder auspices of the U. S. Marine
porps,
and formerly
Vallejo,
Cal., staion manager,
has been
commissioned
V first lieutenant.
3TJGH W. MORRISON, former supervisor of talks for the Canadian
!broadcasting Corp., Toronto, and now
• issistant to the president of British
jiVest Indian Airways, New York, is
I-he father of a boy.
FRANCES JENSEN, who came to
SGNC, Amarillo, Tex., from KSAL,
salina, Kan., as continuity writer, is
hn addition now teamed with musical
'Jirector Eddie Baumel at the organ in
>arly morning songs. Don Boles, new
jo radio, has joined the staff as anI aouncer.
MELVIN DRAKE. manager of
KGGF, CoffeyviUe, Kan., and Dick
Campbell, program manager, are fathers of baby boys, and Bert Powell,
continuity chief, is father of a baby
girl.
RON RAWSON, new announcer of
ijKXOK, St. Louis, will broadcast all
home games of the Cardinals and
Browns with France Laux. who is now
in his third year of play-by-play descriptions on KXOK.
BOB HAFTER has been given the
production assignment on the weekly
CBS Hollywood Showcase when the
series expanded to Pacific stations
of the network on April 30.

Centaur
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WLB
In

WARTIME SERVICE COMMITTEE of Philadelphia's Poor Richard
Club, advertising agency group, discussed advertising's contribution to
the war effort on the Sweet Land of Liberty program sponsored by the
Land Title and Trust Co. on WFIL, Philadelphia. Around the mike (1 to
r) are Don Martin, producer and director of the show; William Berry, a
former president of Poor Richard; Harold Le Due, advertising manager
of the Bell Telephone Co.; Jason Johnson, narrator of the program; Jerome B. Gray, of Gray & Rogers Adv. Agency; John Gnagy, advertising
executive of the John Wanamaker department store; Peter L. Schauble,
president of Poor Richard.

Grants

AFRA

WWL
TECHNICIANS
WIN ARBITRATION

Rise

Salaries

Allows 414 to 10% to Talent
of Seven Companies
THE WAR Labor Board has notified the American Federation of
Radio Artists that it has approved
the 10% increases in minimum
scale in network sustaining contracts as agreed upon by AFRA
and the networks last winter. Increases are made retroactive to
Dec. 15, 1942, date on which the
agreements were reached, the
Board's letter states.
Similar 10% increases for staff
announcers on separate staff contracts on the BLUE and NBC in
New York and Chicago were also
approved by the WLB. A 6% increase requested under all staff
contracts, including announcers,
production and sound effects men
and assistant directors, at KNX,
CBS station in Los Angeles, was
curtailed to 4.5% by the WLB,
since this amount represented the
Board's computation of the differences between increases already
allowed mula.
by Thethe
"Little
Steel" forKNX
employes
had
granted and the maximum 15%
achieved increases of approximately 10% when their contracts were
renewed in 1941.

RULING that technician's wages
at WWL, New Orleans, present a
gross inequity, J. Willard Ridings,
arbitrator for the U. S. Conciliation Service, last week recommended wage increases for members of
the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers serving as
transmitter engineers and control
room operators at the Loyola U.
station.
Outcome of the arbitrator's decision, which
followed "cooperative" and "friendly" discussions,
remains in doubt however, in view
of the national stabilization policy at present prohibiting wage
increases on ground of gross inequity.
The arbitrator found for the
union on both issues, the first being one scale for both transmitter
engineers and control room operators, and the second, the wage increase. Mr. Riding said 28 of 32
50,000 watts stations had uniform
pay scales, and that it apparently
"is the general practice of the industry." He found WWL paid an
average of $38.49 weekly to technicians compared to $55.78 for ten
similar stations. Decision is retroactive to Nov. 16, 1942.
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WLB approved 10% increases in the NBC and CBS sound
effects contracts in Chicago, but
made them retroactive to Jan. 1
and Jan. 17 respectively, dates on
which these increases were agreed
on by AFRA and the networks.
The Board did not approve 10%
increases for the sound effects
men at WGN, Mutual station in
Chicago, nor for staff announcers
at WTAM, NBC station in Cleveland, however, since both of these
contracts had been signed in 1941
within the period of the "Little
Steel" formula and the increases
received at that time used up the
15% maximum.
Also disapproved was the 10%
increase agreed to by AFRA and
the Don Lee Broadcasting System
for present staff employes, since
Don Lee already pays ratese 10%

YOUR
of

A ttractive Combina Hon Ra tes on KXYZ, KRIS (Corpus Christi)
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reconsideration of applied-for increases by the WLB.
Approval of the 10% increases
in the network sustaining minimums by the WLB is believed to
presage similar Board approval of
10% increases in minimums inj
AFRA's commercial code, which
is now awaiting WLB action.

2 carries
Name the
Panamaprograms
station that
English
ex- §|
clusively every evening.
TEXAS

I

above the minimum, but the WLB!
approved this increase for new employes. In this, and in the WTAM
announcers' and the WGN sound
effects men's contracts, AFRA is
studying
the "Little
formula
for possibilities
of Steel"
applying
for

What percentage of Panama's
present population speaks Eng
lish?

HOUSTON,

1
1

WBBM
Sustainer
ANOTHER in a series of CBS
affiliate-built programs [Broadcasting, April 12] is now heard
Wednesday nights, 12:05-12:30
a.m., under the title Forty Chicctgoans.
Caesar singer,
Petrillo'sthe
orchestra,
Jack Fulton,
Robert
Childe Choir and guest soloists
are heard in a program of modern
and semi-classifical music. Series
originates at WBBM, Chicago.

KC

TEST

I
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MIDLAND SHOE Co., St. Louis
(Penmoore shoes). Plans to use radio
and other media. Datche Adv. Co., St.
Louis, has the account.
SANTE CHEMICAL Co., New York
(Sul-Ray Colloidal Sulphur Bath),
Radio and other media handled
through Hal. A. Salzman Inc. Hal
A. Salzman is account executive.
I OUGLAS AIRCRAFT Co., Santa
,i (mica, Cal., as part of its current
aployment
campaign
on May 7
' arted sponsoring weekly spot annincenients on KFI and KECA, Los
ngeles. Contracts are for 13 weeks.
1 irm also sponsors a varied schedule
t ;ations
' five-minute
those
as well transcriptions
as KMPC KHJon KNX.
i ssig Co., Los Angeles, has the ac>unt.
OREST LAWN Memorial Park
ssn., Glendale, Cal., on May 3 in•eased participation in Art Baker's
'otebook on KFI, Los Angeles, to five
nies per week. Contract is for 47
eeks. Firm also sponsors five-weekly
larter-hour series, Bill Hay Reads
te Bible, on KHJ, Hollywood, as well
> weekly quarter-hour Sunday after30ii program, This Is Bill Hay, on
!NX, that city. Agency is Dan B.
[iner Co., Los Angeles.
'ODOLOR MOTORS Inc., Los Angeles (used cars), on May 4 increased
s thrice-weekly quarter-hour newsast schedule on KECA, that city, to
ix periods per week. Contract is for
9 weeks. Firm also sponsors six
,'eekly half-hour
participations in
Y'tuart Hamblen
on KFVD and
} ZFWB. Allied Adv. Agencies, Los
'.ingeles, has the account.
[l^ENSON SHOPS, Los Angeles
(
Women's
apparel),
is sponsoring
JiVeekly
half-hour
transcribed
musicala
1 program, Pan American Rhythms, on
ilECA, Los Angeles, Sunday, 4:30-5
■p.m. (PWT). Contract is for 6 weeks,
Il-tarted May 1. Glasser-Gailey & Co.,
xts Angeles, has the account.
JlaU-TAY
PRODUCTS
Inc., Huntington Park,
Cal. (Rain Drops
water
Jljoftener), on May 10 starts a thriceIrlveekly announcement schedule on
iKARM, Fresno, Cal., and on May 17
ijdds 5 announcements per week on
I IIDO, Boise, Ida. Contracts are for
|j-3 weeks. Agency is Glasser-Gailey &
IPpo., Los Angeles.
IkAWAII THEATRE, Hollywood, in
[ft local theatre attendance campaign
l-.vhich parallels showing of the curJp'ent film, ''Journey Into Fear", is
| sponsoring a transcribed spot anil jouncement schedule varying from one
[fro three announcements daily on 9
Ppos Angeles area stations (KHJ
1 KECA KMPC KIEV KFVD KMTR
[fcFWB KFAC KRKD). Campaign,
[(started April 13, is scheduled to conIjtinue during run of the picture, which
is now booked for 8 weeks. Placement
'Ms through Dean L. Simmons, Hollyi|wood.

INTERSTATE BAKERIES Corp.,
Los Angeles (bread), in a 13-week
spring campaign which started during
early May, has increased its total
schedule of spot announcements on
KHJ KNX and KECA, to 24 per
week, and added from 5 to 7 similar
announcements weekly on 5 other Los
Angeles area stations (KFVD KFWB
KMPC KFAC KRKD). Firm in addition on May 3 started sponsoring
Boake Carter for 13 weeks on KXO,
El Centro, Cal. Firm also sponsors a
six-weekly noon newscast on KTMS,
Santa Barbara. Agency is Dan B.
Miner Co., Los Angeles.
COOPER BREWING Co., Philadelphia, is promoting its Cooper beer
with a nightly five-minute period on
WFIL, Philadelphia, called News
Highlight of the Day with Norman
Jay doing the commentary. Started
May 3, the series is scheduled for 26
weeks, placed thru Earle A. Buckley
Agency, Philadelphia.
ESSLINGER Inc., Philadelphia (Esslinger beer), has added a third station to cover a third market for its
weekly variety show, The Flavor Lingers, which originates each Wednesday evening at KYW, Philadelphia.
In addition to feeding the program to
WBAB, Atlantic City, KYW now
feeds the half-hour program to WDEL,
Wilmington, Del. Agency is Gray &
Rogers, Philadelphia.
BURMA-VITA Co.. Minneapolis, has
taken five-minutes daily participation,
six times weekly, in the Musical Clock
morning show of KYW, Philadelphia,
for Burma Shave. Scheduled at 8 :15
a.m., the five minutes is devoted to a
round-up
of happenings
the day's lighter
and Milunusual news
by Leroy
ler. The transcribed commercials featuring Miss Burma are in keeping
with the lighter type of news stories
used. Agency is Hays-MacFarland,
Chicago.

" That's

• • • but

DOES
LISTEN

■ A WENR

ANYONE
TO

You

WENR

be the judge

?

!

advertiser received 700% more returns than

expected!
■ A late-hour test offer pulled returns from 42 states and
3 Canadian provinces !
■ On a recent offer over 55 network stations, WENR
produced returns at lowest cost per inquiry!

GENERAL
DRY BATTERIES of
Canada, Toronto, on Aug. 2 starts
dramatized announcements 4 times
Weekly on 23 Canadian stations. Account was placed by A. McKim Ltd.,
Toronto.

Yes, in this great market people do listen to WENR.
WFTB

on CBS

And they respond! Are you familiar with WENR's
rapid rise these last few months? Do you know what
is happening to radio in Chicago? Just ask a Blue Spot
sales representative.

WFTB, Sarasota, Fla., will join
CBS in the near future as a bonus
station available with the network's
Florida Group. WFTB operates
full time with 250 watts on 1450 kc.

COST ANALYSIS OF MAJOR CHICAGO
Cost per
Families
STATIONS*
.06
Station
over
WENR
$ Increase
WENR
66.6
3,403,000
A
100.00
1,000
2,157,000
.03
B
.05
2,424,000
C
33.3
3,188,000
* Based on a 15-minute daytime .04show, 5 times per week.
Source — NBC All-County Survey.

!j
(BROOKS Inc., Los Angeles (clothing
Ihehain), is sponsoring a five-weekly
buarter-hour afternoon newscast, in
! addition to a similar early evening
period six times per week on KECA,
MLos Angeles. Contract
is for 52
(weeks. Firm also sponsors a weekly
Iquarter-hour Sunday newscast on
j]KFI, that city. Hillman-Shane-Breyer,
(Los Angeles, has the account.
(HELENA RUBENSTEIN Inc., New
York, through its newly appointed
agency Pettingell & Fenton, New
jjYork, has started weekly sponsorship
*of Alice Hughes,
commentator, on
WMCA, New York. Quarter-hour program is aired in behalf of Rubenstein
,cosmetics each Monday. Firm has not
jused radio for several years.

50,000 WATTS
A CLEAR

• Broadcast

CHANNEL

STATION

890 KILOCYCLES

WILSON FLY PAD Co., Hamilton,
(Ont., on June 14 starts Hank, the
Yodelling Ranger, one-minute projgramette on 22 Canadian stations
/three times daily alternate days, alternate weeks. Account was placed by
A. McKim Ltd., Toronto.
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STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KQW, San Francisco
B. Cribari & Sons, San Francisco (Cribari
wines), sa weekly, thru J. H. Diamond,
San Francisco.
Luden's,
Pa. Mathes,
(cough N.
drops)
weekly, Reading,
thru J. H.
Y. 6 sa
Weinstein Co., San Francisco (department
store chain), sp weekly, direct.
Ex Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (laxative) 5
sa weekly, thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Fox West Coast Theaters, San Francisco,
7 sa weekly, direct.
Coronet Magazine, New York, 11 sa weekly,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, N. Y.
Carter Products, New York (liver pills) 3
sp weekly, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Petri Wine Co., San Francisco, weekly sa,
thru Ei-win, Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco (Hollywood bread) sa weekly,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
Kilpatrick Bakeries, Oakland, sa weekly,
thru Emil Reinhardt Adv., Oakland, Cal.
New Century Beverage Co., San Francisco
(Belfast Sparkling water) 2 sa weekly,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
Barrett & Hilp, San Francisco (construction) 5 sa weekly, thru A. E. Nelson
Co., San Francisco.
Progressive Optical System, Fresno, Cal.
(optical goods) 6 sa weekly, thru W. L.
Gleeson, Riverside, Cal.
Bethlehem-AIameda Shipyards, Alameda,
Cal. (employment) 33 sa, ta weekly,
thru Ryder & Ingram, Oakland, Cal.
National Biscuit Co., New York (Shreddies) 6 sa weekly, thru Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco.
Lockhardt Seed Co., San Francisco, 7 sa
weekly, direct.
Fox West Coast Theatres, San Francisco,
ta, sa weekly, direct.
MacFadden Publications, New York (Trufs
Story magazine) 2 sp weekly, thru Raymond Spector, N. Y.
Kilpatrick Bakeries, Oakland, Cal. (Kilpatriek's bread),
sa weekly, thru Emil
Reinhardt
Adv., Oakland.
Moore Drydock Co., Oakland, Cal. (employment) 5ne weekly, direct.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Satevepost) 3 sa weekly, thru MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Super Suds and Palmolive soap) 4 sa
weekly, thru Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
Acme Breweries, San Francisco (Acme
beer) weekly sp, thru Brisacher, Davis
& Van Norden. San Francisco.
Hirsch & Kaye, San Francisco (opticians)
3 sa weekly, thru Long Advertising
Service, San Francisco.
Sunnyvale Packing Co., San Francisco
(Rancho soups) 5 sa weekly, thru Foote,
Cone & Belding, San Francisco.
Coronet magazine, New York, 12 sa weekly,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, San Francisco.
WOR, New York
Artra Cosmetics, New York (Sutra Suntan cream), 6 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Murray Breese Assoc., N. Y.
Maggi Co., New York (Maggi Seasoning
and Bouillon Cubes), 5 sa weekly, 9
weeks, thru Needham and Grohmann,
N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart soap), 3 ne weekly, 26 weeks,
thru Franklin Bruck Adv., N. Y.
Hi-V Vitamin Corp., New York (vitamins), 5 so weekly, 52 weeks thru Applied Merchandising Inc., N. Y.
Manufacturers Trust Co., New York, sa,
26 weeks, thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Elway Food Products Corp., New York
(Vitamalt), 5 sa weekly, 12 weeks, thru
H. A. Salzman Associates, N. Y.
Mentholatum Co., Wilmington, Del. (salve),
4 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
McKesson & Robbins Inc., Bridgeport
(Bexel), 3 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru J.
D. Tarcher & Co., N. Y.
Page
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KFI, Los Angeles
Elizabeth Arden, New York (Velva leg
film), 6 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Duane
Jones Co., N. Y.
National Biscuit Co., San Francisco
(Shredded Wheat), 3 ta weekly, 15 weeks,
thru Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
Los Angeles.
De Laney Sales Corp., Los Angeles (Calo),
3 sp weekly, 3 weeks, thru Warren P.
Fehlman Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
Southern California Telephone Co., Los Angeles, 52 sp, 52 weeks, thru The Mayers
Co., Los Angeles.
Kinslow's Milling Co., Los Angeles (Wheat
Nuts), ciated
weekly
sp, 52Losweeks,
thru AssoAdv. Agency,
Angeles.
Sealy Mattress Co., Los Angeles, 2 sp
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Alvin Wilder
Adv., Los Angeles.
First Industrial Loan Co., Los Angeles
(finance), 3 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Robert F. Dennis Inc., Los Angeles.
Talbot Mfg. Co., Los Angeles (bath powder). 52 sp, 52 weeks, thru J. Russel
Miller Co., Los Angeles.
Ball Bros. Co., Muncie, Ind. (bottle caps,
jars), 3 Adv.
sp weekly,
weeks, Ind.
thru Applegate
Agency, 18Muncie,
Yami Yogurt Co., Los Angeles (dairy food
product), 5 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Los Angeles.
McFadden Publications, New York (True
Story), 52 sp, 52 weeks, thru Raymond
Spector Co., N. Y.
MacMillan Petroleum Corp., Los Angeles,
3 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru Logan &
Arnold, Los Angeles.
Fisher Flouring Mills Co., Seattle (Zoom),
2 sp weekly, 3 weeks, thru Pacific
National Adv. Agency, Seattle.
WLS, Chicago
Life of Wheat Co., Monticello, 111. (wheat
food), 5 sa, 13 weeks, thru Rogers &
Smith, Chicago.
Kerr Glass Co., Los Angeles (glass jars), 5
sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Hollywood.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
Flakes), 6 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Compton Adv., N. Y.
Dr. Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind. (Nervine), 5
sa weekly, 14 weeks, thru Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Chick Bed Co., Cedar Rapids, la. (poultry
supplies), 6 sa weekly, thru W. D. Lyon
Co., Cedar Rapids, la.
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso), 17
sa weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Vio Bin Corp., Monticello, 111. (cattle remedies), 3sa weekly, 5 weeks, thru Rogers
& Smith. Chicago.

WADC, Akron
Dr. W. B. Caldwell, Monticello, 111. (pro-&
etary), 5ta weekly, thru Sherman
Marquette, priChicago.
t (Calox
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgepor
5 saY. weekly, thru J. D.
tooth powder),
Tarcher
& Co., N.
Co., Cleveland, 3 ne weekly,
E. Conkey
G. thru
Rogers & Smith, N. Y.
Olive Tablet Co., Columbus (proprietary) ,
5 ta weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
Flakes), 3 ta weekly, thru Compton Adv.,
N. Y.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(band aids), 6 ta weekly, thru Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co., Jersey City
(Palmolive Soap), 2 ta weekly, thru Ted
Bates, N. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Super Suds), 10 ta weekly, thru Wm.
Esty, N. Y.
Ward Baking Co., N. Y. (Tip Top Bread),
12 sa weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
Continental Baking Co., New York (WonN. Y.der Bread), 7 ta weekly, thru Ted Bates,
WABC, New York
Penn Tobacco Co., Wilkes-Barre (Julep
Cigarettes, Willoughby Taylor Smoking
Tobacco),
weekly,
wetter
Adv.,sa N.
Y. thru H. M. KieseCentaur Co., Rahway, N. J., division, Sterling Drug Inc. (ZBT baby powder), 2 sa
weekly, thru Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
Kerr's Butterscotch Inc., New York, 3 sa
weekly, thru Tracy-Locke-Dawson, N. Y.
Kemi-cal Corp., Oradell, N. J. (Kem, liquid
plant food) , 3 sa weekly, thru J. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Rose Mfg. Co., Beacon (Tri-ogen rose
spray) , sa weekly, thru Picard Adv., N. Y.

Hooper
Proposes
Monthly
Ratings
Uniform
Station Coverage
Audit in 1944, He Says
C. E. HOOPER head of the firm of
the same name, proposed to approximately 400 station men at a
War Conference breakfast in Chicago that monthly ratings be provided in the future. This service
will meet two specifications laid
down by both buyer and seller;
average performance and frequent
publication and will be a supplement to and not a substitute for
the continuing measurement of radio listening.
Uniform Coverage
Bringing forth expressions of interest from station men was Mr.
Hooper's announcement that a uniform station coverage audit is
planned for 1944. "This will not
be the same method used by any
one heretofore but will be favored
with the heritage of the lessons
which have been learned in the
practical experience which the industry has had with all methods,"
Mr. Hooper told the breakfast audience.
The audit is proposed as a uniformly comparative reflection of
listening. It will mirror listeningin a cross-section of all homes in
cities, towns and rural areas and
will be comparative between cities,
towns and farms. Base for the report will be counties and it will be
comparative between counties.
"Every county in which there is
significant listening will be reported," Mr. Hooper said.

KHJ, Hollywood
Bullock's, Los Angeles (department store),
5 sa weekly, 2 weeks, thru Dana Jones
Co., Los Angeles.
Charm Kurl Co., St. Paul (permanent
wave kit) , 5 sp weekly, 8 weeks, thru
Guenther-Bradford & Co., Chicago.
General Foods Corp., New York (Sure-jell),
3 sp weekly,
Bowles,
N. Y. 13 weeks, thru Benton &
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (institutional),
2Ewald
sp weekly,
16 weeks, thru CampbellCo., Detroit.
Kingsbaker Bros. Co., Los Angeles (wholesale produce) , sp weekly, 52 weeks,
placed direct.

Wool-Foam

Testing

WOOL NOVELTY Co., New York,
making first radio venture, will
start a test campaign on KSTP,
St. Paul, for Wool-Foam, a woolcleansing agent. Company will use
Betty Baxter's women's interest
program on that station. Agency
is Redfield-Johnstone Inc., New
York.

STRETCH YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLARS
by investing
them
marketing
reaches
boomwhere
area low-cost
markets!
Tell your
story
to
the
PACIFIC
NORTHWEST over stations that are HEARD!
KXL
Joseph
McGillvra
KFPr
The KatzH. Agency
Z NET
The Walker Company
Buy two markets, save 5%; buy all
pj \

three, save 10%. Booklet on request.
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KERR'S BUTTER SCOTCH Inc.,
Jamesburg, N. Y., has appointed
the New York office of Tracy-LockeDawson, as advertising agency and
merchandising council, effective at
once.
ERWIN H. KLAUS has joined the
Emery Adv. Co., Baltimore, as copy
chief. He was previously with Koster
Adv. Co., Washington, as copy chief
and publicity director and before that
with Acorn Agency, New York, as account executive.
HAL JAMES, new program buyer of
Compton Adv., New York, on May 10
joins the New York office of H. .W.
Kastor Adv. Co. as associate radio
director. He will supervise Abie's Irish
Rose, sponsored on NBC by Procter
& Gamble Co., Cincinnati, in addition
to other radio accounts. Mr. James
has been with Compton for the last
five and a half years and was formerly
with J. Walter Thompson Co. and
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
FREDERICK H. NICHOLS, formerly of Kelly, Nason Inc., has joined
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, as account executive.
FRANCIS N. McGEHEE has resigned as account executive of Warwick & Ledger, New York. Future
plans are not known.
,
SYLVIA KALIEL, traffic manager of
Atlantic Coast Network, has joined
the script staff of Darcy Adv., New
York. Her duties at ACN have been
taken over temporarily by Julia Chatterton.
WILLIAM J. THOMAS Jr., New
York vice-president and director of industrial research bureau, Young &
Rubieam Inc., is in Hollywood on assignment covering the weekly CBS
Kate Smith Show, sponsored by General Foods Corp. (Jello).
BERNARD PROCTER, New York
radio director of The Biow Co., is in
Hollywood for several weeks conference with staff of that office.
ED. W. BRODIE has been appointed
radio director of A. McKim Ltd.,
! Canadian advertising agency with
head office at Toronto. He succeeds
Don Bassett, who resigned to start
his own radio production business
: (Broadcasting, April 26). Mr.
Brodie has been with A. McKim for
many years, having held the managership at Montreal and of the London,
;England, office. He has been in Toron; to since the London office was closed
j early in the war.
i CARROLL O'MEARA, formerly office
| manager of Young & Rubieam, HollyI wood and now with OWI, San FranI cisco, is the father of a boy.

That's
REALITY WAS KEYNOTE of the
Nancy & Ned broadcasts over
KFEL, Denver, after the expected
arrival of five-day-old Mary Esther
Hansen, who patiently awaits conclusion of this broadcast from the
hospital bedroom of Mrs. Hansen.
Mr. and Mrs. Hansen take the
title roles in the Public Service Co.
show. The stork's approach was
written into the script.

down

SOUTH,

isn't

it?

Penn Using Godfrey
PENN TOBACCO Co., WilkesBarre, on May 3 started its second campaign on WABC, New
York, for Julep Cigarettes and
Willoughby Taylor Smoking Tobacco. Sponsor is participating
six-times weekly on Arthur Godfrey's early morning program as
part of a schedule of quarter-hour
news programs on a total of 16
stations. Agency is H. M. Kiesewetter Adv., New York.
WILLIAM KING Jr., account executive and business manager of Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis, has been
named vice-president of Olian Adv.
Co., St. Louis. Mr. King was at one
time with the Shell Petroleum Corp.
BAILEY AX TON, formerly with
Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York, will
become assistant program director of
WTOP, Washington, in charge of
production, May 10. In addition to
production work for the agency he
has had his own program, "The Singing Neighbor,"
for NBC
Pertussin.
has
formerly
been with
in NewHeYork,
WLW and KMBC.

sir, you've never advertised in
Obviously,
rg
the Spartanbu
market. Because if you had,
you'd

not

that Spartanburg

only know

center of South Carolina's No. 1 market,
some other vital statistics as well.
To

wit: That

homes,
farm

it's a market

people

prosperous

FREDERICK H. NICHOLS, previously with Kelly, Nason Inc., Lynn
Baker Co., and for 12 years in the
New York and Kansas City Offices of
BBDO, has joined Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, as account executive.
ARTHUR GEDDES, former production manager of North Kassell Studios, New York, has joined Franklin
Bruck Adv., New York, as production manager, succeeding John Doherty, who has left the agency.
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You'd probably know too that WSPA
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Kem Expanding
CONTINUING expansion of spot
^tlm
^S^S
Kem-ical
Corp.,
Oradell,1^.
N. J., has
signed for thrice-weekly participations on Adelaide Hawley's WomPage of
the Air
New an's
York.
Agency
is J. on
M. WABC,
Mathes
Inc., New York.

in BALTIMORE
and the Central Atlantic States

[

WBAL

PROMOTION2\

is building more
and more listeners '
for your programs

toward Petry & Co., National Representative

OWI
Says

Army

It

Won't

Solicit

Paid

Ads,

Connor

of North

Rich

Carolina

In addition to the duties as station relation director, Mr. Hymes
will also be director of research
for the Radio Bureau, having
charge of analysis of all current
OWI activities. He will continue
to work through established research organizations, however, Mr.
Stauffer said.
Mrs. Elaine Ewing will remain
with the Radio Bureau as assistant
chief of station relations.
AT THE request of the U. S. Coast
Guard, six CBS artists will entertain
the boys at the Coast Guard Training
Station, Manhattan Beach, Brooklyn,
on May 11. M.c. will be Bob Hawk,
and other artists include Walter Cassell, Jeri Sullavan, Louise Wileher,
Elizabeth Reller, and. Nat Brusiloff.

Section
CZt

One IMV/M
£ow

COVERAGE
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W.

E. LONG

CO.

^

Cost~

CAROLINA
COVERAGE
DATA

Population
1,005,212
Families
221,997
THE

Successor

The Radio Bureau's new station
relations chief started with Lord
& Thomas in 1934, and remained
when the firm became Foote, Cone
& Belding last winter. In 1940, he
bought over $3,000,000 worth of
radio time for Lord & Thomas
clients.

WALTER ROTHSCHILD, president
and general manager of Abraham &
Straus, Brooklyn department store,
and president of Metropolitan Television, operator of W75NY, has been
elected president of the Retail Research
Assn. and the Associated Merchandising Corp.

This

Hymes

JOHN D. HYMES, timebuyer of
Foote, Cone & Belding, will succeed Richard Connor as station relations chief of the OWI Radio
Bureau, Don Stauffer, chief of the
Bureau announced Friday. Mr.
Connor leaves OWI May 15 to join
Mutual as station relations executive.

Contract
Recruiting
Get* WAAC
Y&R
MILITARY personnel will not be
Young and Rubicam. The Y & R
permitted to solicit paid advertiscampaign, which is expected to
ing, and the Army probably will
continue until July 1, will use newsnot buy radio time in behalf of
papers, buying space for copy urgWAAC recruiting, according to a
ing
women
to "get
in and fight."
letter dated May 5 from Lt. Col.
No radio time
is scheduled,
nor
William E. Slater of the Army Serwill the campaign make use of
vice Forces. (Col. Slater in civilian
other ad media.
life was sports announcer for
This campaign seemed to be in
WOR, Mutual.)
conflict with General Somervell's
Addressed to Fred Fletcher, manstatement that sponsored adverager of WRAL, Raleigh, the letter
tising could be completely elimclears up an apparent discrepancy
week's
letter from inated.
Col. However,
Slater last
to Mr.
Fletcher
in Army policy occasioned by a
throws further light on the matter.
previous letter to Mr. Fletcher from
Text of Letter
Lt. Gen. Brehon Somervell. This
letter answered a complaint from
The letter to you of April 22 from
the Commanding General of the Army
the station manager against ad soService Forces has been called to my
licitation by a WAAC officer for
attention. It occurs to me, as a former
two Raleigh newspapers [Broadradio employee, that there might be a
chance for misunderstanding of a part
casting, April 12], and stated "the
of this letter.
policy of the Women's Army AuxThe intent of the letter is to state
iliary Corps is that WAAC rethat
it is not necessary for WAAC
cruiters shall not be used to solicit
members to solicit sponsored advertispaid advertising." Furthermore,
ing in various communities throughout the land. In fact, even if it were
the letter continued, "The splendid
necessary, military personnel would
cooperation of the radio industry,
not be allowed to make any such soboth by individual stations and by
licitation. Itmay still be necessary to
network groups, has been of such
have certain forms of national advertising in behalf of WAAC recruiting.
inestimable value to our WAAC reAt the same time, further assistance
cruiting effort that sponsored adfrom radio, in the same fine and effective manner that such assistance
vertising can be completely dishas been given in the past, is still
needed with reference to WAAC repensed with." WAAC recruiting
Meanwhile,
cruiting. Your help, and that of many
headquarters in Washington conother
radio men, is deeply appreciated.
firmed the award of an advertising
Mr. Fletcher, in his complaint
contract for WAAC recruiting to
addressed to the Secretary of War,
had written that he could not understand the necessity of having
recruiting officers of the armed
services sell advertising locally to
merchants in order to get proper
display support from the local
press. He explained that WRAL
had donated two 10-minute periods
of well-established women's shows
and two announcements a day to
WAAC recruiting.
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AGENCY

VICTOR J. ANDREW Co., Chicago
(radio transmission equipment) to Burton
Browne Adv., Chicago. Business papers will
be used.
SHURON OPTICAL Co.. Geneva. N. Y.,
to Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York.
LARKEY,
operating
men's shops
ark. Paterson
and Passaic,
N. J., into NewConsolidated Adv., New York, for radio and
newspapers. Currently using news programs and spot announcements on WAAT
and WPAT.
ATLANTIC RAYON Corp.. Providence,
R. I., to J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.,
for national advertising and publicity.
NORGE DIVISION of Borg-Warner Corp.,
Detroit (refrigerators), to CampbellEwald Co. Detroit. Company has used
radio in the past but no media plans have
been set so far by the newly-appointed
agency.
DU MONT LABS.. Passaic, N. J., to
Buchanan & Co., New York.
HIGH STANDARD MFG. Co., Hamden,
Conn., to Calkins & Holden, New York.
TRIMZ Co., Chicago, to MacFarland-Aveyard Co., Chicago, for Ready-Pasted Wallpaper. Radio and other media planned.
NU-OX PRODUCTS Co., Long Island
City, N. Y., to Peck Adv. Agency, New
York.
STICKNEY & POOR Spice Co., Charleston, Mass., to Ingalls-Miniter Co., Boston.
SARNOFF IRVING Inc., New York, to
Pettingell & Fenton, New York, for Woodrow
Men, and
chainnews
of 38
men's
wear Stores
shops. for
Sports
programs
used in seven markets — will expand.
GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Corp.,
Conn, (subsidiary of General Electric Co.),
Hickerson Inc., New York. No media plans
settled.
TOPICAL PRODUCTS Corp., Los Angeles (pharmaceutical), to Loekwood-Shackelford Adv. Agency, Los Angeles. David R.
Fenwick is account executive. Radio is
contemplated.
MICHIGAN Hospital Benefit Assoc., Detroit, to Simons-Michelson Co., Detroit.
Radio, newspapers, outdoor adv. and dij rect mail will be used.
j BUDDY KIT Co., Los Angeles (service
men's that
buddycity.
kits), to Hugo Scheibner ,Adv.
t Inc.,
LEONARD
HOVER
Co., Los Angeles
(Jean Le Seyeux, Venetia Creations), to
Hugo Scheibner Adv. Inc., Los Angeles.
1 REED DIAMOND Co., Los Angeles (jewelers), to Hugo Scheibner Adv. Inc., that
city.
WOOL
NOVELTY
Co., New York, to
Redfield-Johnstone Inc., New York, for
1 on
Wool-Foam
for washing woolens. Testing
one station.
MAJOR VITAMINS Inc., New York, to
i Peck Adv., New York. Spot radio camI paign is being considered. Now using ap• proximately five stations.

Hopper Suit Moved
SUIT FOR $495,000 filed on April
13 by Hedda Hopper, Hollywood
commentator and columnist,
against Andi'ew Jergens Co.
(lotion), and Lennen & Mitchell,
New York, was ordered transferred
from Los Angeles Superior Co art
to Federal Court, by Superior
Judge Alfred L. Bartlett, on April
28. Attorneys for defendants requested the transfer on ground that
neither company is a California
corporation. Lotion firm, it was
pointed out, is an Ohio corporation,
and advertising agency is incorporated under laws of New York.
Miss Hopper, as resident of California, filed action in local court
claming breach of two agreements.
(Broadcasting, April 19.)

CJLS, Yarmouth, N. S., has appointed All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd.,
Toronto, Montreal and western Canada, as exclusive representative.
*★★★★★★★★**★
Lowest Cost per Listener
In the Tri-City Area
TROY - ALBANYSCHENECTADY

WCAE

Denouement
LISTENERS won't let radio
short-change them by signing
off right in the middle of a
good story. At least so it
seemed at WOR, New York,
after Michael O'Shea, film
star, had failed to finish a
Hollywood tale on Martha
Deane's program because
time was
Station's
board up.
was flooded
withswitchcalls
from

women virtually demanding to hear the end of
the story.
return to the O'Shea
program had
nextto day
to tell how it came out.

PITTSBURGH

INCORPORATED

BASIC

Kaye Starts Two-Month
Old Gold Tour May 12
TWO-MONTH road tour of Sammy
series onKaye's
CBS Wednesday
for Old Goldevening
cigarettes
will start May 12 when program
originates in Albany. Announcer
Red Barber will make tour taking
Wednesdays off from his baseball
broadcasts.
Broadcasts on the tour, to which
will be added entertainment by
Kaye's orchestra for service camps
enroute, follow: May 19, Indianapolis; May 26, Youngstown; June
2, Chicago; June 9, Milwaukee;
June 16, Akron; June 23 and 30,
Detroit, and July 7, New York.
Agency for P. Lorillard Co., New
York, sponsor of the series, is J.
Walter Thompson Co. New York.

MUTUAL

NETWORK

March 5, 19A3
Mr. Basil A. Caparell
International News Service
235 East 45th Street
New York, New York

,

Dear Mr. Caparell:
I believe the most concrete evidence of our complete
satisfaction with International Hews Service is to be found in
the large number of consistent news sponsors we have, and in the
consistently high Hooper ratings we are able to command on the
local news broadcasts.
As of this date, the following advertisers are using your
news service on WCAE Smith Brothers
Joseph Home Company
Fort Pitt Brewing Co.
Pittsburgh Brewing Co.
Sisceglia Brothers

Manhattan Soap Company
Grove Laboratories
Latrobe Brewing Company
Studebaker Sales Corp.
Sunway Vitamin Company

It is certain to us and we hope a matter of common
knowledge to radio time buyers, that WCAE is doing one of the
outstanding jobs in the country in getting an audience for its
local programs.
News has consistently led in popularity among
the local shows noted above.
I believe it is logical to assume that the International
News Service is to a substantial degree responsible for our
satisfactory record.
Cordially yours,

Willard Schroeder
Sales Manager

-WTRYTROY, NEW YORK
1000

Watts

at 980

Kc.

The ONLY Basic BLUE Station
In Eastern New York
Represented by RAYMER
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Boler

MOST

POPULAR
IN

THE

CLEAR

STATION

WEST

CHANNEL

Resigns

New Appointments Made
JOHN H. BOLER has resigned
as president of the Jamestown
Broadcasting Co., KSJB, Jamestown, N. D., according to announcement last Tuesday in St. Paul. He
is succeeded by Leonard McNeil,
whose appointment was approved
at a special meeting of the board
of directors. The board also appointed D. A. Clayton as secretary,
re-elected Howard S. Johnson as
vice-president and Harlan Ohde
as a director. Mr. Ohde will also
continue as resident manager.
Mr. Boler is a principal stockholder in the North Central Broadcasting System and retains his
position as president and general
manager of the system. He is also
president of KVOX Broadcasting
Co., Moorhead,
Minn., and stockholder in that corporation.

STATION
Food
SAFEWAY

OF

N. 8. C. AFFILIATE

LOS

•

Enter

EDWARD PETRY & CO., National Representatives

Two

mth

Birds

One

Chain's Chef
STORES of Texas,

grocery chain,
BLUE's
Mystery
Chefhave
for bought
broadcast
on
KGKO, Fort Worth and Dallas,
with an initial contract covering
five programs weekly for 13 weeks.
To promote the program, Safeway
is printing and distributing 6,000
of the Chef's weekly recipes. Distribution is through Dallas and
Fort Worth stores, but listeners in
other areas may write in.

ANGELES

Catch

at KSJB,

Buy!

Service

ROY MAYPOLE, writer-producer
of WABC, New York, has resigned
to join the Marine Corps as combat
correspondent. Joyce Farnham has
left the CBS radio sales department, where she was assistant in
promotion, to join the Clubmobile
Division of the American Red Cross
Overseas Unit. The network news
staff has acquired the services of
Beth Zimmershied, as editorial assistant on Report to the Nation.
She is a recent graduate of Columbia School of Journalism.
Crosley Profits Up
FIRST quarter of 1943 for Crosley
Corp. and subsidiaries shows a
profit of $1,125,229 after charges
and federal income and excess profit
taxes, equal to $2.06 a share on
545,800 shares of capital stock. Net
profit for comparable 1942 period
was $391,138 or 71 cents a share.
Net sales were $19,262,816 against
$5,342,633.

IET present wartime business — prepare for peacetime sales. In war or peace, WHIO is the Dayton market
. . . the rich market of diversified industry and vast valley
farmlands . . . consistently profitable. When you reach Dayton at war over WHIO, you automatically reach a wealthy
Victory market, too. So "play Scotch" — buy full coverage of
the entire Dayton market — for today and for tomorrow.

WHIO

THE

5000 WATTS
Page
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MARKET

G. P. HOLLINGBERY CO., Representatives

WLAW
Lawrence, Mass.
5000 Watts
680 KC
C.B.S.

Allan

JL MxWn

ALLAN B. MILLER, 27, director
of the Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service, died suddenly in Washingill in
takenduring
ton May 2 after having
Chicago
the NAB War
Conference. He
had been renamed
by CCBS, representing independently owned
Class 1-A clear
channel stations
at the annual
Mr. Miller

meeting of the or-

ganization inChi27.
cago,
April
Mr. Miller, who had had diabetic
tendencies, became ill in Chicago
but returned to Washington following the conference. His doctors
reported he would be well in a few
days. On May 2, however, he took a
turn for the worse and died shortly
after reaching a Washington hosA newspaperman, Mr. Miller had
joined CCBS in March, 1941, as
assistant
to Victor Sholis, director.
pital.
He left the post of chief of the
press division, Department of Commerce, to join Mr. Sholis, who had
been his predecessor at the Department. When Mr. Sholis was inducted into the Army last December, Mr. Miller was named his
successor.
A native of Duluth, Minn., Mr.
Miller graduated from the U. of
Missouri School of Journalism in
1935 and was editor of the university daily. He joined the New York
Journal as a reporter upon graduation and was transferred to INS a
month later. After working with
INS in New York for two months,
he was transferred to the Washington bureau. He handled the 1938
political campaign for the Washington Times. In 1939 he joined the
Department of Commerce as assistant chief of the press division,
becoming its chief 18 months later.
While in Washington, Mr. Miller
covered Congressional hearings on
extension of NRA and AAA. During that time he entered Georgetown Law School and was graduated in 1939. He was admitted to
practice
District. before all the courts in the
Mr. Miller is survived by his
mother, who resided in Washington,
and his wife, the former Helene
Frank. Interment was in Superior,
Wis., last Tuesday.

Ringling On Air
GIVING preference to those staWLAW
tions which have cooperated in the
THE
past in giving free promotion,
Ringling Bros., Barnum and Bailey
CAPITAL
Circus, will buy time in towns and
cities to be visited following comOF
NEW
pletion of its current engagement
in New York this month. Circus
7TH STATE
has been using spot announcements
ENGLAND'S
on key stations in that city through
Nat. Reps., The Katz Agency
Caples Co. [Broadcasting, April
5, 1943].
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

Radio
To

Gave

Government

765,190,000
in

RADIO gave the Government
765,100,000 listener impressions
during the week of April 26-May
2, the OWI Radio Bureau estimates. In other words, the industry enabled Uncle Sam to deliver
his war message theoretically to
every resident of the country at
least six times during that period.
These figures, based on Hooper
ratings of programs carrying OWI
Scheduled Campaigns, cannot possibly take into account the spontaneous efforts on commercial programs or the additional efforts of
individual stations in behalf of the
Second War Loans, the Radio
Bureau cautions.
Second War Loan
During that last week in April,
the Second War Loan got an estimated 219 million listener impressions, 29% of the Radio Bureau's
effort. Recruiting messages for
WAVES and SPARS had second
importance, with 161 million impressions, while the anti-black
market drive was third with 123.3
million.
Other OWI campaigns, and their
radio circulations were: Victory
Gardens, 99 million; Absenteeism,
90 million; Home Forces, 34 million; United Nations, 15.4 million;
Fighting Forces, 12.5 million; ThS
Enemy, 6 million; The Issues, 3.2
million; Working Forces, 1.2 million; Post-War World, 1 million.
These circulation figures, compiled by the Radio Bureau, are
part of the machinery used in allocating topics for future broadcast. Estimated listener impressions, officials of the Radio Bureau
explain, are an important factor
in the assignment of topics to various programs under the network
allocation and other OWI plans.
Altogether, OWI estimated last
March, the Radio Industry has
given $86,900,000 in time and talent to the Government [BROADCASTING, March 29]. Of that figure,
$71,570,000 was time.
Here is how the Radio Bureau
used donated facilities in the week
that began April 26:
The Second War Loan, getting

Impressions

Sample

April

Week

particular attention at that time,
was on 45 network commercial
and sustaining programs with estimated listener impression rating
of 129,150,000. In addition, 891 network and independent stations carried 21 one-minute announcements
for an additional 90 million impressions.
Another 45 network and sustaining programs, with a circulation of 116 million, carried announcements for WAVES and
SPARS. Again, 21 one-minute announcements were placed, this time
on 324 independent stations, with
a circulation totaling 45 million.
The war against black markets
was carried on another group of 45
network commercial and sustaining
programs, with Hooper circulations
estimated at 120 million. A 15minute Uncle Sam transcription,
circulation of 3.2 million, was also
devoted to this subject.
Victory Gardens were on 37 live
and transcribed national spot and
regional network programs, leaching 9 million. The main effort here
was left to the 21 one-minute announcements on 891 network and
independent stations under the Station Announcement Plan. Circulation of this OWI media is estimated
at 90 million.
Absenteeism also reached 90 million under the Station Announcement Plan, while Home Forces
were handled by nine programs
under special network assignments
reaching 26 million, and five special network feature assignments,
reaching 7.7 million.
That week, the Uncle Sam series of 15 minute transcriptions,
for local sponsorship, was devoted
to Home Forces, with the story of
how the Black Market operates;
United Nations, dramatizing the
story of a Dutchman who escaped
the Nazis; The Issues, with an
eye-witness story of a sea trip to
Archangel; The Enemy, based on
an incident in Antwerp, where a
father kills his son for joining the
Nazis; and Fighting Forces, with
a salute to Flying Fortresses.
Uncle Sam is credited with a circulation of 3.2 million.
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than the pop-
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Ruthrauff
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Cross

Kelley

Joins Army
F. BOURNE
RUTHRAUFF
has been granted
a leave of absence
as a vice-president and account
executive of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, to
serve as chief of
the radio section
of the American
Mr. Ruthrauff Red Cross. He
assumes his new duties in Washington, May 10, replacing Lamar
Kelley who will enter military
service this week.
Mr. Kelley, who has been in
charge of radio for the Red Cross
since war was declared, developed
the overseas radio set-up, arranging shortwave shows to and from
overseas areas. The radio section
also handled the war fund campaigns, achieving a record in radio
support for the Red Cross drive
last March. Before coming to the
Red Cross, Lamar Kelley handled
the Major Bowes program for
Ruthrauff & Ryan. He now joins
the Army after several months of
effort to get into active service.
RKO May Expand
RKO Pictures, New York, has had
NBC's Radio-Recording Division
transcribe a quarter-hour interview
with Pat O'Brien and Robert Fellows, star and producer of the
forthcoming film Bombardier. The
interview, by Bill Stern, NBC
sportscaster, will be broadcast in
mid-May on the Texas Quality Network and possibly elsewhere. Company is considering extensive use
of radio on a regular basis, following its successful use of this
mediumdren, butinhas
exploiting
Hitler's
Chilannounced
no details
of its plans as yet.
Editor's
note3 :issue,
This page
corrects
lished in May
64. item pub-

Btouin
and

W>ucjid

RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
offices
MONTREAL • WINNIPEG
TORONTO

$30

to Red

K49KC Ownership
K49KC, pioneer FM station in
Kansas City, is licensed to the
Commercial Radio Equipment Co.,
headed by Everett L. Dillard, consulting radio engineer. The station
was listed as associated with
KMBC, Kansas City, owned by
Arthur B. Church, in Broadcasting, May 3. The Church station is
W9XER, licensed experimentally
for FM. Broadcasting regrets this
error. K49KC has been on the air
since last August and is not affiliated with any other standard
broadcast station.

Additional
As

Mrs.

WNRC

Rhode

Awards

Leads

EXPRESSING faith in radio's
power to help win the war and to
forge a lasting, international peace,
Mrs. Ruth Bryan Rhode, former
U. S. Minister to Denmark, delivered the keynote address at the
Women's National Radio Committee's ninth annual awards luncheon
in New York last week.
Guests and radio listeners were
told of the committee's choice of
programs best serving the war effort, obtained through polling its
25 member organizations. Five of
the top winners had been announced
earlier [Broadcasting, May 3] but
12 runners-up were made known
for the first time as well as "honorable mention" awards to two
New York stations.
WMCA,

WQXR

Awards

Singled out for special commendations, but not covered in the national poll, were WMCA, for "programs furthering democratic ideals
and public service," and WQXR,
for "musical programs of unusual
interest."
and Gram
quality
Raymond
Swing, winner of
the WNRC news analysis award
for his BLUE programs, stressed
the importance of truth and courin the will
current
". by
. .
this agecrisis
not conflict.
be solved
the leaders alone," he said, "but by
the contribution of numberless
men and women, a contribution not
of action, but of fidelity to a standard within themselves."
Runners-up in news analysis
programs,
headedsponsored
by Mr. Swing's
news
broadcasts
by Petroleum Products, were H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC commentator (Pure
Oil Co.), and Gabriel Heatter, Mutual analyst sponsored by Barbasol
Co., R. B. Semler Inc., and Zonite
Products Corp.
George V. Denny, who served as
m.c. of the afternoon's entertainment, represented the BLUE's
America's Town Meeting of the Air,
voted the best of the forum type
of program by the WNRC, for the
seventh time since the awards were
instituted. Honorable Mention went
to three other forums — NBC's Chicago Round Table of the Air; Quiz
Kids, sponsored on the BLUE by

Announced

Luncheon

Talks

Miles Labs., and Mutual's American Forum of the Air.
In the music classification, in
which the BLUE's Metropolitan
Opera broadcasts ranked first, the
N. Y. Philharmonic Symphony concerts on CBS, and NBC's Telephone Hour, sponsored by the Bell
Telephone
System, both received
honors.
Three programs were accorded
honorable mention in the category
of dramas headed by the top winner, Cavalcade of America, NBC
series sponsored by E. I. du Pont
de Nemours & Co. Those commended were : Lux Radio Theatre, Lever
Bros., CBS; This Is Our Country,
Mutual, in cooperation with the
WPB; and One Man's Family,
Standard Brands serial, NBC.
Nila Mack's Let's Pretend, CBS,
polled the most votes in the Young
People's House
Classification.
Rainbow
and The Mutual's
Aldrich
Family, General Foods, NBC, received honorable mention.
CBC
Direct

Plans
From

Broadcasts
War

Front

PLANS for direct radio broadcasting from the front line with the
Canadian troops who are to spearhead the European invasion, have
been announced by Dr. James S.
Thomson, general manager of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
A. E. Powley, CBC editor at Toronto, and Matthew H. Halton, former Toronto Star newsman, have
been assigned to the CBC Overseas
Unit as special correspondents and
will go to Britain soon.
Powley, who was on the Toronto
Mail and Empire, Star, and Telegram before he joined the CBC national news service, will head the
overseas news set-up from London,
while Halton and Peter Stursburg,
formerly of the CBC Vancouver
newsroom and now with the overseas unit, will go with the troops
into the fighting zones. Canadian
reportersfor
willlisteners
cover theonArmy's
activities
the CBC
French network. Both outfits will
be staffed by CBC engineers.
According to D. C. McArthur,
chief editor of CBC's news service,
present arrangements call for radio
news reports to be recorded in the
field and rushed back to London to
be beamed across the Atlantic. Special stories will also be cabled back
to the CBC central newsroom.

W
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Yanks,

Giants

Ban

Action

Broadcasts

Unable
To
Get Sponsors,
Teams Bar Sportscasts
FAILING to sell the broadcastingprivileges to their games this year,
the two New York baseball teams
are refusing visiting clubs the
right to broadcast play-by-play accounts of the games, even when
these accounts would have been reconstructed from wire reports and
broadcast in distant cities by stations not audible in New York.
Both the American League
Yankees and the National League
Giants are following this restrictive policy, although Ed Barrow,
president of , the Yankees, said that
he had the matter under consideration and that wire reports from
Yankee Stadium to out-of-town
stations for local broadcasts might
be permitted at a later date.
"We never have done it," he told
Broadcasting, "and we may or
may not do it this year. But if we
do it for one team we'll have to do
it for all of them. When we tried to
sell our broadcasts no one thought
them worth buying, so to hell
with it."
Follows Agreement
Leo Bondy, executive of the
Giants, said that the refusal to allow broadcasts to originate from
their parks, either by direct broadcast or from wire reports, was in
accord with an agreement between
his team and the Yankees. Last
year, when their games were sponsored, the Giants allowed visiting
teams to send wire reports home
for broadcast, he said, but added
that that was the exception. "Whenever we do not broadcast visiting
teams may not do so," he stated.
Last year the home games of the
Giants and Yankees were broadcast
by WOR, New York, under the
joint sponsorship of General Mills
and R. H. Macy & Co., who were reported to have paid $75,000 to each
team for the broadcast rights. This
year no advertiser was willing to
meet the demand of these teams,
which are believed to be the same
as last year.
This year, as last year, P. Lorillard Co. is sponsoring the games of
the Brooklyn Dodgers, both home
and abroad, on WHN, New York.
Last year when the Dodgers played
the Giants at the Polo Grounds,
home field of the Giants, WHN
broadcast descriptions of the games
reconstructed from wire reports.
This year, unable to continue this
procedure, the sponsor is filling in
those days with similar descriptions of the games of whatever
other National League team is most
in the public eye at that time.
Giants and Yankees were the
first big league teams to permit
their games to be broadcast. A
three-team agreement among them
and the Dodgers, not to allow
broadcasts, persisted until the advent of Larry McPhail as president of the Dodgers, when he refused to extend the agreement and
allowed his team's games to be
BROADCASTING
1

IMPORTANT

Are

TO

CHIEF

Limited

Holders

ENGINEERS:

License

Your

Problem?

— IF you have limited license holders on your
engineering staff . . .
— IF you are in need of qualified engineering
personnel with technical ability . . .

SIGNIFICANT occasion for listeners of WSAI, Cincinnati, for it
means a new series of sports reviews by Dick Bray under sponsorship of Pepsicola. Bray also does
Cincinnati Redleg games. Signing
contract is Walter Gross, Pepsicola
president in Cincinnati; looking on
are (seated) M. C. Haehnle, of the
Walter Haehnle Advertising
agency, and (standing 1 to r) 0. R.
Bellamy, WSAI salesman, and
Walter Callahan, WSAI general
manager.
aired, with the Giants and Yankees
subsequently following suit.
In line with the refusal to allow
any broadcasts from the Yankee
Stadium except sponsored sportcasts for which the Yankees are
paid, the club refused to allow
WQXR, New York, to broadcast
the "Labor for Victory" rally held
at the stadium May 2. Club officials
explained that the rally committee
has contracted for the use of the
park only and not for broadcasting
rights.
Dean With Morris
LOUIS E. DEAN, formerly radio
director of Maxon Inc., New York,
has joined William Morris Agency,
New York, to handle radio talent
sales. He replaces Harry Ommerle,
who has joined Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, as vice-president and
account executive. Mr. Dean was
previously in charge of radio at
Arthur Kudner Inc. and CampbellEwald Co., New York.

— IF you are employing non-draf table men and
women with limited technical experience . . .
. . . then CREI extension courses in Practical Radio Engineering will enable you to train your staff on the job
... to train announcers and office staff for dual jobs
by equipping them to obtain technical licenses. CREI
will train them to acquire the necessary knowledge
and ability. Face conditions now — get ready and start
training non-draftable men and women for replacements.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE

INFORMATION

TODAY

Outline your technical manpower problems. We will furnish you complete data and outline of the CREI course of
training which applies to your particular setup. No obligation, ofcourse — write today; to —
E. H. Guilford,
CAPITOL

RADIO

ENGINEERING

INSTITUTE

Dept. B-5, 3224 16th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

SUCCESS

STORY

The success story of radio, told in the steady increase of radio advertising since Pearl Harbor —
even in a time of general retrenchment in advertising budgets and reduced volume in other media
— bears still further witness to the fact that radio
is ideal for goodwill-building 'selling for the
future'.
The
reason is obvious. Radio gives your customers
something they value — entertainment — to remember you by.

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

• Broadcast

CFRB
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ond
860

KILOCYCLES

Surveys prove at least one quarter of all radios in Canada's
richest market are always tuned to CFRB.
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Three
NRC

Named

On

War

Committee

tered with the simple statement
that whenever enough of the

Press-Radio Steering Group
Adds Hoyt, Stoer, Green

people didn't like someAmerican
thing the government was doing,
the government was likely to
change its mind.
At a Saturday afternoon session ostensibly devoted to the subject of research in educational
broadcasting, members of one panel
session had a time harrying Don
Stauffer of the domestic bureau,
radio branch of OWI, who announced that OWI's radio plans are
being revised with an eye to quality
instead of quantity. He promised a
reduction in the number of numerous short spots and said OWI is

APPOINTMENT of Palmer Hoyt,
Portland Oregonian (KGW-KEX) ;
Maj. E. M. Stoer, Hearst Newspapers, New York City (WBAL
WINS WISN); and Truman
Green, Tampa Tribune (WDAE),
to fill vacancies on the steering committee of the Newspaper-Radio
Committee, was announced last
week by Harold V. Hough, Fort
Worth Star-Telegram (WBAPKGKO), chairman.
At the meeting of the publisher
members of the committee in New
York April 20, at which a unanimous vote to continue the committee was given, the steering
committee was instructed to fill
the three vacancies. The steering
committee will continue on the alert
until the newspaper-radio ownership situation, provoked by the
FCC's divorcement order and inquiry, is terminated.
Members

Occupies Ohio Institute
(Continued from page lit)

integrate its "must" meshoping to
sages into topflight commercial
shows, something along the lines of
the black market and inflation programs done so capably by Fibber
McGee and Molly.
Stauffer Lavishly
Praises Stations
As for the short spots, OWI is
logging 102 stations to check the
times the spots are used, thereby
hoping to determine which are not
up to standards of broadcasters.
He said that OWI has approached
the four major networks with ideas
for just four shows which would

Replaced

The new members replace Gardner Cowles Jr., Des Moines Register and Tribune (KSO KRNT
WMT WNAX), who resigned to
become assistant director of OWI;
Guy C. Hamilton, McClatchy
Newspapers, who has left his post
as general manager of that organization and is retired; and Jack
Howard, Scripps-Howard Newspapapers and Radio Stations (WNOX
WMC WMPS WCPO), now a lieutenant in the Navy.
Other committee members in the
armed forces, whose posts previously were filled, are D. Tennant
Bryan, Richmond News-Leader
(WRNL), in the Army; and James
M. Cox Jr., Dayton, O., also in
Army service. The steering committee, aside from the three new
members and Mr. Hough, includes
Walter J. Damm, Milwaukee Journal (WTMJ), vice-chairman; Dean
Fitzer, Kansas City Star (WDAF),
treasurer; John E. Person, Williamsport Sun (WRAK) ; A. H.
Kirchhofer, Buffalo News
(WBEN); Col. Harry M. Ayers,
Anniston Star (WHMA).

bear the brunt of the government's
appeals and messages during the
summer.
Mr. Stauffer was lavish in his
praise for the networks and local
station managers, asserting that
their cooperation with OWI has
been "simply wonderful."
Mr. Glade's keynote address
came during the NAB meeting
which was the occasion for the
presentation of the George Foster
Peabody awards, distributed by
Dr. John E. Drewry of the school
of journalism at the University of
Georgia, with which the NAB joins
in selecting the award winners.
Neville Miller, president of the
NAB, presided at the meeting and
introduced Mr. Glade, who announced at the outset that the best
legal minds in the nation have
never been able to agree on the definition of the words "public interest,
convenience
and
necessity" and

that he felt a trifle awed at tackling a speech based on them.
After some generalized remarks
on the functions of the FCC and
the "maze of regulations which
must be respected to the nth degree," Mr. Glade proceeded to the
more immediate problem of what
the industry can do in the way of
reformation. He cited as the most
important move which has been
made by the industry the adoption
of an operating code and asserted
that those broadcasters who do not
comply with it are largely responsible for the criticism currently
aimed at the industry.
Radio's biggest problem as it affects the public interest at this
time, Mr. Glade said, lies in keeping down wordage on commercials
and a wholesale improvement in the
standards of locally originated proHe outlined a program which the
grams.
five groups most directly associated
with radio in these times should
adopt if they desire to obtain maximum efficiency from the industry
and at the same time serve the best
interests of the public and of one
another. In regard to their radio
appeals and recommendations to
the public, the government should
remember, Mr. Glade said, that "to
emphasize everything is to emphasize nothing."
Program for Five
Major Radio Groups
Network management can do its
part by presenting a wider variety
and better grade of daytime proAdvertising agencies should regrams. member that brevity is the soul of
other things than wit.
The public would remember that
the institution of advertising is one
of the finest agencies for building
the community and is a part of the
American basic principle of free
enterprise.
Station managers should learn to
say no to promoters who have no
concern for the public interest and
also should take time off to listen
to their own stations occasionally.,
Mr. Glade presented perhaps his
best defense for the entire induswith his one,
conclusion
is fortry every
but not that
at the"radio
same
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The annual dinner of the Institute was held Sunday evening, May

product

2, and the principal speakers were

BUT-More motion picture companies have consistently
bought announcements and programs on WHCU
than on any other Upstate New York Station.
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W. W. Charters, honorary director
of the Institute now serving as
chief of the training division of the
War Manpower Commission, and
Sir Gerald Campbell, British minister and special assistant to the
British ambassador.

Conditions," Robert J. Landry, CBS director of program
writing and member of the War
Writers Board, explained the essential differences between entertaining and instructive radio
writing.

Radio Now a Life
And Death Weapon

"Naturally, instruction and entertainment can be combined and
have been during the last six
months with exceptional results."
he said. "Comedians such as Fred
Allen, Bob Hope and Fibber McGee
and Molly have done wonders with
dressing up, dramatizing and humanizing war messages for the
American people."
Attacking the problem of radio
writing in wartime from the soapopera angle, Lynn Stone and Addy
Richton, writers of the CBS serial,
"This Life Is Mine," stressed the
importance of a sense of personal
responsibility for each individual
American. Miss Stone said: "The
danger of superficial writing is
still with us, but it is fast disappearing. Another danger, and an
increasing one, is that in attempting to solve familiar war problems,
the radio writer creates new ones
because of his own lack of personal
responsibility for the message he is

Radio, Sir Gerald said in his address, is surely the most important
of all the amazing developments of
this twentieth century. He said:
"In a few short years it has been
in turn a plaything, an instrument
of popular entertainment and a
weapon of life and death. Week by
week news niters through to us in
London today of Norwegians shot
for listening to the British radio,
Czechs shot for listening to the
British radio, Frenchmen imprisoned for listening to the British radio,
so we cannot treat such a weapon
lightly."
Today in the United Nations, he
continued, we are dying for one another. Tomorrow we will have to
live with one another and radio
will have to help us to do that. "It
is not radio's job to solve all the
problems of the world", he said,
"but radio is uniquely fitted to help
to create that atmosphere of understanding without which these problems never will become soluble."
Describing the important part
radio is playing in developing
closer understanding of the American people in his native England,
Sir Gerald said: "The British people are turning more and more to
radio for their knowledge of the
world as well as their relaxation.
And I think you would be interested in the amount of time on the
air that is given to programs from
America and about America.
"These are not just news digests
of what is happening in Washington and New York; and not just
entertainment programs like Jack
Benny and Bob Hope which are recorded by the War department here
and flown to London; but programs
with a wide and appreciative audience which tell Britain about the
American farmer, about what
American women are doing in the
war, about children in the United
States."
In his conclusion, speaking about
the development of understanding
of the kind of world we live in and
the relations that hold between us
as men and groups and nations, he
said :
"In applying the full measure of
its creative power to the fulfillment of this task — the creation of
the spirit of understanding and
good will that will cement the formal agreements of statesmen — the
radio business will acquire an added dignity and respect, for in tackling it, radio will demonstrate why
it deserves to be classified as an
essential industry both now and
after the war."

War

trying to convey."
Concluding session of the Institute was a panel discussion on radio's part in the post-war world,
the speakers including Dr. Lyman
Bryson, CBS director of education;
Professors H. Gordon Hullfish and
H. Gordon Hayes, both of the Ohio
State University faculty, and Louis
Wirth, University of Chicago sociologist and regional chairman of
the National Resources Planning
Board.
Dr. I. Keith Tyler, director of
the Institute, announced during the
meeting that results of the judging
of network programs in connection
with the seventh American exhibition and citations of educational
radio programs will not be announced until later, due to difficulties encountered in judging in the
field [Broadcasting, May 3].
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For outstanding performance - strength to
meet severest wind conditions and low initial cost use Wincharger Vertical Radiators.
These superior radiators are already demonstrating their efficiency and economy in over
300 commercial broadcasting and police
stations throughout the United States.
Built of uniform triangular cross sections to
insure highly efficient radiation - designed
and built to withstand 100 mile wind velocity • these towers guarantee you years of
low cost service. Complete erection service,
including lighting equipment, anchors, base
and ground systems is available.
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TODAY

FOR FULL DETAILS

AND QUOTATIONS

WINCHARGER
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RADIATO
WINCHARGER CORPORATION
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Patriotic Song Contest Postponed
PATRIOTIC SONG contest sponsored
by NBC and the National Federation
of Music Clubs, has been extended to
Oct. 31, because of lack of suitable
material among the entries received
to-date. Winning song was to be announced during National Music Week.

WW

Congress has approved a $2,277,000.00 Federal grant for expansion of the Municipal
Airport at Wichita. This huge expansion will lift the Wichita airport to a class 4 terminal, the highest rating an airport can be given.
One of the factors for making the grant was based on the future commercial value
of the airport.
immediate
future.Construction will be for the largest planes now in use and those for the
The new Geography shows Wichita, Kansas, as the natural point in the Western World
toward which Global Air Traffic will converge following Great Circle routes of World
Air growth.
Commerce.
lends new
promisea for
future,
to Wichita's
vast
WiseThis
marketers
realizepermanence,
this and arenewbuilding
solidthesales
program
through
Radio Station KFH. Don't YOU miss out on the rich Wichita market.
That Selling Station
In Kansas1 Biggest, Richest Market!
KFH
WICHITA

Panel Tackles
Writing Subject
Speaking at a panel discussion
held Monday morning, May 3, on
the topic of "Radio Writing Under
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Knows

f

A
250-WATT local
non - network station
holds more day-time
listeners in Greater
Kansas City than three
network outlets.

It's KCKN, The Capper
Publications station for
Kansas

City — Programmed entirely and
exclusively for Kansas
City's 725,000
listeners.

"city"

Chicago — Central 5977
New York— Mohawk 4-3280
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Tells

of

Careful

Supervision

By Blue Over
All Children's
Programs
IN RESERVING the right of
ing," the article continues. "Adventure, however, peppered with
"meticulous supervision," over all
programs appealing to children,
interesting facts, constructive ideas
the BLUE recognizes the powerful
and educational suggestions, is a
influence of radio on the mind of
sugar-coated pill for which Amerithe child, believed to listen to
can children cry." Cited as an exbroadcasts an average of three or
ample of such a program is the
four hours a day.
latest BLUE adventure series, Dick
Tracy, which demonstrates that
The network's policies on pro"crime never pays," and teaches
gramming children's adventure
serials to bring a minimum of harm,
youngsters the dangers of black
and a maximum of entertainment
markets, at the same time giving
and education, is revealed in an
them plenty of excitement.
article by H. B. Summers, manOther instances given to illusager of the BLUE public service
trate the network's standards for
division, in the April issue of
these programs include the fact
that a psychologist is retained to
Radio Age, quarterly magazine issued by RCA. Network carries
check every script of the Jack
Armstrong series; that The Sea
seven programs designated as chilHound, having a South American
dren's dramatic sketches, all broadcast between 4:45 and 8 p.m. The
locale, is required listening in some
network airs five other adventure
schools and that factual informaserials, some of which appeal to
tion for Terry and the Pirates,
children but which are primarily
drama of war-time China, is obtained from government news
designed for adults.
agencies in this country and China.
Special policies set up to check
Mindful of the opportunities for
on possible harmful elements in
building war-time morale, the netchildren's programs, over and
work maintains daily contact with
above general policies governing
the public relations offices of the
the acceptance of BLUE programs
for adults, are only one phase of
Army, Navy and Office of the Coordinator ofInter-American affairs,
the BLUE's supervision of advenit is pointed out.
ture serials. Most obvious restrictions are those prohibiting use of
Children's Dramatic Sketches
program material which might
Hop Harrigan Mori, thru Fri., 6-5:15
p.m. (sponsored by General Mills 9-9:15
arouse morbid suspense and hysteria. On the premise that children
pm.).
Jack Armstrong, Mon. thru Fri., 5:305:45 p.m. General Mills.
are more credulous than adults,
Dick Tracy, Mon., Wed., Fri., 5:30-5:45
the use of the supernatural or of
p.m. General Mills.
superstitions is not permitted, the
Captain Midnight, Mon. thru Fri., 5 :45-6
article says.
p.m. Wander Co.
Terry and the Pirates, Mon. thru Fri.,
Comparing the quality of the
6-6:15 p.m. Quaker Oats (off for summer).
The Sea Hound Mon. thru. Fri., 4:45-5
first children's serials with today's
p.m. Sustaining.
programs, Mr. Summers notes
The Lone Ranger, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
much improvement over the sloppy
7:30-8 p.m. General Mills.
Other adventure serials — Red Ryder,
writing and inadequate research
Gangbusters,
Adventures of Counterspy,
the Falcon. John Freedom,
of the past. The sponsors themselves were the first to recognize
and correct these conditions, he
says.
FLY SAYS IER NEWS
Keynote to the BLUE's over-all
GREATER
THAN
NAB
policy in accepting adventure proASSERTI
NG
smilingly
at
his
news
grams is "an acceptable balance
conference last week that the Ohio
between wholesome stimulation
U. meeting of the Institute for
and instruction." "Education, as
Education by Radio provided more
such, we have found, is resented by
news, with fewer news gatherers
the child who expects entertainon hand to report it, Chairman
ment and thrills in his radio dialJames Lawrence Fly of the FCC
observed that the NAB War Conference perhaps could have been
more interesting. He declared, however, that the reaction to his presentation ofthe small station plight
was sympathetic and that if there
was any divergent feeling he was
not aware of it.
Commenting further on the Columbus meeting, Chairman Fly said
Influencing Sales
that he had voiced no opposition
to stations specializing in educational programs. But he indicated
FAR Beyond Pontiac
their limitations and suggested a
better integration of educational
In cities . . . villages . . . farms
. . . for miles and miles around
programs
within the general framePontiac . . . the messages of nawork of broadcasting was possible.
tional, regional and local adverAsked whether the Conference
tisers are heard watts.
over WCAR's
discussed the need for modification
1000 streamlined
of FCC regulations and such
GET THE
changes
as envisaged in the WhiteFACTS
Wheeler Bill for reorganization of
FROM
WCAR
the FCC, he replied that he knew
of no such discussion. He declined
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
to discuss the question of whether
or the Foreman Co. • Chicago • New York
he had given the Cox Committee
information on personal finances.
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"DYNAMIKE," is the appropriate
monicker of the ultra-sensitive microphone shown hanging in the
new WOR-Mutual Theater in New
York (formerly the Guild), which
opened May 1. The mike, resembling a stick of TNT, is suspended
above the middle of the orchestra
floor, and with the accoustical
stage is said to give concert hall
quality to musical broadcasts.
HERE'S

A TIP

In WLOG's Experience With
Local Cooperatives
"SINCE Pearl Harbor the 250watt station has been faced with
the problem of dwindling revenues
due to James
war product
es,"
ion
writes
McGowa
n, activiti
manager
,

WLOG,cided toLogan,
W. ng
Va. about
"But we
dedo somethi
it and
we have come up with a strictlv local show — all Logan — that may be
a helpful hint to other stations."
Logan's program is called
Koal Karnival. It is a full King
hour
once a week (Fridays, 6:45-7:45
p.m.) and is a fastmoving variety
presentation in five-minute parts.
Louis Kent, a clothing merchant,
does a comedy routine. News Behind the News is Hven by Dr. Edwin Mathews, a physician. Father
Joseph Norton gives a talk on
philosophy. A member of the announcing staff offers Today in Society. A local soldier, usually one
home on furlough, is interviewed
by a staff member. Wib Whited, a
Logan native, appears as Old Timer and talks of town history.
Sponsors include a flower shop,
shoe store, garage, shoe repair
shop, beauty parlor, etc.
"More and more we are using
cooperative shows" Mr. McGowan
says. "The hour described requires
only two hours preparation, with
all the staff assigned work on it.
We find the cooperative pays here."
Sweetheart Adds
MANHATTAN SOAP Co., New
York, has started thrice-weekly
sponsorsh
of Arthur
ip News
Transradio
periodVanon Horn's
WOR,

New York, and has renewed for
52 weeks a thrice-weekly news program by John Holbrook on WGN,
Chicago. Firm continues to use
approximately 70 stations for
Sweetheart Soap. Agency is Franklin Bruck Adv., New York.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Recorded

History
of reFILE
COMPLETE
cordings of the highlights of
the political career of Lt.
Com. Harold E. Stassen, who
resigned as Governor of
Minnesota to go on active
duty last month, will soon be
turned over to an historical
agency by WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul. The collection was completed April 27
when WCCO recorded the
ceremony at which Gov. Stassen resigned, and the inauguration of Lt. Gov. Ed Thye.

PONIES

CARRIED WCKY, Cincinnati, colors through downtown
streets "tipping" off sports fans of
the WKY-CBS-GILLETTE Derby
broadcast — Adele Hughes and
Ruth Ann Lamb, the ponies, were
weighed in by Rex Davis, WCKY
newscaster.
WSAI

AAAA
On

Meet

War

in New

Services

York
Topics

;'ANNUAL meeting of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
will be held in the Hotel WaldorfAstoria, New York, Thursday and
Friday, May 20 and 21. With
igency war services as the preiominating topic, specific campaign
)bjectives in inflation, manpower
md food problems will be discussed
jy representatives of Government
i lepartments, the OWI, advertising
! :ouncil coordinators and task force
igencies. Wartime problems of the
idvertising agency to be considered
j it the meeting will include salary
stabilization, advertising as a tax
Reduction and as cost in Governnent
contracts.
An
exhibit of
igency volunteer work will be disi )layed.
Because of the critical transporI ation situation, members in cities
>ther than New York, are being
isked not to have more than one
'i-epresentative per agency office.
LVilliam R. Baker Jr., executive
rice-president of Benton & Bowles,
S^ew York, is chairman of the
>rogram committee.
SarnofE-Irving on 7
)PERATOR of 38 men's wear
hops through the country, Sarnff-Irving Inc., also makers of Halirook hats, is currently sponsoring
ports programs in six markets
nd news in a seventh, with plans
o expand at a later date. Firm enered radio late in 1942, and is now
ising six times weekly sports
broadcasts in Winston-Salem, Coumbus, Wilmington, Dayton,
Vashington and Bridgeport, plus
daily news program in Atlanta,
^ewly appointed agency is Petingell & Fenton, New York.

Buy

LISTENERS
Buy

WFM

J

covering greater
Youngstown
'f| More listeners, more hours
J of the day than any other
.■j,radio station heard in the
Youngstown, O., area.*
*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Blue Network
Headley-Reed,

Rep.

1ROADCASTING

Eliot Subs for Swing
WHEN
Raymond Gram Swing
starts his annual three-week vacation May 27, Socony-Vacuum Oil
Co., New York, which sponsors his
news commentaries four nights a
week on the BLUE, will present
Major George Fielding Eliot, CBS
military expert, effective May 31.
Maior Eliot is currently heard on
CBS Saturday nights at 11:10,
and makes occasional appearances
on the Admiral Radio News program Sunday afternoons at 2:30
on CBS. Socony agency is Compton Adv., New York.
New

Firm

Takes

WJHO

License;
Orr in Army
THE NEWLY FORMED partnership of Yetta G. Samford, C. S.
Shealy, Thomas D. Samford Jr.
was last week granted the voluntary assignment of the license of
WJHO, Opelika, Ala., local, from
the licensee, a partnership composed of the same owners including
J. H. Orr, who is withdrawing because he is now in the Army. The
assignee proposes to pay Mr. Orr
$3,150 for his interest in the licensee partnership.
The new partnership will do
business under the same name as
the former one, the Opelika — Auburn Broadcasting Co. Mr. Samford is in the insurance business,
Mr. Sheely is a cotton broker, and
T. D. Samford Jr. is an attorney.
Mr. Orr was an automobile dealer, before going into the Army.
Johnston

S. A. Register

EXPENDITURES in 1942 by advertisers innetwork and spot radio,
magazines and farm papers are included in the Standard Advertising
Register's 28th edition now completed. Agency and media information including personnel and data
on more than 11,000 national advertisers isin the register.

• Broadcast

program production . . . with the city's three outstand:v):'ij ing sports authorities ... its most prominent department
store personalities ... its most popular name orchestras
and singers ... its most widely known women's program
personalities ... its most comprehensive news service. Your
brand name combined with a WSAI personality makes it a
buy-word across the sales counters in Cincinnati.

UJSfll
THE CINCINNATI STATION OF ASSURED SALES ACTION
Basic Blue Network . . . 5,000 Watts Day and Night
National Reps ... SPOT SALES, INC. . . . New York ... Chicago ... San Francisco
^l^k

Leaves

ADDITION of Russ Johnston, formerly Pacific Coast program sales
director of CBS, Hollywood, to
McCann-Erickson Inc., as radio director of the recently established
Hollywood office, was announced by
that agency in early May. New
headquarters are located in Guaranty Building, 6331 Hollywood
Blvd. August J. Bruhn, former comanagergeles office,
of the
Los Anhas agency's
been appointed
Hollywood manager. Burt Cochran,
formerly co-manager with Mr.
Bruhn, becomes manager of the
Los Angeles office.
New

leads all local stations combined in successful

Advertising

50,000 Watt . . . Clear Channel
. . . 1180 on Dial . . . Affiliated
with the National Broadcasting
Company and
work, Inc.

The

ROCHESTER,

Blue

Net-

N. Y.

National Sales Representative:
George P. Hollingbery Co.
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DO

YOU

KNOW

Keep

Out of Trouble
Copy
(Continued from page 11)

WEEI,

Boston, Mass.

WISR,

Butler, Penn.

WBBM,

Chicago, III.

WCFL,

Chicago, III.

KVOR,

Colorado
Colo.

KLZ,

Denver, Colo.

KFJZ,

Fort Worth, Texas

WHJB,

Greensburg, Penn.

WSAZ,

Huntington, W. Va.
Louisville, Ky.

"* * * "What this label means;
and you are to test that out by
taking the language of it and imparting to that language the meaning of the words singly and together that would be conveyed to
you as ordinary men; not as men
who are skilled in medical, chemical, or pharmaceutical science,
capable of making nice distinctions
or nice discriminations, but rather
the meaning that comes to you as
ordinary men unskilled but seeking, we will assume, some sort of
remedy or remedial help for the
afflictions that flesh is heir to. Now
in that connection you should examine this language in the light
of the purpose of the law which
is to protect humankind against
the consequences of human weakness, frailty, credulity or the disposition tobelieve or of human gullibility. You should examine it in
the light of the disposition of the
ordinary humankind to wish to
believe in the potency of remedial
agents to relieve them from ills
from which they are actually or
conceivably suffering." N. J. 5906
D. C. E. D. Wis. 7/15/16. U. S. v.
Bethesda Natural Mineral Springs
Co.

WMAN,
WISN,

Mansfield, Ohio

Intention to Deceive

Milwaukee, Wise.

KTRB,

Modesto, Calif.

KDON,

Monterey, Calif.

The following decision, I believe,
goes still further to explain the
effects of statements that may be
false. The Court considers them a

WKPA,

New Kensington,
Penn.

THE

ANSWER

?

(Copyright 1943, W. E. Long Co.)

WAVE,

Springs,

WDSU,

New

WOV,

New York, N. Y.

KOY,

Phoenix, Ariz.

WCAE,

Pittsburgh, Penn.

WPAY,

Portsmouth, Ohio

KGHF,

Pueblo, Colo.

KQW,

San Jose, Calif.

KGDM,

Stockton, Calif.

KVOA,

Tucson, Ariz.

WMBS,

Uniontown, Penn.

WJPA,

Washington, Penn.

KROY,

Sacramento, Calif.

Orleans, La.

waste of printer's ink if they are
not intended to deceive the reader.
"It seems to us that words 'recommended in the treatment of
Bright's disease, etc' could only
mean that the use of the water in
the treatment of the diseases
named would effect a cure or alleviation of such diseases, otherwise
why recommend it? Unless this
means that the water did contain
elements or ingredients which
would alleviate or cure the diseases
named, when taken according to
the directions * * * it was a waste
of printer's ink. Would not anyone
suffering from any one of the
diseases named understand that by
the taking of the water his ailment would be alleviated or cured

FOUR MORE STATIONS
STARTING SOON

of the ingredients conby reason
tained in the water? It seems to us
that he would. Treatment would
only be taken with a view to alleviation or cure, and a water possessing elements or ingredients favorable to that end only would be
recommended." 264 Fed. 79 N. J.
8701 Cir. Ct. Appeals 5th Cir.,
3/18/20. Bradley v. U. S.
Necessity for Research

In my opinion the next decision
points out clearly the necessity for
research findings to substantiate
the claims being made for medicisince the manufacnalturerproducts,
of a medicinal preparation is
charged "to have superior knowl"Persons who make or deal in
substances or compositions alleged
toedge":
be curative are in a position to
have superior knowledge and may
be held to good faith in their statements." 239 U. S. 510 N. J. 4816
U. S. Supreme Court 1/10/16. U.
S. v. Eckman's Alterative.
Professional Authority
Many pieces of advertising refer to doctors, dentists and nurses,
and the following language gives
first, a statement from the manufacturer's labeling, and then the
court's very definite views on the
use of these words.
" 'We have received many

ters from physicians reporting' —
followed by what is represented to
be the substance of such reports,
which admittedly would tend to
engender a belief to persons sufferingease
fromthatdiabetes
disthe useor ofBright's
the drugs

Write, wire or call

The W. E. Long Co.
155 NORTH CLARK STREET
CHICAGO,
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JOBS, the Moore

Drydock Co., shipbuilders of Oakland, Cal., turns to radio. Ralph R.
Brunton (left), general manager of
KQW, has announced the company's purchase
Ten O'Clock
News, written
andof announced
by
Carroll Hansen (center), aired Sundays through Fridays at 10 p.m.
(PWT).
Ship company
representative is Glenn
R. Dolberg
(right),
executive assistant to the personnel
director and active for many years
in Pacific Coast radio.
would no doubt secure proper advice and treatment for the ills
which affect them." 267 Fed. 795
N. J. 8360 Dis. Ct. S. Texas
10/4/18, Cir. Ct. App. 5th Cir. j
7/16/20. U. S. v. Texas Wonder.
Evidence to Substantiate
We feel that the manufacturer
should, as we have stated, base his
labeling and advertising upon the
facts. In other words, he should
have evidence to substantiate all
of the claims that he is making for
his preparation. With such information available he should not
change the labeling or advertising
at the whims of some Federal orj
State enforcing official, but should
"stand his ground".
You will realize that the responsibility rests squarely upon the
shoulders of each individual manufacturer to produce the facts concerning his product, and also upon
the advertising agency to see that
the copy it prepares is based upon
the facts, and that it is in good
taste. Many pieces of advertising
that we see are such that they can I
be considered as anything but in

would likely afford them relief.
Unless we discredit their mental
competence, such, we must presume, was the intent and expectation of the proprietors. * * * But
if, as alleged, the drugs are worthless the proprietors cannot escape
responsibility by hiding behind the
phrase 'the doctors say'. Couched
in such language undoubtedly the
printed matter makes a more persuasive appeal to the credulity of
sufferers from these diseases than
if the representations thus implied
were made directly upon the authority alone of the proprietors,
and for that reason they are not
less but more obnoxious to the law."
33 Fed. 2nd Series 506, N. J.
16387 Cir. Ct. App. 9th Cir.,

good taste. In fact, in many instances Ibelieve such copy has a
tendency to detract from the sale
of a pi'eparation rather than to

7/1/29 U. S. v. Fulton's Comp.

promote it.

A Summary
ASK ANY STATION
LISTED ABOVE

let-

TO FILL WAR

Decision

The effects of all of these decisions are summed up, I believe, in
the following decision. It shows
the results that may ensue if products are labeled and advertised in
a false and misleading manner:
"The danger and injury to the
public from this character of advertisement is,however, considerable, in that it induces persons to
rely in serious cases upon a preparation without healing virtue
when but for this reliance they
BROADCASTING

MP

P.^cr
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U. S. Rubber

on

CBS

(Continued from page 9)
Massey is slated to appear on the
first of these features, titled "Our
American Scriptures", but this was
not definite the end of last week.
Concerts by the Philharmonic
have been broadcast on a sustaining basis on CBS since October,
1930, although the network some
years ago offered the Philharmonic
concerts to a group of leading department stores throughout the
country. It is the oldest musical organization in this country and the
third oldest in the world.
Decision by the New York Philharmonic-Symphony Society to permit commercial sponsorship of its
orchestra indicates that the trouble between the Society and Local
802 of the American Federation
of Musicians over the dismissal of
some of the Philharmonic's musicians by Dr. Rodzinski has been
settled. Formal notice that the new
director of the group would not
have to face the union trial, scheduled for May 6, was issued him
April 27.
Last Program on CBS
U. S. Rubber's last network radio program was titled 99 Men and
a Girl, featuring Raymond Paige
and a 99-piece orchestra, and
broadcast on CBS in 1939 as a
Friday evening half-hour series.
Since that program was discontinued, the company, through its
agency, Campbell-Ewald Co., New
York, has been concentrating on
institutional newspaper advertising.
Last week, the Bureau of Advertising of the ANPA called special
attention to the company's recent
ads, with particular emphasis on
"The Empty Room." A special report issued by the Bureau with U.
S. Rubber ads as examples, points
out that "the people's unprecedented interest in institutional advertising has given industry its
greatest opportunity to build public
understanding and goodwill."
Coincident with the announcement of the U. S. Rubber contract,
CBS last week compiled a list of
the symphony orchestras which it
has broadcast under sponsorship
as far back as January, 1931. At
that time, the Detroit Symphony
was presented by Graham-Paige
Corp., and subsequently from the
fall of 1934 to the spring of
1942 by the Ford Motor Co.
The Philadelphia Symphony was
sponsored on CBS in 1931 by
AT&T, until 1933 by Philco Corp.,
and during the season of 1933-34
by Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
The following year, CBS carried
broadcasts of the Minneapolis
Symphony under sponsorship of
General Household Utilities Corp.,
and in 1936 presented the Pittsburgh Symphony for Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co. In 1936-37, a group
of American banks sponsored the
Philadelphia Symphony again, and
from the fall of 1940 to the spring
of 1941, Libby-Owens-Ford Glass
Co. presented the Chicago Women's
Symphony on CBS.
BROADCASTING

V
COOKING UP FAREWELL PARTY for W. Donald Roberts, new CBS
western sales manager, these "chefs" gaily posed with "Cowboy" Roberts
in New York just before he left for his new offices in Chicago. Left to
right are Joseph H. Ream, CBS vice-president and treasurer; H. V.
Akerberg, CBS vice-president in charge of station relations; Paul M.
Hollister, CBS vice-president in charge of advertising and sales promotion; Linnea Nelson, timebuyer of J. Walter Thompson Co., New York;
William C. Gittinger, CBS vice-president in charge of sales, and Allyn
Jay Marsh, CBS assistant sales manager.
WREC's 5,000 Watts
Through error in a page advertisement of Broadcasting Station
WREC, Memphis, Tenn., published
in a recent issue, the station's power
was wrongly listed as 500 watts. It
should have read 5,000 watts.
WREC, one of the South's leading
stations, has operated on 5,000
watts, day and night, for the past
several years. It is owned and operated by Hoyt B. Wooten, one of the
country's pioneer broadcasters.

Grape Nuts Spots
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, is lining up a spot campaign
for Grape Nuts in the Denver and
Minneapolis areas, and for Grape
Nuts Flakes in the New York region. Further details are not available pending completion of plans.
Agency is Young & Rubicam, N. Y.

BALTIMORE'S
New Squib Show
WITH PURCHASE of the Sunday,
8-8:30 p.m. period on CBS, E. R.
Squibb & Sons, New York, will
discontinue Keep Working, Keep
Singing, America, heard on CBS
Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
6:30-6:45 p.m. Firm will retain
Walter Cassel Singer, and the general morale-building character of
the present series for a new production, scheduled to start June
13. Talent line-up and other details are not yet available, pending Washington approval of the
morale aspects of the program.
Agency is Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New York.
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Three
Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
MAY

1 to MAY

Decisions

. . .
MAY 5
WJHO, Opelika Ala. — Granted vol. assignment license from Yettal G. Samford. C. S. Shealy, Thos. D. Samford Jr.,
J. H. Orr d-b as Opelika-Auburn Broadcasting Co., to Yetta G. Samford, C. S.
Shealy, Thos. D. Samford Jr., d-b as
Opelika-Auburn Broadcasting Co., newly
formed partnership d-b under same name
as assignor and present licensee. Assignee
proposes to pay J. H. Orr, the retiring
partner, $3,150 for his 25% interest in the
licensee partnership.
KSWO, Lawton, Okla. — Denied special
service authorization operate unlimited to
Aug. 1, 1944.
W59NY, Cincinnati — Granted license cover CP, as mod., in part.
W8XO, Cincinnati — Denied rehearing directed against Commission order of Dec.
29, 1942, dismissing application for license renewal and denied petition to dismiss without prejudice application for
license renewal.
WWPG, Lake Worth, Fla.— Granted mod.
license to change designation of station
from Lake Worth to Palm Beach, Fla.
May 6
WSJS, Winston-Salem — Granted license
cover CP as mod., for new equipment,
DA-D-N, change frequency, etc.
W9XMB, Chicago— Granted mod. CP as
mod., authorizing new ST station, extension completion date.
WSAY, Rochester, N. Y.— Granted mod.
CP as mod., authorizing change frequency,
power
increase, DA-D-N, new transmitter,
etc.

KEEP

POSTED

ORDER
NOW... NEW 1943
Standard Advertising Register
In these days of rapid fire shifts, the new
1943 Standard Advertising Register and
Service will keep you abreast of these
changes.
The Register lists over 11,000 national
and sectional advertisers. It gives the
executive personnel of each including
advertising manager, sales manager,
buyer of printing. It shows the agency or
agencies placing the account, territory
covered and types of media used. In fact,
it gives all information necessary to effectively solicit the advertiser or agency
either by mail or in person.
•
•
•
THE AGENCY LIST— issued three times
a year, April, August and December. A
dependable source of information on 1600 advertising agencies with their
personnel, recognition
and the 30,000 clients
\ they serve.
\
NATIONAL
REGISTER
PUBLISHING
CO., Inc.
333 N. Michigan Ave.
330 W. 42nd Si.
Chicago
New York
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COMMISSION

7 INCLUSIVE
Applications
MAY .1 . .
King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp. Detroit—CP new FM station on 47300 kc,
coverage 6750 sq. mi. (Formerly W73D).
CP new FM station on 46900 kc, coverage
5300 sq. mi. (Formerly W69GR).
MAY 4
Blue Network Co., New York — Extension
of authority to transmit programs to
CFCF and
casting Corp.CBL and the Canadian BroadWLOL, Minneapolis — Transfer control
from Beatrice L. Devaney, executrix of
estate of John P. Devaney, David J. Winton and Charles J. Winton Jr., to Ralph
Atlass (972 shares common stock).
Tentative Calendar . . .
WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich. — Mod. license
for 1^50 kc. 250 w.. unlimited (May 10).
KDYL, Salt Lake City — CP 880 kc. 10
kw., unlimited, DA-D-N.

We fwork tKccounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Jersey City (Palmolive), on May 29 starts
The Million Dollar Band on 140 NBC stations, Sat., 10-10:30 p.m. and on May 28
shifts
Bill Stern's
Newsreel
the
Air (Colgate
shaveSports
cream),
on 126ofNBC
stations, Sat. 10-10:15 p.m. to Fri., 10:3010:45 p.m. on 68 NBC stations. Agencies:
Sherman & Marquette, Chicago (shave
cream), and Ted Bates Inc., New York
( Palmolive) .
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Corp., Boston, on Sat., May 8, 10 p.m., sponsored
the Beau-Jack-Private Johnny Greco bout
on 212 MBS stations, and on Fri., May 21,
10 p.m. will sponsor Beau Jack vs. Bob
Montgomery on 212 MBS stations. Agency:
Maxon Inc., N. Y
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago (Aunt Jemima pancake flour), on May 2 replaced
Aunt Jemima on 35 CBS stations, Sun.,
2:55-3 p.m. with The Muffet Show, adding
4 CBS stations (WMBD WRVA WWL
WGST), making a total of 37 CBS staChicago. tions. Agency: Sherman K. Ellis Co.,
CHEF BOY-AR-DEE Quality Foods, Milton, Pa., on May 3 started Boake Carter
for 13 weeks on 5 MBS stations (WFIL
WOL WCAE WCLE WGN), Mon., Wed.,
and Fri., 12 Noon-12:15 p.m. Agency:
McJunkin Adv., Chicago.
BIBLE INSTITUTE, Los Angeles (religious), on May 3 started for 52 weeks,
Dr. Lewis D. Talbot, on 14 Don Lee California stations, Mon. thru Fri., 11-11:30
a.m. (PWT). Agency: Smith & Bull Adv.
Los Angeles.
BEN HUR PRODUCTS Inc, Los Angeles
(coffee), on April 30 added 2 Ariz, stations
(KOY KTUC) to Hollywood Showcase on
KNX, Friday, 6-6:30 p.m. (PWT), making
a total of 3 CBS Western stations. Agency :
F-rton A. Stehbins Adv.. Los Angeles.

"IVe like the scripts
...we like the ideas...
WAGM
we like the progra
m"
• If you are an ASCAP-licensed
station you will like these programs, too. They are furnished
without cost, and more than five
hundred stations are using them
regularly. If you are interested in
turning your music costs into music
profits, write or wire at once.

Join

CBS

PAUL HITLIG, CBS technician
since 1934, has been named to the
WABC, New York, engineering
staff, as assistant supervisor of the
studio technical group. He assists
D. Vorhes, acting studio supervisor.
Others to join the technical operations staff are Samuel J. Lawrence,
formerly of WHOM, Jersey City;
Louis Murray, formerly of WAZL,
Hazleton, Pa. and Marshal SerCo.
rano, recently of Western Electric
KELLOGG Co.. Battle Creek, Mich. (Pep),
on May 3 starts for 52 weeks, unit of
Breakfast at Sardi's, on 133 BLUE stations,
Mon. thru Fri.. 11:15-11:30. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
BEN HUR PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles
(coffee), on
April 30(KQK
adds 6 KROY
California
and
Arizona
stations
KGDM
KARM KOY KTUC) to Hollywood Showcase on KNX, Friday 6-6:30 p.m. (PWT),
making a total of 7 CBS stations. Agency:
Barton A. Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles.
Renewal Accounts
MANHATTAN SOAP Co., New York
(Sweetheart soap), on May 10 renews for
52 weeks. Dick Joy — News, on 7 CBS
Pacific stations, Mon. thru Sat., 7 :30-7 :45
p.m. (PWT). Agency: Franklin Bruck
Corp., N. Y.
Network Changes
E. I. DU PONT NEMOURS Co., Wilmington. Del. (institutional), on April 26
shifted Cavalcade of America on 61 NBC
stations, Mon., 8-8 :30 p.m., with West
Coast repeat. Mon., 8:30-9 p.m. (PWT),
from New York to Hollywood for four
weeks, BBDO, N. Y.
BARBASOL Co.. Indianapolis, on April
26 shifted Singin' Sam from Tues. and
Thurs.. 8-8:15 p.m. to Mon. and Wed.,
8:15-8:30 p.m. on 55 MRS stations.
Agency: Erwin, Wasey Co., New York.
GENERAL FOODS CORP.. New York
(Grapenuts Flakes, Grape Nuts, Wheatmeal) on June 6 replaces for 17 weeks
Jack Benny on 133 NBC stations, Sun.,
7-7:30 p.m. with Those We Love, currently on 11 CBS stations, Sun., 2-2:30
p.m. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N Y.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co.. Schenectady (institutional), on May 29 discontinues Frazier Hunt's news program on 60 CBS stations Tues.,
Thurs., and Sat., 6-6 :15 p.m. Agency :
Maxon Inc., N. Y.
SOCONY-VACUUM Oil Co., New York
(petroleum products), on May 31 replaces
for three weeks Raymond Gram Swing
with Maj. George Fielding Eliot on 124
BLUE stations, Mon. thru Thurs., 10-10:15
p.m. Agency: Compton Adv., N. Y.
WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co., Westfield,
N. Y.. on June 6 renews Dear John on
66 CBS stations, Sun., 6:15-6:30 p.m.
Agency: H. W.. Kastor & Sons Adv.,
Chicago.
WBBM, WLS Selected
ALL YEAR CLUB of Southern
California Ltd., Los Angeles (promotional), in a 6-week campaign
which starts May 17, will sponsor
a weekly quarter-hour evening
dramatized program, Playground
at War, on WBBM and WLS, Chicago. Hedda Hopper, Hollywood radio commentator and columnist, is
narrator of the series. Foote, Cone
& Belding, Hollywood, has the account.

CONTROL
ROOM
MARVIN ARMSTRONG, KGNC,
Amarillo, transmitter supervisor, is
now a second lieutenant in the Signal
Corps, stationed temporarily at Ft.
Monmouth. Bob Armstrong, master
control chief, has replaced his brother
Marvin at the transmitter.
DONALD F. LANGHAM, former
engineer of WFBL, Syracuse, has
been commissioned a second lieutenant in the Army. He reports for duty
May 5.
CAROL RODER has taken leave of
absence from the engineering staff of
KYW, Philadelphia, to accept a commission as Lieutenant in the Army
Signal Corps.
R. L. LEE, chief engineer of W.TPR,
Greenville, Miss., has been inducted
into the Army and sent to Camp
Shelby, Miss. Percy Lee Kuhn, transmitter operator, was to report to the
Army May 7.
CHARLES A. CARY, former transmitter engineer of W.TDX, Jackson,
Miss. ; Edward J. Conture, studio engineer of WDLP, Panama City, Fla. ;
W. J. Mahoney, transmitter engineer
of WIBC. Indianapolis, have joined
WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati.
boy.
WALT
WILSON, veteran engineer of
KYW, Philadelphia, is father of a
H. DUKE HANCOCK, former assistant manager of KGFJ, Los Angeles, has been made chief engineer in
charge of technical operations.
ARTHUR G. PECK, studio engineer
of WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul, has
resigned to become a member of the
Airborne Instruments Labs, of Columbia U. on Long Island. Mr. Peck has
also acted as technical supervisor for
Beck Recording Studios of Minneapolis and was secretary-treasurer of the
Twin City chapter of the Institute of
Radio Engineers.
FRANK GENEREAU has joined the
tady.
transmitter staff of WSNY, SchenecNBC

10-Year

Club

SECOND of the NBC "Executive
Group" dinners was held last
Wednesday night at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York. Highlight
was a salute to 452 10-year employes of the network. Total personnel is 1,250. Of this 452, 235 are
in the network's New York headquarters and attended the dinner
and received scrolls and insignia
denoting their years of service.
Plans were made for formation of
"10-year" clubs by other branches
of NBC.
Shaw In Australia
JOHN W. SHAW, who left the
directorship of the radio department of Henri, Hurst & MacDonald
Inc., Chicago, to join the Red Cross
Field staff, arrived last week in
Australia where he will take over
Southwest Pacific Red Cross radio
operations.

"FOUR
YEARS
OF SPONSORSHIP"
And audience monopoly over WQAM for

ASCAP
Radio Program Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York

THE

SHADOW

Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON

BROADCASTING

67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C.
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Advertising

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National
Building, Washington, D. C.

Help Wanted
Combination Announcer-Operator — (First
or second class.) Able read news. Your
present pay for forty hours with guaranteed pay for minimum of forty-eight.
Network station in Rocky Mountains.
Box 616, BROADCASTING.
CHIEF ENGINEER-ANNOUNCER — New
and one of the very best small town independent locals wants good man who
desires mild, high, dry climate of Southwest. Permanent connection starting at
non-inflation salary. Full details, salary,
first letter. KFUN, Las Vegas, New
Mexico.
Aggressive
Draft Deferred Salesman —
Wanting position with opportunities for
advancement. Wanted by 5 k.w. regional
network station. Box 596, BROADCASTING.
Operator-Announcer — With first class license for Oregon 250 Watt independent
station. Give information and salary desired. Box 597, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Sports and News Announcer —
For midwest station. State minimum
salary and experience in replying. Box
603, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Network affiliate in Washington-Baltimore area needs experienced
announcer to act as chief announcer and
assist with programs. Permanent position, modest salary until worth proven.
Give age and draft status. Box 606,
BROADCASTING.
Recording Engineer — For Transcription
Studio. State Experience. Draft Status,
Salary. United Broadcasting, 201 N.
Wells St., Chicago
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
k.w. regional network station for draft
deferred experienced man. Box 595,
BROADCASTING.
<Announcer — No experience necessary. Give
personal details, draft status, age, etc.
Apply Box 610, BROADCASTING.
Announcer at Once — Permanent; give ability, draft status. Box 607, BROADCASTING.
Wanted Immediately — Licensed radiotelephone operator. Permanent position for
qualified man. I.B.E.W. pay scale. Excellent opportunity for future advancement. Good living conditions. Inquire
KROY, Sacramento, Calif.
iAnnouncer— Experienced, for network station located in large metropolitan area
in New York State. Send transcription
and details in letter. Draft status, and
salary. Box 613, BROADCASTING.
Radio Engineer Wanted — By 250 watt
Southern Station. Must have first-class
radio-telephone license. Steady position
— good salary. Also have opening for
young man with restricted license. Write
- giving full details. WSKB, McComb,
Mississippi.
Situations Wanted
Engineer — 9 years background, age 29,
married, 4-F. Now engineer 10 Kw Regional. Desires Chief Engineer or Engineer with major network. Box 615,
BROADCASTING.
Organist — Now available with
own Hammond organ. Age
4-F, single. Has been Musical
mid-west network station.
611, BROADCASTING.

or without
24, union,
Director of
Write Box

Second-Class Engineer — With eight months'
experience and limited announcing experience available immediately. Married,
classified 4-F. Write or wire Box 612,
BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING

classiCAPS,
three
issue.
Press

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
ANNOUNCER-PROGRAMMER — Desires
connection with Southern coastal station.
Ten years in the business, wide-awake,
capable, efficient. Excellent references.
1-C. Details on request. Box 599, BROADCASTING.
All-Around Radio Woman — Good ideas.
Warm friendly voice, personality. Announcer, writer, producer, commentator,
planner, salesman. Southwest preferred
any reasonable offer accepted. Box 604,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Salesman — Who can write copy.
South.
ING. No draft. Box 594, BROADCASTANNOUNCER; NEWSCASTER— 4-F. Now
with regional affiiliate. Versatile; dependable; can take responsibility. College
background. Eastern location preferred.
Box 598, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER — Draft deferred. Experienced on studio commercials, newscasts,
special events. Available May 15. Edward Jaeger, WCLO, Janesville, Wis.

Bishop's News Views
EPISCOPAL CHURCH, Los Angeles, on May 29 starts sponsoring
a weekly quarter-hour late afternoon news commentary, A Churchman Views the News, on KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal. Featuring the
Rt. Rev. William Bertrand Stevens,
Episcopal Bishop of Los Angeles,
the non-sectarian series will utilize
UP as well as religious news services. It is believed to be the first
time a Christian Bishop has used
radio regularly to address his
diocese. Contract is for 52 weeks,
through Little & Co., Los Angeles.
Food

Hour

Available Now — Man. Twelve years' experience Commercial and Station Management. Enviable record of personal sales
in Network, National Spot and Local
Fields. Desires Commercial Management
position that will permit of greater
opportunities for exercise of proven
sales ability. Income, Five Thousand
plus. Best references. Draft exempt. Box
601, BROADCASTING.
Producer-Announcer — Answer this. Three
years'
and limited
acting experience.
Handle production
commercials
news, ad
lib. Young man and 4-F. BILL WALLACE, 619 N. Columbus St., Alexandria,
Virginia.
Top-Notch Radio Writer — Network shows.
Desires position in news or continuity
department radio station. Preference
West Coast. 4-F draft. Victor Dodge,
909
nesota.E. River Road, Minneapolis, MinFirst Class Engineer — Ex-Army operator.
John Gann, 2310 Pine, Little Rock,
Arkansas.
Continuity Writer — Young woman with
writing and producing background in
radio at large metropolitan and out-oftown stations. Unusually capable, desires
position where original ideas can be
used. Can pitch in as secretary. Box
605, BROADCASTING.
Attention:
Station
Reps. — Man.
Ten years'
Radio Sales
Experience,
Network
and
National Spot. Desires position Sales
Staff Station Representative. Best references. Draft exempt. Box 602 BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Sales Manager — Desires part interest, or to
buy small radio station. Box 614,
BROADCASTING.
LOCAL STATION— Responsible party. Replies confidential. Send full particulars.
Box 593, BROADCASTING.
Field Intensity Measuring
Equipment — ■
Federal preferred, but what have you?
Radio station WAKR, Akron, Ohio.
Hammond organ and speaker — Must be in
excellent condition. Also interested in
Novachord. Box 609, BROADCASTING.

• Broadcast

Advertising

Milestone

THE

500th network broadcast of National Barn Dance,
sponsored by Miles Labs.,
Elkhart, Ind., on NBC Saturdays
9-9:30
p.m.,
observed
Saturday,
Maywas
1, with
a special celebration for the
cast, following the broadcast,
at the Saddle and Cycle
Club, Chicago.

watt

Stays On

WITH THE problems of gardening and home canning growing in
importance
to the nation's
welfare,
Alfred W. McCann
has decided
to
continue his five-times weekly Pure
Food Hour on WOR, New York,
throughout the summer months.
Helpful advice on raising and preserving foods is a feature of the
program, which has some 10 participating sponsors. Mr. McCann
also announced that he will conduct a campaign this summer in
collaboration with the Farm Labor
division of the War Manpower
Commission to enlist the voluntary
services
of men, crops.
women and children to harvest

Program Director — Up to 1 KW, announcer
over that — local or network. Four-F,
married, three children. Desire change
to station paying good living wages.
Prefer Midwest. / can satisfy. Box 600,
BROADCASTING.
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Qualified Radio Engineer*
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Preas Bids., Wash., D. C.

PAUL

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,

N.J.

MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKI ITER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Offices
Crossroad* of
7134 Main St.
the World
Kansas City, Mo. ( jf^ J Hollywood, Cal.

RING

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D, C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

DON C. WALLACE
Radio Field Engineer
Representing
Eastern
Radio Territory
Manufacturers in the
Western
4214 Country Club Drive (W6AM)
Long Beach, Calif.
Phone 434-59
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Workable

Plan

or Permanent

Stalemate

Seen Result AFM-Disc
Meeting, May
11
WHEN the executive board of the
negotiations, but that if no plan
of settlement were worked out
AFM and representatives of the
within a reasonable time, action
transcription industry resume
their conversations tomorrow afterwould be taken, possibly by a direct
noon, (May 11) it is with the
appeal to President Roosevelt to
understanding that the discussions
use his wartime powers to order
will continue until they have either
the union to call off its ban on recordings for the duration, because
evolved a mutually satisfactory
of its adverse effect on the morale
plan whereby AFM members will
again be available for employment
of both the civilian population and
the members of the armed forces.
on transcriptions or the conferees
are satisfied that they have reached
a stalemate which further negoD. of J. Suit Waits
tiations cannot possibly resolve.
Last month, when the AFM
AFM
Negotiations
board met with transcribers and
FIRST ANNUAL staff dinner of
WHETHER the Dept. of Justice
makers of phonograph records and
WOW, Omaha, witnessed unveiling
will file a third anti-trust suit
agreed that because of the diverse
of art for station's new letterhead.
against James C. Petrillo and his
The design portrays Mercury, symnatures of the two types of recordAmerican Federation of Musicians,
ing business separate negotiations
bolizing work
"spirit of communications".
When the
was unveiled by
in the light of its action last month
should be conducted with each
"Uncle Tom" Wallace, of Chicago,
dismissing
the
pending
proceeding
group, a single session between the
it turned out to resemble John J.
before the Federal District Court
union and the phonograph recordGillin Jr. (on right), general
ers was sufficient to convince both
in Chicago, depends upon the outmanager of WOW. Wallace, forsides that further discussions
come of current negotiations bemerly vice-president of Russel M.
tween AFM and the recording and
Seeds Co., Chicago, a director of
would be fruitless [Broadcasting,
transcription industries.
WOW Inc., served as toastmaster.
April 19]. A subsequent meeting of
Assistant Attorney General Tom
the AFM board with the tranC. Clark, successor to Thurman
scribers, however, concluded on a
personally argued by Mr. Arnold,
Arnold as head of the Anti-Trust
more optimistic note and both sides
an avowedhadopponent
of Petrillo's
Division, stated last week that the
methods,
been dismissed
last
have expressed the feeling that
issues in the Chicago case had bethey may well be able to reach an
year by Federal Judge John P.
come more or less moot in the light
agreement permitting the union to
Barnes on the ground that it consof
the
pending industry negotiarescind its ban on the making of
tituted alabor dispute.
tions. While the phonograph record
transcriptions by AFM members
The second suit was dropped bemanufacturers have broken off
[Broadcasting, April 26].
cause it was felt the Government,
with Petrillo, the transcribers
No specific terms or even general
at
this
stage, and as long as nemeet with him in New York togotiations were in progress, could
plan of settlement have been admorrow. If these negotiations
vanced by either the AFM or the
not prove that the AFM ban was
rupture, and the public is deprived
invoked for the purpose of driving
transcribers, following the definite
of recorded music by virtue of the
out of business small independent
rejection by the entire recording
Petrillo strike, it is presumed the
stations. While the ban has been
industry committee of the AFM
Department will file a third bill of
in effect since Aug. 1, no station
proposal for a flat fee to be levied
complaint. This, however, will dehas gone out of business due to
on each recording with the money
pend upon the issues and the realack of recordings, because of the
to be utilized for a union unemsons for the failure to reach an
backlog
of records and transcripployment fund [Broadcasting,
accord.
tions built up in anticipation of the
March 1]. The transcribers in reThe Government asked dismissal
strike.
suming negotiations with the union
of
the suit on April 28 — the last
have not changed their attitude on
day on which such action could be
BUD
FOSTER, speaking from
this point, a stand which the broadKFAR, Fairbanks, Alaska, during
taken, since the AFM answer was
casting industry has upheld
the Alka-Seltzer World News Roundthen due. With the dismissal, the
through a resolution adopted at the
Up on NBC, April 30, made the first
broadcast
from Alaska since Pearl
recent NAB War Conference in way was left open for the filing of
Harbor.
a third action. The original suit,
Chicago [Broadcasting, May 3].
If no alternative solution is
reached in this week's discussions,
the War Labor Board may be asked
to resolve the impasse. The Federal Court in Chicago, in denying
the Department of Justice's suit
for an injunction against the AFM,
ruled that the issue was a labor
dispute, a decision which was upheld by the Supreme Court, so
that an appeal to the WLB is appropriate.
A breakdown in union-transcriber negotiations would probably result in a resumption of the
hearings by the Senate subcommittee appointed to investigate the
recording ban. Hearings were recessed in January following the
testimony of James C. Petrillo,
AFM president, in which he promised the committee that the union
would submit a definite proposition to the recorders. Committee
Chairman Sen. D. Worth Clark
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
(D-Ida.) has stated that the com__
rr,,
tt 7
Ti7 7 Unless
"t-z,
They Ti7
Won t Work
They
Hear 'Ma Perkins' at Lunch . .
mittee will remain recessed during
and Our Radio Battery Is Dead!"
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WPB

Civilian

Gets

New

Mcintosh

Unit

Powers

Programs

to Guide

Its Radio Plans, However
CREATION of the Office of Civil-j
ian Requirements, under Arthur
Whiteside, Dun & Bradstreet president who was recently appointed
WPB vice chairman, will not materially effect the operations of the

Radio & Radar Division' foreign
and domestic branch, it sappeared
last week, as Frank H. Mcintosh
and his staff proceded toward adoption of a standardized program for
civilian radio repair parts.
According to an order issued by
WPB Chairman Donald M. Nelson,
the Whiteside organization is to
have power to provide products and
services to maintain civilian life.
The order instructs industry divisions, such as the Radio & Radar
Division, to provide Mr. Whiteside with information to enable him
to determine requirements of consumer goods and services.
Free Hand
In actual practice, however, it I
appeared that the new Office of
Civilian Requirements would continue to give Mr. Mcintosh virtually free reign so far as radio is
concerned. Oscar W. Meier, chief
of the OCR branch dealing with
radio, pointed out that, in the past,
the agency had depended on Mr.
Mcintosh because of superior technical information in his organization. Mr. Meier said he saw no reason why cooperation between the
agencies should not continue along
the same line.
Mr. Meier explained that, in the
past, OCR has accepted Mr. Mcintosh's programs, and that this
was likely to continue, although a
representative of OCR would probably attend Radio & Radar Division meetings. The Mcintosh outfit will continue to serve broadsistance. casters with parts and priority asIn the Radio & Radar Division,
meanwhile, the program to stan-,
dardize maintenance and repair
parts for home sets was nearing
completion. Last week an order re-|
ducing the number of types of
parts was being circulated, and
early adoption appeared likely.
Under the order, manufacturers
would be prohibited from making
any parts other than those included in a list adopted by the American Standards Association at the
request of WPB and OPA. The
order would cover Dry Electrolyte
Capacitors, Fixed Paper, and Dielectric Capacitors, and Power and
Audio Transformers and Reactors.
A similar standardization program
for tubes is already in operation
under orders from the Radio &
Radar Division.
WWPG

Now

at Palm Beach

WWPG was last week granted permission by the FCC to change its
designation from Lake Worth to Palm
Beach, Fla. WWPG operates on 1340
kc, with 250 watts.
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NEW

YORK
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CITY
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LIFT

'EM

{103,000,000

DELIVERING

47.7%

of 12,000,000

MORE

OF THE NIGHTTIME

people, WLW

nance, and wholesale-retail

ODtTvT
Grocery

LISTENING*

in a market

gives you advertising domiacceptance,

which, in a year, buys $806,573,000
store products. That is $103,000,000

in a trade area

grocery and
MORE

drug-

than are pur-

chased by New York City's five boroughs and the City of
Chicago, combined. (New York, $476,327,000; Chicago,
$227,29

l,000.)f

* Based on Hooper Mid-Winter WLW Area Rating,
1943; a weighted average figure which does not
represent the size of our audience in any one city.

. and
and

you'd

Drug

still

Sales

have

per Tear

DOMINANCE WITH DEALERS. Implementing your
advertising on WLW is a carefully developed
plan of merchandising which covers every
phase of distribution from manufacturers' representative through consumer — climaxed by
28,000 personal contacts every year on the
wholesale and retail dealers who move your
merchandise. This comprehensive merchandising program is controlled and directed by
WLW, costs advertisers nothing.
A NEW SALES SERVICE. Answering the problem
of the man-power shortage is SPECIALTY
SALES, a WLW affiliate. SPECIALTY SALES offers
the services of experienced salesmen who
cover every grocer and druggist in all cities of
our four-state area. SPECIALTY SALES enables
you to maintain dealer contacts or introduce new
products at a fraction of the cost for man-power.

fCensus of Business, 1939; U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
WLW
• WLW audience dominance, plus the cooperation we receive as a
result of continuous dealer contact, now augmented by SPECIALTY
SALES, offer you the most effective means ever devised for directing
the distribution and sale of consumer food and drug products.
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"A Reetfor with a Longer Life"
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Now you can cake advantage of the small size and outstanding
dependability of the RCA 866-A/866 Half-Wave Mercury- Vapor
Rectifier on high current applications— up to a peak inverse voltage
of 2,000 volts maximum!
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just as conservative as the original lower current rating on winch
the reputation of this famous rectifier was built.
FOR

REPLACEMENT

PURPOSES

—

Obviously, the higher current rating for the RCA 866-A/866 has
no
particular bearing on replacement applications of the tube where
use is based on the old rating- but the improvements which
make
it possible do. They mean greater dependability, a greater
margin
Of safety at the old ratings-and consequent longer life to the
rune
of hundreds of additional hours.
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Newsmagazine

of

Radio

ANNOUNCEMENT

MADE

OVER

PULLED

FROM

The

66,172

WOR

ON

WOR

REQUESTS

LISTENERS!

incident recited above

this cover because it happens
We

mention

25th

APRIL

is not being run
to be a WOR

it rather because

WOR,

on

rarity.

in many

months, has not been taking time out to mention
this sort of thing.

It shows, we think, these things: Time
any time on WOR

bought at

gets the kind of results that

please agencies; leave sponsors happily bewildered; and, incidentally, amazed at the genius of
their advertising agents!

We

have just issued an interesting memorandum

called "It's a fact ..." It describes the amazingly
simple but shrewd strategy that created the bombburst reported above. A copy can be had pronto

THAT

by addressing . . .
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COURT
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STATION
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AT

YORK

CASES

15

CENTS

r
^Kreen and golden fields are
battlegrounds, too. Tanks are
tractors; bayonets are pitchforks.
Without uniform, without
glamour,

the American

farmer

today is doing his job — doing it
well. His is the biggest "Victory
Garden" in the world; feeding
sons, brothers and neighbors in
uniform though they're half the
world away. When whistles blow
and the bands play "welcome
home" to millions of America's

Green and Golden Fields .

fighting men,

Their

Life,

Their

Work,

Their

the farmer's job

Home
years following the Armistice of
World War I, more people died
from

famine

and

were killed by
American farmer

disease than
bullets. The
is determined

that this shall not happen again.
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STAT I ON
Burridge D. Butler
President
Glenn Snyder
Manager
CHICAGO
REPRESENTED
BY JOHN

AFFILIATED WITH

KOY

PHOENIX

* KTUC

TUCSON

*

BLAIR & COMPANY

KSUN

BISBEE-LOWELL

To us at WLS,

these are our kind

of people, the folks we like to
keep informed and entertained.
They like us and we like them.
We have earned their friendship,
their loyalty and their confidence— a confidence that extends also to advertised products
associated with our name.

mm

Yankee

Smad/ted

Network

Box

Office

Throughout

The

Yankee

New

Network-RKO

Records

England

promotion

of the 50-city

Premiere of " Hitler's Children " is a sensational and positive demonstration of the effectiveness of Yankee Network home-town coverage
sales message

in giving equal emphasis

to a

at all key points.

The promotion

covered

26 cities where

" Hitler's Chil-

dren "was showing in March. These 26 cities were plotted
to draw from nearby cities (as they do when a picture is
playing one theatre

exclusively in a given territory) to

make up the 50-city Premiere.
The Yankee Network promotion

broke box office records

in every one of the 26 cities.

The results are dramatic
borly acceptance of Yankee
is a

potent

sales factor

proof that the friendly, neighNetwork

home-town

throughout

New

stations

England —

and that this "Acceptance Is The Yankee Network's Foundation,"
it Bangor, Me., Laconic N. H., and Rutland, Vt.
omitted, as picture did not show in these cities.

The

Yankee

Network,

INC.

Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE
Boston, Massachusetts
ublished every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number)
second class matter
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biggest audience that Tampa and WFLA have ever offered.
A receptive audience, too, because it's made up of wellpaid shipyard and other war workers; plus the military;
plus the regular home folks. All with money to spend.
The stage is set in Tampa for your product or service.
You can ring up the curtain on increased sales with "spots"
on WFLA . . . the most-listened-to-station in the Tampa
trade area.
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CBS sets net daytime Circulation at 313,000
radio homes; net nighttime at 425,000. Ask
Branham Company for further details.
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ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

Harry

RATIONAL

SALES

MEN

H.

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATION

Buckeidahl

MANAGER,

KOO-KALE,

PORTLAND

111

1917 Manager of Chicago retail store
while attending High School
1918 Joined Gilman, Nicoll & Ruthman
1920 Advertising Representative,
Gilman, Nicoll & Ruthman
1926 Pacific Coast Manager,
Gilman, Nicoll & Ruthman
1940 National Sales Manager, KOIN-KALE,
Portland-

T,
HE

llfcg
IBsSImm
mm
iil'SBiS!
lllllll

only difference between

Harry

Buckendahl and the typical Horatio Alger

nights, you'll find our lights burning a good
deal later than would seem necessary for

hero is that Harry has really been a hard

the ordinary kind of time-peddling. Maybe

worker! He was hard at work before he left

getting off a bunch of telegrams for market

High School. Immediately after that, he got

data on some customer's special problems.

into media sales (via stenography) and after

Maybe dictaphoning or teletyping our stations
for latest availabilities. Or this or that ....

a story-book succession of advances, is now
the very successful National Sales Manager

.... The point is that Free & Peters believes

of two very successful radio stations ....

speech. Otherwise how

from talking about how hard we've worked,

to continue pioneering, here in this group

"too" — but the fact remains that, lots of

of pioneer radio-station representatives?

Pioneer

&

6
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could we expect

Peters,

Radio

cHic?°^r*"
Page

in Service as a fact — not as a figure of

Alongside such a biography, we rather quail
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WASHINGTON,

Prepare

Front

Congress

to

Presented
for

New

on

Operate

Appeal

to

Legislation

STUNNED by severity of the Supreme Court opinion upholding the right of the FCC to regulate practically everything
that is radio, all networks are in the throes of contract remonopoly

D. C, MAY

negotiations with their affiliates, in conformity with the chainregulations, to meet the June 14 effective date.

17, 1943

Under

Complete texts of Supreme
Court majority and minority
opinions, pages 20-31. Rules
as revised by FCC Oct. 11,
1941, scheduled to become
effective June 14, page 8.
Statements of network heads,
pages 20, 22 and 24. Detailed
network regulations as analyzed by court majority,
quoted in full in majority
opinion, page 22. Newspaper
editorial reaction, page 18.

At the same time, however, the industry girded for a lastditch effort for prompt enactment of legislation along the
lines of the White-Wheeler bill
fS-814) to limit and clearly define
only through normal legal processes
ences would be held forthwith, lookthe FCC's jurisdiction.
ing toward an orderly transition
or by way of Congressional demand.
from existing methods of operation.
An avowed opponent of new legChance of Delay
islation now, Chairman Fly, howChairman Fly, however, was repreever, on June 25, 1942, asserted
sented as feeling that the Supreme
The 5-2 ruling of the Supreme
Court May 10 was not expected to
Court decision constituted the last
that if the FCC lost in the courts,
wreak havoc overnight in the inhe would seek new legislation to
chapter in the five-year-old controdustry.
give the FCC added authortiy. His
versy and that no further delay
refusal to confer with the networks
should be entailed. Moreover, he
Although FCC Chairman James
evinced disappointment over the
or even consider a postponement apLawrence Fly said last Thursday
that the June 14 effective date
peared to be at odds with the exindustry's decision to press for legislation. Evidently he feels there
(would not be postponed, reports
pression of the Supreme Court mashould be no conferences with the
persisted that a later date might
jority that the Commission "did
not bind itself inflexibly to the
industry unless the legislative
|ensue, either by FCC consent,
campaign is dropped. A delay in the
licensing policies expressed in the
through further court action, or
regulations, it appears, can come
possibly upon suggestion of appropriate Congressional committees.
regulations."
The desire is to allow for an orderly transition. If no postponement is forthcoming, it is expected
Sam'
the networks promptly will notify
of fUncle
Sponsorship
jtheir affiliates that all contracts are
Is
Ordered
Stopped
July
revised in accordance with the
31
terms of the regulations.
on 820 stations. They said the maOWI's Uncle Sam series of 15Chairman Fly said Thursday,
jority wanted the improved type of
minute transcriptions will not be
after numerous questions regardavailable for local sponsorship
program, which could not be had
ing postponement had been raised:
on a local sponsorship basis.
after July 30, Don Stauffer, chief of
the Radio Bureau, notified stations
The new Uncle Sam programs,
"I want to correct any such
last weekend, announcing that a reMr. Stauffer explained, will consist
misapprehension. The enforcevised program for sustaining use
of only two programs weekly. They
ment of the chain broadcasting
only would be distributed about
will use top ranking stars and will
regulations has already, as the
August 1.
use familiar radio appeals that asresult of litigation, been postsure larger listening audiences. AdWanted Name Stars
poned over a year and a half
vances and promotion material will
since they were promulgated in
precede each program.
Change in the Uncle Sam series
their present form. The effective
was brought about, Mr. Stauffer
date of the regulations is now
Withdrawal of Uncle Sam from
stayed by Supreme Court order
said, after many stations had exlocal sponsorship has been appressed disappointment at the lack
until 10 days after its mandate
proved by top officials of OWL Mr.
of big name stars in the series. Mr.
goes to the lower court, or, in
Stauffer said Friday. Officials of
Stauffer said that services of these
normal course, until June 14.
the agency earlier this month had
stars could not be-obtained due to
The Commission has no intensaid there was little chance that the
the fact that local sponsorship of
tion of delaying their effective
Government would act favorably on
date further. A full month thus
Uncle Sam had been permitted.
a suggestion advanced at the NAB
remains for stations and netWar Conference urging increased
Expressing regret that withworks to make necessary adjustproduction of programs for local
drawal of the program would hurt
10).
ments of contracts."
sponsorship (Broadcasting, May
about 250 stations which had obThe Fly statement occasioned
tained sponsors for the five-weekly
OWI's action in abandoning inseries, officials of the Radio Bureau
considerable surprise, since it had
1
(Continued on page 5$)
3een generally understood conferpointed out that Uncle Sam is used
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New

Rules

The majority opinion, handed
clown by Justice Frankfurter, was
the most devastating blow yet
struck upon radio's freedom of
action. Aside from the effect it will
have upon the dominant position of
networks and their relations with
stations, the opinion is of such magnitude and breadth as to cover several controverted issues affecting
the FCC's regulatory powers.
In the majority opinion there is
inferred judgment against multiple
ownership of stations in the same
locality. There is also implied control in the FCC over program content. Broad discretion is conferred
on ownership aspects, which may
have a bearing on the explosive isi^ue of newspaper ownership of stations.
The regulations adjudged by the
Supreme Court majority to be within the authority given the FCC by
Congress were those as modified
by the Commission Oct. 11, 1941. In
essence, they are stripped down to
the vital issue of option time, with
the automatically drawn-in edict of
non-exclusive affiliation. Stations,
however, could contract for first
call on the time of particular networks, with contracts to run for
not longer than two years — the
FCC license term. In effect, every
station becomes a free agent, since
no network may exclusively option
time on a given outlet.
Conferences Awaited
The "non-exclusive" options, regarded as no options at all, are exercisable, under the regulations, on
56 days' notice instead of 28.
The other rules were postponed
by the FCC when it issued its revised regulations in latter 1941. It
was from these regulations that
CBS and NBC appealed, first to a
statutory three-judge court in New
York and then, after that court
had upheld the Commission, to the
highest tribunal.
In anticipation of developments,
the networks some time ago appointed advisory committees which
have met regularly with network
officials. Station relations operations also have been enlarged, on
the assumption that good-will and
team work largely must displace
rigid contractual aspects in maintaining efficient network performance, program clearance and sustaining program service.
While the five-year battle over
May

17, 1943

• Page
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the chain-monopoly regulations has
ofttimes been tinged with acrimony,
there was little rancor in evidence
following the Supreme Court opinion. There was no immediate
thought of an upheaval in the industry, though the major networks
cling to their view that radio overall is destined to suffer on the long
haul. All were agreed that the
practical effect of the new rules
would stem wholly from the kind of
administration given them.
Despite the Fy statement, it was
expected network heads shortly
would confer with the Commission
regarding enforcement of the rules,
possible extension of time, and
probable revision of the option
provision for the wars duration,
lest there be an adverse effect on
time clearance for sustaining
programs, which these days almost
without exception are tied into the
war effort.
Presidents Niles Trammell, of
NBC, and William S. Paley, of
CBS, have repeatedly contended
that application of the regulations
would kill incentive for production
of sustaining programs and result
in destructive competition which
could mean only deterioration of
overall service. It is thought the
FCC will move slowly in the light
of wartime conditions.
Legislative Plans
The all-out effort for remedial
legislation got under way simultaneously with the Supreme Court's
ruling which had been expected for
several weeks. Under the leadership of NAB President Neville Miller, a group of industry representatives conferred in Washington several times last week and agreed
that the White- Wheeler measm-e
should be supported. Hearings are
scheduled to get under way on that
bill before a five-man subcommittee
headed by Senator Wheeler (DMont.) on May 25. The industry is
expected to present a strong case,
through the NAB, the Federal
Communications Bar Assn., NBC,
CBS, and probably other groups.
Promptly after the decision was
handed down Mr. Miller said:
"Hearings on the White-Wheeler
Bill to review the present Communications Act are set to commence May 25th. Today's decision
of the Supreme Court once more
emphasizes the necessity for prompt
Congressional review of the radio
law in the light of present development of the broadcasting art."
Whether Mutual, which along
with the FCC emerged victorious in
the Supreme Court fight, will foster
new legislation was not indicated,
but the conciliatory statement of
Miller McClintock, recently named
president of that network, was
favorably received. While Mr. McClintock welcomed application of
the rules "without apprehension"
and failed to reflect the misgivings
of the other networks, he recognized that if the rules fail to accomplish the desired results his network will be among the first to seek
a more equitable solution.
Page
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FCC
As

Network
Finally

THE FCC's network regulations,
affirmed and validated by the decision of the Supreme Court May 10
as finally revised, were promulgated Oct. 11, 1941, to become effective November 15, 1941. The
subsequent appeals on October 30,
1941, by NBC and CBS resulted in
indefinite postponement of the regulations pending their adjudication.
As things stand now the regulations as finally modified, would become effective June 14, barring a
rehearing by the Supreme Court or
Congressional intervention.
The last official release of the
FCC, on Oct. 11, 1941, outlining
the final form of regulations follow
in full text. Instead of becoming
effective Nov. 15, 1941, as stated,
however, under present authority
they are scheduled to become effective June 15:
Text of Order
AT A MEETING of the FCC held at
its offices in Washington, D. O, on
the 11th day of October, 1941.
The Commission having under consideration the petition of the Mutual
Broadcasting System, filed August 14,
1941, requesting that the Commission
amend its order entered in Docket No.
5060 promulgating regulations applicable to radio stations engaged in
chain broadcasting by modifying the
regulations dealing with option time
and the duration of affiliation eontracts, having heard oral argument on
said petition and having reconsidered
its report and order in Docket No.
5060.
IT IS ORDERED, That the Commission's order of May 2, 1941, enIn addition to the impending
Senate hearings, attention also was
focused upon the House Select Committee investigation of the FCC,
particularly since there have been
indications recently that after its
investigation this five-man group
proposes to make legislative recommendations to the House. Renewed
signs of activity also were seen in
the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, with Chairman Bulwinkle (D-N. C), of its
communications subcommittee, predicting consideration of new legislation within a few weeks.
Two Divisions
The White-Wheeler bill, upon
which greatest reliance is now
placed, would reorganize the FCC
into two autonomous divisions of
three members each — one to handle
broadcasting and related matters,
the other common carrier activites.
The functions of the Commission
would be clearly delineated, eliminating all doubt as to the Congressional intent. Senator White, who
in collaboration with Chairman
Wheeler drafted the measure, is
understood to be considering
further changes dealing directly
with the network issues and eliminating any semblance of FCC con-

Regulations
Promulgated
tered in Docket No. 5060, BE, AND
IS HEREBY, AMENDTHE ED inSAME
the following particulars :
Sections 3.102, 3.103, and 3.104 of
the Regulations set forth in said
order
follows are
: hereby amended to read as
Section 3.102. No license shall be
granted to a standard broadcast station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding, express or implied, with a network organization
which prevents or hinders another
station serving substantially the same
the network's
broadcasting
from not
area
programs
taken by the former
station, or which prevents or hinders
another station serving a substantially different area from broadcasting
organiof the network
any program
zation. This regulation
shall not
be
construed to prohibit any contract,
arrangement, or understanding between a station and a network organization pursuant to which the station
is granted the first call in its primary service area upon the programs
of the network organization.
"Section 3.103. No license shall be
granted to a standard broadcast station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding express or implied, with a network organization
which provides, by original term, provisions for renewal, or otherwise for
the affiliation of the station with the
network organization for a period
longer than two years : Provided, That
a contract, arrangement, or understanding for a period up to two years,
may be entered into within 120 days
prior to the commencement of such
Section 3.104. No license shall be
period. to a standard broadcast stagranted
tion which options 1 for network programs any time subject to call on less
than 56 days' notice, or more time
than a total of three hours 2 within
each of four segments of the broadcast day, as herein described. The
broadcast day is divided into 4 segtrol over contractual relations between networks and affiliations.
While the only fundamental question involved in the network appeals was that of jurisdiction of the
FCC over business dealings of networks with affiliates, Justice Frankfurter went far afield in covering
the scope of FCC jurisdiction and
the Congressional intent. Although
such observations and comments
are regarded as dicta, not having
a direct bearing on the issue before
the tribunal, they nevertheless are
considered significant in view of
the judicial trend conferring more
and more authority on administrative agencies.
Broad in Scope
The court's ruling was admittedly a smashing victory for the FCC.
There were no signs, however, of
exuberance around the Commission
following the decision, presumably
because of the split court vote and
the virtual mandate by both majority and minority of the court that
the proper forum for the industry
is Congress. Moreover, it was generally recognized that the court's
ruling, because of its revolutionary character, would galvanize
Congress into action.
The powerfully-worded dissentBROADCASTING

ments, as follows: 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.;
I p.m. to 6 p.m. ; 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. ;
II p.m. to 8 a.m.3 Such options may
not be exclusive as against other network organizations and may not prevent or hinder the station from optioning or selling any or all of the
time covered by the option, or other
time, to other network organizations.
The last paragraph of said order is
hereby amended to read as follows :
"IT IS FURTHER ORDERED,
That these regulations shall become
effective immediately : Provided, That,
with respect to existing contracts, arrangement or understandings, or network organization station licenses, the
effective date shall be deferred until
November 15, 1941 ; Provided further,
That the effective date of Regulation
3.106 with respect to any station may
be extended from time to time in order
to permit the orderly disposition of
properties ; and Provided further, That
the effective date of Regulation 3.107
shall be suspended indefinitely and any
further order of the Commission placing said Regulation 3.107 in effect
shall provide for not less than six
months' notice and for further extension of the effective date from time to
time in order to permit the orderly
disposition ofT.properties."
J. Slowie, Secretary.
JAs used in this section, an option is
any contract, agreement, or understanding,
express or implied, between a station and
a network organization which prevents
or hinders the station from scheduling programs before the network agrees to utilize
the time during which such programs are
scheduled, or which requires the station to
clear time already scheduled when the network organization seeks to utilize the time.
3 All time options permitted under this
section must be for specified clock hours,
expressed in terms of any time system set
forth in the contract agreed upon by the
station and network organization. Shifts
from daylight saving to standard time or
vice fied
versa
may or may not asshift
the byspecihours correspondingly
agreed
the
station and network organization.
3 These segments are to be determined
for each station in terms of local time at
the location of the station but may remain
constant throughout the year regardless
of shifts from standard to daylight saving
time or vice versa.

ing opinion of Justice Murphy, concurred in by Justice Roberts, also
curbed FCC enthusiasm.
FCC-DCB Chairman Fly has
steadfastly opposed any efforts
toward revision of the Communications Act, despite its ancient
vintage. The radio portion of the
existing Act was written in 1927 —
at a time when network broadcasting was just getting under way.
Chairman Fly, who has conferred
intermittently with the network
heads regarding revision or modification of the regulations, even in
their present form, evidently has
urged against any legislative steps.
He repeatedly has expressed indignation over industry efforts to
foster new legislation, presumably
on the ground that the courts would
decide the issue with finality.
Capital Meeting
At a meeting in Washington last
Tuesday, called by President Miller, the legislative picture was canvassed in the light of the Supreme
Court's ruling. Present, in addition
to Mr. Miller, were F. M. Russell,
NBC Washington vice-president;
William B. Dolph, WOL-MBS,
Washington; Earl C. Gammons,
CBS Washington director; Joseph
H. Ream,
CBS vice-president
{Continued
on page 54) and
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of the Supreme Court decision upholding the authority of
the FCC to issue its network
monopoly regulations was received
calmly by the nationwide networks.
NBC and CBS, which had instituted the court action in an attempt to enjoin the Commission
from putting the rules into force,
notified their affiliates that it will
be some time before the new rules
can be put into effect and that they
will notify the stations of necessary contract changes before that
time.
Mutual, which had sided with the
FCC, sent to its affiliates copies
of a statement given to the press
by the network's president, Miller
McClintock, pledging the network's
cooperation to both the FCC and
the broadcasting industry. [See
Page 24].
Practical Effect
Memorandum of CBS president
William S. Paley to his network
pointed out that because the practical effect of the rules will depend
on the way they are administered,
'we plan to confer with the Commission and determine, if possible,
;he explicit interpretation which
mil be placed upon each rule in
connection with our present operaions and contract relationships
kith stations" [See Page 22].
1 Niles Trammel, NBC president,
sent the following message to NBC
■stations: "The United States Suoreme Court in a decision rendered
today (May 10) held that the FCC
;vas within its jurisdiction in the
promulgation of the long contested
letwork regulations. These regulations cannot go into effect earlier

AS NEW SPONSOR of the thriceweekly quarter-hour news commentary, these executives of Fisher
Flouring Mills Co., Seattle, stood by
Iwith network sales manager and
announcer while Bill Henry (seated) recently prepared material for
mis program, By the Way, on 6
MBC Pacific stations. On-looking
quartet
(1 to r)
are Clinton
J(Buddy) Twiss, announcer on the
series; J. S. Davis, and E. G. Lawrence, sales manager and California sales manager, respectively, of
!Fisher
Flouring
Mills Co., and
jFrank A. Berend, western division
sales manager of the network.

Decision

than ten days from the filing of the
mandate of the Supreme Court
with the three-judge Federal court
which originally heard the case.
Before the regulations go into effect we will advise you of any
necessary contract changes to conform with the regulations. You
may rest assured that every effort
will be made on the part of your
network to keep broadcasting functioning efficiently".
In a press release, Mr. Trammel
pointed out the "grave responsibility" of the Commission is so to
administer its rules as to enable
the continuation of a "satisfactory
service to the public" [See Page 20].
The BLUE Network alone issued no public statement on the
decision, but in the weekly closed
channel talk with its stations
BLUE executives pointed out that
the BLUE had been organized as
a separate network company after
the FCC had announced the new
rules and had operated with the
knowledge that these rules might
some day be put into effect.
The stations were reminded that
their experience has shown that
the future can be best assured by
affiliation with a strong network
and that the cooperation between
the network and its stations which
has proved mutually profitable in
the past should continue so in the
future.
This danger of special supernetworks was stressed by the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies and the Assn. of National
Advertisers in their briefs submitted to the Supreme Court in
support of the opposition of NBC
and CBS to the FCC rulings
[Broadcasting, Jan. 25, Feb. 8].
Neither of these organizations
would comment on the decision last
week. Frederick R. Gamble, managing director of the AAAA, said:
"The brief is our statement. I don't
think we feel any differently now
than we did then."
Private Net Problems
Nor was any comment forthcoming from any national advertiser
or agency. It is common knowledge
that the possibility under the new
regulations for the formation of
such private networks has been
discussed in the past but a number of leading agencies contacted
by Broadcasting last week unanimously denied any present plans
for taking such a step.
The present network system has
worked out profitably for themselves and their clients, they said,
and there would be a big risk in
upsetting it. Furthermore, to set
up an individual network would
require building up new departments to handle its operations, an
almost impossible task in view of
the shortage of experienced personnel. The consensus seemed to
be that unless application of FCC
regulations of itself so upsets normal network operations as to necessitate such a move, it was unlikely

Blow

Calmy

any advertiser or agency would
initiate it, in the near future, a/fc
least.
Effects of the rulings have already been mitigated to a considerable extent. All networks have
organized affiliate boards which
meet periodically with network
executives to work out mutual
problems, giving the affiliates a
voice in the formation of network
policies. All networks have also
instituted full-network discount
plans which have induced many
national advertisers to place their
network programs on small or isolated stations not formerly included on their network schedules,
to the profit of these affiliates,
which will not be apt to risk being
excluded from these plans by anworks. gling for business from other netEffect of Rules
Of the eight rules promulgated
by the Commission, no network is
currently affected by those guaranteeing the stations the right to
reject network programs or to establish their own national spot
time rates. The rule banning operation of two networks by a single
organization has been suspended
following the separation of the
BLUE from NBC. CBS alone
would be affected by the rule prohibiting the requirement that an
affiliate agree to take no programs
from another network, while the
converse rule against a station's
requiring territorial exclusivity
from its network would affect CBS
and MBS.
Restriction of network ownership of stations in cities where
there are not enough stations to
permit all four networks to have
individually exclusive affiliates
would require CBS to dispose of
WBT, Charlotte, and might, if
broadly interpreted, result in the
sale of other network-owned stations in markets where these outlets are the dominating stations.
All networks would be affected by
the limitation of station contracts
to a two-year period.
Chief difficulties in operation under the new rules, however, would
result from the one limiting network option of station time to restricted hours and making those
limited options non-exclusive
against other networks, as well as
lengthening the recall time from
2S to 56 days. It is this rule which
might conceivably lead to the breakdown of consistent network affiliations and to the establishment of
special private super-networks.
Industry opinion in New York
is generally that the status quo
will be continued for some time. In
view of the changed conditions
since the rules were first laid down
two years ago, it is believed the
Commission will not put the regulations into effect without conferring with network executives.
Station relations executives generally agreed that the effect of the

NEITHER LACK of manpower nor
flat tires shall hinder the movement
of the studio grand at WDAY,
Fargo, N. D. Ken Kennery, program director, inflates one of the
three sturdy rubber tires that replaced wooden legs thus enabling
women staff members to move the
piano around the studio. Marjorie
Moore, WDAY, vocalist, looks on.
new regulations will depend largely on the attitude of the stations.
Pointing out that the rules do not
require stations to take programs
from other networks, although enabling them to do so, they expressed the belief that most of their
affiliates would pass up such offers,
realizing that the ultimate effect
of accepting them would be to
weaken or possibly destroy the
present network formula which has
proved so profitable for networks,
stations and advertisers alike.
It should be obvious, they said,
that if stations consistently and in
large numbers reject network prestige sustaining programs, such as
major symphony orchestras or public forums, in favor of outside commercial shows, the networks will
be forced to discontinue their public service features and disintegrate into mere time brokers.
These network executives also
agreed that by and large their affiliates would be less susceptible to
the offerings of other networks
than they would be to proposals
from national advertisers or advertising agencies who might attempt
to set up their own networks of
major market stations by contracting for choice blocks of time across
the board, contracts which would
assure these stations a series of
top-ranking programs which are
now divided among the affiliates of
the various networks.
Personna

on WJZ

PERSONNA BLADE Co., New
York, is publicising style news of
interest to men in a twice-weekly
ten-minute program, News for Men,
which started on WJZ, New York,
May 19. Program features Ken
Farnsworth, commentator. New
program follows 13 week cycle of
spot announcements started in
March. Agency is Amos Parrish
Co., New York.
May
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AMERICA'S second war summer
will show little change as far as
network schedules are concerned
from last year's warm weather
fare. Listeners will find some favorites taking the hiatus to which contracts entitle them; others will he
replaced as in the past.
The war, however, has effected
decisions by some advertisers.
Many agencies reported conferences
with their clients in progress last
week or scheduled for the comingfortnight to decide on possible summer replacements or whether to
discontinue until fall.
NBC

Most Definite

NBC seemed most definite on its
summer schedule with the following sponsors pretty well assured
last week of continuing their programs without a summer break:
American Tobacco Co., Kay Kyser, Your All Time Hit Parade;
Bell Telephone System, Telephone
Hour; Cities Service Concert; E. I.
Du Pont de Nemours Co., Cavalcade; Emerson Drug Co., Ellery
Queen; Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co., Voice of Firestone; General
Electric Co., Hour of Charm; Kraft
Cheese Co., Music Hall; Molle Co.,
Battle of the Sexes; Philip Morris & Co., Ginny Simms; R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Garry Moore
Show, with Jimmy Durante expected to drop out of the program;
Sealtest Inc., Rudy Vallee; Time,
Inc., March of Time; Westinghouse
Mfg. Co., Westinghouse program.
General Foods Corp. has annonounced plans for Jack Benny to
vacation May 30 to Sept. 26 with
Those We Love currently on CBS,
as the fill-in. The company will
give its Maxwell House Coffee
Time show an eight-to-ten week
hiatus, starting July 3; The Aldnch Family probably a four-week
vacation, but has not yet desigrated replacements for either.
Standard Brands will take the
Chase & Sanborn Hour off NBC
May 30 to give Edger Bevgan an
opportunity to tour army camps.
A musical program, rumored to
feature Paul Whiteman's orchestra, is slated to take its place.
Ruthrauff & Ryan has purchased
a package program entitled That's
Life with Fred Brady to replace
Bob Burns for Lever Bros. Co., effective July 8. The 13-week series
will feature Brady, M-G-M comedian, with other comics doing guest
stints. Lever's second show on
NBC, Tommy Riggs & Betty Lou,
may go off, as Riggs expects to go
in the army. This is not definite.
Eddie Cantor leaves the network
June 30 until fall. Bristol-Myers
Co. will replace him with A Date
With Judy. Procter & Gamble Co.
will give Ralph Edwards and
Truth
or Consequences
a twoPage
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Lineup

Resembles

month respite starting June 26,
and plans no replacement.
Information Please will be taken
off NBC by H. J. Heinz Co. July
12 for an eight-week vacation with
no substitute planned. Bob Hope
is expected to go to London with
some of the cast of his Pepsodent
Co. show after his June 29 broadcast. It is rumored that Johnny
Mercer and Freddie Stack may be
signed for the summer.
NBC's Procter & Gamble show,
Abie's Irish Rose, is uncertain.
Raleigh's Red Skelton show will be
replaced effective June 7 by Beat
the Band as a summer test. Show
will be m.c.'d by Hildegarde and is
a music quiz. If successful it will
continue next fall, according to the
agency, Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago. Kraft Cheese Co. June 27 discontinues The Great Gildersleeve,
Sundays, at 4:30, for eight weeks.
Shows to stay on the BLUE so
far include Coca Cola Co., Victory
Bands, Morton Dotvney; Carter
Products, Inner Sanctum Mysteries; Ironized Yeast, Good Will
Hour; Andrew Jergens Co., Chamber Music Society; Dr. Earle S.
Sloan, Gangbusters.
Bristol-Myers will replace Duffy's with Haven MacQuarrie's
Noah Webster Says, effective July
6. J. Walter Thompson is replacing J. B. Williams Co.'s True or
False, which goes off the BLUE
the end of June. Dubonnet may extend Alec Templeton's five-minute
thrice weekly series to a half-hour,
while M-G-M is looking for a replacement for Victor Borge, currently in Hollywood, but who will
go in the army.
Jergen's will make up its mind
on Walter Winchell for summer
and next year's option, probably
within two weeks. Indefinite as to
continuance or replacement are
Ford Motor Co., Watch the World
Go By; American Cigarette &
Cigar Co., Gracie Fields, who may
return to England; Miles Laboratories, Quiz Kids, and Wheeling

1942

Steel Corp., Musical Steelmakers.
CBS shows due to continue are
American Tobacco Co., Your Hit
Parade; Armstrong Cork Co.,
Theatre of Today; P. Ballantine &
Sons, Three Ring Time; Campbell
Soup Co., Radio Readers Digest;
Celanese Corp. of America, Great
Moments in Music; Chrysler Corp.,
Major Bowes; Coca Cola Co., Pause
That Refreshes on the Air; Emerson Drug Co., Vox Pop; Eversharp
Inc., Take It or Leave It; General
Foods, Adventures of Thin Man;
Gulf Oil Corp., We, The People;
Lady Esther, Screen Guild Players;
Prudential Insurance Co. of America, Family Hour with a possible
shift in talent; R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Blondie, Thanks To The
Yanks; Schenley Import Corp.,
Cresta Blanca Carnival and Pabst
Sales Co., Blue Ribbon Town.
Fred Allen Goes Off
Although Texas Co. is taking
Fred Allen off CBS June 27, the
company has not yet decided whether a musical show starring James
Melton and Al Goodman's orchestra will replace. Campbell Soup
is taking the Milton Berle show
out of the Wednesday 9:30-10 p.m.
period on CBS, replacing with a
program built around Jack Carsen, June 2. The Lux Radio Theatre
goes off CBS July 12, to return
for Lever, Sept. 13. E. R. Squibb
& Sons will substitute another
morale-building show for Keep
Working, Keep Singing America
on June 13. Liberty Magazine's
Ghost Shift goes off May 21, with
fall return undecided. General Electric Co. will discontinue Frazier
Hunt's thrice weekly news on CBS
May 29. A replacement may be
announced next week.
No plans have been announced
for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.'s
A! Jolson; R. J. Reynolds Camel
Caravan; Corn Product's Stage
Door Canteen; General Food's Kate
Smith; Ironized Yeast's Lights
Out, or Lever Bros. Mayor of Our

CBS, OWENS-ILLINOIS closed circuit preview of the new show Your
Home Front Reporter, at Washington's Carlton Hotel found in attendance
(1 to r) : Col. C. F. Shook, who spoke for the Surgeon General; Steve
Mudge and V. M. Wallace, D'Arcy Adv. Co.; William Temple, Washington manager, Owens-Illinois: S. L. Rairdon, vice-president and general
sales manager, Owens-Illinois; Howard A. Trumbull, merchandising
manager, Owens-Illinois; Earl H. Gammons, CBS Washington director
From their offices, Morse Salisbury, information director for the War
Food Administrator, and Gardner Cowles Jr., OWI director of domestic
operations, spoke over the closed wire.
BROADCASTING
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General

Mills

Lines Up News Broadcasts and
Continues Child Programs
ALTHOUGH General Mills, Minneapolis, isnot sponsoring broadcasts
of ball games this year, the company has been lining up news programs on both network and spot
basis for Wheaties through Knox
Reeves Adv., Minneapolis. On May
7, G-M started sponsorship of John
Gunther in a quarter-hour commentary Friday and Saturday evenings at 10-10:15 on 59 BLUE stations, while an unrevealed number
of stations are carrying local newscasts under G-M sponsorship for
Wheaties. Contract for the John
Gunther series is for 26 weeks.
Juvenile Series
For the first time, General Mills
is continuing through the summer,
although on a partial basis, with its
two children's programs on the
BLUE, Jack Armstrong at present
on 95 stations for Wheaties Monday through Friday at 5:30 (three
repeats at 6:30, 7:30, and 8:30);
and the Lone Ranger, now heard on
48 stations, Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays at 7:30-8 p.m. for Kix.
Effective May 31, however, for
13 weeks throughout the summer,
G-M will sponsor Jack Armstrong
on Tuesdays and Thursdays and it
will be carried sustaining on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.
The Lone Ranger, effective June 2
will be sponsored by G-M on
Wednesdays and Fridays and
broadcast sustaining on Mondays.
Under terms of a 52-week renewal
contract effective May 31 full sponsorship of both shows will be re-l
sumed in the fall. Blackett-SampleHummert, Chicago, is agency for
Kix,
while Knox Reeves handles
Wheaties.
Town. Lever plans to replace
Burns & Allen June 29.
Lutheran
Laymen's
League is
planning to continue its hour on
Mutual, although in the past it has
taken a summer vacation. Cont:
Products has extended its Treasure
Hour of Songs Thursday night on;
Mutual for an additional four weeks
through June 3. While Raymond
Clapper remains in Sweden Paul
Sullivan is handling his twice week
ly news
program
sponsored by
General Cigar Co. New series re
cently started on MBS is Take a
Card, audience participation show
sponsored by Lehn & Fink Products
Co. on 204 stations. Details on
other Mutual shows, which may to
replaced or go off for the summer
are not yet available.
CBS-Nielsen

Contract

CBS has contracted with A. C
Nielsen Co. for its continuing measurement of listening habits, foi
which the research firm utilizes the
Nielsen Audimeter. Nielsen is currently negotiating with NBC, an<
the BLUE also has the service un
der consideration.
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Durr

Demands

From

House

Cox

Probe

Dismissal
Committee

Claims Congressman Has 'Personal Interest'
Proceedings, Criticizes Committee Methods
ANOTHER episode in the controversy provoked by Commissioner
Clifford J. Durr, of the FCC, with
the House Select Committee to investigate the organization, personnel and activities of the Commission, erupted last Thursday
with the demand by Commissioner
Durr that Chairman E. E. Cox (DGa.), of the House Committee, be
disqualified because of "bias" and
"prejudice" as well as "personal
interest" in the proceedings.
Releasing to the press for Friday morning papers a petition
filed with Speaker Rayburn and a
letter to the five members of the
Select Committee, along with a
memorandum in support of the
petition, Commissioner Durr in
dramatic fashion included in his
"handout" facsimiles of a $2,500
check issued to Rep. Cox by WALB,
Albany, and of the check voucher
showing it as in payment for
"legal expense". He claimed that
Judge Cox, by virtue of his personal interest in WALB, could not
properly discharge his duties.
Refused to Answer
The formal petition demanding
Judge Cox's disqualification followed the refusal last month of
Mr. Durr to answer a questionnaire inquiring into his personal
financial affairs, copies of which
also had been sent other members
of the FCC and, it is understood,
have been answered in almost
every instance.
Mr. Durr protested the handling
of the preliminary inquiry by the
committee's chief counsel, Eugene
L. Garey, of New York, and said
he was unwilling to testify before
the Committee and certainly not
before Congressman Cox or Mr.
Garey in closed session. He added
he was unwilling to furnish the
Committee staff any further information unless and until the House,
with a full knowledge of the facts,
indicates its desire that the Committee, as now constituted, should
continue with the investigation, or
indicate it does not "deem such
facts are of sufficient importance
to warrant its attention." If the
House so indicates, Mr. Durr said
he would appear and answer all
questions.
President Roosevelt, asked at his
press conference last Friday about
the Cox incident and the failure
of the Dept. of Justice to act, said
he knew nothing about it. He commented he had heard something
about the case in the past but had
no new information.
Speaker Rayburn made no comment after receipt of the petition.
He referred the whole matter to
the Judiciary Committee. Judge
Cox, however, remarked:
"Nowhere does Durr disclose that
Page
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the resolution to investigate the
Commission was pending long before the Commission's effort to implicate me. We (the Committee)
are not going to be smoked out in
such a manner as this. We are
going to wait until all our investigative material is collected and
then we will start hearings in an
open and orderly manner. These
boys down at the FCC have just
waked up and discovered that they
are being investigated. Congress
could disqualify me if it wanted to.
The question is whether Congress
Garey Silent
will."
Mr. Garey maintained his policy
of no public discussion of the inquiry until public hearings are held.
It was generally presumed, however, that Mr. Durr, as the Commission's newest member, was
carrying the burden of the controversy for the Commission's majority. There was some thought
that the majority was endeavoring
to bait Judge Cox into open con-

TEXT

OF

troversy on the proceedings and to
force public hearings.
Commissioner Durr tossed the
gauntlet not only to the House but
to the Dept. of Justice, observing
that criminal charges had been
made against the Cox alleged representation of WALB, in view of
criminal code provisions. He reported, however, that "so far as
petitioner is advised, such matter is
still under consideration by the
The FCCGeneral."
is in bad odor in the
Attorney
House also because of its failure to
discharge two employes of the Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service, created by Chairman Fly, on
grounds of purported affiliations
with Communist front organizations. House action is expected demanding their severance from the
FCC payroll as a rider to the pending Deficiency Appropriation Bill.
In addition to the petition (full
text herewith), Mr. Durr addressed
an identical letter to the five members of the Committee — Judge Cox
himself; Wigglesworth (R-Mass.) ;
Magnuson (D-Wash.) ; Hart (DN. J.), and Miller (R-Mo.).
He pointed out he has on several occasions objected to the procedure being followed by the Committee staff in obtaining information, asserting they were unnecessarily hampering the Commission
in the performance of its duties
and did not afford assurance that

DURR

Text of petition filed with Speaker Rayburn seeking disqualification of Rep. Cox (D.-Ga.) as chairman of the select committee to investigate the FCC:
I, Clifford J. Durr, a citizen of the
United States and a duly qualified
member of the FCC (hereinafter
sometimes referred to as the "Commission"), respectfully petition the
House of Representatives of the Congress of the United States that the
Hon. E. E. Cox be disqualified by said
House as a member of its Select Committee appointed pursuant to House
Resolution 21, 78th Congress, 1st Session, to investigate the organization,
personnel and activities of the Federal Communications Commission, for
the following reasons :
1. That said E. E. Cox has a personal interest in the investigation
authorized by such resolution in that :
(a) Such resolution was introduced
by the said E. E. Cox and he was
at the time of the introduction of such
resolution and at the time of the
adoption thereof the record owner of
$2,500 aggregate par value of stock
of Albany Herald Broadcasting Company and, so far as petitioner has
been able to ascertain, is still the
record owner of such stock ; proceedings are now pending before the Commission to determine whether or not
the renewal of a license heretofore
issued by the Commission to Herald
Publishing Co., an affiliate of Albany
Herald Broadcasting Co., for the
operation of the broadcasting station
in Albany, Georgia, and the transfer
of such license to Albany Herald
Broadcasting Co. will be in the public interest ; the facts indicate that
the said E. E. Cox, in introducing
such resolution, was motivated to a
large degree, if not wholly, by the
Commission's activities in connection
with the ownership of Station WALB.
(b) The $2,500 of stock above referred to was purchased by the said
E. E. Cox with the proceeds of a

PETITION

check in the amount of $2,500 issued
by Albany Herald Broadcasting Co.
to the said E. E. Cox accompanied
by a voucher stating that said check
was
in payment of
'"legal
expenses"
the Commission
being
of the
opinion ;
that such information should be submitted to the Dept. of Justice for a
determination as to whether or not
such payment was made for services
rendered by the said E. E. Cox in an
endeavor to secure favorable action
in connection with applications filed
with the Commission with respect to
said broadcasting station and was
therefore in violation of Section 113
of the Criminal Code of the United
States, the matter was, pursuant to
unanimous action of the Commission,
duly reported to the Attorney General
of the United States for appropriate
action ; so far as petitioner is advised such matter is still under consideration by the Attorney General.
In his remarks in support of House
Resolution 21 Congressman Cox stated
on the floor of the House on Jan. 19,
1943:
"Mr. Speaker : I am this morning
bringing to you a matter in which I
have the deepest possible personal in2. That the said E. E. Cox, prior
to this appointment to the Select
Committee
had already prejudged and
terest "
condemned the Commission, its personnel and activities and has shown
himself to be biased, prejudiced, and
lacking in the objectivity of mind
requisite for a member of such Committee in that he, in a speech on the
floor of the House on Jan. 19, 1943.
in support of Resolution 21, accused
the
being in"the
nest Commission
of rats to beof found
thisnastiest
entire
country"
and "a
of Reds"
; and
has otherwise
on nest
numerous
occasions
publicly denounced in violent and intemperate language, the Commission,
its personnel and activities.
Respectively submitted,
CLIFFORD J. DURR
May 13, 1943.
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the members of the Committee or
of Congress would receive all the
information they should have.
Moreover, he said certain specific
inquiries from the Committee staff
seemed to call for information of
an entirely personal nature, in
which he assumed the members of
the Committee were not interested.
Removal of Files
"In addition to these objections
to inquiries addressed to me individual y, Ihave also opposed the
action of my fellow Commissioners
in permitting the carting away by
truck of Commission files when
time was not allowed even to list
what was taken or to see to it that
irreplaceable Government records
were properly receipted for," Mr.
Durr said. (Presumably he referred to the confidential minutes
of Commission meetings taken
over by the Cox committee, along
with other
official files [Broadcasting, May 10]).
Mr. Durr recited that a further
incident had arisen. He said Dr.
Robert D. Leigh, director of the
FCC's Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service, was called in by the
Committee last Monday (May 10)
and asked to testify with no member of the Committee present. Dr.
Leigh was denied his request that
a transcript be made available to
him and after his unwillingness to
testify under oath in closed session,
was promptly served with a subpoena and ordered to testify in
closed hearing with only one member of the Committee present —
Judge Cox. While Mr. Durr's letter
did not say so, it was learned that
Judge Cox remained only briefly
and that Dr. Leigh was questioned
at length regarding activities of
his bureau, and the failure of the
FCC to follow the Congressional
instruction that Dr. Goodwin Watson and William E. Dodd Jr., FBIS
employes, be discharged for alleged
Communist front sympathies. Such
a recommendation was made by the
House
tee lastAppropriations
month, but the SubcommitFCC, by a
4-3 vote, refused to discharge the
men. The matter is being reconsidered in the House, with renewed
demand expected for the discharge.
Contempt Considered
Also reported but not related in
the Durr letter was the fact that
Mr. Garey called Chairman Fly regarding Dr. Leigh's refusal to testify unless a transcription was supplied him. In this telephonic exchange, Chairman Fly was told
that the Committee would not release transcript and that witnesses
would be subpoenaed if they did not
testify voluntarily. The extreme
measure of citing witnesses for
contempt of the House has been
under consideration in connection
with refusals to testify.
Commissioner Durr said in his
letter that the Leigh incident and
the requirement that witnesses testify behind closed doors before Congressman Coxfundamenal
alone "raisesthan
an the
issue even more
procedure previously adopted, and
(Continued on page 52)
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Across the seas, over the desert, through battle itself, short-wave radio brings the truth to untold millions. The
hunted people in occupied Europe listen for its words of hope and promise. Neighbor nations renew their confidence
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Hammond
Battery
Better,

Production
Says

WPB

April Rate Was 425,000 with
Goal of Two Bs Per Set
BATTERIES for farm-type radios
were produced at a rate of 425,000
a month in April, the WPB Consumers Durable Goods Division reported Friday, noting that the present output is more than double the
rate of mid-March when a serious
shortage of B Batteries was reported.
Cautioning that circumstances
may prevent fulfillment of its plans,
WPB said that it hopes to provide
two batteries for every radio set,
although only 1.4 batteries had
been available in 1941. Increased
supply of batteries per set was
necessary, WPB said, in recognition of greater reliance of farmers
on their radios. The statement estimated that rural sets now operate
two hours more daily than before
the war.
Sets Out of Operation
Stepped up production was arranged, the division said, when it
was found that sets were going out
of operation at a high rate. In
February, WPB had admitted, only
200,000 batteries were made.
[Broadcasting, March 29].
The present production rate,
425,000 monthly, is 50,000 more
than the average monthly output
for 1941 when 1.4 batteries were
made for each set. Even allowing
for the increased number of sets
now in use, WPB said the April
rate meant 1.62 batteries per set.
Despite these encouraging reports the division said undue optimism was unwarranted since two factors could easily prevent attainment of the two battery-per-set
goal. The first, the statement explained, was the abnormal backlog of requirements that had piled
up in the last six months.
Second, the statement warned,
was impossibility of assuring that
the production rate could be maintained since prior claimants, including Army and Navy, might need
facilities, manpower and critical
materials involved.

Loan

Firm

Uses 27

SEABOARD FINANCE CO., Los
Angeles (loans, investments), in a
30-day campaign which started
May 15, is sponsoring live and
transcribed announcements on 27
stations, to stress prompt payment of second installment on 1942
income tax. Pattern follows March
campaign. Schedule is one to
twelve announcements daily on
each station. List includes KFOX,
KFAC, KMTR, KFVD, KMPC,
KFMB, KPMC, KGDM, KROY,
KRTB, KROW, KJBS, KFRC,
WLVA, WSLS, WITH, WCBM,
WWDC, WGKV, WARM, KGBI,
WBRE, WBAX, WROL, WDOD,
WMPS, WAGA. Finance company,
in addition, currently sponsors
newscasts on KFI, KMPC, KPO
and KSFO. Smith & Bull Adv.,
Los Angeles, has the account.
Page
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RECORD
STORE'S
A DEPARTMENT
City, Boosts
Kansas
Daily Quarter-Hour on KMBC,
John Taylor Dry Goods Sales
WITH NO CHANGE in title, program format or broadcast time,
Joanne Taylor, a retail promotion
show, enters its eleventh year of
successful selling on KMBC, Kansas City, for John Taylor Dry
Goods Co.
More than ten years ago, the
program was a bright idea in the
brain of Maj. H. Kenneth Taylor,
vice-president of the company, now
in active service, and Fred M. Lee,
general manager. Why not a
dramatized presentation of store
news? So they chose a Mondaythrough-Friday mid-morning time
when the women of Kansas City
at their household tasks could
tune in conveniently for shopping
news.
The 15-minute programs have an
institutional flavor and practical
results. Ostensibly presented as a
JOANNE TAYLOR
service to Kansas City women who
have known John Taylor's as a
been selling goods for the last
shopping center for 62 years, the
decade but has won new customfeature promotes the sale of specific
ers. Today, in the face of wartime
merchandise. Scene is the personal
merchandise shortages, it spreads
good will and develops customer
shopping office of "Joanne Taylor"
where the store's "shopper" and
cooperation. Patriotic and civic
others of the personnel carry on
efforts also have their place on the
gossipy, informal conversation.
program — Red Cross, War Bonds,
During the course of the broadblood donor drives.
cast, merchandise is described in
detail and prices given as it is
Meredith Warner, advertisingdirector of the firm, is in charge
shown to friends and customers
of the program, with R. J. Pottswho "drop in."
Calkins & Holden agency handling
According to the store's executhe account.
tives, the program has not only
LACK
DIRECTS
W-E
TS. Y. RADIO
DIVISION
FREDERICK R. LACK, former
officer of Western Electric Co., New
York, who resigned last November
to become director of the Army and
Navy Electronics
P r o cu r em e n t
Agency in
ington, Washhas been
elected a vicepresident
of
Western Electric

Mr. Lack

by
the company's
board
of directors. He will rejoin the company
to direct its radio
division in New
York.

Mr. Lack's recent Washington
assignment marked the second occasion during his 31 years with W-E
when he has entered wartime services of the U. S. During World
War I, he enlisted in the Signal
Corps and saw action in France.
He joined W-E in 1911 as an assembler and following his return
from France in 1919 he was assigned to development work on radio telephony.
In charge of vacuum tube development from 1935 to 1939, when
he became manager of W-E's specialty products division, Mr. Lack
directed the engineering of tubes
for use on ultra-high frequency
radio and for high power operations, fundamental to the present
manifold applications of radio in
war operations.

Produces Jolson-Wooley
ASSUMING additional duties,
William L. Lawrence, Pedlar &
Ryan, producer of the weekly CBS
Screen Guild Players sponsored
by Lady Esther Ltd. (cosmetics),
has taken over production of the
Al Jolson-Monty Woolley Show,
sponsored
by ' Colgate-Palmolive
Peet
Co. (toothpowder)
on that
network, for the remaining weeks
of the season. He replaced Bill
Bacher, formerly producer of
Sherman & Marquette, who resigned to devote full time to his
motion picture commitments.
Stan-B on 29
A TOTAL of 29 stations will be
used by Standard Brands Inc.,
New York, in a drive for the new
vitamin product, Stan-B, starting
in six West Coast states May 17
[Broadcasting, April 19]. Spot
schedule calls for 15 transcribed
one-minute announcements weekly
on the following stations: KTAR
KOW KSUN KTUC KVOA KYUM
KGLU KNX KFI KHJ KWQ KPO
KFRC KMJ KARM KFBK KGW
KEX KSL KDYL KUTA KFPY
KHQ KGA KIRO KMO KJR KOL
KMO. Agency is Ted Bates Inc.,
New York.

BOY SCOUT organizations are being
solicited for filler announcements with
wartime appeal for local use on stations carrying Mutual's Superman on
a sustaining basis, until Kellogg Co.
completes expansion of its sponsorship
to the full network June 21.

Calumet

Corp.

Placed in Receivership
HAMMOND
Calumet Broadcasting Corp., Hammond, Ind., operators of WJWC, Hammond, which
went off the air last February, has
been placed in receivership by the
County Court of Chicago on petition of Marshall Field 3d, who filed
suit for $200,000 loaned to the corporation. Mr. Field is a minority
stockholder of the corporation. The
majority interest is held by John
W. Clarke, Chicago investment
broker, who has been commissioned
a major in the Army and is to be
stationed at Charlottesville, Va.
Timothy P. Galvin, attorney of
Hammond, Ind., has been appointed
receiver, and Wm. R. Cline, who
was general manager of the station
and is a vice-president of the corporation, has been retained to liquidate the property. Among the remaining assets are a 5000 watt
WE transmitter, two towers, speech
input system and other equipment.
Stock alignment of the corporation
is: John W. Clarke, 51%; Dr. G. E.
Courrier, Elgin Minister and original owner, 41%; Marshall Field
3rd and Doris Keane, former manager, 4f/c each.
Stauffer to L. A.

OUTLINING future OWI plans,'
Don Stauffer, chief of radio bu->'
reau, that organization, will ad-l
dress combined writer, talent, net-!
work executive and agency pro- II
ducer personnel of the Hollywood
radio industry, during a meeting
at NBC studios, that city, on May j
27. Mr. Stauffer will be accompanied by Phil Cohen, his assistant
and Washington deputy chief. Latter will deliver an OWI report to
radio. Mr. Stauffer will meet with
Hollywood radio section executive
committee of the Advertising Council on May 25.

'E' Award

Broadcast

ARMY-NAVY "E" award ceremony of the Reliance Mfg. Co. at
Loogootee, Ind., was broadcast May
15 by WLW, Cincinnati, and fed
to WIRE, Indianapolis; WAOV,
Vincennes; WBOW, Terre Haute,
and WLS, Chicago. The governor,
Army and Navy representatives,
plant officials and dignitaries of
the city appeared on the program.
Broadcast was handled by Gordon
Graham, assistant to James Cassidy,
WLW-WSAI special events
di
rector.
Fur Shop Disc Series
PENN FIFTH AVE., New York
fur store, is calling attention to its
new and enlarged shop in a series
of transcribed announcements on
WHN and WNEW, New York.
Campaign started April 28. Firm
is new to radio, and plans to add
other stations if its first venture
is successful. Agency is Lester ]
Harrison Associates, New York.
National 4E' Award
NATIONAL BATTERY Co. will
use the full BLUE May 29, for a
broadcast from its plant in Depew, .
N. Y., marking receipt of the I
Army-Navy "E" award. Participants will include military officials
and Dorothy Thompson, BLUE
commentator, who was born in a
nearby neighborhood. Agencv is
Bronson West Adv. Co., St. Paul.
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AFM

and

Negotiations Failure
Union Demands

Transcribers
as

Boycott
NEGOTIATIONS between the
American Federation of Musicians
and the manufacturers of transcriptions were discontinued last
Thursday evening, after extended
discussion had failed to resolve the
impasse created by the union's demand that the transcription companies agree to withold their recordings from any station cited as
unfair by the AFM. The transcribers refused to comply with this boycott demand, which they described
as "business suicide" as well as "of
doubtful legality."
This is the second time in recent months that the AFM has proposed a plan for settling the strike
against the transcription companies, in effect since Aug. 1, 1942,
which the transcribers have rejected. The first, in mid-February,
called for a tax on each recording
to be paid by the recorders in addition to the regular wages to AFM
members employed in making the
disc, the money so collected to be
used by the union for unemployment relief. In joint session, makers
of transcriptions and phonograph
records turned down this plan as
embodying "a startling new kind
of social philosophy" which would
require Congressional approval before it could be accepted by a single
industry.
Individual Negotiations
Subsequently, conferences between the union and the recorders
were separated to permit individual
negotiations as the two groups have
different distribution problems. The
phonograph record companies and
the AFM, after one stormy session,
decided that further conversations
at this time would be fruitless. The
transcribers continued their meetings with the union with both sides
hopeful that a method could be
worked out to permit these companies again to employ union musicians.
Next move is uncertain but it
may well be a decision to submit
the problem to the War Labor
Board. In dismissing the suit of the
Dept. of Justice for an injunction
against the AFM, the Federal
Court in Chicago held the disagreement to constitute a labor dispute,
a ruling which was upheld by the
United States Supreme Court.
There is also a possibility that the
Dept. of Justice, which filed and
then withdrew a second suit, may
start a third action.
Sen. D. Worth Clark (D-Ida.),
chairman of the subcommittee of
the Interstate Commerce Committee, authorized to investigate the
AFM ban on recordings, has repeatedly said that if a satisfactory
settlement were not reached
through negotiations within a reasonable time he would resume hearings by the commitee, which rePage
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at

cessed in January following the
promise of James C. Petrillo, AFM
president, that his union would submit a definite proposal to the recording industry.
Following the final meeting of
the representatives of the transcription companies with Mr. Petrillo and the AFM executive board
last Thursday, Mr. Petrillo could
not be reached for comment. A
union spokesman said negotiations
had been temporarily discontinued
while each side considered the proposals of the other, but that the
meetings might be resumed in three
or four weeks. The transcription
group issued the following statement:
Transcribers' Statement
"Representatives of a number of
electrical transcription companies
have been meeting with the executive board of the AFM since Feb.
11 in an effort to effect a solution
of the problems concerned in the
strike of musicians against the electrical transcription industry which
has been continued since Aug. 1 of
last year, a period of more than 9
months.
"These meetings which started
some weeks ago were concluded tonight (May 13) with both sides
agreeing that an impasse had been
reached.
"In a meeting last month a proposal was made to the union by the
electrical transcription manufacturers that musicians be permitted
to resume work on commercial advertising transcriptions with no
further restrictions except that
they be limited to one use or for a
single broadcast on a station.
"For libraries it was proposed

Palmer
As

OWI

Hoyt

Impasse

that they resume work on the basis
of an increase in the pay of the musicians. This proposal first met
with a favorable response from the
Federation but they subsequently
decided that the possible additional
compensation was not a sufficient
inducement for them to return to
work.
"It appears that there is no dispute between the union and the employers on the general subjects of
wages, hours and working conditions but the only basis on which
the Federation is presently prepared to return to work is with the
limitation that the recordings made
be withheld from broadcast by stations deemed at any time unfair by
the AFM. This boycott demand was
rejected by the transcription companies because of their station and
customer relations and its doubtful
legality.
"The meeting was concluded with
the understanding that the electrical transcription companies would
be available to meet at any time
the Federation had new proposals
to make which did not involve the
boycott principle.
"The above statement was made
by the following companies: Associated Music Publishers Inc., Empire Broadcasting Corp., LangWorth Features Programs Inc.,
Muzak Transcriptions Inc., Radio
Recording Division of NBC, Standard Radio, WOR Recording Studios
and World Broadcasting System."
Club Over Local Station
Effect of compliance with the
AFM proposed condition for permitting the reemployment of union
members in making music recordings would be to give the AFM
practically complete control over

Succeeds

Assistant

APPOINTMENT of Palmer Hoyt,
editor and publisher of the Portland Oregonian (KGW-KEX) as
assistant director of the OWI in
charge of the Domestic Branch succeeding Gardner Cowles Jr., president of the Iowa Broadcasting Co.
and of the Des Moines Register &
Tribune organization, was announced last Friday by OWI Director Elmer Davis.
Returns to Business
Mr. Cowles, who accepted the
key OWI post last July for a
temporary tenure, leaves June 20
to return to his private business
interests. In addition to the IBC
stations and the Register & Tribune, they include the Minneapolis
Star-Journal and Look. The stations are KSO-KRNT, Des Moines;
WMT, Cedar Rapids, and WNAX,
Yankton.
Mr. Hoyt, one of the best-known
figures in the newspaper field, is a

Cowles

Director

former president of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors and
of Sigma Delta Chi. He has been
granted a six-months leave from
the Oregonian to accept the Washington post.
"We are sorry to lose Mr.
Cowles," OWI Chief Davis said.
"He has already given a year of
his time and must return to his
publications and other interests.
We are fortunate that as his successor we are getting Palmer Hoyt,
who has had so much experience
and knows so well the sentiments
of the people of the far West."
The Domestic Branch encompasses all radio activities of OWI
in this country. The Cowles resignation is the second within a week
of top officals of the agency. Milton
Eisenhower, deputy director, has
resigned effective Sept. 1, to become
41).
president of Kansas State College,
his alma mater (see story on page

any station's supply of transcriptions. This lever could be used to
force a station to employ whatever
number of staff musicians the local
AFM

union in the station's community wanted to demand, under
threat of depriving the station of
its transcription service.
Industry attorneys have consistently held that a company which
withheld service from a client because that client had been declared
unfair by a union would be guilty
of boycott. When the AFM has
asked the networks to refuse to
send musical programs to affiliate
stations which had been placed on
the union's unfair list the networks
have declined to cut off service to
any station on legal grounds, and
have maintained that stand even
when the AFM has removed remote music pickups from the complete network in order to prevent
them reaching a single unfair station. In only one instance, when
the AFM had ordered its members
to stop work on all programs of
MBS, studio as well as remote and
commercial as well as sustaining,
did the union succeed in forcing a
network to halt service to an affiliate station.
The transcription situation is
legally comparable. But even if the
transcription companies were willing to accept the legal risk, it
would be practically impossible for
them to sell transcription library
services if the conditions of the
sale included the provision that
continuation of service to any station would depend on that station's remaining on the AFM fair
list.
PALMER

CONDUCTS

CLINICS ON SALES
SERIES of radio clinics based on
the book "Radio Salesmanship" is
being held by the author, B. J.
Palmer, owner of WHO, Des
Moines, and WOC, Davenport. Sessions are being held free of charge
for all who are interested in improving radio copy.
Dates are New York, May 14;
Hollywood, May 25, and Chicago,
June 7. Hollywood meeting will be
in the Terrace room, Roosevelt
Hotel, and Chicago meeting in the
Roosevelt Hall of the Morrison
Hotel. The "school" is in three sesin each city, at 9 a.m., and 2
and 7 sions
p.m.
Mr. Palmer, as an exponent of
"cleaning up" commercial air copy,
is
on spending
the trip.his own time and money

S. D. Gregory

Resigning

As Manager of WEAF
SHERMAN D. GREGORY will resign as manager of WEAF, New
York, May 22. A successor will not
be named for the immediate present, according to station officials.
Mr. Gregory
will announce his future plans shortly.
In 1938 Mr. Gregory joined
KDKA, Pittsburgh, at that time
an NBC-sponsored station. He was
transferred to New York, as manager of thestations,
network's
operated
in managed
1940, and and
in
April, 1942, was appointed manager of WEAF.
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Press

Blasts

Freedom

To

Comment

Attacks

Opinion
of

The Wall Street Journal flayed
the majority opinion, alluding to its
use of the phrase "public interest,
convenience or necessity" as "the
touchstone provided by Congress."
It pointed out editorially that from
time immemorial that has been the
rock upon which every proposer of
every reform has taken his stand.
The inevitable conclusion, it
said, is that when Congress creates
a regulatory commission and empowers it to act "in the public interest," that commission may make
' virtually any regulation in the
field of its jurisdiction which the
social, economic and political opinions of a majority of the commissioners may regard as 'in the public
interest'."
David Lawrence, eminent columnist, saw in the Supreme Court decision the first step toward abridging the freedom of the press. He
said it puts broadcasting "into
a Government strait jacket" and
"opens the way for strangulation
of the newspapers of America."
If the principle applied to the
FCC is correct, he continued, it
means that it can be applied to
newspapers which also must depend
on licenses from the Government,
such as the second-class mailingprivilege.
The Washington Star last Tuesday cited the drastic changes which
the court's decision will force and
observed the FCC "should, and no
doubt will, move to lay down explicit guides for the direction of
the broadcasting industry, so the
regulations may become effective
with the least possible dislocation."
Frank C. Waldrop, columnist in
the Washington Times-Herald, said
the real issue is much broader than
that formally decided. He described
Page
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Speech,

It as Promoting

Courts and Regulatory
TORRENTS of editorial criticism
were loosed upon the majority of
the Supreme Court for its decision
last Monday, upholding the right
of the FCC to regulate business
aspects of broadcasting in the network monopoly cases. Newspaper
columnists and major newspapers
lost no time in interpreting the ruling as a blow at freedom of speech
and as giving administrative agencies far more power than Congress
intended.
Aside from the editorial criticism, anumber of figures important
in public life expressed their views,
mainly off-the-record. In one quarter the opinion was described as
"judicial legislation." An influential
member of the Senate said he regarded it as a "political declaration," rather than a judicial opinion, designed to conform to the political philosophy of some aspects
of the New Deal. Everywhere the
plea was made for legislation.
Touchstone Phrase

1943

as

Blow
Press

Law-Making

By

Commissions
the issue as "whether the Government should have its fingers tight
around radio's throat every hour
of the night and day."
Alluding to radio as "the most
powerful political instrument ever
made," Mr. Waldrop said that in
every major country except one,
government domination of the radio
became absolute early in this century, and in such countries oneparty government, "sometimes
known by the short title of dictatorship' has followed." The sole exception, he said, was the United
States and it was not until 1934
that the Government began to
tighten its fingers around "the most
powerful throat in the land." conBecause of the FCC's rigid
trol, Mr. Waldrop observed that
radio operators are "scared to
death of Government agents." He
added it has been "well said that
radio has a loud voice but a weak

He urged that the Communicaheart."
tions Act be rewritten in the interest of free speech and that Congress should "speak up first."
Widen Cox Probe
In a second column May 12, Mr.
Lawrence predicted one immediate
effect of the "reactionary decision," which he said gave the Government "the power of censorship
even in peacetime over all radio
programs," would be to widen the
special investigation by the Cox
Committee. He held that the public

will be interested in the "arbitrary
method by which the FCC has
drawn up regulations exercising a
power of coercion, amounting to intimidation, over the radio stations
and networks.
"All radio stations and networks
now become the football of politics
— they must stand in with the administration in power — they must
give time on the air to political
propaganda and generally do those
things which in Europe have made
radio the subservient tool of dictatorships.
"Justice Frankfurter seems to
think that the owner of a station
isn't capable of thinking for himself and that if he wants to make
a contract with one network for
five years because he likes their
programs, the manager of the station in question must be prevented
from doing so because during those
five years presumably there may
be changes in the 'economic, political and social life of the nation
Lawrence
said apparently
community'."
of the
or Mr.
Justice Frankfurter wants to tell
stations what they can or cannot
do "by means of a Federal agency
composed of bureaucrats who will
do whatever the administration in
power wants them to do." He held
that the court's refusal to consider
the freedom of speech element and
the applicability of the first amendment in the network cases could
be used to justify regulation of the
press and other communications.
WILLARDS CHOCOLATES Ltd..
Toronto ( Sweet Marie candy bar ) on
May
10 started
five-weekly on
transcribed
Sonovox
announcements
CHNS.
Halifax; CHSJ. St. John, N. B. ;
CFCF, Montreal; CFRB. Toronto;
CKCK.toon, Regina.
Sask. Calgary,
; FQC. SaskaSask. ; CFCN,
Alta.;
JOR. Vancouver. Account was placed
by Cockfield Brown & Co., Toronto.

NEW

BABBITT

SERIAL

LAW
A
LOR
IS
NEW
DAYTIME
serial TON9
to be
started on NBC May 31 by B. T.
Babbitt, Inc., New York, in the
Monday-through-Friday, 10-10:15
a.m. period [Broadcasting, May
10], will be Lora Lawton, authored by Mrs. Anne Hummert,
vice-president of Blackett-SampleHummert, New York. Agency for
Babbitt, however, is Duane Jones
Co., which handles both Bab-O,
cleansing agent, and Aunt Polly's
Soup Mix, a new product. Both
products will be advertised on an
alternating basis on the new serial,
and on NBC's David Harum, which
has been promoting the new soup
for the past month.
Lora Lawton, featuring Joan
Tompkins as "Lora" and James
Meighanon as37 "Peter
be
heard
NBC Carver,"
stations. will
David
Harum on CBS ended May 12.
Aunt Polly's Soup Mix is also being promoted through a five-weekly quarter-hour serial on WEVD,
New York, titled My Mother and I.
Series started March 29.

Gardner Extends
FURTHER EXPANDING its spot
broadcasting, Gardner Nursery
Co., Osage, la., added 89 stations
to its previously announced list of
outlets. Five-minute periods will
be used 6 and 12 times weekly.
Account is handled by Northwest
Radio Adv. Co., Seattle. Following
stations haye just been added:
WAPI, WGNY, KABR, KGER, WBRC,
WMf A, KEUB, KSRO, KARM, WNEW,
KBKR. KTMS, KMYR, WHEC, KHAS,
KVEC, WSYR, WSAM, KSFO, KFKA,
WDRC. WFBL, WCPO, KHJ, WNBC,
WHAZ, KSAL, KHSL, WATR, WAYS,
WLW. KMJ, WBRY, WBIG, KUIN,
WAGA, WPTF, KGKY, WMBD, WCKY,
WJBK, KSLM, WSPD. WASK, WIND,
WTOL. WADC, WIRE. WKBN, KGHI,
WISH. KOMA, WEAN, WAVE, WKY,
WFTL, WNOE, KQV, WHBL, WCAO,
WCAE, WKPA, WHDH, WEEU, WORC,
WGBI, WCOL, WMBS. KGCX, WJAR,
KGNF, WAPO, WMUR, WDOD, WPAT,
WNOX, WOKO. WREC, WCED, WMBG,
WHP, WEAU, WIBG, KMED, WEBR,
WIP, WHCU, WITH, WALL.

John W. LaRue to WLW
MANAGING editor of the Cincinnati Enquirer for the last 10
years, John W. LaRue, has been
appointed to the news writing staff
of WLW-WSAI, according to announcement of James D. Shouse,
vice-president in charge of broadcasting. Mr. LaRue was the Enquirer's chief editorial writer for
several years. Mr. Shouse said the
news room was fortunate in acquiring a "man
of LaRue's news
experience
and background.
It is
essential we have trained men for
the presentation of the news."

SOUND OF A PEN gliding across the contract is identified by this quartet as the Chicago Sun purchases a half-hour five times a week on a 52week basis on WBBM, Chicago (1 to r) are: Kelly Smith, commercial
manager; Ernest Shomo, salesman, WBBM; Frank Ferrin, radio director of the agency, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, and Edward Richer, promotion manager of the Sun. The new late evening half-hour program, titled
Sound-O, awards $1,000 a week to listeners for identifying various sounds,
and is m.c.'d by Don McNeill. Five minutes of the program is devoted
to a news broadcast by Clifton Utley. The new program is in addition to
a morning quarter-hour Monday-through-Saturday, and a Sunday halfhour, sponsored by the Sun on the station.
BROADCASTING

Nesbitt Breaks
NESBITT FRUIT PRODUCTS,
Los Angeles (citrus fruit products), in its first use of radio outside West Coast, on June 1 starts
a 13-week campaign utilizing
thrice-weekly transcribed night
station breaks on about 100 stations. Transcriptions feature Mills
Brothers quartet. Brochure outlining campaign is being distributed
to bottlers. Company also sponsors
Fulton Lewis jr. twice-weekly on
15 Don Lee Western stations. M.
H. Kelso & Co., Los Angeles, has
the account.
• Broadcast
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TWO

WARS

In round

figures, how

much

would

you

guess the telephone business — in this
country — has spent for additions to its
physical equipment

—

materials, buildings,

lines, switchboards,
the last war?

things like that —

since

A hundred

million dollars? A billion?

Four

one-half

and

gone into telephone

billion dollars have
plant and

equipment

in the 25 years since that time.
And what would you say as to the number
of toll calls in this war, compared

to the last?

You can probably guess that it's more this
time, but how much more might surprise you.
More
handled

toll and long distance calls were
in 1942 alone than in three whole

years, at the time of World
Then

War

One.

surely, you say, there are more telephones today to handle such an increase as

that — and you're right. There are more
than twice as many as there were during the
last war, and there are more

lines, too, and

yet there are not enough. And copper,
rubber and other materials are too scarce
to build more.
These are just a few items about the telephone and the war. Telephone people are
in the front rank

of the war

job here at

home, and they are glad that this is so.

This is a quotation from The Telephone

Hour, a

regular program heard each Monday nigh t over N.B.C.

TEXT
FOLLOWING is the decision of the
Supreme Court of the United States
(Nos. 554-555, October term, 1942)
handed down May 10 by a 5-2 vote
(dissenting opinion herewith) on
the appeals from the U. S. District
Court for the Southern District of
New York (No. 554, NBC Inc.,
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society and StrombergCarlson Telephone Mfg. Co., appellants, vs. the United States of
America, FCC and MBS Inc.; No.
555, CBS Inc., appellant, vs. United
States of America, FCC and MBS
Inc.) :
Mr. Justice Frankfurter delivered the opinion of the Court.
In view of our dependence upon
regulated private enterprise in discharging the far-reaching role which
radio plays in our society, a somewhat
detailed exposition of the history of the
present controversy and the issues
which it raises is appropriate.
These suits were brought on Oct.
30, 1941, to enjoin the enforcement of
the Chain Broadcasting Regulations
promulgated by the FCC on May 2,
1941, and amended on Oct. 11, 1941.
We held last Term in Columbia System
v. U. S., 316 TJ. S. 407, and NBC v.
U. 8., 316 U. S. 447, that the suits
could be maintained under § 402(a)
of the Communications Act of 1934,
48 Stat. 1093, 47 U. S. C. § 402(a)
(incorporating by reference the Urgent Deficiencies Act of Oct. 22, 1913.
38 Stat. 219, 28 U. S. C. §47), and
that the decrees of the District Court
dismissing the suits for want of jurisdiction should therefore be reversed.
On remand the District Court granted
the Government's motions for summary judgment and dismissed the suits
on the merits. 47 F. Supp. 940. The
cases are now here on appeal. 28
U. S. C. § 47. Since they raise substantially the same issues and were
argued together, we shall deal with
both cases in a single opinion.
Inquiry by FCC Into
Chain Broadcasting
On March 18, 1938, the Commission undertook a comprehensive investigation todetermine whether special regulations applicable to radio stations engaged in chain broadcasting1
were required in the "public interest,
convenience, or necessity". The Commission's order directed that inquiry
be made, inter alia, in the following
specific matters : the number of stations licensed to or affiliated with networks, and the amount of station time
used or controlled by networks ; the
contractual rights and obligations of
stations under their agreements with
networks ; the scope of network agreements containing exclusive affiliation
provisions and restricting the network
from affiliating with other stations in
the same area ; the rights and obligations of stations with respect to network advertisers ; the nature of the
program service rendered by stations
licensed to networks ; the policies of
networks with respect to character of
programs, diversification, and accommodation to the particular requirements of the areas served by the affiliated stations ; the extent to which
affiliated stations exercise control over
programs, advertising contracts, and
related matters ; the nature and extent
of network program duplication by
ChainCommunications
broadcasting isAct
defined
in §as3(p)
of 1 the
of 1934
the
"simultaneous
broadcasting
an identical
program
by two
or more ofconnected
stations". In actual
practice,
are
transmitted
by wire,
usuallyprograms
leased telephone lines, from their point of origination to each station in the network for
simultaneous broadcast over the air.
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stations serving the same area ; the extent to which particular networks have
exclusive coverage in some areas ; the
competitive practices of stations engaged in chain broadcasting ; the effect
of chain broadcasting upon stations
not licensed to or affiliated with networks ;practices or agreements in restraint of trade, or in furtherance of
monopoly, in connection with chain
broadcasting ; and the scope of concentration ofcontrol over stations, locally, regionally, or nationally, through
contracts, common ownership, or other
means.
On April 6, 1938, a committee of
three Commissioners was designated to
hold hearings
recommendations to the and
full make
Commission.
This
committee held public hearings for 73
days over a period of six months, from
Nov. 14, 1938, to May 19, 1939. Order
No. 37, announcing the investigation
and specifying the particular matters
which would be explored at the hearings, was published in the Federal
Register, 3 Fed. Reg. 637, and copies
where sent to every station licensee and
network organization. Notices of the
hearings were also sent to these parties. Station licensees, national and
regional networks, and transcription
and recording companies were invited
to appear and give evidence. Other
persons who sought to appear were
afforded an opportunity to testify.
Ninety-six witnesses were heard by the
committee, 45 of whom were called by
the national networks. The evidence
covers 27 volumes, including over 8,000
pages of transcript and more than 700
exhibits. The testimony of the witnesses called by the national networks fills
more than 6,000 pages, the equivalent
of 46 hearings days.
History of Chain
Broadcasting Regulations
The committee submitted a report
to the Commission on June 12, 1940,
stating its findings and recommendations. Thereafter, briefs on behalf of
the networks and other interested parties were filed before the full Commission, and on Nov. 28, 1940, the
Commission issued proposed regulations which the parties were requested
to consider in the oral arguments held
on Dee. 2 and 3, 1940. These proposed regulations dealt with the same
matters as those covered by the regulations eventually adopted by the Commission. On Jan. 2. 1941, each of the
national networks filed a supplemen-

NILES

TRAMMELL,

"THE MAJORITY decision of the
United States Supreme Court holding that the FCC was within its
jurisdiction in the promulgation
and enforcement of the much-disputed network regulations is of
grave concern to American broadcasters. We have had an era in
which networks and stations,
through collaboration, have been
able to build the finest broadcasting
service the world has ever known.
This has been accomplished
through private enterprise, with no
interference on the part of the
FCC with business relationships
voluntarily entered into between
networks and stations.
"With the present radio law
given this broad interpretation by
the Supreme Court, the FCC may
endeavor to extend its regulations
to cover practically every phase of
the business relationship between
the networks and the stations. The
Commission now assumes a grave
responsibility that it exercise the

NETWORK

DECISION

tary brief discussing at length the
questions raised by the committee report and the proposed regulations.
On May 2, 1941. the Commission
issued its Report on Chain Broadcasting, setting
findings
and con-in
clusionsforth
upon the its
matters
explored
the investigation, together with an
order adopting the Regulations here
assailed. Two of the seven members
of the Commission dissented from this
action. The effective date of the Regulations was deferred for 90 days with
respect to existing contracts and arrangements of network-operated stations, and subsequently the effective
date was thrice again postponed.
Regulations Were Expression
Of General Policy in Licensing
On August 14, 1941, the Mutual
Broadcasting Company petitioned the
Commission to amend two of the Regulations. In considering this petition
the Commission invited interested parties to submit their views. Briefs were
filed on behalf of all of the national
networks, and oral argument was had
before the Commission on Sept. 12,
1941. And on Oct. 11, 1941, the Commission (again with two members dissenting) issued a Supplemental Rewith anSimultaneously,
order amending port,
three together
Regulations.
the effective date of the Regulations
was postponed until Nov. 15, 1941, and
provision was made for further postponements from time to time if necessary to permit the orderly adjustment
of existing arrangements. Since Oct.
30, 1941, when the present suits were
filed, the enforcement of the Regulations has been stayed either voluntarily by the Commission or by order
of court.
Such is the history of the Chain
Broadcasting Regulations. We turn
now to the Regulations themselves, illumined by the practices in the radio
industry
disclosed
the Commission's
investigation.
The byRegulations,
which
the Commission characterized in its
Report
as "the
expression
the general policy
we will
follow inofexercising
our licensing power", are addressed in
terms to station licensees and applicants for station licenses. They provide, in general, that no licenses shall
be granted to stations or applicants
having specified relationships with
networks.
Each Regulation is directed at a
particular practice found by the Commission to be detrimental to the "public interest", and we shall consider

PRESIDENT,

NBC

greatest possible wisdom in the
issuance of regulations which will
enable the broadcasters of the nation to continue to render a satisfactory service to the public. I am
convinced that unless such wisdom
prevails within the Commission,
that the people of the United States
will insist upon a revision of the
fundamental laws governing broadcasting so that the American system of broadcasting as we have
known it will not be impaired.
"I have every confidence that despite the present limitations which
are about to be imposed upon the
broadcasting industry, that ultimately, either through action of the
Commission itself or through Congress, broadcasting will continue as
the greatest means of mass communication, as an effective medium
for the preservation of the morale
of the American public in war
time and as its greatest source of
entertainment in peace time."
BROADCASTING

them seriatim. In doing so, however,
we do not overlook the admonition of
the Commission that the Regulations
as well as the network practices at
which they are aimed are interrelated :
"In considering above the network
practices which necessitate the regulations we are adopting, we have taken
each practice singly, and have shown
that even in isolation each warrants
the regulation addressed to it. But the
various practices we have considered
do not operate in isolation ; they form
a compact bundle or pattern, and thteffect of their joint impact upon licensees necessitates the regulations
even more urgently than the effect of
each taken singly." (Report, p. 75.)
The Commission found that at the
end of 1938 there were 660 commercial stations in the United States,
and that 341 of these were affiliated
with national networks. One hundred
and thirty-five stations were affiliated
exclusively with the National Broadcasting Company, Inc., known in the
industry as NbC, which operated two
national
networks,
the "Red"
and the
"Blue". NBC
was also
the licensee
of
10 stations, including seven which operated on so-called clear channels with
the maximum power available, 50 kilowatts ;in addition, NBC operated five
other stations, four of which had power
of 50 kilowatts, under management
contracts with their licensees. One
hundred and two stations were affiliated
exclusively with the Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., which was also
the licensee of eight stations, seven
of which were clear-channel stations
operating with power of 50 kilowatts.
Seventy-four stations were under exelusive affiliation with the MBS
Inc. In addition, 25 stations were
affiliated with both NBC and Mutual, and five with both CBS and
Mutual. These figures, the Commission noted, did not accurately reflect
the relative prominence of the three
companies, since the stations affiliated
with Mutual were, generally speaking
less desirable in frequency, power, and
coverage. It pointed out that the stations affiliated with the national networks utilized more than 97% of the
total nighttime broadcasting power of
all the stations in the country. NBC
and CBS together controlled more than
85% of the total nighttime wattage,
and the broadcast business handled by
the three national network companies
amounted to almost half of the total
business of all stations in the United
States.
The Commission recognized that network broadcasting had played and was
continuing to play an important part
in the development
of radio.
"The
growth
and development
of chain
broadcasting", it stated, "found its
impetus in the desire to give widespread coverage to programs which
otherwise would not be heard beyond
the reception area of a single station.
Chain broadcasting makes possible a
wider reception for expensive entertainment and cultural programs and
also for programs of national or resignificance which
otherwisegional
have coverage
only inwould
the locality
of origin. Furthermore, the access to
greatly enlarged audiences made possible by chain broadcasting has been
a strong incentive to advertisers to
finance the production of expensive
programs. . . . But the fact that the
chain broadcasting method brings benefits and advantages to both the listening public and to broadcast station licensees does not mean that the prevailing practices and policies of the
networks and their outlets are sound
in all respects, or that they should not
be altered. The Commission's duty
under the Communications Act of
1934 is not only to see that the public
receives the advantages and benefits
of chain broadcasting, but also, so far
as its powers enable it, to see that
practices which adversely affect the
ability of licensees to operate in the
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public port,interest
are eliminated." (Rep. 4.)
Eight Network Abuses:
(1 ) Exclusive Affiliation
The Commission found that eight
network abuses were amenable to
correction within the powers granted
it by Congress :
Regulation 3.101 — Exclusive affiliation of station. The Commission found
that the network affiliation agreements
of NBC and CBS customarily contained a provision which prevented
the station from broadcasting the programs of any other network. The effect
of this provision was to hinder the
growth of new networks, to deprive
the listening public in many areas of
service to which they were entitled,
and to prevent station licensees from
exercising their statutory duty of determining which programs woiud best
serve the needs of their community.
The Commission observed that in
areas where all the stations were under
exclusive contract to either NBC or
CBS, the public was deprived of the
opportunity to hear programs presented by Mutual. To take a case
cited in the Report : In the fall of 1939
Mutual obtained the exclusive right
to broadcast the World Series baseball
games. It offered this program of outstanding national interest to stations
throughout the country, including
NBC and CBS affiliates in communities having no other stations. CBS and
NBC immediately invoked the "exclusive affiliation" clauses of their
agreements with these stations, and
as a result thousands of persons in
many sections of the country were unable to hear the broadcasts of the
games.
"Restraints having this effect", the
Commission observed, "are to be condemned as contrary to the public interest irrespective of whether it be
assumed that Mutual programs are of
equal, superior, or inferior duality. The
important consideration is that station
licensees are denied freedom to choose
the programs which they believe best
suited to their needs ; in this manner
the duty of a station licensee to or>erate in the public interest is defeated.
. . . Our conclusion is that the disadvantages resulting from these exclusive arrangements far outweigh any
advantages. A licensee station does
not operate in the public interest when
it enters into exclusive arrangements
which prevent it from giving the public the best service of which it is
capable, and which, by closing the
door of opportunity in the network
field, adversely affect the program
structure of the entire industry." (Report, pp. 52. 57.)
Accordingly, the Commission adopted
Regulation 3.101, providing as follows :
"No license shall be granted to a
standard broadcast
station having any
contract, arrangement, or understanding, express or implied, with a network
organization under which the station
is prevented or hindered from, or penalized for, broadcasting the programs
of any other network organization."
(2) Territorial Exclusivity
'Not in the Public Interest9
Regulation 8.102 — Territorial exclusivity. The Commission found
another
type
"exclusivity" provision in networkof affiliation
agreements
whereby the network bound itself not
to sell programs to any other station
in the same area. The effect of this
provision, designed to protect the affiliate from the competition of other stations serving the same territory, was
to deprive the listening public of many
programs that micht otherwise be
available. If an affiliated station lejected a network program, the "territorial exclusivity" clause of its affiliation agreement prevented the network
from offering the program to other
stations in the area.
For example, Mutual presented a
popular program, known as "The
American Forum of the Air", in which
prominent persons discussed topics of
general interest. None of the Mutual
Page
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stations in the Buffalo area decided to
carry the program, and a Buffalo station not affiliated with Mutual attempted to obtain the program for its
listeners. These efforts failed, however,
on account of the "territorial excluprovision
in Mutual's
mentssivity"
with its
outlets.
The resultagreewas
that this program was not available
to the people of Buffalo.
The Commission concluded that "It
is not in the public interest for the
listening audience in an area to be
deprived of network programs not carried by one station where other stations in that area are ready and willing to broadcast the programs. It is as
much against the public interest for
a network affiliate to enter into a
contractual arrangement which prevents another station from carrying a
network program as it would be for
it to drown out that program by electrical interference." (Report, p. 59.)
Recognizing that the "territorial exclusivity" clause was unobjectionable
in so far as it sought to prevent duplication of programs in the same
area, the Commission limited itself
to the situations in which the clause
impaired the ability of the licensee to
broadcast programs otherwise available
Regulation 3.102. promulgated to remedy this particular evil, provides as
follows : "No license shall be granted
to a standard broadcast station having
any contract, arrangement, or understanding, express or implied, with a
network organization which prevents
or hinders another station serving substantially the same area from broadcasting the network's p-ograms not
taken by the former station, or which
prevents or hinders another station
serving a substantially different area
from broadcasting any program of the
network organization. This regulation
shall not be construed to prohibit any
contract, arrangement, or understanding between a station and a network
organization pursuant to which the
station is granted the first call in its
primary service area upon the programs of the network organization."
(3 ) Term of Affiliation FCC
Said Two Years Long Enough
Regulation 3.103 — Term of affiliation. The standard NBC and CBS
affiliation contracts bound the station
for a period of five years, with the
network having the exclusive right to
terminate the contracts upon one
year's notice. The Commission, relying
upon § 307(d) of the Communications
Act of 1934, under which no license
to operate a broadcast station can be
granted for a longer term than three
years, found the five-year affiliation
term to be contrary to the policy of
the Act : "Regardless of any changes
that may occur in the economic, political, or social life of the Nation
or of the community in which the station is located. CBS and NBC affiliates are bound by contract to continue broadcasting the network programs of only one network for 5
years. The licensee is bound even
though the policy and caliber of programs of the network may deteriorate
greatly. The future necessities of the
station and of the community are not
considered. The station licensee is unable to follow his conception of the
public interest until the end of the
5-year contract." (Report, p. 61.)
The Commission concluded that
under contracts binding the affiliates
for five years, "stations become parties
to arrangements which deprive the
public of the improved service it might
otherwise derive from competition in
the network field ; and that a station
is not operating in the public interest
when it so limits its freedom of action." (Report, p. 62.)
Accordingly, the Commission adopted
Regulation 3.103 : "No license shall
be granted to a standard broadcast
station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding, express or implied, with a network organization
which provides, by original term, provisions for renewal, or otherwise for
the affiliation of the station with the
network
organization
for a period

WILLIAM

S. PALEY,

CBS ISSUED no public statement
on the Supreme Court decision and
the FCC-Network Case, but William S. Paley, president, sent the
following communication to CBS
affiliated stations:
"In view of the decision of the
Supreme Court handed down this
morning upholding the Commission's power to promulgate network
rules, we shall of course make such
changes in our contracts with affiliated stations as may be necessary.
We feel sure that it is mutually
understood that the new rules will
make no immediate change in our
present network schedule, since the
Commission has publicly stated
that there is no intention to displace present programs.
longer than two years :2 Provided, That
a contract, arrangement, or understanding for a period up to two years,
may be entered into within 120 days
prior to the commencement of such

Time Clauses —
(4) Option
ed Local
Service9
'Hinder
period."
Regulation 3.104 — Option time. The
Commission found that network affiliation contracts usually contained socalled network optional time clauses.
Under these provisions the network
could upon 28 days' notice call upon
its affiliates to carry a commercial
program during any of the hours specified in the agreement as "network
optional time". For CBS affiliates
"network optional time" meant the
entire broadcast day. For 29 outlets
of NBC on the Pacific Coast, it also
covered the entire broadcast day ; for
substantially all of the other NBC
affiliates, it included 8Vz hours on
weekdays and 8 hours on Sundays.
Mutual's contracts with about half of
its affiliates contained such a provision, giving the network optional time
for three or four hours on weekdays
and six hours on Sundays.
In the Commission's judgment thes<
optional time provisions, in addition
to imposing serious obstacles in the
path of new networks, hindered stations in developing a local program
service. The exercise by the networks
of their options over the station's time
tended to prevent regular scheduling
of local programs at desirable hours.
The Commission found that "shifting
a local commercial program mav seriously interfere with the efforts of
alistening
["local] sponsor
up a regular
audience toatbuild
a definite
hour,
and the long-term advertising contract
becomes a highly dubious project.
This hampers the efforts of the station
to develop local commercial programs
and affects adversely its ability to give
the public good program service. . . .
A station licensee must retain sufficient
freedom of action to supply the program and advertising needs of the
local community. Local program service is a vital part of community life.
A station should be ready, able, and
willing
to serve
the needs' of such
the local
community
by broadcasting
outstanding local events as community
concerts, civic meetings, local sports
events, and other programs of local
consumer and social interest. We conclude that national network time
tions have restricted the freedom opof
station licensees and hampered their
efforts to broadcast local commercial
programs, the programs of other national networks, and national spot
transcriptions. We believe that these
considerations far outweigh any supposed advantages from 'stability' of

2 Station licenses issued by the Commission normally last two vears. Section 3.34
of
the
Commission's Rules an'1 Recrulations governin
g Standard
oueney Broadcast Stations,andas High-Freamended
October 14, 1941.
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CBS

"Because the practical effect of
the Commission's new rules will
depend almost wholly on the way
they are administered, we plan to
confer with the Commission and
determine, if possible, the explicit
interpretation which will be placed
upon each rule in connection with
our present operations and contract
relationships with stations.
"In view of the fact that the
Supreme Court disclaimed any responsibility on the good or bad
effect of the Commission's regulations, we are more than ever convinced that the Commission's areas
of authority, and the broadcaster's
areas of freedom should be redefined by the Congress in a new
radio
act."operations under time opnetwork
tions. We find that the optioning of
time by licensee stations has operated
against the public interest." (Report,
pp.The
63, Commission
65.)
undertook to preserve the advantages of option time,
as a device
for unduly
"stabilizing"
the industry, without
impairing
the
ability of local stations to develop
local program service. Regulation 3.104
called for the modification of the
option-time
provision in three re- ;
spects : the minimum
notice period for
exercise of the option could not be less
than 56 days; the number of hours
which could be optioned was limited;and specific restrictions were placed
upon exercise of the option to the disadvantage ofother networks. The text |
of the Regulation follows:
"No license shall be granted to a
standard broadcast station which options for network programs any time
than 56 days'
lessthan
call ontime
to more
subject or
notice,
a total of
three hours within each of four segments of the broadcast day, as herein
described. The broadcast day is divided into 4 segments, as follows:
8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.; 1:00 p.m.
to 6 :00 p.m. ; 6 :00 p.m. to 11 :00 p.m. ;
11 :00 p.m. to S :00 a.m. Such options
may not be exclusive as against other
network organizations and may not
prevent or hinder the station from
optioning or selling any or all of the
time covered by the option, or other
time, to other network organizations."
(5) Obligation
Right to Reject
—
An
of Licensee
Regulation 3.105 — Right to reject
programs. The Commission found that
most network affiliation contracts contained a clause defining the right of
the station to reject network commercial programs. The NBC contracts
provided simply that the station "may
reject a network program the broadcasting of which would not be in the
public interest, convenience, and necessity." NBC required a licensee who
"be able to supprogramon tothat
a
rejected
port his contenti
what he has
the public inin
done has been more
terest than had he carried on the network
CBS
contracts program".
provided Similarl
that ify,thethestation
had "reasonable objection to any spontised
as or
not the
beingproduct
in the ' adversoredthereon
public
program
interest, the station may. on 3 weeks'
prior notice thereof to Columbia, refuse to broadcast such program, unless
during such notice period such reasonable obiection of the station shall
While seeming in the abstract to be
be satisfied.
fair,
these " provisions, according to
the Commission's finding, did not sufficiently protect the
"public
As a practical
matter,
the interest".
licensee
could not determine in advance whether
the broadcasting of any particular network program would or would not be
in the public interest. "It is obvious
that from such skeletal information
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Toss a circus side show, a jitterbug carnival and some DeadEnd kids into a radio studio, and there you have a reasonably exact facsimile of WGAR's
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Sherlock

Holmes or Napoleon may
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[as the networks submitted to the stations prior to the broadcasts] the station cannot determine in advance
whether the program is in the public
interest, nor can it ascertain whether
or not parts of the program are in
one way or another offensive. In practice, ifnot in theory, stations affiliated
with networks have delegated to the
networks a large part of their programming functions. In many instances, moreover, the network further
delegates the actual production of programs to advertising agencies. These
agencies are far more than mere
brokers or intermediaries between the
network and the advertiser. To an
ever-increasing extent, these agencies
actually exercise the function of program production. Thus it is frequently
neither the station nor the network,
but rather the advertising agency,
which determines what broadcast programs shall contain. Under such circumstances, itis especially important
that individual stations, if they are
to operate in the public interest, should
have the practical opportunity as well
as the contractual right to reject network programs. . . .
"It is the station, not the network,
which is licensed to serve the public
interest. The licensee has the duty of
determining what programs shall be
broadcast over his station's facilities,
and cannot lawfully delegate this duty
or transfer the control of his station
directly to the network or indirectly
to an advertising agency. He cannot
lawfully bind himself to accept programs in every case where he cannot
sustain the burden of proof that he
has a better program. The licensee is
obliged to reserve to himself the final
decision as to what programs will best
serve the public interest. We conclude
that a licensee is not fulfilling his
obligations to operate in the public
interest, and is not operating in accordance with the express requirements
of the Communications Act, if he
agrees to accept programs on any
basis other than his own reasonable
decision that the programs are satisfactory." (Report, pp. 39, 66.)

indicated by our democratic processes.
MILLER

McCLINTOCK,

"FINALLY the radio industry is
to have a practical application of
the broadcasting rules promulgated
by the FCC and confirmed by the
Supreme Court. We welcome their
application without apprehension.
"The Mutual Broadcasting System pledges its full cooperation to
the FCC, to the broadcasting stations of the nation and to the
nework industry in the fair and
businesslike operation of these
rules as they now stand or as they
may be amended.
"Mutual's position in this matter
is predicated upon several fundamental policies:
"1. We recognize that the
strength of the American system of
broadcasting lies in the cooperative
relationship between networks and
privately owned and competitive
broadcasting stations.
Service Facilities
"2. We believe that if this private operation is to be perpetuated
as an integral part of our business
structure and as an essential part
of our democratic system of free
The Commission undertook in Regulation 3.105 to formulate the obligations of licensees with respect to supervision over programs : "No license
shall be granted to a standard broadcast station having any contract,
arrangement, or understanding, express
or implied, with a network organization which (a), with respect to programs offered pursuant to an affiliation

PRESIDENT,

MBS

speech, it must be free from governmental controls which go beyond the requirements of orderly
and equitable operation and free
from economic controls which impair competitive enterprise.
"3. We hold that network operation is not an end in itself but a
service facility to the American
public through privately owned
and freely affiliated broadcasting
stations assisting such stations in
the fuller performance of their
duty of serving public necessity
and convenience.
"4. Consistent with the above
principles we stand for such contractual relations between the network organizations and their affiliated stations as will result in the
broadest possible program service
to the public and in the maintenance of competitive enterprise.
"5. Finally, as operators of a national network, we recognize that
we are engaged in a private enterprise which is carried on in the
public interest and therefore
rightly and properly subject to
such community controls as may be
contract, prevents or hinders the station from rejecting or refusing network programs which the station reasonably believes to be unsatisfactory
or unsuitable; or which (b), with
respect to network programs so offered
or already contracted for, prevents the
station from rejecting or refusing any
program which, in its opinion, is contrary to the public interest, or from
substituting a program of outstanding local or national importance."
(6) Network Ownership —
One License to One Owner

7%eGuidin
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the Beacon that Guides.

In business it is intelligence that guides
safely through clouded situations
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Regulation 3.106 — Network ownership of stations. The Commission found
that NBC, in addition to its network
operations, was the licensee of 10
stations, two each in New York, Chicago, Washington, and San Francisco, one in Denver, and one in Cleveland. CBS was the licensee of eight
stations, one in each of these cities :
New York, Chicago, Washington, Boston, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Charlotte,
and Los Angeles. These 18 stations
owned by NBC and CBS, the Commission observed, were among the
most powerful and desirable in the
country, and were permanently inaccessible to competing networks.
"Competition among networks for
these facilities is nonexistent, as they
are completely removed from the network-station market. It gives the network complete control over its policies.
This 'bottling-up' of the best facilities
has undoubtedly had a discouraging
effect upon the creation and growth
of new networks. Furthermore, common ownership of network and station
places the network in a position where
its interest as the owner of certain
stations may conflict with its interest
as a network organization serving
affiliated stations.
In dealings with
advertisers, the network represents
its own stations in a proprietary capacity and the affiliated
in
something akin to an agencyatations
capacity
The danger is present that the network organization will gh'e preference
to its own stations at the expense
of its affiliates." (Report, p. 67.)
The Commission stated that if the
question had arisen as an original
matter, it might well have concluded
that the public interest required severance of the business of station ownership from that of network operation.
But since substantial business inter-

BROADCASTING

"The application of the FCC's
rules will have no revolutionary
effect upon advertising practices,
upon the operations of Mutual, nor
in our opinion upon the operations
of the other networks.
"We shall continue to enter into
affiliation agreements with such
privately owned broadcasting stations as may wish to join the Mutual system.
"We shall continue to contract
with such stations for network
option time and we shall enforce
such agreements in the interest of
systematic efficiency.
"We shall insist upon a meticulous compliance with all contracts
entered into under such option
agreements.
Sees General Benefit

"We shall without exception or
qualification continue to offer to
regular Mutual affiliates a first acceptance of all sustaining and commercial programs.
"Where a particular market is
requested by an advertiser and
Mutual does not have an affiliate in
the market, the program will be
offered to an independent station
or to a regular affiliate of another
network as the advertiser may indicate with right of refusal or
acceptance by the station in accordance with law.
"It is our belief that such offerings will benefit the public, the
stations, the advertisers, and the
networks.

"If in any respect the new rules
fail to serve the interest of these
four parties, Mutual will be among
the first to join with the industry
and public officials in seeking a
more equitable and effective solu-

ests have been formed on the basis o
the Commission's continued toleranci
of the situation, it was found inadvisable to take such a drastic step
The Commission concluded, however,
that "the licensing of two stations
in tion."
the same area to a single network
organization is basically unsound and
contrary to the public interest", and
that it was also against the "public
interest" for network organizations
own stations in areas where the avail-toi
able facilities were so few or of such
unequal coverage that competition
would thereby be substantially restricted. Recognizing that these considerations called for flexibility in
their application to particular situations, the Commission provided that
"networks will be given full opportunity on proper application for new
facilities or renewal of existing licenses, to call to our attention any
reasons why the principle should be
modified or held inapplicable." (Report, p. 68.) Regulation 3.106 reads
as follows: "No license shall bo
granted to a network organization, or
to any person directly or indirectly
controlled by or under common control with a network organization, for
more than one standard broadcast station where one of the stations covers
substantially the service area of the
other station, or for any standard
broadcast station in any locality where
the existing standard broadcast stations are so few or of such unequal
desirability (in terms of coverage,
power frequency, or other related matters) that competition would be sub-
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tantially restrained by such licensing."
(7) Dual Network Operation
Regulation 8.107 — Dual network operation. This regulation provides that:
"No license shall be issued to a standard broadcast station affiliated with
a network organization which maintains more than one network : Provided, That this regulation shall not
be applicable if such networks are not
operated simultaneously, or if there
is no substantial overlap in the territory served by the group of stations
comprising each such network." In its
., Supplemental Report of Oct. 11, 1941,
the Commission announced the indefinite suspension of this regulation.
There is no occasion here to consider
the validity of Regulation 3.107, since
there is no immediate threat of its
enforcement by the Commission.
3 (8) Control of Station Rates
Regulation S.10S — Control by networks of station rates. The Commission found that NBC's affiliation contracts contained a provision empowering the network
to reduce
network
rate, and
therebythetostation's
reduce
the compensation received by the station, if the station set a lower rate
for non-network national advertising
than the rate established by the contract for the network programs. Under
this provision the station could not
sell time to a national advertiser for
less than it would cost the advertiser
'if he bought the time from NBC.
e ln the words of NBC's vice-president,
"This means simply that a national
advertiser should pay the same price
for the station whether he buys it
'through one source or another source,
tit means that we do not believe that
5our stations should go into competition with ourselves." (Report, p. 73.)
The Commission concluded that "it
•is against the public interest for a
''station licensee to enter into a contract with a network which has the
effect of decreasing its ability to compete for national business. We believe
that the public interest will best be
ijserved and listeners supplied with the
jbest programs if stations bargain
freely with national advertisers." (Report, p. 75.) Accordingly, the Commission adopted Regulation 3.108,
twhich provides as follows : "No license
shall be granted to a standard broadcast station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding, express
or implied, with a network organization under which the station is prevented or hindered from, or penalized
for, fixing or altering its rates for
the sale of broadcast time for other
than the network's programs."
Did Congress Authorize
FCC Power in Regulations?
The appellants attack the validity
of these Regulations along many
fronts. They contend that the Commission went beyond the regulatory
powers conferred upon it by the Communications Act of 1934; that even
if the Commission were authorized by
the Act to deal with the matters comprehended by the Regulations, its
action is nevertheless invalid because
the Commission misconceived the scope
of the Act, particularly § 313 which
deals with the application of the antitrust laws to the radio industry ; that
the Regulations are arbitrary and
!capricious ; that if the Communications
Act of 1934 were construed to auIthorize the promulgation of the Regi ulations, it would be an unconstitutional delegation of legislative power ;
and that, in any event, the Regulations abridge the appellants' right of
free speech in violation of the First
Amendment. We are thus called upon
to determine whether Congress has
authorized the Commission to exercise
the power asserted by the Chain
Broadcasting Regulations, and if it
has, whether the Constitution forbids
the exercise of such authority.
BROADCASTING

Federal regulation of radio3 begins
with the Wireless Ship Act of June
24, 1910, 3ti Stat. 629, which forbade
any steamer carrying or licensed to
carry 50 or more persons to leave any
American port unless equipped with
efficient apparatus for radio communication, in charge of a skilled operator. The enforcement of this legislation was entrusted to the Secretary
of Commerce and Labor, who was in
charge of the administration of the
marine navigation laws. But it was
not until 1912, when the United States
ratified the first international radio
treaty, 37 Stat. 1565, that the need
for general regulation of radio communication became urgent. In order
to fulfill our obligations under the
treaty, Congress enacted the Radio
Act of Aug. 13, 1912, 37 Stat. 302.
This statute forbade the operation of
radio apparatus without a license from
3 The history of federal regulation of
radio
communication is summarized in
Herring and Gross, Telecommunications
(1936) 239-86; Administrative Procedure in
Government Agencies, Monograph
of the
Committee on AdminisGeneral's
Attorneytrative
Procedure, Sen.
Doc. No. 186. 76th
Cong., 3d Sess., Part 3, dealing with the
Federal Communications Commission, pp.
82-84; 1 Socolow, Law of Radio Broadcasting (1939) 38-61; Donovan, Origin and
Development of Radio Law (1930).

Intensive

History of Broadcasting
Regulations Summarized
The enforcement of the Radio Act
of 1912 presented no serious problems
prior to the World War. Questions
of interference arose only rarely because there were more than enough
frequencies for all the stations then in
existence. The war accelerated the development of the art, however, and in
1921 the first standard broadcast stations were established. They grew rapidly in number, and by 1923 there were
several hundred such stations throughout the country. The Act of 1912 had
not set aside any particular frequencies for the use of private broadcast
stations ; consequently, the Secretary
of Commerce selected two frequencies,
750 and 833 kilocycles, and licensed
all stations to operate upon one or
the other of these channels. The number of stations increased so rapidly,
however, and the situation became so
chaotic, that the Secretary, upon the

recommendation of the National Radio Conferences which met in Washington in 1923 and 1924, established
a policy of assigning specified frequencies to particular stations. The
entire radio spectrum was divided into
numerous bands, each allocated to a
particular kind of service. The frequencies ranging from 550 to 1500
kilocycles (96 channels in all, since the
channels were separated from each
other by 10 kilocycles) were assigned
to the standard broadcast stations.
But the problems created by the
enormously rapid development of radio
were far from solved. The increase
in the number of channels was not
enough to take care of the constantly
growing number of stations. Since
there were more stations than available frequencies, the Secretary of Commerce attempted to find room for everybody by limiting the power and hours
of operation of stations in order that
several stations might use the same
channel. The number of stations multiplied so rapidly, however, that by
Nov., 1925, there were almost 600
stations in the country, and there
were 175 applications for new stations. Every channel in the standard
broadcast band was, by that time, already occupied by at least one station,
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the Secretary of Commerce and Labor ;
it also allocated certain frequencies
for the use of the Government, and
imposed restrictions upon the character of wave emissions, the transmission of distress signals, and the like.
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and many by several. The new stations could be accommodated only by
extending the standard broadcast band,
at the expense of the other types of
service, or by imposing still greater
limitations upon time and power. The
National Radio Conference which met
in November, 1925, opposed both of
these methods and called upon Congress to remedy the situation through
legislation.
The Secretary of Commerce was
powerless to deal with the situation.
It had been held that he could not
deny a license to an otherwise legally
qualified applicant on the ground that
the proposed station would interfere
with existing private or Government
stations. Hoover v. Intercity Radio
Co., 286 Fed. 1003. And on April 16,
1926, an Illinois district court held
that the Secretary had no power to
impose restrictions as to frequency,
power, and hours of operation, and
that a station's use of a frequency not
assigned to it was
not a violation of
the Radio Act of 1912. United States
v. Zenith Radio Corp., 12 F. 2d 614
This was followed on July 8, 1926,
by an opinion of Acting Attorney General Donovan that the Secretary of
Commerce had no power, under the
Radio Act of 1912, to regulate the
power, frequency or hours of operation of stations. 35 Ops. Atty. Gen.
126. The next day the Secretary of
Commerce issued a statement abandoning all his efforts to regulate radio
and urging that the stations undertake self-regulation.

President (Coolidge) Asked
Radio Law to End Chaos
But the plea of the Secretary went
unheeded. From July, 1926 to Feb. 23,
1927, when Congress enacted the
Radio Act of 1927, 44 Stat. 1162, almost 200 new stations went on the
air. These new stations used any frequencies they desired, regardless of
the interference thereby caused to
others. Existing stations changed to
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other frequencies and increased their
power and hours of operation at will.
The result was confusion and chaos.
With everybody on the air, nobody
could be heard. The situation became
so intolerable that the President in
his message of Dec. 7, 1926, appealed
to Congress
radio
law : to enact a comprehensive

"Due to the decisions of
courts, the
authority of the department the
[of Commerce]
under the law of 1912 has broken down;
many more stations have been operating
than can be accommodated within the
limited number of wave lengths available;
further stations are in course of construction ; many stations have departed from
the scheme of allocations set down by the
department, and the whole service of this
most important public function has drifted
into such chaos as seems likely, if not
remedied, to destroy its great value. I
most urgently recommend that this legislation69th
speedily
enacted."
should be
Doc. 483,
Cong.,
2d Sess.,
p. 10.) (H.
The plight into which radio fell
prior to 1927 was attributable to
certain basic facts about radio as a
means of communication — its facilities are limited ; they are not available to all who may wish to use them ;
the radio spectrum simply is not large
enough to accommodate everybody.
There is a fixed natural limitation
upon the number of stations that can
operate without interfering with one
another.4 Regulation of radio was
therefore as vital to its development
as traffic control was to the development of the automobile. In enacting
the Radio Act of 1927, the first comprehensive scheme of control over radio communication, Congress acted
upon the knowledge that if the potentialities of radio were not to be
wasted, regulation was essential.
Radio Act of 1927
Conferred Wide Powers
^ The Radio
of 1927 created the
Federal
Radio Act
Commission, composed
of five members, and endowed the
Commission with wide licensing and
regulatory powers. We do not pause
here to enumerate the scope of the
Radio Act of 1927 and of the authority entrusted to the Radio Commission, for the basic provisions of
that Act are incorporated in the Communications Act of 1934, 48 Stat.
1064, 47 U. S. C. §151 et seq., the
legislation immediately before us. As
we noted in FCC V. Pottsville Broadcasting Co., 309 U. S. 134, 137, "In
its essentials the Communications
Act
of 1934 [so far as its provisions relating to radio are concerned] derives
from the Federal Radio Act of 1927.
... By this Act Congress, in order to
protect
the national
interest involved in the new and far-reaching
science of broadcasting, formulated a
unified and comprehensive regulatory
system for the industry. The common
factors in the administration of the
various statutes by which Congress had
supervised the different modes of communication led to the creation, in the
Act of 1934, of the Communications
Commission. But the objectives of the
legislation have remained substantially
unaltered since 1927."
Section 1 of the Communications
Act states its "purpose of regulating
interstate and foreign commerce in
communication by wire and radio so
as to make available, so far as possible, to all the people of the United
States a rapid, efficient, Nation-wide,
and world-wide wire and radio communications service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges". Section 301 particularizes this general
purpose with respect to radio : "It is
the purpose of this Act, among other
things, to maintain the control of the
United States over all the channels
of interstate and foreign radio transmis ion and
;
to provide for the use of
such channels, but not the ownership
thereof, by persons for limited periods of time, under licenses granted
by Federal authority, and no such li-

1 See Morecroft,
s of Radio
Communication (3d ed.Principle
1933) 355-402; Terman, Radio Engineering (2d ed. 1937)
593-645.

'SO SOLLY'
Jap Spokesman Slips — Once;
Tojo Uses Hook
PSYCHOLOGICAL warfare
waged on the shortwave beams between the United States and Japan apparently claimed its first
human casualty recently with the
disappearance of John Holland,
renegade Australian newsman
heard regularly on Radio Tokyo.
Mr. Holland, engrossed in telling the American public that Russians are ingrates, artlessly commented, "When the question of
who won the war arises, the Russian people will give the United
States no credit." Not so artless,
however, was William Winter,
news analyst for CBS and the
OWI Overseas Branch, as well as
other OWI West Coast commentators.
Americansadmission
pounded of
at inevitable
Holland's
unwitting
allied victory. Tojo broadcast transcriptions of the renegade's earlier
talks,
been
heard but
live Mr.
sinceHolland
March hasn't
20.
cense shall be construed to create any
right, beyond the terms, conditions,
and periods of the license." To that
end a Commission composed of seven
members was created, with broad licensing and regulatory powers.
FCC Powers as Defined
In Radio Act of 1934
Section 303 provides :
"Except as otherwise provided
in this Act, the Commission from
time to time, as public convenience, interest, or necessity re-

quires, shall — radio stations;
(a) Classify
(b) Prescribe the nature of the
service to be rendered by
each class of licensed stations and each station within
any class ;
* * * * *
(f) inconsistent
Make such regulations not
with law as it
may deem necessary to prevent interference between
stations and to carry out the
provisions of this Act . . . ;
(g) provide
Study new
uses for radio,
for experimental
uses
of frequencies, and generally
encourage the larger and
more effective use of radio in
the public interest;
(i) Have cialauthority
to make speregulations applicable
radio stations engaged to
in
chain broadcasting ;
* * * * *
(r) Make tions
such
rules and regulaand prescribe
such restrictions and conditions, not
inconsistent with law, as may
be necessary to carry out the
provisions of this Act. . . ."
The criterion governing the exercise of the Commission's licensing
power is the "public interest, convenience, or necessity". §§ 307(a) (d),
309(a), 310, 312. In addition, §307 (b)
directs the Commission that "In considering applications for licenses, and
modifications and renewals thereof,
when and insofar as there is demand
for the same the Commission shall
make such distribution of licenses, frequencies, hours of operation, and of
power among the several States and
communities as to provide a fair, efficient, and equitable distribution of
radio service to each of the same."
The Act itself establishes that the
Commission's powers are not limited to
the engineering and technical aspects
of regulation of radio communication,
let we are asked to regard the Commission as a kind of traffic officer
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policing the wave lengths to prevent
stations from interfering with each
other. But the Act does not restrict
the Commission merely to supervision
of the traffic. It puts upon the Commission the burden of determining
the composition of that traffic. The facilities of radio are not large enough
to accommodate all who wish to use
them. Methods must be devised for
choosing from among the many who
apply. And since Congress itself could
not do this, it committed the task to
theTheCommissio
n. on was,
Commissi
however, not
left at large in performing this duty.
The touchstone provided by Congress
was the "public interest, convenience,
"is
which
a criterion
necessityas
or
", the
as concrete
complicated
factors
for judgment in such a field of deleFCC U. v.S.Pottsgated Broadcastin
authority permit".
ville
g Co., 309
134,
138. "This criterion is not to be interpreted as setting up a standard so
indefinite as to confer an unlimited
N. Y. Central Sepower. Compare
curities Co. v. V. S.,
287 U. S. 12, 24.
The requirement is to be interpreted
by the nature of radio
its context,
by
transmis
sion and
reception, by the
scope, character, and quality of serv. Nelson
Radio
ces. . . ." 289
Bros. viCo.,
U. Comm'n.
S. 266, 285.
The "public interest"
be served
under the Communications toAct
is thus
the interest of the listening public in
"the larger and more effective use of
radio". § 303(g). The facilities of radio are limited and therefore precious ;
they cannot be left to wasteful use
without detriment to the public interest. "An important element of public interest and convenie
nce affecting
the issue of a license is the ability of
the licensee to render the best practicable service to the community
his broadcasts." FCC v.
reached
Sanders by
Radio
Station, 309 U. S.
Commissi
The
475.
470,
on's ed,licensing
function cannot be discharg
therefore, merely by finding that there are
no technological objections to the
granting of a license. If the criterion
of "public interest" were limited to
such matters, how could the Commission choose between two applicants
for the same facilities, each of whom
is financially and technically qualified
to operate a station? Since the very
inception of federal regulation by radio, comparative considerations as to
the services to be rendered have governed the application of the standard
of "public interest, convenience, or
n. 2. y". See FCC
necessit
e
Broadcasting Co., 309 U.v.S. Pottsvill
134, 138
The avowed aim of the Communications Act of 1934 was to secure the
maximum benefits of radio to all the
people of the United States. To that
end Congress endowed the Communications Commission with comprehensive
powers to promote and realize the
vast potentialities of radio. Section
303(g) provides that the Commission
shall "generally encourage the larger
and more effective use of radio in the
public interest"; subsection (i) gives
the make
Commission
specific "authority
to
special regulations
applicable
to radio stations engaged in chain
broadcasting" ; and subsection (r) empowers it to adopt "such rules and
regulations
and prescribe
restrictions
and conditions,
not such
inconsistent
with law. as may be necessary to carry
out the provisions of this Act".
Court Finds No Limitation
To Technical Functions
These provisions, individually and
in the aggregate, preclude the notion
that the Commission is empowered to
deal only with technical and engineering impediments to the "larger and
more effective use of radio in the public interest". We cannot find in the
Act any such restriction of the Commission's authority. Suppose, for example, that a community can, because
of physical limitations, be assigned
only two stations. That community
might be deprived of effective service
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in any one of several ways. More
powerful stations in nearby cities
might blanket out the signals of the
local stations so that they could not
be beard at all. The stations might interfere with each other so that neither
could be clearly heard.
One station might dominate the
other with the power of its signal.
But the community could be deprived
of good radio service in ways less
crude. One man, financially and technically qualified, might apply for and
obtain the licenses of both stations
and present a single service over the
two stations, thus wasting a frequency
otherwise available to the area. The
language of the Act does not withdraw
such a situation from the licensing and
regulatory powers of the Commission,
and there is no evidence that Congress did not mean its broad language
to carry the authority it expresses.
In essence, the Chain BroadcastingRegulations represent a particularization of the Commission's conception of
the "public interest" sought to be
safeguarded by Congress in enacting
the Communications Act of 1934. The
basic consideration of policy underlying the Regulations is succinctly stated
in its Report: "With the number of
radio channels limited by natural factors, the public interest demands that
those who are entrusted with the available channels shall make the fullest
and most effective use of them. If a
licensee enters into a contract with a
network organization which limits his
ability to make the best use of the
radio facility assigned him, he is not
' serving the public interest . . . The
' net effort [of the practices disclosed
by the investigation] has been that
broadcasting service has been maintained at a level below that possible
under a system of free competition.
Having so found, we would be remiss
in our statutory duty of encouraging
'the larger and more effective use of
radio in the public interest' if we
were to grant licenses to persons who
persist in these practices." (Report,
pp. 81, 82.)
'Act Gave Commission
Expansive Powers9
We would be asserting our personal
views regarding the effective utilization of radio were we to deny that
the Commission was entitled to find
that the large public aims of the
Communications Act of 1934 comprehend the considerations which moved
the Commission in promulgating the
Chain Broadcasting Regulations. True
enough, the Act does not explicitly say
that the Commissionshall have power
to deal with network practices found
inimical to the public interest. But
Congress was acting in a field of regulation which was both new and dynamic. "Congress moved under the spur
of a widespread fear that in the absence of governmental control the
public interest might be subordinated
to monopolistic domination in the
broadcasting field." FCC V. Pottsville
Broadcasting Co., 309 U. S. 134, 137.
In the context of the developing problems to which it was directed, the Act
gave the Commission not niggardly
but expansive powers. It was given
a comprehensive mandate to "encourage the larger and more effective use
of radio in the public interest", if
need be, by making "special regulations applicable to radio stations engaged in chain broadcasting". §303
(g) (i).
Generalities unrelated to the living
problems of radio communication of
course cannot justify exercises of
power by the Commission. Equally so,
generalities empty of all concrete considerations of the actual bearing of
regulations promulgated by the Commission to the subject-matter entrusted
to it, cannot strike down exercises of
power by the Commission. While Congress did not give the Commission unfettered discretion to regulate all
phases of the radio industry, it did
not frustrate the purposes for which
BROADCASTING

the Communications Act of 1934 was
brought into being by attempting an
itemized catalogue of the specific
manifestations of the general problems
for the solution of which it was establishing a regulatory agency. That
would have stereotyped the powers
of the Commission to specific details in
regulating a field of enterprise the
dominant characteristic of which was
the rapid pace of its unfolding. And
so Congress did what experience had
taught it in similar attempts at regulation, even in fields where the subject-mat er of regulation was far less
fluid and dynamic than radio. The essence of that experience was to define
broad areas for regulation and to establish standards for judgment adequately related in their application
to the problems to be solved.
No Support

Found

for

'Cramping Construction'
For the cramping construction of
the Act pressed upon us, support cannot be found in its legislative history.
The principal argument is that § 303
(i), empowering
the Commission
"to
make
special regulations
applicable
to radio stations engaged in chain
broadcasting", intended to restrict
the scope of the Commission's powers

Post-War

Plans

Group

Named by GOP
Leader
A 33-MAN committee of Republicans to study post-war problems,
including government finance,
control of industry, and reconversion of war plants, has been appointed by Rep. Joseph W. Martin
Jr., GOP House leader.
Included are eight Republican
members of the House who have
exhibited particular interest in
radio and advertising. They are
Rep. Wolverton, N. J., chairman;
Holmes, Mass.; Wadsworth, Pa.;
Halleck, Ind.; Harness, Ind. ; Dirksen, 111.; Hinshaw, Cal.; Ditter, Pa.
to the technical and engineering aspects of chain broadcasting. This provision comes from §4 (h) of the Radio Act of 1927. It was introduced into the legislation as a Senate committee amendment to the House bill (H.
R. 9971, 69th Cong., 1st Sess.) This
amendment originally read as follows :
"(C) The commission, from time to
time, as public convenience, interest,
or necessity requires, shall —
(j) When stations are connected by

CULTIVATION

meant.

One bumper sales crop after another is

wire for chain broadcasting, determine
the power each station shall use and
the wave lengths to be used during
the time stations are so connected and
so operated, and make all other regulations necessaary in the interest of
equitable radio service to the listeners
in the communities or areas affected by
chain broadcasting."
The report of the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, which
submitted this amendment, stated that
under the bill the Commission was
given "complete authority ... to
control chain broadcasting." Sen. Rep.
No. 772, 69th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 3.
The bill as thus amended was passed
by the Senate, and then sent to conference. The biU that emerged from
the conference committee, and which
became the Radio Act of 1927, phrased
the amendment in the general terms
now contained in § 303 (i) of the
1934 Act : the Commission was authorized "to make special regulations
applicable to radio stations engaged
in chain broadcasting". The conference
reports do not give any explanation
of this particular change in phrasing,
but they do state that the jurisdiction
conferred upon the Commission by the1.
conference bill was substantially identical with that conferred by the bill
passed by the Senate. See Sen. Doc.
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No. 200, 69th Cong.. 2d Sess., p. 17 ; H.
Rep. 1886, 69th Cong.. 2d Sess., p.
17. We agree with the District Court
that in view of this legislative history.
§ 303 (i ) cannot be construed as no
broader than the first clause of the
Senate amendment, which limited the
Commission's
authorityphases
to theof technical and engineering
chain
broadcasting. There is no basis for
assuming that the conference intended
to preserve the first clause, which was
of limited scope, and abandon the second clause, which was of general scope,
by agreeing upon a provision which
was broader and more comprehensive
than those it supplanted.5
Conviction I\o Prerequisite
To Action Under % 311
A totally different source of attack
upon the Regulations is found in
§ 311 of the Act, which authorizes the
Commission to withhold licenses from
persons convicted of having violated
the anti-trust laws. Two contentions
are made — first, that this provision
puts considerations relating to competition outside the Commission's concern before an applicant has been convicted of monopoly or other restraints
of trade, and second, that in any
event, the Commission misconceived
the scope of its powers under § 311
in issuing the Regulations.
Both of these contentions are unfounded. Section 311 derives from § 13
of the Radio Act of 1927, which expressly commanded, rather than merely
authorized, the Commission to refuse
a license to any person judicially found
guilty of having violated the antitrust laws. The change in the 1934
Act was made, in the words of Senator Dill, the manager of the legislation in the Senate, because "it seemed
fair to the committee to do that". 78
Cong. Rec. 8825. The Commission
was thus permitted to exercise its
judgment as to whether violation of
the anti-trust laws disqualified an applicant from operating a station in
the "public interest". We agree with
the District Court that "The necessary
implication from this [amendment in
1934] was that the Commission might
infer from the fact that the applicant
had in the past tried to monopolize
radio, or had engaged in unfair methods of competition, that the disposition
so manifested would continue and that
if it did it would make him an unfit
licensee." 47 F. Supp. 940. 944.
That the Commission may refuse
to grant a license to persons adjudged
guilty in a court of law of conduct
in violation of the anti-trust laws certainly does not render irrelevant consideration by the Commission of the
5 In the course of the Senate debates on
the conference report upon the bill that
became the Radio Act of 1927, Senator
Dill, who was in charge of the bill, said:
"While under
the commission
would ofhave
the
power
the general terms
the bill,
the bi 1 specifically sets out as one of the
special powers of the commission the right
to make specific regulations for governing
chain broadcasting. As to creating a
monopoly of radio in this country, let me
say that this bill absolutely protects the
public, so far as it can protect them, by
giving the commission full power to refuse a license to anyone who it believes
will not serve the public interest, convenience, or necessity. It specifically provides that any corporation guilty of
monopo.y shall not only not receive a license but that its license may be revoked;
and if after a corporation has received its
license for a period of three years it is
then discovered and found to be guilty of
monopoly, its license will be revoked. . . .
In addition to that, the bill contains a
provision that no license may be transferred from one owner to another without the written consent of the commission, and the commission, of course, having the power to protect against a monopo'y,
give that
such the
protection.
I wish
to
statemust
further
only way
by
which monopolies in the radio business can
secure control of racio here, even for a
limited period of time, will be by the commission becoming servile to them. Power
must be lodged somewhere, and I myself
am unwilling to assume in advance that
the commission proposed to be created will
be servile to the desires and cemands of
great
corporations
of this country." 68
Cong. Rec.
2881.
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ONE BIG HAPPY FAMILY— by courtesy of NBC. This trio of ferames
from the NBC New York office went visiting and stopped to chat with
two officials of the West Coast office. They are (1 to r) Alex Robb, western division manager of package sales; Helen Shervey, business manager of the New York office program department ; Evelyn Hale, secretary
to Frank Mullen, vice-president and general manager; Helen Kellie, secretary to Niles Trammell, president, and Sidney N. Strotz, western dirlsion vice-president. Yes, the ladies saw Hollywood.
effect of such conduct upon the "public interest, charged
convenience,
necessity".in
A licensee
with orpractices
contravention of this standard cannot
continue to hold his license merely because his conduct is also in violation
of the anti-trust laws and he has not
yet been proceeded against and convicted. By clarifying in § 311 the scope
of the
Commission's
authority
in dealing with persons convicted
of violating
the anti-trust laws, Congress can
hardly be deemed to have limited the
concept
interest"relating
so as to
exclude of
all "public
considerations
to
monopoly and unreasonable restraints
upon commerce. Nothing in the provisions or history of the Act lends
support to the inference that the Commission was denied the power to refuse
a license to a station not operating in
the "public interest", merely because
its misconduct happened to be an unconvicted violation of the anti-trust
laws.
Court Concludes 1934 Act
Authorized the Regulations
Alternatively, it is urged that the
Regulations constitute an ultra vires
attempt by the Commission to enforce the anti-trust laws, and that the
enforcement of the anti-trust laws is
the province not of the Commission
but of the Attorney General and the
courts. This contention misconceives
the basis of the Commission's action.
The Commission's Report indicates
plainly enough that the Commission
was not attempting to administer the
anti-trust laws :
"The prohibitions of the Sherman Act
apply to broadcasting. This Commission,
although not charged with the duty of enforcing that law, should administer its
regulatory powers with respect to broadcasting in the light of the purposes which
the Sherman Act was designed to achieve.
. . . While many of the network practices
raise serious questions unc'.er the antitrust
laws, our jurisdiction does not depend on
a showing that they do in fact constitute
a violation of the antitrust laws. It is not
our function to apply the antitrust laws
as such. It is our duty, however, to refuse
licenses or renewals to any person who engages or proposes to engage in practices
which will prevent either himself or other
licensees or both from making the fullest
use of radio facilities. This is the standard
of public interest, convenience or necessity which we must apply to all applications for licenses and renewals. . . . We
c'o not predicate our jurisdiction to issue
the regulations on the ground that the network practices violate the antitrust laws.
We are issuing these regulations because
we have found that the network practices prevent the maximum utilization of
radio facilities in the public interest."
(Report, pp. 46. 83, 83n. 3.)
We conclude, therefore, that the
Communications Act of 1934 authorized the Commission to promulgate
regulations designed to correct the
abuses disclosed by its investigation of

chain broadcasting. There remains for
consideration the claim that the Commission's exercise of such authority
was unlawful.
The Regulations are assailed as
"arbitrary and capricious". If this
contention means that the Regulations
are unwise, that they are not likely
to succeed in accomplishing what the
Commission intended, we can say only
that the appellants have selected the
wrong forum for such a plea. What
was said in Board of Trade v. United
States, 314 U. S. 534, 548, is relevant
here : "We certainly have neither
technical competence nor legal authority to pronounce upon the wisdom of
the course taken by the Commission."
Our duty is at an end when we find
that the action of the Commission was
based upon findings supported by evidence, and was made pursuant to authority granted by Congress. It is not
for
us
to
say that the
will be furthered
or "public
retardedinterest"
by the
Chain Broadcasting Regulations. The
responsibility belongs to the Congress
for the grant of valid legislative authority, and to the Commission for
its exercise.
It would be sheer dogmatism to say
that the Commission made out no case
for its allowable discretion in formulating these Regulations. Its long investigation disclosed the existences of
practices which it regarded as contrary
to the "public interest". The comiuisknew that the wisdom of any action
it took would have to be tested by experience :
"We are under no illusion that the
regulations we are adopting will solve
all questions of public interest with
respect to the network system of program distribution . . . The problems in
the network field are interdependent,
and the steps now taken may perhaps
operate as a partial solution of problems not directly dealt with at this
time. Such problems may be examined
again at some future time after the
regulations here adopted have been
given a fair trial." (Report, p. 88.)
Commission

Not Bound

Inflexibly by Rules
The problems with which the Commission attempted to deal could not be
solved at once and for all time by
rigid rules-of-thumb. The Commission
therefore did not bind itself inflexibly
to the licensing policies expressed in
the Regulations. In each case that
comes before it the Commission must
still exercise an ultimate judgment
whether the grant of a license would
serve the "public interest, convenience,
or necessity." If time and changing
circumstances reveal that the "public
interest" is not served by application
of the Regulations, it must, be assumed
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that the Commission will act in accordance with its statutory obligations.
Since there is no basis for any claim
that the Commission did not fail to observe procedural safeguards required
by law, we reach the contention that
the Regulations should be denied enforcement on constitutional grounds.
Here, as in N. Y. Central Securities
Co. v. U. S., 287 U. S. 12, 24-25, the
claim is made that the standard of
"public interest" governing the exercise of the powers delegated to the
Commission by Congress is so vague
and indefinite that, if it be construed
as comprehensively as the words alone
permit, the delegation of legislative
authority is unconstitutional. But, as
we held in that case, "It is a mistaken
assumption that this is a mere general reference to public welfare without any standard to guide determinations. The purpose of the Act, the requirements it imposes, and the context of the provision in question show
the
contrary."
Ibid.Co.,
See289
Radio
v. Nelson
Bros.
U. Comrn'n
S. 266,
285 ; FCC v. Pottsville Broadcasting
Co., 309 U. S. 134, 137-38. Compare
Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293
U. S. 388, 428 ; Intermountain Rate
Cases. 234 U. S. 476, 486-89; United
States v. Lowden, 308 U. S. 225.

'Radio Inherently Not
Available to AW
We come, finally, to an appeal to
the First Amendment. The Regulations, even if valid in all other respects, must fall because they abridge,
say the appellants, their right of free
speech. If that be so. it would follow
that every person whose application
for a license to operate a station is
denied by the Commission is thereby
denied his constitutional right of free
speech. Freedom of utterance is
abridged to many who wish to use the
limited facilities of radio. Unlike other
modes of expression, radio inherently
is not available to all.
That, is its unique characteristic,
and that is why, unlike other modes
of expression, it is subject to governmental regulation. Because it cannot
be used by all, some who wish to use
it must be denied. But Congress did
not authorize the Commission to
choose among applicants upon the
basis of their political, economic, ov
social views, or upon any other capricious basis. If it did, or if the Commission by these Regulations proposed
a choice among applicants upon some
such basis, the issue before us would
be wholly different.
The question here is simply whether
the Commission, by announcing that
it will refuse licenses to persons who
engage in specified network practices
(a basis for choice which we hold is
comprehended within the statutory criterion of "public interest"), is thereby
denying such persons the constitutional right of free speech. The right
of free speech does not include, however, the right to use the facilities of
radio without a license. The licensing
system established by Congress in the
Communications Act of 1934 was a
proper exercise
of its power
over commerce. The standard
it provided
for
the licensing of stations was the "public interest,
or necessity".
Denial
of aconvenience,
station license
on that
ground, if valid under the Act, is not
a denial of free speech.
A procedural point calls for just a
word. The District Court, by granting
the Government's motion for summary
judgment, disposed of the case upon
the pleadings and upon the record
made before the Commission. The
court below correctly held that its inquiry was limited to review of the
evidence before the Commission. Trial
de novo of the matters heard by the
Commission and dealt with in its Report would have been improper. See
Tagg Bros. v. United States, 280 U. S.
420; Acker v. United States, 298
U. S. 426.
Affirmed.
Mr. Justice Black and Mr. Justice
Rtttledge took no part in the consideration or decision of these cases.
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DISSENTING
Following is the dissenting opinion rendered in the cases:
Mr. Justice Murphy, dissenting.
I do not question the objectives of
the proposed regulations, and it is not
my desire by narrow statutory interpretation to weaken the authority of
government agencies to deal efficiently
with matters committed to their jurisdiction by the Congress. Statutes of
this kind should be construed so that
the agency concerned may be able to
cope effectively with problems which
the Congress intended to correct, or
may otherwise perform the functions
given to it. But we exceed our competence when we gratuitously bestow upon
an agency power which the Congress
has not granted. Since that is what
the Court in substance does today. I
dissent.
In the present case we are dealing
with a subject of extreme importance
in the life of the nation. Although
radio broadcasting, like the press, is
generally conducted on a commercial
basis, it is not an ordinary business
activity, like the selling of securities
or the marketing of electrical power.
In the dissemination of information
and opinion radio has assumed a position of commanding importance,
rivalling the press and the pulpit.
Owing to its physical characteristics
radio, unlike the other methods of conveying information, must be regulated
and rationed by the government. Otheri wise there would be chaos, and radio's
i usefulness would be largely destroyed.
But because of its vast potentialities
as a medium of communication, discussion and propaganda, the character
and extent of control that should be
exercised over it by the government is
t a matter of deep and vital concern.
Events in Europe show that radio
may readily be a weapon of authority
and misrepresentation, instead of a
1 means of entertainment and enlightenment. It may even be an instrument
of oppression. In pointing out these
possibilities I do not mean to intimate
in the slightest that they are imminent
or probable in this country, but they
do suggest that the construction of the
instant statute should be approached
With more than ordinary restraint and
caution, to avoid an interpretation
that is not clearly justified by the coneditions that brought about its enactment, or that would give the Commission greater powers than the Congress
' intended to confer.
Finds No Authority
In Contract Relations
The Communications Act of 1934
^does not in terms give the Commission
. power to regulate the contractual relai tions between the stations and the networks. Columbia System v. United
, States, 316 U. S. 407, 416. It is only
as an incident of the power to grant
lor withhold licenses to individual stations under §§ 307, 308, 309 and 310
jthat this authority is claimed,1 except
I as it may have been provided by subdivisions (g), (i) and (r) of § 303. and
by §§ 311 and 313. But nowhere in
these sections, taken singly or collectively, is there to be found by reason| able construction
or necessary inI ference, authority to regulate the
I broadcasting industry as such, or to
Icontrol the complex operations of the
national networks.
In providing for regulation of the
1 The regulations as first proposed were
not connected with denial of applications
{ for initial or renewal station licenses but
provided broadcast
instead that:
"Noshall
licensee
l standard
station
enter ofintoa
any contractual arrangement, express or
implied, with a network organization",
' which contained any of the disapproved
provisions. After a short time, however,
the regulations were cast in their present
■ form, making station licensing depend
j upon conformity with the regulations.
BROADCASTING

OPINION
radio the Congress was under the
necessity of vesting a considerable
amount of discretionary authority in
the Commission. The task of choosing
between various claimants for the
privilege of using the air waves is essentially an administrative one. Nevertheless, in specifying with some degree
of particularity the kind of information
to be included in an application for a
license, the Congress has indicated
what general conditions and considerations are to govern the granting and
withholding of station licenses.
Thus an applicant is required by
§ 30S(b) to submit information bearing upon his citizenship, character, and
technical, financial and other qualifications to operate the proposed station,
as well as data relating to the ownership and location of the proposed station, the power and frequencies desired,
operating periods, intended use, and
such other information as the Commission may require. Licenses, frequencies, hours of operation and power
are to be fairly distributed among the
several States and communities to
pi-ovide service to each. § 307(b).
Explicit provision is made for dealing with applicants and licensees who
are found guilty, or who are under the
control of persons found guilty of violating the federal anti-trust laws. §§
311 and 313. Subject to the limitations
defined in the Act, the Commission is
required to grant a station license to
any applicant
"if public
interest
or necessity
willconvenience,
be served
thereby". § 307(a). Nothing is said,
in any of these sections, about network
contracts, affiliations, or business arPowers

Cannot

rangemnts.,

Be

'Derived by Implication'
The power to control network contracts and affiliations by means of the
Commission's licensing powers cannot
be derived from implication out of the
standard of "public convenience, interest or necessity". We have held
that :late"the
Act doesof not
to reguthe business
the essay
licensee.
The
Commission is given no supervisory
control of the programs, of business
management or of policy. In short, the
broadcasting field is open to anyone,
provided there be an available frequency over which he can broadcast
without interference to others, if he
shows his competency, the adequacy
of his equipment, and financial ability
to make good use of the assigned channel." Commission v. Sanders Radio
Station, 309 U. S. 470, 475.
The criterion of "public convenience,
interest or necessity" is not an indefinite
standard,
but one
"interpreted byits
context,
by to
the benature
of radio transmission and reception,
by the scope, character and quality of
services", . . . Radio Comm'n v. Nelson
Bros. Co., 289 U. S. 266, 285. Nothing
in the context of which the standard
is a part refers to network contracts.
It is evident from the record that the
Commission is making its determination of whether the public interest
would be served by renewal of an existing license or licenses, not upon an
examination of written applications
presented to it, as required by §§ 308
and 309, but upon an investigation of
the broadcasting industry as a whole,
and general findings made in pursuance
thereof which relate to the business
methods of the network companies
rather than the characteristics of the
individual stations and the peculiar
needs of the areas served by them.
If it had been the intention of the
Congress to invest the Commission
with the responsibility, through its licensing authority, of exercising farreaching control — as exemplified by
the proposed regulations — over the
business operations of chain broad-
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casting and radio networks as they
were then or are now organized and
established, it is not likely that the
Congress would have left it to mere
inference or implication from the test
of "public convenience, interest or
necessity", or that Congress would
have neglected to include it among the
considerations expressly made relevant
to license applications by § 308(b).
The subject is one of such scope and
importance as to warrant explicit mention.
To construe the licensing sections
(§§ 307, 308, 309, 310) as granting
authority to require fundamental and
revolutionary changes in the business
methods of the broadcasting networks
— methods which have been in existence for several years and which have
not been adjudged unlawful — would
inflate and distort their true meaning
and extend them beyond the limited
purposes which they were intended to
serve.
Commission

Not Authorized

To Make 'Drastic Changes'
It is quite possible, of course, that
maximum utilization of the radio as an
instrument of culture, entertainment,
and the diffusion of ideas is inhibited
by existing network arrangements.
Some of the conditions imposed by
the broadcasting chains are possibly
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not conducive to a freer use of radio
facilities, however essential they may
be to the maintenance of sustaining
programs and the operation of the
chain broadcasting business as it is
now conducted. But I am unable to
agree that it is within the present
authority of the Commission to prescribe the remedy for such conditions.
It is evident that a correction of these
conditions in the manner proposed by
the regulations will involve drastic
changes in the business of radio broadeasting which the Congress has not
clearly and definitely empowered the
Commission to undertake.
Objects to Commission's
'Assumption of Authority'
If this were a case in which a station license had been withheld from an
individual applicant or licensee because of special relations or commitments that would seriously compromise or limit his ability to provide
adequate service to the listening public, I should be less inclined to make
any objection. As an incident of its
authority to determine the eligibility
of an individual applicant in an isolated case, the Commission might possibly consider such factors. In the
present case, however, the Commission
has reversed the order of things. Its
real objective is to regulate the business practices of the major networks,
thus bringing within the range of its
regulatory power the chain broadcasting industry as a whole.
By means of these regulations and
the enforcement program, the Commission would not only extend its authority over business activities which
represent interests and investments of
a very substantial character, which
have not been put under its jurisdiction by the Act, but would greatly enlarge its control over an institution
that has now become a rival of the
press and pulpit as a purveyor of news
and entertainment and a medium of
public discussion. To assume a function and responsibility of such wide
reach and importance in the life of
the nation, as a mere incident of its
duty to pass on individual applications
for permission to operate a radio station and use a specific wave length, is
an assumption of authority to which
I am not willing to lend my assent.
Suggests 'Clear Mandate
From the Congress'
Again I do not question the need of
regulation in this field, or the authority
of the Congress to enact legislation
that would vest in the Commission
such power as it requires to deal with
the problem, which it had defined and
analyzed in its report with admirable
lucidity. It is possible that the remedy
indicated by the proposed regulations
is the appropriate one, whatever its
effect may be on the sustaining programs, advertising contracts, and other
characteristics of chain broadcasting
as it is now conducted in this country.
I do not believe, however, that the
Commission was justified in claiming
the responsibility and authority it has
assumed to exercise without a clear
mandate from the Congress.
An examination of the history of
this legislation convinces me that the
Congress did not intend by anything
in § 303, or any other provision of the
Act to confer on the Commission the
authority it has assumed to exercise
by the issuance of these regulations.
Section 303 is concerned primarily
with technical matters, and the subjects of regulation authorized by most
of its subdivisions are exceedingly
specific — so specific in fact that it is
reasonable to infer that, if Congress
had intended to cover the subject of
network contracts and affiliations, it
would not have left it to dubious implications from general clauses, lifted
out of context, in subdivisions (g),
(i) and (r). I am unable to agree
that in authorizing the Commission in
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DROPS
LIBEL CASE
WITHDRAWAL
of a $200,000
libel suit against Walter Winchell,
columnist and commentator for the
Andrew Jergens Co. (hand lotion)
on the BLUE, Sunday 9-9:15 p.m.,
was announced last week by attorneys for Mrs. Eleanor M. Patterson, publisher of the Washington
Times-Herald.
Suit had been filed last fall by
R. H. Yeatman and Simon E. Sibeloff, as attorneys for Mrs. Patterson, over WinchelPs comments on a
Times-Herald editorial dealing with
U. S. foreign policy.
Mrs. Patterson's attorneys explained
that Winchell
in a had
pre-trial
examination
disclaimed
any intention or desire to besmirch
or harm the paper. The attorneys
also said that Mrs. Patterson felt
no good purpose could be served
by further prosecution since, under
Winchell's radio contract, the Jergens Company must bear the burden and the liability for all expenses, including lawyer's fees.
§ 303(g) to study new uses for radio,
provide for experimental use of frequencies, and "generally encourage the
larger and more effective use of radio
in the public
wasCongress
the intention or the interest",
purpose ofitthe
to confer on the Commission the regulatory powers now being asserted.
Manifestly that subdivision dealt with
experimental
development
workand
—
technical and and
scientific
matters,
the construction of its concluding
clause should be accordingly limited
to those considerations. Nothing in its
legislative history suggests that it had
any broader purpose.
Interference Problem
Showed Congress' Intent
It was clearly not the intention of
the Congress by the enactment of
§ 303 (i), authorizing the Commission
"to make snecial regulations applicable to radio stations engaged in
chain broadcasting", to invest the Commission with the authority now claimed
over network contracts. This section
is a verbatim reenactment of § 4(h)
of the Radio Act of 1927. and had its
origin in a Senate amendment to the
bill which became that Act. In its
original form it provided that the Commission, from time to time, as public
convenience, interest, or necessity required, should :
"When stations are connected by wire
for chain broadcasting, [the Commission
should] determine the power each station
shall use and the wave lengths to be used
during the time stations are so connected
and so operated, and make all other regulations necessary in the interest of equitable radio service to the listeners in the
communities or areas affected by chain
broadcasting."
It was evidently the purpose of this
provision to remedy a situation that
was described as follows by Senator
Dill (who was in charge of the bill in
the Senate) in questioning a witness
at the hearings of the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce:
"... During the past few months there
has grown up a system of chain broadcasting, extending over the United States
a great deal of the time. I say a great
deal of the time — many nights a month —
and the stations that are connected are of
such widely varying meter lengths that the
ordinary radio set that reaches out any
distance is unable to get anything but that
one program, and so, in effect, that one
program monopolizes the air. I realize it is
somewhat of a technical engineering problem, but it has seemed to many people,
at :east many who have written to me.
that when stations are carrying on chain
programs that they might be limited to
the use of wave lengths adjoining or near
enough to one another that they would not
cover the entire dial. I do not know whether
BROADCASTING

legislation ought to restrict that or whether
it had better be done by regulations of the
department. I want to get your opinion as
to the advisability in some way protecting people who want to hear some other
program than the one being broadcasted
by
chain Senate
broadcast."
(Reportonof Interstate
Hearings
Before
Committee
Commerce on S. 1 and S. 1754, 69th Cong
1st Sess. (1926) p. 123.
In other words, when the same program was simultaneously broadcast by
chain stations, the weaker independent
stations were drowned out because of
the high power of the chain stations.
With the receiving sets then commonly
in use, listeners were unable to get
any program except the chain program.
It was essentially an interference
problem. In addition to determining
power and wave length for chain stations, it would have been the duty of
the Commission, under the amendment,
to make other regulations necessary
for "equitable radio service to the listeners in the communities or areas
affected by chain broadcasting."
Should

Not Be 'Interpreted .

The of
last Context'
clause should not be interOut
preted out of context and without relation to the problem at which the
amendment was aimed. It is reasonably
construed as simply authorizing the
Commission to remedy other technical
problems of interference involved in
chain broadcasting in addition to
power and wave length by requiring
special types of equipment, controlling
locations, etc. The statement in the
Senate Committee Report that this
provision
gave the
plete authority
... Commission
to control "comchain
broadcasting" (S. Rep. No. 772, 69th
Cong., 1st Sess., p. 3) must be taken
as meaning that the provision gave
complete authority with respect to the
specific problem which the Senate intended to meet, a problem of technical
interference.
While the form of the amendment
was simplified in the Conference Committee so as to authorize the Commission "to make special regulations applicable to radio stations engaged in
chain broadcasting", both Houses were
assured in the report of the Conference
Committee that "the jurisdiction conferred in this paragraph is substantially the same as the jurisdiction
conferred upon the Commission by . . .
the 200.
Senate
(Sen.p. Doc.
No.
69thamendment."
Cong.. 2d Sess.,
17:
H. Rep. No. 1886. 09th Cong., 2d Sess..
p. 17). This is further borne out by a
statement of Senator Dill in discussing
floor
:
the conference
report on the Senate
"What is happening today is that the
National Broadcasting Co., which is a part
of the great Radio Trust, to say the least,
if not a monopoly, is hooking up stations
in every community on their various wave
lengths with high powered stations and
sending one program out, and they are
forcing the little stations off the board so
that the people cannot hear anything except the one program.
"There is no power today in the hands
of the Department of Commerce to ston
that practice. The radio commission will
have the power to regulate and prevent it
and
independents a chance." (68
Cong.give
Rec.the3031.)
Section 303 (r) is certainly no basis
for inferring that the Commission is
empowered to issue the challenged
regulations. This subdivision is not an
independent grant of power, but only
an authorization to: "Make such rules
and regulations and prescribe such restrictions and conditions, not inconsistent with law, as may be necessary
to carry out the provisions of this
Act." There is no provision in the Act
for the control of network contractual
arrangements by the Commission, and
consequently § 303 (r) is of no consequence here.
To the extent that existing network
practices may have run counter to the
anti-trust laws, the Congress has ex• Broadcast

Advertising

pressly provided the means of dealing
with the problem. The enforcement of
5 those laws has been committed to the
courts and other law enforcement
, agencies. In addition to the usual
penalties prescribed by statute for
■ their violation, however, the Commis- sion has been expressly authorized by
§ 311 to refuse a station license to
any person "finally adjudged guilty b3
. a Federal court" of attempting unlawfully tomonopolize radio communi1 cation. Anyone under the control of
such a person may also be refused a
license. And whenever a court has or■ tiered the revocation of an existing license, as expressly provided in § 313,
a new license may not be granted by
the Commission to the guilty party or
i to any person under his control.
In my opinion these provisions (§§
311 and 313) clearly do not and were
• not intended to confer independent
- authority on the Commission to supervise network contracts or to enforce
competition between radio networks by
withholding licenses from stations, and
do not justify the Commission in refusing alicense to an applicant otherwise qualified, because of business arrangements that may constitute an
unlawful restraint of trade, when the
' applicant has not been finally adjudged
' guilty of violating the anti-trust laws,
and is not controlled by one so adjudged.
Congress7 Intentions
Made Clear Elsewhere
The conditions disclosed by the Com
if they
mission's investigation,
j correction,
should be met,
not require
by the
invention of authority where none is
available or by diverting existing
powers out of their true channels and
using them for purposes to which they
' were not addressed, but by invoking
the aid of the Congress or the service of
11 agencies that have been entrusted with
the enforcement of the anti-trust laws.
In other fields of regulation the Congress has made clear its intentions. It
I has not left to mere inference and
guess-work the existence of authority
to order broad changes and reforms in
' the national economy or the structure
arrangements in the Pubj of business
lic Utility Holding Company Act, 49
1 Stat. 803, the Securities Act of 1933.
i 48 Stat. 74, the Federal Power Act, 49
Stat. 838, and other measures of simi\ lar character. Indeed the Communicacogentdidintercontains
Act itselfthat
tions evidence
not
Congress
:J nal
intend to grant power over network
' contractual arrangements to the Commission. In i 215(c) Of Title II, deal—

ing with common carriers by wire and
radio. Congress provided:
"The tractsCommission
shall examine
of common carriers
subject a'.l
to conthis
Act which prevent the other party thereto
from dealing with another common carrier subject to this Act. and shall report
its findings to Congress, together with its
recommendations as to whether additional
legislation on this subject is cesirable."
Congress had no difficulty here in expressing the possible desirability of
regulating a type of contract roughly
similar to the ones with which we are
now concerned, and in reserving to
itself the ultimate decision upon the
matters of policy involved. Insofar as
the Congress deemed it necessary in this
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legislation to safeguard radio broad
casting against, arrangements that are
offensive to the anti-trust laws or monopolistic in nature, it made specific
provision in §§ 311 and 313. If the
existing network contracts are deemed
objectionable because of monopolistic
or other features, and no remedy is
presently available under these provisions, the proper course is to seek
amendatory legislation from the Congress, not to fabricate authority by
ingenious reasoning based upon provisions that have no true relation to the
specific problem.
Mr. Justice Roberts agrees with
these views.

Edwin Hughes Honored
EDWIN HUGHES, president of
National Music Council, has been
awarded a citation of merit by National Assn. for American Composers and Conductors, for outstanding services to American music during the 1942-43 season.
Award, which will be presented at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
York, May 14, calls special attention to the Music Council's surveys on orchestral programs in relation to native compositions.

FOR

CAMPAIGN
THEMES

'"This campaign's got a terrific angle:
Where did you get it?"
"Well, most of it was developed
from an idea I got out of a recent
Printers' Ink story on Farm Morale.
It seemed applicable to the bottling
business, so I used it. Why the

"It's funny, Bill Jones of the
smile?"

'

Chronicle called my attention to a phase of that article
in connection with our textile accounts in both urban

space man and his account, or
an agency-client conversation. It
could be anyone antl everyone
who knows be can do a better

and foreign language markets, shortly after I had suggested that it had a swell
thought for our chicle people to use

selling job with the help of

in radio, and now you. Doesn't the
usefulness of Printers'
< -i 1Ink everstop?"'
This little scene may be taking
place in your office right now. It
might be a sales antl ad manager
instead of the copy and accounts
men( we pictured. It could be a
publisher and his assistant — a

Printers' Ink.
This is normal usage for
Printers' Ink material, for P. I.
builds this usage, this wealth of
ideas and information, into all its
articles. This interpretive editorial policy delivering the "'knowhow" and "know-why" of advertising, management and sales,
provides the vital "difference"
that makes Printers' Ink the
most quoted voice in the industry.

Ink
Printers'
...THE VOICE OF ADVERTISING
always

heard,

often quoted, never

ignored

Lane

Bryant Test
LANE BRYANT, New York, womchain, has started
| en's apparel
, Melody Playhouse, six-weekly quari ter-hour variety program on WLIB,
to promote Brooklyn
Brooklyn,
' branch, which has not used radio
1 previously. Time purchase is a test
and includes an addi. campaign, half-hour
broadcast of the
tional
' program.
Several
Lane Bryant
stores in other localities have used
spots for mail order business. Lane
Bryant agency is Cramer-TobiasMeyer, N. Y.

MBS

Billings Up

i MUTUAL'S
billings
for April
1 showed an increase of 6.3% over
\ the figure for the same month last
year, while billings for the first
li quarter of 1943 represented a deI crease of 5.1% over a similar perithe first
\ od in 1942. Figure for stands
at
four months of this year
$3,721,640, compared to $3,920,986
last year. April billings were $961,918 this year and $904,845 the previous year.
BROADCASTING
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AMERICAN broadcasting has a new business
manager — the FCC. The sweeping and allembracing decision of the Supreme Court
affirms the philosophy of the FCC majority
that, Congressional intent to the contrary,
broadcasters are not competent to handle their
own business affairs.
It is a neat victory — its greatest — for the
FCC majority. We think it constitutes the most
dangerous blow yet struck to the freedom of
American broadcasting. Worse than that, it
sanctions a most hazardous experiment in the
nation's hour of greatest trial. The FCC, as far
as broadcasting goes, is now omnipotent. The
Sanders opinion, excluding the FCC from regulating business aspects of broadcasting, is out
the window — reversed and stripped of all its
power by the same court that decreed it a
couple of years ago.
'In the Public Interest'

The decision transcends any mere question
of network contracts. It invests the Commission with plenary powers over all station activities. The FCC appears to have a one-way
street on almost every conceivable phase of
station operation, save possibly direct censorship. Newspaper ownership, multiple ownership, rates, rebates and discounts, program
policies — all conceivably fall within its regulatory pale. After the war, there will be other
radio media— television, FM, facsimile— all subject to what the FCC may construe to be "in
the public interest, convenience or necessity."
Right or wrong, the nation's court of last resort has ruled, by a 5-2 vote, in favor of the
FCC. There can be no more exclusive network
contracts; option-time becomes a relic of the
past. A station may have "first call" on the
programs of a particular network for particular segments of the broadcast day. How sustaining programs will be cleared, however, is
a mystery. And how the Government will be
able to get, through the networks, guaranteed
clearance for its war effort programming also
is a problem.
As things stand now, networks and stations
must reweave the whole fabric of their business
operation to meet whatever deadline the FCC
may establish. Taking cognizance of the times,
and of a watchful Congressional eye, we naturally assume the FCC will allow time for re-
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Malice

or

Fear

adjustment — certainly a reasonable time.
But the FCC can move in almost any direction at will under the broad authority vested
in it by the Supreme Court majority. Nothing
can happen until June 14 — the date the court's
mandate becomes effective.
The reasoning of the court majority is difficult to fathom, though it sounds plausible
enough, if read without knowledge of the facts.
On the other hand, the minority — Justices
Murphy and Roberts — read out of the Congressional debates and the background the clearcut Congressional intent that the FCC should
have no control over the contractual relations
of stations and networks.
More striking is that fact that both majority
and minority commended the industry to Congress. Justice Frankfurter, speaking for the
majority said the networks selected "the
wrong forum". The minority said flatly the
Commission had no authority to invoke the
rules "without a clear mandate from Congress".
Only Avenue

of Redress

Thus the Supreme Court, both majority and
minority, points to Congress as the only avenue of redress. That has been obvious from the
start of the FCC's arrogation a half-dozen
years ago of powers not contemplated in the
law. The industry hasn't been united. The FCC
majority has resented overtures for new legislation, which would clearly define the wishes
of the people as expressed through Congress.
In these columns over the years there has
been an unbroken, unremitting plea that Congress be petitioned for new legislation to fit
the changed conditions surrounding so active
and dynamic an art and industry as radio.
The majority of the court swings the balance
in favor of the FCC's majority by an ingenious
definition of the phrase "public interest, convenience or necessity", a yardstick incapable
of precise definition. Yet by deploying it to
reach a desired result, the broadcasting industry is thrown virtually into the class of common carrier operation.
There was never more compelling argument
for clear cut expression from Congress. Radio
has gone a long way since the existing provisions of law were written 16 years ago. So has
radio regulation.
The White-Wheeler Bill is pending before

a Senate subcommittee, with hearings scheduled this month. It's co-author, Senator White
(R-Me.), as a member of the House, was coauthor of the original Radio Act of 1927, which
the Supreme Court majority now has interpreted. He knew the Congressional intent. He
was there. He wrote most of it. He knew the
Radio Commission, predecessor of the FCC
was never endowed with the broad powers the
FCC majority invented.
The Cox Select Committee of the House is
investigating the FCC. Contrary to some
rumor, it appears to be doing an objective job.
It is conducting the most exhaustive investigation of the FCC yet undertaken. It will be in a
position to make legislative recommendations.
It has not indulged in muck-raking or headline
hunting, and evidently doesn't propose to. A
capable attorney heads its legal staff. It is the
duty of the industry for its salvation and selfpreservation (and by invitation of the Court)
to go to Congress for a new mandate.
United Front Needed

The industry must present a united front in
the legislative approach. Networks and stations are not working at cross-purposes. The
networks must have facilities to sell and programs to build, commercial as well as sustaining. The stations have thrived by virtue of network affiliation, despite inequities that admittedly have existed.
President Miller McClintock of Mutual has
taken a fine, conciliatory attitude. He views
the rules without apprehension. He pledges a
fair and businesslike operation. That's a distinct departure from the position of that network before Mr. McClintock took over its helm.
Preparatory to full-scale revision of the law,
one other avenue is open. On June 13, 1938,
Senator Wheeler, chairman of the Senate Committee handling radio legislation, introduced a j
resolution expressing it as the sense of the
Senate that power above 50,000 watts should
not be granted by the FCC. That resolution
was adopted by the Senate and forcibly eliminated the superpower issue.
Senator Wheeler is the co-author of the
pending bill to amend the Communications Act
on which hearings begin May 25. In the light
of the Supreme Court opinions, majority and
minority alike, of the doubt as to Congressional intent, of the pending legislation, and of
the House investigation, why shouldn't a resolution of the same pattern issue from Congress
—a simple mandate that the FCC should not
invoke any of its network rules until Congress
disposes of the pending legislation?
The broadcasting industry has never faced
a more difficult trial than that awaiting introduction of the FCC's rules under the plenary
powers it now wields. The industry must act
without rancor or malice and above all without
fear. The ability of the industry to serve the
public as a free, unfettered, virile, aggressive
instrumentality is at stake. If the law remains
as interpreted, radio must become a servile,
shackledmental
pawn
agency. of an overly-solicitous GovernAn industry can live with a bad law under
good administration, or perhaps with a good
law under hit-and-miss administration. But no
industry can live long with a bad law under
bad administration. The spearhead of the drive
for industry salvation can go but one wayunqualified and absolute support of the WhiteWheeler Bill and the House Committee inquiry.
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NOTES

LT. SETH DENNIS, of the BLUE"s
sales promotion department, has completed Ordnance Officer Candidate
School and has been assigned to the
staff and faculty of the Ordnance
School, Aberdeen. Md. He will write
and edit technical manuals.
RICHARD HUBBELL, television
consultant for Fortune Magazine and
formerly in charge of television production at CBS. will be speaker of the
evening at the annual dinner meeting
of Advertising Women of New York,
at Town Hall Club, May 20.
ROLLIE WILLIAMS and Robert
Carpenter have resigned as account
executives of KMOX, St. Louis. Mr.
Williams has gone with the St. Louis
Trust Co., while Mr. Carpenter is in
Washington, D. C, for instructions as
a Red Cross overseas Recreational Director.
VICK
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as vice-president and radio
director for the agency. Vick will
make his headquarters in the agency's Hollywood office.
Until last week he had been executive producer of radio in Hollywood for the Biow Co., New York
agency. There he had charge of
talent and performance on the
three programs sponsored by Philip
Morris cigarettes — the Playhouse
and Crime Doctor on CBS and
Johnny Presents Ginny Simms on
NBC.
Vick did the same for Eversharp on the CBS Take It or Leave
It and handled spots for Procter &
Gamble's Lava soap, Teel dentrifrice and Bulova watches. In
addition, he set up -new programs
for Biow clients.
In his spare time he turns out
dramatic and musical works. His
play, Cartwheel was selected by
the Oxford U-Press as one of the
"ten best in radio history", while
a recent song of his, "We've Got a
Job to Do", heard on a Fred Allen
program, was purchased by Universal Films as a patriotic finale
for the picture "Private Buckaroo".
He is also author-composer of the
two current hit tunes, "Savin' Myself for Bill" and "Clancy".
Vick (that's his real name) has
crowded a lot into one life. Born
Aug. 8, 1908, in Moundsville, W.
Va., he had a taste of showboat
life in his early years, his parents
having been performers on the
Ohio river between Pittsburgh and
Cincinnati. The family finally settled down in Cleveland where Vick
got his formal education at Cleveland Preparatory College.
Vick got his first taste of radio
in Cleveland as a singer on WGAR.
At the time he was office boy for
the Cleveland Press, having been
hired for that menial job by Fred
later also forsook
Ripley, who
BROADCASTING
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newspaper work for radio and now
is manager of WSYR, Syracuse.
For a while Vick was a combination singer-announcer-director on
the old WJAY, now WCLE, Cleveland, where he acquired one of his
most valued radio skills, "stop
watch" experience. During his summer vacations Vick tried to "crash"
big time radio in New York. He met
John Carlile, CBS production manager, who gave him his first job.
Later he became one of three members of the program board which
selected shows for Columbia network.
He tried his hand at writing
plays for the Columbia Workshop,
magazine articles, comedy scripts
and music. They were good and
Vick was in demand. Stoopnagle
and Budd kept him busy working
on all their scripts when they were
on top of the radio comedy ladder.
In 1935 he produced the Chrysler
Airshow on CBS, Kate Smith's
Bandwagon; in 1936, We, The People; in 1937-38-39 he handled all
of Eddie Cantor's air shows, was
loaned to Rudy Vallee in 1940 for
a timing and reconstruction job on
Sealtest program and in 1941 became producer-director of the Fred
Allen show, when he achieved the
miraculous feat of getting Allen
off the air on time.
Early in 1942 Vick left to become unsalaried producer-director
of Command Performance, the official War Dept. shortwave program
for service men. After the program
was running smoothly, he entered
his recent position with Biow
agency. For four years he was
producer-director of The March of
Dimes programs for President
Roosevelt's National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis.
Vick is married, has two children, Vick Jr., 14, and Virginia
10, and lives in Hollywood. He is a
member of the Radio Writers'
Guild, AFRA and ASCAP. He
says his hobby is gardening.
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CLINTON PRE SCOTT, of the commercial dept. of WSAZ. Huntington.
W. Va., has been transferred to
WPAR. Parkersburg. and Mildred
Chernoff of WPAR has taken his
place at WSAZ.
LEO E. SPAETH, former theatrical
producer and writer, has joined the
sales staff of WCKY. Cincinnati. He
is a graduate of Xavier U. and has
been with the Burroughs Adding Machine Co. and American Sales Book Co.
roy w. Mclaughlin, for 20
years a salesman with the advertising
division of Hearst newspapers, Chicago, has joined the sales staff of
WENR, Chicago.
JUDITH POPE ANDERSON has
":oined the commercial department of
KGVO. Missoula, Mont.- She will continue to appear on the air as the Club
Calendar Reporter and will do copywriting and selling.
WILLIAM R. YENDALL. vice-president of Wilcox Canadian Co., London.
Out., and C. R. Desverine. attorney
and past president of Crucible Steel
Corp. of America. New York, spoke on
May 16 on CPCF, Montreal, on
"Canada and U. S. and Post-War
World", sponsored jointly by Assoc. of
Canadian Advertisers and the American Economic Foundation.
MORSE

SALISBURY, director of information of the Dept. of Agriculture,
last week was named deputy administrator in charge of information of the
Department
by Davis.
War Food Administrator Chester C.

ARTHUR L. FORREST, with NBC
since 1942 in the promotion department, has been appointed manager of
NBC's public service promotion division, succeeding William E. Webb,
commissioned a lieutenant (j. g.) in
the Navy, reporting to Quonset, R. I.,
for indoctrination.
ROBERT L. HUTTON Jr., formerly
of the sales promotion department of
WEAF, New York, has Coined the
sales promotion staff of WJZ. New
York, as a writer, according to John
McNeil, manager of WJZ. Mr. Hutton was formerly promotion manager
of WCCO. Minneapolis, and before
that on the sales staff of Advertising &
Selling Magazine.
JACK H. NORTH, of Aubrey, Moore
& Wallace. Chicago, has been appointed trustee of the Chicago Radio Management Club, replacing Ward Dorrell
who has joined C. E. Hooper Inc.,
New York.
ARNOLD C. BOONE has joined
KMOX, St. Louis, as salesman. He
was formerly with WCKY, Cincinnati.

WOR

SALESMEN

GET
SALES
PRIZES
FIVE WOR salesmen received cash
and War Bond prizes in April as
they hit the .sales path for a 28%
increase over the same month last
year. Bob Wood received first prize
of $100. He made the largest single
new business sales, Plough Inc.,
for sponsorship of Fulton Lewis
five-times weekly.
Other prizes went to Bill Crawford for the largest number of new
business sales; Otis Williams,
greatest number of accounts not on
the New York station for the last
two years; Malcolm Stuart, most
personal calls during first week,
and John Nell, most new business
in second week.
Bonus checks also were given to
George Schmidt, Mr. Nell, Mr.
Crawford and Mr. Stuart, of the
New York office, and Mr. Wood and
John Shelton, of the Chicago office.
New business sales totaled 61,
including contracts from 18 accounts not on the station in the last
two years.
Southard CRC V-P
E. SOUTHARD, sales manager of Columbia Recording Corp.,
New York, since 1939, has been
elected vice-president in charge of
sales, effective
May 1. Starting
in 1916 with the
Aeolian Piano
PAUL

Mr. Southard

Co., Mr. Southard
spent six years
with the Brunswick -Balke Callender Co. H i s
next position was
with
companRCA-Victor
y-s Yecoyd
in. ch3,l*2*G of ttlG

operations and supervisor of Victor's Camden school for distributor
salesmen. He joined CRC in 1939,
where he organized the record sales
department.
Mrs. Edwin M. Spence
ADELLA SPENCE, wife of Edwin
M. Spence, former NAB official and
director of WWDC, Washington,
died in Stuart, Florida last WednesdayFollowing
after a year's
lingering- last
illness.
an operation
fall, Mrs. Spence was removed to
Florida to recuperate, accompanied
by Mr. Spence and their daughter
Anne. A native of Atlantic City,
Jersey.
Mrs. Spence was to be interred in
a family plot at Pleasantville, New
GEORGE DePUE Jr., for the last
three years national sales manager of
WSAN, Allentown, Pa., on May 17 is
joining Headley-Reed Co., New York
station representative, as a solicitor.
Mr. DePue's appointment represents
an expansion of the sales force.
JACK

SPRINGER, in sales and advertising at Portland and San Francisco, has joined the sales staff of
KIRO, Seattle.
TOM WHITE, former commercial
manager of W.IZM. Clarksville, Tenn.,
is now houses
civilian
supervisor of 20
ware-at
in the Quartermaster
Corps
Camp Campbell. Tenn.
MAURICE McMURRAY. on the sales
staff of WHO, Des Moines, before he
entered the Army, is now liaison officer in the War Dept.'s Bureau of
Public Relations, and has been promoted to first lieutenant.
May
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LOWTHER. writer-director-narrator of Mutual's
and production executive Superman,
for other
juvenile programs including the
BLUE's Hop Harrigan,
Mutual's
Highway Patrol, will be and
a guest lecturer during the summer radio courses
of NYU and Columbia U. His special
topic will be script writing for juvenile listeners.
TAYLOR FRAZIER and Del Jackson
have joined the announcer's ranks at
WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va., taking
over duties of James Martin who has
left for WGAR, Cleveland. The new
recruits are being trained not only for
announcing but also news editing and
control operating.
JACK SLATTERY. announcer of
CBS Hollywood, has been assigned to
the weekly Grapevine Rancho, sponsored by Roma Wines on that network.
FRED H. RAGSDALE, former announcer of KOL, Seattle, and KMPC.
Beverly Hills, Cal., has joined BLUE
Hollywood. He replaces Wilson T.
Knight, who resigned to join NBC
Chicago.

BETTY RHODES, star of the weekly
Mutual The Fleet's In, has been
signed for a leading role in the technicolor Paramount film, "Mardi Gras".
BRUCE DENNIS, former publicity
and special events director of WGN,
Chicago, has been promoted to lieutenant senior grade. He entered the
Navy as a lieutenant j.g. last July.

Ginn

Named

ANN GINN, director of women s
activities of WTCN, MinneapolisSt. Paul, has been named state
chief of the household salvage camregionalpaigns,
WPB the
office
announced last
week. Mrs. Ginn
has been state
chairman of the
women's division
of general salvage. Her new
job requires her
Miss Ginn to travel throughout the state, in charge of collection of household fats, tin, and
nylon and silk hosiery. Although
she begins work with her new job
immediately, Mrs. Ginn will continue her acitvities with WTCN,
where she has a daily program,
Around the Town with Ann Ginn.
MARGARET WHITTEMORE, former assistant manager of the CBS
studio building, has been made program assistant to William Robson, a
CBS producer-director. Miss Whittemore joined CBS in 1940 as secretary
to John R. Carey.
LEIGHTON BLOOD, who has been
in charge of publicity for WEAF, New
York, and was formerly in the NBC
press department, has resigned.
DALE STAFFORD, sports editor of
the Detroit Free Press, has begun a
10-minute sports broadcast over WJR.
Detroit, addressed to the swing-shift
workers. The program is aired from
12 :20 to 12 :30 a.m., five times weekly.

BYRUM SAAM. veteran football and
baseball broadcaster, is starting his
own show The Sport Page, Byrum
Saam, Editor on WIBG, Philadelphia,
six nights weekly, 7 :30-7 :45 p.m. Mr.
Saam currently does broadcasts of
both Philadelphia major, league teams
on WIBG and the Atlantic Baseball
Neticork.
CHARLES WRIGHT, program direcNew Haven, is the
fathertor ofofWELI,
a. boy.
,,
GLORIA EILEEN McENRY (known
on the air as Gloria Henry) and
Robert Dale Lamb (known as Bob
Lamb), of the staff of KPRO. Riverside. Cal., were married May 3. They
both came from WDSU, New Orleans,
where Mrs. Lamb, known as Bobbie
Thompson, was a news commentator,
and Mr. Lamb was an announcer and
engineer.
VIRGINIA CHURCH has joined
WEEI, Boston, as assistant to Alice
Santti, traffic manager.
XEAL VanELLS has joined Vineennes, Ind., as announcer.
WYXONAH WINSLOW. formerly of
KUTA, Salt Lake City, has joined
KLX. Oakland, as news traffic man-

ager.
DICK
KOTHE, formerly of WLOL,
Minneapolis, and Pete Lyman, formerly of WTCN, Minneapolis, have
joined
Duluth. the announcing staff of KDAL,

LEWIS A. SMITH, Notre Dame
graduate formerly with WORC,
Worcester, has joined WEIM, Fitchburg, Mass., as announcer.
GENE SOARES has joined WMFF,
Plattsburg. N. Y.. as program director
He leaves WTHT. Hartford, where he
was chief announcer.
EDWARD KRUG, veteran writer
and producer, is production manager
of KWK, St. Louis. He has handled
programs for Lever Bros., Coca Cola,
Philco. Keeker Products, General Motors, and U. S. Tobacco.

DEANE S. LONG has been promoted
from assistant program director to
program director of KXEL, Waterloo,
la. He came to KXEL from WAKr|
Akron, where he was program director.
BILL STROTHMAN, senior announcer atKGVO, Missoula, Mont., is
leaving June 1 to enter the armed
services.

YYON GUNETTE of the announcing
staff of CFCH, North Bay, Ont., has
left to join the Royal Canadian Air
I orce.
RON DUNN has been named special
events announcer at CKGB.
Timmins
Ont., and Simone McFadden. CKGB
secretary, is now doing a
For Ladies Only.
program,

*

**

**

(Corp.
'ARLETON YOU
Hollywood
radio actor, has been NG,
signed to a term
contract by 20th Century-Fox Film
BUD HIESTAND, announcer on the
weekly NBC College of Musical
Ivnouledge, sponsored by American
Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strike cigarettes)
has resigned that post to join OWL
San Francisco.
W <jN,
entered announcer
the Army last
T,9r}lat Chicago,
CAFFERTY,
of
week
Camp Grant, 111.,
as a private.
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<>t KXOK, St. Louis,
has announcer
started a
W^J317^13'
new
program, Sports sP°rts
From A Different
Angle, heard across the board at 10 T.r>
p.m. He will bring leading figures in
snorts to the mike several times each
week. Harry Renfro and Guv Lo^e
have been assigned to the
detense announcing staff, theircivilian
duties to
include broadcasting incidents and dispatching rescue squads and equipment
over the OCD radio system during
blackouts and actual air raids.

BROADCASTING

Super-Boner
EX-PRIZE
FIGHTER Willie Meehan, who keeps his
muscles flexed these days as
guard at KSFO, San Francisco, committed the unpardonable. He bounced a sponsor. Frank Bull, of Smith &
Bull, who signed a contract
for client Seaboard Finance
for two newscasts daily
dropp
in with
commeed
theer,
statio
rcial
n's
manag
Mort
Sidley, to hear the broadcast
Properly indignant with these
two who had not only arrived
late but had failed to register,
Meehan asserted his authority. "Nobody gets past Willie
Meehan without a pass," he
said. But the name Willie
Meehan rang bells for Frank
Bull, and 15 minutes later,
the boys had relived (conversationally) many a DempseyMeehan battle. Happy
though
bounced, Mr. Bull returned
another night to hear the
show.

GEORGE SKINNER from WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va., where he was
special events director, and Austin
W imams, former production manager
\\ SAI, as announcers, according to
Georg
rector.
Biggar<r, have
WLW joined
progrWLWam di' Denve
t£c hre C.
ELIZABETH SORENSEN has replaced Lillian Robinson, resigned as
music librarian of W67NY, CBS' FM
station.
BEX BRADY, who conducts And So
To Brady on WEAF, New York left
last Friday
examina
tion. for his Army induction
FRANCES COREY, who conducts
TJ omen and the War on WQXR, New
York, May
is the
2. mother of a baby girl,
born
FRANK BURKE, for
years with
William Morris Agency,twoChicago
has
opened the Frank Burke Artist Bureau, with offices in Suite 1800A, Merchandise Mart. Chicago. Telephone is
Delaware 4950. Mr. Burke has been
appointed personal representative of
Don McNeill, m.c. of the BLUE Network's Breakfast Club.
COLLEEN MOORE, former movie
star, has joined WGN, Chicago, to
conduct a new late afternoon children's
safety program titled Safety
Legion.
Time.
TOM McINTYRE has been named
news editor of WOR, replacing Floyd
Mack, who resigned to join the OWL
Lucy Kent, until recently assistant to
Maj. George Fielding Eliot, has joined
the news staff.
NELSON BAKER has left the news
department of WFBR, Baltimore to
become news editor of WIBC, Indianapolis. Stan Corley has joined the
WIBC news staff, coming from
W.TWC. Hammond.
JACK LUCAS, announcer of WELI,
Xew Haven, is now taking basic training at Camp Robinson, Ark.
DELTA SNEEN. of Minneapolis, has
joined WFHR, Marshfield. Wise.
STANLEY DIXON has left WGRC.
Louisville, to join KSO-KRNT, Des
Moines,casts to where
Mutual. he will continue broadCHARLEIN CONN, of Vancouver,
B. G. and Vivien Bertnober, Seattle,
have joined the music
library, KIRO,
Seattle.
FRANK P. MANSUY, from WGBI,
Scranton. and Henry Joyner and
Michael Leonard, who left the stage
have joined WNBF, Binghamton, N.
Y.. as announcers.

. Broadcast

Advertising

DWIGHT HAUSER, writer of
Raffles, five-weekly quarter-hour susliiiner on CBS Pacific stations, has
joined the CBS writing staff.
MA J. DICK DIESPECKER, Canadian Army radio liaison officer, and
formerly with CJOR, Vancouver, will
have his half-hour dramatic play
Maple Street produced on the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. national network on May 12. The play is placed in
a desert foxhole in Tunisia, recalls
home town to two soldiers in the foxhole. Diespecker has written other
Canadian radio plays, including the
1942 series Men of War. Major Raymond Massey, famous Canadian stage
star, is slated to play the supportingrole in Maple Street.
ELIZABETH LONG, in charge of
Women's Interests at the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. national program
office, Toronto, is making a transCanada tour in the interests of womprograms, arrived in Vancouver
early en's
in May.
BILLIE BROWN, now heard on
CJOR, Vancouver, recently celebrated
19 years of Canadian broadcasting,
centered mainly about Vancouver.
JACK BANNER, publicity director
of WNEW, New York, on May 13 resigned to join the Maritime Service as
a lieutenant.
CPL. WILLIAM HIPPEE, on leave
from the newsroom of KSO-KRNT,
Des Moines, returned recently from
Camp Claiborne, La., to marry Margaret Chambers, of Des Moines.
STEWART DEAN will resume duties as announcer of WPAA-WBAP,
Dallas and Fort Worth, until assignment to the second phase of flight
training, having just completed the
first part of the CAA course.
GRETL URBAN, daughter of Joseph
Urban, composer and conductor, has
been named manager of the music department of Associated Music Publishers, Inc.
TED LENZ, newscaster, has returned
to KSAN, San Francisco, following
honorable discharge from the U. S.
Maritime Service. Announcer Harry
Doyle has rejoined the staff.
CHUCK KANE, announcer, has returned to KYA, San Francisco.
MRS. INA SHIPPEY, formerly of
the Visalia Times-Delta, Visalia, Cal.,
and Robert Fasson, news commentator^
have joined the news staff of KPO,
San Francisco. ,
YVONNE RIVET has been appointed
assistant to Leopolde Houle, press
and information chief for Quebec
province for the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Montreal.
NORVELL SLATER, announcer of
the Early Birds, WFAA-WBAP, Dallas and Fort Worth, is the father of
a baby girl. ,

Several

Changes

in Farm

Staff Announced By CBC
w. j. Mcpherson, agricultural
economist, has joined the staff of
the CBC farm broadcast department at Toronto. He was formerly
with the Bank of Nova Scotia,
Manitoba Pool Elevators Ltd., and
lately has been secretary to the
National Farm Radio Forum. McPherson replaces Neil M. Morrison,
who has been appointed CBC supervisor of talks at the national
program office, Toronto.
Harry J. Boyle, farm commentator for Ontario and English-speaking Quebec, has been transferred
to the farm broadcast department
of the national program department. He was formerly with the
Stratford (Ont.) Beacon-Herald,
and prior to that farm commentator on CKNX, Wingham, Ont. His
new work will be the coordination
of the CBC's daily regional noon
farm broadcasts to make this service more unified across Canada.
Boyle's place on the Ontario regional farm broadcast is taken by
A. R. Kemp, new to radio, farm
specialist of the Sarina (Ont.)
Observer.

Its

:

. 7ou Hp*

.

NYU Workshop Faculty
ROBERT J. LANDRY, CBS director of program writing, has
been appointed director of the
Summer Radio Workshop of New
York U. for 1943, succeeding Douglas Coulter, CBS director of broadcasts. Earle McGill, a CBS program director, will once again be
in charge of production for the
Summer Workshop, which will be
conducted July 6 to Aug. 13. Included will be lectures by leading
authorities in the radio field, sessions on radio in the classroom,
field trips, and visits to rehearsals
and broadcasts of leading network
shows.
DORIS HASTINGS, secretary to
Thomas Velotta of the BLUE's news
and special features division, has been
made head of the program division of
the
network's
Priscilla
Lombardresearch
leaves department.
the staff of
the program business office to take
over Miss Hastings' former duties.
ROBERT L. McKEE has left the announcing staff of WBBM, Chicago, to
rejoin NBC Chicago, succeeding Fort
Pearson, who has joined the Navy.
MYRON GOLDEN, continuity writer
of NBC, Chicago, has been appointed
assistant continuity editor.
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94 QUALITY
BAKERS
USING
SPOT
SERIES
QUALITY BAKERS of America,
New York, has started a spot
radio campaign to obtain from
housewives and local grocers support for the Government nutrition
program and to promote bread
and Flavo-Range Baking through
94 member bakeries.
Public service angle, including
an attempt to get 75,000 grocers
to pledge themselves as "home
front quartermasters," is an added
feature in the cooperative organization's radio advertising.
Beginning in mid-April Quality
Bakers began distributing spot
announcements to members for
placement on local stations 12 to 15
times weekly. Live spots will be followed by transcriptions now in processing. In the fall shift will be
made to quarter-hour transcribed
programs for about 50 stations.
Last year Quality distributed
announcements for use in a campaign for Flavo-Range on approximately 35 stations [Broadcasting, June 8, 1942].
Store displays, truck posters,
full-page ads in papers and other
media are being used as well as
radio.
Blayne R. Butcher Goes
To Ward Wheelock Co.
BLAYNE R. BUTCHER, executive in the radio department of
Lennen & Mitchell, New York, for
nine years, is joining Ward Wheelock Co., New
York, asrectorradio
dithe latter
part
this
month. of
Among
other duties be
will supervise
the Radio Reader's Digest program, sponsored
on CBS by Campbell Soup Co.
Mr. Butcher
prior to Join.
ing Lennen & Mitchell, where he
has handled such programs as Walter Winchell, Sammy Kaye and
Paul Whiteman musical series, and
the serial Follow the Moon, Mr.
Butcher was night supervisor of
WCAU, Philadelphia, was in the
production department of WLW,
Cincinnati, and had previous radio experience with WBAP, Ft.
Worth; WGH, Newport News;
WLVA, Lynchburg, and WTAR,
Norfolk, Va.
Serials Archived
SCRIPTS of two NBC serial proPepper Young's Family and
When grams,
a Girl
Marries, both authored by Elaine Stern Carrington, have been requested by Princeton U. for inclusion in its Archives of Radio. General Foods
Corp., New York, sponsors the latter program for its various food
products, while Pepper Young is
sponsored by Procter & Gamble
Co., Cincinnati, for Camay soap
and Chipso.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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Swing Repeats Broadcast
RAYMOND GRAM SWING, BLUE
commentator, on May 10 will repeat a
broadcast he made ten years ago in
which he indicted the burning of
books in Germany. Talk will be repeated at the request of the Office of
War Information and the Council on
Books in Wartime.

'EDUCATION'
KDKA

MADE

POPULAR

Pet, 'Adventures in Research', Wins
Adult Interest For School Feature

AN EDUCATIONAL program
which has won instantaneous popularity among old and young alike
is the 15-minute Adventures in
Research, which originates at
KDKA, Pittsburgh. Started on
Jan. 7, 1942, as a local feature, the
"KDKA pet" is now carried by 96
stations in 43 states and Alaska.
KVCV, Redding, Calif., is the latest to adopt the show.
Adventures in Research has become a "national institution of
learning," through the answers to
countless commonplace and intricate questions submitted by the radio audience to Dr. Phillips
Thomas, veteran engineer of Westinghouse Research Laboratories.
When the program was introduced it was designed primarily to
appeal to adolescents. It was conceived as a practicable supplement
to the academic pursuits of youngsters of high school age. But the
questions submitted for Dr. Thomas' solution by husbands, wives and
many of advanced learning soon
indicated Adventures in Research
had attracted a cosmopolitan adult
audience.
KDKA's popular 5:45 p.m. Saturday program was adopted by the
other stations in the Westinghouse
group, KYW, Philadelphia; WBZ
and W-67-B, Boston; WBZA,
Springfield, Mass.; WOWO, Fort
Wayne, and W-75-P in Pittsburgh.
Thereafter its adoption in all sectors of the United States was
rapid.
Today Dr. Thomas is deluged

Walter
As

Guild

Partner

Is Named
in

Agency

WALTER GUILD, vice-president
and radio director of Sidney Garfinkel Advertising Agency, San
Francisco, is now
a full partner in
the firm. Coincidental with the
new partnership
the head of the
agency
has
changed his name
to Sidney Garfield. Name of the

QUIZZER PAUL
SHANNON,
KDKA staff announcer (1), who
interviews Dr. Phillips Thomas on
"Adventures in Research," Saturdays at 5:45 p.m.
with a wide variety of queries
ranging from those which deal with
prosaic household gadgets to
others probing deep into the maze
of science. He is interviewed by
Paul Shannon, KDKA Staff Announcer, who casually asks and
discusses the questions from which
many little-known facts evolve.
Schools in many cities have
adopted Adventures in Research
as a part of their curriculum. They
borrow the weekly transcriptions
that the student bodies may assimilate the wealth of worthwhile
information.
Much credit for the success of
the program must be given to Dale
Jackson, KDKA's "man behind the
scenes," who produces the program.

Stars in Films
NEGOTIATIONS for a Columbia
Pictures Corp. film based on the
life of Al Jolson, were completed
by
the star
of the
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
show,
during
early May.
Withdrawing from his major role
in the RKO film, "Around the
World", Edgar Bergen will devote
full time to his radio commitments
and Army camp show appearances,
it was said. Kay Kyser will be featured.

agency
now
Garfield &is Guild,
Advertising, and
Mr. Guild
new headquarters to provide office
space for increased personnel are
at 660 Market St. Agency now occupies the penthouse floor of the
Pacific
Building. Mutual Life Insurance
Associated with the Garfinkel
Agency for four years, Mr. Guild
is the author of a recent article on
the woes of the spot radio buyer
[Broadcasting, April 5].

CBS foreign correspondent Larry
Lesueur's forthcoming book on Russia
will be titled 12 Months That Changed
the World and will be published by
Alfred A. Knopf, July 12.
BROADCASTING
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KNIGHT
MADE
V-P
OF F-C-B AGENCY

ATHERTON W. HOBLER, New
York board chairman of Benton &
Bowles Inc., is in Hollywood for a
'week's conference with Al Kaye, West
ICoast representative and producer, to
discuss a summer replacement show
for the weekly NBC Maxwell House
Coffee Time, sponsored by General
Foods Corp. (coffee). Current season
ends July 1. with half-hour variety
series scheduled to resume following
an eight-week hiatus.
HARRY M. SAVAGE, formerly in
charge of the script and public relations department of Harry E. Foster
Agencies in Toronto, is now a Pilot
Officer in the RCAF, attached to the
Radio Branch of the Department of
Public Information, Ottawa. He has
been assigned to work with the Adv.
Agencies of Canada and will assist
Jack Horler of Baker Adv. Agency in
; production of a new series of quiz
broadcasts featuring RCAF personnel.

HONOR GUEST Emerson Foote, president of Foote, Cone & Belding,
chatted with network and agency executives at an informal Hollywood
reception tendered him during a West Coast trip. Hollywood hosts
(1 to r), are Donald W. Thornburgh, Pacific Coast vice-president of CBS;
Mr. Foote; Lewis Allen Weiss, vice-president and general manager of
Don Lee Broadcasting System; Don Belding, Los Angeles manager and
chairman of the board of Foote, Cone & Belding; Don E. Gilman, western
division vice-president of BLUE, and Lewis S. Frost, assistant to Sidney
N. Strotz, western division vice-president of NBC.

C. W. CULPEPPER, freelance copy
writer, has joined the copy department
of Hillman-Shayne-Breyer, Los Angeles. Mr. Culpepper will also handle
research.

MARY BURKE, a member of the publicity staff of BBDO, New York, in
1938, has returned to the agency as
assistant to Bill Maloney, publicity director. Miss Burke replaces Mary
O'Neil,
who
is giving
up to
herherbusiness
career to devote
her time
home.
Miss Burke has been active in the
agency field as publicity representative and account executive since leaving BBDO several years ago.
CORDIS WILBER, program supervisor in the radio department of Compton Adv., New York, has been placed
in charge of all daytime serials for
the agency. Joan Geddes, former publicity director, has been named program
supervisor in charge of new programs,
while Lillian Schoen of the radio department replaces Miss Geddes as publicity head.
DOUGLAS V. MARTIN Jr. has
joined the Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis,
in an executive capacity. He is the
originator of the "49th State" definition of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat
market and has headed the paper's
promotion department for 21 years.

ROBERT A. DAVIES Jr., formerly
of George P. Hollinbery Co., station
representative, has joined Donahue &
Coe, New York, as account executive.
EDWARD F. THOMAS has left Carl
Byoir & Assoc. to join the publicity
J» York.
staff of Geyer, Cornell & Newell, New
HOMER GRIFFITH Co., Hollywood,
: has been appointed western represen- tative of KTKC, Visalia, Cal.

MAXINE SMITH, at one time motion
picture editor of the Chicago American
and more recently freelance publicity
writer, has been appointed Pacific
Coast radio publicity director of
J. Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood.
WICK CRIDER, New York publicity
director of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
returns to his headquarters in midMay
following
days' conferences
with West
Coast10 executives
of that
agency.
JOHN DOHERTY, formerly production manager of Franklin Bruck Adv.,
New York, has joined Peck Adv.,
New York.
A. W. NEALLY, former vice-president of Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis,
has joined Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago, as account executive.
JACK W. MURRAY, associated with
Robert E. Clarke & Assoc., Miami, has
joined Donahue & Coe, New York, as
account executive and member of the
service staff.

VICK KNIGHT, who resigned as
executive producer for Biow Co. on
the West Coast in April, has joined
Foote, Cone & Belding as vicepresident and radio director, with
headquarters in the agency's Hollywood office (see 'We Pay Our Refirst assignment
will be spects
the To').
newHisCampbell
Soup Co.
program starring Jack Carson
which starts on a CBS nationwide
network June 2.
Mr. Knight has been in New
York the last few weeks clearing up
his affairs with Biow. His most recent creation was the Philip Morris & Co. program Johnny Presents
Ginny Simms, which has risen
steadily in popularity since it
started on NBC last September.
Since his resignation from Biow,
John Ryder, manager of the agency's Hollywood office, has taken over
temporary supervision of the
Ginny Simms show as well as the
CBS Take It Or Leave It show.
Mathes

Vice-Presidents

DR. 0. L. TINKLEPAUGH, director of research and merchandising,
of J. M. Mathis Inc., New York,
and Howard W. Newton, copy director of the agency, have been
elected vice-presidents. Dr. Tinklepaugh was associated with Lennen
& Mitchell, New York, in research
work, prior to joining present
agency five years ago. Before joining L & M, he served as personnel
director of Vick Chemical Co. Mr.
Newton, who has served as copywriter for several agencies, once
headed an agency in California.
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BRITISH counterpart of
BLUE's Chamber Music of
Lower Basin Street is now
in full swing with the overseas edition under the direction
of James Dyrenforth, an American serving on the BBC production staff. Titled Music Society
of Lower Basin Street, — The British Branch, the series is shortwaved to fighting forces in Europe
Tuesday, 9:35 p.m., London time,
and is also heard on the BBC's
Home Service broadcasts. The English version uses Paul Lavalle's
musical arrangements, which are
shipped abroad in micro-film form.
American program is sponsored on
the BLUE by Jergens Co., Atlanta,
in behalf of Woodbury Soap. Agency is Lennen & Mitchell Inc., N. Y.

Intruders

PROGRAMS
fit&f
Home Front Heroes
New Exchange Service
HEROES on the home front — men
BY LISTENING
to the onLet's
Go
and women who have performed
Victory
Gardening series
WTOC,
outstanding feats on the production
Savannah, Monday through Friday,
line, or in other fields related to
10:05-10:20 a.m., victory gardeners
the war effort — are saluted on Mumay exchange plants of which they
have an over-abundance for other
tual's Double or Nothing in a new
cycle of morale-building features.
plants needed, through a service
Program has honored United Nawhich puts listeners in touch with
tions countries, the armed servothers where an exchange is posices, and war effort organizations.
sible. Other features of the proChief pilot of American Airlines
gram are news on when and what
was singled out for recognition on
to plant, how to lay out a garden,
a recent broadcast. Plannaco Inc.
what fertilizers to use, how to rosponsors the program.
tate crops, pest control, and daily
recipes giving full balanced meal
using fewest number of ration
points. Derst Baking Co. sponsors
the program. Sample scripts are
available on request.
High School Tie-up
HIGH SCHOOL students are radio
markets of tomorrow, was conviction of CKGB, Timmins, Ont., when
it initiated a successful group of
programs by and for high school
youth. The plan embraces a Collegiate Quiz contest; an English
reading contest in collaboration
with the school faculty; a school
of radio for enterprising students;
and now a Collegiate Caravan devoted solely to student activities
and produced by the students themselves. Results: goodwill from tomorrow's buyers, cash from six
sponsors, new station personnel and
generally improved
* # *civic relations.
Rumor Stopper

NATIONAL ADVERTISERS and New York's
numerous nationalities have one thing
in common
They both agree that
WBNX is THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION of
GREATER NEW YORK.
No wonder, then, that WBNX with its 5,000 watts,
directional, plays the dominant role in selling the
5,000,000* foreign-language-speaking-audience of
the world's greatest market.
To cash in on the opportunities of this super-market,
advertise your national products over WBNX, the
Winner of the Peabody Citation for Public Service to
Foreign Language Groups.
* Over 70% of metropolitan New York's population is
foreign born or of foreign parentage.
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TAKING OWI's advice about
"stopping that rumor" WFIL, Philadelphia, has started a special
Rumor Department which functions
as a regular feature of the weekly
program, Sweet Land of Liberty,
sponsored by the Land Title Bank
& Trust Co. Called Foiling the
Phonies, this section of the program presents a dramatization of
some rumor currently going the
rounds and proves it to be groundless. Background material is obtained from the OWI and the
scripts are being made available by
WFIL to interested stations.
*
* *
Best Foot Forward
DANCE exercises have been added
to What's New, Nancy Grey's
women's program at WTMJ, Milwaukee, each week day, 8:30 to 9
a.m. Nancy McKnight, modern
dance exponent, will have charge
of "Your Best Foot Forward", as
the new feature
is known. Six
women will be invited to the studio
each morning to participate in the
dance lessons, which promote physical fitness in wartime. Miss McKnight also will do a newspaper
series to tie in with the broadcasts.
* * *
KNX Open House
CALLING ATTENTION to its
outstanding programs for each ensuing week, KNX, Hollywood, on
April 26 inaugurated a 25-minute
series, KNX Open House, Saturday, 5-5:25 p.m. (PWT). Program
includes interviews with talent
as
well as production staff members
on current shows. Beverly Barnes,
station exploitation director, is
mistress of ceremonies, with Lud
Gluskin musical director.

BROADCASTING

WHEN Betty Wells, operator of Women's Club on KSO,
Des Moines, invited listeners
to enroll as members, she was
amazed to find six men among
the first hundred writing in.
Swing shift, with men home
at odd hours, seems the logical explanation, says KSO.
Yankee Doodle Quiz
INSPIRED by the current controversy overhistory,
students'precipitated
ignorance by
of
American
the New York Times survey, WJZ,
New York, has started a Saturday
program, titled Yankee Doodle
Quiz. Three adults team against
three high school students in the
broadcasts, each of which deals
with a single historical field, such
as transportation, or inventions.
Brief
dramatizations, employing
sound effects and actors, introduce
each round of* questions.
* ♦
Note Quotes
TO ENCOURAGE listeners to
write more letters to servicemen,
and to use space-saving V-Mail,
Singin' Sam, MBS series sponsored
by Barbasol Co., invites listeners to
take part in a "Quote from a Note"
feature.
Listeners
in "quotes"
from letters
from send
servicemen,
and
for each one used on the broadcast,
Singin' Sam will send a $10 money
order made out in the name of the
uniformed man. Agency is Erwin,
Wasey & Co., New York.
❖ ❖ *
Prophylactic
INFORMATION for fruit-growers
of Southern New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania is being given
week-to-week by KYW, Philadelphia. Spotted each Saturday morning at 6:35 a.m. during the regular
R.F.D. 1060 broadcasts, the feature
deals largely with the incidence of
common diseases and insects in specific fruit-growing areas and what
growers can do to prevent damage to their *
fruit*crop.
*
Bonus
BONUS prize of $10 for every
tenth question missed by the Play
'Em or Pay 'Em musicians ties in
with the tenth anniversary of the
Pate Oil Co., sponsor of the show
on WTMJ, Milwaukee, 5:30 to 6
on Sunday afternoons. Listeners
and audience try to stump the
music makers with old and new
song titles, with cash prizes for
every one missed.
* * *
Quartermaster Hour
DEDICATED to the Quartermaster
Corps, WFIL, Philadelphia, has
started a new weekly program
called The Quartermaster Quarter
Hour, dramatizing the needs of our
soldiers fighting on foreign fronts.
It is under the direction of Capt.
Thomas D. Richter, of the Quartermaster Depot in Philadelphia.
* * Help
*
Rationing
WITH
Gremlins demonstrating the
"Do's and
Don'ts" of food planning,
and a Question Box based on
queries from listeners, What's
Cookin\ on KIRO, Seattle gives
housewives advice in meeting rationing problems four quarter
hours weekly at 3 p.m.
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Freedom's Workshop
USING scripts already produced
on other stations, as well as original dramas on the general theme of
America's way of life in wartime,
WNYC, New York, has started
a weekly program titled Freedom's
Workshop. Station has also instituted broadcasts of public recitals
by promising music students, in
cooperation with the music department of the Brooklyn Museum.
Artists compete for a certificate
of merit awarded by a board of
musicians.
♦ ♦ ♦
Local Musical
NEW all-Milwaukee half hour
music show under sponsorship of
Allis-Chalmers Co., of West Allis,
Wise, over WTMJ and W55M, Milwaukee titled, Made in Milwaukee,
makes use of a 22-piece orchestra
and services of Gertrude Bartlet,
dramatic soprano. Program originates on stage of the studio auditorium.
* * *
Immortal Voices
REVIVING the great singers of
the past, WWL, New Orleans, last
week started Immortal Voices, a
program made possible when a New
Orleans music lover, Theodore
Baptist, placed at the station's disposal a collection of 3,000 classical
records dating back to the first
days of voice recording. Continuity
is by Terry Brick.
♦ ♦ ♦
Reverse English
LISTENERS are given the chance
\ to hear the professors answer the
questions for a change in the new
Profs Are Human program on
KGO, San Francisco. Each week a
board of three professors, chosen
from Stanford, U. of California and
local colleges in San Francisco,
are quizzed by m.c.s George Fenneman and Bob Sweeney.
Waves, Spars, Marines
WAVES, Spars and Marines
getting their "boot training" at the
Naval Training School in New
York, take part in a half -hour program heard on WOV, New York.
Broadcasts take the form of dramatized letters to parents, interspersed with popular and military
tunes.
* * *
Sea Tales
TITLE of a new weekly series of
programs on KGO and the Blue
network on the Pacific Coast, is
Men of the Merchant Marine.
Dramatizing true experiences undergone by the men of the Merchant Marine the program is narrated by Jack Moyles. Dick Tate
is writer and producer.
♦ * *
Soap Opera Formula
THE "SOAP OPERA" formula is
used by the N. J. League of Women Voters, in a series on WPAT,
Paterson, N. J., designed to define
the civilian's attitude towards wartime government, and to boost
morale. Montclair State Teacher's
College radio workshop is collaborating in the production.
♦ ♦ #
Coast Guard Voice
COAST GUARD base on Government Island is the originating
point for Voice of the Coast Guard,
a new series on KGO and the Blue
network on the Pacific Coast. Bill
Baldwin, KGO director of special
events, conducts the series.
BROADCASTING

OWVS

Benes

EISENHOWER

TAKES

COLLEGE

JOB

RESIGNATION of Milton S. Eisenhower, deputy director of OWI,
was announced by Elmer Davis
last week. Mr. Eisenhower, who
has been administrative troubleshooter for OWI since it was set
up a year ago, is to leave about
Sept. 1, to become president of Kansas State College, his alma mater.
A veteran of 20 years in government, Mr. Eisenhower has always
been closely associated with radio
through intimate friendships resulting from associations in the
Agriculture Dept. in the 1920s.
.Among his friends there were
Frank E. Mullen, NBC vice-president and general manager; Frank
M. Russell, NBC vice-president; Lt.
Com. Harry C. Butcher, CBS vicepresident now on active duty, and
Sam Pickard former radio commissioner, and later CBS vice-president. At Kansas State he will have
opportunity to participate in radio
through KSAC, the college station.
As director of information for

on Wax

Series

APRIL

QUARTER-HOUR radio portrait
of Eduard Benes, president of the
Czechoslovak Government in exile,
with Paul Muni cast as Benes, is
being distributed to a selected
list of stations by World-Wide
Broadcasting Foundation for
broadcast during the stay of President Benes in this country, May
13 to 22. Program is one of a series
of transcribed profiles of leaders
of the United Nations. Future
transcriptions will include portraits of Chiang Kai-Shek, Queen
Wilhelmina, King Haakon and
others.

Agriculture Mr. Eisenhower was
an early advocate of the use of
radio, and in 1926 helped establish
the National Farm & Home Hour.
He served as director of information for Agriculture until 1940,
when he went with the War Relocation Authority. It has been said
the plan for OWI was largely his
creation. Gen. "Ike" Eisenhower is
his brother.

IN

RATINGS

HOOPER

VP

REPORT

APRIL gram
30 Hooper
"National"
ProRatings Report
indicates
that 10.6% of the 123 network
sponsored programs show significant gains in their ratings over
the previous report, a gain not
shown by a single program in
April, 1942. Only 18.7% of the programs showed significant losses
this year. The Evening Average
Audience Index, which currently
stands at 10.5, also shows an increase of more than 10% over last
year in the audience to sponsored
evening network programs.
Heading inthe
of 30"First
programs
the list
April
report15"is
Bobe Hope, followed by Fibber McGee and Molly, Charlie McCarthy,
The Aldrich Family, Jack Benny,
Radio Theatre, Mr. District Attorney, Walter Winchell, Frank Morgan-Fannie Brice.Rudy Vallee,Bing
Crosby, Screen Guild Players, Take
It Or Leave It, Kay Kyser and
Fred Allen. Red Skelton continues
to lead after 10:30 p.m. (EWT).

KCKN

15

KANSAS

KCKN — A

250-watt

local non-network

station holds more

listeners than three network outlets at a lower program
KCKN

is programmed

CITY

day-time

rate.

ing
entirely and exclusively for Kansas City's 725,000

"city" listeners. No other Kansas City station is programmed exclusively
for the metropolitan city audience. No other Kansas City station offers
national advertisers a low "local" rate.

'A-Hr.
Rate

noon

Hooper — -October through February
Radio Advertising Rates & Data — May

Network Station A
Network -LOCAL
Station B

37.2 %
Morn27.3 %
10.1 %

Station C

8.6%
8.8%
6.2 %

Network
Network Station D
KCKNNetwork Station E

29.5 %
After37.2 %
14.4%
8.2 %
6.2 %
3.1 %

$50.00
$57.50
$18.00
$43.20
$40.00
$30.00

KCKN
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STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WHO, Des Moines
DeKalb Agricultural Assn., DeKalb, 111.
(DeKalb corn), 156 ne, thru Western
Adv. Agency, Racine.
Murphy Products Co., Burlington, Wis.
(stock feeds), 52 sp, thru Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, 40 i, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Old Ben Coal Corp., Chicago, 30 sa, thru
J. R. Hamilton Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Peter
Paul
Inc., Naugautuck, Conn.
(Mounds, etc.), 39 ne, thru Platt-Forbes,
N. Y.
Garden City Publishing Co., New York
(high school course), 6 t, thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Carey Salt Co., Hutchinson, Kan., 52 sp,
thru McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
Pennsylvania Salt Co., Scranton, Pa.
(Lewis Lye), 39 sa, thru Sherman K.
Ellis & Co., Chicago.
Gospel Broadcasting Co., Los Angeles, 52 t,
thru R. H. Alber & Co., Los Angeles.
Lever Bros., Cambricge (Oxydol, Lipton
Tea), 300 sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.
Pierce's
Proprietaries,
Discovery)
, 80 t, thruBuffalo
Duane (Gold
JonesMedal
Co.,
N. Y.
Hulman & Co., Terre Haute, Ind. (Clabber Girl baking powder) , 156 sa, thru
Follyea Adv Agency, Terre Haute.
KQW, San Francisco
Richmond Shipyards, Richmond, Cal. (employment), weekly sp, direct.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
soap), 2 sa weekly, thru Compton Adv.,
N. Y.
Larus Bros. & Co., Richmond (Domino
cigarettes) , 2 ta weekly, thru Warwick
& Legler, N. Y.
Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, N. Y.
(Pepto-Bismol) , 3 ta weekly, thru Lawrence C. Gumbinner, N. Y.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco (Langendorf bread). 5 sa weekly,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco (Holsum & American Meal bread),
5Sansp Francisco.
weekly, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,

WOV, New York
Barney's
Clothes,
NewEmilYork
clothes),
39 ne, thru
Mogul(men's
Co.,
N. Y.
Roxy Theatre, New York, 23 sa, thru Kayton-Spiero Co., N. Y.
Curtis Publishing Co. Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post), 1248 sp, thru Macfarland, Aveyard Co., N. Y.
Macfadden Publications, New York (True
Story Magazine), 5 t, thru Raymond
Spector Co., N. Y.
Charm Kurl, St. Paul (permanent wave
kit)
, 18 sp, thru Guenther-Bradford Co.,
Chicago.
National Birth Certificate, Chicago, 32 sp,
thru United Adv., Chicago.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
Bread), 1248 sa, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Miller & Co., Chicago (telescopes), 13 sp,
thru United Adv., Chicago.
WJZ, New York
Mennen Co., Newark, N. J. (talcum, shave
products), 6 ta weekly, 30 weeks, thru
Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall one-cent
sale), 14 ta, 1 week, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Beechnut Packing Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.
(gum), 2 sa week'.y,
13 weeks, thru
Newell-Emmett
Co., N. Y.
N. Y. Telephone Co., New York, 5 sa
weekly, 13 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Lifebuoy soap),
5 ta weekly. 6 weeks, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
WLIB, Brooklyn
Lane Bryant,
York13 (women's
apparel) , 7 spNew
weekly,
weeks, thru
Cramer-Tobias-Meyer, N. Y.
Henry George School of Social Science,
New York (free courses), 7 sa weekly,
13 weeks, direct.
Twentieth Centry Fox Film Corp., New
York (Roxy N.theatre),
sa, sp, thru Kayton-Spiero,
Y.
WQXR, New York
General Foods Corp., New York (Maxwell
House coffee) , 6 sp weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
Charms Candy Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
(Tasty Co.,
Yeast),
Miller
N. Y.ta, 13 weeks, thru C. L.
WQXR, New York
General Foods Corp., N. Y. (Post-Tens), 7
ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.
CFCH, North Bay, Ont.
Household Finance Corp., Toronto (small
loans), 52 ta, thru BBDO, Chicago.

KHJ, Hollywood
Interstate Bakeries Corp., Los Angeles, 2
sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Dan B. Miner
Co., Los Angeles.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City,
N. J. (pencils), 2 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Federal Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Kerr Glass Mfg. Corp., Los Angeles
(Mason jars), 2 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
Sparkletts Drinking Water Co., Los Angeles, 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Raymond
R. Morgon Co., Hollywood.
Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica, Cal.
(employment), 3 sa weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Essig Co., Los Angeles.
Independent Druggists of Calif., San Francisco (pharmaceutical), 3 t weekly, 52
weeks, thru W. C. Jeffries Co., Los AnDurkee
Foods, Berkeley, Cal. (dressgeles.ing)Famous
,2 ta weekly. 52 weeks, thru Emil
Reinhardt Adv., Oakland.
KDB, Santa Barbara
Rainier Brewing Co., San Francisco, sa,
1 year, thru Buchanan & Co., Los AnLoekheer1
& Vega Aircraft Corp., Burbank,
geles.
Cal. (Vega Aircraft), 30 sa, direct.
United Drug Co., New York (Rexall Sale),
sa, thruAeronautics
Spot Broac'casting,
N. Y.
Pacific
Co., Santa
Barbara,
three sa daily, 1 sp weekly, direct.
Nehi Beverages Corp., Columbus. Ga., sa,
26 weeks (Par-T-Pak), thru BBDO, Los
Angeles
WHN, New York
Penn Fifth Ave., New York (furs), sa, 13
weeks,
N. Y. thru Lester Harrison Assoc.,
Lutheran
St. Louis,
weekly t,Laymen's
52 weeks, League,
thru Gotham
Adv.,
N. Y.
Jacob Ruppert Brewery, Brooklyn, sa, 2
weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Esquire Inc., Chicago (Coronet), sa, 1
week, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Rodale
Press, Emmaus,
Pa. (Organic
Gardening Book), sa, 1 week, thru Huber
Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
Studebaker Corp., South Bend, Ind. (institutional,) 4 ne weekly, thru Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
CHEX, Peterborough, Ont.
Dr. A. W. Chase Medicine Co., Oakville,
Ont., 75 Ont.
sa, thru Ardiel Adv. Agency,
Oakville,

DRUG

ITEMS

AMONG
FTC ORDERS
CEASE AND DESIST orders were
issued last week by the Federal
Trade Commission covering alleged
misrepresentations in advertising
over the radio and in other media
by three firms manufacturing medicinal products.
Bristol-Myers Co., Hillside, N. J.,
is ordered to cease false advertising concerning its laxative Sal Hepatica, which claims therapeutic
and curative properties as a treatment for certain ailments such as
rheumatism, indigestion, etc.
For the preparation Nash's
C & L Malaria Chill Tonic and Laxative, formerly known as Nash's
C & L Tonic, made and distributed
by William G. Nash Sr., William
G. Nash Jr., and Florence Nash
Cox, trading as Nash Bros. Drug
Co., Jonesboro, Ark., the Commission ordered cessation of advertising that the preparation is an effective treatment for malaria, liver
trouble and other ills and that it is
not habit forming and is endorsed
by physicians and nurses.
McNeil Drug Co. and Associated
Adv. Agency, both of Jacksonville,
Fla., have been ordered to cease
representing that the medicinal
preparation variouslv known as
Magic Remedy, McNeil's Magic
Remedy and McNeil's Magic Remedy Brand, has any therapeutic
value in alleviating any pain associated with rheumatism, glandular swellings or similar conditions,
in excess of that afforded by a mild
analgesic.
Ad Club Re-elects
ALL OFFICERS and directors of
the Advertising Club of New York
were re-elected to office for the
coming year at the annual meeting of the Club in New York May
11. Among the group of 11 directors continuing in office are Daniel
S. Tuthill, vice-president of National Concerts & Artists Corp.;
Frederic R. Gamble, managing director of the 4 A's; Charles C.
Green, manasring director of the
Advertising Club, and Eugene S.
Thomas, sales manager of WOR,
New York.

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Duz),
2N. saY.weekly, thru Compton Adv. Agency,
WEAF, New York
S. & W. Fine Foods, San Francisco (orange marmalade, apple juice, etc.), 5 sa
weekly,
N. Y. 52 weeks, thru S. C. Croot Inc.,
National Biscuit Co., New York (Shredded
Wheat),
N.
Y. 75 ta, thru Federal Adv. Agency,
New York Telephone Co., New York (institutional)65
, sa, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Macfadden Publications, New York (True
Story Magazine), 4 sa 4 days, thru Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.
Horn & Hardart Baking Co., Philadelphia
(automats), weekly sp, 52 weeks, thru
The Clements Co., Philadelphia.
KPAS, Pasadena, Cal.
Inter-Ocean Insurance Co., Los Angeles, 6
sp weekly, thru Earl R. Culp Agency,
Los Angeles.
Simon & Schuster, New York (One World),
5 sa weekly, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle.
William H. Wise & Co. Inc., New York
(Modern Home Physician), 3 sp weekly,
thru Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
WABC, New York
Savings Banks of New York State, New
York (bank services), 6 sa weekly, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Gordon Baking Co., Detroit (Silver Cup
bread), 6 sa weekly, thru C. L. Miller
Co., N. Y.
Page
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lib A SNAP .. To focus attention on your
products or services in this booming Montana market through the broadcasting
facilities of the Z Net. Blanket the whole
Pacific Northwest at
two markets . .
saving of 5% for
The PACIFIC 10% for
aH three.
NORTHWEST GROUP
KXL
The KatiH. Agency
Joseph
McGillvra
KFPf
Z NET
The Walker Company
Booklet for the
asking . . .
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N. Y. Bell Spots

FORD INSTRUMENT Co., Long
Esland City, N. Y.. purchased ft quarter-hour on WLIB, Brooklyn, May 14,
to broadcast the presentation of a
three-starred Army-Navy B pennant
md a Treasury Dept. Minute Man
.flag by Government officials. Milton
Cross, NBC announcer, was m.c.
Business was placed direct.
JOSEPH TETLEY & Co., New York,
is sponsoring The Folk Singer on
WEVD, New York, Monday and
Wednesday. 8 :30-S :45 p.m. for Jiffy
Soup, a dehydrated product. Sponsorship started April 5, and was placed
thru Joseph Jacobs Jewish market organization, New York. Firm also promotes the soup on the BLUE.
WESTERN & SOUTHERN Life Insurance Co. will sponsor a series of
programs by the Cincinnati Symphony Trio on WKRC, Cincinnati, to
sustain interest in the Cincinnati Symphony through the summer months.
Series begins May 18, features guest
artists.
H & R POGUE Co., Cincinnati department store, in first radio usage
m two years, sponsors "War Correspondent," Ziv series, on WKRC.
Merchandising and promotion will
back it up.
RALPH GLEASON. formerly trade
news editor of CBS, who recently
joined the Overseas Division of the
Office of War Information, is to open
an OWI branch in Lisbon, Portugal.
ALL-STATE Insurance Co., Chicago,
insurance subsidiary of Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago, has purchased a
six-weekly early morning, five-minute
newscast on WMAQ, Chicago. Agency
is Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
CALIFORNIA CHRISTIAN Endeavor Union, Los Angeles (religious)
recently started Christian Endeavor
Hour, weekly on KROW, Oakland,
Cal., placed direct.
PLOUGH, INC. (St. Joseph Aspirin)
is sponsoring Fulton Lewis, Jr.,
Washington correspondent, Monday
through Friday, 7-7:15 p.m., on WOR,
New York. Contract, placed through
Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis, was
effective May 3 and runs 52 weeks.
McKESSON & ROBBINS. Bridgeport, Conn. (Bexel) are sponsoring
the Monday, Wednesday, Friday editions of Charles Woods' AP news
periods on WOR, New York, 2:302 :45 p.m. Contract, effective April 26
for 52 weeks, was handled through J.
D. Tardier & Co., New York. Firm,
also for Bexel, sponsors Arthur Van
Horn's 11 a.m. Transradio News
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

AS PART of the Bell Telephone
Co.'s projected radio campaign to
urge limited use of long distance
telephoning [Broadcasting, May
3], the New York Telephone Co.
started a 13-week campaign in New
York State, the week of May 3,
using four stations in each of three
major markets — New York, Buffalo
and Syracuse. Company is using
about five live announcements
weekly on WJZ WEAF WOR
WABC WGR WKBW
WBEN
WEBR WSYR WFBL WOLF
WAGE.
Agency is BBDO, New
York.

NBC's Radio-Recording Division has
produced a master recording containing 10 35-word announcements, for
George H. Newstedt Co., Cincinnati
jewelers.
WENY, Elmira, N. Y., has sold the
games of the Elmira Pioneers to Gorton Coy. women's specialty shop ; J. P.
& M. Sullivan, furniture store, and
McKinnon General Tire Co., tires and
recapping. Mr. McKinnon is president
of the ball club. Bill Pope will do
recreations of the games when the
team is away, as well as broadcast
from the home park.
PITTSBURGH BREWING Co.
(Iron City Beer) is now sponsoring
Walter Compton's four o'clock commentary on WCAE, Pittsburgh.
KELITE PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles (Kenu cleanser), on May 7
started live origination of its thriceweekly five-minute program, Name in
the News, on the Arizona network
(KOY KTUC KSUN). Featured is
Blythe Miller with local talent. Transcribed version had formerly been
used on KOY. Agency is Little & Co.,
Los Angeles.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., N. Y.
(Grape Nuts and Grape Nuts Flakes) ,
is sponsoring broadcasts of home
games of the Chicago White Sox and
Cubs on WCFL. Chicago. Season
started April 21. Hal Totten, who has
been handling the games since 1924,
will again announce the broadcasts.
Agency is Young and Rubicam, N. Y.
BARKER BROS. Corp., Los Angeles
(home furnishings), in a six-day campaign which started May 2. sponsored
15 announcements calling attention to
pre-fabricated home now on exhibit in
that store, on five Los Angeles area
stations, KNX KFI KECA KHJ
KMPC. Agency is Roderick Mays
Adv., that city.
SUNNYVALE PACKING Co., San
Francisco (Rancho soups), has started
participations on KQW, San Francisco. Agency is Foote, Cone & Belding, San Francisco.
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had had only seven broadcasts over KFBK
when a survey was conducted. Due to KFBK's
strong merchandising and publicity activities,
James Abbe outrated both Sam Hayes and
Nelson Pringle at 7:45 A. M.
JAMES ABBE (KFBK)
33.6%
COMMENTATOR B
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Contact any Paul H. Raymer Company
representative for spot adjacency
availabilities and prices.
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With
Rationing
of Gasoline
Dr. Whan Completes Supplementary Farm, Village
Audience

Survey

Including

EFFECT of gasoline rationing on
Kansas rural buying habits and
radio listening has been studied; by
Dr. F. L. Whan, U. of Wichita,
Wichita, Kan., as a supplemental
study to the 1943 Kansas Radio
Audience Survey. Copies of the 36page report have been released
by WIBW, Topeka, and Ben Ludy,
manager.
Gas rationing in itself made the
usual Whan personal interview
method, used in earlier studies of
the series, impossible. Instead,
school children carried questionnaires home, parents filled them in,
and the children returned them to
school heads. One of every 109
farm families in the state was covered; one of every 102 "village"
families, or community of 2,500 persons or less.
More or Less Time at Home

Standard
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Jersey,

Oil

of New
and

advertising
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Of particular interest to the radio industry was Question 8 of the
study : As compared with last year,
do you and your family spend less
time or more time (since gasoline
rationing) in your home? Slightly
more than 62% of the farm families reported spending more time at
home; 54% of the village families.
Only 4.6% and 4.1% of the farm
and village families respectively reported less time. Remainder said
"same time as before."
Question 9 followed with : Do you
and your family spend more or less
time listening to the radio, than
you did a year ago? Although the
increases reported were strikingly
large they did not quite equal the
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ppointChicago
COMFOOT Tn
PRODUCTS,
(foot
balm), to Malcolm-Howard Adv. Agency,
Chicago. Radio test campaign planned, but
no details yet released.
S. A. SCHONBRUNN & Co., New York,
to Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, for
Savarin coffee. Account has been using spot
radio in the East. Future media plans not
set.
GROCERY STORE PRODUCTS Co., New
York, to Duane Jones Co., New York, for
Kitchen Bouquet only. Radio will probably
be used.
NATIONAL BATTERY Co.. Depew N. Y.
(institutional), on Sat, May 29, 4:30-5
p.m. sponsors one-time broadcast of
Army-Navy E award ceremonies on 155
BLUE stations. Agency: Bronson West
Adv. Co., St. Paul.
B. T. BABBITT, Inc, New York (Aunt
Polly's Lora
Soup Lawton
Mix, Bab-O),
on May
starts
on 37 NBC
stations,31
Mon. thru Fri. 10-10:15 a.m. Agency:
Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
CURTIS PUBLISHING Co., Philadelphia
(Satevepost, institutional), on June 3,
10:30-11:30 p.m. only, sponsors one-time
broadcast of New York opening of picture
exhibit on 155 BLUE stations (recorded
rpt, 12 midnight). Agency: MacFarland,
Aveyard & Co., New York.
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis (Cheeriooats ) , on May 7 started John Gunther on
59 BLUE stations, Fri. and Sat., 10-10:15
p.m. Agency: Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis.

Battery

Sets

increased time spent in the home.
A fraction more than 47% of farm
families said they listened more,
11.5% less, 41.4% the same; village families — 46.3% more, 6%
less, 47.7% the same.
Relationship of battery sets to
increased or decreased listening in
rural areas, and the possible effect
of failure to get batteries, is reflected in another question: How
does your set get its power?
Of the 1,029 set-owning farmers
reporting, 891 said sets were battery-powered. Of these, 154 were
served by family-owned generators.
Of the 1,060 set-owning village
families, 42 reported battery sets,
5 having generators. Of the 933
battery set families, 15 or 1.6%
wrote in the margin of the questionnaires that they were having
trouble getting batteries. (Three
said they would listen more if they
could get the batteries.)
By types of power for sets,
47.4% of the high-line families
said they listen more than a year
ago; 4.9% less, and 46.2% the
same. Battery powered set owners
reported: 44.3% more listening,
14.1% less, and 40.4% the same.
With 4.9% of the high-line families reporting less listening it is
not reasonable to suppose that all
of the 14.1% battery set families
reporting less listening are having
trouble with batteries.
More Money to Spend
Other questions brought out that
Kansas farm families have far
more money to spend than last
year. They reported as follows:
32.8% have about the same as last
year; 40.0% have up to half again
more; and almost 20% report 1%
to twice more.
Figures for village families were
comparable showing only 6.6% receiving less income than last year.
Another question asked: When
war ends or materials are again
available, what household articles
or farm equipment do you plan to
buy as soon as possible — either to
replace things worn out or to buy
for the first time?
Answers indicate that 20.7% of
the farm families will buy receiving sets; 25.3% of the village families. Higher percentages of families
will buy, according to the answers,
autos, farm equipment such as
trucks, tractors, etc.; furniture, refrigerators, watches or clocks.
More than 21% will buy washing
machines; 10% guns, and 8%
furnaces.
Standards of living do not affect
the decision to buy receiving sets
when available again. But those in
a high standard of living will buy
more tractors, autos, watches or
clocks and furnaces.

Collingwood
ARABS have newspapers they probably are

nagging first pages with "Collingwood Out-races Rommel!"
CBS's corespondent
entered
Tunis with the first American
troops, saw the melee, raced
back to Algiers by truck and
plane without sleep through
the night and told his story
to American listeners at the
regular morning broadcast.
Collingwood told the boys on
the cue line that his and one
other were the only softskinned vehicles entering
Tunis — with the conquering
tanks! It may be Herr Romwood. mel, but it's Hare Colling-

Fred Allen Shortwaved
IN COOPERATION with the
Special Service Division of the War
Dept., BBC on May 16 started rebroadcasting from London to U. S.
servicemen in England and North
Africa a series of six transcriptions of the Fred Allen programs
on CBS. Commercials for Texas
Co., sponsor, are deleted. BBC has
transmitted similar repeats of Bob
Hope and Jack Benny shows, as
well as of Command Performance,
since last fall.
proved that the low
lies will buy many
machines, furniture
tors than in the
bracket.

standard famimore washing
and refrigerahigh standard

The report shows that the Kansan is still active despite gas rationing. Question 11: Before gasoline rationing did you or your
family do a part of your family
buying in any large town (larger
than one given as your post office).
Answer: 82.4% farm families,
71.4% village families, said yes.
Same question, covering gas rationing period: 68.8% farm families
said yes, 57.3% village families.

in BALTIMORE
and the Central Atlantic States

WBAL PROMOTION
is building more
and more listeners
■for your programs

idword Petry & Co., National Representative

On the other hand the answers
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Uger WTTM
Manager
n New Jersey Changes
IEORGANIZATION of the three
Jew Jersey stations operated by
he United Broadcasting System
iras announced last week. Paul
Uger, former general manager of
VSNJ, Bridgeton, has been apointed general manager of WTTM,
Trenton, succeeding A. Harry Zoog,
vho was also general manager of
VFPG. Atlantic City. John B.
teynolds, general manager of
VKWK, Wheeling, who has been
icting as temporary general maniger of WTTM, has returned to
MWK. Mr. Zoog remains with
Jnited Broadcasting to handle cerain sales functions. Edwin E.
Conn, sales manager of WFPG,
las been named general manager.
Trank Wellman, head of the Frank
iVellman Adv. Agency, Philadel)hia, has been made sales manager
>f WTTM, but will also continue
operation of his agency. Johnny
Thompson has joined WTTM as
program director.
A hearing was held last Monday
n Trenton by the NLRB on a complaint of the IBEW that WTTM
lad engaged in unfair labor pracices by signing a contract with
he ACA, a CIO union. The IBEW
:ontended that the entire technical
staff constitutes an appropriate
bargaining unit and should be cov>red in a single labor agreement.
L'he ACA defended its contract on
he ground that it was intended to
m limited to a bargaining unit conisting only of technicians holding
?CC first class operator licenses. A
lecision is expected within the next
ew weeks.
Celanese

Watch

Fishing

Bulletins

Of
Weather
Code,
THE Office of Censorship in Washington has turned its attention to
a problem arising out of information releases on fishing conditions
being sent to stations by the conservation departments of several
states. The releases are a compilation of news on fishing as reported
by telegram from different sections
of each state, then forwarded on
to radio stations by fast mail for
broadcast as soon as received.
The problem results from the
fact that in many cases detailed
weather information is included in
the releases and, if used on the air,
would constitute a violation of the
Weather Clause of the Code of
Wartime Pratices for American
Broadcasters. The Office of Censorship is contacting state conservation departments as fast as it is
discovered that a state is furnishing broadcasters with such a serv-

for

Our Error
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
An obvious typographical error
was made in Broadcasting Magazine, issued today, stating that the
RMA-FCC plan for organization
of the Radio Technical Planning

Violation

Censorship
Warns
ice in an effort to control this dangerous information at the source.
However, the office points out that
stations should edit any weather information in these releases in accordance with the provisions of
the Code. The fact that it is furnished by a state agency does not
constitute appropriate authority
for broadcast.
Radio management is asked to
report any such cases to the Office
of Censorship.

Board was rejected last week "by
the Radio Manufacturers Association". It is obvious that the article intended to state that the
RMA-FCC plan had been rejected
by the Institute of Radio Engineers, and a correction in your
next issue would be appreciated so
that
all interests may be correctly
advised.
Bond Geddes
Executive Vice-President
Radio Manufacturers Assn.

Driscoll to Go Overseas
DAVE DRISCOLL, director of war
services and news of WOR, New York,
will go overseas soon to make on-thescene recordings of fighting activities
in the European war area for rebroadcast in this country. Mr. Driscoll will
use the Soundscriber, recording and
playback equipment with which he has
ing.
pioneered in documentary broadcast-

May 10, 1943
POP CONCERTS of the Boston Symphony Orchestra started on the BLUE
Saturday, May 1, 8:15-9:15 p.m.,
continuing until mid-July. Milton J.
Cross, commentator of the BLUE
Metropolitan Opera Co. broadcasts,
now concluded, is heard on the Boston
Symphony programs. Special feature
of this year's concert is a music
memory quiz. Prizes are recordings.

Rulings

RULING them "legally insuffiient," New York Supreme Court
justice
Kenneth
on May
10
lismissed
two ofO'Brien
the three
causes
>f action in a minority stockholdsrs' suit against the directors of
Delanese Corp. of America. The
lismissed causes dealt with royalty
Dayments made by the company to
ts vice-president, Henri Dreyfus,
resident of London. Ruling did
not affect the third cause of action,
]asking recovery of $1,000,000 which
the suit alleges was improperly
Expended for a radio program
starring Jean Tennyson, a singer
and wife of Camille Dreyfus, president of the corporation [Broadcasting, March 15, May 5].
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orchestra is tops in modern
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WOODSIDE PARK, Philadelphia, is
the first amusement park in the city
to use radio this season. A varied
schedule of spot announcements has
been placed on WFIL, Philadelphia,
jfor the summer months, representing
a large increase over its schedule last
year. Business was placed direct.

PRESENTS'

his symphonic
music. We

— so everyone

stars and production

lack sales arguments

swing

sold 'SZATH-

instantly to a local bank

our radio audience
Lang-Worth

MONT.

and to

is happy! With
scripts we

never

for local accounts."

"Sxath-Myri Presents" iVi hour weekly) has
been sold, to date, by 762 Long- Worth subscribers. Itforms an integral part of LangWorth Planned Program Service.

LANG-WORTH,
420 MADISON
AVENUE
• NEW

"When he started advertising on
IWFDF Flint Michigan, all his
salesmen were fired with enthusi: asm.
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AMERICAS

NETWORK

OBSERVES
BIRTHDAY
IN OBSERVANCE of the first
year of full-scale operations, the
CBS Network of the Americas will
present a special birthday broadcast May 19 on CBS, 11:15 p.m. to
midnight (EWT), with musical
greetings from New York, Buenos
Aires, Santiago and Havana. A
special musical program will be
shortwaved to Latin America from
10:30-11:15 p.m. the same evening
with a recapitulation in Spanish of
the network's program highlights.
William S. Paley, president of
CBS, in dedicating the network a
year ago stated its purpose: "The
underlying philosophy of this new
network is a simple one — the establishment of a medium for the exchange of culture, entertainment
and information among the peoples of this hemisphere, an instrument of friendship and understanding among the Americas."
A year ago, the network was of
76 stations; today it totals 97.
Starting with a daily schedule of
seven program hours, the network
now
daily transmitters
over CBS'
threeshortwaves
international
eight and one-half hours in Spanish and six and one-half hours in
Portuguese.
Under the supervision of Edmund A. Chester, director of shortwave broadcasting and Latin
American relations, outstanding
entertainers have been brought to
New York and are heard daily on
shortwave broadcasts of typical
music of their respective countries.

Saved
hony
Symp
o
Is Hinted
Bv Radi
U. S. Rubber

THIRD YEAR of affiliation with MBS was marked by North Central
Broadcasting System and its member stations at a dinner given by John
Boler, NCBS president at the Hotel Nicollet, in Minneapolis recently.
NCBS, which has opened offices in New York and Chicago, has renewed
the Mutual affiliation contract for another two years. Seated clockwise
around the table are: L. I. McCurnin, KWNO, Winona; A. A. Fahy,
KABR, Aberdeen; Leonard J. McNeil, KSJB, Jamestown; Bert Wick,
KDLR, Devil's Lake, N. D.; W. Westmoreland, WEAU, Eau Claire,
Wis.; E. M. Marget, KVOX, Moorhead, Minn.; J. W. Huss, WATW, Ashland, Wis., and WJMS, Ironwood, Mich.; James Conroy, Robert A. Kennedy, WDSM, Superior, Wis.; D. A. Clayton, NCBS vice president;
Howard S. Johnson, NCBS director; Charles Winton, E. S. Mittendorf,
WLOL, Minneapolis; Fred Weber, MBS general manager; Mr. Boler;
Edward L. Hayek, KATE, Albert Lea; Harry Linder, KWLM, Willmar.
War

Agency

Guide

HANDBOOK listing the names and
functions of all Government war
agencies, including the Army and
Navy, has been published by OWL
The booklet, covering 150 pages,
contains names of all key personnel, their functions and telephone
numbers. It is available (20c)
through the Supt. of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington.
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WIN,

SAYS
FRANCISCO
SHORTWAVE
and transcribed
programs from this country to
Latin America are fast overcoming
German propaganda, Don Francisco, director of the radio division,
Office of the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs, said during a
three-day
early May. Pacific Coast visit in

ciety at a time when "such help
was necessary if the organization
was to go forward," according tc
Marshall Field, president and
chairman of the board of directors
of the Society.
Mr. Field included this statement!
in his report of the 101st Philharmonicmeeting
season atin the
Society'sHall,
annual
Steinway
New York, last Monday. He re-|
ported the Society had an operating deficit of $130,504 last season
"met from sources other than the
sale of tickets, fee from broadcasting and royalties from records." I
"This deficit," he continued, "was !
made up bydowmentincome
the EnFund, thefrom
Guarantors
Fund, dues from the Auxiliary
Board,
contributions from radio
members and gifts from friends of
theSpeaking
Society."
S. Rubber's
presentation of
of theU. concerts
starting
May 23 [Broadcasting, May 10],

Mr. Francisco conferred with
Jack Runyon and Hobart Montee,
Hollywood and San Francisco managers, respectively, of CIAA, to
collect data on coast operations,
prior to his current tour of Latin
American republics. He commended
the cooperation of radio and film
stars, and of the Hollywood Victory
Committee.

Mr. Field said the Society "will
now be able to issue to its subscribers aprospectus of the coming
season and it is hoped that their
response will be as generous as in
the past. It is further hoped that
the friends of the Society who have
supported it with gifts in the past
will continue to do so as generously

Among the most effective programs, Mr. Francisco mentioned a
narrative series on people and customs of the United States, conducted by Molinos Campos, Argentine caricaturist; broadcasts featuring film stars speaking in Spanish or Portuguese; a musical series,
Hollywood Views the Americas,
featuring Rosita Moreno; and all
shows dealing with U. S. war activities.
Programs are designed to hold
regular audiences through use of
film talent and material of sustained merit. Scheduled for transcribed release soon is We Women
Up North, new series with Jinx
Falkenburg interviewing women in
all phases of war work. Touching'
upon comparative influence of
United States and German programs, Don Francisco added that
with construction of a third shortwave transmitter in San Francisco,
a further advantage will be gained.

as possible so that plans for 1 the
future development of the Society

Gunther

H. RAYMER

Giveti

Board Report Prominence
SPONSORSHIP by U. S. Rubbei
Co., New York, of the CBS Sundaj
afternoon Philharmonic Symphony
Orchestra will provide financial assistance to the Philharmonic So-

50,000

PAUL

Contract

For

that the trouble
mayMr.be Field
carriedsaid
out."
between the Society and Local 802
of the AFM has been cleared up to
a point "where I can state that an
agreement satisfactory to both
sides will be arrived at shortly."
Another

For Gootee

LT. THOMAS E. GOOTEE, former NBC studio engineer in Hollywood, has been decorated with the
Order of the Purple Heart for
wounds received serving with the
Army Air Forces in the European
theatre of operations. Lt. Gootee,
who is attached to the RAF in England, has already received the RAF
Air Force Cross and two other
American decorations.

G. Mills

GENERAL MILLS, Indianapolis,
on May 7 started its third program
on the BLUE in the interests of
Cherrioats with sponsorship of
John Gunther's twice-weekly news
broadcasts. Other programs for
Cherrioats are The Lone Ranger
and Hop Harrigan, while General
Mills also presents Jack Armstrong
on the BLUE for Wheaties. Gunther's news is heard Friday and
Saturday, 10-10:15 p.m. Agency is
Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis.
BROADCASTING
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Mysteries

of Radar

Partially Disclosed
WPB
Releases Two Articles

HIS EYE ON FUTURE, Sidney
Pearlman, radio engineer for the
[owa Broadcasting Co., has trained
11 physically handicapped men in
;he art of radio engineering. Most
)f them in their 20's, the men have
gained a new lease on life as well
is helping to guarantee the continuing operation of a number of
ocal stations. Here Mr. Pearlman
(left) instructs William Green, coal
niner until his back was broken in
\ mining accident. One of his
pupils, Elmore Balthis, is now chief
mgineer of KFRE, Fresno.

On Building War Machine
A PEEK into the problems faced
by Ray C. Ellis, and the WPB Radio & Radar Division, in building
a giant new electronics industry to
supply Radar to the armed forces,
was given last week in two articles
released by the WPB, outlining the
history of Radar and the military
Radar program.
Interpreting for the layman in
some detail the operating principles
of Radar, the WPB articles explained that Radar itself was based
on the same radio discoveries that
made standard broadcasting possible. The articles continued beyond
the points covered in an ArmyNavy statement last month to describe expansion of the radio industry to meet the multi-billion dollar
Radar demands.

There

Goes

The

Since Pearl Harbor
CONTROL
ROOM
LYDIA GAMBLE, secretary in the
irogram department of WDHC. Hartford, has been made a fulltime control operator. Jean Kirwan has handled a control job for nearly a year.
"f&OBERT GRIFFIN, traffic manager
>f Universal Microphone Co., Ingle;ii|iiv'ood. Cal., has been elevated to plant
jngineer.
jW. W. CASTLEBERRY. acting
service manager at Graybar Electric
Co.'s Jacksonville office, has been appointed service manager.
7uRBAN
F. ALBRECHT
William Hielkema
have joinedandKSTP,
Minneapolis-St. Paul, as control opHi ferators.
OM RASOVICH, technician, of
!FRC, San Francisco, recently was
commissioned a second lieutenant in
■the Army Signal Corps.
GEORGE C. SCHISSELBAUER has
joined WFIL, Philadelphia. He is a
graduate of the Philadelphia emergency school.
3ELEN BOGOSTA has been transerred from WNBF's FM adjunct.
iV49BN, Binghamton, where she was
control operator-announcer,
to the
jcontrol-room of the parent station.
lifllEarl L. Pittsley has joined as controlaij.{engineer at WNBF.
I BKTTY BOYER of WCCO Minne8-|i8Lpolis has joined KXRO, Aberdeen,
■FljWash., as newscaster and technician,
ftlkvith a second class radio operator's
(license.
-llELZA G. RUNKLE Jr., pioneer enllgineering staff member of KCMO.
IpKansas City, has returned as chief
I engineer after two years with WOL.
Flynn on War Job
jROY M. FLYNN, chief engineer,
KRLD, Dallas, has been drafted to
.|pdo a war job at the Radio Research
' Laboratories, Cambridge, Mass.
Station's technical staff until Mr.
Flynn's return will be headed by
Claude Maund and B. B. Honeycutt. Mr. Flynn came to KRLD
'from the Dallas Radio Laboratories
in 1927. He has superintended the
construction of the station's subsequent power equipment.
BROADCASTING

At the time of Pearl Harbor, five
major companies turned out military radio equipment, the releases
said, only one of them an important
producer of home sets. There were
1,000 companies making components and about 50 assembling home
sets at the time.
To spread the work done by
these five companies to many thousands needed to do the job, WPB
said, management, engineers, workers all had to be trained and facilities provided. In April, 1942,
production of home sets was
stopped and within a year the industry was turning out military
material at eight times peace-time
levels.
The articles described the industry's personnel problems, pointing
out that most of the engineers are
young men who are being absorbed
by selective service. Large numbers of the workers, however, are
women, including more than 50%
of Signal Corps inspectors.
Over half the materials required
for Radar are critical, the report
says, and maintenance of the flow
of production has been difficult.
Much trouble has resulted from
failure of manufacturers to order
components on a regular basis, resulting in bottlenecks and peaks of
production. At the moment, the articles said, the Radio & Radar Division is seeking to smooth the flow
of production.
Defeat of the Axis will be followed, Mr. Ellis, chief of the
division, predicts, by use of knowledge in electronics to build peacetime industries putting ultra-high
frequency radiation to a dozen purposes. Food preservation, automatic control of machinery, fire
detection, regulation of lighting
and other uses will be found, he
said.
SpragueE 4E'
Awardhave been
ARMY-NAVY
awards
presented to Sprague Specialties Co.,
North Adams, Mass., owners of two
plants manufacturing condensers, resistors, and other electronic equipment.
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IMPROVED

GATES

You'll

Want

TRANSMITTER

Tomorrow!

A few years ago we "got a kick" when a station in Alaska
bought Gates equipment — Alaska seemed so far away . . . and
names like Guadalcanal and Bizerte were places we left behind
in our geography books.
But today, we at Gates suddenly find ourselves at the crossroads of the world. Everyday Gates transmitters, tuning and
control units, amplifiers and remote equipment start on their
journey to the many odd-named war fronts.
Our experience of over 21 years of good designing, durable
construction and assured performance, stand behind every Gates
product. To this has been added new methods of engineering,
improved efficiency. These developments are vital to our Armed
Forces and of great significance to you who have plans in postwar radio.
r
Our engineering staff
stands
ready to asd
sist and advise on the maintenance
of your
e
present equipment — tohether youi
are
Gates-equipped, or not.

RADIO

AN:

QUINCY,

PPLY

ILLINOIS,

CO.

U. S. A

Manufacturing Engineers Since 1922
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WOR's
DOCUMENTARY
REPORTING
SoundScriber Overcomes Censor's Restrictions
And Yet Provides
By DAVE DRISCOLL
and
JOHN WHITMORE
War Services &NewNews
York Division, WOR,
THE NEWSPAPER REPORTER
attends the scene of a news event
with his paper and pencil, makes
his notes and then returns to the
office to write the story or telephones it to the rewrite man. We
have become identified with a device
that really puts the story "on record" as it takes place. Many a
glance of surprise has been directed toward WOR's reporters arriving at the scene of an important
news event with a SoundScriber,
one of the most compact recordingmachines ever used by a radio
broadcasting station.
Several complications confronting radio because of war restrictions are responsible for the adaptation of what formerly was a high
class office dictating machine into
an instrument which provides the
radio audience with a factual re-

and

On-Scene Stories
port of the action as it is taking
place. First was the restriction on
last minute orders for lines due to
congestion of telephone facilities
as phone companies met the demands of the Armed Forces and
war industries. Second the necessity of reviewing all material before it is broadcast to prevent our
supplying the enemy with information that might aid him.
Provides Spot Reviewing
Because the SoundScriber is
equipped to reproduce instantly
the recording it has made all interviews and description of action
involving government or military
activities can be reviewed by appropriate authorities on the spot.
If it is found that the recording
contains a part that is not clear
for broadcast, this is edited out
when the final dubbing is made.
Many important news conferences have been reported by the
SoundScriber, providing top notch
broadcasts. When Admiral Freder-

it's

now

Since January, 1938, WAPI has been the national spot business
leader in Birmingham. In foods. In drugs. In fact — in total spot
quarter-hours WAPI has, every month, broadcast twice as much
spot time as the other two local stations combined.

During April, 1943 (the 64th consecutive month) Birmingham
national spot quarter-hours were distributed like this:

Station B

Station C

19.2%

12.5%

Ask Radio Sales why WAPI is this unfailing first
choice of experienced advertisers.

Represented

by Radio Sales, the
SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS
Page
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REPORTING TEAM of John Whitmore (left) and Dave Driscoll
(right), as they cull the news for
WOR's war services and news division, with their Soundscriber — a
portable machine designed to record
and instantly reproduce important
events, for rebroadcast on WOR.
ick C. Sherman gave his account
of the sinking of the aircraft carrier Lexington for reporters his
description of this historic event
was recorded and brought to the
listener in his own words. Many a
ship returning from combat zones
has arrived in port to find us waiting with the microphones ready to
bring the listener first hand knowledge of events in other parts of the
world. Some of these were the
U. S. S. Marblehead, the exchange
ship Drottningholm and the recent
arrival of the French cruiser
Richelieu. WOR and Mutual Network listeners have heard the description of these historic events
from the people who participated
in making them.
Obviously standard recording
equipment is too cumbersome for
one man to carry as he covers news
events under such a variety of conditions. We needed a recorder that
was light, small and compact.
These features first attracted us to
the SoundScriber. It records at 33%
revolutions per minute ; the records
are of a non-breakable plastic material and, while the disks are not
pregrooved, the groove that results
from the lateral action of the stylus
is embossed into the surface of the
plastic, eliminating the thread
which might foul the recording
head.
Made Portable Pack

We added two standard mike
cable connectors, a gain control for
each of the microphone inputs.
The original volume control now
serves as a master gain control.
To give us control of the sound
level we changed the rectifier tube
which made possible the addition of
an illuminated VI meter.
To facilitate operation in localities not equipped with power we
constructed a portable power pack
utilizing two six-volt motorcycle
batteries and a six-volt converter.
With these adaptations we can
operate under almost any conditions. The recorder now weighs

BROADCASTING

approximately 45 pounds and the
supply 70 pounds.
power
As an
outstanding example of
how the SoundScriber has made a
large contribution to the field of
documental reporting we offer the
story of how we made "Death On
Wheels", an editorial broadcast on
WOR, January 17, and recognized
as the first program of its kind
to be presented by a major radio
station.
With the power pack perched on
the back seat and the recorder between us in the front we drove the
dimly lighted streets of New York
City for five nights describing actual movements of pedestrians as
they dashed out of the path of
some speeding automobile or the
operator drove his truck through
a red light. We followed taxis,
private cars, trucks and buses,
some of them traveling at speeds
of 50 or 60 miles per hour.
Accident Marathon

Each time we encountered a violator the action along with the
"on the spot" description went on
the record. Nine hours of recording was made. We had everything
but a fitting climax. Dozens of
people were being killed due to
lack of enforcement of the laws and
observance of sensible driving. To
make our program smack home to
the listener, we needed an accident.
What's more we needed the right
kind of an accident.
One entire night we sat at one
of the metropolitan hospitals.
Every once in a while an emergency call would come through. We
would dash to the car, turn on
the SoundScriber and follow the
ambulance. Those who heard the
broadcast will testify that the accident we got was a fitting climax.
We arrived at the same time with
the ambulance and recorded the |
account of witnesses selected from '
the crowd at the curb, of how a hit
and run driver struck a child
whose legs were broken.
Response from the public has
convinced us that the SoundScriber has established itself in
the field of documental broadcastand wide
nedting.
the latitude for
documing
ental
repor

J&L on Mutual
JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL
Corp Pittsburgh, has purchased a
half-hour on Mutual, Saturday,
May 22 to show the public what the
steel industry is accomplishing in
wartime. The program, which appears to be a test, will offer "fact-ograms" on the industry's achievements, and music by the Jones &
Laughlin Steel Corp. Little Symphony Orchestra. Broadcast will be
sponsored on 12 Mutual stations in
the East and Midwest, 7-7:30 p.m.
with a recorded repeat on two of
those outlets. Agency is Calkins &
Holden, New York.

PAUL, SCHUBERT'S Mutual commentaries are now being shortwaved
in part to the British Isles and to
Allied troops overseas by the Office of
War Information.
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Dentifrices

Production

Oral Hygiene
Study
Proves
Big Usage
WARTIME problems of container
pie have accepted, and which have
and material supplies are believed
become traditional, has created
habits of oral hygiene which have
by drug trade observers to constitute a serious threat to continued
contributed to public health.
production of prepared dentifrices,
(2) There is nothing in experian important group of radio-adverence to justify the belief that if
tised products.
deprived of prepared dentifrices the
In some quarters, it is believed
vast majority would continue to
that there is a tendency greatly to
maintain their habits of oral hy.underrate the importance of dentigiene.
frices to public health. This is con(3) Any act which might cause
sidered the motivating factor in a a substantial portion of the Ameristudy of the usage of prepared
can people to discontinue their
dentifrices, submitted last week by
habits of oral hygiene is detrimenthe Committee on Oral Hygiene of
tal to public health and welfare.
the Toilet Goods Association. The
information was gathered by A. C.
Schenley Sponsors Shows
Nielsen Co., Chicago research firm,
and the Psychological Corporation,
In Latin American Field
through inventory of homes and
MARKING its venture into interdrug stores and personal interviews
national radio advertising, Schenof a representative sample of urley International Corp., New York,
ban population.
has just started an institutional
Almost seven packages of precampaign which will be carried on
pared dentifrices are consumed per
about 30 stations in approximately
year for each family in the United
14 Latin American countries by
States. Consumption has been growthe end of the summer. Purpose of
ing, with an increase from 208
the drive is to familiarize listeners
million packages in 1936 to 233
in southern countries with the
million packages in 1942.
House of Schenley, as a build-up
There is little difference in confor post-war promotion of Schensumption between the upper, midley products.
dle and lower income groups, indiInitial schedule, which got under
cating that all classes of the popuway in Brazil, May 4, and in
lation regard these products as neArgentina,
May 7, utilizes a halfcessities. The figures gathered by
hour
weekly
program of drama and
Nielsen show that 93.8 per cent of
music. Series is aired live or tranupper income families use prepared
scribed on four stations in Brazil
^dentifrices, as do 91 per cent of
and on Argentina's Radio Splendide
the middle income group and 87.3%
network, comprising some eight staof the lower income group, with a
tions. Remaining part of the schedcomposite figure of 91.4%.
ule is expected to begin sometime
Very few consumers believe tooth
in August, with transcriptions in
[brushing is adequate for oral hysome countries and live programs
giene unless the tooth brush is
in others where recordings are not
jused with a prepared dentifrice.
desirable. Business is placed by
This is shown by the figures on use
McCann-Erickson,
N. Y., which
of toothbrushes compared with use
handles domestic advertising for
of dentifrices. The greatest number
Roma Wine Co., Schenley subsidof those using a toothbrush withiary, and for Old Charter whiskey.
out a prepared dentifrice is found
1 in the lower income group, where
Knomark Sports
93.2% use a brush and 87.3% use
both a brush
and a dentifrice.
KNOMARK MFG. Co., Brooklyn,
Thus, nearly all families in all
beginning a campaign for Knoincome groups using toothbrushes
mark and Esquire shoe polishes
also use prepared dentifrices.
[Broadcasting, Feb. 22], has
started sponsorship of a sevenI Directed toward the problem of
times weekly, quarter-hour resume
' wartime supplies of materials and
of sports on WHN, New York.
containers, the report points out
Bert Lee and Marty Glickman,
J;hat in Britain production of dentisportscaster, are heard in the 5
|frices was allowed to expand 11
to 5:15 p.m. period usually preceded by baseball broadcasts of the
ll'per cent in the last six months of
"1942.
Dodgers Games, in a round-up
titled Sports Extra. Agency is ConThe American public uses mainly
solidated Adv., New York.
paste dentifrices (50.5%), powders
' - (35% ), and liquids, 5 per cent. Two
Arrid Complaint
per cent use "others" — mainly salt
ARRID is not harmless and will
'tjand soda.
not accomplish the results claimed
"With an overall consumer dein terminating under-arm perspiramand of 233 million packages," the
tion and odor, as advertised, acreport says, "it is obvious that no
cording to a complaint by the Fed/one type can possibly supply the
eral Trade Commission against
Carter Products Inc., New York,
consumer's dentifrice requirements,
which markets Arrid deodorant.
either because of ingredient shortContinued use, the complaint alages or lack of packaging facilileges, will irritate the skin of some
ties."
individuals.
The report concludes with three
I observations :
WFTL, Ft. Lauderdale-Miami, has ap(1) The availability of dentipointed Headley-Reed Co. as national
sales representative.
frices in forms the American peoBROADCASTING
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Threatened;

Advertising

Boycott Threat!
PROTESTING absence of
Joel Kupperman, six-yearold brain whiz, who dropped
out of the Quiz Kids program several weeks ago because of a low score, listeners are threatening to picket
BLUE's Chicago studios, and
boycott sponsor's products.
Included in thousands of letters which demand reinstatement of Joel was one which
read: "We will not touch a
drop of Alka-Seltzer nor take
a One-A-Day tablet until you
bring that little boy back on
your program. He had fun
on the program and so did
we." Other "Quiz Kids" have
been in a similar predicament and fought their way
back to the airways — so it
is possible for Kupperman to
stage a come-back.

WJWC

Is

Not

Station

Mayor Kelly Would Buy
ALTHOUGH Mayor Edward J.
Kelly of Chicago says that the city
is considering a municipal radio
station it does not seem likely that
the defunct WJWC, HammondChicago, will be acquired. WJWC
went off the air last February. Receiver of the property, Timothy P.
Galvin, of Hammond, Ind., has not
received
Chicago. a bid from the city of
WJWC studio equipment and
three towers have been sold. Remaining are the 5,000-watt W-F
transmitter, two towers and supplementary equipment. Receivership was requested by Marshall
Field, minority stockholder, who
filed judgment to recover $200,000
loaned to the corporation.
Physical properties remaining
were valued at $70,000 four months
ago and are expected to go on sale
in two weeks.
City now has an FM station,
WBFZ, operated by the Board of
Education. The mayor's admission
he was thinking of a city-owned
station brought fire from the Chicago Daily News.
FM License for WHEC
WHEC, Rochester, N. Y., has been
granted a commercial license by
the FCC to operate on FM, the
grant carrying a change from the
old W8XAD on 42.6 mc. to the
newer W47R on 44.7 mc, with
transmitter and tower located at
the site of the parent WHEC transmitter. W47R is now operating 18
hours a day, with five hours given
to a separate program schedule devoted to music for war workers. WHEC was one of the first ten
stations in the country to experiment with FM broadcasting.
Henderson

on

BLUE

O'SULLIVAN RUBBER Co., Winchester, Va., will start its first network advertising Aug. 14, with a
quarter-hour of comment by Leon
Henderson, former OPA administrator, Saturday evenings, 6:45-7
p.m., on a BLUE network of 70
stations. Program is handled by Advertising & Sales Council, Winchester.

STATIONS

GET

WORLD
WIDE SERIES
TO AID in the creation of an
informed public opinion to deal with
the problems of the post-war world,
World Wide Broadcasting Foundation, working in cooperation with
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, has prepared a
series of transcribed addresses by
eminent authorities which will be
distributed to about 100 selected
stations, beginning with the week
of May 24, Walter S. Lemmon,
president of World Wide, announced last week.
Series will feature such speakers
as Nicholas Murray Butler, president of Columbia U. and head of
the Carnegie Endowment; James
B. Shotwell, noted historian who
served on President Wilson's advisory staff at the peace conference following the last war and
who is now chairman of the Committee to Study the Organization
of Peace; John W. Davis, Democratic candidate for President in
1920; Silas Strawn, chairman of
Montgomery Ward & Co.; Douglas S. Freeman, historian and publisher of the Richmond News
Leader, and others.
An audience-participation feature will be injected into the series, Mr. Lemmon stated, through
announcements on the programs
requesting listeners to submit suggestions for post-war plans to the
sponsoring groups. Those deemed
most valuable and those most frequently submitted will be used as
the basis for future programs.
First 13 of the post-war broadcasts already have been recorded
and are ready for distribution, Mr.
Lemmon said. A preview recording,
introducing and explaining the series to station managers and containing excerpts from some of the
talks, has been sent out.
'Inequity' Raises Legal
Under New WLB
Ruling
POWER for the War Labor Board
to grant wage increases in cases
involving gross inequities was restored by Economic Stabilization
Director James F. Byrnes last week,
following a statement by the Board
that it would be unable to operate
under
provisions order
of the which
President's
"hold-the-line"
permitted
raises
only
to
correct
substandards of living.
The Byrnes order will open the
way for settlement of some of the
35 or so radio cases now in the
hands of the Board, it is believed.
Extent of the relief is still in doubt,
however, since WLB still may not
grant raises in cases of inequalities.
Further definition of the terms is
expected.
Fitch Adds

Dreier

F. W. FITCH CO., Des Moines
(shampoo and hair tonic), starting
May 16 will incorporate a fiveminute newscast featuring Alex
Dreier into the Fitch Bandwagon,
heard Sundays at 7:30-8 on the
full NBC network. Mr. Dreier's
commentary will be broadcast at
7:55-8, with special commercials
for the Fitch shaving products,
No-Brush and lather shave creams.
Agency is L. W. Ramsay Co., Davenport, la.
May
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Sponsored
Canceled

Army
by

Show

AFRA

on

Decision

Won't Waive Code for AER Benefit
Because of Profit to Network and Sponsor

Union

Busiest

REFUSING to waive its commercial code to allow the all-soldier
cast of This Is the Army to broadcast a series of four one-hour programs on CBS under the sponsorship of Liggett & Myers Tobacco
Co., the American Federation of
Radio Artists last week rejected
the request of officials of Army
Emergency Relief for permission
to present the series, which would
have netted the fund approximately $40,000.
Union notified Maj. Gen. Irving
J. Phillipson, executive director of
the Army Emergency Relief Fund,
of its decision after the union's national board had voted "by an overwhelming majority" that it would
be unfair to permit uniformed men,
working for regular Army pay, to
participate in a venture that would
result in substantial profits for
both CBS and the sponsoring company, it was explained by Emily
Holt, executive secretary of the
union.

Commercial

Tibbett to Washington

CHNS
Halifax
Nova
The

Scotia

Radio Station
of the Maritimes
JOS. WEED 8c CO.
350 Mad ison Avenue, New York

INTERESTED

IN

THE

CAROLINAS?

INVESTIGATE

WSPA
AT

SPARTANBURG

5000-1000 WATTS • CBS
REPRESENTED BY
HOLLINGBERY

pWFBCh
ALTOOIVA,PA.
Complete
NBC

Coverage

affiliate and

BLUE

Network

19 years in the public service
HEADLEY-REED CO.
National Representatives
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Before polling the board members, she said, she and Lawrence
Tibbett, president of AFRA, had
gone to Washington to discuss the
whole question with Maj. Gen.
Philippson, with whom CBS had
made arrangements for the series.
Union's stand was endorsed by
A. L. Berman, president of This Is
the Army Inc., Army-controlled
agency inaffairs,
charge
the that
show's
financial
whoofsaid
his
organization agrees with the union,
adding that "if it were a purely
Army show we know AFRA would
be the first to cooperate."
At the War Dept., the Radio
Branch indicated that if AFRA,
CBS and the sponsor had worked
out arrangements for the show,
there would have been no objection
by Army officials. Though War
Dept. policy dictates that in general Army men may not appear as
comedians and stooges on commercial shows, exceptions are made
when a program advances the interests of the Army and is in good
taste. Army Regulations provide
that military personnel shall not
be placed in economic competition
with civilians in any manner to reduce civilian opportunity to earn a
means of livelihood. They further
provide that "if the program is
sponsored, performance of Army
personnel ... is permitted, provided such performance is an incidental part of a complete program
but not a regular part of a series
of Last
programs."
February when the CBS
Lux Radio Theatre broadcast condensed version of This Is the Army,
the War Dept. approved the allsoldier cast.
Citing figures collected by the

Henry

CBS

Show

Hollywood Victory Committee that
the entertainment industry of
America has raised well over
$2,000,000 for Army-Navy Relief,
Mrs. Holt said that even so the decision to reject this request was a
difficult one, but the union feels
that "soldiers and sailors should
not be asked to go on the air to sell
cigarettes or soap or any other com"
It was petitive
also commercial
pointedproduct.
out that
the
series was to be presented on Tuesday evenings from 9:30-10:30 p.m.,
when Fibber McGee & Molly and
Bob Hope broadcast on NBC, time
not currently sold on CBS which,
with Army talent, would have collected time charges for its full network for the four-week period, or
possibly for longer if these broadcasts secured a large enough audience.
Executives of Newell-Emmett
Co., agency for Liggett & Myers,
declined to comment on the situation except to say that the agency
had not been involved in the negotiations with the Army or AFRA,
which had been conducted entirely
by CBS. CBS executives similarly
refused to discuss the subject or to
amplify the statement sent May 8
to its stations when the rejection
was received. This message read :
Decision Surprise to CBS
"A wholly unexpected development has blocked the broadcasting
of This Is the Army which we
asked you to clear beginning May
25 for four weeks. Confidentially,
after this was cleared through laborious weeks of negotiations with
high officials of the United States
Army and Irving Berlin and after
order was signed by Liggett &
Myers, AFRA raised objections to
allowing Army soldier cast to perform. We have negotiated unsuccessfully with AFRA management
who met for final decision last night
and refused permission for broadcast. We must regretfully therefore
cancel earlier reservation."
AFRA's action raises the whole
question of the propriety of radio
appearances of members of the
country's armed forces, which it is
alleged in some quarters heretofore
has been decided on an apparently
hit or miss basis, with no consistent
policy. Sgt. Gene Autry broadcasts
each Sunday for Wrigley's Spearmint Gum, but Sgt. Ezra Stone
was denied permission to broadcast
on Thursdays for General Foods,
to cite but a single example. Outside of radio, the Army cancelled
the Joe Louis-Bill Conn fight which
had been scheduled for the benefit
of Army Emergency Relief because
the fighters and the promoters
would also profit, yet they would
have permitted the This Is the
Army broadcasts if AFRA had not
intervened.
BROADCASTING

Isolated

STUDIO AUDIENCE for
The Aldrich Family on NBC
has been eliminated indefinitely pending
as
to whether
or the
not decision
the show
improves
without benefitforof listeners
studio laughs.
Experiment started April 15.
General Foods Corp., New
York, sponsors the program
for Post. Agency is Young &
Rubicam, New York.
Persons

Over

45

to Get

WSJS Technical Courses
MEN and women over 45 will be
trained as radio technicians by
WSJS, Winston-Salem. Phil Hendrick, station technical supervisor,
will teach the courses tutition-free.
Object is to get transmitter and
control operators.
Mr. Hendrick has had previous
teaching experience, having conducted the extension division of
North Carolina State College technical school work in WinstonSalem.
"The school is planned to be of
benefit to all stations in our area,"
says Harold Essex, station director. "Each student accepted understands he or she is under no obligations to accept employment at
WSJS nor is the station under obligation to provide or obtain employment for any tostudent.
rally we expect
pick a "Natucouple
Course
willourselves."
last six to eight
good
ones for
weeks, two evenings per week.
Graduates should be ready for the
next FCC examination due in Winston-Salem first week in August.
FCC

Orders

Link

Rates

Equalized After June 30
Equalizing the charges representing the radio link in foreign or
overseas radiocommunications, the
FCC last week ordered establishment of uniform arrangements for
the division of charges for foreign
and overseas radiocommunications
between licensees in the fixed public and fixed public press services
and their foreign correspondents to
be effective June 30.
The Commission ordered that
each of the fixed public and fixed
public press licensees of the AT&T,
Globe Wireless, Mackay Radio &
Telg. Co. (Cal.), Mackay Radio and
Telg. Co. (Del.), Press Wireless,
RCA Communications, Radio Corp.
of Puerto Rico, South Porto Rico
Sugar Co., Tropical Radio Telegraph Co., United States-Liberia
Radio Corp. be modified to include
the following condition:
This license is granted upon condition
that the licensee shall not operate under
or enter into any contract, agreement, or
arrangement for the division of the radiolink portion of the charges for foreign or
overseas radiocommunications on a basis
other than 50% thereof to the licensee and
50%such
thereof
to the foreign correspondents
of
licensee.
Red Cross Cites WHAM
CITATION from the American Red
Cross awarded
for "appreciation
service"
has
been
to Little ofShow,
weekly
program heard for the past 26 weeks
on WHAM, Rochester. Presentation
took place May 7. Program aims to
recruit blood donors, and features servicemen who have received blood plasma
while in action, as well as talks by
prominent citizens, and music.
• Broadcast
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Employment
Helps
\t USES
Offices
HoNutt
Points Out Varying
Regional Provisions
itOST RELIABLE information
ibout the rights and responsibiliies of employers and workers unler the recently enacted hiring conrols [Broadcasting, April 19] of
he War Manpower Commission is
ivailable at local USES offices,
/Var Manpower Commission Chief
3aul V. McNutt said last week.
Ie pointed out that the entire naion is now blanketed with regional
stabilization agreements involving
varying provisions in many of the
.2 national manpower regions.
Completion of the network of
•egional stabilization agreements
nakes it possible for workers in
essential industries to move to new
obs provided it is in the interest
)f the war eflort. Under the usual
Stabilization agreement, WMC
>oints out, employers issue "statenents of availability" to workers
o enable them to accept new jobs.
Consult the USES
These statements are to be issued
.vhen an employe is discharged or
.vhen he wishes to take a job where
lis services will be more effectively
itilized. Refusing to explain fur:her how employes will know when
;hey have a right to issue these
statements of availability, Mr.
McNutt said, "when in doubt, conult the USES."
While the national hiring consols were going into effect, offiials of the WMC confirmed Thursday that a new list of critical industries may be drawn up to assist
iraft boards in granting deferrients.
Admitting that the present list
Df essential industries, which covers 35 industries and 1800 jobs, is
(now too bulky to provide any sort
of effective assistance to draft
boards in determining deferments,
officials of WMC said that a shorter

vital part of hiring machinery under the stabilization programs, and
since "industries like to be on an
essential list because it gives them
sort of a Government blessing."
Officials explained that the essential industry list never guaranteed
deferment, and that with the manpower pinch becoming more acute
it has become far too all-inclusive
to be of service to draft boards. It
is, however, they say, a practical
instrument for other manpower
regulations.
Another development last week
was an announcement by Brig.
Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, director of
Selective Service, that drafting of

list of "critical' jobs is being considered.
Even if the critical list is adopted, they indicated, the list of 35
essential industries will probably
be retained since it has become a

INO

ARCADE

Games to Soldiers
I'lOUM ISSION has boon granted the
Western Union Telegraph Co. by the
FCC to furnish play-by-play descriptions of baseball games to the Armed
Forces in the South Pacific war '/.one.
Broadcasts are i<> be transmitted
through KWID, San Francisco.

assures the employer 15 days' notice before these men, now in 3A,
are reclassified, so that he may

WLB OK's CBS Contract
APPROVAL of the entire new contract between the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
(AFL) and CBS covering technicians and supervisory personnel
was announced by the War Labor
Board last week following reconsideration of an earlier decision
which had ruled out provisions for
a shorter wage progression and
shorter maximum work day, although approving a 7-cent-an-hour
wage increase. WLB notified Lawson Wimberly, international representative of the union, that it had

appeal for
their
deferment to 2A
or occupational
2B.

reconsidered
in the lightApril
of IBEW's
appeal
[Broadcasting,
5, 12].

pre-Pearl Harbor fathers is likely
to begin by August 1. Selective
Service has advised employers to
fill in Form 42B for each such
father now on his staff. This form
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE
235 East 45th Street
New York City, N. Y.

11,

1943

Atte ntion:
ERICH BRANDEIS

Gentlemen:
It is only fitting that we pass on to the
International News Service the proper credit due
a splendid news service - in helping KRKD maintain
superior newscasts.
In this connection, we want
to express our appreciation of the excellent cooperation
"by your
representative
Harker.
Both furnished
he and
the INS
service have Milton
contribted greatly to our excellent newscasting.
This
expression of our appreciation is prompted by the
ever- increasing merit of the INS service - both
in the home ana foreign fields, and the belief
that when a pat on the back is deserved - it should
be given.
This bit of a compliment is sent to you
by a newspaperman.
I believe twenty years of
wrestling with copy should qualify me as a fair
judge of INS quality.
We haven* t a thing to
"crab" about and when that condition prevails
in a newsroom - INS must be good.
Congra

All t!io top NBC Programs
A-Gociated Pres; News
THE STATION MOST PEOPLE LISTEN TO MOST

tula t i ons .

Sincerely,

in t!is Savannah Seaboard
Market

"Doug"
News Ed,

NBC
BLUE. TOO

UISAY
SAVAN
N AH
National Representative!
GEORGE
P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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Durr

Asks

Cox

Dismissal

(Continued from page 12)
intensifies a concern which I have
Durr filed a nine-page memorandum, dated May 13, reciting the
felt for some time." Mr. Durr said
these facts raise serious question
history of the WALB case and
as to whether or not Congressman
quoting copiously from testimony
Cox has the disinterest and obduring the proceedings, which bejectivity requisite for the chairman
gan on March 6, 1940. He pointed
or member of a committee charged
out that the $2,500 check matter
with a duty to investigate and to
had been referred by unanimous
vote of the Commission in March,
report upon its investigation to the
House.
1942, to the Dept. of Justice for
The facts indicate, he charged,
such action as the Department
that Congressman Cox was inmight deem appropriate. He alluded to Section 113 of the U. S.
spired "to a large degree, if not
Criminal Code, making acceptance
wholly, by prejudice, animosity,
and personal interest in introof compensation for services renducing the resolution pursuant to
dered by members of Congress and
which this investigation is being
certain others in public life in any
conducted, in pressing for its adopproceeding before a Government
tion, and in conducting the investiagency a criminal offense punishable by imprisonment and fine.
gation since its passage."
Exhibits Included
He contended the record "shows
a self-interest and a bias so obvious as to render Congressman
"Because of his personal interest
Cox unsuited to serve on the select
and because of the prejudice and
bias which he has already shown
committee." He also cited "long. . . I do not think Congressman
standing precedents of the House
Cox is an appropriate person to
to support the disqualification here
conduct an inquiry into my activsought." After enumerating these,
ities as a member of the FCC, or
he said other examples could be
cited showing it has been repeatedly
into my personal affairs," said the
determined that where charges are
Durr letter. "Nor, in the light of
long-standing precedents of the
brought by a member in a matter
House, do I believe that, having the
in which he is even indirectly infull information before it, the
terested, that member is not apHouse will deem it appropriate for
pointed to the investigating committee.
him to conduct an inquiry into the
The exhibits attached to the Durr
activities of the FCC."
Along with the petition, Mr.
newspaper release included a
photostat of a purported WALB
check dated Aug. 18, 1941, made
out to Judge Cox, for $2,500 and
endorsed by Judge Cox, and having
BALTIMORE'S
BLUE
cleared through the City National
Bank of Albany on Auy. 30, 1941,
and the voucher purportedly showing payment for "legal expense."
No Replies To FTC
RADIO & Periodical Division of
the Federal Trade Commission has
received no comments yet from
broadcasters on suggestions made
by PGad B. Morehouse, director,
for simplifying clerical work in
assembling commercial continuity
returns submitted to the commission, according to Mr. Morehouse.
The suggestions, made in a letter
to a broadcaster and printed in the
May 7 NAB Reports, are intended
to make the continuity returns
easier for the broadcaster but
would have no effect on their handling by the FTC, Mr. Morehouse
said. Broadcasters have been most
cooperative, he continued, and the
Commission is glad to do what
it can to make their work easier.
War

National Representatives;
SPOT SALES, INC.
New York - Chitago - San Francisco
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Food

Guide

OFFICIAL GUIDE, showing how
food advertisers can tie in with
the National Wartime Nutrition
program, was released last week by
the Nutrition & Food Conservation
Branch, Food Distribution Administration, in cooperation with the
OWI and the Advertising Council.
Promotional phases were developed
through the Council, with Benton
& Bowles, as volunteer agency. H.
W. Roden, of Harold H. Clapp
Inc., is campaign coordinator. KelBattle Creek, Mich., printlogg Co.,
folder.
ed the

UP's STYLE
Phil Newsom,

BOOK

Radio Manager,

Advises on Writing
STYLE BOOK for radio news has
been written by Phil Newsom,
radio news manager of United
Press, and is available to UP radio
clients, the UP radio staff, journalism schools and others.
Pocket size, cloth bound, and
illustrated with cartoons which
emphasize the chief idea of each
chapter, the book assumes the
reader is already experienced in
news writing, and tells him how to
alter his style to make stories as
clear and effective when heard as
they have been on the printed page.
Mr. Newsom stresses use of
short "warm-up" sentences, advises
an informal style, frequent rewrites, and care in picking stories
since they go indiscriminately to
the whole family. The book is illustrated throughout with news
stories involving the principles set
forth.
'This

Is

Official'

Set

By Blue as War Series
SECOND network program to be
announced following the statement
made at the NAB Convention that
the four networks were being asked
to contribute a full weekly program
to Government messages [Broadcasting, May 3], is the BLUE's
"Washington press conference of
the air", which starts May 23.
Titled This Is Official and heard
Sundays 1-1:30 p.m., the program
is to be presented from Washington in cooperatio nwith the OWI
and is designed to provide answers
to questions on the war, as submitted by the people.
Each broadcast features a "answer panel," made up of Government officials starting with Prentiss
Brown, head of the OPA; Chester
Davis, Federal food administrator;
Paul V. McNutt, chief of the War
Manpower Commission, and representatives of WPB and the War
Dept. An interlocutor, who will select the questions each week and
present them to Government heads,
will
be namedprogram,
shortly.ForNBC's
Government
This allWe
Fight, gets under way June 5.
This Is Official was developed by
John H. Heiney, of Washington,
who also will produce. Mr. Heiney
originated Prof. Quiz, said to have
started the q-and-a cycle in network broadcasting.
Strong Jap Signal
JAPANESE international broadcast transmitter at Tokyo is throwing a good signal along the Eastern
Seaboard of the United States, as
well as the West Coast, according
to reports received in Washington.
The Tokyo international station
JLG4, apparently using about 100
kw. beamed to this country on
15105 kc, is putting on the news
in English at 7 p.m. (EWT). These
propaganda broadcasts are followed by a half-dozen recorded
messages from American prisoners
held by the Japs, allegedly attesting good treatment and good health.
The wife of one American prisoner
reported she received some 120
letters from friends throughout the
country after a recorded broadcast
mentioning his name.
BROADCASTING

JOHN MULLEN
GETS
NEW
OWI COPY
JOB
JOHN A. MULLEN, vice president of Benton & Bowles, has been
appointed Copy Chief of the OWI
Radio Bureau, Don Stauffer chief
of the Bureau annweek.
o u n cThe
e d Copy
last n

"ISIli

Chief post is a
new one, Mr.
Stauffer said, involvingtexts
supervision of the
of all OWI Radio
Bureau announcements, and other
duties not yet as-

signed. Mr. Mullen
Mr. Mullen was one of the original consultants of the OWI Radio
Bureau. Officials stated that he had
done "yoeman work in helping to

lay plans
for new
the post,
Bureau's
operations." At his
Mr. Mullen
will report directly to Mr. Stauffer.
At Benton & Bowles, Mr. Mullen
was director of commercials. Date
of his departure from the agency
has not yet been set, nor have plans
been made for his replacement. He
will be on leave of absence from the
agency, with which he has been associated for nine years. For the
past year, he has been on the Radio Advisory by Committee of the
Advertising Council.
Own

Agency

Is Opened

By Weston Hill in N. Y.
WESTON HILL, widely known to
the radio industry as a copywriter
and creative executive for various
agencies, has announced the opening of his own agency, Hill Adv.
Inc., with offices at 250 Park Ave.,
New York. Telephone is PL 3-7800.
Mr. Hill also announced that a
branch office will be opened soon in
Chicago. He did not reveal details
of personnel or accounts.
Most recent agency affiliation for
Mr. Hill has been with Sherman &
Marquette, Chicago, where he
served as a copywriter and contact
man on Colgate - Palmolive - Peet
Co.'s Cashmere Bouquet cosmetic
and soap
,and
on account.
the Country
tillers
Products
PriorDisto
that, he was vice-president and
copy chief of H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago, and has also served in an
executive capacity with Ruthrauff
mert.
& Ryan and Blackett-Sample-HumASCAP

in North

Dakota

ASCAP is again doing business in
North Dakota, the Society reports,
following notification by State officials that its compliance with
Chapter 115 of the 1939 Session
laws has been accepted and that
the documents submitted by
ASCAP have been accepted and
filed ute.
as Licenses
provided
for byDakota
the statin North
are
handled through the Minnesota office, under the direction of E. W.
Peterson.
Made Director
HILDRED SANDERS (Mrs. Fred
Levings, Jr.), copywriter for the
past three years of Mitchell-Faust
Adv. Co., Chicago, has been appointed associate radio director.
Lt. Paul Holman Faust, vicepresident and radio director, is on
leave,
serving
with Naval Public
Relations
in Chicago.
• Broadcast
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DREW

PEARSON

TIP

'SMEAR'
A checking
INVESTIGATORS
the
TERMED
alleged
of Congress
a Louisiana
member "smearing"
of the U. S.
by

VEWSMEN WELCOME Henry Cassidy, reporter who scored the beat
)n Premier Stalin's demand for a second front, at a dinner at Toots
Shor's restaurant, New York. Occasion was Cassidy's first network
ippearance, on the BLUE's Watch the World Go By with Roy Porter.
Present were G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, director of news and special
■jvents for the BLUE Network; Max Hill, former AP newsman at Tokyo;
Porter, Cassidy, Louis Lochner, former AP news chief at Bei-lin; W. J.
McCambridge general manager of Press Association, AP's radio subidiary; and Clark Lee, AP newsman with MacArthur on Bataan.

FLYERS

TO

Navy

Interior Depts. Completing

and

LEARN

FROM

DISCS
Course

of Eight Months

on Morse, Blinker, Etc.
minute records, the course covers
3IGGEST transcription job for a
eight months of training, using
iingle project — an estimated 250,four records per lesson. Records
)00 pressings of a recorded naval
training course — was described last
carry Mr. Marshall's voice as he
veek by Shannon Allen, director
gives instruction and dictation, and
the sounds of Morse code as it
>f the Interior Dept.'s Radio SecJon, and Warrant Officer George E.
spells out practice messages.
Through the use of filters in both
Marshall of the Navy's Bureau of
\eornautics.
the recording and playback equipment, the 700-cycle tone of the
Elements of the Morse Code, and
audible code is also used to actuate
linker and semaphore signalling
a flash lamp for the teaching of
systems, will be taught to every
blinker. Special equipment required
Navy aviator by means of recordfor the project was designed and
ngs, the masters of which are now
constructed by the radio section's
leing prepared at the radio stuengineering department.
lios of the Interior Dept. Thus,
A completely automatic playback
;hrough transcriptions, one man
set-up,
in which the recorded tone
frill teach the systems, simultaneactuates a loudspeaker, operates an
ously in all Navy schools, providing
automatic slide film projector and
i measure of relief for the manactuates a flashlamp blinker, is
power problem.
manufactured by Magnavox Co.
Masters of the entire 600-disc
World Broadcasting System has
:ourse are expected to be finished
the transcription contract. Pressings will be made on vinylite.
)y summer. Transcribed on eightSousa

Still Leads

WITH BAND music hitting a high
in popularity in time of war, the
Army Band reports that John
Philip Sousa's "Stars and Stripes
Forever" still leads the hit-parade
)f band selections. In fact, it is
played almost as much as the National Anthem, says Capt. Thomas
|F. Darcy Jr., who leads the band.
Second number is Rossini's "Overture to William Tell", with the
trauss waltz "Beautiful Blue Danbe", the "Poet and Peasant" overure of Von Suppe, and Sousa's
'The
burth Invincible
and fifth on Eagle",
the list. third,
Nehi

on 22

EHI Corp., Columbus, Ga., to
romote its Par-T-Pak beverages
and sparkling water, on May 17
starts a varied schedule of transcribed spot announcements on 22
western stations. Contracts are for
26 weeks. Utilizing four and five
announcements weekly, station list
includes KFRE KVEC KSRO
KENO KBKR KVRS KDYL KHQ
KOL KGW KQW KHJ KTMS KGB
KORE KTUC KPMC KVOE KXO
is
KIT KIDO KIEM. Agency
BBDO, Los Angeles.
BROADCASTING

Tube Meeting Called
MEETING of the Tube Industry
Advisory Committee to plan production of replacement tubes for
home radios has been called for
May 27, by Frank H. Mcintosh,
chief of the Radio & Radar Division's foreign and domestic broadcasting branch. Production of
tubes for the third and fourth
quarters of 1943 will be determined,
and a program of parts for maintenance and repair will be discussed.
McClintock

Recovers

MILLER McCLINTOCK, Mutual
president, who has recovered from
his recent attack of bronchial pneumonia, will speak on the network
May 19 during the Navy School
of Music program, when he receives a"For Victory" salute for
MBS participation in Navy wareffort shows.
Compton Substitutes
MILITARY officials of high rank are
substituting for Mutual's Washington
newscaster, Walter Compton, while he
makes a 10-day tour of Army camps.
Compton's trip
as official
representative is part
of a Mutual
Government
project to give commentators a picture
of Army operations.
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Drew Pearson, columnist and radio
commentator, will be heard today
(May 17) by the House Military
Affairs Committee which assigned
the investigators to the case after
Rep. Brooks (D-La.) appeared representing Louisiana members and
requesting the probe.
Chairman May of the committee
said witnesses would be Representative Morrison (D-La.) and a New
Orleans businessman who deals in
secondhand boilers.
Mr. Pearson, in his BLUE net
broadcast Sunday night, May 9, is
said to have referred to social affairs at 2101 R street NW in Washington at which John P. Monroe
was host. Mr. Monroe's dinners
have been widely publicized and the
military affairs committee has been
questioning him in regard to various persons reported as having been
his guests. Rep. Morrison had been
a guest cording
atto newspaper
Mr. Monroe's
house, acaccounts.
In his regular broadcast, for
Serutan, Mr. Pearson is said to have
offered "a tip" to the committee
saying that a member of the Louisiana House delegation was to get "a
juicy commission" on a contract
deal promised by Mr. Monroe. Since
no Louisiana member was specified
by name the delegation made its
formal request for an inquiry into
what it termed a "smear" charge
by the commentator.
NO COMMERCIAL
But WFIL Client Renews On
Good-Will Basis
HARMON L. BLACKBURN, owner of Old Original
Philadelphia
seafoodBookbinder's,
restaurant,
has signed a second 13 weeks Home
Front Heroes contract over WFIL.
For ten minutes six nights a week
the program permits volunteer war
workers to tell their stories and
make
a pitch
activities for
—
and not
a wordfor oftheir
commercial
the restaurant is given.
Only identification of the show
with the client is a single line by
way of credit. Occasionally Mr.
Blackburn does the interviewing
although Eddie First usually handles it.
Sci-ipts are handled by the Philip
Klein Advertising agency, Philadelphia. Requests for time are received from numerous volunteer
agencies and the greatest single
problem is making the selections.
Time is asked by war relief agencies for Britain, China, Russia,
Belgium and Holland; the United
War
Chest,
merchant
canteen,
Stage
Door seaman's
Canteen,
Kitty Foyle
Canteen,
Jewish
Welfare Board clubrooms, YMCA,
American Legion, Red Cross, Philadelphia Fellowships Committee
and many others.
Only restriction is that organization representative make no request for financial aid. Gifts may
be solicited such as equipment and
fittings for canteens. Mr. Blackburn, although making no commercial appeal on the air, plugs the
program in numerous ways in his
restaurant.
Mr. Blackburn seeks no returns
in these days of limited food supplies. He's satisfied in good-will
accumulating.

K0N0,

San Anlonb, Texas

. . . AP is the best news service
available anywhere at any
Jarncs M. Brown,
Commercial Manager.
price.
available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.

inc.
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000RAYMER
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Buy

LISTENERS

WFM
covering

J
greater

Yornigstown
More listeners, more hours
of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngstown, O., area.*
*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Bine Network
Headley-Reed, Rep.

5000 WATTS

1 33 0 KILOCYCLES

ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
The rosier of advertisers using WEVD year
after year
reads like "Who's
Who" in
National
Advertising/List
on request.
HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR
WEVD — 117 W. 46th Street, New York, N. Y.
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Nets

Prepare
for New
(Continued from page 8)

secretary; Judge E. 0. Sykes, former FCC chairman, Philip J. Hennessey Jr., and Herbert L. Bingham, members of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. executive
committee; Kenneth L. Yourd and
Howard Houseman, CBS attorneys.
Following this session, Mr. Miller
called a meeting of the NAB Legislative Committee to be held in
Washington, Wednesday (May 19).
Members of the committee are
James D. Shouse, WLW-WSAI,
Cincinnati; James W. Woodruff Jr.,
WRBL, Columbus, Ga.; Don S.
Elias, WWNC, Asheville; and
Messrs. Russell and Ream.
Under Supreme Court procedure,
the mandate will not be handed
down for 25 days, or until June 5
at the earliest. During that time
the networks may petition the
court for rehearing, a procedure
often resorted to but seldom
granted. The regulations, however,
cannot become effective until June
14 because on March 12 the court
granted the CBS motion for a stay
of mandate 10 days beyond the
regular date. The cases were argued
before the court Feb. 11-12, with
Solicitor General Charles Fahy for
the Government; Louis G. Caldwell, MBS general counsel, for that
network, in support of the Government's position; Charles Evans

Rules

Hughes Jr., for CBS; and John T.
Cahill, for NBC.
The extremes to which the court
majority went in deciding the case
were manifested not only in the
written opinion but in the oral comments of the former Harvard professor in reporting the momentous
ruling in open court.
Extemporaneously, he commented
that Congress intended that the
FCC should regulate the "spiritual
and intellectual" phases of broadcasting, as well as the technical.
This precise language did not
appear in the written opinion. It
was regarded as of highest significance, however, for if that judgment holds, there is nothing spoken
into the microphone that cannot be
regulated by the FCC. The comment was made in the face of the
"no censorship"
precisely-worded
provision
of the law.
Powerful Dissent
Justice Frankfurter was joined
in the majority opinion by Chief
Justice Stone and Associate Justices Reed, Douglas and Jackson.
Justice Black disqualified himself,
presumably both because his
brother-in-law, C. J. Durr, is a
member of the FCC and because he
was a member of the Senate when
the Communications Act of 1934
was passed. Justice Rutledge, newest member of the Court, took no
part because he did not hear the
arguments.
The powerfully worded dissenting
opinion was delivered from the
bench almost in toto by Justice
Murphy. He was joined by Justice
Roberts, who had written the opinion in the Sanders Case two years
ago, overriding the FCC and holding that it had no authority to
control business aspects of broadcasting operations. That opinion
was effectively overturned by the
majority
in the network-monopoly
ruling.
The Supreme Court ruling, however, does not terminate pending
litigation against the networks on
the question of purported monopoly,
aimed at exclusive contracts, time
options and the related issues. The
Dept. of Justice still has pending
before the Federal District Court
in Chicago its anti-trust suits
against RCA-NBC and CBS, alleging violation of the Sherman
Act on these counts and others, including dual ownership and operation of two networks by RCA, station ownership, transcription company and artists bureau affiliations
and in fact all the original counts
cited in the FCC's first report of
May 3, 1941.
September Trial Set
These proceedings are set for
trial on Sept. 13 before Federal
District Judge Barnes. There also
is pending the triple-damage suit
of Mutual against RCA-Blue, seeking redress of some $10,000,000
which would be pressed if that com-
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pany is found guilty of infraction
of the anti-trust statutes. It is expected, in the light of the Supreme
Court ruling, that CBS and RCANBC will seek dismissal of the
Government suits on the ground
that the whole issue now is moot.
Presumably the Mutual litigation
will fall too.
Justice Frankfurter's opinion of
27 pages is the most exhaustive
handed down in a radio case to
date. In it he reviewed at length
the history of the network controversy from its inception in March,
1938, when the Commission undertook its original investigation. He
pointed out that since Oct. 30, 1941,
when the suits were filed, the enforcement of the regulations has
been stayed either voluntarily by
the Commission or by order of
court.
Enumerated in the opinion were
the eight regulations, the reasons
cited by the FCC for their adoption,
and the reasons the Court majority
sustained the Commission. He
termed regulation of radio as vital
to its development as traffic control was to the development of the
automobile, because of the "fixed
naural limitation" upon the number of stations that can operate
without interference.
Traffic Officer
Answering contentions that the
Commission is a "kind of traffic
officer, policing the wavelengths to
prevent stations from interfering
with each other", Justice Frankfurter said the Act does not restrict the Commission merely to the
supervision of the traffic but puts
upon it "the burden of determining the composition of that traffic.
The facilities of radio are not
large enough to accommodate all
who wish to use them. Methods
must be devised for choosing from
among the many who apply. And
since Congress itself could not do
this, it committed the task to the
Commission."
It was this dictum that appeared
to convey to the FCC implied control over program content. The emphasis placed by the majority on
the import of the phrase "public,
interest, convenience or necessity"
as all-embracing, likewise connoted
broad new powers which the FCC
has attempted to invoke, but which
till now had not been sanctioned by
the courts. The "public interest",
the court held further, is also the
interest of the listening public in
"the larger and more effective use
of radio", as contained in Section
303 (g) of the Act, used by the FCC
as a vehicle authorizing it to make
casting.
rules applicable to chain broadRelated to the issue of multiple
ownership, which the FCC sought
to ban, but dropped, apparently
until such time as the court adjudicated the network controversy, was
the observation by Justice Frankfurter of an extreme hypothetical
case. One man, financially and technically qualified, might apply for
and obtain the licenses of both
stations in a community and preBROADCASTING

142-Station Survey Shows
—Farmers Are Informed ■*
j
W
FARMERS TH
are
KNOinformed
E better
N
I
L
about current market conditions
than they have ever been in the
past, according to Lance G. Hooks,
Chief of Radio and Market News
Section of the Great Lakes Regional Office of the Food Distribution Administration, Chicago, who
recently conducted a survey of 142
stations in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
Michigan and Wisconsin.
Of the 119 stations reporting, 100
carry 486 daily market news broadcasts and farm programs. Of these
293 are market news programs.
Ninety stations broadcast 193 daily
farm programs directed toward
aiding farmers to solve wartime
keting.
problems of production and mar-

sent a single service over the two
stations "thus wasting a frequency otherwise available to the
The Act, the majority opinion
continued, "does not withdraw such
a situation from the licensing and
area".
regulatory powers of the Commission, and there is no evidence that
Congress did not mean its broad
language to carry the authority it
While the act does not explicitly
say
the Commission shall have
expresses."
power to deal with network practices found inimical to the public
interest, Justice Frankfurter contended that in the context of the
developing problems to which it
was directed, the act gave the Commission "not niggardly but expansive powers." The Commission was
given a "comprehensive mandate
to 'encourage the larger and more
effective use of radio in the public
interest," if need be, by making
'special regulations applicable to
radio stations engaged in chain
Broad Powers
broadcasting'."
Throughout the opinion, Justice
Frankfurter emphasized the broad,
rather than the restricted powers
given the FCC by Congress, because of the fluid and dynamic
state of radio. Congress did not
attempt to give the Commission
"an itemized catalog of the specific
manifestations of the general problems for the solution of which it
was establishing a regulatory j
agency," he said.
After concluding that the

act !

authorized the Commission to "promulgate
regulations
designed to
correct the abuses disclosed by its
investigation of chain broadcasting," the majority opinion stated
there remained for consideration
the claim that the Commission's
exercise of such authority was unlawful. Pointing out that the regulations were assailed as arbitrary
and capricious, Justice Frankfurter said that if this contention
mears they are "unwise," that they
are not likely to succeed in accomplishing what the Commission
intended, "we can only say that the
• Broadcast
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ippellants have selected the wrongforum for such a plea."
The court's duty is at an end, he
said, when it finds that the action
jf the Commission was based upon
findings supported by the evidence
and was made pursuant to authority granted by Congress.
Congress' Responsibility
"It is not for us to say that the
public interest will be furthered or
retarded by the chain broadcasting regulations. The responsibility
belongs to the Congress for the
[grant of valid legislative authority,
and the Commission for its exercise."
Contending that the Commission
did not bind itself inflexibly to the
licensing policy expressed in the
regulations, the majority held that
"if time and changing circumstances reveal that the 'public interest' is not served by application
iof the regulations, it must be assumed that the Commission will act
in accordance with its statutory
obligations."
Answering the networks' contention that the first amendment to
the Constitution is contravened because the regulations abridge the
right of free speech, the majority
held that if that be so, it would
follow that every person whose
application for a license to operate
a station is denied by the Commistsion "is to be denied his Constitutional right of free speech." Unlike
other modes of expression, the
court said, radio inherently is not
available to all.
"That is its unique characteristic and that is why, unlike other
modes of expression, it is subject
to governmental regulation. Because it cannot be used by all, some
who wish to use it must be denied."
The question is simply whether
the Commission, by announcing
that it will refuse licenses to persons who engage in specified network practices, is thereby denying
them the Constitutional right of
free speech, the majority said. The
right of free speech does not include, the court held, "the right to
use the facilities of radio without
a license. The licensing system established by Congress . . . was a
proper exercise of its power over
commerce. . . . Denial of a station
license on that ground, if valid
under the act, is not a denial of
free speech."
Vast Potentialities
The Murphy dissent, concurred
in by Justice Roberts, which obviously will be strongly relied upon
in the effort to get a new legislative expression from Congress,
stated at the very outset that the
court's minority did not question
the objectives of the network regulations. Justice Murphy held that
the court exceeded its competence
when we "gratuitously bestow upon
ian agency power which the Congress has not granted."
The minority emphasized the extreme importance of radio in the
life of the nation, pointing out that
it has assumed a position of "cornBROADCASTING

Devoted to Art
NAMING a bass fiddle, flute,
piano, piccolo, guitar, and
banjo as co-respondents Mrs.
Suzanne D. Kettering was
granted a divorce from
Frank D. Kettering, of
WLS National Barn Dance
fame. Claiming her husband
spent more time with his instruments than with her,
Mrs. Kettering was awarded
$8,000 cash, household furnishings, an automobile, $45,000 in insurance that her husband must keep up, and $85
a week alimony.

manding importance, rivaling the
press and the pulpit. Because of its
vast potentialities as a medium of
communication, discussion and
propaganda, Justice Murphy held,
the character and extent of control
that should be exercised over it by
the Government "is a matter of
deep and vital concern."
Citing events in Europe which
show that radio may readily be a
weapon of authority and misrepresentation, instead of a means of
entertainment and enlightenment,
the minority said it may even be
used as "an instrument of oppression." Disclaiming any thought that
such developments are imminent
or probable in this country, Justice
Murphy suggested, however, that
the construction of the statute
"should be approached with more
than ordinary restraint and caution, to avoid an interpretation
that is not clearly justified by the
conditions that brought about its
enactment, or that would give the
Commission greater powers than
the Congress intended to confer."
Holding unequivocally that the
Communications Act does not in
terms give the Commission power
to regulate the contractual relations between stations and networks, Justice Murphy said nowhere in the act is there to be found
by reasonable construction or necessary inference authority to regulate the broadcasting industry as
such, or to control the complex
operations of the national networks.
Differing sharply with the majority, he contended the power to control network contracts and affiliations by means of the Commission's
licensing powers cannot be derived
from implication out of the use of
the public interest standard. He
cited the Sanders case wherein the
court held the Commission is given
no supervisory control of the "programs, of business management, or
of policy" of licensees.
Not Judged Unlawful
"To construe the licensing sections as granting authority to require fundamental and revolutionary changes in the business methods of the broadcasting networks- —
methods which have been in existence for several years and which
have not been adjudged unlawful —
would inflate and distort their true
meaning and extend them beyond
the limited purposes which they
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were Intended to serve," Justice
Murphy said.
Pointing out it is quite possible
that maximum utilization of radio
is inhibited by existing network
arrangements and that some of the
conditions imposed are possibly not
conducive to a freer use of radio
facilities, the minority nevertheless
said it was unable to agree that it
is within the present authority of
the Commission to prescribe the
remedy for such conditions.
"It is evident that a correction
of these conditions in the manner
proposed by the regulations would
involve drastic changes in the business of radio broadcasting which
the Congress has not clearly and
definitely empowered the Commisundertake." had reversed
Thesion toCommission
the order of things, Justice Murphy
said, asserting its real objective
is to regulate the business practices of the major networks, "thus
bringing within the range of its
regulatory power the chain broadcasting industry as a whole." By
means of these regulations and
their enforcement, the Commission
would not only extend its authority
over business practices but would
"greatly enlarge its control over
an institution that has now become
a rival of the press and pulpit as
a purveyor of news and entertainment and a medium of public dis'Mere Incident'
cussion."
To assume such a function and
responsibility of such wide reach
and importance in the life of the
nation "as a mere incident of its
duty to pass on individual applications for permission to operate a
radio station and use a specific
wavelength, is an assumption of
authority to which I am not willing to lend my assent," he said.
Reiterating the view that there
may be need of regulation, Justice
Murphy declared he did not believe
that the Commission was justified
in claiming the responsibility and
authority it has assumed to exercise "without a clear mandate from
theThe
Congress."
conditions disclosed by the
Commission's investigation, which
began in 1938, if they require correction, "should be met, not by the
invention of authority where none
is available or by diverting existing powers out of their true channels and using them for purposes to
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If you'd like that grand and glorious
feeling that comes from seeing your
merchandise move almost like magic,
put WAIR to work In this great
American
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which they were not addressed,"
the minority opinion stated, "but
by invoking the aid of the Congress
or the service of agencies that have
been entrusted with the enforcement of the anti-trust laws."
He concluded that "if the existing network contracts are deemed
objectionable, because of monopolistic or other features, and no
remedy is presently available under
these provisions, the proper course
is to seek amendatory legislation
from the Congress, not to fabricate
authority by ingenious reasoningbased upon provisions that have no
true relation to the specific prob-
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Abandoned

Pack
Year's
for This
OPA
Price Fixing by Grade to Be Continued but New
Rule Does Not Require Quality on Label

ABANDONMENT
of compulsory
grade labeling of the 1943 fruit
and vegetable pack was announced
by OPA last weekend, after four
months of indecision while canner
and consumer groups respectively
sought to overthrow and sustain
the order.

9,218

Is

OPA's action had been variously
predicted and denied throughout recent weeks, with rumors of action
either way leaking from the agency.
Grade labeling had been carried
over from the Leon Henderson administration, but was reaffirmed by
Prentiss M. Brown in a statement
Feb. 26 [Broadcasting, March 1].
Mr. Brown said it was necessary
to enforce price ceilings.
Decision to abandon grade labeling resulted, an official said, from
Congressional pressure and from
the impracticability of putting the
order
delay. into effect after such a long
Grading to Remain
Officials of the agency said OPA
will continue to set prices on foods
by grade but that the grade need
not be carried on the label. Grading will be based on Agricultural
Marketing Administration standards, which are to be marked on
sale invoices and made available
to consumers.
At the time that OPA was deciding to drop its grade label rulings,
the agency adopted new regulations
basing pricing on a mixture of
grade labeling and established
brand names. Prices on canned
fruits and vegetables were fixed
by brand where no grade appears
on the label. Where labels carry
an indication of quality, the price
is determined by a schedule based
on grades.
Other Objects Priced
Two other important groups of
radio-merchandised products also
came under new OPA pricing systems during the week. Elaborate
systems of determining the ceilings
of proprietary drugs and pharmaceuticals and of cosmetics and
toilet articles were issued.
As to price control by brand,
OPA officials said this was regarded as the simplest and most efficient way of fixing prices, and that
the agency has never had any desire to injure or detract from established brand names, as charged
by some opponents of grading.
OPA's adoption of brands as a
price-fixing device came at the same
time that a House Interstate subcommittee, under Rep. Lyle Boran
(D-Okla.) was hearing Price Administrator Prentiss Brown defend
OPA's standardization programs.
There is no reason, however, to believe that the two events are related. Rep. Boran's committee, acting under the Halleck Resolution

(HRes 98) will begin public hearings next Monday. After an executive session with the Committee
last Thursday, Mr. Brown said that
OPA intended to go ahead with enforcement of its hosiery standardization order, one of the principal
topics before the committee.
The original momentum for the
Halleck Resolution had been provided by canner opposition to the
grade labeling regulations. Instigated by these groups, Rep. Halleck
(R-Ind.) proposed the study, which
was later enlarged to include all
OPA plans for standardization,
and for regulation of newsprint.
RCA

Planners

to

Study

Social, Economic Trends
RCA Victor Post-War Planning
Committee, announced by David
Sarnoff, RCA president, in his address to the company's annual
stockholders' meeting May 4, is
studying the current trend of social and economic events as a basis
for determining the problems that
will arise in the immediate postwar period.
This study will make possible the
development of proper solutions,
according to F. R. Deakins, executive assistant on commercial matters to the general manager of the
RCA Victor Division, and chairman of the planning committee.
Other committee members are: Dr.
C. B. Jolliffe, chief engineer; J. M.
Smith, general plant manager;
Henry C. Bonfig, general sales
manager, and F. H. Corregan, executive assistant on financial matters to the general manager.
Golenpaul Misses First Show
FOR THE FIRST time since Information Please has been on NBC, Dan
Golenpaul, owner and producer of the
show, sponsored by H. J. Heinz Co.,
will not be sitting at m. c. Clifton
Fadiman's side to help with timing
and scoring the broadcast of May 17
from New York. The program is again
going to hook up with NBC Hollywood studios where Jan Struther and
Boris KarlofE will be guest contestants.
Golenpaul will be there helping them.
Franklin P. Adams and John Kieran
continue as the "experts" in New
York.
Agency is Maxon Inc., New
York.
Vacation Policy Continued
WHIO, Dayton, believes that in spite
of war conditions all employes
should get away from wartime radio
for a short time. All personnel with
station a year will get two weeks with
pay ; those serving six months or more,
one week. Even those who have worked
less than six months will have a few
extra days off in addition to regular
holidays. Earliest vacationer, AnHarry Butler, has already returnednouncer
towork.
IN a move to help alleviate current
war manpower shortages among broadcast engineers and technicians, a 48hour week was started on May 1 for
technical staffs of KHJ KFRC KGB
KDB and FM station K45LA, California outlets owned and operated by
Don Lee, Hollywood.

BROADCASTING

AT REQUEST of the Pacific
Coast Maritime Industry
Board, the FCC has granted
KYA, San Francisco, permission to broadcast without
charge calls to longshoremen. Need for the announcements, which will be of five
minutes, a.m. and p.m., arose
from inability of the hiring
hall to handle a flood of calls
from longshoremen incident
to the loading of ships under
wartime emergency conditions. The plan, which will be
handled in such a way as not
to reveal information of military importance, has the approval of appropriate Army
and Navy authorities, according to the FCC.
Station

Breaks

Slated

On OWI
Air Schedule
STATION break announcements
will probably be included shortly as j
a more important part of the OWI |
national packet, officials of the
agency promised a regional meeting
in Cleveland last Thursday. The
meeting had been called by H. K.
Carpenter, WHK-WCLE, regional
consultant.
Attending the meeting were representatives of45 stations in Ohio,
Michigan, West Virginia, and Kentucky. William M. Spire, chief of
the Allocation Division, Richard F.
Connor, retiring station relations
chief, and Mrs. Elaine Ewing, assistant station relations chief, represented OWI. Mr. Spire also said
the station breaks would be used
by regional offices wherever material permitted.

Scholarships Changed
WARTIME conditions have led the
Detroit Board of Education to
change the terms of the radio education scholarship offered by G. A.
Richards, president, and Lee Fitzpatrick, vice-president and general
manager of WJR, Detroit. The
$5,000 U. of Michigan scholarship, j
offered Detroit high school seniors \
to stimulate them to make radio
management a life career, has been
replaced with an outright grant of
$1,000 plus $4,000 to be held in
escrow until the winner returns
from military service. The sum
will then be available for the education or rehabilitation of the winning contestant.

New Campbell Series
CAMPBELL Soup Co., Camden,
through Foote, Cone & Belding,
on June 2 starts sponsoring for ;
13 weeks a half hour comedy- ;!
variety program on 119 CBS sta- II
tions, Wednesday 9:30-10 p.m.
(EWT). Packaged by Music Corp.
of America, national talent service,
series replaces The Milton Berle
Show for the summer. Jack Carson
is featured comedian with Johnnie
Johnston as vocalist. Produced by
Vick Knight, the Hollywood originating variety show will utilize
weekly guest stars. Lud Gluskin is
musical
announces.director. Carlton Kadell
FM fundamentals and practices are
treated in newly-published Frequency
Modulation, by August Hund, consulting engineer. The 375-page volume
has
illustrations
Book 113
Co., New
York. $4].[McGraw-Hill
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mC, UNION
PACT
BEING NEGOTIATED
ATIONAL Assn. of Broadcast
ngineers & Technicians and NBC
2g'an negotiations last week for a
ew contract between the network
nd its technical employes, to be>me effective at the expiration of
le present contract, which dates
•om July 1, 1941. When negotiaons with NBC are completed, the
nion will negotiate with the
LUE, whose present union contact was taken over from NBC at
le time the two networks were
;parated. Meetings are being held
rider the arbitration clause of the
mtract.
Major changes asked by the
nion are a 10 per cent increase in
>mpensation, in accordance with
le cost-of-living differential; an
ght-hour minimum work day, and
rtra compensation for men working the 1 a.m. to 6 p.m. shift. Both
des reported "satisfactory progsss" last Friday after three days
: negotiations, which will continue
lis week.
I NABET negotiating committee
imprises J. H. Brown, Hollywood,
resident of the union; F. C.
;hnepper, NABET vice-president
ad chairman of the Chicago chap'T, and Harry Hiller, chairman of
le New York chapter. 0. B. Hanitn, vice-president and chief enneer of NBC, and John H. Maconald, vice-president and asstant secretary, represent the
jtwork.
hipps Would Buy WTAL
OLUNTARY assignment of the
;ense of WTAL, operated by Flor*a Capitol Broadcasters Inc., Talihassee, to Capital City Broad)isting Corp. for $22,500 is sought
an application filed with the
CC. Sole stockholder in the new
irporation is J. H. Phipps, a
jajor in the Army Air Forces,
)w stationed in Washington. Present is his wife, Elinor K. Phipps;
ce-president is Teresa Myers, for
vo years advertising manager of
\e Tallahassee (Fla.) News DemLesteraryCross;
at;
i'Sr
ersecre
is J.
asst.is secret
andtary
easur

| Riley. Mr. Phipps is the son of
Mm S. Phipps and grandson of
fenry Phinps, who with Andrew
arnegie founded the U. S. Steel
or p.
TARRING
military personnel, the
rt Benning Theatre of the Air. a
^w program from Fort Benning. Ga..
being aired on WRBL, Colnmbns,
a. Origin n 11 v nrnrbiced by Pvt. Barry
:urmer, Special Service Office, show
heard spmi-monthlv on Thursday
; 7:30 CWT. Capt. Robert Shackeln and Lt. Robert H. Bumpus handle
sting and directing. First program
esented phases of the career of Lt.
en. George S. Patton, whose arored units, now in Tunisia, were
;tivated at Benning.

100% Girls
WITH the arrival of June
Remaly, first class license
holder, K^9KC, FM station in
Kansas City, has a 100% girl
staff in both technical and
programming1. Orren Nigh,
whom Miss Remaly replaced,
remains as supervising technical chief, but spends most
of his time in the War Production activities of Commercial Equipment Co., licensee
of the station.

BROADCASTING

'SOUND SISTER'
Jane Gray Chose Her Job
With Deliberation
NEW KIND of career girl is Jane
Gray, who has joined the WLWWSAI, Cincinnati, sound-effects department. Unlike most young ladies
whose aspirations lead to radio she
passed up the customary feminine

roles of actress, woman's commentator or announcing.
Jane became interested in radio
at the U. of Iowa, where she took
courses in radio acting, writing and
directing and for two years managed the sound effects department
of WSUI, the college station.
Speaking frankly, she says: "I
know clearly I haven't a good vocie.
I can't act as well as I'd like to,
and my writing leaves something
to be desired, so sound seems the
best bet. I like radio — so I'm willing to do practically any job around
a station."
Jane's ambition brought her to
the sound department of WLWWSAI and an opportunity to learn
all about the assorted rattles and
noises that make the "scenery" of
radio productions.
Lorn

Maxon
May Leave
Information Job

LOU

R. MAXON, Detroit advertising executive serving- as public
relations chief of OPA, was reliably reported last week to be considering res 'grin ? from the agencv
to protest OPA's "lack of clearcut
policies". Mr. Maxon. it was said,
is also dissatisfied with the work he
has been allowed to do in Washington.
An outspoken oononent of OPA
grade labelinghad
policies,
Maxon's
resignation
been Mr.
sought
by
labor and consumer groups. During
those periods, he had said he
"would not quit under fire." Mr.
Maxon was brought to Washington
at the beginning of the administration of Prentiss M. Brown. He
would return to his agency.
AMP Licensees
KGA, Spokane, has a new licensing
agreement with Associated Music Publishers, and the following stations
have extended their licenses with AMP
for additional periods : KDON, Monterey ; KHSL, Chico. Cal. ; KIT,
Yakima, Wash. ; KOBE. Eugene, Ore. ;
KRNR, Roseberg, Ore.: WJE.T,
Hagerstown. Md. ; WLOL. Minneapolis;KMO, Tacoma, and KICA,
Clovis. N. M.
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Uncle Sam Discs
(Continued from page 7)
direct aid to the local stations left
Government subsidies entirely in
Congressional hands. Treasury officials were reported last week to be
preparing an opinion on the Bankhead Bill to authorize paid advertising in weekly newspapers. While
the Bankhead Bill rested with the
Senate Banking and Currency
Committee, Rep. Cannon (D-Mo.)
introduced a similar measure in the
House, which was referred to the
Ways and Means Committee. Like
the Bankhead Bill, the Cannon Bill
omitted radio although Rep. Cannon said the omission was merely
an oversight and did not indicate
his opposition to paid time for
radio.
The Uncle Sam programs started
about three months ago. Officials
said reaction has been mixed with
favorable reports from many large
cities and sharp criticism from
small stations, many of whom expressed disappointment over the
lack of big name talent, and the
failure to use audience appeals.
Although no definite plans for
the new series were available last
weekend, discussions are underway
with the Advertising Council. Officials said the new programs will be
around the particular talents of the
stars, and will utilize showmanship
to provide the widest possible circulation for the war messages. Mr.
Stauffer's letter urged stations to
give the best time they had open.
"Because we are asking the help
of the top programs on the air, we
do not find it possible to present
five programs a week as we have
in the past," Mr. Stauffer wrote,
explaining the cut from five to two
discs weekly.
"We realize that many stations
which have presented Uncle Sam
as a sponsored series will regret
that sponsorship under this new
arrangement is no longer possible.
At the same time we feel that the
new series, using the great radio
stars of this country, will secure a
larger listening audience for the
stations and will provide the widest
possible circulation for war mes-
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SHOWED

CARRYING ALL
^ CBS MAJOR PROGRAMS

"We

have found these

programs
adapted

admirably
to our

schedule."

wmva

• If you have not yet scheduled
the ASCAP Radio Program Service, do so at once. You will find
these programs a real help in
changing music costs into music
profits. It is without cost to any
ASCAP-licensed station.
ASCAP
Radio Program Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York

UP

SECOND
'FREEDOMS'
sages."
PROGRAM
TO
BLUE
BLUE will again be used by the
Saturday Evening Post as an exhibit of "Four Freedoms" paintings, on June 3 goes on public display at Rockefeller Center, New
York. Washington preview of the
exhibit, which features the original
naintings
the "FourforFreedoms"
by Normanof Rockwell
the Post,
was broadcast on the BLUE April
26 [Broadcasting, April 26]. War
Bonds are sold in connection with
the display which is now touring
the country.
The June 3 program, which occupies double the amount of time
previously used, will be heard
10:30-11:30 p.m., with a recorded
repeat at midnight. Talent will include a name band, singers, and
comedians. Audience will be made
up of 2,500 invited guests. Agency
is MacFarland Aveyard & Co.,
New York.
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Robertson

Kaltenborn

Follows

J.

J§r

I ket, had been
with Kroger for
^Plfl^fe
g
12 years
, ,comin
■kk 9<fl
from
Sears
Roebuck & Co., ChiMr. Johnston
cago. Before that
he was a sales executive of Philip
Morris & Co. For the past year he
has served as a member of the Advisory Council of the Treasury in
war bond sales.
To Take Rest

"A long deferred vacation" was
looked forward to by Mr. Jones
who added that his immediate
plans were indefinite. His company
is in "the hands of men who have
long been trained in the principles
and technique which have won the
Ralph H. Jones Company recognition throughout the U. S. as a leader in the creation of effective advertising," he said.
The new president joined the
company 14 years ago and for 10
years he has been director of radio. His experience includes copy
writing, research and mechanical
problems. He has applied to radio
advertising many ideas which have
marked advances in the use of the
medium.

Mr. Wilier has been vice-president for six years but takes over
the general managership for the
first time.

"We will continue to build upon
the solid foundation Mr.
Jones has
formed over a period of three decades," Mr. Robertson said.
Mr. Johnston, originator of "Joe
America", personifying the voting
and laboring populac
e, is the author
of a^new book, "One Nation For
Sale." In announcing the appointment, Mr. Robertson said his
"masterly grasp of how to sell 'Joe
America' is an extraordinar asset
to an advertising agency,y whose
stock in trade is its ability to influence the average man and woman
to buy products and services."
Among accounts served at the
Ralph H. Jones Co. are Carter Coal
Co.; P. F. Collier & Son Corp. (Dr.
Page
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Coast

MACMILLAN
PETROLEU]
Corp., Los Angeles, shifting star
ing date of its Pacific Coast radi
campaign to promote MacMilla
Ring-Free motor oil, begins thrict
weekly sponsorship of H. V. Ka
tenborn on six NBC Pacific stz
tions, May 31, Monday, Wednesday
Friday, 4:45-5 p.m. (PWT). Trar
scribed rebroadcasts are also sched
uled three times per week on KP(
KHQ KM J KOMO, 10:45-11 p.rr
(PWT) with similar releases oi
KFI and KGW, 10:30-10:45 pm
(PWT). On KFI only, produc
promoted will be MacMillan Ethy
gas. Contract is for 52 weeks. Lo^
gan & Arnold, Los Angeles, hm
the account.

Jones

In Agency
Cincinnati Man Retires After
30 Years; Will Vacation
RALPH H. JONES, after more
than 30 years as president of the
Cincinnati and New York advertising agency bearing his name,
has announced his retirement.
Simultaneously the board of directors elected Charles M. Robertson
Jr. as president, and Stanley A.
Wilier as vice-president and general manager.
Announcement
also was made
that A. E. Johnston, director of advertising and display of Kroger
Grocery & Baking Co., had resigned to become
vice - president in
charge of creative
production of the
agency. Mr. Johnston, an authority
on the mass mar-

on

Bank's
HANDING KEYS to the shop to Charles M. Robertson Jr. (right), newlyelected president of Ralph H. Jones Co., is Mr. Jones himself (left),
retiring after 30 years as head of his own agency. Looking on is Stanley
A. Wilier, named vice-president and general manager.

ADVERTISING
Bert Johnston

AS
in New

SOCIAL
Book

PANACEA

Proposes

Broad

Application of Selling Techniques
labor which, says Mr. Johnston, is
IT'S UP to the advertising profession, the men whose job it is to unprimarily a public relations job.
derstand people and who know the
It requires a new branch of the
science of selling products or poliadvertising
profession "to point out
tics, to sell the world the ideas of
to Labor [in the common language
enduring peace, the brotherhood of
of Joe America] the value of capiman, and the ecenomics of "The
tal and the need for labor to be
American Way", writes Bert Johnresponsible to capital, and then to
ston in his recently published One
point out to capital its need for
Nation For Sale [Johnson & Hardin
and dependence upon labor and the
Co., Cincinnati, $2]. The author of responsibilities it must assume
this thought-provoking little volume is a vice-president of the Ralph
toward
Radio labor."
plays a leading role among
H. Jones Agency.
the promotional media the HumanJohnston calls this broad appliicist must use, the author believes,
cation of market analysis and sellfor it is "the No. 1 factor of entertainment and communication in the
ing technique "Humanics", and the
"combination marketer-advertiserround of Joe America's activities".
Anyone who wants to influence peopsyehologist-sociologist" who ap"Humani
a
principl
plies
its
cist".
es,
ple must study radio listening
He sets forth two basic laws of
habits.
Research proves that "peoselling — Displacement and Point
ple spend more time listening to
radio than doing any other one
of Superiority. Ideas and merchandise are not introduced and
thing except working and sleeping".
put over in a vacuum; they must
displace the old idea, preconception,
inferior or familiar article, he
Now Lt. Koplovitz
claims. And they accomplish this
through their Point of Superiority,
WILLIAM C. KOPLOVITZ, memthat quality which makes them
ber of the radio law firm of Dempmore desirable than their predecessey & Koplovitz, last Monday resors. In our dynamic capitalistic
ported for duty as a lieutenant
economy, we don't simply sell; we
(s. g.) in the Coast Guard, headquartering for the present in Wash"oMt-sell, owi-advertise, owi-camington. He is on leave from his law
paign, owf-influence the competifirm for the duration. Lt. Koplotion". First of all The American
vitz, former assistant general counWay must be sold to the American
sel of the FCC, established law ofpublic, characterized by the author
fices with William J. Dempsey, foras Joe America. This means solving
mer FCC general counsel, three
the knotty problem of capital vs.
years ago, upon their retirement
from the Commission. He is now
attached to the legal section at
Coast Guard headquarters.
Eliot's 5 Foot Shelf) ; Modern
Kitchen Bureau; Electric Range
and Water Heater Division of National Elec. Mfrs. Assn.; AlexanTaylor For BLUE
der Hamilton Institute; Korger
HENRY J. TAYLOR, correspondGrocery & Baking Co.; Ten-B-Low
ent for the North American NewsCo.; Dow Drug Co.; Netherlands
paper Alliance, has joined BLUE's
Plaza Hotel; Miami Margarine
!
*af
f
commentators, and is now
heard Mond
ay through Friday, at
Co.; Crosley Corp. (WLW,
b:05
p.m.
except on WJZ, New
WSAI); C. F. Streit Mfg. Co.;
York. Mr. Taylor started a series
Stearns & Foster Co.; Sorg Paper
of commentaries on WJZ, April
Co.; Cincinnati Street Railway; J.
and will continue on that stati19
G. Wilson Co.
in the 11:05-11:15 p.m. period. on
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New

Series

A

CAMPAIGN, prepared in cooperation with the Federal Housing Administration, to show how
substantial savings may be effected
through a new amortized mortgage
plan, has been started on WMCA,
New York, by the Dime Savings
Bank, Brooklyn. Contract, started
May 16, calls for about 25 transcribed announcements weekly. Announcements consist of famous quotations, including the source, tied
in with sales copy. Campaign will
be confined to WMCA, New York,
station used by Dime Savings for
the past ten years. Contract for 52
weeks, was placed through Austin
Adv., New York.
Peterson in Sweden
ELMER PETERSON, correspondent of the NBC London staff, has
arrived in Sweden as a guest of
the Swedish Press Club — the only
staff radio commentator in a group
of Americans invited to make a
tour of the country in reciprocation for a U. S. tour arranged for
five Swedish journalists last summer. Mr. Peterson will remain in
Sweden one month. During his
stay, he will broadcast to NBC listeners from Stockholm. Mr. Peterson visited Sweden in 1933 and
1935 as a reporter.

Union

Sponsoring

TELLING the public about their
contributions to the welfare of
community and country, Shipbuilders' Union, Local 802, CIO, is
sponsoring 10 fifteen-minute programs beginning May 17, from
WIBG, Philadelphia. The programs, at 8 p.m. Mondays, are directed by Shirley Nason, feature
writer for Public Ledger Syndicate
and conductor of women's programs
on various stations. Guest speakers
will be interviewed.
New Record Drive
CAMPAIGN conducted last year
by Records For Our Fighting Men
proved so successful that a second
drive to obtain even more than the
300,000 records already shipped to
our forces at home and abroad will
be held in July. Radio will again be
the most important medium used,
and the American Legion will again
centers.
offer its 11,000 posts as collection

JACK BENNY, star of the weekly
NBC show bearing his name and
sponsored by General Foods Corp.
(Grapenuts Flakes), has been
for leading role in the Warner signed
Bros,
film, "The Horn Blows at Midnight".
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[adio

Urged

to Continue

Bond

Selling,

Is 18 lA Billion
Final Count
econd Loan
donkey
and
silver fox. A bit of silk
ITH SECOND War Loan overfrom the parachute of a flyer who
bscribed by five and a half biljumped to safety after the Tokyo
>n dollars, hitting a top of $18,raid brought $30,000. So excited
3,000,000 in the final count, high
was the bond chairman that he of:aise has been sounded for radio's
fered the shirt off his back — which
erwhelming bond promotion. At
brought $5,000 more in bonds. At
e same time, the industry is beo- urged to continue unabated
WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va., Manmpaigning.
ager Flem J. Evans' brother, pilot
of a B-17, offered bullets fired from
In a recent radio address, Secrethe guns of his ship in an auction
j'ry Morgenthau thanked stations
which raised about $6,000 in two
roughout the country, but pointhours.
out that "the real battle is still
To mark the million-dollar mark
lead of us" for "our war expenpassed by WJBK, Detroit, a scout
tures during this year will be
troop visited the studios and took
ore than one hundred billions."
. Washington, the War Savings
part in a 15-minute program centering about bond purchases.
aff reports that people will be
WHAI, Greenfield, Mass., raised
liked now to invest every dollar
>ove basic essentials in bonds,
$17,000 for Uncle Sam in half an
id payroll savings will no longer
hour through an "interview with
jply to individuals but to families
bond buyers" program in a local
p well.
department store. Lanny Ross addressed the spectators, sang his
The 10% plan will become past
theme song and led the crowd in
story as families are asked to
the National Anthem.
van a budget which will permit
gher and higher wage deductions
Whaling on Main Street
|>r bonds. It is felt that as the
:-ive drills beyond the painless
Patriot's Day in Massachusetts
was celebrated by WNBH, New
firea and reaches the nerve, susdned and intensified appeals will
Bedford, in a whaleboat which
needed.
sailed down a main street harpooning bonds. This novel stunt raised
Campaign Suggestions
$47,175. Hitler birthday announceLatest edition of "Radio News",
ment by "Grouchy Gus" at WITH,
Treasury bulletin, presents some
Baltimore, brought pledges total1 the best ideas evolved during
ing $53,675. Evening of dining and
entertainment staged at a New
e Second War Loan so that staYork night club by WBYN, with
ons may borrow features from
admission by purchase of a $100
|ach other for future promotions,
bond, netted a gate of $103,000 and
"'he May-June edition of '"Big
an equal sum for the sale of dances
uns", a Treasury bulletin for reil stores, asks that the sale of
at $10,000 a dance.
xtra bonds", over and above the
A Mayday show at the "Rumpus
mount regularly subscribed, be
Room" broadcast was finale for the
ushed, and suggests that radio
Second War Loan at WMTJ, Milwaukee. Admission was by bond
.dvertising use the "Four Freepurchase,
adding $115,000 to M. C.
doms" theme and tie in with Naional Flag Week (June 7-14) and
Johnnie Olson's total bond sale of
a quarter million dollars. In Dayother's Day (June 20).
ton and Montgomery Counties,
According to recent OWI figwhere thirty million dollars was
ires, the greatest portion of radio
raised for the Second War Loan,
ime given to Government anouncements went to bonds during
WHIO programs and rallies were
he Second War Loan, with listener
credited with much of the drive's
success. On WAAT, Newark, the
pressions reaching 80% on Radio
home
town of Norman Tokar, the
Day. War Bond listener impres"Henry"
of NBC's Aldrich Family,
ions average roughly 25%. Memers of the Radio Section of the
Norman and Jack Kelk ("Homer
ar Savings Staff who have been
Brown") broadcast every ten minutes on May 15, and took telephone
the field state that station managers and staffs continue to do an
bond pledges in person from listeners.
imazingly good job of using every
bossible event and local angle to
Bayers Get Free Records
but War Bonds over, often giving
For the mcnth of May, KTUL,
inore time to promoting U. S. securities than to promoting their
Tulsa, stimulates bond sales from
pwn stations.
a band stand on main street and
makes free recordings, to send to
Auctions Sell Bonds
servicemen, of the voices of parents
and sweethearts who buy bonds
At KWK, St. Louis, Rush
Hughes has received his third
during a daily two-hour program.
Sales accomplished by the bond
reasury citation for "magnificent"
tour of Truth or Consequences,
ond selling which has resulted in
sponsored cn NBC by Procter &
he purchase of $1,102,275 worth
xf securities since last August 19.
Gamble, have rocketed to $69,616,953 after the May 8 broadcast in
Bond auction at KVOR, Colorado Springs, evoked laughs as
Seattle. Another amazing sale promoted by a network star was the
well as sales. Among the auctioned
Articles, which netted $101,900 in
disposal of Jacy Benny's violin for
a million dollars in bonds. Benny
bonds, were a pig, billy goat, calf,
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BMI

Station

Program

Managers Meet in N. Y.
SIXTH conference of program
managers of BMI affiliated stations
was held in New York last week,
May 10-11, for a discussion of program structure. M. E. Tompkins,
vice-president and general manager
of BMI, introduced the speakers,
including Sydney Kaye, BMI executive vice-president; Carl Haverlin,
station relations director; Roy L.
Harlow, program director; and
Robert Burton, staff counsel. Clarence Menser, NBC vice-president in
charge of programming, also spoke.
Seventh in the series of program
conferences [Broadcasting, April
5, 26] will be held May 24-25.
Present
at last week's meeting
were
:
Gene Wilkey, WDOD. Chattanooga; Wallace Brazeal, KFPY, Spokane; David Baylor. WGAR. Cleveland; Robt. M. Peebles,
WKNE. Keene, N. H.; Mrs. Eleanor Fitzhugh. WMC. Memphis ; Harvey Smith,
WDEL, Wilmington; Edwin Reimers,
WBEN. Buffalo ; Howard Pyle. KTAR,
Phoenix; G. Mallory Freeman. WRNL, Richmond ; Deane S. Long, KXEL, Waterloo,
la. ; Virginia Braunberger, KGHL. Billings.
Mont. ; Ralph Kanna. WNBC. Hartford ;
Paul Corbin, KIEM, Eureka, Cal.; William
Pendergast. WNBH. New Bedford; George
Erwin, KFJZ, Fort Worth: Burnham
Adams. WPDQ, Jacksonville; Lee Gillette,
WAAF,
Chicago;
WLDS.
Jacksonville,
111.: Ec'gar
JimmieParsons,
Willson,
Birmingham, and Fey Rogers, WOPI, Bristol.
Tenn.

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

PORTLAND, OREGON
WKEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts- 620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK

Gets Committee Post
EDWARD JARRETT, for two
years in the office of Senator
Wheeler (D-Mont.) and former secretary to Governor Ayers, of Montana, when he was a member of
Congress, last week was named
clerk of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, in which radio
legislation originates. Sanator
Wheeler is chairman of the committee. Mr. Jarrett succeeds Lt.
(j.g.) Bailey Stortz, who went on
active duty in the Navy last September. Miss Alma Lovely, assistant clerk, has been acting clerk
since Lt. Stortz's departure. Miss
Lovely remains with the committee.
Mr. Jarrett is a native of Roundup,
Mont.
Nabisco

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

Parades

NATIONAL BISCUIT CO., New
York (cookies and crackers), have
purchased a five-minute six-weekly
portion of the Good Morning program on WGN, Chicago. The fiveminute portion is titled On Parade
and features transcribed march
tunes. Contract for 13 weeks was
placed through Federal Adv.
Agency, New York.
has now volunteered his services as
virtuoso to the Treasury and plans
are being laid for the comedian to
appear with a symphony orchestra,
with admission by War Bonds only.
Over $5,000,000 in Bonds bought
as admission to today's (May 17)
opening of the Ringling Brothers
Barnum and Bailey Circus sold out
17,000 seats in the Boston Garden.
WBZ-WBZA promoted this special
performance in cooperation with
the Treasury, giving announcements and setting up ticket offices.
Since last December, the stations
have added over $11,000,000 to the

Broadcasting
The
Northwest'sBuy
Best

WTCN
BLUE
NETWORK
MINNEAPOLIS
ST. PAUL
Owned and Operated by
ST.

FREE

PAUL DISPATCH PIONEER PRESS, MINNEAPOLIS
DAILY TIMES.
& PETERS, INC —
Natl. Rep.
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Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

MAY 8 to MAY
Decisions . . .
MAY 11
License renewals for regular
KALB KDLR KFJI KGY KPFA
WFOY WGCM WJEJ WMFG
KCRJ WTRC WFTC KBND KOCY
KVOL KWOC KXRO WAIR WBRK
WFBG WGTM.

period :
KVSO
WSNJ
KVIC
WCLS

WPTZ, Wyndmoor, Pa.— Granted permission to announce "WPTZ, Philadelphia"
for program
correlation, with conditions.
W75NY, New York— Granted license renewal to June 1, 1944.
KALW, San Francisco — Granted license
renewal to May 1, 1944.
WBRY, Beattyville, Ky.— Same.
W9XER, Kansas City, Mo.— Same.
KYA, San Francisco — Granted special
service authorization to broadcast calls
Longshoremen, service to be rendered with-to
out charge, announcements to be of 5
min., a.m. and p.m.
MAY 12
WCOP, Boston — Passed over to June 16
action on petition for orcer to take depositions re license renewal application.
WLAN, Endicott, N. Y.— Granted permission to dismiss without prejudice application for mod. of CP for 1450 kc, 250
W., unlimited.
WJRM, Elkins, W. Va.— Granted continuance hearing on application for CP
to June 7, 1943.
Transradio Press Service — Granted extension to August 2, 1943 to
proposed
findings of facts, etc. in case offileTransradi
o
vs. AT&T et al and in investigation of
rates etc. of AT&T in rendering certain
press service.
MAY 13
WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich. — Granted leave
dismiss without prejudice application for
moc\ license
to 1450 kc. to change frequency 1490 kc
W8XCT, Cincinnati— Granted mod. CP
as mod. authorizing new experimental television station, extend completion date to
Oct. 28. 1943.

Ham Shortwave Permits
OPERATING permits for several
shortwave amateur stations within
Los Angeles County during air raid
alerts, were recently issued by the
FCC to Los Angeles County Defense Council. Covering the San
Dimas and Temple City districts,
the permits, according to H. G.
Martin, CDC radio aide, raise the
number of these stations to 12.
Part of a county-wide network,
the system operates on two and onehalf meters.
Capt. William Sparks
CAPT. William Sparks, president
of Sparks-Withington Co., manufacturers of the Sparton receiver,
died on May 13, after several years'
illness. Services were held May 15
in his home city of Jackson, Mich.,
where he was a leader in civic affairs. Capt. Sparks was a pioneer
in development of automotive radio, and was a leading member of
the Radio Manufacturers Assn., in
which he was active in important
capacities.
Video

Session

WILL BALTIN, program director
of W2XWV, Du Mont television
station in New York, and Sam Cuff,
in charge of the station's experiments with commercial telecasts,
were featured speakers at the
spring meeting of American Television Society, held last Thursday
at the Hotel Capitol, New York.
Page
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Merger

of the
COMMISSION

14 INCLUSIVE
Applications . . .
MAY 10
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va. — License
cover
as mod., change DA for N use,
increaseCP power.
KLRA, Little Rock — License cover CP
as mod., to move transmitter,
new
transmitter, change frequency, for
increase
power, changes in DA for N use, etc.
WBKB, Chicago — License cover CP for
new commercial television station, in part.
MAY 14
WFTL. Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.— Vol. Assignment license and CP to Fort Industry
Co. ; mod. license move main studio
to
Miami, contingent on granting license assignment.

Tentative Calendar . . .
WJRM, Elkins, W. Va.— Mod. CP for
1240 kc, 250 w., unlimited. (May 17).

Winterine Answers FTC
WINTERINE Mfg. Co., Denver,
(Antarctic antifreeze) has denied
Federal Trade Commission allegations that the product causes
corrosion, rust, etc., in auto cooling
systems. OPA ceiling prices were
later set at a price below cost of
making the product. This, the
answer asserts, was followed by a
WPB order prohibiting manufacture of the product, and by reason
of these orders the company has
suffered great financial loss and is
unable to employ attorneys to represent it. Hearings will be held.
Short Time Meter
TIMER for extremely short intervals, as low as 100 microseconds,
has been announced by the Special
Products section of General Electric. The new electronic meter is
designed to measure the interval
between two events which can be
converted into electrical imnulses,
such as the elapsed time between
the closing of two controls, between an electrical impulse and a
light impulse, or between two impulses to a phototube.

of Postal,

W.

U.

Covered
in Agreement
AGREEMENT
to merge was
signed last week by the Postal Telegraph and Western Union Telegraph Cos. The action was taken
under authority of an Act of Congress approved March 6, 1943, and
in cooperation with a merger committee consisting of Commissioners
Payne, chairman; Clifford J. Durr
and Ray C. Wakefield, named by
the FCC to deal generally with
problems arising in connection with
any proposed merger of domestic
telegraph carriers.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly commented that "a genuine
public benefit, in terms of improved
public service during the war period, will result from a sound plan
of merger between Western Union
and Postal Telegraph. The companies can be sure of our prompt
consideration
the matter."
The carriersof must
now submit
an application to the Commission
before a merger can be affected and
thereupon the Commission will order a public hearing on the application, according to the FCC. While
plans for distribution of international telegraph traffic among the
carriers concerned has been discussed, this subject is still under
consideration by the FCC Committee and the companies affected.
Leading up to the signing of the
merger agreement, a number of
conferences was held by the Committee and representatives of Postal, Western Union, American Communications (CIO) the Commercial
Telegraphers' Union (AFL) and
others whose interest the merger
might effect.
NEW

FM

ANTENNA

Swing
RAYMOND

Paid $73,050
GR A.M SWING, commentator for the General Cigar
Co., New York, on Mutual, was
paid $73,050 by the company in
1942, General Cigar's annual report to the Securities and Exchange Commission showed last
week.

Subscribe to Library
STANDARD RADIO announces the
following new and renewal subscribers
to the Standard Program Library
KXYZ, Houston; KRIS, Corpus
Christi ; WBZ - WBZA. Boston •
WNEW, New York; WTHT, Hartford ; WJHL, Johnson City, Tenn ■
WKWK. Wheeling; WFCI, Providence ;KYW, Philadelphia ; WSTV
Steubenville, O. ; WJPF, Herrin, 111 •
WMFF,
PlattsbCal.
Y. ; KSRo'
urg,; N.
Santa Rosa,
WCOV,
Montgomery, Ala. ; WLB.J, Bowling Green
Ky. ; WCOP, Boston ; WFHR, Wisconsin Rapids ; WFIN, Findlay. O •
WHDF, Calumet, Mich.; WADC
Akron ; WEEU, Reading ; WLAY'
Sheffield, Austin
Ala. ; KXL,
Portland. Ore ■'
KTBC,
; WHLD,
Niagara
Falls.

DESIGNED TO RELAY FM programs from studio to main transmitter via any of the 23 assigned
channels centering on 337 megacycles, a new radio relay antenna
has been developed by engineers of
the General Electric electronics department at Schenectady. One of
the new antennas is in operation
relaying programs of W85A, Schenectady, tothe main transmitter 12
miles
away in the Helderberg
mountains.
Says M. W. Scheldorf, G-E engineer, "The
concent
its
radiation inantenna
a narrow beamrates
in the
desired direction only, in accordance with well defined and narrow
limitations of the Federal Communications Commission." Mounted
within a nonmetallic housing which
protects the entire electrical system from the weather, it mounts
easily on a single metal pole.

BROADCASTING

Wetwork
Accounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
PRINCE MATCHABELLI Inc., New York
(Stradivari perfume), on May 16 only
sponsored Paul Lavalle conducting Stradivari Orchestra on 118 CBS stations, Sun.,
4-4:15 p.m. Agency: Morse International
N. Y.
JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL Corp.,
Pittsburgh (institutional), on Sat., May
22,
only, onsponsors
and 7-7:30
music p.m.
program
12 MBSeducational
stations.
Agency: Calkins & Holden, N. Y.
DOMINION GOVERNMENT, Royal Canadian Air Force, Ottawa (recruiting), on
May 19 starts RCAF Quiz Show on 56 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations. Wed.,
9-9:30 p.m. Agency: MacLaren Adv. Co
Ltd., Toronto.
Renewal Accounts
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), on May 31 renews Kitty Fogle
on 43 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 10:1510:30 a.m. (Rpt., 11:30 a.m., and on May
31 renews Valiant Lady (Bisquick), on 43
CBS stations, Mon thru Fri., 10-10:15 a.m.
(Rpt. 11:15 a.m.). Agency: Knox-Reeves
Adv., Minneapolis.
U. S. TOBACCO Co., New York (Dills
Best and smoking tobacco), on May 24
renews Gay Nineties Revue on 66 CBS stations, Mon., 8:30-8:55 p.m. (Rpt. 11:30).
Agency: Arthur Kudner Inc., N. Y.
PRUDENTIAL Insurance Co. of America,
Newark, on May 30 renews The Family
Hour on 84 CBS stations. Sun., 5-5:45 p.m.
Agency: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
D. L. CLARK Co., Pittsburgh (candy), on
May 30 renews for 13 weeks Where Do We
Stand? on 110 BLUE stations, Sun., 5-5:30
p.m. Agency: Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Network Changes
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso),
on May 12 added to Mayor of the Town on
119 CBS stations, Wed. 9-9:30 p.m., a West
Coast repeat. Wed., 9:30-10 p.m. (PWT).
Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL CIGAR Co., New York (Van
Dyck cigars), on May 11 shifted William
Winter on 7 CBS Pacific stations from
Wed.. 9:30-9:45 p.m. (PWT), to Tues.,
9:45-10 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Federal
At.v Agency Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp.. New York
(Jell-O), on May 14 shifted Kate Smith
Hour on 116 CBS stations, Fri., 8-8:30
p.m., with West Coast repeat, 9-9:30 p.m.
(PWT), from Hollywood to New York;
shifted
Kate Smith Speaks, same date, on
73 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.. 12 noon12:15 p.m.. from Hollywood to New York.
Agency: Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
LOEW's Inc., New York (MGM pictures), on May 10 shifted The Lion's Roar,
stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
on 51 BLUE
7- 7:05 p.m., with transcribed West Coast
repeat. Mon. thru Fri., 6:25-6:30 p.m.
(PWT), from New York to Holy wood.
Agency: Donahue & Co., N. Y.
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicago (margarine), on June 27 discontinues The Great
Gil ersleeve, Sundai's 4:30-5 p.m. oi 67
NBC stations for 8 weeks. Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
E. R. SQUIBB & SONS, New York
(Squibb products), on June 11 discontinues
Keep Working, Keep Singing, America, on
61 CBS stations, Mon., Wee?., and Fri.,
6:30-6:45 p.m., and on June 13 starts unnamed program on 117 CBS stations Sun.,
8-Newell,
8:30 p.m.
N. Y. Agency: Geyer, Cornell &

F. W. FITCH
Moines (shampoo
and hair tonic),Co.,hasDesadded
4 stations to
Fitch Ran.' wagon, making a total of 129
NBC stations, Sun., 7:30-8 p.m. Agency:
L. W. Ramsey Co., Davenport, la.
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co.. New York
(Vaseline products), on May 19 shifts Dr.
Christian on 114 CBS stations, Wed.. 8:308:55 p.m.. West Coast rpt, 8:30-8:55 p.m.
( PWT ) , from Hollywood to New York for
4 weeks Agency: McCann-Erickson, N. Y.

WHDH

To

Spot Sales

SPOT

SALES Inc. has been appointed national sales representatives for WHDH, Boston. Offices
are located in New York, Chicago
and San Francisco.
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FTC

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other
fications, 15e per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National
Building, Washington, D. C.

Help Wanted
An Experienced Announcer — Wanted at
once for regular assignment. Permanent
position on 5000 watt NBC station in
Great Lakes District. Please write full
details on experience and background.
All replies treated confidentially. Box
630, BROADCASTING.
KGNC, Amarillo, Texas — Needs Emcee announcer capable of handling variety
shows — special events. Also need experienced news man, and continuity writer.
Send complete information to Raymond
Hollingsworth.
EXPERIENCED SALESMAN — A 5.000
watt CBS station can use a salesman of
proven ability who is more interested in
his future than present inflationary salary. If you are a live-wire who wants to
invest in the future we have an excellent opportunity for you. Write WKZO,
Inc., Kalamazoo, Michigan, giving full
details about yourself, age, craft status,
etc.
Combination Announcer-Operator — (First
or second class). Able read news. Your
present pay for forty hours with guaranteed pay for minimum of forty-eight.
Network station in Rocky Mountains.
Box 626, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
k.w. regional network station for draft
deferred experienced man. Box 623,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Give experience, abilities.
Permanent. Box 625, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Experienced, for network staI tion located in large metropolitan area
in New York State. Send transcription
and details in letter. Draft status, and
salary. Box 627, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — No experience necessary. Give
personal details, draft status, age, etc.
Apply Box 628, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive
Draft
Deferred
Salesman —
Wanting position with opportunities for
advancement. Wanted by 5 k. w. regional
network station. Box 624, BROADCASTING.
Wanted Immediately — Chief Engineer for
1,000 watt southern regional station.
State qualifications and salary desired
in first letter. Station WALB, Albany,
Georgia.
Announcer
Capable man.
and willing
to develop
into all— around
Permanent
not
"Duration"
position.
character
reference essential.
PleaseGood
write
full details
including salary wanted and enclose
photo. WTOL, Toledo, Ohio.
Experienced Announcer — Draft exempt.
Flat salary plus commercial fees on one
of
most progressive
stations.
5,000South's
watt network
affiliate. Write,
wire
or phone Henry P. Johnston, WSGN,
Birmingham, Alabama.
Situations Wanted
IANNOUNCER-PRODUCER — At Hbert*
June first. No draft. Good station or
agency proposition. In or near New York
or Boston. Please detail first letter. Box
634, BROADCASTING.
Solid Background — For news presentation,
programming,
and commercial and/or
! personality announcing. Midwest family
man.
Let's exchange references. Box 632,
BROADCASTING.
,Young Woman — Experienced Program] ming, Production, Writing, Announcing.
Ideas plus zest for work. Now writing
and producing weekly show over 5000watt NBC-Blue affiliate. Available June
30. Box 633, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

classiCAPS,
three
issue.
Press

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced Farm Broadcaster — Eight
years of farming - USDA - Agricultural
broadcasting-selling. Can develop and
write shows. College, 3-A. Now earning
$4400. Box 635, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Several months' experience
small station. Age 28. 4-F. Box 637,
BROADCASTING.
Draft Deferred — News Editor and announcer, play by play sports man, also
staff announcing. Now employed, wants
better
ING. position. Box 636, BROADCASTWhat's Your Staff Problem — MC? Program
Director? Solid news? Strong commercial? Experienced man can really qualify
— Available soon. Box 631, BROADCASTING.
AVAILABLE JUNE 1st— General Manager. Good organizer. Can obtain operators, salesmen and announcers if needed.
Nine successful years in radio as Salesman-Commercial Manager-General Manager. Have doubled business present location since February 1st. Wide reputationtions.
in industry.
connecProven record.Good
Bestagency
of references.
Gentile. Married. Age 40, draft exempt.
Give full details in reply. Box 617,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 6 years, 4F. Experienced in
programming, production. Knowledge of
engineering. Desires to change present
position. Prefer northeast. Box 618,
BROADCASTING.

THE originated
IDEA of creating
a "Jeep"
was
by the American
Bantam Car Co., of Butler, Pa., in
collaboration with certain officers
of the Army, and not by WillysOverland Motors, of Toledo, the
Federal Trade Commission says in
a complaint against Willys-Overland for purported misrepresentation in its radio and other advertising as to the creation and perfection of the Army Jeep. Named with
Willys-Overland as respondents are
United States Adv. Corp., Toledo;
and executives of the manufacturer
and the advertising agency.
Woods

Winchell

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Preaa Bids- Waah., D. C

PAUL

ENERGETIC
MANAGER— Age 37, 3-A
draft status, married with family. 15
years' newspaper and radio experience,
now employed manager 5 k. w. regional
network affiliate — desire to make change
for personal reasons. Thoroughly experienced in handling personnel, own commercial manager. Excellent program experience. Natural flair for sales-producing ideas. Successful selling record. Details
on
request.
Box 619, BROADCASTING.

GEORGE

Recorder and Playback — RCA or Presto
preferred, radio station WBML, Macon,
Georgia.
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Recording Engineering
HIGH praise for researchers and
technicians who are developing better methods of sound transmission
was given by T. R. Kennedy Jr. of
the New York Times radio department at the May meeting of the Institute of Radio Engineers in New
York. Strong condemnation was
added for those engineers and manufacturers ofhome sound reproducwho undo the good
work ingofequipment
the former.
Mr. Kennedy illustrated his talk
with records of radio programs
made by himself on home equipment. He emphasized the quality of
NBC FM station recordings as having "good balance, minimum of
noise
and more
and said,
"and musical
this is 'reality'
the way"
phonograph records will sound
when needle noise has been banAn

enthusiastic FM

fan, Mr.

Kennedy said that "FM broadcasting is doing something for the listener beyond the immediate possiished." bilities of AM broadcasting. The
only objection
is that FM reveal
and television sound channels
too
many defects from our studios. FM
actually is too good for the studios
and the concert artists, in a sense.
They could be placed more advantageously when FM carries the proBILL MORROW and Ed Beloin, for
more than three years writers on the
weekly NBC Jack Benny Shoiv, sponMay. sored by General Foods Corp. (Grapenuts Flakes), report to Fort MacArthur, Cal., for Army induction in late
gram."

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS

Field Intensity
Measuring Equipment —
Federal preferred, but what have you?
Radio station WAKR, Akron, Ohio.

Lauds,

DIRECTORY

WANTED — By experienced radio man, now
manager of eastern network station, permanent position with progressive midwestern station. Prefer program or production fields. Experienced in all departments. 38,for
family.
Excellent
sonal reasons
change.
Box per620,
BROADCASTING.

Wanted to Buy

Kennedy

PROFESSIONAL

ANNOUNCER— Draft deferred. Available
now. Experienced studio commercials,
newscasts, special events. Edward Jaeger, WCLO, Janesville, Wis.

Young Woman — Wishes position with progressive station in large city. 8 years'
varied radio experience; program director, production manager, pubic relations,
sales, continuity writing, announcing in
in commercial radio station; teaching
broadcasting technique in university and
directing educational broadcasts. Box
621, BROADCASTING.

Enters

Censorship Controversy
CONTINUED objections by Walter
Winchell of "censorship" of his
Sunday night broadcasts on the
BLUE last week brought Mark
Woods, president of the BLUE, into the picture. Disputes heretofore
have been mainly between Winchell
and the Andrew Jergens agency,
Lennen & Mitchell, New York
[Broadcasting, April 19].
Two items in WinchelPs script
for May 9 were reportedly bluepenciled by Mr. Woods, one referring to the draft deferment request of the son of a Kansas Representative, the other a reference
to "grudge fights" between prominent Washingtonians.
The BLUE had no comment to
make on Winchell's criticism of
script supervision, and Lennen &
Mitchell, queried as to whether
Winchell's option for 1944 due May
31 had been renewed, said no decision had been reached.

First Class Licensee — All around bi-oadcast
experience ; 4F. Available immediately
for position with progressive station. Box
629, BROADCASTING.

Announcer — Experienced ; commercial,
news, ad lib, emcee, vocalist ; 4H draft ;
available June 1. Box 622. BROADCASTING.

Cites Willys

MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St, New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
,
Crossroads of
7134 Main St.
the World
Kansas City, Mo. f T J Hollywood, Cal.

RING

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Muntfey Bldg. • Republic 2347

May

17,
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THREE

Fort

Industry

Co.

Acquires

WFTL,

Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla., at $275,000 Cost
SALE of WFTL, Fort Laudertrict in Chicago. Active direction
of the company is in the hands of
dale, Fla., by Ralph A. Horton, retired investment banker, to the
George W. Smith, executive vicepresident, and directing head of
Fort Industry Co., headed by Lt.
WWVA, and L. A. Pixley, general
Com. George B. Storer, for $275,manager in Detroit.
000, was consummated last week,
The agreement covering the
subject to FCC approval. Applications covering the transfer were
transaction, filed with the FCC,
sets out that several mortgages are
filed with the FCC last Wednesday
in behalf of both Mr. Horton and
outstanding on WFTL, which are
the Fort Industry Co.
satisfied as part of the $275,000
transaction. The grand total of all
The station recently began operating on 710 kc. with 10,000 watts
the equipment and property in
full time, in lieu of a local 250WFTL was given as approximately
watt assignment. There have been
$181,000. A certified report by an
accountant set the total cost to Mr.
reports of its impending sale for
some time, due to the ill health of Horton of WFTL and its operaMr. Horton. It is a Mutual outlet.
tions, to March 31, at $252,500, inFort Industry Co. owns and
cluding original cost, depreciation,
operates WW VA, Wheeling ; cost of financing and interest and
services.
WSPD, Toledo; WMMN, FairIncluded in the purchase price of
mont, W. Va.; WAGA, Atlanta;
WHIZ, Zanesville; WLOK, Lima.
$275,000 were mortgages aggreO. J. Harold Ryan, assistant direcgating $36,000 held by Florida
banks. The contract may be cantor of censorship, is vice-president
and treasurer of the Fort Induscelled if, at the end of six months,
try radio operation, but is on leave
the FCC has not approved the apwhile on Washington duty.
plication for transfer.
Lt. Com. Storer likewise is on
The application for transfer was
leave, serving as materiel procurefiled by Andrew W. Bennett, Washington attorney.
ment officer in the 9th Naval DisALL
ARE

BLUE

OFFICERS

AGAIN

ELECTED

MARK WOODS, BLUE president,
and other officers of the network
were re-elected to their respective
positions at a meeting May 7 of
the board of directors. Officers include Niles Trammell, chairman of
the executive committee; Edgar
Kobak, executive vice-president ;
Phillips Carlin, vice-president in
charge of programs; Keith Kiggins, vice-president in charge of
stations; Fred M. Thrower, Jr.,
vice-president in charge of sales;
E. R. Borroff, vice-president in
charge of the central division;
Don E. Gilman, vice-president in
charge of the western division;
Lunsford P. Yandell, vice-president; Charles E. Rynd, treasurer;
Lewis MacConnach, secretary;
Alexander D. Nicol, controller;
Anthony M. Hennig, asst. treasurer; Robert D. Swezey, asst. secretary, and Christian Pfautz, asst.
secretary.
Summer

Air Wick on WOR
SEEMAN Bros., New York, starts
promotion for Air Wick— a new
product designed to neutralize
cooking and other undesirable odors
— with participations on Bessie
Beatty's program on WOR, New
York. Contract starts May 17 and
continues for 52 weeks. No further
radio plans at present. Agency is
William H. Weintraub Co., New
York.
Comfoot

Plans

Test

COMFOOT PRODUCTS, Chicago
(foot balm), is planning a test radio campaign in Midwestern and
West Coast markets. A new product, this is the first advertising
planned. Nature of radio promotion and markets have not been
released by agency, Malcolm-Howard, Chicago.

Pen to Hubbard
BECAUSE President Stanley E. Hubbard of KSTP,
Minneapolis-St. Paul, started
the movement to create a
post-war world center of aviation in the Twin Cities, he
received a letter of thanks
from Gov. Harold E. Stassen.
And with the letter came the
pen the Governor used when
he signed the airport bill.

Nelson, Grabhorn Slated
For New York Club Post
NOMINATIONS of officers for the
1943-44 sessions of the Radio Executives Club of New York were
announced at last Wednesday's
meeting by the nominating committee, with ballots to be mailed
out to members this week and results to be announced May 26.
Candidates for next year's presidency are Linnea Nelson, timebuyer of J. Walter Thompson Co., and
Murray Grabhorn of the BLUE
Spot Sales Department. Vice-president nominee is Beth Black, timebuyer of Joseph Katz Co.; for secretary, Warren Jennings, New
York representative of WLW, Cincinnati, and Lou Moore, Radio Advertising Corp., and for treasurer,
Ninette Joseph Taranto, BBDO,
and Maxwell Dane, WMCA, were
named.
The May 19 meeting of the club
has been designated SESAC Day,
it was announced by Tom Lynch,
Wm. Esty & Co., and president of
REC.
Also featured at last week's
meeting was the award of a plaque
from the club to Marvin Kirsch,
business manager of Radio Daily.
Out-of-town guests included Lew
Avery, NAB, and C. Merwin
Dobyns, KGER, Long Beach.
Ups To 213 Stations
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, has expanded the list of stations carrying announcements for
Post Toasties, Post Raisin Bran
and Bran Flakes from 150 to 213
[Broadcasting, May 3]. Of the
current total, 74 are used as part
of the G-F campaign on the Keystone Transcription Network
[Broadcasting, May 10]. Agency
is Benton & Bowles, New York.

Nelson

Promises

Paper

Status Quo Until Oct. 1
PRESENT shortage of paper for
newspapers and magazines is not
alarming, WPB Chairman Donald
Nelson told a House Interstate subcommittee last week, assuring that
further cuts in paper for publiea-t
tions is unlikely, at least until Oct.
1. Mr. Nelson's statement was read
to a committee investigating ^he
newsprint situation, in accordance
with a resolution offered by Rcd.
Halleck (R-Ida.).
The subcommittee issued a report I
Monday recommending that the!
10% paper cut be applied to gov- 1
ernment agencies as well as publish- |

Plans

RESULTS from the first announcer
training school of WEEI, Boston,
were so successftil that a second
school is to be opened May 17. Only
men are eligible, and they must be in
deferred draft classifications and be
employed in a non-essential industry.
62

RADIO
GROUPS
IN MEETINGS
ANNUAL MEETING of the Radio
Council of New Jersey, held last
Monday in Newark, was attended
by more than 60 representatives of
civic and educational
groups.
Theme was radio education in wartime, with speakers including
Sterling Fisher, director of the
NBC Inter-American U. of the AirIrene Wicker, "The Singing
Lady"; Leon Levine,
assistant
director of education;CBSElsie
educational director, WOR, Dick,
New
York. Irving Rosenhaus, general
manager, WAAT, Jersey City, was
elected one of the vice-presidents
of the council.
Last Friday, two other state
radio councils held their annual
meetings, the Northeastern Radio
Council at Schenectady, and the
Radio Council of Minnesota in
Minneapolis. Former group also
met May 15 to hear talks by Mrs.
Dorothy Lewis, NAB coordinator
of listener activities; Grace Johnson, BLUE ; Arch Oboler, producerauthor-director ; Dr. James Rowland Angell, NBC public service
counselor. Kolin Hager, general
manager of WGY, Schenectady,
was luncheon toastmaster.
The Minneapolis meeting featured reports on radio in the war
and after from the Ohio State conference, with talks by Burton
Paulu, WLB, Minneapolis; Max
Karl, educational director, WCCO,
Minneapolis; Muriel Steward, director of radio of the state tuberculosis assn.; Ann Ginn, WTCN,
OWL
Minneapolis, and Hale Cavanor,

ers. The
committ
ee also
that
the War
Manpow
er suggeste
Commis-d 1'
sion recognize paper making as an
labor supply.
essentia
l activity to protect its

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC fk
MFG. Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.
foregoing a summer hiatus, will
continue its Westinghouse Program
on 126 NBC stations, Sunday, 2:303 p.m. (EWT). John Charles
Thomas is m.c.-vocalist, with John
Nesbitt, narrator. Victor Young is
musical director, with Ken Darby's
vocal chorus being featured. Clare
Olmstead is producer for Young &
Rubicam Inc., agency servicing the
ccount.
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Lt. Com.
Heads

Guider

Radio

Promoted,

Procurement

LT. COM. JOHN W. GUIDER has [
been promoted to full commander f
in the Radio Division of the Navy's
Bureau
of Ships. Formerly in the
Bureau of Supplies & Accounts,
Com. Guider is now head of the
Procure
Division.ment Branch of the Radio

Drawn for Bboadcasting by Sid Hix

I've Just Been Handed a Special Bulletin!"
BROADCASTING

A pioneer in the practice of radio law, Com. Guider left the law
firm of Hogan & Hartson, of which
he had been a member for 10 years,
when he was called to active duty
last September. He followed into
service his partner, Lt. Com. Duke
M. Patrick. Com. Guider was grad1922. uated from the Naval Academy in
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All of the Heart
as well

of America

as the 51%

Proof

Map

offer at 6 A.M. brought

station — and

all of the Heart

six mornings

out here —

only one

station —

of America!

and Kansas

counties — from

14 outside states and Canada.

This offer

only — at 6 A. M. — no other teasers or plugging.

To keep in touch with the
times, 6 A. M. finds news
from all the world being aired
by KMBC to all of the Heart
of America.

The alarm at KMBC goes off
at 5:30 A. M. The Early Bird
Jamboree starts the day with
a song and a laugh.

with the Early Birds

replies from 90 Missouri

was made

rural

to a sales story.

again that one

reaches

the 49%

urban.

Yes — they're wide-awake
wide-awake

responded — from

Colorado Pete and the Dixie
Four, a KMBC service feature,
keep them awake at 6:30
A. M. with western and hillbilly hoedowns.

That 49% rural audience tunes
to KMBC at 6:15 A. M. for
Phil Evans and his farm and
livestock market news.

Service features build
audiences in the Heart of
America. The Midland Minstrels and the Texas Rangers
carry on at 7:30 A. M.
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WHAT'S

'

12

THE

"COVERAGE"

4$ "Coverage" is a loosely used term often employed inradio to cover up embarrassing features
such as, for instance, a lack of listeners. Less and
less do time buyers jump at the conclusion that
"coverage" is synonymous
"circulation."

with "listeners", or

You can get "coverage" of Oklahoma City
through four different stations, but only ONE
. . . WKY ... has LISTENERS
able quantities.
In the morning, WKY

UP?

bound by city limits and every survey of outstate listening ever made has shown WKY to be
the decisive favorite among Oklahoma City stations there, too.
If you want coverage, and if you want LISTENERS inthe Oklahoma City area, WKY provides more of both than any other station.

in large, profit-

has 47.0% of the listen-

ers (Hooper, February-March) ; in the afternoon,
55.6% ; and in the evening, 57.8%.

II

COVERING

WKY provides coverage far out into the state,
too; farther out on its 930 kc. frequency than
any other Oklahoma City Station. What's under
THIS coverage? Well, listening habits aren't

WIY

OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Timet - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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NBC NETWORK

WWVA
Wheeling, West Va.
50,000 WATTS — 1170 KC.
BLUE BASIC
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This radio station endeavors to render a living service to the basic intent of
the license granted us by the Federal Government.

We

feel that we can

best serve the public through constant watchfulness as to the type and quality
of our program structure. In our daily effort to best serve the greatest
audience we firmly believe in the fundamental idea that the station in
any given area with the best programs will have the greatest audience.

Oklahoma's Most Powerful Station
50,000 Watts Day and Night

Edward

Petry & Company,

Inc., National

Representatives
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With a low frequency,
a pulling power
that

one of radio's largest talent staffs and
recently brought 250,000 letters from
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post-war
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T.V.A.
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for
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sales
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L. STONE, Gcn'l Mgr., NASHVILLE,
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Biggest

Made

Ever

4®

Listening

in

Largest

Survey

America's

Market!
Impartial

Radio

Research

tively Proves WAAT
North
AS

Jersey

The

Paid

For

Invariably

Most

Coopera-

Delivers

Listeners

Per

in

Dollar!

a smart time buyer you owe it to yourself to send
for a detailed report (by % hours periods) of the

latest Continuous Listener Survey in America's 4th largest market — conducted by the Pulse of New York . . .
whose monthly surveys are paid for cooperatively by
all major stations in this area.
This survey proves conclusively that although WAAT
does not deliver the most listeners in North Jersey — it
invariably delivers the "Most Per Dollar."
No wonder leading agencies and advertisers are gettin J
"on the beam"— are placing more new national busineo ;
than ever before on New Jersey's First Station! It will
pay you to investigate ! Write, wire, or telephone WAAT;
Executive Offices, Hotel Douglas, Newark. New Jersey.
1183%% 8%
11%
4%
5%4%
1100%%
2nd Largest Audience Between 12 noon and
3%
6 P. M. In America's 4th Largest Market
WABC . .
WAAT . .
STATION C
STATION D
STATION E
STATION F
STATION G
STATION H
STATION JI
STATION

WHAT YOU SAVE

BUY BONDS WITH

a

DOLLAR
NORTH

FOR

DOLLAR

JERSEY'S

BEST
RADIO
BUYl"
Do you
realize this
market contains
over 3l/z million people; more than these 14 cities combined: —
Kansas City, Indianapolis, Rochester, Denver,
Atlanta, Dallas, Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond, Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane, Fort Wayne.
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OF

NE

A

THE

PRESENTING

SERIES

MEN

WHO

FREE

MAKE

PETERS

&

STATI

0 N S

m

J.

Dudley

SALES

MANAGER,

Saummic

WIS,

COLUMBIA

1918 U. S.Navy
1920 Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
1923 Vice President, Turner Music Stores of
Florida. Manager, St. Petersburg store
1927 Manager, WSUN, St. Petersburg, Fla.
1929 Columbia Phonograph Company, Transcription and Record Division
1932 Manager, WNOX, Knoxville, Tennessee
1936 Manager, WCSC, Charleston, S. C.
1938 Sales Manager, WIS, Columbia, S. C.
1942 Chairman Sales Manager's Division,
4th District, NAB.

SUCCESSFUL men in any field are usually
versatile. Such a man is Dud Saumenig. An

would assure the success of a station in

Episcopal parson's son, he early acquired a
taste for music in the church choir and

say, in Virginia or Nevada? Well, it's a fact —
and it's proof that you can't buy any station
just on the promise of power, or location,

Rochester, say, might mean

has been the bass main -stay for many an
NAB convention quartet. Golfing is another

Here at F&P, one of our biggest jobs is to
know about the management of the various
stations in all the markets we help serve.

hand. His surveys and marketing maps are
famous. They're trumps dealt by an expert
who does much to make his station a leader

Knowing those facts, we are in an ideal position to help you choose your stations effectively. Are you availing yourself fully of the
information we have for you,here in this group

in the South.
Have you ever considered that the very selfsame management, or sales personality, that

Pioneer
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
Page
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of pioneer radio-station representatives?

&

Peters,

Radio

NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131

its ruination,

or kilocycles. It's management that makes
the station.

hobby . , . and he's something of a bridge
expert. But most of all Dud has lived for
radio, and knows it like the palm of his

Free

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WMBD
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

ike.

Since May, 1932
Station
Representatives

SAN FRANCISCO:
Sutter 4353 11 1 Sutter

HOLLYWOOD: 15,2 N. Gordon
Gladstone 3949
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ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg..
Main 5667
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Senate
Industry
Full

to

United

Open
As

Committee
Is Called

A LAST-DITCH effort to offset the sweeping Supreme
Court decision in the network
cases through

legislation de-

signed to break the FCC's
newly - sanctioned stranglehold on radio will be undertaken by a virtually united industry with the opening of
hearings tomorrow (Tuesday) by the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee on the

Probe

are Neville Miller, NAB president;
William S. Paley, CBS president;
Niles Trammell, president of NBC
and chairman of the board of the
BLUE. Whether Mark Woods,
BLUE president, or Miller McClintock, MBS president, would appear was not clear last week. It
was thought MBS would make no
appearance unless the trend of the
testimony by the competitive networks made offsetting testimony desirable. Mutual sided with the FCC
in the litigation.
Feeling was high in the industry
as the impact of the Supreme
Court's opinion was felt. No petitions had been filed with the Commission seeking postponement of
the regulations. A delay is still expected, either through Commission
action on its own motion, as a re-

White- Wheeler Bill (S-814).
Following sessions in Washington all last week which saw

on

Radio

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Legislation

suit of Congressional suggestion,
or by formal petition of any of the
parties. Chairman James Lawrence
Fly, however, stated last Monday
he thought there was no reason for
postponement and that he would
not condone "dilatory tactics".
After the case in favor of legislation along lines of the WhiteWheeler bill is presented, it is presumed Commission witnesses will
appear, led by Chairman Fly. He
has opposed new legislation on all
counts and had denounced the
Sanders Bill in the House last session as untimely and unnecessary.
Many of the features of the
Sanders Bill, which encompass suggestions of the Federal Communications Bar Assn., are incorporated
in the White-Wheeler measure to
reorganize the FCC into two au-

That Big Opening !

no disposition on the part of
the FCC to postpone the June
14 effective date of the chain
regulations, plans were completed
for presentation of an industry
case supporting the White-Wheeler
Bill, with modifications geared directly toward closing up the gaps
afforded by the Supreme Court
ruling, and to define clearly the
Congressional intent as to the limit
of the FCC's regulatory functions.
The NAB Legislative Committee,
after an all-day meeting in Washington last Wednesday, held that
new legislation "is the only hope of
free radio in America".
Full Committee
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Hearings Bill
on (S-814)
the WhiteWheeler
begin
tomorrow (Tuesday, May 25)
before the 22-man full Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee, in the Caucus Room,
Senate Office Building, at
10:30 a.m.
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Indicating the widespread industry interest was the action of Mr.
Miller in serving notice on the NAB
board to be prepared for a meeting
in Washington early next month, i I
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Seen as particularly significant
was the action of Chairman Wheeler
(D-Mont.) substituting the full Interstate Commerce Committee of
22 men for the hearings, in lieu of
a five-man subcommittee named
early in the session to consider the
White-Wheeler Bill. Action was
taken because of the widespread
interest on the Committee in the
legislation and the impetus given
the whole subject by the far-reaching Supreme Court opinion of May
10, upholding the FCC's right to
regulate contractual relations between networks and affiliated stations and also inferring broad
powers covering all aspects of radio
to the Commission.
The hearings are expected to run
at least two weeks. Among the witnesses definitely slated to appear
BROADCASTING
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because of the added importance
given the whole subject by the
sweeping Supreme Court decision
in the network cases. Members of
the subcommittee, in addition to
Chairman Wheeler and Senator
White, are Hill (D-Ala.) ; Clark
(D-Idaho) and Austin (R-Vt.).
Though there was no formal
agenda, it was evident that industry spokesmen, rather than the
FCC, would appear first. The hearings will be in the Caucus Room,
auditorium in the Senate Office
Bldg.
Tentatively slated to appear first
will be the Federal Communications
Bar Assn., original sponsor of the
Sanders Bill in the House last session, some of the terms of which
were incorporated in the WhiteWheeler measure. Herbert M. Bingham, chairman of the association's
legislative committee and special
counsel for the Petrillo Investigation Subcommittee of the Senate,
m
will be the association spokesman,
with the opening statement by
Horace L Lohnes, president of
FCBA. .
A''.',!
ii:. v,
fis'.T
Press-Radio Group
Mr. Miller will be chief spokesman for the NAB and probably
will be followed by Messrs. Trammell and Paley. Whether President
Miller McClintock, of Mutual, will
appear was not certain last weekend
I; Also expected to offer testimony
in favor of restrictive legislation
is the Newspaper-Radio Committee,
which has opposed proposed FCC
H regulations designed to force divorcement ofnewspapers from station ownership. Harold V. Hough,
WBAP-KGKO, Fort Worth, has
called a meeting in New York May
1 1 31 of the steering committee of this
group. It will then be decided
whether the committee will merely
submit a written brief or authorize
B a personal appearance in its behalf. Sydney M. Kaye, of New
is the committee's counsel.
York,
t, ,:t
The FCC's principal case, probably in opposition to legislation at
II
this time, will be presented by
a i. Chairman Fly. His appearance,
however, has not been definitely
scheduled. The minority viewpoint
on the FCC, in favor of legislation
for clearcut instructions from Congress, may be presented both by
Commissioners T. A. M. Craven
and Norman S. Case, who have constituted aconsistent minority and
who signed a minority report on
the chain - monopoly regulations
when originally issued May 2, 1941.
The NAB Legislative Committee,
at its meeting in Washington last
Wednesday, considered proposals
regarding suggested amendments to
the White- Wheeler bill as drawn,
designed to clarify the limits of
the FCC's functions. Broad new
authorities granted the Commission
by inference in the Supreme Court's
opinion would be restricted under
these proposals, to come within the
Congressional purview. All business
and contractual relations of broadcasters would be excluded, along
with control or influence over programs. Carefully guarded would be
Page
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Discs
to

Provide Programs
For Fuel Men
TRANSCRIPTIONS to be used
only on a commercially sponsored
basis on local stations have been
prepared by the Radio Section of
the Interior Dept. in connection
with the Order Coal Now campaign. The discs are being supplied
free to coal dealers all over the
country. Shipped express last week,
they are now in the hands of coal
dealers in about 300 localities.
Tied to the OWI national campaign, which began early this
month to urge summer coal orders
through thousands of free radio
spots, the discs have been made
available to help with local coal
advertising campaigns. Messages do
a direct selling job, emphasizing
the coal dealer's role in the war
effort, with provision for local commercial announcements.
Not for Sustaining
On the label of each record is a
special notice: "These programs
are NOT to be used on sustaining
programs but are for the exclusive
use of commercial programs presented by local dealers or coal dealthe "no censorship" requirement of
the statute.
At the all-day session, in which
Messrs. Trammell, Paley and Kesten participated during lunch, it
was agreed that a militant campaign in favor of new legislation
should be embarked upon. Following the session, the committee issued its strongly-worded statement
citing the Supreme Court decision
as giving the FCC "broad and fantastic powers."
Presiden
t Miller, following the
meeting, notified the 26-man board
of the NAB that a meeting would
be called in Washington about June
1 and to prepare for the session.
He cited the great importance of
the pending legislation and the
need for expeditious action.

NAB

Must

Be

ers' associations." The original message from H. A. Gray, Deputy Solid
Fuels Administrator for War,
mailed to dealers to inform them
of the free discs, stated they are
separate from OWI's transcriptions, distributed to 850 stations.
"The OWI radio material is being
used by stations without charge as
a patriotic contribution," the message stated. "In view of the contribution of free time which the radio
industry is making toward the Order Coal Now campaign," wrote
Mr. Gray, "we have a distinct understanding with OWI that free
time will not be requested for the
records offered to the industry by
this circular . . . we cannot expect
radio and OWI to keep the campaign on the air continuously this
summer, and with this in view, we
believe the recordings described
here will take up when the OWI
schedule pauses in mid-June . .
No Description
The letter accompanying the
transcriptions suggests that dealers get in touch with their local
radio stations and have the records
played so they can make a selection
to fit their needs. No description of
the transcribed material is given.
Therefore, to find out what the
Also acting speedily, three of the
four major networks called meetings of their advisory affiliate committees for Washington within the
next fortnight. Both NBC and CBS
have called their affiliate advisory
committees for sessions in Washington today (May 24). BLUE had
called its committee together for
June 2 in New York. MBS said
last weekend it had no present
Messrs. Trammell a.nd Paley
plans. in Washington practically all
were
last week and conferred not only
with Chairman Fly, separately, but
also with Senators White and
Wheeler. Messrs. Kesten and Ream,
as well as several other network
officials, were in town earlier in the
(Continued on page b8)

LEGISLATIVE

STAND

FOLLOWING is the full text of the statement issued by the NAB
Legislative Committee, after its all-day meeting in Washington May 19 :
"The Supreme Court
powers in the hands of decision
the FCC.of May 10 places broad and fantastic
"The decision hands over to the Commiss
control of
broadcasting. This Government agency now hasionthe complete
power, whenever it
wishes, to determine what the American people shall and shall not hear,
whether it be news, music, drama, comedy or political broadcasts The
world's last remaining system of free radio has been brought under complete Government domination by this decision, a condition which previously has been bitterly deplored by the people and the press of the
United States.

"This result, astonishing to the radio industry
the public alike
emerged from a case purportedly concerned onlyand
with the power of
the Commission to regulate contracts between stations and networks.
"The decision went far beyond these issues and constituted an hitherto
unsuspected interpretation of 'public interest, convenience and necessity'
by the majority of the court, with strong minority dissent. New legislation is the only hope of free radio in America."
BROADCASTING

Sponsored
programs consist of, dealers are expected to contact their local stations.
Consisting of three 16-inch discs,
the program material includes announcements, music and dramatic
programs. First transcription carries 20 45-second dramatized spots.
Second carries three four-minute
dramatic programs and one 12%minute musical program, Pirates of
Penzance. Two 12y2-minute music
shows, Spanish American Festival
and Old-Time Music Festival, are
transcribed on the third disc.
"The radio industry is doing an
outstanding war service in helping
to stimulate public cooperation
with the Government's efforts to get
people to order their coal now and
store it as it can be made available
Gray.
to them this summer," said Mr.
"The adequacy of the Nation's
coal supply for next winter will depend in large part upon the success
of the 'Order Coal Now' campaign,
in which the radio industry is cooperating heartily.
"The effectiveness of the help of
the radio industry was clearly
demonstrated in a similar campaign
last summer. The success of that
campaign was a major contribufuel supply.
tion to the adequacy of last winter's
"I want to thank the radio stations and networks for their fine
cooperation in helping to meet the
coal problem."
Churchill 27.1 Rating
PRIME MINISTER
Winston
Churchill attained a rating of 27.1
for his four-network address to
Congress May 19, according to a
survey made by C. E. Hooper Inc.,
and released by CBS. Figure approaches the rating for President
Roosevelt's Congressional message
Jan. 7, reported at 27.7, or an estimated 14,290,200 listeners. Mr.
Churchill's listeners were estimated
at 14,045,000.
Meservey

a Major

DOUGLAS W. MESERVEY, former assistant chief of the OWI
Radio Bureau, last Friday was
commissioned a major in the Army
of the United
States and reports to the
Military
Government
lottesville, Va.,
School at Chartoday (May 24).
He left OWI
April 17, after 17
months ofernmentGovservice.
Mr. Meservey

He joined OWI
on
leave
of absence from NBC, where
he was
assistant to Bertha Brainard, manager of the network's program and
talent sales department. At Charlottesville, Maj. Meservey will join
Maj. James C. Hanrahan, executive vice-president of the ScrippsHoward Radio Stations and WMPS,
Memphis,
who 14.
reported to the
School on May
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ASCAP
Per

Program

Held

Asks
Use

Violating

Agreement
BROADCASTERS who have taken out pex- program rather than
blanket licenses for the use of
ASCAP music were notified last
week that programs of ASCAP
music preceded or followed by spot
announcements are commercial
programs under the terms of the
licenses and that the stations must
pay ASCAP a percentage of the
revenue from such announcements
in accordance with the licenses provisions.
Explaining that after more than
a year's experience in checking station logs and accountings ASCAP
has found "certain practices which
are contrary to the language and
spirit of the agreement," the letter states that "many stations are
not accounting properly due to a
misunderstanding as to what constitutes asustaining and what constitutes acommercial program.
Amenable to Percentage
"For example," the letter continues, "a musical program containing compositions in the Society's repertoire which is preceded or
followed by a spot announcement
is a commercial program under the
local station program commercial
license. The income from such spot
announcements whether they precede or follow the musical program
is amenable to percentage under a
local station program commercial
license.
"There should be no misunderstanding on this point because this
question was discussed in detail
time and again at meetings of the
broadcasting industry all over the
United States and the interpretation of the contract in connection
with this type of income was made
perfectly clear and the Society's
position was reiterated over and
over at each of these meetings.
"The only exceptions or modifications of this understanding were
contained in a letter sent to all
broadcasters by the Independent
Broadcasters, Inc., subsequently
called Network Affiliates Inc., under date of October 17, 1941, in the
contents of which letter ASCAP
advised the stations it concurred.
In that letter an exception was
made for spot announcements between completed programs at 'station breaks.' We understood that
this exception would cover only
such announcements as Bulova,
Longine, and weather reports
(when permitted) and similar announcements."
NAB Opposed
Despite ASCAP's claim that
there should be no misunderstanding on this point, there is bound
to be, since the NAB only last
month issued to its members with
ASCAP per program contracts a
BROADCASTING

Cut

From

special music bulletin [Broadcasting, April 12] stating that "There
is no basis for asking for compensation with respect to contiguous
programs which do not use ASCAP
music," and also declaring that
both "the consent decree signed by
ASCAP and ASCAP's per program
licenses are clear on this point."
Citing the same type of example
as that used by ASCAP, the NAB
Bulletin said: "If a station presents a five-minute newscast, followed by a sustaining program of
ASCAP music, ASCAP is entitled
only to the sustaining fee on the
ASCAP musical program. . . . The
local station program commercial
license issued by ASCAP specifically provides that compensation
shall be paid only on local commercial programs which utilize ASCAP
music, and local commercial programs are defined to mean a local
program in connection with which
a sponsor pays for the use of the
broadcasting facilities of the station, including participating proSubject
grams."

of

Early
Is

Seen

If there is included in such 'participating' program a complete fifteen
minute news broadcast which is
sponsored, the income from such
newscast need not be accounted
for. This exception was provided
for in the said Independent Broadcasters, Inc., letter."
Paine
Had Agreed.
On this point, the NAB Bulletin
quotes from a letter written by
the NAB to ASCAP and "approved
in substance by Mr. Paine" (John
G. Paine, ASCAP general manager) ,which states that if a participating program containing music,
news, etc., is "listed, announced
and billed as one program, the station is obligated to pay ASCAP
on the entire program.

in

AFM

'Business Suicide'
The last Petrillo proposal — that
transcription companies agree to
withhold their recordings from any
station cited as unfair by AFM —
was refused as "business suicide"
as well as "doubtful legality". This
proposal, it was felt, would give
AFM the same sort of stranglehold
over independent stations that it
has over network affiliates, permitting Petrillo to "pull the plug"
whenever he concluded a particular station was "unfair" by failing
to accede to union demands in the
hiring of staff musicians or for
almost any other reason.
The recording strike, which began, Aug. 1, has been decried by
officials in public life as well as
in the industries affected. The SenAdvertising

"If, however," the NAB

to

WAR LABOR Board intervention
in the recording strike was foreseen last week after the abrupt
break in negotiations between AFM
and transcription manufacturers
because of the "secondary boycott"
proposal of AFM President James
C. Petrillo.
While formal action will await
a meeting of the transcribers in
New York Tuesday or Wednesday,
it was openly predicted that no
other course of action appeared
open and that every effort to reach
an accord with the union head had
failed- A. Walter Socolow, New
York attorney designated to explore the whole subject of legal
remedy, was in Washington last
week but made no comments pending a report to the transcribers
and their legal counsel.

• Broadcast

grams is also raised in the ASCAP
letter, which states "The entire income from so-called 'participating'
programs, no matter the duration
thereof, where such programs contain compositions in the Society's
repertoire is amenable to percentage under our license. However,
there is one exception and only one.

participating pro-

Appeal

Spot

letter

Labor

Board

Disc

Strike

ate Interstate Commerce Subcommittee, headed by Senator Clark
(D-Idaho), which has been marking time on its inquiry into AFM
pending the negotiations, now may
resume its hearings. Senator Clark
said last Friday, however, he would
await the decision of the transcribers regarding an appeal to the
Labor Board, and the views of the
NAB on resumption of the hearings which terminated last January after appearances by Petrillo
and Joseph A. Padway, AFM general counsel.
Also in Washington last week, in
connection with the AFM situation
as well as other matters, was Sydney M. Kaye, chief counsel for
NAB on music activities. The NAB
consistently has urged the transcribers to appeal to the Labor
Board, particularly in the light of
the Federal court decision in Chicago last fall holding the Petrillo
ban a "labor dispute".
Rejection of the Petrillo boycott
proposal constituted the second
time an AFM proposed plan of
settlement had been rejected- The
first, in mid-February, provided for
a tax on each recording to be paid
by the recorders for purported
"unemployment relief". This would
have been in addition to the regular union scale (highest in the
field) paid AFM members for recording engagements. Both record
manufacturers and the transcription companies rejected the first
proposal. The record manufacturers previously had broken off negotiations, concluding they were
futile.

Revenue
continued, "this program is broken
down into a number of separate
programs, for instance, with a
news period segregated from the
portion of the program which uses
ASCAP music and the portion of
the program which uses ASCAP
music segregated from the portion
of the program which uses BMI,
P.D. and other music, so that there
will be a number of separate programs instead of one program, a
substantial saving may result to
the station, and this should be

Mi

considered
by all letter,
stations."
The ASCAP
dated May
18 and signed by Mr. Paine, points
out that ASCAP has cleared music
for broadcasting by the military
and other government agencies,
but that such clearances were for
sustaining purposes only.
"Accordingly, when such broadcast is used other than as a sustaining program it is not cleared
through the Governmental agency
furnishing the program, but is a
regular station broadcast and
should be treated accordingly."
Letter continues that "the reduced amount of logging information which we agreed with the Independent Broadcasters Inc. to accept, is not proving satisfactory,
and as matters now stand it would

tion reappear that the informa
quired to be furnished under the
contract as originally drawn is in
fact the absolute minimum we
need. However, the Society in its
desire to cooperate with the radio
industry did agree to accept a substantial reduction in the information required to be furnished.
"Certainly this cooperation on
our part should elicit cooperation
on your part and the Society
should not be expected to accept
less information from stations
when, in fact, it needs more. We
must insist that all logging reports
must conform completely and in
all detail to the agreement as interpreted by the said IBI letter."

ADMIRING the Henry Hadley
Medal awarded to Deems Taylor
(right), ASCAP president and CBS
music commentator on the Philharmonic Symphony broadcasts
are Mrs. Henry Hadley, wife of the
late founder of the National Assn.
for American Composers and Conductors, which confers the medal;
and Gene Buck, composer, and
member of the board of directors
of ASCAP, who received the award
in a previous year.
May
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Supreme
Allocations

Court

Given
WINS

Protection

Grants
KOA

FIGHT

by

4-2 Ruling
m INTEGRITY of existing broadcast
" allocations was preserved in large
.^measure by the Supreme Court last
J' .Monday in a decision preventing
, ;|' the FCC from modifying coverage
[" or service of stations without prior
, hearing and with the burden of
proof on the applicant.

if

Upholds Hearing Right

f

The lower court, by a 4-2 split,
and in five separate opinions, reversed the FCC and remanded the
case for further hearing. The Commission then appealed on certiorari
to the Supreme Court. The case is
regarded as of importance because
it makes hearings mandatory in all
cases regarding modification of license where interference of any
substantial character is involved.
The ruling in the KOA case came
a week following the Supreme
Court's momentous decision in the
network cases upholding the FCC's
right to issue regulations controlling contractual relations between
affiliated stations and the networks.
The two cases, however, did not
overlap.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly stated following the court
opinion, that he assumed the case
promptly would come back to the
FCC for hearing, so that NBC
could become a party. He said he
was not attempting to interpret the
decision because he hadn't studied
it. He added it was his understanding that the substance of the decision went only to the matter of
hearing.
The Commission was given broad
authority over business aspects of
broadcasting in the May 10 opinion. In the May 17 ruling its auPage
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Hearing

Chief Justice Stone and Associate
Justices Reed and Jackson. A
strong overall dissent was handed
down by Associate Justice Frankthe FCC's posisupportingAssociate
tionfurter,
throughout.
Justice
Douglas concurred in the Frankfurter dissent but submitted a brief
written opinion of his own on other
aspects.
Associate Justices Black, Murphy
and Rutledge did not participate,
the latter because he was a member
of the lower court and wrote the
majority opinion of that tribunal in
the case. Associate Justice Black
did not participate presumably because his brother-in-law, C. J. Durr,
is a member of the FCC. Associate
Justice Murphy was absent at the
time of the argument due to illness.
Under the court's ruling, WHDH,
BLUE Network outlet in Boston,
could be required to return to its
daytime assignment on 850 kc. No
stay order, however, has been
pressed by NBC, as licensee of
KOA. Similarly, the FCC has authorized the removal of WJW,

,v The 4-2 ruling against the FCC
m came in the KOA-WHDH case,
| !'with the court upholding the conelusion of the Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia that the
clear channel Denver station had
been denied hearing and the right
to intervene in the FCC proceedings, which resulted in the breakdown of 850 kc. as a Class I-A
channel and the assignment of
WHDH, Boston, to fulltime on that
frequency.

In essence, the highest court's
opinion means that the FCC cannot
authorize new station assignments
which tend to modify the service of
existing stations without according
full right of hearing from the beginning. The burden of proof thus
is placed on the applicant station.
The end result, according to legal
observers, may be the same but the
FCC cannot grant applications
without the participation of those
stations which might be adversely
affected.

KOA

MR. HENNESSEY
thority to allocate facilities without
regard to interference, however
small, which might result to existing stations, was restricted with
full hearing rights accorded existing stations which would be adversely affected.
The majority opinion in the KOA
case was written by Associate Justice Roberts and concurred in by

Akron, to Cleveland, with assignment on the same channel, resulting
in further breakdown as a 1-A
clear. Whether NBC will press for
clearing of the channel and its return to 1-A classification was not
indicated last week. Presumably
nothing will be done until the
court's mandate comes down in 25
days, or about June 11. The FCC,
through the Solicitor General, also,
if it chooses, can petition for re-

Full text of majority opinion in FCC vs. NBC Inc.
(KOA), page 20. Abstract of
dissenting opinion of Justice
Frankfurter, page 22. Text
of Douglas dissent, page 24.

hearing, though such grants are
rare.
The case was argued before the
court April 8 by Philip J. Hennessey Jr., member of the law firm of
Segal, Smith & Hennessey, for
NBC-KOA, and by Paul A. Freund,
special assistant to the Attorney
General, for the FCC. It was regarded as a significant victory for
radio.
Both the lower court and the Supreme Court were divided on the
issue. In the lower court, there
were five separate opinions by six
judges. In the highest court, with
only six judges sitting, there were
three separate opinions.
Procedural Questions
Justice Roberts, in the majority
opinion, recited that the case presented important questions of procedure arising under the radio provisions of the Communications Act.
After reviewing the history of the
KOA case from its inception in
1938, he pointed out that the Commission granted WHDH authority
to operate fulltime in lieu of daytime with 5,000 watts on the KOA
clear channel, on April 7, 1941.
NBC,

Several

Replacement

Programs

Ready

To
Fill Gaps
Slated
for the Summer
show titled Beat the Band. Summer
WHILE a number of network advertisers were still indefinite last
series, which starts June 15, will
week [Broadcasting, May 17] as
feature Hildegarde, nightclub
chanteuse, as both m.c. and singer,
to the status of their programs for
the summer months, new replacewith Bob Grant's orchestra supplying the music. Parker Gibbs will
ments have been set up, and several periods appear to be slated to
direct, show originating in New
be abandoned by their regular
York. Agency is Russel M. Seeds
sponsors until the fall.
Co., Chicago.
Dinah Shore, singer, and Paul
'General Foods Corp., which last
year continued Maxwell House
Whitman, band leader, and BLUE
Coffee Time on NBC under a new
director of music, are definitely set
format with a change of product
for Standard Brands summer subthroughout the summer, will be off
stitute for the current NBC Chase
the air from July 8 to Aug. 26, & Sanborn Hour. First guest artist
with no replacement, and definitely
will be Eddie Cantor, May 30.
discontinue Aldrich Family for the
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York.
July 8 to 29 period, with no replacement planned.
New England Plan
Kraft Cheese Co. has decided on
a hiatus for The Great Gildersleeve
From the New England Regional
from July 4 to Aug. 22, and has not
Network,
J. B. Williams Co., Glasindicated plans for a substitute.
tonbury, Conn., will take its current
Gracie Fields will give her last
program Adventures of Nero Wolf,
broadcast for the summer on the
BLUE for American Cigarette &
based on Rex Stout's mysteries of
the same name, and place it in the
Cigar Co., June 9, but replacement
BLUE period currently occupied by
plans are still under discussion.
the company's True or False which
On the positive side Brown &
will be off from June 28 to someWilliamson Tobacco Co. is replacing
Red Skelton on NBC, Tuesday,
time in September. Firm is filling
the resulting vacancy on NERN
10:30-11 p.m., with a former NBC

BROADCASTING

Right

in KOA's behalf, then appealed to the lower court, which

concluded that the Commission's
action effected a modification of
KOA's license and that consequently it was entitled to participate in
the proceedings.
The FCC contended that grant of
the WHDH application did not
amount to a substantial modification of KOA's license or affect its
rights in such fashion as to require KOA to be permitted to intervene, and that KOA was not denied
any substantial right of participation, since it did appear at oral
(Continued on page 50)
with a comedy program titled
Circus Saints or Sinners. Agency
is J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York.
The Ransom Sherman program
sponsored on CBS by Roma Wine
Co. will be completely revamped,
effective June 3. New show will feature Mary Astor, Charles Ruggles,
and Mischa Auer, actors, with only
Carlos Ramirez, Latin singer, and
Lud Gluskin's orchestra and chorus
remaining from the current series.
Program, heard Thursday, 8-8:30
p.m., will switch from comedy to
variety. Agency is McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
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Iowa

7.8%

said Large Newspapers
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said Farm Papers

0.3%

said Billboards

those druggists who

mentioned

any par-

ticular station, the score stood as follows:

by the Iowa Phar-

help your

said Radio

of

WHO

65.1%

Station B

13.7%

Station C

druggists,

3.6%

(No other station received
more than 3% of votes.)

themselves, say they want.
They want W-H-O!

We
The

Association

1943.

They

itself made

asked

advertising medium

the Survey

members:

"What

early in
state-wide

thought these figures might help you make your

1943

radio plans in Iowa. The

complete

Survey

will be gladly sent on request. Or ask Free 8C Peters.

helps to sell the most goods

for you?"
Replies were received from every county in Iowa.
When

tabulated, the score stood as follows:

+

PLUS!
far IOWA
DES MOINES
. . . 50,000 WATTS
B. J. PALMER,

PRESIDENT

J. O. MALAND,

MANAGER

+

FREE 8C PETERS, INC. . . . National Reprc<entative»
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Time

Inc.

Atlantic

News
Coast

On
Net

Nightly Summary Planned
Fill News Schedule

To

,;'•> TIME Inc., publisher of Time, Life
and Fortune, which last year began
' ; experimenting with radio program ; ■ ming in cooperation with WQXR,
New York, last week concluded an
agreement whereby Time Views the
.[ . News, nightly quarter-hour news
summary, will be heard over the
'•• : > Atlantic Coast Network, regional
: !■ hook-up extending from Boston to
Washington.
Westbrook Van Voorhis, voice of
&| The March of Time on both the
;M air and the screen, is featured in
4 jj,the newscasts compiled from re: ports from Time correspondents
SM around the world. Series will be
p| sent to Washington beginning
May 24 and available to the full
ACN hook-up May 31.
Other Plans
Announcing this Time arrange'", ment as the first step in the network's expanded program plans,
| {•[ Edward Codel, ACN general manager, stated that on May 29 ACN
t will start a Saturday afternoon
program series to be produced by
the United States Engineers from
Fort Belvoir, Va., featuring soldier
talent and a military band, and
that ACN is also adding three New
■ York and one Washington dance
i.'.f band remote pickups to its musi,; cal schedules.
Negotiations are under way for
| A an early morning commentary series from Washington, Mr. Codel
said, which with the new Time
evening
news
programs would
» round
out the network's news
schedule which also includes the
, noontime Washington reports of
Mrs. Van Wagner Tufty, Johannes
•,: Steel's early evening newscasts
from New York, late evening news
from London, and Richard Eaton's
weekly broadcast from Washington.
4:

Invasion?
ALLIED INVASION of Europe may take place anytime
between May 25 of this year
and the spring of 1944, according to the diverse opinions of members
NBC's
InternationalofDivision.
Joining
in a pool,
whichwave
will of
"pay
off"
when
the first
United
Nations forces lands on the
Continent, writer-announcers
in the Italian section named
May 25, while the Germanspeaking
sees norepresentative
action till forenext
spring. Two French news analysts have placed their bets
on June 22, an English writer
has selected July 4, and a
Turkish broadcaster names
Aug. 7.

Joe Lopez Heads WEAN;
Women
Assistant Named
MANAGERSHIP of WEAN, Providence, has been added to the duties
of Joe Lopez, Bridgeport, where he
is manager of WICC. The announcement came from John Shepard 3rd, general manager of the
Yankee Network, on May 18.
Mr. Lopez takes over position vacated when Malcolm Parker was
inducted into the Army. Rose Powers has been appointed assistant
station manager of WEAN, and
Florence Ballou has been made assistant station manager at WICC.
American Express Show
AMERICAN EXPRESS Co., New
York, will promote the use of its
travelers checks on a twice-weekly
program on WQXR, New York,
titled American Express Cavalcade
of Music, effective May 24. Aired
Monday and Wednesday 9:30-9:55
p.m., the broadcasts will present
recorded comedy and show music.
Further radio advertising plans
are not yet set. Firm used several
small stations in the New York
area about this time last year to
promote use of American Express
drafts among listeners sending
money to relatives in Great Britain.
Caplese Co., New York, handles
the account.

Religious
In

Group

Promoting

A THIRD annual award for radio
programs was established last week
when the National Conference of
Christians & Jews announced that
it would give Awards of Distinguished Merit for programs in several fields, which make outstanding
contributions "to an understanding of the American tradition of
fair play, respect for religious differences, and the concept of harmonious collaboration among Amer.
faiths."
icans
The of
newallaward
will take its place
as an annual event beside the
previously established P e a bo d y
Awards and the DuPont Award
for public service.
Explaining that it is aware of
the importance of radio in the promotion of its objective, the Conference said "we should like to give
public recognition to the individuals
and programs in radio that contrib-

WMC
Face

Hiring
New

Rules

Revision

FURTHER relaxation of War Manpower Commission restrictions on
transfers of workers was predicted
last week as WMC Chief Paul V.
McNutt completed amendments to
his hiring controls, issued under
the President's "Hold-The-Line Orto prevent
movement of
workersder,"for
higher pay.
The new McNutt regulations
would allow free movement of
workers whose wages were less
than the "going rate" for that particular job in that area. In essence
the revision parallels the freedom
recently granted the War Labor
Board, which is again authorized
to approve wage raises in "inequity" cases.
Uses WLB Definition
Adopting the WLB definition of
inequity, the WMC proposes to allow workers in such instances to
take new jobs, without the necessity of proving that the transfer is
in the interest of the war effort.
Although the amendment has not
been completed, it is being rushed
through and will probably appear
this weekIn addition to revisions of the
hiring controls, the WMC last
week set up machinery to handle
appeals from both employers and
workers who have been refused
statements of availability or the
right to hire. The machinery works
cases through the local level, with
appeals
McNutt. right up to WMC Chief
A study of a national 48-hour
week has been underway at the
WMC for several weeks. Decision
on the matter has been reserved,
officials say, because there is some
doubt whether there could be any
great labor saving, since most industry already works 48 hours.

MEETING IN CINCINNATI to settle problems arising from OWI
regional activities, representatives of stations in Michigan, Ohio, West
Virginia, Kentucky and Indiana were promised that the Government
would place increasing reliance on chain break announcements. At a
cocktail party given by WLW following the session are (1 to r), William
M. Thompson, field representative for OWI; James D. Shouse, Crosley TT) » atatdT^ — 7~7 — ~T<T1
of the BLUE script
MAK1UN
vice-president in charge of broadcasting, WLW-WSAI; Katherine Fox,
women flyers
in the armedmaterial
forces for
on
18 collecting
(llv,slon'and public service director for WLWactivities,
war
of
coordinator
WSAU, and William Spire, chief of the Allocations Division for the
his
forthcoming book, Flying Sweethearts.
OWI Radio Bureau, Washington.
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Award

Offers

Understanding
ute to a wider understanding of
ourAwards
Americanwillheritage.''
be given to programs in several fields: straight
dramatization, public addresses,
children's programs, musical programs, women's programs, serials,
and special events. Presentation
will be made during Brotherhood
Week which is marked the week of
Washington's birthday.
Stations and members of the industry have been invited to submit
nominations during the course of
the year for consideration of the
Board of Judges.
The National Conference of
Christians and Jews was established 15 years ago "to promote
justice, amity, understanding and
cooperation among Protestants,
Catholics and Jews in the United
States, and to analyze, moderate
and finally eliminate intergroup

prejudices."
Butcher

a

Commander

After
African Victory
PROMOTION of Lt. Com. Harry
C. Butcher, former CBS vice-president, and Naval aide to Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower, to rank of
full commander was reported in
Washington
early
in May. last week, effective
Com. Butcher, a Naval reservist
prior to Pearl Harbor, initially was
called to active duty in the Navy
Department in June, 1942, in the
office of the Director of Naval Communications. Subsequently, he was
sent to London as aide to Gen.
Eisenhower, as commanding general of our forces there, and went
to North Africa with him with the
launching of the campaign there
last fall. Com. Butcher returned to
the United States last March on an
official mission for Gen. Eisenpromotion,
a "spot"
elevation hower.
inHis rank,
was understood
to have been upon recommendation
of Gen. Eisenhower.
CAB to Meet
DISCUSSION of an appearance
before the 1943 Parliamentary
Committee on Broadcasting, which
is expected to start its sittings at
Ottawa early this summer, will
be a major item on the agenda of
the meeting
the board Assn.
of directors of the of Canadian
of
Broadcasters at Toronto May 24-25.
The agenda is also expected to include a report on the latest Canadian manpower regulations as they
affect broadcasting.
Krelstein

Permanent

NEW general manager of WMPS,
Memphis, is Harold R. Krelstein,
whose permanent appointment has
been announced by Jack Howard,
president of the Memphis Broadcasting Co. Mr. Krelstein joined
WMPS in 1939 as salesman and
became commercial manager in
1940. Before coming to WMPS he
was a salesman for transcribed
radio shows.
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of

Hours

Quarter

75

Broadcasts

News

Commentaries

and

Sponsored

Weekly

1
MoWADAYS

the Public

ning a total of 75 quarter

demands — above
hours

all things — News.
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week.
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For

the Public
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what

it wants,
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Baudiuo

Is Named

Manager

of KDKA

Rock
Myer

Entering Marine Corps;
Succeeds Baudino

WITH THE departure of James
B. Rock, general manager of
KDKA, Pittsburgh, to accept a
commission in the Marine Corps,
appointment of Joseph E. Baudino,
assistant to the general manager
of Westinghouse Radio Stations, as
his successor, was announced last
Friday by Lee B. Wailes, WRS
general manager.
Mr. Rock began his leave effective today (May 24) but has not
yet been sworn in. An engineer, it
is expected that he will be assigned to the communications division of the Marine Corps about
June 1.
Myer Promoted
Simultaneously, Mr. Wailes announced promotion of Dwight A.
Myer, KDKA chief engineer, as Mr.
Baudino's successor in Philadelphia. Theodore C. Kenney, assistant chief engineer of KDKA, is
advanced to Mr. Myer's position.
The three promotions followed
closely the recent promotion of

Mr. Baudino

Mr. Myer

W. B. McGill, KDKA sales manager, to general advertising manager of Westinghouse stations in
Philadelphia; departure of John S.
deRussy from Pittsburgh as KDKA
sales manager to the same post at
KYW, Philadelphia; and appointment of Frank V. Webb, former
assistant sales manager of WRS in
Philadelphia, to the Pittsburgh
post.
Mr. Rock's Marine Corps status
has not been announced and won't
be until he is sworn in. He leaves
KDKA after 2% years as its manager. Prior to that he was at Philadelphia headquarters as assistant
to the manager in charge of technical operations. He joined Westinghouse in 1927 and spent two
years as an engineer at KDKA and
KYW, then in Chicago- After five
years with RCA, Mr. Rock rejoined
Westinghouse in 1937 as assistant
manager of the radio division. He
is a native of Milwaukee and a
graduate of Illinois U. in 1923. The
Rocks have two children, Stephen
Clark, 2%, and Janet Foote, 1.
Mr. Baudino, also an Illinois U.
graduate in 1927, has been with
Westinghouse since that time. In
1931 he was chief engineer of
WBZ, Boston, but returned to
KDKA in 1936. He supervised the
installation of the 50 kw. transmitters and studios at WBZ, KDKA
and KYW. He succeeded Mr. Rock
in Philadelphia in 1940 as assistant
Page
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AAAA
War

Told

Contributions

Will

Not Get Special
Consideration
PRAISE for their contributions to
the war, and their cooperation in
further war campaigns now being
developed, was given advertising
agencies of the country at the 26th
annual meeting of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, held
at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York,
last Thursday and Friday.
At the same time, the agencies
were told they must perform these
important war tasks as well as
their regular services to clients
without any special consideration
for personnel from the draft boards.
Brig. Gen. William C. Rose, chief
of executive services, War Manpower Commission, told the agency
men to prepare to lose all of their
able-bodied draft-age men to the
armed services before the year is
to the general manager. The Baudinos have four children — all girls.
Mr. Myer has been with Westinghouse for 21 years and is responsible for several noteworthy
engineering achievements, aiding
materially in the installation of
the first high-powered broadcast
transmitter of KDKA, and the
first water-cooled transmitter at
KYW. He joined Westinghouse at
KYW in Chicago in 1922, and has
worked as well in Springfield, Boston and Pittsburgh for the company. The Myers have three children— all boys.
Ted Kenney has been with
KDKA since 1926, starting as a
transmitter operator. He was
named assistant chief engineer in
1941 and has served continuously
with the company for 17 years. A
native of Scottdale, Pa., he is a
graduate of Carnegie Tech. The
Kenneys have two children.
NEW

JAMES

MARINE

B. ROCK

Drain
Manpower
perform to help prevent inflation,
out and urged them to begin imwhich he described as one of admediately to train women and
vertising's toughest assignments.
older men to take over these jobs.
In addition to explaining, briefly!
Without in any way belittling the
and simply, the complex economic
and social factors involved, he said
value of advertising's wartime contribution, Gen. Rose said that there
advertising copy on the subject
is little likelihood of advertising
should get across seven basic positive action appeals.
being included in the "essental industry" list as long as men are beHe said it must urge the public
ing taken from war plants into the
to buy and hold as many War
armed forces.
Bonds as they can afford; to pay
Howard Coonley, director of the
willingly any taxes — increased
Conservation Division, War Protaxes — that the country needs;
duction Board, explained that the
pay up all old debts and avoid
Government's program of standmaking new ones; provide for the
ardization and simplification does
adequate life insurnot generally involve adherence to futureancewith
and savings; pay no more
"Victory Models" as was done in than ceiling prices and buy rathe case of bicycles, but that usutioned goods only by exchanging
ally only one or a few parts of a
stamps;
buy only what they need
manufactured product must be
and make what they already have
standardized to comply with Govlast longer; don't try to profit
ernment specifications for maxifrom the war by asking for either
mum amount of material, minimum
higher prices or higher wages.
standards of quality or performance and price range, permitting
Recruiting Womanpower
the maximum of individuality that
Advertising's part in solving the
is compatible with the nation's war
needs.
womanpower problem was presented in a three-part discussion
Raymond Rubicam, chairman of introduced
by A. 0. Buckingham,
the executive committee, Young &
vice-president, Cluett-Peabody &
Rubicam, presided at the ThursCo. and Advertising Council Coday afternoon session, at which
ordinator on this campaign. Citing
Raymond Moley of Newsweek dispublic opinion surveys on the prescussed post-war planning and Deent unwillingness of most women
witt MacKenzie of AP reported on
to take work outside their homes
a recently completed 35,000-mile
and of most men to let the women
tour of the battle areas of Europe,
in their families work unless it is
Africa and Asia.
an economic necessity, Mr. BuckFighting Inflation
ingham outlined the need for an
immediate job of reeducation.
Opening the Friday morning
William Berchtold of J. Walter
meeting on agency war services,
Thompson Co., volunteer agency
Dr. Herman Hettinger, campaign
manager on inflation for the Office
which developed the campaign, outlined the localized campaigns
of War Information, outlined the
{Continued on page bl)
task advertising is being asked to

to

Face

Allen
Of

L.

Billingsley

AAAA's

Board

Elected

At

ALLEN L. BILLINGSLEY, president of Fuller & Smith & Ross,
Cleveland, was elected chairman
of the board of the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies at the
opening
session
of the
26th annual
meeting,
heldAAAA's
at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York,
last Thursday and Friday. Other
sessions were devoted chiefly to the
effects of the war on advertising
agency operation, and the part the
agencies are performing in the war
effort (see story on this page).
Other officers elected at the
meeting are : Emerson Foote, president, Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York, vice-president; Robert E.
Grove, vice-president, Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh, secretary; John L. Anderson, secretary and treasurer, McCann-Erickson, New York, treasurer. John
Benson continues as AAAA president, having been elected to a fouryear term in 1940. Other officers
are elected for one-year terms.
Frederic R. Gamble continues as
managing director.
BROADCASTING

N.

Y.

Chairman
Convention

Members-At-Large of the AAAA
Executive Board elected at the
meeting for three-year terms are:
J. C. Cornelius, executive vicepresident, BBDO, Minneapolis; J.
F. Oberwinder, vice-president,
D'Arcy Adv Co., St. Louis; William Reydel, partner, Newell-Emmett Co., New Yoi'k.
Other Members
Members representing Councils
were elected for one-year terms as
follows: New York Council, Philip
W. Lennen, president, Lennen &
Mitchell, New York; New England Council, Kenneth R. Sutherland, partner, Sutherland-Abbott,
Boston; Atlantic Council, H. K.
Dugdale, executive vice-president,
Van Sant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore; Central Council, W. F.
Lochridge, vice-president, J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago; Pacific
Council, Dan B. Miner, president,
Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles
(reelected).
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U.

S.

Adopts

Rubber

TRANSFER

Co.

Policy

for

Series
Symphony
Will Feature Carl Van Doren
As Intermission Speaker
THE BIGGEST decision United
States Rubber Co. had to make before assuming sponsorship of the
New York Philharmonic Symphony
broadcasts on CBS [Broadcasting,
May 10] was whether or not these
concerts ought to be sponsored at
all, according to Thomas H. Young,
director of advertising. Once that
had been settled, he said, the company was faced with the consequent
problem of keeping its commercials
on the same high plane as the music
of the orchestra.
"As a commercial company we
have to look at our expenditure
from the commercial side," he
stated. "What we bought was the
audience of the Philharmonic. If
we handle our part of the programs with intelligence and good
taste we will have made a good
venture."
Van Doren Gives Talks
To adapt the Philharmonic concerts to the long range planning
of the sponsor, only two changes
in the present format were necessary, Paul M. Hollister, CBS vicepresident in charge of advertising,
stated. The intermission periods,
formerly devoted to "philosophic
musical commentaries", will henceforth feature Carl Van Doren, historian and author, in a series of
brief word pictures of the circumstances surrounding historic spoken
or written words of national
figures.
A rehearsal recording was played
of the opening episode, in which
Mr. Van Doren described the
national scene at the time of Abraham Lincoln's election to the Presidency, with Frederic March reading
Lincoln's farewell address to his
fellow townsmen of Springfield,
111.
Audience to See Full Show
This program, broadcast May
23, first time the Philharmonic
ever has been heard under commercial sponsorship, presented
Bruno Walter as guest conductor.
Other guest conductors will direct
the concerts until the beginning of
the regular Philharmonic winter
season on Oct. 10, when the group's
new director, Dr. Artur Rodzinski,
will take over the baton permanently.
During the summer the full
broadcast, concert and intermission
feature, will be witnessed each
week by the audience in the hall.
In the winter, however, these seats
are utilized by the regular Philharmonic subscribers, and the intermission feature cannot be broadcast from the stage of Carnegie
Hall but must come from an outside studio. U. S. Rubber, Mr.
Young said, will distribute tickets
to listeners wishing to see the historical part of the programs, after
which they will hear a round-up of
Page
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(c) former memLOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD. Eddie (Michael) O'Shea,
ber of the WTIC Playhouse, returns to Hartford for the preview of his
he co-stars with
"Lady of Burlesque" in whichdinner
first motion picture,Station
are (1 to r) :
personnel at a testimonial
Barbara Stanwyck.
James F. Clancy, sales promotion manager; Leonard Patricelli, program
manager; O'Shea; Paul W. Morency, general manager; Paul Lucas.

Spot
At

Announcements

Luncheon

of

Receive

Radio

Big

Play

Executives

SPOT announcements stole the
spotlight from daytime serials and
other programs in a panel discussion of "Radio Programs and
Radio's Future" at the luncheon
meeting of the Radio Executives
Club of New York last Wednesday.
Ben Gross, radio editor of the New
York Daily News, opened the discussion by berating the operators
of independent radio stations for
their lack of courage in experimenting with new forms of entertainment.

station, Herbert L. Pettey, managing director of WHN, New York,
said that when a station builds a
program and presents it to an
agency, the agency asks for a
rating and when the program has
been kept on sustaining longenough to get a rating the agency
then asks about availabilities before and after the program. All
salesmen follow the line of least resistance, he said, "so long as we
have availabilities for announcements and someone willing to buy

With an Egg-Beater
These stations, he declared, "take
a stack of recordings and stir in
commercial announcements with an

them, we'll sell them."
Mr. Pettey also said that program experimentation is expensive,
citing WHN's Gloom Dodgers,
broadcast from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
each weekday with "everything
live except some recorded spot announcements" WHN finds the program worth its weekly cost of
$4,700, he said, but added that few
independent stations outside New
York and Chicago could afford such
expenditures on daytime programs.
C. L. Menser, NBC Vice-President in charge of programs, stated
that at present the spot announcement is an economic necessity for
many stations, some of which derive as much as 65% of their total
income from this source.
Jerry Franken, radio editor of
PM, agreed with Mr. Gross that
stations should present more live

egg-beater." He warned them that
although this practice may be
profitable at the moment, unless
they develop good studio programs
they will eventually lose their audiences.
Linnea Nelson, timebuyer of
J. Walter Thompson Co., admitted
that stations are flooded with spot
announcements but added that an
agency trying to buy good local
studio programs has a hard time
finding any and that under present
conditions it is impossible to record
such a program for use on other
stations. "As long as the stations
sell them and they produce results,
we'll
buy spot announcements," she
concluded.
Speaking

for

the independent

CBS world news and then the concluding half of the concert. It was
felt that the complete hour-and-ahalf broadcast would be too long
for a studio audience unable to see
the orchestra. For concert-goers
wishing to hear the mid-concert
part of the broadcasts, they will be
piped into a gallery at Carnegie
Hall, Mr. Young stated.
Difficulties between the Philharmonic Society and Local 802 of the
AFM over Dr. Rodzinski's dismissal of several of the orchestra's
employes are being settled.
Agency is Campbell-Ewald Co.,
New York.

programs.
Leonard Callahan, of SESAC,
moderator of the panel discussion
and responsible for planning and
presenting the luncheon feature,
said he had found many stations in
small towns doing a real job in
serving their listeners with entertainment and news, giving local
talent a chance to develop, selling
bonds and promoting other Government wartime programs, even when
their complete personnel totals only
two or three persons.
Out-of-town guests at the meeting included H. H. Hoessly, WHKC,
Columbus, O.; James Woodruff,
WRBL, Columbus, Ga.; John T.
Parsons, WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass.;
Kay Fisher, Walker Co., Chicago;
BROADCASTING

OF

KEVR

TO TALBOT
GRANTED
EVERGREEN Broadcasting Corp.,
operator of KEVR, Seattle, was
granted consent of the FCC last
week to transfer control of the
station to A. W. Talbot from Walter L. Wyckoff and Fred Bianco
by transfer of 950 shares (72%)
of issued and outstanding capital
stock of the licensee corporation.
The proposed amount to be paid
is $17,515.
Mr. Talbot controls Hartley Rogers & Co., Seattle, underwriters,
sellers and traders in investment
securities, and owns 100% Bellingham Marine Railroad & Boatbuilding Co., Bellingham, Wash. He had
90% interest in the Olympic Broadcasting Co. which applied for a
construction permit for a station in
October, 1941. The application was
dismissed without prejudice in November, 1942, at the request of the
applicant, because of wartime material shortages. At one time he
owned an interest in KWLK, Longview, Wash., which he sold several
years ago.
Mr. Wyckoff, of Seattle, is in the
investment business and Mr. Bianco
is president of the Seattle Shipbuilding &Drydocking Co. and the
Bianco Coal Mines. Minority stockholders are Robert S. McCaw, Seattle, 6.5%, and R. R. Groninger, |
Seattle insurance man, 19.5%.

WFTL

Seeks

Approval

Of Removal
to Miami
REMOVAL of the main studios of
WFTL from Fort Lauderdale to
Miami, contingent upon granting
of the application for sale of the
station by Ralph A. Horton to the
Fort Industry Co., for $275,000, is
sought in an application filed last
week with the FCC. The removal
application was filed coincident with
that seeking transfer of the station
[Broadcasting, May 17].
WFTL now is licensed as a Fort
Lauderdale station with primary
studios in that city and with secondary studios in Miami. The application for change of location
would designate the main studios in
Miami and the secondary ones in
Fort Lauderdale. The applications
for the transfer are awaiting FCC
action.
Pack Entering Service
DICK PACK, director of publicity
of WOR, New York, will leave the
station shortly to enter military
service. He reports to Camp Upton, N. Y., June 1. Before joining
WOR three years ago, Mr. Pack
was director of publicity and continuity
of WNYC,
New York's
municipal
station. Charles
J. Oppenheim, assistant head of the press
department and trade news editor,
replaces Mr. Pack. Mr. Oppenheim
was director of publicity and advertising for Jay Thorpe Inc., New
York, previous to coming to WOR
last year. Succeeding Mr. Oppenheim as trade news editor is Bob
Davis, who has been on the station's night press desk.
Walter Dennis, NAB, Washington;
Maj. Harold W. Kent, War Dept;
Lt. Don Weiss, Camp Walters,
Tex., formerly
of WRUF,
ville, Fla.
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TEXT

OF

FOLLOWING is the text of the
majority decision of the Supreme
Court of the United States (No.
585, October term, 1942) handed
down May 17 in the case of FCC,
Petitioner, vs. NBC Inc. (KOA),
et al., on writ of certiorari to the
U. S. Court of Appeals, District of
Columbia (see dissenting opinions
on pages 22 and 24) :
Mr. Justice Roberts delivered
the opinion of the Court.
This case presents important
questions of procedure arising
under Title III of the Communications Act of 1934.1
The respondent is licensed to
operate station KOA at Denver,
Colorado, on a frequency of 850 kc.
Station WHDH, of Boston, Massachusetts, had a license to operate,
daytime only, on the same frequency. October 25, 1938, WHDH
applied to the Communications
Commission for an increase in
power and for operation unlimited
in time.
The Commission set down the application and designated certain
issues for hearing, of which the
following are pertinent: To determine whether the interests of any
other stations may be adversely
affected by reason of interference,
particularly KOA and other named
stations ; to determine whether public interest, convenience or necessity would be served by modifying
the rules governing standard broadcast stations to authorize the proposed operation of WHDH.
Effect of FCC Rules
On Status of KOA
The Commission's rules precluded
the operation of a second station at
night on KOA's frequency;2 provided that an application not filed
in accordance with its regulations
would be deemed defective, would
not be considered, and would be returned to the applicant;3 and also
that if an applicant desired to challenge the validity or wisdom of any
rule or regulation he must submit
a petition setting forth the desired
change and the reasons in support
thereof.'1
The respondent petitioned to intervene. Its petition was denied. It
then moved to dismiss WHDH's application for failure to conform to
the rules and regulations. The motion was denied. Meantime the
Commission evidently believing
that, in view of the possible alteration of the rules concerning standard broadcast stations, questions
of policy might be involved and
that, consequently, under Sec.
409(a), the hearing would have to
be conducted by a member of the
Commission,5 designated Commissioner Case to conduct the hearing.
1 Act of June 19, 1934, e. 652, 48 Stat.
1064, 1081; 47 U. S. C. Sec. 301 ff.
2 Sees. 3.22 and 3.25.
3 Sec. 1.72.
4 Sec. 1.71.
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No hearing was held under the
original notice. A new notice was
issued which indicated that the
Commission did not then contemplate modification of its substantive rules but intended merely to
afford the applicant an opportunity
to urge that they be construed in
the applicant's favor.
Issues specified in the second notice were "to determine whether or
not the Commission's Rules Governing Standard Broadcast Stations,
particularly Sections 3.22 and 3.25
(Part III) properly interpreted
and applied preclude the granting
of the application" and to determine the nature, extent, and effect
of any interference which would
result from a grant of the application, particularly with Station
KOA and others named. The inquiry thus limited could be heard
before an examiner under Sec.
409(a) and, accordingly, the Commission withdrew the designation
of Commissioner Case and assigned
an examiner.
A hearing was held Jan. 29 and
30, 1940, but the respondent was
not permitted to appear or participate. Dec. 9, 1940, the Commission
promulgated proposed findings of
fact and conclusions. Two commissioners dissented. All agreed that
Sees. 3.22 and 3.25 of the regulations precluded a grant of WHDH's
application. Three voted to modify
those regulations and to grant the
application. Respondent then filed
its second petition to intervene,
which was denied. The Commission
subsequently, on its own motion,
permitted respondent to file briefs
and present an oral argument
amicus curiae. April 7, 1941, the
Commission adopted a final order
amending Sec. 3.25 of the rules and
granting the WHDH application,
two commissioners dissenting.

KOA

DECISION

to participate in the hearing before the Commission on the question of the granting of WHDH's
application and that its rights in
this respect were not satisfied by
permitting it to file a brief and
present argument. It further insists
that the Commission's proceeding
was invalid due to the provisions of
Sec. 409(a) of the statute, the
failure to comply with the rules
then in force, and the arbitrary and
capricious action taken. Finally,
the respondent asserts § 405 entitled it to a rehearing and
§ 402(b) (2) granted it an appeal.
The petitioner urges the grant of
WHDH's application did not
amount to a substantial modification of KOA's license or so affect
KOA's rights as to require that
KOA be permitted to intervene and
that, in any event, KOA was not
denied any substantial right of participation in the proceeding.
Interference Found
In Decision by FCC
First. We are of opinion that respondent was entitled to be made a
party.
Section 312(b) of the Act provides:
"Any station license hereafter
granted . . . may be modified by the
Commission . . ., if in the judgment
of the Commission such action will
promote the public interest, convenience, and necessity .... Provided, however, That no such order
of modification shall become final
until the holder of such outstanding license . . . shall have been
notified in writing of the proposed
action and the grounds or reasons
therefor and shall have been given
reasonable opportunity* to show
cause why such an order of modification should not issue."
The Commission
found that there

Rehearing Petition
Filed by KOA

would be interference with KOA's
broadcast in the eastern part of the

Respondent filed a petition for
rehearing pursuant to Sec. 405 of
the Act." This was denied. Thereupon respondent gave notice of appeal to the Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia,7 which concluded that the Commission's action
effected a modification of respondent's license and consequently the
statute entitled the respondent to be
made a party and to participate in
the hearing. The court below therefore reversed the Commission's
order and remanded the case for

United States if WHDH's application were granted. The Commission's own reports to Congress show
that at night a small proportion
of the urban population and a much
larger proportion of the rural population of the country enjoy only
such broadcasting service as is
afforded by clear channel stations.
KOA, one of the stations upon
which this service depends, has
operated continuously at Denver
since 1924 and has used a clear
channel upon which only one station is permitted to operate during

further proceedings.8
The respondent contends that it
was entitled, as a matter of right,
5 Sec. 409(a), 47 U. S. C. § 409(a) provides that, in the administration of Tit.
Ill, an examiner may not hold hearings
with respect to a matter involving a change
of policy by the Commission or a new kind
of use of frequencies.
" 47 U. S. C. Sec. 405.
7 Pursuant
to Sec. 402(b) (2); 47 U. S. C.
Sec.
402(b) (2).
s 132 F. 2d 545.

the night. Under the Commission's
regulations (§§3.22 and 3.25) KOA
had, therefore, little or no channel
interference from any station located within the United States.
In addition, its signals throughout the United States were free,
and entitled to remain free, of
channel interference from any station in Canada, Mexico or Cuba,
pursuant to the provisions of the
BROADCASTING

North American

Regional Broad-

casting Agreement.9 The Commission's order deprives KOA of freedom from interference in its night
service over a large area lying east
of the Mississippi River. Furthermore, the order opens the way for
Canada, Mexico, and Cuba, signatories to the broadcasting agreement, to acquire the right to operate stations which may cause channel interference at night on KOA's
frequency within the United States.
The respondent urges that it can
be shown that the service of
WHDH, while interfering at night
with that of KOA, would not be a
service equally useful, and that the
grant to WHDH
adds a new
primary service to an area already
heavily supplied with such service.
In its petitions to intervene, the
respondent called attention to the
terms of its existing license, asserting that the grant of WHDH's application would cause interference
in areas where KOA's signal was
interference free; that respondent
would be aggrieved and its interests adversely affected by a grant
of the application and that the
operation proposed by WHDH
would not be in the interest of public convenience and necessity; that
a grant of the application would
result in a modification of respondent's license in violation of
§ 312(b) and would result in a
modification of the Commission's
regulations without such a hearing
as is required by § 303 (f ) of the
Act. In its petition for rehearing
the respondent elaborated and reiterated the reasons embodied in
its motions for dismissal of the I
petition and its petitions to inter- j
vene.

No Application To
Case, FCC Claims
The Commission says that the
section has no application to this
case. It asserts that the proceeding
was an application by WHDH for
modification of its station license
and that, under § 309(a) of the
Act, the Commission might have
acted on the application without
any hearing. So much may be conceded, if nothing more were involved. But the grant of WHDH's
application, in the circumstances,
necessarily involved the modification of KOA's outstanding license.
This petitioner denies, saying
KOA's license granted no more
than the privilege of operating its
station in a prescribed manner and
that tion
thein nowise
grant of
WHDH's
applicaaltered
the terms
of
KOA's license. This contention
stems from the circumstance that
KOA's license authorizes it to
operate a transmitter of 50 kw. on
the frequency 850 kc. at Denver.
The petitioner says that the grant
of WHDH's application affects none
0 55 Stat, Part 2, 1005.
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of these terms. But we think this
. too narrow a view. When KOA's
license was granted the Commission's rules §§3.21 and 3.25 embodied these provisions:
"A 'clear channel'
is one on
which the dominant station or sta! tions render service over wide areas
and which are cleared of objectionable interference within their
I
primary service areas and over all
~f or a substantial portion of their
secondary service areas."
"The frequencies in the followi ing tabulation are designated as
I clear channels and assigned for
'
i

;
•
*
w

use by the classes of stations are
given :
(a) To each of the channels belt low there will be assigned one class
I station and there may be assigned
one or more class II stations operating limited time or daytime only:
... The power of the class I stations on these channels shall not be
less than 50 kilowatts."
850 kc. was one of the frequencies
appearing on the schedule forming
part of the rule.
Rules Incorporated
In Terms of License
These rules were incorporated
into the terms of KOA's license
which granted it a frequency of
850 kc. and a power of 50 kw. To
alter the rules so as to deprive
KOA of what had been assigned
to it, and to grant an application
which would create interference on
the channel given it, was in fact
and in substance to modify KOA's
license. This being so, § 312(b) requires that it ba made a party to
the proceeding. We can accord no
other meaning to the language of
the proviso which requires that the
holder of the license which is to be
modified must have notice in writing of the proposed action and the
grounds therefor and must be given
a reasonable opportunity to show
cause why an order of modification
should not issue.
Certainly one who is to be notified
of a hearing and to have the right
to show cause is not to be considered a stranger to the proceeding
but is, by the very provisions of
the statute, to be made a party.
The very notices issued by the
Commission show that that body
knew there would probably be an
interference with KOA's signals
if the pending application of
WHDH were granted; and that the
Commission also realized there was
a serious question whether the application could be granted under
its existing rules.
It is not necessary to discuss at
any length the sufficiency of the petitions to intervene if, as we have
held, the Act itself provided that,
in such an instance as the present,
KOA was entitled to be brought
in as a party. A licensee cannot
show cause unless it is afforded
opportunity to participate in the
hearing, to offer evidence, and to
exercise the other rights of a party.
Much is said to the effect that
KOA was not in fact injured, because the Commission permitted it
Page
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JUSTICE

FRANKFURTER'S

FOLLOWING are the highlights of
Associate Justice Frankfurter's
dissent — abstracted from his 14page
opinion:
Unlike
courts, which are concerned
primarily with the enforcement of private rights although public interests
may thereby be implicated, administrative agencies are predominantly concerned with enforcing public rights
although private interests may thereby be affected. To no small degree
administrative agencies for the enforcement of public rights were established by Congress because more flexible and less traditional procedures
were called for than those evolved
by the courts. It is therefore essential
to the vitality of the administrative
process that the procedural powers
given to these administrative agencies
not be confined within the conventional modes by which business is done
in courts.
Provisions of Act
Explaining Hearing
In my judgment the decision of the
Court in this case imposes a hampering
restriction upon the functioning of the
administrative process. This is the
aspect that lends this case importance
and leads me to express the reasons
* * * *
dissent.holds
my Court
forThe
that the Commission was required as a matter of law
to grant KOA's petition to intervene
in the hearing upon the WHDH apto file a brief amicus curiae and to
present oral argument. It is beside the point to discuss the Commission's rules as to intervention
and the privileges accorded by the
Commission to one denied intervention since we are of opinion, as
already stated, that, under the
terms of the Act, the respondent
was entitled to participate in the
proceedings.
Jurisdictional Issue
Raised in Proceedings
Second. While the Commission
did not urge before the court below, and did not advance as a reason for the grant of certiorari, that
respondent was not entitled to appeal to the Court of Appeals, this
matter was argued here and, as it
raises a question of jurisdiction,
we shall consider it.
It would be anomalous if one entitled to be heard before the Commission should be denied the right
of appeal from an order made without hearing. We think the Act does
not preclude such an appeal. Section 402(b) (2) permits an appeal
to the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia by "any . . . person aggrieved or whose interests
are adversely affected by any decision of the Commission granting
or refusing" any application for
modification of an existing station
license. If, within the intent of the
statute, the interests of KOA
would be adversely affected, or if
KOA would be aggrieved by granting the application of WHDH, then
the statute grants KOA a right of
appeal.
In Federal Communications Commission v.Sanders Bros. Radio Sta-

DISSENT

plication. In my judgment the Act
* * a*
a construction.
precludes
The Actsuchexplicitly
provides* for
"hearing", therefore, when the Commission proposes to deny an application for a license, or to revoke a license, or to change the frequency,
power,tion or
hours
operation
of a stalicensee.
Butof when
a Commission
order
"modification"
of
the merely
license involves
of an existing
station,
the latter is entitled only to notice in
writing and a "reasonable opportunity
to show cause" why the order should
* * * * for intervention was
issue. petition
notKOA's
denied, presumably because the showing required by § 1.102 had not been
made. And on January 29 and 30.
1940, a hearing upon the WHDH application was held before an examiner
of the Commission. Although KOA
was denied the right to intervene, it
could, under § 1.195 of the Commission's Rules, have appeared and given
* * 1941, KOA filed a
* * 25,
On April
evidence.
petition for rehearing before the
Commission, repeating in substance
the allegations contained in its earlier petitions to intervene. And on
May 20, 1941. the Commission, in an
opinion that considered in detail each
of the allegations in the petition for
rehearing,
the petition.
* * *an*
On Junedenied
7. 1941.
KOA filed
appeal from the Commission's order
in thetrict Court
of Appeals
the Disof Columbia
under for
5 402(b)(2)

tion, 309 U. S. 470, we dealt with a
similar situation. There the question was whether a rival station,
which would suffer economic injury
by the grant of a license to another
station, had standing to appeal
under the terms of the Act. We
held that it had. We pointed out
that while a station license was not
a property right, and while the
Commission was not bound to give
controlling- weight to economic injury to an existing station consequent upon the issuance of a
license to another station, yet economic injury gave the existing station standing to present questions
of public interest and convenience
by appeal from the order of the
Commission. Here KOA, while not
alleging economic injury, does allege that its license ought not to
be modified because such action
would cause electrical interference
wlrch would be detrimental to the
public interest.
In view of the fact that § 312(b)
grants KOA the right to become a
party to the proceedings, we think
it plain that it is a party aggrieved,
or a party whose interests will be
adversely affected by the grant of
WHDH's application, as, indeed
the Commission seems to have
thought when it first noticed
WHDH's application for hearing.
We, therefore, hold KOA was entitled to appeal from the Commission's action in excluding it from
participation in the proceeding and
from the order made by the Commission.
The judgment is affirmed.
Mr. Justice Black, Mr. Justice
Murphy and Mr. Justice Rutledge
took no part in the consideration or
decision of this case.

of the Communications Act of 1934.
Section 402(b) provides for appeals
to the Court from decisions of the
Commission "in any of the following
cases: (1) By any applicant for a
construction permit for a radio station, or for a radio station license, or
for renewal of an existing radio station license, or for modification of an
existing radio station license, whose
application is refused by the Commission. (2) By any other person
aggrieved or whose interests are adversely affected by any decision of
the Commission granting or refusing
anyThesuch
application."
court
below could not take
jurisdiction of the suit unless KOA
nad a right to appeal under § 402(b)
(2), in other words, unless it was
"aggrieved" or its "interests were
adversely affected" by the granting
of the WHDH application. Since
the Commission in exercising its
licensing function must be governed
by the public interest and not the
private interest of existing licensees,
an appellant under § 402(b) (2) appears only to vindicate the public
interest and not his own. Federal
Communications Comm'n v. Sanders
Radio Station, 309 U. S. 470 ; ScrippsHoward Radio, Inc. v. Federal Communications Comm'n, 316 U. S. 4.
Effect
Sanders
Ruling ofDiscussed
That the Commission's order may
impair the value of an existing station's license is in itself no ground
for invalidating the order; it merely
may create standing to attack the
validity of the order on other
grounds. Whatever doubts may have
existed as to whether the ingredients
of "case" or "controversy", as defined, for example, in Muskrat v.
United States, 219 U. S. 346, are
present in this situation were dispelled by our ruling in the Sanders
case sion
that
of a Commisorder the
can legality
be challenged
by one
"aggrieved" or "whose interests are
adversely affected" thereby, even
though the source of his grievance is
not what is claimed to make the
order unlawful. But from this it
must not be concluded that anyone
who
to beadversely
"aggrieved"
or who
is in claims
any way
affected
by
Commission action has a right to
As the prevailing opinion in the
appeal.
Courtpresent
of Appeals
"In
the
stage ofpointed
radio, out
very: few
changes, either in frequency or in
power, can be made without creating
some degree of electrical interference.
This may range from minute and
practically harmless interruption with
remote and very occasional listeners
in secondary service areas to total
obliteration in the primary field. . . .
It seems not unreasonable to read the
[Sanders] opinion as requiring by
implication that there be probable injury of a substantial character.
So much by way of limitation
seems necessary to prevent vindicaof the
interest
turningtioninto
masspublic
appeals
by thefrom
industry
at large, with resulting hopeless
clogging of the administrative process
by judicial review. Likewise, with
electrical interference, it is hardly
necessary to secure appellate championship by every
broadcaster
may be affected
in only
a remote who
and
r.45,
548.
insubstantial manner." 132 F. 2d
In order to establish its right to
appeal, therefore, KOA had to make
a showing that its interests were
substantially impaired by a grant of
the WHDH application. This, the
record makes clear, it failed to do.
In its notice of appeal to the court
below, KOA made only a general
allegation, what courts normally regard as a conclusion of law, that the
Commission's action resulted in a
"substantial
modification" of its
license.
No
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★
★
★
Radar is the result of the work of many research
groups in this country and abroad. Bell Telephone
Laboratories has played an important part in its
development. Western Electric today is one of the
world's largest, manufacturers

of Radar.

were tendered. There was no claim
that KOA's economic position was
in any way impaired, or that the
proposed operation of WHDH would
cause substantial interference with
KOA, or that such operation would
result in a substantial loss of listeners, to KOA, or that any areas of
substantial size would no longer be
able to receive satisfactory service
from KOA. Neither in its petitions
for intervention, nor in its petition
for rehearing before the Commission,
nor in its notice of appeal to the
court below, did KOA specifically
challenge the correctness of the Commission's findings.
The record affords no basis, therefore, for finding that KOA had standing to appeal from the grant of the
WHDH application. But even if it
had, I do not believe that KOA was
afforded less opportunity to participate
in the proceedings before the Commission than the statute requires. * * * *
KOA does not claim that it did not
have sufficient notice, formal and
otherwise, of the proceedings upon
the WHDH application. Nor can
there be any doubt that it had ample
and "reasonable opportunity to show
cause" why WHDH's application
should not be granted. Under § 1.195
of the Commission's Rules it could
have appeared and given evidence at
the hearing upon the WHDH application. That it did not take advantage of such an opportunity is certainly no reason for saying that it
had none. KOA was permitted to
argue before the Commission that the
of the WHDH appliproposedcationgrant
should not be made final. It
submitted a petition for rehearing
which the Commission considered on
its merits and which the Commission
denied only after a detailed review
of all the contentions made by KOA.
Holds Legislative
Scheme Disregarded
The Court holds, nevertheless, that
the Commission was required to afford KOA more than all these opportunities to show cause. Section 312
to require a hearconstrued
(b) is
ing in which the licensee whose interests may be affected is entitled to
intervene as a formal party. Such a
construction appears to me to disregard the structure and language of
the legislative scheme. * * * *
To deny to the Commission the
right to require a preliminary showing, such as was found wanting here,
betore admitting a petitioner to the
full rights of a party litigant is to
fasten upon the Commission's administrative process the technical requirements evolved by courts for the
adjudication of controversies over
private interests. See Federal Communications Comm'n v. Pottsville
Broadcasting Co., 309 U. S. 134, 14244. It is to assume that the modes
familiar to courts for the protection
of substantial interests are the only
permissible modes, regardless of the
nature of the subject matter and the
tribunals charged with administration
of the law.
This is to read the discretion given
to the Federal Communications Commission to fashion a procedure relevant to the interests for the adjustment of which the Commission was
established through the distorting
spectacles of what has been found
appropriate for courts. We must
assume that an agency which Congress has trusted is worthy of the
trust. And especially when sitting in
judgment upon procedure devised by
the Commission for the fair protection of both public and private
interests, we must view what the
Commission has done with a generous
and not a jealous eye.
Page
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McCLINTOCK
JUSTICE

DOUGLAS'

Following is the full text of JusDouglas' dissenting
opinion:
Mr.ticeJustice
Douglas dissenting.
While I am in substantial agreement with the views expressed by Mr.
Justice Frankfurter, there are a
few words I desire to add on one
phase of the case.
I agree with the Court that if as
we held in the Sanders ease (309 U.
S. 470) a person financially injured
by the grant of a license has a standing to appeal, so does one whose station will suffer from electrical interference if the license is issued. I
expressed my doubts, however, in
Scripps-Howard Radio, Inc. v. Federal Communications Commission, 316
U. S. 4, 20-21, whether Congress
endowed private litigants with the
power to vindicate the public interest
when it gave the right to appeal under
§ 402(b) to a person "aggrieved or
whose
interests ofaretheadversely
affected"I
by a decision
Commission.
also expressed my concern in that
case with the constitutionality of a
statutory scheme which allowed one
who showed no invasion of a private
right to call on the courts to review
an order of the Commission. See
Muskrat v. United States, 219 U. S.
346. But if we accept as constitutionally valid a system of judicial
review invoked by a private person
who has no individual substantive
right to protect but who has standing
only as a representative of the public
interest,1 then I think we must be
of King's
by1 Referred
Edgerton, toJ.,as ina sort
Colorado
Radioproctor
Corp.
v. Federal Communications Commission,
118 F. 2d 24, 28; and as "private Attorney
Generals" by Frank, J., in Associated
Industries of N. Y. State, Inc. v. Ickes,
— F. 2d — .

New

WIBG

Antenna

DISSENT

exceedingly scrupulous to see to it that
in the matter is substanhis interest
tial and immediate. Otherwise we
only permit the administranotprocess
will tive
to be clogged by judicial
review ; we will most assuredly run
afoul of the constitutional requirement of case or controversy. Federal
Radio Commission v. General Electric
Co., 281 U. S. 464.
Any actual controversy which may
now be present in this case is between KOA and the Commission.
Any controversy which existed between WHDH and the Commission
has come to an end. United States
v. Alaska S. S. Co., 253 U. S. 113,
116. The interest, if any, of the
appellant KOA is the interest of a
private person and accordingly must
be measured in terms of private injury.
interest if
must
be substantial That
and immediate
the standard
of the statute and if the constitutional requirements of case or controversy, asinterpreted by the Sanders
and the Scripps-IIoward cases, are to
be satisfied. It is necessary to show
in effect that KOA has sustained or
is about to sustain some direct and
substantial injury (see Massachusetts
v. Mellon, 262 U. S. 447, 488)— an
injury which for the purpose of this
case must result from electrical interference. The Sanders case and the
Scripps-Howard case do not dispense
with that requirement. They merely
hold that an appellant has his case
decided in light of the standards of
the public interest, not by the criteria
which give him a standing to appeal.
I do not understand that the
opinion of the Court takes a contrary
view. It only holds on this phase of
the case that KOA made an adequate
showing under § 402(b). I disagree
with that conclusion.

Is Said

to Provide

Unusual
Suppression
Over
Wide
Angle
that angle there are a few direcSUPPRESSING 10,000 watts into
tions in which as much as 10 watts
10 watts over an angle of more
of
power
is being radiated, while
than 200 degrees is the evident
in nearly all directions less than 3
technical achievement of WIBG,
watts of power is being radiated,"
Philadelphia, which last week besaid Mr. Wilmotte. "Over an angle
gan program tests with a direcof 180 degrees there is no direction
tional antenna "which produces
in which a power in excess of about
more suppression over a large angle
6 watts is being radiated. In the
than any other antenna built to
direction of maximum signal, about
date," according to Raymond M.
55 kilowatts is being radiated (calWilmotte, consulting radio engiculated on the basis of the average
neer of Washington. Mr. Wilmotte
supervised the installation, with C.
efficiency of a regional station)."
The WIBG antenna is designed
X. Castle, a staff engineer, directto protect the whole Canadian boring the work.
der so that the signal does not exProtects Canada, Knoxville
ceed 25 microvolts per meter 10%
WIBG, licensed to operate on
of the time at any point inside
990 kc. with 10,000 watts, was
Canada. The nearest Canadian borgiven the grant provided certain
der point is 275 miles. Besides prorigid engineering limitations retecting the border, it was necessary
garding its coverage pattern could
to protect WNOX, Knoxville, as
be met. At first it was believed
well as a station in Cuba. All these
both by FCC engineers and by limitations necessitated reducing
Mr. Wilmotte that the full suppresthe signal to a very low value over
sion required by the construction
a wide angle.
permit could not be achieved. The
The antenna consists of five
tests to date, however, show that
guyed radiators insulated at the
the engineering result has been atbase and coupled to the transmitter
tained and, according to Mr. Wilthrough coaxial transmission lines
motte, even more suppression than
and Western Electric coupling cirwas required by the construction
cuits. In the case of two of the
permit has been produced through
radiators, power goes from the raadjustments, giving the station
diator back into the transmitter,
some leeway of operation.
instead of the usual direction from
"We have suppressed 10 kilothe transmitter to the towers. The
watts of power down to less than
suppression of signal has been
10 watts over an angle of more
measured for two weeks and the
than 200 degrees — that is, over
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BACK;

WAS ILL A MONTH
MILLER McCLINTOCK, Mutual
president, is expected back at his
desk May 24, having completed his
convalescence from an attack of
bronchial pneumonia, which occurred almost a month ago during
the
NAB
Chicago. and Mutual meetings in
Following
return to his Mr.
home McClintock's
in New York,
after the serious stage of his illness
had passed, announcement was
made of the network's newly elected
board of directors, of which he is
the only new member. Election of
Mr. McClintock as director, at a
meeting of Mutual shareholders
April 26, was occasioned by the
fact that this was the first such
meeting since he took over the presidency of Mutual in January.
At the same meeting, shareholders reelected all former members
of the board of directors as follows: Chairman, A. J. McCosker,
WOR, New York; W. E. Macfarlane, WGN, Chicago; Theodore C.
Streibert, WOR; E. M. Antrim,
WGN ; Lewis Allen Weiss, Don Lee
Network; John Shepard 3rd,
Yankee network; W. H. Brown
Don Lee; H. K. Carpenter, WHK,
Cleveland ; Leonard K a p n e r ,
WCAE, Pittsburgh; I. R. Lounsberry, WGR, Buffalo, and Hope E.
Barroll Jr., WFBR, Baltimore.
All Mutual officers were reelected at a meeting of the board
of directors and shareholders.
Mr. McClintock will resume in
June his trip to the West, interrupted by his illness. He is scheduled to address the Pacific Coast
Adv. Assn. in San Francisco June
24, and the Rotatry Club of Los
Angeles June 27. On May 26 he
will speak of the Rotary Club of
Philadelphia.

pattern in both wet and dry
weather has not appreciably
changed. In making a proof of performance, some 700 measurements
of field intensity were entailed.
Strong in Philadelphia
Mr. Wilmotte said the station
will produce a strong signal in Philadelphia, and the service was found
to be "very close to that predicted."
He said the result shows that with
proper care in selection of site and
in design, it is possible to achieve
theoretical results to a remarkable
degree of accuracy.
"The high degree of accuracy
achieved may best be realized from
the fact that the greatest power
radiated in any direction over the
whole semi-circle where suppression is greatest is about one-tenthousandth of the power radiated
in the direction of maximum
The station went into full time
operations at 10,000 watts May 18,
with no advance announcement of
signal."
the
move. Until now WIGB had

been operating on a dawn-to-dusk
schedule at 1,000 watts. While per- j
mission was granted some time ago
to increase power and operations,
the construction program was held
up by priorities problems.
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Resignation
As

House

Hits

Overwhelming
And

Dodd

of

Vote

for Alleged

INDICATIONS that the FCC may
bow to the Congressional will by
separating from its staff employes
charged with Communist associations, was seen last week with
the report that one of three employes of Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service had resigned, another was about to quit, and that
the Commission itself is considering steps against the third.
The FCC gave credence to reports that Dr. Frederick L. Schuman, former Chicago U. professor,
had resigned effective June 12. The
reported resignation of Dr. Goodwin Watson, FBIS chief analyst
was denied, though informed
sources said it was imminent. The
FCC itself met in what was described as a "star-chamber" session last Wednesday to consider
action involving William E. Dodd
Jr., of FBIS looking toward his
separation from the FCC.
These developments came simultaneous with the action of the
House last Tuesday for the ouster
of Dr. Watson and Dodd. Dr.
Schuman had been cleared by the
House investigating committee
previously, but he had loosed a
blast against the Congressional activities.
The vote followed a report by
an Appropriations subcommittee
headed by Rep. Kerr (D-N. C.)
which declared the men "unfit to
continue in Government service".
Also lumped in the rider to withhold salaries was Dr. Robert Morss
Lovett, an official of the Interior
Dept. The FCC previously had split
4-3 against releasing the two FBIS
employes, after Congressional suggestion that they be separated
from the Government payroll.

Trio
FCC
Urges

Indicated
Employes

Deletion

Communist

of

Watson

Activities

rights of the body to specify who
was fit to serve the Government.
'Bill of Attainder'
Opponents, led by Rep. Hobbs
(D-Ala.) contended that the
amendment was a Bill of Attainder,
contrary to Art. I, Sec. 9 of the
Constitution. A Bill of Attainder is
defined as a legislative act inflicting punishment without a judicial
trial. Rep. Hobbs told the House
Congress has power to abolish an
agency, or a job, but has no right
to fire an individual.
"Maybe the FCC should be
abolished," Mr. Hobbs suggested.
Congress has the power, undoubtedly, to abolish it. Why not act
within our power to do it? . . .
"We can abolish the FCC. We
can prescribe incidental regulations to control or limit the appointing powers or the powers of
removal we grant, but we cannot
violate the Constitution by passing
a bill of attainder," he said.
Entire two hours of debate allotted to the Deficiency bill Tues-

CRYSTAL

GAZER'S

the Watson-Doddspent onnt,
day wasamendme
with members
Lovett
of the Kerr Committee explaining
the Committee's charges against
the men.
The case against Dr. Watson
was outlined by Rep. Keefe (RWis.) who said, that a man exDr. Watson's
pressing the opinions
record shows
"ought not to be
of chief
position
serving in the
analyst of foreign broadcasts in
the office of the FCC. Let him submit his advocacy to the people and
r>m for Congress and then he will
learn
he said.the attitude of the people,"
Rep. Keefe said Dr. Watson opposed the profit system, advocated
revolution — "a sharp break" — and
was a member of several Communist Front and other organizations condemned by the Attorney
General. He said in testimony before the Committee that Watson
claimed he had changed his mind
on these subjects, but had failed
to submit written articles or other
material to substantiate this.
Attack on Dr. Dodd was carried
by Rep. Anderson (D-N. M.) who
said that in addition to membership
in several condemned groups, Dr.
Dodd, the son of the former U. S.
Ambassador to Germany, misrepresented his activities to Chairman
Fly and to the FBI.
Rep. Anderson told the House

POST-WAR

DREAM

SELF-CONTAINED
SERVICE MAN AND ROBOT
FISHINCY
EXPERT WITH EVERY
MODE L SOLD.

HICH IMPEDANCE
EAR MUFFS FOR
NON-LISTENERS
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FOR

TO

INTERNATIONAL
TIME SNIOGLES -

ENGLAND

CONSULTATIONS

WILLIAM L. SHIRER, CBS news
analyst, will leave for England,
probably sometime this week, to
interview Allied leaders on European andhepolitical
"In
England,
will be matters.
on the scene
of the closest possible point for
Allied invasion of Western Europe,"rectorsaidof news
Paul W.
diand White,
public CBS
affairs.
Mr. Shirer, who plans to return
July 1, will talk with American
servicemen at military bases, and
will consult with CBS London correspondents, which include Edward
R. Murrow, chief, John Daly, Bob |
Trout, and Paul Manning. He will
also talk with Charles Collingwood,
CBS Algiers correspondent, who
expects to visit London at the same
time. Mr. Shirer's regular Sunday i
broadcasts on CBS, 5:45 p.m., will
continue, and he will make other
news broadcasts from London.
that a letter on Dr. Dodd submitted to Rep. Woodrum (D-Va.)
by Chairman Fly contained repeated inaccurate statements, all
of which, the Congressman said,
were Dodd's fault. He hinted, however, that the FCC chairman had
strained every effort to make out a
e-ood case for Dodd. Pointing to
Chairman Fly's statement that
Dodd had advocated an embargo
on Japanese goods — a position
which Dodd denied in testimony
before the Kerr Committee — Mr.
Anderson said, "Mr. Fly was willing to pat Mr. Dodd on the back
for his foresight in supporting a
boycott on Japanese goods . . .
"I suggest," Mr Anderson continued, "that Mr. Fly has not done
the cause of the FCC any good in
passing on to the distinguished
eentleman from Virginia (Mr
Woodrum) such misleading information . . . Mr. Fly had never
talked to Mr. Dodd and had no personal information whatever of
what his answer correctly should
Rep. Anderson
have been"
tacking an FCC
ferment for Dodd,
work was merely

Denounced by Dies
Last year a similar amendment
was beaten in the Senate. The present bill awaits Senate action. Drs.
Watson and Dodd had been denounced in the House by Rep. Dies
(D-Tex.), chairman of the special
committee on Un-American activities. At that time, Dr. Frederick
L. Schuman, FBIS principle political analyst, and about 30 other
Federal employes had been named
by the Texan [Broadcasting,
Feb. 6]. Special study of the cases
by the Appropriations subcommittee resulted in recommendations
that Dr. Watson and Dr. Dodd be
dismissed. The committee said it
had failed to complete a case
against Dr. Schuman [Broadcasting, April 26].
Debate last week centered about
the constitutional right of Congress to bar an individual from
Government services. Members of
the Kerr Committee said that Congress controlled the purse strings,
and contended it was within the

SHIRER

continued by atrequest for depointing that his
that of a copy

cutter. "This, my friends, is essential war work for which he
should be deferred from the operations of the Selective Service Act
continued.
in the opinion of the FCC,"

he

Several Congressmen criticized
the Committee for not submitting
complete reports of the hearings
to the House. Rep. Keefe explained
that this had not been possible
since certain information from the
FBI, and Army-Navy intelligence,
was confidential. Rep. Coffee (DWash.) attacked the report of the
Kerr Committee on grounds that

Editor s Note— This cartoon of a post-war combination radio receiver was sent to 65 000
radio .ealers by Zenith Radio Corp.
It is described as the "Great Christopher Model,
priced at $14.92 in honor of discovery of America
by Columbus. 40% off for cash Liberal
trade-in allowance for your old radio."
BROADCASTING

no adequate definition of "subversive activity" existed. He inserted in the record the report of
the FCC in which the Commission
declared no reason existed for dismissing the men [Broadcasting,
May 31].
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what they've seen, and launched these programs, all
in the first four months of 1943:
KELLOGG COMPANY, with "Superman" starting
in January. . . LUMBERMENS MUTUAL CASUALTY
CO., with Upton

Close starting in February.

. .

SINCLAIR REFINING CO., with "Confidentially Yours"
starting in March. . . CONSOLIDATED RAZOR BLADE
It TAKES

EYES as well as ears to keep up with a net-

work that's rising as rapidly as Mutual. From

recep-

tion room to president's chair — this is the network
that's new. With

better studio -audience facilities in

the key cities and better parlor- audience facilities in

CO., with "The
LEHN

Better Half"

& FINK PRODUCTS

starting in April . . .

CORP., with "Take A Card"

starting in April . . . PETRI WINE
Holmes" starting in April . . .
★
★

CO., with "Sherlock
★

the rest of the country — this is the network that bears

Lots of important eyes are focussed on Mutual these days

watching. And

— and so are plenty of ears: we regularly serve eight out

here are some of the advertisers who

have kept an interested eye on the new Mutual, liked

THE

MUTUAL

of every ten ears in America.
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SYSTEM

i

ES is using
THEA
LOEW
es TR
theSfaciliti
of its 70 movie
houses in the New York area,
plus regular space in local
newspapers, in a joint promotion
venture with WHN, New York,
featuring a contest conducted on
the daily four-hour variety program, Gloom Dodgers. Initial contest, which started May 14, invites
listeners, and newspaper readers to
d words in Loew's
find misspelleper
advertisements,
daily newspa
which are also read during a portion of the variety show each morning. Winners of this and other contests to follow receive free tickets
to local theatres.

Loew's promotion includes trailers and lobby cards in all chain
theatres and plugs in Loew's "Movie
Guide", which appears daily in
eight New York papers. Willy and
Nilly, cartoon characters featured
in Loew ads, figure in the movie,
newspaper and radio promotion of
the contest. Both station and theatre chain are operated by the
MGM interests.

Metckandillnj
&
J^tomotion
Strip Tease — Career Booster — Flash Bulletin
Combination Card — YHF Reporter
Combination Card
TYING in with the Camel slogan,
"First in the Service," a radio card
plugging all three Camel-CBS
shows heard on KRNT, Des Moines,
was worked out by H. F. White,
R. J. Reynolds representative in
Iowa, and placed with regular
Camel displays in Des Moines retail outlets.

YHF Reporter
INTRODUCING Your Home Front
Reporter, under sponsorship of
Owens-Illinois Glass Co. since

♦ of% ■ Remote
" '♦
Proud

quotes from President Roosevelt,
taken from a Congressional message, on the importance of the
"home front," and is followed by
statements from network and sponsor officials illustrating how the
program came into being as a public service and institutional feature.
Included are reproductions of
Owens - Illinois ads containing
"home front" messages, and plugs.

WHEN

the Wyoming U. championship basketball team traveled to
Madison Square Garden to play for
national and world titles with
GeorgetownKMYR,
and Denver,
St. John's
of
Brooklyn,
bought
a direct wire to the courtside, and
the story has been brochured to
5,000 agencies and advertisers.

May 10, CBS has issued an oversize red-white-and-blue folder containing adouble-spread map showing location of network affiliates in
relation
to sponsor's starts
plants with
and
offices. Presentation

Want Schedules
SURVEY conducted by KLZ,
Denver, brought immediate
responses from 70% of listeners receiving the KLZ
monthly program schedule
who asked continuance of the
service. Replies indicated
universal desire for more
pictures and information on
stars, which the new KLZ
program schedule includes.
Langendorf Patrol
MANAGERS of Langendorf United Bakeries on the Coast met in
BLUE studios in San Francisco,
Hollywood, Wenatchee, Seattle,
Portland and San Diego May 7 to
hear a closed circuit announcement of the Red Ryder Victory
Patrol. Membership is open to all
children, who help war effort by
collecting critical materials and
buying War Stamps and Bonds.
Each member gets free comic book,
membership card, de-coder, pictures
of planes and tanks, Indian wrestling tricks and directions on how
to obtain luminous badge. Applications are filed at grocers. More
than 100,000 joined last year. Ruthrauff & Ryan is agency.
Career Booster

THE

SWING

IS

TO

LANG-WORTH

Radio

Broadcasting

today is big busi-

ness. Successful operators
on hunches
When

—

they must

hard-headed

—

be realists.

radio

swing to Lang- Worth
a reason

can't rely

realists

there must

be

and it's utterly simple.

Comparative

tests prove Lang- Worth

the outstanding
programming

service to improve

and

increase sales.

CAPITOL RADIO Engineering Institute, Washington, has published
an over-sized, slick paper brochure
presenting its home study courses,
with pictures of instructors and
equipment accompanying the various descriptions. The brochure explains the schedule of courses, tuitions and terms, together with information on selection of courses
and the value of home study training. With this piece is a large companion brochure containing 29
pages of letters from former students telling of ways in which their
study with CREI has been of help
to them.
Strip Tease
SPICY promotion for the latest
United Artists feature "Lady of
Burlesque" for which extensive radio is being used, is reaching the
desks of radio editors and promotion men in the form of a 12-oz.
drinking glass, stamped with a
figure portraying Barbara Stanwyck, star of the film and the motto
"Your Troubles Will Melt Away
With U. A." Accompanying direcadvise Miss awav
Stanwyck's
dress
can betionswashed
with warm
water and "after the glass has
dried the dress will return ready

Ask

any Lang- Worth

customer.

LANG
-WORTH
INCORPORATED

420
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for the next show."
Flash Bulletin
BLUE SPOT SALES will release
June 1, the first issue of a monthly
"Flash Bulletin," to a selected list
of advertising agencies throughout
the country- Contents will include
short items on WJZ, New York;
WENR, Chicago; KGO, San Francisco; WMAL, Washington; and
the Pacific BLUE Network, all represented by the spot sales department. Exceptional time periods
available will be listed. Four-page
bulletin, produced by photo offset
process, will be edited by Murray
B. Grabhorn, national spot sales
manager.
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Advertising

all towers of slender steel. A spider web of steel flung across the sky.
small building. Nothing more.
Nothing more?
Much, much more— for this is radio. And in radio as in man, the
jthings unseen count most. Like the power of the human
mergy of radio is invisible.

spirit, the

television, and facsimile— in these, too, RCA's special knowledge,
extensive facilities and tireless research will play their part.
RCA's resources are today concentrated on war production. Yet RCA engineers are still available to help you solve

BUY
FQpyiCTORY

your pressing technical problems. To the fullest extent
possible under war conditions we shall continue to supply
and service the vitally important broadcasting industry.

From the silence of these towers come the ringing words of patriot
adio speakers— the lilt and lift of radio music— the saving grace of
radio drama— the instruction and counsel of radio teachers and
advisors— the linking of the people's needs and aspirations with the
services of America's manufacturers and merchants.
This is the work of America's broadcasters, in which RCA is proud
to assist. Through years to come radio broadcasting will render service
now but dimly realized— not only in standard broadcast, but in FM,

RCA

BROADCAST
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Paging
Congress
THE SUPREME COURT has spoken twice
within a fortnight on the subject of radio.
It has acted in both directions.
In its momentous May 10 opinion in the
network cases, the court set up the FCC as a
sort of Lord High Executioner of all it surveyed, with that ephemeral, indefinable phrase
"public interest, convenience or necessity" its
sharp-edged sword. All business operations of
broadcasting fall within the pale of the FCC's
administrative powers; even broader authorities are inferred.
Last Monday, on May 17 the highest tribunal decided the NBC-KOA case against the
FCC. Thereby it curtailed certain of the FCC
powers, since the court held that any technical interference resulting to licensed stations
through FCC grants, constitutes a modification of license. Established stations thereby
are automatically entitled to notice and full
hearing. The burden is on the applicant.
That was a notable victory. But it doesn't
offset or vitiate what the court decreed in the
network cases. These cases did not overlap.
One dealt with the FCC's authority to regulate
business aspects, writing into the law what we
firmly believe was never contemplated by Congress. The other limits the FCC's power to
modify a station's license without a full hearing.

The two opinions, taken together, as we see
them, mean that the FCC is the Lord High
Executioner, but it can't execute without a
trial.

In the KOA case the FCC assigned WHDH,
a daytime station in Boston, to the 850 kc.
clear channel, fulltime, without permitting
NBC, licensee of KOA, to participate until the
case had reached the oral argument stage, and
then only as a "friend of the Commission", not
as an intervenor or participant. The Commission changed its rule establishing 25 Class
I-A clear channels in the process. The Court
held, and properly we believe, that KOA should
have been in from the start, since a substantial modification of its license would result.
Purely as an incident to the proceeding, a
clear-channel breakdown was averted. The
breakdown still may develop after a full hearing, or by acquiescence. But more important
is the fact that the right of hearing extends
to all stations, whether local, regional or clear,
for the court clearly said those in the broadPage
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casting business, once they are given a license, have a right to expect to continue operation without substantial modification of their
service.
It was the lucid, effective argument of
Philip J. Hennessey Jr., attorney for NBCKOA in the Supreme Court proceedings, that
obviously resulted in that tribunal's ruling in
the industry's favor. What motivated the
court in going so far afield in investing the
FCC with such broad powers in the network
cases is more difficult to figure.
In the network cases the court actually decreed "judicial legislation" by a split 5-2 vote.
In the KOA case the court, by a 4-2 vote, was
unable to agree on the Congressional intent
regarding cases in which electrical interference
is involved. The lower court in this case split
and six judges handed down five separate
opinions. Certainly there is need for Congressional guidance.
We restate now what we said in these columns a week ago. The two recent opinions
make this more imperative than ever. Congress
must be impressed, forcibly and convincingly,
of the need for new legislation. The industry
must be courageous. It should not be bludgeoned into submission by threats.
The most direct legislative approach is adoption by Congress of a resolution expressing it
as the sense of that body that the FCC withhold its network regulations until new legislation isappraised. That was done once before
(in 1938) by Chairman Wheeler of the Senate
Committee on the higher power issue. It can
be done again. It seems almost suicidal to
gamble with so sensitive and important a medium as radio in these times.
With that accomplished, or with enactment
of a simple amendment to the existing law
which would not mean long hearings, Congress
could in due course consider fullscale legislation along the lines of the White- Wheeler Bill.
The results of the Cox Committee inquiry into
the FCC also could be considered.
The situation requires headwork and action.
Otherwise, look out for that Lord High Executioner, with or without full hearings.

JIMMY PETRILLO has done it again. He
proposes a boycott by transcribers of stations
declared unfair" by his union for failure to
shell out enough for staff orchestras. It's too
late for the transcribers to expect a hero to
ride up on a white horse and rescue them
lhe only recourse is a plea to the War Labor
Board or to Congress.

WHENCE POST-WAR TALENT?
By Lt. (jg) HOWARD M. PAUL
Public Relations Officer, Navy Pier, Chicago
(On leave from WTMJ The Milwaukee Journal)
UPON the termination of this global conflict
radio will enter a golden era destined to dwari
into virtual insignificance broadcasting develop
ments of the past quarter-century. How mam
times have we in radio heard that optimistic
note sounded by our ether-minded brethren?
Improvements in standard broadcasting and
FM, the maturation of television and the perfection of facsimile radio promise to provide a
field of opportunity rivaled only by the potentialities of aviation. And that brings up the
question before the house of broadcasters:
Whereas the very nature of this aerial war
guarantees an overabundance of well trained
specialists in all aspects of aviation, where
(Continued on page 38)

Uncle Sam-Unsponsored
WHEN WORD got around last week that
OWI was scrapping the Uncle Sam formula
of Government production for local sponsorship, many were the station managers whose
first reaction must have been, "write and give
'em hell." The letters are already pouring in
on Washington, for Uncle Sam represented, to
many of the 250 stations carrying the series
under sponsorship, an ideal solution to their
war time information job, and related war
time business problems.
With the many advantages of the Uncle
Sam formula in mind, the NAB War Conference in Chicago last month, by formal
resolution, asked that the Government expand
its plans for producing shows for local sponsorship. Uncle Sam, it appeared, got the war
message across, and at the same time brought
"loser"needed
badly
revenue to those much belabored
stations.
Unfortunately for the 250 who were makinggood with Uncle Sam, almost two-thirds of
the nation's outlets (some 600 stations) were
handling the program sustaining. These stations have asked for a better program, a show
which OWI says cannot be produced while
local sponsorship is permitted.
Conscious of its war information job, and
perhaps worried over the legality of the Uncle
Sam formula, OWI bowed to the majority. It
plans a higher type program, using less time
and offering more audience appeal.
No one will doubt that Don Stauffer and his
staff at the Radio Bureau are acutely interested in the welfare of the stations. In adopting chain break announcements last week,
Mr. Stauffer gave convincing proof that OWI
is open and responsive to suggestion.
Although the Bureau's production budget is
definitely limited, it might have been better if
Uncle Sam had been continued in its original
format for stations that wanted it, and a new
series begun for those unable or unwilling to
sell, who wanted a "little better show." Radio
men know that big names are not necessary
for successful programming; that the local
program
also do ,a with
job. its own loyal following, can
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HAROLD .T. HOCK, western division manager of press relations, NBC
Hollywood, is accompanying Sam
Hayes, network news commentator, on
his two-week I'iieiiic Coast, recruit inn
drive to secure tiller center volunteers
for aircraft warning service of Army
IV Fighter Command. They will travel
via Army bomber from San Diego,
Cal., to Port Angeles, Wash.
LESTER GOTTLIEB, director of
publicity of Mutual, has returned to
New York, after a three-week tour of
Mutual affiliates. Mr. Gottlieb accompanied MBS president Miller McClintock on the first lap of the trip
and continued when Mr. McGlintock
was forced to abandon the tour in
Chicago where he was attacked with
bronchial pneumonia.
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rector
of War
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at
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Info
was confronted with selection of a
successor to Gardner Cowles Jr.,
;o head up the far-flung domestic
activities of his organization, it
iidn't take him long to decide upon
);he right man. It was simply a
question of getting him.
Palmer Hoyt, hard-hitting and
enterprising executive head of the
Oregonian Publishing Co. and its
two stations, KGW
and KEX,
Portland,
was
the hands-down
choice. Mr. Hoyt was given a six
months' leave of absence and reorts to OWI on June 20.
The appointment didn't come as
■a
great surprise
to "Ep"
associates
in Portland.
In Hoyt's
recent
months his activities have been
definitely tied to the war effort.
As a matter of fact, he was approached by Elmer Davis a year
ago about a top OWI
job, but
icouldn't cut loose then.
{ "Mike" Cowles had been on the
Ijob directing domestic activities of
OWI since last July. He left such
^private business interests as the
presidency
of the Des Moines
Register & Tribune operations, the
Iowa
Broadcasting
System, the
\Minneapolis Star- Journal and the
pioneer picture magazine, Look, to
|come to Washington.
He feels he
must return to his private business interests, but he has no
qualms about the handling of his
activities here.
Mr. Hoyt's selection, he said, "should be applauded
by newspaper
and
radio men
everywhere."
Of "Ep" Hoyt, Mr. Davis said:
"He is a competent, experienced
newspaperman who knows particularly well the problems and point
of view of the West, which should
be helpful to all of us here in
Washington."
The OWI announcement labeled
Mr. Hoyt "a Republican." So far
as is known, this is the first time
BROADCASTING

HOYT

a political affiliation has been
mentioned in an OWI announcement. Since "Mike" Cowles also
is a Republican, it was evidently
the desire to bring out that the
latter's departure would not upset
the political balance of OWI.
"Mike" Cowles was an original
supporter of the Wendell Willkie
presidential campaign. He may
become identified with the new
Willkie campaign, if and when it
develops.
"Ep" Hoyt is a journalistic
success story. From modest beginnings, he heads one of the most
important newspaper-radio operations in the country. He first
gained national recognition as one
of the youngest and most successful among the editors and publishers of metropolitan newspapers. Since the war began, he
has been active in Government
campaigns. He is state chairman
of Oregon's war bond campaign
and has been from its inception,
and is active in innumerable civic
and public affairs. He is national
president of Sigma Delta Chi,
journalistic fraternity.
Edwin Palmer Hoyt was born in
Roseville, 111., March 10, 1897, the
son of a Baptist minister. He was
raised in Vermont and Montana
and came to Oregon in 1912. Before ihe war he attended Linfield
College in McMinnville, Ore.
World War I . came along and
young Hoyt enlisted in the 162d
Infantry. He served 18 months in
France successively as a private,
corporal, sergeant and sergeantmajor.
Deciding on a journalistic career,
he returned home and attended the
U. of Oregon, graduating in 1923
with an A.B. degree. He worked
his way through college in such
capacities as janitorial operations,
representation of local merchants
on the campus, and a lumberjack's
stint during the summer.
He joined the Oregonian staff
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HUDSON, Pacific Coast program manager of CBS, Hollywood,
has been appointed program sales director of the Pacific network, replacing Russ Johnston who resigned to
join McCann-Erickson as Hollywood
radio director.
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, vice-president and general manager of Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Hollywood, is
convalescing at home following a
major operation during mid-May. He
expects to return to his desk in early
June.
RALPH L. POWER, former Los
Angeles radio counsellor and now
with the Signal Corps, has been elevated to senior inspector, and is on
duty in western field unit under jurisdiction of San Francisco zone headquarters.
JACK RICHARDSON. West Coast
manager of recording division, NBC,
Hollywood, is now in San Francisco
to expand transcription facilities.

for two months following graduation, and then went to work as
telegraph editor of the Pendleton
East Oregonian. In 1926 he returned to Portland as copy reader
on the Oregonian. That was the
beginning of his meteoric journalistic rise. Successively he was
copy reader (1926-28), reporter
(1928-29), drama editor (192931), night city editor (1931-32),
executive news editor (1932-33),
managing editor (1933-38), publisher since 1938.
Commenting editorially, the
Bend (Ore.) Bulletin recently said:
"Skeptics who believe it no longer
possible for young men to get
ahead in this highly competitive
world should consider the case of
Palmer Hoyt, a Montana boy, who
rose from the position of copy
reader to the publisher of one of
America's leading newspapers in a
scant 13 years."
The Oregonian, in the 30's, when
"Ep" Hoyt started making his influence felt, was one of those stalwart, staid newspapers with nearly
a century of background and history and with little else. Under
"Ep" Hoyt's aggressive leadership,
the newspaper was made over from
a conservative, tradition-bound
(Continued on page 32)

ROBERT K. RICHARDS, chief as
sisiani lo .1. Harold Ryan, Assistant
Director of Censorship for broadcasthas returned
from a with
West foreign
< 'oast
trip ing,
where
he conferred
language station executives and met
in San Francisco with shortwave ofDivision.ficials of Censorship's Broadcasting
ALEX ROSENMAN, commercial
manager of WCAU, Philadelphia, and
Rosalyn Lynch, were married .May 12
in Philadelphia.
EDWARD E. KEELER, account executive of KHJ, Hollywood, has been
elected treasurer of Alpha Delta Sigma, national advertising fraternity.
CRAIG MATJDSLEY, former radio
director and account executive with
the Harry J. Patz Adv. Agency, Baltimore, has joined the sales department of WIND, Chicago-Gary.
DONALD GREENLEAF has joined
the commercial department of WJNO,
West I 'aim Beach, coming from
AVBLK, Clarksburg, W. Va.
JOSEPH C. BURWELL, president
of WMBS, Uniontown, Pa., has been
presented the Distinguished Service
Certificate by the American Legion,
Department of Pennsylvania, for his
"unselfish devotion to his community
and his valuable contributions in time
and effort to the American way of
NEIL BROOKS, recently of Radio
Sales, has joined the sales staff of
KLZ, Denver.
MERWYN McCABE. account execufathertive ofofKFRC,
a baby San
boy. Francisco, is the
LT.life."
(j.g.) JOHN R. PEPPER, owner of W.IPR, Greenville, Miss., is to
return to W.IPR for a visit on leave
from the 7th Naval District Headquarters in Miami.
PAULA BORAK, formerly of WWL,
New Orleans, has joined Forjoe &
Co., station representative, as head
of the research department. Patricia
Diamond has been transferred from
research to sales.
DON SEARLE, new general manager of KGO, San Francisco, was
guest of honor at a luncheon given
by the Chamber of Commerce. Don E.
Gilman, vice-president in charge of
the BLUE western division, introduced Searle.
STANLEY YOUNG, sales executive
of The Foreman Co., New York, will
join Spot
fective Sales
June 1. Inc., New York, efDUDLEY BREWER, new to radio,
has joined KWK. St. Louis, as a
member of the Sales Service department. He did research and media
Louis.
work at the D'Arcy Adv. Co., St.
MELVIN DRAKE, manager of
KGGF, was elected last week to the
board of directors of the Coffeyville
Chamber of Commerce.
JOSEPH KIRBY, account executive
and head of the transcription department of WCOP, Boston, was last week
accepted for OCS and was to leave
May 21.
TOM COLTON, manager of WWSR,
St. Albans, Vt., has been called to
active duty with the Army Air Forces
and sent to Keesler Field for preliminary training. Win Blake succeeds
him as manager. Other new staff
members are Art Bostwick, program
director, and Bradley Hart, engineering department.
STUART MacHARRIE, formerly
of WSRR,
Stamford. Co.,
Conn.,Hollywood,
and Radio Transcription
joined the sales staff of WJZ, New
York, May 17.
EMMETT
manager of
joined the
Division of
May

J. HEERDT Jr., office
WCCO, Minneapolis, has
New York Radio Sales
CBS, effective May 24.
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HERBERT DEXTER, former announcer of WBAB, Atlantic City, has
joined WPEN, Philadelphia.
MRS. LILLIAN ZATT, assistant
director of publicity and head of
special features of WNEW, New
York, has been appointed acting publicity director, replacing Jack Banner,
who resigned to enter military service.
Mrs. Zatt also conducts a weekly program, Cafe Television, for Dumont
Television Corp.

MAKES

watt

BAILEY AXTON, formerly with
Brwin, Wasey & Co., New York, has
become assistant program director of
WTOP, Washington, in charge of
production. In addition to production
work for the agency he has had his
own program, The Singing Neighbor,
for Pertussin. He was previously with
NBC in New York, WLW and KMBC.

ION

y

Blanketing 11 u
Seaboard

■

227,000 Square
Over 12,000,000 peom

DOROTHY WEIL (Goodman), formerly of the publicity staff of WINS,
New York, who has been freelancing
two years, has joined Harry S. Goodman Radio Productions, New York.
GEORGE VOSS, recently assistant
to S. James Andrews, radio director
of Lennen & Mitchell, and who has
served as production supervisor, announcer and program director, in the
radio field since 1935, has joined CBS
as an assistant director.
NELSON BRAGG, former announcer
of WGAN, Portland, Me., has joined
WIBG, Philadelphia.
EMILY AULL, news commentator
and announcer of WNEL, San Juan,
Puerto Rico, is in this country on a
business trip. She has spent most of
her trip in New York and Washington.
EARLE R. ALCOTT has been promoted from announcer to program
director of KVOS, Wenatchee, Wis.
CARL CHRISTOPHER, announcer of
KMOX, St. Louis, has been inducted
into the Army.
ROGER STONE, of Muskogee, Okla.,
is to join KGGF, Coffeyville, June 1,
as announcer.
ELSIE HOLMES, who recently
joined WJDX, Jackson, Miss., as announcer, has taken in addition the
jobs of traffic manager and publicity
director vacated by Lyle Little, who
enlisted in the Army.
BRYN MORTENSON, from WPIC,
Sharon, Pa., has joined the continuity
department of WING, Dayton. She
will soon take a regular shift as announcer, in addition.
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In cities . . villages . . . farms
. . . for miles and miles around
Pontiac . . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers
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HAL MOORE, who conducted Start
the Day Right, musical program on
reported for miliNewat York,
WNEW,
tary service
Camp Upton, May 19.
Program has been taken over by Billy
Matinee,
of Milkman''
Kelso,
is
now handled
by Arts Ford,
with which
Jack
Lescoulie continuing.

formerly in newsDICK WEAVER, Phoenix
, has been
room of KOY,
transferred to the announcing staff,
replacing Bob Morris, resigned. Luise
Putcamp, new to radio, has been added
as apprentice news writer. Dorothy
PhoeTuthill, formerly of KPHO,
nix, has joined the KOY continuity
staff.
anFRANK GRAHAM, Hollywood
nouncer, has been assigned to the
weekly NBC Johnny Presents Ginny
Simms. He replaces Frank Bingman,
training for the Army Signal Corps
in San Francisco.
JIM CHRISTENSEN, news editor
and war program manager of WSOY,
will join the announceDecatur,
of WWJ, Detroit, May 24.
staff HI.,
ing
He will be known as James Arlynn.
BEN
ALEXANDER, Hollywood
writer-announcer-actor, has been commissioned lieutenant (j.g.) in the
Naval Reserve, and will be attached
to Naval Aviation Corps.
FRED BRIGGS, formerly of KFAC,
Los Angeles, has joined KHJ, Hollyrecent adwood,ditions
as announcer.
include MarvinOther
Bet, formerly
of WTSP, St. Petersburg, Fla., and
Bruce Buell, of KVOE, Santa Ana,
Cal.

Not Quite
SIX-FOOT-FOUR of Harvey
Olson, chief announcer of
WDRC, Hartford, was more
than could be accommodated
by the Jap two-man submarine, touring the East for
the Treasury, Harvey learned
recently when he set out to
do a broadcast from inside
the
ship.
However,of his
tenminute
description
wiggles
and twists trying to get inside the conning tower helped
bring out crowds for the allday Bond Sale.
HENRY SCHMIDT Jr., formerly of
the sales promotion staff of McCannErickson, New York, has joined the
research promotion staff of Mutual.
He was at one time associated with
Dr. Frank Gallup's Institute of Public Opinion.
HAROLD M. KARKAS, of NBC's
press department, is recovering from
an attack of pneumonia.
BILL REID has been appointed chief
announcer at CKMO, Vancouver, and
Al Erskine as program director.
JAY SIMS, announcer on CBS' New
York staff, has joined the Army. Joseph Weeks, formerly of WHAS, Louisville, and WJR, Detroit, has joined
the CBS staff.
FIELDEN

Edwin Palmer Hoyt
(Continued from page 31)

FARRINGTON, CBS announcer, has written a short story
which has been accepted for publication by Story Magazine probably in
the July 1 issue.

publication with a falling circulation to a modern publication
whose opinions are respected
everywhere. The paper, after 92

SAM KAUFMAN, director of sales
promotion and publicity of WCCO,
Minneapolis, is the father of a baby
boy born May 13.

"bull-dog"
added
years, even
edition,
primarily
for astreet
sales,
adorned with a pink page one and
with screaming headlines in studhorse type. The editorial page
was worked over, releasing three
talented writers from their conservative bonds to such a degree
that one of them became a Pulitzer
prize winner.
In his spare time, "Ep" Hoyt
has managed to blow off steam by
selling more than 50 short stories
and maintaining his hobbies of
golf and fishing. The journalistic

TONY LA FRANO, announcer-newscaster of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, is the father of a boy.
CPL. WILLIAM MOORE (Peter
Potter), former announcer of KMPC,
Beverly Hills, and Aline Brandeis,
film actress, were married in Los Angeles May 16.
SKINNAY ENNIS, former musical
director of the NBC Pepsodent Shoiv,
has reported to Santa Aiiita Ordnance
base as warrant officer.

paper, Quill,
said ofin him:
"He
possesses
an interest
the other
fellow and the world about him
which make him a man's man first,
and a newspaperman always."
"Ep" Hoyt married a U. of
Oregon classmate, Cecile DeVore,
of Heppner, Ore., in 1921. They
have two children, Edwin Palmer
3d and Charles Richard. He has
never lost his interest in colleges
and kids. He always finds time
to advise youngsters or to appear
at the U. of Oregon campus for a
fraternal initiation or some other
function, or to make speeches at
banquets, or just being around
having fun.
He is a director of the Portland
Symphony Society, trustee of the
Multnomah Amateur Athletic
Club, a member of the Portland
Chamber of Commerce, and numerous other clubs. Aside from Sigma
Delta Chi, which he heads, he is
also a member of Chi Psi and
Sigma Upsilon.

FRED

MARKLE, leading aircraftsman, former Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. script writer of Vancouver now
with the radio section of Royal Canadian Air Force public relations, has
been promoted to sergeant.
PVT. LEN PEDERSON, formerly
of CKCK, Regina, Sask., has been
appointed to the radio section of the
Canadian Army public relations staff.
GEORGE MATTAR, announcer of
KGFJ, Los Angeles, has been inducted
into the Army. Leonard Brown, new to
radio, has taken his place. Luther
Newby also has joined the announcing staff.
580 kc. FREQUENCY
and peak soil conductivity give WIBW the
"most - easily - heard"
signal in Kansas and
adjoining states.

WIBW
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?RED VOSBERG will resign as
adio director of the New York War
Kyings Staff. Date of his departure
las not been set. nor has a replacement been named.
jAWRENCB RUDDELL, with the
raffic
of NBC's
ional department
Division since
1940, Internareplaces
flarl Harder as head of the department.
VIARION RADCLIFF has joined the
Publicity department of WNEW as
issistant to Mrs. Zatt, acting publicity
lirector. Miss Radcliff comes to
WNEW from the radio department of
Billboard and was formerly in the
publicity department of Helena Rubinstein, New York.
"LEON
GOLDSTEIN,
Publicity
tor of WMCA,
New York,
will direcserve
as instructor in radio news, news and
publicity writing and war programming at the summer radio workshop
of New York U., which opens July 6
[Broadcasting, May 17].
JANICE WIDMOYER, women's editor of WSAM, Saginaw, Mich., and
Capt. John E. Johnson of Fort Brady
were married April 17.
HOWARD FINGER, announcer, and
James Muehlenbeck, announcer-engineer, of WSAM, Saginaw, Mich., have
joined the Army. Harold Berg, from
WARM, Scranton, Pa., and Rockwell
(Rocky) Force, from WHIZ, Zanesville, Ohio, are now respectively in
charge of continuity and of programming and production.
RAY

SHANNON, from KQV, Pittsburgh, has joined KMBC, Kansas
City, as program director, and Jack
Fitzpatriek, from WJJD, Chicago,
and KLZ, Denver, has joined the news
department.

'JACK LENNHOFF has joined W65H,
Hartford, as a part-time announcer.
Although only 17, Lennhoff has had
previous announcing experience.
; BERNARD PENROSE has joined the
I announcing staff at WIBG, Philadelphia, coming from WBAB, Atlantic
City.
E. J. DEGRAY, office manager of
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, is the father
of a boy, born May 8.
EARL HARDER, traffic department
head of NBC's International Division,
has joined the Navy. No replacement
has been named.
MONROE BENTON has resigned
from the purchasing department of
WOR, New York, to join the news
and feature branch of the Office of
War Information, New York. He will
train for overseas service.
HELEN EARLY, formerly of the
home economics department of KGO,
San Francisco, has been transferred
to the sales promotion department,
where she is assistant to Bob Wesson,
manager of promotion and publicity.
She replaces Peggy Wood, who resigned due to ill health.
PATTY CRAIG, former radio actress, is in the NBC's first sound effects operator on the West Coast, at
KPO, San Francisco.
BOB WILLIAMS, announcer of
KPO, San Francisco, recently was
transferred to production.
LEO RUMSEY, announcer, formerly
of KGMB, Honolulu, has joined KPO,
San Francisco.

WBYN
Servicemen
THREE MEMBERS of the foreign
language staff of WBYN, Brooklyn, are now in the armed forces,
the station announced last week,
including Rodian Slipij, former
Ukrainian program producer and
announcer; Alfredo Barea, m.c. of
the Spanish program heard nightly
at 6:30 p.m., and Joe Connelly,
Irish program announcer.
CAL MORROW has joined WJNO,
West Palm Beach, as announcer, after an absence from radio of ten
years. His last job in radio was as
production manager of WBIG, Greensboro, N. C.
MURRAY ARNOLD, program director of, WIP, Philadelphia before joining the Army, has been promoted to
Corporal. He is stationed at Camp
Van Horn, Miss.
BURRIDGE D. BUTLER, president
of WLS, Chicago, supervised the Arizona Network stations KOY, KTUC
and KSUN while in Phoenix last winter. He recently returned to Chicago.
Jack Stilwill, announcer of WLS,
Chicago, has been commissioned a
lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy and is
expected to be called soon. Cy Harrice
has resigned to join WGN, Chicago.
RUSS RAYCROFT. WGN producer,
has enlisted in the Merchant Marine
and is in New York for training. In
addition to his WGN duties, Raycroft
was a lecturer in radio at Northwestern U.
DR. MIGUEL ALBORNOZ, New
York correspondent of El Comercio,
Quito (Ecuador), newspaper, and now
studying at Columbia U., has joined
NBC's international public relations
department to prepare special publicity material for Latin American newspapers and magazines.
MATT GETTINGS, of the production department of WPDQ, Jacksonville, is the father of a girl.
LEONARD LEVINSON, writer on
the weekly CBS Al Jolson-Monty
Woolley Shoiv, has resigned to devote
full time to packaging his own show,
Half-a-Million Smith. Don Prindle,
Victor McLeod, and Harry Edelman
have been added to writing staff of the
variety series.

BOB W A L K E R, announcer of
WTOL, Toledo, has left to become
editor of the Owens-Illinois Glass Co.
new weekly trade publication in
Bridgeton, N. J.
JAMES McNEAR, only two months
with WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y., has
resigned to wait orders from the Navy.
CAPT. RUSSELL A. GEIIRING,
former program director of WSPD,
Toledo, O., is with the Fourth FerryGroup, Memphis,
licingrelations
officer for Tenn.,
the post.as pubCHARLES W H I T E McGEHEE,
previously with WSKB, McComb,
Miss., has joined the continuity department of WSGN, Birmingham.
JOHN MURRAY has joined KXOK,
St. Louis,
as announcer.
He comes
from
Louisville,
Ky.
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PATRICIA HOOLEY has succeeded
William O. Aldridge as program director of WPAY, Portsmouth, O., being
promoted from announcer and assistant program director. Mr. Aldridge
has been appointed program manager
of WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va., effective May 17.
DICK LAWRENCE, formerly of
WBBM, Chicago, last week joined the
announcing staff of WAIT, Chicago,
whose staff is being increased.
WILF DAVIDSON, chief announcer
of CKY, Winnipeg, has joined the
Canadian Army. Earl Cameron, formerly with CHAB, Moose Jaw, Sask.,
has joined the staff.
BOB MORRISON, formerly announcer of CKY, Winnipeg, and lately with
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., has
joined the Royal Canadian Navy.
ROLAND J. MORRIER, from CBK,
Watrous, Sask., has been appointed to
the producing staff of the Prairie Region of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., Winnipeg.

) mns
1000 WOTS

BY DAY

DIRECTIONALLY

ISIFIED BY NIGHT

LT. (j.g.) MARK BARTLETT, former production manager of WSB, Atlanta, has been assigned to duty in
the Navy public relations office in
Jacksonville, Fla.
W. K. AUGHENBAUGH, engineer
of WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati, is the
father of a baby girl born May 17.
DONALD A. BRINKLEY of the
continuty department of WGN, Chicago, reported May 17 to Camp Grant,
111., for induction in the Army.

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

JACK CARBUTT, chief announcer
of CKMO, Vancouver, has joined
CFJC, Kamloops, B. C.
GORDON

SHAW has joined the engineering staff of WOR, New York,
assigned to the transmitter in Carteret, N. J. Replacing John Ruddley,
who resigned from the staff to enter
the Army, is Kenneth Benjamin
Tuttle.

cnutt
«tl I0M
ST.SIN 10UIS
fUSCIStO
US IHtUES

AL ERSKINE has been appointed
program director of CKMO, Vancouver.
BROADCASTING
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BILL NUTTING,
Globe, Ariz., has
ersfield, Cal., as
replacing Wesley
Navy.

formerly of KWJB,
joined KERN, Bakoperator-announcer,
Craig, now with the

CARROLL COLEMAN, has replaced
Bob Seal as NBC producer on the
weekly Great Gildersleeve, sponsored
by Kraft Cheese Co.
CPL. DICK MISENER, formerly
commercial manager of CKOV, Kelowna. B. C, and staff announcer of
CKMO, Vancouver, is now stationed
at Vernon, B. C, as instructor. He
edits the camp paper, Rookie.
JOHNNY LANE has joined the announcing staff of CKMO, Vancouver.
Jack Carbutt, chief announcer, is
joining the Canadian Army.
ANN KEITH, announcer of KVSF
Santa Fe, has joined KFUN, Las
Vegas, N. M.
BOB ATCHER, former vocalist of
WJ .ID, Chicago, has reported for
Army
Indiana.duty at Ft. Benjamin Harrison,
GENEVIEVE CAPSTAFF, former
sound effects technician of WGN, Chicago, has been appointed a producer
for the station. She is the second
woman producer on the WGN staff,
the first being Mary Afflick.
THE STEELE TWINS, Clifton and
Clifford, former musicians of WJJD,
Chicago, last week reported together
for basic training in the Navy at Great
Lakes, 111.
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MILLER, announcer and assistant producer of WGES, Chicago,
has been appointed program director
to succeed Arnold Hartley, who recently left to become program director
of WOV, New York.
BILLEE MUSIL, formerly of KFWB,
Hollyw
ood,service
has , joined
Arthuasr assistEddy,'
publicity
that city,
ant on film, radio and commercial accounts.

HUGH DOWNS, formerly of WWJ,
Detroit, and recently honorably discharged from the Army, has joined
the announcing staff of WMAQ, Chicago.
AL LAVALLE, announcer of WGESWSBC, Chicago, reports for induction into the Army May 17. He is
succeeded by Don Doolittle, former
announcer of WISN, WTMJ, and
WEMP, Milwaukee.

1940,
still

KSAM

WINN
LOUISVILLE
caUlt

WINN

BLUE

NETWORK

STATION

LOUISVILLE,

in.

KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager
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MAINTAINS

EDITORIAL
POLICY9
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
In response to the suggestion by
Com. Eugene F. McDonald Jr
[Broadcasting, May 3] that broadcasters should lift their voices in
editorial comment, this is to advise
that "The Voice of KSAM", first
lifted in April, 1941, has not since
been stilled or lowered.
"The Voice of KSAM— this station's editorial
n of
air,"
is a quarter-hourcolum
of opinionsthevoiced
every Sunday at 12:30. The only
reason there isn't more of it is a
shortage of manpower.
A former newspaperman, like a
good many others now in radio, I
saw no reason why editorial comment should be limited to the newspaper field — particularly when
radio offered a far more powerful,
and extensive, field of operations.
The physical limitations of our 250
watts do not, perhaps, permit the
molding of national opinion, but
we're telling
our amplified those
voice. within range cr"
And — they're listening.
J. C. Rothwell,
KSAM, Huntsville, Tex.
May 12, 1943.

CBS
Chart
Study
While

'Listening
Flow
Indicates
Musicals

ot

Diary'

Results

Audience

Habits

Serials

Best

to

Hold

Listeners

Have

Largest Audience
TO CHECK survey methods for its women and 50 children— to 250 at
7:15
childr—en.80 men, 110 women and 60
intensive eight-station "listening
diary" research, made for CBS by
Such data, while secured by CBS
Industrial Surveys Co., Chicago,
primarily for managers of its 0
a test study in Washington, D. C,
& O stations, should prove equally
has revealed interesting new facts
helpful to advertisers and agenabout listening habits which are
cies, CBS believes, as they are
true of that city and its environs
at least.
basic radio statistics of a noncompetitive nature which add to
CBS is still tabulating the results of the large survey made for
the industry's general fund of information about the habits of the
its owned and operated stations
average listener.
last January, but has provided
Broadcasting with the results of
the Washington research, together
Speidel Newspapers Ask
with a description of the techFor License of WKIP
niques used in all of the listening
diary studies to date.
RICHARD E. COON, chief owner
In the nation's capital, daily use
of Poughkeepsie Broadcasting
of the family radio was found to
Corp., Poughkeepsie, N. Y., opervary proportionately with the size
ator of WKIP, applied to the FCC
of the family, ranging from an
last week for permission to transfer control to Poughkeepsie Newsaverage of 3% hours for single inpapers Inc. The sale invol
dividuals to 6 hours and 8 min480
shares of common and 80 ves
shares
utes for families of five or more.
of preferred stock, for which Mr.
Coon would receive $10,600.
Program Types Rated
The newspaper corporation has
To check continuity of listening
the same stockholders, officers and
directors as WGNY, Newburgh N
to various types of programs, CBS
compared the daily audiences of Y., with Merritt C. Speidel, presthree Monday-through-Friday dayident; John B. Snow, vice-president; Edward A. Chappell, treastime broadcasts, a dramatic serial,
urer; Harry S. Bunker, secretary.
a newscast and a musical program,
The
all quarter-hour broadcasts and all direct officers are on the board of I
ors, which also includes Robwith coincidental rating between
ert M. Speidel. In addition to these
8 and 10. The dramatic serial had
directors, other stockholders are
the most consistent following, with
Edna M. Speidel, Marjorie J. Speia turnover of 1.8; the newscast
del and Merritt C. Speidel Jr.
The Speidel newspaper interests, 1
had a turnover of 2.4 and the mubesides owning several weekly and
sical show one of 2.9. Other facdaily
papers in various parts
f
tors being equal, an advertiser
the country, are also interested of
in
would choose the serial to drive
home his sales story to the same
,Cheyenne, Wyo., and
KDON, casting,
Monte
rey,
Cal. [BroadJuly 7,
1941].
group of listeners, the musical
show to reach the largest cumulative audience throughout the
Talent Mobilization
week.
PLANS to mobilize personnel and reThe "diary" technique measures
sources of the entertainment industry
the flow of a station's audience,
in an all-out war program will be
sometimes called station loyalty
formulated at a conference to be held
throughout the day. In Washington
at the Hotel Edison, New York, June
3-4, under auspices of the Associated
at 7:30 a.m. 4% of the audience
Actors & Artists of America, parent
was made up of new listeners,
organization of all AFL talent unions.
36% came from other stations and
60% were holdovers from the previous programs on the same stations. At noon, however, 54% of
the listeners turned on sets which
had been silent, 8% switched stations and 38% continued to listen
to the same stations.
WBRY, Waterbury, Conn.
Changes in Audience
. . . Your new telescript, "WashMeasuring the change in audiington Inside Out", was sold
ence make-up, the Washington surbefore you transmitted the
vey showed that 100 sets in use at
first program.
6:15 a.m. in the city accounted for
Walter Howard,
190 listeners— 9<? men, id wow
and 20 children. One hour later, at
Program Director.
7:15 a.m., the urban audience per
1O0 receivers had grown to 220,
available through
but proportioned — 70 men, 100
PRESS ASSOCIATION, i
wome
50 gchild
audiennce,anddurin
The'perio
rural
theren.
same
d
50 Rockefeller Plaza
changed from a 6:15 audience of
New York, N, Y.
260 per 100 sets— 100 men, 110
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G. E. Builds Both FM Transmitters and Receivers
G.E. is the only manufacturer with experience in
building the complete FM system — FM broadcasting
equipment and FM home receivers. Radio research
and volume production for war are yielding new
possibilities for further improving FM equipment.

G.

E.

builds

FM's

on

future

these

four

G. E. Has Program and Equipment Experience
Three years of broadcast experience in its own
proving-ground Station W85A, Schenectady, will
enable G.E. to help new FM stations get started

facts

quickly. General Electric's experience also includes
equipping more than a third of the 36 commercial
FM broadcast stations now in operation.

G. E. is Telling Public the Advantages

A powerful G-E advertising campaign in the nation's
big-circulation magazines and the thrice-weekly
nation-wide G-E program over C.B.S. — Frazier Hunt
and the News — are pre-selling the public on the
advantages of FM — and are steadily building an
expanding post-war market.

TRANSMITTERS
STUDIO
ELECTRONIC

of FM

EQUIPMENT
TUBES
ANTENNAS
RECEIVERS

GENERAL

@

ELECTRIC
160-64-6914

NO OTHER
MANUFACTURER
OFFERS
SO MUCH
FM EXPERIENCE

COMPLETE

STATION

EQUIPMENT

FM -TELEVISION

- AM

Survey Proves Vast Increase in FM Acceptance
An independent consumer survey reports that: The
public already strongly approves FM; 85% call it a
definite improvement over conventional broadcasting;
present owners of G-E FM receivers are the most
enthusiastic of all FM owners! . . . Electronics
Department, General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

Vandeburg

Quits OWI
Aircraft Council
For
CLYDE VANDEBURG, formerly
director
of public relations for
three western "World Fairs", has
resigned as deputy director of the
OWI, and chairman of the government's InterDepa
rtmental Production Information
Committee, Gardner Cowles, Jr.,
director
of the
Domestic Branch
announced last
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War Dept. Amateurs
AS A BOOSTER for Civil Service
morale, the CBS Major Bowes program, which in recent weeks has
been originating at Army camps,
last week broadcast from Constitution Hall, Washington, and featured as contestants civilian employes of the War Dept. For two
weeks before the broadcast, Bowes'
representatives conducted a series
of talent auditions, listening
more than 400 vocal, instrumentalto
and specialty acts by inhabitants
oi the Army's huge Pentagon Bldg
Among the War Dept.
employes
who appeared on the show was Bill
Coleman, script writer in the Radio
Branc
h of the Bureau of Public
Relations.

you a

ence at a record

Fairmont,

Mr. Vandeburg week. burg
Mr.will become
Vandegeneral manager of the Aircraft
War
Production
Council, East
Coast,
but will continue with
OWI as a non-salaried consultant
on labor and management industrial relations in the aircraft field
and elsewhere.
In 1936, he was with the California-Pacific International Exposition in San Diego, where he introduced radio and p.a. installations. In 1937, he was Director of
Information at the Texas Centennial, again using large radio installations. He was later Director
of Publicity for the Golden Gate
Exposition in San Francisco, resigning in the fall of 1939 to go with
Packard Motor Car Co. in charge
of industrial relations. He had been
with the government since January, 1941 when he took a major
role
drives. in early WPB production

Va.
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'Story' Case Argued
ARGUMENTS of AFRA and the
BLUE on the commercial or sustaining status of the My True Story
series on the BLUE, which is earned on a sustaining basis, although
True Story magazine is credited on
each broadcast as the source of the
story material, were heard last
Tuesday by a three-judge panel
operating under the auspices of the
American Arbitration Assn. Decision is expected in the near future,
probably this week.

WPTZ in Operation
PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION
Corp. began operation May 19 of
its new television station, WPTZ,
according to Paul Knight, program
manager. Installation and testing
of transmitter, at Wyndmoor, Pa.,
had been delayed by war demands
on company's engineering facilities. Tentative schedule calls for
regular telecasts every Wednesday
and Friday at 8:30.

COLORADO

KOA

MEDIA

COOPERATE

Carries Nightly Reports By Governor
Drive

That

Runs

134%

of

in Bond

Quota
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OUTDOOR MEDIA, radio, and newspapers coordinated
efforts to put
over Colorado's Second War Loan, oversubscribed in the
final tabulation
John
Vivian,
thison.
giant
billboa
author
ground
Capitol
Stfte,
rC'viE
^hn C.
rd lists
ization of Gov
s by
reCtScountie
s and
quotas.
HAILED by the Treasury as one
of the outstanding examples of coordination ofradio, newspaper and
billboard exploitation, Colorado's
bond sales in the Second War Loan
Drive gave the State 134% of its
quota of approximately 39 million
dollars, according to final tabulations last week released by KOA,
Denver, focal operation of the allmedia, State-wide drive.
Radio was accorded a biggerthan-average share of the credit
for putting the campaign over.
Regarded as the main factor in
keeping the competition hot was
the nightly report over KOA by
Colorado's Gov. John C. Vivian,
citing latest figures, county
by
county, saluting those in the lead
and spurring on others. A giant
master billboard, erected on the
State Capitol grounds by authorization of the Governor, kept tally
on the competition.

Many

Exceeded Quotas

Seemingly a simple procedure,
the Governor's talks meant many
hours of work behind the scenes.
Every day county chairmen of the
War Finance Committee wired or
phoned their percentage quota
standings. Manager James R.
MacPherson tells how KOA tabulated the returns to show county
quota progress for the day, and
these figures were transmitted to
the people in the Governor's
broadcasts. Not only did the program fan the public's spirit of
competition, but it fired the thousands of War Bond field workers
with renewed daily enthusiasm.
So intense was rivalry between

BROADCASTING

counties that some spurted to totals
as high as 200% of quotas.
All media cooperated during the!
drive, with
outdoor advertising
playing a notable part. By authorization of Gov. Vivian, the master
billboard,
giving
all county's
quotas and marking their progre
ss,
was
erected
on
State Capitol
grounds at the outset of the campaign. Through cooperation
Beall Hart, of General Outdooroff
Advertising, every county received
a large outdoor poster to mark
its sales. Newspapers gave prom-j!
inent space
to the campaign's|
progress and the Governor's talks!
Edwards Broadcasts

Two broadcasts of the Ralph
Edwards Truth or Consequences
show, with admission by bonds, I
were sold out so completely that
KOA had to get Edwards to put
on a personal appearance show the
Friday evening preceding his
broadcast. Over $6,500,000 in
bonds was raised through the
broad
casts.
Lorillard Answers FTC
P. LORILLARD Co., Jersey City,
m answer to a Federal Trade Commission complaint of misleading advertising for Old Gold and Sensation cigarettes and Beech-Nut
smoking tobacco, admits featuring
an article in the July 1942, issue
of The Reader's Digest, but denies
that it has done more than inform
the public about what the article
said. The company also declares
that its published testimonials were
all genuine in all respects. Allegations as to the other products
name
d in the complaint are also
denied.
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IT has been our earnest endeavor
public in the WMCA

to serve the

area by offering worth-

while programs, keyed to the tempo
We

are pleased that the effort has been

recog-

nized by Ohio State University and the Women's
National Radio Committee in their annual awards.
i
i
*i
r
i
A radio station in these times has a function to
perform

for its audience. Over

purposes

of providing popular entertainment,

its duty to create and
significance which
democracy.

keep

This purpose

and

broadcast

above

programs

the

of

we shall strive to main-

tain in the future as in the past.

NEW

YORK

America's Leading independent Station
Representative : Weed & Co. • Chicago
Detroit . Hollywood . Boston
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ARBITRATION"

f

)
conducted by Samuel _R. Zack
\

C
i

|
Sundays 9-.03—10-.00 p. m.
|
has received from Ohio State University

|
|

|
}

C
f

I

the ^National J*irst Award for
Public Discussion Programs
i94i . . . 1942 . . . 1943

|

is

alive the principles of

wmca

"LABOR

of the times.

)
THE WOMEN'S
NATIONAL
}
RADIO COMMITTEE
}
|
has awarded 1V5MCA a citation jot

C
£
i
|

}

I

"programs furthering democratic ideals

>
In addition, and
the May
bulletin
of the WNRC,
£
|
public
service"
|
J*
ii
it
*V
^
Important Programs in War Times , lists six
^
^
programs
from New York Independent ^
^
Stations. Five of them are WMCA programs. ^
)
c
A^A^/s^/-^^ A*i^ A^A^A^/'^/'^^ A*5^ A^/SS\ A^A^
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Guestitorial

(Continued from page 30)
does radio plan to go for the horde
of skilled craftsmen it will need.
True, the technical radio training offered by the various branches
of the armed service is certain to
produce many top-flight technicians. But how about announcers,
producers and actors, writers and
other artists certain to be in
greater demand than ever before?
If the progress in production and
showmanship is to match the technical improvements in radio it
would seem to be high time for the
broadcasting fraternity to start
making plans for personnel training.
What steps are now being taken
for the instruction of potential
radio talent? Eliminating the
"Take-Our-Short-Course - And - SellYour-Soap-Opera" schools on their

Coming Events
KXOK, St. Louis, in a tieup
with the St. Louis StarTimes and the 29 Fanchon &
Marco theatres, is promoting
a Bond selling campaign to
replace the bombers lost in
the raid on Tokyo. For each
$175,000 in Bonds — the cost
of a medium bomber — a scroll
bearing the names of the buyers is condensed on microfilm
and placed in the fuselage
of the bomber purchased.
worth, it appears that the only
legitimate educational facilities for
training budding young writers,
etc., are those to be found in our
colleges and universities. There,
under the tutelage of a drama instructor who won his spurs in 72
consecutive performances of East

"A

Great

Radio

Station

Lynn or a journalism professor
who wrote his masters thesis on
flagrant misuse of the semi-colon
in 18th century literature, those
who aspire to key positions in radio
receive their training.
Radio is a specialized field, just
as law, engineering, medicine or
dentistry. True, it draws for its
talent upon the moving picture,
vaudeville, the concert stage and
various other media of entertainment. But it is very definitely a
specialized art and will become
more and more so as it grows. Our
universities have their schools of
journalism, schools of business,
schools of physical education, and
so on. Have you ever heard of a
university-sponsored "school of
radio"? We haven't. Does this fault
lie with the universities or with
the radio industry itself? We are
inclined to blame the latter and
give as the reason — just plain lack
in the

Great

Southwest"

Double-Mix

Spots

DOUBLE-MIX Inc., Kansas Citj
(butter amplifier), has purchased
the quarter-hour twice-weekly aft
ernoon program, Meet the Missus
on WBBM, Chicago. Varying sched
ule of programs and one-minut<
spot announcements is being usee
currently on KSO, Des Moines
WFBM, Indianapolis; KMBC, Kansas City; KSD, St. Louis; WMT
Cedar Rapids. Agency is Jerome
G. Galvin Adv. Co., Kansas City.
of interest. It's time we embarked
on a program of educating the edu
cators in the value of sound, practical radio training. Is there any
plausible reason why a system can't
be devised whereby those who seek
places in the broadcasting profession can be trained before they are
full-time station employes, receiving full salaries while learning?
The drain on man-power brought
about by the war has inspired several stations to start their own
schools for announcers. Others have
taken it upon themselves to train
technicians. Aristotle, or one of his
contemporaries, once quipped something about necessity being the
mother of invention. And mayhap
in taking these emergency steps the
pioneering stations have laid the
foundation for a program of radioeducation supervised by the indus-

try itself.
The
matter's open for discussion.
What's your solution to the problem? Or is it a problem . . .?
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TWX DLS 297 KEN L. SIBSON. General Sales Manager TEL. RIVERSIDE 5663
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2,000 Women Wanted
TWO THOUSAND women will receive training in military communications work under a new plan
just announced by the War Dept.
Training program has been arranged by the Signal Corps,
Office of Education, and Women's
Army Auxiliary Corps. Enlistments are now being accepted at
all WAAC recruiting offices for
the new courses, to be taught in
about a dozen schools distributed
through the nine Service Commands. Trainees will learn radio
code operation, radio repair, teletypewriter operation, and similar
Signal Corps duties, as civilian
Civil Service employes, paid on a
basis of $1020 a year for the first
three months and $1440 for the
succeeding three months.

BROADCASTING

New Schenley Show
REVISING
program format,
Schenley Distillers Corp., New
York (Roma wines), starts its
weekly CBS half -hour series under
new title, Fiesta Night at Grapevine Rancho, with June 3 broadcast,
Thursday, 8-8:30 p.m. (EWT), repeat 9:30-10 p.m. (PWT). Mary
Astor will be m.c. with Charles
Ruggles and Mischa Auer as featured comedians. Carlos Ramirez,
South American vocalist, and Lud
Gluskin, musical director, will be
retained. A mixed chorus will be
added. Russ Johnston, radio director of McCann-Erickson, will produce. He replaces Tom McAvity,
executive of James L. Saphier
Agency, Hollywood talent service
which packaged the original show.
Series contract.
started March 4 under a 52week
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Advertising

O FUNDS
GOES

SO
OFF

WOCB
THE

AIR

OCB, West Yarmouth, Mass., heme the second station to go off
e air since the FCC's policy rulg of March 9 which refuses to
low stations to quit the air for
e duration without prejudice. A
legram from the station to the
3C last week said: "WOCB off
r indefinitely. Power and phone
sconnected. No tower lie.ht. No
nds." WOCB operates on 1240
. with 250 watts.
While WOCB, according to the
■mimission, had not previously relested permission to suspend opation for the duration, it is bejved the station has been in
lancial straits for some time, the
ipe country in which it is loted having been one of the first
ctions to feel the strictures of
artime economy. It is not yet
town, however, what plans the
ipe Cod Broadcasting Co., owners
WOCB, have for returning to the
lt:, no further information havintr
en received than that contained
the telegram to the FCC. Four
ations in all have left the air this
ar because of wartime stresses —
JWC, Hammond, Ind.; WBBR,
L'ooklyn; WPID, Petersburg, Va.;
ASH, Grand Rapids, Mich., was
mbined with WOOD, Grand Raps, a sister operation of Kindendle Broadcasting Co.
The absence of a tower light at
OCB constitutes a hazard to airaft flying in the area, according
the Civil Aeronautics Authority,
id until the Air Safety Division
notified that the light is again
irning or that the tower has been
smantled, notices will be sent
rough regional offices to all pilots
ring in the area.
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Y/CKY PROGRAM
JOB
O ROBERT
FLEMING
ft
OBERT M.
resident and
arry M. Miller,
s been named

FLEMING, viceradio director of
Cincinnati agency,
program and production manager
of WCKY, L. B.
Wilson, owner of
the station, announced.
Mr. F 1 e m in g
has been in advertising and radio production for
the past ten years,
and is currently
writer and pro«r. Fleming ducer of Let Freem Ring, WCKY program dedited to Red Cross blood donors by
;okes Industries. He has also been
tive in dramatization of news for
nscription locally and throught the South and East.
A resident of Cincinnati since
19, he was president of the Adrtisers Club in 1931, and a memr of the Board of Governors for
years. Previous to his work in
idio writing and producing which
;gan in 1933, he was with several
incinnati industrial firms as ad;rtising and sales executive.
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fiARRY W. FLANNERY, HollyHood news analyst on the twicekjjeekly series sponsored by Planters
lint & Chocolate Co. on CBS Pacific
ations, has been signed as technical
Igvisor on the 20th Century-Fox film,
j Last Train from Berlin".
BROADCASTING
i
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SPECIAL
FOR
SAM

FULLER, of the radio production staff of Young & Rubicam, New
York, was sworn in as a lieutenant
(j.ff.) in the Naval Reserve last Monday and is awaiting his orders. No
replacement has been named.
RICHARD E. HACKENGER, formerly of McCann-Erickson, Detroit,
where he served the Ford Motor Co.,
on the Ford Sunday Evening Hour on
CBS, has joined Campbell-Ewald, New
York, as a director, to handle the
N. Y. Philharmonic symphony broadcasts now sponsored by U. S. Rubber
Co., New York.
SAM

'KSO

WEISBORD, of the radio department of William Morris, New
York, talent agency, has joined the
Army, and Phil Weltman, also radio,
leaves for the same purpose in July.
Maurice Morton and George Gruskin,
in the radio department of the agency's
Hollywood office, are also scheduled
for induction.

Makes

Good

Record

in Fruit Sales'
• . . Says Harold West

As head of the O. B. West
Company, one of Iowa's large
distributors of perishable foods,
Harold West knows the feel of
radio at work. From his experience comes this first hand report:
"During 1942, the United
Fruit Company sponsored a series of programs to help housewives plan nutritional menus.
Fruit is a big item with us —
so our sales soon showed the
benefit of these broadcasts over
Station KSO.

"We particularly liked the
way that KSO's home economist,
Helen Watts Schreiber, wove information on fruits into her
daily broadcasts on foods and
meal-planning.
"Last fall, KSO also hung up
a good performance record in
their broadcasts for the American Cranberry Exchange, drawing hundreds of recipe-requests
during a short seasonal campaign . . . and helping us Iowa
distributors show a good record
in cranberry sales."
BASIC BLUE
AND MUTUAL
KSOE5000 WATTS

KRNT

WILLIAM F. FIELDER, of Fielder,
Sorensen & Davis, advertising agency,
San Francisco, was elected the new
president of San Francisco Advertising Club on May 12.
BROOKS MIDDLETON, former copy
writer of Schwimmer & Scott. Chicago, has joined W. W. Garrison &
Co., Chicago, as vice-president in
charge
of copy.

ROBERT PIGGOTT, formerly on
the research staff of Needham. Louis
& Brorby, Chicago, has joined BBDO,
Chicago, as spacebuyer.
MARTIN GOSCH. producer of William Esty & Co., on the CBS Camel
Comedy Caravan, sponsored by R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co., signed contract
with MGM as associate producer in
early May. He will continue to produce the radio series for the current
season.

J. WILLIAM SHEETS, head of J
William Sheets, Seattle, returns to his
desk in late May following two-week
business conference in New York.
W. REED JOHNSTON, a former
copy and account executive with C. P.
Clark Inc., Nashville, and Meyer
Sacks,
former
sidentof ofRatcliff
Bru'ck-e
Sacks Inc.
and vice-pre
copy chief
Adv., have joined the copy staff of
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
JAMES N. RILEY, former copywriter of Ruthrauff & Ryan, and BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago, has joined
the copy staff of Russel M. Seeds
Chicago where he will work on Co.,
the
Grove vitamins account.
JOHN COHAN, writer-producer of
Smith & Bull Adv., Los Angeles, and
Sudie Cannon of that city, were married in Las Vegas, New, on May 5.
"PULSE

OF

MAGIC

VALLEY"

Agricultural Wonderland
♦

BASIC
COLUMBIA
5000 WATTS

if a

The Cowles Stations in
D E S

TWIN

MOINES

Represented by The Katz Agency
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YOUNG & RUBICAM, New York,
has set up a Latin-American department, to service current and
future accounts advertising in
southern countries. Manager of the
new division, which was organized
May 3, is Ovid Riso, formerly advertising manager of the international division of RCA Victor Co.
Mr. Riso, who has made a number of trips to Latin America, for
the latter firm, was for five years
on the editorial staff of McGraw
Hill Publications, handling electrical merchandising and radio retailing material. Previously he was
associated with the Alexander
Hamilton Institute, in the advertising and printing department.
Several Y&R
accounts have
used Latin American advertising,
the most recently active being Consolidated Aircraft. New department's plans are still in the formative stage. Present personnel includes Mr. Riso, and Julia Puig,
secretary.
LT. JACK DIAMOND, former radio
director of John Falkner Arndt Adv.
Agency, Philadelphia, and now with
the Army Ordnance Dept., and Sylvia
Ostroff, former receptionist of WIP,
Philadelphia, were married last week.
H. LEANDER LESSERAUX, former
advertising manager of United Petroleum Products, Philadelphia, has
joined Julian G. Pollock Adv. Agency,
Philadelphia, as account executive.
ERLAND ADV., New York, is the
agency for Lane Bryant, New York,
incorrectly reported in broadcasting,
May 17, as purchasing time on WLIB,
Brooklyn, through Cramer-TobiasMeyer. Erland has moved to new
quarters at 18 East 41st St. Telephone number is Murray Hill 5-4764.
CHARLES H. PINKHAM, vicepresident and chairman of the plans
board of Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York, is serving as temporary radio
director of the agency. A permanent
replacement is being sought for Edward
J. Fitzgerald, resigned to join Donahue & Coe, New York, as radio
director.

DONALD
department
York, has
effective at

M. BROWN, of the copy
of Schwab & Beatty. New
been appointed copy chief,
once,

HERB R. BEAVEN, account executive of Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, Los Angeles, has been made a
vice-president.

Eugene

Thomas

Elected

Ad Club WAC
Chairman
EUGENE S. THOMAS, sales manager of WOR, New York, has been
elected chairman of the execu
tive
committee of the War Activities
Council of the Advertising Club
succeeding James Werblow, sales
manager of Polygraphic Corp. of
America. Mr. Werblow conti
nues
as a member of the committee and
is also project director of local participation in campaigns instituted

WAC
tiveVicecommittee
w?*^ execu
Armvthe
man isofCarl
J. Balhett of Morsechair
International.
Russell Wertz of Window Adv., has
been .elected a member of the committee
The WAC last Thursday gave a
special luncheon at the Advertising Club in honor of Chester LaKoche, chairman of the Adve
rtising Council, who spoke on the
Council's future plans.
BROADCASTING

GOING SHERLOCK one bette
this sponsor-agency-network exec
tive trio attempts to unravel week
mystery during informal discussic
preceding recent broadcast
the Mutual Sherlock Holmes serie <,
Half -hour dramatic program star
ed in early May for 52 weeks ui
der sponsorship of Petri Wine Cc
San Francisco. Amateur sleutl
(1 to r) are Sydney Gaynor,
mercial sales manager of Don con
Lf
Broadcasting System, Hollywood
Howard O. Williams, vice-presider.
and general manager of Erwir
Wasey & Co., San Francisco, an
Louis Petri, president of Peti
Wine Co.

Shappe- Wilkes
Agenc^
Organized in New Yorli
JESSE E. WILKES, who has re
signed as vice-president and ac
count executive of
Jasper, Lyncl
& Fishel, New York, has joinec
with Louis Shappe, president ol
Shappe Adv., New York, to forir
a new agency under the name ol
Shappe-Wilkes Inc., with headquarters continuing at 215 Fourth
Ave.,
location of the
foi mer New
ShappYork,
e agency
.

Two other members of Jasper,
Lynch & Fishel, have come over
to the new agenc with Mr. Wilkes
—Milton M. yHerm
anson, copy,
chief, who continues as such with
Shappe-Wilkes, and Samuel Groden, who has been named production manager. Firm handles largely products in the radio, recording, and musical instrument field.
Mr.
is y.
secretary-treasurer
of theWilke
new sagenc
New

Timebuyers

RICHARD
WHITMORE and!
Frank Haas have joined the timebuying staff of Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis. Mr. Whitmore
comes from the Wm. B. Wisdom
agency where he was in charge of
radio. Mr. Haas was a member of ;
the radio department of Ruthrauff
& Ryan, New York. Clarke R.
Brown is radio director of LakeSpiro-Shurman.
SMALL
GET

BUDGETS

BIG

RESULTS

on the station that
Covers ALL
Western
NORTH CAROLINA
WHKY
HICKORY, N. C.
5000 W.D.
1000 W.N.
1290 K.C.
Nat. Rep. Howard H. Wilson Co.

. Broadcast

Advertising

IADIO
FOR

RATING
REPAIR

AA2X
PARTS

'REFERENCE RATING
for
roadcast maintainance and repair
;ems was changed by the WPB
ast week, as the general maintainnce and repair order, CMP-5,
ent into effect. Although proviions of P-133 remain in effect, the
roadcaster's rating is now AA-2
stead of AA-2X.
One additional change in proviions of P-133 brought about under
;MP-5 is a limitation on the quanity of material that may be used
or maintenance and repair. Acording to CMP-5 this quantity
uist not exceed the amount used
n 1942.
The rating AA-2X is applied by
roadcasters in certifying orders
or materials. When such materials
re not obtainable, priority assistnce may be had from the Foreign
nd Domestic Broadcast Branch of
he Radio & Radar Division by filing out form PD-1A.

New Sunsweet Series
TO PROMOTE Sunsweet Prune
Juices, and a number of apple
products including juices, jellies
and cider, Duffy-Mott Co., New
York, starts a 13-week 10-minute
program on Mutual June 21, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 11:50
a.m. to 12 noon. Imogene Wolcott,
women's commentator heard on
WOR, Mutual's New York affiliate,
will conduct the series, featuring
news and information on home
economics. Agency is Al Paul
Lefton Co., New York.
140,000 more nurses and 2,500,000
more women in industry and business will be needed by the end of
the year, when one-third of the
country's workers will be women.
She stressed the need for advertising support in selling women the
impoi-tance of the many unglamorous jobs that are just as necessary
as those in aircraft factories and
munitions plants.

New Sun Spots
■POTS on the surface of the sun oberved May 16, are probably the begining of a new sunspot cycle, the U. S.
Javal Observatory reported last week,
'he sun has recently been passing
-tirough the final phase of a cycle which
eached its maximum in the fall of
•937, the Navy pointed out, adding
iat cycles in the past have lasted 11
,o. 13 years. The effect of sunspots on
elegraphie and radio transmission has
>ng been a subject of study.

Starting just before Labor Day,

Pearson

womanpower will be "given the
works" by the OWI, she stated,
with top network allocation for
three weeks in addition to many
special programs. Many national
magazines are devoting their September front covers to this drive
and giving it editorial support, she
said, and she urged advertisers to
tie their advertising in all media in
with the campaign.
The over-all food situation was
discussed by Morse Salisbury, director of the Department of Agriculture's Office of Information;
Albert Whitman, OWI campaign
manager on nutrition, told how advertising can help on the nutrition
problem, and Leo Burnett, president, Leo Burnett Co., discussed
black markets. Thomas D'A.
Brophy, president, Kenyon & Eckhardt, presided at this Friday
morning session.

COVERAGE

to Take

Over

Foreman
Co. Stations
UNDER A NEW representative
setup arranged between the principals last week, John E. Pearson
Co., station representatives, effective June 1 will take over the sales
and service of stations represented
by the Foreman Co. Under the combined expanded operation, Edward
Foreman, president of the represtative firm bearing his name, is to
work out of the Pearson offices in
Chicago at 360 N. Michigan Ave.,
while in New York the Foreman
Co., headed by Lillian Selb, has
moved into the Pearson quarters.
John E. Pearson will be in charge
of the entire organization. Stations
represented by the Foreman Co.
are WIND, WQXR, WCAR,
KATE, WLOL, WHBL, KLCN,
KBST, KCMC, KGXL, KPLT,
KRBC. Southern Minnesota Network. Stations represented by the
Pearson Co. are KGBX-KWTO,
KDTH, WEW, WJJD, WIRE,
KGGF, KSAL, WAOV.

FROM

WITHIN

Mrs. Lewis a Grandma
OROTHY LEWIS, NAB coordiuaor of listener activity, who has travled 80,000 miles and visited 47 states
nd Canada, was right on time recently
ft the arrival of her first grandchild,
orn in Ithaca, N. Y. A few hours
fter she arrived in Ithaca. Thomas
:jewis Gage was born to her daughter.
YMAN BRYSON, CBS adult education board chairman, and moderator
If People's Platform, weekly sustainpg series on that network, received an
onorary Doctor of Laws degree from
Accidental College, Glendale. Cal.. on
Hay 17.
AAAA

Convention

(Continued from page 16)
vhich will be staged this fall in
he 38 critical areas and in other
ocalities which may become criical, describing the advertising
Ind publicity material which has
een prepared for use by local
ommittees. One-minute and fiveinute radio spots, some of them
ranscriptions featuring Lowell
homas, Kate Smith and other
adio stars, together with other
uggestions for special feature
roadcasts, are included in the
adio material. Newspaper copy
nd layouts, movie shorts, outdoor
iosters and store display material
vill also be distributed, he said,
o get women to go to work not
nly in war plants but in all other
ssential community activities, such
s transportation and communicaion companies, restaurants, etc.
OWI Campaign

much
to

Take a seat inside if you want to enjoy
radio coverage of all of Central New England.
True, you can get a knot hole view from the
outside, but that's about all. Ears and dials
are tuned to WTAG, Worcester, in excess of
any other station heard in the area.
With WTAG you blanket a huge industrial
war market. Army and Navy E flags already

Mary Brewster White, OWI
lanager of Women's Campaigns,
jescribed the national campaign to
launched in September as a
background for the local drives, declaring that 75,000 more teachers,
ROADCASTING

• Broadcast

be

better

inside

fly from thirty-one of Central New England's
400 war-engaged industries. No wonder Worcester, with $396 per family, leads the nation's
cities of 100,000 or better, in per family food
expenditures. No wonder payrolls soared 53%
in 1942. Worcester is a MUST market in
Massachusetts.

Badd>c

meWhen You Buy Ti
Buy An Audience

Columbia
/ MASS.

PAUL H. RAYMER

CO.

National Sales Representatives
WTAG

ER*'

WORCEST
Advertising

Associated
Worcester
May

24,
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WGY, Schenectady
Dryden & Palmer, New York (Gravy
Master)
Y. , 7 sa, thru Samuel C. Croot,
N.
Dif Corp., Garwood, N. J. (cleaner), 39
so, thru Grey Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Ludens Inc., Reading, Pa. (cough drops),
156 sa, thru J M. Mathes Inc., N. Y
Beech-Nut Pkg. Co., Canajoharie, N. Y.
(chewing gum), 26 sa, thru Newell-Emmett, N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Rinso), 30
ta, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan. N Y
Benrus Watch Co., New York, 65 sa, thru
J. D. Tarcher Inc., N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Continental
Soup Mix), 6 sa, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (polishes), 312
sa, thru Bermingham,
Castleman &
Pierce, N. Y.
P. Lorillard Co., New York (Friends toN. Y. bacco), 39 ta, thru Lennen & Mitchell,
RKO Radio Pictures, New York (Hitler's
Children), 6 ta, 1 sp, 2 sa, thru McCannErickson, Chicago.
Pillsbury Flour Mills Co., Minneapolis
(pancake flour), 96 ta, thru McCannErickson, Chicago.
B. Meier & Son Inc., New York (Golden
Center wheat germ), 26 sa, thru H. C.
Morris & Co., N. Y.
P. Duff & Sons, Pittsburgh (gingerbread
mix and waffle mix), 52 sa, thru W.
Bothwell Adv. Agency, Pittsburgh. Earl
Charles Gulden Inc., New York (mustard),
9 ne. thru Charles W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Supersuds), 113 to, thru Wm. Esty &
Co., NY.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Palmolive soap), 108 ta, thru Ted
Bates Inc., N. Y.
Artra Cosmetic Inc., BIoomfieM, N. Y.,
(Sutra Sunfilter Cream), 26 so, thru
Murray Breese Assoc., N. Y.
Carusa & Rinella Inc., Schenectady (Bluebird citrus fruits), 4 sa, thru Robert C.
Russell Inc., Schenectady.
Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha (raisin bran),
69 ta, Ferry-Hanley Co., Kansas City.
Quality Foods Inc., Mieton, Pa. (spaghetti
dinner),
Chicago. 39 so, thru McJunkin Adv. Co.,
Book Presentations Inc., New York (sewing
Y. 2 sa, thru Raymond Spector
Co., N.book),
E. L. Knowles, Springfield, Mass (Rubine),
78 sa, thru Charles W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport (Bexei
and Calox), 156 ne, thru J. D. Tarcher
Co., N. Y.
New York Savings Bank Assoc., New
York, 78 sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,

KECA, Los Angeles
Interstate Bakeries Corp., Los Angeles, 3
so weekly, 13 weeks, thru Dan B. Miner
Co., Los Angeles.
Federal Life & Casualty Ins. Co., Los Ango.es, ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru Donald
,o
e sA£ency,
Beverly
Hills, Cal. es),
42
Product
Inc., Los
Angeles
15 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru(toiletri
bnane-Breyer Inc., Los Angeles. HillmanDouglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica, Cal.
(for employment), sa weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Essig Co.,
Los Angeles.
Cubbison Cracker Co., Los Angeles (bakery
products), 7 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Llwood J. Robinson Co., Los Angeles
Sante Fe Trailways, Los Angles (transportation), weekly sp. 26 weeks, thru
Potts-Calkins-Holden,
Los Angeles.
WJJD, Chicago
Sterling Insurance Co., Chicago. 6 sp
weekly thru Neal Adv. Agency. Chicago.
Universal Motors. Chicago
(used cars), 5
ta
weekly,Chicago.
thru Craig Dennison Acv.
Agency,
Home Service Co., Chicago (housecleaning
products), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
Illinois Bell Telephone Co., Chicago,direct
weekly, 26 weeks, thru N. W. Ayer6 ta&
Son, Chicago.
Nu-Enamel
so, direct.Corp.,, Chicago (paint) 156
Spink Wauwasee Hotel, Wauwasee, Ind ,
18 so, thru E. H. Brown Adv. Agency
Chicago.

KFAC, Los Angeles
Seaboard Finance Co., Los Angeles (loans
investments), 35 sa weekly, 4 weeks'
thru onSmith
Los Angeles
.'
Oubbis
Cracke&r Bull
Co., Adv.,
Los Angele
(Soyfee), 2 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru sElwood
J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.
Gallant Trading Co.. Los Angeles (Army
& Navy stores). 18 ne weekly,
thru Adolph Wenland Adv., 13Losweeks
Angeles.Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monar
Reid
coffee), 2 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru W. chJ.
Ross & Assoc., Los Angeles
.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Benson Shops, Los Angeles (women's apparel chain), 5 sp, 5 ne weekly 13
weeks, thru Glasser
-Gailey & Co., Los
Angeles.
Cubbison Soyfee Co., Los Angeles (coffee
substitute), 5 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.
Interstate Bakeries Corp.,
Los Angeles
(bread), 5 ta weekly
Co., Los Angeles. , thru Dan B. Miner
KHJ, Hollywood
Ontra Cafeterias, Los Angeles (chain)
10 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Western
Adv., Los Angeles
.

ACQUIRED

BY GENERAL
FOOD
GENERAL FOODS Corp., Ns
York,- has announced acquisition
the assets and business of Snid.
Packing Corp., Rochester, produc
of condiments and canned veg
tables, and a packer of Birds E'
Frosted Foods, the latter operatJ

Following completion of the de<
WOR, New York
whic
h is subject to Snider stoc
by G-F.
General Baking Co., New York (Bond
holders' approval, the packing fir
Bread) , 5 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru
will be dissolved, with Stephen
BBDO, N. Y.
Axton-Fisher
Tobacco
Co., Louisville
Comstock, chairman, retiring fro
(Fleetwood Cigarettes), weekly ne, 13
active managerial duties, and Bu
weeks, thru McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
National Oats Co., Cedar Rapids, la.
Cady Olney, president, serving
(Three Minute Oats), 5 sa weekly, 13
general manager of the new Snid< ;
weeks, thru Irwin Vladimir & Co., N. Y.
division of G-F, other personnel n
Select Theatres Corp., New York ("Ziegmaining unchanged.
field
Follies"),
5
sa
weekly,
13
weeks,
thru Blaine-Thompson Co., N. Y.
Snider brands, which include 0
S. A. Schonbrunn & Co., New York (SavFashioned Chili Sauce and cannc
arin coffee) , 5 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
fruit and vegetable brands such
Seeman Bros., New York (Air Wick), 5
Lily of the Valley, Fort, Burt 01
so weekly, 52 weeks, thru William H.
Weintraub & Co., N. Y.
ney and Mistletoe, will continue 1I
N. Y. Telephone Co., New York (institube produced in Snider's 11 plant!
tional), 4 so weekly, 13 weeks, thru
8 of which are in New York Stat I
BBDO, N. Y.
Snider agency up until the preset!
Howard
Clothes,
New
York
(men's
has been Chas. W. Hoyt Co., Nej
clothes) , weekly t, 13 weeks, thru Redfield-Johnstone Inc., N. Y.
York. Agency and media plans fcl
WLIB, Brooklyn
the future have not been disclosed
Ringling Bros. — Barnum & Bailey Circus
(New York showing), 7 so weekly, thru
Caples Co., N. Y.
L. A. Store Series
Kenmore Publishing Co., New York (test
instruction book for servicemen), 3 sp
J. W. ROBINSON Co., Los Arl
weekly, indefinitely, thru Huber Hoge &
Sons, N. Y.
geles (department store), in it 1
Corsetorium Shops, Brooklyn (corsets), 42
major use of radio, on May ll
sa weekly, indefinitely, thru A. W. Lewin
started sponsoring a five-weekll
Co., N. Y.
quarter-hour morning educational
WJZ, New York
feature, This Changing World, ol
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (SatKMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. CorJ
evepost), weekly ta, 38 weeks, thru Mactract is for 52 weeks. Designed fol
Farland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
students, teachers and all desirinJ
Esquire Inc., Chicago (Coronet Magazine) , 19 ta, 1 week, thru Schwimmer
more detailed background for ai
& Scott, Chicago.
understanding of world develop ,
Personna Blade Co., New York, 2 ne
weekly, thru Amos Parrish Co., N. Y.
ments,
series features
Harrisoi i
Wood, news analyst and commenta d
WBBM, Chicago
tor. Principals and teachers of La
The Chicago Sun, Chicago, 5 sp weekly,
Angele
s city schools have been in
ChiCo.,
Burnett
Leo
thru
weeks,
52
cago.
formed of program's availabilit
Cook County Distributors, Chicago (used
for classroom use as supplement t
13 weeks, thru Benweekly, Chicago.
cars),nett1Adesne Agency,
regular curriculum. Mays & Ben
nett Adv., Los Angeles, service!
KFI, Los Angeles
the account.
National Funding Corp., Los Angeles
(loans), 3 ne weekly,
weeks, thru
Smith & Bull Adv, Los 52
Angeles.
Stephen Fry Visits WLW
National Biscuit Co., San Francisco
STEPHEN FRY of the Britis
(Shreddies), 6 ta weekly, 6 weeks, thru
Broadcasting Co. recently conferred
Botsford,. Constantine & Gardner, San
Francisco
at WLW-WSAI with James Cassidji I.I
special events director, and other offll IK
KGFJ, Los Angeles
cials on plans for coming broadcast
Starkist Co., San Antonio (toothpaste,
vitamins). 14 sp weekly, 52 weeks thru
on a series of programs from England m
to WLW.
Pitluk Adv., San Antonio.

KECA, Los Angeles
Wilco Co., Los Angeles (Biff), 3 sa
weekly, 8 weeks, thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.
Equitable Plan Co., Los Angeles (investments), 5sp weekly, 6 weeks, thru Allied
Agencies, Los" Angeles.
Adv.
National Fundin
g Corp., Los
(loans), 38 sa weekly, 4 weeks,Angeles
thru
Smith & Bull Adv., Los Angeles.
Mitchell Finance Co., Los Angeles (loans),
5 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru HillmanShane-Breyer Inc., Los Angeles.
KGER, Long Beach, Cal.
American Parachute School, Los Angeles
(instruct
Angeles. ion) , 8 ne, thru Mayers Co., Los
Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica, Cal.
(employment), 13 ne, thru Essig Co.,
Los Angeles.
American Citizenship Service, Los Angeles
(instruction), 13 sp, thru Northwest
Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
F. W. Woolworth Co., New York (chain
stores), 13 so, placed direct.
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AGENCY

■) RADIO PICTURES, New
an evening quarterpurchased
j,
• last
week on W6N. Chicago, to
■rtise the premiere in 50 Illinois
Indiana theatres, of "This Land
line." Program was a round-table
flssion of the picture. Advertising
placed direct.
3BISON CRACKER Co., Los
eles, to promote its coffee substiSoyfee, on May 4 started sponng schedule of five spot announcets weekly on KMPC, Beverly
s, Cal., and seven per week on
CA. Los Angeles, as well as twiceklv participation in Polly Patters Pantry on KFAC, Los Angeles,
tracts are for 13 weeks. Elwood
Robinson Adv., Los Angeles, has
account.
BY CHEVROLET SALES Corp.,
icago, has purchased a quarterr six-weekly noon newscast on
The corporation sponChicago.
JD,
d this
newscast for four years
nous to the freezing of new ear
s, and returns to the air again this
ith on a 52-week contract. Agency ,
uispitz & Lee, Chicago.
3RLING INSURANCE Co., Chi3, has purchased quarter-hour parpation six times weekly on the
>e-hour early morning musical prom, Breakfast Frolic, on WJJD,
cago. Account was placed through
d Adv. Agency, Chicago.
_.DUSA PRODUCTS of Canada,
llis, Ont. (paint), has started spot
ouncements six times weekly on a
'nber of Canadian stations. Ac>nt was placed by McConnell-Eastia Co., Toronto.
:>DEL LAUNDRY, Cincinnati, one
!the largest of its kind, has started
^nsoring a 15-minute newscast on
SAI, Cincinnati, by George Gow.
1BERT S. SAMUELS Co., San
\ncisco (jewelers), has renewed for
weeks, its weekly program What
You Think? with Art Linkletter,
KFRC, San Francisco, placed diI
(ARM KURL Co., St. Paul (percent wave kit), recently renewed
I five-weekly participation in the
qily Barton program on KFRC, San
mncisco. Agency is Guenther-Bradd Co., Chicago.
JjNNETH A. BONHAM, former
publisher of the American Drugt, and previously secretary of the
(uggists' Supply Corp., has been
med executive vice-president of
lerson Drug Co., Baltimore, sponsor
Vox Pop on CBS and JEllery Queen
NBC for Bromo-Seltzer.

yrppaifitmentf
PERMAFLEX FLOOR PRODUCTS Co.,
Philadelphia, to Julian G. Pollock Co.,
Philadelphia.
NU-OX PRODUCTS Co.. Long Island
City, to Moss Assoc., for Klenzol, soapless cleaner. Distribution to expand
throughout New York and Pennsylvania.
Media plans not set.
LOCK'S LABS., New York, to H. C. Morris & Co..
Lock's
Remover andNew
Foot York,
Balm. for
Radio
will Corn
be used.
KAY PREPARATIONS, New York, to Erland Acv., New York, for cosmetics. Now
using spot radio and will start new spot
campaign shortly for Formula 301 and Kay
Colloidal Sulphur Soap.
REVLON PRODUCTS Corp., New York,
to William H. Weintraub & Co.. New York,
for radio advertising of Revlon nail
enamel and lipstick. Plans not set.
APEX TIRE Co., Pawtucket, R. I. (tire
recapping) , to Bo Bernstein & Co.. Providence. Racio and newspapers to be used.
NORGE DIV., Borg-Warner Corp., Detroit, to Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.
ADCR AFTERS CO.. Chicago (Oscar, the
emergency tire saver) , to A. N. Baker
Adv. Agency, Chicago. Newspapers, trade
papers, magazines, direct mail to be used.
May use radio.
,
UNIVERSAL ZONOLITE INSULATION
Co., Chicago (roof insulation), to Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago. Farm and trade
publications will be used.
PROPELLAIR, Inc., Springfield, O. (industrial fans), to Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
Chicago. Trade papers, business journals,
direct mail will be used.
TWELVE Rockford war plants have
renewed Soldiers of Industry for 39
weeks on WROK. Rockford, 111.
Series features a tribute to war workers of a different factory each week,
and a summary of personnel news
from each plant participating.
INTERNATIONAL MILLING Co.,
Sioux City, has signed a 52-week contract for four daily announcements on
the entire Cowles group for Robin
Hood flour. Stations are WNAX,
Sioux City-Yankton, WMT. Cedar
Rapids-Waterloo,
KRNT-KSO, Des
Moines.
COMMONWEALTH OPTICAL Co.,
Philadelphia, has added a third Philadelphia station to its radio schedule,
continuing for 52 weeks, a daily fiveminute transcribed Human Interest
Drama has been scheduled on WIBG.
The Commonwealth firm uses 100 announcements monthly on WFIL and
WDAS. Agency is Julian G. Pollock
Co., Philadelphia.
BANK OF AMERICA, National
Trust & Savings Assn., San Francisco (banking chain), recently started
three participations weekly on the
Emily Barton program on KFRC,
San Francisco. Agency is Charles R.
Stuart, San Francisco.

Okay,

Well , since you put it that way — Spartanburg, S. C, has everything it takes to make a
good market
vertisers.

People — nearly
in Spartanburg

Plus

and adjoining

a radio

payrolls

(75%

white)

counties.

Buying

over

$52,000,000

station — WSPA — that dominates

the entire market

a good

. . . delivers

area of 22 counties, 1,320,302
radio homes!

That's what Spartanburg's
going after. With WSPA!

Camp

service

people, 148,052

Croft's 25,000

got — and

it's worth

soldiers just 5 miles aivay!
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Interwoven Returns
RETURNING to the air after an
absence of seven or eight years,
Interwoven Stocking Co., New
Brunswick, N. J., on May 18
started participations on Arthur
Godfrey's early morning program
six-weekly on WABC, New York,
7-7:45 a.m. Sponsor contacted the
station the day after Godfrey adlibbed about an open spot on his
program. Ten-week contract went
into effect six days later. Participations are in behalf of Interwoven
socks for men. Agency is United
Adv., Newark.

Serials,
Only

With

Half

79%

Time,

Audience,

Says

Draw
Blue

'Listeners' Opinion Poll' Finds News Programs
Most Popular; Music and Comedy Wanted
DAYTIME serials get 79% of the
hour, checked times at which the
total daytime network commercial
family was at home and awake,
hours radio had been on, time
hours, but they get only 50% of
the total daytime listening, the
spent listening to various types of
BLUE Network reports after tabudaytime programs and whether the
housewife thought there were too
lating data collected last November
PROUDLY PINNING second
many or too few of each type.
from 5,000 housewives in 77 cities,
tena
nt's bars on her daug
Calls were distributed to secure a
towns and on farms. Survey was
Polly
, is Mrs. Lavinnia
cross-section of opinion.
Schwartz, CBS Midwestern (Dt
conducted by the network's adverMORE THAN 100,000 copies of
ed
tising agency, Lord & Thomas
tional director. Duffy's daug
Veterans Most Successful
"Suez to Singapore,*' by Cecil Brown,
was recently graduated from
(now Foote, Cone & Belding), unCBS news analyst, have been sold
WAAC
der the supervision of Sam Gill.
since its publication last fall, accordStating that the most successful
Moines, Offic
la. ers School at Ft.
Interviews,
averaging
a half' ig to Random House.
serials are the old-timers, with
which many an advertiser has tried
to compete unsuccessfully, "only to ing the day, compared to 40 ?_
night. Even at the peak hoi
realize that one more serial in the
overcrowded program schedules
1 p.m.— only 34% of the occul
homes have their sets on as c|
can neither draw listeners away
pared to a peak figure of 56%
from the competition nor cause the
Sunday night at 8 p.m.
silent sets to be turned on," the
introduction to the study explains
3. News programs are the r. lit
popular type of program, folio
that recent discussions of daytime
pap/0
serials have caused advertisers to by daytime serials, popular mr
srATtom
and serious music programs,
ask such questions as: "Have listeners become surfeited with the
that order. 81% of the radio ff'
ilies listen to news, 53% to seri
continuous problems of Helen Trent
DOMINATE
THE
and
HOUSTON
Our
Gal
Sunday? Are there too
VIAL
49% to popular music and 32 <7,
serious music program
many serials on the air? Does the
s. Dayt
serials are listened to by 66%
public want other types of daythe farm families, compared m
KXYZ
time radio entertainment? What
effect have war-time activities had
48% of the families in metropoli
centers. Sponsors of daytime
upon radio listening?"
rials,
therefore, fail to reach 3
Conducting its "Listeners' Opin36% of the women who use tr
ion Poll" to find the answers to
those questions and to others about
sets daily but listen to other ty
daytime radio, the BLUE sumof programs — news, music- 3
marizes its findings in the followprograms etc.
ing conclusions:
4. 36% of all housewives — „
28%
of those who listen to serif
Findings Summarized
— say there are too many of th ^
on the air. In contrast only 1( '
1. At least 70% of the nation's
say there are too many popu
housewives
are
available
to
the
frt KXYZ THAT
OFFERS
YOV THE
music
programs. While only ]
radio at any hour of the day. From
say there are too few serials, 2(3 lie
17% to 29% of the men are also
available.
at
CHOICE LOW COST NETWORK
AND
say there are too few serious muii-lev
2. Nine out of ten radio famprogramsmusic
and program
12% say too fjtfl
ilies turn their sets on some time
popular
s.
SPOT
AVAILABILITIES
BETWEEN
during the day — for an average of
5. Contrary to general opinir-r
2.6 hours. However, dissatisfaction
with
current daytime programs is only 19% of the women leave thi >rt
HIGH HOOPER-RATED
PROGRAMS
indicated by the fact that only
listen
only totocertain
programs
l"
; .5lj let
one station
sets tuned
28% of the occupied homes have
6. As a result of the war 2G|
their sets on at any one hour durof the housewives say they are 1;

Ask a Branham man to show you the latest Hooper
breakdown by quarter hours, and the attractive combination rates available for KXYZ

and KRIS, Corpus Christi.

KXYZ
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io- more to their radios during
'daytime. Another interesting
.very is the fact that 7% of
iradio homes now have men
ged in night shifts who were
30 employed a year ago. This
:ates a 7% loss of the male
ence to nighttime programs,
; are now available at some
during the day.
While 79% of the total net's commercial daytime hours
ievoted to daytime serials only
of the total listening time is
ted to them. With the demand
more programs of a musical
omedy type it is obvious that
networks — and their advertis-should devote less time to
ime serials. While the serial
program form has met with
mal success for its earliest
sors, the saturation point has
passed, both in quantity and
ppeal. Daytime radio listeners
% new types of entertainment.
New Program Types
'he BLUE Network offers its
ities to national advertisers for
development of these new types
aytime entertainment," it was
;jd. "Because NBC and CBS
; become accepted as the vehicles
serial dramas, the BLUE
vork is becoming the medium
a different type of program,
success of the Breakfast Club,
spectacular rise of Breakfast at
li's and the reception accorded
ton Downey indicate the ready
ptance of this new program& schedule on the part of Amerdaytime audience."
jport of the survey comprises
5-page book of typescript in
J ink, with charts and tables,
iided are detailed breakdowns
he answers to these questions:
Much Do They Listen in the
/time? When Are They at
\e1 When Do They Listen?
at Types of Programs Do They
en to? How Much Do They
en to Serial Programs? Do
time Serials Appeal to Certain
,aps? Are There Too Many Seri[rograms on the Air? and What
le Effect of the War on Day: Listening?
Keystone Winners
IS. MAYHEW, of KASA, Elk
Okla., has won first prize in
ontinuity writing contest for
members of Keystone Broading System affiliates. Contestwere invited by Keystone to
nit one episode for Sunrise
ite, early morning sustaining
ram produced by KBS. Winscript, and five runners-up,
be heard on KBS the week of
s 27. A War Bond was awarded
Mr. Mayhew, and additional
es of $5 in war stamps went to
near winners: Evelyn Cox,
>, Idaho Falls, Idaho; George
ks, KOVC, Valley City, N.D.;
bara R. Kirkpatrick, WAGM,
sque Isle, Me.; Mrs. Ernest
es, KGNF, North Platte, Neb.;
Barton, KLUF, Galveston,
Contest was so successful that
ther will be held in the fall, acling to Michael M. Sillerman,
3 president.

ASCAP

Suit

Asks

Juke
Royalties
Modern
Music Box Held to
Give Performance for Profit
ARGUING that copyright law exemption of coin-operated machines
from royalty payments was never
intended to apply to the modern
juke-box and that the performance
of copyright music on juke-boxes
without permission of the copyright owner constitutes infringement, ASCAP has started a general campaign to collect royalties

IT

FOR

ME?

Telling people about the fine war work your company is doing is good. It gains public respect. But
people are mostly pretty human. They're inclined
to feel a lot more friendly if your name is attached to something that satisfies one of their
desires.

for juke-box use of its members'
music.

Nearly everybody desires entertainment. Radio
gives them entertainment . . . gives people something they value to remember you by.

Two suits were filed last Tuesday in the United States District
Court in New York by ASCAP, in
behalf of two publisher members
against two New York City taverns
using juke-boxes for entertainment
of patrons. Edwin H. Morris & Co.
Inc. is plaintiff against Donahue's
Bar and Grill, claiming infringement on the song, "I've Heard
That Song Before," and M. Witmark & Sons is plaintiff against
New Wesport Cafe on "Please
Think of Me." Both taverns for
merly employed live musicians and
had ASCAP licenses, which were
canceled when they dropped their
live bands and installed juke-boxes.
Estimating that there are some
500,000 juke-boxes in the country,
with an annual income of many
millions, ASCAP contends that
competition with live musicians and
with other forms of recorded music
constitutes an inequity which the
courts should remedy. In 1909,
when the copyright law was enacted, the vacuum tube, basis of
modern sound amplification, had
not been invented, ASCAP spokesmen point out, and the coin-operated machine at that time was
equipped with a pair of tubes
through which the man who had
dropped his coin could hear the recording. Today's juke-box, which a
single coin will activate in a roomfilling performance, is a far different thing, according to ASCAP, and
its performance should properly be
interpreted a performance for

IN
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at least one quarter of all radios in Canada's
Surveys prove
richest market are always tuned to CFRB.
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PARAMOUNT

STARTS

FILM

SPOT SERIES
KEYING its promotion to current
interest m the North African situation Paramount Pictures
week started the first phase ,of last
extensive spot campaign for "Fivan
e
Graves to Cairo". The drive will
o« !u
t0129Tkey
2,b
through
June. cities from May
Combining live and one-minute
electrical transcriptions, Paramount is buying time on 5, 10 and
15-minute news and women's programs and on some music broadcasts. Latest news from the African front is incorporated into the
live advertising messages.
First announcements broke in
New York May 21 as a buildup to
the premiere, May 26 at the Para-

NBC Promotes Kelly
N. RAY KELLY, formerly assistant production manager of NBC's
Eastern Division, has been promoted to the post of Production
Manager, replacing Lester O'Keefe,
who has resigned. With NBC since
1930, Mr. Kelly organized the industry's first sound
s department, developing manyeffect
of the techniques now in use in this field. Mr.
Kelly was appointed to the NBC
production staff in November, 1942
mount Theatre. By the middle of
last week, time had been purchased
on stations in Tulsa, Cleveland,
Detroit, Indiana, Louisville, Atlanta, New Orleans and Miami,
with campaigns still being lined
up.agenc
Bucha
is
y nan & Co., New York,

w$ORTA
SENDS

REMINDS
ME OF THE WAY
WDAV
OVER BACKWARDS
TO GIVE
ADVERTISERS
THE WEST
RADIO
SERVICE
IN THE WHOLE
NORTHWEST!
TRY WDAYAND
SEE FER YOURSELF!"

WDAY

FARGO, N. D.-SOOO
WATTS-N.B.C. AND BL
UE
AFFILIATED WITH
THE FARGO FORUM
TREE & PETERS, NAT'L
REPRESENTATIVES

IRE
Of

Gives

Planning

Details
Body

Post- War Project Would Draw
Widely from Industry
ANNOUNCING more details of
the cooperative plan adopted by the
board of directors of the Institute
of Radio Engineers for a post-war
radio technical planning association [Broadcasting, May 10], the
IRE stated last week that a proposed charter for such an association had been approved by the
board.
"The new association," the IRE
reported, "will carry out the technical planning needed to build up
a healthy post-war radio industry
which will serve the public by
speedily placing the new radio arts
on a sound engineering basis and
by stimulating post-war radio services as contributing to employment and prosperity.
Wide Representation

"In its work, the association will
assign specific tasks, such as frequency-allocation plans, to groups
of engineers charged with the
prompt development of detailed
proposals in each definite direction.
"The association will prepare
plans and proposals in full accord
with the public interest and in conformity with good engineeringpractices and make its findings
widely known to those whom they
Following the suggestions made
may benefit.
"
to the IRE by James Lawrence Fly,

OWI

FEATURE

PI
PLACING
PROGRa
FIRST of the group of net
programs contemplated undei
OWI Special Feature Plan we.,
the BLUE
at 1 p.m. yeste
(bunday), with the initial prot
m the series, This Is Officii
halt-hour question-answer sho
which
informed Washin
cials answered questionsgtoonn
eminent regulations and policiJ
While This Is Official wastart with an all-star cast, inc
ing Chester Davis, food adm
trator; Elmer Davis, OWI CH
Prentiss Brown, OPA Chief- ]
McNutt, War Manpower Com,
sum i Director, and Undersecrel
of War Robert Patterson, su
(pent panels will use key offic
from thei
r departments. Prodi
of the program is John Hei;
originator of Prof. Quiz.
OWI will present two other i
grams in the Feature Series to i
work presidents
week in
ticipation of their this
early appearal
on the air. The other contemplai
shows include a dramatic
progr
on Merchant Marine and anot
on the United Nations. Both ;
half-hour programs written by t
vate OWI writers, with reseaassistance of OWI.
To Star in Films
BESIDES
Kay Kyser, star of
NBC College of Musical Knowlea
radio talent in the RKO film, "Aroi
the World with Kay Kyser", curren.
in production, includes
ia C
roll, vocalist featured onGeorg
the seri
and Joan Davis, comedienne on i
weekly Rudy Vallee Shoic.
Lauck and Norris Goff, who Ches
portri

BLUE program, will be starred I
"DollT.and
on the
£rI?,
ar a Abner
eeltl
Year" also
to four-w
be releas
by that studio.

chairman
Crav
and of Com.
en, , both
T., A.
m'
the FCC
to the
Institute, for an association to
UNITED DIATHERMY Inc., 15
study all technical
problems
broadcasting, television, facsimilof Chestnut St., Philadelphia, denies
e
f ederal Trade
ssion complai
and general communication and to that it has usedCommi
false advertisemei
conce
rning
recommend methods for introducits device called Unit
Nnort Wave Diathermy, and asset
ing new radio developments, the
that it distributed a booklet to ri
IRE board not only drew up
the
tential and actual purchasers givi-i
complete instructions as to use ai
plans quoted above but also empowered a special committee to conditions of use of short wave di
thermy and the manner of applic I
tion.
draft the plan and organize spon
soring groups.
Chairman of this committee
Marie Nelson
is
Haraden Pratt, vice-president
and
chief engineer of Mackay
M;1RIE?
actress in Chicago
Radio
NELSON,radio 60,
since characte
1933 an rid
veteran of the stage,
died May 12 in
Chicago hospital.
of the IRE. Other committee memare B. J.C°-Thompson,
t l bersgT^fph
and Past President
associate
director of RCA Laboratories;
Dr
Alfred M. Goldsmith, consulting
radio engineer, and Prof H
M
s
ial Corp
Officer
Keeps Informed on Industry —
missioned
' ' EDITOR, Broadcasting
YaleComU.
ofris
Turner Har
Believe it or not, copies 0!
Broadcasting
find their
IN AFRICAway t<
EN
Vthe
E
some
E
of
most
unlikely and ou' ll
wL?
Feb27
?f
R°y
Harris'
Fifth
the
Sym
phony
W,°rM
D£estr
W Orch
BLUf
a, ledpremiere
Mark on ds
of the way spots in North Africa!
Symphony, as piayed b th Woo
B lrcu
and they've made
Warns to compose his sixth symphony
realize jusli
how far out of touchme with
the curi
rent
activity in radio one can ge|
ZrrZ\°o the BL™, to comSon
when occupied with purely militarjl
ducted by Dr. Serge
BLTTPprehevnfahti0S
n6Xt
SP«"/ on the responsibi
Koussevitsky.
lities.
There
fore,
please
conrevive thai
dS bv Dr6 Boston Orchestra,
long-lapsed subscription of mine t
Broadcasting and get it starts
out in this direction.
that station in the construction
of
an
auxili
ed
r
bv
effect
were
years
/2
5
Itv.^' Iary
mitte
trans
Until we dispose of the Axis,
stamunici
thepalPolice
i/ Y°rk sfor
tion forS
Dept.
at a cost of $7,500, Mayor F
H
LaGuardia decla
red last
^Bb, Broadcasting is goine- to
utilizing extra equipment week Bv
prove
Godsend.
on
hand
nco a,?et
back t0 New York on
WNYC saved the city $148,500,
E. MacDonald Nyhen,
he
Capt. SC., U. S. Army.ii,
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AFRA
POST-WAR

RECEIVING

SETS

Crosley Official Warns It'll Take Many Months
To Convert to Peace-time Production
By R. C. COSGROVE
ice-President and General Manager,
Manufacturing Division,
Crosley Corp.

NFT expect radio manufac;rs to be turning out "dream
els" of the ultra-modern radio
ivers you may have seen picid, as soon as the war is over,
ventually, we will be having
ie radio receivers and other
;e-time appliances such as had
even been thought of before the
, but not immediately,
ome people feel that we may be
;ing some civilian radio sets
iin a year from now. The Govnent has under consideration
:ing available some materials
development purposes on peace; radio receivers and other
sehold appliances next fall.
Within four to five months after
have been told that we may
:e home radio sets, we can be
:ing them — the same kind of
10 receivers we were making
n civilian production stopped,
1 some improvements.
Ie are going to have a tre:dous manufacturing capacity
«r the war and none of us want
^o backward. We want to keep
of our people busy. Most of us
eve that Germany will be
eked out of the war first, and
; Japan will be defeated some
5 later. If the attrition idea of
*ying on the war prevails, we
r get into the gradual produc| of home radios and other
ce-time products earlier than
'erwise. We could then make the
isition from war to peace time
.iucts without much trouble,

MR. COSGROVE
sens gradually, as many expect, we
should be able to go back into civilian production by easy stages
and thus hold up our personnel satisfactorily. Then we should go into
rapidly accentuated yearly changes
and improvements in products, but
don't expect too great changes too
soon after the war has ended.

CONTRACT

RULE EFFECTIVE
AMERICAN Federation of Radio
Artists has notified its membership
that Rule 19, requiring submission
of all contracts of 13 weeks duration or longer to the union for approval before they are signed, is
now effective. Copies of the new
rule were mailed on Friday. The
rule was promulgated following
AFRA's objections to a new type
of talent contract offered by CBS,
which did not violate any of the
terms AFRA
of the but
network's
contracts
with
which contained
provisions concerning employment
of salaried staff employes in stage,
screen, night club and recording
work which AFRA felt unfair.
Meanwhile, the union has named
a committee to deal with the problem of setting up standard contracts for the various types of employment in which AFRA members
are engaged, including station and
network staff jobs, steady employment of commercial program series,
single program engagements, etc.
Group is now studying present employment contracts to see which
provisions should be embodied in
the new standard forms.
Chairman of the committee is
John Brown, of New York. Other
members are: Ned Wever, Walter
Preston, Clayton Collier, Ben
Grauer, New York; Virginia Payne,
Chicago; Wayne Short, St. Louis;
Ken Carpenter, Ben Alexander,
Hollywood.
McCormack

Sabine Joins OWI
RALPH P. SABINE, retired Washington businessman, has joined the
OWI Overseas Branch, Bureau of
Communications Facilities, as chief
of station relations, it was announced last week. Mr. Sabine will
have charge of negotiating contracts with shortwave stations now
operated by the Government.

Spots

McCORMACK SALES Co., Baltimore, on May 17 started a spot
insectiBee brand
campaign
cide on ten for
stations.
Contract calls
for two transcribed one-minute announcements aday, five days a
week, for 13 weeks. For Pure Vanilla Baking Magic, the firm started
announcements on WMPS, Memphis, on the same date. Agency is
Jones & Brakeley, New York.

the radio industry's volume befe the war was $325,000,000
le last year it turned out a
11 volume of war radios amount1 to $1,200,000,000. Just after
war ends there will be a huge
t-up demand
for goods and
e will be war savings with
|ch to buy them. After that,
is will not come so easily and
7 will require a lot of hard

WILMINGTON

f|ing.
the intensity of the war les-
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BALTIMORE'S
v

Legislative Hearings
to Start
(Continued from page 10)

BLUE

week regarding plans and procedure.

NETWORK

Also in Washington but not directly involved in the overall conversations were Mark Ethridge,
publisher of the Louisville CourierJournal and Times, which operates
WHAS, Louisville; Edwin W.
Craig, executive vice-president of
WSM, Nashville, and Joseph O.
Maland, general manager of WHO,
Des Moines. They came to Washington primarily for a meeting of
the Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service, in connection with a successor to Alan B. Miller, director of
CCBS,
month. who died suddenly last

VwOUTLET

No word was forthcoming from
the officials following their conversations with Chairman Fly and
,the Senate committee members.
Chairman Fly, however, at his press
conference last Monday, stated he
had met with the network officials
in informal discussions and would
continue to meet with them, but
there had been "no requests for an
extension." He said he would be
disposed to give the stations
"ample time for the changeover"
and "whatever time is necessary"
but that offhand he did not see that
any extension beyond the June 14
deadline is required. Then he
tersely added "I will say this:
There will be no more dilatory

I Elmer, President j
rge H. Boeder, Gen. Manager^^^H
National Represent ative-s:
SPOT SALES, INC.
New York - Chicago - Son Francis<

Mr. Fly commented that the
tactics."
rules now simply have to do with

another

A convenient

spot

the dial never

hurt any

station. That's ANOTHER
REASON
a big

reason

on

why

KECA

has

audience.

Los

Anqeles

retailers have

discovered
Bargain
Southern

KECA
Buy

modification of existing contracts.
"They do not have to do with any
disposition of properties or any readjustments. So I would think the
time allowed by the court should
Network Sessions
be adequate."
Members of the NBC Station
Planning & Advisory Committee,
called to meet in Washington May
24, are: Paul W. Morency, WTIC,
Hartford; G. Richard Shafto, WIS,
Columbia, S. C; James D. Shouse,
WLW, Cincinnati; Harry Stone,
WSM, Nashville; Stanley E. Hubbard, KSTP, St. Paul; G. E. Zimmerman, KARK, Little Rock; Sidney S. Fox, KDYL, Salt Lake City;
Arden X. Pangborn, KGW, Portland, Ore.
Members of the CBS affiliates
advisory board, also called to meet
in Washington May 24 are : Franklin Doolittle, WDRC, Hartford;
I. R. Lounsberry, WKBW, Buffalo;
C. T. Lucy, WRVA, Richmond;
John M. Rivers, WCSC, Charleston, S. C; Hoyt Wooten, WREC,
Memphis; Leo Fitzpatrick, WJR,
Detroit; Arthur B. Church, KMBC,
Kansas City; Clyde Rembert,
KRLD, Dallas; and C. W. Myers,
KOIN, Portland, Ore.
The BLUE station planning and
advisory committee, called to meet
in New York June 2, comprises:
Harold V. Hough, KGKO, Fort
Worth; William A. Riple, WTRY,
Troy; H. Allen Campbell, WXYZ,
Detroit; Earl May, KMA, Shenandoah; Henry Johnston, WSGN,
Birmingham; Duncan Pyle, KVOD,
Denver; and W. B. Stuht, KJR,
Seattle.

Kobak

Host

to Staff

EDGAR KOBAK, BLUE executive
vice-president, was host to over 140
BLUE employes at a dinner given
at the Town Hall Club, New York,
last week, as the fifth in a series
of informal gatherings for network
personnel. As at previous employe
dinners, Mr. Kobak described the
origin and history of the network.

all

California.

Goes

Ah*

Despite Durr
M<j
Complaint Against Rep.
Is With House Committee
DESPITE the pendency of tf
tition of Commissioner C. J. |
of the FCC, for disqualificatiRep. E. E. Cox (D-Ga.), as |
man of the House committ
investigate the FCC, there w
discernible letup in the activit
the committee's legal and in
gating staff last week.
While neither Chairman
nor Chief Counsel Eugene L. (
of the committee would inc
when public hearings would I
it was stated that public hea
would get under way as soc
the committee felt the time
portune. The committee's lega.
investigating staff has interro
;
nearly 300 witnesses and t
statements regarding FCC i
ities, dealing not only with b:
casting but with common ca
aspects of the Commission's li
ing and regulatory functions.
Petition With Committee \
The Durr petition for disquj
cation of Judge Cox, becaus

purported "bias" and "prejud!
as well as his "personal intei
in the proceedings, was refers
the Judiciary Committee. No i
was forthcoming from the coir
tee other than that the matter
pending. It was observed by t ■
familiar with Congressional
cedures, however, that petitions
proposals of this nature sel
get out of committee.
Commissioner Durr's peti
along with identical letters to,
five members of the FCC inv
gating committee and an ac»
panying detailed memoranc
were released May 14. Among oi
things, the Commissioner cited jp
Cox's relationship with WALB,
bany, Ga., whose license rene
now is pending before the #
Facsimiles of a $2500 check isS
to Congressman Cox by WA
and a vouche
SOOo r showing it aj|i

payment for "legal expense" ^ (I
attach
to the Durr peti1
[Broaded
castin
g, May 17].

The FCC continued to hold
Congressional limelight last w< i
YCLES
The House last Tuesday
, after I
630of Kdebate, adopted an ame
days
/IOC
ment to the Urgent Deficien| L
Bill for 1943, withholding the] to
aries of Dr. Goodwin Watson, cf

is the
for

Garey

Lawrence, Mass
5000 Watts
680 KC

C.B.S.
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Ince
FCC'sService
Foreign
Broadcast
Inanalysis
section,
It. William E. Dodd Jr., ediassistant of FBIS, because of
cted Communist front activPreviously, the Dies Commitid denounced the FCC emas unfit, but the Commission,
ajority vote, refused to rethem.
ither incident in the Cox-FCC
versy developed last Tuesday,
ing in an altercation on the
floor between the fiery
ia congressman and Rep.
s (D-Cal.), son of the late
y humorist. According to the
,s, Rep. Cox took umbrage
radio speech by Rep. Rogers,
ich the Georgian alleged the
rnian had accused him of takbribe. The extent of the en;r on the House floor was a
t Rep. Rogers' hair by Rep.
Later, the Congressmen met
lobby but skirmished verbally
Speaker Rayburn intervened.
Rogers commented afterthat "nothing was exchanged
mversation". Rep. Cox, howiasserted the Californian had
d him of taking a bribe but
as denied by the latter. Later,
Sogers said "I want to state
that I did not say Mr. Cox
ed a bribe. * * * I have menMr. Cox in some radio ads, but I don't know which one.
' expect to see him in a calmer
it, find out what he objected
[ iron this out in more delibfashion."
incident appeared to relate
WALB
$2,500 "legal ex5 item.
lont

Annual

Report

loses Busy Program
JAL REPORT of Allen B.
nt Labs., Passaic, N. J., isast week by Allen B. Dupresident, disclosed a net
of $130,164.44 for the fiscal
ended Jan. 2, 1943, after
0 for taxes. Net sales to$2,172,824.19. Facilities are
d almost entirely to requireof the Army and Navy. New York television trans(W2XWV) is operated on
ularly scheduled basis.
Douglas Renews
DOUGLAS SHOE Co.,
ion, Mass., will continue ToWorld News with John
>y, commentator, on Mutual
rk, for coming summer,
n of program will be devoted
e of War Bonds, Red Cross
iher aids to Government. Surof Coast Guard service and
eturned from overseas duty
terviewed. Agency is Harold
& Co., Boston.
HE

WPB

Radio Repair Parts
AN ORDER to limit production of
maintenance and repair parts for
home radios to a standard line of
parts has been completed by the
Radio & Radar Division after more
than six months of research in
which the full facilities of the
American Standards Assn. were
used.
The Order, L-293, simply states
that no manufacturer shall make

SCRIPT CONFERENCE gives official okay to a new weekly halfhour transcribed program, They
Give Their Lives, sponsored without commercials by the Peter Hand
Brewery Co., Chicago, on WGN,
Chicago. The program, which incorporates two quarter-hour transcribed features, Eye Witness News
and War Correspondent, has been
turned over to OWI for vital Government messages each week. Left
to right are M. H. Petersen, regional radio director, Chicago Office of War Information; Harry P.
Heuer, president, Peter Hand
Brewery Co., and Hildred Sanders,
Associate radio director of the
agency, Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
Murrow in N. Y.
EDWARD R. MURROW, chief of
CBS European news staff, arrived
in New York this week for five or
six week's vacation. Announcement of his pending arrival, by
Paul W. White, CBS director of
news and public affairs, followed
shortly after the disclosure that
CBS correspondent William L.
Shirer would be on his way to
England about the same time. Although primarily on vacation, Mr.
Murrow will continue his regular
Sunday news broadcasts, 6-6:15
p.m.

NBC Recording Contracts
ORDER for re-run of The Name You
Will Remember has been received by
NBC's Radio-Recording Division from
KGGM. The series has been taken for
the first time by WHDH, WJPA,
WHLB, KGU and WFEA. WTMA
and WMBG have renewed.
New contracts include Flying for
Freedom from WLAC, WFBM, WGL
and WASK. Five-Minute Mysteries
has been taken by KXYZ and by AllCanada Radio Facilities. WMBD
starts Betty & Bob and WHBF starts
Let's Take a Look in Your Mirror.
Other contracts are from WCBS and
WSON.
NBC contributed 94 hours and 35
minutes to the war effort during April.
March figure was 102 hours and 26
minutes.

ARIZONA

NETWORK

CBS

any parts other than a list approved by ASA, without special
permission of WPB. Manufacturers will continue to place their
brand name on the standardized
parts, however, and need not
mark them "V" for Victory.
Purpose of the order is to reduce
the number of types of parts in
production. The WPB-ASA standard line is expected to serve about
90% of the sets in operation.
Under L-293, manufacturers are
limited to nine types of dry electrolyte capacitors instead of several hundred formerly made. Similarly, instead of several hundred of
each, producers will now make only
nine types of paper and dielectric
capacitors, six power transformers,
two reactors and six audio transformers.
Study of standardized lines of
both parts and tubes began over
six months ago [Broadcasting,
Nov. 23]. The tube program, involving 117 important types instead of almost 700 pre-war types,
has been in operation since the first
of the year.
CBS Program Plan
TO GIVE members of its staff an
opportunity to learn programming
and to build up a source of replacements for its program department,
CBS is setting up an orientation
course, under the supervision of
Lyman Bryson, director of education, in collaboration with Davidson
Taylor, assistant director of broadcasts. Those over 38, classified as
4F, and women are eligible.
PAUL ARCHINARD, NBC foreign
correspondent, formerly in Paris and
Vichy and now in Berne, Switzerland,
will be scheduled regularly on NBC's
news roundups of its overseas reporters.
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DRIVE BAN KEEP
LISTENERS
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Supreme

INDUSTRIAL
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arguments amicus curiae. The
court held it was of the opinion
that KOA was entitled to be made
a party and cited Section 312 of
the Communications Act.

the
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Court
Upholds
(Continued from page 12)
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It pointed out the Commission
found there would be interference
with KOA's signal in the Eastern
part of the United States if the
Boston application was granted.
The court held that the grant of
WHDH's appli cation in the circumstances "necessarily involved the
modification of KOA's outstanding
license."
Under Section 312 (b), the court
cited the FCC was duty-bound to
make KOA a party. "We can accord no other meaning to the language of the proviso which requires that the holder of the license which is to be modified must
have notice in writing of the proposed action and the grounds therefor, and must be given a reasonable
opportunity to show cause why an
order of modification should not
issue," said the court.

KOA

RENEWAL

ordered by
Thursday t
driVm? ln OPA
12 Easter
n stat
a gasoline
shortage which (
said "had mounted to alarmii

cause such action would cause electrical interference which would be
detrimental to the public interest."
Frankfurter Dissent

portions."
Although
a h'
holders had gone into effect
pleasu
re
drivin
g
for
B
and '
this month, the new regulat
ic
expected to be much more eff
since drivers can no longer
they are doing non-essential c
on their A coupons.
_ Officials say that every ef
being made to remedy the she
but millions of persons in th<
will probably be spending
time at home, since OPA
severe penalties for car 0
whose
vehicles
are found
places
of
Particulaamuse
rly ment.
hard hit by t
der will be such warm weath
tractions as amusement ,
beaches, theatres, concerts

In his detailed dissenting opinion
of 14 pages, as against the sevenopinion, Justice
majority
page
Frankfurter disagreed with the majority on virtually all points. He
held that unlike courts, which are
concerned primarily with enforcement of private rights although
public interests may thereby be
implicated, "administrative agencies are predominantly concerned
with enforcing public rights although private interests may there-

Justice
Frankfu
by be affected.
" rter said in his
judgment the majority opinion "imposes ahampering restriction upon
the functioning of the administrative process." He held that whereas
the majority concluded that the
Commission was required as a matter of law to grant KOA's petition
to intervene, he felt the act precluded such a construction.
Insisting that KOA, to establish
its right to appeal, had to make a
showing that its interests were
"substantially impaired" by a grant
of the WHDH application, Justice
Frankfurter said KOA failed to do
this. The station made only a "general allegation" in its appeal below.
While he contended that KOA
had no standing to appeal, Justice
Frankfurter held that even if it
had, he did not believe KOA was
afforded less opportunity to participate in the proceedings before the
Commission than the statute requires. He said KOA had ample and
reasonable opportunity to show
cause why the WHDH
should not be granted. application

Not a 'Stranger'
"Certainly one who is to be notified of a hearing and to have the
right to show cause is not to be
considered a stranger to the proceeding but is, by the very provisions of the statute, to be made a
party. The very notices issued by
the Commission show that that body
knew there would probably be an
interference with KOA's signals if
the pending application of WHDH
were granted; and that the Commission also realized there was a
serious question whether the application could be granted under its
existing rules."
The majority upheld the jurisdiction of the lower court on KOA's
In conclusion, Justice Frankright to appeal, pointing out that
furter said "we must assume that
if the interests of the station would
an agency which Congress has
be adversely affected or if it should
trusted is worthy of the trust. And
be aggrieved by granting the
especially when sitting in judgWHDH application, then the stament upon procedure devised by the
tute grants KOA right of appeal.
Commission for the fair protec
The Sanders case, decided by the
tion
of both public and private interests,
court two years ago, covered the
we must view what the Commission
question of economic injury resulthas done with a generous and not
ing from the grant of a license to
another station and whether the
a jealous Doug
eye."las Diss
station had standing to appeal unent
der the act, the court said.
In a brief two-page dissent, Jus"We held that it had," Justice
tice Douglas said while he was in
Roberts pointed out. "We pointed
substantial agreement with Justice
out that while a station license was
Frankfurter, he desired to add
on
not a property right, and while the
one phase of the case. He asserted
Commission was not bound to give
he agreed with the court that if, as
controlling weight to economic inheld m the Sanders case, a perso
financially injured by the grant n
jury to an existing station, conseof
quent upon the issuance of a lia license has a standing to appea
l,
cense to another station, yet ecoso does one whose station will sufnomic injury gave the existing stafer from electrical interference if
tion standing to present questions
the license is issued. But he point
of public interest and convenience
ed out he expressed his doubts in
by appeal from the order of the
the Scripps-Howard radio case
Commission.
of
last year, whether Congress endowed private litigants with the
"Here KOA, whi
not alleging
economic injury, doesle alle
powe
r to vindicate the public inge that its
license ought not to be modified beterest when it gave the right to ap-

of the ban on p

bowlin
ysces
and
nightin
cou
t gclu)'
rsegs, alle
dan
, ska
Dolan

for WLW

LEO DOLAN has been appc
war correspondent in Englan
WLW, Cincinnati, James
bnouse, vice-president in char
broadcasting, announced last
Mr. Dolan, who has done new*
m New York and Washingto
well as the Mid-west, is the
foreign correspondent now c
ing important theatres of wa
WLW, the others being James
lard in North Africa and 1
Dash in Aus lia. Mr. Dq
headquarters tra
is in London, |
he is London manager for Ih

peal under Section 402 (b)
person "aggrieved or whose 1
ests are adversely affected"
decision of the Commission.
Justice Douglas said any coti
versy which may now be pre!
is between KOA and the Coma
sion and that WHDH is not
volved. He held KOA's inter!
that of a "private person and
cordingly must be measured
terms of private injury." He pt
ed out that the majority opi
holds only that KOA made an
quate showing under Sectio..
(b). "I disagree with that co
sion," he said.
:
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F iMULATING summer replacement plans for the weekly NBC Fibber
Mree & Molly Show was this sponsor-agency executive trio during
B lywood conferences in mid-May. Half -hour comedy series, sponsored
W3. C. Johnson & Sons, ends current season with June 22 broadcast.
P gram planners (1 to r) are William Connolly, advertising manager
*S. C. Johnson & Sons; John J. Louis, Chicago vice-president of
N-dham, Louis & Brorby, agency servicing the account, and Cecil Undergo >d, Hollywood producer on the Fibber McGee & Molly Show.

¥GAR

Receives

Iroadcasts

in

Aivard

Fire

f R OUTSTANDING educational
frk in the field of fire prevention
d,-ing 1942, WGAR, Cleveland,
1 1 share top awards of $500 gold
I dais with the Paterson Morning
( U at formal presentation May 27
1 New York at the 77th annual
Weting of the National Board of
■ :e Underwriters, sponsor of the
Wards.
I A.lso in the field of radio, "Honc ible Mentions" were accorded to :
iKMTR, Hollywood, for public
Krvice in contributing to the
■inning of high national honors
3 fire prevention activities for the
S ty of Los Angeles.
liWKZO, Kalamazoo, for effectiveIkss of fire prevention messages
1'itirough provocative and on-the§:ot broadcasts related directly to
lie community which it serves."
| WPTF, Raleigh, "for special disl iction evidenced by effective corIfllation of fire defense and civilian
^fense broadcasts directed to both
pban
and rural audiences."
In awarding
the Radio Gold
Sedal to WGAR, tribute was paid
j the application
station "for of
its development
Mid
a practical
milosophy of fire prevention edul.ition which found year-round ex•ession in constructive broadcasts
signed to impress home owners

c \0*°'

The
5000

for

Effective

Prevention

and war workers with the importance of fire defense in national
defense." WGAR's broadcasts were
praised for "exceptional initiative
and imagination" in dramatizing
the need for increased knowledge of
methods for protecting the community from fire.
In making the awards, the board
of judges for the competition gave
credit to the contributions made by
the press and radio in granting
their facilities to fire prevention.
Judges for the awards were
James M. Landis, director, Office
of Civilian Defense; Andrew T.
Calahan, president of International
Ass'n of Fire Chiefs, and Sol Taishoff, editor of Broadcasting.
Chevrolet Regional
CHEVROLET MOTOR Co. has
purchased two 15-minute newscasts
weekly on The Tobacco Network,
Eastern North Carolina regional.
Contract was placed through Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit. Headquarters of network is in Raleigh.
Weed & Co. represent the group
on national basis. Stations in the
network are WGBR, Goldsboro;
WFNC, Fayetteville; W G T C,
Greenville ; W R A L, Raleigh ;
WGTM, Wilson.
JO BARRY LAKE, sports editor,
WHO, Des Moines, under the nom de
plume of Joe Barry, has written a
mystery novel, The Pay Off. Arcadia
House Inc., will publish this summer
as the "mystery of the month".

of

ACTION

AROUSES
CRITICISM
CHARGING that withdrawal of
Uncle Sam from local sponsorship
was a "summary" action, John J.
Laux, manager of WSTV, Steubenville, O., last week wrote Don
Stauffer, chief of the OWI Radio
Bureau that more endeavor should
have been made to secure opinions
of all stations before the proposed
new "big name" series was adopted.
Pointing out that OWI has consulted the stations fully before
starting the original series, Mr.
Laux remarked, "yet we were summarly advised that important
changes will be made without your
department seeking the advice or
opinions of the stations who have
given so freely of their time."
Mr. Laux questioned whether alleged complaints from many stations actually represented the feelings of the smaller outlets.
"I cannot help but take exception," Mr. Laux wrote, "to the
statement that in order to secure
the cooperation of the stars, local
sponsorship
mustfetched,
be eliminated.
a little too far
but what It's
if
the radio stations were to adopt
the same arbitrary attitude. No
sponsorship — no broadcasts. It certainly must be admitted that local
sponsorship of Uncle Sam in no
way harms the stars or impairs
their
incomes."
Another
letter of protest to Mr.
Stauffer came from Bruff W. Olin
Jr., manager of WKIP, Poughkeepsie, N Y. Mr. Olin, lodging "the
strongest possible protest," called
Uncle Sam, in its old form, a success. "I doubt," he wrote, "if any
transcribed series of programs syndicated by any private enterprise,
has ever been sold individually by
250 radio stations." Mr. Olin asked
that Uncle Sam be continued for

THERE'S

NOT

LIKE

ANOTHER
IT!

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S No. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service

BuyNew England
Member of Corporation
NBC and
Regional Network
Repretenled by: WEED & COMPANY
New York, Bos?on, Chicago, Detroit, Son
Francisco and Hollywood

Buy

LISTENERS

WFM
covering

J
greater

Youngstown
More listeners, more hours
of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngstown, O., area.*
*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Bine Network
Headley-Reed, Rep.

sponsorship, and that the "bi?
name" series be prepared in addition.
Campana Plans
CAMPANA Sales Corp., Batavia,
111., has asked MBS to clear the
Sunday 6-6:30 p.m. spot for its
First Nighter series beginning
Oct. 3. Program signed off for the
summer after the broadcast of
April 25. However, the client has
stipulated that the network must
include certain stations which are
affiliates of both BLUE and Mutual and are currently carrying
Here's to Romance which Bourjois
Inc., New York, sponsors on the
full BLUE at that time. New FCC
regulations do not affect this situation, it was explained, as this Sunday period falls in station time
which is not controlled by the
BLUE. Campana advertising is
handled by Wallace-Ferry-Hanley
Co., Chicago.

PORTLAND,
m OREGON
mm
\ "KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts-620 Kilocycles
:

NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD RETRY & CO., Inc.

WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co., Westfield, N. Y., and H. W. Kastor & Sons
in a joint action deny that they made
the alleged false and misleading representations listed in a Federal Trade
Commission complaint against them.

WATT
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UHfli

Drive

DISC

"REACTION
WONDERFUL"
in Duluth when WDSM took 26 weeks of

the

_
Tri-Cities
Affiliate: Rock Island ARGUS
MUTUAL NETWORK ■ 1270 KC
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Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

"WFDF Flint Michigan
me how to swing 'em!"

THE OL' COLONEL
Get

your

Georgia's
business.

taught

SAYS:

share

of

booming

. . .
May 18
Granted license renewal for regular
STrlS' KRMD
J1CKN
KFRE WDMJ
KFYO WEBR
KMYR
™FD
KROS
WFHR
WJPF WLBC
WHFF WRAW
WSAJ WSOY KHMO WLAV WLNH.
KRNR, Roscbursr, Ore.— Grante
license increase power 100 w. N, d250modw.
LS, to 250 w. D-N; conditio
ns.
KEVR Seattle— Granted transfer control
from Walter L. Wyckoff and Fred Bianco
issued
outsta
, 79« .ofoffTalbot
byandtra"sfe
of 950 capital
shares
', een
r nding
stock
Evergr
Broadc
asting Corp
lor proposed sum of $17,515
.
KRBA. Lufkin, Tex.— Continued hearin
from May 25 to June 14, 1943, re appli-g
cations for license renewal and vol. assgt.
ot license; transferred hearin
g to Lufkin
WEMV, Cleveland— Granted CP for
equipment and frequency changes, etc.
MAY 20
KWSC Pullman, Wash. _ Motions to
strike and amend notice of hearing re application for CP dismissed without prejudice to filing of petition before
full Commission
with permission to other parties
to file opposition
thereto.
WOKO, Albany, N. Y.— Granted continu-

inC1943eannSr °n renewal l'ce"se to July
Applications . . .
MAY 19
WTNJ, Trenton— Special service authorby
"ours
°Perat
w^'a0?,
ly s used
WCAP, t0pendin
g erepair
s toformer
mitter.
WCAP'
trans-

WTOC
SAVANNAH
• GEORGIA
CBS • 5000 WATTS

, WKI£:
Poiislikeep
sie-Traiisf
er controle
from
Richard
E. Coon
to Poughkeepsi
Newspapers Inc. (480 shares
common,
80 shares preferred).
National Broadcasting Co., Washington
—Reinstatement of commercial television
station (formerly WNBW).
National Broadcasting Co., Philadelphia
— bame (formerly W3XPP
).
WTSP, St. Petersburg, Fla.— Dismissed
without prejudice application
Nelson
P. Poynter to transfer control ofof Pinella
s
(25V2 shares)
; request
?o?f/
\Stmg Cot0 Times
Publishing Co.
of attorney.
MAY 20
WIBG, Philadelphia— License cover CP
as moc. for new transmitter, DA-D-N
change hours,
increase power, move.
1230SkcS' R°anoke' Va-^ Change 1490 to
J.Z4U
KC. LynchburS. Va.— Change 1230 to
t>^L?A'

WSBA

5000 WATTS

1 33 0 KILOCYCLES

Men

Called

TWO MEMBERS of the staff of
WSBA, York, Pa., will soon enter
the service. Otis Morse IV, station
manager,
program
director and
chief announcer, reports for induction May 29. Woodrow Eberhardt
director of engineering, has been
accepted in the Radar corps of the
WSBAes,hasas hired
lieute
a secon
™?£n»
nant.
its dfirst
fullti
me
woman announcer, Frances McConnel, a graduate of the California
School of Dramatics. Annetta Hain
as director of women's activities
replaces Mrs. Mary Nell Kling. '

Pulp Project
DRIVE to increase the supplies
of
t pulpwood for paper mill
s is beine
lined up by the Pulpwood Con-ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
suming Industries, New York
The roster of advertiser! using WEVD year
Radio is among media beinp- conside
red.
after year reads like "Who's Who" in
Nationol Advertising. List on request.
HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR
R. W. BERRY, deputy director of
WEVD— 117 W. 46th Street, New York, N. Y.
the Navy's Office of Public Relatioi
s
has been promoted to captain

mm
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COMMISSION

ROOM

TOM PICKERING, transmit
gmeer of WHIO, Dayton, haterI
the Army and reported to Fort Br
\ entative Calendar . . .
mm Harrison in Indiana.
KAR
L HABERMAN, former
KOBH, Rapid City, S. D.— Further hearengineer of AVHDL, Olean N Yr
ing for 610 kc, 5 kw., DA-N, unlimited
(May 26).
WGRC, Louisville, Ky.
JACK SUGGS, from KFRTJ Col
WPPrmTint-T
supervisor
bia,
Mo., and Ray Richa
rdson I
He fwork iKccounts
joined the engineerin
g staff of KX(
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
has
been. trans
St. Louis
Jim ferre
Blackd, tostudi
theo transi
eiv"in
ter.
GORDON BISHOP has been appo
New Business
ed chief engineer of WSGN, Birmi
42 PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles
ham, succeeding Paul Cram, who
oil
shampoo), on June 14 starts for 13(hair
weeks
been extended a leave to enter R<i,
Bulldog Drummond on 2 Don Lee Cal stawork.
(KHJ KB), Mon., 8-8-30
(PWT).tionsAgency
'pm
LLOYD
e-Brey
MITCHELL,
er
for the
Angeles. : Hillman-Shan
Inc., Los
six years engineer of KHJ Ho
DUFFY-MOTT
wood, is now in the East for Gove
Co., New York (apple
products, Sunsweet Prune Juice)
ment service preparatory study.
, on
21 starts Imogene Wolcott on 56 MBS June
staJ. THOMAS BAXTER, former
tions, Mon., Wed., and Fri., 11:50-12 noon
Agency: Al Paul Lefton
neer of KFAC, Los Angeles
Co., N. Y.
joined BLUE Hollywood, repiac
i
U. S. RUBBER Co.. New York, on May
Koger Love, who received commissi
in the Signal Corps.
132 CBSS stations
. Sun., monic
3-4:30 p.m. Agency
?lSoaJo
N- -Yny on
Campbe
ll-Ewa
ld Philhar
Co., N. Y. Sympho
LES WILLYARD, technician of TJi
venial Microphone Co.. Inglewoo
O'SULLIVAN RUBBER Co., Winchester,
Va. (rubber heels), on Aug. 14 starts Leon
Cal., has been promoted to technic
Henderson on 70 BLUE stations, Sat., 6-45engineer in charge of planning, exne
7 P.m. (rpt, 11:30 p.m.). Agency: Adverments and laboratories.
tising Sales Counsel, Winchester, Va.
JAMES KELLEY. transmitter s
YELLOW CAB Co., Los Angeles, on May
17 started for 52 weeks The Story TeUer on
pervisor (W8BAZ) and Donald Lan
ham, control room (W8CVJ),
7:15-7:
( PWT).
Mon.s
KFRC)
station
„ P°D 30^eep.m
: ,Rhoade
s (KHJAgency
WFBL
, Syracuse, have
<s Davis, San Francis
co.
commi
sioned second lieutenantsbeen
in the Sis
Renewal Accounts
nal Corps and are now on the Wei,
Coast. Joseph Lamprecht. contri
room is under orders to
Ga.
METRO - GOLD WYN - MAYER Studios,
report short
Culver City, Cal., on May 31 renews for
to Infantry school at Fort Bennint
4 weeks Victor Borge on 51 BLUE sta*1.°"%ftJ°n- thrU 7-7:05 P'm- w*h rpt,
PERCY LEE KUHN has left 1
transmitter staff of WJPR. Greenvill*
Miss.,
SPER
to join the Armed
RY FLOUR Co., Ag6nCy:
hue5-&6C0o.,PNmV(PWT)DonaI
. Hi
Francisco
follows Chief Engineer R. L.Forces
(flour, cereal), on June 1 San
renew
Lee wl
s
for
52
weeks, Sam Hayes—News, on 6 NBC Paciwent to Camp Shelby May 1. A. 1
Rankin is operating a shift with seo
ond class license, after several month;
(PWT^
thru
Sat.,
7:45-8
a.m.
,0nS'
Dr.
Kate
on same
J.r
WT}
' • on
8Monrenews
for
52
weeks
NBCdate
Western stations, Mon
with a restricted permit. New chiei
engineer is George Wilson, who come.J
«rrU. Fr\", 4-4:15 P-m- (PWT). Agency
from Mississippi State College, where
W
L.
DOUG
SHOEFrancisco.
Westco Adv. LAS
Co., San
Aeency
CO., Boston
, on
he was
June 6 renews for 30 weeks
radio. an instructor in the school ot
ley s Tonights World News onJohn15 StanMBS
statio
Sun..Boston.
10:30-10:45 p.m. Agency
Harold nsCabot,
:
CONTRACT covering all technical
MAIL POUCH TOBACCO CO., Wheeling
and maintenance workers has been:
W. Va. (Mail Pouch Tobacco) , on June 28
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I
Religious Series
TWO SPECIAL broadcasts on
NBC May 23, together with the
dedication of new studio for religious programs, marked the 20th
anniversary on NBC of the National Radio Pulpit. Speakers included Niles Trammcll, president
of NBC; Dr. Ralph W. Sockman,
pastor of Christ Church, New
York, and officiating clergyman
for the program; David Sarnoff,
president of RCA and chairman
of the board of NBC.

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted

Help Wanted (Cont'd)

1 icrienced Program Director — 1,000 watt
at ion, Pennsylvania. Good position. Give
ill particulars and salary expected first
■tter. Box 643. BROADCASTING.

Draft Deferred Announcer-Operator — All
around man for 250-Watt Network station. Experience in news, sports reviews,
special events. Knowledge of programming desired. Opening available now.
Write, phone or wire . . . give all details,
including salary requirements. R. L. Rose,
KWOS, Jefferson City, Mo.

S. H. PATTERSON, president of
KSAN, San Francisco, has announced
acquisition of the AP radio news
wire from Press Association, radio
subsidiary of The Associated Press.
AP dispatches will be featured on
KSAN's many newscasts.

HOOPER
Shows
WHAT

KANSAS

CITY

Knows

I

A 250-watt local
non-network station

) re 1.000,000 Responsive Listeners — To
-iand
over Man
to experienced
"mail speak
pull" anouncer.
we want must
the
inguage of the masses and know direct
adio opportunity
selling insideforout.theWe'd
I eal
man callwhothishasa
he ability and loyalty to do a job. ExecuI ive possibilities for a go-getter with
. .roven record. Box 644, BROADCASTNG.

Announcer — No experience necessary. Give
personal details, draft status, age, etc.
Apply Box 652, BROADCASTING.

ensed Technicians — Midwest clear channel station. First or Third Class. Male
>r female. Give full particulars. Box 658,
BROADCASTING.

PROGRAM
DIRECTOR-NEWSCASTER —
Desires position with network station.
Write Box 645, BROADCASTING.

inted At Once — First class engineer.
.3raft exempt. Tell all first communicaI ;ion, including minimum salary. WMSL,
•■"Decatur, Alabama.
•ERATOR— First or Second Class License. Good pay. Non-Defense town. Reasonable living costs. Draft exempt.
, WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
mbination Announcer-Operator — Draft
t exempt. Any ticket. Excellent working
i-conditions and good pay at one of the
I country's
stations.
I'
Personneloutstanding
Manager. local
WMIN,
St. Write
Paul,
i, Minnesota.
HO Weekly — For first class engineer-anfff.nouncer capable maintenance small staI tion. Box 642, BROADCASTING.

Commercial Manager — Desires change. Must
be good proposition with future. Box
649, BROADCASTING.

— programmed entirely and exclusive-

Employed
Network-Quality Newscaster —
Announcer ; experienced sales, programming, continuity, personnel. Desires manage small station. Practical. 38, married.
Box 648, BROADCASTING.

ly for Kansas City's
teners.
725,000
"city" lis-

I xperienced Polish-Speaking Announcerf Istudio.
Salesman Midwest
— Capablelocal managing
branchbe
II
station. Must
I; conscientious worker, not afraid of long
[ hours. Give complete information, draft
I- status, etc. Write Box 638, BROADCASTING.
— Mustpay beanddependable
fI mnouncer
bitious. Good
permanent and
job amfor
right man. Write, wire or telephone
WDNC, Durham, North Carolina.
I innouncer — Permanent position with 5
|!! deferred
k.w. regional
network station
for draft
experienced
man. Box
653
! BROADCASTING.
Combination Announcer-Operator — (First
I or second class). Able read news. Your
1 present pay for forty hours with guar1 anteed pay for minimum of forty-eight.
i Network station in Rocky Mountains.
Box 656, BROADCASTING.
EXPERIENCED SALESMAN — A 5,000
watt CBS station can use a salesman of
, proven ability who is more interested in
his future than present inflationary salary. If you are a live-wire who wants to
invest in the future we have an excellent opportunity for you. Write WKZO,
Inc., Kalamazoo, Michigan, giving full
details about yourself, age, draft status,
etc.
Announcer — Capable and willing to develop
into all around man. Permanent not
"Duration"
position.
character
reference essential.
PleaseGoodwrite
full details
including salary wanted and enclose
photo. WTOL, Toledo, Ohio.
Aggressive Draft Deferred Salesman —
Wanting position with opportunities for
advancement. Wanted by 5 k. w. regional
network station. Box 654, BROADCASTING.
LOCAL STATION — Large metropolitan
area, desires services experienced public
relations man, capable of analyzing and
improving present program structure, and
creating local programs designed to serve
and reflect local interests, of a standard
in value and showmanship meriting acceptance in competition with network
offerings. Write Box 660, BROADCASTING.

holds more day-time
listeners in greater
Kansas City than
three
network outlets.

Situations Wanted

Chief Engineer — Fifteen years experienced
first class operator. Graduate practical
radio engineer, registered professional
engineer. Ten years present job. Married,
3-A. Desires permanent connection transmitter work, regional or clear channel
station. Good references.

It's KCKN, the Capper
Publications
station for
Kansas City

Keene,

Chief Engineer — Available about June first.
Age 37. Married, three children. Minimum $65 week. Prefer South. References.
Box 647, BROADCASTING.
Girl College Graduate — With practical
academic experience in production,
nouncing, writing, directing and
ture commentating, desires position.
641, BROADCASTING.

and
anfeaBox

WOMAN ANNOUNCER— College graduate.
Two years'
experience
with woman's
program, news,
commercials
and record
shows. Can operate controls. Box 639,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Crystal — Low temperature coefficient 620
k.c. or lower frequency. Box 650,
BROADCASTING.
Minority Interest in Radio Station — Box
646, BROADCASTING.
Pennsylvania Radio Station — Experienced
manager interested in securing full or
half interest in station located in Pennsylvania. Box 657, BROADCASTING.
For Sale
Wurlitzer 3 Manual Pipe Organ — Used in
network broadcasting. Will now sacrifice
for quick sale. Located in Pennsylvania.
Inquiries invited to Box 659, BROADCASTING.

N. H.

CBS
5000
Watts
Represented by Headley-Reed

ENERGETIC
MANAGER— Age 37, 3-A
draft status, married with family. 15
years'
newspaper
and radio
experience,
now employed
manager
5 k. w.
regional
network affiliate — desire to make change
for personal reasons. Thoroughly experienced in handling personnel, own commercial manager. Excellent program experience. Natural flair for sales-producing ideas. Successful selling record. DeING. tails on request. Box 655, BROADCASTFor Sale — Service of 4F program director
with many years of sales production and
announcing experience on several stations. Nothing under 1000 watts. A.B.
degree. Box 651, BROADCASTING.

s

Chicago — Central 5977
New York — Mohawk 4-3280

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky
& Bailey
An Organization
of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL
CONSULTING

F GODLEY
RADIO ENGINEERS

MONTCLAIR,

N.J.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main St.
the World
Kansas City, Mo ( jC 1 Hollywood, Col.

RING

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
1
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SAVARIN

WPB
To

PI

Ease
Shortages
Those

Used

ans

to

Spotty

To Plan Production
A complete review of all elements
effecting the shortage of tubes will
occur this week, WPB said, when
the Vacuum Tube Advisory Committee meets with members of
Frank H. Mcintosh's Foreign &
Domestic Broadcast Branch. The
meeting will bring industry and
Government officials together to
plan production for the remainder
of 1943, and to work out methods
to overcome bottlenecks in the distribution machinery.
The tube problem, persons familiar with the situation point out,
involves more than merely building replacement tubes. According
to all parties, about 2,000,000 tubes
are being made every month, but
many are not getting to consumers.
Trouble seems to be two-fold:
First, no manufacturer is making
a complete assortment, so dealers
have incomplete assortments; secondly, millions of tubes produced
for civilians are ending up on the
battlelines, as a result of leaks in
the distribution channels.
It is well known that distributors are selling tubes originally intended for civilians to military purchasing agents, and to contractors
who use them to fill military orders.
In some cases these sales serve a
useful war purpose since they meet
emergency military needs. But in
other cases, the distributors solicit
non-emergency military business in
hope of making a quick sale at list
prices.
Several weeks ago, Mr. Mcintosh moved to correct the first fault,
by asking manufacturers to exchange tube supplies, so that complete lines would be available for
all dealers. The WPB also recently
asked tube makers to mark civilian
tubes "M.R.", for Maintenance
and Repair, so that military purchasers would know they had not
been subject to regulation military
tests.
Some opposition to this apparently is developing however. Last
week, RCA notified its dealers that
"to meet the desires of the Army
and Navy" it would brand all tubes
54

• May

Tube

Steps
Dearth

Confined to a Few Types, Especially
in Low-Priced AC-DC Receivers

QUESTIONED about newspaper
reports that a famine in radio receiver tubes was causing a radio
blackout throughout the country,
officials of the WPB Radio & Radar Division said last week the
shortages were confined to a few
types. They expressed hope that
the situation would be corrected
within a few weeks.
Tube shortages exist, they said,
particularly in a type of tube
needed for low priced modern ACDC sets. These are low profit items
which manufacturers have abandoned during the war. The types are
now going into production at
WPB's suggestion, a spokesman
said.

Page
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manufactured and sold by RCA
with an RCA trade-mark.
"It has been the practice of many
tube makers to purchase unbranded tubes from other tube manufacturers and to resell them with
brands other than those of the actual manufacturer," RCA said.
"This has permitted tube manufacturers to offer to their customers a more complete line of tubes
under their own or their customers' brand name."
"It may happen that we may no
longer be able to supply certain
tube types with RCA brand names
where such tubes are not actually
in production on our own manufacturing facilities," RCA commented. It asked dealers to explain
to their customers why certain
types are available only under
other brands.
Press Articles
Articles pointing to a shortage
of radio tubes were printed a week
ago by the Wall Street Journal and
the New York Times.
The Journal claimed that lack
of parts, principally tubes, had
silenced "hundreds of thousands
of sets in city homes, including an
estimated 100,000 sets each in Detroit and Philadelphia and 50,000
in Los Angeles." The Journal said
the industry thinks that while Government action may help, "it won't
serve to keep America's 58 million
home radio receivers in operation."
The Journal said the shortage of
batteries had silenced a high percentage of farm sets — 40% in the
Dakotas and Nebraska.
The Times said priorities are the
stumbling block in tube production. "It is believed by many that
the civilian situation will see little
improvement until a specific plan,
completely independent of the mili-

RADIO

RESUMES
FOR

COFFEE

WITH sufficient supplies on hand
to permit promotion of Savarin
Coffee, S. C. Schonbrunn Inc., New
York, manufacturer, resumes radio
advertising for this product May
24. Firm withdrew product from
the market and ceased advertising
recently when transportation problems and wartime restrictions made
it impossible to continue using the
regular ingredients and the vacuum
pack container.
First radio will be participations on Bessie Beatty's fiveweekly program on WOR, New
York, on a 52-week basis. Plans for
additional radio advertising have
not been set. Agency is Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York.
Schonbrunn started a campaign
of transcribed
"singing"
announcements on several
stations
in the
New York area in March of last
year for Savarin. The same firm
resumed advertising for another
brand,aryMedaglia
D'Oro,March
in Febru[Broadcasting,
29].
Agency for the latter product is
Pettinella, New York.
MacVane May Rest
JOHN MacVANE, NBC correspondent, who accompanied allied forces
in the invasion of North Africa, and
who followed the American Army into Tunis, may return to London.

tary, is devised," it was stated.
T. R. Kennedy Jr., Times radio
writer, said that manufacturers report they have only one customer
these days — Uncle Sam
At WPB, officials say material
has been specifically allotted for
tubes assigned to civilians. Under
the new distribution order, L-265,
the WPB hopes to insure that
these tubes go where they were intended.
Stated policy of WPB has been
to provide one set to a home, whereas figures indicate that almost half
the homes in the country have two
sets. WPB has said it will do nothing for the 3,000,000 portables or
8,000,000 car radios.

Relief
For

Is Promise

Battery

Set
AID to farmers who need fan
type radio batteries was promise:
last week by the WPB's newly e
tablished Office of Civilian R
quirements, the revitalized Offi
of Civilian Supply, now functio
ing under direction of the aggie;
sive WPB vice chairman, Arth.
Whiteside, Dun & Bradstreet pres
dent.
The batteries were one of son
50 items which Mr. Whiteside sa.
would be provided immediately s
"essential in the production c
food". He said that Army, Na\
and Lend-Lease authorities ha
agreed to relinquish a part of th
current production of these item
Although details of the prograi
are not yet ready, Mr. Whitesid
said farmers would be able to bu
reasonable amounts of the neede
items directly from their dealei
without the use of complicate)
forms. Since stores may not nov
have adequate stocks of these items
Mr. Whiteside said, farmers shoul
place their orders now.
Manufacturers will be directed
Mr. Whiteside explained, to ship a
fixed percentage of current production to wholesalers, retailers and
others who serve the farm trade.
Battery production is now about
425,000 monthly, WPB reported
last week, twice the production of
mid-March, when the Consumers
Durable Goods Division set out to
meet the casting,
battery
May 17].shortage [BroadRMA

WAR

MEETING

I

JUNE 10 IN CHICAGO\
OPENING its War Productioiuj
Conference at the Palmer House,
Chicago, on June 10, the Radio
Manufactui-ers Association will
hear government officials discuss i
the immediate military radio program and future radio developments and problems.
Heading the list of official per-j
sonalities are Chairman James L.i
Fly of the FCC and Director Ray
C. Ellis of the Radio and Radar
Division, WPB, who will addressthe luncheon meeting. President
Paul V. Galvin of the RMA will
preside and will give an annual
report emphasizing the all-out war
effortindustry.
and production problems of
the
Other government officials who.;,
will appear at various sessions of
the streamlined, one-day meeting',
include: Chief Frank H. Mcintosh
of the Domestic and Foreign Radio
Branch, WPB; Kenneth Campbell,
Trade Relations Advisor, Board of
Economic Warfare; and Ralph D.
Camp, in charge of exports under
the
sion. WPB Radio and Radar DiviProblems to be taken up include

f°r BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
. . DraWn
, ■ and , Aimed
rr, evisor
T> 1
<,rrr
He InventedJ a Radar-Tel
It At His Girl's House Back

manpower, maintenance of public's
radio receivers, exports and postwar planning. New officers and
directors will be elected at business sessions, which include two
meetings of the directors and sessions of the Set, Tube, Transmitter,
Parts, Amplifier and Sound Equipment Divisions. There will be no
social events or exhibits and the
customary annual banquet has been
dropped.

in Keokuk!"
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28,000

merchandising

dedicated

to war-time

aid for

retailers is sparked by two intensive war-time activities. 28,000 calls will be made this year on the
men

who

with BUY

move
WAY,

monthly.

Paced

. . . supplemented

your merchandise

our radio merchandising

has a readership

which

of more

newspaper

than 50,000

to give constant

This merchandising

program

twice

stimulation and

help is direct mail contact that totals 360,000
pieces annually.

. . . which

covers

mail

every

of distribution from manufacturers' representatives to consumer . . . costs advertisers nothing.
more than ever, it helps to make your WLW dollar

phase
Now

readers

BUY

merchandising

WLW

WAY

50,000

the most effective advertising dollar you can spend.

calls

semi-monthly
annually

LISTENER DOMINANCE. In 32 cities of its fourstate area, and in 218 rural communities
around them, WLW delivers 51.2% of all nighttime radio listening. ( A weighted average figure based on Hooper Mid-Winter WLW area
rating, 1943, which does not represent the sire
of our audience in any one city or rural area. )
A NEW SALES SERVICE. Answering the problem
of the man-power shortage is SPECIALTY
SALES, a WLW affiliate. SPECIALTY SALES offers
the services of experienced salesmen who
cover every grocer and druggist in all cities of
our four-state area. The services of SPECIALTY
SALES can be bought on an extremely flexible
basis at a very nominal cost.

WL

W)

WLW audience dominance, plus the cooperation we receive as a
result of continuous dealer contact, now augmented by SPECIALTY
g
SALES, offer you the most effective means ever devised for directin
.
products
drug
and
food
r
consume
of
the distribution and sale

THE NATION •S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE STATION
DIVISION OF THE CROSLEY CORPORATION

THE

TUBES

THAT

LAUNCHED

fffl

A

MILLION

.mi

Probably

no

tubes in Radio

launched

more

top

launched

them

more

RCA-892

(water-cooled),

history have

flight broadcasts— and
successfully— than

types.
Prior to the war, these famous

tubes

led the field on a watt-per-dollar

basis.

This economy
it secondary

conditions

to their proved

now

5 kw

broadcast

stage needs in 50 kw

or for driver

transmitters. Both

have

double-unit filaments permitting operation from
2-phase a.c, thus minimizing

hum. Both can be

make

ability to

supplies. Both are designed for
class B and class C services— and the
RCA-892

has also found widespread
use in the most modern induction
heating applications.
Complete

last longer and to perform more dependably. Both types can be rebuilt under the
RCA

Plan (see below).
These are the RCA standard

requirements,

operated from single-phase a-c or d-c filament

factor is still important,

but war emergency

the

and the RCA-892-R

(air-radiation-cooled)
M

BROADCASTS

technical

gladly
Write

tubes for

to RCA,

sent

information

upon

request.

Commercial

Engi-

neering Section, Harrison,

N. J.

HAVE YOUR
REBUILT

OLD TUBES
BY RCA!

RCA Types 207, 891, 891-R, 892,
and 892-R
Actual use over a long period of time
has proved the efficiency of these RCA
Rebuilt Tubes beyond question. Ratings
or characteristics are in no wise impaired. Ifyour station uses any of fcHe five
listed types, write today for details.

Electrons
in Action
at RCA"
Moder
n electronic tubes
could not be produced in quantity
without employing equally modern tubes in the operations used
in their manufacture.
This profus
illustrated 32-page book tells ely
the
story of electrons in action at RCA
and contains many valuable hints on
possible electronic applications
other fields. Ask for Booklet Noin
IF8159.

BOOKLET

FREE!

C TRONIC
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AMERICA

T
. Camden,

Newsmagazine

least

of

Advertising*

Ra

Radio,

to

Many

Farms,

The

Only

Caller

Daily

a world of good will is created by the simple act of
What
being a good neighbor! The daily visits of WLS with the
farmers of Mid-West America are like friendly visits of
good neighbors passing the time of day. Through carefully built
and carefully produced farm programs, WLS keeps its listeners
informed . . . entertained . . . and offers practical help in their
farming business. Year after year our effort has been consistent,
for WLS

has always recognized its obligation to the farms and

small towns of the Mid-West . . . and our deepest concern is to
maintain this program of constructive service. Farm people . . .
our neighbors . . . have learned to depend upon WLS ... in what
we suggest they do and what we invite them
reason why WLS Gets Results!

to buy. Another

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STAT

IO N

Burridce D. Butler
President
Glenn Snyder
Manager
represented

890
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Iiere

was

Bill Sherman
suburb

a

toted the mail in a Boston

until this Spring.

Last January, WEE
man-power
— decided

at WLAW,

I — concerned
England

to do something

about it.

school

would

would

be trained

about
radio

an announcement.

be established;
as radio

A

eligibles

announcers.

627

New

chance.

Englanders

Lawyers,

jumped

at the

ministers, musicians,

editor, advertising men,

a blind man

an

who

read his script in Braille.
And

For ten crowded

at WEEI.

.

only for WEEI,

immediately.

Two

at NBC's

Providence.

One

Worcester.

Plus Bill Sherman

classmate

12

WJAR

in

at the Blue's WORC

So valuable to New
this WEEI

They

and

in
one

at WLAW.
England

radiomen

plan, that the second

is

school is

in session.

All of which underscores,
vital part that WEEI

once again, the

plays in New

England

. . . setting the pace not alone among
ers, but among

Bill Sherman.

.

stations, so instead of

to go to work

did. One

now

Apply at WEEI.

.

were schooled. Six of the twelve graduates
wanted

futures in New

the air went

to help neighboring
training announcers

Now he's a top announcer
Lawrence. Thanks to WEE I.

On

mailman

listen-

radio stations as well, along

this stern and rockbound

coast.

weeks, after plodding

his route all day, Bill went

to the WEEI

school at night. He learned diction, timing,

COLUMBIA

OWNED

inflection, poise, related radio arts.
It was

a tough grind. But ... on the day

he graduated, he had a job !
Other

New

England

WEEI

stations benefited

Columbia 's
from the plan. When the Announcers'
School was conceived, WEEI saw a chance

friendly

voice in

BOSTON

590 kc

JJ§ j\
11 c .
I

Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS

SONOVOX PIONEERS
Allied Mills, Inc. (Wayne Feeds)
Louis E. Wade, Inc.
American Chicle Co. (Black Jack Gum)
Badger and Browning & Hersey, Inc.
American Industries Salvage Committee
(Steel Scrap Drive)
McCann Erickson, Inc.
Bismarck Hotel
Smith, Benson & McClure, Inc.
BuickCorp.
Motors Division, General Motors
Arthur Kudner, Inc.
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul <£■
Pacific R. R.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc.
Chick Bed Company (Chick Bed Litter)
The W. D Lyon Co.
Colgate-Palmolive Peel Company

Talking

Train

Takes

to
Highways!

If you were listening to the NBC

show "Author's Playhouse" on the evening

of April 21, you'll certainly recall the memorable

dramatization

of Walter

Schramm's famous magazine story, "Dan Peters and Casey Jones". It was
built around the adventures of a little train (Casey Jones) which, after twenty
years on the same tracks, gayly hopped off and went galivanting all over the
place, just to see what the U. S. was really like!

Well, NBC
train talk?

wanted the train to tell part of its own story. But how to make

a

You're right — they used Sonovox! And as a result, got a dramatic effect that
is almost impossible to describe. . . .

Yes, Sonovox

offers another dimension

for conveying

ideas, situations,

thoughts — for catching the ear and holding the memory. Ten years from
now you will be using Sonovox, in the proper place, as a matter of course.
But in the meantime, the pioneers at the right are cashing the extra dividends
that always accrue to the foresighted. Why don't you join them?

(Vel,
Ward Palmolive)
Wheelock Co.
Delaware, Lackawanna cV Western
Coal Co.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Walt Disney Productions
Emerson Drug Company (Bromo-Seltzer)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
(Feigenspan and Dobler P.O.N.
Beers and Ales)
Feltman-Curme Shoes
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
Forum Cafeterias of America
R.J. Potts-Calkins & Holdenjnc.
Griesedieck -Western Brewery Co.
(Stag Beer)
Maxon, Inc.
Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
(Fould's Macaroni Products)
Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc.
Chr. Hansen Laboratory, Inc.
(Junket Quick Fudge Mix)
Mitchel Faust Advertising Company
Andrew Jergens Co.
(Woodbury's
Products)
Lennen
& Mitchell,
Inc.
Lever Brothers Co. (Lifebuoy Soap)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
National Broadcasting Company
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Seabees (U.S. Navy, Construction
Office of Civilian Defense (Region Six)
Pabst Sales Company (Pabst Beer)
Warwick & Legler, Inc.
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.
(Taystee Bread, Grennan Cakes)
Radio Station KOMA, Oklahoma City
broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra (in all
Shell Oil Company, Inc.

WRIGHT-SONOVOX,
"Talking
CHICAGO

FREE
CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
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&

PETERS,

NEW

Singing

YORK

....

Sound"
HOLLYWOOD

("Larceny With Music")
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.
(Thank Your Lucky Stars)

Velie-Ryan,
Inc. (Nesbitt's California
Orange Drink)
Representatives
HOLLYWOOD: I5,2/V. Gordon
SAN FRANCISCO: m Sutter
Gladstone 3949
ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bliig.
Sutter 4353
Main 5667

INC., Exclusive

NEW YORK: 241 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131
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and

INC

J. Walter Thompson Co.
U.S. Treasury Dept.
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.

National
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WASHINGTON,

Refuses

Hour

Advertising/

Set

Hope

for

Now

to

12:01
Rests

a.m.
in

June

15;

Congress

HOUR for enforcement of the FCC's far-reaching network regulations was set at 12 :01 a.m. Tuesday, June 15 bytie FCC at a special meeting last Friday after it had rejected
ractically all proposals of any substance for modification or
elaxation of the rules.
terstate Commerce Committee on
Despite complexities which have
the White-Wheeler bill to reoreveloped since the Supreme Court
ganize the FCC. The date will be
n May 10 sustained the FCC's
set by June 15.
aim to broad authority to reguObservers outside of radio see a
tte business aspects of broadcastmajor
political issue looming over
lg, and went far beyond, the Comlission concluded that no further
the Supreme Court decision, with
freedom of the press inevitably
cstponement of the effective date
i bould be sanctioned. Several minor
drawn in. It appears destined to
become an issue in the forthcoming
Imendments to the regulations
ere authorized, but proposals
Presidential campaign, with poraving to do with fundamental
tents already evident of a drive for
hanges were swept aside at the
a Constitutional amendment, guaranteeing freedom of the media of
pecial meeting.

pperations
geared to for
the network
regulations. All contracts
time are protected for their duration, so no immediate upheaval or
discernible changes are expected.
I Balked at every turn, the networks were not disposed to press
for new legislation and this battle
will be carried on by the industry
under NAB auspices. Hearings,
Chairman Wheeler (D.-Mont.) announced last week, will be scheduled in late June before the full InBROADCASTING

expression and designed to "repeal"
the Frankfurter opinion.
The general view was that the
effects of the regulations would not
be felt for some weeks, even
months. It was thought that most

MBS
To

Altering

Conform

to

MBS

ON MAY 28 notified its affiliates that, on June 14 or whatever date the FCC puts its network regulations into effect, the
contracts of the stations with Mutual will be modified, so as to eliminate any conflicts between them
and the new rules. The letter is the
first such notice to be issued by
any of the major networks, although the others will probably
send similar communications to
their affiliates in the near future.
Mutual's letter states that the
modifications will bring the stationnetwork contracts into line with
regulations 3.101 to 3.105 inclusive.
These rulings prohibit exclusive
network affiliation of stations and
territorial exclusivity of network
programs for stations, guarantee
the stations' right to reject network
programs, limit the term of stationnetwork contracts to two years, and
prohibit the option of more than
three hours of any of the four parts
the broadcast day (8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
1 to 6 p.m., 6 to 11 p.m. and 11

• Broadcast
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Postpone

ERO

Congress Last Hope
The networks themselves were
esigned to operation under the
ules, with dire predictions made
f their long-range effect upon the
bility of the industry to continue
eak service. They placed their only
ope for salvation in the efforts of
he industry to convince Congress
f the need for new legislation in
he light of the far-reaching court
lecision turning over to the FCC
tlmost limitless control over all
ihases of broadcasting.
Mutual last Thusrday sent to its
iffiliated stations a letter altering
contracts in conformity with the
regulations as written. NBC and
CBS both planned to contact their
affiliates promptly, reducing contracts to the terms of the regulations and proposing network time
segments in the four brackets spe:ified in the rules. BLUE has called
i meeting of its station planning
and advisory committee in New
York this Wednesday, to cover

D. C, MAY

Advertising

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Network

stations would cling closely to their
present network affiliations, on a
sort of gentleman's agreement
basis. Once the break comes, it was
predicted, with an important account shifting from one network to
awillnonbe "first
on. call" affiliate, the raid
Appeal Doubtful
The networks do not propose to
seek a Supreme Court rehearing
since the chances of favorable action are practically nil. Similarly,
there is no thought of seeking stopgap legislation at this time, though
that may come after the hearings
get under way in the Senate. There
are prospects of legislative activity
in the House, too, where reorganization legislation is pending.
The FCC, at its meeting last Friday, cleared up the network regulation slate by summarily denying
several important suggested
changes in the rules and by approving several innocous changes
of little real importance. The
Commission :
1. Amended
Rule 3.103 to

Its
FCC

Contracts
Net

Rules

p.m. to 8 a.m.) to a network.
On the last point, MBS specifically releases its option on the Sunday evening periods between 8 and
8:30 and 10:30 and 11 to avoid
optioning more than three hours
of the Sunday evening time. Mutual
points out, however, that the rules
do not "restrict or prevent a station
from voluntarily accepting network
programs outside of option time."
The letter requests stations to
give confirmation that after the
rules go into effect "commercial
programs accepted by your station
will be guaranteed for the duration
of the commercial contract," pointing out that this is consistent with
the commission's regulations.
Letter follows in full text:
"Your affiliation contract with
the Mutual Broadcasting System
is hereby modified so as to eliminate any and all provisions conflicting with regulations 3.101 to
3.105 both inclusive of the Federal
{Continued on page 46)

Rules

Full text of FCC order issued last Friday modifying
certain of the network regulations on page 49.

allow stations and networks a
six-month period prior to commencement of the mandatory
two-year affiliation contracts
in which to enter such a contract, understanding or arrangement, in lieu of the 120day period originally specified.
2. Denied requests that option time be called on less than
56 days notice. [Suggestions
had been made that the 28-day
call now prevailing be restored
or some intermediate period
specified.]
3. Ruled that option time segments will be based on local
time rather than Eastern Time
across the country. [CBS had
sought a ruling in favor of
EWT to prevent confusion beentials.]cause of the time zone differ4. Refused to distinguish between national and regional
networks. [Yankee Network,
through John Shepard 3d, had
sought allocation of one hour
per segment exclusively for regional networks over and
above national network time,
which was refused.]
5. Extended the application
of Rule 3.106 dealing with network ownership of stations to
apply to regional networks.
The final draft of the regulations of Oct. 11, 1941, specified
that this rule would apply to
the national networks in order
to permit the orderly disposition of properties.
First Refusal
The FCC action followed the
series of informal conferences by
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly with representatives of the
networks, as well as the NBC planning and advisory committee. Following the sessions, hopes had been
expressed that some of the more
drastic
regulations would be modified.
Other members of the FCC had
not been contacted, and the whole
subject of the regulation had not
(Continued on page 44)
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Sought

Facts
Will

Be
NAB

Basis

For

Retail

Promotion
A NATIONWIDE picture of radioretailing will be developed by the
Retail Promotion Committee of the
NAB from questionnaires sent to
all broadcast stations. The industry's retail promotion plan to be
put into operation next fall through
a $125,000 fund will be based
largely on facts gathered from the
questionnaires.
While the Retail Promotion Committee, headed by Paul W. Morency,
WTIC, Hartford, goes ahead with
its plans for the NAB project, the
questionnaires will be analyzed by
Sheldon R. Coons, New York business counsel retained by NAB as
special consultant for the promotion plan.
First Complete Study
Lewis H. Avery, NAB Director
of Broadcast Advertising, says
that the information is designed to
provide for the first time a complete picture of the radio-retail
situation. The facts gathered will
be used in the NAB campaign to
develop use of radio by retailers.
A series of penetrating questions
will go right to the heart of the
retail problem. The questionnaire
is divided into two questions: One,
statistical data; two, "these are the
topics we would like you to write
us about." The NAB thus hopes to
develop a promotion campaign to
teach retailers about radio and to
teach radio about retailing.
The statistical portion of the
questionnaire was worked out in
cooperation with the Harvard University Business School in its
study of retail radio advertising
[Brjadcasting, May 3]. This material will be submitted to Professor C. H. Sandage, visiting professor of business research, Harvard,
and will also be used by Mr. Coons
in his preparation of a retailing
presentation.
Statistical questions will seek information on the number of advertisers who used stations in May,
1943 with breakdowns coveringlocal, spot and agency servicing
along with number of all advertisers. Relative importance of local
time and talent sales aie covered,
with percentage of local revenue
received from special announcements (including programs sponsored by local advertisers).
Hair Down

Queries

One question seeks percentage of
total revenue from local advertisers classified by various types of
programs. Another covers religious
broadcasts. Information on rates is
sought in a simplified series of
questions. The final item of the statistical questionnaire asks 1942
total income from local time sales.
High hopes are held for the expected answers to questions in the
Page
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Broadcasts
Adams, WCHS; Robert L. KenC. L. McCarthy, KQW; John M.
nett, WHAS; Douglas Coulter,
Outler Jr., WSB.
CBS; Clarence L. Menser, NBC;|
Herbert C. Rice, WGR-WKBW;
Members of the Advisory Committee of Time Buyers on study of
Ray Shannon, KQV; M. T. Wilpurchase of radio time are: Charles
liams, WSPD.
Members of the Advisory ComT. Ayers, Ruthrauff & Ryan; Carlos Franco, Young & Rubicam;
mittee of Sales Managers on study
Thomas H. Lynch, Wm. Esty Co.;
of station services to retail adverWilliam B. Maillefert, Compton
tisers are: John M. Outler Jr.,
WSB,
Chairman;
Frank R. Bowes.
BlackettAdv.; J. James Neale,
WBZ; Donald D. Davis, WHB;
Sample-Hummert; Linnea Nelson,
J. Walter Thompson Co.; Lou J. Dietrich Dirks, KTRI; George H.
Nelson, Wade Adv. Agency.
Drey, NBC; Arthur Hull Hayes,
CBS; William F. Malo, WDRC.
Members of the Advisory Committee of Promotion Executives on
study of merchandising of retail
Bus Barton, of WLW, I
radio programs and on sales promotion are: M. F. Allison, WLWKilled Near Guadalcanal
WSAI; Charles B. Brown, NBC;
Thomas D. Connolly, CBS; Joseph
FIRST PERSON from WLW to
Creamer, WOR; B. J. Hauser,
lose his life in the present war is!
BLUE.
Bus Barton, a member of the WLW j
Boone County Jamboree before he
Members of the Advisory Comenlisted. Word of his death has;
mittee of Program Managers on
just been received at WLW fromj
study of the elements of a successhis mother, Mrs. Clarence Goodful radio program are: Harold L.
win, who lives at Decatur, 111. Her
Fair, WHO, Chairman; William J. message revealed that Barton was
killed in action while serving as aj
tail gunner in a Marine plane nearj
Guadalcanal.
Rock Granted Leave
JAMES B. ROCK, manager of
KDKA, Pittsburgh, who was
Lt. Chandler a Prisoner
granted a leave of absence May 2,
LT. BARRON CHANDLER, Navy,
last week was commissioned a captain in the Communications Diviformerwhomember
of NBC'sreported
guide
staff,
was unofficially
sion of the Marine Corps. He remissing
in
action
last
year,
is a
ports for active duty June 1 at New
River, N. C. Joseph E. Baudino,
prisoner of the Japanese, according to a message sent by the Red
former assistant to the manager of
Cross to his mother, Mrs. Jessie
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
W. Hill. In a letter to Niles Tramat Philadelphia, has succeeded
mell, NBC president, Mrs. Hill
stated that the Red Cross informed
Capt.
at KDKA.to Jacksonville,
Capt. Rock's
family Rock
has removed
her that he was taken captive with
the fall of Corregidor.
Fla., toforreside
with Mrs. Rock's
mother
the duration.

Retailer

second portion of the questionnaire
— a let-your-hair-down list of suggested topics. Stations are asked to
tell the whole story about their
most important retail account, including amount of time used, how
long on the air, reasons for any increase in time bought and result
of radio advertising.
"What about the program?"
asks section No. 2. Reasons for
successful radio selling are sought
along with samples of program
scripts and commercials.
The negative side is also sought
in detailed reasons for failures.
Stories are sought on cases where
broadcast has enlarged the trade
area or opened up an entire new
class of trade for the retailer.
Controversial questions such as
best time of day and types of merchandise successfully sold are included in another topic relating to
technique of salesmen in their experiences in selling radio to retailers.
Best talking points are to be revealed in answers to this portion
of the questionnaire. Merchandising aids, use of agencies, cooperation with stories and methods of
deciding how radio is to be used
are among other topics.
Contracts and package transcriptions provide subjects for discussion. Recent war experiences wind
up this portion of the questionnaire
which asks how many new retail
accounts have been obtained since
war began and how many have
been lost.
Committee Members
Members of the Committee directing the retail promotion plan
are: Paul W. Morency, WTIC,
Chairman; Robert E. Bausman,
WISH; Gene L. Cagle, KFJZ; William Crawford, WOR; Dietrich
Dirks, KTRI; John Esau, KTUL;
Kenneth K. Hackathorn, WHKWCLE; Arthur Hull Hayes,
WABC;
Walter Johnson, WTIC;

Miner
Leaf Gum Program
LEAF CHEWING GUM, Chicago,
has started its first radio campaign in Chicago with a five-minute
program on WCFL and numerous
minute spots on WMAQ, WENR
and WJJD. Agency is Bozell &
Jacobs, Chicago; Nathan E Jacobs,
account executive.

Held

JOHN S. MINER, assistant space
buyer of Dan B. Miner Co., Los
Angeles, and now a maior in the
Army, is a Japanese prisoner, according to official information received by his father, head of the
agency. Maj. Miner was stationed
in the Philippines where he was
sent in June, 1940. Mr. Miner last
heard from his son in March, 1942.
Rem-Rel

Staff Changes
at 'Broadcasting'
WITH THE Army induction of Norman R. Goldman, business manager of Broadcasting, Maury H. Long, advertising manager headquartered inNew York, has transferred to Washington executive
offices as advertising manager, with added business office responsibilities. S.J. Paul, Chicago bureau manager, on July 1 moves to
New York as assistant advertising manager, and K. Robert Breslau, assistant to Mr. Goldman, has been named advertising production manager in Washington.

Mr. Goldman reported to Fort Meade, Md., induction center May
31. He has been business manager for the last three years, having
joined Broadcasting in 1936 in the business office. Prior to that he
was sales promotion manager of WLS, Chicago. Mr. Long also
joined Broadcasting in 1936, serving in Washington in both editorial and advertising capacities before taking over the New York
assignment a year later. Three years ago he was made advertisingmanager, headquartering in New York.
Mr. Paul joined the magazine in 1940, serving in the New York
bureau, and in July, 1941 took over the Chicago assignment. Mr.
Breslau, formerly with the Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, joined
Broadcasting in 1941.

BROADCASTING

by Japs

Placing

MARYLAND
PHARMACEUTICAL Co., Baltimore, has already
started to place business for its
fall campaign, with the purchase of
five five - minute night periods
weekly for Rem and Rel, for a 26week period. Agency is Joseph Katz
Co., Baltimore.
Soup Test
BARKER FOOD Co., Los Angeles
(dehydrated soup) , new to radio, in
a two-week Southern California
campaign which ended May 24,
used a series of daily spot announcements on KFI and KECA.
Agency is Erwin Wasey & Co.,
Los Angeles.
WDLP, Panama City, Fla., was last
week granted permission by the FCC
to increase
250
watts. night power from 100 to
• Broadcast
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Department
Stores
Can
Make
Radio
Pay
SEVERAL YEARS ago the writer
lion dollars, normally operates bespent a good part of a year anaConcentrated
Promotion
of Items
tween sixty and eighty departlyzing the broadcast advertisingments. Of these departments it is
activities of some 92 department
notable that the largest does no
Selling
Key to Profitable
stores across the country. It was
more than
5% orandlesstheof smallest
the store's2
apparent from the results reported
total
business,
By
JOHN
A. GARBER
that they were not using radio sucor 3/10% of the total business.
Advertising Manager
cessfully or intelligently in most
Thus, although the store itself does
Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia
cases, and that radio was evidently
some seven million dollars in volnot doing the right kind of a sellto 100 million of them nationally — ■
ume and expends some three huning job for the department stores.
dred to four hundred thousand doland decide whether the long misThis paper will attempt to show
lars a year on publicity, the largest
sionary and selling job which still
that radio can do a resultful job
single department or selling entity
must be done to get radio's share
for the stores if handled properly.
does something less than $350,000
of that dollar is worth while.
The entire radio - department
I have heard many radio men
worth of business, with a total pubstore relationship cannot be analicity expenditure of about $17,000
state flatly that they were not inlyzed in so short an article, but certerested in department store busi(only
about two-thirds of which is
tain obstacles can be analyzed, obavailable for media purchases).
ness, that it was more trouble than
stacles that make it difficult for the
The smallest department does only
it was worth. Yet in the same city
average department store and
$14,000
in sales over the year and
the major stores were spending
licity.
radio to walk the flowery path to3 to 4 million dollars on publicity,
devotes only some $700 for its pubgether.
the bulk of it in local newspapers.
Radio Can Pay
I would think that radio, for all of
To complicate this situation furLet me make my stand clear at
its national windfalls, would welther, the average item which the
the outset by stating unequivocome a good share of this heavy
typical department has to sell is
cally that I believe radio can be
local department store expenditure.
backed by from little more than a
used successfully by department
Reasons for Failure
few dollars' worth of stock to sevstores, and that radio will and
eral thousand dollars' worth of
Most radio people, however, have
should have a considerably more
stock, which means that the total
important place in the department
indicated a very real concern reexpectancy during a turn is necesgarding this lost sales potential, so
store advertising budget.
sarily limited, and expenditure
it is imperative that the departBut let me say unequivocally,
must be governed accordingly, even
ment store broadcast advertising
, too, that for all the research and
MR. GARBER
though it is absorbed by the entire
situation be studied carefully, and
study I have seen, I have never
department's business for a given
national programs practically
that an attempt be made to find out
found a department store doing a
throughout the day. (5) Lack of
why radio (a notably successful
truly important, resultful job on
Compare this to the national
understanding of radio by store adperiod.
, radio as evidenced by sales returns
industry) has been so notably unproduct or item which of itself is
vertising
men
trained
in
visual
| relative to total sales, or by exsuccessful in selling the departbacked sometimes by millions of
media. And there are many others,
penditures relative to total pubment store (also a rather successdollars' worth of processed or unany
one
of
which
is
enough
to
ful industry), and in all frankness
\ licity outlay.
processed stock and where expendifrighten
a
research
man
away
from
to
find
out
why
radio
has
been
also
There are isolated cases, but I
ture on the selling story for a given
the subject.
notably unsuccessful in producing
think if the broadcast advertising
product is accordingly tremendous.
But I believe the problem goes
substantial results for a great
activities of these stores are anaAlthough this policy may be
far
deeper
than
any
of
these
supermany
of
the
stores
that
have
lyzed, it will be found that they
ficial reasons would indicate, deep
used it.
criticized or condemned, the departare relatively unimportant comment store merchandising job is
into merchandising practices of
pared to the total publicity job. The
We can put our fingers on a numbased on item promotion, and a
the
stores
—
in
fact,
into
the
very
figures still show that newspapers
ber of reasons: (1) Lack of inmake-up of the department store
number of decades' experience,
telligent approach to programming
take some 3%% of the typical
trial and travail have brought
as a merchandising entity.
and timing by both stores and stastore's sales, and radio about .07%.
about this practice. People come to
The fact stands that few stores
tions. (2) The charge-back system
Typical Store
one store in preference to another
by
which
the
buyer
or
divisional
] really check carefully the results
Most organizations with which
primarily because the favored store
of radio publicity and that few
man is in the last analysis responradio deals sell one thing or a relahas merchandise (items) which the
sible for his publicity expenditures
stores use radio for other than suptively limited group of related
plemental advertising.
as well as sales, and his consequent
customer wants. The store's job is
things. Perhaps it is a great
to prove that it has the desired
refusal to take a chance on radio.
Now, faced as radio is in this
merchandise and to tell that fact
national
manufacturer's
branded
field by a rather bleak picture, it
(3) Failure of stores to give proitem, perhaps it is a local credit
unceasingly by advertisiyig specific
must decide once and for all if it
grams adequate time to take. (4)
jeweler's
credit.
If
their
sales
volitems
of desired merchandise. A
Failure of stores to expend enough
wants its share of the department
ume for a given product or service
store may have a beautiful buildof their publicity budget on good
store's advertising dollar — some 75
is large enough to warrant extening or central location, or a fine
sive publicity, the entire adverdining room, or pleasant personnel,
tising expenditure can be devoted
but unless that store has on its
ONLY a small group heard an outstanding breakfast talk at the
to driving home the story of that
shelf desired items, and unless that
one product. This means broad covstore tells this fact to the public,
recent NAB War Conference — a talk that throws new light, and
erage with sufficient repetition to
its competitors will get the trade.
plenty of it, on the department store problem. Speaker was Mr.
influence a sizable portion of the
I think you will find few exceptions
market.
to this rule.
Garber, and those who heard him left with the feeling they had
A large department store, on the
been given an important message. 'Broadcasting' felt that way
contrary, has literally hundreds of
Appeal Concentrated
thousands of items to sell, divided
too. Mr. Garber sets down herewith his views on how a big
Just as in the national field the
into scores of merchandise classiAmerican Tobacco Co. attempts to
store should use radio. He is author of "Survey of Broadcast
fications. Itis a multi-item operasell and advertise Luckies, not the
tion and derives a relatively minute
Advertising, 92 Department Stores", a project which grew out
American Tobacco Co.; and Genpercentage of its total sales from
of his research at the U. of Pittsburgh Research Bureau for Reeral Foods sells and advertises
any given department, and so much
tail Training. His education includes Harvard and U. of WisJello, not General Foods, so in the
less from any of that department's
score
or
hundreds
of
items.
There
local field Blank's Department
consin. He went to Boggs 8C Buhl, Pittsburgh, from college, then
Store must sell and advertise its
are exceptions in the departmental
moved to Gimbel Bros, where he stayed until Pitt called him
breakdown, but let us take a look
$1.98 slip or a $2 shirt or some
other item and not (other than
to teach. He is a Navy reserve officer slated for early duty.
at a typical picture.
(Continued on page 3U)
A typical store doing about 7 milBROADCASTING
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r-Cabinet
Supe
A
U.S.
Heads
plies, materials and products. It is
ing to do with specific controversies
Complete Control Over
assumed that many WPB problems
involving, for example, prices fixed
Home Economy Now
by OPA since such matters would
will come under OWM's scrutiny,
but impact of this authority over
come before the Director of . EcoIn Committee
present WPB methods and policies
nomic Stabilization. Justice Byrnes
TOTAL power over the entire war
cannot yet be determined.
was
scheduled
to deliver "an imeffort on the home front rests in
Not Included
portant
radio
speech" from his
Justice James F. Byrnes as a result
Spartanburg home May 31 at 7
of the order issued last Friday by
Apparently outside the grand
p.m. The BLUE network arranged
President Roosevelt setting up the
board of strategy for the home
to broadcast the speech.
Office of War Mobilization. Judge
front were Paul V. McNutt, chairByrnes resigned as Economic Staman of the War Manpower Combilization Director to take the new
mission; Elmer Davis, director of Fair Employment Order
post.
the OWI; Prentiss M. Brown, OPA
Is Issued by President
The new super home front office
chief, as well as Harold L. Ickes,
FULL utilization and training of
solid fuels and petroleum coordinais designed "to streamline our acmanpower
in and for war productivities, avoid duplication and overtor, and William Jeffers, in charge
tion without discrimination beof the rubber program.
lapping, eliminate interdepartcause of race, creed, color or namental friction, make decisions with
Appointment of the super-agency
tional
origin is sought in an Execudispatch and keep our military
for the home front followed movetive Order issued Friday by Presimachine and our essential civilian
ments in Congress to reorganize
dent Roosevelt. The order specifies
economy running in team and at government agencies in a variety of
that
all
contracting agencies of the
high speed," the President said in ways, ranging from the establishFederal Government include in all
announcing the Executive Order.
ment of a separate agency to protect civilians, to appointment of a future contracts a provision covEffect of Order
ering fair employment practices.
Conceivably the board can take a single "czar".
Similar measures were ordered for
First reaction among capital obhand in matters affecting the FCC,
all Federal agencies involved in
servers was that the new organizaaccording to terms of the order,
vocational and training programs.
tion would not likely interfere with
should Commission matters relatthe operation of present agencies
The President's order directs the
ing to the war effort come before it. with which radio is accustomed to
Committee on Fair Employment,
The order specifies, for instance,
credited thereby, to recommend to
deal. In all likelihood, all these orthat the office is empowered "to isthe chairman of the War Manpower
ganizations,
including
the
emsue such directives on policy and
Commission steps to bring about
battled OPA, will continue, with
operations to the Federal agencies
OWM serving as official policy
full utilization and training of
and departments as may be necesmanpower without discrimination.
maker to hand down their operatsary to carry out the programs deThe committee is headed by Msgr.
ing orders.
veloped, the policies established and
Francis J. Haas, dean of the School
At
a
news
conference,
Judge
the decisions made under this
of Social Science, Catholic U.
Byrnes said OWM will have nothorder." These agencies are required
to execute OWM directives.
Heads of Federal agencies may
be requested to participate in deLT. KNODE
ON
FURLOUGH
liberations ofthe OWM when matters affecting them are under conRADIO'S first war hero, Lt.
sideration. They are required to
Thomas E. Knode, who received the
supply necessary data requested.
Distinguished Service Cross for exA practical broadcaster, Walter
traordinary heroism in action, reJ. Brown, vice-president of WSPA
turned
his
home in Washington
to
and WORD, Spartanburg, STC., is last
weekend on a 30-day furlough.
an assistant to Justice Byrnes. It is Still
on crutches, with his right
understood he remains with him in
ankle in braces, but optimistic
the move to OWM. Mr. Brown asabout regaining the use of his foot,
sumed his duties April 1 on leave
the former NBC Washington news
from his broadcast post.
editor was greeted by his wife and
Judge Fred M. Vinson, of Kenthree daughters, the youngest of
tucky, amember of the U. S. Cirwhich was born last September
cuit Court of Appeals, was named
while he was on duty in the Southto succeed Judge Byrnes as direcwest Pacific.
tor of the Office of Economic StabilWeakened by malaria and
ization. Judge Vinson was a memwounded in the leg and ankle durber of Congress 14 years, eight
ing an attack on Buna Village, Tom
years of that period on the House
was hospitalized first in Australia
Ways & Means Committee, where
and later in the Percy Jones Gen4
Jfls
he was considered an expert on
eral Hospital at Battle Creek,
taxation.
Mich. Although the leg wound is
Members of the OWM beside
LT. KNODE
now completely healed, a strep inJudge Byrnes are Secretary of
fection lodged in the ankle bone
public relations jobs because of his
War Stimson, Secretary of the
radio
kept
him
news experience, one in the
in
the
hospital
for
six
months.
Navy Knox, Chairman Harry HopRadio Branch of the War Dept.
kins of the Munitions Assignment
Lt. Knode was called to active
Bureau of Public Relations and anBoard, WPB Chairman Nelson and
duty March 1942 as a reserve secother on Gen.
ur's public
Judge Vinson. Size of the board
ond lieutenant. He was cited for
relations staff.MacArth
He turned them
was kept small, according to Presiconspicuous bravery in action near
both down. "I'm a soldier and I
Buna, New Guinea, on Dec. 5, want to fight this war on the batdent Roosevelt, "so that it can
1942. Though wounded, he continued
function most effectively."
tlefield, not at a desk," he declared.
Scope of the OWM activity in- to lead his platoon in the attack.
After a month at home, Lt.
After another bullet shattered the
cludes direction of policy and uniKnode will report back to the Percy
bones of his foot, he still refused
Jones General Hospital. Future
fication ofthe work of war agencies
concerned with production, procureto be evacuated until he had given
plans depend on the condition of his
final instructions to his men.
ment, transportation and distribuankle bone in which the strep infection isnow inactive.
Tom twice had been offered desk
tion of military and civilian supByrnes
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^hov.e Companies
Conti
Drive
Schedulesnuing
of Announceme
nts

On Toll Calls Similar to 1942
FOR THE SECOND YEAR, local
companies of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co., New
York, are conducting state campaigns to urge limited use of long
distance calls and other measur
es
to conserve telephone services for
wartime needs. Drive, which
started in April, is similar to that
of last year, when associated companies of AT&T used a total of
some 600 stations for this purpose
[Broadcasting, July 20, Aug. 10].
While over-all figures on the national total of stations and announcements involved in the current campaign has not yet been
disclosed by AT&T, details available on several state drives indicate that schedules are running on
a scale similar to that of 1942.
Other Campaigns
In addition to the New

York

Telephone Company's 13-week campaign on 12 New York state stations [Broadcasting, May 17],
Southern New England Telephone
Co., New Haven, through the same
agency BBDO, is using transcribed
announcements on almost all outlets in that area.
Michigan Bell Telephone's drive
entails the use of live announcements on 13 stations. N. W. Ayer &
Sons, Philadelphia, handles this
account as well as Illinois Bell
Telephone, which is using a total
of 28 stations — 13 in Chicago, and
the remainder down state.
Nathan L. Nathanson
NATHAN L. NATHANSON, 57,
vice-chairman of the Board of Governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., died in Toronto May 27.
Mr. Nathanson was prominent in
the entertainment field, having
formed General Theatres Corp.
Ltd. in 1941, serving as president
of that firm and also of General
Theatres Investment Co. He was
formerly president of Famous
Players Canadian Ltd., serving as
managing director until 1929, and
returning as president in 1933. He
leaves a widow, two daughters and
a son.
Dietaids

Debut

AMERICAN DIETAIDS Inc., New
York, recently entered radio for
the first time for Enrich tonic with
a test campaign of live spot announcements on WTRY, New York.
Agency is Small & Seiffer, New
York, firm also handling Dietaids
test
April for
26]. Souplets [Broadcasting,

WNBH
Joins Blue
WNBH, New Bedford, joins basic
BLUE July 1, bringing the total
of BLUE affiliates to 155. Owned
by E. Anthony & Sons, Inc., the
station operates with 250 watts on
1340
is
$80.kc. Evening network hour rate
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Sometimes

taken

too

leadership

much

/■:> ■ >
granted

for

IT HAS BEEN SAID that nothing succeeds

is

like success— but sometimes

a

long period of leadership is taken for granted and its real significance
forgotten.
WGN

HAS

among

HELD

THE LEAD in volume

the major Chicago

of local and national spot business

stations for the past three years (still leadbeen

ing in 1943, of course). During this time there have
50,000

watt stations in the highly competitive Chicago

seeking this same

Clear

market

actively

business.

holds this leadership
WGN
sales for its advertisers.

A

four other

because

Channel

G

7

Station

720 KILOCYCLES

BROADCASTI

MUTUAL

OFFICE: 220 E. 42nd Street, New

ability to produce

ILLINOIS

CHICAGO
50,000 WATTS

of WGN's

York, N. Y.

*

N G

PAUL H. RAYMER

SYSTEM
4
CO., Los Angeles, Col.; San Fr

Latin
Stauffer

On
'Uncle Sam' Action
25 Protests Received, Latest
From West Virginia Network
OFFERING assurance that OWI
is still mindful of the financial
problems of radio stations, Donald D. Stauffer, chief of the Radio
Bureau, explained last week that
Uncle Sam was withdrawn from
local sponsorship after OWI decided the treatment a majority of
stations could give it as a sustaining program did not justify the expense of production.
Answering a protest from John
J. Laux, manager of WSTV, Steubenville, O. [Broadcasting, May
24], Mr. Stauffer said less than
one quarter of the stations carrying Uncle Sam had it sponsored.
He said the remainder were unable
to give it their best available time.

HISTORIC FIRST sponsored broadcast by N. Y. Philharmonic Symphony
was anticipated at a party attended by representatives of the program
sponsor, U. S. Rubber Co., and CBS network carrying concerts. (L to r) :
Paul Hollister, CBS vice-president in charge of advertising and sales
promotion; Thomas H. Young, director of advertising, and Eric Burkman secretary, U. S. Rubber; and Carl Van Doren, historian, who presides over "Our American Scriptures," intermission spot.

OWI

to

Terminate

Subsidy

Minority Benefited
"We are appreciative of the
magnificent part American radio
stations are playing in the prosecution of the war," Mr. Stauffer
wrote. "However, we cannot neglect our primary job here, and
that is the dissemination of war
information, making the most efficient use of the facilities offered
us by the industry."
Mr. Stauffer said it has been
difficult to evolve a pattern acceptable to all, and that OWI had been
unaware of dissatisfaction with the
series until the Chief of the Station Relations Division made a
nation-wide swing recently, talking to more than 400 war program
managers.
He said it appears that Uncle
Sam has worked only to the advantage of a minority, "but the
fact that we are cancelling Uncle
Sam does not mean we will stop
looking for a solution to the problem of additional revenue for stations."
An OWI official said last week
that about 25 protests had been
received by the Radio Bureau as a
result of the withdrawal of Uncle
Sam. Among them was a letter
from Howard L. Chernoff, managing director of the West Virginia
regional network, comprising
WCHS, Charleston; WBIK, Clarksburg; WPAR, Parkersburg, WSAZ,
Huntington.
Noting that Uncle Sam was
sponsored on the network by a firm
that had never before used radio,
Mr. Chernoff enclosed brochures
illustrating his organization's efforts to build an audience for the
series. "I must confess that I was
one of the earliest gripers about
the Uncle Sam show," he wrote,
"but I think its interest has been
stepped up." Pointing out that the
revenue from Uncle Sam supplanted some lost since Pearl Harbor,
he concluded "anything you can do
to remedy the situation which
means the loss of four contracts,
will be appreciated."
Page
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For

Alaskan,

Overseas
Time

Used

Branch

Other

to Let

for Entertainment

OWI WILL terminate its contracts
for the purchase of time from eight
outlets in Alaska, Hawaii and
Puerto Rico when the agreements
expire June 30, it was announced
last week. The stations, four in
Alaska, three in Puerto Rico and
one in Hawaii, have been used by
the Overseas Branch since Oct. 1,
to transmit news and special events
programs to servicemen [Broadcasting, Oct. 1].
Decision to drop these special
efforts to bring programs to troops,
it was explained, is in line with
the Overseas Branch policy of concentrating on civilians of friendly,
allied and enemy powers. In recent
weeks, OWI has transferred to the
Army Special Service Division an
increasing portion of the job of
bringing news to men overseas
[Broadcasting, May 3].
New
New

Contract

Plans Studied

arrangements to bring entertainment to troops in the territories are being considered by the
Special Service Division. What
form this will take has not yet
been determined, the War Dept.
said. Use of radio has not yet been
ruled out, however.
Officials of the War Dept. reported that officers of the Army's
Special Service Division, which
handles broadcast of programs to
troops, will survey the situation.
Through some means, broadcast
material will continue to reach the
troops, it was stated officially, and
an Army plan will be decided on
before OWI suspends its activities
in these areas on July 1.
To this end, the War Dept. said,
two officers are already enroute to
Alaska and another to Puerto Rico
to survey the broadcast media. A
man will also be sent to Hawaii.
The OWI arrangement, which
provided for a minimum of eight
hours daily on each of the stations
at an average cost of $1,000 a

Outlets
Lapse

for

Paid

of Troops

month each, was originally worked
out by Murry Brophy, chief of the
Bureau of Communications Facilities under Robert E. Sherwood,
associate director of OWI in charge
of the Overseas Branch. Officials of
Army public relations, radio and
communications cooperated.
Budget Worries
Under the arrangement, programs of the four major networks
were relayed by shortwave and
transcription to the stations. Outlets involved are: KFAR, Fairbanks, KINY, Juneau, KTKN,
Ketchikan, KFQD, Anchorage, in
Alaska; KTOH, Lihue, Kauai,
Hawaii; WIAC WNEL WKAQ,
San Juan, Puerto Rico. A new network of Army-owned low-power
transmitters has been installed in
Alaska to blanket the territory.
Termination of the arrangement
in no way reflects dissatisfaction
with the stations, OWI said. Officials repeated that Elmer Davis'
policy is to leave relations with the
troops in the hands of the military
whenever they are prepared to handle the situation. To that effect,
Mr. Davis told the Senate Judiciary
Committee recently [Broadcasting, April 26] that the Army
Special Service Division was rapidly taking over arrangements to
send news overseas.
A further reason for the decision
to curtail services to troops is believed to be Congressional criticism
of the Overseas Branch for these
activities. With OWI now before
Congress with its 1944 budget, retirement from work which exposes
the organization to attack is considered opportune by some officials.

ALL SECTIONS of Standard Rate &
Data Service will be adjusted to uniform, compact, brief-case size, effective
with July edition. Radio Advertising
Rates & Data will be changed in name
only, the Service announced, to "Standard Rate & Data Service — Radio Sec-

tion".
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Network

Basis

CIAA Sends
Same Program
South on Several Beams
TO GAIN better coverage for its
programs to Latin America, the
Office of the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs has announced
that beginning July 1 it will broadcast all of its programs on all
stations simultaneously. Programming will be divided between NBC
and CBS on an hourly basis, with
CBS programming the odd hours
and NBC the even ones. Schedule,
running from 5:30 p.m. to 2:30
a.m. daily, starts with a half-hour
of news shortwaved by CBS and
from then on alternates with solid
hours of programs from each network.
Under the new schedule American shortwave transmitters will be
linked for better coverage as follows: WCDA and WRUW
will
broadcast in Spanish beamed at
Mexico; WRUS and WRUL in
Spanish beamed at Central America, and WNBI, WBOS and WGEO
in Spanish to South America. Portuguese programs will be beamed
to
Brazil
from WCDX, DRCA and
WGEA.
Better Coverage
On the West Coast, KWID,
KGEI and the newly completed
KWIX will all broadcast in English to the countries to the south
of the United States, with KGEI,
which has been supplying programs to KWID for simultaneous
broadcast, now serving as the program source for all three stations.
Plan, which will cause some reduction in the total number of individual programs beamed to Latin
America but which CIAA expects
to result in better coverage for all
of its programs, is an extension
of previous cooperation between
the shortwaves, under which
WCBX and WRCA broadcast the
same programs under alternate origination with so much success that
the idea has been extended to the
entire United States shortwave
setup, the CIAA explained.
COAL
MAY

DISC
BE

DRIVE
EXTENDED

RESPONSE to the Interior Dept.'s
offer of transcriptions for dealer
sponsorship of the "Order Coal
Now" campaign [Broadcasting,
May 24] has been so good that an
increase of the original order for
300 pressings of the series by another 100 is being considered.
A number of stations have wired
and written to Interior's Radio Section asking that transcriptions be
sent to local coal dealers. Some said
they planned to contact dealers
personally about the discs. Others
asked that the transcribed series of
spot announcements and brief musical and dramatic programs be
sent directly to them, rather than
to dealers in the locality, since their
commercial managers had already
arranged for sponsorship by coal
retailers.
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Revamping
At

of

Probe
Dr.

OPA

Demanded

on
Grade
Labeling
Galbraith Attacked at House Subcommittee

Capt. Lindow to Capital
CAPT. LESTER W. LINDOW,
general manager of WFBM, Indianapolis, before he entered active military service, will report
for duty in the Radio Branch of
the Army's Bureau of Public Relations in Washington this week.
He leaves his job as public relations officer of Camp Wolters, Tex.,
to become assistant to the executive officer of the Radio Branch.
He will be in charge of program
placement and will act as liaison
with networks and advertising

Probe by Lew Hahn, Head of the NRDGA
DEMANDS for internal reorganidom of the press through an atzation of the OPA were voiced by
tempt to destroy brand names."
members of the special House MiliHis position was echoed by Rep.
tary Affairs subcommittee investiHalleck, sponsor of the investigagating OPA grade labeling last
tion, and a member of the commitweek after five days of hearings
tee.
Rep. Halleck commented "when
in which businessmen denounced
agencies.
brand names and the need for adhigh officials for allegedly seeking
vertising them are gone, the supWILLIAMS
IS NAMED
to destroy brand names and adport of our free press will be
vertising. Hearings were held unwithdrawn. He suggested the posBY GEORGIA
GROUP
der the Halleck Resolution (HRessibility
that
"the
philosophy
beGEORGIA
broadcasters
at a meet98) introduced in February by
hind many of the OPA regulaing
May
22
in
Macon
elected
Jack
Rep. Halleck (R-Ind.) to investitions is actually a concealed atWilliams,
newspaper
publisher
and
gate grade labeling and standardtempt to hamper the activity of president of WAYX, Waycross,
ization.
president of Georgia Broadcasting
the press and radio."
With hearings scheduled to conAssn. He succeeds Red Cross of
tinue into this week, much of last
'Paying the Penalty'
WMAZ, Macon. Representatives of
week's testimony was devoted to
Witnesses repeated their suspi26 of Georgia's stations were in
attendance.
cions that the regulations were
OPA orders standardizing women's
hoisery. At the conclusion of a
The meeting, one of the best atdesigned to abolish present free
session Thursday, Rep. Boren (Dtended in the history of the organicompetitive merchandising methzation, included discussions led by
Okla.), chairman of the investigatods rather than control prices.
officials
from OWI, Office of Cening group, said he would seek a
The Committee did not reach
sorship and War Manpower ComSteering Committee resolution
grade labeling of foods until late
mission. Forums were conducted by
asking the President for an inin
the
week.
Rep.
Holifield
(D-Cal.)
James
Woodruff
of Columbus, memternal reorganization of OPA.
ber of the Board of Directors of
said Friday that grade labeling
NAB.
Dr. Galbraith Attacked
was destroyed "by the force of
Other officers named by the
Throughout the week business
a powerful canner's lobby" and
broadcasters are John Tobola,
that the public "is now paying the
men leveled attacks on Dr. J. K.
WAYX, secretary-treasurer ; Ray
penalty for the dilatory proceedGalbraith, deputy OPA price adRingson,
WRDW, Augusta, viceings of Congress for failing to act
ministrator, accusing him of
president. The new directors are
John Outler, WSB, Atlanta; Hoyt
on the matter."
"using a temporary public office
Grade
labeling
was
also
chamWimpy,
to foist his private theories." Lew
Mr. Cross.WPAX, Thomasville; and
pioned by Mrs. Roosevelt last week,
Hahn, general manager of the Nawhen she told a news conference
tional Retail Dry Goods Assn., said
DON WILSON, NBC announcer on
"there is nothing quite so valuable
Dr. Galbraith, an assistant profesthe weekly Jack Benny- Show, has
to
the
housewife
as
to
put
the
sor of economics from Princeton,
been signed for a role in the Columexact truth on a label."
once had written in a book: "The
bia film, "Restless Lady".
producer- of branded goods has a
monopoly . . . which discourages
maximum production."
ASCAP
Demand
Violates Consent
Pact,
While OPA officials were getting
a raking over before the Boren
Says NAB;
Will Name
Music
Committee
Committee, rumors were current
REFUTI
NG
the
claim
of
ASCAP
last week that OPA itself was
stated, will "sit down with ASCAP
and thrash out interpretation of
about to crack at the seams. At
that stations holding "per-proa special news conference Thursgram" licenses for use of ASCAP
the ASCAP contracts."
After reciting the terms of the
day, Price Administrator Brown
music must pay royalties on income from programs preceded or
March 4, 1941 consent decree endenied his organization was breaktered into by ASCAP, the bulletin
followed by spot announcements,
ing up, although he admitted that
stated ASCAP was forbidden the
NAB last Friday notified its mem"the cost of living has gotten away
right to demand a license fee
bership that both the requirements
from us."
based on income from programs in
of the ASCAP consent decree and
A sharp fight within OPA bewhich its compositions were not
the provisions of the per-program
tween Dr. Galbraith and Lou R.
contracts preclude such a demand.
used, and was affirmatively diMaxon, Detroit advertising execurected to grant a license to broadtive serving as a dollar-a-year inIn a bulletin to members who
casters based only on the revenue
formation chief over OPA policy,
have per-program commercial lifrom programs which actually use
came to the fore with both threatcenses, NAB gave its interpretaening to leave unless the other was
tion of the claims asserted in ASCAP music. Agreements subsequently made by ASCAP were, of
dismissed. Mr. Brown said ThursASCAP's letter of May 18 to local
necessity, in compliance with this
day he had not decided which to
station program commercial li- decree.
retain, but he admitted that the
censees [Broadcasting, May 24].
Both by the requirements of the
two could not be reconciled.
Stations were advised that if
decree and the contract, NAB con_ Mr. Maxon had chafed at poliASCAP attempts to "press against
tended, ASCAP was limited to payany station the claims made in its
cies of OPA economists, and dement
on commercial programs
manded complete control of policy
letter of May 18 with respect to
which
use
and personnel. Galbraith said that
ASCAP music-prospot announcements or participatgrams on which the sponsor pays
ing
programs,
the
NAB
should
like
Maxon's proposals would ruin price
for the time, including participatcontrol and result in inflation.
to be advised of such attempt."
ing programs.
The fight before the Boren ComCommittee to Be Named
"From this alone," said NAB,
mittee last week was directed en"without further clarification, it is
tirely against Dr. Galbraith and
NAB anounced it would soon apobvious that ASCAP is not enhis staff. Clarke W. Tobin, vicepoint amusic committee, made up
titled to call a sustaining program
of
broadca
sters, which will meet
president of the Propper-McCala
comm
ercial program because it
periodic
ally
for
general
consideralum Hosiery Co. said "a certain
tion
of
all
is
problem
eith
s
er
in
preceded or followed by
the
music
faction" within OPA which framed
field. This committee, the bulletin
a commercial spot announcement."
regulations "is striking at freePage
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BROADCASTING

OWI

PLANNING

BIG

WOMAN
WORKDRIVl
FIRST steps in a Government drivr
to recruit millions of women for
war service jobs will be taken nex\
week when stations broadcast spo;
announcements now being distrihl
uted to recruit girls for collegelevel technical training courses now
being given by the War Manpower
Commission at colleges in laboi
shortage areas.
The training course recruiting
drive, distributed by the Radio Bureau of the OWI is the first step in
a great national campaign, involv-j
ingWith
everyJ. media.
Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, the voluntary agency!
selected by the Advertising Council for the campaign, plans are go.
ing ahead for a summer drive bj
radio, climaxed next fall by a super-radio effort, combined with
pressure from all other media.
Radio's assignment at present,]
OWI says, is to get girls with high
school educations to enroll in the !
training courses, which equip them !
to work as scientists and technicians in war plants. The July
issue of Women's War Guide, OWI
publication for women's program
directors will be devoted to information on this campaign. The
Guide will go out beginning June

Meanwhile spot announcements]
15. be used the week of June 7-14,
will
and
again
the following week, j
Training course recruiting will continue through the summer.
This drive, planned by Marion
Sabatini of the OWI staff for William M. Spire, chief of the Allocations Division, at present envisions
extensive use of all OWI facilities,
including the network allocation
plan, network announcement plan,
spot ture
announcements,
and the feaplan.
L-76 Tightened
AMENDMENT
to Limitation
Order L-76, restricting manufacture of radio tubes, was adopted
by the WPB last week to prevent
a breakdown of that order as a
result of provisions of the recently
adopted L-265. New amendment
limits production of tubes to orders
bearing a rating of AA-1 instead of
the previous A-l-j. Order L-265
permitted manufacturers to fill
orders with AA-4, thus opening the
way for production of tube types
form.
banned by L-76 in its previous
Exchanges of correspondence between ASCAP officials, broadcasters and the NAB were recited to
buttress this contention.
ASCAP's claim in its May 18
letter that the provision was understood to cover only such announcements as time signals,
weather reports and similar announcements was characterized by
NAB as unjustified and in conflict
with the consent decree. NAB held
that a "spot announcement which
precedes or follows a sustaining
program which uses ASCAP music does not convert the adjacent
sustaining programs into commercial programs, nor is ASCAP entitled to any percentage of the revenue derived from the sale of such
spot announcements unless the announcements use ASCAP music."
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NOW

YOU

CAN

GET

TUBES!

This letter will give you the feeling of
assurance
WAR PRODUCTION BOARD
WASHINGTON. D. C.
M*y 25. 191*5

which

rises when

you have a safe margin
IN REPLY REFER TO:
RR-U+

tubes

in reserve.

material
Freeland & Olsohner, Inc.
611 Baronn© Street
New Orleans, La.
From time to time the question has arisen as to
the restrictions of Preference Rating Order P-133 with
regard to the repair of vacuum tubes.
The limitations and restrictions of P-153 apply only to the
extension of ratings under that Order.

of transmitting

In these

times

of

shortages this sense of assur-

ance ismore

Gentlemen!

you know

than ordinarily essential

to the future of smooth,
casting.

steady broad-

• Freeland

Rebuilt

Order P-133 prohibits an operator from applying
a rating to obtain a new tube as long as he has
one spare tube for each aotive tube socket. However,
there is no limitation on the number of tubes- which
may be repaired, or the number of repaired tubes
which may be held as spares.
It is permissible to
repair any tube without the extension of a preference
rating.
It is also to be noted that if a burnedout tube is to be repaired, it i3 not necessary, under
P-133. to return the old tube to the manufacturer in
order to obtain a new tube.
General Limitation Order L-265 specifically
exempts from its provisions the transfer of electronic
equipment for repair, as well as exempting any operations involved in the repair of a speoifio piece of
eleotronio equipment.
Thus, any number of tubes oan
be repaired without the extension of a preference
rating. However, a preference rating under P-133 cannot be extended for the purchase of a new tube unless
an operator has in his inventory less than one spare
tube per socket.
Henry,

^VICTORY
BUY

Methods and Proced
Radio and Radar Di'

& Olschner

Tubes

are on the job in scores of radio stations from coast-to-coast, and are doing their job well.

FREELAND

&

REBUILT

611

BARONNE

STREET,

NEW

OLSCHNER

TUBES

ORLEANS,

LOUISIANA

Nets
McClintock
Advertisers'

Proposes
War

0

WI

Contribution

Suggests Counterpart of Army-Navy E For
In Disseminating Vital War Information
PROPOSAL that official citations,
comparable to Army-Navy E
awards to manufacturing plants
for production achievements, be
given by the OWI to advertisers
and agencies for effective use of
their medium in disseminating war
information, was made by Miller
McClintock, president of MBS, in
an address last Wednesday to the
Rotary Club of Philadelphia.
Describing the proposed citations
as badges of honor for deserving
advertisers, Mr. McClintock declared that "they will be more than
that. They will be an incentive and
a guiding star for the entire advertising profession.
Standards of Selection

"I believe the most objectiv
standard would be one based one
both quantitative and qualitative
measurements," he said. "The first
consideration, therefore, would be
the amount of radio time devoted
by the advertiser to war messages
and the amount of space used by
him in media other than radio. The
second consideration would be the
quality of the war messages, as
determined by the OWI monitor
reports for all media similar to
those now used for checking broadcast messages alone."
Paying tribute to the "magnificent and too often unheralded contribution" made by American radio
sponsors and their agencies even
before Pearl Harbor, while supplying the best radio entertainment
to the public, Mr. McClintock continued that since the war began advertisers and agencies "have gone
far beyond the normal line of duty.
. . . Just as industry has converted
its production into wartime channels, it has also converted its advertising. It has given generously
of its radio time; it has lent willingly the talents of its most famous
performers."
Mr. McClintock praised the Advertising Council for its work in
coordinating the facilities of the
advertising industry and the advertising media with the needs of the
Government, particularly in its
setting up of the radio allocation
plan, which has resulted in the
orderly scheduling of millions of
government messages, when and
where they were most needed. Today the OWI, the advertising fraternity and the broadcasters are a
"smoothly integrated machine," he
stated. "This triple-play combination has put into action the resources of 70 network clients, 38
national spot advertisers, every radio station and network in the
country. It has made possible 362,000,000 aggregate listener impressions a week in behalf of the war
effort.
"But the advertisers have done
more than provide facilities for
bringing war messages to the naPage
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Cite

Service

tion. They have given their huge
audiences — built up over the years
through great network programs —
to war leaders for their policy
talks. For example, when William
M. Jeffers spoke over the air on the
rubber crisis, he asked to broadcast on the March of Time program. Consequently, 21,000,000 listeners heard his speech, a much
greater audience than he would
have obtained on a sustaining
broadcast. As proof of this, an
even more prominent national
spokesman on one occasion used
15 minutes of sustaining time and
reached only 8,400,000 listeners.
The advantage of a ready-made
audience cannot be measured in
terms of dollars, although millions
of dollars and the total skill of
advertising agencies went into its
creation." Radio Victories
As other examples of radio's effectiveness in spreading the Government's war messages to the
public, Mr. McClintock cited the
radio campaign for sugar rationing, which helped secure registration of 91% of the Nation's population; the "Don't travel at Christmas" series which narrowly averted
a serious transportation crisis; the
broadcast plea for student nurses
to which 17,514 applicants responded and similar radio recruiting drives for branches of the
armed forces which stepped enlistments up 40% and in the case of
the Sienal Corps by "a staggering
"But the job is by no means
800r/c."
finished," he declared. "We still
have a war to win and it will take
more advertisers, making even
greater contributions in all media,
to help win this war."

No

Gas?

Try Air

PLEASURE-driving ban by
OP A doesn't keep citizens of
Elmira, N. Y. from the current home series of baseball
games at the local stadium.
The Elmira Ball Club bought
time on WENY to broadcast
the games, and urged listeners who couldn't hike or bike
to the ball park to stay home
and listen to the game on the
air, and to send in the price
of admission. According to
station manager Dale Taylor
and the ball club manageastic. ment, response was enthusi-

SUN

SHIPBUILDING

STARTS
RADIO
USE
THE FIRST contract for radio
sponsored by the Sun Shipbuilding
and Drydock Co., Chester, Pa., was
signed on May 25 by John G. Pew
Jr., vice-president, placing direct
with Benedict Gimbel Jr., president
of WIP, Philadelphia. It marks the
first use of radio for the shipbuilding company, although the Sun Oil
Co. of Chester, also headed by Mr.
Pew, has been a heavy user.
The gramshipbuilding
company's
prowill start on May
31, weekly
for 15 weeks, 9:30-10 p.m. Dollars
to Donuts, a quiz show with Howard Jones of the station's staff as
m.c, w.'ll be used, originating from
the stage of the auditorium at the
Naval Hospital in Philadelphia.
Commercial copy will be institutional, and the programs will
be dedicated to the wounded mariners as a tribute from those who
build their ships.
Gimbel Sponsors
GIMBEL BROTHERS, Philadelphia (department store), is sponsoring a new series of Swing In
Style programs on WIP, Philadelphia, in the interests of the Junior
Miss Shop. Scheduled Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday, from 10:15
to 10:30 p.m., the program is a record show conducted by Bill Manns,
staff announcer. Placed direct, the
program will continue indefinitely.

Ready

With

Post- War
Features
NBC Starts Program June 5;
Shayon Produces for CBS
MATERIAL amassed by the CBS
post-war division during the past
18 months is ready for translation
into "terms of actual radio production," it was announced last
week by Douglas Coulter, CBS Director of Broadcasts, who stated
that Robert Lewis Shayon, CBS
producer-director, has been selected to produce a series of programs
designed to give Americans a picture of the world after the war.
Working with Lyman Bryson,
CBS Director of Education and
head of the post-war division, Mr.
Shayon will mold the infor-mation
gathered by the division's research
staff into programs which may take
the form of daytime serials, inter!;]
views, evening shows combining
dramatic and documentary techniques, or talks by leading authorities. The research staff has made]
digests of important books and articles, has prepared charts of postwar issues, and has studied the activities of more than 300 organizations already at work in the post-,
war field.
Public Service
In presenting the problems which
people must solve in the future, Mr.
Coulter said "Radio can perform
a valuable public service." He also
mentioned "the vital role which
radio will play in world-wide reconstruction .. . since for the first
time in the history of wars and!
peace treaties, such a means ofj
communication will be available."
NBC's series dedicated to postwar planning — For This We Fight
— gets under way June 5, the featured speakers on the first program
to be Kent Cooper, Executive Di-I
rector of Associated Press; Earl J.
Johnson, in charge of news for j
United Press, who will serve as
moderator; Sen. Elbert D. Thomas
(D-Utah), Chairman of the Senate
Committee on Judiciary.
Presented by the NBC Jrcter-|
American U of the Air, the series, i
to be heard Saturday, 7-7:30 p.m.,
will be divided into two groups of
13 broadcasts each, the first group
on international phases of the peace
and the second on national aspects.
G-E

Buys

Roundup

GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady, which
announced
early
this month that it planned to discontinue
its institutional news
series on CBS with Frazier Hunt,
has taken over CBS' The World
Today program, which the network
has presented for several years.
Effective May 31, G-E will spon-

ON THE 20th anniversary of the National Radio Pulpit, broadcast on
WEAF, and later on NBC, the network received this testimonial signed
by representatives of 25 Protestant Churches affiliated with the Federal
Council of Churches of Christ in America. Present at ceremonies broadcast from NBC's studios, May 23, were: (1 to r) Dr. Frank C. Goodman
executive secretary, department of religious
radio, FCCCA ; Niles Trammell, NBC president; David Sarnoff, chairman of NBC board and
president of RCA; and Dr. Roswell Barnes, associate general secretary
BROADCASTING

1
;
i

I

sor
the on
series
Monday
through
Saturday
the full
network,
6:45- '
6:55 p.m., in the interests of the j
electronics
division
of G-E's Doug
radio
and
television
department.
Edwards is news reporter on the
program, which features pickups
from CBS correspondents all over 1
the world. G-E agency is Maxon
Inc., New York.
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RADAR PIONEER
Of Britain Named By BIS
Publication

Navy

Scientists

BRITAIN
Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor and Leo C. Young Are Named
As Conceivers of Electronic Detection Art
A DETAILED history of radar that
named names and listed significant
dates was released by the Navy
last week, indicating- this secret
electronic weapon was first conceived by scientists of the U. S.
Naval Aircraft Laboratory and
copied abroad from articles these
men contributed to scientific journals.
According to the Navy statement,
Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor and Leo C.
Young, now superintendent and assistant superintendent respectively
of the Radio Division of the Naval
Research Laboratory, observed in
mid-September 1922 that certain
radio signals were reflected from
steel buildings and metal objects.
They also observed that ships passing between a transmitter and receiver gave a definite interference
pattern.
Upper Air Measured
The two men have been intimately connected with the development
of radar since that time, the Navy
said. Between 1925-1930, the reflection phenomena was used by
Dr. Taylor and Mr. Young to measure the height of the KennellyHeaviside layer, an atmospheric
formation which acts as a reflector
of certain beams.
Our Navy learned in September
1940 that articles in technical magazines reporting this work had
tipped off resourceful British researchers, and that quite independently, the British had developed a radar system with frequencies and circuits quite similar
to our own. This knowledge came
to the Navy, it was said, during
the Battle of Britain, when the
British aircraft detecting system
was beating back the Lutwaffe.
Representatives of the British
Technical Mission held conferences
with U. S. Navy officials and the
Naval Research Laboratory, at
which time much technical information on radar was exchanged.
Radar, for about 17 years, was
strictly a Naval Research Laboratory project, the report said. By
October 1939, it had been thoroughly tested, and the Navy decided to
go into production.
On a bid basis, contracts for six
sets of aircraft detection equipment patterned after an original
model, built by the Navy, were
awarded RCA. This firm, together
with Bell Telephone, had been cooperating in development of the
equipment.
In August, 1940, realizing the
nation was faced with limited
radar production facilities, Rear
Adm. Harold G. Bowen, now special assistant to the Undersecretary
of the Navy, persuaded Charles E.
Wilson, GE President (subsequently
executive vice-chairman of the
WPB) to install radar production
Page
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facilities at GE. Within two weeks,
20 GE scientists from Schenectady
had visited the Navy laboratory.
Mr. Wilson himself headed an
inspection party. He directed Dr.
Walter R. Baker, then head of the
GE Radio Division, now a GE vicepresident, to transfer all the company's radio engineers to radar
work. Additional manufacturing'
facilities were installed, and GE
was awarded a large contract for
radar equipment for naval vessels.
In October, 1940, Admiral Bowen
invited Westinghouse to participate in the radar program.
Through an invitation to A. W.
Robertson, chairman of the board,
and George Bucher, president, representatives ofthe firm visited the
Naval laboratory and subsequently
organized a radar division that was
awarded a large Navy contract.
By the beginning of 1941, GE,
Westinghouse, RCA and Bell Telephone Labs, were carrying out research and commercial production.
Although production is now substantial, the Navy has ordered that
procurement of material must not
interfere with the progress of the
development.
Research Continues
Research is continuing, the Navy
said, and new developments are
constantly being made by the Government and industry. Every manufacturer of any size in the electronics industry is participating.
After the original discovery of
the radar principle in 1922, the
Navy explained, research emphasis
was placed on tests measuring
radio reflections in the KennellyHeaviside layer from 1925-1930.
The Navy had the cooperation of
Dr. Gregory Breit and Dr. Merle
A. Tuve of the Carnegie Institute
in the work, as well as L. A. Gebhard and M. H. Schrenck.
An important associate in this
job was L. A. Hyland, now with
Bendix Corp. Mr. Hyland, on June
24, 1930, while working under Dr.
Taylor, observed that aircraft
crossing between a transmitter and
receiver, operating directionally,
gave a definite interference pattern. In January 1931, the Navy's
Bureau of Engineering, radio division, accepted Dr. Taylor's recommendation that "radio-echo signals" should be studied further,
suggesting that the Research Laboratory "investigate their use to
detect the presence of enemy vessels and aircraft." It was revealed
that the Navy used the ill-fated
airship Akron in some of the experiments.
The work was brought to the attention of the War Dept. a year
later when the Secretary of the
Navy wrote the Secretary of War,
describing the experiments and
suggesting that certain phases of

WINNER IN KGO, San Francisco's
two-week auditions of 43 contestants, Monty Margetts, radio and
stage actress, handles the all-night
shift, announcing programs, introducing recordings and keeping the
airways
lively with small talk.
the problem appeared to be more
the Army's concern than the
By 1932, the Navy said, the chief
Navy's.
problem was to develop instruments for the collection, automatic
recording and correlation of data
to show the position, angle and
speed of approach of objects in the
air. The first such instruments
were developed by Robert M. Page,
of the Naval Laboratory, assisted
by Robert C. Guthrie. Both Mr.
Page and Mr. Guthrie have been
constantly active in radar research,
the Navy reported, and many radar
developments have been credited
to them.
The House Naval Appropriations
Committee, headed by Rep. Scrugham, now Sen. Scrugham (DNev.), a former engineer, took an
intense interest in radar, the Navy
said, allotting $100,000 on its own
initiative to the work, and makingrepeated inspection trips. The Bureau of Standards and the War
Dept. maintained constant liaison.
On Feb. 17, 1937, the first radar
set developed in this country was
demonstrated to Adm. William D.
Leahy and Undersecretary of Navy
Charles Edison. In March 1939, this
equipment, installed in the USS
New York, was given intensive
tests at sea.
Institute

Lecturers

SIX GUEST lecturers, who will address the second annual NBCNorthwestern U. Summer Radio
Institute in a series of Tuesday
night seminars to be held from
June 21 through July 31, were announced by Harry Kopf, manager
of the NBC Central Division, as
follows : Clarence L. Menser, NBC
vice-president in charge of programs; Philip H. Cohen, chief of
government liaison division of
OWI; John J. Louis, vice-president
of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago; Herbert Hollister, owner of
KANS, Wichita; Wynn Wright,
production director of NBC Eastern Division; Clifton Utley, news
commentator. The Institute, which
will be held at the Northwestern
campus in Evanston, will open the
seminar lectures to the public.

BROADCASTING

names

Sir Robert A.

Watson Watt, the Air Ministry's
scientific advisor on Telecommunications, as the first man to make
radiolocation (or radar) a practical operational science, according
to In Perspective, publication prepared for the British Information
Service by the Joint Liaison Committee in Washington.
The British account said the
principle of radar was known long
before it was successfully applied.
When war seemed probable, Watson Watt, who had been one of the
pioneers in fundamental research,
was commissioned by the Government to work out detectors using
reflected radio waves.
By September, 1939, radiolocators were in action and the necessary organization was in being,
the British claim. (The U. S. Navy
said last week that contracts for
production of radar were let in
this country in October, 1939).
The British account continued by
saying- that while radar was beating the Luftwaffe in the Battle of
Britain "Britain gave the United
States the benefit of her radio lodevelopments,"
and "Americancation
scientists
were invited
to take
over these projects and bring them
to the production stage."
"They did this with such success," the British declared, "that
if the story can ever be told, it
will constitute one of the most
brilliant and important examples of
Anglo-American collaboration."
"No one country, in wartime,
could simultaneously exploit all its
potential
developments
to the
the British
commented.
At full,"
any
moment, then, it is probaby true
that any country is temporarily
ahead of others on the type or
technique on which it is concentrating, they concluded.
Standard's Plans
STANDARD OIL Co. of California, San Francisco, with broadcast of July 4 will originate its
weekly Standard Symphoyiy Hour
for 10 weeks from Hollywood
(Cal.) Bowl on 5 NBC Pacific stations (KFI KPO KGW KOMO
KHQ) , Sunday, 8:30-9:30 p.m.
(PWT). Paul Whiteman, BLUE
musical director, will be guest conductor of the initial summer broadcast, with Los Angeles Philharmonic orchestra featured throughout the series. Standard Oil Co. is
also considering an additional regional network program, tentatively titled Standard Show Time,
to supplement its weekly symphony
series.
Francisco.Agency is BBDO, San
Quartz Crystals Needed
QUARTZ CRYSTALS are so badly
needed for the manufacture of oscillator plates in radio equipment for
the armed forces, that WPB is asking
everyone who knows the location of
such crystals to report it to the Miscellaneous Minerals Division, Temporary "R" Bldg., Washington. Almost all quartz now used for this purpose comes from Brazil. Milky, rose
or purple quartz is useless, but citizens having access to separate individual crystals, weighing at least half a
pound, at least three inches long and
an inch thick, and clear and colorless
on the inside, are asked to send sam-
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THE

BOSTON

SYMPHONY

Three MEN meet — Serge Koussevitzky,
Conductor of The Boston Symphony;
Mark Woods. President of The Blue Network
(right) : and Roy Harris. America's leading
symphonic composer (at the piano ) .
And as a result of the meeting, the three
men have set up another major milestone in
American musical history. The Blue Network
has commissioned Roy Harris to write his
next — his Sixth — Symphony. The new work
will be broadcast, coast-to-coast, next Spring,
by The Boston Symphony Orchestra, over
The Blue Network.
"In offering this commission to Mr. Harris,"
said President Woods. "I have made no demands. Nor any suggestions, beyond the hope

ORCHESTRA

that Harris, an American of the soil, would
dedicate his Sixth to America's fighting
forces — and that it would symbolize our nation's struggle for the freedom of mankind."
Of Harris, as man and musician. Dr. Koussevitzky thus expresses himself. "I think that
nobody has captured in music the essence of
American life— its vitality, its greatness, its
strength — so well as Roy Harris. I feel the
genius of his art— which is great because it
so colorfully portrays the life of our people."
Speaking of his new work, Harris said that
he would compose a major choral symphony,
dwelling upon the Lincoln era— which being
an era of war and high purpose is particularly significant for the America of today.

THE BLUE NETWORK
A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Tube

MUSIC FOR WORKERS
Aired on W51R to Raise
Rochester Production
g Rochester proMUSIC is speedin
duction. Last week several major
industries inal the up-state New
city began piping
York industri

TELEVISION PROGRAM PLANS for future programs on W2XWV,
New York, are discussed by Bernard Pagenstecher, vice-president of
M. H. Hackett Inc., Jill Stephens, writer-producer-m.c, and Sam Cuff,
Du Mont executive in charge of the commercial experimentation.

WHO'LL
PAY
'VISION
BILLS?
DuMont Invites Broadcasters, Advertisers and Agencies
To Study for Post-War Plan
TELEVISION will go commercial
with relatively modest studio faciliovernight. So says Allen B. DuMont,
ties and yet we have been putting
whose DuMont Laboratories, Inc.,
out a wide variety of entertainin New York are continuing to supStating that few people have any
ply service to the metropolitan television set owners numbering sevrealization
of how near the comment."
eral thousands.
mercial
stage television has apBut how will the programs be
proached, Mr. Cuff said that the
paid for? Mr. DuMont is connew series is designed to give agentributing substantially to an ancy program personnel a chance to
swer to that question by inviting
work in the new medium, to learn
broadcasters, advertisers and
for themselves and their clients
agencies to take part in a study
and experimentation with televiwhat methods of presentation will
sion technique at no cost to any of
be most effective. Regular periods,
the participants.
ranging from five minutes to a
Agency Audience
half-hour, will be assigned to the
agencies on a weekly basis, Mr.
With a studio audience of agency
radio executives, W2XWV, New
Cuff explained, so that they may be
York, the DuMont television staable to study the progressive effect
tion, recently opened a series of of each commercial series.
experimental telecasts designed to
The opening program, with
demonstrate the commercial possiJill Stevens as mistress of cerebilities of sight-and-sound broadmonies, included several commercials. A skit in which a comedian
casting when this medium comes
into its own at the close of the war.
crushed his hat into a shapeless
mass
was sponsored by Adam Hat
In preparation for this time, DuStores to demonstrate how much
Mont officials have invited advertispunishment an Adam hat can take;
ing agencies to use the station as a
Butterick Co. presented a model
laboratory to test out various types
wearing clothes made from Butof video commercials for their
terick patterns; Adolph Fleshner,
clients.
King of the Sea Restaurant owner,
Already acceptances have come
and a girl stooge demonstrated
from Young & Rubicam, BBDO,
the right and wrong ways of sepBenton & Bowles, J. Walter Thomparating alobster's meat from its
shell.
son Co., Marschalk & Pratt, Grey
Adv. Agency and Riess Adv., while
"We are working with studio
other agencies are planning to parcameras for direct or 'live' pickticipate at a later date, according
ups," Mr. Cuff says. "We have
to Sam Cuff, newscaster, in charge
evolved equipment for remote
of this work for DuMont.
pickups either by coaxial cable or
ultra-high-frequency radio relay.
Aims of Study
We now have a thoroughly comThe study aims to formulate an
mercial and
setup." a half or two hours
An hour
advertising or sponsorship pracseems
to
be
the right length for
tice. "Television is far simpler,
much less expensive and nearer
an evening's television program,
Mr. Cuff said. If an agency wants
the commercial stage than most
to
present a special program for
people realize," says Mr. Cuff.
an hour or longer, DuMont will
"We believe broadcasters and advertisers alike will be delightfully
allot it a full evening for this purpose. In addition to these agency
surprised with what we can show.
telecasts, DuMont will continue to
Our station has been operating
Page
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their works daily
two program
ur to
programs are
ers. The half-ho
t
broadcas over FM station W51R at
9:45 a.m. and 2:45 p.m., picked up
by FM receivers at the factories,
and then sent through plant public address systems.
Credit for the idea and the research goes to George Driscoll, FM
engineer at the station. Plan was
formulated when representatives of
industry in Rochester were called
together by William Fay, general manager of W51R, after a
number of industrialists had expressed interest in having music at
their plants. Now that the plan is
in operation, many other concerns
expect to equip their factories for
the service.
Experiments with music in war
plants both in England and the
U. S. have shown that it tends to
increase production through its
psychological effect on workers.
Possibilities of boredom and fatigue
are cut down, it is claimed. Music
used will be familiar and soothing,
waltzes, semi-classics and soft
rhythm varieties. Because vocals,
loud brass and "jive" are distracting, these types will not be played.
Twins for Hawley
LOWELL HAWLEY, writer on Art
Baker's Notebook at KFI, Los Angeles, is the father of twins, a boy and
girl, born on May 13.
present its regular Sunday evening programs of variety entertainment.
"For the last year we have been
evolving the program end until we
now have the basis for satisfactory
telecast entertainment. The engineering end is ready. The remaining factor in rounding out the
commercialized television of the
post-war era is the advertising
angle — which we now are studying
and hope to formulate."
Check on Reaction
Du Mont is keeping a careful
check on the audience reaction to
its programs, through return cards
sent weekly to set-owners in the
station's coverage area, Mr. Cuff
said, adding that the installation
of a new antenna within the next
few weeks should expand and intensify this area, which already
extends about 60 miles from the
transmitter, with scattered reports
of good reception coming in from
points as far away
phia. , as PhiladelMr. Cuff also extended an invitation to station officials from out-oftown stations to visit the W2XWV
studios and transmitter, both located at 515 Madison Ave., New
York, whenever they are in the
city. For broadcasters who may be
considering entering the television
field after the war is over, he said
that Du Mont is preparing monthly
reports on its operations, detailing
studio and engineering costs of various types of programs as well as
their audience reactions.
BROADCASTING

Repair

Rule

Defined
by
WPB
Unlimited Number of Rebuilt
Tubes Permitted by Order
BROADCASTING may have on
hand an unlimited number of repaired transmitter tubes without
violating WPB's maintenance and
repair order, P-133, Glenn C.
Henry, chief of the Radio & Radar
Division's Methods & Procedure
Section ruled last week.
Mr. Henry's interpretation of
P-133, one of the most liberal yet
brought forward by WPB, holds
that the order in no way limits the
number of tubes which may be repaired, or the number of repaired
tubes which may be held as spares.
In addition, Mr. Henry said, it is
not necessary under either P-133,
or L-265 to return to manufacturers burnt out tubes which can be
repaired for one's own use. Return of tubes, however, for turn-in
credit, is not limited.
This official explanation of the
limitation orders was brought out
in a letter to Freeland & Olschner,
tube repair firm in New Orleans,
which had asked an interpretation
of the P-133 limitation prohibiting
operators from applying a preference rating when they have al
spare for each active tube socket.
Two Spares Possible
According to Mr. Henry's letter,
a station may now have on hand as
many repaix-ed tubes as it wishes.
This is automatically limited however by the number of tubes available, since repair firms have no
stock on hand, and merely take in
jobs to order.
Moreover, the new interpretation
makes it possible for stations with
one spare at present, to obtain a
second when they suffer a tube
failure. When a tube burns out, the
operator inserts his spare, and then
finding himself with no other
his preference ratapplies
spare,ing for
a new replacement. He
may, however, retain his burnt
out tube for repairs if he wishes,
soon finding himself legally in possession of two spares.
Since the broadcaster will have
two spares when the next failure
occurs, this process cannot be repeated under P-133, Mr. Henry
warns. The broadcaster may, however, again have his spoiled tube
repaired, and thus restore his inventory of two spares.
Human

Symphony

BODY SOUNDS ranging
from 40 to 4,000 cycles, never
before audible to the human
new
stethoscope,
ear, areacoustic
heard through
RCA's
which opens to physicians the
unheard tones of the organs
of the human body. So many
new sounds can be detected
with this instrument that a
filter has been built into it
to enable the user to limit the
range by turning a knob.
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Regulations Follow 'Guide'
This does not mean that a soldier on the air must be humorless
or unnatural, Col. Kirby explained,
but no exploitation of the uniform
in a cheap or tawdry manner will
be permitted. In general, the regulations follow those promulgated in
the "Radio Guide for Public Relations Officers", revised Jan. 1, 1943,
and available through Army public relations officers [Broadcasting, Jan. 18].
Col. Kirby described these regulations in a few brief paragraphs.
First, soldiers are peimitted to appear individually and occasionally
on network and local programs,
sustaining or sponsored, originating on Army property, if the program meets with the approval of
the commanding officer, does not
interfere with Army training, involves no cost to the Government
and is accompanied by an advertising disclaimer.
Off the reservation in their free
time, soldiers may appear in a radio studio in quiz and audience
participation shows and may compete for prizes on the same basis
as civilians. Soldiers may be interviewed on any and all programs
subject to War Dept. approval,
with script clearance by the Radio
Branch in the case of network
shows. When casualties or men returning from combat areas are interviewed, whether on local or network programs, scripts must be
cleared with the Radio Branch.
One rule is basic in Army approval of any radio program, said
Col. Kirby. Under an agreement
Page
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Cites

Established

IN ANSWER to cries from many
quarters for a definite Army and
Navy policy in regard to the appearance of military personnel on
sponsored shows, Col. Edwin H.
Kirby, chief of the Radio Branch
of the War Dept's. Bureau of Public Relations has now stated that
Army regulations have been applied consistently from the outset.
The recent AFRA ban on commercial broadcast of This Is the Army
by the original Army cast has
brought this whole question back
into the limelight.
Col. Kirby indicated that within
set regulations, Army policy is
keeping pace with the public temper. At the present time the War
Dept. frowns on presentation of
soldiers on network and local shows
where they appear as stooges or
freaks or in any role which d'scredits the uniform and the seriousness of their job. With the severity of the war brought increasingly home to the people through
casualties, parents, wives and
sweethearts see their own serviceman reflected in every man in uniform.

31, 1943

Col.

Policy
Kirby

Individual
Last

Cases;

October

which dates back to 1914, military
personnel cannot be used to displace civilian employment. Clearance with AFRA, however, is not
the War Dept.'s problem, since it
is assumed that before any show
is presented for Army clearance,
AFRA approval will have been arranged by sponsor and producer.
In the case of This Is The Army,
the department understood that all
arrangements with AFRA and
AFM had been made. The Army
had no objection to the appearance
of military personnel on the program, which would have netted the
Army Emergency Relief fund approximately $40,000.
Cases Discussed
In answer to allegations that it
was unfair that "Ezra Stone be
ruled off The Aldrich Family, while
Rudy Vallee, in the Coast Guard;
Gene Autry, in the Army; and
Eddie Peabody in the Navy, continue on commercial programs,"
Col. Kirby explained that the circumstances ofEzra Stone's broadcast differed materially from those
of the Autry show. Under a regulation allowing men inducted into
the Army to carry out the provisions of existing contracts, Ezra
Stone continued to play the part of
Henry Aldrich for General Foods
for one season after he was inducted. When he signed another
contract to continue on the show,
Army permission was refused because as a soldier he is subject
to 24-hour service and therefore
may not make commitments to appear anywhere at a stipulated time
for a definite period.
Gene Autry, on the other hand,
is heard on the air in the Army's

Music

MUSIC in war plants is so
important an aid in war
production that RCA-Victor
has set up special research
on the subject. Dr. W. E.
Kerr, psychologist, reports
that music should be selected
according to age, sex, race
and work done. Fast music
is not popular in most plants ;
name bands are most popular; Hawaiian music is welcomed on "blue" days and in
hot weather.
behalf. As a soldier he is assigned
to the Air Forces for recruiting
purposes, Col. Kirby explained.
The money he earns goes to the Air
Forces AER. The Wrigley Co. pays
for the show but gets only a credit
1'ne, not a commercial. Sgt. Autry
is known to reach thousands of
high school boys, the Air Forces
personnel of tomorrow, stimulating their interest in the service,
and also evoking interest within
the Army for this branch of the
service which requires men of particularly high calibre.
Victory — Yardstick

The Army uses established programs with established audiences
to reach the public with its message. Commercial shows, just as
sustaining shows, are used only for
one purpose — to benefit the Army,
to help win the war. This is the
yardstick, added Col. Kirby, and
any benefit accruing to the advertiser is incidental.
"Past professional exploits don't
give a man the right to speak for
the Army," he said, with reference
to hero interviews. A request for
an interview with Joe Louis and
Billy Conn, keyed to the fact that
these two fighters have entered the
service and laid down arms to fight
a common enemy, was turned down.
But the appearance of Capt. Gene
Raymond on the Stage Door Canteen was approved because he has

seen action as a gunner in the
European war theatre and "earned
the right to talk for the Army.'
"We have requests for the soldier with the biggest feet, or the
greatest weight, to appear on the
air," the Colonel conti
"These
requests are refused, nued.
because such
appearances benefit nobody," he
stated.
The Bureau of Public Relations
is preparing a study "to establish
the soldier's right to expression
this side of security." Covering the
participation, paid or otherwise,
of service men in art, drama, radio and allied fields, the study is
expected to be released soon.
Navy Policy
Navy policy was set down in a
directive last October, according to
J. Harrison Hartley, Chief of the
Radio Section, Navy Office of Public Relations. This directive states
that the Navy will not cooperate
in arranging the appearance of
Navy personnel purely for the entertainment of audiences. Basic
criterion is whether the program is
of value to the Navy. Presenting
Navy men as comedians and
stooges in any way which might
discredit the service is banned. The
directive further states that Navy
personnel may appear on radio
shows when material, news and information helpful to the war effort
is included, or when the programs
orginate from Navy property. Individuals asked to appear personally may do so when there is no
interference with duties and no
possibility of discredit on the individual or the service.
Lt. Com. Eddie Peabody, USNR,
who is band and recreation officer
of the Naval Training Station,
Great Lakes, 111., was granted permission to continue on the air for
Alka-Seltzer before Pearl Harbor,
according to best available sources.
He plays one banjo number weekly
on the National Barn Dance program, giving plugs frequently for
the women's services of the Navy.
Permission was granted Rudy
Vallee to continue on the air for
National Dairy Products Corp. last
year before policy in regard to
radio appearances was set, it is
understood. Chief Petty Officer
Vallee has been assigned by the
Coast Guard to build up a Coast
Guard band. From time to time
his radio show carries Navy messages, with recent plugs given to
SPAR recruiting. His earnings on
the program are turned over to the
Coast Guard Welfare Fund.
Kobak

on Tour

EDGAR KOBAK, executive vicepresident of the BLUE, last week
left New York for a 10-day trip
to confer with BLUE affiliates and
agencies. He will visit Philadelphia,
Chicago, and in Minneapolis will
address a meeting of the local advertising club. On June 4 he will
go to Skytop, Pa., with Mark
Woods, president of the BLUE,
and William Hillman, Washington
correspondent of the BLUE, to attend a meeting
of the Marketing
Executive
s Society.
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CHATTANOOGA,

TENN.

WDOD

"B"

"C"

MORNING
INDEX
(8 TO 12 P. M.)

52.7

23.4

22.2

1.7

AFTERNOON
INDEX
(12 TO 6 P. M.)

45.5

29.5

23.5

1.5

EVENING
INDEX
(6 TO 10:30 P. M.)

44.4

39.5

13.2

2.9

the

time-buyers

OTHERS

station

RECENT survey based on actual national spot business placed with Chattanooga radio stations, showed
WDOD the overwhelming preference of time buyers
throughout the nation. 76.9% of all national spot business
placed In Chattanooga is awarded WDOD, with 18.3%
going to Station "B", and 4.8% going to Station "C".
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OWI

Information
Program
Sponsored
To lend authenticity, WSB asked
getting
bad conditions corrected is
Home
Front Aided By
the regional OWI to voice the
illustrated in the handling of the
show. The station auditioned OWI
fats salvage campaign. Listeners
Question-Answer
staff members and selected Marvin
reported that the collection system
Cox, Regional Director, and Edith
was not operating satisfactorily in
'Mailbag'
Ford, administrative assistant, to
certain rural areas. This informaPROVIDING the public with war
present the Mailbag. They have
tion was immediately passed on to
information directly requested by
listeners is the keynote of the Rethe salvage people, who then knew
prepared the sci-ipts and presented
the show since it began.
gional OWI Mailbag program now
precisely where the collection system needed to be improved.
in its second year on WSB in
The type of questions received
Soon after the program was
Atlanta. The southeast regional
follows closely the changing pattern of war on the home front.
OWI produces the show, sponsored
started on WSB, the regional OWI
When
gasoline rationing was first
queried other stations in the Southtwice weekly by Rich's department
instituted in the Atlantic Seaboard
east about their interest in the
store, one of the South's largest
advertisers.
states, scores of questions poured
script. Response was favorable, and
in from Florida tourists who
some 20 other stations are now
The program is now in its second year. Literally hundreds of
wanted to know if they would be
using the Mailbag script in the
questions have been answered over
Southeast. This brings questions
allowed gas to drive home. More
the air on problems ranging from
from the entire region and enables
recently questions on war jobs,
delayed allotment checks of solessential occupations and procedure
the regional OWI to know the spefor obtaining discharges for drafcific problems which are concerndiers' dependents to priorities for
unseasoned lumber. Other hundreds
tees over 38 years old have preing the people of the Deep South.
dominated.
of questions not suitable for broadAmong stations using the recast are answered by direct mail.
gional OWI Mailbag script are
The value of the Mailbag in

.

A.

BENSON

WIL

•

ST.

WBHP, Huntsville; WJBY, Gadsden; WALA, Mobile; and WCOV,
Montgomery, all in AlabamaWFLA, Tampa; WCOA, Pensacola; WDBO, Orlando, WRUF,
Gainesville; WDLP, Panama City;
WTOC,
nah;
WGAA,
Jacks
WJAX, Savan
onvil
le,
town; WGOV, Valdosta;
Albany, Georgia; WAML,
WGCM, Gulf port; WCOC,
ian; WSLI, Jackson;

Greenville; WCBI, Columbus',
Chatt
a; WJHL
, Johnso
WDOD,n'
Jackson;
WTJS,
Miss.;anoog
City; WSM, Nashville, Tenn.
Wide Query Range
Queries come in on all sorts of
stationery — on embossed paper
from the president of a chain of
clothing stores who wants to know
what to do with wool accumulated
in taking cuffs off trousers, and on
ruled tablet paper from a tenant
farmer who wants to know if he
must pay the Victory Tax.
Problems vary from the sublime
to the ridiculous. The Mailbag
helped solve the dilemma of a war
mother who could not locate safety
pins to diaper her expected baby.
And on the same program was
query of a legless man who wanted
to use his hands and eyes in furthering the war effort because he
couldn't walk as could his four
brothers in the service.
One letter highly prized by the
regional OWI as testimony of confidence in the program was forwarded by WSLI in Jackson. The
text follows:
I want to tell you how much we
appreciate the program that you have
now called The Mail Bag. We feel we
are getting correct information. We
do not depend on the papers any
more at all — we just wait 'til Tuesdays andBag.
Thursdays and listen to
The Mail

Maymie W. Williamson,
Canton, Miss.

LOUIS

United
^WWCW

..."Trying to find a program

to attract the 'younger generation' to a large indoor swimming pool was a source of considerable
concern - until we
BANDWAGON'
went

pulled

through-Saturday
younger

your

'BROADWAY

out of the bag. The

for it immediately

generation

- and

feature,

the

as

advertiser
a Monday-

aforementioned

has gone for it, too. They are

really getting 'into the swim'."

THE

BROADWAY

BANDWAGON

is a half-

hour program, "across the board." It features
outstanding pop tunes interpreted by name
dance bands and rhythm groups. It is an integral part of Lang-Worth
Service.

Planned Program

LANG
-WORTH,
420 MADISON AVENUE
• NEW
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Florid
Cedara'
WALB,
LaurelMeridWJPR

Inc.
YORK, N. Y.
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Artists

Did

Not

Buy Hartford Broadcasts
UNITED ARTISTS Corp., New

York, in promoting "Lady of Burlesoue" in Hartfo
rd, home town
of Michael O'Shea, star of the picture, arranged special broadcasts
in his honor on the four stations
in that city, but did not buy the
t;me, as mistakenly expressed in
Broadcasting, May 10. WTIC on
May 11, prior to the premiere,
broadcast a special program, written and produced by Martin Starr
of the radio division of UA. Special
shows in connection with the openin? were also done by WDRC,
WTHT and WNBC. United Artists
did purchase time in several other
cities for spot announcements to
run two
openin
g. days prior to the film's

Dorsey

for Dorsey

WHILE Tommy Dorsey and his
orchestra take a two-week vacation
in June from their Wednesday
night series on NBC, Brown & Wiiliamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville,
will present Tommy's brother,
Jimmy Dorsey, from Philadelphia
June 2 and from Cleveland June 9
in the 8:30-9 p.m. spot. Series promotes Raleigh cigarettes and tobacco with Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago, the agency.
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Advertising
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Board

Tech
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Gets

Regents

Control of wgst, Atlanta,
iow rests in the hands of its li.ensee, the Georgia School of Technology, as the result of its purchase
if all the outstanding- stock of
he operating- company, Southern
.Jroadcasting- Stations Inc., attorleys for the station announced
ast week.
Payment is to be 15% of the
station's net profits to January,
.950, the date to which the nianigement contract of Southern
Jroadcasting- Stations was to run.
The contract, signed April 14, ends
he control of the Pickard-Calhoun
nterests over the actual operations
)f WGST "to the almost complete
exclusion of the station licensee",
is found by the FCC [Broadcasting, March 29].

Control
to

of

Operate

WGST;
Station

to be accomplished within a few
weeks and the Board of Regents
is to keep the FCC informed of
progress.
Direct control of the station and
its operators is now vested in a
radio committee of the Board of
Regents consisting of Sandy Beaver, chairman; Frank M. Spratlin,
vice-chairman; William S. Morris,
Pope F. Brock and Marion Smith,
ex-officio; and Chancellor S. V. Sanford and President M. L. Brittain
as ex-officio members. They comprise a continuing committee with

power to make contracts, appoint
officers of the station, supervise
the operation and perform other
management functions.
It is understood that Clarence H.
Calhoun, general manager, and associated with Sam Pickard in
Southern Broadcasting Stations, is
to continue as manager and that
there will be no other changes in
station personnel.
When final data on the changes
now being effected is presented to
the Commission, the way will be
open for Commission consideration
on renewal of WGST's license. The
station is now operating under a
temporary license which expires
next June 21.

Southern Broadcasting- Stations
is to be dissolved upon the completion of the necessary legal steps
in transferring all operating contracts and assets of the corporation to the school. This is expected

Albuquerque Broadcasting
PHONE 4«1 . * P. O. BOX 1319
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

March
New

Areas

POOLING

Listening Posts to Share
—Sets Started by WSKB—
SOUTHWEST MISSISSIPPI listeners are hearing a unique appeal
these days: to share their radios
with neighbors who have none or
whose sets are out of order. The
appeal comes from WSKB, McComb, Miss., tablishment
which
urges posts
the esof listening
in
homes or places of business. Special
posters for window display are sent
listeners who wish to invite others
to share their radios and names of
persons writing in for the posters
are aired daily on the Listening
Post program. In sending out the
posters, WSKB includes letters
promoting patronage of sponsors.

K
O
B
"The Voice of New Mexico"

Control Under Regents

Nine

RADIO

Company

■

10th

of our 23rd year

Added

19

To Acute Labor Markets
i NINE new areas were added to
the list of areas of acute labor
shortages last week, while two
others were removed by the War
Manpower Commission. Under the
most recent listing 42 labor markets are considered critical and
therefore subject to local regulations requiring a 48-hour work
week.
The nine new "critical areas"
are: Akron; Chambersburg, Pa.;
Pine Bluff, Ark.; Salt Lake City;
San Francisco; Sturgeon Bay,
iWis. ; Trenton; Wilmington; Jacksonville. Two areas removed from
the critical list, but still subject to
48 hours unless other instructions
.appear locally, are Des Moines and
Manitowoc, Wis.

4 3

International News Service
General Offices
235 Sast 45th Street
New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
We have been using International News
Service for a number of years.
I am writing
to commend you on the uniform excellence of
your service during that time.
We have noted particularly that you seem
to be on the job when big things are happening.

New York City Council
Ponders WNYC
Future

All of our local

newscasts

are sponsored,

and we are using your week-end roundup as a Sunday News Review which is sponsored by one of the
local newspapers.
Sincerely

FATE of WNYC, New York City's
municipally owned station, is in
doubt, following; the action of the
city council in eliminating the
$106,915 appropriation requested
for the operation of WNYC during
the coming year from the city
budget.
If the Mayor exercises his veto
power, as he is expected to do before the June 1 deadline, the council will have to secure 20 votes to
override the veto, an accomplishment viewed as extremely improbable by political observers. WNYC
appropriation was only one minor
item in a list of budget slashes
that would reduce the city's 194344 budget by $10,864,905 to a total
of $742,216,118.

FRANK QUINN
Manager

BOB MARKO, writer on the weekly
CBS Al Jolson-Monty Woolley Shoiv,
sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co., has been signed by Columbia
Pictures to work on the film story
based on the life of Jolson.
BROADCASTING
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to the Harvard University Business School in
its study of retail radio advertising. The second is a heart-and-soul document — a list of
penetrating questions about radio retailing ex-
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Fact Against Talk
THERE appears to be a lot of confusion in
the industry over the Supreme Court decision
in the network cases. This is understandable,
because thought has been focused upon network contractual aspects in relation to the
FCC's regulations which have been in controversy since 1938.
Actually the court opinion goes far beyond
mere network-affiliate relations. Conjure up
the worst in the way of Government regulation of radio, short of actual Government operation, and you have the full potential impact
of the Frankfurter opinion of May 10. It
isn't a wartime measure either. It holds for
all time — unless invalidated by Congress.
If the ruling had been confined to the network situation alone, it would have been sufficiently sweeping and important to warrant
Congressional action. But when the court majority went all out, covering by implication
and word such matters as multiple ownership,
newspaper ownership, program control, overall business operations, as well as jurisdiction
over allocations, the whole industry, it seems
to us, should have been galvanized into action.
The ability of radio to serve the public is at
stake.
This is not a matter of networks against the
FCC. The networks, after all, are primarily
program and sales agents, save for their
owned and operated stations. They are not
licensed by the FCC. It is a matter of gravest
possible consequence to every broadcaster, irrespective of whether he feels he stands to
benefit immediately from the changes to be
wrought by the network regulations effective
June 14 (as things now stand).
From Government proponents of the court's
opinion come shouts of derision against those
who foster remedial legislation. We are told
the whole fuss kicked up by the industry is
just another effort by dominant interests to
avoid reasonable regulation, which will restore
to stations their "freedom." We've yet to hear
stations complain about any lack of freedom
save that imposed by the FCC itself through
its efforts to assume more and more power,
through intimidation, coercion or worse. Lots
of empty, meaningless words have flown from
the FCC. Broadcasters, as Al Smith used to
say, have only to look at the record to determine whether radio is freer today than it was
before that new kind of philosophy, now
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blessed by the Supreme Court, was infused
in broadcast regulation.
Broadcasters should read and re-read the
Frankfurter opinion. They should talk to their
representatives in Congress about it. They
should forget about any possible reprisals in
Washington, for it is their duty, as citizens as
well as broadcasters, to safeguard the best
interests of Democracy.
Chairman Wheeler, after a couple of postponements, now announces that hearings on
new legislation will begin in late June before
his full Interstate Commerce Committee. His
interest, and that of every member of the
Committee and of Congress, should not be
permitted to wane.
The broadcasting industry needs aggressive
leadership in this fight. If it doesn't get that
sort of guidance, the industry may be fighting
its last legislative battle as a free entity. The
NAB board meets in Washington June 3-4. At
that time the whole campaign should be laid
out. Directing personnel should be named.
Unless an unrelenting fight for safeguarding legislation is made, the industry will have
sacrificed its freedom by default.
Wanted:

Facts

NO MORE difficult problem has faced sellers
of time in the past decade than the failure of
retailers to follow other service and sales
groups in adoption of radio as a primary advertising medium. Action and agitation
aplenty have marked industry efforts to interest retailers, especially department stores,
in the efficacy of the air medium.
Through the years the problem has been discussed intermittently with great vehemence.
Sporadic and serious efforts have been made to
interest retailers in radio. These efforts have
been handicapped by the fact that many of the
key advertising men in retailing have been
reared in the white-space advertising field.
At the heart of the problem are two obvious
issues — retailers must be educated in radio and
radio must be educated in retailing.
To achieve this the Retail Promotion Committee of the NAB under the able leadership of
Paul W. Morency, of WTIC, Hartford, is going
after all the retailing information it can get
from broadcasters. As part of its extensive
Retail Promotion Plan, the committee is sending out two questionnaires. The first seeks statistical data, which also will be made available

Lack of information has hampered past
periences.
efforts to develop radio's retail clientele. Here
at last is a serious effort to get a fund of facts
about why stores don't use more radio. The
questions are straight and hard. They ask what
and why. If all stations provide complete answers, the NAB will have information that
should provide a radio retailing encyclopedia.

That

Coal

Buy

FACED with a selling job — to induce Americans to store next winter's coal now — Mr. Ickes'
Office of the Solid Fuels Administrator last
week sent to coal dealers throughout the
country recorded radio programs for local
sponsorship. Accompanying the discs was a
reminder that radio has contributed heavily
to the "Buy Coal Now" campaign and that this
cooperation cannot be asked indefinitely.
This tangible act of appreciation on the part
of a Government agency will be appreciated
by station operators, many of whom feel that
they are given entirely too little consideration
by Government campaign planners. Going beyond words of praise — which will never meet a
payroll — Mr. Ickes, who calls them as he sees
them, believes stations should get a square deal.
Government prepared programs for local
sponsorship are nothing new. They were a
proven success in 1935 when George T. (now
Lt. Col.) Van Der Hoef of the Marines introduced them as chief of public information
of the FHA. When OWI tried them with Uncle
Sam, they were so enthusiastically received
that a united radio industry, in Chicago last
month, asked for more. The fact that OWI
since has cancelled this series for local sponsorship is another story, and one that still
needs further explanation.
Sponsor or no sponsor, radio would back up
the "Buy Coal Now" campaign to the limit.
But stations are going to get particular
pleasure out of doing this job — the sustaining
as well as the commercial — because, for once,
the Government presents proof of its faith in
the medium, the kind of proof businessmen
understand best. Uncle Sam is telling coal
dealers and sponsors at large that radio time
is a good buy.
Awards

of

Merit

CITATIONS of merit for the dissemination of
war information through advertising by OWI
— comparable to the Army-Navy E Awards in
war production — is the timely suggestion of
Miller McClintock, Mutual president. The
awards would be made to advertisers and advertising agencies and would take official cognizance of advertising's achievements in the
war effort.
The job advertising has done is evident.
Every program carrying a war message and
every white space or billboard display geared
toward victory constitutes a badge of merit.
Mr. McClintock's suggestion is sound because
it provides tangible recognition of outstanding
contributions. And, as has been experienced in
the war production field, it would provide new
incentive for even greater achievements in war
advertising.
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RALPH R. BEAL, research director
of RCA Laboratories, will speak on
"Research and Electronics", at a
meeting of the New York Stock Exchange June 1. His address is one of
a series on electronics presented for
members of the Exchange under auspices of the New York Institute of
Finance.
BOB McCRANEY, general manager
of WCBI,
Columbus,
Miss.,being
has out
returned to his
office after
for a week with bronchial pneumonia.
H

\.

WILLIAM

BYRON

WO RARE attributes— talent
and resourcefulness — are the
t;possessions of William Byron
McGill, who last week assumed
office as general advertising manager of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., Philadelphia.
Mac, as they called him at
KDKA, Pittsburgh, where he was
sales promotion manager for five
years, is one of those unusual gen;lemen whose versatilities are seemingly endless. He is an artist, designer, and inventor, as well as
advertiser, and he brings all the
imaginativeness of these endowments to a profession in which the
preative genius finds ample expression.
And on top of these talents, Mac
adds business instinct and aggressiveness. They all combine to produce a proficient promotion man
who assumes his new duties reinforced by 20 years of experience in
advertising and promotion work
for theatres, radio and national advertisers.
Mac was born Oct. 9, 1898, in
Masontown, Pa., a town of 3,000
population, some 50 miles from
Pittsburgh. Reared from childhood
py an uncle, a jeweler and engraver, his artistic faculties found
sarly interest in designing. Later
tie went to Carnegie Tech, Pittsburgh, attending the School of Fine
Arts for a year.
Advertising became a career for
Mac in 1918 when he joined the
Pittsburgh Post as branch manager
in the classified advertising departent. In that same year he was
nducted and honorably discharged
rom the Army within less than an
our — on Armistice Day.
From 1920 to 1926, he joined
ith George S. Sherman in a theatrical art and advertising studio,
through which modern display techniques in convention, show window
and theatre advertising were introduced to Pittsburgh. In 1926, he
^established the Franklin Press, a
venture which at least satisfied an
BROADCASTING

McGILL

interest in typography and design
and which was worth the investment, says Mac, for an historic day
spent with Fred Goudy, noted designer, at his Village Type Foundry in Marlborough, N. Y.
In 1928 he organized Necn Signal Devices Inc. to market traffic
signals which he invented. The
business thrived until the depression got the better of traffic and in
1932 he returned to the designing
and manufacturing of mechanical
displays. He worked for such firms
as U. S. Steel, Bethlehem Steel,
Armstrong Cork and Pittsburgh
Plate Glass. While so occupied
KDKA turned to him for special
promotion work and attracted him
into its own sales promotion offices.
Mac is known widely in Pittsburgh for his etchings and paintings as well as for his work in advertising. In the Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce headquarter1:
hangs an imposing etching entitled
"City of Golden Opportunity". His
etchings of Pittsburgh are treasured possessions on the walls of
many of his friends' homes.
He is also an amateur astronomer and has perfected numerous
inventions which are now giving
service in various fields.
In 1939 he married Lois A.
Miller, whom he met at KDKA
where she conducted organ programs for more than five years.
Clifford H. Bowling
CLIFFORD H. DOWLING, 41, assistant general manager of British
United Press, died at Toronto recently after a brief illness. Born
in Winnipeg, he was educated in
British Columbia, started his newspaper career on the Vancouver
Star in 1925 and two years later
came to Toronto. He returned to
Vancouver a few years later to
enter the advertising business, and
after two years became manager
of an advertising agency in Sydney, Australia. On his return to
Canada he joined A. McKim Ltd.,
Toronto, and joined BUP in 1941.
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PATRICIA SEARES, account executive of KYA, San Francisco, has remand. signed to join the TJ. S. Ferry ComEDWARD E. WILLIAMS, known
as Broadway Bill, has joined KFAC,
Los Angeles, as salesman.
ETHEL DAVIS, personnel director
of WINX, Washington, has been
elected vice-president of the WINX
Broadcasting Co., according to Lawrence J. Heller, president.
ARTHUR B. CHURCH, president of
KMBC, Kansas City, and Mrs.
Church, on June 2 observe their 25th
wedding anniversary.
ALLAN W. KERR, formerly with
Free & Peters and International Radio
Sales, has joined the sales department
of WOV, New York.
J. FRANK JOHNS joined the sales
department of WCCO May 17 as assistant to Harvey Struthers. He was
for
ten
years connected with midwestern stations.
GENE CARR, assistant to J. Harold
Ryan, assistant director of censorship
for broadcasting, is on a tour contacting stations in the South.
CHARLES R. HOOK, president of
American Rolling Mill Co.. and Elisha
Walker, a partner of Kuhn, Loeb &
Co., have been elected to the board of
directors of Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co., according to A. W. Robertson, chairman of the company's board.
LOREN MYERS, assistant sales
manager of WSB, Atlanta, has been
inducted into the Army at Ft. McPherson.
JOHN A. STEWART, commercial
program director of the Don Lee
Broadcasting system, has returned to
Hollywood after a trip to Northern
California Don Lee stations to confer with program directors on future
broadcast plans for the network.
CECIL BROWN, CBS commentator,
will be one of the guests of honor June
5 at the annual rally in New York of
Youthbuilders Inc.. organization made
up of New York school children. For
the first time in four years, the group
is not making its annual radio awards.
ARCHIE S. GRINALDS, formerly
of the New York sales office of WLW,
Cincinnati, and previously manager
of WSAI, Cincinnati, has been named
a station contact representative of the
BLUE by John H. Norton Jr., station relations manager.
Latham

to Coast

JACK LATHAM, assistant sales
manager of Mutual, left New York
May 23 for the West Coast, to develop new program ideas in line
with the
newly announcednetwork's
emphasis on programming.
During his two-weeks visit in Los
Angeles, Mr. Latham is scouting
for Hollywood talent for new programs, and is doing promotional
work on current network shows.

HEARD

AT BMI MEETING
BMI held its seventh program
managers meeting at the New
York headquarters of the induslast Monorganization
try
day music
and Tuesday,
with program
managers of 25 stations in attendance. Sydney M. Kaye, executive vice-president and general
counsel; Merritt E. Tompkins,
vice-president and general manager, and other BMI executives addressed the group during the twoday session. New BMI tunes were
previewed.
ives atm g execut
Stationtendingprogra
the meetin
were: W. G.
McBride, WDBO, Orlando; Ezra
Mcintosh, WWNC, Asheville; H.
W. Koster, WPRO, Providence; H.
L. Hageman, WADC, Akron; E.
C. Obrist, WFIL, Philadelphia;
Maurice Thompson, WJDX, Jackson; Allan Page, KVOO, Tulsa;
H. W. Metzger, WTAM, Cleveland; D. H. Harris, WTAG, Worcester; Clifford Rian, WTCN, Minneapolis ; Woodbury Carter,
WTRY, Troy; F. Werner, WXYZ,
Detroit; H. G. Templeton, WLS,
Chicago; King Harmon, KUTA,
Salt Lake City; Roy Thompson,
WFBG, Altoona; Lee Nydegger,
KFBI, Wichita; Gene Chenault,
KFRE, Fresno; Pete Teddlie,
WRR, Dallas; Jay Heitin, WHYN,
Holvoke; V. E. Reed, KFH,
Wichita; G. M. Jackson, WBOW,
1 erre Haute; Cody Noble, WDAN,
Danville, 111.; Winslow Bettinson,
WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.;
Charles Stone, WMBR,l, Jackson
WFMJ,
ville; Robert Mackal
Youngstown.
Lt. Bailey Honored
AN AWARD of merit for excellent work in recruiting enlistment
of Seabees, the Navy's newest
branch of service, has been conferred upon Lt. William J. Bailey,

d to the Navy's Indusnow assigne
trial Incentive Division in Washington. Lt. Bailey was recently
transferred from the Radio Section of the Office of Public Relations. In his new post he will
coordinate and supervise all radio
activities for the Incentive Division
and will be associated with Lt.
Robert Taplinger, former publicity
head of CBS. Lt. Bailey was for
years on the NBC staff in
severalYork.
New
WOR Sales Shifts
DEWITT C. MOWER, recently
associated in a civilian capacity
with the Navy Bureau of Yards
& Docks, and for six years with
TransAmerican, has joined the
sales department of WOR, New
Chito the station's
assigned
York, cago
Van Auken
office. Clarence
replaces Herman Maxwell as sales
representative of WOR offices in
and San FranChicago,
cisco, andBoston,
will also serve as WOR
account executive. Mr. Maxwell is
now in the Navy. Mr. Van Auken
will be replaced as head of the
sales service of WOR by Jean
Shaeffer, for the station's program
department.
ALISTAIR COOKE, correspondent of
BBC and of the London Times, has
completed a book to be published this
summer by Duell, Sloan and Pearce,
New York, titled "The Face of the
Nation — A Portrait of the American
People at War."
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WARREN ANDERSON has taken
over the night news duties at WKZO,
Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids, formerly
handled by Wayne Robinson, now in
the Army. Marion Stutes has been
appointed to the junior announcing
staff.

IND

BEH

VIRGINIA
VERMILLION has
joined the continuity staff and Barry
Currigan is a new announcer of KLZ,
Denver.
ROBERT McBRIDE. announcerwriter of WAOV, Vincennes, Ind., is
author of This Is Worth Fighting
For, a dramatic serial of the WAAC
now being aired on 11 Indiana stations. It has also been sent to national WAAC headquarters for national distribution.
STEPHEN JAMES has left WEAN,
Providence, to join WEEI, Boston,
as announcer.

JACK THOMPSON, Mutual reporter who covered the entry of U. S.
forces into Tunis, has returned to
this country on furlough. After a
brief stay in New York, Mr. Thompson went to Chicago. He will return
to a fighting front after he completes
an assignment for the Chicago Tribune, for which he is correspondent.
BOB SHEPARD, announcer of WOR,
New York, is the father of a boy.
BETTY SHAY, formerly of the night
program division of NBC, has joined
Phillips H. Lord, New York, as supervisor of Counterspy, program produced by Lord and sponsored on the
BLUE by Mail Pouch Tobacco Co.,
Wheeling.

JOHN MURPHY, NBC supervisor
of commercial traffic, has been transferred to the station relations department, succeeding Burton Adams, who
has resigned as contact man to join
the Navywillas bean taken
ensign.over
Mr. by
Murphy's
duties
Steere
Mathew, commercial engineer and assistant traffic manager.
GERTRUDE HOFFMAN, formerly
with Biow Co., New York, and previously associated with NBC and
CBS in Hollywood, has been appointed
assistant to Dorothy Kemble, continuity acceptance editor of the BLUE,
replacing Warren Ambrose, resigned.
EDWIN MORSE, now in his seventh
year as director of Jack Armstrong
on the BLUE, will retire shortly to
his farm in Alabama, where he plans
to raise pecans and write radio scripts.
Retirement is on doctor's orders. Succeeding Mr. Morse will be Ted MacMurray, director of John Freedom
and other BLUE programs out of
Chicago.
has Armstrong
been assistant
tor on theHeJack
seriesdirecfor

S

LE

SA

Miss Howard, Promoter
APPOINTMENT of Hazel B.
Howard as promotion director of
, has been anWSAI, Cincinnati
nounced by Walter A. Callahan,
general manager. Miss Howard
originated one of the first fashion
programs sold to a department
store, Helen Hoyt's Fashion
Flashes, heard over WMC, Memphis, in the early days of radio.
Later she directed promotion for
the Memphis baseball club, and
southern tours of leading musical
organizations and theater road
shows.

the last year. Series has recently acquired a new scripter. Irving J.
Crump, Lt.
author
boys' Strong.
books, who
replaces
Col. of
Paschal
Col.
Strong is giving full time to his
military duties.
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GRACE HELLERSON. manager of
the BLUE's central booking office, is
to be married in June to Capt. H. J.
Lilleston. a commanding officer in the
Army Air Forces. Miss Hellerson has
received a three-month leave of absence, which she will spend in St.
Louis. Her fiance is stationed nearbv.
Marjie Ashmead, secretary to Dr. H.
B. Summers, head of the BLUE public service division, is to marry
Charles Whalen, June 26. Mr. Whalen
is with Lever Bros., and was formerly with NBC.
JERRY
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LAWRENCE last week discontinued his recorded music program,
Mutual Matinee, on WOR, New York.
Program was heard Sunday thru Friday. 2:45-4 :3() p.m., and has been replaced by a series of music and variety programs. Mr. Lawrence continuues as m.c. of the Battle of the Boroughs.

SCANNING the script for the Canadian Army Show is Maj. Vicl
George
(center ) , president of |
Whitehall Broadcasting Ltd., Montreal, and commanding officer of 1
the show unit, with Sgts. Frank
Shuster
(1) and Johnny Wayne,
comedy stars of the Army show.
Sgts. Shuster and Wayne formerly
were
comedians
on Buckingham I
Cigarette's Blended Rhythm, one of
the largest commercial network
shows in Canada.
BRUCE MATTHEWS has been appointed by WAAT, Jersey City, tc
assist Earl Harper in broadcasting
the Newark Bears baseball games of
the International League. Matthews
is a former announcer of WOV. New
York.
MRS. MARY NELL KLING, director of women's activities of WSBA.
York, Pa., is resigning to give full
time to her chicken farm, and is being I
replaced by Annetta Hain. Frances
McConnell has joined the WSBA announcing staff.
LLOYD WEBB, former announcer
of FM station W59C, Chicago, audi
William Brook, formerly of WEMP.
Milwaukee, have joined WIND, Chi-L
cago.
MARIO SILVEIRA, active in Spanish language broadcasts to Latin
Americations, on
NBC's the
international
stahas entered
Army.
ROLLIE THOMAS, former announc-j
er of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, and
now with Army Air Forces Ferry
Command, is stationed at Terminal
Island, Cal.
CHARLEY STOOKEY, of KMOX,
St. Louis, on May 20 entered his 15th:
year as radio farm editor. The CBSI
Country Journal broadcast of May 22!
featured him in a description of the:
Mississippi Valley flood disaster,
which he viewed from the air.
MRS. MARY EATON has joined the
production and news analysis departments of WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.
Francis Bovin, from WFEA, Mannouncer. chester, has joined the staff as an-
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: ALINE MOSBY, daughter of A. J.
>l , Mosby, general manager of KGVO,
I Missoula. Mont., who
is Montana
' Stnte V. correspondent of the station,
[.'has
appointed
of the issue
twentyof
guestbeen
editors
for theonecollege
"Mademoiselle".
BROOKS HENDERSON, newscaster
of KSTP, St. Paul, has been invited
to join Sigma Delta Chi, national professional journalism society.
CHICK MAI'THE, Cincinnati orchestra leader, has been made musical
director of WCKY, Cincinnati, succeeding Bobby B. Baker, who has
joined the Army.
MRS. ETHELDEAN WINN and
Mary Hughes have joined the continuity department of KOMO-KJR,
Seattle, while Bill Ward has left the
department and joined the Army.
Richard Hopkins, from the Tacoma
Little Theatre, has joined the station
as anonuncer.
E NOEL SCHRAM. producer of KOMOKJR. Seattle, and Mrs. Schram, the
former Cornelia Van de Kant, radio
actress, are parents of a baby boy.
; VIRGINIA LINDSET. in private
life Mrs. Roy Lindsey. West Coast
Fizdale Inc., naTomservice,
[ managertionalof
publicity
has resigned.
, Neil McDonald, her assistant, takes
, over the position.
' SANFORD BECKER, announcer of
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, expects to be
inducted into the Army shortly, and
has resigned. Joining the staff are
1 Howard Turner, from WWNC, Asheville. N. C, and J. B. Clark Jr.. from
WDNC, Durham. N. C.

A

Ahead

FIRST

ORDER for a Helicopter to come off the assembly line when the war is
over has been placed by
WCBI, Columbus, Miss.,
through Col. Birney Imes,
owner of the station. The
machine's ability to hover in
the air, rise vertically off the
ground, fly sidewise, backward, forward, and land on
earth or water will be put to
use for WCBI and The Commercial Dispatch in covering'
special events and news gathering. WCBI engineers plan
to equip the ship with twoway radio.

i HARRY
DOYLE, announcer-newsijcaster, formerly
with stations in
j Seattle and Honolulu,
has joined
KSAN, San Francisco, as news editor.
I LEON (Bill) DORAIS of the CBS.
ij Hollywood press relations department.
i has been inducted into the Army.
\ BOB CARROLL has joined the writi ing staff of CBS, Hollywood, and is
, assigned to research for the weekly
Don't You Believe It, sponsored by
Plough
Inc. (St. Joseph's aspirin,
j Penetro tions.
products),
on West writes
Coast staCran Chamberlin
the
series.
WEAVER, anHollywood, has

ED KING, of Los Angeles, has joined
KSAL, Salina, Kan. having received
a medical discharge from the Navy
where he spent four years.

Are

Yes

We

indeed,

proud

MARY LUCILLE CARTER has
joined WIOD, Miami, Fla., as chief
of the continuity department. Mrs.
Carter came from WAG A, Atlanta,
where
she and
was wrote,
directorproduced
of women's
activities,
and
broadcast commercial programs.
EARL STEELE. announcer of
WTAG,
with CBS.Worcester, is now announcer
OREN M A T T ISO N, auditor of
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., has been
inducted into the Army. Joe Towner,
formerly traffic manager, takes his

we're

Blue?

BLUE — and

of it!

America's

fastest growing

network

and

America's

fastest growing 50,000-WATTER — that's the combination that guarantees action with listeners and
advertisers!

BLUE*

shows are hitting 'em high, wide and handsome and WWVA
local personality production produced 337,000 pieces of mail (96V2% commercial)

during the first four months of 1 943 — and both of us
are just getting up full steam!
♦We're proud that two Wheeling concerns are on the BLUE!
"MUSICAL STEELMAKERS" — Sundays, 5:30-6:00 P.M.
(Wheeling Steel Corporation)
"COUNTER SPY" — Mondays, 9:00-9:30 P.M.
(Bloch Bros. Tobacco Co.)
ASK

A

JOHN

BLAIR

MAN

WWVAI

IF IT S A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
YOU CAN BANK ON IT

DAVE MURPHY, WGY newsman,
conductor of the Ticks Dinner Dance,
reporter of the Netos Tonight for
Grove Labs., has joined the staff of
WHN, New York.
• Broadcast

GEORGE CALANGIS. former CBR,
Vancouver, conductor, is now touring
western Canada as musical director
of the Royal Canadian Air Force
show "The Blackouts".
RICHARD DUNHAM, announcer at
eastern and southern stations has
joined CBS. Fred Carr, with the CBS
shortwave department since January,
1941, has joined the program department of WABC. CBS outlet in New
York. Ed Jacobs left the latter department May 29 to enter the Army.
Joe King, CBS announcer, replaces
Jay Sims on the 9 a.m. news period,
Mr. Sims having joined the Army.

DON
MITCHELL, formerly of
WSGN, has transferred from the band
at Turner Field, Albany, Ga., to the
public relations office where he broadcasts three times a week a 15-minute
Turner Field news period in addition
to handling press relations. MeClellan
Van de Veer, WSGN news analyst
and Mutual commentator, has been
promoted from Associate Editor of the
Birmingham
AyetheHerald
to chiefNews
editorial writer of
Birmingham
and Age Herald. Both papers and the
station are owned by the News.

place.

RUTH WENTWORTH, formerly of
Minneapolis and San Francisco stations, on May 24 started a five-weekly
quarter-hour home economics series
on KFI, Los Angeles.
New
of WINS,
York, N marSrHieAdW,Jeamn.c.Dodson, a Powers
l, May 26.
odTeA
mS
I
E
ER,
THEODOR
T. SCHREIB
memy
c
ar
ber ofo the musi libr
staff of NBCh
Chicag who left in 1940 to establis
ejoined the
a business of his own. has iarn.
NBC staff as music librar
IE,
JACK LESCOUL
formerly coso
h
s
l
rn.c. wit Bil Kel
of Milkman'
Matinees on WNEW, New York, has
left to join r tandhe A.rmy. w Art nFdolreds, announce m.c no
ha
the
show.
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FRANCES JONES, lias joined the
program department of WICC, Bridgereplacing
Josephine
ler,port,
who Conn.,
resigned
two weeks
ago. Mil-

EUNICE BYLUND at one time with
Paul H. Johnson Adv. Agency, Worcester, has joined the continuity staff
at WTAG, Worcester, replacing Olive
Merrill, who is now announcing on
W1XTG, WTAG's FM affiliate.

i BILL HART is the new m.c. on the
i 7:30-9' a.m. Shopper's
Special on
WDRC, Hartford.
LAWRENCE WATSON, announcer
J of WCBI, Columbus, Miss., is to re\ port July 1 for duty with the Navy.
i Roger Bryant, sports and news editor
of the Columbus Commercial Dispatch.
has taken the posts of announcer and
1a sports editor.
ii HARRY WICKERSHAM. program
director of KJBS, San Francisco, is
, on leave to join the Navy.

HENRY
(Hank)
j nouncer
of BLUE
joined the Marines.

Look

JACK STEVENS, former Mutual
and Atlantic Coast Network sports
commentator, has been named news
editor of WORL, Boston, and will
also air a Sports Digest of the Air.

Advertising
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Union

Officer Expelled

CHARGED with shortage in accounts, Eddie B. Love, on leave
from his post as secretary of San
Francisco Local 6, Musicians Mutual Protective Assn., to serve as
aide to James C. Petrillo, AFM
president, has been relieved of his
duties, expelled from the local
union and fined $3,000. Shortage
is from the local union's revolving
fund of "standby" money contributed to by radio stations when
amateur talent replaces musicians
on programs. A. Rex Riccardi,
secretary of the Philadelphia Musicians' Union, Local 77, AFM,
has been named as special assistant to Mr. Petrillo.

Stores

Can

Make

Radio

sports period or any other type of
program at 40 seconds per impression, you can'twith
expect
that
will compete
the results
newspapers

Pay

(Continued from page 11)
indirectly)
Blank's
Store.

Department

In a sense, the advertising department of the typical store acts
only as an advertising agency
placing copy for each department
and taking a certain percentage of
sales for its own maintenance.
Each department or selling entity
must be given its adequate share of
the store's total publicity outlay
based primarily on the department's percentage of the store's
total sales.

Departments carefully plan
series of advertisements, sometimes
stressing price promotion, sometimes quality or prestige, sometimes intangibles such as fashion
significance, sometimes inherent
value, but invariably offering an
item or items that have selling appeal. And there are a great many
departments all of which in at least
some season must have their items
covered daily or weekly.
Now when a store employs newspaper space, this is a relatively
simple job; a daily section or sections can be planned with linage
allotted according to the value of
each promotion. Important or seasonably important departments can
be readily covered and, most important, a customer can read at
leisure and re-read even the smallest section at will. Customers have
been educated for half-a-century to
look for and read department store
copy, and tests show that department store sections have exceptional, constant readership. The
newspaper "audience" does not
have to be built up — it's a daily
show with a relatively constant
Choosing a Show
public.
Radio offers a more difficult merchandising picture. A show must
be chosen as a vehicle, and several
commercial insertions will be permitted depending upon the length
of the program. Here is where
trouble starts, for although most
retail people attempt to merchandise a radio show, just as they merchandise a newspaper section with
a diversity of items seldom repeated, it cannot be done. If you
toss three or more unconnected
items into any given news period,

N,O — WDBJ's 27-county primary area (day
time) doesn't boast as many radio homes as New
York or Chicago. Or even Minneapolis.
But it does give you 120,348 radio homes in
the rich, responsive Roanoke-Southwest Virginia
market. And that's more radio homes than you'll
find in the whole state of New Hampshire. Or
Delaware. Or Arizona. In fact, it's 28.6% of all
the radio homes in Virginia.
Besides, the only way you can reach all of these
120,348 radio homes is with WDBJ. You see, it's
the only station that has a strong, clear signal at all
times all over the entire area.
So if you haven't been using WDBJ,
write for availabilities. Quick!

better

CBS • 5000 Watts • 960 KC
Owned and Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD CORP.

Represented by FREE & PETERS, Inc.
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even if you have a built-up audience.
Forty seconds' worth of commercial a month would not sell Jello
either.
Educational Job
Granted that few if any stores
have done the tremendous educational job in radio that they have
done in newspapers, and granted
that expenditures on radio in the
beginning naturally will be rather
limited, how can this merchandising obstacle be surmounted, permitting the store to advertise
items (as it must if across-thecounter results are to be obtained)
and still employ radio's normal
programming and production techniques?
Radio, to compete with the newspaper in this field, must bring desired results at from 3 to 4% expenditure, and immediate results
are normally limited to 24 or 48
hours. (Obviously, only a small
percentage of total daily sales can
be traced to advertised items, but a
medium must induce strong sales
results for the advertised merchandise if it is to prove its salt). The
seven-million-dollar store's individual departments will do from only
a few dollars in volume for the
smallest to a thousand or so for
the largest in a given day. Four
per cent of these volume figures
permits very little expenditure,
even when absorbed by a week's or
a month's business.
It is my belief that stores can
best get around this situation by
doing careful merchandise dissection jobs when employing radio.
That is, choose merchandise divisions such as the men's, home fur-

MARKET

ma

GOLD

SETTING

Here's complete primary coverage of
the whole, rich South Texas market —
including San Antonio, largest military
center in the U. S., Corpus Christi with
the largest naval school in the U. S.,
Harlingen with the largest gunnery
school in the U. S., Laredo with the
largest range-finding school in the U.S. —
at low cost. 4 prosperous markets in
one. Your account handled individually
by the four stations, working closely
with retailers and wholesalers in each
area. Literally, a diamond market in a
setting of gold I Write for details.

NOCANOTHER
GIVE GROUP
YOU LW
PRIMARY
COVERAGE
OF THE RICH
SOUTH TEXAS
MARKET
★ * ★

INt
Write, Phone or WireHARLCollect
for Market Information, Rates,
Primary and Secondary Coverage and Merchandising Plans
★ ★ ★

HOWARD
W.
DAVIS
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE BLDG., SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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dollars for institutional advertising
are strictly rationed and easily cut.
Radio must prove that it can sell
merchandise immediately, giving
the added sales which can be expected from newspaper advertising.
Hence, the divisional or departmental dissection theory has considerable appeal, for it permits promotion of specific items in given
classifications without running over
the entire store map.
Individual Needs
SECOND Department Store contract with KLZ, Denver, in recent
weeks is received by Fred Mueller
(1), head of the KLZ commercial
dept. Covering six quarter-hour
programs weekly for a musical
show Maytime Is Your- Time, arrangements were completed with
Lou Waldman, advertising manager of the sponsor, the May Company.
nishings, fashion, or large departments such as furniture, or important seasonal departments such
as furs. Programs can be built
around these divisions which can
be directed readily to a specific customer audience.
Thus, a store might use a baseball scores' program or sportscast,
or a news program for the men's
division. It might use a fashion information program, a Hollywood
or some other suitprogram,
gossip
able vehicle for the fashion division. It might use a consumer program cooperating with various
women's clubs or the PTA, or a
homemaker's program of some kind
for the home division or furniture
department.
The problem will be simpler from
the standpoint of results in the beginning if we choose good staple
items, either private or nationally
branded items, backed by enough
stock and with sufficient sales expectancy to permit considerable
repetition. If possible, it will help
results if items of sufficient unit
value are employed so that total
sales of even a few of these items
will pay the way. As examples:
men's suits, fur coats, heavy appliances (when we are fortunate
enough to have them again).

Radio men will do well to study
the individual stores in their area
to find out what departments and
divisions are particularly strong in
each store, and what departments
and divisions can stand the missionary expense necessary. Then
the station will be able to formulate
intelligently program vehicles
which will be something more than
"just shows", vehicles which will
be in fact razor-sharp promotional
shows attuned closely to the mer-
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Woman

Newscaster

WITH

12 years of Far Eastern experience, Mrs. Margaret Procter
Smith has begun a series of commentaries on WINN, Louisville,
called The Facts Behind the News.
Mrs. Smith revealed plans for Japanese conquest in 1927, four years
before the invasion of China. But
in those palmy days, her story came
before skeptical eyes. Now J. B.
Powell, newspaperman who lost
both feet in a Japanese prison
camp, has invited her to contribute
to his new magazine, The Far Easterner. Mrs. Smith is a personal
friend of Chiang-Kai-Shek. Heard
during the winter early Saturday
morning on WGRC, she will now
be
presented at a better hour on
WINN.

chandise and the audience which
buys that merchandise. Then, I believe, radio will produce results,
given a year's time, which will
astound most department store
promotion men.

Sound Calls
A NUMBER of stations,
among them KTUL, Tulsa,
KOMA, Oklahoma City, and
KROW, Oakland, are using
various sounds articulated into call letters for station
breaks. The latter station is
using the sound of a rooster
crow articulated into KROW,
Oakland".
'CBS'

Impressions

TO IMPRESS upon people outside
the radio industry that the call letters "CBS" means the same thing
as Columbia Broadcasting System,
the network is changing the system cue on sustaining programs to
"This is CBS, the Columbia Broadcasting
System."
identification, which
goes
intoNew
effect
June 1,
will also be used on any sustaining
broadcast having middle station
breaks. Cue on commercial programs will remain: "This is the
Columbia Broadcasting System."

Blanket

Whole

Area

Nashville

over

«

WSIX

WSIX
carries your advertising into the friendly, receptive homes
entire Nashville trade area.

Simplifying Practice
By this method of selection a
store will be able to reduce the advertising job to the simple practice
of allowing for plenty of repetition
of a basic selling story that will
sell both the merchandise and the
division. If we were to choose men's
clothing, as an example where our
7-million-dollar store would probably do from 200 to 300 thousand
dollars a year, we could constantly
hammer home a few branded lines,
and merchandise our broadcast
with $20 to $60 unit sale items.
(Perhaps under present conditions
the men's clothing example is unfortunate, but it demonstrates the
point) .
The writer believes emphatically
that if radio is to have an important place in the department store
advertising picture it must sell
goods across the board. It may be
a good institutional medium, but

Can

WINN

WHETHER
means

for a test run or as part of a general campaign,

of getting in solidly on the rich Nashville

of coverage — through

one

proven

WSIX

of the

offers the

market — and at low cost

medium.

Spot Sales, Inc., National Representatives
Member

Station, the Blue Network and Mutual Broadcasting System

980

5000
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STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
he — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KQW, San Francisco
Sunnyvale Packing Co., San Francisco
(Rancho soups), 5 sa weekly, direct.
Standard Brands, New York (Stan-B),
13 ta weekly, thru Ted Bates Agency,
N. Y.
Bethlehem-Alameda
Shipyards, Alameda,
Cal. (employment), 7 sp weekly, thru
Ryder & Ingram Ltd., Oakland, Cal.
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Satevepost) , 2 sa weekly, thru MacFarland,
Aveyard Co.
Nehi Corp., Columbus, Ga. (Par-T-Pak
and Royal Crown Cola), 5 to and 1 sa
weekly, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Carter Products, New York (Superin), 9
ta. weekly, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
Frozen Foods Inc., Oakland, Cal. (Honor
Brand frozen foods) , 5 sa weekly, thru
Tomaschke-Elliott, Oakland.
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co., San
Francisco, 3 sa weekly, direct.
Hammond Aircraft Co., San Francisco
(employment), 5 sa weekly, direct.
National Biscuit Co., New York (Shreddies), 7 ta weekly, thru Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco.
National Biscuit Co., New York (Shredded Wheat), 5 ta weekly, thru Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco.
Loma Linda Food Products, Arlington,
Cal. (cereals), weekly sa, thru GerthPacific Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco (Holsum bread), weekly sa, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
Coronet Magazine, New York. 13 fa weekly,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, N. Y.
Post Quality Foods, Oakland (Cera-Co), 3
sa weekly, thru Emil Reinharit Adv.,
Oakland.
San Jose Bible College, San Jose, Cal.,
weekly sp, direct.
Bathasweet Corp., New York (Bathasweet), 3 sa weekly, thru H. M. Kiesewetter, N. Y.
Leslie Salt Co., San Francisco, weekly sa,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
Durkee Famous Foods, San Francisco
(Troco), 2 sa weekly, thru Emil Reinhardt Adv., Oakland.
Eitel McCulough, San Francisco (Fimac),
14 sa weekly, thru L. C. Cole Adv., San
Francisco.
Fox West Coast Theaters. San Francisco,
10 sa and sp weekly, cireet.
KFRC, San Francisco
Yellow Cab Co., San Francisco, sp weekly,
thru Rhoades & Davis, San Francisco.
Dermico Labs., San Francisco, 2 sa weekly, thru Lyon Agency, San Francisco.
Charm Kurl Co., St. Louis (permanent
wave kit) , 5 sa weekly, thru GuentherBradford & Co., Chicago.
Feminine Products, New York (Arrid), 3
ta weekly, thru Small & Seifer, N. Y.
Bank of America, San Francisco (chain
banking system), 3 sa weekly, thru
Charles R. Stuart, San Francisco.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Rinso, Lipton
Soup), series of ta and sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Petri Wine Co., San Francisco, sp and 10
ta weekly,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
San
Francisco.
Albert S. Samuels Co., San Francisco
(jewelers), weekly sp, direct.
Italian Swiss Colony, Asti, Cal. (wine).
5 t weekly, thru Leon Livingston Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch
food), 25 sa weekly, thru Rogers &
Smith, Chicago.
WHN, New York
Rieser Co., New York (Venida liquid
hosiery), sa, 1 week, thru E. T. Howard Co, N. Y.
Esquire Inc. (Coronet Magazine), sa 1
week, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
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WEEI, Boston
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Lifebuoy),
one sp weekly and 11 sa weekly, six
weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Paramount Pictures, New York, one sa
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Radio Sales, N. Y.
Hubinger Co.. Keokuk, la. (Elastic starch),
8 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Ralph
Moore Inc., St. Louis.
Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha (Raisin bran),
3 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru Ferry-Hanley
Co., Kansas City.
Penn Tobacco Co., Wilkes-Barre (Kentucky Club and Willoughby Taylor Tobaccos, Julep cigarettes), 3 sp weekly,
52 weeks, thru H. M. Kiesewetter Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart soap), 3 sa weekly, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.
KTMS, Santa Barbara, Cal.
Nehi Corp., Columbus, Ga. (Par-T-Pak),
5 ta weekly, 26 weeks, thru BBDO, Los
Angeles.
Lyon Van & Storage Co., Los Angeles, 6
ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru BBDO, Los
Angeles.
Pepsi Cola Co., Long Island City, N. Y.,
14 ta weekly, 39 weeks, thru NewellEmmett Co., N. Y.
Regal Amber Brewing Co., San Francisco,
7 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru M. E. Harlan Adv., San Francisco.
Interstate Bakeries Corp., Los Angeles
(Roman Meal bread), 5 sp weekly, 52
weeks, thru Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles.Co., Los Angeles (Biff spray), 5 ta
Wilco
weekly, 8 weeks, thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los Angeles.
Golden State Co., San Francisco (Golden
V milk). 10 ta weekly, 26 weeks, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco.
KFWB, Hollywood
Carter Products, New York (Superin aspirin), 9 ta weekly, 26 weeks, thru
Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
Interstate Bakeries Corp., Los Angeles
(bread), 5 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles.
Basic Foods Inc., Los Angeles (health lecture) . 4 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Elucidator Publications Inc., Los AnBreakfast
Club Coffee Sales Co., Los Angeles.
geles, 6 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru Lockwood-Shackelford Adv., Los Angeles.
KFI, Los Angeles
Seal-Cote Co., Hollywood (Flamingo nail
polish), 2 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles.
Turco Products Inc., Los Angeles (cleanser), 5 sp weekly, 26 weeks, thru Warren P. Fehlman Adv., Los Angeles.

WPTF, Raleigh
Pepsi-Cola Co., Durham, N. C, 216 ta,
thru Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
Peter-Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn., 5 ta
weekly,
13 weeks, thru Platt-Forbes,
N. Y.
Ballard & Ballard Co., Louisville (Obelisk
flour), 4 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
Carolina Baking Co., Greensboro. N. C.
(bread), 10 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Freitag Adv. Agency, Atlanta.
Crazy Water Crystals Co., Mineral Wells,
Tex.,
weekly,Co.,52Dallas.
weeks, thru Pondrum 6& tCollins
Stanback Co., Salisbury, N. C. (headache
powder), 6 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru
J. Carson Brantley Co., Salisbury.
Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha (raisin bran),
5 ta weekly, 35 weeks, thru Ferry-Hanly
Co., Kansas City.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, 40 ta, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Grove Labs. Inc., St. Louis (tonic), 156
sp,
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
Progressive Farmer Co., Birmingham
(magazine), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Silver & Douce Co., Birmingham.
WLS, Chicago
Allied Mills, Ft. Wayne (feeds), 2 sp
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Louis E. Wade
Agency,Bell Ft.
Wayne. Co., Chicago, 12 sa
Illinois
Telephone
weekly, 3 weeks, and 6 sa weekly, 23
weeks, thru N. W. Ayer & Sons, N. Y.
National Biscuit Co., New York (Shreddies),eral6Adv.saAgency,
weekly, N.8 Y.weeks, thru FedCrow's Hybrid Corn Co.. Milford. 111., 3
sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Critchfield &
Co., Chicago.
Walker Remedy Co.. Waterloo, la. (livestock remedies), 18 so weekly, 4 weeks,
thru Weston-Barnett, Waterloo, la.
WCBI, Columbus, Miss.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la., 13 sa,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Agency,
Seattle
Hulman & Co.. Terre Haute (Clabber Girl
baking powder), 365 sa, thru Pollyea
Adv. Agency, Terre Haute.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., WinstonSalem. N. C, sa daily, thru J. Carson
Brantley, Salisbury, N. C.
American Burial Assn.. 26 sp, plated direct.
WHO, Des Moines
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, 40 ta, thru J.
Walter Thompson, Chicago.
Charm Kurl Co , St. Paul, 27 sp, thru
Guenther Bradford Co., Chicago.
Wm. H. Wise Co., New York (Moder)i
Home Physician, book). 9 t. thru Huber
Hrge Sons, N. Y.

WHAS GIFT
!
To Kentucky U. Spreads
To I

Listening Centers
WHAS, Louisville, has presented
the U. of Kentucky with a financial gift to double the number of
the university's mountain listening
centers. Present total of 41 will be
increased to almost 80 putting a
center within three-mile reach of
every hinterland resident of Leslie
and Knott Counties, where the new
centers will be concentrated. Two
years ago, through a gift of 40
radio sets by WHAS, the university modernized its listening center
system, which extends through
Breathitt, Morgan, Magoffin, Floyd,
Leslie, Letchter, Knott, Estill, Clay
and Martin Counties.
More than ever, mountain people are depending on the listening
centers for all contact with the outside world and news of the war.
Gasoline rationing has almost
stopped travel in these regions.
Many individual set-owners cannot
get batteries to keep their radios
operating. Because listening centers serve many families rather
than one, they are receiving preference in obtaining batteries.
RADIO

ADVERTISING

IS FOUND
IMPROVED
COOPERATION by the networks
and local New York stations with
the Better Business Bureau of New
York in keeping advertising on a
"high level of accuracy and frankness" is definitely increasing, according to the 21st annual report
of the bureau made by H. J. Kenner, general manager.
"There have been occasions
when local radio stations have accepted advertising which has not
met standards for accuracy prein printedThat
statements,"
Kenner vailingstated.
the trend Mr.
of
radio advertising is toward a "high
degree of responsibility and accuracy," he continued, can be seen
"in a precedent-setting court decision last July, which fined a dealer
in furs $500,000 for violating the
New York State Advertising Law
on deceptive and untrue statements on the radio."

Fitch Starts News

SHELDON Inc., Chicago (furs), has
purchased tri-weekly quarter-hour
morning broadcasts of John Harrington and the News on WBBM, Chicago.
Contract is for 52 weeks. Company
is now sponsoring five quarter-hour
periods and five participating announcements weekly on WCFL, Chicago, and 30 five-minute spots weekly
on WAAF. Chicago. Agency is Lieber
Adv. Co., Chicago.
TIMES SQUARE MISSION, New
York, has purchased three quarterhour periods weekly on WBNX, New
York, for a program presenting the
pastor of the church, and a religious
singer. Both were formerly heard on
WEEU, Reading, Pa. Series starts
June 8, placed direct.
MANHATTAN SOAP Co., New
York, now using a schedule of spot
announcements on about 70 stations
for Sweetheart Soap, has increased
its participations on Arthur Godfrey's
program on WABC, New York, from
three to six times weekly. Agency is
Franklin Bruck Adv., New York.
SANTA FE TRAILWAYS, Los Angeles (transportation), on May 18
started a weekly quarter-hour musicalnovelty program, Us on a Bus, on
KECA, Los Angeles. Each week $25
War Bond is awarded for best original song title submitted. Contract is
for 26 weeks. Potts-Calkins-Holden,
Los Angeles, has the account.
McKESSON & ROBBINS, Bridgeport, Conn. (Bexel-Vitamin-B) has
started a series of news commentaries
by William Winter, three quarterhours weekly, on 7 CBS stations on
r the Pacific Coast (KQW KNX
K A R M K O I N KROT
KIRO
KFPY). Agency is J. D. Tardier &
Co., New York.
EQUITABLE PLAN Co., Los Angeles (investment), new to radio, on
May 31 starts a five-weekly quarterhour news commentary featuring Burritt Wheeler, on KECA. Contract is
for 13 weeks, with placement through
Allied Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles.
Charles B. Ganz is agency account
executive.
PORTER'S OIL Co.. is to sponsor
the Ranger's Quartet of WBT, Charlotte, N. C, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, 8:45-9 a.m., effective May 24,
and is to participate in Grady Cole's
Time, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, 7:15-7 :25 a.m.
CROWN DOMINION, Toronto (gasoline stations), has started daily spot
announcements on CKOC, Hamilton,
and CKTB. St. Catharines, Ont. E.
W. Reynolds & Co., Toronto placed
the account.

F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines
(shampoo and No-Brush Shave
Cream), on May 25 began sponsoring Neivs of the World on 56
NBC stations Tuesdays and Thursdays, 7:15-7:30 p.m. Program is
also sponsored by Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind. (Alka-Seltzer and vitamins), on same evenings on 32
NBC stations and on MondaysWednesdays-Fridays on 125 stations. F. W. Fitch Co. also sponsors the Fitch Bandwagon Sundays
7:30-8 p.m. on the full NBC network. Agency for Fitch Co. is L.
W. Ramsey Co., Davenport; for
Miles Labs., Wade Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Loudon to Standard
LOUDON PACKING Co., Terre
Haute, Ind., is now a division of
Standard Brands, New York, following approval recently by Loudon
stockholders of the purchase of the
firm. Company personnel remains
the same, with Western Adv.,
Racine, Wis., continuing as agency.
Loudon products include V-8, a
vegetable beverage, and tomato
juice. Media plans have not been
disclosed.
BREAKFAST CLUB COFFEE Inc.,
Los Angeles, West Coast distributors
for Virginia Dare products. Ifi a test
campaign to promote Instant-Aid
fruit drink concentrate, is sponsoring
six-weekly
participation
Jarvis'
Make Beliere
Ballroom inonAl KFWB,
Hollywood. Contract is for 13 weeks,
having started May 10. Agency is
Lockwood-Shakelford Adv., Los AnRHODES COLLINS Furniture Co..
geles.
West Palm Beach, has just completed a 52-week sponsorship of The
American Challenge and is now
presenting three times weekly the
Rhodes Collins Famous American
Quiz Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
10:15 a.m., on WJNO, West Palm
Beach.
HY-TROUS Co. of California, Los
Angeles (liquid fertilizer), in a 26week campaign which ends Oct. 29,
is utilizing thrice-weekly participation
in Art Baker's Notebook on KFI,
with a similar schedule in the Chef
Milani program on KFWB. Agency is
Brisaeher, Davis & Van Norden, Los
Angeles.
FURNITURE Co.. Los Angeles, on June 1 starts a daily early
morning 60-minute program of recorded music on KFAC. Titled Sad
Sam, the program features Allan McKee as m.c. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Allied Adv. Agencies, Los Angeles,
has the account.
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Rural

know

Merchant?

P| ON T KID yourself that the rural merchant is just a
small-town version of metropolitan ones. He's different
— in four fundamental ways:
1. His store is an institution
In the No. 1 Farm market, the small-town store is an
institution, the merchant himself a personal friend to his
customers. He depends on standard, well known merchandise to maintain his prestige.
2. His market is a "dematid" market
Rural people have decided brand preferences. They know
what they want
and insist on getting it at their favorite
store.
3. His market is a ''volume- sales" market
Because he is further from sources of supply, and because
his customers won't accept substitutes — the rural merchant
must carry bigger stocks of wanted, advertised merchandise.
4. His market is not a private brand market
In the 151-county KMA primary, there are only three
chains, or cooperatives, in the grocery field, and one in
the drug field.

STAR

CALIFORNIA

you

KMA knows the rural merchant — who accounts for 61.5%
of the total retail business in the No. 1 Farm Market. KMA
knows how to influence his customers — the 540,988 rural
families who spend $544,512,205 in his stores every year.
If youd like this information, write today for your copy of
our latest Market Data Brochure.

KERN
serves KERN
COUNTY,
The BULLSEYE of a Concentrated Rich
Market, isolated by mountains from
outside Southern California coverage!
The California County
2nd in Oil
FIRST in Potatoes
THIRD in Cotton
s 10 BOOMING WAR PLANTS
1000 watts
KERN
on 1410 kcyls
See Raymer
McCLATCHY
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Wells Joins L & M
T. D. WELLS, former production
director of Ted Bates Inc., New
York, has joined Lennen & Mitchell, New York, as executive assistant and producer under direction of S. J. Andrews, director
of the agency's radio department.
Mr. Wells, who was formerly with
Lord & Thomas (now Foote, Cone
& Belding) as radio executive on
the American Tobacco account,
succeeds Blayne Butcher, who is
joining Ward Wheelock Co., New
York, as radio director.

PAUL RIOKENBACHER, New York
talent department head of Young &
Rubicam, has temporarily taken over
management of the agency's Hollywood office during absence of Glenhall Taylor who is on leave of absence
because of illness. Bruce Eells, former account executive of Don Lee
Broadcasting System, has joined the
agency's Hollywood staff as head of
the new traffic and information department.
BESS HARRISON, former secretary,
has been promoted to Hollywood timebuyer and business manager of Foote,
Cone & Belding, replacing Gene Duckwall, who is being retained on a consultant basis.

RHODA BANDLER, former continuity director of WINX, Washington,
has joined the radio staff of Kal Adv.
Agency, Washington.
GEORGE BUTTERLY has resigned
as vice-president of S. Duane Lyon
Inc., New York, to enter the Army.
CLIFFORD DILLON, formerly with
Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, has
joined the copy department of J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

WALTER

(Pee Wee) Hunt, trombonist-singer and vice-president of
Casa Loma orchestra, has become production director of Smith & Bull Adv.,
Los Angeles.
CLYDE L. WOOD, former production
aide of Biow Co., Hollywood, has
established a personal representative
service at 1651 Cosmo St., that city.
J. J. MURRAY, general manager of
Tandy Adv. Agency, Toronto, and producer of Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co. Treasure Trail, network quiz show, is resigning to open his own radio producing firm, with offices in the Royal
Bank Bldg., Toronto.
R. H. GEARY, manager of the Calgary effice of Stewart-Lovick, Vancouver, has joined Stanfield & Blaikie,
Montreal, as account executive.
MEL ROACH, former production
manager of Allied Adv. Agencies, Los
Angeles, has received his medical discharge from the Army and is now
convalescing.

TED GAILEY, vice-president of
Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los Angeles,
now interviewing New York and Chicago clients on fall advertising plans,
returns to his desk in late June.
PROCTER MELQUIST. formerly
with Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco, recently joined
the Overseas Branch of the OWI in
San Francisco.
LEE ROBERTS, freelance, has
joined Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles,
as copy director, succeeding Cedric W.
Tarr, transferred to the agency's San
Francisco office. Pauline Viers, account executive, has resigned to join
her husband, Walter Johnson, who is
on active Army service in Texas.
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manager
San
Francisco, has
opened of
his Kl'O.
own offices
under firm name of Henry Schaffer
Enterprises, at 300 Montgomery St.,
San Francisco.
DON LAWTOX. account executive
of A. E. Nelson Co.. San Francisco
Army.
agency, was recently inducted into the
BUCHANAN & Co. has moved its
San Francisco office to 155 Montgomery St. and expanded facilities to service the Associated Division of TideWater Associated Oil Co., recently
acquired.
WHILA WILSON, formerly of Ward
Wheelock Co., has been appointed
Hollywood manager of Compton Adv.,
recently established at 6253 Hollywood Blvd. Telephone is Hollywood
8301. Hollywood office of Ward Wheelock Co. has been discontinued.

at Ruthrauff & Ryan. New York, has
been commissioned an ensign in the
Navy Air Corps. He will serve as
Flight Instructor at Bloomsburg, Pa.
DONALD M. BROWN, of the copy
department of Schwab & Beatty. New
York, has been advanced to copy chief,
taking over the copy duties previously
handled by Victor O. Schwab, president.
LESTER O'KEEFE. former NBC
production manager, will join the production department of J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, about June
21. He has been replaced at NBC by
N. Ray Kelly.
REN A L. NELSON, copywriter for
six years of Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago, has joined the copy staff of
Grant Adv. Co., Chicago.

DODGERS

4 hours of song and
9:00 A. M. to 1:00

It's gay!

morning

SMILING IN ANTICIPATION of Milwaukee Through the Years on
WTMJ, Joseph Trecker, president Kearney & Trecker Corp., all-out
local war industry, prepares to "sign dotted". Approving quartet (1 to r) :
Howard Landgraf, account executive of Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap
Associates; L. W. Herzog, manager of WTMJ; Sid Cababe, advertising
manager Kearney & Trecker; and Neal V. Bakke, Milwaukee Journal's
advertising salesman. Program portrays city's history in song and story
from 1898 (year of sponsor's founding) ; is heard Sundays 1 p.m.
ROBERT
JOHNSTON
forHENRY S CHAFFER, former sales
mer supervisor
of a radio MUNN.
copy group

fun

from

want to
happy!

agencies.
75

results'.

minutes of news,
minutes before each hour.

NOW WE AftE TELLING 1,35ft 000
tWUt
IN 70 LOEWS
THEATRES

ABOUT °G100M

WP6ERS"/
Sold in 15-minute
participating periods
across-the-board.
It's a great
radio buy!

BUILDER
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STORRS HAYNES, radio director
j of Comptpn Adv., New York, left for
the West Coast last weekend to confer on three agency programs originating there : I Love a Mystery, Truth
or Consequences and Breakfast at
Sardi's. His wife, Isabel Olmstead,
Compton talent buyer, left earlier in
the week for Chicago, joining him
there for the trip to the coast.
FRANKLIN C. TYSON, since 1941
on the copy staff of Erwin, Wasey &
Co., Chicago, has begun new duties as
copywriter of Charles Daniel Frey,
Chicago.
WAUHILLA LAHAY, former amusement editor of the Chicago Sun, has
1 become a partner in the radio publicity firm of Douglas Whitney, New
York. Firm is now located at 502
Park Ave.
EDDIE POLA, producer and script
writer formerly with NBC and J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York, has
replaced Travis Wells, at Ted Bates
Inc.. New York, as producer on
Hobby Lobby. CBS program sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.,
Jersey City. Mr. Wells recently joined
Lennen & Mitchell, New York.
THOMAS DOYLE, formerly of GeareMarston, Philadelphia, has joined the
media department of Arthur Kudner
Inc., New York.
DAN C. MADDEN, former account
executive of Erwin, Wasey & Co. Seattle, is now public relations and advertising manager of Pacific Car &
Foundry Co., that city.

F-C-B

Promotions

MURRAY

DON BELDING, chairman of the
board of Foote, Cone & Belding,
has announced promotions and
changes in the Los Angeles and
Hollywood offices of the agency.
Charles Porter, production manager, has been promoted to art director under Robert Freeman, vicepresident and senior art director at
Los Angeles. Ward Ritchie, formerly with the Ward Ritchie Press,
designer and publisher of fine
books, has been made production
manager. Sam Mar, Chinese artist,
has been appointed an art director,
and Elizabeth Harrison, of the radio staff, has been promoted to
business manager and timebuyer
of the Hollywood office. She replaces Gene Duckwall, who remains
on a consulting basis.
HELEN WILBUR, former assistant
timebuyer of Pedlar & Ryan, New
York, has been promoted to timebuyer,
succeeding Howard Gardner, who has
been inducted into the Army. Before
joining P. & R., Miss Wilbur did
classified display advertising at the
N. Y. Times.

Woodell Joins Agency
SHIRLEY F. WOODELL, public
relations manager of WEAF, New
York outlet of NBC, and formerly
sales manager of NBC's international division, on June 1 joins McCann-Erickson, New York, as account executive in the agency's
foreign department. Mr. Woodell
will assist George H. Smith, manager of that division, in conducting Latin American advertising
campaigns for several major American advertisers.

Y

GRABHORN

PRESIDENT

OF

&

R

20th

Birthday

TWENTIETH
anniversary of
Young & Rubicam, New York, was
celebrated at a dinner Friday, May
21, attended by 500 employes including 21 now in the armed forces.
Principal speaker was Raymond
Rubicam, chairman of the executive committee. He was introduced
by Chester J. LaRoche, chairman
of the board of Y & R, on leave of
absence to serve as chairman of the
Advertising Council. Sigurd S.
Larmon, president, acted as m.c.

REC

MURRAY B. GRABHORN, national spot sales manager of the
BLUE, has been elected president
of the Radio Executives Club of
New York for the 1943-44 season,
succeeding Tom Lynch, timebuyer
of Wm. Esty & Co., New York. Announcement of his election was
made May 26 at the club's last
meeting of the season — the next
session being scheduled for early
October.
Elizabeth Black, timebuyer of
Joseph Katz Co., New York, was
elected vice-president of the REC,
succeeding Linnea Nelson, timebuyer of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, while Ninette Joseph
Taranto, BBDO timebuyer, was
named treasurer, taking over the
duties of Peggy Stone, of Spot
Sales Inc. Warren Jennings, manager of the New York office of
WLW, Cincinnati, will be secretary next year, succeeding Bevo
Middleton, sales manager of
WABC, New York. Tribute was

paid by the club to the outgoing
president in the form of a silver
loving cup, and Art Tolchin of
WHN, New York, who has been
chairman of the REC entertainment committee, was cited for his
cooperation during the past year.
The club wound up the year with
137 paid members and 26 associate
members. Nineteen members are in
the armed forces.
C. J. LOOMIS, account executive of
Lockwood-Shackelford Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles, is in the Coast Guard.

s0

EXCLUSIVE
IN

THE

ST.

NBC

OUTLET

LOUIS

AREA

Bell a Heinz Director
; FRANKLIN
BELL, advertising
i manager of the H. J. Heinz Co.,
Pittsburgh, and J. B. Holcomb,
i head of the restaurant and hotel
sales division, have been elected
i directors. Two new vice-presidents
are H. N. Riley, a director, in
charge of research and quality
control, and A. L Schiel, also a director and assistant to President
H. J. Heinz II. T. B. McCafferty
has been named assistant secretary.

9,218
TELL

FAMILIES
ALL

LISTENING

ABOUT
HABITS

Get latest survey — no cost!
Here's how to get next to the billiondollar Iowa market! New, impartial, allinclusive "Summers-Whan" Iowa Radio
Survey covers a'J 99 counties, discloses
5-year trends in listening habits and
preferences as to station and programs.
Maps and facts on Iowa listeners in
various age groups and educational
levels— city, small-town and farm. You
need it to do a good job in Iowa. Get
it today ! No cost, no obligation.
912
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Si. Louis

KSD
Post- Dispatch

National Representative
FREE
and PETERS

Central Broadcasting Co.,
Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa
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VITAMALT

EXTENDS

TO NATIONAL
BASIS
ELWAY
FOOD PRODUCTS
Corp., New York, having completed aseries of preliminary tests
for Vitamalt [Broadcasting, Feb.
23, May 3], has entered into a national spot campaign which will
extend to some 120 stations by the
end of June. National radio advertising for this mealtime beverage
is now under way on about 60 stations, having started about ten
days ago. Firm is buying five-minute transcribed musical shows,
spot announcements and participations on women's interest programs on a five-times weekly basis.
Campaign will cover about 75 cities,
using from one to three stations
in each market. Kraft Cheese Co.
has recently become national distributor for Vitamalt. H. A. Salzman, Inc., New York, handles the
product.
CAB to Offer Brief
PRESENTATION of a brief on the
privately-owned Canadian broadcasting stations before the 1943
Parliamentary Committee on Radio Broadcasting was decided upon
at the meeting of the board of directors of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters at Toronto, May 24
and 25. The CAB has asked the
committee for an appointment to
hear the case of the independent
broadcasters. No details as to when
the committee will sit to hear the
CAB delegates or particulars of
the brief are available.

RESULTS
BRING
RENEWALS
Willard

Tablet

Company

started

WINNvertising
in July ? 1940.
They're

JUVENILE Group Foundation, educational division, has published a 64page class-room work book on Superman, comic strip series on which the
Mutual series of the same name is
based. Book is designed as an aid to
English teachers.
Every List of
Active Markets

includes

still
THE

TRI

America's

CITIES

40th

Market

San Antonio. • • • 253)504
Providence
244,79l
Akron
223,844

LOUISVILLE

Dayton

205,967

Syracuse . • ; • * ' 204,424
Oklahoma Uty
203,34l
San Diego
193,694
Worcester
l93,042
WINN

BLUE

NETWORK

STATION
LOUISVILLE,

Ut
KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager
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Richmond . • ;jJ.Bw.&«.iu«>
Smart merchandisers realize this
market is not 3 separate major cities
—Rock Island, Moline, Davenport
(plus 8 urban communities) — but,
actually, a single unified city with
211,000 war-prosperous customers.
And . . . their popular, right-at-home
"salesman" in Illinois and Iowa, is —

WtfBf
5000 WATTS
1270 KC
BASIC .MUTUAL NETWORK
Affiliate: Rock Island ARGUS
Howard H. Wilson Co., Nat. Representatives

TEAMWORK IS THEME as officials of WLW, Cincinnati, the George
Wiedemann Brewing Co. and Strauchen & McKim get together to look
over a new brochure for dealers, prepared by Ed Strauchen and produced by the station, to emphasize interplay of product and advertising. The get-together has been a yearly event since Wiedemann
started its intensive schedule of nighttime chain breaks more than two
years ago. Lookers-on are (1 to r), William Robinson, WLW sales
representative; Robert E. Dunville, Crosley vice-president and assistant
general manager, broadcasting division; H. M. Smith, WLW sales
manager; H. Tracy Balcom, Jr., president of Wiedemann's; Roger Beam,
Cincinnati sales manager for the company; Ardean Heiskell, radio
director, Strauchen & McKim; James D. Shouse, Crosley vice-president
in charge of broadcasting; Ed Strauchen, president, Strauchen &
McKim; R. E. Wagner, secretary-treasurer, Wiedemann's.
FCC
On

Quickly
WHDH

Orders
and

New

WJW

850

Hearing
he.

Held

Petitions

ACTING with almost unprecedented speed, the FCC last Wednesday ordered new hearings
June 30 on the applications of
WHDH, Boston, and WJW, Akron,
for authority to operate on the
KOA clear channel of 850 kc. Commissioner C. J. Durr was designated to preside.
The action followed the May 17
Supreme Court opinion deciding
the clear-channel breakdown case
against the FCC by requiring that
the Commission grant full hearings
to stations which may suffer electrical interference as a result of
other station assignments.

by other attorneys and, it is expected, will be contested.
By agreement among counsel for
the FCC and the stations, a "pretrial" conference will be held with
Commissioner Durr June 9, to
stipulate uncontroverted aspects.
Attorneys in the proceedings for
the FCC are General Counsel Charles V. Denny Jr. and Assistant
General Counsel Rosel H. Hyde.
Representing NBC and KOA have
been Philip J. Hennessey Jr., who
argued the case in the Supreme
Court, and Karl A. Smith; for
WHDH, George B. Porter; and
for WJW, W. Theodore Pierson.

Expect Reaffirmation

It was expected the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service would
intervene in the proceedings, opposing breakdown of the KOA channel.
It participated in the oral arguments in the original WHDH case.
In the order issued last Thursday, the FCC said the hearing was
called to determine interference resulting from simultaneous operation of WHDH and KOA; to determine areas and populations which
would be expected to lose primary
or secondary service from KOA;
to determine areas and populations
expected to gain primary service
from WHDH; to determine interference from simultaneous operation of WJW and WHDH, as well
as KOA; to determine areas and
populations which may lose primary or secondary service from
KOA with both WJW and WHDH
on the frequency; and finally, to
determine whether public interest,
convenience and necessity would be
served by granting the applications.

WHDH now is operating fulltime on the frequency as a BLUE
outlet. WJW is in the process of
moving from Akron to Cleveland,
where it would become a BLUE
outlet. Each station had been
authorized to use 5,000 watts fulltime on the frequency.
It was presumed, in the light of
the court's opinion and of past
FCC policy as well as other considerations, that the Commission,
after an expeditious hearing, by
majority vote probably would reaffirm the grants on the channel
to the two stations and for the
breakdown of the 850 kc. clear
channel. NBC, as licensee of KOA,
has not sought a stay order, which
would have the effect of forcing
WHDH back to daytime operation. The highest
its
split vote,
held thattribunal,'
the FCCin had
not accorded KOA a proper hearing, but did not decide the merits
of the WHDH assignment.
The FCC's order for the new
hearing made no mention of the
clear-channel rule as such. Evidently the Commission assumed
that the court's opinion did not
disturb its change in rule, eliminating 850 kc. as a class I- A channel.
This view, however, is not held
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WPRTJ, Princeton University's wired
broadcasting station, has discontinued
operations for the duration.
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\ Barring

of

Drs.

Watson

and

Dodd

Now

Committee
{ Up to Action by Conference
had
been
raised
in the House by
! THE FATE of Goodwin B. WatRep. Hobbs (D.-Ala.) and others,
3 son, chief political analyst for the
who termed the action "a Bill of
: FCC's Foreign Broadcast Intelli\\ gence Service, and Dr. William E. Attainder." Also entering the controversy was Mr. Fly, who reil Dodd Jr., FBIS editorial assistant,
marked,
"There is a serious ques1 was left last week to the Housetion as to the validity of any such
h Senate Conference Committee on
provision." He said he hoped Dr.
if the Urgent Deficiency Bill when
Watson would remain with FCC,
i the Senate Appropriations Commitadding that he had talked with him,
tee removed a House-approved
and
was "quite sure he plans to
! rider that would have barred the
['two men from the public payroll
"Communist Front"
alleged
for
affiliations,
j In reporting the bill to the Seni ate without the amendment aimed
at the two FCC employes and Dr.
Robert Morss Lovett, Government
Secretary of the Virgin Islands,
Sen. McKeller (D. Tenn.) said the
|icommittee was not necessarily enf dorsing the three men, and planned
to force the controversy before the
r conference committee so that the
Senate might learn the reasons for
i the House action.
L At his news conference last week
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly said Dr. Frederick L. Schuman,
I FBIS principle analyst, under fire
! before the Dies Committee, but
absolved by the Kerr Committee,
had submitted his resignation May
I 10. Dr. Schuman, Mr. Fly said,
waited until he had been cleared,
1 and then proceded with plans he
I had previously made to return to
i his post as Woodrow Wilson Professor of Political Science at Williams College.
FCC Investigating
Mr. Fly also revealed that the
j FCC is investigating information
II submitted to the chairman by Mr.
Dodd. Rep. C. Anderson (D.-N. M.)
[had told the House that Dodd had
y consistently misinformed Mr. Fly
I about
his affiliations. The FCC
Chairman said the Commission is
concerned only with whether Dodd
had submitted false information,
and that FCC would not look furjther into his activities.
The case of Watson, Dodd and
jLovett was apparently well on its
, way toward becoming a celebrated
jlegal issue last week, with Attor|ney General Biddle speaking out
1 against the measure as unconstitu: tional. Action against the men must
I originate in the Executive branch
of the Government, Mr. Biddle said.
The
issue of Constitutionality

Moston."
outspoken critic of the rider
stay
was Secretary of Interior Harold
L. Ickes, who voluntarily appeared
before the Senate Committee to defend Dr. Lovett, an Interior Dept.
employe, and for 45 years a personal friend of the Secretary. Mr.
Ickes lashed out at the evidence of
the Dies Committee, and the procedures of the Kerr Committee, as-

serting that Dr. Lovett was being
discharged on the basis of two
statements, one by a woman under
Federal indictment for sedition,
and the other by a Fascist sympathizer. "Mr. Lovett is not accused of breaking any law, and he
is not guilty of breaking any law,"
Mr. Ickes said. "He is accused at
the most of just one thing — holding
opinions which some members of
the House of Representatives do not
agree with."
O'Meara

Returns

WALTER O'MEARA has returned
to J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, as copy chief, after having
concluded a leave of absence from
the agency to serve with the Office
of
Strategic onServices.
Mr. O'Meara
alternates
a six-months
basis
as copy chief with James Young,
who has left to spend the next halfyear running his apple orchard and
cattle ranch in Mexico.

Meeting Canceled
A MEETING of the steering committee of the Newspaper-Radio
Committee scheduled for New York,
was canceled last ThursMay day 31,
by Harold V. Hough, chairman,
because several members could not
be present. Mr. Hough said the
be remeeting probably
scheduled shortly inwould
Chicago. The
call was in connection with the
hearings on the Whiteprojected bill
Wheeler
to amend the Communications Act and in the light
of the recent Supreme Court decision broadening the FCC powers.
The steering committee will decide
whether it will authorize a personal
appearance before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee or submit a written brief [Broadcasting,
May 24].
MBS KODACHROME slide film,
"This Is Mutual", prepared under the
supervision of Robert Schmid, sales
promotion director of the network, will
be shown to the New York advertising
trade press in the Mutual conference
room next Thursday, June 3.

First Quarter Income
Tax Receipts
Income Tax Collections in the First Quarter of 1943 and 1942

nc
ffijlnc
D Decrease

Not only were North Dakota's income tax collections up
over a hundred percent in the first quarter but — collections
last year were 398.1 percent over the figure for 1941.
North Dakota's taxable income is eight times what it was
two years ago! The figures are only slightly less spectacular
in the other three states of the great KFYRea.
And the solid folks of North Dakota are looking to the
future. They have purchased more War

Bonds per capita,

than the people of any other state. They're making certain
that their incomes — and their nation — continue undiminished.
The

one sure way

through KFYR,
at once.

to reach these bulging purses, is

only medium capable of reaching them all

Ask any John Blair man for the whole story.

"It's that 4-F Quintet
WFDF Flint Michigan."

over
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WQXR, New York, has
orators' Clinic, a weekly
started Decour
broadcast on home
quarter-h
g
decoratin under the participating
sponsorship of a group of decorators offering advice to listeners by
mail for a fee of $3.00. Under the
auspices of the Decorators' Clinic,
organization with headquarters at
the Decorators' Club, New York,
the program features guest speakers and is conducted by Charlotte
st, who built up WQXR's
Demore
programs of advice on apartment
hunting and other problems of living in New York.
The new series is heard once
a week at 10 a.m. on Wednesdays.
Economical buys in household furnishings, information on priorities,
and suggestions for tasteful decorating are offered.
The listener is invited to submit
a problem for solution by the Clinic.
One problem is analyzed free on
each program, and the last broadcast of the series will feature diagnosis of the home-decoration
scheme of some well-known personality. Agency for the account is
Huber Hoge & Sons, New York.

You
keep
customers
when

you

KEEP
SPOTS
BEFORE
THEIR
EARS!
• ASK A JOHN BLAIR MAN
ABOUT SPOT RADIO
CHICAGO
new mm
ST. LOUIS
SAN FRANCISCO
10S ANGELES

& COMPANY
NATIONAL RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

$5 Question
CALLING up citizens of Hartford
while on the air, Harvey Olson, m.c.
of the new show Do You Know the
Answer? on WDRC, asks a question a day. If the first one called
knows the answer, he gets $5, and
if he doesn't, he gets 50 cents,
which is deducted each successive
day the question is missed.

f
fi*d
Bromo Guests

PROGRAMS

ELLERY QUEEN will revive his
last year's policy of inviting mayors to serve as guest "armchair
detectives" on his Saturday night
NBC broadcasts for Emei-son DrugCo. Each mayor will listen in over
his local NBC station and submit
his solution to the mystery by long
distance telephone or teletype to
New York,
program
originates. A where
memberthe of
the armed
forces from the mayor's home town
will stand by in the New York
studio to serve as a substitute, if
the telephone call is delayed. Aired
on behalf of Bromo-Seltzer, the
program is handled by Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York.
* * *
Ahoy America
A NOVEL TYPE of quiz program,
Ahoy America, has started on
WGN, Chicago, broadcast from
Navy Pier half-hour weekly. Participants in the quiz are sailors
stationed at the Pier, and those
answering questions correctly receive an extra evening of liberty,
while those flunking retire to the
scullery and polish pans until taps.
The producer, Morrison Wood, has
permission of the commanding officer, Capt. E. A. Wollelsen, to enforce the consequences of the quiz.
Listeners Choose
AS A REPLACEMENT for the
Voice of Freedom broadcasts aired
on WMCA, New York, under the
auspices of Freedom House, for the
past year, a series of discussions
based on topics submitted by listeners is now heard. Program is
titled What Do You Think? and invites listeners to send in opinions
on issues of war and peace to the
station and to Freedom House, an
organization to promote the principles of democracy.
U. N. Reps Aired
BELCHER, WCKY, Cincinnati, public events director, has
started a new series with a human
interest angle, five times a week,
midafternoon. Representatives of
the United Nations who are in Cincinnati, or who are available as
they pass through, are interviewed.
Furloughed service men with
stories of exploits and adventure,
either their own or their comrades,
are also handled.
* * *
For Hep Cats
HEP CATS and band enthusiasts
are given a chance to revel in their
favorite dance music in the early
evening Jive Junction, weekly hourprogram heard on WAIT, Chicago.
Recorded music of band leaders
who have gone to war is featured,
messages from the absent leaders
are read, and members of the audience are interviewed for reactions.
Transcriptions of the show are sent
to the band leaders concerned.
* * *
News Hook
JERRY

lit Cloudy Weather it is
the Beacon that Guides.

In business it is intelligence that guides
safely through clouded situations

WEED
mid
RADIO

company

STATION

REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK - BOSTON ♦ CHICAGO
• DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
• HOLLYWOOD
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Mounted
JACK

SHORT, turf announcer of CJOR, Vancouver, was the mounted emcee
for the recent big Victory
Loan parade in Vancouver. It
was horse racing day in the
Sports for Victory drive.
With the horses being the
order of the day, Jack did all
the announcing on horseback.
WDAY Radio Game
NEW RADIO GAME titled Go
Get It has made its appearance on
WDAY. Conceived by Ken Kennedy, program director, the show
consists of one part for the studio
audience and another for the listeners, and is on the air Friday
nights at 8:30. Three contestants
are selected from the studio audience and given sealed instructions
concerning articles they are to find
and bring back to the studio. Cash
prizes are awarded on the basis of
time taken to make the trip, with
transportation furnished by the
station. The WDAY mobile unit
follows one contestant for an onthe-scene pickup. The remainder of
the studio audience and the listeners compete for cash prizes in
"Sound Puzzle Time", a series of
about 15 sound effects played
in the order they appear in a story
which the authors of the series have
in mind when arranging the sounds.
Object of the contestant is to write
a story around the noises heard.
* * *
Historical Memory
MEMORY
program, Mihvaukee
Through the Years, is riding the
WTMJ airwaves. Program features
old tunes and reminiscences of old
Milwaukee in narrative form, and
is
sponsored
Trecker
Corp. by the Kearney &
* * *
About You
CHARLES R. ROTH is featured
in a new public service program
Let's Talk About You, aired three
times weekly on KLZ, Denver.
Mr. Roth, author and public relaality. tions consultant, recently published The Key to Your Person-

AT THE MOMENT news is featured during the novel type oneminute announcements utilized by
WTAG, Worcester, Mass. Commercials occupy last few seconds when
an audience is already assured.
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Jf Industry's Part
NDUSTRY'S version of the deelopment of Radar began to come
orward last week as two large
quipment manufacturers — RCA
nd Western Electric — released acounts of the work done with miliary engineers toward perfecting
he secret radio weapon for the naion's defense [see other Radar
tories on page 20].
RCA reported that its research
n apparatus and techniques for
he location of ships and planes by
adio went back to 1932. The firm
aid it demonstrated its equipment
i cooperative tests with the Signal
lorps in 1934, but in view of miliary considerations, no publicity
/as given.
Delivery in '37
As early as 1937, RCA delivered
xperimental radar equipment to
he Army, and late in 1938, the
rm said it installed a set of its
quipment on the U.S.S. New York
or the tests which resulted in the

Release

in Radar
Research
superintendent, and Dr. John H.
Dellinger of the U. S. Bureau of
Standards, for their studies of the
Heaviside surface and radio echoes.
To these pioneers, RCA added its
own Dr. Irving Wolff, "whose early
experiments with radio reflection
soon led into radar principles." He
has been intimately associated with
radar research work, the firm said,
with a staff of many engineers and
researchers under his supervision.
During 1938-1939 many tests
were made, RCA said, which
showed the effectiveness of the
equipment in warning of collision
between aircraft, or between planes
and mountains or other objects
to determine altitude accurately.
"Owing to the closeness between
this apparatus and aircraft detection equipment, commercial announcement of these results was
not possible," RCA

explained.

Javy's decision to build radar sets.
ICA was awarded the first Navy
ontract for six sets based on a
lavy design.
Western Electric said that Bell
iaboratories had worked on radar
quipment for three years before
'earl Harbor. "Other industrial
aboratories joined in this effort,"
Vestern Electric said. "Through
he National Defense Research
Committee, an organized attack on
adar problems was made by a
•roup of leading scientists from the
Jniversities. All told, some 2,000
icientists and engineers in Army,
tfavy, university and industrial
aboratories joined hands in the
levelopment of Radar," the firm
1 [aid.
RCA likewise stressed that Radar
ould be attributed to no lone inentor. "Since it draws upon many
adio devices and circuits, various
nen of science have contributed to
!ts development," RCA said, nailing among leaders in the work, Dr.
V. Hoyt Taylor, superintendent of
(he Naval Aircraft Radio Laboraory; Dr. Leo C. Young, assistant
ASCAP

^Hooper shows what
Kansas City knoxvs

Ruling

YORK Supreme Court Justice J. Sidney Bernstein last week
ismissed the suit of Denton &
laskins Corp. and Gem Music
Jorp., publisher members of
A.SCAP, for a declaratory judgment prohibiting ASCAP from refining any control over their music following the expiration of their
bresent contracts with the society
bn Dec. 31, 1950. Court ruled there
s no present controversy and that
What may happen after the conclusion of the present contracts defends both on the execution of new
assignments and the continuation
Df both publishers and composers
as ASCAP members after that
date. No controversy of this nature
i2an arise, the court stated, unless
the plaintiffs do not renew with
ASCAP and the composers in
question do extend their memberships.

MEW
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RCA

Details

Hooper for Greater
Kansas City, October
thru February.

Advertising

THREE of the advertising agencies named last April by RCAVictor to handle various phases
of its account have been asked by
the company to submit possible
programs for an institutional series
which RCA is rumored to be placing on the BLUE. No details are
available as yet from RCA or from
the agencies involved, including
Ruthrauff & Ryan (RCA-Victor
radios, phonographs and television
instruments) ; J. Walter Thompson
Co. (Victor and Bluebird records,
International division), and Kenyon & Eckhardt (radio tubes, elecment .) tronic apparatus, and sound equip-

YOUNGEST transmitter operator,
says WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va.,
is Robert Knowles (right), 12,
younger half
combination. of
Son ofa father-son
Cecil Knowles,
WPAR transmitter engineer for
many years, Robert holds a third
class license, works parttime.

Baseball
TO SPEED up telephone traffic during hours when demand is heaviest,
Bell Telephone Cos. are asking long
distance telephone users to limit their
conversations over heavily loaded lines
to five minutes. At the start of conversation, the operator will say,
"Please limit your call to five minutes— others are waiting."

Repeats

REBROADCAST of baseball
casts for the convenience
war workers is planned by
Philadelphia, carrying major

broadof the
WIBG,
league

baseball games for Atlantic RefinW. Ayer & Co., Philaing Co. N.
delphia, is agency.

Where?

KANSAS

Station?

KCKNj

CITY/

HOOPER*/
Proof?
KCKN is programmed entirely and exclusively for
Kansas City's 725,000 "city" listeners. No other
Kansas City station is programmed exclusively for
the metropolitan city audience. No other Kansas

City station offers national advertisers a lowt "local"
rate. Write for Hooper rating on curren availabilities.
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CAPPER
PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
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420 Lexington
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Delay
WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

Buy
LISTENERS

Buy

WFM

J

covering greater
Yonngstown
More

listeners, more

hours

of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngstown,

O., area.*

*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Blue Network
Headley-Reed,

NEW

Rep.

ORLEANS

50,000

WATTS

Nat'l Rep. - The Katz Agency Inc.

SALESMANSHIP
Every WIBW program
and sales message is
so planned that each
listener feels it is directed to him alone.
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been brought before the Commission prior to the Friday meeting.
Chairman Fly was represented as
being chagrined over efforts of the
industry to foster legislation because of the Supreme Court opinion.

segment be reduced to 2y2 hours,
with the 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. segment
increased to 3y2 hours. Similarly,
no action was taken on this at the
Friday session.

Changes Sought

With prospects of a postponement of the June 14 effective date
for the FCC rules all but despaired
of, advisory committees of NBC
and CBS, at their separate meetings in Washington last Monday
and Tuesday, discussed in detail
plans for overall contract revisions to eliminate those portions
of their contracts inconsistent with
the regulations. The nature of the
covering clause varied with each
network, however, because of differences in method of operation.
Actually, no insurmountable obstacles were encountered, since
practically all network contracts
have carried clauses specifying
that the terms are subject to Government regulations. To avoid situations where all contracts might
expire at the same time for each
network, such matters as staggered
expiration dates were discussed at
the meetings, it is understood.
Those Present

While the major networks themselves made no formal pleas for
modification of the regulations,
a number of stations, it is understood, urged changes. One station
operator is understood to have told
the chairman that the regulations
would mean he would be "forced"
to take the full schedule of programs from his network because
he would not be disposed to reject
programs, even in station time, and
"build up" a competitive station
which then could take that network's features.
Several conferences were held
last week with Chairman Fly by
William S. Paley, CBS president;
Paul W. Kesten, CBS vice-president and general manager; Joseph
H. Ream, CBS vice-president and
secretary; Earl H. Gammons, CBS
Washington director; Niles Trammell, NBC president, other executives of his organization, and
members of the advisory committee, which met in Washington
early in the week. The culmination
of these conversations was the action of the Commission last Friday.
The NBC advisory group and its
officials met with Chairman Fly
both last Tuesday and Wednesday
morning. The proposed letter of
contract modification was discussed
in detail but apparently was not
considered by the FCC at its Friday meeting. The same held true
for CBS's proposed telegram to its
affiliates, submitted last Thursday.
Because of the local time versus
eastern time aspect, CBS felt it
necessary to withhold its telegram
until the FCC had cleared up that
item.
First Refusal

The Greatest Selling POWER
in the South's Greatest City
CBS Affiliate

WIBW

in Net Rules Refused
(Continued from page 9)
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In the conversations with Chairman Fly, there was discussion about
a modification which would require a network to give "first refusal" to its affiliate in a particular market. The regulations provide that the station has "first
call" on the time of a particular
network, but not the reverse. Evidently nothing came of this, since
no action was announced following
the Friday session.
Also discussed, it is understood,
was the possibility of shifting of
time segments so that an additional
half hour might be optioned during the evening for a total of three
and one-half hours. Under the
regulations, the broadcast day is
divided info four segments — 8 a.m.
to 1 p.m.; 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.; 6 p.m.
to 11 p.mi and 11 p.m. to 8 a.m.
The network is not permitted to
option more than a total of three
hours in each segment. The suggestion was that the 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Revisions Discussed

Members of the CBS advisory
board who met at the Carlton Hotel in Washington Monday and
Tuesday with officials of the network were Franklin Doolittle,
WDRC, Hartford; I. R. Lounsberry, WKBW, Buffalo; John M.
Rivers, WCSC, Charleston, S. C;
Hoyt Wooten, WREC, Memphis;
Leo Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit;
Arthur B. Church, KMBC, Kansas
City; and Clyde Rembert, KRLD,
Dallas. Absent because of illness
was C. T. Lucy, WRVA, Richmond.
C. W. Myers, KOIN, Portland, Ore.,
was unable to attend because of
illness in his family, but was due in
Washington later in the week.
CBS officials at the conference
included, in addition to President
Paley, Paul W. Kesten, vice-president and general manager; Joseph
H. Ream, vice-president and secretary; Herbert V. Akerberg, vicepresident in charge of station relations; Dr. Frank Stanton, vicepresident; and Earl Gammons,
Washington director.
Members of the NBC planning
and advisory committee who met
in Washington Monday and Tuesday were Paul W. Morency, WTIC,
Hartford; G. Richard Shafto, WIS,
Columbia, S. C; James D. Shouse,
WLW, Cincinnati; Harry Stone,
WSM, Nashville; Stanley E. Hubbard, KSTP, St. Paul; G. E. Zimmerman, KARK, Little Rock; and
Arden X. Pangborn, KGW, Portland, Ore. Present in lieu of S. S.
Fox, KDYL, Salt Lake City, Utah,

was
E. Wagstaff.
'
; NBCW. officials
in addition
to President Trammell were Frank E. Mullen, vice-president and general
manager; William S. Hedges, viceBROADCASTING

president in charge of stations; j|
L. Ashby, vice-president and gej|
eral counsel; Henry Ladner, of t>
NBC legal department; and Shel
don B. Hickox Jr., manager of tr
station relations department.
The BLUE station planning an
advisory committee, which mee1
in New York Wednesday, con
prises Harold V. Hough, KGKd
Fort Worth; William A. Ripl,
WTRY, Troy; H. Allen Campbell
WXYZ, Detroit; Earl May, KMA
Shenandoah; Henry Johnstoi
WSGN, Birmingham; Duncan Pyk
KVOD, Denver; and W. B. Stuhj
KJR, Seattle.
Wheeler Comments
Chairman Wheeler's decision t
schedule hearings in late June, af
ter having suddenly cancelled th
May 25 starting date on May 22
came following a conference wit]
Messrs Paley and Trammell las
Tuesday evening. The Senator saic
a new date would be announced b
June 15 or earlier.
Last Saturday, Chairman Wheel!
er suddenly announced calling of
of the hearings to begin the fol
lowing Tuesday, because of tht
failure of the full committee t<
complete hearings on a railroac
rate measure. At that time he in
ferred he desired to allow more
time for a study of the Supreme
Court opinion and added he was
"not sure now that the bill does
not go too far" in prescribing th«
exact duties of the FCC. He emphasized then that this did nol
mean he was withdrawing his
sponsorship of the bill.
Realization that the Supreme
Court opinion transcended pure
network-affiliate relationships appeared to be permeating the industry, following the major network
advisory committee sessions last
week. It was evident, too, that the
networks primarily affected insoJ
far as the new regulations are con
cerned, would not be disposed toi
take the leadership in fostering:
new legislation. Such matters as
program control, regulation of
overall business aspects of stations,
dual ownership, newspaper ownership, and, in fact, every impor-

STATIONS

!

Having trouble finding GOOD announcers, continuity writers, or
newscasters? The only radio school
of its kind can solve your problems! Our draft-exempt men and
attractive women know how to
write copy, handle the board and
network shows, and announce. We
use United Press Radio Wire. Our
graduates working on KVSF, KFTI,
KGGM and other stations across
the U. S. Discs and full particulars
on request. Write, wire or phone
— CRestview 6-8816. Willman
BROADCASTERS, 8668'/, Wilshire
Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
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I tant problem confronting the in| dustry appeared to shift the burden to stations themselves, probably through NAB.
White Studies Opinion
i Senator Wallace H. White Jr.
(R-Maine), co-author of the bill to
reorganize the FCC, was understood to be studying proposed modifications of his bill, in the light of
Court decision. Since
Supreme
the
I the handing down of the opinion
1 May 10, Senator White has been
i notified by numerous members of
■the committee and of the Senate
I of their desire to support new legislilation. The
Maine Senator, co| author of the Radio Act of 1921,
J is regarded as the best-informed
1 member of Congress on radio and
I communications legislation.
Meanwhile,
President Miller
called the NAB board to meet in
. Washington June 3 and 4, to consider the whole legislative picture.
I Possibility of the appointment by
Mr. Miller of special legal and legislative counsel was foreseen. Mr.
' Miller is expected to present the
. industry case in testimony before
■ the Interstate Commerce Committee.

"Hooey," Says Fly
Chairman Fly characterized as
"hooey" statements that the regulations would result in rigid Government control of broadcasting.
! Without mentioning names, he apjparently alluded to the statement
rby the NAB Legislative Committee, following its meeting in Washington May 19, that the decision
iplaced "broad and fantastic powers
tan the hands of the FCC."
[| At his press conference, Mr. Fly
said there had been a tendency "on
jthe part of the people that are used
.jto spreading poison and crying
.havoc to create a whale of a big
jscare, but this whole hullabaloo
about the rules and the Supreme
Court decision sustaining the rules
is just another effort on the part
'of big dominant interests to avoid
reasonable regulation, and the suggestion that that sort of regulation which restores a common range
iiof freedom to the individual stations is a step toward Government
ownership or control, is just a lot
of hooey."
Asserting he could not believe
that this "sort of argument would
jbe put out by people who are
jWholly aware of the circumstances,"
Mr. Fly said he felt stations had
nothing to fear and that they would
have a greater degree of protection
Mr. Fly
than they ever had before.
I
declared he had had "very agreeable conversations" with network
representatives, but that there had
been no requests for postponement
llor modification.

ANA Meeting Closed
WARTIME Conference of the
Assn. of National Advertisers, to
be held June 2-4 at the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, New York, will
be closed to all but ANA members,
the Association stated last week.
Speeches will be made by members
and no details of the three-day session are expected to be released.
anything to say as to whether a
station shall or shall not take a
The NAB last Tuesday released
program."
a five-page statement titled "What
the May 10 Supreme Court Decision Means to American Broadcasting; To the American People."
Prepared at the request of many
broadcasters and those in public
life as to the import of the opinion, the statement cited sections
of both the minority and majority
opinions, set out what the decision
indicates directly or indirectly, and
quoted comments from numerous
editorials [see separate story in
this issue].
'Administrative Absolutism'
Meanwhile, editorial criticism of
the Supreme Court ruling continued
unabated. David Lawrence, eminent
Washington journalist, both in the
lead editorial in the May 21 United
States News, of which he is editor,
and in his syndicated newspaper
column of May 25, lashed out
against the opinion and its effect
not only upon freedom of radio
but of the press. He urged an
amendment to the Constitution to
make explicit the guarantees which
previously had been believed to be
implicit in the Bill of Rights. Not
only is radio but the press and
every other medium of expression
in danger of Federal control today, by reason of the support given
by "a New Deal majority on the
Supreme Court to the idea of administrative absolutism," he said.
Mr. Lawrence suggested an amendment to the first article of the Bill
of Rights, namely the first amendment to the Constitution, so that
to this section would be added:
"The grant, sale or lease of any
facilities by the United States to
the press, to radio broadcasting, to
television, or to any other medium

• Broadcast

Congress." that
passed byconcluded
lawsLawrence
theMr.
the Supreme Court opinion constituted an abridgement of the
freedom of public expression for
all media and said the remedy
must lie now in a Constitutional
amendment "protecting the press
and the radio and all other media
of public expression against the
insidious and sinister doctrines of
administrative absolutism."
Award

Given

Red

Cross

WGAR, Cleveland, and The Paterson Morning Call have turned the
cash value of two $500 gold medals
over to the local Red Cross chapter and U.S.O. branch. The medals
were awarded by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters to the
station and newspaper for outstanding activity in the field of
fire prevention. In order to donate
the money to the local service units,
WGAR and The Call will accept
replicas of the original gold medals.

. ..also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George E. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK
• KANSAS CITY, MO. -

DETROIT AREA — This live-wire station's retail time sales are
UP to a new high . . . keeping pace with the booming business
800 Kc.
in this, America's Third Largest Market!

Alluding to control of programs,
in the last analyFly said that
Mr. sis
I
this belongs to the individual
broadcaster. Deciding public interest by a long overall view of
, programs in relation to public good
when there is occasion to do so, he
added, "is the duty of the FCC.
But the Government will not have
BROADCASTING

of public expression shall not vest
in the Congress or in any executive
agency or in the several States the
power to limit, restrict or regulate
the contents of any printed publication, radio program or creative
work emanating from any medium
of public expression except as any
of these media may offend against
the common law governing fraud,
obscenity, or libel or as they may
disclose military information in
time of war in contravention cf

5,000 WATTS
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MBS

Altering Contracts
(Continued from page 9)

Communications Commission. These
constitute the special regulations
applicable to radio stations engaged in chain broadcasting adopted by the FCC on May 2, 1941,
and amended October 11, 1941,
in so far as they are or may be
considered applicable to any affiliation contract Mutual now has
outstanding. In particular, for the
time being the periods from 8:00
to 8:30 p.m. and 10:30 to 11:00
p.m., New York time, on Sunday
evenings are hereby released from
the option time provision in Mutual
contracts. There may be a later
change in the periods released from
option time on Sunday evenings
about which we shall communicate
with you at a later date.

w

B

"Your agreement with Mutual is
furthermore modified in that, for
the period thereof, you shall have
first call in your primary service
area upon all programs of the
Mutual Broadcasting System, Inc.,
which become available in your
areas permitted by the last sentence of Regulation 3.102.

N

"The effective date of the foregoing modification is to coincide
with the date on which the regulations shall become effective which,
r
1
New York City and Environs
according to the best current information, will be on or very short2,000,000 or 15.4% of the population
ly after June 14, 1943.
of Greater New York listen to
"Such modifications are subject
YIDDISH radio programs
to the further qualification that if
and to the extent that the regula1,400,000 or 10.8% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
tions are changed or amended in
ITALIAN language programs
any respect, the modifications in
your contract will be corresponding1,250,000 or 9.6% of the population
ly changed or amended.
of Greater New York listen to
"As
you know, the Commission
POLISH language programs
rules allow for a total of 12 hours
670,000 or 5.1 % if the population
each day of option time on a nonof Greater New York listen to
exclusive basis for network broadGERMAN language programs
casting. Three hours of non-exclusive option time are permitted in
250,000 or 2% of the population
of Greater New York listen to each time bracket of morning, afternoon and evening and also the
SPANISH language programs
period from 11 p.m. to 8 a.m. The
WBNX brings to this audience in its selection of
the hours is subject to
native tongue and in English, interesting
agreeme
between
affiliates and
nt
entertainment; educational and musical
networks. The key stations of
programs, and the complete world-wide
Mutual will consider and report to
facilities of International News Service.
you shortly on the hours contemAppreciation of WBNX service is eviplated for option time for network
denced by the annual contract renewals
broadcasting. Pending this, we ask
of the largest national and local advertisers.
that you delay commitment on the
hours contracted for optioning to
network broadcasting from all
sources.
Winner
|
Wini
of
PEABOD
Y
CITATIO
N
for
Public
'I Serv
Asks Guarantee
Service to Foreign Language Groups
1

A

WBNX
5000

We
BUY
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"In advance of selection of the
option hours for network broadcasting, may we ask confirmation
from you that on and after the
effective date of the rules, about
June 14, 1943, commercial programs accepted by your station
from Mutual will be guaranteed
for the duration of the commercial
contract? We ask this so that no
further question may be raised
about such commercial programs
being subject to move by you on
notice prior to the expiration of
the sponsored program (except under the conditions required by Reg-

ulation 3.105). As you know, this
is entirely consistent with the Commission's regulations which prevent
one network from forcing the movement of an earlier scheduled commercial of another network through
exclusive option time provisions
such as heretofore contained in
other network contracts.
"One further point is submitted
to you for consideration. While
three hours of option time in each
of the time segments is the maximum permitted for network broadcasting under the Commission's
regulations, nothing restricts or
prevents a station from voluntarily
accepting network programs outside
of option time. Thus, there is no
limitation in the Commission's
regulations on the total number of
hours of network commercial programs which a station can broadcast if it so chooses.
"We await your response as well
as any questions which you may

Ford
have." Motor Co. Program
Mourning Its President
THE FORD Watch the World Go
By program on the BLUE 8-8:15
p.m., EWT, went into virtual
mourning following the death of
Edsel Ford, president of the motor
company, last week.
From Wednesday to the funeral Friday, all commercials were
eliminated except for bare mention of the company name and all
institutional announcements were
dropped. Earl Godwin, commentator, delivered a straight 15-minute
news commentary, eliminating' customary anecdotes and his concluding funny story of the day.
WFIL Honored
CERTIFICATE of Merit on Adult
Education was awarded WFIL,
Philadelphia, by the American Economic Foundation for distinguished
service in the realm of education.
Dr. O. Glenn Saxon, chairman of
the advisory committee of the
foundation and Professor of Economics at Yale University made
the presentation May 26 at ceremonies held in the studios of WFIL,
the second station in the country
to be so honored. Roger W. Clipp,
vice-president and general manager of WFIL, accepted the award.
Further recognition of the station's
service was given on the Foundation's Wake Up, America program
over the BLUE,
May 30.

Storer Merges With GAC
DOUGLAS F. STORER, radio package producer and representative, will
merge his New York firm with that
of General Amusement Corp., new
York, June 1, becoming vice-president
in charge of radio sales of that company. He will replace Frank Cooper,
who leaves in June to go into business
for himself, or to become partner in
a talent agency. Mr. Cooper has been
with GAC's radio department for the
past six years.
BROADCASTING

FOND
FAREWELL
to Ensigrl
Walter Bowry Jr., assistant genera [
manager
of WMBG, Richmond
was expressed herewith by Wilbui
M. Havens, president and genera. I
manager of the station. Ensigr
Bowry reports for active duty afterl
several years at WMBG. He is 261
and a native of Richmond.
UNIVERSAL

PLANS

TO EXPAND
RADIOl
UNIVERSAL PICTURES, New
York, has appropriated the largest
advertising budget in its history
for the balance of its 1942-43 release schedule, and for the productions to be launched by the 1943-44
selling season. Firm has allocated
$650,000 for promotion of four
coming major features.
Radio will receive a larger-than-|
usual
share of the advertising.
Special radio departments are being set up to handle the increased
activity, according to a spokesman
for Universal. No specific radio
plans have been disclosed on the!
forthcoming pictures, which will
include
"We've
Never Been
Licked",
"Corvettes
in Action",
"Phantom of the Opera" and "Hers
to Hold", but all will receive ex-!
tensive
promotion.
J. W a 1 1 e r I
Thompson
Co., New
York, is]
agency.
WJZ Sales Still Gain
FOR THE 15th successive month,
WJZ, New York outlet of the
BLUE, has shown a gain over the
same month of the previous year in
local and national spot sales, according to John McNeil, manager
of WJZ. May, with a gain of 42%
over the same month in 1942, was
the second highest month in the
history of the station, the highest
having been April with a 62% gain
over April, 1942. For the first five
months of 1943, WJZ has shown an
increase of 50%.

5=
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VISION

ASKS

VIEWS

ON NBC CONTRACT
NEGOTIATIONS between the National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers & Technicians and NBC were
suspended last Thursday, when the
pinion delegates returned to their
home cities to canvass NABET
members on their willingness to
accept the wage proposal made by
NBC. Union had asked for costof-living increases of 10%. NBC
had rejected this and countered
with an offer to allow a 5% increase, standing pat on that figure
despite NABET attempts to compromise on 7%%.
J. H. Brown, Hollywood, NABET
president and chairman of the
union's negotiating committee, left
New York last Friday evening,
planning to stop in Chicago for a
union meeting before proceeding to
Hollywood. He said that the attitude of the union members would
probably be known within the coming- week, after which negotiations
will probably either continue until
a new contract is completed or be
dropped until the expiration of the
present contract Dec. 31.
It is understood a complete new
contract has been drafted and that
if the NABET membership agrees
to accept NBC's wage increase
offer, it can be wound up in short
order. Union has already agreed
to permit NBC to train a specified number of apprentices in each
city where NBC operates a station.
In addition to Mr. Brown,
NABET committee included F. C.
Schnepper, vice-president and
chairman of the Chicago chapter,
and Harry Miller, chairman of the
union's New York chapter. NBC
was represented by O. B. Hanson,
vice-president and chief engineer,
and John H. MacDonald, vice-president and assistant secretary.
IBEW
Certified Agent
In WL
Contract Talks
CERTIFICATION of local 1218,
International Brotherhood of Elecitrical Workers (AFL) as the bargaining agent of the technical
IJstaffs of WWJ, W45D, Detroit, was
I announced by the regional director
■jof the NLRB Seventh Region last
mweek. Negotiations for a contract
lito cover conditions and rates of
■Jpay were reported by the Union
Blast week, with W. L. Reed, IBEW
J
charge.said that
II'representative
Meanwhile, in
IBEW
IjLocal 1212 had completed a stanIjdard contract with WKNY, KingsI ton, N. Y., covering the technical
||staff of that station. Contract, arHranged by Freeman L. Hurd for
llBRE, and Norman Furman for
■WKNY, provides for union memIbership, seniority, leave of absence
I for military service, paid vacations
land sick leave.
American Express Adds
AMERICAN Express Co., New
York, in addition to its new program on WQXR, New York, in
behalf of travelers checks [Broadcasting, May 24], on May 30
started two half-hour programs
weekly on WJZ, New York, and on
WENR, Chicago, for a 17-week
period. WJZ program is heard
Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30 p.m.,
and the WENR series on the same
days at 9:30 p.m. Caples Co., New
York, is the agency.
BROADCASTING

Complete

Industry

Control

Given

FCC,

Says NAB
in Reviewing
Court
Opinion
this encroachment culminated in the
IN RESPONSE to requests from
stations and figures in public life surprising decision of the Court, which,
in one sweep, granted the Commission
as to the impact of the Supreme
not only the specific powers it sought,
Court decision of May 10, the NAB
but unlimited power over every aspect
last Tuesday released a five-page
of
this great medium of mass communication.
mimeograph titled "What the May
Lawyers for the radio industry,
10 Supreme Court Decision Means
reading and re-reading the decision,
to American Broadcasting; to the
can find no limits placed on the Commission's power to control programs
American People."
The statement recited that the
and business operations of the broadcasters.
Frankfurter opinion handed to the
Up to Congress
FCC "complete control of radio
After quoting from the minority
broadcasting in the United States."
opinion, the statement declared
Abstracted were selected portions
that
the control of what the Ameriof both the majority and the minorcan
people hear on the air, under
ity opinions, and a recital of the
the decision, "passed from the
powers given the FCC by the rulAmerican public whose wishes
ing. Also included were selected
have
determined
the programs
editorial excerpts from leading
newspapers.

broadcast daily by over 900 radio
stations — into the hands of a single all-powerful Commission whose
edicts are final and conclusive."
The statement concluded:
This is not the kind of radio that
the country wants and needs. The
remedy is squarely up to the Congress.
Mr. Justice Frankfurter said in his
opinionlongs tothat
"the responsibility
bethe Congress
for the grant
of
valid oflegislative
authority."
The
question
the authority
of the FCC
is now before Congress in both the
Senate and the House, through a bill
introduced in the Senate by Senator
Wallace H. White Jr., of Maine and
Senator Burton K. Wheeler of Montana, and in the House by Representative Pehr G. Holmes of Massachusetts.
RADIO technicians school is being
organized by M. J. Weiner, chief engineer of WNEW, New York, in cooperation with the station and the
local branch munications
of Assn.the American Com-

Extent of Control
A searching analysis of the decision, itwas stated, indicates that
directly or indirectly:
The FCC can tell broadcasters what
must be broadcast, whether it be news,
public discussions, political speeches,
music, drama or other entertainment.
The Commission can likewise enforce its edicts of what may not be
broadcast in any one of these fields.
The Commission can regulate the
business arrangements by which
broadcasters operate and direct the
management of each individual radio
station. It can issue or deny licenses
based upon business affiliations.
NAB stated further:
The decision, which was expected to
deal only with the Commission's right
to enforce eight disputed rules governing the contracts between stations and
networks, went far beyond that issue
and conferred upon this government
agency powers over radio broadcasting as complete as those existing in
many foreign countries.
Thus overnight American radio, under the law as interpreted by the
Court, has lost all the characteristics
of freedom so vital to our two-party
political system and so essential to
American democracy.
Under the Radio Act of 1927. and
under the amended Act of 1934, the
Federal Communications Commission
was given regulatory power over the
technical aspects and physical allocations of radio frequencies. For ten
years the Commission did not seek
to stretch its powers into the field of
program content or business operations of the broadcasters.
Five years ago the Commission began a gradual effort to encroach upon
these other fields. The fight against
INTERESTED

36NUS!

WOAI's

grams!
This huge listener preference over the national average is
a bonus which WOAI passes on to advertisers who use
this powerful station to cover Central and South Texas.
That these advertisers "know a good buy when they see it"
is shown by the fact that WOAI carries 92.3% of ALL
NBC commercial programs.
*C. E. Hooper Continuing Measurement of
Radio
Listening, Winter-Spring, 1942-43.

IN

THE
CAROLINAS?

average rating* on network commercial programs, day and night, is 78% HIGHER than the NATIONAL average rating for network commercial pro-

50,000 WATTS
AFFILIATE NBC

_______
_______

CLEAR CHANNEL
MEMBER TQN

INVESTIGATE

OAI

WSPA
AT
SPARTANBURG
5000-1000 WATTS . CBS
REPRESENTED BY
HOLLINGBERY
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U.

S. Radio

Trains

Course

Technicians

Help May Be Available From
Office of Education
THOUSANDS of radio engineers
and technicians are being trained
in special courses being given by
the U. S. Office of Education, Paul
V. McNutt, chairman of the War
Manpower Commission, reported
last week. Many of these radio
technicians are available for work
in broadcast stations.
According to Mr. McNutt, more
than 80,000 men and women have
already completed the course which
is given in some 220 colleges and
universities. Although most of them
have gone into defense work, the
Office of Education says that many
graduates are willing to accept
work in stations. Lists of colleges
where graduates are available may
be had from the Office of Education, Office of Engineering, Science
and Management War Training
Courses, Washington, D. C.
Courses Given
OESMWT officials point out that
courses are being started at frequent intervals. Stations may arrange to enroll their employes at
nearby colleges. Only expense is
for textbooks. Three courses are
given: Fundamentals of Radio;
Radio and Pre-Radar, and UltraHigh Frequency Technique. No
code is offered in the theory course,
which is devoted to the principles
of radio circuits.
Until now, many of those taking

SOLTDf

Coffee Supplies Better,
Boscul Adds to Schedule
RESUMING its newspaper advertising this week on behalf of Boscul
Coffee, William S. Scull Co., Camden, N. J., will augment its schedule
of newscasts on Philadelphia and
Dayton stations, with an additional
news period on WFMJ, Youngstown, Ohio. Starting June 7, Scull
will sponsor a six-time weekly fiveminute program, and a Sunday
quarter-hour on that station. Renewed activity is the result of increased supplies of coffee which
has brought several other manufacturers back into spot radio recently, including General Foods,
and S. C. Schonbrunn. Agency for
Scull, eastern distributors of Boscul, is Compton Adv., New York.
Virginia Dare Spots
VIRGINIA DARE Extract Co.,
Brooklyn, is entering radio to advertise its flavorings and other extracts. Firm has signed for participations on Dr. Forum
Walter H.
Eddy's
Food & Home
heard
on

New Species
YOUNGER people have been
hired by WWL, New Orleans,
to fill certain jobs vacated by
manpower shortage. As usual,
a certain training period ensues. One newcomer, helping
to sort mail, came upon a
letter addressed, "Attention
—Manager." "Say," said the
neophyte, "Who's the AttenMORE NEWS for listeners in San
Francisco-Oakland Bay area is
now available through sponsorship
of Art Primm's newscast by Remar Baking Co. Program is broadcast on KQW Monday through Friday at 1:25 p.m. Walter Guild
(left), of Garfield & Guild, agency
handling the account, confers with
Mr. Primm (right) and P. 0.
Pedersen, head of Remar.

AGENCY

WOR, New York, Monday through
Friday. Business is placed direct.
the radio courses have been young
men planning to enter the Armed
Forces. Since liquidation of the
Enlisted Reserve Corps, however,
registration has fallen off, as the
course no longer assures service
with the Signal Corps. As many
as 15,000 persons have been enrolled at one time in the Fundamentals of Radio course, Mr. McNutt reported, and approximately
6,000 employes of one Signal Corps
station have taken the course.

point to the BEST
bWi among the four
local radio stations
acts in CINCINNATI.

,Cad'ns9 in Cincinnct

MILROSE PRODUCTS Co., New York, to
Winer Co., New York, for Rad cleaner.
Media plans not set.
AD REINSBERG & Co., Chicago (Rainydate women's
hats and
boys'
hats),
to Lieber
Adv.Campaigner
Co., Chicago.
National magazines and trade papers.
M. J. BREITENBACH Co., New York, to
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, for Gudes
Pepto-Mangan. Now using one-minute spots
on four stations. No change contemplated
for present.
HECKER Co., Los Angeles (Santo
Tomas wine) , to Barnes Chase Co., that
city. On June 1 starts for 52 weeks using
four transcribed one-minute English and
Spanish
daily on XERB,
Tia Juana,announcements
Mex.
U-X Mfg. Co., New York, to Erland Adv.,
New York,
for used.
U-X Miracle Shaving Prep.
Radio
will be
WAVAL Permanent Wave Supply Co.,
Los Angeles (concentrated permanent
wave
solution), to Earl R. Culp Agency,
Los Angeles.

HUMP HAIR PIN Mfg. Co., Chicago, to
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago. Media will
be national magazines, trade papers.
IOWA SOAP Co., Burlington, la. (Nola
Flaks and Magic Washer), to Goodkind,
Joice & Morgan, Chicago. Radio will be
used.
MESSCHER & STOCK, Chicago (Ficgo
beverage), to Goldman & Gross, Chicago.
Media planned includes radio, newspapers
and trade papers.

ZENITH RADIO Corp., Chicago, has
just been given the Army-Navy Production Award for the second time.
Zenith's facilities are now devoted
100% to the development and mass
production of advanced radar, transmitters and receivers for tanks and
planes,
and
other equipment for the
armed services.
IN THE HEART OF NEW ENGLAND

on .ne three
r sloco, s.-Hons
*^Ma
combined.
***
;

The Cincinnati Station of Assured Sales Action ^
Basic Blue Network . . . 5,000 Watts Day and Night
National Reps. . . . SPOT SALES, INC New York . . . Chicago ... Son Franci
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N. H.

CBS
5000
Watts
Represented by Headley-Reed
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Wagg Is Named to Cover
Mediterranean for NBC
ALFRED WAGG, formerly head
of the Far East Bureau of Allied
Newspapers, London, has joined
NBC's staff of war reporters covering the Mediterranean area. Mr.
Wagg is at sea with the British
Royal Navy. When broadcast services are not available at sea, he
will radio dispatches to New York
for
casts.use on NBC's domestic newsWith the Battle for North Africa
now concluded, NBC is shifting its
correspondents. Grant Parr, who
accompanied the British Eighth
Army across Africa, is returning
to C airo. Ralph Howard, who arrived recently in North Africa,
will stand by to cover developments there, working with Merrill
Mueller, Newsweek magazine and
NBC correspondent. John MacVane has already been reported as
returning to London for a rest.

Calmer

for

Sevareid
PARKER PEN Co., Janesville,
Wis., which for the past year has
been sponsoring Eric Sevareid and
the News twice weekly on CBS, will
replace him June 26 with Ned Calmer, a member of the CBS news
staff for the past three years, and
formerly an editor and foreign
correspondent. Sevareid, CBS
Washington reporter, is slated to
go overseas this summer as a correspondent for CBS, a position he
filled for the network two years
ago. Calmer will continue for Parker Pen in the 8:55-9 p.m. spot
Saturdays and Sundays on the full
CBS network. Agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
RCA

to Pay

Legal

Fees

In Red Label Litigation
UNITED STATES District Court
in New York, in denying the application of RCA for an injunction
restraining Columbia Recording
Corp. and Decca Records Inc. from
using red labels on their phonograph records, has ordered RCA
to pay to CRC some $2,500, and to
Decca approximately $1,500, to
cover legal costs in connection
with the action.
In dismissing the RCA complaints, Judge John M. Woolsey
stated that "records are not sold
by color but for sound" and expressed himself "satisfied beyond
any doubt that before buying a
record between 50% and 60% of
retail purchasers of records take
them, put them on the turntable
of a phonograph in the shop and
play
them before
buying
Day-by-day
trial
the suitthem^"
consumed almost
fourof months.
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Advertising

TEXT

OF

HEADLINERS

ORDER

CITES
OLLOWING is the full text of
le FCC order of May 28 revising
■rtain of the network rules and
agging the effective date at 12:01
m. June 15:
At a meeting of the FCC held at its
fiees in Washington, D. C, on the
ith day of May, 1943.
The Commission having under furier consideration its order, entered in
oeket No. 50G0, as amended, proulgating regulations applicable to
idio stations engaged in chain broadmsting,
IT IS ORDERED. That the Com'ission order, entered in Docket No.
HBO, as amended, BE, AND THE
AME IS HEREBY, FURTHER
MENDED in the following particurs :
Section 3.103 of the regulations set
rth in said order, as amended, is
>reby further amended to read as folws :
p 3.103 Term of affiliation — No license
kail be granted to a standard broad»St station having any contract, arngement, or understanding express
implied, with a network organiza311 which provides, by original term,
ovisions for renewal, or otherwise
r the affiliation of the station with
e network organization for a period
Inger two years: Provided, That a
1 infract, arrangement, or understandg for a period up to two years, may
i; (i entered into within six months
ior to the commencement of such
riod.
The last paragraph of said order is
>reby amended to read as follows :
"It is further ordered, that these
•gulations shall become effective
!:01 a.m., Eastern War Time, June
i, 1943. unless otherwise required by
>urt order ; Provided, That the efctive date of Regulation 3.106 with
•spect to any station may be extendcl from time to time in order to per« tit the orderly disposition of propfties ; Provided further, that the efjctive date of Regulation 3.106 shall
I suspended indefinitely with respect
j regional network organizations ; and
rovided further, that the effective
ite of Regulation 3.107 shall be sus;nded indefinitely and any further orr of the Commission placing said
egulation 3.107 in effect shall provide
fr not less than six months' notice
id for further extension of the efctive date from time to time in order
> permit the orderly disposition of
:-operties."
UNTE CANDY Co., Chicago,
as purchased World Front startig- June 6 on 13 NBC Midwestern
;ations, 12-12:30 p.m., from WLW,
incinnati, and featuring- Gregory
iemer, Arthur Reilly and a third
ommentator to succeed Carroll
ilcott, who left WLW after an
ltercation with Mr. Ziemer. Presa, Fellers & Presba, Chicago, is
?ency.

Wincliell

CLUB

3 IN

RADIO

THREE RADIO news correspondents will receive awards next week
from the National Headliners' Club,
according to a recent announcement by Mall Dodson, president of
the club. Awards will be presented
June 5 in Atlantic City at the
club's annual frolic, under the auspices of the Atlantic City Press
Club.
Charles Collingwood, CBS war
correspondent, has been named for
a citation for radio reporting out
of North Africa. Previously this
year he received a Peabody Award
for outstanding reporting from the
African Front [Broadcasting,
March 29].
Merrill Mueller of NBC and
Newsiveek will receive a special
war correspondent's valor medal,
newly created by the club to honor
the newsmen "who perform heroic
deeds in pursuit of their assignments." A posthumous valor medal
will be awarded to Don Bell of
NBC who was killed in Manila.
The club has announced that valor
medals will be given every year
for the duration to selected correspondents in any of the associated fields of newspaper, radio and
newsreel.
For the first time, women have
been admitted to the ranks of journalists cited for achievement, with
two named among the 18 winners
in 16 different classifications announced by Braden Gardner, journalism professor at Pennsylvania
State College and chairman of the
award committee. Fourteen valor
medals, five of them posthumous,
were awarded.

Denies

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I have just seen the May 17th
issue of your magazine.
What you say about my Jergens
option is not true. My option was
sent
signedtoit me
yet. weeks ago. I haven't
May 25

WALTER

WINCHELL

EDITOR'S NOTE— Lennen & Mitchell notified Winchell ten clays ago, but he has
until June 30 to answer. If he accepts the
option renewal, it is effective Jan. 1, 1944.
If he refuses, he cannot broadcast for anyone else until after Dec. 31, 1945, date of
Jergens contract termination.

Cy King Heads WEBR
CY KING, pioneer in news broadcasting, was appointed Director of
WEBR, Buffalo, on May 18. Mr.
King started newscasting in 1927,
when he handled the nightly report
for the former Pittsburgh Gazette
Times. Later he went to KDKA in
radio promotion and newscasts for
the Pittsburgh Press, which he
served as editorial writer and
columnist. WBEN brought him to
Buffalo in 1934 as news commentator, and when the Buffalo Courier
Express acquired WEBR Mr. King
was put in charge of the news bureau He still continues two daily
programs, 12:30 and 6:30 p.m.

ADVERTISERS!
This

Calls

TIME

Citrus Spot Tests
FLORIDA Citrus Commission on
May 17 started a three-week test
campaign on WSYR, Syracuse, and
WPRO, Providence, to determine
the effectiveness of spot radio in
promoting the advantages of the
low point value of canned grapefruit juice. A total of 78 live spot
announcements are being used to
offer listeners a booklet comparing
the point value of grapefruit juice
with that of other fruit and vegetable juices. If the initial test is
successful, the commission may set
up a spot radio schedule in the
area east of the Mississippi, region
in which the product is distributed.
Agency is Blackett-Sample-Hummert, New York.
Livestock Renewed
KANSAS CITY livestock interests,
including stock yards company, live
stock exchange and traders exchange, have renewed for the fifth
year an exclusive contract with
KMBC, Kansas City, making it
their official station for market reports in the area, Karl Koerper,
managing director of KMBC, has
announced.
AARON L. JACOBY, vice-president
of WLIB, Brooklyn, has been named
chief clerk of the Surrogates Court
of Kings County, Brooklyn. Mr.
Jacoby has served a term as sheriff,
and alsotivitiesas
registrar during
his acin Democratic
party politics,
which cover a period of 20 years.

BUYERS!

AGENCY

MEN!

f(

The Headliners' Club also cited
Bill Henry of the Los Angeles
Times, as best columnist. Henry is
a former CBS correspondent working out of London and Paris.
Gulf Hitch-Hiking
GULF OIL Corp., Pittsburgh,
which each summer conducts a
campaign for Gulf Spray insecticides, will have to forego the annual drive of quarter-hour transcriptions because of the AFM ban
on such musical recordings. Instead, Gulf plans to run hitch-hike
announcements for the insecticides
during the summer months on its
CBS program We, the People at
War. Agency is Young & Rubicam,
New York.

I SPONSOR' Now Uses a Third
Schedule... 9 Daytime Programs
a Week on KOA . . . Exclusively !
Five years ago this company inaugurated a
schedule on KOA with five early morning programs weekly. Later, they added a Sunday morning quarter hour. Recently, a three-a-week, midmorning quarter hour program was added to
introduce a new product in KOA-Land.
Obviously — any advertiser which has put faith
in the selling power of KOA alone — to this extent
— is not buying nine programs weekly on KOA
out of the kindness of his heart.
We

81.2%
TO

96.8%

WRBL
J COLUMBUS, GA.

believe it's the greatest possible confirmation of KOA's ability to stimulate sales and
produce profits. Let KOA do the same for you.

These are
the coverage
figures given
WRBL by the
Fall, 19 4 2
HOOPER
SURVEY.
They show
can't
possibly
you
cover CoIu m b u s
without
WRBL.
• CBS
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* Name on Request. Company manufactures
product sold in grocery stores, and is used
in every home both rich and poor.
KOA— First in Denver in Everything.'
in Power -*r Programs -ft Dealer
Preference -tc Listener-Loyalty and
Sales Results!
KSEI
POCATELLO ■ IDAHO
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Newscast

Rulings

WLS
Eased
by
Canada
Sponsorship Allowed in Some
Cases on U. S. Broadcasts

UKHI
CHARLESTON.W.VA.

They

MEETINGS
FOOD
ON
SCORES
Series of Interviews on Hot Springs
Conference

Gives

Listeners Break

SPONSORED newscasts and sponsored network news commentaries
are permitted again in Canada under a new ruling- by the Board of
Governors of the Canadian Broadcasting- Corp., which becomes effective July 1. Spot announcements
before and after the news between
7:30 and 11 p.m. local time are still
prohibited, but in its place sponsorship of news is to be allowed as
a wartime measure in the case of
newscasts of ten minutes or more.
Sponsorship announcement can
only be made before and after the
news, must follow a set form, giving name of sponsor, name of news
service if desired, and advertising
matter. The closing announcement
only names sponsor and news service if desired.

Like

U. S. News Programs
Our

Style

A station cither DOES or DOES NOT
have that certain something you
know— the honest-to-goodness ability
to move merchandise from dealers*
shelves. WAIR is famous for its
salesability. A test will prove it.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

PORTLAND, OREGON
; *KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
\
5.000 Watts-620 Kilocycles
f
NBC RED NETWORK
l
Represented Nationally by
jfe EDWARD PETRY ft CO., Inc.

Sponsored American network
news commentaries, which have
been banned in Canada for some
time, may now be brought in from
American networks. This affects
the CBC stations CBL and CBY,
Toronto, CBF and CBM, Montreal,
as NBC outlets; CKAC, Montreal,
and CFRB, Toronto, as CBS outlets; CFCF, Montreal, BLUE outlet; CKCL, Toronto, and CKLW,
Windsor-Detroit, as MBS outlets.
The CBC announcement on this
policy change states:
"Under special wartime conditions in consideration of our relationship to other people associated
with us as united nations, the Corporation has relaxed its ruling concerning the sale of networks to individuals or commercial organizations for the broadcast of opinions,
but only insofar as to permit the
entrance into Canada of news commentaries having their point of origin in other countries.
"Such broadcasts may be on a
commercial or a sustaining basis.
In each case permission for the
broadcasting of such news commentaries from other countries will
only be granted on the basis of
specific application to the general
manager of the corporation when
in his opinion their introduction
will provide a useful service to Canadian listeners in helping them to
understand the changing war situation. The commercial content and
the format of all such broadcasts
must conform to the policy and regulations of the Corporation."
'Parade'

f
lling P^eg
The Se
in the B uyin
v
Market
wk
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for Fibber

REVIVAL of NBC's former program, The Passing Parade, will
serve as a summer replacement for
Fibber McGee & Molly during their
13-week vacation starting June 22.
Program features John Nesbitt,
story teller. Harlow Wilcox will announce for S. C. Johnson Co., Racine, sponsor. Series starts June 29
in the 9:30-10 p.m. period vacated
by Fibber McGee. Agency is Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

PREPARED well in advance of the International Food Conference now
being held at Hot Springs, Va., WLS is giving its listeners a series oi
19 interviews with United Nations representatives at the Conference.
The series is broadcast on the Dinnerbell program as part of Prairie
Farmer's Food for Humanity campaign. Participants in one of the
interviews were (1 to r) : L. A. H. Peters, agricultural attache to the
Netherlands, featured in one of the programs; John Strohm, managing
editor of Prairie Farmer, interviewer; Betty Carter, OWI, who aided
in the programs; Harry Templeton, WLS war program director.
LISTENERS to WLS, Chicago,
are getting their full share of news
of the International Food Conference at Hot Springs, Va., thanks
to a series of programs prepared
far in advance by the station. WLS
put on the first of 19 interviews
on its Dinnerbell program on May
18, day the conference opened.
When the station started its
"Food for Humanity" campaign
April 3, Burridge D. Butler, WLS
president, explains, little was
known about the coming food conference and prospects for direct
coverage from the spot were dim.
So John Strohm, managing editor
of Prairie Farmer, and Harry
Templeton, WLS war program director, were assigned to line up
interviews with representatives of
the United Nations who would
attend the sessions.

series was handled through display
ads in the Chicago Times and the
Chicago Sun calling attention tq
the first week's schedule of programs. Smaller ads informing listeners of the personalities to bi
heard daily are being run in the
same newspapers for the length
of the series. Mail promotion was
used to contact 4-H clubs, county
agents and agricultural teachers in
mid-western states. In addition
pre-announcements were made ort
the station three days in advance
of the opening broadcast and these
are continued until the conclusion
of the interviews.
Permission to release the series
to all other stations in the country
following their use by WLS wad
given at request of OWI.

Arranged Interviews
Working closely with OWI,
Strohm and Templeton arranged
the interviews, obtaining Dr. B. A.
Liu, Chinese delegate, for the initial broadcast. Dr. Liu, a former
Chinese industrialist and member
of the United Nations Bureau, described food problems in his native
country. Eighteen other nations
were represented.
The interviews, featuring Strohm
and a United Nations representative, were transcribed in Washington and New York and flown back
to Chicago. WLS broadcasts one
each day, Monday through Friday,
on its Dinnerbell program for approximately four weeks.
Newspaper
promotion
of the
BROADCASTING
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7 Millions

Donated

To Last War
Loan
Revised NAB Estimate Adds
15% to OWI Figures
REVISED NAB estimate of the
cash value of radio's contribution
to the Second War Loan Campaign,
described by the Secretary of the
Treasury Morgenthau, as "the
greatest advertising operation in
the history of the world," reveals
that $7,095,500 in time and talent
helped put the drive over between
April 5 and May 1. Compiled by
the OWI and the NAB, this figure
issued last week represents time
given in connection with OWI commitments under allocation plans,
plus 15% for talent and time donations over and above these commitments.
OWI suggested that 33 1/3% be
added for all the extra features
which networks and stations keyed
to the Second War Loan, but the
NAB decided on the more conservative estimate of 15%. The seven
million total does not include talent which was donated, that is, contributed by the artists. It includes
paid talent, and time valued at the
advertising rate.
According to OWI figures, time
contributed to the drive under the
Network Allocation Plan amounted to $5,680,000; National Spot
Allocation Plan, $320,000, and Station Announcement Plan, $170,000.
Station participation reports received by Treasury, OWI and NAB
indicate that cooperation by radio
was so far above scheduled commitments that even the 33 1/3%
addition to the total, suggested by
OWI was conservative.
In a recent Treasury release, Mr.
Morgenthau stated that 118,000 radio announcements were made, and
8,000 radio programs of 15 minutes or more were devoted to the
Second War Loan.
Value of Other Media
During the same period, outdoor
advertising's contribution was reported as 7,254 War Bond posters on panels at a space value of
$181,250, and 8,089 War Loan posters valued at $202,225. About 84,000 car cards worth $100,000 were
placed, and 4,000 three-sheets
valued at $15,000 were used.
According to this same Treasury
statement, daily and weekly newspapers published 73,939 Second
War Loan ads totalling 72,633,802

Represented by WEED

Time

and

Exceeds

100

Talent

Given

to

War

Effort

Million

Dollars, Says Woods
tern, for I believe the new products
"THE four major networks, as
well as the hundreds of independent
and developments coming from our
factories and laboratories are the
stations, have, according to the
OWI, given more than $100,000,000
hope and the promise for the fuin time and talent to the war ef"Incidentally,"
the NAM execufort," Mark Woods, president of
ture . . ."
the BLUE, stated May 25 on the
tive continued, "industry appreciates very much the opportunity
anniversary broadcast of This Nation at War.
that all radio . . . and, particularly
How radio has backed the war
the Blue Network, has given us to
tell the American people just how
effort was the subject of a dialog
on the BLUE program between
we are producing for victory and
Mr. Woods and Walter B. Weisenplanning
for peace."
To which
Mr. Woods replied,
burger, executive vice-president of
the National Assn. of Manufac"That's part of our job under the
turers, under whose auspices the
system of free radio ... we don't
series is heard.
claim that radio can solve the problems of the world . . . but we do
Will Mean More Jobs
feel that it can help create that
atmosphere of understanding and
In reply to Mr. Weisenburger's
statement that American radio
tolerance without which these probtypifies our democratic ideals, with
lems can never be solved . . ."
particular emphasis on the importance of free speech, Mr. Woods
Canadian
Broadcasters
agreed that "we, in radio, are always against any encroachment of
Cite Radio Aid to War
this freedom . . . for America has
BROADCASTING in Canada and
the only major broadcasting system
its relation to the war was disin the world that isn't under govcussed during the one-day Advertising and Sales Conference held
ernment control."
at Toronto recently. Ted Campeau,
Queried by Mr. Woods as to how
manager
of CKLW, Windsorindustry feels about the post-war
Detroit, outlined the contribution
world, Mr. Weisenburger took
of private stations to war service.
radio as an example of a "business"
E. A. Weir, commercial manager
of Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
to point out that "new developments in electronic devices, comToronto, cited the intensive radio
munications, frequency modulation,
advertising coverage given Victory
Loan drives and War Savings
and television will mean plenty of
Stamps campaigns.
new products, new companies, and
W. E. Elliott of Elliott-Haynes,
new jobs in the post-war world,
Toronto market research organizaprovided there are no major
tion, reported that seven out of
changes in our free enterprise sysevery ten homes in Canada has a
radio, that summer listening has
declined, and that Quebec FrenchCanadian families use their radios
lines at a value of $4,564,271. Figmore than any other Canadian
ures compiled by the Advertising
Checking Bureau Inc., showed that
group.
C. W. Wright, of Stovin &
daily and Sunday papers published
Wright,
station representatives,
40,774 War Loan ads, at a value
Toronto, asserted that radio was
of $3,362,890 based on national
more adaptable to institutional adadvertising rates, and all were
vertising than any other medium.
Glen Bannerman, president and
locally sponsored. In the field of
general manager of the Canadian
weeklies, the Promotion Research
Assn. of Broadcasters and presiSection of the Treasury reports
dent of the Toronto Sales and Adthat 33,164 ads worth $1,201,380
vertising Club, opened the confer(based on the national average
ence. L. E. Phenner, Canadian
weekly advertising rate) appeared
Cellucotton Products, Toronto, was
in 7,735 weekly newspapers.
chairman of the radio panel.

PEN IN HAND Harl McDonald,
manager of the Philadelphia Orchestra, looks up before signing a
long-term contract for the symgroup to record
exclusively
for the phony
Columbia
Recording
Corp.
With him is Edward Wallerstein,
president of CRC.
Jelke Names Brown
JAMES T. BROWN, former assistant general sales manager of
John F. Jelke Co., Chicago, has
been appointed general sales manager, it was announced by J. M.
Elliott, vice-president and general
manager. Mr. Brown takes over
executive sales duties formerly
handled by Mr. Elliott. The post of
advertising manager, vacated by
George T. Wruck some weeks ago
when he became advertising manager of the Rahr Malting Co.,
Manitowoc,
Wis., has not been
filled.
IOWA SOAP Co., Burlington, la.
(Nola Flakes and Magic Washer), on
May 31 started five morning quarterhour broadcasts weekly of Roy Porter and the News on WCFL, Chicago. Agency is Goodkind, Joise &
Morgan, Chicago.

BALTIMORE'S
BLUE
v
NETWORK
■ kJ*fe»_
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Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
"MAY

Decisions

.
MAY
WDLP, Panama
Mod.w. license increase
250

22 TO MAY

. .
25
City, Fla.— Granted
night power 100 to

W75C, Chicago — Granted license cover CP
in part.
W85A, Schenectady — Granted license renewal, regular period.
W71NY, New York— Same.
W45BR, Baton Rouge— Same.
W69PH, Philadelphia— Granted temp, extension license to July 1, 1943, pending
determination on renewal application.
W5XAU, Oklahoma City— Granted temp,
extension license to July 1, 1943, pending
determination on renewal application.
W9XLA, Denver-^Same.
W2XWE, Albany, N. Y.— Same.
Stations granted license renewals for
regular period: KGEZ KOME KUIN
KVOX KWLM WEIM WGAU WHAT
WINX WIZE WALL WMBC WNBH
WSTV WBRE WCMI WSAV KICD WAAC
WJMC KWRC.
stations granted temporary license extensions to Aug. 1, 1943, pending determination on renewal application: KAND
KGFW KPDN KROC KWFC WCBI WDAK
WGH WJPR WLAK WLBJ WWPG KHUB
KSUB KVSF WFIG WGAA WJMA
WAML WEXL WEMP KAVE KBST
KCMC KGGF KGKL KICA KIUL KPLT
KRBC KRLH KVGB KXL WABI WBBZ
WBNX WCBT WCOV WEDC WFCI
WGGA WHOM WING WJBW WJW
WNBZ
WTEL. WOCB WRAL WSAY WSYB
MAY 27
KFMB, San Diego— Granted authority to
amend and remove from hearing docket application for vol. transfer control of Worcester Broadcasting Corp. and application
for license renewal from First National
Trust & Savings Bank of San Diego, executor of the estate of Warren B. Worcester,
deceased, transferor, to the same firm, as
transferee.
WWL, New Orleans — Granted amended
petition to intervene in hearing on application of KGNC, Amarillo, to change frequency, power and time.
MAY 28
WMMN, Fairmount, W. Va.— Granted
license cover CP for changes in DA, increase power.
Applications
MAY 24
WKBN, Youngstown, O. — License cover
CP as mod., for power increase, new transmitter, DA-N, change hours.
WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich. — Vol. assign,
license to John E. Fetzer, d-b as Fetzer
Broadcasting Co.
WBBZ, Ponca City, Okla.— Vol. assign,
license to Adelaide Lillian Carrell, execuceased.trix of estate of Charles Lewis Carrell, deWNAX, Yankton, S. D.— Mod. CP as
mod., for power
completion date. increase, DA-N, extend
May 26
WABY, Albany, N. Y.— CP for new
transmitter.
W47R, Rochester, N. Y. — License cover
CP for new FM station.
Gen. Richardson Named
MAJ. GEN. ROBERT C. RICHARDSON, former director of the
Army's Bureau of Public Relations, has been named commanding general of the Hawaiian department succeeding Lt. Gen. Delos Emmons. Gen. Richardson in
1941 reorganized the Army's Public Relations Bureau and created
the Radio Branch, and named Col.
E. M. Kirby, former NAB public
relations director, as its chief. Col.
Kirby then was a civilian on loan
from the NAB. It is expected Gen.
Richardson will be nominated for
promotion to three-star rank.
Page
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COMMISSION

28 INCLUSIVE"
Tentative Calendar . . .
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex.— Mod. license for
860 kc, 500 w. N, 5 kw. D, unlimited.
(June 3).

CONTROL;
ROOM
MARION J. STONER has joined the
control staff of WKZO, KalamazooGrand Rapids.
JOHN CAMPION, control operator
of WDRC, Hartford, has been transmitter. ferred to the Bloomfield, Conn., transBOB OLSON and Paul Kackelmeyer,
of the engineering staff of KYSM,
Mankato, Minn, have been called into
the Air Forces and Marines respectively. Announcers
Bill Faulkner
have Bob
takenIrving'
over and
the
control room to handle their own
shows. Dave Killbourne, of Minneapolis, new to radio, is now taking a turn
at both the mike and controls.
BERNARD J. RENK has been promoted to assistant to the chief engineer of WDGY, Minneapolis, and
Arthur Dumke and Ralph Doggett
have joined the staff as transmitter
operators.
ROBERT GLENN, technician of
KFAC, Los Angeles, has joined KHJ,
Hollywood.

Here's

How

New Business
PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE Co.,
San Francisco (Planters peanut oil,
salted peanuts), on May 22 started for
52 weeks Louis P. Lochner on 6 NBC
Pacific stations, Sat., 5:45-6 p.m. (PWT).
Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
KENDALL FOOD PRODUCTS Inc., Los
Angeles (dog food), on May 18 started
for 52 weeks' participation in Andy &
Virginia, on 13 BLUE Pacific stations,
Tues., 10:30-10:45 a.m. (PWT) . Agency:
The Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
SIGNAL OIL Co., Los Angeles on June
13 starts for 52 weeks a three man question and answer program on 10 CBS Pacific Coast and Arizona stations, Sun.,
4:30-5 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Barton A.
Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles.
LORNE BALSLEY, formerly of the
engineering department of WJJD,
Chicago,
and of
Wilbur
Blair, former engineer
WKBO,W. Harrisburg,
Pa., have joined NBC, Chicago.
BILL WELLS, department supervisor for war production of Universal
Microphone Co., Inglewood, Gal., is
the father of a boy.
KENNETH WELLER, transmitter
engineer of WHIO, Dayton, has reported for induction into the Army.
He has not yet been replaced.
MONROE WILNER, control operator of WSB, Atlanta, resigned recently to enter training for the Merchant Marine.
EDWARD HE SKY, engineer of
WIND, Chicago, was inducted into the
Navy recently.

You

Can

Get

ENGINEERS!
CRE1

Trains

Replacements

Technical

for

Positions

— IF you have limited license holders on your
engineering staff . . .

— IF you are in need of qualified engineering
personnel with technical ability . . .
— IF you are employing non-draftable men and
women with limited technical experience . . .
. . . then CREI spare-time training in Practical Radio
Engineering helps solve your technical personnel problems . . . increases the efficiency and ability of your
engineering staff. We offer a planned program of technical
training that equips limited license holders for more
important tasks . . . enables you to train others to pass
license tests for dual work during the emergency.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE

INFORMATION

TODAY

Outline your technical manpower problems. We will furnish you complete data and outline of the CREI course of
training which applies to your particular setup. No obligation, ofcourse — write today; to —
E. H. Guilford,

CAPITOL

RADIO

ENGINEERING

INSTITUTE

Dept. B-5, 3224 16th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

BROADCASTING

GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Corp., Boston, on June 4, 10 p.m. sponsors Chalky
Wright-Phil Terranova fight on 211 MBS
stations, and on Tues., June 8, 10 p.m.
sponsors Jimmie Bivens-Lloyd Marshall
bout on 211 MBS stations. Agency: Maxon
Inc.. N. Y.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady
(electronics division), on May 31 starts
The World Today on 118 CBS stations,
Mon. thru Sat., 6:45-6:55 p.m. Agency:
Maxon Inc., New York.
F. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines (shampoo
and N-Brush shave cream), on May 25
started News of the World on 56 NBC stations Tues.-Thurs., 7:15-7:30 p.m. Agency:
L. W. Ramsey Co, Davenport
Renewal Accounts
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis, on May
31 expanded to 125 NBC stations and renewed for 52 weeks Light of the World
(Cheerioats) , 2-2:15 pm., Mon. thru Fri. ;
Lonely Women (Kitchen Tested flour),
2:15-2:30 p.m., Mon thru Fri.; Guiding
Light (Wheaties), 2 :30-2:45 pm., Mon.
thru Fri. Company also renewed Hymns
of All Churches (Softasilk cake flour),
2.45-3 p m., Mon. thru Fri., for 52 weeks
on the present 28 stations. Agencies for
Cheerioats, Kitchen Tested flour, and
Softasilk cake flour, Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago; for Wheaties, Knox Reeves
Adv., Minneapolis.
CHLORINE SOLUTIONS Inc., Los Angeles (Hy-Pro) on June 12 renews for 13
weeks participation in Breakfast at Sardi's on 21 BLUE Western stations, Sat.,
9:30-9:45 a.m. (PWT). Agency: Barton
A. Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles.
ASSOCIATED DENTAL SUPPLY Co.,
San Francisco (toothpowder) , on June 1
renews for 13 weeks, Boake Carter on 8
Don Lee Pacific stations (KFRC KOL
KMO KFIO KFRE KGB KHJ KALE)
Tues., Thurs., 9-9:15 a.m. (PWT).
Agency: McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
GENERAL CIGAR Co., New York (White
Owl cigars), on June 24 renews for 52
weeks Raymond Clapper on 84 MBS stations, Mon. and Thurs., 10-10:15 p.m.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
EVERSHARP Inc., Chicago (pens, pencils), on June 20 renews Take It Or Leave
It on 117 CBS stations,, Sun., 10-10:30 p.m.
Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.
LIGGETT
& MYERScigarettes),
TOBACCO on Co.,
York (Chesterfield
JuneNew14
renews for 52 weeks Fred Waring in
Pleasure Time With Victory Tunes on 128
NBC stations, Mon. thru Fri., 7-7:15 p.m.
(Rpt 11-11:15
Agency: NewellEmmett
Co., N. p.m.).
Y.
Network Changes
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine, Wis.
(floor wax), on June 29 relaces for 13
weeks Fibber McGee & Molly with John
Nesbitt's The Passing Parade on 133 NBC
stations, Tues., 9:30-10 p.m. Agency:
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO
Corp., Louisville (Raleighs), on June 2
and June 9 replaces Tommy Dorsey with
Jimmy Dorsey on 133 NBC stations, Wed.,
8:30-9 p.m. Agency: Russel M. Seeds Co.,
Chicago.
PARKER PEN Co., Janesville, Wis.
(Quink), on June 28 replaces Eric Sevareid
with Ned Calmer on 118 CBS stations,
Sat.,
Sun., Co.,
8:55-9Chicago.
p.m. Agency: J. Walter
Thompson
TEXAS Co., New York, on July 4 replaces Fred Allen on the Texaco Star
Theatre with James Melton and Al Goodman's orchestra on 117 CBS stations. Sun.,
9:30-10 p.m. Agency: Buchanan & Co.,
N. Y.
GRAYSON
Angeles
apparel), onSHOPS,
June 13Losshifts
Stop (women's
and Go
on 7 CBS stations. Sun., 8 :30-9 p.m.
(PWT), to 6 NBC Pacific stations. Sun.,
9:30-10 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Milton
Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
EMERSON DRUG CO., New York (bromoseltzer), on July 19 adds 43 CBS stations
to Vox-Pop, making a total of 117 CBS
stations,
Mon., N.
8-8:30
raufT & Ryan,
Y. p.m. Agency: RuthMacPherson Promoted
MALCOLM D. MacPHERSON has
been appointed Director of Public
Relations for Ralph H. Jones Co.,
Cincinnati and New York agency,
according to Charles M. Robertson
Jr., president. Mr. MacPherson has
been assistant radio director of the
agency for the past three years.
Since Pearl Harbor he has been
especially active in patriotic promotions for civilian defense, war
ices.
bonds and other government serv-
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'Truth'

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Presi
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted

WANTED — A GOOD PROGRAM PERSON— Who feels that he is experienced
enough to contribute ideas, writing and
production of network calibre for New
York position. Excellent opportunity for
the right person, male or female. Write
Box 673, BROADCASTING, giving experience, draft status, samples of work
if you wish, present salary and position.
EXPERIENCED CONTROL ENGINEER—
Permanent position for man with family. Must have ability to hancle two networks, Write
recording
and full
net details.
dance band
r[ motes.
in for
CHIEFrei ENGINEER WAGE, SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Engineer — 1st class, competent become
chief, permanent, New York local, full
data first letter. Box 666, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER— Immediate opening for allaround experienced man. Supply full details, including salary requirements, draft
status, character
references. Enclose
|r photo. KLZ, Denver.
Two Announcers — Who are permanent.
1 Salary $60 weekly. Ideal working condi] tions. KMLB, Monroe, Louisiana.
Progressive Station Needs Chief Engineer —
The type of management and staff you
J enjoy working with. Work in air-conditioned building with plenty of good
Mutual. Minimum
Blue and
|: equipment.
wire or phone WGAC,
$46 weekly. Write,
I. Augusta, Georgia.
New York State Affiliate in Thriving City —
I' Has permanent position for experienced
' intelligent and productive draft-exempt
salesman or young woman. Solid background in selling, merchandising and
I copyrighting required. Send full details.
| Box 668, BROADCASTING.
I EXPERIENCED
SALESMAN — A 5,000
l| watt CBS station can use a salesman of
proven ability who is more interested in
his future than present inflationary salI > ary. If you are a live-wire who wants to
II invest in the future we have an excellent opportunity for you. Write WKZO,
I j Inc., Kalamazoo, Michigan, giving full
|f details about yourself, age, draft status,
I'i etc.
ijHave 1,000,000 Responsive Listeners — To
hand over nouncer.
to Manexperienced
"mail speak
pull" anwe want must
the
| language of the masses and know direct
radio
selling insideforout.theWe'd
real opportunity
man callwhothishasa
the ability and loyalty to do a job.
I Executive possibilities for a go-getter
with proven record. Box 678, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive
Draft
Deferred Salesman
Wanting position with opportunities for
I advancement. Wanted by 5 k.w. regional
network station. Box 680, BROAD| CASTING.
OPERATOR— First or Second Class License. Good pay. Non-Defense town. Reasonable living costs. Draft exempt.
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Wanted At Once — First class engineer.
I Draft exempt. Tell all first communica' tion, including minimum salary. WMSL,
, Decatur, Alabama.
Announcer — Permanent
position with 5
k.w. regional network station for draft
j deferred experienced
man.
Box 679,
I BROADCASTING.
EXPERIENCED
RADIO SALESMAN—
! Who can build sales for station now
It producing and beautifully geared for
V more: NBC and Blue network with best
news service, music and programming, in
, noncompetitive radio market in nondefense farming community assuring post
war stability. Real deal for a producer.
|l Give experience, draft status, etc. KTFI,
|y Twin Falls, Idaho.
'Announcer — Good salary, talent opportuni1 ties. Send audition transcription and details. WJTN, Jamestown, New York.
BROADCASTING

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted Immediately —Transmitter engineer
with first class license to work at 10,000
watt station with four element array.
Directional antenna experience not necessary. Apply Box 667, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Veteran Radio-News Man — Thoroughly experienced in public relations, building
saleable newscasts and programs, seeks
new connection directing news and public relations department. Box 662,
BROADCASTING.
Man 45, Wife 28 — Highly intelligent, personable, talented and experienced — seek
broader opportunity for combined abilities in newscasting, dramatics, script
writing, straight announcing, programming, sales, commercial copy and general management. Both studio technicians.
Dependable, ambitious, enthusiastic. Popular, respected, community leaders. Prefer location west of Rockies. Address Box
669, BROADCASTING.
Studio Technician and Transmitter Operator— First Class — Radiotelephone License. 4F. One year experience with
5,000 witt station. Will consider any size
station. Box 682, BROADCASTING.
Draft
Exempt Salesman-News
Editor —
Available for network affiliated station.
Wide experience news service and feaING. ture syndicates. Box 676, BROADCAST-

Bond

Sales

RALPH EDWARDS and his Truth
Or Consequences show, on the road
since March to sell War Bonds, continues to roll up big totals at every
stop, the latest available grand
total standing at $181,000,000 in
actual sales. The NBC program,
sponsored by Procter & Gamble
Co., Cincinnati, gleaned $1,579,650
May 22 while in Salt Lake City.
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
MUSICIAN — Wishes position with progressive station as staff pianist or musician.
College graduate with piano degree and
violin
certificate.
Seven consecutive
years'
experience
as successful
music teacher,
present school term just closing. Have
organized two orchestras, conducting with
piano. Play both classical and popular
music. Accompanying a specialty. Best
of references. Prefer south. (Miss)
Gladys Ferrill, Lucedale, Mississippi.

LaRoche

Addresses

Council

CHESTER J. LaROCHE, chairman of the Advertising Council,
discussed the council's work in coordinating the contributions of the
advertising industry to the war
effort and in disseminating Government messages to the public, with
particular emphasis on the role of
radio, before a group of about 150
time salesmen from New York stations, networks and station representative organizations at a luncheon given by the council at the Yale
Club in New York last Thursday.
Merritt (Pete) Barnum, chief of
the OWI Radio Bureau in New
York, briefly described the operations of the OWI in preparing and
allocating wartime messages of
various Government departments.

COLLEGE GRADUATE— Young lady. Radio major. Knowledge of production,
writing, announcing, programming. Metropolitan station preferred. Box 684,
BROADCASTING.

*****

Wanted to Buy
Full or Part Ownership — In radio station
located west of the Rockies. Box 674,
BROADCASTING.

CHNS
The Key Station of the
Maritimes

TURNTABLE— New or used, 33 and 78
RPM or 78 RPM. Box 661, BROADCASTING.

Is as much a part of Halifax
as the Citadel Hill.

Crystal — Low temperature coefficient, 620
k.c. or lower frequency. Box 677,
BROADCASTING.

Located as it is in the Capital
City, it commands the largest
near at hand audience in the
Maritimes.

BROADCAST STATION EQUIPMENT— 1
250-watt transmitter complete with any
or all of the associated station and stucio
equipment. Also 1 175- to 200-foot selfsupporting vertical radiator. What can
you furnish. Write us at once, giving
best price and description. Box 683,
BROADCASTING.

Energetic Manager — Good organizer, gentile, age 39,experience
family, 12NBCyears'
and racio
and newspaper
CBS stations. Successful program and selling
record. Best of references. Box 671,
BROADCASTING.

Ask JOE WEED
350 Madison Ave.
New York

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Announcer — Married — 4F — desires permannent position. Available at once. Box 681,
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER— NEWSCASTER— 4F. Versatile; responsible. Box 663, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, Capable Announcer — Leaving
50 k.w. June 1st. Family man. Excellent habits. Specialist in news. Box 664,
BROADCASTING.
EXPERIENCED NEWSCASTER — With
some rewrite, desires permanent position with good station. Married. 4-F.
Box 665, BROADCASTING.
TEAM— PROGRAM, CONTINUITY DIRECTORS— Programming, musical production, emcee record variety shows,
sales; script, copy, news, publicity, promotion. Experience metropolitan stations.
Box 670, BROADCASTING.
CONTINUITY WRITER— College-educated
young woman. Experience : Three years,
newspaper, radio, selling, writing, publicity. Box 672, BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM
DIRECTOR-ANNOUNCER —
4F, married ; no family. Outstanding
long record network stations; production, management, announcing. This is
fact, not theory. Want permanent position at once. Best references. Box 675,
BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER— Experienced, expert turntable jockey, ready to start. Box 687,
BROADCASTING.
First Class Phone — 4-F, some experience.
Prefer West Coast but will consider
other for permanent position with chance
for advancement. Box 686, BROADCASTING.
Young Executive — 4F, leaving good position with major network after five years
seeks tough job in agency, station, or
network where man with comprehensive
background including sales, programming,
seriptediting, and government liaison,
can produce real results. Box 685,
BROADCASTING.
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&. Baile
Jansk
An y
Organization
of y
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
D.
C.
Washington,

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
Main Office:
Crossroads of
7134 Main St.
the World
Kansas City, Mo. I jf j Hollywood, Cal.

RING

& CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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HELP
RKO

to

Use

Regional

and

Key

Station

Tie-Up
in Radio
Promotion
of Films
Cormick. From this division, RKO
EVER SINCE the record-breaking
sends out a field staff of publicity
attendance last January at midwestern theatres where the RKO
men to arrange the various campaigns in different locales.
picture "Hitler's Children" had its
Two more RKO releases will be
world premiere preceded by extenhandled in the same manner as
sive radio promotion, RKO has become more and more "radio"This Land Is Mine" during 1943,
Mr. McCormick stated, while radio
minded".
Latest evidence of this is the
promotion will also be included in
RKO arrangement with a group of
campaigns for pictures other than
those offered to stations under the
key stations and regional networks
extending from coast to coast,
exclusive sponsorship plan. Adverwhereby three RKO pictures a year
tising budgets will be increased to
handle the additional radio costs,
will be promoted on an exclusive
he added, while current newspaper
sponsorship basis in the areas involved. Examples are WLW, Cinspace will be maintained throughcinnati; WGN, Chicago; WCAU,
out the year and in some cases inci-eased.
Philadelphia; Texas Quality Network Yankee
;
Network, and others.
Effective Combination
New WOK Programs
WOR, New York, is revamping the
According to S. Barrett McCorperiod from 1-1:30 p.m. Monday
mick, director of advertising and
through Friday, and has already
publicity for RKO, "the combinastarted two new Sunday afternoon
tion of radio and newspaper proprograms. One is entitled The Show
motion for RKO pictures has
Shop with Walter Preston, the
proved the most effective method
other Easy Listening, featuring
popular music. From May 31
of reaching the most people," resulting in special radio budgets
through June 14, WOR will introduce new programs, including
supplementary to the motion picSophisticated Lady with Maxine
ture company's usual appropriaKeith; The 71 Special, a recorded
tions for newspapers, its chief admusical program using railroad
vertising medium.
sound effects; the WOR News
Idea for the regional network
Theatre; Luncheon With Lopez,
and key station tie-up was origfeaturing Vincent Lopez and his orinated by Mr. McCormick and
chestra, and Quiz Wizard, a
listener-participation show.
Terry Turner, exploitation manager of RKO, following the success
Hymns Honored
of "Hitler's Children" opening in
34 cities. WLW, Cincinnati, was
CITATION of merit was given to
the key station sponsoring the film,
Hymns of All Churches, NBC proin view of its connection with the
gram, on behalf of the Internabook, Education For Death, by
tional Council of Religious Education, during the May 26 broadcast.
Gregor Zeimer, WLW news comIn conferring the honor Dr. Roy
mentator. Advance spot announceG. Ross, general secretary, said
ments, as well as a half-hour preview broadcast, were used by
the program has "given expression
to universal religious convictions
WLW for the premiere on Jan. 14.
which are basic to our American
This was followed by an intensive
schedule of transcribed announceculture."
ments and preview programs in
BILL COSTELLO, CBS Washingadvance of the picture's opening
ton correspondent, has written an arin other cities throughout the
ticle on Japan's feudal military code
country.
of Bushido. to appear in an early issue
of Esquire.
Areas Covered
First RKO

PRONOUNCER
Tells How

to Say War Names
Correctly

OF SPECIAL value to announcers
and commentators is an Interior
Dept. release giving the approved
pronunciation of ten geographical names in today's war headlines.
Establishing official governmental
pronunciation and spelling is part
of the job of the U. S. Board on
Names, under Inhical
Geograpterior,
which has on its advisory
committee the most outstanding
and linguistic authorierscountry.
geograph
ties in the
First ten places to be given are
Bizerte, Amchitka, Kharkov, SevasBon, TrondNovorossisk, Cap
heim, topol,
Tromsoe,
Reykjavik and
Guadalcanal. To give an example
of how pronunciation is explained,
Reykjavik is first spelled correctly,
for
then spelled "Ray-kya-veek"
pronunciation,
and followed by
"Pronounce a as in father". Other
lists will be released frequently for
the duration, according to Dr.
Meredith F. Burrill, director of the
board.
Fourth E to RCA
FOURTH Army-Navy E flag to
be won by RCA has been awarded
to RCA Laboratories in Princeton,
N. J., radio-electronic research
center, for its achievements in the
war effort. The other E flags have
been given to the RCA plants at
Camden and Harrison, N. J., and
to RCA's marine service, Radiomarine Corps of America. In addition, Radiomarine has received the
U. S. Maritime Commission M
Pennant and Victory Fleet flag.
Decker to Blue
LEON DECKER, news editor of
Press Association, radio subsidiary
of AP, on May 24 joined BLUE
Network as editorial assistant to
G. W. Johnstone, director of news
and special features. He replaces
Schuyler Patterson, resigned.
NINTH ANNIVERSARY of America's Town Meeting of the Air was
celebrated on the May 27 broadcast
on BLUE. There have been 259
broadcasts since the program started,
with George V. Denny Jr., serving as
moderator on all but eight.

film under the com-

pany's new exclusive sponsorship
plan is "This Land Is Mine". Its
world premiere was held May 7
with WLW as the key station, followed by promotion in the Chicago
area through WGN in conjunction
with its May 13 opening in that
city. The Yankee Network was used
by RKO to cover the May 26 opening in various New England cities,
while WCAU, Philadelphia, on
May 26 was the key outlet for the
opening in that city. Other areas
in which RKO is concentrating
radio promotion for "This Land Is
Mine" include the Pacific Coast
through NBC outlet, KPO, San
Francisco, as well as the sections
around Seattle, Spokane, and Portland.
Supervision of all advertising
and promotion for the "three-pictures-a-year" tieup is handled by
a special division of RKO's advertising department in New York,
under the direction of Mr. McPage
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WANTED

TIME

GROWING
ON COAST
MANPOWER
shortage in San
Francisco war industries, particularly shipbuilding, is resulting in
added revenue for radio. Even nonwar industries are buying time in
their search for additional manOne of the largest timebuyers is
Bethlehem - Alameda Shipyards,
power.
Alameda, Cal. Through Ryder &
Ingram, Oakland, it is purchasing
spots and five-minute programs on
KQW and Sunday ball games of
the Oakland team of the Pacific
Coast League on KROW, Oakland.
Moore Drydock Co., Oakland, is
sponsoring
Ten six
O'Clock
by
Carroll Hanson
nightsNews
weekly
on KQW; spot announcements on
KLX, Oakland; announcements on
KGO, as well as special broadcasts.
Kaiser Shipyards, Richmond,
Cal., is using six transcribed fiveminute programs weekly on KLX,
Oakland, with Listen to Linkletter,
weekly half -hour program on KGO
and a weekly five-minute program
on KQW. Other war industries advertising for workers include:
Hammond Aircraft Co., San
Francisco,
in Housewives participations
Protective League,
KQW;
Food Machinery Corp., San Francisco, through Long Adv. Agency,
San Francisco, KQW; Wooldridge
Mfg. Co., San Francisco, KQW;
Barrett & Hilp Construction Co.,
San Francisco, through A. E. Nelson Co., San Francisco, KQW, each
using spot announcements.
Among non-war industries seeking manpower is the New Process
Laundry Co., San Francisco, using
participations five times weekly
each in the Housewives Protective
League and Katherine Kerry programs on KQW.
CBS

Assigns

3 to Handle

Joint Program With BBC
TO HANDLE broadcasts of the
BBC-CBS series, Transatlantic
Call: People to People, originating
in the United States, CBS has assigned a crew of three, composed
of Alan Lomax, who will write and
edit material; John Becker, director; and Stamford Mirkin, who
will do research on those cities
from which the program is to originate. In announcing the assignments, Douglas Coulter, CBS director of broadcasts, indicated the
series might be continued beyond
the end of June, date originally set
for the last broadcast.
WMRN

154th

on Blue

WMRN, comes aMarion,
0., on June
1 beBLUE affiliate,
bringing
the total to 154. WMRN will be a
bonus station, available at no cost
to those advertisers who purchase
time on WCOL, Columbus. Owned
by Marion Broadcasting Co.,
WMRN operates fulltime with 250
watts on 1,490 kc.
NIAA

Meeting

NATIONAL Industrial Advertisers
Assn., annual membership meeting
will be held in Cleveland June 25
in connection with the NIAA Central
Regional Wartime Conference at the
Hotel Statler, fourth of a series of
regional meetings replacing the former
national conference of the association.
BROADCASTING
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ate

Two

to

Si<les

Meet Casey (pronounced K.C.) — he's one of the
most important "gents" in the "Heart of America."
He represents 51% of the heart-beats in the Kansas
City market — those persons living in cities, the
urban population. But remember — Casey provides
only one side of the story!

For

example— cover

line), and

KMBC

is FIRST*
many

KMBC

the

message,

with urban

times

up either

a full-time

news

side of the

proved

coherent,

thus filling the "likes"

national

of a 51%

name

urban

is still only

50%

the

red

complete.

listeners tune to personalities,

not stations —

KMBC's

service with

staff,

I

with rural audiences

"personalized"

news

the only full-time

farm

a complete

service

network

shows,

audience

is FIRST*

(along

that

the tops in a sports personality,
plus exclusive

story

KMBC

they want —

reporting

following

and

audiences,

gives these listeners what

Meet Kansan — he's the other side of the story. He
represents 49% of the heart-beats in the Kansas
City market — those persons living on the farm. To
"snub" him cuts the effectiveness of the media, or
the advertising campaign, right in half!

although

it has been

S*

E*ety

home

personalities

thus serving the needs

for

division,
department —

to warm
of a 49%

the Heart

of America,

rural audience!

*Conlan survey at Missouri and Kansas State
fairs (Summer, 1942) gave KMBC 350%
more listeners than the nearest competing

* Latest (Ionian survey (No. 21 — December,
1942) of Greater Kansas City again ranked
KMBC first in all-over audience — more firstplace quarter-hour periods, day and night,
than anv other station.

station — as many listeners as all other stations named, a total of twenlv-five stations!

KMBC
OF

KANSAS
FREE

SINCE

1928

—

THE

BASIC

CBS

& PETERS,
ST

AT

ION

CITY
INC.
FOB

MISSOURI

AND

KANSAS

...BUT

CAN

YOU

'J1 HE FACT that a station can cover the map
with radio programs is no proof whatever
that even a single listener is drinking them in.
Yes, it's easy enough to lead people to progra
but quite another matter to get them to listen.ms,

MAKE

'EM

DRINK?

Yes, WKY can make 'em drink. WKY leads
programs to people and people to its programs.
That's why you can lead more people
to your
program, and from there to your product
or
service, through WKY than through
any
other
Oklahoma City station.

WKY happens to cover both a lot of territory
AND a lot of listeners. No other Oklahoma City
station does either nearly so well.

WKY, on 930 kilocycles, does the best job of
any Oklahoma City station of covering Oklahoma. And WKY does by far the best job of delivering programs to people with their ears turned
on. From December, 1942, through April, 1943,

OKLAHOMA

for instance, 46.3 % of Oklahoma City's morning
audience was listening to WKY; 55.1% of
the
afternoon audience; and 59.2% of the evenin
g
audience (Hooperatings) .

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLI
SHING CO
The Daily Oklahoman and Times . The Farmer-Stock
man
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affil
iated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY INC

WKY

CITY

The

Weekly^^^

Newsmagazine

GROWING

...IN

MASS!

...IN

WEIGHTS

• Results of the latest CBS listening study
(Series 6) reveals substantial increases in
KLZ coverage and listening in the Rocky
Mountain region day and night.
This new study of actual habitual listening is conclusive proof of KLZ's continuing
growth in mass and weight as an advertising medium . . . growth in the number of
listeners, and in the time these listeners
spend listening to KLZ.
In comparison to the CBS study of 1940
(Series 4), KLZ has increased its daytime

of

coverage by 16.8%, and its nighttime coverage by 55.6%. This coverage comprises
known frequency of listening ... a wholly
new measure of the power and intensity of
coverage developed by CBS for its 1942
Coverage Audit.
This new study of KLZ's penetration of
the Rocky Mountain region gets down to
bedrock in accuracy and substance, revealing statistically what KLZ advertisers are
experiencing in dollars and cents every day
right now.

KLZ's new
market facts
folder will be
ready
soon. a
Send for
copy today.

Radio

Mi I
M

Tomorrow,
you'll
broadcast
Bp
You know what has been done in radio. Imagine the
victory. When this job is done, we will be ready to supply
you with the most advanced and complete studio and
possibilities that will be opened when television brings to
station television equipment — the result of 15 years of
every home news, entertainment and sport in pictures as
it happens!
research and improvement, including the original basic
Farnsworth inventions. Our engineers will be ready to
What will your part be in television? The ownership
assist you in all the aspects of television transmission and
and operation of telecasting studios will offer a unique
maintenance.
opportunity to men who have had experience in the field
of radio.
Farnsworth research created electronic television— and
demonstrated it in 1928 . . . Farnsworth equipment
This opportunity is now being enhanced for you by
will
make it a reality in post-war America.
Farnsworth, the pioneer in electronic television research
and manufacture. Our advertising today is preparing the
great audience and the potential sponsors for the coming
telecasting industry.
All Farnsworth production is now going to the Armed
Forces . . . precision equipment that will hasten the Allies'

FARNSWOR

PREPARING THE NATION for television is the
joh of
Farnsworth advertising. Read the current advertisement,
in^.,.;,
May 17 Time, May 29 The New Yorker, May 31 Neu-s-. - §
week, May 31 Life, June 5 Collier's, June The Mam0^

TH

T

E

LE

facturers of Radio and Television Transmitters a«d Receivers; Aircraft Radio
Equipment; the Farnsworth Dissector Tub*;
*•»* Capeharf, the Capehart-Ponamuse.Manuand
♦he Farnsworth Phonograph-Radios.
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five times the power of any

station in the 5-state area. To "own"

the

Deep South, get on —
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NEW
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Remember
room,

when

"ceiling"

"rationing"

meant

meant

the top of a

company

and "priorities" meant
women
Those days are coming
first?

for dinner

and

children

nation's
where

population

more

migrating,

post-war
South.

who

recognize

possibilities

of

permanent

has

been

industries

—
are

planning for post-war opportunity
than any other section.
Here

back. And when they do they're
for
coming back with a boom
advertisers

new

increase

is where

is blasting

the
the

50,000

sales

day.

watt

WSM

messages

With

a

low

18

hours

a

fre-

talent

quency, one of Radio's largest
staffs and a pulling power

The South!
America's
fastest
growing market, abounding
in

that recently brought 250,000 letters from two broadcasts, WSM

cheap

is the

T.V.A.

raw

materials,

The

South!

power,

abundant

and

skilled

labor.

Where

42.8%

of the
HARRY

©
THE

NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

LIFE
NATIONAL

• Broadcast

station

station
and
L. STONE, Gen'l Mgr., NASHVILLE,
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

for

of the

your

post-war

South

mid-war

the

sales

planning.

TENNESSEE
BY

AND
ACCIDENT
INSURANCE
COMPANY,
REPRESENTATIVES, EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
Advertising

—
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To

see

and

hear

beyond

the

beyond

• Our eyes and ears are the advance guards
of our mind's march forward. Whatever
widens the horizons of human vision and
hearing, reveals new vistas of knowledge. So our chosen work for more
than forty years has been exploration of uncharted realms of sight
and sound. Starting with the
humble

incandescent lamp,

progressing to radio and electronic tubes, fluorescent
lamps and equipment, we are'
today busy with ventures
which are contributing vitally
to the winning of the war.
And important as these may
be to Victory, their full
flower will come

as en-

during boons to better
living in the years beyond. How could anyone, glimpsing the rich promise
of the future, be content to do each
day's

work

with

a

firm

resolve to
maintain anything less than the highest
standards known!

SYLVANIA

ELECTRIC

PRODUCTS

INC., emporium, pa.

/MAKERS OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES, RADIO
TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES AND ELECTRONIC DEVICES

VITAt TO VICTORY is the ever-increasing number of electro
nic
devices that miraculously bridge the gap between man
and
the machine tool in war industry. Electronic contributions
to
technology make inspection and processing more automatic and
foolproof. From long experience, Sylvania has developed
and
applied electronic tubes to industrial as well as military
uses.

What

have

rutabagas

to

do

Hollywood

said, "raise vege-

who needed it most; in this case, the Los

tables," that was KNX' signal to go to
work ! Deep down under the foundations

Angeles Orphans' Home. And the practical experience of raising the crops went

of Columbia

by proxy to tens of thousands of families,

When

the Government

Square, in glamorous Holly-

wood, isrich soil that not too many

years

ago was fertile farm land.

up and down
KNX

We ripped out the terrace, plowed the
soil, fertilized and cultivated

it. And

than Columbia's

Key

Station in the West. It's the home town

grew a model garden to show Calif ornians

station forover a million families throughout all this rich Southern California

what rare and precious gems

area . . . not all Hollywood

edibles that can be grown

are these

— but prosperous, typically American

California's soil.
The garden was the talk of the town.

people from the four corners of the land.

The

front yard to show neighbors what vege-

first crop went, of course, to those

made

KNX

so much

a part of the lives

of these people. And it's what has made
KNX so successful a medium for advertisers in the West. It explains why
many

HOME-TOWN

STATION

FOR

ALL

so

major advertisers turn to KNX

first to solve their sales problems.

things — like plowing up our
LOS

ANGELES

80,000
THE

— are what

glamour folk

on Southern

Homey

tables can best be grown

this rich countryside.

is more

?

SOUTHERN

waits

CALIFORNIA
SPOT

Represented by Radio Sales, the
Broadcasting Division of CBS

•if.

'a
if,

...have

you

heard

[about

the

two-way

mousetrap?

the axiom about building a better mouse-

Which is all right with us. We think this concentra-

trap? Well, we've caused our path to run both ways!
For a decade, WBT has been the showmanship station

tion on producing good radio and attracting good talent

You remember

in the South. Good talent — from anywhere
eventually turns up at WBT.

When

in Dixie -

is what makes WBT The South's Best Salesman. People
listen to programs. Down our way that means WBT!

they stay a long while

at WBT

it means they're good enough to move on. So
with Lansing Hatfield and Norman Cordon. They're now
with the Metropolitan Opera. John Scott Trotter and the
Golden Gate Quartet and Hal Kemp"went

COLUMBIA

OWNED

big-time" first

at WBT.

Hollywood, too, has drawn on WBT. Currently,
the Tennessee Ramblers of WBT have completed
their
fourth picture and the yodeling mc of WBT's

Dixie Jam-

boree isdoing his first. But that's between WBT

jobs.

CHARLOTTE
50,000

The

SoutWs

Best

WATTS

Salesman
CBS
Represented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasti
ng Division of

NASHVI

T

OOKING
most

your

For

L

for a likely place to attack?

Want

results for the least expenditure?
marked

map

here's

Offensive?

Fall

That

Planning

a favorable

Then

sector where

you

stick a big pin right now

can get the

in the spot on

"Nashville — WSIX".

a combination

that won't

fail at the show-down — a booming

market

cov-

ered by one tested medium.

In planning

any fall campaign

in the South, get the latest facts and

figures on Nash-

ville and WSIX.

SPOT
Member

SALES,

station The

INC., NATIONAL

BLUE

Network

and

REPRESENTATIVES
Mutual

Broadcasting

System

980

5000

KILOCYCLES

WATTS

ml

If
NASHVILLE,
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ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

THE

MEN

WHO

Round

COMMERCIAL

MANAGER,

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

S T ATI

0 N jj

Weeks

11 1!SI!,

CHARLESTON,

S.

C.

Mem

1928
1933
1934
1936
1938

B. S., College of Charleston
Salesman, WSCS, Charleston
Sales Department, WNOX, Knoxville
Commercial Manager, WROL, Knoxville
Commercial Manager, WCSC, Charleston

-,;II|Sit,,

:

W

You know and we know that there's as
much difference in management of radio

HILE we were compiling his "business

biography" (above, beside photograph)
Roland Weeks made a comment that to our

kind of business. And that in radio, the

itself. Said he: "True, business has almost

differences help determine the comparative

quadrupled in the five years I've been here
at WCSC. But it all goes back again to this —

audience-confidence and advertising results.

do a job for the advertiser, and you can't

those differences in management, and to

keep business from coming in." Nicely put,
friend Roland!

submit them to you in the same way that

Yes, but how are you agencies and advertisers to know, except by costly trial and

we can render you a more vital service than

error, what radio stations "do a job for the

you perhaps realize, here in this pioneer

advertiser"?

group of radio -station representatives.

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

10

Part of our job, we feel, is to seek out

we submit market data, surveys, rates and
availabilities. . . . Which is another reason

Pioneer

Page

stations as in the managements of any other

minds is a pretty perfect biography, all by

Free

• June

&

7, 1943

Peters,

Radio

NEW YORK: 247 Park Are.
Plara 5-4131

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN .BD
. MINNEAPOLIS-ST.PEORIA
PAUL
WM
KSD
.........
ST.
LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
.....
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB ......
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
K™L
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLANDO
K'RO SAN FRANCISC
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

inc.

Since May, 1932
Station
Representatives

SAN FRANC
ISCO:
Sutter
4353 1 11 Sutter

HOLLYWOOD: l5,3N. Gordon
Gladstone 3949

BROADCASTING

ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bids.
Main 5667
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Fly

CAST
A
and

Tops

to Federal
NAB

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPT

Non-War

Bench;
Payne
Vacancy;
Ponders
Action

WASHINGTON
fairly sizzles with reports of impending developments affecting the whole radio regulatory scene, stemming from the Supreme Court decision in the network cases
and the Cox Committee inquiry into the FCC.

Topics
in
Capital
fied for the promotion, particularly
different. He was appointed to the
since he holds high rank in the
original FCC in 1934, and reapNew Deal.
pointed in 1936 for a seven-year
Question has been raised about
term.
his confirmation by the Senate, if
named to the bench. Doubt on that
Mr. Payne's troubles on reappointment, however, are ascribed to
score, however, is dispelled by the
a combination of events and cirprecedent in the case of the former
cumstances. Regular Republicans,
Assistant Attorney General Thurit is reported, regard him as a New
man Arnold, hated by labor, who
Deal or pseudo-Republican, and
was confirmed without opposition.
contend that the party therefore
There is steadily mounting feeling
does not have the representation it
in both sides of Congress about
should on the bi-partisan FCC (not
the FCC, but this would hardly
than four members of which
more
frustate confirmation of a Commissioner for another post.
can be Democrats). While Chairman Fly heretofore has espoused
Fly a Target
the Payne candidacy, it is now reChairman Fly is the target of
ported about the FCC that his supthe House Committee inquiry into
port has wilted.
the FCC. His replacement might
Should these two vacancies mamitigate the scope and flavor of
terialize— and it isn't by any
the Cox inquiry. It is generally
means certain they will — there is
thought Commissioner C. J. Durr
sucinteresting speculation about Karl
would be the logical successor to
cessors. The name of Rep.
the chairmanship. But here again
Stefan, Nebraska Republican, and
there is strong House feeling
a former news commentator on
against the Alabaman — newest
WJAG, Norfolk, Neb., who was
member of the FCC. His attack
elected in 1935 largely because of
g, has cropped
upon Chairman Eugene E. Cox of his radio followin
the House Committee, seeking his
In his early caup several times.
reer he was a telegraph operator.
ouster on grounds of "bias" certainly hasn't helped his status in
Speculation also has arisen about
the eyes of many Congressmen.
appointment of men familiar with
{Continued on page 55)
The Payne situation is somewhat

There is talk, often heard in the past, of a possible reorganization of the FCC. The complexion of things seems to lend
unusual credence to it now. Legislation at this session is regarded as likely, with newspapers falling in line on the fight
to prevent further Governmental
inroads on freedom of the media
and that they can do little to help
of expression. This is seen as a
the legislative situation.
major issue in the impending po7. Start of the Cox Select
litical campaign.
Committee Inquiry into the FCC
Here is some of the speculative
by July 1, with members of the
talk pervading Washington:
Commission to be called about
1. Appointment by the President of FCC Chairman James
policy actions, "pressure grants",
purported "side deals", and alLawrence Fly to the U. S. Court
legations of domination of the
Appeals for the District of CoFCC by Chairman Fly when it's
lumbia to fill the vacancy crea seven-man Commission.
ated by the elevation of Justice
Talk of the appointment of Mr.
Fred M. Vinson to Director of
Fly to the bench is heard in GovEconomic Stabilization.
ernment as well as industry circles.
2. Nomination by the PresiA
lawyer
of some repute, and gendent of a new Republican memeral counsel of Tennessee Valley
ber of the FCC to succeed George
Authority before he was named to
H. Payne, whose term expires
the FCC in 1939, the Commission
June 30, and which would give
chairman is regarded as well qualithe Chief Executive the opportunity of naming two new meny
bers, if the Fly Court appointment materializes.
3. Naming of military men —
Program
Legislative
Empowers
NAB
Army, Navy or Coast Guard —
view
to
mapping
out
detailed
plans.
Board
Meets
Wheeler
mon
carriers.
Specific functions of
to the FCC vacancies, because of
Retention
of
a
legislative
counsel
necessary coordination of comthe FCC, depriving it of authority
Who Says Hearings
to
censor or to regulate business
munications with military operaor coordinator by the NAB is retions. There has been complaint
garded as likely. This will be one
practices of the industry, are imBegin Soon
of lack of this under the present
plicit in the pending bill.
of the chief objectives of the Comregime.
mittee in its sessions in the immeEMBARKING upon an all-out
Following the conference, Chairdiate future.
4. Enactment by Congress of
quest for legislation to safeguard
man Wheeler told Broadcasting he
The
entire
board
called
on
Chairschedule hearings as soon as
would
radio's status as a free, competitive
a simple "stop-gap" bill, designed
to check any further abrogation
man Wheeler (D-Mont.), of the
medium, the NAB board of directhe committee completes its current
of power by the FCC, which
tors at an extraordinary two-day
Senate Interstate Commerce Comrailroad rate inquiry. This may run
might seriously undermine the
session in Washington last Thursmittee, co-author of the pending
another week or 10 days, he said.
ability of radio to render peak
day and Friday, enlarged its legisbill, just prior to its adjournment
He asserted it was his definite
public wartime service.
lative committee and gave it plenlate Friday. The chairman was told
n to hold hearings, barring
intentio
5. Selection by the NAB of a
ary powers to evolve a legislative
of the reliance the industry placed
chief counsel or coordinator to
a summer recess. And if that ocplan and retain personnel.
upon Congress in assuring its condirect the industry effort for
curs, he declared, hearings would
Concluding that the industry's
tinued freedom of action through
remedial legislation, with the apsalvation reposed in new legislabe held promptly upon reconvening
a new legislative enactment.
tion, the board got squarely behind
pointment of a steering commit. "Absolute Government
of Congress
of radio is the worst thing
control
Chairman Wheeler shortly will
tee of 10 broadcasters. The comthe White-Wheeler bill (S-814) to
mittee was named last Friday.
remake the FCC and spell out its
schedule hearings on the legislacould happen to this country",
that said.
he
tion, which would divide the FCC
functions. The enlarged legislative
6. Removal of the major netinto two autonomous units of three
works from any influential status
committee, now comprising 10 memAdded to the legislative commitin Washington on the ground that
members each, one charged with
bers as against a membership of
NAB
overon by
presided ed
tee,
the network contract fight is over
(Continu
page
54) Pressix, shortly will convene with a
broadcasting and the other comBROADCASTING
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Lineup

Paid
Council,

Local
OWI,

and Media

Working Out New
Sales Plan
PAID TIME for many of the wartime messages carried by radio stations is one of the features of a
plan now being worked out by the
War Advertising Council, in cooperation with OWI and representatives of all media, to mobilize local
advertising for a long-range war
selling job.
The plan does not involve payments for regular OWI information announcements, but contemplates large-scale local campaigns
involving actual purchase of time
by Community War Planning
Boards which would be set up. In
addition, it includes conversion for
war use of programs already sponsored locally.
All Media Covered
Actual amount of paid advertising involved has not been determined. Purpose of the plan is to
organize local advertising for a
public service. The plan in no way
favors any one media, requiring
use of all: Radio, newspapers, outdoor, car signs, direct mail.
Feeling that some machinery is
needed to do the community war
advertising job, the WAC would
support, in about 200 communities, local councils to sponsor this
advertising. These councils would
spend pools of donated money and
contract time, solicited for the
council by salesmen of all media.
These salesmen would sell community advertising, rather than their
own media.
Once the individual media salesmen had organized the pool of time
and money, the local Coordinating
and Planning Board would allocate
it.
According to the proposal as now
being considered, WAC would invite local association leaders and
Government field men to a meeting, where the plan would be discussed, and a packet of proposed
campaigns, prepared by OWI,
would be examined.
A local chairman would then be
elected for a three-man Coordinating and Planning Board. An Advisory Board, composed of business groups, heads of local defense
War Service Councils, and OWI
would be organized with subcommittees specializing in space and
time, raising funds, preparation of
copy.
This local committee would interest local advertisers in donating
some of their regular advertising
budget for community use. It also
would solicit its own war fund
from other business and industrial
groups.
Local advertising agencies would
prepare copy, which for the most
part would consist of adjusting
material from the WAC to local
needs. All personnel would be volPage
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untary, but actual expenses of the
committee would be paid, probably
from the pool.
Much of the material, it is pointed out, would come from OWI,
through the WAC. Packets containing radio and other material
would be available. However, in
some cases original programs might
be needed to fit local needs.
The entire war fund would be
allocated by the Coordinating and
Planning Board, which would determine the campaigns which
should be given priority. It would
also decide how much space and
time each should have. Selections
it is emphasized, would be based
on local conditions.
Community advertising efforts
have been tried successfully for
War Bonds in several cities, notably in Cleveland where about
$100,000 was spent among all media. The new plan, patterned in
part on the Cleveland model, would
set up an organization for the
duration, which would sponsor all
types of local advertising.
Such local problems as manpower, absenteeism and OCD drives
would be sponsored. War Bond,
anti-black market material and
conservation pleas would be used
regularly.
Big advantage of the plan, advocates point out, is that once a
business firm contributes to the
community war pool, it would be
assured immunity from further requests for a given period.
War

Time
La

Ad

Council

and
Roche

Space
Hopes

Projected

Essentially designed to solidify
advertising's support of the war,
the plan is seen as an effective
answer to demands for Government
paid time, or Government production for local sponsorship. A semiofficial organization, it would make
the vast local advertising field
available to the Government. Besides providing revenue at the local
level, where media need it most,
it eliminates any dangers of loss
of freedom, seen as inherent in any
Government subsidy plan.
The idea has already been widely approved by Government and
advertising people alike. Because
of the strength of WAC, which
includes representatives of all major advertising groups and media,
its success is widely predicted. For
example, the Advertising Federation of America has already offered to ox-ganize community projects in 62 cities.
Harris a Major
CAPT. JACK HARRIS, executive
officer of the Radio Branch, Army
Bureau of Public Relations, last
Friday was promoted to rank of
major in the Army reserve. Formerly special events director of
WSM, Nashville, Mr. Harris last
year reported to the Radio Branch
as civilian assistant to Col. E. M.
Kirby, Radio Bureau director. Subsequently he was commissioned a
major in the Army Specialists
Corps, but with the abolition of
that unit he was recommissioned a
captain in the reserve.
Would

Double

Contributions

to Increase

Aid

by

All

Media

To Half -Billion Dollars by End of Year
needed is indicated by an increase
DOUBLING of advertising's conin the budget from $100,000 last
tributions ofspace and time to war
year to $125,000 for this year. It
purposes is sought in a new prois expected that the scope of the
gram of the Advertising Council,
organization is to be broadened but
according to an announcement last
no additions to personnel are conweek by Chester J. La Roche, chairtemplated.
man. Estimated value of periodical, outdoor display and radio adBig Job Ahead
vertising given over for war causes
At last week's meeting of the
in 1942 was $250 million.
Council, held in New York, Mr.
La Roche was re-elected chairman
Under the slogan, "A War Message in Every Ad," the Council is of the board of directors. In a
opening a drive to increase this to statement issued following the
a yearly total of a half-billion dolmeeting he declared he was pleased
lars worth of contributed time and
with the performance turned in by
space by the end of 1943. To dramatize this objective the Council is advertising in 1942. "We are dealing, however," he said, "with unprecedented needs and there is still
changing its name to "War Advera tremendous job to be done. It is
tising Council," a title which more
accurately suggests the functions
our hope that by the end of 1943
of the organization.
advertising space and time conPlans for the drive to secure the
tributed for war messages will be
sought-for contributions in variat the rate of $500,000,000 a year."
ous media will be discussed at a
Speaking of the change in the
meeting in New York on Tuesday
name of the Council he said it "entails no change in operating plan
June 8. As yet no estimate has
or
objective,
which continues to be
been made of radio's quota in the
half-billion dollar goal. That ad- the increasing use of contributed
and sponsored advertising, at no
ditional funds to carry the council's
(Continued on page 55)
expenditures for the drive will be
BROADCASTING

of

Completed

Utilities
by Ayer

Cooperative CBS Program to
Get Under Way July 27
A TOTAL of 121 utility companies
throughout the country have been
lined up by N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York, after more than a year's effort, as cooperative sponsors of a
network program — the one selected
being the CBS weekly half-hour
news review program Report to the
Nation.
The companies involved in the
deal are local distributors of electric current and illuminating gas
and will sponsor the series on an
institutional basis under the organizational title "Electric ComProgram".
Slatedpanies
to Advertising
start July
27, the series,
currently heard Saturdays, 7-7:30
p.m., will be moved to the CBS
Tuesday period, 9:30-10 p.m. A
basic CBS network of 59 stations
is already set, but Ayer expects
to add more stations before the
start of the contract.
Under the personal supervision
of Paul White, CBS director of
news broadcasts, Report to the
Nation summarizes and reviews the
news of the week, relating it to the
American civilian and to the American in the armed forces. Under the
electric companies' sponsorship, its
format will remain much the same
with
direct. Mr. White continuing to

KGO

SWAP

PLAN

BRINGS
OP A VETO
BARTERING of coffee, sugar and
nylon stockings on the five-weekly
audience participation program,
What's Doing Ladies, on KGO,
San Francisco, came to an abrupt
halt in late May when OPA ruling
held such sessions constitute a
black market. It was pointed out
by the Government agency that its
regulations specify ration coupons
must be used only on behalf of a
person to whom they are issued.
Prior to ban, trading of unneeded
rationed items for wanted articles
had been one feature of the broadcasts. Such exchange, it was explained, violated price ceilings.
Hereafter bartering activities
will reportedly be confined to such
unrationed articles as fur coats,
furniture and garden tools.
OWI

National

Includes

Chain

Packet
Breaks

CHAIN BREAKS will be included
in the OWI National Packet starting the week of June 21. Don Stauffer, chief of the Radio Bureau, announced Friday. The change was
made following requests from War
country.
Program Managers throughout the
First chain breaks will be used
by two groups of stations, on the
subject "Safeguard your Social Security Card." The other two groups
of stations will participate in the
new plan in the week starting June
28. OWI regional offices will continue to provide chain break copy
said.
wherever
possible, Mr. Stauffer
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All

Four

Scheduling
Complete

Plans;

Notify
Affiliates
RESIGNED to the fact that the
FCC's network rules, as modified,
will become effective June 15, all
four of the major networks last
week had completed plans for adjustment of contracts with their
affiliates to conform to the rules.
Last to line up its plans was the
BLUE, which, following a meeting
of its advisory and planning committee in New York Wednesday,
and a session with FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly on Thursday,
notified its affiliates of changes in
operations.
NBC, CBS and BLUE last week
notified their affiliates by letter or
telegram, of changes in contractual
relations to conform to the rules
(see texts on pages 47, 51, 52).
Mutual on May 28 sent its coverT
ing letter to affiliates [Broadcasting, May 31].
Fly Approves Plan
In a telegram to BLUE affiliates
last Thursday evening, which followed conference with Chairman
Fly, H. Allen Campbell, general
manager of WXYZ, Detroit, and
chairman of the BLUE committee,
reported that the group had completed a satisfactory conference
with the network officials "followed
by a gratifying session with Chairman Fly, in which our interpretations of rules were confirmed and
plans for future operation approved." At the Thursday conference with Chairman Fly were
Mark Woods, president; Keith Kiggins, vice-president for station relations; John H. Norton, station relations manager; and Robert D.
Swezey, assistant secretary.
Mr. Campbell reported that the
BLUE shortly would send a letter,
also approved by Mr. Fly, to affiliates modifying agreements to conform to the new regulations. He
announced that special meetings of
BLUE affiliates in various regions
have been called.
Time Schedules
Knottiest of the problems confronting the networks and affiliates was the preparation of schedules of time for which options
would be required in compliance
with the limitations imposed by
Regulation 3.104. This regulation
prohibits stations from granting
options of their time to networks
on call on less than 56 days' notice
(twice the present time) and further specifies that such options be
limited to three hours within each
of the four segments of the broadcast day, as follows: 8 a.m. to 1
p.m., 1 to 6 p.m., 6 to 11 p.m., and
11 p.m. to 8 a.m. "Such option", the
rule states, "may not be exclusive
as against other network organizations and may not prevent or hinder the station from optioning or
BROADCASTING

selling any or all of the time covered by the option, or other time,
to other network organizations."
Time options, the FCC states,
must be for specified clock hours,
and the four segments into which
the day is divided are to be figured
on the basis of local station time,
except that they need not shift with
local changes to and from daylight
saving time. In effect, this ruling
means that a station owner can
option only three hours of his time
for network programs during any
of the four segments, but allows
optioning the same three hours
among all four nationwide networks if he, and they, want such
options.
At the week's end, only NBC and
CBS had announced their option
time schedules, with those of the
BLUE and Mutual still in the
works. CBS and Mutual, whose letters to affiliates had gone out the
week previous, said that station
replies to date were all favorable,
either agreeing to accept the contract revisions or asking for- time
to have their attorneys study them.
No refusal to accept the new terms
was reported by either Mutual or
CBS. Both networks, however, said
that the returns were as yet insufficient to be used as a basis for future network plans. It is expected
that all networks, when the replies
from all their affiliates are in, will
notify national advertisers and advertising agencies of the effects, if

Blue
On

Plans
New

any, that the new FCC regulations
will have on commercial network
programs, both current and future.
CBS requests for option time
break down as follows for Monday
through Saturday. Morning: 9:45
a.m.-12:45 p.m. EWT; 9:45-11:45
a.m., noon-1 p.m CWT; 9:45-10:45
a.m., 11 a.m.-l p.m. MWT; 8:459:45 a.m., 10 a.m.-noon PWT. Afternoon: 1-3 p.m., 5-6 p.m. EWT; 1-2
p.m. 3-5 p.m. CWT; 2-4:30 p.m., 55:30 p.m. WMT; 1-3:30 p.m., 44:30 p.m. PWT. Evening: 7-10 p.m.
EWT; 6:30-9 p.m., 10-10:30 p.m.
CWT; 6-8 p.m., 9-10 p.m. MWT;
6-7 p.m., 8-10 p.m. PWT.
Sunday Hours
CBS

Sunday option time breakdown is: Morning: 10 a.m.-l p.m.
EWT; 9:30 a.m.-noon, 12:30-1 p.m.
CWT; 9-11 a.m., 12-1 p.m. MWT;
8-10 a.m., 11 a.m.-noon PWT. Afternoon: 1:30-3 p.m., 4:30-6 p.m.
EWT; 1-2 p.m., 3:30-5:30 p.m.
CWT; 2:30-5:30 p.m. MWT; 1:304:30 p.m. PWT. Evening: 7-10
p.m. EWT; 6:30-9 p.m., 10-10:30
p.m. CWT;
6-8 p.m., 9-10 p.m.

Option

Schedule of Meeting
Following their return home on
Thursday evening, the district
committmen called meetings of the
BLUE stations in their districts
for full discussions of the new regulations and their effects on network operations. Although these
meetings are to be conducted by
each district group and not by the
BLUE, representative of the network have been invited to attend to
answer questions.
Schedule of the meetings folAdvertising

FCC

Text of BLUE letter on page
47. Text of revised FCC network regulations on page 48.
Text of NBC letter to affiliates on page 51. Text of CBS
letter to affiliates on page 52.

Regional

MODIFICATION
in the BLUE
network's station contracts to
bring them into line with the FCC
regulations were sent to affiliates
last Saturday by Keith Kiggins,
vice-president in charge of station
relations. Letters were prepared
following an all-day meeting of
the network's station advisory
committee, comprising representatives of the BLUE stations in the
seven geographical divisions of the
country, held in New York on
Wednesday. Letters were approved
by FCC Chairman Fly with whom
the committee met in Washington
on Thursday.

• Broadcast

Under

Time

Sessions

Time

Rules

lows: District 1, headed by William Riple, WTRY, Troy, and District 2, headed by H. Allen Campbell, WXYZ, Detroit, will hold a
joint meeting in New York Thursday, June 10, at which the network
will be represented by Mark Woods,
BLUE president and Mr. Kiggins.
Mr. Kiggins will also be the BLUE
representative at the District 3
meeting, called by Committeeman
Earl May, KMA, Shenandoah, la.,
for Tuesday, June 8, in Chicago.
Henry P. Johnston, WSGN, Birmingham, representative of District
3, has called the BLUE stations in
this district together on June 8 in
Atlanta. District 5 stations will
meet with their committeeman,
Harold V. Hough, KGKO, Ft.
Worth, in that city June 10. John
H. Norton, station relations manager, will represent the BLUE at
these meetings.
BLUE affiliates in Districts 6
and 7, located in the Mountain and
the Pacific Coast regions, will be
contacted by conference calls from
their committee representatives,
William D. Pyle, KVOD, Denver,
and William Stuht, KJR, Seattle,
this week. It was not possible to get

Rules

MWT; 6-7 p.m., 8-10 p.m. PWT.
NBC's Monday through Saturday
option time schedule runs: Morning: 10 a.m.-noon EWT; 9-11 a.m.
CWT; 8-10 a.m., 12-1 p.m. MWT;
8-9 a.m., 11 a.m.-l p.m. PWT. Afternoon: 3-6 p.m. EWT; 2-5 p.m.
CWT; 1-4 p.m. MWT; 1-4 p.m.
PWT. Evening: 8-11 p.m. EWT;
7-10 p.m. CWT; 6-9 p.m. MWT;
6- 9 p.m. PWT. Early morning: 77:15 a.m., 7:45-8 a.m. PWT.
NBC's Sunday schedule of option
time is : Morning : No time optioned
in EWT or CWT zones; 11 a.m.-l
a.m.-l p.m. PWT.
p.m. MWT; 2-410p.m.,
Afternoon:
5-6 p.m. EWT;
1-3 p.m., 4-5 p.m. CWT; 1-2 p.m.,
3- 4 p.m., 5-6 p.m. MWT; 2-3 p.m.,
4- 6 p.m. PWT. Evening: 7-10 p.m.
EWT; 6-9 p.m. CWT; 6-9 p.m.
MWT; 6-9 p.m. PWT.
BLUE Schedules
BLUE's schedule was not completed last week, but the following
weekday schedule for the EWT and
CWT zones had been tentatively
established: Morning: 9:30-noon,
12:30-1 p.m. EWT; 8:30-11 a.m.,
ll:30-noon CWT. Afternoon: 3-6
p.m. EWT; 2-5 p.m. CWT. Evening:
7- 7:30 p.m., 8-10:30 p.m. EWT; 66:30 p.m., 7-9:30 p.m. CWT.
MBS schedule had not been completed as of Friday, but network
executives said every effort was being made to conform to the general
plan adopted by the other networks
so as to cause the least possible
confusion to the stations concerned.
It was believed that 10 a.m. to
noon, 3-6 p.m. and 7:30-10:30 p.m.
would be optioned by Mutual in the
EWT zone, with the other time
zones to be scheduled accordingly,
through the week. The Mutual letter to stations indicated that on
Sunday evenings the EWT time
optioned
8:30-10:30would
p.m. be 7-8 p.m. and
Revlon on Net
A NETWORK program will be
used by Revlon Products Corp.,
New York, to promote Revlon nail
enamel and lipstick, according to
William H. Weintraub & Co., New
York, the company's newly appointed agency. No decision had
been reached last week on network
or program to be used.

Option on Willkie Book
, NewWARWIC
York,
has K
taken& an LEGLER
option for radio
rights
to Wendell
Willkie's to
book,
One World,
with contents
be
dramatized on a 13-week summer
replacement basis. Deal calls for
Willkie to make appearances on
each broadcast, according to Paul
Warwick, executive of the agency.
them together before June 15, when
the new rules go into effect, but
they will have meetings as soon
after that date as is convenient
for the stations.
(Letter of transmittal, sent by
Mr. Kiggins to all BLUE affiliates,
appears on page 47.)
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ANA

Functions
Conference

Adv. Manager's Responsibilities Broadened
War Problems Turned Over For Solution
WARTIME CONFERENCE for
members of the Assn. of National
Advertisers got under way last
Wednesday morning at the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, New York, with
a keynote speech on the new responsibilities of advertising management by Charles G. Mortimer
Jr., vice-president of General Foods
Sales Co., and chairman of the
board of the ANA.
The theme outlined by Mr. Mortimer was developed at length in
case histories presented by eight
advertising men from well-known
companies.
I. W. Digges, ANA counsel, discussed the May 10th decision of the
Supreme Court upholding the FCC
regulations, revealing the results
of a study he had made on its practical effects.
Cowles Speaks
Luncheon speaker June 2 was
Gardner Cowles Jr., director of domestic operations of the OWI, who
gave an off-the-record talk on attitudes toward advertising in Washington. A symposium on advertising in wartime was held that
afternoon with a panel made up of
coordinators of various Government
campaigns. S. Heagan Bayles of
Ruthrauff & Ryan represented
radio, as chairman of the Radio
Allocation Plan.
A shortwave broadcast from London was arranged by NBC for
members and their guests at the
June 3 luncheon meeting, with John
McVane, NBC's correspondent back
in London from the African front,
directing his talk exclusively to
ANA members.
Case Histories
How the entire industrial and
employe relations program of the
Packard Motor Car Co. was turned
over to the advertising department,
with unusual success, was told by
George Christopher, Packard's
president.
How advertising was used to tell
oil industry workers the importance of their jobs in the war effort, thereby stopping wholesale
shifts to other war industries, was
revealed by F. S. Cannan, advertising manager of the Sun Oil Co.
A similar problem, and its solution, were described by C. C. Connor of the Aluminum Co. of America. Mr. Connor reported that some
workers apparently did not realize
the wartime significance of their
part in producing sheets of aluminum. A "circus" featuring planes
and other war equipment proved to
be the answer.
E. Cameron Hawley, director of
advertising and sales promotion of
the Armstrong Cork Co., detailed
the campaign which his department
carried on to recruit women workers.
Page
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How the Coca-Cola Co. taught
dealers to hold consumer good will
by proper handling of voluntarily
rationed items was told by Turner
Jones, vice-president. Under this
plan, dealers prorate their stocks
over a long period, allotting supplies for sale during specified
morning and evening hours. Result
is that they are not sold out in a
rush and left with the necessity of
denying all requests until next consignment arrives.
Final session of the war conference was held June 4 with Paul B.
West, president of the ANA, closing
the conference. Feature was a
dramatization of the problem of
awakening the public to the value of
freedom of choice and freedom of
opportunity, written and produced
by Yasha Frank of D'Arcy Adv.
Co., and directed by Earle McGill
of CBS.
Only 11% of listeners would be
willing to pay a set tax to support
broadcasting as done in other
countries, Dr. Henry Link of the
Psychological Corp. told the ANA
last Friday. Reporting on a nationwide survey of 1,000 personal
interviews of men and women at
home, conducted between May 5
and 15 in urban centers by the
Psychological Corp. for the ANA,
Dr. Link said 79% of the people
said they preferred the present system of broadcasting supported by
advertising to the tax method while
10% did not know.

House

To

Get

Probe

Under

ENTERING what appears to be
the last preparatory lap, the House
select committee to investigate the
FCC last week planned to get under way with public hearings by
July 1, with the FCC's handling of
broadcast matters apparently the
first order of business.
While the committee has not yet
developed a formal agenda or even
set a definite date, it was indicated
that preliminary investigations
had been completed on a number of
matters and that hearings now
could be regarded as certain within
a month, at the outside. Heretofore, Chairman Cox (D-Ga.), had
indicated public hearings would be
launched by the five-man committee as soon as preliminary studies
had been completed.
FCC Witnesses
It was regarded as a foregone
certainty that members of the
FCC and its staff first would be
called. Last week the legal staff
of the committee, headed by Eugene L. Garey of New York, ex-

SLIDE

REVEALS

Durr

FILM

COVERAGE

IMPORTANCE of "hometown America", of the home-town
market and of the home-town station within that market, to radio
advertisers is stressed in a new
slide film presentation for MBS,
previewed for the advertising press
at the network's New York headresearch quarters
andlast Thursday.
promotion Network's
division,
THE

headed by Robert A. Schmid, prepared the presentation.
Other Results
Comprising 60 full color slides,
with synchronized sound, the film
points out that in addition to its
coverage of the country's major
markets, Mutual has stations in
172 cities not covered by the regular Hooper or CAB surveys. In 120
cities, the Mutual outlet is the only
station, more than twice as many
one-station cities as the next nearest network includes.
Also shown are the first results
of a survey now being conducted
for Mutual by Crossley Inc., cover"homeof theMBS
typical
cities
ing 23town"
markets
in which
has
the only network station, but coming within the claimed primary
coverage of at least one competing
50-kw. station.
Johnson to Rest
PARKS JOHNSON, the co-m.c. of
the Vox Pop show, sponsored by
Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore, on
CBS, will take a month vacation
after the June 14 broadcast to rest
at his ranch in Texas. Guest interviewers are being lined up to
take his place, assisting Warren
Hull, who will also take a brief
respite later in the summer. Agency
for the Bromo-Seltzer show is
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.

of

FCC

Way

by

Slated

July

1

amined in closed session two additional members of the FCC— T. A.
M. Craven and George H. Payne.
Commissioner Craven made his
second appearance within a fortnight before the committee last
Wednesday. Commissioner Payne
testified both on Tuesday and Friday, it is understood. Following
custom, the committee did not disclose the nature of the examination.
In early May the committee took
testimony of former Gov. Norman
S. Case — the first member of the
Commission to be called. At that
time it was stated that each of the
seven FCC members would be
called to submit to examination by
the Cox committee counsel preparatory to public hearings.
Reports were current last week
that the five-man committee might
soon authorize contempt proceedings against certain individuals
who have failed to make full disclosures of events in connection
with FCC activities. These reports
(Continued on page 45)
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To

Hear

Asks

Committee

Group
Petition
Members

to

Hear Cox Disbarring Plea
PURSUING his one-man public
campaign against the activities of
the Cox Select Committee to investigate the FCC, Commissioner
C. J. Durr of the FCC last Friday
made public a letter to Chairman
Sumners, of the House Judiciary
Committee, requesting hearings on
his petition seeking disqualification
of Rep. Cox (D.-Ga.) as chairman
of the investigatory committee.
Along with the letter, Mr. Durr
issued a press release in which he
stated that identical letters were
sent to each of the 26 members
of the Judiciary Committee. In his
petition of May 13 to Speaker Rayburn, which was referred to the
Committee, Mr. Durr asked that
Chairman Cox be disqualified on
grounds of alleged "prejudice".
The Committee, while it has discussed the petition, has taken no
action and members have expressed
doubt the Committee has jurisdiction to pass upon other Committee
members as passed by Speaker
Rayburn.
No Change in Procedure
In his letter to Chairman Sumners and the Committee members
last Friday, Mr. Durr said there
has been no substantial change in
the Committee staff's procedure
since filing amination
of ofhis
petition continues
and "exwitnesses
to take place behind closed doors
with only Congressman Cox and
members
of felt
the staff
present."
He
asserted he
it essential
to the
successful functioning of our form
of government that Congress have
complete information concerning
all agencies of Government.
This, he added, is particularly
important
time of secrecy
war "when
the
cloak ofin military
may
so easily be used to conceal activities about which Congress should
be informed.
Reiterating his "reluctance" to
testify before the Cox Committee
as it is now constituted because
"I am convinced that its chairman
and staff have purposes to serve
which are inconsistent with a fair
and impartial determination of the
facts," Mr. Durr said he thought
his petition clearly shows that Mr.
Cox "is not a suitable person to
conduct an investigation of the
"I stand ready to prove these
facts at any time," the letter continued, "and I respectfully request
that you hold hearings on the petition at any early date at which I
FCC."
may
be allowed to appear and present witnesses and documentary

evidence."
Zoog

Opens

Agency

A. HARRY ZOOG, formerly manager of WFPG, Atlantic City, and
WTTM, Trenton, last week announced his entry into the agency
field, establishing an office in Trenton, N. J., under the name of A.
Harry Zoog Associates.
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( ) Large Daily Newspaper
s. . . .Which
( ) Radio Stations.... Whi
ch

one?

one?
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butchers had voted as follows:
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But here's the pay-off! In answering
part of each question ("Which

"B"

For Radio Station "B"

is a facsimile of a ques-

tionnaire sent to its members

and radio stations:

For Station WHO

For Newspaper
#

voted as follows for

Let us send you a copy of the complete

Survey

analysis. All facts — no rhetoric.
Write

us direct — or ask Free 8C Peters.
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one?")

these all-

WHO

^

! +
PLUS
for IOWA
DES MOINES
. . . 50,000 WATTS
B. J. PALMER,
J. O. M ALAND,

PRESIDENT
MANAGER

FREE 8C PETERS, INC. . . . National Representative*
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Markin

New

Regulations

Increases

Without

Specify

Wage

Official

OK

WLB
Tells Employers What Increases Are Not
Allowed But Leaves Ample Leeway
Merit increases must be made
A DETAILED order defining conditions under which employers can
only within rate ranges for the job,
give individual wage increases
the Board warned. They are defined
as individual rewards for superior
without securing Government approval was issued by the War
quality or quantity of work or
service. No employe may receive
Labor Board last week. Although
more than two such increases in
the order was described as a means
of cracking down on violations "of any calendar year. Except in unusual cases, no more than half the
the spirit and intent" of the wage
employes in a classification may
stabilization program, it apparenthave merit increases in a year, and
ly left a wide latitude for adjustments.
such increases shall not exceed oneIndividual increases are not to third the difference between minimum and maximum rates.
be made, the Board said, unless
Length of service increases must
they are within a schedule apalso be within rate ranges for the
proved by the War Labor Board,
in accordance with a collective barjob. They are considered ingaining agreement in existence on
dividual adjustments, usually made
May 31, 1943; or unless they conautomatically at the end of specified periods, with not more than
form to the employer's practice
prior to Oct. 27, 1942, when the
four such increases in any calendar
stabilization order went into effect.
year. Length of service raises must
not exceed a fourth of the differ'Policy' Is Guide
ence between minimum and maximum rates for the job.
Employers may submit plans for
So-called promotions and reclasindividual promotions to their Resifications, according to the WLB,
gional War Labor Boards, and subinvolve moving an employe into a
sequently make adjustments withdifferent job classification. He is
out approval of the Board. Withnot to receive more than 15 per
out such a plan, however, the emcent above his previous rate, or
ployer may grant wage increases
the
minimum for his new classificain accordance with his established
tion, which ever is higher, except
policy. He can demonstrate this
in
unusual
cases where special abilpolicy either through his payroll
ity and experience is involved.
records or by showing that he has
The Board left wide leeway for
formally communicated such a
adjustment of apprentice pay conschedule to his employes.
forming to the standards of a colIn its new instructions, General
lective
bargaining agreement. The
Order No. 31, WLB told employers
order
provides
that employers shall
that permissible changes may be
keep records of increases for two
made for merit increases, automatic length of service increases,
years.
Also last week the Board ruled
promotions or reclassifications and
that
its regional offices may deal
apprentice or training plans.

News

ENTERING radio advertising for
the first time, M. J. Markin Paint
Co., New York, on June 5 started
sponsorship of Rad Hall, commentator, on WEAF, New York. Broadcasts will be heard Saturday, 8:308:45 a.m., for a total of 26 weeks,
concluding Nov. 27. The 25-yearold firm manufactures paints for
marine, industrial and home use.
Radio series is basically institutional. Agency is Humbert & Jones,
New York.

CBS 'School' Plans
WHEN CBS resumes its daily educational series School of the Air
of the Americas on Oct. 11 for the
fall-winter season, the title will be
changed to American School of the
Air. The five general classifications
of subjects also will be altered.
CBS will continue to carry the
science, geography and literature
sections of the School, with plans to
originate in Canada eight of next
season's broadcasts.
with cases involving applications
from employers not covered by the
Wage and Hour Act, who wish to
pay time and a half for hours over
40, and those involving adjustments
incident to the improvement of
working conditions which do not
involve increased rates. This means
such items as vacation pay, sick
leave, night shift bonuses and holiday pay.
The WLB also issued orders permitting offices of Dept. of Labor
Wage and Hour Division to issue
rulings on whether or not proposed wage increases need be submitted to the WLB. Wage and
Hour offices had been doing this
work since last fall, but were instructed to stop, following the
April 8 "Hold-the-Line Order"
which paralyzed wage stabilization
activities until relaxed by James F.
Byrnes, then Director of the Office
of Stabilization.

Relief

In

Promised

Batteries
by

WPB

Dry Cells Included Under New
List of Farm Necessities
EARLY relief for farmers suffering from the shortage of radio batteries seemed certain last week as
WPB's Office of Civilian Requirements included radio dry cells
in a list of 66 items a farmer may
now buy by merely certifying to
his dealer that they are necessary
for the operation of the farm
[Broadcasting, May 24].
Although WPB officials admit
that something more than the farmer's statement is necessary to supply a battery, when no batteries
are in stock, another WPB branch,
the Consumer's Durable Goods Division, said it was now providing
batteries at a rate that should
make it possible for jobbers to
honor the farmers' certificates.
Writes Own Ticket
Under Priority Regulation 19,
issued by Arthur Whiteside, Dun
& Bradstreet president brought in
as a WPB vice chairman to revitalize civilian supply, the farmer
writes his own ticket, without the
use of any Government forms. The
dealer in turn may reorder, or
order in anticipation using the
farmers' certificates which have an
AA-5 rating with the manufacturer.
Mr. Whiteside made it clear that
he would see that the 66 "needed"
items — including the batteries —
were made available. This was reflected in another order, M-330,
empowering him to direct deliveries
of these and 78 other items. Indications that he would have success were supported by the Consumers Durable Goods Division
which said batteries for civilians
are still being produced at the high
rate of 425,000 monthly reported
early last month [Broadcasting
May 171. This figure, double the
output of mid-March when the battery crisis was brought home to
WPB, is greater by 50,000 monthly
than the output in 1941. If sustained, as it apparently is now, the
rate would eventually mean 1.62
batteries per set, compared to 1.4
before the war.
Officials caution, however, that
production of batteries, like many
other items requiring critical materials, rests on present military
needs. Under Order L-71 issued by
WPB last month, adjustments in
the production schedules for civilian output may be made easily,
thus insuring use of facilities at
maximum efficiency in the face of
week-to-week needs.

WESTINGHOUSE RADIOS' "Hail and Farewell"
dinner in connection with the recent shuffling of assignments of various executives in the Westinghouse
Radio Stations group, was tendered by Lee B. Wailes,
general manager of WRS Inc., at the Warwick Hotel,
Philadelphia. The changes were brought about by the
resignation of James B. Rock, general manager of
KDKA, Pittsburgh, who accepted a captain's commission in the Marine Corps.
Seated around the dinner table are (1 to r) : Dwight
A. Myer, assistant to Mr. Wailes; Gordon Hawkins, in
charge of programs; Mr. Wailes; B. A. McDonald,
Page
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sales manager; W. Byron McGill, advertising and
publicity manager; and Frank A. Logue, auditor, all
of WRS headquarters in Philadelphia. Standing, E. H.
Gager, KYW chief engineer; Hal S. Lamb, KYW
sales; Leslie W. Joy, KYW general manager; James
P. Begley, KYW program director; Jack de Russy,
KYW sales; A. Harvey McCall, KYW sales; Frank V.
Webb, KDKA sales manager; James A. McCall, KYW
publicity director; Joseph E. Baudino, KDKA general
manager; A. Harry Bates, assistant auditor of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., and Harold M. Coulter,
who is KYW sales promotion manager.
BROADCASTING

Spots For Noxacord
E. FOUGERA & CO., New York,
has started a spot campaign in 12
markets throughout the country
for Noxacord, a foot remedy. Drive
started several weeks ago. Spot
announcements are placed largely
in the early morning periods.
Agency is Small & Seiffer, New
York.
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Jap Ship Sunk at Night
— Eight Miles Away
ANOTHER achievement of radar,
radio-developed miracle of the war,
was unfolded for the first time last
Monday zation
by Director
OfficeJames
of War
MobiliF. Byrnes
in an address from Spartanburg
picked up by the BLUE Network.
A Japanese battleship at eight-mile
range, on a stormy night, was sunk
Nov. 14 with radar doing the job.
Justice Byrnes said:

Use
Research Head Says Post-War Video Will
Electronic Eye Sensitive to Ordinary Light
A VAST post-war industry will be tinued. "Television will provide
created when television, its elecpermanent new employment for an
unusually wide range of arts,
tronic eyes made sensitive to orditrades and professions. It has no
nary light, emerges from the period
of intensive waraspects of technological unemploytime development,
ment. On the contrary, the quantiaccording to
ties of equipment and services and
some day will record
Ralph R. Beal,
of new facilities needed, will be the"History
part radio and the radar have
research director
such as to require a number of
played in giving us fighting suof the RCA Laboyears to complete the initial experiority over the Axis. But let me
r a t o r i e s. Mr.
give you one instance. On the night
of Nov. 14, off Guadalcanal there
Beal, addressing
Reviewing the work done by RCA
lay
a Japanese battleship. It was a
the Institute of in
pansion."
development of radar, Mr. Beal
stormy night. Eight miles away
Finance of the
said that basic research on apparawas a ship of our fleet. With the
New York Stock
Beal
tus for locating ships and planes
use of the radar our ship with its
Exchange, said
was begun by RCA Laboratories as
second salvo, sank the battleship in
the blackness of the night eight
that the spectrum of tiny waveearly as 1932. Encouraged by the
lengths measured in centimeters
miles away. Is there any wonder
prospects, RCA installed collision
opened by the development of the
that the Japanese Admiral Yamaprevention equipment in its own
moto, who boasted he would dictate
new radio tubes is bringing posairplane in 1937. The same year
the peace to the United States in
sibilities to radio greater in scope
RCA delivered experimental radar
the White House, has quietly
than all of its past.
equipment to the U. S. Army SigThe potentialities have stimunal Corps for aircraft location
passed away?"
lated scientists in other fields as
tests. Late in 1938 equipment built
well, and open unexpected horizons
BEXEL
PLUGS
BACK
by RCA was tested on the U.S.S.
in physics, chemistry, metallurgy,
New York in cooperation with the
DRUG
STORE
SALES
biology, and many industries, Mr.
Navy, which had also built radar
Beal declared.
"KEEP the vitamin business in
equipment at its Naval Research
Laboratory, Anacostia, D. C. The
the drug store," is theme of a new
Camera Tubes Improved
promotion plan by McKesson &
first Navy service order for radar
Robbins, New York, makers of
As an added broadcasting service,
apparatus was awarded RCA in
Bexel, a B-complex product. Firm
electronic television has potentialiOctober, 1939, and the equipment
is using its current spot schedule
ties which surpass those of other
was installed on naval vessels befor Bexel, as well as newspapers,
mass communication services, Mr.
ginning in 1940.
store displays, and a club to stimulate sales efforts among drug store
Beal said. "With post-war televiMr.
Beal
described
radar
operasion broadcast stations connected
clerks,
in what L. M. Van Riper,
tion as analogous to an echo. When
into networks, events of the nation
advertising manager, describes as
a plane crosses a radar beam it rewill pass in review on the screens
"a concrete double plan" of promotion.
flects the beam back to the starting
of home receivers. Larger and
point, revealing the location of the
"McKesson & Robbins suggests
hrighter pictures of greatly iminterrupting factor.
that you buy your vitamins from
proved quality will be realized and
The RCA scientist also told the
your druggist — he is best equipped
research and development plus
Stock
Exchange
to
cooperate with your physician,"
men
about
the
latgenius in design will bring the teleis the wording of announcements
est developments of the electron
vision receiver within the range of
on 87 stations. Included in portmicroscope and of radiothermics —
folio of sales helps is estimate, by a
the average pocketbook.
application of high frequency heat"Post-war television will use elec"leading authority," that the aning to industrial processes.
nual potential vitamin sales soon
tronic camera tubes which will be
to be reached is $496,881,000 or
greatly improved in sensitivity,"
$9,034 for the average store. The
Mr. Beal continued. "This will
WALTER (Red) Barber, sportscaster
B-complex is described as "the fastmake it possible to pick up scenes
of WHN, New York, on June 15 will
est growing member of the vitamin
receive from the Sgt. Joyce Kilmer
with ordinary amounts of illumigroup
" representing 30% of the
Post
No.
55.
Brooklyn, the "American
present total vitamin busine
nation. Night events, theatre perss in
Legion Medal for Outstanding Amerithe
drug
field.
Agenc
y
is
formances, opera and many other
J.
D.
canism" for his War Bonds sales and
programs which utilize artificial
recruiting of blood donors.
PresentaTarcher Co.,
York."
Baldwinpub-&
tion will be made at Bbbets Field,
lighting will come well within
Merme
NewNewYork,
handle
s
June 13.
lic y,
relations.
range of camera tube sensitivity.
The problems of heat and glare in
television studios have been solved.
"And then we have theatre television with its possibilities as a
post-war service. For the first time
in the centuries of theatre history
a means is available for bringing
theatre audiences the thrills and
drama of events as they occur in
real life. Electronic methods have
made it possible to produce pictures of theatre-screen size. RCA
Laboratories demonstrated a picture about 20 feet wide shortly before the outbreak of the war."
BOOM BUSINESS and the West Coast's
of activity, was subject
of this informal confab of CBS national hum
Pressing need for post-war emand Pacific Coast executives
during
luncheon meeting in San Francisco during late May. Quarte
ployment will be met to an imt Exchanging viewpoints are (1 to r) Charles Morin, northern Califor
portant extent by the new industry
nfa
and service which electronic retour Amur Kemp, Pacific Coast sales manager; and Ralph
Coast
Brunton
search is creating, Mr. Beal con- TrthafrerKemnnpac1Efinikr0n'tgen?ral S&leS manager' 0n West
tour
president
of KQW, San Francisco affiliate station of the network
'
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Reception
In Latin

Better
America

Francisco Tells of Progress In
American Shortwaves
SHORTWAVE broadcasts from the
United States to Latin America
have shown

a "tremendous improvement" inthe 2% years since
his last trip down there, Don Francisco, radio director of the Office
of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, said last Wednesday
following his return from a month's
survey trip of Central America.
The improvement is shown in
both signal and program content,
he said, reporting that the coordination of all U. S. shortwave transmitters, variously beamed so as to
cover all of Latin America in combination instead of being aimed at
the major cities as was the case
when each station was operated independently, has produced larger
audiences for our programs.
Choice of Programs

The further combination, which
will give listeners in any district a
choice of several wavelengths for
each program and in some places
a choice of language as well, should
result in further listener increases
when it goes into effect July 1, he
said.
Local rebroadcasts are necessary
for maximum audiences, Mr. Francisco stated. Most popular programs, as at home, are news, music
and drama, with March of Time,
Hit Parade, Counter Espionage and
Saludos Arnigos (a program of
American music ranging from
symphonic to jazz) among the outstanding favorites, though audience
measurement is difficult.
In Mexico, Grant Advertising
has worked out the most successful
method yet evolved for checking
listening, Mr. Francisco reported.
The checker carries a portable
radio and when he hears a program
through an open door or window of
a dwelling, he tunes his set until
he has the same program. CIAA
will extend this survey technique to
other Latin American countries.

Blue Wins

Ruling

THREE arbitrators of the American Arbitration Assn. chosen to decide the controversy between the
American Federation of Radio Artists and the Blue Network over the
status of the My True Story programs broadcast on the BLUE in
cooperation with Macfadden Publications, last Wednesday rendered
a unanimous decision disallowing
the AFRA claim that talent on the
programs should be paid in accordance with the unions commercial
scale and upholding the BLUE's
contention that the series is sustaining. Judges were Roy S. Durstine, agency head, named by the
BLUE;
Dr. Robert Lynd of Columbia U., named by AFRA., and
Dr. Willard L. Torp, director of
economic research of Dunn & Bradstreet, selected by the other two.
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DETROIT!

Sitting at your desk and looking at a map, we can easily
see how

some

of you big-agency fellows might get the

idea that you could cover the Grand
Area "from

the outside"

After all, there are some
The Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids Area is the
of 1,483,509 better than average consumers
vastly prefer WKZO to any and every other
station, either "outside*1' or "inside" the
Write for "The Tale of Three Cities".

probably

home
who
radio
Area.

Rapids-Kalamazoo

be covered

markets

from

in the U. S. that can

a distance of 150 miles or

more. But what your maps don't show about the Grand
Rapids-Kalamazoo Area is that around here we have one
of the worst "fading"

situations in the Nation — and

outside stations simply don't make

the grade. . . .

No, we wouldn't dare to say that if we couldn't prove it.
Write for that proof — or just ask Free & Peters!
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WPB

Directs

Amendment
to L-265
Bars Their Use in
Military Orders
TUBES built for civilian home radio sets may no longer be used to
fill preferred orders, the WPB
ruled last week-end in an amendment to L-265, the Radio & Radar
Division's regulation governing
sale of tubes and other electronic
equipment for maintenance and repair.
Under terms of the amendment,
tubes earmarked for civilians are
channeled into civilians hands, for
manufacturers of equipment will
be unable to use them in filling
run-of-the-mill war orders. WPB
has been building large numbers
of tubes for civilians from materials allocated for that purpose, but
weaknesses in the distributing machinery had allowed substantial
quantities to fall into non-civilian
hands.
The new amendment, considered
one of the broader steps taken in
behalf of civilian economy by any
agency of WPB, will insure that
at least 85% of these civilian
tubes find their way to broadcast
receivers in the home. It will not
interfere with military programs,
since civilian production has been
adjusted to give the right of way to
war orders.
Distribution Problems
According to reports of the Radio Manufacturers' Association,
and of well-informed WPB officials,
about 2,000,000 tubes were built
monthly early this year from the
material provided for civilian use.
Radio dealers have been complaining however that civilian purchasers are unable to compete with
priorities held by military purchasing agents and military contractors. In announcing the new
amendments, WPB chilled some of
the natural optimism that would
have followed by hinting that current production is not reaching the
high levels of earlier this year.
The maladjustment in tube distribution was spotlighted last
March when Frank H. Mcintosh,
Assistant Director of the Division,
asked manufacturers to stamp
tubes for civilians "MR", for maintainance and repair, hoping this
identification would protect civilian stocks. [Broadcasting, March
12]. The leaks have continued,
however, and two weeks ago, metropolitan newspapers reported a tube
famine which "would grow worse
before it grows better".
WPB, aware of the situation,
felt that a good share of the blame
lay outside the Government. Particularly, itis felt that some jobbers are deliberately soliciting orders from manufacturers of military supplies, in hope of making
bulk sales. In many such cases, it
is pointed out, special military
tubes are available, so the jobber's
sales enterprise merely means civilians go without.
Last
week - end's amendment
Page
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Tubes

makes such sales of tubes to manufacturers impossible. It therefore
plugs what are considered the most
serious gaps in the distribution
machinery. Assuming that production is adequate, officials now
feel that a big step forward has
been taken in the struggle to keep
home radio on an efficient operating basis.
About a week before the amendment appeared, the Vacuum Tube
Advisory Committee met with Mr.
Mcintosh to work out production
for the remainder of this year. No
announcement of the results of that
session was made, and it is not
yet known whether the industry
felt it could continue its civilian
production effort of the first six
months.
It is known that further sessions
were held last week, but no final
decisions on production quotas have
been made. Civilian production is
wedged in between military needs
and plant capacity, and it requires
extensive planning to determine
exactly what will be available for
home front use.
Amendment

Details

Assuming that the Industry can
follow Mr. Mcintosh's plans, the
civilian tube knot apparently has
been cut, for with the exception
of a few types, some of which are
admittedly important, WPB is now
supplying sizable numbers of tubes.
Machinery of the amendment is
simple. It ties together the recent
order L-265, forbidding sale of
electronic equipment to non-rated
buyers except on a tube-for-tube
basis, with Mr. Mcintosh's MR
plan forbidding sale of MR tubes
for use in filling preferred orders.
Since all civilian tubes are marked
MR, in effect it forbids use of civilian tubes except for maintenance
and repair of civilian sets.
Text in part reads: "No person
shall use radio receiving type
tubes which are marked "MR" in
the manufacture of electronic
equipment to fill any preferred order. No person shall transfer or

to

Civilians

accept the transfer of such tubes
on any preferred order or any
other order bearing a preference
rating, except rated purchase orders for export." Exports are limtion. ited to 15% of a year's producResult of these provisions, it is
believed, is a rigid channeling of
civilian tubes to civilian sets, for
besides banning their use by equipment manufacturers, L-265 also
prevents
purchases
representatives of the
Armed byServices.
The
Order requires that a purchaser
certify that he will use such tubes
"for presently needed repairs."
Military purchasing agents are
generally unable to sign such declarations.
Another paragraph in the amendment to L-265 ordered release for
sale of automobile radios which
were frozen in dealer hands by the
original order.
4-Acre

'Blackout

Plant'

Built by Westinghouse
WALTER EVANS, vice-president
in charge of the Westinghouse Radio Division, has announced the
opening of a new plant on the east
coast for special type radio equipment for the Army. A "blackout
plant," which Westinghouse will
operate for the Defense Plant
Corp., covers four acres. Handling
of interior traffic is said to be
unique, in that movement is along
the side walls, leaving remaining
areas clear. Three spurs link the
plant to the B. & O. main lines.
Mr. Evans said that the plant will
further increase Westinghouse production of communications equipment, already increased more than
40 times since beginning of the
Government's preparedness program. Wheat

Germ Spots
SPARK-O-LIFE Co., Kansas City
(wheat germ), in a 13-week campaign started May 24 is sponsoring
five participations weekly in Family
Nutrition in Wartime on KFWB,
Hollywood. Agency is Ferry-Hanly
Co., Kansas City.

Major
Equipment
Changes
Unlikely
Fear
of
Obsolescence Not
Justified by Discoveries
NEW DEVELOPMENTS in radio
and radar precipitated by the war
will not render obsolete present
broadcasting equipment, according
to Paul L. Chamberlain, manager,
transmitter sales, General Electric
Co. In a letter to Broadcasting,
Mr. Chamberlain anticipates some
replacement of low-powered AM
stations by FM stations which may
lead to higher power for the remaining AM stations.
Text
of
follows : Mr. Chamberlain's letter
"Many questions were asked of
us at the NAB convention in Chicago. The foremost among these
and one in which you may be interested is — 'Will secret war developments in radio and radar bring
revolutionary changes in broadcast transmitters after the war?'
"Our answer is, 'Definitely No!'
War developments undoubtedly
will bring improvements in broadcast transmitters, FM, AM, and
television, but we foresee no radical changes that will prematurely
obsolete present equipment.
AM Replacements
"What we do anticipate in the
field of post-war broadcasting is
the replacement by FM stations of
many low-powered AM stations
which are now handicapped by interference and inadequate signal
strength. This probably will mean
higher power and more clear channels for the remaining AM stations.
"We

expect television broadcasting to develop rapidly after
the war, along with FM radio
broadcasting. Manufacturing experience gained in the production
of electronic equipment for war
will undoubtedly result in lowerpriced television receivers after the
war and this, plus public demand,
should accelerate the expansion of
television seiwice.
"After the war, we expect to
continue to build all types of transmitters— FM, AM, television — together with auxiliary equipment
and such devices as the magnetic
wire recorder which you may have
seen at the Chicago meeting."
Hams

OLDEST IN TERM of service of NBC Central Division, Theodor E.
Schreyer (second from left), and Howard Luttgens (third from left),
receive congratulations on completion of 17 years with the company at
a recent dinner held at the Tavern Club, Chicago, feting employees of
10 years' or more standing. L to r: Harry C. Kopf, vice-president and
manager of NBC central division; Mr. Schreyer; Mr. Luttgens; Frank
Mullen, vice-president and general manager of NBC.
BROADCASTING

Reinstated

ALL
AMATEUR
operators'
licenses
which haveradio
expired
since
Dec. 7, 1941, have been reinstated
and extended for three years from
the expiration date of each license,
the FCC announced last week. The
action was taken, the FCC said,
because it is difficult for amateur
operators
now work
in the
armed services or in war
at locations
far
from their homes to make timely
applications for renewal. Licenses
expiring between June 1, 1943, and
Dec. 7, 1944, will also be extended
for three years. This will make it
easier for amateur stations, which
have been banned since the war began, to resume operation when this
is permitted.
• Broadcast
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There's
not another
like it!
Traditions have played an important role in
Probably the most famous of all American
the more than 18 years of service which
fighting units in World War I was the
WTIC has rendered to Southern New EngForty-second, or Rainbow Division. Its
land. On the other hand, faithfulness to
name and insignia was derived from the
tradition
has not been practiced at the
fact that it drew its personnel from practiexpense of progress. It is, perhaps, this
cally every state in the Nation, as well as the
District of Columbia. The Rainbow Division
happy combination which has gained — and
had a distinguished record of service from
held— for WTIC, the respect and attention
1917 to 1919, in the course of which it
of a vast audience of intelligent and well-tosuffered almost 14,000 casualties. Followdo New Englanders. This respect and attention enables us to remind advertisers that—
ing the armistice, the division acted as part
for quick and wholesome response to your
of the Army of Occupation. As this is written, the Rainbow Division is being reconstisales message—
tuted, and young men from every part of our
land are joining together to carry on, once
more, the glorious traditions of their fathers.
There's not another like it!
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Airways

Band

Relinquish

200-400
Between
Ranging
OWI Report Discloses Plan to Rebuild
Of

Plane

Communication

DISCLOSURE by the Office of
War Information that in the postwar era the nation's airways will be
disposed to relinquish the standard
intermediate band between 200 and
400 kc. and rebuild the domestic
airways system in the ultra-high
frequency range has given rise to
speculation in radio circles of possible use of these frequencies below the standard broadcast band
for broadcasting.
In a detailed report released today [June 7], OWI covered all
phases of American air transport
and dealt with post-war uses. In
that section devoted to airways and
navigation facilities, OWI said that
the "immediate post-war problem
of the airways, as seen by Civil
Aeronautics Authority, will be to
rebuild the entire domestic airways
system by substituting ultra-high
frequency for the old standard intermediate frequencies ranging between 200 and 400 kc."
Radar to Be Used
The report added that ultra-high
frequency "will eliminate static
and provide a visual as well as an
aural course, if not omni-directional courses." New electronic
control devices, including radar, it
stated, "will also play a large part
in post-war aviation."
Both Government and private
engineers pointed out that the 200400 kc. range is well-suited for
broadcast purposes. But they also
observed that in large measure the
drift is toward ultra-high frequencies for post-war broadcasting
with FM looked upon as the mode
destined to receive greatest impetus.
Radio relay systems for FM, which
should make feasible networking of
FM stations, also are regarded as
latent.
The lower frequency range would
provide phenomenal primary coverage, even with present peak power
of 50,000 watts. These channels,
however, are more susceptible to
static, and means of overcoming the
higher noise level would be involved. This would be particularly
true in the South. On the other
hand, a station operating in the
lower frequencies centrally located
geographically and in a relatively
cold climate would have unparallel coverage.
Engineering observers did not
foresee any immediate opportunity
for conversion of the 200-400 kc.
range to standard broadcasting in
the post-war era. Aside from the
ultra-high frequency trend, it was
pointed out that several other services, including maritime directionfinding and maritime radio beacons
operate in that portion of the
spectrum.
Moreover, those channels are alPage
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DOW-JONES
STUDIES
RADIO
INDUSTRY
THE RADIO INDUSTRY is the
subject of a Dow- Jones Survey
published in the Wall Street Journal of June 2. The survey points
to an estimated $6 billion backlog
of orders, assuring a high rate of
activity by the radio manufacturing industry for some time. Profits
are indicated to be running as well
or better than a year ago.

kc.
System

in Ultra-Highs

located internationally and even if
decisions were reached in this country for dropping of these channels
for domestic airways, other nations
might desire them for that purpose
for an indefinite period.
Thus, international conversations
would be necessary, probably at the
first international telecommunications conference to be held following the war. The last conference
was held in 1938 in Cairo. Scheduled at five-year* intervals the next
conference was to have been held
in Rome in 1942, but was called off
because of the war. Observers recalled that no telecommunications
conference was held between 1912
and 1927 because of World War I.
While engineers often have commented that the ideal broadcast
band would be in the range from
about 150 kc. to 1,000 kc, (instead
of 550 to 1,600 kc.) that was before
FM and its potentialities became
evident. Moreover, the international
distress frequency at 545 kc. would
prove a complicating factor, along
with certain maritime and coastal
mobile services in the range between 400 and 500 kc.
Depending upon developments,
however, engineers were inclined
to look with interest upon the possible opening of these lower frequencies for broadcast services,
perhaps for ultimate development
of a few high-powered broadcast
stations to provide rural or practically national coverage.
Broadcasters

to Get

Gas

For Essential Activities
BROADCASTERS in the eastern
gasoline shortage area are among
the essential industries listed by
WPB and ODT as eligible to apply
for supplimental gasoline rations
if the recent 40% cut in T coupons
should "unduly
restrict" their essential civilian service.

Burden of proof will be with the
applicant, ODT warns. Applicants
will be required to submit to ODT
regional offices records of their
operations. These will be expected
to show that fuel
essential purposes.is used for strictly
Stams Extended
STANDARD BRANDS, New York,
has expanded the area in which it
is promoting Stams to 26 states
in the mid-central region. Firm
started the campaign for the new
vitamin tablets in six midwestern
states the first of the year [Broadcasting, Jan. 25]. A total of 19
stations have been added in the
process of expansion. In addition
to cut-ins for Stams on two NBC
programs, Standard Brands promotes the product in the area
through special announcements on
leading stations of other networks.
Agency is Ted Bates Inc., New
York.

CUTTING CAKE for Logan Time,
all-Army show on KLZ, Denver, on
its first anniversary are Manager
Hugh B. Terry and Sgt. Herb
Trackman, announcer. Aired as a
public service feature, the program
is said to have had the longest run
for this type in the region. Studio
audience and cast helped celebrate.

lencies Get Monthly Account
TR
RJ
ioRns
EPOW
■
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STANDARD
monthly report on
merchandising and program promotion has been started by Owen F.
Uridge, advertising director and
assistant general manager of WJR,
Detroit, to inform advertising
agencies on promotional activities
of the station. The report was established, Mr. Uridge explained, in
the face of growing demands from
agencies for detailed and complicated reports which could not be
prepared because of manpower
losses.
In the monthly report, the station will indicate the number of
courtesy announcements extended
to each client, the number of mentions in syndicated news and gossip
columns, the number of mentions
in a radio gossip column for the
two Detroit Sunday newspapers,
both of which are paid for by the
station, and the number of calls
made on retailers, jobbers and
wholesalers in behalf of the product. Asserting that in the future
the station will decline to fill in
questionnaires submitted by agencies, WJR said no effort would be
made to indicate when air announcements are made plugging a
particular show, nor will tear
sheets or other visual proof be
made.

Referring to the national networks, the report says that NBC
and CBS admittedly suffered a
hard blow when they lost, in the
Supreme Court, their case to set
aside the FCC rules on station contracts. As to the actual harm suffered, Dow-Jones says it will taks
time to assay the damage. It summarizes the main point at issue as
being
" 'exclusive
under the
which
NBC andoption
CBS time'
were
able to insure priority for their
programs with their network stations." The decision came when the
networks were expecting record
business, the report said.
The Blue Network, owned by
RCA, is reported to have made $200
million last year, all ploughed back
into the business. While a greater
profit is reportedly expected, it is
said that RCA probably will not
get any of it under the policy of
network self -improvement.
Menaugh

Serving Under Warner
ROBERT M. (Bob) MENAUGH,
superintendent of the House Radio
Gallery, last week was commissioned a first lieutenant in the
Army Reserve and assigned to the
Bureau of Public Relations in
Washington, War Intelligence Division. His immediate superior is
Lt. Col. Al Warner, former CBS
Washington commentator and expresident
ents Assn.of the Radio CorrespondLt. Menaugh has been superintendent of the House Radio Gallery since its formation in 1939.
He is a former newspaperman
from Indiana, but was employed
by the House prior to his selection
for the Radio Gallery assignment.
He has been granted leave from
the Congressional assignment for
the duration. His successor has not
yet been named.
WKBN

Carrier

Cable,

Spiral

4,

In Use by Signal Corps
CARRIER equipment, used in a
system known as "Spiral 4", has
eliminated the need for pole-line
construction for Army communications. The Signal Corps now uses
a single rubber-covered cable, the
thickness of a lead pencil, to carry
three telephone and four telegraph
circuits. Made in quarter-mile
lengths, the ends have weatherproof connectors which snap together without splicing. With amalong the way,
4"
will spanplifiers
distances
up to "Spiral
150 miles.
If the enemy should tap one of
these lines, they would hear only an
assortment of squeaks and buzzing,
for the seven messages are sent
simultaneously on different frequencies by means of intricate apparatus, and unscrambled at the
receiving end by a similar device..
BROADCASTING

Commissioned

Now

in Fulltime

Operation With 5,000 w.
WKBN, Youngtown, pioneer CBS
outlet, last Sunday (June 6) formally announced its operation with
5,000-watts fulltime. For the last
year WKBN has used 5,000 watts
day and 500 watts night, because of
delays entailed by wartime conditions in construction of its directional antenna system. The station
operates on 570 kc.
WKBN procured its construction permit prior to the freeze order
of April, 1942, and material was
on hand as far back as September,
1941. Difficulties in obtaining required parts made it necessary to
postpone the fulltime announcement several times. With all obstacles surmounted, the station
went on fulltime 5,000-watt program tests recently, with the formal dedication on Sunday. Warren
P. Williamson Jr. is president and
general manager.
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DaVID
LILIENTHAL, TVA chairman, declared recently "a
sword of the democracies in war, Tennessee Valley Authority
can readily be beaten into the plowshares
is won."

*

Mr. Lilienthal went

with 73%

victory

»<

-

on to say that value added

facture in the Tennessee
1939, and that wages

of peace when

Valley increased

increased 85%

88%

by manu-

from

1933 to

in the Valley as compared

for the entire country.

Thus, in the war and in the peace to follow, TVA

is and will

continue to function as a powerful progressive force.
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DISCS
FOR

SPONSORED
TRAVEL

CHECKS

AMERICAN EXPRESS Co.'s 12station campaign to promote travelers checks got under way last
week with sponsorship of a twiceweekly quarter hour of popular recorded music. Program is named
Cheque Your Music on all outlets
except WQXR, New York, where
classical discs are aired under the
title American Express Cavalcade
of Music (Broadcasting, May 24).
Drive is directed at wartime travelers such as service men, inductees, and families visiting camps,
and at those who are making: trips
in connection with essential war

work. Contracts for 17 weeks were
placed through Caples Co., New
York. In addition to WQXR and
two key BLUE outlets, WJZ, New
York, and WENR, Chicago, stations used are: WTOP WSB WIOD
WWL KDKA KNX KPO KOMO
and one outlet in Texas.
Crosby Returns
CONVERSION of the Del Mar (Cal.)
Turf Club into a war airplane parts
factory by its owner, Bing Crosby,
star of the weekly NBC Kraft Music
Hall, sponsored by Kraft Cheese Co.,
was announced in late May. Singercomedian on June 8 returns to his
weekly radio series after personal appearances at Army camps and War
Bond rallies across the country.

'True Story' on 106

PUBLICATIONS'
DDEN
MacFA
schedule for True Story
radio
spot
Magazine, which varies from time
to time, last month was carried on
106 stations. Five-minute transcribed programs are used. A series
of 52 such programs distributed
over a period of a year, starts on
WDRC, Hartford, June 11. Agency
is Raymond Spector Co., New
York.
GABRIEL

HEATTER, Mutual commentator, who leaves for a two-week
vacation following his June 11 broadcast, will be replaced by Frank
Singiser, newscaster of WOR, New
York.

BROADCASTING
COMPANY
WIDENER BUILDING
PITT EN HOUSE 6900

Vice -Phesi dent General Managed

^hduddphia

Dear Mr. Caparell:
It often happens that someone turns
in an excellent job but no one is appreciative enough
to talk about it.
With that thought before me, I was
prompted to speak out loud, as it were, and tell you
how much the International News Service has meant to
WFIL during these trying times.
WFIL is one station which has given
over a substantial percentage of its time to the dissemination of news and in this connection the International
News Service has not only played its part but played it
exceedingly well.
We frequently find we are not only
first on the air with the latest news but also most important is the fact that we can always count on the news
being complete in every detail and authentic.
As you might gather from the above,
we are glad we are associated with the International
News Service.

Industry

Draft

Hits
Canadians
CANADIAN broadcasting, which
previously understood it had equal
labor priority with newspapers, has
now been included with theatres as
entertainment. This action is taken
in the latest Canadian man-power
regulation which calls for industrial drafting of single and married
men from 19 to 25 and single men
to 40 years who have been turned
down by the army.
The order did not specifically refer to radio, but National Selective
Service director A. MacNamara
has left no doubt about where
broadcasting now stands following
presentations of both the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. and the Canadian Association of Broadcasters.

Hope Replacement
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago (toothpaste), with broadcast of June 22
will sponsor the weekly half-hour
program, Johnny Mercer's Music
Shop, as a 13-week summer replacement for the Bob Hope Show
on 125 NBC stations, Tuesday, 1010:30 p.m. (EWT). Mercer will
m.c. and sing, with music directed
by Paul Wetstein, film studio arranger. Format, with line-up of additional talent, is now being worked
out. A package deal by Ken Dolan,
Beverly Hills, Cal., talent service,
summer replacement series is being considered as a supplementary
network vehicle for Pepsodent Co.
when the Bob Hope Show resumes
in fall. Agency is Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago.

J & J Spots on 93
TO PROMOTE its Baby Powder
and Baby Oil, Johnson & Johnson,
New Brunswick, N. J., has started
a spot campaign entailing the use
of 10 one-minute announcements or
chain breaks weekly on 93 stations.
Drive got under way May 3 on a
group of outlets mainly located in
the South, while June 7 is the starting date for the northern area.
Firm continues its spot campaign
for surgical dressings on 71 stations. Agency is Young & Rubicam,
New York.
Book on Dialects
A PRACTICAL presentation of
foreign dialects is provided in
Manual of Foreign Dialects for
Radio, Stage and Screen, by Lewis
Herman and Marguerite Shalett
Herman [Ziff-Davis Publishing
Co., Chicago, 1943, 416 pp., $6].
Although the basic principles of
dialect study are outlined especially for the use of radio actors,
the manual covers a field sufficiently broad to include helps for
the teacher, writer, and student
as well.
Arco on 35
ARCO PUBLISHING Co., New
York, is promoting its Practice for
the Army Tests on 35 stations
throughout the country. Announcements are used on a varyine basis.
J. R. Kupsick Adv., New York, is
ness.
agency for the firm's radio busi-
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OVER
RIGHT

THE
FENCE!

A

bunt

a man

will often

bring

a

man

home

from

third. A

hit will sometimes

on first, second, and third. But the play that brings the bleachers

cheering is the sock over center-field fence. Now,
ness would be power
Allegheny

County

without

to its feet

50,000 watts in the Siberian wilder-

persuasion. But pivot them

and the 71 tri-state counties which

lation or more, and you've got something.

put

in Pittsburgh to take in all

embrace

60 towns of 10,000 popu-

In short, you've got KDKA,

which

covers

the outfield as well as the infield. Batter up !

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

NBC

SPOT

SALES

its regular schedule
USIN
of Gannouncements for Super
Suds on five New York stations, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co., Jersey City, conducted a contest for the best limerick on the
product, offering a total of 90 fur
coats as prizes. Contest had an additional promotional angle in the
use of the name of I. J. Fox, New
York fur company from which the
coats, scarves and fur-trimmed
coats were purchased by Colgate.
Sponsor paid the full cost of the
contest including the cost of the
prizes. Radio is being used as a
supplement to an extensive local
newspaper advertising campaign.
Agency is William Esty & Co.,
New York.

News — Know How
THREE-COLOR brochure, titled
"News — Know How", tells how
KLZ, Denver, newscasts are prepared. Illustrated with photographs
of the news staff, mobile units and
election coverage, the booklet has
been mailed nation-wide to timebuyers, sponsors, agencies and
clients.

Metcltandillnj
&
J^tomotlon
Know How — Life Format — Super Plugs
Rabbit Land — Educational Bid
Recipe Book
WARTIME recipe book, prepared by General Foods Corp., New
York, is being offered to listeners
on several of the company's radio
programs. The 40-page booklet, designed to help housewives make
the most of foods easily obtainable
at retail grocery stores, was compiled by G-F's consumer service.
A

Bless Her
WNAX, Sioux City-Yankton, recently released a green and brown
color mailing piece relating success
of women's participating program
Your Neighbor Lady. Copy emphasizes radio selling as distinct from
advertising, and represents Wynn
Hubler, " 'Your Neighbor Lady,'
God Bless Her" in caricature.

WESX Uses Life Format
WITH a front page simulating
cover of Life magzine, WESX,
Marblehead, Mass., has issued a
12-page coated paper piece in two
colors with pictures emphasizing
station's artists, technical setup,
services, etc. First inside right
hand page explains that WESX
attempts to keep its pledge at all
times to "serve," the public, in this
case, being the North Shore Broadarea comprising
10 citiescasting
andCompany's
20 towns
as listed.
Map shows where 450,000 in primary area are
"TheStates
best
local station
in located.
the United
and we can prove it," says the
brochure, which has been distributed to the trade.

Film Tie-up
IN A PROMOTION tie-up, RKO
Radio Pictures Inc., is conducting
a local talent search through the
weekly 60-minute amateur program, Opportunity Hour, sponsored
by Petrol Corp., Los Angeles, on
KNX Hollywood. War Bond is
given winning contestant each week
by the petrol firm with a film contract to be awarded grand winner
at end of each 13-week period.
Search is designed to discover outstanding, talented youngsters under 17 years. RKO also spots featured stars on the program to publicize current film releases.
* * *
Educational Bid

WCCO, Minneapolis, makes a bid
for interest of 5,000 Northwest
school officials and presidents of
important club groups, through a
booklet exploiting educational stations. Idea is to set up proof of
WCCO's service to the general
public. Booklet is 5% x 8V2, two
colors, with high caliber art work.
Programs plugged in the booklet
are local ; an attached smaller piece
lists CBS educational shows carried by WCCO. First right hand
page is a quote from Lyman Bryson, CBS director of education.
Foreword is by station manager,
A. E. Joscelyn.
Rabbit Land

IS
of

the

A

PROSPEROUS

1/,-Billion-Dollar

PORTION*

Market

put

together

by

LISTENERS to Do You Know
the Answer? on WOV, New York,
have multiplied so rapidly since
the program started several months
ago, the station is publicising the
fact with a pink folder titled "Take
the Case of Rabbits!" Since the
brochure was printed, Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia, has taken
over sponsorship of the six-weekly
series for the Saturday Evening
Post, an insert states. Inside of the
folder is a map of "WOV's Rabbitland" a picture of the 16 primary
counties WOV covers.
* * *
Super Promotion
PROMOTE Superman, program now sponsored on the full
MBS network by Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich., both the advertiser and Superman Inc., copyright owner, are using the character's newspaper, magazine and
motion picture tieups, a total of
more than 4,000 Kellogg jobbers,
and 211 Mutual stations. The latter receive giant folders containing samples of the promotional material, including sample ads, sugtie-ups. gested announceme
nts and dealer
* * *
Flash Bulletin
BLUE SPOT SALES released on
June 1 the first issue of a monthly
"Flash Bulletin," to agencies. The
contents include short items on
WJZ, New York; WENR, Chicago,
KGO, San Francisco; and the Pacific BLUE network, all represented by the spot sales department.
Exceptional time periods available
will be listed. Four-page bulletin,
produced by photo offset process,
will be edited by Murray B. Grabhorn, national spot sales manager.

TO

In the Hudson Circle, where the cities are scattered £>nd the conductivity
only fair, it takes power to put together a 1 ^-billion-dollar retail market.
WGY — with the region's highest power (50,000 watts) and the lowest
frequency (810 kilocycles) — is the only station that can do it.
Within a radius of 100 miles from Schenectady, there is only one outlet
for NBC, the most popular network, and that is WGY. NBC's great shows,
plus such topflight local programs as "Speaking of Books," the "Market
Basket," and the "Farm Paper of the Air," give 'GY ZlA times as many
listeners as the next nearest station.

WGY's first listeners heard it over crystal sets 21 years ago. Later they
were the first listeners in the world to be served by a 50,000-watt station.
Today, WGY is a regular listening habit in the 1,045,700 radio homes of
the Hudson Circle.

*A market which includes such cities as Schenectady, Troy, Albany, Utica,
Rome, Kingston, Blmira, Amsterdam, Binghamton, Burlington, Watertovrn.

o

GENERAL

f

ELECTRICS

RECORDINGS by the WOR Recording Studios of the recent speech before Philadelphia's Rotary Club by
Miller McClintock, president of MBS
[Broadcasting, May 31], will be circulated throughout the country for
use by local advertising clubs and
similar organizations. He proposed advertising citations for war service.

WGY

SCHENECTADY,

Page
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Obeying
WCCO

Highest
and

Court,

WMT

ACTING pursuant to the Supreme Court mandate in the NBCKOA case, the FCC last Tuesday
granted two pending applications
for rehearing, to allow the parties
in interest full participation rights,
as required by the highest tribunal.
WCCO, Minneapolis, clear channel outlet, had petitioned for rehearing against the grant of a
special service authorization to
WNYC, New York, municipallyowned station, which in effect
would give New York station full
time and break down the clear
channel. The Commission set aside
the grant to the New York station
and designated the application for
hearing, with WCCO a party.
Simultaneously, however, the Commission announced denial of the
petition of the Clear Channel
Bx-oadcasting Service for rehearing and intervention directed
against the WNYC grant.
KSJB Grant Revoked

149,000

people— more

than the pop-

ulation of the entire state of Nevada
or Albany,
into Cook

New

York

and five adjoining

since the last census

The

— have

attention

was

moved
counties

taken.

of the 149,000

peo-

ple—who inhabit this great invisible
city — is presented
advertisers

who

as a bonus
place

to the

their

cam-

paigns on

Tfr^tfa^/
50,000

Watts

•

670

Kc.

Represented Nationally by the NBC Spot Offices
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DENVER
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CLEVELAND

In its second action stemming
from the Supreme Court precedent,
the FCC adopted orders granting
the petition for rehearing by WMT,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, against the
FCC action of April 14, 1942, granting without hearing the application of KSJB, Jamestown, N. D.,
for modification of license to change
frequency from 1400 to 600 kc. and
power from 250 watts day and
night to 100 watts night, 250 watts
day, full time.
The Commission set aside the
grant to KSJB, of which John W.
Boler is president, and designated
the application for hearing upon
specified issues, with WMT
a
party to the hearings. The Commission announced that on its own
motion it had granted a special
Store Symphony Series
SUMMER
SERIES of weekly
broadcasts by the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Efrem Kurtz, will be sponsored by
Sam's Cut Rate Inc., Detroit department store. Mr. Kurtz has been
conductor-in-chief of the Ballet
Russe of Monte Carlo, and last year
conducted the Detroit Symphony in
a series of post-season spring concerts. Edwin K. Wheeler, manager
of WWJ, announced that the summer concerts, which began last
Sunday, June 6, and will continue
through September, will be broadcast Sundays 6 to 7 p.m. from the
WWJ auditorium studio. Programs
will promote various phases of the
war effort and special speakers will
be presented.
WINS Appoints Reiter
CECIL H. HACKETT, managing
director of WINS, New York, announces appointment of Virgil
Reiter & Co. as midwestern sales
representative. Virgil Reiter is located at 400 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, telephone Superior 5072.
Reiter also represents WCAU,
Philadelphia, and WIBX, Utica,
N. Y.
BROADCASTING

FCC

to Rehear

Interference
Pleas
service authorization to KSJB to
permit it to operate on 600 kc. with
100 watts night and 250 watts day
"pending hearing and determination by the Commission on KSJB's
application for modification of
New Hearing on KOA
The FCC May 26 ordered a new
license."
hearing on the applications of
WHDH, Boston, and WJW, Akron,
for authority to operate on the
KOA clear channel of 850 kc, following the Supreme Court ruling
in the KOA case. A preliminary
conference between counsel and
Commissioner C. J. Durr, who will
preside at the hearing, is scheduled
for June 9. Reports were current
that NBC, having established the
legal principle, might not be disposed to pursue a new hearing. If
that ensues, presumably WHDH
and WJW, now in the process of
moving to Cleveland, would remain
on the frequency without the necessity of hearing, operating with 5
kw. The Boston station already is
a BLUE Network outlet and WJW
is slated to join that network upon
location near Cleveland about
Aug. 1.
Bitner Is Named
Of WPB
Printing

Head
Body

HARRY M. BITNER, publisher of
Hearst's Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph
and part owner of WFBM, Indianapolis, has been appointed director
of the WPB's Printing & Publishing Division, Donald D. Davis,
WPB Vice-Chairman for Operations announced last week, Mr.
Bitner succeeds William G. Chandler, who had been on leave as a
member of the Advisory Board of
Scripps-Howard newspapers.
Previously, Mr. Bitner had come
to WPB in March as Deputy Director of the Printing & Publishing Division. In December, 1941,
the FCC had approved a deal in
which Mr. Bitner, then holder of
controlling interest in WFBM, had
sold 1,000 of his 1,822% shares to
members of his family. The Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, of which he
is president and publisher, is owner
of WCAE, that city.
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"DAYS"
OF
SERIES
IN
Knowing that people in the Balti- , sented on these "days" are espemore area were vitally interested in
cially prepared dramatizations, written in most cases by the WBAL
doing everything possible to cooperate with the war effort — and bestaff, or by the Government Department affected. The programs
lieving that they would be greatly
helped by a full explanation of the
are factual, helpful — designed to
parts they could play — WBAL last
answer the questions in listeners'
minds as to how they can best be of
October launched a scries of special
service.
"days."
With its many war plants, BaltiEach "day" is devoted to one
phase of the war effort, with from
more is a critical labor area, where
more and more women are needed to
si:, to ten programs covering various angles of the subject. Included
replace men called into service and
in the series have been
to keep production mounting. On
"Woman Power Day," WBAL pro"Women at War Day"
grams covered Women in Ordnance,
"Navy Service Day"
Women in Aircraft, Women in Men's
"Army Service Day"
Shoes, Women in Transportation,
"Red Cross Day"
Women
in Training, Women at War
"Industries at War Day"
and Women in Communications.
"Civilian Defense Day"
Surely congratulations to WBAL
"Woman Power Day"
are in order for this soundly planned
"WAAC Day"
series of contributions to the war
"Farmers at War Day"
effort!
Practically all the programs pre-

Can

soldiers

Ask

WALB

BROADCASTING

WNBT
Wardens

how

to

handle 'em!
The enemy's newest explosive types
of incendiary bombs and the best
means of extinguishing them, are
shown in British-made films being
televised by WNBT in its weekly
Air Raid Warden's course.

• Broadcast

war

helps

to get

workers

Down in Atlanta, WSB and the Office of Civilian Defense are putting
on a 15 minute program, "I Want a
War Job," which gives listeners
much helpful information on war
work. On the first day after the first
show, the U. S. Employment Service recorded a 25% increase in applicants and the local Civil Service
office reports an average increase
of over 200 applicants per day.

!

WCKY
programs triple
blood donations

shows

WSB

sell?

Not long ago, soldiers from Turner
Field joined forces with WALB, located in Albany, Georgia, to boost
the sale of War Bonds on the station's weekly 45-minute program.
In their second appearance, the soldiers hung up a new record, topping
the old mark of $15,000 with a figure
of $21,500.

A certificate of appreciation for
"outstanding cooperation with the
American Red Cross Blood Donor
Service" has been presented to
WCKY, Cincinnati. As a result of
18 weeks of "Let Freedom Ring"
broadcasts from this station, Cincinnati blood donations were more
than tripled — from 900 pints in the
week of November 13th to 2801
pints in the week of March 20th.
Here is a contribution which can be
measured in terms of human life!

If your station has done a war
job you are proud of, send
your story to Radio WarGram Editor, Western Electric Co., Room 928, 195 Broadway, New York, N. Y. If suitable, we will use it in one of
this series of War-Grams.

Advertising

Hit him

again!

During the 2nd War Loan Campaign, over 800 stations promoted
bonds. Here are just a few of the
successful methods used.
In New York, WEAF, WNEW anc
WAAT broadcast the meeting that
officially opened the drive. WABC
aired interviews with people in
many walks of life. WOR plugged
bonds on every program for 26
hours. Listeners to WQXR heard
talks by men who had seen action.
On WBNX, seven major language
groups got the drive under way.
In Philadelphia, WIP raised over
$700,000 in one day. "Information
Please," picked up from WTIC,
Hartford, sold $203,467,150 in bonds
as admission to the broadcast.
In Rochester, N. Y., WHAM,
WHEC and WSAY put on a combined broadcast that sold $96,625
in bonds. In Rochester, Minn.,
KROC had relatives of service men
read announcements they helped to
write. KXOK, St. Louis, used transcribed interviews from military
posts. KOA, Denver, broadcast from
planes dropping bond literature.
WKY, Oklahoma City, worked out
an auction with a local store — selected articles going to the biggest
bond buyers.
• • • —

One

of the

of this war

great

things

. . . RADAR

Perhaps you remember Western
Electric's ad with this cat picture
— which appeared in March 15th
Broadcasting. It told you of "elecfog.
trical cats" which enable our armed
forces to pierce darkness, clouds and
We can now tell you more. That
equipment is RADAR, which unerringly spots unseen ships and
planes — follows them — gives their
distance, course and speed — enables
our gunners to blast enemies they
can't see! Bell Telephone Laboratories helped develop RADAR — and
Western Electric is today one of the
largest manufacturers.

Victory Guardin'
from WHEB

Tips

On the cover of the April Program
Schedule of WHEB, Portsmouth, N.
H., are the following good tips:
Guard against paying prices above
legal ceilings.
Guard against gossiping detailed
information about the armed forces.
Guard against waste — against
buying more than you need.
Guard against hogging more than
your fair share of unrationed foods,
clothing and other necessities.
Guard against driving over 35
miles per hour — againct squandering tires, oil, gasoline.
• • • —
Graybar (Western Electric Distributor in V. S. A.) stands ready to be of
any possible service.
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The A. S. Abell Co.

Bethlehem Steel Co., Spar. Pt.
Bettar Ice Cream Co.

Activated Alum Corp.
Aclde, Inc.
Aetna Shirt Co.
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Brandt Inc.

Allied Aviation Corp.
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Buck Glass Co.
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The Calvert Distilling Co.
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Canton Railroad Co.
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The Gibson & Kirk Co.
Globe Brewing Co.
Albert F. Goetze, Inc.
Gordon-Lavin Pap. Box Co., I

Eastern Box Co.
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Ellicott Machine Corp.
Emerson Drug Co.
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Fashion Millinery Co.
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L. Gordon & Son
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Grafflin Bag Co., Inc.
Wm. Grecht Co.
L. Greif & Bro., Inc.
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Hanline Bros.
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Foster Bros. Mfg. Co.
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Coca-Cola Co.
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Balto.
Columbia Specialty Co.
Commercial Bag Mfg. Co.
Comfy Mfg. Co.
Commercial Envelope Co., Inc.
Consolidated Gas, El. L. & P. Co.
Container Corp. of America
Continental Can Co., Inc.
Continental Oil Co.
Continental Roofing Mills
Cooperative Mills, Inc.
Corkran Hill & Co., Inc.
The Crosse & Blackwell Co.
Crown Cork <& Seal Co., Inc.
C. R. Daniels, Inc.
The H. B. Davis Co.
Davis & Hamphill
Davison Chemical Corp.
Dell & Co., Inc.
Dickey <& Sons, Inc.
Dietrich Bros.
Dixie Mfg. Co., Inc.
The Dixon Bartlett Co.
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Doughnut Corp. of America
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E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
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French-Bray Printing Co., Inc.
Julien P. Friez & Sons
Fuld Bros.
Gamse Lithographing Co., Inc.
F. X. Ganter Co.
General Baking Co.
General Beverage Co.
General Chemical Co.
General Refractories Co.
3ds 61 Co., Inc.
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George Franke Sons Co.
Frankfort Distilleries Co., Inc.
Free State Brewery Corp.
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Hanover Shirt Co., Inc.
Hauswald Bakery
Hearst Con. Publications, Inc.
R. C. Heller Co., Inc.
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Hendler Creamery Co., Inc.
Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.
A. Hoen & Co., Inc.
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J. E. Smith Co.
Solarine Co.

National Color Printing Co., Inc.
National Distillers Products Grp.

Southern Envelope Co., Inc.
Southern Packing Co., Inc.
Dan A. Sprosty Bag Co.

Natl. Enamel. & Stamp. Co., Inc.
National Lead Co.

The Novelty Steam B'ler W. Co.
Noxzema Chemical Co.
Oles Envelope Corp.
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Owens-Illinois Can Co.
Owens Yacht Co.
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Parker Metal Decorating Co.
Paturzo Bros. & Son, Inc.
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Railroad Co.

Philadelphia Quartz Co.
Phillips Bros., Inc.
The C. M. Pitt & Sons Co.
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Pompeian Olive Oil Corp.
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Resinol Chemical Co.
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Revere Copper & Brass, Inc.
Rheem Manufacturing Co.
Roberts Bros., Inc.

& CO., Inc.

Maryland Paper Box Co.
Maryland Paper Products Co.
Md. & Penna. R. R. Co.
Maryland Sanitary Mfg. Corp.
Maryland Steel Products Co.
May Oil Burner Corp.
McCambridge & McCambr'e
McCormick & Co., Inc.

Co.

H. J. McGrath Co.
Men's Hats, Inc.
Mexican Petroleum Corp.
The Alexander Milburn Co.
Miller Metal Products Co., Inc.
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The Simpson & Doeller Co.
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The Slaysman Co.
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National Plastic Products Co.
National Sash Weight Corp.
Nelson Company
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A. Schreter & Sons Co., Inc.
I. Sekine Co., Inc.
Shell Oil Co., Inc.
Sherwood Brothers, Inc.

W. H. Roberts & Co.
S. Rosenbloom, Inc.
Rustless Iron & Steel Corp.
Rutledge Mfg. Corp.
S. Schapiro & Sons, Inc.
The Frank G. Schenuit Rub. Co.
Schindlers Peanut Products, Inc
Schloss Brothers & Co., Inc.
The Schluderberg-Kurdle Co.
Schmidt Baking Co., Inc.
Schneidereith & Sons
J. Schoeneman, Inc.
The Schofield Co.

The Stadium Mfg. Co., Inc.
Stand. Cap & Molding Co., Inc.
Standard Gas Equipment Corp.
Standard Metal Refininig Co.
Standard Oil Co. of N. J.
The Standard Overall Co.
Standard Pharmaceutical Corp.
Standard W. Phos. & Acid Wks.
The Stieff Co.
Chas. M. Stieff
Straus, Royer & Strass, Inc.
Strouse-Baer C.
Suburban CI. Carbonated B. Co.
Swift & Co.
Swindell Bros., Inc.
Arthur Thompson & Co.
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The Torsch Canning Co.
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Union Brothers
U. S. Industrial Chemicals, Inc.
U. S. Printing & Lithograph. Co.
Universal Machine Co.
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Voneiff-Drayer Co.
Walton & So., Inc.
Ward Baking Co.

Corp.

Waverly Press, Inc.
The H. C. Weiskittel & Co., Inc.
Western Electric Co., Inc.
Western Maryland Dairy Corp.
Western Maryland Railway Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Westport Paving Brick Co.
The White Co.
The F. L. Wight Distilling Co.
Williamson Veneer Co.
Winchester & Woods
Worcester Wire Novelty Co.
Yale Underwear Co.
Young Aniline Works, Inc.
The J. S. Young Co.
Young & Selden Company
William F. Zeller Co., Inc.
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Radar's
Legacy
SINCE the military high command drew back
the curtain on April 23 and revealed the magic
of radar, hundreds of thousands of words have

been printed about this "secret weapon" of
World War II. Almost every day now achievements are credited to this offshoot of the
vacuum tube using the ultra-highs and which,
by means of boomeranging radio beams, detects distant enemy ships and planes and
makes possible point-blank firing irrespective
of weather, season or hour.
What will radar mean in the post-war era?
That question, in the craft, is practically automatic. Itwill give to aviation an almost unbelievable safety-factor, with all-weather flying
a certainty. Ships on the high seas can forget
about fog, icebergs or other obstructions. Railroads may find in it a substitute for their complicated semaphore and signaling systems.
Those are the certain safety-of-life factors.
There will be others, when the whole story of
radar is unfolded after victory is won.
In the radio broadcasting and communications pursuits there are other advantages
which are self-evident, though not in their
provision of any new all-inclusive broadcast
service. Radar utilizes the ultra-highs. That is
the area of the spectrum in which such services
as television, FM and facsimile will find their
haven.

The amount of money spent in radar production since 1940 is measured not in millions,
but billions. For the 1943-44 fiscal year, some
$6,000,000,000 is sought for Army and Navy
electronics and radio equipment — much of it
for radar. High power is being used in the
ultra-highs for this transmission, overcoming
many of the developmental and operating difficulties that would have confronted private
industry if it would have undertaken this work
in normal times.

Inevitably the bi-products of radar development of the last few years will be of incalculable value to television and FM and other
services. The plant capacity for production of
tubes, increased many hundred-fold since Pearl
Harbor, will establish a made-to-order production line for these new public radio services.
The same goes for receiver and transmitter
production. Experienced manpower, fresh from
military service, will be available in abundance
for this highly specialized work.
Engineers know that one of the biggest probPage
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lems in connection with use of the ultra-highs
has been the development of tubes and transmitters using power of sufficient strength to
overcome distance. The war and radar brought
together the combined knowledge and brains
of the best scientists and physicists of the nation— from all laboratories and plants, from
Government and private life. They have worked
together as a team to attain the phenomenal
results that combine to make the American
type of radar.
In normal times it probably would take from
25 to 50 years to accomplish the results
achieved in the last two or three years through
the Army-Navy coordination that has brought
radar. Because of patent secrecy and the
competitive picture, private laboratories obviously would have moved cautiously. All these
brains were pooled under the stress of war
conditions and military needs.
All this tremendous impetus given the ultrahighs by virtue of radar's development will
accrue to the benefit of these public uses in the
happier days ahead, after the enemy is
crushed. And radar, thanks to American engineering genius, is getting in some heavy licks
on that road to "unconditional surrender."

Usurping
Congress
UNLESS we miss our guess, the Supreme
Court opinion in the network cases, coupled
with the all-out administration attack on
newspapers, will become a dominant political
issue in the campaign coming up. It isn't
what the opinion does to radio or to contractual relations between network and affiliates. That's simply an isolated aspect. It's
the broad regulatory pattern which the
Supreme Court has cut, using the network
cases as the vehicle. It's the question of
whether the Administration is reaching out
to control the media of expression, in contravention of the Constitutional guarantees.
The court, in the now famous Frankfurter
opinion, usurped the power of Congress. It
didn't interpret the Communications Act — it
wrote new law. The Act, for example, states
specifically that the FCC shall have no power
to censor programs. But the Court majority
said that the Commission is not simply a
^'traffic officer," but that Congress put upon
it the burden "of determining the composition of that traffic."
Radio's only traffic commodity is the pro-

gram. The FCC, thereby, as lawyers familiar
with radio jurisprudence see it, is authorized
by the highest tribunal to regulate programs.
That is only one of the broad new regulatory powers conferred upon the FCC. It is
symptomatic of the kind of power that may
be vested in other governmental agencies by
Court decree or "judicial legislation." The
newspapers definitely are in line for regulation of this character. The Associated Press
case follows this pattern. The question of
newspaper ownership of stations is inextricably interwoven in the Frankfurter opinion.
Multiple ownership of stations is decided by
something more than mere inference.
The Court appears to give the FCC the precise formula it may use in wielding these
extraordinary powers. Newspaper ownership
or multiple ownership, or regimentation of the
marvellous new public services destined to biossom after the war — television and FM — could
be accomplished by adopting the language of
the Frankfurter formula. Evidently all the
FCC has to say, is that its policy rulings will,
in the public interest, effectuate a "larger and
more effective use of radio". The opinion skillfully tied together the ambiguous public interest clause with the wholly remote technical
clause
relating
to experimentation. That's
something for anyone having any stake at all
in radio and its future to ponder.
Government attorneys may argue that these
are rash and irresponsible deductions — that
they constitute "dicta." But seasoned observers and those in high political office don't see
it that way. That's why, we predict, much
more will be heard in the halls of Congress
and in the political campaign, about the Frankfurter opinion, the FCC's grab for power, and
the "death knell" of the Constitutionally
guaranteed freedoms.
What can be done? Congress, despite its
lethargy on some legislative matters (and
radio has been a step-child for about 16
years) is not prone to let usurpation of its
powers go unchallenged. It hasn't permitted
even the executive branch to take over its
legislative functions. It wouldn't be disposed,
we assume, to permit the courts to go afield.
Through some sort of legislative expression Congress should, forthwith, say that it
never intended that the FCC should "control
the traffic" in broadcasting. This might be
done by a "sense of the Senate" resolution,
or by a special enactment, lest the courts
spread the Frankfurter philosophy to cover
all administrative agencies and all media of
expression.
At the moment, radio alone is in the
switches. Tomorrow it may be the press. Radio
must carry the ball initially at the hearings
coming up on the White-Wheeler Bill. It may
be unfortunte that a radio case is destined
to become the vehicle for a knock-down political fight. That isn't of radio's choosing. The
fact that the FCC hasn't yet invoked the
broad authorities conferred upon it by the
Frankfurter opinion doesn't mean that it
won't. Meanwhile, it provides the FCC's
power-grabbing majority with an unusually
potent bludgeon to keep the boys — networks
and stations alike — in line.

It's up to
— now lost
And it's up
freedom
s to
the issue.
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Congress to retrieve its authority
under the Frankfurter opinion.
to all those who believe in the
see that Congress understands
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NOTES

EARL H. GAMMONS, CBS Washington director, left Washington May 30
for Cresco, la., where his father, Rev.
John Gammons, was suddenly stricken
ill. Last reports were that the elder
Gammons was recovering.
GENE KRAEMER, former eastern
advertising manager of Scientific
American Magazine, has joined the
sales division of the New York office
of Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc.,
Ntw York.
CLAIR CHAMBERS, commercial
manager of CKCW, Moncton, N. B.,
has joined CKSO, Sudbury, Ont., as
manager, succeeding J. Woodill, who
is in charge of the GJs.BO-Sudburu
Star sales office at Toronto.
JOHN

E. FLATLEY, former advertising manager of the Mission Orange
Bottling Co., Chicago, has joined the
Chicago sales staff of Weed & Co.,
station representative. Mr. Flatley was
at one time with the advertising department of the Chicago Tribune.
A COKE in a drug,
OVER
store, James Frederic Hopkins, Ypsilanti, Mich., appliance business operator,
met by chance the lawyer for the
deceased owner of WJBK. A few
weeks later, in the summer of
1930, Mr. Hopkins was enroute to
Deteoit, a 50-watt share-time radio
station in the back seat of his car.
On the front seat next to him was
a metropolitan paper that went to
some pains to point out that there
was no clamorous demand for
another radio station in the city.
Freddy Hopkins would be the
last to question the truth of that
statement. When he set up operations, using records exclusively and
limiting commercials, he received
some nice fan letters — but found
1 time hard to sell.
The success of WJBK came later,
when the station casually discovl ered that Detroit's foreign language population offered a fertile
field for specialized programming.
WJBK is now the big name in Detroit's foreign language radio. The
station has sold nearly $1,000,000
worth of War Bonds to a foreign
language population which had
been described in a national magazine as "apathetic toward the war".
Freddy Hopkins is a native of
Ypsilanti, born March 2, 1902. At
16 he left Ypsilanti high school
to enlist in the Marines, where he
was motorcycle orderly to the late
Gen. Smedley D. Butler. In France,
he was stricken with meningitis,
recovering only after a long siege
in hospitals abroad and home.
After the war he finished high
school and entered the U. of Michigan.
During his third year at the university, Freddy left school to buy
a radio and appliance business.
He was engaged in this when that
accidental meeting over a coke
brought him the 50-watt station,
and a construction permit.
His first radio operations were
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at Ypsilanti, but in a matter of
weeks he learned that the city was
too small for its own station and
too near Detroit to compete with
the city stations. Seeking new capital to set up in the great motor
city, he found two backers. One
of them, Richard Connell, remains
a partner in James F. Hopkins
Inc., today — enterprises including
two small war plants and the Michigan Music Co., distributors of
Muzak.
In those early touch-and-go days,
WJBK reflected Freddy's interest
in sports. At one stage he planned
to make it the outstanding local
sports station, broadcasting Red
Wing hockey games, professional
and college football, and baseball.
But the telegraphic reconstruction
idea caught on so well that more
powerful stations, finding that important money was involved, outbid WJBK for the rights and network advertisers took over the
play-by-play accounts by sheer
weight of financial resources.
While this was going on, a freelance salesman dropped in one day
with an offer involving programs
beamed at Detroit's Polish audience. The management accepted it
reluctantly, even snootily. But the
audience response was amazing and
today WJBK has programs in 14
foreign tongues, its Polish programs alone using 50 persons and
averaging four hours daily. The
station operates around the clock
with 250 watts.
WJBK's big war job is bringing
Government messages to the foreign language group. Its foreign
language program director, Stanley Altschuler, devotes full time
to selling bonds, and the station
has sponsored rallies, auctions and
special drives.
In addition to his work at
WJBK, Freddy Hopkins is vicepresident of the Committee for
Wartime Foreign Language Broadcast Control.
Shopwork is one of his hobbies.
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W. M. ANGLE, president of Stromberg-Carlson Co. participated in a
panel discussion at the National Assn.
of Manufacturers conference on public relations in Cleveland, June 4.
BOB BOWLES has joined WGKV,
Charleston, W. Va., as salesman.
BOB GARDINER, former manager of
a Cedar Rapids collection agency, has
joined WMT Cedar Rapids, as radio
advertising account executive.
LYNN L. MEYER, account executive
with D. S. Manson & Assoc., Minneapolis, has been named sales director
of the Inter-Mountain Network, ineluding KLO, Salt Lake City, Ogden,
KOVO, Provo and KETJB, Price.
GERALD PATTERSON has been
elected by the Board of Directors as
assistant treasurer of the Iowa
Broadcasting Co., operating KSOKRNT, Des Moines, and WMT, Cedar
Rapids. He has been with the firm
since January, 1940.
BILL LOVE, formerly of CFCN, Calgary, Alb., and son of H. G. Love,
president and managing director of the
station, was recently graduated as a
second lieutenant in the Canadian Artillery. Both sons of the owner of
CFCN are now officers in the Artillery, Lieut. James Love having graduated from Gordon Head some time ago.
M. J. HUMPHREYS, commercial director of CFCF, Montreal, has been
transferred to the Canadian Marconi
Co.'s expediting department on war
production. He is replaced by Perley
E. Hiltz, former night supervisor of
CFCF, who has been with the station
since 1931.
MARK

FINLEY, on leave as publicity director of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, as intelligence officer with the Army in Ireland, has been promoted to captain of
infantry.
SUB-LT. KENNETH
LEIGHSMITH, Royal Canadian Navy, son
of Ei-nie Smith, sales promotion director of CFCF, Montreal, has been
graduated from McGill U. with the
highest standing in electrical engineering. He has been awarded the British
Assn. gold medal and first prize awarded by Montreal Light, Heat & Power
Co.
Others are hunting, fishing and
raising flowers. He married Ruth
Luscombe of Ypsilanti in 1922, and
has two sons, Robert and Wallace.

Sylvester Q. Cannon
SYLVESTER Quayle Cannon, a
member of the Latter-Day Saints
Church Council of Twelve Apostles, and president of the Radio Service Corporation of America, operators of KSL, Salt Lake
City, died last week at 77. Mr.
Cannon has been presiding Bishop
of the Latter-Day Saints from
1925-38, directing the financial affairs of the Mormon Church, and
supervising 1,000 Bishops and 9,000
members of the Aaronic priesthood.
His other activities included: president of the Deseret News Publishing Co.; engineering (City Engineer, Salt Lake City, 1913-25), and
business. He was married in 1904,
leaves a widow and seven children.
LT. COL. FRANK JENNINGS has
been appointed
director of
publicit relations for the Canadian
Army,
was
announced by Hon. J. L. Ralston,
Minister of National Defense at Ottawa. Jennings succeeds G. H. Sallans,
who resigned to return to his post as
general manager of British United
Press, Montreal. Lt. Col. Jennings
comes from St. John, N. B.. where he
was editor-in-chief of the TelegraphJournal and Evening Times-Globe, affiliated with CHSJ, St. John.
LEONARD ERIKSON, new general
sales manager of CBS, has returned
to New York after West Coast conferences.
WENDELL ELLIOTT, staff member
of KSAL, Salina, Kans., has been
elected a city commissioner.
HAROLD DAVIS has been promoted
to national sales representative of
WCAU, Philadelphia, taking charge of
the station's New York office. He succeeds Bob Street, resigned. Mr. Davis
joined the announcing staff of WCAU
last month. He had been with WDAS.
Philadelphia, since the early days of
radio as program director.
WILLIAM A. EVANS, sales manager
of KGB, San Diego, has been elected
president of the San Diego Advertising
Club.
JOHN

K. PAVLIS. account executive of WMT, Cedar Rapids, la.,
slated to become an ensign in the Naval
Reserve, is to report June 1, at Cornell U. Bob P. Roberts, also an account executive, and now an ensign
in the Naval Reserve, reported late
in April to Fort Schuyler, N. Y.
MAURICE C. COLEMAN has left
his post as commercial manager of
WAGA, Atlanta.
Samoff on Symposium
DAVID SARNOFF, president of
RCA, will take part in a symposium
on "Science and the Future", in
the second of NBC's post-war planning series, For This We Fight, on
June 12. Broadcast will feature a
discussion of future developments
in the field of electronics, and othej
technological subjects, with Walde
mar B. Kaempffert, science editor
of the N. Y. Times, as moderator.
Isaiah Bowman, president of Johns
Hopkins U., will complete the
panel. Series started June 5
[Broadcasting, May 31].
Miller

Named

Trustee

NEVILLE MILLER, president of
the NAB, was elected alumni trustee-at-large of Princeton U. at the
recent annual meeting of the National Alumni Assn. Mr. Miller, before joining the NAB in 1938, was
assistant to Harold W. Dodds,
Princeton president, and business
manager of the university.
June
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Farmers
in

Buy

Nearest

Small

Town

IN THE No. 1 Farm Market,
small-town merchants do 61.5% of
the retail business, according to
Dr. Wendell R. Smith, U. of Iowa.
First in total volume are retailers
with annual sales of $10,000-$19,000, most of whom are in towns
under 5,000 population, where farmers prefer to trade.

IND

BEH

ISABEL GOLDTHWAITB, formerly
an assistant information analyst for
the Office of Price Administration, has
joined CBS as an assistant in the
research department under the direction of John K. Churchill. Miss
Goldthwaite at one time was director
of promotion and research at KSFO,
San Francisco.
FRANK COFFIN, on the KGWKEX, Portland, Ore., announcing
staff since February, when he came
from KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash., has
been appointed chief announcer. Price
Burlingame, who worked at KGWKEX before becoming a teacher at a
Bend, Ore., high school, replaces Mr.
Coffin on the staff.
TOM SHANAHAN, announcer at
WEMP, Milwaukee, before joining the
Army, is now in the anti-aircraft artillery school at Camp Stewart, Ga.
SAMMY TAYLOR, announcer, and
Gordon Bambrick, production director
of KGW-KEX, Portland, Ore., are
fathers of boys born within three days
of each other.

According to Dr. Smith, trading
centers of the area may be divided
into three types:
1. Villages and small towns, lolated about every 7 miles, supply
convenience goods and services to
adjoining territory.
2. Larger towns, or county-seat
towns, found about every 25 miles,
supply convenience goods and specialized services to larger trading
areas.
3. Small and medium-size cities,
on major transportation lines,
rank higher in specialized services
and shopping goods sales.
The No. 1 Farm Market, concludes Dr. Smith, is the complete
reverse of the national pattern,
since cities of 100,000 or more population account for only 10.6% of
total retail sales.
Obviously, to influence sales in
such a market, radio advertisers
need a station programmed for
that market alone. KMA is the only
station devoting 70% of its time
to the specific needs of the 3 million people in its 151 primary
counties.

If you'd like to know what that
means in results for advertisers,
write for your copy of our latest
Market Data Brochure.

KMA
Blue

Network

The No. 1 Farm
in the No. 1 Farm
151
AROUND

Station
Market

COUNTIES
SHENANDOAH,

IA.

Free & Peters, \k
Exclusive National Representatives
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MRS. RUTH F. CRANE, director of
women's programs on W.JR, Detroit,
has been appointed to the advisory
committee for WAAC recruiting in
Michigan, by Maj. J. Bell Moran, director of WAAC recruiting in the
area.
FRANK HOLLOWAY has joined
WWL, New Orleans as announcer. He
was at one time night manager of
KXYZ. Houston, and has served with
WMC. Memnhis. and KWKH. Shreveport. He will be known as Jim Barry,
to avoid confusion with announcers
having names similar to his.
RT7DY VALLEE, NBC star now a
chief petty officer of the Coast Guard,
has received a commission as lieutenant.
MRS. VELVA HAYDEN, from
CKMO. Vancouver, has joined the
staff of CJOR, Vancouver.
BILL HAMPTON, Hollvwood writer
of CBS on the weekly Screen Guild
Players, has been inducted into the
Army.
EDDIE

FELBIN. freelance who conducts a number of commercial prograins on Philadelphia stations, also
known as Eddie First and Eddie Hovle
on many programs, becomes a private
in the Army Signal Corps May 31.
CLAIRE McMULLEN has taken
leave of abspnce from the promotion
staff of WFIL, Philadelphia, to attend the classes of the Summer Radio
Workshop at New York TJ„ New York.
She will return to the station at the
expiration of the summer course.
HENRY COOK, former announcer
of NBC, Chicago, became second lieutenant in the Army Air Forces at
Pampa, Tex., May 25.
HERB SHRINER, comedian featured
on the weekly CBS Camel Comedy
Caravan, sponsored by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. (Camel cigarettes), has
been inducted into the Army.
VINCENT ALEXANDER, announcer
of KGER, Long Beach, Cal., is the
father of a boy born on May 20.
ESTHER VAN WAGONER TUFTY,
woman correspondent whose Headlines From Washington is heard over
the Atlantic Coast Network from
WWDC, Washington, 12:45-1 p.m.
Monday through Saturday is taking
a two-month vacation.

WILLIAM KIRSCHKE and Sanford Schlesinger, have joined KSOKRNT, Des Moines, continuity and
announcing staffs respectively.
Kirschke replaces Jim Kelehen who is
with the Army Air Forces. Meredith
Case of the Des Moines Register has
joined the news staff. Dan Lawrence,
announcer is engaged to Helen Richardson, wedding planned this month.
WILLIAM P. DUNLAVY, one-time
staff organist of KFWB, Hollywood,
is now a sergeant with the headquarters detachment of the Army Transportation Corps, Los Angeles Port of
Embarkation.
TOD RUSSELL, announcer and m.c.
of CFRB, Toronto, is seriously ill
in the hospital with a spinal abscess.
BILL MARTELL, formerly of KYA
and KSAN, San Francisco, has joined
the announcing staff of KFRC, San
Fraacisco.
FRANK ALLEN, formerly of KVOR
Colorado Springs, has joined the announcing staff of KLZ, Denver.
EARL McGILL, CBS producerdirector, has been named producer of
the CBS-BBC international exchange
series Transatlantic Call: People to
People, replacing Norman Corwin,
who is still on the West Coast recuperating from an illness. The program has been extended through the
summer, and is now heard Sunday at
12:30-1 p.m.
ISABEL TUOMEY has resigned from
NBC's script division to join the Red
Cross as staff assistant at one of the
overseas clubs. She starts her training
in Washington June 14.
LEO A. KEMPINSKI, composer,
conductor and pianist, has joined NBC
a? a staff composer.
MIMS BOSWELL of Koscuisko.
Miss., replaces Lnwrence Watson as
announcer at WCBT. Columbus. Miss.
Watson enters the Navy. Mill McHan.
chief announcer, has taken charge of
the program and promotion dents.,
handling network traffic, announcing
and libraries.
OLLIE

REIHL has joined the production staff of WCAE. Pittsburgh.
Bob NelHs. announcer, has enlisted
with the Marines.
ROSEMARY STANGER is to be the
first woman announcer at WOWOWGL. Fort Wayne. Carolyn Reed, of
Depauw U., takps her nlace as program
supervisor of W49FW, Fort Wayne.
KEITH HTCOTNS. war program director of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles,
has joined the Navy and reports to
Camp Farragut, Ida.
LEE VINES, CBS announcer, has
been assigned to the New York Philharmonic Symnhony broadcasts, sponsored by U. S. Rubber Co.
EDDIE FIRESTONE Jr., who has
portrayed Joey Brewster on the CBS
That Brewster Boy, will be inducted
into the Marines July 1. His last
broadcast is June 11. He will receive
preliminary training at San Diego and
then be sent to Quantico, Va.. for officers training. Arnold Stang, 19-yearold New York actor, takes the role.
JACK CAHILL, former producer of
WBBM, Chicago, at present with the
Army in Palestine, is now producer of
American Forces Broadcast.
JIM BARRY, announcer of WWL,
New Orleans, is the father of a girl.
BILL JEFFERY of WOL, Washington, is the father of a girl.
H. L. FISHEL, former assistant director ofplays for the Federal Theatre,
has joined
WNYC,
New York's municipal station,
as program
director. He
did publicity for the World's Fair
Corp., New York, in 1940.
BILL CAMP, freelance announcer,
has joined the staff of KGER, Long
Beach, Cal.

BROADCASTING

Service Award
CERTIFICATES for service
were awarded WCPO-RKO
Minute Maids in Cincinnati
recently, each of whom had
served 36 hours selling War
Stamps and Bonds in local
theaters and booths. Awards
were given at a banquet, with
the ceremony broadcast by
transcription on the regular
WCPO Minute Maid program
the following evening.

CLARENCE WORDEN, for the last
four years with the CBS press inclination department, on May 27 was
commissioned a Major in the U. S.
Army, and reports to Washington
June 8 as public relations officer for
the Surgeon General's Office. Prior to
joining CBS, Major Worden was reporter, advertising account executive
and assistant to the general manager
of the N. Y. Daily News.
IRVING BORDERS, promotion copy
writer of CBS, Hollywood, has been
elected 1st vice-president of Los Angeles Advertising Club. Robert L.
Philippi, director of public relations
of Union Oil Co., Los Angeles, was
elected 2d vice-president.
DICK JOY, CBS Hollywood, newscaster, is assigned as announcer-narrator on Doionbeat, transcribed musical
show produced by the War Department for the AEF.
FRANCES TROY NORTHCROSS,
home economics columnist of the
Washington Times-Herald, has left
WOL, Washington, to appear on a
half-hour show, Monday through Saturday mornings at 9:30, on WINX,
Washington.
JOHN BARTLETT, announcer of
WTOP, Washington, is to marry
Jeanette Murphy of the auditing department of WINX, Washington, on
June 19.
P. E. BROWN, former superintendent
of maintenance of WCCO, Minneapoli
s,
has been named office manager, replacing Emmett J. Heerdt Jr., who
has joined New York Radio Sales.
John Raleigh, news analyst and former CBS foreign correspondent, has
been initiated into the Sigma Delta
Chi honorary journalistic fraternity
as a professional member.
WILLIAM GIRALDIN, formerly associated with Marwick, Mitchell & Co.,
Los Angeles, public accounting firm,
has joined cost accounting department
of
Universa
wood,
Cal. l Microphone Co., Ingle-

(Continued on page 86)
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Bread...

AS

and

A loaf of bread? . . . the Liberty Bell? . . .
the Philadelphia Market? . . . What have
they to do with each other? Simply this...
The people of America know that bread
is essential . . . Without it the Nation's
dinner pail could be as bare as Mother
Hubbard's legendary cupboard!
And the business men of America

IN

know

equally well that advertising is essential
. . . that advertising in the right markets
is doubly essential— particularly now— or
back they could go to the days of cracker

LIVING,

the

THE

ESSENTIAL

Philadelphia

Philadelphian's taste ... its directed coverage saturates the market from the Appalachians tothe sea. As one of the fastest
growing victory centers in America, with
an 80% increase in effective buying income in three years and a 21% increase
in retail sales, the Philadelphia market
of 5,500,000 people is yours with KYW.
KYW

. . . PHILADELPHIA
One of Eleven Stations in
Eleven Essential Markets

Represented

by NBC Spot Sales

barrels and oil lamps!
Philadelphia is one of those right markets
. . . and KYW the essential station . . .

Eleven stations which reach out to 55%
of the radio families in the United States

because KYW,

(primary areas only) . . . eleven essential

like scrapple, is to the

One

of a

series

on

America's

THINGS

fastest-growing

Victory

COME

FIRST

Market

markets where the buying power is 34.2%
greater than the country's average.
Yes, eleven stations and markets as essential to American business for the maintenance of war and peacetime sales as
bread and liberty are essential to
Americans for the maintenance of life.
KYW

• PHILADELPHIA

WEAF* New York

KOA* Denver

WRC • Washington
WMAQ • Chicago
KDKA« Pittsburgh
WTAM • Cleveland

KPO • San Francisco
WBZ-A • Boston-Springfield
WGY* Schenectady
WOWO-WGL • Fort Wayne

NBC

SPOT

Markets — Philadelphia

SALES

TED SEALY, a former buyer and
merchandiser in Cedar Rapids and
Iowa City, recently released from the
Army at Camp Wolters, Tex., has
joined the continuity staff of WMT,
Cedar Rapids, la. Wanda Montz, at
one time radio editor of the Cedar
Rapids Gazette, has moved from the
WMT Waterloo studios to Cedar
Rapids, as continuity writer. She replaces Paul Clark, who moved to
KVOR, Colorado Springs.
MILTON SAMUEL, western division
publicity director of BLUE, Hollywood, is the father of a girl, born
May 31. Mrs. Samuel formerly was
with NBC, San Francisco.
COLIN DAWKINS, formerly on the
faculty of State Teachers' College,
Trenton, N. J., has joined the production staff for all-night programs on
WABC, New York, alternating with
Robert Bell, and replacing Bill Barrett
resigned. Robert E. Lee, formerly of
the CBS engineer maintenance department, has been assigned as engineer
on W ABC's all-night programs, replacing Sydney Samuels, who has
been transferred to the day shift.
FRANCIS S. OLIVER, for 15 years
a director and producer, has been
named an assistant director in the network operations department of CBS.
ALAN FISHBURN, former actor and
freelance writer, has been appointed
assistant to Kenneth MacGregor, program director of WGN, Chicago. Ed
mund Kahn, formerly of the program
department, has been transferred to
prod notion.
LT. GEORGE H. GRIM, former radio director of the Minneapolis Star
Journal and Tribune, has been promoted to first lieutenant.
BILL VANCE, writer-producer of
WLS. Chicago, is father of a girl
born May 25.
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Bond

Campaign

To

Stepped

Be

Immediate

Aim

Up

is to Prevent

Slump in Series E Sales
TO HEAD OFF the dampening
effect of pay-as-you-go taxation on
Bond buying through the payroll
savings plan, the Treasury War
Savings Staff is planning a steppedup campaign to open June 15.
Purpose of the drive will be to
show that the new tax procedure
does not constitute an additional
income tax, is a pre-payment plan,
and will not have an effect on family income appreciably different
from the usual tax procedure.
"Figure It Out Yourself" is the
theme of the campaign, which will
ask families to get together, add
up their income from all wageearners, and base bond purchases
on the total.
Addressed to Workers
With the Press Section soon to
issue a new clip and suggestion
sheet to newspapers, Treasury's
War Bond transcriptions are being tied in with the payroll savings drive. To boost worker allotments by $200,000,000 more a
month, the campaign will have to
enlist the support of 26,000,000
workers now regularly buying
bonds out of wages, and 180,000
firms operating payroll savings
plans. Ten percent is now a minimum objective, and much higher
percentages are hoped for.
Radio transcriptions released in
connection with OWI allocation
plans will be addressed mainly to
workers' families. In general, this
excerpt from a one-minute Treasury transcribed drama is typical.
Scene is laid in a war plant. The
foreman, in conversation with several workers about payroll savings,
says, "Add up your expenses — the
least you can live on and need for
taxes — subtract that from your pay
and what's left is what goes into
War Bonds."
Third Loan Coming
Third War Loan, to be held after
Labor Day, is now under discussion
by Treasury officials. The plan is
expected to follow the pattern of
the recently completed loan, with
a big opening radio day and a concerted radio drive. As Secretary
of the Treasury Morgenthau recently told a press conference, future war loans will be aimed primarily at the public, with offerings
to banks made separately. Public
bond drives will be made about
three or four times a year.
Bank loans will be made either
before or after public drives, depending on when the Government
needs funds. This policy of concentrating onthe public is expected
to contribute to the anti-inflation
program by cutting public spending
power more directly.
In line with the new policy, War
Savings Staffs and Victory Fund
Committees have been consolidated
into one bond sales organization.
In the past, Victory Fund Committees have been engaged primarily

BROADCASTING

McAVITY
IN LINE
FOR COAST
SHOWS I
WITH Dick Mack, Hollywood pro- j
ducer of the weekly NBC Rudy
Vallee Show, sponsored by Sealtest
Inc. (dairy products), taking leave- !
of -absence following broadcast of j
June 10, and his return in fall !
problematical, Tom McAvity is reported in line for the post. James i|
McFadden, New York, radio direc- j
tor of McKee & Albright, agency i
servicing the account, has been on
the West Coast interviewing pro- f
ducers and directors with McAvity j
reported taking over production for [
the summer.
In addition to the Rudy Vallee
Show, Mack is in charge of the
weekly CBS Blue Ribbon Town,
sponsored by Pabst Sales Co. for |
Warwick & Legler. McAvity has
been producing the weekly halfhour CBS Grapevine Rancho, sponsored by Roma Wine Co., serviced
by ItMcCann-Erickson.
is understood Vallee may be
off the Sealtest program several
weeks, either through receipt of a
commissioned rank or by Navy directive. Meanwhile Jack Haley, comedian, has been signed for guest
appearances on the June 10 and 17
broadcasts of that program. If
Vallee takes his leave, it is likely
that Haley will take over.
Vaughn de Leath
VAUGHN DE LEATH, 42, known
as "The First Lady of Radio", died
in Buffalo, May 28, after a long
illness. Miss De Leath, a singer
and composer, made her debut in
radio in January, 1920, when she
sang into an inverted gramophone
horn microphone developed by Dr.
Lee De Forest. In 1923 she became
manager of WDT, New York. Although her radio activities were
more extensive in the first dozen
years of her career, she has done
television work recently, and from
August, 1942, to April of this year
was heard on WBEN, Buffalo.
in the promotion and sale of Series
F and G bonds, which are bought
at face value with interest paid
periodically. Main job of the War
Savings Staffs has been the sale of
Series E bonds, largely through
the payroll savings plan. State
chairmen, reporting to the Secretary of the Treasury, will direct
the merged organization. Sales of
Government securities to commer- |
cial banks, mutual savings banks, '
insurance companies and bond
dealers
will be Banks,
handled which
by the have
Fed- 'j
eral Reserve
been authorized as fiscal agents
for this purpose.
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FREEDOMS!

. . . freedoms

that are uppermost

in

the heart of every American. Workers in industry have toiled unceasingly to build peak production to
enable their country to be the world's
best equipped fighting forces to protect these freedoms.
The Hallicrafters employees have
twice been cited by their country for
excellence in production . . . once with
the Army-Navy "E" Burgee . . . and
now the addition of a star to this
Burgee for continued

excellence in

producing communications equipment so vitally needed by our boys
on all fronts.
This new honor will serve as an additional incentive to greater production.

Claims
Are
WATTS
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FTC

Pills

Action

Complaint Cites Allegedly False and Objectionable
Statements Made by Heavy Advertiser
ADVERTISING claims of Carter
is misleading, says the complaint,
Products Corp., New York, for
because the preparation "contains
Carter's Little Liver Pills are cited
no ingredient, recognized by comby the Federal Trade Commission
petent medical or scientific authorin a complaint filed last week
ity, either alone or in any combination, as having any therapeutic
against the company and Street &
value in the treatment of any conFinney, its agency at the time madition, disorder or disease of the
terial was being gathered for the
complaint.
liver under whatever name designated." It is further asserted that
The Carter Co. has been a large
user of radio for many years and
the compound is "an irritant laxative or cathartic" which is declared
at present is sponsoring spot anto have no therapeutic action on
nouncements on many stations.
the liver nor is it deemed a comChief among the claims cited by
petent or effective treatment for
the FTC are those which purconstipation.
portedly represent the Liver Pills
as an effective and competent treatMany Claims Cited
ment for constipation and for
Agency now handling advertis"sluggish liver", rendering the
ing for the Liver Pills is Ted Bates
user "fit as a fiddle", "full of pep"
Inc., New York. In addition to oneand banishing such symptoms as
minute transcribed announcements
"cranky disposition", "logy", "down
on 164 stations throughout the
and out" and "blue". Cited also is
alleged disparagement of calomel
country and a five-minute transcribed program, Neighbors, on
and other laxative preparations
WJZ and WOR, New York, Monand failure to warn the public of
the potential danger of the prepaday through Friday, Inner Sa?ictum Mystery is aired on 53 BLUE
ration if taken by persons suffering from abdominal pains, nausea,
stations, Sunday, 8:30-9, with recorded repeat on 12 Pacific Coast
vomiting, or other symptoms of apBLUE
stations Sunday, 9:30-10
pendicitis.
p.m.
(EWT).
A transcribed serial,
Use of the word "liver" in the
Judy & Jane, is on four Don Lee
name "Carter's Little Liver Pills"
stations Monday through Friday,
5:45-6 p.m. (PWT). Ten stations
are to be added June 20 to the
Inner Sanctum Mystery live show,
and one to the repeat on the same
date.
DO YOU
KNOW
Other claims and statements
named in the complaint include the
THE
ANSWER?
use of the following phrases alA radio feafure developed and
leged to describe symptoms of conproduced by The W. E. Long
stipation which the preparation is
Co., is already an established
said
to
relieve: "Discouraged",
success in radio... and now.
"depressed", "moody", "temperamental." The FTC asserts that
"Carter's Little Liver Pills" are
not an effective treatment for these
and similar symptoms.

ica's Fastest
Growing

in

Liver

Fada Institutional
FADA RADIO & ELECTRIC Co.,
Long Island City, 20-year-old
manufacturer of radio sets and
parts, is to start an institutional
series on WJZ, New York, June 7,
as sponsor of Henry J. Taylor, commentator, Monday through Friday,
11:05-11:15 p.m. Company has
used radio on a limited basis in the
past. WJZ contract is for 52 weeks.
Agency is Sternfield-Godley, New
York.

Keep It On!
GIVE money away? Try to
do it, says Hooper White,
WKZO, Kalamazoo - Grand
Rapids, who works at giving
genuine dollars to listeners.
The other day a kindly old
lady answered
radio
phone
call — thenWhite's
interrupted
to say, "Just a minute, young
man — I'll be right back."
After holding the phone —
over dead air — almost a minute, White hung up politely,
still wondering what happened. Calling back when the
program was off the air, the
give-away man heard this: "I
had
hearing
aid —to
and to
it get
takesmytwo
minutes

heat up."
WLW
TO

ENTERTAIN

NATION'S
EDITORS
RADIO will play a noteworthy
part in the annual convention of
the National Editorial Assn., Cincinnati, June 18-20, at which WLW
will contribute prominently to the
At the annual banquet, which
program.
opens the convention, James D.
Shouse, vice-president of the Crosley Corp. in charge of broadcasting, will extend the welcome from
citizens of the Queen City. Gov.
John W. Bricker will be the principal speaker. The banquet will
conclude with an elaborate stage
show, "WLW on Parade."
At the Saturday luncheon session, WLW, in cooperation with
BBC, will pipe in a closed circuit
program from the editors of England.
Saturday at 10:30 p.m. the convention crowd has been invited to
attend weekly broadcast of Boone
County
Jamboree,
WLW's
show. Tours
through
new hillbilly
studios
at Crosley Square have been arranged twice daily.
Macy on WNEW
R. H. MACY Co., New York, in
addition to its recently signed 52week contract with WHN, New
York [Broadcasting, May 31], last
week started a series of halfminute transcriptions on WNEW,
New York, for 52 weeks. Department store's contract, which went
into effect May nouncements
24, calls
for spotted
19 anweekly,
throughout the day, for the most
part on musical programs. Agency
is Young & Rubicam, New York.
NEW SUBSCRIBERS to Funny
Money Man, transcribed program produced bv Allen A. Punt, New York,
include KMYR KGBS WSM WJDX
WGAN WMIN and CKOC.

CO.

FEATURE

Edwards' Bond Score
WITH the sale of $4,101,000 in
War Bonds in San Francisco May
30, Ralph Edwards travelling quiz
program, Truth or Consequences
reached a total of $185,133,344 in
cash purchases of Bonds made during 12 weeks the program has been
on the road. Following; a broadcast from Glendale, Cal., June 5,
the program will make the last of
its bond-selling performances in
nearby Oakland, remaining in that
vicinity for the remainder of the
season.
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6 Billion
For

Hearing

Budgeted

Militarv

Radio

Two Thirds of Sum For Army
Needs; Balance for Navy
ARMED SERVICES will spend
approximately 6 million dollars for
electronic radio and radar equipment in the year from July 1943 to
1944, it was disclosed to Congressional hearings on the Army and
Navy Appropriation measures. Of
the total, about two-thirds is for
the Army, with the remainder for
the Navy.
The 1944 allocation for electronic
equipment contrasts with the sum
of about two billion dollars appropriated for military radio needs at
the time of Pearl Harbor. Present
requirements are understood to be
for highly specialized and intricate
types of equipment.
Most for Planes
A major portion of the Navy's
appropriation will be used in radio
equipment for 27,500 airplanes.
Large airplanes require about
$20,000 worth of radio and $30,000
worth of radar equipment, the
House Appropriation Committee
was told.
The Navy's Bureau of Ships has
asked a quarter-billion dollars for
shore radio, radar and underwater
sound equipment for maintenance
and operation of the Naval Communications System. More than
92 ?r of this will be for combat

ANOTHER

NOTED

news commentator

took to the air recently from

Washington, approval
D. C, when
Jay Franklin
a 16-week
seriesmanager
on WINX.of
Unanimous
is evident
as A. began'
B. Fletcher,
general
Embassy Dairy, sponsor, signs contract. At left is Lawrence Heller,
president of WINX, and at right is Mr. Franklin. Program called Something New in News, is heard Monday through Friday at 6:15 p.m.
equipment used by Marines in combat areas; the remaining for additional equipment for Naval Air stations and underwater harbor detection. The Bureau of Ships plans
to procure 61 million dollars worth
of radio and radar equipment for
the British.

'Radionics'

Catches

On
THE WORD "Radionics" is taking
hold, Com. Eugene F. McDonald
Jr., president of Zenith Radio
Corp., says in a personal note written on a brochure sent to the trade.
The brochure announces the first
issue of Radionics combined with
Radio News, to be issued in July.
Zenith has featured the term
"Radionics" to cover radio and electronics.

Tavol on 13
SOUTHERN COTTON OIL CO.,
New Orleans, has expanded its
spot campaign for Tavol, an edible
oil, to a total of 13 stations in the
eastern area. Transcriptions from
one minute to a half hour in length
are aired at varying frequencies
on WCOP WFCI WBNX WOV
WHOM
WABY WIBX WAGE
WBNY
WSPR WTHT
WELI
WSAY. Agency is Tracy-LockeDawson, New York.
BESIDES PHIL BAKER, m. c. of
the weekly CBS Take It or Leave It,
sponsored by Eversharp Inc. (pens,
pencils), the 20th Centurv-Fox film,
titled "The Girls He Left Behind,"
now in production, will include a sequence based on the half hour quiz

Set

in

WPAT

50%-$50,000 to Flamm
HEARING on the application of
WPAT, Paterson, N. J. for consent
to transfer control from Frank B.
Falknor, midwest chief engineer of
CBS, and Rex Schepp, commercial
manager of WIRE, Indianapolis, to
Donald Flamm, former owner of
WMCA, New York, was ordered
by the FCC last Tuesday.
Mr. Flamm, now with the overseas branch of the Office of War
Information, last fall purchased
50% of the station, subject to FCC
approval, for $50,000. The remaining 50% is held by Lt. James B.
Cosman, Bureau of Ships of the
Navy, with 49%, and his wife, who
owns one share.
Sparkletts Drive
SPARKLETTS Drinking Water
Co., Los Angeles, in a 13-week campaign starting June 7, will sponsoi.
an average of 25 five-minute newscasts daily on eight Southern California stations. List includes KMPC
KFAC KHJ KRKD KPAS KECA
KGFJ KFWB. Sparkletts also utilizes a daily quarter-hour newscast
on KFI, with participation in
Homemakers Club on KHJ. Firm
in addition sponsors Fulton Lewis
Jr. seven times weekly on the latter
station. Agency is Raymond R.
Morgan Co., Hollywood.
THE SONOVOX, which puts words
into the sounds of formerly speechless
objects, is the subject of an article,
"How to Talk Like a Cow From Boston," in the
for June
5. Saturday Evening Post

program.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WFIL, Philadelphia
Evans Eye Lotion, Philadelphia, 6 sa
weekly, 11 weeks, thru John Falkner
Arndt, Philadelphia.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Rinso), 19 ta
weekly,
N. Y. 5 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
General Foods Corp., New York (Post
Toasties), 15 ta weekly, 26 weeks, thru
Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
Allied Mills, Chicago (Wayne Feeds), 2 sa
weekly, 7 weeks, thru Louis E. Wade,
Fort Wayne.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
Flakes), 6 sa weekly, for 4 weeks, thru
Compton Adv., N. Y.,
Philadelphia Record, Philadelphia (newspaper) ,5 sa weekly, direct.
Freihofer Baking Co., Philadelphia, 10 sa
weekly, 4 weeks, thru Richard A. Foley,
Philadelphia.
Cooper Brewery, Manayunk,
Pa., 5 sp
weekly, 26 weeks, thru Earle Buckley,
Philadelphia.
Keystone Macaroni Co., Philadelphia, 3 so
weekly, 13 weeks, thru James G. Lamb,
Philadelphia.
WINC, Winchester, Va.
Fort Pitt Brewing Co., Pittsburgh, 130 t,
thru BBDO, Pittsburgh.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la., 13 ta,
thru Northwest Racio Adv. Co., Seattle.
General Foods Corp., New York, 15 ta
weekly (Post Toasties), thru Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Swan soap), 10
sa weekly, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Plough Inc. (St. Joseph aspirin), 4 ta
weekly,
thru
Lake - Spiro - Shurman,
Memphis.
Plough Inc. (Mexsana), 3 ta weekly, thru
Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
Lee Baking Co., Winchester, Va. (Southern bread), 25 ta weekly, thru Freitag
Adv. Agency, Atlanta.
O'Sullivan Rubber Co., Winchester, Va.
(heels), 10 ta weekly, thru Advertising
& Sales Council, Winchester.
WLS, Chicago
All-Year Club of Southern California, Los
Angeles, 1 sp weekly, 6 weeks, thru Foote,
Cone & Belcing, Chicago.
Haven of Rest, Los Angeles (religious), 3
sp
Los weekly,
Angeles.thru Broadcast Adv. Agency,
Vio Bin Corp., Monticello, 111. (cattle
remedies), 3 sa weekly, 8 weeks, thru
Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn, 9 sa weekly, 19
weeks, thru Joseph Katz Co., Chicago.
Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati, 25 sa weekly,
52 weeks, thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Lifebuoy soap),
17 sa weekly 6 weeks, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N Y.

WKZO, Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids
Charm Kurl Co., St. Paul, 3 sp weekly, 4
weeks, thru Guenther Bradford Co.,
Chicago.
Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn, 5 ta weekly, 26
weeks, thru Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
General
Foods Corp.,
York26 (Post's
bran flakes),
15 sa New
weekly,
weeks,
thru Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
Michigan Bell Telephone Co., Detroit, 14
sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru N. W. Ayer &
Son, N. Y.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago, 10 ta weekly, 4
weeks,
cago. thru J. Walter Thompson, ChiNorthern Mutual Casualty Ins. Co., Chicago, 5 ne,vertising,
13 Chicago.
weeks, thru Standard AdRoman Cleanser Co., Detroit. 4 sa weekly,
13 weeks, thru Gleason Adv., Detroit.
KFI, Los Angeles
National Biscuit Co., San Francisco
(Shredded Wheat), 3 ta weekly, 15
weeks, thru Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner, San Francisco.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall products),
7 sa weekly, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, N. J.
(Pepto-Bismol) , 3 ta weekly, 26 weeks,
thru Lawrence C. Gumbiner Acv., N. Y.
Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica, Cal.
(for employment), sa weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Essig Co., Los Ange'.es.
KHJ, Hollywood
Nehi Corp., Columbus, Ga. (Par-T-Pak),
5 ta
N.
Y. weekly, 26 weeks, thru BBDO,
Ex-Lax Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, 5 ta weekly,
more.
13 weeks, thru Joseph Katz Co., BaltiBarker Food Products, Los Angeles (dehydrated soup), 3 sa weekly, 2 weeks,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., Los Angeles.
Seaboard Finance Co., Los Angeles, 8 sa
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Smith & Bull
Adv., Los Angeles.
WABC, New York
Interwoven Stocking Co., New Brunswick,
N. J., 6 sa weekly, 10 weeks, thru
United Adv., Newark.
Manhattan Soap Co., New York (Sweetheart soap), 6 sa weekly, thru Franklin
Bruck Adv., N. Y.
Paramount Pictures, New York (Five
Graves to Cairo), 3 sa, ta weekly, thru
Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
New York Telephone Co., New York
(public service), 5 ne weekly, 13 weeks,
thru BBDO, N. Y.
WJZ, New York
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore
(Rem, Rel), 5 sp weekly, 26 weeks,
thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.

WMAQ, Chicago
W. F. McLaughlin Co., Chicago (Manor
House coffee), 5 sp weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Ivan Hill Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Lever Bros., Cambridge (Lifebuoy soap),
40 sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Plough Inc., Memphis (St. Joseph aspirin),
7Shurman,
sa weekly,
13 weeks, thru Lake-SpiroMemphis.
Hubinger Co., Keokuk, la. (Quick Elastic
starch), 13 sa, thru Ralph Moore, Inc.,
St. Louis.
Camel

Substitutions

MIXUP on booking of Camel Caravan's Jack Carson has been settled
with plan to use five leading
variety shows lined up by Music
Corp. of America to substitute for
Carson until Caravan goes off for
the summer on July 2. Wm. Esty &
Co., New York, Reynolds Tobacco
agency, states each show will be
a salute to armed services, starting
with Bob Hope saluting the Army
and the WAACs. Jack Benny, Bing
Crosby and Fred Allen, with a
fourth show to be selected, complete
extensive substitutions. Difficulties
on Carson contract arose from conflicting schedules for Camel cigarettes and Campbell's soups, now
amicably settled, with Carson going on for CBS and Campbell June
2 as planned, v
Summer

Lineup

BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
(Ipana, Sal Hepatica), on June 30
replaces Time to Smile for 13
weeks with Date With Judy on 125
NBC stations, Wednesday, 9-9:30
p.m. (EWT). Packaged by James
L. Saphier, Hollywood talent service, summer replacement show will
feature Louise Erickson in the title
role, with current lineup including
Joe Kerns, Dix Davis and Bea
Benadaret. Aleen Leslie is writer,
with Felix Mills, musical director.
Dave Elton is Hollywood producer
of Young & Rubicam, agency servicing the account.

PIEL BROS., Brooklyn, sponsor of
It Pays to be Ignorant on WOR, New
York, on May 31 augments its radio
schedule with a series of evening announcements on WCAU, Philadelphia,
Monday thru Saturday. Spots consist
of Sonovox and voice announcements. |
Agency is Sherman K. Ellis Co., New
York.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA TELEPHONE Co., Los Angeles, to discourage unnecessary long distance
telephoning, from June 1 to 5 used
an average of two announcements
daily on 20 Southern California stations. List included KNX KFI KECA
KHJ KFWB KMTR KFAC KFVD
KRKD KGFJ KMPC KPAS KWKW
KGB KFSD KFMB KPRO KVOE
KXO KIEV. In a similar three-day
campaign preceding Memorial Day,
the firm used three announcements
daily on the same stations. Agency is
The Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
WALTER LIVINGSTONE FAUST,
vice-president and general manager of
the Eastern Marketing Division of
Socony- Vacuum Oil Co., New York,
and John Crowther Case in charge of
the company's
foreign
producing operations,
have crude-oil
been elected
directors of Socony- Vacuum.
LOCAL LOAN Co., Los Angeles, as
part of its 13-week Pacific Coast campaign with local office tie-ins, in midMay started sponsoring a thriceweekly ten-minute early morning
newscast on KNX, Hollywood, and
three participations per week in 11 a.m.
news on that station. Schedule also
includes
five perprogram
week quarter-hour
recorded amusical
on KFIO,
Spokane, and KQW, San Francisco,
with cast
a similar
15-minute
broadon KOMO,weekly
Seattle.
In addition,
firm
the twice-weekly
hoursponsors
transcribed
news quarterfeature,
Soldiers of the Press, on that station.
Schedule will be expanded to include
Portland and Sacramento stations.
Agency is Hixson-O'Donnell, Los
Angeles.
INNERCLEAN Co., Los Angeles
(Herbal laxative), on 52-week contracts started in mid-May is sponsoring the six-weekly five-minute transcribed program. Leaders of the United
Nations, on KWJJ, Portland, and
KXA, Seattle. W. C. Jeffries Co., Los
Angeles, has the account.

WHN, New York
R. H. Macy Co., New York, sa, 52 weeks,
thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la., t, thru
Northwest Radio Adv., Seattle.
Philip Morris & Co., New York (Dunhill
cigarettes), sa, 13 weeks, thru Biow
Co., N. Y.
Goldmedal Products Co., Brooklyn (Scheer
liquid hosiery), sa, 4 weeks, thru W. L.
Vomack Co., N. Y.
WOR, New York
L. N. Renault & Sons, Egg Harbor City,
N. J. (wines), 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks,
thru Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia.
Elway Food Products Corp., New York
(Vitamalt), 3 ne weekly, 52 weeks, thru
H. A. Salzman Assoc., N. Y.
WBBM, Chicago
Sheldon Inc., Chicago (furs), 3 ne weekly,
52 weeks, thru Lieber Adv. Co., Chicago.
Page
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•OWENS-ILLINOIS
GLASS
Co. is
sponsoring a daily 25-minute network
program
on WWL,
New Orleans,
- CBS affiliate, titled Your Home Front
Reporter. A quarter-hour program dei'voten to the local OWI, which bore the
| same title, has been renamed Calling
All Civilians.

Satisfied

PLASTIC-BOUND report by
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.,
sponsor of a commercial program, is based on listeners
reaction in Canada. The report presents unsolicited testimonials by individual listeners and heads of public institutions on The Happy
Gang, said to be the oldest
regular radio show in Canada. According to the latest
Elliott - Haynes rating reports, this show is the most
popular daytime program
north of the border, including
those coming from the south.
The booklet also gives fullpage pictures and a brief
"who's-who" of radio personalities connected with the
program.

f MANHATTAN SOAP Co., New
I York (Sweetheart soap), has bought
■ three participations weekly in the
llFood Fair on WEEI, Boston. Contract is for 13 weeks.
I-PENN TOBACCO Co.. Wilkes-Barre,
I has renewed for one year participation
in Farmer's Almanac of the Air on
[ WEEI, Boston, for Julep cigarettees
L and has added Kentucky Club tobacco
| land Willoughby Taylor tobacco to the
[i schedule.
I UNION CAB Co., Portland, Ore., is
I sponsoring a weekly dramatic series
I on KEX, Portland, titled Greece Fight
I On.
I THE MAT Co., Denver department
I store, has purchased six quarter-hours
la week on KLZ, Denver, for a musical
I show titled Maytime Is Your Time.
, AVION Inc., Los Angeles (aircraft
I equipment ) , new to radio, on May 24
I started for 13 weeks daily participaI tion in Let's Face Facts with Hal
[-Styles on KFWB,
Hollywood. Los
Angeles Steel Casting Co. (ship castI ing ) and Golden Rule Foundation
I (philanthropic), also new participants.
started May 10 on 13 and 26 weeks
[contract
respectively. LockwoodShackelford Adv., Los Angeles, servI ices the accounts.
j-CHAS. A. STEVENS Co., Chicago
(department store), on May 29 started
weekly quarter-hour early evening
broadcasts of Foreign Affairs with
Clifton Utley on WBBM, Chicago.
I Contract, which is for 52 weeks, was
placed by Frances Hooper Agency,
Chicago.
ADAMS CLOTHES, Philadelphia,
has signed a 52-week contract for a
new series of half-hour nightly popuIlar music programs on WIBG. Account placed through Dittman Agency,
i Philadelphia.
"THEODORE KROHL Co., Los Anjjgeles (Perma Plastic), new to radio,
lin addition to a twice-daily quarterl^hour recorded musical program on
hKIEV, on May 22 started sponsoring
a seven-weekly
fifteen-minute newsj-.cast
on
KFAC.
is Milton
Weinberg Adv. Co., Agency
Los Angeles.
j'LEE agerTRENHOLM,
advertising
of Underwood Elliott
Fisher, manToronto, has been elected president of
the Advertising & Sales Club of Toronto, succeeding Glen Bannerman,
president and general manager of the
| Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters. G.
Alec Phare, radio director of R. C.
jSmith & Son, Toronto agency, has
jbeen elected treasurer ; R. A. BarIford of J. J. Gibbons, Toronto agency,
secretary ; H. A. Kayes of Canadian
iJohns-Manville Co., vice-president.

Sponsor

HAVRILL Corp., Los Angeles (aircraft die-casting), in a one-week help
wanted campaign started May 28 used
daily one-minute announcements on
seven stations in that area. List included KIEV KRKD KNX KFWB
KPAS KFVD KHJ. Agency is WestMarQuis, Los Angeles.
UNITED DRUG Co., Toronto (Bisma-Rex), on June 1 started transcribed
announcement campaign on 39 Canadian stations. Account was plac?d by
Ronalds Adv. Agency, Toronto.
KIK Co., Montreal (soft drinks) has
started thrice-weekly Personality
Parade on Montreal stations. Account
was placed by Associated Broadcasting Co., Montreal.
GEO. WESTON Ltd., Toronto (biscuits) on June 6 started on CFRB.
Toronto, for the seventh consecutive
year its Sunday evening community
sing-song at Sunnyside Beach, Toronto, to an open air audience of
20,000. Program is produced by Frank
Dennis, radio director of Walsh Adv.
Co., Toronto.

Hey

,

LI

ST

EN

why

about

worry

in the world to worry about Spar-

tanburg, Mister! But we'll bet you a good cigar that
you are worrying about towns and markets that are

OIL Co., of Canada, Vancouver, has started morning newscasts
on five western Canadian stations. Account was placed by Stewart-Lovick,
Vancouver.
BANK OF AMERICA, NT&SA, San
Francisco (banking chain) recently
started participations, three times
weekly on the Emily Barton program
on KFRC, San Francisco. Agency is
Charles R. Stuart Adv., San Francisco.

a lot less important — now
Spartanburg,

and potentially, both!

believe it or not, is the Center of South

Carolina's biggest, fastest growing market — a market that forecasters say is destined for even greater
significance after the War.
1,032,302

CALIFORNIA FICGO Co., Los Angeles (beverage), out of radio for six
months, on May 24 started for 13
weeks three spot announcements
weekly on KFI and KNX. Other West
Coast radio is contemplated. Agency
is Culbreth Sudler Co., Los Angeles,

And

COVERAGE

Our

22-county

area has

people. Industrial payrolls (1942)

$107,084,220.

Farm

were

products valued at $93,266,133.

all wrapped up and delivered by one radio station— WSPA — to the tune of a really amazing

Hooper
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Won't you let us tell you all the facts — and maybe
save you some worrying!? Drop us a line today!
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WHEN

YOU

NEED

AN

UNBREAKABLE
RECORDING

BLANK

ELWOOD
and
senior WHITNEY,
art director vice-president
of J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, on July 1
will join Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York, as vice-president serving in a
major executive capacity.
KATHREEN FITZGERALD, Robert
Kuhn, and Robert Forshew, have
joined Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York,
as copywriters.
LEONARD R. SCHOENFELD has
joined Julian Gross Adv. Agency,
Hartford, as vice president and account executive, coming from the F.
W. Prelle Co., Hartford.
JOAN DAVIE S has joined HillmanShane-Breyer Inc., Los Angeles, as
radio copywriter.
JULIAN G. POLLOCK, head of the
Julian G. Pollock Adv. Agency, Philahelphia,
Janetin Lehman,
of Day26.
ton, wereand
married
Philadelphia
May
H. PAUL WARWICK, president of
Warwick & Legler, has returned to
New York following Hollywood conferences with Dick Mack, executive
director of the weekly CBS Blue Ribbon Toivn, sponsored by Pabst Sales
Co.
GREEN-BRODIE, New York, has
moved from 485 Madison Ave., to 420
Madison.

USE

THE

PRESTO

... a paper composition

MONOGRAM

base disc that will safely

withstand mailing, all ordinary handling, shipment
anywhere.

Monogram

discs are lightweight, un-

affected bytemperatures

above

40°F. or excessive

humidity, have a remarkably long shelf life.

While the composition

base is not as smooth

as the

glass base used for the highest quality recording
discs, the coating material is exactly the same, giving
the same

cutting qualities, frequency response and

long playing life. Surface noise is slightly higher than
that of glass discs but at the same time well below
that of the best commercial

With

metal discs withdrawn

Monogram

has become

phonograph

from

records.

use, the Presto

the most practical disc for

recording in the field, for recordings to be mailed to
distant points and those subjected to frequent handling. Thousands of monograms

are used by the

military services of the United Nations and by the
larger radio stations for delayed broadcasts. Made in
all sizes, 6, 8, 10, 12 r.nd 16 inches. Order a sample
package of 10 discs today.

In Other Citlei, Phone . . . ATLANTA, Jack. 4372 . BOSTON, Bel 4S10
CHICAGO, Hor. 4240 • CLEVELAND, Me. 1565 ♦ DALLAS, 37093 • DENVER
Ch.4277 • DETROIT, Univ. 1-0180 • HOLLYWOOD, Mil. 9133 • KANSAS
CITY, Vic. 4631 • MINNEAPOLIS, Atlantic 4216 • MONTREAL, Mar. 6368
TORONTO, Hud. 0333 ♦ PHILADELPHIA, Penny. 0542 • ROCHESTER,
Cul. 5548 . SAN FRANCISCO, Su. 8854 • SEATTLE, Sen 2560
WASHINGTON, D. C, Shep. 4003— Dili. 1640
World's Largest Manufacturers of Instantaneous Sound Recording Equipment and Discs
PRESTO
RECORDING CORP.
242 WEST 55th ST. N.Y.
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GENE POWERS, former copywriter
of Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, has
joined
Chicago. Blackett - Sample - Hummert,
S. DUANE LYON Inc., New York,
has acquired the accounts of Evans,
Nye & Harmon, New York, following
the liquidation of the latter agency
May 31.
VICTOR VAN DER LINDE is serving in the newly-created position of
radio director of St. Georges & Keyes,
New York. Before forming an advertising agency which he continues to
head under his own name in addition
t'j his radio activities for St. Georges
& Keyes, Mr. van der Linde was general sales counsel of NBC.
DONALD S. MANCHESTER has
been elected to the board of directors,
and made a vice-president of Foote,
Cone & Belding. Mr. Manchester joined
the agency five years ago.
RICHARD STANTON, former account executive of Sherman K. Ellis
& Co., New York, where he specialized
in grocery accounts, has joined Kenyon &countEckhardt,
New York, as acexecutive.

E. H. SWEATMAN Jr., timebuyer of
Newell-Emmett Co., New York, is resigning the middle of June to join
Badger & Browning & Hersey, New
York, as assistant to H. W. Mallinson, radio timebuyer. Mr. Sweatman
will take over the duties of Williara
who is due for inducD.
in the Army.
iion Edouarde,
CAL KUHL, former producer-director of J. Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood, has joined Biow Co. as executive radio producer for programs
emanating from both New York and
the West Coast. Mr. Kuhl, since he
originally opened the West Coast office of J. Walter Thompson in 1933.
has handled Bing Crosby's Kraft
Music Hall series and has produced
the Rudy Vallee Show and many
broadcasts of Command Performance
for our Armed Forces. At Biow, Mr.
Kuhl will supervise the Eversharp
and Philip Morris radio shows, as well
as line up new program ideas.
JAMES FEHER, formerly of Bonwit
Teller, Philadelphia department store,
has joined Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia, as assistant in the production
department.
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JT. H. KRAFT
HEADS
KRAFT
CHEESE
CO
JOHN H. KRAFT, former execu
tive vice-president and chairmar
of the executive board of Krafl,
Cheese Co., Chicago, since 1937
has been named president of the
company. He succeeds his brother
J. L. Kraft, founder of the business
and for nearly 40 years head 0)
the concern.
Closely associated with his brother for most of those years, Johr,
Kraft has been operating head of
the company for some time, as well
as a director and member of the
executive committee of National
Dairy Products Corp., of which
Kraft has been a member company
since 1930. J. L. Kraft has been
made chairman of the Kraft board,
and plans to remain active in the
business, giving most of his attention to dairy developments affecting: national and international
relationships of the company.

Heads

Chicago

Club

M. GLENN MILLER, of the agency bearing his name, was elected
president of the Chicago Federated
Advertising Club at its recent annual meeting. Other new officers
are: G. D. Crain Jr., publisher of
Advertising Age, 1st vice-president; Josephine Mutter, public relations representative of Hotel
Sherman, 2d vice-president; Edward A. Grossfeld, advertising'
manager, Baskin Clothing Co., 3d
vice-president; W. Lane Witt, manager valve and fitting advertising,
Crane Co., secretary. Re-elected
treasurer was Chester L. Price, advertising and publicity manager,
City National Bank & Trust Co.
Winius' 25 Years
ON HIS 25th anniversary with the
agency, Enno D. Winius, president
of Anfenger Adv., St. Louis, was
honor guest at a surprise cocktail
party given by his staff last week.
Mr. Winius was given two gifts —
a silver clock by the organization,
and 5,000 aspirin tablets by Myron
Northrop, vice-president of A. S.
Aloe Co., a client for the full quarter century. Remarked Mr. Winius:
"I haven't had a headache since
1918 that couldn't be cured by a
few kind words from a sponsor."
ILONA MAGORY, office manager of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hollywood, has retired to private life after nine years
with the agency, having joined R & R
when offices were established in Southern California. Betty Purcell Keith,
well known
Miss
Magory.in agency circles, succeeds
CLARENCE E. HALE, former copy
chief of Ruthrauff & Ryan, San Francisco, has joined the San Francisco
office of Erwin, Wasey & Co.
HENRY HAAS, partner in Adrian
Bauer Adv. Agency, Philadelphia, and
captain in the provost marshal general
division
the Army, has been called
for
activeof duty.
EDWARD

BAKER, formerly of Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co., Philadelphia,
has joined McLain Org., Philadelphia,
as account executive and copywriter.
JULIAN A. MARTIN, producer and
talent agent, has set up a production
and management agency in the Paramount Bldg., New York, under the
name Tiffany Enterprises. Executives
include Walter Bower, new to the
entertainment industry, and Phil
Rubinoff, manager for 19 years of
Dave Rubinoff, violinist concert artist.
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tQUIZZICAL EXP1FSSI0N on the
■ face of Mrs. Evelyn Freyman
Ijnarks her as "Your Inquiring- Con1 sumer" on Consumer Time, tenlyear-old Agriculture Dept. con1 sumer program aired on NBC.
I Holding script is Arthur C. BartElett, consultant in the Food Distrij bution Administration, with Johnny
Smith (center) as "Your Consumer
I Eeporter".
Decade of Service
DECADE of broadcasting the na■ tion's oldest consumer show will be
J celebrated
during
the Saturday,
■ June 12, broadcast of Consumer
WTime at 12:15 p.m. on NBC. Chester Davis, War Food Administrator, will speak from Washington;
■Frank Mullen, vice-president and
• g'eneral manager of NBC, from
New York, and Mrs. John L.
: Whitehurst, president of the GenI reral Federation of Women's Clubs,
i.; from Chicago.
During the program's first eight
years on the air, it was sponsored
Jointly by the Women's Clubs and
the Agriculture Dept., which accounts for Mrs. Whitehurst's participation in the birthday show,
jijProgram usually gives facts on con|| sumer problems through a dramatic
i' incident, a discussion of specific
i|isubjects, and a brief talk by a GovfMernment expert. The anniversary
^'broadcast will hark back over the
Blast ten years to the days of food
^surpluses and low prices. Morse
^Salisbury, now Deputy Administrator in charge of Information, WFA,
Ijwho appeared on the first broadcast aswill
chieftrace
of the
USDA's
Radio
}|Service,
evolution
of
||present-day consumer problems.
AS A FURTHER step towards setpting up a music library of its own,
pBLUE
has purchased
from Larry
Funk, band leader, his library of popugJlar tunes, started back in 1926. NetIkvork had already acquired orchestra
l|eader Joseph
Pasternak's
DBLUE
continues,
however, library.
to use
KNBCs music library, on a rental
nbasis.

J* ★★★★★★★*★★★
Lowest Cost per Listener
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-WTRYTROY, NEW YORK
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The ONLY Basic BLUE Station
In Eastern New York
Represented by RAYMER
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THOMPSON-KOCH
IN
MOVE
TO NEW
YORK
REORGANIZATION of Thompson-Koch Co. and removal of its
headquarters from Cincinnati to
New York was announced last week
by Carl A. Baumgartener, president of the agency, who stated the
move had been made to establish
closer contact with clients. The
New York office is at 101 W. 31st
St., telephone PEnnsylvania 6-0612.
William S. Groom, former vicepresident of Thompson-Koch, is
now chairman of the board, while
Pat Kelly, former production manager, is vice-president. The new
secretary-treasurer is Stanley
Sidgwick.
No radio is placed by the agency,
although it placed advertising in
media other than radio for various
divisions of Sterling Drug Inc., including the Bayer Co., Charles H.
Phillips Chemical Co., R. L. Watkins Co., and the Sterling Products
Division. General Drug Co., New
York,
account. is also a Thompson-Koch
Floyd B. Odium Elected
Board Chairman of RKO
ELECTION of Floyd B. Odium,
president of the Atlas Corp., Wall
Street investment firm, as chairman
of the board of the 70-million-dollar
Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp., was
announced last Wednesday in New
York. He succeeds Richard C. Patterson, former executive vice-president, who became vice-chairman
of the board.
Formerly controlled by RCA and
Rockefeller Center Inc. interests,
RKO stock has been sold by these
companies during the past several
years. The Atlas Corp. is understood to hold approximately 44%
of the preferred stock and 46% of
the common stock. RKO has no direct radio interests.
Mr. Odium was one of the bidders for WMCA, New York, a
couple of years ago and also has
evinced interest in radio projects
generally. It is presumed RKO, under his direction, will survey the
television field in relation to the
motion picture business. Mr. Odium
also had been mentioned several
years ago as a possible appointee
to the FCC.
Radio Talent Featured
RADIO TALENT is featured in the
Republic picture "Swing Your Partner", now being given national release.
Line-up includes Lulu Belle & Scotty,
vocalists on the weekly NBC National
Barn Dance; Vera Vague, comedienne
on NBC Bob Hope Show ; Dale Evans,
vocalist on NBC Chase & Sanborn
Show; Ransom Sherman, comedian
featured on CBS Grapevine Ran cho ;
Richard Lane, of the NBC Bob Burns
Show; George (Shug) Fisher of
Boone County Jamboree on WLS.
Cincinnati ; Tennessee Ramblers, vocal
quartette of WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
WINX, Washington, has been granted
renewal of license by the FCC for
a synchronous amplifier and waiver
of two rules concerning operators and
their hours at the transmitter. The
WINX amplifier, and a similar one
in use by WWDC, Washington, are
boosters on the same frequency as the
main transmitter which are operated
by remote control. They are the only
two authorized by the FCC for remote control operation, although
WSAI, Cincinnati, has such an application pending.
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Galbraith,

ftTbouis

job will

be easier after

OPA seemed to be caught in a
Maxon."
tug-o'-war, with business and Congressional pressure favoring Maxon, while Labor strongly fought
the appointment. Labor leaders explained that they felt Maxon was
opposed to roll-backs and stabilization of prices, which they consider necessary "to ease the difficult labor situation in the coal
fields as well as among workers in

night's

a good
rest at . . .

Label

Advocate,

Quits

Plans for OPA
Fights Maxon
But Labor
DESPITE the resignation of J. K.
standMay 31] which looked intoing
Galbraith, OPA deputy adminisunardization and grade label
der- a solution introduced by Rep.
trator and grade labeling advocate who had been sharply critiHalleck (R-Ind.) . Even after he left
ComInterstate
this week, hearings on OPA grade
cized by the House
mittee studying OPA operations,
labeling continued, this time before
the personnel worries of OPA
the Smith Committee investigating
Chief Prentiss M. Brown were far
es that OPA had exceeded its
chargrity.
autho
from over last week.
When Mr. Galbraith quit, withComOn Wednesday the K.Smith
out comment, on Monday, it was
Bachelder,
mittee heard Harold
president of the Ladoga Packing
widely predicted that Lou R. Maxon, Detroit advertising executive,
Co., Indianapolis, charge that
would become OPA's strong man,
g necessitated "a very
grade labelin
grave and radical change in the
with a post equivalent to "general
manager". As the week ended howss methods of the canners".
busine
In a subsequent hearing, Alfred
ever, both the CIO and AFL informed President Roosevelt that
W. Ames, president of the California Packing Corp., said the order
they did not want Maxon in the
job. Philip Murray, president of would have made it impossible for
the CIO said after a Thursday
packers to advertise and "would
dry up revenue which makes a free
meeting in the White House "we
protested the appointment of a
e." He said the regupress possibl
man who has the policies of
lations "were worked out by the

in

your

Grade

HOTEL
C^gjk
Ik en
n ox
EVERY ROOM AIR CONDITIONED . . .
NOISE-PROOFED... FROM =3.00

other industries."
Mr. Galbraith left OPA following the stormy hearings of the
Boran Committee [Broadcasting,

professors down at OPA."
CBS

News

of

Soldiers

Is Sponsored by Squibb
HUMAN
interest stories about
American soldiers on all battle
fronts will be told by Bob Trout,
CBS London correspondent, in the
new CBS Sunday series sponsored
by E. R. Squibb & Sons, New York,
as a replacement for thrice-weekly
Keep Working, Keep Singing
America. Starting June 13, broadcasts will be heard in the 8-8:30
Titled Calling America, the properiod. gram will bring personal news of
servicemen to their folks at home.
Walter Cassel will continue in the
new series, with Victor Bay's 30piece orchestra and a chorus. Producer and director will be Elinor
Larsen, of Geyer, Cornell & Newell,
New York. Jack Lewi will write.
Quiz for Duffy
QUIZ PROGRAM substituting during the summer
Duffy's
Tavern
on the months
BLUE, for
beginning
July 6, will be the audience participation show, Noah Webster Says.
Haven MacQuarrie will act as m.c.
Program, originating in Hollywood, will be heard at Duffy's regular time, Tuesday, 8:30-9 p.m., for
13 weeks. Sponsor of both programs
is Bristol-Myers Co., New York, for
Minit-Rub. Agency is Young &
Rubicam, New York.
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Buffalo Staff Changes
TO OFFSET losses resulting from
demands of the armed services,
WGR-WKBW, Buffalo, has recently
added several announcers to its
staff, according to BBC. These include Richard Barr, formerly of
WSBA, York; Jack Eno, from
WFBL, Syracuse; Alan Fort, from
WEBR, Buffalo; Alan Gans, from
WLEU, Erie; Ted Lingo, BLUE
announcer at WKWK, Wheeling,
nectady.
and Roy Rowan, from WGY, Sche-

Heffelfinger Successor
CASANAVE & PEARSON Inc.,
advertising agency with offices at
1600 Broadway, New York, has
succeeded the Heffelfinger Agency,
which closed its New York offices
June 1. Charles L. Casanave, motion picture and advertising executive, is president, and C. H. Pearson, general manager of the Heffelfinger Agency, is vice-president
and general manager.
Plans for discontinuing the
Heffelfinger Agency have been
under way since last year when
Totten Peavey Heffelfinger, president, entered the Navy. All accounts formerly served by the Heffelfinger Agency continue with the
new firm, which retains the same
staff. Edward P. Casanave, is vicepresident and secretary.
New Lorillard Series
P. LORILLARD Co., New York,
sponsoring Sammy Kaye on CBS,
will start a second network show
for Old Gold cigarettes Julv 9 on
NBC. Series, to be heard Fridays
7 :30-8 p.m., will feature Bob Crosby's Orchestra. Station lineup is
not yet complete, according to J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York.

WATL
COVERS

ATLANTA

mxcosT
MAJORITY of listeners to Sydney
Moseley's Mutual commentaries do
not want bad news dramatized, but
they do want a balanced commentary
shows.
of
good and bad news, mail analysis

EDWARD PETRY & CO., National Representatives
7, 1943

PIPE CLEANERS were only satisfactory means of cleaning silver
tube through which 9-year old Joan
Bates has breathed since babyhood.
War stopped their manufacture,
and a UP story from North Canton,
.:J/!*>
O., reported that she had only 8
weeks supply. Then WCPO, Cincinnati, broadcast an appeal, and the
pipe cleaners started flooding in.
Bob Little, editor, and fellow newscaster of WCPO, spent two days
telling listeners Joan's needs were
supplied for the next ten years.

Represented by SPOT SALES Inc.
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House

FCC

Probe

Slated

(Continued from page H)
surrounded the committee's inquiry
into a number of cases, including
the transaction involving WMCA,
New York, sold in 1941 by Donald
Flamm to Edward J. Noble, Life
Saver Corp. head. Charges of
duress have been made in connection with the transaction. The
committee met last Thursday on
the contempt citations, it is understood.
Commissioner Payne, whose present term on the FCC expires June
30, was appointed to the Commission as a Republican.
Chairman Cox told the press last
Thursday the object of the inquiry
is "to free all media of communications from the despotic control
which the Commission has set up."
He added: "It is not going to be a
smear, nor will it be a whitewash.
The inquiry will be fair, dignified
and thorough."
Alluding to the efforts to have
him disqualified as chairman of the
committee, Judge Cox said : "I don't
intend to be intimidated and run
away from the task."
'Not a Smear'
Chairman Cox, in an interview
with the Federated Press, leftwing news organization serving
labor papers, indicated that public
hearings would begin "in a few
days". In a Washington dispatch
dated June 1, Federated Press reported an interview with the committee chairman on the FCC inquiry. In it, Judge Cox was reported to have said that he could
("smear James Fly and Clifford
|Durr as they have smeared me"
'but that "I won't." The dispatch
added that Judge Cox said "we
[will open our hearings in a few
days" and that he brought up his
(resolution for one reason only:
"The newspapers insisted on it —
i
2

Kopf Honored
HARRY C. KOPF, vice-president
in charge of NBC Central Division,
spoke last week at the convention
of the Council on Candy as Food in
the War Effort, meeting in Chicago. His subject was the NBC
jweekly program, Washington Reports on Rationing, sponsored by
the Council. Mr. Kopf recently received an award of merit for his
work in the aviation procurement
program of the Army Air Force,
and was also appointed national
[patron of honor for his support of
|the American program of the military order of the Purple Heart.

WMCA Buys Space
WMCA, New York, last week
started an advertising campaign
in New York's dailies, marking the
station's first use of newspaper
space on a regular paid basis. Drive
is an experiment extending over a
period of six or seven months, with
the possibility being continued for
a year, and expanded to other than
(Manhattan papers in the area if
(successful.
BROADCASTING

certain newspapers and certain
Government officials."
Also recounted was the story of
the $2,500 check from WALB, Albany, Ga., to Judge Cox in alleged
payment for legal services rendered
in connection with a WALB application. Judge Cox said, according
to the news report, that he had
turned over stock in the WALB
corporation valued at $2500 to his
wife for charitable enterprises.
Then the story concluded : "According to FCC records, the stock in
WALB still stands in Cox's name,
not his wife's."
Drew Pearson, Washington columnist and radio commentator,
last week also loosed an attack on
the Cox committee and its counsel
in his syndicated Washington
Merry-Go-Round column. It was
generally thought the attack was
inspired within the FCC.
Durr Plea Inactive

KMBC

Food

Contest

Lawrence Norton, Chairman of
the Kansas War Board, praised
the contest for its contribution to
the war effort and in particular for
stimulating more interest in food
production. The contest was conducted by schools under the sponsorship of the Dept. of Agriculture
War Board through KMBC.

Production

Receives

Praise

CONTEST to stimulate food production was concluded recently by
KMBC, Kansas City, with award
of $50 War Bonds by Phil Evans,
station farm expert. Entries
were received
from more than

Biow Names Kuhl
CAL KUHL, for 13 years producer
of J. Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood, has been appointed executive
producer of the Biow Co., according to announcement by Milton
Biow, agency president, on June 1.
Replacing Vick Knight who resigned in April, Kuhl will be headquartered in Hollywood.

10,000 school children in Missouri
and Kansas who
were required to
write letters on
Mr. Evans
_„ _

measures employed on their
food out
and
farms
to put
increase

conservation methods in the home.
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Meanwhile, the petition of Commissioner Durr to have Rep. Cox
disqualified as a member of the investigating committee still languished before the House Judiciary
Committee. Congressional observers
indicated that it might remain
there for good.
The committee discussed the Durr
petition on May 27, but took no action. The matter was not even
raised at two subsequent meetings.
Members of the committee expressed doubt that it had jurisdiction to pass on appointments made
by Speaker Rayburn, who named
Judge Cox to head the five-man
committee. Other members of the
committee are: Edward J. Hart
(D-N. J.), Warren G. Magnuson
(D-Wash.,), Richard B. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.) and Louis E. Miller (R-Mo.).
A report published in PM, which
has strongly opposed the Cox inquiry and favored the FCC position, stated that some members of
the Judiciary Committee felt that
Judge Cox should resign from Congress. There was no confirmation
of this in any responsible Congressional quarter. And it was chalked
up as another episode in the campaign directed from within the
FCC to scuttle the Cox inquiry.

WDAY
"The program director of WFDF
Flint Michigan said I should do
my practicing on scales."
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Stations
To

Broadcast

Assist

Public

AS FLOOD waters inundated regions along the Mississippi River
and its tributaries, radio stations,
as in 1937, swung into action, servicing wide areas with information and mobilizing relief. Reports
have been coming in on the activities of stations in the flooded Midwest.
WLS, Chicago, at the personal
request of Gov. Dwight H. Green,
last Thursday broadcast from
Beardstown, 111., a word-picture
account of the flood situation in
that region. The special event was
handled by Art Page, WLS farm
director, while Don Kelly, special
events director, assisted in working
out the arrangements.
Sacks Wanted
WHBF, Rock Island, was called
upon by the local office of civilian
defense to broadcast an emergency
appeal for sacks that would hold
sand. The bags were to be sent to
the Peoria area. Request for sacks
was broadcast at 9 o'clock in the
morning, and according to Col.
Clyde R. Terry, executive director
of the Rock Island County Defense
Council, within 15 minutes after
the broadcast, fire stations throughout the area were receiving them.
At exactly noon a trailer truck
loaded with 22,000 bags was on its

RESULTS
BRING
RENEWALS

Montgomery
Auto

way to Peoria, and by 3 o'clock
23,000 more had been collected and
sent along to the flood area.

Company

started

WMBD,

WINNver-

tising in July
They're

1940.

still

with

us!

LOUISVILLE
■

UAitU

WINN
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LOUISVILLE,

in.
KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
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Peoria, became the information source for the Peoria
area. At the request of the Red
Cross and local officials, the station remained on the air 24 hours
for five successive days. Announcements were broadcast every halfhour on flood conditions, and large
industrial concerns informed their
employes when to come to work.
The International Harvester Co.,
with 13,000 employes, changed
from a three to a two-shift operation and changeover was made
through announcements broadcast
on the station. The station set up
remote broadcasts from Beardstown on conditions of roads, etc.
In addition, Boy Scouts were mobilized and appeals broadcast for
sacks for sand. Immediate response
to these appeals reinforced the
levees at that junction.
Remote Lines Washed
The outlying districts of Quincy,
111., were serviced by WTAD,
Quincy. Although station remote
lines to smaller towns were washed
out, the station broadcast running
bulletins and aided in the mobilization of the Illinois National Guard.
Working with federal authorities
and the Coast Guard, flood warnings and other information were
broadcast under the direction of
Roy Hampton, station news editor.
At first, KGGF, Coffeyville,
Kan., broadcast only Weather Bureau releases about impending
floods. But as the threat of disasr ter grew and KGGF was deluged
with calls from officials and farm-

Special
in

Appeals

Midwest

Flood

ers concerning river stages at
various towns in the Verdigris
Valley, the station began to broadcast warnings in time for lowland dwellers to evacuate. Its flood
service included summoning of the
Civil Air Patrol.
When the Wabash River reached
an all-time high of 27 feet, WAOV,
Vincennes, Ind., aided in disaster
relief, broadcasting emergency
messages and carrying remote
pickups from levees along the river
and from flooded sections. Nearby
George Field officials temporarily
licensed a transmitter, completed in
two sleepless nights by Ambrose
Kramer, station engineer, to be
used for evacuation messages. In
answer to the local OCD appeal
for trucks to carry people from
flooded homes, 31 offers of trucks
were received within a half-hour.
At the flood's height in the St.
Louis area, Frank Eschen, special
events director and broadcaster of
KSD, presented an eyewitness account of the damage done by the
turbulent Mississippi along with
facts on the flood, as revealed by
Capt. Stephen S. Yeandle, Coast
Guard officer, and Col. Lawrence B.
Feagin, Army engineer, who supervised flood control and relief.
Throughout the disaster areas,
people clung to their radios as
precious possessions, picking up
additional bits of information as
they waited to be evacuated. One
listener was found sitting on a
rooftop listening to his portable
radio as he awaited rescue by the
Civil Air Patrol.
Fort Wayne Floods
With 2,000 persons evacuated
and many square miles under water
in the region of Fort Wayne,
WOWO-WGL played a significant
role in the relief of flood stricken
areas. Newscasters Bob Sherman
and Fred Moore covered the disaster in shifts round-the-clock, giving flood news within seven or
eight minutes after reports came
through. The stations kept constant
contact with control centers, and
with health, water works, traffic,
fire department and civilian defense authorities.

Period

Increases

to Talent
Allowed
Treasury Rule Clears Status
Of Salaries Under Contract
RADIO artists may receive periodic
salary increases called for by their
individual contracts or may receive
increases within the limits of the
producer's salary rate range for
the particular type of performance,
leading or supporting roles, bit
parts, guest appearances, etc., according to a letter from the Treasury Dept. received by the American
Federation of Radio Artists last
week. Copies of this letter and of
the union's letter to the Treasury
to which this is a reply have been
mailed out to the AFRA membership for their information.
Text of Letter
Treasury letter, signed by Commissioner Guy T. Helvering, states,
in part:
Periodic salary increases pursuant to individual contracts of employment of radio
artists in the radio industry which are
made from a salary rate of over $5,000 per
annum, pursuant to a contract in effect on
October 3, 1942, or from a salary rate of
under tract$5,000
a conin effectperon annum,
October pursuant
27, 1942, towill
not
require the approval of this office provided
the increases are reasonable in amount.
With regard to the question of salary
rate schedules, it is the position of this
office that producers may pay salary increases which are reasonable in amount to
radio artists and to make salary payments
to such artists within the limits of the producer's salary rate ranges which were in
existen"e as of October 3, 1942. It should
be noted that the highest salary paid on
October 3. 1942, for any job classification
is the limit beyond which salaries may not
be increased without approval. A ra< io
producer may file salary rate schedules
which were in existence prior to October
3, 1942, but must file salary rate schedules
established thereafter, with Regional Offices forshould
approval.
Such radio
salary program
rate sched-or
ules
cover each
programs
being
produced
or
to
be produced and should contain:
(a) a salary rate range for leading roles,
supporting
free-lanceand
and guest
spot artists
(including roles,
bit players),
stars,
(b) if ithe producer has or intends to
and
establish a policy of regularly increased
salary payments to employees, such salary
policy should be reduced to writing and
submitted with the salary rate schedule.
Such policy should state the frequency and
amount with which such increases are
made, or are to be made, as. for example,
at
the cycle.
end of each 13-week, 26-week, or 52week
IT TOOK only two days for WMRG
to
sell 5,000attickets
for Bob Theatre,
Hope's
appearance
the Mosque
Richmond, June 6. Tickets were sold
at two large department stores to War
Bond buyers.

In addition to keeping the public accurately informed of local and
national flood conditions, and broadcasting emergency traffic orders to
prevent congestion in critical areas,
the stations averted panic by spiking a widespread rumor that the
Maumee dam had broken and that
torrents were about to crash on
Fort Wayne.

UNDER the auspices of ASCAP, a
Rachmaninoff Memorial Concert will
be given by the N. Y. Philharmonic
Symphony Orchestra at Carnegie Hall,
June 1, proceeds to go to the Armed
Forces Master Records Inc. Organization purchases new records for distribution among servicemen.

PHILADELPHIA Orchestra has
signed a long-term contract to record
exclusi
Corp. vely for Columbia Recording
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tion dates for contracts with more
BLUE

LETTER

TEXT of letter to BLUE affiliates,
sig'ned by Keith Rig-gins, vice-president in charge of station relations,
follows :
"In accordance with our previous
advices to you, we have carefully
considered the network regulations
promulgated by the FCC and have
discussed in detail with the members of your stations advisory committee the effect of those regulations upon our contracts.
"Since those regulations will
probably become effective on June
15, 1943, we believe it to be in your
best interest and ours to attempt
as promptly as possible to arrive
at an equitable adjustment of our
contractual relations in the light
of the regulations. With that end
in view we have prepared and are
forwarding- herewith in duplicate
a modification of our agreement
which in our opinion will bring
that agreement into complete conformity with the network regulations and which we believe you will
find satisfactory.
"The enclosed modification has
been discussed with Chairman Fly
and he has indicated that it is in
compliance with the network regulations.
"If you have any questions concerning the modification, please
advise us at your earliest opportunity, otherwise, we shall appreciate your executing and returning
f one copy to us."
Accompanying letter follows in
.basic form, with some variations
according to the location of the station and the amount of time its
contract with the BLUE still has to
run:
First Call

TO

AFFILIATES

grams which we will offer to furnish are for sustaining use only
and may not be sold by your station
for commercial sponsorship or used
for any other purpose, without our
prior written consent."
2. Paragraph 2 of Section III of
our aforesaid agreement is hereby
modified to read as follows:
"III — Network optional time.
"(A-l) Insofar as Section 3.104
of the regulations of the FCC as
amended Oct. 11, 1941, will permit,
you hereby option us the hours
designated below as network optional time, for the broadcasting
of the network commercial programs which we furnish to you.
May Reject Programs
"Network optional time will be
as follows (appropriate times according to the location of the station were inserted here) :
"(A-2) Because of your public responsibility your station may reject
any network program which you
reasonably believe to be unsatisfactory or unsuitable or the broadcasting of which would in your opinion
not be in the public interest or be
less in the public interest than a
program of outstanding national or
local importance which you wish to
substitute therefor, all in accordance with the provisions of Section
3.105 of the regulations of the
3. (This section set new expiraFCC."

"This letter supplements our
!'agreement for network affiliation
with you dated. . . .
1. We are pleased to extend to
your station the first call in its
;community upon BLUE network
(program service as permitted under Section 3.102 of the regulations
of the FCC and accordingly the
first paragraph of Section 1 of our
aforesaid agreement entitled "network affiliation and program service"
follows is:hereby modified to read as
"In order that your station may
continue to serve the public interest, convenience and necessity by
broadcasting programs of a quality
and character generally beyond the
reach of individual stations, BLUE
will, at its own expense, extend its
program transmission lines to your
control board at your main studios
and offer your stations the first call
in the community in which those
studios are located upon all BLUE
network programs scheduled to be
broadcast by a station in that community. Such programs will be of
rwide variety, including musical,
educational, religious, sports, public affairs, international and special
events programs.
"The network
sustaining proBROADCASTING

• Broadcast

KEEP

More

THE

than two years to run, in accordance with the new ruling establishing that as a maximum time.
Contracts
expiring within the next
dates.)
two years retain these expiration
4. Each of the foregoing modifications shall become effective simultaneously with effective time of the
particular regulations of the FCC
to which such modification pertains
and shall continue in effect for
such time as that particular regulation remains in effect.
If the modifications herein proposed are satisfactory to you, will
you kindly so indicate on the copy
of this letter enclosed for that purpose and return that copy to us.
Frank

($800,097,000)
OF

ALL THE ^
1942
46
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L. Capps

FRANK L. CAPPS, 75, a pioneer
of the American recording industry, died of a heart ailment last
Wednesday night at Memorial Hospital, New York. He worked with
Thomas A. Edison, inventing the
spring-motor for phonographs, a
vital part of the phonograph pickup device, and held more than 50
other patents in that field. His
shop, now devoted entirely to
war work, is in charge of his
daughter, Isabel Capps Rainey,
who will carry on in his place.
WAR

GAMES of the Army First Service Command, including a mock invasion of Massachusetts by paratroopers, were covered by the special
events dept. of WTAG, Worcester.
Broadcast included a pickup from the
ARP Report Center, another from an
observation post at the state armory,
and explanations of the functions of
defense units.

GEORGIAplace within the
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NEST

and more, management

EGG

Ring & Clark, Washington, D. C.
% Ask

is recognizing the

necessity of keeping a nest egg of consumer goodwill ready for the day when peacetime production
begins again. The steady increase in the volume

by

Headley -Reed

for a copy of WAGA's
new study, "How to Get
More Listeners per Dollar in the Atlanta Mar-

of radio advertising since Pearl Harbor shows it.
Because radio is the accepted medium
building.

for goodwill

Radio gives people something they value — entertainment— to remember you by.
ket."

CFRB
TO
860

R O NTO
KILOCYCLES

Surveys prove at least one quarter of all radios in Canada's
richest market are always tuned to CFRB.
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ALTHOUGH technical and personnel
problems for the BBC are more acute
under wartime conditions, broadcasts
to foreign countries have increased materially and domestic listening is definitely expanding, according to Edward R. Murrow, CBS .London correspondent and European staff chief,
now in this country for a short vacation. Mr. Murrow spoke at a New
York luncheon in his honor given by
CBS last Thursday.

Cosmetics Cited by FTC
CHIN-UP and Digitite, cosmetic preparations sold by L. R. Kallman, doing
business as L. R. Kallman & Co.,
Chicago, have been cited for misrepresentation in radio and other advertising by the Federal Trade Commission. The only effect of either preparation, when used as directed, the complaint charges, is a temporary local
astringent action which does not accomplish the results claimed.

PEOPLE

From

ARE

Maine's woodsmen

LISTENING

TO

to California's cuties; from

Florida's fishermen to Montana's ranchmen . . . everybody, from helper to executive, listens every night to
the authoritative voice of Mutual's ace newscaster . . .
Fulton Lewis, Jr. Indicative of his popularity are the
reports of successful campaigns for advertisers sponsoring Fulton Lewis, Jr. Mr. Lewis has just celebrated the
signing up of his 100th current sponsor . . . and many
more

are climbing on the Lewis bandwagon

CHAIN

BROADCASTING
REGULATIONS
(As Amended May 28, 1943)

3.101 Exclusive Affiliation of station. — No
license shall be granted to a standard
broadcast station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding, express or
implied, with a network organization 1 under which the station is prevented or hincered from, or penalized for, broadcasting
the programs of any other network organization.
3.102 Territorial exclusivity. — No license
shall be granted to a standard broadcast
station having any contract, arrangement,
or understanding, express or implied, with
a network organization which prevents or
hin<"ers another station serving substantially the same area from broadcasting the
network's programs not taken by the former station, or which prevents or hinders
another station serving a substantially
different area from broadcasting any program of the network organization. This
regulation shall not be construct to prohibit any contract, arrangement, or understanding between a station and a network
organization pursuant, to which the station
is granted the first call in its primary service area upon the programs of the network
organization.
3.103 Term of Affiliation. — No license
shall be granted to a standard broadcast
station having any contract, arrangement,
or understanding, express or implied, with
a network organization which provides, by
original term, provisions for renewal, or
otherwise for the affiliation of the station
with the network organization for a period
longer than two years: Provided, That a
contract, arrangement, or understanding
for a period up to two years, may be entered into within six months prior to the
commencement of such period.
3.104 Option Time. — No license shall be
granted to a standard broadcast station
which options 2 for network programs any
time
call on
days'
notice,subject
or moreto time
thanlessa than
total 55
of three
hours 3 within each of four segments of the
broadcast day, as herein described. The
broa( cast day is divided into 4 segments,
as follows: 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.; 1:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m.; 6:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m;
11:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.4 Such options may
not be exclusive as against other network
organizations and may not prevent or hinder the station from optioning or selling
any or all of the time covered by the option, or other time, to other network organizations
3.105 Right to reject programs. — No license shall be granted to a standard broadcast station having any contract, arrangement, or understanding, express or implied,
with a network organization which (a),
with respect to programs offered pursuant
to an affiliation contract, prevents or hinders the station from rejecting or refusing
network programs which the station reasonably believe; to be unsatisfactory or
unsuitable; or which (b), with respect to
network programs so offered or alreaty
contracted for, prevents the station from
rejecting or refusing any program which,
in its opinion, is contrary to the public interest, or from substituting a program of
outstanding local or national importance.
3.106 Network ownership of stations. —
No license shall be granted to a network
organization; or to any person directly or
indirectly controlled by or under common
control 5 with a network organization, for
more than one standard broadcast station
where one of the stations covers substantially the service area of the other station,
GET

RESULTS

or for any standard broadcast station ii
any locality where the existing stantan.
broadcast stations are so few or of sucl
unequal desirability (in terms of coverage
power, frequency, or other related matters)
that competition would be substantially re
strained by such licensing.
3.107 Dual network operation. — No li
cense shall be issued to a standard broad
cast station affiliated with a network or
ganization which maintains more than om
network: Provided, That this regulatioi
shall not be applicable if such network;
are not operated simultaneously, or if then
is no substantial overlap in the territorj
served by the group of stations comprising
each such network.
3.108 Control by networks of station
rates. — No license shall be granted to £
standard broadcast station having any con
tract, arrangement, or understanding, ex
press or implied, with a network organiza
tion under which the station is preventec
or hindered from, or penalized for, fixing
or altering its rates for the sale of broadcast time for other than the network's proEffective Date of Regulations — These
grams.
regulations shall become effective 12:01
a.m., Eastern War Time, June 15, 1943,
unless otherwise required by court orcer:
Provided, That the effective date of Regulation 3.106 with respect to any station may
be extended from time to time in order to
permit the orderly disposition of properties ;Provided further, That the effective cate of Regulation 3.106 shall be suspended indefinitely with respect to regional
network organizations; and Provided further, That the effective date of Regulation
3.107 shall be suspended indefinitely and
any further order of the Commission
placing said Regulation 3.107 in effect shall
provide
not less
than six ofmonths'
notice
and
for for
further
extension
the effective
date from time to time in order to permit
the orderly disposition of properties.
1 The term "network organization" aai
used herein includes national and regional
network organizations. See Chapter VII, J,
of Report on Chain Broadcasting.
2 As used in this section, an option is any
contract, arrangement, or understanding,
express or implied, between a station and
a network organization which prevents or
hinders the station from scheduling programs before the network agrees to utilize
the time during which such programs are
scheduled, or which requires the station to
clear time already scheduled when the network organization seeks to utilize the time.
3 All time options permitted under this
section must be for specified clock hours,
expressed in terms of any time system set
forth in the contract agreed upon by the
station and network organization. Shifts
from daylight saving to standard time or
vice versa may or may not shift the specified hours correspondingly as agreed by the
station and network organization.
1 These segments are to be determined
for each station in terms of local time at
the location of the station but may remain
constant throughout the year regardless of
shifts
standard to caylight saving
time or from
vice versa.
5 The word "control" as used herein, is
not limited to full control but includes such
a measure of control as would substantially
affect
the availability of the station to other
networks.
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Last year Fulton Lewis, Jr. won the coveted DuPont
award for the nation's best radio commentator. His
name is one with which any sponsor would be proud to
have his product linked. Sell him at your one-time quarter
hour rate per week . . . Wire, phone or write WM. B.
DOLPH, WOL WASHINGTON, D. C. . . . TODAY!
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LAGUARDIA

ACTION

CONTINUES

WNYC

CONTINUED operation of WNYC,
New York, as a municipal station
was believed settled by action of
Mayor LaGuardia in vetoing practically all of the budget slashes
made by the City Council, one of
which would have deprived WNYC
of support from city funds. The
Council suggested that the City
make money on the station by
leasing it to a commercial operator
[Broadcasting, May 31].
Council has until June 10 to override the Mayor's veto, which restored all but about $50,000 of the
$10,865,000 cut from the 1943-44
budget by the Council, but it is believed a practical impossibility for
the supporters of the reductions to
secure from the 26 Council members the 20 votes necessary to kill
the veto. If the veto is not killed,
the next year's budget will go into
effect as revised by the Mayor, and
WNYC will continue as before.
I In explaining his veto on this
I point, the Mayor said: "The MuI nicipal Broadcasting System of the
I City of New York is the outstand■ ing and foremost non-commercial,
I publicly owned and operated broadI casting station in % the country."

KVWC

BROADCASTS

New

Type Institutional Show
'
For Waggoner Estate
TURNING for the first time to
radio institutional advertising, the
W. T. Waggoner Estate of Vernon,
Texas, a vast ranch and oil property covering a half million acres,
sponsors a new type of patriotic
broadcast on KVWC, Mutual affiliate in Vernon. Aired three times
weekly, the quarter-hour program,
Trails to Glory, pays tribute to
the men and women who have left
"the fringe of the Waggoner Ranch
to serve with America's armed
Ninetieth broadcast in the series
forces."
was
aired June 1. Thomas Hudson McKee, promotion manager at

KLPM
MINOT

north!

Continuation Urged
A PLEA for Mayor La Guardia of
New York to insure continuation of
WNYC as a non-commercial municipal station by vetoing a city
council action cutting the station's
$106,915
appropriation from the
budget was written last week by
Joseph Lang, general manager of
WHOM,
Jersey
City. Plea was
'based on the station's programming
jjrecord, and its service as a local co[iordinator of public service broadcasts.
Mr. Lang assured the Mayor his
■plea was "purely a businessman's
jiview" "for I have no ax to grind
commercially or politically". He
jpointed out that WNYC
and
WHOM were not in competition
isince his station caters to foreign
language programs.
"The very presence of an independent, non-commercial station
dedicated to civic public service, enlightenment, and the higher type
pf entertainment," Mr. Lang wrote,
"is
healthy
situationfrom
which
not a be
eliminated
theshould
New
York scene."

KDLRLAKE
DEVILS
★

dakot
\
1
l
k«..ir!

6
eat

KVWC, writes the scripts and
gives the dramatized tributes. He
shares the show with Manager
W. D. Dixon, who presents biographical sketches of the saluted,
based on a combination of questionnaires and personal interviews.
Transcribed music and effects are
handled by William Parady.
Copy of the script in a memorial
folder and a personal letter from
Mr. McKee goes to the family of
each service man concerned, as a
keepsake. Four women, two Army
nurses and two members of the
WAAC, have so far been honored
on the program.
LILLIAN RANDOLPH (Birdie) of
the weekly NBC Great Gildersleeve,
has been signed for a singing role in a
Republic film.

Just made

Named

PETROLEUM ADVISERS Inc.,
New York, announced last week
that Tom De Bow had been named
manager of the advertising and
news department, which handles
advertising of petroleum products
marketed by the subsidiaries of
Cities Service Co., New York.
Elliott McEldowney, who handled
advertising and news, resigned
with James Delaney, June 1, to
join Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York.
MEREDITH WILLSON, formerly
musical director of NBC Ma-incefl
House Coffee Time and now captain
in the Army Special Services Division,
is composer of the novelty war song,
"Ke-Toky-I-O", introduced on recent
broadcast of Chaise & Sanborn Shoio.

WMFG JL>
ska^forks MINNESOTA'
"\
\
•ymr. WHLB
Virginia
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Manpower-Distribution

Survey

De Bow

Problems...

Acres"
to "Golden
Come
Just Completed on Rich, Vital NCBS Market to Help You!
by North Central Broadcasting System for you ... a complete, intimate study

of manpower and distribution facts in this rich market .. ."Golden Acres." This valuable
survey fe//s you the leading food and drug jobbers . . . location of their branches and warehouse . . . number of salesmen covering NCBS area . . . class A & B retailers . . . products
stocked . . . turnover. These and many other vital facts you need to know about this great
market are yours for the asking ... to help you secure the shortest cut to greater sales
and profits in America's "Golden Acres" where retail sales last year were $2,186,631,000.
Write or phone us today for this helpful, profit-making study . . . and beat manpowerdistribution problems in this 2-billion dollar market!

OlARK

OF ACCURACY,

SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE
WORLD

IN

WIDE NEWS COVERAGE

UNITED

North
B
S
ORTH Central
UENTRAL
UROADCASTING
OYSTEM,
INC
JOHN W. BOLER, President
New York
Chicago, Illinois
St. Paul, Minnesota
8 East 4 1 st Street
360 North Michigan Avenue
Commodore Hotel
State 4214
Lexington 2-6892
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RADIO

TRENDS
ANALYZED
RADIO advertising has shown the
sharpest rise of all media and has
increased in volume without interruption, proving itself the exception to the rule, according to a survey by Kenneth Davis of the Division of Industrial Economy of the
Commerce Dept., writing in the
June issue of Domestic Commerce.
Mr. Davis reported general advertising volume in the first quarter of 1943 increased 8% over the
year before, with radio continuing
its rapid pace and handling the
greatest volume in its history.
Contributions of time and space
in behalf of war bonds is regarded
by Mr. Davis as "the most significant point of contrast" between advertising in the first quarter of
1943 and that appearing in the
same period a year ago. "It is practically impossible today", he points
out, "to read through any publication or listen to any series of radio
programs without coming upon examples of the new advertising tech-

EX&S

TheT

ERS

RANG

lellm
Beer

Discussing the increase in the
volume
nique." of radio advertising, Mr.
Davis declares: "As the youngest
of the more widely used vehicles of
advertising, radio is still growing
strongly, and what its proportionate
place in the field will be remains
to be determined.

... also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
T T T T T T
George E. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK
• KANSAS CITY, MO.
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WITH

ADVERTISING

BETTY RHODES, star of MBS The
Fleet's In, has been signed to a term
contract by Paramount Pictures, and
scheduled for leading feminine role in
the film, "Rainbow Island".

Ifotintj Charmer
A

FUTURE

Barbara McDowell is a Wichita
"BOOM - BABY". "Boom - Baby"
because she was born in a iiBoomTown". Facing a bright future because Wichita is a "Boom-Town"
with a future. Barbara's dad is
building for his family's future
at Wichita's Boeing Aircraft plant.

Are you building your present
and future sales in Wichita?
Today Wichita ranks first
among all sales hot spots in the
Middle West and fourth in the
entire country. KFH— the only
full-time, 5000-watter in Kansas
—is ready to do the job for you.

ACTRESS 80 YEARS OLD is reading a testimonial from a 90-year-ok
listener on Noxzema's Quiz of Two Cities on WTiC, Hartford. In rea;
life she is Mrs. Lihou, tax-collector of Bloomfield, Conn., and a great
grandmother. Admiring "youngsters" are (1 to r) : Bernard Mullins
commercial announcer; Paul Lucas, co-producer of the show; Georgt
Bowe, m. c. The quiz involves Hartford, Conn., and Springfield, Mass
Blue

Stations

Are

Cited

For Adult Education Aid
AMERICAN Economic Foundation,
through its board of trustees, is
giving awards to a number of
BLUE stations for their contributions to adult education through
promotion of public discussion. The
BLUE's Wake Up America series
is presented under the auspices of
the Foundation. Designated as recipients of merit are stations located in those cities saluted as
"honor cities" on the program during the past two years; also those
which have cooperated in carrying
the recent national intercollegiate
debates sponsored bv the Foundation, as well as the Wake Up America broadcasts from week to week.
Stations receiving the commendation include: KGO KECA KQV
WXYZ WJBO KSCJ WJHP WENR
WRNL KFBI KUTA WSUN WJZ
WEMP
KOWH
WTOL
KJR
WDEF KSO KGKO WTRY KABC
WFIL WREN WFIL. Board will
meet this week to select additional
stations.
HOMER REPLOGLE, former branch
manager of the Cleveland department
of the Ohio Match Co., has been appointed sales manager of Harold H.
Clapp Inc., Rochester, in charge of
retail sales operations. The company
uses radio for the promotion of its
baby foods.

WATSON,
DODD
ITEM
SNARES
COMMITTEE
INABILITY of House and Senate
conferees to agree on an amendment to the Urgent Deficiencies
Bill which would have fired twe
FCC employes, Dr. Goodwin Wat
son and Dr. William E. Dodd, Jr.
both of the Foreign Broadcast In
telligence Service, was a principle
item holding up final action on tht
bill last week.
Conferees met and agreed or
about 60 amendments, but were un
able to come to terms on Watsor
and Dodd when House conferees re
fused to give up the House ap
proved item striking the two from
the payroll. The Committee mem
bers reported to their Houses fo:
instructions.
Indications were that the Housi
would continue to insist on dismis
sal of the two, together with Dr
Robert
Morss
Lovett,
Governmen'
Secretary
of the
Virgin
Islands
Rep. Vorys (R-O.), in a letter jet
his constituents, assailed Dr. Wat
son, asserting that he believed ir
overthrow of the American systenby force and revolution.
MESSCHER & STOCK, Chicag.
(Fiego beverage), on May 29 starfcel
morning quarter-hour weekly newst
cast on WBBM, Chicago. Agency i
Goldman & Gross, Chicago.

RAY REYNOLDS
OF ROGERS & SMITH,
CHICAGO
about

Photo by Montague Studios
That Selling Station
Established 1923

In Kansas1 Biggest, Richest Market!

Co-o Wheals, by the exclusive use
of WDGY, and no other promotion or advertising,
tribu ion
in this area. forced disNAT'LKEPS : WILLIAMG.RAMBEAUCO.

KFH
WICHITA
CBS

. . 5000 WATTS

^
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DAY & NIGHT

I 1 PRIMARY COVERAGE
Kg SECONDARYBasedCOVERAGE
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NBC
Hedges

Submits
Informs

Regarding

Stations

New

FCC

Time Regulations
FOLLOWING is the full text of
the letter sent by William S.
Hedges, NBC vice-president in
charge of stations, to affiliates of
that network, designed to make
NBC affiliation contracts conform
to the new FCC network regulations effective June 15:
"We hereby release you of any
obligation you may now have to
broadcast any network commercial
■ program we may offer you if the
I program offered by us occurs at a
I time conflicting with the time for
I which you are committed to broadI cast a program of another network
I or if the program offered by us is
I offered on less than 56 days notice
|>to you or if the program offered
"by us does not occur within the
following hours, New York City
time:
(Here are inserted times
applicable to each time zone).
Broadcast Obligations
"The
aforementioned waiver
with respect to your obligations to
"broadcast our network commercial
programs is made, however, with
the understanding that you will
'continue to broadcast each of our
network commercial programs
[Which you are already obligated to
broadcast in periods of time outride the hours mentioned above,
[but in no event beyond the period
ofor which we are presently comi Emitted to the respective sponsors
a! [thereof to deliver your station.
[\ "We further waive any rights
jwhich we may have under said
contract which may be inconsistent
ijwith the provisions
of section
J3.105 of said regulations.
D ^ "We assume you will desire to
« liwaive any right which you may
^have under said contract which
may
be in conflict with section
p. 102. In that event we hereby
grant you the right of first refusal,
jood for seventy-two [72] hours,
jn your primary service area upon
pur network programs, provided,
^however, we shall have the right
?to permit any of our programs to
be broadcast by any station now
regularly broadcasting
our programs or by any station which may
be substituted therefor by us as
n affiliate in the same community
f any such station.

Waivers

to

"Each of the foregoing waivers
shall become individually effective
at such time as the corresponding
regulation pursuant to which the
waiver is made becomes effective
and shall continue in effect for so
long as that regulation is in effect.
"As you recall we have previously waived all rights under said
contract which may have been inconsistent with section 3.101 and
3.103 of the regulations.
Contract Expiration
"With respect to section 3.103,
we will assume unless we hear
from you to the contrary that our
contract shall expire two years after the effective date of this section with the undersanding that
should this section be subsequently
modified or be made ineffective
within a period of two years from

GILLETTE

the effective date thereof so as to
make licensees having network
contracts extending for a duration
longer than two years eligible for
a renewal of their license, it is
agreed our contract shall expire on
the date presently specified or on
the latest day permissable under
any such modification, whichever
date shall earlier occur. The foregoing change in expiration dates
shall not affect, of course, any
earlier rights of termination of
either party which may now be
contained in said contract."
[The above paragraph is included only in letters to stations whose
present contracts with NBC have
more than two years to run. Stations with contracts expiring in
less than two years were notified
that
those expiration dates remain
unchanged.]

SPONSORS

ALL-STAR
BASEBALL
GILLETTE Safety Razor Co., Boston, has purchased for $25,000 the
broadcasting rights to the 1943
all-star baseball game between the
National and American leagues, to
be played Tuesday night, July 13,
or at 1:30 p.m. July 15, if postponed. Game will be broadcast here
cn over 200 Mutual stations; in
Canada through the facilities of
the CBC, and will be shortwaved
abroad.
The $25,000 as well as all other
receipts will be turned over to the
major league's baseball equipment
fund to provide baseball equipment
for the armed forces, according to
Baseball Commissioner Kenesaw
M. Landis, and J. P. Spang Jr.,
Gillette president, who made the
announcement. Deal marks the first
time that the all-star game has had
an exclusive radio sponsor. Agency
is Maxon Inc., New York.

Riding
The

Affiliates

Boise Branch

a

AN

Spots for "Dix
EXTENSIVE
radioie"
campaign

to
promote musical
"Dixie",
Paramount
technicolor
starring
Bing
Crosby and Dorothy Lamour,
started June 10 on Crosby's Kraft
Music Hall program on NBC, to
which he returns after a sojourn
in Mexico. Crosby will introduce
music from the picture. His July
1 broadcast on NBC will also be
dedicated to "Dixie" as the great
rallying song of the South and to
the "Fighting Sons of the South",
with Dorothy Lamour as a special
Prior to the picture's release in
guest.
southern cities, Paramount has
bought local spot announcements
and station-breaks in Atlanta,
Richmond, Charlotte, Nashville,
Birmingham, New Orleans, Montgomery, Louisville, Dallas, Ft.
Worth, Houston, Memphis, Newport News and Norfolk. Agency is
Buchanan & Co., New York.

Sure

Thing

of a Nation-Wide

Mercantile

Organization use KIDO "EXCLUSIVELY" and for the
"FIRST TIME" in a Semi-Annual Sale.
The Boise Branch reached
109.74 of its Quota.
Place your money on a "SURE THING"
NOW
KIDO-BOISE,

IDAHO
5,000
DAY
■miilMIMlMMilM

WHKY

in
1,000
IWATTS
NIGHT

BLUE

NIGHT
KC

7<4e Only GolumJUa
Station in Ma/upland
★

Radio Homes Coverage
1 4 4,8 2 3
National Representative
Howard H. Wilson Co.
11290 KC

&

600

0
5,00
WATT
5 PAV

HICKORY
NORTH CAROLINA

WATTS

For more information consult
John Blair & Co.

Paul H. Raymer Co.
National Salei. R#pneia*itatU»
New York • Chicago • Sin Francisco • Los Angeles
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CBS
Local

Submits
Time

to

Contracts
New

Govern

Under

Rules

CALLING upon its affiliated stations for cooperation and teamwork, CBS May 29 sent to its affiliated stations a detailed telegram
blanketing in changes in contracts
necessitated by the FCC's network
regulations, scheduled to become
effective June 15.
Specified in the telegram were
hours to be optioned for each time

£taaUt
and

RADIO
STATION
REPRESENTATIVES
offices

WINNIPEG '
MONTREAL
TORO•NTO

Buy

Buy
LISTENERS

WFMJ
covering greater
Yoangstown
More

listeners, more

hours

of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngstown,

O., area.*

*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Bine Network
Headley-Reed,

5 0 0 0 WATTS

■

Rep.

1 3 3 0 KILOCYCLES

zone, pursuant tothat
the Commission's
determination
local time
rather than Eastern War Time
would govern. The telegram, signed
by Herbert V. Akerberg, vicepi esident in charge of station relations, pointed out that FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly had "indicated that the modifications"
comply with the regulations. Stations were asked to confirm the
agreement by wire. Chairman Fly
gave his assent, it is understood,
late May 28, and the telegram was
dispatched the following day.
Following is the full text of the
CBS telegram:
"The affiliation agreement between us provides that the obligations under it are subject to all
applicable FCC regulations. Since
the FCC regulations applicable to
stations engaged in chain broadcasting are expected to become effective on June 15, 1943, and in
order that your affiliation agreement may comply with the applicable provisions of those regulations, we wish to notify you that:
"FIRST. So long as Section 3.101
shall be in effect, you will be under no obligation to refrain from
broadcasting the programs of any
other network organization, but it
is equally understood that you are
under no obligation to broadcast
any programs of any other network organization.
Program

Obligations

"SECOND. So long as Section
3.104 shall be in effect you will be
under no obligation to accept any
Columbia network program (a) on
less than 56 days' notice or (b) for
broadcasting during a period in
which you are obligated by contract to broadcast a program of another network or (c) in any hours
other than the following: (Insert 1,
2, 3 or 4 whichever is applicable).
You are of course at complete liberty to accept network commercial
programs which we may offer in
hours other than those specified
above.

"THIRD.
So long as Section
3.105 shall be in effect, you shall
1 be relieved of any obligation which
would hinder or prevent you from
ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
rejecting programs to the extent
The roster of advertisers using WEVD year
that
such obligations are inconsistafter year reads like "Who's Who" in
ent with Section 3.105.
National Advertising. List on request.
"FOURTH. If the term of your
HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR
affiliation agreement presently exWEVD— 117 W. 46th Stmt, N.w York, N. Y.
tends beyond June 14, 1945, such
Page
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New

Options

to Affiliates
prevents us from furnishing am
Columbia network programs to j
station serving a substantially dif
ferent area from that served bj
you or from furnishing Columbi;
network programs which you do no
take to another station serving sub
stantially the same area, excep
that we shall not offer any Colum
bia network program, whethe
sponsored or sustaining, to an
other station which serves sub
stantially the same area as you
station without giving you firs
refusal of such program.
(Optional) The option time spe
cified in SECOND above will neces
sarily be uniform to all stations i;
each time zone as no other woul
be at all practicable for either yo1
or us as to sponsored network pro
grams. Therefore, we are sure yo1
will understand the necessity o
foregoing
your
present exemp

agreement will terminate June 14,
1945, provided that if Section 3.103
shall be rescinded or modified prior
to that date, such agreement shall
remain in effect until its present
expiration date or such earlier date
as may be permitted by such regulation. If the term of your affiliation agreement does not presently
extend beyond June 14, 1945, but
contains an option or options giving us the right to extend the term
beyond June 14, 1945, the options
which give us the right to extend
the term of the affiliation agreement beyond June 14, 1945, are
suspended; provided, however, that
if and to the extent that rescission
or modification of such section shall
permit such options shall be reinstated.
"FIFTH. So long as Section 3.102
shall be in effect, we shall be released from any obligation which
CBS

TIME

ZONE

FOLLOWING are time options
specified by CBS, by time zones, in
its telegram making all affiliate
contracts conform to new network
regulations, effective June 15 (see
Paragraph SECOND in text on
this page) :
Insert 1 for eastern time zone stations only is :
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays, Fridays, Saturdays, 9 :45
a.m. to 12:45 p.m., 1 p.m. to 3
5 p.m. to 6 p.m., 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.,
and on Sundays, 10 a.m. to 1
1 :30 p.m. to 3 p.m., 4 :30 p.m. p.m.,
to 6
p.m.,
p.m. and 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. (all periods
expressed in New York time current
on the date of broadcast.)
Insert 2 for central time zone stations only is :
On Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays, 10 :45 a.m. to 12 :45 p.m., 1 :00
p.m. to 3:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m. to 6:00
p.m., 7 :30 p.m. to 10 :00 p.m. and
11 :00 p.m. 11 :30 p.m. and on Sundays, 10 :30 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m., 1 :30
p.m. to 3:00 p.m., 4:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m., 7 :30 p.m. to 10 :00 p.m. and
11:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. (all periods
expressed in New York time current
on the date of broadcast.)
Insert 3 for mountain time zone stations, except KGVO, KFBB and
KTUC is:
On Mondays,
Tuesdays, Wednes-

TEST

YOUR
of

1
■

OPTIONS

days, Thursdays, Fridays and Satm
days, 11 :45 a.m. to 12 :45 p.m., 1 :0'
p.m. to 3 :00 p. m., 4 :00 p.m. to 6 :3'
p.m., 7:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., 8:0'
p.m. to 10 :00 p.m., and 11 :00 p.m. t
12 midnight ; and on Sundays, 11 :0>
a.m. to 1:00 p.m., 2:00 p.m. to 3:0
p.m., 4 :3() p.m. to 7 :30 p.m., 8 :00 p.n
to 10:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. to 1
midnight (all periods expressed i
broadcast.)
New York time current on the date o
Insert 4 for Pacific time zone stc
tions and
KTUC
is: KGVO, KFBB, KOY an

On Mondays,
Tuesdays, Wednes
days, Thursdays, Fridays and Satui
days, 11 :45 a.m. to 12 :45 p.m., 1 p.n
to 3 p.m., 4 p.m. to 6 :30 p.m., 7 p.n
to 7 :30 p.m., 9 p.m. to 10 :00 p.m., 1
p.m. to 1 a.m. and on Sundays, 1 «
a.m. to 1 p.m., 2 p.m. to 3 p.m., 4 :3l'
p.m. to 7 :30 p.m., 9 p.m. to 10 p.n.
and 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. (all periods e: ™
pressed in New York time current »fi
the date of broadcast.)
The
words
FIFTH
were not"optional"
included in followmlr
the wir jB
to stations. The two sentences betwee
those words were included only i
wires to Baltimore, Buffalo, Clevehvnc
Columbus, O. ; Detroit, Ithaca, Pitts
burgh, Richmond, Worcester, Ceda
Rapids, Dallas, Des Moines, Gram
Forks, Kansas City, Louisville, Nasi
ville, New Orleans, Topeka, Sioui
City-Yankton, Salt Lake City, Por
land, Ore.

KNOWLEDGE

PANAMA

What percentage of Panama's
present population speaks Eng

n Name the Panama station thatM
lish?
L carries
English programs exclusively every evening
.
3 How can
yourbig,
advertising you
story totellthe
rich
English-speaking Panama population?
MOH i
MOH Z

Rep.: Melchor Guiman Co. Inc. %09 I
9 Rockefeller Plaia, New York City
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•ime in return for this new allocaion and our waiver of your obligaion to take network programs in
limes other than those specified in
Paragraph SECOND is conditioned
lipon your foregoing your present
I xempt time. (Optional).
f1 "You appreciate, of course, that
■ he regulations do not in any way
l^ffect present network business or
■ ^resent network orders which have
I een accepted, or impair your comllete freedom to accept orders in
I he future which may be either
I athin or outside of the hours spe[ified under SECOND above.
"We have discussed with Chair|ian Fly the effect of the regulaions upon our affiliation contracts
I
s outlined above and he has indiated that the modifications set
orth above comply with the reguitions. Please wire us your conrmation of the changes in our
ffiliation relationship outlined
bove.
"We are confident that with your
-oluntary and wholehearted coperation we can maintain a high
;vel of network commercial busi-ess for the benefit of all CBS staons and thus be able to continue
n equally high level of sustaining
2rvice to you and to your listenlg public. Our determination to
rovide the very best possible network service is not in any way
langed by the fact of these reguitions but will depend henceforth
) a far larger degree on your
jcognition of the common prob;ms which now face us as a netork organization and you as an
(filiated
station."
ft
Roma Spots
OMA WINE Co., subsidiary of
chenley Distillers Corp., is suplementing its network advertising
ith a spot radio campaign on
jght foreign language stations,
irive started May 23 and will connue for a year, using both live
Jid transcribed announcements,
alian announcements are aired on
fCOP WHOM
WOV
WPEN
/GES and KLS, and Polish anpuncements on WGES WBNX and
ifBNY, the latter station also
arrying English commercials.
Ionia Wine's revised CBS program
arted June 3. Agency is McCannrickson, New York, and San
(rancisco.

THIS

C.

J. Burnside

Tells

Growth

of

Radar

As
Developed,
Built by Westinghouse
WESTINGHOUSE has been active
to "beamcast" radio waves, rein Radar production since 1937, C.
search which was begun nearly 10
J. Burnside, manager of the Westyears ago near East Pittsburgh,
inghouse Radio Division said last
Pa. The work is carried on by speweek, adding that the firm is now
cially recruited physicists and enmaking 41 times as much of the
gineers in cooperation with the Naequipment as it did when the National Defense Research Committional Defense Program got undertee, the Naval Research Laboratory
way in 1940.
and the Army Signal Corps.
During 1937, Mr. Burnside said,
"Beamcasting" was first demonWestinghouse developed the key
strated publicly by Westinghouse ill
electronic tube for the first Army
1933 at the Century of Progress
radar equipment for detecting eneExposition in Chicago. Until a few
my aircraft. He said this pioneeryears ago, however, the maximum
ing enabled the firm to place proven
power of the ultra short waves infield radar apparatus in the hands
volved was about one watt. Equipof the armed forces several months
ment now used makes possible conbefore the attack on Pearl Harbor.
siderably more power for radar
At Pearl Harbor
apparatus.
Mr. Burnside explained that one
"It was one of the early Westof radar's great advantages over
inghouse radar units," Mr. Burnthe outmoded acoustic detectors,
side asserted, "which detected and
located Japanese planes some 30 those large listening horns once
familiar sights in news reels, is
minutes before they attacked on
that radar travels at 186,000 miles
Dec.
1941."
a second — the speed of light —
Mr. 7,Burnside
said that in addiwhile sound travels at only 700
tion to its mass production of the
miles an hour, hardly double the
radar equipment, Westinghouse is
speed of a fast bomber.
continuing its studies of apparatus
Writer

WITH
REX
DAVIS
4 TIMES
DAILY

Shortage

ANOTHER attempt to obtain essential classification status for radio writers and performers from
the War Manpower Commission
will be made by OWI as result of
strong showing of opinions at a
Hollywood industry meeting on
May 27. Promise was made bv
Donald D. Stauffer, new chief of
the radio bureau, OWI, to more
than 250 top actors, writers, producer, agency, network and station executives attending the meeting staged in NBC studios. He was
on the West Coast primarily to outline present and future plans of his
office. Only 75 of 300 members of
Radio Writers Guild are still working in the Los Angeles area.
Scheer

Test

IN A FOUR-WEEK test campaign
for"
Liquid
MedalScheer
Products
Co., Hosiery,
Brooklyn,Gold
on
May 22 started participations in
the Meet Frances Scott program on
WHN, New York, heard daily, 8:30
a.m. Agency for Gold Medal Products Co. is W. L. Vomack Co., N. Y.

THE

RIGHT

Huild*

States, Canada

INTRODUCTION

Solid

^Tttendlkip*

No outsider has built the enduring friendships that
WMBD enjoys in PEORIAREA! Folks here depend
on Peoria's only radio station for entertainment, news,
and public service features. It's the one medium that
gives complete coverage of PEORIAREA — 17 of
Central Illinois' richest agricultural-industrial counties.
CONLAN

SURVEY

SHOWS

WMBD

DOMINANT

36,955 completed calls survey by Robert S. Conlan & Associates proves
WMBD

MINUTE!

Exclusive sales rights for the United

Worcester Salt Plans
WORCESTER SALT Co., New
York, advertising account has been
given to J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago. Plans are not definite.
Worcester Salt was acquired recently whose
by Morton's
Salt has
Co., been
Chicago,
advertising
1942.
handled
by the agency since early

far out in front morning, afternoon, and evening. It's an eye-opener!

and Mexico for the radio feature "THIS MINUTE" have
been acquired by the W. E. Long Co., 1 55 North Clark
Street, Chicago, Illinois.
All negotiations relative to "THIS MINUTE", for visual or aural presentation, must be negotiated with this
Company.
Franchises

are

THE
155

open
W.

North

in many

radio cities.

E. LONG

Clark

CO.

Street, Chicago,

III.

PETERS, He.
Exclusive National
RtpraaiHliva

.ROAD

CASHING

• Broadcast

Advertising

CALL Free & Peters or write WMBD
:j: <:
WMBD

IS A MEMBER
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NAB

Board

(Continued from page 11)

total over

WTOC
SAVANNAH • GA.
CBS • 5000 WATTS

WHEB,

Portsmouth, N. H.

. . . "Washington

Inside

Out" sold on first contract.
Bert Georges
available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York. N. Y.

inc

ident Neville Miller, were Nathan
Lord, WAVE, Louisville; G. Richard Shafto, WIS, Columbia, S. C;
James W. Woodruff, Jr., WRBL,
Columbus, Ga., and Ed Yocum,
KGHL, Billings, Mont. Holdover
members named at the NAB War
Conference in Chicago last April,
are Don S. Elias, WWNC, Asheville; Clair R. McCullough, WGAL,
Lancaster; James D. Shouse,
WLW, Cincinnati; Frank M. Russell, NBC Washington vice-president; Joseph H. Ream, CBS vicepresident and secretary. All are
board members.
Earlier Friday members of the
board conferred with Senator
White (R-Me.) regarding the bill
which he co-authored.
Among the actions taken by the
board, aside from the overall legislative effort, was adoption of a
resolution opposing the Bankhead
bill (S-1073) to subsidize newspapers through publication of Government advertising to the extent
of 30 million dollars annually. The
resolution expressed the opposition of the NAB to any form of
subsidy but instructed the NAB
Small Stations Committee to impress upon Congress the necessity
for equitable and like treatment of
all media.
If Government funds are to be
expended for advertising to alleviate the plight of small newspapers,
then equitable amounts also should
be allotted, upon a proper basis,
300 "loser"
to the
give inaid
to
stations
remote
areas, the board
felt.

PORTLAND, OREGON
"KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts-620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
ARD PETRY & CO.. Inc.

Decision Analyzed

DWi

K|^E

With all but three of its 26 members present, the NAB board met
all day Thursday and all Friday
afternoon. Friday morning was
given over to individual contacts by
board members regarding the legislative outlook and the modus operandi.

630 KC.

5000 WATTS FULL TIME
Represented Nationally by
WEED
& CO.

U E

Page

Members of the small station
committee named last April, to
whom the resolution was referred,
are Mr. Woodruff, chairman ; James
R. Curtis, KFRO, Longview, Tex.;
John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore;
Leo Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit;
John J. Gillin, Jr., WOW, Omaha;
Herbert Hollister, KANS, Wichita;
Robert Hudson, Rocky Mountain
Radio Council, Denver; William F.
Maag, WFMJ, Youngstown; Marshall H. Pengra, KRNR, Roseburg,
Ore.; Fred Schilpin, KFAM, St.
Cloud, Minn.; H. E. Studebaker,
KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash.; Art
Thomas, WJAG, Norfolk, Neb.
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At the sessions, the board made
a paragraph-by-paragraph analysis
both of the Supreme Court opinion
and the White-Wheeler bill (S814). The court opinion was characterized by President Miller as
"by common consent the most momentous in the history of radio."
He added the board met to analyze
in detail and take back to their
districts an expression of the full

DENNIS
OF

TELLS
RADIO

ROLE
IN

WAR

LOCAL STATIONS alone are giving 821 shows every week before
areas, accamps in their respectivechief
of the
cording to Walt Dennis,
news bureau of the NAB, in a talk
before the Assn. of Actors and
Artistes Mobilization Conference
for Entertainment During the War
in New York last June 3. Many
stations also assign their talent to
camp shows one or more times a
week for benefit of personnel only,
he said.
American radio at war, Mr.
Dennis said, breaks down into three
categories: domestic, shortwave for
overseas and foreign consumption,
and the technical, such as radar.
Sonic three million dollars worth
of time and talent had gone into
45 performances of Command Performance, aired for men overseas,
via shortwave, Mr. Dennis estimated, before the show was recently taken over from the Army
Public Relations Division by the
Special Services Division.
The OWI is beaming more than
a million words every 24 hours to
both our Allies and the Axis, Mr.
Dennis revealed. The enemies get
the truth about what war is costing
them, and our Allies and the
neutral nations get stories of our
industrial progress, and many other
types of programs.

THREE-WAY HANDSHAKE pr.
duced this rare depiction of GeoifJ
F. Booth, owner of WTAG arj
editor and publisher of the Worce:J
ter, Mass. Telegram & Gazettl
Mr. Booth (r) is congratulating
Mildred Bailey on third ann-J
versary of her Afternoon Journal
Birthday guest is Charles B. Dri j
coll (1) author of syndicate]
column "New York Day by Day."
Book
For

Present at the extraordinary
sessions last Thursday and Friday
of the NAB board, in addition to
President Miller, were Paul W.
Morency, WTIC, Hartford; Kolin
Hager, WGY, Schenectady; Roy
Thompson, WFBG, Altoona; G.
Richard Shafto, WIS, Columbia,
S. C; James W. Woodruff Jr.,
WRBL, Columbus, Ga.; Hoyt B.
Wooten, WREC, Memphis; Nathan
Lord, WAVE, Louisville; John E.
Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo; Leslie
C. Johnson, WHBF, Rock Island;
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha;
E. L. Hayek, KATE, Albert Lea,
Minn.; Hugh A. L. Halff, WOAI,
San Antonio; Ed Yocum, KGHL,
Billings, Mont.; Calvin J. Smith,
KFAC, Los Angeles; Harry R.
Spence, KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash.;
James D. Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati; J. O. Maland, WHO, Des
Moines; Barney Lavin, WDAY,
Fargo, N. D.; Don S. Elias,
WWNC, Asheville; Herb Hollister,
KANS, Wichita; Paul W. Kesten,
CBS, New York; Frank M. Russell,
NBC, Washington.
Unavoidably absent were Frank
King, WMBR, Jacksonville, who
was involved in pending ASCAP
litigation; William B. Way, KVOO,
Tulsa, ill with arthritis; and Art
Westlund, KRE, Berkeley, Cal.,
who was prevented from traveling
by doctor's orders.

-THE

Bands

Educational

Solel

Station

THAT in the Mid-west radio b«
longs to the people more than i
other sections of the country, .
an interesting thesis of a new boo
by Dr. Albert Allison Reed, direil
tor emeritus of the extension divl
sion of the University of Nebrask:
In Radio Education Pioneering i
the Mid-West the writer traces tr
history of broadcasting by educi
tional institutions in seven state
of the upper Mississippi Valle
A significant feature of the boc
is the citation of instances whe
allocations of frequencies to con
mercial interests allegedly resulte
in putting educational programs o
the air. Dr. Reed refers to
"struggle for a place in the sun i
waged between commercial intei
ests and educational stations. . j
The current domination in the fie
by commercial stations has iri
posed a technique that serious
cramps educational use of radio

cision.
import of the Supreme Com-t de-

"ST.

Asks

Percy

H.

Russell

Swor

In Navy as Lieutenar
PERCY H. RUSSELL, who, wi
Louis G. Caldwell, represented M
tual in the FCC Network Monopo
case, was sworn into the Navy hi
Friday as a lieutenant (j.g.). He
assigned to the Office of Procur
ment & Material, Washington. E
is a resident partner in the la
firm of Kirkland, Fleming, Gree1
Martin & Ellis, as is Mr. Caldwe
Mr. Russell went from Dar
mouth College, where he graduati
in 1929, to Harvard Law Schoi
Upon his graduation in 1932 he h
came law clerk to Supreme Cou
Justice Cardoza and served in th
capacity for four years before joi
ing his present firm in July, 1936.

LOUIS

IS SOLD"

SHADOW
says V. E. Carmichael of KWK

Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON
BROADCASTING

67 W. 44 St., N.Y.C
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Radio Top Topic
{Continued from page 11)
Military communications and meth>ds to flank Com. T. A. M. Craven,
former naval communications exert on the FCC. Mentioned in this
connection
are Rear
Admiral S.
Hooper, former director of
Naval Communications, who was
■ecently retired because of health.
His appointment would be favorably received, it is known, by both
oranches of the service and in Congress.
Jett Considered
Selection of past engineering oficials of the Commission and of its
oresent chief engineer, Lt. E. K.
jTett, U. S. N. Ret., also is regardid as likely. Lt. Jett, often cited
is an ideal public official, has never
jeen an active candidate for a
post on the FCC although the opportunity has arisen more than
mce.
At the FCC nerves are frayed
because of the inquisitorial activities of the House Committee. Chief
Counsel Eugene L. Garey, New
5fork attorney, already has called
Jiree members of the FCC — Case,
Graven and Payne — for prelimilary examination in executive session. The other four members will
oe called. Hearings are expected to
istart by July 1, with members of
fche Commission as the first witnesses, on matters pertaining to
broadcasting. [See separate story
m page 14.]
I Feelings are easily bruised these
clays at the FCC. Quarrelling is
)said to be at its worst. Almost
olaily additional requests for files
Ind information emanate from the
House Committee. And the anxiety
ibout possible calls from the Committee for testimony has Commission members and personnel on
^dge.
i E. HOOPER, Inc., has taken addilional quarters at 271 Madison Ave.,
he building adjoining the radio research company's New York headUl barters at 22 E. 40th St. The new
jpace will serve as a production unit
W the Hooper Station Audience Reporting Division and the new Advertiser's Service.

Influencing Sales
FAR

Beyond

Pontiac

In cities . . . villages . . . farms
. . . for miles and miles around
Pontiac . . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers are heard watts.
over WCAR's
1000 streamlined

!

GET THE
FACTS
FROM

WGAR
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
or the Foreman Co. • Chicago • New York

i BROADCASTING

100%
COOPERATION
GIVE IS CENSORSHIP
BROADCASTERS have cooperated
100% with the Office of Censorship
in the first six months operation of
a random spot check by the Broadcasting Division. The Division has
been checking news scripts and
commentaries originated by individual stations. Samples have been
secured from stations in every
state.
This routine operation parallels
sample monitoring of network and
foreign language programs, conducted by the Broadcast Division,
and the sample of a rotating cross
section of daily newspapers by the
Press Division. Together these operations give the Office an index to
observance of the Censorship Code
by the responsible censors under
the voluntary system of cooperation by station management and
newspaper editors.
Many station managers and news
editors have written the Broadcast
Division expressing their appreciation for the review thus afforded of
day-to-day news operations of their
stations.
FCC Quest of Operators
Aims at Job Placement
POSTCARD inquiries are being
mailed to licensed operators on the
books of the FCC with "a few simple questions designed to list the
information as to whether or not
the licensee is available for employment," Chairman James Lawrence
Fly of the FCC announced at a
news conference last week. Results
of the project, which is being handled by Dallas Smythe, head of the
Economic Unit, will be made available to the NAB and to stations
who can
man Fly.make use of it, said ChairA sample of 1000 cards has been
mailed, but because of possible
changes of address and wartime
mailing difficulties, it is not expected that a sufficient number of
replies will be received before the
latter part of the month to judge
of the success of the project. It was
emphasized at the FCC that rather
than a survey, this is a direct attempt to assist in the placement of
operators where they are needed.
More

Soap

Opera

Fans,

Hooper Report Reveals
AN INCREASE somewhat over
12% in listeners available to daytime serials during April and May
1943, as compared to the same
months last year, is reported by
C. E. Hooper Inc., New York, as
part of the company's current
comparative information on "soap
opera" audiences. Data were released last week following appearance in the Saturday Evening Post
of an article entitled "Washboard
Weepers" by Maurice Zolotow.
Hooper states "there were fewer
homes occupied in the daytime in
April and May 1943 than in 1942,
but in those where listeners are
at home and therefore available,
8.2 are listening this year comwith 7.3 last
year." The
availablepared audience
is regarded
as
100% in both cases, to give a true
comparison.
A BASEBALL clinic has opened on
WEAF, New York, as a Saturday
morning series. George Babe Ruth is
on hand weekly to answer questions.

• Broadcast

Advertising

Ad Council Plan
(Continued from page 12)
cost to the Government to explain
the war to the people."
In a report on recent activities
of the Council, Mr. La Roche said
that radio advertisers and broadcasters alone in the period from
April 12 to May 1 had contributed
time and talent worth $6,300,000.
"Picture a radio advertising expenditure of more than $2,000,000
a week for one product, for one
client," he added.
"During the same three-week
period newspaper advertisers and
newspapers themselves contributed
72,000,000 lines of space for war
bond promotion. This is equivalent to 36,000 full pages or 12,000
pages per week for one product,
for one advertiser. In addition
there were 8,089 outdoor posters
valued at $202,000 and 100,000 car
cards worth $100,000, contributed
to the Second War Loan drive. Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau has described the Second War
Loan promotion as the "greatest
advertising operation in the histhe Roche
world." emphasized that
Mr.tory ofLa
the war bond effort was only one
of the various war information
campaigns which advertisers are
conducting for their government,
including drives on food rationing,
black markets, salvage, absenteeism, and recruiting of manpower
for industry, agriculture and the
armed forces.
Officers named by the Council
for the coming year, in addition to
Mr. La Roche, are: vice chairmen,
Harold B. Thomas, Centaur Co.,
and Paul B, West, ANA; treasurer,
Mason Britton, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., and Secretary, Frederick R. Gamble, AAAA. These officers are also on the board of directors, which includes A. L. Billingsley, Fuller & Smith & Ross;
Thomas D. A. Brophy, Kenyon &
Eckhardt; A. O. Buckingham,
Cluett, Peabody Co.; Richard
Compton, Compton Adv.; E. S.
Friendly, New York Sun; Kerwin
H. Funton, Outdoor Adv.; Kolin
Hager, WGY, Schenectady; Carleton Healy, Hiram Walker Inc.;
Paul W. Kesten, CBS; Charles G.
Mortimer Jr., General Foods Corp.;
Stuart Peabody, Borden Co.; William Reydel, Newell-Emmett Co.;
H. W. Roden, Harold H. Clapp
Inc.; A. E. Winger, Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., James W.
Young, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
and an additional director representing newspapers, to be elected.
KELLOGG Co. of Canada, London,
Ont. (corn flakes), on June 2 started
a spot announcement campaign seven
times weekly for 16 weeks on 10 Canadian stations. On June 7 a new transcribed Canadian produced show started Monday through Friday for 13
weeks on CKCL, Toronto; CFAC,
Calgary, Alta. ; CJCA, Edmonton ;
CJOC, Lethbridge, Alta., and CFGP,
Grande Prairie, Alta. Account was
placed by J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Toronto.

— a name to remember when
the war is forgotten
★
VERTICAL
STEEL

TUBULAR

RADIATORS
★

PATENTED
TURNSTILE
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*

RADIATORS

We're "all out" for Victory,
but our engineers are ready
to work with you on
post-war
* plans.
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, Inc.
CAMDEN,
NEW JERSEY
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Actions
FEDERAL

HOTEL

REFORM
HOTEL

OF TOMORROW

WLAW
Lawrence, Mass.
5000 Watts
680 KC
C.B.S.

WLAW
THE
CAPITAL
OF
NEW
ENGLAND'S
7TH STATE
Nat. Reps., The Katz Agency

' + * +
It is not the amount of noise
you make that counts in radio.

. . .
June 1
WAML, Laurel, Miss. — Granted application for license renewal, regular basis.
WJMA, Covington, Va. — Granted request
to change call letters to WKEY.
WPAT, Patterson — Designated for hearing application to transfer control of North
Jersey Broadcasting Co.. licensee, from
Frank Falkner and Rex Schepp to Donald
Flamm.
WCCO, Minneapolis — Granted petition for
rehearing on grant of special service authorization to WNYC for increase in nighttime operation on 830 kc. ; set aside grant
to WNYC ; designated applicaton for special service authorization for hearing on
issues to be specified, WCCO to be made
party to hearing; cenied petition of Clear
Channel Group for rehearing and intervention.
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la. — Granted petition for rehearing on Commission action of
April 14, 1943, granting without hearing
the application of KSJB, Jamestown, N.
D., for mod. license change frequency 1400
to 600 kc, power 250 D-N to 100 w. N, 250
w. D, unlimited: set aside grant to KSJB.
designated application for hearing on specified issues WMT to be party ; granted
special service authorization to KSJB for
operation on 600 kc, 100 w. N, 250 w. D.
pending hearing and determinaton by Comlicense. mission on KSJB's application for mod.
JUNE 2
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex. — Granted motion
dismiss without prejudice application for
mod. license operate 860 kc, 500 w. N, 5
k.w. D, unlimited.
WJRM, Elkins, W. Va.— Granted motion
continue hearing re application for mod.
CP extend construction, completion dates
(June 28).
June 3
Beauford H. Jester, trustee, et al, Waco,
Tex. — Scheduled oral argumnt, June 23,
1943, re application CP for new standard
broadcast station.
WCOP, Boston — Scheduled oral argument
June 23, 1943, re application CP change
equipment, increase power to 1 kw.
WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va.— Granted liense cover CP for new transmitter, DA-N,
change frequency, hours, move transmitter.
WNAX, Yankton, S.D.— Granted mod. CP
for power increase, DA-N, extension completion date to Sept. 7.
KWTO, Springfield, Mo.— Granted mod.
CP to change hours, DA-N, move transmitter, extend completion date to Nov. 18.

It's what you say and how well
you put it over that matters.
There are more powerful stations than CHNS in Canada
but none with better equipment.
For Rates: Apply Station Director
CHNS • Lord Nelson Hotel
Halifax, Nova Scotia
or
Joe Weed, New York City

Friendly, persuasive personalities, plus entertainment and service
geared to this six-state
area GET RESULTS!

WIBWT»fe
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COMMISSION

4 INCLUSIVE

Decisions

For reservation and information, wute
Atlantic Hotel Service, Essex House, New
York.

THE

COMMUNICATIONS
MAY 29 TO JUNE

American and
Mexican food,
low European
Plan rates

Wet work kccovnls
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated

of the
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AGE

ICY

entt
ppointtn
SUNSHINEsTHOUSEHOLD
Products Co.
(Sunshine Foam and Sunshine Woodwork
Wall and Floor Cleaner), Salt Lake City,
to Stevens & Wallis, Salt Lake City. Said
to use racio.
ADHEMO CORP. of America. Los Angeles, to Grady & Wagner, New York, for
Adhemo Diet Supplement. Said to use radio.
SCHUCKEL & CO.. Sunnyvale, Cal.
(Rancho dehydrated soups), to Erwin,
Wasey & Co., San Francisco.
AVALON LANE Co.. New York, to Reuben Barkow Adv., New York, for cosmetics. Radio not contemplated for present.
MAJESTIC RADIO & TELEVISION
Corp., Chicago, to Triangle Adv. Agency,
Chicago. Trade papers and direct mail
will be used.
INDUSTRIAL MFRS., Los Angeles (industrial wood
Shane-Breyer,
Lospro('ucts),
Angeles. to Hillman-

MUSIC licensing agreements between
Associated Music Publishers and the
following stations have been extended :
KBOX KDKA KLZ KPMC KTWL
KVOO KXRO KYW WBOW WBZWBZA WDBJ WDBO e WEOA
WFM.J WGBF WEAL WSPS and
WSM.

. . .
Applications
JUNE 2
W49D, Detroit — License cover CP for
new FM station in part.
WKBV, Richmond, Ind. — Transfer control licensee corp. from William O. Knox
to Central Broadasting Corp. (1000
shares),feree corp.
amended re stockholders of transW9XBK, Chicago — License cover CP
new experimental television station.
KFMB, San Diego — Vol. transfer control
licensee corp. from Warren B. Worcester,
deceased, to The First National Trust &
Savings Bank of San Diego, as Trustee,
amended re trust agreement.
i Ut Out
CONTRO

MEREDITH L. KOERNER, former
assistant chief engineer of WSBT,
South Bend, has joined the Communications Division of OWI as associate
engineer following several months
with the FCC's Radio Intelligence
Division. With OWI, Mr. Koerner
will plan, buy and inspect communications equipment for foreign and
domestic facilities.
GEORGE M. TOLHURST Jr., engineer of WINX, Washington, married
the former Ethel Cochran at Collegdale, Tenn., May 30.
THRASHER HALL, former instructor in the Army Signal Corps, has
joined
Chicago.the engineering staff of WBBM,
SAM MAZZA, instructor in radio at
West High Technical School has been
added to the engineering staff of KSOKRXT, Des Moines. Gale Myers, new
to radio, has joined the staff. William
R. Glynn, recording technician has
joined the Air Forces as a technical
sargeant, at Pascagoula, Miss.
EARL KRAIXIK, 12-year veteran
of the Milwaukee Police radio station,
and Robert Aungst of Champaign. 111.,
have joined the technical staff of
WTMJ-W55M, Milwaukee.
KENNETH A. BLAKE, for six years
with WHBF, Rock Island, 111., has
joined WMT, Cedar Rapids on the
engineering staff.
WAYNE DAVIS and Ben Howard,
new to radio, have joined WMRC,
Greenville, S. C, as control operators.
BILL McGOAVAN of the control
room staff of CJOR, Vancouver, is seriously ill in a military hospital.
LOUIE A. SCOTT and earnest Griffin have joined the control room of
WWL, New Orleans.
FREDERICK S. ROWE has been appointed manager of electronic tube
production and stocks of Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., and William J. Knochel has been named assistant superintendent of electronics
manufacturing.
Lahr Wins Award
AWARDING Bert Lahr, Hollywood
radio comedian, .$3,000 and costs,
American Federation of Radio Artists
arbitration board on June 1 dismissed
his recent $19,500 claim against Music
Corp. of America, national talent service. Action was result of alleged negotiations some two months ago between
James L. Saphier, Hollywood talent
service representing Lahr, and Hal
Hackett, radio director of MCA, in
which comedian was assertedly promised a contract on the weekly CBS
Camel Comedy Caravan.

New

Business

LAMONT CORLISS & Co., New Yoikj
(Pond's cold cream), on July 4 starts fori
26 weeks, Helene Kind — Beauty Talks, onj
8 CBS Pacific stations (KNX KARmI
KOIN KROY KQW KFPY KGDM KIRO) 1
Sun., 9-9:15 p.m. (PWT). Agency: J I
Walter Thompson Co., N.Y.
P. LORILLARD Co., New York (Old Goldl
cigarettes),
on July
Crosby'
'&\
Orchestra on
NBC,9 starts
Fri., Bob
7:30-8
p.m.J
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N.Y.
HARVEL
WATCH
Co.,
New York!
(watches), on June 6 started for 52 weeks]
John B. Hughes, commentator, on 6 Don||
Lee stations. Sun., 7-7:15 p.m. (PWT)
Agency: A. W. Lewin Co., N. Y
Renewal Accounts
LUMBERMAN'S MUTUAL CASUALTY!!
Co., Chicago (insurance), on May 23 re-1
newed for 14 weeks, Upton Close, commen f
tator, on 59 MBS stations, Sun., 6 :30-|
6:45 p.m. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chi-|
cago.
P. BALLANTINE & SONS, Newark (beeil
and ale), on July 5 renews for 13 weeksl
Three Ring Time on 45 CBS stations!
Mon., 10:30-11 p.m. Agency: J. Walter!
Thompson Co., N.Y.
Network Changes
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich, (corn!
flakes), on May 21 added for 21 weeksl
KDON KIEN to Rose Room on 17 Dor I
Lee Pacific stations, Mon., thru Fr., 11: 45- 1
12 noon (PWT), making total of 19 West-f
ern stations. Agency : J. Walter Thomp-i
son Co., Chicago.
PLANTERS NUT & CHOCOLATE Co.[
San Francisco (Planters peanut oil I
salted
peanuts),
July 2Pacific
expandsstation;
Lomi'iI|
P. Lochner
on on
6 NBC
(KFI KPO KM J KGW KOMO KHQ)
Sat., 5:45-6 p.m. (PWT), adding Fri|
Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollylpi
wood.
GENERAL
FOODS
Corp.,
NewWillian
Yoi-H
(Sanka coffee),
on July
4 shifts
L. Shirer on 81 CBS stations, Sun. fron
5:45-6 p.m. to 10:30-10:45 p.m. Agency
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
CARTER PRODUCTS, New York (Arrid)
on June 20 adds 23 BLUE stations t
Jimmie Fidler from Hollywood, makini
a total of 101 BLUE stations, Sun., 9:30
9:45 p.m. Agency: Small & Seitfer, N.Y
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Jerji
sey City (Colgate toothpowder) , on July
replaces Al Jolson-Monty Woolley wit]
Jucy Canova's Rancho Canova on 76 CB!
stations, Tues., 8:30-8:55 p.m. Agency
Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
MILES LABORATORIES, Elkhart, Ind
( Alka-Seltzer and vitamins), on June 1
adds nine BLUE stations, making a tota
of 81 BLUE stations to Lum & Abnet
Mon. thru Thurs. 8:15-8:30 p.m., and o
June 20 adds nine BLUE stations, makin
a total of 74, to Quiz Kids, Sun., 7:30-<
p.m. Agency: Wade Adv. Agency, Chicagc
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New Cork (Mini
Rub), on July 6 for 13 weeks replace
Duffy's with Noah Webster Says on 1
BLUE stations, Tues. 8:30-9 p.m. Agency
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
LUMBERMAN'S
MUTUAL
CASUALT'
Co., Chicago, on June
5 discontinued
Upt<
Close on 56 MBS stations Sat. 8:30-8:4
p.m. Agency : Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co., Nei
York (Chesterfield cigarettes), on July
shifts Harry James on 117 CBS stations
Tues., Wed., Thurs., 7:15-7:30 p.m., wit
West Coast rpt., 8:15-8:30 p.m. (PWT)
from New York to Hollywood. Agency
Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New Yo
(Swansdown cake flour), on June 7 ad
6 CBS stations (WMBR WQAM WDB<
WFOY WDAE WJNO), to Kate Smit
Speaks, bringing total number of CB
stations to 80, Mon. thru Fri., 12 noo
to 12:15
p.m. Agency: Young & Rubican
N.
Y.
HOWARD national
II. WILSON
Co. has beef<*|JJ
I"
appointed
representative
KXA, Seattle, effective July 1. Home
Griffith Co. will represent KXA of I
the Pacific coast.

CLASSIFIED
WANTED
Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other
fications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National
Building, Washington, D. C.

classiCAPS,
three
issue.
Press

2

SUPER

Control Engineer — Permanent position for
first
class license "C." WSBA, York,
Pennsylvania.
itation Manager — By regional network affiliate in southwest to replace present
manager subject to draft. Write Box
700, BROADCASTING,
I,, ence,
earnings, references,giving
draft experistatus,
salary desired. Our organization knows
about this advertisement.
'ROGRAM DIRECTOR— Must be able take
full charge — create new saleable shows
ant",
direct full station
departmentin staff.
This is
non-network
MHdlewest.
Complete details are required in reply,
including age, salary desired and draft
status. Box 694, BROADCASTING.
•ROGRAM
local
station inDIRECTOR
East NorthWanted
Centralby Area.
I Network affiliate. Draft exempt. AnI nouncing ability. Good salary. Give ex| perience record and references. Box
I 703, BROADCASTING.
""irst Class Engineer — Draft exempt ; tell
| all first communication, including minimum salary. Radio Station WLPM,
I Suffolk, Virginia.
(Lnnouncer — Permanent position with 5
"; k.w.
regional
network station
for draft
deferred
experienced
man.
Box
708,
BROADCASTING.
Ci CONTINUITY WRITER— MAN OR WOMAN— Local station in Midwest has immediate opening for an experienced
continuity writer. Applicant must have
1 sufficient past experience to assume full
charge. Give complete details — age, marital status,
starting
required
am1,
if male,
draft
status.salary
Box 695,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Station or Commerc-al Manager Available
— 4-F, college graduate, 35, married. 12
years' radio background includes all
phases selling, merchandising, programming, promotion. 4 years assistant sales
manager 5 kw metropolitan station; 8
years network sales. Reasonable salary.
Box 714, BROADCASTING.
■
CHIEF ENGINEER— Over twenty years in
radio. Experienced on RCA equipment
% to 50 k.w. and W.E. % k.w. Experienced in maintenance of transmitter
and control room, acoustics, instantaneous recording, announcing (news, sports,
commercials and MC ad lib) . Age 42,
draft exempt family man for permanent
position anywhere but Southwest. Minimum salaryMichigan
$250 monthly.
2016
East
Street, "Engineer,"
Evansville,
Indiana.

MANAGER — Married, recent draft reject.
Capable, sober, honest, best possible
references. Available immediately. Prefer southern location. Permanence and
opportunitv foremost desires. Box 704,
BROADCASTING.

Radio Station For Sale — A 250 watt station in a flourishing midwestern city,
doing a nice business. Established four
years with rich farm territory abounding. Address Box 701, BROADCASTING.

• Broadcast

Advertising

it. You

listenable

must
and

to start —

have

record

selling,

and

shows.

FULLY

CONFIDENCE

AND
TO

G. T. DYER

WAIT
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

PROFESSIONAL

The Entire Engineering and Announcing
Staff — Of a popular South East Coast
Winter resort Network Station is dissatisfied with working conditions and
desires a change. Box 690, BROADCASTING.

Pittsburgh (Pa.) — Lawyer desires to purchase whole or part interest in a broadcasting station. Also desires to purchase
complete equipment for 250 or 500 watt
station. All replies confidential. Box 697,
BROADCASTING.
Radio Station — Preferably on the Pacific
coast. Would consider either majority or
minority interest. Box 711, BROADCASTING.
For Sale

ROADCASTING

IN

weekly

in mailing

WRITE

News Editor — Newscaster and commentator.
Wishes change. Well experienced, finest
references. Eastern station preferred.
Draft
CASTING.deferred. Box 693, BROAD-

Wanted At Once — First class engineer.
Draft exempt. Tell all first communica
tion, including minimum salary. WMSL,
Decatur, Alabama.

Veman Announcer — Age 21. College gradung
announci
year's
Iate.
al experien
and One
commerci
dramas. ceHan'
les controls. Excellent voice. Good references.
Prefers eastern location. Box 707,
BROADCASTING.

ability to build

Chief Engineer — Age 36. Married, children.
14 years' experience, operation, installation, mainte-ince. Box 699,
BROADCASTING.

Girl — College graduate in radio desires
position writing or announcing. Experienced. Box 691, BROADCASTING.
Two Girls — Restricted licenses, studying
for second. Recent NYA graduates.
Available together. Box 692, BROADCASTING.

to $200

as you merit

performance

PRODUCTION MANAGER-ANNOUNCER
— Draft exempt, age 27, married. Desires position with larger station. Prefer
South. Box 706, BROADCASTING.

Young Man — Acting experience and 4-F.
Would like to start as announcer with
small station. Don Gaynor, 821 Sheridan
St., N. W., Washington, 11, D. C.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR— Desires position
with midwest station. Now employed.
Draft 4-F. Box 688, BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM
DIRECTOR-ANNOUNCER —
Draft exempt, age 25, married, three
years'
experience.
Desires North
position
with
larger station
preferably
or West
Coast. Box 705, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy

Situations Wanted

of

more

, Station Manager-Program Director — Fifteen years'
experience.
Draft
married.
Formerly
of NBC,
New exempt,
York.
Available immediately. Finest references. Box 698 BROADCASTING.

flXPERIENCED CONTROL ENGINEER Permanent position for man with family. Must have ability to handle two networks, recording and net dance band re;l motes. Write in for full details. CHIEF
r- ENGINEER WAGE, SYRACUSE. N. Y.
Lnnouncer — Good position, pleasant work
■jfe with congenial staff, experience not necJ est a: : .
iiv... |;i!o \|» \ s i I N< ,
ngineer — 1st class, competent become
I chief, permanent, New York local, full
I data first letter. Box 710, BROADCASTi ING.

•raft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw. network station. Box 709, BROADCASTING.

and

up

will pay

We
Help Wanted
PARTNER WANTED— Here is an opportunity for a man, who because of his
past successful record can now make a
substantial investment in and become
manager of a very aggressive local nonnet station. The owner's illness plus
other interests prompts this advertiseTo be considerer',
your first
must ment.
contain
full details.
Box letter
690,
BROADCASTING.
)RAFT EXEMPT GENERAL MANAGER
— Wanted by 250 watt station in East
North Central Area. 150.000 market.
Network affiliate. Must be executive,
with program, local and national sales
experience. Salary and bonus. State
fully experience and references. Box
702. BROADCASTING.

ANNOUNCERS

DIRECTORY

&. Bail
An ky
Organization
of ey
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,

N.J.

MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
321 E. Gregory
Crossroads of
Blvd.,
Kansas
S~~7*\
the World Cal.
City, Mo.
( A ] Hollywood.

RING

3C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Petrillo

Asks

Publishers

to

Aid

AFM

Family

Effective Sound
In
Elimination
of
JAMES C. PETRILLO, president
of the American Federation of Musicians, requested music publishers
to assist the union in eliminating
"bootleg" records of current tunes
by refusing to license the recording company.
Eli Oberstein, whose Hit and
Classic records have been the only
instrumental recordings of music
which have become popular since
the AFM imposed its ban on recordings on Aug. 1 of last year,
was specifically cited by Mr. Petrillo as an example of what he
was aiming at. These records are
presumably pressed from masters
made outside the United States.
Request was described as "amazing" by one of the music publishers
who had been summoned by the
AFM president to the meeting, held
last Tuesday in the union's headquarters in New York. In effect, he
said, the AFM is asking the music
publishers to refuse to license the
recording of any of their music,
since the copyright law requires a
publisher who has permitted one
recording company to record one
of his compositions to make this
number available also to all other
recording companies who wish to
use it, at the statutory maximum
fee of two cents a pressing.
Fear of Conspiracy
Although the AFM desires to
stop the production of instrumental recordings, which they classify
as unfair competition while their
ban on records is in effect, compliance by the publishers would also
NBC

Line Cut

A BREAK in NBC's lines around
Denver last Wednesday night
caused trouble between New York
and Hollywood with the result that
the last quarter-hour of Eddie Cantor's Time to Smile program from
the West Coast was. not broadcast.
A substitute musical program was
presented by NBC from 9:15-9:30
p.m., after which Bristol-Myers
Co.'s seeond NBC show Mr. District Attorney came on from New
York until 10 p.m. The break was
not corrected until 10:25 p.m., thus
cutting 25 minutes from Kay Kyser's College of Musical Knowledge,
sponsored by American Tobacco
Co.
Beverage Spots
BEVERAGES of America, Hollywood (Chukker), in mid-May
started using an average of three
transcribed one-minute announcements daily on eight stations in
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Illinois,
Oklahoma and Texas. Contracts are
for 13 weeks. Agency is Barnes
Chase Co., Los Angeles.
Vio Bin Series
VIO BIN Corp., Monticello, 111. (Life
of Wheat, vitamin product), has begun a .five-minute five-a-week transcribed talk on foods and vitamins by
Hayden Roberts on WBBM, Chicago.
Agency is Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Page
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'Bootleg' Records
eliminate the a cappela transcriptions which several companies have
issued to their library service subscribers, to give them new tunes
without violating the AFM ban.
General feeling among publishers is reported as "middle of the
road", with the publishers not
wishing to lay themselves open to
Government prosecution for conspiracy in restraint of trade nor
yet wanting to defy the AFM,
which could forbid its members to
play the music of a recalcitrant
publisher, either in their public appearances or on the air, a move
which might conceivably put that
publisher out of business.
Mr. Petrillo refused to discuss
the meeting or to issue any statement regarding this latest move on
the recording front. Walter Douglas, chairman of the board of
Music Publishers Protective Assn.,
who agreed to hold a meeting of
his board and to give Mr. Petrillo
an answer by the end of the week,
was likewise unavailable for comment. AFM executive board is expected to deal with the problem
further at its meeting in Chicago
next week.
Allen Substitution
TEXAS Co., New York, last week
completed arrangements for the
summer show to replace Fred
Allen on July 4, with James Melton
scheduled as m.c. and singing star,
Joan Robert, singer of the Broadway show "Oklahoma", and Al
Goodman's orchestra.
Although the program is scheduled only for summer months, it is
reported that Allen will not return
to the Sunday half-hour on CBS in
the Fall, preferring to take a vacation and fulfill a picture commitment before resuming for Texaco
after the first of next year. This
report could not be verified as
Broadcasting went to press, the
agency in charge, Buchanan & Co.,
New York, stating that Allen's
plans
nite. were reportedly still indefi-

sound efTRANSCRIBED
fects effectively taught the
public of Ithaca, N. Y., the
new Army red and blue air
raid signals. After a disappointing practice blackout,
with local
WHCU cooperated cribi
ng an
officials in trans
with
explanation of the rules
sound effects of the signals.
After a week-long series of
transcribed radio announcements, asecond test blackout
proved entirely successful.

NAB

GROUP

LABOR'S

STUDIES

USE

OF

AIR

DISCUSSIONS of labor's part in
the use of radio will be featured at
NAB Code Complia meeting of the in
New York June
ance Committee
NAB presiMiller,
Neville
16-17,
dent and ex-official chairman of the
committee announced last week. A
letter from the Council for Freedom from Censorship, composed of
Thomas R. Karkskaden, chairman;
S. Novik, Paul F. LazersMorris
and Norman Thomas, will be
feld
the principle item on the agenda.
Among the subjects the letter
proposed are: Should trade unions
have the right to buy time for entertainment purposes with incidental mention of auspices; should
they be allowed to buy time to explain their operation and solicit
membership; what additional facilities should be extended to labor
spokesmen on sustaining time; how
can a viewpoint more acceptable to
labor's interests be included in general entertainment features; how
can trade unions take greater advantage of radio as a media to
contact the public.
Members of the Code Committee
are: William B. Quarton, WMT,
Cedar Rapids; Grant F. Ashbacker,
WKBZ, Muskegon; William S.
Hedges, NBC; Felix Hinkle, Canton, O.; Herbert Kendrick, WJLS,
Beckley, W. Va.; Eugene O'Fallon,
KFEL, Denver; Arden X. Pangborn, KEX, Portland, Ore.; Jan
Schimek, CBS, and Lee B. Wailes,
KYW, Philadelphia. Russell P.
Place, NAB counsel, is secretary.

Men

Face

Early
Induction
McNutt Urges Employers File
Replacement
Schedules of 3As,
EARLY reclassification
preceding induction of pre-Pearl
Harbor fathers, was predicted in
Washington last week as Paul V.
McNutt, chairman of the War
Manpower Commission, produced
figures which indicated that local
draft boards would exhaust their
supplies of eligible single men long
before the summer was over.
With 2,700,000 servicemen still
needed to fill the 1943 quota of the
armed forces, Mr. McNutt said
that on May 1 there were only
6,000,000 healthy men, married and
single, in the 18-38 age group. H<|
estimates that 900,000 of these will
escape the draft by taking Congressionally protected agricultural
Few Singles Left
It is obvious from these figures
jobs.
that few single men are still left
to the draft. In anticipation of the
induction of family men, Selective
Service has already provided for
a lengthened furlough period of
two and three weeks.
Some hope of longer delay in
their induction appeared last week
when the Navy agreed to take
physically handicapped men for
limited service. However, Mr. McNutt was not optimistic at his
Monday news conference. He said
that in 1944 the services might
take men in this order: physically
handicapped, younger, older.
To meet the expected drafting of
married men, Mr. McNutt has
urged employers who depend on a
number of men in 3A to file replacement schedules with their
state selective service directors tl
facilitate their orderly withdrawal.
In most cases involving radio stations, where the number of eligible men is small, the normal procedure will be to await reclassification of the necessary man, and then
to file Form 42A to seek deferment
in 2 A as a necessary worker in
civilian industry.
Mr. McNutt has said, however,
that there will eventually be only
1,500,000 industrial deferments. He
is urging employers of the 3,000,000
now in 2A and 3B to prepare to
give up many of these men.
WOR Accounts Up 20%
AUDIENCE interest in war new9
as well as desire for relaxation
from the war reflected in a 20%
gain in new business accounts obtained by WOR New York, during
the first five months of 1943 as compared to the same period last year,
according to Eugene S. Thomas,
WOR sales manager. A large poif
tion of the increase was due to adL
ditional sales in the amusement
and publication fields. New aJ
counts using WOR this year total
120 as compared to 100 a year agoj
Aware of the effect of the wal
on listeners' interests, Mr. Thomai
explains, "advertisers are tuminj
more and more to radio as th<
means to convey their message t<
the public."
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TYPES

RCA

207,

flbl,

891-R,

REBUILD

I ii

RCA

Keep

Through

experience gained in RCA

RCA has proved that it is entirely feasible to
rebuild certain old tubes which, although worn
out electrically, are still in good mechanical condition. This wartime service is now offered
broadcast stations covering RCA

Transmitting

Tube types 207, 891, 891-R, 892, and 892-R.
Under this plan, old tubes of the five types
listed are returned accompanied

Service

Stations
services,

by a suitable

order which will enable us to ship rebuilt tubes
in replacement.
Actual use in RCA services over a

892-R

TUBES

Emergency

Broadcast

and

892

to

on

Help
the

Air

85% of the price of new tubes. Ratings or characteristics are in no wise impaired or changed.
Although even this service must be carefully
managed to avoid any interference with RCA's
all-out war effort and is subject to WPB regulations, it is one that we believe will play an
important part in keeping vital broadcast services on the air during these critical times when
new tubes for civilian uses are difficult to obtain
promptly.
If your station utilizes any of the five listed
types, we suggest that you write today for full
details on the RCA Rebuilt Tube Plan.

long period of time has proved the
efficiency of RCA Rebuilt Tubes
beyond question. They are fully
guaranteed against defects in workmanship, materials and construction, and any adjustments will be
made on the basis of 85% of the
adjustment that would be made
on new tubes of the same type.
Similarly,
prices are based on

Do Not
Without

Send

Return

Tabes

Authorization!

Return authorization including specific shipping instructions will be issued by RCA covering
old tubes to be turned in for rebuilt ones. Do

* * * *

not return any until such authorization has
been obtained.

RCA

TRANSMITTING
Proved in Communications Most Exacting Appli
catio

*
* U. S. WAR
BONDS
*

TUBES

ns

RCA

Victor Division, RADIO

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA,

Camden,

N. J.

PRICE

15 CENTS

TING
Newsmagazine

cast
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under
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Digging
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smart
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of men,
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women

spending
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power

of

and children in 16
than

is today— and has been for

months— attracting 10 to 15% more
1942. (c) The
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deep into the minds

most war-active, industrial cities of more

100,000 people each, (b) WOR

area covered
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Advertising
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WOR

listeners than it did in

of the people in the great

has increased

19% in the past 12 to

15 months.
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WOR
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Fertile
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Wealthy

Fields,

Midwest

Busy

Factories—

America

Market

he

farm

families

of Midwest

T

America,

now

upon whom
the
depends for food

turn

to you

well-earned

entire world
supplies,

for the

products

money

will buy.

their

In thousands of city and small town
homes where WLS
radio features
are

favorites,

war

workers

Midwest
doubly
For

overtime
is making

America

pay

for

the

market

attractive.

19 years

working

WLS

families

has

the

given

kind

these

of

entertainment, news, markets
like services that have won
their

complete

and

confidence

and loyalty
a
logical reason why
WLS

Gets

Results.

Vou, too, can reap a harvest
of SALKS
. . . with your
advertising

message

on

W^LS!
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These

and
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in each

you'll find a Yankee

on-the-spot

stations

have

of the 20 key markets

Network

of New

station to give you direct

selling.
a friendly, neighborly

influence

of long standing,

. VT.
built by local contacts

and

by an institutional interest and

stake in local

prosperity.
The Yankee

Network,

with these

ties all areas of major buying

That's the whole
combining
making
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local impact
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stations,

except that there's no other system
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and all-over coverage.
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WE

WISH

YOU'D

CBS sets net daytime circulation at
313,000 radio homes; net nighttime
at 425,000. Member South Central
Quality Network. Ask Branham
pany for details.

Com-

COME

# We, of KWKH
buyers of America

would like to be hosts to the radio time... to show each of you what is taking

place in the rich East Texas-North Louisiana-South Arkansas
area we serve. For we know that to see this area is to realize
how it will fit into your sales program . . . how its rich resources
such as oil and gas, lumber, cotton, livestock and others are
being fully utilized. This is the area that has shown gains far
above national average in population and spendable income
year after year . . . and classified by Assistant Director, Bureau
of Census

as "having

growth."
eauefc it
CBS

DOWN!

excellent prospects for retaining wartime

uutU

50,000

WATTS

SELLING
POWER
in the.
BUYING

KWKH
A

SHREVEPORT

SHREVEPORT,
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BRISTLES

WITH

EXCITEMENT!

On the air over WBBM

went a new show last

year— throbbing with excitement, loaded with
inspiration.
This new show, "Our Block," made such a
hit that the N. A. B. voted it the best of its
type on any 50,000 watt station. Such a hit
that a recent survey revealed

it dominated

Chicago's listening on Saturdays at 10:30 P.M.
You've heard Civilian Defense

people call

their work "dull stuff." But, as Our Block tells
their story, this "dull stuff" is about the most
important thing in our lives today.
This

dramatic

Chicago OCD

program

is built on what

block captains report are their

live, urgent problems . . . airplane spotting; fat
salvage; tin can collections; air-raid warden
volunteers. "Dull stuff" that rates no ribbons
but, undone, may lose lives.
These

fifteen fast-paced minutes

of realism

and suspense speed like a pursuit plane. They
bring home

— vividly and arrestingly — the

duties and problems
And they make
Making
WBBM

of every citizen at war.

people act!

people

listen and

custom. Some

act is an old

folks call it "showman-

ship. "But "showmanship" or jusf'good radio"
it helps explain why WBBM
has been the most
"bought-out" station in Chicago
secutive years !

CHICAGO'S Showmanship
station - 780 kc.

for 18 con-

Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting
Division of CBS.

MOODY

The

Pacific Northwest
(Serving the Boom

Group

Country)

KXL — Oregon's Largest Station — 10,000 Watts — Portland
KFPY

—Eastern

Washington's

Z Net — Montana's

Radio

• Broadcast

Station— 5 ,000 Watts— Spokane

The Katz Agency

Network — NBC — Butte — Helena — Bozeman — Livingston . The Walker

B uy 2 Markets,

[BROADCASTING

CBS

Joseph H. McGillvra

save 5 % ; buy all 3 , save 10%.

Advertising

Booklet

Co.

on request.
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and

An

Opt

lcian

a

Get

The proof of a radio program
is NBC

fir

Thesaurus,

a few

Station

Cheers

off

is in the selling:

their

The

Chests

Treasure

House
msors.of Recorded

Programs

that

has furnished that proof again and again to stations and spot

instance, in Mankato,

and his "Church

Radio

Minnesota,

on KYSM,

in the Wildwood"*

the Tillisch Optometric

continuously

Eye

for 4 years. They

Clinic used John

Seagle

testify: the program

has

brought in customers from twice the distance they
used to come, and has caused business to increase
steadily
despite active competition.
J<®^^^

In Reading, Pa., Rudolph

Ennslen

Sons, wholesale grocers, found that "Church

been very well received by housewife listener
s

^Tnd

from Reading's Station, WRAwf

come

and has made

in the Wildwood"-"has

us a lot of friends." Jf/

these kind words: "We

have sold a number

of shows out of

Thesaurus, and have had considerable succe
ss with other NBC recorded programs.
If the Recording Division
of the National Broadcasting Comp
any
can't develop and record saleable prog
rams of merit -just
who in the industry can?"

lankly,

we think no one can-quite

remember

^

We

as well. So whether

to get in touch with us right away @®

you're an agency

to get audition ^

or a station, we hope you'll

rf ^

rf ^

think you'll discover that there are
no hard-to-sell sponsors -when you go
after them with NBC
*«CW* in the mU«*~ *>, one of the sS current
Program series in Thesaurus, Write for comt,lete infonnatton.

MMp

RADIO-RECORDING

Thesaurus
a Treasure House of Recorded Prog

DIVIS.ON

rams

.

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPAN
Y
A Rad'° CorP°ration of America
CHICService
AGO
v#m.,„
wmr YORK
.
HOL
LYW
NEW
OOD,
WASHINGTON. D. C.
.
CHICAro
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CAL.

. Broadcast

Advertisi

September 1941 had been our biggest month ... up
until this April 1943. Read why smart advertisers
turn to Baltimore's pioneer station for low-cost sales.
When

you hit the 6th largest city in the

country, with WFBR's concentrated
something happens to sales.
WFBR

force,

doesn't try to cover Virginia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware or West Virginia. Our job is Baltimore. We use the

electrical power that does just that. WFBR
believes that those scattered states have local

RADIO

STATION

NATIONAL

radio stations right in their own
with their own

In Baltimore ... it all adds up to this: In
Baltimore . . . WFBR gives a magnificently
clear signal DAY

and NIGHT.

Baltimore

people enjoy the station. Advertisers save
money by buying coverage . . . and not just
power that's costlier and too often wasteful.

WFBR

REPRESENTATIVE:

backyards

loyal listeners.

JOHN

BALTIMORE
BLAIR

& CO.

ONE

OF

A

SERIES

PRESENTING

I

SALES

THE

Hale

MANAGER,

MEN

WHO

MAKE

FREE

&

PETERS

STATIC

Boidurmt

WHO,

DES

M 0 1 JV E S

PHIS

1918- 1919 U.S. Army
1919- 1923 Drake University, Des Moines
1924 merchandising
Wallaces' Farmer, in charge of
1929 Wallaces ' Fa rmerand Iowa Homestead,
Assistant Director of Advertising
1932 Assistant Sales Manager, WHO-WOC
1937 Sales Manager, WHO

lilt

It:

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVESWGR-WICBW
BUFFALO
wCKY
CINCINNATI

LHE day Hale Bondurant graduated from

station "to the guards" with the easy, questionable stuff that comes in pretty much over
the transom. Others will go out and get the

School, back in 1918, he marched
High
T.
himself down to the recruiting office and
enlisted in the U. S. Army. And from that

kind of programs that will help to build an
audience for your program. And that's just
the start of the story. . . .

day to this, Hale's decisiveness and eagerness for action have been the guiding stars of
his career. Result— an aggressive, outstanding job for his station, his customers and
himself. . . .

Here at F&P we know the elements of good
station management, and the effect good
management has on good advertising results.

What difference does it make to you, you
may ask, what kind of sales manager WHO
has— or any other station, for that matter?
It makes a lot of difference. One kind of

Next time you have a "list" to make up, we'd
like an opportunity to prove it to you. That's
really one of the best services we can render,
here in this pioneer group of radio-station

sales manager, for instance, will fill his

representatives.

Free
Pioneer

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
Page

10

• June

&
Radio

NEW YORK: 24-7 Park Ave.
Plaza 5-4131
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Sets

LCtion May
'Stay'
Policy Decisions
By
SNORING

Advertising

WASHINGTON,

Wheeler

FCC
almost

frantic

?orts to block new radio legation, Chairman Burton K.
heeler (D-Mont.), of the
nate Interstate Commerce
tmmittee, last week defitely scheduled hearings to
gin in September — after the
ntemplated summer recess
Congress — and to continue
ninterruptedly" until defi;e conclusions are reached.
In a formal statement last
lursday — his first since the
preme Court decision in
3 network cases — Chairman
fheeler announced, with the
currence of Senator White (Rjine), co-author of the pending
lite-Wheeler bill (S-814), that
s legislative agreement had been
ched. Hearings had been planned
the end of June, but an interting recess would have broken
iir continuity.
A 'Stay Order'?
Vhether the Wheeler statement
1 serve as a sort of "stay order"
in the FCC, since it expresses
determination of the powerful
late committee to consider new
islation, was debated in radio
•les. It was thought the Comision would be disposed to move
itiously and would not seek to
pke any of its newly acquired
hority which appears implicit in
Supreme Court's May 10 deon, until there is an expression
n Congress.
Moreover, the imminent start of
>lic hearings by the House Select
amittee investigating the FCC is
i as another deterrent against
sweeping policy pronounceits by the FCC. These hearings,
rding to Chairman E. E. Cox
Ga.), of the five-man commitwill get under way before the
of the month, with sensational
elations predicted.
[wo blasts in the House last
k against the FCC, and in connation of the Frankfurter
ion, were seen as the first of
fcOADCASTING

a continuing series of attacks in
Congress that will make the radio
cases a hot political issue. New
demands for remedial legislation
are being heard in the House as
well as the Senate.
Coupled with the Wheeler statement on projected legislation was
the report that FCC Chairman
James Lawrence Fly had been advised of the hearing plans and
asked to submit to the committee
his views on the White- Wheeler bill
and any changes which the FCC
might espouse. Through Chairman
Fly, the FCC majority consistently
has opposed new legislation, con-

AFM

Wants

Asks

14, 1943

"We have shelved the proposal
that the transcription people pay
a fee for recording," Mr. Petrillo
told Broadcasting, "because we
were surprised to find out how little money there was involved in
the transcribed library services.
The transcription people are a nice
bunch of fellows, but they are
giving their music away. There just
isn't any money there. What we
need is tighter control and we have
proposed a control plan as a basis
for lifting the recording ban."
Simultaneously, it was learned
in Chicago the AFM czar asked
Interior Dept to recall discs sent
Advertising

$5.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPT

Radio

tending the highest tribunal has
spoken and no need exists for revision of the statute.
Following conferences with the
NAB board of directors and members of the committee, Chairman
Wheeler last Thursday made this
statement :
"In view of a recess of the
Congress expected to begin on
July 1, or soon thereafter, and
because of the anticipated continuance of pending hearings
upon railroad legislation for
two weeks or more, it seems
unwise to proceed at this time
with hearings upon the radio

Boycott

Coal

TIGHTER control of the recording
and radio industry is the basis on
which the American Federation of
Musicians will negotiate from now
on in the lifting of the recording
ban. This was revealed after a fiveday AFM Executive Board meeting
at the Palmer House last week by
James C. Petrillo, AFM president,
who stated that the recent AFM
proposal that the transcribers
withdraw service from any station
cited unfair by the AFM was in
effect a plan of control. The
Chicago meeting was held in lieu of
the annual AFM convention scheduled for June 14-21 at Columbus,
but which was cancelled by Mr.
Petrillo six weeks ago due to the
war travel exigency.
Plan Shelved

• Broadcast

D. C, JUNE

September

Petrillo

0

Disc

Power;
Recall

coal dealers by Solid Fuels Administrator Ickes for local radio
sponsorship. AFM held these violated the recording ban in that the
coal campaign was regarded as a
"commercial venture."
The recordings were allowed
originally, said the spokesman,
with the understanding that they
would be sustaining. He added "we
have cooperated with the Government in every possible way, but
the commercial aspect of the coal
discs violates the recording ban."
Although the negotiations between the AFM and the transcribers reached an impasse four
weeks ago after a four-day conference with the union in New York,
Mr. Petrillo's objectives in the recording ban were clarified.
This latest demand reverses the
previous AFM tack laid down along
the line both in courts and in conferences that the musicians had no
dispute with the stations, that their
difference is with the transcribers.
It was revealed during the conferences held in New York May
10-13 that the gross income of all
the library services combined is
approximately $1,000,000 annually,
of which sum $400,000 is paid to
musicians. Mr. Petrillo indicated
that he wasn't after a larger take
from the library services, but that
he was after industry-wide increase in the all-over number of
musicians employed.

Hearings
bill S-814 introduced by myself
and Senator White.
"I am, therefore, after conference with Senator White
and with his complete concurrence, postponing the radio
hearings until the reassembling of the Senate after the
planned recess. It is my purpose to begin these hearings
in the early days of September
and to proceed with them uninterruptedly with the hope
that the committee may speedily come to a definite conclusion
as to the recommendations it
should make to the Senate with
respect to radio legislation."
The temper of Congress appears
to be that the Supreme Court opinion went beyond the Congressional
intent and that, as the legislative
branch, Congress should clearly express itself through a new law.
The White-Wheeler bill, while not
regarded as a model statute, does
essay to limit the FCC's function
and to separate the common carrier and broadcasting regulatory
activities through creation of two
autonomous divisions of three men
each within the FCC. The chairman would be the executive officer
and would not sit on either division.
Concern Over Powers
While the industry is reconciled
to enforcement of the network regulations on June 15, concern is expressed over other broad powers
delegated the FCC in the split decision of the Supreme Court. Multiple ownership of stations is a particularly live topic, along with
newspaper ownership. Both of these
vital matters were covered in regulations issued by the FCC within
the last three years, but never enforced.
Whether, under the network regulations, NBC will be forced to sell
WTAM, Cleveland 50,000-watter
(because it now is in a three-station
market) , and CBS will find itself
in a similar plight because of its
ownership of WBT, Charlotte,
50,000 watter likewise in a threestation market, was being conjectured.
Widespread interest has been
aroused in the impending hearings
by the Cox select committee.
Though no definite date has been
(Continued on page 54)
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Gen.

Food

Use
Full
Five Programs
On Entire CBS

Post- War
Hookups
to Be Carried
Network

GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, and American Home Products, Jersey City, last week announced that effective in July the
full CBS network will be used for
their daytime serials on that network. Five of the programs are the
first five times weekly daytime
serials over the full CBS network,
although Owens-Illinois Glass Co.'s
Your Home Front Reporter and
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.'s Keep the
Home Fires Burning, both heard
five times a week, are on the full
network.
General Foods serials going full
net July 15 are Joyce Jordan, M.D.
(La France, Satina and Post's
Raisin Bran), 2:15-2:30 p.m., increasing from 78 stations; Young
Dr. Malone Post Toasties, Post
Bran Flakes), 2-2:15 p.m., from a
90-station hookup, and We Love
and Learn (Grape Nuts Flakes,
Wheatmeal), 2:30-2:45 p.m., going
up from 92 CBS stations.
Kate Smith Series
In addition to these, starting
July 15, General Foods has taken
the full CBS network for its news
and comment quarter-hour noonday five times weekly Kate Smith
Speaks, heard for Swansdown
Cake Flour and Calumet Baking
Powder, currently on 80 CBS outlets. Agency for Young Dr. Malone
is Benton & Bowles, New York,
while Young & Rubicam, New
York, handles the other three G-F
shows.
Through Blackett-Sample-Hummert, American Home Products has
more than doubled the Romance of
helen Trent network, placing it on
the full net July 6. Program, heard
five times weekly, 12:30-12:45 p.m.,
promotes Bi-so-dol the last three
days of the week, and Benefax
Vitamins on Monday and Tuesday.
Our Gal Sunday is the fifth CBS
serial to go full network in the interests of Anacin on July 6. Now
heard on 58 stations, the series is
broadcast Monday through Friday, 12:45-1 p.m.
Trique Test
HARRY D. KOENIG & Co., New
York, is testing radio for Trique
Liquid Hose with six-times weekly
five-minute participations in Judith
Allen Stars on Parade on WPAT,
Paterson, on a 52-week basis.
Agency is Erland Adv., New York,
now located at 18 East 41st St.
WATR

Joins Blue

WATR, Waterbury, Conn., has
joined the BLUE as a basic supplementary station, bringing the
total number of BLUE affiliates to
156. Owned by Harold Thomas, the
station operates fulltime on 1,000
watts, 1320 kc. Network evening
hour rate is $100.
Page
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Heads

Chicago

Extravagant
Warnings

Planning

Claims

RMA

for

as Manufacturers

POST-WAR planning dominated
the 19th annual meeting of the
Radio Manufacturers Assn., held
last Thursday at the Palmer House
in Chicago. The Association moved
toward organization of a post-war
planning board espoused by the
RMA and FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly who addressed the
RMA luncheon meeting.
The manufacturers in a conference-filled day were cautioned
against extravagant advertising
campaigns on fantastic post-war
models, and conferred with WPB
and military officials on production
problems.
To Name Committee
The RMA board directed James
G. Galvin, who was re-elected
RMA president, to appoint a committee to meet with the Institute of
Radio Engineers on the organization of a post-war planning committee covering radio manufacturing and research. The IRE last
month proposed a post-war planning board differing in organization from the plan supported by
Chairman Fly and the RMA.
[Broadcasting, May 10].
The necessity of long-range planning, embracing all radio services
including transmission and reception, was emphasized by Chairman
Fly at the luncheon meeting. Although he did not recommend any
specific procedures, Chairman Fly
touched on the problems facing
broadcasters as well as manufacturers after the war. He dwelt on
the post-war allocation problem,
stating that allocations in the future must be made with regard to
equipment available and demands
of various services.
Chairman Fly's reference to the
allocation problem was viewed as a
possibility that the postwar planning committee would be a sounding board for the Commission's
policies of allocation of frequencies
after the war.
"A look at the allocation pattern
today should serve as a reminder
that planning is well worth the
effort," he said. "The sad experience of prior years resulted in
more careful planning in the FM
and television bands. We laid out
these bands with as much forethought and ingenuity as could be
mustered. I know now that even
that was not enough.
"After this war we must do better
still, and insure that all phases
of radio will be re-established on
a firm and spacious foundation.
Not the least challenging of our
ultra modern developments is the
opening of the limitless ranges of
the higher frequencies. We cannot
satisfy all the demands for frequencies and yet the problem must
be constantly considered.

for

Meeting

Fantastic
Look

Radio

Models

Draw

Into Future

"Our immediate job," he continued, "is winning the war. No one
has suggested or is suggesting that
anyone should start now to design
post-war models or for any engineers to withdraw from the development of combat equipment to
do post-war planning. On the contrary, I am suggesting that we
start now to devise long-range proposals which will have the effect
of improving all post-war models
when the time comes to design
them.
Generol Pattern
"We must try to lay out the
general pattern, the product outlines within which future designs
and services will fit. Radio planning is linked with more general
post-war
problems."
Chairman
Fly praised the RMA
for taking the lead in post-war
planning and emphasized that the
project cannot be effected without
industry cooperation. While he did
not reveal any of the organizational details of the planning board, it
is known that the original plan
contemplated by him and the RMA
provided for a governing committee made up of the heads of the
FCC, RMA, and IRE. This plan
was not acceptable to the IRE,
which proposed a revised board.
An RMA spokesman stated that
the special organization committee
would meet not only with the IRE
but with the NAB, FMBI, and
American Radio Relay League, on
setting up the planning board. The
RMA has appropriated $10,000 toward the expenses of setting up
such a board.
Radar Problems

Manufacturing problems of radar
equipment were comprehensively
reviewed at the luncheon meeting
by Ray C. Ellis, director of the
WPB Radio & Radar Division, who
praised the manufacturers for the
swift and efficient transition to
wartime production. The current
production of radio and radar
equipment is in the neighborhood
of $250,000,000 a month.
The increase in production, Mr.
Ellis said, entailed two classes of
activities: (1) expanding capacity
— new facilities, subcontracting
problems, conversion of new concerns to the electronics industry;
and (2) increasing efficiency which
included standardization of the
component parts and improving
production methods.
Although the critical materials
are as scrace as they were a year
ago, Mr. Ellis pointed out that
greater efficiency in the use of those
materials and the development of
(Continued on page 46)
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MOTORS

MAY BUY NBC TIM
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., ]
troit, which has not used netw<
radio since last year when it sp
sored Cheers from the Camps on
full CBS network, is reported
gotiating with NBC for sponsors:
of the NBC symphony orches
with Arturo Toscanini and otl
guest conductors. Deal has not
been consummated, but may be
by the end of June. Agency
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.
If the contract is signed betw<
G-M and NBC, it will mark
second symphony orchestra to
on a commercial basis this ye
U. S. Rubber Co., New York, sif
May 23 has been sponsoring c<
certs on CBS by the Philharmoi
Symphony Orchestra [Broadca;
ing, May 10], while it is also .
ported that CBS is interested in
sponsor for the Philadelphia Sy
phony, and the BLUE would li
to place the Boston Symphony or
commercial basis.

New 'Time' Program
RADIO PROGRAM DIVISION
Time Inc., which on June 5 i
sumed its successful series Le
Learn
Spanish
for another
weeks on WQXR, New York,
preparing
another
series of
quarter-hour programs to go
WQXR early this fall. The pi
gram, titled The World & Ameru
traces the history of America frc
1942 to 1943 in its relation to Eui
pean history, and will be in t
form of a conversation betwe
two business men, portrayed
Jack Smart and Eddie Mayho
Frank Norris, managing editor
the March of Time, has written t
first script and Carl Carmer, not
author, will pen the remaining pi
grams. Lester Vail, who resign
last week from NBC to do fre
lance directing, will direct the Tm
series.
Lockheed Plans
LOCKHEED & VEGA AIRCRAE
Corps., Burbank, Cal. (instit
tional), with broadcast of July
expands to a half-hour and shifi
Ceiling Unlimited on 56 CBS st
tions, from Monday, 7:15-7:30 p.:
(EWT) , with West Coast repes
8:15-8:30 p.m. (PWT), to Sunda
2-2:30 p.m. (EWT). Format H
mains fundamentally the sani
with name guest talent featured
dramatic skits. Anthony Colli
continues as musical director wi
Pat McGeehan handling the a
nouncer assignment. Thomas Fre
bairn-Smith
is producer
FooCone & Belding,
Hollywood,of agen:
servicing the account.

Aunt Jemima Active
QUAKER OATS Co., Chica*
(Aunt Jemima flour), has startt
a summer campaign using the fivi
minute transcribed Aunt Jem-id
program, a variety show, three
six times a week on 42 station)
This is the first time that extensh
summer advertising has been us'
for Aunt Jemima pancake flouj
Company is continuing Aunt J]
mima five-minute program on 3
CBS stations, Sundays at 2:55i
p.m., but has switched commercial
from pancake flour to muffetj
Chicago. is Sherman K. Ellis & C<|
Agency
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Dual

-Affiliates
Plan
Option
Discussions
time in each of four segments of
works he cannot option three hours
MBS-CBS: WAAC Ft. LauderArise
As
the day: 8 a.m. to 1 p.m., 1 to 6 to each network unless the option
dale, Fla; WMT Cedar Rapids,
times are identical.
p.m.,
6
to
11
p.m.,
and
11
p.m.
to
Iowa;
WNBF Binghamton, N. Y.
3-Hour
Limit
8 a.m., all times those of the locaIn other words: a station affiliand KILO Grand Forks, N. D.
ated with both the BLUE and MBS
MBS-BLUE: WSGN Birmingtion of the station. "Such options,"
Is Applied
might option 7 to 10 p.m. to the
the regulation states, "may not be
ham, and WMOB Mobile, Ala.
exclusive as against other network
KGHI Little Rock, Ark; WATR
BLUE, as requested by that netCO CLEAR up the special probwork. If MBS asked for a different
organizations and may not prevent
ems of stations with dual network
Waterbury, Conn; WWPG Palm
or hinder the station from optioning
evening option period, say 8 to
.ffiliation arising from the new
Beach; WROK Rockford, 111; KSO
or selling any or all of the time
11 p.m., the station could grant
•'CC rules, MBS has called meetDes Moines and KMA, Shenancovered by the option, or other time,
Mutual an option only for 8 to 10
tigs of those of its affiliates who
doah, Iowa; KGGF Coffeyville and
re also affiliated with another nap.m. without violating the terms of
to other network organizations."
KFBI
Wichita, Kan; WXYZ DeThis means that a station may
the regulations.
ionwide network: Eastern stations
troit and WLAV Grand Rapids,
give options for only three hours
The following stations currently
d meet in New York on June 22
Mich; KFOR Lincoln, Neb; WAGE
have
dual affiliations:
in
any
of
the
four
periods
for
netnd western in Chicago on June 29.
Syracuse, N. Y; WAYS Charlotte,
work programs, whether of one,
MBS-NBC: WGBF Evansville,
'here are 49 such stations: four
N. C; WAIR Winston-Salem, N. C;
two, or three or four networks.
Ind; WRDO Augusta, Ga; WFFA
ffiliated with both MBS and CBS,
WJW Akron, Ohio; KOME Tulsa;
Manchester, Vt; WLBZ Bangor,
Hence, a station with dual net0 affiliated with both MBS and
WARM Scranton; WCOS Columwork affiliation cannot option more
rBC, and 35 affiliated with both
Me; WISE Asheville, N. C; WKBO
bia and WMRC Greenville, S. C;
IBS and the BLUE.
than three hours in each period alHarrisburg, Pa; WGAL Lancaster,
WDEF Chattanooga; WIBR Knoxtogether, and although he may opOtherwise, network affiliates are
Pa; WORK York, Pa; KRIS Corville, WMPS Memphis and WSIX
tion all three hours to both netenerally accepting the revisions in
pus Christi; KRGV Weslaco, Tex.
Nashville, Tenn; KFDA Amarillo,
leir network contracts necessitatKNOW Austin, KXYZ Houston,
Fi by the new rules, according to
KABC San Antonio, KTEM TemIrtwork station relation executives.
NETWORK
TIME BLOCKS
ple, WACO Waco, Texas; WBTM
1ate last week CBS reported that
Danville, WLVA Lynchburg,
ore than 90% of its affiliates had
WRNL Richmond and WSLS Roanoke, Va.
i;knowledged acceptance of the reTHIS DIAGRAM depicts time segments selected by each of the four networks in their contracts with affiliate stations under the new FCC
I sed contracts. NBC said that alnetwork rules. Shaded portions are hours requisitioned from affiliate
Uough its letter detailing the conschedules under contract; white segments are those not available to the
act changes to stations required
network. Symbols at left indicate time zones: E, eastern war time; C,
Harry Wismer
Named
J ) answer, a number of NBC affilcentral; M, mountain; P, Pacific. 'Heavy staggered lines indicate the fiveMaxon
Radio
Director
iates have written to voice their
hour time segments based on local time, but the entire chart is based on
!■ntinued allegiance to NBC.
eastern time. Hour symbols
HARRY WISMER, sports com//m at top of chart are eastern time. Pacific
mentator and advertising man, has
time hour symbols shown at bottom of chart.
jjiThe BLUE, many of whose affilibeen named manager of the radio
10 11 11m 1
8am 9 10 11 12M 1
i1es met last week in district ses'///////,
v>
department of Maxon Inc., Detroit,
6pm 7 &
pns called by their representare
by
Lou R. Maxon. In addition to
rres on the BLUE's station ad3
assisting clients in the development
wW/
and production of programs, he
'sory and planning committee to
to -5
li ve the stations a chance to ask
i
will continue to be active as a sports
mm
o
M
||estions and to eliminate any respecial events commentator.
WM
I andWismer
served as secretary to
gaining misunderstandings of the
m £
athletics director Charles Hachmm
II 'ects
rules, described
the
man while a student at Michigan
jetingsofasthe
completely
friendly and
State College. After graduation he
:jported that contract acceptances
joined
WJR, Detroit, as a member
I ^re coming in at a rapid rate.
W/w,
O 3
of the production staff and sports
director.
Midwest Problem
{
h
WW//,
wW/,
[Arthur Church, member of the
Blue Meeting
IBS affiliate advisory board for the
to _£
1 dwestern district, called a special
NEW BLUE affiliates' contracts,
li feting of his group in Omaha last
drawn up in accordance with the
f lesday to discuss changes in the
FCC monopoly rules, were exDiationship of these station with
plained to 26 midwestern affiliates
z 5
which met last Tuesday in Chicago
|»S following the application of
CO T3
at the Drake Hotel. Keith Kiggins,
1% new rules. Chief problem was
I at of the noon hour which CBS
BLUE vice-president in charge of
L. —
station relations, discussed with the
Is asked the stations to option for
affiliates the new contracts which
WW/,
liwork programs. A number of
m
I were mailed out recently. The re■'dwestern broadcasters, especially
gional meeting, presided over by
Use catering to the farm audience,
Earl May, KMA, Shenandoah, la.,
W/A
dire unwilling to option this time,
included BLUE affiliates in the
llich is at present largely devoted
states of Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois,
Michigan, Missouri, Indiana.
tjmarket reports, news and other
Tax-Bond Copy
jjm service features. J. G. Gude,
t jS station relations manager, attiided the meeting, following which
at
I
WITH 18 BILLION dollars still to
■pas reported that most of the
be
raised during 1943 through purjcacuities were ironed out on an
chase of Government securities by
iiividual basis, the same as they
individuals,
the Treasury War
WW W///A
|i been handled under the old
{
1 Savings Staff Radio Section is preInfracts in which all station time
mm
paring spot announcements based
v's optioned to CBS.
directly on the relation of pay-asThe peculiar problems of the
'/////.
you-go taxation to planned bond
al affiliates also arise mainly
buying. Scheduled to go on the
air the last week in June, the an>m the limitations on network opnouncements will be put in final
-h time set by the Commission,
{
form
as
soon
a simple explanaout. tion of the taxas law
can be worked
f|;ich prohibit an affiliate from op8am 9 lO 11 12N 1
t ning more than three hours of
5 6pm 7 8 9 lO 11
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GLASCOCK

Tube
Rigid
To

Plan

Would

Control Studied
Break Jam of
Orders

MORE

RIGID control over production of vacuum receiver tubes,
including maintenance and repair
tubes for civilians, will probably
be started by the WPB before July
1, it was learned last week. The
new control is designed to break a
jam of highly-rated military orders
that threatens to choke out civilian
receiver tube production for the remainder of the year and complicates
prompt fulfillment of urgent war
orders.
A study of the military orders
is now being made by Capt. William A. Gray, chief of the Electronic Tube Section of WPB, in
an effort to determine how many
of the military tubes are urgently
needed. In recent months, tube
manufacturers have reported large
numbers of new military orders
which apparently would tie up the
entire industry for many months.
Situation is Unsatisfactory
The situation is unsatisfactory
to both military and civilian representatives, since the huge backlog of orders means urgently
needed types may not be delivered
on time. Anxious to insure against
"too little and too late" of the right
kinds of tubes, Captain Gray plans
to determine actual month-to-month
military tube needs and to prepare monthly production schedules
which will include civilian needs.
Since consideration of the schedule has only begun, there is as yet
no indication of the number of
tubes civilians may get. Only certainty is that under the old preference rating system, civilians almost certainly would have been
left out entirely, while under the
over-all scheduling proposal, there
is hope that some tubes may still
be made for civilians.
In adopting such a scheduling
plan, WPB would abandon the old
system of preference ratings under
which military orders, with their
high ratings assuring precedence
over civilians, were handled in
turn by manufacturers. The new
scheduling system will insure that
most urgent needs are met first,
Captain Gray explains.
Mcintosh, Whiteside Watch
A crisis in tube production apparently came to a head within the
last two weeks. For several days,
WPB buzzed with rumors that civilian production was "out". Finally, it was reported that Arthur
Whiteside, WPB Vice Chairman for
Civilian Requirements, had taken
a hand in the situation, and was
considering a directive to insure
some tubes for civilians.
Frank H. Mcintosh, chief of the
WPB Domestic & Foreign Broadcast Branch, is the representative
of non-military tube users in all
Page
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Expedite

scheduling discussions. It is understood that Mr. Whiteside's office
will back up his efforts to insure
maintenance of home radio on a
workable basis.
Some sources feel, however, that
under the proposed scheduling system no such directive is needed.
The decision to reschedule production, probably allowing civilian
tabes at least a share of the facilities has been advanced as a longterm answer to the problem. Civilian tube production until now
has been fitted into manufacturing
capacity not used to fill military
orders. As the situation shaped up
at the Vacuum Tube Advisory Committee meeting in Washington late
last month, there would have been
none of that margin available.
In describing his scheduling
idea, Captain Gray explained that
it was closely linked with recent
steps WPB has taken to insure
efficient distribution of tubes. Officials of the Radio & Radar Division recently issued an order L265, to insure that tubes intended
for civilians reached only civilians
[Broadcasting, June 7]. With
L-265 in effect, tubes scheduled for
civilians in the future would be
marked "MR". Since L-265 makes
it illegal for distributors to use
"MR" tubes to fill rated orders,
whatever tubes are made for civilians are almost certain to reach
their proper destination.
Military officials are as enthusiastic about L-265 as civilians, reports indicate. High Army and
Navy officers strongly oppose sale
of tubes to military agents in the
field by distributors. They point out
that regular channels insure ample

Set

Repairs

tubes for military use. By purchasing from distributors, they hold,
the services pay much more for the
merchandise, may get military rejects, and at the same time deprive
civilians of tubes they should have.
Despite dire predictions for civilian tube production, Captain
Gray indicated that the situation
would not be permitted to get out
of hand. He pointed to figures
showing that production ran from
two to three and a half million
tubes monthly in recent months.
He said it was probable that certain types now reported scarce
would be produced, and that most
of the 117 types recommended by
Mr. Mcintosh would be available
if over-all scheduling is adopted.
In addition, he said, many commercially acceptable military rejects
would be given civilians.
Tube manufacturers have reported that the chief obstacle to
vastly increased production of receiving tubes is the manpower
shortage. WPB surveys show that
the industry is running at only
about 50% of capacity, since manufacturers have found it impossible
to recruit women for night shifts.
One way of overcoming this, officials said, would be for firms to
follow the lead of at least one
company that has many of its components assembled in "booster"
plants, erected outside tight labormarkets.
Spier Recuperating
WILLIAM SPIER, CBS producer,
who has been on the West Coast for
auditioning new programs, collapsed
last week from overwork and is recuperating in the Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital in Hollywood.

NOW AT WCKY, Carroll D. Alcott (seated) signs for two six-nightweekly broadcasts for Hudepohl Brewing Co., Cincinnati. Witnessing the
signature of the Far East observer and commentator are (1 to r) L. B.
Wilson, station owner; Fred A. Palmer, manager, and L. F. McCarthy,
president of the L. F. McCarthy & Co. agency in charge.
BROADCASTING

NAMED

WRC
SALES CHIE
APPOINTMENT of Mahlon .
Glascock as sales manager of WR
Washington, effective June 16, h
been
announced by Carleton !
Smith, WRC ge
eral manager. M
Glascock succee
John H. Dod;
who
Navy. is now .
duty with fc
The new sal
manager
with WRC incar!
n]
vember, 1942. I|1
count
executi a|
J
Mr. Glascock
was
formerly
and radio director with the LewF
Edwin Ryan Advertising Agencj
Washington. Previously he was co I
nected with the R. D. Wyley Age 1
cy and the Robert N. Taylor Ageil
1930. He graduated from Yale
cy.
Mr. Glascock is a member of t'
Washington Sales Representativl
Assn., and the Washington if
Club. He is married and has U'i
children.
COMMITTEE

STUDIED

FCC RADIO
FORM
MEETING
in Washington la:
week, the broadcast subcommitt
of the Advisory
Committee «
Government Questionnaires nam;
as chairman J. Harold Ryan
WSPD, Toledo, and present assil
tant Director of Censorship fl
broadcasting. NAB President N|
ville Miller and others discuss*!
the development of the subcomm i
tee and the need for informatiil
derived from questionnaires.
Talk
centered
about currej
forms
and questionnaires,
enginering
form approved with
as ret'j
ommended by the NAB engine™
executive
committee. Named
committee to discuss changes
the FCC license renewal form wi
the commission were Mr. Ryan,
Bennett Larson of WWDC, Was
ington; Herbert Pettey of WH1
New York, and NAB Research t
rector Paul Peter.
Others in the radio field atten,
ing the meeting were Roger \
Clipp, WFIL, Philadelphia; El
John F.C.Evans,
McCormack,
B
ward
WJZ, NewK TYor'
KWKH, Shreveport; Barry
Rumple, NBC; Jack William
WAYX, Waycross, Ga., and Jol
Churchill, CBS, representii
Frank Stanton.
Asks WAPO
Transfer
JODA PATTERSON, executrix
the estate of W. A. Patterson, j
ceased owner of WAPO, Chatti
nooga, last week filed an appliq
tion with the FCC for involunta
assignment of the license to h4
self as executrix. At the sari
time she filed a second applicati4
for voluntary assignment of tl
license to herself and to Ramon
Patterson, her son, and Louise Ps
terson Pursley, her daughter,
WAPO Broadcasting Service. 1!
money is involved.
THE BLUE has started using gi
as messengers — the first regular \»
man member of the staff being Fraud
Gaisser, a former model.
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Network

Rules

Practical

Were

Phases

Attacked

in

New

Book

Ignored, Robinson
Points Out
SOMEWHAT
anti-climactic because it does not cover the momentous Supreme Court decision of
last month in the network cases,
Thomas Porter Robinson's book,
Radio Networks and the Federal
Government, published last week
condemns the FCC's network-monopoly regulations as failing to
meet the problem in a "realistic
and far-sighted manner consistent
with the public interest."
The 278-page volume [Columbia
University Press, $3.50] in comprehensive fashion covers network
Ibroadcasting and its relationship to
the Government up to the time of
the nework appeals to the Supreme
Court, decided in favor of the FCC.
The author, while concluding that
Government regulation of broadcasting is necessary and that some
degree of Federal regulation of the
social and economic aspects of
broadcasting is desirable in the
public interest, nevertheless holds
that the Commission went too far.

quencies.Lauds Transcriptions
BACK FROM FOREIGN news
front, Edward R. Murrow, CBS
European news chief, now in New
York on a brief visit, brought with
him this photo of the CBS London
news staff (above, 1 to r), Murrow,
Paul Manning, John Daly and Bob
Trout. Murrow was welcomed at a
luncheon at the Ambassador Hotel
attended by radio executives and
press representatives. Seated beside
him as he addressed the group are
(left) Paul White, CBS director
of public affairs, and (right)
Frank Stanton, CBS vice-president.
Murrow will return soon to London
to join his Columbia confreres in
that busy war center.

Practicalities Ignored
Aside from failing to meet the
problem, the writer concludes that
the regulations were "discussed and
weighed in an atmosphere of acrimony and intense partisanship —
an atmosphere alien to an intelligent and calmly deliberated plan."
By outlawing exclusive option time
as against another network and
by drastically curbing network
ownership of key outlets, Mr. Robinson tells, the regulations "disregard the practical requirement
that a network organization under
our present system must be permitted to secure with as much certainty as possible the willingness
of the individual sovereign stations to broadcast the same program at the same time."
The author finds, moreover, that
the intent to promote greater competition in the broadcast field is in
the public interest, the regulations
as a means of accomplishing this
"are ill-advised because they foster the wrong type of competition
and will result in a chaotic condition of economic rivalry between
networks for the same stations,
which is destructive to chain broadcasting." The regulations, he contends, tend to freeze a technical
situation which is dynamic and do
not give sufficient weight to the potential possibilities of the radio
spectrum. In this regard, the author
suggests that synchronization of
networks on two or three 1-A channels is a post-war prospect and a
challenge.
"In conducting the investigation
and in formulating the regulations,
the Commission failed to explore
the possibilities of making a greater
supply of frequencies available for
network broadcasting in the standPage
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the process will continue. He pointl
to FM and television and their u
of the microwaves as signs in thi
direction and cites statements n
leading engineers.
In his concluding chapter, titld
"Looking Forward," Mr. Robinsc
says if there were no broadcastir
industry in this country today t|
accepted first principles would ii!
elude advertising as the maji
means of financing broadcasting
maintenance of both individual st<
tions and networks; Governmer
assignment of frequencies and po\
er; Government regulation of ne
works, and exploration of tli
feasibility of synchronous oper;
tion of networks on common fi(

ard broadcast band through a reorientation of its allocation and
licensing policies."
Synchronous System
Discussing possibility of synchronization on a common frequency, Mr. Robinson drew upon
previous experimentation dealing
with synchronous or common frequency operation. Delving into the
future, he sets up a hypothetical
situation in which a national network is licensed on two or three
clear channel unlimited time frequencies. Network stations operated synchronously on one of these
frequencies at a particular time
would broadcast an identical program. The great majority of transmitters would be simply relay
transmitters, operated at low cost.
Pointing out that the Communications Act states that the Commission shall "study new uses for
radio, provide for experimental
uses of frequencies and generally
encourage the larger and more
effective use of radio in the public
interest," Mr. Robinson said that
when the war is over "broadcasting will stand on the threshold of
a dynamic future. Only through
opening our minds and exploring
the challenge of this expanding
science can the possibilities of that
future be fulfilled."
While attacking the extreme nature of the regulations, the book
does not support in their entirety
the contentions of NBC and CBS.
Although the "dire results predicted" by these networks with re-

spect to the option time regulations
"are undoubtedly exaggerated," he
said, "some form of exclusive option time as against other networks
is, in the writer's opinion, a practical requirement in our present
system of chain broadcasting."
Sees Domination
Mr. Robinson reaches the "inescapable" conclusion that the
broadcasting industry in the United
States "is dominated by NBC
and CBS." Breaking up of this
domination, promoting what the
Commission believes to be the most
desirable type of competition in
the broadcast field, abolishing present contractual restraints in the
network-station market, and speedily opening the door of opportunity to Mutual and to new netwoi-ks
"were the principal reasons behind the Commission's reform
movement," he states.
"Asserting there is no quetison
that more competition of ihe right
type in network broadcasting is
desirable, Mr. Robinson, however,
holds that the FCC's regulations
are destructive to chain broadcasting itself. The real answer to the
competitive problem, he writes, is
"a greater available supply of frequencies for commercial broadcasting, which in turn would result in
a greater number of national netRefuting the FCC's assumption
that there is a severe lack of freworks." quencies for commercial broadcasting, he declares scientific research
has increasingly enlarged the number of usable radio frequencies and
BROADCASTING

Transcriptions are given a boo
by the author. Declaring they ai
highly developed today and ai
equal to live talent programs, I
says the national networks tend t
insist that this is not the case, the
the public demands live talent an
would turn away from a so-calle
"dead program" on a transcrij
tion. In some respects, he hold
transcriptions are actually supei
ior to live broadcasts. The bes
time for the performance can b
chosen and the finest performance
can be selected for presentatior
The artists can be entirely fres
and at their peak; acoustical con
ditions can be better controlled
and the difference in time as on
proceeds across the country pre
sents no difficulty because simulta
neous broadcasting is not required
Finally, with the development o
the Miller film, a method of tran
scription using a narrow strip o
film rather than a disc and operat
ing on the principle of a movin
picture, editing is made possibh
before the broadcast.
Because they can now compett
on equal
terms
the "live"
and
because
theywith
represent
the show
forn
of competition most greatly fearin
by a chain organization, Mr. Rob
inson declares the use of transcriptions is "generally discouraged.'
He cites former network restrictions in this connection, mentioning
NBC's refusal to allow outside con
cerns to make off-the-line recordings of commercial programs.
Mention also is made of the
Petrillo ban on transcriptions and
recordings, in force since last Au
gust. "If this ban is permanently
enforced," says Mr. Robinson,
"the damage that will be done tc
the broadcasting industry and the;
impairment of public service to the
people that will result will be very1
substantial. In the writer's judgment, the action of Mr. Petrillo is
so contrary to the public interest]!
that Congress, if necessary, should!
step in and see that this dictum
i? rescinded."
WGCM
Is 140th

NBC

WGCM, Gulfport, Miss., on June
6 became an NBC affiliate, bringing the network's total to 140 outlets. Owned by WGCM Inc., the station operates on 1240 kc, 250 watts.,
• Broadcast
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War

Effort

Entertainment

Croups
Projected
Conference Board to Insure
Cooperation Is Planned
IN A MOVE to bring about a
closer cooperation between various
branches of the entertainment industry engaged in war work, plans
were advancing last week towards
the formation of a Conference
Board of the Entertainment Industry for War Activities. Idea for
the group, which would serve as a
clearing house for the war activities of various agencies including
BMI, ASCAP, creative radio
guilds and other organizations in
the amusement field, grew out of a
two-day meeting of representatives
who convened in New York June
3-4 as the National Conference of
the Entertainment Industry for
War Activities.
'Pool of Resources'
One of the proposed functions of
the board, as presented by Ilka
Chase, actress, to the National Conference, would be the creation of
a "pool of resources" through voluntary enlistment of all members
of the entertainment industry, who
would agree to be drafted into any
kind of participation in the war
effort requested by an authorized
entertainment agency.
War services would be subject
to contractual obligations, would be
limited to period of time specified
by the individual, and would be
paid for by the entertainment agency according to standards mutually
established by agency and trade
union. Plan would not preclude services on a free and voluntary basis,
however. Enlisted personnel would
include members of all professional
fields of the four major groups —
motion pictures, radio, stage and
music.
First step was the approval by
Conference members of a Continuations Committee to proceed with
the organization of the Conference
Board. Radio figures named to serve
on that Committee were: Neville
Miller, (or designee), NAB; George
Heller, AFRA; William Fricke,
Assn. of Advertising Agencies;
Anita Grannis, AFRA, Virginia
Payne, AFRA, and Lawrence Tibbett, AFRA president. Committee
named a special group to draw up
a statement of purpose to be submitted to organizations which
might participate in the Board.
Members of the subcommittee included Walt Dennis, chief of the
news bureau, NAB.
NAB is the first agency officially
to signify its intention of participating in the conference board of
the entertainment industry for war
activities.
DIRECTORS of Western Electric
Co. have declared a dividend of 50
cents per share on its common stock,
(payable June 30, to stock of record at
close of business June 25, 1943.
Page
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NBC
And

Defaults
WHDH

Hearing,

to Break

OPERATION OF WHDH, Boston,
and WJW, Akron (now moving to
Cleveland) on the 850 kc, clear
channel of KOA, Denver, practically by default, was made possible
last Friday when NBC, as licensee
of the Denver station, stated it did
not desire to participate in hearings scheduled by the FCC following the Supreme Court decision in
favor of NBC-KOA.
This action followed denial by
the FCC the preceding Tuesday of
a petition by NBC to postpone the
hearing involving the breakdown
of the channel until six months
after cessation of hostilities. The
Supreme Court had held KOA had
not been accorded a proper hearing
and the FCC had scheduled hearings for June 30:
In its brief petition last Friday,
NBC said it believed that the public interest would have been served
by granting its postponement petition. For the reasons it had set
forth, NBC added that "it does not
desire to participate in the hearings" but that it "fully reserves all
rights to participate in any hearing
pertaining to operation by the applicants in any manner other than
that specified" in the applications.
NBC, in its petition filed following the Supreme Court's ruling,
asked the Commission to postpone
until six months after the war the
consolidated hearing involving the
Boston and Cleveland stations and
stated that until the Commission's
final decision after the postponed
hearing, NBC would consent to the
unlimited time operation of WHDH
and WJW as proposed in their applications.
NBC pointed out that the May
10 Supreme Court decision in the
network cases gave the FCC authority to promulgate the chainbroadcasting regulations. As a network company and the licensee of
individual stations, including KOA,
the petition said NBC is placed in
an equivocal position regarding
further proceedings in the KOA
case. WJW, it pointed out, is an
applicant for use of 850 kc. at
Cleveland, while NBC is licensee

Allowing
850

Down

WJW

kc. Wave

of WTAM, Cleveland. Under Section 3.106 of the regulations, Cleveland, which now has only three fulltime stations, may be considered a
"locality where the existing standard broadcast stations are so few"
as to justify the Commission in refusing NBC further licenses for
WTAM unless an additional station
is assigned to the Cleveland area.
Affects Rural Listeners
"It thus appears that though
NBC's interests in the Denver station would be adversely affected by
a grant of the WJW application,
NBC's interests in its Cleveland
station would be protected by the
same grant. NBC is further placed
in an equivocal position by the fact
that both WHDH and WJW will
be affiliated with the BLUE Network, which, like NBC, is a subof RCA."
"NBC sidiarydoes
not wish to be put
in the position of causing strategic
construction to lie idle during wartime while it litigates the broad
and continuing question of national
service from clear channel stations," the petition added.
Finally, NBC said important
technical developments will occur
in broadcasting when the war is
over. These developments, the petition held, would offer the people
of Boston and Cleveland additional
service without the necessity of depriving any rural listeners of service from KOA. By the same token,
under peacetime conditions, the
850 kc. clear channel may be used
to bring to rural listeners improved service through the use of
higher power. Neither the BostonCleveland need for service now nor
present wartime restrictions upon
the full development of KOA's potentialities "should be allowed to
work a permanent distortion in the
broadcasting allocation structure,"
said the petition.
PENN TOBACCO Co., Wilkes-Barre,
has purchased two quarter-hour news
periods weekly for 52 weeks on
WENR, Chicago. Agency is Kiesewetter Adv., New York.

IN RECOGNITION for their achievements on
solidarity, two CBS executives last week received
Decoration of the Cuban Government. (L to r):
director of Latin American relations; William S.
Roberto Hernandea, Cuban Consul General.

behalf of continental
"The Highest Civilian
Edmund Chester, CBS
Paley, CBS president;

BROADCASTING

Newspaper
Plans

Group

Retail

Study

NAEA to Name Committee to
Standardize Promotion
DOUBTLESS inspired by the successful development of the radio
retail promotion campaign, members of the Newspaper Advertising
Executive Assn. attending the
group's wartime conference at the
Hotel Pennsylvania, New York,
last week, authorized the appointment of a committee to explore the
retail field and set up a standardized promotion plan for use by
newspapers.
H. H. MacLean, manager of retail sales for Scripps-Howard
Newspapers, was named chairman
of the committee, whose other
members had not been appointed at
the conclusion of the three-day
meeting. Although most details of
the plan are still to be worked out,
it was understood that the proposed study will cover the entire
retail field, including chain stores
as well as department stores and
specialty shops. Neither Mr. MacLean nor Irving Buntman, secretary and treasurer of the NAEA,
were willing to estimate the amount
of money that carrying out this
plan will entail or whether it will
be more or less than that being
raised by the radio retail promotion committee headed by Paul W.
Morency, WTIC, Hartford.
May Ration Ads
A discussion of the probable effects of further restrictions in
newsprint at one of the NAEA session disclosed the general feeling
among larger newspapers that in
such an event they would have to
begin rationing their advertising
space, while the smaller papers felt
that in their case another cut of
10%

in newsprint would be followed by an increase in advertising
rates. Of the papers represented at
the meeting only a few reported
that they have already instituted
rationing of advertising space or
made any plans for doing so. Rate
increases reported were also relatively few.
The need for more creative selling on the part of newspapers was
stressed by Ray H McKinney, president, American Assn. of Newspaper Representatives, who cited
radio
as an example of successful
idea selling.

Church Discs on 23
CHURCH OF CHRIST, Glendale,
Cal., in a tie-in with local churches,
on June 6 started sponsoring a
weekly half-hour transcribed religious program featuring Jean
Valentine, evangelist, on 23 Pacific
Coast stations. Contracts are for
52 weeks. Station list includes
KDB KFXM KPMC KGA KTKC
KHSL KLS KFMB KHUB KSRO
KTRB KVEC KVCV KODL KPQ
KMED KVI KUJ KVOS KBKR
KXA KWJJ KELA. Dean L. Simmons Adv., Hollywood, has the
account.
• Broadcast
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CBS

Issues

New

FCC

Booklet

Rules

to

to

WLW

Explain

Advertisers

Affiliates' Right of First Call on Net Shows Held
To Maintain Usual Buying Method
IN A BOOKLET explicitly titled
CBS network commercial business
"Questions and Answers for Advertisers and Advertising Agencies
possible."
Advertisers will have to
as (7)
Concerning the New FCC Network
order time for new programs 56
days in advance of the starting
Rules," issued last week by CBS,
the network gives a layman's sumdates "only if you want a guaranmary of the rules followed by 12
tee that every single station on your
questions and answers arising from
hcok-up can start with the first
those rules. Advertisers are told:
broadcast. Otherwise no," says
CBS.
(1) The new rules will not jeopardize their present network pro(8) Advertisers can theoretically
grams.
create their own "private networks under the new rules in time
(2) The rules do not "cut loose"
network stations from their netnot occupied by sponsored network
work affiliation; despite the staprograms, but, says CBS, "only if
both the advertisers and the stations' right to give non-exclusive
options to other networks, each
tions are blind to their own interests—
and neither group seems at
CBS affiliate "continues to depend
all inclined toward such blindness.
on CBS for between 40 and 65
. . . This process of making strong
hours each week of non-commercial
stations stronger and weak stations
programs which are vital to its
weaker would so impair the strucbroadcasting schedule."
ture of American radio that we
First Call Policy
doubt whether the FCC, under the
(3) As permitted by the rules,
broad powers which it has, could
all networks now give first-call on
allow it to proceed unchecked."
all of their programs to each of
(9) Guaranteed time for local
their affiliates. Labeling this policy
programs can be purchased from
"important," CBS states that "as
stations outside of the network's
long as it is maintained by all netoption time, if the stations will sell
works it means that there should be
it on that basis.
no change from your usual method
Special Services
of buying network facilities. It
provides a protection against the
(10) Stations not affiliated with
ill effects of non-exclusivity rule
CBS may be added to CBS netwhich we had previously feared.
works for clients only "provided
all of the CBS affiliates which
"The first-call policy," CBS conserve the area in which the nontinues, "protects the great maCBS station lies are also included
jority of network clients from any
handful of advertisers who might
in the advertiser's hookup."
otherwise compel the inclusion, in
(11) CBS states that it expects
their network hookups, of the most
no greater rate of turnover of station affiliations as a result of the
powerful stations of other netlimitation of contracts to two years.
works, thus leaving available to
other network advertisers inferior
(12) CBS emphatically declares
its intention to continue its public
networks comprising only the
smaller and weaker stations. It program operations and its service
to advertisers through program and
likewise protects the smaller station on one network from loss of
business to the more powerful station in the same market.

Pharmacy

GABRIEL HEATTER, Mutual commentator scheduled
k vacato start
tion fromhisthetwo-wee
air June 13,
has decided to forego a holiday to be on hand to cover
ly imminent Alreported
the
lied invasion. Frank Singiser was to have substituted
for Mr. Heater. Sponsors
are Zonite Products, Barbasol Co., and R. B. Sender Inc.
RADIO

DRAMA

TOPS

SURVEY
CROSSLEY
are now
MS
PROGRA
IC
DRAMAT
the most popular, according to a
study of the competitive standing
of four types of programs on four
major New York stations, released
last week by the WOR-Crossley
Personal Interview Continuing
Study of Radio Listening in Greater New York.
Quiz programs, which have
usually topped the list in past sursecond
takeshows
veys,
of
34.5% drawith while
lead place,
matic
the listening audience, as compared
with Pearl Harbor days, when they
had a rating of 24.8. The question
and answer programs are now
i-ated at 33.8%, as compared to the
from the November30.1 figure
er survey in 1941.
Decemb
Reversing a downward trend
since this country's entrance into
musical programs now atthe war,
tract 26.7% of the audience, as
against 20.9% reported for the
September-October 1942 period.
Women's participating programs
drew 17.2% of the listeners in the
March-April period, indicating an
upward trend. This type of show
had declined following the summer
of 1942, when it hit 20.7.
sales promotion, research, merchandising and publicity, but adds that
"more than ever this network service, which has helped to make
American radio the finest radio in
the world, will depend on the understanding cooperation of advertisers and affiliated stations."

Advertiser Protected
"It further protects a new advertiser on one network from finding himself blocked out of numerous key markets during choice
time periods because important stations on the network of his choice
had been offered and were broadcasting the programs of another
network."
(4) Showing the time CBS has
put under option with its affiliates
[Broadcasting, June 7], the network explains (5) that the option
hours were chosen on the basis of
previous demand by advertisers and
(6) that while the option gives the
network a right to take over time
held by a local or spot advertiser,
which belongs to the station, not
the network, in non-option hours,
"in practical operation the result
may be the same [since] many of
our stations have expressed the desire to continue to carry as much
Page
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Aid

NEWEST APPROACH to the roundtable quiz is heard on WOL, Washington. Itis based on a finding of a New York Times survey disclosing
that few Americans know American history. Hugh Russell Eraser, historian who conducted the survey, and Walter Compton, WOL-MBS commentator, evolved the program formula. Titled A Date With a Date, it
features two U. S. Senators and two Representatives on each program.
Two "regular" experts are Representatives Coffee (D-Wash.) and Vorys
(R-O.). Show is to go on Mutual soon. Around the table are (1 to r) :
Senator Pepper (D-Fla.) , guest; Mr. Fraser; Mr. Compton; Senator
Eastland (D-Miss.), guest; Rep. Coffee; Rep. Vorys. Announcer Bill
Jefferay is in background.
BROADCASTING

Seven

Given
Schools

Scholarships

Granted

To Assist Drug Stores
TO HELP RELIEVE the man
power shortage in the retail drug
industry and to improve conditions
in the trade, seven one-yeai
scholarships will be underwritten
by WLW, Cincinnati, in each of the
seven schools of pharmacy in the
station's primary area.
Announcing the project, R. E
Dunville, vice-president of the Crosley
Corp.,thisexplained
that to
"WLW
making
direct effort
aid theis
pharmacy schools within its primary area as an inducement to
worthy young persons to enter
pharmacy as a career, especially
those who might not otherwise have
considered this career."
Citing the great need for pharmacists, particularly in smaller
drug stores, Mr. Dunville pointed
out that proprietors cannot do the
merchandising job that would be
possible with additional competent
assistants. This situation, he said,
may have contributed as much as
any other factor to the diversion of
drug store sales to other fields.
WLW officials feel that with sufficient study and aid given the
problem, pharmacy will become
more attractive as a profession as
it becomes more lucrative, especially with respect to operation and
ownership. During the last two
years the station has been working
through intensive aid to the state
pharmaceutical associations in its
primary
area.Randolph, director of
John E.
trade extension for WLW, will
handle details of the grants. The
program has received endorsement
from the deans of the various
schools. Candidates qualified to receive the scholarships are now being selected.

Quiz for Conti
QUESTION-and-answer
program on international events, featuring Charles Hodges and Alois
Havrilla, news commentators of
WOR-Mutual, New York, has replaced the Treasure Hour of Song
on MBS under sponsorship of
Conti Products Corp., New York.
Titled Memo for Tomorrow, the
program started June 13, in the
Sunday, 10:45-11 a.m. period. Conti's former program, a Thursday
half -hour at 9:30 p.m., went off
the air June 3. Agency is Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, New
York.
A

Radio Rated A-l
RADIO in the eastern gas shortage area was given an A-l preference rating, highest non-military
rating, in a revision of list of industries entitled to supplemental
gasoline, ODT announced last week.
Although industries rated on the
list are entitled to request extra
fuel to perform their duties, ODT
said, applicants will have to prove
that they are utilizing their trucks
to the fullest extent possible
[Broadcasting June 7].
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ITS NAME is radio advertising. Its most fertile field
is Detroit. Its most effective carrier is WWJ.
If you are fortunate in having something to sell
today, it is easy, over WWJ, to offer it to the largest
and most responsive
thriving population.

portion

of Detroit's

teeming,

If you have "nothing to sell for the duration," it
is similarly easy — and comparatively inexpensive —
to keep the name and merit of your product memoryfresh . . . toward the day when the bars again are

down, and Detroit's peacetime greatness promises
exceed anything you have ever before witnessed.

to

There are more than two million people in this
compact area. There are more than 550,000 factory
workers

here — with an estimated

ing of $58.63.

The

average weekly

per capita purchases

ings Bonds (backlog for tomorrow's
larger than in any other city.

of War

buying

earnSav-

era) are

And, WWJ is, by actual survey, the most listened-to
radio station in this great market. Tell your story in
Detroit now — over WWJ.

America's Pioneer Broadcasting Station — First in Detroit
National Representatives
THE
NBC

GEORGE

P. HOLLINGBERY

COMPAN

Owned and Operated by The Detroit News

BASIC

ASSOCIATE

NETWORK

BROADCASTING

STATION

W45D — F. M.
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IRE

Takes

Against
K-P
Bills
Plan to Mobilize Engineers
Regarded as Unnecessary
OPPOSITION to the enactment of
the Kilgore-Patman bills (S-702
and HR-2100) to establish an
Office of Scientific and Technical
Mobilization was expressed in a
resolution adopted at the June
meeting of the board of directors
of the Institute of Radio Engineers.
The IRE took the position that
the technical resources and particularly the radio facilities of the nation are now working efficiently
in the war effort and that the legislation would result in confusion.
The resolution follows in full
text:
Whereas, the board of directors of The
Institute of Radio Engineers is of the
opinion that the scientific and technical
resources of the Nation and in particular
the radio personnel and facilities of the
country are mobilized to a high degree
and are working efficiently in the war
effort ; and
Whereas, it appears that enactment of
the Kilgore-Patman bills (S-702, HR-2100)
to mobilize the scientific and technical resources of the nation, to establish an Office
of Scientific and Technical Mobilization,
and for other purposes, would actually endanger the war effort by a reorganization
of these resources along totally untried
lines; and
Whereas, it is the opinion of the board
of directors that the premises given in
the declaration of policy of S-702 are unsound and not representative of the facts ;
and
Whereas, the enactment of these bills
would establish a post-war bureaucracy
inimical to the best interests of scientific
and technical progress and thus also to
the best interests of these United States;
therefore, be it
Resolved, that the board of directors of
The Institute of Radio Engineers finds no
valid reason for enactment of Senate bill
S-702 and House bill HR-2100 and strongly
opposes such enactment because these bills
if enacted will result in confusing the war
effort; and furthermore be it
Resolved, that the board of directors of
The Institute of Radio Engineers expresses
its general opposition to any proposals
which would have the effect of placing the
scientific and technical personnel and
facilities of the nation under government
supervision and control.
BLUE
Names Tomlinson
EDWARD
TOMLINSON, radio
commentator, author and lecturer
on inter-American affairs, has been
appointed BLUE's adviser and
analyst on an exclusive basis, as
announced by Mark Woods, president. Mr. Tomlinson, whose analyses are heard thrice weekly, on
June 12 established permanent
headquarters in Washington to be
closer to our own State Dept. as
well as to the offices of interAmerican diplomats and representatives. "The reported pro-Allied
revolt in Argentina," Mr. Woods
said, in announcing the creation of
the new post, "brings into sharper
focus the vital role being played
by the 'other Americas' in the
United States and allied war efforts."
Weiner Quits WPB
RESIGNATION of Joseph L.
Weiner, formerly chief of the
WPB's office of Civilian Supply,
was announced by Donald Nelson
last week. Mr. Weiner, who was
responsible for the "Rock Bottom
Economy Plan" [Broadcasting
March 1], was superceded April 15
by Arthur Whiteside, who headed
the Office of Civilian Requirements.
Page
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MESSAGES

AIRED
REPEATING

SPEARHEAD of U. S. Army IV Fighter Command's recent campaign
for more volunteers to man its aircraft warning service, this networkstation-Army quartet delivered the recruiting message from KOMO,
Seattle, one stop in a two-week Pacific Coast drive. Flown by Army
bomber, Sam Hayes, network commentator on vacation from his sixweekly quarter-hour newscast, sponsored by Sperry Flour Co. on NBC
Pacific stations, visited every coastal filter center city during the radio
and personal appearance tour. Trip was made at invitation of IV Fighter
Command. Traveling campaigners (1 to r) are Harold J. Bock, western
press relations manager of NBC; Dick Keplinger, special events director
of KOMO; Mr. Hayes; Capt. William Gerken, Army Signal Corps.

40
To

FM

Applicants

Keep

Seek

Reinstatement

Files

Pending
Before
the FCC
King-Trendle
Broadcasting
Corp., Grand
ALL EXCEPT about 10% of the
Rapids (46.9 mc.) (WOOD).
Don Lee Broadcasting System, San Franpre-war applicants for FM stacisco, Cal. (43.5 mc.) (KFRC).
tions, whose applications were
Mercer Broadcasting Co., Ewing Township, N. J. (49.9 mc).
frozen April 27, 1942, under the
National Broadcasting Co., New York
blanket memorandum opinion, but
(45.1. mc.) (WEAF).
Syndicate Co., New York (47.9
who were authorized to apply for mc)News
reinstatement last February, have
New Jersey Broadcasting Corp., Newark (49.1 mc.) (WHOM).
taken
advantage
of
the
FCC's
Oak Park Realty & Amusement Co.,
action.
Chicago (47.9 mc).
The Outlet Co., Providence (48.5 mc)
FM Broadcasters Inc. last week
(WJAR).
said that FCC records showed that
Piedmont Publishing Co.. Winston-Salem
(46.7 me.) (WSJS).
40 pre-war FM applicants had
The Pulitzer Publishing Co., St. Louis
(45.5 mc.) (KSD).
sought reinstatement of their apRadio Voice of New Hampshire. Manplications under the automatic prochester, N. H. (43.5 mc) (WMUR).
Rockford Broadcasters, Rockford, 111.
viso. The applications, under the
(45.1 mc) (WROK).
St. Louis University, St. Louis (45.1 mc)
FCC's ruling of last February,
are being kept in the pending file
(WEW).
Star-Times Publishing Co., St. Louis
until after the war and then will
(44.7 mc) (KXOK).
The
Sun Company of San Bernardino,
be acted upon, eliminating the need
San Bernardino, Cal. (44.1 mc).
for filing of new detailed forms.
United Broadcasting Co., Cleveland
(48.5 mc.) (WHK-WCLE).
Following is the list of companWBNX Broadcasting Co., New York
ies, together with standard broad(48.3 mc) (WBNX).
WDAS Broadcasting Station, Philadelcast station identity, if any, shown
phia (47.7 mc.) (WDAS).
on the FCC records as having filed
WJJD. Inc., Chicago (44.7 mc)
for reinstatement:
(WJJD).
WJR, The Goodwill Station, Detroit
American Broadcasting Corp. of Ky.,
(45.3 mc.) (WJR).
Lexington (45.1 mc.) (WLAP).
WMCA, Inc.. New York (48.3 mc)
E. Anthony & Sons, New Bedford, Mass.
(WMCA).
(45.7 mc.) (WNBH).
WOKO, Inc., Albanv. N. Y. (45.1 mc.)
Earle C. Anthony, Los Angeles (43.7
(WOKO).
mc.) (KFI-KECA).
Other construction permit auAshland Broadcasting Co., Ashland, Ky.
(46.1 mc.) (WCMI).
thorizations outstanding for FM
The Baltimore Radio Show, Baltimore
stations
not
yet on the air are:
(45.9 mc.) (WFBR).
Central New York Broadcasting Corp.,
W73I,
Indianapolis;
W95NJ, JerSyracuse (46.3 mc.) (WSYR).
sey
City
(WAAT)
;
W55NY,
New
Columbia Broadcasting System, Boston
(43.5 mc.) (WEED.
York City; W61LA, Los Angeles;
Courier-Journal & Louisville
K47SL, Salt Lake City (KSL) ;
Louisville (45.7 mc.) (WHAS).Times CoDebs Memorial Radio Fund, New York
and W83C, Chicago (WHFC).
(48.7 mc.) (WEVD).
Applications for FM licenses
Evening Star Broadcasting Co., Washington, D. C. (47.1 mc.) (WMAL).
also have been filed by Dr. Edwin
Frequency Broadcasting Corp., New
H. Armstrong, FM inventor, and
York (43.7 mc).
Globe-Democrat Publishing Co., St. Louis
Westinghouse Radio Stations, to
(44.7 mc).
use equipment formerly licensed to
Greater New York Broadcasting Corp.,
New York (48.7 mc.) (WNEW).
high frequency experimental
Hawley Broadcasting Co., Reading, Pa.
(46.5 mc).
broadcast stations W2XMN, AlJames F. Hopkins, Detroit (46.5 mc )
pine, N. J., and W1XSN, East
(WJBK).
Houston Printing Corp., Houston (46.5
Springfield, Mass. Call letters remc.) (KPRC).
quested are W31NY for the ArmIndianapolis Broadcasting, Indianapolis
(45.3 mc.) (WIRE).
strong station and W81SP for the
King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp., DeWestinghouse outlet.
troit (47.3 mc.) (WXYZ).
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LYSOL

its timely radio

health
the week,
Midwest's
recedingwarnings
flood areainlast
Lehn
& Fink Products Corp., New York,
placed 100-word announcements on
stations in the affected region,
urging the use of Lysol disinfectant. The company placed a similar campaign in June 1942 in Eastern Pennsylvania, its agency, Lennen & Mitchell, New York, preparing the copy and rushing
through the schedule less than an
hour and a half after it received
the "go-ahead" from Lehn & Fink
[Broadcasting, June 1, 1942].
In the recent flood emergency,
Lysol announcements were broadcast at frequent intervals during
the day, warning householders to
destroy bacteria as the receding
flood waters left germ-breeding
mud in their wake. Stations used
were WMBD, Peoria; KFPW, Ft.
Smith, Ark. ; WKMO, Kokomo, Ind. ;
WBOW, Terre Haute; WOWO, Ft.
Wayne; KMOX, St. Louis; KFVS,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.; WKRO,
Cairo, 111.; KVOO, Tulsa, and
KLRA, Little Rock. Lysol salesmen
in the area also distributed handbills warning of epidemics and
made sure local retailers were well
supplied with Lysol disinfectant.
Stations Assist
With

flood waters almost receded in the six-state disaster
area, reports have been received
about the part played as flood information centers by two stations
in Missouri and Illinois.
KXOK, St. Louis, recently completed its comprehensive coverage
of flood conditions in the St.
Charles section. Harry K. Renfro,
news editor, in cooperation with
the U. S. Coast Guard, broadcast
direct from the scene of catastrophe, and with Engineer Al Gordon,
used recording and remote equipment to broadcast the news and to
help in the evacuation of families.
News commentator Virginia Davis
flew over the region in a civil air
patrol plane to broadcast her impressions ofthe flood on KXOK.
At Jacksonville, 111., WLDS, at
the request of the governor, mayor,
and local Red Cross disaster committee, gave hourly
river stage announcements and announced
the
procedure for orderly withdrawal
from flood-threatened Beardstown
and later return to the city. The
station helped find homes for evacuated persons and helped to reunite separated families. To report the news accurately, E. J.
Korsmeyer and Edgar Parsons
toured the flood area and the station arranged a series of interviews with levee workers and
evacuees.

Freed Hails FM
CITING the growth of FM as a
"perfect example of the free enterprise that is part of the foundation of the United States," Arthur
Freed, vice-president of FreedEisemann Radio Co., in a recent
letter to radio dealers, urged them
to "carry on the FM consumer
education job for the duration"
while manufacturers are concentrating exclusively on war production.
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Baseball

FAST

GROWTH
OF VIDEO
ALREADY as advanced as radio
was in 1927, television will develop
into one of the great industries of
the post-war period, it was predieted by David Grimes, vice-president in charge of engineering for
Philco Corp., in an address June 7
before the New York Institute of
Finance.

Mr. Grimes foresees rapid ex;j pansion of existing facilities immediately after the war and de•} velopment of television networks
to make programs available over
| wide areas. Growth will be facilitated by research speeded to meet
emergency war needs, he said.
"The next big job," Mr. Grimes
; declared, "will be to develop radio
* links so that television programs
" can be 'beamed' through the air
• from city to city and thus make
j
enterta
ndingavailab
s outsta
; the
mentnation'
and news
events
for
le inpeople to see in their own homes."
With the principles of successful
■
k

*4

to Latins

INSISTENT demand for baseball
scores from Latin American sports
fans hastionalprompted
NBC's a internadivision to start
nightly
quarter-hour in Spanish, during
which Eli (Buck) Canel reads the
latest scores and reenacts some of
the day's outstanding plays. Program is broadcast 7:45-8 p.m. on
WNBI, WBOS, WGEO, WGEA
and WRUL. Canel also devotes a
minute to baseball news in English
for troops in the Caribbean area.
link operation already established,
he pointed out, all that remains is
to extend present facilities to additional areas.
Describing Philco's contributions
to television, Mr. Grimes cited the
emphasis on a greater number of
lines in television pictures to provide greater sharpness and clarity
and the development of alternate
carrier synchronization as among
the most important.

NAB

Gives

Views

On
Congress
Bills
White- Wheeler Plan Favored;
Federal Subsidy Opposed
TWO

RESOLUTIONS— one endorsing legislation at this session
of Congress along the lines of the
White-Wheeler bill to safeguard
freedom of radio and the other expressing opposition to any form of
Government subsidy for advertising, but urging no discrimination
between the press and radio — were
adopted by the NAB board of directors June 3-4 at its extraordinary session in Washington.
The industry small station committee was instructed by the board
to determine what class or classes
of stations should receive advertising under the Bankhead bill (S1073), now pending, which provides
for Government expenditure of 25-

'If

30 million dollars for advertising
in newspapers, not less than half of
which would be in small publications.
The full texts of the resolutions
follow :
White-Wheeler Bill
The Board of Directors of the
NAB unanimously endorses the statement issued by its special committee
in Washington, D. C, on May 19,
1943, especially the conclusion therein
stated that the Supreme Court decision of May 10 gravely jeopardizes the
maintenance of a free radio in America.In furtherance
of its position, the
board points out that the success of
any broadcasting station has depended
upon the degree to which it served the
will and wishes of its listening public
in the character and content of its
programs. Management has therefore
been extremely sensitive to the expressed wishes of its public.
The Supreme Court decision says
"It (the law) puts upon the Commission the burden of determining the
composition
thatthe
traffic."
Thus and
the
determinationof of
character
content of programs is transferred to
a single Federal appointed agency, remote from the people.
This power to determine what shall
be the character and content of radio
programs, by its mere existence and
not necessarily by its exercise, constitutes an abridgement of the right of
free speech guaranteed under the First
Amendment.
It is obviously the responsibility of
the Congress to review the present
law in the light of the Supreme Court
decision and to enact legislation under
which the functions and powers of the
Government regulatory agency are
delimited and clear ; and the right of
the American people to collaborate
with stations in determining the broadcast needs of their community, state
and nation is restored.
Bankhead Bill

Whereas, the broadcasting industry
through the NAB has opposed the acceptance of Government funds for adand ;
vertising or the acceptance of Government loans or subsidy in any form,
Whereas, there is before Congress
today proposed legislation which provides for the expenditure of Government funds for advertising in news-

IROVING that advertisers consider WSIX an outstanding buy in
radio, this station has increased its sale of program time 161 per cent
within the past ten months.

Advertisers, both local and national, are taking advantage of the
opportunity presented by WSIX to cover adequately, at reasonable cost,
the booming Nashville trade area.
F or rates and availabilities, contact the station
or Spot Sales, Inc., National Representatives.

Member

Station, the Blue Network and Mutual Broadcasting System

980

5000

KILOCYCLES

WATTS
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Now, therefore, be it resolved, that
papers,
the board of directors of the NAB reaffirms its former actions but does now
take the position that if Congress contemplates such legislation every effort
should be made to see that there be no
discrimination as between the press
and radio or munications
anyand, other media of comBe it further resolved that the board
of directors direct its small stations
committee to determine what class or
classes of stations should receive such
advertising and take such other action
as may be necessary to carry out the
provisions of this resolution.
Omega Continues
OMEGA CHEMICAL Co., Jersey
City, is continuing its advertising
through the summer for the first
time in a number of years. Omega
Oil is ordinarily promoted in the
fall and winter, as in the past
season, when four stations were
used in the October to April period.
The summer campaign advocates
the liniment for war workers unused to manual labor, and for sore
muscles resulting from strenuous
week-ends. Summer schedule, which
continues till mid-October, started
June 7 on KMBC, Kansas City,
and may extend to other stations.
York.
Agency is Cecil & Presbrey, New
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He

knew

too

much

about

the

Japs !

For fourteen years, W. R.Wills was Tokyo

of the most

correspondent for CBS and editor of the

KMOX

anti-Axis paper, "Japan News'Week,"
Came Pearl Harbor and Wills was ar-

a popular center for news-hungry

Louisans. Pouring into the news room

rested, falsely charged with espionage,

a*nd to this News Post are the world-wide

thrown into jail. He knetv too jnuch!
When

St. Louis and, of course, to KMOX.
Mid-America
morning

listens to KMOX

.Downtown

in radio. The

News Post is always

newS reports from CBS

prisoners were exchanged, Wills

came home on the Gripsholm...hoine

complete

calls, "the most adult news

services of both the major news associa-

every

tions and the 'phoned-in reports of a
local staff of top-flight reporters.
handles news is the

six days a week by Ward Baking, through

way KMOX

J. Walter Thompson) .

And comedy. It's polished, sure-footed,

Such service is the part of the KMOX
tradition. The KMOX

news room is one

OWNED

gathering

organization in radio"), the complete

The way KMOX

COLUMBIA

(which TIME

Now

digest and analyze the news (sponsored

families throughout Mid-America.

St.

to

at eight to hear Wills report,

of St. Louis and of over 800,000 radio

.*

M

J)
[

rhe voice of a
<* 5T. LOUIS
W
50,000

watts

CI

1

handles music. And drama.

professional KMOX-radio,
day. It's what has made KMOX

24 hours a
The Voice

Represented by Radio Scdes, the
SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS.

>

'Info' Honored
IN RECOGNITION of its "high
standards of good taste", and for
its entertainment and educational
qualities,
Information
Please
has been NBC's
selected
to receive
the
1943 Father's Day Radio Award by
the National Father's Day Committee. Medal is to be presented to
Dan Golenpaul, owner and producer of the show, during the June
14 broadcast. Program is also cited
for its War Bond sales records, and
because its principals, Clifton
Fadiman, Franklin P. Adams, John
Kieran and Oscar Levant are "exemplary American fathers". H. J.
Heinz Co., Pittsburgh, is the sponsor.

PROGRAMS
WORKED OUT by Paul Elliott,
r , a account executive of KSO, Des
fo
at
rm
m
CA
fo
ra
WM
on
og
ly
is
pr
ek
we
Y
T
E
I
VARNe
w York, for the purpose of Moines, and Joseph Chamberlain
of Chamberlain-Kirk & Co., Des
recruiting volunteers for the
Moines real estate firm, Radio
New York City Auxiliary Aircraft
House
Market is a program based
Warning Service. Series starts with
on
the previous
day's house
visit of
the
a mass induction of recruits from
narrator
to a selected
where
the studio audience. Volunteers will
a salesman "sells" it to him. The
be solicited by phone and mail, with
interspersed with modern
show,
guest stars handling the requests.
music, is at 8:45-9 a.m. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday.
Program title is Wings for Women.
funfy

Where From?
WOV, New York, will expand its
six hours of English language programs, 6 p.m. to midnight, with
the addition of an early morning
program of recorded music, with
Peggy Lloyd as m.c, 7-8 a.m.,
Monday through Saturday. Employes of the station are participating in a contest for the best title for
the program, which starts June 14.
Another new series. Names Mean
Something, invites listeners to submit letters giving the derivations of
names. Cash prizes go to those
whose entries are read on the air.
* * *
Stamp Man
PROMPTED by Life's description
of stamp collecting as "the most
widespread hobby of all," and by
the disclosure of New York welfare officials that it is the favorite
pastime of school children, WLIB,
Brooklyn, has started a weekly
series titled Walter Kaner — The
Stamp Man. Mr. Kaner, publicity
director of the station, presents
the stories behind the pictures on
stamps, interviews famous collectors, and airs the latest stamp news.
Artists' Recitals
AMBITIOUS artists who hitherto
have not received recognition in
the field of music, will be given an
opportunity to display talents during a series of recitals on WTMJ
and W55M, Milwaukee. Staged in
cooperation with the Wisconsin
Federation of Music Clubs, series
of 26 concerts is scheduled for
starting in early December. Warren E. Mead, production manager
of the stations, is cooperating with
the WFMC steering committee in
completing details.
$
# *

Mr, Erich Brandeis
Promotion Director
International News Service
235 East 45th Street
New York, New York
Dear Mr. Brandeis:
Having had the pleasure of receiving service
from INS for the past three years we think it is
about time that WFDF expressed its appreciation
to INS for the splendid oooperation and exoellent
service we have been enjoying.

Home Front Morale
FOR OUTSTANDING contribution to the war effort on the home
front, Z-Bar Network in Montana
awards a "Radio Badge of Merit"
daily to a candidate nominated by
listeners. Nominees, selected on
basis of war work outside their
regular employment, are given
silver medals and interviewed on
program. A $5 award is also given
listener sending in letter of nomination.
* * *

WFDF first got into the business of broadcasting news back in 1933, when the first radio
news servioes were created and I believe that the
fact that we are now exclusively using INS speaks
louder than anything that I can say.
Your service excels particularly in the
splendid Michigan coverage and the lively relationship that exists between the WFDF News Bureau and
your Detroit staff.

Peep Show
A PEEP at its talent and personnel is given WLW listeners through

In all of our relationships INS has been
tactful, ethical, and generally on-Its-toes.

a new program
Visit, bya
regular
Sunday titled
featureLet's
written
Douglas Mussinon. Frazier Thomas
takes listeners behind the scenes at
the studio for an informal question
and answer session with one of the
WLW performers.
* * *
This Is How
LISTENERS are invited to send in
tips on wartime housekeeping and
conservation to This Is How, on
WLIB, Brooklyn. The sponsor pays
$2 to each housewife whose suggestion is used on the program. Sponsor is Michaels & Co., Brooklyn
furniture store.
* * *
For Bravery
DRAMATIZING the event in the
lives of Americans which won them
decorations, a new Sunday night
quarter-hour series, Decoration for
Bravery, has been started on
KMTR, Hollywood. Mort Wright
handles production.
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Priorities Suggested

By Philadelphia Office
A REGIONAL RADIO Priority
Guide, covering radio placements
longer than spot announcements by
all Federal agencies, the American
Red Cross and Council of Defense,
is being tested in the Philadelphia
Region by the Office of War Information.
For the purpose of investigation,
the new plan is being tested by the
radio stations in Philadelphia territory, and if successful may be
made available to OWI regional
offices throughout the country.

14, 1943

Howard Browning, regional director of the OWI in Philadelphia,
and Stanley Broughton Tall, regional radio director, in announcing the Guide, said that since many
stations wish to devote time over
and above that consumed by the
basic OWI plan, the stations
"might like to know our opinion of
the relative importance of the various government campaigns being
carried on at the moment.
"We have tackled the problem
very much as we tackled our first
experiments with the spot announcement packet," said Mr.
Browning and Mr. Tall. "Every
government agency has been consulted and asked to submit for rating all campaigns for which it desired radio time during June. Each
campaign has been weighed in
terms of its importance to the war,
the resistance it faces, the number
of persons it affects, the support previously given it, and its

an

MEMPHIS

Rated

UNEXPECTED REUNION of visiting KSL, Salt Lake City, executive
and his brother, now serving with
U. S. Army, occurred at CBS
Hollywood headquarters recently,
with the network West Coast stations relations executive appropriately enough engineering the
event. Trio (1 to r) are Corp. Keith
Glade; Ed Buckalew, CBS Western
field manager of stations relations,
and Earle Glade Jr., continuity editor of KSL, who was conferring
with network officials.

Programs Rated

you

ATLANTA

Aid

timeliness."
While there is nothing mandatory about the Guide, the OWI feels
that best contributions can be made
by the stations by following the
Guide as closely as possible — first
care being given to those programs
classified as "Essential," then allowing time for the "Important"
ful" ones. and finally to the "Useprograms,
Many subjects are recommended
only for certain districts. A handful of subjects are refused clearance. This has been done after consultation with the War Manpower
Commission, whose duty it is to
balance the many demands for man
and womanpower. Some important
subjects which can be adequately
handled in the spot announcement
packet are omitted from this list.
However, some subjects covered by
the Guide will also be handled in
the
Regional Spot Announcement
Packet.
The Guide, which is wholly voluntary, also has the approval of
Dr. Leon Levy, president of WCAU,
Philadelphia, who is the regional
radio consultant for the industry
in the Philadelphia area. In a supplementary memorandum to all
stations in the district, Dr. Levy
urged that they adopt the Priority
BROADCASTING

Livinia
OWI

Schwartz

Post

in

Gets

Chicago

LIVINIA S. SCHWARTZ, director of public service programs for
WBBM, Chicago, and CBS in the
sistant deputy
midwest, has been appointed
aschief of the OWI
Radio Bureau,
Chicago regional
office, Don Stauffer, OWI Radio
Chief, announced
last week. In
making the appointment, Mr.
Stauffer said
Miss Schwartz
had been doing
effective work for OWI in her CBS
Miss Schwartz had been with
WBBM since 1938, and is known
for her accomplishments in social
welfare groups and the School
Broadcast Conference. She has
job.
been public service consultant for
the OCD 6th Civilian Defense
Region.
WLB

Issues

Suggestions

On Wage Determinations
SUGGESTIONS for determining
area wage rate brackets, and applying them in of
adjusting
wageswage
"to
the minimum
the going
bracket" were sent by the War
Labor Board to its regional offices
last week. The bracket will be
the range of wages, from minimum
to maximum for a given occupation
in a given market.
According to WLB instructions,
raises in so-called "substandard
cases" are not to exceed the minimum figure in a bracket, and in
correcting gross inequalities adjustments above the minimum will
be made only in rare cases. In
voluntary wage adjustment cases,
regional boards may give approval
up to the minimum rate. Firms
will be expected to produce evidence that they comply with War
Manpower Commission regulations
governing recruiting, training and
utilization of labor and work the
minimum wartime work-week.
Guide, stating:
to give time for
to give it where
good — certainly

"If you are going
the war, you want
it will do the most
not where it will

be wasted or do harm."
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The
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Pacific
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The Pacific Coast is more than 1,100 miles long; it's
big . . . sprawling . . . mountainous. Over 2,886,330
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mountains.
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More
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on the Pacific Coast to hear, use the only network
with enough stations to do the job . . . Don Lee.

than 9 out of every 10 radio families on the

Thomas

S. Lee, President

Lewis Allen Weiss, Vice-Pres., General Mgr.
5515 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Calif,
represented nationally by john blair & co.
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Nol until your product moves

happens...

across the coun-

ter has spot radio — or any other advertising —
done its job.

Selling spot radio is — to us — far more
quoting minute

than just

availabilities.

Our

interest starts with the color of the label

and

the name

on

the package — and

follows

through

until the goods roll over the counter.

During

the last ten years this policy has won

the confidence

and

trust of agency

men

and

advertisers.
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First

Easy

Lesson

THIS WEEK (June 15) the FCC's network
regulations become effective. The public won't
notice the difference. Network schedules will
remain about the same. Top-rated programs
will be keyed from the same studios and
heard over the same wavelengths. Advertisers
will be paying the same rates; talent will
draw those fancy figures.
So, people ask: "What's all the shooting
about?"
It's hard for broadcasters to give a quick
answer. Radio functions by split seconds. But
the story of the Supreme Court's new radio
philosophy and its effect upon the freedoms
can't be told that fast. Till now radio didn't
know how to tell it; the industry's public relations have been bad.
June 15 deserves a spot on radio's calendar
as a day for sackcloth and ashes, marking the
loss of its freedom. The Supreme Court opinion gives the FCC the right to regulate network broadcasting in a manner never contemplated by Congress. But infinitely more
important it gives the FCC control over the
"composition of the traffic" over the air. That
purely and simply means control over programs. The FCC hasn't yet invoked that authority. The network regulations are the first
easy lesson.
Why has all this developed when there
hasn't been a murmur of complaint from the
people who, after all, are those to be served?
What has been radio's failing? It has the
loudest and most enticing voice ever devised
by man. It has sold the war effort, culture,
religion, entertainment, enlightenment, Government, politicians, bonds, fats, scrap metal
drives, peace and the whole range of commodities and services. But it has never sold
itself.

Politicians with axes to grind and bureaucrats grabbing for control of this most powerful and effective of media shriek about the
"radio monopolies" and about an industry
rolling in wealth. One good-sized department
store on Main Street in any good market
will do more in turnover than any of the
networks. Sears-Roebuck, or perhaps Macy's,
will top the whole group combined.
The politicians howl in terms of Radio
City, with its multi-floored studios, marble
halls, escalators, rubber-neck tours and uniformed guides, as monuments to radio's sudPage
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denly acquired wealth. Untold is the fact
that Radio City is a Rockefeller real estate
development, that the networks simply are
relatively small rent-paying tenants, who have
sold Radio City, but not themselves. All down
the line people are led to believe that a station license is a key to the mint. Even the
FCC personnel believe and resent it.
What they don't realize is that radio didn't
just develop fullbloom overnight; that it took
sweat and toil and plant investment and foresight and gamble and losses to start in business. Latterly, too, it may have taken some
political pressure, but that's boomeranging.
They don't realize that radio is the most
hazardous business extant; that stations hang
on the slender thread of license renewal at
two-year intervals; that they live by the
whim and caprice of an agency of seven
men, any four of whom exercise control. Under
the Frankfurter opinion those four men can
do anything at will, provided a hearing is
accorded. They have but to say that "a
larger and more effective use of radio" will
accrue in the public interest in decapitating
a station, whatever the reason.
All this has happened while Congress,
charged with the responsibility of carryingout the will of the people, has stood by. For
16 years Congress hasn't acted on any substantive change in the radio law. Compare
radio of 1927 with radio today!
Meanwhile, the executive and judicial
branches have moved in. They have legislated
where Congress has failed to act. The legislative power, under democratic precepts, belongs to Congress alone. So let those who
seem to have an abiding faith in our administrative processes continue to take time by
the forelock. They have but to look at a succession ofbroken promises to learn that nothing happens in Congress unless there is the
incentive, the inspiration, and the will.
Radio must have a national policy. It has
the commando job at this stage, for all the
media of expression. The newspapers, not yet
directly attacked but next in line, should heed
the warning. Control of "Composition of the
traffic," by Government fiat, is not an idle
phrase restricted to radio. Newspapers
carry
traffic, too. So do the other media.
Radio can't have its national policy until
the legislative pattern is set. The time
is
now; the place Washington; the industry on
the firing line — radio.

. . And
More
UNMATCHED by any of our enemies c
allies was the audience of 100 million citizen
whom the Government could count on to tur
to their radios — not just hope that they woulc
This valuable weapon Uncle Sam didn
have to build, says Young & Rubicam in a
institutional advertisement, for it had bee
built over the course of years by America
business. Moreover, it could not be duplicate
quickly, no matter how much money wa

Today, Young & Rubicam reminds, "th
spent.
Government knows that 25 to 30 million peopl
will listen to Fibber McGee & Molly— 23 i
25 million to Lux Radio Theater — 23 to 2
million to Jack Benny — and so on down th
list." After listing some of its own client
efforts on behalf of Uncle Sam, Young
Rubicam says that sponsors, agencies, station:
and all connected with radio are ready to d
whatever is required — and more.
That "one weapon" was built by a privati
free, competitive broadcasting industry. Wa
programs didn't have to get ratings or buil
audience — they had them. Could it have haj
pened anywhere else in the world?
Clean

Hands

WHERE'S

Jimmy Petrillo these days?
Chicago's gift to the I-don't-give-a-damn
about-the-public brand of
labor leadershr
lately hasn't been very much in the public eye
But his ukases against this and bans agains
that continue, with the 10-month-old strik
against records and transcriptions still i:
force.
Though there hasn't been any fuss abou
it, Jimmy recently served notice that on
Government agency won't be allowed to mak
public service transcriptions available for locr
sponsorship, that an educational program usinj
music over an FM station is out, and thai
certain sustaining recordings for internationa
shortwave stations to be beamed to troopi
overseas are taboo.

On the record, however, is a neat bit oi
handling by Dick Shafto, clear-thinking heai
of WIS, Columbia, S. C. The other day hfl
station was invited to pitch in on the seconc
coast-to-coast scrap record drive during Julyi
as have all stations. A letter from Bob Hope
the comedian, as president of Records fo!
Our Fighting Men Inc., may not seem s|
funny to Bob now.

Mr. Shafto noted that on the RFOFMI letj
terhead are listed some 60 show-business per!
sonalities, most of them bandleaders and reJ
cording artists, who haven't recorded a not«
since Jimmy waved his czarist baton last Augj
ust. The RFOFMI campaign is for collectior
of old phonograph records to be sold for cash]
with the returns used for new records for oui
armed forces.

"It would be interesting to know," wrote th«|
WIS manager to Mr. Hope, "whether any o|
these members (of AFM) have raised a void
against the recording ban edict of James §J
trillo which is preventing our men overseas!
from getting 'many more new records.' Unless
and until such protest is heard, I cannot reJ
gard your group as coming to the broadcasters!
with clean hands when you request our cooper-!
ation to relieve a deplorable situation of youri
ownDick,
creatio
we n."
think, has a point.
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EDGAR ofKOBAK,
president
the BLUE,executive
recently vicegave
a dinner in Chicago for all members
of the network's central division. The
gathering
wasdinners
similarandto was
othertheinformal employe
first
of its kind for Chicago personnel.
ARTHUR SIMON, general manager
of WPEN, Philadelphia, is recunerating at the Park East Hospital, New
York, following an operation.
C. P. JAEGER, in charge of BLUE
commercial division. New York, returns to his headquarters in midJune following several weeks' conferecutives.ences with West Coast network exL. C. SCHOENWALD, vice-president
in charge of sales of Encyclopaedia
Britannica Inc. has been made a director of Muzak Corp., while retaining
his connection with Encyclopaedia
Britannica.
WARREN

PYATT

ENRY FORD never knew it,
but in the creation of a
H horseless carriage for the
average pocketbook, he was
■utting within easy reach of a
!reamy-eyed boy not a fait accompli, but a spark. The boy, War(
en P. Williamson Jr., now president and general manager of
VKBN, CBS affiliate in his native
foungstown, 0., took Mr. Ford's
park — the spark-coil from the
rord car, and with a conglomeraion of junk, galena, catwhiskers,
nd rubber bands under the vibraor, actually concocted a "wireless"
jransmitter that produced a musical tone.
i The thrill of producing a mechanism that would send soundwaves
hrough the skies was superseded
m the mind of 13-year-old Warren
jinly by the uncanny event which
Wen today remains as the greatest
"hrill of his life. For, whether by
'lesign or accident, Warren contacted afellow "ham" operator fidiJling with another set clear at the
other end of town! Back in 1913
[hat was quite an achievement, paricularly for a 13-year-old youngster.
The urge to dabble with jallopies
^ame natural to Bill, for his father
vas in the carriage business in
iToungstown and in the early OO's
leveloped a one-cylinder horseless
nodel. Later he went into banking
ind real estate and Warren likes
o recall how his father scoffed at
lis plaything of coils and gadgets.
The elder Williamson is treasurer
af WKBN Broadcasting Corp. but
facts only in an advisory capacity.
' Bill's great grandfather had setikied in Youngstown in 1790, entering the town by ox-cart,
w Of course, ever since that sum■pner's experimentation, it was a
foregone
conclusion
that young
[Bill was headed for a career in raSjiio. The
makeshift transmitter
[Pfcurned out to be the first step in
, the solidly-built career of a sincere
; and progressive broadcaster.
ROADCASTING
i

WILLIAMSON

JR.

Bill proceeded to build and operate wireless station 8KT in Youngstown— disbanded during World
War I but later reconstructed in a
downtown Youngstown office building to provide emergency communication between a steel mill
and its downtown offices when labor
difficulties resulted in the burning
of a large part of East Youngstown, now Campbell, 0.
The fascinating- thing called radio stayed in Bill's blood and
through the remaining high school
years he pursued his interest,
eventually traveling to Chicago
where he passed the Government
exam for "first" commercial operator's license in the summer of 1918.
In September of that year the
Intelligence Division of the Army
enlisted his special qualifications
for duty on the Mexican Border.
Honorably discharged a year-anda-half later as a master signal electrician he envisioned the future opportunities in radio and increased
his knowledge through further
study at the Universities of Michigan and Wisconsin.
Out of college, Bill went to work
for Republic Iron and Steel in
Youngstown, learning the basic industry that today comprises the
major market for the station of
which he is president. Not once
during the three years he was
learning the steel industry did Bill
neglect his interest in radio, continuing to operate his amateur station, now 8AXJ.
Because commercial radio in a
city under 200,000 wasn't profitable
in the early 20's Williamson did
the next best thing and organized
a radio electrical service company,
combining radio service with the
distribution of radios and other
electrical equipment throughout
Eastern Ohio and Western Pennsylvania. By 1926, however, Youngstown seemed ready for its own station and Williamson wasted no time
in securing a Federal license au-
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BILL MALONE is the new sales promotion director of WOWO-WGL. Fort
Wayne,
O'Mara.
Malone succeeding
has been Jack
assistant
to Mr.
Mr.
O'Mara since leaving the sales promotion department of a Cincinnati
station.
HOWARD L. EMICH has resigned
as Indiana-Kentucky radio manager
of United Press to join the news and
sports department of WBBM, Chicago. Enrich was active in newspaper
and l-adio work in Illinois and Wisconsin before joining U. P.
thorizing WKBN with a power of
7% watts.
In 1929, the station, now grown
to 500 watts, joined CBS and a
year later Bill dropped all outside
business connections to devote fulltime to the operation of the station.
Following a well-planned program
since that date, Bill patiently
nursed the station over the years
into the enviable position it holds in
Eastern Ohio and Western Pennsylvania today — 5,000 w. fulltime
on 570 kc.
"If it's worth doing at all, it's
worth doing well." This is Warren
Williamson's creed and in the operation of the radio voice for his
community Williamson has persistently followed that belief to the
point where little time was left
him for other than station development.
Outside of the office, however, in
addition to his home and family,
Bill Williamson's special hobby is
candid photography. Prior to the
War he used to get a kick out of
driving his Ford Mercury, a far cry
from the rattletrap Ford which
provided that original "spark" in
starting a long career in radio
broadcasting.
Bill is a past president of the
Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, a member of the Youngstown Board of
Education, a 32d degree Mason, a
Shriner, a member of the Elks and
of many business associations in
Eastern Ohio.
He is married to the former Isabel DeNio. They have two children,
Barbara, 18, and Warren P. Williamson III, 13.

WMAL Staff Changes
AL BLAND, morning m. c. of
WMAL, Washington, has returned
to WCKY, Cincinnati, where he
will handle his morning series and
serve as director of publicity and
promotion. Inability to find a house
led him to give up his WMAL post,
according to WMAL. Norman
Brokenshire, veteran announcer,
takes his place, coming from
WWDC, Washington. Sam Booth,
of the WMAL sales staff, has been
commissioned an ensign in the
Navy. Charles Tappy, of the Washington Post, replaces him. Peggy
Eck, from the press section of the
Board of Economic Warfare, and
Virginia Henke, of the Columbia
School of Journalism, have joined
the WMAL news staff. Bryson
Rash recently was appointed diof special
and as
publicaffairs rector
for
WMALevents
as well
for
the BLUE network in Washington.
JOAN WHITNEY, who left the
BLUE sales staff last January, to
join the WAACs, has received a commission as third officer, the equivalent
of second lieutenant in the Army.
JOHN COWDEN of the CBS Station
Relations Department, who has been
in charge of promotion for the department for two years, was inducted in
the Army last week.
LUNSFORD P. YANDELL, on leave
of absence from the BLUE since August to do Red Cross work in Great
Britain, has returned to his post as
vice-president of the network. He will
take a brief vacation before resuming
his duties. Mr. Yandell assisted Harvey D. Gibson, Red Cross Commissioner to Great Britain, in the establishment of facilities for U. S. servicemen in England.
DORIS NEUBRAUER, former assistant advertising manager of the
Lindner Co.. Cleveland, has been
named publicity director for WHKWCLE, Cleveland.
CARL NIELSEN, account executive
of K.TBS, San Fanciseo, is the father
of a girl born May 28.
JOHN W. ELWOOD, general manager of KPO, San Francisco, has been
elected to the board of directors of
the San Francisco Adv. Club.
ALICE SMITH and Sylvia McCracken have joined the sales department
of KSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul.
G. A. RICHARDS, president of
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.. has returned to his West Coast headquarters after six weeks of conferences
with executives of WJR. Detroit, and
WGAR, Cleveland, which he also
heads.
ELBURN PARR, sales manager of
CKBI, Prince Albert, Sask., has left
the station to go into aviation war
work.
HAROLD ESSEX, managing director
of WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C, last
week was reelected to the office of
"Tailtwister" of the Winston-Salem
Lions Club. Essex has also been appointed
chairmanNorth
of the Carolina
publicity State
committee
for the
Convention of Lions Clubs, meeting
in Winston-Salem the end of this
month.
VIC LUND, manager of WAOV, Vincennes, Ind., has been appointed director of publicity for the local OPA.
EDWARD TOMLINSON, advisor on
Inter- American Affairs for the BLUE,
is the author of a book on Latin
American nations, to be released by
Charles14.Scribner's
York,
June
Book is Sons,
titled New
The Other
Americans.
June
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been added to the network's announcing staff. New member of the shortwave news department is George Gerard, whose duties include French writing, translating and announcing.
WILLIAM F. CARLBY, director of
promotion and news of WINS, New
York, has taken added duties as head
of press and public relations. His new
title is director of publicity, promotion
and news. Publicity has been handled
until recently by Dolly De Milhau, who
has left the station.
LARRY SMITH, former Far East
manager of INS, will broadcast news
commentaries five times weekly on the
NBC Pacific Coast network beginning
about July 1.
JEAN MEREDITH, former writer in
press information department of KNX,
Hollywood, has been appointed CBS
Pacific Coast trade press relations
director.
HARRY WICKERSHAM, former
program director of KJBS, San Francisco, has joined the Overseas Branch
of the OWI at San Francisco.

nu well ^'or sliP of Educed

*****

G. P. TOMPKINS, statistician in the
radio and technical fields, has joined
CBS as report analyst in the research
department.
Steele,
former has
announcer forEarl
WTAG,
Worcester,

°£e*t

I* iS gfef^er

A. BURKE CROTTY resigned as
program
of the
NBC's
television
departmentdirector
to enter
armed
forces
last Friday. Replacing him is John
T. Williams, who came to the network in 1934 with the research department. For the past two years Mr.
Williams has been with the NBC
Radio-Recording Division.
EDWARD de SALISBURY, formerly of NBC's special service promotion
department, has been appointed promotion manager of WEAF, New York.
He joined NBC in 1930. From 1934
to 1939 he was sales promotion manager of NBC Artists Service, now National Concerts & Artists Corp.

BEULAH
known

KARNEY,
home

homemakers

CHARLES F. McCARTHY has joined
NBC's staff of announcers. Mr. McCarthy was successively chief announcer of WIOD, Miami ; news and
special events announcer of KSD, St.
Louis, and announcer-commentator of
WHN, New York.

nationally-

economist,

helps

HENRY VAN LEUR, Francis Campion and Mae Wright have joined the
newsroom of KSTP, Minneapolis-St.
Paul.

solve many wartime

problems. Her newsy, informative
program is aired daily over WENR
and has a great and loyal following in Chicago and the Midwest.
It is available on a participating
sponsorship basis at a low cost.

50,000 WATTS
A CLEAR

CHANNEL

STATION

890 KILOCYCLES

DENNIS BUSSARD has joined the
announcing staff of WJMC, Rice Lake,
Wise.
JOHN RANDALL, formerly with the
news staff of the Iowa Broadcasting
Co., and WNAX, Yankton, has joined
the announcing staff of WTMJW55N, Milwaukee.
FRED HENRY, news and special
events director of KMPC, Beverly
Hills, before joining the Navy censorship branch, is author of an informative article on technique, "The
Microphone Is Yours", in the May
issue of Proceedings, official U. S.
Naval Institute publication.
Ben Rocke
ROCKE, 48, free-lance producer, died in New York, June 5, following a heart attack. Mr. Rocke's
productions included the Bulldog
Drummond series, now on Mutual, 30
Minutes from Hollywood, and Show
of the Week. He leaves his wife, and
two children.
BEN

Owned
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New
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MOROCCO-BOUND script of This
is the Underground is presented to
Dr. Eduard Benes (r), president
of the Czechoslovak government in
exile, by Walter J. Preston, program director of WBBM-CBS, Chicago. Recounting heroic deeds of
Jan Smutek, Prague University
student, script was one of Sunday
dramatizations based on true stories of underground activities in
occupied Europe. Said Dr. Benes:
"Through radio, the people of
America are the most enlightened
in
the world."
ELEANOR
KEENAN, script girl of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, on the weekly NBC
Furlough
andJr.,
Gunner's
Joseph J. Fun,
Roybal
hero ofMate
the
Nov. 13 naval battle off Guadalcanal,
were married in Hollywood June 12.
BILL

PENNELL, New York announcer, has joined the staff of
Army.
KFWB, Hollywood. He replaces Dick
Garton, recently inducted into the
KENNETH P. EVANS, newscaster,
joined WOL, Washington, June 10.
He was formerly with WFMJ, Youngstown.
DON McGILL, formerly of CFCO,
Chatham, Ont., and Don Robertson
and Steve Brandenburg, both new to
radio, have joined the announcing staff
at CKSO, Sudbury, Ont. Florence
Mason has been appointed traffic manager, beingShe
promoted
manager's
secretary.
succeedsfrom
Wanda
Wok,
who has left radio.
STAN SIMPSON, formerly of KTKC,
Visalia, Cal., and Central California
newspapers, has been appointed manager of the press dept. of KPO, San
Francisco. Louise Landis, former manager, has joined public relations department of Standard Oil Co. of California at San Francisco. Mrs. Arthur
Lee, temporarily assigned to the press
department
KPO,room
has staff.
been transferred to theofnews
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. . says the false

one of our salesmen will be glad to call and

your pick of New York's radio surveys . . . put your own caliper to the Metropolitan market if you like . . . and over and

help you with the calculation.)
We've listed the station batting-averages as
reported by Hooper and the Pulse of New York
in a simple and understandable manner so that
you can see the whole story yourself. Out of ten

over again you'll find that WOV is one oj the
two leading "indies" between 8 and 1 2 P. M.*
Then take out a pencil and a WOV rate card
and prove to yourself that on the basis of
actually-delivered listeners WOV has the lowest

—1

Hooper quarter-hours, WOV gets 6 firsts and
2 seconds. Out of sixteen Pulse quarter-hours,
WOV has 4 firsts, 9 seconds and 2 thirds.

Cost in town. (If you're not so hot at arithmetic,

Si

*lt's "no contest" during the daytime
hours when WOV completely dominates its Italian-language market.
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REV. M. C. DAV1ES of CKLW,
Windsor-Detroit, has been promoted
to Wing Commander in the Royal
Canadian Air Force in which he has
been serving as chaplain. His CKLW
Quiet Sanctuary programs are still
aired regularly Monday thru Friday
afternoon, by transcription.
THREE French-language announcers
are being transferred from the Montreal newsroom of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., to its Overseas
Unit in London. Marcel Ouimet. senior
Montreal newsroom editor is being
placed in charge of the French section
in London, with Benoit Lafleur and
Paul Barette as assistants.

Joe E. Brown Is M. C.
JOE E. BROWN, Hollywood
radio-film comedian, replaced Ken
Murray as m.c. on the weekly
Stop and Go, quiz program sponsored by Grayson Shops (women's
apparel), when series shifted on
June 13 from CBS to NBC Pacific
stations, Sunday, 9:30-10 p.m.
(PWT). Bill Krauch, producer of
Milton Weinberg Adv., agency
servicing the account, continues in
that capacity, with Ben Pearson as
writer. Herb Allen announces.

CHARLES A. KELLY, associate supervisor of NBC night traffic, reported
to the Marines June 2.

GILLETTE has left the announcing staff of WAAF, Chicago, to
join WJJD, Chicago.

JERRY WALKER, educational director of WLS, Chicago, is the father
of a girl.
ED SHAVE, out-door editor of the
Minneapolis Morning Tribune, has
joined KDGY, Minneapolis, to assist
Stu Mann, sports editor, with Fish
for Food and Fun.
john Mcknight, from wgar,
Cleveland, has ;oined WTOP, Washington, as announcer.

NORMAN KRAEFT, formerly announcer of WJJD, Chicago, has joined
the announcing staff of WENR, Chicago.
GILBERT MARTYN, staff announcer
of the BLUE, and instructor in the
network's training school for announcers, isrecovering in Mercy Hospital,
Denver,
abdominal
ailment. He was from
on hisan way
to Denver
for treatment when the attack occurred.

KANSAS
Covers

LEE

WAR

DON DUNPHY, Mutual sportscaster,
is the father of a boy.
CHRIS
CUNNINGHAM, from
WKIP, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., has
joined
nouncer.WPAT, Paterson, N. J., as anENEZ HART has resigned from the
advertising and sales promotion staff
of WOR. New York, and has been
replaced by Valentina Diskoff.
LT. ROBERT BUTTON, former assistant program manager of the
BLUE, who entered the Army as a
private in 1941, has been advanced
to captain.
WILLIAM ANDERSON, assistant in
the presentation division of the CBS
promotion department, on June 11
joined the Army and is assigned to the
statistical control and management
section of the Air Corps.
LARRY BERNS, a former director
of the CBS program department, has
been named a producer.
PETER STURSBERG, newscaster
and reporter attached to the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. Overseas Unit,
formerly of CBR, Vancouver, was injured recently in England during Canadian Army manoeuvres when he was
nit on the back by a two-inch mortar
smoke shell, a dud.

INDUSTRY

23 Million

"COMING, MR. REINSCH!" says
WSB's newest secretary. She just
happened into the studio and the
manpower-haunted personnel director snapped her up as undraf table,
unWAACable and unWAVEable.
Hour later she joined the BABES.
(P. S. She's daughter of Bill
Prance, WSB farm director.)
F. RUSSELL GILBERT has been
named relief announcer of WIP, Philadelphia.
STAN LEjE BROZA, program director of WCAU, Philadelphia, was confined to the Germantown Hospital for
an emergency operation, after an illness of several weeks from mumps.
RICHARD E. STOCKWELL, associate news editor of WMT, Cedar
Rapids, la., is author of an article
in The Nation titled "The Farmers
Can Take It". Before coming to
WMT, Mr. Stockwell was program
director of the Wisconsin Network at
Wisconsin Rapids.
JOHN SWALLOW, western division
program director of NBC Hollywood,
was recently awarded a medal by the
U. S. Army IV Fighter Command
for cooperation with that organization. Maj. Gen. William E. Kepner,
commanding officer, made the presentation in Oakland, Cal.

Acres

Lm

ED SANTEE, former stage director
of Pasadena (Cal.) Community Playhouse, has joined KGFJ, Los Angeles,
as announcer. He replaces Mel Thomas,
resigned.
BOB MITCHELL, staff organist of
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, and director of the famous Bob Mitchell Boys
Choir, has joined the Navy.
JOHN GREEN, writer of weekly
CBS Blondie, sponsored by R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co., shifts headquarters from New York to Hollywood with July 12 broadcast.
ALLAN BERG, announcer of KFBK,
Sacramento, Cal., has joined KHUB,
Watsonville. Cal., as newscaster.
ED BELOIN, Hollywood writer on
the weekly NBC Jack Benny Show
and scheduled for Army induction, has
been re-classified. Bill Morrow of the
writing team was inducted May 31.

FARMERS — the richest, buyin'est folks in
Kansas open a new war production drive on a

depending on us for news, markets, helpful
service and relaxing entertainment. And they

23 million acre front. Inspired by last year's
bumper crops and profits, they go "all out" in
'43 toin seriously
state
the Union.challenge the acreage of any

show their appreciation by BUYING the goods
and services of WIBW advertisers in volume

FARMERS in Kansas (and all surrounding
states) are unswerving friends of WIBW —

vestigate this amazing market and "natural"
sales medium.
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They work together better . . .
because they can talk together

From a thousand feet up
The burning airdrome
Looks like

With
a
Two-way

A "pushover" . . .
But
When you get

What a break
That you can tell your trouble
To a friendly

Right down to earth
It turns out to be
Anything but.

Fighter plane.
*
*

Suddenly the trees
To the right
Start throwing lead —
And your men
Are still hanging
Like clay pigeons
In their harnesses.
*
* *
What a break
That you're equipped

Radio.

*

Today, communication equipment
Designed and manufactured
By I.T.&T. associate companies
Is helping
Uncle Sam's fighting forces
Work
together
On land, sea and in the air . . .
Tomorrow, the broad experience
Of I.T.&T.
In the field of communications
Will help build a better world
For every man.

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation 67 Broad St. , New York, N. Y.
•^^Manufacturing Associate:
Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation

GEORGE REEVES has left WSAV,
savannah, where he was director of
sports, to join WAKR, Akron.
CHARLES (Chuck) SHORTRIDGE,
lormer production manager for General Records Co., New York,
joined KROW, Oakland, Cal., as has
announcer. Donn Random, one-time special events announcer of WJW, Akron
has joined the staff. Scott Weakley]
special events commentator, recently
celebrated his 29th anniversary in
radio, nine of which have been spent
with KROW
.
W. F. (Chick) ALLISON, head of the
WLiW promotion department has been
elected vice-president of the Cincinnati
Advertisers Club.
TOM FLETCHER, announcer of
\\ HK-WCLE, Cleveland, has enlisted
in the Communications Division of the
Army Air Forces and is to be stationed somewhere in Florida. Joe
Black, a pupil of the announcing class
of Carl Mark, chief announcer, has
joined the regular staff.

RED SKELTON, star of the weekly
NBC Red Skelton & Co., sponsored
by Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp. (Raleigh Cigarettes), has received a plaque from Douglas Aircraft Corp., Santa Monica, Cal., in
recognition of one-broadcast employment campaign. Several hundred
workers, it was reported, joined Douglas personnel as result of broadcast
at which audience comprised job

MARVLYN TEPPETT has given up
school teaching to train as announcer
and director of women's programs at
WMAZ, Macon, Ga. Gordon Price,
high school parttime announcer, has
taken
summer.over a full schedule for the
ROSS FOWLKES, who is the "Al
Ross" of Around the Breakfast
on WBAL, Baltimore, is to enterTable
the
Army June 21.
WILLIAM O. ALDRIGE is the new
program director at WSAZ, Huntington. W. Va. He has a newspaper and
radio writing and programming background. Other recent additions to the
staff include Bert Shimp, news and
sports announcer who takes over for
Bob Drexler, now in military service,
and Betty Jane Long, new to radio,
as traffic manager.
JOE LEONARD, former instructor
in the English departments of Colorado State A & M and South Dakota
State College, has joined KLZ, Denver, as announcer.

applicants.
PAUL M. BREINING, program director of WRAK, Williamsport, Pa.,
has joined WMRF, Lewistown, Pa.,
as program manager. He takes over
from Preston R. Rittenhouse, now
with the NBC.
SUNDAY NEWSCASTS, in addition to previous six-day schedule,
will be aired on KSO, Des Moines,
by Younkers, department store.
Newscasts feature Stanley Dixon,
with Sunday program also carried
on Mutual network on local sponsorship basis. Signing contract is
Ross M. Dalbey, Younkers director
of publicity, with Max Friedman,
KSO account executive (standing),
and Dixon (left).
LOWELL THOMAS on June 11 observed the 11th anniversary of his
Monday through Fridav commentary
on BLUE 6 :45-7 p.m. Since 1932, Mr.
Thomas has broadcast in this period
under sponsorship of Sun Oil Co. The
commentator occupied the same spot
for almost two years previously under
auspices of the old Literary Digest.
MIKE JABLONS, publicity and operations director of WNYC, New
York's municipal station, will leave
toward the end of June to join the
Army. No replacement has been found.
Bert Dixon resigns as announcer June
15 to become photographic technician
supervisor in the OWI's Overseas
Branch. He has been with the station
for 14 years. No successor has been
named.

With its 1943 city zone population
of 101,400 (ABC)
against a population of 75,000 in 1941 and
27,741 in 1930
Corpus

Christi truly is a zoom, rather than a boom, city
. '

Philip Hauser, in his recent survey,
rates Corpus Christi
as a Class A- 1 city— one of America's
six fastest-growing
cities with best prospects of retaining
wartime growth.
Definitely dominated by one major radio
station— KRIS—
Corpus Christi and its many rich,
populous surrounding
towns offer you a market reachable
at a surprisingly small
cost. For complete facts, ask your
Branham man to show
you the latest Hooper breakdown . .
. also availabilities
and rates.

H. V. KALTENBORN. NBC news
analyst, on July 9 and 16 will take
over
Billon Stern's
Sports Stern,
Neivsreel
the Air
NBC. while
who of
is
also NBC director of sports, takes his
two-weeks' summer vacation.
PAUL DORING, formerly of WMFJ,
Daytona Beach, has joined WELI,
New Haven, as announcer.
RAY McCOY, chief announcer and
publicity director of WATL, Atlanta,
has been in the armed forces for two
months and is now taking basic training at Camp Robinson, Ark.
TRAVERS BAYLY, former chief announcer of KDAL, Duluth, has joined
WHIO, Dayton.
BILL DAVIDSON, special events director of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles,
has been inducted into the Army and
assigned to engineers corps.

THERE'S

NOT

LIKE

ANOTHER
IT!

BOB LACEY, announcer of WLAVWSAI, is to leave soon for the Army.
Ed C. Hanford has joined the publicity department to handle local newspaper publicity and the WLW clipsheet service. He has worked for Macfadden Publications and on various
newspapers.
FRED THOMAS, WCKY, Cincinnati,
news editor, has prepared an orientation address to guide new soldiers at
request of Lt. William B. Shane, former Cincinnati advertising man now
at Camp Roberts, Cal.
JOSEPH P. OAKES has been appointed program director of WLAW,
Lawrence, Mass. He succeeds John D.
Maloy, who has joined WEE I, Boston,
as assistant production manager and
special events director.
JACK casterMARTIN,
announcer-newsof KSRO, Santa
Rosa, Cal.,
has been inducted into the Army.
Frank Weaver, formerly of KLX,
Oakland, Cal., has taken over his
duties.
TERRY nouncer
O'SULLIVAN,
former has
anof KFWB. Hollywood,
joined BLUE, that city. Val Browne
is summer vacation replacement announcer.
MAHLON ALDRIDGE, former announcer in Jefferson Citv, Mo., has
joined the staff of KXOK, St. Louis,
during the summer vacation shift.
BRUCE BARRINGTON, news editor at KXOK, St. Louis, before he
entered military service, has been promoted to the rank of major. He is
attached to the general staff in the
Philadelphia area.
ART LOUIS, announcer, has joined
the staff of WOWO-WGL, Fort
Wayne. He was previously with
WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WCLS,
Joliet. Harold Clark, formerly with
KGFW, Kearney, Neb., has joined the ;
continuity staff.
PEGGY MURRAY, continuity editor
of WOL, Washington, D. G, has re- I
signed to become secretary to Thomas
Carroll, chief liaison officer of the
Foreign Outpost Division, OWL She
is succeeded as continuity editor by I
Mrs. Elaine Squibb, her assistant.
PAUL
EBERT
WKBV,
Richmond,
Ind., to has
join left
the announcing staff of WD AY, Fargo, N. D.

Represented Nationally by
Represented
John BLAIR & CO.

Special Combination Buy-KRIS
Page
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and KXYZ, Houston .
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Investigate!

DIRECT ROUTE TO AMERICA'S No. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service
Corporation
Member of NBC and New England
Regional Network
Represented by: WEED & COMPANY
New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, San
Francisco and Hollywood
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KFRC,

San Francisco

Simon & Schuster Co., New York (One
World), 9 f weekly, thru Northwest
Radio Adv., Seattle.
True Story Magazine, New York, weekly
t, thru Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.
Butay Co., Los Angeles (Raindrops) 3
sa weekly, thru Glasser-Gailey Co., Los
Angeles.
Marlin Firearms Co., New York (Marlin
razor blades), 3 sa weekly, thru Crazen
& Hendrick, N. Y.
Bank of America, N. T. & S. A., San
Francisco, 3 sa weekly, thru Charles R.
Stuart A< v., San Francisco.
Standard Beverages, Oakland, Cal. (soft
drinks), weekly sa, thru Emil Reinhardt Adv., Oakland.
Lever Bros., New York (Lifebuoy soap).
5 ta weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan.
N. Y.
Coronet Magazine, New York, 44 ta, thru
Schwimmer & Scott Adv., Chicago.
Associated Dental Supply Co., San Francisco (toothpaste), 2 ne weekly, thru
McCann-Erickson, San Francisco.
Loma Linda Food Co., San Francisco, 2 sa
Weekly, thru Gerth-Pacific Adv., San
Francisco.
Seaboard Finance Co., Los Angeles, 9 ta
weekly, thru Smith & Bull, Los Angeles.
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.. San
Francisco, series of sa weekly, direct.
Charles Brown & Sons. San Francisco
(hardware), series of sa, thru Frederick Seid Adv., San Francisco.
WFIL, Philadelphia
Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati, O., 20 s<
weekly, 52 weeks, thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Nesbitt Fruit Products Inc., Los Angeles
2 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru M. H. Kelso,
Los Angeles.
Allied Mills Inc., Chicago (Wayne feeds),
2 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Louis E.
Wade, Fort Wayne.
American Oil Co., Baltimore, blanket contract for so, 52 weeks, thru Joseph
Katz Agency, Baltimore.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
Flakes), 6 sa weekly, 4 weeks, thru
Y.
Compton Adv., N.
Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn. 5 sa weekly, 19
weeks, thru Joseph Katz Agency, N. Y
John Micdleton Inc., Philadelphia (tobacco), 1 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia.
Nevins Drug Co., Philadelphia (cosmetics)
3 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru Philip Klein
Adv. Agency, Philadelphia.
Plough Inc., Memphis, 15 sa weekly 52
weeks, thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman, Memphis.
Borough of Seaside Heights, Seaside, N. J
(resort), 2 sa weekly, 12 weeks,
J. C. Williams, Asbury Park, N. J.thru
American School, Philadelphia, 1 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Vernik Adv. Agency
Philadelp
hia.
WHCU, Ithaca
John Wiley Jones Co.. Caledonia, N. Y.
(Sunny Sol), 5 sa weekly, placed direct
Kellogg Sales Co., Battle Creek 5 sp
weekly, 20 weeks, thru J. Walter Thompson, Chicago.
General Foods Inc., New York, 15 fa
weekly,
N. Y. 26 weeks, thru Benton & Bowles
Dr. Hess & Clark, Ashland. O., 5 1
weekly, 52 weeks, thru N. W. Ayer &
Son, Philadelphia.
Vanoni),Camp's
Inc., Indianapolis (TenderN. Y. 105 sa, thru Calkins & Holden
Kelly Bros. Nursery, Dansville, N. Y., 6 sa,
thru Everett L. Bower, Buffalo.
Spaulding Bakeries Inc., Binghamton, N.
Y., 15 ta weekly, 10 weeks, placed direct.
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., Long Island City.
18 ta weekly, 26 weeks, thru NeweilEmmett, N. Y.
Page
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WOV, New York
Southern Cotton Oil Co., New Orleans, 26
sp
N. and
Y. 26 t, thru Tracy Locke-Dawson,
Maefadden Publications Inc., New York
(True Story magazine), 26 sp, thru
Raymond Spector. N. Y.
Charm Kurl Co., St. Paul, 26 sp, thru
Guenther Bradford & Co., Chicago.
Stanback Co., Salisbury, N. C, 312 f,
thru Klinger Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Roma Wine Co., New York, 936 sa, thru
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Paramount Pictures, New York, 26 sa,
thru Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
WLIB, Brooklyn
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe polish),
7 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Bermingham,
Castleman & Pierce N. Y.
Elway Food Products, New York (Vitamalt) , sa, 13 weeks, thru H. A. Salzmann Assoc., N. Y.
Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn, weekly ne, 13
weeks, thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Harmon Watch Co.. New York. 8 sp
weekly,
N.
Y. 13 weeks, thru Moss Associates,
WMAQ, Chicago
Leaf Gum Co., Chicago, 1 sa weekly, 13
weeks, thru Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago.
Book League of America, New York (sewing book). 2 ne, thru Raymond Spector
Agency, N. Y.
Northwest Cherry Bureau, Seattle, 9 sp,
thru Izzard Co., Seattle.
CFRB, Toronto
Vernor's Ginger Ale Co., Toronto, sp
weekly, thru Walsh Adv. Agency, Toronto.
Geo. Weston Ltd., Toronto (biscuits), sp
weekly,
thru Walsh Adv. Agency, Toronto.
KFI, Los Angeles
California Ficgo Co., Los Angeles, 3 si
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Culbreth Sudler
Co., Los Angeles.
Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica, Cal.
(employment), 3 sp, 13 weeks, thru
Essig Co., Los Angeles.
WABC, New York
Nature Friend Inc., New York (bird
food), weekly sa, direct.
Borden Co., Pioneer Ice Cream Brands
Division. New York, weekly ne, thru
Young & Rubicam. N. Y.
WBBM, Chicago
All Year Club of Southern California. Los
Angeles, sp weekly, 8 weeks, thru Foote,
Cone & BeU ing, Los Angeles.

WJJD, Chicago
Dave Minor, Chicago (piano and guitar
course) , 6 sp weekly, thru United Adv.
Cos., Chicago.
Sterling Insurance Co., Chicago,
7 sp
weekly, thru Neal Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Your Worship Hour, Goshen. Ind., 1 sp
weekly, thru Stanley G. Boynton Co.,
Detroit.
Wm. H. Wise & Co., Chicago (books), 6
sp
weekly, thru Huber Hoge & Sons,
Chicago.
Knox
Co., Los
remedies),
5 sa Angeles
weekly, (Mendaco
thru Allen colt1.
C.
Smith Adv., Kansas City.
Rogers Auto Sales, Chicago, 6 sp weekly,
13 weeks, direct.
Leaf Gum Co., Chicago, 12 sa weekly. 13
weeks, thru Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago.
KHJ, Hollywood
Seaboard Finance Co., Los Angeles, 365
ta, 52 weeks, thru Smith & Bull Adv.,
Los Angeles.
Sunset Magazine. San Francisco, 13 sa,
thru Brisaeher, Davis & Van Norden,
San Francisco.
All State Insurance Co.. Los Angeles, 4 sp
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Hollywood.
KECA, Los Angeles
Bateman-Eichler & Co., Los Angeles
(stocks, bonds), weekly sp, 52 weeks,
thru Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los
Angeles.
A. B. Joffee Co., New York (clothing
store) , 2 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Adolph Wenland Adv., Los Angeles.
WHO, Des Moines
Standard Brands Inc., New York (Stams
and Stan-B vitamins), 9 ta weekly, thru
Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Hilex Co., St. Paul (bleach), 13 sp, thru
McCord Co., Minneapolis.
Northwestern
Bell Telephone Co., Des
Moines, 29 sa, placed direct.
Macy Adds WMCA
R. H. MACY & Co., department
store, has signed for 52 weeks with
WMCA, New York, in addition to
WHN and WNEW [Broadcasting,
June 7] for a series of electrical transcriptions. Announcements have been aired 19 times
weekly, since May 24 when the contracts
into WOR,
effect. Macy's
continues_went
to use
New York.
York.
Agency is Young & Rubicam, New

MAJOR VITAMINS Inc.. New Yof;
which has concluded for the present :
20-station campaign for Major B Vit.'i
mins, has joined the list of sponsor
ai
FoodYorl
Eddy's New
Walter onH. WOR.
on Dr. Forum
Home
Company's thrice-weekly partictif
Hons started June 1. and continue fc
52 weeks. Agency is Peck Adv., Ne
York.
E. R. SQUIBB & Sons, New Yor
(pharmaceutical), on June 13 begal
Calling America, with Bob Trout oi
117 CBS stations. Sun., 8-8 :30 p.
having discontinued on June 11 Kcein
Working, Keep Sinning America c
61 CBS stations. Mon., Wed., an
Fri., 6 :30-6 :45 p.m. Agency is Geye
Cornell & Newell, New York.
LEE ROBINSON has resigned all
of Radio
presiden
esntsIncInct'
return t to
CaldwelMagazin
l-Cleme
New York, with whom he was M,
viously associated. He has been ny
pointed Eastern manager of the pul
lishing firm's Radio Retailing Todai
IOWA MASTER BREEDERS
Lincoln Hatcheries, have signed an,!
fo
52 weeks on WNAX, Yankton, S. D
Neither concern had previously conl
traeted for more than 26 weeks.
CANADIAN FUR Corp., and Sacb,
Quality Store, New York, are jointlsponsoring a recorded half-hour niusi.
program on WNEW, New York, five
times weekly, under the title, I'll Tafo
Romance
. Program features a womai
m.c, and is directed at women whosi
beaus and husbands are at the fighthn
fronts or working the factory swinj
shifts. William Warren Agency ban
dies the Sachs account.

ALBERS PACKING Co.. Riverside
Cal., (ripe olives), on June 8 startecl
thrice-weekly participation in Nutril
Hon in Wartime on KFWB, Holly I
Brisaeher.
Davist &isVan
wood.
Contrac
for Norden
13 week's!
Inc.
Los Angeles, has the account.
MINNEQUA SPRINGS, Canton, Pa.
for Minnequa mineral water, is said]
to use radio and other media.
NORTHWESTERN
BELL TELE-!
PHONE Co., has placed a 52-week,
contract for nighttime station-breaks!
on KSTP,
Minneapolis - St. Paul,
through BBDO.

WY<D>
YOUR MESSAGE ....
gets a friendly reception in three of the
most prosperous broadcast markets in
the
these United States when it goes out over
PACIFIC NORTHWEST GROUP
KXL
Joseph H. McGillvra
KFPY
The Kafz Agency
Z NET
The Walker Company
Write for booklet!
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RADIO PICTURES Inc., Hollywood, in a two-day tie-in with local
Wren's Yen
premiere of film. "This Land Is Mine",
is sponsoring a half-hour and a 15minute program June 14 and 15, reA LADYSMITH, Wis., lisspectively, on 0 California Don Lee
tener wrote to David Stone,
stations (KHJ KGB KFXM KPMC
m.c. of Sunrise Roundup, a
KVOE KDB). Foote. Cone & Beldwake-up show on KSTP, St.
ing. New York, has the account.
Paul, at 6 a.m. daily: "A
42 PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles
wren perches outside our
(hair oil, shampoo), on a 52-week
window each day just before
contract starting June 14 will sponsor
your program comes on the
half-hour adventure serial, Bulldog
air and stays until it's over,
Drummond, on 2 California Don Lee
singing with the music and
stations (KHJ KGB), Monday S-S :30
listening attentively to the
p.m. (PWT). Firm on that date also
speaking^ Hasn't missed a
starts a thrice-weekly late evening
quarter-hour narrative program, The
program in weeks." Now the
Changing Tide, on KNX, Hollywood.
question is, what is the buyContract is for 26 weeks, with Ian
ing power of a wren?
Keith, actor, featured as narrator. In
addition, starting June 20 for 52 weeks,
42 Products will sponsor a half-hour
Sunday morning recorded musical,
Get E Awards
Record Performance, also on KNX. Al
FOUR ARMY-NAVY E burgees
Jarvis will be m.c, writh live guest
were awarded simultaneously to the
talent. Agency is Hillman-ShaneRaytheon Mfg. Co., Newton and
Breyer, Los AngelesWaltham, Mass. (radio equipment and
SEABOARD FINANCE Co., Los
radar), at recent presentation cereAngeles (investments), on June 14
monies in Waltham.
starts five-weekly quarter-hour Seaboard Neics on 4 Don Lee California
stations (KHJ KFXM KGB KPMC).
TURCO PRODUCTS Inc., Los AnContracts are for 52 weeks. Firm
geles (cleanser), on June 14 starts
sponsors a similar program on KPO,
with an alternate weekly schedule
as well as twice-daily newscasts on
to sponsor daily participation in Art
KSFO. Agency is Smith & Bull Adv.,
Baker's Notebook on KFI. Contract
Los Angeles.
is for 13 weeks. Firm also sponsors
BU-TAY PRODUCTS Inc., Los Anthe thrice weekly quarter-hour progeles (Raindrops, washing compound), ,
gram, Smile in the Morning with Marl;
in an eight-week campaign started
Breneman on KECA, Los Angelees,
June 7 is using a five-weekly five-minand a seven-weekly 15-minute newsute participation in Defense Workers
east on KFMB, San Diego. Agency is
Jamboree on KFMB, San Diego. Firm
Warren
P. Fehlman Adv., Los Anin addition sponsors six spot announcements weekly on KFRC KIDO KTAR,
geles.
CONTEST for girls of 10 years and
as well as three per week on KARM.
over
sponsored by Loews Theatres.
Agency is Glasser-Gailey & Co., Los
New York, with WHN, New York,
Angeles.
uses the Gloom Dodgers variety proNATIONAL BISCUIT Co., Los Angram on WHN, to offer girls the opgeles, in help wanted campaign, is
portunity to win an audition plus one
utilizing an average of 15 spot anbefore executives of Loews Theatres
nouncements daily on four stations in and M-G-M. Final winner will be
that area, KRKD KREV KGFJ
chosen by the listening audience. ConKFYD. Firm now plans to include
test is being
Loews'
other West Coast stations. Agency is 70 theaters
in thepromoted
New Yorkin area.
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Los
DUNCAN RECREATION Co.. Vin! Angeles.
cennes. Ind., is now airing the daily reTHE DETROIT BANK, Detroitsults of the major league baseball
Windsor, started June 1, sponsorgames on WAOV, Vincennes.
ing Fulton Lewis Jr. Monday through
HAWAII THEATRE, Hollywood, in
Friday on CKLW, Windsor. Simonsa tie-up with 20th Century-Fox, to
'■ count.
Michelson Co., Detroit, has the acpromote horror films, "Undying Monster" and "Dr. Renault's Secret", is
COLUMBUS ICE Co., Columbus,
using 28 transcribed spot announceMiss., has contracted for announcements daily on Los An°eles stations,
KHJ KECA KFWB KIEV KFVD
ments all summer on WCBI, Columbus.
KPAS KMTR. Dean L. Simmons
Adv., Hollywood, has the account.
MACFADDEN PUBLICAT IONS,
New York (True Story), has placed
POST QUALITY FOODS, Los Ana series of six five-minute transcribed
geles (Cera-co), is sponsoring daily
dramatizations of True Story Magaparticipation
in Homem.aker's
Club on
zine on WGN, Chicago. Series will be 49 spot announcements
per week
on
broadcast June 12-24. Agency is RayKFVD. Agency is Glasser-Gailey &
mond Spector Co., New York.
Co., Los Angeles.

CALIFORNIA

COVERAGE

NBC's "TALE OF 412 CITIES"
Fresno, California Percent of
Radio Families Who Listen Most
at Night:
71%
NBC

Network
"B"
20%

*'C"
—

8%

KMJ
The NBC Station for
Central California.
McCLATCHY
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even in Greasy Creek

G

the

Largest

Advertiser

in

1942.

Says Newest
List of All-Media
Buyers
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., CinLiggett & Myers Tobacco Co., and
Philip Morris & Co. All of these
cinnati, tops the list of 1,207 advertisers who invested $25,000 or
companies excepting General Mills
and Philip Morris were also in the
more during 1942 in a combination
"Top Ten" of 1941, reported last
of the four major media, according
to the fourth annual edition of the
year by the Bureau.
standard reference book ExpendiAs in previous editions of the
tures of National Advertisers in
book, compiled for the Bureau by
Media Records Inc. in combination
Newspapers, Magazines, Farm
Journals and Chain Radio, pubwith reports from Publishers Information Bureau, the figures for
lished last week by the Bureau of
Advertising of the American Newsall media represent gross expendipaper Publishers Assn.
tures, computed by applying onetime rates to the space or time
Others in the "Top Ten" in total
expenditure in all four media inused, since complete data on discount arrangements between adclude, in order, Lever Bros. Co.;
vertisers and media are not genGeneral Foods Corp.; R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.; Sterling Drug
erally available, according to a reInc.; General Motors; Colgatelease issued by the Bureau in conPalmolive-Peet Co.; General Mills;
junction with the publication.
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BEAU BRUMMEL TIES Inc.,
Cincinnati, has started a weekly
quarter-hour transcription on
WOR, New York, highlighting
the exploits of AP's war correspondents. John B. Kennedy,
commentator of WNEW, New
York, serves as narrator for the
series, the first of which dramatized the adventures of Larry Allen, who reported on the bombing
of the carrier Illustrious and the
sinking of the Galatea. Program
started June 8, in the Tuesday,
7:15 p.m. period. Agency is Key
Adv., Cincinnati.
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it's ready to be tapped!
Without usual Tourist trade for
the past 17 months. ..Miami's
population, Retail Sales, Bank
Deposits, Annual Income and
Buying Power have all hit
a new high.
Tap this market now ....
but hard!

Made

Alaska
Since

Broadcasts

Pearl

Harbor

Editor, BROADCASTING:
Page 54 of your issue of May 10
reads as follows: "Bud Foster,
speaking from KFAR, Fairbanks,
Alaska, during the Alka-Seltzer
News Roundup on NBC, April 30,
made the first broadcast from
Alaska since Pearl Harbor."
We appreciate such favorable
comment, but I am sorry to say that
the source of that material was
grossly misinformed. He does an
injustice to our efforts in behalf of
NBC. Previous to the April 30 release, we sent no less than 7 broadcasts to the States, all of which
were released on NBC. Further, all
of these programs were after Pearl
Harbor. The first was on Sept. 26,
1942, and subsequent contributions
were released Nov. 27, Dec. 22, Feb
6, March 6, March 13, April 3, and
April 25.
Alvin O. Bramstedt,
Assistant Manager,
KFAR, Fairbanks.
June 1
Songwriters Elect Officers
SONGWRITERS Protective Assn..
at its annual election on June 4, reelected four of its present officers for
another term and named as the only
new officer Paul Cunningham, to become chairman of the council, replacing Edgar Leslit. Sigmund Romberg
continues as president,
Buy Stanley Adams,
vice-president. Ahel Baer, treasurer,
and Charles Tobias, secretary.

If your market data on Miami
is over six months old... chuck
it! It's deadwood in your files.
Now, it's a new, rich 12
months a year market... and

Seven

WIOD Covers This
New Rich Market
As Completely As
Miami's Magic Sun

Buy

LISTENERS

WFMJ
National Representative
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY

covering

greater

Yonngstown

More

listeners, more

hours

of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
5,000 WATTS
610 KC
NBC

Youngstown, O., area.*
*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Blno Network
Headley-Reed, Rep.

FOOD CONSULTANT
WLW Starts New Service
For Merchants
APPOINTMENT of a nutrition
expert to work with the retail food
industry in serving the consumer
has been announced by WLW, Cincinnati. She is
Mrs. Vianna D.
Bramblett, an ex-

tionistperienced
withnutri-a
commercial background. She will
work under John
E. Rudolph, ditrade rectorextensi
of WLW's
on
division.
Purpose of the Mrs. Bramblett
appointment, according to R. E.
Dunville, vice-president of Crosley
Corp., is to render a service which
will eliminate confusion on the
part of merchants and consumers
over food shortages and regulations concerning distribution. "Consumers have yet to be accustomed
in the wise spending of their ratior
points," Mr. Dunville explained
"Many food retailers do not have
the knowledge or the necessary
time to disseminate this information to their customers".
Among the services to be offered
by WLW's new nutrition consultant
will be monthly nutritional and
commodity tips and related information, monthly food tips for homemakers on the use of seasonal
foods, and menus to conserve ration points and yet provide nutritious meals. Mrs. Bramblett will be
available for the preparation of articles for the retail merchant
groups, especially items which retailers can pass on to consumers —
all in line with the Government
seven-point nutrition chart, according to Mr. Dunville.
Mrs. Bramblett has written for
Pictorial Review and other women's
magazines. She had charge of the
test kitchen of Eastern Cooperative Wholesale, Brooklyn, and has
done special work with Ball Brothers. She taught at Purdue University and Pratt Institute and studied at Kansas State College, University of Missouri and Purdue.
She is a member of the nutrition
committee of the OCD

V. S. MEN

SLATED

BY AD FEDERATION
ADDITIONAL information on the
War Advertising Conference of
the Advertising Federation of
America, to be held June 28-30 in
New York [Broadcasting, April
26], reports that informal discussions led by leaders from various
Government agencies will be held
the afternoon of June 29. New
projects will be outlined and new
approaches to current campaigns
developed, with participants including William B. Lewis, assistant
director of Domestic Operations
for Program Coordination and Production of the OWI; Chester J.
LaRoche, chairman of the War
Advertising Council, and Ralph
Allum, associate director of the
Council. There will also be a special discussion of the extension of
the War Advertising Committee
idea into communities without Advertising Clubs.

5

FREDERIC WAKEMAN, copy chief
in New York office of Fuller & Smith
:& Ross, has joined Foote, Cone &
Belding', New York as an account executive and copywriter. Mr. Wakeman received a medical discharge
ast month after Navy service in the
Pacific area.
pL. M. CLARK Inc., advertising and
market research firm, has moved its
|New York offices from 17 E. 45th St.
to 441 Lexington Ave. Telephone reams Murray Hill 2-8125.
TORRS HAYNES, radio director of
ompton Adv., has returned to New
York after Hollywood conferences
with Carlton E. Morse, writer-producer, on the CBS J Love a Mystery,
sponsored by Procter & Gamble Co.
DAVE SHOWALTER, former advertising manager of Sears, Roebuck,
Portland, Ore., has been appointed
manager of Gerth-Pacific Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
HARVEY C. SCOTT has been named
a partner and first vice-president of
}the James Houlihan Adv. Agency,
'Oakland, Cal.
ROBERT MORRISON has left J. M.
Mathes Inc., New York, where he was
assistant to the vice-president in
Charge of radio and motion pictures,
to enter the Naval Reserve as ensign.
Mrs. Lee Huffman, of the radio department, has taken his place.
CARL BROWN, former account executive on the General Mills account
for Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, on June 14 joins Sherman &
Marquette as vice-president in charge
of the New York office, replacing J.
Allen Barnett. Mr. Brown at one time
owned and operated his own agency in
Des Moines.

JOAN CHAMBERLAIN has joined
the copy department of Benton &
Bowles, New York, having been previously connected with Blackett-Sample-Hummert and other agencies.
HUB JACKSON, former manager of
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark., and sales
manager of WCOS, Columbia, S. C,
has joined Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, as traffic manager, succeeding
Monte Randall who has been inducted
into the Army. Mr. Jackson is also
broadcasting the news programs sponsored by Grove Labs., St. Louis,
through the Seeds agency.
LARRY CROWLEY, copywriter of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, has joined
the copy staff of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York.
JACK

M. RAYMOND has been appointed manager of the Montreal office
of Kenyon & Eckhardt. Raymond was
formerly with Young & Rubicam,
Montreal, and N. W. Ayer of Canada.

R. & R. Adds Cincinnati
iOPENING of an office in Cincinnati has been announced by Ruthrauff & Ryan, agents. John L.
Magro is in charge of the new
branch, which is located in the
Carew Tower. Previous to joining
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Mr. Magro was
manager of the Cincinnati office of
Ithe Roy S. Durstine advertising
agency. A graduate of Harvard, he
has 10 years' experience in the
agency field. In addition to the
mew Cincinnati office, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, one of the largest agencies
in the country, maintains offices in
New York, Chicago, Detroit, St.
Louis, Houston, Hollywood, San
Francisco and Seattle.
BRITISH COLUMBIA
LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

G ET

Howard

H. Imray

Sr.

HOWARD H. IMRAY Sr., 57, former advertising manager of Eastman Kodak Co. and previously with
various agencies, died June 3 in
Rochester, N. Y., after a month's
illness. Mr. Imray directed the national Whippet campaign for Willys-Overland Co. while with the
U. S. Adv. Agency in Toledo, and
prior to that was with Frank Presbrey's
N. W. and
Ayertwo&
Son. Heagency
leavesand
a widow
children.
WALTER SCHWIMMER, partner of
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, is the
composer of the song, "That's What
We're
For", Radio,
which has
been
recordedFighting
by Standard
Chicago,
and is to be published in sheet form
shortly.

YOUR

DOLLAR

SHARE
FARM

"GOLDEN

OF

I. R. RILL, former account executive
of Alfred Adv., and Director & Lane,
New York, has joined Erland Adv.,
New York, as account executive in
charge of new business.
SHERMAN K. ELLIS & CO., Chicago, announced last week that it had
resigned from the handling of advertising of E. J. Brach & Sons, Chicago
candy manufacturer. Company has
used spot radio for its product in the
CLARENCE G. DAVENPORT, senior account executive of the McCarty
lieuCo., Lostenant Angeles,
past.
in the Fieldcommissioned
Artillery, hasa been
on leave since June 1.
SHAPPE ADV. AGENCY, New York,
is reported to have changed its name
to Shappe & Wilkes.
LA PORTE & AUSTIN Inc., New
York, is reported to have moved to 369
Lexington Ave. Telephone MUrray
Hill 5-5113.

2

BILLION

INCOME

IN

ACRES"

Farm income last year in the NCBS area . . . "Golden Acres" . . . was $2,1 13,517
from wheat, dairy and livestock . . . fundamental foods most in wartime demand as
always! Get your share of these 2 billion "bread and butter" dollars in one of the
world's richest, most stable markets. To help you, NCBS has just completed a valuable
survey on the manpower-distribution setup in "Golden Acres": leading food and
drug jobbers, their branches and warehouses, number of salesmen, class A and B
letailers, products stocked, turnover. Write or phone for this vitally needed survey.
IMPORTANT: You can buy the entire NCBS group or any combination of stations
desired. Only one transcription needed for any broadcasting plan.

North
B
ORTH Central
VENTRAL
U ROAD CASTING S
OYSTEM,
INC
JOHN W. BOLER, President
New York
Chicago, Illinois
St. Paul, Minnesota
8 East 4 1 st Street
360 North Michigan Avenue
Commodore Hotel
State 4214
Lexington 2-6892
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Nichols

Named

MOVIE

ROBERT S. NICHOLS, well-known
in Pacific Northwest advertising,
has been appointed Seattle manager of Howard H. Wilson Co.,
representatives. Headquartered in
the Smith Tower, he also represents Homer Griffith Co., Pacific
Coast station representatives and
western sales division of the former
organizaion. Howard W. Wilson Co.
has been appointed national representative of KXA, Seattle; KRLC,
Lewiston, Ida.; KWJJ, Portland,
and KUJ, Walla Walla. Homer
Griffith Co., headquartered in Hollywood, has taken over Pacific
Coast sales representation of
KODL, The Dalles, Ore.; KBKR,
Baker; KHUB, Watsonville, Cal.;
KTKC, Visalia.
ALAN REED (Falstaff Openshaw),
of the weekly CBS Texaco Star Theatre, has been signed for a role in the
RKO film, "Revenge".

SPOTS

PLUG

ARTIST, NOT
FILM
DEPARTING from the usual radio
promotion of films Republic Pictures Corp., New York, this week
launches a spot radio campaign concentrating on the promotion of the
film star rather than on the specific
picture in which he appears. Roy
Rogers, Republic cowboy singer, is
featured in the new drive, which
will entail the expenditure of well
over $20,000 in spot announcements in the Chicago area and the
South, starting June 15 and continuing for approximately one
month.
By featuring the star, with little
or no mention of specific pictures,
the schedule is designed to serve as
promotion for any one of Roy
Roger's films showing in the area
covered. In addition, second and
third runs will benefit from the
promotion. Since Rogers averages
about eight pictures a year, it is
estimated that at least one of his
films would be showing in the vicinity of the advertising. A special
billboard campaign will be coordinated with the radio drive. Agency
is Donahue & Coe, New York.
Ballantine Acquires
P. BALLANTINE & SONS, Newark, has purchased a half interest
in Christian Feigenspan Brewing
Co., another Newark brewery,
through the acquisition of Feigenspan stock owned by William B.
Reilly, president. Ballantine sponsors Three Ring Time on CBS, and
Feigenspan presents Pay Off News
5 times weekly on WOR, New
York.

"Herman! Turn off dot news
broadcast on WFDF Flint Michigan!"

r

rn

New

A5EICY
yi'ppoifphneftb
S. H. CAMP Co., Jackson. Mich., to J. D.
Tarcher & Co., New York, for supports
for men, women and children. Radio ineluded in last year's budget. Future media
plans not set.
STEIN, HALL & Co.. New York, and
Stein,
Hall Mfg.
Hixon-O'Donnell
Adv., New
York, Co.,
for to
starches,
dextrines.
Ra( io not contemplated for the present.
NATIONAL FOODS Inc.. Revnoldsville,
Pa., to L. E. McGivena & Co., New York,
for Marjorie Day spaghetti, macaroni &
noodles. Media plans not set.
CONTINENTAL RADIO & TELEVISION
Corp., Chicago, to Foreign Advertising &
Service Bureau, New York, for export
advertising.
CURTISS-WRIGHT Corp., New York, to
McCann-Erickson. New York, for general
advertising. One-time network program
used recently. No radio planned.
COMFOOT PRDUCTS of Chicago to Malcolm-Howard Adv.. Chicago. Said to use
radio.
BORG-WARNER Corp., Chicago, and its
subsidiaries. Borg-Warner Corp., Detroit.
Norge division ; and Borg-Warner International. Chicago, to Irwin Vladimir & Co.,
New York, for export advertising. AutoProlucts. Household Appliances,
Industrialmotive
Equipment.
REINHOLD-GOULD INC., New York
(paper < istributor) , to Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. Agency, N. Y.. for all promotion activities and advertising.
O'ROURKE-EUBANKS Co., San Francisco (Castle hats), to Garfield & Guild
Adv.. San Francisco. A national campaign will be conducted.
MADISON FOODS. Madison. Ia. (health
foods), to Geo. C. Hoskin Associates,
Chicago. Health magazines and newspapers will be used.

"You

este

40 INSTRUMENTS for soldiers at an isolated Army post in Alaska were
collected in Des Moines through aid of WHO War Service Billboard conducted by Bob Burlingame, with additional help from Jack Shelley
WHO news editor. Wanting amateur band, soldier's captain wrote Jack
Shields of Des Moines who asked help of WHO. Paul Wendel, music
dealer, repaired instruments. L to r : Burlingame, Wendel, Shelly, Shields.
Church Discs to Latins
SIXTY radio outlets in Central
and South America are now carrying the Voice of Prophecy program
of the North American Radio Commission, radio organization for the
General Conference of Seventh Day
Adventists. The Pan American
Broadcasting Co. of New York
City is handling distribution of the
transcribed programs in Spanish,
Portuguese and English. In Cuba,
10 stations of the CBQ net carry
the program in Spanish. Brazil has
12 stations using the Portuguese
version. Spanish and English are
both used in Panama, and English
in British Guiana. Program is an
extension of religious broadcasts
carried in North America by MBS
and other stations, totaling 235.
Radiotelegraph Circuits
FIRST DIRECT radio telegraph service between the United States and
Accra. African Gold Coast, and Kabul. Afghanistan, have been opened.
Admiral Luke McNamee, president of
Mackay Radio and Telegraph Co..
IT&T affiliate, announced recently.
These are the eighteenth and nineteenth international radiotelegraph
circuits to be opened by Mackay Radio since the United States entered
the war. Circuits now operate in
Moscow, Kuibyshev and Khabarovsk
in the USSR; Chungking and Kunming, China; La Paz. Bolivia; Bogota, Colombia; Asuncion, Paraguay;
Cairo, Egypt; Wellington, New Zealand ; Brisbane. Sydney and Melbourne, Australia ; Great Britain,
Bermuda and Algiers.
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possible personnel changes, he retorted "I have no statement to

'Not Trading
in Peanuts'
Answers
Fly
When
Questioned
About
Court
Rumor

"I'M NOT trading in peanuts, you
know," FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly commented at his
press conference last Monday when
asked about published reports that
he might be selected for the vacancy on the United States Court
of Appeals for the District of
Columbia. In responding to a newsman's question about the court job
"you're supposed to be getting",
the chairman neither affirmed nor
denied the report, commenting simply that he knew nothing about it.
Meanwhile, several other names
have been mentioned in Washington for the court vacancy, created
with the appointment of Associate
Justice Fred M. Vinson as Director
of Economic Stabilization. Among
others reported to be under consideration are Solicitor General
Charles Fahy and District Judge
Bolitha J. Laws, of Washington. A
campaign to have a Washingtonian
appointed to the bench is under
way. Mr. Fly is a native of Texas,
but calls Tennessee his legal residence.

make on that."
Reports are still current in
Washington that one or both of
the changes may ensue prior to the
end of the month [Broadcasting,
June 7]. Mr. Payne has served on
the Commission since its creation
in 1934, but was appointed two
years later only after a difficult
contest. He was named as a Re-

Questioned regarding the expiration of the term of George H.
Payne, on June 30, and whether he
expected any change in the makeup of the FCC, Mr. Fly asserted
he had no information along that
line. Asked if he had been "consulted by the President" regarding

publican.

Religious Plans
CBS executives and representatives
of 10 bers
religious
denominations,
all mem-of
of the Board
of Consultants
the CBS Church of the Air, met at
a luncheon at network headquarters
.Tune 10 to discuss future plans for
the program. Representing CBS were
Douglas Coulter, director of broadcasts Lyman
;
Bryson, director of education ;George Crandall, director of
press information; Leon Levine, assistant director of education ; Davidson Taylor, assistant director of broadcasts, and Elinor Inman, director of
religious broadcasts.

• "Do you mean to tell me that a better analysis of
Printers' Ink would help me make our advertising profitNEW

IDEAS

able during these times?"
"Certainly! Hundreds of its contributors have had the
same problems — maybe not in the same business, but P. I.
helped them and they in turn offer their experiences to you."

FOR

METHODS

IN

"But we have no product now — only a brand name, and the
way things are going, that won't last long."
"That's because you haven't understood the many immedi-

MANAGEMENT

ate jobs your advertising can do."
"Printers' Ink again, I suppose?"
"Sure! In recent issues they have illustrated how advertising
can help do everything from lifting production to selling
bonds. They have shown how it can train help, prolong
equipment life, relieve shortages, raise capital, reduce costs
and fulfill hundreds of other functions to show immediate
profitable results and maintain a brand name for the long

1
New Spreckles Series
SPRECKLES SUGAR Co., San
Francisco (institutional), on June
21 starts sponsoring the weekly
half-hour program of personal experiences, /Was There, on 7 CBS
Pacific stations (KNX KARM
KROY
KGDM
KOIN KIRO
KFPY), Monday, 9-9:30 p.m.
(PWT.) Contract is for 52 weeks.
Packaged show has Chet Huntley
as narrator, with Robert Hafter
producer, and Everett Tomlinson,
writer. Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.

"But
thewell.'
firms they talk about, haven't our problems.'
pull as
'Yes, I know, your business is different."

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee
CHEF BOY - AR - DEE Quality
Foods, Milton, Pa. (spaghetti),
will broadcast Army-Navy E award
ceremonies on 151 BLUE stations,
Tuesday, June 17, at 4-4:30 p.m.
Milton Cross will m.c. the presentation awarded to the company for
processing rations for the armed
forces. Program is under supervision Sam Bartlett, radio director
of the agency, McJunkin Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
it
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Experience has shown that all businesses are different — no two are alike.
It lias also demonstrated how information about the other man's business
particularly with regard to advertising,
management and sales lias helped to
sharpen these selling tools to their
present keen-edged efficiency.

No small share in this sharpening process is attributable to the continuing
efforts of Printers' Ink to bring new
ideas and detailed information of all
important selling efforts to the attention of its readers.
This interpretive editorial policy delivering the "know-how" and "know-

why" of advertising management and
sales provides the vital "difference"
that makes Printers' Ink the most
quoted voice in the industry.

Printers'
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worth of radar equipment must be
RMA

Post-War
Planning
(Continued from page 12)

substitutes has solved the supply
problem. There is a possibility, he
said, of converting some of the machine tool manufacturers into subcontractors for radar equipment.
Through the proper channelizing
and pooling of materials, through
standardization, and through
greater production and efficiency,
the manufacturers have been able
to turn out the tremendous quan-

INTERESTED

IN

THE
CAROLINAS?
INVESTIGATE

o

WSPA
AT
SPARTANBURG
5000-1000 WATTS • CBS
REPRESENTED BY /
HOLLINGBERY

tity of communications equipment
needed for the war effort, he added.
The usage of tungsten, for example, of which the vacuum tube industry is the greatest consumer,
has been reduced through a study
of processing operation. Because
of the tungsten conservation and
salvage program, twice as many
tubes will be produced during the
last half of this year than could
have been had the program not been
in effect.
A problem which will become
steadily more difficult, Mr. Ellis
said, is that of maintaining adequate labor. In England, where a
greater proportion of the men are
in the armed services, the radio
industry employment average is
over 70% women. In this country,
the proportion is about 60%.
Research on radar is going forward with expenditures of that allimportant function estimated at
$80,000,000 annually. Radio research has been organized and intensified in the interest of the war
effort, avoiding duplication and
expanding in its scope.
Through the remainder of this
year and during the first half of
1944,

some

four

billion dollars'

produced.
Frank H. Mcintosh, assistant director of WPB Radio & Radar Division in a closed session explained
the amendment to the L-265 regulation covering the sale of tubes
which will prevent the diversion of
tubes into other than civilian hands
[Broadcasting, June 7]. Mr. Mcintosh pointed out to the manufacturers that although material
had been allocated, the taxed plant
facilities had to be considered.
Some of the manufacturers recommended that the batteries now
being released through the efforts
of the WPB Consumer Durable
Goods Division should likewise be
marked MR for civilian use. Mr.
Mcintosh stated that the great
problem of seeing to it that the
tubes reached civilian hands was
primarily one of distribution and
not of manufacturing.
Dr. Frederick Latreille, trade
conference office of the Board of
Economic Warfare, discussed the
opei'ation of the Decentralization
Plan A, set up by BEW to facilitate the granting of export licenses
and at the same time to insure that
American products do not fall into
the hands of Latin American distributors unfriendly to America.
The plan provides for certification
by the American embassy in the
country to which the goods is to be
shipped. The importance of keeping the Latin American channels
of distribution open was stressed
at the meeting of the RMA export
committee. Also participating in
the discussion were Kenneth Campbell, BEW; Ralph D. Camp, in
charge of expoi'ts, WPB Radio &
Radar Division; and Franklin
Johnston, president of American
Exporter Magazine.
At the Board of Directors meeting held at the close of the day,
Walter Evans, vice-president of
Westinghouse, was elected chairman of the transmitter division
succeeding G. W. Henyan, General
Electric Co., Schenectady; Ray C.
Cosgrove was elected chairman of
the set division succeeding Ray H.
Manson, Stromberg-Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co., Rochester; Thomas A.
White, Jenson Radio Mfg. Co., Chicago, chairman of the amplifier

and sound equipment division succeeding James P. Quam, QuamNichols Co., Chicago. All three
along with W. P. Hilliard, Bendix
Radio, were elected vice-presidents.
Robert C. Sprague, Sprague
Specialties Co., North Adams, Mass.;
George Blackburn, Chicago Transformer Corp., Chicago; A. Blumenkrantz, General Instrument Corp.,
Elizabeth; and Floyd C. Best, Chicago Telephone Supply Co., Chicago, elected to parts division.
The total membership of RMA,
which was announced, is now 166,
highest in the association's history.
In his annual report to the RMA
membership, Paul V. Galvin, RMA
president for the past year, and
head of the Galvin Mfg. Corp., Chicago, cautioned the manufacturers
against advertising "fantastic postwar designs and models. I don't
know whether it's excess profits or
ants in the pants of some advertising men trying to keep busy
while their boss is busy on war
work. At any rate, this sort of thing
should be tempered. If it is not, we
will meet a confused buying public
in the transition after the war."
Mr. Galvin predicted that although radio has learned many
things during the accelerated war
effort, these discoveries will not be
immediately adopted in postwar receiving sets. Application of these
new discoveries to receiving sets
may
years, that
he said.
"I
wouldtake
like many
to counsel
we be
more realistic in our representation
to the trade and to the public. The
postwar mass market will be a
whale of a market if not messed up."
Industry's Aid to War
Reviewing the accomplishments
of the radio manufacturing industry in its aid to the war effort, Mr.
Galvin reported on RMA activities
for the past year, with special reference to the job being done in cooperation with the WPB in regard
to receiving tubes.
"Many of you who did a lot of
griping back in civilian days about
what a lousy business the radio industry was must now feel proud of
radio. When we get reports of the
splendid synchronization between
land, air and sea forces, we know
it is radio communications which
make this possible."

DO
YOU
KNOW
THE
ANSWER?
A radio feature developed and produced by The W. E. Long Co., an established success in radio— and now—

PAUL
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Cox

Denies

Involves

Garey

Political

TO

SET at rest repeatedly published charges that the House Select Committee inquiry into the
FCC was politically inspired and
that its chief counsel, Eugene L.
Garey, is closely identified with
James A. Farley, former chairman
of the Democratic National Committee, Chairman E. E. Cox (DGa.) declared last Thursday that
political factors had no bearing
whatever upon the inquiry or the
selection of counsel.
"The investigation is directed entirely against the FCC," Judge
Cox asserted. "It neither has nor
serves any collateral or other purpose. The charges made over the
years against the activities and
abuses of that Commission alone
brought this inquiry about.
"There was no other motive or
contributing cause that induced
the House to order this inquiry to
be made by a practically unanimous vote. There was no middle
aisle.
"The committee exercised great
care in the selection of counsel.
Neither politics nor any politician
had anything whatsoever to do
with the choice of counsel. The
exact contrary is true. The need
was to find someone whose experience, background and standing
would elicit public confidence and
who would perform the task with
the essential courage and integrity
desired by the Congress of an inquiry into the administrative processes of the FCC.
"The entire country was combed;
advice was sought from many
sources, with the result that Eugene L. Garey was agreed upon as
the man best suited for the place.
He accepted the assignment as a
public responsibility, and at great
personal sacrifice. He is an outstanding lawyer, of unimpeachable
character and great industry. He is
particularly qualified for this public assignment by virtue of his long
study of administrative law. He
served as a member of the American Bar Assn. administrative law
committee and has had wide practice before administrative agencies
in the Government. He had never
appeared
before
the FCC and

NEW

FCC

Probe

Implications

therefore had no prejudice or bias
against that Commission or its
membership.
"Mr. Garey and his staff, whom
he personally selected with the
committee's approval, have the full
confidence of the committee. The
committee has a mandate from the
House. It will fulfill its mission
without bias, favor or fear."
NAB

Research

Group

OK's Market Data Guide
HANDBOOK of market data was
approved in final form at an NAB
Research Committee meeting last
week. According to Paul Peter,
NAB ket research
director,
"MarData Handbook
for the
Broadcast
Stations" will be in the mails by
the middle of July. Plans for research during the coming year
were made, and future discussion
leading to approval of the NAB
recommendation, "How to Determine Station Coverage", by the
AAAA was arranged.
Committee members who met
were J. Harold Ryan, WSPD, Toledo, chairman; Edward F. Evans,
WJZ, New York; G. Bennett Larson, WWDC, Washington; John
C. McCormack, KTBS - KWKH,
Shreveport; Barry T. Rumple,
NBC; Williams,
Frank N.
"Stanton,
CBS;
Jack
WAYX,
Waycross,
Ga., and Mr. Peter, secretary.
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From the pleasant task of supplying a peacetime industry, the men and women of Gates are now at the grim task
of turning out communications equipment for our Armed
Forces that will stand the gaff in the hour of supreme test.
We are proud that Gates equipment is serving our country
at the fighting fronts throughout the world with the same
trouble-free performance it is serving industry at home.
Our entire resources are at Uncle Sam's command.
They include the vast experience gained from over 21
years of serving the broadcasting industry. And while we
are producing as never before, the Gates ideals of quality
and efficiency are back of every ounce of effort we put
forth.
These high standards and the unusual strides we are
making in engineering developments will increase the efficiency and lower the costs of the Gates equipment you will
want tomorrow.
I
it

Our engineering staff stands ready to assist and
advise on the maintenance of your present equipment— whether you are Gates-equipped, or not.
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LINE-UP for the WOB News Theater quarter-hour program set up by
WOR, New York, in realigning its
news,
music
and women's May
interest
broadcasts
[Broadcasting,
31]
consists of three five-minute segments
presented by Arthur Van Horn, Frank
Knight and Maurice Dreicer in that
order. First newscast is given over to
factual reporting followed by short
biographical sketches of "Names in the
News." Concluding portion is given
over
a comparison
of the day's news
with tothat
of other years.
WBRW, Welch, W. Va., and KAKK,
Little Rock, Ark., have acquired the
AP radio news wire from Press Assn.
CKSO, Sudbury, Ont., is expanding
its offices and studios in the Sudbury
Star Bldg. Three new business offices
are being built and a new studio exclusively for handling news and delayed broadcasts. A laboratory for the
station's
engineering staff is being
added.
WSGN, Birmingham, Ala., recently
siarted a class in announcing with 216
attending. Bill Terry, program director, is instructor.
WHIO, Dayton, has changed the
times of the entire program schedule
to conform with the City Commission's action
in switching
time back
to Eastern
War from
Time. slow
KOCY, Oklahoma City, owned by
Plaza Court Broadcasting Co., has
been elected a member of the Advertising Federation of America.

RESULTS
BRING
RENEWALS

KSAL, Salina, Kan., is making regular broadcasts to help relieve the labor
shortage in the area by explaining the availability of war prisoners,
interned at Camp Phillips, who can be
u:5ed for farm labor.

Utilities Engineer-

MARY HAMMAN, fashion authority,
has started a five-weekly program on
household problems on WEAF, New
York, titled Frankly Feminine.
KMYR, Denver, KGBS, Harlingen,
and WSM, Nashville, have taken
Funny Money Man, transcribed series
produced by Allen A. Funt, New York.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, has turned
over three quarter-hour periods each
week to station personnel, for the
presentation
of Bond
"surprise"
in behalf of War
sales. programs
Producer
of the show doing the best selling
job receives an award.
CKSO, Sudbury, Ont., has opened a
sales office at 611 Star Bldg., Toronto,
with W. J. Woodill, manager of
CKSO, in charge.
KGNC, Amarillo, Tex., is broadcasting
Howdy, Soldier, half-hour show produced and enacted by the enlisted men
of Amarillo Army Air Field, on Thursday evenings, and Your Victory Fund
Parade, heard for a half-hour on Monday nights. Produced by Mrs. Bob
McDonald, talent for the show is
supplied by volunteers and war plant
workers. Orchestra is made up of employes of the Pan-Tex Ordnance plant
near Amarillo.
WWL, New Orleans, has changed its
pipe organ room in its Roosevelt Hotel studios into a control room, an enlarged engineering workshop and an
office for Jefferson Davis Bloom Jr.,
chief engineer. Portable equipment
and other operating parts were used,
the expansion becoming necessary because of increased production of live
programs.
WDRC, Hartford, is helping to raise
funds for a Hartford $5,000,000 hospital building. The station is donating
day and night spots for three weeks,
in addition to making a sizable cash
contribution.

ing Institute started
WINNvertising

in

still

with

WNAX, Yankton, S. D., covered the
opening of the first Government approved community owned alcohol
plant, in Yankton, entertaining visitors from 11 states and climaxing the
event with a round table headed by M.
Q. Sharpe, Governor of South Dakota,
and including notable farm figures.
NEW
ENGLAND Hillbillies of
WNBC, Hartford, will be heard on the
BLUE starting June 14.
IN RESPONSE to an appeal made
on an American-Hungarian program
on WBYN, Brooklyn, listeners have
donated $1,327.50 towards purchase of
an ambulance for the Army. Plaque on
the ambulance reads: "Donated by
WBYN's American Hungarian Vic-
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Four hours of songs and fun when the major
competition is the daytime serial.
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price for TIME and TALENT!
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A USO center at the Cincinnati zoo,
known as "The Cage Door", is being
sponsored jointly by WCKY, the Cincinnati Post and the Rotary Club.
Programs featuring interviews and
telephone calls to and from servicemen
and their parents will be broadcast
daily from the center.
TALENT provided mainly by staff
artists of KLZ, Denver, is used to furnish entertainment in nearby army
camps. The KLZ unit was organized
by Pete Smythe, production manager,
and plays an average of three times
a week.
CJLS, Yarmouth, N. S., has published
a new rate card, effective July 1.

July 1940.
They're

ACCEPTING the second annual
Radio Gold Medal Award for outstanding activities in the field of
fire prevention is Carl E. George
(1), director of operations for
WGAR, Cleveland, with presentation made John M. Thomas, newlyelected president of the National
Board of Fire Underwriters, sponsors of the award [Broadcasting,
May 31]. Station got a replica of
the Gold Medal. Cash equivalent,
$500, will be divided between Cleveland chapters of the American Red
Cross and USO.

14, 1943
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Free

Time

Set-up

Discriminates?

Says KPRO
Head?
Citing Travel
Copy
COMPLAINT of another instance
sary because they have an editorial
policy which on occasion may cause
of discrimination against radio rean unfavorable public opinion of
sulting from the present free time
the railroads.
set-up for war information, has
been received from W. L. Gleeson,
Asked if that was true of billpresident of KPRO, Riverside, Cal.
boards, the railroad spokesman said
Mr. Gleeson points to the fact
it was not, but since they had althat railroad and bus companies
ways used billboards they did not
are spending money for newspaper
want billboard companies to go out
and billboard space to discourage
of business. When it was suggested
that radio stations might be in a
unnecessary travel, but get the radio job done free of charge through
similar position, the smiling ansthe efforts of the OWL How this
wer was: "It isn't necessary for us
works to the disadvantage of the
to advertise in radio. We get it for
stations is revealed in his letter,
sent both to Broadcasting and to
nothing."
Mr. Gleeson suggests industry
Neville Miller, president of the
action to correct this inequitable
situation.
NAB. To quote:
"We have been broadcasting a
series of OWI transcriptions appealing to the public to avoid using
railroad and bus lines. The copy
... is almost identical with extensive paid advertising appearing
locally in newspapers throughout
California and in national magazines. Yet the railroads and bus
lines are not using radio, to my
knowledge, anywhere in the United
States to make this appeal. They
are getting it free on the radio
through OWI.
"Also the railroad and bus companies have an extensive billboard
campaign throughout this state,
pleading with the public to avoid
using public transportation. Yet
they have no budget for radio stations because they can get this
this same publicity free through
the OWI."
Stating that it cost his station
$28,300 last year in free time for
government announcements, Mr.
Gleeson said he did not know of
any free service the railroads are
performing for the government.
Reporting a call he made with the
object of securing a share in the
business placed in other media, Mr.
Gleeson said that a railroad spokesman did not hesitate to say he
could see no reason for spending
money for advertising when they
could get it free through the government. The railroad man said
that continuous advertising in publications was deemed to be neces-

JOHN BLAIR & CO. will represent
KXOK, St. Louis, after June 21.
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SPEECH

BY

REP.

FOLLOWING is the full text of
the address of Rep. F. Hebert CDLa.) before the House Wednesday,
June 9:
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It seems to me that when we entered this war, one of the major rights
for which we were fighting was freedom of speech. Can it be that we are
winning the war on foreign fronts but
losing it right here at home? On May
10, 1942, the TJ. S. Supreme Court
handed down a decision which seriously threatens the Constitutional
rights of freedom of speech in the
United States. That decision, with
the majority opinion written by Jus
tice Frankfurter, gave the FCC absolute authority to tell any radio station
in the United States what it may and
may not put on the air.
Unlimited Power
From now on, the FCC holds a
power over the broadcasting stations
of the United States equal to that of
any totalitarian government. No bureau in Washington has ever been
given such
unlimited
as prescribed in this
decision.powers
From now
on
the licensee of any broadcasting station, whether he operates a 100-watter
or a 5000-watter, had better make
sure that the Commission can find
nothing about his operation, his personal life,they
or, possibly
even his wife's
hats that
might criticize.
In 1934 Congress enacted laws
which provided for the federal licensing
of radio stations. The purpose of the
1 law, according to those who were instrumental in writing it, was to provide traffic regulations in the field of
radio, and nothing else. In order that
a standard of regulation might be established, Congress provided that li-

*

GOVERNMENT
AR-IM
CU-1
CU-2
1700-U
PL-68

In 1941 the Federal Communicanecessity".
tions Commission issued a set of rules
generally known as "Chain Broadcasting Regulations". These rules went far
beyond the regulation of frequencies
and very definitely inserted the government as a third party in the financial and program arrangements between stations and networks. Two of
the networks asked for injunctions
and the matter was argued in the
lower courts and then taken to the Supreme Court.
Freedom Threatened
On May 10 the Supreme Court, by
a 5-2 decision with Justice Frankfurter writing the majority decision,
not only upheld the right of the Commission to put these rules into effect,
but went so much further in outlining
the Commission's power that the question of the rules themselves has become a very minor matter and instead
today the entire right of freedom of
speech is threatened on every radio
station in this country, whether or not
it is affiliated with any network.
In the decision Justice Frankfurter
said : "But the Act does not restrict
the Commission merely to supervision
of the traffic. It puts upon the Commission the burden of determining the
composition
that traffic". Inthrough
other
words,
the of
Administration,
the Commission, can tell any radio
station what its programs shall or
shall not be.
Further, in his opinion, Justice
Frankfurter stated, in discussing the
argument that the Commission is empowered to deal only with the technical and engineering impediments of

REP. HEBERT

radio : "We cannot find in the Act any
such restriction of the Commission's
authorit
he added further : "In
y". And
the
control
of the developing problems to which it was directed, the Act
gave the Commission not niggardly
but expansi
ve powers."
Dangerous
Precedent
One editorial states that the Supreme
Courtdictionary
accepts
abridged
as anWebster's
authority unon
the definition of words, and in Webster the word "expansive" is defined
as "unrestrained". I leave it to you,
gentlemen, if this is not the most
startling, shocking definition of the
rights of our government to dictate
to private industry and private life
that has ever been granted in the history of this nation. Leading members
of the Bar who have studied the deci-
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sion of the Supreme Court declare it
one of the most dangerous precedents
ever established in this country.
As I said before, the great controversy for the past two years has been
whether or not the so-called Chain
Broadcasting Regulations were wise.
But today as broadcasters throughout
the country study the decision of the
Supreme Court, they are horrorstricken. The Chain rules are forgotten. Today it is a question as to
whether or not the Government shall
dictate what kind of program we shall
have, who shall speak and on what
subjects he shall speak, over the broadcasting stations of the United States.
Broad Hint
Chairman Fly of the FCC, in a recent press conference, reacted to the
anxiety of the radio broadcasting industry much as any other totalitarian
leader would. He says that their fears
are groundless and brings up the customary cry of the monopolies. He says
that any suggestion that the Government now controls radio is "hooey".
He asserts that he aims to "free"
radio stations to conduct their business in a manner in which he, Mr.
Fly, thinks best for them.
If the stations accept Mr. Fly's
"protection,"
if, inhe other
are good children,
assureswords,
them they
that
"stations certainly have nothing to be
afraid of". Isn't there a very broad
hint there that if they don't play his
game there may be something to fear?'
It is strange that station owners have
never sought this freedom that Mr.
Fly insists on their accepting and that
they have in the past thrived and improved on their own simple brand of
free enterprise.
Cause for Fear
Broadcasters' fear of imminent government ownership, control or domination is the fear of a reality and not
the
"hooey"
Mr. did
Fly tosoGerman
lightly radio
calls
it. What
Hitler
is a cause for fear in any language and
according to the Supreme Court Mr.
Fly now has the power to do it even
here. Mussolini took the same parental attitude toward his "children"
of the broadcasting industry in Italy.
He gave them their instructions just
the same as he gave castor oil to some
of his less tractable party members.
Chairman Fly now has the power to
measure out to stations the exact
amount of "freedom" he or the Administration wants them to have,
either with an eye dropper or a
tankard, depending on how he feels at
the moment. Perhaps he will choose a
carefully measured bottle with a rubber nipple feeding 912 radio stations
in the United States the way the
Dionne quintuplets were fed, while
the stations remain in an infantile
relationship to Father Fly.
I hope that every member of this
body will study this decision of the
Supreme Court and reflect seriously
upon its possibilities. I think that you
will agree with me that there is only
one way to prevent this serious threat
to the freedom of speech and our way
of living — that is for Congress to rewrite the radio act in such definite
terms that it cannot be seized upon by
the party in power, no matter what it
may be, for the chief purpose of directins; its propaganda and maintaining
itself in office.

TREES
Milwaukee

AFFECT
Measurements
Due

FM

SIGNALS

Show

Volume

Declines
REACH

to Effect of Foliage

FOLIAGE of trees definitely influences the volume of FM signals,
according to Walter J. Damm, president of FM Broadcasters Inc. and
manager of the Milwaukee Journal
radio properties.
First indications of this phenomenon appeared last autumn, says
Mr. Damm, when sudden increases
in field intensity appeared in spotty
locations. Around W55M, radio adjunct of WTMJ, this was passed
off on the supposition that changes
being made in the antenna were the
cause.
During the winter, according to
Mr. Damm, Phil Laeser, chief FM
engineer, began a study of the cause
and concluded that tree foliage may
have been responsible. He noticed
that in each case where a receiver
was in a home
completely surNavy Radio Shifts
LT. THAYER CUMMINGS, with
BBDO, New York, before entering
the Navy, has been put in charge
of the branch radio section of the
Navy's public relations office in
New York, replacing Lt. Com.
Morgan Reichner, now assigned
to the radio section of the public
relations office in Washington.
ARTURO TOSCANINI will conduct
four broadcasts of the NBC Summer
Symphony Orchestra for the Treasury, with studio audiences made up
entirely of members of the armed
forces. Concerts will be heard in the
regular Sunday, 5-6 p.m. period, June
20, July 18, July 25, and Sept. 19.
on this bill are scheduled to start in
the very near future. The bill is of
such a nature that it would definitely
prescribe the powers of the FCC and
free the industry of this life and death
threat from the Government which
now hangs over it. I feel that this is a
matter in which Congress should act
at once. We will be derelict in our duty
if we continue to let any bureau of
the Government assume the powers
of Congress — in fact, not only the
powers of Congress, but a supreme
dictatorship in a matter which so
clearly affects the lives of every man,
woman and child in this country.

rounded by trees the effect was noticed, whereas in buildings clear of
foliage the effect was not apparent.
At Mr. Damm's home, with an antenna on a level with the trees, the
effect did not appear. At the wooded
home of Lou Herzog, WTMJ manager, only a few miles away, however, the effect was quite prominent.
Mr. Laeser selected a number of
locations this spring and found that
within the 1 millivolt line where
there is heavy foliage a drop in
signal averaged 15% due to trees.
Outside the V2 millivolt line the
drop averages 50%. Mr. Laeser
made checks periodically as the
foliage was coming out on trees and
feels he has definitely established
this fact.

— the mass group of listeners
in highly productive sections
of West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Maryland,

who —
RESPOND
— to their favorite radio station (WMMN) thus assuring
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BMI Managers Meet
THE EIGHTH meeting of Program
Managers of stations licensed by
BMI was held on Monday and
Tuesday of last week at BMI New
York headquarters. I. R. Lounsberry, executive vice-president and
general manager of WGR, Buffalo,
N. Y., and Douglas Coulter, vicepresident in charge of programs of
CBS, were in attendance during
the session.
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Urges Action
A year ago the Interstate Commerce
Committee of this body studied a new
radio act known as the Sanders bill.
No action was taken but when the
new Congress assembled last January,
the bill was resubmitted in practically the same form by Representative
Holmes. To date, further hearings
have not been held.
In the Senate, the White-Wheeler
bill, a sevision of the 1934 Radio Act,
has been introduced by Senator Wallace White of Maine and Senator
Burton Wheeler of Montana. Hearings
BROADCASTING
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PORTLAND, OREGON
BKEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts-620 Kilocycles
NBC RED NETWORK
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

Philco's 'Radarettes'
SIXTY full scholarships with pay
are being provided at Temple University for girls graduating from
Philadelphia high schools by the
engineering and production departments of Philco Corporation.
On completion of course, girls will
be known as "Radarettes" and
serve as assistants to company's
junior and senior engineers.
Classes begin June 15, and continue
50 weeks, 40 hours per week. College credit will be given for science
and math courses. The announcement released by David Grimes,
Philco vice-president in charge of
engineering, stated that the training program will continue even if
war terminates before courses are
complete.

RULE ON TESTING
AMENDED
BY FCC
TO AID the careful adjustment oi
equipment and antenna, the FCC
on June 8 amended its rules governing stations in the war emergency radio service to provide a
two-hour test period on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Sundays, and to
eliminate the provision which restricts the Wednesday test period
to the three month period following date of granting license.
Licensees are permitted to make
tests necessary to maintain equipment, make adjustments to insure
that apparatus is in operating condition, train personnel and perfect
methods of operating procedure.
Tests are to be conducted only during certain periods on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Sundays. Times
on Monday and Wednesday, are
Eastern time zone, 10 p.m.-12 mid.;
Central, 9-11 p.m.; Mountain, 8-10
p.m.; Pacific, 7-9 p.m. On Sundays,
for the four zones respectively, 5-7
p.m.; 4-6 p.m.; 3-5 p.m.; 2-4
time)
.
p.m. (all
times local standard war
Allis-Chalmers

Games

ALLIS-CHALMERS Mfg. Co., Milwaukee will sponsor two baseball
games on the full BLUE network
in July, both from the Naval Training Station at Great Lakes, 111. The
first, between the New York
Yankees and the Station's team,
will be covered July 9; the second,
between the Brooklyn Dodgers and
the Great Lakes team, will be aired
July 27. Both will be broadcast at
2:15 p.m. (EWT), with Harry
Wismer announcing. Agency is
Bert S. Gittins Adv., Milwaukee.

|ATIONAL ADVERTISERS and New York's
numerous nationalities have one thing
in common. They both agree that
WBNX is THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE STATION of
GREATER NEW YORK.
No wonder, then, that WBNX with its 5,000 watts,
directional, plays the dominant role in selling the
5,000,000* foreign-language-speaking-audience of
the world's greatest market.
To cash in on the opportunities of this super-market,
advertise your national products over WBNX, the
Winner of the Peabody Citation for Public Service to
Foreign Language Groups.
* Over 70% of metropolitan New York's population It
foreign born or of foreign parentage.

Your

Best National

Spot Buy

. . .

WORKERS of the Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp., Fort Wayne,
were denied last week a 3c per hour
increase that had been awarded by a
referee. The WLB in denying the raise
said the 3c increase would bring Farnsworth to the middle rather than the
minimum of the wage bracket for the
radio equipment industry in the Fort
Wayne area, in conflict with the wage
order.
policy outlined in the "Hold-the-Line"
PHILADELPHIA Naval Hospital patients are benefiting from the installation of a two-keyboard Hammond electric organ purchased by WIP, Philadelphia, and placed in the recreation
auditorium of the hospital for the Monday broadcasts of Dollars to Doughnuts, 9:30-10 p.m.. sponsored by Sun
Shipbuilding and Drydock Co., Chester, Pa.

9,218
TELL

FAMILIES
ALL

LISTENING

ABOUT
HABITS

Get latest survey — no cost!
Here's how to get next to the billiondollar Iowa market 1 New, impartial, allinclusive "Summers-Whan** Iowa Radio
Survey covers a'l 99 counties, discloses
5-year trends in listening habits and
preferences as to station and programs.
Maps and facta on Iowa listeners in
various age groups
and educational
levels city, small-town and farm. Yoa
need it to do a good job in Iowa. Cct
it today I No cost, no obligation.
Central Broadcasting Co.,
912
FOR
Page
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LICENSED

AT 22

Bette Boyer, KXRO, Sought
Radio Training

Bette Boyer, licensed operator
LIVING PROOF that young people of ability and ambition can
get adequate training for radio
jobs in all departments is Miss
Bette Boyer, 22, licensed operator
at KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash. She
is reported not only to understand
whys and wherefores of operating,
but also to have a voice that has
made a hit with sponsors, not to
mention abilities as pianist and
copy-writer.
Asked the background of these
talents, Miss Boyer supplied the
following personal history:
Born March 21, Saginaw, Mich.,
and resided in Minneapolis from
Sept. 1928 to May 1943. Attended
Radcliffe College, at Cambridge,
Mass., where she was broadcast
editor of the Radcliffe News and
director of Radcliffe programs on
Harvard Crimson Radio Network.
Latter capacity afforded chance at
scripting, announcing, accompanying, soloing, acting and finding
talent for two weekly shows.
Graduated, Bette returned to
Minneapolis to begin as technicianin-training at WCCO-CBS, July
1942. Became control operator at
WLB, University of Minnesota.
Took 32 weeks ESMWT course in
radio fundamentals at U. of M.
Third class permit in March, second class phone license in April.
Left Minneapolis in May 1943 to
join staff of KXRO.
CLEVELAND Pop Concerts will be
broadcast by WHK, Cleveland, beginning June 19 every Saturday 8:30
to 9 p.m. Series will he carried over
Mutual network with Leslie F. Biebl
as announcer. Cleveland artists will
feature first, two concerts. Orchestra
is under direction of Dr. Rudolph
Ringwall.
Order Disc Series
AN

INCREASE of 75% over normal weekly June billings is reported
by Charles Michelson, New York, for
disc shows. A total of 15 new accounts
came in during a three-day period,
it was stated. Five stations to sign
for The Shadow were WWNC, WBAC,
KALB,
KOL was
and taken
WTOC.by Liberty
Short Stories
KSTP,
WSIX and KGU. WGBI has taken
My Prayer Was Answered. New subscribers for Smilin' Ed McConnell include WRAL, KHQ. WDAF, KVOO
and WWNC. Corn Products Refining
Co. will sponsor Life of Mary Sothcrn
on KGU, Honolulu, for Karo.
• Broadcast
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Amusement
WOR

Tops

Tabulation

FINAL

Food

as
KWJB Sale Sought
SIMS BROADCASTING Co., Bartley T. Sims, president, last week
asked the FCC for permission to
assign the license of KWJB, Globe,
Ariz., voluntarily to the Gila Broadcasting Co. for $20,000, with $5,000
down and $15,000 to be paid when
the transfer is granted. KWJB
Operates on 1240 kc. with 250 watts.
| The Gila Broadcasting Co., headed by L. F. Long, theatre owner of
Safford, Ariz., is the owner of
KGLU, Safford. Mr. Long would
have 100 shares, or 50%. Earl
Hunt, vice-president of the Gila
Co., would have 10 shares, or
5%; Spencer Kimball, secretarytreasurer, and Safford insurance
and real estate man, would have
20 shares, or 10%; Jesse Udall,
Safford attorney, 10 shares, or 5%;
urant Greenhalgh, vice-president,
also in the insurance and real
?state business in Safford, 20
shares, or 10%; John Merino, a
iirector of Gila, 40 shares, or 20%.

KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO

ROADCASTING

Sponsors,

of

tabulation of WOR accounts, released by Sales Manager
Eugene S. Thomas, reveals that
advertisers in the entertainment
field topped all others, including
the food industry, usually a perennial leader. Amusement was the
source of three times more new accounts on the New York station
during the first five months of 1943
than during the same period last
year, the report showed [Broadcasting, June 7]. Food accounts
were also up, however, exceeding
those of last year's first five months
by 25%.
Amusement
Food
Drugs
Soap & Cleansers
Publications
Household Supplies _.
Clothes
Beverages
Retail Establishments
Banks & Financial
Public Utilities
Institutional
Tobacco
Hotels & Restaurants
Resorts
Specialties
Cosmetics
Confections
Miscellaneous

as

Accounts
Reveals
New accounts using WOR this
year total 127, as compared to 99
last year, with 20.5% coming from
amusements, and 19% from food,
followed in order by drugs, soaps
and cleansers, publications and
household supplies in a list of some
19 classifications. Slight increases
are noticeable in the number of
new accounts in the clothing, beverage and drug groups, while the
number of new advertisers in the
tobacco, confections and hotel and
restaurant industries has decreased
somewhat. Following is a breakdown of WOR's new accounts according to industey:
19 US
19U2
20.5Total
. 26
% of
% of9.1Total
9
19.0
. 24
18
18.2
.. 10
15
11.0
12.1
12
8.0
9
9.1
4.7
7.1
7
7.1
4.7
6
6
6.1
4.0
6
3
3.0
1.0
1.6
5
2
2.0
2.4
2
1
3
5
5.1
3.0
4.0
2
1.6.8
0
.0
2.4
5
3
3
7
1
6
6.1
3.2
1
7.1
1
1.0
2.0
4
3
3.0
2
1.6
2
.8.0
0
2
2.0
3
2.4
3
3.0
127
100.0
100.0
99

Three

Station

WCBT Transfer
J. WINFIELD CREW Jr., owner
of WCBT, Roanoke Rapids, N. C,
has applied to the FCC for a voluntary transfer of his license to
WCBT Inc., of which S. E. Crew,
is president, and W. Lunsford
Long, vice-president and treasurer,
each to hold 60 shares of stock or
30%. J. Winfield Crew Jr., now in
the Army, would receive $10 and
80 shares of stock. Mr. Long is a
law partner of Mr. Crew, whose relationship with S. E. Crew was not
stated in the application.

Advertising

You're
Seeing

Not

....

WAJl

p\

Double

. . . It's the "two-in-one" Dayton market
for profitable all-time coverage. In war
and peace the Dayton market is highly
profitable always . . . and always covered by
station WHIO. That's because Miami Valley folks are always
busy on farms and in industry . . . and are always faithful to
the station that carries top-notch local shows plus Columbia's
best. Assure sales today and tomorrow — use the station that
represents this profitable "two-in-one" market!

WHIO

THE

Licenses

Extended
Six Months
OUTSTANDING temporary licenses for WDSU, New Orleans
WMIS, Natchez, Miss., and WGRM]
Greenwood, Miss., were extended
last week by the FCC for six
months from April 21, or until Oct.
21, 1943, by an order making final
its proposed findings of April 21.
Proposed findings of the Commission resulted from consolidated
hearings begun in August 1932 on
applications by the three stations
for renewals of their licenses, the
hearings being ordered because of
certain alleged violations of FCC
engineering rules. The Commission
concluded that if during the sixmonth period of the temporary licenses "no violations of the law
or the rules and regulations of the
Commission are disclosed, that licenses on a regular basis should
then be issued to them."
The case would be opened for
introduction of new evidence should
new violations occur and the cases
finally decided on the enlarged record. Application of WDSU to reinstate its construction permit for
increased power and directional
antenna, the equipment being already on hand, is to be granted if
the regular license is granted next
October.

• Broadcast
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5000 WATTS
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G. P. HOLLINGBERY CO., Representatives
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—Are being spent
VIRGINIA NOW THAN EVER BEFORE v
•••AND IN VIRGINIA YOU REACH MORE ^
PEOPLE AT LOW COST ON RICHMONDS
NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED STATION —

JUUU
5000

WATTS

NIGHT-DAY
910 KC
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First on New York's Dial... 570.

Senate

Set for
Hearing
(Continued from page 11)

set, pressure was being exerted
from high places, it is understood,
to block the proceedings. Chairman
Cox, nevertheless, reiterated his intention of calling public hearings
before the month is out.

rAmerica's Leading Independent Station

A Congressional recess in July
would not necessarily mean cessation of the Cox committee inquiry.
The committee is empowered to hold
sessions at all times and at any
place. While committee members
might not be disposed to remain in
Washington during the sweltering
summer, it is entirely possible that
the proceedings, once under way,
will continue for some time. Meanwhile, the committee staff, headed
by Eugene L. Garey, has been examining witnesses from the FCC
and the industry regarding the
Commission's operations and dealing with the stewardship of commissioners themselves and Commission employes, past and present.
Watson-Dodd

£hr Ulinniimham News
T'Hfc mitSIIVtlUM Ai.t.HKftALD

CHNS
The

Key Station of the
Maritimes

Is your first choice for broadcast results in Halifax and the
Maritimes. Ask your local
dealers.
or JOE WEED
350 Madison Ave.
New York

5 0 0 0 WATTS

•

1 3 3 0 KILOCYCLES

ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
The roster of odvertisers using WEVD year
after year reads like "Who's Who" in
National Advertising. List on .;equest.
HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR
WEVD— 117 W. 46th Strt.t, New York, N. Y.
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Status

On another Washington radio
front, the issue of whether the
FCC should dismiss two officials
of the Federal Broadcast Intelligence Service — Drs. Goodwin Watson and William E. Dodd Jr. — because of alleged affiliation with
Communist front organizations,
found Senate and House sticking
to their original position. The House
conferees on the Deficiency Appropriation Bill, containing the rider
to oust these two employes, rejected
the Senate provision to reinstate
them by a voice vote last Tuesday.
The Senate, by a 69-to-0 vote, the
following day instructed its conferees to adhere to the ouster refusal.
No action was taken last week on
the petition of FCC Commissioner
C. J. Durr, seeking to disqualify
Chairman Cox as a member of the
investigating committee on grounds
of "bias." The petition, submitted
to Speaker Rayburn who had referred it to the Judiciary Committee, and followed up last week with
an identical letter to members of
the committee, still appeared
pigeonholed. It was thought the
almost unprecedented move would
die with the Congressional recess.
In New Deal circles, the report
was current that the FCC investigation might be dropped indefinitely
because there was "too much dirt"
on both sides. That got no confirmation, however, except in areas close
to the FCC majority.
In an editorial last Friday, the
New York Times attacked the
Supreme Court opinion emphasizing the Frankfurter passage holding that Congress put upon the
Commission "the burden of determining the composition of that
traffic" in concluding that the act
did not restrict the Commission
merely to "supervision of the
traffic." Inquiring whether this
meant that the Commission has the
power to decide what may and may

Autumn

not be broadcast by stations, the
editorial said the question should
be answered "and answered in the
negative" by Congress itself, in its
capacity as creator both of the
Communications Act and the Communications Commission.
Laws relating to fraud, libel and
obscenity and the disclosure of military information in wartime must
be enforced, the editorial said. The

the Court's
on of
implicati
possible with
decision
respect
to the regulation of the contents of programs
"deserves the attention of the Senate Committee at the forthcoming
hearings," the Times stated.
House Action Urged

The opening gun in the new Congressional uprising against the
FCC and the drive toward new
legislation came last Wednesday
with an address on the floor of the
House by Rep. F. Edward Hebert
(D-La.), attacking the Supreme
Court decision and striking at the
FCC's domination of radio as
"equal to that of any totalitarian
50).
government." (See text on page
Promptly following Rep Hebert's
address, Rep. Pehr G. Holmes (RMass.), who reintroduced the
Sanders bill this season, issued a
statement urging remedial legislation at this session. In no uncertain
terms, the Massachusetts Congressman, amember of the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, charged with radio legislation,
strongly
urged action at this session.
Rep. Hebert cited the FCC as
having unlimited powers under the
Supreme Court decision and held
that the entire right of freedom of
speech is threatened on every station in the country, whether independent or network affiliate. He
called atten+ion to the passage in
the Frankfurter opinion putting
upon the Commission the task of
"determining the composition of
that traffic" over the air, asserting
it gives the Commission program
control.
Calling the opinion one of the
"most dangerous precedents ever
established in this country," Rep.
Hebert, a former newspaper editor,
attacked Chairman Fly's stewardship and likened his methods to
those of the dictators. Chairman
Fly has said, he asserted, that if
stations accept his "protection"
they have nothing to fear.
"Isn't there a very broad hint
that if they don't play his game
may have something to fear?",
theyasked.
he
The industry's fear of
nent Government ownership
or domination is the fear of
ity and not the 'hooey' Mr.
lightly
calls it," said the
anan.

"immicontrol
a realFly so
Louisi-

Mr. Hebert called for Congress
to rewrite the radio act in such
definite terms that it cannot be
seized upon by the party in power,

BROADCASTING

High Politics?
TALK of high politics involving the House Select Committee investigation of the
FCC, drawingvelt-Farley
in the
Roosecontroversy,
got
a set-back the other day. It
develops that Franklin D.
Roosevelt Jr., son of the
President, served his legal
apprenticeship in the New
York office of Eugene L.
Garey, Chief Counsel of the
House inquiry. Young Roosevelt, now a lieutenant in the
Navy, was hired by Mr.
Garey in July, 1940 upon
graduation from the law
school at the U. of Virginia.
The following fall, however,
he left the office and was
called to active duty by the
Navy, serve
in which
he as
heldEnsign.
a recommission
no matter what it may be, for the
chief purpose of "directing its
propaganda and maintaining itself
in office." Congress would be derelict in its duty "if we continued to
let any bureau of the Government
assume the powers of Congress —
in fact, not only the powers of Congress but a supreme dictatorship
in a matter which so closely affects
the lives of every man, woman and
child in the country."
Rep. Holmes asserted he was
thoroughly in accord with his Louisiana colleague's comments and
added "it is about time we took
drastic steps to curb the Commis"It was never the intent of Congress to authorize the Commission
to conduct the radio business."
Declaring he would press for
speedy action on his bill to curb
the powers of the FCC, Mr. Holmes
indicated
the matter would be
sion."
broached to the Interstate Commerce Committee shortly. A subcommittee for communications already has been authorized, but the
membership has not yet been completed.
AP RADIO NEWS WIRE has been
acquired to expand news coverage of
the following stations: WE BR, Buffalo; WIIDH, Boston; KOTN, Pine
Bluff, Ark.

THE
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!
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Small

Stations

Committee

Asks

NAB's Kittens
WHILE the NAB board,
Shows
OWI
Selling, Sponsored
Group
meeting in extraordinary
STRIKING
at discrimination
agencies and departments for dissession in Washington June 4
against radio, the Small Market
crimination against radio, expressed
on the legislative picture, was
Stations Committee of the NAB,
its thanks to Secretary Ickes for
"having kittens" in the board
at a two-day session in Washington
room, the real McCoy hapthe "Buy Coal Now" campaign sent
pened in the basement at
last Thursday and Friday, called
to fuel merchants who were urged
NAB headquarters. A stray
upon OWI to consider plans for to use local stations on paid time.
cat crawled in and had a litpreparation of announcements and
Marshall H. Pengra, KRNR,
ter of four — promptly named
programs available for sale to adRoseburg, Ore., chairman, said staby
the
staff "MBS, CBS, NBC
vertisers. Canvassing the whole
tions in general and small staand BLUE." It happened on
tions in particular have given
roster of problems confronting soa pilereauofof Radio
Lew Avery's
BuAdvertising
called "loser" stations in the more free time and talent, in probrochures.
One
wag
observed
smaller markets, the committee:
portion to their available facilities,
that was anesthesia enough.
(1) Authorized a study of pos- than any other medium in furthersibility of group selling of all small
ance of the campaigns in war
information.
market stations, in which commuFunds Provided to Carry
nities of 50,000 or less population
Attending meeting were James
would be grouped.
R. Curtis, KFRO, Longview, Tex.;
WNYC
for Another Year
Robert T. Mason, WMRN, Marion,
(2) Objected to the use of GovCONTINUED
operation of WNYC
ernment funds for paid advertising
O.; and William B. Smullin, KIEM,
as a municipal station by the City
as proposed in the Bankhead bill, Eureka, Cal. Lewis H. Avery, di- of New York for another year was
but concluded that if the bill passes,
assured May 10 when the City
rector of the department of broadthe 30 million dollars should be
cast advertising of the NAB,
Council included the station's buddistributed among all media in served as secretary.
get of $106,000 in the city appropriation for 1943-44. The Council
Mr. Pengra said the committee
proportion to use by private inhad previously eliminated this item
dustry.
felt it was time for OWI to "cease
from the budget in a general econtheir discrimination against radio
(3) Urged appointment of an
omy move which was vetoed by
advisory committee by Secretary
and for private industry to bear
Mayor La Guardia, but although
Morgenthau to handle allocation
the Council over-rode the veto to
its "fair share of the dissemination
of war bond advertising funds,
restore many of its budget slashes,
of essential information to the pubwith representatives of each of the
the final measure includes the stalic on a paid advertising basis."
tion appropriation. After the
leading media, such as NAB,
He added the committee thought
WGPC
earlier action, numerous indiOWI should make certain that the
ANPA, and Outdoor Advertising
1450 KC
viduals and organizations, includAssn.
CBS
private industries involved in fuing
Joseph
Lang,
General
Manager,
(4) While indicting Government
ture campaigns shall have made
WHOM, Jersey City, and H. V.
Represented by SPOT SALES Inc.
reasonable and widespread use of Kaltenborn protested.
radio on a paid basis before the
Grocers Are
Opposed
Government requests free time.
Committee members, based on
To Grade Labeling Plan
surveys
prior to the meeting, said
OPPOSITION to grade labeling,
the
manpower
situation is more
Government subsidies and rationing
acute
at
small
stations
than at the
of any but basic foods was regislarger ones. Mr. Smullin urged
tered by the Grocery Manufacturers of America in an eight-point
a resolution requesting War Manpower Commission to recognize the
food control program "declaration
vital service of small stations to
of principles" adopted at the closing session of the groups two-day
the war effort, so they shall be peroff-the-record conference, held June
mitted to keep two or three key
9-10 at the Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.
persons to continue operation without interruption. He said many
The GMA urged that all Governsmall stations have had more than
ment authority over food production and distribution be consoli100% turnover of personnel within
dated in the War Food Administhe last year.
trator. Finally, the declaration
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
stated: "The Government should
Fly
last Monday, in commenting
not propose or use any war legison the small station situation, said
lation to make an unsound reform
LNOTHER
of food production and distribution,
he agreed with the view that if a
such as that involved in the renewspaper subsidy plan is apW. 4 LONG CO.
quired grade labeling of food."
proved, radio wants to be in on it,
HO SHOW
but radio in the first instance is
Human. . .Entertaining. . .Intriguing,
against a subsidy. Declaring he
hoped the subsidy plan would be
this special radio feature has been
kept in a secondary position he
said that for the ultimate good of
on WWSW,
Pittsburgh, over six
months for the Braun Baking Co.
the industry, it must be kept free
from Government control and GovHear it also over
ernment influence over programs.
York City.
Standard Brand Serial
STANDARD BRANDS, New York,
which sponsors The O'Neills five
times weekly on NBC 10:15-10:30
a.m., on June 21 substitutes a new
serial by Sandra Michaels, The
Open Door. The program will plugChase & Sanborn coffee with hitchhike announcements for Royal Baking Powder and Stams. Series will
be heard on 124 NBC stations, with
a repeat at 12 noon. Agency is Ted
Bates Inc., New York, which handles Royal products and Stams.
BROADCASTING
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Actions

It's

Always

FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
JUNE 5 TO JUNE

FairWeath

er

There are no dull seasons in Winston-Salem. They make it and spend
it the whole year 'round. Ves and
they're guided in their spending by
WAIR, one of the daxigcst sales producers this side of the equator.

. . .
JUNE 8
Extended six months temp, licenses for
operation of WDSU, New Orleans, WMIS,
Natchez, Miss., KGRM, Greenwood, Miss.
WKBN, Youngstown — Granted license
cover CP as mod., with conditions.
WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich. — Granted mod.
license change time of DA use from 5
p.m.sunrise.
to 9 a.m., CST, instead local sunset
to

WAIR

WFCI, Pawtucket, R. I. — License renewed for regular period.
Blue Network Co. — Authority extended
to transmit programs to CFCF, CBL and
Canadian Broadcasting Co.
KOA, Denver — Denied petition postponement hearing and motion of WJW to
dismiss petition for rehearing on application of WHDH, Boston, for CP, and
WJW, tion Akron,
for mod. of CP, till cessaof hostilities.
W8XO, Cincinnati — Denied petition for
rehearing against Commission action denying Crosley petition to dismiss without
prejudice its application for license renewal for W8XO.

Winston-Salem, North Carolina

WBRY,

Waterbury, Conn.

available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.

inc.

JOHN THARPE, formerly of WJBY,
Gadsden, Ala., has joined KGVO, Missoula, Mont., as relief operator.
CARL A. FRISCHE has been named
Chief Research Director of The
Sperry Gyroscope Co., succeeding
Hugh Willis, who is now general
sales manager of the company. Mr.
Frische has had full charge of research
engineering and now takes charge of
tory. firm's Garden City, L. I. laborathe

JOHN E. DICKERSON, former radio field engineer with the Signal
Corps, has joined the control staff of
WCKY, Cincinnati. He is consulting
radio engineer for Covington, Ky.,
where he lives, and is trained in aviation radar.

HARRY SANDERS, control room
operator of CKY, Winnipeg, has joined
the Canadian Army.
WILLIAM ERICKSON. engineer,
and Jeri Foster, audience mail department secretary, of KFI-KECA,
Los Angeles, were married in Kingman. Ariz., on May 30.
FRANCIS (Jake) HIGGINS, former
general manager of WDAN, Danville,
111., has joined KOY, Phoenix, as chief
engineer. He replaces Bob Thompson,
now with Western Electric Co., New
York.

GEORGE THOMPSON has replaced
"Dick" Edmondson, recently inducted
into the Navy, as engineer at WELI,
New Haven.

ALTOONA,PA.
Complete
NBC

Coverage

affiliate and

BLUE

Network

19 years in the public service
HEADLEY-REED CO.
National Representatives
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Decisions

. . . "Washington Inside
Out" sold the day it
started.
Walter Howard,
Program Director.

of the

HAL CUPPS. engineer of WHKWCLE. Cleveland, is leaving to join
the Fisher Bomber plant. Bert Berg,
from Chicago has joined the engineering staff.
JIM SUMMERS, engineer of KPO,
San Francisco, is the father of a girl.
PAUL HEIKILLA. studio operator
of CKSO, Sudbury, Ont., has been appointed studio engineeer.
LYLE POPE, transmitter engineer of
CKBI. Prince Albert, Sa.sk., married
recently and resigned to take another
position on the Pacific coast.
NEVILLE ROBINSON, formerly
production expediter of Plomb Tool
Co., Los Angeles, has joined Universal
Microphone Co., Inglewood, Cal., in a
similar capacity.

Applications
JUNE . 9. .
WINS, New York— Mod. CP for power
increase, change hours, etc., to extend completion date.
WSLS, Roanoke, Va. — Mod. license
change 1490 kc. to 1230 kc. amended
change from 1239 kc. to 1240 kc.
WCBT, Roanoke Rapids, N. C. — Vol.
assgt. license to WCBT Inc.
WAPO, Chattanooga — Invol. assgt. license to Joda Patterson executrix of estate
of W. A. Patterson, deceased. Vol. assgt.
license to Joda Patterson, Ramon G. Patterson and Louise Patterson Pursley, d-b
as WAPO Broaccasting Service.
WAEA, Chattanooga — Same.
Tentative

Calendar

. . .

KWJB, Globe, Ariz. — Vol. assgt. license
to Gila Broadcasting Co.
KRBA, Lufkin, Tex. — Hearing in Lufkin
on license renewal ; vol. assgt. license, to
Darrell E. Yates (June 14).
KMTR, Los Angeles — License renewal
(June 15).
WCOP, Boston — License renewal (June 16).
Join WSM
Staff
DEAN UPSON has joined WSM,
Nashville, as commercial manager
and C. Lester Barnard has been appointed publicity director. Upson
has been in radio since 1926, both
with NBC and CBS. Barnard was
with the Nashville Tennessean before joining WSM.
WTOP, Washington, last week aired a
new program, Claire de Lune, 15 minutes of poetry and organ music Monday through Saturday nights, 11 :45midnight, and added the 15-minute
transcribed American Express sponsored Ghecque Your Music programs to
the schedule, Tuesday and Thursday
nights at 10 :45.

Wet work rKccovnts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business

PRINCE MATCHABELLI Perfumery Inc..
New York (Stradivari perfume), on June
20 only sponsors Paul Lavalle and Stradivari orchestra on 117 CBS stations, Sun.
2-2:30
N. Y. p.m. Agency: Morse International,
CONTI PRODUCTS Corp., New York
(soap, shampoo) on June 3 discontinued
Treasure Hour of Song on 9 MBS stations.
Thurs., 9:30-10 p.m. and on June
started
Memo For Tomorrow, with Charles13 Hodges,
Alois Havrilla, on 9 MBS stations. Sun..
10:45-11
Agency:
tleman & a.m.
Pierce,
N. Y. Bermingham, Cas-

CHEFBOY-AR-DEE Quality Foods, Milton, pa. (spaghetti), on Tuesday, June 17,
will sponsor a one-time broadcast of ArmyNavy E award. 4-4:30 p.m. on 151 BLUE
stations. Agency: McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Corp., Boston, on June 11, 10 p.m.,
Sammv
Angott-Henry Armstrong sponsors
boxing bout on
211 MBS stations. Agency: Maxon Inc.,
N. Y.
SEABOARD FINANCE Co., Los Angeles
(investments), on June 15
for 52
weeks, Seaboard News, on 4 starts
Don Lee Cal
thru Fri.,(KHJ
7:15-7:30
stations
KFXM Kl'MC
KGB)Agency:
Mon'
(PWT).
Smith & Bull Adv., p.m.
Los Angeles.
ALLIS-CHALMERS Tractor Division, Milwaukee, on July 9 only sponsors Great
Lakes Naval Training Station— New York
Yankees baseball game on 156 BLUE stations, 2:15 p.m. and on July 27 only sponsors Great-Lakes-Brooklyn Dodgers
game
on 156 BLUE stations, 2:15 p.m. Agency
Bert S. Gittins Adv., Milwaukee.

BROADCASTING

IS ABET MAY REFUSE
2-YEAR
NBC PAC1
WITH NBC offer of 5% pay in.|
crease for engineers effective until!
the end of 1943, and an additional!
tilt to 7%% for studio engineers!
and 5% for supervisory groups, foil
the following year still not accepted
by the National Assn. of Broadcast
Engineers & Technicians, wagtf
negotiations which began in latel
May
New York have apparently I
fallen atthrou
gh.

It is expected the NBC proposal!
of a contract running to the end ol
1944 will be turned down. Union
officials are not of a mind to sigr,|
contract for longer than a one-year I
period. NABET had asked for costof-living increases of 10%. The
present contract remains in force
until the end of 1943. New nego-1
tiations may be opened in November.
BLUE Network negotiations for
a similar contract will also be postponed until the regular contract
renewal period, according to J. H.
Brown, Hollywood NABET president and chairman of the union's
committee [Broadcastnegotia
ing,ting
May 31].
Renewal Accounts

BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
talis), on June 30 renews for 52 weeks (ViMr
stations'&
140 NBC Pedlar
on Agency:
Attorneyp.m.
District
Wed., 9:30-10
Ryan, N. Y.
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York (Ipana
Sal Hepatica). on June 30 renews for 52
weeks Time To Smile, to be replaced June
30 for 13 weeks by Date With Judy on
140 NBC stations, Wed., 9-9:30 p.m Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
LEVER
BROS.
Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(bwan soap), on July 9 renews for 13
weeks Tommy
Riggs & Betty Lou, on 125
NBC stations. Fri., 10:30-11 p.m. Agency
Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
LADY ESTHER Co.. Chicago (cosmetics)
on July 12 renews for 13 weeks, Screen
Gudd Players on 117 CBS stations. Mon.
10-10:30 p.m. Agency: Pedlar & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Maxwell House coffee), on July 8 renews
for 52 weeks Maxwell House Coffee Time
on 130 NBC stations, Thurs., 8-8:30 p.m.
(summer hiatus, June 24-Aug. 26), and
on July 1 renews The Aldrich Family
(Postum) on 130 NBC stations. Thurs.,
8:30-9 p.m. (summer hiatus, July 8-July
29). Agencies: Maxwell House Benton &
Bowles ; Postum, Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
l'HARMACO Inc.. Newark, N. J. (FeenA-Mint), on June 25 renews for 52 weeks
Double or Nothing on 211 MBS stations,
Fri., 9:30-10 p.m. Agency: Wm. Esty &
Co., New York.
PACIFIC COAST BORAX Co., New York
(20-MuIe Team Boraxo, Borax Flakes Boraxo), on July 1 renews Death Valley Days
on 60 CBS stations, Thurs., 8:30-8:55 p.m.
(rep., 11:30-11:55
Erickson.
N. Y. p.m.). Agency: McCannPROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati
(Oxydol), on June 28 renews for 52 weeks
Ma Perkins on 130 NBC stations, Mon.
thru Fri.. 3:15-3:30 p.m. Agency: BlackettSample-Hummert, Chicago.
LEVER BROS., Cambridge, Mass. (Rinso),
on July 7 renews for 13 weeks, Mayor of
the Town on 119 CBS stations. Wed.,
9-9:30 p.m., with West Coast rpt. Wed..
9:30-10 p.m. (PWT). Agency: Ruthiauff
& Ryan Inc., New York.
Network Changes
COLGATE-l'ALMOLIVE-PEET Co.. Jersey City (Colgate toothpowler) , on July
20
adds 40
CHS stations
Itancho
Canova,
making toa Judy
totalCanova's
of 116.
CBS stations, Tues., 8:30-8:55 p.m. Agency: Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
MILKS LABS., Elkhart, Ind. ( Alka-Seltzer
and vitamins), on June 20 acds 35 BLUE
stations to Quiz Kids, making a total of
109 BLUE stations, Sun., 7 :30-8 p.m.
Agency: Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine. Wise,
(floor wax), on July 6. instead of June 29
replaces Fibber McGee & Molly with John
Nesbitt's Passing Parade on 140 NBC stations, Tues.,& 9:30-10
Agency: Nee.lhnm, Louis
Brorby, p.m.
Chicago.
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CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.
Situations Wanted

Help Wanted
nnouncer — 5 kw. basic network station,
major mid-western market, needs staff
announcer who wishes to specialize in
sports. Prefer man now employed small
station seeking advancement. Excellent
opportunity, good salary and pleasant
surroundings offered high grade, reliable
man. Box 722, BROADCASTING.
ngineer — For 5 kw. station. $42.50 for 40
hours. Permanent. Send draft status, experience, picture with first letter. Box
723, BROADCASTING.
.nnouncer — Good voice and able to use
typewriter. Must be of good character
and willing to develop into all around
man. 4F in draft. Previous experience
unnecessary but desired. Progressive 250watt Arkansas MBS station. Good, steady
(not inflation) pay assured. Send voice
transcription and details pertaining to
background. Box 725, BROADCASTING.
ransmitter Operator Wanted — Single 4-F
1st or 2nd class licensee who wants good
pay while he gains experience. WOLF,
Syracuse, New York.
'echnician — Permanent position for man
with a family. Network station. Write
in for full details. Give your qualifications. Address Technical Manager, Radio
Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.

d Announcer-Program Director —
ixperience
For 10,000-watt Southern station. Give
full particulars. Box 728, BROADCASTING.
—
,)raft Exempt Remote Studio Managerand
City of 80,000, middle west. Sales
. Manannouncing. Salary and commission
ager, KVAK, Atchison, Kansas.
Experienced Salesman — For network affUiate. Not in a defense area, not a fill-in
Reply
job. Opportunity for right man.
to J. M. Smedley, Commercial Manager,
WCMI, Ashland, Kentucky, or Huntingj ton, W. Va.
licensed First Class Operator— Minimum
two years' diversified experience. Union.
pay scale and good working conditions
, State full details first letter. WHBF,
| Rock Island, Illinois.
Announcer — No experience necessary. Give
t personal details, draft status, age, etc.
Apply Box 737, BROADCASTING.
Station Manager — By regional network affiliate in southwest to replace present
manager subject to draft. Write Eox
' 736, BROADCASTING, giving experience, earnings, references, draft status,
salary desired. Our organization knows
about this advertisement.
EXPERIENCED CONTROL ENGINEER—
1 Permanent position for man with family. Must have ability to handle two networks,
recording
and full
net details.
cance band
remotes. Write
in for
CHIEF
ENGINEER WAGE, SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
] third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
1 kw.
network station. Box 735, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
k.w. regional network station for draft
deferred experienced man. Box 734,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted at Once — First class engineer.
Draft exempt. Tell all first communication, including minimum salary, WMSL,
Decatur, Alabama.
Announcer — Good solid staff man with
musical and news background. Modern
well equipped studios, Mutual affiliate.
Progressive, friendly community. Give
complete experience, draft classifications,
marital status, salary desired. Write
WCLO, Janesville, Wisconsin.
BROADCASTING

EXECUTIVE — Managerial. 35. draft deferred. Twelve years' experience radio,
advertising agency. Promoted present
station — 1 kw., highly competitive market— from $30,000 cefieit to $2,500 gross
weekly billing in two years. Thoroughly
experienced administration, personnel,
sales, programming. Consit er only progressive organization. Reply full details.
Box 733, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — 16 years' experience, desires
change. Now employed at $3,800 per year.
35 years old, married, draft exempt. Box
732, BROADCASTING.
First Cta^s Ooerator — California, Washington only. Write J. D. Clowes, 125 So.
Oakhurst Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.
Commercial Manager or General Manager —
Live wire. Have tripled business present
. location since February 1. Good organizer. Can obtain personnel if needed.
Nine successful years as Salesman-Commercial Manager-General Manager. Wide
reputation in Industry. Good Agency connections. Married. Age 40. Draft exempt.
Prefer commission arrangement instead
of salary. Best of references. Give full
details
ING. in reply. Box 731, BROADCASTTwo Announcers — Program Director 8
years Announcer : . . Both deferred . . .
Network Experience Experts . . . News
. . . Commercials Acting . . . May hire
singly. Box 727, BROADCASTING.

CBC Summer Season
MORE CANADIAN network and
transcription shows are staying on
the air this summer. Shows taking
a holiday include the CBC commercial network shows: Alan
Young's Variety Program for
Tuckett's Tobacco, John & Judy
for Lamont Corliss, Fighting Navy
for British American Oil Co., Penny's Diary, Share the Wealth, and
The Happy Gang for ColgatePalmolive-Peet, and a number of
transcription shows. American network programs cancelled for the
summer in Canada include Charlie
McCarthy for Standard Brands,
Lux Radio Theatre for Lever Bros.,
Jack Benny and The Aldrich Family for General Foods, Fibber McGee & Molly for S. C. Johnson of
Canada.

Station or Sales Manager — Good background and training, capable executive,
sound knowledge of radio. 4-F, age 33.
Seeks permanent position with future.
Box 719, BROADCASTING.
PROGRAM DIRECTOR-NEWSCASTER—
Fine Background — Announcing, Production, Programming, Dramatics. Now employed. Married, 29, 4F. Box 718,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman-Announcer — Experienced news
service man. Prefer network affiliated
station. Draft exempt. Box 717, BROADCASTING.
Young Man — 4F, College graduate in Business Administration. Announcing experience. Desires association with progressive
station or advertising agency in Midwest. Box 726, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER-PRODUCER — Only Western Stations answer. Writing ability and
dramatic background. Army status 4-H.
Handle news and do good commercials.
Box 738, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy

RS
ANGE
RSelling
new

Beer
LOOKING
PROVEN

FOR

A

on

COMMERCIAL

MANAGER

WAKR

?

I think I'm your man. 13 years
in radio. 10 years as commercial
manager. Know network station
operation. Thoroughly familiar
with programming, policy, etc.
Can do a real job for a network
station in good market. Enjoy
personal and pleasant relations
with many top agencies and time
buyers. Minimum salary $6,000.
Prefer salary plus percentage of
profits. Let's talk it over.
Address Box 715,
BROADCASTING

Chief Engineer — Of midwest local desires
change. Year's experience several stations. 2B in draft. Box 724, BROADCASTING.
TOP-NOTCH AD-LIB ANNOUNCER—
Now employed major market station. Adlib comparable with best. Permanently
draft exempt. Box 720, BROADCASTING.
CONTINUITY MAN— Top-flight writer,
employed major market station. Agencycalibre copy. Commercial copy and excellent production script. Prefer East.
Box 721. BROADCASTING.

EXAS

TheT

...also-selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George E. Halley
«
TEXAS (RANGERS LIBRARY J
HOTEL PICKW
SKWICKC
« KANSAS CITY, MO. -M

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

& Baile
An y
Organization
of y
Jansk
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
D.
C.
Washington,

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
321 E. Gregory
Crossroads of
Blvd.,
Kansas
/~77*\
the World Cal.
City, Mo.
I X 1 Hollywood,

Qualified Party — Will purchase station in
right market. Box 730, BROADCASTING.
Will Pay Cash — For local, regional station. Replies strictly confidential. Box
716, BROADCASTING.
BROADCAST
STATION EQUIPMENT—
Wanted at once. One 250-watt transmitter complete with any or all other station and studio equipment. Also one 175
to 200-foot self-supporting vertical radiator. Please give best price and describe
fully. Box 729, BROADCASTING.
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Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

RING

& CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON,
D. C.
Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347

June
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War

All

Council

Plans

Advertisers

Federal
$100,000

Copy

to Be

or More;

Provided
Local

PLANS for an intensive drive to
enlist every advertiser, both
national and local, in the nation's
wartime information campaign to
tell the public what it must do to
help win the war, and how and why
these things must be done, were
discussed by Chester La Roche,
chairman of the War Advertising
Council, at a conference with the
advertising press held at the Council's headquarters in New York last
Tuesday.
Stating that the advertising
agencies have given their wholehearted cooperation in the preparation of copy and presentation of the
various Government campaigns by
print and radio, Mr. La Roche said
that the Council's job at the moment is to secure comparable cooperation from the country's advertisers.
Radio's Good Work
One part of this task, he explained, isto get large advertisers
to devote entire advertising schedules to Government campaigns ; the
other is to get every advertiser to
devote a portion of every advertisement to a Government war message.
Letters will be sent to all advertisers with annual advertising appropriations of $100,000 or more,
he said, together with campaign
folders on womanpower, absenteeism, inflation, homes for war workers and other war projects. In
addition to these folders, containing
copy, art and layouts, which may
be used as they are or adapted to
individual requirements, Mr. La
Roche said, the WAC will also send
the advertisers books of brief messages for insertion into their regular product advertisements.
Expressing great satisfaction
with the performance of radio and
its allocation plans for the placing
of Government copy in both commercial and sustaining programs
on both local stations and nationwide networks, he said there is
need of a similar allocation plan
for newspapers and magazines.
Outdoor advertising is currently
operating under its own allocation
plan, he added.
Local Campaigns
Mr. La Roche stressed the importance of the local advertiser as
a disseminator of wartime information for two reasons: First, because he can tell the story in terms
of local conditions and so get across
a more specific story than the
national advertiser can do; next,
because of the volume of local advertising, $700,000,000 of the annual $1,700,000,000 spent for advertising being placed at the local
level.
Final details of the WAC camPage
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Drive

to

Enlist

Campaign
for

Those

Buying

Still in Works

paign for mobilizing local advertising for the war effort [Broadcasting, June 7] have not yet been
completed, but Mr. La Roche described how in Houston the newspapers, radio stations and other
media each assigned salesmen to
solicit war advertising exclusively,
with notable success. Here and in
other cities it has been found that
drives for such advertising can secure an appreciable amount of
business from firms which have
never advertised before, he said.
It was also announced that the
National Publishers Assn., comprising 440 magazines with a combined circulation of 88,600,000, will
follow their previous campaign
dramatizing the meaning of total
war with a new drive emphasizing
the need for holding down the cost
of living, to begin in mid-summer.
Nine advertising agencies prepared
78 advertisements which were reviewed by the Council copy committee and 14 were selected by the
publishers, who will each contribute
a page a month to the campaign.
Phillies on Air
BASEBALL fans in Philadelphia
may now hear ten minutes of news
every morning, except Sunday,
about the Phillies, with the commencement on June 14 of the Phillies' own sports program on KYW
from 7 to 7:10 a.m. The program
is handled by Le Roy Miller and
directed by Bill Phillips, Phillies
public relations director. Seberhagen Inc. is the agency, with
Howard Seberhagen in charge of
the account.

Cockeyed Quiz
"GIVE names, addresses,
place of birth, color, race and
creed of five citizens other
than relatives who were presat your
birth." Thisis
choiceent bit
of information
requested tionnaire
in sentaoutteaser
quesby WCHS,
Charleston, W. Va., as a
promotional piece. Aimed as
a takeoff on government
questionnaires, the WCHS
form is an ideal one because
you don't
have to suggest
fill it out.
The
instructions
mailing it to the garbage department.
Hooper's First 15
BOB HOPE, Fibber McGee &
Molly, Charlie McCarthy and The
Aldrich Family are in the top four
positions, respectively, in the May
30 Hooper "National" Program
Ratings Report. The remaining
"First 15" programs in order are
Walter Winchell, Radio Theatre,
Jack Benny, Mr. District Attorney,
Frank Morgan-Fanny Brice, Rudy
Vallee, Screen Guild Players, Kay
Kyser, Take It or Leave It, Bing
Crosby, and Fred Allen. Of the
programs broadcast after 10:30
p.m. and not measured in the Eastern Time Zone, Red Skelton continues to hold first place.
Quiz
SIGNALSignal
OIL Co.,
Los Show
Angeles, out
of radio eight months, on June 13
started a weekly half hour proof and
the
Week, ongram,10Signal's
CBS Question
Pacific Coast
Arizona stations, Sunday, 4:30-5
p.m. (PWT). Contract is for 52
weeks. With Otto Kruger, actor, as
moderator, program features commentators John B. Hughes, Dr.
Wallace Sterling and Harry W.
Flannery, with questions submitted
by listeners. Leigh Crosby has been
assigned producer for Barton A.
Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles agency.

CHURCH
TO DIRECT
GOP RADIO
WORK
APPOINTMENT of Wells (Ted)
Church as director of radio activi
ties of the Republican National
Committee, returning to the post
he held during the 1940 campaign,
was announced last week by James
P. Selvage, assistant to the chairman in charge of publicity.
Mr. Selvage announced promo
tion of Robert L. Pritchard, formei
newspaper and radio man, to be his
genera;! assistant, in charge oJ
press publicity. Mr. Pritchard has
spent some 20 years in the news
paper, publicity and radio fields ir
Washington. He was Washingtor
press relations representative oi
RCA for six years, until he joined
the committee last year. At one
time he was manager of WJSV
before its ownership by CBS.
Mr. Church left the office of the
Coordinator of Inter-American Af
fairs to accept the committee assignment. A former Washington
newspaper and radio man, he was
for several years with CBS in
Washington, handling publicity and
special events.

Producers Shifted
IN REALIGNMENT of production
duties, Foote,
Cone
& Belding
shifts Arnold Maguire, Hollywood!
producer on the NBC College on
Musical
Knowledge,
to Johnny]
Mercer's Music Shop, summer re-l
placement show sponsored by Pep- 1
sodent Co., on that network. When J
the Bob Hope Show resumes ini
September, Maguire takes over production, succeeding: Norman Morrell, agency
producer awaiting
Army induction. Maguire's duties
on the College of Musical Knowl-l
edge will be assumed by Paul Phil- 1
lips, New York agency producer.
Assisting him will be Albert Capstaff, currently an NBC producer,,
next joins
10 days.
who
the agency within the,[
'Caravan'

Subs

FULL LIST of substitute variety
program lined up for the Camet
Caravan program, until it goes off!
CBS July 2 for the summer, was
released last week by Wm. Esty &
Co., New York, agency for R. J,
Reynolds Tobacco Co., WinstonSalem, N. C. Bob Hope dedicating
his program to the Army, and Jack
Benny saluting the Navy were the
replacement shows June 4 and June
11, Friday, 10-10:45 p.m., while
the future ones will be Rudy Vallee
devoting his variety program with
guest stars to the Coast Guard
June 18; Bing Crosby and guests
to the Merchant Marines, June 25,
and Fred
saluting the Marines, July Allen
2.

W8XO

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"He Can't Straighten Up— He Spent All Day Sunday
Weeding His
Victory Garden!"
BROADCASTING

Plea Denied

A PETITION for rehearing di-i
rected against the action of the
Commission on May 4, denying the
petition of the Crosley Corp. to
dismiss without prejudice its ap- ■
plication for renewal of the license
of W8XO,
developmental highpower subsidiary of WLW, Cincinnati, was denied by the FCC last
Tuesday. W8XO had been using j
500,000 watts power from midnight
to morning. It is presumed thai
denial paves the way for a court
review of the Commission's action.
• Broadcast
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It's a happy kitchen, for the hearts of housewives —
both in fashionable Kansas Citv homes

and in friendly, well-

kept farmhouses — belong to KMBC's
That this participation program

is another

sound reasoning that programs

Nancy Goode.

KMBC

success reflecta the

in the "Heart of America*'

must take into account both sides of the story — that 51% of the population
resides in cities, 49%

on farms.

Today, with copy themes

food shortages and marketing

of

restrictions as added

reasons for increased tune-in, the plus buy in any
market

is a good homemaker

participating program

— and one of the best, recognized as such for years,
is the Happy

Kitchen

over KMBC.

KMBC
OF
Meet Kitty — Kitty from Kansas
City! She speaks for the feminine
thousands of that 51% urban

KANSAS

FREE

& PETERS,

CITY
INC.

/jMeet
her on Aunt
thousands
of prosperous
Polly—
you'll find
/ farms that depend upon KMBC
_[ for the only complete rural proZ/\ gramming service in this area.

population in the "Heart of America"—all "sweethearts" of KMBC.

SINCE

1928-THE

BASIC

CBS

STATION

FOR

MISSOURI

AND

KANSAS

KINDA

REMINDS

RADIO

COVERAGE!"

A

ME

OF

STATION'S coverage is only a skeleton
... a naked framework for an audience

body.

Its greater coverage, together with its greater
audience, gives WKY

advertising mass weight,

and vitality unmatched by any other Oklahoma

Without an audience . . . without listeners . . .
a station is as lifeless, as useless to advertisers,
as a bag of bones. Nor can a mouse-size audience

City station. That's why WKY does things for
advertisers so effectively, so economically, so
profitably.

cover a dinosaurian frame.

WKY's

coverage frame is huge; considerably
greater than that of any other Oklahoma City
station. But enveloping this frame is a sleek,

WKY

fat, vigorous body of listeners. In Oklahoma
City, for instance, 46.3% of the morning audience, 55.1% of the afternoon audience, and
59.2% of the evening audience belongs to WKY
(Winter-Spring Hooperatings) .

OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoma.! and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

IN

NE

21, 1943

PRICE

15 CENTS

ROAD

agazine

of

Radio

EXCLUSIVE!

on

i
at

N

*

W
ni

•i
of the WLS-Prairie

If S PART
"Food
WLS

for Humanity"

has broadcast

Farmer

campaign,

daily, exclusive

terviews with 19 United

Nations

years. These

repre-

transcribed
York

by

program
managing

interviews

opening

were

simultaneously

of the United
ference in Hot

in-

sentatives on their countries' food production and requirements now and in
post-war

Breaking

were

Springs,

of immense

so

important

them

available

their

broadcast

that

on

and

New

Harry

Templeton,

WLS

war

is another

example

Strohm,

enterprise

which

John

editor of Prairie

these interviews

OWI

WLS.

make

Here

after
again

of the initiative and

has made

ing influence in Midwest

Farmer.

will

to all radio stations

Washington

and

food con-

as well as food producer

in

director,

the

timely interest, import-

ant to consumer
—

Nations

with

WLS

a lead-

America.

890 KILOCYCLES
50,000
WATTS
BLUE NETWORK
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
Up mm... , D. Butler
President
GlennManager
Snyder

■IPtlSENTED IY
John Biaii & Company
CHICAGO
AFFILIATED WITH

KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA

NETWORK

— KOY

PHOENIX

*

KTUC

TUCSON

*

KSUN

BISBEE-LOWELL

F R

1

SAT

■.I.

f.-i

Blanketed Only by Oklahoma's

The Magic Empire, Oklahoma's Richest Market, is truly
a war market. Industry is booming with magic empire industrial power consumption up
63.8% and industrial gas use
up 34.6%.

Most

Powerful

Station

50,000 Watts — Day and Night
1170 Kilocycles
Edward Petry & Co., National Representatives

'
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GRAND
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V
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. 263,820

BROADCASTS.

^

TS

Oil

OPBY

RESULTS

t

G. M. Philpott, Adv. Mgr., Purina Mills and Charles H. Brown, Gardner Advertising Co. jfe
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flow

and

new

weapons,

inventions

of an Allied

hidden -because, for the duration of the war, this ma
nificent building of 150 separate laboratories must 1
closed to all but the scientists and research technicia
who are working on radio-electronic instruments impc
tant to our military effort.

for radio-

vital to

victory!

Today, over RCA Laboratories, flies a new distinguished
battleflag-the coveted Army-Navy "E" Award.
One of the few laboratories in America to receive this

award, RCA

is at once proud of this distinction, and
humbly aware of the responsibilities that it imposes. For
much of the progress of the entire radio-electronic industry stems from the work done in these Laboratories.

Perhaps with this thought in mind-at the dedication
of RCA Laboratories-the Chief Signal Officer of
the U. S.
Army called them "The Hidden Battlefront of Research."

OTHER

SERVICES

OF RCA WHICH

HAVE

EARNED

The Army-Navy "E" flag, with two stars, flies
over the
RCA Victor Division plant at Camden, New
Jersey.

battlefront— because in the waging of modern warfai
radio is of first importance. It follows the flag and the fle
-locates the enemy-flashes urgent orders-safeguards
tl
convoy- guides the bombers - directs the artillery- mi
neuvers the tank. Radio is in the fight on every front coj
tributing vitally to the Allied drive to crush the Axis.
And when the day of Victory comes, RCA Laboratori.
will be devoted to the happier task of making our
peao

time world safer, more enjoyable and more productive
through new and
electronic research. finer products of radio, television aij

OUR

COUNTRY'S

HIGHEST

WARTIME

AWARDS

The Army-Navy "E" flag, with one star, has been
sented to the RCA Victor Division at Harrison, N.pn

The Army-Navy "E" flag, with one star; also the U. S. Maritime Commis
sion "M" Pennant and
Victory Fleet flag, have both been awarded to Radiomarine Corpora
tion of America, New York.

A
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Corporation

of America

RCA

WORLD
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w

es

Laboratori

FOR

RADIO-ELECTRONIC

RESEARCH

SONOVOX PIONEERS
Allied Mills, Inc. (Wayne Feeds)
Louis E. Wade, Inc.
American Chicle Co. (Black Jack Gum)
Badger and Browning & Hersey, Inc
American Industries Salvage Committee
( Steel Scrap Drive)
McCann Erickson, Inc.
Bismarck
Corp. Motel
Smith, Benson & McClure, Inc.
Buick Motors Division, General Motors
Arthur Kudner, Inc.
Chicago,
St. Paul &•
PacificMilwaukee,
R. R.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc
Chick Bed Company (Chick Bed Litter)
The W. D Lyon Co.
Colgate-Palmolive Peet Company
(Vel,
Ward Palmolive)
Wheelock Co.
Delaware, Lackawanna cV Western
Coal Co.
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Walt Disney Productions
Emerson Drug Company (Bromo-Seltzer)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
Christian Feigenspan Brewing Company
(Feigenspan and Dobler P.O.N.
Beers and Ales)
DOES

SOnOUOX

INCREASE

There's no question about it. Sonovox

COSTS?

does increase radio costs — though

usually by a very small percentage.
But the real question is — does it increase the effectiveness of radio? Do
Sonovox

commercials

catch the listener's ear even

ventional "plugs"? Are words more
sweeter, or more distinctive, or more
than any human
You

know

Sonovox

memorable

a little easier than con-

if spoken in voices that are

compelling, or merely more

interruptive

voice can be?

the answer.

It's YES.

is a new and basic art — a new

means

memory- evoking sounds. Ten years from now

of associating words

with

you will be using Sonovox, in

the proper place, as a matter of course. But in the meantime, the pioneers at
the right are cashing the extra dividends that always accrue to the foresighted.
Why

don't you join them?

Feltman-Curme Shoes
Russell C. Comer Advertising Co.
Forum Cafeterias of America
R.J. Potts-Calkins & Holden,Inc.
Griesedieck -Western Brewery Co.
(Stag Beer)
Maxon, Inc.
Grocery Store Products Sales Co., Inc.
(Fould's Macaroni Products)
Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc.
Chr. Hansen Laboratory, Inc.
(Junket Quick Fudge Mix)
Mitchel Faust Advertising Company
Andrew Jergens Co.
(Woodbury's Products)
Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.
Lever Brothers Co. (Lifebuoy Soap)
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.
National Broadcasting Company
Naval Aviation Selection Board
NavyBattalions)
Seabees (U.S. Navy, Construction
Office of Civilian Defense (Region Six)
Pabst Sales Company (Pabsl Beer)
W arwick & Legler, Inc.
Pan American Coffee Bureau
Buchanan & Co., Inc.
Purity Bakeries Service Corp.
(Taystee Bread, Grennan Cakes)
Radio Station KOMA, Oklahoma City
broadcasts)
Alvino
Rey and his Orchestra (in all
Shell Oil Company, Inc.

WRIGHT-SONOVOX,
"Talking
CHICAGO
FREE

&

....

PETERS,

and

NEW

Singing

YORK

INC., Exclusive

INC

Sound"

....

HOLLYWOOD

National

J. Walter Thompson Co.
U. S. Treasury Dept.
Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
("Larceny With Music")
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.
(Thank Your Lucky Stars)
Velie-Ryan,
Inc. (Nesbitt's California
Orange Drink)

Representatives

CHICAGO: 180N. Michigan NEW YORK: 247 Park Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO: 111 Sutter HOLLYWOOD: ; 5/2 N, Cordon ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4131
Sutter 4353
Gladstone 3949
Main 5667
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Petrillo
Steelman
J. W.

Eludes

Names

Fitzpatrick

Conciliator
STRONG

SUSPICION

that

James C. Petrillo, AFM czar,
is in hiding, seeking to avoid
Government mediation of his
10-month-old recording strike,
was voiced last week following
several futile attempts to arrange a meeting with the
AFM head by the Dept. of
Labor Conciliation Service, to
whom the whole matter finally had been referred in desperation by seven leading
transcription companies.
While formal comment was
lacking, it was thought the
AFM president was following
in the footsteps of John L.
Lewis, United Mine Workers'
president, in ducking efforts of J.
W. Fitzpatrick, Government conciliator and expert in theatrical
matters, named by John R. Steelman, director of the U. S. Conciliation Service, to mediate the strike.
If Petrillo persists in these tactics,
it is likely the whole matter promptly will be referred to the War
Labor Board.
'In a Few Weeks'
Convinced of the futility of attempting through further negotiations to settle the recording strike,
the transcription companies petitioned Dr. Steelman last week for
Government conciliation. Should
the mediation fail, the case would
go to the War Labor Board.
Promptly upon being named by
Dr. Steelman, Mr. Fitzpatrick first
conferred with the transcription
companies and then sought to contact Mr. Petrillo by wire in Chicago, asking for a meeting in Chicago or New York. The AFM head,
however, is reported to have wired
that his international board had
dispersed and that he (Petrillo)
would see the Government official
"in a few weeks". Further efforts
to arrange a definite meeting evidently proved futile, with the AFM
head taking the position that his
BROADCASTING

Labor

board would have to participate in
such discussions.
Mr. Fitzpatrick would make no
comment, aside from saying that
no meeting date yet had been set
and that he would call the parties
together as soon as the union head
is "available." Mr. Fitzpatrick, a
veteran actor, has mediated a number of theatrical industry controversies. He was one of the founders
of the "White Rats," theatrical organization, and of the Actors
Equity Assn.
Appeal to the Government to resolve the impasse which has for
months frozen the supply of musical transcriptions to radio stations
was no hasty move on the part of
the transcription producers. After
the union ban went into effect on
Aug. 1 of last year, the industry
made no move until an anti-trust
suit for an injunction filed against
the union by the Dept. of Justice
had been dismissed by the Federal
Court in Chicago because a labor
dispute was involved. When, in
February of this year, the AFM
complied with the request of a
special Senate Committee appointed to investigate the ban, and submitted its demands to all recorders,
the transcribers immediately joined

Dept.

on

with the makers of phonograph
records in beginning negotiations.
Even after the phonograph record companies gave up their negotiations as futile, the transcribers persisted in an attempt to work
out with the union a mutually satisfactory plan of settlement. After
the breakdown of these negotiations
in mid-May, when the AFM demanded as a condition of the employment of its members that the
transcription companies refuse to
serve any station listed as unfair
by the union, these companies conferred for another month before
referring the strike to the Government.
This move was announced last
Wednesday by A. Walter Socolow,
New York attorney, speaking on
behalf of the following companies:
Associated Music Publishers, Empire Broadcasting Corp., LangWorth Feature Programs, C. P.
MacGregor, Radio Recording Division of NBC, Standard Radio and
World Broadcasting System.
Immediately after the announcement, Neville Miller, president,
NAB, issued a statement denouncing Mr. Petrillo's demands and welcoming the action of the transcribers in referring these demands to

Disc

Ban

the Government. "In seeking to
require the manufacturer of a long
established and necessary invention
to forbid its use by anyone who
does not employ an artificial allotment of union members," Mr. Miller declared, "Mr. Pertillo is attempting to establish a principle
which conflicts with all progress
and invention. ... It is worth pointing out, nevertheless, that electrical transcriptions, which are used
exclusively by broadcasting stations, do not interfere with the employment of musicians by broadcasters.
Radio Earnings
"Musicians earn from radio approximately $20,000,000 a year,
more than any other class of employees, and broadcasters pay to
musicians an average wage of
$67.90 a week for an average workweek of approximately 20 hours.
Moreover, there is virtually no unemployment in Mr. Petrillo's union
and Mr. Petrillo, himself, has admitted that there is such a shortage
of musicians that his union cannot
fill even the normal needs of broadcasting stations.
"The broadcasting industry, so
vitally necessary to wartime communications and morale, has not,

Objecting
Pulls

to

Music

Repeat,
Off

THERE was no music on the Bob
Burns broadcast on NBC last
Thursday because of objections of
James C. Petrillo, AFM president,
to the method used in handling a
delayed broadcast of the program
on WMAQ, Chicago. Program,
sponsored by Lever Bros, for Lifebuoy Soap, is broadcast at 7:30-8
p.m. EWT, with a rebroadcast at
9:30-10 EWT. In Chicago it is recorded off the network wire and
broadcast locally at 10:30-11 CWT.
At noon on Thursday the Hollywood local of AFM received a wire
signed by Mr. Petrillo ordering
musicians off the program because
of "violations" in the method of
handling the Chicago delayed
broadcast. Sidney N. Strotz, NBC
vice-president on the Coast, immediately called the Chicago union for an explanation, since this
delayed repeat is handled just like

• Broadcast

Advertising

Petrillo

Burns

Show

all others, as far as NBC could determine. Chicago AFM officials
gave no explanation for the action,
referring the inquiries to Mr. Petrillo whom they professed to be
unable to locate.
The Hollywood union said the
action was an enforcement of the
AFM ruling on transcribed rebroadcasts ordered two months
ago, prohibiting them sooner than
24 hours and later than three days
after the original live program.
NBC and Ruthrauff & Ryan are
following up this week. No attempt
was made to rib Petrillo, with
Burns simply using the "circumstances
beyondbridges
our control"
excuse.
Musical
and time
lapses were indicated by sounding
gong and wisecracks. Although not
affected by the ban, the agency also
eliminated music from the West
Coast live repeat.

due to Mr. Petrillo's action, been
able to obtain freshly recorded
music since last August. Mr. Petrillo has, therefore, deprived radio listeners of the legitimate benefits of a well established invention
at a time when musical entertainment is most needed both by our
armed forces and our civilian population, and he is trying to compel
broadcasters to hire men they do
not need at a time when serious
manpower shortages exist in war
Mr. Socolow's announcement folindustry."
lows in full text:
"Dr. John R. Steelman, Director
of the United States Conciliation
Service of the Department of Labor, has been requested to mediate
the American Federation of Musicians' strike against music transcription companies. (These companies produce electrical transcriptions which are recordings made
specially for broadcasting and are
completely different from ordinary
(Continued on page 48)
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Rules

in

Effect;

Garey Questions Fly in
Closed Session of
Cox

Probe

THE

FCC's network monopoly regulations became effective at midnight last Tuesday without a ripple
of reaction on the Washington regulatory front and with little or no
discernible change in network-affiliate relationships, but with a rising
tide of concern in the public press
over the broad new authority of
the FCC stemming from the Supreme Court opinion in the network cases.
Postponement of hearings on the
White-Wheeler bill, designed to
limit FCC's authority and to thwart
any implied control of freedom of
the radio or press in the Frankfurter opinion, brought from the
press a demand that Congress
clearly express itself through new
legislation.
Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.) of
the Senate Commerce Committee,
announced June 10 that hearings
would be held in September after
the expected Congressional recess,
with a view toward legislation.

Press

Asks

to roost and this is one instance
where it has."
Mr. Fly said he thought the CBS
brochure showed "the reasonableness and workability of the regulations" and that he thought CBS
"very effectively is eating a lot
of words it fed out to the press
and on its own stations and ConWHEN

WE

Law

New

Revised chart showing network time blocks by time
zones is found on page 50.
gressional representatives in the
last few years. Nothing is to be
gained
by the ofscare
A number
copiescampaign."
of the CBS
brochure, it is reported, were dis-

HAVE

GOVERNMENT

tributed through the Commission
to members of Congress in an effort
to prove the point that the rules
did not undermine network broadcasting. Senator Wheeler, it is
reported, was one of the first recipients of a copy. He received it from
Chairman Fly.
Mr. Fly said he did not think
that any further rules or modifications will be necessary regard(Continued on page 5U)

OWNERSHIP

OF

RADIO

Garey Questions Fly
Meanwhile the House Select
Committee to investigate the FCC
approached the end of its preliminary work, preparatory to opening of public hearings.
Last Tuesday, in a closed session,
testimony was taken from FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly by
Eugene L. Garey, chief counsel of
the Committee, regarding certain
files of the FCC dealing with operations of broadcast stations in the
territories. The testimony marked
Mr. Fly's first appearance before
the Committee in a closed session.
Other Commissioners who have
testified were Case, Craven and
Payne. The Committee plans to call
all seven members of the Commission before hearings are opened,
probably by the end of the month.
Messrs. Craven and Payne made
several additional appearances last
week.
Consistent with his past expressions regarding the network rules,
Chairman Fly said last Monday at
his news conference that he thought
the rules would operate "right
smoothly," and that he was certain there would be no difficulty "in
making the adjustments to get
along under them."
Also in characteristic vein, the
FCC Chairman lashed out against
the "stuff that has been fed out
to the press from the NAB and
other big network representatives"
on the Frankfurter opinion and
the network rules. He alluded to
the CBS brochure to advertisers
and agencies [Broadcasting, June
14], citing it as an example of "how
feasibly the network rules will
operate." Then he observed, "There
comes a time when the cry of confusion and ruination comes home
Page
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EDITOR'S NOTE: When Darling (Ding), famed cartoonist of the Des Moines Register, originally drew
this cartoon nearly a dozen years ago, the air was full
of talk of Government ownership. The thought still is
apt in the light of the Supreme Court's recent deci-

sion in which Associate Justice Frankfurter held that
Congress put upon the FCC the burden of "determining the composition of the traffic" over the air. The
cartoon is reprinted with the permission of the Register. It originally appeared Jan. 26, 1982.
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STRATEGIC SPOTS reached by
the BBC overseas programs are
pointed out by R. A. Rendall, assistant controller of the Overseas
Service of the BBC on a visit to
WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati, studios,
where he conferred with James
Cassidy, special events director who
is handling the England-to-WLW
series, and other officials about the
program. Looking on (1 to r) are
James D. Shouse, Crosley vicepresident in charge of broadcasting,
and Mr. Cassidy. William Newton,
(not in photo), head of the BBC
Chicago office, was also present.

Gordon

Facts

to

to

EDITOR, Broadcasting:
A rousing cheer for Broadcasting's recent editorial, "Fact
As youTalk".
state, broadcasting may
Against
very possibly sacrifice its freedom
unless we act forcibly and at once.
The freedom of our industry is
not only of great importance to us,
and our advertisers, but more important, is a vital matter to all
true lovers of democracy. Radio is
the most powerful instrument of
propaganda in the world today, and
a controlled radio can reflect but
one type of politics — that of the
party in power. Radio can be, and
has been, used to destroy economic
and political systems — to build dictatorship. Free radio must be preserved.
Public Concerned
Congressional lobbies for a revision of our radio laws are quite
necessary, yet why not go one step
further? Put the case before the
public — they are directly concerned.
Pericles was one of the first to
realize the vast latent power of the
populace; and if aroused to action,
the public will save the day. Men

SILVER

Co.,

to Compton

GORDON, former radio director of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago,
week asjoined
Compton Adv., NewlastYork,
assistant
to
Storrs Haynes, head of the agency's
radio department. He will supervise non-serial shows. He joined
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, in
1933, later becoming radio publicity
director and a producer. He joined
Needham, Louis & Brorby in 1941.
KENO Joins BLUE
KENO, Las Veeras, Nev., on June
15 joined the BLUE as a bonus
outlet with the network's Mountain
Group, bringing the total BLUE
affiliates to 158. Owned by the Nevada Broadcasting Co., KENO
operates
1400 kc. fulltime on 250 watts,

of Press

Public

CBS

JOHN

Rum & Maple Spots
RUM & MAPLE TOBACCO Corp.,
New York, starts a spot campaign
on WEAF, New York, June 28 for
Three Squire and Rum & Maple
tobaccos, and will also use snots on
WJZ, New York, and WAAT, Jersey City, for these products. Agency
is Raymond Spector Co., New York.

Cooperation

TO

Meriden, Conn., sponsoring Edward R. Murrow on CBS in the
Sunday 6-6:15 p.m. period, on July
4 increases its time to a half-hour
to resume its Silver Theatre series,
formerly on CBS from 1937 to 1942.
The program will again feature
original dramas by well-known actors and actresses and will continue
to promote International Sterling
and 1847 Rogers Bros. Silverplate
on 59 CBS stations.
With the increase in time by
International Silver Co., Welch
Grape Juice Co., will shift its
Dear John series, starring Irene
Rich, from 6:15-6:30 p.m. Sundays
on CBS to the earlier Sunday time
of 5.45 p.m., continuing to use 66
CBS outlets. H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago, is the Welch agency, while
Young & Rubicam, New York, hancount. dles the International Silver oc-

of Outlet

by Uhalt to New Company
RESIGNATION of Fred Weber as
er had been with the long lines
department of AT&T and had
general manager of MBS, to assume the helm of WDSU, New
served in the station relations deOrleans, in which he would have
partment of NBC in Chicago. He
also had been vice-president and
an ownership incoordinator of the old American
terest, isexpected
shortly, it became
Broadcasting Co., a network venknown last week
ture which never fully developed.
with the launchWDSU, operating on 1280 kc.
with 1,000 watts, is owned entireing of negotiations for the acly by Mr. Uhalt. The station interquisition of the
mittently has been reported for
New Orleans
sale. WDSU now is operating on a
BLUE outlet by a
six-month probationary license unnew company for
til October 21, 1943 because of alMr. Weber
approximately
leged violations of technical regu$200,000.
lations. The FCC, in issuing the
While final details had not been
probationary license a fortnight
completed, it was expected that an
ago stated that if no violations of
application shortly will be filed
the law or of the regulations were
with the FCC by Joseph H. Uhalt,
disclosed during that period, a regfounder and owner of WDSU, for
ular license will be issued the station.
sale of the station to the new company.
Other purchasers, in addition to
Mr. Weber, would be E. A. StephVinylite
Famine
ens, Buick dealer in New Orleans,
Ended
For
Discs
who would acquire one-half of the
station, and H. G. Wall, president
of WIBC, Indianapolis. Mr. Wall,
Supply Improved, But Shellac
Requests Are All Refused
it is understood, would get threeAFTER more than six months on
eighths of the station, with Mr.
Weber acquiring the remaining
a starvation diet of Vinylite, carone-eighth. Options for the acquisibon compound used in high-grade
tion of an additional interest by recordings, commercial recorders
Mr. Weber also is understood to be
are once more getting sizable quanpart of the transaction.
tities of the material, an official of
the
WPB
Chemicals Division said
Active at Mutual
last week. Vinylite has been servA well-known figure in the ining important military functions in
dustry, Mr. Weber has been general
the absence of synthetic rubber.
Change in the Vinylite situation,
manager of MBS practically since
this official said, has resulted from
its development as a full scale naa more efficient use of production
tional network entity in 1936. He
had joined the network two years
facilities and from the development of other substances capable
earlier as coordinator. Until last
January when Miller McClintock
of doing Vinylite's war job.
was named Mutual's first paid
New Products
president, Mr. Weber had been the
directing head of the network.
Since winter, this official said,
Before joining Mutual, Mr. Webproducers of Vinylite have made
certain adjustments in their machinery whch have resulted in increased output. In addition, chemWCBT
Inc. Officials
ists have developed new resins,
W. LUNSFORD CREW is named
more easily produced, which can
as vice-president and treasurer of be used for raincoats, hospital
WCBT Inc., to whom license of sheets and other items.
WCBT, Roanoke Rapids, N. C,
Although hesitant to commit
would be transferred voluntarily
himself on the future prospects for
under an application filed with the
commercial users of Vinylite, this
FCC. In the June 14 Broadcasting
official said that shortages of chemit was erroneously stated that W.
icals used to make Vinylite pliable
Lunsford Long is vice-president and
have favored its use in such items
treasurer of WCBT Inc. W. Lunsford Crew is a brother of S. E. as transcriptions, which require the
material in rigid form.
Crew, president of WCBT Inc., and
J. Winfield Crew Jr., owner of the
Meanwhile, the June chemical
station and now in the Army.
allocations denied all requests for
shellac for records. Officials report
BOB HOPE, star of the Pepsodent
that the shellac situation at presCo. program, which went off NBC
for the summer months last Tuesday,
ent is tight, but are more optimistic for the future. They point out
has been voted "Star of Stars" as well
as "Best Comedian" on the air for
that
shipping
to India is now heavithe third successive year in Movieer,
and
that
quantities
of the maRadio Guide's "Star of Stars Poll"
for 1943, full results of which will
terial may soon be imported in rebe announced the week of June 28.
turning supply ships.

DRAMA

Urged

Protect

in Bringing
Free

Radio

are dying abroad in the cause of
freedom. Hence it is highly probable that those here at home, once
given a true understanding of
events, will prod Congress to act.
As you are aware, bureaucrats
must bow to an avalanche of public opinion. I say, take our case before the people, it'sthough
their fight.
Unfortunately,
possessed
of the ideal medium, station owners
are forbidden to take an editorial
stand. Therefore, secure the wholehearted cooperation of the press
— get them to present the facts to
the nation. The press is gravely
concerned with our plight and
should back us to the limit.
Editorials can be of great help,
but all too many readers scan the
headlines, consult the sports page,
and look at the funnies — ignoring
editorials completely. Let's suggest
the newspapers
"PM" tactics and use frontemploy
page stuff.
We will get action if we present
the facts to the public — remember
they are fighting for freedom.
Winslow T. Porter,
77-12 35th Ave.,
Jackson Hgts., L. I., N. Y.
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New

House

Kills

20-Fold Jump Planned
In Shortwave by
Next Year

IN A SURPRISE move late Friday, the House 218-114 cut off the
entire appropriation for the Domestic Branch of the Office of War
Information. Previously the House,
in Committee of the Whole, had
voted 156-80 to cut off the fund.
After Elmer Davis, OWI chief,
was lambasted as a "propaganda
minister," the House, under the
spur of Rep. Starnes (D-Ala.),
voted to kill the OWI's domestic
operation. The measure, however,
has yet to go to the Senate. Unless the unexpected happens, however, the fund is expected to be
restored there.
The Domestic Branch includes
the Radio Bureau, headed by Donald Stauffer. Present director of
the Branch is Gardner Cowles Jr.,
Iowa publisher-broadcaster, who
leaves June 25. His successor is
Palmer Hoyt, publisher of the Portland Oregonian, which operates
KGW and KEX.
It is understood that Mr. Davis
conferred with President Roosevelt
Thursday in an effort to enlist aid
for his embattled budget. The
House Committee had clipped $12,870,000 from his requested $47,342,000, granting $22,500,000 of
$27,000,000 asked for Overseas activities, but at the same time slicing the Domestic Branch by more
than a third to $5,500,000 of its
$8,865,000 request. Mr. Davis says
no real savings can be made in the
Domestic Branch since the work
will have to be done by other agencies.
War will bring a 20-fold increase
in the volume of America's international radio voice by 1944, Joseph
Barnes, deputy director for Atlantic Operations of the OWI Overseas Branch, said in testimony
made public by the House Appropriation Committee last week.
According to Mr. Barnes' statement, completion of OWI's program
for 22 additional shortwave transmitters will result in 48,400 kilowatt-hours of international broadcasts in 1944, compared with 2,698
in 1940. The nation's progressive
shortwave output, Mr. Barnes said,
was 2,698 in 1940; 6,670 in 1941;
10,480 in 1942; 19,350 in 1943. This,
according to Robert E. Sherwood,
director of the Overseas Branch, is
only about one tenth the output of
the Germans and Italians.
Nets Get $300,000
OWI asked $1,800,000 for its
shortwave activities, of which
$1,500,000 was allotted for leasing
shortwave equipment now in the
hands, or soon to be in the hands,
of commercial licensees. The remaining $300,000 is to cover programming expenses for special
projects carried out by NBC and
CBS, Mr. Barnes explained.
Grilled by Rep. Wigglesworth
Page
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Domestic

(R-Mass.), Mr. Barnes defended
OWI's contracts with the international broadcasters. Questioning the
$300,000 payment to CBS and NBC,
had remarked: "I
Congressman
the
thought
the radio stations had been
ready and willing to contribute on
a patriotic basis what they could
for the war effort."
Mr. Barnes replied: "Even under
this contract, I think it can safely
be said that they are still contributing on a patriotic basis to a large
Cost Contracts
extent."
Cooperation of the broadcasters
was defended by Milton S. Eisenhower, who has since resigned his
post as associate director of OWI.
Mr. Eisenhower pointed out that
international broadcasts had been
carried on at a loss, and probably
would not have continued if the
Government had not taken over the
facilities. He maintained the
$1,800,000 did not represent a profit
to the operators. "It pays their engineering costs, the cost of maintaining the station, of energizing
them and so on," he said.
Mr. Barnes supplied the Committee with the following summary of
shortwave rentals:
Short wave rental contracts
Number of Annual
Transmitter months total
Associated Broadcasters,
Inc. :
12
KWID
12
$129,600
KWIX
57,000
Total
187,200
Columbia Broadcasting
System : WCBX, WCDA.
WCRC,
.12119
Brentwood (l)1
Wayne (l)1
9
Wayne (2)*
LosTotal
Angeles (1) and (2)1 6
The Crosley Corporation :
WLWO
WLWK
1232
Mason (l)1
123
Mason (2)1
Mason
Total (3)1
Gentral Electric Co. :
12
KGEI
WGEA: WGEO
0
Belmont
(l)1 (l)1
Schenectady
129
Total
National Broadcasting Co. :
WRCA: WNBI
4
Boundbrook (l)1
6
Boundbrook (2)1
126
Boundbrook (3)1
6
Boundbrook
San Francisco(4)1
6
(1) and (2)i
Total
Westinghouse Radio
Stations, Inc. :
WBOS
12
7
Saxonburg (l)1
San Francisco
7
(1) and. (2)1
Total
World Wide Broadcasting Corporation :
WRUL:
WRUS WRUW:
12
12
Scituate
Total (l)1
Grand Total

51,337
46,512
42,003
50,802";
329,110
138,45
65,136
58,404
24,000
16,000
24,000
187,540
62,352
140,556
49,203
252,111
82,524
14,936
20.004
20,004
20,004
50,802
208,274
64,788
48,062
59,269
172.119

84,468
80,004
164,472
1,500,826
1 New transmitters; cost and number of
months estimated.
He explained that the OWI and
CI A A jointly had agreed to pay
NBC $370,598 for the services of
90 engineers, script writers, announcers and other personnel.
OWI's share would be $149,108 for
31 daily 15-minute live programs,
and an additional 15 recorded programs. CBS would get from the two

Air

Fund

agencies $520,468, covering a staff
of 108. OWI's share, for 33 daily
15-minute live programs, and 14
recorded, would be $159,218.
In his statement to the committee, Mr. Sherwood said that day
and night, around the clock, "The
Voice of America" was sending
3,200 programs a week around the
globe. These programs are broadcast in as many as 40 languages,
he said.
In addition to broadcasts from
this continent direct to enemy territory, Mr. Sherwood revealed that
105 programs a week originating in
New York are rebroadcast by
medium wave through BBC. Many
more programs will be rebroadcast
medium wave through our new stations in North Africa, he said.
17 In East
OWI officials told the Committee
that 17 transmitters, 12 of them
standard shortwave stations, and
five common carriers, are used by
the Atlantic Radio Bureau. The Pacific Bureau has four transmitters,
two standard commercial and two
common carrier. The Pacific Bureau anticipated addition of three
transmitters, and an increase from
145 to 317 hours from San Francisco weekly.
"The radio program is in a sense
the continuing backbone of the
whole
propaganda
job committee.
overseas,"
Mr. Barnes
told the
Comparing his job to that of the
Creel Committee, Government propaganda agency of World War I, he
declared, "It is the one great distinction between our job and the
job Mr. Creel did, because voice radio was not available a generation
In addition to the shortwave
broadcasts, Mr. Barnes said, OWI
sends transcriptions and recordings

OWI
ago."
For

Allocates
Shortwave

FOUR EACH of the 22 additional
shortwave transmitters contemplated by OWI to round out Uncle
Sam's heavy artillery in the battle
of the international airwaves are
slated to go to Crosley Corp. and
NBC, J. O. Weldon, acting chief of
the Bureau of Communications Facilities of the OWI Overseas
Branch, said Friday.
Mr. Weldon, in charge during the
absence of Murry Brophy on sick
leave, said that allocation of the
transmitters among present shortwave operators has not been completed, nor has their location been
definitely determined, although
present plans call for concentration
on the Atlantic seaboard. In addition to four transmitters each for
Crosley and NBC, OWI has tentatively assigned three to CBS, two
each to General Electric and WestBROADCASTING

50

In North

kw.

Transmitter

Africa

for OWI

A NEWon the
50 kw.
of America"
went
air "Voice
from North
Africa
last week, beaming programs in
French, Italian, English and German to the European continent.
The new station, operated by the
OWI Overseas Branch, is using the
former WABC transmitter from
Wayne, N. J.
This station, the first new powerful transmitter set up since the arrival of American troops, joins
other United Nations radio facilities centrally programmed by OWI.
Until now, OWI has been using
two 10 kw. shortwave and a 12 kw.
medium wave transmitter from
Algiers, and two 12 kw. shortwave
and a 25 kw. medium wave transmitter from Rabat, French Morocco.
to some 30 points all over the world
for local broadcasts. The Overseas
Branch requested a quarter million dollars for purchase of time.
Most of this would be spent in Turkey, it was revealed, although some
was for Cairo and Switzerland.
In the course of testimony, Mr.
Barnes admitted that the great increase in shortwave facilities would
not be felt for several months but
when the expansion begins "it will
be He
veryestimated
marked." that the Germans
had almost 200 transmitters, and
said that the Japanese had taken
over Radio Batavia, Radio Singapore, and all the transmitters in
the captured South Pacific areas
intact. He said, moreover, that the
Axis was still building equipment.
In addition to the new transmitters OWI will place in operation,
Mr. Barnes said the agency plans
to improve existing installations by
reconstruction of antennae. He said
the most selective, and therefore
effective transmitter now in use, is
the Press Wireless transmitter
which has been adopted to voice use
and beamed on North Africa.

Transmitters
Broadcasting
inghouse, and one eacn to Associated Broadcasters and World Wide
Broadcasting. Six unassigned transmitters will be divided among these
licensees.
Beamed Abroad
OWI planned last fall to put 22
additional shortwave stations in
1944. [Broadby Oct.July,
operation casting,
3, 1942]. This will
mean a total of 36 shortwave stations beamed abroad to carry OWI
and CIAA programs. The OWI
plan, as approved by the engineering subcommittee of the Interdepartmental Planning Committee
comprised of OWI, FCC and
CIAA, provided for operation of
the new stations by present shortwave licensees, with a minimum of
(Continued on page 52)
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Which
goods

state-wide advertising medium helps
for you?
(Please check only one)

to sell

the most

Outdoor

Billboards

Farm

Papers

Of the group checked, which one radio station, newspaper,
outdoor company or farm paper do you consider the best
for you?

among

those who

answered, the vote was as fol-

lows for individual newspapers
IOWA

DRUGGISTS

SHOW

PREFERENCES/

0

A

few months

ago the Iowa

Pharmaceutical

Assn. decided to find out what advertising media
its members

For Station WHO

61.9%

For Radio Station "B"

13.1%

For Newspaper

ADVERTISING

preferred.

"B"

For Radio Station "C"

3.5%

For Newspaper

0.9%

"C"

For Radio Station "D"

2.8%

For Newspaper

0.6%

"D"

For Radio Station «E"

2.2%

For Newspaper

0.6%

"E"

paper got as much

as 1.5%.

by the Association to 1,251 Iowa drug stores.

In other words, Station WHO

Results:

as many
Iowa.

For Radio Stations

87.4%

For Daily Newspapers

7.8%

For Farm

4.5%

Papers

For Billboards

question enabled

got nearly five times

"first choices" as any other medium

Let us send you a copy of the complete

in

Survey

analysis. It gives all figures, but points no "moral"!
Write us direct, or ask Free 8C Peters.

0.3%

druggist to vote for one individual medium
choice from

1.5%

— and no other individual radio station or news-

So a return postcard exactly like the above was sent

But note that the second

and radio stations:

each
as his

the entire field of advertising possi-

bilities. Some druggists left this question blank. But

WHO

+

! +
PLUS
fir IOWA
DES MOINES
. . . 50,000 WATTS
B. J. PALMER,

PRESIDENT

J. O. M ALAND,

MANAGER

FREE 8C PETERS, INC. . . . National Representative.
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Post

Former CBS Vice - President
In Govt. Since Sept. 1941
RESIGNATION of William B.
Lewis, former CBS vice-president,
as assistant director of the Domestic Branch, was announced by OWI
Director Elmer Davis last week.
Mr. Lewis had been active in Government war radio work since
the formation of
the Office of Facts
and Figures in
September, 1941.
Starting with
OFF, Mr. Lewis
later became chief
of the OWI Radio
Bureau, and in
January,
1 9 4 3,
was made assistMr. Lewis ant director of the
Domestic Branch with authority
over several bureaus. In the course
of these duties he became involved
in a widely publicized disagreement
over policy with several prominent
OWI writers, resulting in the resignation of the writers.
^Mr. Lewis originally went to
OFF at the suggestion of Mayor
LaGuardia of New York, who was
active in its formation. Shortly
after Archibald MacLeish, poetLibrarian of Congress took charge,
Mr. Lewis was designated by President Roosevelt to set up the OFF
radio division as a clearing house
for the confusion of war programs
that flooded stations shortly after
Pearl Harbor.
When OFF was absorbed by
OWI, Mr. Lewis and his organization went over intact. Mr. Lewis
continued to devote himself exclusively to radio until his January
promotion, when he was specifically
assigned to reorganize several OWI
bureaus.
In announcing the resignation,
Mr. Davis said "we very much regret to have Mr. Lewis leave, but
he feels he has essentially completed his most recent assignment.
He has been in Washington since the
early fall of 1941 and has earned a
respite." Mr. Lewis said he expects
to take a rest for at least 60 days.
After nine years in the advertising business, Mr. Lewis joined
CBS in 1935 as commercial program director. Two years later, he
was CBS vice-president in charge
of all broadcasts. His successor at
OWI has not been named.

Pond's Spots
LAMONT, CORLISS & Co., New
York, which starts a series of quarter-hour Sunday Evening Beauty
talks by Eleanore King on eight
CBS Pacific stations July 4, is also
conducting a campaign for Pond's
creams consisting of one-minute
transcribed announcements on 14
stations throughout the country.
The spots started April 19 on most
of the stations, and the company
plans additional radio this fall after the original 13-week series
terminates. Agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York.
Page
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STARS AND SPONSORS gathered after premier of Calling America,
new Sunday evening CBS program presented by E. R. Squibb & Sons.
(L to r) B. B. Geyer, president Geyer, Cornell & Newell agency; C. M.
Van Kirk, Squibb vice-president; Victor Ray, conductor; Eleanor Larsen, agency radio director; Bob Trout, ace war reporter and m.c; Walter
Cassel, singing star, and Carlton H. Palmer, Squibb board chairman.

CBS

Outlets

Hitch-Hike,

Open

Drive

Cow-Catcher

A NEW CAMPAIGN to eliminate
"cow-catcher" and "hitch-hike" announcements on sponsored programs to protect radio as an advertising medium and preserve
"highest possible program standards" has been launched within
the industry by network affiliates.
The first new move in this direction came June 8 in Omaha, at
a meeting of members of district
7 of the CBS planning and advisory
board. Arthur B. Church, president of KMBC, Kansas City, as
the CBS advisory representative
for the district, was instructed to
present the recommendation to
officials of CBS, other members
of the advisory board, and members of the advisory committees
of the other major networks.
This subject previously had been
agitated by Independent Radio Network Affiliates, now dormant. With
the formation during the last two
years of advisory committees and
boards by the nationwide networks,
IRNA's former activities in this
sphere were regarded as unnecessary.
Following is the full text of the
resolution adopted at the Omaha
meeting :
The members of District 7 of the
CBS Planning and Advisory Board
meeting at the Fontenelle Hotel in
Omaha, June 8, 1943, realizing that
the future of the American system of
radio in a large measure depends on
proper self-regulation from within the
industry itself ; and that certain advertising practices have long been
recognized by serious-minded broadcasters as being detrimental to good
radio programming ; therefore, be it
resolved that Arthur Church, as the
CBS advisory representative of District 7, is hereby instructed to present
the following recommendation to the
officials of the CBS ; other members of
the Advisory Board, and the members
of the Advisory Committee of the
other ma;or networks. Be it resolved
that the CBS affiliates of the 7th
District urge all necessary measures be
taken as soon as possible for the elimination of so called "cow-catcher" and

to

Bar

Spots

"hitch-hike" announcements on sponsored programs — and specifically that
CBS officials explain to agencies and
advertisers the necessity in this respect of protecting radio as an advertising medium and preserving the highest possible program standards in the
public interest.
Pacific

War

Conference

Discussing Net Rules
WITH approximately 300 agency,
network and station executives
from all parts of the West Coast
in attendance, the three-day Wartime Emergency Conference of Pacific Advertising Assn. opens in the
Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco, today (June 21). R. G. (Bud) Landis, president of San Francisco
Adv. Club and advertising director
of Shell Oil Co., is to welcome deleRadio departmental, scheduled
for
gates. June 23 under chairmanship
of Ralph Brunton, president of
KQW-KJBS, San Francisco, will be
in the form of a breakfast roundtable on the new FCC rulings. Participants are to include Miller McClintock, president of Mutual;
Donald W. Thornburgh, CBS West
Coast vice president ; Sidney N.
Strotz, NBC western division vicepresident; Don E. Gilman, BLUE
West Coast vice-president. Mr. McClintock . is also to be principal
speaker at the luncheon meeting on
that dav. His topic of discussion
will be "What Can Advertising Do
To Insure a Sound Post-War EconCanada Outlet Delayed
EQUIPMENT priorities are delaying opening of the Canadian
omy?"
Broadcasting
Corp. shortwave station now being built at Sackville,
N. B., for another 14 months.
Rene Morin, chairman of the board
of governors of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., told the Parliamentary Radio Committee at its
first sittings for 1943 at Ottawa
last week. Equipment is coming
from the United States. The station
will operate in consultation with
the
Affairs.Department of External

BROADCASTING

SALE

RUMORS

ARE UNCONFIRMED
RUMORS flew thick and fast last
week about sale of the BLUE Network to one of a number of current
negotiators and bidders. No confirmation, however, was forthcoming
from BLUE headquarters.
A number of active bidders for
the network have conferred with
Mark Woods, BLUE president, in
recent weeks, it was reported.
These, however, were characterized
as continuing negotiations in progress for many months. Ultimately,
the BLUE will be sold by RCA, by
virtue of the FCC regulation banning dual network operation, which
has been postponed indefinitely to
eliminate "forced sale".
It is expected that under any
sales arrangement made, affiliated
stations will participate in some
measure in the network ownership
and operation. The affiliates will be
consulted on any such transaction.
Moreover, FCC approval will be
entailed, not in the sale of the network itself, but by virtue of the
license of the three BLUE owned
stations— WJZ, WENR and KGO —
which will require approval.
WLW

Session

on

Sales

Is Staged in New York
SEMI-ANNUAL sales meeting
usually staged by WLW, Cincinnati, at its home offices was held
last Friday and Saturday in New
York at the Hotel Ambassador,
with those present including executives of the station and representatives from the Chicago and New
York branch offices, as follows:
James D. Shouse, vice-president in
charge of broadcasting; R. E. Dunville, vice-president and assistant
general manager; Harry M. Smith,
sales manager, and his assistant,
Harry Flaig; William Robinson,
sales representative; Miss B.
Strawway, director of the merchandising department; M. F. Allison, director of promotion, and
Arthur Griffis, head of marketing
analysis.
Chicago,
representativesFrom
included Dewey
Long,
George
Clark and Charlie Kennedy, and
from New York, Warren Jennings,
Eldon Park, George Comtois and
Bernie Musnik.
Judy

Canova

Replacing

Al Jolson for Summer
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co., Jersey City, on July 6 replaces
for 13 weeks the Al Jolson Show
with a new variety type program
titled Judy Canova Show on 76
CBS stations, Tuesday, 8:30-8:55
reWest Coast
with (PWT).
p.m. (EWT),
peat, 9-9:25 p.m.
List of
stations will be increased to 116
with broadcast of July 20. Talent
is now being lined up, with Miss
Canova, comedienne, and Mel
Blanc, comedy character actor,
signed.
It is anticipated that Gordon
Jenkins will be musical director and
Ken Niles, announcer. Jack Douglas and Don Prindle have been
signed as writers, with Bill Lawrence producing for Sherman &
Marquette, Chicago. Stuart Sherman, agency radio director, was in
Hollywood to outline program format and sign talent. Sponsor has
taken a three-year option on the
show, and will probably continue it
as a supplementary to the Al Jolin fall. when the latter resonsumesprogram
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CROP

MONEY

COMING
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ljk ASHVILLE
is the buying center of Tennessee's richest farming
ml to cash in on the biggest money crops in its history.

Nashville's war industries and
here is on a general boom.
You

can

cover

this market

now

SPOT
Member

manufacturing

with
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station The

of all sorts continue
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Network

and
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area, now
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at top speed. Business
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Mutual
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System
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Coal
Brown

Denies

Competitive Protection
In Peace Reversed
During War
FEAR that value of brand names
will be lessened by use of standards or labeling requirements is
pure surmise, Price Administrator
Prentiss M. Brown told Rep. Boran's (D-Okla.) subcommittee of
the House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee, investigating OPA standardization activities.
The subcommittee heard OPA officials last week and will resume
June 23.
Mr. Brown denied "individual
officials in OPA are out to use
price control to change the American system of free enterprise."
"In peacetime," he said, "the same
play of competitive forces which
keeps prices down and makes Gov-

FM

for

Post- War

keeps
quality conditions
standards of high."
Under wartime
scarcity, he continued, the process operates in reverse.
"The consumer often has to accept anything that he can get at
the store. That means that whenever some manufacturers begin to
reduce quality, others are seriously
handicapped unless they do likewise. Too often general quality deterioration results. That is why
wartime price control must set
standards in the interest of business itself."
"The question of labeling," Mr.
Brown continued, "does not arise
until it is practicable to tie in
pricss in some way to quality
standards." When uniform dollars
and cents prices are fixed in terms
of standards, he said, some method

York

Meeting

Held

Are

Petition was drafted by the
board of directors of FMBI at a
meeting in the Ambassador Hotel,
New York, last Wednesday, presided over by Walter J. Damm,
W55M (WMTJ), Milwaukee,
FMBI president. In addition to the
organization's directors, the meeting
was also attended by some 30 members of the association. This plan
of opening up the board meetings
to any FMBI members within reach
and who may want to attend was
considered so successful that it was
made a continuing policy of FMBI
to apply to all future board meetings. Next meeting will be held
Aug. 3 in Milwaukee.
Post-War Issues
Meeting was devoted largely to a
discussion of post-war planning,
arising from an invitation from the
Institute of Radio Engineers to
FMBI to participate in a radio postwar planning board. FMBI resolved
that when a single industry postwar planning agency is established
it will join this group and give it
full support, but that meanwhile
• June

21,

Discussed

Asks

Calls

in Detail at New

by Association

FM BROADCASTERS Inc. has
sent a formal petition to the FCC
asking that alphabetical call letters be assigned to FM stations instead of the present calls, made up
of a combination of figures and letters indicating the frequency and
location of the station. Petition
cites the failure of the present calls
to win public acceptance and further points out that an FM broadcaster might spend years building
up his call only to have it changed
if his station is assigned to a new
frequency.

16

Inc.

Alphabetical

Problems

Injures

ernment price control unnecessary,

Broadcasters

FCC

Page
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FMBI will not become affiliated
with an agency sponsored by the
IRE or the RMA or any other individual organization.
E. K. Jett, chief engineer of the
FCC, attended the meeting and
most of the afternoon was given to
discussing the questions about postwar allocations and standards
which he presented in an article in
Broadcasting, April 26. Group
took no formal action on any of
these technical questions, but the
general opinion was that the present FM allocation band, from 45
m.c. to 50 m.c, is all right, but
that it should be expanded. No protests to this view were made by
representatives of any of the companies who are also active in television broadcasting, it was reported, although expansion of the pi-esent FM band would mean the assignment to FM of at least part of
the lower television band.
Increase in Limit
The group was in general agreement that the present 50 microvolt
ratio limit ought to be increased to
100 microvolts or more. The present system of FM allocation on the
basis of trade areas was also discussed, as were other technical
points.
John Shepard 3d, W39B, W43B
(Yankee Network), former president of FMBI, was elected to the
board of directors, replacing Jack
DeWitt, W47NV (WSM) Nashville, who is now in the Signal
Corps. All directors of the association, except Walter Evans, Westinghouse radio stations, attended
the meeting.

Brands

must be found to tell the consumer what is the correct price for the
quality for which the price is fixed.
He said that of 290 existing
standards in price regulations only
41 were developed by OPA.
To date, the Price Administrator
said, there are 29 OPA regulations
that call for grade marking. He
denied that this in any way impairs the value of brands or trade
names, and said that physical difficulties in fixing grades place a
limit on what it is possible for
government agencies to accomplish
in this field. He added, however,
that "a clear case for dollars and
cents pricing on the basis of prescribed quality standards exists
whenever WPB or some other government agency issues a simplification or standardization order."
FORD

MOTOR

PLANS

NEW
MUSIC
SERIES
FORD MOTOR Co., Detroit, which
a year ago decided that a sevenweekly network news program was
the best method of conveying its
institutional message to the American people, is changing its policy
July 11, switching from the Watch
the World Go By series with Earl
Godwin on the BLUE to a musical
series on the same network.
Godwin, who has been heard Sunday through Saturday on the full
BLUE network, 8-8:15 p.m., will
be discontinued July 10, while fo
the new musical program, the daily
time schedule will be altered. Ford
is expected to spend the same
amount for the new program as it
has in the past year. Effective July
11, the Ford schedule will be Sundays 8-8:30 p.m., and Monday,
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday,
8-8:15, thus discontinuing the Tuesday and Thursday broadcasts. Format of the musical program is now
being decided. Agency is Maxon
Inc., Detroit.
Jamieson

Named

DONALD B. JAMIESON, formerly with the law firm of Robertson
& Castle, Honolulu, Hawaii, has
been named assistant to Robert E.
Swezey, legal counsel of the BLUE.
Mr. Jamieson is a graduate of
Harvard Law.
AFM

Names

Gamble

THOMAS F. GAMBLE, formerly
first assistant to James C. Petrillo,
president of the American Federation of Musicians, has been made
treasurer of the union, succeeding
Harry E. Brenton, who has resigned because of ill health, the
AFM announced last week. Harry
J. Steeper of the headquarters staff
moves into Mr. Gamble's former
post and A. Rex Riccardi, secretary
of the AFM local in Philadelphia,
becomes one of the assistants to
the president. Herman D. Kenin of
Portland, Ore., has been made a
member of the AFM executive
board, succeeding Mr. Riccardi who
resigned from the board following
his acceptance of the post on the
president's staff.
BROADCASTING

Still
Answer

Disc

Series

Air
the
on
to Petrillo Objection

Now in Mill at Interior
TRANSCRIPTIONS made available by the Interior Dept. to coal
dealers for sponsorship on local
stations, in connection with the
"Buy Coal Now" campaign, are being broadcast in 300 areas despite
James C. Petrillo's request last
week that the discs be pulled off the
air [Broadcasting, May 22, June
14]. Meanwhile Shannon Allen, director of Interior's radio studios,
was understood to be preparing a
written reply to the union leader.
According to a department
spokesman, the nation's bituminous
coal needs for the year have been
placed at 600 million tons, which
means that coal must be kept
moving out of the mines during the
summer months when production
normally is down. The transcribed
messages urging home owners to
order coal during the summer will
continue on the air and are still
available for sponsorship by coal
dealers and dealer associations.
Slump Avoided
Promotion for summer coal buying, which includes spot announcements on time donated by stations
in connection with OWI allocation
plans, as well as the sponsored
discs, has prevented a seasonal
coal production slump. Despite the
still smoldering strike situation,
6-day weekly output at the mines
has kept sufficient coal on hand to
meet current orders stimulated by
the campaign.
Present plans call for a continuous consumer education program, using radio and other media,
throughout the summer. Coal dealer
contracts on many stations still
have a number of weeks to run.
The OWI series of announcements
ended last week. Two weeks of OWI
spots are scheduled for midsummer, and two or three weeks for
early fall.
REPUBLIC

PLACES

SPOTS
FOR TRY OUT
A LIMITED user of radio for filirl
promotion, Republic Pictures Corp.,
New York, appears to be falling in
general'
movie industry's
with the
trend
towards
broadcast advertising, although the policy is for the
moment one of experimentation.
The company's spot schedule for1
Roy Rogers, cowboy singer [Broad-;
casting,
14], hadby been
on some June
40 stations
last placed1
week,
with
more
to
be
added,
drive to be extended beyond the1;
a,
month's duration if successful.
A second drive is being lined upi
for "Someone to Remember" which
premieres in St. Louis July 8.
ADAM HAT STORES, New York,
which has been using the BLUE since!:
1937 for fight broadcasts, last week)
signed for a regular quarter-hour sei
ries to start Sept. 17 in the Tuesday,
8-8:15 p.m. spot on a network of 130;
BLUE stations. Format has not beeil
announced. Glicksman Adv., New
York, is agency.
• Broadcast
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from within, by Mutual

alone, compared

with 56,

45, and 37, respectively, for the other networks.
Crossley is now

making

a continuing study of

this advantage, and the score is already tabulated for
six programs

broadcast in 23 home-town

In each one, Mutual
EVERY

EXPEDITION

into home-town

America — those

markets beyond range of regular, 32-city research—
winds up right in Mutual's backyard. Here is where
three-quarters of all U. S. radio families live, tuning
habitually to the home-town
super-power
Mutual

station in preference to

strangers located miles away. And

provides far more

home-town

any other network. Fully 120 markets are served,

THE

MUTUAL

has the only network

outlet,

though each market lies in the designated primary
coverage area of one or more
watters. Home-town

competing

50,000-

ratings for these Mutual

pro-

grams are 37% to 190% higher than the "national"
ratings obtained in four-network cities !
Whether

here

stations than

markets.

your message is for the entire nation,

or for only selected sections, Mutual
warm

welcome

throughout
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home-town

assures you a
America.

SYSTEM

Censorship
Offers

Council

Ample

No Changes

Time

in Provisions

New York Session Held
SATISFACTION that the NAB
Code "provides ample opportunity
for labor and other organized
groups to get on the air" was expressed by the Radio Committee of
the National Council on Freedom
from Censorship last Thursday, at
the conclusion of an extended discussion with the Code Compliance
Committee of the NAB on the general subject of broadcasts by unions
and other labor groups. The NCFC
committee made no recommendations for changes in the present
NAB Code.
No Formal Action
Although these discussions were
the chief business of the two-day
meeting of the Code Compliance
Committee, held at the Hotel Roosevelt, New York, June 16-17, the
group also met with the InterFaith Radio Committee of the National Conference of Christians &
Jews Inc. to discuss the proposed
recommendation for religious
broadcasting which the National
Conference is planning to submit
for the guidance of all religious organizations using or consideringusing radio. The NAB Committee
took no formal action, but gave the
Inter-Faith group the benefit of
their experience as practical broadcasters in discussing its proposals.
The Code Committee appointed
a sub-committee, comprising Lee
Wailes, Westinghouse Radio Stations, chairman; William S. Hedges,
NBC, and Jan Schimek, CBS, to
pass on a petition to be presented
to the FCC asking that Regulation
3.422, denning "legally qualified
candidates," be restored to its original form. FCC regulations require
that if a station permits "any
legally qualified candidate for public office" to use its facilities it
must afford equal opportunities to
all other such candidates.
Candidate Defined
In its present form Regulation
3.422 reads:
A "legally qualified candidate"
means any person who has publicly
announced that he is a candidate for
nomination by a convention of a political party or for nomination or election in a primary, special, or general
election, municipal, county, state or
national, and who meets the qualifications prescribed by the applicable
laws to hold the office for which he is
a candidate, so that he may be voted
for by the electorate directly or by
means of delegates or electors, and who
(a) has qualified for a place on the
ballot or
(b) is eligible under the applicable
law to be voted for by sticker, by
writing in his name on the ballot, or
other method, and (1) has been duly
nominated by a political party which
is commonly known and regarded as
such, or (2) makes a substantial
showing that he is a bona fide. candidate for nomination or office, as the
ease may be.
Objecting to this definition, the
committee
proposes
that it be
Page
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for

of NAB

Code

Code

Groups
Proposed

At

by Freedom Committee
amended to that formerly used by
the FCC, which read:
A 'legally qualified candidate' means
any person who has met all the requirements prescribed by local, state,
or federal authority as a candidate for
the office which he seeks, whether it be
municipal, county, state, or national,
to be determined according to the applicable local laws.
The committee expressed the
feeling that the defects in the present definition should be remedied
as soon as possible, and in any
event before the 1944 political campaigns get under way.
Union Air Rights
Conversations with the radio
committee of the National Council
on Freedom from Censorship, carried on at luncheon sessions on
Wednesday and Thursday, were
based on a letter written by this
group to the NAB, raising questions of the rights of trade unions
to buy timeplanation ofon
thephilosophies
air for the~ and
extheir
purposes and the solicitation of
membership; the use of sustaining

time by labor groups, and discussing
how labor can best use radio to
present its claims to the public.
Pointing out that such questions
can be answered only for specific
cases, with full knowledge of all
the circumstances, the Code Committee told the NCFC committee
that the final answers are up to
the individual station. As William
Quarton, WMT, Code Committee
chairman, explained, "the NAB
Code is advisory, likewise any action of the NAB Code Compliance
Committee." At the conclusion of
the sessions, Thomas R. Karskadon,
chief of the Education Dept., 20th
Century Fund, and chairman of the
NCFC radio committee, issued the
following statement :
"The NAB Code, as now written, provides ample opportunity
for labor and other organized
groups to get on the air. No changes
are recommended. The basic principles of broadcasting are adequate
to insure labor's representation.
The application of these principles
presents the only difficulty, for it
involves the definition of controversial subjects and acceptance of
program material by local station
management.
"Our committee intends to advise
labor and other organizations of
these opportunities for broadcast
privileges and how to take better

'Subtle Coercion'
Charges
Rep, Rodgers
In Getting Networks
for Elmer
Davis
CHARGE that a "subtle bit of
Frankfurter,
the FCC's
effort
to controlsustained
every phase
of the
coercion" was employed to procure
industry. With a stroke of a pen,
the combined network hookup for
the smart boys down at the FCC
Elmer Davis' weekly commentaries
as director of OWI was made on
can effectively destroy a radio inthe House floor last Thursday by
vestment of thousands, by revokRep. Rodgers (R-Pa.).
ing a station's license.
Pointing out that heretofore only
"We have already seen that same
the President was accorded the
FCC step in and say to the Naprivilege of all networks, Mr.
tional Broadcasting Co.: 'You must
dispose of one of your networks,
Rodgers said that now every Friday night, from coast to coast,
either the Red or the Blue,' and
NBC got rid of the Blue. At the
"many of our citizens are being deprived of listening to programs
same time the Commission regulated the business practices of the
more to their liking" because Mr.
broadcasters and got by with it, in
Davis "feels it necessary to use all
major radio networks to interpret
spite of the clear intention of Congress, in enacting radio legislation,
the news." He said it was hard for
him to believe that the networks
to confine the Commission's authority to little other than frequenconsider Mr. Davis "so far superior
to their own commentators" as to
cy allocation.
afford him the combined networks.
"And because of this life-orHe added the OWI head is an
death hold of the FCC on the inex-staff CBS commentator and predustry, it is logical to assume, in
sumably will return to that netthe interest of self-preservation
work at some future date. "Is it that the networks and radio staconceivable that NBC, BLUE and
tions will jump through hoops when
Mutual would voluntarily lend their
told to do so by the New Deal
facilities to building up his reputabureaucrats. I do not condemn the
broadcasters — I realize that they
can do little else and live.
A 'Whipping Boy'
tion?"
"Now that, Mr. Chairman, seems
"We do know, however, that the
to add up in my school.
very life of radio depends upon the
whims of a bureaucratic FCC. We
"And I very much suspect that
do know that Chairman Fly, of that
when somebody, if not in the OWI
Commission, has made a whipping
at least in the Federal service,
boy of the radio broadcasting incoyly suggested, and may I repeat
dustry, and we do know that the
the word 'suggested,' because that
United States Supreme Court, in
is all that would have been necesa recent opinion delivered by the
sary, the brow-beaten radio men
arch-New
Dealer,
Justice Felix
groaned inwardly, but outwardly
BROADCASTING

Swingshift Series
REVERSED living habits of
radio listeners due to work in
war industries has brought
forth a new program policv
by KFR, Seattle, for the midnight to 6 a.m. period. Program Director John Pearson
is now using this shift to rebroadcast some of the most
popular daytime and evening
shows, including public service shows like The Treasury
Star Parade.
advantage of them. At the same
time we shall continue to work with
the NAB, particularly through the
Program Managers' Executive
Committee, to improve understandIn addition to Mr. Karskadon, the
NCFC radio committee includes:
Morris Novik, manager, WNYC,
New York; Roger Baldwin, director, American Civil Liberties
Union; Dr. Paul F. Lazarsfeld, director, Office of Radio Research,
Columbia
ing." U.; Morris L. Ernst, attorney; Norman Thomas; Thomas
Stix, talent representative; Harriett Pilpel, attorney.
NAB Code Compliance Committee, in addition to Chairman Quarton, comprises: Neville Miller,
NAB, ex-officio member; Grant F.
Ashbacker, WKBZ; William S.
Hedges, NBC; Felix Hinkle,
WHBC; Herbert Kendrick, WJLS;
Jan Schimek, CBS; Lee Wailes,
KYW, all in attendance, and Eugene O'Fallon, KFEL, and Arden
Pangborn, KEX, who did not attend. Willard Egolf, assistant to
the president, NAB, acted as secretary of the meeting in place of
Russell P. Place, NAB general
counsel, who entered the armed
services on Wednesday.

probably managed

a sickly smile

probably why each Friand"That
said is'Yes.'
day evening the voice of the New
Deal propaganda ministry comes
through your loudspeaker to present what its director calls facts.
We often twist our dials to another
staion and there he is again. Once
more we try with the same results
and unless we want to listen to the
Davis facts, we must turn off our
receiver. Maybe, after all, it is better to turn out the lights and go
Rep. Short (R-Mo.), in a statement last Friday also attacked Mr.
to sleep."
Davis' combined network broadcasts, asserting
thatof"he
commandeered all four
the has
national
networks once each week so that
he can personally overcome the 'in- !
adequacy' of the radio newscasters.
And, following the same pattern,
he presumably would now like to
do the same thing with the press."
Rep. Short said Mr. Davis had
become "afflicted with that nation-;
ally recognized disease known asjj
New Dealitis." He ascribed to Mr.
Davis "left-wing affiliations," declaring he had been an "active
leftist politician in New York."
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Denver's

Retail

Trading

OTH

Area

Is

THE

U.S.

today as never before manufacturing, mining, and
SALES

IMPORTANCE

farming for victory . . . training fighters for all
branches of the armed forces in a host of military
establishments . . . earning and spending more
money than ever in history. Sales volume for the
first four months of 1943 was 23% ahead of the

9 Twentieth among the 187 major retail trading

same period last year (U. S. average, 15%).

areas of the United States! That's how the Denver
area ranked in total retail sales in 1942 (Sales
Management estimate) .

Denver's 100-county trading area is the largest
in square mileage in the U. S., but 86% of its

Its rank of 20th on the list of sales-important

sales are transacted in KLZ's 65-county primary
coverage area. KLZ penetrates this market, according to the CBS 1942 Coverage Audit, to a depth of

markets qualifies the Denver market for a "must"
place in any selling plan, whether one hitting
merely the high spots, or one of truly national
scope.
Denver and the Rocky Mountain region are busy

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Advertising

1,254,937 family-listening-days-per-week ... a selling force of such mass and weight as to make
selling in the nation's 20th market exceptionally
economical and profitable.
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WPAT
Radio—
Nut

and

Bolt

Tribute

Help
Firm

for

War

Plants

Pays

for Fine

Program

Finder

Job

By M. E. JENSEN
Personnel Director
Pheoll Mfg. Co., Chicago
WE WISH to pay our respects to
the radio industry for its ingenuity
and its ability to know the right
answer at the right time. At various times we had read articles regarding the power of radio, but
never did we think we would have
any occasion to use it.
Then came the war, and the call
for more and more material, but
with less manpower to produce it.
We tried various ideas with some
success but were gradually falling
behind the demands of the management for more and more help.
Women were gradually replacing
the boys we had lost, but there were
just not enough of them.
About the time things were becoming acute, we were contacted by
WHFC, a local radio station in
Cicero, 111. It sounded good, but
who ever heard of a personnel director writing script for a radio
program? We were hastily assured
by Mr. Pearson, who called on us,
that they would write all the
"copy" as he called it. To say that
we were dubious, is to put it mildly;
however, the cost was very nominal
compared to what we had been
spending, so we took the long leap.
The station selected 8:00 a.m.,
12:30 noon and 6:30 p.m. as times
for the broadcasts. Each program
was of 15 minutes duration and we
shared the cost with other war
plants. Since then the time has been
extended to 30 minutes.
Our part in this program seemed
very small, as most of the time was
devoted to music and to selling men
and women on the necessity of entering war work. We kept our
fingers crossed and thanked our
lucky stars, "48 of them," that we
could cancel our contract at any
time.
Along about noon of the second
day of our venture we started
hearing about our broadcast, and
the big parade was on its way.

ONE OF RADIO'S little-heralded but important wartime
roles centers in its power as an employment agency.
Shipyards, foundries, airplane plants and many others —
all have turned to radio for help in attracting people to
their plants. Pheoll

Mfg.

Co., Chicago,

bolts and nuts, is typical. Radio
workers — and

good

four applicants
excellent

75%
and

too. More

according

because

than

to Mr.

ployees.
The copy is very carefully worded
and to date we have had no one employed in another war plant applying for a position.
We have sent copies of the radio
script to the National Association
of Personnel Directors and sample

Electric

screws,

the needed

three

out of

they are making
Jensen,

he is Pheoll's Personnel

of the applicants are hired,
are making excellent em-

Western

is providing

are hired. Furthermore,

employes

ought to know

ones

making

and

he

Director.

copies will be sent to any personnel
director by addressing Mr. Roy S.
Welch, Executive Secretary, 20
West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,
Illinois.
We don't know that broadcasting
can cure all ills, but if we had a
medal we would surely pin it on the
Radio Industry for what it has
done for us.

Schedules

Regular

7-Weekly
Help Wanted
Series on WOR
FOR THE FIRST TIME in its
has been staggered in time to
history, Western Electric Co., New
reach the majority of WOR listenYork, is going on the air with a
ers, as well as an heretofore untapped supply of manpower.
regularly-scheduled Help Wanted
Jobs in the Kearny Works will
program, aimed at alleviating the
be offered by Lorraine Sherwood,
current manpower shortage at the
conductor of the program, who will
Kearny (N.J.) works. Beginning
June 28 on WOR, New York, the
give the phone number or location
"want-ad" series will be heard
where applicants may call or apseven times a week, Mondays
pear. They may get the position if
qualified,
or take instruction and
through Fridays, 9:45-9:50 a.m.,
be paid while learning. Other feaFridays, 8:55-9 p.m., and Sundays,
tures of the program will be inter5:25-5:30 p.m. Contract was placed
views by Miss Sherwood of employdirect.
es already working for Western
Western Electric, which in peaceElectric, as well as with heroes back
time is the source of supply for the
from the war fronts who will point
Bell System, is operating fulltime
out the need for workers on the
on war communications equipment,
home front. All of the morning
causing its need for manpower to
broadcasts will be transcribed so
grow faster than the available supthat the work of employes interply. For this reason the WOR series
viewed will not be interrupted.
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FOR
FCC HEARING
THE NAME of Donald Flamm,
former owner of WMCA, New
York, who recently acquired a half
interest in WPAT, Paterson, New
Jersey, was back in radio news last
week with the release by the FCC
of its notice of hearing on the
transfer application.
Mr. Flamm originally purchased
50% of the stock of the daytime
station from Frank Falknor, chief
engineer of CBS in Chicago, and
Rex Schepp, commercial manager
of WIRE, Indianapolis, for approximately $50,000. The balance is
owned by J ames V. Cosman, now a
lieutenant in the Navy with the
Bureau of Ships, and Mrs. Cosman.
The FCC notice stated the hearing issues will cover proposed acquisition of control by Mr. Flamm,
including reasons for making of
separate contracts as to the purchase of 196 shares and the subsequent acquisition of 4 shares;
the contractual and other relations
and arrangements of Mr. Flamm
with other stockholders and officials of the station; to determine
policy, program and personnel aspects under the new ownership
structure ; to obtain information on
any changes in the corporation, its
officers, employes and management
subsequent to the original negotiations and finally to determine whether control of WPAT has been
transferred "without consent of
hearing date has not yet been
theA Commission."
set. Mr. Flamm, in 1941, sold
WMCA to E. J. Noble for approximately $800,000.
WALB
Postponement
WALB, Albany, Ga., has been
granted an extension to July 17 by
the FCC for filing proposed findings growing out of hearings concluded in Atlanta late last April
on its application for renewal of
license, voluntary assignment of
its license from the Albany Herald
Publishing Co. to the Albany
Broadcasting Co., and for a construction permit to change frequency. Granted at the same time
was a motion for extension to July
6 for correction of testimony of
C. C. Tounsley, secretary-treasurer
of the publishing company, in the
Atlanta hearings. FCC action on
the proposed findings will terminate an investigation involving purparticipation
behalfported
by Rep.
E. E. on
CoxWALB's
(D. Ga.),
chairman of the House Select Committee to investigate the FCC.

It hasn't been necessary to call
out the police to keep people away,
but we have been able to keep up
with the demands for help and we
are certainly satisfied with the results.
One of the most gratifying points
of the campaign is the high calibre
of people we are securing. Over
Canada on All Stations
CANADIAN Government, Dept. of
National Revenue, Ottawa (Income
Tax Division) on June 15 started
a series of 10 live spot announcements on all Canadian stations in
connection with filing of 1942 income tax forms by June 30. Account was placed by Advertising
Agencies of Canada, Toronto.

TRANSFER

ALL-OUT FOR WAR EFFORT, these staff members
WSYR, Syracuse
put in their spare time working at the Lamson Co. ofDisplayi
ng some of
their handiwork to a plant inspector are (1 to r) : Rollie Furman announcer; Red Thomas, musical director; Al Eicholzer, chief operatorand Murray Bernthal, violinist.
'
BROADCASTING

WCOP
Action Postponed
THE FCC has continued to July
14 action on the petition of WCOP,
Boston, to take depositions in license renewal proceedings which
arose last December from a question as to the manner in which the
management conducted its foreign
language programs. The hearing,
first set for March 17 and later advanced to June 16, covers the station's methods of selecting and in-j
vestigating personnel, qualifications of personnel, supervision ofj
programs and sales. Harold A.
Lafount, executive head of WCOP,.
pointed
out had
last cooperated
December fully
that1 ,
the
station
with the FCC and that individuals'
mentioned in the Commission bill|
of particulars had been dismissed.
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For further information about Baltimore
of the present or future, write WBAL or
the Baltimore Association of Commerce.
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White
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Stresses

to

Duty

to Censor

ADOPTION OF a Code of Ethics
by the Assn. of Radio News Analysts, and a statement by Paul W.
White, CBS director of news broadcasts, last week served to outline
the attitude and policy of the
analysts and network on censorship
of news commentaries.
The code, adopted unanimously
by the ARNA, endorsed the NAB
standards regarding allotted commercial announcements in news
programs and opposition to censorship of broadcast material except for reasons of national security in an emergency. Members of
the code committee include H. V.
Kaltenborn, NBC, chairman; John
W. Vandercook, BLUE; and Waverly Root, WINS, New York. Text
of the code follows:
ARNA Code
The association expects and requires of
the radio news analyst painstaking accuracy in his public statements, recognizing the difficulties attendant upon the
dissemination of news during war time.
The association expects and requires of
the radio news analyst the exercise of
sound judgment and good taste, and the
avoidance of sensationalism in both the
substance of his broadcast material and
the manner of its presentation.
The association believes that the inclusion in any radio news analysis of commaterial inmercial,
theor "institutional"
guise of news oradvertising
personal
opinion is undesirable from every point
of view.
The association believes the reading of
commercial announcements by radio news
analysts is against the best interests of
broadcasting. It requires its own members
to refrain from this practice. The association deplores the interruption of a news
analysis by commercial announcements.
The association endorses the standards
of the NAB restricting the time allotted
to commercial announcements in connection with news broadcasts.
The association opposes all censorship
of broadcast material, except insofar as
duly required by governmental authorities
in the interest of public safety during a
national emergency.
White for Editing
In a letter to Mr. Kaltenborn,
dated June 15, Mr. White referred
especially to the last paragraph of
the Code, stating that some had
taken it to mean that ARNA members object to editing of their
scripts by network news desks. Acknowledging that Mr. Kaltenborn
had informed him this was not the
case, and that the paragraph was
intended to apply only to politically
imposed censorship, Mr. White reiterated his view that "editorial supervision of news analysts is inherent in the radio medium."
Pointing to the physical limitations of the radio spectrum, Mr.
White expressed the view that
there is a "distinct difference between the amount of personal
opinion permissible to radio news
analysts on the one hand and to
newspaper editorial writers and
columnists on the other." Except
for the profit motive, there is utterly no limit, he said, to the number of newspapers which may be
published. On the other hand the
number of available frequencies is
22
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Fairness

limited and, "if they are to continue to serve audiences as vast as
in the past, the number of nationwide networks is also necessarily
circumscribed." For this reason,
Mr. White said, the news analyst
"should not be engaged, nor should
he be so privileged, as to parade
his personal opinions in the guise
of analysis," since there is no guarantee, or under some circumstances,
even the possibility that opposition
opinion will get a hearing.
Fair discussion of controversial
public issues has been provided by
the policy of giving time to the
spokesmen of opposing views, but
the radio news analyst occupies a
quite different position from such
protagonists, Mr. White declared.
"Analyst Doe may have had
months and years in which to build
an audience in an established
period. He is an invited guest in
thousands and perhaps millions of
homes. Senator Roe cannot possibly, in his own defense, reach the
same audience that has heard
Analyst Doe's charges, and if the
case were carried to an absurdity,
and Doe were permitted to condemn not only Senator Roe, but
Senators Black, White, Green,
Smith and Brown — and they were
all given an opportunity to reply —
then there would be no time left for
any other kind of program."
Threat to Freedom
While admitting that there is no
such thing as complete obiectivity,
Mr. White said that the "very existence of a free radio is undermined if news analysts who have
regular and frequent broadcast
schedules are permitted to use their
chair before the microrjhone as a
pulpit or a soap box. The medium
of radio itself is too powerful for
that." he added.
CBS policv on npws analyses was
revealed by Mr. White in a memorandum which he said had been
given to commentators for their
guidance. The memo reads as follows:
What news analysts are entitled
to do and should do is to elucidate
and illuminate the news out of common knowledge or special knowledge
possessed by them or made available to
them bv this cgnnization through its
news sources. They should point out
the facts of both sides, show contradictions with the known record and
so on. They should bear in mind that
in a democracy it is important that
people should not only know hut should
understand, and the analyst's function
is to help the listener to understand,
to weigh and to judge but not do the
judging for him.
Writing Mr. Kaltenborn that "it
is arguable we may both have said
the same thing," Mr. White continued that "Where we may both
be apart, however, is over the question whether the network has the
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on Ethics
Code
CBS News Chief Tells Kaltenborn Nets and Stations
Have
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HEAD-TURNING Elaine Riley,
secretary to Cecil H. Hackett, managing director of WINS, New York,
has been signed by RKO-Radio Pictures; leaves for Hollywood to
make movie debut in producer
Tim Whelan's "Higher and Higher," starring Frank Sinatra ard
Michele More-an. A former Miss
Ohio, Elaine has been successively:
ni-rht club singer, Powers model,
private secretary. Graduate of
Traohagen School of Fashion, she
designs her own clothes.
right and indeed the duty to censor
or edit material prepared by the
"Just as I believe that no news
analyst." should go on the air until
reporter
his script has gone over the copy
desk to be checked for errors of
fact, grammar and news judgment,
so do I feel that no news analyst
should broadcast without editorial
supervision of his script.
"Our policies of fairness of the
air go a long way to insure, in its
broadest meaning, freedom of the
air. . . . And since the responsibility
for fairness of the air does rest
upon radio station and network
management, I feel it is incumbent
upon that management to install
and operate the machinery which
will make such fairness a reality."
Council

Gets Aid

FTNANCIAL support for the
Rocky Mountain Radio Council will
be provided
by Denver's
commercial stations
— KFEL fiveKVOD
KLZ KOA KMYR — under an
arrangement based on the national
card rates of the stations. The
Council receives other support from
member educational institutions
and agencies and the Rockefeller
and ether foundations. After four
years of operation, according to
the Council, it has shown that the
"program producing" type cooperative radio council "may well
become an integral part of the
American system of radio just as
truly as has the advertising agency.
What advertising agencies do via
radio for the commercial community, radio councils can do for the
edSeational and civic community."

ROADCASTING

Renews
a

New

10;
One

Contracts on NBC

for

2 Night Programs, 8 Serials
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, effective July 1 has renewed on NBC for 52 weeks its
two nighttime programs and eight
daytime serials, and on June 28
starts a new Monday-through-Friday dramatic show from Hollywood. The new program, which
may be called Hollywood Playhouse,
will replace Lone Journey, 10:45-11
a.m., on 51 NBC stations for Dreft
and will present Hollywood stars
in serialized adaptations of new
films which have not been released.
The eight P&G serials renewed
are as follows : Woman of America
(Ivory Snow), 10:45-11 on 16 Eastern network stations ; Road of Life
(Duz), 11-11:15; Vic & Sade
(Crisco), 11:15-11:30; Snow Village (White Laundry Soap) , 11 :3011:45; Mary Marlin (Ivory Snow),
3-3:15; Ma Perkins (Oxydol), 3:153:30; Pepper Young's Family
(Camay), 3:30-3:45; Right to Happiness (Ivory Bar), 3:45-4.
The two nighttime shows renewed are Truth or Consequences
(Duz), broadcast on the full network Saturdays
and ,Abie's
Irish Rose
(Drene 8:30-9,
Shampoo)
heard
the preceding half -hour, 8-8:30.
The latter program will be off the
air for eight weeks after the broadcast of June 26, and will return on
August 28. On that date the station
lineup will be expanded from 50 to
the full NBC network.
Dreft and Oxydol are handled by
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Chicago; Duz, Crisco, White Laundry
Soap and Ivory Bar by Compton
Adv., New York; Drene Shampoo
by H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago;
Ivory Snow by Benton & Bowles,
New York; Camay by Pedlar &
Ryan, New York.
Empire Expands
EMPIRE GOLD BUYING Service,
New York, has expanded its spot
radio campaign in the New York
area to approximately 200 live and
transcribed announcements weekly
on some 20 programs. Most recent
contract is with WEAF, New York,
for a series of 312 announcements
on a thrice-weekly basis on Ralph
Dumke's Two-Minute Man, and on
three broadcasts of Rhyme and
Rhythm. WEAF contract started
May 26. Other New York stations
used are WJZ WEAF WLIB WHN
WMCA WEVD. Agency is Carl
Caiman Inc., New York.
Austin Lining Up
AUSTIN TECHNICAL Publishers, New York, through its newlyappointed agencv, Carl Caiman
Inc., New York, last week started
a spot radio campaign which will
soon extend to 100 stations throughout the country. Promoting Guide
to Intimate Letter Writing, the
schedule was already in effect on
some 42 stations last week, including WOV, WINS, New York, and
WBYN, Brooklyn.
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THE

TOWN

THAT

NEVER

SLEEPS

4

Who said that John Q. Public puts
out the cat, turns off the radio and
goes to bed at ten o'clock?
Not in Detroit! Here, we

have

people working, playing, eating during hours they used to sleep. Yes,
and a radio station that goes twentyfour hours a day!
To serve the thousands of war
workers whose evening begins sometime after midnight, programs of
WJR are as complete and entertaining
in the wee, small hours as at any
other broadcasting period. There's
music, variety, news — and already,
seventeen sponsors are programming
these hours that, once upon a time,
were wanted by no one.
War has changed Detroit. There is
little difference between day and
night. Every minute is a vital minute.
Every minute a radio minute, too —
for there's a wide-awake station in
the town that never sleeps.

RADIO
ilfS
Edward Petry & Company, Inc.,

BASIC STATION. ..COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
G. A. Richards, President . . . Leo J. Fitzpatrick, Vice President and Gen. Mgr.
BROADCASTING
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-But
Scharf
Florida
Bill

1

Is

ASCAP

Test for Book
BILTMORE PUBLISHING Co.,
New York, is conducting a test
DocHitler's
WasYork,
for /New
campaign
tor on WHN,
with the
possibility of expanding to other
stations if the test is successful.
Firm started sponsorship of Warm
Up Time, quarter-hour program
preceding each baseball game, June
2, and also signed for participations
in three programs aired at different
times during the day — Newsreel
Theatre of the Air, Dick Gilbert's
record program, and George Hamilton Comb's news program. Agency
is Roberts & Reimers, New York.
Church Series Plans
MORE religious services from
Army and Navy camps and centers
will be broadcast during the coming
year <5n the CBS Church of the Air
programs, it was decided June 10 at
the annual meeting of the .program's board of that
consultants,
also announced
services which
from
women's training centers would be
broadcast, and greater emphasis
will be placed on the musical portions of the series.
24

ALONG

CAME

CAJUN

Vetoed

Was to Legalize Operations
Now Forbidden by State Law
THROUGH the efforts of Florida
broadcasters, Gov. Holland last
Monday for the second time has
vetoed a bill designed to legalize
ASCAP operations in the State.
The measure, sponsored jointly by
Senator Beacham, part owner of
WJNO, West Palm Beach, and
State Attorney General Watson,
was opposed by the Florida Assn.
of Broadcasters. The first Beacham
bill had been vetoed by Gov. Holland early in the legislative session.
The original anti-ASCAP law
passed by the Florida legislature
was carried to the Supreme Court,
which found certain aspects of the
measure constitutional and which
ultimately resulted in the consent
decree applied nationally. Reports
from Tallahassee, State capital,
stated that veto of the music bill
surprised many members of the
legislature. Senator Beacham was
supported by Gilbert Freeman,
former owner of WTAL, Tallahassee, but most of the state's
broadcasters were opposed to the
measure. ASCAP's representative
in Tallahassee has been I. T. Cohen
of Atlanta.
The fight against the measure was
led by W. Walter Tison, general
manager of WFLA, Tampa, and
Frank King, WMBR, Jacksonville
both former presidents of the
Florida association and former
NAB district directors. Mr. King is
now director-at-large of the NAB.
It was contended that the measure as drafted would have undone
everything that broadcasters had
gained in Florida and that since no
effort was made by the authors of
the measure to protect those gains
the stations of the State were diligent in their effort to secure the
Governor's veto.
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Censors

Want

to See Foreign Language

KVOL Uses a Tongue
MANY fascinating problems encountered in administering voluntary war-time censorship must
remain secrets until after the war.
But one unusual problem solved by
the Office of Censorship, Broadcasting Division, can be revealed.
Down in South Louisiana thousands of Cajuns — descendants of
the French Acadians exiled from
Nova Scotia and immortalized in
Longfellow's "Evangeline" — speak
little English. They use a soft and
picturesque French patois that,
like many American Indian dialects, is never written down. The
language is passed on from generation by word of mouth.
So, when Censorship requested
stations using foreign language
programs to require submission in
advance of scripts in the language
to be used, KVOL at Lafayette,
La., was confronted with an im-

Industry

Groups

Map

Scripts—

That Isn't Written—
possible task. The Cajun speech
cannot be reduced to writing. So,
the patriotic station discontinued
the newscasts that it had been
broadcasing in patois.
There is no newspaper in this
area. Thus thousands were deprived
of their only means of keeping informed about a great war that
would seem to be so far away but
for the constant stream of Cajun
sons and daughters into the armed
forces.
So, the Broadcasting Division of
Censorship took a common sense
view of this peculiar problem. It
permitted KVOL to resume its
newscasts in Cajun after Station
Manager Thomas assured the censors that program would be monitored by a Cajun employe to check
against any deviations from previously selected news items. The
Cajuns are happy again.

Out

Organization

Of Post-War
Technical
Planning
Board
the heads of the FCC, IRE and
ENCOURAGING progress towards
RMA. IRE approved the idea of
the organization of a post-war radio
technical planning board which
such a group, but suggested that
would include representatives of all its governing board be broadened
branches of the radio industry was
to include representatives of the
NAB and other organizations
reported last week by Haraden
whose
cooperation is essential if
Pratt, vice-president and chief enthe plans are to be truly represengineer of Mackay Radio & Teledustry. tative of all branches of the ingraph Co. Mr. Pratt is chairman of
a special committee appointed by
the Institute of Radio Engineers to
During the past few weeks the
draft plans for such a group and
IRE committee has talked with
to discuss the proposition with
representatives of these other orother organizations of the industry,
ganizations, Mr. Pratt said, includsuch as NAB, FMBI, American
ing the RMA, adding that a number
Radio Relay League, Radio Manuof points of difference between the
facturers Assn.
IRE and the RMA, which had
espoused the Fly plan of procedure,
Original suggestion for a radio
had been ironed out. Mr. Pratt said
planning group came from FCC
Chairman James Lawrence Fly,
that in the near future his committee expects to meet with the
who had proposed that the group's
governing committee be made up of
special RMA committee appointed

eld Commissioned

As Captain in the Army
ARTHUR
W. SCHARFELD,
Washington radio attorney, last
week was commissioned a captain
in the Provost Marshal's branch,
Military Governto Camp
ment,tailed
and was
deCuster, Mich., for
indoctr i n a t i o n
and training.
C a p t. Scharfeld
was to report at
the Grand Rapids
base June 26.
A partner in
Loucks & ScharMr. feldScharfeld
\ h e , f */in™ 1936,
.0f
since its formation
Capt. Scharfeld is a native of
Cleveland. Before forming his own
firm with Philip G. Loucks, former
NAB managing director, he was
with the firm of Kirkland, Fleming, Green & Martin, of which
Louis G. Caldwell is resident partner. He was a senior attorney with
the former Radio Commission, having resigned in 1930 to enter private practice after two years with
the Government. He is a graduate
of Harvard University and Harvard Law School. Capt. Scharfeld
is married and has one child.
Schonbrunn

Adds

S. A. SCHONBRUNN & Co., New
York, which resumed promotion for
Savarin Coffee in the latter part of
May with participations on WOR,
New York [Broadcasting, May
24], is adding six New York stations to the schedule. Contracts,
which start at varying dates, entail
the use of one-minute transcribed
announcements by Irene Beaseley,
singer. Schedule on WEAF began
June 8 with five-weekly announcements on Rhyme & Rhythm and on
Family Time. Agency is Ruthrauff
& Ryan, New York.
after the RMA's recent convention
in Chicago [Broadcasting, June
14], at which time it is hoped that
the remaining differences can be
eliminated.
The IRE has expressed the
opinion that the successful development and operation of a technical
planning agency for radio depends
on a number of factors, which include "broad and democratic representation in the agency of all
organizations having a major interest in the project, democratic procedure particularly including appropriate methods of selecting all
officials and members of the active
technical panels, and the setting of
a stated tenure of office for these
workers with suitable substitutions
for inactive groups or individuals."
The Institute further stated that

TABLE TALK of these eastern network and advertising executives was
picked up during a recent broadcast of Breakfast at Sardi's by Tom
Breneman (right), m.c. of the six-weekly half -hour series cooperatively
sponsored on BLUE stations. Visiting breakfasters are (1 to r) : Mrs.
Storrs Haynes; C. P. Jaeger, in charge of commercial division, BLUE
program department; Craig Davidson, vice-president of Compton Adv ,
New York agency servicing William S. Scull Co., eastern distributors
for Minute Man Soap; Storrs Haynes, agency radio director, and Mr.
Breneman. Soup product is promoted on latter half of the five-weekly
broadcasts, Monday through Friday, 11-11:30 a.m. (EWT)
BROADCASTING

budget plans should be made before
the agency is formed, providing for
"suitable budgetary participation
of those concerned as well as an
accounting." IRE also urged "democratic voting and reporting methods and fully judicial procedure
at all steps, with adequate opportunity for the public expression of
all viewpoints on given questions."
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ROB ERT SM If H is the advertising genius of Lipman
Wolfe

& Co., one of Portland's major department

stores. Recently Mr. Smith took a large. ;adyertisement for Lipman's in The Oregonjan to publicly
congratulate the staff of KEX oh the job it is doing
on Lipman's patriotic program, "Freedom

Speaks."

Mr. Smith's copy eloquently testifies to
service advertisers get on KEX;

""*"

l
JUIKlf
9:1$

"We

should like to acknowledge

publicly the amaz-

ing skill with which 'Freedom Speaks' has been
produced in the studios of KEX>KGW; we think

on

you will find this program equal to anything that
comes over the networks.

»»}o6.a>< Hp*

a cast that includes Ma*k

Splendidly acted

ningway,
Dick Rand and
afer; scored and produced by Gordon

lir.

0a#i brick; from a'. script by Evelyn Lampman,
Frank

too J
v is ,np|p
tW 1
S»»et

*fFreedom

tone*-

Speaks"' deserves a place on your;

ular list of favorite Sunday radio programs.*''

Tu"« * .-/(every5"

i-

. >TH£

VOICE
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B
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CBS
WMT

Challenges

FCC

Authorizations'
in
auFCC's
A NEW TEST of the
thority to issue "special service
authorizations," in lieu of broadcast station licenses is before the
U. S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia by virtue of
an appeal and petition for a stay
order filed last week by WMT,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, against the
FCC action authorizing KSJB at
Jamestown, N. D. to operate on the
WMT frequency of 600 kc.
The appeal, first in several
months, came on the heels of the
May 17 decision of the United
States Supreme Court in the KOAWHDH case, wherein the highest
tribunal held the FCC must accord full hearing to all parties directly in interest. A similar situation obtained in the Jamestown
case, since the FCC originally had
granted the station the new facili-

'Special

Handicapped

Service

Appeal
on
KSJB
ties without according WMT a
hearing.

GRADUATION exercises for
handicapped children in
Washington were held June
Id over WMAL, with 300

The appeal is regarded as of significance, since it constitutes the
first test of the local Court's authority to issue stay orders, since
the Supreme Court last year held
it had such power in meritorious
cases.

hearing the cereyoungsters
monies via loudspeaker.
Capital education officials took
several outpart, along with
standing
graduates.
The
children are taught by 15
teachers who go around to
homes.

Year's Delay
The WMT petition brought out
that the FCC on April 14, 1942,
without notice or hearing, granted
the Jamestown application for assignment on 600 kc. with 250 watts
daytime, 100 watts night, in lieu
of its former assignment on 1400
kc. and 250 watts unlimited time.
On May 4, 1942, WMT sought to
have the action set aside and the
application designated for hearing.
No action was taken by the Com-

mission, however, until June 1,
1943 — more than a year later, after
the Supreme Court decision in the
KOA case.
On June 1, the Commission
granted the WMT petition and ordered the grant to KSJB set aside,
and designated the application for
hearing. Then the Commission,
without application from Jamestown, issued a special service authorization to the station to oper-

kk

Merges

Copyright

And Editing Department
IN A REORGANIZATION of the
copyright division and the commercial editing department of CBS,
announced last week by Paul Kesten, CBS vice-president and general manager, the two units have
been combined and renamed the
department of editing and copyright, with Jan Schimek, head of
both departments, continuing as
director.
Reason for the change is to
broaden the operations of the commercial editing department to include the application of CBS' basic
program policies to sustaining as
well as to commercial programs.
CBS' increased use of freelance
writers who are not familiar with
the network's program policies
also required more consistent coordination from a central source.
ate on 600 kc. pending determination of the issues following the
hearing.
Through George S. Smith and
Philip J. Hennessey Jr., partners
in the firm of Segal, Smith & Hennessey, WMT contended that the
actions of June 1, although purporting to grant appellant's petition for hearing,
"in fact
its action
of April
14, reaffirmed
1942, by
authorizing the continued operation
of KSJB

on the frequency 600 kc."
Injury Claimed

The court was told the assignment of the Jamestown station on
600 kc. will result in loss of service
by WMT to an area of 1900 square
miles. Moreover, it held that
KSJB's coverage at night would
be reduced from about 660 square
miles to approximately 95 square
miles. It was contended the grant
of the stay order will not adversely
affect KSJB or its listeners, though
WTOC

•

SAVANNAH

failure
to grant
it "will
work
serious and
irreparable
injury
upona

A

WMT and its listeners."
After citing a series of purported
&&Cf&

. . . "Art Dickson
is unquestionably
Western

and
one

his MELODY
of the most

acts in Radio Broadcasting.

MUSTANGS
outstanding
We

are pres-

ently using the MELODY
through

MUSTANGS o Monday
Friday, for the bakers of Holsum Bread.

This program
months,

has been on the air for the past six

and from present indications^

will con-

tinue indefinitely."

Art Dickson and his Melody Mustangs is a
75-minufe feature program written by a guy
who knows his bronchos. It is an integral part
of Lang-Worth Planned Program Service.
Seventy-eight units available immediately;
3 weekly thereafter.
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stated that the action "is flagrantly in violation to the rule of conduct I
pointed out to the Commission in
the decision of this Court and the
United
the
KOAStates
case. Supreme Court" in

WMT, which operates with 5,000
watts on 600 kc, is licensed to the
Iowa Broadcasting Co. of which ||
Gardner Cowles, Jr., recently resigned assistant director of the 1
OWI, is president. KSJB is headed
by John W. Boler of Minneapolis,
who has consistently favored the I
policies of the FCC majority in regard to broadcast regulation.

-

LANG
WORTH,
Inc.
420 MADISON
AVENUE . NEW YORK, N. Y.

Page

infractions
regulations and of ofthethe
law,FCC's
the pleading
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Promotion for AP News
FIRST of a new series of promotional
aids which will be sent to stations
broadcasting AP news is a group of
one-minute transcribed announcements
by Paul Girard, former announcer,
now station relations manager of the
AP
subsidiary, Press Assn. Transcribed by WOR studios, the commentaries highlight experiences of AP
correspondents on war fronts.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Proteus

rides

the

air

-waves

. . . for variety is the spice of radio. Changing its form

of the radio world are brought to Westinghouse

at will, like Proteus, the living-room becomes news room,
concert hall, cathedral, classroom, opera house, test
kitchen, theater, banquet hall, army camp, vaudeville

ences through programs of the NBC and the Blue Network. Programs produced locally are planned to reflect
community interests and preferences.

stage, listening-post between government and governed,
grange, night club, police station, town hall, and market
place. Any or all, as the listener likes.

Full coverage from the world's finest news-gathering
agencies insures the latest authentic news, and alert

Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc exercises constant
care to maintain the highest standards of American

special-events staffs are on the spot where things happen. In short, the listener comes first at Westinghouse,

broadcasting. From dawn to yawn, 19 hours a day, programs are geared to the public good. Brightest stars

and the sponsor buys a known

quantity . . . ears that

hear, and purses that discriminate.

WESTINGHOUSE
WOWO

audi-

• WGL

RADIO
• WBZ

STATIONS

• WBZA

• KYW

Inc

• KDK

A

special change and
USEbuy you
a rshare in the Aircraft
Carrier Shangri-la which
will return to Tokyo. "As
little as one dollar in war stamps
will give you a share in this carrier", is the theme of a drive by
WHIO, Dayton, cooperating with
a committee of the RMA, to promote local commercial programs
and spots sponsored by retailers
for war stamp sales. One day a
week for the month is planned for
a concentrated effort through radio and other media, with a special
program on WHIO July 1 to start
the campaign. Retailers may plug
the sales on other days, but the
association is centering efforts on
one day each week.

Auction-Dinners

Atetchandbinj
&
Promotion
Teasers — Revolving Door — Bell Ringers
Auctions — Employment
Moseley Teasers
QUOTES from the news commentaries of Sidney Moseley and Dr.
Frank Kingdon on WMCA, New
York, are aired the day following
each broadcast, in the form of a
50-second recorded "teaser," designed to increase listener interest
in the programs. An announcer introduces the disc with the words
"Last night, Sidney Moseley said
..." following with quotes.

Plan — Wash

Revolving Door
REVOLVING DOOR cut-out in
folder is being used by KSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul, to promote reservations for its "Household Forum"
program. The in-and-out action of
the swinging door is likened to the
coming and going of sponsors of a
participating program. KSTP
points out, however, that its Forum
program is filled up at present and
urges reservations.

WTMV
"the

home
folks
Broadview
Hotel station"
East St. Louis. Illinois
May 12, 1943

Mr. Erich Brandeis
International News Service
235 East 45th Street
New York, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Brandeis:
Grasping time by its withered forelock, we write to
express in some small measure our appreciation of
and our reliance upon the complete, accurate and upto-the-minute coverage of world news given this station by INS.
To paraphrase an old saying, in our
opinion INS "gits thar fustest with the bestest dispatches".
Although INS in all instances does an outstanding job
of coverage, we remember particularly the "Saboteur
Execution" and the "Toulon Fleet" stories as being
reason enough for our selection of your wire as the
sole news connection between WTMV listeners and the
outside world.
In addition to the spot news furnished by INS, we
have made and are making profitable use of the many
excellent features overheaded to our news room regularly by mail.
These features are well prepared and,
according to the announcing staff, flow smoothly on
the air.
Finally, we would be remiss if we did not mention
the pleasant service and cooperation afforded WTMV
by Bob Hereford and Gene Roguski, Chief and assistant,
respectively, in the local INS bureau.
Si/ncerelyNyo

IN A SERIES of auction-dinners
which combined the sale of war
bonds with the sale of candy to
jobbers, Schutter Candy Co., Chicago (Old Nick and Bit-O-Honey
candy bars), raised a total of more
than $10,000,000 worth of war
bonds in the recent national bond
drive. Through special announcements on the Schutter radio program, Col.Sundays,
Stoopnagle's
roos, heard
1:45-2 Stoopap.m. on
CBS, candy jobbers were advised
of forthcoming auctions in scattered localities throughout the
country. Highest bidders for war
bonds were awarded the orders for
candy. Agency is Roche, Williams
& Cunnyngham, Chicago.
* * *
Ration Book Holder
WIBW, Topeka, has issued a
brown stiff -paper ration book holder
the design of which, printed in
blue, includes at the bottom "Compliments of WIBW— Topeka, Kansas". Printed on inside pockets are
eight points of advice for planning
and shopping, space for name and
address, and an appropriate quotation from President Roosevelt.
The back cover contains a twelvemonth calendar to March, 1944,
with further space for notations!
and the bottom quarter is devoted
to a brief plug for the station.
* * *
Employment Plan
UNDER plan formulated by employe management committee of
Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica, Cal., studi audience of a
broadcast of the oweekl
y NBC Red
Skelton & Co., sponsored by Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corp. (Raleigh cigarettes), consisted of job
applicants and employes of Douglas. Each pair of broadcast tickets
requires an application blank, and
two tickets will be given to each
employe inducing a friend to sign
up during the recruiting campaign.
* * *
On Wash
WHN, New York, is using the paper bands sealing men's shirts to
promote its programs. Dick Gilbert, record m.c, is featured on
the first bands which will be used
for three weeks, the copy then
changing to exploit other programs.
The patented orange strip, bearing
dial figures, tune-in time and call
letters, reaches an estimated 75,000
men. Clients of a number of independent laundries cooperated in the
* * *
Bell Ringers

STREETLEVEL bulletin board on
plan.
the front door of WGKV, Charleston, W. Va., pictures local and national radio stars in a novel type
of quiz. Passersby are invited to
identify the stars. Key to the picture quiz is on the inside of the
door so that persons moved by
curiosity to open it cause a small
bell to tinkle. An audible check is
thus kept on the display.
* ♦ ♦
Potentially Speaking

Michael Henry
News Director
MH: js

FOR

LOCAL and potential advertisers, in the Asheville area,
WWNC, Asheville, N. C, has produced a series of single-fold mailing
inches. pieces,
On three-and-a-half
the face of eachby issixa
statement emphasizing one phase of
radio advertising, programming or
listening. Folder opens to a brief
expansion of the same idea.
Page
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1. Enemy planes rise
from distant airfields.

The

facts

about

RADAR
"The whole history of Radar has
been an example of successful
collaboration between Allies on
an international scale."
THE NEW YORK TIMES. MAY 16

working alone, some in the Army and
the Navy, many in research laboratories
of colleges and industrial firms, joined
eagerly in the search for Radar knowledge.

Post-war applications will be many.
Radar will guard and guide the flight of
great commercial transports. Planes will
land blind. Transoceanic liners will slip

Team-work that succeeded. Once this

safely into fog-bound harbors — all with
Radar detection equipment.

electronic device had been perfected, industry after industry rallied to the
nation's call to manufacture Radar.
General Electric is proud to have played

In addition to Radar, General Electric

a large part, with other manufacturers,
in supplying to the Army and Navy this
key weapon whose peacetime applications hold so high a promise.
As early as the Twenties, G-E engineers and scientists were developing the

This amazing electronic invention that
locates distant planes and ships despite
darkness and fog is a great co-operative
achievement of Science and Industry.
In this country and in the British Isles,
over 2000 scientists and engineers, some

kind of high-frequency tubes, circuits
and apparatus that make Radar possible.
Thus long before *,

r
',,!f
Radar
equipment.

4 .}*
m

is supplying to the Army, Navy, and Marines radio transmitters, antennae and
receivers, carrier-current equipment, all
kinds of electronic measurement equipment, and monitors. Electronics Department, General Electric, Schenectady ,N .Y .
Tune in General Electric's WORLD TODAY and
hear the news from the men who see it happen,
every evening except Sunday at 6:45 E.W.T. over
C.B.S. ... On Sunday evening listen to the G-E
Mazda Lamp program over N.B.C. network.

general
#over $1,000,000
electric
G-£ employees are now purchasing
in War Bonds weekly
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The
People's Choice?
PONDER a figure like $8,752,130,000. It isn't
the war debt or even the increase in taxes
coming up.
It represents the public's investment in radio
receivers and parts since 1922.
A total of 101,724,380 receivers have beer,
sold since that date, when all but a handful
of hardy pioneers saw in "radiotelephony" or
"wireless" something more than a passing fad.
Of these, 59,000,000 are in use today in a nation of 130,000,000. Last year, despite the
freeze in receiver manufacture so that all facilities could be converted to war production,
4,400,000 sets, valued at $460,000,000, were
sold.
Those figures tell more eloquently than regulations or laws the public acceptance of broadcasting by the American plan. There has been
no clamor for changes in program structure
or content. Programs have built that audience,
and caused the public voluntarily to spend for
receivers and tubes and service.
So the question arises, why has Government stepped in to reform or "improve" a
service that is beyond question "in the public
interest"? And, more timely perhaps, where
will the effort to reform stop? The bounds of
the FCC's authority are practically limitless
under the Supreme Court split opinion in the
network cases.
The network regulations are now beyond
argument. They became effective last week.
Radio thereby won't go to hell-in-a-hack overnight. Both sides — FCC and the major networks alike — have been too extreme and too
emotional in their statements regarding these
rules. No one will contend that the networks
have been lily-white in their dealings with
their affiliates and that no wrongs or inequities
have existed in those relationships. Our contention now is, and always has been, that matters of contract and of business belong, not
to the FCC, but to the private participants.
That is how Congress intended it. It isn't however, how the Supreme Court interpreted the
mind of Congress.
And that's where Congress comes in.
The Supreme Court opinion, at long last, is
recognized by the press as a threat to that
medium as well as to radio. Such journals as
the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal,
and our trade journal contemporary, Editor &
Publisher, have now taken up the cudgels in
Page
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favor of a new definition from Congress. They
point out that freedom of speech and of the
press are among the liberties for which we are
fighting; that while the battle to preserve
them is being won abroad, it may be lost at
home.
Senator Wheeler has announced postponement until September of the hearings on legislation to amend the archaic radio laws, should
Congress recess next month. He is definitely on
record in favor of hearings, dispelling doubt
on that score.
New legislation is a must this session. The
postponement gives all parties time in which to
prepare. There shouldn't for a moment be a
relaxation of effort toward that goal. Interest
should not be allowed to wane.
FCC Chairman Fly has described as a "lot
of hooey" the interpretations given the Supreme Court decision as striking at freedom
of radio or the press. He points to the "unwisdom" of appraising a judicial decision on
"ten words picked out of 20 pages". He characterizes these dire predictions as "stuff fed
out to the press from the NAB and the other
big network representatives", designed to "mislead and confuse the public".
In view of these disclaimers, there appears
to be no earthly reason why the FCC shouldn't
welcome clarification of the law in such a way
as to define clearly the limits of the FCC's
authority. Since it is contended that the Frankfurter opinion doesn't give the FCC these broad
authorities, we can't fathom any reason why
the law shouldn't speak out clearly against
interference with the freedom of expression
and of the press, if need be. The FCC majority should be the first to come forward with
proposals along that line.
Because we have a suspicion of doubt about
such a move by the FCC, we think it's up to the
media of expression, radio and newspapers
hand-in-hand, to impress upon Congress that it
must retrieve its legislative authority in these
spheres. If there is no summer recess, then the
hearings should be scheduled forthwith, as
originally planned. And, as Chairman "Wheeler
publicly stated, they must be pressed through
"uninterruptedly" until fool-proof legislation
is written. After all, it's the public's radio and
the public's fight. Congress as the representative of the public, must give the answer.

By LEO FITZPATRICK
Vice-President and General Manager,
WJR, Detroit
IT IS the duty of every radio station to
adopt a position of leadership in essential affairs within range of its power.
This is demonstrated as never before during
these times.
The necessity for this leadership can be observed in every troop train. Leaders of . yesterday have gone to war. Radio's complacency
of the past in merely entertaining the American public must be superseded by a recognition of radio's responsibilities.
As a practical example, here is what WJE
has done in just one instance:
It really began several years ago when WJE
established the Farm Forum and installed
Duncan Moore, newspaper man, foreign cor(Continued on page 34)
Railroaded
IN TIME and talent donated, and in cooperation and manpower furnished, radio has been
doing a first class war job. Governmental
authorities, civilian and military, from the
top to the local OCD director, will attest to
that. This job is being done without particular regard to expense and, at times, in
the face of irritating discriminations.
Take for example the case reported in Broadcasting last week by W. L. Gleeson, president of KPRO, Riverside, Cal. Mr. Gleeson,
finding that railroads were paying newspapers,
magazines and billboards to use material radio
distributed for OWI, asked why radio time
was not purchased. The railroad representative commented, "It isn't necessary for us to
advertise on the radio. We get it for nothing."
A developing restlessness within the industry in the face of these inequities was reflected
last week when the NAB's Small Station Committee met to give radio's own answer to the
question "what can we do to keep going?" Obviously weary of expressions of good intentions from the FCC and OWI, the broadcasters
turned for inspiration to — of all people — Honest Harold Ickes, who has supplied the one
tangible bit of real Government cooperation
with the industry, the "Buy Coal Now" campaign. Beyond this, the Committee has asked
OWI to protect it by making sure that private
industries involved in future campaigns make
reasonable use of paid time before the Government requests free time.
Certainly radio is interested in getting all
war messages — including the ones that help
the railroads — to the public. But the industry
has a right to expect that it will be protected
from exploitation of the sort reported by Mr.
Gleeson. Moreover it has a right to expect
that other free American industries will do
their part toward delivery of the war message.
Many of these incidents may be avoided
eventually, should the Community War Plan
now being considered by the War Advertising
Council [Broadcasting, June 7] be authorized.
Radio, which has rung the bell repeatedly in
putting over Government war messages, can
expect fair and equal treatment in the allocation of these local war chests to buy time and
space. At the very least, the industry will no
longer be asked to give away services that
others sell.
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MILLER McCLINTOCK, president
of MBS, is on a flying trip to the
West Coast, speaking before the
Pacific Advertising Assn. in San
Francisco on June 23 and the Los
Angeles Rotary Club before returning east. On his way back to
New York he will stop in Chicago to
conduct the meeting of stations which
are atliliated with both Mutual and
another network, scheduled for
June 29.
ED DEVNEY. former sales manager
of the New York office of Howard H.
Wilson Co.. was recently graduated
with honors as a second lieutenant
at the Army Air Forces School at
Miami Beach. Lt. Devney has been
assigned to the AAF Intelligence
School at Harrisburg, Pa.

CARLTON

HATHAWAY

LIKE the itinerant reporter of former years, the radio announcer has
acquired a reputation for "floating"
from one job to another until he
hits network big-time. That sort of
activity has been accelerated in
these days of manpower shortages.
Thus, it's quite refreshing to find
an announcer who has stuck to the
same station and on virtually the
same job for nearly two decades.
Such is the case of Carlton Hathaway Dickerman, chief announcer
of WEEI, Boston. Since 1925 he
has taken his turn at the WEEI
microphone without a hitch. And
for that reason we salute him in
these columns.
When commercial radio was still
in diapers in 1925, Carlton Dickerman landed his job as announcer
via a telephoned audition. Subject
of the conversation was, of all
things, vacuum cleaners ! Dick was
an expert on them and on electrical
appliances in general, because he
earned his living selling them for
the Boston Edison Co., licensee of
WEEI.
The change in profession came
about when the company's perli sonnel director, in the market for a
1 1vacuum cleaner, called Dickerman
I for advice. It turned out to be a 25) minute radio audition, because the
|! Ithen manager of WEEI was listening in. Dick was offered an announcing job at $14 a week increase. He joined the station Feb.
24, 1925, as its twelfth staff member. He has witnessed the station's
development during 18 years.
WEEI subsequently was sold to
CBS, for which network it had been
an outlet since its formation. The
station now has 80 employes.
Despite his success story, Dick
doesn't recommend audition by
telephone. As he puts it, "Over the
telephone the voice is modulated to
|escape the ears of the visible audience. (Not some people we know!)
Over the microphone the voice must
r project a personality to the invisible ear."
BROADCASTING

DICKERMAN

Dickerman was born in Taunton,
Mass., on Sept. 2, 1900. Jump from
salesman to announcer is not too
hard to understand in the light of
Dick's background. His school years
included participation in every
dramatic and musical presentation
that offered, five years of piano
study, two years of voice, and wide
reading in English literature. When
not at his books, he enjoyed a good
workout in the gym and a few
rounds of wrestling or a swim.
Nearly 6 feet tall, he now weighs
in the neighborhood of 250 pounds.
This has changed his athletic interests to an occasional game of
golf and an acre garden lot.
Married to a former WEEI
hostess, pianist and organist, Sybil
Jane Morse, Dick's current interests center around his home in
Sharon, a residential community
about 20 miles out of Boston, a
three-year-old son, and a new Great
Dane pup who recently joined the
family. Though he hasn't found
time to attend meetings, Dick is a
member of the Masonic Order and
has paid dues regularly for fifteen
In almost two decades of anyears.
nouncing, he has run the gamut of
announcers' bogies. Once in front
of a theatre audience, he unwittingly proved the thesis that
"mikes do bite." He ran smack into
a standing microphone and stepped
on the cord, causing the mike to
spring at his teeth. Another time
as he approached the climax of a
long commercial, a passing artist
stumbled against the table supporting his mike and spilled a full
lap.
glass of water into Dick's spacious
But Dick is still even-tempered,
has a healthy appreciation of people, and would be content to stay
in radio and at WEEI for the rest
of his life. Dick is a happy man.
His few ambitions include working
as a program director or station
coordinator — and perhaps another
son and daughter.
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GENE T. DYER, owner of WAITWGES-WSBC, Chicago, has purchased the Kildare Country Club just
outside of Chicago. The golf course
will be used as grazing land for the
duration, but will be resumed as a
membership country club after the
war.
TOM TOMB, salesman of WCAE,
Pittsburgh, has been commissioned a
lieutenant (j.g.) in the Naval Air
Corps, and reports to Los Angeles.
CLAIR M. WOLFE, former public
relations director of Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co.'s Mead, Neb., plant, has
joined the local sales department of
WOW, Omaha.
JOHN C. JESSUP has joined KOMOKJR, Seattle, as account executive,
after being turned down on his physical
examination by the Army. He was formerly with WTMJ, Milwaukee.
MANUEL EISNER, former business
manager of the Cleveland Rams football team of the National Professional
League, has joined WGAR, Cleveland,
as publicity director. He succeeds
Maurie Condon, now in the Army.
HARRY M. BITNER Jr., general
manager of WFBM, Indianapolis, has
been commissioned a lieutenant (j.g.)
in the United States Naval Reserve
and is expected to report for duty
shortly. He has managed the station
of which he is part owner, since Capt.
Lester Lindow reported for active duty
in the Army 18 months ago. Capt.
Lindow last Monday reported for duty
in Washington in the Radio Branch.
Bureau of Public Relations, under Col.
E. M. Kirby. He was transferred from
Camp Wolters. Tex., where he served
as public relations officer since his call
to active duty.
CARLOS PUYO DELGADO, prominent Colombia journalist, arrived in
Washington last week as a guest of
the State Dept. While here, he will
interview representative personages
for the newspaper and radio audience
in Colombia. Senor Delgado is director
of the daily radio review, Actualidad
Diaria.

To the would-be announcer, Dick
gives this advice, "If you want to
be a good announcer, you must
either possess, or acquire, a modest
and retiring disposition. If you are
able to do that, the way to some
very remunerative assignments lies
open before you."
Carleton Dickerman's first program director gave him this tenet
to work by. Succeeding by it, Dick
knows whereof he speaks.

A. Lafount

GLADYS
MacDONALD
LAFOUNT, wife of Harold Lafount,
president of the Atlantic Coast
Network, passed away June 14,
after an illness of some weeks. Mrs.
Lafount was born in Newark
March 8, 1903, and was married
several years ago to Mr. Lafount,
who is general manager of the
Bulova-Lafount radio interests and
who was a member of the original
Federal Radio Commission, forerunner of the present FCC. Funeral was held Wednesday, with interment at Fairmount Cemetery,
Newark.
JEANNE ANNE GAMMONS,
daughter of Earl H. Gammons. Washington director of CBS, and Mrs.
Gammons, last Thursday was married
to Lt. W. F. Merrill, U. S. Naval Reserve, of Pittsburgh. Lt. Merrill is in
charge of the Fire Control School for
officers in Washington and has been in
the Navy since his graduation from
Ohio State several years ago.
ED RASMUSSEN, former account
executive of WOKO, Albany, N. Y..
has joined KOY, Phoenix.
BOBBY KAUFMAN, account executive of KFWB, Hollywood, and Shirley Pillar of Los Angeles, were married June 11.
JACK ALLEN, new to radio, has
joined
KOY,
Phoenix, as an account
executive
apprentice.
ROGER W. CLIPP, vice-president
and general manager of WFlL, Philadelphia, has been elected to the board
of directors of the Atlantic City
Beauty Pageant Committee.
BOB HARE, assistant to Hal Coulter, sales promotion manager of KYW,
Philadelphia, was inducted into the
Army June 21.
TED OBERFELDER, station promotion manager of WCAU, Philadelphia, enters the Red Cross overseas
service on July 2. He will be replaced
by Emma
May of
Roberts,
promotion director
the radio
Philadelphia
Record.
CLAIRE HYLAND. formerly with
Stockton, West & Burkhardt, Cincinnati, has joined the network sales promotion department of NBC.
MORTON W. MATTAWAY has
joined KLO Ogden, Utah, as salesmanager. Mr. Mattaway was formerly
salesChicago.
manager for International Events
at
LES HACKER, general manager of
KVEC. San Luis Obispo, Cal., is recuperating from an appendix operation.
M E L V I N DRAKE, manager of
KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan., has been
elected president of the chamber of
commerce.
ANN

LADD is new field representative for WLW in the Cincinnati area,
calling on retailers and wholesalers.
She was formerly a personnel director
for the F. E. Compton Co., Chicago
publisher.MIDDLETON, sales manager
BEVO
of WABC, New York, is awaiting a
commission in the Army, but believes
he
may be inducted before it comes
through.
MICHAEL M. SILLERMAN, president of the Keystone Broadcasting
System, and Estelle Levande, in charge
of sales for the National Microscope
Exchange, New York, were married
June 6 in New York.
ROBERT Z. MORRISON Jr., former
field director of the American Red
Cross at Fort Slocum, N. Y., and new
to radio, has joined the sales staff of
NBC Radio-Recording. New York. He
succeeds John T. Williams, transferred to NBC's television department.
June
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MIRIAM^McGRATH
Sil has joined
WTOP, Washington, to take over log
operations, coming from the editorial
stpff of the Government Manual. OWI.
Helen Shultz, traffic manager, has resigned, effective July 3d, to join her
husband in Florida. Jane Jenkins,
reformerly of WJEJ, Hagerstown, has
places her. Mrs. Betty Grove
joined the staff as script writer in the
She was previdepartment.
programously with
the McCord Agency as a
writer.
ALMA SIOUX SCARBBRRY, formerly associated with New York and
Chicago newspapers, has joined the
publicity staff of CBS Hollywood.
is now program diJERRY rector ofMORRIS
KOL, Seattle.
LOUIS P. LOCHNER, NBC Pacific
an honCoast commentator, received
orary Doctor of Laws degree from
Muhlenberg College, Allentown, Pa.,
following his commencement address
to 1943 graduating class.
FRANCIS COREY has resumed her
thrice-weekly program, Women & the
War on WQXR. New York, sponDepartment
sored by Bloomingdale's absence
for
after a six-week
Store,
the
birth of her child.
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CHARLES BAXTER, recently appointed Sohio Reporter by Standard
Oil of Ohio, has left WTOL, Toledo,
to join the Navy.
RALPH NASH, news editor of
WBRW. Welch. W. Va., on May 31
married Leona Mae Guessford at Des
Moines, la.
REV. BOB GODFREY, engineer and
announcer of WBRW. Welch, W. Va..
has been called to Florida on account;
of the death of his father.
VIRGINIA COOKE, Hollywood freelance, has been given the writing assignment on Signal's Question of the
Week, half-hour news analysis series,
sponsored by Signal Oil Co., on CBS
Pacific and Arizona stations. She was
also named to writing staff of weekly
Hollywood Showcase, sponsored by
Ben Hur Products Inc., on Pacific
stations of that network on June 11.
PAULINE HOPKINS, writer of
CBS That Brewster Boy, was elected
president of the Chicago branch of
the Radio Writers Guild. Louis Scofield, freelance, was elected vice-president, and Nikki Kaye, and Sidney
Gerson, freelances, secretary and
treasurer.

LOUISVILLE
with

WINN

BLUE

LOUISVILLE,

Ut
KY.

D. E. "Plug" Kendrick
President and General Manager
G. F. "Red" Bauer
Sales Manager
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MRS. ELIZABETH MEIGGS, New
York freelance and advertising copy
writer, has joined the continuity staff
of KOMO-KJR, Seattle.
JIM FARLEE and Ted Hatch have
left the newsroom of WOW, Omaha,
to join the Army. Farlee has reported to the Fort Knox Armored
Force OCS and Hatch is to report
to the Fort Benning Infantry OCS.
CRAIG STEWART has joined
WCAU, Philadelphia, Pa. He was
previously chief announcer and producer with WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
HARRY McTIGUE, from WLOL,
Minneapolis, has been appointed production manager of WINN, Louisville, and Bess Lyman, also from
WLOL, has been appointed continuity editor.
BILL STROTHMAN, announcer
with KGVO, Missoula, Mont., since
1940, has been assigned special duty
by the Army. George Shoemaker, new
to radio, has joined the announcing
staff, and Sam Smith, former announcer who has been studying at
Montana State U, returns to the staff
for the summer.

Guestitorial
(Continued from page 32)
respondent, race horse breeder and
gentleman farmer as the director.
Moore went into the program
with a vengeance. He was given a
free hand and despite the hour of
his program — 5:30 to 6:30 a.m. —
he built up a tremendous following
through the Middlewest.
Moore read all the farm journals. He was put on the Agriculture Department mailing list. With
the eyes of a trained observer he
scanned their releases for program
material and a month ago he noticed
that Michigan farmers would plant
150,000 acres fewer beans this year
than last year, when there was a
bumper crop. The State raises onethird of all the beans grown in
America. Last year, more than
450,000 acres were planted to this
rich protein crop.
When "Dune" noticed the shortage, he began to figure. He sought
more information from the Army,
and discovered that the shortage of
beans in Michigan alone amounted
to
750of million
a lot
beans. Army meals. That's
Moore felt that something should
be done about this situation. How
could WJR help? How could WJR
reach these farmers and convince
them that they must raise more
beans?

you*.
NETWORK

STATION

LORNE GREENE, chief announcer
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
Toronto, has joined the Canadian
Army. Elwood Glover replaces him.
Mavor Moore, Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. producer at Toronto, has been
commissioned a lieutenant in the
Canadian Army. Fred Darling, announcer, and George C. Norris of the
press and information section, have
joined the RCAF.
De B. HOLLY, producer of CBL,
Toronto, has joined the Canadian
Army.

"A fine doctor! He's so busy
listening to WFDF Flint Michigan, he won't take time to paint
my throat!"

Talk alone wouldn't solve the
problem. But "Dune" is something
of a showman in addition to being
a farm editor and a newspaper
man. Calling Secretary of Agriculture Wickard by telephone, he suggested that the Army sell its own
program. The idea filtered down
from
the Dept. of Agriculture,
BROADCASTING

New

CBS

Scripters

THREE scriptwriters have been
added to the CBS department of
program writing, according to
Robert J. Landry, manager of the
department. They are Elwood Hoffman, formerly with the OWI, and
WWJ, Detroit, and author of You
Can't Do Business With Hitler and
This Is Our Enemy, etc. Virginia
Rooks, freelance, and Bruno Zirato
Jr., apprentice scriptwriter.
SHERMAN DRYER, producer of the
NBC University of Chicago Round
Table, is the father of a girl born
June 8.
JACK SIMPSON, former producer
of WWL, New Orleans, has joined
the NBC Central Division, Chicago,
as musical production director.
MARION McCREEDY, m.c. in Miami
of a recorded music program for servicemen, has started a similar early
York.
morning program on WMCA, NewJOHN VERSTREATE. chief of the
news department of KSTP, Minneapolis, was to marry Dorothy Gormican of Fond du Lac June 19.
LESLIE RADDATZ, photo editor of
NBC, Hollywood, publicity department, is the father of twin boys born
June 11.
SCOTTY MORTLAND, narratorcommentator, has joined KROY,
Sacramento. and is featured on
Scotty's Old Fashioned Book Review
and Walk-About, Talk-About.
with a bit of weight tossed here
and there by the White House, and
the Army finally rigged up a cavalcade of tanks and trucks.
On May 17 this motorcade, directed by Arthur Nower, assistant
state director of the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration, started touring the Michigan bean country. Farmers in the area saw a
tank for the first time. They met
and talked with heroes from Guadalcanal. And more important, they
promised to grow more beans, and
signed AAA pledge cards to do it.
WJR never appeared in any of
the publicity. WJR was not looking
for publicity. WJR was looking for
beans and found them. The first
day alone of the nine-day tour
added 12,000 acres of beans to the
year's crop.
Newspapers followed the lead,
and the bean acreage problem has
been solved.
There are hundreds of ways in
which radio stations can assume
leadership, but before any station
can take action in such affairs the
management must be surrounded
with men who have ideas.
We must come to realize that radio is not show business alone.
Equally with the press we have a:
responsibility to guard the public
against its own folly, to keep the
public constantly informed, not
only on the news of the day, but
on the foibles of individuals which
collectively become a menace.
Information is available to us
which is not available to the ordinary individual. If we fail to use
it for the general betterment of society, then we have failed to accept
our responsibilities.
• Broadcast

Advertising

JIM
CRIST,
formerly of WBOC.
Salisbury, Md., has been appointed
h program director of WSBA, York, Pa.,
L and Jimmy Riser is now war program
| director and announcer.
j[ TED MALLEY, former announcer of
IfWLIB, Brooklyn, has joined WPAT.
' Paterson, N. J.
. BARBARA HALL, traffic manager of
i,WAAF, Chicago, is to be married to
i; G. S. Younglove, of the Navy.
i BOB BRYAR, former war program
director of WAAF, Chicago, has been
promoted to program director and production manager.
BETTY BURLINGHAM, of the conlir tinuity department of WLS. Chicago,
I was married June 12 to Richard F.
Babcock. former member of the American Field Services.
RICHARD B. BIDDLE. from WIP,
Philadelphia. Jane Burkhalter, forlf. mer ballerina with the Metropolitan
I Opera, and Wyn Sheldon, from WLBZ,
Bangor. Me., have joined the announcing' staff of WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va.
Ruth Lee Miller of West Liberty
State College, where she did publicity,
I has been appointed promotion director.
MARIE FISHER, new to radio, has
1 joined the program
department of
WIGB, Philadelphia.
DOROTHY CR AND ALL has joined
the Agriculture Dept.'s New England
1 Radio News Service as one of the
I1" country's few woman agricultural
)f| broadcasters, filling a job vacated
| twice this year by men now in the
armed forces.

Hawks

Extended

WALTER TETLEY (Leroy) of the
weekly NBC Great Gildersleeve, has
been signed for a role in the RKO
film featuring Mickey Rooney.
BOB CAFFEY left the announcing
staff of WIOD in November, 1942, to
enlist in the Navy. An accident injured him so that the Navy gave
him a medical discharge, and he is
now back at WIOD.
ROBERT A. HINNERS, from
WERC, Erie, Pa., has joined WJW,
Akron, as announcer. He is the father
of a baby girl.
PATRICIA BICKFORD, new to
radio, has been appointed continuity
director of WFIL, Philadelphia.
RUSS MULHOLLAND, announcer of
WCAU. Philadelphia, is entering the
Coast Guard.

I HILDA FRISK, of the Norwegian Ini formation Bureau. New York, is now
j heard on WBNX, New York, in a program of Norwegian news.
I JERRY JAFFE, formerly of WKNY,
Kingston, N. Y., and WHCU. Ithaca,
1 has oined the announcing staff of
i WNEW, New York. Anne Salerno.
I formerly on the publicity staff of
I Charm magazine, has replaced Marion
) Radcliffe as assistant in the publicity
| department.
f STAFF SGT. JOHN ANSPACHER,
V, who is with the Psychological WarL fare Branch of the Army in Africa,
y has been commissioned a lieutenant,
r Lt. Anspacher, former night press
I representatve for WOR, New York,
b was drafted last June, and saw action
(i when the Allies invaded North Africa
[' last November.
ARTHUR AUSTINE, former anil nouncer of W47NY, New York, has refl1 production
placed William
Reddick on NBC's
department.

y0l

This

\ WILLSON EDWARDS, one-time an1 nouncer of KECA-KFI, Los Angeles,
and more recently a civil aeronautics
J instructor, has joined OWI overseas
J division and is scheduled for duty in
1 New Zealand. Jim Bannon, one-time
1 announcer of KFI, has returned to
that station.
{ BOB PURCELL, for 10 years special
i events director of WCFL, Chicago, has
j joined KECA-KFI, Los Angeles, in a
1 similar capacity. He replaces Bill
jl Davidson, now in the Army. Vernon
| Crawford, former announcer of KHJ,
J Hollywood, has joined the announcing
ft staff. Jay Buruette, narrator-commenj tator, is combining a seven-hour graveI yard shift at Douglas Aircraft Co.,
* Santa Monica, with his station work.
CHUK LOGAN, special events director of WBBM, Chicago, in addition
to his present duties, has been named
director of public service programs for
WBBM and CBS in the midwestern
area, succeeding Mrs. Lavinia
Schwartz who has been appointed assistant deputy chief of the OWI Chicago Radio Bureau. Florence Warner
has been transferred to the public
service department from publicity,
where she has been succeeded by Ed
Erenberg. formerly of the Champaign (111.) News-Gazette.
• Broadcast

WDGY, Minneapolis is urging staff announcer Dick
Day to
his personal
opinions tokeep
himself,
at least while
he is on the air. In introducing a program a few days
ago, his tongue did him dirt
when he told his audience
what was scheduled "during
the curse of the next 15 minGUARANTEED not to bark around
the KRNT mike unless a pheasant
flies into the newsroom, Red Rock,
Des Moines' argument for studio
dogpower, brings copy from the
12th floor newsroom to News Editor Glen Law on the 13th floor.
GIL BABBITT, promotion and publicity manager of WPEN, Philadelphia, is seriously ill with an ear
infection.
BERNIE BARTH, announcer of
WFIL, Philadelphia, and Kathleen
Doran, of Sturgis, S. D., are to be
married June 29.

YOU

MORGAN BRASSELL Jr., 17, has
joined
WHBQ,
as announcer after oneMemphis,
year at WSKB.
utes".
McComb, Miss.
TOM MAHONEY, former assistant
manager of the news bureau of General Electric Co., Schenectady, has resigned to join the overseas branch of
the OWI in New York.
LORETTA CORNENSON, copy editor of KFWB, Hollywood, and Dr.
Sigmund Kaufman of Los Angeles,
were married in the latter city June 5.
GEORGE HAY (Solemn Old Judge),
of the weekly NBC Grand OV Opry,
has completed an assignment in the
Republic film, "Hoosier Holiday."

DISCOVER

50,000-watt

STAR

STATION!

Thousands (millions might be safer but we're conservative) of new listeners have discovered that WWVA
comes
under the heading, "Stations, Too, Must Be Stars!" And this
because of a Personalized Operation increased to 50,000
Watts October 8, 1 942.

JOE GREGORI, Episcopal minister
of Phoenix, has joined KOY, that
city, as an alternate Spanish announcer and interpreter.

BROADCASTING

Fair Warning

BOB HAWK's contract as m.c. of
Thanks to the Yanks, heard on
CBS Saturdays 7:30 p.m., has heen
extended by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C,
sponsor of the series, for a fiveyear period until June 25, 1949.
Wm. Esty & Co., New York, is
agency.

Advertisers,

too, are feeling the full force of this Fort

Industry Company "Star" operation. One especially large
investor of radio advertising dollars voluntarily advised
sales were 91 % higher in the WWVA
market than they
were the prevous 1 2 months.

BASIC

It will pay you well
Growing 50,000 Watter!

to "discover"
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CHARLES WILEY, former member
of the sales staff of WJWC, Chicago,
has taken over new duties as night
editor of WGN, Chicago.
MILTON H. HEIDRICH, former
member of the press department of
WGN, Chicago, reported June 16 to
the Army at Camp Grant, 111. His job
is being filled by his wife.

=FOWLER'S;

TOM

CONSECUTIVE
WE

WEEK

MEANS, former traffic manager and director of promotion at
WCSC, Charleston, S. C, has joined
the promotion department of CBS,
New York.
KAY OWSLEY GLASS, director of
continuity of WBT, Charlotte, has
resigned to join her husband at Camp
Davis, N. C. Her assistant, Adele
McCarty, takes her place and Audrey
Summers, secretary to W. McGregor
Parker, sales promotion manager, has
been named to assist Miss McCarty.
In the program department, Betty
Bost has been appointed to replace
Frances O'Daniel, resigned.
HARRY BURLER, announcer of
WHIO, sioned Dayton,
an ensign inhasthe been
Navy.commisHe is
to be in Naval aviation.

DAYS

HAVE

MRS. DOROTHEA CULLUN HILBERT, Yonkers, N. Y., has joined the
production staff of W85A, GE FM
station in Schenectady. Harrington
Crissey, Belmont, N. Y., has joined
the announcing staff. He attended the
BLUE announcing school after his
release last fall from the merchant
marine because of color blindness.
VINCENT ANDERSON, formerly
with KFIZ, Fond du Lac, Wise,
has joined WKBH, La Crosse, Wise.
KATHERINE STARTS has joined
the traffic department of KGGF, Coffeyville, Kan., and Roger Stoner, from
Muskogee, Okla., and Jack Anderson
have joined the staff as announcers.
RALPH WALDO EMERSON, has
joined BLUE Hollywood, as staff
organist.
ELIZABETH PATTERSON, actress,
has been signed to portray Aunt Sally
on the weekly New Jack Carson Shoiv,
summer replacement program for the
Milton Berle Show, sponsored by
Campbell Soup Co., on CBS stations.
TOM MERRICK, Hollywood musical
director, has been given that assignment on Stop and Go, weekly halfhour quiz program, sponsored on NBC
Pacific stations by Grayson Shops,
(women's apparel).
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HENRY KINGSTON, Chicago freelance writer and producer, and radio
director of Central YMCA College,
has joined the Army and is stationed
at Camp Grant, 111.
JOHN FITZPATRICK of the anstaffs ofYork,
Muzak'sand
FM WTEL,
station
W47NY, nouncing
New
Philadelphia, has joined the Navy.
ALLAN SIMMS and Fred Sayles,
have joined WAAT, Newark, as announcers. Sayles replaces Bruce Matthews, who has taken a war-plant job,
while Simms, new to radio, is scheduled to go to the Navy later in the
summer.
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POPULAR music, plays and classical music, in that order, are the top
preferences of students at Michigan State College, according to a
campus survey conducted by student Barbara Griffith to determine
the radio listening habits and
tastes of her fellow students. The
average student listens to the radio
two hours daily or about 12 hours
weekly, the survey revealed, concluding that the students listen
least of all to WKAR, the college's
own station. Students polled complained that WKAR's educational
programs are not made interesting
ence.
enough to attract and hold an audiVoted "king of popular orchestra
leaders" was Harry James (CBS).
Top-ranking dramatic show was
Lux Radio Theater (CBS), while
the favorite classical music feature
was the New York Philharmonic
symphony orchestra concerts.
Lowell Thomas (BLUE) was selected the favorite news commentator, Bob Hope, favorite comedian,
and Information Please (NBC),
best quiz program.

DAVIDSON TAYLOR, CBS assistant
director, leaves in a week or ten days
for the west coast where he will
remain for three weeks for conferences
on network programs, including a new
series being prepared by norman
Corwin.

ALVIN JOSEPHY Jr., chief of special events and time clearance for the
OWI Radio Bureau, reported to the
Marines June 14 to take up training
as a Marine Combat Correspondent.
He will be a sergeant. Mr. Josephy,
for five years director of news and
special events with WOR, New York,
has been with OWI since it was
founded. Recently he had been working
on the new Information Guide for the
Domestic Branch. He was also OWI
representative at the United Nations
information office.
STEPHEN ALLEN, writer-announcer of KOY,
ducted into thePhoenix,
Army. has been inLAWRENCE EDWARD LE SUEUR,
CBS foreign correspondent, married
Joan Phelps of Harrow, England, in
New York last week.
MORTON A. MILMAN, connected
with the Washington headquarters of
the Treasury War Savings Staff, has
been transferred to the New York
War Finance Committee to head the
Radio Division. Mr. Milman, who re- 1
places Fred Vosberg, resigned, will
retain his national connection in the
Washington organization.

THOMAS C. ROBERTSON, former- |
ly of CJCB, Sydney, N. S., has joined
CJFX, Antigonish, N. S., as chief
announcer. He has been in broadcasting for 14 years.

CONTINUE

PROGRAM

I

FRED WIETING, announcer of
WIBG, Philadelphia, before joining
the Navy, has completed his training
at Notre Dame and has been commissioned an ensign.

» leading ^^S^^^^T^^B^

WE

CAMPUS SURVEY
Shows Students Listen Two
Hours Daily to Radio wo

Represented by WEED

& CO.

BROADCASTING

MISS LADDIE
DENNIS, Toronto j
dramatist, has joined CKCL, Toronto,
as a fulltime announcer. Jack Stewart, announcer of CKCL, Toronto, has 1
been given leave of absence for six ,
months on account of ill-health and
has gone to his home in Calgary, Alca.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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JOIN ARMED
FORCES
EVERETT
E. REVERCOMB,
MAB auditor, and Russell P. Place,
:ounsel, last Wednesday left the
rade association to enter the war
ffort. Mr. Revercomb, auditor
since 1935, was commissioned an
msign in the Navy, Communicaions Division. Mr. Place, counsel
since November, 1939, has entered
;he Office of Strategic Services
leaded by Col. William J. Dono/an, but his assignment has not
>een disclosed.
Mr. Revercomb was the NAB's
senior staff member in point of
service, having been retained when
Tames W. Baldwin, now a lieuten^
int colonel in the Signal Corps,
vas managing director. He is marked and has one child.
Mr. Place, a native of Boston,
ioined the NAB as legal assistant
;o President Neville Miller soon
ifter he took office as the trade asPlace is
married andsociation's
has president.
three Mr.
children.

Why

knock

every

Miller on Fund
NEVILLE MILLER, President of
;he NAB, has accepted the chairnanship of the radio committee of
;he National War Fund, organiza;ion representing 19 philanthropic
var agencies, while Jesse Butcher
trill serve as radio director in addition to his duties as radio director
)f the USO. President of the NWF
s Winthrop W. Aldrich, Chairman
of the Board of the Chase National
jBank, and Prescott S. Bush, a CBS
iirector and member of Brown,
Harriman & Co., is national campaign chairman.

off

California

work

Pfc

weekday

for

farmers

hour

at

ers throughout Northern California
— this is their program; the only
one of its kind in the west.

KPO's fastest growing program —
Farmer's Digest.

NOW— after months of testingFarmer's Digest is available for
sponsorship. Plan is to sell daily
features on the program. For example, afive-minute farm feature
with opening and closing commercial costs only $24! If you want to

For five months Farmer's Digest has
been building a loyal following in
rural California. Tailored to the
farmer's needs, Farmer's Digest
brings up -to -the -second World
News, Farm News, Market News,
Interviews, Entertainment.
Edited like a well-run farm paper
Farmer's Digest covers all phases of
rural living; reaches the whole farm

JENRIQUE DE MARCHENA, director of HIN, Ciudad Trujillo, Dominijan Republic, was guest of honor last
week at a luncheon at the Hotel Lexington. New York, tendered him by a
jroup of radio and music representatives. Senor De Marchena is in this
:ountry at the invitation of the Gov5rnment to assist in cementing cultural
delations between America and the
Dominican Republic.

family. Little wonder Farmer's
Digest is acclaimed by rural listen-

Get

the

facts...

reach the farm families— in the
wealthiest farm area in the United
States— ask any NBC-KPO representative to give you the facts
about Farmer's Digest.

and

you'll

be

on

REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES OFFICES

of the
FIRST

TEN

NETWORK

SHOWS

New York • Chicago • San Francitce • Boston
Cleveland • Denver • Wathington • Hollywood

kPo
FARMER'S

are heard thru
NATIONAL

TWIN

if

xl%

morning

Hard-working farmers pause,
each weekday morning, to listen to

MBS Canada Pickup
X>L. ROBERT R. McCORMICK,
Ohicago Tribune editor and publisher, Sen. Burton K. Wheeler, D-Mont.,
William Jeffers, U. S. rubber coordilator and C. D. Howe, Minister of
Munitions & Supply for Canada, were
leard on a Mutual broadcast originating at a luncheon given by the On;«irio Paper Co., in Niagara Falls.
Ontario, June 18. Program was picked
jp from CBC.
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Ray

and Chicago.
A
veteran
in
radio,
Mr. Linton was
at one time with

JANE SCOTT, former executive of
the William Morris Agency, New
York, on July 10 joins the radio department of Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York, in an executive capacity.
EDMUND L. CASHMAN, a senior
radio executive on the Lucky Strike
account at Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York, was named a vice-president
of the agency last week.
HERB

R. BEAVEN, account executive of the Los Angeles office of
Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, recently was named a vice-president.
CLIFFORD S. SUTTER, account executive of Geyer, Cornell & Newell.
New York, has resigned to join the
OWI in Washington.
JOHN P. BRODERICK, a previous
director of the New York Victory
Fund Committee, has been named director of public relations of Doremiis
& Co., New York.
JOHN C. COHAN, account executive of Smith & Bull Adv., Los Angeles, has resigned because of ill
health.

0K1

HUGH D. LAVERY, former merchandise manager of the organic chemicals
department of E. I. duPont de Neumours & Co., has joined McCannErickson, New York, as junior account executive. Mr. Lavery was once
associated with J. Walter Thompson
Co., and Ruthrauff & Ryan.
MANNING OSTROFF, program director of KFWB, Hollywood, has
resigned to join Eddie Cantor as personal producer on the weekly NBC
Time to Smile, sponsored by BristolMyers Co. (Ipana, Sal Hepatica).
when the program resumes in fall.
This will not affect Dave Elton, producer of Young & Rubicam.
CHARLES HODGES, Mutual commentator and war editor of Transradio
Press, has been commissioned by Newsreel Theaters, New York, to do a
newsreel series "Big War — Little
World."
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Gregg,
Blair &
Blair
Co., John
and
Spight,& now
in 1934 he founded his own representative firm
which atedhe
operuntil 1939,
Mr. Linton
when he sold out
and went to South America.
Mr. Linton plans to concentrat
sales efforts of the firm on a limite
list of stations. The manager c
the Chicago office, to be located a
360 N. Michigan Ave., will be ar
nounced shortly, while Mr. Linto
within the next few weeks will ope
the company office in New York.

WILLIAM

JOHN W. SCHOENINGER, of the
advertising department of the John
Wanamaker department store in
Philadelphia and previously with N.
W. Ayer & Son in Philadelphia, will
Fox & McKenzie, Philajoinagency.
shortly delphia

Setting

Rep Office in Two Cities
RAY LINTON, formerly manage:
of KFBI, Wichita, has organized ;
station representative firm bearing
his name with offices in New Yorl

TOM McAVITY, executive of James
L. Saphier Agency, Hollywood talent
service, with broadcast of June 17
takes over production for McKee &
Albright, of the NBC Rudy Vallec
Show. He succeeds Dick Mack, now
on leave. Mr. Mack, as producer for
Warwick & Legler, New York agency,
will devote full time to CBS Blue
Ribbon Town, sponsored by Pabst
Sales Co. (beer). His return to the
in fall is problematiformer program
cal. Although not confirmed, reports
on the West Coast persist that Vallee
will be taken off the Sealtest program
shortly, either by order of a navy
directive or through receipt of a
commission.

H. LARKIN, former representative for various magazines and
active in the past in all phases of automobile advertising and merchandisthe Detroit office of
ing, has
f joined
Ruthrauf
& Ryan.
LUCILLE MAFUCCI, assistant to
Linnea Nelson, timebuyer of J. Walter
York, has reThompson Co., New
signed. She is to be married.
ROY T. LOCHTEN, formerly of N.
W. Ayer & Son and Ivey & Ellington,
Philadelphia agencies, has joined the
t of Geare-Marston,
media departmen
a.
Philadelphi

Linton

KATHRYN

M. HARDIG

ANY GIRL who can
/% thing new about
J. M. minute for 5%
has brains,

learn someradio every
years, and
personality,

charm, tact and beauty can probably match the progress of Kathryn
M. Hardig, whose promotion to
timebuyer at the Ralph H. Jones
Co., Cincinnati-New York advertisbeenis anjusthers
ing agency,
nounced.has
Nonetheless,
no
mean accomplishment.
A person of firm decision, Miss
Hardig made her first wise choice
when she transferred from a teaching to a commercial course at the
University of Cincinnati. Her college training was heavy on economics, and she has continued to
learn what makes economic wheels
go
round, later adding the study
of history.
Miss Hardig's first business connection after leaving the university was with the Kemper-Thomas
Co., advertising specialty manufacturers, where experience in the
sales department provided her with
a few fundamentals of advertising
agency work. In 1938 she joined the
Ralph Jones agency and spent most
of her time thereafter as secretary
to Charles M. Robertson Jr., now
newly elected president of the
agency. Radio was her special interest and she found agency environment stimulating and instructive in this field. Recently she became assistant time buyer, moving
finally to the top time-buying job.
Music
is oneSheof plays
Miss the
Hardig's
chief
hobbies.
piano

Maxon Names Brown
C. EDGAR BROWN, formerly as
sistant to Charles Michelson, put
licity adviser to the Democratil
National Committee and assistan
to the late Col. Louis Henry Howt
personal friend and confidential ad
visor to President Roosevelt, ha
been named public relations dire( 1
tor of the New York office c
Maxon Inc. Marlin Pew, who prf
viously held this position, ha
transferred to contact operation
work for the agency. Mr. Brow
has been active in the magazin
and syndicated newspaper fielo
having been associated in the pat
with
Wheeler Newspaper
Syndicate, All
noNorthJohn
American
ance, and newspapers.
Market

Consultant

TO ADVISE manufacturers intei
ested in purchasing, developing an
marketing new products for pos
war consumption, a consultar
service will start operation July i
as Post-War Planners, in
Grayb?
g
Bldg., New York. Firm was orgai.
ized by Thurland Hansen, plastic
consultant, who will serve as direi
tor, and Edward G. Jacobsson, un
til recently copy and promotio
man at Maxon, Inc. Mr. Jacobssc
has served in a similar capacit
When & Eckhardt, ar
with Kenyon
Blackett-Sample-Hummert.
Think

'over

agt

and rarely misses a Cincinnati Symphony concert. A bent for the classics is displayed in her equal love
for grand opera. Second on the
hobby list is a Scottish Terrier.
Hers is a blue-blood who is said to
have a close affinity for hand-bill
distributors, gas meter inspectors
and all unwelcome visitors.
YOUNG & RUBICAM, Toronto, has
been added to the Advertising Agencies of Canada, War Finance Group,
the co-operative agency handling all
Government war bond and war financing advertising. There are now 28
Canadian agencies in the group. E.
W. Reynolds,
of the
Canadian Assoc. ofpresident
Advertising
Agencies
and of E. W. Reynolds Co., Toronto,
is chairman.
BROADCASTING
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OFF THE AIR during the flood, when its service was most needed,
WASK, Lafayette, Ind., suffered severe damage as a flood casualty. As
the Wabash swelled to a 30-year high of 28.5 feet, WASK's transmitter
house and equipment were under water for over 48 hours. It took two
weeks to clean, bake and completely overhaul the transmitter and get the
station back on the air.

Role

of
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Advertising
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AFA

president of Printers' Ink, will
ispeak on "Is Advertising Doing Its
Best Job?"
Talk by Halleck
Charles A. Halleck (R.-Ind.)
will give an off-the-record talk on
current legislative trends in Washington, and the Monday afternoon
session will close with the presentation of awards to Advertising
Clubs "for achievement during the
past year" by Allan T. Preyer, executive vice-president of Vick
Chemical Co., a member of the AFA
board of directors, and chairman
of its War Advertising committee.
The AFA annual dinner on June
28 will feature a talk on the Navy's
interest in and experience with adLeland P.
vertising by Capt.
Lovette, USN, director of public
relations. Lt. J. D. Stamm, USN,
II will describe his recent visit to
1(1Russia with former Ambassador
Joseph E. Davies, and a third
speaker will be announced later.
The feature of the June 29 program will be the conference on
Advertising Club activities, with
speakers from the War Advertising
Council, the OWI, other war
agencies and members of Clubs
throughout the country. Willard
Egolf, AFA vice-president, will
serve as chairman of this meeting,
at which an exhibit of wartime adBROADCASTING

War

Conference

SPEAKERS at the Wartime Conference of the Advertising Federation of America, June 28-30 at the
Waldorf-Astoria, New York, were
announced last week by Elon G.
Gorton, chairman of the board of
the AFA, who reported that most
of the discussions and talks will revolve around the theme of the conference"Advertising's
:
Place in the
'War and After."
t Keynote address at the opening
general session will be delivered by
Willard T. Chevalier, publisher of
Business Week and chairman of
the conference program committee,
1
after
which Carroll B. Larrabee,

I

in

and
June

After,
28-30

vertising by 60 leading firms will
be on display. Speaker for the
luncheon meeting is to be announced and the AFA annual business meeting and election of officers
will take place in the afternoon.
Session on radio, under sponsorship of the NAB, takes place
Wednesday morning, with panel
discussions on "What the New FCC
Regulations Mean to Advertisers",
and "The Wartime Radio Audience." Lewis H. Avery, head of the
NAB's department of Broadcast
Advertising, will preside. Another
session that morning will be devoted to direct advertising, presided
over by Henry Hoke, program director, Graphic Arts Victory Committee.
Speakers at the general session
and luncheon June 30 include Paul
Hoffman, president of Studebaker
Corp., and chairman of the Committee on Economic Development,
speaking on "Industry's Job in the
Post War Era", and John Wiley,
vice-president of Fuller & Smith
& Ross, whose subject will be "Advertising's Place in the Post War
Era."

■

Its Ban

On Industry's Manpower
MODIFICATION of the compulsory employment transfer regulations [Broadcasting, June 7] of
the Canadian Department of Labor,
under which all jobs in radio stations were also subject to transfer
for men in the military call-up
groups, has been obtained by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Under a ruling of the Department of Justice, to which the CBC
appealed, its services were termed
a public service, and all but artists are exempt from the compulsory job transfer regulations. Artists who come under the entertainment classification of the compulsory job transfer order, have to
register for more essential jobs if
men between 19 and 25 years, or
single men up to 41 years of age.
ERPI Radio Film
TO TEACH American as well as
foreign students in high schools
and colleges the principles of
"Sending Radio Messages," ERPI
Classroom Films, New York, a subsidiary of Western Electric Co.,
has prepared an educational motion picture under that title,
through cooperation of WOR, New
York. Partly animated and partly
live, the movie shows technical
scenes filmed at WOR's transmitter
in New Jersey, as well as live
scenes shot in WOR's studio and
newsroom in New York.
KSTP, St. Paul, which claims to be
the first station in the U. S. to set up
its own news bureau, has acquired the
special AP radio news wire from Press
Assn. Inc., Stanley E. Hubbard, KSTP
president, has announced.
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MAURICE C. DREICER, radio commentator and expert on speech, who
has conducted such programs as
Where Are You From ? on MBS, is the
author of an article on "Make Your
Voice an Asset" in the July issue of
Your Life magazine.
5000 WATTS

Modifies

Cofiee

1330 KILOCYCLES

... also selling many
t
ENGLISH • JEWISH • ITALIAN
The roster of advertisers using WEVD year
offer year
reads like
Who" in
National
Advertising.
List "Who's
on request.
HENRY GREENFIELD, MANACING DIRECTOR
WEVD— 117 W. 46th Street, New York, N Y.
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other products on many
other stations.
George £. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK
• KANSAS CITY, MO.
****

WJR

SCHOLAR

PICKED

$5,000 Award To Detroit Boy
To Train For Radio ■

If s

still

growing,

AS A MEASURE to combat juvenile
delinquency and encourage a religious
spirit among children, WBYN, Brooklyn, presents a weekly half-hour proFellowgram titled Child
ship. Talent
is madeEvangelism
up of youngsters
who sing, play instruments, dance and
tell stories.

NEWS of war jobs for men and women is featured in a five-times weekly
WBYN, Brook-S.
presentedononwith
program
the U.
lyn in cooperati
government employment service.
KFWB, HOLLYWOOD, on June 7
added Reuters London dispatches to
its list of news services, which now
include AP, TIP and INS. Initial
broadcast of the nightly series was
m.c.'d by Edward G. Robinson.
CJLS, YARMOUTH, N. S., is to
issue a new rate card on July 1.

YOU

WNAX, YANKTON, celebrates the
second birthday on June 26 of its
program
shut-ins,
Circle
B Dude
Ranch. A forfeature
of the
anniversary
will be the induction of the first
English member writing from Liverpool. Program now has 3,800 members
who are pledged to write to shut-ins
each month.

played your part in building

this city of Washington,

Benjamin Frank-

12 HOURS of auctioning and entertaining raised $250,000 June 5 when
WRVA, Richmond, ran a Bond Rally
in roped-off Freemason Street in
Norfolk toward that city's $37,000,000
fund for a cruiser. Program included
four broadcasts, with 150 entertainers,
war heroes, civic leaders and members
of various branches of the armed
forces taking part.

lin. Itwas nothing but a babe-in-arms
in those days. Why

now we have 300,000

people employed

by the Federal Gov-

ernment alone! Washington
a million and

a half telephone

every day! Compared

WDRC, Hartford, has changed the
name of its early morning recorded
show
fromwith
Shopper's
Special effects
to Strato-Liner,
train sound
on
opening and close discarded in favor
of the sounds of an airplane motor.
Announcer Bill Hart is pilot.

makes over
calls

to us, Ben, you

KVAK, Atchison, Kan., has acquired
the special AP radio news wire from
Press Assn.

guys were slightly on the small time side.
These

Washington

people

WSLI, Jackson, Miss., has redecorated
its studios and offices in Vogue blue,
in honor of its network affiliation,
and built new office space.

act as

WBYN, Brooklyn, established May
1, 1941,
its second ratelast
cardweek
to released
advertisers
and
agencies, the rates therein retroactively effective to June 1, 1943.

purchasing agents for the entire nation,
Ben! When

you think over the fact that

109 BILLION
from

DOLLARS

Washington

KFNF, Shenandoah, la., has acquired
the AP radio news wire.

will be spent

by the government

alone in 1943, you'll have some

Singing Breaks
SINGING STATION breaks have
been introduced by WFIL, Philadelfor the afternoon.
five hours These
of News
'N
Music phia,each
breaks,
written tional
by director,
Edmund
Dawes,
educaare presented by a

idea of

what we mean.

group of five voices. Many of the
breaks have a definite tie-in with the
various news periods comprising the
News
News break
'N Music,
others portion
have aof tacit
for while
time
signals by the announcer.

But,

Washington's

REPRESENTED
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like

BY

that,

N. B. C.

Ben,

SPOT

and

SALES

GENERAL CABLE Corp.,
New
'E*
Cable
General an
York, purchased
hour on WOR,
New York, June 1G to broadcast ceremonies accompanying the presentation
of
the
U. S. and
Maritime
"M" award
VictoryCommission's
Fleet Flag
to the company's eight factories. Robert Bellaire, former UP foreign correspondent, served as m.c, interviewing war heroes back from the fighting
fronts. General Cable agency is Moser
& Cotins, New York.
BROADCASTING

Fitzpcutrich Greets Winner
THE $5,000 WJR scholarship in
radio education was awarded to
Richard Mitchell, 18-year-old Detroit high school boy, over two other
high school seniors, Douglas Sinn
and Virgil Lange. The scholarship
was established by G. A. Richards,
president and Leo Fitzpatrick, j
vice-president and general manager |
of WJR to train "a future radio
executive of outstanding ability."
Since the winner will enter military service shortly, he will be
given $1,000 in cash, and $4,000
will be placed in escrow for his use
upon his return. Runners-up were!
awarded $100 war bonds, and each
of the 21 candidates was given an]
engraved watch. The three finalists'
will work at WJR this summer.
WJR's scholarship winner, in addition to many radio performances
during his high school years, maintained an "A" average in his
classes and excelled in extra-curricular activities. He was selected
by Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS vicepresident; Dr. Alexander G. Ruthven, U. of Michigan president, and
Dr. Warren Bow, Detroit supt. of1
schools.
SEYMOUR KORMAN, Mutual correspondent, was the first American
radio reporter to give an eyewitnessy
account of the surrender of Pantelleria.
Only American radio correspondent!
with the British troops as they adItalian
isle, Mr. Korman fed vancedhison the
story
to MBS.

WSAV, Savannah, Ga.
. . . Your Telescripts have
proved valuable to us
in both our commercial
and sustaining programming.
Harben Daniel,
General Manager
available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.
• Broadcast
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New

War

Features

In Hooper
Reports
Sex, Age of Listeners, Time
Listened per Hour Included
BEGINNING July 1, C. E. Hooper
Inc. will include three new features in its National Ratings Reports: the number of men, women
and children listening to particular programs, the average number
of minutes listened during each
hour, and continuous ratings on
nationally sponsored programs
broadcast after 10:30 p.m. and, if
scheduled, before 8 a.m.
These new features, to be added
without additional cost to subscribers, were announced by Mr. Hooper
at a news conference in New York
at which he reviewed history of
program ratings and explained the
operations and results of the coincidental telephone survey technique
used by his organization.
Mr. Hooper also announced a
new tailor-made service on particular programs for individual advertisers, which, after five years
of research, has been tested in five
months of actual service for three
leading radio advertisers and their
agencies. The data from this new
specialized service, collected through
more than 6,000,000 interviews
throughout the country in a year,
are presented in a continuous 17factor index.

Tight Fit
THE NEW champeen! When
Evelyn Howe of WKNE,
Keene, N. H., read of the
6-foot 4-inch announcer who
climbed into the Jap suicide
sub on its bond selling tour,
she
challenged
Peebles
to climbWKNE's
into the Bob
sub
when it came to Keene and
break the recoi-d. Bob did it,
and him 6 feet 4% inches!
prior to the recent NAB war conference that before the next NAB
meeting he will have announced
a uniform station coverage audit
which will not favor any type or
size of sation, will be comparative
between cities, towns and farms,
will apply the same reporting
method to all localities, and will
provide for each station its own
coverage pattern only, to be distributed at will by the station.

Names

Pronounced

On Interior Dept. Discs
ESPECIALLY for broadcasters,
the Interior Dept. Radio Section
has begun a series of "sound pronouncers", daily minute-and-a-half
discs on "War Names in the News,"
according to Director Shannon Allen. The first eight transcriptions,
with Mr. Allen's voice spelling,
pronouncing, and breaking down
phonetically geographical names
like Lampedusa and Pantelleria,
have been issued to the Washington
offices of the four major networks.
Planned to parallel the press releases issued to wire services, and
based on material furnished by the
U. S. Board on Geographical
Names, a unit of the Interior Dept.,
the discs give about 100 words of
background on climate, topography,
geological formation, location, and
strategic value of the region. In
effect, the recordings not only give
correct pronounciation but provide
an audible map of places in the
headlines for radio news listeners.

NBC's 'Hot Copy'
DURING the eight-week hiatus
period from July 3 through Aug.
21 when Truth or Consequences
takes its summer vacation from
NBC, the network will substitute
a sustaining series titled Hot Copy,
which deals with behind-the-scenes
events in a newspaper office and
originates in Chicago. The quiz
program, returning to NBS Saturdays 8:30-9 p.m. Aug. 28, is sponsored by Procter & Gamble Co.,
Cincinnati. Compton Adv., New
York, handles the program, which
promotes Duz.
Tube Export Test
A NEW type of export license system
has been developed by the Board of
Economic Warfare, and is now being
tested with radio tubes as the sample
export product. Under the new procedure BBW establishes tentative export
each not
country,
yondlicense
which limits
licensesto are
likely beto
be issued. Firms may then use these
tentative limits as a guide in selling
abroad, since they will have previous
warning of the amount of merchandise
they will be permitted to export.

Factors Now Supplied
Four of these factors: available
audience, sets in use, average rating and sponsored hours, are basic
data already supplied to all subscribers to the regular Hooper
rating service. Also derived from
the national totals are the next 10
factors : a program's current performance compared with its past
performance ; a comparison of audience size during entertainment
and commercial ; program rating
compared
with
average rating;
program compared with its type;
! this type compared
with other
types; sponsor identification analyj sis ; audience
composition ; how
! frequently they listen ; how long
\ they have listened; and a sales
I effectiveness index.
The remaining three factors are
purely local, dealing with the number of listeners to a program and
its competing programs in individual cities, together with similar
information for the periods preced' ing and following the particular
' program. From this, Mr. Hooper
i explained, the advertiser can de1 termine on which stations his proI gram is improving or slipping,
whether his listeners are the kind
of people who buy his product,
i whether local merchandising is necessary in certain markets and what
sales returns he is getting from
jhis radio dollar.
(Stating that only one element
of his five-year plan has yet to be
, realized: the measurement of station coverage, Mr. Hooper 1'epeated
his statement at a clinic of more
than 200 industry members just
BROADCASTING
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Bond Tour by Edwards
Nets 188.5 Million Total

the

fiudine&d.

of

BROADCASTING

STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KHJ, Hollywood
Allstate Insurance Co., Chicago, 5 sp, 7 ta
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Rutnrauff & Ryan,
Chicago.
Douglas Aircraft Corp., Santa Monica, Cal.
(employment), 5 sp weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Essig Co., Los Angeles.
Sparkletts Drinking Water Co., Los Angeles, 25 ne weekly, 26 weeks, thru Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hohywood.
Partmar Corp., Hollywood (motion pictures), 2 ne weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Scholts Adv. Service, Los Angeles.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
FUkes) , 6 ta weekly, 4 weeks, thru
Compton Adv., N. Y.
Payne Furnace & Supply Co., Beverly Hills,
Cal. (repair service), 20 sa, thru Knollin
Adv., San Francisco.
Scudder Food Products, Monterey Park,
Cal., 22 sa, thru Brisacher, Davis &
Van Norden, Los Angeles.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 5 sp
weekly, 2 weeks, thru Sweeney & James,
Cleveland.
KECA, Los Angeles
Allstate Insurance Co., Chicago, 4 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Chicago.
Payne Furnace & Supply Co., Beverly Hills,
Cal. (repairs), 6 sa weekly, 10 weeks,
thru Knollin Adv., San Francisco.
Interstate Bakeries Corp., Los Angeles
(bread), 5 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Dan
B. Miner Co., Los Angeles.
Thrifty Drug Co., Los Angeles, 7 sa weekly,
52 weeks, thru Hillman-Shane-Breyer,
Los Angeles.
National Schools, Los Angeles (instruction), 5ne weekly, 13 weeks, thru Adolph
Wen land, Los Angeles.
Searl-Merrick Co., Los Angeles (investments), weekly sp, 52 weeks, thru Robert F. Dennis Inc., Los Angeles.
WEAF, New York
S. A. Schonbrunn & Co., New York (Savarin coffee), 10 ta weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
Empire Gold Buying Service, New York,
312 sa, thru Carl Caiman Inc., N. Y.
Rum & Maple Tobacco Corp., New York
(Three Squire and Rum and Maple tobac os), 6sa weekly, thru Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.
Macfadden Publications, New York (True
Story) . 6 sa weekly, thru Raymond
Spector Co., N. Y.
Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp., Chicago
(Krank's
Shaving
Kreem),
3 sa Chicago.
weekly,
thru
Arthur
Meyerhoff
& Co.,
KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal.
Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island City, 21 sa
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Newell-Emmett
Co., N. Y.
National Lead Co., San Francisco (Dutch
Boy paints), 5 ta weekly. 29 weeks, thru
Erwin Wasey & Co.. San Francisco.
Vallejo Builders, Vallejo, Cal. (home repairs), weekly sp. 52 weeks, direct.
Christian Science Churches, San Francisco,
weekly sp, 52 weeks thru Brisacher,
Davis & Van Norden Inc., San Francisco.
Nehi Bottling Co.. Santa Rosi, Cal. (ParT-Pak beverages), 4 sa wetkly, 52 weeks,
thru BBDO, Los Angeles.

WLS, Chicago
Foley & Co., Chicago (feeds), 8 sp weekly,
9 weeks, thru Lauesen & Salomon, Chicago.
Power Fence Co., Darlington, Wis., 8 ap
weekly, thru Unit:d A iv. Cos., Chicago.
Pure Food Co., Mamaroneck, N. Y. (Herbox), 5 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru J. M.
Mathes, N. Y.
Pillsbury Flour Mills, Minneapolis, 15 sa
weekly, 15 weeks, thru McCann-Erickson,
Minneapolis.
Walker Remedy Co., Waterloo, Iowa (cattle
remedy) , 6 sa weekly, 2 weeks, thru
Weston-Barnet Waterloo.
Resinol Chemical Co., Baltimore (skin
ointment), 3 sa weekly, 12 weeks, thru
Courtland D. Ferguson, Baltimore.
Rap-In-Wax Paper Co., Minneapolis, 5 so
weekly,
52 weeks,
Adv. Agency.
Chicago.thru Mitchell-Faust
DeKalb Agricultural Assn.. DeKalb, 111., 12
sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru Western Acv.
Agency. Racine.
Miles Labs., Elkhart, Ind. (Nervine), 5 sa
weekly, 8 weeks, thru Wade Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
WPAT, Paterson, N. J.
Gardner Nurseries, Osage, la., 6 t weekly,
indefinitely, thru Northwest Adv., Seattle.
John F. Trommer Inc., Brooklyn (beer,
ale), 5 sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Federal
Adv., N. Y.
Natural Bloom Passaic, N. J. (cigars), 50
sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Lester Harrison Associates, N. Y.
Federal Telephone and Ra' io Corp., Passaic, N. J., 6 sa weekly, 13 weeks, direct.
Harry D. Koenig & Co., New York (Trique
liquid hose), 6 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Erland Adv., N. Y.
Hassenstein Co., Hollywood (Movie Wave),
6 sa weekly, indefinitely, thru Lou Sterling Associates, Hollywood.
WLAG, LaGrange, Ga.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la., 13 so,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Agency,
Seattle.
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., Opelika, Ala., 164
ta, thru Newell-Emmett Co.. N. Y.
Plough, Inc., Memphis. 500 sa in one year,
thru Lake-Spiro-Shurman Inc., Memphis.
BC Remedy Co., Durham, N. C, daily ne,
52 weeks, thru Harvey-Massengale Co.,
Durham.
Wadlell Coffee Co., Atlanta (Riverdale
Club coffee) , 2 sa daily, 13 weeks, direct.
KPAS, Pasadena, Cal.
Federal Life & Casualty Insurance Co., Los
Angeles, 5 ne weekly, thru Donald A.
Rose, Beverly Hills.
Resinol Chemical Co., Baltimore (soap), 5
sp weekly. 13 weeks, thru Courtland D.
Ferguson Inc., Washington.

KFI, Los Angeles
Pure
Co.,3 New
York (Herb-Ox
lion Food
cubes),
sp weekly,
13 weeks, boulthru
J. M. Mathes Inc.. N. Y.
National Funding Co., Los Angeles (investments), weekly ne, 52 weeks, thru Smith
& Bull A' v., Los Angeles.
Allstte Insurance Co., Chicago, 4 ta
weekly, 13 weeks, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Chicago.
Thrifty
Drug Co., Los Angeles, 5 sa
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Hillman-ShaneBreyer, Los Angeles.
Armand Co., Des Moines, la. (cosmetics)
2 so weekly, 6 weeks, thru Ivan Hill
Adv., Chicago.
Scvd'er Frod Prod. Inc., Monterey Park,
Cal., 5 acher.
sa weekly, 20 weeks, thru BrisAngeles. Davis & Van Norden Inc., Los
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Noxaeorn),
5 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru Small & Seiffer, N. Y.
WHN, New York
P. Lorillard Co., New York (Old Gold
cigarettes). 5 ne weekly, 13 weeks, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co.. N. Y.
Biltmore Publishing Co.. New York (/ Was
Hitler's Doctor) . 5 ne weekly. 13 weeks,
thru Roberts & Reimers Inc., N. Y.
Breakstone Bros., New York (milk), 12 sa
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Food Industries
In<\. N. Y.
R. H. Macy Co., New York (department
store) . 21 sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Youn<r & Rubicam, N. Y.
Ward Baking Co., New York (Tin Top
bread), sa. 1 week, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
WHO, Des Moines
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(baby powder), 6 ta weekly, 13 weeks,
thru Young & Rubicam. N. Y.
American Beauty Macaroni Co., Kansas
City,ins &2Holden,
ta weekly,
thru City.
R. J. Potts-CalkKansas
Hudson Products, Jersey City (Polident),
60 sp, thru Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.
Schreiber Milling & Grain Co.. St. Joseph,
Mo., 3 sp weekly, 52 weeks, thru CarterOwens Aiv. Agency, Kansas City, Kan.
Sunway Vitamin Co., Chicago, 3 sp weekly,
thru Sorenson & Co., Chicago.
KFWB, Hollywood
Eastern-Columbia, Los Angeles (home furnishings), 70 so weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Hillman-Shane-Breyer Inc., Los Angeles.
Albers Packing Co., Riversi e Cal. (ripe
olives), 3 sp weekly, 13 weeks, thru
Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden Inc.,
Los Angeles.
WABC, New York
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (Aunt Jemima
pancake flour) , 6 t weekly, thru Sherman K. Ellis & Co., Chicago.

ROAD
TOUR
of Ralph Edward's
Truth or
Consequences
program
netted the Treasury a total of
$188,481,082 in War Bonds. The
cross - country bond - selling trip,
which started in Pawtucket, R. M
and ended June 11 in Oakland, Cal.,
sold ten times the original goal set
for 14 broadcasts of the NBC program. Choosing the largest auditorium available in each city visited, Mr. Edwards exchanged tickets of admission for War Bonds.
By-product of the trip was a
program developed by Edwards
and Larry Hammond, radio head
of the War Manpower Commission,
to encourage women to take jobs
in war plants. Aired on local stations in areas where critical labor
shortages exist, the program was
built around telephone calls by
Edwards, who asked women why
they couldn't switch to essential
war work. Program may be continued in some cities as a result of
response to the first broadcasts.
Truth or Consequences is sponsored by Procter & Gamble, for
Duz. Agency is Compton Adv., N. Y.
Radio in Jamaica
DR. AUGUSTIN FRIGON, assistant general manager of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., has returned to Canada from Jamaica
after completing a broadcast survey for the Jamaican government.
There are only about 10,000 receivers on Jamaica at the present time,
according to Dr. Frigon, and these
depend almost entirely on shortwave transmissions from foreign
countries, except for one hour a
day
duringstation,
whichoperated
a low-power
short-wave
by the
Jamaican government, gives news
and local entertainment. Dr. Frigon says Jamaicans look forward
to the time when they can listen
to the new Canadian high-power
short-wave station.
TED COTTS, who conducts Sounding
Board on WEAF, New York, has
written a book to be published in the
fall by Simon & Schuster, New York,
undercal Fun.
the title Victor Book of Musi-

WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne
All-State Insurance Co., 56 sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
Murohv Products Co., Burlington, Wis.
(feed), 52 ta, direct.
Allis-Chalmers
Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, 2 sp,
direct.
Lumberman's Mutual Casualty Co., Chicago, 7so, thru Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Churngold Corp.. Cin"innati (margarine),
195 sa, thru W. F. Holland Agency, Cincinnati.
Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp., Fort
Wayne, 26 sp, direct.
R. L. Polk Co., Detroit (city directory),
10 so, direct.
Page
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fw. f. Mclaughlin & Co., cm•cago (Manor House coffee), has purchased the new five-minute five weekly
Supper Interlude, a program of recorded music, on WMAQ, Chicago,
through Ivan Hill Adv.
AMERICAN EXPRESS Co., New
York, will shortly add KOA, Denver,
to station campaign in behalf of
; travelers' cheques. The twice-weekly
quarter-hour program is titled Cheque
Your Music — name used for similar
programs by American Express on
other stations [Broadcasting, June
7]. Agency is Caples Co., New York.
EASTERN COLUMBIA, Los Angeles (chain department store), out of
radio for nearly a year, on June 1
started sponsoring a schedule of hourly news flash announcements seven
days per week on KFWB, Hollywood. Contract is for 52 weeks with
i placement through Hillman-ShaneBreyer, Los Angeles, under personal
direction of Edward Stodel.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES Corp.,
Hollywood, to tie in with local premiere of its film, "Five Graves to
Cairo", starting June 27 will use a
daily schedule of two and three spot
announcements on seven Los Angeles
area stations (KFWB KFI KECA
KNX KHJ KMPC KMTR) during
that week as well as five participations in Ruth Wentworth on KFI and
Housewives Exchange on KFWB.
Buchanan & Co., Los Angeles, has
the account.
PARTICIPATING sponsors on Consumer's Foundation, WLW, Cincinnati, program are : M. Werk Co.
(Werx soap) ; My Book House (children's books ) ; Woodbury
( dry-skin
cream);
Ball
Brothers (canning
equipment);
Chef Boy-ar-dee (spaghetti dinner) ; Renuzit (French dry
I cleaner) ; Resinol
(Resinol soap) ;
Pan-American Coffee Bureau (Pan: American coffee) ; Swift & Co. (Allsweet margarine); International Salt
Co. (Sterling salt).
I PURITY BAKERIES Corp., Chicago, has purchased a quarter-hour of
Record Reveille, early morning program of recorded music heard six days
a week on WGN, Chicago. Contract
' for 13 weeks was placed through
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis.
j THOM Me AN, New York (shoes),
has started sponsorship of Chuck
| Aeree thrice-weekly quarter-hour early
I morning news-oddities show on WLS,
Chicago. Contract, which is for 52
weeks, was placed through NeffRogow, New York.

Home Run!
PEOPLES Drug Stores,
Washington's largest chain,
credits the Old Gold broadcasts of the "Senator's" baseball games on WOL with
doubling the sale of the sponsor's product. Shirley Povich,
sports writer for the Washington Post, reports that the
Peoples chain has increased
its sales of Old Gold cigarettes by 105% since last season and "credit the broadcasts of Arch McDonald and
Russ Hodges (play-by-play
commentators) with the upswing".
SUN SHIPBUILDING & Dry Dock
Co., Chester, Pa., using weekly halfhour series on WIP, Philadelphia, has
increased its use of radio in taking
sponsorship of Sweet Land of Liberty,
half-hour Sunday series at 1.30 p.m.,
on WFIL, Philadelphia, to enlist labor.
O'CEDAR Corp., Chicago (mops and
floor polish), on Aug. 29 starts a halfhour dramatic program, as yet unnamed, Sundays 3 :30-4 p.m. on the
entire BLUE network, originating in
Chicago. Contract is for 52 weeks.
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago,
handles the account.
MOEWS LOWE Hi-Bred Corn Co.,
Granville, 111. (seed), beginning July
4 will sponsor a quarter-hour Sunday
morning newscast on WLS, Chicago.
Contract, which is for 52 weeks, was
placed through Triangle Adv. Agency,
Chicago.

SPARTANBURG?

What

KIRKMAN & SON'S, division of
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City, has signed a 52-week renewal
with WOR. New York, for the joke
program, Can You Top This, heard
Wednesday, 7 :30-8 p.m. Contract is
effective July 7. Agency is NewellEmmett Co., New York.
UNITED SYNAGOGUES of Young
Israel of New York, have purchased a
half-hour on WBNX, New York, for
a program titled Sanctification of the
Sabbath. Leading rabbis and choral
groups will be heard on the broadcasts
starting June 25. Business placed direct.
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SAMARITAN INSTITUTE, Los
Angeles, on June 7 started sponsoring
a five-weekly quarter-hour newscast on
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. Contract
is for 52 weeks. Series is devoted to
OPA, OWI and War Manpower Commission bulletins, as well as answering
listeners' questions. Firm also currently sponsors a schedule of seven
spot announcements daily on KMPC
and KFVD. Smith & Bull Adv., Los
Angeles, has the account.
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FRANKLIN WALTMAN, a winner
of the Pugsley Journalistic Award of
the National Press Club in 1930, has
been appointed director of public relations of the Sun Oil Co., headquartering in Philadelphia. He succeeds the
late Judson C. Welliver. Edwin W.
Gableman, former chief Washington
correspondent of the Cincinnati Enquirer, has succeeded to Mr. Waltman's Washington duties for Sun Oil.
CAPITOL CHEVROLET Co., Sacramento, issponsoring
Nicholson's
Inquiring
Mike at 12Frank
:30 noon
except
Sunday on KFBK, Sacramento.

"Launched
Coffee

via KSO,
Stretcher

Wins Iowa Market"
. . . reports Jay E. Tone,
President of Tone Bros.

Three months ago, Tone's
Timely Coffee-Saver was
little more than an idea.
Today, through hundreds
of stores in Des Moines and
Iowa, it is a steady seller.

"As a wartime product,
our Coffee-Saver serves a

CHARLES LUCKMAN, former executive vice-president, has been elected
president of Pepsodent Co., Chicago.
James A. Barnett, former vice-president of Sherman & Marquette and
manager of the agency's New York
office, was named a vice-president of
Pepsodent, as was Henry F. Woulfe,
former general manager of the Pepsodent Co. Elected to the board of
directors with Messrs. Luckman and
Woulfe was Albert D. Lasker, former
president of Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
HOME UNDERTAKING Co., Seattle,
is now sponsoring Capt. Hugh Barrett
Dobbs (Capt. Dobbsie to listeners),
whose Ship of Joy has been a favorite
West Coast program since 1927, for 15
minutes Monday, Wednesday, Friday
on KFR. Seattle, in For Remembrance.
The program is devoted to poetry and
song of Northwest writers, interspersed by optimistic philosophy, with
Eddie Clifford's organ music.
COLUMBIA PICTURES Corp. of
Toronto, Canada, is using radio
spots in western Canada to promote
"The More the Merrier." Account is
handled
by MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto.
ASTONE PRODUCTS Co., Toronto
(Fruit-Kepe) , has started an announcement campaign featuring preserving tips for housewives on a number of stations throughout Canada.
Account is placed by F. H. Hayhurst
Co., Toronto.

SOME 300 YEARS of service are represented by this group of Hollywood
NBC employes who gathered at recent party honoring staff members associated with the network for 10 years or more. " Veterans"-in-service (1 to
r) are, (front row), A. H. Korb; K. F. Hicks; C. E. Pickett; Lewis S.
Frost; J. A. Thornburg; Buddy Twiss; J. F. Morris; Sidney N. Strotz;
E. J. Ludes; (second row), Alice Tyler; Kathryn Hardesty; Jane Burns,
Isabel Menden; (standing), E. C. Miller; S. C. Hobart; D. A. DeWolf;
Max Bauman; Harry Saz; A. H. Saxton; R. D. Ferguson; M. O. Smith;
A. S. Robb; Henry Maas; P. B. Gale; A. C. Love and Jennings Pierce.
SCUDDER FOOD PRODUCTS,
Monterey Park, Cal., in a threemonths campaign started June 14, is
sponsoring a five-weekly announcement schedule on KFI, Los Angeles.
Blue Bird Potato Chips Inc., Oakland,
Cal. (Seudder Food Products), is
using a varied daytime and evening
schedule of similar announcements on
four Northern California stations
(KLX KGO KROY KFRE). Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, Los Angeles, has the account.
GILBERT CHASE, specialist in
Latin-American music in the Library
of Congress, on July 1 joins NBC as
script writer and handbook editor of
the Music of the New World series.
He has served as consultant for the
program.

market that may exist only
for the duration, so we
wanted to see it gain distribution as rapidly as possible," reports Jay Tone.
"Because of previous experience with radio on
Tone's Pressure-Pack Coffee, we let KSO carry the
ball for this new product.
"We have been on the
air less than three months

— now we are hard-put to
keep up with orders — so
both our product and our
KSO advertising are mak-

AN

EAR

TO

THE

GROUND

With an ear to the ground, a discerning man can hear,
through the rumble of guns and the roar of munitions
factories, another sound. That sound is the faint stirring of an approaching change . . . the change from
war to peacetime economy.
And when our pent-up buying power is released, it will
be to those firms who have kept their contacts with the
public that the new orders will come first.
You can store up orders against that time of change
by — right now — giving people something they value —
radio entertainment — to remember you by.

ing good."

KS
NT
KR

CFRB

COLUMBIA
5000 WATTS

TORONTO
860

KILOCYCLES

The Cowles Stations in
MOINES
V

Affiliated with Des Moines Register & Tribune

Surveys prove at least one quarter of all radios in Canada's
richest market are always tuned to CFRB.

Represented by The Katz Agency
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y^Tppointmentt
KELLEY ISLAND Lime and Transport
Co., Cleveland, to Roy S. Durstine Inc., Cincinnati. Media plans not to be set for several months.
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS Co., Jersey City,
to
Peck A<"v.,
chemicals.
Media New
plans York,
not set.for oils and
CONSOLIDATED HAIR GOODS Co., Chicago (Fij-Oil soapless shampoo) to Malcolm-Howard Adv. Co., Chicago. Said to
use radio.
AUSTIN TECHNICAL Publishers, New
way.
York, to Carl Caiman Inc., New York.
National spot ra' io campaign now under
SUNNYVALE PACKING Co., San Francisco (Rancho Soups) to Erwin, Wasey
& Co., San Francisco.
N.
C. GOODWIN'S
York,skinto
Joseph
Katz Co., N. Lab.,
Y., forNewTobene
ointment. Said to use radio.
KURTZ BROS., Bridgeport. Conn., to
Harry Feigenbaum Agency, Philadelphia,
for macaroni products. The company has
never before advertised, but soon will begin
newspaper and radio campaigns.
CUTLER CHEMICAL Co., Merion, Pa., to
James G. Lamb Co., Philadelphia. Plans
for
are promotion
under way. of Micola, a cola concentrate,
LACKAWANNA RAILROAD. New York,
to Federal Adv., New York. Media plans
not set.
LIVINGSTON
AGENCY,
NORMAN

LEAVES

JOINS WOR
LIVINGSTON, for

seven
years radioNewdirector
field-Johnstone,
York, of
is Redjoining WOR, New York, July 5 as
assistant director
of program
operations, according

BASIC BLUE
AND MUTUAL
5000 WATTS
0»BASIC

DES

AGENCY
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to Julius F. Seebach, WOR vicepresident in
charge of program operations.
A pioneer in
the idea of cowork programs,
operative netMr. Livingston
Mr. Living s t o n
produced such a show in 1935 under
the title Morning Matinee, featuring top-flight bands and cooperatively sponsored by 20 leading
department stores. Two years later
he produced Thirty Minutes From
Hollywood, followed by Show of
the Week and Bulldog Drummond,
all on Mutual.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Leo Heatley
Top
To

Radio
U.

S.

Shows
For

$29

CIA A Pays Nothing For Use
Of Commercial Programs
'THE CIAA is broadcasting America's best radio programs to Latin
[America at a cost of $29 an hour
'as a result of an agreement with
the radio industry, Nelson RockeJfeller, Coordinator of Inter-Ameriican Affairs told the House in testimony released by the Appropriations Committee last week. These
programs, broadcast seven hours a
day in English, "are tremendously
popular all over the Americas," he
said.
Mr. Rockefeller explained that
the English language programs are
broadcast by two stations in California. They are made up from re-cordings taken from any and all
• long-wave broadcasts in the United
States, without charge. CIAA pays
$20 for recording costs and $9 for
transmitter time, however. Altogether, the agency carries for $45,,000 or $50,000 a year the best
English
language
programs in
radio.
For overall operations of CIAA,
the House committee recommended
$30,685,000, a decrease of $6,335,753 as compared with the 1943
fiscal year, and $3,175,000 below
the budget estimate for 1944. This
fund, the report states, provides
for continuation of radio, news and
motion picture programs on a reduced basis.
Continuing his testimony, the
CIAA director said that U. S. advertisers buy about one percent of
the time of Latin American stations. He added that NBC and CBS
have developed networks of local
stations in Latin America which
rebroadcast CIAA programs.
Broadcasters Defended
The part played by commercial
licensees in shortwave activities
was strongly defended by both Mr.
Rockefeller and by Don Francisco,
chief of the CIAA Radio Division.
Mr. Rockefeller told the Committee,
"I would like to say except for our
honest differences of opinion in
negotiations the companies have
been extremely cooperative in assisting the war effort to the maximum of their ability. We are very
I much indebted to them as a Govi ernment."
Mr. Francisco explained to the
Committee that shortwave had de-

LEO HEATLEY, 48, city editor
of the CBS press information department, on June 17 died of
bronchial pneumonia in a New
Jersey hospital. Before joining
CBS in 1940, Mr. Heatley had
worked on the New York Journal
and the Philadelphia Record, and
was in charge of the news desk of
Standard News Assn., Brooklyn.
He covered such famous trials as
the Snyder-Gray case, the HallsMills murder, and the Hauptmann
kidnapping. He also served as a
newspaper correspondent, was
cable and wire editor and rewrite
man for United Press.

And

ANOTHER

BIT

THE

P. R.

Nearly 2,000,000 fellow
Americans offer a rich
market. Most of them
keep tuned to

they said they were through."
The CIAA radio budget showed a
decrease of $1,393,000 from the
$7,169,000 of last year. A heavy
decrease was felt by program production, while local radio activities
were increased slightly. Mr. Francisco revealed that CIAA planned
to use nine of OWI's proposed 22
new transmitters on a share-time
basis. CIAA's share of costs would
be $18,000 per transmitter.

the Old Pioneer spins a yarn you can almost smell
When
the fragrance of lonely forests. But — what's more important— he sells them! He didn't spend 13 years in radio for
his health (or his hair).
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And when we say sells, we mean sells! In two pre-war weeks
he sold out the sponsor's refrigerator department. Listeners
like his trail blazing well enough to have stepped up their
purchases of paint to four times the pre-radio figure.
Woodbury (Nick) Carter, program director at WTRY,
originated and plays the Old Pioneer, now in its third year
for the same sponsor. He has other programs to fit other
situations.
Typical of WTRY's deft blending — topflight local talent
plus Blue Network shows — the Old Pioneer is one of the
several reasons why WTRY is such a lively sales station —
the acknowledged leader in The Buying Triangle!
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DUST...

veloped here despite the lack of a
profit motive. "The only companies
that have been interested in international broadcasting," he said,
"are the companies interested in
publicizing themselves, in doing research or in performing a patriotic
duty. When they spent and lost
from $150,000 to $250,000 apiece
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TALENT, WRITERS
MAY SHIFT JOBS
RADIO talent, production men and
other classes of broadcasting employes who do much freelance work
on the air may change jobs without
securing statements of availability
from employers, according to the
conclusion reached at a meeting between Lilian L. Poses, regional attorney for the War Manpower
Commission, and representatives of
most New York City stations, held
in Mrs. Poses' office in New York
last Tuesday. This decision must be
approved by the New York City
Area Manpower Committee before
it becomes official, Mrs. Poses said,
but this approval is expected in the
immediate future.
Types of employe covered by this
decision include actors, singers,
announcers, sound effects men, musicians, producers, directors and
writers — people who may freelance,
working for several different employers concurrently. Not included
are engineers, salesmen and other
employes who are predominantly
staff employes, Mrs. Poses explained. However, she added, to
avoid confusion, no distinction has
been drawn at this time between
staff and freelance workers in the
various classes of employes.
AFRA

Renewals

AMERICAN Federation of Radio
Artists has signed a one-year contract with WHAS, Louisville, first
contract the union has secured in
this city. Negotiations were handled by the local union. Contract is
the standard AFRA form. AFRA
has also negotiated renewal contracts with WIOD, Miami, and
WRJN, Racine, Wis.
WHIO, Dayton, has received many
favorable comments from listeners for
giving five minutes each to the City
employees union and the City government on successive days to present
their views in a dispute over deduction of union dues from the City payrolls, and on other questions.

She

Doesn't

Rojas Joins XEOY
As Directing
Head
Noriega Also Takes Post With
Mexico City Outlet
APPOINTMENT
of Antonio
(Tony) Rojas, broadcaster wellknown in the United States, as
vice-president and directing head
of XEOY, Mexico City, was announced last week by Programas y
Conciertos, S. A., corporate entity
operating the station.
Mr. Rojas left the vice-presidency in Mexico City of Grant Advertising Inc. to assume his new
post, created through a reorganization of the operating company of
XEOY, known as "Radio Mil."
XEOY operates on 1,000 kc. with
10,000 watts.
Alonso Sordo Noriega, former
director of radio information of
the Mexican Republic, has been
named head of the news and sports
department of XEOY. Mr. Noriega
Vvas publicity campaign manager
for Gen. Manuel Avila Camacho
in his presidential campaign in
1940 and, like Mr. Rojas, is wellknown in the United States.
Mr. Rojas was former manager
in charge of Latin-American network operations of WLWO, Cincinnati. He set up the LatinAmerican operations in 1941. About
a year later he joined Grant Advertising as vice-president of the
Mexican subsidiary. Two months
ago he assisted in setting up the
Rio de Janiero branch of Grant
Advertising.
Before joining Crosley in 1941,
Mr. Rojas was vice-president of
Gotham Advertising Co. in New
York and manager of its overseas
department. An American citizen,
he was educated in Rochester, N.
Y. He was born in Caracas, Venezuela. His grandfather was pres-

Wear

a

Uniform,

MR. ROJAS
ident of the South American

re-

XEOY is owned by the Iturbe
public.
Bros., investment bankers and real
estate operators in Mexico. The
partners are Luis de Iturbe and
Jose de Iturbe. Ignacio Diaz, grandson of the former President of
Mexico, is chief engineer and part
owner of the station. The organization is one of the wealthiest in
the republic.
KYW WAAC Drive
KYW, Philadelphia, and the Army
Recruiting office have completed a
nine-day campaign to obtain enlistment for the WAAC through the
"Betsy Ross Company", a select group
of 150 women organized under the
station's sponsorship. Special programs and a party and flag presentation kept interest high during the
campaign. Applicants applied in person at a recruiting booth in the lobby of the KYW Building or by mail
to the station. According to Capt.
Charles Frizzell of the Philadelphia
Recruiting Office, Army headquarters
in Washington is considering the drive
as a possible pattern for WAAC radio
recruiting throughout the country.
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. . . helping win the war!

She and several hundred others here at Scientific Radio Products Co.
They're turning out the perfect crystals that put life into the radio equipment of our armed forces,— and keep alive the vital communications on
which depend the very lives of our armies.
Temperature co-efficient testing is
an important job! Crystals must
jperform
in all
curacy!
Fighting perfectly
men depend
on degrees.
our ac-

With two ingredients . . . loyalty plus skill . . . they're forming crystals that
are dependable.

Although we're busy with Uncle Sam's needs right now, our facilities are
such that we can take care of your requirements, too!
Write us.

National R*pr*s*ntativ*
JOHN BLAIR ft CO.
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C. M . SHIDELER
W 9 IFI
MANUFACTURERS OF PIEZO ELECTRIC CRYSTALS AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
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Stars
RADIO
With

Annual

BUSINESS
Dallas Trades

AMBASSADOR
Tour Canceled,

Buys Spot Series on 56 Texas
JALLAS' first trades trip by radio
ras heard recently twice daily
ver 56 Texas stations. As one more
nstance in which radio has filled
. wartime breach, the broadcasts
ook the place of the 1943 Annual
)allas Business Tour for the manuacturers and wholesalers divisions
f the Dallas Chamber of Comnerce.
When the trip was canceled beause of travel restrictions and
verburdened railroads, the production department of WFAA-WBAP,
)allas and Fort Worth, stepped in
vith a plan to contact the merchints of the Southwest by radio,
rhey planned a series of oneninute announcements, stressing
he position of Dallas as the manuacturing and distribution center
if the area, and auditioned the
eries for the committee in charge
f the trades trip. It was immediitely accepted.
Spots begin with sound effects
0 ) Allied Radio

Handbook

ALLIED RADIO Corp., Chicago,
las just published a "Radio Data
landbook" (25 cents postpaid, 48
>ages, six by nine inches) edited
,iy Lt. Nelson M. Cooke, Naval Reearch Lab., Washington. It inludes condensed tables of formuas, charts and data most commonly used in radio and electronics,
vith all subjects cross-indexed,
pivided into four parts, mathematical data, radio and electronic
ormulas, engineering and servicing information and a set of fourdace logarithm and trigonometry
ables, formulas are given for
lecibels, resistance, capacitance,
hductance, reactance, etc. Data
ection contains such subjects as
•adio color codes, interchangeable
ubes, pilot lamps, etc.

C of C

Stations

to denote the approach and stop of
a train, followed by the introductory announcement, "Remember
that train? It used to carry the
Annual Dallas Business Tour, but
NOW it carries troops and guns
and tanks!" Another voice gives the
messages, of which the followingexcerpt is typical, "Since 1900, a
group of Dallas business men has
come to meet your retail merchants
in your hometowns throughout
Texas and the Southwest. These
men told you many things about
Dallas — but — did they tell you that
Dallas is the THIRD largest Communications Center in the Nation,
a clearing house for telephone and
telegraph mesages vital in peace as
well as in war?"
Two blasts of a train whistle lead
into the closing "Let that whistle
remind you, friends . . . the Annual
Dallas Business Tour will come
your way in person, just as soon as
we blast the Axis with our Bt,nds
and Bombs!"
The transcriptions cover insurance, fashion, medicine, transportation, communication, hotels, and
educational and
institutional
phases of Dallas activity.

Teach

Servicemen

To
Build
Camp
Show
THREE-DAY conference to instruct enlisted personnel within the
Second Service Command area on
methods of building their own
camp
was under
conducted lastentertainments
week in New York
the
auspices of the Special Service Division of the Second Service Command. Capt. Hy Gardner, former
Broadway columnist and now head
of the Recreation Section of Special Service Headquarters, organized the conference of some 130 soldiers and WAACs.
The soldiers attending saw demonstrations of all types of entertainment which they could institute at their posts. The entire cast
of Can You Top This?, joke-quiz
program on WOR, New York, and
NBC, staged a sample show; Jimmy Durante showed how to imitate

KVAK

in St. Joseph

KVAK,

Atcheson, Kan., is broadcasting from new remote studios in
St. Joseph. Opening broadcast presented the Rosecrans Field Army
Air Forces Band and representatives of the city and of many service and fraternal clubs. The first
two weeks on the air brought the
eighteen new accounts.
his acts; Dick Gilbert, record-m.c.
of WHN, New York, explained
"disc jockey" patter; Ed Sullivan
gave tips on how to m.c, and entertainment was demonstrated by
such top radio stars as Bob Hawk,
Fred Waring and Milton Berle.
Capt. Gardner and members of his
entertainment staff are expected to
tour the posts represented at the
conference to give further help on
programs and stunts recommended.

V'OUGHTTA
PITCHING
"TALK ABOUT
PITCHES
GITS IN AND
WDAY
SEE HOW
FER SALES IN THE RED RIVER VALLEYA RINGER EVERY TIME! GIT THE
DOPE

NOW!"

BLUE
BALTIMORE'S
NETWORK
^

OUTLET

Homemaker Show on WJZ
CAKING its cue from "The Woman's
xchange", an organization serving
Rs an exchange for home-made prodcts and information on home-maker
natters, a five-times weekly half-hour
irogram starts on WJZ, New York,
his week (June 21) under the direcion of Alma Kitchell, BLUE commenator. Useful ideas on the buying and
reparation of food, on sewing and
from
be essolicited
''ardenin
on
use lisalike for
authoriti
tenersg and will

\h.e program. A portion of each broadpast will be given over to a particular
Subject, with one day called "Neighbor
fc)ay" and another "Sewing Circle
Day". Special features will include a
^aily salute to a leading woman or
woman's cub, and the weekly selection
pf a woman who has made the best
contribution to the program. She will
receive a dozen roses.
Radio Prayer
A COLLECTION of the prayers writgfcen
for byMutual's
daily Minute
_ of
^Prayer,
representatives
of various
B'religious faiths, will be published in
Ipook form by the Garden City Publishing Co., Garden City, N. Y. Confltaining 365 prayers presented on MBS
I since January 30, 1942, the book is
r edited by Elsie Dick, director of re5 ligious broadcasts, and Christopher
■.Cross, of the publicity department of
'Mutual.
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New

Breakdown

In
WLW
Survey
Coincidental Study Is One Of
The Largest Ever Made
ONE OF the largest coincidental
telephone surveys ever made, and
what is said to be the first such
survey including calls to rural
farm listeners, is the basis of the
latest figures on the listening
audience of WLW, Cincinnati.
The data, according to Robert
E. Dunville, Crosley vice-president,
are to be included in a series of
cardboard mailing pieces which
will tell the story of the mid-winter
ratings as made by C. E. Hooper
Inc. These will be sent to about
3,000 agencies and advertisers,
with simultaneous advertising in
radio, advertising, food and drug
publications.
The 337,689 telephone calls, including 49,810 rural calls, were
made in 32 cities and 218 rural
communities around them. The report is in two parts; the first being a summary of the WLW listening index for the 32 cities by
periods of the day.
In the second section, said to

May

makes

offer a new approach to audience
rating, there is a breakdown by 15minute periods, of audiences in Columbus, Dayton, Cincinnati and Indianapolis during daytime periods
averaged Monday through Friday,
and by 30-minute periods for individual evenings. In addition, samples taken in the 28 other cities and
in the rural areas are totaled and
reported as averages.
A combined coincidental report
is made of the entire area, in which
the reported audience measurements are obtained by combining
the previously mentioned groupings
to give a picture of all listening
in WLW territory by each 15-minute period during the day and by
30-minute periods at night. It is
said that this method enables the
advertiser to make comparisons not
hitherto possible.

it

'Way back in January of 1938, WAPI was broadcasting twice
as much national spot business as the two other local stations
combined. And month after month, since then, we've kept that
record of Birmingham leadership intact.
During May, 1943, (the 65th consecutive month) Birmingham
national spot quarter-hours were distributed like this:

Ask Radio

Sales why

choice of experienced

WAPI

is this unfailing

48
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advertisers,

Represented by Radio Sales: New York, Chicago,
Los Angeles, St. Louis, San Francisco, Charlotte.
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Petrillo Eludes
lie). (Continued from page 9)

Shave Cream Spots
CONSOLIDATED Royal Chemical
Corp., Chicago (Krank's shave
sched"
varying
, has placed a and
cream)
ule of station-break
one-minute
announcements on an undetermined
number of midwestern stations.
Agency is Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
Chicago.

CBS NETWORK

P

phonograph records sold to the pu
"The strike was called by Jam<
C. Petrillo, president of the mus

GOOD

RESULTS from radio promotion of the movie "Hitler's Children" on KLZ, Denver, prompted
RKO Radio Pictures Inc. to sign
a one-year contract with the station to advertise several films.
Signing the agreement is Leonard
Gruenberg, RKO district manager.
Seated at left is Bill Gillin, KLZ
sales representative. Standing, left
to right, are: Mark Ailing, manager of Orpheum Theatre, Denver, and Hugh B. Terry, KLZ
station manager.
ENLARGE

HEARING

ISSUES, ASKS
WMT
IN A MOTION filed last Thursday,
WMT, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, asked
the FCC to enlarge the issues involved in the hearing scheduled on
the application of KSJB, Jamestown, N. D., for regular assignment on the WMT frequency of
600 kc. The motion also requested
designation of a commissioner,
rather than an attorney examiner,
to preside at the hearing.
WMT, owned by Iowa Broadcasting Co., has appealed to the Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia from the FCC action allowing KSJB to continue operation on
600 kc. under a "special service
authorization," pending outcome of
the hearing. [See earlier story on
page
The 26].
motion, filed by the firm of
Segal, Smith & Hennessey, WMT
counsel, asked the Commission to
determine what local assignments,
if any, are available for use by
KSJB at Jamestown; whether adequate economic support is available
for a class III (regional) station in
Jamestown, and whether it is practical from an engineering standpoint to establish a class III station in that city.
The motion also recited that in
certain resepects the KSJB application is in conflict with the Commission's rules, regulations and engineering standards, and that there
appeared to be no reason why the
local channel of 1400 kc. should not
be used by it. If, notwithstanding
these "defects", the Commission
should ultimately decide to grant
the application, there would be involved achange of policy or a new
kind of use for the frequency 600
kc, a regional, said the motion. Under the Communications Act, a
hearing of this character must be
conducted by a commissioner.
Hager on Ad Council
KOLIN HAGER, manager of
WGY, Schenectady, has been named
on the board of the War Advertising Council, representing stations
comprising the NAB, of which he
is also a director. Paul W. Kesten,
of CBS, represents the four national networks on the WAC board.
BROADCASTING

cians' union, on Aug. 1, last, b\ 11
the union did not submit any dl
mands until February 1943 an
then only at the request of a sp<
cial Senate Committee headed t
Senator D. Worth Clark of Idah
Dr. Steelman designated a membt
of his staff, James William Fit:
patrick, of New York City, an e:
pert in theatrical matters, as h
representative to mediate th
strike.
Union's Demands
"The union first asked the trail
scription companies to pay into tl|
union treasury an unspecified pe:
centage of their total gross receipll
in addition to the musicians' regil
lar wage scale, which demand ws
rejected.
Negotiations continue
until May 11, when the union mad
a new demand that the electricq
transcription companies agree n<
to furnish transcriptions to broac
casting stations which the union i
its sole discretion, branded as "ur
fair". This demand was rejected b
the employers because it is imposj
sible for them to control the us
of their transcriptions by advertis)
ers and radio stations and the fu
fillment of the demands would givj
the union veto power over the us
of transcriptions, resulting in sec
ondary boycotts against the broac |
casters.
Discs a Necessity
"The
transcription companiej
point out that the union wants t|
prevent the use of transcription]
unless it can force the hiring of ai
additional quota of musicians bj
the stations. Electrical transcripf
tions are used by all stations an
constitute an economic necessity t j
many of the independent and smallj
er broadcasting
stations in th,[
country to enable them to offer proj
grams vice of
highpublic
qualityinterest.
in their Com!
serof the
mercial transcriptions are recorde*|
programs and furnish the station]
with advertising revenue. Librar;
•transcriptions are recordings oil
music by outstanding artists syndij
cated
among
radio stationij
throughout the country.
"The breakdown of negotiation!
with the union made it imperativ
for the transcription companies t]
refer their dispute to the Federal!
Government for prompt disposition
in the hope that governmental in;
tervention would bring about a re;|
sumption of their service to th
hundreds of broadcasting station |
which are dependent upon tranj
scriptions as the source of suppbj
for music to which their audience^!
are entitled and have become aei[

customed."
SPOT SALES Inc., New York, h;i:;!
been named sales representative folP
WAAT, Jersey City, in territory outj
side the New York area.
• Broadcast

Advertisin

[Conference

Board

(Plans Talent Setup
I Will
Advise Entertainment
groups of War Activities
ADVISE all branches of the
iintertainment field of the plans and
mrposes of the Conference Board
jf the Entertainment Industry for
iVar
Activities [Broadcasting,
Tune 14], a special steering committee of the Conference Board's
.Continuations Committee was last
veek preparing a letter to go to
issociations, guilds, unions and
»ther organizations connected with
■ he entertainment business.
This steering committee is headid by George J. Schaefer of RKO,
|:hairman of the Motion Picture Industry Committee on War Activialso chairman of the Cons
and
I'ie
: e r e n c e Board's Continuations
Committee. Other members of the
steering committee are: Kermit
.31oomgarden, American Theatre
•Wing; Leonard Callahan, general
f'.ounsel of SESAC, representing
the music industry; Walt Dennis,
MAB news bureau chief; William
ff?ricke, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies; Anita Grannis,
IAFRA; Solly Prenick, IATSE.
Clearing House
n
, Letters, as explained to Broadcasting by Mr. Callahan, will explain the organization of the
iCBEIWA at a two-day conference
tield June 3-4 in New York and will
iietail its plans for augmenting the
4var efforts of other agencies. StatI ng that the Conference Board has
10 idea of superseding any existing
igencies or groups, Mr. Callahan
ifaid it will act entirely as a cleartog house or resources pool which
ivill coordinate the efforts of the
Component parts of the entertainment industry in doing a better job
r|n the war.
i In radio, he continued, the board
vill serve as a sort of industry
OWI, attempting to appraise the
mportance of the numerous re■P'jiuests for time made by various
Mgencies. This will give the indiIjidual station an opportunity to
jraoperate with local war groups of
Its community in a coordinated
•planner, he said, and will relieve
he broadcaster of the responsibility of making individual decisions as to which group to give
lime to and which to turn down.
J Mr. Callahan's participation in
|his entertainment industry war
organization is in line with the
i»revious activities of himself and
ljSESAC which for the past year
Jjias acted as a liaison agency be| ween the Treasury Department
find the country's broadcasting stallions to promote the sale of War
JBonds. Since May, 1942, Mr. Calla.Iflan said, SESAC contact men have
palled at least twice on 850 stallions, and more frequently on many
|;)f them, interpreting to them the
Ifequirements of the Treasury, explaining how they could help inI irease Bond sales in their communiJaes, and reporting back to the
Treasury on station activities, pro-
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TUBE-BATTERY

ISSUE

Ad

IS
AN

SENT
TO BYRNES
APPEAL to War Mobilization Director James F. Byrnes to
take steps to alleviate the critical
tube and farm battery situations
so that replacements will be available to keep the nation's 59 million receiving sets in peak operation was made last week by the
NAB.
While no word was forthcoming
from Justice Byrnes' office, the procedures established in that top
agency automatically provide for a
study to ascertain whether the
"home front" is being adversely affected. In this case the study will
cover unavailability of these materials through WPB in sufficient
quantities to check the threatened
silencing of receiving sets.
The NAB letter, it is understood, has been referred to Donald Russell, secretary of the War
Mobilization Committee, for the
preliminary study. If it is concluded that the tube and battery situations constitute a threat to the
home front, the matter then will
be referred to the War Mobilization Committee itself for action.
Directives to manufacturers of
farm radio batteries are being issued by the Consumer Durable
Goods Division of WPB insiructing them to distribute 98% of their
radio battery production to farm
outlets, it was announced last Friday. This is in line with the program announced early this month
by WPB. Little change in the prevailing disposition of radio batteries can be expected through the directive, WPB explained, for distribution of these products to
farms has been following the specified percentage closely since midMarch when WPB initiated a program for increased battery production. Within a month after the
radio battery production program
got under way, their rate of manufacture had more than doubled to
reach a 425,000-a-month clip. This
is 50,000 a month more than the
pre-war rate and is still being
maintained according to latest
reports.
posing citations for stations doing
outstanding work in promoting
Bond sales and suggesting new
types of programs in accordance
with local needs.
The

,

Ration

From

Paper

BUYERS

Cut

A 5% CUT in newsprint is imminent following the recommendation last Thursday of the NewsAdvisory Committee thatpaper
theIndustry
War Production Board
cut the third quarter consumption
beginning July 1, by that amount.
The recommendation was made
to Harry M. Bitner, Pittsburgh
publisher and owner of WFMB,
Indianapolis, by the committee
after it developed that since the
original 10% cut in consumption
was ordered last December for the
first quarter of the year, only half
that saving
has been effected.

Thus with the 5% cut, the total reduction to 10% would be effective.
A further cut in the fourth quarter also was foreseen, because of
depleted inventories and diminished
production in Canada whence threefourths of the newsprint used in
this country emanates.
Whether a further cut in magazine consumption of paper will beordered was problematical. Whereas
newspapers failed to meet the 10%
cut, it is reported that magazines
have accomplished that goal.
Rationing of advertising in
newspapers may result from the
new cut. Radio, both locally and
nationally, may be the beneficiarjr
to some extent, absorbing part of
the necessary loss to newspapers-

ii
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ENGINEERS

NEEDED

BY ARMY, NAB SAYS
QUALIFIED men in the field of
radio are advised on steps which
will insure their assignment to the
Army Signal Corps in an NAB letter sent to all station managers
last week. Letter points out that it
is the responsibility of every man
entering service to see that his
technical skill is used to greatest
advantage.
Signal Corps needs men who can
operate and maintain stations, and
men familiar with the installation
of new stations, NAB says. It advises men who wish a temporary
appointment in the Army of the
United States to write the nearest
officer procurement district office.
Men already inducted are advised
to send their serial numbers to the
Office of the Chief Signal Officer,
Military Personnel Branch, Washington, to Lt. Col. Richard R. Kilgore, Enlisted Section.
NAB is warning managers that
they will "inevitably" lose technicians to the armed forces. "The
technicians problem," NAB says,
"has been and is a most serious
one throughout the industry."
THE VOICE

OF MISSISSIPPI

O'Dea Sells His Interest
In Advertising Agency
AFTER 30 years in the agency
business, Mark O'Dea, president of
O'Dea, Sheldon & Canaday Inc.,
New York and Baltimore, has sold
his interest in the firm to J. F.
Quick, treasurer and general manager, and to L. C. McElroy, vicepresident, and for the duration at
least will devote full time to his
position as public relations director of the U. S. Maritime Commission and the War Shipping Administration., Succeeding him as president is George H. Sheldon, executive vice-president of the agency
since 1936. Effective July 1, the
agency name will be changed to
Sheldon, Quick & McElroy Inc. The
interest of Ward M. Canady, chairman of the board, was purchased
by the corporation some time ago.
Mr. O'Dea has held his present
Government job since Aug. 1, 1941.
The present agency was founded in
1930. Previously,
Mr. &O'Dea
was for
associated with Lord
Thomas
over 16 years. He has served as
chairman of the New York chapter
of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, and as a member
of the National Executive Committee.
CBC

N. B. C.

Labor

HOLD

ALL

WAR-TIME

ITS

BECAUSE the Canadian Dept. of
Justice had ruled that the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. has no authority to enter into an agreement, CBC
employees are not unionized, Rene
Morin, CBC board chairman explained to the Parliamentary Radio Committee at Ottawa last week.
He had been asked why the CBC,
an independent corporation of the
government's, does not pay taxes
and its employes are not permitted
to organize. The CBC, neither in
theory nor in practice, is opposed
to making collective arrangements
with
mittee.its employes, he told the com-

GAINS

A national survey lists Jackson among the FIRST SIX
CITIES OF THE NATION most
likely to retain all its economic
and industrial gains after the
war is over.
Jackson, a rapidly growing
market, will give you a substantial return on your sales
dollars, today and tomorrow!
Let WJDX, the Voice of Mississippi, build prestige and
sales for you in Jackson NOW
and in the years ahead.

Owned and Operated by
LAMAR
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
JACKSON. MISSISSIPPI

Time

For Gardening

ENCOURAGEMENT to all station personnel operating Victory
Gardens came from Roger W. Clipp,
vice-president and general manager of WFIL, Philadelphia, with
the announcement that from May
29 to September 4, Saturday will
be a full holiday for all WFIL employes not necessary to actual station operation.
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Pontiac

In cities . . . villages . . . farms
■ . . for miles and miles around
Pontiac . . . the messages of national, regional and local advertisers are heard watts.
over WCAR's
1000 streamlined
GET THE
FACTS
FROM
WCAR
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
or the Foreman Co. © Chicago • New York
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THIS REVISED diagram depicts time segments selected by each of th
four networks in their contracts with affiliate stations under the net
network rules. It was originally printed in the June H Broadcastinc;
Since that time Mutual network has revised its time blocks. This is
new tentative lineup for Mutual. Shaded portions are hours requisr;
tioned from affiliate schedules under contract; white segments are thos<
not available to the network. Symbols at left indicate time zones
E, eastern war time; C, central; M, mountain; P, Pacific. Heavy stag,
gered lines indicates the five-hour time segments based on local timt
but the entire chart is based on eastern time. Hour symbols at top 01
chart are eastern time. Pacific time hour symbols shown at bottom of chart

Defense Series
JAMES M. LANDIS, U. S. Director
of Civilian Defense, will be heard
regularly in a half-hour program
starting on NBC June 26 under the
title If They Come Tonight.
THREE CZECH national dailies published in Chicago are translating and
serializing "The Story of Jan Smutek",
dramatization of the Czech hero broadcast on CBS May 16 as one of the
This Is the Underground series. Permission for publishing the story was
granted to the Czech National Council by CBS and writers of the pro-

ENGINEERS' attention is called t
Tables of Functions With Formula^
(Funkionentafeln) by Jahnke an
Emde, containing complete Germa
text and English translation, and pull
lished in the U. S. under authority G
Alien Property Custodian. The 400
page illustrated work is availabl
from Dover Publications, 31 E. 27 f:
St., New York, priced at $3.50. It i
reported to be of particular value t
radio engineers working on war equii
ment.
SPOT SALES Inc., has been name
sales representative for WAAT, Jeij
sey City,
York
area.in territory outside the Nov

gram.

"EXCELLENT, TRACEABLE
RESULTS"
for Premium Coal Co. when they broadcast over WKRC with <^jsi
THE

SHADOW

Available locally on transcription— see C. MICHELSON
Page
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IOOKUP

IN

MEXICO

tCQUIRED
BY
MBS
[UTUAL
and
Radio
Mil, a
lain of 36 stations in Mexico,
gned contracts last Friday, proiding for a regular exchange of
rograms between the two net•orks, it was announced jointly by
Tiller McClintock, MBS president,
!nd Antonion Rojas Villalba, viceresident of Radio Mil. Engineers
re working on plans to establish
ng line and shortwave connections.
Mr.
McClintock
said the arrangement
was
prompted
by a dere to further cement commercial
ud cultural
relations between
-lexico and the United States. The
ssociation between Radio Mil and
[utual will result in American
udiences hearing regularly "prorams originating in Mexico that
irry the authentic flavor of our
)untry," Mr. Rojas said,
r Key
station of Radio
Mil is
ILeOY, 10,000-kw. station in Mex| :o City. Network's shortwave staI on XEOI is also located in Mex:o City. Other stations in the
[exican
network
are: XEFW
:ebk xex xetb xeob xef
elo xebw xeat xelk xed
:erw xesf xecd xetw
edq
xeft
xecd xekw
:ebf xeds xefq xesy
edr xedj xetm
xepf
ehf
xeaa
xebg xeag
:etf xech xewe.
Radar at Attn
IMPORTANT part played by
radar in the American action
at Attu was revealed in testimony taken before the House
Appropriations Committee
and made public last week.
Without radar, the committee was told, the attack could
not have been accomplished
because weather conditions
precluded men on decks of
boats from seeing the water.
Ships were berthed and men
landed by the radio detection
devices, it was testified.
Ward Sponsors News
VARD BAKING Co., New York,
fhich uses extensive regional rario for its bread and cakes, on
une 21 starts a six-weekly news
Analysis series on KMOX, St
jouis, featuring W. R. Wills,
ymeriean newspaperman, who was
ormerly Tokyo correspondent for
JBS. Placed in solitary confinement for six months after Pearl
larbor, Mr. Wills returned to this
duntry on the exchange ship
jJripsholm. He will be heard Monlay through Saturday, 8-8:15 a.m.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
•Jew York.

NEED
SAY

FIFTEEN YEARS of satisfaction
on KGHL, Billings, Mont., brought
O. L. Koppe (left), local jeweler
and first client on the station, back
to sign his sixteenth contract on
June 15— KGHL's birthday— as C.
O. Campbell, president of the licensee corporation, looks on. Koppe has
used the station daily since its
opening.
Paramount

War

Work

Is Outlined by Balaban
PARAMOUNT PICTURES Inc.
has been "fortunate" in its television investments, Barney Balaban, president of the company, told
the annual stockholders' meeting
last Tuesday. "We are fortunate in
these developments," he said, "not
only because of satisfactory financial results but particularly because
in two of them we feel we have materially aided in the prosecution of
the war.
"I refer particularly to the Allen
B. DuMont Laboratories, engaged
in the manufacture of the cathode
ray tubes which play such a large
part in radar and to the naval
school for primary radar training,
operated without charge in connection with our television station in
Chicago, which now has over 1,000
service men in training."
Stating that the motion picture
industry has been breaking all previous attendance records, Mr. Balaban said that if business conditions
do not change later this year, he
will recommend to the board that
the dividend rate on common stoc.v
be increased.
BLUE Musicians Feted
RECOGNIZING the fact that musicians and artists are an integral part
of network organization, the BLUE
last Thursday gave a buffet supper for
65 of its staff of musicians at the
Waldorf-Astoria, New York. Supper
was one of a series during which Edvice-president
Kobak, executive
of thegar network,
discussed the origin
of the BLUE as an independent network, how it stands at the moment,
and its prospects for the immediate
future. Guests included an official dele802 of the Amerifrom Local
can gation
Federation
of Musicians.
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Have

WCOL

HEARING,
AND

WCPO

DISMISSAL of the appeal instituted by WCPO, Cincinnati, against
the FCC because of the assignment
of WCOL, Columbus, on its frequency, without notice and hearing,
was announced last week coincident with the entering of a stipulation between the two stations that
no FCC hearing be held on the matter.
The action was premised on the
fact that WCOL's operation on the
1400 kc. channel, presumably because of the effect of tall buildings
in the immediate vicinity of its antenna, resulted in comparatively little radiation in the direction of Cincinnati. The case was carried to the
Supreme Court which reversed the
FCC because of its failure to accord the Cincinnati station notice
and hearing: and which also held
that the U. S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia had authority to issue stay orders.
The stipulation filed with the
FCC by Philip J. Hennessey Jr.,
Scripps-Howard Radio counsel, and
Horace L. Lohnes, counsel for
WCOL, set forth that the unattenuated field intensity of one mile in
the direction of Cincinnai for the
250-watt operation of WCOL is 24.5
microvolts per meter, which is substantially less than any of the parties anticipated. It is stipulated,
said the pleading, that there be no
hearing before the Commission on
the application of WCOL and that
Scripps-Howard Radio "consents to
the operation of WCOL as now conducted." The change occurred two
years ago.
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Canada Radio Sales Drop
FIGURES showing the drop in ratio set sales in Canada since the
tart of the war have been released
>y the Dominion Bureau of Staistics, Ottawa. In 1939 the Domin>n produced
348,507
receivers ;
aanufacturers sold 370,608 receivs valued at $20,005,000. In 1940
roduction was cut by wartime
measures and last year production
i'f new broadcast receivers for civilian use was stopped when parts
vere used
up. 1942 production
mounted to 176,287 new receivers,
,vith sales by manufacturers of
09,163 valued at $14,404,000.

NO
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Advertising

Subsidies

for

Broadcasts

And Press Opposed
by Davis and Coivles
OWI Chief Elmer Davis is definin small newspapers these small
itely opposed to the Bankhead Bill
stations might reasonably ask what
authorizing $25,000,000 for paid
the Government is doing for them."
advertising in small newspapers,
In the course of the same testiGardner Cowles Jr., director of the
mony Mr. Davis had a chance to
OWI Domestic Branch revealed in
tell the Appropriations Committee
hearings before the House Approof his opposition to the Bankhead
priations Committee.
Bill. "Mr. Cowles and I are in
Since no hearings have yet been
agreement
scheduled on the Bankhead Bill,
rector said. on that," the OWI diMr. Davis made his stand in a
Mr. Davis explained that his opstatement to the Chairman of the
position to Government subsidy is
Senate Banking and Currency Combased
on
his fear that papers would
mittee, Mr. Davis had already statcome to be dependent on that reveed his opposition to the advertising
nue; "that is to say, the Governbill at one of his regular weekly
ment could ruin a paper by sudnews conferences [Broadcasting,
denly withdrawing its advertising,
April 19].
and that seems to me to be a very
Small Stations Involved
dangerous power."
In his testimony, Mr. Cowles
Supporting the position of his
chief, Mr. Cowles told the House
praised the cooperation of advertisers in presenting information on
Committee that although he was a
home front problems to the people,
newspaper publisher himself (as
well as a broadcaster) he thought it particularly in the food field. Comwould be a great mistake for the
panies like General Mills, the KelGovernment to get into a large prologg Company, Pillsbury Flour
gram of Government advertising.
Company, the Heinz Company and
literally hundreds of others, are do"There is also the radio industry
to be considered," he said, "particuing a gi-eat deal, he said. "They
larly the small non-network radio
have been enormously helpful and
the more we can persuade private
stations." Mr. Cowles pointed out
that as a broadcaster he was aware
industry to do this job on the home
front, the better I like it and the
that small radio stations in many
parts of the country are in financial
smaller the budget needs of the Domestic Branch of OWI is going to
trouble. "If a large fund were provided for Government advertising

be."

MINNEAPOLIS
AND
SAINT
PAUL
MINNESOTA

OWI Allocates
(Continued from page 12)
new construction and conversion of
every available transmitter.
This decision, Mr. Weldon pointed out, is saving both money and
manpower, since a smaller operating staff can serve a group of
transmitters if located in one building. Altogether, the Government expects to purchase land and construct facilities in but three cases.
Conservation by converting transmitters has not been very resultful,
Mr. Weldon said. Only three have
been converted from old equipment; the remainder must be purchased from manufacturers. Firms
supplying the equipment are RCA,
General Electric, Federal Telephone & Radio and the Broadcast
Division of Crosley Corp., which
is serving as a manufacturer. Production has necessarily been scheduled to avoid interfering with military radio production.
Pending completion of the shortwave expansion effort, OWI has
been using 14 stations leased from
pre-war operators on a cost basis.
As new transmitters are allotted
to these licensees, Mr. Weldon says,
the firms have demonstrated their
cooperation by agreeing to straight
cost installation contracts, waiving
any fee for setting up the equipment.
Some in Operation
Plans for location of the transmitters are still flexible. Originally,
22 were scheduled for the East
Coast and 14 along the Pacific, but
OWI now says later developments
may make it necessary to place
more on the West Coast and fewer
in the East. Some of the new transmitters are already in operation,
although the program still has a
year to run. In April, Associated
Broadcasters, San Francisco, were
granted an FCC construction permit for a sister station to KWID,
San Francisco, and the first Crosley
unit is now in operation at Cincinnati. Three additional units each
designed for an eventual capacity
of
250 kw. are contemplated for
Crosley.
Following is a list of international broadcast station operators
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WSMB,

DAVIS

CRITICIZES

CAPITAL

COVERAGi

WHILE declaring that to his "oil
fashioned taste" Washington nevj
is less adequately covered th£
news from any other part of tl
world, OWI chief Elmer Davis la
Monday told the American New
paper Guild Convention in Bostc
that, on the other hand, the qualii
of American radio and press co
respondence from abroad has be<
"superb."
"The war has been ably and bn
liantly reported — those two wonl
are not always synonyms — and
do not think there is any class
people in the world who had a be
ter idea of what was going on, 1
the years leading to the war, ths
the American correspondents ove
seas." Mr. Davis said.
Mr. Davis warned the reporte:
that a world guarantee of free cor,)
munications and free press is r
substitute for vigilant reportinj
Admitting that many countries maj
still have a controlled radio an
press
the war
which cou'(
be usedafter
to serve
the objectives
political warfare, the OWI chi*
said if such be the case a heav
responsibility will lie on the fr«
press and radio of the Unite
States to protect our free societ
from grave damage to our nation;
interest, by judging news for win
it is actually worth, instead of fo
lowing the line of least resistanc
PAN AMERICAN affiliates of NB
are receiving from the network 36 r
cordings of the NBC Symphony O
chestra under the direction of Artur
Toscanini and Leopold Stokowsk
Discs are for the Latin American ou
lets' music libraries.
in the United States in June, 1945
the number of transmitters opera,
ed by these licensees at the tin
OWI began its expansion prograr
and the probable number of tram
mitters each licensee will be opera
ing when the program is comple
ed:
Operator

Transmitter

Associated Broadcasters June,
1 194-2
Columbia Broadcasting System 1942
3 Jul'
6
The Crosley Corp.
1
5
General Electric Co.
3
5
National Broadcasting Co.
2
6
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co. 1
3
World Wide Broadcast'g Corp. 3
4
(Not assigned)
6
14 371
♦One 5 kw. transmitter, operated b
World Wide Broadcasting Corp., has beei
discontinued, although included in th
above tabulation, and three of the 37 arj
of lower power, 10 to 25 kw., and may nci
be continued. World Wide is acquiring nev
transmitters to replace the 5 kw. trans
mitter discontinued.

New Orleans, La.

. . . "Washington Inside
Out" sold almost immediately. Am delighted with the feature.
T. J. Fontelieu,
Sales Manager.

available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.

WIBW

has developed

America's most successful radio selling technique— "reasons why"
delivered as the recommendation ofone friend
to another.
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Souse
3WI

Group
Radio

Cuts

Funds

]onimittee Advises 37% Slash
n Sum for Domestic Bureau
SUDGET TROUBLES threatened
he Radio Bureau of the OWI last
reek as a result of a report of the
louse Appropriations Committee
rhich recommended a 37 9r cut in
he $8,865,906 requested by Direcor Elmer Davis for activities in
he 1944 fiscal year for the Dolestic Operations Branch.
Although not indicating what
ercentage of the cut should come
rom $811,499 requested for the
tadio Bureau, the House group
uggested that the savings be made
i motion picture, communications,
adio and field activities.
For the entire OWI operation for
he new fiscal year, the Budget
Jureau estimate was $47,342,090,
vhereas the House committee recmmended a total of $34,472,504—
decrease of $1,374,788 under
943 funds and of $12,869,496 under
he budget estimates.
The committee provided $5,500,.00 for the domestic operations
branch, a decrease of $3,365,906
;rom the budget estimate, or 37%.
The reduction will require a drastic rearrangement of the domestic
.rogram," said the committee,
particularly in the fields of publiations, posters, motion pictures,
pecial services, and field operaions."
At his Thursday conference, Mr.
)avis commented that the savings
iTOuld be hard to make. He indiated that a healthy chunk might
•e taken from the $1,222,000 inended for Lowell Mellett's Moion Picture Bureau, but that
,omething might also be taken from
he Radio Bureau.
An 'Excellent Job'
J Mr. Davis praised the work of the
iadio group, commenting that "it
}as done an excellent job on a comsmalllikebudget."
iearatively
would not
to cut He
it ifsaid
he
'ould
it. Bureau had asked
The help
Radio
811,499, of which $522,000 was
or special projects including trancriptions for local stations, special
network features and special reordings of network programs for
ebroadcast on local stations.
I Of the total, $150,000' would be
pent for special features, particularly certain programs on Mutual
nd BLUE. In explaining the payments for programs on these two
Networks, William B. Lewis, assist\>nt director of the Domestic Branch
t who resigned last week) explained
jhat Mutual and BLUE cannot afford to give the same service that
IBC and CBS donate.
"So the
150,000 is to enable them to contribute as much in the way of time
js the bigger networks," he said.
Mr. Lewis estimated that, at comercial rates, the Government
reuld have to pay $140,000,000 to
uy the services radio is giving to
e war effort. The expenditure to
rvice all that free time is only
800,000, he commented.

COM.

BUTCHER

A-P NEWS
DISPATCH
MENTIONED in an Associated
Press dispatch from North Africa
last week was Com. Harry C.
Butcher, aide to Gen. Dwight D.
Eisenhower, who told how, as the
general watched the shelling of
Pantelleria by cruisers and destroyers, ship's guns fired on an
object resembling a periscope in the
water. It turned out to be only a
belly tank dropped from an Allied
plane.
Note added to the AP story —
description of an inspection tour
by Gen. Eisenhower of American
troops training in North Africa —
explained how Mr. Butcher, a naval
officer, became aide to an Army
general in a move without precedent in Army-Navy relations.
Com. Butcher was vice president
of CBS, in charge of Washington
activities and is widely known in
Washington circles, the story said.
"One of the friends he made about
15 years ago was a young officer
attached to the general staff when
Gen. Douglas MacArthur was its
chief, Major Eisenhower," the
story explained.
"When Gen. Eisenhower was
made commander of the American
Army forces in the European theatre, he asked to have hin friend,
then on active service in the communications section of the Navy,
made his aide. It was unprecedented .. . but it was done."
Miles

Labs

Extend

Spots

For Nervine on Keystone
BECAUSE of small town market
activity, Miles Laboratories Inc.,
Elkhart, Ind., is extending its
transcribed series of one-minute
daily announcements, the Miles
Historical Almanac of the Air,
over the summer on 124 Keystone
transcription network stations.
Original schedule called for a 13week summer break.
Aired in behalf of Nervine and
Anti Pain Pills, the program consists of spot announcements recounting historical events, almanac
fashion, for each broadcast day,
with commercial plugs filling about
20 seconds at the close of each spot.
Wade Advertising Agency, Chicago,
handles the account. Miles Laboratories also broadcast Lum 'n' Abner
on the Keystone Broadcasting System to promote Alka-Seltzer and
One-A-Day Vitamins.

WDRC
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

Ji-ALL G. GEDDES, son of Bond
jSeddes, executive vice-president of the
Itadio Manufacturers Assn., was
vorn in as an Ensign on June 11.
formerly on the executive staff of the
National Assn. of Manufacturers. Mr.
feddes has been assigned to the Naval
Iviation Service.

BROADCASTING

IIS

• Broadcast

M-9-c Amended

NOTICE OF APPEAL in the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals was filed
last week
RCA-Victor
from Court
decision of the byNew
York Federal
dismissing the trademark infringement
action brought by RCA against Columbia Recording Corp. and Decca
Record Corp.
KPAC,

Port Arthur, Tex., has appointed Joseph Hershey McGillvra its
exclusive national
sales representative
'
in the UnitedIcV
States.

COPPER may now be used in the
production of radio sets and parts for
private use, when the manufacturing
of such sets takes place under provisions of L-265, the WPB ruled last
week in an amendment to the copper
freeze order, M-9-c. The amendment, a
routine provision, merely brings
M-9-c into line with the more recent
L-265, the Radio & Radar Division's
and disproduction
order controlling
tribution of electronic
equipment.
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It's easy . . . sell a "playback"! It's been tested on
the Don Lee stations and the
response from each broadcast
was terrific . . . way ahead
of the "pull" before the playback was used. Don Lee uses
his repeat broadcast at 9:45
P.M. . . . the original Lewis
newscast reaches the west
coast at 4 P.M., PWT. This
idea offers unlimited possibilities to those Mutual stations
who have already sold Lewis
to one sponsor. KHJ in Los
Angeles is using Fulton
Lewis, Jr., THREE times
daily! Give it a try!

ORIGINATING

FROM

Fultonited theLewis,
Jr.,Radio
merDuPont
Commentator Award
for 1942. Sell him at
your
hour one-time
rate perquarterweek.
Wire,
phone
or
write
WILLIAM B. DOLPH,
W C.
O L , Washington,
D.

WOL

Affiliated with the MUTUAL

Advertising

ARE

WASHINGTON,
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Net Rules
(Continued from page 10)

STATION

fflnnnur of accuracy,
SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE IN
WORLD

WIDE NEWS COVERAGE

UNITED

PRESS

public. "Fortunately, however, the
public is not going to get excited
about this situation."
Press Comment

Lawranc*, Matt
5000 Watts
680 KC
C.B.S.

Editor & Publisher, trade journal in the newspaper industry, in
its June 12 issue called upon the
newspapers stoutly to defend freedom of the press which, it pointed
out, is threatened by the Frankfurter opinion.
WLAW
THE
CAPITAL
OF
NEW

ENGLAND'S
7TH STATE
Nat. Reps., The Katz Agency

"m

CBS-50 KV/

g
in tVie Buym
et Station
Ma^rkTi
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• June

ing network operation and pointed
out that the Commission won't oppose "any healthy competition" in
the broadcasting industry. The
rules, he added, are designed to
promote the right sort of competition, and no effort will be made
to hamper the bona fide establishment of new networks.
"I don't think, however, that
the rules would be of any assistance
to any group that just wanted to
make an occasional raid on the
industry. Certainly the rules were
not designed to that end and if anything should happen under them
to the detriment of network broadcasting generally and to the existence of a healthy type of competition in the industry, we might
want to do something about it. I
should be very much surprised if
this idea of so-called super-networks with a limited number of big
stations gets to first base. I don't
think it's a feasible operation."
Asked whether line charges
would be the main deterrent,
Mr. Fly said that other factors are
involved. Agreements must be made
with individual stations to get time,
for example, he said.
Alluding to a statement attributed to NAB President Neville Miller that "further complaints about
program content should be made
to the FCC," Mr. Fly said he had
pointed out on numerous occasions,
"the unwisdom of appraising a
judicial decision on 10 words picked
out of 20 pages." He added that
the loose interpretations of the
Frankfurter opinion have only
tended to mislead and confuse the

21, 1943

MOSTLY

WOMEN

are these 32 students who enrolled for the first clj
£t ^
m?adl°
Technici
conducted by WSJS, Winston-Sale
N.
C. The
course,
whichansis School
given free,
is open to women of all ages a
to men over 45 years old. Chief instructor for the school is
Phil Hedri
technical supervisor of WSJS (standing at right).
er over radio, one day it might be
granted similar power over the
traffic of the nation's newspapers —
all under the guise of 'regulaThe Wall Street Journal in its
June 12 issue noted that Senator
Wheelertions.' " had postponed the hearings until September. "It is to be
hoped that in the pressure of the
war and other important matters
this one will not be allowed to disappear from the Congressional
agenda, for it is of fundamental
importance," said the newspaper. It
observed that radio had become "a
very important medium of information, second only — if indeed they
are in fact second — to the public
If the law is as broad as the
Court says it is, said the Journal
in alluding to the authority given
the Commission to determine "the
press."
composition of the traffic" over the
air, it is "too broad and should be
more sharply defined. Wide discretion, said the editorial, no doubt
is to be given to Congressional
agencies but the limits must be
carefully prescribed in the law
itself. The Federal Communications Act clearly requires revision
in this respect and ought to get
it at the earliest possible moment."
Hearst Editorial

"Freedom of speech and freedom
of the press are among the liberties
for which we and the other United
Nations supposedly are fighting
the forces of the Axis to 'unconditional surrender' " said the publication. "Yet at home a far-reaching
decision by the supreme tribunal
of our Republic, involving — and in
some minds even threatening — the
very liberties upon which this nation was founded, receives little
more than passing notice in our

The Chicago Herald American
and other Hearst newspapers on
June 3 published a detailed editorial titled, "Throttling Free Speech
on the Air." Unless Congress now
exerts its Congressional legislative
authority to "undo this monstrous
wrong," said the editorial quoting
the Supreme Court opinion, "it
may be only a question of time —
and perhaps a very brief time —
until the people of this democracy
will be able to hear over their radio sets only what the administration wants them to hear, and only
when the administration wants

newspapers."
Pointing out that perhaps editors and publishers of many hundreds of newspapers considered the
decision as "radio's fight, not
theirs," Editor & Publisher said
this was not a "realistic long range
viewpoint." Newspapers were asked
to read the texts of the majority
and minority opinions in the FCC
case and "think about the future."
If the FCC has this "absolute pow-

them to hear it."
Under the Frankfurter conclusion that the law puts upon the
Commission the burden of "determining the composition of the traffic," said the editorial, the FCC
may tell every network "who and
what may be heard over the radio."
Calling upon Congress to reverse
and annul the Supreme Court's
"totalitarian decision," the Hearst
editorial said Congress could do
BROADCASTING

Dual

- Affiliate

Are

Deferred

Sessio
by

MI

MBS has postponed the dual-aft
ate meetings originally schedui
for June 22 in New York for ea;
em stations and for June 29 in C
cago for western stations [Bro.
casting, June 14], until later
the summer, the network annoum
last week. No new dates for \
meetings were set, but it is <
pected they will be called for ea:
July, following the return of IV
tual's president, Miller McCl
day.
tock, from a series of speaking <
gagements on the Pacific Coast, :
which he left New York last F

Option time schedule of MBS
still being discussed by the n
work's stockholders. Until the tin
have definitely been establish
there would be little point in brir
ing the stations which are afliliai
with both Mutual and one of 1
other national networks togetl
for a meeting designed to iron i
conflicts that may arise from 1
requests of different networks f
different option times.
this by passing the White-Whee
bill and the companion Holmes li
in the House. "This has now 1
come a paramount duty which Cc
gress
perform."
The must
editorial
concluded tK
maintaining free speech through
free radio"isandan a essential
free press part
in t'
country
America's war against totalitarit
ism and for human freedom in t
civilized world."

In the old days they fired a
gun from The Citadel in,
Halifax, Nova Scotia to tell
the time.
— •—
Today the population listens
to CHNS for the time.
NOTE: They Still Fire the Gun|
Keeping Up the Old Traditions!
Much
Business.Don't Get
Traditions,
However,
CHNS

Does — Try It.
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Colleges
Criticism

of

Unjustified,

Courses
Says

What

Prof. Tyson

will the radio industry

provisions

personnel?
These

By RAYMOND W. TYSON
Assistant Professor of Speech,
Pennsylvania State College
MR. PAUL'S recent article,
"Whence Post-War Talent?", contains some provocative and worthwhile material. He raised a quesItionthat has become, due to the
wax*, a matter of major concern
to the radio industry. Unfortunately, many of Mr. Paul's statements are without foundation, and
will not stand careful examination.
His indictment of the role played
by the colleges in training radio
personnel is, for the most part, not
justified by the facts.
Practical Courses
Mr. Paul recognizes the fact that
"the only legitimate educational
facilities for training budding
young writers, etc., are those to be
found in our colleges and universities." But he will probably be
astonished to learn that the vast
majority of radio courses in these
icolleges and universities are not
"under the tutelage of a drama
instructor who won his spurs in
72 consecutive performances of
East Lynn or a journalism profes'sor who wrote his master's thesis
on flagrant misuse of the semicolon in 18th century literaure. . . ."
i A little investigation would reveal the fact that a very sizable
•percentage of those persons conducting courses in radio speech
and production on the college level
have had experience in commercial
radio, in addition to academic backgrounds commensurate with their
positions on college faculties.
The question is asked: "What
steps are now being taken for the
"instruction of potential radio talent?". And the answer is: The
same steps that have been taken
for well over a decade, and by the
same agencies that have supplied
American radio with a considerable body of talented personnel.
It is here that Mr. Paul will find
the past issues of Broadcasting
Yearbook extremely illuminating.
He will find, for example, that
each year several hundred colleges
and universities have been offering
a wide assortment of courses and
training in the non-technical
phases of radio. Their list of alumjni active in radio would fill several pages of this magazine. Nor
need these institutions be ashamed
of the quality of their product.
' f To take another quotation from
Mr. Paul's article, "It's time we
embarked on a program of educating the educators in the value
of sound, practical radio training."
Now, fun is fun, but there is such
a thing as carrying it a little bit
too far. Does Mr. Paul realize the
type and quality of work in radio
A

(BROADCASTING

WHERE

Are

questions

Needs

Personnel

Radio

Filling

have

been

present
were

obtain

made

training

raised

its future

to train

talent?

specialized

facilities adequate?

in a provocative

Guesti-

torial in the May 24 'Broadcasting' by Lt. Howard M.
Paul, public relations officer, Navy Pier, Chicago. Some
of his statements
Tyson

have

been

challenged

of the faculty of Pennsylvania

reply to Lt. Paul's interesting
instruction which is offered at such
universities as Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Northwestern, Ohio
State, Minnesota, Washington,
Cornell, Syracuse, Louisiana State,
A-labama — to name just a few?
Variety of Instruction
Surely he has heard of the radio workshop held each summer at
New York University, of the radio
institute sponsored by NBC at
Northwestern last summer, and to
be repeated again this summer and
also at Southern California? He
must certainly have some knowledge of the Federal Radio Education Committee of the U. S. Office
of Education, and the services provided by the Script and Transcription Exchange of that bureau. Such
items as the Association for Education by Radio, Association of
Educational Broadcasters, Ohio
State University's Institute for
Education by Radio only partially

Mosby

Plan

to

Fly Impressed
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Fly wrote Mr. Mosby that the plan
appealed to him "as an imaginative
and thoughtful effort to reconcile
the conveniences of business practices with the aim of maximum
service to the community." He said
he was deeply interested in learning reactions of broadcasters and
advertisers.
Lew Avery, director of broadcast advertising for the NAB, said

• Broadcast

Advertising

W.

State College whose

article is presented

here.

fill the list of those organizations
and agencies concerned with radio
and the place of the educator in it.
It is a matter of common knowledge that educators have for some
time now been fully aware of the
necessity for thorough training for
those students desirous of making
radio their chosen profession. The
kind of courses offered and the
existence of numerous radio workshops in hundreds of high schools
and colleges all over the country
are ample proof that there is slight
necessity of any program having
for its purpose "educating the educators in the value of sound, practical radio training." Many educators were meeting that problem
long before most commercial broadcasters knew such a problem might
exist.
The colleges of America are offering today, as they will continue
to do, a vast reservoir of talent
for the radio industry. It's theirs

Divide

Regarded
Favorably
HIGHLY favorable reactions to his
proposed plan of time division or
option between affiliated stations
and their networks, originally proposed last spring, is reported by
Art J. Mosby, general manager of
KGVO, Missoula, Mont.
The plan proposed that the first
45 minutes of every hour between
6 p. m. and midnight be optioned
to the network and that the first
30 minutes of every hour between
6 a.m. and 6 p.m. be thus optioned.
Thus, Mr. Mosby contended, national spot advertisers can be guaranteed a desirable period at the
most suitable time in each locality.
Ample time likewise would be reserved for local advertisers.

by Raymond

Network

in Many

Time

Quarters

there appeared to be a "great deal
of merit in the allocation you propose." He said he thought it deserved serious study by the FCC,
the networks and their affiliates.
C. W. Myers, president of KOIN,
Portland, Ore., asserted that at
first glance the plan appeared "a
good thing for the stations if the
networks could operate under its
conditions." He said it would make
it "difficult for advertisers to buy
large blocks of time and continuous programs" and that it would
be a good thing for the stations and
networks "although they probably
would not admit it." On the other
hand, Mr. Myers said, "your plan
would chop up the network operation pretty seriously, especially at
Gene * Pulliam,
* * *." WIRE, Indianaponight
lis, said he thought the plan had
possibilities and that it is "unique,
interesting and challenges careful
thought." Barron Howard, commercial manager of WRVA, Richmond, said he was "afraid that
your plan is too beautiful, simple,
logical and has too many good
points about it to get anywhere." A
similar view was
expressed by

for the taking. It isn't necessary
to tell many of these young men
and women to get experience on
a small station. A large percentage
of them have been learning radio
have been either
by doing.in They
working
university stations, or
in laboratory studios possessing
first class equipment. They have
been writing their own scripts, acting in them, directing them. They
know their way around.
These young people have a keen
interest in the American system of
broadcasting, and what's more, a
strong determination to maintain
that system. American radio will
be making a grave mistake by not
giving them every possible chance.
During the present emergency
the question of manpower in radio is not one to be ignored. But
here again the colleges can offer
real aid. This spring will see hundreds of young women available
for radio jobs. Radio will be taking
little chance in giving them their
chance. As for Mr. Paul's concern
about post-war talent, I think he
has little to worry about.
Fitch Summer

Sub

SUMMER FORMAT for the Fitch
Bandwagon program on NBC goes
into effect July 4, with Tom Reddy,
of WHO, Des Moines, replacing
Tobe Reed as m.c, and Freddy
Martin's orchestra heard regularly,
instead of the parade of up-andcoming dance bands formerly presented by the sponsor, F. W. Fitch
Co., Des Moines. Other innovations
include interviews with guest song
writers, and a five-minute news
summary by Alex Dreier, NBC
commentator. Program will revert
to its regular format in the fall.
L. W. Ramsey, Davenport, la.,
handles the account.
Leonard D. Callahan, of SESAC,
who commented: "Your block system for solving the network time
clearance dilemma is a ten strike —
like the Ruml plan, it's probably too
simple and sensible to gain official
Lee Little, KTUC, Tucson, reported that he had discussed the
plan with his entire staff and that
approval."
"everyone here approved it." Florence M. Gardner, KTFI, Twin Falls,
Idaho, wrote Mr. Mosby: "I think
you
somethingit there."
She
addedhave
she assumed
would have
to develop gradually over a period
of years "if the networks are conHugh Feltis, manager of KOIL,
Omaha, asserted the plan had been
roundly discussed in New York,
ducive."he had been located in the
where
BLUE Network station relations
department prior to taking the
Omaha post last month.
Congressman Mansfield (DTexas) wrote Mr. Mosby that the
plan appeared to him to be workable. "I certainly feel that the
affiliates should be given every
possible break because they are a
far greater influence in moulding
public opinion than a great many

think."
people 21,
June
1943
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Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
JUNE 12 TO JUNE

Decisions
THE

MOST

AND

EFFECTIVE

APPROACH

JUNE 14
WLBZ, Bangor, Me.— Granted mod. CP
as mod., authorizing power increase, new
equipment,
etc., for extension completion
date.

INTIMATE
TO

SALES
AMERI-

CA'S LARGEST MARKET.

FOR OFFENSE * FOR DEFENSE
BUY U.S. BONDS TODAY

Buy ENERS
LIST

Buy

WFM

J

covering greater
Yonngstown
More

listeners, more

hours

of the day than any other
radio station heard in the
Youngstown,

O., area.*

*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Bine Network
Headley-Reed,

. . .

Rep.

KMTR, Los Angeles — Continued to July
7, 1943, hearing on license renewal now
set for June 15.
WCOP, Boston— Continued to July 14,
1943, hearing on license renewal now set
for June 16.
WNYC, New York— Granted leave to
amend
application for special service authorization.
JUNE 15
WHDL. Olean. N. Y. — Granted mod. license to move transmitter locally.
KCMO. Kansas City, Mo.— Designated
for hearing application mod. license to increase N power 1 to 5 kw.
WGST, Atlanta — Granted extension temp,
license 30 days from June 21.
W81SP, Springfield, Mass.— Granted liditions. cense for new station on 48,100 kc; conJUNE 16
WALB, Albany, Ga. — Granted extension
to July 17 for filing proposed findings re
applications for license renewal, CP and
voluntary assignment of license; granted
extension to July 6 for correction of testitions. mony of C. C. Tounsley re same applicaWCOP, Boston — Continued action to
July 4 on petition for order to take depositions.
JUNE 17
KTBS, Shreveport — Granted license cover
Cp move main transmitter locally.
WHKY, Hickory, N. C— Granted license
cover CP for installation new transmitter
DA-N, power increase to 5 kw.-LS, move
transmitter locally.
WCOP, Boston — Granted motion postpone
to Sept. 23 oral argument scheduled June
23 re application for CP.

CONTRO
ROOM

and

PETER

C. PETRUSKA, control engineer of WPAT, Paterson, N. J., on
June 20 married Edna E. Kirchner,
of Jamaica, Long Island.
JOHN TIMBERLAKE, chief engineer of WBRW, Welch, W. Va., is
father of a boy.

RADIO

ROD DEWAR, formerly of CKVD.
Val d'Or, Que., and Jack Dailey, new
to radio, have joined the studio engineering staff of CKOL, Toronto. M.
Longhurst and Lloyd Baker, both
new to radio, have joined the transmitter staff.

REPRESENTATIVES
STATION"
offices

WINNIPEG*
• TO
MONTREAL
TORON

81.2%
TO

96.8%

WRBL
COLUMBUS, GA.
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These are
the coverage
figures given
WRBL by the
Fall, 19 4 2
HOOPER
SURVEY.
They show
you
p o s scan't
ib I y
cover CoIu m b u s
without
WRBL.
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WES ARMSTRONG, maintenance
engineering department, CKCL, Toronto, and Ken Biddner and Gord
Scuttle of the remote control staff
have joined the Royal Canadian Air
Force. Ross Smith, transmitter engineer, has joined the Department of
Transport
of the Canadian Government.

BRUCE RATTS, Glen Thayer, Paul
Luecke and Charles Sprague, engineers of WOWO-WGI, Fort Wayne,
are instructing in the Purdue U. War
Training Courses in Fort Wayne.
ENSIGN WILLIAM DUNBAR, former control operator of WOW, Omaha,
was given a dinner by the WOW
engineers when he was in Omaha earlier this month before reporting to
the Navy Radar School.
FLAVIUS JANKAUSKAS, new to
radio, has joined the engineering staff
of WIBG, Philadelphia.

JAP

of the
COMMISSION

18 INCLUSIVE

Applications
JUNE . 14. .
WCAM, Camden, N. J. — Special service
authorization operate hours of WCAP pending repairs to WCAP's transmitter.
WJZ, New York — CP move main and
auxiliary transmitters; new transmitter and
antenna, change power from 25 to 10 kw.
WBEZ, Chicago — License cover CP for
new non-commercial educational station.
JUNE 17
WTAW. College Station. Texas— Mod.
license change hours to daytime (requesting facilities KTBC).
WMTC, Ocala, Fla. — CP change transmitting equipment, increase power 100 to
250 w.
KWFC, Hot Springs, Ark. — Invol. assign,
license to Clyde E. Wilson.
Tentative Calendar . . .
NEW, Beauford H. Jester, et al., Waco,
Tex.— CP for 1230 kc, 250 w., unlimited
(June 23).
WCOP, Boston— CP for 1150 kc, 1 kw.,
DA-N, unlimited.

We fwork Accounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated
New Business
LOS ANGELES SOAP Co., Los Angeles
(Scotch cleanser), on June 28 starts for 52
weeks newscast on 32 Don Lee Pacific stations. Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:30-7:15 a.m.
(PWT), with rpt on KHJ KOY KTUC
KSUN, Mon., Wed., Fri., 8:30-8:45 a.m.
(PWT). Agency: Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood.
WM. WRIGLEY JR. Co., Toronto, on June
4 started Wrigley's Air Band on CFCF,
Montreal; CKCO, Ottawa; CFRB, Toronto;
CHML, Hamilton, Fri. 9-9:30 p.m. Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co. Ltd., Toronto.
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis
(Cherrioats) , on June 14 resumed Hop
Harrigan on 13 Pacific Coast BLUE stations, Mon. thru Fri., 9-9:15 p.m. Agency:
Blaekett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
O'CEDAR Corp., Chicago (mops and floor
polish), on Aug. 29 starts for 52 weeks a
dramatic program Sun., 3:30-4 p.m., on 155
BLUE stations. Agency: Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace, Chicago.
Renewal Accounts
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co., Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camel cigarettes), on
July 8 renews for 52 weeks Jimmy Durante,
Garry Moore and Xavier Cugat on 128 NBC
stations, Thurs., 10-10:30 p.m. Agency:
Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicago, on Julv
22 renews for 52 weeks Kraft Music Hall
on 88 NBC stations, Thurs., 9-9:30 p.m.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
TIME Inc., New York (Time Magazine),
on July 8 renews for 52 weeks March of
Time on 51 NBC stations, Thurs., 10:30-11
p.m., and takes a summer hiatus July 8
thru
N. Y. Aug. 12. Agency: Young & Rubicam,
Network Changes
FISHER FLOURING MILLS, Seattle
(Zoom), on June 30 replaces By the Way
with Bill Henry, Wed., Thurs., Fri., 5:45-6
p.m. (PWT), with Louis P. Lochner, on 6
NBC Pacific stations, Thurs., Fri., 5:45-6
p.m. (PWT). Agency: Pacific National
Adv. Agency, Seattle.
CHUCK OSTLER, engineer of WLS,
Chicago, is the father of a girl born
June 8.
JOHN KLUG, transmitter supervisor
of KSTP, Minneapolis, was elected
president of IBEW Local 1216. Neal
McGinnin was named secretary and
Fred Debaubien appointed to the
executive board.
BROADCASTING

JAMMERS

Foiled by Newmeyer's
Speaker System
SOMEWHERE in New Guinea, Lt
Frederick L. Newmeyer Jr., former
Pittsburgh agency man and radid
producer, has foiled the Japanese
who tried to jam newscasts to out
troops. With an Army tent as e
studio he has set up a loudspeaker
system that will reach all the mer
in his attack squadron. Signature
music is a worn out record of the
'Washington Post' march. "The,
only way the Japanese can get ini
off the air is with machine guns
and our squadron is seeing than
they don't do that," said Lt. New
meyer.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New Yorl
(Grape Nuts), on July 4 shifts William L
Shirer from 81 CBS stations to full network, at same time shifting time Sun., fron
5:45-6 p.m. to 10:30-10:45 p.m. Agency
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co., Chicago, or
July 4 shifts Dear John on 66 CBS stations
Sun. from 6:15-6:30 p.m. to 5:45-6 p.m
Agency: H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New Yorl
(Maxwell House coffee), on June 17 discontinues for 11 weeks Maxwell Houst
Coffee Time on 130 NBC stations, Thurs.
8-8:30 p.m. Agency: Benton & Bowles, N.Y
SERVEL Inc., New York (institutional)
on July 3 adds 6 CBS Florida stations tc
Fashions in Rations, making a total of 7'
CBS stations. Sat., 11:30-12 Noon. Agency:
BBDO. N. Y.
BARBASOL Co., Indianapolis (shavinf
cream), on June 30 discontinues Singin
Sam on 55 MBS stations Mon. and Wed.
8:15-8:30 p.m. Agency: Erwin, Wasey t
Co., N. Y.
EVERSHARP Inc., Chicago, (pens, peni
cils) , on June 27 shifts Take It or Leave I
on 116 CBS stations, Sun., 10-10:30 p.m.
from
Hollywood
to New York. Agencv:
Biow Co.,
N.Y.
INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co., Meriden
Conn. (International Sterling, 1847 Rogers
Bros. Silverplate) , on July 4 replaces Edivard R. Murrow with Silver Theatre, on 5£
CBS stations. Sun., increasing time fron;
6-6:15 to N.6-6:30
Rubicam,
Y. p.m. Agency: Young 8
SERVEL Inc., New York (institutional)
on June 19 shifted Fashions in Rations on
68 CBS stations, Sat.. 11:30 a.m. -12 nooni
from New York to Hollywood, for 3 weeks
or more. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
STANDARD BRANDS, New York (Chas(
& Sanborn coffee. Royal Baking Powcer
Stams),
JuneDoor
21 replaces
The stations!
O'Neill:,
with
The onOpen
on 124 NBC
Mon. thru Fri., 10:15-10:30 a.m. Agencv
Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
R. B. SEMLER Inc., New Canaan Conn
(Kreml), has adced 105 MBS stations to
Gabriel Heatter's news program, making ;
total of 162 MBS stations, Tues., Thursi
and Sun., 9-9:15 p.m. Agency: Erwini
Wasey & Co., N. Y.
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co., New Yor)i
(vaseline products), on June 23 shifts Dr
Christian on 114 CBS stations, Wed. 8:30|
8:55 p.m., with West Coast rpt. Wed. 8:30'
8:55 p.m. (PWT), from New York t.j
Hollywood. Agency: McCann-Erickson Inc.
N. Y.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Co.j
Louisville (Raleigh cigarettes), on June 11
shifted Tommy Dorsey on 126 NBC stai
tions, Wed.. 8:30-9 p.m., with West Coasj
rpt, 8:30-9 p.m. (PWT), from New YorJ
to Hollywood for 8 weeks or more. Agency |
Russel M. See< s Co., Chicago.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Brantford. Ontj
(floor polish), on July 6 replaces Fibbe,
McGee & Molly with The Passing Parade on
32 CBC stations, Tues. 9:30-10 p.mj:
cago.
Agency : Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chi|j
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnat
(Dreft), on June 28 replaces Lone Journe.i
with Hollywood Theatre of the Air on 51
NBC stations. Mon. thru Fri., 10:45-11
Chicago.Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert^
a.m.
CHESEBROUGH Mfg. Co., New YorlJ
(Vsseline) has ad ed 8 CBS stations)
(WWNY WFMD WLBC WJLS WSOY|
WTAX WDAN WDWS) to Dr. Christian
Wed., 8:30-8:55 p.m. (rpt. 11:30 p.mjjj
Agency: McCann-Erickson. N. Y.
• Broadcast

Advertising

CLASSIFIED

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted

Situations Wanted

Ever Live in Michigan? — Fruit trees are
looking mighty good now. Cool nights
are still the rule and remember WKZO ?
It's a big Oh
full yes,
time they
5000 are
wattlooking
twin-city
. operation.
for
an announcer and the program director
is a sucker for a guy who acts fast.
[mmediate Opportunity Open KTAR, Phoenix, Arizona — For dependable announcercopy-writer. News experience preferred.
In applying send voice transcription,
draft status, salary desired, detailed
qualifications, references and how soon
available.'
3PERATOR — First or second class. Draft
exempt. At station in nondefense farming area operating with best of equip' ment. Air mail references, photo, draft
status, salary expectations. KTFI, Twin
Falls. Idaho.
rechnician — Permanent position for man
with a family. Network station. Write
in for full details. Give your qualifications. Acdress Technical Manager, Radio
Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.

FOR SALE — Services of young 4F program-productionand
man withproduction
seven years'
announcing selling
experience. Nothing under 1,000 watts. Box
760, BROADCASTING.

Chief Engineer — First Class License. Midi west local, permanent, congenial work.
, State minimum salary. Box 751, BROADCASTING.
EXPERIENCED RADIO SALESMAN—
Who can build sales for station now
producing and beautifully geared for
, more: NBC and Blue network with best
news service, music and programming, in
noncompetitive radio market in nondei fense farming community assuring post
: war stability. Real deal for a producer.
i Give experience, draft status, etc. KTFI,
I Twin Falls, Idaho.
Control Engineer — Ability to announce not
essential. Give complete information in
first letter. Box 752, BROADCASTING.
SVanted at Once — First class engineer.
' Draft exempt. Tell all first communica' Decatur,
tion, including
minimum salary, WMSL
Alabama.
3XPERIENCED CONTROL ENGINEER —
Permanent position for man with family. Must have ability to handle two networks, recording and net dance band remotes. Write in for full details. CHIEF
ENGINEER WAGE, SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Announcer — No experience necessary. Give
1 personal details, draft status, age, etc.
; Apply Box 756, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
] k.w. regional network station for draft
I deferred, experienced man. Box 754,
BROADCASTING.
Station Manager — By regional network af| filiate in southwest to replace present
manager subject to draft. Write Box
757, BROADCASTING, giving experience, earnings, references, draft status,
salary desired. Our organization knows
about this advertisement.
Jraft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
I kw. network station. Box 755, BROADCASTING.
News Editor and Announcer — For one of
the
southwest's
network
outlets.
Must be most
draft important
exempt, and
fully
experienced. Write, giving full details,
to Box 762, BROADCASTING.
southern Station — Live 250 watt ; has good
{ permanent position for First Class Opl erator. Give draft status, experience,
' and
starting salary. Box 764, BROADCASTING.
innouncer- Assistant Program Director —
Also announcer willing to learn engi' neering. Men or women. Network station.
I Box 763, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Control Operator — Holding restricted license desires permanent position. Some
experience. Box 761, BROADCASTING.
Writer — Draft exempt, age 24, good references, some experience, prefer East. Box
745, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-Announcer — First Class License ;
good voice experience.
and personality.
Sixteen
years'
broadcast
Desire
permanent
connection where ability is compensated
accordingly. Draft exempt. Alfred L.
Brannen, 1325 Christine Avenue, Anniston, Alabama.
A Clear Channel — Or outstanding regional
station can get steady, permanent announcer.
exempt.
experience.DraftContinuity
and Four
selling.years'
College.
Box 748, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER — Experienced, energetic, exempt. Box 750, BROADCASTING.
Announcer- Writer — Experienced. Announcer of news, commercials, radio acting,
and directing. Writer of state-wide dramatic serial. College graduate, desires
position in larger studio. Available July
tenth. Age 23. Unmarried. Draft exempt.
Box 749, BROADCASTING.
CONTINUITY WRITER— Master's degree,
writing, business, and announcing experience; 4F. Box 747, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER— NEWS— SPORTS— Here is
a man with experience and air-sales
ability. Now employed with major network affiliate. Desires change to better
network opportunity in better paying
market. 4F, single, college, good references, both in radio anr personal. Can
report after fair notice to my employer.
Box 741, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — an Employer — Young lady, capable college graduate with experience in
writing, acting, commentating, and announcing, seeks promising situation. Box
758, BROADCASTING.
Young Lady — B. A. degree, production,
ideas, continuity. Technician. Box 759,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Staff man. Specializing news.
With metropolitan station seven months.
CASTING.
Desires
change. 4H. Box 744, BROAD-

Woman — 10 years' exVersatile Young
perience in building programs, writing,
n ws and publicity. Desires connection
with Chicago agency or station program
department. Box 743, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Ambitious. Desires change.
Two years' experience.
education.immediately.
CollegeAvailable
4F
Box 753,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted

to Buy

100 Watt Commercial Transmitter — In good
shape. State make and all particulars, including price. Box 740. BROADCASTING.

John S. Haber
JOHN S. HABER, of New York,
vice-president of Phileo International Corp., died June 15 at Havana, Cuba, of peritonitis following an operation for appendicitis.
He had been in Mexico City, and
went from there to Havana where
he was stricken shortly after he
arrived. His wife hurried to Havana and was there when he died.
Mr. Haber was 46, a graduate of
New York University, and had
risen to become vice-president of
the American Steel Export Co. before joining Phileo last March to
direct salss outside the U. S.
WHKY

Granted

CP

WHKY, Hickory, N. C, was last
week granted a license by the FCC
to cover construction permit for
installation of a new transmitter
and directional antenna for night
use, increase in power to 5 kw. to
localtersunset,
locally. and moving transmit-

SALES

Will Sell — Half-interest to radio man who
is capable of managing a 250-watt, fulltime local station, or will sell complete
station to responsible party. Box 742,
BROADCASTING.

• Broadcast

Advertising

arbiter. Younj; & Rubicam, New
York, services the account.
PAUL

HOLLISTER, CBS vice president, will be among the speakers at
the first annual meeting of the national advertising group of the Special
Libraries Assn., at the Hotel Pennsylvania, June 22-24. Mr. Hollister
will speak on "How Advertising Is
Meeting
Wartime
Conditions."of
Delphine V.
Humphrey, librarian
McCann-Erickson, is chairman.
AT

PROMOTIONPUBLICITY

VACANCY

LIBERTY!

Experienced

Young

50 Kw Eastern Station
0 Man

or woman

4-F Program-

to start

Production

about July 12th. Send details of experience, references, draft status, salary
requirements, first letter.
Photo desirable.
BOX

765, BROADCASTING

Write

Director.

or wire

BOX 739, BROADCASTING

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

An ky
Organization
of ey
& Bail
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg., Wash., D. C.

PAUL

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,
MO 2-7859
GEORGE

C.

N.J.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

For Sale
A 250 Watt Station — In a flourishing midwestern city, doing a nice business. Established four years with rich farm
territory abounding. Address Box 746,
BROADCASTING.

Webster for Duffy
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
(Minit Rub), on July 6 replaces
Duffy's Tavern with l\oah Webster
Says for 13 weeks, on approximately 120 BLUE stations, Tuesday,
8:30-9 p.m. (EWT) , with West
Coast repeat, 8:30-9 p.m. (PWT).
Half hour audience participation
program features Haven McQuarrie, English language specialist,
who asks each contestant to define
list of five words, with possible
$60 cash prize. Dr. Charles F.
Lindsley,
speech department
chair-is
man of Occidental
College, Cal.,

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
321 E. Gregory
Crossroads of
Blvd.,
Kansas
S~77\
the World Cal.
City, Mo.
( Y J Hollywood,

RING

8c CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Munsey Bldg. • Republic 2347
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Fathers
More

May

Draft

Gain

ESSO

NEWS

AIDS

UNCLE

SAM

Delays

All Single Men Under 25 Said
To Face Early Induction
POSSIBILITY that a higher percentage of fathers than previously
anticipated will be passed up by
the military and left for home front
service appeared in Washington
last week despite the pessimistic
predictions of Selective Service
chief, Brig. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey,
and Paul V. McNutt, director of
the War Manpower Commission, as
revealed in testimony released by
the House Appropriations Committee.
In the House testimony, which
was taken in April, Gen. Hershey
predicted that more than half of
the nation's 6,000,000 draft-age
fathers would face induction, beginning about August 1. However,
Selective Service last week adopted
a new policy which may delay induction of fathers in quantity, at
least until fall.
October Hinted
According to instructions sent
out last week, fathers are not to
be included on replacement schedules until October, and officials say
that fathers in essential industries
will probably be safe until then. At
the same time, Selective Service appears to be determined to induct
almost all single men under 25
within the next six months.
Part of the same instructions
which hinted at October drafting
for fathers said that no man under
25 should be deferred for more than
six months unless he was extremely
vital. Officials said very few would
be considered in that class.
With high school graduates filling the June quotas, and a reduction in the number of rejections as
a result of changes in the physical
standards, the gap between inductees and the 10,800,000 goal of the
services may be less than previously anticipated, some quarters estimating that only a million fathers
will be needed. Meanwhile another
new source of manpower is being
scanned, the millions of 4Fs, many
of whom are capable of passing
the revised physical examination.

Campaign on 103 Begins
For Permanent Wave Kit
STARTING a new nationwide radio campaign to promote the sale
of Movie Wave (permanent wave
home application kit), Hassenstein
Co., Hollywood, starts this week
using a list of 103 stations. Five
and fifteen minute programs 3, 6
and 12 times weekly are being
scheduled. Northwest Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle, is placing the business.
Following stations are included:
WJAG KGHL WPEN WKZO WWL
KOWH WMFD WHLD WCAE WCOA
WWRL KOB WIS WTAR WCFL WLOL
KTAR WHKY WCKY WCOP KPO KVOD
WMIN WTCN WCLE WPDQ KFXJ
WSVA WEBC WEBQ KINY KXOK WPIC
CKLW WHK WLW WING WRNL WEW
WEGO KXA WAAT WTAR WTRY WCSC
WWVA WIZE WDBJ WIBA WTAG WFIN
WBAL WWDC WMEX WMUR WCPO
WKNE KFEQ WNAC KEVE WD AY
WPRO WREN WSPR WMT WKRC KIT
WSUN KOBH WFAA KYA WPAT KTRB
WTMA WSB KSEI KVI KROW WHAS
KDYL WEEU WHIS KFXD KRKD KTFI
WNAB KTKN WHKC KMMJ WHAM
KOAM WMAM WNBF KWFT KMA
KARK WINS WDZ WHO KIEM KUJ
KFYR WRVA.

Tabulation by Sponsor Reveals 32.8% of "Esso Reporter"
Devoted to War Effort Since Pearl Harbor
OF THE 69,168 Esso Reporter
inspection, salvage drives, etc.
Starting on WJZ, New York, in
news programs broadcast on 35
1935, the Esso Reporter program
stations since Dec. 7, 1941, approxihas been placed on an increasing
mately 32.8% of the time on the
air has been devoted to a total of number of stations each year, the
last addition being WSJS, Winston22,719 "Government cooperation
Salem, N. C, in May of this year.
commercials", according to a tabuFive of the original stations
lation made by J. A. Miller, advercarrying the news series, which
tising manager of Esso Marketers,
utilizes United Press news, comsponsor of the broadcasts. These
pleted 400 consecutive weeks on
war effort announcements comJune 13, Mr. Miller reported, while
prise more than a score of differtotal broadcasts on all 35 stations
ent subjects, including blackout
is more than 250,000. Agency is
precautions, victory garden and
Marschalk & Pratt, New York.
book campaigns,
recruiting, tire

Blue
Network's Story
Is Told in New Booklet
AFTER 16 months of independent
operation the BLUE Network has
written the story of its growth in
a small 42-page booklet titled "The
BLUE Network Today", to give its
employes and to be sent also to
3,500 advertisers and agencies.
Written by Jesse Thompson of
the BLUE sales promotion department, the booklet follows the general outline used by Edgar Kobak,
executive vice-president of the network, in the informal talks he has
given at dinners for BLUE employes.
CBS Staff Changes
MARIAN GOSGROVE, until recently
assistant in the radio department of
Duane Jones Co., New York, and
formerly continuity and sales promotion writer for KDAL, Duluth, has
joined CBS as assistant in the program promotion department. Bob Stevenson, CBS staff announcer on Major
Bowes Amateurs, Madeleine Carroll
Reads and Broadicay Bandbox, joins
the Army June 22. A certificate of
merit has been awarded to Jack Hoins,
of the CBS press information department, by the Huntington Post of the
American Legion for his service in
"furthering the pre-induetion military
training of members of the community
and instruction of the Victory Corps."

FM Station on Air
AFTER TESTING for several
months,
Chicago's
fifthoperated
and newest
FM station,
W75C,
by
Moody Bible Institute, went on the
air June 13. The Institute also operates WMBI, Chicago. W75C has a
construction permit for 50,000
watts, but at present is using 1,000,
and is on the air from 11 a.m.-9:30
p.m. daily, and from 8 a.m.-9:30
p.m. Sunday. The broadcasts of
W75C duplicate for the most part,
those of WMBI, which consist of
religious, musical, and news programs, except for one morning and
afternoon recorded symphonic hour
program daily. Since the transmitter is located 20 miles from the studio, to give better coverage to residential and suburban listeners, a
booster transmitter is used at the
studio.
FCC Approves Attorneys
MERIL A. LINDBLOOM and
Hugh M. Gray have been granted
power of attorney as attorneys in
fact by John L. Booth, with FCC
approval, in so far as it relates to
FM station W49D, which is licensed
to John L. Booth, and WJLB, Detroit, of which Booth is president,
a director, and owner of all outstanding stock.

—1 wr™
STATION WOOF]

CIRCUS USES SPOT
ROTATION
INN.

RINGLING Bros., Barnum & Bailey Combined Shows, is promoting
the New York showing of "Spangles," a one-ring show combining
the best acts of the company's
spring production, in a dovetailed
spot announcement schedule on
New York's major stations. System
is to move from one station to another each week, with schedules
overlapping in some instances.
Promotion for the circus, which
opens June 16, started the week of
June 7 on WINS, followed by a
five-day drive on WABC, starting
June 14. WHN will be used the
week of June 21, followed by
WMCA, June 28-30. Contract on
WJZ runs from June 28-July 2, and
WNEW carries the announcements
June 30 through July 3.
Schedules consist of live participations on musical, news and dramatic programs. Duration of the
campaign is contingent on the success of the production, which has
never been tried out in this counYork. try. Agency is Caples Co., New
NAB

Meeting

'Getting a New

Transmitter Tube Is Quite an Event These Days,

to Discuss

Supreme Court Decision
THE SUPREME COURT decision!
in the network case will come in for
discussion at the meeting of the
public relations committee of the
NAB to be held June 23-24 at the
Palmer House, Chicago. The Court
ruling will be the principal topic
at the morning session scheduled
for the second day of the meeting.
"Public Relations of the Broadcasting Industry" will be the subject of an address to be delivered;
at a luncheon June 23 by James
W. Irwin, assistant to the presiLouis. dent, Monsanto Chemical Co., St.
Neville Miller, NAB president,
and Walt Dennis, NAB news bureau chief, will attend the meetings.
Members of the public relationsi;
committee are Edgar Bill, WMBD,
Peoria; Lawrence W. McDowell,
KFOX, Long Beach; Craig Lawrence, KSO, Des Moines; Kern
Tips, KPRC, Houston; John F.
Patt, WGAR, Cleveland; Leslie W.
Joy, KYW, Philadelphia; Edgar
H. Twamley, WBEN, Buffalo;
Frank M. Russell, NBC; Dr. Franki
Stanton, CBS; and Willard Egolf,,
NAB secretary.
Change

in

Ascribed

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sia fiix

History

to

Radar

AT ARMY-NAVY "E" presenta
tion, to RCA Laboratories at
Princeton, N. J., last week, Rear
Adm. Harold G. Bowen declared
radar had changed the course of]
history, with the British winningj
the Battle of England because they
used radio detecting and ranging'
to prevent Germans from surprising British planes on the ground.
Adm. Bowen spoke on the pro?
gram with Gov. Charles Edison of
ising
New Jersey; Gen. James G. Harbord (USA, Ret.), chairman of the
board of Radio Corp. of America;.
Maj. Gen. Roger B. Colton, and
Otto S. Schairer, vice president of
Radio Corp. of America, in charge!
of RCA Laboratories. The program
was broadcast by NBC.

Eh, Cog gins?"
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Advertis

the

ONCE
was

UPON

A TIME — it was

formerly done

had been cut by War,
Dealer Contacts . . .

Salesman

by three. His Sales Force

crippling his Field Operation,

curtailing

SPECIALTY SALES helped this Salesmanager to "stretch"
permanent Sales Force economically and effectively.
SPECIALTY

his

who

cover all druggists and

grocers in

Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and West Virginia. It does not conflict with established sales organizations, brokers or agents.
SPECIALTY SALES is independent,

SPECIALTY

LISTENER DOMINANCE. In 32 cities of its fourstate area, and in 218 rural communities
around them, WLW delivers 51.2% of all nighttime radio listening. ( A weighted average figure based on Hooper Mid-Winter WLW area
rating, 1943, which does not represent the size
of our audience in any one city or rural area. )

SALES offers the short-term services of experienced,

high-type salesmen

Research

rr

in early 1943 — a Salesmanager

trying to stretch his Sales Force so that one

could do the work

iarr^i

and

Merchandising

but has full access to all WLW
material.

SALES can be bought on per call or per week

helps you keep men

basis;

in the field at a fraction of the usual cost.

DOMINANCE WITH DEALERS. Implementing your
advertising on WLW is a carefully developed
plan of merchandising which covers every
phase of distribution from manufacturers' representative through consumer — climaxed by
28,000 personal contacts every year on the
wholesale and retail dealers who move your
merchandise. This comprehensive merchandising program is controlled and directed by
WLW, costs advertisers nothing.

Let us give you the helpful facts.
Write or wire Lou E. Sargeant, Specialty Sales,
140 West 9th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

WLW audience dominance, plus the cooperation we receive as a
result of continuous dealer contact, now augmented by SPECIALTY
SALES, offer you the most effective means ever devised for directing
the distribution and sale of consumer food and drug products.

WL

W)

THE NATION 'S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE STATION
DIVISION OF THE CROSLEY CORPORATION
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PRICE

The

15 CENTS

Weekly

Iowa's largest morning

paper and

Iowa's largest

evening paper combined — and even when
largest Sunday

paper was thrown

Iowa's

in, the scale still

tipped in favor of WHO!
Every penny

invested with WHO

ingly— no forced combinations,
NATIONAL
ADVERTISERS

that. What

IHVEST

THAN

MONEY
IN

ANY

IN

WHO

or anything like

we do have is Iowa's best advertising

medium — and the customers know
Write

MORE

was spent will-

it!

or wire for availabilities — or ask Free 8C

Peters!

IOWA

NEWSPAPER.'
WHO
An

analysis of 1942 national advertising expenditures in Iowa newspapers

has just been completed.

Results are so startling we knew you'd be interested.
During

1942, WHO

dollars more

carried about a half -million

national business (network

and na-

tional spot) than the total national business of

mfmfor
DES

IOWA

MOINES

PLUS!

+

. . . 50,000 WATTS

B. J. PALMER,

PRESIDENT

J. O. MALAND,

MANAGER

FREE & PETERS, INC. . . . National Representatives

r

VI'

OUR

AGENCY

WANTS

TO

KNOW

IF

RETURNS
it

FROM

WLS

HAVE

STARTED

COMING

IN

YET?

npO ADVERTISERS who have used WLS, that's "foolish question NumA ber 1." Returns on a WLS offer start pouring in from the very first
broadcast and keep coming. Consider the results obtained for this cereal
advertiser:

, ;I!

They

received 20,640 proof -of -purchase letters from

weeks!

The

program

was

heard

35 broadcasts

at 7:45 a.m. Various

contests and offers, all requiring boxtops, brought

one- and

in seven
two- week

the 20,640 letters.

That's a typical response from WLS advertising. We have scores of other
examples that WLS Gets Results. Just ask us ... or ask any John Blair man.

8 90

KILOCYCLES

50,000 WATTS
BLUE NETWORK

PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION

i :
represented by
John Blair & Company

Burridge D. Butler
President
Glenn Snyder
Manager
CHICAGO

MANAGEMENT

AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX, AND THE ARIZONA

NETWORK

— KOY

PHOENIX

*

KTUC

TUCSON

*

KSUN

BISBEE-LO WELL

Continues
"

to Be

Aunti

e*

11

The
II

Reason

Why!

More
Workers
(New Ones — Thousands +)
More
(Topping

More

-

9

(Payrolls
*A

Productio
'42's

5000
950

ON

Above

war-spending

area— that is Philadelphia
Philadelphia

High)

Money

at Peak — 120 %

war-working,

that

Ail-Time

1940)

Metropolitan

in '43.

is BUYING— Let "the
Sells," do your SELLING!

Station

WATTS
THE

DIAL

Affiliated station of the
*"■ Atlantic Coast Network
f

'0 *0 *0 *0 *0 *0 *0 <*■««

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 874 National Press Building, Washington 4 D. C. Entered'
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All America is hopping on the mystery band-wagon. Books, movies, plays,
radio shows — if they've got mystery
and
made suspense
audience!— they've got a readyHere is a new radio mystery program
that fits the trend, fills a need, satisfies
a sponsor's fondest dream!
"The Weird Circle," produced by the
NBC Radio-Recording Division, is a
half-hour series of eerie, weird, suspense-filled adventures! Stories by the
greatest writers of all time — Poe, de
Maupassant, Balzac, Wilkie Collins,
and others. Superbly adapted for radio,
acted by some of radio's finest talent,
perfectly produced at NBC to draw
every moment of suspense from these
great mystery tales— "The Weird Circle" is a sure-fire audience-builder, a
certain success for every type of sponsor.
A special "Weird Circle" theme establishes continuity for the series and atmosphere for each broadcast. Maximum time allowed for commercial
announcements. Recorded advance announcements and complete publicity
and promotion material help you create interest and anticipation.
Get in touch with NBC Radio-Recording Division today for complete details
and audition records of this magnificent series of 26 half-hour broadcasts.
"The Weird Circle" is mystery at its
best, radio at its peak of effectiveness!

RCA Bldg., Radio City, New York
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ONE

OF

A

SERIES

MEN

THE

PRESENTING

Frank

FREE

&

PETERS

STATIONS

Resler

MANAGER,

COMMERCIAL

MAKE

WHO

WDBJ,

ROANOKE

WIS Norfolk and Western Railway Car
Service Department
1921 Real Estate Salesman
1928 Manager, Apparel Store
1931 Announcer, WDBJ
1933 Salesman -Writer, WDBJ
1935 Commercial Manager, WDBJ

w ITH all due respect to the many ways
any individual can learn the power of advertising, there's nothing like a personal experience in retailing. Then you know. . . Well,
that was Frank Kesler's background when
he became a radio announcer. Being sold,
and being also a steady plugger, Frank has
done a grand job at WDBJ — for himself,
his station and his station's advertisers. . . .
Often it's been said that advertising people
themselves, as a rule, are not really sold
on advertising. Maybe they're not. But we
are — and prove it, we believe, by the fact

Free
Pioneer

&
Radio

that F&P

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES:
WGR-WKBW
BUFFALO
WCKY
CINCINNATI
KDAL
DULUTH
WDAY
FARGO
WISH
INDIANAPOLIS
WKZO . KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
KMBC
KANSAS CITY
WAVE
LOUISVILLE
WTCN . . MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
WMBD
PEORIA
KSD
ST. LOUIS
WFBL
SYRACUSE
. . . IOWA . . .
WHO
DES MOINES
WOC
DAVENPORT
KMA
SHENANDOAH
. . . SOUTHEAST . . .
WCSC
CHARLESTON
WIS
COLUMBIA
WPTF
RALEIGH
WDBJ
ROANOKE
. . . SOUTHWEST . . .
KOB
ALBUQUERQUE
KOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY
KTUL
TULSA
. . . PACIFIC COAST . . .
KARM
FRESNO
KECA
LOS ANGELES
KOIN-KALE
PORTLAND
KROW . OAKLAND-SAN FRANCISCO
KIRO
SEATTLE
and WRIGHT-SONOVOX, Inc.

uses more space to tell you what

we offer than any other firm of representatives in America.
Okay, but what does this mean to you? It
means that we have the essential primary
attitude to be of real value to you. It means
that we have no hidden inner cynicism that
might tempt us to be careless about what we
"sell" you. It means that we are always under
a sincere compunction to do everything we
can to help you make

your spot broad-

casting really successful, here in this pioneer
group of radio -station representatives.

Peters,

inc.

Station
Representatives
Since May, 1932
■*

CHICAGO: 180 N. Michigan
NEW YORK: 247 Park Are.
SAN FRANCISCO: 1 u Sutler HOLLYWOOD: 1 512 N. Gordon ATLANTA: 322 Palmer Bldg.
Franklin 6373
Plaza 5-4131
Sutter 4353
Gladstone 3949
Main 5667
Page
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AFM

With

WASHINGTON,

Names

Thursday

Meeting

Disc,

U.

S.

Arranged
EMULATING

the

John

L.
Lewis course in miniature,
AFM President James C. Petrillo appeared headed for a
collision with the War Labor
Board, even though he condescended last week to meet with
a Government conciliator and
representatives of the transcription companies Thursday
to talk over settlement of the
10-month recording- strike.
Following a session last
Thursday night with John W.
Fitzpatrick, Labor Dept. conciliator, the AFM head announced Friday he had contacted his international board
and a three-man committee was
named which would be able to enter
conversations this Thursday. Other
members besides himself are Leo
Clusemann secretary and Thomas
F. Gamble treasurer of AFM. Presumably Joseph A. Padway AFL
and AFM general counsel and
Henry A. Friedman AFM attorney,
who participated in last Thursday's
session, will be on hand, too.
Just in Time
After
evidently
eluding Mr.
Fitzpatrick for a fortnight, Mr.
Petrillo suddenly turned up in his
New York office last Wednesday
I and staved off certification of the
i strike by the Labor Dept. to WLB
, by a few hours. The new conversations mean another delay but little
hope was held for any amicable
, settlement without
Labor Board
! action, unless the AFM czar reverses his position and eats crow.
After his arrival in New York,
Mr. Petrillo, in grandiose fashion,
f at a press conference, announced
his attorneys had been instructed
to arrange an appointment with
( the Dept. of Labor conciliator. That
happened the following day, with
this Thursday's session the result.
I After the Petrillo run-around of
the preceding two weeks, it was reported that Dr. John R. Steelman,
BROADCASTING
!

Advertising
D. C, JUNE

28, 1943

$5.00 A TEAR — IBe A COPY

Three-Man
Negotiating
Group
director of the Conciliation Service,
the United States Conciliation
patrick has advised me that he has
was prepared to request Secretary
received a telegram today from
Service in mediating the dispute,"
of Labor Perkins to refer the 10and asking that the dispute be
Mr. Petrillo advising that he canmonth-old strike case to WLB. It certified to the National War Labor
not meet with the Conciliator and
Board for action.
is expected now that no action will
my clients without the executive
be taken until Mr. Fitzpatrick's reTerming the letter a "pure pubport is received after the Thursday
board of the AFM."
conference.
All-Day Meeting
licity move," Mr. Petrillo said: "It's
hard to understand why Mr. SocoAt his press conference Wedneslow, after delaying for 10 months
"This executive board," the letday, the AFM czar ridiculed John
before going to the Government,
ter continued, "was in session all
should now be worried over a few
L. Lewis as "a guy" who calls
day Friday, June 11, 1943, after
strikes "every two weeks" but has
day's additional delay," adding,
received Mr. Fitzpatrick's
nothing to show for it. "We don't
"Hie has the right to ask, but I having
wire requesting the joint conferdon't
think
his
request
will
be
pull any John Lewis stuff here,"
ence. The board appears to have
he said. "When we call a strike,
granted." The union chief then ansuddenly disbanded on Friday night
nounced that his attorneys had
we call a strike."
despite the fact that it had been
been instructed to call Mr. FitzSocolow's Letter
previously announced that the
patrick on Thursday to arrange an
board would meet for two or three
Both Mr. Petrillo and A. Walter
appointment to discuss the tranweeks, since their session was in
Socolow, attorney for the seven
scription situation.
lieu of the regular 1943 annual
major transcription companies who
Vain Effort
convention of the AFM which was
petitioned the Government to settle
The Socolow letter stated that
dispensed with by action of the
the union's 10-month-old strike
against them, held news conferences
Mr. Fitzpatrick "made prompt aron Wednesday. Mr. Socolow rerangements tomeet with my clients
Admitting that he had received
leased copies of a letter he had sent
and, to my knowledge, has vainly
Mr. Fitzpatrick's first wire while
June 15 to Dr. Steelman, charging
telephoned and wired Mr. Petrillo
the AFM board was in session and
the AFM "has manifested its repeatedly in an effort to arrange a
that
he had read it to the board,
board."
intention to avoid a joint conferjoint conference between the em(Continued
on page 52)
ence and to thwart the efforts of
ployers and the union. Mr. Fitz-

FCC
First

Don

Decision

New
To

Rules

Lee
Under

Refers

Advertising

WHAT APPEARS to be the first
foray of the FCC into the sphere of
broadcast rate regulation since the
Frankfurter opinion of May 10 and
the enforcement under it of the
network rules, came to light last
week with denial by the Commission of the petition of the Don Lee
Broadcasting System for modification of the regulations to relieve
the burden upon regional networks.
Though there was no formal
opinion, the FCC's denial came
after its Law Department is reported to have found no justification for the exceptions, citing the
rate structure of Don Lee as a
factor in its conclusion. Don Lee,
through its Washington counsel,
Dempsey & Koplovitz, petitioned
the Commission to permit regional
networks to exercise time options
on 14 days' rather than 56 days'

• Broadcast

Advertising

Denial

Cites

notice. It was the first formal decision of the Commission under the
network rules since they became
effective.
In citing reasons for the denial,
it is understood the Commission's
Law Department brought out that
Don Lee charges more for Pacific
Coast time than the larger networks— bringing in the rate factor.
It also observed the regional network's rates seem to show that it
appeals to advertisers as large as
those using the big networks.
Forbidden Field?
While this view of "rate regulation" may be brushed aside as without foundation, it nevertheless was
regarded by observers familiar
with the FCC as impinging upon
that field — forbidden to the FCC in
broadcast matters, unless the
Frankfurter opinion is construed
as giving it that authority. Rather
than regulating rates per se by
establishing the actual schedules, it
was pointed out, the FCC can attempt to exercise
that power

Net

Rates

through its licensing function —
which it appears to have done in
the Don Lee case.
In acting on the Don Lee petition, the Commission did so "without prejudice". While no public
statement was made, it is understood the Commission felt it should
not close the door to future requests
for modification of the regulations
in the event, under practical operating conditions, they work a hardtions. ship on regional networks or staIt was held that on the basis of
available information the modification requested should not be granted. Don Lee position raised three
(1) Exercise of option, in 14
points :
rather than 56 days' notice; (2)
conditional stay or suspension of
the effective date of the 56-day provision; (3) suggested, though did
not request, territorial exclusivity
with respect to regional network
operation.
The position of the FCC, recom(Continued on page 50)
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Wire

Outlines

Cox

Says the Proceedings
Likely
This

Are

to Start
Week

BROAD regulatory policies of the
FCC covering such explosive questions as newspaper ownership, network regulations, multiple ownership, and program censorship will
be covered by the House Select
Committee inquiry into the FCC,
Chairman E. E. Cox (D-Ga.), of
the five-man committee, stated last
Friday on the eve of opening public hearings. While no definite date
has been set, the public proceedings are likely to get started this
week, according to Judge Cox.
After four months of intensive
preparation directed by Eugene L.
Garey, prominent New York attorney, Chairman Cox said the committee was prepared now to get
under way with the inquiry, aimed
at alleged abuses by the FCC of
its regulatory powers, with Chairman James Lawrence Fly and
Commissioner C. J. Durr the primary targets. Tentative agenda
already has been devised by the
committee, Judge Cox said.
Dispelling reports that the committee proposed to devote its primary attentions to individual cases
of purported favoritism by the
FCC, and to "ancient history,"
Judge Cox, in his. first interview
on the scope of the investigation,
declared that despite efforts of
certain FCC members to "smear"
the committee, it proposed to conduct an impartial fact-finding inquiry.
Agreed on Procedure
The committee membership,
Judge Cox said, is agreed on the
tentative procedure, outlined following investigations that have
covered practically the entire country by members of the committee
staff. Committee members, in addition to Judge Cox, are Edward J.
Hart (D-N.J.), Warren G. Magnuson
(D-Wash.),
Richard B.

Will Go to London
Aims
Hearing
of
Scope
Wigglesworth (R-Mass.) and Louis
tutes "due process," Judge Cox
Will Be Used Experimentally
said. Also embraced in this is the
E. Miller (R-Mo.).
With a view toward making
By U. S. Broadcasters
question of revocation powers held
MAGNETIC wire sound recorder,
legislative recommendations, Judge
by the FCC and whether this auCox said, the committee proposes to
thority should not be confided in
50-pound recording machine for oncover, dispassionately, but without
the-spot descriptions, will be tested
the courts rather than the Commission. Charges have been made,
by the Army in England, Paul W.
the FCC'sof acits andpunches,
pulling tivities
the stewardship
its
said, that the FCC is in White, CBS director of news broadCox
Judge
personnel since its formation in
casts, announced last week. Already
a position to throttle the industry
ordered
in quantity by the Army
1934. The concept of the Communi"intimidate"
and to "coerce" and
cations Act and how it has been
and Navy, according to Mr. White,
by virtue of its revocalicensees
tion authority.
applied, as well as the philosophies
the machine operates on a new reHe cited, for example, the fact
of individual members of the Comcording principle, recording sound
mission, will be explored.
that substantially half of the 900through molecular change in a
odd broadcast station licenses are
While emphasis will be placed
singleing,strand
April 26].of wire [Broadcastbeing issued on a temporary basis.
on broadcasting and related fields,
He said he had been advised there
Describing the portable machine,
such as television, FM, newspaper
Mr. White pointed out that the wire
ownership and the regulation of was no authority in the statute to
the Commission to issue temporary
networks, the committee will go
is long enough to record for an
licenses — that it must either grant
hour. Demagnetizing the wire clears
into common carrier phases, includor revoke. This, he declared, may
it for re-use, and instantaneous
ing telephone and telegraph reguprove to be another instance of
latory operations. No little attenplaybacks make immediate correction, he said, will be given the
tions in the recording possible. In a
improper use of power by indirection, as a means of keeping the
FCC's "assumption of power in
demonstration in CBS New York
fields never contemplated by Conindustry
"under wraps."
offices, Mr. White showed that the
The committee
hopes, after its
mechanism
remained unaffected no
comprehensive inquiry, to make
matter
how
loud the volume of
Legislation the Aim
legislative recommendations designed to prevent bureaucracy in
sound, shouts, whispers and whisgress."
tles recorded with equal fidelity.
the FCC from running rampant
Apropos reports that individual
cases would highlight the hearings,
and to protect the freedom of radio,
Enroute to London
he declared.
involving purported use of presand
sures showing of favor by the
"The real benefits to be derived
CBS correspondent Edward R.
Commission or its majority, Judge
Murrow,
now on vacation in this
from the Committee's labors,"
Cox said these matters are of seccountry, will deliver one of the reJudge Cox asserted, "will be in the
ondary importance but, he pointed
cording sets to the Army Public
form of legislative recommendations to correct these abuses
Relations Office in London where it
out, they tie into the overall inquiry directed by the_ House in through remedial legislation. Deciwill be available to American
adopting his resolution last Jan. 19.
broadcasters for experimental use,
sions
of
the
courts
are
being
careConcentration of power in the
he stated.
fully scrutinized to determine
Chairman of the FCC, who, along
whether the courts have followed
The wire recorder was introwith Mr. Durr, has engaged in a
duced to broadcasters at the NAB
the Congressional intent, and to
running fight with the committee
War
Conference
by Col. E. M.
cure judicial misconceptions where
since its formation, will be an imsuch instances are found.
Kirby, chief of the Radio Branch
portant aspect of the inquiry. War"The Committee seeks to have
in the War Dept. Bureau of Public
time operations of the FCC, inCongress bring the courts as well
Relations. Armour Research Founcluding the development of Foreign
dation developed the machine and
as
the
licensing
authority
into
harBroadcast Intelligence Service and
mony with Congressional policy,"
it is being manufactured by Genthe Radio Intelligence Division,
eral Electric Co.
Judge Cox concluded.
both set up at the instance of
the Chairman, likewise will be covered comprehensively, according to
Questionnaire
Judge Cox.
Committee
Cox
In inquiring into FCC procedures
and policies, the committee will
Licensing
Temporary
Probes
seek to determine what constiEach Case Of
on
Details
Stations Asked Full

HONORING ITS NEW general manager, Joseph E. Baudino, and its new
advertising manager, Frank V. Webb, KDKA, Pittsburgh, held a luncheon
— reception at the Roosevelt Hotel with 100 clients, agency men and newsmen as guests. Pioneer station's office personnel served as hosts, and
Robert E. White, program manager, was m.c. for a show featuring
KDKA talent. Around table (1 to r): Robert E. Grove Ketchum, McLeod
& Grove Inc.; W. R. Huber and Don White, Gulf Oil Corp.; Ken Witherow, of Walker & Downing, and Harold S. Downing; G. E. Eisenhauer,
E. M. Power Co. Inc.; Joseph E. Baudino, and W. B. McGill, general
advertising manager of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
Page
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Transcriber

License Operation in Last Two Years
WHYS Temporary
and wherefores of FCC
Chairman E. E. Cox (D-Ga.), of
"temporary licensing," whereby
the committee, stated last week
stations are given 30 to 90-day li(see interview on this page) that
censes in lieu of regular two-year
he had been advised there was no
tenures, are being sought by the
authority in the statute to the
House Select Committee to investiCommission to issue temporary ligate the FCC, it was revealed last
censes, and that it must either
week when many stations received
grant
or
revoke.
questionnaires from the committee.
In addition to data on reasons
The two-page letter, signed by
for the temporary licenses, the
committee asked the stations about
Eugene L. Garey, New York attorney serving as chief counsel of
investigations made by representathe committee, sought detailed
tives of the FCC, along with all
facts and circumstances surroundpertinent information as to the ining issuance of the temporary perdividuals, times and places. Stamits to each station. Questioned
tions were asked whether in their
by Broadcasting, it was stated at
opinion the Commission had been
the committee that all stations
"factually justified".
which have held temporary licenses
Following is the full text of the
during the past two years were
identical questionnaire sent the
contacted. The total is understood
stations :
to be about half of the 900-odd liThe Committee has been informed
that at some time(s) during the past
censed stations on the air.
(Continued on page 55)
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A BELIEF that the Senate might
undo at least in part the action of
the House in cutting off the 1944
appropriation for the Domestic
Branch of the OWI developed in
Washington last week as the
Senate Appropriation Committee
opened extensive hearings on the
Civilian War Agencies Appropriation Bill.
As the week ended, the Committee was still hearing from representatives of the score or more
agencies
involved,
and
no one
would predict exactly when a vote
on the measure was probable. In
all liklihood, however, the bill will
be reported by mid-week, for Congress is under pressure to clear
appropriation bills by July 1, when
the new fiscal year gets underway.

Support Gaining
Support for the Domestic Branch
developed
throughout
the week,
as representatives of all media, including the presidents of all four
major networks wired Sen. Mc,. Kellar (D-Tenn.) acting chairman
j of the committee, urging that at
i least part of the $8,865,906 rej quest be restored. In addition to
wires
from broadcasters, newsj papers and others, Sen. McKellar
j received
hundreds
of messages
jj from national leaders, labor groups,
i and the Newspaper Guild, almost
| all urging OWI continuation.
The death sentence of the House
I June 18 apparently stemmed from
| belief that OWI would promote a
fourth term for President Roosei velt. The House vote showed Republicans voting 160-5 against the
J agency, while two of every three
Democrats supported it.
| HEARINGS on OWI were set
jj for 10:30 a.m. last Saturday, with
jjjindustry leaders scheduled to apI" pear for the agency. Neville Miller,
president of NAB, notified Sen. Mc|i Kellar
of NAB's belief
program coordination
and that
clearance
1 should be continued. It was underI stood that a representative of the
| War Advertising Council, probably
I Chester J. LaRoche, WAC chairi man would testify.
While
many
of the aroused
, friends of OWI
demanded complete restoration of all its activities, presidents of the major neti works confined their testimonials
i to the radio bureau, which was
, generally described as doing a fine
t job in clearing and coordinating
f Government radio activities. ComI monly heard sentiment in trade
1 circles was determination that the
3 OWI clearance machinery would
have to be continued even if the
industry were forced to finance
; the operation on its own.
E. Palmer Hoyt, publisher of the
|| Portland
Oregonian,
who had
] BROADCASTING

as

Senate

arrived in Washington Monday to
take over as director of the Domestic Branch, lost no time notifying his newspaper associates that
he would fight for continuation of
the branch. His three-point statement, promising to limit OWI activities to cooperation with established media drew favorable comMETWORK

Hoyt

ment from the press, and in at
least one case, won over a newspaper that had expressed hostility
to OWI. The Washington Post had
earlier commented, "If all the elaborate organization should fold up
today, the effect would be one of
relief instead of confusion." On
Wednesday the paper complimented

telegrams

THE FOLLOWING are the texts
of telegrams sent by heads of the
major networks to Sen. McKellar,
acting chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee, to urge
continuation of the radio bureau of
OWI, which had been cut from the
Civilian War Agencies Appropriation Bill by the House June 18:
William S. Paley, president of
CBS:
The coordinating activities of the
radio division of the OWI have been
of inestimable value to the radio
broadcasting industry in its determination to make the medium of broadcasting as effective as possible in
furthering the objectives of our country at war. In acting as a clearing
house for the needs of all government agencies and in scheduling the
important information which must
come to the attention of the American people the OWI has made it possible for us to act with dispatch and
to avoid the many conflicts that would
occur between governmental agencies if
no such machinery were in existence.
Mark Woods, president of the
BLUE:
The domestic branch of the OWI
formed in 1942, has been the solution of a practical operation in the
scheduling of radio programs pertaining to the multi-governmental
agencies. Prior to its formation there
was a decided lack of coordination in
the requests for radio time with no

Hearings

ON

OWI

authority to inform the network or
broadcaster whether or not the scheduling of such requested time for one
governmental agency as against a request from another was more helpful
in the winning of the war. We urgently request and recommend the
continuance of the domestic branch
of the OWI as an exceedingly helpful agency in our war effort.
Miller McClintock, president of
Mutual :
I am deeply distressed over possible
elimination of Domestic Bureau of
OWI. This bureau has been of immeasurable value in systematizing war
information to our people and has
brought order out of chaos in wartime radio.
Niles Trammell, President of
NBC:
In its service to the Government
and war effort broadcasting industry
has found it essential to have central agency within Government for
coordination and proper allocation
radio time devoted to numerous Governmental agencies. We do not wish
to enter any controversy . between
Congress and OWI but wish to make
known to you that OWI has given
fine cooperation and rendered helpful
assistance to us. The service of Domestic Branch particularly has been
most helpful. Without such central
agency in Government it would be
extremely difficult for us to properly
service listeners and lend aid to many
Government departments requiring
time on air.

Open

the Hoyt program and cautioned
Congress against hasty action on
the Domestic Branch.
Other newspaper commentators
pointed out that OWI had effectively broken the jam of news formerly held back by military pub-lic relations officers on grounds of
security. Major George Fielding
Elliot, CBS military analyst and
New York Herald Tribune syndicate writer called elimination of
the Domestic Branch "a most unfortunate mistake." A New York
Times editorial declared OWI "has
eliminated a good deal of the duplication and confusion which forferly prevailed in the announcements of the Government," and
"checked, if not dammed, the immense torrent of propaganda that
once poured from competitive
in Washington."
press
Markagents
Woods,
president of the
BLUE, was the first network executive to state his support of the
Radio Bureau. On Monday, Mr.
Woods telegraphed Sen. McKellar
that the Domestic Branch has been
"the solution of a practical operation in the scheduling of radio programs pertaining to the multiWilliam
governmental agencies".
S. Paley, president of CBS, said
"the coordinating activities of the
radio bureau of the OWI have been
of inestimable value to the radio
broadcasting industry."
Niles Trammell, president of
NBC, declaring that he did not wish
to enter any controversy between
Congress and OWI, said he wished
to make clear "that OWI has given
fine cooperation and rendered help(Continued on page 5-4)

Expand
Use
of Existing
Media
agency himself 10 months ago when
tor
of
the
Domestic
Branch of OWI
To Drop Pamphlets and
he told a radio audience "OWI was
because I am convinced its operadoing a poor job in covering the
Propaganda
in
tions are absolutely vital to the
war", Mr. Hoyt said last week he
OWI Branch
conduct of the war and to the inthought OWI has improved, "parINCREASED reliance on estabterests of the entire country."
ticularly inrespect to getting more
lished media and abandonment of
news from the Army and Navy and
He promised
Domestic
Branch
of OWI that
will "the
devote
all its
pamphleteering and propaganda
coordinating news of the various
are the objectives of E. Palmer
energies to giving the American
Hoyt, editor and publisher of the
Mr. Cowles, the new DowarLike
agencies."
people as full and accurate inforPortland Oregonian (KGW-KEX),
mestic
Branch
director
is
a
lifelong
mation about the war as possible."
who arrived in Washington last
He said he expected to deal with
Republican. He has taken a sixMonday in OWI's darkest hour to
month leave from his paper to rethe people only through established
take over direction of the domestic
lieve Mr. Cowles, who returns to
media — newspapers, radio, magabranch.
his private interests after a year
zines and motion pictures.
As Mr. Hoyt appeared, he told
with OWI.
reporters he "was in the position of
Mr. Hoyt said he felt the Domes"I appear before you as one who
a man finding the job abolished
tic Branch had three major funchas been abolished and has no job",
tions: To obtain and release the
which he arrives to take", for the
Mr. Hoyt observed in an informal
previous Saturday the House had
fullest possible news from the
conference with about 100 reportkilled the domestic branch appromilitary fronts on the military
ers who cover the War Agencies
priation for 1944 [Broadcasting,
progress of the war; to obtain and
June 21].
from the OWI press room. "I didn't
correlate news of the operations of
come here to take a job. I came here
Mr. Hoyt, who succeeds Gardner
all agencies of the Government conto do one. Somebody's got to do
Cowles Jr., president of the Iowa
cerned with the war; to make all
it,"
he
commented.
Broadcasting Co., and publisher
the news available to the public, as
of the Des Moines Register &
In a prepared statement disquickly and as clearly as possible,
tributed to reporters at the conferTribune [Broadcasting, March 17],
through the media whose job it is
promptly took up the fight for conence, Mr. Hoyt explained, "I actinuation of OWI. A critic of the
to inform the public.
cepted this appointment as direc-
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Gen.

Ingles

Heads

The

Signal
Corps
Gen. Olmstead Getting Post on
Telecommunications Board
MAJ. GEN. Harry C. Ingles has
been nominated Chief Signal Officer of the Army to succeed Maj.
Gen. Dawson Olmstead, who retires June 30 at his own request,
according to a War Dept. announcement. As head of the Army Signal Corps, Gen. Ingles automatically replaces Gen. Olmstead on
the five-man, policy-making Board
of War Communications.
Redetailed on active duty "for
a less strenuous but very important job", Gen. Olmstead is to be

GEN. INGLES
military representative on the Telecommunications Board which functions under the Secretary of State.
Made acting head of the Signal
Corps in August 1941, Gen. Olmstead was appointed Chief Signal
Officer in October of that year and
served throughout the Signal
Corps' tremendous expansion.
The War Dept. credits Gen.
Olmstead with giving valuable
service in the development of radar
and perfection of field communications, citing particularly the Alcan
telephone project, longest carrier
system in the world.
Gen. Olmstead recently returned
from an extended inspection of
Signal Corps installations in Alaska, South America, England,
Africa, India and China. He appeared before the House Appropriations Committee this month on
the Signal Corps appropriation.
Congressmen praised the general
for progress under his command.
Gen. Ingles has been a Signal
Corps officer and member of the
War Dept. general staff, G-3 of
the Carribean Defense Command,
and later chief of staff of that
command. From duty as commander
of the mobile ground forces in the
Panama Canal Dept., he went to
London with Gen. Andrews and
became deputy commander of the
European theatre.
Page
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NAB
Radio

News

Plans
Committee

Urged at Meeting
In Chicago
AN

INDUSTRY-WIDE public relations policy was outlined in a twoday meeting of the NAB Public
Relations Committee which met
last Wednesday and Thursday at
the Palmer House in Chicago.
A plan to assist and encourage
an aggressive public relations attitude on the part of local management was adopted by the committee, which was presided over by
Edgar Bill, chairman, WMBD, Peoria. At the Wednesday luncheon,
James W. Irwin, assistant to the
president of Monsanto Chemical
Co., St. Louis, addressed the group
on "Public Relations and the Broadcasting Industry".
Functions Explained
The committee, recognizing the
value of news programming, recommended to the NAB board the establishment of a radio news committee made up of radio news editors and station managers to insure
proper handling of all phases of
news presentation.
The committee adopted general
rather than specific policies with
respect to the future over-all operations of the public relations committee. Included in the board outline were relations involving cooperation with public, religious,
educational groups ; cooperation
with Government; working with
NAB coordinator of listener activity (radio councils, national
women's groups, etc.) ; and cooperation with other media.
The basic function of the committee in meeting public issues and
speaking for the industry as a
whole, as well as acting as information center, was explained by
Willard Egolf, NAB secretary, and
Walt Dennis, head of the NAB
news bureau, who described the
operation of his department.
There was considerable discussion on the use of radio to tell its
own story to the public. The discussion revolved around whether radio
should editorialize on controversial
issues. It was agreed by the committee that a better insight into
operation of radio could be portrayed through encouragement of
public forum programs, including
discussions on radio itself, as the
best policy for the industry to pursue. Apart from the treatment of
controversial issues, educational
programs on operation of radio
were encouraged.
As part of closer integration of
the Public Relations Committee
with stations, public relations chairmen of 17 NBC districts are being
selected. These chairmen are appointed by district directors in accordance with the action of the
NAB board of directors at its last
meeting in Washington.
The committee also completed
arrangements for NAB participation in the wartime conference of

Industry
Publicity
Drive
Leslie W. Joy, KYW, Philadelphia;
the Advertising Federation of
Craig Lawrence, KSO, Des Moines;
America in New York, June 28-30
Edgar H. Twamley, WBEN, BufAn aggressive public relations
falo; Judith Waller, NBC, who apcampaign using all media to bring
peared for Frank Russell; Willard
the story of the broadcasting indusEgolf; Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS;
try before the public was advocated
Walt Dennis; C. E. Arney, NAB
by James W. Irwin, assistant to the
secretary-treasurer in place of
president of Monsanto Chemical
President Neville Miller, who was
issue.]
unable to attend. Kern Tips,
Co., St. Louis [See page 18 of this
KPRC, Houston; and John F. Patt,
WGAR, Cleveland, were absent.
Present at the two-day session
The committee decided to hold
were: Mr. Bill; Lawrence W. Mcanother meeting in two months.
Dowell, KFOX, Long Beach, Cal.;
Kroger Renews Serials
KROGER Grocery and Baking Co.
is renewing Linda's First Love,
Maryter andFoster,
Hearts the
in Editor's
Harmony Daughfor 52
weeks on WHAS, Louisville. The
first two of the serials are also being continued on WBOW, Terre
Haute. Linda is now in its 1700th
episode and Mary Foster has been
on the air over five years. Hearts
was started in March, 1941. Agency
is Ralph H. Jones Co.

Formed

Facts Only

Present

for

of grade label-

ties.
While it was generally believed
that the Senate would be more
lenient than the House with OPA,
as well as OWI, grade labeling was
viewed as on the decline, with very
little support in Congress.
Hudson to WAC
BUELL W. HUDSON, publisher
of the Woonsocket (R. I.) Call, has
been elected a director of the War
Advertising Council, joining Edwin
S. Friendly, general manager of
the NewtativeYork
Sun, as a represennewspaper.

Jamestown, N. Y., has appointed William G. Rambeau Co. its
exclusive
national
representative, effective July
1.

Presented

Out

ing appeared unlikely last week —
perhaps
for overturned
the duration
unless the Senate
the —summary action of the House in withholding funds from OPA for this
purpose or for standardization of
food, clothing or other commodi-

WJTN,

SERVED

Labeling

ENFORCEMENT

Big Sunkist Drive
CALIORNIA FRUIT GROWERS'
Exchange, Los Angeles (Sunkist
lemons), in a four-week campaign
starting July 1 will utilize a total
of more than 600 transcribed oneminute and chain break announcements weekly on 112 stations in 51
cities. Agency is Foote, Cone &
Belding, Los Angeles.

RADIO

Grade

PUBLIC
on

Race

IN

DETROIT

Riots; Stations

Network

for Address by Mayor
vent wild rumors and present only
RADIO played an important role
during recent Detroit race riots.
WXYZ played down sensational
By presenting the public with the
facts it helped prevent possible
material
the facts."and emphasized efforts to
restore order. On the morning of
hysteria and contributed toward
the 21st it broadcast statements
keeping war production on a fairly
even keel.
from prominent white and colored
In a comunication last week to leaders pointing out that the riots
Broadcasting, Harry Bannister,
were organized by elements preygeneral manager of WWJ, told how
ing upon war production efficiency.
Detroit stations handled the riots.
In the afternoon of the same day
it stressed mobilizing of military
Outbreak of violence found Detroit radio stations ready to offer
forces to quell the disorder.
their facilities. A complete hookup
To discourage the spread of riotof WWJ WJR WXYZ WJLB as
ing from one area to another, bulwell as CKLW of Windsor, Ont.,
letins issued by WXYZ omitted exand WEXL of Royal Oak, a suburb
act street locations of mob violence.
of Detroit, was arranged by Mr.
The only editorial matter used dealt
Bannister for a broadcast by Mayor
with warnings to listeners to stay
Edward J. Jefferies Jr. It took him
off the streets, to refrain from
only 30 minutes to obtain the hookspreading rumors, and to believe
up. Facilities of WWJ were used
only the facts presented by the
for the announcement by Governor
newspapers and the newscasts.
WJR felt that to give special
Kelly of "qualified martial law".
bulletins or to feature the riots in
"Detroit radio stations", Mr. Bannister said, "helped greatly in keepany way would only incite further
ing war production on a fairly even
disturbance and probably spread
keel by instantly broadcasting
mob violence. Therefore although
changes in the routing of street
WJR handled the situation fully, it
cars and buses and by strenuous
confined coverage to straight news
efforts to keep down hysteria, preperiods with unemotional copy.
BROADCASTING
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ALL

/

UNDER

THE

Here's a wide midwestern area insepurably linked with
Chicago
which
make

in the WGN

make
WGN

WGN

"community". The same factors
"Chicago's

outstanding station"

the first choice among

in this greater territory. Because

Chicago

of its Chicago

origin

and viewpoint, WGN

TENT

is first among

Chicago

stations.

Because this viewpoint is also midwestern, preference for
WGN

as a station is apparent throughout the five states.

• When you buy WGN,
whole WGN

you get not only Chicago, but the

community.

• It's all under the same tent.

Station

EASTERN SALES OFFICE:
220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

CHICAGO

ILLINOIS

50,000 WATTS

720 KILOCYCLES

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
Los Angeles 14, Co/./ Son Francisco, Cal.

A

Clear

Channel
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RADAR principles were first applied to aviation
■ by RCA through equipment built and installed
in its own plane in 1937, in connection with a study
of collision prevention.
In 1938, RCA built an experimental Radar installation for the U. S. Navy. As the result of tests, in
October, 1939 the Navy placed with RCA its first
order for service Radar equipment. Since then, vast
strides in the development
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tories have been made

available to all branches

the industry producing

Radar.

Radar

is another

achievement

of
HOW RADAR WORKS— Traveling with the speed of
light — 186,000 miles per second — ultra-high frequency
waves strike the invisible enemy vessel, bounce back,
automatically establish range and distance of the target.
For the full, fascinating story of Radar, write today

of the radio-

electron tube and the use of ultra-high frequency
waves, pioneered by RCA Laboratories. RCA looks
forward to the time when its services as world head-

for free booklet, "Radar — Wartime Miracle of Radio."
Address: Department A P, Radio Corporation of America,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York.

quarters for radio-electronic research can again be
devoted to making the peacetime world a better
place in which to live.
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CBS

Senate

Again

Action

on

Returns

Opposes

Ousting

Deficiency

of

Hitch-Hike

Officials

New England Affiliates Would
Also Bar Cow-Catchers
FOLLOWING the lead of the CBS
midwestern affiliates, New England
affiliates of that network, at a meeting in Boston last Wednesday,
adopted a resolution urging that
"immediate steps be taken to eliminate from network programs the
use of hitch-hike, cow-catcher, or
other similar announcements as

Committee

After Spirited Debate on Report
! DETERMINED SENATE resistwarrant such a procedure." Sen.
! ance last Thursday relegated the
Downey commented "I cannot condone the evil because of tfca hope
Urgent Deficiency Bill back to the
conference committee when the
that our courts might at some time
Upper House for the second time
undo the wrong."
refused to approve a House proThe debate reviewed previous
posal to bar three officials, includarguments
over legality of the acing Dr. Goodwin Watson and Dr.
LEFT-HANDED GENTLEMAN on
tion,
with
Sen. George (D-Ga.)
William E. Dodd, Jr., both of the
maintaining that Congress had the
the right is Elmer Stevens, presiFCC's Foreign Broadcast Intellident of Chas. A. Stevens & Co., Chiright to deny funds to whomever
gence Service, from the federal
cago department store, about to
it
pleased.
A
spirited
exchange
besign a 52-week contract with
payroll.
tween Sen. Overton and Sen. ConThe House lost no time in exWBBM, Chicago, for a quarterhour Sunday evening newscast,
nally
(D-Tex.)
centered around the
pressing its determination to inClifton Utley — News. L to r are
legality issue, with Sen. Connally
sist on the amendment, voting
Charlie Garland, assistant comsupporting the House action.
unanimously on Friday for the
mercial manager, and Stanley
third time to send the measure
Levey,
time
salesman, both of
'Must Respect House'
back to committee.
WBBM, and Mr. Stevens. Frances
"The House conducted an inHooper Agency, Chicago, handles
Overriding the pleas of Sen. Mcthe account.
vestigation through one of its comKellar (D-Tenn.), chairman of the
committee, who asked passage of
mittees," Sen. Connally said. "I do
not know what they developed, but
the bill to permit payment of overthey must have developed sometime salaries already voted for
Gould Asks- Home
Disc
thousands of government workers,
thing. We must respect the House,"
he declared.
Exemption From L-265
the Senate by a 52-17 vote inAN APPEAL for a review of
structed its conferees to continue
Sen. Clark and Sen. LaFollette
Limitation Order L-265 inosfar as
opposition to the House proposal.
(Prog.-Wis.) pointed out that no
it
affects production of home rePreviously the measure had been
record of the investigation, which
cording discs has been submitted
i rejected 69-0 [Broadcasting, June
was
conducted
by
the
Kerr
Comto
Ray
Ellis,
director ofof the
the War
Ra7].
dio & Radar Division
mittee
of
the
House
under
Rep.
As Broadcasting went to press
Production Board, by Sidney S.
Kerr (D-N. C), was available
the conferees were scheduled to
Gould,
president, the Recording
either to the House or Senate. Sen.
meet again in an effort to break
Corp., which claims to produce
the deadlock.
Milliken (R-Col.) remarked "this
90% of the nation's home recordto me smells of ancient tombs in
Sen. McKellar reported the bill
ing blanks.
Mr. Gould claims home discs
after more than a month of conwhich liberty has been buried."
should be exempted by the WPB
sideration in the committee, adbecause "not a single item required
mitting to the Senate that the
TO CONSERVE equipment and manfor the manufacture of home reHouse insisted on the amendment
power all Canadian Broadcasting
and that he felt unless the men
cording discs needs a priority" and
Corp. stations started Sunday schedthat "neither priority steel nor priwere dismissed there would be no
ules
at
0
a.m.
EDT,
commencing
ority
machinery is required to
June 27.
bill. He said he felt the courts
proccess" these discs.
would offer adequate redress if the
men's rights were violated.
House Action Attacked
PA
and
UP
Simultaneously
Announce
The report touched off a fiery

Z-Bar Stickers
OFFICIAL auto stickers in
Montana this year list three
features in the state — vacationland possibilities, production for victory, and the
Z-Bar Network: K G I R,
KPFA, KRBM. Put out by
the Montana Boosters, stickers come in several sizes, giving an outline of the state's
boundaries in black on glossy,
copper-colored paper.

Plan
to Speed
Up
RADIO will be the beneficiary of
new high-speed news wire service
through both UP and PA, stepping up the circuits 50% as soon
as facilities become available, according to almost simultanecus announcements made last Friday by
the news-gathering associations.
The rate of transmission on the
news circuits serving stations, it
was disclosed, will be increased
from 40 words per minute to 60
words. The announcements were
made by A. F. Harrison, sales manager of UP, in behalf of that organization, and by Oliver Gramling, assistant general manager of
PA, which inaugurated its special
AP radio wire in 1941.
In behalf of the AP subsidiary,
Mr. Gramling said that the change
to the high-speed circuit will be
made at the "first possible moment," in line with plans contemplated for the AP special wire since
its inauguration. He mentioned the
mechanical and technical difficul-

Radio
News
Wires
ties involved, stemming from wartime material needs.
Mr. Harrison asserted UP had
ordered all mechanical equipment
for high-speeding for its coast-tocoast radio news wires and that
it would give the organization "elbow room for expansion" of its
news feature services and also enable a greater volume of foreign
and sectional dispatches. The equipment has been ordered under high
priority ratings and installations
will be completed as rapidly as the
AT&T
can handle the assignment, he said.
"This development, which has
been our goal for several years, is
the greatest single expansion of
our radio news facilities since the
UP inaugurated the first transcontinental wire circuit serving radio
exclusively," Mr. Harrison said.
"It will make available to broadcasters in every state the fastest
radio news transmission system in

existence."
Page
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Joins

House's

Bill to Conference

debate on the floor, with Senator
Overton (D-La.), a member of the
Appropriations Committee, Sen.
Clark (D-Mo.), Sen. Maloney (DConn.) and Sen. Downey (D-Cal.)
spearheading the attack on the
McKellar report. Characterizing
the House action as a star chamber procedure, Sen. Clark declared
"there is no possible justification
under any theory of Anglo-Saxon
law or under any theory of AngloSaxon justice which possibly could

Group

BROADCASTING

Protest

Announcement
of the action by
soon
as practicable."
the first district CBS affiliates
meeting was made by General Manager Franklin M. Doolittle, of
WDRC, first district representative
on the CBS advisory committee.
District 7 of the CBS planning and
advisory board on June 8, at a
meeting in Omaha, adopted a similar resolution [Broadcasting,
June 21].
Resolution
Following is the full text of the
New England affiliates resolution:
hitch-hike
so-calledents
S er theannouncem
andWHEREA
cow-catch
presently used on network programs tend
theand, standards of good broadto lower casting,
WHEREAS, such announcements
are considered to be a violation of the
responsibility placed upon radio station licensees to operate in the "pubconvenience and neceslicsity,"
interest,
and,

such anWHEREAS, the
was use of
their affiliates, nouncements without consent of
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that
Franklin Doolittle, 1st District Representative ofthe CBS Advisory Committee, is instructed to convey to the
proper officials of the Columbia Broadcasting System a request that immediate steps be taken to eliminate from
network programs the use of hitchhike, cow-catcher or other similar announcements as soon as may be practicable.

Atlantic

Coast

Network

Drops Expansion Plans
ATLANTIC Coast Network has
abandoned for the duration its
plans for expanded activities, Edward Codel, General Manager, said
last week. Plans had included the
construction of new network studios to facilitate ACN's program
service to its member stations, but
the shortages of material and manpower
such
a venture
extremelymake
difficult,
if not
impossible,
until after the end of the war, Mr.
Codel stated.
ACN, he said, would continue
operations on a curtailed basis for
the present. ACN is a regional
network of 10 stations located
along the Atlantic Seaboard from
Boston to Washington, five of
which are of the Bulova-Lafount
group of stations. Harold A. Lafount,
general
manager
of the Bulova radio
interests,
is president
of
this regional network.
WSAZ,

Huntington, W. Va., has appointed
Branham Co. asTheexclusive
tional representatives.
station,na-a
BLUE network affiliate, operates with
1,000 watts on 930 kc.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Pants

presser

pulls

iron

from

predicament

SO last January the ambitious presser of
' pants went in business for himself. His

Washington's answer to household problems, solved in capsule form! Hundreds of

rent was paid. His fixtures were installed.

women

Everything including charter-customers—

And

except a pressing iron.
But he did have a radio. It was on, tuned
of course to WTO

P. The hour was 9:45

in the morning. Elinor Lee was on WTOP
with her "Home

is an elec-

trical appliance "swap-shop." The pants
presser pricked up his ears. A listener (said
Elinor) needed

more people listen to Elinor Lee — on

WTOP— than to any other women's
program in Washington.
"Home
Potomac

service

Service Daily"— sponsored
Electric Power

by

Co. — is typical of

WTOP

the choice of listeners in one of the

nation's BIG markets. That's why WTOP
the advertisers' favorite, too.

an electric bottle warmer.

Tag line: mother gets bottle warmer; tailor
gets iron.
"Home

every week.

the kind of thinking and doing that makes

Service Daily."

Part of her unusual program

phone in to the program

Service Daily" is a lot more than a

swap-shop; it's recipes and ration news and
market reports and conservation hints. It's

N'S
HINGTO
WAS000
t Station
wat
50,

Represented by Radio Sales,
the SPOT Broadcasting Division of CBS.

is

Radio

Should

I HAVE the positive feeling in my
own mind, and have had this feeling for the past several years, that
radio has compromised its conscience and has not fought back
against the efforts of the bureaucrats and the do-gooders to regiment and rule the industry for fear
of reprisal in the revocation of
station licenses. I have not admired
this attitude on the part of radio.
Without referring to any name, I
sincerely believe that a certain
newspaper, the owner of which I
know, supported the third term
campaign in return for increased
power and fulltime operation.
Over a period of years the radio
industry has lived in fear and
trembling of the FCC and the
commissioners making it up. For
example, I know you are worried
over the Frankfurter decision. 1
believe that the fact that all three
networks give Elmer Davis clear
channels once a week impugns the
confidence of the public in other
commentators who have freedom
of action uninfluenced by any
apology from a badly-run administration. don't
I
disagree with the
policy that the air should be available at any time to give top officials
the opportunity to disseminate to
the public facts about the war
which the people are paying for.
Should Demand Freedom
Still it appears to me that we
are getting entirely too near the
Goebbels Nazi technique when we
have an ordained minister of
propaganda who takes every station in the country once a week
and shoos every other program off
the air, saying in effect: "You will
listen to me or else." A broadcasting station or network in my humble opinion should insist upon the
same freedom as newspapers to
interpret the news to the public.
Davis and the OWI and other departments should be placed in the
position of giving a memorandum
to the press and radio on a particular subject that they want to
put across and leave the treatment
and interpretation of such memoranda to the experienced editors
and commentators who are on your
private payrolls and not on the
Government payrolls.
I sincerely feel that the radio
industry is approaching the point
that has been reached by labor,
namely, that you have turned to
Government and surrendered some
of your prerogative of freedom
and action, and now find that you
have put handicaps on yourself.
Edgar M. Queeny, Chairman of
the Board of Monsanto Chemical
Co., takes a realistic viewpoint of
broadcasting when he wrote in the
book, The Spirit of Enterprise,
which will be off the presses next
month :
"Without advertising revenue,
broadcasting stations would fall
Page
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Fight

Concerted

Campaign

Independence

By

JAMES
Chemical

for

Greater

Is Urged

of Air

to Guard

Medium

W. IRWIN
JAMES
Assistant to the President,
Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis

W. IRWIN,

assistant to the president of the Monsanto

Co., St. Louis, is nationally known

tions and industrial counsellor. For many

as a public rela-

years a newspaper

editor, his work

in setting up an industrial relations plan for

General Motors

is widely heralded. Mr. Irwin last Wednesday

spoke his mind on the subject of radio before the Public Relations Committee of the NAB, meeting in Chicago. Here is an
abstract of his pungent

suggestions.

into the lap of the state. Competition between chains and stations
would cease. A bureaucrat would
provide the music, or tell the people what to hear, and place before
the microphone personalities whose
views he thought would be good
for the people, which incidentally
would also serve his own vested
interests. The American mind
would lose its freedom of determining its own music and entertainment and of choosing its political, economic, and spiritual
thought. We would lose one of our
organs of freedom of speech."
Public Would Act
If I
or an
one of
cease

were a radio property owner
administrative executive for
the networks, I think I would
compromising with my conscience, buckle on my armor, and
at the risk of losing my job and

the administramy property,
tion and the give
FCC the damndest
fight it's ever had. In organizing
for that fight I would take some
very positive steps because I believe most emphatically that if the
radio listening public is given the
true facts about the hamstringing
and censorship and regulation of
the radio industry by the administration for selfish gain, it will get
up on its hind legs and scream to
the high heavens. Certainly that
has happened on a great many occasions when there have been atWaiting

OFFER TO PHONE news
of imminent Allied invasion
of Europe, made by WING,
Dayton, in 1,000 letters sent
to civic, business and industrial leaders of the city,
brought in a list of the phone
numbers of Dayton's most influential names. Promotional
letters also described WING
news service coverage of the
expected invasion.

tempts to throttle the freedom of
action of the press and silence editors.
The radio industry and the press
of the nation have so much in common and are in such a dangerous
position that now is the time to
forget all petty disagreements between the two great industries.
Both need to recognize that they
are the only two major channels
for the dissemination of information to the people and that therefore they should bury whatever
little hatchets they still use and
form a united front.
Employ Outsider
I believe each of the networks
and the industry as a whole should
retain outside public relations counsel to give it a broader and more
objective viewpoint. I believe that
each of the networks should select
for election to its board of directors a man who is chief public relations officer of some American
industrial organization and pay
him a salary as a working director. Then the man retained on each
network board should serve on an
advisory committee on public relations to the NAB, thus bringing
into the picture additional minds
who can think a little bit more independently than can those who are
so close to your operating problems. On this line some of the more
successful railroads have gone to
outside directors, and the A. T. &
T. has pursued the policy for a
number of years and found it very
successful.
Radio should seriously consider
a national advertising campaign in
which it would use radio as a medium and also use daily and weekly
newspapers and national magazines telling the listener public its
story and reasons why it must not
be throttled. I believe stations in
each locality should form an advisory board the members of which
have no formal contact with the
radio industry. Such a board would
sit with the members of the local
BROADCASTING

Freedom
radio stations regularly at luncheon or dinner to discuss problems
of public relations affecting radio.
Such groups should be made up
of representative citizens who are
leaders in the formation or influence of public opinion, and
should represent not only the business mind but the labor mind, the
educational mind, and the civic activity mind. You would have on
such groups all shades of political
complexion and thinking. Still you
would have a working group that
could go out carrying your spear.
'Go to Hell!'
Your American industrial
worker, farmer, business, and professional man still prides himself
on the fact that he can tell his boss
to go to hell. He can tell his politicians to go to hell by voting
against them at the polls. He will
support an editor he does not like
or a paper he hates if an attempt
is made by politicians or some
pressure group to gag that editor
or suppress that publication. He is
not so well acquainted with radio
although it probably occupies a
stronger position in his household
than his newspaper. As a matter
of fact, it is well known that there
are millions of people who have
radios who never see a newspaper.
Radio should tell its story to the
American people.

Hooper Shows Network
Evening Shows Gaining
NETWORK EVENING programs,
nationally
sponsored,
increased in number
over a have
year ago,
the
June Ratings
15 Hooper
"National"
Program
Report
reveals.
Survey shows 124 such programs
currently representing 72% network hours, as compared to 112
programs, representing 64% hours,
a year ago.
Bob Hope, Fibber McGee &
Molly, Radio Theatre and Walter
Winchell, hold first four top places
in the list of "First 15" programs,
followed by Mr. District Attorney,
Screen Guild Players, Aldrich Family, Take it or Leave It, Frank
Morgan-Fanny Brice, Paul Whiteman Presents, Great Gildersleeve,
Burns and Allen, Rudy Vallee,
Fred Allen, and Blondie. Red
Skelton continues to top the group
of programs broadcast after 10:30
p. m. (EWT) and not measured in
the Eastern Time Zone.
Pennzoil on Don Lee
PENNZOIL Co., Los Angeles
(lubricants), to promote services
of 13,000 West Coast independent
dealers, on June 30 starts sponsoring the quarter-hour commentary,
Faces & Places in the News, on 33
Don Lee Pacific stations, Wednesday, 6:15-6:30 p.m. (PWT). An extensive merchandising tie-in campaign is planned. Agency is The
Mayers Co., Los Angeles. Edward
G. Neale is agency account executive.
• Broadcast
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that has wave-length (like WKBN's
"570"); a station that has wattage

the state's third largest Metropolitan

(like WKBN's

District.* In the top hraeket
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station that knows
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of America

women

how

s largest

steel centers, over 65 thousand
and

with

men

are earning high wages

in a steel industry geared to capacity
speed. Additional thousands are hard
at work in allied industries.

It takes a powerful radio station to
serve this important segment of wartime America. It takes a station
* U.S. Dept. Commerce
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to program
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influence for you

its people — and

to them.

WKBN,
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casting on 5000 watts day and night.
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ence-power among a million and half
people in Northeastern Ohio and
Northwestern Pennsylvania . .
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Area.
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station can mean more sales, more
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portant postwar years.

it takes a
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Represented by:
Paul H. Ruytner Company
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Editors
Shouse
In

Urges

Drive

for

Press
New

to

Radio

Help

asked of 500 of the nation's leading
editors by James D. Shouse, vicepresident of the Crosley Corp., and
directing head of WLW-WSAI, in
an address at the annual banquet
of the National Editorial Assn. in
Cincinnati June 18. Mr. Shouse is
a director of the NAB and a member of its Legislative Steering
^Committee.
Disclaiming any desire to be an
ralarmist, Mr. Shouse asked the editors what value their freedom of
the press would have if readers
were subjected constantly to Government controlled news over the
radio — controlled by whatever administration might be in power. He
added it "conceivably would be
quite difficult to effect a change in
administration if the power granted by the Supreme Court to the
Commission were ever utilized fully. The threat is theie," he said,
"only the actuality is lacking."
Frequency, a Franchise
Declaring that the recent Frankfurter opinion of the Supreme
Court had cost radio its freedom
overnight, Mr. Shouse said — "Our
industry needs your help — we ask
for it, not for our own selfish good,
but I honestly believe for the good
of the country."
Acknowledging that there is a
fundamental difference between the
press and radio — the fact that the
use of a frequency is a public
franchise, Mr. Shouse said that no
thinking broadcaster would abuse
that franchise by allowing his station to take an editorial stand upon
controversial public issues. He explained that the rules which the
Communications Commission had
set up to regulate the network
broadcasting business were made
operative by the express warning
that failure to observe them would
be followed by loss of the station's
license. Because there "was an honest difference of opinion as to
whether the Communications Act
granted the Commission the power
to use its licensing function to arrive at such an end," Mr. Shouse
continued, "two of the largest networks took the issue to court.
"On May 10 the Supreme Court
in order to uphold the right of the
Commission to do what the Commission had done evidently felt it
necessary to go the whole way, and
said, in substance to the Commission, 'What you did you had a right
to do, and should you, in the future,
elect to go all the way in controlling, through threat to deny a license renewal, the contents of programs as well as the manner in
which they are routed around the
country from one station to another, you have that right, too."
Mr. Shouse told the editors that
Page
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Over

there are many in radio who feel
that Congress can and may give
relief by way of a new radio law.
He said Senator Wheeler (DMont.), chairman of the Interstats
Commerce Committee, has assured
the industry that hearings on such
a law will begin immediately after
Labor Day.
"With the greatest possible earnestness," he said, "I ask for your
study of this matter as it develops,
and if you feel that, as a kindred
industry, our position merits your
support, I believe that as newspaper people you can contribute immeasurably to our cause, which
after all as citizens, is your cause.
"Many of us not only want a new
law because we, as an industry appear to need it, but we want a new
law because it would not appear to
be to the best interests of the Nation for radio during these times
to be forced to operate under the
cloud of direct government control.
I do not mean by this," he added,
"that the Commission, as presently
constituted, has evinced any desire
or intent to expand the scope of its
regulation, but rather that as an
industry we may find in our day-today operations a tendency voluntarily to restrict our freedom of
operation through fear of what
might happen. Thus, a self-imposed censorship, growing out of
fear of what can happen, is oftentimes a more real and virulent type
of censorship than I am sure either
the Commission or the Congress
desires to see."

Salute to 'Stage Door'
RADIO SALUTE to the United
Artists film "Stage Door Canteen"
when it made its American premiere June 24 at the Capitol theatre, New York, and in 15 other
cities, was arranged as the feature
of the CBS broadcast that night of
Stage Door Canteen, program sponsored by Corn Products Refining
Co., New York. Gypsy Rose Lee,
Monty Woolley, Bert Lytell and
Raymond Paige's Orchestra were
heard from New York, as well as
stars of radio, stage and screen
from the lobby of the Capitol theatre after the performance. Major
Ben Lyon was also heard via
cut-in from London as he interviewed soldiers from North Dakota, California and Texas who
had seen the picture.
Cook Book Test
FARRAR & RINEHART, New
York, last week started a test campaign on WABC, New York, for
The Good Housekeeping Cook Book.
Using radio for the first time for
this nublication, the sponsor signed
for three participations weekly on
Adelaid Hawley's Woman's Pane of
the Air, 8:45 a.m. Agency is Franklin Spier and Aaron Sussman Inc.,
New York.

Press

Crawford

Law

Points to Danger of Government Control
News and Cites Effects of Court Decision
AID OF THE PRESS in securing
a new communications law was

Of

THESE THREE were prominent on
the program of the National Editorial Assn. banquet in Cincinnati,
June 18 (1 to r) : James D. Shouse,
vice-president in charge of broadcasting of the Crosley Corp.; Edwin F. Abels, Lawrence, Kan.,
president of NEA; John W. Bricker, Governor of Ohio.
FCC

REPORTS
READY

FOR

58
JOBS

NAMES of 58 first- and secondclass radio-telephone licensees who
have reported themselves available
for immediate employment in essential communications jobs were
mailed on June 21 to the War
Manpower Commission, the NAB
and other interested groups in the
industry by the FCC. The list was
compiled from replies to the Commission's postcard survey of a
1,000 sample of 20,000 licensees in
these
[Broadcasting,
June classifications
7].
Neville Miller, NAB president,
in a letter to FCC Chairman James
Lawrence Fly praising the cooperation of Dallas Smythe, head of
the FCC Economics Unit, said in
part: "In a joint meeting on June
15, agreement was reached that both
survey methods produced valuable
results. However, the FCC technique is inexpensive and provides
an excellent screening. The NAB
method, costly because of firstclass mail and personalized letters,
should be sent to only those showing promise in the FCC survey. I
therefore urge that this cooperative activity be continued." The
NAB survey of 100' radiotelephone
license holders brought in 17 applications for employment.
Of those reporting to the FCC,
41 are available for fulltime and
17 for parttime work, while 421
were not available. There was a
total response of 568, or 53% which
is considered exceptionally good, especially in view of the fact that 89
of the list were unreached because
of improper addresses. Future
scope of the survey is to be determined by needs of the industry,
according to Chairman Fly.

Prexie Now
IT'S PRESIDENT Lang
now, and the Wheaties breakfast edition of the news on
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., is
looking for another reporter
since newscaster William C.
Lang was named president of
Yankton College. A recent
popularity poll disclosed the
33-year-old Lang as favorite
WNAX newscaster. Other activities include teaching flight
theory to Naval aviation cadets and speaking tours for
sale of War Bonds.

BROADCASTING

Sees

Warned
License
Precedent

in

Supreme Court Opinion
A WARNING to newspaper editors
to watch out for an extension of
the Governmental licensing system
for radio to include newspapers as
well was issued by Frederick C.
Crawford, president of the National Assn. of Manufacturers, in
an address before the Wartime
Conference of the National Editorial Assn., held recently in Cincinnati.
"The greatest monopoly which
can exist," he stated, "is a monopoly
of public opinion. Basic to the four
freedoms of the Atlantic charter,
basic to all the freedoms of body
and mind that we can enumerate,
is freedom of speech.
"American industry is confident
that if we retain freedom of speech,
in public assembly, in the printed
word and .over the air we can retain the- free economic system on
which America in the course of 150
years has grown to world leadership. Given freedom to tell its
story, industry is confident that it
can present a case which will win
the approval and support of a vast
majority of the American people.
Newspapers Licensed?
"Will we be allowed such a hearing? You begin to wonder when a
member of the United States Supreme Court finds himself stressing
the difficulties of preserving the
democratic way of life. He cites
"the misuse and manipulation of
modern devices, chain newspapers,
cheap magazines, popular polls, the
movies and the radio." In other
words, "misuse," as he calls it, of
all the media of opinion employed
by a free people.
"Note, incidentally, that among
the misdirected agencies of public
opinion we now find radio. But
now it seems that even radio is not
immune from the regrettable habit
of free peoples to disagree on occasions with their government as
well as among themselves. And so
we find the Supreme Court imposing conditions on the individual
broadcasting station, including
limitations on the right of contract, in return for the Federal
Government's license.
"Will it be a licensing system
next for the newspapers of this
country? Or will it take the subtle
form of subsidies disguised as government advertising? This we
know: When the newspapers definitely turn for their advertising
revenue away from industry to
government, it is the beginning of
the end for freedom of the press;
and not so far from the end either."
KWIX, San Francisco, new Pacific
Coast station beaming shortwave
broadcasts to Latin America under
the CTAA auspices, will go into operation Aug. 1. Two stations in that,
city are already
newsAmericas
and entertainment tobeaming
the Latin
seven hours a day.
• Broadcast
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WDOD
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A recent survey of national
spot business shows WDOD
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Chattanooga.
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NBC
For Teachers
Bob
Hope
Heads
'Star of Stars9 Poll
WESTINGHOUSE Radio
And
His Show
Leads
Program
Contest
Stations Inc. headquarters in
BOB HOPE scores first on three
BEST QUIZ PROGRAM— Information
Philadelphia, and K Y W,
Please, Quiz Kids, Take it or Leave it,
member station in the city,
counts in the 1943 annual "Star of
Truth or Consequences, Dr. I Q, Kay Kyser's College, Thanks to the Yanks, PeoStars Poll" of radio listeners, conwill cooperate with PhilAre Funny, Battle of the Sexes, What's
ducted by Movie-Radio Guide and
My pleName?
adelphia Public Schools this
released this week. The NBC
summer to provide a series of
BEST DRAMATIC PROGRAM— Lux Radio
lectures on radio which will
Theater, One Man's Family, Those We
comedian heads the list of "Radio's
Love, Mr. District Attorney. First Nighter,
be given throughout July.
Aldrich Family, Screen Guild Players, InStar of Stars," and is rated the
Gordon Hawkins, program
Sanctum, Mayor of the Town, The
Thin nerMan
"Best Comedian," while his NBC
supervisor of WRS Inc., will
program for Pepsodent Co. holds
BEST DAYTIME SERIAL — Vic and Sade,
have charge of the course deBachelor's Children, Road of Life, Portia
top place in the "Favorite Prosigned to acquaint teachers
Faces Life. Big Sister. Life Can Be Beautiful, Valiant Lady, Ma Perkins, Story of
gram" group.
with
all
phases of broadcastMary Marlin, Those We Love.
Nelson Eddy, formerly CBS, is
ing. Mr. Hawkins will
BEST DANCE ORCHESTRA— Harry
specialize in lectures on script
runner up in the "Star of Stars"
James, Kay Kyser, Guy Lombardo, Tommy
writing
and will invite other
classification, followed by Bing
Dorsey, Sammy Kaye, Fred Waring,
Horace Heidt, Abe Lyman, Xavier Cugat,
executives of the headquarCrosby, CBS singer. Red Skelton
Benny Goodman
ters group and of KYW to
and Jack Benny, NBC, follow Bob
BEST NEWS COMMENTATOR— Lowell
talk on subjects in their parThomas, H. V Kaltenborn, Walter WinHope in the list of 10 top comedticular field.
chell, Gabriel Heatter, Fulton Lewis Jr.,
ians.
Earl Godwin. Raymond Gram Swing, H. R.
Baukhage, Elmer Davis, Boake Carter.
Half of the leaders in this year's
WHEELING
STEEL Corp.,
rating of 17 categories also ranked
BEST SPORTS COMMENTATOR— Bill
Stern, Ted Husing, Red Barber, Guy SavWheeling,
W.
Va.,
which on June
first last year — including Lux
age, Bob Elson, Mel Allen, Ty Tyson.
France
27 plans to start a summer vacaRadio Theatre, CBS dramatic proCarthy. Laux, Ed Thorgersen, Clem Mction for its Musical Steelmakers
gram; Vic and Sade, CBS dayBEST ANNOUNCER — Don Wilson, Milprogram on the BLUE, will retime serial; Information Please,
ton Cross, Ken Carpenter, Harlow Wilturn the employe family show
cox, Bill Goodwin, Harry Von Zell, DurNBC quiz program; Bill Stern,
ward
Kirby,
Bob
Brown,
Richard
Stark,
Sept.
26 to its current Sunday
Jim Ameche.
,
NBC sports announcer, and Don
evening period, 5:30-6. Lineup of
stations will be increased from the
Wilson, NBC announcer.
present 78 to 92. Plans for next
Appearing in exactly the same
Production of Castoria
season's series will be more elaborposition as last year are commenate than heretofore, and will be
Is Resumed by Centaur
tators Lowell Thomas, BLUE; H.
worked out by John L. Grimes.
V. Kaltenborn, NBC, and Walter
PRODUCTION of Fletcher's CasWheeling advertising manager, and
toria has been resumed and will go
Winchell, BLUE, while Elmer
Scott Smith, president of Critchon
sale
again
about
Sept.
15,
it
was
Davis drops from fourth place as
field & Co., Chicago, agency in
announced last week by Harold B.
charge, at a meeting in the near
CBS commentator in last year's
Thomas, vice-president of Sterling
future.
poll, to ninth place. New listing
Drug Inc. Manufacture was interis that of "Best USO Program,"
rupted nearly two months ago
the leaders being Stage Door Canwhen the presence of a nauseateen, CBS, Philip Morris, CBS and
causing irritant was discovered in
Miller's Labor Code
certain batches of the product and
Bob Hope, NBC.
DECISIONS of the NLRB that
List of winners is as follows :
the company issued a nation-wide
affect radio broadcasting have been
warning to the public and used raRADIO'S STAR OF STARS— Bob Hope,
compiled into a book by Joseph L.
Nelson Eddy, Bing Crosby, Don McNeill,
dio announcements to call in outMiller, NAB director of labor reJessica Dragonette, Jack Benny, Kate
standing
stocks
[Broadcasting,
Smith, Red Skelton, Joan Blaine, Don
lations, which is now being mailed
May
10].
Ameche.
to stations by the NAB. The book,
Research
conducted
by
the
comMY FAVORITE PROGRAM— The Pepsocondensed from 48 volumes of
pany has solved the mystery of
dent Program, Lux Radio Theater, BreakNLRB decisions, contains texts of
the foreign ingredient which found
One Information
Man's Family,Please,
FibberSaturMcGee &fast Club,
Molly,
radio
representation decisions and
its way into the product, Mr. Thomday Night Serenade, Kraft Music Hall,
a list of unfair labor practice deThose We Love, Metropolitan Opera.
as stated. He explained that the
cisions. In an accompanying letBEST COMEDIAN— Bob Hope, Red
use of lower sugar content necesSkelton, Jack Benny, Fibber McGee &
ter,
President
Neville Miller points
sitated by wartime restrictions inMolly, Fred Allen, Edgar Bergen, Eddie
out that the handling of labor reterfered with normal aging proCantor, Garry Moore, Ed Gardner, Don
McNeill.
lations is of the greatest importcesses and contributed to the forance and comments that the author
mation of the irritant. Methods for
FAVORITE USO PROGRAM— Stage Door
Canteen, Philip Morris, Bob Hope, Army
"has performed a real service for
preventing a recurrence have been
Hour, Vox Pop, Soldiers With Wings,
developed, he said.
Command Performance, Meet Your Navy,
the industry."
Spotlight Bands, Gracie Fields.
BEST MALE SINGER OF POPULAR
SONGS — Bing Crosby, Jack Baker, Dennis Day, Frank Sinatra, Frank Munn,
Lanny Ross, Harry Babbitt. Barry Wood,
Morton Downey, Curley Bradley.
BEST WOMAN SINGER OF POPULAR
SONGS— Dinah Shore, Ginny Simms, Kate
Smith, Frances Langford, Jessica Dragonette, Nancy Martin, Gracie Fields, Mary
Martin, Helen Forrest, Marion Mann.
BEST MALE SOLOIST OF CLASSICAL
SONGS — Nelson Eddy, Richard Crooks,
John Charles Thomas, Frank Munn, Jack
Baker, Conrad Thibault, Lawrence Tibbett, James Melton, Lanny Ross, Jan
Pierce.
BEST WOMAN SOLOIST OF CLASSICAL SNGS — Jessica Dragonette, Gladys
Swarthout, Lily Pons, Jeanette MacDonald, Margaret Speaks, Vivian della Chiesa.
Rise Stevens, Lucille Manners, Jean Dickenson, Grace Moore.
BEST ACTOR— Lionel Barrymore, Les Tremayne, Don Ameche, Orson Welles, Ronald
Colman, Hugh Studebaker, Les Damon.
FOUR KOA staff members now in uniform, whose visits coincided, were
Walter Pidgeon, Jay Jostyn, Alan Ladd.
guests at a hastily assembled luncheon in the Denver station's studios
BEST ACTRESS— Barbara Luddy, Greer
Garson, Bette Davis, Claudia Morgan,
June 12. Other uniformed guests were Lt. Com. Lloyd E. Yoder, Navy
Helen Hayes, Joan Blaine, Nan Grey,
public relations officer in Denver, and Flight Lt. Ault, guest of KOA's
Madeleine Carroll, Alice^ Frost, Jeanette
Lt. Carter. (L to r) Lt. Com. Yoder; Marine Cadet William Michelson,
MacDonald.
WAAC Lt. Jeanne Carter, Lt. Ault, Lt. Stanley Brown of the EngineerBEST MUSICAL PROGRAM— Your Hit
Parade, Kay Kyser, Waltz Time, Hour of
ing Corps, and pilot Lt. Charles E. Brady, AAF. KOA record is 67% of
Charm, Voice of Firestone, Kraft Music
male staff in uniform since June, 1941, with one girl in the SPARS and
Hall, Bell Telephone Hour, Pause That
one in the WAAC. Three lt. commanders, and a major, captain, and
Refreshes, Metropolitan Opera, New York
Philharmonic.
six lieutenants in the Army!
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Announces

Summer

Based

Shows

on 'Fresh Approach

to
Wartime Living,' Menser Says
TO REPLACE commercial programs taking summer vacations
from NBC, the network has built
a group of sustaining shows, announced last week by Clarence L
Menser, NBC vice-president in
charge of programs, as "distinguished by a fresh approach to
the problems of wartime living."
Replacing The Great Gildersleeve,
Sundays 6:30-7 p.m., from July 4
to Aug. 22, will be a dramtic program, Men At Sea, telling the story
of men in the Merchant Marine. A
camp show, titled Music in the Air,
emphasizing entertainment provided by members of the Air Forces,
will replace The Aldrich Family,
Thursdays, 8:30-9 p.m., July 9-29.
A musical variety show with
talks by prominent speakers will
fill the March of Time period,
Thursdays, 10:30-11 p.m., July 8
to Aug. 12, and NBC String Quartet replaces What's My Name?
July 4 to Sept. 12 in the Sunday
10:30-11 p.m. period.
Two other sustaining substitutes
have been announced previously,
including Words At War, for Maxwell House Coffee Time, Thursdays,,
8-8:30 p.m., June 24 to Aug. 26!
and Hot Copy for Truth Or Consequences, Saturdays, 8:30-9 pm.
July 3 to Aug. 28.
Gillin Reminded

of WLS

Coverage Map of 1942
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Our good friend John Gillin oi
WOW ran into an Irish snag bj

the name of Gene O'Fallon not sc
long ago. It seems that Johnny;
claimed WOW was the first radic
station to use the Foreign News
Service of the Chicago Daily Newsi
Gene, it seems, had seen the possi
bilities of this service first an
had bought it. John was very sorr;
about his faux pas and went on
record as such.
Now, far be it from me to caus^
John any more trouble, but Ij
would like to point out at thi:l
time that WLS issued a coverag
map in July of 1942 that was pur
posely compiled to incorporate al
suggested features proposed by th«
four A's and the NAB. The WLi
coverage map was based on over >
million letters received by WLS in
1941 as well as our millivolt con
tours. I believe that our map (noV
over a year old) meets all stano,
ards laid down by the variou!
agencies
requesting
a standard}
zation
of radio
coverage.
I repeat, John has had enougi
good friends.
trouble
lately, so we'll just starij
Glenn Snyder, 1
Chicago, June 11, Manager,
1943WLS II

Co., representative!
W. S. GRANT
continues
to represent KTKC, Visnlifl
Cal. in northern Pacific Coast areij
while Homer Grifiith Co. represent
KTKC in the Los Angeles area rathe
than the Pacific Coast area as rj
ported
June 14. a«
cording into Broadcas
the Grantting
company.
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850 kc. FIGHT OVER;
OTHERS
EYE WAVE
FINIS was written to the battle
of the 850 kc. channel breakdown
last Tuesday with the FCC announcement that it had adopted its
decision and order permitting
WHDH, Boston, and WJW, Akron,
now being moved to Cleveland, to
operate on that channel with 5,000
watts fulltime. The frequency, on
which KOA, Denver, is the dominant station, heretofore has been
a 1-A clear channel and has been
embroiled in litigation for several
years, which wound up in the Supreme Court last month with a defeat for the Commission.
Despite the court victory of NBC,
licensee of KOA, entitling it to a
full hearing on the proposed transfer, the network, after seeking unsuc es ful y to have the Commission postpone the hearing until after the war, defaulted on its hearing right [Broadcasting, June 14].
As a consequence, the FCC at its
last meeting formally approved
the order breaking down the clear
channel and giving the two stations
fulltime on the wave. WHDH is
the BLUE outlet in Boston, while
WJW will become a BLUE outlet
in Cleveland when finally moved,
probably by Aug. 1.
With the breakdown of the wave,
it is expected other applications
shortly will be filed for operation
on the frequency, consistent with
the FCC rules. Under the Commission's freeze order of April 27,
1942, however, no new authorizations can be made unless no critical
equipment or manpower is required.
RADAR

IN AUTOS

Foreseen as Postwar Use
By Rep. Starnes
RADAR equipment, widely used by
the Army Signal Corps, may find
civilian use in automobile equipment after the war, according to a
statement before the House of Representatives byRep. Starnes (D.Ala.) in which he highlighted the
"achievements,
civil,No.of
United States military
in WorldandWar
2." Radar

safety devices in medium-priced cars will indicate danger from vehicles approaching at
intersections, will show stop li.ehts
some distance ahead, or signal that
a car wants to pass on either side
by means of lights on the instrument panel, he said.
"Other developments in the field
of communications, which will be
useful after the war, include the
Walkie-Talkie short range radio
sets, improved teletypewriter service transmitted by radio, and improved ship-to-shore radio telephone service," said Rep. Starnes.
Developments in radio meteorological equipment will provide better
weather reporting in the future
than we have ever known, he added.

Heads KINY, Juneau
PERRY HILLEARY, has been appointed manager of KINY, Juneau,
succeeding Walter Carl. He was
formerly assistant manager of
KTKN, Ketchikan, coming to Alaska last fall from KOMO, Seattle.
Both Alaskan stations are owned
by Edwin A. Kraft, president of
Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Page
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Vast

FIRST INSIDE LOOK at a radar production line is revealed in this
photo approved by the Navy Department. These women workers, formerly employed in making civilian radio equipment, now assemble radar
devices at a General Electric plant for the Navy.

?StaticEiiminator'forPostWar
Market
Device

Devised
Expected

Requires

to Find

Development of a "static eliminator" has been a primary goal in
radio since the beginning of the
art, and while innumerable devices
have been reported, none to date
has been found effective. Goodyear
announced that the new, simple device, which will be retailed at a few
dollars following the war, can be
applied effectively for both amplitude modulation and FM uses. FM
is not subject to interferences from
atmospheric static.
Utilizes Static
Goodyear told those who attended the research laboratory dedication that the new device, known as
the "radio static neutralizer," is
the discovery of Gilbert J. C. Andrisen, research physicist, who
worked on it independently for a
number of years and completed it
recently in Akron for Goodyear.
It was stated the device not only
subdues static to the point where
it no longer interferes with reception, but for the first time converts
the electrical energy of the static
into useful work.
The development work on the
static eliminator started last August, Goodyear advised Broadcasting. The present device was said
to be the newest and the only one
developed, so far as the company
knows.
"The device is unequal to FM,"
Goodyear stated, "but can reduce
or eliminate some kinds of static

Goodyear

Immediate

Critical Materials

AN INVENTION which largely
neutralizes both man-made and atmospheric static in all portions of
the spectrum and which will be applied to home receiver production
after the war was disclosed last
Tuesday by the Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co., Akron, at the dedication of its new research laboratory.

which baffle FM."

by

Military

Use;

for Production

The device was described as consisting of an attachment beneath
the amplification tube in the receiver. The attachment in turn is
connected to the static eliminator,
which is about four inches by two
inches by 2% inches and is plugged
to the set interior near the amplification tube. The entire attachment weighs less than six ounces
and can be retailed "for several
dollars after the war." Since it
uses highly critical materials, it
will be available only for war uses,
particularly war planes.
No information was available in
Washington on the static eliminator. The FCC engineering department planned to look into it.
Reports from Akron said that
the instrument was designed primarily for war use, in the hope of
making directional beams and code
signals less likely to fail. It was
stated the device is expected to
make flying measurably safer by
eliminating the interference of static with reception, and that it
would improve radar, the potent
detecting and ranging device which
has proved the most spectacular
"secret weapon" of the war. It
was said the neutralizer would
find immediate use, not only on
bomber or fighter planes, but war
ships, tanks, command cars, jeeps,
and at radio stations.
Device Demonstrated
Visiting newspapermen saw the
static neutralizer at work. A regular program was tuned in. An announcer was talking. Artificial
static was produced in sufficient
volume to smother the voice. Then
the neutralizer went into action.
The static dropped to a thin blur
and the voice came back. One newspaper report said:
"The machine uses small elec-

Electronic

Uses

Foreseen
by Monteith
APPLICATIONS of radar and
other electronic devices to civilian
industry was the subject of A. C.
Monteith, manager of the industry
engineering department of Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., in a
talk to the New York Institute of
Finance.
"Tubes are the focal point of the
electronics industry but they are a
small part of it," Mr. Monteith
said. "The circuits necessary to
apply these tubes will run from
four to 200 times the price of the
tubes themselves." The latter range
in size from tiny photo cells to the
large metal cans of Ignitron rectifiers, he said. The Ignitron converts alternating to direct current
for the making of aluminum and
magnesium by electro-chemical
means. It is also used to control
high currents used in welding.
Another helpful partner to industry, the Westinghouse engineer
said, is the Precipitron, which
traps air-borne dust on steel plates
which carry positive and negative
charges. One application is the protection of electric motors in steel
mills and other dusty locations.
Another is the cleansing of machine
shop air from oil mist.
The Mot-O-Trol is an electronic
partner of the Ismitron when used
to regulate starting and speed of
direct current motors.
Application of electronics to industry, Mr. Monteith said, is moving at top speed. Future of any
particular use depends on whether
it "does a job better than a tried
and
said. proven mechanical method," he
TO HELP recruit aircraft spotters for
the Army Air Forces First Fighter
Command, CBS, in cooperation with
this division of the armed forces, on
July 8 starts a quarter-hour evening
program featuring pick-ups from spotter units throughout the country. John
Dietz will direct. Script will be written by Joseph Ruscoll.
tronic tubes in such a way that
they discriminate between static
and the desired signal and automatically control the amount of
static energy which can pass
through the set. Recently, during
a terrific thunderstorm, with lightning striking close to the laboratory, the operator reduced the attendant static to a whisper and
kept the program going."
Another report stated:
"The neutralizer makes use of
small electronic tubes in such a way
that they are automatically adjusted to each radio signal, whether
weak or strong. They serve to
discriminate between static and
the desired signal and automatically control the amount of static
energy which can pass through the
set. A detection control circuit
eliminates static which is louder
even than the incoming signal.
"In one test, a 25,000-volt spark
from the ignition system of an engine was projected directly upon
the antenna of a receiving set. The
neutralizer eliminated this so effectively that it was possible to
tune in a shortwave radio program
from Europe."
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Ever since its formation by the Continental
Congress on November 10, 1775, the United
States Marine Corps has served our nation

enemies are finding that out to their sorrow.

with breath-taking courage and unswerving
devotion. To their motto, Semper Fidelis

been a guide and inspiration to the Marines.
By being faithful to its audience, WTIC has
gained the loyalty and respect of a vast
number of people. That loyalty and respect
pays rich dividends for the advertisers who

Ever since its formation in 1925, WTIC has
adhered to the same watchword that has

(Always Faithful), might well be added the
words "And Always First." It was the Marine
Corps that went into the steaming, sniperinfested jungle of Guadalcanal, and drove the
enemy back into the sea. "The Marines have
landed and the situation is well in hand" is
more than an empty catch-phrase. Our

UlRECT

use WTIC's facilities. Ask them about WTIC.
They'll tell you that
THERE'S

NOT

ANOTHER

LIKE

ROUTE
TO AMERICA'S
NO. 1 MARKET
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation

Member

of NBC

and New

England Regional Network

Represented by WEED & COMPANY, New York, Boston,
Ch icago, Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood

IT!

D for six weeks,
DU
SCHE
n LE
seve
times a week on WEBR,
Buffalo, starting June 21, 60
Niagara Frontier Industries
are cooperating with WEBR in a
program to curb absenteeism and
promote safety. The program, consisting of live dramas, transcribed
music and safety jingles, interviews
with workers, talks from plant personnel department and union representatives, isto be broadcast at
various hours to give a greater and
more varied audience an opportunity of hearing it. Each week on
the bulletin boards of cooperating
firms, large printed posters will tell
a new story relating to absenteeism
and safety and give information
about the contest for suggestions
for safety and for curbing absenteeism. Eleven prizes totaling $500 for
best suggestions on each subject are
offered. Following the series, best
suggestions will be printed in
pamphlet form and presented to the
cooperating firms.

RCAF Sub Program
to do when enemy submarines are seen is the basis for a
semi - instructional quarter - hour
Royal Canadian Air Force program
started on all French language stations ialong the St. Lawrence River
and Gulf area. The program is recorded, carries a dramatization of
enemy activity and explanation of
what to do when enemy submarines,
or other enemy activity, is noticed
in the locality. The program is also
to be recorded for use in the Maritimes on English language stations.
The French program has 26 episodes, the English, 13. Program
goes out over Canadian Broadcasting Corp. French network and on
independent stations as a public
service broadcast. Recordings are
made by the Compeau Co., Montreal.
# !fc
Pecks Out
WHAT

COMPANION to Mutual's Nick
Carter series starts on that network July 5 on sustaining basis,
with "Chick" Carter, fictional son
of Nick Carter, detective, as principal character. Chick Carter — Boy
Detective, will be tied in with the
adult edition, "father" and "son"
visiting each other's programs
from time to time. Fritz Blocki, a
director of Kenyon & Eckhardt, will
direct the series as a free-lance.
Scripts are being prepared by
Charles Michelson, S & S copyright
agent.

Income
Now

PROGRAMS
Students Write
Right on Time
HIGH SCHOOL students Robert
THE VITAL importance of "getMarion and Louis Garfinkle are
ting the right men with the right
equipment to the right place at writing and narrating Youth Farm
Front Reporter, five-minute Friday
the right time" is the message conafternoon program on KIRO,
veyed in the BLUE weekly series
Enough — And On Time presented
Seattle, giving reports on recruitment of pupils for farm work, inin conjunction with the adminiscluding anecdotes and personality
trative and technical divisions of
sketches on youths participating.
the Army Service Forces of the
War Dept. Entertaining as well as
Other public service shows concerning food production are Your Work
informative, the program features
Is A Weapon and Battle For Food,
an orchestra conducted by Capt.
stressing volunteer farm labor, the
Harry Salter, with Col. William
Slater as narrator.
former emphasizing the need for
women volunteers; Green Hands,
*
* *
dealing with the youth farm aid
Saludos Amigos
program is written and dramatized
PROMOTING better understandby Seattle high school pupils. Bill
ing between Latin America and
Moshier, agriculture and public
North America, BLUE has started
affairs director of KIRO, produces
a weekly 25-minute program of
the programs.
popular music of both countries,
titled Saludos Amigos. Music is
WPB Spokesman
supplied by Paul LaValle and his
GUEST talks on salvage and other
orchestra, with Victoria Cordova,
singer and actress, the Andrini
WPB campaigns are given on women's programs by Alice Pentlarge
Continentals, and Jose Feri-er as
of the WPB Division of Informam.c. Series is presented in cooperation, Campaign and Media branch.
tion with the Coordinator of InterMiss Pentlarge, formerly with
American Affairs.
WMCA, New York, gives eye witness accounts of the role salvaged
Johnston Speech
materials play in winning the war.
She is available for local broadBROADSIDE copies, 10,000 of
casts, and has appeared on several
them, with a reprint order already
network shows.
in, have been mailed of a speech
by U. S. Chamber of Commerce
President Eric Johnston on KMYR,
Ball Club Pays
Denver. The occasion was the 59th
A BASEBALL club sponsoring
annual meeting of the Denver
Chamber of Commerce on May 7, baseball news is the something
broadcast by KMYR. The subject
different in sports broadcasts being offered by WGL, Ft. Wayne.
was "Forward to a Dynamic AmerAiming to increase local interest in
ica". Copies were mailed to local
and national accounts and agenhard ball, the Ft. Wayne Shamcies.
rocks have taken the 5:45-6 p.m.
*
* *
spot Thursday and Friday featurVisiting Mike
ing Tom Carnegie. Reinforcing this
15.
radio fan-making effort, Shamrocks
GOING into homes and clubs for
interviews, KXEL, Waterloo, la., are admitting free all boys under
?£= Sj5
is presenting a new feature, Let's
Visit. Portable transcribing equipHealth Tips
ment is used and broadcast conCOMMERCIALS aimed to build
sists of playback. Idea is to acquaint listeners with the many pagoodwill and a reputation for intriotic activities carried on by varitegrity among physicians and the
ous organizations and to foster
public at large are featured by
worthy causes on the home front,
Denny Brann,
Drugs,
px-emaking it informative as well as
scription
house
in exclusive
Des Moines,
entertaining.
which has purchased the 1:55 news
period with John R. Irwin on KSO.
Important tips on health and how
to help meet the shortage of doctors
are also given.
f**&t

AMICABLE RELATIONS between war industry and armed forces is
goal of Farnsworth Company and WGL, of Ft. Wayne, in new party
game show aired from downtown Servicemen's Center. Farnsworth
Firing Line contestant scores his points on dart board; gets double if
he answers questions correctly. 1st prize is 12 silver dollars. Turnout
is good, and growing, with 300 joining in fun at a recent session.
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CBC
Debt

Must Overhaul
Entire Plant
After War, Report Says

Fat Salvage

Page

Rises,

SALUTES to cities of the Southwest with outstanding records in
the Fats Salvage campaign are being given by WFAA-WBAP in
Mrs. Tucker's Smile Time, three
times weekly. Lt. Daniel C. Cutter,
Ordnance Branch, Eighth Service
Command, explains the value of the
fats campaign on each program.
❖ ❖ &
S. C.'s Contribution
DETAILING Southern California's
contribution to the war effort, a
quarter-hour transcribed series
featuring Hedda Hopper as m.c,
is featured on KNX, Hollywood.
Twice weekly program relates
story of communities, people, industries and agriculture at war.
BROADCASTING

REVENUE of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. increased slightly in
the fiscal year ending March 31,
1943, Dr. J. S. Thomson, CBC general manager, told the Parliamentary Committee on Broadcasting at Ottawa on June 17. Income
from commercial operations was increased by $186,000 to $1,250,000,
and
income
from each
annual
licenses
of $2.50
up listeners'
$216,000
to $3,600,000. The CBC now is entirely free of indebtedness and
able to sheet,
presentDr.a Thomson
"satisfactory"
balance
said.
Expansion of equipment is now
limited, but when the war ends
CBC will have to overhaul its entire plant and take advantage of
wartime radio developments, the
Committee was told.
The 1942-43 fiscal year saw expenditure of $2,330,000 for programs, actually exceeding income
received from licenses. The revenue
from commercial operations enabled
the CBC to perform various public services, among them the CBC
Overseas Unit, on which $124,000
was expended. Operations for the
year showed a net surplus of $230,
261. On March 31, 1943, the CBC
had 726 employees, and staff problems were acute.
Engineering Report
Reviewing technical problems
and French language programs,
Dr. Augustine Frigon, CBC assistant general manager, told the
Committee that experience gained
in designing the Fighting French
short-wave station at Brazzaville,
Equatorial Africa, was extremely
valuable. He reported on the installation of low-powered repeater
stations in British Columbia and
New Brunswick, and said others
would be installed at Williams
Lake, Quesnel and Prince George
in British Columbia, and at Sioux
Lookout, Ont. These are 250 watt
transmitters to carry programs
from CBC stations to isolated communities where there is poor reception of regular nearby broadcasting stations. He also reported
on extension of the CBC network
to Prince George, B. C, and Amos,
Rouyn and Val d'Or in Quebec.
He anticipated extensive changes
in transmitters after the war, and
adapters developed to apply to
present receivers.
French language programs are
being expanded with emphasis on
the war effort and national unity.
Efforts have been made to locate
new talent and encouragement given to those showing talent. Dr.
Thomson told the Committee the
CBC has to shoulder the entire responsibility ofserving the French
minority outside Quebec, since private station owners on the prairies,
with whom he had discussed French
language programs, had told him
they did not want them.
• Broadcast
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CITY
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NASHVILLE

&90

NASHVILLE
$/09

Million

"WNOXViLLE"
TRADING AREA
* 251

Million

"WNOXVILLE"
Sale*
the

Management

i

"WNOXVILLE"

u

1942

trading
Retail

WNOXVILLE

figures

area

is

show

"TOPS"

Sale*

$251,179,000
$109,000.000

NASHVILLE

MEMPHIS
NEW

newest

$206,000,000
$215,000.000

ORLEANS

DENVER
DALLA
S

$226,000,000
$230.000,000

ATLANTA

$250,000,000

(All retail sales figures used herein with permission of SALES MANAGEMENT'S 1943 Survey of
Buying Power. Retail sales figures for cities other than "Wnoxville " are City, not trade are*, estimates.)
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H~ PROMOTION for the New
LF York Philharmonic concei-t
■
series by Margaret Dotson,
promotion manager of
WCKY, Cincinnati, includes the
to keyitems:
following
officers of
the bulletins
PTA in 229
greater Cincinnati schools; contacts with selected history, English,
music and drama professors at the
U. of Cincinnati; brochures; cooperation of the Cincinnati Symphony Assoc., "Friends of the Cinand
cinnati Symphony
the Cincinnati
in Orchestra",
school boards
area. A tieup has been made with
the Cincinnati public library and
also with bookstores for displays
featuring Carl Van Doren, series
commentator. New York Philharmonic Orchestra pictures are being
sent with captions.

TEL 6-2T5T

Meickandi5inj
&
Promotion
Housewives League — Homemakers Booths
Last Train — Radio Column
Radio Column
WMRN, Marion, 0., is using a
weekly radio column printed in the
Marion County Review to promote
their advertisers. Announcer Todd
Branson writes the weekly feature,
which reaches 40,000 readers each
issue with material slanted for entertainment aswell as information
about the station's sponsors. A
"sustaining" feature is a report on
doings of persons and organizations
throughout the County.

Housewives' League
IN A THREE-color 48-page brochure titled "Foresight and Hindsight," WBBM, Chicago, summarizes the first six-months' progress of Housewives' Protective
League, a six-a-week participating
program. The 4x5 booklet comprises
testimonials from advertisers who
purchased time on the show, and
when reversed the mailing-piece offers athumb-flip movie.

63 CHESTNUT STREET
• SPRINGFIELD ■ MASS.
500 WATTS-12TO
KC ■ REGIONAL CHANNEL
Member
NAB
Basic Blue Network
June 15, 1943

Mr. B. A. Caparell
International News Service
235 East 45th Street
New York, New York
Dear Mr. Caparell:.
Just a line to let you know that we are very pleased that
we decided to take on the INS news service nearly a year
ago. It has proven to be a very worthwhile service, well
edited, and gives us the latest news in a great many instances ahead of other services on other stations.
™/e wish
especially to thank your organization for the few times
that we needed special dope for news periods for advertisers.
I sun referring in particular to our request of a few days
ago for the most important news events of 1942, which we
wished to obtain for one of our most important clients.
As you will recall, we sent you a telegram one afternoon
and the information was in our hands the following morning.

To Advertisers, Agencies
BELIEVING the "widest possible
circulation" should be given the sixparagraph tribute to advertisers
and their agencies for their noteworthly contributions to the war
effort, which NBC originally ran in
trade paper advertisements, the
network has released a special brochure entitled "Sincerely Yours".
The grey-and-white booklet reproduces the tribute, directed to "leaders of American industry, to executives, copywriters and artists of
American advertising agencies and
members of the Advertising Coun* * *
Last Train
CBS and 20th Century-Fox have
made a tie-up for radio exploitation of the film, "Last Train From
Berlin". Harry W. Flannery, Hollywood commentator and former
Berlin correspondent, will portray
himself in the film and has been
signed as technical advisor for its
production. CBS, it is understood,
will be used exclusively for release
of exploitation
inasmuch as 20th
cil."
Century-Fox ultimatum forbidding
its contract players to appear on
NBC and BLUE network shows remains in force.
% *fc ♦
Homemakers' Booths
ADVERTISERS on the Food Fair
program of WEEI, Boston, are
given further promotion by the
station through display booths set
up in different markets for three
days a week. At least 235,000
women visitors have obtained firsthand information at these booths
on brands advertised on the program and given advice on wartime
food shortages. Peggy Kiley, marketing expert on the program, invites listeners to meet her at the
booth and is warmly welcomed.
* * *
New Member
HERALDING its affiliation with
the Blue network, WROK, Rockford, 111., sent 1,600 local business
firms "Radio-Grams," and timebuyers throughout the nation received a new market data sheet.
Governor Dwight H. Green participated in a special dedicatory broadcast. Advertisements spotlighting
Blue shows were placed in Rockford dailies for a week previous
to the affiliation, and ads and stories
appeared in the Camp Grant Sentinel and in Broadcasting.
* * *
Guessing Game
SIX pure-bred English Suffolk
horses, of the breed used in days
of yore to haul beer wagons, together with a heavy show wagon
were paraded through the streets
of Troy, N. Y. under auspices of
WTRY to sell War Bonds, with a
P. A. system and remote broadcast equipment to attract attention. Bond buyers were allowed to
guess weight of the teams and
cargo, with five best guessers getting free Bonds.
* * *
For Schools
TO REMIND teachers and students of the broadcast times of
Lands of the Free, and Music of
the New World, 1500 two-color posters, calling attention to these programs of NBC's
Inter-American
University
of the Air,
have been
mailed
York City's elemencity. tarytoand New
high schools. Series is
presented in cooperation with the
Board of Superintendents of the
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Radio has captured American ears and made them one. When

the

President is "on the air," all America listens. The same voice— the
same words— that enter your ears, enter the ears of everyone else.
Every listener hears the same expressions— the same ideas— at the
same instant. All of us get the same facts— apply them to our individual
needs and aspirations— draw our conclusions— arrive quickly at National opinion.
Americans on prairie farms, in New York apartments, in mining
communities, in factory towns— east, west, north, south— laugh together
at radio comics; listen together as radio news reporters describe flood

RCA

BROADCAST

J BUY
in the mid-west, battle on Attu*. bombing over Berlin, holocaust
in
Boston, gossip in Washington, starvation in Greece, victory in Tunisia.
The Broadcasting stations are carrying a vast responsibility. We of
RCA share that responsibility— are deeply anxious to do everything
in our power to assist broadcasters tc maintain the continuity and quality of their service. To the utmost of our
UNITKD
ability under war conditions RCA engineers will respond
KgyiCTORY
WAR
promptly to the call of any broadcasting company or sta%ONDS
tion needing technical assistance, or equipment for maintenance, repair and operating supplies.

EQUIPMENT

RCA VICTOR DIVISION • RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA • CAMDEN, N. 1-
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OWI—

With

or

Without

ELMER DAVIS, like many before him who
have ventured into public life because of the
war, is ensnarled in a fight with Congress.
It's a partisan, political fight. The House
majority, a fusion of Republicans and some
Democrats, wants to cut off funds for the
Domestic Branch of OWI, including its Radio
Bureau. The Senate, usually more complacent
and objective, probably won't be willing to go
that far.
From our radio vantage point, we think it
woud be tragic to snuff out the Domestic
Branch. Certainly some mistakes have been
made. Mr. Davis, as the top man, is held responsible. We think perhaps some of the
starry-eyed zealots, holdovers from the OFF
regime, have on occasions led Mr. Davis astray.
And the former radio news analyst himself
has fluffed a few, including his recent Boston
speech cracking Washington's newspaper
corps. His combined network broadcast series,
we thought from the first, was a serious
blunder which would open him up to charges
of the character now being heard.
Despite all that, the job done is certainly
an improvement over that of the OFF, which
went out of business a year ago, absorbed
by OWI. We doubt whether even the most
rabid anti-Davisites will contend that no
OWI at all is better than a half-efficient one.
From the radio standpoint, OWI has performed an invaluable service. Before the formation of the Radio Bureau, program clearance was on a hit-and-miss, catch-as-catchcan basis. Stations and networks were plagued
with demands for time; pressures were exerted everywhere. The stuff, in most cases,
was badly processed, poorly contrived and
repetitious.
Under the program channeling and allocations plans devised by the Radio Branch, a
smooth-running operation has been effected.
The Radio Bureau is clearing programs for
32 Government agencies. Broadcasters have
only one Government source with which to
deal. Before the plan was evolved stations
were carrying an average of 44 Government
spots or programs a day; now it runs a dozen
for network affiliates and 16 for independents.
Repetition has been eliminated. A professional
job is being done, inuring to the public good
and in the best interests of Government and
industry alike.
Page
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We

don't argue that Elmer Davis accomplished all this. The basic job was done, with
his blessing, by such men as Gardner Cowles
Jr., W. B. (Bill) Lewis and a host of others
who started practically from scratch, and
since have left. It is being carried on effectively by Don Stauffer, the present Radio
Bureau chief. E. Palmer Hoyt, able publisher
of the Portland Oregonian, which runs KGW
and KEX, is on hand ready to step into Mike
Cowles' large-sized shoes, if the Senate rectifies the mistake made by the House.
Should the temper of Congress be such that
the Senate concurs in the House action, we
think the industry itself should be prepared to
carry on. Only chaos would result if the
Government were forced to return to the
pre-OWI system. The industry, probably
through NAB, should be ready to take over
the function of program clearance through
some responsible Government agency, and foot
the bill.
The broadcasting industry wants to see
OWI's domestic operations retained on some
basis, sans whatever partisan political activities may have been carried on. These certainly
haven't had any bearing on the Radio Bureau's
operation. We think we express preponderant
industry sentiment when we advocate maintenance of the essential portions of that service at industry expense, rather than see it
go to pot.
GOODYEAR claims invention of a really
effective ''static eliminator" which will make
its bote after the war. Broadcast engineers are
''from Missouri" — they want to be convinced.
No less than 1,31(8 claims of static eliminator
inventions have been made in the last score of
years, ice're told. Aside from FM, which is
practically staticiess from the atmospheric end,
not one has performed effectively. We hope
Goodyear has done it.
Radiofacts

of

Life

markable Frankfurter document. Gradually
our statesmen and legislators are getting wiser.
The real trouble seems to be that our rank
and file Congressmen, embroiled in more concrete matters and worried about fence-mending back home in the political year coming
up, know radio only in the most superficial
way and regard the "freedom" talk as the
bomb-shelter to which all folks identified with
molding of public opinion take refuge whenever aGovernmental bombardment takes place.
Thus the average politician or candidate for
office regards radio as one damn good campaigning medium, worth its weight in a thousand soap-boxes. Microphone technique has
eliminated the need for Windsor ties, Prince
Albert coats and William Jennings Bryan
hair-trims. A microphone, a couple of campaign issues and an oily voice, fitting the jargon of his constituents, is about all he needs.
But does the political candidate realize that
the Frankfurter opinion not only stifles freedom of the air but also destroys "freedom of
politics?" FCC disclaimers notwithstanding,
that opinion gives the Commission the right
to determine "the composition of the traffic"
on the air, which means the type of programs
which may be broadcast.
The fact that the power hasn't yet been
exercised isn't the question. It can be. What
chance would a non New-Dealer have in getting
time over a network if this power to determine program content were exercised in the
extreme? Of course, the FCC network rules
themselves, barring exclusive time options,
will have a most depressing effect on such
speeches anyway, since the networks will be
in no position to guarantee sustaining time
for any kind of program.
The FCC, or whatever future licensing authority we may have, might well decide, for
instance, that the "public interest" isn't served
by political speeches unless directed to a given
issue. Certainly that sounds ludricious. Prohibition did too, once. The FCC could hold that
the public doesn't care for political speeches.
The cold fact is that the public doesn't. Comedy,
news, music and the entertainment features
have the ratings. But even that small percentage who don't exercise their "push-button
freedom" or who listen because they like it
constitute enough to make radio the most potent political campaigning medium extant.
There's a large-sized educational job to be
done by the industry. Senator Wheeler's Interstate Commerce Committee gets under way!
in September, as things stand now, to write
some new law and, we hope, repeal the Supreme Court's fantastic definition of what
"public interest," means. The House Select
Committee to investigate the FCC gets under1
way any day, with fireworks promised.
The NAB's newly-formed Legislative Committee resolved to do this job when it met last1
month. It was given broad authority to retain;

IT'S ABOUT time lots of folks in official and
political walks learned the facts of life —
radiowise.

counsel for this basic job, in the best interest1
of the national welfare. Congress may quit soonl
for the summer, we hear. Whether it does or:

There's been great tumult since the Supreme Court handed down the network decision
May 10 and turned over to the FCC limitless
powers which, if their significance were generally understood, would bring the unavoidable

does not, time shouldn't be wasted. If Congress recesses, then the broadcasters should

conclusion that it just couldn't happen here.
Newspapers now seem to recognize the threat
to freedom of the press implicit in that re-

be prepared to tell the story to their legislators at home, with the material supplied fromi
the Washington front. If Congress doesn't
quit, then the whole job must be done ir|
Washington. Every day counts. Remember1
the opposition which surrounds the FCC raa<
jority isn't loafing.
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WALTER M. DEAR, publisher of the
Jersey Journal, and former president
of the ANPA, was named chairman of
the recently organized ANPA committee to stimulate production of pulp
woods for use in the manufacture of
munitions and newsprint.

JAMES
ANDREWS, dynamic
JAMES
directox' of radio for Lennen
& Mitchell, is not much of a
hand at sitting back waiting
for things to happen. He prefers
to go out and make them happen,
a philosophy he has practiced consistently since the day he fooled
his parents and the family doctor
by getting himself born ahead of
schedule in New York City instead of waiting to arrive in the
family home in Petersburg, Va.,
as had been planned. For the record, the date was Sept. 9, 1898.
Some years later, when his
graduation from the University of
Michigan was closely followed by
the entry of the United States into
the first world war, Andrews did
not wait to be called but volunteered within 48 hours of the declaration of war, spending the next
two and a half years overseas. At
first he was assigned to the French
and Belgian armies as part of a
crew of shock mechanics whose
duties were to keep in motion the
trucks that carried munitions and
supplies from railheads to the front
lines.
Transferred to combat duty with
the 37th Division, Andrews took
part in five major engagements,
was wounded twice, and returned
home with seven stars on his service ribbon. By-passing New York,
which was aready filled with unemployed war veterans, he headed for
Detroit, where he entered the advertising business with CampbellEwald Co. After a term as advertising manager of Federal Motor
Truck Co., he joined Brooke, Smith
& French, and except for a couple
of years as a staff writer for Liberty Magazine, he has remained in
the agency field ever since.
Andrews' first contact with radio was as a performer on the Red
Apple Club program on WJR, Detroit. This was in 1924, when in addition to his agency duties he gave
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ANDREWS
vent to his Thespian ambitions as
a member of a stock company
whose roster also included Katharine Cornell, Ann Harding, Frank
Morgan, Guthrie McClintock and
others who have become top-ranking stars. Radio was new and interesting and despite the fact that
they were paid off in publicity and
fan mail they were always willing
to appear before the carbon microphones. Andrews was especiallly
welcome at the studios as he could
fill in as a piano player as well as
act, having played his way through
college as pianist and leader of a
dance orchestra.
When advertising discovered in
radio a great new mass medium,
Andrews' vocation and avocation
dovetailed to perfection and he soon
found himself producing a program
starring Rudolph Friml for the
Florists Telegraph Delivery Assn.
Since then the programs Andrews
has handled read like a radio honor
roll. Since 1940 he has guided Big
Sister, Vox Pop, Ellery Queen,
Parker Family, Thin Man, and
Musical Americana with an 102piece orshestra, largest ever to appear regularly on a commercial series. Andrews says it's lucky that
the sponsor (Westinghouse) was in
the electrical manufacturing industry, as the program required a special control panel with seven separate faders.
For Purity Bakeries he directed
a juvenile serial show which,
through an offer of mystic symbol
cards in exchange for seven bread
wrappers, pulled 700,000 letters
(accounting for 4,900,000 loaves of
bread) in three weeks.
Currently under Andrews' aegis
are Walter WinchelPs Jergens
Journal, The Chamber Music Society of Lower Basin Street and
Mr. & Mrs. North, a combination
guaranteed to keep any radio director from getting into a rut.
The recent "censorship" disputes
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WILLIAM C. ALCORD, general manager of WBNX, New York, has left
for Sturgis, Mich., where he spends
his summer vacation. Commercial manager William I. Moore is handling
Mr. Alcorn's duties.
PAUL KESTEN, CBS vice-president
and general manager, left last week on
a three-week vacation.
EMMET H. McMURRY Jr., resigned
program director of WHBQ, Memphis,
has been appointed general manager of
W.TPR, Greenville, Miss.
YALE LASKER, son of George
Lasker, general manager of WORLWCOP. Boston, is to graduate shortly
from the Army pre-flight school at
Maxwell Field, Ala.
CECIL CARMICHAEL has resigned
from NBC's sales promotion division
to enter the armed forces. Before joining NBC in 1942 to handle exploitation on WEAF.
Carmichael
was with New
WLWYork,
and Mr.
WERC,
Cincinnati.
HARMON L. STEVENS, owner and
manager of WHLS, Port Huron.
Mich., is father of a girl born June 16.
NAN HOWARD this year celebrates
her 15th year of selling for WEEI,
Boston. She started her selling career
as a candy saleswoman in Chicago
when her son, now a second lieutenant
in the Signal Corps, was a baby.
THOMAS D. CONNOLLY, CBS director of program promotion, discussed
"Radio in the War Year, 1943" at a
banquet held jointly by WISN, Milwaukee CBS affiliate, and the MilJune 23. waukee County Pharmacists' Assn.
SIDNEY P. DORAIS. auditor of
BLUE Hollywood, has been inducted
into the Army. His duties have been
taken over by Kenneth Stedman, former assistant auditor of the network's
Chicago offices.
ARTHUR SIMON, general manager
of WPEN, Philadelphia, returned to
his desk June 21, after an operation.
BRUCE BARRINGTON, former
news editor and director of special
events turned
of to St.
KXOK,
St. leave
Louis,fromhasNew
reLouis on
York,
where he is a major in the Coast
Artillery.
MANNY MARTINES, salesman of
WTAG. Worcester, has resigned to
join National Transitads as New England representative.
JACK
of Indianapolis is a HARRINGTON
new member of the
sales staff
of WCLE, Cleveland.
M. D. (Doc) MORRIS, hotel and
restaurant manager of the New York
Sun, joins WAAT, Newark, July 6
as account executive.
of Walter Winchell with his sponsor and network must have caused
Andrews to recall a sentence from
a Saturday Evening Post series on
radio he wrote a few years back:
"My experience leads me to believe
that the diplomatic representatives
of this country might well be
chosen from the ranks of advertising agency radio directors."

Wright

Slugged

WINN WRIGHT, eastern manager
of NBC, is recovering in a New
Yoi-k hospital from results of a
mugging June 15 at the hands of
three sailors. Mr. Wright was preparing to spend the night at a Lexington avenue hotel, having missed
a late train for Connecticut, when
the attack occurred. One of the assailants used brass knuckles. Mr.
Wright suffered a head injury.
WILLIAM B. LEWIS, former CBS
vice-president, who recently left the
assistant directorship of OWI, is the
father of a girl.
WALTER A. COOGAN has been appointed director of the new International Division of Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., New York.
BEV.

WALLACE, commercial department of CKWX, Vancouver, has
joined
the
Women's
Royal Canadian
Naval Service
(WREN).
PHIL LALONDE, managing director
of CKAC, Montreal, marked his tenth
year in that post recently and was
tendered a testimonial party by the
CKAC staff. Over 400 attended.
JOHN BLAIR, national representative of WWVA, Wheeling, shot an 81
on his first round at the local country
club golf course.
E. J. ager
McMURRAY
Jr., program
manand chief announcer
of WHBQ,
Memphis, has resigned to become manager of WJPR, Greenville, Miss. He
replaces E. R. Ferguson, who leaves
for the Navy in July.
HARRY Le BRUN,, chief announcer
of WHEC, Rochester, has joined
WNOX, mercial
Knoxville,
as takes
commanager. KenTenn.,
French
his place. Ross Woodbridge, announcer,
is leaving to attend the Red Cross
Field Directors' training school in
Washington, D. C. New announcers
are Robert E. Mclntyre, former director of public information of the
Rochester chapter of the Red Cross,
and Willard De Marse, who has been
doing the Uncle Dan show on WHAM,
Rochester.

MRS. BILL DAVIDSON, wife of Bill
Davidson, former special events director of KECA-KFL Los Angeles, and
now with Army Engineer Corps, has
joined the stations in a clerical capacity.
BETSY O'CROTTY. publicity department of KNX, Hollywood, has been
transferred to production as aide to
Bob Hafter.
LUTHER MASON, formerly of
WCAL, Northfield, Minn., has joined
luth.
the announcing staff of KDAL, DuWILLIAM J. RAFFERTY, purchasing agent of WCAU, Philadelphia,
and Nora Jennings were to be married on June 26, three days after his
final Army physical examination.
ALVIN

JOSEPHY Jr., who has reported for duty in the Marines, was
for five years assistant to Dave Driscoll. Director of War Services and
News at WOR, New York, before
joining the OWI, rather than director of news and special events at
WOR, as reported last week in
Broadcasting. The department at
that time was known as the special
features and news division.
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JERRY LAWRENCE, who conducted
Time, and other ret Saving
Moonlighcorded
music programs on WOR, New
to
York, will join WMCA, New York, of
conduct an hour-long program
classical and semiclassical music, tentatively scheduled to start July 22.
Steve Ellis, record m.c. of WPAT,
Paterson, N. J., last week took over
WOR's Moonlight show, handled by
Ed Fitzgerald since Mr. Lawrence left
a month ago. Mr. Ellis continues
WOR
with WPAT.
HERB CHASON, promotion director
of WHN, New York, married Phoebe
Weinstein June 20, in Harrison, N. Y.
BUD HEYDON, announcer of CKLW,
the CaWindsor-Detr
nadian Army.oit, has joined

CLIFF HOPKINS, announcer of
-Detroit, is recoverCKLW,
ing from Windsor
an appendectomy.

ANNOUNCERS selected by Gillette
Safety Razor Co., Boston, to handle
the broadcast July 13 on Mutual of
the all-star baseball game are Red
Barber and Mel Allen to handle the
color,
play-by-pay description and
while Bill Corum will give highlights
and a summary of the game at its
conclusion. Agency is Maxon Inc.
ARCHIE McCORKINDALE, novelght, has joined the proist and playwri
duction staff of CBR, Vancouver.
LDS, anCARTER REYNO
nouncer with WMT, Cedar Rapids, la.,
before joining the Army, is stationed
with the 74th Airdrome Squadron,
Bushnell Air Base, Bushnell, Florida.
BOB TYROL, announcer of WTIC,
Hartford, who enlisted in the Coast
Guard several months ago, is back on
the air as a member of the U. S. Coast
Guard Academy, originating point for
NBC's 17. S. Coast Guard Parade. Mr.
Tyrol formerly announced the program.
DON McNEILL's 10th year as m.c.
of the BLUE's Breakfast Club was
celebrated June 26 with a special
broadcast birthday party.
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FRANK ERNEST HILL, writer and
narrator of the CBS School of the
seAir programs, last week started acurries of four talks on American
children.
rent events for English school
Titled School Neivs Commentary, the
programs are shortwaved to England
by the BBC.
MAURICE HART, m.c. of recorded
music programs on WNEW, New
a three-year consigned
York, tracthas
with that
station. Martin Block
is the only other record m.c. to hold
a contract on WNEW. After two years
as announcer on that station, Roger
Forster leaves June 30 to freelance
before his induction into the Army
early in August.
ALBERT MORGAN last week left
WABC, New York, where he served
as writer and producer, to join the
Army. CBS Coordinator of Emergency
Protection, Richard Rawls, also entered the Armed Forces last week, assigned to the Signal Corps.
IRVING VENDIG, freelance writer
of Sarasota, Fla., is the new writer of
NBC Helpmate, daytime serial sponsored by Cudahy Packing Co., Chicago. Mr. Vendic also writes Judy &
Jane, transcribed daytime serial sponsored bv Folger Coffee Co.. Kansas
City. Both accounts are handled by
Grant Adv., Chicago.
ENID

HAGER. former radio promotion director for the Philadelphia
Record, morning newspaper, has joined
the staff of WPEN, Philadelphia, as
director of publicity and promotion.
She succeeds Gil Babbitt, who took an
extended leave because of illness.
FRANCIS PETTAY is back with
WHK, Cleveland, after five months
on the West Coast. He will resume as
m.c. on Mutual Goes Calling, broadcast daily at 2 :30 p.m. Carl Mark,
who took over the program in Pettay's
absence, has left for the coast.

Lt. Hurlbut
on Fred
faniaistiMrs.
Tprec
PERFEC
Ap
Hadley, of Sioux City, who
is the model for all listeners
in Utopia — when it arrives.
She not only enjoys radio programs but, as discovered the
other day by WOW, Omaha,
she does something about it.
Every day for the last 3%
years, Mrs. Hadley has written and mailed an "appreciation card" to some newspaper,
friend, or radio station. In
explanation, Mrs. Hadley
states her faith that the word
of praise helps make the
world a better place to live.

BILL FORMAN, program manager
of KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., has resigned to freelance.
ommenwriter-c
WOOD,
HARRIS
Hills, Cal.,
Beverly
KMPC,
tator ofON
is recuperating from an operation.
TED HUSTON, announcer of WIBG,
Philadelphia, is the father of a boy.
JOSEPH NOVETSKY and Elaine
Livingstone, new to radio have joined
the newsroom of WCAU, PhiladelTONY WHEELER, announcer of
WFIL, Philadelphia, is a patient in
phia.
Graduate Hospital.
BILL DUNN, CBS correspondent,
has returned from America to his post
in Sydney, Australia.
HAL WAGNER, assistant program
director of MBS, is the father of a

GEORGE REID, former eastern manRadio Checking Sergirl. agervice,of National
has recently been released from
the Army, being over age. .
FRANK DUNN, announcer on Mutual's The Better Half series, sponsored by Consolidated Razor Blade
Co., has been signed as Paramount
newsreel commentator.

Advising

Fotf j

On Film on Guadalcanal
LT. JAMES V. HURLBUT, former
news editor and publicity director
of WTOP, Washington, and a veteran of the Battle of Guadalcanal,
is serving, through cooperation of
the Marine Corps, as technical advisor on 20th Century-Fox film,
"Gaudalcanal Diary", now in production. Carroll Nye, Hollywood
publicity director of Young & Rubicam, has a major role in the documentary film, "Soldiers of the
Soil", produced
Productions
for E.by I. Pine-Thomas
Du Pont de
Nemours & Co.
Jack Carson, star of the weekly
CBS New Jack Carson Show, sponsored by Campbell Soup Co., will
be featured in the Warner Bros,
Wouldn't
Widow
"The Borge,
picture,Victor
Weep".
pianist, sponsored on BLUE stations by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, joins the Army
his role inby"Meet
completion
upon People"
the
beingof produced
that
film studio. Colleen Townsend, 15year old actress, featured in
W6XACO, Don Lee television station productions, has been signed to
a Paramount term contract. Studio
will utilize her talent in the Aidrich Family film series.
GRACE HICKOK, former reporter of
the Chicago Journal of Commerce, has
joined the publicity department of
WGN, Chicago.
ANDRE BRUMMER, announcer and
conductor, has joined WLIB. Brookseries of relyn. He has conductedthea BBC.
corded programs for
WILLIAM FENDER, former night
manager and chief announcer of
WHOM, Jersey City, has joined
WNEW. New York.

BILL O'DAY, from WBLK, Clarksjoined the anburg, nouncing
W. Va.,
staff of has
WTOL, Toledo.
FRAN FILLMORE has joined
WHIO, Dayton, after four years of
college radio ct Iowa U. and two years
at WSUI. Iowa City.
IRWIN BAKER, member of the guest
relations staff of KOA. Denver, left
last week to enter the Army.

Hon. Tom Lynch
William Esty & Co.
New York City
Dear Tom:
As if I didn't have enough to do tendthey have now
ing to my janitor's duties come
up with
the brainstorm
that I should
handle the corresp
what
Andondence.
burns me is

Ifordon't
that
more
get any
it !
dough
not much to
write. They
Anywaythethere's
big
got

JACK HITCHCOCK, from KFAB,
Lincoln, has joined the announcing
staff of KOA. Denver.
GEORGE HOGAN, announcer of
WOR, New York, is leavinir to join
as "George"
His assignment
Navv.
the the
on
Martha
Dean program
will be
taken over by Joe Ripley.

synthetic
here
derwayrubunber plant
recently
big
all the and
were
Wash, from
guys
the
for
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ceremonies.
The plant is
laraest and
produce
wtheill
world's
nathe synthe20% of tion's
tic ruhber sup-

EVERETT L. BALL, formerly of
WOV, New York, and now in the
OWI's Overseas Shortwave Division,
has joined the announcing staff of
WQXR, New York.
ALICE McCOLLISTER, food authority and dietician who formerly ran a
farm and a New York restaurant, has
started a five-weekly program on food
on WINS. New York.

Mostcouraging
en-note
voiced
was ply.
by
echoed
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Itby ill
sa)— both said
( or vice verthe
justwasa
not plant

LUIS ALGIVAR, Spanish announcer
on the Latin-American staff of CBS,
is the father of a boy.
SGT. BILL MacCRYSTALL. former
announcer of KH.T, Los Angeles, is
now handling production and announcing for Army Air Forces programs
from Merced Army Air Field in Merced, Cal.
MARVIN GRAHAM, announcer, has
left KGO, San Francisco, moving to
Los Angeles.
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y but
str greater
du even
inwartime
would survive and go on to
heights after the war.
Hoping you are the same, JAlgy.
am
WCHS
Charleston, W. VA.
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let
Mr.
Berry- Co.,
Blue Gil
Network
Merchandise Mart Inc.
Chicago, Illinois

INCORPORATED
162-4 REPUBLIC BUILDING
CHICAGO, ILL.
May 12, 1943

Dear Gil:
We have had a rather interesting experience with our Jimmie Allen
program on WENR which I thought you would be interested in hearing
about.
We decided to offer on the air with the purchase of a pair of WeatherBird shoes a Battle Set to be given FREE with each pair of children
shoes purchased or to be given FREE to every child who brought in
either his mother or father to buy a pair of shoes.
In looking over
these Battle Sets before we put them on the air, I was only lukewarm
on the possibilities and accordingly we bought only two thousand of
them, as I figured this would run us for sometime.

Feltman & Curme, Chicago shoe
chain, recently made an offer on
their Jimmie Allen program over
WENR ... a children's "Battle Set"
free with the purchase of a pair of
Weather Bird shoes. Not more than
2,000 returns were expected.
Now let Mr. R. D. Feltman

The first program announcing these Battle Sets started to bring the
kids in and during the next three weeks we not only gave away the
original two thousand, but twenty thousand more.
It was interesting
to see the kids come into the stores leading their fathers and mothers
to
one looking
of theseforBattle
and whether
we "had theanytype
shoe do
theygetwere
made Sets
absolutely
no difference,
kindof would
as long as they got the Battle Set to take home with them.

tell

you what happened. "The first program announcing these Battle Sets
started to bring the kids in and during the next three weeks we not only
gave away the original two thousand,

We have another item all stacked up here in our office that we were
going to follow the Battle Sets with, but due to our inability to get
sufficient merchandise we have had to hold it off until Fall when we
hope our stocks will be in shape to handle another deluge, which I an
absolutely certain will come.
We have been extremely well pleased with the results of our Jimmie
Allen program and this is the only consistent advertising that we have
had during the past six months on our children shoes.
We sincerely
hope that we are going to be in a position, when the Fall rolls around
again, to put Jimmie Allen back on the air for Feltman Se Curme WeatherBirds.

but twenty thousand more!"
Because of these amazing results,
a second offer has been postponed
until fall with the hope that stocks
will be in shape to handle another
deluge of orders!
Many other advertisers have had
similar experiences with WENR. Ask
a Blue Spot Sales representative to
tell you about them.

With very kindest personal regards,
MAN yours,
&
Quail
uly
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CHARLES NUZUM, 17, just graduated from high school, is learning announcing at WWVA, Wheeling, and
will soon be heard on a regular schedule.
WILLA HENDRICKS, formerly of
Time and Life magazines, has joined
BLUE Hollywood as assistant to
Dorothy Brown, continuity editor.
JOHN P. THORBERSON, formerly
of WAAF, Chicago, has joined WCCO,
Minneapolis, as announcer.
EDWARD R. PEARSON, announcer
of WPRO, Providence, R. I., has been
named production director.
N. L. ROYSTER, announcer and
handler of special events for six years
at WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va., has
been appointed program director of
WRRP, Washington, N. C.
RUSSELL B. WISE has returned to
radio as studio manager of WHKWCLE, Cleveland, taking over the
duties of Carl Mark, resigned.
STAN SHAW, record m.c. of WINS,
New York, on June 26 married Jean
Dodson.
PHILIP L. MacDONALD has joined
WEEI, Boston, after announcing for
KIRO and KOMO, Seattle.

P. s.
THAT WHITE powder that
Dave Brubb, writer-announcer of WBLK, Clarksburg,
W. Va., put on his tomato
plants killed the insect pests,
Dave says, and didn't hurt
the plants a bit.. He was surprised though, to learn that
it wasn't insecticide — it was
cement. Agriculture authorities refused to comment.

FRED JOHNSTONE, announcer of
KGO, San Francisco, is in the Army.
ROBERT LOUIS SHAYON, CBS director, left New York last week for
the West Coast where he is handling
William Spier's shows. The latter is
recovering from an illness. Mr. Shayon
is expected to remain on the coast for
the next three weeks.
HARRY

SAZ, head of sound department, NBC Hollywood, has been
shifted to the network's production
staff. Ed Ludes, his assistant, has
taken over Saz's former post.

WILLIAM SPIER, CBS producer,
currently in Hollywood to audition
new programs, has been ordered by
physicians to take a six-week rest.
ELEANOR PARMER, war program
manager of WTAG. Worcester, is to
leave June 26, her duties to be taken
by David H. Harris, program-production manager. Herb Edman, announcer,
has returned after a long illness.
ABE BURROWS, gag writer for
Duffy's Tavern on the BLUE, has
been named assistant producer of the
show by Ed Gardner, program star.
Mr. Gardner will leave for Hollywood
following the June 29 broadcast, to
make a movie based on the show. Film
will be produced on the M-G-M lot and
released through United Artists. Bristol-Myers, sponsor, is taking the radio
show off for the summer.
LT. DORWIN R. BAIRD, assistant
radio liaison officer in the public relations section of the Canadian Army,
and formerly of CJOR, Vancouver, recently married Verna MacKenzie at
Vancouver.
BILL ELLIOTT, newly returned to
civilian life, is to return to WICC,
Bridgeport. Conn., as announcer for
the summer.

SPIKED

SPORTS

Latest Axis Propaganda

Trick,

Says Feldma n
■
INTENSIFIED use of broadcasting in the war finds American and
British radio and military officials
working in harmony, according to
Arthur Feldman,
former NBC supervisor of now
special events
serving with the
British Broadcasting Corp. in a
liaison capacity.
In the United
States for a brief
leave, Mr.
Feldman told
how
Mr. Feldman BBC and American military officials are cooperating. His liaison position brings him
between the two groups. He has
been in England since last October.
Extensive use of transcription
technique by BBC has interested
Mr. Feldman, as it has other Americans who have observed British
broadcasting at close range. BBC
has developed dubbing to a fine art
and offsets occasional lack of landline facilities by liberal use of
portable disc equipment.
Among new propaganda stunts
of the Axis powers, he says, is a
program of news and sports from
"Radio Metropole". This station has
been traced to Belgrade, Jugoslovia.
The program offers American
sports and news material in Engwith subtle
occasional
"sneak
ers" lish,
in spiked
which
propaganda
messages are inserted.
Ham Actors Star
TWO ham actors are the principal
characters in a weekly half-hour serial
starting on NBC July 10, titled Perpetual Emotion. Comedy places the two
in a corn belt locale, where they attempt to make their profession pay
in spite
natives whoofarediscouragement
more interested from
in their
own "ham" and "corn" products.
SPORTS BROADCASTERS Assn.
met the Manhasset L. I. Stars last
Sunday at Manhasset L. I., N. Y. for
a game of softball for the benefit of
the War Bond drive. Participating
were Ted Husing, Stan Lomax, Don
Dunphy, Sam Taub, Mel Allen, Bob
Harlowe, Marty Glickman, Bert Lee
and Jimmy Dolan, and Tom Slater.
NBC

RADIO-RECORDING Division has just recorded a series of 26
half-hour mystery dramas, The Weird
Circle, based on classic thrillers.
♦ . ♦ or Spotting

the

Fishing for spots may be alright for
to radio, it pays to spot the spots.
holes are dependable . . . holes that
know the dependable, result-getting

Fish?

sons of Izaak Walton . . . but when it comes
Just as the old-time fisherman knows what
net him results — so does the alert advertiser
radio spots.

Experienced advertisers keep right on using KFYR
They know KFYR gets results.

OF

. . . year in, and year out.

SPEED
IN WORLD

Ask any John Blair man.
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Phillies

'Benched'

By

Stations
When
Ball Club Buys
Time
on Single Outlet
THE PHILLIES, National League
of currying favor with the prospecclub in Philadelphia, by purchastive sponsor, radio is putting a mad
on because the sponsor is trying
ing their own program on KYW,
out the new medium on one station
Philadelphia, have brought on an
instead of experimenting on every
unofficial boycott by most other
stations in the area. While the
attitude of the stations is viewed
station."
Mr. Orr recalled the short-sightedness of stations in another large
as short-sighted by Wally Orr, accity, which decided to boycott the
count executive of N. W. Ayer &
department stores because they
Son, Agency, the feeling of the
were trying radio on one or two
station executives is that since they
devoted so much free time and gave
stations and not on all. "As in
so much publicity to the Phillies in this instance," he added, "radio,
in taking such an attitude, was
the past, the club should have
bought time on all the stations.
only biting off its nose to spite its
Commenting on the time purMr. Orr said further that dechase, one station executive said,
spite the fact the Phillies showed
face."
"We cannot tell a sponsor how
interest
by buying the initial exmuch money he should spend on
perimental program on KYW, only
our station, but in view of the fact
one other station in the city
that we have all been extremely
has approached him or the agency
generous to the Phillies, we feel
about buying additional time on
that they should have shown their
their station. "If it were a naappreciation since they were buytional advertiser, the stations
ing radio by purchasing some time
wouldn't let a minute go by in conon every station — even if it was
tacting the agency," he added.
only a token purchase of a single
spot announcement."
Coverage Cut
Dave Driscoll to Make
Although the so-called boycott
is entirely unofficial, and station
participation of varying degree, the
general idea seems to be that mention of the Phillies is being limited to giving the day's score as a
regular news item. Sport commentators are reported to have
been advised not to arrange interviews with players, nor to editorialize on the showing the team is
making.
WIBG, which carries the playby-play broadcasts for Atlantic
Refining Co., is not a party to the
unofficial boycott, nor are some of
the smaller stations greatly concerned over the fact that the Phillies did not buy time.
The program on KYW, a tenminute news period at 7 a. m.,
was originally placed by Seberhagen Inc., agency handling the
account until now. Mr. Orr, Ayer
account executive, said that the
program was sold to the Phillies
by the station, and that the ball
club did not go out to buy radio
on its own, adding that any other
interested station would have found
the door open.
Moreover, he said, the KYW program is only an experiment, since
no local major club has ever used
radio before in its own behalf. The
Phillies are reported to be considering the adding of two or even
three stations to the present schedule. However, he cautioned, if local radio is going to antagonize the
ball club, it may kill any chance
that the Phillies, or other baseball
clubs, will use the medium in the
future.
"Here is an industry that has
never used radio before," said Mr,
Orr. "The major league teams
represent a new kind of advertiser.
Now that one baseball team has
shown an initial interest, instead
BROADCASTING

Discs of Coming Invasion
DAVE DRISCOLL, director of
war services and news division of
WOR, New York, will leave for
North Africa within three or four
weeks to carry out his previously
reported assignment to record the
activities of overseas forces. Using
a 35-pound recording machine with
which he has pioneered in documentary broadcasting, Mr. Driscoll
will make on-the-scene recordings
of the coming Allied invasion. His
equipment can be operated by batteries in airplane, tank or jeep.
Discs will be flown back to this
country for broadcast in a series
of special programs on WOR, New
York. Recorded spot news may be
broadcast from the nearest available Allied transmitters. Length of
Mr. Driscoll's stay will hinge on
developments overseas.

American Home Expands
EXPANSION in the field of biological products by the American
Home Products Corp., manufacturer of drugs, foods and household products, has been announced
by Alvin G. Brush, chairman. A
new affiliation of Reichel Laboratories Inc., American Home Products subsidiary, with E. E. Bartos
Inc., Locust Valley, N. Y., is the
third expansion made by American Home Products this year as
part of a long-range diversification program, Ayerst, McKenna &
Harrison Ltd., Canadian producer
of biological and pharmaceutical
products, and its American affiliate joined the corporation March
1, and last month the corporation
acquired the G. Washington Coffee
Refining Co., pioneer in instant coffee production.
ARTURO TOSCANINI. conductor of
the NBC Symphony Orchestra, has
donated a record library to the Naval
Operating Base at Dutch Harbor.
Alaska. Discs are used for broadcasts as well as for regular Sunday
evening concerts for personnel at the
base.
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WHAT

EVERY

KNOW!

SHODLD

RADIO ADVERTISER

1 HERE'S more to
coverage than power. The
available audience within a
station's coverage area is
the true yard-stick of the
market. For instance,
WMC,
power

with 5,000 watts
day and night,
covers

an audience of

3,092,108 people ...

an

audience greater than the
total population of the state
of Tennessee!
You get to plenty people
when you sell over WMC.

Member
of
South Central Quality Network
WMC — Memphis
WJDX— Jackson, Miss.
KWKH-KTBS— Shreveport
WSMB— New Orleans
KARK — Little Rock
REPRESENTED BY
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

WMC
MEMPHIS,

TENN.

5,000
WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
OWNED AND OPERATED BY
THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL
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Coordinated

Plan
Two-in-One

Of War
Programs
WRVA
Clinic Covers Issues
Of Wartime

Operation

COORDINATED plan for the extensive program of wartime broadcasts by WRVA, Richmond, Va.,
was the objective of a War Radio
Clinic which the station held at its
Hotel Richmond studios.
Irving G. Abeloff, program service manager, was chairman and
speakers included Maj. Frank E.
Pellegrin, radio branch of the War
Dept. Bureau of Public Relations;
Lt. Com. M. S. A. Reichner, radio
| section of the Navy Dept. Bureau
I of Public Relations; Charter Heslip, radio news editor, Office of
Censorship, Washington, and B.
Walter Huffington, Regional Radio
Officer of the OWI (Va., N. C,
S. C).
Among guests were Lt. Com.
Langhorne Gibson, Chief of the
Office of Naval Intelligence. Richmond; Lt. Com. Chas. L. Kessler,
recruiting and induction officer for
Virginia; Major Edward J. Carruthers, Chief of Military Intelligence Office, Richmond, and commissioned and non-commissioned
officers in charge of radio arrangements at military and naval posts,
as well as station personnel of
WRVA.
Three stated purposes of the
clinic were:

V. E. CARMICHAEL, general sales manager of KWK,
St. Louis, shot his second
hole-in-one recently on the
Sunset Hills Country Club
course. The phenomenon took
place at the second hole, a
125-yd. par three. Mike attributes itall to right living.
He won the Broadcasting
Golf Trophy
at the NAB convention in 1939.
(1) To bring into a more closely
controlled plan the broadcasts
originated by WRVA at military
posts
states ;in Virginia and neighboring

(2) To secure a clear understanding of the Code of wartime
Practices administered by the Office
of Censorship;
(3) To secure a clarification of
the current confusion surrounding
the use of radio for recruitment
purposes.
Programs now being aired by
WRVA include: Okay America, entertainment program from military
posts started in 1940; Letter to
Dad, musical-dramatic show from
Camp Pickett; Fort Eustis Open
House, musical-interview program
from Ft. Eustis ; Conquer We Must,
musical-dramatic from Camp Lee;
Boots to Builders, musical-dramatic
from Camp Peary; Navy Smoker,
musical-drama ac nm
Norfolk
Naval Training Station; Victory

SUCCESSFUL PROMOTION of Bexel Vitamin products through his
news broadcasts over WQAM, Miami, brought Cloyd Head (seated)
the Master Salesmanship Award which is being handed him by Hugh
Pottersfield, vice-president and general manager of McKesson & Robbins' Miami branch. Looking on are R. T. Burton, McK-R assistant
sales manager (left), and Bert Graulich, Bexel program announcer. Mr.
Head is heard Monday-Friday at 12:30 p.m. J. D. Tarcher is agency.
Mothers, a letter program originating alternately at Richmond and
Norfolk studios.
WRVA broadcasts one to three
one-time programs weekly from
the above-mentioned military points
in the primary service area, as far
down the coast as the Naval Air
Station at Elizabeth City, N. C.
All of the programs except Okay

America carry announcements in
furtherance of government war objectives.
Mr. Huffington explained OWI
channels essential war information
into the 12-16 daily announcements and five weekly 15-minute
programs which American stations
are carrying. Into these go all of
the information which the various
agencies wish to convey to the public.
Mr. Abeloff suggested that an
WRVA-OWI allocation plan be set
up. Under this plan, names of contacts at camps broadcasting over

I

F you pin us down, we'll admit that at
night listeners in the Roanoke-Southwest
Virginia area can pick up sky waves from
few 50 kw. clear channel stations. But
you know the fading all sky waves are subjected to. And in the daytime a good radio
can bring in two or three outside stations
— if the volume is turned 'way up. But
you know what that does to clear reception.
So-o-o — if you want to stir up the buying
power ($352,000,000, by the way) of the
Roanoke-Southwest Virginia market, the
only way you can do it is with WDBJ. It's
the one station heard satisfactorily at all
times in 120,348 radio homes hereabouts.
You
5000 WATTS

just try WDBJ — and see for yourself.

960 KC

Owned and Operated by the
TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION
FREE

& PETERS,

Inc., Nat. Representatives
i
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WRVA will be placed on OWI's
mailing list to receive the basic information on themes the OWI is
publicizing. The station and OWI
will confer regularly on the subjects to receive emphasis, and
WRVA will inform camp personnel
in advance of program preparation
that the suggested basic information is to be found in "pamphlet
XYZ" already mailed by OWI.
Special Service will then prepare
the script that is to be used and
submit it to WRVA for final clearance and then broadcast the program on the assigned date. The
proposed arrangements are on a
voluntary basis; all camps remaining free to use their own subjects
if they prefer them to those "as-

signed".
Talent Board to Meet
A TOTAL of 60 organizations in
the entertainment industry have
been invited to participate in a
permanent Conference Board as
recommended at the final session
of the National Conference of Entertainment Industry for War Activities, held in New York early
this month [Broadcasting, June
7, 14]. First meeting of the Board
is scheduled for July 14-15. Entertainment groups have been asked
to name an official delegate and
alternate to serve on the board.
• Broadcast

Advertising

NORTH

CENTRAL

U.S.

TOPS
SETS - IN - USE
NORTH CENTRAL AREA had
the largest number of sets-in-use,
and the highest "available audience" of any region, measured, according to the winter-spring edition of the "National" and "Sectional" Hooper ratings. During the
Monday night 9-9:30 p.m. period,
51.5 of the total homes called in
this area were listening to the
radio. Network programs at this
period were Counterspy, BLUE;
Lux Radio Theatre, CBS; Telephone Hour, NBC, and Gabriel
Heatter (15 min.), MBS. This section received an "available audience" rating of 88.6, highest for
any area.
Highest rating for the number of
"National" sets-in-use was for the
Tuesday night 9:30-10 p.m. (EWT)
period. The figure reported is 47.2.
High-point Sets-in-Use ratings
for other individual areas of the
country included: East, Monday 99:30 p.m. 45.7; South, Tuesday,
9:30-10-30 p.m., 48.4; Mountain,
Tuesday, 10-10:30 p.m., 46.9; and
Pacific, Tuesday, 10-10:30 p.m.,
47.6. Highest available audience in
the East was 86.4 for the Tuesday, 6:30-7 p.m. period; Mountain area, 86.3, Monday, 11:30-12
Midnight; South, 85.0, Tuesday,
8:30-9 p.m. and Pacific, 84.9 for
Tuesday, 9:30-10 p.m.
Quinn Chosen to Direct
War
Production Drive
THEODORE K. QUINN, president
of Maxon Inc., New York, has been
appointed Director General of the
War Production Drive, WPB-Vice
Chairman Charles E. Wilson announced last week. The agency
was started in the spring of 1942
by WPB Chairman Donald M.
Nelson to stimulate production in
war plants through labor-management joint committees.
Mr. Quinn will be granted a
leave of absence from Maxon,
which he joined in 1936. Previously he had been with General
Electric for 22 years, starting as
an auditor in 1914, and serving
successively as credit manager, division manager and vice president
in charge of sales. He organized
and was first chairman of the General Electric Consumers Finance
Co.
EXCLUSIVE representative in the
U. S. for Mutual station KPAC, Port
Arthur, Tex., is now Joseph Hershey
McGillvra Inc., New York. KPAC is
owned and operated by Port Arthur
College : Carl Vaughn is president, and
Glen Hewitt, general manager.

Revision
Of

Dual

of

List

Affiliates

Corrected Data on Mutual
Stations Presented
IN THE June 14 issue of Broadcasting, there appeared a list
of 49 stations, stated as being
Mutual affiliates as well as affiliates of another nationwide network. This list has been found to
be incorrect, the total number of
dual-affiliates being 40, instead of
49, of which two are affiliated with
both MBS and CBS; five with both
MBS and NBC, and 33 with both
MBS and the BLUE.
Correct list is as follows:
MBS-CBS: WMT, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa; WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y.
MBS-NBC : WISE, Asheville, N.
C; WKBO, Harrisburg, Pa.;
WGAL, Lancaster, Pa.; WORK,
York, Pa.; KRIS, Corpus Christi,
Tex.
MBS-BLUE: WSGN, Birmingham, Ala.; WMOB, Mobile, Ala.;
KGHI, Little Rock, Ark.; WATR,
Waterbury, Conn.; WWPG, Palm
Beach, Fla.; WROK, Rockford, 111.;
KSO, Des Moines, KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa; KFBI, Wichita,
WLAV, Grand Rapids, Mich;
KFOR, Lincoln; WAGE, Syracuse,
WAYS, Charlotte, N. C; WAIR,
Winston-Salem, N. C; KOME,
Tulsa; WARM, Scranton; WCOS,
Columbia, S. C; WMRC, Greenville, S. C; WDEF, Chattanooga;
WBIR, Knoxville; WMPS, Memphis; WSIX, Nashville; KFDA,
Amarillo; KNOW, Austin; KXYZ,

Commercial

Dream

UNHEARD-OF claims are
made for the products of A.
Fodder & Sons, dairy farmers, I. Fade & U. Shrinkit,
cleaners and dyers, P. Troleum, gasoline dealer and
Mark Kee, theatre owner, all
participating sponsors on a
program heard on WWVA,
Wheeling, W. Va. Originator
of the show, titled Utopia,
is Lew Clawson, program director. He originated the
sponsors, too.

READY

When

the big Allied offensive gets under way,

WAGA

will bring

its

listeners in Dixie's First
Market the fast, accurate
and

Houston; KABC, San Antonio;
KTEM, Temple; WACO, Waco,
Tex.; WBTM, Danville, Va.;
WLVA, Lynchburg, Va.; WRNL,
Richmond; WSLS, Roanoke ;
WGAC, Augusta, Ga.
Included by mistake in the
original MBS-CBS list were
WAAC, Ft. Lauderdale, and
KILO, Grand Forks, N. D., both
of which are exclusive CBS affiliates. Errors in the MBS-NBC
list were WGBF, Evansville, Ind.;
WRDO, Augusta, Me., WFEA,
Manchester, N. H.; WLBZ, Bansror,
and KRGV, Weslaco, all of which
are NBC affiliates exclusively. In
the MBS-BLUE list, KGGF, Coffeyville, Kans.; WXYZ, Detroit,
and WJW, Akron, both are exclusive BLUE affiliates and should
not have been included. The word
"exclusive" in the aforementioned
cases applies only to the four national networks and not to regional networks.

HERE!

complete

coverage

they're seeking.

News

24
Periods

WAGA's
now

Daily

revised and ex-

panded news schedule
includes 24 news

periods daily . . . outstanding Blue Network
commentators,

Associated

Press news skillfully edited for Georgia listeners,
special coverage of state
news and

frequent news

headlines.

Ours

is

a

FLEXIBLE

schedule, apace with events
teresting.
. . . always vital and in-

jot

ZJke JOHN

SHILLITO

Company

For more than 100 years a department

store leader

. . . largest retail store in Greater

Cincinnati

Having full knowledge of the relative values offered by
all local Cincinnati radio stations, and having complete
freedom of choice in their selection ... it is particularly
significant that this Cincinnati leader uses WSAI
exclusively for all three of its daily radio programs.

BASIC BLUE NETWORK
5000
"Since WFDF Flint Michigan
stopped broadcasting the weather,
I've had to rely on my news-

WATTS . . . DAY

STATION

AND

NIGHT
NATIONAL. HEPPE5LN7AT)Vt5
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY

Nat'l Reps. SPOT SALES, INC.
NEW YORK - CHICAGO - SAN FRANCISCO

paper"
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STATION

ACCOUNTS

sp — studio programs
ne — news programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
Dr. Hess & Clark Co., Ashland, 0., 3 t
weekly, 52 weeks, thru N. W. Ayer &
Son, N. Y.
Minneapolis
Brewing
Co., Minneapolis
(Grain Belt beer), 2 sp weekly, 26 weeks,
thru BBDO, N. Y.
George Helme Co., New York (Norseman
and Work Mate snuff), 5 sp weekly, 52
weeks, thru Frank Best & Co., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol) ,
5 t weekly, 52 weeks, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
U. S. Breakfast Food Co., Omaha, 6 sa
weekly, thru Buchanan-Thomas Adv.,
Omaha.
Russell Miller Milling Co., Minneapolis
(Enriched Occident flour), 2 t weekly,
35 weeks, thru Campbell-Mithun Inc.,
Minneapolis.
Nesbitt rruit Products Co., Los Angeles,
3 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru M. H. Kelso
Co., Los Angeles.
W. H. Barber Co., Minneapolis (Veedol),
10 ta weekly, 13 weeks, thru McCord Co.,
Minneapolis.
Rohm & Haas Co., Philadelphia (insectiN. Y. cides), 52 sa, thru Newell-Emmett Co.,
Mid-Continent Petroleum Corp., Tulsa, 3
sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru R. J. Potts
Adv., Kansas City, Mo.
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport (Bexel),
5 ta, 52 weeks, thru J. D. Tarcner Co.,
N. Y.
General Foods Corp., N. Y. (Grapenuts),
13 ta weekly, 5 months, thru Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
WKZO, Kalamazoo
Allstate Insurance Co., Chicago, 25 sa
weekly, 4 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago.
De Pree Chemical Co., Holland, Mich.
(Wheatamin tablets), 5 ne weekly, 13
weeks, thru Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Peter Fox Brewing Co., Chicago (Fox Deluxe beer) , 6 ne weekly, 26 weeks, thru
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Michigan Bell Telephone Co., Detroit, 14
sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru N. W. Ayer &
Son, N. Y.
WAAT, Jersey City
Ward Baking Co., New York, 6 sp weekly,
26 weeks, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
Tobene, New York, 7 sa weekly, indefinite
period thru Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
Natl. Tool & Mfg. Co., Kenilworth N. J.,
12 sa weekly, direct.
Eastern Tool & Mfg. Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
(Army-Navy "E"), 1 sp direct.
MeFadden Publications (True Story Magazine), 6 sp weekly, thru Raymond Spector Co., N. Y.

WMAQ, Chicago
Marlin Firearms Co.. New Haven (Marlin
shave cream), 4 ta weekly, 52 weeks, thru
Craven & He> rich, N. Y.
Paramount Pictures, New York ("Five
Graves to Cairo"), 7 sa, thru Buchanan
Agency, N. Y.
Club Aluminum
Products Co., Chicago
(aluminum cleaner), 7 sa weekly, 13
weeks, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
Chicago.
Armand Co., Des Moines (Armand leg
make-up),
42 sa, thru Ivan Hill Agency,
Chicago.
WMAQ, Chicago
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (sh^e polish). 3
sa weekly, 52 weeks, thru Bermingham,
Castleman & Pierce, N. Y.
Warner Bros. Pictures Inc., New York
("Mission
to Moscow"),
Fisher
& Assoc.,
Chicago.6 sa, thru M. M.
Esquire Inc., Chicago (Coronet), 15 sa, thru
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp., Chicago
(Krank's Shave Kreem), 7 sa weekly, 26
weeks,
Chicago. thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co.,
WGY, Schenectady
MacFadden Publications Inc., New York
(True Story), 13 i, thru Raymond Specter Co., N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Rinso), 48
sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan. N. Y.
Elway Food Products Corp., N. Y. (Vitamalt), 6 sa, thru Hall A. Salzman Assoc.,
N. Y.
Hubinger Co., Keokuk, la. (Quick Elastic
starch), 13 sa, thru Ralph Moore Inc.,
St. Louis.
United Baking Co., Schenectady (Lady
Betty bread), 78 sa, placed direct.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City
(Palmolive soap), 16 t weekly, 16 weeks,
thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Ivory
flakes), 5 sa weekly, thru Compton Adv.,
N. Y.
WJZ, New York
Carter Products. New York (Arrid), 5 si
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Small & Seiffer,
N. Y.
B. Altman & Co., New York (department
store), weekly sa, 13 weeks, thru Kelly,
Nason, N. Y.
MacFadden Publications, New York (True
Story Magazine), sa, 3 days, thru Raymond Specter Co., N. Y.
WBTA, Batavia, N. Y.
General Baking Co., New York, daily sa, 52
weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island City, two ta
cN.aily,Y. 37 weeks, thru Newell-Emmett,

WFIL, Philadelphia
Bell Telephone Co. of Pa., Philadelphia, 6
sa weekly, 13 weeks, thru Gray & Rogers,
Philadelphia.
Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia (newspaper) ,22 ne weekly, for indefinite period,
placed
direct. Philadelphia (department
Lit Brothers,
store), varied number of . sa, 52 weeks,
placed
direct.Philadephia (newspaper), 18
Daily
News,
sa weekly, for indefinite period, placed
direct.
Thomas Lipton Inc., Hoboken, N. J. (dehydrated soup), 19 sa, thru Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia, 25 sa,
placedLiniment
direct. Co., Baltimore, 6 sa weekly,
Yager
6 weeks, thru Harvey-Massengale, Durham, N. C.
WOR, New York
Kirkman & Sons, Jersey City (Kirkman's
soap),
Emmett weekly
Co., N.sp,Y.52 weeks, thru NewellHumphrey's Homeopathic Medicine Co.,
New
York thru
(Humphreys'
3 sa weekly,
11 weeks,
Atherton 77),
& Currier,
N. Y.
Elway Food Products, New York (Vitamalt) , 3 sp weekly, thru H. A. Salzman
Associates, N. Y.
WGAR, Cleveland
Parker Appliance Co., Cleveland, 3 sp
weekly, 9 weeks, placed direct.
First Church of the Nazarene, Detroit, sp
weekly, 52 weeks, thru Stanley G. Boynton Agency, Detroit.
McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport, 3 ne
weekly, 18 weeks, thru J. D. Tarcher
Inc.. N. Y
KFAC, Los Angeles
Wheat Nut Distributing Co., Los Angeles (cereal), 6 sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru
Associated Adv., Los Angeles.
California Savings & Loan Assn., Los Angeles (investments), 60 sa, 4 weeks, thru
Elwood J. Robinson, Los Angeles.
KFI, Los Angeles
Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp., Chicago (Krank Shave Kreem), 2 sa weekly, 26 weeks, thru Arthur Meyerhoff &
Co., Chicago.
KECA, Los Angeles
Frito Co., Dallas (Fritos), 3 ne weekly, 52
weeks, thru Ray K. Glenn Adv., Ft.
Worth, Tex.
KLZ, Denver
Carey Salt Co., Hutchinson, Kan., 3 sp
weekly,
thru McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
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FIGHT FOR BRANDS
ENCROACHMENTS of bureaucracy on the American system of
free enterprise have created the
greatest issue, domestically speaking, our nation Has laced since the
Civil War, Kep. Lyle H. Boren,
(D-Okla.), chairman of the Committee to Investigate Restrictions
on Brand Names and Newsprint,
told the Sales Executives Club of
New York last Tuesday. Expressing opposition to "anything that
smacks of regimentation of advertising or any other phase of American enterprise," he pledged his
committee to continue their hearings and their investigation of the
WPB, OPA and other Government
agencies with the goal of seeing
that nothing is done to hinder the
war effort or to remain behind to
hobble industrial progress after
the war.
Rep. Charles A. Halleck (RInd.), author of HR-98 which created the Boren committee, who also
spoke at the luncheon meeting, attributed to"building a sound product and telling tne world about it
through
the genesis
of modernadvertising"
mass production,
and
declared that "anything that endangers the free use of trademarks and brand names endangers
the American way of life." Stating that brand names and the advertising ofthem "have served our
people
well,"
Halleckis said
that "although Rep.
our system
not
perfect, I prefer it to one of grade
labeling and Government standard-

ANA Farm Committee
TO
IMPROVE relations between
izing."
business and farmers, the Assn. of
National Advertisers has, for the
first time in its history, established
an agricultural committee, comprising representatives of 12 companies which sell to and buy from
farmers. A. C. Seyfarth, advertising manager of International Harvester Co., Chicago, is chairman of
the group. The committee hopes to
clear up misconceptions farmers
may have about business, and to
erase false ideas about agriculture
maintained by business men.

MOMAIi

WHO, Des Moines
U. S. Rubber Co. (Ordnance Plant), Des
Moines
(help wanted), 26 sa, placed direct.
Mentholatum Co., Wilmington, 26 sp, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Armand Co., Des Moines (cosmetics), 13
sa, thru Ivan Hill Adv., Chicago.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
(baby powder), 300 ta. thru Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
WCBI, Columbus, Miss.
Swift & Co. Refinery, Memphis, 100 sa,
placed direct.
Jas. Forbes Tea & Coffee Co., St. Louis,
300 sa, placed direct.
Plough Inc., Memphis, 11 sa weekly. 52
weeks, thru Lake, Spiro, Shurman Inc.,
Memphis.
Gulf, Mobile & Ohio Railroad Co., Mobile,
21 sa, placed direct.

PROMISES

BOZEMAN

PLENTY OF ZIP . . . in markets that rein the same
way! got
Herewhat
are itbroadcastspondfacilities
that have
takes
. . . and an area where they'll take
free
what booklet.
you've got to sell 'em. Write for
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST GROUP
The
KatzH.Company
Joseph
McGillvra
ZKXL
NET
The Walker Company
KFPY
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Furniture

NATIONAL BREWING Co., Baltimore, has signed a one-year contract
for National Sports Parade with
Bailey Goss doing show twice daily.
Monday through Friday, (S :05-6 :i.">
p.m. and 11:05-11:20 p.m. Program
originates in WBAL, Baltimore, and
is piped to W.TE.T, Hagerstown, Md.,
hy way
of Maryland Coverage Network lines.
BERNARR MACFADDEN'S Cereal
Co.. New York, is continuing tests for
Mealene, a new product introduced
through radio advertising around the
first of April [Broadcasting, March
22], and is using spots on KOME,
Tulsa, and on KLZ, Denver. Regular
schedule is not expected to get under
way until fall. Agency is H. C. Morris & Co., New York.
G. M. McKELVEY Co., Youngstowii
(department store), is now sponsoring
the 7 :45-S a.m. newscast What's New
in the News, Monday through Saturday on WFMJ, Youngstown, on a 52week basis after a trial period of 13
weeks, in addition to Sister Kay Reads
the Funnies, a half-hour weekly program also for 52 weeks.
CALIFORNIA FEDERAL Savings &
Loan Assn., Los Angeles (investments), during the re-investment period, on June 2l started for four weeks,
using a total of 200 dramatized announcements weekly on six local stations, KFI KEUA KHJ KMPC
KFAC KFWB. Elwood J. Robinson
Adv., Los Angeles, has the account.
Melvin A. Jensen is agency account
executive.
DINA MITE FOOD Co., Los Angeles
(cereal), has started thrice-weekly
participation
woman's Pasadena.
program
Polly
& Pat in onthe KPAS,
Wilson & Co., Verenon, Cal. (food
products), also uses twice-weekly participation in that program. Contracts
are for 13 weeks, started June 14.
Brisacher, Davis & Van Norden, Los
Angeles, services both accounts.
CRAWFORD
CLOTHES
(men's
clothing),
Philadelphia,
has expanded
its radio schedule on WPEN, Philadelphia. In addition to the running
schedule of five five-minute news periods daily, the store has added a daily
15-minute period of news Monday
through Friday. Al Paul Lefton Agency, Philadelphia, has the account.
LA MOTTE VAN RIPER, advertising manager of McKesson & Robbins,
New York, has been elected vice-president in charge of advertising and publication. Formerly vice-president and
general sales manager of Ajax Rubber
Co., Mr. Van Riper has been with
McKesson & Robbins since 1929.

Spend

5.70-13.29% on Radio
RETAIL FURNITURE STORES
reporting more than $350,000 sales
volume per year spent 5.88% of
their advertising dollars for radio
time, according to the 10th annual
Retail Furniture Store Operating
Experiences and Departmental Activities for 1942, published by the
Control and Management Division
of the National Retail Furniture
Assn. Medium stores, doing $125,000 to $350,000 sales volume, spent
5.70% for radio time, while small
stores, under $125,000 sales volume,
spent 13.29% of their advertising
dollar on radio.
Radio ranked third as the medium
selected by large and and medium
size retail furniture stores, preceded by newspaper space, direct
mail and handbills. Small stores
selected newspapers first, radio second and direct mail and handbills
third.
Classified Ads on WMCA
CLASSIFIED AD program started
on WMCA, New York, last week
under sponsorship of six companies
tries to replenish depleted personnel. Strictly functional in character, the program is aired Monday
through Saturday, 7:45-8 a.m., under the title Help Wanted. Advertisers can be expected to change
from time to time. First sponsors
are Liggett Drug Stores, Western
Union, Horn & Hardhart, Twin
City Shellac, Western Disinfectant
and Aeroil Burning Co. Station cooperates with the War Manpower
Commission in inserting at no
charge announcements calling for
war workers.

AGENCY

MADISON RURAL Sanitarium & Hospital
and Madison College, Madison College,
Tenn.. to George C. Hoskin Asso., Chicago.
Principal
willyetbe set.
health journals.
Radio
plansmedia
are not
GOLDEN STATE Co., San Francisco, to
BHDO, San Francisco and Los Angeles
for dairy products.
K. L. M. Royal Dutch Air Linees, New
York, to Redfield-Johnstone, Nem York.
Opening new route between Miami and
Netherlands West Indies. Radio not contemplated for present.
CLOVERDALE SPRING Co., Philadelphia
(soft drinks) to Richard A. Foley Adv.
Agency, Philadelphia.
PHILLIES BASEBALL CLUB, Philadelphia (major league baseball team), to N.
W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia. Wally Orr
is the account executive.
CARGILL Inc., Minneapolis, to OlmsteadHewitt, Minneapolis. Said to use radio.
ROLAND REED, Oakland, to Emil Reinhardt Adv. Agency, Oakland. Said to use
radio.
RITTER Co.. Rochester, to E;l Wolff &
Associates, Rochester.
WORCESTER SALT Co., New York, to J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
ATLAS LABS, Akron, to McDaniel-Fisher
& Spelman, Akron, for I-O-Sal (Athlete's
Foot remedy) . Said to use ra' io.
NATIONAL FOODS Inc., Pittsburgh, to
L. E. McGivena & Co., New York, for
Marjorie Daw spaghetti, macaroni and
noodles. Media plans not set.
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTS Corp.,
New York, to Gunn-Mears Adv., New York,
for Terex, beef bouillon concentrate. Future
media plans not set.
SPECIAL FOODS, Worthington, O. (dietary foods), to Geo. C. Hoskin Assoc., Chicago. Radio and magazines will be used.
ODELL Co., Newark, to Abbott Kimball
Co., New York, for Trol Hair Tonic. Radio
will be used but probably not till fall.

Sacramento

WBNX brings to this audience in its
native tongue and in English, interesting
entertainment; educational and musical
programs, and the complete world-wide
facilities of International News
Service.

Apprecia
tisers. tion of WBNX service is evidenced by the annual contract renewals
of the largest national and local adver-

blic I
Winner of PEABODY CITATION for Public
•1 "erv
Win
ice to Foreign Language Groups.
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is first in the United

first

at
WBNX

in Sacramento,

oldest in Sacramento,
powerful

2,000,000 or 15.4% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
YIDDISH radio programs

250,000 or 2% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
SPANISH language programs

all types of retail stores.
is

the most

Blue Network
in California.
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McCLATCHY

1

670,000 or 5.1% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
GERMAN language programs

COVERAGE

States in per capita spending

KFBK

New York City and Environs

1,250,000 or 9.6% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
POLISH language programs

WHEAT NUT DISTRIBUTING Co.,
Los Angeles (cereal), on June 15
started daily announcements on KFAC
for 26 weeks through Associated Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.
ARROWHEAD
& PURITAS
Waters Inc., Los Angeles (bottled
water), is sponsoring a daily fiveminute newscast on KNX, Hollywood,
for 26 weeks, started June 15. Dick
Joy is newscaster. Other radio is
being considered. Agency is McCarty
Co., Los Angeles.

NATION

f

1,400,000 or 10.8% of the population
of Greater New York listen to
ITALIAN language programs

LEAVING New York for a second
War Bond tour, Information Please
broadcasts from Chicago today (June
28). Program originates in the Civic
Opera House, where 3,500 seats will
be sold to purchasers of bonds ranging
from $50 to $5,000.
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WAUHILLAU LA HAY, former
amusement and radio editor of the
Chicago Sun, has joined N. W. Ayer
,& Son, to do radio promotion in the
New York office. She replaces Russell
Pierre, now in the Marines.
JOHN KELSEY, former producer of
WMCA, New York, has joined Young
& Rubicam, New York.
BERT PRAGER, former radio director of Donahue & Coe, New York, and
previously talent buyer of Benton &
Bowles, New York, has joined Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York, as assistant to Ed Cashman, vice-president.
Mr. Prager will handle business and
talent in the radio department.

JOE BRATTAIN, staff producer of
Erwin-Wasey, New York, was recovering last week from the results of a
dim-out accident which occurred when
a taxi hit him while he was leaving
his office in the late evening, June 16.
Mr. Brattain, had eight ribs fractured
and suffered internal injuries.
FRED BETHEL, formerly a director
for CBS, handling The Pause That
Refreshes on the Air, has joined Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York, as a director.
FRANK K. CASPERS, copy writer
in the Philadelphia office of N. W.
Ayer & Son, has resigned to join the
Ovearseas Division of the OWL
FRANK QUAIL, who has been operating his own commercial art studio in
Detroit for almost 20 years, has been
appointed associate art director of
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Detroit.

Lucas Heads Council
DARRELL B. LUCAS, professor
of marketing of New York U., has
been elected president of the Market Research Council, succeeding
Elmo Roper, marketing counsel.
Other new officers, named at the
group's recent annual election, are:
Ray Robinson, research director,
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co.,
vice-president; Edward Battey, research director, Compton Adv.,
secretary-treasurer ; Dr. Frank
Stanton, vice-president of CBS, and
Mr. Roper, as members of the executive committee.
LT. (j.g.) HOWARD ESARY, former Los Angeles radio advertising executive, has been appointed assistant
regional public relations officer of the
U. S. Maritime Service in Los Angeles.
JOHN MURPHY, former assistant
research director of Pedlar & Ryan,
New York, has joined B. H. Grant
Research Assoc., which has recently
taken over the L. M. Clark Surveys.
WARREN COX, former director of
public relations for the Army Quartermaster Corps, Second Service Command, and who headed the Special
Events Section of the New York War
Savings Staff, has joined the publicity
department of McCann-Erickson, New
York. James O. Parsons Jr., formerly
of WWNY, Watertown, N. Y., has
joined the agency's radio staff.
FRANCIS SILL WICKWARE, former associate editor of Fortune, has
joined the public relations department
of J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
ARTWIL Co., New York, has been
elected to the Affiliated Adv. Agency
Network, which is limited to one
agency in each of the major marketing
centers in the country.
CARY CLARK has joined Barton A.
Slebbins Adv., Los Angeles, as copy
writer.
PAUL

C. SMITH, active in the advertising and publishing fields, has joined
the staff of Moser & Cotins, New York.
Mr. Smith has been associated with
Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, and Federal Adv., New York.
)?
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IN

ATLANTA

BEGUN
BY COLEMAN
MAURICE C. COLEMAN, for 15
years with Atlanta stations in
executive capacities, has announced formation of an advertising agency under the firm name of
Maurice C. Coleman & Associates.
Bldg.
Offices will be opened July 1 in the
Citizens & Southern National Bank
Mr. Coleman started with WGST
in 1928, when the only other station in Atlanta was WSB. Several
years later he joined the old WJTL,
afterward acquired by the Woodruff interests with the call WATL.
He was general manager until Jan.
1, 1941, when he left to assume the
commercial management of WAGA,
retaining this position until this
month,
he resigned to establish thewhen
new agency.
One of the charter members of
the original sales managers division of the NAB, Mr. Coleman
served as chairman of the fifth district in 1938-39. He is a native
Atlantan.
A. V. Echternach
A. V. ECHTERNACH, 53, account
executive of Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Hollywood advertising agency,
died following a heart attack on
June 19. Surviving are his widow,
Marguerite, and three children.
JACK

HILL, producer of NBC, Chicago, has been transferred to NBC.
New York.
H. S. GARDNER Jr., of Gardner
Adv. Co., St.
beenin commissionedLouis,
lieutenant has
(j.g.)
the
Naval Reserve and is now stationed
at Ft. Schuyler, N. Y.
EDMUND L. CASHMAN, a senior
radio executive of Foote, Cone & Beldof theing, agency.
has been elected a vice-president
JANE

SCOTT, an executive of William Morris Agency, has resigned to
join
Foote,July
Cone15. & Belding, New York,
effective

BESSIE GALBRAITH, copy writer
of N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia,
has joined the copy department of
Benton & Bowles, New York. Nan
Fitzgerald, formerly of the National
Research Bureau, Chicago, has joined
B&B's radio commercial department.
KENNON JEAVETT, formerly of J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York, has
joined the copy staff of William H.
Weintraub & Co.. New York.

CHARLES A. BOWES, former manager of Gerth-Pacific Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles, has resigned to establish a
new agency known as Charles A.
Bowes, Advertising, with headquarters
at 219 W. Seventh St., Los Angeles.

RICHARD MANV1LLE, director of
research of Donahue & Coe. New
York, has joined Warwick & Legler,
New York, in a similar capacity. Mr.
Manville
left a month ago for a vacation.

RUTH HADDOCK, formerly of
West-Marquis Inc., Los Angeles
agency, has joined Mays & Bennett
Adv., Los Angeles, as copy director.

CARROLL
business managerO'MEARA,
of Young former
& Rubicam,
Hollywood office, returns to that organization July 1. For the last few
months he has been chief of the English language* section of the Overseas
Division of OWI in San Francisco.

-r
iui

AGENCY

BOB WOLFE, on the director staff
of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, has
been named assistant director of the
radio
Mills. department, headed by Dwight
MARGARET MARKLAND. media
director of Gotham Adv. Co., New
York,
was ofmarried
June 5 to They
Grant will
A*.
Hastings
New Orleans.
live in New York.
JAMES N. MANILLA, formerlv
W85A, Schenectady, and with NBC.
has joined the radio department of
Compton Adv.. as a program supervisor.
BROADCASTING

CAL KUHL, newly appointed executive producer of The Biow Co., Hollywood, is inwith
New home
York office
for aexecutives
month's
conference
on fall advertising plans.

KGBX-KWTO,
Springfield, Mo.
well pleased with AP
service
. . . job!
you're doing a swell
F. M. Sullivan,
Managing Editor.
available through
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.
• Broadcast
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Civilian

Radio

Armistice

Is

Foreseen

By
Joseph
Gerl; McDonald
Disagrees
POSSIBILITY of a return to ciStates at the time of Pearl Harvilian production of radios before
bor— you may gain some slight
the end of the war was the topic
idea of the growing need for reof much pi-o and con discussion
placement parts and new radio reamong leading radio manufacturers
ceivers among our civilian populalast week. A possible "merchandise
armistice" before the end of the
As another indication of the poswar is foreseen by Joseph Gerl,
tion."sible resumption of civilian radio,
president of Sonora Radio and
Mr. Gerl quoted the statement of
Television Corp., Chicago, who said
WPB Chief Donald M. Nelson in
in a letter to Broadcasting that
his testimony before a house sub"we believe war restrictions probcommittee tothe effect that producably will be eased to provide mation of automobiles and many other
terials and commodities for civilian
civilian goods may be resumed before the end of the war.
consumption."
"So that there will be no reason
McDonald Disagrees
for misunderstanding," Mr. Gerl
wrote, "I want to make it plain
The discussion of such manufacthat this is no time to indulge in
ture of radios for civilian use beloose predictions or wishful thinkfore victory drew adverse comment
ing. Under no circumstances do we
from Com. E. F. McDonald Jr.,
want to give the trade any false
president of Zenith Radio Corp.,
illusions, create any false optimism,
who said:
or identify ourselves with any ef"To think of civilian production
fort which may have a 'boomerang'
at this time? Preposterous! Deeffect on the radio industry.
mands of the Government upon the
First Job Is War
radio industry are for even greater
production, and for the greatest
"Our first job is to cooperate
with the Government in winning
ingenuity of its engineers to prothis war and toward that end every
duce new, novel, and different ramanufacturer should be willing to
dionic devices for offense, destrucset aside self-interests in behalf
tion, and defense.
of the common cause. Therefore,
"Radionics is the one new weapon
we make no pretense of predicting
of
this war," Com. McDonald conexactly when our factory will again
tinued. "Fortunately the Germans,
be delivering civilian merchandise.
Italians, and Japs have never been
"On the other hand, certain
outstanding for their production
plainly visible trends seem to be
of radio or radionic devices of any
pointing to a merchandise armistype. Our supremacy in radionics
tice before the war ends. Quite
can well be our margin of victory,
■naturally", Mr. Gerl wrote, "the
so let's not think of civilian produccontinuation of these trends will
tion until after the war is won."
depend upon the further success
With the unprecedented demand
'of our fighting forces. But should
they be borne out, then we believe
war restrictions probably will be
Vanderbie Sells Interest
eased to provide materials and
H. S. VANDERBIE, of the advercommodities for civilian consumptising firm of Vanderbie and Rubtion."
ens,
Chicago, has sold his interest
"Not long ago, Business Week
in the agency to his partner,
reported that the War Production
Walter L. Rubens, now a lieutenant
Board considered radios of high
in the army stationed at Ft. Knox,
mportance for the pui'pose of mainKy. Active manager of the comlining morale on the home front.
pany until Lt. Rubens returns will
With the possible obsolescence of be Warren Seelye, who has repre20,000,000 radio sets by July, 1943
sented Vanderbie and Rubens in
—approximately one-third of the
Detroit for the past six years.
adio sets in use in the United
Present staff will be retained.

for radar equipment for the remainder of this year and the first
six months of next year, other radio manufacturers queried felt that
it would not be possible to resume
civilian production until after the
war.
Ray Ellis, director of WPB Radio & Radar Division, in an address before the Radio Manufacturers Assn. meeting in Chicago
recently [Broadcasting, June 14],
stated that all present plant facilities will be greatly taxed to produce radio and radar equipment
for the armed forces for the coming year.
Mr. Ellis has repeatedly warned
against emphasis on post-war
planning now, maintaining that
the industry must concentrate all
its skill on doing its war job.

THE

Kelite

on Coast

KELITE PRODUCTS Inc., Los
Angeles (Kenu cleanser), on July
4 starts a weekly quarter-hour dramatic series on 8 CBS California
and Arizona stations (KNX KQW
KARM KGDM KROY KOY KTUC
KSUN). Contract is for 52 weeks.
Tentatively titled Agent V, program is scheduled to feature Frank
Graham. Firm also sponsors a
thrice-weekly five-minute program,
Name in the News, on the Arizona
network (KOY KTUC KSUN).
Little & Co., Los Angeles, has the
account.
NEWLY ELECTED member of the
executive committee of the Radio Manufacturer's Assn. is S. I. Cole, president of Aerovox Corp., New Bedford,
Mass., manufacturers of radio and
electronic components. Mr. Cole was
elected at the recent RMA convention
in Chicago.

SHORTEST

DISTANCE

It's a geometric axiom that a straight line is the shortest
distance between two points.
The same basic principle applies to radio advertising. To
cover a given market most effectively, you use the station
having the largest audience in that market.
All accredited surveys prove that WOAI is the shortcut
between advertisers and consumers in Central and South
Texas. Backed by the power of 50,000 watts, WOAI's
clear-channel voice reaches the bulk of the listeners in
this prosperous section — at the lowest cost per listener!
50,000 WATTS
AFFILIATE NBC

_______
_______

CLEAR CHANNEL
MEMBER TQN

OAI

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
The
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CLEVELAND
SEEKS

DEPENDS

UPON

WORKMANSHIP

OF
TO

CALL

USE

FORMAL request to transfer the
call letters WJW from Akron to
Cleveland, along with the change
in corporate name, was filed with
the
FCC last
by manager
Bill O'Neil,
president
and week
general
of
WJW. The new Cleveland station,
using the old call, expects to begin operation about Aug. 15 on
85® kc. with 5,000 watts fulltime.
The present WJW, operating on
1240 kc, would remain in Akron,
under the new requested call of
WAJV, until such time as decision
is reached regarding its disposition. The station, using 250 watts,
carries MBS programs, though it
is not now a contracted outlet.
WJW, upon removal to Cleveland,
will become a BLUE outlet.

ACCURATE

EACH

WJW

OUTLET

OUR

D

TMENTS
BE ACCURATE

IS TRAINED

WEED

nno
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company

STATION

nePlteSS

NTATIVSSsi

NEW YORK
• BOSTON
• CHICAGO
• DET*OlT&£
. SAN FRANCISCO • HOUYWOOO
C6

The application
requested
modification of the WJW
license
in
Akron to change the corporate
name from WJW Inc. to Akron
Broadcasting Co. A second application requested voluntary assignment of the construction permit for the 850 kc. station from
the Akron Broadcasting Co. to the
WJW Co. It was set forth by Mr.
O'Neil, in the applications filed
through the law offices of W. Theodore Pierson, that the purpose was
to separate the construction permit for 850 kc. from the 1240 kc.
license. Then the licensee proposes
to accommodate itself to the FCC's
ruling with respect to retention or
sale of the Akron local.
Mr. O'Neil is the son of W.
O'Neil, president of General Tire
& Rubber Co., which recently purchased the Yankee Network. He
is not identified with Yankee, howand his in
father's
has no ever,
interest
WJW. company

NO MIKE with call letter mars
anniversary festivities at KOY,
Phoenix, Ariz., and publicity sets
a new precedent as (1 to r), Commercial Manager John Hogg cuts
his birthday cake; Program Manager Jack Williams awaits a slice
to celebrate his natal day, and General Manager Harold Safford
marks a wedding anniversary.

Royal Crown Spots
SUMMER campaign built around
the "Taste-Test" theme will start
July 1 for Royal Crown Cola in
recorded announcements on mere
than 300 stations, comic strip ads
in 500 newspapers, ads in 18 popular magazines, and poster displays
in 775 cities. Nehi Corp., Columbus, Ga., maker of the beverage, is
planning to run the drive through
the end of September on a weekto-week basis. Agency is BBDO,
New York.
FTC Cosmetic Action
LEHN & FINK Products Corp.
and its subsidiary, Dorothy Gray
Ltd., Bloomfield, N. J., have received aFederal Trade Commission
cease and desist order in connection with the advertising of Dorothy Gray Cosmetics. The firms are
ordered to discontinue representing
that the vitamin D content in their
cosmetic creams will improve the
coloring of the skin, make it softer,
smooth lines, or provide any beneficial effect whatsoever.

FCC

GRANTS

SHIFT

TO

WAAT
NEWARK

BREMER Broadcasting Corp.'s
application for a modification of
license to substitute the word
"Newark" for "Jersey City" as the
location of the main studio of
WAAT, Jersey City, and to move
its main studio from Jersey City
to Newark was granted last week
by the FCC. The Commission stipulated, however, that the application is subject to the condition
that the licensee is to comply fullj
with certain rules, when materials
and personnel are available.
The Commission also announced
proposed findings of fact, proposing to deny without prejudice the
applications of Newark Broadcasting Corp., Newark, and of East
ern Broadcasting Co. Inc. for i
construction permit for a new sta
tion in Newark and Long Island
N. Y. respectively. Denial of thest
applications, according to the FCC
are in accordance with its policj
on conservation of materials, as an1
nounced in its memorandum o:
April
1942. Corporation hao
The 27,
Newark
asked permission to construct i
station to operate on 620 kc, witll
5 kw., unlimited time, using a dii
rectional antenna both day ant
night, and also requested authori
zation to operate with 1 kw. fo:
the duration of the war emergency
The Eastern Co., had proposed t<
construct a station to operate oil
1520 kc, with 1 kw., limited t
WKBK, Buffalo.
BRITISH COLUMBIA
LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

WGAC
Joins Mutual
WGAC, Augusta, Ga., last week
became a Mutual affiliate, bringing that network's total number of
outlets to 210. Owned by Twin
States Broadcasting Co., WGAC
operates on 1240 kc, 250 watts.
WSJS
Represented by Headley-Reed
XX2
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CHESTER SLAYBOUGH, timebuyer
of BBDO, New York, on July 6 joins
Morse International, New York, in a
similar capacity.

BROADCASTING
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British

JWGST

Taken

Over

'By
Georgia
Tech
Regents Likely to Name New
.Manager Within Month
ALL ASSETS of Southern Broadcasting System Inc. have been acquired by the Board of Regents
of Georgia School of Technology,
licensee of WGST, Atlanta, and a
petition for the dissolution of the
corporation has been filed in the
Fulton County, Ga., Superior
Court. These steps, following purchase of all outstanding stock of
the corporation last May, are in
line with the demand of the FCC
that the Pickard-Calhoun interests be withdrawn from any pai't
in the management of the station
before the Commission would consider the question of renewing the
[.license [Broadcasting, March 29,
L1943].
Retain Employes

OWI Moves
RADIO BUREAU of the
OWI, formerly located in the
Railroad Retirement Bldg.,
Washington, has moved to the
Victory Bldg. Address is now
14th & Pennsylvania Ave.,
Washington 24, D. C.

Biff on Coast
WILCO Co., Los Angeles, to promote Biff, an insect spray, currently
is using more than 150 dramatized
chain break announcements weekly
on 18 Pacific Coast stations. Agency
is Elwood J. Robinson Adv., Los
Angeles.

to

Carter Denial
CARTER Products Inc., New
York, and Small & Seiffer, New
York advertising agency, have denied a Federal Trade Commission
complaint that they have disseminated advertisements misrepresenting
and named
effectivenesstheofproperties
a deodorant
"Arrid". The FTC charges that the
product will not accomplish the
results claimed and will irritate the
skin of some individuals, if applied
repeatedly. The Carter Co. admits
making the alleged claims, but asserts that they are true.

Manufacture

Three-Tube

Radio

Sets

STANDARD low-cost three-tube
radio sets, capable of receiving
four or five BBC stations and some
European broadcasts are expected
to be on the market in England by
Christmas as a result of British
research for a receiver capable of
mass production from a minimum
of critical materials.
Aware that the radio in the
home is a war necessity, the British decided to go into production
on the standard U-model when it
was found more economical to
manufacture utility sets than to
make unstandarized parts for prewar receivers now going out of order in large numbers.

STARS who appeared in its first telecast a year ago joined with others
June 27 in the First Anniversary Telecast of W2XWV, owned and operated
by DuMont Laboratories, N. Y.

Supplementary information, including notice of these steps, has
been filed with the FCC, and the
Commission has granted a temI porary extension of license to July
|;30 during which time Southern
Broadcasting
is expected
to be
I dissolved. The Board of Regents,
I according
to an
attorney for
I WGST,
is expected
within this
I period to name a manager in place
Ibf Clarence H. Calhoun, associated
I with
Sam
Pickard in Southern
I Broadcasting. It is understood that
I ill employes excepting those in exIscutive positions in the former
Imanagement set-up are to be reliiained.
it Named as a committee to direct
Ithe station's activities, including
■power to make contracts, appoint
)fficers and supervise general
I operation, are these members of
( [he Board of Regents: Sandy Beavi ;r, chairman; Frank M. Spratlin,
I /ice-chairman ; William S. Morris,
I Pope F. Brock and Marion Smith,
r.ix-officio; and Chancellor S. V.
1 Sanford and President M. L. Brit{,ain, ex-officio members.
I • This same group has also been
I tppointed to act as directors of
J Southern Broadcasting Inc. for
[ he interim until its dissolution,
!ltr. Beaver and Mr. Spratlin actj:ng as president and vice-president,
j'vith L. R. Siebert and Pauline J.
liVilhite as secretary and treasurer.
I Payment under a contract signed
[lest April 14 is to be 15% of the
Station's net profits to January,
11950, date to which the management contract of Southern BroadBasting was to run. It is believed
Biat dissolution of the corporation
Hnd presentation of final data beHpre July 30 on management peril onnel and operating policies will
jj|!pen the way for consideration of
ItwGST's application for renewal of
lips license.
[ISITING delegates and members of
pe National Editorial Assn. were enptained by WCKY. Cincinnati. They
(roadcast over the L. B. Wilson sta|on during their wartime conference
eld in Cincinnati June 12.
• ROADCASTING
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CINCINNATI
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Taken from Mayor Stewart's
official proclamation declaring
June 19th, for the second time,
WCPO day.

WCPO
CINCINNATI'S NEWS STATION
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PALL

in BALTIMORE
and the Central Atlantic States

WBAL

PROMOTION

is building more
!and more listeners "
■for your programs

iiwmri fttrv t €•., National tapraiMtativc

MALL

SERIES

PLACED
ON MUTUAL
WHEN Gracie Fields, comedienne
star of her own show on the BLUE,
returns from England in the fall
she Will be heard on Mutual five
times weekly one hour earlier than
her present quarter-hour on the
BLUE, 10:15-10:30 p.m.
Two weeks ago Mutual offered
her sponsor, American Cigarette
& Cigar Co., New York, the 9:15
p.m. spot, and since that time the
network has been clearing the stations in selected markets as designated by the sponsor. The series
starts Oct. 11 on more than 160
Mutual stations for Pall Mall
cigarettes.
Miller McClintock, MBS president, in a talk recorded before he
left for the Pacific Coast, thanked
the affiliates on a conference call
for their cooperation in getting
the series. "I doubt if any other
network could possibly have cleared
a quarter-hour strip in station
time," he said.
ADDITIONAL BLUE stations to receive certificates of merit for cooperation in the adult education program
of the American Economic Foundation
[Broadcasting, June 7], as designated bylast
the organization's
trustees
week, were: board
WEBRof
WMUR
KCMO KXEL WHMA
WSRR WHDL WAYS KOME CFCF.

GREENVILLE'S C?UOTA
IN THE SECOND WAR

St**"
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DRIVE
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OF WAR
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CEEDED
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WTOP

Off

Air

Strike

on

Pay

5 Hours

As

Issue;

WTOP, CBS outlet in Washington, was off the air 4 hours and
59 minutes June 19 when the entire technical staff of 21 engineers
and supervisors walked out in a dispute involving overtime wages for
two supervisors working the District of Columbia's newly instituted 46-hour war time work week.
The technicians, members of the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, started an unannounced strike at 12 o'clock noon,
and did not return to their posts
until 4:59 p. m., when station representatives, and Lawson Wimberly, international representative of
the union, signed an agreement to
refer the controversy to arbitration. CBS will deposit the overtime, calculated at time-and-a-half,
in
escrow pending the arbitrator's
decision.
Delay in Settlement
Settlement is not expected for
several weeks however, as Mr.
Wimberly is making a scheduled
trip west and date of the hearings
has not been set. According to
the agreement between the union
and CBS, each side will limit its
arguments in the case to three
hours at the hearing.
The strike followed several weeks
of negotiations over union contentions that supervisors would be entitled to time-and-a-half for overtime work. CBS attorneys held
that the CBS-IBEW contract approved by the War Labor Board
May 5, classifying supervisors as
administrative personnel prevents
overtime pay under WLB regulations.
CBS attorneys insisted that no
overtime could be paid without permission of the WLB. Kenneth
Yourd, CBS attorney, said the company felt it could not lawfully
make these payments unless the
WLB so interpreted the contract.
CBS had withheld payment for the
sixth day and had filed an application with the Wage & Hours Division of the Labor Dept. for permission to pay straight time for
the extra day.
Union representatives claimed
that in seeking the ruling for
straight time the company was
violating an understanding of May
14, which allegedly provided for
the application to ask time-and-ahalf. CBS emphatically denied the
existence of any such understanding. In the agreement that ended
the five-hour strike, both parties
accepted WLB arbitration. The
amount of overtime payment will
therefore be decided by the WLB
representative.
The station reported that actual
revenue losses from the strike had
been relatively light. Among the
programs missed locally were Armstrong Theater, Stars Over Hollywood, Of Men and Books, and a
few others. Rep. Andresen (R.Minn.) made a futile trip to the
studio, only to learn that the Wash-

Technicians

WLB

Mediator

Labor Silenced
AFTER being on the air
without fail for two weeks
short of nine years, Labor
News Review, heard Saturdays on WTOP, Washington,
missed for the first time June
19. The reason: IBEW technicians at the station were
on strike.

ington Farm Reporter, which he
was to share with Charles Dang
Bennett, had been blacked out bj
the strike, and Sen. Wheeler (D.Mont.) spent some anxious moments before learning that the station would be operating in time for
his scheduled 6:30 broadcast.

CBS

Service

for

Wat

Reaches 2,166-Hr. Total
FROM Dec. 7, 1941 to March 31
1943, a total of 480 war days, CBS
broadcast 11,880 war effort pro]
grams, using 2,166 hours donatecl
by the network or its advertisers I
Paul Hollister, CBS vice-presiden j
revealed to the convention of th«l
Special Libraries Assn. meetinJ
in the Hotel Pennsylvania, Nevl
York, June 24. With an additiona
6,221 programs of war news, th*
grand total of war broadcasts or
CBS reached 18,101, representing
3,349 hours and 39 minutes of time
"for which the Government pai<
not one penny," he said. Advertis
ers bought and paid for and volun
teered 9,272 of these broadcasts
while
the remainder were con
tributed by the network.
Continuing his review of CBJ
wartime data, the second publi
report of its kind #ince Pearl Har
bor, Mr. Hollister revealed thaj
37.6% of the network's average
broadcasting day was filled witl
the war-information type of pro

gram.

Movie

Plans

SPOT CAMPAIGN for Republic
Pictures' film "Someone to Re
member," which opens in St. Louis
announcement
entailstations
willthree
Julytwo8, or
in
in eacl
of 35 major cities, and in some o
the 280 sub-cities covered by Reij
public. Drive may be expanded ij
radio proves effective, accordins
to a spokesman for Republic. Agen'
cy is Donahue & Coe, New YorM

MONEY

TO BURN

Farmers in this sixstate area never had
more money in their
lives.
BUYING!
WIBW They're
can make
them
ask for your product.

T'EVt o pekS a
WIBW
BROADCASTING
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EACH MEMBER of this quintet has been with NBC at least 10 years.
They met at a recent get-together in the nation's capital. (1 to r): Frank
M. Russell, vice president; Harold Yates, engineer, Washington; Frank
Mullen, vice president and general manager; Bob Terrell, operations
supervisor in Washington; Carleton Smith, WRC manager. Yates and
Terrell joined NBC-Washington on the same day.
FCC

CANCELS

KSJB

'SPECIAL SERVICE9
IN AN ABOUT-FACE 10 days
after an appeal in the case, the
FCC last Wednesday cancelled the
"special service authorization" of
KSJB, Jamestown, N. D., to operate
on 600 kc, and ordered its return
to the 1400 kc. frequency with 250
watts. The action, in effect, gave
the relief sought by WMT, Cedar
Rapids, operating on 600 kc, which
on June 11 filed in the U. S. Court
of Appeals for the District of
Columbia an appeal and a petition
for a stay order against the FCC's
action [Broadcasting, June 21].
The FCC said it had cancelled
the authorization to KSJB effective June 26, not because of the
appeal, but because it found the
station still had its crystals for the
1400 kc. frequency. It is expected
that WMT, through its attorneys
Segal, Smith and Hennessey, will
now dismiss the appeal, which was
regarded as a new test of the
FCC's authority to issue "special
service authorizations" in lieu of
station licenses.
The cancellation order stated the
FCC had thought KSJB had already delivered its 1400 kc. crystals to a "well recognized manufacturer or distributor" in accordance
with Commission "freeze" order of
April, 1942, but that it now appears the station had not done so
and at present retains both the
1400 and 600 kc. crystals.
"No public need would be served,
therefore", said the FCC, "in con: tinuing the special service outhorization permitting KSJB's operation
on 600 kc." The order further said
that the Commission, on April 14,
1942, having found that KSJB possessed the 600 kc. crystals, had
granted the Jamestown application,
in lieu of its previous assignment,
and ordered the station at that
time to dispose of its 1400 kc.
crystals.
I

ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI
Represented

by John

BLAIR
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Puppets
In Video

Foreseen
Serials

WHEN

SOAP OPERAS go television, it will probably be through
the puppet show technique, Robert
B. Stone, program manager of
WRGB, General Electric Co. television station in Schenectady, told
a meeting of the American Television Society in New York last
Wednesday. He explained that puppets don't have to memorize lines,
saving hours of rehearsal time,
which would make live actors too
costly for a daily television serial.
The awards committee of ATS
voted to give recognition to General Electric Co. for "the greatest
contribution to television program
development of the year" and to
NBC tionfor
contributo the "the
use greatest
of television
as a
public service." Plaques are now
being prepared.
Norman D. Waters, New York
agency head and founder of ATS,
was reelected president. Other
officers elected include: Charles
Kleinman, vice-president; C. Matthew Dessner, treasurer; Kay Reynolds, secretary. Lela Swift, C.
Elizabeth Ayers and A. B. Cohen
also were elected to the board of
directors.
Post-war developments were
discussed by Willard J. Purcell,
GE chief engineer of broadcasting
activities, who said networks are
essential if television is to be successful.
Klaus Landsberg, chief engineer of W6XYZ, Hollywood station of Television Productions Inc.,
a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures, described his station's operations, especially stressing educational programs.
CBC Shortwave Center
CANADA'S NEW short wave station at Sackville, N. B., will be
ready for operation late in the summer, Dr. A. Frigon, assistant general manager, Canadian Broadcasting Corp., told the Parliamentary Broadcasting Committee at
Ottawa on June 17. The completed
center will broadcast in six different directions, with two proa-rams
going out simultaneously in different directions, or one program on
two different frequencies in one
direction, he told the committee.
It will provide world-wide shortwave coverage. To build the shortwave center, 124 acres of land had
to be purchased at Sackville, and
the CBC station there now, CBA,
50 kw. on 1070 kc, will be enlarged
to
size.three times its present physical
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Vallee Leaves July 1
RUDY VALLEE, star of his own
program on NBC under sponsorship
of Sealtest Inc. (dairy products),
is leaving the show for the duration
after the July 1st broadcast to
complete his advanced training
course in the U. S. Coast Guard, in
which he is now a chief petty officer with a bandmaster's rating. In
his place on the NBC program,
Joan Davis and Jack Haley will
handles the m.c. chores. Although
Haley has been mentioned as Vallee's successor, James McFadden,
radio director of McKee & Albright,
agency servicing the account, at
press time said no decision would
be made until after trial period.
Hale is committed for six guest
spots. With Vallee withdrawing,
program title will be changed to
Joan Davis-Jack Haley Show. Village store format is unchanged.
Eddie Paul continues as musical
director. Tom McAvity is agency

Sell
oni%
ng

Restaurant

producer.
SPECIAL Independence Day broadcast will be presented on CBS by the
Writers War Board under the title of
"One World", which is the title of
Wendell Willkie's best-selling book.
The program, to be heard 2-2 :30 p.m.,
will deal with the theme rather than
the contents of the Willkie book, and
the author, along with Frederic March,
will be featured. Dramatic portion will
be authored by Ranald MacDougall
and produced by William N. Robson,
both of CBS.

Western

Chain

KALE
Portland
...also selling many
other products on many
other stations.
George E. Halley
TEXAS RANGERS LIBRARY
HOTEL PICKWICK
• KANSAS CITY, MO.

EDGAR A. STEELE, partner and
executive of L. M. Clark Inc., New
York, research firm, has been appointed director of research and media of
Maxon Inc., New York.

"Your

^|

****

New

York

Salesman"

50,000 Watt . . . Clear Channel
. . . 1180 on Dial . . . Affiliated
with the National Broadcasting
Company and The
work, Inc.
ROCHESTER,

Blue NetN. Y.

National Sales Representative:
George P. Hoixingbery Co.
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CBS

Sustainers

On
Lighter
Side
Summer Shows Announced to
Fill Four Sponsored Periods
SUMMER SUSTAINERS lined up
by CBS to replace four of its regular commercial programs taking
summer hiatus periods are slanted
toward the entertainment side,
with comedy and music as the main
features. Replacing Burns & Allen
in the Tuesday 9-9:30 p.m. spot,
July 6 to Aug. 31 will be The
Colonel, a comedy program starring
Col. Stoopnagle, who will be replaced in turn on his own Sunday
quarter-hour for Schutter Candy
Co.
Two programs, Romance and
Broadivay Bandbox, will serve as
substitutes July 19 to Sept. 13 for
the hour period Monday evenings
currently filled by the Lux Radio
Theatre. Romance dramatizes romantic happenings of the past, and
the second show, a musical, stars
Frank Sinatra and Raymond
Scott's orchestra. American
Comedy Theatre, starring Elliott
Nugent, replaces Camel Comedy
Caravan, July 9 to Oct. 8, during
which time the last quarter-hour
of the show will be discontinued
and will not be picked up in the
fall by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
sponsor of the series. Program will
be heard 10-10:30 p.m. Fridays instead of through 10:45 p.m.
The Kate Smith Hour, Fridays
8-8:30 p.m., will be replaced by a
dramatic comedy program entitled
Corliss Archer, July 2 to Oct. 1.
Mrs.

Julia

Kiene

W

LET

RECORDING

PROBLEMS
%

GET
YOUR

LONE
oUt%

STAR
LIVE

IN
HAI

CHAIN

TALENT
f

aute&

you

BIG

TEXAS*

need to tell you how difficult it is to obtain recordings.
J^^O
You know this already. But we wonder if you know the real

Wins

Josephine Snapp Award
PRESENTATION of the 1942
Josephine Snapp Award will be
made today (June 28) at the AFA
convention in New "Vork to Mrs.
Julia Kiene, manager of the Westinghouse Home Economics Institute, Mansfield, Ohio. The award
is made annually by the Women's
Advertising Club of Chicago to the
woman making the most outstanding contribution to advertising
during the preceding year.

solution to reaching BIG

TEXAS

without recordings. It's easy if

you'll take this friendly tip:
Let us help you build a live talent show . . . designed to appeal to
Texans
STAR

. . . and then watch it click in a big way over the LONE
CHAIN.

The

ever increasing number

of network

adver-

tisers using Lone Star Chain with splendid results is proof enough
to make

KENO
Joins Blue
KENO, Las Vegas, Nev., on June
14 became a BLUE affiliate bringing the network's total to 158 outlets. Incorporated as Nevada
Broadcasting Co., the station operates on 1400 kc, 250 watts.

you a believer without hesitation.

For Rates and further information, write Ken
Sibson, Tower

Petroleum

L.

Building, Dallas, Texas.

WATL
COVERS

at

ATLANTA

i nuirnTc0ST

Represented by SPOT SALES Inc.
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First on New York's Dial... 570.

FCC

Enters

Rate

Field

(Continued from page 9)

'America's Leading Independent Station

HALIFAX,
NOVA
SCOTIA
Where more radio sets are
located than any other
centre of the Maritimes.
— •—
Halifax is served by the key
station of the Maritimes
CHNS
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Avenue, New York
Representatives

W
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mended by its law department, was
that while regional networks should
be shown some special consideration, in view of their peculiar operating conditions, the major networks nevertheless also sell programs on a regional basis. Thus, it
was concluded, the modifications
asked by Don Lee would tend to
give that network an advantage
and also to disrupt on short notice
non-network programs of stations
and advertisers.
The Don Lee contention that
small advertisers would be reluctant to buy time, according to the
Commission view, is not at this
time supported by specific evidence.
Moreover, it was felt the contention that regionals cannot sell unless programs can be put on within
two to four weeks, is not borne out
by specific evidence.
Apropos the suggestion for territorial exclusivity, the Commission
is said to have concluded that there
is no reason the "first call" provision of the rules should not suffice. Don Lee contended that a small
station might turn down a commercial program to retain a network
sustaining and prevent a competitor from getting the sustaining program. The Commission, however,
is understood to have concluded
that there is no justification in
treating regionals differently in
this matter.
It was held that the regulations
do not actually prevent 14-day
clearance, but retain the right of
a station to the 56-day notice, which
the Commission felt should be protected.
In countering the Don Lee contention that the larger outlets on
the Coast are on the major networks, the view of the Commission was that recognition of these
claims would require a different
set of rules for each network.
Contracts Studied
Meanwhile, the FCC law department, under General Counsel
Charles V. Denny and Assistant
General Counsel Rosel Hyde, in
charge of broadcasting, was busy
examining new contracts and modifications designed to conform with
the regulations. A number of questions regarding the applicability
of the rules to particular stations
have been received, but the only
petition requiring formal action
was that filed by Don Lee.
Chairman James Lawrence Fly,
at a press conference last Monday,
said the plan was "working splendidly"; that no complaints had been
received, and that all remarks he
had heard indicated the stations
"have been very pleased."
Asked about network reactions,
Mr. Fly said some of them
"are pleased" but he did not believe the two "big networks" were,
although he was inclined to think
that even they "will see it was better than they thought". Then he
said he was "a litle bit regretful

to see them heading up a campaign

WOW

TIME EQUALIZER
Gadget Keeps

—

Studio Clocks in Line-

m

of political pressure" using the
"ever available facilities of the
NAB". He said apparently they are
"canvassing everybody in all precincts to turn on their pressure
in Congress."
Mystery Letter
Making it abundantly clear that
he didn't like this opposition, Chairman Fly said he imagined all of it
would "come out in the open". He
alluded to "apparently inspired
editorial comment sent out from
Washington in an unidentified and
unidentifiable envelope". "Well," he
said, "the Black Committee public
utility hearings brought such
things to light and this will come
to Questioned
light eventually."
about the content of
the mysterious envelope, Mr. Fly
said: "I am not going to give it
any more publicity," but added, it
was "that oft-repeated argument
that leaving the stations free to
choose whatever programs they
consider best in the public interest
is in some way restricting freedom
Asked about his appearance in
of speech."session, before the House
executive
Select Committee to investigate the
FCC the preceding week [Broadcasting, June 21], Mr. Fly declined comment other than to say
that
he made
"very was
short not
visit"
and that
the amatter
of
"great concern". Three members of
the five-man committee were present. Reports from the committee
were that the appearance was uneventful and covered only one minor
aspect of the inquiry on which pubshortly.
lic hearings are scheduled to begin
Mr. Fly alluded to the "erroneous
information" in the press about the
date of the start of the Cox inquiry.
He said he had no further engagements scheduled with the Cox committee.
Southern Bell Spots
SOUTHERN
BELL Telephone
& Telegraph Co., Atlanta, is demonstrating the proper use of the
telephone in wartime in a series of
spot announcements produced by
NBC Radio Recording Division,
and aired on an undetermined number of outlets throughout the South.
Agency is Tucker Wayne & Co.,
Atlanta. Drive is part of a nationwide campaign on the part of subsidiaries of AT&T to promote conservation of telephone facilities
[Broadcasting, May 31].
Starr's Appearances
COINCIDENT with the premiere held
June 24 in New York of United Artists new release, "Stage Door Canteen", Martin Starr of the radio division of UA, has been making a series
of personal appearances on local radio
stations to discuss highlights of the
picture. Some of the programs on
which he appeared were Martha
Deane's series on WOR ; Frances
Scott on WHN ; Other People's Business,
WQXR, and Art Green's program on WMCA.
BROADCASTING

Her old With Synchronizer
A DEVICE to synchronize studio
and network clocks, overcoming a
problem arising from load variations on local power lines, has been
developed at WOW, Omaha, by Joe
Herold and Glenn Flynn, staff engineers.
Using a simple dial simulating
a clock face, but with the figures
running 1 to 6, the gadget enables
the control operator to show exactly whether the studio clocks are
ahead or behind the network, and
exactly how much.
The Herold-Flynn device, a handy
item trol
in room,
anycan
network
station's
be easily
made, conaccording to its developers, who offer
the idea to their fellow operators
with their compliments.
New Beecham Series Offered
SIR THOMAS BEECHAM, British
conductor, has signed a contract for
exclusive rights to his radio activities
with Basch Radio Productions, New
York. A half-hour network program,
featuring the conductor, a symphonic
orchestra, and Lady Beecham, pianist,
is being offered to agencies under the
title, Presenting Sir Thomas Beecham.
Sir Thomas has conducted a number
of major American symphonic groups
on
the for
air, the
including
series ofEvening
broadeasts
Ford aSunday
Hour on CBS. Currently touring
Canada he will soon conduct concerts
in the U. S. and Mexico.
AS CONTEST winner on the Graham
Co.'s Redbow Amateur program on
WOV, New York, James Caputo has
been awarded a 52-week scholarship
for voice study. Runners-up in the
contest received War Bonds. Aired in
behalf of Redbow dried foods, the
weekly tinued
half-hour
programwithwasthedisconfor the summer
June
19 broadcast. Agency is BlaineThompson Co., New York.
THE

BRIGHT

SPOT

of Eastern New York
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Cash

Give

- Aways

Big
in
Chicago
Nine Are Running Currently,
In Resurgence of Popularity
! A TOTAL of approximately $3,200
' is awarded weekly to Chicago lisi teners by seven Chicago stations in
I what appears to be a midwestern
resurgence of cash give-away programs. WBBM broadcasts three
cash give-away programs:
Sound-O, half-hour weekly sponsored by the Chicago Sun, which
awards 115 prizes to listeners
totaling $1,000 weekly, and Mr.
Moneybags and Try and Stump Us,
which are quarter-hour five-a-week
sustaining shows. The former pays
listeners one dollar each when
studio talent fails to play songs requested by mail and the latter
awards cash to listeners chosen at
random from telephone books, who
are asked to identify the song being sung on the program at the
time they are called.
The latest addition to jack-pot
shows is the Times Quiz Time, on
WIND, a five-minute program
broadcast 10 times daily and sponsored by the Chicago Daily Times.
The Times will award a total of
$6,000 during the next eight weeks.
Mr. Moneyman, broadcast on
WAIT for five minutes every halfhour throughout the day, awards
five dollars to the listeners identifying the selection played when
the telephone call is made. Other
cash give-away programs are
Wheel of Fortune, quarter-hour
program sponsored on WGN and
WCFL six days by Hirsch Clothing Co., Chicago; quarter-hour
Rhymster Tyme, featuring Eddie
and Fannie Cavanaugh five days
a week on WLS; Jackpot, halfhour five days a week on WAAF;
and Do You Know the Answer? on
WCFL thrice daily for five minutes
five days a week. The latter program is a syndicated feature
owned by the W. E. Long Co., Chicago, and is sponsored on a participating basis by Ward Baking
Co., New York (Tip Top Bread),
Fij-oil Shampoo, Chicago, and
Dad's Root Beer Co., Chicago.
WOKO
Hearing July 1
PETITION of WOKO, Albany,
N. Y., to continue from July 1,
1943, hearing on application for
renewal of license was denied on
June 24 by the FCC. The hearing involves alleged failure of
WOKO to reveal fully the facts of
its stock ownership. Linking the
name of Sam Pickard, former member of the old Radio Commission,
with the proceedings, the Commission had previously announced it
designated the WOKO application
for hearing "to determine whether
the representations and statements
made to the Commission with respect to the ownership or transfer
of subscription to, or consideration
paid for the stock of WOKO Inc.,
truly and accurately reflect the
facts."
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WJZ

Transmitter

Room

for

Neiv

Moving;
Shortwave

THE

BLUE was granted FCC permission last week to move the 50
kw. transmitter of WJZ, New
York, and its 25 kw. auxiliary
transmitter, from the NBC transmitter house at Bound Brook, N.
J., to a separate WJZ transmitter
house at Lodi, about 15 miles closer
to New York.
The application, previously approved by the WPB, was part of
an arrangement between NBC and
the OWI on installation of four
new shortwave transmitters at
Bound Brook to participate in the
radio war against the Axis.
Saving in Material
James O. Weldon, acting chief
of the Bureau of Communications
Facilities of the OWI Overseas
Branch, explained that OWI had
asked removal of the WJZ equipment when a study of Bound Brook
facilities indicated that more than
$100,000 worth of critical material
could be saved if NBC could arrange to house the additional shortwave transmitters. He said the
saving would be in both critical
material and in manpower needed
to serve transmitters grouped under one roof.
When OWI looked over the
Bound Brook facilities, Mr. Weldon said, its engineers found two
NBC shortwave transmitters already functioning at that location,
while WJZ's two medium wave
transmitters filled the remaining
space. By removing the 50 kw.
transmitter, and most of the auxiliary, it was found that four new
shortwave transmitters could be
accommodated.
Mr. Weldon said OWI would provide three of the new transmitters, and that NBC intended to
build the fourth from components
on hand. Part of that equipment
it is believed will come from the
WJZ auxiliary, which will be reduced to 10 kw. under an application approved by FCC at the
same time pei-mission to move
was granted.
OWI has dealt only with NBC,
Mr. Weldon said, although BLUE
has a separate agreement to govBuy
Buy

OWI

Asked

Equipment

ern i-emoval of the equipment. Under the arrangement, OWI agrees
to dismantle the transmitters and
remove them from the transmitter
house. Purchase of land, construction of a new house and installation
of the equipment will be carried
on the BLUE.
Accordingtransmitter
to the plan,
auxiliary
and WJZ's
main
tower will be moved first. When
they are installed, transmitter and
the auxiliary antenna will be transferred.
Arbiters to Rule
A DECISION is expected within the
next two weeks in the dispute between
WBBM,
Local on theChicago,
fee paidandto the
PaulAFRA
Brentson,
announcer, handling the news broad
cast sponsored on WBBM by SoconyVacuum Corp., New York. The case
was submitted to a three-man arbitration board consisting of Harry D.
Taft, assistant dean of law at DePaul
U, Frank K. Bowden, attorney selected
by WBBM,
and JudgeMunicipal
George L.Court,
Quilici
of the Chicago
who was selected by the first two board
members.
COMBINED Canadian Army, Navy
and Air Force Friday evening Comrades In Arms program, July 2 on the
CBC network, will feature birthday
celebrations to mark Dominion Day,
July 1, and Independence Day, July 4.
Major Raymond Massey of the Canadian Army will present "Fortress
Without Canadian
Guns", by Army
Major radio
R. A.public
Diespecker,
relations officer.

BALTIMORE'S
v

Mrs. Miniver on Air
HENRY SOUVAINE, New York,
is preparing for production a radio program based on Jan Struther's book, Mrs. Miniver, with
broadcasting rights having been
secured in cooperation with Clark
H. Getts, Miss Struther's literary
representative. Script is being written as a half-hour network show,
and has been submitted to Procter
& Gamble on a package program
deal, through H. W. Kastor & Sons,
agency for P & G's Drene shampoo,
Pall Mall soap and other products.
Miss Struther would serve as collaborator, and possibly as narrator
for the series.
NEW

SUBSCRIBERS to the transcribed syndicated series Imperial
Leader, produced by Kasper-Gordon,
Boston, are Richmond Dry Goods Co.,
on WMBG ; HP5G, Panama City ; W.
G. Avery Body Co., Jackson, Miss.,
on WSLI. The discs, which carry a
dramatized life story of Winston
Churchill, were made in Australia with
a British east and are considered an
outstanding educational series.
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shifted

her popular Home Forum to
an afternoon time five announcements onher first five
days at the new time brought
1395 replies— an average of
279 per announcement.
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AFM
Names
Group
(Continued from page 9)
Mr. Petrillo said that the following
week, after the meeting had disbanded, he had received a second
message from the conciliator offering to come to Chicago with representatives of the transcription
companies, to which the union head
had responded that he could not
deal without his board and that he
would get in touch with Mr. Fitzpatrick on his return to New York.
'Will Deal'— Petrillo
Declaring that "we will abide by
whatever the Government wants us
to do" and reiterating his previous
pledge that "if the President requests it, the men will go back to
work," Mr. Petrillo stated, "If we
never make another record or transcription it's all right with us; but
as long as the companies want to
do so we'll sit down with them to

KSEI
POCATELLO • IDAHO

Money
Talks
It's one thing to TALK productive
markets. It's quite another to MAKE
GOOD. A trial campaign on WAIR
will prove to you that Winston-Salem
has the dough and WAIR knows how
to get it for you.

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

the Federal
Hew Rales of
ns CommisCommunicatio u to Place
don Permit Yo
or CBS Met
Your NBC, Blue on
1
work Programs
they are on
^le^ork verage here
co
cannot furnish

WSAY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
MUTUAL OUTLET M

try to work out a deal."
Following a remark by Mr. Padway that "it is hardly just or sensible" to separate transcriptions
from phonograph records as transcriptions are only a small part of
the overall problem," Mr. Petrillo
said that the transcription industry
is so small that "its entire take is
only $4,000,000 a year and its net
only $250,000 at best. If we got all
the profits we'd still have nothing."
He contrasted this with the phonograph record business, from which,
he stated, the union, "with any
kind of a fee, could collect from
$15,000,000 to $20,000,000 a year."
Repeating the statement he had
made to Brdadcasting at the conclusion of the Chicago board meeting [Broadcasting, June 14], he
said that the AFM had withdrawn
the fee plan as a measure for
settling the transcription strike
when they found how little money
would be involved and instead had
asked for control of the use of
transcriptions, with the right to
stop service to any station against
which the union was striking and
had declared unfair. This offer was
rejected, he said, on the grounds
that if they complied the companies
would be violating the Federal
laws.

FTC's

MUSICIANS
TO

BURNS

RETURN
PROGRAM

SPIKE JONES and His City
Slickers were back on the Bob
Thursday aflastdiscovered
Burns
ter theprogram
AFM had
that
Lever Bros., sponsor of the program for Lifebuoy Soap, and NBC,
on which the series is broadcast,
were not violating any of the
union's rules in permitting WMAQ,
Chicago, to record it off the lines
for a delayed broadcast. Belief
that there was such a violation
had
the union to pull the mu17. led sicians
from the broadcast of June
James C. Petrillo, AFM president, told Broadcasting the union's rule against recorded repeat
broadcasts had been enacted to
prevent a double performance for
which the network is paid twice
but the musicians only once. When
the AFM learned that union musicians were used, and paid on both
the original broadcast of the Bob
Burns program for the East and
the repeat for the West, Mr.
Petrillo said, the objections to the
recorded repeat for Chicago were
withdrawn. Burns, incidentally,
goes off the air for the summer
following the July 1 broadcast

Insurance Firm Seeking
Sale of WCSC
to Rivers
VOLUNTARY assignment of the
license
WCSC,
Charleston",
C,
to Johnof M.
Rivers,
president S. and
general manager, on a 12-year plan,
entailing payment of $1,200 per
month to Liberty Life Insurance
Co., Greenville, owner of the station, is proposed in an application
filed with the FCC last week by
South Carolina Broadcasting Co.,
licensee. Mr. Rivers, head of the
station since 1938, would procure
the property on a basis paralleling
the plan by which WOW, Omaha,
was released to a new company
headed by John J. Gillin Jr., its
general manager, approved by the
FCC several months ago.

with
comedy
show
That's
Life
With aFred
Brady,
filling
in until
fall.
Another Lever Bros, program,
Mayor of the Town, broadcast for
Rinso on CBS on Wednesdays, will
be musicless for the summer, according to Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, agency handling both programs. AFM has asked for the
employment of nine musicians, or
the payment of stand-by fees for

The contract carries no "reversionary clause." Mr. Rivers sought
to buy the station in 1940 for
$115,900, but the Commission vetoed the transfer on the ground
that only a partial transfer would
be effected under the proposed conditions of sale and that Liberty Life
would retain "substantial financial
control of the licensee corporation"
while Mr. Rivers assumed "no personal financial obligation."
N. R. HOWARD, Assistant Director
of Censorship in charge of the Press
Division, resigned last Friday to resume his duties as editor of The
Cleveland News. Jack Lockhart, managing editor of The Memphis Commercial Appeal (WMC), supervisor of the
press division night desk, will be acting assistant director.
that number, if an organ or other
musical instrument is used for
theme and bridge music during the
dramatic broadcasts.

Jurisdiction

Sustained
by Court
FEDERAL courts cannot issue
declaratory judgments defining the
jurisdiction of the Federal Trade
Commission, the U. S. District
Court for the District of Columbia
held in dismissing the suit of Miles
Labs., Elkhart, Ind., last Monday.
Miles Labs., makers of Dr. Miles'
Nervine, Dr. Miles' Nervine Tablets
and Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills,
with annual sales in excess of
$900,000, had sought to have the
Court pass upon jurisdiction of the
FTC to issue a complaint charging
the corporation with engaging in
certain practices in violation of the
Federal Trade Commission Act
[Broadcasting, March 8, 1943].
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(Continued from page 11)
ful assistance to us." Miller McClintock, president of Mutual, told
Sen. McKellar he was "deeply distressed over possible elimination of
the Domestic Branch." He said
"this bureau has been of immeasurable value in systematizing war
information to our people and has
brought order out of chaos in wartime radio."
Among the individuals who
wired Sen. McKellar was William
Allen White, Emporia, Kan. publisher, and lifelong Republican.
Mr. White complimented Elmer
Davis and insisted that OWI had
made "no mistakes that had not
been made in the war administrations of Lincoln, McKinley and
Wilson." The National Newspaper
Guild, and the CIO also stated
their support.
Taber Charges
Meanwhile, back in the House,
Rep. Taber (R-N.Y.) , who had
supported OWI in the vote June
18, charged the Overseas Branch
had illegally paid $400,000 to
Shortwave Research Inc., New
York, a firm which Rep. Taber
asserted employed two persons
listed by the Dies Committee as
"subversive." Mr. Taber said he
had asked members of the Senate
Appropriations Committee to study
the charges at hearings this week.
Officials of the Overseas Branch
told Broadcasting that OWI's
contract with Overseas Research
Inc., had expired last March. They
said the organization had been established in the spring of 1942 at
the suggestion of Brig. Gen. Wm.
J. Donovan. It specialized in translating unusual languages. OWI assumed the contract obligations after they had been examined and

'putifomHAT^n

approved by attorneys of the Office of Emergency Management,
officials explained. Since the Overseas Branch is now equipped to
handle this work with its own
staff, services of Overseas Research have been disposed of.
Promptly following the angry
action of the House in abolishing
OWI's Domestic Branch, reports
spread in radio circles that if the
Senate sustained the action, the
Administration would be inclined
to turn over to the FCC, meaning
Chairman Fly, the whole matter of
radio program funneling and distribution.
This, however, was regarded as
unlikely for several reasons. First,
the FCC, under the specific terms
of the law, is prevented from assuming any degree of control over
programs, though the Frankfurter
opinion of May 10 takes an opposite view. With that whole question in controversy and with disclaimers by Chairman Fly that the
Commission will handle programs,
it was thought such a course would
be unwise and unlikely, even if
fostered in New Deal circles.
At a special press conference
June 19, Mr. Davis said that should
the Senate sustain the House action, "there would be no more OWI"
and that he would resign.
The House, by a two-to-one vote,
eliminated the proposed $5,500,000
appropriation for the Domestic
Branch altogether. The budget Bureau had requested $8,865,000 for
the branch, but the Appropriations
Committee had trimmed the figure
to $5,500,000. Approximately 1,500
of OWI's 4,000 employes would be
cut off.
The Branch's radio bureau,
which has won unstinted praise

Q KINGS
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HANDSHAKE seals the contract
signed by Miller McClintock (left),
MBS president, and Antonio Rojas
Villalba, vice-president of Radio
Mil, for exchange of programs between the 36-station Mexican network and Mutual [Broadcasting
June 21].

from the industry, includes only 63
employes. However, certain other
sections of the Domestic Branch,
headed until last week by Gardner
Cowles Jr., are coordinated with
the radio bureau in handling of
time clearance matters, campaigns
and program developments.
The general view around Washington was that the Senate would
not be disposed to let the OWI domestic operations die. The same
held true in connection with the
$35,000,000 slash in OPA funds
for the ensuing fiscal year, from
the committee recommendation of
$165,000,000.
It was thought that while both
houses of Congress are in open rebellion against the activities of
these war agencies, that sufficient
funds would be restored to permit
certain of the operations to continue, even if on a curtailed basis.
One thing appeared certain as a
result of the OPA action, however.
Grade labeling, agitated by consumer and labor groups with Mrs.
Roosevelt as an outspoken supporter, appears to be scuttled for
the duration. It was doubted
whether the Senate would seek to
knock out the House action blocking grade labeling or standardization of food or other products.
Davis the Target

BERT GEORGES, general manager of WHEB, Portsmouth, N. H.,
has written to New Hampshire
Senators Charles Tobey and Styles
Bridges, and to Rep. Chester E.
Merrow, to protest the action of
the House in withholding all funds
from OWI's Domestic Branch, with
the intent of killing that agency.
"I for one," Mr. Georges wrote,
"feel with the facts in my possession, that the Office of War Information isa very necessary domestic bureau." He suggested that
"all members of Congress be completely informed on the policies and
functions of OWI, before recommendation ismade for the abolishment of this office in its handling
of domestic war information."
Objecting to the idea that some
members of Congress reportedly
entertain, that newspapers can
carry on the domestic war informajob, Mr. newspapers
Georges said,being
"We set
in
radio tionresent
up or referred to as the public informant, whereas many surveys
show that radio, by a great margin,
is the dominant news source of the
American public."
Loose- Wiles

Campaign

LOOSE-WILES BISCUIT Co.,
Kansas City, will engage in an extensive campaign in radio and other
media in the fall. Firm is currently a participating sponsor in Arthur Godfrey's program on WTOP,
Washington, and also uses Cedric
Foster's five-weekly news program
on Yankee Network. Details of the
fall drive have not been revealed.
Agency
is Newell-Emmett Co., New
York.
as a "propaganda minister," particularly because of his combined
network commentaries on Fridays
(with a urdays). repeat on Mutual on SatIt was after Rep. Starnes (IDAla.) had told the House that
America "wants no Goebbels or
Gayda in Washington," that the
body voted 218 to 114 to erase from
the war agencies appropriation bill
the OWI home front operations
item. The action in no way impaired OWI's foreign program, for
which the House approved $28,972,504.

Reason for the House decapitation of the Domestic Branch was
ascribed largely to the "pamphleteering" and the purported "fourth
term propaganda" in favor of
President Roosevelt. But the wrath
that fell upon the head of Mr.
Davis covered a maze of activities
of OWI and had much to do with
Mr. Davis' own political complexion
and antecedents.
His now famous and ill-starred
speech before the American Newspaper Guild convention in Boston,
criticizing the handling of news by
Washington's newspaper reporters
appeared to have been the last
straw. But before that ill-advised
speech, members of the Republican
minority on both sides of Congress
had vehemently attacked Mr. Davis
BROADCASTING
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WHEATAMm

PLACES

MORE
NEWSCASTS
STARTING in radio with a small
appropriation less than six months
ago,
' De Preeof Co.,
Holland,
Mich.,the producer
Wheatamin,
vitamin product, has expanded in
six months into a radio account
with an expenditure of about
$60,000 this year. The company
tested radio last January with a
five-a-week quarter-hour newscast
on WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich., and
the product immediately caught on.
The company has recently purchased six early morning quarterhour news programs on WLW,
Cincinnati, and three five-minute
morning newscasts on WCCO, Minneapolis, and renewed its time on
WKZO, and on WIND, Gary-Chicago, where five-minute newscasts
are aimed at a war worker audience every hour all night long.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham,
Chicago, is agency. Phil Stewart is
account executive.

NAB

Is

Honored

By U. S. Flag Assn.
'Cross of Honor' Given For
Work in Bond Sale Drive
AWARD of the Cross of Honor of
the United States Flag Association
to the NAB, in recognition of "distinguished service" in connection

failure or refusal to renew your standard license (s) and the grant of temporary license(s).
(d) Whether representatives or
agents tions
of Commission
the Federal
have Communicainterviewed
any of your directors, officers, employees or persons connected with or
using the facilities of your station
during the past two years.
(e) If the answer to (d) is in the
affirmative please advise :
1. The name(s) of such Federal
Communications Commission representatives and the date(s) and
place (s) such interviews were had.
2. The name(s) of the person (s)
interviewed.
3. The subject of inquiry (ies)
with each such person.
(f) Whether in your opinion the
Federal Communications Commission
has been factually justified in placing
your station on a temporary license
basis and a statement of the action
taken by you to be put on a standard
license basis.
(g) The name of your Washington
attorney.

JACK HEINTZ, manager of WCBS,
Springfield, 111., has been commissioned lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy
and will report for Quonset Point.
R. I., for indoctrination. He will be
succeeded by Carrol Neeld, local salesmanager of the station.
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Honor for NAB
with the observance of Flag Week
during which 100 million dollars
worth of war bonds were sold, is
scheduled today (June 28) in
Washington. Neville Miller, NAB
president, was to receive the award
from Walter D. Fuller, president,
Curtis Publishing Co., and executive chairman of the association.

(h) Is your station a foreign
language broadcasting station.
(i) Have any FCC questionnaires
pertaining to license renewals received by your station contained interrogatories seeking detailed, specific information as to foreign language programs and broadcasts? If
so please furnish the form numbers,
and state when they were received.
(j) Any further information which
you tee
desire
submit to the
Commit-or
for its toconsideration
whether
not related to the foregoing inquiry.
In answering please be good enough
to repeat the above inquiries above
your answer.

to the nation's newspapers for
their contribution to the campaign,
conducted under joint sponsorship
of the Flag Association and the
Treasury. The campaign was held
during the week June 8-14. Analysis showed 535 stations made a
total of more than 10,000 Flag
Week announcements. In addition,
special programs were broadcast,
many of them over the networks.
The citation to accompany the
award to the radio stations reads:
In recognition of distinguished service by this agency of public information, education and entertainment
whose high ethical standards and conduct give to the American people
further reason to be proud of the efficacy of our Constitutional guarantee
of freedom of speech as exercised by
a private industry under our democratic system of free enterprise. The
contribution of America's radio broadcasting stations to the success of the
Flag Week War Bond Campaign of
1943 is an additional compliment to
their magnificent record of unselfish
service to the ideals and institutions
symbolized by the Flag of the United
States.
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in the South'* Greatest City
CBS

Affiliate

Nal'l Rap. - Tha Katz Agency Inc.

PORTLAND, OREGON

10,000 Plugs
A similar award was to be made

253(504
244,79l

'* 223,844
Akron
Om
aha.
Oil 000

He:

two years your station has operated
on a temporary license granted by the
Federal Communications Commission.
Will you be good enough to inform
the Committee promptly :
(a) The datc(s) when you were put
on a temporary license basis, the
period (s) of such license (s) and
whether your station is still operating
under such a license.
(b) The facts and circumstances so
far as known to or learned by you,
directly or indirectly, which caused
your rary
station
to be put under tempolicense (s).
(c) Enclose copies of all written
notices or communications received
by you cations
from Commission
the Federal
Communiin respect
to the

Kenney Joins WFMJ
KAY KENNEY syndicated columnist and author of scripts for
stage and screen celebrities, has
joined WFMJ, Youngstown. She is
conducting a new type of women's
column, Kay Kenney's Conclusions,
in which much of the usual conversation about cooking and housework is discarded. Miss Kenney
has done newspaper, magazine and
syndicate work and has written for
various radio programs.

Every

Cox Questionnaire
(Continued from page 10)

KIEV

Sale

Hearing

FCC has designated for hearing the application, filed last
March, of Marshall S. Neal, individually and as trustee of all
other stockholders, to transfer control of Southern California Broadcasting Co., licensee of KWKW,
Pasadena, to I. W. Peters, general
manager of KIEV, Glendale, Cal.,
and owner of the National Motel
System, with headquarters in Glendale. Mr. Neale, a Pasadena merchant when KWKW was authorized
in 1941, has been its general manager and principle owner. Mr.
Peters would pay $1 per share for
all common stock, 5,355.67 shares.
KWKW operates with 1 kw. daytime on 1430 kc.

"KEY TO THE GREAT WEST*
5,000 Watts-620 Kilocydes
NBC RED NETWORK

THE

GARNET GARRISON, formerly director of the radio division of Wayne
U. before joining NBC in December
1942, has been named assistant production manager of NBC in charge
of dramatic programs. N. Ray Kelly,
NBC eastern division production manager, also announced addition to the
production staff of Jack E. Hill,
former production
director at NBC's
Chicago
headquarters.

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY ft CO.. Inc.

Tha
Northwest'sBuy
Bast
Broadcasting

WTCN
BLUE
NETWORK
MINNEAPOLIS
ST
Owned and Operated by
ST.

PAUL DISPATCH PIONEER PRESS, MINNEAPOLIS
DAILY TIMES.

FREE
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&

PETERS,

INC. —

28, 1943
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Actions
FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
JUNE 19 TO JUNE

Decisions

WORK, York, Pa.— License cover CP for
DA-N.
WJW, Akron — Mod. license to change
name of licensee to The Akron Broadcasting Co., vol. assignment CP for new transmitter, change frequency, etc., from Akron
Broadcasting Co. to WJW Inc.
FIRST Baptist Church, Pontiac, Mich.—
Extension authority transmit programs to
CKLW, Windsor, Ont., beginning Aug. 8.
KMA, Shenandoah, la. — License cover
CP for DA-N, increase power.
KRLH, Midland, Tex.— Invol. assign, license to Millard Edison, executor estate of
Clarence Scharbauer, deceased.
JUNE 22
WHDH, Boston — Granted petition for
cancellation hearing filed by WHDH, and
motion to reconsider and dismiss petition
for rehearing and cancel hearing filed by
WJW, re application involving use of 850
kc. frequency.
WJZ, New York — Granted CP mow* ma;n
and aux. transmitters Bound Brook, N. J.,
to Lodi, N. J.; install new aux. transmitter, antenna, change operating power of
aux. 25 to 10 kw.
WBAX, Wilkes-Barre. Pa.— Grafted 90day extension of temp, license pending decision in so-called Wilkes-Barre cases.
KWKW, Pasadena — Designated for hearing application to transfer control of
Southern Cal. Broadcasting Co., licensee,
from Marshall S. Neal. individually and
as trustee of all other stockholders, to L.
W. Peters.
KGGF, Coffeyville, Kans.— Granted CP
for new transmitter, subject to action on
license renewal.
Don Lee Broadcasting System — Denied
without prejudice petition to modify regulation 3.104 to permit regional networks
exercise
notice. option on 14 instead of 56 days'
W49PH, W53PH, W69PH, W73PH,
W57PH, Philadelphia— Granted petition for
waiver for 90 days requirements of rule
3.261, to permit operation under cooperative plan.
W41MM, Winston-Salem Granted license renewal to July 1, 1944.
W39B, Boston— Same.
W69PH, Philadelphia — Granted license
renewal to June 1, 1944.
W5XAU, Oklahoma City Granted further extension, temp, basis, to August 1,
1943, pending determination on application
for license renewal.
W9XLA, Denver— Same.
W2XWE, Albany, N. J.— Same.
Beauford, H. Jester, Waco, Tex. — Ordered granted petition for continuance of
oral argument on application for CP new
standard broadcast station ; continued to
Oct. 6.
WINS, New York— Granted mod. CP
for power increase, change hours, new
transmitter, etc., for extension completion date June 6 to Dec. 6, 1943
WOKO, Albany, N. Y.— Denied petition
continue from July 1, 1943, hearing on license renewal.
KSJB, Jamestown, N. D. — Adopted order, effective 12 :01 a.m., June 26, 1943,
cancelling special service authorization of
June 1, 1943, to operate on 600 kc. for
period pending hearing and determination
on application for mod. license to decrease N power, change frequency 1400
to 600 kc.
McLARENS Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.
(processed foods), has started twice
weekly studio quiz show on 15 Canadian stations from coast to coast. Account was placed by Russel T. Kelley
Ltd., Hamilton.
56
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New Business

Calendar

. . .

WHDH, Boston, WJW, Akron— CP 850
kc, 5 kw., unlimited, DA-N; mod. CP for
850 kc, 5 kw., unlimited, DA-DN (consolidated hearing June 30).
WJRM, Elkins, W. Va.— Mod. CP for
1240 kc, 250 w., unlimited (June 28).
WOKO, Albany, N. Y.— Renewal license
1460 kc, 500 w. N, 1 kw. D (July 1).
CBS Staff Changes
CBS ENGINEERING department
changes include departure of studio technicians Oscar Presnell and
Sy Samuels for the Army. H. A.
Porter has joined the maintenance
department and Barney Zweig,
technician, has moved to the shortwave studio. Former staff technician of the Columbia Island transmitter of WABC, CBS outlet in
New York, Dramin Jones is now
assistant supervisor of the network's maintenance department,
while Hugo Busch, formerly on the
maintenance staff, is doing mechanical engineering in the construction
and building operations department.
Ralph Novick and Harry L. Side
have joined the apprentice training
staff.
KXOK Names Blair
APPOINTMENT of John Blair &
Co. as national representatives has
been announced by KXOK, St.
Louis, effective June 25.

How

To

Engineering

AL PRATT, formerly with transmitter
staff of WRUL, Boston, is to join
WERC, Erie, as assistant chief engineer.
CHARLES W. ROBINSON, master
control engineer of WCAU, Philadelphia, has been commissioned a lieutenant in the Navy, Aviation Volunteercamp.
Special, and reports to a Midwest
HAROLD W. POWELL, formerly
with Eccles Disc Recordings Inc.,
Hollywood, and KPRO, Riverside,
Cal., has joined BLUE Hollywood as
temporary replacement for Ralph
Priest, on leave.
ALBERT H. CARR has been appointed chief engineer of Pada Radio
& Electric Co., Long Island City, N. Y.
Mr. Carr was chief engineer with
WTHT, Hartford, prior to joining the
Fada organization.
JAY TAPP, former chief engineer of
KGER, Long Beach, Cal., and now in
Government service, is the father of a
girl born June 17.
MARY E. MARBLE, from the Signal
Corps Ground Signal Service at Ft.
Monmouth, N. J., has joined the control staff of WTAG. Worcester.
W1XTG, FM adjunct of WTAG, has
an all-girl staff comprised of Mary Lou
Evans. Gladys Tomajan, and Olive
Merrill.
ELWOOD CHILDS, control engineer
of WFIL, Philadelphia, has resigned.
ALLEN B. DU MONT Laboratories,
Passaic, N. J., has issued a reference
manual of Du Mont cathode-ray tubes
and instruments, about 100 loose-leaf
pages bound in a leather cover.

Lick

The

Personnel

Problem

!

— IF you have limited license holders on your
engineering staff . . .
— IF you are in need of qualified engineering
personnel with technical ability . . .
— IF you are employing non-draftable men and
women with limited technical experience . . .
. . . then CREI extension courses in Practical Radio Engineering will enable you to train your staff on the job.
CREI will train them to acquire the necessary knowledge
and ability. Face conditions now — get ready and start
training non-draftable men and women for replacements.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE

INFORMATION

RADIO

ENGINEERING

PENNZOIL Co., Los Angeles, on June 30
starts for 52 weeks Faces & Places In the
News, on 32 Don Lee Pacific Coast stations
Wed., 6:15-6:30 p.m. (PWT). Starting
Aug. 2 adds Mon., 6:15-6:30 p.m. (PWT).
Agency Mayers Co., Los Angeles.
ADAM HAT STORES, New York, on Sept.
17 starts unnamed program on 130 BLUE
stations, Tuesday., 8-8:15 p.m. Agency:
Glicksman Adv., N. Y.
P. LORILLARD Co., New York (Old
Gold cigarettes) , on July 18 starts Bob
Crosby & Company on 140 NBC stations, Sun., 10:30-11 p.m. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
GOOD SHIP GRACE Inc., Los Angeles (religious), on June 17 renewed for 62 weeks
Haven of Rest on 32 Don Lee Pacific stations, Tues., Thurs., Sat., 8-8:30 a.m.
(PWT). Agency: Broadcast Adv. Co., Los
Angeles.
PHARMACO Inc., Newark (Chooz), on
July 11 renews for 13 weeks Bobby
Hookey on 33 MBS stations, Sun., 10:4511 p.m. Agency: Wm. Esty & Co., N. Y.
Network Changes
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati
(Jergens lotion), on July 18 adds 80 BLUE
stations and drops 48 NBC stations, making a total of 149 BLUE stations for Walter WincheU, Sun., 9-9:15 p.m. On July
18 (for Woodbury Soap) company adds 29
BLUE stations to Chamber Music Society
of Lower Basin Street, making a total of
149 BLUE stations, at the same time
shifting program, Sun., from 9:15-9:30
p.m. to 9:15-9:45 p.m. Agency: Lennen
& Mitchell, N. Y.
CARTER PRODUCTS, New York (Arrid),
on Julywood18on 77
shifts
Jimmystations,
Fidler From
BLUE
Sun., Hollyfrom
9:30-9:45 p.m. to 9:45-10 p.m. Agency:
Small & Seiffer, N. Y.
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT Corp., Los Angeles, (institutional), on June 28 replaces
Ceiling Unlimited on 56 CBS stations,
Mon. 7:15-7:30 p.m. (rpt. 11:15-11:30
p.m.) with commentaries by James Hilton. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Los
Angeles.
IRONIZED YEAST Co., Atlanta, on June
20 added 10 BLUE stations to Good Will
Hour, making a total of 76 BLUE stations,
Sun., 10-11 p.m. Agency: Ruthrauif &
Ryan, N. Y.
SWEETS Co. of America, Hoboken, N. J.
(Tootsie Rolls), on Sept. 13 adds 7 BLUE
stations to Dick Tracy, making a total of
37 BLUE stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 5:155:30 p.m. Agency: Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Jersey City (Palmolive shave cream) on July
17 adds 42 CBS stations to Hobby Lobby,
making a total of 120 CBS stations. Sat.,
8:30-8:55 p.m. (rpt., 11:30-11:55 p.m.).
Agency: Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN CIGARETTE & Cigar Co.,
New York (Pall Mall), on Oct. 11 shifts
Grade Fields on 136 BLUE stations to
MBS stations,
thru &Fri..Ryan
9:15-9:30
p.m.
Agency : Mon.,
Ruthrauff
Inc.,
N. Y.
HOLLAND FURNACE Co., Holland, Michhas expander! to 35 CBS eastern aid miHwestern stations on Smilin' Ed McConnett,
heard Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 9:45-10 a.m. Agencago. cy: Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham. Chi-

P&G

Plug Change

TODAY

Outline your technical manpower problems. We will furnish you complete data and outline of the CREI course of
training which applies to your particular setup. No obligation, ofcourse — write today; to—
E. H. Guilford,
CAPITOL

Wet work Accounts
All time Eastern Wartime unless indicated

ROOM

25 INCLUSIVE
Tentative

. . .

JUNE 21
W3XWT, Washington, D. C— Mod. CP
to extend completion date for experimental television station.
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Dept. B-4, 3224 16th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

BROADCASTING

IN A REVISION of the products
promoted on its serial Pepper
Young's Family, heard on both
NBC and CBS, Procter & Gamble
Co., Cincinnati, after July 1, instead of promoting both Camay
and Chipso on both networks will
discontinue announcements for
Chipso. NBC broadcasts will be
heard for Camay and Ivory Flakes,
and the CBS program will promote Camay exclusively. Agency is
Pedlar & Ryan, New York.
• Broadcast

Advertising

INTERIOR

COAL

APPLAUDED
CLvtf*§IFIE

Situations Wanted, 10c per word. Help Wanted and other classifications, 15c per word. Bold face listings, double. BOLD FACE CAPS,
triple. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance. Count three
words for box address. Forms close one week preceding issue.
Send Box replies to BROADCASTING Magazine, National Press
Building, Washington, D. C.
Help Wanted
ANNOUNCER-SALESMAN — Live NBC
outlet has permanent position for draft
deferred announcer who can also handle
select list of advertising accounts. Salary
plus commission. WSAV — Savannah,
Georgia.
SALESMAN — Draft exempt. Permanent
position in busy market with well-known
station that backs its men with every
assistance and results for clients. Salary
and commissions. Please write fully. Manager, WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
RADIO
SALES
JOB WITH FUTURE—
Drawing account and commission to career man or woman qualified to take full
charge of Radio Sales and Production.
Long established, financially sound, fully
recognized Washington D. C. agency. Box
786, BROADCASTING.
Wanted Immediately — Experienced announcer, settled family man not subject
to immediate induction. Also first-class
licensed engineer, settled family man.
Southern 250-watt network outlet in nondefense city. Give full details and state
desired salary. Box 778, BROADCASTING.
Combination Engineer- Announcer ■ — ■ Give
■ draft status, salary desired, all details.
Also want announcer. Write KGFW,
Kearney, Nebraska.
COMBINATION MAN — Engineering and
announcing for progressive 250-watt
station in south. Good living conditions ;
good salary for right man. State salary
and experience in first letter Box 768,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-Assistant
Program Director — •
Also announcer willing to learn engineering. Men or women. Network station.
Box 784, BROADCASTING.
News Editor and Announcer — For one of
the
southwest's
network
outlets.
Must be most
draft important
exempt, and
fully
experienced. Write, giving full details,
to Box 783, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Permanent position with 5
k.w. regional network station for draft
deferred, experienced man. Box 781,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted at Once — First class engineer.
Draft exempt. Tell all first communication, including minimum salary, WMSL,
Decatur, Alabama.
Technician — Permanent position for man
with a family. Network station. Write
in for full details. Give your qualifications. Address Technical Manager, Radio
Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Draft Deferred — Licensed first, second, or
third class operators. Rocky Mountain 5
kw. network station. Box 782, BROADCASTING.
ANNOUNCER — Man or woman for modern
250 watt station in southern town. State
salary and qualifications in first letter.
Box 769, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Announcer — Draft exempt experienced
showman and M.C. Five years radio,
news, commercials, special events, go
anywhere. Mai Murray, Victory Theatre,
Sioux City, Iowa.
Production-Man, Writer, Announcer — With
network experience. 4-F. Now writing
and producing program ideas for sales
department. Interested in future. Box
776, BROADCASTING.
Desired — Position as program or special
features director. Over five years' experience, special features, programming, public relations. Married. Draft deferred.
Box 774, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination Announcer, Writer and Producer — Wishes position with Pacific
Coast station. Some experience. Eighteen months deferred. Write Box 773,
BROADCASTING.
Making Money? — 200 stations didn't in 1942.
I'll
prove
I can Case
put histories
your station
into theI
profit
column.
furnished.
like tough jobs. Experienced, capable,
draft exempt, excellent health, Kiwanian,
Protestant. Box 772, BROADCASTING.
Station, Manager — Versatile radio man, 14
years'
radio-publication
sound
knowledge
of programs, experience;
traffic, personnel,
selling and administrative work. Now
employed manager network affiliate. Draft
status 3-A. Excellent references. Box 770,
BROADCASTING.
Chief
— Married,
child,background
10 years'
radioEngineer
experience.
Complete
and experience will be given first reply.
Southeast only. Minimum salary $65 week.
Box 767, BROADCASTING.
First Class Technician — With years of broad
experience available part-time Manhattan
or vicinity. Box 777, BROADCASTING.
EXECUTIVE-GENERAL MANAGER-STATION MANAGER — 17 years' experience.
Newspaper and radio. Broad knowledge
all departments. Good organizer, knows
merchandising. 43 years of age, veteran
last war. Present income $10,000 — interested in salary and commission arrangement. Best of references. Box 775,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, Announcer and Salesman — All
experienced. Available soon for Middle
West. All draft exempt. Make offer for
one or all. Box 766, BROADCASTING.
Staff Trio — Man, wife, daughter. Using
piano, violin, sax, cello, vibraharp. Have
solovox. Union, radio experience, classic,
popular. Address Keshner, Spring Mill
Inn, Mitchell, Indiana.
College Graduate — With special training
in speech and radio broadcasting wishes
placement as announcer and copy writer
in a small station. Long experience as
experiFour years'
piano enceaccompanist.
as assistant program
director
for
recreation center with occasional opportunities for script writing and broadcasting in this connection. Read and write
Spanish and speak French.
and
French
Typing fair. Can take responsibility. Box
779, BROADCASTING.
Ar.nouncer — Ambitious, experienced, references, home control work, 4-F. Box 785,
BROADCASTING.
A Clear Channel — Or outstanding regional
station can get steady, permanent anFour years' exexempt.
nouncer.
perience.DraftContinuity
and selling. College.
Box 780, BROADCASTING.

DISCS

BY

NAB

THE NAB has given its official
thanks to the Interior Dept. for
that agency's recognition of radio
as an advertising and information
medium, in a letter from Lewis H.
broadcast adAvery, director
vertising, to H. of
A. Gray, deputy
solid foods administrator for war.
The letter, which refers to the
"Buy Coal Now" transcriptions
made available to coal dealers for
folsponsorship
lows in part: on local stations,
Let me asure you of the sincere appreciation of broadcasting stations
from coast to coast and from Canada
to the Gulf for the programs and announcements you recently sent to coal
them to use broadurging
merchants,
casting on a paid basis.
Long discriminated against by various Government agencies and departments, broadcasting stations have,
nevertheless, contributed freely and
fully of their facilities to aid the
various programs of war information.
Your recognition of the medium as a
further means of advertising is double welcome. * * * We are planning
special mailing to all radio stations,
again urging them to get behind this
campaign.
At the meeting of the Small Market
Stations Committee onin the Hotel Mayon June 9 and
flower in Washingt
10, a resolution was introduced and
passed unanimously expressing the appreciation ofthe small market stations
(about 400 in number) of your constructive cooperation with broadcasting generally. As soon as the minutes
of that meeting are available, I will
send you a copy of the formal resolution.

MURRAY VERNIK Adv. Agency,
Philadelphia, has moved to larger
quarters at 1524 Chestnut St. New
Telephone number is Rittenhouse 2622.

WANTED
by a STATION
5 KW NBC
A top announcer for a top job.
Must have five years experience
and be competent all around. For
the right man we have a good job
with an excellent future.
Write or wire
KD
YL
Salt Lake City

PROFESSIONAL
IRECTORY

&. Bail
An ky
Organization
of ey
Jans
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
NatUnal Prui Bide-. W»h., D. C.

PAUL

F GODLEY

CONSUL TING RADIO ENGINEERS
MONTCLAIR,

N.J.

MO 2-7859

McNARY & WRATHALL
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National Press Bldg.
Dl. 1205
Washington, D. C.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD
INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM
BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

Wanted to Buy
33 1/3-78
RPM
Professional Recorder
with
amplifier
two turntab'es.
Presto Model Y orand
equivalent.
WCED,
DuBois, Pa.
We Desire Full or Controlling Interest — In
local channel station, midwest preferred,
must be clean cut proposition, replies
confidential. Box 771, BROADCASTING.

GEORGE

C.

DAVIS

Consulting Radio Engineer
Munsey Bldg.
District 8456
Washington, D. C.

Radio Engineering Consultants
Frequency Monitoring
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Silver Spring, Md.
(Suburb, Wash., D. C.)
321 E. Gregory
Crossroads of
Blvd., Kansas
the World
City, Mo.
( Y ] Hollywood, Cal.
—

Radio Station — Local regional. Russell Bennett, Sweetwater, Texas.
For Sale
Portable
Playback—with
60 cy.
A.C., 16"
1/3
transcriptions;
projector
for 33stills
and screen in leather carrying case. Made
Electro-Acoustic Products Co. Perfect
condition. $200.00 cash. Act quick. Osborne Stearns, 219 Oxford, Buffalo.

• Broadcast

Advertising

Frequency Measuring
Service
EXACT MEASUREMENTS
ANY HOUR— ANY DAY
R.C.A. Communications, Inc.
66 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

RING

8C CLARK

Consulting Radio Engineers
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Munsey Bids. • Republic 2347
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Deferment

Plan

for

Radio

Set

Flag-Draped

Beauty

THE

Up

Hollywood
by
Manning Replacement Table
Which

Selective

Service

PROPOSING orderly withdrawal
of essential California broadcasting industry personnel for military
service, and defining deferment
necessary to train replacements,
Hollywood Radio Selective Service
Committee today is rounding up
last-minute manpower reports from
networks, stations and advertising
agencies. Following submission of
the lists to the War Manpower
Commission and State Selective
Service during early July, a directive, it is anticipated, will be issued
to local draft boards recommending suggested periods of deferment.
Hollywood committee has reportedly been assured by officials of
both government agencies that
every consideration will be given
to the submitted schedule. Although
strictly a California project, it is
supposed that other states will follow with similar requests utilizing
the Manning Replacement Tables.
Employer organizations in the
Southern California area have already received a prepared manual
of job classifications which exist
within the industry. Each job title
is defined, with definition including aminimum and maximum training time estimated for the job.
Selective Service deferment period
for workers employed in the various
positions is also indicated. Deadline
for return of the manual is June
28. Schedule follows:
Deferment Periods
Job classifications listed for over
12 months exemption : Executive or
station manager, agency radio executive, agency radio producer, executive radio package show ; talent agent,
chief radio engineer or supervisor,
radio technician, technical announcer,
recording engineer, traffic manager and
assistant traffic manager, script writer, continuity writer, continuity department head, editor or re-write man,
adapter, news analyst, special events
director, news bureau managing director, program department manager,
producer, sound effects manager, production manager, music department
head, musical clearance department
head, musical director, composer, arranger, copyist and air conditioning
superintendent.
For six to 12-mouth deferment :
assistant station manager, station relations director, assistant agency executives and assistant producers, agency publicity department head, research
writer, special events writer, gag writer, assistant managing editor of news
bureau, news editor, assistant manager of program department, sound
effects technician, chief announcer,
assistant musical director, head music
librarian, auditor, accountant, chief
photographer, radio publicity department head, manager of building maintenance, carpenter, electrician and
painter.
Radio agent is down for four-months
deferment, as are assistant music librarian and assistant chief photographer. In the three-month deferment
class are agency radio publicity department assistant, program clerk,
junior continuity writer, assistant
production manager, assistant producPage
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Committee
Utilized

is Expected

in Program

to Adopt

ers, announcer-newscaster, personnel
director, purchasing agent, sales promotion manager and artist. In the
two-month classification are assistant
radio agent, announcer, announcersalesman, junior sound effects technician, transcription operator, contractor, teletype operator, bookkeeper and
general department head.
One month deferments are suggested
for commercial writer, re-write news
editor, editorial assistant, junior radio
announcer, supporting actor or bit
player, singer, musician, mimeograph
department head, secretary, stenographer, general ledger clerk, payroll
clerk, stock clerk, duplicating machine
operator, production department operations clerk, typists, telephone operator receptionists, file clerk, mail clerk,
messenger, publicity schedule clerk,
assistant sales manager, assistant sales
promotion manager, radio sales promotion copy writer, radio publicity department assistant, salesmen, publicity writers, photographic fashion editor, librarian (sales promotional),
stage hands, ushers, maid or charwoman, and janitor.
Hollywood Radio Selective Service Committee comprises 16 representatives from the networks,
Southern California Broadcasters
Assn., advertising agencies, talent
agencies, Radio Writers Guild and
AFRA.

Plaque for Servicemen
OHIO'S GOVERNOR John W.
Bricker dedicated a plaque containing names of 68 former employes of Cincinnati stations WLW,
WSAI and WLW, now in military
service, during ceremonies in the
lobby of Crosley Square. Frederic
A. Williams, artist and sculptor,
designed the plaque, assisted by
station staff artists Rudolph Prihoda and John Haynes. Taking part
in the dedication were James D.
Shouse, vice-president of the Crosley Corp.; WLW Announcer John
Cornell; former WLW Newscaster
Lt. Melvin Maginn, and a color
guard from Ft. Thomas, Ky.

CONTEST to determine Cincinnati's candidate
for "Miss America" of 1943
will be sponsored by WCKY,
Cincinnati, and will be conducted as a war effort project. Contestants will make
their first appearance in connection with the Smokes for
Service Folks program July
3 at Crosley Field. The winner, to be selected late in
August, will receive a complete war-time wardrobe and
will be sent to Atlantic City
the week of Sept. 6 to compete for the national title.
CHELSEA,

ON

WTZ,

NOW
HAS PROGRAM
CHELSEA CIGARETTES, which
have been in the news since last
fall as the brand which flooded the
soldier market in England, and is
now reported practically unobtainable there, will expand this week
with a Monday through Friday program on WJZ, New York, titled
Chelsea's Band of the Week. Larus
Bros., manufacturer, has limited its
radio advertising for Chelseas,
Edgeworth Tobacco, and other tobacco products, to one-minute spot
announcements up to the present.
First five-minute program for the
firm, the WJZ show will feature
records made by the "band of the
week," and will be heard at 6:40
p.m., starting June 28. Edgeworth
Tobacco as well as Chelseas will
be advertised. Larus one-minute
spots continue in an undetermined
number of major markets. Agency
is Warwick & Legler, New York.
Outdoor Figures Oftener
A. W. LEHMAN, manager of the
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting, and technical director of
the Advertising Research Foundation, has also been named head of
the Traffic Audit Bureau. Offices
of the Bureau have recently been
moved from 60 E. 42d St. to 330
W. 42d St., New York. Beginning
in August TAB will issue semiannual circulation figures for outdoor plants operating in cities of
25,000 or more, replacing former
audits every three years.
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"He's To Be the Announcer

Drawn for Bkoadcasting by Sid Hix
On the New Condensed Milk Show!"
BROADCASTING

Jergens

Expands

Line-up

on

Blue

Adds Musical 'Depreciation'
Period to Basin St. Show
ANDREW JERGENS Co., Cincinnati, sponsor of Walter Winchell
for Jergens lotion and Chamber
Music Society of Lower Basin
Street for Woodbury soap in the
Sunday evening 9-9:30 p.m. on the
BLUE, will increase the station
line-up for both programs on July
18, at the same time expanding
Basin Street from a quarter-hour
to a half-hour series.
Winchell, currently on 117 stations, of which 48 have been NBC
affiliates and 69 BLUE outlets, will
be heard for the first time since
Jergens placed him on the air Dec.
4, 1932, on a network of exclusive
BLUE stations. The increase calls
for the full BLUE network of 149
stations available for evening programs, or an addition of 80 BLUE
stations to the present total.
The same total will carry Basin
Street, currently on 120 BLUE stations, when it is expanded from
9:15-9:30 p.m. to 9:15-9:45 p.m.
With the expansion, Jergens also
plans to add "a musical depreciation period" during which the
vagaries of musicians and composers will be subject to ridicule,
and to resurrect the "Dixieland"
group heard on the show when it
was on a sustaining basis. Lennen
& Mitchell, New York, is the
agency in charge of both Jergens
programs.
As a part of the Sunday night,
shift of programs on the BLUE,
Carter Products, New York, on
July 18 will shift Jimmy Fidler
From Hollywood from his current
9:30-9:45 p.m. spot to the following quarter-hour. He will continue
to be heard on 77 stations on behalf of Arrid. Agency is Small &
Seiffer, New York.
James

McDonald

Named

Blue Post-War Advisor
james g. Mcdonald, blue
commentator, and former diplomat
and journalist, has been named advisor to the BLUE on post-war relations, itwas announced last week
by Mark Woods, president. From
1919 to 1933 Mr. McDonald was
chairman of the Foreign Policy
Ass'n, and for the following three
years served as League of Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees
from Germany. He joined the New
York Times in 1936 and until 1938
served as editorial writer on foreign affairs for that paper.
In announcing the appointment,
Mr. Woods
said:that
"Webroadcasting,
are cognizant of the fact
like all other American life, business and social, is now devoted exclusively tothe winning of the war.
But at the same time, we cannot
afford to ignore the necessity for
planning for the years immediately
following the peace. Those years
will face us with staggering problems of readjustment and assimilation. Chaos may result if we wait
until the problems confront us before we consider a solution."
• Broadcast

Advertising

Not as far-fetched as you would imagine! Radio today is
as vital to the farm as the plow itself, the link between a
world at war and American farms such as that of Kansan
and Aunt Polly. In the "Heart of America" KMBC is
the only station with a complete farm service — with a
full-time specialist in farm problems, Phil Evans.

Thus

market

reports direct from the livestock exchange

with

Bob Riley, KMBC's full-time professional marketcaster.
Another reason for KMBC having 350% more farm
listeners than the nearest competing

station — as many

listeners as all others named — a total of twenty-jive
stations! Free & Peters has the story!

is programmed KMBC's facilities for service to the 49%
potential rural audience of this area — as well as to the
51% urban.
It was therefore only logical that Kansas

City livestock

interests should again grant to KMBC, for the fifth
consecutive year,the exclusive rights to broadcast official

KMBC
OF

KANSAS
FREE

SINCE

1 928

—

THE

BASIC

CBS

STATION

FOR

& PETERS,

MISSOURI

CITY
INC.
AND

KANSAS

-

BUT

WHAT'S

UNDER

IF you buy radio merely for appearance, you
ought to buy the stations with the biggest,
most colorful coverage maps.
If, however, you buy radio to go places and do
things, it's a good idea to determine how much
selling power is under the hood.

THE

HOOD

either. On its 930 kc. frequency, WKY

covers a

major portion of the state, and, with plenty of
selling power under the hood, takes radio advertising more places, to more people, and makes
it do things better than any other Oklahoma

City

station possibly can.

The only Avay to measure a station's selling
power is to measure its audience, not the ground
it covers.
WKY's selling power exceeds by far that of
any other Oklahoma City station with 46.3% of
Oklahoma City's entire morning audience, 55.1%
of the afternoon audience, and 59.2 % of the evening audience (Winter-Spring Hooperatings) .
No
WKY's

other Oklahoma

City station exceeds

ability to cover ground in Oklahoma

WKY

OKLAHOMA

CITY

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.
The Daily Oklahoman and Times - The Farmer-Stockman
KVOR, Colorado Springs - KLZ, Denver (Affiliated Mgmt.)
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

